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commercial

She has to keep her eyes on her mirror, but
her mind is all yours ! Multiply this receptivity bythousands of nightly pin-ups and
millions of daily household duties . . . and
you'll see why Spot Radio pays off BIG for
advertisers.

KOB
Albuquerque
WSB
Atlanta
WGR
Buffalo
WGN
Chicago
WFAA . . Datfas-Ft. Worth
WKMH
Detroit
WANE
Fort Wayne
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The

Booming

Upper

Ohio

Valley

No. 14 IN A SERIES
ABOUT
UPPER

THE DIVERSIFIED
OHIO RIVER VALLEY:

PIPE

COUPLINGS

The world's largest independent
manufacturer of Pipe Couplings is
the proud boast of the Wheeling
Machine Products Company of
-Wheeling, West Virginia, an important element in the industrial picture
of the WTRF-TV area. Founded in
1918 for the precision manufacture
of Pipe Couplings, the Wheeling
company has expanded its product
lines to include Pipe Nipples, Water
Well Drive Points, Drive Shoes and
Drive Caps, Bushings, Plugs and
"X-L" tradePlastic Fittings.
products Itsare shipped all
marked
over the world.

to those with prodImportant, too,
ucts to sell is the $3 million annual
payroll of the Wheeling Machine
Products Co. It is a potent part of
the $21/2 billion spendable income
enjoyed by the 2 million people in
the prosperous 36-county area
served by WTRF-TV.

For availabilities, call Bob
316,000 watts N
Ferguson, VP and Gen. Mgr.,
or Needham Smith, Sales Manager,
Biol network color
at CEdar 2-7777.
National Rep., George P.
WHEELING 7, WEST VIRGINIA
Hollingbery Company.
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To sell groceries-or drugs-or any of the thousand-and-one items
that go into daily family living, you must reach the adults with
the spending power. And - that's exactly what WCBM does month after month* in the vast Baltimore market! WCBM radio
programming is aimed at adults — and they respond where it
means the most to advertisers — at the cash register! Get all the
facts and "buy
you'll
seeBalt
whyimorWCBM
should be your PREFERRED radio
" in
e!
-meisen Adult
Nielsen Adult Listenership Surveys

Q.

A CBS

BALTIMORE

Radio Affiliate

PETERS, GRIFFIN.
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10,000 Watts

WOODWARD,

on 680

KC

Baltimore

«*,.; Exclusive National Representatives

13, Maryland

flie

BONUS

buy...

The facts show that in the great Dallas - Fort Worth

Market you get more counties, more TV Homes and
greater circulation when you buy KRLD-TV coverage.
Ask a Branham man to show you the KRLD-TV
"measured preference".

Represented Nationally
by The Branham Company

THE

DALLAS

MAXIMUM

4

TIMES

POWER

HERALD
John W. Runyon
Chairman of the Board

STATIONS
Clyde President
W. Remberl

TV-Twin to KRLD radio 1080, CBS outlet with 50,000 watts
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CLOSED
Trading down ratings • Advertisers
are getting more sophisticated about
ratings. That's claim of NBC-TV, separately concurred in by CBS-TV. Both
networks, heavy on specials and "balanced" or "totality" programming, are
aware that some informational specials,
for example, not only may get clobbered by entertainment-type opposition but also can reduce ratings for
programs that precede and follow.
Don't sponsors object, especially those
in before and after programs? NBCTV and CBS-TV indicate not- — at least
not seriously. Rather, they say, sponsors recognize value of this type of
programming, even when it seems to
hurt ratings of their shows, and are
becoming more and more aware that
"ratings aren't the end-all of the business." ABC-TV differs on two counts:
(1) It's going lightly on specials, and
(2) feels ratings are essential information, will give them out for publication
where others won't (Broadcasting,
Sept. 21).

Fox's second? • 20th Century Fox is
negotiating with Gannett newspapers
for purchase of ch. 13 KOVR (TV)
Stockton, Calif. Probability is good
that talks will eventuate in sale. Gannett bought ABC-TV affiliate from
Hoffman Electronics in 1958 for almost $1.5 million. If Stockton deal
goes through, this will mark second
20th Century purchase in tv station
ownership; it has application for FCC
approval pending for $4.1 million buy
of ch. 9 KMSP-TV Minneapolis from
NTA (Broadcasting, Aug. 24).

Who's on first? • Although public hearings start tomorrow (Oct. 6) in House
Legislative Oversight tv quiz investigation, list of witnesses had not been
finalized last Friday (Oct. 2). Several
subpoenas have been served, and several witnesses have agreed to appear
voluntarily, but who will actually be
called and in what order still was up
in air just four days before first sessions. Some who at first indicated they
would testify voluntarily, now have
backed down. It was reported that
among those due to appear are producers Jack Barry and Don Enright,
several contestants, network executives
and FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer.

"We are getting into this a little
earlier than we would have liked to,"
one subcommittee spokesman said last
week. He indicated congressional investigators still are not prepared to
present their case. Chairman Oren

CIRCUIT

Harris (D-Ark.) has insisted, however,
on going ahead. Rep. Harris has been
in Arkansas past two weeks but sent
signed blank subpoenas for use of
subcommittee staff. Subcommittee still
has not received testimony before grand
jury of all witnesses it sought. Hearings
are scheduled to run through Friday
with both morning and afternoon sessions.
Collectors item • First major assignment for Lou Hausman, newly named
director of Television Information Office, will be nationwide jaunt with
NAB's Fall Conference "flea circus."
Mr. Hausman was last-minute addition to official conference agenda and
he will make initial industry appearance when series opens Oct. 15 in
Washington, three days after he takes
office. It's planned for Mr. Hausman
to appear with Clair R. McCollough,
Steinman Stations, chairman of Television Information Committee, TIO's
ruling body. It wasn't certain at week's
end whether Chairman McCollough will
make all eight meetings. Mr. Hausman's conference role will be to meet
telecasters and support chairman's
fund-raising drive.
Figure war • Comprehensive tv audience study that Television Bureau of
Advertising now is distributing (see
page 35) is prelude to broadside to be
fired at competitive media. Bureau in
next few weeks will come out with
second report — "How Big Is Big?"
that uses figures of first study to compare
national television's
media. reach to that of other

Oak leaf cluster • Dr. Frank Stanton,
CBS president, who has accepted invitation toaddress Radio-Tv News Directors Assn's. convention Oct. 16, will
receive special citation from organization in New Orleans during luncheon
session. He will be honored for his
special efforts which helped bring about
amendment of political broadcasting
laws (Sec. 315). Dr. Stanton was 1957
winner of RTNDA's Paul White Memorial Award for electronic journalism, is ineligible to win that again.
Education aid • Academy of Television
Arts & Sciences plans to embark shortly on new project designed to help
students in all phases of radio-tv at colleges. ATAS has obtained cooperation
of many of its members (producers, engineers, writers, directors, agencymen
et al), who have agreed to serve (without fee) as guest lecturers in their spe-

cialties. Project already has started informally with ATAS' help
up closed-circuit tv programin atsetting
one
southern college, but more than 100
institutions have indicated they would
like to take advantage of academy's
offer.
New rating company • Is Western
Union Telegraph Co. to become a
force in radio audience measurement
survey field? Apparently answer is yes,
on basis of reports reaching Broadcasting. Among stations for which
studies were completed past three
months are WILZ St. Petersburg Beach
Fla., and WKFM (FM) Chicago. Latter station currently is involved in litigation with The Pulse Inc. over survey squabble.

Yes but • Year-old footnote in FCC
document may rise to become headline in pending transfer of control of
Hawaiian Broadcasting Co. statio
ns to
Honolulu
Star-Bulletin, (Broadcasting. Sept. 28). When FCC approved
$8.7 million sale of Consolidated
Amusement Corp. properties (including 75% ownership
of Hawai
Broadcasting Co.) to Hialand Corp.ianin
1958 it reported existence of agreement between 25% owner Star-Bulletin
and Hialand Corp. whereby newspaper
agreed not to protest that transaction
in exchange for option to buy out
Hialand's interest in Hawaiian Broadcasting Co. This situation, Commission
said in footnote to final order then,
would be considered when and if such
an option was taken up. Applications
filed last week in which Star-Bulletin
is buying remaining 75% of Hawaiian
Broadcasting for $2.3 million are based
on this option. Hawaiian is licensee of
KGMB-AM-TV Honolulu, KHBC-AMTV Hilo
Hawaii
. and KMAU-TV Wailuku, all
Mutual funds • Unless it hits expected setbacks in pending bankruptcy
proceedings and in other court actions
arising from deal between its former
owners and Dominican Republic,
Mutual figures it can get into black
early next year. Albert Gregory McCarthy Jr., who started salvage job last
July 1, has so far put in $500,000 to
keep network alive, is expected to advance another $250,000 toward operating expenses before profit position
is reached. It may cost him as much as
additional $500,000 to straighten out
bankruptcy and Dominican matters
(story page 29).
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wiffi

BIG

MOVIES!

TV
WJWD
AN
EL
CLEV

too, in America's 6th market.
You'll be sitting pretty and your sales will,
Most of the best movies: PARAMOUNT, 20th CENTURY FOX,
UNITED ARTISTS, WARNER BROS. Turn that sales chart up with
Show,"
big minutes in "Watch & Win," "Afternoon Movie," "Big
"Nite Movie." Call KATZ today for availabilities!
You

c,B* station
know where you're going with a ^ ■ wr%f
gan Avenue, Chicago 1
National Sales Offices: 625 Madison Avenue, N.Y. 22 • 230 N.Michi
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Mr. Geissinger

IN

BRIEF.

HELP

The 'Big Lie' won't sell goods * You can shout false
ad claims long and loud, but they won't move the goods,
despite Hitler's theory about propaganda. A page from
the history of hotly competitive automobile selling in
Southern California is reviewed by W. B. Geissinger,
president of his own Los Angeles agency, to prove
Hitler's theory false. He tells about it in this week's
Monday
Memo. Page 25.

Study of the tv audience • TvB distributes massive report that statistically profiles the makeup of the tv audience, telling also how many
people watch and how much, what percentages of men, women, teenagers and children watch and how much they view. Page 35.

The smart money • Experts are closing in on a system to forecast sales
returns on the advertising dollar. Richard Casey of Benton & Bowles
tells the Advertising Research Foundation conference that a breakthrough may be at hand. Leo Burnett's Seymour Banks suggests ground
rules for media measuring. Paul Gerhold of Foote, Cone & Belding calls
for judgements in using yardsticks available now. Page 36.

YOURSELF
to a

TRIPLE

SCOOP
in
MICHIGAN

BATTLE
CREEK

$3 billion in 4 years • That's what Richard P. Doherty, president of TVRadio Management Corp., Washington, sees for radio-tv advertising by
1963. Page 45.

TIO's new boss • A look at Louis Hausman, head of new Television
Information Office: How he operates, what he's done, how he's apt to
approach the job of running television's biggest undertaking. Page 54.
Rolling tv studio • Red Skelton orders mobile studio with two Ampex
color Videotape recorders and three General Electric color tv cameras. He
plans to enter international tv program production. Page 74.
Tv export plans take shape • William
to committee organizing association of
porters. His job (with a 10-week tenure)
which would attempt to cut down trade
for U.S. tv product. Page 79.

H. Fineshriber named consultant
American television program ex: to set the stage for organization
restriction, open foreign markets

Shades of the Blue Book • Canadians are going to hold broadcasters
firmly to program commitments, say leading members of Board of Broadcast Governors. BBG also "reserving" two hours during prime three-hour
nighttime segment. Page 97.
Looking and listening, fourth quarter • The programs, the schedules
and the sponsors for the television and radio networks during the final
quarter of 1959 are detailed in the Network Showsheets. The specials
on the tv networks during October and November also are listed
Page 103.
FCC's radio financial report • Here is the complete market-by-market
breakdown of radio station revenues, expenses and income during 1958
as reported by FCC. The report covers 3,197 stations and shows revenue
from networks, national and regional advertisers and local sponsors.
Expenses and net income before federal taxes also are shown. Page 114.
DEPARTMENTS
AT DEADLINE
BROADCAST ADVERTISING
BUSINESS BRIEFLY
CHANGING HANDS
CLOSED CIRCUIT
COLORCASTING
DATEBOOK
EDITORIAL PAGE
EQUIPMENT & ENGINEERING
FANFARE
FATES & FORTUNES
FOR THE RECORD
GOVERNMENT
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29
35
40
58
5
82
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100
89
109
86
35
97

THE MEDIA
MONDAY MEMO
OPEN MIKE
OUR RESPECTS
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PROGRAMMING
WEEK'S HEADLINERS

54
25
20
125
22
74
32

JACKSON

Dip in wHh.ymXi^r} Get a
generous scoop in three major
metro areas — Loosing, Battle
Creek and .Jacksor). At each
point
of WUX-TV
Michigan's operates
Golden
Triangle,
"live" studios, delivers citygrade signal and leads with
dominant NBC programming.

Mark The»pWlLX-TV
MARKET FACTS:
POPULATION:
IJf/i largest
in the U.S.
(according to SRDS Consumer Market Data)
RETAIL SALES: 12th largest
in the U.S.
(according
to Sales ManPower) agement
Survey of Buying

TV HOMES: 28th largest in
the U.S.
(according to Television
Age 100 Top Markets data)
contact
VENARD, RINT0UL & McCONNEll, INC.

WILX-TV
Channel
1©
Associated with
WILS— Lansing
WPON— Pontiac
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Long the number one station in the nation's number one market,
EVER!
THAN
MORE
.
today WCBS-TV offers advertisers even more than the biggest audiences in all television
study
Channel 2 viewers are also the most responsive, as proven in a new, full-scale depth
Planning Corpoconducted by the Institute for Motivational Research, in association with Market
channels
ration (an affiliate of McCann-Erickson). Example: when asked which of New York's seven
2 out of every
"has more of the programs that really make an impression, the ones you talk about,"
was being
channel
which
asked
3 respondents interviewed named WCBS-TV. Conversely, when

referred to in this statement, "they don't seem to have many new programs -I've seen most
of them
before/' only 2% mentioned WCBS-TV- compared to 85% who named non-network stations.
Outcome? A distinct "climate of responsiveness" resulting in more anticipation, more
active
viewing on the part of Channel 2 audiences. And, according to the Institute's report, "far greater
attention and interest in both programs and commercials seen on Channel 21" Call WCBS-TV
or CBS Television Spot Sales for more of the findings which demonstrate why, now more than ever
before, New York's blue-ribbon advertising medium

is CBS

Owned

Channel 2 . . -WCBS-TV

Morton G. Bassett
V. Pres. and N. Y.
Office Manager
Robert E. Eastman
& Co., Inc

Persuasion

Persuasion is a matter of words.
The right words have all the
magic of "Open Sesame".
Good Salesmen have the phrasemaker's feel. They can Sunday
dress a product with persuasive,
colorful exciting words . . . lend
it a kind of extra glow.
The late great Johnny Gillin
was that sort of man. He let his
competitors speak of ratings. He
ence appreciation"
of "audi
spoke
ng with a character all
somethi
its own. "These particular times",
he would say, "have a very high
audience appreciation".
And really — doesn't "audience
appreciation" add a glow to the
merchandise?

P.S. Another sales tip: In Detroit, CKLW
personalities Toby David, Joe make
Van,
Bud Davies and Ron Knowles
the listening glistening and the selling
CKLW for showmanBuy results.
salubrious.
ship and sales

robert e. eastman & co., inc
representing major radio stations KXL
KJR
WHEW • WIL • KLAC ♦ WHBQ
KXOL
KNEW • WRIT • CKLW •
KDEO
WARM
KBOX • WING • WCOL •
WKLO
KQEO * WPTR • WSBA • WAAB
KSYD
KTOK
•
WSAV
KLEO • WEEP •
WAMS • KXLR • WZOK
10

Oct. 11-16— American Institute of Electrical
Engineers, Morrison Hotel, Chicago.
Oct. 12-15— National Electronics Conference,
15th annual meeting and exhibit at Hotel Sherattendof 10,000
man,andChicago,
will
Sessions
display booths.
266 expectancy
some with
ance
be held on antennas and propagation, audio, circuit theory, communications systems, computers,
television, transisspace electronics,
microwaves,
tors, and communication
and navigation, among
other topics.
Oct. 13 — Massachusetts Broadcasters Assn., University Club, Boston.
Oct 13 — Television Film Assn., monthly meeting, Masquers Club, Los Angeles. Eliot Bliss, engine r in charge of film quality control for CBSTV, Hollywood, wiil discuss transference of tv
tape to film.
*0ct. 13 — Sixth annual seminar on new product
introduction, auspices of Kastor, Hilton, Chesley,
Clifford & Atherton, New York, and its Canadian
affiliate, Bradley, Venning, Hilton & Atherton, Ltd.,
Toronto; Savoy-Hilton Hotel, New York.
Ft
Oct. 14-17 — Radio Television News Directors
EVENTS
k CALENDAR OF MEETINGS AND D FIELDS Assn., 14th international convention, St. Charles
AND RELATE
Hotel, New Orleans. Among speakers will be FCC
IN BROADCASTING
Chairman John C. Doerfer and Rep. John E. Moss
(Indicates first or revised listing)
(D-Calif.), who will discuss broadcast news and
sters Assn. freedom of information, respectively.
Oct 5-6— Central Canada Broadca
Falls,
Niagara
Hotel,
convention, Sheraton-Brock
affiliates (Mid-Atlantic
MBS Philadelphia.
15 — Regional
and Northeast)
meeting,
fulltime Board of Broadcast Gov- Oct.
Three
Ontarioernors
members— Carlyle Anderson, Roger Duhamel
and Dr Andrew Stewart — in a question-answer Oct. 15 — Sixth annual publicity clinic sponsored
session.
by Publicity Club of Los Angeles, Statler Hotel
there.
Bureau
Oct.
— Radio Adv.
ment 5-6
conference,
& CountrymanageClub,
St. Clair Inn regional
Oct. 15-16— American Assn. of Adv. Agencies
St. Clair, Mich.
annual central region meet, Drake Hotel, Chicago.
fifth
rs' Utica,
Enginee
Radio um,
te of symposi
Institu
Oct.
Hotel
cations
Oct. 17 — UPI Broadcasters of Wisconsin fall
l Communi
nationa5-7—
Utica, N.Y.
session, Milwaukee.
0Ct. 5-9— Society of Motion Picture & Television Oct. 18-20 — Texas Fm Broadcasters, Austin,
on, Statler- Bonner McLane of Winn-McLane & Assoc. Inc.,
s, 86thNewsemi-ann
Engineer
Hilton Hotel,
York. ual conventi
and
Austin, will describe local agency tooperation
be able to
Oct 5-9 — llth annual convention and profes- what it needs from fm stationsBusiness
Research
exhibit, Audio Engineering Soci- buy fm time. George Dillman of
New Yorker, New York. Technicald Corp., will give a report on taking a pilot survey
Hotelequipment
etysional
of audience.
papers from many nations have been submitte
theories, devel- Oct 18-21 — Western Regional Convention, Amerfor presentation, covering newest
inican Assn. of Advertising Agencies, Biltmore and
cludingopmentsstereo.and achievements in the audio field,
Miramar Hotels, Santa Barbara, Calif. Agenda
envalue
Assn.,
es
Industri
ic
Oct 6-7— Electron
day of closed sessions for member agency
ania Virgil includes nt
U. of Pennsylv
gineering symposium, director;
delegates and day-and-a-half of open
R. S. Mandelkorn, manageme
sessions.
M Graham, associategeneral
chairman.
Lansdale Tube Co.,
ence Re- Oct. 19-22 — RCA television studio equipment
ce on Radio Interfer
0Ct 6-&— ConferenIRE,
color tv, tranrecorder,
Signal Corps and Armour
seminar, including
duction, auspices
RCA
new projectors.
cameras,
switching,tape
of Science & in- Bldg. 2-1, sistorized
Museum
on,
Researchdustry,Foundati
Camden,
N.
J.
Chicago.
Connecticut Assn. of AP Broadcasters
quiz show investiga- Oct. 21—
Oct 6-11— Hearings on tv
meeting, Waverly Inn, Cheshire.
fall
annual
ittee,
Subcomm
ht
Oversig
ive
Legislat
by HouseBldg.,
Washington.
New tionOffice
of the
Inc. 18th annual "Man
*0ct. 21 — The Pulse
Hotel, New
*0ct 7— Radio & Television Executives Society, Year"
luncheon, Grand Ballroom, Plaza
deputy
CBS
Cook,
Godfrey,
York. Honored this year: Arthur
newsmaker luncheon, Brig. Gen. Earle
Elecon
speaks
.
Army,
S.
personality
U.
officer,
chief signal
Color
tronics and Broadcasting in the Space Age. Hotel
s *0ct. 22-23 — American Marketing Assn. (Minnebe shown. Roosevelt
will York,
subject
film
m, New
noon.
Grand onBallroo
seventh biannual Management Instisota chapter)
Hotel Leamington, Minneapolis. Charles H.
Oct. 7-9— Canadian Section, Institute of Radio Brower,tute,president,
BBD0, will present outlook in
Automotive Bldg.,
annual convention.
Engineers, Nationa
president, Hoffman LaBarney,
D.
Ont.
L.
,
Toronto
advertising.
on,
Exhibiti
l
n
Canadia
Roche Inc., will cover pharmaceutical industry.
International Workshop, Assn. of Na- Oct. 22-23— Kentucky Broadcasters Assn., fall
Oct. 8—
tional Advertisers, Savoy-Hilton Hotel, New York.
meeting, Phoenix Hotel, Lexington.
of America
Oct 8-9— Advertising FederationSouth
Carolina,
third district (North Carolina,
— Midwest conference, Women's Adv.
Oct.
Milwaukee.
Clubs,23-25
West Virginia), Poinsett Hotel, Greenville, S.C.
fall
Assn.
sters
Broadca
Alabama
Oct. 8-10—
Broadcasters Assn., anOct. 23-24 — Wisconsin
meeting, U. of Alabama.
nual fall meeting, Madison, Wis. FCC Comr.
Athletic
ters,
New offiBroadcas
speaker. president,
of
will be featured post
Ohio Assn.
Oct. 9—
Robert toE.beLeeelected,
of
including
Columbus.
Club,
cers
*
9-10— Indiana Broadcasters Assn., French now held by Mig Figi, WAUX Waukesha.
Oct.
Lick, Ind.
Wisconsin,
of
Assn.
Tv
&
Radio
AP
—
24
Oct.
Madison.
rs
*0ct 9-10 — North Carolina Assn. of Broadcastefall
and American Women in Radio & Television,
Oct. 24-26— National Educational Tv & Radio
y. Sedge, respectivel
area conference
etv station. managers,
meetingNewof York
meeting and
annualCircle,
Center,
10
Columbus
.
n,
Worthmgto
Palmer,
A.
field Inn, Greensboro. Fred
Foot
Best
Educational
of
Your
"Put
Assn.
on
National
consultant
27-30—
sales
Oct.
Ohio,
Forward." Gaines Kelley of WFMY-TV Greensboro,
s, annual convention, Hotel SheratonBroadcasterDetroit.
Radio-Tv/'
Cadillac,
Practiceof— Tomorrow.
s ofon Good
"Standard
on
"The Vision
B. Mitchell
Maurice
sponOct 29-30 — Electronic devices meetingsDevices,
Bill McKibben of Balaban stations, on "1960 —
Group on, Electronic
al Engineers
sored byProfession
Radio's Year of Disaster."
Hotel,
Shoreham
Radio
of
of Ameri- Institute
members conference,
York State
9-11—
0Ct. can
Washington.
& Television
in Radio
WomenNew
Otesaga Inn, Cooperstown.
Oct. 29-31 — New Jersey Broadcasters Assn., fall
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Normally,
don'tpride
do much
not
because we
we lack
in our bragging.
work . . .But
and that's
successes.
It's just that we give all our time and talents to singing the
praises of our clients' products and services. And that, we
think, is the very best advertising for our business.

IME
T
IT'S

But this— our twenty-fifth birthday— is a special occasion.
It's important because we opened our doors with two of
America's great advertisers as our first clients . . . and we're
still helping them set sales records.

TO
TOOT

It's important because we have grown strong and vigorous
by concentrating our full efforts on quality service.

OUR

It's important because, after a quarter century, our agency
offers its clients a stability and continuity of service and a
philosophy of management thinking that few advertisers enjoy.
Most important of all, we provide a creative spark that grows
brighter every year.

OWN
HORN

Perhaps it's time for us to sound the clarion call for you. We
will welcome the chance to show you how we get things done.

D.R.

BR

Proudly serving GENERAL

OX

R

DETROIT

• NEW

MOTORS

AND

YORK

COM

• LOS

PANY

ANGELES

and its divisions-AO SPARK PLUG • BROWN-LI PE-CHAPIN • GUIDE LAMP • HARRISON

RADIATOR • HYATT BEARINGS • NEW DEPARTURE • OLDSMOBILE • ROCHESTER PRODUCTS • SAGINAW STEERING GEAR
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THE

WORLD

VISITS

T

WTOP-TV
WASHINGTON, D. C.

OPERATED BY THE WASHINGTON
BROADCAST DIVISION

POST

WTOP-TV, Channel 9, Washington, D.C.
WJXT, Channel 4, Jacksonville, Florida
WTOP

Radio

Washington, D.C.

WSYR

Delivers

Radio

Homes

No.

2

In an area embracing

85%

More

Than

The

Station

18 counties, 402,670 homes, 1.5

million people with a $2.5 billion buying-power . . .
WSYR
THE

DELIVERS
NEXT

TWO

MORE

HOMES

STATIONS

THAN

COMBINED

Top programming .... Top facilities ....
Top personalities .... make the difference.

N B C in Central New York

meeting, Nassau Inn, Princeton.
Oct. 30-31 — Missouri Broadcasters Assn., Muehlebach Hotel, Kansas City. Gov. James T. Blair is
luncheon
speaker
on 29.
30th. Board of directors
meet evening
of Oct.
NOVEMBER
Nov. 1 — Annual Edward Petry & Co. promotional
seminar, for promotion, research and merchandising executives of Petry-represented radio and tv
stations. Starts 3 p.m. Petry Suite in Warwick
Hotel,castPhiladelphia
conjunction with BroadPromotion Assn.(inconvention).
Nov. 2-3 — Canadian Board of Broadcast Governors
holds public hearings on new broadcasting regulations. Board of Transport, Ottawa.
Nov. 2-4 — Broadcasters Promotion Assn. convention, Warwick Hotel, Philadelphia. Robert W.
Sarnoff, NBC board chairman, will be keynote
speaker. Other speakers: H. Preston Peters,
Peters, Griffin & Woodward; Adam J. Young,
Adam Young Inc., and James T. Quirk, Tv Guide.
Jim Kiss, WPEN Philadelphia, program chairman, said agenda will provide maximum exchange
of ideas. Panels will be restricted to two participants.
Nov. 2-6 — National Sales Executives-International Chicago Field Sales Management Institute,
Pick-Congress Hotel there.
Nov. 4-5 — Eastern Annual Conference, American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies, Biltmore Hotel,
New York. Seven specialized workshops and
management events are scheduled.
*Nov. 5 — WSB — Atlanta-Henry W. Grady School
of Journalism (U. of Georgia) first annual news
broadcasting conference, WSB's White Columns
studios, 8:45 a.m. -3:30 p.m.
N0V 8-9 — Fall meeting, Texas Assn. of Broadcasters, Texas Hotel, Fort Worth.
Va.
Nov. 8-11— Annual fall meeting, Assn. of National Advertisers, The Homestead, Hot Springs,
*Nov. 9 — Assn. of Broadcast Executives of Texas,
Guest speakWorth.
Dallas-Fort
Western
NAB.
president,
Fellows,
er: HaroldHillsE. Inn,
*Nov. 9 — UPI Broadcasters of Georgia organizational meet, Riviera Motel, Atlanta.
Nov. 9-10— Institute of Radio Engineers, radio
fall meeting. Syracuse Hotel, Syracuse, N.Y.
*Nov. 10— Radio & Television Executives Society
& selling seminar.
begins its 1959-60 timebuying
Seminar consists of weekly luncheons at Hawaiian
Room in Lexington Hotel, New York. Registration
fee is $10, luncheon price is $3.50 for registrants,
$4.50 for non-registrants.
11-13— NBC radio-tv affiliates, Plaza Hotel,
*Nov.
New York.
-Nov 11-14 — Sigma Delta Chi (professional
) 50th anniversary convenc fraternity
journalisti
Nixon. Guest speaker: Vice President
Richardtion,M.Indianapolis.
*Nov. 13 — Colorado Broadcasters & Telecasters
Assn., Brown Palace, Denver.
'Nov 13-14 — WSWI Nashville eighth annual counmusic disc jockey festival, Andrew Jackson
Hoteltrythere.
*Nov. 15-21— National Television Week, sponsored by NAB and Television Bureau of Advertising. Theme: "Television — In Focus With Modern
"Nov. 15-22 — American Society of Association
Executives 40th annual meet, Boca Raton, Fla.
America."Romney, president of American Motors
George
Corp., Detroit, will be named "Association Man
Broadcasters Assn., AmbasCalifornia
— Hotel,
Nov.
Year."
of the17sador
Los Angeles.
*Nov 18 — Washington State Assn. of Broadcasters
and Oregon Assn. of Broadcasters joint meet,
Hotel, Seattle.
Olympic
N0v 18 — East Central Region annual meeting,
Advertising Agencies, PennAmerican Assn. of h.
Sheraton, Pittsburg Afternoon and evening
sessions open to invited guests. of Advertising,
Nov. 18-20— Television Bureau
annual meeting, Sheraton Hotel, Chicago.
'■ Nov 19-20— Institute of Radio Engineers Professional Group on Nuclear Science, Sixth Annual
Meeting with special emphasis on nuclear science
, electronics for plasma proand spaceductionexploration
and diagnostics, research instrumentation
for high energy nuclear science, nuclear reactor
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IN

MEMPHIS...

It Takes

AMERICA'S

to

ONLY

Complete

40%

50,000

the

WATT

NEGRO

Picture!

RADIO

STATION

Ifefc^

of the Memphis

Market

is NEGRO -

and

you

need

one

medium

only
to sell

it-

WITHOUT

WDIA
OF THE

. . . YOU
MEMPHIS

RE MISSING
MARKET!

40%

And here's why this is a market you just can't afford to miss:
1. Negroes in the Memphis Market have totaled up yearly earnings of $616,294,100!
2. They spend 80% of this big income on consumer goods!
3. And before they buy, these Negroes listen— to WDIA!
MORE THAN JUST A RADIO STATION . . . WDIA IS A POWERFUL ADVERTISING FORCE IN MEMPHIS— AMERICA'S 10th LARGEST WHOLESALE MARKET!
That's why, no matter what your advertising budget for the Memphis Market ... no matter what
other media you're using ... a big part of every advertising dollar must go to WDIA! Otherwise, you're literally missing 40% of Memphis!
Let us send you proof of performance in your field!
Egmont Sonderling, President
Bert Ferguson, Exec. Vice-President
Archie S. Grinalds, Jr., Sales Manager
WDIA IS REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE BOLLING COMPANY

TWO

MORE

IN CHICAGO,

SONDERLING

IT'S

WOPA

STATIONS!

IN OAKLAND,

IT'S

KDIA

Featuring Chicago's greatest Negro
The only full-time Negro station serving all Negro
air salesman ... "Big Bill" Hill
communities in the San Francisco-Bay area.
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY: BERNARD HOWARD & CO., INC.
WEST COAST REPRESENTATIVE: B-N-B, INC. — TIME SALES
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"Brennan

in

WGN"
for
Terry Brennan, former All American

and

head coach from Notre Dame, is "color man"
on WGN Radio's Midwest College Game of
the Week* this fall — another example of that
"something extra" which Midwest listeners
have come to expect from WGN Radio.
*Sponsored by General Tire & Rubber Company and Oak
Park Federal Savings & Loan

Other "extras" are: • On Cubs' baseball,
former player-manager, Lou Boudreau • On
Bears' Pro Football, former all-star pro
guard, George Connor • Greatest all-round
sports staff in the nation composed of veterans Jack Brickhouse, Vince Lloyd, Jack
Quinlan and Lloyd Pettit.

Add to this the best in music, public service
programming and top personalities— it's no
wonder WGN Radio reaches more homes
than any other Chicago station !
WGN
RADIO-CHICAGO
THE
GREATEST
SOUND
IN RADIO

Smidley

you've

done

it

again!

You just can't get it through the old
the Pacific
can't cover
noggin. You without
Northwest
Cascade. Why
Smidley, this Cascade four-station
network wraps up a market with
more food sales than Toledo or
Oklahoma City. You get the picture,
Smicl? They've got an E.B.I, that
tops Indianapolis or Newark. And
get this! Cascade Television is the
only network serving the entire market. Let's not pass it up again.

1 IIm mmml

PASCO, HICHIAND,
KEPR-TV KENNEWICK, WASH.

a
-TV rAK,MA'WAS
KKBIAMSA-TV
For facts and Figures
WISTON' l0A
National Representatives:
TV LENorthwest:
W Pacific
EMOORE
4V ASSOCIATES
GEORGE P. HOUINGBERY Company

18 (DATEBOOK)

and automatic sysinstrumentation anddatacontrol
processing. Boston, Mass.
tems for nuclear
& Television BroadcastMaine Radio
18 — Portland.
*Nov.ers Assn.,
Fred A. Palmer, Worthington,
Ohio, sales consultant, on 'Put Your Best Foot
Nov. 19-20 — Tennessee Broadcasters Assn.,
Andrew Jackson Hotel, Nashville.
"•Nov.
20— Tennessee AP Radio Assn. fall meetForward."
Hotel, Nashville. In coning, Andrew Jackson
junction with Tennessee Assn. of Broadcasters.
in FCC proposed ruledue
*Nov. 20 — Comments
to duplicate
6741)
channels making
in (Docket
various
sections
of the U.Class
S. 1-A clear
— Women's Advertising Clubs' mid*Nov. 23-25
intercity conference, Oakton Manor,
western
Pewaukee, Wis.
*Nov 29-Dec. 1 — First annual communications
forum for broadcasters, Pennsylvania State U.
of
Speakers in "Broadcasting: The Challenge
Responsibility" forum include Robert D. Swezey,
president,
vice
affairs
Sig Mickelson, news-public
CBS- Edward Stanley, public affairs director,
on
Ralph Renick,
NBC;
vice president,
and news Radio-Televisi
Assn. president,
News Directors
Seipmann,
Charles
Dr.
WTVJ (TV) Miami, Fla.;
communications education professor, New York U.
'Nov 30-Dec. 4— National Sales ExecutivesSoutheastern Field Sales ManageInternational
ment Institute, Atlanta Biltmore Hotel, Atlanta,
Ga.
DECEMBER
Assn. winter conDec 2-4 — Electronic Industries
ference, Statler-Hilton, Los Angeles.
Dec 11 — Comments due to the FCC on stereoof FCC's inquiry
phonic multiplexing rules as fmpartsubsidiary
commuuse for
into possible
authorizations.
nicationswider
JANUARY 1960
*Jan 10-14— National Retail Merchants Assn.,
49th annual convention, Hotel Statler-Hilton, New
York.
19— Ninth annual Sylvania awards, Hotel
*Jan.
Plaza, N. Y.
Jan. 24-29— NAB Board of Directors, El Mirado
Hotel, Palm Springs, Calif.
*Jan 25-29— National Sales Executives-Internt Instinational St. Louis Field Sales Manageme
there.
tute, The Chase-Park Plaza Hotel Workshop,
Assn.
*Jan 27 — Advertising Research
rs, Hotel Sheraton-East,
Advertise
National
of
New York.
FEBRUARY 1960
of Radio Engineers' winter
Institute
*Feb 3-5—
on military electronics, Ambassador
conventi
Hotel, Loson Angeles.
of America'
on sored
Advertis
14-20—
Feb.
by Ad-s
(co-spon
WeekFederati
ng ing
Advertisi
National
Assn. of the West).
vertising
Sales Executives-Interna*Feb 15-19 — National
Cleveland ndField Sales Management Institute,
tional
Sheraton-Clevela Hotel there.
Feb 17— Assn. of National Advertisers, co-op
advertising workshop, Hotel Sheraton-East, New
York.
National Sales Executives-Interna"Feb 19-22—
tional mid-winter board of directors meet, Robert
Meyer Hotel, Jacksonville, Fla.
annual State Presidents ConFeb. 24-25— underFifth
ference NAB auspices, Shoreham Hotel,
ers asbroadcast
s of state
Washington.
y luncheon
of Democrac
attend; Voice
ociation wil President
will be a sfeature.
MARCH 1960
"March 4-6 — Disc Jockey Assn. convention, Los
Business sessions at 20th Century-Fox
Angeles
studios, where d.j.s' will participate in filming
"The Big Platter Parade."
'• March 7-11— National Sales Executives-InternaField Sales Management Intional San Francisco Hopkins
there.
stitute, Hotel Mark
NAB FALL CONFERENCES
16 — Mayflower Hotel, Washington.
Oct. 19 .20 — Sheraton-Towers Hotel, Chicago.
23 — Somerset Hotel, Boston.
15Oct. 29
22 .30
— Dinkler-Plaza Hotel, Atlanta.
Nov. 10 -11 — Texas Hotel, Fort Worth.
Hotel, Denver.
13 — Brown Palace
Nov.
Nov. 12
16 17
— Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
Nov. 19 20—
Olympic Hotel, Seattle.
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the

Throughout
A

famous

name

World
for

OPEN

QUALITY

is

ROCHESTER'S

EASTMAN

KODAK

MIKE.

Fall tv program preview
EDITOR I

Re program preview (page 48, Sept.
ive and best organ28), most informat
ized rundown of the new network
offerings yet presented. And it will become avaluable piece of reference material as the season gets underway. Exconceived and excellently executed. cellently
President
nn, Agency
Ted Bergma
n Adv.
Parkso

New York
Elevated studio plan
editor:
You might be interested inpublishing the enclosed as
a matter of interest.
I have designed
and built two single
elevated studios
the ensimilar tobut neve
r -a
With light
'"tree." closed

Intricate camera assembly in
and Optical Division
Apparatus
Kodak's

In the

vital

The
Radio

BASIC

CBS

ROCHESTER,

N. Y. area

QUALITY
Station

is

. . .

-TV
AM
ROCHESTER

REPRESENTATIVES: EVERETT McKINNEY, INC.
• SAN FRANCISCO
. LOS ANGELES
NEW YORK . CHICAGO

weight concrete
frameanchorin
work forg the main
column and balancing, the enclosed
can become a striking installation. The
est
enclosed is yours for whatever intertry.
and value it may have to the indus
Jack Sholar
Local-Regional Sales Mgr.
WSPA-TV Spartanburg, S C.

Music license fees
editor:

ry Music ComSince the All-Indust
mittee (of which we are a member)
and ASCAP have yet to reach a definite
understanding on rates and contract
terms, I should like to make this practical suggestion: a blanket type license
based on all station income, excluding
newscasts, talks, forums, sports events
ments without muannoAunce
and spot
licensee would merely
sical content.
deduct this income from his total business and pay ASCAP a fee based on
his "take" from musical programs of
any and all kinds. Surely ASCAP (or
BMI for that matter) would have no
claim to income from non-musical proBROADCASTING
mp^H
subscription
SUBSCRIPTION PRICES: Annual subscrip
tion
for 52 weekly issues $7.00. Annual Add $1.00
including yearbook Number $11.00. postage.
per year for Canadian and foreign
d. Regular isSubscriber's occupation require
sues 354 per copy; Yearbook Number $4.00
per copy.
SUBSCRIPTION ORDERS AND ADDRESS
CirculaCHANGES: Send to BROADCASTING Washing
N.W.,
DeSales, St.,
1735 changes
tion Dept.,
both
include
please
6, D.C. On
ten
old and new addresses.
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In the fabulously wealthy Green Bay-Fox River Valley market of Wisconsin, WLUK-TV is the most powerful
TV station. From its new half million dollar power plant and tower overlooking Green Bay, WLUK-TV beams
the great ABC shows into more than 435,000 TV homes. That's more than 1,500,000 people in 53 counties. They
like 'LUK on eleven!

WLUK

TV

I Q

| CHANNEL.

EXTRA. Capture the market on WLUC-TV,
both WLUK-TV and WLUC-TV.

11

SERVING GREEN BAY AND THE FOX RIVER VALLEY
JOSEPH D. MACKIN GENERAL MANAGER

Channel 6, Upper Michigan's only TV station. One buy can

Represented nationally by George P. Hollingberry. In Minneapolis see Bill Hurley.

IN GREEN

BAY

WLUK-TV

IS THE

"GINCHIEST"*

BANK
FOR

ON
BEST

conrac

MONITORS

MONITORING

RESULTS

i -

grams. Stations with heavy sports schedules, such as ours, would benefit from
this type arrangement.
To further simplify the "per program" reporting, ASCAP and BMI
should furnish all stations an up-todate card index of all titles and names
of recording companies producing such
tunes on records. This would make it
possible to use per-program licenses in
a practical manner and put the responsibility for proper listing of copyright
owners where it belongs: with the music licensing groups themselves.
. Edwin Mullinax, Gen. Mgr.
WLAG La Grange, Ga.
PLAYBACK
QUOTES WORTH REPEATING

St**

WJW-TV, beautifully equipped Storer Station in
Cleveland, Ohio, uses Conrac monitors and audio-video
receivers. Chief Engineer of WJW-TV, Mr. H. A.
Brinkman, says, "We have found Conrac monitors to be
reports complete
the best that are available." His staff
satisfaction with Conrac equipment.
WJW-TV, like so many other notable stations, selected Comae
monitors because they are specifically designed to meet the
needs of the broadcast station.

Every Conrac monitor from 8"
through 27" incorporates these
important features:
• Video response flat to 8 megacycles
• DC restorer— with "In-Out"
switch
• Provision for operation from
external sync — with selector
switch
• Video line terminating resistor and switch

Write or call for complete technical information and prices

AWVVVWVWW^

^

GONBAC,
iMC.\
Makers of Fine Fleetwood Home Television Systems

Glendora,
Dept.
K
cCalifornia

• Telephone: Covina, California, EDgewood 5-0541
21

Education's need for tv
Education through television ought to
be a "national preoccupation," Edward
Stanley, NBC director of public affairs,
believes. Addressing the convention of
the Assn. for Education in Journalism
at the U. of Oregon, Eugene, Mr. Stanley referred to NBC-TV's college science classes in a speech on "Educational
Experience":
Network's
Tv:WeA need
to embrace
without petty
controversy new ways of teaching and
new tools for teaching to replace those
which were perfectly satisfactory for
a world in which the internal combustion engine was an exciting machine . . .
Television is the most powerful instrument of mass communication yet devised. It will be a pity, in view of the
demonstration we have made, to permit
it to stagnate into a living-room toy . . .
We are all familiar with the school
population statistics and the fantastic
pressures which are building up. I think
we need to have some kind of an educational explosion which will match the
population explosion ... I am not without hope that we will have one.
Sharp operators' obituary
Walter Guild, president of Guild,
Bascom & Bonfigli, San Francisco, before the national convention of Alpha
Delta Sigma, national advertising fraternity, inStanford, Calif.
The day of the sharp operator is
over. We still have a few left, but they
are losing out to the honest people in
advertising. We have about the same
percentage of hucksters in advertising
as there are quacks in medicine and
shysters in law and scoundrels in religion. These professions are less often
libeled than advertising [because] the
doctor's mistakes are in the graveyard,
the lawyer's mistakes are in jail and the
preacher's mistakes are in hell. The
adman's mistakes are on television, and
television gets a better rating than the
graveyard, jail or hell.
BROADCASTING, Oetaber 5, 1959

IT'S
TO

141

MILLION

WORK

AND

MILES

BACK

in the Los Angeles metropolitan area. Drivers

cover this daily distance by spending an average of 1 hour and 36 minutes behind their auto radios. KMPC serves this
biggest of all automobile audiences with 2 Airwatch helicopters, 3 mobile ground units . . . each able to shortwave instantaneous bulletins to listeners. Result: KMPC's frequency is pre-set on more auto radios than that of any other station.
KMPC reaches the greatest number of automobiles and homes in a day— in a week.
To move your product in Los Angeles, go with the station that's on the move....
50,000 watts / Los Angeles KMPC

SOURCES'. LOS ANGELES CITY TRAFFIC ■UREAL) PAIR INC
pulse, cpa radio ratings, july 1959
'
' '

A Golden West Broadcasters station CjVVE=3 / Represented by AM Radio Sales Company

There now are one million men, women and children in Metropolitan Atlanta. Or by the time you read this, perhaps more.
Newcomers are arriving by plane, train, car and stork at the
rate of 516 per week.
Atlanta is the dynamic, hard-working, good living heart of
that vast region served and sold by WSB Radio and WSB Television. We invite you to share the rewards of this great and

ATLANTA'S
RADIO
WSB

WSB

-TV

growing market's present and future.
Affiliated with The Atla
Charlotte; WHIO/WHIO-TV. Dayton
nta journal and Constitution. NBC affilate. Represented by Retry. Associated with WSOC 'WSOC-TV, BROADCASTING, Oetobtr 5, 1959
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MONDAY

MEMO

from W. B. GEISSINGER, president, W. B. Geissinger & Co., Los Angeles

The
'Big
Lie'
won't
sell
Adolph Hitler is supposed to have
Off-Beat Approach • Stan Freberg
was then experimenting with off-beat
said, "If you tell a big lie often enough,
humor for Capitol Records. Since ridipeople will believe it."
cule and humor go hand in hand we
Some years ago a few automobile
dealers in Southern California began to thought perhaps he could come up with
the right answer for us.
act as if they believed what Hitler said.
At first Stan was reluctant to particiThey applied his misconception to business and succeeded so well in the bepate. Off-beat commercials, he feared,
ginning that the philosophy of the "big might hinder rather than help his purpose. Eventually, however, he saw it our
lie" became mildly epidemic. It was like
a stone thrown into a placid pond; the way. And the commercials he worked
out were sensational — an instantaneous
ripples widened rapidly.
hit, both in sales power and entertainDeluded by this "quick money" mirment value. Using a broad dialect, he
age, an ever increasing number of
kidded unmercifully the raucous and exSouthern California car dealers comtravagant car claims then prevalent on
menced to make all kinds of extravthe air. For contrast, he ended each of
agant claims. Some of these claims
were utterly fantastic, not only in print
but on the air. Super-salesmen thumped
car tops, slammed tonneau doors,
pounded fenders and beat their breasts
until they sounded like Tarzan bellowing from a treetop.
Old-line auto agencies, however, all
of them ethical car dealers, stayed clear.
They remained conservative." Yet they
became greatly concerned about this
pernicious inclination to indulge in questionable marketing practices. Sooner or
later, they felt, everybody would suffer.
The legitimate aims of advertising were
being perverted and eventually the industry would get a black eye.
Green Bay Tree • Paradoxically
enough, though, bad advertising suddenly seemed good for business. False
as this premise was, and despite the
fact that it invited disaster, it seemed
to belie the methods of honest motorcar
agencies. Business apparently was colossal for the pretenders. Naturally this
intensified the temptation to follow suit.
W. B. Geissinger is board chairman and
Now in a car market as large as Southpresident of W. B. Geissinger & Co.,
ern California, a deviation such as this
Los Angeles. He once was financial edicould not be overlooked. So something
tor of now defunct Los Angeles Mornhad to be done — something drastic. But
ing Tribune. A fter World War I service
what — and when?
in Navy, he moved to San Francisco
At that time we had been handling
as assistant city editor of Bulletin before
Enoch Chevrolet, a metropolitan car
it merged with Call and Daily News.
agency, for about a year. Like other
He left to open his own agency and
advertising agencies serving ethical car
subsequently sold it to join Sunkist
dealers, we too wanted an answer to Growers, where he became advertising
director. After 14 years there he joined
that "what and when" question.
Lord & Thomas as vp in charge of
In the old newspaper days I had
learned on a city desk that the quick
Chicago office. He left L&T to become
way to dispatch an evil is to ridicule
vp of BBDO and opened its L.A. office,
which he headed until he founded his
it. So we decided to try that approach
own agency in 1947.
on this "big lie" technique.

no
matter
BROADCASTING, October 5, 1959

goods
our commercials with a strong statement
that at Enoch Chevrolet you could get
honest merchandise minus phoney
claims.
Being the first of their kind, these
commercials started a trend. I am happy
to say Stan Freberg cashed in on them.
He now specializes in producing off-beat
commercials.
But it is hard to stop a snowball that
is rolling down hill. The off-beat commercials slowed down the "big lie" but
did not end it. However, these sardonic
sales messages paved the way for a
change we made in marketing methods
which has since been widely adopted
throughout the Southland. It has had a
leavening influence on exaggerated
claims in the motorcar trade.
Personal Touch • We started it all
quite accidentally because we decided
to personalize Enoch's commercials.
Since the treatment we proposed had no
precedent, there was considerable risk
involved, for it was not only revolutionary but problematical. But through the
cooperation of George Cashman, president of Enoch Chevrolet, adapting the
plan was greatly simplified
Instead of using professional announcers, who sometimes annoy and
irritate listeners and viewers, we put
Mr. Cashman himself on the air in informal television sales talks. He discussed the merits of various models of
new and used cars in a conversational
tone that was more folksy than executive
yet it carried the authority invested in
him as president of the Chevrolet agency. He did not shout, he did not pound
fenders, he simply stated motorcar facts
and accented real values. He spoke in
plain, straightforward language. Coming from the top executive it definitely
carried weight.
To say the plan succeeded is an understatement confirmed by the fact that
Enoch Chevrolet has risen from 27th to
3rd place among 140 Chevrolet agencies in the nation's largest
most
competitive motorcar market. and
And the
wide use of this technique by others
makes us feel that perhaps
tising. uted something constructivewetocontribadverFor despite Hitler's claim, we had
proved that a "big lie" won't sell goods
no matter how loud you shout it.
25

how

loud

you

shout

it
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WCSH-TV
NBC

Affiliate

6

Portland, Maine

HUNTLEY

BRINKLEY

GERAGHTY

WHO?

Geraghty — Larry Geraghty. He is our news
director. His team teams with their NBC counterparts from 6:30 P.M. to 7:00 P.M. to beat
Station "B's" news a walloping 3.6 to 1* on
average homes reached daily.

Yes, the good news is on "6" where you get a
bigger more receptive audience.

Remember, too, you save an extra 5% when
el
you buy a .matching spot schedule on Chann
2 in Bangor
*Source ARB

A
BROADCASTING

MAINE
SYSTEM

STATION
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WCSH-TV Portland (6)
WLBZ-TV Bangor (2)
WCSH Radio— Portland
WLBZ Radio— Bangor
WRDO Radio-Augusta
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CBS-TV
Revisions

DISCOUNTS
consider

Discount changes designed to take
into account both seasonal and hourly
(at night) variations in tv viewing patterns are being announced by CBS-TV,
effective April 1, 1960. In letters sent
Sept. 29-30 to clients and agencies, William H. Hylan, sales administration vice
president, disclosed these adjustments:
1. Continuity discounts for summer
(13 weeks starting first Sunday in June)
will be "greatly" expanded, not only to
encourage winter clients to stay on, but
also to provide new incentive for
heavier summertime buying.
2. Continuity discounts for winter
(rest of year) will be reduced.
3. Top discounts for early evening
time (6-8:30 p.m. New York time) will
be increased; for heart of prime time
(9-11 p.m.) will be reduced; for early
prime time (8:30-9 p.m.) will be unchanged. Thus advertisers eligible for
maximum discounts will pay less for
6-8:30 than in past, more for 9-11. "In
this way," Mr. Hylan said, "the values
for all evening time periods will be
brought closer together."
4. For first time in five years, dollarvolume requirement for overall discount
is going up. It rises from $100,000
weekly base to $130,000. This 30%
hike, Mr. Hylan noted, compares with
43% rise in network time charges and
47% gain in national tv audience in
Back

to

network

Stations wondering why Canada
Dry chose to put its $2 million
national tv budget this year in
network instead of spot as in
last few years can blame sponsor
expansion. Besides moving more
bottles, Canada Dry wants to seli
corporate image of "America's
First Family of Beverages" — 72item pop and mixer line — to
20,000 stockholders as well as
mass consumer audience. As result, corporation's managers and
their agency, J. M. Mathes, chose
Walt Disney Presents (ABC-TV,
Fri., 7:30-8:30 p.m.) as all-age,
merchandisable vehicle. Canada
Dry started on ABC-TV in 1949
and signed off in 1955, putting
money into spot in interim. National budget allocation averages
roughly 50% in tv.
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viewing

9-10:30, then swings up to 23.75% for
10:30-11 p.m. In addition, advertisers
eligible for overall discount are entitled
to special additional discounts, ranging
from 50 to 60%, on summertime billings exceeding their average wintertime
spending.

CHANGED
pattern

shifts

same length of time, and "clearly ... is
consistent with these other measures of
television's rapid and continuing expanNew time-period discounts, computed
on largest amount of weekly gross billsion."
ing that has run consecutively for 13 or
more weeks, range as high as 45% on
certain nighttime periods in summer; in
winter, highest is 10% for 6-8 p.m.
period and all other hours are computed
at net.
Overall discount is allowed in lieu
of time-period and station-hour discounts toadvertisers spending $130,000
or more (gross) per week over 52-week
discount year. It ranges from 33.75%
for 6-8 p.m. time down to 19.25% for

GUTERMA
Dismissal

TvB briefs investors
Bankers in Los Angeles and San
Francisco met last week with Television
Bureau of Advertising officials on tv
status report for financial community.
TvB President Norman E. Cash and
Walter McNiff, western division director, briefed bankers on growth of medium, comparative ad allocations, talent
and program costs. TvB has received
inquiries from both eastern and western
bankers on value of tv stations as reflected in billings and management.
Bankers are interested from investment
standpoint.

BARES

move

MUTUAL

reveals

Controversial contract executed between A.L. Guterma's Radio News
Service Corp. and Dominican Republic
came to light for first time Oct. 2 when
Mr. Guterma filed motion to dismiss
federal grand jury indictment against
him. Indictment alleged Mr. Guterma
and associates had pledged facilities of
Radio News Service and of Mutual
Broadcasting System as propaganda
agents for Dominicans, and charged
Ihey had failed to register as agents of
foreign power under provisions of
Foreign Agents Registration Act of
1938 (Broadcasting, Sept. 7).
Pertinent provisions of contract are
these:
1 . Radio News Service Corp. was
wholly-owned subsidiary of Mutual
Broadcasting System, operating as news
and press service.
2. Mutual would be obligated to
transmit releases from Radio News
Service over its facilities and affiliate
stations, in turn, would be obligated to
broadcast them.
3. Radio News Service releases also
would be offered to non-Mutual stations
who also would be obligated to broadcast such releases.
4. News about Dominican Republic
would be carried up to a maximum of
425 minutes per month.
5. Radio News Service reserved right
to turn down news releases from Dominicans which it felt to be "inimical or

affiliate

PACT

obligations

inconsistent" with best interests of U.S.,
as well as any news extolling communist
cause.
6. By same token, Radio News Service would not carry news reports which
Dominicans felt harmful to interests of
their government.
7. Dominicans would have right to
sell Radio News Service material, and
to keep profits from such sales, in
Dominican Republic, Cuba, Haiti,
Spain and five other Spanish or Portuguese speaking countries of their choice.
8. As payment, Dominicans would
pay $750,000 to Radio News Service
upon signing of contract (Feb. 5, 1959,
in Ciudad Trujillo). Of that amount,
$500,000 was for first year of service,
$250,000 was advance on second year
of service. After that period Dominicans
would pay Radio News Service $41,666.66 per month.
(Contract makes no mention of lien
on Mutual network which Mr. Guterma
is said to have given Dominicans as
performance guarantee.)
Moves to Dismiss • In his motion to
dismiss indictment, Mr. Guterma first
challenged constitutionality of Foreign
Agents Registration Act under which indictment was brought. Defense then
cited various exemptions to Act which
it contends fit the circumstances of
Guterma group's negotiations with Dominicans.
29
First of these is clause exempting

mmmm
news services from provisions of act.
Second exempts agents of governments
whose defense is held vital to defense
of U.S. Radio News Service Corp. fits
into first exemption, Dominican Republic into second, Mr. Guterma's motion
contends.
Another count of indictment challenged in Guterma motion was that of
failure to register Mutual as agent of
foreign power. Defense contends government has not shown that Mutual
was agent in first place. Further contention isthat court has no jurisdiction
over case in that Mutual operation is in
New York and that federal law provides
charges be brought in jurisdiction where
alleged offense occurred.
Trial date for grand jury charges
originally had been set for Nov. 16.
That date is now in doubt because Justice Dept. attorney who handled government's case since has suffered heart
attack.
On Other Fronts • After grand jury
brought in indictment against Mr.
Guterma and associates last month
Trujillo government brought civil suit
in Washington to recover $750,000 it
gave Mr. Guterma. Mutual network,
which currently is seeking to complete
bankruptcy proceedings before federal
referee Asa Herzog in New York, was
named as co-defendant. Referee Herzog
has directed that Mutual be separated
from others in suit and that Dominicans
prove legitimacy of their claim before
his court. Hearing is set Oct. 22.
Latin

American

split

Assis Chateaubriand, 62 - year - old
owner of Latin America's largest newspaper and radio-tv chain, last week was
reported to have given 49% of stock in
his empire to 22 close collaborators, in-

cluding sons and other relatives. Retaining 51% of stock, Senor Chateaubriand has formed stockholding consortium of Associated Newspapers &
Broadcasting Stations, replacing Associated Newspapers which he alone
controlled. Involved are 28 daily newspapers, 22 radio stations and weekly
magazine. Not included are Senor
Chateaubriand's four tv stations, his
news service and newly acquired Rio
de Janeiro newspaper.
ATAS

panel

'ideal' net

explores

schedule

"Ideal Network Schedule" will be
explored at first forum of 1959-60
season of Academy of Television Arts
& Sciences tonight (Monday) at CBS
Studio No. 50 in New York starting at
7:30 p.m.
Panel of radio-tv executives has
chosen what it considers ideal tv network schedule in prime evening time
based on more than 470 programs presented since 1950. Coincidentally, academy has conducted contest among members, using same programs as possible
entries, asking them to set up schedule
that would come closest to choice of
panel. Various companies have donated
prizes for winners.
Panel, which will explain its choice
at forum, consists of William Craig,
vice president in charge of radio-tv,
Grey Adv.; Michael Dann, CBS-TV
vice president, network programs, New
York; Rod Erickson, vice president in
charge of television sales, Warner Bros.
Pictures Inc.; Richard A. R. Pinkham,
senior vice president in charge of radiotv, Ted Bates & Co., and Merrill Panitt,
editor, Tv Guide.

system starts satellite
nautics & Space Administration.
Bell Labs plans to begin experiments shortly on project designed to
One of projects at Holmdel will
send live television as well as phone
test quality of radio signals transmitted between stations on opposite
calls throughout world using network of man-made satellites in outer
sides of U.S. by means of reflection
from satellite. Bell officials pointed
space as reflectors of signals.
out company has been experimenting
Bell announced Oct. 2 that experimental station to implement project
with satellite communications systems since 1945; has developed many
now is under construction on hilltop
near Holmdel, N.J. Station will in- of satellite devices required for tests
and will develop special equipment
clude control buildings and two large
antennas for communication experi- to track speeding satellites precisely.
ments with objects in outer space.
Though single telephone channels
Installation will participate in proj- will be used in experimentation, Bell
Labs spokesmen said, objective will
ects sponsored by National AeroBell

3C

Metropolitan

dividend

First dividend in history of Metropolitan Broadcasting Corp. declared
Sept. 29. Board announced cash dividend of 15 cents per share would be
payable Oct. 30 to stockholders of
record Oct. 9. Payment is to be considered as "the dividend for the year
1959," with future dividend policy to
depend on expansion plans. John W.
Kluge, president, said board was able
to declare dividend because banks had
waived restrictions following substantial reduction in long-term debt. Metropolitan stations are WNEW-AM-FMTV New York, WHK-AM-FM Cleveland and WTTG (TV) Washington.
EIA names pr head
Robert T. De Vore, recently public
relations director for Instrument Society
named public
relationsof America,
director of Electronic
Industries
Assn. EIA President David R. Hull.
Raytheon Mfg. Corp., said Herbert F.
Hodge Jr. continues as manager of office of information for association, serving daily and trade press and editing
EIA's weekly newsletter. Mr. De Vore
is former Washington reporter for newspapers andofoldU. Collier's
magazine. He
is alumnus
of Michigan.
KFJZ-TV

wants

ch. 2

Mostly opposition has been expressed
to last July's FCC proposal to switch
reserved ch. 2 in Denton, Tex., to commercial use in Fort Worth (for ch. 11
KFJZ-TV there) and to move ch. 11
from Fort Worth to Denton for educational use. Opposing idea were WFAATV Dallas, WBAP-TV Fort Worth and
Joint Council on Educational Tv. Only
KFJZ-TV favored move.

work

be to determine whether tv's "broadband signals" (equivalent of about
900 telephone channels) also can be
transmitted. It was pointed out such
broadband signals cannot now be
transmitted directly by radio between
widely separated points because signals are blocked by earth's curvature.
Heart of these communication experiments, according to Bell, will be
antennas and transmission techniques. Installation will include dishshaped, commercially available antenna to transmit signals to satellites
and horn-shaped receiving antenna.
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Bureau
Agency

merger

Darwin H. Clark Co., Los
Angeles agency, merged Oct. 1
with Barnes Chase Co., latter 's
staff there becoming part of former's Los Angeles office at 1145
W. 6th St. Merged agencies will
continue under name of Barnes
Chase Co. Other offices are in
San Diego, San Francisco.
Nelson Carter, former Foote,
Cone & Belding vice president,
and Los Angeles general manager, will now hold equivalent
position with Barnes Chase. Mr.
Carter has purchased substantial
stock interest in Barnes Chase
and will be industrial and financial manager in Los Angeles.

Stations

called

to fight catv

to arms

invasions

Broadcasters have been called to
arms against community television systems. Unless something is done soon,
Barclay Craighead, KXLJ-TV Helena,
Mont., says in open letter to station
owners, tv industry is "marching forward, determined, without benefit of
solemn ceremony, to take undisputed
place in the American Hall of Fools."
Mr. Craighead contends that broadcasters "are indifferently acquiescing to
the take-over by others" of tv programs
produced by broadcasters and sent free
over airways. This means loss of property rights in station's signal, he adds,
and once property rights are lost, pay
television will have 750 cable companies, reaching 500,000 homes, for
starter.
If catv industry wins its antitrust suit
against group of Utah, Idaho, Montana
and Wyoming broadcasters, Mr. Craighead warns, "they will not only close
these stations down, making themselve
s
the sole distributors of network programs infour states, but they will be in
a position to control network programming itself. ..."
Antitrust suit was filed last month
against 1 1 western tv stations and seeks
$1.5 million in treble damages
(Broadcasting, Sept. 14).
Mr. Craighead calls on broadcasters
to write their views to their networks,
to Sen. Warren G. Magnuson (DWash.), chairman of Senate Commerce
Committee, and to Sen. John O. Pastore (D-R.L), chairman of Senate Commerce Committee's communications
subcommittee.

backs

FCC

on Beaumont ch. 6
FCC's Broadcast Bureau has recommended Commission affirm its 1954
grant of ch. 6 Beaumont, Tex., to Beaumont Broadcasting Co. (KFDM that
city) in latest round of hearings involving five-year-old tv comparative hearing. Broadcast Bureau's proposed findings were based on most recent hearing on question of $55,000 paid to
KTRM Beaumont which withdrew
from three-way contest. Money was
paid by Beaumont Broadcasting, which
in turn was loaned sum by W. P.
Hobby (Houston Post-KPRC Houston
stations). Broadcast Bureau said there
might be possibility that $55,000 is
$13,000 more than can be ascribed to
KTRM's out-of-pocket expenses, but
Beaumont Broadcasting is clear.
Similar position in proposed findings
is taken by Beaumont Broadcasting.
Opposition was expressed by Enterprise Co. (KRIC Beaumont), third
applicant, which is still fighting grant.
Enterprise Co. called attention to fact
KTRM and Internal Revenue Service
are at odds on how to account for
$13,000; KTRM wants to claim it as
capital gain, but IRS says it should be
counted as ordinary income.

Signs Army-AF game
NBC-TV will telecast Army-Air
Force Academy football game at
Yankee Stadium in New York Oct. 31
in eastern regional area, according to
Asa S. Bushnell, commissioner of Eastern College Athletic Conference, and
Tom S. Gallery, NBC sports director.
Considered as eastern regional telecast, game will be seen in National Collegiate Athletic Assn. districts 1 and 2
(New England and Middle Atlantic).
Court

backs

tv award

U.S. Court of Appeals in Washington Oct. 1 affirmed FCC's 1953 sharetime grant of ch. 10 Rochester, N.Y.,
to WHEC-TV and WVET-TV. Case
had been back and forth between court
and FCC several times on protest of
Federal Broadcasting System (WSAY
Rochester), which intervened in case
after original grant had been made.
WSAY maintained it was foreclosed
from applying for channel when
WHEC-TV and WVET-TV, both applicants, reached sharetime agreement.
Unanimous per curiam decision was
handed down by Chief Judge E. Barrett Prettyman and Judges George T.
Washington and Charles Fahy.
Court noted that WSAY claimed

Painting

time

FCC reminded all radio stations Oct. 1 that deadline for repainting antenna towers is Jan.
1, 1960, with white bands same
width as orange bands. Commission, in 1953, changed its rules
eliminating provision that required
white bands to be one-half as
wide as orange bands. Change to
equal-width bands was made to
bring FCC specifications into conformity with national standard on
obstruction marking set by Air
Coordinating Committee. So as
not to impose hardships on stations which had recently repainted towers, commission gave sevenyear grace period in which to
comply with new regulations.
grants are inconsistent with public interest, convenience and necessity in
that they result in undue concentration
of media of mass communication in
area. "The Commission . . . resolved
the issue in a manner which we think
in the circumstances was within its allowable discretion," court said.

More California views
Comments were still coming in last
week on FCC's proposal to move extra
vhf channels into Fresno and Bakersfield, Calif. (Broadcasting, Sept. 28).
Late filers were: (1) Porterville, Calif.,
branch of the American Assn. of University Women, which favors extra v's
in Fresno, particularly reservation of
ch. 7 for educational purposes; (2)
California State Electronics Assn.,
group of servicemen and technicians,
opposing move because it fears use of
chs. 2 and 5 in Fresno may cause interference toco-channel and adjacent
channel stations in San Francisco and
Los Angeles; (3) J. H. Grossman, Auberry, Calif., who wants ch. 12 retained
where it is in Fresno. KFRE-TV holds
license for ch. 12, but FCC proposes
to shift it to ch. 9 which would require
station to move transmitting site.

WGA to strike Oct. 10
Writers Guild of America has issued strike order effective Oct. 10
against 50 independent theatrical motion picture producers "to achieve
among other things, reasonable compensation towriters for the release to
free and pay tv of post- 1948 motion
pictures as well as to a reopening in
pay tv." Strike order followed failure
to meet agreement, WGA stated.
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KOAT-TV

transfer

Ownership change in KOAT-TV Albuquerque, whereby former 100%
owner Clinton D. McKinnon took in
three partners in exchange for interests in KVOA-TV Tucson, Ariz., was
McKinapproved Oct. 1 by FCC. Mr. TV
and
non retains 40% of KOATBernard Weinberg, Arthur A. Desser
and Harold B. Garfield acquire 20%
each. Same principals will have identical ownership in KVOA-TV, formerly
owned by Messrs. Weinberg, Desser
and Garfield, subject to Commission approval. FCC also granted license renewal for KOAT-TV.
Import probe ordered
Investigation to determine if imports
of transistors and related electronic
products pose threat to national security will be conducted by Office of Civil
& Defense Mobilization. Request for
probe was made Sept. 17 by Electronic
Industries Assn. (Broadcasting, Sept.
21.)
Three

appoint

reps

Africa's first tv outlet was among
stations announcing appointment of
national representatives effective Oct.
1. WN-TV Ibidan, Western Nigeria,
scheduled to start operation in mid-October, has named Intercontinental
Services Ltd., N.Y., for U.S.
KPOP Los Angeles appoints Peters,

WEEK'S

Scalped — by tv!
Indian children have seen so
on tv they've formany cowboys
gotten how to act like Indians,
Mrs. Ruby lane Cloud, member
of Southern Ute tribe in Colorado, said in Chicago where she's
learning to make beadwork at National Recreation Congress. She
hopes to pass beadwork lore on to
her tribe so their Indian culture
won't be erased by white man's.
Griffin & Woodward, New York.
WBAB Babylon, N.Y., names Bernard Howard & Co., New York.
• Business

briefly

Yule sports • Gillette Safety Razor
by Telenews for Year-End Sports
signed
Review to be telecast Christmas night
on NBC-TV. Sponsor also will place
film in Latin American markets through
Maxon Inc. Telenews also has sold its
Year-End News Review to Grant Adv.,
Manila, for Philippines.
Ford & Philharmonic • Ford Motor
Co., Dearborn, Mich., will sponsor
four Leonard Bernstein and New York
Philharmonic programs over CBS-TV,
with first scheduled Oct. 25 (5:30-6:30
p.m.). Subsequent, hour-long shows are
set for November lanuary and March

(Broadcasting,
Sept. 7). Agency:
Kenyon & Eckhardt, NY.
Kiddies' tv blitz • Venus Pen & Pencil Corp., NY., in its most extensive spot tv effort to date, is launching campaign in 15 markets throughout country, using participations in
various children's programs to advertise company's 1959-60 line of presketched coloring sets. Agency: Doyle
Dane Bernbach, NY.
Tidy tv effort • Tidy House Products
Co., (household cleansers), Shenandoah, Iowa, previously active in spot
tv, has signed for its first tv program, sponsoring Polka Parade, halfhour film program, in 41 midwestern
markets, effective Oct. 1. Agency:
Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, S.F.
Watch break • Hamilton Watch purchase announced in advance to National Assn. of FM Broadcasters
(Broadcasting, Sept. 21) breaks next
week in some 60 markets, using combination am-fm and strictly-fm stations. Eight-week campaign to sell new
electric wristwatch is being placed by
NW. Ayer & Son, Phila.
Sweet news • Daggett Chocolate
Co., Cambridge, Mass., starts campaign for Page & Shaw chocolates on
tv Sunday (Oct. 11) in six Ohio and
markets. Four 10-second
Michigan commercials
animated
were produced
by Transfilm-Wylde Animation, N.Y.,
for Daggett agency, Horton, Church &
Goff Inc., Providence, R.I.

HEADLINERS

GenArnold Kaufman, vp of RKO
eral since 1957 and with that company
to join National Telesince 1949, resigns ve
film Assoc., effecti Oct. 15, as vp in
charge of eastern activities. Mr. Kaufman
will be responsible for all NTA activities
in East, including NTA Telestudios, Storeastinghas propert
fc
and broadc
vision
"•*#L
A
n, who
a top aide
been ies.
Mr. Kaufma
WKm. AW
Mr. Kaufman for several years to Thomas F. O'Neil,
sales repreRKO General board chairman, earlier had been Co.,
parent
sentative in Boston of General Tire & Rubber
organization of RKO General.
Paul Smith, vice chairman of board and
chairman of plans board of Fletcher
Richards, Calkins & Holden, NY., assumes overall supervision and direction of
agency's creative department. His new
copy, art, proresponsibility will includeMr.
Smith was
duction and radio-tv.
prior to
Holden
&
Calkins
president of
its merger with Fletcher D. Richards Inc.
early this year. He established his own
^^^^^^^^^^mm

agency in 1948, merged with C & H two years later, serving as creative director until he was elected president in
1957. Mr. Smith was with Kenyon & Eckhardt and D'Arcy
Adv., both New York, prior to 1948.
Louis Dorfsman, director of art, advertising and promotion for CBS Radio since
June 1956, appointed vp in charge of advertising and promotion, effective Oct. 12,
succeeding Louis Hausman, who has been
named director, Television Information
Office (At Deadline and Closed Circuit, Sept. 28). Mr. Dorfsman joined
CBS in 1946 as staff designer and served
Mr. Dorfsman successively as art director of CBS Radio
and co-director of sales promotion and advertising. Davidson M. Vorhes, manager of CBS Radio technical and
building operations since 1952, appointed vp in charge of
operations. Mr. Vorhes, who joined network in 1933 will
assume responsibility for technical, building, shortwave and
network operations as well as for traffic and purchasing.
He succeeds Horace R. Gullotte, who has been named
west coast director of personnel and labor relations for
CBS.

FOR OTHER NEWS OF PEOPLE SEE FATES & FORTUNES
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KOA-TV

now operating from the finest broadcasting facilities in the rocky mountain west ■ NBC in Denver

GRAPE

A

COVE/?*^*

FOR
MORE
COMSi/MER
ffyan any other A/or//, &#r0//#* /Afc>„^

THIS

FACT

FACES

YOU

!

PROOF:

Within its Grade A telecasting area, WSJS-Television reaches
a consumer population of 1,393,420 with total spendable income
of $1,827,286,000. In North Carolina's biggest Metropolitan
market located in the rich industrial Piedmont, the WSJSTelevision market represents a more powerful buying force
than that offered by any other North Carolina station.

television
Winston-Salem

/ Greensboro

CHANNEL 12
Hectdley-Reed, Reps.
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PROFILE
TvB

uses

Nielsen,

One of the most comprehensive audience studies ever made of a single
medium has been produced for television.
The study, now being distributed by
Television Bureau of Advertising, is
based on special tabulations provided by
two audience measurement firms, A.C.
Nielsen Co. and The Pulse Inc., over
a year's time.
Highlighted is the composition of the
tv audience, and as its title ("How to
Reach People") implies, the report presents aprofile on how many people are
reached, who they are and when they
are best sought out.
The report breaks the material down
into how tv builds audience during the
day, how many people view only daytime or only nighttime, how much time
they spend viewing each period, what
time of day and program type. The information isshown on both the national and local level.
In releasing the report, the bureau
notes that this audience study projected
to all the people in the U.S. provides advertisers with an invitation to compare
tv's audience "with that of any other
medium."
Among the points made in the study
are that on the average day:
• Tv reaches more than 8 out of every
10 persons in the U.S.
• It reaches 69.9% of all men, 78.4%
of all women, 88.6% of all teenagers
and 99.9% of all children.
• Of all people in the U.S., 24.1%
view by noon, 49.7% by 6 p.m. and
82.7% by midnight.
The report also finds that 75% of all
the people view nighttime television and
at peak viewing times, "some 80 million
people, more than 50% of all people,
are watching."
Homes and Sets • TvB provides the
wide base for tv: of 51.5 million homes
in the U.S., the report says more than
44.5 million own tv sets and that of 176
million people in the country, 154 million live in tv homes.
The penetration or coverage of the
medium is presented with this impressive summary: more than 98% of U.S.
homes are "within tv's reach," one new
tv home is created every 14 seconds and
the average tv home views 5 hours, 7
BROADCASTING, October 5, 1959

OF
Pulse

THE
data

TV

AUDIENCE

in detailed

days of the week.
As the average day progresses so
does the buildup of the tv audience.
By noon, 10% of all men in the country
have viewed tv; for women, teens and
children the respective shares are
28.2%, 14.8% and 49.1% in that
order. By 6 p.m., viewing is up to this
level: 28% of men, 49.9% of women,
51.8%
of teeners and 90.2% of children.
Nighttime share of viewing for all
people in the U.S. comes to 63.5%, the
report states, while the daytime share
is 36.5%. As to those who view only
in certain times of the day: 32.2%
look only at nighttime tv; 42.7% both
at night and during the day; only 7.8%
watch only in the daytime.
In the average evening the breakout
of audience viewing looks like this,
according to the TvB study:
Of all men, 65.6% watch during 11.8

study

of tv viewing
quarter hours; 72.2% of all women
during 12.4 quarter hours; 79.1% of
teens during 10.5 quarter hours;
96.2% of children during 9 quarter
hours (of all viewers, 75% watch 11.2
quarter hours).
In 108 pages, the report goes into
such material as network programs by
type (adventure, drama, western, variety
etc.), showing weekend viewing (percentages of all people, of viewers and
viewers per home) both daytime and
nighttime as well as local programs by

Tabulations list audience by halftype.
hour periods and cumulative audience
by all viewers, men, women, teens,
children and on the basis of Monday,
Friday, Saturday only, weekends, etc.,
during network time and similar material for local time.

What audiences do various type
programs hold? See Page 36.

When they watch • Here's the pattern of tv viewing throughout the day for both
network and local programs. Though the chart shows highest listening at times
(white bursts in graph) commonly considered network program time, TvB cautions against direct comparisons of network and local. It points out that many
stations offer time periods for spots and some for programs even during these
"network time" periods. Also noted in variation in network program times by
different networks,
research differences, areas covered and other variable factors.
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WHAT

OF

THE

& WHEN

TV

AUDIENCE

Afternoon (weekday)
'Adventure

VIEWERS WATCH

Networks programs by type
Daytime (Sun.-Sat.)

No. Viewers % of all % of Viewers
Viewers per Home
People
7.3
100.0
11,301
Children's Western 30-min. (000's)
100.0
7.5
2.4
Miscellaneous Children's 30-min. 11,664
1.6
100.0
2.2
15-min.
1.8
100.0
Daytime Serial
4.3
3.7
5,791
30-min.
1.6
100.0
Daytime Serial
4.1
6,408
100.0
Quiz & Audience Particip. 30-min. 6,739
2.0
4.2
2.5
Misc. Adult
30-min.
1.7
100.0
6,467
Misc. Adult 60-min. or more
3,901
Nighttime (Sun.-Sat.)
12.4
2.6
100.0
14.5
30-min. 19,226
Adventure
100.0
2.3
2.4
30-min. 22,599
General Drama
2.5
11.8
10O.0
60-min. 18,273
15.3
General Drama
100.0
30-min. 23,748
Situation Comedy
2.4
100.0
13.0
30-min. 20,156
100.0
Suspense Drama
2.5
16.1
60-min.
25,005
Suspense Drama
2.6
100.0
20.7
30-min. 32,231
Western
2.5
2.8
100.0
20.3
60-min. 31,618
Western
100.0
2.6
14,905
30-min.
General Variety
100.0
16.4
9.6
60-min. 25,462
General Variety
100.0
14.8
30-min.
Quiz & Audience Particip.
100.0
23,009
2.4
14.8
30-min. 14,652
Misc. Evening Programs
2.7
100.0
60-min. 22,953
Misc. Evening Programs
9.4
programs by type
Morning (weekday)
News
f Adventure
half Children
hour
General Drama
shows -jI Situation
Comedy
L Miscellaneous

4,682
3/303
4,587
4,088
3,662
4,345

3.0
2.1
3.0
2.4
2.6
2.8

Adman's

dream

may

$X advertising on Y advertising vehicle = $Z sales.
It's not that simple yet, but experts
think it's going to be. Some of them
told the Advertising Research Foundation's annual conference how they're
to reduce rating, cost-per-thoutrying
sand and other data to an absolute
sales yardstick.
Richard F. Casey, vice president of
Benton & Bowles, opening the session, called it "the most pressing, most
urgent problem facing us today. . . ."
The conference on "Better Measurements of Advertising Effectiveness, the
Challenge of the 1960's" drew more
than 800 to the Waldorf-Astoria in New
York Sept. 25.
Among those who addressed themselves to the question were Seymour
Banks, vice president in charge of
media planning and research for Leo
Burnett Co.; Paul E. J. Gerhold, vice
president and national director of media
and research of Foote, Cone & Belding; Arno Johnson, J. Walter Thompson vice president; Benjamin Lipstein,
associate research director of Benton &
Bowles, and a battery of specialists
from businesses and universities.
Mr. Casey listed some of the gauges
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100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

1.5
1.3
1.5
1.5
1.6
1.4

TO

YARDSTICKS
come

continued

from

2.0
1.5
Viewers
No. Viewers % of all
% of per 1.6
Viewers
Home
100.0
7.8
News
People
1.6
100.0
1.8
100.0
Children
4.1
12,154
(000's)
1.6
6,347
2.1
100.0
2.3
half - General Drama
100.0
3,118
1.9
1.6
3.6
Situation Comedy
hour
2.6
shows
Western
100.0
3,558
1.7
100.0
Miscellaneous
100.0
5,576
1.5
Feature Films
3,257
2,909
3,991
' Advent(daytime)
Weekend
ure
100.0
4.0
1.8
3.3
News
1.8
2.1
100.0
2.0
1.6
100.0
Children
1.8
7,956
4.0
6.9
5,115
100.0
5.1
General Drama
1.6
half
Situation Comedy
hour
1.9
6,284
10,712
Western
7,043
100.0
shows
1.7
4.5
100.0
, Feature
Miscellaneous
5.5
Films
6,145
100.0
2,600
7.9
2.3
8,469
100.0
Early Evening (Sun.-Sat.)
1.9
1.9
News
12,284
100.0
"Adventure 15,150
Children
11,445
2.3
6.5
9.7
100.0
half
General Drama
10,123
4.6
10.6
6.3
7.4
2.0
100.0
hour ~i Situation Comedy 9,864
2.3
100.0
shows
Western
16,508
2.1
100.0
2.1
„ Miscellaneous
7,194
4.2
Feature Films
6,597
'Adventure
2.0
Late night (Sun.-Sat.)
1.9
7.6
1.8
10O.0
News
1.9
100.0
16,144
1.9
13,012
100.0
10.4
11,825
8.4
1.7
General Drama
10.5
8.3
1.8
hour
100.0
half J Situation Comedy
12,841
100.0
shows I Western
16,276
8.6
Miscellaneous
100.0
13,300
6.5
Feature Films
10,023

FORECAST
outgrown

SALES

measurements,

measure"usable
available
presently
ment
ments which
tell us, that
advertise
"A" is more memorable than advertisement "B"; that television commercial
"X" tells its story more clearly than
does commercial "Y". . . . These are
useful measurements of a given aspect
of advertising effectiveness and help
materially in many decision situations,"
he said, but "what does seem to be new
is the brightening glow on the horizon
that may indicate that at long last it
could be possible to develop and apply
measurements to the most basic meaning of the term 'advertising effectiveness'— the contribution of advertising
expenditures to corporate profit."
Media Stalemate • Leo Burnett's Dr.
Banks called for new media measures
to cover existing gaps and also because
"we seem to be at an impasse when it
comes to making sound inter-media
comparisons."
He credited "the spectacular rise" of
broadcasting with adding research problems. Old methods are of dubious worth
for new media, he said. "For example,
the technique of measuring radio audiences isalso used for television, but people question whether exposure to a radio
program is equivalent to exposure to a

ARF

told

television program [and] ... as the use
of spot announcements becomes a more
and more significant element of advertising expenditures, we find techniques
which have been developed to evaluate
broadcast programs are being asked to
evaluate the announcements placed beThe tween
price
of television has made
programs."
measurement of results more urgent, Dr.
Banks said. "In this medium, an advertiser is very often asked to make commitments involving a million dollars or
more for a program which has never
appeared on the air before. The amount
of money involved in these commitments, the rigidity that contracts for
both talent and facilities introduce into
an advertising plan, and the uncertainty
as to the success of a program, have
combined to raise real questions on the
value of this kind of advertising. However, this involves studying not only an
individual program or the medium as a
whole, but alternative advertising vehicles as well.
"The point I wish to make is not a
criticism of television, but merely a
statement that the problems involved in
evaluating the television medium have
probably intensified many advertisers'
BROADCASTING, October 5, 1959

632,070

TV

HOMES

ESTABLISH
AS

FIRST

CH ARLOTTE-WBTV
TV

IN ENTIRE

MARKET

SOUTHEAST

fr> o CD

: ■■ ■ '

BUT — EVEN MORE
IMPORTANT
TO YOU IS
WHAT'S
HAPPENING
INSIDE
THESE HOMES
In the WBTV 71 -county coverage area, families are feasting on more
food annually than the city of Detroit; Moms are doctoring families
with more drugs than would be used by nine New Havens; the entire
flock of families is spending 68% of its effective buying income at
retail— almost 3 billion dollars. There are twenty-six states that don't
sell this much.
Compare Southeastern TV markets— you'll rank WBTV
Southeast and first in your advertising plans.

MPARE THESE SOUTHEAST
WBTV-Charlotte
Atlanta
Louisville
Birmingham
Memphis
Charlotte Station "B"
Miami
New Orleans
Nashville
Norfolk- Portsmouth
Richmond

first in the

MARKETS!
632,070
579,090
509,480
587,800
453,240
442,690
434,800
380,020
366,560
337,580
311,680

JEFFERSON STANDARD I
BROADCASTING COMPANY

are involuntary in the attention which
Just how big is radio-television?
The ever-expanding dimensions of stations and 628 fm outlets reaching 97% of all homes. Call letters,
radio-tv and advertising are graphifacilities and executives of all these
cally shown in the 1959 yearbook
issue of Broadcasting, now being
stations are listed, plus a rundown
mailed to subscribers.
of foreign stations.
For those engaged in the buying
Crammed full of facts and figures,
the 612-page annual edition also and selling of broadcast time, the
shows that there are 564 U.S. tv yearbook's many directories and
stations on the air, reaching 44.5
articles provide detailed information
million homes, as well as 3,388 am
on this:
BROADCASTING STATIONS ON AIR:
441 Commerciar vhf tv stations
80 commercial uhf tv stations
521 total commercial tv stations
33 non-commercial, educational vhf stations
10 non-commercial, educational uhf stations
43 total non-commercial, educational stations
564 total television stations
3,388 total am radio stations
628 total fm radio stations
4,580 total broadcasting stations
TOTAL TIME SALES, 1958:
$951,000,000 for all tv stations and networks
$541,665,000 for all radio stations and networks
$1,492,665,000 total radio-tv time sales
THE RADIO-TV AUDIENCES:
44,500,000 U.S. tv homes (86% of all homes)
49,500,000 U.S. radio homes (nearly 97% of all homes)
42,064,000 U.S. homes tune in television in average week
41,241,000 U.S. homes tune in radio in average week
5 hours, 29 minutes total tv viewing per home per day
home per day (not counted: listening outside
1 hour, 54 minutes total
home) radio listening per
SOME OTHER FACTS ABOUT FACILITIES:
431 am
stations associated with newspapers and/or magazines in common
ownership
143 fm stations connected with newspaper-magazine ownership
181 television stations connected with newspaper-magazine ownership
99 regional radio networks
12 regional television networks
FACTS ABOUT RELATED BUSINESSES:
507 advertising agencies placing national or regional broadcast advertising
189 talent agents representing radio-tv artists
563 companies supplying program services to television
174 companies supplying program services to radio
51 companies providing research services to radio-tv
53 unions representing workers and performers in radio-tv
594 attorneys specializing in FCC practice
244 consulting engineers serving broadcasting
657 community antenna systems
Unless otherwise indicated, all figures are as of Aug. 1, 1959
interests in all media research, because
they realize that this important new
medium cannot be evaluated in a
vacuum, but only as an alternative to
all other media." With advertising stakes
going higher, business will not long be
satisfied "with a statement which essentially consists of laying one's hand upon
his heart, raising one's eye to the heavens
and
saying,
feel it here,' " Dr. Banks
assured
his 'Iaudience.
Vehicles and Media • In an unofficial
committee progress report for the ARF
Audience Concepts Committee, which
he heads, Dr. Bank touched on competitive media claims. The committee
concluded that comparisons from advertising vehicle to vehicle (programs, individual publications) regardless of medium, could only be based on identical
or equivalent procedures. Moreover,
"we were not considering any grand
schemes in which one advertising medium, as a whole could be studied and
generalizations made for the basis of
38 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

comparison with similar broad studies
of another medium. Instead, the data,
which we are interested in, would probably arise through careful analysis of
the performance of individual advertising vehicles. It is certainly a question to
be resolved by future research, whether,
in fact, any significant generalizations
can be made of a medium as a whole
which would permit comparison from
medium
to medium."
Dr. Banks
went on to list guides the
committee has set up in its search for ad
evaluation "model": exposure repetition
patterns and frequency distribution,
one-shot and cumulative audience, overall audience and internal audience for
a specific advertisement or "actual performance" as opposed to the potential.
The committee is concerned, he said,
with performance of advertisements
within their own media context. "We
hear a great deal about authority, prestige and editorial environment. We hear
that some media are voluntary others

to them."
is paid
Station
A and Station B • "We hear
some programs have higher sponsor
identification than others. All statements
like these really say that an advertise"A"
advertising
ment placed
somehow
willin have
more vehicle
value than
similar advertising placed in advertis"B"
"A" ofandmedia
whether
ing vehicle
happen
to be"B"
of the
same type
or of different types. Unless we have
actual data on the communication performance ofadvertisements within their
respective media contexts, it will be impossible to make such statements," he
said. "People have an intuitive feeling
that spread in magazines somehow have
different connotation for a reader than
page advertisements. There is a feeling
that a 10-second ID somehow has a
different connotation and delivers a different kind of message than a 20, 30
or 60-second announcement. There is
some sort of feeling that the alternateweek sponsor may not get the same impact against the audience of his television program as the major week sponsor . . .
"These hypotheses can be answered
when it become possible to evaluate
communications performance of advertisements within their media contexts."
The Plan • On his topic, "Better Media
Gerhold
asked and
admen toPlanning,"
use more Mr.
informed
judgment
abandon a "passion for the fragmented
fact" and "concentrated attention to cost
per"We
thousand
something
have created
our orownother."
tower of
Babel," he told the researchers. "The
production of media statistics has become a major industry, carefully producing tons of components, but never a
set of instructions for putting them all
together." His agency, Foote, Cone &
Belding, subscribers to 31 commercial
services directly related to media evaluation and gets hundreds of individual
studies by media themselves, he said,
illustrating his contention that advertising needs to
find a way to use the information ithas.
Mr. Gerhold listed six steps for evaluating an ad:
• Media distribution (number of
advertising),
copies
or number of sets carrying the
• Media audience (number of people
exposed to the medium),
• Advertising exposure (specific
number for ad),
• Advertising perception (people
aware of the ad),
• Advertising communication (people experiencing some gain in knowledge or attitude) and
• Consumer response (number of
people buying the product).
Mr. Gerhold acknowledged that data
BROADCASTING, October 5, 1959

STATION

Shrinking beads is not my business! I am
a television time-buyer! These are the heads of
television time-buyers that "rolled" because
they didn't think it mattered which TV
station they chose in the rich Shreveport market.
1 still have my head, because in each market
I look for a station that promotes
consistently . . . programs imaginatively . . ,
delivers a clean, clear picture and comes out
ON TOP in every TV audience survey
made. In Shreveport my choice for five years has
been KS LA-TV . ..the choice of the vieioers!

Do I think every television time-buyer
should choose KSLA-TV? I think everyone should
decide for himself by letting a Harrington,
Righter 6- Parsons man give him the
COMPLETE KSLA-TV STORY!

shreveport,

la.

available will not take a planner
through all six levels in plotting any
campaign, but that the series of steps
"attempts to establish an orderly system
where measurements or evaluative estimates at the level immediately preceding. Thus, for any specific vehicle, an
increase at one level should produce an
increase at all subsequent levels." Still,
"to get from what we now know to what
we need to decide, we will have to rely
mostly on intelligent judgment. Judgment, and perhaps the courage that we
need in order to use it. For judgment is
the glue that will hold all of these mismatched components together, the nuts
and bolts, the nails, the baling wire that
makes the difference between a collection of media statistics and a media

you'll find
TARLOW
TOWER
from
New England
to
New Orleans

Five-to-one Return • Using a hypothetical budget of $100,000 for a woman's interest product, Mr. Gerhold
showed how to apply the six criteria
plan."
to different media, "carefully stacked
so that at the sixth level, to show $500,000 in new sales and constructed to
show differences between media at vari-

% a TARLOW TOWER stands for
AUDIENCE
PROGRAMMING
TALENT
RESULTS
"Associated with WLOB and The Maine
Lobster Network, Portland, Me.; WHIL,
Boston-Medford, Mass.; WARE, Ware,
Mass.; WWOK, Charlotte, N.C.; WJBW,
New Orleans, La.
TARLOW ASSOCIATES
SHERWOOD J. TARLOW, PRESIDENT
WHIL — National Rep.: Grant Webb Co.
WWOK, WJBW— WLOB
National Rep.: Richard O'Connell Co.
RE — Rep.: Breen and Ward Co.
WANational
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tv, Mr. Gerhold elected to buy
ourIn levels."
three one-minute network program
commercials to reach about 15 million
sets a total of 31 million times, covering a great many prospects as well as
non-prospects. In radio he proposed
buying 10 one-minute announcements
a week for four weeks in the top 50
markets to deliver the advertising 80
million times over about 8 million sets.
audience analysis: "Media
His radio and
audiences
advertising exposure, for
any kind of spot program, are of course
identical. The women that we reach
will perceive our advertising a number
of times. The effect of our advertising
will be measured in depth and frequency
of impression, and in quantity of response more than in terms of numbers
of individual women.
"We must think media evaluation
through every level before we can
reach a sound conclusion of comparative media values in terms of what we
are actually trying to accomplish, sales
that we would not have realized without the advertising," Mr. Gerhold urged.
Judgment and measurement are not
not in conflict, Mr. Gerhold said.
"Good media thinking requires that we
have all the data we can get, because
sound, tangible measurements are
where we begin in thinking about these
problems. We also have to have enough
judgment to know what these data mean.
We have to have the discipline and the
imagination to think those values
through, carefully and systematically,
until we understand what they imply in
terms of probable consumer reaction at
the cash register. We don't advertise to
get circulation, or audience, or coverage,

or frequency, or recall or recognition.
We advertise to get sales. When we plan
media on that premise, we will have betmedia planning."
Atter lunch
economist Arno Johnson,
chairman of ARF, pledged the foundation to laying research groundwork for
a $24 billion advertising business in
1970. Retiring Chairman Wallace H.
Wulfeck, executive vice president of
William Esty Co., was given a citation
recognizing his service to the group.
Cartoonist Milton Caniff, in addition
to sharing comic strip trade secrets (how
to draw a hero, how to draw a villainess),
gave some media evaluations of his own
in a supplementary release distributed
before his luncheon presentation. He defined television as an entertainment medium and said commercials must be
diverting to be effective. Print, on the
other hand, he said, "is the last home for
serious, powerful, controversial adver•tising."
Business briefly
New car, new budget • No sooner
did Ford Motor Co. get its Falcon economy car on the road (see Falcon radio
story, page 52) than it was ready with
still another economy automobile, the
compact Comet which will be marketed
through Mercury dealers. For media,
the Comet's introduction could bring
in a new auto budget at a time when
all other car introduction expenditures
are pretty well committed. No agency
was announced but the obvious choice
would be Kenyon & Eckhardt, agency
for Mercury-Edsel. The Comet is slated
to make its appearance in showrooms
early
next year.
In size it's
than
the Falcon
but smaller
thanbigger
the Ford.
Sterling for Saber • Sterling Drug
Inc., N.Y., will sponsor Saber of London detective series which begins its
third season on NBC-TV on Oct. 11
(Sun., 6:30-7 p.m.). Agency: DancerFitzgerald-Sample, N.Y.
Pirates' sponsors • Atlantic Refining
Co., Philadelphia, and Pittsburgh Brewhave renewed raPittsburgh, of
ing Co.,
dio-tv
sponsorship
the Pittsburgh
Pirates' games for three years. This year
the games were on a special network of
21 radio and four tv stations. It's the
24th year Atlantic has co-sponsored Pirates' games. Pittsburgh Brewing is cosponsoring for the fourth year.
Blockhawkers • Miles Labs Inc., Elkhart, Ind., via Wade Adv. Inc., N.Y.,
and R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., Winston-Salem, N.C., through William Esty
Co., N.Y., will co-sponsor Man From
Blackhawk, starting Oct. 9 on ABC-TV
(Fri., 8:30-9 p.m. EDT). New series
produced by Herb Meadow for StuartOliver Productions stars Robert Rockwell as Sam Logan, special agent for
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An inner courtyard of the new WAVE building, with part of the parking area behind.
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WAVE
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and

Television

a new

embodies

have

broadcasting

every known

better management,
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a

new
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now

facility

"tool1' for
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without

saying

building is beautiful. Our
tive, however, was
staff and

that

the
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efficiency for our
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own
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This we have achieved.
for yourself!

Visit us and

see

RADIO AND TELEVISION
725 South Floyd Street
LOUISVILLE 3 • NBC
NBC Spot Sales, Exclusive National Representatives

The new WAVE Radio and Television Center is one of the most complete
and efficient "broadcasting plants" in the Nation. ABOVE: The larger of
our two new TV studios — 65' x 45', and 23' high (large enough for a
tennis court). BELOW: The conference room, where daily meetings are
held to plan and co-ordinate every activity involving programming and
service to the people of our area and the advertisers on our stations.

fictitious Blackhawk Insurance Co. of
Chicago in latter half of 1800's.
Lucky hits • American Tobacco Co.,
N.Y., for Lucky Strike cigarettes, rolling out tv spot drive to continue through
December. Buys in major markets will
be completed by mid-October. NightN.Y. time ID's are planned. Agency: BBDO,
Airborne ♦ National Biscuit Co., N.Y.,
to sponsor Sky King, adventure series
starring Kirby Grant in title role as contemporary cowboy, starting Oct. 3 on
CBS-TV (Sat., 12 noon-12:30 p.m.
EDT). Agency: McCann-Erickson Inc.,
N.Y.
Water show • Johnson Motors Div. of
Outboard Marine Co., Waukegan, 111.,
tied in its Sea Horse outboard motor
product with sponsorship of yesterday's
(Oct. 4) NBC-TV special, "The Greatest Show on Water." Half-hour program
preceding network's World Series coverage featured top U.S. water-skiers at
Cypress Gardens, Fla. Bud Collyer was
host. Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co.,
N.Y.
• Also in advertising
Opens office • Kenneth Klein, formerly director of advertising and promotion for Metropolitan Broadcasting
Corp., N.Y., announces opening of his
New York firm, Ken Klein, located at
145 E. 57 St., starting today (Oct. 5).
Telephone: Plaza 5-7811. The firm will
specialize in the creation and production of advertising sales promotion material.
Compton move • Compton Adv. Inc.
has moved its Chicago office from 141
W. Jackson Blvd., to 200 S. Michigan
Ave. Telephone: Harrison 7-9822.
Sweeping Dodge • Dodge dealers of
Baltimore depleted their stock of 1959
automobiles by Vz in the first 10 days of
a concerted "Clean Sweep" campaign
of which broadcasting was allocated
60% of the advertising budget. The
city's three tv outlets showed the dealers' animated commercials, local cutins were used in the Lawrence
Welk
show and, on WBAL-TV, a nightly
sports show promoted the Clean Sweep
promotion. The dealers are sponsoring
WBAL-TV's coverage of the Baltimore
Colts football games. On radio, the
Dodge dealers bought saturation spot
schedules on most of Baltimore's stations as well as continuing their "Go
Get a Dodge" advertising theme started
earlier this year.
Agency for Dodge dealers: BrahmsGerber Adv. Inc., Baltimore.
Forney expands • John W. Forney
Inc., Minneapolis advertising agency,
BROADCASTING, October 5, 1959

has purchased the branch office of
Bruce B. Brewer & Co. that city. The
purchase of the Kansas City concern's
branch will nearly double the size of
billings which are estimated to be in
the $4 million category. According to
John W. Forney, president, the purchase will bring total agency strength
to 44 persons. The Brewer office
opened in 1948 as a branch of the Kansas City operation. Loy M. Booton,
formerly managing partner with Brewer, was named vice-president of John
W. Forney Inc. William Bryngelson,
formerly a Brewer partner, also remains
as copy director.

LONG ISLAND IS A MAJOR MARKET!

Sharp move • Jack T. Sharp Adv. Inc.,
has moved from 2036 E. 22nd St.,
Cleveland, 15.
Ohio,
to 3101 Utah
Euclid1-800(X
Ave.,'
Cleveland
Telephone:
Rochester merger • Hutchins Adv. Co.
and Hanford & Green Inc. of Rochester,
N.Y., have consolidated. The latter, becoming a division of Hutchins, continues to operate at 1 1 James St. Hutchins, at 42 East Ave., has a Toronto
branch. Hanford & Green bill about
$900,000 a year. The combined billings
reportedly
now will total $4 million annually.

THE
LONG

GREATER

ISLAND

MARKET

(Nassau-Suffolk)

-LOCKS
more

UP-

HARDWARE

& BUILDING SALES
Agency appointments
• Phoenix of Hartford Insurance Companies, Hartford, appoints Kenyon & THAN IS NAILED DOWN
Eckhardt as its agency in the "first step
in the creation of a long-range adverSAN FRANCISCO,
tising
and
marketing
plan."
K&E's
Boston office will handle the account.
• Scott Mitchell House Inc. (mail order
merchandise for home owners, hobbyists
and industry), N.Y., appoints Wunderman, Ricotta & Kline Inc., N.Y., the account, aradio advertiser, formerly was
with William Von Zehle & Co., N.Y.
• Flexees Inc. (swim suits and foundation garments), N.Y., said to be planning an advertising budget of more than
$600,000 next year appoints Doner &
Peck, N.Y., as its agency. Former agency: Borough Adv., Brooklyn.

• Guild Wine Co., Lodi, Calif., appoints Compton Adv., San Francisco, as
agency, replacing Dancer-FitzgeraldSample, San Francisco, which had held
the account since 1950. Account has
been active largely in the printed media,
but size of budget and media plans have
not been determined.
• American Heritage magazine to Joe
Gans & Co., N.Y., for national radio-tv
advertising. The magazine's first broadcast campaign was launched last week
in 25 markets using good-music stations, both am and fm. Duration of the
schedules will depend on response to
the subscription appeal.

ST. PAUL, SAN
AND
PUT

IN

ANTONIO,

ST. LOUIS
TOGETHER!

LUMBER -BLDG.-HDWARE.
STORE SALES
(Sales Mgt.)
$205,607,000
WHLI
Dominates the Major Long Island Market
Delivers MORE Audience than any other
(Pulse)
Network or Independent Station!

> 10,000 WATTS
AM 1100
f M 98 3
WHLI
HEMPSTEAD
IONC IUANO. N. T.
Represented by Gill-Perna
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NBC

and

CBS

LANCASTER,

First and foremost

PA

with advertisers,

with viewers — in America's 10th TV
Market. The WGAL-TV audience is
greater in this rich coverage area
than the combined audience of
all other stations— ARB

and Nielsen.

WGAL-TV
CkoKtud <?
Pa.
Lancaster, Pa
NBC and CBS

316,000 WATTS

J

STATION
STEINMAN
Clair McCollough, Pres.
44

Representative: The MEEKER

Company, Inc.

New York

• Chicago

• San Francisco
Los Angeles
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RADIO-TV:
Doherty

sees

$3

BILLION

important

Broadcast advertising is moving toward the $3 billion mark and should
reach it by 1963.
Richard P. Doherty, president of TvRadio Management Corp., Washington,
said the half-decade growth of radio
should carry the broadcast media from
nearly $2 billion in 1958 to more than
$2.9 billion.
In an interview with Broadcasting,
he said radio and television should
share both dollar growth and a steadily
increasing share of the total advertising
expenditure.
Assuming gross national product
(GNP) continues to expand, Mr. Doherty said the 1963 media picture
should look like this (total advertising
expenditures) :
1963 Estimated
Volume
(Million S) % Share
Total advertising
$13,000 100 %
Radio
850
6.5
Tv
2,210 17.0
Newspaper
3,640 28 0
Other
6,300 48.5
*1958
Actual
Volume
_
(Million
Total advertising
510,3$)
00 *%
100Share
%
Radio
616
6.0
Tv
1,360 13.2
Newspaper
3,120 31 0
Other
5,204 49.8
*. Media expenditures for 1958 and prior years
from McCann-Erickson — Printers' Ink data
This prediction is based on these
probabilities:
• Radio (total) will hold its own in
share of all advertising — between 6%
and 7% of total advertising expenditures.
• Radio will improve its relative
local position, increasing its share of
all local advertising from 9.42% to
10.5%.
• Tv will continue to get larger share
of local advertising dollars.
• Tv will continue to expand its
percentage share of the nation's advertising outlay.
• Newspapers will continue to receive more advertising dollars but will
get a smaller share of media expenditures, both nationally and locally.
Why will local radio increase its
share of the all-media dollar?
"Since 1954," Mr. Doherty said,
"local radio has shown a persistent
though slight upward trend in its percentage share of all local media dollars, rising from 8.6% in 1954 to 9.4%
last year.
"The number of radio stations will
undoubtedly increase in the next halfdecade. Basic experience indicates that
in most markets the addition of staBROADCASTING, October 5, 1959

growth

BY

1963

for half-decade

tions takes away business from existing
station but also develops additional new
sources of revenue.

"In the last five years, radio generally has been doing a more effective
local sales job. Local radio competition
has become more intense, leading to
improved methods of selling.
"Radio has made more extensive
inroads into the food chain and supermarket field, a highly important segment of total local' advertising that
once went almost exclusively to news-

papers.
"Stations have learned to provide
packages that are increasingly appealing to food, supermarket and other
local retail advertisers. They fit their
rate cards and schedules to the retailers' needs — one or two-day saturation
campaigns, for example that follow the
business patterns of retailers. Attractive
nighttime and weekend deals have been
helpful.
"Livelier local competition by stations has helped build local audiences,
especially in larger markets.
"Better and wider use has been made
of the excellent sales tools provided

ARB
Fri.,
Wed.
Thur
Sat.,
Sun.,
Tue.,
Mon.

Date
Sept. 23
,Sept.
Sept.2524
Sept. 26
Sept. 27
Sept. 28
Sept. 29

NIELSEN

by AtRadio
Advertising
Bureau."
the same
time, Mr.
Doherty said,
radio hasn't attained a growth in revenues equal to the 24% deflation in dollar value since 1948. He recalled that
radio advertising totaled $516 million
in 1948 when it represented about 11%
of the total advertising dollar. Despite
a 50% increase in the number of stations, however, radio now has only 6%
of the advertising dollar nor has total
radio volume risen as much as the nation's 69% expansion in GNP.
Tv on the other hand, which accounted for less than 1 % of the advertising dollar in 1948, accounted for
13.3% in 1958, according to Mr. Doherty. This 1958 tv revenue figure was
IV2 times that in 1950 when tv was becoming established.
Within the radio industry, he said,
shifts have occurred in sponsor allocations between networks and stations.
"As of 1949," he explained, "35% of
the nation's total radio advertising was
placed through the networks. By 1958
network placements accounted for
9.4% of the radio budget and the remaining 90.6% was derived from local,
regional and national spot advertisers.
"Certain radio markets, especially
the larger ones, have experienced substantial revenue increases. Likewise certain individual stations have run far

ARBITRON'S DAILY CHOICES
Listed below are the highest-ranking television network shows forRating
each
day of the week Sept. 23-29 as rateO by the multi-city Arbitro n instant
ratings of American Research Bureau.
Program and Time
Network
20.8
Ike, Steel Hour (10 p.m.)
21.3
Groucho Marx (10 p.m.)
27.8
CBS-TV
25.3
NBC-TV
19.1
Lucille Ball-Desi Arnaz (9 p.m.)
Gunsmoke (10 p.m.)
26.6
CBS-TV
Loretta Young do p.m.)
26.8
CBS-TV
NBC-TV
Steve Allen do p.m.)
NBC-TV
Bing Crosby (9:30 p.m.)
Copyright 1959 American Resea rch Bureau ABC-TV
REPORT ON VIEWING BY DAY & DAY PARTS

Saturday night no longer is the loneliest night in the week according to
A. C. Nielsen Co. figures which show that the average tv home spends 3
hours and 46 minutes before the set after 6 p.m. on that day. Also, this
represents the heaviest viewing in the week.
The breakdown by day parts is in a special analysis of the radio-tv
audience in the 1959 Yearbook issue of Broadcasting, now being mailed.
The study includes the trend of radio and television ownership in the last
1 1 years; audience program tastes; analyses of audience composition, and
other related data.
Sunday
The Nielsen Television Index breakdown of 'iewmg per home Fulper day:
Saturday
Week
Monday-Friday
27 min.
hrs. 46 min. 3 hrs. 26 min.
Night (6 p.m. -6 a.m.) 3 hrs. 25 min.
1
hr.
27
min.
1
hr.
25 min.
3
hrs.
hr.
23
min.
Afternoon (noon-6 p.m.) 1 hr. 26 min.
37 min.
47
min.
16
min.
40
min.
Morning
a.m. day
-noon)
hrs. 56 min. 5 hrs. 9 min. 5 hrs. 29 min.
Total hours(6 per
5 hrs. 31 min.
VIEWING PER HOME PER DAY. The time the average tv home spends watching television
each day is depicted in the table above, which not only shows the daily average over the
full week but also breaks down the daily average by day part and days of the week Data is
NTI March-April 1959.
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WIDE OPEN CIRCUIT!
The latest Nielsen Coverage Survey

for Washington shows a phenomenallyincreased WRC-TV market . . . 87.8% penetration
(900,100 TV homes) in its total coverage area.
For the advertiser who needs
thorough penetration of the vast
Greater Washington distribution area,
WRC-TV not only delivers all of
metropolitan Washington, but 50 additional
counties in the neighboring -states of
Virginia, Maryland, Delaware,
Pennsylvania and West Virginia!
Throughout this area, WRC-TV provides
broader coverage and larger weekly
unduplicated circulation than any other
Washington station. And, with impact
to match, for in the 5-county metropolitan
area which ARB measures, WRC-TV has delivered
Washington's largest share-of -audience
for ten consecutive months !

With WRC-TV's new, simplified
Rate Card Number 15, it's easier than ever
for you to put these £tcts to profitable use.
For your next campaign, put your message
„°JlWj^Wng'ton's biggest and best customer circuit .
^SUttW
Channel 4 in Washington, D. C.
NBC Owned
Sold by NBC Spot Sales

KIVA
serves all of the rich
Imperial and Yuma Valley
Market from within . . .
evidenced by 91.7% share
in the latest ARB Report.
Newly completed Studios and
facilities in El Centro,
California provide local,
live originations in this
important center of the
Market

with the MOST

KIVA
channel

eleven
\D

NBC, CBS, APC NETWORKS
VALLEY TELECASTING CO., INC.
HARRY C. BUTCHER, PRESIDENT
ROGER VAN DUZER, EXEC. V. P. AND GEN. MGR.
YUMA, ARIZONA • EL CENTRO, CALIFORNIA
Represented by Hollingbery
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ahead of their respective markets as
well as the radio industry and the overall advertising outlay.
"Tv's growth has been industrywide
— by all markets and all stations except uhf in intermixed markets —
whereas radio's growth has been setions. lective by individual markets and sta"Because of the growth of all media
advertising, any given advertising medium should have experienced a 115%
expansion in dollar revenues to hold
its own percentage share of the enlarged advertising expenditure." Here
is how advertising shifted in the decade
(share of nation's total
1949advertising):
6.0%
11.0%
1958
Radio
1.0%
13.2%
31.0%
Newspapers
36.8%
7.4%
Tv
9.5%
14.5%
Magazines
15.4%
Direct Mail
4.8%
Business Papers
1.9%
5.2%
2.5%
Outdoor
19.9%
19.8%
Miscellaneous
"During the 1949-58 period, tv's expansion as a percentage of total national advertising has been approximately
equal to the combined loss of radio,
newspapers and magazines, which had
a combined drop of 13.1% in their
aggregate percentage share of advertising expenditures in the decade.
"If newspapers, radio and magazines
had maintained their 1948 percentage
share of all media advertising, these
three media would have received the
following 1958 revenues as against
their actual results:
1958 Advertising
If On Same
Media
Basis as 1948
Radio
$1,080,776,000
Newspapers
$3,670,560,000
Magazines
$1,070,580,000
TV

"It is significant that the difference
between 'what would have been' under
a 1948 status quo and what actually
was the 1958 advertising revenue of the
radio, newspaper and magazine industries amounted to $1,315,000,000, practically the 1958 tv revenue.
"It may be contended that tv itself
has been responsible for a substantial
expansion in advertising outlays. Whether total advertising would have risen
to $10.3 billion in 1958 if there had
been no tv cannot be proved. The fact
remains that in 1958 total advertising
equaled 2.3% of GNP and was 2.2%2.3% of GNP in the pre-World War II
In analyzing
local advertising Mr.
period
of 1935-39."
Doherty said radio and newspapers "are
generally conceded to be the dominantly effective local advertising media." He
added, "This fact is fully correct when
viewed in total local advertising dollars
spent. In 1958 newspapers absorbed
60.45% of all local advertising outlays.
Radio, second largest local medium, received 9.42% of local advertising.
"Examining trends over the last decade, newspapers and radio are found
to have lost relative ground in the local
field. In 1948 newspapers were favored
with 64% of the $2,087,000,000 spent
by the nation's local business firms. In
1958 newspapers acquired nearly $1
billion more local advertising dollars,
but this 1958 local revenue of $2,375,Actual
1958
Advertising
Revenue
$ 616,000,000
$3,120,000,000
$ 770,000,000

Difference
$464,776,000
$550,560,000
$300,580,000

PREVIEW

Dutch Master & friend • Comic
Ernie Kovacs listens in rapt attention to a string quartet . . . faces a
firing squad . . . visits a Napoleon
wax museum . . . looks on breathlessly as Mona Lisa comes to life.
And his "co-star" in these interludes
is a Dutch Master Cigar.
Mr. Kovacs is a "silent" salesman
in taped commercials on a panel
show, Take a Good Look, starring
the zany comedian, on ABC-TV, beginning Oct. 22.
An inveterate cigar-smoker himself, Mr. Kovacs suggested to the advertising agency, Erwin Wasey,
Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York, that
he star in the middle commercial.
Known as "super-imaginative," Mr.
Kovacs recommended that the commercial rely upon off-the-beatentrack locales and situations and also
exploit his skill as a pantomimist.
Mr. Kovacs, cigar in hand and ear

cocked (above), listens to a string
quartet, evinces various reactions
and moods, and finally realizes he is
the only person in the audience who
is smoking. Registering dismay and
embarrassment, he finally looks up
to the string quartet and notices that
each member is smoking a cigar.
There are no spoken words but a
written tag-line at the end proclaims:
"Step up to finer smoking pleasure
with Dutch Masters."
BROADCASTING, October 5, 1959
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McClatchy

stations

KM J and

KFBK

lead in acceptance
New Pulse qualitative studies in Sacramento and
Fresno, California show the McClatchy stations,
KFBK

in

and KMJ, substantially ahead in public confidence and acceptance.

Briefly, respondents
station:

were asked which radio

1. gave most complete and accurate news
2. gave the greatest feeling of confidence in
advertised products
3. gave the best programming
radio

variety

In each case, KFBK and KMJ ran substantially
ahead of competition. In fact, in every instance, they
topped the next two stations combined in listener
favor.
Get what you want in your radio buy — listener
confidence, ratings, coverage and economy — from
KFBK and KMJ. Any Raymer man can give you
details.

McClatchy

Broadcasting

SACRAMENTO,
PAUL
BROADCASTING, October 5, 1959
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Thanks
the

champs

all
the

from

Jimmy Dean, popular TV singer, wins the Oil
Can trophy. W. G. Power, Chevrolet advertising manager, makes the presentation as Art
Carney and Wendell Corey look on.
Mr. K. E. Staley, Chevrolet general sales manager, presents the $5,000 College Scholarship
award to the 22nd All-American winner,
Barney Townsend, at the Banquet of Champions, attended by over 1,700 guests.

over
world!

Over 50,000 boys join Chevrolet in
saying "Thanks a million" to Soap
Box Derby sponsors around the
world. We know that without your
efforts the Derby could never have
reached such heights of popularity
and success. So we'd like to cordially
invite you to work with us again
next year on "the greatest amateur
racing event in the world." . . .
Chevrolet Division of General
Motors, Detroit 2, Michigan.

The highlight of Derby weekend is reached
when final heat winner, Barney Townsend,
Anderson, Indiana, crosses the finish line to
become the 22nd All-American Champion.

170 boys
representing these
170 newspapers,
radio & TV stations,
civic and
fraternal groups
raced in the 1959
Ail-American
Derby Champions from Venezuela, the Philippine Islands
and West Germany display their racers at Derby Downs,
site of the "Greatest Amateur Racing Event in the World."

Mr. E. N. Cole, vice president of General Motors and general
manager of Chevrolet, presents the winner's trophy to Barney
,; Townsend of Anderson, Indiana, while Vice President Richard
M. Nixon and the Townsend family congratulate the champ.

Aberdeen (Wash.) Active Club
Akron (Ohio) Beacon Journal
Albuquerque (N.M.) Tribune
Alton
(111.) Jr. Chamber of
Commerce
Amarillo (Texas) Jr. Chamber of
Commerce
Ambridge (Pa.) B.P.O.E. 983 and
The Daily Citizen
Amsterdam (N.Y.) Elks Club
and Rotary Club
Anchorage (Alaska) Daily News
Anderson (Ind.) Herald
Anniston (Alabama) Jr. Chamber
ofWHMA
Com., Radio
Park Board and
Asheville (N.C.) Jr. Chamber of
Commerce
Ashland
(Ohio) Jr. Chamber of
Commerce
Ashtabula
Commerce(Ohio) Jr. Chamber of
Austin
(Texas) AmericanStatesman
Babylon (N.Y.) Leader
Bangor (Maine) Daily News
Basking
Ridge (N.J.)
Bernardsville
News The
Beloit (Wis.) Daily News
Big Spring (Texas) Herald
Birmingham (Alabama) News
Bluefield (W. Va.) Civitan Club
and Jr. Chamber of Commerce
Bowling Green (Ky.) Jr.
Chamber of Commerce
Bradford (Pa.) Journal
Butler
Club (Pa.) Eagle and Optimist
Canton
(Ohio) Jr. Chamber of
Commerce
Charleston
Va.) Optimist
Club and (W.
Gazette
Charlotte (N.C.) WSOC Broadcast.
Co. and Jr. Chamber of
Commerce
Cheyenne
Commerce(Wyo.) Jr. Chamber of
Chico
(Cal l Golden
Broadcast.
Co. Empire
Cicero (III.) Life Newspaper
Clarksburg
(W. Va.) Jr. Chamber
of Commerce
Cleveland (Ohio) News
Columbia (Mo.) Missourian and
Optimist Clubs(Pa.) American
Conshohocken
Legion, Jos. Wagner Post 772
Coshocton
(Ohio) Jr. Chamber
of Commerce
Crawfordsville (Ind.) Jr.
Chamber of Com.
Dallas (Texas) Optimist Clubs
Davenport
Inc. (Iowa) Newspapers,
Dayton (Ohio) Jr. Chamber of
Commerce
Daytona Beach (Fla.) Kiwanis
Club of Halifax Area
Detroit (Mich.) News
Dover (N. H.) Lions Club, Inc.
Duluth (Minn.) Herald & News
Tribune
Elgin (III.) Exchange Club
Elkhart (Ind.) Jr. Chamber of
Commerce
Ellwood City (Pa.) Ledger
Elmhurst (III.) DuPage Jaycees
Inter-Club Committee
Endicott (N. Y.) Daily Bulletin
and WENE
Eugene
(Ore.) Co.KORE and Lane
Broadcast.
Evansville (Ind.) Jr. Chamber of
Commerce
Fayetteville
Observer and
Jr. Chamber(N.C.)
of Commerce
Flint (Mich.) Journal
Ft.Commerce
Dodge (Iowa) Jr. Chamber of
Ft. Lauderdale (Fla.) Optimist
Clubs of Broward County

Ft. Worth (Texas)(Va.)Star-Telegram
Fredericksburg
Free (N.
Lance-Star
Fulton
No. 830 Y.) B.P.O.E. Lodge
Gary (Ind.)
Post-Tribune
Grand
Junction
(Colo.) The
Daily Sentinel
Greensboro
(N.
C.)
of Commerce Jr. Chamber
Hamilton
Commerce(Ohio) Jr. Chamber of
Hancock (Mich.) Fraternal Order
382 Hancock Aerie
ofNo.Eagles,
Hartford (Conn.) Times
Hudson
(N. Y.) Jr. Chamber of
Commerce
Huntington
(W. Va.) Jr. Chamber
of Commerce
Indiana (Pa.) Evening Gazetteand
Jr. Chamber of Commerce
Indianapolis (Ind.) Star
Jacksonville
of Commerce(Fla.) Jr. Chamber
Jacksonville
Courier Co.(III.) Journal
Johnstown
Commerce(Pa.) Jr. Chamber of
Kalamazoo
(Mich.)ClubWKZO-AM-TV
and Optimist
Kansas City (Mo.) Ararat Temple
Knoxville
(Tenn.) Jr. Chamber
of Commerce
Kokomo
(Ind.) Foremen's Club
and Tribune
Lancaster (Ohio)
Eagle-Gazette Co.
LasAthletic
Vegas (Nev.)
League Police
Lawrenceburg (Ind.) Dearborn
County Newspapers
Levittown (N. Y.) Tribune
Levittown
(Pa.) Bristol
and Levittown
Times Courier
Long Beach (Cal.) Press
Telegram and KWIZ
LosandAngeles
Times (Cal.) Examiner
Lubbock
Journal (Texas) AvalancheLynchburg
(Va.) Jr. Chamber
of Commerce
Magnolia
(Ark.)
Commerce Jr. Chamber of
Mankato
(Minn.) Jr. Chamber
of Commerce
Mansfield (Ohio) News-Journal
McKeesport
Publishing (Pa.)
Co. Daily News
Memphis
(Tenn.) Jr. Chamber
of Commerce
Michigan
City
Jr.
Chamber of (Ind.)
Commerce
Middletown
(Ohio)
Optimist
Club, Inc.
Midland
(Texas) Jr. Chamber of
Commerce
Minneapolis
of Commerce(Minn.) Jr. Chamber
Mission City (B. C.) Fraser Valley
Record Ltd. and Vancouver
Daily Province
Moses
Lake Broadcast.
(Wash.) KBAS-TV,
Cascade
Co.
Mt.Y'sVernon
Men (N. Y.) Fire
Department
Muncie
(Ind.) Star
Natchez (Miss.) Times and
New Albany (Ind.) Tribune
New Orleans (La.) Recreation
and States-Item
NewDept.Philadelphia
(Ohio) Jr.
Chamber of Commerce
Newport News (Va.) Hampton
Roads Jr. Chamber of
Commerce
Norfolk (Neb.) Optimist Club
Norfolk (Va.) The Virginian-Pilot
Omaha (Neb.) Optimist Club
Orange
(Va.)ofCounty
Jr.
Chamber
Commerce
Ottumwa (Iowa) Daily Courier
Owensboro (Ky.) Messenger &
Inquirer
Parkersburg (W. Va.) Jr.
Chamber of Commerce
Pasadena (Cal.) Star News and
Van Nuys Valley Times
Peoria
Co. &(III.)
WEEKW. Cen.
Radio Broadcast.
& TV
Petersburg (Va.) The ProgressIndex
Phoenix
Inc. (Ariz.) KOOL Radio-TV,
Portland (Ore.) Greater Portland
Soap Box Derby, Inc.

Poughkeepsie
(N. Y.) Jr.
Chamber of Commerce
Provo (Utah) The Daily Herald
Ravenna-Kent (Ohio) The
Record-Courier
Richland (Wash.) American
Legion Post No. 71
Richmond
Commerce(Va.) Jr. Chamber of
Roanoke
News (Va.) Times & World
Rochester(N.(N.M.)Y.)Daily
Times-Union
Roswell
Record
St. Catharines (Ontario)
Lodge)
Standard Ltd.
St. Charles (Mo.) Daniel Boone
Derby Assn. (Comm. of Moose
St.Publishing
Marys (Pa.)Co.Daily Press
St.Commerce
Paul (Minn.) Jr. Chamber of
Sacramento
(Cal.) The 20-30
Club,
KCRA Sacramento
Radio & TV No. 1 &
Salem (Ore.) Capital Journal
Salisbury
C.) Recreation Dept.
San Antonio(N. (Texas)
Express
Publishing
Co.
SanCompany
Bernardino (Cal.) The Sun
San Diego (Cal.) Union
Sandusky
Inc. (Ohio) Newspapers,
San Francisco (Cal.) News
Savannah
Commerce(Ga.) Jr. Chamber of
Seattle
(Wash.) Co.
KING
Broadcasting
Shamokin (Pa.) News-Dispatch
Sheboygan
Publishing(Wis.)
Co. Press
Sidney (Ohio) Printing &
PublishingofCo.Commerce
and Jr.
Chamber
Sioux
City (Iowa) Jr. Chamber
of Commerce
Sioux Falls (S.D.) Argus-Leader
South
Bend (Ind.) Jr. Chamber
of Commerce
Springfield
(Mass.) Jr. Chamber
of Commerce
Spring
Valley (III.) Jr. Chamber
of Commerce
Staten Island (N. Y.) Kiwanis
Club of North Shore
Stockton
Legion,
Karl Ross(Cal.)PostAmerican
16
Tacoma (Wash.) News Tribune
Tallahassee (Fla.) Democrat
Tampa (Fla.) WTVT Television
Torrington (Conn.) WTOR Radio
Torrington (Wyo.) Telegram
Trenton (Mo.) Jr. Chamber of
Commerce and KTTN Radio
Tucson (Ariz.) Daily Citizen
WacoTimes(Texas)
HeraldNews Tribune and
Warren (Ohio) Tribune Chronicle
Warren
(Pa.) Jr. Chamber of
Commerce
Warsav; (Ind.) Kosciusko
County Shrine Club
Washington
(D. C.)Broadcast.
WRC-TV &
WRC- National
Co., Inc.
Watertown (S. D.) Public Opinion
Westbrook
(Maine) Jr. Chamber
of Commerce
West Des Moines (Iowa)
Chamber of Commerce
(W.
Des Moines,
& Windsor
Heights)Des Moines
WestBenevolent
Palm BeachAssociation
(Fla.) Firemen's
Wichita (Kansas) Beacon
Winston-Salem (N. C.) Jr.
Chamber of Commerce
Woodstock (III.) McHenry
County Gazette
Wooster (Ohio) Daily Record
Yakima (Wash.) Cascade
Broadcast. Co. and KIMA-TV
York (Pa.) Adam
Recreation
Germany,
Opel Commission
A/G
Philippines,
Northern
Motors &
Goodrich
Rubber Co.International
Venezuela, G. M. de Venezuela

"NATURALLY,
LISTEN

TO

I
KFWB"

"For the satisfaction I get
from a perfectly tuned, precision machine that makes
a winner, give me sportscar
competition.
In the realm of broadcasting, that same precision . . .
perfectly tuned . . . comes
through to me with KFWB
. . . so, naturally, I listen to
KFWB. It's a winner!"

000,000 amounted to 60.45% of all the
local budget. This trend downward
from 64% to 60% has been persistent
through the decade.
"Local advertising now accounts for
more than 60% of the aggregate radio
industry's revenue (stations and networks). Local advertising supplied 62%
more radio dollars in 1958 than in
1948, taking the nation as a whole,
though its share of all local billings
fell from 11% to 9.4%.

"Television has steadily moved forward in the local field, its 1% in 1949
rising to 5.9% in 1955 and 6.6% in
1958. The growth of tv as a local medium has been slow but steady. Both
radio and newspapers have received an
increase in total advertising dollars
while a smaller share of total local
billings.
"Advertising is one of the nation's
strongest growth industries, having
more than doubled in the last decade.
Continued growth in the national economy will generate more advertising as
a basic tool of American business. Both
radio and tv have proved they are effective means of selling goods and
services. They will continue to improve

their competitive position, with tv enjoying the greatest expansion of any

BAR expands daytime
medium."
tv monitor services
In further expansion, Broadcast Advertisers Reports Inc., New York, announced last week that it will begin to
monitor 50 markets during the daytime,
starting this month (Closed Circuit,
Sept. 28).
A BAR official noted that this move,
described as the "second large-scale expansion inas many years, will give BAR
subscribers their first factual data on
daytime spot tv activity in mediumsized markets." The top 25 markets already are on a full-time monitoring basis.
New sign-on to sign-off coverage will
be available for 146 stations in the medium-size markets, which BAR now
monitors during nighttime hours only.
The plan calls for inauguration of signon to sign-off service in 12 or 13 markets each calendar quarter until all 50
markets are converted to a full-time
basis. When implemented, BAR full
coverage will be offered in 75 markets.

The KFWB audience gives
you more men, more women, more children . . . more
everybodies . . . than any
other Los Angeles station.
Buy KFWB . . . first in Los
Angeles.

6419 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28 / HO 3-5151.
ROBERT M. PURCELl, President and Gen. Manager
JAMES F. SIMONS, Gen. Sales Manager
Represented nationally by JOHN BLAIR & CO.
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Experiencing 'Experience Run, U.S.A.' • Behind the wheel of the new Ford
Falcon, driver John Mantz reports on performance at a check-point along
"Experience Run, U.S.A." The Falcon campaign, placed through J. Walter
Thompson, is in its third week of heavy radio spot-time devoted to road-test
reports throughout the country on the car's performance. Spot placements
consist of regular Ford schedules on major market stations and 20-24 spots
on NBC's Monitor on weekends.
BROADCASTING, October 5, 1959
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AND

introduction

A couple of weeks ago, on one of the
less noisy fringes of the banquet-night
cocktail party at the CBS Radio affiliates' convention, a reporter approached
Lou Hausman and offered congratulations.
"For what?" Mr. Hausman wanted to
know.
By that time everybody was taking
it for granted that Mr. Housman shortly would be chosen head of the new
Television Information Office — everybody, that is, except possibly Mr. Hausman (and perhaps a few candidates who
still clung to the hope that they might
be the ones the lightning would strike).
The reporter made bold to say so.
Mr. Hausman had only one comment: "I am not auditioning for the
job, and it has not been offered to me."
Well, then, he was asked, what did
he think of the TIO program laid down
a few weeks earlier by TIO's founding
committee — the program the new director would be guided by? The question was not entirely a fishing expedition; ithad been widely reported that
TIO committeemen had invited him in
and discussed the program with him.
"I have not read it," Mr. Hausman
replied.
It cannot be said that Mr. Hausman
handled the truth loosely in fielding reporters' questions even though
was
named TIO director only 24 hourshe after
they were asked. No one denies that he
never solicited the TIO job. Unquestionably ithad not been formally offered to him at the time he spoke. And in
his answer about his familiarity with the
TIO program, what seemed a slight emphasis on the word "read" may have
saved him later embarrassment.
A Light Tip • There is no question,
among those who have had dealings
with him in his 19 years with CBS, that
Lou Hausman ordinarily is not what
might be called "out-going" with newsmen. Paradoxically, perhaps, there are
a great many who feel that in his new
job this is no small asset. They reason
that TIO's success will depend to a
great extent on the number of times its
named does not appear in public. When
you set out to conduct a PR campaign,
according to this line of thought, you do
not keep reminding people that you are
doing so.
Mr. Hausman undoubtedly subscribes to this view. But he also feels
— as does the TIO committee which
unanimously chose him — that TIO's
job is much more than a mere publicity
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undertaking. It is an educational job
that works both ways, both to and from
the public: in the committee's words,
to create "an enduring two-way informational bridge between the industry
and those from whom it seeks more unlic.
derstanding." That last means the pubIt is not a selling job in the sense of
getting advertisers to buy television time.
Mr. Hausman reportedly told the TIO
committeemen that, while he is not without experience in making presentations,
they should look elsewhere if they wanted a salesman; that his conception of
TIO's job, and the best way to get it
done, centered around the collection
and dissemination of the fullest possible information about television, what
it offers to viewers and what it is trying
to accomplish.
The 52-year-old Mr. Hausman is still
on the job as vice president of CBS Radio. He has been TIO director-designate
for only 10 days, (Broadcasting, Sept.
28). Consequently, while he knows gen-

Office chief
erally the directions in which he intends
to move, he hasn't had time to polish the
details. Chances are he will still be polishing when he moves into the new post
on Oct. 12 and for a while thereafter;
for his mind, though quick, is also
meticulous.
Four or Five, Tops • TIO starts off
with a minimum budget of close to
$400,000 and is expected to get this up
to at least $700,000 long before Mr.
Hausman's three-year contract comes
up for renewal. But at the outset he expects to operate the office with a nucleus staff of no more than four or five
executives, plus secretarial assistants.
He is apt to depend heavily on independent experts for special projects.
His record demonstrates that professionally he travels first class: he would
rather pay $5,000 a year retainers to
each of three experts, just to have them
on call, then to pay the same or less for
a fulltime man who might do the work
of all three but not as well.
As one basic project he wants to get

Louis Hausman
On Oct. 12 he becomes custodian of television's image
BROADCASTING, October 5, 1959

Sure as shootin', things have happened in Charlotte.
Here you see one more phase of the formula that
is changing audience patterns in America's 25th largest
television homes market. The best of NBC, ABC- plus
MGM, Warner, Paramount, others! WSOC-TV program strength
is unmatched in the Carolinas. Make a better buy. Buy
WS0C"TV

one of

great area stations of the nation.

CHARLOTTE 9-NBC and ABC. Represented by H-R
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WSOC and WSOC-TV
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an information center started — a sort of
library "where people can go to find out
what the industry has said about itself,
what it has done, what it is doing and
what it is trying to do."
This is in line with the committee's
concept, as are also his ideas for special
research projects, relations with thoughtleader segments of the television audience, and the creation of materials
for use by stations in promoting better
community relations on the local level.
The committee's description of TIO objectives was published in full in
Broadcasting Sept. 7.
Titles not Everything • As for the
man who will run these projects, insiders see in Mr. Hausman's background
many qualifications that are not discernible in any of the many titles he has
held. Not one to let a title inhibit his
scope of operations, he has been a sort
of brain-truster and troubleshooter in
areas ranging from public relations to
manufacturing. It's a characteristic
that CBS apparently found useful.
Most recently, although his assignment is in radio, associates disclose that
he has been doubling in a special assignment on the team developing CBS' own
television PR campaign — the one that
President Frank Stanton held up to tv
affiliates at their convention last spring,
and which will proceed concurrently
with the industry-wide effort.
"He is one whale of a good man and
he's done a great job for us," said a
top CBS corporate executive who has
worked closely with Mr. Hausman.
There is widespread support for the

view that Mr. Hausman can get things
done. Clair R. McCollough of the
Steinman stations, chairman of the TIO
committee, put it this way:
"He's creative, yet he's got his feet on
the ground. He has the support of important industry people. He's no flagwaver — but he'll get the job done."
Look Boss, No Desk • It is no mere
idiosyncrasy
Mr. He
Hausman's
fice contains that
no desk.
works atof-a
circular marble-top table four and a
half feet in diameter (which he intends
to take with him to TIO's now-bare
quarters in New York's fashionable new
666 Fifth Ave. Building, sometimes
known as "the three six's"). He figures
that talking with visitors across a desk
makes communication more difficult;
and having to leave important work
staring at him from a table-top will get
it done faster than if there is a desk
drawer handy to hide it in. "A table is
just a nicer and more efficient way to
work," he explains.
Since he joined CBS in 1940 as a
report and presentation writer he has
served in both corporate and divisional
positions of influence. He was advertising and sales promotion vp for CBS before radio and television were divorced
in 1951, when he became administrative
vp of CBS Radio. Two years later he
moved to CBS-Columbia, the manufacturing arm, as vp and second in command. In 1955 he was back in the corporate echelons, and since 1957 has
been back with CBS Radio.
In the meantime, however, he has

SPREAD!

our 85 mi. "B" coveragebig even for Texas— gives
you 20 more coverage
miles in Central Texas
than our nearest rival!

1

CHANNEL
g
jrj
KCEN-TV
TEMPLE - WACO

BLAIR
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Deserting downtown • WGN-AM-TV Chicago, is planning to move from
downtown Chicago, the first such move of any major Chicago radio-tv stations. A new two-story building on the city's northwest side will house three
tv and two radio studios, plus the usual office facilities, scenery workshops,
cafeteria and other facilities. Parking space will be available for 300 cars.
Cost of the building and land — about $2.25 million. The building will cover
95,000 square feet. The Chicago Tribune-owned stations presently occupy
66,000 square feet on six floors of the WGN Building, next door to Tribune
Tower on North Michigan Ave.
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operated in varied problem areas. In
addition to the CBS PR assignment, one
of his most notable contributions was
in pulling together CBS Inc.'s monumental three-day presentation to Washington officials on pay television and
the Barrow Report. He is credited with
spearheading CBS's running fight against
Juggling • This talent for
payWartime
tv.
doing several things at once was demonstrated during World War II. While
keeping his CBS job running, he also
served as a consultant to the Office of
Facts & Figures and its successor Office of War Information (where he was
credited with originating the term "fact
sheets"). For a year during this period
he had a third job, working Sundays as
a consultant to the War Dept.
This takes energy, as he readily acknowledges without taking any special
credit for it. "It's like being bald — either
you are or you aren't [he is]. So you
either have energy or you don't. It hap-

Even if the world did
beat a path to your
door, your 'for sale'
broadcast property
would soon lose value
by exposure. Your broker
provides a vital service
by selective presentations
to qualified potential
buyers.

pens thatenergies
I do." are left over from his
What
work are spent on a number of hobbies.
He plunges deeply into each, and although in time he may give one up in
favor of something else, he comes out
with a broad knowledge of his subject.
Dog breeding, sailing, riding and jumping horses (until he broke a wrist twice)
have caught his fancy at one time or
another. He is interested in modern
art and painting and has what he calls a
modest collection in the Manhattan
brownstone where he and his wife reside. Reading is another pastime and
travel another; he has been to Europe
twice in the past year.
But probably his most enduring hobby is what he calls "satisfying my curiosity about why people do what they do."
It's one that would seem to offer great
opportunity for pursuit as he spreads
the gospel of television among the
people whose dialing habits can change
the course of the medium.
Kansas

Ulackbtwn & Campmuj
incorporated
RADIO-TV-NEWSPAPER BROKERS
SOUTHERN
WASHINGTON, D.C.
Clifford B. Marshall
James W. Blackburn
Jack V. Harvey
Stanley Whitaker
Joseph M. Sitrick
Healey Building
Atlanta, Georgia
Washington Building
JAckson 5-1576
STerling 3-4341
MIDWEST
H. W. Cassill
William B. Ryan
333 N. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, Illinois
Financial 6-6460
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WEST COAST
Colin M. Selph
Calif. Bank Bldg.
9441 Wilshire Blvd.
Beverly Hills, Calif.
CRestiew 4-2770

etv

censor

Movies for tv stations operated by
Kansas colleges fall under jurisdiction
of the Kansas Motion Picture Censorship Act, the state attorney general has
ruled, as reported by the American
Civil Liberties Union. The ruling was
requested by the Motion Picture Assn.
of America. Counsel for the association
noted that the opinion did not take into
consideration a federal court ruling that
Pennsylvania censors cannot pass upon
films telecast there because FCC regulation exclude state regulation. At the
present time, the only etv grant in
Kansas is ch. 8 KSAC-TV (Kansas State
College) Manhattan, but it is still under
construction with no target date announced.

Changing

hands

ANNOUNCED • The following sale of
station interests was announced last
week, subject to FCC approval:
• WHKK Akron, Ohio: Sold by Philip
R. Herbert to Susquehanna Broadcasting Co. (WSBA York, Pa.) for $600,000. WSBA is owned by Louis J. Appell. WHKK is on 640 kc with 1 kw,
limited to KFI Los Angeles, at night.
It is affiliated with MBS.
APPROVED • The following transfers
of station interests were approved by
the FCC last week (for other Commission activities see For The Record,
page 109).
• WRLP New Albany, Ind.: Control
transferred from Roy L. Hickox and associates toJ. William Frentz and Morris and Orville Brown for $156,400.
WRLP is 1 kw day timer on 1570 kc.
• WONN Lakeland, Fla.: Sold by Theodore P. Noyes Jr. and associates to
WONN Inc. for $125,000. WONN Inc.
is headed by Duane F. McConnell who
is also its principal stockholder. Mr.
McConnell has an interest in WBIL
Leesburg, Fla. WONN is an ABC affiliate on 1230 kc with 250 w.
• KSPR Casper, Wyo.: Sold by Donald
Lewis Hathaway to Rocky Mountain
Tele Stations for $149,982. Rocky
Mountain is principally owned by Burt
L. Harris and owns KTWO-TV Casper
and KTWX-TV Sheridan, both Wyoming. Mr. Hathaway, who also operated
KSPR-TV, surrendered his tv license
and sold his equipment to the local community tv system. KSPR is on 1470 kc
with 5 kw day, 1 kw night and is affiliated with CBS.
Paar

suit filed

A $750,000 suit for damages was
filed last week in New York Supreme
Court
Show. against NBC-TV's Jack Paar
Edward Hilgemeier Jr., the stand-by
contestant on CBS-TV's Dotto show
whose charges of fraud set off last
year's investigations of tv quiz shows,
last week charged that his reputation
has been damaged on the Jack Paar
presentation of Sept. 8, 1958. His suit
was brought against four parties: Mr.
Paar; William Anderson, producer of the
Paar show; Billy Pearson, a quiz contestant who won a reported $174,000
in quiz shows, and NBC. Mr. Hilgemeier said in his suit filed Monday
(Sept. 28) that defamatory remarks
against him were exchanged in a conversation between Mr. Paar and his
guest on the night in question, Mr.
Pearson.
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THE

MISER

WITH

There never was a miser like Scrooge ... or a
year- after-year money maker like U. A. A. 's
"A CHRISTMAS CAROL"! Once again Alastair
Sim's classic portrayal of Scrooge in Dickens' immortal "A CHRISTMAS CAROL" will be the
overwhelming favorite of the holiday season . . .
Once again station after station will be programming U.A.A.'s traditional favorites:
"A CHRISTMAS CAROL", Charles Dickens'
beloved Christmas classic, called by many the
holiday picture of all time!
"STAR

IN THE

NIGHT" honored with the Acad-

TOUCH...

MIDAS

THE

emy Award for best short subject. A modern day
version of the age-old tale of the Three Wise Men.
"SILENT NIGHT", produced by Douglas Fair-;
banks, Jr., delighting audiences for five years. A
true classic telling how the beautiful song was born.
"THE

EMPEROR'S

NIGHTINGALE",

a puppet

picture without peer, narrated by child-charmer
Boris Karloff.
Join the other stations, already picking up additional sponsors! Don't delay— now is the time to
order these traditional Yuletide favorites before
the prints are in short supply.

Write, wire or phone

u.a.a
UNITED ARTISTS ASSOCIATED, inc.

NEW Y0RK.247 Park Ave.,MUrray Hill 7-7800| CHICAGO, 75 E. Wacker Dr.,DEarborn 2-2030| DALLAS, 1511 Bryan St., Riverside 7-85531 LOS ANGELES, 400 S. Beverly Dr.,CRestview 6-5886

TV:

KEY

Unknown

TO

defeats

CAMPAIGN

Tampa

A political unknown, who threw
most of his money and efforts into
television after deciding it would be
impossible to meet the thousands of
voters personally, has been elected
mayor of Tampa, Fla.
Julian Lane, a successful businessman but a newcomer to political life,
and his agency, Hilton & Gray Advertising Agency Inc., credit his appearances on WTVT (TV) Tampa (ch.
13) with causing the upset of the incumbent political machine.
Faced with the need for exposure of
Mr. Lane before thousands of people
in a short time, the agency, together
with Paul Jones, WTVT's senior account executive, and Charles Fuller,
Mr. Lane's tv advisor, decided to present the candidate to tv viewers as a
competent and successful businessman
rather than as a political professional.
They also decided that short, informal
appearances on a program with a high
audience would give him the needed

mayor

WINNER

via exposure

exposure and not interrupt the continuity of the program.
Although the agency bought spot
saturation schedules on WTVT, fiveminute periods preceding the 6 p.m.
news and half-hour programs on the
eve of the primary and run-off elections, its most powerful tv vehicle was
a series of two-minute tv appearances
by Mr. Lane on WTVT's Wednesday
night (7-9 p.m.) The Big Movie, featuring top movies. CBS-TV affiliate
WTVT's The Big Movie was opposite
two strong NBC-TV programs, Wagon
Train and The Price Is Right.
The two-minute messages were taped
on WTVT's new Videotape recorder,
which permitted instant playbacks for
reviews of each session. Some featured
answers by Mr. Lane to questions and
others showed citizens who supported
him.

G. William Gray of Hilton & Gray,
in a letter to WTVT Manager E. B.
Dodson, gave most of the credit for

the election to the station. Noting that
other types of time periods had been
bought on the station, Mr. Gray said:
"But in our estimation, the payoff was
in buying two-minute commercials
within your The Big Movie, in prime
time on Wednesday evenings. We had
these movie spots for the last four
weeks of the campaign and, believe
me, they were tremendously effective.
Julian told me that every day during
his normal campaign rounds he received
dozens of comments from persons who
said they had seen him on The Big

The clincher, according to WTVT,
was election night reports on political
battles other than the mayoralty race.
InMovie."
almost every instance, WTVT said,
the candidates who were leading were
those who had conducted their campaigns primarily on television.
BPA

announces

convention

agenda

The agenda for the second and third
days of the Broadcasting Promotion
Assn.'s fourth annual convention, at
set.
Philadelphia's Warwick Hotel, has been

Scheduled for Tuesday (Nov. 3)
are five all-day panel sessions. Topics
and panel moderators are: Audience
promotion, Robert V. Freeland, KOTV
(TV) Tulsa, Okla.; sales promotion,
Jack L. Williams, WBZ Boston; trade
paper advertising, Kirt Harriss, KPRC
Houston; merchandising, Heber E. Darton, WHBF Rock Island, 111.; and publicity and exploitation, Elliott W. Henry
Jr., WBKB (TV) Chicago. The panel
sessions will be "shirtsleeves" in format,
and will involve a round-table exchange of ideas, according to James
M. Kiss, WPEN Philadelphia, convention program chairman.
Scheduled for Wednesday (Nov. 4)
is James T. Quirk, publisher of TV
Guide on "The Role of Promotion and
Promotion Managers in the Future
of

Radio
Tv." Peters, Peters-GriffinH. and
Preston
Woodward, and Adam J. Young, Adam
Young Inc., station representative, will
discuss "How to Equip Your Represent-

Mixing the right formula • Candidate and his advisors rehearse before taping
one of two-minute spots on WTVT (TV) Tampa which are given bulk of credit
for winning mayoralty election. L to r, Julian Lane, who was elected mayor of
Tampa; Charles Fuller, his tv advisor, timing video tape announcement, and G
William Gray of Hilton & Gray Advertising Agency Inc., which directed campaign, furnishing copy directions.
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The BPA meeting opens Monday
(Nov. 2) with a keynote speech from
NBC Board Chairman Robert W.
Sarnoff
ative." (At Deadline, Sept. 14). Introductory remarks will be made by
BPA President Charles A. Wilson
WGN-AM-TV Chicago.
Meanwhile, Janet Byers, KYW Cleveland, chairman of BPA's membership
group, reports 70 new members have enrolled, bringing total membership to
276.
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SAVERS

Ingenious

Mylar at WMAL • WMAL-AM-FMTV Washington, has put into operation
a fast, labor-saving system of processing its daily program sheets, availability forms and other work sheets.
Four years of search went into the
development as Frederick W. Houwink,
general manager, and Dick Stakes, controller, tried out all sort of processes and
machine methods. Early this year they
came up with a formula that has belife. come aregular part of the stations' daily

Briefly, the stations are using Mylar
translucent sheets as masters for duplication on an Ozalid dry-gas machine
(General Analine & Film Corp.).
The process starts with a blank sheet

FOR

PAPER

WORK

techniques

Three new systems of solving the
enormously detailed functions of traffic
and billing have been installed this
year by broadcasters.
All are based on ingenious applications of available equipment and techniques. One was developed by WMALAM-FM-TV Washington; a second by
WFIE-TV Evansville, Ind., and WIST
Charlotte, N. C, has just converted to
an electronic system.
The common goals — greater efficiency and accuracy in the intricate
routines that mark traffic and similarly
complicated operating processes found
at radio and tv stations.

CARD

FOR

save time in traffic and billing
the Mylar master on the Ozalid maof tracing paper having columns and
column titles reverse-printed on the
chine. A day's schedule runs 20 pages,
or 140 for a full week.
back of the sheet. The printing shows
through as a guide to the typist, who
Corrections Easy • Here's where the
uses the sheet for fixed information
big
time-saving enters the picture. The
covering about a one-hour period per
Mylar sheets can be corrected quickly
sheet. Filing information is reversewith Q-tips and eradicator. Variable
printed across the bottom.
data changes from day to day. It can be
Column titles are (1 to r): Time, Anerased quickly and simply from the
nouncer, Type and Orig., ProgramMylar. The typist merely re-types
Sponsor, Chain, Video, Audio, Ending
where
necessary, using black ink.
Date, Code and Amount.
If fixed information requires corFixed Info First • The typist puts
rection, itis erased from the Mylar
the fixed information such as exact
with a different solution and re-typed
time and some program data on the in black.
tracing paper, which is placed over a
The description sounds complicated
Mylar sheet and run through the Ozalid
but
the process is fast. Does it pay?
machine.
Mr. Stakes said, "Since we installed
At this point the Mylar sheet conMylar and the Ozalid machine two peotains fixed information and horizontal
ple, a traffic supervisor and one girl,
typewriter-ruled lines that appear in a are doing a job that formerly rebrownish-orange color.
quired four people. In the case of our
That's the first step. Next the typist radio stations, one girl handles traftakes the variable information such as
fic out at the WMAL radio transmitterproduct, announcer assigned, camera
building in suburban Bethesda."
studio
chain and related facts. All the vari"Here's the key to the time and
ables are typed right on the Mylar
money-saving features. Once you have
sheet, using a special black typewriter
the Mylar, all the major typing is
ribbon that also can be used for normal typing such as letters, memos and
Billing Aid • The tough Mylar sheets
reports.
finishe
d."
The Mylar sheet then contains comcan stand an indefinite number of corrections. Asingle letter or digit can be
plete traffic information. WMAL-TV
erased and corrected. By using the
needs a dozen copies for office use.
"Amount" data in the right column,
These are quickly reproduced from

WFIE-TV'S
'17421

MANUALLY
4

2

1 I 7

4

OPERATED

SYSTEM

2 1

LOG LISTING
PGM LENGTH,

.CLIENT.
LAST BROADCAST

FIRST BROADCAST
REMARKS:
SALESMAN.
R.ATES: CARD'
FREQUENC Y_
PLAN

Time saver • Evansville, Ind., telecaster uses these cards
instead of former 24-drawer file. The system is adapted
to a small or medium-sized station. Around 300 to 400
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TODAY
PJ. ftPAGY
G
n</>
STERL.
WFIE-TV - EVANSVILLE. IND.

cards are in use at any one time. Operating cost is
described as very low, consisting almost entirely of the
$100 or so necessary to purchase punch cards
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the accounting department can accumulate revenue by (1) program or spot
and (2) by days to show revenue trends.
The accountants can apply changes
to control sheets. Later WMAL may
adapt its billing to the Ozalid-Mylar
routine.
Mr. Stakes said sales availability
sheets are now run through the Ozalid process along with engineering
work schedules, financial statements,
accounts receivable, trial balances and
other forms. "Some jobs that once required up to three days are now done
in hours," he said. "We can release
availability sheets daily, if necessary, in
an hour or two, though usually we do
it weekly."
Other Uses • In the case of financial
statements, Mylar is not used. Instead
the information is penciled-in on special forms and duplicated by Ozalid.
The engineering supervisor can write
assignments in pencil, eliminating extensive typing of work sheets.
Signaling tape, containing suitable
symbols, is used on availability sheets
and directors' schedules.
Mr. Stakes summed up the advantages this way, "We have attained improved accuracy, require fewer people
and effected big savings in preparation.
The pay of one office employe for a
few months paid for the cost of the
reproducing machine."
He said the Ozalid has no major
maintenance problems. An 8-inch
blower exhausts ammonia fumes to the
outside. Log paper costs less than a
cent a sheet.
Charlotte IBM System • WIST Charlotte has converted traffic and accounting procedures to an IBM electronic
data processing system, according to
Ray M. Stanfield, managing director.
He said the system "will insure greater
accuracy in the station's scheduling of
programs and announcements and in
processing of bookkeeping data, and
will handle those procedures with
amazing speed."
Mr. Stanfield said the first IBM operating log, prepared for use Sept. 1,
was printed on IBM equipment "in less
than three minutes." Typing of the 20page log normally required some three
hours under the old system, he explained.

"Preparation of monthly invoi
three to four-day task under theces,sys-a
tem previously in use, can now be
handled in about two hours," he said.
"The WIST traffic and accounting departments have been consolidated. The
IBM traffic-accounting system was pioneered inthe South in 1956 by WIST's
sister station, WIS Columbia, S. C.
WIST's conversion was made in conjunction with the Charlotte office of
BROADCASTING, October 5, 1959

STEPS

IN WMAL'S

TRAFFIC

SYSTEM

Form in reverse • This sheet of tracing paper, legal size, has reverse titles
printed on the back. They show through as the typist puts fixed program
information on a Mylar translucent master sheet (below) by running it
through an Ozalid reproducing machine as the first basic step.
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First Mylar stage • After the fixed information is placed on the Mylar
master by the Ozalid process it appears in a brown tint. Typist next adds
variable information such as camera chain, staff assignments, audio source
and time by using a special typewriter ribbon.
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Master is ready • After variable information is typed on Mylar, this master
is ready for an Ozalid dry-gas duplicator. As many copies as are needed
can be made from the Mylar master. This master can be changed an indefinite number of times by using a Q-Tip applicator and proper chemicals.
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ALLIED'S
1960 ELECTRONIC SUPPLY
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we specialize in ■
TUBE SUPPLY
at factory prices
we regularly stock
all types for broad- 11
cast application... §1
IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY

WORLD'S LARGEST STOCKS:
Microphones
• Cables: All Types
Test Instruments
• Volt. Regulators
Tape Recorders
Replacement
TransmittersParts
Tape & Accessories • for
& Control Panels
Recording Blanks
Our expert Station supply service saves
you time and money. We fill all your electronic supply needs at factory prices. Send
today for our FREE 1960 Catalog.
ALLIED

RADIO

ALLIED RADIO CORP., Dept. 89-K9
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, III.
□ Send FREE 1960 ALLIED Catalog
Name
__
AddressCity
-Zone- State64
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The Service Bureau Corp., a subsidiary
Process • WFIE-TV
IBM."
of Card-sorting
Evansville,
Ind., has cut down the
time needed to rearrange routine station information into usual form by
adapting Royal McBee Keysort cards
to traffic and accounting.
The edge-punched cards are sorted
manually with a sort of ice-pick device.
"Operations involved in scheduling,
billing and availabilities are greatly
consolidated, and a large amount of
statistical information becomes readily
accessible," said E. Berry Smith, WFIETV general manager. He added the
system was worked out by Herman
Kohlman, station accountant.
In traffic, the cards replaced a 24drawer flex file in which the WFIETV schedule was listed in chronological
order. The punch cards, re-sorted into
alphabetical order, contain the necessary billing information for posting into accounting records.
"While sorting isn't as fast as that
done by machine systems," Mr. Smith
said, "it is considerably faster than
any kind of sorting done strictly by
hand. And its economy brings a punchcard operation well within the reach
of a small or medium-market station.

tion on the original order, starting in
the lower left corner. Sections show
time classification, expiration, run
(future schedules). Red and blue distinguish alternate-week sponsors; both are
punched for those running every week.
Scheduled time is punched to the nearest 10 seconds in a section labeled
"hours, minutes, sec." Cards in a given
group can be arranged for log preparation, posting and other purposes. Each
card is alphabetized by client name. A
section for special-purpose sorts is used
for spots running in Today, Jack Paar,
Procter & Gamble and Sterling.
The bottom edge of the card is set
up in numbers for arrangement of an
unlimited number of suits. Salesmen
can be given individual numbers, as
can program
classifications.
bottom is a completely
flexible "The
area open
said.
to use by any department," Mr. Smith

Economical System • "WFIE-TV
put the system in operation experimental y a year ago and full operation
last February. About 5,000 cards a
year are used, around 300 to 400 at
any one time. A spot sold at the same
time Monday through Friday requires
one card; if sold at five different times,
five separate cards are needed. The
initial cost, including designing and
printing '■ the first cards, was less than
it
$150. Operating
cost (card usage) is
less than $100 a year."
Cards are punched from informa-

Advantages • He listed these advantages— saving of time and materials
in preparing cards as opposed to flex
file cards; saving of at least a third of
the time in checking preliminary billing and posting from the log; availabilities for a week can be set up in
less than half the time previously required; greater assurance of accuracy
in log preparation; unlimited opportunity for sales analyses; duplication of
effort in handling same information
by more than one department now
eliminated.
Mr. Smith said Flexowriters and
other automatic equipment can be
added to tie in directly with this punchcard system. Card-to-tape equipment
can bring full automation with only
minor changes in the card as it is now
designed.
The reverse side of the cards is ruled
for scheduling data.

NAB

CONFERENCES

SETS

FALL

'NAB is You' is theme; separate sessions
scheduled for radio and tv executives
NAB will hold its annual series of
eight Fall Conferences in two brackets,
starting Oct. 15 at the Mayflower Hotel, Washingon. The theme, "NAB Is
You," provides the focal point for programming, President Harold E. Fellows said Oct. 1 (see agenda, page 66).
The first bracket of tour meetings
will be run off in a 15-day period, with
meetings at Chicago, Boston and Atlanta following the Washington session.
The second group starts Nov. 10 and
will wind up 11 days later. It will include Fort Worth, Denver, Los Angeles
and Seattle (see Datebook, page 18).

Following the pattern set last year,
the conferences will be based on rapidfire IVi-day agendas. Cooperating in
the programming will be the new Television Information Committee, National Assn. of Tv & Radio Farm Divertising.rectors and Television Bureau of AdA basic program format will be followed but participants will vary at some
of the meetings. A 10-man squadron
from NAB headquarters will make the
circuit, with other department executives joining the group on a spot basis.
Forms Mailed • Registration and
BROADCASTING, October 5, 1959
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ditori

TV repair racket to Pentagon reorganization
. . . child molestation to federal aid to education
— WWDC has been airing its views editorially
on these and other controversial topics for a
year and a half. Actually, we were pioneers in
this now popular field— in keeping with our position as Washington, D. C.'s most-listened-to
station.* The reactions and results have been
most gratifying, not only from the trade press
but even more importantly from many of the
groups and individuals under whom we have
managed to light a few fires.
P.S. Similarly satisfactory results are assured for
straight commercials!
Metropolitan

Washington

5-county

Pulse— month after month
Radio Washington

REPRESENTED
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Agency folk visit new studios • WSYR-AM-TV Syracuse, N.Y., held open
house Sept. 26-27 at its new radio-tv center for 100 of New York City's
top advertising executives and timebuyers. Three chartered planes flew the
group from New York Saturday morning, returned them Sunday after
inspection of WSYR plant, parties and Syracuse-Kansas football game.
Inez Aimee, Norman, Craig & Kummel; Roger Bumstead, MacManus,
John & Adams; Tim O'Leary, Reach, McClinton Co., and Manny Klein,
Cohen, Dowd & Aleshire, won prizes for best guesses on football score and
plane landing times. E. R. Vadeboncoeur, WSYR-AM-TV president, and
William V. Rothrum, vice president, were hosts for event.
hotel forms for the first four meetings
have been mailed to NAB member stations. The registration fee is $20, including two lunches and a reception.
There will be no banquet this year.
Only NAB member stations are eligible
to attend the conferences. The term
"regional" has been dropped from the
series title to allow members to take
part in any desired meeting.
The conference formula is based on
a general assembly the morning of the
first day and joint luncheon to be addressed by President Fellows; separate
radio and tv sessions the first afternoon, and a 6 p.m. reception. The second morning opens with separate radio
and tv sessions, with a joint assembly
following. This joint discussion is described as a quick "bull session" at
which the two days of discussion will
be wrapped up informally. A prominent speaker will address the luncheon,
final event of the conference.
Clair R. McCollough, Steinman Stations, chairman of Television Information Committee, will attend the first
four conferences. He will explain the
background of Television Information
Office, which TIC directs, and tell what
the new tv information-promotion unit
is doing in its early weeks. TIO is headed by Louis Hausman, named Sept. 24
to take office Oct. 12 (At Deadline,
66 (THE MEDIA)

Sept. 28). Mr. Housman will attend all
eight conferences.
Editorializing Feature • A popular
editorializing feature introduced at last
year's conferences will be repeated.
Broadcasters who editorialize will review their experiences and explain the
benefits and hazards of the technique.
Donald H. McGannon, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., chairman of
the NAB Tv Code Review Board and
other board members will conduct code
sessions. Edward E. Bronson, tv code
administrator, will take part in code
presentations.
Charles H. Tower, NAB economistpersonnel relations director, will speak
at the opening general assembly and
later will join the radio delegates in a
discussion of competitive factors. A
new face on this year's schedule is John
M. Couric, named NAB public relations manager last summer.
In a message to stations Mr. Fellows
emphasized the economic, editorializing, public relations, station operating
and government problems. He promised an explanation of what lies behind
the proposal by Chairman Oren Harris
(D-Ark.) of the House Commerce
Committee to set up a Federal Frequency Allocation Board and "the significance of the proposal to your chan-

nel."

The Cast • Making the conference
circuit from NAB headquarters will be
Messrs. Fellows, Couric, Tower and
Bronson; John F. Meagher, radio vice
president; Thad H. Brown Jr., tv vice
president; William Carlisle, station relations manager; Vincent T. Wasilewski, government relations manager;
William L. Walker, assistant treasurer,
and Frederick H. Garrigus, manager
of Organizational Services.
President Fellows will open the
Washington meeting and introduce
headquarters executives who will speak
the first morning. A guest luncheon
speaker has not been announced for
the second day in Washington.
Guest luncheon speakers for the remaining conferences in the first bracket
are: Chicago — Thomas B. Adams,
president of Campbell-Ewald Co., Detroit. Boston — Arno H. Johnson, vice
president and senior economist, J.
Walter Thompson Co., New York. Atlanta— William W. Neal, president of
Liller, Neal, Battle & Lindsey, Atlanta.
Editorial panels at these meetings
follow: Chicago — Robert D. Enoch,
WXLW Indianapolis; Robert Hyland.
KMOX St. Louis; Robert T. Mason,
WMRN Marion, Ohio. Boston — Daniel W. Kops, WAVZ New Haven, Conn.;
Tim Elliott, WICE Providence, R.I.Paul O'Friel, WBZ Boston, AtlantaFrank Best, WDIX Orangeburg, S.C.;
A. Louis Read, WDSU New Orleans;
John W. Jacobs Jr., WDUN Gainesville, Ga.
Discussing farm radio problems at
NATRFD sessions: Chicago — George
Menard, WBBM Chicago. Boston —
Bob Palmer, Cunningham & Walsh,
New York. Atlanta — Ron Stephens, U.
of Georgia.
Programming for radio sales; Chicago— Lionel F. Baxter, Storer Broadcasting Co. Boston — Frederick A.
Knorr, Knorr Stations. Atlanta — Ben
B. Sands, KICD Spencer, Iowa.
Tv Code: Chicago — E. K. Hartenbower, KCMO-TV Kansas City, and
Joseph Herold, KBTC (TV) Denver.
Boston
— Mr. McGannon. Atlanta —
Mr. Kelley.
Norman E. Cash, president, will
handle the TvB presentation in Chicago. George Huntington, vice president-general manager, and William
MacRae, station relations director, will
appear at Washington and Boston, with
Mr. MacRae going to Atlanta. TvB's
presentation is entitled "A Status Report of the Television Industry to the
Financial Community."
NAB FALL CONFERENCE
PROGRAM
The program for NAB's first Fall
Conference, to be held Oct. 15-16 in
Washington, is typical of the remaining seven meetings (see conference
BROADCASTING, October 5, 1959
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Covrteay Nexman-Marcus Antoine Salo>i. Preston Center.

A coiffure for her and her alone . . .
this is the proud achievement of the
creative hair stylist. He possesses a
"quality touch" which
dedication and pride.

comes

from
WFAA

It is a like characteristic among
today's better radio and television
stations . . . setting them apart through
dedication to quality.

radio
Represented by

& television • dallas
Serving the greater DALLAS-FORT WORTH market

BROADCAST SERVICES OF THE DALLAS MORNING NEWS
The Original Station Representative
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MOVE
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. . .

in the DOLLAR-RICH
CHANNEL

5 Viewing
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list in Datebook, page 10). Here is the
Washington program:
FIRST DAY
NAB President Harold E. Fellows presiding
"Ask the Man Who Doesn't Own One" — William
Carlisle, NAB station relations manager.
"Government
Relations Is You" — Vincent T.
Wasilewski, NAB government relations manager.
"Your Part in P. R." — John M. Couric, NAB
public relations manager.
"The Ten Best — Questions of the Year" — Charles
H. Tower, NAB economics-personnel relations
manager.
Luncheon
Address, President Fellows.
Television Session — Thad H. Brown Jr., NAB tv
vice president, presiding.
"From
the Top
of theMessrs.
Desk" — Brown
All-Industry
Television
Matters,
and
Wasilewski.
"The Television Information Office" — Clair R.
McCollough, Steinman Stations, chairman,
Television Information Committee.
NAB Session
tv promotion
"In Focus."NAB radio
Radio
— John filmF.— Meagher,
vice president, presiding.
"Radio Editorializing" — Panel comprising John S.
Booth, WCHA Chambersburg, Pa.; Simon Goldman, WJTN Jamestown, N.Y., and Ben Strouse,
WWDC Washington.
"The
Impact(no ofbanquet
Competition"
— Mr. Tower.
Reception
scheduled).
SECOND DAY
Television Session
"A Status Report of the Television Industry to
the Financial Community" — George Huntington, vice president-general manager, and William MacRae, station relations director, Television Bureau of Advertising.
"Report
by Tv Westinghouse
Code Review Board"
— Donald Co.,H.
McGannon,
Broadcasting
New York, chairman of Board, and Gaines Kelley, WFMY-TV Greensboro, N.C., member.
"Let's Talk Television" — NAB staff and deleRadio
gates.Session
"Make The
Biq Reach
— presentation by National
Assn.Evenof Biggers"
Tv & Radio
Farm
Directors. Speaker, Bob Palmer, Cunningham
& Walsh, New York.
"Programming
for Sales" — C. L. (Chet) Thomas,
KXOK St. Louis.
DiscussionAssembly
— Radio's Public Relations.
General
"The
Wrap-Up"
— Open discussion; topics to be
selected by delegates.
Luncheon
Address — Speaker to be announced.
Adjournment
RTNDA
to New

EASTERN MICHIGAN'S FIRST
VHF TELEVISION STATION

|EdwardVPetry A (Co.. Inc.)
n UyVJ

)

JBQ

EM-TV
WN
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adds
Orleans

Kennedy
agenda

Sen. John F. Kennedy (D-Mass.)
has been added to the speaking agenda
of the Radio-Tv News Directors Assn.'s
14th International Convention in New
Orleans Oct. 14-17.
Sen. Kennedy, Democratic possibility
for his party's No. 1 or No. 2 ticket in
1960, thus joins other government figures— Luther Huston, Justice Dept. information director and FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer — to give the
conclave a distinct Capital flavor. Sen.
Kennedy is to speak Oct. 15. Also
speaking will be Dr. Frank Stanton,
president of CBS Inc.
Representatives of nine foreign countries, now participating in an International Radio-Tv Seminar at the U.
of Southern California, are scheduled
to attend the RTNDA convention at
the Sheraton-Charles Hotel. Looking
toward the Association's first acrossthe-border convention in Montreal, in
1960, a movement for creation of a

Back

to Harvard

NAB's Management Development Seminar will be repeated
next summer on the campus of
Harvard Business School, Boston, President Harold E. Fellows
announced Sept. 23. Tentative
date is July 10-23, though it may
be moved into late June.
Sixty broadcasters selected from
NAB member stations attended
the first seminar, held July 5-18.
Applications for enrollment will
be mailed late this autumn to
member stations, Mr. Fellows said.
Canadian newsmen's affiliate organization will be explored at the 1959 conclave (At Deadline, Sept. 14).
Question of whether news media may
be "threatening its own freedom of
access" by certain incidents that occurred during Soviet Premier Nikita
Khrushchev's U.S. tour provides the
background for a freedom of information panel on Oct. 15. There were
reports of damage incurred by radiotv newsmen in San Francisco and
Ames, Iowa. Among the implied questions raised: Are industry radio-tv pools
completely effective in coverage of important foreign dignitaries or should a
government agency act as umpire?
The panel follows a report by John
F. Lewis, WBAL Baltimore, chairman
of RTNDA's Freedom of Information
committee. Art Barnes, U. of Iowa will
report on results of a survey
Extent of News Suppression"
county and municipal levels
The keynote speech will be
Eaton, WTIC Hartford.

on
at
in
by

"The
state,
Iowa.
Tom

commenCBS-TV
Douglas
speaker at the
be featured
tator, will Edwards,
awards luncheon Oct. 17, followed by
an awards workshop feature. Jack
Krueger, WTMJ-AM-TV Milwaukee
and RTNDA board chairman, will present the Paul White Memorial Award
at the Saturday banquet, with speaker
still to be announced.
RTNDA CONVENTION PROGRAM
OCT. 14-17, 1959
Sheraton-Charles Hotel, New Orleans
14 luncheon
12:00 noon BoardWed.,of Oct.
directors
2:00 p.m. Registration
3:00 p.m. Board of directors meeting
6:00 p.m. Reception leans hosted
by New Ortelevision stations
7:30 p.m. Greetings:
Dinner
de Lesseps Morrison,
Mayor of New Orleans
Address: "The FCC and Broadcast News," John C. Doerfer,
FCC chairman
Thurs., Oct. 15
8:30 a.m. Registration until noon
9:30 a.m. Opening dentbusiness
session,
PresiRalph Renick
presiding
Keynote address: Tom Eaton, past
10:30 a.m. Report
of Committee,
Freedom Johnof F.Information
Lewis,
president
WBAL Baltimore, chairman
Panel: "Are the News Media
Threatening Their Own Freedom
BROADCASTING, October 5, 1959

ESSO

RESEARCH

works

Hav-a-banana-bunny

wonders

with

oil

!

Good eating . . . good for you . . . thatsa banana! But a fungus growth that attacks banana plants
moersvme to app\
threatened the economy of banana production. Old-fashioned sprays were cumbersome to apply
and expensive. Then Esso Research developed a special oil mist that ends
this fungus growth easily and economically. People eat better., .cars
run better

because ESSO
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RESEARCH

works wonders with oil.

(tsso)

of Access?" George Gayling,
UPI newspicture
Washington; Edward chief;
P. Morgan,
ABC commentator;
and
sentative from State Dept.repreResults of a research project on
"The Extent of News Suppression at the State, County and
Municipal Levels of Government in Iowa,"
M. Barnes,
of IowaProf. Arthur
12:15 p.m. Luncheon
Address: Luther
A. Huston, U.S.
director of information,
Dept. of Justice
2:30 p.m. Radio
NickW. Basso,
siding Workshop,
WSAZ
Huntington,
Va.,
vice-president for radio, pre-

A Student
Educational
1400 Oklahoma youngsters, from
more than 85 cities and towns
throughout the KWTV Community, packed two crack Santa Fe
special trains ... at student fares
. . . for a two day, 1200 mile trip
to the Gulf Coast area.
The youngsters were accompanied
by KWTV personalities, whose
shows promoted the tour.

Tour

for

the

54-County
Community

by

KWTV
OKLAHOMA
CITY

A KWTV action-promotion in
its 54-County Community!
Represented by \
The Original Station Representative

REALLY
GENE

AUTRY

Starring

in 56 HOUR FEATURES

ROY

ROGERS

Starring

in 67 HOUR FEATURES

"One of soundest buys station has made."
— KOB-TV, Albuquerque, June 9, 1959
"Very successful ... a nice
show to have around."
— WBRC-TV, Birmingham,
April 1, 1959
70 (THE MEDIA)

mca
TV FILM SYNDICATION

ROPIN' IN
RATINGS!
Greenville,
Spartanburg,
Anderson
Lubbock
Columbus, Ohio
Memphis

15.3
25.9
15.0
22.8

DavenportRock Island
Little Rock

21.5
15.8

Syracuse
South Bend

23.3
16.2

Dayton
Charlotte, N.C.
Peoria
Roanoke
Charleston, S.C.
Phoenix
Dallas -Ft. Worth

23.8
25.9
15.1
17.5
28.3
17.4
15.1

An Analysis of Radio News Todirector,day,"ABCJohn Secondari,
Washington, news
D.C.
"Does News on Modern Radio
Really Inform?"
David Muhlstein,
news director,
KLIF
Dallas, Tex.
"Use and Abuse of the Mobile
Unit,"
Kansas James
City, Mo.Monroe, KCMO
Exhibit and demonstration of
new
for gathering
radio equipment
news
4:30 p.m. Board of directors meeting
(D-Mass.)Sen. John F. Kennedy,
5:30 p.m. Address:
Evening Unprogrammed
night on the
town
Fri„ Oct. 16
8:30 a.m. Registration
9:30 a.m. Election
of officers, President
Renick presiding
10:30 a.m. A panel castof executives
outstanding
broadwill discuss
"Management Views the News"
12:15 p.m. Luncheon
Address: Dr. Frank Stanton,
president CBS Inc.
2:30 p.m. Television Workshop, Bill Small,
WHAS-TV Louisville, Ky., vicepresident for Tv, presiding
How-to-do-it demonstration of
courtroom camera coverage
"Writing Television News," Reuven
producer,
HuntleyFrank,
- Brinkley
news NBC's
pro"Shooting Film for Television
News," James Bennett, news
director, KLZ - TV Denver,
Colo.
"AgramPortrait of the Television
News Director,"
survey
made and based
presentedon bya
Marlowe Froke, Penn State U.
ment
6:00 p.m. Reception,
dinner and entertainSat., Oct. 17
8:30 a.m. Network breakfast
Canadian delegation breakfast
10:00 a.m. Panel discussion: "The Hazards
and Rewards
Editorializing"
11:00 a.m. Business
session: ofReports
by Commvietnteiosn SointResolutions
and Cone
12:15 p.m. Awards
siding. luncheon, Prof. Baskett
Mosse, Northwestern U. preAddress and presentation of
awards,
TV News Douglas Edwards, CBS2:30 p.m. Awards Workshop, Prof. Mosse,
presiding
"What marksI andDiddemonstrations
to Win" — Re-by
the winners in each of the
six award categories
4:00 p.m. Closing dentbusiness
session, PresiRenick presiding
4:30
6:00 p.m.
p.m. Board
Receptionof directors meeting
7:00 p.m. Dinner
Presentation of the Paul White
Memorial Award: Jack Krueger,
WTMJman of Milwaukee,
the board Wis., chairIntroduction of new officers: President Renick
Speaker: to be announced
Adjournment
BROADCASTING, October 5, 1959

Grain boat unloading in Buffalo River
When you advertise on WBEN-TV, your sales message
takes on added momentum and impact and hits hard
right in the nation's breadbasket !
Buffalo is the world's largest milling center. Its strategic
location and port facilities — first as a major port on
the Great Lakes, and now as America's newest World
Port since the opening of the St. Lawrence Seaway —
makes the Buffalo area, more than ever, one of the
major markets on the North American continent.

WB
CBS

TV
INENBUFFALO

And it's "dead reckoning" of the most infallible and precise kind when you choose
WBEN-TV to reach this important and growing market. The clearest sales voice CH<
in sight and sound, your TV Dollars count for more on
REPRESENTATIVES:
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HARRINGTON,

RIGHTER & PARSONS
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Last-minute check
between Executive
V. P. Bretherton
(left) and Chief Engineer Holmes
(standing on elevator
landing) before a
technician starts his
ride up the tower.

"This

Dresser-ldeco

tower

elevator

helps

WTOL-TV

assure advertisers of uninterrupted service"
reports Thomas S. Bretherton, WTOL-TV General Manager and Executive Vice-President
"We wanted this Dresser-ldeco tower elevator for
the same reason we insisted on top quality equipment
at the transmitter," says Tom Bretherton of Toledo's
WTOL-TV. "It's the best way to assure our advertisers
uninterrupted service."
Chief Engineer Hal Holmes adds, "The elevator
makes routine maintenance easier and faster. It simplifies repair work and speeds it up. A technician
would need at least IV2 hours to climb our 1046' tower.
The elevator gets him up to the antenna in a matter
of minutes — fresh, ready for work. It saves time and
labor, makes it much safer for technicians to keep the
tower and its equipment in top condition."
The electronically-controlled elevator is DresserIdeco's latest significant advancement in television
transmitting towers. Bretherton emphasizes, "The elevator was one of the features which impressed us when
we discussed the tower with Dresser-ldeco. It's certainly an important and useful accessory for any tall
tower."
Dresser-ldeco
Division of Dresser Industries, Inc.

Compan

TOWER DIVISION, DEPT. T-92
875 MICHIGAN AVE., COLUMBUS 8, OHIO
Branch: 8909 So. Vermont Ave., Los Angela 44, California

Completely safe, Dresser-ldeco elevators are easy
to operate and maintain. Just one switch moves the
car up and down, stops it anywhere on the tower. The
system is fully protected by automatic safety devices.
And Dresser- Ideco's radio control system eliminates
tower wiring circuits, simplifies installation and
maintenance.
When you start planning a new tall tower, plan
the tower and its elevator with Dresser-ldeco. And
send now for Elevator Bulletin T-2.
Patents are pending on the Dresser-ldeco tower elevator.

Chief Engineer
Holmes
plains tower switch
box ex-to
the boss. Frazier Reams (left),
President, Community Broad"Whento put
we
received castingtheCo., says,
go-ahead
WTOL-TV on the air, we chose
Dresser-ldeco to build TNT . . .
Toledo's New Tower. We are
most happy with that decision.
For one thing, there's no need
to worry about our men climbing 1046' hand over hand.
They'll take the elevator . . .
Toledo's most spectacular ride,
and one of the safest."

HOW

KIMN

FAR

CAN

fires d.j. over

Attempts at smoking room humor on
the air have cost a Denver disc jockey
his job and the management of the station has instituted a tightening up of
operations. Meanwhile a second charge
has been leveled at the same station.
The disc jockey is Royce Johnson,
ex-personality on KIMN. The charges
were brought to the attention of the
FCC two weeks ago by Don Burden,
owner of KICN Denver, who documented his allegations with tape recordings of what were claimed to be off-theair pickups of off-color and suggestive
comments by Mr. Johnson (At Deadline, Sept. 28).
Here's what happened last week in
the Mile High City and in Washington:
Item: Disc Jockey Johnson ("I wanted to be a personality") has been fired
by KIMN Denver President and General Manager Cecil F. Heftel.
Item: The responsibility for the escapade has been accepted fully by Mr.
Heftel. He told FCC Chairman Jonh C.
Doerfer last week that he was cleaning
house from top to bottom.
Item: Further didoes by Mr. Johnson
were allegedly documented in a second
letter to FCC commissioners by Mr.
Burden. In this, Mr. Burden also related off-color remarks made by a second KIMN disc jockey: Glenn Bell.
Item: A charge that KIMN had underhandedly confused a KICN promotion was made by Denver attorneys for
KICN.
Item: Mr. Heftel was in receipt of an
official letter of inquiry from the FCC,
enclosing both of Mr. Burden's letters
and asking for his formal reply to the
allegations.
Shocked at Charges • Mr. Heftel, in
a Sept. 27 letter to FCC Chairman John
C. Doerfer, said he was "shocked"
when he learned of the charges. "Having looked into the situation I regret to
say that 'ad-lib' remarks and sound effects, not in keeping with good taste
broadcast standards or KIMN's policy
in this regard, have been recently broadcast on the Royce Johnson Show.

"I want to take this opportunity to
say that I sincerely regret these occurrences. Ialso want to assure you that
steps have been and will continue to be
taken to insure that similar incidents
will not again occur at KIMN so long
as I am responsible for the station."
Mr. Heftel added that Mr. Johnson's
employment by KIMN was terminated
as of Sept 25. He also explained that
BROADCASTING, October 5, 1959

A

'blue'

DISC

humor;

JOCKEY

KICN

KIMN has been operating without a
program director since July when
Grahame Richards resigned. Mr. Heftel said that he had appointed Richard
Cline as acting program director.
In considering the incident, Mr. Heftel said that there was nothing in Mr.
Johnson's background which could
have given him reason to doubt the
d.j.'s sense of judgment and propriety.
The only criticism he ever received of
Mr. Johnson, Mr. Heftel said, was that
he was "on the stuffy side."
"At this point I would conclude that
Royce Johnson lost his perspective and
decided to reflect today's fast pace when
he
should
have been resisting it," Mr.
Heftel
concluded.
More Charges • In Mr. Burden's
second letter, he called attention to a
news report read by Mr. Johnson which
dealt with the escapade of an Austrian
boy who stuck a pin into the chest of
his girl friend to see whether she wore
falsies or not (she didn't).
He also
quoteda commercial
Mr. Johnson's
remarks following
for the
motion picture "The Gladiator." which
contained a reference to "virgin." Mr.
Johnson is alleged to have heaved a sigh
after the word was mentioned and to
have commented after the spot:
"After all that, I don't think my wife
will let me go."
In commenting on the Glenn Bell
Show, Mr. Burden referred to what he
said must be their favorite recording,
"The Boo-Boo Stick," and to the double

adds

new

GO?

charges

entendre comments made by the d.j. following the record.
The charge that KIMN had stolen
the thunder from a KICN promotion
was made by KICN's Denver attorneys,
Lesher, Schmidt & Van Cise in a letter
to the FCC.
Hat Trick • KICN had arranged with
a local hat manufacturer to produce
"Kookie" hats with the call letters
KICN on them. The letter charged
that KIMN had persuaded the same
manufacturer, "through misrepresentation" to make the same hats for it with
the KIMN call letters.
A letter from Mr. Johnson was enclosed with Mr. Heftel's missive to the
FCC chairman. In it Mr. Johnson explained that he had kept his attempts
at humor from Mr. Heftel because he
knew the management of KIMN objected to this kind of comment. Until
July. Mr. Johnson recounted, it was
difficult to deviate from the "strict"
KIMN format, but when KIMN Program Director Richards left and when
Mr. Heftel was out of town it was easier
to inject this robustness over the air.
(see box).
Mr. Johnson stated that KICN, the
complaining station, had tried to hire
him twice.
At week's end it was understood that
Mr. Heftel was preparing an official reply to the charges, to be submitted to
the FCC. The Commission, in addition
to Mr. Burden's letters, also had a tape
of the allegedly off-color remarks.

Product of times
What makes a disc jockey go felt, were in keeping with the times.
way out — to such an extent he loses I honestly did not think of my athis job?
tempts at humor as being offensive,
Listen to Royce Johnson — until particularly in the light of the type
last week a top personality for KIMN
of material which people find amusDenver — a husband, a father, and a
ing and interesting in so-called advice to the lovelorn columns in newsSunday school teacher. This is his
explanation to the FCC for the role
papers, in television shows — such as
the Jack Paar Show, movies, where
of robust comments on the air durthe titles and ads speak for theming the last few weeks:
selves, and best selling novels.
"I would like to point out that if
"Since Mr. Heftel and others seem
you are a frustrated comic, working
on a tight format radio station, it has to find my humor objectionable, I
a tremendous effect upon you to find apologize with the explanation that
that you are getting audience re- I only projected my personality as it
sponse, as was the case in the last was influenced by our contemporary
three weeks with the toilet flush.
surrounding. Be it good or bad, I
feel that I am a product of the times
Other attempts at humor in the form
of jokes, which I used on the air, I in which we live."
(THE MEDIA) 73
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RED
SKELTON'S
To hit the road with

PROGRAM
FIRM
mobile color tv tape

A new production firm on wheels,
using color tv tape recording facilities,
has entered the program field.
Comedian Red Skelton announced
Oct. 4 he had ordered a mobile studio
with two Ampex color Videotape recorders and three General Electric
color tv cameras with associated studio
gear. The package will run about
$500,000.
Mr. Skelton said he plans to start
production from the mobile studio
within four months. He is forming an
independent production company to
serve both domestic and foreign tv
markets.
Three vehicles will house the facilities. One will contain the two Ampex
recorders, color monitoring equipment
and tape storage space. It will be 35
feet long. A second van will carry the
three GE color camera chains, switching equipment, sync generator and special effects amplifier. A third truck will
house an auxiliary power unit.
Mr. Skelton recently observed tv
programming and facilities in Japan
and Europe, noting growing interest in
color. He looked over equipment displayed at the last NAB convention.
"It is my belief that the great future

for international tv lies in color and

The

PEORIA

visit agetoof Premier
the U.S.Nikita
by theKhrushchev's
four radio

HOMES
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Week!

Than
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(Source: Pulse July, 1959 CPA Ratings)
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY
PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC.
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tag

Close to $2 million in money and
time was devoted to tv-radio cover-

' $

RADIO

price

METRO

Every

Other

New Producer • Red Skelton (seated)
signs Ampex-GE contracts. Standing
(l to r): Charles Luftig, his business
manager; Robert Cochran, GE Los
Angeles manager, broadcast equipment,
and William Wallace of Ampex sales.

RADIO

Reaches

MORE

tape," Mr. Skelton said. "This conviction has guided my decision to enter
the business of television program production." The tape will be interchangeable with the 500 Ampex recorders
now in operation. Much of the equipment is transistorized, saving space in
the trucks.

I—
PFOPIA

^ «

networks,
tentative
and three television
estimates indicated
last week. Close to

35 hours of special
network
tv programs and 64 hours
;
-V 'V of
special radio
broadcasts
were
presented apart
from the countless hours of inserts
of varying lengths within regularly
scheduled newscasts in both media.
Most of the networks were reluctant, or said their bookkeepers
were not yet able, to give close estimates of costs in time and money.
CBS-TV had the most complete figures. Its spokesmen estimated its 10
hours 51 minutes of special broadcasts represented approximately
$250,000 in commercial time preempted, $400,000 in gross value of
other time employed, and $50,000 in

on

a big story

out-of-pocket or production costs.
Luckier than the others, CBS-TV had
a sponsor, Firestone Tire & Rubber,
picking up the tab for eight of the
special
NBC shows.
declined to estimate time
values or expenses, taking the position that this was public service
which it should not seem to be capitalizing on by discussing it in terms
of money. Broadly, however, it was
thought that NBC-TV's toll would be
comparable to CBS-TV's while that
of ABC-TV, where figures were not
immediately available, would be
somewhat lower.
The value of radio network preemptions and noncommercial time
allotments were even harder to figure.
Their production coverage costs generally were believed to be included in
those of their affiliated tv networks
except in the case of Mutual, which
has no tv network but estimated its
out-of-pocket ran $30,500. Special
coverage reported by the radio networks ranged from almost nine hours
by ABC to more than 23 by Mutual.
BROADCASTING, October 5, 1959

NOTICE TO editors— For more than 30 years, Metropolitan Life
has sponsored advertising messages on national health and safety.
Because of public interest in the subject matter of these advertisements, Metropolitan offers all news editors (including radio news
editors) free use of the text of each advertisement in this series.

The

Wonderful

It's a busy, wonderful world for children 6
to 8 . . . and it will become more so as they
"graduate" from home and begin to live on
their own as primary graders.
The transition from home to school . . .
filled as it is with new friends, new challengs. . . brings some of the most delightful
moments of childhood.
Yet, the wider world which the 6 to 8year-old child enters isn't always a smooth
one . . . and the guidance, sympathy and
reassurance of "moms" and "dads" can be
just as vital as when your child was only
a toddler.
Those early years at school, for instance,
are often difficult. A child may become
shy, timid, or worried even at the thought
of going to a strange place. Such behavior
is a signal to give reassurance . . . rather
than pushing or prodding. With the right
support, both at home and in school,
youngsters usually make a good adjustment and gain in courage and confidence.

World

The text may be used in regular health features, health columns
or health reports with or without credit to Metropolitan. The
Company gladly makes this material available to editors as one
phase and
of itssafety.
public-service advertising in behalf of the nation's
health

... of your

6 to 8-year-old

It's most important for parents to show
enthusiastic interest in a youngster's school
work. Take time to listen, to praise and to
encourage — children thrive on it.
Even though your youngster may be the
picture of health, don't neglect those safeguards that mean so much to healthy
physical and emotional growth . . . especially regular medical and dental check-ups.
Be sure to ask your child's physician
about any "booster" shots that may be
needed to renew protection against polio,
tetanus, diphtheria and other diseases.
Since your youngster will be away from
you more and more, re-emphasize the importance ofsafety. Be sure to show your

child

child where he should cross the street, and
emphasize crossing only with the green
light. Teach him to ride his bike safely. Explain why he should wash cuts and scratches
promptly and apply sterile bandages.
Should your youngster have special difficulties with any of his studies, an examination should be made of the eyes and
ears. Defects which can be corrected arc
often the cause of low grades and ultimate
dislike of school.
Would you like to know more about how
you can help your youngster grow, develop
and learn? Then, send for Metropolitan's
new booklet called "6 to 8 — Years of
Discovery."

Metropolitan Life
INSURANCE COMPANY

THAT t4
THE LIGHT
NEVER FAILS i
13
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GIVE

YOUR

A

RCA

TO

H\OF

GENIUS!

The same genius and craftsmanship that pioneered in the development of television
. . . from cameras to transmitters . . A has now\conceived an advanced TV Tape
Recorder. This is equipment

that's tompatible in every respect— you would
hardly expect anything less from the leader in television. With the most precise
adjustments possible on any tape record&r, recording and playback of tapes is
inherently superior. Even tapes recorded on improperly aligned machines can be
"optimized" in a few seconds while the tape isVm the air. Newest arrival on the TV
Tape scene, the RCA recorder offers many improvements over older designs . . .
ingenious features which make it easy to get and keep pictures of superb quality . . .
features such as electronic quadrature adjustmentXsykc regeneration, four-channel
playback equalization, built-in test equipment. Don'tA settle for less than the best!
See your RCA
15-1, Camden,

Representative. Or
N. J. In Canada:

RCA

write to RICA, Dept. TR-3,
VICTOR

yQompany

Building

Limited, Montreal.

ANOTHER WAY RCA SERVES INDUSTRY THROUGH ELECTRONICS

RADIO
Tmk(s) ®

CORPORATION
BROADCAST

of

AMERICA

AND/TELEVISI©N EQUIPMENT
C/MDEN, N./J.

Some
to be

...it may

isn't
pollen
sneezed
at

be clue

to oil I

One of nature's most
closely-guarded secrets
is being unraveled today by the painstaking
efforts of research
scientists working
with clues millions of
years old, some dating
back as far as 500 milWhat
a
500-million-year-old
spore looks like magnified.
lion years.
Scientists feel certain that vast supplies of oil lie
undiscovered beneath the earth's surface. Only a few
scattered and skimpy clues to its whereabouts exist.
Fossils of plant and animal life are among the most
important. But with the skill of an expert, nature has
covered the trail well. In many areas, the better known
fossils can't be found!
Constantly searching for new clues, science "detectives" inthe laboratories of Pan American Petroleum
Corporation, a Standard Oil affiliate, have turned to
the invisible pollen and spores that fill the air to the
discomfort of hay fever sufferers. (Spores are similar
to pollen and also can cause hay fever symptoms.)
But these pollen and spores no longer peril allergy
victims, for they have been embedded in rock for
millions of years.
These microscopic traces of plant life form the
missing link, telling scientists the same story they
normally get from the larger plant and animal fossils.
Because of this new study, extensive areas, once
passed over, have been opened to re-exploration.
Scientists expect new oil discoveries will be made.
As the result of such trail-blazing research work
America's proved underground oil reserves have grown
larger, prices have remained reasonable, and America
has been assured an adequate supply to keep its
defenses strong.
WHAT MAKES A COMPANY A GOOD CITIZEN?
Responsibility for the future is inherent in good citizenship. One way a company can discharge this obligation
is through research aimed at expanding America's
resources and assuring future generations the benefits
we enjoy today.

STANDARD
78

OIL COMPANY
(INDIANA)

THE SIGN OF PROGRESS..
THROUGH RESEARCH
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TV

TAPE

LIVE

OR

FILM?

RTES panel gives new twist to old debate
The perpetual pros and cons over
quality suffers (there's no controlled mix
which is better programming, film or as in film or tape), pre-recording of
live, probably was buried for all time
some shows presents inherent dangers
last week.
of lipping lyrics or lines ("heaven help
As expressed by speaker Robert Alan
you if your lips are out of sync") and
tape or film become important in reAurthur, executive producer of NBCpeats (economics demands additional
TV's Sunday Showcase (period reserved
play
of
tv programs).
for specials), "I've come not to praise
live television nor destroy film but to
Mr. Brown praised the new Marconi
Mark IV Image Orthicon camera. He
both.''
bury
Mr. Aurthur was aided in the inter- said his firm had the cameras ordered
ment by Himan Brown, president of and with them expected to scan an
Production Center, New York, a proimage with a 1 ,000 line definition which
duction house that works with both film
would be re-recorded on tape at the
and tape.
Mr. Brown contended there is little standard (U.S.) 525 lines (see page 84).
To Mr. Brown, the camera development
live tv left on the networks anyhow except soap serials, the inference being
will provide "finer quality" pictures and
"well-defined" or detailed tv tape.
that these didn't count very much anyway. Everything is on film, he intiThe two production experts also
mated, interpreting video taping to be differed on the practical use of tape
just another process of the film techin tv drama. Mr. Brown asserted that
nique.
taped "quality drama" is not live but
But it was on just this point that the film
because of time spent in rehearsal
debate took life. It was held at the Raand in taping, a pattern he repeatedly
dio & Television Executives Society
likened to film making. He said "Moon
roundtable meeting Wednesday (Sept.
30) in New York.
and Sixpence" took three weeks to
Tape Not Film • Mr. Aurthur sharply disagreed that tape is just another film
Planners of a tv
technique, confining his remarks to
film on tv drama only. He stated flatly
Television's intention to crack
trade restrictions on the sale of U.S.
that he has yet to see a quality drama
show on tv film, which he consigned to
tv programs abroad (Broadcasting,
Sept. 21) gained momentum last
hardly a notch over "mediocrity ... a
week. William H.
comic strip or soap opera." He charged
Fineshriber, most
Hollywood, or more specifically the film
maker, with putting out a tv product
recently Screen
filled with "repetitive images" and an
Gems International vice president
"internal cluttered sameness."
and before that
He placed tv film in the category of
with NBC, was
"all bad" because an "incredible" quantity of product is demanded and film
named to a 10week consultancy
producers are more intent on making
money than in creating good dramatic
Mr. Fineshriber to lay the groundprograms.
work for "an association of AmerSaid Mr. Aurthur: "In a few years
ican
television program
exporters."
we'll all (film and live producers) be in
Mr. Fineshriber
was appointed
by
tape. As for the film maker, once he's
an industry committee which has
acquired mastery of tape, he'll still use
been investigating the possibilities of
film techniques and the product may be
overseas trade for the past year. The
improved technically (and it's already
committee
also announced appointa technical perfection, he observed) but
ment of George Muchnic, lawyer
still be just as 'bad' in program value
and former motion picture execuas it is now."
tive, as counsel.
The immediate task for Messrs.
Of "live" performances placed on
Fineshriber and Muchnic will be to
tape, Mr. Brown said: "This is the film
technique. Tape is used the same way,
set up a framework within which
with long advance rehersal, retakes and
a formal organization can operate.
taping out a sequence." A faster film
Their plan would then go before
process with good quality was his verthe committee which appointed
them, which would in turn invite
sion of "taped live programs."
Live Is Dead • Live is passe, Mr.
interested companies to form the
Brown observed, because too many
actual organization. The job is comthings can go wrong in a live tv show
plicated bylegal intricacies involved
which film or tape can avoid. Sound
BROADCASTING, October 5, 1959

"film," was taped out of sequence and
took "many days to edit."
Fast Taping • Mr. Aurthur had the
opposite viewpoint, citing his experience with the two-part "What Makes
Sammy Run?" special. He said it took
only three hours to get 102 minutes of
programming on tape.
Tv producers cannot "shoot a drama
on tape as we would a movie," Mr.
Aurthur persisted, because the production then will "get out of control" and
the budget out of bounds. He noted,
for example,
thatof "Sammy"
produced at a cost
less than was
$285,000
for two hours of programming.
UA-TV

first6mos.:

gross of $4.5 million
Six months after producing its first
film to show advertisers, United Artists
Television Inc. grossed $4.5 million,
Bruce Eells, UA-TV's executive vice
president, told newsmen at United Artweek. ists' headquarters in New York last
The revenue came from three film
series, two of which were sold to national advertisers. The two national
sales accounted for more than $3.6 million, Mr. Eells said. The series are The
Dennis O'Keefe Show sold to Oldsexport

program

in setting up an organization under
the Webb-Pomerene Export Trade
Act, which exempts associations for
foreign trade from provisions of the
antitrust laws.
Mr. Fineshriber emphasized last
week that his work in the upcoming
weeks would be concerned solely
with these organizational steps, and
that no overtures toward the work
the organization would eventually
perform would be made until (1)
the export group is formally organized and (2) its objectives have
been approved by the Federal Trade
Commission. That body is charged
with administering the Webb-Pomerene Act.
Merle Jones, president of the CBS
Television Station Div. and temporary chairman of the export committee, had indicated several weeks
ago that both an executive secretary
and a full-time director would be
hired to run the formal organization. Mr. Fineshriber's function
would also include recommending
personnel for those appointments.
Mr. Fineshriber said he would
establish an office in New York,
probably this week. His deadline for
submitting organizational plans: not
later than early December.
(PROGRAMMING) 79

Ready to go • NTA executives in New York on Sept. 25
kept their secretaries busy, just as they did any other
day. Standing at their New York office doors (right to left):
Sidney Kramer, Burton Lippman, Martin Roberts, Leon
Peck, Martin Ratner, Mai Danheiser, Mildred Bonowitz.

Movers get busy • After work Sept. 25, 60 packers and 120
moving men invaded NTA's offices in the Coliseum Tower,
Objective: to pack 151 desks. 75 business machines, typewriters, adding machines and calculators, 12 tons of promotional material and 450 files within a few hours.

Off to the airport • Trucking can be a slow operation in
New York, even from a building as accessible as the Coliseum Tower. Loading, unloading and reloading were all
part of the logistics problem in the giant move.

Ready
to take wings
Tons of NTA's
gear
is
momentarily
spread •throughout
a bigheadquarters
hangar at New
York's LaGuardia Airport pending transfer to American
Airlines' cargo planes for the big hop west.

MOVING

ITS

Headquarters
from

New

York

operations
to Los

For the headquarters executives and
key staff of National Telefilm Assoc.,
Friday, Sept. 25, was like any other
day in New York — they commute to
Grand Central, the uptown trek to the
Coliseum Tower, 10 Columbus Circle.
NTA started off the new week on
Monday morning, Sept. 28, just as
it usually does too — but with a significant difference: the offices and people were now 3,000 miles from Manhattan, hanging up their hats in new
quarters in Los Angeles. Here, too, is
National Theatres & Telefirm.
parent vision
Inc.
In one brief weekend, NTA had
moved itself from the foot of Central
Park to the foot of the Hollywood hills.
It was described as the first transcontinental business airlift of its kind. The
unique transfer was made in coopera80 (PROGRAMMING)

AT

DAY

are

Angeles

NTA

transferred
on

weekend

tion with American Airlines and the
moving firm of Fisher & Bro., using
facilities of Allied Van Lines Inc.
N~A's 30 key personnel and their
families making the transfer flew to the
West Coast on American Airlines' 707
Jets while the office files and furnishings cloud-hopped along on air freighters. Home furnishings were following
on the ground in a caravan of 22 vans.
New headquarters address: 1837
South Vermont Ave., Los Angeles 54.
Phone: Republic 1-4111.
NTA divisions moving west were
NTA executive personnel, NTA International, creative film programming, advertising, promotion, research, public
relations, accounting and legal.
NTA divisions remaining in New
York: Telestudios, Program Sales,
NTA Pictures and Owned and Operated Division.

Whoosh, by jet • Parakeet and tropical
fish alight in Los Angeles with their
mistresses, Virginia Zerbo (left) and
Mari Cadigan. NTA also moved 58
other adults. 29 children, three dogs.
BROADCASTING, October 5, 1959

Time at a premium • While these men were tunneling
furnishings and files into the Coliseum Tower elevators in
Manhattan, scores of other moving men were finishing the
packing at 30 homes scattered about in Gotham, Brooklyn,
the Bronx, Westchester and Long Island.

Come Monday, back to work • But the address is Los
Angeles now instead of New York. Business continues as
usual with no time lost. Standing (right to left): Leon Peck.
Martin Roberts, Jack Gordon, Howard Singer, Burton
Bastedo, Robert Shaw and Leon Brachman.

Down to earth again • Nine of NTA's 13 headquarters
divisions rest on solid ground again at Los Angeles International Airport and are moved off to the new offices. NTA
executives, headed by Oliver Unger, president; Harold

Goldman, president of subsidiary NTA International, and
Mort Abrahams, NTA creative programming director, were
greeted at the airport by stars who are featured in the various
NTA tv film series, plus Indians and bagpipers.

Keep it, or throw it away? • Decisions, decisions, always decisions. But
that's what executives are for, muses
Harold Goldman, NTA International
president, while packing in New York.
BROADCASTING, October 5, 1959

Now did I or didn't I? • Throw it
away, I mean. Part of it's here.
Where's the rest? Mr. Goldman sorts
it all out as he unpacks in Los Angeles. Secretary Betty Goldsmith helps.

So we've moved • But there's more.
B. Gerald Cantor (1), NT&T board
chairman, shows NTA President Unger
new Beverly Hills building plans. Present offices? Temporary.
81

mobile, on CBS-TV Tuesdays, and The
Troubleshooters sold to Philip Morris
(Marlboro cigarettes) on NBC-TV Fridays. Agencies were Leo Burnett for
Philip Morris and D. P. Brother for
Oldsmobile.
The third series, Tales of the Vikings,
UA-TV's first program in syndication,
brought in over $750,000 in gross sales
over a 45-day period.
Mr. Eells projected a sales total of
$9 million for the 12-month period ending in March of next year. This sum, he
explained, "will come exclusively from
domestic sales of newly-created film
product and is based on business accomplished during our first six months
of selling as well as our plans for the
next half year."
More Network Sales • Two new series
will be forthcoming from UA-TV:
Hudson's Bay and Miami Undercover.
Both, Mr. Eells said, may be sold nationally for network play. But in any
event, the UA-TV head told newsmen
that a "number" of additional properties are in development and from these
projected series at least two more will
be in syndication before next March.
United Artists-TV aim to produce
about six series each year, expending
about $11 million to develop and produce the properties. Mr. Eells also
pointed out that he had never offered
Vikings to network sponsors because it
"missed the sales season" and thus
placed in syndication in mid-August.
On activity abroad, Mr. Eells said
Vikings ought to "make money for
United Artists over the next 10 years via

COLORCAST

I NG

Here are the next 10 days of network
color shows (all times are EDT).
NBC-TV
Oct. nental
5-9,Classroom.
12-14 (6:30-7 a.m.) ContiOct. 5-9, 12-14 (12:30-1 p.m.) It
Could Be You, participating sponsorship.
Oct. 5, 12 (10-11 p.m.) Steve Allen
Show, Plymouth through N.W. Ayer.
Oct. 6, 13 (9-9:30 p.m.) Arthur Murray Party, P. Lorillard through Lennen &
Newell and Sterling Drug through DancerFitzgerald-Sample.
Oct. 6, 13 (9:30-11 p.m.) Ford Startime, Ford through J. Walter Thompson.
Oct. 7, 14 (8:30-9 p.m.) Price Is Right,
Lever through Ogilvy, Benson & Mather
and Speidel through Norman Craig &
Kummel.
Oct.Music
7, 14Hall,
(9-10
PerryJ. Como's
Kraft
Kraftp.m.)
through
Walter
Thompson.
Oct. 8 (9:30-10 p.m.) The Ford Show,
Ford through J. Walter Thompson.
Oct. 9 (8:30-9:30 p.m.) Bell Telephone
Hour, AT&T through N.W. Ayer & Son.
Oct. 10 (10-10:30 a.m.) Howdy Doody
Show,
Bates. Continental Baking through Ted
Oct. 10 (10:30-11 a.m.) Ruff and
Reddy
Show,through
Mars through
and Borden
Benton &Knox-Reeves
Bowles.
Oct. 10 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Bonanza, Liggett & Myers through Dancer-FitzgeraldSample.
Oct. 11 (8-9 p.m.) Milton Berle Special,
Zerex through BBD0 and Warner Lambert.
Oct. 11 (9-10 p.m.) Dinah Shore Chevy
Show, Chevrolet through Campbell-Ewald.
domestic and foreign sales." This series
first will be dubbed in French and later
in Spanish.
Mr. Eells said Norman Katz, director
of foreign operations of United Artists
Associated, also would head UA-TV's
activity abroad. This was confirmed later by a formal announcement from

United Artists that Mr. Katz would
handle foreign tv sales of United Artists
features and will switch his headquarters from London to New York.
Buckeye
gets

expands,

Caravel

Films

In an another expansion move in the
entertainment field by the Buckeye
Corp., New York, the company last
week announced the acquisition of
Caravel Films Inc., producer of tv film
commercials and industrial films. Caravel has been merged with Transfilm
Inc., New York, a tv film-industrial motion picture company, which Buckeye
purchased earlier this year, to form
Transfilm-Caravel.
Buckeye, which is a manufacturer of
egg incubators, tents and garden equipment, entered the entertainment field
in early 1959 by purchasing Flamingo
Telefilm Sales, New York distributor
of tv programs, and Pyramid Productions, tv film producer, in addition to
Transfilm.
William Miesegaes, president of
Transfilm, will serve in that capacity for
the merged Transfilm-Caravel, while
David Pincus, Caravel president, becomes senior vice president. Michael
A. Palma, executive vice president, and
Thomas Whitesell, vice president in
charge of motion picture production
respectively of Transfilm, and Calhoun
McKean, vice president of Caravel, will
continue in their posts with the newlyformed company. Executive office of
the firm will be at the Transfilm Bldg.,
35 W. 45th St., New York, 36, N.Y.

Less diversion, more news on NBC Radio?
NBC Radio affiliates last week
entertainment programs would be
less rigidity in the handling of network entertainment programs, whose
continued, but with affiliates allowed
were expecting news from network
to pick and choose and, quite posheadquarters. Reports that managelocal appeal varies market to market and which affiliates therefore
ment was considering significant
sibly, required
ice if they
used toit. pay for this servwould like to schedule according
changes in the network's program
to their local needs. NBC officials
This elaborately constructed hypooperational structure were echoing
thesis, or some variation of it, was
said "various approaches" to both
through Madison Avenue, and the
these
things,
especially
the
expanword was beginning to spread. The
thus seen as NBC's possible answer
sion and diversification of news servaffiliates didn't know quite what to
to CBS Radio's Program Consolidaice, would be discussed with the
expect, but it was evident that sometion Plan. There seemed good reaAffiliates Executive Committee Oct.
thing was coming. Some were preson to doubt, however, that NBC
15. It was emphasized several times
pared for departures akin to the
would follow PCP's lead in substithat no single plan had been conultimate: elimination of virtually all
cretely fixed, pending the session
tuting programs for money as the
network programming except news,
with affiliates.
basic
medium
of compensation. But
news commentary and, probably,
Against this background, observon this, too, officials held strict
the Monitor service.
ers and amateur logicians tried to
silence, saying only that several apdevise possibilities that would recInformed observers didn't expect
proaches to the programming quesoncile all the varying reports within
tion would be discussed when they
it to go that far — or stop that short.
NBC officials were on record as
met with the affiliates committee,
one package. The nearest they came
saying no programming cutback was
was speculation — not endorsed by
headed by George Harvey of WFLA
currently contemplated. But NBC
NBC — that (1) news service (presTampa. One of them ventured conspokesmen also acknowledged that
ent and expanded) and probably
fidently, however, that the affiliates
Monitor would be the backbone of
affiliates had been asking for wider
would be glad to hear what they
network programming, while (2)
hear when they do hear it.
use of NBC's news facilities and for
82 (PROGRAMMING)
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BY EDWARD

PETRY & CO., INC.

EQUIPMENT
BRITISH
Ampex

MARK

to distribute

IV

&

ENGINEERING

IMPORTED

foreign

tv camera

superiority over U. S. models exhibited
Convertible Standards • Among the
Ampex Corp., Redwood City, Calif.,
has taken on U. S. distributorship of the Mark IV's flexibility features, Mr. Davis
British-made Marconi Mark IV camera,
device
is its525"inter-switch"
pointed
to
convertout,from
(American) to
405
which features a 41/2-inch image-orthi(British) or 625 (Continental) tv stancon tube. It will be marketed as a comdards. The quick-change switch, to
Videotape recorder.
panion to Ampex'Wednesday
Demonstrated
(Sept 30) change instantly among standards, is an
optional feature that can be ordered
at a press preview at Videotape Center
with the camera or added at a later
in New York, the Marconi Mark IV was
date,
he said. The importance of this
camera
pitted against the standard U. S.
feature is seen in the economic reality of
with its three-inch image orthicon tube.
The British import clearly showed im- international syndication of taped
proved picture quality, as well as greatprograms.
Other quality improvement features
er ease of operation.
First introduced 2Vz years ago in the singled out in the smaller and lighter
Mark IV include; no distortion; no posiMark III camera made by Marconi's
tive, inherent shading problems; up to
Wireless Telegraph Co. Ltd., the 50%
6 DB better ratio of signal to noise; relarger image-orthicon tube assures more
mote control of all electronic variables,
life-like quality than U. S. viewers are
freeing
the cemeraman to concentrate
sets.
their
on
accustomed to seeing
on
picture
artistry, and an automatic
quality
the
that
is
advantages
its
Among
stands up longer in tapes produced in iris operating all lenses on the turret not
only remotely, but simultaneously and
quantity when the first tape is made
from the Marconi camera, according to uniformaly.
Ampex also announced that parts for
Tom Davis, marketing manager for Amthe Marconi camera and factory-trained
pex Professional Products Div.
servicemen will be available at all Ampex supply depots in the U. S. Initial
The OK Group* WBOK- WLOK •> cost of the camera will run about 10%
JOK • WXOK • KAOK • KYOKGro• u) more than the U. S. made three-inch IO camera, including duty charges, Mr.
K* WBOK • WLOK • WGOK • WXC
Davis said.
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quency compression by reducing undesirable noise. Scatter projects cur\oK-y
are being undertaken for the
rently
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U.S. Air Force, Royal Canadian Air
Group
Supreme Headquarters AlForce and
lied Powers in Europe.
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, BARONNE ST. iJl • The OK
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Various facets of psychological warfare will be explored by a Defense
Y
•
WLOK
The OK Group • WGOK •
Dept. representative during the con84

ference. Discussing the subject at an
Oct. 14 luncheon will be Dr. F. C. A.
Kraemer, department chief of civil
affairs. Earlier (Oct. 12) Dr. John C.
Green, director of the Dept. of Commerce's Office of Technical Services,
will talk on the problem of "exploding
information." Space electronics and
television will be among other topics
covered at the conference.
The annual meeting and exhibit is
sponsored by the American Institute
of Electrical Engineers, Institute of
Radio Engineers, Illinois Institute of
Technology, U. of Illinois and Northwestern U. Participants: Electronic Industries Assn., Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers, and
Michigan State, Michigan, Purdue, Wisconsin, Notre Dame and Wayne
State U's.
Engineers hear doubts
about Land color tv
A strong skepticism that the Land
technique — the use of two colors to
infer in the viewer's eye a third color
— could be applied to color tv was
voiced by Dr. William L. Hughes, Iowa
State U., before a meeting of the Professional Group on Broadcasting, IRE,
and the American Institute of Electrical Engineers. The joint meeting took
place Sept. 25-26 in Washington.
After demonstrating the Land technique, where three color visuals result
from two-color negatives, Dr. Hughes
expressed the view that this system results in a three-color image "not too
for colorhe tv."
to the original
faithful
The system
does indicate,
said,
that complementary colors are stimulated by the eye and mind. He added
that variations in intensity also have
the effect of shifting observed colors
above or below a color complementary
axis. Dr. Hughes showed these effects
in a series of slide demonstrations.
The meeting also heard Washington
attorney Andrew G. Haley on space
communications. Mr. Haley reported
on current deliberations in Geneva by
the International Radio Conference on
requests for space frequencies.
The Scott Helt award was made to
Dr. Alfred H. LaGrone, U. of Texas,
for his work in devising a theory for
forecasting television service fields.
• Technical

topics

of 25 VideoShipment Sept.
Ampextape sales
recorders• between
15 and
Oct. 1 was reported Oct. 2 by Ampex
Corp. There are now 142 tv stations
equipped with Ampex vtr machines, 41
with two or more tv tape recorders.
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Roy

Acuff

OPEN

s

HOUSE

A brand new, syndicated telefilm series of 39 one-half hour shows,
with ROY ACUFF — Master Showman

and Undisputed King of Country
Music — as Host — and featuring the Fabulous Wilburn Brothers —
Blonde, Beautiful Miss June Webb — the Riotous Smoky Mountain
Boys — the Open House Square Dancers — Guest Stars Galore.

A

Powerhouse

of

dancing

to SELL

to Main

Street!

fast-moving
YOUR

Town

CLIENT'S

and

Country

PRODUCT

Music,

from

comedy

Madison

and

Avenue

Here is the answer to the television fan's recurrent plea for
first-rate Country and Western musical fare. "Open House"
packs more music into 30 action-filled minutes* than any other
syndicated show — is notable also for its freshness, gigantic
cast and unusually high film quality.
* 26:30 min. actual time
AVAILABLE
TODAY!
WRITE WIRE PHONE
Distributed by

Decorative Miss June Webb
fairly "melts" a song.

Teddy and Doyle, the handsome "Wilburn Brothers."

Madcap antics by Grandpap
and Bashful Brother Oswald.

Roy and June kibitz on Oswald's banjo pickin'.

ACUFF-ROSE ARTISTS CORP.
P.O. Box 9157-2508-B Franklin Road
Nashville, Tennessee
Cypress 7-5366
Sales Representatives
John T. Link, Nashville
Cypress 7-5366
Ben Berry, Chicago
Central 6-1805
MAIL COUPON TODAY
Acuff-Rose Artists Corp.
P.O. Box 9157— 2508-B Franklin Rd.
Nashville, Tenn.
□ Is
"Roy Acuff
Open market?
House" telefilm series
stilltheavailable
for this
□ Please furnish us complete information about
"Roy Acuff's Open House".
□ May we see an audition print of "Roy Acuff's
Open House"?
Name
Title

Station

Address
Alabama Belles — Connie Ellis
and Melba Montgomery.
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"Laughin' It Up!" A typical
moment at "Open House".

City

Zone

State
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Mack-Whiteside
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AMONG

THE TOP

ONE HUNDRED

TV MARKETS

* SOURCE: TELEVISION MAGAZINE
MX,
the friendly
Lion says . .

"YOU GET THE LION'S
SHARE OF RICH
AGRICULTURAL AND
INDUSTRIAL

MID'AMERICA"

Shoot Dead
for SALES

Center
POWER!

appeal denied
Defense counsel for former FCC
Comr. Richard A. Mack and his friend
Thurman A. Whiteside are undecided
whether to ask for a rehearing of their
latest move for acquittal or to carry
their appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court,
Nicholas J. Chase, Mr. Mack's attorney,
said last week.
Mr. Chase offered this comment after
a three-judge panel of the U.S. Court
of Appeals in Washington turned down
the defense appeal of U.S. District
Matthews'
Burnita
Judge
Court of
denial
a move
for S.
acquittal.
He
added that even if defense counsel does
not ask for a rehearing by the full
nine-member appeals court or does not
appeal to the Supreme Court, it probably will ask for a change of venue to
Florida.
The criminal conspiracy case is set
for retrial by Judge Charles F. McLaughlin of the U.S. District Court in
Washington beginning Nov. 3, but could
be delayed by defense moves. The first
trial of Messrs. Mack and Whiteside
ran 14 weeks from April to July 1959
and ended with a hung jury. The defollowed
refusalfensetoappeal
acquit,
with Judge
counselMatthews'
holding
a new trial should not have been ordered. Chief Judge E. Barrett Prettyman and Judges Henry W. Edgerton
and Wilbur K. Miller of the appeals
court said such an interpretation of
law "was not so intended and cannot

MA0HOM 1
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u
t "X
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d
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4 |\wis.
QCKFORD nh

CrlKALS

YES, STRAIGHT SHOOTIN'
RIGHT INTO 365,000
HOMES IN THE HEART
OF M!D« AMERICA'S
AGRICULTURAL AND
INDUSTRIAL

MARKETS

REPRESENTED BY H-R TELEVISION INC.
J. M. BAISCH GEN. MGR.
WRBX-TV

so read."
be Any
delay in the Mack-Whiteside
would hold up the FCC's
probably
trial
rehearing of the Miami ch. 7 and Orlando ch. 9 cases, which are postponed
pending retrial of the criminal case
because they both involve allegations of
off-the-record contact by parties with
Mack's
FCC members
tenure
on the FCC.during Mr.
Messrs. Mack and Whiteside are
charged with conspiring to obtain the
grant of ch. 10 in Miami for Public
Service Tv Inc., a subsidiary of National Airlines.

WRCV

hearing

date

The FCC last week postponed for one
week an oral argument in the Philco vs.
NBC case — whereby Philco is protestPhiling the license renewals of NBC's
adelphia stations (WRCV - AM - TV).
Originally scheduled for Oct. 1, the
Commission rescheduled the argument
to Oct. 8 at 2:15 p.m. This will be held
before the full Commission in Washington.
Philco's protest is based on the charge

that NBC ownership of the Philadelphia
stations is an unfair competitive advantage over Philco since the stations are
identified as a service of RCA. The tv
station was originally put on the air by
Philco. It later was sold to Westinghouse. Westinghouse, in turn, swapped
the Philadelphia radio and tv properties
for
NBC's Cleveland stations plus $3
million.
This was the subject of a consent decree filed by NBC-RCA and the Justice
Dept. two weeks ago whereby NBC is
required to dispose of the Philadelphia
properties among other provisions
(Broadcasting, Sept. 28). The government's basic charge was that NBC coerced Westinghouse into agreeing to
make the exchange by threatening to
withdraw or refuse network affiliation.
FBA

panel

discusses

equal time problems
The meaning of the new political
broadcasting law, whether is should go
further and administrative problems in
its enforcement were discussed by a fiveman panel of industry and government
experts Sept. 25 at the annual convention of the Federal Bar Assn. in Washington.
An amendment passed by the 86th
Congress exempted certain types of
news programs from Sec. 315 of the
Communications Act (Broadcasting,
Sept. 7).
FCC Comr. Frederick W. Ford said
that the law abolished legislative basis
for the FCC decision that candidates
are qualified to equal time when an opponent appears on a news show. He
said, however, that under the old law
he did not see how the FCC could have
reached any other decision. Comr. Ford
felt the amendment will be harder for
the Commission to administer because
the legislative history leaves several
things unclear.
CBS Vice President Richard Salant
said that his network and all broadcasters are determined to be fair to all candidates during future elections. He said
efforts toward repeal of Sec. 315 are in
the future but for the present CBS
would devote its efforts to proving that
70 House members who voted against
the measure are wrong.
Douglas Anello, NAB chief attorney,
said that he was disappointed in the
legislation because so little consideration was given to outright repeal of the
equal time law. He said small stations
are going to face big problems under
the law which the networks will not encounter. The bill does not give stations
a new "freedom," he maintained, beBROADCASTING, October 5, 1959

INCREASE

No need to lose a minute of commercial time when you install a
Collins Power Increase Package.
A flick of a switch reduces power
to normal outputs — you instantly
resume standard operation.
300J-2—from .
100 to 250, 500 or 1,000 watts

COLLINS RADIO COMPANY

•

POWER

550A-l—from
250 to 500 or 1,000 watts
21E/M—from
5,000 to 10,000 watts
Collins transmitters give high quality broadcast operation. Clear,
sharp signals and low distortion
assure high fidelity transmission.

CEDAR

RAPIDS, IOWA

•

OVERNIGHT

Advanced design tubes and components improve performance,
promote long life.
To sign on tomorrow with more
power, specify a Collins high fidelity broadcast transmitter. There's
one to fit your own broadcast needs.
Call or write Collins for further information and details.

DALLAS, TEXAS

•

BURBANK, CALIFORNIA

cause coverage of the news is their jobs.
Richard Solomon, former FCC associate general counsel and now with
the Antitrust Div. of the Justice Dept.,
explained Justice's reasons for intervening in the case at the FCC. He said
that it is fair to say broadcasters are on
"probation" and that if they do not "behave," a stronger law rather than repeal will be the result.
Washington attorney John L. Rauh
Jr. advocated a law requiring radio-tv
stations to give candidates free political
time. He said money is the determining
factor between candidates and that a
candidate's ability or inability to buy
time should be taken out of elections.
Stations now have an obligation to give
free time under the fairness doctrine,
he said.

Am processing list
The FCC has announced a new
list of 54 standard broadcasting
station applications which will
come up for processing Oct. 31.
The list begins with the application of KSAM Huntsville, Tex.,
for increased power (BP-12238).
The Commission said that any
be conapplication
sidered with which
these 54must
must be filed
no later than the close of FCC
business Oct. 30. The complete
list of pending applications due
for consideration at the end of
this month is published in For
The Record, page 109.

Initial tv decisions
on Farmington, Eugene
FCC initial decisions were issued
last week for vhf stations in Farmington, N.M., and Eugene, Ore. Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith recommended that Farmington ch. 12 be
granted to Farmington Broadcasting
Co. following a merger of that applicant with competitor Four Corners
Broadcasting Co.
Under the merger agreement, Four
Corners stockholders were given an
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option to purchase 50% of the Farmington stock. Cloyed O. Kendrick is
president of Farmington Broadcasting
and Wade Beavers is president of Four
Corners.
Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue recommended that Eugene ch. 9
go to Liberty Tv Inc. and denied the
competing application of KEED Eugene. Mr. Donahue stated that KEED
and KDON Salinas, Calif. — formerly
owned by KEED president Glen M.
Stadler — had misrepresented their programming logs to the FCC. He said
Liberty, whose principals have no past
broadcast experience, is preferred over
"an applicant experienced in broadcasting but with a bad record."
SEC

seeks

to

sale

of Guild

halt
stock

Hal Roach Jr., Guild Films and two
California banks were called into federal court in New York last week by the
Securities & Exchange Commission.
The charge involved selling Guild Films
stock without registering it with the
SEC.
The stock in question was given to
the banks by Mr. Roach as collateral
on a $125,000 loan, which dates back
to September 1958. The banks — the
Santa Monica bank and the Southwest
Bank of Inglewood — sought to sell it
after Mr. Roach defaulted on his loan.
w3K-\
how You Ho
(Mr. Roach had secured the loan iniYOK
We Can S
PRe
r
tially with stock in F.L. Jacobs Co., but
ll dco
e dor HCa
Writ
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the New York Stock Exchange.)
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ruary this year as part of a deal in
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Groupseries in return for 400,000 shares, plus
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Films said last week that it had never
received the films, which are tied up in
the legal affairs of Mr. Roach and his
erstwhile business associate, A. L. Guterma.
The Guild stock given to Mr. Roach
was
investment
and
couldmarked
not be "for
transferred.
Afteronly"
the loan
default, the California banks secured
an order from the New York State Supreme Court saying that the shares were
"free stock and could be sold." The
SEC challenges validity of this ruling
in seeking to halt further disposition of
the shares (9,500 of the 50,000 have
already been sold).
• Government

notes

Four citytification
identity
• A four-city
has been approved
for ch.iden10
KWRB-TV Riverton, Wyo. With approval of all but one FCC commissioner (Comr. Robert T. Bartley), the ch.
10 station received permission to identify itself also with Thermopolis, Worland and Lander. Dual-city identification has become common recently, and
tri-city identities are not unknown, but
this is the first whereby a station is permitted to associate itself with four cities.
Hearing on KSWO-TV move • The
FCC has ordered a hearing, after a protest by KFDX-TV Wichita Falls, Tex.
(ch. 3), on a July 29 grant to KWSOTV Lawton, Okla. (ch. 7), to change
transmitter location from 4 miles east
of Lawton and 49 miles northeast of
Wichita Falls to 32 miles from Lawton
and 49 miles from Wichita Falls, increase power to 316 visual, change antenna and transmitter types and make
other equipment changes, with antenna
1,050 feet. The FCC rejected KFDXTV's motion for a stay and made the
protesting station a party to the hearing.
Frank

protest

denied

The FCC Wednesday (Sept. 30) announced that it has directed the staff to
prepare a decision denying the protest
of Nathan Frank (owner of WNBE-TV
New Bern, N.C.) asking for reconsideration and stay of the grant of ch. 13
to WVEC-TV Hampton, Va. WNBETV formerly was authorized ch. 13.
which was shifted to the Hampton area,
and Mr. Frank's outlet was assigned
ch. 12.
It was reported that Mr. Frank has
been unable to secure a transmitter site
the necessary 120 miles from adjacent
ch. 13. WNBE-TV has never been on
the air on either channel. WVEC-TV,
owned by Peninsula Broadcasting Corp.,
formerly operated on ch. 15 and received the vhf channel after a merger
agreement for ch. 13.
BROADCASTING, Oct.ber 5, 1959

FATES
Broadcast Advertising
• Jack D. Tarcher,
senior vp at Lennen
& Newell, N.Y., for
three years, resigns
to join Doyle Dane
Bernbach, that city,
in executive and administrative capacity.
His exact title has not
Tarcher
been determined. Mr.
Tarcher, in advertising over 25 years,
earlier had been in executive posts with
Biow Co. and Cecil & Presbrey, both
New York, and had been president of
his own agency, J. D. Tarcher Co.
• George Goodlett, account supervisor on Lever Bros. Imperial margarine and Angostura-Wuppermann Corp.
at Foote, Cone & Belding, N.Y., named
vp. Prior to joining FC&B in 1958 he
was senior account executive at Young
& Rubicam. William H. Bambrick,
account executive on Lever Bros, and
Pepsodent at FC&B, also appointed vp.
He was formerly with program and research staff of McCann-Erickson.
• Harold Miller, associate media director ofBenton & Bowles, N.Y., elected
vp. He joined B&B in 1954 as media
analysis manager.
• Don Weill, formerly vp at Benton
& Bowles, N.Y., to D'Arcy Adv., that
city, as vp and account supervisor.
• Gerald F. Selinger, formerly executive vp of Lee Ramsdell & Co., Philadelphia, opens agency bearing his name
in Barclay Bldg., 1 Belmont Ave., BalaCynwyd, Pa. Phone Trinity 8-8300.
John P. King, formerly merchandising
director of consumer accounts at Ramsdell, joins Selinger agency.
• Wallace H. Lancton, associate
media supervisor at Product Services
Inc., N.Y., elected vp and board member.
• David G. Lyon, former senior vp
at Cecil & Presbry, N.Y., announces
opening his own advertising and marketing service at Hillspoint Rd., Westport, Conn. Phone Capitol 7-8000.
• Hal James, formerly vp and director of
radio-tv at Doherty,
Clifford, Steers &
Shenfield, N.Y., joins
Robert C. Durham
Assoc. (agency counsellors), that city, as
Mr. James
partner, with principal interests in radiotv consulting area
• J. Davis Danforth, executive vp of
BBDO, N.Y., and immediate past chairman of American Assn. of AdvertisBROADCASTING, October 5, 1959
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FORTUNES
• Cal Cannon, general manager of KIEV
Glendale, Calif., for
past 13 years, opens
agency bearing his
name in that city at
110 West Broadway.

ing Agencies, named chairman of Adnance vertising
committee.Federation of America's fi• Anthony S. Gee resigns as media director of Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff &
Ryan, N.Y., to work in psychology. He
is succeeded by Marvin Richfield,
formerly media supervisor with Warwick & Legler, N.Y.
• Allan J. Moll, manager of Los Angeles office of Frank B. Sawdon Inc.,
New York agency, elected vp.
• Charles A. Hinman appointed institutional product manager of Quaker
Oats Co., Chicago. He was previously
assistant manager of company's eastern region.
• Lyle C. Abbott, formerly member of
board and vp, agricultural division,
Klau-Van Pietersom-Dunlap, Milwaukee, joins Gardner Adv., St. Louis,
in executive capacity, initially assigned
to agricultural accounts.
• Thomas P. Wright, vp of Tucker
Wayne & Co., Atlanta, named manager
of agency's new office in Prudential
Bldg., Jacksonville, Fla. Phone Exbrook 8-1524.
• Robert F. Laws,
vp of Eisaman-Johns
Adv., L.A., and previously western sales
manager of radio and
tv with ABC, elected
principal in that agency with company
name
being changed
Mr. Laws
to Eisaman, Johns &
Laws. Before joining E-J, Mr. Laws
operated his own agency in that city.
• James C. Nelson Jr., creative director and account executive, and
Harold H. Marquis Jr., merchandising director and account executive, appointed vps of Hoefer, Dieterich &
Brown, S. F.
• Timothy C. Norton, account executive with Wentzel & Fluge, Chicago,
appointed advertising manager of Otoe
Food Products Co., Nebraska City,
Neb., manufacturer of Morton House
canned food.
• William M. Nagler promoted from
account executive to account supervisor
in Chicago office of Young & Rubicam.
• Edwin T. Morgan, production manager of radio-tv department of Erwin
Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, L. A., promoted to new post of assistant director
of that department.
• James Schmidt, copywriter with
Kenyon & Eckhardt on special assignments in New York and other offices,
named associate creative supervisor at
K&E, Chicago.

Phone Chapman 55522. Kay Hut to,
Mr. Cannon
tary.
formerly with NBC,
appointed chief timebuyer and secre-

• Edward Torgersen, senior copywriter at McCann-Erickson, N.Y., for
past five years, appointed creative supervisor on Schick Safety Razor at
Compton Adv., Los Angeles office.
• Gene M. Brown, press relations
manager of Olin Mathieson Chemical
Corp, N.Y., appointed public relations
director.
• Thomas L. Blosl rejoins Botsford,
Constantine & Gardner, Seattle, as radio-tv director. He was promotion director of KIRO-TV, that city, for past
year and was previously assistant production manager of agency.
• David McConaughy, marketing analyst at McCann-Erickson, Cleveland, to
Westclox Div. of General Time Corp.,
La Salle, 111., as market research man•ager.
James W. Cook, vp-marketing at
American Telephone and Telegraph
Co., named public relations vp. He is
succeeded by Gordon N. Thayer, operating vp of Ohio Bell Telephone Co.
• Norman W. Levally, 54, vp of
Leo Burnett Co. and veteran Chicago
advertising executive, died Sept. 22
in Land O' Lakes, Wis. Mr. Levally
joined Burnett in 1940 from Frigidaire Div. of General Motors Corp.
In 1946 he formed Shaw- Levally, advertising agency, and later was partner
in Sheriff-Levally. He returned to Burnett in 1954.
• Gerald M. Lowery joins Keyes,
Martin & Co., Springfield, N.J., as
technical copywriter and client contact. He was formerly with Fuller &
Smith & Ross, Pittsburgh, in similar
capacity on Westinghouse account.
• Raymond Everett
Nelson, 52, manager
of New York office of
Gregory & House &
Jansen, Cleveland
agency, died Sept. 25
in New York. He had
Mr. Nelson

been eastern production manager of NBC,

then program executive of MBS. He later joined Charles
M. Storm agency as vp and director
of radio-tv, Keystone Adv., and then
89

formed Nelson Productions Inc.,
which provided agencies with production and promotional services. Mr.
Nelson was also vp of National Telefilm for four years, starting its tv
network, and at one time was in charge
of WNTA-AM-FM Newark. He was a
founder and first vp of American Television Society.
• Richard H. Maass, formerly advertising and sales promotion manager
of Seabrook Farms, Seabrook, N.J.,
joins Breast - O' - Chicken Tuna, San
Diego, as eastern division sales manager, with additional responsibility for
Purr cat food sales in that division.
• Paul Schrimpf, formerly farm service director of WDAF Kansas City
under name of Paul Vogel, to Merritt
Owens Adv., that city, as farm director and account executive.
• Robert H. Higgins, formerly western sales manager of Wm. Underwood
Co. (canned foods), Watertown, Mass.,
to Kenyon & Eckhardt, Boston, as account executive.
The Media
• Wilbur M. Fromm, manager of advertising and promotion with NBC
Spot Sales, N.Y., appointed manager of
new business and promotion department.

• Richard D. Heffner, director
of for
information services

• Walter B. Lake, manager of Daren
McGavren
named vp. Co.'s Los Angeles office,

CBS - owned radio
stations, appointed by
CBS Editorial Board
to additional duties of
editorial consultant.
Mr. Heffner, who now
Mr. Heffner
becomes member of
CBS Corporate Affairs staff, will function under general supervision of network's editorial board and will be available to assist CBS-owned radio and tv
stations in their editorial efforts.

• David W. Gottlieb has been named

• Harold S. Cranton appointed director of advertising and
promotion for Metropolitan Broadcasting
Corp., N.Y. He had
served in similar capacity with ABC, that
city, as well as in post
Mr. Cranton
of sales development
and research director. Mr. Cranton was
previously with NBC-TV as supervisor
of sales presentation and with RAB
as assistant director of national promotion. Metropolitan stations are
WNEW-AM-FM-TV New York,
WTTG (TV) Washington and WHK
Cleveland.
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general manager of Lee radio-tv stations and newspapers, president Lee P.
Loomis announces. Mr. Gottlieb was
formerly business manager of Davenport (Iowa) Democrat and Times, Lee
papers. Mr. Loomis also announced
that headquarters for Lee stations and
newspapers have been shifted from
Mason City, Iowa, to Davenport. Lee
stations are KGLO-AM-FM-TV Mason
City; KHQA-TV Hannibal, Mo.;
WMTV (TV) Madison, Wis.; WTADAM-FM Quincy, 111.; 41% of WKBT
(TV) La Crosse, Wis., with minority
interests in WIBA Madison and KFAB
Omaha.
• Del Murry, account executive with
Botsford, Constantine & Gardner, San
Francisco, named general sales manager of KYA, that city. Previously director of advertising and merchandising
for Dr. Pepper Co., Dallas, Mr. Murry
joined BC&G some 10 years ago. He
has been account supervisor on Plymouth Dealers Assn. and other accounts.
• LOU SlLVERSTEIN
promoted from assistant general manager of KSDO San
Diego to station manager. He was previously assistant general
manager of KBUZ
Phoenix, Ariz. Those
Mr.Silverstein
stations comprise
Gordon Broadcasting Co. Sam Riddle
moves from KBUZ to KSDO as program director. Dick Venturino, formerly with KCUB Tucson, Ariz., named
program director of Gordon stations.
Johnny Miles, formerly of KTSM El
Paso, Tex., appointed KBUZ program
director.
• Ray C. Brown appointed director of
station relations for Tri-Buy radio stations (KFOX Long Beach; KSON San
Diego and KITO San Bernardino, all
California) .
• Robert M.Peebles,
vp and general manager of WKNY-AMTV Kingston,
named
station manager of
,_JfM
Mr. Pe\mebJMles

New Yordk, succeedereMa.secutPiv
akinipgnpso,Gienowtrhegoe hex
been

l manager of
assistant to vp and gene(ra
, th
EN TV)AlbaAnlyb,anybo
WROWas and hWyT
p .W
Thom
S.R
MurO
tW
• Rudi Neubauer, sales manager of
WMAQ Chicago since 1951 will retire
in November. He started with NBC
Chicago operations in June 1929,
worked as spot and local radio salesBROADCASTING, October 5, 1959

man from 1942, and went to NBC
Radio Network Sales in 1949.
• Ira G. DeLumen, sales service manager of operations department of CBSTV Production Sales in New York,
named eastern sales manager. Joseph
D. Manetta, unit manager for CBSTV specials, and Paul Wilson, administrative manager of design services in
network's production operations department, named executive producer
and business manager, respectively, of
that division.
• Lee Dolnick, promotion director
and account executive with WITI-TV
Milwaukee, appointed local sales manager.
• Graeme Zimmer, national sales director of Continental Broadcasting
(station representative firm, owned by
Rollins Broadcasting Co.) for past five
years, elected vp of both Continental
and parent company.
• Hunt Stromberg Jr., director of
program development and planning,
CBS-TV Hollywood, named director of
programs, development and William
Self, executive producer, appointed
director of programs, administration, in
re-organization of department. Under
new set-up, Mr. Self will devote full
time to supervision of both live and
film network programs regularly scheduled out of Hollywood; Mr." Stromberg will concentrate on new and expanded program plans.
• Robert Flanigan, with sales staff
of John E. Pearson Co., station rep.,
Chicago, named midwest manager succeeding James Bowden who resigns to
devote time to station ownership. Jon
Farmer, formerly air personality and
salesman with WAGA-AM-TV Atlanta
joins Pearson's office in that city, as
head of southeastern territory. He succeeds Robert M. Baird, who joins
Blackburn & Co., media broker, in Atlanta.

• Warren Rashleigh, formerly news
director of KAKE Wichita, Kans., to
KNOT Prescott, Ariz., as sales manager.
• Byington F. Colvig, formerly with
Chicago office staff of CBS Spot Sales
and Joseph Rank, sales service manager at Blair-Tv, L.A., named tv account executives with latter firm. Richard Thacker, formerly with ABC,
Hollywood, succeeds Mr. Rank. All
three appointees report to David Lundy, head of tv sales for Blair in Los
Angeles area.
• C. G. Condra, manager of KWON
Bartlesville, Okla., to KZEY Tyler, Tex.,
in similar capacity.
• Thomas F. McCollum, director of
sales promotion and merchandising
with WLEE and WXEX-TV PetersIBROADCASTING, October 5, 1959

First slate • Officers of the new National Assn. of Fm Broadcasters get best
wishes for success from NAB President Harold Fellows (second from
left) at their organizational meeting two weeks ago (Broadcasting, Sept.
28). The group (1 to r) : T. Mitchell Hastings Jr., Concert Network Inc.,
Boston, NAFMB executive vice president; Mr. Fellows; Association Secretary Frank Knorr Jr., WPKN Tampa; NAFMB President Fred Rabell,
KITT San Diego, and Bill Tomberlin, treasurer of NAFMB.
Windsor, Ont. -Detroit as sales promotion director.

burg-Richmond, Va., named operations
manager of WXEX-TV.
• Edward A. Warren promoted from
head of film department to program
manager of WGN-TV Chicago. He
succeeds Alexander Field Jr., appointed manager of WGN-AM-TV's
new public affairs department. Mr.
Warren formerly was with WCAU-TV
Philadelphia and WNDU-TV South
Bend, Ind.
• Bill Palmer, senior accountant of
Price Waterhouse, specializing in motion picture and tv examinations and
studies, named business manager of
KTLA(TV) Los Angeles. He succeeds
Stan Wainer, named financial vp and
secretary of Royal Industries, electronics firm.
• Calvin H. Mann,
assistant manager of
KVOS Bellingham,
Wash., promoted to
station manager. Prior
to joining station in
1957, Mr. Mann
worked on several
city.
newspapers in that
Mr. Mann

• Don Brown, member of directors'
staff of KCOP (TV) Los Angeles, appointed director of education television
for station.

• Lawrence H. Rogers, president of
WSAZ Inc. (WSAZ-AM-TV and
WKAZ-FM Huntington-Charleston,)
appointed chairman of West Virginia
Economic Development Agency.
• William C. Hester, director of client
service at Beltaire, Vincent, & Hull
Adv.,
Detroit,
to CKLW-AM-TV

• Jim Gosa, salesman with KFOX Long
Beach, to KEZY Anaheim, both California, ashead of new Long Beach sales
office at 326 Bixby Rd.
• Theodore R. Safford appointed
program director of WINF Manchester,
Conn.
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• Paul Ray, 65, former Chicago man-

• Robett Newman, previously with
WEEU Reading, Pa., named sales manager of WTKO Ithaca, N.Y.
• William J. Wheatley, formerly program director of KRLA Pasadena-Los
to KPOP Los Angeles in simiAngeles,
lar capacity.
• Allen L. Lewis, announcer and
later in sales department of WGR-AMFM Buffalo, appointed sales manager
of WGR-FM.
• Alex Tovar, chief accountant with
KTLA (TV) Los Angeles, named controller.
• Jack Dunhaver, chief announcer of
KOYN Billings, Mont., named program manager of KOOK that city, succeeding Ed Black, named chief announcer and air personality. Vic Miller, formerly chief announcer and news
director, continues in latter capacity.

repager of John Blair & Co., station
resentative, until his retirement two
years ago, died following stroke Sept.
28. Mr. Ray was with Blair 17 years.
• Bill Weaver, formerly air personality with KSAY San Francisco and, prior
to that, with KCBS, that city, rejoins
latter station as executive producer.
o Roy Albertson of WBNY Buffalo
elected chairman of Assn. of Independent Metropolitan Stations, succeeding
Bill Simpson of KOL Seattle. Bill
Hughes, CKNW New Westminster,
B.C., elected new vice chairman.
• Robert S. Larimer, formerly program director of WSIX Nashville, to
WCAO Baltimore in similar capacity.
• Billy Dale, air personality with
WTAO Cambridge, Mass., appointed
program director.
• Bill Shomette, previously program
director and farm director of WOAIAM-TV and in latter capacity with
KENS-AM-TV, both San Antonio,
Tex., appointed program director of
KRGV Weslaco, Tex. Wray Post,
KRGV air personality, adds duties of
production manager.
• Charles January, KTTV (TV) Los
Angeles engineer-technician, promoted
to assistant chief engineer. Tom Maney,
formerly with Blair-Tv, national station rep, to local sales staff of KTTV
as account executive.
• George S. Driscoll, engineer with
WHAM-AM-TV and
WHFM (FM) Rochester for 30 years and
acting assistant director of engineering
with WROC-TV (for, merly
i , WHAM-TV),
• _
Mr. Driscoll
promoted to engineering manager of last-named station.
Alfred W. Balling, transmitter supervisor of WROC-TV and also with
WHAM-AM-TV and WHFM for 30
years, named assistant engineering
manager.
e Robert E. Richer, formerly national sales manager of Bill Grauer Productions (Riverside Records), N.Y., to
sales staff of Adam Young Inc., that
city.
• William O. Jones, formerly with
radio sales staff of H-R Representatives, Atlanta, to The Katz Agency,
that city, in similar capacity.
• Bruce Williamson, director of news
and special events with WHIM Providence, joins WRVM Rochester in similar capacity. He is succeeded by Donald S. Gordon Jr., who was assistant
director. George
Barbarette. for92 (FATES & FORTUNES)

Surprise award • A Gold Mike award is presented to William A. Schudt
Jr. (center), vice president in charge of affiliate relations, CBS Radio, by
Dr. Frank Stanton (left), president of CBS, and Arthur Hull Hayes,
recognition of Mr. Schudt's
This was a surprise
CBS Radio.award
president ofof service;
is ordinarily given only to affiliates who have
the
30 years
been three decades with the network. Gold Mike awards were presented
at the sixth annual convention of CBS Radio Affiliates Assn. Sept. 23-24.
Other awards went to Robert Wehrman, WDOD Chattanooga; Clyde
Rembert, KRLD Dallas; Hugh Terry, KLZ Denver; Hoyt Wooten,
WREC Memphis; F.C. Sowell, WLAC Nashville; Ray Jordan, WDBJ
Roanoke; James R. Agostino, KXLY Spokane; Thad Sandstrom, WIBW
Topeka; Tom Bashaw, KFH Wichita, and Warren P. Williamson Jr.,
WKBN Youngstown, Ohio.

merly news director of WBIS Bristol,
Conn., succeeds Mr. Gordon.
• Joseph J. McCabe, formerly with
accounting staff of Mallinckrodt Chemical Works, St. Louis, appointed comptroller and business manager of KPLRTV, that city. /
• Gerald Eugene Norbury appointed news director of WKBH and WKBT
(TV) La Crosse, Wis.
• John Leban, production manager of
WCAE Pittsburgh for past 17 years, to
music programming department of
WWSW-AM-FM, that city.
• Robert Schultz, formerly sales executive with NBC's Telesales Dept. and
California National Productions Div.,
to New York sales staff of ARB.
• Bernie Mann, account executive,
moves from WAKE Atlanta to WOV
New York, both Bartell Family stations.
John E. Crawford, previously with
KLM Royal Dutch and Pan American
Airlines, succeeds him at WAKE.
• Jim Hayden program director and
chief announcer of KBAK-TV Bakersfield, Calif., to announcing staff of
XETV (TV) Tijuana-San Diego.
• Art Ford, air personality, signs twocontract with WRCA-AM-FM
year York.
New

• Joseph R. Fife,

Mr. Fife

general manager of
WBBC Flint, Mich.,
will resign effective
June 1, 1960. Mr.
Fife has been president of Flint Radio
Broadcasters Assn.,
work
affiliates
adand member
of net-

visory committee of NAB.
• Don Rowland, news director of
KLFY-TV Lafayette, elected president
of new United Press International
Broadcasters of Louisiana. W. E. Jones
of KSLO Opelousas, and Clarence
Faulk, KRUS Ruston, were elected
first and second vps, respectively.
• John M. Walker, formerly account
executive at The Katz Agency and with
(TV) Chicago, to sales staff
WNBQ
Daren F. McGavren Co., that city,
of
radio-tv station rep.
• Edwin S. Friendly Jr., formerly
producer of CBS-TV's Jimmy Dean
Show, to NBC-TV New York, as general sales executive.
• Ace Diamond, news director of
KACE Riverside, Calif., to KNX-AMFM Los Angeles as director.
• Andrew Willoner of CBS News
BROADCASTING, Octeber 5, 1959

YOU

MAY

NEVER

BUT

SKI

JUMP

316

. . . You'll Go Farther With WKZO

FEET*—

Radio

In Kalanazoo- Battle Creek And Greater Western Michigan!
WKZO Radio is the first choice of leading advertisers
for effective coverage of the Kalamazoo-Battle Creek
market.
7-COUNTY PULSE REPORT
Pulse (see left) points to WKZO Radio as the area's
KALAMAZOO- BATTLE CREEK AREA — MARCH- APRIL 1959
leadership station, with a total audience 32% larger than
SHARE OF AUDIENCE — MONDAY-FRIDAY
that of any other. First-class Fetzer and CBS programWKZO
ming has paid off — morning, afternoon and evening —
in the highest ratings for 345 of 360 quarter-hours surveyed
30
6 A.M. - 12 NOON
Statio21n "B" Statio1 n1 "C"
27
22
12 NOON -6 P.M.
10
(Monday-Friday, 6 a.m. -midnight).
29
22
6 P.M. - 12 MIDNIGHT
10
Ask Avery-Knodel to strap WKZO Radio to your
schedule for a record jump into Kalamazoo-Battle Creek
and Greater Western Michigan.
*Ansten Samuelstuen holds American ski jump record of 316 feet set in 1951 at Steamboat Springs, Colorado.

WKZO-TV — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WKZO RADIO — KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
WJEF RADIO — GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WWTV — CADILLAC, MICHIGAN
KOLN-TV — LINCOLN, NEBRASKA
Associated with
WMBD RADIO — PEORIA, ILLINOIS
WMBD-TV — PEORIA, ILLINOIS
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WKZO
CBS RADIO FOR KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
AND GREATER WESTERN MICHIGAN
Avery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives
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elected president of Washington Audio
Video Engineers Assn. Other officers:
Ralph Shultz of CBS Radio, vp; John
Roulet, secretary-treasurer; Ann
Breckner, MBS, and John Hofen,
NBC-TV, board members.
• Frank Sanzo, formerly manager of
Beneficial Finance Co., Albuquerque,
and Pat Grady, of KONO and KENS,
both San Antonio, Tex., to KMGM
Albuquerque as account executives.
• Allan B. McMillan, formerly on
production and news staffs of KVIQTV Eureka, Calif., to KXLY Spokane,
Wash., as air personality.
• Lee Connors, formerly of KOZY
Lewiston, Idaho, to KNEW Spokane,
Wash., as account executive. Ollie
Schell joins KNEW as air personality
and newscaster.

• Charles LeMieux moves from sales
staff of NBC, N.Y., to that of WINS
New York.
• Henry Schnaue, formerly with UPI,
joins WINS New York, as day news
editor.
• Gloria Okon, formerly host of own
show on KDKA Pittsburgh, joins
WPIX (TV) New York, as weather
forecaster.
• Dave Wright, air personality, moves
from WSJS Winston-Salem, N.C. to
WIS Columbia, S.C. Virginia Agard
and H. J. Baber join local sales staff
of WIS.
• Reed Upton, formerly air personality with WMCA New York, to WICC
Bridgeport, Conn.
• Val Thomas joins announcing staff
of WGMS-AM-FM Washington, D. C.
Programming

NAB

committees

Two committees for 1959-60
were announced Sept. 30 by NAB
President Harold E. Fellows —
Broadcast Engineering Conference, with Warren L. Braun,
WSVA - AM - TV Harrisonburg,
Va., as chairman, and Am Radio
Committee, with C. L. (Chet)
Thomas, KXOK St. Louis, as
chairman.
Serving on the engineering
committee with Mr. Braun are
J. R. Livesay, WLBH Mattoon,
111., NAB Board liaison; Raymond F. Guy, NBC; George P.
Hixenbaugh, WMT - AM - TV
Cedar Rapids, Iowa; Leslie S.
Learned, MBS; Frank Marx,
ABC; James D. Parker, CBS;
Russell B. Pope, KHSL-AMTV Chico, Calif.; A. T. Powley,
WMAL-AM-TV Washington, and
Ben Wolfe, WJZ-TV Baltimore.
Members of the Am Radio
group, besides Mr. Thomas, are
Gerald A. Bartell, Bartell
Family Radio; Grover C. Cobb,
KVGB Great Bend, Kan.; Edward J. DeGray, ABC; Mig
Figi, WAUX Waukesha, Wis.;
Charles W. Godwin, MBS;
Arthur Hull Hayes, CBS
Radio; Harold Krelstein,
Plough Broadcasting Co.; F.
Ernest Lackey, WHOP Hop- >
kinsville, Ky.; Vernon A. Nolte,
WJBC Bloomington, 111.; Jerome
Sill, WFPG Atlantic City, N.J.;
F. C. Sowell, WLAC Nashville,
Tenn.; Todd Storz, Storz Stations; P. A. Sugg, NBC Radio;
Merle H. Tucker, KGAK Gallup, N.M., and Jack S. Younts,
WEEB Southern Pines, N.C.

• Terry Hatch, previously sales representative ofAmpex Corp., Redwood
City, Calif., and ZIV Television, Hollywood, appointed Chicago resident vp of
Alexander Film Co., Colorado Springs.
His office will be at 472 Wrigley Bldg.
• Edward C. Simmel, formerly vp of
Gross-Krasne Productions and previously southwestern manager of Guild
Films, named sales manager of CrosbyBrown Productions, Hollywood.

• Robert Bersbach, with MCA-TV's
Chicago office, transferred to Boston
headquarters, as head of New England
sales territory.
• Norman (Buck) Long, manager of
southwest division of United Artists
Associated, with Dallas headquarters,
transferred to Los Angeles, as manager
of west coast division. He is succeeded
in Dallas by David Hunt.
• Stanley Florsheim, sales manager
of Jeff's Collie division of Independent Television Corp., N.Y., appointed
general sales manager. Other appointments to division's sales staff: Jerry
Marcus, formerly classified advertising
sales manager of Los Angeles Examiner, to west coast division; Ed
Traxler, formerly radio-tv account
executive at Campbell-Ewald, Detroit,
to Kansas City area, and Ray Grandle
to Chicago area.
• Eva Wolas, producer of Jane
Wyman Show at Revue Productions,
Hollywood, signs as writer-producer of
Impulse film series with California Studios, that city. Other writer-producers
joining California: Seton I. Miller
for Rogue for Hire; Bernard Girard
for The Searchers (tentative title),
Carbine
Webb
and Mr. Garlund;
BROADCASTING, October 5, 1959

Douglas Morrow for Kitty Hawk,
Mother's the Governor of Texas and
It Happened in Sun Valley, and Robert
Angus for Trinity 4-3000, Man of the
House and Gentleman Joe.
• Arthur Spirt, 46, vp of NTA Program Sales, division of National Telefilm Assoc., died following heart attack
Sept. 25 in Chicago. Prior to its merger
with NTA, he was vp in charge of midwest division of Gross-Krasne-Sillerman in that city;
• Budd Winston, formerly chief of
radio-tv production and publicity writer
for U. S. Marine Corps public information, to promotion department staff
of Modern Talking Picture Service
(distributors of business-sponsored pr
films for tv), N.Y.
• Eugene B. Fleischer, film editor of
radio-tv department of U. of Miami,
appointed chief of film section succeeding C. Henderson Beal, resigned.
• Tom
football
Angeles
football

Harmon, former All-American
player, signs with KDAY Los
as co-sportscaster of all UCLA
games.

Equipment & Engineering
• Jules Cohen, consulting radio engineer, will continue consulting business carried on formerly in name of
Vandivere & Cohen. Firm was dissolved
as of Oct. 1, with Edgar F. Vandivere
Jr. continuing in field of applied mathematics and physics. It was founded in
1952 as Vandivere, Cohen & Wearn.
Mr. Cohen has been in radio consulting practice since 1945.
• Anthony Pecevich, general foreman
of Semiconductor Div., Raytheon Co.,
Waltham, Mass., named plant production control and purchasing manager
of
company's
Lewiston,
Me. new transistor plant in
• Clarence B. Flinn promoted from
southwest regional sales manager to assistant product manager of electronics
division of Admiral Corp., Chicago.
• Ronald B. Jarl, formerly broadcast
engineer with CBS, N.Y., to Semiconductor Div. of Sylvania Electric Products as sales engineer for metropolitan
New York, with Teterboro, N.J., headquarters. Other Sylvania appointments:
Hal E. Heath, formerly executive engineer with Whirlpool Corp., to Cincinnati sales office, and Gerald J.
Snoblen to Detroit headquarters, as
sales engineers.
• John C. Wolke, sales manager for
renewal picture tubes at Allen B. Du
Mont Labs., Clifton, N.J., named disBROADCA STING, October 5, 1959

tributor sales manager for Electronic
Tube Div., there.
Government
• Albert A. Evangelista, member of
FCC's industrial division, appointed
engineering assistant to Chairman John
C. Doerfer, succeeding James McElRoy, who has joined NASA.
• Edward J. Stegeman, formerly enforcement attorney with U.S. Securities & Exchange Commission, joins
Welch, Mott & Morgan, Washington
law firm.
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International
• Heinz Drege, vp of Williams & Hill
Ltd., Toronto, film producers, named
director. Before joining Williams & Hill,
he was with Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. television division at Toronto.
• Fred Hofer, assistant manager of
Screen Gems' Mexico City Sales office,
named head of new Mexican office of
Intercontinental Services Ltd., New
York sales representative of foreign
stations. Mr. Hofer was previously in
Latin American branches of Grant
Adv. and Young & Rubicam. Address
City.
of new office: Tokio, 12-8, Mexico
• Sid Boyling, manager of CHAB-AMTV Moose Jaw, Sask., joins CKLG
North Vancouver, B.C., in similar capacity. John Hunt, formerly manager
of CKLG, named sales manager.
• Harold F. Abernethy appointed assistant manager, radio time division of
All-Canada Radio & Television Ltd.,
Toronto. William Mitchell joins
radio time division at All-Canada Radio
& Television Ltd., Montreal.
• Gilles Loslier, manager of tv division of Joseph A. Hardy & Co., Montreal, Que., station representation firm,
named director of tv department of
Trans-Ocean Radio & Tv Representatives Ltd., Montreal.
• Andrew N. McLellan, promotion
manager of CKMI-TV and CFCM-TV
Quebec City, Que., to director of operations of CJSS-TV Cornwall, Ont.
• Don Lawrie, assistant director of
broadcasting operations of Northern
Broadcasting Co., Ltd., Toronto, promoted to director.
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• Harry Edgar, manager of CFCH
North Bay, Ont., named manager of
CJKL Kirkland Lake, Ont. Harvey
Freeman, of Toronto office of Northern Broadcasting Co., succeeds him.
• Doug O'Brien and Terry Ennis
join sales staff of CJME Regina, Sask.
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View from observation and control gallery of Anaconda Wire and Cable Company's new Extra High Voltage
Cable Research Laboratory, Hastings-on-Hudson, New York

Because
we

you

had

to

flick

design

Fast as the American population is increasing, electric power
consumption is growing three times faster. Our use of electricity has tripled in the past 14 years . . . seems set to double
again within the next ten.
To meet this startling growth in electrical appetite, the
capacity of copper cable must double — or triple — within the
next decade. This calls for entirely new designs in Extra High
Voltage cable which electric utilities are now installing to
carry the power load of the future. This replacement problem is becoming especially acute, because of space limitations, in crowded metropolitan areas. Here, the answer to
already overcrowded underground ducts will be found in
this new Anaconda Extra High V oltage copper cable design.
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Anaconda Wire and Cable Company engineers have this
cable ready right now. Its 345,000-volt rating is two-and-ahalf
that of
today's
underground
cable
and ittimes
has been
tested
underconventional
actual in-service
conditions
to
50% above its rated current and voltage. This big advance in
cable technology was born in the Anaconda Wire and Cable
Company's Extra High Voltage Cable Research Laboratory,
the
newest and best equipped facility of its kind in the
country.
The skilled staff of Anaconda Wire and Cable Company's
EHV Laboratory typifies the continuing effort of Anaconda
people everywhere — an effort which results in better products
and services for people in industry, for people as consumers.
59177A(REV.)

AnacondA
SUBSIDIARIES OF ANACONDA MANUFACTURE: COPPER AND ALUMINUM ELECTRICAL
WIRES AND CABLES; ALUMINUM FOIL, SHEET, ROD AND BARS, STRUCTURALS, TUBING
AND EXTRUDED SHAPES; COPPER, BRASS AND BRONZE SHEET, PLATE, TUBE. PIPE, ROD,
FORG1NGS AND EXTRUSIONS; FLEXIBLE METAL HOSE AND TUBING
BROADCASTING, October 5, 1959

INTERNATIONA!
BBG

FLEXES

Canadian tv stations
They are going to take the "Blue
Book" seriously in Canada.
When applicants are chosen for licensing for the second tv outlet in
many Canadian cities next year, their
program proposals are going to be
considered hard-and-fast commitments.
This was the consensus of the three
"working" members of the newly organized Canadian Board of Broadcast
Governors. The three visited the FCC
and NAB in Washington Sept. 21.
In Canada, according to Dr. Andrew
Stewart, chairman of BBG, the licensee
will be forced to maintain his proposed
schedule unless he has a good reason
to change it. Even then he will not be
permitted to do so until he has applied
to the BBG and has received its permission— presumably after a hearing.
New Deal Relic • The FCC's "Blue
Book" was published in 1946. It was
a special staff study of broadcast programming, particularly in the public
service category. One of its sections
compared the proposed programming
and actual programming of selected
stations. These were found to vary
greatly. The "Blue Book" raised a
storm of protest when it was issued,
but its recommendations were never
seriously put into practice. It is considered now a relic of earlier, New
Dealing FCC days.
There is one other point of departure as Canada gets ready for its
first outright commercial and privately
owned tv stations. This is the reservation by the BBG of two hours during
prime 8-11 p.m. time.
What this will be used for is still not
clear. The BBG officials termed the
move one that will give them "flexibility." Beyond this they refused to go.
Other sources predict that the time
will be used for educational or cultural programs.
BBG's basic premise for private
broadcasting in Canada is that program content must be 55% Canadian.
There already has been much discussion on how this percentage will be
figured — subject matter, authors, producers, etc.
CBC's Dual Role • The Canadian
BBG was established last December to
carry out the Broadcast Act of 1957.
These functions, the regulation of all
broadcasting stations in the Dominion,
had been carried out by the government-owned Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. CBC also operates stations in
many cities and much criticism has
BROADCASTING, October 5, 1959
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PROGRAMS

are to receive super 'Blue Book* treatment
make the grant. It can, if it chooses,
been directed at this ambiguous, dual
role.
refuse to follow the recommendations,
but it cannot choose another applicant.
Dr. Stewart, a native of Scotland,
was formerly president of the U. of This must be done by the BBG.
Alberta. He is an economist by proAmong the applications already refession. His two colleagues are both
ceived, Dr. Stewart pointed out. are
newspapermen. Roger Duhamel, for- many for bi-lingual operation (English
merly editor in chief of La Patrie,
and French) and also quite a few for
Montreal, is vice chairman; Carlyle
multi-lingual operation. These would
Allison was editor in chief of the Winbroadcast, in addition to English and
French other foreign language pronipeg Tribune. He was also Washington correspondent for the Southam
German, Polish, Hungarian,
Italian,grams— etc.
chain.
Mr. Allison admits discovering the
A public hearing on BBG regulations will be held in Ottawa Nov. 2
power of radio at an early age. He
ascribed the capture of a mad murderer
and 3. The deadline for filing comments isOct. 16. The final regulations,
charged with several slayings in the
early 1920s to radio reports of the dif- announced last August (Broadcastferent disguises the murderer used in
ing, Aug. 10), are expected to be
attempting to escape.
promulgated by Nov. 15 to become effective in mid-July 1960.
There are also 12 public members
of BBG who attend board meetings.
BBG's jurisdiction extends not only
Under the aegis of the BBG, a sec- over stations, including those owned
ond station has been allocated to six
by CBC, but also over CBC's network operations. It is hoped, Dr.
cities in Canada. These are: Toronto,
Stewart
said, that other networks will
Montreal, Quebec, Winnipeg, Vanbe formed.
couver, Halifax.
Many Applications • Hearings to
Canadian tv biilings
choose licenses in these cities are due
to begin in January. The first of the
new stations is expected to be on the are up 17% in 1958
air in July. In Toronto, alone, there
Television advertising in Canada
are expected to be up to 50 applicaplaced through advertising agencies intions for the new channel.
creased by 17% last year to $47,914,Under the Broadcasting Act, the BBG
000, and radio advertising was up 1 1 %
will recommend the successful appli- to $24,621,000, according to a report
of the Dominion Bureau of Statistics on
cants to the Minister of Transport. He
in turn will forward these recommendaadvertising agency billings. Total comtions to the Cabinet. The Cabinet will missionable billings last year amounted

The Canadian BBG trio • In Washington, after a luncheon with NAB
officials, the BBG's "working" members are (1 to r) : Roger Duhamel, vice
chairman; Dr. Andrew Stewart, chairman, and Carlyle Allison. The trio
visited the FCC also while in Washington and were guests of NBC and
CBS in New York.
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to $233,789,000 compared with $222,025,000 in 1957.
The report showed that total gross
revenue for all Canadian advertising
agencies increased from $35,757,000 to
$38,073,000 and the number of agencies increased from 113 to 123 in the
year. Fourteen agencies did more than
$5 million each, accounting for 67%
of all billings. Forty-four agencies did
more than $1 million each, handling
94% of all billings.
Tv

British

station. It has been discussed in recent
weeks with the CAB, Canadian Broadcasting Corp. and engineering consultants. The latter are understood to be
unanimously against the plan, while
CBC has not committed itself. CAB's
board of directors met to discuss the
plan in mid-September, and decided to
study it more carefully and bring it
up at the annual March CAB meeting.
Board members were polled on the
plan on Sept. 24, and asked to vote
for it. Tv station owners on the CAB
board feel the plan is being rushed
through and should be studied more
carefully, then voted on by the general
membership. Some board members have
intimated that if the plan is put through
it will mean the breaking up of the
CAB and the formation of another industry association.
While the Department of Transport's

United

Press

Facsimile
United

He asks for a strengthening of the
Independent Television Authority "to
put an end to monopoly practices and
profiteering" by the programming companies which
now operate
commercial
tv stations.
There Britain's
are 10,
with
below)an. 11th now in construction (see

section
The first
goes!of• cable
she miles
Up 84
for Trans
of
er
pay tv system
Canada Telemet
is shown being strung by Canadian Bell Telephone linemen in
West Toronto. Telemeter program service for the first areas of
Etobicoke Township will be inaugurated inmid-December. During
the winter, additional wiring will
bring a total of 13,000 homes
within the cable route (Broadcasting, Aug. 17).
allocation scheme would not mean more
tv stations immediately, it would allow
tv applicants to appear before the Board
of Broadcast Governors with requests
for stations without adequate protection to nearby cities in either Canada
or the United States. Some Canadian
broadcasters feel the adoption of the
plan would result in a chaotic frequency
allocation situation along the international border.

International

Newspictures

Press

Movietone

k

and
Newsfilm

Build Ratings
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charges

excess commercials
Reforms in the British commercial
tv system that should be taken by a
Labor Government have been called
for by Christopher Mayhew, in a study
published
by the Fabian Society, London.

vhf drop-ins

planned by Canada
Television vhf allocations along the
Canada-United States border may be
drastically changed if present plans of
the Canadian Dept. of Transport are
put into operation. Directors of the
Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters have
been asked to vote on adopting a plan
which would permit Canadian drop-ins
on vhf channels, with only B coverage protection for existing stations.
The plan resulted from a juggling of
vhf frequencies in southern Ontario,
leaving
capital city
with no Canada's
extra allocations
for ofa Ottawa
second

study

J

Mr. Mayhew says the main defects
needing correction are excessive commercials, abuse of the "natural break"
(the only time commercials are allowed in British tv is at breaks between
programs), an insufficient number of
British-produced programs in comparison to foreign imports and failure to
provide a "genuine choice of programme." He says, all the defects in
commercial tv come from the same
basic cause — the program companies
are stronger than the Independent Television Authority, the government body
which regulates British commercial
television.
ITA plans its 1 1th
Independent Television Authority,
England, expects to have its ch. 10
Dover station on the air by about
Christmas. The Dover station, the 11th
to be opened by ITA, is undergoing
low-power tests. It will serve an area
from the Medway towns to Beachy
Head.
Japanese sets gain
Electronic output in Japan for the
first quarter of 1959 was at an annual
rate of $736 million, $238 million above
1958, according to the Dept. of Commerce. Biggest increase between 1957
and 1958 occurred in consumer products, tv output amounting to 1.2 million sets or twice the 1957 figure. Radio
set production totaled 3.6 million in
1957, 4.9 million in 1958 and was increasing rapidly in the first quarter of
1959.
CBC board meets
Development of Canadian talent
and programming for national unity
are basic requirements for the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp., according to a
statement issued by the CBC board of
directors at Halifax, N.S. In their first
statement since the formation of the
new CBC board last December under
the new Canadian Broadcasting Act, the
CBC directors pointed out that CBC
BROADCASTING, October 5, 1959
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Greece

plans

Greece's new broadcasting chief,
Capt. Pyrros Spiromilios, hopes to
bring television to the iron-curtain
bordered peninsula as soon as it
becomes economically feasible, but
that may take months — even years.
And it will be commercial, following
the European pattern, but under state
control.
Capt. Spiromilios, who assumed
direction of the National Broadcasting Institute (Radio Athens) last
April upon resigning from the Navy,
operates under a liberal grant from
Parliament which gives him a free
hand. Mindful of the cost of tv programming, he wants to devise a realistic operating budget before embarking on construction of transmitters. The physical geography is
such that many good mountain-top
locations are available for coverage
of the populated valleys.
His first effort, Capt. Spiromilios
told Broadcasting, will be to improve radio broadcasting service. The
revenue must be derived from better
collection methods from "subscribers". There is no commercial radio
revenue and Parliament makes no
appropriations to underwrite operations.
Subscriber Resistance • There are
720.000 radio receivers in this nation of 8 million, and the radio license fee is $6 per year. The Athens
metropolitan area is about 1.5 million, and Salonika, the second city,
has about 300,000. Fee collections
are spotty because Greeks are "individualists" and resist taxation.
must "serve equitably our two main
languages and cultures (French and
English), that it must continue to encourage and develop Canadian talent,
while still accepting the best that other
countries have to offer . . . Controversial issues of general interest are proper
for broadcasting, provided that the
issues are presented as fairly as possible
and that the intimate nature of the
broadcasting medium is recognized in
the selection of subjects, broadcasting
times and treatment."
CBC board met under Robert L.
Dunsmore. recently appointed chairman.
• Abroad in brief
New Canadian am • CKPT is the call
of a new I kw day and 500 watts
nighttime station on 1420 kc at Peterborough. Ont. The station is due to go
on the air in mid-November. Bill Brennan, formerly of All-Canada Radio &
Television Ltd., Toronto, Ont., is presiBROADCASTING, October 5, 1959

commercial tv
Capt. Spiromilios has the advice
and counsel of a board of directors
of 12 business and cultural leaders.
Included are bankers, lawyers, educators, and men of letters, including
newspaper publishers.
American plan private commercial operation of broadcasting, in
Capt. Spiromilios' opinion, is precluded for several reasons — political
as well as business. While Greece is
a democracy, it nevertheless is a constitutional monarchy. About 35%
of the population is regarded as left
or communistic. Its sensitive geographic location, being bordered on
its only land area by Albania, Yugoslavia and Bulgaria — all iron curtain
countries — makes it essential to retain programming control in government hands, he feels.
Newspaper Opposition • All of
Greece's newspapers would oppose
full commercial operation of television, just as they opposed expansion of radio, it was learned from
informed observers. But the high
costs of tv operations will force some
commercial sponsorship, it is felt,
since license fee income, even at a
higher rate of possibly $15 or $20
per year, could not possibly sustain
those operations.
There are about 4,000 Americans
(including families) in the American
Mission to Greece. The value of
American aid since the enunciation
of the Truman Doctrine in 1947 to
the Greek Government totals well in
excess of $3 billion.
dent, and Bud Hayward, formerly of
James Lovick Ltd., Toronto advertising
agency, is station manager.
Czech tv • More than 420,000 tv sets
now are operating in Czechoslovakia.
Hungarian tv • 1960 tv set production in Hungary is expected to reach
16,000 units. Some receivers will be
exported to Soviet East Germany.
German scene • Radio (including portables, auto and consoles), exported by
West Germany-West Berlin totalled
634,221 in five months of this year. In
1958 the figure was 607,801. Tv sets
exported in the same 1959 period numbered 107,000. In 1958 the figure was
88,000.
West German retailers associations
believe the country's annual 2 million
tv set production is too high. They say
the figure is 500,000 units above what
the market will bear in 12 months. The
associations reportedly are negotiating
with manufacturers to cut production.
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Sales are poppin'
with new W P O P !
And it's no
wonder.
fabulous
rating
record Look
. . .at WPOP's
From 9:00 AM to 11:00 PM, Monday-Friday . . . WPOP was first
in 36 of the 56 quarter hours; second in 18 quarter hours and third
in the remaining 2 quarter hours.
Comparing the November, 1958 Pulse
with May, 1959 . . .
WPOP— up from 15% to a 22% share,
6 AM-12 Noon, Mon.-Fri. or 47%
up from 22% to a 25% share,
12 Noon-6 PM, Mon.-Fri. or 14%
up from 22% to 25% share,
6 PM-12 Mid. Mon.-Fri. or 16%
Of the 72 quarter hours between 6 AM
and 12 Midnite, WPOP is up in 62.
Follow the trend to the fastest-growing
station in Hartford . . . dynamic, vital
WPOP!
Call Adam Young today

Hartford, Conn.
wpopStation
A Tele-Broadcasters
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• Network
Switchonover'
tion ded
'Operadescen
Seattle, Wash.,
brass
in droves Sunday (Sept. 27) to help
promote the switch in tv network
affiliations. KING-TV became an
affiliate of NBC-TV and KOMOTV took on the ABC-TV lineup.
Representing ABC-TV were (1above) Oliver Treyz, (1), ABC-TV
president and Leonard H. Goldenson, (r) president of American
Broadcasting - Paramount Theatres.
exeThey joined W.W. Warren, (c)
cutive vice-president and general
manager of KOMO-TV at the helm
for a relaxing break, a Puget Sound
yacht cruise.
In addition to the executives, stars
of several ABC-TV shows were in
Seattle for an hour-long live telecast— "in Person." Appearing were
Movie-radio co-op
effort in St. Louis
Music from the movies was the focal
propoint of an unusual programmingmotion project at KWK St. Louis. The
coproject involved participation by
operating motion picture theatres and
phonograph record dealers.
KWK scheduled three one-hour Sunday morning periods for a "movie musical salute." plus a special nine-hour
Sunday afternoon broadcast.
Theatre owners cooperated in the
project by exhibiting a specially-prepared trailer promoting KWK and the
movie programs in 40 theatres. The
was produced at the exhibitors'
trailerexpense.
own
Spot announcements promoting the
program were aired on KWK for a
six-day period preceding the first broadcast. KWK also placed newspaper ads
100

lohn Russell and Peter Brown (Lawman); Seattle-educated Dorothy Provine (The Alaskans); Will (Sugarfoot) Hutchins; Arlene Howell and
Richard Long (Bourbon Street
Beat); Connie Stevens (Hawaiian
Eye) and Ben Alexander (About
Faces) . KOMO-TV claims it was the
of motion picbiggest
ture andgatherin
tv starsg inever
Seattle.
NBC executives are shown (rabove) arriving in Seattle by helicopter at King County Private Heliport No. 1, on the roof of KINGTV's studios. Representing NBC-TV
were Robert Sarnoff (c), NBC
board chairman and Ken Bilby (r),
NBC executive vice-president. With
them is Otto Brandt (1), vice-president and general manager of KING
Broadcasting Co.
and prepared posters for theatre lobby
and record shop displays.
Record shop displays ranged in size
from the KWK posters to complete wall
exhibits of soundtrack and movie music
albums.
The station has prepared a brochure
containing scripts, music used and detailing problems encountered in producing the series. It is available to other
stations desiring to stage a similar effort.
Listeners — on the job
Radio makes friends and influences
people during their working hours, as
well as during their leisure time. This
was dramatically demonstrated by the
hundreds of entries in a "Radio at
Work" contest conducted by WIP
Philadelphia.
The contest called for letters to be
written on business letterheads. This
naturally drew a heavy reply from
white collar workers, though there were

In separate news conferences,
Messrs. Treyz and Sarnoff expressed
opposite views on color tv, in which
KOMO-TV, the new ABC affiliate,
is a pioneer.
Mr. Treyz said ABC-TV is concentrating on the masses rather than
the classes. He said the network has
money reserved for color "when the
people are ready. When we see a
surge in color tv, we can move in
at his news confersix Meanwhile,
months."
ence,
Mr.
Sarnoff
"Any
show is better in colorasserted,
than in black
and white. This is one time when
competition is very helpful and more
than welcome . . . Color tv is a new
medium. The networks and the advertisers have an obligation to deit."
many velop
entries
from manual and nonskilled workers.
Prize in the competition was a day
off from work with pay. The winner
used her free day for back-to-school
shopping for her teenage daughter.
WJR

goes to college

WJR Detroit will roll its "College
Caravan" to eight of the smaller Michigan colleges Oct. 5-16. Sports Director
Bob Reynolds, in the station's mobile
unit, will visit the campuses for interviews with college presidents, athletic
directors and coaches. He will originate
his sports programs from the colleges.
Seattle mutt mansion
A Pacific Northwest dog will soon
be leading a man's life, according to
plans of KING Seattle. The station has
been
looking
for the
"bestreceive
dog."
When
selected,
the area's
dog will
a three room dog house, with private
outdoor fire hydrant, eight picture winBROADCA STING, October 5, 1959

dows, a guest room with private entrance, shelves stocked with dog food,
a satin lined double bed and wall-to-wall
carpeting. The best dog will also receive
a custom-made wardrobe including
wool sweaters, a rain coat, sunglasses
(for the beatnik pup) and a 24-carat
gold collar.
To hang in his (or her) living room,
the winning dog will receive a fulllength portrait.
KING has been reaching the dogs in
its audience via Spot — a soft-spoken
canine with a southern accent — who
makes regular "Spot" announcements.

AMCI

• Omnidirectional TV
Transmitting Antennas
• Directional TV
Transmitting Antennas
• Tower-mounted TV
Transmitting Antennas
• Standby TV

Cleveland stations 'battle'
Two Cleveland stations staged a
"friendly battle" recently.
While KYW d.j. Big Wilson aired
his show from the top of a mobile unit,
WHK models picketed him with signs
reading "The new WHK is unfair to
other stations because it sounds so

Transmitting Antennas
• Diplexers
• Coaxial Switches
. . . have been proven
in service.

good." Later in the morning, KYW
retaliated with signs saying "KYW welcomes Cleveland's No. 2 station. Glad
you were listening to KYW."

Write for information
and catalog.
A L, FORD
Manufacturing Company
299 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.

WISK away your troubles
The transition of WISK Minneapolis
to KDWB (matching sister Crowell-Collier stations KFWB Los Angeles and
KEWB San Francisco) took, place
Sept. 19. It was preceded by a week of
full-scale promotion for "Formula 63"
as a sure relief for boredom, fatigue,
irritation and other ills.
Promotion included outdoor posters
and transcribed spots voiced by Dudley
LeBlanc, famed promoter of Hadacol.
The spots played "Formula 63" as a
proprietary cure-all, and were placed on
seven local radio stations and one tv
station.
Revelation that "Formula 63" actually stands for the new programming on
630 kc came when the public was sent
to a local drug store for free samples.
They received attractively wrapped
boxes containing a list of KDWB's top
40 tunes plus invitations to attend rallies at the civic auditoriums of Minneapolis and St. Paul. Hollywood and New
York guest stars for the rallies were
shuttled by helicopter between the two
auditoriums.

TvB target — retail stores
Television Bureau of Advertising is
helping member stations zero-in on
stores with a new file-folder presentation. "Retailing is the most rapidly expanding area in television today, with
retailers in ever-increasing numbers
using the medium as their advertising
keystone," Howard P. Abrahams, TvB
vice president for retail sales, said announcing the new sales aid.
The new printed kit, with space for
BROADCASTING, October 5, 1959
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WASHINGTON STATE — 250 watt fulltimer in scenic
single station market with trading area population over
40.000. W01 gross S45.000.00 this year. Price $65,000.00
with S25, 000.00 down. Liberal terms on balance.
MIDWEST VHF TELEVISION— In first 75 market—
250.000 TV homes. Profit between $275,000.00 and
S300.000.00 annually. Price $1,800,000— $700,000 down will
handle. It is estimated that experienced TV operator
can cash in for over Sl'.OOO.OOO.OO profit in three year
period.

HAMILTDN-LAND1S
S. ASSOCIATES. Inc.
BROKERS • RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS • NEWSPAPERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
CHICAGO
DALLAS
Ray V. Hamilton Richard A. Shaheen DeWitt 'Judge' Landis
1737 DeSales St. N.W. 1714 Tribune Tower 1511 Bryan Street
Executive 3-3456 DEIaware 7-2754 Riverside 8-1175
NATIONWIDE

• NEGOTIATIONS

•

FINANCING

SAN FRANCISCO
John F. Hardesty
111 Sutter Street
EXbrook 2-5671

• APPRAISALS
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THEY KNOW WDBJ RADIO
HAS REAL SALES POWER
PAXTON C. JUDGE
Vice-President,
Roanoke Division
THE KROGER COMPANY
"We've used WDBJ Radio
for twenty years and have
found it to be a produce
tive medium".
R. E. FOUTZ
Secretary-Treasurer
and Manager
,
Roanoke Grocers, Inc.
■
"Our quarter-hour morning program has paid
handsome dividends over
a 6-year period — reaches
homemakers we want to
sell".
f. W. JOSEPH
District Superintendent
COLONIAL STORES, INC.
"WDBJ Radio has done a
fine job helping us to build
customer acceptance since
our entry into
competitive
marketRoanoke's
5 years
CBS RADIO
ago."
Roanoke, Virginia
5000 watts
FM • 94.9 Mc.
14,000 watts

WDBJ

y PFTERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC.
National Representatives

In Indiana,
your budget

goes

10%

FARTHE

individual call letters, is designed to sell
individual customer needs in these categories: special sale events, items all
year long, new store openings, warehouse sales, storewide events, home furnishings events and brand names. Success stories and how-to information are
included in each section.
• Drumbeats
Teachers' meet • KFSD-TV San
Diego, Calif., came to the aid of the
local school superintendent when it
came time for his annual pre-school
address to teachers. As there was no
auditorium capable of seating the
city's 6,000 teachers, the speech was
telecast by KFSD-TV and watched on
tv sets installed in more than 120
schools.
Drums & bugles • A Wheeling, W. Va.,
high school band is regaling football
audiences with the theme songs of
NBC-TV programs. The action is a
part of the fall program promotion effort of WTRF-TV Wheeling.
'Deep roots' • WHBF - AM - FM - TV
Rock Island, 111., has prepared an impressive brochure — "The deeper the
roots ... the stronger the tree" — in
which it lists its staff's participation in
community civic and service organizations. The brochure states that participation in community affairs is equally
important with ratings, cost-per-thousand, power and network affiliation in
making a time-buying decision.
BMI book • A book based on the BMI
recorded series about Lincoln, The
American Story, will be published by
Doubleday next year, BMI has announced. The radio series, written by
distinguished guest contributors, has
been edited into book form by historian
Ralphi Newman and titled Lincoln, Unforgettable American: His First 150
Years.

R

WOR critics • WOR-TV New York in
connection with its movie show, Sneak

with the discount

Preview, is enlisting viewers as a "Guest
Critic Panel." More than 1,000 wrote
in asking to serve after the show debut,
although no material incentive was offered. The station is rotating membership on the critic panel and providing
a mail ballot for individual reactions to
the films. From results, WOR-TV expects to develop a study to use in future
programming.
Prizes from the skies • Ping pong balls,
dropped from a low-flying helicopter,
heralded the opening of WCGO Chicago Heights, 111. The table tennis balls
were redeemed for prizes and cash discounts from local merchants. To promote its slogan, "Serving the heart of
industrial America," the station also
102 (FANFARE)
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Captive audience
The Southern Baptist Radio &
Television Convention is roundof
audience"pro"captive
ing up a for
millions
its television
A 13-week "Televangelism"
projectgram.inaugurated
last year and
to be repeated the first quarter of
1960, is directed this time specifically to teenagers.
To implement the Televangelism promotion, viewers of some
200 stations are being asked by
the church to hold viewing parties for youngsters in their homes,
holding informal discussions of
the programs at conclusion. The
convention's half hour film program iscarried weekly year-round
on a public service basis by stations across the country. Starting
next year the show name changes
from This is the Answer to The
Answer and the format switches
to emphasis on juvenile problems.
Production is being stepped up,
with a budget for 1960 of more
than $1.5 million. This covers
separate prints furnished each
station carrying the program, giving roughly simultaneous showing
of each episode. Answer is scheduled by most outlets on Sunday.
It has been on the air since 1956.
Lost

audience

A tv station manager usually
can count any outside audience
promotion among his blessings,
but that planned by the Southern
ConBaptist Radio
vention ismixed& atTelevision
best. For The
Answer, carried in public-service
time by some 200 stations, the
church is asking members to
stage viewing parties. The promotion aspect calculated to strain
a broadcaster's charity: the convention suggests the host turn the
set off for post-show discussions.
distributed thousands of heart shaped
balloons.

S. R. will shine • "Yes Detroit, there
Rock." Detroiterst who
is a Slippery shown
amusemen and
had always
doubt when informed of the latest football fates and fortunes of Slippery Rock
College had all doubt, at least, removed
recently when WQTE Detroit broadcast
a play-by-play of the S.R.-Carnegie
Tech of Pittsburgh football game.
WQTE arranged a pre-game football
rally to promote the event. It was attended by several Detroit area alumni
of
ol'
Slippery
Rock. (Slippery Rock
vania.)
College is located in western PennsylBROADCASTING, October 5, 1959

TV
THE

NETWORK

SHOWSHEET

PROGRAMS,

THE SCHEDULES,
THE SPONSORS
Published first issue in each quarter
CBS-TV
5-5:30
The
Last
Word,
sust., L; starts Fibrocrafters, Burlington Mills, Hickok
Networks are listed alphabetically
Mfg., J. R. Clarke, Insurance Co. of North
11/1, Conquest, sust., L. 5:30-6 G. E. College
with the following information: time, Bowl, General Electric, F.
America,
8- 9 a.m. Mennan, Knapp-Monarch, L.
NBC-TV
5-5:30
Golf,
cont.;
5:30-6
No
network
service.
program title in italics, followed by
ABC-TV 8-9 No network service.
sponsors or type of sponsorship. AbSUNDAY EVENING
CBS-TV 8-8:15 CBS News, sust., L.; 8:15-9
Captain
Kangaroo,
Part., L.
breviations: sust., sustaining; part., par- 6- 7:30 p.m.
NBC-TV 8-9
Today, cont.
9- 10 a.m.
ticipating; alt., alternate sponsor; co-op,
ABC-TV
No
network
service;
7-7:30
Colt
.45,
cooperative local sponsorships. F, film; Nestle, Derby, F.
ABC-TV 9-10 No network service.
CBS-TV 6-6:30 Small World, Olin Mathieson,
CBS-TV
network
L. live. All times are NYT.
F; 6:30-7 Twentieth Century, Prudential
NBC-TV 9-10
9-10 No
Today,
cont. service.
Life, F; 7-7:30 Lassie, Campbell Soup, F.
10- 11 a.m.
NBC-TV 6-6:30 Meet the Press, sust., L; 6:30SUNDAY MORNING
7 Saber of London, Sterling Drug, F; 7- ABC-TV 10-11 No network service.
7:30 Riverboat, Corn Products, F.
10-11 a.m.
CBS-TV
10-10:30Bride,
On the
11 December
sust.,Go,F. sust., L; 10:307:30-8 p.m.
ABC-TV 10-11 No network service.
NBC-TV
10-10:30
Dough
Re Mi, Nabisco, Consust.
CBS-TV 10-10:30 Lamp Unto My Feet,
ABC-TV 7:30-8 Maverick, Kaiser, Drackett, F. goleum-Nairn, L; 10:30-11
Hunt,
10:30-11
Look
Up
and
Live,
sust.
CBS-TV
7:30-8
Dennis
the
Menace,
Kellogg,
Ponds,
Kleinert,
Gold
Seal, Treasure
Nabisco, SuppNBC-TV 10-11 No network service.
alt. wks.
-Noor
Hose,
Alberto-Culver,
Heinz,
P&G,
Frigid-Noor
NBC-TV 7:30-8 Riverboat, cont.
11 a. m
aire,
Drug, Gen. Mills, Whitehall,
11 Sterling
8- 9 p.m.
Lever,
L.
ABC-TV 11-12 No network service.
CBS-TV 11-11:30 U.N. in Action, sust., L; ABC-TV 8-8:30 Maverick, cont; 8:30-9 Law11:30-11:55 Camera Three, sust. L; 11:55-12
man, Reynolds Tobacco, Whitehall, F.
ABC-TV 11-12 No network service.
CBS-TV
News,No sust.,
L. service.
CBS-TVman8-9Kodak,
Ed L.Sullivan Show, Colgate, EastCBS-TV 11-11:30 I Love Lucy, Lever, Gerber
NBC-TV 11-12
network
U. S. Steel, Menthol, Vick, Gen. Mills, KoNBC-TV 8-9 Sunday Showcase, part., L.
dak, strong,
Scott; Colgate,
11:30-12
SUNDAY AFTERNOON
9- 10 p.m.
L. Top Dollar, Vick, ArmNBC-TV
11-11:30
The
Price Is Right, AlbertoABC-TV 9-9:30 The Rebel, Procter & Gamble,
Noon-1 p.m.
Culver, Ponds, Corn Products, Frigidaire,
Liggett
& Myers, F; 9:30-10 The Alaskans,
ABC-TV
12-12:30
Bishop
Pike,
sust.,
L;
12:30sust.,
F.
Gen.
Mills,
Nabisco,
Lever, Miles Labs
1 Johns Hopkins File, sust., L.
Brands, Sunshine, Sterling Drug
CBS-TV 9-9:30 GE Theater, Gen. Electric, F; Standard
CBS-TV
12-12:30
No
network
service;
12:30Whitehall, Heinz, L; 11:30-12 Concentration,
9:30-10 Alfred Hitchcock, Bristol-Myers, F
1 Face The Nation, sust., L.
Lever, Miles, Nabisco, Whitehall, Bauer &
NBC-TV 9-10 Chevy Show, Chevrolet, L.
NBC-TV 12-1 No network service.
Black,son, L. Brillo, Nestle, Brown & William10- 11 p.m.
1- 2 p.m.
ABC-TV
The P.Alaskans,
ABC-TV 1-1:30 College News Conference,
11 World10-10:30
of Talent,
Lorillard,cont.;
F. 10-30MONDAY-FRIDAY AFTERNOON,
sust., L; 1:30-2 No network service.
CBS-TV 10-10:30 Jack Benny Show, alt. with
CBS-TV 1-2 No network service.
EARLY EVENING AND LATE NIGHT
George
Gobel
Show,
Lever;
10:30-11
What's
NBC-TV 1-2 No network service.
Noon-1 p.m.
My Line, Kellogg, Sunbeam, L.
NBC-TV 10-10:30 Loretta Young Show, Toni,
2- 3 p.m.
ABC-TV 12-12:30 Restless Gun, part., F; 12 30-1
Philip
ABC-TV 2-3 No network service.
ice. Morris, F; 10:30-11 No network servBob, part., L.
Love That
CBS-TV 2 Conclusion Football, Part., L.
CBS-TV
12-12:30 Love of Life, American
11- 11:15 p.m.
NBC-TV 2 Conclusion Pro Basketball (various
Home
Products,
Lever, Gen. Mills, Nabisco,
times), Bayuk, Gen. Mills, L.
ABC-TV 11-11:15 No network service.
Quaker Oats, L; 12:30-12:45 Search for To3- 4 p.m.
CBS-TVhall, alt.11:15
Sunday
News
Special,
Whitewith Carter, L.
ABC-TV
3-3:30 service.
Open Hearing, sust., L; 3:30-4
NBC-TV 12-12:30
Tic Tac Dough,
NBC-TV 11-11:15 No network service.
AlbertoNo network
P&G' L:
P&G°l'
Culver, Ponds,
Gen.12:45-1
Mills,Guidin9
Heinz, ^9ht,
P&G
CBS-TV 3-4 Football, cont.
MONDAY-FRIDAY
MORNING
NBC-TV 3-4 Basketball, cont.
Standard Brands, Brown & Williamson'
78
a.m.
Borden'
GoldBe Seal,
Ben-Gay,
Sunshine, 12:30-1
4- 5 p.m.
You, AlbertoCould
It Brillo,
Miles,
Culver,L; Armour,
Corn Products
ABC-TV 7-8 No network service.
ABC-TV 4-5 No network service.
CBS-TV 7-8 No network service.
CBS-TV 4-5 No network service.
Standard Brands, Whitehall'
Miles, P&G,
NBC-TV Basketball, cont.; 4:30-5 World
NBC-TV 7-8 Today, Drug Research Corp., Nestle,
1-2 p.m.Ben-Gay, Ponds, Nabisco, L.
E. I. du Pont de Nemours, Grove Labs, Rock
Championship Golf, A.S.R. Products, Bayuk.
of Ages, Stokely
Van National
Camp, Sterling
1-1:30service.
5- 6 p.m.
Music Bingo, part., L; 1 30-2
versmiths of America,
Presto SilIn- ABC-TV
No network
dustries, Palm Beach Co., Amity Leather
ABC-TV 5-5:30 Paul Winchell Show, Hartz
CBS-TV
1-1:30 No network service; 130-2
Products, Arvida Corp., Barclay Mfg. Corp., As the World
Mountain Products, General Mills, L; 5:30-6
Turns, Carnation, P&G, PillsLone Ranger, Gen. Mills, Cracker Jack.
Beltone, Berkshire Mills, Bissell, Burgess
THE SPECIALS ON NETWORK TELEVISION IN OCTOBER
Nov. 9: 11 a.m. -Noon
ABC-TV
Woman, Dow.
Nov. 9: 9:30-11 p.m.
Oct.
19: 9:30-10:30
p.m. Time.
Frank
Sinatra, U.S.
Show of the Month, duPont.
Nov. 25: 10-11 p.m.
Nov. 11: 10-11 p.m.
CBS
"Golden
Nov.
29: 5-6Circle,"
p.m. John Oster Mfg. Co.
rich. Reports, Bell & Howell, Good"Peter ing and
the
Wolf,"
Minnesoto
MinNov.
19: 9:30-11 p.m.
& Mfg. Co.
Buick
Motors. Electra Playhouse, General
CBS-TV
Nov. 22: 4:30-5:30 p.m.
Leonard Bernstein and N.Y. PhilharOct. 8: 9:30-11 p.m.
monic, Ford.
The Big Party, Revlon.
Oct. 9: 9-10 p.m.
NBC-TV
"Red
Skelton Chevy Show," General
Motors.
Oct. 8: 8-9 p.m.
Oct.
14:
8:30-10
p.m.
Show of the Month, duPont.
Bob Hope Show, Buick.
Oct. 17: 9-10 p.m.
Oct.
8:30-9:30 p.m.
Bell9: Telephone
Hour, AT&T.
"Ballad
of Louie
Oct.
21: 10-11
p.m. the Louse," Carling.
Oct.
11:
8-9 p.m.
"Holiday
on
Wheels,"
U.S.
Steel.
Milton Berle Show, Zerex, WarnerOct. 22: 9:30-11 p.m.
Lambert.
The Big Party, Revlon.
Oct.
25:
4:30-5:30
p.m.
Oct.
16: 10-11 p.m.
Leonard Bernstein and N.Y. Philhar"Victor Borge," Pontiac.
monic, Ford.
Oct. 18: 10-11 p.m.
Oct. 27: 8:30-10 p.m.
'Rexall Special," Rexall.
"Special
General Mills,
Oct.
18:American
8-9 p.m. Heritage, Equitable.
Westclox. Tonight,"
Our
Oct. 27: 10-11 p.m.
Oct.
23:
8:30-9:30
CBS Reports, Goodrich, Bell & Howell.
Bell Telephone p.m.
Hour, AT&T.
Nov. 5: 9:30-11 p.m.
Oct. 25: 8-9 p.m.
The Big Party, Revlon.
Sunday Showcase, RCA.
Nov. 7: 7:30-8:30 p.m.
Oct.
26: 9:30-11
"Jack
rus. Benny Hour," Greyhound, BenHallmark
Hall p.m.
of Fame, Hallmark.
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& NOVEMBER
Oct. 30: 8-9:30 p.m.
'The
and Sixpence," RCA y2.
Nov. 1: Moon
8-9 p.m.
Milton
Berle
Show, Zerex, WarnerLambert.
Nov. 4: 9-10 p.m.
"Another
Chrysler. Evening with Fred Astaire "
Nov. 6: 8:30-9:30 p.m.
Bell Telephone Hour, AT&T.
Nov. 8: 8-9 p.m.
Sunday Showcase, RCA.
Nov. 9: 8:30-9:30 p.m.
Bob Hope Show, Buick.
Nov. 11: 10-11 p.m.
"Variety Show," Timex.
Nov. 13: 8:30-10 p.m.
Art Carney, AC Spark Plugs & United
Motors Service divisions of General
Motors.
Nov.
15: 7:30-9 p.m.
Hallmar
k Hall of Fame, Hallmark
Nov.
8:30-9:30 p.m.
Bell20:Telepho
ne Hour, AT&T
Nov.
21:
p.m.
"Pontiac8:30-9:30
Show," Pontiac.
Nov. 22: 8-9 p.m.
Our American Heritage, Equitable
Nov. 26: 11 a.m. -Noon
"^cy,'sm
Ideal Toys,
Lionel ngTrains.
Thanksgivi
Day Parade,"
Nov. 27: 8:30-9:30 p.m.
"Miracl on 34th Street," Westclox.
Nov. 29: e8-9:30
p.m.
"Naras Record Awards," Swiss Watch.
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bury, Sterling Drug, Nabisco, Quaker Oats,
Gen. Mills, Menthol, L.
NBC-TV 1-2 No network service.
2- 3 p.m.
ABC-TVStorm
2-2:30Show,
Day inpart.,
Court,
Gale
F. part., L; 2:30-3
CBS-TV 2-2:30 For Better or Worse, Lever,
Vick, Scott and sust. segments, L; 2:30-3
Art Linkletter's Houseparty, Kellogg, Lever,
Pillsburg,nation, L. Staley, Chicken 0' the Sea, CarNBC-TV 2-2:30 Queen For a Day, Alberto-Culver, Congoleum,
Miles,
The Thin
Man, sust.,
F. Nabisco, L; 2:30-3
3- 4 p.m.
ABC-TV 3-3:30 Beat the Clock, part., L: 3:304 Who Do You Trust?, part., L.
CBS-TV 3-3:30 The Big Payoff, Colgate-PalmOatsAmerican
and sust.,Home
L; 3:30-4
The
Verdictolive,
Is Quaker
Yours,
Products,
Gen. Mills, Toni, Standard Brands, S. C.
Johnson, Carnation, Lever, Sterling Drug,
Scott, L.
NBC-TV 3-3:30 Young Dr. Malone, Supp-Hose,
Borden,
L; 3:30-4 From These Roots, sust.,
L.
4- 5 p.m.
ABC-TV 4-5 American Bandstand, part., L.
CBS-TV 4-4:15 The Brighter Day, P&G, L;
4:15-4:30 Secret Storm, American Home
Products, Gen. Mills, Scott, L; 4:30-5 Edge
of Night, P&G, Atlantis, Pet Milk, American Home Products, Miles, Pillsbury, Sterling Drug and sust., L.
NBC-TV 4-4:30 The House on High Street, Alberto-Culver, Kleinert, Sterling Drug, Whitehall, Ponds, L; 4:30-5 Split Personality,
Frigidaire, Gen. Mills, Heinz, Lever, Gold
Seal, Sterling Drug, L.
5- 6 p.m.
ABC-TV 5-5:30 American Bandstand, co-op,
L; 5:30-6 (Mon., Tues., Fri.) Rin Tin Tin,
part., F., (Wed.) My Friend Flicka, part.,
F, (Thurs.) Rocky and His Friends, participating, F.
CBS-TV 5-6 No network service.
NBC-TV 5-6 No network service.
6- 7:30 p.m.
ABC-TV 6-7:15 No network service; 7:15-7:30
News, sust., L.
CBS-TV 6-6:45 No network service; 6:45-7
News, (Mon. & Thurs), American Home

Products, (Tues.) Equitable, (Wed.) Prestone alt. with General Foods, (Fri.) Parliament, L; 7-7:15
No network
service;
7:157:30 News,
(Mon.
& Thurs.),
American
Home
Products,
(Tues.)
Equitable
alt.
(Wed.)
Prestone alt. with General Foods, (Fri.)
Parliament, L.
NBC-TV 6-6:45 No network service; 6:45-7
News; Texaco; 7-7:30 No network service.
11:15-1 a.m.
ABC-TV 11:15-1 a.m. No network service.
CBS-TV 11:15-1 a.m. No network service.
NBC-TV 11:15-1 Jack Paar Show, Alberto-CulMarietta (O 'Cedar),
Reardon
Paint ver,Co.,American
Polident,
Toothbrushes,
Block Green
Drug, Mint,
HagenPy-co-pay
Chem..
Adolph's Meat Tenderizer, Kraft, Admiral,
G.E., Burlington Mills, General Mills, Polaroid, Sandura, Stokely-Van Camp, Studebaker-Packard, Burgess Vibrocrafters,
Kayser-Roth, Realemon-Puritan, Manhattan
Shirts, MacGregor, J. March Slacks, Palm
Beach, Mennen, Wembley Inc., Rolfs Div.
of Amity Leather, W. F. Schrafft & Sons,
Dow Chem., L.
MONDAY EVENING
7:30-8 p.m.
ABC-TV 7:30-8 Cheyenne, part., F.
CBS-TV
7:30-8 Name
Home Products,
L. That Tune, American
NBC-TV
7:30-8
Richard
craft, Block Drug, F. Diamond, Pharma8- 9 p.m.
ABC-TV 8-8:30 Cheyenne, cont.; 8:30-9 Bourbon St. Beat, part., F.
CBS-TV 8-8:30 The Texan, Brown & Williamson, alt. with Pharmaceutical, F; 8:30-9
Father Knowns Best, Lever, Scott Paper, F.
NBC-TV 8-8:30 Love and Marriage, Noxzema,
F; 8:30-9
bacco, alt.Tales
with of
P&G,Wells
F. Fargo, Amer. To9- 10 p.m.
ABC-TV 9-9:30 Bourbon St. Beat, cont.; 9:3010 Adventures In Paradise, part., F.
CBS-TV 9-9:30 Danny Thomas, Gen. Foods,
F; 9:30-10 Ann Sothern Show, Gen. Foods, F.
NBC-TV 9-9:30 Peter Gunn, Bristol-Myers,
R.J.
Reynolds,
Alcoa/Goodyear
Theatre,
Alcoa F;
alt. 9:30-10
with Goodyear,
F.
10- 11 p.m.
ABC-TV 10-10:30 Adventures in Paradise,

;!S|

■
Mm
lifli

It works like a charm to say presto— the first name in instantaneous recording
discs. Only presto makes the famous presto master, the ultimate in flawless,
fleck-less disc-recording surfaces. Only presto, alone among all manufacturers,
handles every intricate step in the manufacture of its discs. Why use a disc that
isn't PRESTO-perfect ?
bogen-pRESTO CO., Paramus, New Jersey. A Division of The Siegler Corporation.
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Since 1934 the tcorld's most carefully made recording discs and equipment,
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cont.; 10:30-11 Man With a Camera, General
Electric.
CBS-TV 10-10:30 Hennessy, P. Lorillard, alt.
with
duPont,Gen.L. Foods, F; 10:30-11 June Allyson,
NBC-TV 10-11 Steve Allen, Plymouth. L.
TUESDAY EVENING
7:30-8 p.m.
ABC-TV 7:30-8 Bronco, alt. with Sugarfoot,
J&J, Harold F. Ritchie, American Chicle,
R.J. Reynolds, F.
CBS-TV 7:30-8 Stars in Action, sust., F.
NBC-TV 7:30-8 Laramie, L&M, Warner-Lambert, Ansco Camera, P&G, Bristol-Myers,
8-Sunshine
9 p.m. Biscuit, F.
ABC-TV 8-8:30 Bronco or Sug-arfoot, cont.;
8:30-9 Wyatt Earp, Gen. Mills, P&G, F.
CBS-TV 8-8:30 Dennis O'Keefe Show, Oldsmobile,
8:30-9 Dobie
alt.
with L;Pillsbury,
L. Gillis, Philip Morris,
NBC-TV 8-8:30 Laramie, cont.; 8:30-9 Fibber
McGee
Brands, &F. Molly, Singer alt. with Standard
9- 10 p.m.
ABC-TV 9-9:30 Rifleman, Miles Labs. Ralston
Purina,
F; 9:30-10
Philip Labs.
Marlowe,
Brown &P&G,
Williamson,
Whitehall
F.
CBS-TV 9-9:30 Tightrope, Pharmaceutical, L;
9:30-10 Red Skelton, S.C. Johnson, Pet Milk,
NBC-TV 9-9:30 Arthur Murray Party, P. Lorillard alt. with Sterling. L; 9:30-10 Ford
Specials,
Ford, T.
F.10- 11 p.m.
ABC-TV 10-10:30 Alcoa Presents, Aluminum
Co.
of America,
Mutual
of Omaha.F.;L. 10:30-11 Keep Talking,
CBS-TV 10-11 Garry Moore Show, Kellogg.
S.C. Johnson, Polaroid, Pittsburgh Plate
NBC-TV
10-10:30service.
Ford Specials, cont.; 10:30-11
No
network
WEDNESDAY EVENING
7:30-8 p.m.
ABC-TV 7:30-3 T.B.A.
CBS-TV 7:30-8 The Lineup, Peter Paul. Vick,
Manhattan Shirt, L.
NBC-TV 7:30-8 Wagon Train, Ford. National
Biscuit, R.J. Reynolds, F.
8- 9 p.m.
ABC-TV 8-8:30 Hobby Lobby, Mogen David
Wine, L; 8:30-9 Ozzie & Harriet, Eastman
Kodak, Quaker Oats, F.
CBS-TV 8-8:30 The Lineup, cont.; 8:30-9 Men
Into Space, Amer. Tobacco, F.
NBC-TV 8-8:30 Wagon Train, cont.; 8:30-9
The Price is Right, Lever, Speidel, L.
9- 10 p.m.
ABC-TV 9-10 Hawaiian Eye, Carter, Whitehall, Ritchie, American Chicle, F.
CBS-TV 9-9:30 The Millionaire, Colgate, F;
9:30-10
R.J. Reynolds,
NBC-TV I've
9-10 Got
Perrya Secret,
Como Show,
Kraft, L. L.
10- 11 p.m.
ABC-TV 10-10:45 Wednesday Night Fights,
Miles
& Williamson, L; 10:4511 No Labs,
networkBrown
service.
CBS-TV 10-11 U.S. Steel Hour, U.S. Steel alt.
with Armstrong Circle Theatre, Armstrong
Cork, L.
NBC-TV 10-10:30 This Is Your Life, P&G, F;
10:30-11 Wichita Town, P&G. T.
THURSDAY EVENING
7:30-8 p.m.
ABC-TV
7:30-8 Gale Storm, Warner-Lambert,
F.
CBS-TV 7:30-8 To Tell The Truth, Carter.
Toni, F.
NBC-TV 7:30-8 Tales of the Plainsmari, Ansco
Camera, Sunshine Biscuits, Renault, F.
8- 9 p.m.
F.
ABC-TV 8-8:30 Doima Reed Show, Campbell
Soup Co., F; 8:30-9 The Real McCoys, P&G,
CBS-TV 8-8:30 Betty Hutton, Gen. Foods. F;
8:30-9
Johnny F.Ringo. S.C. Johnson alt. with
P. Lorillard,
NBC-TV 8-8:30 Bat Masterson, Sealtest. F;
8:30-9 Johnny Staccato, R.J. Reynolds alt.
with Bristol-Myers, F.
9- 10 p.m.
ABC-TV 9-9:30 Pat Boone Show, Chevrolet,
L;
9:30-10
The Carnation,
Untouchables,
L&M, F. Armour,
Lewis
Howe,
Anahist,
CBS-TV 9-9:30 Zane Grey Theatre, S.C. Johnson, Gen. Foods, F; 9:30-10 Playhouse 90,
American Gas Assn., Kimberly-Clark, R.J.
Reynolds, All State Insurance, L.
NBC-TV 9-9:30 Bachelor Father, Amer. ToBROADCASTING, October 5, 1959

bacco,
alt. with
Ford Show,
Ford, Whitehall. F: 9:30-10 The
10-11 p.m.
ABC-TV 10-10:30 The Untouchables, cont.:
10:30-11 Take A Good Look, Consolidated
Cigars, F.
CBS-TV 10-il Playhouse 90, cont.
NBC-TV 10-10:30 You Bet Your Life, Lever
alt. with Pharmaceutical, F; 10:30-11 The
Lawless Years, Alberto-Culver. F.
FRIDAY EVENING
7:30-8 p.m.
BC-TV 7:30-8 Walt Disney Preseyits, Mars,
Mills Bros., Canada, Derby, F.
CBS-TV
7:30-8 Peter
Rawhide,
Lever,
H.C. Moores,
Paul,Parliament.
L.
NBC-TV hound,
7:30-8Bulova,People
Are
Funny.
GreyF.
8- 9 p.m.
ABC-TV 8-8:30 Walt Disney Presents, cont.;
8:30-9 Man From Black Hawk, Miles. R.J.
Reynolds, F.
CBS-TV 8-8:30 Rawhide, cont.; 8:30-9 Hotel
de Paree, Kellogg, Liggett & Myers. L.
NBC-TV 8-8:30 Troubleshooters, Philip Morris, F; s8:30-9
Specials (see page 103 for sponors), L.
9- 10 p.m.
ABC-TV 9-10 77 Sunset Strip, American
Chicle, Whitehall, Ritchie. R.J. Revnolds,
Carter Products, F.
CBS-TV
9-10 Desilu Playhouse, Westinghouse.
F.
NBC-TV 9-9:30 Specials, cont.: 9:30-10 MSquad, Amer. Tobacco, Sterling, F.
10- 11 p.m.
ABC-TV
P&G, F;10-10:30
10:30-11Robert
Black Taylor's
Saddle. Detectives,
L&M. Alberto-Culver, F.
CBS-TV 10-10:30 Twilight Zone. KimberlvClark. F; 10:30-11 Person to Person, Phar'"l"'1 3. C S Lit IC □ I S X
NBC-TV
Bayuk, 10-11
L. Cavalcade of Sports. Gillette.
SATURDAY MORNING
10-11 a.m.
ABC-TV 10-11 No network service.
CBS-TV 10-10:30 Heckle & Jeckle. Gen. Mills.
F; 10:30-11 Mighty Mouse, Gen. Foods alt.
with Colgate-Palmolive, F.
NBC-TV 10-10:30 Howdy Doody. Continental
Baking, Gen.
\'2 weekly.
10:30-11
and
Reddy,
Foods alt.L; with
Mars Ruff
Inc. and
Borden, F.
11 a.m.-Noon
ABC-TV 11-12 No network service.
CBS-TV 11-11:30 I Love Lucy, sust., F; 11:3012 Lone Ranger, sust., F.
NBC-TV 11-11:30 Fury, Gen. Foods alt. with
Borden,
11:30-12
alt. with F;sust.,
F. Circus Boy, Mars Inc.,

f he
Ask
WDBJ

best

fs
v^an *bo ge
is one of the

buys

television

9tQ

in
. • •

anywhere/

_ WDBJ
ties . . . -TV
where covers
there 53
are counover
400,000 television homes,
$2 billion in retail sales. You
can buy into this rich market
economically and effectively,
for WDBJ-TV furnishes highly
rated shows at comparatively
low cost to you.
For example, TOP O' THE
MORNIN' (music, news,
weather, fun) most popular
early morning viewing in the
ASK

YOUR

PGW

SATURDAY AFTERNOON
Noon-1 p.m.
ABC-TV 12-12:30 Lunch with Soupy Sales
Gen. Foods, L; 12:30-1 No network service.
12-12:30 Sky
King, Nabisco. L: 12:301CBS-TV
Xo network
service.
NBC-TV 12-12:30 True Story, Sterling Drug
% F; F.12:30-1 Detective's Diary. Sterling
Drug,
1- 2 p.m.
ABC-TV 1-2 No network service.
CBS-TV
1-1:30 service.
Saturday News. sust.. L: 1:30-2
No network
NBC-TV 1-conclusion NCAA Football (various times), Schick Safetv Razor. CluettPeabody, Esso Standard Oil, Humble Oil
Standard
Bayuk, L. Oil of Indiana. Gen. Petroleum.
2- 7:30 p.m.
ABC-TV 2-7:30 No network service
CBS-TV 2-conclusion Football, part., L- 5 30-6
Robin
service. Hood, sust., F; 6-7:30 No network
NBC-TV Football, cont., no network service
after football until 7:30.
SATURDAY EVENING
7:30-8 p.m.
ABC-TVSavers,
7:30-8 L.Dick Clark Show, Beech-Nut
Life
CBS-TV 7:30-8 Perry Mason, Colgate. Gulf
Hamm, Philip Morris, Sterling Drug F
NBC-TV 7:30-8 Bonanza, RCA, L&M F
8-9 p.m.
ABC-TV
8-8:30 John Gunther's High Road,
Ralston:
Leave It To Beaver. Ralston
Anahist. 8:30-9
F.
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Send to home address — —

COLONEL

area, delivers viewers for only
74 cents per M on a 5 Plan; 58
cents per M on a 10 Plan.* A
powerful "live" boost for your
product; powerful, salesproducing merchandising
support provided, too!
It will pay you to take a
closer look at TOP O' THE
MORNIN' and other "best
buys" offered by WDBJ-TV.
•all cpms based on March, 1959 NSI
FOR

CURRENT

AVAILABILITIES

Maximum Power • Maximum Height
ROANOKE, VIRGINIA
f£

BROADCASTING
THE BUSINESSWEEKLY OF TELEVISION AN O RADIO
DeSales St., N. W. Washington
6, D. C.

SUBSCRIPTION
ORDER
Please start my subscription immediately for—
□ 52 weekly issues of BROADCASTING S 7.00
Q 52 weekly issues and Yearbook Number 11.00
j Payment attached

□ Please Bill
title/ position

company name
city
addr

zone

CBS-TV 8-8:30 Perry Mason, cont., F; 8:30-9
Wanted — Dead or Alive, Brown & Williamson, alt. with Kimberly-Clarke, F.
NBC-TV 8-8:30 Bonanza, cont.; 8:30-9 Man
and the Challenge, Chemstrand alt. with
R.J. Reynolds, F.
9-10 p.m.
ABC-TV
9-10 Dodge Dancing Party, Dodge,
L.
CBS-TV 9-9:30 Brenner, Lever, F; 9:30-10
Have Gun, Will Travel, Lever, Whitehall, F.
NBC-TV 9-9:30 The Deputy, Kellogg alt. with
sust., F; 9:30-10 Five Fingers, Warner-Lam-

bert, duPont, Midas Mufflers, P&G, Sterling,
Helene
Curtis, Bristol Myers, Corning Glass,
F.
10-11 p.m.
ABC-TV 10-11 Jubilee USA, Massey-Ferguson, Williamson -Dickie, Natl Carbon, Polk
Miller, L.
CBS-TV 10-10:30 Gunsmoke, Liggett & Myers,
Remington
Schlitz,
F. Rand, F; 10:30-11 Markham,
NBC-TV 10-10:30 Five Fingers, cont.; 10:30-11
It Could Be You, Pharmaceuticals, L.

NETWORK
RADIO
SUNDAY MORNING
7- 8 a.m.
ABC 7-8 No network service.
CBS 7-8 No network service.
MBS
7:05-7:30
America's
Top 7-7:05
Tunes, News,
co-op;co-op;
7:30-7:35
News,
sust.;
7:35-8
America's
Top
Tunes,
co-op.
NBC 7-8 No network service.
8- 9 a.m.
ABC 8-8:30 Radio Bible Class, Radio Bible
Class; 8:30-9 Wings of Healing, Dr. Thomas
Wyatt.
CBS 8-8:15 World News Roundup, co-op;
8:15-9 No network service.
MBS 8-8:05 News, co-op; 8:05-8:30 America's
Top Tunes, co-op; 8:30-8:35 News, Chevro8:35-9 America's
Top Tunes,
co-op.Great
NBC let;8-8:05
News, sust.;
8:05-8:15
Choirs of America, sust.; 8:15-8:30 Faith
in Action, sust.; 8:30-9 Bible Study Hour,
Evangelical Foundation.
9- 10 a.m.
ABC 9-9:30 Oral Roberts, Oral Roberts Evangelistic Assn.; 9:30-10 Voice of Prophecy,
Voice of Prophecy Inc.
CBS 9-9:05 CBS News, co-op; 9:05-9:15 No
network service; 9:15-9:30 Entertainment
USA, sust.; 9:30-10 No network service.
MBS 9-9:30 Wings of Healing, Wings of Healing; formed
9:30-10Church.
Back To God, Christian ReNBC 9-9:05 News, sust.; 9:05-9:15 World
News Roundup, co-op; 9:15-9:30 Art of
Living, sust.; 9:30-10 Voice of Prophecy,
Voice of Prophecy Inc., split network with
Bibie Study Hour, Evangelical Foundation,
on remainder of network.
10- 11 a.m.
ABC 10-10:05 Weekend News, sust.; 10:0510:30 Message of Israel, sust.; 10:30-10:55
Negroend College
News, sust. Choirs, sust.; 10:55-11 WeekCBS
10-10:05
News, Chevrolet; 10:05-11
No network CBS
service.
MBS 10-10:30 Radio Bible Class, Radio Bible
Class; 10:30-11 Voice of Prophecy, Voice of
Prophecy Inc.
NBC 10-10:05 Neios, sust.; 10:05-10:30 National Radio Pulpit, sust.; 10:30-11 Monitor,
part. (10:30-11 split network with Voice of
Prophecy on portion of network and Bible
Study Hour on remainder).
11 a.m.-Noon
ABC 11-11:30 No network service; 11:3011:55 Christian
sust.; 11:55-12
Weekend
News, InR.J.Action,
Reynolds.
CBS 11-11:05 CBS News, Chevrolet; 11:0511:30 No network service; 11:30-12 Salt Lake
City Tabernacle Choir, sust.
MBS 11-11:15 Frank and Ernest, Dawn Bible
Students
Association;
11:15-11:30 How
Christian Science Heals, First Church of
Christ, Scientist; 11:30-11:35 News, Gen.
Motors for Chevrolet and part.; 11:35-12
America's Top Tunes, co-op.
NBC 11-12
(11:30-12
split net-of
work withMonitor,
Voice of part.
Prophecy
on portion
network and Bible Study on remainder).

SHOWSHEET
1- 2 p.m.
ABC 1-1:15 Voice of NAM; 1:15-1:30 As We
See It, sust.; 1:30-1:55 Pilgrimage, sust.;
1:55-2 Weekend News, R.J. Reynolds.
CBS 1-1:05 CBS News, co-op; 1:05-1:30 No
network service; 1 :30-conclusion (Oct. 4)
Football — N.Y. Giants vs. Phila. Eagles,
P. Ballantine & Sons, General Cigars.
MBS 1-1:30 Hour of Decision, Billy Graham
Evangelical Assoc.; 1:30-2 Lutheran Hour,
Lutheran Laymen's League.
NBC 1-1:30 Monitor, part.; 1:30-2 The Lutheran Hour, Lutheran
Laymen's League
(split tainnetwork
stations) . with Eternal Light on cer2- 3 p.m.
NBC 2-2:25 Moods in Melody, sust.; 2:252:30 Weekend News, sust.; 2:30-3 Herald
of Truth, Highland Church of Christ.
CBS 2-2:05 CBS News, Chevrolet; 2-conclusion
(Oct. Browns,
11) Football
— N.Y. Giants
vs.
Cleveland
P. Ballantine
& Sons,
General Cigars; (Oct. 18) N.Y. Giants vs.
Phila. Eagles, P. Ballantine & Sons, General
Cigars; 2:05-2:30 Treasury of Stars, sust.;
2:30-3 No network service.
MBS
2-2:30 America's
Top 11,
Tunes,
2- conclusion
(Sept. 27, Oct.
18, 25,co-op;
Nov.
1, 8, ball
15, Game,
22, National
Nov. 29) Brewing
BaltimoreCo.Colts
O/2 Footsponsorship); 2:30-3 News, Chevrolet.
NBC olic
2-2:30
Monitor, part.; 2:30-3 The CathHour, sust.
3- 4 p.m.
ABC 3-3:05 Weekend News, R.J. Reynolds;
3:05-3:10 Speaking of Sports, sust.; 3:103:30 Sammy Kaye Seranade, sust.; 3:30-4
Hour of Decision, Billy Graham Evangelistic
Assn.
CBS 3-3:05 CBS News, Chevrolet; 3:05-3:10
News
service. Analysis, sust.; 3:10-4 No network
MBS 3-3:30 News, co-op; 3:30-4 News, sust.
NBC 3-4 Monitor, part.
4- 5 p.m.
ABC 4-4:30 Old-Fashioned Revival Hour,
Gospel Broadcasting Co.; 4:30-5 Radio Bible
Class, Radio Bible Class.
CBS 4-4:05
CBS News, co-op; 4:05-5 No network service.
MBS 4-4:30 News, co-op; 4:30-4:35 News,
Chevrolet
and part.; 4:35-5 America's Top
Tunes, co-op.
NBC 4-5 Monitor, part.
5- 6 p.m.
ABC 5-5:30 Dr. Bob Pierce, World Vision
Inc.; 5:30-6 No network service.
CBS 5-5:05 CBS News, Chevrolet; 5:05-5:30
Yours Truly, Johnny Dollar, part.; 5:305:55 Suspense, part.; 5:55-6 News Analysis,

SUNDAY AFTERNOON
Noon-1 p.m.
ABC 12-12:30 No network service; 12:3012:45 Frank and Ernest, Dawn Bible Students Assoc.; 12:45-12:55 Sunday Melodies,
sust.; 12:55-1 Weekend News, sust.
CBS 12-12:05 CBS News, co-op; 12:05-12:15
Report From Europe, sust.; 12:15-12:30 Howard K. Smith, sust.; 12:30-1 No network
service.
MBS 12-12:05 News, co-op; 12:05-12:30 America's Top Tunes, co-op; 12:30-12:35 News,
Gabriel Heatter, sust.; 12:35-12:45 America's
Top Tunes, co-op; 12:45-1 How Christian
Science
entist. Heals, First Church of Christ, SciNBC 12-12:30 Monitor, part.; 12:30-1 The
Eternal Light, sust. (split network with
Voice of Prophecy on certain stations).
106 (NETWORK SHOWSHEETS)

MBS 5-5:05 co-op;
News, co-op;
Roundup,
5:30-5:355:05-5:30
Sports,Reporters'
Frankie
part.
Frisch,
Quaker State Oil Refining; 5:35-6
America's Top Tunes, co-op.
NBC 5-6 Monitor, part.
SUNDAY EVENING
6-7 p.m.
ABC 6-6:15 Monday Morning Headlines, sust.;
6:15-6:30 Erwin Canham News, sust.; 6:306:45 Virgil Pinkley News, sust.; 6:45-7
Georgre Sokolsky, sust.
CBS 6-6:05 CBS News, Chevrolet; 6:05-6:30
Have Gun, Will Travel, part.; 6:30-7 Gunsmoke, part.
MBS 6-6:15 Walter Winchell, Bankers Life &
Casualty
Co.;6:30-6:35
6:15-6:30
Top
Tunes, co-op;
News,America's
General Motorslandand Church
part.;of6:35-7
Herald
of
Truth.
HighChrist.
NBC 6-6:15
Monitor,
part.; Mutual
6:15-6:30of Omaha;
On The
Line
With Bob
Considine,
6:30-6:32 Monitor, part.; 6:32-7 Meet the
Press, sust.

7- 8 p.m.
ABC 7-7:05 Speaking of Sports, sust.; 7:057:15 White House Report, sust.; 7:15-7:30
Overseas Assignment, sust.; 7:30-7:35 Weekend
7:35-7:55
network
service;News,
7:55-8 sust.;
Weekend
News,No R.J.
Reynolds.
CBS 7-7:05 CBS News, Chevrolet; 7:05-7:10
News Analysis, part.; 7:10-7:55 Mitch Miller
Show, part.; 7:55-8 News Analysis, part.
MBS 7-7:30 Wings of Healing, Wings of Healing; 7:30-7:35 News, Chevrolet and part.;
7:35-8
co-op.
NBC 7-8Reporters'
Monitor, Roundup,
part.
8- 9 p.m.
ABC 8-8:30 No network service; 8:30-8:35
Speakingsust.;
of Sports,
8:35-8:55News,
Freedom
Sings,
8:55-9 sust.;
Weekend
R.J.
Reynolds.
CBS 8-8:15 World Tonight, co-op; 8:15-9 No
network service.
MBS 8-8:30 Hour of Decision, Billy Graham
Evangelical Assoc.; 8:30-9 Lutheran Hour,
Lutheran
Laymen'spart.League.
NBC 8-9 Monitor,
9- 10 p.m.
ABC 9-9:05 Speaking of Sports, sust.; 9:059:30 Startime USA. sust.; 9:30-9:55 College
News
Conference,
News, R.J.
Reynolds.sust.; 9:55-10 Weekend
CBS 9-9:05 CBS News, co-op; 9:05-9:30 No
network service; 9:30-10 Face the Nation,
sust.
MBS 9-9:05 News, co-op; 9:05-9:30 Music
Beyond the Stars, co-op; 9:30-9:35 Sports
News Chevrolet; 9:35-10 UN News Around
the World.
NBC
9-10 Monitor, part.
10- 11 p.m.
ABC 10-10:30 No network service: 10:30-11
Revival Time, Assemblies of God.
CBS
10-10:05
CBS News, co-op; 10:05-11 No
network
service.
MBS 10-10:30 Marian Theatre, sust.; 10:3010:35 John John
T. Flynn,
America's
10:35-10:45
T. Flynn,
co-op; Future;
10:45-11
Music Beyond The Stars, co-op.
NBC 10-10:30 Hour of Decision, Billy Graham
Evangelistic Assn. (split network with Monitor, part., on remainder of network);
10:30-11 Back to God Hour, Christian Reformed Church.
11 p.m.-Midnight
ABC 11-11:05 Weekend News, R.J. Reynolds;
11:05-11:55 No network service: 11:55-12
Late News, sust.
CBS 11-12 No network service.
MBS 11-11:05 News, sust.; 11:05-11:30 Music
co-op.
Beyond
The Stars,
11:30-11:35
sust.; 11:35-12
Musicco-op;
Beyond
The News,
Stars,
NBC 11-12 Monitor, part.
MONDAY-FRIDAY MORNING
7- 8 a.m.
ABC 7-8 No network service.
CBS 7-8 No network service.
MBS
7:05-7:30
America's
Top 7-7:05
Tunes, News,
co-op; co-op;
7:30-7:35
Sportsreel
With
Bill Stern, Mercury and part.; 7:35-7:45 No
network
service; 7:45-8 America's Top
Tunes, co-op
NBC 7-8 No network service.
8- 9 a.m.
ABC 8-8:15 News Around the World, R.J.
Reynolds,
Pharmaceutical;
8:15-8:55
No
netservice;
Paul Co.
Harvey
— News,
Bankerswork Life
& 8:55-9
Casualty
of Chicago.
CBS 8-8:15 CBS Radio World News Roundup,
co-op; 8:15-9 No network service.
MBS
8:05-8:30
America's
Top 8-8:05
Tunes, News,
co-op; co-op;
8:30-8:35
Sportsreel
With
Bill Stern, Mercury, Camel, Sinclair; 8:358:45 No network service; 8:45-9 America's
Top
Tunes,
co-op. service.
NBC 8-9
No network
9- 10 a.m.
ABC 9-10 Breakfast Club, Kretschmer, KVP,
Magla Products, Staley, Ex-Lax. Rock of
Ages, Parker
American
Home Products, Scholl, Pen,
Grossett
& Dunlap,
Peter
Paul, Landers Frary & Clark Burgess
Archway,
Plantabbs,
Chicopee,
Dow
Chemical, Curtis Circulation, Bruce.
CBS
9-9:05
CBS part.
News, co-op; 9:05-10 Arthur
Godfrey Time,
MBS 9-9:15 Frank Edwards, co-op; 9:15-9:30
America's
Top Tunes,
co-op;Polish
9:30-9:35
News,
Arm
Hammer,
Esquire
and (Mon.,
Wed.) & part.
NBC
9-9:05 9:30-9:45
News, part.;
9:05-9:30
network
service;
World
NewsNo Roundup,
co-op; 9:45-10 No network service.
10- 11 a.m.
ABC 10-10:10 The Peter & Mary Show, StaBROADCASTING, October 5, 1959

ley; 10:10-10:25 No network service; 10:2510:30 Commentary, sust.; 10:30-10:55 No network service; 10:55-11 Late News, American Home, Ex-Lax, General Foods.
CBS 10-10:05 CBS News, part.; 10:05-10:30
House-party, part.; 10:30-10:40 Garry Moore
Show, part.; 10:40-11 Funny Side Up, part.
MBS 10-10:05 News, co-op; 10:05-10:30 AmerTop Tunes, and
co-op;
10:30-10:35
Arm &ica'sHammer
Sterling
Drug; News,
10:3510:40 Sportsreel with Bill Stern, sust.; 10:4011
Top Tunes, co-op.
NBCAmerica's
10-10:05
Story,
part. News, part.; 10:05-11 My True
11 a.m.-Noon
ABC 11-11:25 No network service; 11:2511:30 Commentary, sust.; 11:30-11:55 No network service; 11:55-12 Late News, sust.
CBS
11-11:05
CBS News, part.; 11:05-12 No
network
service.
MBS 11-11:05 News, co-op; 11:05-11:30 AmerTop Tunes, (Mon.,
co-op; Wed.,
11:30-11:35
Arm &ica's Hammer
Fri.), News,
part.;
11:35-12
America's
Top
Tunes,
co-op.
NBC dio
11-11:05
News,
part.;
11:05-12
NBC
RaTheatre, part.
MONDAY-FRIDAY

AFTERNOON

Noon-1 p.m.
ABC 12-12:15 Paul Harvey, co-op; 12:15-12-20
No network service; 12:20-12:55 No network
service; 12:55-1 Late News, sust.
CBS 12-12:05 CBS News, co-op; 12:05-12 30
No network service; 12-30-12:45 Helen
Trent, part.; 12:45-1 Couple Next Door,
part.
MBS 12-12:15 News & Farm Report — Claude
Mahoney, co-op; 12:15-12:30 America's Top
Tunes,
co-op; Arm
12:30-12:35
News,12:35-1
Sterling
Drug (Thurs.)
& Hammer;
No
network
service.
NBC 12-12:05
work service. News, part.; 12:05-1 No net1- 2 p.m.
ABC 1-1:55 No network service; 1:55-2 Late
News, Ex-Lax, Staley, General Foods.
CBS 1-1:05 CBS News, co-op; 1:05-1:15 Whispering Streets, part.; 1:15-1:30 Ma Perkins
part.; 1:30-1:45 Young Dr. Malone, part ■
1:45-2 Second Mrs. Burton, part.
MBS 1-1:15 Cedric Foster, co-op; 1 15-1 30
America's Top Tunes, co-op; 1:30-1 ;35 News
—Gabriel
Top
Tunes, Heatter,
co-op. sust.; 1:35-2 America's
NBC
1-1:05
News,
part.; 1:05-2 No network
service.
2- 3 p.m.
ABC 2-2:55
No Foods.
network service; 2:55-3 Late
General
News,
CBS 2-2:05 CBS News, part.; 2:05-2:15 Right
To Happiness, part.; 2:15-2:30 Pat Buttram,
Wrigley; 2:30-3 No network service.
News, co-op; 2:05-2:30 America's
MBS
Top 2-2:05
Tunes, co-op; 2:30-2:35 News, Arm &
Hammer; 2:35-3 America's Top Tunes, co-op
NBC 2-2:05
part. News, sust.; 2:05-3 It's Network
Time,
3- 4 p.m.
ABC 3-3:25 No network service; 3 25-3 30
ABC Commentary, sust.; 3:30-3:55 No netFoods. work service; 3:55-4 Late News, General
CBS 3-3:05
CBS News, part.; 3:05-4 No network service.
MBS 3-3:05 News, co-op; 3:05-3:30 America's
Top
Tunes, co-op; 3:30-4 News, sust.
NBC 3-3:05
Time,
part. News, sust.; 3:05-4 It's Network
4- 5 p.m.
ABC 4-4:10 Business Final, Belton; 4 10-4 -25
No network service; 4:25-4:30 Commentary
sust.; News,
4:30-4:55
No network service; 4-55-5
Ex-Lax.
Late
CBS 4-4:05 CBS News, co-op; 4:05-4:30 No
network service; 4:30-5 (Mon.) Invitation
to Learning, sust.; (Wed.) Church of the
Air, sust.; (Thurs.) Capitol Cloakroom, sust.iFJ?-KThe Leading Question, sust.
MBS
co-op;
News,
(Wed.,4-4:30
Fri.),News,
Rid-X;
4:35-54:30-4:35
No network
service.
NBC 4-4:05 News, part.; 4:05-5 No network
service.
5- 6 p.m.
ABC 5-5:25 No network service; 5-25-5 30
Commentar
y, sust.; 5:30-5:55 No network
service; 5:55-6 Late News,
sust.
CBS 5-5:05
CBS News, co-op; 5:05-6 No network service.
MBS 5-5:05 News, co-op; 5:05-5:30 America's
Top
News, Gen.
MotorsTunes,
and co-op;
part.; 5:30-5:35 No
network
service; 5:45-6 Report5:35-5:45
From Wall StreetFrank Singiser, co-op.
NBC 5-5:05 News,
5:05-5:30 No network
service; 5:30-5:35part.;
Daily Business Trends,
local
station
part.;
5:35-6
No network
service.
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6- 7 p.m.
ABC 6-6:15 No network service; 6:15-6:30
Quincy Howe, co-op; 6:30-6:40 John Daly,
Cadillac; 6:40-6:45 Late News, R.J. Reynolds;
6:45-6:50 Speaking of Sports, sust.; 6:50-6:55
(Mon., Wed., Fri.) Eydie Gorme—Dr. Pepper (Tues. & Thurs.) No network service;
6:55-7 No network service.
CBS 6-6:05 CBS News, co-op; 6:05-6:45 No
network service; 6:45-7 Sports Time, Stewart-Warner.
MBS 6-6:05 News, Gabriel Heatter, co-op;
6:05-6:30
America's
Tunes, No
co-op;
6:306:35 News,
Camel; Top
6:35-6:45
network
service;
6:45-7
America's
Top
Tunes,
co-op.
NBC 6:05 News, part.; 6:05-6:45 No network
service;
co-op & 6:45-7
sust. Three Star Extra, Sun Oil,
MONDAY-FRIDAY EVENING
7- 8 p.m.
ABC 7-7:15 Edward P. Morgan, AFL-CIO7:15-7:25 Business Final, sust.; 7:25-7:55 No
network service; 7:55-8 Late News, Ex-Lax.
CBS 7-7:05 Business News, part.; 7 05-7-30
Amos
'N' Andy Music Hall, part.; 7:30-7 35
News Analysis,
part.; 7:35-7:40 Andy Griffith
Show,
part.;& 7:40-7:45
7:45-8 Bob
Ray, part.Burns & Allen, part •
MBS 7-7:30 Fulton Lewis, Jr., co-op; 7 307:35 News — Gabriel Heatter, Denver Chemical; 7:35-8 (Mon.) Northwestern Reviewing
(Tue.) The Army Hour, sust •
Stand,
(Wed) sust.;
Family
Theatre, sust.; (Thurs )
America's
sust. Tunes, sust.; (Fri.) Lombardoland, Top
NBC 7-7:05 News, part.; 7:05-7:15 No network
service; 7:15-7:30 Man on the Go, co-op7:30-8 News of the World, part.
8- 9 p.m.
ABC
8-8:25 No network service; 8 25-8 30
Commentary
, sust.; 8:30-8:55 No network
service; 8:55-9 Late News, sust.
CBS network
8-8:15 World
Tonight,
15-8 30
No
service;
8:30-9 co-op;
Dance 8Orchestras, sust.
MBS 8-8:05 News, co-op; 8:05-8:30 The
World Today, Hudson Vitamins, (Mon
Wed., Thurs.) Quaker State Oil Refining;
Fri.) Sea Breeze and part •
(Mon., Wed.,
8:30-8:35
Bill Stern
(Fri.), Gen. Motors and
part.; 8:35-9 Capital Assignment, co-op.
NBC 8-8:05 News, part.; 8:05-8:30 (Mon.)
You Bet Your Life; Part.; (Tue.) Monitor,
part.Funny,Monitor.
Are (Fri.)
People
part.;
part.;
Monitor,
(Thurs.)(Wed.)
part.; 8:30-9 (Mon. -Fri.) Monitor, part.
9- 10 p.m.
ABC 9-9:25 (Tue. & Thur.) Project Tomorrow, sust.; 9:25-9:55 No network service(Mon., Wed., Fri.) 9-9:55 No network service; 9:55-10 People in the News, sust. CBS;
9- 9:05 CBSchestras, News,
co-op; 9:05-10 Dance Orsust.
MBS 9-9:05 News, co-op; 9:05-9:15 UN Radio
Review, sust.; 9:15-9:30 Music Beyond the
Stars,
co-op; 9:30-9:35 News, Gen. Motors
co-op.part.;
and
9:35-10 Music Beyond the Stars
NBC 9-9:05 News, part.; 9:05-10 Monitor,
part.; (Fri.) 9-9:05 News, part.; 9:05-9:55
Monitor, part.; 9:55-10 News, part.
10- 11 p.m.
ABC 10-10:05 John W. Vandercook, AFLCIO;Late10:05-10:30
No network service; 10:5511
News, sust.
CBS
10-10:05
CBS
network service. News, co-op; 10:05-11 No
MBS 10-10:05 News, co-op; 10:05-10:30 Music
Beyond the Stars, co-op; 10:30-10:35 News
(Fri.) Arm & Hammer, Gen. Motors; 10:3511 Music Beyond the Stars, co-op.
NBC 10-10:05 (Mon. -Thurs.) News, part ;
10:05-10:30 (Mon.) International Bandstand,
sust.; (Tue.) Treasury of Music, sust.;
(Wed.) Public Affairs Series, sust.; (Thur.)
Treasury of Music, sust.; 10:30-11 (Mon.Thurs.) News of the World (repeat), part.;
10-conclusion (Fri.) Boxing, Gillette; 10:3011 (Fri.) Sports Highlights, part.
11 p.m. -Midnight
ABC
No network service; 11:55-12
Late 11-11:55
News, sust.
CBS 11-12 No network service.
MBS 11-11:05 News, co-op; 11:05-11:30 Music
Beyond the Stars, co-op; 11 :30-ll :35 News,
sust.;
op. 11:35-12 Music Beyond the Stars, coNBC 11-11:05
work service. News, part.; 11:05-12 No netSATURDAY MORNING
7-8 a.m.
ABC 7-8 No network service.
CBS 7-8 No network service.
MBS 7-7:05 News, co-op; 7:05-7:30 America's
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COSTS of

Ask today for free
literature and information.

Stainless,
me*
NORTH WALES • PENNSYLVANIA
108

(NETWORK SHOWSHEETS)

Top Tunes, co-op; 7:30-7:35 News, ChevroTunes, co-op.
NBC let;
7-87:35-8
No America's
network Top
service.
8- 9 a.m.
ABC 8-8:15 News Around the World, Hudson
Vitamin; 8:15-8:30 No network service;
8:30-8:55
service; 8:55-9 Weekend News,NoR.J.network
Reynolds.
CBS
8-8:15
World
News
8:15-9 No network service. Roundup, co-op;
MBS
8-8:05 News,
America's
Top Tunes,
co-op; co-op;
8:30-8:358:05-8:30
News, Chevrolet,
Camel;
America's
Top Tunes, co-op.
NBC 8-9 8:35-9
No network
service.
9- 10 a.m.
ABC 9-9:55 No network service; 9:55-10
Weekend News, R.J. Reynolds, Ex-Lax.
CBS 9-9:05 CBS News, co-op; 9:05-9:15 No
network service; 9:15-9:30 Man Around the
House, sust.; 9:30-9:45 Perspective (U.N.),
sust.; 9:45-10 No network service.
MBS 9-9:05
News,
9:05-9:30
Top
co-op;co-op;
9:30-9:35
News,America's
Camel,
co-op.Tunes, 9:35-10
Chevrolet;
America's Top Tunes,
NBC 9-9:05
News, co-op; 9:05-9:30 America's
Top
NBC Tunes,
9-9:05 co-op.
News, sust.; 9:05-10 Monitor,
10- 11 a.m.
part.
ABC 10-10:30 Story Princess, sust.; 10:3010:55 No network service; 10:55-11 WeekProd. end News, R.J. Reynolds, American Home
CBS
10-10:05 CBS
News, Chevrolet; 10:05-11
No network
service.
MBS 10-10:05 News, co-op; 10:05-10:30 America's Top Tunes, co-op; 10:30-10:35 News,
Arm
Hammer; 10:35-11 America's Top
Tunes, & co-op.
NBC 10-11 Monitor, part.
11 a.m.-Noon
ABC 11-11:55 No network service; 11:55-12
Weekend News, Ex-Lax, R.J. Reynolds.
CBS 11-11:05 CBS News, Chevrolet; 11:0511:30 No Show,
networksust.service. 11:30-12 Steve
Lawrence
MBS 11-11:05 News, co-op; 11:05-11:30 America's Top Tunes, co-op; 11:30-11:35 News,
Arm
Hammer; 11:35-12 America's Top
Tunes, & co-op.
NBC 11-12 Monitor, part.
SATURDAY AFTERNOON
Noon-1 p.m.
ABC 12-12:25 No network service; 12:2512:30 News, sust.; 12:30-12:55 American
Farmer, sust.; 12:55-1 Weekend News, R. J.
Reynolds, American Home Prod.
CBS
12-12:05
CBS News, co-op; 12:05-1 No
network
service.
MBS
12-12:05
News;12:30-12:35
12:05-12:30
America's
Top Tunes,
co-op;
Sports
News,
Arm
& Hammer,
Camel. Esquire,
Polish;
12:35-1
America's
Top Farm
Tunes,andco-op.
NBC 12-12:25
National
Home Hour.
Allis-Chalmers (limited network only, with
remainder of stations available sustaining;
split network with Monitor, part.); 12:2512:30 Alex Dreier. Morton Salt; 12:30-12:45
Red Foley, Hess & Clark (limited network
only,
Monitor,split
part.with Monitor, part.); 12:45-1
1- 2 p.m.
ABC 1-1:05 Speaking of Sports, sust.: 1:051:30 Andy Reynolds Ranch Boys, sust.; 1:301:55 Shake the Maracas, sust.; 1:55-2 Weekend News, R.J. Reynolds.
CBS
CBS Band,
News,sust.
co-op; 1:05-2 United
States1-1:05
Marine
MBS 1-1:05 News, co-op; 1:05-1:30 America's
Top Tunes, co-op; 1 :15-conclusion (Oct. 24)
All-Service Football, co-op; 1:30-1:35 News,
co-op;
1:35-2 America's
Tunes, co-op;
1 :45-conclusion
(Oct. 31) Top
All-Service
Football,
co-op.
NBC 1-1:45 Monitor, part, (also repeats
Farm & Home, 1-1:25 Dreier, 1:25-1:30, and
Red Foley, 1:30-1:45) 1:45-2 Monitor, part.
2- 3 p.m.
ABC 2-3 Notre Dame Football, Pontiac.
CBS 2-2:05 CBS News, Chevrolet; 2:05-3 No
network service.
MBS
2:05-2:30 America's
Top 2-2:05
Tunes, News,
co-op;co-op;
2:15-conclusion
(Nov. 7,
21) All-Service Football, co-op; 2:30-2:35
News,
2:35-3 America's
co-op; co-op;
2:45 -conclusion
(Oct. 17,TopNov.Tunes,
14),
All-Service Football, co-op.
NBC 2-3 Monitor, part.
3- 4 p.m.
ABC 3-4 Notre Dame Football, cont.
CBS
3-3:05service.
CBS News, Chevrolet; 3:05-4 No
network

MBS 3-3:05
News,
3:05-3:30 America's
Top
co-op;co-op;
co-op. Tunes,
3:35-4
America's
Top3:30-3:35
Tunes, News,
co-op; co-op;
3:45conclusion (Oct. 3) All-Service Football,
NBC 3-4 Monitor, part.
4- 5 p.m.
ABC 4-conclusion Notre Dame Football, cont.
CBS 4-4:05 CBS News, co-op; 4:05-5 No network service.
MBS
4:05-4:30 America's
Top 4-4:05
Tunes, News,
co-op; co-op;
4 :15-conclusion
(Sept. 26)
All-Service Football, co-op; 4:30-4:35 News,
Chevrolet;
4:35-5
America's
Top
Tunes,
co-op; Football,
4:35-conclusion
(Dec.Brewing
5, 12) Baltimore
Colts
National
Co. (V2
sponsorship).
NBC 4-5 Monitor, part.
5- 6 p.m.
ABC 5-5:30 No network service; 5:30-5:35
Speaking
of Sports,
5:35-5:55
No network service;
5:55-6sust.;
Weekend
News,
R.J.
Reynolds.
CBS 5-5:05
CBS News, co-op; 5:05-6 No network service.
MBS 5-5:30 News, co-op; 5:30-6 Sport News.
Arm
& Hammer,
Esquire Polish.
NBC 5-6
Monitor, part.
SATURDAY
6- 7 p.m.

EVENING

ABC 6-6:30 Navy Hour, sust.; 6:30-6:35
Speaking
of Sports,
6:35-6:55
No network service;
6:55-7sust.;
Weekend
News,
R.J.
Reynolds.
CBS 6-6:05 CBS News, co-op; 6:05-6:30 Jimmy
Palmer Orchestra, sust.; 6:30-6:55 Saturday
at the Chase, sust.; 6:55-7 Sports Time,
Stewart- Warner.
MBS 6-6:15 News, co-op; 6:15-6:30 Viewpoint,
sust.; 6:30-6:35 News, Arm & Hammer,
Camel, sust.
Chevrolet; 6:35-7 Bill Stern's Sports
Beat,
NBC 6-7 Monitor, part.
7- 8 p.m.
ABC 7-7:30 No network service; 7:30-7:35
Speaking
of Sports,
7:35-7:55
No network service;
7:55-8sust.;
Weekend
News,
R.J.
Reynolds.
CBS 7-7:05 CBS News, Chevrolet; 7:05-7:10
News
service. Analysis, sust.; 7:10-8 No network
MBS 7-7:05 News, co-op; 7:05-7:30 Hawaii
Calls,
sust.; 7:30-8 Word of Life Hour. Word
of
NBC Life.
7-8 Monitor, part.
8- 9 p.m.
ABC 8-8:30 Vincent Lopez Show, sust.; 8:308:55 No network service; 8:55-9 Weekend
News, R.J. Reynolds.
CBS 8-8:15 World Tonight, co-op; 8:15-8:30
No
network
Festivals,
sust. service; 8:30-9 World Music
MBS 8-8:05 News, co-op; 8:05-8:30 Bandstand,
U.S.A., co-op; 8:05-conclusion (Dec. 26) AllService Football, co-op; 8:30-9 Sport News,
Esquire
NBC 8-9 Polish.
Monitor, part.
9- 10 p.m.
ABC
Latorence
Welk's
Army Show,
sust.;9-9:25
9:25-9:30
Speaking
of Sports,
sust.:
9:30-9:55
No
network
service;
9:55-10
Weekend News, R.J. Reynolds.
CBS 9-10 World Music Festivals, sust.
MBS 9-9:30 News, co-op; 9:30-10 News, Chevrolet.
NBC 9-10 Monitor, part.
10- 11 p.m.
ABC 10-10:30 No network service; 10:30-10:35
Speaking service;
of Sports,
sust.;Weekend
10:35-10:55News.
No
network
10:55-11
R.J. Reynolds.
CBS
10-10:05
CBS News, sust.; 10:05-11 No
network
service.
co-op.10-10:30 Neios, co-op; 10:30-10:35 News.
MBS
sust.; 10:35-11 Music Beyond the Stars,
NBC 10-10:30 Monitor, part.; 10:30-11 Grand
Ole Opry, R.J. Reynolds; (limited network
only, remainder
taining basis). of stations available on sus11 p.m.-Midnight
ABC
11-11:55
No sust.
network service; 11:55-12
Weekend
News,
CBS 11-12 No network service.
MBS 11-12 No network service.
NBC 11-12 Monitor, part.
Midnight-1 a.m.
ABC 12-1 No network service.
CBS 12-1 No network service.
MBS 12-1 No network service.
NBC 12-12:05
work service. News, sust.; 12:05-1 No netBROADCASTING, October 5, 1959

FOR
Station

THE

RECORD
revenue
$73,000.
Applicants
Gemma and
Edison
E. Ford. are
Mr. Peter
GemmaB.
has interest in WLOV (FM) Cranston, R.I.
Ann. Sept. 25.
Denver City, Tex. — Yoakum County Bcstg.
Co., 1580 kc, 250 kw D. P.O. address %
Claude Calvin McAdams, 705 Park Lane,
Brownfield, Tex. Estimated construction
cost $11,660, first year operating cost $21,000, revenue $32,000. Applicant is Claude
Calvin McAdams. Mr. McAdams is employe
of KTFY Brownfield, Tex. Ann. Sept. 23.

Authorizations, Applications
As Compiled by Broadcasting

Sept. 22 through Sept. 29. Includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing cases, rules & standards changes
and routine roundup.
Abbreviations:
DA — directional antenna, cp — construction
permit. ERP— effective radiated power, vhf
— very high frequency, uhf — ultra high frequency, ant. — antenna, aur. — aural, vis. —
visual, kw — kilowatts, w — watts, mc — megacycles. —D day. N — night. LS — local sunset,
mod. — modification, trans. — transmitter, unl.
—subsidiary
unlimited communications
hours, kc — kilocycles.
SCA —
authorization.
SSA — special service authorization. STA —
special temporary authorization. SH — specified hours. * — educational. Ann. Announced.
New Tv Station
ACTION BY FCC
Coos Bay, Ore. — Pacific Television Inc., —
Granted vhf ch. 11 (198-204 mc); P.O. address Box 548, Eugene, Ore. Studio location
Coos Bay. ERP 12.22 kw vis., 6.12 kw aur.;
ant. height above average terrain 712 ft.,
above ground 341 ft. Estimated construction
cost $70,800, first year operating cost $48,000,
revenue $48,000. Trans. location Coos
County. Geographic coordinates 43° 21'
18" N.Lat.,
27" W.Long.
ant.
RCA. 124°
Legal 14'counsel
Loucks,Trans.,
Zias,
Young & Jansky, Washington, D.C. Consulting engineer A. D. Ring & Associates,
Washington, D.C. Eugene Television Inc.,
licensee of KVAL-TV Eugene, will be sole
owner. Eugene principals include C. H.
Fisher (26.67%), owner KIHR Hood River,
Ore., and others. Ann. Sept. 23.
APPLICATION
Reno, Nev. — Chronicle Publishing Co. vhf
ch. 4 (66-72 mc); ERP 3.34 kw vis., kw
aur.; ant. height above average terrain
minus 353 ft., above ground 230 ft. Estimated
construction cost $277,383, first year operating cost $375,000, revenue $45,000. P.O. address, 901 Mission St. San Francisco, Calif.
Studio-trans, location 510 Montello St.,
Washoe County. Geographic coordinates 39°
32' 06.6"
N.Lat., ant.
119° RCA
47' 37.8"
W.Long.
Trans.
RCA
TT-2BL,
TF-2BM.
Applicant
publishes
San Francisco
Chronicle
newspaper and is owner of KRON-FM-TV San
Francisco. Ann. Sept. 25.
Existing Tv Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
KCMC-TV, Texarkana, Tex.— Waived Sec.
3.685(a) of rules and granted application
to change trans, location to about 40 miles
from Texarkana and about 36 miles from
Shreveport, La., increase ant. height to
1,590
make23. other equipment
changes.ft.,Ann.and Sept.
KWRB-TV, Riverton, Wyo. — Granted
waiver of Sec. 3.652(a) of rules to identify
itself with Thermopolis and Worland as
well as Riverton, but denied request for
such waiver as to Lander, since that community does not receive principal city
signal from KWRB-TV. Ann. Sept. 23.
New Am Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Tuscumbia, Ala.— Tuscumbia Bcstg. System—Granted 1410 kc, 500 w D. P O address Box 55 Haleyville, Ala. Estimated construction cost $20,000, first year operating
cost $36,000, revenue $46,000. Equal partners
are Carl and Harrod Pugh who also share
ownership
Sept. 23. of WBRO Waynesboro, Ga. Ann.
Independence, Iowa— Plains Bcstg. Corp.
—Granted 1220 kc, 250 w D. P.O.
Esti107 E. Green Bay St., Shawano, Wis.address
mated construction
$25,000, first year
operating cost $45,000,cost
revenue $48,000. Onefourth owners: H. Darrel Shanklin,
supervisor-engineer,
KCRG
Cedar Rapids, Iowa;
Ray Gruetzmacher, salesmanmanager
and
Sherwood Lorenz, salesman-announcer, both
with WTCH Shawano.
Wis., and Jeanne
Donald, owner of WTCH. Ann. Sept. 23.
Portageville, Mo.— New Madrid County
Bcstg. Co.— Granted 1050
kc,
w D. P O
address Charles W. Stratton, 250
710 Pryor cost
St.,
construct
Estimated
K7$11,040, first year operating costion$24,000
revenue $30,000. Owners are Shelby McCallum (25%), Smith Dunn (25%), Mose
Bonn, H.D.
Bonn and Chas. W. Stratton
BROADCASTING, October 5, 1959

(each 162/3%). Mr. McCallum is owner of
WCBL Benton, Ky. Mr. Dunn is U.S. rural
mail carrier. Ann. Sept. 23.
Sumter,1240
S.C.—
& Tvaddress
Co.—
Granted
kc,B.D.S.
250 w Radio
unl. P.O.
% WJSO Rt. 6, Johnson City, Tenn. Estimated construction cost $15,983, first year
operating cost $40,596, revenue $54,000.
Equal
partners
William
Charles Bell. Ann.are Sept.
23. Bochman and
APPLICATIONS
Abbeville, Ala.— Ralph W. Hoffman, 1480
kc, 1 kw D. P.O. address Box 27/, Darlington, S.C. Estimated construction cost $15,619, first year operating cost $24,000, revenue $30,000. Applicant is owner WDAR
Darlington, S C. Ann. Sept. 24.
Prattville, Ala.— Billy Walker, 1330 kc
.5 kw D. P.O. address Box 1182, Montgomery, Ala. Estimated construction cost $13,551, first year operating cost $24,000, revenue $36,000. Mr. Walker is minister. Ann
Sept. 25.
El Centro, Calif.— Dennis Bcstg., 1150 kc,
1 kw D. P.O. address 127 Montgomery St.,
San Francisco, Calif. Estimated construction cost $44,300, first year operating cost
$60,000, revenue $85,000. Applicant is Reid
W. Dennis who is in insurance business
Ann. Sept. 25.
Watseka,
111. — D.
Iroquois
County %Bcstg.
Co.,
1360
kc, 1 kw
P.O. address
Richard
A. Martin, Watseka, 111. Estimated construction cost $29,885, first year operating
cost $36,000, revenue $48,000. Principal applicants
Donald L.J.Martin.
Ruth, Mr.
Richard
Martin and areSamuel
Ruth A.is
in coal and lumber business. Mr. Samuel
,L.
Martin
is ininbanking.
RichardAnnA.
Martin
is also
coal andMr.lumber.
Sept. 25.
Iowa Falls, Iowa — Iowa Falls Bcstrs., 1190
kc, 250 kw D. P.O. address H. A. Preston,
114 Highland Ave. Newcastle, Wyo. Estimated construction cost $23,831, first year
operating cost $41,000, revenue $52,000.
Principal applicant is H. A. Preston. Mr.
Preston is general manager of KASL Newcastle, Wyo. Ann. Sept. 25.
Alpena, Mich. — Rogers City Bcstg. Co.,
620 kc, 1 kw D. P.O. address Moltke Drive,
Rogers City, Mich. Estimated construction
cost $26,800, first year operating cost $45,000, revenue $50,000. Principal applicants are
Harvey A. and Albert Klann (26%). Messrs.
Klann have majority interest WHAK Rogers
City, Mich. Ann. Sept. 25.
Lebanon, Pa. — Lebanon Valley Bcstg. Co.,
940 kc, 250 kw D. P.O. address % Samuel
R. Youse 1218 Diamond St. Akron, Pa.
Estimated construction cost $35,898, first
year operating cost $54,500, revenue $72,000. Principal applicant is Samuel R. Youse,
manager and minority owner of WGSA
Ephrata, Pa. Ann. Sept. 23.
Tiverton, R.I.— Mt. Hope Bcstg. Co., 1140
kc, 250 kw. P.O. address 166 Earl Ave.
Riverside, R.I. Estimated construction cost
$9,431, first year operating cost $22,550,

Existing Am Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
WTYS Marianna, Fla. — Granted increase
of daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw, conAnn. Sept.tinuing
23. operation on 1340 kc, 250 w-N.
KQTY Everett, Wash.— Granted increase
of daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw, continuing operation on 1230 kc, 250 w-N. Ann.
Sept. 29.
KGY Olympia, Wash. — Granted increase
of daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw, continuing operation on 1240 kc, 250 w-N, and
change in site and ant. Ann. Sept. 29.
KTW Seattle, Wash.— Granted increase of
daytime power from 1 kw to 5 kw, continuing operation on 1250 kc, 1 kw-N, SKWSC-N. remote control permitted. Ann.
Sept. 29.
APPLICATIONS
WPEO Peoria, 111. — Cp to increase power
from 1 kw to 10 kw; install DA-D and new
trans. (1020 kc). Ann. Sept. 23.
WYNSified,Towson,
Md.— Mod.
as modwhich authorize
new offm cp broadcast
station, to change ant. -trans, location to
same as studios; change station location to
Baltimore, Md., and change type ant. &
HAAT to 210.25 ft. (101.9 mc). Ann Sept. 23.
KVLV Fallon, Nev.— Cp to change frequency from 1250 kc to 980 kc and make
changes in ant. and ground systems. Ann.
Sept. 28.
WADA Shelby, N.C.— Cp to change from
DA-D to non-DA ant. (1390 kc). Ann. Sept.
23.
WBFD Bedford, Pa. — Cp to increase power from 1 kw to 5 kw and install new trans.
(1310 kc). Ann. Sept. 28.
KQTY Everett, Wash. — Granted increase
of daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw, continuing operation on 1230 kc, 250 w-N. Ann.
Sept.
KGY23. Olympia, Wash. — Granted increase
in daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw, continuing operation on 1240 kc, 250 w-N, and
change in site and ant. Ann. Sept. 23.
KTW Seattle, Wash. — Granted increase in
daytime power from 1 kw to 5 kw, continuing operation on 1250 kc, 1 kw-N, SKWSC-N; remote control permitted. Ann.
Sept.
23.
WKOY Bluefield, W.Va.— Cp to increase
daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw and
install new trans. (1240 kc). Ann. Sept. 29.
New Fm Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Phoenix, Ariz. — Meredith Engineering Co.
Granted 95.5 mc. 68 kw. P.O. address Richard B. Rawls, 613 North First Ave., Phoenix, Ariz. Estimated construction cost $29,046, first year operating cost $22,000, revenue
$24,000. Other Meredith Stations (owned by

NEW YORK
60 East 42nd Street
EDWIN
&

TORNBERG

COMPANY,

INC.

NEGOTIATORS FOR THE PURCHASE AND
SALE OF RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS
EVALUATIONS
j
FINANCIAL ADVISERS

MUrray Hill 7-4242
WEST COAST
860 Jewell Avenue
Pacific Grove, CaliforniaFRontier 2-7475
WASHINGTON
1625 Eye Street, N.W.
District 7-8531

SUMMARY OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING through September 29
ON AIR
CP
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
Lie.
Not on air
For new stations
Cps
46
AM
105
718
3,359
599
157
83
59
FM
54
100
128
TV
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
4671
Compiled
by BROADCASTING through September 29
43
VHF
UHF
TOTAL
441
80
Commercial
521
33
10
Non-commercial
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
AM 1959
As reported by FCC through August 31,
Licensed (all on air)
CPs on air (new stations)
CPs not on air (new stations)
Total authorized stations
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
Total applications for new stations
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
Total applications for major changes
Licenses deleted
CPs deleted

55
107
3(351
478
3,513
217
695
590
172
762
0
1

40
FM
148
596
27
784
61
88
30
5
35
2
2

TV56
99
68
668
124
16
361 4671
0

52
1 There are, in addition, nine tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
licenses.
•There are, in addition, 38 tv cp-holders which were on the air at one time but are no
longer in operation and one which has not started operation.

are KCMO-amPublishing Co.)
Meredith Kansas
City, Mo.; KPHO-AM-TV
FM-TV
Omaha Neb ;
M-TV
WOW-A
,-AMAriz.;
Phoenix
-TV Syracuse, N.Y.; KRMG
WHEN
Tulsa, Okla. Ann. Sept. 23
Phoenix, Ariz. — KOY Bcstg. Co. Granted
96 9 mc 27.5 kw. P.O. address John L. Hogg,
Ariz. Estimated conPhoenix,
Box 2671 struction
cost $24,578, first year operating
Principals are
revenue $30,000.
cost $24,000, Cook,
John L.
Glenn Snyder,
R.
George John
25%. KOY
each
Williams,
R.
Hogg.
of KOY Phoenix.
licensee
is
Co.
Bcstg.
Ann. Sept. 23.
mc,
Joliet 111— WJOL Inc. Granted 96.7Joliet,
St.,
601 Walnutcost
1 kw P.O. address
$10,000.
ion
111 Estimated constructWJOL
Joliet. Ann.
WJOL Inc. is licensee of
SeporOand,
Good address
Music
mc, 68 kw. P.O.
Inc GrantedOre.95.5— International
1151 Ellis St., Bellingham, Wash. Estimated
year operconstruction cost $33,200, first
Appli$20,000.
revenue
$15,000, Inc.,
cost KVOS
atingowns
m, Wash.,
Bellingha
cant
liand
(FM)
KGMI
of
permittee
and is censee
both Bellingham. Ann.
of KVOS,.
. _ .
Sept. 23
GrantE. Burns.
Detroit,
10075 Vernon,
P.O. address
36 kw. Richard
ed 99.5 mc, Mich.—
conEstimated
Mich.
HuntingtonstructionWoods,
cost $22,758, first year operating
owner,
cost $28,850, revenue $39,728. Sole
for WLDMBurris has
Mr. Detroit.
„
23.
Sept.salesman
Ann.been
FM
Pa.— WAEB Bcstrs. Inc. GrantAllentown,
ed 104.1 mc, 8.9 kw. P.O. address 130 Silver
construc, N.H. Estimated
St., Manchester
is licensee WAEB
tion cost $6,000.
Allentown.
Ann. Applicant
Sept. 23.
APPLICATIONS
Little Rock, Ark.— Hi-Fi FM Bcstg. Co.
94.1 tle
mc,Rock,5 kw.
address construction
311 Main St., cost
LitArk.P.O.
Estimated
$35,770,enuefirst
year
operating
cost
$35,000,
rev$40,000. Principal applicant is James
A.
Moses Ann.
(962/3%).
business.
Sept.Mr.25. Moses is in record
Los Altos, Calif.— William J. Greene 97.7
mc 1 kw. P.O. address 177 Second St.,
Box 818 Los
construction costAltos,
$22,422,Calif.
first Estimated
year operating
cost $36,000, revenue $30,000. Mr. Greene is
in life insurance business. Ann. Sept. 25.
Plymouth
Inc.Plymouth,
99.1 mc, 20Mass.
kw. —P.O.
address Rock
State Bcstg.
Route
#3 Plymouth, Mass. Estimated construction
cost $26,013, first year operating cost $2,400,
revenue $3,600. Principal applicant is John
T. Campbell.
Campbell
er of WPLM Mr.
Plymouth,
Mass.is majority
Ann. Sept.own-25.
♦Central Square, N.Y. — Central Square
High School 89.3 mc, 1 kw. P.O. address
Mr. Millard W. Hawk, Box 108 Constantia,
N.Y. Estimated construction cost $2,750, first
year operating cost $1,500. Ann. Sept. 29.
no

Boyertown, Pa. — Boyertown Bcstg. Co.
107.5 mc, 20 kw. P.O. address Box 88 Red
Lion, Pa. Estimated construction cost $45,180, first year operating cost $38,315, revenue
$42,000. Applicants are David G. Hendricks
(60%) and Lester Greenwalt (40%). Mr.
Hendricks is employe of WGCB Red Lion,
Pa. Mr. Greenwalt has minority interest in
WGSA Ephrata, Pa. Ann. Sept. 25.
Seattle, Wash. — International Good Music
Inc. 95.7 mc, 35.78 kw. P.O. address 1151
Ellis St., Bellingham, Wash. Estimated construction cost $32,000, first year operating
cost $15,000, revenue $20,000. Principal applicant is Rogan Jones. Mr. Jones has majority interest in KVOS-AM-TV Bellingham.
and
Wenatchee, both Washington.
Ann. KPQ
Sept. 25.
Milwaukee,
— Music-Air
Inc. Wisconsin
104.7 mc,
16.65 kw. P.O.Wis.address
606 W.
Ave., Milwaukee, Wis. Estimated construction cost $24,595, first year operating cost
$27,600, revenue $30,000. Principal applicants
are Larry C. LaRue and John E. Dieringer,
49% each.
Ann.
Sept. Both
25. are employes of railroad.
Wauwatosa, Wis. — Bcstg. Inc. 105.3 mc,
145 kw. P.O. address 2529 N. 114th St., Wauwatosa, Wis. Estimated construction cost
$9,020, first year operating cost $13,000, revenue $15,000.
Applicants
are Robert
H. Perthel and
Russell
H. Leitch,
equal partners.
Mr. Perthel is employe of Federal Aviation
Authority. curement.
Mr. Ann.Leitch
Sept. 25.is in Air Force proExisting Fm Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
*WPRB
(FM)
cp to change fromPrinceton,
class A onN.J.—
103.9Granted
mc to
class B fm station on 103.5 mc; ERP from
85 w to 1.10 kw; ant. height from 195 ft. to
190 ft.; waived Sec. 3.261 of rules to permit
station to cease operations during Christmas
and summer vacation periods of Princeton
U.; remote control permitted. Ann. Sept. 23.
APPLICATION
WAWZ-FM Zarepath, N.J. — Cp to increase
effective radiated power from 4.8 kw to 20.0
kw and install new trans. Ann. Sept. 23.
Ownership Changes
ACTIONS BY FCC
KGLA (FM) Los Angeles, Calif.— Granted
assignment
licensesLaJolla);
to E. Edward
Jacobson (KDWDof [FM]
consideration
$125,000. Ann. Sept. 23.
KVRH Salida, Colo. — Granted assignment
of license to William J. Murphy; consideration $37,500. Ann. Sept. 23.
WKNB sNew
Britain,
Conn.
GrantedBcstg.
asignment of license
and cp
to —Beacon
Co. (WICO Salisbury, Md.); consideration
$225,000. Ann. Sept. 23.

WKNB, amended
WNBC (TV)
New Britain,
Conn. —
Granted
applications
for transfer
of control and assignment of licenses and
cp from National
Bcstg. Co.
to Connecticut
Television
Inc. (wholly
owned
by Plains
Television Corp.); consideration $750,000;
conditioned that no option rights inuring
to Springfield
Bcstg. Corp. (former subscriber) Television
under correspondence
dated
Aug. 12, 1959, between that company and
Connecticut Television be exercised without prior consent of Commission being obtained. By letter, denied petition by HampCorp. (WHYN-TV),
Springfield, Mass., to den-Hampshire
designate
applications
for
hearing. Plains is licensee of WUCS (TV)
Springfield,
111., and(TV)
parent
company 111.;
of li-H
censee of WCHU
Champaign,
&has E interests
Balaban inCorp.,
half-owner
of
Plains,
WTVO (TV) Rockford, 111.,
WBMG
(TV) Birmingham,
Grand Rapids,
Mich., and Ala.,
WIL WNCN-TV
St. Louis,
Mo., KBOX
Dallas,
Tex.,
and
WRIT Milwaukee, Wis. Ann. Sept. 23.
WMTLment of license
Leitchfleld,
— Granted
assignfrom Ky.
Ernest
Spurlock
and
Edward Corley to new corporation of same
name (Clifford
consideration $35,000.Spurlock,
Ann. Sept.president);
23.
WEKY Richmond, Ky. — Granted acquisition of positive control by T.C. Quisenberry
through purchase of additional stock from
Kelly Rogers for $14,725. Ann. Sept. 23.
WFDS-FM Baltimore, Md. — Granted assignment of license to The Hearst Corp.
(WBAL-AM-TV Baltimore, WISN-AM-FMTV
Milwaukee,
Wis., and
in WCAEAM-FM and WTAE
[TV] interest
Pittsburgh,
Pa.);
consideration $70,000. Ann. Sept. 23.
WD?Sment ofTiconderoga,
N.Y. — Granted
assignlicense to Bernard
H. Pelzer
Jr.;
consideration $35,000. Ann. Sept. 23.
KAST Astoria, Ore. — Granted transfer of
control from Robert B. and Daphne Chessman, Elsie C. Aldrich and Dorothy Engle to
T.R. Gamble and C. Howard Lane (have
interest in KOIN-AM-FM-TV Portland);
consideration
$8,666. Ann. Sept. 23.
543
WSVA-AM-FM-TV
Harrisonburg, Va. —
Granted
transfer
control
Transcontinent Television ofCorp.
and from
Hamilton
Shea
to
Evening
Star
Bcstg.
Co.
(WMAL-AMFM-TV Washington, D.C.); consideration
$153,000. Ann. Sept. 23.
WKDAment of license
Nashville,
fromTenn.—
John Granted
W. Klugeassignand
Hary Glascock to WKDA Bcstg. Inc. (85%
owned by Townsend Corp. of America);
consideration
whichfeesincludes
$200,000
for 5 years$650,000
consultants
to assignors
and Alfred R. Johnson, and agreement not
to compete for that period of time within
50 miles of Nashville. Ann. Sept. 23.
KNOKment of license
Fort Worth,
Tex. — Bcstg.
GrantedInc.assignto KNOK
(85%
owned by Townsend Corp. of America);
consideration $430,000 plus $40,000 over 5year period to John W. Kluge, assignor sole
stockholder, for consultant services and
agreement not to compete. Ann. Sept. 23.
KORA Bryan, Tex. — Granted (1) renewal
of
(2) assignment
of license
fromlicense
David and
C. Jones
Jr. to Bryan
Bcstg.
Co. Inc. (Mr. Jones, vice president); stock
transaction. Ann. Sept. 23.
KWEL Midland, Tex.— Granted (1) renewal of license and (2) assignment of license to George Harrell Vaught; consideration $126,000. Ann. Sept. 23.
KEVA Shamrock, Tex. — Granted (1) renewalcense
of license
and (2)
assignment
of lifrom Albert
Cooper
and Merita
Bumpers to latter and M. W. Yarborough
and Robert G. Purrington, d/b under same
name;
consideration
$17,000
60% interest.
Ann. Sept.
23. for Cooper's
WHAP Hopewell, Va. — Granted assignment of license to WYSR Inc. (S.L. Goodman, president, has interest in WYTI Rocky
Mount); consideration $80,000. Ann. Sept. 23.
WEAU-AM-FM Eau Claire, Wis. — Granted assignment of license to Bcstrs. Services
Inc. (William E. Walker, president) and
others have interest in WBEV Beaver Dam,
WKTL Sheboygan, and WOSH Oshkosh,
all Wisconsin, and KCLN Clinton, Iowa and
WSJMAnn.
St. Sept.
Joseph,23. Mo.); consideration $350,000.
WISC-AM-FM Madison, Wis. — Granted
assignment
licenses E.toWalker,
Heart O'Wisconsin
Bcstrs.
Inc. of(William
president
see
above);
consideration
$350,000.
Ann.—
Sept. 23.
APPLICATIONS
WABB Mobile, Ala. — Seeks assignment of
license
from and
Northern
Bcstrs.equal
Inc.
to Bernard
Julius Virginia
W. Dittman,
partners, for $185,000. Messrs. Dittman are
appliance dealers. Ann. Sept. 23.
KHQL-TV Sterling, Colo. — Seeks assignment of cpforfrom
Bi Mr.
StatesSteuer
Co. tois Richard
B. Steuer
$2,185.
lawyer.
Ann. Sept. 23.
WBRY Waterbury, Conn. — Seeks transfer
of negative control from James B. Lee and
Sol Robinson 24% each, P. James Roosevelt (26%), and others to P. James RooseBROADCASTING, October 5, 1959

velt (74%) and others for $27,600. Ann.
Sept. 25.
WWCO Waterbury, Conn. — Seeks transfer
of control from Herbert Bloomberg to
WWCO Inc. Change to corporation. No
ownership changes involved. Ann. Sept. 25.
WMOG Brunswick, Ga. — Seeks transfer
of control from Allen M. Woodall (40%)
Yetta G. Samford, C. S. Shealy and Frederick G. Storey 20% each d/b/a Radio
Brunswick Inc. to Allen M. Woodall (70%),
Yetta G. Samford, C. S. Shealy and Frederick Storey 10% each for $12,000. Ann.
Sept. 24.
KHBC-AM-TV Hilo, Hawaii— Seeks transfer of control of Hawaiian Bcstg. System
Ltd. from Hialand Development Corp. (a
Delaware Corp.) to Honolulu Star-Bulletin
Ltd. for $2,254,066 (transfer capital stock
75%). Hawaiian Bcstg. System Ltd. is licensee of KMAU-TV Wailuku, KGMB-TV
Honolulu
included in this sale. Ann. Sept.
25.
KGMB-TV Honolulu, Hawaii— Seeks transfer of control of Hawaiian Bcstg. System
Ltd. from Hialand Development Corp. (a
Delaware corp.) to Honolulu Star-Bulletin
Ltd. for $2,254,066 (transfer of 75% capital
stock). Sale includes KHBC-AM-TV Hilo
and KMAU-TV Wailuku. Ann. Sept. 25.
KMAU-TV Wailuku, Hawaii— Seeks transfer of control of Hawaiian Bcstg. System
Ltd. from Hialand Development Corp. (a
Delaware corp.) to Honolulu Star-Bulletin
Ltd. for $2,254,066 (transfer of 75% capital
stock). Sale includes KHBC-AM-TV Hilo
and KGMB-TV Honolulu. Ann. Sept. 25.
WJBM Jerseyville, 111. — Seeks assignment
of cp from Tri-County Bcstg. Co. to TriCounty Bcstg. Co. (a corporation). No
financial consideration or change of ownership involved. Ann. Sept. 23.
KQAQ Austin, Minn. — Seeks assignment
of cp from George A. Hormel II to KQAQ
Inc. for $30,054. Principal purchasers are
Lester L. Gould and Roy A. Garr, 25% each.
Mr. Gould is majority owner (99%) of
WJNC Jacksonville, N.C. Mr. Garr is
lawyer. Ann. Sept. 23.
KGVOment of license
Missoula,
Seeksto assignfromMontana
Mosbys — Inc.
KGVO
Bcstrs. chaseInc.
for
$145,000.
Principal
purr is Dale G. Moore (93%). Mr. Moore
has interest in and is general manager of
KCAP Helena and KBMN Bozeman both
Montana. Ann. Sept. 24.
WGIRment ofManchester,
— Seeks assignlicense fromN.H.Northeast
Bcstg.
Corp. to Knight Radio Inc. for $327,500.
Purchaser is Norman Knight. Mr. Knight is
majority
owner
of WTSV-AM-FM
Claremont, WTSL
Hanover,
WHEB Portsmouth,
all N.H. and WEIM Fitchburg, Mass. Ann.
Sept. 23.
WIPSment ofTiconderoga,
— Seeks
assignlicense from N.Y.
Bernard
Pelzer
Jr.
sole owner, to Ti Bcstg. Inc. Change to
corporation. No financial consideration inChange contingent
FCC ap-of
provalvolved.
of prior
consent to upon
assignment
WIPS from Olean Bcstg. Co. to Mr. Pelzer.
Ann. Sept. 25.
of WEYE
license Sanford,
from Lee N.C—
Bcstg.Seeks
Corp. assignment
to WEYE
Inc. for $73,000. Purchasers are Lawrence
and Carol D. Brandon, 50% each. Lawrence
Brandon has 45% interest in WHVH Henderson, S.C. Carol D. Brandon has 55%
interest that station. Ann. Sept. 24.
KTOK Oklahoma City, Okla.— Seeks
transfer of control from Wendell Mayes
and C. C. Woodson (50% each) to Wendell
Mayes, sole owner, for $175,632 plus 50%
of net profit after taxes until transfer of
stock completed. Mr. Mayes is majority
owner KNOW Austin, KBWD Brownwood,
and
24. KCRS Midland, all Texas. Ann. Sept.
"KFJI
KlamathfromFalls,
Ore. —D.Seeks
fer of control
Willard
Miller,transExecutor of estate of W. D. Miller, deceased to
KFJI Bcstrs. for $145,000. Principal purchasers are Riley R. Gibson (52%) and
Marco Hanan (18%). Mr. Gibson is president of KXOA-AM-FM Sacramento and
KXO El Centro, both California. Mr. Hanan
is sales manager of KXO. Ann. Sept. 25.
WHJA Shelbyville, Tenn.— Seeks assignment of cp from Bedford County Bcstg.
Co. to Arthur Wilkerson for $2,500. Mr
Wilkerson
owns WLIL
City Ann
and
WLIK 23.Newport,
both Lenoir
Tennessee.
Sept.
KVOW Littlefield, Tex.— Seeks assignment of license from Southwestern Bcstrs.
to Maples-McAlister Bcstg. Co. for $71,250
Purchasers are Grady F. Maples and R. B.
McAhster, equal partners. Messrs. Maples
and McAhster
are equal partners in KBYG
Big
and KUKO Post, both Texas.
Ann. Spring
Sept. 23.
KBFM(FM) Lubbock, Tex.— Seeks assignment of license from Jack W. Blanken?{"?/
to Jack W. Blankenshi
(60%) sole
and owner
Emmett B. Kerr (40%) d/b/ap
Commercial
Music Service of Lubbock

BROADCASTING, October 5, 1959

Tex. for $20,000, and assignment of license
from Commercial Music Service to Background Music Inc. (also owned by
Blankenship, 60%; and Mr. Kerr, 40%) Mr
for
$50,000. Assignment to Background Music
Inc. contingent upon FCC approval of assignment from Mr. Blankenship to Commercial Music Service of Lubbock. Sale
to Commercial Music Service also includes
(subject to approval of Muzak Corp. of
New York) a 40% undivided interest in
Muzak franchise held by Mr. Blankenship
to Mr. Kerr. Mr. Kerr is farmer. Ann
Sept. 23.
KSUB Cedar City, Utah— Seeks
of control from Beehive Telecastingtransfer
Corp
to Southern Utah Bcstg. Co. for $75,000
licensee
of
stock
common
64%
of
(sale
corp.).
information
29.
Sept.ownership
available.NoAnn.other
WHBG Harrisonburg, Va.— Seeks transfer
of control from William W. Greer Jr
(50%
Charles and Zerllda Dillon 25%
each, ) toandWilliam
W. Greer Jr. sole owner
for $5,000 plus additional obligations incurred by licensee corporation. Ann. Sept 23
Hearing Cases
FINAL DECISIONS
By order. Commission (1) denied exceptions of Marshall Electric Co. (KFJB)
Marshallto
wn, Iowa, and (2) affirmed June
™ • al Bcstg.
decisionCorp.
and for
granted application
of? Plains
station
to operate on 1220 kc, 250 w-Dnewin am
Independence, Iowa. Ann. Sept. 23.
By order. Commissi
adopted and made
effective immediatelyonSept.
decision and granted application 2of initial
Television Inc. for new tv station Pacific
to
operate
on ch. 11 m Coos Bay, Ore. Ann. Sept 23
By memorandum and order, Commission
on petition by applicants, granted applications of Old Belt Bcstg. Corp., South Hill
Va., and Patrick Henry Bcstg.
Corp., Martinsville, Va., to increase power
of their
am stations WJWS and WHEE,
respectively
23. g operation on
1370 kc, D.
continuin
5 kw'Sept.
w toAnn.
ToSJJV
By order, Commission, on petition by applicant, reconsidered and granted without
hearing, effective immediately, application
qf New Madrid County
Co. for new
am station to operate onBcstg.
1050 kc, 250 w-D
to interference
subject
m1>?°.rtag
evllle'be Mowhich
would
caused
by operation
s proposed m applications of Graves County
Bcstg. Inc.,
Providence, Ky., and Muhlenburg Bcstg. Co. (WNES), Central City Ky
which remain in hearing status.
Ann. Sept
By order, Commission dismissed application of Fort Myers Bcstg. Co. for increase
in daytime power of
Fort Myers
Fla., from 250 w to 1 WINK
with continued
operation on 1240 kc, 250kw,w-N.
n
sought increase in daytime powerApplicatio
of Class
i^ta^lon
m
geographical
area
inconsistent
with
3.21 (c) and 3.28 (b) of rules
Ann. Sees.
Sept 23.
INITIAL DECISIONS
Judge Horace Stern, special hearing examiner designated
Commission, issued
his initial decision onbyissues
in Boston ch 5
tv proceeding which was remanded
to Commission on July 31, 1958, by U.S. Court
Appeals for District of Columbia. Initialof
decision finds no facts warranting action to
set
the Commissio
24 1957in
grantaside
to WHDH
Inc., forn'snew April
tv station
H°?,ton4ING, Sept.
Ann-28). SePt 23 <see BROADCASTHearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith issued initial decision
toward denying
application of Musicallooking
Heights Inc., for new
am station to operate on 1370 kc, 500 w DAD in Braddock Heights, Md. Ann. Sept. 25
Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith issued initial decision looking toward (1)
granting application of Farmington
Co. for new tv station to operate on Bcstg
ch 12
in
FaTmington, N.M., and (2) dismissing
mutually
exclusive application of Four
Corners Bcstg. Co. Applicants have entered
into merger agreement. Ann. Sept. 28
Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
issued initial decision looking toward
granting application of Liberty Television
Inc.. for new tv station to operate on ch. 19
in Eugene, Ore., and denying competing
application of KEED Inc. Ann. Sept. 28.
OTHER ACTIONS
By memorandum opinion and order, Commission denied petition by Eider C. Stangland for reconsideration and grant without
hearing of his application for new am station to operate on 1550 kc, 500 w-D in ShelIowa, which
is in consolidated hearing
Ann. don,
Sept.
23.
By memorandum opinion and order, Commission (1) granted motion by Fox Valley
Bcstg. Co., Geneva, 111., to strike exceptions
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t Bcstg. Corp., Aurora-Batavia,
by Loganspor
and (2) denied Loganport petition for
111.,
waiver of Sec. 1.154 of procedural rules, but
exceptions and
gave latter 15 days to fileComr.
Ford conbrief to initial decision. (Feb.
16 initial de.
curred with
on
toward granting applicati
lookedstatement
cision
on 1480
of Fox Valley for new am station
in Geneva and
kc, 500 w-N, 1 kw-D, DA-2,
rt application seeking
denying Loganspo
facilities in Aurora-Batavia.) Ann.
same 23.
Sept.
. .
. , , .
n (1) accepted late
By order, CommissioBcstg.
(WQXR),
Inc.
filing by Interstate
New York, N.Y., of its reply to opposition
protest, and (2) affirmed Sept. 9 action
to
which dismissed protest by WQXR to July
Bcstg. Inc. for
Patchogue
of cp to(WAPC)
15 grant
to operate on 1570
am station
new
N.Y. Ann.
kw, DA, D, in Riverhead,
kc,
. , „
. .
Sept.1 23.
order. Comdum opinion and
By memoran
petition for remission granted protest andRadio
and TeleviyWichtex
b
n
o
i
t
a
r
e
d
i
s
n
o
c
sion Co. (KFDX-TV ch. 3), Wichita Falls,
evidenfor
ng
designati
of
Tex., totiaryextent
hearing application of Oklahoma
change trans, location
to
Co.
Bcstg.
Quality
of station KSWO-TV (ch. 7) Lawton, Okla.,
from about 4 miles east of Lawton and 49
Falls to about
miles northeast of Wichita
32 miles from Lawton and 24 miles from
Wichita Falls, increase ERP to 25 dbk (316
kw) vis. and 22 dbk (158 kw) aur., change
equipand trans,
type ant.
ment changes,
with and
ant. make
1,050 other
ft.; rejected
KFDX-TV request for stay of July 29 grant
of KWSO-TV application; made protestant
Ann1. Sept. 23. Comparty to proceeding.opinion
order, g on
um issues inandproceedin
By memorand
mission enlarged
s of Walter L. Follmer, Hamilton,
application
Ohio; Interstate Bcstg. Co. (WQXR), New
York, N.Y., and Booth Bcstg. Co. (WTOD),
Toledo, Ohio, involving use of 1560 kc. To
extent of added issues, petitions by WQXR
and Broadcast Bureau were granted. Ann.
Sept. 23.
and order, Comopinion
By memorandu
mission granted mmotion
by Northeast Radio
Inc., to ceeding
extent
of
enlarging
issues inpower
proon its application to increase
of station WCAP Lowell, Mass., from 1 kw
to 5 kw, continuing operation on 980 kc D.
Ann. Sept. 23.
and order, Comm opinion
By memorandu
by William C. Formission denied petition
rest (WRDB), Reedsburg, Wis., for reconEasier to tune
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sideration of Commission's action of March
10 vacating
stayforof new
grants
Tomah-Mauston
Bcstg. Inc.,
am tostation
(WTMB)
to operate on 1390 kc, 500 w-D in Tomah,
Wis., and mod., which had been protested
by WRDB. By separate memorandum opinion and for
order,
Commission
denied or
WRDB's
request
inquiry,
investigation
other
proceeding
into
certain
financial
and
23.
ship representations of WTMB. Ann.ownerSept.
Commission scheduled following am proceedings for oral argument on Oct. 30:
Enterprise Bcstg. Co., Fresno, Calif.; Air
Waves Inc. (KONG), Visalia, Calif.; Radio
Dinuba Co. (KRDU), Dinuba, Calif., and
Westminster
wick, Me. Ann.Bcstg.
Sept. Co.
23. (WCME), BrunsRoutine Roundup
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner Robert T. Bartley
Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
for extension of time to Nov. 20 to file exceptions to initial decision in proceeding on
applications of Capitol Bcstg. Co. and W. A.
Pomeroy for new am stations in East Lansing and Tawas City-East Tawas, Mich.
Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
for extension of time to Sept. 30 to file responsive pleadings to petition by Donze
Enterprises Inc. (KSGM), Chester, 111., to
enlarge issues
on its am aption, et al.in proceeding
Granted plicapetition
by Village Bcstg. Co.,
Oak Park, 111., for extension of time from
Sept. 14 to Oct. 14 to reply to petition by
Fox Valley Bcstg. Co., to enlarge issues in
Midam applications
on System
proceeding
America
Bcstg.
Inc., Highlandof Park,
Village Bcstg. Co., et al.
Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau for
extension of time to Oct. 9 to file replies to
petition by Washington Post Co. to enlarge
issues in proceeding
on am applications
Mid-America
Bcstg. System
Inc., Highlandof
Park, 111., et al.
Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau for
extension of time to Oct. 6 to reply to motion by Mainland Bcstg. Co., Portage, Pa.,
to sever from hearing and for immediate
is in conits application
grant of solidated
proceeding withwhich
am applications
of Mid-America
Bcstg.
System
Inc.,
land Park, 111., et al. Actions Sept. 21.HighGranted petitions by Radio Active Inc.
(KLEO), WPFA Radio Inc. (WCVS), and
KFIZ Bcstg. Co., to enlarge issues in proceeding on am applications of Mid-America
Bcstg.
System
al. Action
Sept.Inc.,
22. Highland Park, 111., et
By Commissioner John S. Cross
Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau for
extension of time to Sept. 29 to file responsive pleadings to petitions by Suburban
Bcstg. Inc., and Concert Network Inc. to
on Suburban's
proceeding
issues inthat
enlarge
application
Bcstg. N.Y.,
Co.,
for new fm and
stations of
in Camden
Mount Kisco,
and Newark, N.J. Action Sept. 18.
By Chief Hearing Examiner
James D. Cunningham
Dismissed with prejudice for failure to
file written appearance application of Hall
County Bcstg. Co. (WLBA), Gainesville,
Ga., which was in consolidated proceeding
with am applications of Cookeville Bcstg.
Co. Cookeville, Tenn., et al. Action Sept.
"
Scheduled
hearingW. for
on applica17.
tions of Lawrence
FeltDec.
and 7International
Good Music Inc., for new fm stations in
18Carlsbad and San Diego, Calif. Action Sept.
Granted request by Radio Holly Springs
to extent that it involves dismissal of its
application for new am station in Holly
Springs, Miss.; dismissed application with
prejudice and retained in hearing status
remaining
Action Sept. applications
21. in „ consolidation.
Scheduled oral argument for 9:20 a.m.,
H. Bennion,
29, on petitionof by
Sept.
for reconsideration
Sept.Sam10 action which
dismissed with prejudice his application
which was in consolidation proceeding with
application of Eastern Idaho Bcstg. and
Tv Co.,
both8 inforIdaho
new Falls,
tv station
operate on ch.
Idaho; to
parties
allowed
five
minutes
for
presentation
of
argument.
, , „.,,..
Granted informal request by Millington
reMillington,
Bcstg. Co.
document
by Tenn.,
4 and amended
ceived Sept.(WHEY),
without
submitted Sept. 22, for dismissalwhich
was
prejudice of his am application
am appliproceeding
in consolidated
MusclewithShoals Inc.
cations of Radio
al. Actions
(WOWL),
Sept.
25. Florence, Ala., et
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond for
Bureau
by Broadcast
Granted
from Sept. 28 to
of hearing
continuancemotion

Oct. 26 in proceeding on am application of
Clearwater Bcstg. Corp. (WDCL), Tarpon
Springs,
Fla.,23.for modification of license.
Action Sept.
Confirmed ruling made on Sept. 22 hearingancerecord
pursuantfor toDonald
motion W.for Huff
continuby counsel
and
adjourned further hearing until Oct. 15 in
proceeding
Huff's application
of Equitableon Publishing
Co. for and
new that
am
stations in Lansdale, Pa. Action Sept. 22.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
Scheduled evidentiary hearing for Sept.
25 in proceeding on am applications of John
Laurino, Ashland, Va., and The Capital
Bcstg. Co. (WNAV), Annapolis, Md. Action
Sept.
21.
Scheduled
prehearing conference for
Sept. 25 at 11 a.m., on application of The
Dodge
City Kan.
Bcstg. Action
Inc., forSept.
new 18.am station
in
Liberal,
By Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
Issued order governing course of hearing
in proceeding on am applications of Grand
Haven Bcstg. Co. (WGHN), Grand Haven,
Mich., et al., and following calendar was
established:
30 direct
sentation to beOct.
furnished
otherwritten
parties preand
examiner;ference;Nov.
9
further
prehearing
Nov. 16 hearing. Action Sept.con22.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
On oral request by counsel for Broadcast
Bureau and with agreement of counsel for
KVFC tinued
Inc.hearing
(KVFC),
Cortez,30 Colo.,
from Sept.
to Oct.con-20
in proceeding on KVFC application. Action
Sept.
22. petitions by Harlan Murrelle
Granted
and Assocs., Lakewood, N.J., for extension
of time to Sept. 26 to respond to petition
by Radio Toms River, Toms River, N.J.,
and by broadcast bureau for extension of
time ate
to petitions
Sept. 25byto file
responses
to separPeoples
Bcstg.
Corp.
(WGAR),
Cleveland,
Ohio,
William
rest (WIBU), Poynette, Wis., WBOWC. ForInc.
(WBOW), Terre Haute, Ind., and Radio
Toms River, to enlarge issues in proceeding
on am applications of Tiffin Bcstg. Co.,
Tiffin, Ohio, et al. Action Sept. 25.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
Granted petitions by Craig Siegfried
(KTNC), Falls Co.
City,(WTOL),
Neb., andToledo,
Community
Broadcasting
Ohio,
respondents,
to
accept
their
late
appear-of
ances in proceeding on am applications
Tiffin Bcstg. Co., Tiffin, Ohio, et al. Action
Sept.
23. motion by Community Bcstg. Co.
Denied
(WTOL),
for extension
time for oneToledo,
week Ohio,
to file motion
to enlargeof
issues in proceeding on am applications of
Tiffin Bcstg. Co., Tiffin, Ohio, et al. Action
Granted
Sept.
24. motion by Bcstrs., Ore. Ltd., and
Gospel Bcstg.
Co. tothatquash
sitions to extent
itemstaking
1, 2,of 6,depoand
7 are quashed, scheduled Oct. 7 for taking
of depositions in Portland, Ore., formalized
denial by hearing examiner of assignor
and assignee's
motionandtoscheduled
close record
shown
in transcript,
furtheras
hearing
for
purpose
of
considering
aforesaid depositions for Oct. 22 in Washington,
DC, inment ofthe
matterof ofstations
consent KPAM
to assignlicenses
and
KPFM Portland. Action Sept. 24.
Ordered that record in Moline, 111., tv
ch. 8 proceeding shall reflect stipulation
between Illiway Tv Inc., and Moline Tv
Corp. that program amendment referred
to in Illiway's Exhibit 12, page 6, was
signed
on June
10, 1958,
and and
filedis with
Commission
on June
12, 1958,
last
program amendment submitted by Illiway;
received in evidence Community Telecast60, and closed record.
Actioning Corp.'s
Sept. Exhibit
24.
Granted
petition
by
Alkima Bcstg.
Co.
for leave to amend its application
to make
in designation of the paraminor changes
meters for its ant. radiation pattern in pro-of
and those
ceeding on its application
and Howard Wasserman
Herman
for
new Handloff
am stations in West Chester, Pa.,
and Newark, Del. Action Sept. 25.
By Hearing Examiner Isadore A. Honig
Granted request by field engineering and
continufor indefinite
bureauscheduled
monitoring
ance of hearing
for Oct.
2 in
be dito
order
desist
and
cease
matter ofrected to Massachusetts Steel Treating
Corp., Worcester, Mass. Action Sept. 23.
By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
15 in proceedScheduled hearing for Oct.
of Radio Missouri
ing on am application East
St. Louis, 111.
n (WAMV),
Corporatio
Action Sept. 22.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
parties at Sept. 22
Upon agreement of
prehearing conference, continued hearing
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from Oct. 7 to Oct. 12 in proceeding on
application of Eastern Idaho Bcstg. and
Television Co. for new tv station to operate on ch. 8 in Idaho Falls, Idaho. Action
Sept. 22.
Granted joint petition by Continental
Bcstg. Corp. (WHOA), San Juan, and Jose
R. Madrazo, Guaynabo, P.R., for continuance of date for exchange of exhibits from
Sept. 28 to Oct. 12 and from Oct. 5 to Oct.
21 for hearing on their am applications.
Action Sept. 25.
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle
Pursuant to Sept. 21 hearing in proceeding on applications of Sheffield Bcstg. Co.
and J. B. Fait Jr., for new am stations
in Sheffield, Ala., scheduled Oct. 13 for
filing proposed findings of fact and conclusions and Oct. 26 for replies, if any,
and closed proceeding. Action Sept. 21.
On own motion, continued without date
prehearing conference and hearing, which
were set for Sept. 25 and Sept. 30, respectively, in proceeding on am application of
WPGC Inc. (WPGC), Morningside, Md. Action Sept. 22.
On own motion, continued without date
prehearing conference which was set for
Sept. 23 in proceeding on applications of
WBUD Inc. and Concert Network Inc., for
new fm stations in Trenton, N.J. Action
Sept. 22.
By Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClenning
By order, formalized certain agreements
reached at Sept. 15 prehearing conference
in proceeding on applications of Birney
Imes Jr., for new am station in West Memphis, Ark., et al.; scheduled hearing for
Jan. 18, 1960. Action Sept. 22.
Upon request by Satellite Center Radio
Co., scheduled further prehearing conference for Sept. 28 in proceeding on Satellite's new
applicationam andstations
that ofinDenver
Co., for
DenverBcstg.
and
Arvada, Colo. Action Sept. 23.
Pursuant to agreement of parties, continued hearing to Oct. 1, at 10:30 a.m., in
proceeding on am application of Radio
Americas Corp. (WORA), Mayaguez, P.R
Granted petition by KFWB Bcstg. Corp.,
respondent, for continuance of certain procedural dates in proceeding on am application of Southbay Bcstrs., Chula Vista,
Calif.; continued hearing from Sept. 29
to Nov. 10, at 11 a.m. Actions Sept. 24.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert STiarfman
Scheduled prehearing conference for Oct.
26 in proceeding on applications of Lawrence W. Felt and International Good
Music Inc., for new fm stations in Carlsbad and San Diego, Calif. Action Sept 23
Granted petition by North Suburban
Radio Inc., for leave to amend its application to reflect stock agreement between
it
and Mid-America
Bcstg.
Inc.,
competing
applicant for
new System
am station
to operate on 1430 kc, 1 kw DA-D, in Highland Park, 111. Action Sept. 24.
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
Pursuant to agreement of parties arrived
at during Sept. 18 prehearing conference,
continued from Oct. 9 to Dec. 9 hearing in
proceeding on application of South Minneapolis Bcstrs. for new am station in Bloomington, Minn. Action Sept. 18.
Granted motion by the National Bcstg.
Co. (WRCA), New York, N.Y., insofar as
it requests continuance of prehearing conference in proceeding on its am application; continued prehearing conference from
Sept. 23 to Nov. 5 and continued to date
to be uled
fixed
at prehearing
conference schedfor Oct.
30
Pursuanthearingto conference
agreement of counsel at preof Sept. 21, continued
hearing from Oct. 8 to 2 p.m., Dec. 14 in
Greensboro-High Point, N.C., tv ch. 8 proceeding. Actions Sept. 21.
Granted petition by broadcast bureau
for extension of time from Sept. 23 to Sept
28 to file pleadings in response to petition
for reconsideration filed by TriCities Bcstg
Co., one of applicants in Greensboro-High
Point,
Sept. 25.N.C., tv ch. 8 proceeding. Action
Commission on Sept. 22 amended Sec.
3.682 of part 3 of rules to delete note following that section which authorized tv
broadcast stations
to transmit reference
test signals through Oct. 3, 1959. A Sept. 9
action authorized transmission on regular
basis,
thus eliminating need for the special
authority.
Commission has revised its radio equipment hst, part A, showing transmitters,
translators, and monitors
acceptable, as of
Aug. 31, for use in tv broadcast service
provided operation is in accordance with
Commission's rules and that technical specifications listed are not exceeded. "Type
acceptance" is required for listing of transmitters,
and "type
approval"listings.
is necessary
and monitor
for translator
It is not possible for Commission to print
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the list in sufficient quantity to permit
general distribution. However, copies will
be
available
for inspection
offices
in Washington,
D.C.,at Commission's
and at each
of its field offices. Industries and others
interested may reproduce list in whole
or in part if they so desire. Arrangements
may be made through the Technical Research Div. of the Office of Chief Engineer
for loan of copy for this purpose.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By Broadcast Bureau
Actions of September 25
WOC-TV Davenport, Iowa— Granted cp to
change trans, location, trans, make changes
inchanges;
ant. ant.
system940 ft.and other equipment
WTMJ-TV Milwaukee, Wis.—
and equip-cp
to make changes in ant. system Granted
ment; ant. 900 ft. (main trans. & ant.)
*WBAA West Lafayette, Ind.— Granted
cp to make changes in ant. system (side
mount fm ant. on center tower); condition.
Nevada Radio-Television Inc. Reno, Nev.
—Granted
cp for new tv intercity relay station.
WLOB-FM Portland, Me.— Granted cp to
replace
station. permit which authorized
new fm expired
WOOW Greenville, N.C.— Granted mod.
of cp to change studio location and type
trans.; remote control permitted.
KSFM (FM)
Sacramento, Calif.— Granted
extension
of completion
date to Oct 30.
Actions of September 24
WICC-AM-TV Bridgeport, Conn.— Grantassignment
of licenses
to ConnecticutNew ed York
Bcstrs.
Inc.
WHBG Harrisonburg, Va.— Granted acquisition of positive control by William
Wallace Greer,
Jr. through purchase
stock from Charles and Zerilda Dillon. of
WARN Ft. Pierce, Fla.— Granted cp to
change ant. -trans, and studio location and
make changes in ground system.
WPAT-FM Paterson, N.J.— Granted cp
to decrease ERP
to 4.4 kw; increase ant
height to 870 ft.; change ant.-trans. location; install new trans, and new ant.; remote control permitted; waived Sec. 3.205
(a) of rules to permit main studio to be
located at site other than in place where
station is located and not at trans, site
and alternate
cp to install
as
main new
trans.trans, to be used
WAUG-FM Augusta, Ga.— Granted cp
to
installant.new100 trans,
to
ft. and increase ERP
9 kw;
KNDO (TV) Yakima, Wash. — Granted
mod. of cp to change ERP to vis. 19.5 kw,
aur. 10.5 kw, type ant., make changes in
equipment, correct geographical coordinates
(not ft.move) and specify studio location; ant.
960
KCCC-TV Sacramento, Calif.— Granted
mod. of cp to change ERP to vis. 15.8 kw
aur. 8.51 kw, install new trans, and ant.
system,
ant. 320 and
ft. make changes in equipment;
KRKD-FM Los Angeles, Calif.— Granted
mod. of SCA to install new equipment.
The following stations were granted extensions of completion dates as shown:
K76AR, K78AL, K80AR, K82AI Minneonto
Television
to Dec. 31. Inc., Kabetogama, and Orr, Minn.,

How

the

FCC

radio

Actions of September 23
WDMG Douglas, Ga.— Granted mod. of
license to operate trans, by remote control, using DA-N; conditions.
KWME-FM Walnut Creek, Calif.— Granted change of remote control authority.
Actions of September 22
KRLD-AM-FM-TV Dallas, Texas— Granted assignment
Herald
Printing ofCo. licenses to The Times
WCQS Alma, Ga.— Granted assignment of
license to Queen City Bcstg. System Die.
WHAB Baxley, Ga.— Granted assignment
Inc.
of license to WHAB Radio
WVSC Somerset, Pa.— Granted assignment
WVSC Inc
Station
Radio
to
license
of
ment
WITE Brazil, Ind.— Granted assignment
of cp to Quad Cities Bcstg. Corp.
KPAP Redding, Calif.— Granted relinquishment of negative control by P. Dalporto through
sale of stock by C. E. Chamberlain, P. Dalporto
and Victor Milnes
James R. Hampton and Victor Milnes. to
KSRA Salmon, Idaho— Granted relinquishment of negative control
Snake River
Radio & Television Co., Inc.bythrough
fer of stock to Richard Eugene and transSara
Lynn
KFI Carr.
Los Angeles, Calif.— Granted mod of
license to operate main trans, by remote
control.
WOOD-TV Grand Rapids, Mich.— Granted
cp
to change trans, location, make changes
in ant.
equipmen ERP
vis. 316 system
kw, aur.and158 other
kw, ant 1,000 t;
ft
WDAM-TV
Laurel,
Miss.—
Granted'
mod
of
cp to change
Television
Co. name to South
Mississippi
Following stations were granted extensions of completio dates as shown: KERATV Dallas, Tex. ton March
30, 1960; WGANTV Portland, Me. (main trans.
ant.) to
April 13, 1960; KOPR-TV Butte,& Mont
Feb. 13, 1960; KOMC (TV) McCook, Neb. to
Dec. 21; WSPD-TV Toledo, Ohio (auxto
trans.) to Jan. 13, 1960; KNAC (TV) Hot
Springs, Ark. to March 28, 1960; WARDTV Johnstown
, Pa. to Feb. 13, 1960.
Actions of September 21
KBMI Henderson, Nev.— Granted mod of
license to operate trans,
by remote control
WLOD Pompano Beach,
Fla. — Granted
mod.
of
license
to
change
name to WLOD
Inc.
WYFI (FM)
Va.— Granted cp to
make changes Norfolk,
in ant.
ground system; ERP 13.5system
kw. and change
Following stations were granted extensions of completion
as shown: KYAP
Ruidoso, N.M. to Nov. dates
30; KCUL Fort Worth
Tex toto Dec.
Feb. 31.8, 1960; KSPL-FM Diboll, Tex.'
111.
I?,
Nov 21; WNWC
(FM) Arlington Heights,
WPDR Portage, Wis.— Granted authority
to
sign-off
at
5:15,
for 30.
period beginning
Sept. 27 and endingCST,Sept.
PETITIONS FOR RULEMAKING FILED
Hastings-Raydist Inc., Hampton, Va. (922-59)—
table
frequency
allocatioRequests
ns found that
in Sec.
2.104,of Sec
11 601
™„sec-;
of sub
Partrules
M of
Part
H
and
Sec!
20.29
of part
20 of
be amended
provide for use of certain frequencies into 16501655 and
3300-3310 kc bands as well as entire
1750-1800 kc band for radiolocation operations throughout continental United States
Alaska, Hawaii
and the Unitedbasis
States' possessions, on noninterference
WLUK-TV Marinette, Wis. (9-22-59)—
Requests reallocation of ch. 11 from Marinette to Green Bay, Wis. and simultaneous
mod. of WLUK-TV's outstanding license to
specify
operation
on ch. 11 in Green Bay
Ann. Sept.
25.

processing line will be
BP-12250— WILM Wilmington, Del., DelaFollowing applications, announced
ware Bcstg. Co. Has: 1450kc, 250w, Unl
Req:
14o0kc,
250w, lkw-LS,
Sept. 24 are on top of the standard
BP-1225
1— WRAW
Reading, UnlPa., WRAW
radio processing line and are due to Inc. Has: 1340kc, 250w, Unl. Req: 1340kc
250w,
lkw-LS,
BP-I2254
— NEWUnl.Wheatland, Wyo. Kowbov
be considered by FCC, beginning Oct.
250w, Unl
1340kc,Macon,
Co.
Bcstg.
31. Any new applications or changes
BP-12261—Req:
WNEX
Ga., Macon
Bcstg. Co. Has: 1400kc, 250w, Unl Rea •
in current applications that may conBP-12262 WOPI Bristol, Tenn., WOPI Inc
flict with applications on this list must
1400kc, 250w, lkw-LS, Un
q"
be filed with FCC by close of business
Unl. 250w, Unl. Req: l
lkw-LS,
1490kc, 250w'
1490kc,
Has:
BP-122
64— WBHF
Cartersville, Ga., W R
Oct. 30 in order to be considered with
this group.
Frier. Has: 1450kc, 250w, Unl. Req: 1450kc'
BP-12270— WSSC Sumter, S.C., Radio
'
4
250w, lkw-LS, Unl
.
1340kc,
SoU^
ter Has:
Applications from the top of proc1340kc,
lkw-LS,
Unl 250w, Unl. Req:
BP-1228250w,
6 — WELY
Ely, Minn., Charles B
essing line:
Persons. Has: 1450kc, 250w, Unl. Req: 1450
Unl.
250w,87—lkw-LS
kc,BP-122
BP-12238— KSAM Huntsville, Tex., HuntsKXRA, Alexand
113
ria, Minn., Alexville Bcstg. Co. Has: 1490kc, 250w, Unl.
andria
Bcstg.
Corp.
Has: 1490kc, 250w, Unl.
Req: 1490kc, 250w, lkw-LS, Unl.

Req: 1230kc, 250w, lkw-LS, Unl.
BP-12288— WJEF Grand Rapids, Mich.,
Amalgamated Properties Inc. Has: 1230kc,
250w, Unl. Req: 1230kc, 250w, 500W-LS,
Unl.
BP-12290 — WMSA Massena, N.Y., The
Brockway Co. Has: 1340kc, 250w, Unl. Req:
1340kc, 250w, lkw-LS, Unl.
BP-12294 — WCRS, Greenwood, S.C., Grenco
Inc. Has: 1450kc, 250w, Unl. Req: 1450kc,
250w, lkw-LS, Unl.
BP-12297 — KROC Rochester, Minn.,
Southern Minnesota Bcstg. Co. Has: 1340kc, 250w,
Unl.
lkw-LS,
250w,
1340kc,
Req:
Unl.
BP-12301— WIKB Iron River, Mich., Iron
250w,
County Bcstg. Corp. Has: 1230kc,
Unl. Req: 1230kc, 250w, lkw-LS, Unl.
BP-12309— WJNC Jacksonville, N.C., Onslow Bcstg. Corp. Has: 1240kc, 250w, Unl.
Req: 1240kc, 250w, lkw-LS, Unl.
BP-12310— WOKK Meridian, Miss., New
South Bcstg. Corp. Has: 1450kc, 250w, Unl.
Req: 1450kc, 250w, lkw-LS, Unl.
BP-12312 — WTTH Port Huron, Mich.,
Times-Herald Co. Has: 1380kc, lkw, DA-1,
Unl. Req: 1380kc, 5kw, DA-2, Unl.
BP-12322 — WFOY St. Augustine, Fla.,
Ponce de Leon Bcstg. Co. Has: 1240kc,
250w, Unl. Req: 1240kc, 250w, lkw-LS, Unl.
BP-12327— KWYN Wynne, Ark., East Arkansas Bcstrs. Inc. Has: 1400kc, 250w, Unl.
Req: 1400kc, 250w, lkw-LS, Unl.
BP-12328— WSTP Salisbury, N.C., WSTP
Inc Has: 1490kc, 250w, Unl. Req: 1490kc,
250w, lkw-LS, Unl.
BP-12339— KCMS Manitou Springs, Colo.,
Garden of the Gods Bcstg. Co. Has: 1490
kc, lOOw, Unl. Req: 1490kc, 250w, Unl.
BP - 12340 — WERE Wilkes - Barre, Pa.,
WBRE Radio Inc. Has: 1340kc, 250w, D,
Req: 1340kc, 250w, lkw-LS, Unl.
BP-12341— KBOW Butte, Mont., Copper
City Radio Co. Has: 1490kc, 250w, Unl. Req:
1490kc, 250w, lkw-LS, Unl.
BP-12342— WHDL Olean, N.Y., WHDL Inc.
Has: 1450kc, 250w, Unl. Req: 1450kc, 250w,
lkw-LS, Unl.
BP-12346— NEW Ashland, Ore., Faith
Tabernacle Inc. Req: 1350kc, lkw, D.
BP-12347 — KMRS Morris, Minn., Western
Minnesota Bcstg. Co. Has: 1570kc, lkw, D,
Req: 1230kc, 250w, Unl.

FCC'S

BP-12348— KRXL Roseburg, Ore., Umpqua Bcstrs. Inc. Has: 1240kc, 250w, Unl.
Req: 1250kc, 5kw, D.
BP-12351— WJLK Detroit, Mich., Booth
Bcstg. Co. Has: 1400kc, 250w, Unl. Req:
1400kc, 250w, lkw-LS, Unl.
BP-12354 — KVLF Alpine, Tex., Big Bend
Bcstrs. Has: 1240kc, 250w, Unl. Req: 1240
kc, 250w, lkw-LS, Unl.
BP-12355— NEW San German, P.R., Jose
Soler Req: 1090kc, 250w, Unl.
BP-12356— WMVG Milledgeville, Ga., Michael T. Landy. Has: 1450kc, 250w, Unl.
Req: 1450kc, 250w, lkw-LS, Unl.
BP-12361— WGUS N. Augusta, S.C., Dixie
Bcstg.
1380kc, System.
lkw, D.Has: 1600kc, 500w, D. Req:
BP-12364 — KTUR Turlock, Calif., KTUR
Inc. Has: 1390kc, 1 kw, DA-N, Unl. Req:
1390kc, 5kw, DA-2, Unl.
BP-12365— NEW Ft. Atkinson, Wis, Shorewood Bcstg. Corp. Req: 940kc, lkw, DA-D.
BP-12366 — WBOP Pensacola, Fla., TriCities Bcstg. Inc. Has: 980kc, 500w, D. Req:
980kc, lkw, D.
BP-12372 — NEW Glen Burnie, Md.. Southfield Bcstg. Inc. Req: 1590kc, 500w, DA-2,
Unl.
BP-12374— NEW Black Mountain, N.C.,
Mountain View Bcstg. Co. Req: 1350kc,
500w, D.
BP-12375 — WEPM
Martinsburg, W.Va.,
Martinsburg Bcstg. Co. Has: 1340kc, 250w,
Unl. Req: 1340kc, 250w, lkw-LS, Unl.
BP-12380 — KDNT Denton, Tex., Harwell
V.
Shepard.
Has: 1440kc,
1440kc, 500w,
lkw-LS.
DA-N,
Unl. Req:
500w, 5kw-LS,
DA-N, Unl.
Applications
whichissued
309(b) letters
haveon been
BP-12265 — WINC Winchester, Va., Richard F. Lewis Jr. Inc. of Winchester. Has:
1400kc, 250w, Unl. Req: 1400kc, 250w, lkwLS, Unl.
BP-12311— WWIN Baltimore, Md., Belvedere Bcstg. Corp. Has: 1400kc. 250w, Unl.
Req: 1400kc, 250w, lkw-LS, Unl.
BP-12336— WHLF South Boston, Va., Halifax Bcstg. Co. Has: 1400kc, 250w, Unl. Req.

RADIO FINANCIAL
(other statistical information
,Fi FrTFn rfvfniif ITEMS AND
STATIONS BY ^METROPOLITAN

ITEM
CONTINENTAL U.S.
METROPOLITAN AREAS
NON-METRO. AREAS OF
3 OR MORE STATIONS
NON-METRO. AREAS OF
LESS THAN 3 STATIONS
TOTAL
CONTINENTAL U.S.
TERRITORIES & P0SS.

GRAND TOTAL ***
CONTINENTAL U.S.
METROPOLITAN AREAS
Akron, Ohio
Albany-Schenectady-Troy, N.Y.
Albuquerque, N.M.
Allentown-Bethlehem, Pa.
Altoona, Pa.
Amarillo, Tex.
Anderson, Ind.
Asheville, N.C.
Atlanta, Ga.
Atlantic City, N.J.
Augusta, Ga.
Austin, Tex.
Bakersfield, Cal.
Baltimore, Md.
See page 123 for footnotes
114

No. of
Stations
in
tion
Opera1,194
281

porting
No.
Re$25,000
or More
Time

4
7
7
8
4
6
2
16#
47#
4
48#
14

OR COMMUNITIES
BY MARKETS
REPORT
this issue)
section,
ent
Governm
see
in Sept. 28 issue; also
BROADCAST REVENUES, EXPENSES AND INCOME1 OF 3,197 RADIO"
AREAS AND BY1958COMMUNITIES NOT IN METROPOLITAN AREAS

Networks

Sales3 $ 10,323,725
1,143
263
728,863

1,761 1,550
3,236 2,956
60 53
3,296 3,009
4
7
7
8
4
4
2
164
4
6
4
7
14

1400kc,
250w,— lkw-LS,
BP-12343
WOND Unl.
Pleasantville, N.J.,
South Jersey Radio Inc. Has: 1400kc, 250w,
Unl. Req: 1400kc, 250w, lkw-LS, Unl.
BP-12352— NEW Shelbyville, Ky., Shelby
Bcstg. Co. Req: 940kc, 250w, D.
BP-12359— NEW Redwood City, Calif.,
Redwood City Radio Inc. Req: 850kc, lkw,
DA-1, Unl.
BP-12360— NEW Redwood City, Calif.,
Hometown
Bcstrs. Req: 850kc, 500w, DA-1,
Unl.
BP-12371 — WALE Fall River, Mass., Narragansett Bcstg. Co. Has: 1400kc. 250w, Unl.
Req: 1400kc, 250w, 500w-LS, Unl.
BP-12373— NEW South Haven, Mich.,
Radio 940. Req: 940kc, lkw. DA-D.
BP-12376— KSAN San Francisco, CaUf.,
Golden Gate Bcstg. Corp. Has: 1450kc,
250w, Unl. Req: 1450kc. 250w, lkw-LS, Unl.
Applications Deleted From Public Notice
of April 9, 1959 (FCC 59-316) (24 F.R. 2842)
BP-11230— WITA San Juan, P.R., Electronic Enterprises Inc. Has: 1140kc, 500w,
Unl. Req: 1030kc, lkw, Unl.
(Deleted from
Commission
actionabove-referenced
of July 22, 1959.)list by
BP-11738 — NEW Sacramento, Calif., NorthBcstg. Co. Req: 1030kc, 500w,
DA-1,ern California
Unl.
and BP-11738 are
s BP-11230
(Application
pursuant to provisions of
pending sfilePublic
in
Commission'
Notice of August 9,
1946 1030kc.)
with respect to proposals for 770kc
and
Applications Deleted From Public Notice
of July 30, 1959 (FCC 59-810) (24 F.R. 6248)
BP-5827— NEW Wyandotte, Mich., WoodUnl. ward Bcstg. Co. Req: 850kc, 5kw, DA-2,
(Is in pending file pursuant to provisions
of Sec. 1.351 of Commission Rules.)
BP-11845 — NEW Oklahoma City, Okla.,
Sooner State Bcstg. Co. (now BP-13342).
Req: 1210kc, lOkw, DA-D. changes in dispecify
(Was amended
was assigned new
rectional antennatoand
file number pursuant to provisions of Sec.
1.354[h] of Commission Rules.)

1,582,999
12,635,587
445,675
13,081,262
50,176
111,910
35,126
20,045
5,174
23,150
20,363
126,523
12,530
20,168
11,560
22,299
246,529

Time Sales:
National and
Regional
Advertisers
and Sponsors'

Local
Total
Stations
Advertisers
and Sponsors4 Reporting"

$148,174,107

$195,865,055 1,173

4,686,956

20,023,751 272

100,728,172 1,693
16,645,607
316,616,978 3,138
169,506,670
59
2,431,880 3,684,215
3,197
$171,938,550 $320,301,193
362,705
1,310,322
357,719
279,376
72,290
240,092
133,390
1,668,591
126,120
147,586
240,714
197,486
1,778,599

1,367,544
1,076,133
713,280
1,114,075
322,587
537,046
298,406
2,270,326
289,275
559,546
515,124
487,386
3,372,854

4
7
7
8
4
1652
4
4
7
4
7
14

Total
Broadcast

Total
Broadcast
Expenses

$329,111,282
Revenues'3
25,600,717

Total
Broadcast

$291,546,987

$ 37,564,295
Income1
25,181,563 419,154

112,644,096

121,406,790
476,118,789

429,372,646

6,412,204
$482,530,993

8,762,694
46,746,143
551,639

5,860,565
$435,233,211

$ 47,297,782

1,634,251
2,185,098
1,002,392
1,371,590
397,036
787,697
464,034

1,189,983
2,268,259
987,617
1,225,191
461,519
772,536
521,833
3,443,063
720,807
355,151

404,385
3,709,008
717,466
724,345
699,012
4,616,365

444,268
14,775
146,399
15,161**
83,161265,945
64,48349,234
101,014
57,799-

623,331
821,257
4,056,954
559,411
122,245-116
CONTINUES ON PAGE
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PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Offices ME. 8-5411
1735 DeSales St., N. W.
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFCCE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
501-514 Munsey Bldg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLD6. Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5303
KANSAS CiTY, MO.
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnes & Culver
Munsey Building District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

1710 H St., N.W. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14th St., N. W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D.C. REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, B. C.
Fort Evens
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
FLeetwood 7-8447
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. 0. Box 32
CRestvlew 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
OLIver 2-8520

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronic*
1610
Eye St., D.N. C.W.
Washington,
Executive 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
19 E. Quincy St. Hickory 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Military
Rd.,C. N. W.,
Wash., D.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone STote 7-2601
Member AFCCE

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER

Vandivere & Cohen
Consulting Electronic Engineers
617 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-461 i
1426 G St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Brecksville, Ohio
(a Cleveland Suburb)
Tel: JAckson 6-4386
P. O. Box 82
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
GLendale 2-3073

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
1316 S. Kearney
Skyline 6-1603
Denver 22, Colorado

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666
Member AFCCE

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601 Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W. Va. Dickens 2-6281

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-955S

FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENT
AM-FM-TV
WLAK Electronics Service, Inc.
P.O. Box 1211, Lakeland, Florida
Mutual 2-3145 3-3819

NUGENT SHARP
Consulting Radio Engineer
809-11 Warner Building
Washington 4, D. C.
District 7-4443

Service

COMMERCIAL RADIO
Monitoring Company
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
A FULL TIME SERVICE
FOR AM-FM-TV
P O Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.
Phone Jackson 3-5302
BROADCASTING, October 5, 1959

Directory

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute Curricula
3224 16th St., N. W.
Washington 10, D. C.
Practical
Broadcast, TVand Electronics
ei"iipering
residence
courses. WritehomeFor study
Free Catalog,
specify course.

8401 Cherry St.
Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

COLLECTIONS
I
For the Industry
ALL
OVER
THE
WORLD
TV — Radio — Film and Media
Accounts Receivable
No Collection — No Commissions
STANDARD ACTUARIAL
WARRANTY CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
115
LP 5-5990

*r

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 114
porting
No.
Re$25,000
or More
Time

->

ITEM
tion
Opera-o
Baton Rouge, La.
2
2
Bay City, Mich.
A
Sale4s3
Beaumont-Port Arthur, Tex.
A
4
Binghamton, N. Y.
11
11
Birmingham, Ala.
17
X
/
11
Boston, Mass.
J
Bridgeport, Conn.
1
Brockton, Mass.
11
Buffalo, N.Y.
115
5
Canton, Ohio
3
3
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
2
2
Champaign-Urbana, III.
5
5
Charleston, S.C.
8
8
Charleston, W.Va.
7 +b
Charlotte, N.C.
Chattanooga, Tenn.
ZD
27
Chicago, III.
7£jD
g
Cincinnati, Ohio
Q
7
Cleveland, Ohio
7
#
Columbia, S.C.
Dc
Columbus, Ga.
Columbus, Ohio
O
Corpus Christi, Tex.
8
Dallas, Tex.
c8
5
Davenport-Rock Island — Moline
4
4
Dayton, Ohio
152
2
Decatur, III.
18
Denver, Colo.
6
6
Des Moines, Iowa
11
11
Detroit, Mich.
2
2
Dubuque, Iowa
7
76#
Duluth, Minn-Superior
4
3
Durham, N.C.
5
El Paso, Tex.
5
5
Erie, Penn.
5
5
Evansville, Ind.
2
2
Fall River, Mass.
£
Flint, Mich.
4
4
Fort Smith, Ark.
4
4
Fort Wayne, Ind.
7
7
Fort Worth, Tex.
8
9
Fresno, Cal.
3
3
Gadsden, Ala.
3
3
Galveston, Tex.
6
6
Grand Rapids, Mich.
3
3
Green Bay, Wise.
7
7
Greensboro-High Point, N.C.
8
6
Greenville, S.C.
2
2
Hamilton-Middleton, 0. .
35#
3
Hampton-Newport, Va.
5
5
Harrisburg, Penn.
5
Hartford, Conn.
11
11
Houston, Tex.
6
6
Huntington, W.Va.Ashln.
6
6
Indianapolis, Ind.
6
6
11#
Jackson, Miss.
102
2
Jackson, Mich.
Jacksonville, Fla.
5
5
Johnstown, Penn.
J
Kalamazoo, Mich.
Q7
Q7
Kansas City, Mo.
101
1015#
Kenosha, Wise.
Knoxville, Tenn.
.3
5
Lancaster, Penn.
2
2
Lansing, Mich.
1
1
Laredo, Tex.
2
2
Lawrence, Mass.
2
2
Lewiston-Auburn, Me.
3
3
Lexington, Ky
1
1
Lima, Ohio
3
Lincoln, Nebr.
p
Q
O
o
Little-N. Little Rock, Ark.
1
Lorain-Elyria, Ohio
£0
Los Angeles, Cal.
Q
O
no
Louisville, Ky.
2
2
Lowell, Mass.
6
6
Lubbock, Tex.
7
6
Macon, Ga.
3
3
10#
Madison, Wis.
3
3
14#
Manchester, N.H.
9
Memphis, Tenn.
7#
12
12#
Miami, Fla.
8
8
Milwaukee, Wis.
12
Minneapolis-St. Paul
6
Mobile, Ala.
See page 123 for footnotes.
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cj.
Tii line
mp ~> o iIp<;National and
Regional
Advertisers

-a

No. of
Stations
in

Total
Stations
Networks
6
181,047 and Sponsors4
19,376 and Sponsors4
777,168 Reporting5
1172
739,465
143,647
4
4,265
196 339
505 999
22 571
792,337
17
1,179A44
38,735
160,269
4,949,393
3
4,234,901
311,679
607,505
11,825
1
11
2,347,908
91,058
1,522,594
5
531,987
342,559
29,982
3
410,534
859,180
23,766
2
5
23,293
407,526
186,615
8
218,549
742,784
42,117
7
648,554
990,218
8
54,871
207,689
941,821
32,098
27
11,123,235
629,861
9,672,474
7
1 637 987
8
154,034
2^583^819
2,762,319
7
274,747
604,524
19,653
5
158,298
518,546
17,261
6
1,242,948
35^219
1,530,467
156
26,860
388,741
'840^5
398,722
8
2,247,73029
1,455,936
126,662
5
410,638
565,663
46,570
4
l'555,355
491J33
12,096
1,439,025
2
1
218
637
-LUO, 7DU
2 404 072
6
133,953
11
483,974
4,477,393
5,897,405
2
7
624,720
253,028
59,353
3
133,160
258,405
11,449
6
195,749
661,404
26,834
162,597
5
473,860
22,761
465,703
5
228,009
21,101
**
2
6
351,874
28,775
868,444
4
297,384
77,596
4
9,665
866,466
533,609
36,598
7
1,258,595
693,261
9
607,695
67,127
978,885
71,111
3
220 207
31 968
3
57,134
233,378
6
538,761
898,094
26,142
414,081
3
190,406
12,520
155,193
7
653,164
7,688
8
•
2
213,590
602,837
17,399
2
■5 596
3
182,181
314,984
309,525
48,308
528,147
446,513
130,377
1,582,400
11
1,771,695
134,922
2,472,715
6
491,918
213,948
27,399
1,840,499
40,480
1,405,246
6
503,439ft ft
232,232ft*
16,513
2
925,903
11
571,534
59,975
5
134,356
372,731
7,989
1039
327,907
13,788
561,427
2,431,658
119,914
1,871,952
1
426,099
934,502
69,176
5
376,209
214,205
12,146
2
-rft*-.<
**
1
* ft
2
2
3
148,859
494,207
1
519,982
3
**
52,085
A
1
A
A
AO
8
77,032
2
28
7,340,538
319,396
10,838,475
9
143,438
1,149,173* *
1,560,217
2
6
102,545
689,179
20,720
6
433,476
17,340
10
199,411
29,216
3
578,662
274,432
13
3
16,200
J. ID, c. 1 D
73,153
12
1,381,926
1,077,497
74,794
2,446,694
1,422,490
8
90,374
2,179,614
1,481,124
151,713
2,326,788
2,862,106
7
21,355
211,771
553,944
Local
Advertisers

Total
Broadcast

Total
Broadcast

943,338
Revenues6
833,540
716,659

Expenses
948,605
828,721
791,323

2,070,949
8,515,936
809,630

2,208,547
693,957
6,891,271

3,542,848
905,356
1,250,565
608,444
1,024,959
1,553,368
1,148,610
20,609,002
4,736,534
5,429,889
917,311
669,306
2,706,527
744,724

3,577,137
848,554
1,109,074
592,637
938,978
1,419,251
1,067,002
14,488,582
3,611,265
4,852,844
816,377
655,668
2,239,553
761,969

3,332,516
971,522
2,119,157
3,529,379
2,224,501
9,418,810
909,106
399,084
825,848
646,057
696,053

3,020,634
877,712
1,627,147

1,189,169
376,937
1,440,108
1,864,503
1,536,522
253,452
282,394
1,346,539
590,982
812,094
877,428

1,156,109
349,047
1,221,984
1,877,567
1,411,001
227,594
252,045
1,215,635
531,428
789,141
742,332

485,346
857,574
1,914,015
3,924,043
734,566
3,064,100
721,254
1,433,963
496,874
874,871
3,870,692
1,429,054
593,740

560,646
695,170
1,567,206
3,484,519
694,534
2,524,255
650,461
1,400,303
494,194
715,036
2,765,684
1,395,652
513,989

624,226

666,004

568,527
1,037,837
16,279,391
2,775,676

550,375
1,030,493
13,531,508
2,800,502* *
760,882
613,704
737,737
579,152
2,141,333
3,080,679
3,181,027
764,362
4,167,090

802,444
630,582
873,347
590,348
2,354,161
3,542,268
3,686,462
4,893,883
779,640

3,397,527
2,070,714
6,912,207
915,494
351,984
836,947
610,249
670,677

Total
Broadcast
*#
4,819
Income1
115,673
1,624,665
74,664
5,**26——7—
137,598
141,491
56,802
34,289 —
15,807
85,981
134,117
81,608
6,120,420
1,125,269
577,045
100,934
13,638
466,974
311,882
93,810
492,010
17,245—
131,852
153,787
2,506,603* *

47,100
35,808
25,376
**
11,099—
6,
33,060
27,890388—
218,124
125,521
25,858
30,349
13,064—
130,904
59,554
22,953
135,096
162,404
346,809
439,524
75,300
40,032 —
539,845
70,793
33,660
159,835
2,680
1,105,008
33,402
79,751

18,152
**
41,7782,747,883
7,344
41,562
16,878
24,826135,610
11,196
212,828
461,589
505,435
726,793
15,278
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ITEM
Montgomery, Ala,
Muncie, Ind.
Muskegan, Mich.
Nashville, Term.
New Bedford, Mass.
New Britain-Bristol, Conn.
New Haven, Conn.
New Orleans, La.
New York & NE. N.J.
Norfolk-Portsmouth, Va.
Ogden, Utah
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Omaha, Nebr.
Orlando, Fla.
Pensacola, Fla.
Peoria, III.
Philadelphia, Penn.
Phoenix, Ariz.
Pittsburgh, Penn.
Pittsfield, Mass.
Portland, Me.
Portland, Ore.
Providence, R.I.
Pueblo, Colo.
Racine, Wise.
Raleigh, N.C.
Reading, Penn.
Richmond, Va.
Roanoke, Va.
Rochester, N.Y.
Rockford, III.
Sacramento, Cal.
Saginaw, Mich.
St. Joseph, Mo.
St. Louis, Mo.
Salt Lake, Utah
San Angelo, Tex.
San Antonio, Tex.
San Bernardino, Cal.
San Diego, Cal.
San Fran. -Oakland
San Jose, Cal.
Santa Barbara, Cal.
Savannah, Ga.
Scranton, Penn.
Seattle, Wash.
Shreveport, La.
Sioux City, Iowa
Sioux Falls, S.D.
South Bend, Ind.
Spokane, Wash.
Springfield, III.
Springfield-Holyoke
Springfield, Mo.
Springfield, Ohio
Stamford-Norwalk Ct.
Stockton, Cal.
Syracuse, N.Y.
Tacoma, Wash.
Tampa-St. Petersburg
Terre Haute, Ind.
Toledo, Ohio
Topeka, Kan.
Trenton, N.J.
Tucson, Ariz.
Tulsa, Okla.
Utica-Rome, N.Y.
Waco, Tex.
Washington, D.C.
Waterbury, Conn.
Waterloo, Iowa
W. Palm Beach, Fla.
Wheeling-Steubenville
Wichita Falls, Tex.
Wichita, Kan.
Wilkes Barre-Hazleton
Wilmington, Del.
Winston Salem, N.C.
Worcester, Mass.
York, Penn.
Youngstown, Ohio
Non-metro, areas of
3 or more stations
Anniston, Ala.
Decatur, Ala.
Dothan, Ala.
Huntsville, Ala.

No. of
Stations
in
Operation
6
1
3
8
2
3
4
36#
11
7
7#
3
8
7#
7
21#
13#
5
20#
162
4
115#

porting
No. Re$25,000
or More
Time
Sales3
5
1
3
8
2
3
4
11
357
2
8
7
7
6
5
21
12
20
2
4
11
14
4
2
5
3
8
6
6
.2
5
3
133
, 9
3
178
188
5
5
6
6
14
7
3
4
3
8
3
9
4
2
2
5
5
3
13
2
4
4
3
8
6
7
2
17
2
2
5
7
3
6
6
4
4
5
5
1438
1,143

8#
2
5
3
6
6
2
5
3
14#
3
9 "6
9#
4
9
17
L86#
6
15#
6
9
3
4
3
8
103
4
2
2
5
53#
134
9#
4
4
37#
6
2
3#
177#
3
6#
7
3
6
4
4
5
5
1,194
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4#
3
3
3

3
3
3
3

Networks
24,324
1,310
124,065
2,882
3,880
130,102
593,592
54,981
67,556
66.216
34,456
11,114
33,739
187,809
169,610
135,853
71,595
209,392
109,085
15,068
85,453
18,831
86,455
35,970
60,782
28,477
18,271
166,130
163,809
2,950
129,535
13,409
65,127
239,737
11,098
28,247
39,525
153,968
61,451
330
7,554
15,966
35,552
15,644
46,612
11,555
14,043
45,876
7,882**
37,727
45,979
12,958
15,615
34,648
74,962
17,158
137,123**
**
*•*
4,426
35,346
12,070
16,196
27,051
19,424
20,347
81,670
13,494
71,577
10,323,725
423
132

Time Sales:
National and
Total
Total
Regional Local
Total
Broadcast
Stations
Total
Broadcast
Broadcast
Advertisers Advertisers
and Sponsors4 and Sponsors4
Expenses
251,105 Reporting5
674,340
339,794
5
609,929
64,411
Revenues"
1
358,167
30,336
422,896
85,048
3
392,560
Income1
975,691
1,459,168
8
2,271,514
2,341,691
70,177
2
114,211
325,415
419,355
404,448
3
14,907
394,095
679,694
4
**
965,683
1,025,292
1,113,566
11
1,351,760
2,337,574
27,518,693
237,180
2,304,293
24,569,699
13,723,119
34,077,986
6,559,293
529,499
1,217,000
59,609—
7
1,433,009
1,670,189
275,236
**
2
33,281—
36
257,275
703,432
1,284,123
1,930,062
1,654,826
7
2,253,738
1,449,385
1,048,457
1,996,463
697,309
855,462
167,413
1,003,185
7
439,805
147,723—
7
62,547
522,845
550,396
5
388,607
815,625
1,185,850
**
1,174,266
5,041,589
9,140,383
21
10,737,009
6,224,809
397,809
27,551
2,101,029
12
1,487,990
11
584
,.
944,962
2,032,853
5,348,908
20
2,819,223
3,731,507
15
6,293,870
1,596'626
700,948
• 542
68,176 —
22,156
246,130
399,525
684,504
**
1,178,796
1,479,043
2,774,280
2,752,124
187,570
1,202,058
11
2,144,644
1,075,378
1,957,074
334,199
4/ifn
(J £1,304
434,215
i r\ a
83,290
5
31,911
16,444 —
114,849
2
391,653
137,587
926,714
667,772
1,041,563
492,207
155,569
503,915
3
629,794
238,845
841,451
832,321
8
1,486,451
183,576
795,349
605,380
1,725,296
797,409
6
2,060
206,000
930,736
6
1,030,962
1,712,721
1,918,721
**
2
1 513 327
685,593
Ann
1,579,927
5
1,038,229
125,879
462
214
509,950
381,515
47,736
3
152,959
434 809
316,425
428,241
3
253,534
3,577,033
3,399,394
14
O, 219
UOO, 225
/U7
6,320,243
414,756
1,222,694
9
172,667
1,811,000
206,711
40,111
3
2 431 435
1,074,125
1,430,524
8
2,371,983
EQ VICT
18
9 ^Qfl R77
361,101
1,053,630
17
1,383,524
6,568—
1,400,990
864,125
9
2,216,394
i £ ,503—
D 1 4 —— -■
178,
4,588,671
55,362
4,151,804
8,173,641
773,506
813
6511
106,915
96,176
5
O,
lOO,
C.C.
909,827
563
403
5,414
439,220
174,483 — ■
576,118
95,888
194,626
643 779
1566
478,378
18,382
662,161
237,580
825
841
532,056
764,732
264,667
6
3
147
076
3,411,743
1,342,634
2,081,144
544,774
1^244798
7
652,042
1,126,624
54,603
91,246
321,826
342 173
3
396,776
410,980
463^577
32,909
61,109—*
4
118,174—
92,220
496,486
183,395
578,807
3
14456,308
215
394,710
623,337
8
32^963
1,319,681
710,228
1,463,896
994,487
677,265
595,969
116,292
3
254,825
999,140
9
767,514
1,038,632
21,539
494,018
39,492
4
641,880
203,587
663,419
**
2
«*
**
2
236,833
5
438,447
703,857
702,278
13
213,944
1,210,853
1,579
1,557,793
5
750,282
1,771,737
498,903
386,335
185,668
4
480,469
62,554
697,206
1,516,066
1,970,086*
2,155,754
*
3
147,326
838,968
1,176,632
4
419,517
18 434 .
858,616
540,359
429,246
779,664
1,596,149
4
926,990
575,310
548,519
212,581
3
360,384
26,791
134,070
738,192
9
953,505
886,505
636,599
836,198
6
1,433,798
1,570,448
211,526
820,810
600,564
7
845,279**
67,000 —
136,650—
2
5
855
314
6,357,609
17
3,832,582
2,908,160
2
12,663
24,469—
#
3
484,579
54,603
545,950
533,287
7
220,748
900,273
7
498,951
1,395,660
229
1,174,912
531,921
608,276
333,209
3
222,517
498,573
1,324,731
788,235
6
886,770
1,324,960
770,338
172,346
6
590,004
17,897
820,274
142,771
794,037
963,045
4
180,904
721,555
76,355—
127,808
4
738,485
548,437
1,142,598
1,101,006
5
660,819
507,714
681,958
608,443 73,515
551,432
5
137,110
16,930—
1,443,456 121,027
8
1,055,329
1,564,483
486,076
41,592—
291,546,987
37,564,295
195,865,055
329,111,282
148,174,107
1,173
22,893
26,112
54,748
34,497

179,049
125,003
165,676
231,587

203,162
148,762
218,725
285,107

197,661 5,501
134,645 14,117
168,615 50,110
270,917 14,190
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ADVERTISEMENTS
CLASSIFIED
(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE— Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20$ per word — $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 25 per word — $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads #20.00 per inch— STATIONS FOR SALE advertising require display space.
• All other classifications 304 per word — $4.00 minimum.
DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 17 35(Forward
remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos,
If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing
AppttcantsApplicants. £n*r^s££p™^b£s are s^nt at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for the.r custody or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Sales
Northern Ohio medium market needs 2 men,
for top grosses, experienced men
building
only Box 308P, BROADCASTING.

manageisn't 4under
this atad our
thement reason
itan
metropol
is because
we adhere
southern independent stations,withm.
re
We
to a policy of promoting from
going to need 3 more managers in the next
successusly2 audience
4 tremendo
built No.
We'veeither
3 years
1 or No.
ful stations—
to
someone
expect
think inyou'd
We
rated
sales first before you
prove himself
Once you
promoted them— just as we do.
— possibly in 2 yearsa manager
become
it's a lifetime
job. Perhaps were looking
send your
Why don't you
for each other. photogr
phiyour 571M,
aph and
resume, alosophylate
Box
to
tonight
of
radio
BROADCASTING.
500,000 needs
Major Ohio market of toover
round out a staff
one top radio salesman
at least $10,presentNo men
All year.
of 4 last
artists. This is a
drawearned
000
for a
secure position at a happy station
producer. Box 672P, BROADCASTING.
manager aspiSales manager with generalExcellent
opporrations. Midwest station.
radio knowfor
figure income
tunity, five ground
up, with proven sales
how from
ability. Send complete resume, experience,
details.
CASTING.Confidential. Box 695P, BROAD-

with
Aggressive, experienced radio salesman
exradio selling sales
years fulltime
at least 2 perience.
Only those with successful
record need apply. Position in metropolitan
south Florida. Salary and commismarket open.
Tell all in first letter, include
sion
references. Box 740P, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Salesman-announcer combination
for well-known radio station in western
North Carolina. Write giving qualifications,
experience,
references. Box 759P, BROADCASTING.
Western New York. Fulltimer. Pleasant
35,000tilegrowing
Needs young,to versasalesman. Amarket.
real opportunity
grow
with expanding company. Box 766P,
BROADCASTING.
Here's a real opportunity for one who is
strong on
willing
workhadandexperiambitious as tosales,
future.
Must tohave
ence in both am and fm and with knowledge of multiplexing. Northeastern section
of United States. Good Salary plus profit
sharing. Further advancement as justified
by results. Send photo, complete details first
letter.
All replies confidential. Box 782P,
BRODACASTING.
California, KCHJ, Delano. Serves 1,300,000.
Increasing sales staff.
Top salesman
booming coastal
one station
market in ideal forCalifornia
location.
Good lace,
guarantee
to
start.
Contact
Tom
WalKNEZ, Lompoc, California.
California radio stations KVEC, San Luis
Obispo
and Good
KSBW,drawing
Salinas account
needs top-flight
salesmen.
against
commission. Both stations number one in
their markets. Expansion plan gives you
chance for management later. Send all facts
including background, references and sales
record to John Cohan, KSBW, P.O. Box
1651, Salinas, California.
Salesman-announcer. FM experience desired. Independent fm station to begin
broadcasting soon. WFMM, 44 W. Biddle
St., Baltimore 1, Maryland.
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Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Sales
Ambitious, experienced salesman (white)
desiring to move to sunny Florida with
to sell colored-programmed
good guarantee
radio.
Contact WOKB,
Box 1308, Orlando,
or
call
collect
OL
6-3700, Winter Garden,
Florida.
Announcers

stanumber one
man for market.
for top
Top salary
tion in major
midwestern
Modern
fast paced
station
wants
personality
announcer who can project and hold audience.
We are not a format operation and you will
be given free rein. Mail tape, photo, resume
to Box 519P, BROADCASTING.
Illinois kilowatt daytimer expanding to
night announcer
time has with
opening
experienced
staff
newsforgathering
and
writing experience for combination duties
of deejay and newsman. Also versatile
exof solid radio
yearsposition.
severalPermanent
deejay with perience.
Pleasant
community. Format station emphasizing
standard and pop tunes with strong melody.
No
top 40,no norhythm
rock 'n'
no Sports
country playand
western,
androll,
blues.
interPersonal
helpful.
by-playviewbackground
required. Free life, hospital, medical
insurance, sick pay, bonus, pension plan.
Startingcation,
salary
$100 weekly.
List experience
age, edufamily status,
references,
in detail. Box 551P, BROADCASTING.
Southber 1 station,
Florida inmetropolitan
market,
beautiful city
three Nummiles
from the Atlantic ocean, with wonderful
living and working conditions, needs a
swinging deejay at $135.00 a week. Send
CASTING.
resume,
tape at once to Box 591P, BROADOpportunity for married staff announcer.
Send resume. Network station, Texas. Box
624P, BROADCASTING.
Announcer with first class ticket. No maintenance. Adult programming station with
slightly higher than average religious
broadcasts. Excellent working conditions in
the
Michigan's water wonderland.
Box heart
649P, ofBROADCASTING.
Combo man — with some announcing experience; first phone required. Needed about
the first of November. New daytime operation, in town of about 10.000 in western
Pennsylvania. Send tape, resume, picture
and salary requirements at once to Box
685P, BROADCASTING.
Announcer or announcer/promotion direcMBS qualifications,
adult listeningtor,goodfulltime,
musicWisconsin
station. Send
ING.
BROADCASTtape immediately. Box 690P,
Announcer: Good education and habits. No
r&r. Play-by-play helpful, not essential.
High grade busy single station town 40,000.
Starting salary $100.00 per week. Send tape
CASTING^
complete resume. Box 742P. BROADand
Announcer minimum 5 years experience,
executive ability. Strong on news, personality for all-around assignment. Exceptional
company
Medium-sized
city, upper
New
York benefits.
State. Give
full particulars
with
tape. Box 748P, BROADCASTING.
First phone-announcer, for all night show
on top 40 major Ohio market station. Must
be
able Box
to sell
the air. All tapes returned.
762P,on BROADCASTING.
Top ten market looking for top 40 deejay
whoin knows
how toresume,
insert salary.
personality
format. Tape,
Box with787P,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer, good news delivery.
Excellent working conditions in a growing
community. Immediate opening. Phone
Cambridge, Maryland 1580.

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
KDNT in Denton, Texas, has immediate
opening for experienced announcer. Salary
open.
Wanted, smooth announcer for modern,
moderately
paced good
music need
station.
No
drifters, hopheads
or drunks
apply.
All replies confidential. Write Dave Button,
KMIN, Grants, New Mexico.
We will use you if: You are capable in
play-by-play
can dependable,
deliver news and
authoritatively, areand
sober,
can
get
along
with
people.
Location
—
midwest.
Small market.
averageWrite
income.
References will beAbove
checked.
or wire,
Manager, KNCM, Moberly, Mo.
Excellent earnings and future for right
man. Must be mature, settled, experienced
in news/all music. Send tape, photo, resume
to Manager, KXJK, Forrest City, Arkansas.
KYVA, Gallup, N.M. needs fast paced night
announcer.
$85.00 start, all tapes and resumes returned.
Michigan-experienced
staff announcer.
Immediate opening. Contact
Dee Logan,
WBCM, Bay City, Michigan.
Dee-jay
opportunity — in Flint, Michigan.
to
WFDF.
Leading
station needs good dj. Good salary.
Send background, photo and tape audition
Announcer needed — Must be versatile and
experienced.
Contact Elmo Mills, WFTB,
London, Kentucky.
Number
one for
station
on Florida's
gold top
coast40
has opening
young,
experienced
dj.
Send
aircheck
and
resume.
WIRK,
West
Palm Beach, Florida.
Wanted: Two announcers — promising future.
Send tape, resume and photo to Program
Director, WNCO, Ashland, Ohio.
Immediate
for 2 first class
announcers. opening
No maintenance.
Mustphonehave
heavy
announcing
experience.
SendWSJM,
tape
and resume to Charles R. Dickoff,
414 State Street, St. Joseph, Michigan.
Announcer - salesman: Experienced. Good
station and
growing
good pay,man,
opportunity,
city.
Prefer married
willingTexas.
to work.
Wes
Ninemire,
WTAW, Bryan,
York.
Dnmediately,
stationLiberty,
combo, New
experienced. previous
No tapes. WVOS,
Announcers, experienced! Openings in many
markets. Send tapes, resumes to Paul
Baron,
Manager,
Broadcast
Department,
Maude Lennox
Personnel
Agency,
630 Fifth
Avenue, New York 20, New York.
Announcers. Job hunting? Register now for
fast action. Openings in many markets for
resume totape, Agency,
men. Send
experienced
Disk St.,
Jockey
100
West day.
42nd
New Placement
York.
For glib deejays only. 2484 gags, quips,
anecdotes. $1.00 plus 10? packing. Gags,
P.O. Box 1, Elkhart, Indiana.
afABC for
50,000 watt
Sacramento,
opening
time permanent
filiate has fullCalifornia,
experienced announcer. Excellent company
benefits. Send tape and resume to Personnel
Broadcasting ComMcClatchy
Department,
California.
pany, Sacramento,
Disc jockey November 1 for new Illinois
daytimer.
48 hours,
start. Send
resume, tape,
photo.$70-$80
Woodrow
Sudbrink,
Beardstown,
Illinois.
BROADCASTING, October 5, 1959

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical
Combo man — With first phone. Capable engineer, experienced announcer. $100.00 for
48 hour week. Box 763P, BROADCASTING.
Top pay for top engineer-announcer. Midwest 250 watt independent. No r&r. Send
photo, tape with full information to Box
767P, BROADCASTING.
Engineer wanted — First class license who
can also announce. Excellent opportunity
for combo man. Imperative you have lots
of
technical experience. Box 779P, BROADCASTING.
Opening for transmitter engineer in toprated Florida station. Opportunity for man
with limited experience. First class ticket
required.
resume and snapshot to
Box
781P, Send
BROADCASTING.
Transmitter engineer with maintenance experience for 5 kw mid Atlantic station.
Excellent opportunity for advancement.
Send
photo
and resume to Box 789P,
BROADCASTING.
First phone operator seeking sales opporcounties.tunity. KCHJ, Delano, serving 14 California
Wanted immediately: 2 engineers, transmitter and studio, 1st class ticket preferred
for both transmitter and studio. 40 hour
week, good pay. Excellent working facilities
in new installation. Garden spot of America. Write or wire. Herb Schubarth, Chief
Engineer,
KRDO-TV, Colorado Springs,
Colo.
Need engineer with first class ticket for
maintenance of 250 watt fulltime station,
$80.00 weekly with no announcing; or up to
$125.00 weekly for good combination man.
Radio Station WBEX, Chillicothe, Ohio.
Need immediately, three first class engineers for fast growing regional network.
One to take charge of engineering dept. of
O & O'd
Otherat two
for maintenance and station.
board work
flagship
station.
Contact Ernest Machanic, Herald Tribune
Radio
Network,
440
Lexington
Ave.,
Mt
Kisco, N. Y., Phone MO. 6-5177.
Production-Programming, Others
Creative continuity director for swinging
better music station. Exceptional staff, fabulous opportunity. KANS, 43 Blue Ridge
Center, Kansas City 33, Missouri.
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
Let's plan
for next
If you incanthisutilize
several
of the
talentsyear.
available
one
package,
we'll
both
be
happy. Presently
station manager. Also experienced
as: Program director, continuity editor, sports director, sports announcer, morning announcer and staff announcer. Have first phone
Prefer west or southwest. Available January
1. Fourteen
experience. Adult type
stations
only. years
Box 746P.
BROADCASTING
Experienced manager, all phases, strong
sales, hard working, progressive. Wants position with future. Metropolitan and medm£k
market
background. Write Box 751P,
BROADCA
STING.

California manager-wife team. Excellent
background and references
. Desire east. Box
752P, BROADCASTING.
Agency to station manageme
ideas
pushed by nearly twenty years nt:
experience
m^0>}eijr!a5'ket of toP twenty. Mid-west now
BROADCASTING."0"3^ °f ^ B°X ?54P'
Troubleshooter: Offering common sense
sixth sense, and experience. Degree in economics liking for problems, flair for details
Show nt
busines
s fourtee
years,proble
radiomsfive'
Excelle
credit
rating.n Know
of
management, operation, air,
and
continuing
to find better answers. Seeking perman
ent
position with room for growth in progressive
station. Must be good family-living area
Box 755P, BROADCASTING g
Km » dus*ry
records repeatedly.
Opportunit
y for sales
revenue
expans on first
consideration. Salary
secondary. Specialist
and™™ and eal6S Productivity medium
markets- Box 784p. BROADCASTING

BROADCASTING, October 5, 1959

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Management
Presently sales manager two station market
midwest. Last position manager small market. Top salesman, journalism degree first
phone. Ready
able to manage/salesmanage
two orand
three station
No
south. Present
employer knows market
of this ad
and will give highest recommendation. 33
years old. Family. Dick Barrett, WKTL
Radio, Sheboygan, Wisconsin.
Sales
Salesman: Imaginative, aggressive young
man seeks sales opportunity in the Washington Baltimore
- Richmond areas Ten
Six months
years experience with radio.
sales experience with a national manufacturer
of
paper
products
. Recently
awarded Master of Business Administr
ation
Degree from leading southern business
school, and wishes to combine radio and
sales knowledge. Salary or commission. 28
years old, mature, and settled. Address reply to Box 780P, BROADCASTING
Announcers
Salesman-announcer. Mature, industrious
salesman and announcer seeks opportunity
to sell time. Good ad-libber. Prefer southwestern region. Speak fluent Spanish. Write
for complete resume
and photo. Box 635P
BROADCA
STING.

Stop — 22, veteran, single, presently CBS
good music station
ABC. South Arkansas
with 2l/2 months experience. Very much
want top 40. Box 637P, BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer radio school graduate Reliable, single,
21 years old. Free to travel
Box 654P,
BROADCAS
TING.
Experienced, capable staffman immediately
available. Excellent board operation and
thorough experience all phases. Best references from present station. Box 658P
BROADCASTING.
First phone — announcer — six years radio,
capable. (3-man, double as continuity news
or program director.) News gathering experience small daily. No maintenance, no
formats or top forty. Presently employed.
South only, want 100-mile radius Atlanta.
Minimum
$100. Box 726P, BROADCASTING.
Big contest! ! No entry fee! ! First prizeyoung married announcer. Experienced all
phases radio-tv on camera programming
Finish this sentence. "I want the best man
available because . . ." Mail to Box 727P
BROADCASTING.
Smooth deejay style. Handle all phases announcing. Tape. Resume. References. Box
733P, BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer: Available, 5 to 6 weeks
Prefer Florida. 6 years experience. College
and professional broadcasting school Will
consider all offers. Box 736P, BROADCASTING.
Chance wanted: Recent graduate professional broadcasting school dj, news Reliable, married. Willing to learn. Box 737P
BROADCASTING.

Experienced, fast paced dj, hard and soft
sell, family. Box 741P, BROADCASTING.
DJ, news (play-by-play basketball) 5 years
experience.
CASTING. Married. Box 744P. BROADJack of all radio trades— Master of some
Have sold my interest in station to relocate
in mid-state area of North Carolina, South
Carolina, Virginia (will consider others) 12
years experience all phases;
announcer
chief
one of the
country's
top
countryengineer;
dj personalities—
staff
man.
some
sales and management, first phone, 28 years
old, married, 2 children, college. Have good
job but doubtful
future here. Available in
30 days. Box 745P, BROADCASTING
First phone deejay. Experienced all phases
emphasis local
news. $100. Box 750P
BROADCASTING.

Staff-sports. All phases. Heavy play-bvBROAD761P''
yearS' B°X
Texas
CASTING1only.
er-engi
0 8 Announc
neer
First
phone.
Presentl
y employed, eight
years
experience, 28. Married, four years college
Desires
(.no
flNG.mb with future. Box 775P. BROAD-

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Gal ING.Friday. Can type. Write copy. Trained
Handle
air work. Box 776P, BROADCAST-

Young man. Talented. Intelligent. Cooperative. Operate board. Deejay.
Box 777P, BROADCASTING. News. Staff
Announcer-dj. Two years all-around experience. Will relocate anywhere. Cincinnati
Ohio, Terrace 1-5785
Announcer, dj, experienced. Young, ambitious eager. Good sell ability.
own
board. College background. WillOperate
travel anywhere Tape, resume, photo. Larry
Beller
Phone E.Butterfie
55 th Street,
ld 8-5404Chicago 15, Illinois.'
1st ticket experienced in announcing sales
promotio
work, production,permane
sports etc'
Will
movenal anywhere
location. 25, married. .TedWants
Graham, 282ntSum-

York. Lincoln
1989
eet' Buffal°
22. New
Experienced
announcer.
All phases,
strong
on country and gospel, family man. Contact
Bob Henderson, 128 Victory Drive, Monroe
Ga. or phone 7812.
DJ, news,
8 years,
5\'2 at 5 kw New Orleans station,
frequency
Know music
from rock to Bach. Gathersold.
news,
tive delivery. Good air salesman authoritaand production. Very deep mellow
smooth
intelligent ad lib. Single, sober,voice,
dependabl
age 35. Prefer major market on gulf e,or
coast' wlU consider all offers deep
south. Reasonabl
e salary. Available now
La.
Metairie,
Wire, Woody Hooper, 1005 Dona Ave '
Combo-man; first phone; trained in all
phases of broadcasting.
Single, prefer westf™
le now.
Martin Kaplan
1175 states.
VermonAvailab
t Avenue,
fornia. PH: No. 4-6942. Los Angeles, CaliAvailable now. Want c & w dj show. Graduate midwestern broadcasting school Will
travel. Call or write
John Matthes, 5150 S
Hoyne, Chicago. Grovehill 6-8278.
Stations anywhere. Just completed
Mile High School of Broadcasting. Nocourse
experience but lots
determination. Course
included all phasesof formula
and
network
Interested in opportunity for newscasting
Start at minimum $85.00 weekly Married
no children, 35 years, intellig
ent. Call or
write
Schmidt
Belmont 3-5032, 2450
GarlandJohn
, Lakewoo
d, , Colorado
Technical
Engineer 1st phone, 7 years experience
am-fm studio control room, transmitter
operation, remotes, routine maintenance
Experienced engineer. 7 years am, some tv
chief,
remoteBROAD
control, andNG.
5 kw ldIIuena
directioncenal
Box 671P,
system.
Prefer CASTI
will consider other
offers. Box 678P,south,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced first phone. Radio operator
and maintenance. No announc
ing 24 married, sober. Will locate anywher
e, availIN G . able immediately. Box 729P, BROADCASTCoordinator of engineering. IRE member
Experienced administration, design
construction, maintenance and operation Consulting engineering and nuclear
research
backgrou
CASTING.nd. 38. Married. Box 730P BROADExperienced chief engineer desires position
as chief or manager of south Florida daytime s+ation. Phone Cocoa, Florida NE
6-1499 or Box 731P, BROADCA
STING.
First phone. 6 years radio and uhf-tv seeks
permanent position New England. No announcing. Box 743P, BROADCASTING
Recent technical school graduate, first
ticket, some experience as audio man for
tv stations,
23 .years old, vet Box 747P
BROADC
ASTING
Have 1st class phone. 12 years broadcasting
experience.
chief 250
1 vear
tv transmitter10 years
operator. Not awatter
drifter Will
consider
any offer. Box 765P, BROADC
ASTJ.IN
G.
First phone, engineer, announcer, sportscaster. 26. Seeking advancement Prefer
northwest. Box
770P, BROADCASTING
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd )
Technical
Engineer. 8 years all phases from pickups
Directionals and fm.
transmitter.
throughphone.
First
Seeks permanent job with
future. Box 778P, BROADCASTING.
Engineer first phone. Seven years am experience. Radio school graduate, studied
am, fm, and tv. Desire job as chief, but
will consider other positions. Age 35, married
man.after
HaveOctober
car and16th.
can Write
relocate.family
Available
or phone. Samuel D. Campbell, 3324 Valley
Pike, Dayton 24, Ohio. BE 3-4032.
Chicago, have ticket, some tv control, 15
months am transmitter, part-time studio
desired, Lee Master, AA4S9473, % DeVry
Tech.
Production-Programming, Others
Women'sfashions,
shows, current
modern, events,
versatile,interviews.
remotes,
news,
Box 749P, BROADCASTING.
Program manager: Heavy staff-sports playby-play. Smart ideas for good music, sports
operation. College. Radio 11 years. Age 36.
$90.00 start. Box 760P, BROADCASTING.
Newsman. Long, successful experience assures quality news job. Prefer east coast.
Box 769P, BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Sales
Television sales manager top eastern market; progressive station. Must be thoroughly
experienced; knowledgeable with sound
background. Capable of heading vigorous
staff. Initiative and leadership essential
Salary open. Box 788P, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
NBC-ABC affiliated station in a fast growan experineedsAbove
ing two
encedstation
on-camera market
announcer.
averman. Supright
to
benefits
and
age
salary
tape and photo in first
ply
background,
letter. Write 630P, BROADCASTING.
Technical

small western concern needs able
Growing
with good electronic background and
man
tv station, microwave, and closedsome
circuit experience for planning, installing
and servicing tv program facilities. Send
exreferences
includingphotograph
record
complete pected
salary, recent
NG.. Box
CASTI
623P, BROAD

TV station needs engineer with first-class
helpful but not necesExperience
license. sary.
Chief Engineer, KAVE, Carlsbad,
New Mexico.
transmitter engineer.in
Opening for 1st class
conditions
Good working and livingContact
Marion
market.
tv
single station
KTWO-TV,
Engineer,
Chief
,
Cunningham
Casper, Wyoming.
First class studio tv technician for central
station. Conrapidly expanding
Illinoistactmost
Jerry Merritt,
WICS-TV, Springfield,
Illinois, phone LA. 8-0465.
Immediate opening for experienced video
with operation and mainengineer tenafamiliar
nce tv control room equipment. Permanent position with progressive vhf station.
Contact Chief Engineer, WJBF-TV, Augusta, Ga.

Help Wanted — Management
Commercial manager with sales leadership
and administrative ability for vhf in large
southwestern
market. Box 705P, BROADCASTING.
Sales
National sales manager. Must also be able
to handle substantial number of local accounts. Texas vhf. Box 703P, BROADCASTING.

Broadcast

&

Television

Equipment
SALES & MARKETING
The RCA Broadcast and Television Equipment Division has openings for:
BROADCAST FIELD SALES REPRESENTATIVES
complete and highly accepted RCA Broadcast and Television equipment
To
to station engineers and management.
line sell
TV STUDIO EQUIPMENT MARKETING
planning and
Home office sales positions, including sales promotion, product
customer contact, assisting in the sale of RCA Television Studio and
occasional
Microwave Relay equipment.
future
These positions offer a challenge to sales-minded, aggressive men interested inrequired.
television broadcast equipment
management opportunities. Experience withexperience
preferred.
Engineering degree or equivalent practical
For interview, send resume to:
Mr.
W. W. Placement
Ingham, Dept. ZC-14JA
Professional
RCA
CamdenBuilding
2, New10-1Jersey

MMO

CORPORATION

OF AMERICA

Industrial Electronic Products
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Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical
TV studio engineers for design, test, and
field engineering.
expanding
progressive company. Rapidly
All benefits,
plus rapid
advancement
for
qualified
engineers.
FotoVideo
Grove, Laboratories,
New Jersey. Inc. CE. 9-6100, Cedar
Production — Programming, Others
Continuity
and Texas
commercialdirector
creativity forwith
vhf speed
in large
city. Box 702P, BROADCASTING.
Southwestern vhf needs excellent copywriter Boxwith704P,
experience
in radio or television.
BROADCASTING.
TV writer who writes copy that sells. Send
photo, samples,
salary Director,
requirements to Paul resume
Carter, and
Creative
KCRG-TV, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Experienced
copywriter.
details first letter
to Dave Send
Smith,complete
WISH-TV,
1440 N. Meridian St., Indianapolis, Indiana.
Newsman — Experienced reporter-photoggrapher
join aggressive
basic
CBS vhf tosoutheast.
No airnews
work staff
required
but must be capable all other phases news
work. Good salary and opportunity. WTVD,
Box 2009, Durham, North Carolina.
TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Management
Crack major market executive! Leader,
producer. Outstanding experience, resume;
college,
school, to31.sell!
Superb
man whograduate
excites others
Box sales771P,
BROADCASTING.
Sales
Executive specializing in boosting limping
tv stations into ratings despite competition
and setting up new stations from scratch,
desires move to area needing proven experience. Reply Box 8095, Norfolk, Va.
Announcers
Announcer-artist. 4 years radio. Young,
creative, ambitious. Can I fit into your
picture? Box 753P, BROADCASTING.
Highly sional,
proficient
all phasescommercial
radio professome tv experience,
art,
photographic
background.
Seeks
tv
opportunity. Box 768P, BROADCASTING.
Radio-television news editor and announcer.
Six years experience. College graduate.
Married. Presently in tangible sales. Desire
return to broadcasting for permanency with
progressive southeastern station. Box 785P,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, experienced. Versatile. News.
Commercials.
shows. Steady. Cooperative. BoxSpecial
786P, BROADCASTING.
Technical
1st class engineer. 5 years radio and tv.
Employed same tv station 3 years. Sober,
family man. Wants better opportunity.
Strong
CASTING.on tv studio. Box 735P, BROADWanted tv engineer position with a solid
well
equippedBoxoperation
in a good market.
References.
660P, BROADCASTING.
TV studio engineer. First phone, 26, single.
Allen Gomez, 6-20 Clintonville Street,
Whitestone, N.Y. FL. 8-9103.
Production-Programming, Others
Experienced newsman: Heading tv newsroom, extensive am background. News-indepth specialist, excellent delivery, record
of boosting ratings. Seek news director,
good staff job. Box 480P, BROADCASTING.
Comedy actor and writer. Entertainment
and radio dj
wouldBoxlike679P,
opportunitybackground
with tv station.
BROADCASTING.
Advertising agency girl with four years tv
station traffic and production experience.
Five years agency experience — tv buyer and
traffic interested
in opportunities
for advancement. Box 732P,
BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, October 5, 1959

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Television director experienced in every
phase of television production looking for
promising or progressing station. Box
764P, BROADCASTING.
Experienced producer-director. Family. Imaginative, creative ability. All phases production. Box 772P, BROADCASTING.
FOR SALE
Equipment
Collins 737A 5 kw fm transmitter Collins
5 ring fm antenna how in use. Make offer.
Also havemission400
ft. 1%"
rigid transline. Box
460P,Andrew
BROADCASTING.
Type $540.00,
BA-6A $220.00.
RCA limiting
amplifier, when
new
Also transmitter
rack.
Box 757P, BROADCASTING.
Zoomar lens, field type in good condition,
for sale. Send offer
in letter. Box 773P,
BROADCASTING
.
3 Motorola FMTU30 160mc band mobile
transmitters
30 watts
for $65. "Cub"
corder $25. Box
774P, output
BROADCASTING.
One PT6 Magnecorder in portable case.
Good condition. $350.00. One F35B portable
Magnecorder in tan portable case, $125.00.
Call or write KDNT, Denton, Texas.
Available November First: Complete ten
position Rust remote control system, model
108-OC. Now
Collins
one
killowatt,
threebeing
years used
old. $600
cash.20V,
WHEP,
Foley, Alabama: WHitehall: 3-7131.
Collins 21A 5 kw transmitter maintained in
original condition,
factory-approved
modifications,
now only
operating.
Excellent
quality. Ten years old. Price $4,000. Terms.
Address Radio Station WISE, Box 75,
Scenic Highway, Asheville, N.C.
Heavy duty 300 foot guyed tower, standing,
304 feet with beacon. Uniform triangular
cross section, has base insulator. Strong
enough to support side antenna. Excellent
condition. WKAN, Kankakee, Illinois.
400 foot, self-supporting, D-30 Truscon tower. Galvanized, three legs. All standard
fixtures, includes lights. Contact Richard
Sommerville, WTTH, Port Huron, Michigan.
FM, am, tv transmitters, studio consoles
cameras, everything in broadcast equipment. Urgently want 250w-10kw fm, am, tv,
etc. Call Mr. Charol, Technical Systems
Corp.,
N.
Y. 12-01 43rd Ave., Long Island City,
Buy, sell, or trade new and second-hand
towers 27 used Stainless towers on hand.
Ace
High Tower Erector, Greenville, North
Carolina.
Commercial crystals and new or replacement crystals for RCA, Gates, W.E., Bliley
and J-K holders, regrinding, repair, etc.
BC-604 crystals. Also am monitor service.
Nationwide unsolicited testimonials praise
our products and fast service. Eidson Electronic Co., Box 31, Temple, Texas.
Video monitors. Closed circuit and broadcast. Foto-Video Laboratories. Inc. Cedar
Grove, New Jersey, CE. 9-6100.
Three Tapak recorders, two have speaker
amplifier. All good condition and in use.
$125 each for two with speakers, $100 for
the other. Two Berlant Recorders available
in
days. $200
Co.,30Rupert,
Idaho.each. Inland Broadcasting
Ampex master tape duplicator 2 slaves, excellent condition, 1 year old, $7500 terms
possible.
York City.Call Mr. Sirchio, TR. 9-1111. New
3 only Lenkurt 950 mc fm STL sets new.
Single chan or can be multiplexed. Late
equipment
unused. Model 72B-1. Will go
fast.
Technical
Systems Corp., 12-01 43rd
Ave., L.I.C. 1, N.Y.
WANTED TO BUY
Stations
Bought one, want another. Prefer midwest
or southwest. $100,000-$250,000 price range
ConMential, please. Box 594P, BROADSmall station on or near coast or our island
possessions. Box
636P, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, October 5, 1959

WANTED

TO BUY

Stations — (Cont'd)
Interested in buying all or control of medium market radio station, midwest preferred but not mandatory. Experienced
operator well known in industry has just
sold minority interest and is anxious to
reinvest in radio at realistic price. Write
Box 738P, BROADCASTING.
Equipment
Complete station equipment for high-band
vhf operation. Box 584P, BROADCASTING.
UHF 1 kilowatt— all items for new station
WFAR, Sharon, Pa. Phone Diamond 6-4171.
I wish to buy 2 transmitters. 1 kilowatt,
preferably RCA Victor with turntables and
antenna
and fm equipment. Address Jesus
D. Gonzalez, Radio Station XEAW, Apartado 628, Monterrey, N.L., Mexico.
1 RCA-BTA-250M broadcast transmitter. 2
RCA transcription turntables three speed,
type BO-2B. 1 RCA standard consolette
type
BC-3C.type2 RCA
transistor
equalizer,
BA-26A.
Please preamplifie
write Radior
Station XEEO,
Box 1330, Monterrey, NL
Mexico.

300 ft. self-supporting tower, suitable for
uhf antenna. WFAR, Sharon, Pa.
3-5 kw fm transmitter with or without tape
player and accessories. Also interested 250
w to 10 kw, am and fm. Submit details
Compass Electronics Supply, 75 Varick
Street, New York 13.

RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
THE CHANCE
YOU HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR
One of the fastest growing and most
successful major market radio group
operations is looking for a young man
to join its top management team. You
must have solid experience in sales and
§ /or programming. You should under§ stand and be enthusiastic about modern
radio. You must be creative, hard
^ working, loyal and possess sound judg§ment. If you have these qualifications,
Reply with an expand§are
to grow
ing anxious
organization,
and have a reputa§tion which will withstand the closest
scrutiny, you may be our man.
Box 701 P, BROADCASTING
; '.yy. yy. yy- yy. yy. ^y. -yy. -yy. yy~. -yy. yy. ys.

WE NEED

F.C.C. first phone license preparation by
or in resident classes.
correspon
Grantham dence
Schools are located in Hollywood
Seattle, Kansas City, and Washington. Write
for our free 40-page brochure. Grantham
School
, 3123 Gillham Road,
9, Missouri.
CityElectronics
Kansas of

A BRIGHT YOUNG

FCC first phone license in six
anteed instruction by master
approved. Request brochure.
License School, 2603 Inwood
Texas.

weeks. Guarteacher. G.I.
Elkins Radio
Road, Dallas

FCC license in six weeks. Resident classes
September 28, November 16, January 18.
Guaranteed personal instruction by Waldo
Brazil, Pathfinder Radio Service, 510 16th
St., Oakland, California.
MISCELLANEOUS

&
£y
&
?
.-

Announcers

INSTRUCTIONS

Be prepared. First phone in 6 weeks. Guaranteed instruction. Elkins Radio License
School
Atlanta. 1139 Spring St NW
Atlanta. ofGeorgia.
Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st
phone license, 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations
required. Enrolling now for classes starting
Oct. 28, 1959. January 6, March 2, 1960. For
information, references and reservations
write William B. Ogden. Radio Operational
EngineeringCalifornia.
School, 150 West Olive Avenue,
Burbank,

*
§

....
MAN

Who sounds that way on the air.
There's a place for you at KALL in
Salt Lake City, the happiest swingiest
station ever to dominate a market, if
you have the sparkle and enthusiasm
shared by KALL's Daddy Flo, Will Lucas
and Don Shaffer. These fellows enjoy
pop music, appearing in public, publicity, promotion and the pride of being
Number 1. KALL has an immediate
opening. Send tape to Phil Nolan, Program Director, KALL Salt Lake City.
KALL also has openings for night news
man and continuity director.

$sy. y^. -^y. yy. yy, yy. yy. .^y. yy, yy. yy. ^y -^;\

Ted Harvey, Please contact James Parr at
KFST, Ft. Stockton, Texas.
Custom radio spots. No jingles. M-J Productions, 2899 Templeton Road, Columbus
Ohio.
Want employment in West Virginia? List
your qualifications in the monthly publication of the West Virginia Broadcasters Association at no charge. Send particulars to
Editor
"NewsCharleston,
and Views",W.Va.
3615-B Kanawha
Ave., S.E.,

|
AMERICA'S FIRST
|
24 HOUR ALL GIRL STATION.
§ln
romantic Announcers,
Hawaii. Soonsales,
to begin
operation.
engi& neers, all should apply now to KNDI,
c Box 1516, Honolulu 6, Hawaii.
y. y^. yy. yy. ?^y. .yy. tyy.yy. ^y. -^y. y^r. ,^y,

FUNNYPHONE
Radio's new and successful fun game!
13 entertaining weeks of instantaneous
audience reaction. 650 clever Funnyphone questions and answers; formats;
teasers; promos, $100. For more details, write or wire:
SPECIALIZED PROGRAMMING
SERVICES
Box 694P, BROADCASTING

ill Electronic Technicians
::: To service and install electro::; mechanical equipment throughout
;;; several states. Must be free to travel,
Iji salary plus expenses, transportation
ill supplied if desired. Experience with
;;; P.A. Equipment essential. Write re;;: sume to Box 728P, BROADCAST-

|
|
v•>
£
J
-y>

Technical

ili ing.
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 117
No. of porting
No. ReStations $25,000
in
or More
Opera5# Time
tion Sales33
33#
4
2
3
3
2
3
3
35#
3
3
3
3
3
5
5
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

ITEM
Selma, Ala.
Tuscaloosa, Ala/
Prescott, Ariz..
Yuma, Ariz.
Hot Springs, Ark.
Pine Bluff, Ark.
Eureka, Cal.
Modesto, Cal.
Redding, Cal.
Colorado Springs, Colo.
Grand Junction, Colo.
Daytona Beach, Fla.
Gainesville, Fla.
Lakeland, Fla.
Ocala, Fla.
Tallahassee, Fla.
Albany, Ga.
Athens, Ga.

2,160
21,615
3 612
14,976
22,797
149
1,402
17,355
6,804
165

RADIO

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Situations Wanted — Management

Stations

Stations

WORKING EXECUTIVE
propHas recently sold his two radio
erties after 25 years of successful
operation in competitive, hard to sell
markets. Is too young to retire.
for association with aggresLooking
sive radio or television ownership
who needs a hard working executive
manager. Contact with details, Box
756P, BROADCASTING.

Top
•
••

Sam

SERVICE

RADIO — TV — ADV.
the dynamic southplacements
job
of jobin openings.
east. Hundreds
Announcers • Engineers
Disk Jockeys
•• Salesmen
Copywriters
News
Directors
Free registration — Confidential
Professional Placement
458 Peachtree Arcade
Atlanta, Ga.
Eckstein
JA 5-4841
FOR SALE
Stations

Minn. Single 500w
85M Terms
Ky.
100M Terms
lkw-D
Cal. Single
Single 250w
65M Terms
Fla. Single 500w
50 M Terms
S.C. Single
45 M Terms
lkw-D
Cal. Single 250w
33 M Terms
116M
Terms
Iowa Small
Ky.
100M Terms
Single lkw-D
lkw-D
105M Terms
Minn
Ariz. Single
lkw-D
70 M Terms
Small lkw-D
78M Terms
N.C. Second 250w
La.
150M Terms
Medium
Ala. Metro lkw-D
195M Terms
5kw-D
Terms
Miss. Metro
lkw-D
22598MM Terms
S.E. Major 5kw-D
475 M Terms
Mid Major 500w
And others.
PAUL H.
COMPANY
CHAPMAN
INCORPORATED
MEDIA BROKERS
Atlanta
Please add ress:
Chicaqo
182 W. Peachtree
New Yorl'
Atlanta 9, Ga.
San Francisco
(FOR THE RECORD)

WYOMING
Single market fulitime station. Can
be easily paid for out of profits
after a down payment of $12,500.
Total price $43,500.
Box 725P, BROADCASTING
J

r"

EMPLOYMENT
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Networks

Time Sales:
'354 and
National
Regional Local Total Total Total
Advertisers Advertisers Stations Broadcast Broadcast
and Sponsors* and Sponsors1 Reporting5
Revenues" Expenses
3
122,819
121,300
123,051
5
375,596
290,466
4,603
42,313
3
353,321
220,587
3
163,192
34,130
213,525
2
3
200,487
197,691
220,757
29,379
3
80 630
250,957
336,983
3
337,760
559,178
459,180
221,683
4
81^528
118,592
378,497
73,055
5
200,224
457,335
534,989
45,595
605,037
3
348,613
290,029
79,403
360,519
3
291,096
215,227
240,782
3
257,974
31,292
212,602
28,022
192,238
303,081
3
286,345
220,729
27,988
174,359
3
195,592
191,134
3
235,085
268,780
31,699
224,670
3
309,644
9,894
189,819
224,186
44,707
3
316,093
246,856
41,755
312,197

FOR SALE
250w full-time network station located in very desirable midwest
area. Ideal situation for owneroperator. Can be purchased on reasonable terms.
Box 758P. BROADCASTING

RADIO

STATIONS

FOR SALE
Top station in Metro Eastern market. Long
record of high earnings. Getting raise in
power. Price
Balance
over 7$975,000
years. with 40% down.
This station in first 20 markets. Midwest
city, money maker, earnings steadily increasing. Pf. $600,000.
250 watt full timer in single station market
in Penn. Profitable station, pleasant living
conditions. $50,000 will handle.
No. 1 radiostate,
station,
fastest
growingprofit'in
Northwest
making
excellent
in fine city near famous National Parks.
Asking price $150,000 with 29% cash.
Small full timer in good New York state
market, making over 30% profit. $24,000
cash will handle. Ideal for owner operator.
DAVID JARET CORP.
Established 36 years
150 Montague St. Brooklyn 1, N.Y.
Phone ULster 2-5600

Total
Broadcast
22,275
232
Income1
20,270
,906
117,06259,498
99
21,9
70,04814--777,307
50
45
16
,6
65,1

40,8644,458-

3,896484THE PIONEER FIRM OF TELEVISION AND RADIO MANAGEMENT
CONSULTANTS
ESTABLISHED 1946
NEGOTIATIONS MANAGEMENT
APPRAISALS
FINANCING
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
1736Washington
Wisconsin 7,Ave.,
N.W.
D. C.
,GUNZENDORFER.^ ^
A money maker netting almost
$30,000 a year. A 250 watt fulltimer
in Arizona. This attractive income
producing station can be bought for
$72,500 down. Balance in JO years
Exclusive.
WILT GUNZENDORFER
AND ASSOCIATES
Licensed Brokers — Consultants
8630 W. Olympic, Los Angeles, Calif.
Majorestate.
marketBigfulitime
regional.# 1,000.000
Valuable
real
money-maker.
29%
—
Texas
small
market
fulltimer.
Owns facilities. Making money. #48,000
secondary
Southwest
V3 down.
approx.
regional day.
Nice profits.
#143,000
29%
— Southwest major, regional day In the
black.
#225,000
29%.
PATT
McDONALD, BOX 9266, AUSTIN, TEX. GL.
3-8080 or Jack Koste, 60 E. 42nd., N.Y.
17, N.Y. MU. 2-4813.
NORMAN
& NORMAN
INCORPORATED
Brokers — Consultants — Appraisers
RADIO-TELEVISION STATIONS
Nation-Wide Service
Experienced
Confidential Broadcasters
Negotiations
Security Bldg. Davenport, Iowa

E to 1
FOR SAL
Ours is a'STAT
personal
designed
IONS service,
fit your finances, your qualifications and
your
If youneeds.
are in the market for either an
AM, FM or TV station anywhere in the
country be sure to contact us at once.
JACK L. STOLL & ASSOCIATES
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif.
Hollywood 4-7279
BROADCASTING, October 5, 1959

ITEM
Gainesville, Ga.
Rome, Ga.
Valdosta, Ga.
Boise, Idaho
Idaho Falls, Idaho
Pocatello, Idaho
Twin Falls, Idaho
Mason City, Iowa
Paducah, Ky.
Alexandria, La.,
Lake Charles, La.
Monroe, La.
Bangor, Me.
Salisbury, Md.
Greenville, M.ss.
Hattiesburg, Miss.
Laurel, Miss.
Meridian, Miss.
Joplin, Mo.
Billings, Mont.
Butte, Mont.
Great Falls, Mont.
Missoula, Mont.
Las Vegas, Nev.
Reno, Mev.
Farmington, N.M.
Roswell, N.M.
Elmira, N. Y.
Fayetteville, M.C.
Goldsboro, NX.
Kinston, N.C.
Rocky Mount, N.C.
Wilmington, N.C.
Minot, N.D.
Eugene, Ore.
Klamath Falls, Ore.
Medford, Ore.
Pendleton, Ore.
Roseburg, Ore.
Williamsport, Pa.
Florence, S.C.
Orangeburg, S.C.
Spartanburg, S.C.
Jackson, Tenn.
Abilene, Tex.
Big Spring, Tex.
Midland, Tex.
Odessa, Tex.
Tyler, Tex.
Provo, Utah
Burlington, Vt.
Charlottesville, Va.
Danville, Va.
Lynchburg, Va.
Bellingham, Wash
Walla Walla, Wash.
Wenatchee, Wash.
Yakima, Wash.
Clarksburg, W.Va.
Parkersburg, W.Va.
Eau Claire, Wis.
La Crosse, Wis.
Wausau, Wis.
Casper, Wyo.
Territories & Poss.
3 or more stations
Anchorage, Alaska
Arecibo, P.R.
Hilo, Hawaii
Honolulu, Hawaii
Mayaguez, Puerto Rico
Ponce, Puerto Rico
San Juan, Puerto Rico
Other Communities

Nb. of porting
No. ReStations $25,000
in
or More
Opera- Time
tion Sales3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
3
3
3
3
3#
3
3
3
3
2
3
5#
3
4
4
3
5
3
3
4
4
3
3 3
,4
4
3
3
5
5
3#
5
4
4#
3
3
3
3
3
4
3#
3
3
3
2
2
3
3
3
3
4
4
3
3
4
3
3
2
3#
3#
3
3
3
3
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
4#
3
3
4
4
4
3
2
3
3
3
3#
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2633
2813
3#
3
3
5#
9
5
9
23
37
60

3
2
3
9
5
4
9
18
35
53

Time Sales:

Networks
226
334
42,271
16,981
19,003
4,447
5,993
8,873
2,357
4,923
53,841
3,247
2,935
52,219
423
13,401
33,191
77,347
49,104
22,283
15,022
13,995

National and
Regional
Advertisers
and Sponsors'
43,876
31,592
67,706
97,249
57,270
66,563
25,597
115,261
75,363
69,710
82,835
91,896

5,258
13,921
10,243
7,470

31,698
21,422
12,005
33 521
66,605
126,401
24,549
61,764
31,741
75,832
62,288
48,898
48,021
63,467
31,806
18,667

3,436
5,190
11,929
4,405
11,495

62,295
69,868
171,550
50,974
66,509

4,759
15,114
-3
**
652
3,402
8,084
1,678
1,931
6,118
518
420
513

30,970
77,407

2,542
1,487
3,835
5,862
6,183
4,774
9,662
18,825
728,863
8,077
5,459
69,127
77,262
19,112
95,734
113,037
383,479
62,196
445,675

103 751
60,693
71,637
59,838
36,731
45,059
98,349
33,869
53,929
68,883
56,829
68,395
75,028
151,489
35,420
49,538
154,598
68,237
47,200
4,686,956
92,857
19,827
526,039
152,284
219,120
759,307
1,824,076
607,804
2,431,880

Before federal income tax.
Excludes 93 independently operated fm stations.
Stations with less than $25,000 time sales report only total revenues
and total expenses. Stations with total time sales of 525,000 or
more, however, accounted for more than 99% of the broadcast
revenues of the 3,197 reportin
g stations.
Before commissions to agencies, representatives and others
Note: — denotes loss.
Excludes data for 99 stations whose reports were filed late.
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Local Total
Advertisers Stations
and Sponsors* Reporting5
349,356
314,641
155,049
321,958
257,031
233,352
194,322
301,191
338,680
3
291,996
3
168,675
217,009
3
3
2
195,354
244,589
3
4
223,613
228,825
3
5
230,337
3
385,725
4
160,426
3
340,522
4
185,263
342,808
3
5
272,874
4
283,127
3
184,313
3
300,201
3
376,796
4
183,431
3
2
3
208,979
3
250,142
3
363,216
4
182,293
246,389
3
4
3
135,665
3
221,994
3
3
3
274,277
3
159,132
3
3
331,147
2
285,973
3
376,793
4
283,524
4
2
286,029
3
3
268,522
352,426
3
3
226,794
280,425
3
174,346
3
275,878
3
4
360,140
240,528
3
3
175,797
248,613
3
254,627
3
2
242,186
3
272
20,023,751
549,751
129,333
1,296,016
185,413
117,181
629,267
2,981,812
702,403
3,684,215

3
3
3
9
5
5
9
22
59
37

Total
Broadcast

Total
Broadcast

410,907
Revenues"
216,793
364,275
445,914
320,823
293,516
243,736
402,459

Expenses
363,602
247,443
326,191
436,550
281,368

417,700
370,428
255,579
353,653

363,256
328,016
235,284
343,563
423,982
213,522

376,694
348,815
261,124
333,770
199,371
295,230
234,270
260,754
300,223
574,431
317,411
512,221
279,631
501,237
374,041
238,763
230,809
299,227
421,321
200,962

278,203
309,486
528,679
228,189
330,280
167,619
165,104
322,652

276,321
301,934
572,460
221,934
277,119
167,400
197,904
297,870

406,604
216,101
413,564

386,509
212,371
436,154
292,907
379,067
331,341

223,584
287,684
241,499
232,449
305,264
552,824
334,460
508,491
288,993
468,883

400,200
345,922
314,961
392,814
328,258
411,520
294,413
332,426
233,253
337,949
470,127
289,196
239,891
402,440
362,876
294,717
25,600,717
646,440
204,379
1,788,388
346,637
407,561
1,442,413
4,996,717
1,415,487
6,412,204

309,526
250,793
402,788

394,945
264,488
377,751
271,150
358,958
217,484
299,170
452,994
290,570
228,604
360,425
357,753
273,353
25,181,563
598,684
169,325
1,632,751
341,562
361,959
1,246,291
4,484,869
1,375,696
5,860,565

Total
Broadcast
47,305
38,084
30,650
Income1
16,010
39,455
9,364
329
41,006
7,057
21,613
19,883
5,545
24,213
7,546
21,695
7,229
21,607
5,041
17,049
9,362
89,253
44,336
32,3544,475
10,78512,560
3,7302,661
1,882
219
7,552
6,255
53,161
43,781 —
24,782
32,800 —
20,095
3,730
53,015
21,133
22,590—

16,380—
63,770
33,769
23,263
15,769
2,13138,779
17,133
26,53211,287
42,015
21,364
5,123
419,154
1,37447,756
35,054
155,637
45,602
196,122
5,075
511,848
551,639
39,791

e Total revenues consist of total time sales less commissions plus talent
and program sales.
# Not all stations in this market operated a full year during 1958.
* Data withheld because third station in this market in operation for
short period during 1958.
** Data not published for groups of less than 3 stations.
*** The station totals on this line differ from those given in Table 5 since
that table excludes data for 23 network owned stations while this
table includes the data for such stations.
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PHILADELPHIA
WELCOMES

FOR

ITS 4th ANNUAL

CONVENTION!

The Broadcasters' Promotion Association has planned
an unusually fine get-together for 1959! Our convention "call letters" are C-O-M-E!
There'll be more sound and practical promotional
ideas unveiled than you can shake a rate card at. We
also want to hear what new marvels of merchandising

Sunday

, _4
h Wednesday
ug
ro
th
N°V?"?
701 Locust St.
Wartk H° EnTypocker 5-3800
WT^t.STE" HO before
<15 00

BROADCASTERS'

124

PROMOTION

NOV.

1-4

WARWICK

.

.

.

HOTEL

you have in motion on behalf of your channel or
frequency! If you're interested in the broadcast advertising, promotion or publicity field, the convention is a
must for you! This year, there's an extra feature to the
affair: a few days of fabulous Indian Summer in
Philadelphia!

BE SURE TO CLIP THIS COUPON
Mr William Pierson
Broadcasters'
190 North StatePromotion
Street Ass'n
Chicago 1, Illinois
Dear Bill:
.
Yes, indeed! I plan to attend the 4th Annual BPA Convention in Philadelphia.
is enclosed. I'll follow-through on my
in the amount of $
My
hotelcheck
reservation.
NAME
ADDRESS_STATE_
CITY

ASSOCIATION,

INC.

State-Lake Building
Chicago 1 , III

7 90 North State Street
ANdover 3-0800
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OUR

RESPECTS

Ralston

TO

. . .

Hudson

Ralston H. Coffin, a weekend aviator, is the RCA executive who is steering the company's high-flying advertising promotional campaign to put color
tv into high speed this fall.
These are hectic days for Mr. Coffin, RCA vice president, advertising and
sales promotion, as the company embarks on its most intensive effort to date
to effect the so-called "break-through"
in color tv. Mr. Coffin, a medium-sized,
solidly-built man with a dry sense of
humor, is quick to reply to skeptics who
question the advances already accomplished in color tv by telling them:
"Actually, the 'break-through' in
color already is on, though lots of
people don't know it."
He explains that sales of color
sets are increasing all the time,
with sales running 20% to 30% higher
than last year; dealer cooperation is
more ardent than ever, and color programming on NBC and on individual
stations is at an all-time high." He adds:
"Of course color tv is not going to
experience the spectacular growth of
black-and-white. Color adds an important and exciting dimension to* tv, but
it is not a completely new medium and
we cannot expect color to parallel the
rapid growth of black-and-white."
All But Institutional • It should not
be inferred that color tv is Mr. Coffin's
sole preoccupation. In his current post,
Mr. Coffin is the overseer of all of
RCA's advertising and promotional activities (only institutional advertising is
out of his bailiwick). The various RCA
divisions have their own advertising
departments, which are fairly autonomous. But Mr. Coffin is the friendly
hand, the guiding spirit, and, at times,
the catalyst for a particular advertising
or promotional project.
It is understandable that as "a man
in the middle," circled by other creative
executives at the company, Mr. Coffin
must exert a discreet but steadying influence. His colleagues say that he performs this task with dispatch and
without ruffling any inter-divisional
feathers.
Mr. Coffin appears to be a modest,
matter-of-fact individual, reluctant to
discuss his accomplishments. His coworkers confirm the impression that he
is a "doer rather than a talker," and
describe him as "deceptively dynamic,
with a tremendous capacity for work."
Colleagues say he has a "phenomenal
memory, always on top of details that
often escape us." One associate of longstanding paid Mr. Coffin this tribute:
"Rollie Coffin is always considerate
BROADCASTING, October 5, 1959

Coffin

of the people who work with him. And
when things get rough, you can always
depend on Rollie to relieve the pressure
with some droll remarks."
How He Started • Mr. Coffin has been
an advertising executive for more than
20 years but reports that "it was just
happenstance that I got into the business." He was recently out of college
in 1932 when he learned of a position
at the Brooklyn plant of the Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co. Jobs were
scarce during those depression days;
he applied, and was accepted. Shortly
thereafter, he advanced from a clerical
post with A & P into the company's
advertising-merchandising department,
and his career was launched.
Ralston Hudson Coffin was born in
Greenwich, Conn., on Nov. 16, 1908.
He attended St. Paul's School in Concord, N.H., and Yale U. — B.A. in the
class of 1931. He was a hockey and
lacrosse player at Yale.
His first post-college job with a Wall
Street brokerage company blew up after
a few months when the company was
dissolved. The A & P interlude followed. He remained with A & P for
four years until 1936, leaving as advermanager of the company's Quaker
Maid tising
Division.
Agency Background • Mr. Coffin acquired valuable advertising and business
experience in subsequent years with
Sherman K. Ellis Adv., New York, from

RCA v. p. Coffin
Middleman in the color push

1936-42, where he was a merchandising representative and account supervisor; the War Production Board in
New York and Washington from 194244 and McCann-Erickson, New York,
from 1944-49. At M-E, he was merchandising account executive for National Biscuit Co., Columbia Records,
American Molasses and others.
In 1949, Mr. Coffin joined RCA and
served as director of advertising for the
former RCA Victor Division until 1954.
He subsequently was named director of
advertising and sales promotion for
RCA and in August 1955 was advanced
to his present post.
The main mission of RCA concerning
color tv, Mr. Coffin explains, is to induce stations to expand their color programming and to persuade distributors
and dealers to increase home demonstrations and other means of exposure.
This fall RCA is stepping up its promotional-advertising activities through
presentations to dealer and distributor
meetings, underscoring the probable
rise in sales that will accompany the
accentuating of color sets at the local
level.
RCA cooperation in advertising and
promotional projects is being intensified
at the local level, Mr. Coffin points out.
A significant area to be exploited this
fall and winter, he adds, is NBC's expanded color programming, embracing
more than 150 specials.
All-important Dealer • Color programming, Mr. Coffin states, is "the
force that whets interest." But he acknowledges that the success of the color
project rests ultimately with distributors
and dealers — "at the point where the
sales are made." Mr. Coffin made this
meaningful observation:
"There is definitely a very high percentage of sales converted from home
demonstrations. They run as high as
seven out of ten. Many distributors use
part of their co-op money for this ef-

Only a few weeks ago, Mr. Coffin
transferred his headquarters from Camden, N.J., to New York because he discovered he was spending "more and
more time" in the latter city. He is
fort."
now in the process of establishing his
home in Princeton, N.J.
Mr. Coffin married the former Barbara Bersbach of Winnetka, 111., in
1952 (following the death of his first
wife). He has four children — Ralston
Jr., who is with Procter & Gamble's
advertising department in Cincinnati;
Jeffrey, 21, a senior at the U. of Colorado; Bettina, 19, and Christine, 13.
He has been active for many years
in the Assn. of National Advertisers and
is currently a director. Mr. Coffin's other
main interest is flying. A licensed pilot
for 29 years, he is delighted that there
125
are three airports in the Princeton area.

EDITORIALS
This

is research?

THE critics of television will have to fall back, regroup
and find a whole new line of attack if Milton Caniff, who
frequently has been found among them, is correct in the
flight of reasoning he soared off into a few days ago.
The creator of the comic strip, "Steve Canyon," said that
"a person who watches tv does so mainly to be entertained
... to be tickled, to be thrilled, to be mystified, to be distracted from his daily problems . . . but when a man (or a woman)
reads a newspaper, entertainment is incidental — he wants to
learn, to study ... to be challenged to think."
If this be true, then the critics are talking nonsense when
they complain that television is programmed too much with
diverting fare, too little with meaty substance to feed men's
minds. Their complaint should be that there is any meat at
all on the menu. For what Mr. Caniff seems to be saying is
that people aren't going to look at "challenging" programs
anyway.
Then why all the fuss?
We don't agree with this chatter for a moment, any more
than any reasonably observant man can believe that television
offers nothing more stimulating than stark diversion. We have
seen the Steve Canyon program and must agree that it does
not exceed Mr.. Caniff's notion of public interest. But with all
respect to Mr. Caniff, there is more to television than Steve
Canyon, and viewers have demonstrated they can take — and
broadcasters have shown they can deliver — headier stuff.
Mr. Caniff's observations were written out to help newsmen covering his appearance before the Advertising Research
Foundation's annual conference. He didn't follow them very
closely. But he didn't disavow them, either, although he did
observe that it was not his purpose to knock television. No
matter how good his intention, however, in knocking the
television audience he indirectly belittled the medium
while overplaying the role of the newspaper.
His views do serve to dramatize what broadcasters have
been saying all along — that entertainment is a vital function
of television. But it is not the whole function, and Mr. Caniff
is just as far off base in suggesting that, in comparison, the
newspaper is the thinking man's medium, wherein he reaches "his daily intellectual millennium." If newspapers were all
that weighty, they'd have no place for the cartoon strip that
has made Mr. Caniff rich — and thereby enabled him to get
an audience when he pontificates.
The

short

which have come to national attention recently.
In Los Angeles one station offered listeners 510,000
for finding a certain disc jockey. Another Los Angeles
station found him in Buffalo.
In Denver one station has accused another of allowing
smutty broadcasts to go on the air. True or false, the accusation— and the circumstances giving rise to it— will do nothing
to enhance the image of radio.
We have a feeling that unless the urge to be first is repressed, or at least combined with other urges of more lasting value, it will be the whole of radio that will get the
business in the long run — and not the kind of business that
stations can bill.
The more complaints one broadcaster makes against another, the more reason one broadcaster gives another to complain, the stronger will become the argument for artifical
limitation of competition.
It is an argument that has often been heard, and sometimes from unexpected sources. At the Storz Station disc
jockey convention last spring, Gordon McLendon. one of the
most successful competitors in radio, publicly spoke out for
legislation to permit no more stations in a market than the
government decided the economy could support. Other operators have expressed the same thoughts privately.
However undesirable the by-products of free competition
in radio (limited only by the availability of frequencies
under proper engineering standards), they are less undesirable
than government economic control would be. Let the government restrict the number of stations by its evaluation of the
economic potential of a market, and the government will also
restrict the amount of money any of those stations can make
and will impose other conditions for doing business.
If there are more radio stations licensed than the U.S.
economy can support, the rigors of free competition will
eliminate some of them. Those stations which adapt themselves to a condition of intense competition, which
invent new services that meet public needs, will not only
survive but flourish. Strong management and sound planning
can build a radio system which will expand as the nation
expands.
But there is a dismal future for that type of radio management which thinks that the terminal point of advance
planning is the date of the next rating report.

view

I N THE past decade the number of am radio stations in
I operation has risen by 67%, the number reporting an annual loss by 74%.
In the year 1948, 1,824 stations were operating. Of that
number 581 lost money. In 1958, as reported in last week's
issue of this publication 3,066 stations operated throughout
the year. Of that number 1,013 suffered losses.
These are the cold measurements of a competitive situation that is getting hotter by the minute. Heat is generated by
friction, and there is much friction in radio today.
Talk to any radio broadcaster from any community bigger
than a crossroads and you will hear stories of bitter competition for audience and business.
In its most extreme forms the competition for audience
degenerates into wild promotions and wilder programming.
The objective is to be first in the ratings — never mind by
how small a fraction or by how few listeners it represents.
Be first in the ratings, the battle cry goes, and then you will
get the business.
The urge to be first was responsible for two situations
126

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid HlX
"How does that soap commercial go? . . . 'For the first
time in your life, be really clean!' "
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AMERICAN TOBACCO 'WIEDEMANN BREWING CO.
in 11 markets
in Cincinnati, Dayton, Columbus
HOOD
SEG0

DAIRY PRODUCTS • HOUSEHOLD FINANCE
in 6 New England states
in Philadelphia, Albany, Schenectady
MILK PRODUCTS • STANDARD OIL OF INDIANA
in 7 Western markets
in 5 Mid-Western Markets

• WRCV-TV Philadelphia • KLZ-TV Denver • KSTP-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul
• WXEX-TV Richmond-Petersburg • KSL-TV Salt Lake City • WFMJ-TV Milwaukee
• WSB-TV Atlanta • KIRO-TV Seattle • WTVJ Miami • KWTV Oklahoma City
• WGN-TV Chicago ... and many others
'
A few markets still open. See the ZIV man in yours for complete information.
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to Houston
. the vaulting office buildings against the
sky and the burgeoning business construction in the area reached
a quarter billion in 1958. Combined with parallel residential building, the total reached $417 million to climax an unprecedented
12 year era that attained the astronomical total of 4 BILLION
DOLLARS. VITAL to Houston also is the pace-setting service
KTRK-TV provides to more families who
look to us for the best in television.
Channel 1
THE CHRONICLE STATIC
KTRK-TV
P- 0. BOX 12, HOUSTON 1, TEXAS-ABC BASIC • HOUSTON CONSOLIDATED TELEVISION CO. • NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: GEO. P. HOLLINGBERY CO., 500 FIFTH AVENUE,
NEW YORK 36, N. Y. • GENERAL MANAGER, WILLARD E. WALBRIDGE; COMMERCIAL MANAGER, BILL BENNETT.

It's America's 10th TV Market, where there are 3% million
people, 946,863 TV sets, $6% billion annual income, and

WGAL-TV

$3% billion retail sales. The WGAL-TV audience is greater
than the combined audience of all other stations viewed in

Ckcuuurt cf
Lancaster, Pa.
NBC and CBS

the Channel 8 coverage area — ARB and Nielsen. Advertise
your product— and sell— on WGAL-TV.
Representative: The MEEKER

Company, Inc.

New York

•

Chicago

STEINMAN
STATION
Clair McCollough, Pres.
•

Los Angeles

• San Francisco
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CLOSED
Nets and reps • CBS and NBC will lose
more than $2 million a year in revenue
when FCC order prohibiting them from
representing tv affiliates in spot sales
takes effect (story page 70). That's
total commission they now earn on $15
million in spot billings annually placed
on 13 independently-owned tv affiliates
which now will have to find other reps.
There was some speculation that CBS
and NBC might think of quitting spot
representation altogether, now that
they're under mandate to quit representing tvstations other than their own.
But you can take bets against that speculation. Both will keep their rep organizations for these reasons, among others: (1) Spot sales divisions will be selfsupporting or nearly so: (2) networks
don't want to share their secrets with
outside representative firms.

Technology, the enemy • Those remote-control gadgets that television
viewers can use to tune out commercials without moving from their chairs
are beginning to worry executives of
agencies that have big tv accounts.
Agency fears take this line: - As set
makers put heavier promotion behind
remote controls as inducements to set
sales, more and more viewers will attain
the power to kill commerials with no
more effort than flick of finger. Coincidentally. as tv overhead goes up stations may wedge more commercials
into and between programs. Put these
two conditions together, and wholesale
blackouts of advertising messages could
result, say agencymen.
Conversation in Chicago • Officials at
both companies deny there's been more
than casual talk, but it's persistently reported in Chicago that American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres is dickering to buy Prairie Farmer empire which
includes 50% of WLS Chicago, other
half of which AB-PT now owns. Publishing properties in group include
Prairie Farmer (circulation: about 400,000), Wallace's Farmer & Iowa Homestead (circ: 300,000) and Wisconsin
Agriculturist (circ: 200,000). AB-PT
would spin off papers to other parties
if deal jelled, so rumors go.
Templeton to C&W • Cunningham &
Walsh has selected successor to Ed Mahoney who leaves vice presidency and
top post in radio-tv (Closed Circuit,
Aug. 24). He's William B. Templeton
who about Nov. 2 reports at C&W as

CIRCUIT

vp in charge of radio-tv, similar to position he held for some eight years at
Bryan Houston Inc. which now has
merged with Fletcher D. Richards,
Calkins & Holden.
Those microwaves • FCC has wrestled
with itself and has decided that maybe
it ought to revise its thinking about intercity microwave relays which bring
"outside" tv signals to community antenna tv systems. Because microwave
systems are common carrier facilities,
Commission has maintained it could
not inquire into impact this practice
might have on local tv stations competing with local catv outfit. Now, after
battering on Capitol Hill and after western investigation trip by Broadcast Bureau Chief Harold G. Cowgill and
economist James B. Sheridan, Commission has reoriented thinking. It told
staff last week to look into problem to
see whether rationale could be worked
out which would permit consideration
of catv microwave relay systems under
broadcast provisions of Communications Act as well as common carrier
aspects.
Network ratings • Though two of them
have adopted policies against publication of ratings, all three television networks have signed for A.C. Nielsen
Co.'s new "'fast" rating service for
1959-60 season. They'll receive weekly
competitive reports — covering 24 markets where all three networks have outlets— within six days of last reported
telecast in each week. In case of CBSTV and NBC-TV these how-did-we-do
competitive rundowns will be for internal use of network officials, clients
and agencies, not for general release.
ABC-TV will also use them internally,
but in addition it has no fetish against
handing them out for all to see.
Their signing for fast Nielsens does
not mean networks have composed their
differences with ACN over its plan to
hike regular service rates next year.
That disagreement continues. All three
networks have given required one-year
notices of termination of Nielsen contracts, so they'll be in position to get
out if satisfactory terms aren't reached
by next year's effective date of proposed new cost structure. But in meantime negotiations continue.
Kudo to Hagerty • It's not official yet,
but Jim Hagerty has accepted invitation to attend Radio Tv News Directors
Assn. convention in New Orleans this

week — for very special reason. He will
be recipient of fourth annual Paul
White Memorial Award at banquet
Saturday evening, being honored for
contributions as White House news secretary during year in which much news
was made.
Allocations interest • Word from state
of Washington, where he is spending
vacation, is that Sen. Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.), chairman of Senate
Commerce Committee, will order hearings to find out what FCC intends to
do, if anything, about tv allocations.
He hasn't fixed date, but he's privately
said that he wants to get going on subject soon as possible. Creation of more
station competition in tv is subject his
committee has several times looked into
in detail.
Ready for record • Exceptional interest
in NAB's Fall Conferences, with advance registration already over 560
mark, indicates all-time attendance record may be set. One reason for big
gain in advance bookings is fact that
all eight conferences will be held at
main transportation centers whereas
several 1958 meetings were at points
difficult to reach.
Incidentally, 1959 series will have interesting feature that doesn't show on
agenda — automation exhibits. Programatic (Muzak) and Schafer Custom Engineering will show their radio programming gear at conferences. Programatic will set up show at seven meetings, omitting Denver; Schafer will have
trailer loaded with automatic equipment at all eight. Delegates at first four
meetings will get first look at new tapecartridge system developed by Broadcast Electronics Inc., which is expected
to have display at hotels though not
officially connected with conferences
(see story page 100). Only automation
exhibitor at conferences last year was
Schafer.
Education in the air • Look for announcement soon of educational television project involving airborne relays
and several uhf ground stations scattered in Midwest. Ford Foundation
has granted $4.5 million to get project
started. CBS Labs and Westinghouse
have been working on relay and studio
equipment. Convair will supply plane.
Purdue U. reportedly will administer
details. Plan will utilize principle of
Stratovision with which Westinghouse
experimented in early days of tv.
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OVER
3,000
FEATURE
FILM
TITLES

MGM
RKO

EXPERIENCED

HANDS

to help build your sales

in one of America's most prosperous markets.
Call BLAIR today for top rated minutes.

National Representatives
BLAIR TELEVISION ASSOCIATES
station
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WEEK

Mr. Garratt

IN

BRIEF
THE

No campaign is complete without radio • Radio's
extra punch and extra coverage make a vital contribution to the successful campaign for the major advertiser. Pall Mall cigarettes boosted commercial impact
by including radio along with network and spot tv.
Alan C. Garratt, advertising manager, ACC Division,
American Tobacco Co., relates the details in this week's
Monday Memo. Page 25.

LANSING
MARKET
IS
MOVING

Rock V roll music not wanted here • That's what two-thirds of the
listeners indicated in their replies to the mammoth music-preference
survey conducted by KING Seattle. Golden records (over-million sellers)
and familiar standards ranked first and second, current hits (without r&r)
were third. KING polled 100,000 residents in 15 counties, 10% of
entire population, and drew 10,000 replies. Page 33.

UP

. . .

Tv spot: who gets it? • Special study of top 25 advertisers in 24 markets,
based on BAR monitoring reports, shows which markets and stations got
the bulk of the volume, which reps had highest batting average, how
network affiliates fared against each other and against independents.
Page 41.
The 30-second spot • Phillips Petroleum "experiments" on Miami tv with
30-second "spot program," but on a 52-week basis. It's a possible compromise between the favored one-minute and the shorter, easy-to-slot 20second commercial. Page 44.
Radio 'special' • Nationwide Insurance to expand its second-year sponsorship of The Hidden Revolution series on CBS Radio. Reasons: lowcost, prestige and public consciousness. Page 44.
Radio profile of a housewife • H-R Representatives and Market Planning Corp. complete study on listening habits of the average homemaker.
She spends 23 hours per week listening to radio, or 30% of her waking
hours. Page 48.
Behind scenes on tv quizzes • Harris Oversight subcommittee hears
former contestants testify of manipulations by Twenty One principals.
They clear NBC of dishonesty and network re-echoes innocence. Page 78.
Independence at WJR Detroit • A case study of a major radio station
and what happened when it decided to break off from CBS Radio network. How luxury programming of the prestige type paid off at the cash
register. Page 56.

Take a look at the latest Hooper (J-F, 1959)
TIME
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66.2

Battle of the Courts • Oklahoma Supreme Court adopts anti-broadcast
rule without prior notice or hearing; Court of Criminal Appeals, with
parallel authority, refuses to yield and will continue to admit radio-tv
newsmen. Page 66.
Networks lose tv rep rights • FCC cuts networks out of $15 million
television spot representative field; promulgates rule which forbids tv
networks from representing affiliates in spot sales field. Only exemption
is that nets can represent their owned stations. They're given two years
to divest themselves of present customers. Page 70.
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3|e Michigan's
now boasts capital city market
• 91,960 households
• $366,285,000 retail sales
• $588,989,000 spendable
income
Represented by VENARD, KINT0UL & McCONNELL, Inc.
WHS is
associated with
92 0

NBC • CHANNEL 10
WILX-TV
studies in Lansing —
Jackson — Battle Creek
and WP0N-P0N71AC
7

LOCAL

PRODUCTS:

PASSPORTS...

WMAL-TV

and
ABC

IN

THE

NATION'S

Passports open doors to foreign

local personalities like Del Malkie,

countries. WMAL-TV opens doors
to homes for advertisers.

Joseph McCaffrey, Morrie Siegel
and Jerry Strong, the diverse faces
of ABC entertainment.

Passports mean entertainment for

buying metropolitan area residents.

Passports cost little, WMAL-TV
far less, on an individuals-reachedeffectively basis. For your passport
to Greater Washington, apply to

Passports' take pictures abroad.
WMAL-TV broadcasts another

arranged to give advertisers sensibly

kind of picture— the changing face
of the news, the constant faces of

priced one-minute spots in many
time classifications.

cosmopolitan travelers. WMAL-TV
means entertainment for working,

Washington Means

;
I- -

CAPITAL

WMAL-TV,

where programming is

American ^Leadership

wmel-tv
Channel 7
Washington, D. C.
An Evening Star Station represented by H-R Television, Inc.

f

SALES

TIPS

Richard C. Arbuckle
Vice President
Midwest Sales
Activities
Robert E. Eastman
& Co., Inc.
Chicago Office

TRAFFIC

&

ROAD

You're driving up the Merritt
Parkway in New York and the
traffic's
WNEW. fierce. So you tune to
The report comes in (sponsored
for the past umpteen years by
GMAC) that traffic is getting
rougher
on Merritt
but it's light
on the Conn.
Thruway.
So you switch to the Conn. Thruway and breeze along to your
destination. Where else could you
get that but radio?
In Los Angeles they tune to
KLAC for "Sam the Traffic Man"
to get the latest word on the
freeways.
From coast to coast leading radio
stations offer these important
"traffic and road condition" packages.
What a spot to sell cars, tires,
batteries, oil, gas, seat covers and
the thousand and one allied products that go with driving.
From a corporate standpoint,
there's a gratitude.
big sales plus, too, in
motorist
P.S. In New York everyone drives,
and is grateful to WNEW for
steering them right. Buy WNEW
and drive your sales up to new
highs.

robert e. eastman & co., inc.
representing major radio stations
KXL
WNEW • WIL • KLAC • KJR • KXOL
KNEW • WRIT • CKLW • WHBQ •
KBOX • WING • WCOL • KDEO • WARM
KQEO • WPTR • WSBA • WAAB • WKLO
KLEO • WEEP • KTOK • WSAV • KSYD
WAMS • KXLR • WZOK
10

A CALENDAR OF MEETINGS AND EVENTS
IN BROADCASTING
AND RELATED FIELDS
( * Indicates first or revised listing)
Oct. 11-16 — American Institute of Electrical
Engineers, Morrison Hotel, Chicago.
Oct. 12-15 — National Electronics Conference,
15th annual meeting and exhibit at Hotel Sherman,andChicago,
of 10,000
attendance
some with
266 expectancy
display booths.
Sessions
will
be held on antennas and propagation, audio, circuit theory, communications systems, computers,
microwaves,
space electronics,
tors, and communication
and television,
navigation, transisamong
other topics.
Oct. 13 — Massachusetts Broadcasters Assn., University Club, Boston.
*0ct. 13 — Assn. of Advertising Men & Women,
Columbia U. Club, N.Y. Robert Hurleigh, MBS
president, speaks on "How to Save a Network."
Oct 13 — Television Film Assn., monthly meeting, Masquers Club, Los Angeles. Eliot Bliss, engine r in charge of film quality control for CBSTV, Hollywood, will discuss transference of tv
tape to film.
Oct. 13 — Sixth annual seminar on new product
introduction, auspices of Kastor, Hilton, Chesley,
Clifford & Atherton, New York, and its Canadian
affiliate, Bradley, Venning, Hilton & Atherton, Ltd.,
Toronto; Savoy-Hilton Hotel, New York.
Oct. 14-17 — Radio Television News Directors
Assn., 14th international convention, St. Charles
Hotel, New Orleans. Among speakers will be FCC
Chairman John C. Doerfer and Rep. John E. Moss
(D-Calif.), who will discuss broadcast news and
freedom of information, respectively.
Oct. 15 — Sixth annual publicity clinic sponsored
by Publicity Club of Los Angeles, Statler Hotel
there.
*0ct. 15-16 — Opening NAB Fall Conference, Mayflower Hotel, Washington (full schedule at end of
DATEB00K).
Oct. 15-16 — American Assn. of Adv. Agencies
annual central region meet, Drake Hotel, Chicago.
Oct. 17 — UPI Broadcasters of Wisconsin fall
session, Milwaukee.
Oct. 18-20 — Texas Fm Broadcasters, Austin.
Bonner McLane of Winn-McLane & Assoc. Inc.,
Austin, will describe local agency operation and
what it needs from fm stations to be able to
buy fm time. George Dillman of Business Research
Corp., will give a report on taking a pilot survey
of audience.
Oct. 18-21 — Western Regional Convention, American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, Biltmore and
Miramar Hotels, Santa Barbara, Calif. Agenda
includes day of closed sessions for member agency
management delegates and day-and-a-half of open
sessions.
i:'0ct. 19 — Regional MBS affiliates meeting,
Sheraton-Dallas Hotel, Dallas.
Oct. 19-22 — RCA television studio equipment
seminar, including
recorder,
color tv, transistorized switching,tape
cameras,
new projectors.
RCA
Bldg. 2-1, Camden, N. J.
Oct. 21 — Connecticut Assn. of AP Broadcasters
annual fall meeting, Waverly Inn, Cheshire.
Oct. 21 — The Pulse Inc. 18th annual "Man of the
Year" luncheon,
Grand year:
Ballroom,
Hotel, CBS
New
York.
Honored this
ArthurPlaza
Godfrey,
personality.

Oct. 22-23 — American Marketing Assn. (Minnesota chapter) seventh biannual Management Institute, Hotel Leamington, Minneapolis. Charles H.
Brower, president, BBD0, will present outlook in
advertising.
Barney,
president, Hoffman
Roche Inc., L.
willD.cover
pharmaceutical
industry. LaOct. 22-23 — Kentucky Broadcasters Assn., fall
meeting, Phoenix Hotel, Lexington.
-Oct. 23 — Maryland-D.C. Assn. of Broadcasters,
Country Club, Baltimore.
Oct. 23-24 — Wisconsin Broadcasters Assn., annual fall meeting, Madison, Wis. FCC Comr.
Robert E. Lee will be featured speaker. New officers to be elected, including post of president,
now held by Mig Figi, WAUX Waukesha.
Oct.
— Midwest conference, Women's Adv.
Clubs,23-25
Milwaukee.
Oct. 24 — AP Radio & Tv Assn. of Wisconsin,
Madison.
Oct. 24-26 — National Educational Tv & Radio
Center, annual meeting of etv station managers,
10 Columbus Circle, New York.
Oct. 27-30 — National Assn. of Educational
Broadcasters, annual convention, Hotel SheratonCadillac, Detroit.
*0ct. 28 — Radio & Television Executives Society
luncheon. Rep. Chester Bowles (D-Conn.) and Sig
Mickelson, vice president, CBS Inc., speak on
"Television
andN.Y.Politics." Grand Ballroom,
Roosevelt Hotel,
Oct. 29-30 — Electronic devices meetings sponsored by Professional Group on Electronic Devices,
Institute of Radio Engineers, Shoreham Hotel,
Washington.
Oct. 29-31 — New Jersey Broadcasters Assn., fall
meeting, Nassau Inn, Princeton.
*0ct. 30 — Minnesota Broadcasters Assn., Hotel
Radisson, Minneapolis.
Oct. 30-31 — Missouri Broadcasters Assn., Muehlebach Hotel, Kansas City. Gov. James T. Blair is
luncheon speaker on 30th. Board of directors
meet evening of Oct. 29.
*0ct. 31-Nov. 1 — Kansas AP Radio Assn. annual
meeting, Fort Riley, Kan.
NOVEMBER
Nov. 1 — Annual Edward Petry & Co. promotional
seminar, for promotion, research and merchandising executives of Petry-represented radio and tv
stations. Starts 3 p.m. Petry Suite in Warwick
Hotel, Philadelphia
(in conjunction
casters Promotion Assn.
convention). with BroadNov. 2-3 — Canadian Board of Broadcast Governors
holds public hearings on new broadcasting regulations. Board of Transport, Ottawa.
Nov. 2-4 — Broadcasters Promotion Assn. convention, Warwick Hotel, Philadelphia. Robert W.
Sarnoff, NBC board chairman, will be keynote
speaker. Other speakers: H. Preston Peters,
Peters, Griffin & Woodward; Adam J. Young,
Adam Young Inc., and James. T. Quirk, Tv Guide.
Jim Kiss, WPEN Philadelphia, program chairman, said agenda will provide maximum exchange
of ideas. Panels will be restricted to two participants.
Nov. 2-6 — National Sales Executives-International Chicago Field Sales Management Institute,
Pick-Congress Hotel there.
Nov. 4-5 — Eastern Annual Conference, American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies, Biltmore Hotel,
New York. Seven specialized workshops and
management events are scheduled.
Nov. 5— WSB Atlanta-Henry W. Grady School
of Journalism (U. of Georgia) first annual news
broadcasting
WSB's White Columns
studios, 8:45 conference,
a.m. -3:30 p.m.
*Nov. 8 — New York State AP Broadcasters Assn.
annual meet, Sheraton-Ten Eyck Hotel, Albany.
Nov. 8-9 — Fall meeting, Texas Assn. of Broadcasters, Texas Hotel, Fort Worth.
Nov. 8-11 — Annual fall meeting, Assn. of NaVa.
tional Advertisers, The Homestead, Hot Springs,
Nov. 9 — Assn. of Broadcast Executives of Texas,
Western Hills Inn, Dallas-Fort Worth. Guest speaker: Harold E. Fellows, president, NAB.
*Nov. 9 — Arizona Broadcasters Assn. annual meet,
Valley Hotel, Scottsdale.
Nov. 9 — UPI Broadcasters of Georgia organizational meet, Riviera Motel, Atlanta.
Nov. 9-10 — Institute of Radio Engineers, radio
fall meeting. Syracuse Hotel, Syracuse, N.Y.
Nov. 10 — Radio & Television Executives Society
BROADCASTING, October 12, 1959
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You can't feel ideas.

sewing machine, for instance and make it different

They live in the tiny curlicues of a man's brain.
And occasionally, in a woman's brain. (These are
called "notions.")
Without ideas, our world would clunk to a halt.
A good idea can make a good product even better.
It can take a hard, precise, metal-made thing like a

in a woman's mind.
Make it be a dance in a rustling ballgown, maybe,
or a soft little baby's shirtwaist. Make it be something a woman has to have.
People don't buy things just to eat, or wear or ride
in anymore, Charlie. People buy ideas.
YOUNG

& RUB I CAM, Advertising

New York • Chicago ■ Detroit • San Francisco • Los Angeles • Hollywood • Montreal • Toronto • London • Mexico City • Frankfurt • San Juan • Caracas • Geneva
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"Listen to this, Bill", said the WeeReBeL as he sat on the desk to chat with Bill Hinman,
Lambert & Feasley, Inc., New York.

Have

you
said

heard
to

what

Lambert

the
&

WeeReBeL

Feasley?

"We're a combination hard to beat...''''
Metropolitan Columbus, Georgia is the 25th market in the U. S. for per family income
. . . over a million people can watch us in our 47 county coverage area . . .
WRBL-TVand WRBL Radio are the stations that consistently pay off for advertisers.
CALL HOLLINGBERY for top ratings, rate details . . . package plans . . . market
data . . . programming information . . . penetration data . . . and prime availabilities.
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begins its 1959-60 timebuying & selling seminar.
Seminar consists of weekly luncheons at Hawaiian
Room in Lexington Hotel, New York. Registration
fee is $10, luncheon price is $3.50 for registrants,
$4.50 for non-registrants.
Nov. 11-13 — NBC radio-tv affiliates, Plaza Hotel,
New York.
Nov. 11-14 — Sigma Delta Chi (professional journalistic fraternity) 50th anniversary convention,
Indianapolis.
ard M. Nixon.Guest speaker: Vice President RichNov. 13 — Colorado Broadcasters & Telecasters
Assn., Brown Palace, Denver.
Nov. 13-14 — WSM Nashville eighth annual country music disc jockey festival, Andrew Jackson
Hotel there.
Nov. 15-21 — National Television Week, sponsored by NAB and Television Bureau of Advertising. Theme: "Television — In Focus With Modern
America."
Nov. 15-22 — American Society of Association
Executives 40th annual meet, Boca Raton, Fla.
George Romney, president of American Motors
Corp., Detroit, will be named "Association Man
of the Year."
°Nov.New17 —York,
Academy
Arts &tv,Sciences
at
forumof onTelevision
international
Young
Men's-Young
Ave.
at 92nd St.Women's Hebrew Assn., Lexington
Nov. 17 — California Broadcasters Assn., Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
Nov. 18 — Washington State Assn. of Broadcasters
and Oregon Assn. of Broadcasters joint meet,
Olympic Hotel, Seattle.
Nov. 18 — East Central Region annual meeting,
American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, PennSheraton, Pittsburgh. Afternoon and evening
sessions open to invited guests.
Nov. 18 — Maine Radio & Television Broadcasters Assn., Portland. Fred A. Palmer, Worthington,
Ohio, sales consultant, on "Put Your Best Foot
Forward."
Nov. 18-20 — Television Bureau of Advertising,
annual meeting, Sheraton Hotel, Chicago.
"Nov. 19 — Tennessee AP Radio Assn. fall meeting, Andrew Jackson Hotel, Nashville. In conjunction with Tennessee Assn. of Broadcasters.
Nov. 19-20 — Institute of Radio Engineers Professional Group on Nuclear Science, Sixth Annual
Meeting, with special emphasis on nuclear science
and space exploration, electronics for plasma production and diagnostics, research instrumentation
for high energy nuclear science, nuclear reactor
instrumentation and control and automatic systems for nuclear data processing. Boston, Mass.
Nov. 19-20 — Tennessee Broadcasters Assn.,
Andrew Jackson Hotel, Nashville.
Nov. 20 — Comments due in FCC proposed rule6741)sections
to duplicate
channels making
in (Docket
various
of the U.Class
S. 1-A clear
Nov. 23-25intercity
— Women's
Advertising
Clubs'Manor,
midwestern
conference,
Oakton
Pewaukee, Wis.
"Nov. 25 — Radio & Television Executives Society
luncheon. Robert Saudek of Saudek Assoc.; John
P. Cunningham, board chairman, Cunningham &
Walsh, and John F. White, president, National Education Tv & Radio Center take part in symposium
on educational tv. Grand Ballroom, Roosevelt Hotel,
N.Y.
Nov. 29-Dec. 1 — First annual communications
forum for broadcasters, Pennsylvania State U.
Speakers in "Broadcasting: The Challenge of
Responsibility" forum include Robert D. Swezey,
Sig Mickelson, news-public affairs vice president,
CBS; Edward Stanley, public affairs director,
NBC; Ralph Renick, president, Radio-Television
News Directors Assn. and news vice president,
WTVJ (TV) Miami, Fla.; Dr. Charles Seipmann,
communications education professor, New York U.
'Nov.
— Academy
& Sciences
at
New30York,
forum of
ort Television
music for Arts
television,
NBC.
Nov. 30-Dec. 4— National Sales ExecutivesInternational Southeastern Field Sales Management Institute, Atlanta Biltmore Hotel, Atlanta
Ga.
NAB FALL CONFERENCES
Oct. 15-16 — Mayflower Hotel, Washington.
Oct. 19-20 — Sheraton-Towers Hotel, Chicago.
Oct. 22-23 — Somerset Hotel, Boston.
Oct. 29-30 — Dinkier-Plaza Hotel, Atlanta.
Nov. 10-11 — Texas Hotel, Fort Worth.
Nov. 12-13 — Brown Palace Hotel, Denver.
Nov. 16-17 — Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
Nov. 19-20— Olympic Hotel, Seattle.
BROADCASTING, October 12, 1959

FRESH AIR from Radio Catalina gives radio advertising extra impact.
This refreshingly distinctive format of individual music programs provides a
perfect opening for a powerful sales punch. Your message on KBIG hits
a receptive, adult audience everywhere in Southern California ... with the force
of conviction and clarity. Heavy fan mail and the biggest billings in years
prove the effectiveness of the new KBIG programming concept. And the cost of
this profitable coverage is 71% lower than stations with comparable reach.
Surround your product advertising with FRESH AIR. . .
good copy deserves nothing less!
Radio Catalina . . . 740kc/10.000 watts
JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC.,
6540 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles 28. Calif. • Hollywood 3-3205
National Representative: Weed Radio Corporation
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Tv around the world
EDITOR :
I enjoyed
symposium
on Sept.
television aroundyour
the world
(page 33,
21). [But] you omitted a large and important number of tv efforts in Latin
America,
ranging from Cuba to Argentina.
■ . . ': ■ ■

____

WSYR-TV
MORE

ALONE

HOMES

DELIVERS

THAN

44,287

ITS COMPETITOR

I spent five years in South America
as foreign correspondent for CBS News
and during this time had many opportunities to see the budding communications industry of our neighbors to the
south.
Just to indicate one instance: Brazil
has a number of advanced television
chains with programming that compares
favorably with stateside enterprises.
Peter Hahn
WJR Detroit
Payola and record promotion
editor:
Recently you ran an article concerning record distribution to radio stations
and "the big money" in records (page
35, Aug. 31) . . .
While I was a R&R d.j. here in Texas
at local stations I received plug records
good but now that I'm programming
"good
receivedmusic"
any. from albums I haven't
Of course 1 believe that this stems
from the big boys and they can't see us
"little fellows" from money. I program
about 80 "good music" records a day.
In my library I have just about 51
albums we list as playable. Many cuts
on them have been deleted because of
noisy sounds.
I think that there is a big swing back
to good sounds but the big record companies are stifling it by not sending the
smaller stations equal exposure records
as the "top 40" kickers.
... I'd like to see the big companies
wake up and see what they're missing
by not helping the little guys like me
who are eager to expose their records to
the buying
Jim public.
Murphy

N.Y.

WSYR-TV
WSYE-TV,
mm,
wmm

HOMES

AND

ITS

DELIVER
THAN

ITS

SATELLITE,
73,089

MORE

COMPETITOR

111

WS
NBC
Affiliate

English Program Director
KIRT Mission, Tex.

YR

•

T

V

r' recrrcr.-cfTjncgCGtJEEEi;
Channel 3 • SYRACUSE, N. Y. • 100 KW
Plus WSYE-TV channel 18 ELMIRA, N.Y.

Get the Full Story from HARRINGTON,
14

RIGHTER

& PARSONS

Tell the truth about communism
EDITOR :
1SB Now that the Butcher of Budapest has
departed our shores and we can, to
quote one writer, "start being discourteous again," it might be timely to ask,
"were tv viewers prepared for what they
saw? By what standards did they make
comparisons? What did they know about
the ideology of communism in contrast
to the ideology of democracy?"
It's a pretty safe assumption to say
that most Americans have only a superBROADCASTING, October 12, 1959

UNITED
NEWEST.

AIR

LINES'

DC-8

. . ROOMIEST.

JET

. . BEST

The great DC-8 is now in service on United Air Lines. No
other jet offers you such newness, such spaciousness, such
quiet and luxury. Only Douglas could build it. Only United
Air Lines flies it from New York and Chicago nonstop to
California. Plan to enjoy the new standard of jet travel on
the jet designed from the drawing board up specifically for
passenger service. Call your Travel Agent or United Air Lines.

MAIN
OF

LINERS
THE

JETS

JET MAINLINE ff, BY DOUGLAS
THE BEST OF THE JETS... PLUS UNITED'S EXTRA CARE

This is a section of the Red Carpet* Room, one of the many innovations you find on% RedUnited's
new markDC-8
Carpet is a service
owned andJetusedMainliner
by United Air Lines, Inc.
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• Storer Broadcast
C' Famous on the local scene . . , yet known throughout 5the
7 /-nation

I0S
96

STORE)
STATIONS
112

101

TELEVISION
DETROIT
104

WJBK-TV
CBS
First
far
inCh.
all2—by
surveys
CLEVELAND

106
95

Top WJW-TV
News — Top Movies
CBS Programming.
First in AR
TOLEDO
WSPD-TV
First
in Toledo
surveys j
Covers
2,000,000
ATLANTA
WAGA-TV

|

More —TopMoreMovies
More News
Coverag^

92

MILWAUKEE

Steer for the channels marked for
your success. Storer channels.

CBSWITI-TV
Programming
Top MGM, PARA,
• RKO Movi^
RADIO
PHILADELPHIA !
WIBG
50,000
First
in all Watts
surveys

Storer stations accent the sell.
Promises are great but what counts

DETROIT

is performance. And performance

WJBK
WJBK-Radio is Detroit
First from noon to midnigh
CLEVELAND

is a built-in feature at every Storer
station, radio or TV. For example,
in Detroit WJBK-TV

WJW
NBC network. Tops in loca
Personality News and Musi

dominates the

market. First by far in all surveys.

WHEELING

28% greater share of audience than

WWVA
FirsT by far
Pittsburgh-Wheeling area
Only full-time CBS station

any other Detroit station.* That's why,
with Storer, you know where your
79

97

92

sales are going — definitely upl
*ARB August

113

TOLEDO
It takesWSP1
only one to reach
ALL Toledo. First by far
WGBS
MIAMI

327

ALL South Florida
50,000 Watts— CBS
LOS ANGELES
KP0P
Covers the
2nd largest market

I
74

IS3

83

npany • National Sales Offices: 625 Madison Ave., N.Y. 22, PLaza 1-3940 • 230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, FRanklin 2-6498
76

ficial knowledge of communism but
their intellectual appetite for more information has been whetted by Mr. K's
visit.
Can and should television help to
crease the knowledge of Americans
the subject of communism? I think
In fact I would suggest this might be

inon
so.
an

important peg for the tv industry's public relations program, a community service activity in which each and every tv
station could participate.
An educational series on the subject
of communism could obtain "talent"
from college and university faculties
. . . business men, clergymen and others
who have studied the subject . . . refugees
tries.fromThereCommunist
is no dearthcontrolled
of visuals counsuch

ADVERTISED IN EASTERN IOWA ON KCRG-TV, CHANNEL 9
Continental Oil Company is one ot many successful
national advertisers using KCRG-TV. Channel 9 is a necessary part of effective selling in the Cedar Rapids-WaterlooDubuque market. Your Branham Company representative
will tell you why. Minneapolis: Harry S. Hyett Co.
ABC
IN IOWA'S NUMBER 1 TV MARKET
KCRG-TV
CEDAR RAPIDS
Joseph F. Hladky, Jr., President
Redd Gardner, General Manager
Eugene E. McClure, Commercial Manager

18
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as films, stills and maps.
Individual station programs on communism, reinforced by network specials
like "The Red Sell," would be timely in
counteracting communist propaganda.
It is well to recall a letter to President
Eisenhower, sent by Rep. Walter, chairman of the House Committee on UnAmerican activities, in which he quoted
Dimitry Manuilsky in an address before
the Lenin School of Political Warfare
in Moscow in 1931 as follows:
"So we shall begin by launching the
most spectacular peace movement on
record. There will be electrifying overtures and unheard-of concessions. The
capitalist countries, stupid and decadent,
will rejoice and co-operate in their own
destruction. They will leap at another
chance to be friends. As soon as their
guard is down, we shall smash them
with our clenched fist."
Mr. K's remark about burying us,
combined with his "electrifying" disarmament overture and the complete
snow job on peaceful co-existence bear
out the party line announced in the
above quotation.
Time devoted by tv stations to telling
the whole story of communism — its
origins, dogma, operations, strategy, successes, failures, implications, etc. —
would be truly public service time and
truly in the best public interest and,
therefore,
industry. self interest of the television
Robert A. Willier
Robert A. Willier & Assoc.
St. Louis

BROADCASTING
SUBSCRIPTION PRICES: Annual subscription
for 52 weekly issues $7.00. Annual subscription
including yearbook Number $11.00. Add $1.00
per year for Canadian and foreign postage.
Subscriber's occupation required. Regular Issues 354 per copy; Yearbook Number $4.00
per copy.
SUBSCRIPTION ORDERS AND ADDRESS
CHANGES: Send to BROADCASTING Circulation Dept., 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C. On changes, please include both
old and new addresses.
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An

independent

WTOP

Radio

survey

shows

listeners in income

over $6,000 per year. Add
WTOP's
hour

record

wins

it becomes
station

of earning

stations
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is WTOP

of
groups

to this
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all the other

76%

more

quarter-
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and
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Radio!

WASHINGTON, D. C.
aflio
r
Ufop
Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales

operated by THE WASHINOTON

WTOP

POST BROADCAST

Radio. Washington, D. C.

WTOP-TV

DIVISION

channel 9, Washington, D. C.

WJXT channel 4, Jacksonville, Florida!

News

takes no holidays. Neither does NEWSFILM.

a day— whenever,
the news

days a week, twenty -four hours

the big stories break—

NEWSFILM is on the job to capture
stations.
subscribing
to
results
the
on film and speed

NEWSFILM,
news

wherever

Seven

a product of award -winning

service in all television. NEWSFILM's

CBS

News, is the only full-time, seven-day

staff of camera

correspondents,

reporters,

editors, laboratory technicians and couriers (the largest, most skilled news-gathering
operation in the world) works around the globe, around the clock to bring to NEWSFILM

subscribers

12 minutes

of news

a day, every day... with no weekend

Total -week coverage is just one of many NEWSFILM
reasons why NEWSFfLM (available to all stations) is now

break in delivery.

exclusives. And one of many
serving broadcasters in more

than 80 United States markets, as well as in 21 foreign countries throughout
For a rundown

of what NEWSFILM

can do for your station's news

". . . the best
film San
programs
for allSt.stations."
OfficesAtlanta.
in New Canada:
York, Chicago,
Los Angeles,
f% n
Detroit,
Boston.
Francisco.
Louis, Dallas.
S. W. Caldwell.
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President
Sol Taishoff
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Maury Long
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Edwin H. James
Secretary
H. H. Tash
Treasurer
B. T. Taishoff
Comptroller
Irving C. Miller
Asst. Sec.-Treas Lawrence B. Taishoff
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' BROADCASTING
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Executive and publication headquarters:
Broadcasting • Telecasting Bldg., 1735
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Editor and Publisher Sol Taishoff
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I think

Newark's

nice

too,

Smidley.

But if you'd check the figures, Smid, you'd
have this Cascade right up there on the list.
The Cascade four-station network actually
nails down more E.B.I, than Newark or Indianapolis for that matter. More drug sales than
Rochester. More gas station sales than San
Francisco. And if you need more . . . just
remember Cascade is the only television serving the entire market.
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• Reg. U. S. Patent Office
Copyright 1959 by Broadcasting Publications Inc.
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'Vision"

Distortion-free, opticalquality faceplate.

Faceplate perpendicular
to tube axis within Vi degre — for uniform focus
when used with largeaperture or short focallength lenses and in highdefinition systems.
Exclusive RCA non-magnetic seal also prevents
picture distortion by eliminating distortion of the
magnetic focusing field.

i

II

Photoconductive layer
having ultra-uniform
thickness to provide uniform sensitivity and uniform background. The low
lag and high sensitivity
of the photoconductor is
combined with broad
spectral
covering the response
entire visible
spectrum.

750 Micro-Mesh screen
maintains resolution capability ofmore than 600
lines and freedom from
mesh pattern.

Particle barrier for blemish-free
— regardles of operation
operating
position.
Non-magnetic mesh ring
causes
tion. no picture distor-

Precision-bore glass tubing.

RCA tube designers originated the Image Orthicon— the
tube that made modern telecasting practicable— and subsequent refinements such as Micro-Mesh and SuperDynode. The Vidicon, too, was an RCA "first". The same
spirit of research that originated these famous camera
tubes continues to improve them in performance, reliability, life.
Look at the "inside story" of the RCA-7038 Vidicon, for
instance. Here you see the latest improvements in Vidicon

design and manufacture— backed by 25 years of camera
tube experience. High sensitivity and uniformity over the
entire scanned area open new possibilities in live-and filmpick-up camera techniques.
For the best in TV camera tubes, see your nearest RCA
Tube Distributor. He's set up to serve all your camera
tube needs. He's also ready and able to handle your audio
needs including high quality RCA Sound Tape. Call him
for prompt delivery.

RADIO
CORPORATION
OF
Electron Tube Division

AMERICA
Harrison, N. J.
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Here's how to
make it:

FAVORITE

Breakfast at Brennan's . . . delightful!
WWL-TV.

NEW

..new

ORLEANS

FAVORITE

On a base of creamed
spinach place 2 artichoke
bottoms. Fill these with 2
poached eggs and cover with
Hollandaise Sauce. Perfect
with a bottle of chilled rose
wine.

nna
Bre
sen'sSauce
dai
Hollan
Beat 4 egg yolks, add juice
of 1 lemon. Heat in double
boiler, add 1 lb. melted butter. Cook over very low fire
until thick, stirring with wooden spoon. Salt to taste.
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Things are changing fast in the three-station New Orleans
market. WWL-TV now leads in practically all important
time periods.
18.9
Station
WWL-TV
% C
% B Station
Sunday thru Saturday
%
August ARB 6-10
p.m.
10-midnight
August Nielsen 9-midnight
6-9 p.m.

40.4
49.1
42.0

40.1
40.6

10.7
17.0
11.0

50.0
39.0
37.0
nce— competitive
And WWL-TV personnel lead in experie
coast.
coast-toexperience gained in TV markets
Represented nationally by the Katz Agency

V
T
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W
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MONDAY

MEMO

from ALAN C. GARRATT, advertising manager, ACC

No

campaign

When I was first called about doing a
Monday Memo, my first thought was
about television. What, if anything,
could I say about television that might
be new or interesting? Television is of
course the great new advertising force.
It has changed the advertising habits of
virtually every major advertiser in the
country. But this is not news.
Then I began to think of our old
friend and ally, radio, and another
thought began shaping in my mind.
When a new and glamorous advertising
outlet bursts on the scene, there is often
a tendency to shout "This is it! Switch
the advertising there." At this point
sober second thought is essential. What
is our current media doing for our product? How much of our budget should
be switched to the new medium?
As television grows in importance it
is important continuously to evaluate its
relation to the radio medium. In assembling the notes for this article,
figures came out that most of us in advertising know vaguely but forget in
detail. How many of us recall that over
12 million radio sets were sold in the
past year? How many of us constantly
remember that there are 38 million cars
with radios?
In my reminiscent mood I thought of
the hours of good listening without the
too-full attention that tv sometimes requires. Out of these thoughts come this
memo to remind us not only of the good
old days of radio but also of its good
present and future days.
Radio is the one advertising medium
that goes to the customer instead of asking the customer to come to it. Radio
goes to the listener whether he is in the
kitchen, the bathroom, the car or at the
beach. In short, it reaches the customer
whether he is cooking or shaving,
driving or dunking.
During the past few years, radio has
gracefully bowed to its more glamorous
big sister — television — for leadership in
the broadcast field . . . but it "ain't
dead." As a matter of actual fact, a
look at radio's dimensions today, clearly
shows that it "ain't even sick."
Lest We Forget • Some of the statistics about radio are staggering; and
yet, many of us tend to forget them.
Radio is a force of many dimensions.
For those who listen to radio, (almost
all of us) it is a daily living habit. As a
business enterprise it provides a medium of mass communication for delivering sales messages.
BROADCASTING, October 12, 1959

is

Division, American Tobacco Co., Neiv York

complete

Almost "everybody" already has radio (96.3%); yet, 12.6 million radios
were sold last year. The total count of
radio sets in working order is 146.2
million, approximately three sets for
every family. Today, there are over 5 1
million homes equipped with one or
more radio sets. Add to this 38 million
automobiles with radios, 10 million
portables plus millions more in business
establishments, trucks and boats and
you have a very healthy advertising
medium.
Back in 1950, when radio was in its
"heyday", there were 2,781 commercial
radio stations serving the U.S. Today,
this number has grown to over 3,400 to
provide every home in the nation, regardless of location, with multiple station choices.
During a typical week, last winter,

Alan C. Garratt, who was born in Hoylake, England, and educated in Montclair, TV./., has been hard at work for
all but 8 of his 48 years. The last 22
years have been spent with The American Tobacco Co. in various capacities
leading up to his current position as
advertising manager of the ACC Division of the company. Mr. Garratt heads
up the advertising department responsible for the advertising activity for Pall
Mall Famous Cigarettes, Hit Parade
Cigarettes, Riviera Cigarettes and several other products. A boating and fishing fan, he spends most of his weekends
on his boat Evelyn II with Mrs. Garratt
and their children, Patricia Linda, Paul
Charles and little Peter. The home port
is Amityville, Long Island.

without

radio

over 41 million homes used their inhome radios an average of about 16
hours clude
perany week.
And this
doesn't The
inout-of-home
listening.
average auto traveler spends an hour
and 20 minutes per day in a car, adding
as much as 17% to 45% in peak
driving hours to the basic in-home
audience.
Pall Mall's Use • Pall Mall has always used radio as an important part
of its advertising. The form may change
but the medium itself is one that we, at
Pall Mall, have great faith in. Currently, Pall Mall is a large user of radio
spots throughout the country, with a
schedule even larger than that used last
year. Two things stand out in support
of this decision: we are able to increase
the total number of homes that we
reach and at the same time, increase
the number of commercial messages delivered per home.
This past season, we had Nielsen do
a special analysis, limiting the study to
those markets which carried our two
network tv programs, ( Tales of Wells
Fargo and M Squad), a spot television
schedule, as well as spot radio. This
study showed that 16% of the homes
reached in four weeks were exclusively
covered by radio in spite of the extensive use of spot and network television
schedules. And equally important, radio
upped the number of Pall Mall commercials heard in all homes by 65%.
With the decrease in the amount of
time taken by the networks, the local
stations have become more and more
ingenious in developing a character for
their stations to meet the needs of their
own communities. Many stations such
as WPAT (Paterson, N.J.) are doing an
excellent job of carefully spacing news
coverage with good music, weather reports, traffic conditions and at least one
station on Long Island that I, as a boat
owner, personally listen to and abide by,
gives special weather reports for fishermen and boating enthusiasts.
New Momentum • No, radio "ain't
dead"! It slowed down for awhile, but
now it is again gaining momentum and,
in my opinion, will continue to do so.
With its flexibility, its willingness to go
looking for the customers, the fact that
you don't have to give it constantly full
visual and audio attention, radio fills,
as it always has, a vital place in the
advertising spectrum. It is my belief
that no major advertising campaign can25
be really complete without radio.
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in Albany - Troy Schenectady . . .

FIRST
with FEATURE FILMS
MGM - United Artists Republic - RKO

- Flamingo

FIRST
with CHILDREN'S PROGRAMS
Popeye - 3 Stooges Romper Room - Rascals
Make

W-TEN

FDRSTF
in your sales story . . .
Call your BLAIR TV-man jfe

CBS
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Metropolitan ARB, April, May 1959
38.0% Station share of sets in use .
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LATE NEWSBREAKS

ON THIS AND NEXT THREE PAGES • DETAILED COVERAGE

CRACKDOWN
Quiz

hearing

ON

rouses

Demands for tighter government
controls over television network programming were stirred by House investigation of quiz show rigging last
week.
Atty. Gen. William P. Rogers said
there was need for reassessment of role
of FCC in protecting public morals. In
speech prepared for 25th anniversary
of Securities & Exchange Commission,
Mr. Rogers said government and networks must make every effort to "safeguard against this or any other such
public deception in the future."
Mr. Rogers' remarks were issued as
question arose over position in quiz
scandal of Charles Van Doren, one of
most celebrated quiz winners who was
hired as $50,000-a-year commentator
by NBC on strength of his performance
on Twenty-One. On Oct. 8 NBC suspended him "pending a final determination" in quiz hearings. Next day
House investigating
committee staff said
Mr. Van Doren had disappeared,
though he was wanted as witness.
In all, three quizzes were under investigation— same three which New
York grand jury investigated last year.
Grand jury brought in no indictments,
but did issue presentment which New
York court sealed.
After spending two days exploring
charges Twenty-One was fixed (see
story, page 78), House Legislative
Oversight Subcommittee Oct. 8 turned
to similar charges against Dotto and
Tic Tac Dough quiz shows. Rep. Oren
Harris" (D-Ark. ) subcommittee heard
testimony of three additional witnesses
in executive session, plus several others
in public hearing.
'Take the Dive' • David Huschle.
longtime contestant on both daytime
and evening Dotto shows, testified he
was given answers to all questions he
was asked except for last appearance.
At that instance, he said, he was told
by program's Gil Cates to "take the
dive."
Contestant said Mr. Cates. assistant
producer of Dotto. told him week before his July 1958 loss that he (Huschle)
would lose next week. He said Mr.
Cates showed him picture of celebrity
he was to miss and told him (Huschle)
not to identify picture even if he
thought he could.
(On Dotto. when contestants anBROADCASTING, October 12, 1959

TV

PROGRAMS?

talk of new

controls

swered questions correctly, picture outline of famous person was filled out
and contestant won by identifying subject picture before his opponent.)
Witness said he received answers
from Stan Green during appearances
on daytime show beginning in February 1958. Mr. Huschle said he was told
by Mr. Green these measures were
necessary because of competition and
extreme
pressure to make show successful.

'Tell the Truth' • Mr. Huschle. 28year-old New York restaurant manager,
said no one from Dotto contacted him
prior to his testimony before grand
jury but that he called Mr. Cates and
was told to tell truth. Witness told subcommittee he never had contact with
anybody from NBC. CBS (morning
show was on CBS. evening on NBC),
or sponsor Colgate-Pamolive.
Edward Hilgemeier. self-styled unemployed comedian, said he was standby Dotto contestant and discovered
that winning contestant. Maria Winn,
had received answers in advance. Mr.
Hilgemeier agreed he was known as "the
man who blew the whistle on tv quiz
Mr. Hilgemeier stated that while waitshows."
ing to appear on morning version of

DEAD!

INE

OF THE WEEK BEGINS PAGE 33

Dotto, he found notebook in which he
had seen Miss Winn writing questions
and answers, plus identity of caricatures she would be shown. Witness said
he tore these pages from notebook and
showed them to defeated contestant.
Yeffe Kimball, and that they decided to
take legal action.
After showing photostat of notes to
Edward Jurist, producer of Dotto, Mr.
Hilgemeier said producer offered him
future appearances on show with
"guarantees" if he would overlook matter.
Mr. Hilgemeier said he refused to
go on program because he felt it would
hurt him professionally.
Accused of Blackmail • Witness
said he contacted Frank Cooper & Assoc. and talked to "a Mr. Fisher." who,
he said, accused him of "blackmail, extortion and threatened to call the police
and newspapers." Mr. Hilgemeier said
he was offered, and accepted on advice
of New York Post reporter Jack
O'Grady, $1,500 offered him not to
bring legal action.
Mr. Hilgemeier said he took money
because he had no other proof that his
charges against Dotto were true. He
said that Miss Kimball was paid $4,000.
He said he had appeared on six other tv
quiz shows and never discovered anything fraudulent.
Neither CBS or sponsor Colgate ever
contacted him about charges, Mr. Hil-

Who's on first?
Radio stations in medium-sized
coverage. Baseball and basketball
tied for second place.
markets
are
more
"sports-minded"
than stations in small or large
Baseball Study • In a separate
markets, according to Kevin B. documentation to be released today
Sweeney. RAB president. Speaking
(Oct. 12) on radio's popularity with
before a group of Great Lakes area
minor league baseball fans. RAB reports that 68.2% of men listen to
station
RAB's
last
in executives
a series ofattending
eight regional
play-by-play baseball games on radio.
Results of the survey conducted for
management conferences. Mr.
RAB by the Pulse Inc. are presented
Sweeney announced results of a survey conducted among member stain a pocket-size brochure titled
tions to find out how much play-by"Radio Bats .682, Listener League."
Based on a survey of a northeastern
play sports programming is carried
city of more than 1 million people,
on radio today.
among
the nearly seven out of 10
"Some 75% of the stations offer
full coverage to one or more of 1 1 men who report listening to play-byplay games, more than four out of
different sports events," he reported.
10 say they listen "regularly." RAB
Eight out of 10 stations in mediumconcludes: "It's apparent that basesized markets carry live sports acball programming on radio enjoys a
counts, while the figure for smaller
loyal, local following even in cities
and larger markets was about 70%,
outside the 'big' leagues — and against
he said. Football ranked first in
prime tv competition."
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DEADLINE

gemeier said, but he told of going to
Colgate on his own with affidavit he had
prepared on activities surrounding Dotto. He said Colgate promised to "take
care" of him but that he did not know
what was meant. Also, he testified,
the sponsor dropped the show soon after
he presented Colgate with his charges in
August 1958.
Mr. Hilgemeier said he sent affidavit
but received "cold shoulder"
to
and FCC
no action from agency.
As a result of charges he made against
Dotto, Mr. Hilgemeier said he is unable to get any kind of job in his chosen
profession in New York. He said he has
sued Jack Paar for $750,000, charging
libelous statements were made about
him on Jack Paar Show.
Witness is in Europe • Rep. Harris
said committee tried to subpoena Miss
Winn to testify, but she is in Europe. He
pointed out, however, that she had told
grand jury investigation she did receive
Dotto answers in advance, as charged,
by Mr. Hilgemeier.
Mrs. DuBarry Hillman, who won $1,460 on five daytime Dotto appearances
during February 1958, also testified she
was given answers in advance. Prior to
her first appearance, she said, she did
not know "trial" pictures she had been
shown would be used on show and was
surprised when this turned out to be
case.

Following first appearance, Mrs. Hillman said she went to Mr. Green to
thank him for help and she was immediately "shushed." She was not given
advance help for last appearance when,
she testified, Mr. Green told her: " 'Today you go in cold'." She lost and said
it was impossible to identify pictures
from sketchy outlines without prior
help.
Kirtzin Falke, 19-year-old college
student, said she appeared on Tic Tac
Dough twice in December 1956 while
she was 16 years old. She said she first
suspected program was not on level
when told she had passed her trial
"with flying colors." Prior to her first
appearance, Miss Falke said, she spent
several mornings with show's producer,
Howard Felcher, going over questions
and answers.
Teenager 'Goofed' • Witness said instructions were that she was to have
two "ties" with opponent but that she
"goofed" second round and accidently
defeated him. Mr. Felcher, she said,
came running across stage during commercial and asked her if she realized
what she had done.
Miss Falke said she was not instructed to lose but next day was not
28
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CONTINUED

'fix'
Members
House aLegislative
w toof fix
Ho
Oversight Subcommittee received
first-hand explanation of mechanics of "fixing" tv quiz show last
week in one of its executive sessions. One of those present when
Edward Jurist, producer of Dotto,
testified in secret, said "cooperative" witness gave "very enlightening" explanation of how's and
why's of tv quiz show fixing.

given answers to questions prior to going on air. She lost on her second show.
She said that Mr. Felcher told her
not to disclose assistance she received
to anyone and that when grand jury
investigation began, he told her to "tell
the truth that you were given no assistance." New York District Attorney
tapped telephone to Falke home and
heard Mr. Felcher urge her to lie to
grand jury, Miss Falke testified. (Mr.
Felcher has been fired by NBC for refusing to sign statement that no help
was given to Tic Tac Dough contestants).
Rep. Moss Lashes Out. • Rep. John

Moss (D-Calif.), after hearing Miss
Falke's testimony, lashed out at broadcasting industry which, he said, has
such tremendous influence on youth.
"This whole story is something that
should trouble the conscience of the industry," he said. "This is a perfect illustration of their lack of ethics and morEric Leiber, artist for Dotto, told
subcommittee that program's staff held
meetings immediately after each day's
show to plan next day's program. He
said at these meetings it was decided
who would win n?xt day and who
would lose and whether there would
be ties.
It also
els." was decided at what point
famous person was to be identified, Mr.
Leiber said, thus making it possible to
control amount of prize money won.
He said program usually went according to advance plans. He said these
meetings continued throughout life of
program but that agency, Ted Bates &
Co., sponsor Colgate or network never
participated.
Those witnesses heard in executive
session were Edward Jurist, producer of
Dotto; Sy Fisher, partner in Frank
Cooper & Assoc., and Martin Dowd,
contestant on Tic Tac Dough.

Bartell tv set for Caribbean
Time-table for start of tv station
and Curas Haiti
such (latter
opedandareas,
acao
Aruba
two are part
operations for Bartell International
of Dutch West Indies).
in Caribbean area disclosed over
Stations are expected to remain
weekend by Gerald A. Bartell, president, who set Nov. 29 as target date
on air from 5:30 p.m. to 11 p.m.
for outlet in Port-Au-Prince, Haiti;
Programming in Curacao (Ch. 5)
next Jan. 29 for Willemstad, Curacao,
and Aruba (Ch. 7) will be in Dutch,
station and next Feb. 28 for OranEnglish and Papiamento (latter is
local dialect). In Haiti, programming
jestad, Aruba, outlet.
will be in French and Creole.
launchfor
ons
To hasten preparati
Port-Au-Prince outlet is owned
ing of first tv station in those areas,
Mr. Bartell said Boris Frank of 51% by Bartell International and
Bartell executive staff will leave Fri- 49% by group headed by station
day (Oct. 16) for Willemstad and
owner Elroy McCaw, broadcasterpublic relations man Tex McCrary
organize headquarters there for three
and others. Mr. Bartell indicated
Caribbean stations now under construction. Mr. Frank, who has been
that ownership of two other stations
named program director, Caribbean
is largely by his company but fiarea, will be in vanguard of other
nancial arrangement was "too comBartell executives who will be asplInternational
icated" toexplain.
Bartell
is licensed to
signed there.
stations
operate in Aruba and Curacao for
Mr. Bartell explained that
25 years and in Haiti for 10 years.
will function there both as commerMr. Bartell said his company is
cial outlets and as educational-vocational training facilities, pointing out
negotiating for tv outlets in South
that television is uniquely equipped
America and is exploring "very excitto raise educational and vocational
ing project in Europe. But I can't
standards in relatively underdeveltalk about that now."
BROADCASTING, October 12, 1959
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PHILCO
FCC

oral

V. NBC
argument

airs both positions
FCC was asked Oct. 8 to hold formal
hearing on Philco protest against renewal of NBC's licenses in Philadelphia.
Oral argument before Commission on
Philco petition also saw questions
raised (a) whether consent decrees taint
licensees, (b) whether FCC should attempt to litigate tru'h Or falsity of antitrust charges settled by consent judgment involving NBC and (c) whether
broadcaster under requirement to dispose of stations has anything to transfer.
Four commissioners at oral argument
heard appeal by Henry B. Weaver,
Philco counsel, that Commission permit
Philco to i attempt to prove allegations
that NBC is not fit to hold licenses because of antitrust activities.
This argument brought question from
FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer: Should
Commission become forum for deciding antitrust charges?
NBC argument, put by Bernard G.
Segal, Philadelphia attorney, was that
Philadelphia antitrust consent decree
disposes of Philco attack since it requires NBC to dispose of WRCV-AMTV Philadelphia (Broadcasting, Sept.
28). This should satisfy Philco, he indicated.
Mr. Segal also implied Philco was
using
procedure
to 1957
"harass"
RCA inprotest
order to
further its
civil
antitrust suit against RCA and others
asking $150 million in damages.
The recent judgment signed by NBC
and Justice Dept. provides that NBC
must divest itself of Philadelphia stations before Dec. 31, 1962.
Philco answer to NBC argument was
that until FCC held hearing to judge
truth of charges, NBC could not be
sure it had anything to dispose of.
Broadcast Bureau's View • FCC's
Broadcast Bureau, represented by John
Harrington, told Commission it did
not have to hold hearing since subject
of NBC's character qualifications to
hold licenses already had been adjudged when FCC approved network's
acquisition of Philadelphia outlets and
in other actions involving NBC acquiring stations. He argued that Philco had
not made any accusations which Commission did not already know.
FCC in July 1957 renewed licenses
of NBC Philadelphia outlets. Philco
protested these renewals in following
month. Commission originally turned
down protest on ground Philco was not
party in interest, but after appeals court
ruling it scheduled oral argument to
BROADCASTING, October 12, 1959

Ruppert

to NC&K

Jacob Ruppert (Knickerbocker
Beer), New York, is moving its
business to Norman, Craig &
Kummel, New Y ork, from Compton Adv., New York, effective
Jan. 1, 1960. Ruppert's current ad
budget of about $2.7 million will
be increased to more than $4 million in 1960, according to company spokesmen. Approximately
75% of Ruppert's expenditures
are now in spot tv, spread throughout its marketing area in New
England, eastern New York, New
Jersey and eastern Pennsylvania.
Heavy spot tv spending expected
to be continued by NC&K, airminded agency, which has been
on new business spree in past
three months, picking up Chesebrough-Pond's and Hertz-Rent-aCar, representing combined billing of $9 million.
determine whether full, evidentiary
hearing is necessary.
State

Dept.

official

speaks at NAB meet
Assistant Secretary of State Andrew
H.! Berding, 1in charge of department's
public affairs, will address Oct. 16
luncheon
at opening
of Luncheon
NAB's annual
Fall Conference
series.
will

body of Television Information Office.
He will introduce Louis Hausman, newly named director of TIO. (Full agenda
for first four
carried in Broadcasting, Oct.meetings
5.)
S. F. radio

group

Change in signals was forced Oct. 8
by Radio & Television Executives Society in New York when it was learned
that its seminar on San Francisco radio
scheduled for Oct. 20 not only has been
postponed but also has resulted in the
first formation of a San Francisco radio
broadcasters organization — Bay Area
Broadcasters Assn. Prior to this development, six S.F. stations and their rep
firms had accepted RTES' invitation to
participate in seminar at Roosevelt Hotel in New York to present their respective philosophies on programming.
In discussions that followed among
stations in S.F. regarding New York
trip, unification meeting was called for
Oct. 7 to form new group. Consequently, competitive aspect may be lacking
when group does hold New York seminar— now tentatively scheduled for Jan.
20, 1960. Meanwhile RTES has short
notice for finding Oct. 20 program replacement. RTES said San Francisco
program was idea stemming from radio
market report in Broadcasting July 20.

wind up two-day meeting at Mayflower
Hotel, Washington. Second meeting of
series will be held Oct. 19-20 in Chicago (see full schedule in Datebook,

WADO
names Young
WADO New York (formerly WOV)
has appointed Adam Young Inc. as national sales representative. Young now
represents all Bartell family radio properties: KYA San Francisco, KCBQ
San Diego, WAKE Atlanta, WOKY
Milwaukee and WYDE Birmingham,
as well as WADO.

page 10).
Mr. Berding is former foreign correspondent, author and radio commentator. He will be introduced by Jack
Younts, WEEB Southern Pines, N.C.,
member of NAB board. Harold E. Fellows, NAB president, will be speaker at
ODening luncheon and will be introduced by Joseph E. Baudino, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., also NAB
board member.
Washington meeting opens Oct. 15
with NAB staff executives giving halfday analysis of major industry and
Washington problems. Concurrent radio
and tv sessions will be held in afternoon
and continue on morning of second day,
including sales, editorializing and other
topics.
Clair R. McCollough, Steinman Stations, will address tv session during first
afternoon in role as chairman of Television Information Committee, guiding

MCA offers stock
The first public offering of MCA
Inc. common stock was scheduled for
last Friday (Oct. 9) by an underwriting
group headed by Lehman Bros., New
York. No par value was assigned to the
400,000 shares, to be traded over-thecounter, but reports were that each
share would sell from $18 to $20.
The first indication that MCA, a
privately-held company since its founding in 1924, was contemplating its first
public issue of stock came last month
when the company issued a preliminary
prospectus (Broadcasting, Sept. 21).
In its prospectus, MCA noted that it
will apply $6,250,000 of the next proceeds from the stock sale to the production of $9,250,000 of bank notes, and
will add the balance to the company's
working capital.
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WMAY-TV

withdraws

from

litigation

FCC

Station which originally won ch. 2
grant in Springfield, 111. — channel
which was moved to St. Louis and now
is involved in ex parte hearing at the
FCC — has decided to call it quits.
WMAY-TV Inc. has informed FCC
that it is surrendering its grant and
pulling out also from litigation. Litigation was begun by Sangamon Valley
Tv Inc., losing applicant for ch. 2 in
Springfield, and was aimed at reversing
not only FCCs grant but also its move
of ch. 2 to St. Louis. Because of allegations of off-record conversations with
FCC commissioners, U.S. Supreme
Court returned appeal to circuit court
in Washington, which, in turn, asked
FCC to investigate charges. Allegations
of influence-pulling were first made before House Legislative Oversight Committee.
WMAY-TV officials (station now has
cp for ch. 36) said they had spent
$60,000 in prosecuting application.
They informed Commission that personnel scheduled for WMAY-TV had
already accepted other offers.
Oklahoma extension
Extension of another 25 days for
broadcast media to prepare petition
asking Oklahoma Supreme Court to
reconsider its adoption of anti-broadcast Canon 35 was granted Oct. 8 by
court. Oklahoma Television Stations,
comprising all tv outlets in state, and
KWTV (TV) Oklahoma City requested
60-day delay Oct. 7 (see early Canon
35 story page 66). Court originally had
given petitioners 15 days from Sept. 30

WEEK'S

to file reconsideration plea. State's new
Canon 35, which was adopted without
notice or hearing by Supreme Court,
is being ignored by Court of Criminal
Appeals, which has parallel jurisdiction.
Canon 35 differs somewhat from similar canon of American Bar Assn. but
both ban broadcast coverage during
court trials.
News

seminar

in Va.

Virginia AP Broadcasters and Washington & Lee U., Lexington, Va.. are
sponsoring a radio newsmen's seminar
Feb. 21-22 at the university. A panel
for women newscasters will be included
in the session. About 50 of the state's
AP newsmen attended the organization's seminar last February.
New

Sarnoff

medal

American Institute of Electrical Engine rs isestablishing Gen. David Sarnoff medal for "outstanding achievement in electronics." Initial presentation will be made at general fall meeting in Chicago in 1960. Inauguration
of medal was made possible by cooperation of RCA, AIEE said Oct. 8.
Society of Motion Picture & Television
Engineers also has what it calls David
Sarnoff Gold Medal Award for achievements in electronic field.
• Business

briefly

Bishop buys • Hazel Bishop Inc., N.Y.,
today (Oct. 12) starts new test market
spot tv campaign for various cosmetic
products. Nighttime minutes at rate
of 10 per week for 13 weeks will be
used in as yet undetermined number of
markets. Agency: Raymond Spector
Inc., N.Y.

Super
spots
• Colgate-Palmolive
Co.,
N.Y., for
Super
Suds detergent, today
(Oct. 12) slides into 10-week spot tv
drive in six major eastern markets.
Minutes. 20's and 10's bought, with
total of 12 per week set in each market. All time periods will be used.
Agency: Street & Finney, N.Y.
What this country needs • G.H.P.
Cigar (El Producto Cigars), New York,
is reported to be starting 10-week spot
tv campaign in more than 25 major
markets in mid-October, using 20-second and minute announcements. Agency: Compton Adv., N.Y.
In the oven • Ward Baking Co., N.Y.,
in eastern region of U.S. only, will
sponsor alternate half-hours of ABCTV's Walt Disney Presents (Fri. 7:308:30 p.m. EDT) during 1959-60 season.
Agency: Grey Adv. Agency Inc., N.Y.
Beverage launcher • Wunderman,
Ricotta & Kline Inc., N.Y., which
was recently assigned to handle new
carbonated coconut milk drink, "Tropicoco," made by Tropicoco Bottling Co.
of New York and Puerto Rico, reports
saturation radio-tv spot campaign will
start in the New York area about Jan.
1. 1960. The campaign will include
print advertising but it is reported annual broadcast budget is $1 million for
the metropolitan New York area.
New agency • Norkon Pharmacal Inc.
(Norkon pain reliever tablets), N.Y.,
named Joe Gans & Co., N.Y., for national radio-tv. The mail order product
is using spot radio and before the end
of the year expects to be in 50 markets,
primarily in the southeast.

HEADLINERS

Mort Werner, Kaiser Industries broadcast executive, formerly with NBC-TV,
named vp and director of radio and tv at
Young & Rubicam, N.Y. He succeeds
Peter G. Levathes (Week's Headliners,
Sept. 28). Mr. Werner, who still holds
station interests, became vp at Kaiser two
years ago to direct program and advertising activities as well as Kaiser-owned
Mr. Werner
KHVH-AM-TV Honolulu. When he left
NBC-TV in 1957, Mr. Werner was vp in charge of daytime
programs. He had started with network in 1951 as producer
of Today, moved up in producing ranks to head participating programs and was named national program director in
late 1955. His original broadcast experience was gained with
Don Lee Network beginning in 1932. He helped to build
KHUM Eureka, Calif., in 1946 and started KVEN Ventura,
Calif., in 1948. He retains interest in KVEN.

Sig Mickelson, vp of CBS and general
manager of CBS News since 1954, when
separate news and public affairs departments of CBS radio and tv were integrated,
named president of CBS News. His appointment completes establishment of news
department as operating division of CBS,
responsible for all news and public affairs
Mr.
programming of CBS radio-tv networks.
Mickelson
Mr. Mickelson joined CBS in 1943 as news
editor of WCCO Minneapolis, then network-owned, and in
1949 was transferred from his position as production manager there to director of news and public affairs for CBS in
New York. He was appointed to similar position with CBSTV in 1951. Mr. Mickelson is a director of CBS Foundation and former president of National Association of Radio
News Directors.
FOR OTHER NEWS OF PEOPLE SEE FATES & FORTUNES
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Standing near the center of the

RICHARD QUIGLEY has charge of our St. Louis
office, one of ten offices providing a fast,
efficient service to Advertising throughout
the United States.

A NATIONWIDE

ORGANIZATION

world's greatest agricultural region,
Missouri has long been a leader in
the output of beverages; of shoes and
leather goods; of feeds, meats and a
wide range of cereal products.
Naturally then, the St. Louis area
includes many of the top agencies
and advertisers in Spot Television.
For their media decisions, up-to-theminute data on markets and stations
are constantly on tap at our St. Louis
office.
Blair-TV operates on this basic
principle: that alert informed representation isa service vital not only
to stations but also to all Advertis-

ULHI

NEW YORK
OFFICE

II

II

ing and the businesses dependent on
it for volume and profit.
From the first, our list has been
made up of stations and markets we
felt in position to serve most effectively. Today these stations are
located in 25 of America's major
markets. Together they cover more
than 56 percent of its population,
virtually 60 percent of its buying
In its area, each of these stations
power.
stands as a powerhouse of sellingforce. To help advertisers and agencies make most profitable use of that
force, is the constant objective of our
entire organization.

AT THE SERVICE OF ADVERTISING

BLAIR-TV

WABC-TV-New York
W-TEN —
Albany-Schenectady-Troy
WFBG-TV— Altoona
WNBF-TV-Binghamton
WHDH-TV- Boston

WBKB-Chicago
WCPO-TV-Cincinnati
WEWS- Cleveland
WBNS-TV- Columbus
KFJZ-TV-Dallas-Ft. Worth
WXYZ-TV- Detroit
BROADCASTING, October 12, 1959

KFRE-TV- Fresno
WNHC-TVHartford-New Haven
KTTV-Los Angeles
WMCT- Memphis
WDSU-TV-New Orleans

KGO-TV-San Francisco
Omaha-Council Bluffs
WOW-TVWFIL-TV— Philadelphia
WIIC- Pittsburgh
KGW-TV- Portland
WPRO-TV- Providence

Seattle-Tacoma
KING-TV— Louis
KTVI-St.
Tampa-St. Petersburg
WFLA-TV-

31

1. Feature Foods Merchandising
2. Community Club Awards
3. In store Food Displays
4. In store Drug Displays
5. In-store Food Demonstrations,
Sampling, Couponing
6. Store Window Displays

7. Bargain Bar Promotions
8. Mailings To Retailers
9. Personal Calls On Jobbers, Wholesalers,
Retailers
10. Reports To Food Advertisers
11. Promotional Spots
12. Newspaper Ads

Representatives:
Select Station Representatives in
New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington; Clarke Brown Co.
in Dallas, Houston, Denver, Atlanta,
New Orleans; Daren F. McGavren Co.
in
WestChicago,
Coast. St. Louis, Detroit and on
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AT
A

LAST
massive,

flaws

in the

A

RELIABLE

scientific

study

widespread

Radio listeners rate rock 'n roll far
down the musical list.
They prefer their popular music
sweet and rhythmic.
That's the way listeners voted in
what KING Seattle calls the biggest
musical air poll ever conducted.
The results clash head-on with popularity charts based on record sales and
juke-box plays.
Those "top 40" tunes that holler and
honk are far out all right — almost out
of the voting — fifth place out of five
popular music categories.
Even the junior high set (12-16
years) upset current concepts of their
musical culture by voting loud r&r in
second place beneath current hits without r&r.
Loud stuff was so far down in the
voting that KING announced Oct. 10
it won't spin the hot r&r records any
more.

of the

practice

MUSIC

radio

audience

of programming

blues lyrics." (See tables next page).
• Fewer than one out of five of this
age group "like" (14%) or "strongly
like" (5%) this category.
The total vote of all age groups rated
"golden records" in first place. These
are non-rock 'n roll records selling over
a million copies. Second were familiar
standards; third were current hits without raucous rock 'n roll (but some including "subdued beat"). Then came
raucous rock 'n roll in fourth place and
finally a category of selections described as "unfamiliar plus familiar
tunes with arrangements making them
hard to recognize."

SURVEY
turns
by the

up

some

charts

Dr. Dodd is a world-famed specialist
in public opinion sampling. He has conducted polls in Italy and other countries on such subjects as the peoples'
type-of-government choice and effectiveness of radio broadcasts by Allied
nations in World War H.
The technique and survey were carefully controlled. The 100,000 questionnaires were sent to homes in 15 western Washington counties. Pre-taped
music-sampling programs were broadcast five times a day during a two-week
period. Participants voted after listening to any one of these programs, each
of which presented in coded and varying

How It Was Done • KING'S popular
music study was based on 9,250 usable
survey cards providing 92.500 individual music-selection votes. The cards
were picked from over 10,000 returned
questionnaires out of a 100,000 mailing— twice what the professional poll
conductors had anticipated. One out
of every three KING-area homes was
covered by the mailing.
Polling was conducted in August in
cooperation with the Seattle office of
International Business Machines Corp.
Dr. Stuart Carter Dodd, director of the
Washington Public Opinion Lab and
U. of Washington research professor,
was consultant.
The purpose — to find out what sort
of music radio listeners really like.
KING came up with enough computations and analyses to fill a recordlibrary shelf. The findings are full of
surprises. For example:
• Rock 'n roll drew more don't-like
votes than the other four musical types
combined.
• In the strong consumer group (2239 years), two-thirds either "strongly
dislike" (43%) or "dislike" (23%) current hits that have a "raucous rock 'n
roll beat or screaming rhythm and
BROADCASTING, October 12, 1959

true music
listeners' mail
Scientific polling
electronic
brain anddiscovers
a comprehensive
survey preferences
reaching 10%• IBM's
of the Ramac
entire
population of KING Seattle's primary coverage area (one of every three homes
received the detailed questionnaire), made up what KING calls the biggest
music preference study ever made in the history of radio. The laboratory-controlled exactness and thoroughness of the poll, together with its extensive promotion, helped achieve wide listener participation and accounted for the unusually
heavy return — double the 5% expected normal response to such a survey. Here,
Robert Benner (1), IBM's Seattle branch manager, helps KING Program Director
Bill Clark dump out one of the cartons that contained some of the 10,000 reply
cards. The Ramac computer is in the background.
33

How

they

voted:

music

Description of music categories of popular music
included in the KING-IBM survey

Category I— Current hits with raucous rock V roll beat
or "screaming" rhythm and blues lyrics. Examples: "Tiger"
by Fabian, "Big Hunk of Love" by Elvis Presley, "There
Goes My Baby" by The Drifters, "Forty Miles of Bad
Road" by Duane Eddy, "It Was I" by Skip and Flip, and
"Mona Lisa" by Conway Twitty.

Category II— Current hits excluding raucous rock 'n' roll.
Examples: "What a Difference a Day Makes" by Dinah
Washington, "Angel Face" by Jimmy Darren, "M.T.A." by
Kingston Trio, "Wonderful You" by Jimmie Rodgers.
"Twixt Twelve and Twenty" by Pat Boone, "Small World"
by Johnny Mathis, "Til There Was You" by Anita Bryant.
Category 111 — Familiar standards arranged in such a way
that the melody line is easy to follow. Examples: "Breezin'
Along With The Breeze" by the Four Lads, "I Hear a
Rhapsody" by Ray Conniff, "Moonglow" by the McGuire
MUSIC

CATEGORY

liked,

disliked

Sisters, "Drifting and Dreaming" by Gordon Jenkins, "All
of Me" by Billy May, "I've Got You Under My Skin" by
Frank Sinatra, "Blue Moon" by Norman Luboff Choir,
"Tenderly" by Pat Boone.

Category IV — Unfamiliar tunes plus familiar tunes with
arrangements that made them difficult to recognize. Examples: "Your Family" by Matt Dennis, "Idaho" by Dakota
Staton, "Everybody Loves My Baby" by John LaSalle
Quartet, "Quincy Hoppers" by Les Elgart, "You're Laughing At Me" by David Allen, "I Want to be Happy" by June
Christy, "Jane's Jump" by the Bob Florence Band, "Small
Fry" by the Hi-Lo's.
Category V — Gold records. All million-sellers excluding
raucous rock 'n' roll type. Examples: "Blue Tango" by
LeRoy Anderson, "Secret Love" by Doris Day, "Mr. Sandman" by the Chordettes, "Riders In The Sky" by Vaughn
Monroe, "Ebb Tide" by Frank Chacksfield, "True Love"
by Bing Crosby and Grace Kelly, "Marie" by Tommy Dorsey, "Memories Are Made of This" by Dean Martin.

POPULARITY
-16
Preferences by age group
Preferences of the total respondent group
larity
Strongly
and by male and female
Percent
Strongly
Percent
Percent
res pondent groups
Neither
Percent
Music
Like Nor
Category
Like
49
Dislike
Percent
Rank
25
Percent
Dislike
Dislike
Like
2
Percent
1
Strongly
PopuPercent
Neither
Strongly Percent
26
Like
Nor Percent
Popu- larity Music
olds 102
52
11
4
1.
Like
Like
13
Dislike
Dislike
Dislike
Rank Category
26
11
9
7
I
2. Cat
25
Cat
24
7
13
V
Cat
-18,500
15
11
22
III
26
4.
Total respondent group31
3
36
39
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33
10
IIIV
5.1. Cat yeor
3
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1. Cat V
20
21
39
3. Cat
4
22
34
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25
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27
—
39
9
32
10
17
3. Cat II
15
6
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15
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35
4. Cat IV
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4
23
19
13
21
33
35
16
31
10
5. Cat I
28
II
2.
21
1664
27
24
21
18
I
4. Cat
23
Cat IV
Male respondent group— -5,696 responses*
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III
8
4
Cat
1. Cat V
32
22
3. Cat year
22
37
22
13
5
37
2. Cat III
38
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32
22
15
10
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3. Cat II
16
15
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7
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5
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2
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1743
16
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2
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27
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III
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14
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34
40
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39
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34
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vIV
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10
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* Each resDondent rated
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18
16
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Therefore, the number ol responses is exactly double the number of
5
14
17
26
Cat I
resondents who participated in the survey.
34
Cat
31
31
II
5.
32
sequence different sample group of 10 some lists cover album sale activity,
kets may be compared to those surwith
various
control
factors
such
as
veyed
in
western
Washington,
it
was
37
tunes (two tunes from each of the five
noted.
basic music categories, but listeners
selection.
jukebox plays weighting the
But such lists still cover only what a
didn't know this).
KING Revises Programming • Otto
Some Top 40 Lists Full of Holes? • portion of the public might be buying
Brandt, vice president, broadcast diviand not what listeners want to hear on
The study shows what listeners "actualsion, King Broadcasting Co., KING lithe air, he indicated.
censee, said the survey results already
ly prefer to hear," KING General Manager Earl W. Reilly Jr. explained, and
If
there
are
any
weaknesses
or
holes
have caused changes in KING'S pronot what a small segment of the total in some of the top 40 lists or popular
gramming. He said further changes
listening audience — chiefly the early
would be made in "strict accordance
music
rating
charts
—
the
guides
which
teen-age group — might be purchasing at
with the public's expressed preference."
the local record shop or playing on the radio program managers often consider
basic to molding station format and
corner soda-shop jukebox (which in turn
The new "survey-selected" music policy will be fully implemented by the
is programmed on the basis of record
guiding music selection — "this survey
end of the month, Mr. Reilly added.
bears
it
out,"
Mr.
Reilly
said.
sales — "a vicious circle," he noted).
He said "raucous rock 'n' roll music will
The average popular music list is
The markets,
impact ofhowever,
KING'S depends
survey on
other
on
based on record sales, particularly
be completely excluded from KING'S
singles sales, he observed, although
programming. KING will use the surhow typical the listeners in those marBROADCASTING, October 12, 1959
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You

have

to

to

win

have

it

it

The good advertisement, inevitably,
rings with confidence. Bored, bland
words and timid half-truths are as
old as man, but they have never
moved man to action, nor won his
confidence.
This rule is not suspended for the
words in an advertisement, no
matter how many committees
write or approve them.

re-

To win a customer's confidence
an advertisement has to have confidence— not the false kind of confidence that a cynic described as
"being wrong at the top of your
voice," but the kind of confidence
that comes from knowing what
you're talking about, believing in
what you're talking about, and saying it so people know how you feel.
This is the kind of confidence we
try to put into advertising.

We work for the following companies: Allstate Insurance Companies * American Mineral Spirits Co.
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Co. * Brown Shoe Company • Campbell Soup Company * Chrysler Corporation Commonwealth
♦
Edison Company and Public Service Company * The Cracker Jack Co. * The Electric
Association (Chicago) * Green Giant Company * Harris Trust and Savings Bank * The Hoover Company * Kellogg
Company * The Kendall Company * The Maytag Company * Motorola Inc. * Philip Morris Inc. * Chas. Pfizer & Co.,
Inc. * The Pillsbury Company * The Procter & Gamble Company « The Pure Oil Company * The Pure Fuel Oil
Company • Star-Kist Foods, Inc. * Sugar Information, Inc. * Swift & Company * Tea Council of the U. S. A., Inc.

LEO

BURNETT

CO.,

CHICAGO, Prudential Plaza • NEW YORK • DETROIT • HOLLYWOOD
• TORONTO
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RADIO

KING-IBM

SURVEY NUMBER
(Ai Announced When You Listen
Your Name

1

2

3

4

J
A

1

2

4

1

2

1 3
3

5

1

2

3

4

6

1

2

4

7

1

2

i3
3

8

1

2

3

4

□ « 9
40 &. OLDER 10
□ >

1

2

3

4

3

4

City

AGE

MALE
12-16 >
□
22-40
□ ■

TUNE KEY**
NUMBER WORD
11
9

Your Address

SEX

SURVEY CARD
RATING SECTION
NEITHER
STRONGLY
LIKE
NOR
DISLIKE DISLIKE LIKE
DISLIKE
4
3
1
1 2

MUSIC

FEMALE
17-21

1
I 2

Listeners are 'king' at KING • Here's the intelligence side
of the mail questionnaire that KING sent to the closely-controlled random sample of 100,000 western Washington
residents in August. A heavy promotion campaign on the
air and in other media paved the way for the history-making
music survey cards. A typical big newpaper ad asked, "Are
your song? You tell us, we're listening."
playing
we The
ad continued: "Ever since the early days of radio,

4

4

YOUR EASY TO FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS
On How to Vote In the Radio KING-IBM Music Survey
STRONGLY 1. Listen to ONE music survey presentation on Radio
KING— 1090 on your dial — between now and August
LIKE
21. You need listen only once. Survey presentations
5
can be heard, Monday through Friday, at: 7:45 a.m.,
9:45 a.m., 12:45 p.m., 4:45 p.m., and 7:45 p.m.
5
2. As the survey presentation begins the announcer
5
the survey number. Please write this
giveinyou
will
the upper left-hand corner of your card.
number
5
3. 10 tunes will be played for you to rate. Before
every tune, you will be given a key word. Please
5
write the key word opposite the tune number that the
announcer gives you. The tunes will not be played
5
in numerical order from 1 to 10.
i
4As you listen to the tune, circle the number you
5
think best represents your own feelings about that
music. If you follow the guide words at the top of the
5
Rating Section of the card it will be easy for you to
rote each tune accurately.
5
5. Please fill out the card completely and then drop
it in the moil. Thank you for helping us determine
5
just what kind of popular music you want to hear.

the music you've been hearing has been selected by disc
jockeys, station managers, record promotion men, program
directors and other 'experts'. Radio KING has always been
'the station that listens to people.' We want YOU to tell us
what music you really want to hear. So we are launching
the most extensive survey of music preference ever conducted anywhere. . . . You'll be helping us to make sure
that Radio KING is 'playing your song'."

(39%) or strongly like (36%) golden
vey results as a guide to music selection
(current hits, non-rock 'n' roll) among
records.
65% said they either like females age 12-16 at 7:45 p.m.
maxiinsure
to
order
24 hours a day in
(39%) or strongly like (26%) familiar
• Category II rated first with 12-16
mum listener satisfaction."
standards. 58% said they either like year olds, rating 83% (31% like, 52%
Mr. Reilly noted the survey drew
(33%) or strongly like (25%) current
strongly like); Category I rated 74%.
100% more response than the original
goal which Dr. Dodd had set. Dr. Dodd
hits without raucous rock 'n' roll.
• Category IV (unfamiliar tunes and
• In the age group 12-16, 74% said familiar tunes with unusual arrangefelt the survey "should be the most acments) failed to make a strong showing
curate study that's ever been made of they like (25%) or strongly like (49%)
what the public wants in these cate- current hits with raucous rock 'n' roll among any age group. Of all votes,
whereas only 7% expressed strong dis- 3 1 % voted neither like nor dislike, only
gories of popular music."
like. But in age group 17-21 opinion
Among survey findings highlighted by
6%
like. strong like and 15% strongly disKING were these:
becomes quite divided — 45% either
(21%) or strongly like (24%)
Heart of the survey was the special
• The only significant differences in like
while 41% either dislike (18%) or
music preferences were found to be ac- strongly dislike (23%) Category I mail questionnaire (see copy above)
and the 70 seven-minute controlledcording to age group and these dif- music.
sample music programs. Dr. Dodd was
ferences "were very noticeable." There
involved in the survey from its early
were no significant differences for either
k 'n'
non-roc
22-39, up
group
age
In
,
»
strongly
showed
hits
current
roll
time of day or sex.
discussion phases and personally supervised all facets of questionnaire design,
• For the entire group, Category I 53% of the respondents voting like
(34%) or strongly like (19%) for
sampling
techniques, card design, cod(raucous rock 'n' roll) prompted the Category II.
ing, tabulation and interpretation. The
most unfavorable reaction, 33% exSeattle IBM office, under the supervis• Among females age 22-40, 63%
pressing strong dislike for this group.
ion of Branch Manager Robert Benner,
either dislike (22%) or strongly dislike
There were 6,036 expressions of strong
processed
and tabulated the returned
(41%)
rock
'n'
roll
while
16%
said
dislike for raucous rock 'n' roll comsurvey cards.
neither like nor dislike. 21% said they
pared to a total of 5,621 expressions
The 100,000 questionnaire cards
of strong dislike for all other cate- like (15%) or strongly like (6%) Category I.
gories combined. Of all those polled,
(yellow) were mailed to a random
54% registered either dislike (21%)
• In the great over-all preference
sample of households (picked from teleor strong dislike (33%) for Category I. (75%) for golden records (Category
phone books and individually addressBut a total 32% said they like (17%)
ed) within the cities over 2,500 popuvot58%
found
12-16
group
age
V), ing like (34% ) or strongly like (36% );
lation in the primary coverage area of
or strongly like (15%) raucous rock 'n'
roll.
KING,
including parts of 15 counties
age group 17-21, 74% said either like
(35%) or strongly like (39%); age
in western Washington. A sub-sample
• All age groups considered, Category V music (gold records) was the
group 22-39 81% said either like of 5,000 cards (green) was mailed
separately to discover how, if any, the
most popular, Category III (familiar
(39%) or strongly like (42%); age 40and-over group, 75% said either like non-respondent's musical preferences
standards) was the second most popvaried from those of the main survey.
(43%) or strongly like (32%).
ular and Category II (current hits withWhite
cards also were provided all per• Highest rating for any single exout raucous rock 'n' roll) was third most
sons wishing to participate who did not
pression of preference was a 62%
popular.
Three-fourths said they either like vote of "strong like" for Category II receive the official questionnaire, but
36 (MUSIC SURVEY)
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Another thriller-diller from WJRT—

the white cards were not included in
the tabulation.
Publicity Barrage • One week prior
to the questionnaire mailing (done in
two staggered dumps) a heavy publicity
and advertising campaign was conducted on the air and in other media to
"insurpre-condition the respondents,
ing a maximum amount of awareness
of the mailing piece and its meaning,
and a maximum of response."
After listening to the sample-tune
broadcast, the respondent marked degees of like or dislike, inserted the
survey number announced, plus key
code word given for each tune, and
mailed the card to KING.
A special music panel comprised of
KING Program Director Bill Clark, the
music supervisor and a staff announcer,
coded the variety of popular music
used in the samples and decided in
which of the five categories the tunes
should be placed. Decision was by
secret ballot and unless tunes were
unanimously selected they were not
used in the survey.

Time- buyers'
known to round
And the most
reaches all four

best friend: WJRT, the easiest way
up Flint, Lansing, Saginaw and Bay City.
efficient way, for this single-station buy
mid-Michigan metropolitan areas with a

grade "A" or better signal. No more hit and miss propositions!
WJRT puts you on location with penetration from within.
If your market includes Flint, Lansing, Saginaw and Bay
City, WJRT's single-station approach is your corner. Try it
on for size. See how success becomes you in mid-Michigan.

JRTFLINT
W
CHANNEL

ABC
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Primary Affiliate

Represented by HARRINGTON, RIGHTER & PARSONS, INC.
New York • Chicago « Detroit • Boston • San Francisco » Atlanta
(MUSIC SURVEY)

Master Top 40 List • Sample tunes
for Categories I and II (current hits
with and without raucous rock 'n roll)
were selected from a master Top 40 list.
This master list was compiled from the
music popularity charts published by
Billboard, Cash Box and Variety and
KING'S own weekly record sales survey of 37 retail record stores in its
coverage area. Cash Box, Variety and
Billboard-Msted tunes were weighted 40
points for first place, 39 points for
second etc. KING'S retail record store
survey, "because it is the best available
indication of local record popularity,"
was weighted 80 points for first place,
78 points for second, etc.
For Categories III and IV (familiar
standards and unfamiliar tunes), the
music supervisor selected two tunes
from each of 100 albums of popular
music picked from the KING library.
The panel voted on this list, again with
unanimity required. The music supervisor also picked 40 Golden records,
from which the panel chose 20.
The sample-tune programs were
aired five times daily seven days a
week for two weeks starting Aug. 10.
Survey times were 7:45 a.m., 9:45 a.m.,
12:45 p.m., 4:45 p.m. and 7:45 p.m.
Each survey presentation was made by
means of pre-recorded tape to insure
minimal variations in presentation
technique. All opened with a distinctive sound telling the listener another
survey was about to take place. The
same announcer explained briefly the
rules. Then portions of 10 unidentified
tunes were played and respondents
were asked to rate them. Sequence was
constantly varied to assure survey control.
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makes

homemakers

reach

faster!

Today's housewife responds most favorably when color
television enters the picture. No other medium warms as many
senses as well as Color TV . . . with sight, sound,
demonstration and color!
Color TV, presenting your product in all its natural beauty
with a warm invitation to buy from the family living room,
creates the all important point-of -purchase recall in the
supermarket. Let Color TV's "extra senses" make
sales sense for your product.
New packages and products are being color-tested daily
in WBAP-TV's color studios, where complete color
facilities, including the new RCA Television Color Tape
chanRecorder,
nel
are at your disposal .
£
FIRST IN TEXAS . . . FIRST IN PROGRAMS

Watch Perry Como in
gorgeous color for Kraft
Fine Foods every
Wednesday night
over NBC-TV.

NBC

. . . FIRST IN COLOR!

FORT WORTH 3900 BARNETT ST.
DALLAS
1900 NORTH AKARD
PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD,
Exclusive National Representatives

INC.

:IFTY

MILLION

FRENCHMEN

CAN'T

BE

WRONG

TE

exas Guinan's happy shout of "Hello, Sucker" to every customer who entered her restaurant — whether they were
snators, gangsters, or "Big Butter and Egg Men" from Iowa — endeared her to a generation. She made everyone
;el at home

in the Era of Wonderful

Nonsense — and she made them feel at home

f Texas Guinan's salesmanship was in real entertainment and warm
ramming

as her customers. The heart

hospitality — the keynote of Balaban pro-

in every market. WIL specializes in creating the happy mood to buy in the big St. Louis market through

le power of dominant

personalities and positive salesmanship. WIL

nd services in St. Louis, because WIL

is, above all, a salesman.

is a powerful voice to sell your products

WIL is —first in Hooper, Nielsen and Pulse!

BROADCAST
WHERE
New

BIGGEST

monitoring

tracks

The markets, stations and station
representatives that get the cream of the
business from the nation's leading spot
television advertisers are revealed and
ranked today (Oct. 12) in a special
analysis by Broadcast Advertisers Reports.
The study covers the spending habits
of the 25 national, multi-brand advertisers who, according to BAR's marketby-market monitoring reports, were
running the heaviest volume of tv spot
business during the monitored weeks.
It examines the activities of these 25
advertisers in 24 principal three-ormore-station markets, which together
have a total of 90 television stations.
Highlight findings include:
• The 25 advertisers were buying at
a rate of 13,137 tv spots a week, in support of 327 different brands.
• Los Angeles nosed out New York
as the market where they placed the
most spots. San Francisco was third.
• The average station in the 24 markets carried 146 spots from top-25 advertisers. KYW-TV Cleveland led the
list with 270.
• Among network affiliated and
owned stations, NBC-TV outlets fared
slightly better, in volume of spots carried, than affiliates of the other networks.
• In all of their markets, CBS-owned
stations led all other network owned or
affiliated stations.
• Independents frequently did better
SPOT

flow

ADVERTISING

TV
of spot

SPOT
business

than affiliates or network-owned stations.
• The average rep, among those having stations in three or more of the markets, placed 151 spots per client-station.
(For reports on the records of individual representatives see below.)
• Virtually all of the 25 advertisers
bought in most of the 24 markets. Procter & Gamble bought on 89 of the 90
stations available and Colgate-Palmolive bought on 88.
• Only one station got no business
from any of the 25 advertisers. It was
WXIX (TV) Milwaukee whose problems as a uhf station in a vhf market
were compounded by transfer of ownership and recent return from darkness
at the time of monitoring.
The findings are summarized in the
current BAR-ometer, monthly promotion piece of the monitoring firm, and
are based on a pilot study for what,
starting late this month, will be another
addition to the BAR reports. To be
called "National Placement Index," the
new report will be issued quarterly and
will analyze business placed by the 25
top spot spenders (who in 1958 accounted for more than two-thirds of the
national spot dollar). "NPA" is slated
for publication within a few weeks after
the end of each quarter. The price has
not been set but officials said it will be
"nominal."
The information is based on one
week of monitoring in each of the 24

USERS
into

24

major

BUY
markets

markets. Officials acknowledge that
since schedules may start or stop outside the monitored week in any given
city, the results are not projectible to
exact totals covering the full quarter.
Nor is the number of spots translatable
into dollar figures, because of varying
price structures. On the other hand,
BAR points out, measurements are being made in one or more key markets
throughout each quarter, so that "a representative overall picture" is obtained.
Within each market, the results for any
one station are directly comparable
with those for its competitors.
Procter & Gamble, always a leader
in tv usage, ranked No. 1 by long odds
in BAR's pre-publication analysis (covering the monitored weeks of the second quarter of this year). Here are the
top 10 in terms of spots used in each
monitored week:
P&G
GENERAL FOODS
LEVER BROS
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE
CONTINENTAL BAKING
KELLOGG
AMERICAN HOME PRODUCTS
WARNER-LAMBERT
MILES LABS
GENERAL MILLS

2,346
1,124
1,100
1,064
664
635
614
518
507
458

Others in the top 25, in rank order,
were Brown & Williamson Tobacco,
Carter Products, B. T. Babbitt, Philip
Morris, Bristol-Myers, Food Mfrs.,
Reynolds Tobacco, Corn Products,
Standard Brands, P. Lorillard, Sterling Drug, National Biscuit, Avon Pro-

PREVIEW

Sweet spot • In its first use of tv advertising, Page
& Shaw, Inc., Cambridge, Mass., yesterday (Oct. 11)
launched a nine-week spot campaign in Cincinnati, Dayton, Cleveland, Toledo, Columbus and Detroit. Cartoons
pop on and off to the tempo of music, animating the

theme, "girls go for the man who gives Page & Shaw
chocolates, the candy that says you care the most." Tensecond "visual-squeeze" commercials were produced by
Transfilm-Wylde Animation, New York. Left to right
above is the visual part of a commercial.
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behind

that beard, Paul

... EVERYONE
Western

in

Massachusetts

knows

you!

#1 Radio personality in the area
Featured on

#1 Radio Station with studios in
Metropolitan Springfield area
consistently verified by ratings
GET ALL THE FACTS
Call Hollingbery or
Kettell-Carter for rates
and availabilities

W/SpR
1000 Watts
J- 1270 KC
SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS
42
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ducts, American Tobacco and Andrew Jergens Co.
These 25 advertisers bought 547
spots per week in the average market
in the list. If Los Angeles and New
York were excluded from this arithmetic— on grounds that each of these
cities got almost twice as many spots
as the closest runner-up — the average
market carried 473 spots. Thus the
following market-by-market breakdown shows that five markets ranked
above the overall average while nine
did better than the average for all but
the two biggest markets.
1. LOS ANGELES
1,400
2. NEW YORK
1,323
3. SAN FRANCISCO
755
4. CHICAGO
646
5. WASHINGTON
631
6. CLEVELAND
539
6. SEATTLE
539
8. PHILADELPHIA
514
9. BALTIMORE
507
10. BOSTON
506
11. DETROIT
488
12. CINCINNATI
469
13. ST. LOUIS
459
14. DALLAS-FT. WORTH
454
15. BUFFALO
426
16. COLUMBUS
424
17. INDIANAPOLIS
423
18. KANSAS CITY
406
19. MINNEAPOLIS
398
20. ATLANTA
385
21. MILWAUKEE
379
22. PORTLAND, ORE
366
23. PITTSBURGH
351
24. HOUSTON
349
BAR officials noted that these rankings generally follow the expected patterm — the larger markets get more
business — but with a few exceptions:
Some four-station markets, such as
Washington, San Francisco and Seattle, drew a greater volume than Philadelphia or Boston which, although
larger
markets,
have only three stations.
Of the 90 stations in the 24 markets surveyed, 18 carried 200 or more
spots from the top 25 advertisers. And
43 stations did better than the 146spot average for all stations. The top
18 and their respective week's volume:
1. KYW-TV CLEVELAND (NBC affiliate) . 270
2. KTLA (TV) LOS ANGELES (independent) 268
3. KTTV (TV) LOS ANGELES (independent) 262
4. WBZ-TV BOSTON (NBC affiliate) 256
5. WGN-TV CHICAGO (independent) 255
6. WPIX (TV) NEW YORK (independent). .247
6. KNXT-TV LOS ANGELES (CBS owned). 247
8. WCBS-TV NEW YORK (CBS owned) . 241
9. WNEW-TV NEW YORK (independent) .240
10. W0R-TV NEW YORK (independent) 225
11. KRCA (TV) LOS ANGELES (NBC owned). 221
12. KR0N-TV SAN FRANCISCO (NBC
affiliate)
217
13. WTOP-TV WASHINGTON (CBS affiliate) 211
14. WLWT (TV) CINCINNATI (NBC
affiliate)
208
15. KDKA-TV PITTSBURGH (CBS affiliate) .207
16. WSB-TV ATLANTA (NBC affiliate) . 206
17. KPIX (TV) SAN FRANCISCO (CBS
affiliate)
203
18. WJZ-TV BALTIMORE (ABC affiliate) . . .200
The high scores of independents in
many cases would be attributable, in
part, to their having more time available for local sale than do network affiliates. Even so, some of them ran up
totals which seemed strong to observers.
One such was WGN-TV Chicago,
which carried almost 40% of all the

spots scheduled on Chicago stations
and ran 30% ahead of its nearest
competitor (WBBM-TV). In DallasFt. Worth KFJZ-TV outscored all but
the ABC-TV affiliate (WFAA-TV); in
Detroit CKLW-TV was ahead of the
ABC owned outlet (WXYZ-TV); in
Los Angeles two independents, KTLA
and KTTV, carried more than any
network station, and a third, KHJ-TV,
TV).
was ahead of ABC's station (KABCIn New York, WPIX out-scored all
network outlets, WNEW-TV was only
one spot short of tying the network
leader (WCBS-TV) and WOR-TV was
substantially ahead of WABC-TV and
WRCA-TV.
Breakdown by Affiliates • The division of business among network affiliates as a whole gave NBC outlets
a slight advantage over CBS stations,
with ABC outlets following. NBC stations carried 3,832 spots, or 36.4%
of all carried by affiliated stations;
CBS outlets had 3,704 or 35.2%, and
ABC 2,987 or 28.4%.
Peters, Griffin, Woodward took No.
1 place among reps by placing an
average of 177 spots for each of 10
stations in the 24 markets. Authorities noted, however, that in this period
PGW was still representing the Westinghouse stations (except WIZ-TV
Baltimore), which have since set up
their own national sales arm.
Second highest average was scored
by CBS-TV Spot Sales (average of
172 spots for each of seven stations),
followed by Edward Petry & Co. (159
average for nine) and NBC-TV Spot
Sales (153 average for six). All these
ranked above the average (151 spots
per schedule) for all reps involved.
The others, some of them close to
the overall average, were H-R Harrington, Righter & Parsons. Blair-Tv.
Katz, and Crosley. These and the
four leaders accounted for 11.039 of
the 13,137 spots placed. Reps having
fewer than three stations in the 24
markets were not counted.
Fourteen of the 25 advertisers
bought into all 24 markets. Of the
rest, American Tobacco. Avon Products, Bristol-Myers, Continental Baking, Corn Products, General Mills and
Reynolds Tobacco bought into all but
one (the omitted market varied by advertiser); Lorillard bought all but two
Babbitt all but four, Sterling all but
five, and Standard Brands bought fewest of all, omitting 10.
In its computations, BAR did not
distinguish between lengths of spot announcements. Fully sponsored periods
were converted to spot units on the basis
of five to a half -hour, four to a quarterhour, three per 10 minutes and two per
five minutes. Co-op accounts were not
included in the totals.
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Yankton,
Sioux City. S.D.,

NATIONWIDE'S

RADIO

and

KVTV

(TV)

PLANS

While global in philosophical scope,
the company domestically has promulInsurance company buys CBS
gated the "fill the people's needs" approach in insurance (has multiple incites low exposure cost of network radio
surance lines) and in other fields
Nationwide
talent.
and
time
for
000
ColumCos.,
ce
Nationwide Insuran
does not use television, though it plans through investments or subsidiaries.
bus, Ohio, has written its second year's
Program Background • The series
a heavy spot campaign next year. This
sponsorship policy for a documentary
first got off the ground in the 1958-59
series on network radio (CBS Radio).
does not hold for its agents. Nationwide has nearly 5,000 agents in the season when the Sackheim executives
Now signed and ready for delivery
and midwest portion of the contacted CBS. Wanted was a radio
eastern
is Nationwide's The Hidden RevoluU.S. covered by the company. They vehicle that could combine entertaintion, a program that examines such
ment values with public service.
split the cost of local tv advertising
on"
Populatinext
Restless
as "Our
with the company.
With
Ed Murrow as narrator, the
subjects
early
on
goes
that
show
(first
series
last
year studied social issues
"Talent"
includes
Edward
R.
Murmonth), "status" consciousness, economrow
and
Howard
K.
Smith,
two
topof
the
day,
delved into such diverse
ic competition and other topical probings of social issues.
News "names" who han- elements of society as education, segredraw dleCBS
the narration. Extensive use is
gation, minority religious groups, the
The insurance company, through its
atom bomb and preparedness.
agency, Ben Sackheim, New York, is made of tape. Already CBS Public
For its efforts The Hidden Revoluexpanding the series this season to eight Affairs, the producer, has sent its
teams traveling some 25,000 miles in
tion won Peabody plaudits and was
55-minute
first
the
monthly programs,
search
of
material.
chosen
as the "best new radio prolong, the rest half-hours. (Closed CirThe program series also fits into the
cuit, Aug. 31). Last year, Nationwide
gram
the National Assn.
for Betterin 1958"
Radio by& TV.
Nationwide "scheme." An insurance
backed six half-hour programs.
The Nationwide sponsorship is the
company that likes to feel it "fills
strange ear of corn in the insurance
the people's needs" with its underUNTIE
TIGHT
SPOT
writings,
Nationwide has a public
field where several large companies are
ness
service
conscious
that
appears
in
30 sec. weather show
associating themselves with high-budgetits operation of broadcast stations and
ed, prestige network tv programs.
Radio Courting • In face of this in such diverse activities as CARE and sold to Phillips Oil
trend to tv by the insurance giants, the United Nations global conferences
A national spot tv advertiser is. exon atomic power. (The company sent
why is Nationwide in network radio?
perimenting with a way of prying loose
exand
account
U.N.
the
to
atives" both
"represent
According to Hal Graves,
to
Geneva.)
the "spot squeeze" in television. If it
ecutive, who with Bill Pitts, radio-tv
should extend its buying method from
Nationwide's stations via its Peoples
vice president, constitute the Ben
a lone tv station in Miami to other staWRFD
include
subsidiary
Sackheim team on the program, "It's Broadcasting
way. tions, or be imitated by other national
the medium that afforded an excellent
FM
AM
WGAR
and
Worthington
Fairmont,
WMMN
Ohio;
in
Cleveland
advertisers, a "trend" could be on the
exposure at a low cost."
Trenton; WNAX
WTTM
W.Va.;
Cost of the series is less than $100,Phillips Petroleum Co., the advertiser, (Phillips 66 gasoline and motor oil),
Bartlesville, Okla., wrapped up details
of a 30-second spot program purchase
on WTVJ (TV) Miami at a meeting
last week in New York.

documentary,

Mapping Ad Details
44

Bill Pitts, (I.)/ Hal Graves review Nationwide's plans
(BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

Acting for Phillips was Lambert &
Feasley Inc., a New York agency. The
52-week blueprint was given final
touches in consort with the station and
its representative, Peters, Griffin, Woodward, after a IVz month study.
Tv Budgeted • Phillips is not a
novice spot advertiser. The company
runs campaigns of three or more
spots a week in 65 tv markets, participating in news and weather programs in some 95 percent of these
markets. Where this programming is
unavailable (in the 5%), Phillips buys
into syndicated shows. The advertising
budget calls for some 45% in the broadcast media, nearly all in spot tv.
Phillips gets a full 30 seconds in its
to report the weather
program
spot
and make
its commercial pitch on the
station each weeknight at 9, which as
prime-time falls between network (CBSTV) programs.
The so-called "spot squeeze" was
BROADCASTING, October 12, 1959

"There are always two kinds of people in the world—
those who pioneer and those who plod"

automotive giant whoseHenry Ford (1863-1947). Americancontributio
n to the industrial
production genius made a tremendous
and economic growth of the nation.

Trail-blazing is standard
procedure at WWJ. Today,
with 39 great broadcasting
years behind it, Detroit's
pioneer station is up front
as usual, with the kind of
music, news, sports, and
special feature programming
adult listeners like best.
For your fall and winter
planning, ask your PGW
Colonel for the complete
1959-60 WWJ
makes

story. It

good listening— and

good buying for lasting
impressions.
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Detroit's

Basic
NBC

AM and FM
RADIO

Radio

Station

Affiliate

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC. • OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE DETROIT NEWS
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Hinman, Phillips has no plans to extend the 30-second spot buy to other
stations! But the advertiser (as well as
the station) feels that if the idea
catches on — and if the company finds
it successful in Miami — other stations
will promote this type of spot, which
is presently uncommon to television
According to Ken Bagwell, National
patterns.
Sales Manager, WTVJ (TV) "It's a
compromise for the single advertiser
who has become accustomed to the
long copy platform, who finds a lack
of station time for the minute commercial and yet feels the 20-second
commercial to be too short."
Mr. Bagwell also reported that
American Home Products for "Black
Flag" (through J. Walter Thompson)
has begun buying some 30-second
spots along with its schedule of 20seconds on
the station.
But Phillips'
contract
is across
the board.
Tv

Happy time-buyers • More than 100 buyers attended a party given by
KWK, St. Louis, and WEMP Milwaukee, in New York but the lucky
winners of transistor radios (selected in a drawing) were the smiling sextet.
(1. to r.): Sandy Beer, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample; Anita Wasserman,
Lawrence C. Gumbinner Adv.; Sam Landers, BBDO; Georgia Voonasis,
BBDO; Ray Stone, Maxon Inc. and Gene Petrik, Kenyon & Eckhardt.

partly created and hastened by agencies themselves. Convinced that you
can say more in a minute commercial
than in shorter, 10 or 20-second spots,
agencies had sold clients on the longer length message. Since minutes are
not easily accommodated between network shows, stations have had alternatives: (1) schedule minutes other
than in the prime nighttime hours
when network shows are on the air,
"steal"
otherwise
spot or show
"triple"network
or (2) from
time
credits or
"promos".
The direct result of the favored
m i n u t e-length announcement, however, was to open availabilities for 20
seconds and 10 seconds (IDS) while
making it more difficult than ever for
advertisers to find open spots for oneminute commercials.
What It Expects • This is what Phillips hopes to achieve as related last
week by William Hinman, Lambert
& Feasley's media director, and other
principals concerned with the WTVJ
schedule:
• Public Service — Because the spots
will provide weather data Phillips retains association with its public service concept. The advertiser feels that
viewers will learn that the weather reports available at 9 P.M. on a tv station— which usually is one of the last
46 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

time periods expected for a tv weather report.
• Frequency — the 30-second, every
weeknight, 52-week aspect of the purchase permits the advertiser to get
maximum "frequency" of message.
• Exclusivity — the whole 30 seconds
is filled by only one advertiser, Phillips, which does not have to vie for
attention with another advertiser (regardless of how unrelated the products may be).
• Franchise — this comes by virtue
of the full-year contract.
• Audience — its positioning in
prime-time assures the advertiser of a
high audience factor.
• Identity — this places the Phillips
image alongside weather and service
in the viewer's mind. Aside from intangible goodwill, such an association
should establish the company's identity with public service.
Called "Weather Eye" the program
features a "Weather Eye" logo along
with a Phillips slug, followed by a
slide depicting the type of weather in
cartoon form. WTVJ [TV] has more
than 400 different slides for all kinds
of weather situations). A 20-second
filmed commercial plus the "Weather
Eye" slide and call letter slug, round
out the show's format.
It May ... If • According to Mr.

replacing

papers

as gasoline ad medium
Television will replace newspapers as
the leading medium of gasoline advertisers in 1959, Norman E. Cash, president of the Television Bureau of Advertising, asserted today (Oct. 12) in a
speech prepared for delivery before the
American Petroleum Institute in Colorado Springs, Colo.
Mr. Cash based his contention on
current projections of advertising
trends. He reported that present estimates indicate that newspapers are still
losing gasoline advertising, with some
$28.6 million anticipated for the year,
while television is up 10% and will
garner about $30.5 million in 1959
from this industry.
He noted that gasoline advertising
declined from $32,257,000 in 1956 to
while television's
in 1958,
$28,613,000
share
rose from
$20,228,000
in 1956
to $27,611,000 in 1958.
"You are using more and more television for the very simple reason that
television sells gasoline," Mr. Cash
said.
He cited the cases of Chevron and
Sunoco as typical of the effective job
that tv has performed for gasoline advertisers. Television was the major advertising medium for Chevron in 1958,
Mr. Cash observed and the growth rate
of the company's sales in the last six
months of 1958. Sunoco, he said, invested about $1.8 million in tv last
year and in the first six months of 1959
alone has almost matched this figure.
He added:
"Sunoco's gasoline sales have been increasing about twice as fast as the
rate for the industry as a whole."
BROADCASTING, October 12, 1959
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Pulse Beat
August 20 release to 1,400 subscribers:
Pulse adds 21 new TV markets for Telepulse total of 183; radio markets increased by22 for total of 239. No other
lists so long!
Arthur Godfrey, Guest of Honor and
"Man of Year" for Pulse's 18th Birthday, celebrated October 21 in the usual
way, Grand Ballroom, Plaza. "Just fun
for friends," says Syd Roslow. Meaning,
no tiresome speeches, no sales-pitch, no
follow-up: Cocktails from noon, lunch
over by 2:00.
100% full sample! Sole service, yes the
one-and-only meeting that ideal. Pulse's
closest competitor in TV lags with average 60% return from diaries. Reason for
Pulse superiority? "No mail, no phone,
no phonies."
Miami Advertising Club, September 9,
hosted presentation by "the only Ph.D.
in Psychology directing ratings research"
(thanks for the plug!) of the astounding variations in audience characteristics
and commercial impact as proved in
sales. U. S. Pulse TV monthly analyzes
each network TV program — minimum
5,000 per night show, 20,000 per strip
— from 100,000 different families interviewed. Issued to date such vital info as
programs by cigarette smoking; weekly
spending for food, groceries; usage and
$-buys of cosmetics, toiletries, drugs;
women and girls using shampoo, permanent, hair spray; beer served in homes;
filter cigarettes versus regulars, etc. New
topic every month— with amplified demographic data.
"Station image" and "audience image"
studies, long before their current fashions-in-semantics popularity, have been
a special Pulse field of study. Sponsored
mainly by stations. Your rep can tell you
more.
"Do TV watchers buy as they look?" Pulse
monthly rates the most popular commercials and their paired relation to actual
presence of product in home. What one
TV commercial outdistanced all others
last month in New York? Pulse knows,
do you? Invaluable info for the agency
creative staff.
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listening

Meet the typical "radio-active houseThe U.S. homemaker, sought by advertisers and besieged by market rewife." searchers, now has had her radio profile
taken by Market Planning Corp., McCann-Erickson subsidiary market research firm. The study, made for H-R
Representatives Inc., is being publicized by the station representative today
(Oct. 12).
Based on the analysis, this is her
radio "life": she spends a 23-hour week
listening to radio, what H-R Representatives calls "the radio median of a
housewife's listening time." This, the
firm asserts, is 30% of her waking
hours — "one-fifth of her life."
With her "favorite" stations, the U.S.
homemaker spends 2 hours and 24
minutes a day. For the week, Mon.-Fri.,
her time with the favorite station adds
up to an average 12 hours. The second
favored station gets 1 hour 19 minutes
a day, and the third receives 53 minutes
daily. This comes to a total 4 hours 36
minutes per day.
She listens mostly in the mornings.
The most popular period is 6-9 A.M.
Mon.-Fri. About 60% of the busy
homemakers listen to radio in the morntime. ing, while 28% listen "most" during this
Second Most Popular • Saturday
morning (6 A.M.-noon) when 50% of
housewives listen and when 22% listen most; third most popular: Mon.,Fri., 9 A.M.-noon when 47% listen
and 19% listen most; fourth popular:
noon-4 P.M. when 43% of the housewives are listening and 11% listening
the most.
When Best • The study points up
that for housewife attention the best
periods for commercial exposure in
radio is a combination of prime morning time (6-9 A.M.) and the 9 A.M.noon period. This will give an advertiser
a chance to reach 83% of all listening
housewives. Sticking to a spread of
6-9 A.M. plus 4-7 P.M. reaches 73%,

730 Fifth Ave.
New York 19
ULSE

_

LIFE'
HER
OF
RADIO — "1/5
Research firm finds housewife spends 23

Wed., Sept. 30
Thur., Oct. 1
Fri., Oct. 2
Sat., Oct. 3
Sun., Oct. 4
Mon., Oct. 5
Tues., Oct. 6

to radio

programs

while a schedule spread throughout the
day (6 A.M.-7 P.M.) reaches 93% of
listening housewives. The weekend is
a plus. The figure: an addition of 20%
to the "prime time" housewife audience.
The new documentation of the housewife listener is told by H-R in racy
dialogue resembling a private-eye script
(it begins "This is the street, Madison
Ave."). It will be published in a twocolor illustrated brochure and sent to
several hundred radio stations and to
thousands of time buyers, media directors, account executives and to agency
clients. The "story" also will be incorporated into a voice-over slide presentation to be shown to agency groups in
New York and elsewhere.
The radio project (third of a recent
series by H-R Representatives and H-R
Television on spot) was under the general supervision of James Alspaugh,
vice president in charge of radio.
For the research, Market Planning
Corp. polled its permanent panel of
5,000 housewives geographically distributed across the country and constituting a statistical sample since they
represent all U.S. households in terms
of income, age, region, city size and
other characteristics.
• Business

briefly

Time sales
Time for sweets • The Sweets Co. of
America Inc. (Tootsie Rolls), Hoboken, N. J., has purchased final availability on CBS Radio's Arthur Godfrey
Time, making the program sold out for
26 weeks, CBS reports. Agency for
Sweets Co.: The Henry Eisen Adv.
Agency, NY.
First venture • Boyer International
Labs, Chicago, for H-A Hair Arranger
(men's hair dressing), signed for first
network program sponsorship after four
years in spot tv. Product will be alternate
week backer of NBC-TV's Troubleshooters (Fri. 8-8:30 p.m. EDT) start-

ARBITRON'S DAILY CHOICES
Listed below are the highest-ranking television network shows for each
7 as rated by the multi-city Arbitron inday of the week Sept. 30-0ct.Research
Bureau.
stant ratings of American
NBC-TV 30.2
Perry Como (9 p.m.)
NBC-TV 19.8
Lawless Years (10:30 p.m.)
ABC-TV 20.2
Black Saddle (10:30 p.m.)
CBS-TV 24.8
Gunsmoke (10 p.m.)
NBC-TV 25.7
World Series (4:30 p.m.)
NBC-TV 24.7
World Series (4:45 p.m.)
NBC-TV 28.5
World Series (5 p.m.)
Copyright 1959 American Research Bureau
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Things are really 'looking up' in WDAY-TV-land!
First, our new 1206' tower — combined with our new
100,000-watt transmitter — has met and exceeded our
expectations — has expanded our area coverage 96%
. . . increased our audience 60% . . . and swelled our
retail sales volume 100%o!
Second, every edition of SRDS points out that the
Fargo Area is the Number 1 Retail-Sales-per-Household Area in the entire USA. The national average
is $3,944 ... as compared to Fargo's whopping $5,970!
Third, our second-to-none Promotion Department
has proved, again, that it still has the touch . . .
winning two of the top awards in the Lone Ranger
25th Anniversary Contest and the NBC Daytime
Contest last year. Our Promotion Manager Roy C.
BROADCASTING, October 12, 1959

Pedersen keeps up-to-date in the promotion field by
being on the Broadcasters' Promotion Association's
Board of Directors. And that's
the good word up
Yours,
to this moment! ^9

"^^^j^
Tom Barnes

WDAY-TV
FARGO, N. D.
•
CHANNEL
All Mated with NBC • ABC

-

6

PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, Inc.
Exclusive National Representatives

ing Oct. 16. Agency: R. Jack Scott Inc.,
Chicago.
TIME

help yourself to

BUYERS
A

TRIPLE

K-NUZ

TREAT

Do You Want
AUDIENCE?
*FIRST in total AUDIENCE?
HOOPER (May-June, 1959)
PULSE (May-June, 1959)
NIELSEN (May-June, 1959)
Do You Want
ADULTS?
MORE ADULT LISTENERS
Mon.-Fri., 7 AM-5 PM
(No. 2 Stations has only
51% Adult Audience)

No.1

>fcTOTAL
in
AUDIENCE

K-NUZ
Audience Composition
84%
ADULT
Men and Women

Do You Want
SPENDABLE
INCOME?
MORE MIDDLE & UPPER
INCOME AUDIENCE
'SPECIAL PULSE
(Apr.-May, 1958)

K-NUZ

Audience Composition
is 74% MIDDLE &
UPPER INCOME*

the PACESETTER
for Houston

. . .

MUSIC!
NEWS!
EQUIPMENT!
* A.

National Reps.:

Kay-Hew

)

K-NUZ

Houston's" 24-Hour
•—
50

MifsTc axnd^News___

(BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

^

THE KATZ
AGENCY, Inc.
New York
•• Chicago
• Detroit
• Atlanta
o St. Louis
• San Francisco
• Los
DallasAngeles
IN HOUSTON,
CALL DAVE MORRIS
JAckson 3-2581

For 'Homestyle' cookies • Swanson
Cookie Co. (Archway cookies), Battle
Creek, Mich., buys participations on
Don McNeill's Breakfast Club over
ABC Radio, Mon.-Fri., 9-10 a.m.
(EDT), effective Oct. 5. Company previously has been using tv. Agency:
Grant Adv. Inc., Chicago.
Agency appointments
• Pure Pack Div., Ex-Cell-O Corp.
(milk packaging machinery) Detroit,
names MacManus, John & Adams Inc.,
Bloomfield Hills, Mich., effective Dec.
1.
• Utility Appliance Corp. has named
The McCarty Co., L.A., for its line of
Gaffers & Sattler appliances, using the
trademarked characters made famous
in the vision
company's
commercials.
Teleand radio, astv well
as newspapers,
magazines and trade papers, will be
used for fiscal 1960. Advertising budget
is approximately $600,000.
• Also

in advertising

New company • John A. Fitzpatrick,
president of Video Expediting &
Library Service Inc., New York, has
dissolved that corporation to form a
new company, Video Dispatch Inc., for
the servicing of film tv spots, syndication films, industrial and organizational
films, video tape and electrical transscriptions. Video Dispatch is located at
619 W. 54th St., New York 19. Telephone: Judson 6-2230.
New Davenport agency • Leonard &
Preston Adv., Davenport, Iowa, has
been formed by Bill Leonard, owner of
Leonard Adv. there, and Sam A. Preston, formerly vice president, SperryBoom Adv., Davenport. Address: 902
W. Kimberly Rd.

Spot Sales study
CBS Television Spot Sales is
releasing to agencies and clients
this week a research study titled
"Cume-Finder," which is designed to show the impact of various spot television campaigns,
ranging from 15 to 75 markets
and using daytime or nighttime
schedules on the network's affiliated stations. The study includes
data on cost, coverage, unduplicated audience and frequency of
exposure. It uses information provided by the A.C. Nielsen Co.
and data compiled by the CBSTV Spot Sales Research Department under Robert Schneider, research manager.
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Now.

an

•♦pick
from

effect

more

than

Here's the ultimate in convenience
for selection and presentation of
program effects— the all new RCA
Special Effects System. Key circuitry for each effect is contained
in plug-in modules. Any ten effects
may be pre-selected— simply plug ten modules into the control panel. Each module has
illuminated symbol showing the effect it will
produce. Slide an effect out— slide another
in— it's just that easy. You get just the right
effect to add that extra SELL to your programs and commercials.

150

possibilities!

SIMPLIFIED CONTROL- Push-buttons put effects selection at your fingertips. Push the buttons below the
illuminated
and are
you controlled
are ready to
Wipes and symbol
transitions
by goa "on-air."
standard
fader lever for simple foolproof operation.
UNLIMITED VARIETY— The complete complement of
154 special effects includes wipes, split-screens, picture, insets, block, wedge, circular and multiple frequency patterns. In addition, the system will accept a
keying signal from any camera source to produce a
limitless variety of effects— inset letters, drawings,
trademarks;
self-keyed video insets, and traveling
mattes.
THE BEST EFFECTS WITH LESS EFFORT— Mix color
and black-and-white. Enjoy exceptionally clean transitions ... the most exciting effects ever conceived!
And get them with the least amount of effort possible.

Ask your RCA Broadcast representative for complete information. Or write to RCA, Dept.
ZC-22, Building 15-1 , Camden, N. J. In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Ltd., Montreal

RADIO
Tmk(s) ®

of AMERICA
CORPORATION
BROADCAST AND TELEVISION EQUIPMENT, CAMDEN, N.J.

THE

TV

GROSS

UP

$5

MEDIA

MILLION

Three networks report on August sales
The three tv networks grossed over
Leading National Advertisers-Broad$5 million more in August 1959 than
cast Advertiser Reports (LNA-BAR).
they did in the same month a year
In August, all three networks moved
ahead of their marks for the like month
ago. This is a 12.6% increase. In the
January-August period, the networks
last year. For the eight months, ABCgrossed $37.4 million more than in the TV had leaped ahead of the same
previous year for a gain of 10.2%.
period in 1958 by grossing 18.9%
more. The other two networks also
The network tv gross time billings
come from Television Bureau of Adverwere ahead of last year, CBS-TV by
tising, the compilations prepared by 7.8% and NBC-TV by 8.9%.
Jan. -Aug.
August
%
%
Change
1959
1959
1958
Change
1958
ABC
6,923,735
8,205,520 +18.5
$ 78,019,506 +18.9
$161,764,077
65,625,091
CBS
21,238,979 + 9.6
19,383,736
174,364,245 + 7.8
150,662,789 + 8.9
NBC
15,202,021
17,298,527 +13.8
138,310,282
TOTAL
41,509,492
$403,046,540
+10.2
46,743,026 +12.6
$365,699,450
Month by Month— 1959
NBC
TOTAL
ABC
CBS
January
$10,647,078
$19,299,853
$22,129,248
$52,076,179
48,884,508
18,053,828
February
10,024,460
20,806,220
20,728,315
March
11'565,031
23,265,395
55,558,741
19,739,816
52,126,364
April*
10,309,263
22,077,285
19,674,494
51,919,335
22,298,271
May*
9,946,570
17,984,845
21,171,128
June*
8,930,114
48,086,087
21,377,719
47,652,300
Julv*
8,391,470
17,883,111
21,238,520
17,298,527
46,743,026
8,205,520
August
* Figures Revised as of Sept. 29, 1959
LNA-BAR: Gross Time Costs Only

Scouring

pad

to sabotage

used

Series

Lady luck deserted WLUC-TV (formerly WDMJ-TV) Marquette, Mich.,
station was preparing to telejust ascast the
the 1959 World Series.
A former WLUC-TV engineer, discharged for insubordination, allegedly
pad from his wife's
stuck a scouring
kitchen into a micro-wave relay tower
and kept thousands of baseball fans in
Michigan's upper peninsula from seeing
the first three games of the Series. The
results :
• Thousands of complaints from
listeners.

day. John Borgen, station manager,
called in engineers from Chicago and
Milwaukee at a cost of $50 an hour.
a check of the WLUC-TV
They began and
transmitter
found everything in
working order. Still, the station was receiving no network video.
Relay Tower • Finally, someone
thought of the relay tower, 30 miles
away at Lathrop. Some of the equipment there was dismantled before the
metal scouring pad was found. By the
time all equipment had been reassembled and adjusted, the game of Sunday
(Oct. 4) had been "scoured out" too.

NAEB
agenda set
John L. Burns, president of RCA,
• Over $5,000 in lost commercial
will be among the key speakers at the
time from network programs and in en- annual convention of the National
Assn. of Educational Broadcasters in
gineering costs to find the trouble.
Harold W. Lindgren, 36, former
Detroit Oct. 27-30.
WLUC-TV engineer, was charged with
Among topics slated for discussion at
violation of a Michigan law against the Sheraton-Cadillac Hotel are tv-radio
research, music programming, engiwith communications."
"tamperingpossible
sentence is four
Maximum
neering developments, low-power fm,
years' imprisonment. He was sent to jail closed circuit tv, stereo recording,
when he was unable to post a $5,000 broadcast curricula and publicity and
bond set by Judge Caroline Nystrom.
public relations.
Network programs are piped into
Other speakers included Walter ReuWLUC-TV via micro-wave relay. When
ther, vice president, AFL-CIO; Gilbert
World Series time came, Thurs. Oct. 1, Seldes, director, Annenberg School of
sound but no picture came from the sta- Communications, and Charles Sieption. The same thing happened the next mann, New York U.
52

Color

first

Dropping the normal RCA-CBS
competitive attitude, RCA Distributing Corp. of Los Angeles is
sponsoring two participations a
week in Saturday Color Theatre
on CBS-owned KNXT (TV) Los
Angeles. Series, which started
Oct. 10 as weekly 3:30-5 p.m.
broadcast in color of color theatrical movies and is believed to be
the first such series, will promote
the sale of RCA color tv sets.
Business was placed direct.
'Problem'

market

Rx

offered at Ohio meet
Methods of employing advertising
media and promotional techniques to
handle "problem markets" were described by John W. Setear, assistant
manager of media department at Leo
Burnett Co., Chicago, in a talk schedulfor delivery at the Columbus meeting
8-9.edOhio
of
Assn. of Broadcasters, Oct.
Stressing the need for a scientific
approach to problem areas and people,
Mr. Setear cited examples where a major
medium might not be providing adequate coverage because of local or regional factors. He mentioned that "relaof television
tv penetration"
lower might
in the tively
south
affect coverage where
a national media plan calls for tv.
Another situation he described was
centered around daytime television in
a fictional problem market on the Pacific Coast. "The market may be receiving
less weight than other markets of comparable size due to the relatively lower
level of tv viewing on the Pacific Coast
during the daytime hours," he said. He
showed a chart which listed tv's average
daytime coverage in that area at various
hours, with 11 a.m.-l p.m. as the low
viewing point between the 7 a.m. to 6
p.m. period.

Opera for dedication
"Beatrice," an opera commisioned
by WAVE-AM-TV Louisville, Ky., for
the dedicatory broadcast of their new
Radio & Tv Center (Broadcasting,
premiered over the staAug. 3),
tionswill
Friday be(Oct. 23). Composed by
Lee Hoiby, "Beatrice" will be performed by the Kentucky Opera Assn.
The work then will be produced in a
Louisville theatre and recorded for release by the Louisville Philharmonic
Society. WAVE-AM-TV moved into
the $1.5 million center last July.
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This

our

is

the

station

kind

has

It's a two-way affair, as you can see. We hold each
other's loyalty and friendship. Plus-values without
equal to worthy sponsors!
We've earned viewer loyalty through a natural attitude that our people, providentially, appreciate.
Strong emphasis on public service. Programming for
the human being. No staff shouting — no triple spots
— no hokum. Civic-minded veteran staff members,
respected members of their parts of the community.

of

on

hold

people

Doing, in fact, what comes naturally with nice people.
How do we know? Ratings, mail counts, word of
mouth — you name it! Your message, in behalf of
worthy products, gets special notice here. It's the
U.S.A.'s 17th (with an annual 3% billion-plus buying
appetite) but one of the most rewarding markets of
them all — and George P. Hollingbery has all data
plus our means-what-it-says rate card. What's holding you?
«■ - ■ » . p
WHIO-TV

ONE

OF

AMERICA'S

GREAT

AREA

STATIONS

Reaching and Holding 2,881,420 People — in 41 Counties of 3 States
channel

dayton, Ohio
fl

hands
Changing
ANNOUNCED • The following sales of
station interests were announced last
week, subject to FCC approval:
• WBIR-AM-FM-TV Knoxville, Tenn.:
70% interest sold by three stockholders
to 30% owner Taft Broadcasting Co.
for $2.1 million. Sellers are Mr. and
Mrs. Robert L. Ash, 30% ; Gilmore N.
Nunn, 30% and John P. Hart, 10%.
In acquiring 100% ownership, Taft
Broadcasting is also taking over corporate notes held by these stockholders
amounting to $203,536. This sum is
included in $2.1 million purchase price.
Present plans are to keep intact present
WBIR stations' personnel, including
Mr. Hart as president of licensee, WBIR
Inc. Taft Broadcasting acquired 30%
interest in Knoxville am-fm stations in
1953. Financing for transaction was arranged through Fifth Third Union
Trust Co. and First National Bank,
both Cincinnati. Taft Broadcasting stations are WKRC-AM-FM-TV Cincinnati, WTVN-AM-FM-TV Columbus,
both Ohio; WBRC-AM-TV Birmingham, and WKYR (TV) Lexington, Ky.
WBIR is 250 w on 1240 kc and is
affiliated with ABC. WBIR-FM is 3.3
kw on 93.3 mc. WBIR-TV, which began operating in August 1956, is on ch.
10 with a CBS affiliation.

• WDVM Pocomoke City, Md.: Sold
by G. Russell Chambers to Ernest
Tannen for $120,000. Mr. Tannen is
sales manager of WTTG (TV) Washington, D.C., and is former manager of
WEEP Pittsburgh, Pa., and WGAYAM-FM Silver Spring, Md. Transaction was handled by Blackburn & Co.
WDVM is 500-w daytimer on 540 kc.
• KJOE Shreveport, La.: Sold by Audiocasting Inc. (president is Shreveport attorney William Cady III) to Ray
Armand for $100,000. Mr. Armand is
former executive vice president of
group station owner Continental Broadcasters Inc. (Cy Blumenthal). Broker
was Blackburn & Co. KJOE is a 1 kw
daytimer on 1480 kc.
• KCHS Truth or Consequences, N.M.:
Sold by Rex A. Tynes to Dean W. Manley and William D. Hafer for $24,000.
Messrs. Manley and Hafer are with
Philco Corp. and Pan American World
Airways in technical capacities concerned with missile work. KCHS is 250
w on 1400 kc and is affiliated with
MBS.
APPROVED • The
of station interests
the FCC last week
sion activities see

following transfers
were approved by
(for other CommisFor The Record,

page 112).
• WDOT Burlington, Vt.: Sold by Val

MID SOUTH
Attractive fulltime 5000 Watt outlet in
large outstanding market. Has real estate.
$100,000 down payment. Balance over seven
years.
SOUTHWEST
Fulltime regional outlet in a prosperous
market in the top 75. This is a chance to
get an excellent facility in a really good
market. $100,000 cash needed.

ft3.-i0.000

UIOHIDA
Here's a fulltime AM-FM facility in a top
for growth. Submarket. Has real potentialBalance
over five
stantial cash required.
years.
VAiAl OHM I \
A real opportunity for an owner-manager
in a desirable Southern California growth
market. Liberal terms can be arranged.

$250,000

NEGOTIATIONS

*B(ackbwm

FINANCING

S3.UKOOO

(THE MEDIA)

• KREL Baytown, Tex.: Sold by E. O.
Roden to Bayshore Broadcasting Co.
(Bob H. Walker, president) for $126,825. Station is 1 kw on 1360 kc.
• KG KB Tyler, Tex.: Sold by J. Edwin
Smith and associates to O'Connor
Broadcasting Corp., licensee of KTXO
Sherman, Tex., for $125,100. KGKB is
250 w on 1490 kc.
• WARN

$69*500

APPRAISALS

&
Cvmpwu/
Incorporated

Fort Pierce, Fla.: Sold to

South Jersey Broadcasting Co. (WKDNAM-FM Camden, N.J. — Ranulf Compton, president) for $100,000, of which
$30,000 is consultants' agreement.
WARN is 1 kw daytimer on 1330 kc.
• WOHP Bellefontaine, Ohio: Sold to
James T. Sandonato and Thomas W.
Talbot for $100,000. Messrs. Sandonato
and Talbot own WJJL Niagara Falls,
N.Y. Station is 500 w daytimer on 1390
kc.
• WHTN-AM-FM Huntington, W.
Va.: Sold by Cowles Broadcasting Co.
to Geyer Broadcasting Co. (Wayne W.
Geyer, president) for $100,000. WHTN
is 1 kw daytimer on 800 kc; WHTNFM is 53 kw on 100.5 mc.
• KCCC-TV Sacramento, Calif.: Cp
sold by Melvyn E. Lucas and group
to Capitol Television Co. (Melvin Lord,
16.8%; Melvin Lucas, Clarence A.
Holien, Henry P. Deane, 11.1% each)
for $70,548 including liabilities and
stock transfers. Messrs. Lucas, Holien
and Deane were original owners.
KCCC-TV, on ch. 40, was granted in
April 1959.
WDBJ

RADIO - TV - NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WEST COAST
ATLANTA
MIDWEST
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Colin M. Selph
Clifford B. Marshall
James W. Blackburn
H.
W.
Cassill
Calif.
Bank Bldg.
William B. Ryan
Jack V. Harvey
Stanley
Robert Whitaker
M. Baird
9441 Wilshire Blvd.
Joseph M. Sitrick
333 N Michinan Ave.
Healey
Building
Beverly Hills, Calif.
Washington Building
Chicago, Illinois
JAckson 5-1576
Financial 6-6460
Sterling 3-4341
CRestview 4-2770
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Carter and associates to DOT Broadcasting Co. for $140,000. DOT Broadcasting is owned by Fortune and Anthony Pope, publishers-broadcasters (II
Progresso Italiano Americano WHOMAM-FM New York). WDOT is 250 w
on 1400 kc.

news

award

WDBJ Roanoke, Va., won this year's
Douglas Southall Freeman Award Sating localn
"outstand
3) for of
urday (Oct.
and state
coverage
the segregatio
WRNL
system."honorable
school
problem
Richmondin, the
Va.,
received
mention for staffer Guy Friddell's
"outstanding commentary."
The Freeman award, presented by
Virginia AP Broadcasters Assn., is in
honor of Dr. Freeman, Richmond editor-historian, who was a veteran radio
commentator. It is donated this year by
D. Tennant Bryan, president of WRNL.
The judges
"WDBJ
showed
initative,
careful said
planning
in its
coverage
and presented a comprehensive, effective summary of events with integrity."
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152,600
20

TV
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HOT
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KFDM-TV
Beaumont-Port Arthur-Orange
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Jan.
1959
ARB

C. B. Locke, Executive Vice President
A. General Manager
Mott Johnson, Sales &. Operations Manager
1959
April
ARB

"S 0

Peters-Griffin-Woodward,

Inc.
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116 OF 134 FULL-TIME MEMBERS

A

BIG
When

OF THE WJR STAFF POSE FOR GROUP

STATION
WJR

turned

programming;

now

WJR Detroit is proving that independent radio can be both luxurious and
profitable.
This 50 kw, clear-channel station is
successfully programming in the grand
manner with shows that are expensive,
live, carefully produced and dignified.
Last May 24 WJR broke off from the
CBS Radio network. It now has arrays
56

(THE MEDIA)

BUCKS

independent,
it knows

that

TREND

RADIO

it beefed
plush

PHOTO IN FISHER BUILDING LOBBY.

up staff and

operation

of statistics to prove that it can get
along better on its own. The only thing
it misses is the kind of national and international news service that networks
provide, but its management figures
that in time that too will become available, as a program service to be purchased by the station.
In its 27th year WJR has turned to a

can

live
pay

off

new program formula, a highly developed version of its former format.
the
ming,"
"Comple
, with
its schedule
labeled Program
has Range
station te
something for everybody and an adult
h to the entire audience.
approac
A staff of 134, one of the largest in
the history of radio stations, operates
the facility, with its multi-state service
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gram barter in which CBS would get
100% of the network's billings.
WJR used the half-year prior to its independence by developing batches of
new programs, mostly with emphasis on
live production, and conceived as an
intensification of its prestige policy.
Live programming has been stepped
up 53% since WJR went independent —
from 40V2 live hours weekly (6 a.m.12 midnight) to 62.05 hours.
The Money Record • Here's what
the WJR books show (station-produced
cluded):revenue, CBS payments not inradio
• A whopping 35% jump for September (over September 1958), as new
season gets under way.
• Third-quarter 23% above same
1958 quarter.
• First four months of full independence (June-September) up 19.8% from
comparable 1958 period.
• Despite first-quarter slump, 1959
nine-month revenue is 4.7% above same
1958 period, and rising.
• October and November look good;
fourth-quarter billings should reach $1
million, better than combined stationnetwork revenue in same 1958 quarter.
• Total for 1959 may reach at least
$3^4 million; it was $3.1 million in
1958 when WJR was affiliated with
CBS all 12 months.
(WJR won't reveal total station network income to avoid disclosure of actual payments received from network.)
And here's an encouraging trend:
• National spot is much better (spot
is about 90% of WJR's total billings).
That's a wrapup of the fiscal story of
WJR's post-Independence Day achievements with adult programming. The
way it came about is one of the better
stories in the decade's commercial history— a story of tv encroachment into
a radio-only, prestige property and the
difficult decision that led WJR into nonnetwork operation after three decades as
an affiliate.

area reached by a 50 kw signal on 760
kc.
John F. Patt, president, summed up
the five-month record by observing, "Radio revenues headed steadily downward
in 1958; this year they're climbing
rapidly." Flanking him in directing
WJR's destinies is Worth H. Kramer,
manager, with James H. Quello as
operations manager.
WJR is one of two broadcast units in
WJR The Goodwill Stations Inc. The
other is WJRT (TV) Flint, Mich., a new
station celebrating its first birthday
today (Oct. 12).
The Network Problem • The WJR
story tracks through a decade of radio
network troubles that culminated a year
BROADCASTING, October 12, 1959

ago in an announcement that it intended
to disaffiliate with CBS Radio, refusing
to have any part of the CBS Program
Consolidation Plan under which the station's network revenues would have
dropped to zero.
The 1950s saw WJR's income from
CBS Radio dwindle from nearly a
third of total billings to a fraction of
that. The station was fed up on its inability to sell spots and adjacencies
during the daytime hours where much
of its CBS Radio programming was
concentrated.
There was another problem — selling
its goods for two prices (the CBS network rate and the station's inflexible
rate card). PCP offered a time-for-p±o-

Decade of Decision • A pre-convention bomb tossed by CBS into the 1951
NAB (then NARTB) meeting in Chicago started a rate-cutting trend among
radio networks that has harrassed stations ever since. The industry was
shocked and the convention had a builtin issue (Broadcasting, April 16, 1951).
Mr. Patt was a member of the All-Industry Affiliates Committee set up to
see what could be done about the first
major blow to strike radio advertising.
The CBS rate reduction, running 1015%, meant a flat 10% cut in the revenue received from the network by its
affiliated stations. Not a large cut, perhaps, but symbolic of the trend radio
networks were entering. A half-year of
the cut was apparent in WJR's 1951 balance sheet — a 12.28% drop in CBS Radio revenue compared to the amount
57

Big station bucks radio
received in 1950. And 1952 was more
of the same — 23.82% down from the
revenue received from CBS in 1950.
Out of all four neworks and affiliates"
meetings came a series of intricate and
brightly worded plans designed to close
the dikes — checkerboard, pyramid, consolidations, inmany forms. They all had
one trait, WJR observed: Station facilities were offered cheaper to advertisers.
The downward trend in WJR's CBS
revenues was steady, with only one minor respite. Every new network contract
was hurting spot, the dominant part of
WJR's revenues.
Mr. Patt and his staff looked at it this
way: An advertiser could buy a oneminute spot on WJR through the network for $40 or even less, yet the same
minute bought on a spot basis would
cost $125 (one time, Class A). At times
the network rate ran as low as 20% of
the station's own fee.
The network could sell a five-minute
segment for $ 1 ,000 or less for the whole
hookup. In some cases advertisers could
buy five minutes of the CBS network for
only five or six times the price of a oneminute spot at WJR's card rate.
In effect WJR was selling the same
piece of goods for two widely separated
prices.
The Ford Story • Two years ago
WJR's unhappiness turned into genuine
BEEFED-UP

trend

CONTINUED

grief when Ford Division of Ford Motor
Co. bought a $5.5 million (gross) package on CBS. Radio. It included 25 minutes of Arthur Godfrey, Edward R.
Murrow news quarter-hour, five-minute
World News Roundup segment and
morning vignettes of Rosemary Clooney
and Bing Crosby. All these were on a
five-a-week basis and there were additional weekend Clooney-Crosby bits.
Pencils started to fly on the 28th floor
of the Fisher Bldg., nerve center of
WJR. Messrs. Patt and Kramer started
to think seriously of the future. One
estimate indicated the Ford package
might cost the station up to $200,000 in
income, since WJR was pretty well
sold out in choice times and could
sell plenty of spots and programs at
card rates.
WJR came up with a compromise,
taking only the Murrow news and weekend music. Some other stations rejected
all or part of the Ford deal.
But a year ago WJR decided to
abandon network radio altogether when
CBS Radio announced Oct. 29 its Program Consolidation Plan, a formula by
which the network would pay the station with free programs instead of
money and WJR in exchange would
carry CBS programs sold to sponsors.
The Patt-Kramer team took quite the
opposite view about non-station origi-

PROGRAMMING

PAYS

OFF

WJR's station-originated business (by far the biggest part of its revenue
even when the station was affiliated with CBS) declined steadily last year.
Beginning early in 1959 the station started upgrading local programs in
anticipation of quitting CBS. Billings began going up too. Total station
an estimated $3.1 million. They're expected to reach
in 1958thisranyear.
billings
$3.25 million
lining 5
$300,000
\
250,000
w JR ended CBS Radio
otion May 24
U 1 MM

175,000

jon r*eD Mar Apr may june ijuiy «uy
uu" ' tu
"»j
1958
1959
'These are net billings after all quantity discounts but before deduction of commissions to
sales representatives. They include all national spot, regional and local business but
and billings.
agencies
no
network
* 'October 1959 billings are estimated.
NOTE- Figures for the fourth quarter of 1958 were not supplied because they could be used to
revenue from the CBS Radio network that year when the station billed a
the station's
compute
of $3.1 million in all classes of business.
reported total
58 (THE MEDIA)

nated programming. It wasn't easy to
break a 23-year association with CBS
Radio. They felt that networks offered
the most practical way of offering programs of national and international import, but at the same time insisted on the
right to pick what they wanted out of
anyAfter
program
source.
a meeting
of the board of WJR
The Goodwill Station, Mr. Patt said,
"The plan of the network to barter for
the time of its affiliates that it would
then sell to advertisers under its own
prices and policies — a plan over which
we would have virtually no control —
leaves no alternative. We value our facilities too highly to permit our station
time to be handled on a brokerage
The big step was taken. WJR would
operate as an independent.
The Wanted Service • What WJR
wanted, and had often mentioned to
basis."
CBS, was "a pure network program
service, which affiliates could underwrite." This idea was inherent in the
Radio World Wide project undertaken
by a group of stations, with Mr. Patt
active as vice chairman.
With the decision made to quit CBS,
WJR announced it would be available
"to all advertisers on a strictly oneWhat to do next?
The basis."
general course had been adopted
price
— more activity in the national and
For years
was highly
widely paid
believed to beWJR
the most
CBS Radio affiliate, with a compensation rate exceeding that of
any other. The dollar revenue
that WJR received from CBS has
never been revealed and cannot
be published now because of a
long-standing agreement between
the network and the station. But
WJR has given Broadcasting
percentage figures showing how
its income from the network
dwindled in the television era.
In 1950 WJR received its biggest
revenue from CBS. Taking that
year as 100%, the table below
lists the percentage of 1950 network revenue that WJR received
from CBS each succeeding year.
1950
100.00%
1951
87.72
1952
76.18
1953
72.84
1954
65.04
1955
46.70
1956
34.85
1957
37.88
1958
29.13
1959*
*This was the annual 21.18*
rate at which
income from CBS was running in the first
four months of this year. Had WJR stayed
with the network throughout 1959, its
rate would have been much lower. Under
the CBS Program Consolidation Plan
compensation dwindled to near zero.

NEW

•I*

WATT

AM
Type BTA-5R/5R1

TRANSMITTER
INTRODUCES

ADVANCED

SILICON

HIGH

VOLTAGE

The compact BTA-5R/5R1 is available with a choice of tube rectifiers or
new long-life silicon rectifiers. Only two tuning controls make this transmitter
ideal for reliable remote control operation. Instantaneous Conelrad frequency
switching is also available. Vertical chassis construction provides easy front
and rear access to all components.
Silicon rectifiers, tested in a pre-production model of the BTA-5R1, were subjected to aging, estimated to be equivalent to 20 years, while the remaining
portions of the transmitter also met severe tests. All of them proved the
ability of these transmitters to perform over long periods under adverse conditions. The reliable silicon type of rectifier is ideal in remote control applications. The transmitter will operate within ambient temperatures from
—4 to +113 degrees F. and to 7500 feet above sea level.
A unique exciter features plug-in crystal oscillators (this is the exciter proved
in the BTA-500R/1R). Three switchable crystal positions are provided for:
(1) an operating crystal, (2) a spare on the main channel, and (3) provisions
for optional instantaneous Conelrad switching. High-fidelity performance is
assured with the new 3X3000 Fl modulator tubes that do not draw grid
current to modulate the two long-life 5762 PA tubes. Overall AF response is
±1.5 db from 30 to 10,000 cycles.
For further information about these and other transmitters, call the nearest RCA
Broadcast representative. Or write to RCA, Dept.ZC-22, Building 15-1, Camden,
N. J. In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal.

RADIO
Tmk(s) ®

CORPORATION

RECTIFIERS

OUTSTANDING
FEATURES
• Built-in provision for remote
control
• Unique exciter with plug-in
oscillator
• Instantaneous Conelrad
frequency switching (optional)
• Silicon rectifiers (optional)
• Only two tuning controls
• High fidelity performance
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There

was

this

bootlegger

in

Tulsa

. . .

ed brisk
sun d shone brightly. He enjoy
His deman
for his wares. Distribution and
brand acceptance were excellent. His
share of market was exhilarating ; reorders rolled
in with impressive regularity.
Then disaster struck. Lawmakers legalized
liquor. He became the victim of technological
unemployment.
In the thirties? No. In the summer of 1959,
when Oklahoma prohibition— on the books
since statehood was achieved in 1907— was
finally repealed.
Earth-shattering? Hardly— but interesting
to Comment's audience.
*
*
*
KOTV, the Corinthian station in Tulsa,
offers the new Comment as a showcase for controversy. Comment is a place for almost anything
that stimulates thinking and discussion. Repeal
. . . integration . . . labor reform . . . the opinions
of a former leader of the Oklahoma Communist

Party ... if it's informative, intriguing or meaningful for people in the Tulsa market, it belongs
on Comment.
Comment follows the new 10:00 p.m. Eyewitness News, which brings the advances of
electronic journalism to the Tulsa market. To
present this newscast-Comment strip, five nights
a week, KOTV has pre-empted high-rated network and syndicated shows.
Corinthian believes— and our research bears
us out— that there is a deeper public interest in
local, national and world affairs than many even
in television itself have realized. We believe that
a local station must shoulder an important part
of the medium's responsibility to meet that need.
We suspect, incidentally, that strong news
and public affairs departments have something
to do with our leadership in most of our markets.
We also suspect that viewer confidence in our
stations may have something to do with the
believability of our clients' commercials.
Responsibility in Broadcastim

The WJR lineup It takes 134 people working in seven departments to
keep WJR Detroit on the air. All but 18 appear in this photo (somebody
had to keep store, a few were at the transmitter, several were on vacation
or on business trips out-of-town). The only convenient place in the vicinity
that was big enough to hold the staff was the foyer of the Fisher Bldg.,
where WJR's offices and studios are located. Two staffers who had to get
back to jobs during the shooting were replaced by stand-ins. Staff groupings
are 1: executive (center foreground), 4 of 7 members in photo; 2: sales,
sales service, traffic, 17 of 17; 3: accounting, purchasing, receptionists,
12 of 15; 4: news, 5 of 7; 5: program, production, 41 of 49; 6: music,
music library, 19 of 20; 7: engineering, maintenance, 18 of 19.
international areas, and in regional
news, sports and public affairs. HintPatt said, 'WJR will
ing at RWW,
effectuate
new Mr.
and practical ideas for
program development and exchange
with other broadcasters throughout the
KOTV
Tulsa (Petty)
KHOU-TV
Houston (CBS-rvSpot Sales)
KXTV
Sacramento (H-R)
WANE-TV
Fort Wayne (Petry)
WISH-TV
Indianapolis (Boiling)
WANE-AM
Fort Wayne (Petry)
WISH-AM
Indianapolis (Petry)

country
As far and
backworld."
as 1935 when WJR decided to sell stock to the public, the
station had sought to create a favorable "corporate image" with its program ing. Ithad endeavored to serve
as "a constant companion rather than
a cross-country jukebox," Mr. Kramer
recalled, pleasing "as many listeners as
possible" in an area that engineering
charts now describe as having 17 million population.
Mr. Kramer put it this way, "We sell
WJR, not ratings. Over a week we
reach more people cumulatively than
if we aimed at one segment like the
formula stations. Our salesmen sell our
facility, our impact and the cumulative
market. Many clients tell us their
wants, letting us pick the program and
time.
"We don't sell with or against ratings
but surround commercials with a good
bad-taste proprogram. We avoid no
phoney per
gramming and accept
accounts."
WJR doesn't
have a rating chart on
inquiry
the premises, Mr. Kramer said, adding
understand from the
with a grin, "I have
high ratings but
outside that we
rather
believability
for
program
we

than numbers. And ratings taken in a
limited area can't be projected to a
Planarea."
in Action • Against this backwide
ground WJR faced its independent future with considerable confidence, especially after a look at the big chunks
of 10 a. m.-4 p. m. time formerly devoted to CBS strips and now available
for spot and program selling at card
rates.
The first major step was to hire R.
P. Merridew, of WJW Cleveland and
formerly of WGAR that city, as program director. Mr. Merridew moved
into Fisher Tower shortly after the first
of the year and was instructed to develop a program schedule of interest
to all people.
WJR had already started to curtail
its
programming in the afternoon
and CBS
evening.
In its spring planning for the big May
24 switch, Mr. Kramer said, WJR kept
in mind the changes in night listening
habits since the advent of tv. "We knew
that not everyone wants to be mesmerized by Pistol Pete or the Manhattan
Muggers," he recalled, "and we knew
that night radio was highly productive
for clients reaching specific audiences."
Total Service • The result of staff
planning was a decision "to sell the
totality of WJR." Since the policy incorporated a"something for everyone"
theme, a label was attached to the in-

A

big station

bucks

radio

dependent format — "Complete Range

says Ward D. Ingrim, Pres.
KTVU
SAN FRANCISCO-OAKLAND,
CALIFORNIA
To put real backbone in a
station's feature film programming, you can't beat
the Warner Bros, features. Writes Mr. Ward D.
Ingrim :
ssWe bought the bulk of the
Warner Bros, library — over
500 pics — before going on
the air in March of '58. That
was one of the big reasons we
were able to get off to a fine
start and make a strong and
continuing impression in this
four station market/'
ARB ratings tell why so
many stations share
KTVU's enthusiasm for
Warner Bros, features.
The top flight Hollywood
stars and top notch films
swamp competition in daytime or nightime showings. Audiences love 'em.
Sponsors love 'em. And
you'll love the profits they
produce. Call us today!

UNITED ARTISTS ASSOCIATED, inc.
NEW YORK, 247 Park Ave., MUrray Hill 7-7800
CHICAGO, 75 E. Wacker Dr., DEarborn 2-2030
DALLAS, 1511 Bryan St., Riverside 7-8553
LOS ANGELES, 400 S. Beverly Dr., CRestview 6-5886
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Programming.
'
Adult additions
were developed for
the already serious Sunday schedule.
They included the WJR Junior Symphonic Band, a 55-piece teenage group
now switching to a symphonic orchestra;
Ask the Professor, a question-answer
panel using U. of Detroit professors and
a guest expert; Spectrum, a two-hour
concert period with Karl Haas, leading
local concert pianist, who was named
director of fine arts for the station, and
Great Operas, a 2Vi-hour feature.
A dozen new programs were added
to the weekday schedule, starting with
Adventures in Good Music, another
Haas feature in the 10-11 a.m. hour,
formerly network time. Others were
What's Your Problem; the syndicated
Don't You Believe It; The Answer Man;
That's Show Business, a five-minute
theatrical feature (including Saturdays); Showcase in two parts, nearly
two hours of film and musical comedy
tunes plus commentary and whimsy;

WHEN

WJR

months of independence. Here's a
clip from the transcript of answers
to the question, "Boiled down, what
has independence meant to WJR?"
"Every month since we went independent our business has been up
over
last
year"
— John F. Patt, president.
"Staff morale is better. We're free
as a breeze to quote rates, knowing
advertisers can't get us any
cheaper" — Worth Kramer, executive
vice president and general manager.
"We get $125 for a minute spot,
one of the country's highest rates.
Maximum discount on spots is 2525%,
or about 44%,
and its

CONTINUED

Composite, begun in January and expanded to two hours, a mosaic in sound
with interviews and informative inserts;
Business Barometer with William Sheehan, WJR news editor; You and Your
Health, voiced by Dr. Joseph G. Molner,
Detroit and Wayne County health commissioner; America's Economic Future,
Wednesday; Detroit Press Club Presents,
a panel with newspapermen, Thursday.
Saturday's programs were spiced for
children with Your Story Hour, a quarter-hour following Country Style Jamboree. Animal Land, which started in
January, was given a new time. An evening hour, Holiday in Hi-Fi, featured
popular music from outstanding albums.
Finally a best-of-week hour. Composite
Highlights, was culled from the daily
two-hour Composite programs. During
the summer WJR carried Saturday evening Summer Concerts Under the Stars.
The sports layout included major league baseball and professional and college football.
Advertiser Interest • Sponsors and

INDEPENDENT

WENT

Top executives of WJR Detroit
ooze the enthusiasm of kids at a
circus when they talk about five

Mr. Patt

trend

15% on programs.
how it hurt when the
up big discounts and
collected a fraction
rate" — Mr. Patt.
almost sold
— "We're
Mr. Kramer.

You can see
network piled
then we only
of our card
out to 9 p.m."

"We haven't even tried to sell the
Mr. Kramer.
p.m. public interest features" —
9-10
"The new daytime spot availabilities are going fast" — Mr. Patt.
"The Complete Range Programming format has built advertising
and circulation. WJR is more attractive to spot and program buyers.
For example, Ampex has just bought
new concert programs utilizing
stereotapes." — James H. Quelle
operations manager.

Mr. Kramer

Mr. Quello
BROADCASTING, October 12, 1959

agencies were watching all these goingson. They began to buy into the 10
a.m.-4 p.m. period — a time segment
whose network adjacencies they
wouldn't touch with a 10-foot ballpoint
pen when it was loaded with soaps and
other day-time network fare. The station's own portions of the 10-4 hours
were well sold, however.
A Thursday lineup of Composite customers, under its expanded format, offered these solid names — Joseph Schlitz
Brewing Co., Farm Crest Bakeries,
Shedd-Bartush Foods, Kaiser Aluminum
& Chemical Corp., Carling Brewing Co.,
International Breweries and Hekman
Biscuit Co.. Friday had Carling Brewing Co. and A&P in addition to most of
the Thursday list.
The rebuilding job was looking good.
Mr. Patt was delighted. "We are ahead
of our earlier projections for this period
because of the surge of business for
WJR Radio in the last two months since
we severed our association with the
network," he said not long after the
switchover. "Our radio station is now
running well ahead of last year."
Two steps were taken during the summer to strengthen the sales operation.
Donald W. Craig, formerly of DeSoto
Div. of Chrysler Corp. and Music Corp.
of America, was named sales promotion manager. Six market supervisors
were named and a creative sales board
was formed.
Many new programs opened for
sponsorship are 100% sold, others at
least 50%. Several features are classified as commercially untouchable.
Total WJR sales in 1958 were $3.1
million. Mr. Patt and his staff are reticent about their 1959 projection, but
if the figure doesn't reach $3V4 million
there may be some after-dinner scrimmaging for the sales team.
Live Music • WJR's program philosophy in a market replete with toptune formula broadcasting was summed
up this way in a "message to radio listeners from 134 WJR staff members":
"We look with mild amusement upon
the current controversy over formula
radio. . . . We have music — some of it
recorded, including religious, classical,
semi-classical country and popular — selected, quite frankly, to appeal to discriminating listeners, But, we also have
29 different shows each week featuring
'live' music. By 'live' we mean our
staff musicians and vocalists playing own
and
singing our own arrangements."
WJR's music department is staffed
by 13 musicians, headed by James
Clark, musical director, and Harry
Safford, orchestra leader. In addition
five first-chair men from the Detroit
Symphony Orchestra are used on the
Spectrum musical program on alternate
Sundays.
The music library contains 45,000
BROADCASTING, October 12, 1959

first with the finest

television network
INSTALLS

FIRST

THE

LUMITRON

LIGHTING
SYSTEMS

C'J'R

CONTROL
IN

STUDIOS

TV-1
& TV-2,
NEW
YORK
A DRAMATIC NEW SYSTEM OF DIMMER CONTROL, developed by the Metropolitan Electric Mfg. Co. and the American
Broadcasting Co., is now in operation at ABC's huge New
York studios, TV-1 and TV-2. This revolutionary, advancedesign Dimmer, utilizing transistor-like power control devices, in combination with the latest automatic punch-card
Infinite Preset System, represents highly significant progress
in a technical area of vital importance to the staging arts.
The Unique LUMITRON C»J»R*
Dimmer
Offers . . .
* Infinite
loading range
* Practical operating ambient:
* Millisecond-fast response
40°C. (104°F.) max.
* Conventional patching
* Cold
load lamp switching under full
* Volt
Optimumregulation
performance with 2
* Zero to maximum light output in
* Controlled Junction Rectifier
any curve
LUMITRON

Precision-engineered, rugged and compact, the
plug-in LUMITRON C'J'R Dimmer is available in
2.0, 4.0, 5.0, 7.5 and 10.0 KW capacities. Write
or call for complete details.

LUMITRON
METRQPDLITA N
division of METROPOLITAN ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
Lighting and Power Control Equipment Specialists Since 1892
2252 STEINWAY STREET • LONG ISLAND CITY 5, N. Y. • AS 8-3200
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Radio Network^B

The Paul Bunyan

the appointment of

announces

Venard, Rihtoul & McConnell, Inc.
as exclusive national representatives
effective immediately.
ONE

ORDER

7 TRAVERSE
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WPBN-TV
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WTOM-TV

4 CHEBOYGAN

COVERING

85,000
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Traverse
CityV
BN-T
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Midwestern Broadcasting Company
Traverse City, Michigan
Les Biederman, President

BROADCASTING
TM8 BUeiNESSWCeKLY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
DeSales St., N. W. Washington 6, D. C

ORDER
SUBSCRIPTION
NEW
for—
ely
Please start my subscription immediat
□ 52 weekly issues of BROADCASTING $ 7.00
□ 52 weekly issues and Yearbook Number 11.00
□ Payment attached □ Please Bill
title/ position
company name
address
city
Send to home address
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produced.
set up for WJR's
splash
A loud
Day,waswith 700 advertiser,
dence
Indepen
agency, broadcaster and civic leaders
invited to a May 22 "Goodwill Cavalcade of 1959." Over 75 performers gave
a prevue of WJR's independent programming. The show was broadcast on
independence eve.
Thus ended a three-decade career
as a CBS radio affiliate. Now WJR was
on its own.

Is independence profitable? of WJR
The Sales Record • Sales
The Goodwill Station Inc. totaled $1.96
million in the first six months of 1959
comcompared to $1.66 million in the
parable 1958 half-year. Net profit in
1959, however, was down to $134,284 from $196,340 in the first six
months of 1958 because the new
tv unit, WJRT (TV) in Flint was naturally operating in the red. But WJRT is
point
figured to reach a break-even before
this fall and go into the black
About the future?
yearend.
Mr. Patt won't commit himself but a
sly upturn at the corners of his mouth
reflects confidence not inherent in his
reply, "We won't know for sure until
we have been independent a full year."
A logical question: "Is WJR going to

Kramer: "The last rate increase
Mr. rates?"
raise
Certainly we're going to raise
1956.
was

WTOM-TV
■
mmmm
Cheboygan

1735

special WJR arrangements, handled
Three persons operof two.
by aate staff
the record
library.
The daily schedule now contains two
ts and nine 15hour sportscas
quarter-newscasts
, all staff written and
minute

state
zone

"When?"
"No comment."
Mr. Patt says repeatedly he has nothing against networks. He cherishes
rates."
lections of two pleasant decades
recol
with CBS and its management. But a
different formula is needed, he said,
adding, "We spent six months developing Complete Range Programming. As
an independent we have more time to
serve more interests.
"We would like to supplement our
own programs with other programming,
much as a newspaper subscribes to wires
and syndicates. Radio networks do a
differently
good news job but we feel We
would
about their other features.
like to see radio networks ofter a pure
program service, an unsponsored service
not contingent on sales expediency.
Then a station could buy a total service
and use what it wants. Radio World
Wide has that concept.
"The problem is to get the right
amount of service for the right amount
of money and get enough subscribers—
be
possibly 100 eventually. It mustwire,
something besides news off the
BROADCASTING, October 12, 1959

is where

you

...and nowhere on Chicago television will you find the kind of
exciting programming WBKB

WBKB

the

find

it...

Excitement! World's richest open golf
tournament at Gleneagles!
Excitement! The Illinois State Inquiry
into the Orville Hodge Scandal!
Excitement! The Eve of the visit of
Queen Elizabeth. ..exclusive special

gives you! WBKB was Chicago's
first channel and it's still first in
special community events coverage in this dynamic, exciting, bigbuying market! Yessir, whenever
there's something exciting going
on around here, Chicagoans automatically tune in Channel 7. They
know only WBKB serves the public
with on-the-spot coverage of
exciting events like these:
Excitement! The Pan American
Games. ..exclusive daily program
coverage!

program
!
Excitement!
The Annual St. Luke's
Fashion Show... one of society's most
glittering events !
These were exclusive WBKB telecasts. But what happened when
WBKB participated in the pool
telecast of the arrival of Queen
Elizabeth? WBKB carried off by
far the top ratings ! Why ? Chicagoans automatically turn to WBKB
for excitement!

Excitement ! The National Clay Courts
Tennis Championships at River Forest!
Excitement ! Illinois State High School
Basketball Championship Tournament !

If you want Chicagoans to grow
more excited about your product,
plant it in the flourishing climate
of the excitement station. ..WBKB I

station,

channel

owned and operated by the ABC Television Network
BROADCASTING, October 12, 1959
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records and disc jockeys; intrepretive
news, panel shows and personalities, for
example.
"If a group of stations will band together, as proposed by Radio World
Wide, we might subscribe to 30 or 40
hours
of scheduling,
programmingWJR
a week."
In its
has a firm,
long-standing policy — no double spotting. "Our quota calls for three oneminute spots or their equivalent in 15
minutes with only one spot allowed between programs, program segments or
musical selections," Mr. Kramer said.
The double-spotting ban has been
in effect since participating programs

ALWAYS...
a

jump

ahead

The vibrant enthusiasm of
staying a jump ahead of our
contemporaries is a vital part
of all personnel at KONO
in San Antonio.

became popular in the 1930's. "We
want the advertiser to get a fair shake."
he explained.
How about rate-cutting?
Mr. Kramer stated: "Our contract
files are open for inspection."
The WIR Recording Division turns
out jingles and spots in quantity for
agencies, advertisers and broadcast
stations, using staff and outside talent.
It offers a bonus, too — agencies and
clients come to the studios for recording sessions. Income from this growing
operation has been rising steadily
since it was given separate identity a
year ago. Main customers are Detroitbased agencies and sponsors, and national agencies with Detroit branches.
It's a period of deep, profound change
for WJR The Goodwill Station Inc.
The transition has been intricate but not
painful.
WJR is confident that adult, diversified programming is the answer to its
problems.
"Come around and see us next
spring," Mr. Patt said. "We'll have
some more answers."

CANON

35

HASSLE

courts tiff
Oklahoma
over trial broadcasts
Oklahoma's two highest courts are
battle with rajurisdictional
fighting
dio-tv ina the
middle.

Court has adopted unSupreme
The
der unusual
circumstances a version of
Canon 35, the American Bar Assn. ban
that prohibits broadcast reporting of
court trials.
Fighting this ban is a tribunal of
parallel jurisdiction, the Court of Crimi-a
nal Appeals. This court, which held
year ago that radio and tv are entitled
to the same courtroom rights as the
press, has announced it will continue
to keep its doors open to broadcasting
(Broadcasting, Sept. 8, 1958).

The Oklahoma canon, titled "Improper Publicizing of Court Proceedings," was announced Sept. 30 by the
state Supreme Court without prior
warning. The judges used a simple expedient— adoption of a petition by
Oklahoma Bar Assn. members without
any hearing or chance to file briefs.
Two petitions for a 60-day delay in
which to file a request for hearing were
submitted to the Supreme Court Oct.
7. Petitioners were Oklahoma Television Corp. (KWTV [TV] Oklahoma
City) and Oklahoma Television Assn.,
comprising all tv stations in the state.
The court originally had agreed to give
hearing.
interested parties 15 days to ask for a
Presiding Judge John C. PoWhen
well of the criminal court heard about
the Supreme Court canon, he said:
"The Supreme Court decision will

It's an enthusiasm that keeps
listeners' ears keenly tuned
to the times ... for first
in news . . . finest in music.
It's an enthusiasm that keeps
San Antonio's largest radio
audience buying at fever pitch . . .
day after day.
For remarkable facts about the
"jump-ahead" KONO ... see your

AGENCY
KATZ
REPRESENTATIVE
5000 Watts * 860 KC

JACK ROTH, Mgr.
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SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS
(THE MEDIA)

New KOA building • KOA-AM-TV Denver, Colo., opened its $1,050,000
Symphony Orchestra, with comebuilding Saturday (Oct. 12). The Denver
dian Bob Hope (a KOA stockholder) as guest conductor, participated in
the dedication. The 2*4 -story structure has 30,000 sq. ft. of floor space.
Offices are on the main floor. Three radio studios, newsroom, film room,
film library, stock rooms, tv control and tv studios are on the second floor.
enabling announcers
A triangular announcing booth connects the tv studios, landscape
d courtyard
to see both studios. An outlet for cameras in the
video tape
two
has
KOA-TV
garden.
the
from
allows for live programming
recorders and a new mobile unit.
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There's

We

a 15%

notice that a famous

San

Francisco retailer of objets d'art
has discovered a new advertising
medium : Chinese fortune cookies.
This suggests some interesting
additional possibilities — the inside of men's hat bands, tongues
of shoes, ceilings of hotel rooms,
and the little red strips you peel
off of cigarette packs. Motormen
on San Francisco cable cars
might be taught to sound their
warning bells in Morse code,
spelling out commercials. Traffic
lights could be replaced by stopand-go signs manned by policemen in Keystone Cop hats upon
which tasteful exhortations could
be engraved. Bay boat captains
could send commercial smoke signals without blowing their stacks.
The under side of the Golden Gate
Bridge could be made into a vast

in your future

24-sheet visible to sea-going liners.
There are some difficulties in the
way, some rough spots that need
honing, but you get the idea.
These suggestions are made, like
they say, in the public interest.
We figure there's room for everyone.
(Meanwhile, we're not banking
the fires under our transmitters.
We'll keep right on covering well
over half of the tv families in
Iowa — and dominating three of
Iowa's six largest cities.)
WMT

TV

Cedar Rapids — Waterloo
CBS Television for Eastern Iowa
Mail Address: Cedar Rapids
National Reps: The Katz Agency
Affiliated with WMT Radio and
KWMT, Fort Dodge
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have no effect in the Court of Criminal
Appeals. The Supreme Court has general supervisory powers over inferior
courts. Ours is not an inferior court
and our earlier opinion and ruling permitting courtroom photography will remain in effect, at least so far as the
Court of Criminal Appeals is con-

Frank Buetel

The criminal court's admission of
broadcasting to its trials in 1958 was
the
second time a state had accepted
cerned."
broadcast newsmen on courtroom
equality with the press. Three years
ago the Colorado Supreme Court
cracked historic precedents, based on
pre-tv
conditions, by discrediting Canon
35.

Roy Carr

Chief Justice Denver N. Davison, of
the Oklahoma Supreme Court, ruled
Oct.
a tv grand
newsmen's
to
cover 6 a oncounty
jury request
report by
holding the new canon not effective during the 15-day period for filing of rehearing briefs.
Oklahoma's Canon 35 is softer than
the ABA version, allowing audiovisual
courtroom reporting during court recesses as well as before and after trials.
The legal and journalistic professions
were distributed by the Supreme Court
canon. The fact that both high courts
are elective was mentioned along with
pressures within the state bar association. Failure of the court to hear arguments or accept briefs before issuance
of the order was criticized.

Jack Huston

Referee

presiding over MBS' petition for volcity's
bankruptcy,
rightfully
claim the
thedenied
pointing
motion, untary
belonged in Bankruptcy Court.

You don't even need a magic lamp. These WTCN
genii come when you call. The moment you
pick up your phone and call your Katz man, our
modern day genii stand ready and able to do your
bidding . . . your selling . . . your promoting. Give it
a try, today. Make a wish on the Twin Cities
market. Then, call your Katz man for availabilities on
Twin Cities WTCN Radio. The results will astound you

WTCN
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tax

claim against MBS
U.S. Referee Asa Herzog ruled last
week that he will hold a trial on
Wednesday (Oct. 14) to determine the
validity of a $300,000 tax claim filed
by New York City against MBS.
The ruling was prompted by a motion
filed by tax counsel for the city, asking
own
the city's
to permit
Herzogboard
Mr. review
the claim
to explore
tax
is
who
Herzog,
Referee
taxes.
back
for

These capable radio personalities can make
in the air all over
true. They're
come market,
wish Cities
your
riding around on
the Twin
1280 kilocycles. They talk to everyone . . . everyone
They'rea. an "open sesame" to the
likes them.
of Minnesot
riches

MINNEAPOLIS

to hear

• ST. PAUL.

RADIO
Tv
Affiliate American Broadcasting Network
Represented Nationally by the KATZ Agency

speub, Mutual'
Weintra
in in
Benjam
tcy saction,
the bankrup
cial counsel
later said that the network's position is
is "far
claim for $300,000owed,
that the city's and
if
the amount
out of line"
any, is a matter of interpretation of the
city's tax laws. Mutual filed for voluntary bankruptcy last July (Broadcasting, July 6) and to date, creditors owed
$2 million have ap-y
approximately under
which the majorit
proved aplan
would be paid 10 cents on the dollar.
The tax claim by the city has blocked
approval of the reorganization plan.
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FRENCH

FLIERS

CONQUER

ANDES!

tMERMOZ AND COLLENOT
LINK ARGENTINA, CHILE!

Santiago, Chile, Feb. 2, 1928-The
first successful commercial flight
over the Andes mountains between
Argentina and Chile was completed
today when Jean Mermoz and
Alexandre Collenot landed their
Late 25 monoplane at Copiapo,
Chile, after a 900-mile flight from
Buenos Aires, Argentina. The intrepid airmen overcame sub-zero
temperatures and radiator difficulties to pave the way for a regular
commercial air service between the
two countries.

FIRST IN INTERNATIONAL AIR TRAVEL! Since the very beginning of international
flight, the exploits of French aviators like Bleriot, Bossoutrot, Nogues and Mermoz have made
aviation history. Air France is proud to continue this tradition of French leadership in aviation
by offering the most non-stop flights both ways between New Yorlcand Paris and the fastest
jet service between Europe and the Middle East. And next year Air France will put into
operation one of the largest pure jet fleets in the world.

IR
WORLD'S LARGEST
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AIRLINE/WORLD'S

FIRST

INTERNATIONAL

AIR

SERVICE
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UP

FCC

FOR

orders

REPS'

tv networks

GRABS:

to quit spot

$15

MILLION

representation

of affiliates

FCC has proposed that option time be tion Representatives Assn.. of which 22
reduced from a maximum of three firms are members, and Edward Petry
& Co., a leading representative. Opposihours in each five hours to two-and-ahalf hours in five. The networks, and
tionfiliate
was presented
by the
networks, afcommittees and
others.
many of their affiliates, are opposing the
These are the independently owned
Both networks and affiliated stations
stations now represented by the spot
maintained that there was nothing
proposal.
Another Barrow recommendation was
sales divisions of CBS and NBC. Last
week the FCC ordered the networks to to outlaw must-buy practices under
wrong in their representation of nonwhich networks required advertisers to owned stations. They said they did not
non-network-owned
for
spot
selling
quit
dominate the field of spot representaffiliates.
buy a predetermined list of certain
ation, that divestiture was strong medistations.
Later
CBS
and
NBC
volunThe order applied only to television.
cine where no finding had been made of
tarily eliminated the must-buy practice.
Radio representation is not affected.
monopoly or restraint of trade. They
The networks were given until Dec. 3 1 , ABC never used it.
suggested that if necessary they would
Some of the other Barrow recom1961, to comply.
accept a limitation on the number of
mendations
were:
the
direct
licensing
CBS Television Spot Sales now repof networks, the prevention of networks
resents the five CBS owned tv stations
independent outlets they might be allowed to represent.
and seven CBS-TV network affiliates
from influencing the rate-making deciA
slight
conflict was seen by some
sions of affiliates, the requirements that
owned by others. NBC Spot Sales represents five NBC owned stations and six stations must be sold for cash and rival observers between the FCC's action last
week and the terms of a consent decree
others that are NBC-TV affiliates. ABC
bidders exposed to comparative hearsigned by NBC and the Dept. of Justice
ing, and the limitation of multiple owngave up its spot sales activities in 1952.
ership to no more than three vhf stations
The FCC order pertains only to a
last
case. month in the Philadelphia "swap"
in the top 25 markets. The FCC has
network's representation of its affiliIn the consent decree. NBC was fortaken no action on any of those proates. In theory a network rep organizabidden to add any new stations to its
tion could represent independent tv staspot
sales
list without permitting the
tions or affiliates of another network.
The New Rule • Only two composals.
Justice
Dept.
to determine whether or
ments favorable to the FCC's limitation
Reasons why • The premise upon
not the network had used its affiliation
which the FCC based its order was this: on spot representation by networks
powers to coerce acceptance by a stawere presented in the present proceed( 1) networks are primarily in business
tion (Broadcasting, Sept. 28).
ing.
In
favor
of
the
rule
were
the
Stato sell network programs, and spot repThe implication read into that proviso
resentation isin direct conflict with that
was that the Justice Dept. found nothbasic purpose; (2) because network afing wrong in the principle of a network
filiation isof vital importance to teleProspect list
representing
a non-owned station.
vision stations, there is a potential danThe FCC's final order on network
Unless the FCC's order of last
ger that networks would use that power
representation was announced Oct. 7,
week is reversed in court, the stato force stations into signing up for
tions listed below will have to
but its text was temporarily withheld
spot representation.
pending final review by FCC Chief
break
away
from
spot
representaRadio representation was not forbidCounsel John A. FitzGerald. His
tion by their networks. These are
den in the order, the FCC said, because
changes, if any, were not expected to
the non-network-owned outlets
radio networks lack the powers of peralter the substance of the draft which
which CBS Television Spot Sales
suation that television networks have.
the Commission approved. Here are
and NBC Spot Sales now repreThe order was adopted unanimously
sent.
Network-owned
stations
are
highlights
of that draft:
by the five commissioners who were in
"We find that as a result of these
not affected by the order. ABC
Washington. Comr. T.A.M. Craven was
dual roles the networks have the pohas no spot sales set-up.
in Geneva at the International Radio
tential for restraining competition for
Conference and Comr. John S. Cross
CBS
the representation of stations in spot
was in Hawaii.
WTOP-TV Washington, D.C.
sales as well as the potential for reThis was the FCC's first punitive acWJXT(TV) Jacksonville, Fla.
straining competition for national adtion against the television networks to
vertising business between network
WBTV(TV) Charlotte, N.C.
emerge from the television network intelevision
and
national spot television;
WBTW(TV)
Florence,
S.C.
vestigation which the FCC began in
KSL-TV Salt Lake City
that actual restraint of competition be1955. A special FCC Network Study
KHOU-TV Houston
tween network and national spot teleStaff spent two years and $221,000 inKOIN-TV Portland, Ore.
vision has occurred; and that this povestigating tv network operations. In
tential and actual restraint of comOctober 1957 it came out with the
NBC
petition also involves impingement by
1,485-page Barrow Report, named for
the networks on the discharge by the
KSD-TV St. Louis
the
staff'sof chairman.
RosKOA-TV Denver
licensees of the affiliated stations they
coe special
L. Barrow
the U. of Dean
Cincinnati
WAVE-TV Louisville
represent of their responsibility to
Law School.
operate their stations independently in
WRGB(TV) Schenectady, N.Y.
Tough Talk • The Barrow Report
WCKT(TV)
Miami
advocated a number of tough new reguKONA-TV Honolulu
theSpot
public
interest."
lations to control network activities.
Conflict
• In national spot television, the Commission said, affiliated
One would abolish option time. The
70
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Thirteen television stations billing an
estimated $15 million a year in national
spot must find new national representatives.

habit...

J'^Y

watching
And TV viewers in the Fresno
area make the KMJ-TV news
programs a special habit — the
two highest rated news shows
in the area are on KMJ-TV*.
KMJ-TV covers the local
scene with camera and photo
processing equipment unequalled in the area. KMJ-TV also

THE
K A T Z AGENCY,
BROADCASTING, October 12, 1959

coordinates with McClatchy
newspapers to insure thorough
reporting. KMJ-TV news shows
— morning, noon, afternoon and
evening — provide up-to-theminute coverage that viewers
*ARB
appreciate.

in

Fresno

(California)
KMJ-TV . . .
first station in
The Billion-Dollar
Valley of the Bee

Metropolitan
April
17 - May Area'
14 Study

NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVE
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Right
in

on

top

FRESNO

stations are in direct competition with
their networks.
The importance of networking to
and significance of televithe growth
sion was acknowledged by the FCC.
But, the Commission added, with
these benefits come problems: heavydependence of affiliates on networks
as sources of programming and revenues. These, the FCC said, "impinge
on the independent responsibility of
the individual station licensee to operin the public interest."
station
ate hisFCC
continued:
The

"The continuing objective of the
Commission has been to preserve a
maximum degree of licensee responsion conbility and effective competiti
sistent with the maintenance of the
network structure." It referred to the
option time rule-making, under consideration now, which would deduct
a half-hour from the present threehour rule and also increase the retion time. quirement on a network's call on op-

tion and spot representation (all independent stations represented by CBS
affiliated with those netare
and NBC
works respectively) — although the Commission agreed that no proof had been
submitted that the networks have used
this potential to the detriment of the
non-owned stations' independence.
Although both CBS and NBC have
testified that they do not intend to
expand their spot sales lists, there is
no barrier to their doing so if it became profitable or to their benefit, the
Commission said.
The importance of network affiliation was set out by the Commission in
these words:
"The economic survival of the station may well depend on such affiliation. Network programs are not only
a substantial source of direct income
to the affiliated station; they also attract the viewing audience and provide
valuable adjacencies for the affiliate to
spot and local adversell to tisenational
rs. . .

The Commission stated that stations
handled by the two network spot rep-

"We conclude therefore that CBS
and NBC could substantially expand

REGULATION
ROUNDABOUT
The FCC exercises indirect control over networks by regulating their
affiliates. Hence the new rule restricting networks in spot representation is
The rule adds to Sec. 3.658 of the FCC televito affiliates.
to aapply
written
as follows:
subsection
sion rules
f shows in
^ If California's $600.B 000.000 market.
■ and 8 out of 10
m of the top movie
I hours in this important
f 3-station area, you
stand to get the top result-getting availabilities
on KJEO.
Source: Current Nielsen
KJEO -Channel 47, No. 1
for the money, No. 1 for the
Central California audience.

channel
FRESNO
J. E. O'Neill — President
Joe Drilling— Vice President
and General Manager
W. 0. Edholm— Commercial Manager
See your H-R representative H'R^Sti^
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"(i) No license shall be granted to a television broadcast station which
is represented for the sale of non-network time by a network organization
directly or indirectly controlled by or under common control with a network
organization, if the station has any contact, arrangement or understanding,
expressed or implied, which provides for the affiliation of the station with
such network organization; provided, however, that this rule shall not apply
until Dec. 31, 1961, to television broadcast stations so represented on Oct.
shall not be applicable to sta7 1959; and provided further, that this rule to
a subsidiary of a network
tions licensed to a network organization or
organization."

resentation divisions handled about
25% of total volume of national spot
sales in tv — but that the largest of the
independent national spot representative
firms handled a larger volume of business than either of the two network
organizations.
No Pressures Proved • The Commission agreed that no evidence has
that the netbeen presented toor show
sought to influence
works influenced
affiliated stations in their choice of
spot sales representatives or that the
networks have taken spot sales representation into account in deciding on
affiliation.
Perhaps the most significant portion
nt is the Commission's
of the docume
reasoning on the potential the present
oly.
practice has for restraint and monopThis is based on the concept that
there is a connection between affilia-

their television spot sales organizations
their domiexploitation . of
through network
positions Such expansion
nant
would seriously restrain competition
for the representation of stations.
Moreover, to the extent that affiliated
stations were influenced in their choice
by the domiof spot representatives network
s, this
nant position of the
would also impinge on the individual
station licensee's independent responsiof his
operatio
bility fortraint
acknowlFCCstation."
• n The
Self-res
volunhave
edged that the networks
tarily refrained from expanding spot
sales representation, but it continued,
"this self-restraint does not appear to
be based on considerations arising out
of the operation of a spot representation business as such, but rather appear to reflect concern with the special considerations present where the
spot business is conducted by a netBROADCASTING, October 12, 1959

this
is

WB

EN-TV

land

In this busy area ...
most television viewers
watch WBEN-TV
most of the time

% Ho, noli |k

The domination of WBEN-TV
of the 14 county Western New
York and Canadian Niagara
Peninsula market is attested to
" i
by all audience studies.
Which one do you read? Check it
_
and see how the quality programming,
WARREN
the foremost network shows from CBS,
plus prestige local programming for
balanced entertainment for the entire
family put WBEN-TV on top. Add to this
the perfect pictures and perfect sound, the
result of more than a decade of television
pioneering, and you have the sum total of outstanding leadership and audience loyalty, day in day
out, month after month.
Consistently, TV viewers of Buffalo, Western New York, nearby
Pennsylvania and the Canadian Niagara Peninsula vote overwhelmingly in favor of the entertainment educational, cultural, and
informative programs . . . presented as a community responsibility
by WBEN-TV on Channel 4.
Reason enough that in WBEN-TV land your TV dollars count for
more on Channel 4.

WRFM-TV
WW
WlJ wLmm 1^1
M
W
A SERVICE
OF
THE
BUFFALO
EVENING
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NbW YORK
PENNSYLVANIA
M c K E A N
Kjnc

POTTER
OCoudlrsport

ELK

Represented nationally by
HARRINGTON, RIGHTER and PARSONS

CBS

the nation's top network
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WNTA
RADIO
brings high fidelity
to commercial radio with

'LISTENING

MAN'S

BLONDER
AUDIO

FILTER'

-TONGUE
BATON

One of the nation's fastest growing AM and
FM stations has scored an outstanding success with its listeners by bringing high fidelity sound to commercial radio. WNTA refers
to the secret ingredient responsible for this
as the "Listening Man's Filter". WNTA station manager, Irv Lichtenstein recently announced that the "Listening Man's Filter" is
actually the Blonder-Tongue Audio Baton.
The station's chief engineer, H. L. Dabrowski,
described the Audio Baton as follows:
"L-M-F, the 'Listening Man's Filter' (Audio
Baton) is an electronic device that emphasizes or de-emphasizes certain critical frequencies throughout the audio spectrum. It
is a very refined form of tone control withconout the limitations of the average tone
trol device. The usual device tends to mask
frequencies, other than those for which it is
set, in the audio spectrum. L-M-F allows
individcomplete control of nine frequenciesdifficulties
ually without any of the masking
encountered in the past."
Not only does WNTA Radio use the Audio
Baton during its daily broadcasts, but every
hour on the hour, it dramatically merchandises this new sound... by demonstrating the
difference between a musical selection played
with and without the Baton. The difference
is so striking that enthusiastic listeners have
applauded it as a step forward to better
musical broadcasts. Engineers, too, have
deluged WNTA Radio with requests concerning the identity of the "Listening Man's
secret is out — it's the
Now,
Filter".
ngue the
Blonder-To
Audio Baton.
Perhaps you, too would like to improve the
quality of musical broadcasts or recording
station, the Audio Baton is a lowat your
solution. Only $119.95.
cost
Sold through distributors,
or write direct for further details.

work. It would not be unrealistic to
attribute this decision at least in part
to the pendency of Commission proceedings and the conduct of Congressional hearings in which the problems
raised by network national spot representation were under scrutiny . . ."
The "inherent" competitive situation
between networking and national spot
"unavoidably creates incentive to moderate or regulate the conduct of the
less significant operation in such a
manner as to maximize the network's
revenues and profits," the Commission
decided.
These dual roles have enabled both
CBS and NBC to restrain competition
between network and national spot
television, the FCC found, and thus
have interfered with the independence
of affiliated stations.
The operating staffs of the network
and its spot sales division do perform
competitively, the Commission decided,
but both are parts of the same company and therefore come under the
control of the policy-making executives of the parent company.
There are two principal fields where
the duality of the networks as network
operators and as national spot representatives come into play, the Commission said. These are in the establishment of national spot rates for an
affiliate and in a station's choice of
network or national spot programs.
Rate-Making • The Commission referred to the Network Study citation
which alleged that networks had influenced stations which they represented to raise spot rates in order to more
nearly equalize the spot rate and the
network rate.
The key here is contained in this
paragraph from the Commission's re"The Commission believes that the
port: interest is best served if the
public
respective levels of network and national spot rates are determined by
the freest possible play of economic
forces operating in the market. The
networks have shown that they believe their business interests are best
served if the national spot rates are
Help for IRS
WBZ-TV Boston is providing
the U.S. Internal Revenue Service's Intelligence Div. with copies
of news film the station shot of
an IRS slot-machine raid. WBZTV's news editor and a cameraman accompanied federal agents
in a raid on five veterans' clubs.
The raid netted $25,000-worth of
gambling equipment. IRS will use
the film in training agents in this
type of work.
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not significantly below the network
rates of the network outlets."
on althe Commissi
As toludedprograms,
to the Barrow
Report section
which stressed the conflict of interest
between a network's desire to sell as
much of the station's time for network
station's
the time
programs
some and
sell
of this
on a desire
nationalto

spot basis. The Comission said that its
review of the comments supports the
Network Study Report's conclusions.
Affiliation Leverage • Instead of a
blanket prohibition which would drive
networks out of the station representation business, other than their o&o stations, the Commission decided that the
best action would be to prohibit a network from representing a station with
which it was affiliated. The reasoning
was contained in this paragraph of the
FCC's report:
"We are of the opinion, however,
that such a sweeping prohibition against
network participation in national spot
representation is unnecessary. For it is
the network-affiliate relationship which
is the key factor in producing results
contrary to the public interest. It is the
leverage provided by the value of the
network affiliation to the represented
stations that enables the networks to
influence competition in the national tv
advertising field, and results in the networks' encroachment on the independence of the represented stations. Therefore a rule which effectively obviates
use of that leverage will sufficiently protect the public interest. This can be accomplished byprohibiting a television
station from being represented in spot
sales by a network with which it is afAllocations
filiated."
1 finalized,

changes:
2 denied

The FCC last week took several actions concerning tv allocations.
By report and order, the Commission
finalized a rulemaking and amended
the tv assignment tables by shifting the
educational reservation for Muncie,
Ind., from ch. 71 to ch. 55. The change
resulted from a petition by Bell State
Teachers College.

A petition by the Joint Council on
Educational Television for a change of
the etv channel in Wausau, Wis. from
ch. 46 to ch. 9 was denied by a memorandum opinion and order. The Commission said it feels that the public interest would be best served by giving
for ncomfiling applicat
all parties
on
operatio
ercial ions
mercial ornoncomm
comreceive
ch. 9 an opportunity to
parative consideration for the channel.
One commercial application (Wausau
Telecasting Co.) for ch. 9 is now
pending.
In a third case, the Commission
BROADCASTING, October 12, 1959
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KFMB(t)TV
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n,

denied a petition by Wrather-Alvarez
Broadcasting Inc., former permittee of
KYAT(TV), ch. 13 in Yuma, Ariz.,
to shift ch. 13 from Yuma to El Centro,
Calif. The petitioner is reportedly no
longer interested in the proceeding.
Watchdog group hit
The Illinois Broadcasters Assn. has
taken a dim view of Sen. Warren
Magnuson's (D-Wash.) new watchdog
subcommittee on freedom of communications.
Meeting in Springfield Sept. 30-Oct.
1, IBA adopted a resolution deploring
Sen. Magnuson's action as reflecting a
"lack of confidence in the maturity and
£p <u o -2
8£ u S« <ucs
fci • E d
,0
Hh ..73o ft1)

good judgment of the broadcast media"
and condemning "such tactics, obvious-

oe

5 C (0

| O 0)
J w o
O0. -3!
c .2c
> > <D
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ly designed to hamstring and harass
American broadcasters." Such activity,
"smacks of a police state."
IBAIn felt,
other actions, IBA also called for
complete repeal of Sec. 315, noting that
Congress' recent action amending the
political broadcasting law was a "forward step" in industry's fight for "complete freedom" of radio and tv.
The organization also lauded Ward
L. Quaal, vice president and general
manager of WGN-AM-TV Chicago;
Leslie C. lohnson, vice president and
WHBF-A
manager
general
Tower,
H. M-TV
Charles
and of
Rock Island,
NAB manager of Broadcast Personnel
and Economics for their efforts in helpriffin
Landrum-G
of the
gain passage
new officers.
elected
IBA also
laboring bill.

RTES told status of space communications
As Russia's Lunik III circled the
tions; (4) a satellite in a 24-hour
far side of the moon Oct. 7, a Deequatorial orbit operating some
23,300 statute miles above the
fense Dept. expert on the U.S. satelturned an advance bea- .earth's surface at a speed that will
lite
program
con on new developments planned in keep it fixed in space with respect
to the earth. The satellite will act
space communications.
as relay between points on earth
Brig. Gen. Earle Cook, the Army's
deputy chief signal officer, outlined
thousand miles.
separated by severalthree
or four of
Said Gen. Cook:
nt's timetable, emphathe governme
sizing that the systems now being
these satellites "properly placed"
shaped may prove immediately ap- could literally "cover the world" explicable to commercial communicacept for small polar areas, ultimatetions even though they are primarily
ly constituting a complete global
communications system and making
geared for military use.
contact as well with other satellites.
In this area of space communications, Gen. Cook, speaking before
Passive Reflectors • Another type
the Radio & Television Executives
with no comSociety in New York, named basic of satellite is "passive"
munications gear or equipment.
barriers that face scientists:
These would move in high altitudes
Propagation Pitfall • The gremlin
in outer space. The simplest version
in the space scientist's planning is would be a large aluminized balloon
propagation (transmission of elec- (about 100 feet in diameter)
launched from missiles and off which
tromagnetic waves) problems —
powerful microwave signals could be
whereby signals are beset by atmosbounced back to earth. One such
pheric interference, cosmic influence,
fading, distortion and other effects.
balloon could provide communicaBut space work, nonetheless, contion between two ground-based stations for a portion of the day;
tinues at a "relatively fast pace,"
d
said Gen. Cook who then proceede
could proto outline the U.S. timetable for enough balloons in space
vide instantaneous relay communications continually.
Army-developed "Courier" satellites
in circular orbit at a 650-mile minimum altitude. These will receive and
Lifting his sights from the planning board, Gen. Cook turned seer:
ion
informat
tape
store on magnetic
"While
passive satellites are posstafed at rapid rate from ground
tions and then broadcast the data
sibly of greatest immediate interest
active real-time comto broadcasters,
back to other ground stations. Trafmunications satellites can also prove
nt:
capacity
20
equivale
fic-handling
useful for low-power transfer of data
and video information.
teletypewriter channels each operating continuously at a rate of 100
"Although initially of considerable
words per minute; (2) Air Force-dethe regular transmission of
reexpense,
satellite
us
instantaneo
veloped
transcontinental video programs —
peater for two-way communications
and even transworld video programs
in polar regions, and (3) an ad- — would soon absorb the cost of
polar
six-hour
ed
Army-plann
vanced
launching an active real-time comsatellite to provide ground-to-air,
ship-to-shore two-way communicamunications satellite."
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Sylvania Gold Brand tubes are playing
an important role in the continuing progress ofcommunications. They have helped
to establish new standards of reliable
performance in military, commercial and
industrial communications equipment.
Now, in keeping with this outstanding
record, Sylvania offers a line of transmitting tubes made in the tradition of the
famous Gold Brand line.
AM, FM, TV, VHF, UHF— whatever
the service, there is a Sylvania transmitting
tube to fill the bill. And it will meet your

requirements with greater reliability because of Sylvania's Gold Brand background. This means extra quality controls
and stringent specification requirements
for premium efficiency from every tube.
The end result is less down time and
more dependable communications.
Here are some of the
more popular classes of Sylvania
Communication Tubes :
• High Vacuum Amplifiers
• Planar Triodes
• Lighthouse Triodes

-r SYLVAN
Subsidiary of

GENERAL TELEPHONE
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• Modulator Amplifier and Oscillator types
— forced air, convection or water cooled
• Power Triodes— forced air, convection or
water cooled
• Transmitting Beam Amplifiers
• Pliotrons
• Power Tetrodes
Before your next order for power tubes,
check out the Sylvania transmitting tube
line. Your Sylvania distributor or salesman will be glad to give you the whole
story on the complete line.

Sylvania Electric Products Inc.
1740 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.
In Canada: Sylvania Electric {Canada) Ltd.
P. O. Box 1190, Station "0," Montreal 9
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'21' yell 'fix' In opener;

A House subcommittee last week exhumed the tv quiz shows from the
closed files of a New York grand jury
and pumped new life into charges that
the shows were "fixed" and a fraud on
the public.
The Legislative Oversight Subcommittee, headed by Rep. Oren Harris
(D-Ark.), began four days of hearings
Tuesday (Oct. 6) with testimony from
former contestants on Twenty One, a
Barry & Enright production formerly
on NBC, that they were given answers
in advance. All named either Daniel
Enright, a partner in the tv production
firm, or Albert Freedman, producer of
Twenty One, as having supplied them
with answers.
Messrs. Enright and Freedman testified before the subcommittee in executive session (closed to the public and
press) Wednesday night — in a meeting
that did not break up until 1 a.m.
Thursday. Both have publicly denied in
the past charges of the contestants.
Principal witnesses charging collusion
were former contestants Herbert Stempel and James Snodgrass. They both
said, as did other witnesses, that answers
were supplied by Messrs. Enright and/ or
Freedman and that they had no contact
with NBC or principals of the show's
sponsor, Pharmaceuticals Inc. Quizmaster Jack Barry also was not impli-

NBC

cated by the witnesses.
On Thursday, the subcommittee took
up charges that the defunct quiz program Dotto also was rigged.
A New York grand jury spent nine
months, beginning in September 1958,
investigating charges that these two
quiz shows, and several others, were
not completely on the level as depicted
to the public. The jury questioned over
200 witnesses and last July handed
down a report, but issued no indictments which still has not been made
Pattern of Deception • In opening
public.
the hearings, Rep. Harris said that if
the subcommittee discloses a "pattern
of deception of the American public
through these quiz shows, a serious gap
in the present regulation of broadcasting practices . . . will be revealed." He
continued:
"The subcommittee expects to show
that sponsors, advertising agencies,
owners, packagers, producers, networks
and station licensees, as well as many
contestants, all benefited from the extraordinary appeal of the quiz shows
to the public. It is not the subcommittee's function to prejudge whether existing law has been violated; but if existing law has not been violated then we
believe that it is our duty to recommend
to the Congress legislation that will

Former "Twenty One" Contestant Stempel
Flanked by newsmen, he repeats a thrice-told tale
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not

TO

LIFE

implicated

make a repetition of any such deceptive
practices too risky to attempt in the
Twenty One was dropped from the
NBC-TV schedule soon after the
charges
future." of a fix became public, as were
several other quiz shows clouded by
similar accusations. In testifying last
week, NBC Vice President Thomas
Ervin revealed that Howard Felsher,
producer of Tic Tac Dough, had been
fired when he refused to sign a sworn
statement that no assistance had been
given to contestants. Mr. Ervin also
testified on NBC's actions regarding
the Twenty One situation.
Both Messrs. Enright and Freedman
refused to make any statement either
before or after their Wednesday night
subof theRobert
members
eightand Chief
grilling by committee
Counsel
W. Lishman. Rep. Harris said only that
the
had been
and witnesses
that no decision
had "cooperative"
been reached
on whether their testimony would be
made public.
The executive session was held at
the request of the two witnesses in accordance with Rule 11 of the House
of Representatives. It provides that
such a session is in order if testimony
of a witness would defame or degrade
anybody.
Well Attended • The only member
of the nine-man subcommittee who was
not present for the adjournment hearings was Rep. John Bennett (R-Mich.),
ranking minority member. Attending
the sessions, in addition to Rep. Harris,
were Reps. Peter F. Mack Jr. (D-Ul.),
Walter Rogers (D-Tex.) John J. Flynt
Jr. (D-Ga.), John Moss (D-Calif.),
William Springer (R-Ill.), Steven Derounian (R-N.Y.) and Samuel Devine
(R-Ohio).
All of the former Twenty One contestants testifying claimed that the show
was rigged. The congressmen did not
call other big winners on the show who
have maintained publicly that they received no help in answering the questions.
Stempel Tells All • Mr. Stempel was
on eight separate Twenty One shows,
from Oct. 17, 1956, until he was "defeated" by Charles Van Doren Dec. 5.
He testified under oath that he was
given the questions and answers for
each program prior to its broadcast. He
also was told, always by Mr. Enright,
Mr. Stempel said, what point question
to try for, when to challenge and when
to miss.
The witness said he got on the show
by applying through a letter. The night
BROADCASTING, October 12, 1959

before he was to appear the first time,
Mr. Stempel said, Mr. Enright came to
his home and gave him the questions
and answers to be used. " 'How would
you like to earn $25,000?" Mr. Stempel
quoted Mr. Enright as asking.
Mr. Enright, Mr. Stempel stated,
checked his wardrobe and picked out
"a blue double-breasted, ill-fitting suit
that had belonged to my late father-inlaw and that I was going to give to
charity." He said Mr. Enright also told
him to wear a blue shirt with a worn
collar.
Mr. Enright coached him thoroughly,
Mr. Stempel said, on when to pause,
when to stutter, when to pass over a
question, how to bite his lip, and how
to wipe
his
brow.the sweat ("pat, don't dab") off
Take Nine • On his first appearance,
Mr. Stempel said he was told to take
nine point questions, twice, challenge
his opponent, and he would win.
(Twenty One was played by asking the
contestants a series of questions with
point values of 1 through 11, the
harder questions being worth the most
points. A contestant chose the value
he wanted to answer and could challenge his opponent after two questions.
The game ended when one or both
reached 21 if there had been no challenges.)
Before the Dec. 5, 1956, program,
Mr. Stempel said he was told by Mr.
Enright that he would have to lose
"for the good of the show." He was
told there would be two ties, 17-17 and
21-21, and then Mr. Van Doren would
defeat him 18-10.
The hearing room was then darkened
and a kinescope of the program was
shown during which Mr. Van Doren
defeated Mr. Stempel by 18-10.
Mr. Stempel said that Mr. Enright
promised him an appearance on the
Steve Allen Show and a job with Barry
& Enright paying $250 weekly. In fact,
Mr. Enright made "all sort of promises
if
I kept my mouth shut," Mr. Stempel
testified.
Mr. Stempel said that he told several
other persons, during the time he still
was on the show, that he was given the
questions and answers in advance (three
appeared before the subcommittee last
week). He said he had no direct information that Mr. Van Doren or other
contestants were given the answers.
However, he said, Mr. Enright would
have had to know what questions Mr.
Van Doren would answer since he correctly predicted ties and scores.
Deals with Enright • All his dealings,
Mr. Stempel said, were with Mr. Enright and nobody else was present during two coaching lessons before each
show. He said once Mr. Barry walked
in while Mr. Enright was giving him
BROADCASTING, October 12, 1959
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told him he (Mr. Stempel) was to miss
a question about "Marty," the 1955
Academy Award-winning movie. Mr.
Stempel did miss this question the next
night.
Mr. Van Doren, in a wire to Rep.
Harris, last week repeated earlier statements that he at no time received
"coaching" during his lengthy tenure
on Twenty One. He has made this
claim several times in the past, including his appearance before the grand
jury. He offered to testify before the
subcommittee or make himself available to its staff if the congressmen so
desired. Rep. Derounian, during the
testimony of Mr. Stempel, said that Mr.
Van Doren should be called.

Witness Snodgrass
The postman rang twice
the answers and Mr. Enright hastily hid
the questions.
The witness said $18,500 in winnings
were advanced to him while he was still
on the show and at a time when he
could have lost everything he had won.
Mr. Stempel said he ended with $49,500 after his defeat.
Mr. Stempel said he told reporters
of the "fix" soon after he was defeated
but that it was sometime before anything was printed because the newspapers were afraid of libel. "I just
couldn't live with myself," Mr. Stempel
said. "I was really conscience-stricken.
. . . This was something I had to get
off my chest." In March 1957, Mr.
Stempel said, he signed an affidavit at
Mr.
Enright'sno urging,
that on
he
had received
advance stating
information
the questions and answers.
This statement is "utterly false," Mr.
Stempel declared last week.
Bets Against Van Doren • At the
same time, Mr. Stempel said Mr. Enright told him in so many words that
Mr. Van Doren was going to lose. Mr.
Stempel said he bet $5,000 against Mr.
Van Doren at 2-1 odds, winning $10,000.
At no time, Mr. Stempel said, was
he in contact with anyone from NBC
or the sponsor, Pharmaceuticals Inc.
Dr. Nathan Brody, New York physician, testified that Mr. Stempel was in
his office the day before losing to Mr.
Van Doren. The doctor quoted Mr.
Stempel as saying: " 'Tomorrow I take
a dive'." Dr. Brody said the contestant

Doublecross • Mr. Snodgrass testified that he was ordered to lose a
match to Hank Bloomgarden but refused to "miss" the question he was
ordered to stumble on. Appearing on
Twenty One five times, all against Mr.
Bloomgarden, the witness said he always was coached beforehand by Mr.
Freedman.
Mr. Snodgrass said that upon being
given the questions and answers orally,
he immediately typed them out and
send them to himself under registered
mail. He said that he did this because
he might have to prove in the future
that the program was rigged. One of
the letters, postmarked May 11, 1957,
was opened for the first time during
the hearings and following a kinescope
of the May 13, 1957 show. The letter
gave the questions and answers asked
of and given by Mr. Snodgrass on
the program.
The letter, beginning "To Whom It
also spelled out inMay Concern,"
structions given the contestant as to
when he was to pause, to stutter, to
ask for more time and other stage
directions.
In a second registered letter, mailed
May 17, 1957, and dealing with the
program, Mr. Snodgrass deMay 20
tailed how he was told to miss a question on poetry. "According to the plan,
I am to miss the first question, specifically the lines by Emily Dickinson.
I've been told to answer Ralph Waldo
I have decided not to 'take
Emerson.
the
fall' but to answer the question
correctly," Mr. Snodgrass wrote in the
letter three days before the program.
In a kinescope of the show viewed
by the subcommittee, Mr. Snodgrass
answered the question correctly.
Another Tie • By answering both
these questions correctly, Mr. Snodgrass threw the contest into another
tie. He said that during a commercial
that followed immediately, Messrs.
rushed to the conBarry and Enright
testant's isolation booth and asked Mr.
Snodgrass if he wanted to continue.
He said that he insisted on continuing
•ROADCASTING, October 12, 1959
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and from there on "I was on my own."
The producers ruled that Mr. Snodgrass answered a subsequent question
incorrectly and Mr. Bloomgarden was
declared the winner. However, due to
public outcry (doctors maintained that
Mr. Snodgrass had answered the medical question correctly) both contestants
were called back the next week and
Mr. Snodgrass again missed one question and answered one correctly, to
which he said he was given the answer.
The witness testified that, following
the doublecross, Mr. Freedman rushed
to
his dressing
"in tears" and
maintained
that room
he (Snodgrass)
had
ruined his (Freedman's) career by putting the program's prizes over its
budget. (Mr. Bloomgarden increased
his winnings by $73,500 to $126,000
following the Snodgrass demise.) Mr.
Snodgrass said he won $4,000 on the
show as a result of the series of ties
but would have received only $3,000
if he had missed when ordered to do so.
Deals with Freedman • Mr. Snodgrass said that all the answers were
given to him by Mr. Freedman and
that no one else was present during
the coaching. He said he had no contact with anyone from the network.

The Western Coast of Florida,
that is! If you're shootin' for
adults in this territory, better
hire the top gun . . . WSUN!

After the alleged "fix" was publicized in the newspapers, Mr. Snodgrass
said Mr. Freedman called him for
lunch. The producer told him according to Mr. Snodgrass, that their con-

versations were confidential and inferred that he should lie if asked about
prior knowledge of the questions. Mr.
Snodgrass said he replied that he had
no intentions of talking about it to
anyone but, if asked by the grand
jury, he would tell the truth.
Ervin on Stand • Thomas E. Ervin,
NBC vice president and general attorney, (accompanied by Lawrence J.
McKay, partner in Cahill, Gordon,
Reindel & Ohl) read a statement by
Walter D. Scott, executive vice president in charge of NBC-TV who is ill,
saying the network regards "rigging of
tv quiz shows as a breach of faith and
a blight on a program type that can
otherwise be both entertaining and instructive." Mr. White also said, and
Mr. Ervin repeated, that NBC has cooperated with the New York grand jury
and the House subcommittee in their
investigations and has initiated investigations, studies and preventive measures
of its own.
The NBC general attorney revealed
that the network fired Howard Felsher,
producer of Tic Tac Dough, another
Barry & Enright quiz show now on
NBC, the previous week after the producer refused to sign a sworn statement that no rigging ever took place on
that show. He said he sought the statement from Mr. Felsher after he learned
the latter had been subpoenaed to testify before the subcommittee. He ex-

"Sunny" is No. 1 in adult listenership, per 100 homes,
throughout the entire 24 hour
broadcast day! And Pardner,
WSUN delivers more homes,
at the lowest cost per home
of any station in the heart of
Florida!**
*Pulse, 6-'59
**NCS2

TAMPA - ST. PETERSBURG
Natl. Rep: VENARD, RINTOUL & McCONNELL
S.E. Rep: JAMES S. AYERS
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Harris Swears in Quiz Witness
Reps. Flint (I) and Springer (r) ready to play quizmaster
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"The Nuts and Bolts of Radio," by George Skinner,

The Katz Agency's Director of Radio Programming

Services, could easily

have been titled "It's What's Between The Music That Counts."

For this book discusses in detail all the elements that

go into the creation of a successful station "sound image":
what they are and how to make them work.
Because we believe that effective programming

patterns should

not be locked in vaults but should be passed around for the
improvement of the medium

as a whole, The Katz Agency is making

"The Nuts and Bolts of Radio" available, upon request, to all
those in the business of radio broadcasting and advertising.
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contract to NBC, for a sworn statement
pressed surprise when told that Mr.
on non-conspiracy.
Felsher had been subpoenaed — and
Mr. Ervin said NBC has obtained
had testified — before the New York
sworn statements from nine employes
grand jury.
Mr. Ervin said he decided not to who had contact with Mr. Snodgrass,
take seriously the charges by Mr.
all denying rigging of questions.
Stempel against Twenty-One in 1957
Stempel Tells Again • Alfred Davis,
after being assured by Mr. Enright that former
associate with Arthur Franklin
there was no basis for them, that Mr.
in public relations for Barry & Enright,
Enright was in possession of a state- testified that Mr. Stempel showed him
ment signed by Mr. Stempel admitting
the falsity of the charges and a tape questions and answers to the program
recording in which Mr. Stempel again he was to lose on the day before the
telecast. Mr. Davis said that this was the
admitted his charges were false and
first indication he received that the show
apologized for making them.
was not on the level.
He acknowledged he didn't check
with Mr. Stempel — or later Mr. SnodHe said he discussed the situation imgrass — about their charges.
mediately with Mr. Franklin and later
The fact that the New York Journal
American decided not to run a story with Mr. Enright, who at that time, Mr.
Davis said, denied that answers were
based on Mr. Stempels' accusations
given to contestant Stempel. In fact,
helped convince Mr. Ervin the charges
Mr. Davis testified that in March 1957
were groundless, Mr. Ervin said.
Mr. Enright told him that Mr. Stempel
He said NBC bought Barry & Enright Productions for $2.2 million in had attempted to blackmail him (Enright) for $50,000.
September 1957 to make sure PharmaHe said that various reporters began
ceuticals Inc. wouldn't move TwentyOne to another network, since the pro- contacting him in the summer of 1957
about the alleged fix and that he, pergram had proved formidable opposite
sonally, issued no denials. Mr. Davis
CBS-TV's highly-rated / Love Lucy.
Several other B&E shows were in- told of two meetings among public relations counsel, Barry & Enright and
cluded in the deal, he said, as was a
NBC
executives
before and after the
profit-sharing arrangement with Messrs.
story was printed in the newspapers.
Barry and Enright to be effective after
Asked if Barry & Enright made every
NBC recouped its purchase price.
Mr. Ervin said when the New York
effort to deceive NBC, Mr. Davis reWorld Telegram carried a story about
plied: "I would have to say yes." He
later qualified this to say that no effort
charges against Twenty-One in August
was made to clarify the situation for the
1958, he and other NBC officials met
network.
with Mr. Enright, B&E publicity men
Mr. Davis said he had no reason to
and Mr. Enright's attorney, and that
NBC wanted to turn over the Stempel
believe that NBC knew at this time that
statement and tape recording to the the "fix" was on and felt that the netNew York district attorney. He said he
work would have taken a different attold an attorney for Messrs. Barry and
titude had it known the facts. He said
NBC was trying to forestall unfavorable
Enright that the network was not prepared to join them in a libel suit publicity and so far as he knew made
no independent effort to get the facts.
against the newspaper. When the Snodgrass charges were revealed in SepUppermost in the minds of the Barry
tember, NBC decided to take over all
Enright group, Mr. Davis told the
&
B&E programs on the network, he said,
was the effect the fix rucongressmen,
with NBC personnel supervising each.
mors might have on the then pending
The NBC executive said he feels
sale of Barry & Enright programs, inthere will be "considerable foundation"
cluding Twenty One, to NBC. The
to "rigging"
charges
if
testimony
condollar sale was consumulti-million
tinues to be like that so far and that
mated later with Barry & Enright remaining in charge of production.
he thus will have been "badly deceived"
by Mr. Enright. NBC investigations
Told
to
Lie • Mr. Davis described a
were limited, he said, because the district attorney said this would interfere
meeting with Mr. Enright and an atwith the New York probe. Answering
torney after the story had been printed
questions from subcommittee members
during which, he swore, he and Mr.
hinting laxity by NBC in keeping a Franklin were advised to "lie" to the
check on programs, he said the net- Grand Jury. This advice, he said, was
work's investigative powers, unlike
given by New York attorney Edwin
Slote, who then represented Barry &
those of congressional and other such
as well as the two public relagroups, are limited, but that NBC ex- Enrighttions men.
pects to crack down if the present hear"We were advised by Slote in Enings do not bring a satisfactory solution
to problems. He said there are no
testiright's presence, if and when we
fied, to deny certain things that we
plans to ask Mr. Van Doren, still under
BROADCASTING, October 12, 1959
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Gates continually leads the industry in the sale of AM and
FM broadcast equipment. Why? We asked broadcasters
themselves to answer this question ... to tell us their primary reason for choosing Gates equipment over all others.
Here is a representative sample of their comments:

— he's a friend. Our problems are Gates problems. Guess you'd
call it personalized service. It's been a part of the Gates organization since 1922 — and we like it!"
"From an engineering standpoint, it is strictly an engineer's

"Gates consistently builds good equipment. They're reliable,
high in quality."
"We checked very thoroughly and found Gates the only one
with all the features we needed."
"This radio station has used Gates equipment for many years
and we are completely sold on its high quality operation."
"Widespread acceptance from engineers around the country."
"Because of the fine quality machinery manufactured by Gates."
"We've found that at Gates a customer is more than a customer

"Is there anything better?"
"The reputation that Gates has established for standing 100%
dream."
back of their product."
"Your equipment is built to last."
"The reliability of Gates products. Real precision equipment."
Notice the use of the words reliability, quality, personalized
service, precision, built to last, engineering know-how. And,
as one broadcaster put it, "Is there anything better?"
You judge for yourself.
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knew were true. ... He called it 'preparing the witness'," Mr. Davis testified. He said Mr. Slote never mentioned
the Grand Jury but that he (Davis) assumed the attorney was referring to
that group's investigation. At a subsequent meeting (Mr. Slote by then had
been discharged by Mr. Enright), Mr.
Davis said the attorney told him to "get
out of town ... as far away as possible." This advice came, the witness
said, after he and Mr. Franklin had refused to commit themselves on what
testimony they would give the grand
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jury.
Mr. Davis no longer is associated
with either Mr. Franklin or Barry &
Enright, he said. He now has his own
public relations office in New York.
(In New York last Wednesday, attorney Slote denied as "wholly unfounded and born out of desperation and
personal animosity" the testimony given by Mr. Davis, and later backed by
Mr. Franklin. Mr. Slote's denial was issued by Elliot L. Hoffman, an associate,
who said Mr. Slote was at home because
of a death in the family but had authorized the statement.)
"Since I was present at all conferences between Mr. Davis and Mr. Slote,
I know Mr. Slote's statement to be correct," Mr. Hoffman said. Mr. Slote's
statement continued: "At no time were
either Mr. Davis or his firm advised to
tell anything other than the truth to any
inquiries wherever initiated. ... I am
notifying the chairman of the committee .. . that I am willing to appear before the committee for the purpose of
discrediting Mr. Davis and his flagrant

untruths."
Franklin's Appearance • Arthur
Franklin, who was public relations
counsel for Barry & Enright and who
now describes himself as unemployed,
said he was convinced of the truth of

Geritol

&

Mr. Stempel's charges. When a New
York Post reporter called and made inquiries about alleged "fixing" of Twenty
One, he met with Mr. Enright and Mr.
Stempel. Mr. Stempel was crying and
otherwise in a highly nervous state, he
said. Mr. Franklin said that when he
delicately suggested to Mr. Enright that
any fraud in the program would bring
trouble, Mr. Enright "blinked his eyes
at me as if he was almost a schizocould do. phrenic" and said there was nothing he
The former public relations counsel
said he met with NBC representatives
after the story broke in the newspapers
in 1958; that they were not concerned
with the truth or falsity of "fixing"
charges, just "terrified" about adverse
publicity.
After being subpoenaed by the New
York grand jury, he said, he met with
Mr. Enright and his own lawyer, Mr.
Slote, and was told by Mr. Slote that he
should "get out of the country" (Mr.
Slote suggested the Cocos Islands, he
said); that if he told the truth to the
grand
jurybeandconvicted
"everybody
else lied,"
he
would
of perjury.
He
said Thomas E. Ervin, NBC vice president and general attorney, was present
at this meeting (but Mr. Ervin, testifying later, denied it).
Under questioning, Mr. Franklin acknowledged he knew he was on the
NBC payroll after NBC purchased
Barry & Enright, and said he was
dropped from the payroll, as he knew
he would be, after he testified.
Mr. Franklin, who changed his name
to his present one several years ago,
refused to tell Rep. Rogers his former
name, precipitating an argument in
which his position was supported by
Chairman Harris after he told Rep.
Rogers,
"It's nonetestified
of yourthatbusiness."
Mr. Franklin
he never

Sominex

get bonus audience
time).
to
three-fourths filled most of the
Congressmen, reporters and spectators alike enjoyed — with uncontrolled laughter — kinescope showings
After hearing contestants state
of five Twenty One programs dur- they were given detailed instructions
ing last week's House Legislative
on how to show anxiety, indecision,
Oversight Subcommittee hearings in etc., the audience laughed profusely
Washington into tv quiz programs.
(while the studio audience cheered)
The kinescopes, complete with
each time a contestant hesitated or
Geritol and Sominex commercials,
were used by the subcommittee to wiped his brow. Also evoking laughter were the Geritol commercials —
illustrate the testimony of witnesses
bonus coverage which the sponsor
that they had been given answers in did not want or ask for.
advance.
Quizmaster Jack Barry brought
The hearings were well attended
the house down when he asked two
by congressmen (eight of the nine
contestants, at the start of a show
subcommittee members were present
which a witness claimed was fixed,
throughout), reporters (over 60) and
just plain curious spectators (the if they had received a lot of "free
huge Caucus Room was from half
advice." BROADCASTING, October 12, 1959

NATIONAL
The earthmoving industry is one of many that are benefiting
high strength steels created by National Steel's
the extra
from
research.
continuing

for example, through our Great Lakes Steel division's
Now,
series of N-A-XTRA steels, the designers and manufacturers of
the powerful earthmoving behemoths can build major new
advances into their equipment.
For here are the extra high strength, heat-treated steels that make
possible lighter weight construction without sacrifice in strength.
The steels that make it possible to design for increased payload
mlrlKl
'

STEEL

without increasing dead weight. The steels that can easily withstand heavy loading and impact and retain their toughness under
extreme operating conditions. The readily formable, easily welded
steels. The steels that are N-A-XTRA.
Want more facts on N-A-XTRA steels?
For details on how the N-A-XTRA steels can help you to build new
advances into your products, too, send for our new, illustrated
technical brochure. Write to Great Lakes Steel Corporation,
Department NSF-5, Detroit 29, Michigan.

NATIONAL STEEL CORPORATION, GRANT BUILDING, PITTSBURGH, PA. Major divisions: Weirton Steel Company • Great Lakes Steel Corporation
Midwest Steel Corporation • Stran-Steel Corporation • Enamelstrip Corporation • The Hanna Furnace Corporation • National Steel Products Company

saw Twenty-One on tv, had "contempt"
for it and had never used the sponsor's
products. He said he had faith in Mr.
Enright until the latter entered an "unholy alliance," but that he had always
felt Mr. Barry was an "egomaniac."
Jackman's Testimony • Richard
Jackman, now a New York labor organizer, who appeared on Twenty-One
Oct. 23, 1956, said Mr. Enright gave
him a set of questions and their answers
in advance of the show and just before
the show went on the air gave him
specific question numbers to ask for.
He said he thought the questions and
answers given him before the show
were practice questions.
After easily defeating three opponents and bringing his winnings to
$24,500, he said, he had misgivings
and told Mr. Enright he didn't want
to go on because it was improper for
him. He said Mr. Enright asked him to
think it over and promised that if he
would appear several more times he
would be paid $100 a week for the
rest of his life. When he still refused,
he said, he was paid $15,000, Mr. Enright telling him that payment of the
full $24,500 would throw the show's
budget "out of whack."
(Mr. Jackman subsequently acknowledged to newsmen, after he left the
witness stand, that he had been paid

the remaining $9,500 of the prize
money, saying it was paid when his
lawyer instituted, or threatened to institute, asuit. This was after Edward
Kletter, Pharmaceuticals Inc. vice
president, testified an additional $9,500
had been paid.)
Mr. Jackman said he won $500 in
two appearances on NBC-TV's Tic Tac
Dough, also a Barry & Enright production, but hadn't been coached on answers. In Tic Tac Dough, he said, he
shouted out the answers as soon as he
though of them, but on Twenty-One
was asked to pause before each answer.
A kinescope of Mr. Jackman's appearance on the program showed him
scratching his head and making facial
contortions and other signs of concentration before answering each question.
An ironic comment during the program
by one of his opponents, a Memphis
schoolteacher, brought a laugh from the
audience. Asked her opinion of rock
and roll singer Elvis Presley, whom she
formerly taught in school, she said the
singer was "no worse than most of the
things you see on the air today."
The Sponsor's Side • Edward Kletter, vice president and director of advertising for Pharmaceuticals Inc.,
sponsor of Twenty One, said the first
indication his firm had of the alleged
fix was when he read it in the news-

papers. "Shocked" was the reaction he
gave to the August 1958 article.
Pharmaceuticals Inc. sponsored
Twenty One for 105 weeks (from October 1956 to October 1958), cancelling
several weeks after the incident became
public, Mr. Kletter stated. He said, after
having been associated with Barry &
Enright for several years, he found the
story hard to believe and took Mr. Enright's assurances at face value that the
questioning was on the level. However,
he said, subsequent developments have
convinced him that contestants were
coached on correct answers.
Mr. Kletter said that Pharmaceuticals
paid Barry & Enright $15,000 per show
for production cost plus $10,000 weekly for prizes. In addition, the sponsor
paid NBC approximately $50,000 weekly in time charges, he said. He denied
ever discussing the "audience pull" of
specific contestants with Barry & Enright or recommending that any specific
contestant be kept on the program or
dropped.
He said he had no knowledge and did
not keep up with monies paid to contestants. The contract provided for prize
money to be returned to the sponsor,
he said, if an average of $10,000 weekly was not given out. No refund from
this source was ever received or expected, he said, with actual prize money

handed out over the two years the program was on the air actually exceeding
what the sponsor paid by $75,000.
Actual sales of Geritol, principal
product advertised on Twenty One,
were hurt by the scandal, Mr. Kletter
said. In spite of this, the witness said.
Pharmaceuticals continued to sponsor
Twenty One for two months after the
public
disclosures.
not ready
to
throw
these men"Weoutwere
in the
street
until we had some facts," he said. Mr.
Kletter reported that his firm made no
independent investigation of the charges
but was told by the network that it had
investigated and found the charges
groundless.
Mr. Kletter, formerly with the DuMont Tv Network, said that Pharmaceuticals Inc. sponsored another Barry
& Enright show, Concentration, for
four weeks after Twenty One was
dropped "out of the graciousness of our
hearts."
Subcommittee Chief Counsel Robert
Lishman questioned Mr. Kletter at
length about advances on winnings
made to various contestants. The witness said that in some instances he was
apprised of the advances but had no
objections. He denied that this gave
any indication that the shows were
fixed.
Commercial Interest • Mr. Kletter

said his main concern with the show
was for the sponsor's commercials. He
said he had no knowledge of how much
was paid individual contestants. The
sponsor assigned the rights to Twenty
One to NBC in March 1958, he said,
and the network contributed to its cost
in return for Pharmaceuticals' purchase of other time periods.
While Twenty One was on the air,
Mr. Kletter said, the sponsor considered
the show a good $31/2 million annual
advertising investment. He said Pharmaceuticals' sales are approximately $25
million annually with about 40% of
this amount going for advertising. He
pointed out that the firm sponsored
several tv shows other than Twenty
One.
Rep. Springer asked the witness to
furnish the committee with monthly
sales of Geritol for the two years
Twenty One was on the air.
Leibbrand Claims No Chance • Miss
Rose Leibbrand, one-time contestant on
Twenty One, testified that although she
was given the answers to questions, she
had no chance to win because of instructions on what point-value questions
to select. Miss Leibbrand, former executive director of the National Federation of Business & Professional Women's Clubs, said that Mr. Freedman
gave her the questions and answers,

prior to the show.
He stressed, she said, that the questions already had been used and would
not be asked on the show even though
they were. Also, she testified, the producer insisted that she select questions
worth not more than seven or eight
She was defeated Nov. 14, 1956, by
Mr. Stempel.
points.
Miss Leibbrand said she had no contact with anyone connected with Twenty One after her appearance. "They
wouldn't look me in the eye," she said.
• Government
notes
Tariff dispute • A complaint by WSAZTV Huntington, W.Va., alleging that
AT&T has charged a greater compensation for program transmission channels
between Columbus, Ohio and Huntington than that specified in FCC tariffs,
was designated for hearing last week by
the FCC. The proceeding will include
inquiry into whether the charges, classifications, regulations and practices in
the tariffs are unjust and unreasonable,
or unreasonably discriminatory, and
whether excess charges have been made
and, if so, the amount of damages
WSAZ-TV may be entitled to.
Grant for Bowling Green • The FCC
granted George A. Brown Jr. a new tv

WITH ITS NEW, TALLER TOWER WGR-TV now covers more homes than ever before in the prosperous Western
New York area and Canada. Strategically re-located in the center of the prime Buffalo area — the nation's 14th largest market
— WGR-TV's new tower still provides metropolitan viewers with the best reception of any TV station.
Mail and phone calls confirm the fact that viewers in the Southern tier of New York and Northern Pennsylvania now get
even better reception from WGR-TV. For advertisers interested in across-the-border coverage, WGR-TV now beams
the best U. S. signal into Toronto and other parts of Southern Canada.
With complete Video-tape facilities — the first in Buffalo — and the finest NBC and local programming, WGR-TV
offers advertisers better sales opportunities than any other station in the market.
For best results from America's most powerful selling medium, call your Petry television representative about availabilities
on WGR-TV — this year celebrating its fifth anniversary.

NBC
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• BUFFALO

GR-TV, WGR, Buffalo, N. Y. . WROC-TV, Rochester, N. Y. . WNEP-TV, Scranton-Wilkes-Bari
WSVA-TV, WSVA, Harrisonburg, Va. • KFMB-TV, KFMB, San Diego, Calif. . KERO-TV, Bakersfield,
...
•
■vH

station to operate on ch. 13 in Bowling
Green, Ky. and denied a competing application of Sarkes Tarzian Inc. The
grant reversed a Sept. 8 initial decision
which proposed the grant of the Tarzian
application and denial of Brown.
More time for KSOO-TV • KSOO-TV
Inc., Sioux Falls, S.D. has been granted
additional time to construct its KSOOTV and to increase visual ERP from
28.9 kw to 316 kw and its antenna
height from 540 to 1,060 ft. Also granted by FCC was permission to move the
proposed transmitter site from 9 miles
east of Sioux Falls to about 33 miles east
of that city. The construction under the
modified permit is to commence not
later than Dec. 7 and be completed not
later than 6 months thereafter. The FCC
simultaneously denied a motion by Midcontinent Bcstg. Co. (KELO-TV) Sioux
Falls to change and enlarge issues.
Comrs. Robert T. Bartley and Robert
E. Lee dissented.
Charges false ads • The Federal
Trade Commission has charged Safeway Stores Inc. with making false
claims for its "Slender Way" bread,
saying that despite Safeway's advertising on radio and tv and in newspapers, the bread is not a low calorie
food, does not have less calories than
ordinary bread, and eating it will not

can
More than 80,000 people were in
nearby Darlington, S. C, on Labor
Day tc — tch Bob Burdick and Joe
Weatheny team op to win $7,725
second money in the 10th annual
world-famous Southern 500 Stock
Car Race.

cause weight reduction nor prevent its
gain, and added that the name itself is
misleading. Safeway said it had no evidence of anyone being misled, but added
it is studying the complaint. Safeway
has 30 days to answer.

CommuQuiz on Red channels • Thecapital
istic
nists have picked up a dirty
trick — the use of quiz shows on radio
programs beamed to the free world.
This was reported by the U.S. Information Agency in its report to overseas
posts on first half of 1959 international
broadcasting developments. Prizes are
trips to countries behind the Iron Curtain. USIA also reported that Communist radio broadcasting to the free world
rose 7% this year over the same period
last year, from 2,530 to 2,701 hours
per week. Red broadcasts to the touchy
Near East, South Asia and Africa rose
15% in the first six months of this year,
USIA reported. The Voice of America,
in comparison, now broadcasts 567
hours weekly in 37 languages.

be

Crowded hearing • About 100 lawyers
attended the first pre-hearing conference
in one of the FCC's wholesale radio
hearing cases Oct. 6 in Washington.
The meeting, too large for one of the
FCC's regular hearing rooms, was held
in the auditorium of the Dept. of Commerce. Almost 60 applicants are in-
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Ports• WAVY
ty been
identi
Triple mouth,
of
d waiver
grante-TV
Va., has
y
identif
to
rules
Sec. 3.652 (a) of FCC
itself with Newport News as well as
Norfolk-Portsmouth. Comr. Robert T.
Bartley dissented.
last week
• The) FCC
day 3.610(b
Moving Sec.
waived
of the rules to
give WEAR-TV Pensacola, Fla, (ch. 3)
permission to move its transmitter approximately 0.7 mile, change its antenna
system and increase antenna height
from 1,213 to 1,220 ft. WEAR-TV will
not be granted operating authority for
the change until WLBT (TV) Jackson,
m operaMiss., begins regular progra
tions on ch. 3, with facilities presently
authorized.
Sailing for Geneva • FCC Comr.
Rosel H. Hyde was due to sail last
Friday aboard the U.S.S. Constitution for Geneva to attend the plenipotentiary conference of the International
Telecommunications Union. Comr.
Hyde is vice chairman of the U.S. delegation. The conference, beginning Oct.
14, will take up administrative and procedural programs connected with the
work of the UN-affiliated ITU. The
shipping strike held up Comr. and Mrs.
Hyde's departure for five days.

Applicant wants in • Sam H. Bennion,
whose application for ch. 8 in Idaho
Falls, Idaho, was dismissed by an FCC
hearing examiner Sept. 9 because of
e, has requested reinfailure to prosecut
statement. Should his request be refused,
the FCC would grant ch. 8 to remaining
applicant Eastern Idaho Broadcasting &
Television Co. without further hearing.

South Carolina's more than
2'/3 million citizens cannot
possibly be covered by the
first TV market stations
alone. WBTW offers you
easy access to South Carolina's second sociable million
largely free from effective
competition. Check NCS #3
totals for South Carolina TV
stations. One good look
and you'll agree "Second^
Can Be Beautiful."

Serving

volved in the 1230-1240 kc case, which
also affects more than 100 existing stations listed as "parties." The regular
hearings are scheduled to start Nov. 23,
with Hearing Examiner Charles J.
Frederick presiding. More than 300
participants are expected to be present
when the hearings commence.

• U.S. Court of ApNoveltypeals inmissing
Washington has sustained a
district court ruling dismissing a $1 million suit against CBS. Washington attorney Ben Paul Noble charged that in
1949 he offered WTOP-TV Washington,
a CBS-TV affiliate, an idea for a tv
program called Letter of the Law. The
program was produced locally for 13
weeks, after which it was discontinued.
Mr . Noble contended that the idea was
by CBS in The Verdict is
appropri
Yours. ated
The lower court denied Mr.
Noble's request for an injunction and
for damages. The three-judge appeals
court, by Circuit Judge Charles Fahy,
upheld the lower court and referred to
the fact that as a matter of law "the
idea relied upon lacked the essential
element of novelty."
BROADCASTING, October 12, 1959

"ADVERTISERS
ELIGHTED ..."
"WMBR-FM on the air
a few days with
PROGRAMATIC. Our
engineers are impressed
with the performance of
the equipment and our
advertisers are delighted
with the music."
Sidney L. Beighley, Jr.
WMBR-A M-FM, Jacksonville, Fla. .

"SEPARATE FM

"SPONTANEOUS

"Thanks to
"AROUND
THE CLOCK..."

REACTION..."
ADULT PROGRAMATIC
"With
we have distinctively
different programming
and low cost operation.
Spontaneous adult
reaction far exceeds our
fondest expectations.
Lee Howard, General Manager,
WEAU, Eau Claire, Wise.

PROG MATIC we're
24 hours around
going RA
the clock. Entire staff
most enthusiastic. Has
given our progra
a terrific shot in mming

"Converted our FM
PROFITABL
Station
fromE..AM
."
supplement
to
a
profitmaker overnight
thanks to

■Frank Lane, General Manager,
the arm." KRMG, Tulsa, Ok/a.

Jack
D. Lislon, General Manager,
PROGRAMATIC."
KGNC, Amarillo, Texas

STATION

EPORT

RADIO'S
AUTOMATIC
Programming

'VERY EXCITED..."
'We are all very excited
bout the potential
'ROGRAMATIC holds
or the future,
v fine piece of
utomatic equipment."
Ichard B. Rawls, Vice President,
KPHO Radio-TV, Phoenix, Ariz.

REVOLUTIONARY
BROADCASTING

• Equipment

"ADULT MUSIC..."
"Our listeners and
advertisers agree your
adult music
programming great.
Thanks to
PROGRAMATIC we have
the only different
sounding radio station
in town— and the
sound
Eugeneis A.profit."
Halker, President
WQMN, Duluth-Superior, Wise.

NEW
SERVICE

• Commercial

"USE ON AM AND FM"
"Surprised how totally
and completely flexible
equipment is. Tape
quality excellent. I
bought PROGRAMATIC
for FM, but I am sure
going
to use
it onGen.AM."
Tommy Ward
Lanyon,
Mgr.,
KSPL, Diboll, Texas

Injection

"INCREASED
PROFIT..."
"Initial advertiser
response convinces us
that PROGRAMATIC
offers great new
opportunity for
increased
profit."Vice. Pres.,
E. K. (Joe) Hartenbower,
KCMO Radio
A KCMO-FM,
Kansas
City, Mo.

PROGRAMATIC BROADCASTING SERVICE
Dept. B
229 Park Avenue South • New York 3, New York
Show me how PROGRAMATIC can profitably go to work for my radio station.

city
THE MUSIC WITH THE GOLDEN TOUCH
*SEE PROGRAMATIC IN ACTION
AT THE NAB REGIONAL MEETING!

station

(please print)

title

address
state

WESTERN

ELECTRIC

The Western Electric instalDIAL SERVICE ON THE WAY.
lers above are wiring a bay of dial switching equipment in a new
in Vincennes, Ind. By mid-December, the
Bell telephone office
18 000 citizens of this historic community on die Wabash River

AND

the
will be using one of the most modern telephone systems in Ine
country - dialing directly both local and long distance calls
Western Electric and is being
complex equipment was made yby tested
by skilled W.E. installers.
assembled, wired and completel

A

TALE

OF

6,700

CITIES

Last year skilled Western Electric installation teams helped provide more and
better Bell telephone service for 6,700 U.S. cities and towns . . . perhaps yours.
The pictures on these pages show a team of Western Electric
installers helping a Bell telephone company bring dial telephone service to its customers. In this case the town is
Vincennes, Indiana — but it could have been your town.
Like most Western Electric installation projects these days,
the Vincennes job is a step toward dial telephone service for
everyone served by the Bell System. Bight now some 94%
of all Bell customers have dial service. Many of them, as
will the people of Vincennes, enjoy the added convenience
of Direct Distance Dialing — dialing their own long distance calls quickly and accurately.
Working out of 123 key cities, our 16,000-man installation
force installs the intricate Western Electric equipment which
makes modern telephony possible. Their skill and craftsmanship contribute greatly to our goal of ever improving Bell
telephone service.

STEADY AS SHE GOES. After uncrating, the
intricate frames of switching equipment are hoisted
upright and placed in position. One hundred ninety
such frames are being installed in Vincennes, bringing dial service to over 7,000 telephone customers.

Beside its installation activities. Western Electric Company
has manufacturing plants in 25 cities where we make
telephone equipment for the Bell System. Last year we
purchased over a billion dollars worth of raw materials,
products and services from more than 30,000 suppliers
located in every state of the Union. Of these, 90% are
"small businesses." The things we make and buy are distributed to the Bell telephone companies through Western
Electric distribution centers in 32 different cities.

MANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY

"MEET THE MAYOR." During an informal sidewalk conference,
Chuck Rollins (left ), manager of the Indiana Bell Telephone Company
office ter)into Western
Vincennes,
introduces
Mayor Lloyd
Wampler
(cenElectric
area supervisor
F. E. ("Red")
Oliver. Mayor
Wampler
says, "We are certainly glad to have a dial central office installed in
Vincennes. Improved telephone service is vital to our town's prosperity. '

VINCENNES LUMBER DEALER, Jack Klemeyer
(right), discusses the new central office with Western Electric's
job community
supervisor Russ
Bandy.forward
The Vin-to
cennes business
is looking
the completion of the new office — improved telephone service is always a help to the businessman.

NEWSMAN'S OPINION. Howard N. Greenlee,
General Manager of the Vincennes Sun-Commercial
and radio station WAOV has a sharp eye for his
town's future. He said, "These Western Electric
men are a fine crew, and they're bringing Vincennes
better telephone service for a better tomorrow."

PROGRAMMING
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'a horrible

mentioning 'junk we
A panel of programmers last week
went shopping through shows of the
fifties to schedule an "ideal network"
for this season's opening forum of the
Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
at New York. Their choices included
some of television's milestones. Others
were picked from hunger, but it was
apparent that given a choice between
current fare and defunct, sometimes
the old shows are best.
The ATAS panel: William Craig,
radio-tv vice president of Grey Adv.;
Michael Dann, CBS-TV's programs vice
president at New York; Rod Erickson,
tv sales vice president, Warner Bros.
Pictures; Merrill Panitt, editor of Tv
Guide, and Richard A. R. Pinkham,
senior vice president in charge of radiotv, Ted Bates & Co. Gene Accas, vice
president for network relations at Grey,
was panel moderator.
Making Do • Some of the 56 halfhours on the schedule represented "a
they said. "It
horrible
was
hard compromise,"
to get this much out of that
had to pick from," Mr. Erickjunk sonwetestified.
Panelists agreed that dayto-day demands of networking limit
creativity and allow "no time to be
The cost of network tv today points
todaring."
different developments for future tv,
depending on who you are. Mr. Pinkham sees tv "breaking out of the halfhour
Mr. straitjacket."
Erickson, longtime Young & Rubicam broadcast executive, used the
forum to speak as a film man and deliver apromise that pay television is on
with "better
way Accas
its Mr.
gave theproduct."
network score in
his five colleagues' selections. Of the 56
half-hours, 11 were ABC-TV shows,
28 CBS-TV and 17 NBC-TV. Variety,
"the most basic appeal," accounted for
13 half-hours, drama 8 hours and situation comedy 8 hours. To westerns were
devoted 6V2 hours, mystery drama 6,
music 3, quiz-audience participation 2
and sports 2.
Premises • It was specified that news
would precede and follow the 7-11 p.m.
nighttime block of programming and
that pre-emptions would be made frequently for news and entertainment
"specials." The panel's choice:
Sunday night— "Mr. Wizard," "Maverick,"
Red Skelton, "Playhouse 90," and "What's My
Monday — "You Are There," "Lassie, I Love
Lucy," "Texaco Star Theatre" (Milton Berle),
"You Bet Your Life" (Groucho Marx) and "LinLine?"coln Presents Leonard Bernstein."
Tuesday — "Leave It to Beaver," "Rifleman,"

OPEN

compromise',

had to pick from'
Jack Benny alternating with George Gobel, "Gunsmoke,"
Perry— Como
One.""Victory at
Wednesday
"Ozzieand& "Studio
Harriet,"
Sea," "Father Knows Best," "Perry Mason,"
"$64,000 Question" and "Wagon Train."
Thursday — "Mama," "Phil Silvers Show," "Godfrey's Talent Scouts," "77 Sunset Strip" and
"Omnibus."
Friday — "Disneyland," "Real McCoys," "Ed
Sullivan Show," "Alfred Hitchcock Presents,"
and "Cavalcade of Sports."
Saturday — "Your Hit Parade," Jackie Gleason,
"Your Show of Shows," "Dragnet" and "Person
to Person."
Three

get $1.1

million

from Ford Foundation
The Ford Foundation has made
grants totaling almost $1,125,000 to assist three educational television projects
during 1959-60,
foundation
announced last Fridaythe(Oct.
9).
The largest single outlay, totaling
$769,442, was made to continue for the
third year a nationwide experiment in
classroom instruction by television in
elementary and secondary schools.
Grants of varying amounts were made
to 20 educational groups and institutions throughout the country, which are
conducting the experiment in approximately 500 schools.
Nine colleges and universities were
allocated a total of $330,530 to free
faculty members from their regular duties so that they may prepare and deliver television courses. The Greater
Washington Educational Television
Assn. was granted $25,000 for assistance with engineering, architectual,
legal and other services required for
the activation of an educational tv
channel there.
'Live

look'

via tape

for WTTG
(TV) news
The use of pre-recorded video tape
to create the impression of live video
background for one-minute local live
newscasts and weather reports is reported by WTTG (TV) Washington.
The Washington independent says it
can, unlike competing stations carrying
network fare, break into programs with
the newscasts during prime time to
give listeners local news.
The method is described as being
"practically 100%" less expensive than
the same newscasts if they were done
with a live camera crew on tap at
night. The Newsbeat newscasts (three
nightly) have a 10-second opening
with pre-taped audio and video featuring an introduction by News Director
Matthew Warren; the station then preBROADCASTING, October 12, 1959

for

the

man

except

distinctive

The Remington® Statesman
proportional -spacing
electric typewriter
The search for the finest typewritten
correspondence ends with the Remington
Statesman. For here is an electric
proportional-spacing typewriter of such
printing quality and precision manufacture
that your every letter looks important . . .
is important. The Statesman turns out
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who

has

everything

correspondence
proportionally-spaced correspondence
as crisp and representative as your
calling card.
Ask your Remington Rand representative for a demonstration of the
twenty exclusive features that make the
Remington Statesman the world's
finest proportional-spacing typewriter.
DIVISION OF SPERRY RAND CORPORATION
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tapes 45 seconds of video-only shots,
using standard newsroom props such
as maps and teletype machines; a fivesecond closing is then pre-taped, again
featuring Mr. Warren, with both audio
and video. When the newscast is run

during a break in a filmed program,
etc., Mr. Warren or another news announcer simply voices in late local
news events live during the 45-second
portion of the video tape.
Similar techniques are used for one

The 'seminar
The plethora of tv specials on the
networks this season is keeping independent producers hopping. Robert Saudek Assoc., New York,
which is is creating and producing
at least 25 and perhaps as many as
35 specials this year, might paradoxically be called "a custom-tailored tv
factory."
This apparent contradiction in
terms can be explained by pointing
out that Saudek Assoc. is considered
the sole tv producing organization in
the hour or more programming field
(live or tape) that maintains a yearround staff. It works on all shows
bearing the RSA imprimateur. Other
independent producers, according to
RSA, hire the creative staff for
each property as it goes into production.
Quality control • "We feel that
our system, under which we use the
same creative team, permits us to
control and sustain the quality of
various programs," comments Ro-

approach'

bert Saudek,
"It is a when
most
diffcult
task topresident.
sustain quality
so many programs are being produced, some at various stages of the
production
Mr. Saudekprocess."
contends that the permanent key employe policy constitutes avital factor in implementing
what he calls the "seminar approach"
in working out problems for particular shows. Before actual production begins, the staff assembles; goes
over the script; offers ideas and challenges them; suggests improvements
and discusses them. In the end, its
Mr. Saudek who makes the final decision.
Most of the staff has been with
Mr. Saudek since 1952 when Omnibus began with the Ford Foundation's TV-Radio Workshop. Mr.
Saudek looks upon Omnibus as "a
sort of seed-bed series," adding that
many of the specials he will produce
this season will sprout from the
Omnibus format.

A typical seminar meeting • Executive producer Saudek
(foreground center, with cigarette in hand) presiding at a
"seminar" with (clockwise) Judith Barker, production
control staffer; Henry May, scenic designer; Mary V.
Ahern, feature editor; Leornard Bernstein, who has starred
96 (PROGRAMMING)

to program

evening Weather Report of 60 seconds,
which features Tippy Stringer (Mrs.
Chet Huntley) in the opening and closing portions. Weather Report is sponsored by Color Inc., paint and wallpaper distributor.

production
This year Mr. Saudek is commited to producing 25 specials but the
number may rise to 35. He observes
that Ford Motor Co. has signed for
at least four concerts by Leonard
Bernstein and the New York Philharmonic but as many as six may
be produced. Similarly, Dow Chemical is sponsoring at least eight hourlong classic mystery programs but
this is a minimum figure. Four other
special dramas of one-hour length
are under contract to NBC and eight
other one-hour programs are close
to sponsorship, according to Mr.
Saudek. NBC plans to schedule six
or more Omnibus programs in the
Sunday Showcase and Friday night
Some of the programs will be live
periods.
and some on tape. Many of the
latter shows are to be produced on
location in Europe. Observes Mr.
Saudek:
"We are in a sense a network without real estate or cables."

in various Saudek productions, and William A. Graham, a
staff director. (Not shown in the photo are such RSA
staffers at Alistair Cooke, associate in journalism; George
M. Benson, drama associate; Richard H. Thomas, production controller; David Oppenheim, associate producer.)
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Technamation

process

reproduces motion
A technique which reproduces virtually any type of natural motion, or
can be used to create original motion
effects, and which is easily adaptable
to television commercial production,
has been introduced by Technical
Animations Inc., Port Washington,
N.Y. The technique is called Technamation.
Prototypes of Technamation were on
display at the Industrial Film and
Audio-Visual exhibition at the Trade
Show Building in New York.
The motions are accomplished by
attaching to the back of a transparency
the special Technamation material,
which looks like Scotch tape, and illuminating orprojecting the treated transparency with a specially screened light.
The resulting motion is continuous and
free of the flicker or stroboscopic effect involved in conventional animation or moving picture techniques. For
the past month the technique has been
utilized on the weather map shown
each morning
on NBC-TV's
show.
It also has
been used Today
for a

COMPETITORS,

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. commercial showing a spike piercing a tire,
the air rushing out and the tire collapsing.
Benton urges pay tv
to aid etv stations
Educational tv stations should embrace pay tv to increase revenues, exSen. William Benton, publisher of Encyclopedia Britannica, said Oct. 1 in an
address to the National Democratic
Women's Club in Washington. Pay tv
will not pose a threat to commercial tv
stations and networks, he contended,
advising them to request the FCC to
permit pay tv for educational outlets.
"The tens of thousands who now
trudge to evening courses in history,
economics and politics, and great books
— through rain and snow and dark of
night — could become hundreds of thousands and millions," he said. "The everaccelerating pace of social change requires that the mass media must learn to
serve as 'schools of the public'."
TelePrompTer
sales
Sales of TelePrompTer, New York,
rose in the first half of '59 to $ 1 ,9 1 0, 1 94
from $1,613,321 in the comparable period of 1958, according to a semi-annual
report by Irving B. Kahn, TelePromptTer president-board chairman. Report
stressed that company's Communications Div., which handles closed-circuit
telecasts, "has consistently led the industry in both dollar volume and in number
of events."
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YES...

MAURICE BERTHON
General Manager
Berthon Cleaners and Dyers

BUT

THEY'RE
ON

BOTH

WAPI

"WAPI programs are
thoughtfully produced
and professionally presented. This attracts the
adult radio listeners who
are our customers.
Utopia Cleaners and
Dyers are sold on

SOLD

RADIO

I

"We feel that quality dry

I

cleaning and quality radio go hand in hand.
That's why we use
WAPI radio exclusively
to deliver our sales story.
This is the station with

I
I
I

the adult audience. ' '

WAPI."

WAPI

BIRMINGHAM,
ALABAMA
tts*
Wa
50,000
REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

BY HENRY I. CHRISTAL

CO.,
•5,000 INC.
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List

radio— tv rules

for '60 Olympic games
Regulations for accrediting radio-tv
stations that wish to cover the Feb. 1828 VIII Olympic Games at Squaw Valley, Calif., have been firmed up by the
g Committee's Radio-Tv AdOrganizin
visory Committee.
The accreditations are in three classes:
"A," includes all national organizations
and networks (domestic and foreign);
"B," includes regional networks, ownership groups and all California and
Nevada stations; "C," covers individual
stations outside those two states.
CBS-TV has bought the telecasting
rights to the winter games, but Olympic
rules permit tv and movie newsreels to
show three minutes of Olympic footage
daily providing none use more than
three such segments in all news programs within 24 hours and provided
there are at least four hours between
each showing.
There are no restrictions on the number of interviews originating from the
valley. A newsreel pool has been organized to make newsfilm of events available to stations.
• Program

notes

In the majors • Master Control, halfhour taped series produced by the Southern Baptist Radio & Television Convention, now is in nearly 100 markets. The
series, offering light music and celebrity interviews, is aimed at major-market distribution. The format, called a
departure from standard religious program ing, ispatterned on NBC's Monitor.
Sharing the fire • KOFI Kalispell,
Mont., covered a fire in the same block
as its studios by extending a mike out of
the control room window. The fire was
not out when the daytimer signed off in
the evening so KOFI fed fulltimer

KGEZ Kalispell with beeper reports.
This coverage continued until KOFI had
to evacuate the studios because the fire

this year but that it subsequently canr
celled the order.

was spreading. KOFI's staff worked
through the night to get the station on
the air the next morning.

music • Roy Acuff's
western
Country,
Open
House,
a filmed syndicated country and western music series, is being
put on the market by Acuff-Rose Artists Corp., Nashville, which is handling
sales-distribution. The series is a presentation of Milroy Productions Inc.
there. Sales representatives: John T.
Link, Nashville; Ben Berry, Chicago.

Authoritative • Stock reports on the
6:30 p.m. newscasts of WNEW New
York should sound authentic. They are
delivered by Wall Streeters fresh from
the day's transactions. A corps of brokers, customers' men, market analysts
and financial writers serve on a rotating
basis, telephoning WNEW their oneminute summaries shortly after closing.
The idea started as an experiment a few
weeks ago and has since been adopted
as a regular feature of the daily newscasts.
Race action • Banner Films Inc., New
York, has acquired from International
Film Distributors Inc., N.Y., distribution rights to "Speedway International,"
new series of 39 half-hour films of
major auto, motorcycle and motorboat
races. Available in color and black and
white, the series was released for syndication Sept. 21.

Splish splash! • KFSD-AM-TV San
Diego went aquatic to cover the recordbreaking 22 mile ocean swim of young
Carol Chaplin from Coronados Island
to San Diego. Hiring a boat, KFSD
promotion director Frank Reynolds,
and two cameramen kept the mainland
informed on Carol's progress and filmed
the entire trip for KFSD-TV's nightly
news program.
No sale • WABC-TV New York said
last week that it will not carry Love Is
the Problem, across-the-board half hour
series offered by Alexander Film Co.,
Colorado Springs. The Alexander Co.
had reported the sale to Broadcasting,
which carried an item to that effect
Sept. 28. A.L. Hollander Jr., program
director of WABC-TV, said the station
had been interested in the series earlier
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ON CONTRACT
U.S. only
♦SWINGLES are swinging jingles that sell your station, win audience loyalty.
COMMERCIAL SWINGLES, TOO. Complete custom-made — no open ends and no inserts.
SWINGLES are so good, over 700 stations have ordered, 98% re-ordered. Put this record to
work for you, too! Write, wire, or phone.
THE JINGLE
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MILL

• 203 W. 49 St., N.Y. 19, N.Y. PLaza 7-5730

Family Advice Feature • Creative
Services Inc., Chicago, reports sale of
Dottie Frye, Your Dear Friend, capsule family advice feature, to following
stations: WNDY South Bend, Ind.;
WELL Battle Creek, Mich.; WAZL
Hazleton Pa.; WHLL Wheeling, W.
Va.; WEEL Fairfax, Va.; WCMP Pine
City, Minn.; KRDO Colorado Springs,
Colo., and KITN
Olympia, Wash.
Sales 'locked up' • Ziv's sale of Lockup to WRCA-TV New York brings exposure to 189 markets, the program
firm reports. Other recent purchasers
of the crime stories starring MacDonald Carey: Rural Electric Cooperative
for Montgomery,
Child's Big
Chain
food stores,Ala.;
Tyler-Longview,
Tex.; Barber Transportation Co., Rapid
City, S.D.; Savannah Sugar Refining
Co., Johnson City-Bristol, Tenn., and
Rose-Talbert Paint Co., Columbia, S.C.
Target: teens • New project of USO
public relations department, which operates on behalf of welfare of Armed
Forces personnel, will be organization
of "USO-Disc Jockey Network" to
reach pre-induction teen-age audience
catered to by dj's. To be undertaken
during next year, project contemplates
exchange of lists of most popular recordings being played by Armed
Forces Network (AFN) disc jockeys
throughout world for GI audiences,
which
hopes
will give
dj'ssame
on
domesticUSO
stations
incentive
to play
recordings. USO identification would be
established through "USO — Wherever
They Go". Heading project is Col.
Edward M. Kirby, war-time head of
Radio Branch of Army and former
NAB public relations director.
Small-fry taped • KTLA (TV) Los
this month is to start DixieAngeles
land Small-Fry both as a local program
and as a taped show for national syndication by Paramount Television
Productions. Half-hour show, featuring a band composed of professional
musicians aged 12 to 16 plus teenage
vocalists, is designed to reverse the
formula of adult performers with teenentertainusing teenage
age with
appealanby all-family
ers
appeal,
adults
as well as youngsters. The series is
produced and written by Tom Cole and
Bill Hollingsworth.
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a trip to
introduce
Tops' first single
release
in those
markets.
Here are the next 10 days of network
color shows (all times are EDT).
NBC-TV
Oct. 12-16,
19-21 (6:30-7 a.m.) Continental Classroom.
Oct. 12-16, 19-21 (12:30-1 p.m.) It
Could Be You, participating sponsorship.
Oct. 12, 19 (10-11 p.m.) Steve Allen
Show, Plymouth through IM.W. Ayer.
Oct. 13, 20 (9-9:30 p.m.) Arthur Murray
Party, P. Lorillard through Lennen &
Newell and Sterling Drug through DancerFitzgerald-Sample.
Oct. 13, 20 (9:30-10:30 p.m.) Ford
Startime,
Ford through J. Walter Thompson.
Oct. 14, 21 (8:30-9 p.m.) Price Is Right,
Lever through Ogilvy, Benson & Mather and
Speidel through Norman, Craig & Kummel.
Oct. Music
14, 21Hall,(9-10
PerryJ. Walter
Como's
Kraft
Kraftp.m.)
through
Thompson.
Oct. 15 (9:30-10 p.m.) Ford Show, Ford
through J. Walter Thompson.
Oct. 16 (8:30-9:30 p.m.) variety program.
Oct. 17 (10-10:30 a.m.) Howdy Doody
Show, Continental Baking through Ted
Bates.
Oct. 17 (10:30-11 a.m.) Ruff and Reddy
Show, Mars through Knox-Reeves and Borden through Benton & Bowles.
Oct. 17 (2:15 p.m. -conclusion) NCAA
football, participating sponsorship.
Oct. 17 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Bonanza, RCA
through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
Oct. 18 (8-9 p.m.) Our American Heritage, Equitable through Foote, Cone &
Belding.
Oct. 18 (9-10 p.m.) Dinah Shore Chevy
Show, Chevrolet through Campbell-Ewald.
Oct. through
18 (10-11BBDO.
p.m.) Rexall TV'Special,
Rexall
UPI manual • A press-wire manual to
guide newscasters will be prepared by a
committee representing United Press
International broadcast associations in
New York state and New England. The
year-long project is designed to provide
a guide containing sections on collecting, writing, editing and distributing
radio news. Basis of the handbook will
be a preliminary draft written by Alan
Wade. New England radio news editor
of UPI, Boston.
Talent hunt • Because the disc jockey
is most apt to be exposed to new local
talent and because he is best equipped
to judge its value, Tops Records is
calling on the nation's deejays to aid
it in building a strong artist roster,
following Tops' entry into the singles
field. George Sherlock, national promotion manager of Tops, who is already
auditioning several performers suggested by station platter spinners, invites
any disc jockey who knows of a performer he thinks Tops should audition
to send a master or audition dub to
Dave Pell. A&R director, at Tops"
western headquarters at 5810 S. Normandie Ave., Los Angeles 44. Mr.
Sherlock is himself contacting deejays
in Atlanta, Baltimore, Chicago. Cleveland, Detroit and Philadelphia during
BROADCASTING, October 12, 1959

New package • Sterling Television
Co., New York, has released 150 fully
animated color cartoons, each of which
is introduced and hosted by a character
named "Capt'n Sailor Bird," also the
title of package. Episodes are in "cliff
hanger" form — providing a carryover
from one chapter to the next. The
series was created for tv by Ted Eshbaugh Studios, New York. Sales of the
package have been concluded with
WGN-TV Chicago and WGR-TV Buffalo, Sterling reported.
Game broadcasts • WINS New York
announces an agreement with Madison Square Garden executives for
broadcast rights to home and away
games played this season by the New
York Rangers (hockey) and the New
York Knickerbockers (basketball). A
minimum of 127 contests out of a
total of 145 games will be covered,
it was reported. Anheuser-Busch for
its Budweiser beer, through D'Arcy
Adv. Co., St. Louis, will sponsor the
broadcasts. Broadcast starting dates:
Oct. 7 for the Rangers, and Oct. 24 for
the Knicks.

7

NEGRO
Community Programming

Clark in Milwaukee • WOKY Milwaukee has scheduled the Dick Clark
Caravan of Stars into the 12.800seat -Milwaukee Arena Oct. 31. Billed
as a WOKY Spectacular, the program
will include singers Paul Anka, Lloyd
Price, Duane Eddy and others.
ATAS honors Godfrey • The Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
in New York has chosen Arthur
Godfrey as guest of honor for its
"Close-Up 1960" dinner and show.
The second annual ATAS tribute is
being accorded the CBS personality
for his "outstanding contribution to
television." The event will take place
Dec. 4 at the Seventh Regiment Armory on Park Ave., with Charles
Andrews, producer of the Godfrey
CBS-TV programs, in charge of the
featured show. David Tebet, NBC director of talent relations, is chairman
of the committee handling the affair.
WOWO

Heritage Awards • A competition "to bring recognition to teachers and stimulate students' interest in
history" is being run for the second
year by WOWO Fort Wayne, Ind.
Registration blanks for the Heritage
Award have been sent to the state's
high schools. Deadline for entries is
April 1, 1960. The competition calls
for a selected student from each
school to write a history essay. The
winning student and his teacher will
receive an expense-paid trip to places
of historical interest.
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EQUIPMENT
SMPTE

HEARS

Sarnoff

Medal

VIDEO

&

REPORTS

to Dr. Walter

developProgress reports on the latest
ments in video tape recording and in
television equipment and practices were
presented during a convention of the
Society of Motion Picture & Television
Engineers in New York last week.
A highlight of the meeting was the
presentation of the David Sarnoff Gold
Medal of SMPTE for "meritorious
ement in television engineering"
achiev
Dr. Walter R. G. Baker, president of
to
the Syracuse University Research Corp.
s "long
The citation praised Dr. Baker'achieve
his
career in electronics" and the
National
ments as chairman of
Television Systems Committee, which
worked out technical standards later accepted by the FCC as the basis of the
commercial television system in the
United States.
ntion inPaper
: s read at the conve
cluded
"A Transport Mechanism Design for
the Television-Tape Recorder," by J.
G. Lee, Broadcasting and Tv Equipment Division, RCA, which describes
the major units of a television transport
mechanism and explains the basic function performed by each unit.
Double System • "Double System
Recording and Editing with Video
Tape," by Oscar Wick, NBC, Burbank,
Calif., which points out that the practice of the motion picture industry is
to record and edit sound and picture
separately. This procedure, Mr. Wick
claims, affords "vastly improved" production flexibility over single-system
methods. This added flexibility can be
used to advantage with video tape, according to Mr. Wick.
"Video Tape Recording and InterK.B.
Requirements," by
changeability P.E.
Gish, CBS-TV, New
Benson and
York, which notes that the use of tape
in broadcasting usually requires that
recording be played back with a different head assembly from that employed for the original recording. It is
essential therefore to maintain close
control of many manufacturers parameters and operating standards, the
authors assert. Essential electrical parameters are said to include the value
of carrier frequency corresponding to
reference video levels, and standardization or response-frequency characteristics of audio, video and carrier channels. Mechanical dimensions to be controlled include those relating to the
video-track azimuth,- pitch and width,
the authors pointed out.
"Problems in Video Tape Editing,"
100

ENGINEERING

Baker

by Ralph R. Wells, Columbia Pictures
Corp., Hollywood, which suggests the
use of printed edge numbers, magnetic
cue tracks, sprocket holes and electronic synchronizing systems as possible
solutions for technical problems arising
in editing tape.
"Video Tape Analyzer," by A. A.
Goldberg and Merle R. Hannah, CBS
Labs., Stamford, Conn., which describes
the functions of the VTA. The authors
point out that the Analyzer measures
these tape parameters: number and
characteristics of dropouts, comparative
frequency response, comparative noise
figure, comparative sensitivity and output level, and ability of tape to resist
mechanical abrasion.
Amplifier • Other papers relating to
broadcasting included: "A Special effects Amplifier for Non-composite or
Composite Monochrome or Color Tv
Signals," by Ralph Kennedy, NBC New

York; "A Noise-Stripping Process for
Picture Signals," By R.E. Graham, Bell
Telephone Labs.; Murray Hill, N.J.;
"Eidophor: The Image Bearer," by Felton Davis Jr., Eidophor Inc., New York;
"A New Method for Measuring and
Controlling Brightness Values for Studio
Lighting," by Century Lighting Inc.,
New York.
Production

of radio,

tv sets ahead of '58
Radio and tv set production and retail sales are running well ahead of last
A gain of nearly 50% in radio set
output was reported Oct. 8 by Elecyear. tronic Industries Assn. — 8,946,044 sets
(including $3,434,345 auto models) for
the first eight months of 1959 compared
to 6,193,529 ( 1,893,813 auto sets) in
the same 1958 period. Fm set production totaled 290,862 units for the period, more than double the 134,653 in
the same 1958 months.
Radio set production in August total-

For speedy hi-fi spots • Broadcast Electronic Inc., a new Washington-based
firm, has introduced the Spotmaster — a high-fidelity magnetic tape recorder
which cues electronically as it plays. It is an all-transistorized unit designed
to handle any number of spots or promos running from 5 seconds to 41
minutes in length. Shown above are two of the compact playing units and
a rack of plastic-encased continuous-loop-tape cartridges. Designed for
radio and tv operations and modified for use by small as well as large
stations, the Spotmaster is available for sale or lease (maintenance included)
and costs $300 for recording unit and $600 per playback unit. Speed of
operation, tightness of cues, ease of maintenance and durability and quality
of the lubricated magnetic tape are among its advantages.
Officers of Broadcast Electronics are: Ben Strouse, president of WWDC
and assist(Washington) Inc., president; William T. Stubblefield, consultant
ant to president; Jack Neff, vice president, sales, and Ross Beville, WWDC
engineer, treasurer. Above named are also on board of directors.
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ed 1.009.423 sets (279.424 auto. 42.886 fm) compared to 981.394 (242.915
auto, 21,335 fm) in August 1958.
Retail sales of radios totaled 4,357.421 units (excluding auto sets) for the
January-August period compared to 3.806.519 in the comparable 1958
months; 671.713 in August compared
to 628,840 in the same 1958 month.

POWER

K

• Technical topics
New mike • Audio Electronics Div. of
Superscope Inc.. Sun Valley. Calif..
has introduced the Sony CR-4 Radio
(Wireless) microphone. Operating on
27.12 mc fm. the model consists of
an all-transistorized fm transmitter
and an eight-tube fm receiver with
wide band AFC, a small lavalier
dynamic microphone and carrying case.
Price: S250.

Pay-tv equipment • Jerrold Electronics Corp., Philadelphia, has reached an
agreement with International Telemeter
Co., a division of Paramount Theatres,
to manufacture equipment for Telemeter's proposed pay-tv operation in
West Toronto, Canada. Jerrold is working with Trans Canada Telemeter and
Canadian Bell Telephone Co. in the
construction of the outside plant and
basic distribution equipment for the
Canadian operation, according to E.E.
Fitzgibbons. president of Trans Canada
Telemeter, a division of Famous Players Canadian Corp. The agreement also
calls for Jerrold to manufacture special
electronic amplifiers and related distribution equipment, as well as to engineer and install Telemeter closed-circuit systems.
Aural color • Audio Devices Inc.,
N.Y., is making recording tape in two
new colors. Blue and green have been
added to the standard oxide brown.
They are offered to help users separate
categories of recorded material, master
tapes and others and material recorded
at different levels or equalizations. Blue
and green tape is identical to quarterinch standard brown, selling for the
same price and available on lO'i-inch
professional reels and other sizes.
RCA ships gear • RCA reports the following shipments to stations: color tv
tape recorder to a government location
(identity and location withheld): a
monochrome vtr to WISN-TV Milwaukee, two vtr's to WBAL-TV Baltimore;
a superturnstile antenna and a used 25kw amplifier to KMMT (TV) Austin.
Minn.: a pylon antenna to WFAM-TY
LaFayette. Ind.: a used pylon antenna
and used 1-kw transmitter to KNDO
(TV) Yakima. Wash.: an 1 1-kw transmitter to KOLO-TV Reno: used 5-kw
transmitter to Midwest Electronics.
Fargo, N.D.. and a 10-kw transmitter
to WFBG-TV Altoona, Pa.
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To insure optimum recording quality
with your excellent machine, the
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Donald Coyle heads ABC overseas outlet
The establishment of ABC Interna- 1958 period, while radio receiver
tional Div. as overseas subsidiary of sales totalled 345,168 this year as
American Broadcastagainst 313,489 in January-August,
1958, according to the Electronic Ining Co. was andustries Assn. of Canada.
nounced Tuesday
(Oct. 6) by Leonard
Tv set sales were highest in Ontario
H. Goldenson, presi- with 89,420 units, followed by 49,308
dent of AB-PT Inc.
in Quebec province, and 19,088 in AlDonald W. Coyle,
berta. Sales of portable sets were up to
who has been vice
40,722 units in the period, compared
president and general
with 36,594 in 1958.
sales manager of
Mr. Coyle
Radio receiver sales were also highABC-TV for the past
est in Ontario with 154,719 units out of
year, was appointed vice president in the Canadian total, with 83,963 going to
charge of the new division. The ap- Quebec province. Transistorized sets
pointment, announced by Mr. Goldensold in the January-August periods numson, is effective immediately.
bered 63,351.
In outlining purposes of ABC International, Mr. Goldenson said:
CBC SHAKEUP
"It
is
safe
to
predict
that
there
will
soon be 50 million tv homes in the
New vice-presidents,
free world outside of this country and
general managers
eventually as many as 100 million. They
constitute an ever-increasing market for
To establish a more direct link beAmerican programming, which we intween Ottawa headquarters of the Canatend to go after. Additional revenue
dian Broadcasting Corp. and its producobtained from foreign markets can
tion centers, a regrouping of eight
make possible heavier investments in departments and eight operating divithe production budgets of future ABCsions under four staff vice-presidents
TV shows and make them even strongand three divisional general managers
er qualitatively. Thus the American
has been announced at Ottawa by CBC
viewer as well as the viewer abroad
President Alphonse Ouimet.
will gain from our expansion in other
Three new vice-presidents have been
parts of the world."
appointed. Marcel Carter, 45, former
Global network • In addition to controller of management planning and
economic aspects, the AB-PT presi- personnel, has been named vp for addent pointed to the cultural significance
ministration and finance. R.C. Fraser,
43,
former
director
of public relations,
of the plan. "This broadening of our
horizons will promote the free exchange
has been designated vp for corporate afof ideas between nations, which can
fairs, which will include preparing subonly increase the richness and breadth
missions before the regulatory Board of
that television has to offer the peoples
Broadcast Governors. J.P. Gilmore, 42,
former controller of operations, will be
of the entire world," he said.
Eyeing future growth of the internavp for engineering and operations.
tional division, Mr. Goldenson called
A fourth vp will be in charge of proit "the first step toward an ultimate
grams and sales, but no appointment has
ABC international network — programbeen made yet. Meanwhile the post will
med at first via tape and film but
be handled by Mr. Ouimet.
in the not-too-distant future perhaps
New General Managers • General
by direct 'live' transmissions relayed
managers
appointed are Charles Jenfrom satellites orbiting around the
nings, 51, former controller of broadearth as it spins."
casting to general manager for regional
Mr. Coyle, who was elected vice broadcasting; Marcel Ouimet, 44, (no
president in 1957, joined ABC in 1950
relation to president Ouimet) former
as a research writer. He was promoted
successively to director of research for deputy controller of broadcasting to general manager for French-language netABC-TV, director of research for the
work broadcasting; and H.G. Walker,
entire company, and director of sales
51, former director for Ontario and
development and research for ABC-TV.
English language network broadcasting.
R.P. Landry, 61, former controller of
Canadian set sales
administration, has been named assistant
Canadian tv receiver sales in the first to the president.
A.M. Henderson, CBC comptroller,
eight months of this year totalled 22,552
units as compared with 225,307 in the continues as principal financial officer
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—
and chairman of the management finance committee.
The many changes have been discussed for some time, following the
change-over for the CBC from an operating and regulatory organization, to a
purely operating body. Regulatory powers are now vested in the Board of
Broadcast Governors.
• Abroad

in brief

O'Brien moves • O'Brien Adv. Ltd.,
Vancouver, B. C, has closed its Toronto, Ont., office, and opened an office at Ottawa, Ont., for handling the
National Defense Department account. Bob Hay is manager of the
Ottawa office.
Overseas sales • Fremantle International Inc., New York, reports sales of
first American films to television outlets in Portugal and Lebanon. Radiotelevisao Portuguesa, Lisbon, contracted
for two WPIX (TV) New York specials— "The Russian Revolution" and
"The Cold War," and five series:
Jungle, Bom (British produced children's show), Movie Museum, Time
Out for Sports. Wonders of the Sea plus
a library of Encyclopaedia Britannica
films. Compagnie Libanaise de Television in Beyrout, Lebanon, which goes
on the air this fall, purchased The Big
Fights, Hopalong Cassidy (in both English and French versions), and the Encyclopaedia Britannica film library
(dubbed in Arabic).
Swedes' choice • About 80 different tv
set brands are available in Sweden.
The condition is due to liberal import
policy there. Among the sets are ones
from East Germany and Japan.
Writers' association • Union Internationale de la Presse Radiotechnique
et Electronique (radio, tv and electronics
trade writers association) was formed at
the Frankfurt (West Germany) Radio
Show. Members are in two groups:
(1) trade press editors, publishers and
free lance writers; (2) radio and electronic industries sponsors, institutes
and government agencies. UIPRE
has members in West Germany, Denmark, France, Britain, Helland, Italy,
Norway, Austria, Switzerland and
Spain. The group's president: E. Aisberg, directeur, Societe des Editions
Radio. Address: P. O. Box 14, Haarlem, Holland.
Japanese exports • Japan has sent
about $60,000-worth of transistor
radios to West Germany by air
freight. The transaction, reportedly
handled by an American company,
involves 8,500 sets. A further 10,000
Japanese transistor sets are said to be
exported to Germany by ship.
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Phono disc exports • Of the 10 million
phonograph records West Germany
exported last year, the U. S. took
180,000. The number of records sent
to other countries as reported by
GEMA (West German musical rights
society): Switzerland, 2 million; Austria, 1.4 million; Holland, 1.3 million; Sweden, 1.1 million; Belgium,
967,000; Italy, 442,000; France,
279,000; Nigeria, 122,000.
German commercialism • Suedewestfunk (Southwest German Radio) has
made plans to add sponsors to its
otherwise noncommercial schedule.
The plan calls for a six-minute sponsored show each weekday.
French buy No. 1 • The French government is buying radio station Europe No. 1, a French-language station broadcasting from West Germany. It claims an audience of 10
million Frenchmen. Owner, Son et
Images, is selling 48% of its shares
to the French government.
Crosses equator • Institute for Motivational Research, Croton-on-Hudson,
N.Y., announces the opening of offices
in Buenos Aires, Argentina; Rio de
Janerio and Sao Paulo, Brazil; and
Caracas, Venezuela. IMR will provide
U.S. clients with data on consumer
habits and needs in the" expandbuying South
American markets. Dr. Ernest
ing

Dichter, IMR president, left New York
Sept. 1 8 to address advertising and busiin IMR's
citiesnessasgroups
well
as in new
Lima,branch
Peru, office
and
Santiago, Chile.
Tv rate cards • CISS-TV Cornwall,
Ont., has issued its first rate card, effective Oct. 1, and CHAU-TV New
Carlisle, Que., its first card as of
Sept. 15. CHAU-TV operates on ch. 5
with 100 kw video and 52 kw audio.
J. R. Peloquin is commercial manager
and Marcel Chabot is technical supervisor. Station is represented in Canada
by Joseph A. Hardy & Co. Ltd., and in
the U.S.A. by Young Canadian Ltd.
CJSS-TV on ch. 8 with 260 kw video
and 130 kw audio, is represented by
Trans-Ocean Radio & TV Representatives Ltd., in Canada and by Weed
Television, New York, Ernest W. Miller
is president and general manager.
CHLO changes hands • CHLO St.
Thomas, Ont., will shortly start operations under new ownership. General
Manager John L. Moore, along with Al
A. Bruner of CJSP Leamington, Ont.,
and Andy McDermott, Radio & Television Sales Inc., Toronto, Ont., have
bought majority control of the station.
Mr. Moore was formerly with CJSP.
Dutch, Swedish tv • The Netherlands
and Sweden will pass the 500,000 mark
for tv sets in use within the next few
weeks.

ELECTION'
4 TV
BRITAIN'S
highlighted
ns
Films, panel discussio
as England decided before voting
was rated an instant success as a tv
"Fireside chats," documentaries,
panel discussions and an uproar over
personality.
Acting Lessons • A young man
"Rawhide," an American western
series, were among the various ele- named Kenneth E. Peay is reportedly
ments which enlivened Britain's first the "judge and jury" for labor's proall-out political battle waged on telegrams. He gives politicians a two-hour
course in how to perform. They appear
vision. In the three weeks prior to the
Oct. 8 election the Conservative and
first on closed circuit tv and then Mr.
Labor parties each was permitted five Peay discusses the performance with
telecasts. The intense interest in the them. Across the street in Conservative
medium resulted in some British newsheadquarters, the tv master mind is 65papers dubbing this year's campaign the year-old John Hinchcliffe, who gives
"tv election."
such tips as "don't loll back in your
seat . . . because it makes most people
In contrast to the 1955 general election, when only the BBC existed, there
look infuriatingly superior."
are now two networks and an estimated
The tempest over "Rawhide" is the
result of an agreement between the
nine million tv sets. By general consent,
the Laborites have won the merit
political parties and the television companies that there be no such progams
awards, according to a report released
last week by UPI.
as westerns to "distract from the votThe Conservatives fired first with a
ing." However, Associated Rediffusion,
a commercial network, announced that
"fireside chat" between Prime Minister
"Rawhide" would be shown at 7 p.m.
Harold MacMillan and his top minison election day, right after people get
ters. One London paper called the
out of work and just before the polls
program "almost embarrassing in its close. Laborites feared that more of its
naivete." Labor followed two days later party members are western watchers
with a documentary on life in Britain,
and might be tempted to go home instead of to a polling booth.
starring labor leader Hugh Gaitskill. He
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Looking to set new radio time sales
records in your market? Using
only one RCA Thesaurus commercial feature, KMA, Shenandoah,
Iowa, hit new sales heights recently. Here's what Station Manager Anthony J. Koelker says
about his Thesaurus experience:
"85,000 listeners, registered at
sponsoring stores in 4-week SHOPAT-THE - STORE -WITH -THEMIKE-ON-THE-DOOR campaign
... 86 neiv accounts ... all delighted
with results ! Promotion made
March 1959 KMA's BEST BILLING MONTH IN TEN YEARS!"
RCA Thesaurus will push your
sales graphs up! Write for the
complete Thesaurus details today.

@ THESAURUS 103
155 East 24th Street • New York 10, N.Y.
Chicago, Nashville, Atlanta, Dallas, Hollywood

FATES
Broadcast Advertising
• Roy Danish, formerly vp of McCannErickson's Marschalk and Pratt Div.
and previously vp and assistant to president of MBS, joins Smith/Greenland
Co., N.Y., as vp and member of plans
board.
• Donald M. Smith, formerly vp and
account supervisor at Kenyon & Eckhardt, N.Y., to Donahue & Coe, that
city, as vp and special assistant to
president.
#
• Allen Z. Hodshire, elected vp at
Maxon Inc., N.Y. He has been responsible for Gillette client contact and
production of all Gillette tv commercials during last four years.
• Gilbert J. Supple, formerly creative
and tv director at R.K. Manoff, N.Y.,
to Shulton Inc. (Old Spice toiletries,
etc.) that city, as advertising director.
He succeeds Walter P. Lantz, appointed director of market research.
• Robert Kleinmann of Foote, Cone
& Belding, Hollywood, joins Ogilvy,
Benson & Mather to assist Beverly Hills
manager Christy Walsh.
• Edward H. Armsby, formerly account executive on Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. at Ketchum, MacLeod and
Grove, Pittsburgh, to Television Bureau
of Advertising, N.Y., as director of sales
promotion and presentations. George
G. Lindsay, formerly vp and sales manager of Weed Tv, in charge of Chicago
operations, joins TvB in that city as
central division director.
• J. Davison Van Note, general sales
manager of Blue Coal Corp., N.Y., division of Glen Alden Corp., elected vp
in charge of sales.
• Edmund H. (Roddy) Rogers Jr.,
manager of N. W. Ayer's Hollywood
office, appointed vp.

&

FORTUNES

• Allan Alch, formerly head of own
agency in Hollywood and, prior to that,
with Freberg Ltd., where he created
prize-winning Butternut Coffee tv commercials, named director of radio-tv
copy and production at Johnson &
Lewis, S.F.
• Henry W. See, group head on Air
France account and several elements of
American Radiator & Standard Sanitary
Corp. account at BBDO, N.Y., elected
vp.
• Donald H. McGannon, president of
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., N.Y.,
named to board of directors of Advertising Federation of America and designated chairman of AFA communications committee.
• Alfred Howard, previously with
Ted Bates and McCann-Erickson, to
Grey Adv., N.Y., as copy group head.
• David Buchanan, formerly copy supervisor on Cheer and Liquid Ivory accounts of Procter & Gamble, to account
service staff of Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, N.Y. David Bixby, formerly with
Lennen & Newell, N.Y., joins OB&M
as art director.
• Jesse D. Ward, technical editor in
promotion section, pigments division of
American Cyanamid Co., Bound Brook,
N.J., appointed advertising manager for
that section.
• Maison C. Clarke and Raymond H.
Todd, both art directors at Young &
Rubicam, N.Y., appointed art supervisors. Other Y&R appointments: Sylvia
Brofos, John Geyer, and John
O'Neill, named art directors.
• Margaret Fishbach, formerly institutional copywriter and copy chief for
Macys department store, N.Y., and,
prior to that, with Young & Rubicam,
to copy department, Doyle Dane Bernbach, N.Y.

R. C. CRISLER
& CO., inc.
Business Brokers Specializing in Television
and Radio Stations

Now... 4 offices to
better serve you. . .
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CINCINNATI, O.
Paul E. Wagner
Fifth Third Bank Bldg.
DUnbar 1-7775
WEST COAST
Lincoln Dellar & Co.
Santa Barbara, Calif.
WOodland 9-0770
OMAHA, NEB.
Paul R. Fry
P.O. Box 1733 (Benson)
TErrace 9455
NEW YORK
41 E. 42nd St.
MUr. Hill 7-8437

• June Cerf, formerly assistant copy
group head at J. Walter Thompson,
N.Y., to Norman, Craig & Kummel,
that city, as senior writer.
• Joseph L. Appalucci, formerly secretary-treasurer ofMackes and Taylor
Inc., Allentown, Pa. appointed production manager of Ritter-Lieberman Inc.,
advertising
that city. and public relations agency,
• Charles M. Marshall, formerly vp
and secretary of WSOC Charlotte, N.C.,
appointed vp of sales and client relations at Ayer and Gillett, that city.
• John Lamb of BBDO, Minneapolis
named governor of Advertising Federation of America eighth district, composed of AFA clubs in Minnesota,
Wisconsin and Dakotas. Other officers:
first It. gov., Marion Mills, Oscar
Mayer & Co., Madison, Wis.; second
It. gov., Richard White, Home Mutual
Ins. Co., Appleton, Wis. and secretarytreasurer, Jeanette Wiggs, Munsingwear Inc., Minneapolis.
• Roy Carl Baker, formerly project
director on research assignments for industrial and governmental clients at Applied Psychological Services, Wayne,
Pa., (consulting firm), to Institute for
Motivational Research, Croton-onHudson, N.Y., as research associate.
Other IMR research associate appointments: Berton Dulce, formerly counsellor for educational consultant firm,
Reading Services Inc., Greenwich,
Conn., and Patricia Osband, formerly
assistant director of consumer research
for Pharmaceuticals Inc.
• Robert M. Worcester, formerly
public relations director of Nebraska
Heart Assn., to Universal Adv., Omaha,
as assistant account executive.
• Ben Morris, actor on many network
tv shows, joins radio-tv department of
Lowe Runkle
Co., Oklahoma City advertising agency.
• Henry Zon, formerly director of research for Committee on Political Education, to Maurer, Schuebel & Fleisher,
Washington
advertising and public relations agency.
• Rodney W. Larson, tv copywriter at
Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, L.A.
to BBDO, that city, as tv and radio copy
supervisor, Morton J. Metzler Jr.
copy writer at BBDO, N.Y., transferred
to Los Angeles copy department.
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The Media
• Dan Weinig , account executive with
WINS New York
and previously eastern sales manager
of Storer Broadcasting Co., appointed
jl^^
ML ^BtoHH
general manager of
■LMr. mum
WPRO , .Provide
Weinig
A nce,
succeeding Ames
Brown, who resumes studies at Harvard Business School.
• Theodore Zaer, director of business
affairs for NBC Radio Network, N.Y.,
to NBC Telesales, that city, as manager.
• Bill Baxley, account executive with
KCOP (TV) Los Angeles, appointed
assistant to Amos T. Baron, director of
tv sales for broadcast division of Nafi
Corp. He will concentrate on coordinating sales activities of KCOP and
KPTV (TV) Portland, Ore., in San
Francisco with Petry Co., sales rep for
Nafi tv stations. Leslie H. Norins,
sales executive with NTA and formerly local sales manager of KTTV (TV)
Los Angeles, joins sales force of
KCOP.
• Arnold Johnson,
newly appointed general manager of
WWOL-AM-FM Buffalo, elected vp of
Radio Buffalo Inc. He
continues as manager. Harry M. Bitner Sr. elected chairMr. Johnson
man of board; Lester W. Lindow elected vp and treasurer; Melvin C. Green, president, and
Harry Ockershausen, secretary. Radio Buffalo's purchase of WWOL was
approved by FCC effective Oct. I. (See
Changing Hands, Sept. 21).
• George McCaughna, formerly in
charge of building maintenance, CBS
Radio, Hollywood, named director of
network operations there, reporting to
Davidson M. Vorhes (Week's Head-

liners, Oct. 5.) Frank Orth named
manager of CBS Radio technical operations and chief engineer of networkowned WCBS New York.
• Edward D. Podolinsky, manager of
Weed Television's St. Louis office since
last May, appointed sales manager of
company's Chicago office. Fred L. Edwards, manager of Weed's Dallas office
since July, advanced to manager of
St.
Louis office, succeeding Mr. Podolinsky.
• Bill Wippel, formerly sales manager of KOZE Lewiston, Idaho, to
KOFE Pullman, Wash., as part-owner
and sales manager.
° Marvin Rosenblatt, local sales
manager of WAVZ New Haven, Conn.,
appointed station manager. George
Phillips, news director, adds duties of
operations manager.
• Mort Gaffin, formerly new business
and promotion director of NBC Spot
Sales, N.Y., to RCA, that city, as special advertising and sales promotion
programs manager.
• William Rudd, program director of
KCUB Tucson, Ariz., adds duties of
station manager. Thelma Sees, formerly with KAJR, that city, and Sophie
Buckman, of KTAN there, join KCUB
as account executives.

3701 NICOLLET AVE.. MINNEAPOLIS 9. MINN.
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• James D. Bowden,
formerly vp and Chicago office manager
of John E. Pearson
Co., station representative, announces
opening of radio and
tv time sales com*
Mr. Bowden
bearing his
name inpanyMinneapolis
effective Oct. 5. Offices will be located
at 1102 Northwestern Bank Bldg. Mr.
Bowden was succeeded as midwest
manager at Pearson by Robert Flanigan (Broadcasting, Oct. 5).
• Stuart H. Barondess, formerly account executive with WNJR Newark,
N.J., named sales manager of WRAP
Norfolk, Va.
» Bob Larson, chief engineer
Gillette, Wyo., adds duties of
succeeding James Lambros,
signs. Roy Mapel, formerly
employe, joins KIML as air
ity and salesman.

of KIML
manager,
who repart-time
personal-

• Ray V. Hamilton, president of
Hamilton-Landis & Assoc. Inc., station
brokerage firm moves his headquarters

• William Horstman, commercial
production supervisor of WKRC-TV
Cincinnati, promoted to station operations director. Howard Bruns, director, succeeds him. Ted Bushelman,
floor director, named full-time director.
• Douglas N. Drown promoted from
announcer to program director Of
WTWN St. Johnsbury, Vt. Russell B.
Butler, formerly with WFMQ (FM)
Chicago, to WTWN as sales and production assistant.
• Richard
C.
Charles, assistant local sales manager of
KMTV (TV) Omaha,
promoted
to local
sales
manager.
By

forlVand
COMMERCIAL
STUDIOS
OVER 30 DESIGNS
and several sizes
PLASTIC BACKGROUNDS i
You can build 'at Low Cost
in your own Qtudiof
cut-out & Solid styles i
WRIT£,FOR^5JV
COMPLETE CATALOG
FOR YEARS A leading SUPPLIER
TO THE PHOTCKWAPHIC INDUSTRY

ager of school programs for WGBHTV Boston, educational tv station.

Mr. Charles

WTHt-TV offers the
lowest cost per thousand of
all Indiana TV stations!

One hundred and eleven national
and regional spot advertisers
know that the Terre Haute
market is not covered
effectively by outside TV

error, he was identified as Richard Harris
in Broadcasting, Sept. 28.

• Paul A. Brisette Jr. named local
sales manager of WWLP (TV) Springfield, Mass.
• Michael J. Ambrosino, formerly
executive producer of 21 -Inch Classroom, in-school tv project, named man-

WTHI-TV
CHANNEL lO • CBS— ABC
TERRE
HAUTE
INDIANA
Represented Nationally
by Boiling Co.
10S

from Chicago to Washington. Address:
1737 DeSales St., N.W. Richard A.
Shaheen is now in charge of Chicago
office.
• George A. Mayoral, vp and general manager of WJMR New Orleans,
named metropolitan market number of
Mutual Affiliates Advisory Committee.
• John Cohan of KSBW Salinas and
Floyd Farr of KEEN San Jose, both
California, nominated as candidates for
District 15 seat on NAB's radio board.
Special election is being held to fill
vacancy arising from resignation of
Joe D. Carroll, Marysville, Calif. District 15 is comprised of northern California, Nevada and Hawaii.
• Paul Jonas, 62, sports director of
NBC Radio since 1955 and earlier
with MBS in similar capacity for 13
years, died following heart attack in
Chicago, Oct. 7, while making preparations for network's coverage of World
Series. Mr. Jonas is credited with having persuaded Baseball Comr. A. B.
(Happy) Chandler in 1945 to sell
rights to World Series and All-Star
Game to highest bidder, with proceeds
to accrue to baseball players' pension
fund (up to this point, networks were
permitted to cover games as news
events without payment for rights).
• Charles H. Caldwell, formerly
program director of WJPS Evansville,

Ind., to WSIX Nashville, Tenn., as
assistant manager.
• Ron Burton promoted from air personality to program director of WKTF
Warrenton, Va.
• Raymond Katz resigns as associate
director of WMGM New York, to
devote full time to his partnership in
personal
management firm of DugromKatz Assoc.
• Gordon Hawkins
retires as continuity
acceptance director of
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., N.Y.,
after 25 years of service with company. His
contributions to field
Mr. Hawkins
of educational programming have included establishment of broadcasting
summer school for teachers which ran
from 1942-49 and direction of WBC
team that gave full radio-tv coverage
to President's White House Conference
on Education in 1955. He is succeeded
by Geraldine H. McKenna, formerly
assistant to president of Concert Network.
• William Y. Cartwright, announcer
with WMNS Olean, appointed program
director of WRNY Rome, both New
York. Both are Merriman Group stations.

• Sherm Brodey, afternoon news editor of WIBX Utica, named news director of WRNY Rome, both New York.
Tim Ahlstrom succeeds him.
• R. L. Fjellman, formerly marketing
brand manager of Pillsbury Co., Minneapolis, named commercial manager of
KWKY Des Moines, Iowa, (formerly
KWDM). James W. Ramsburg, formerly production supervisor of WDGY
Minneapolis,
appointed
KWKY's
operations manager.
New air
personalities
there are: Lee (Doc) Lemon from
KIOA; Don Bell and Glen Goodwin
from KSO; Peter Rabbit and Curt
Palmer from KWDM, all Des Moines;
Skip Nelson from KASI Ames, Iowa,
and Chuck Olsen from WBAY Green
Bay, Wis. Mary Jane Anderson of
KIOA and James Carlson of KWDM
join KWKY's sales staff.
o George Smith re-elected
year term as president of
Assn. of Broadcast Employes
nicians (NABET). James

to threeNational
& TechGreene,

president
union's
51 inGene
San
Francisco, ofelected
vp, Local
succeeding
Klumpp. Office of executive vp has
bzen eliminated, with Mr. Smith assuming greater responsibilities.
• Leonard Gumley, formerly manager of CBS Grand Central studio,
N.Y., joins WNTA Newark, N.J., as
director of operations in New York.
• Paul Mills moves from news staff
of WMBR-AM-FM Jacksonville, Fla.,
to that of WWDC-AM-FM Washington.
• Lester Dinoff, formerly director of
pr and exploitation for WMGM New
York, to WABC-TV, that city, as director of publicity and pr.
• George W. (Bill)

MIDWEST VHP TELEVISION— in first 75 market—
250 000 TV homes. Profit between $275,000.00 and
$300,000.00
will handle. annually. Price $1,800,000— $700,000 down
It is estimated that exprienced TV operator can
cash in for over $1,000,000.00 profit in three year
period.

Givens, program director and air personality of WORL Boston, manager.
promoted Heto was
station
Mr. Givens

formerlyrectormusical
diand executive
that
city. of WBZ,
producer

• John McCrory, formerly with sales
staff of WCBS-TV New York, to CBSTV Spot Sales, Chicago, as account
executive.
HAMILTDN-LANDIS
S. ASSOCIATES. Inc.
BROKERS • RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS • NEWSPAPERS

DALLAS
CHICAGO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Ray V. Hamilton Richard A. Shaheen DeWitt 'Judge' Landis
1737 DeSales St. N.W. 1714 Tribune Tower 1511 Bryan Street
Executive 3-3456 DEIaware 7-2754 Riverside 8-1175
NATIONWIDE
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(FATES & FORTUNES)

•

NEGOTIATIONS

•

FINANCING

SAN FRANCISCO
John F. Hardesty
111 Sutter Street
EXbrook 2-5671

• APPRAISALS

• Bruce Dennis, program manager of
of WGN Chicago, elected president of
Illinois Broadcasters Assn. for 1960,
succeeding R. Karl Baker, vp and
general manager of WLDS Jacksonville.
Other officers: William Holm, general manager of WLPO LaSalle, vp; M.
H. Stuckwish, general manager of
WSOY Decatur, secretary-treasurer (reelected); Thomas S. Land, co-owner
and general manager, WFIW Fairfield,
BROADCASTING, October 12, 1959

director for three-year term, and Vernon Nolte, executive vp and general
manager of WJBC Bloomington and
immediate past vp of IBA, director for
one
term. year to fill Mr. Dennis' unexpired
• Gordon Sanders, formerly with
KRLD-AM-FM-TV Dallas, appointed
director of news with KMGM Albuquerque.
• John Boler of KXJB Fargo elected
president of North Dakota Broadcasters
Assn., succeeding Bob Ingstad, of
KOVC Valley City who remains on
board. Other officers: Dick Johnson of
KBOM Mandan, vp; Leslie Maupin of
KLPM Minot re-elected secretary treasurer. New board members are: Chuck
Scofield of KEYZ Williston and Bert
Wick of KDLR Devils Lake.
• Bill Keys, sportscaster with KOBAM-TV Albuquerque and public relations director for Ruidoso Downs, New
Mexico race track, joins Clarke Brown
Co., Dallas, southern regional radio-tv
rep.
• Mark Ahmann, sports director of
KSUD Fairmont, Minn., to KTIV (TV)
Sioux City, Iowa, in similar capacity.
• Dave Beeman, formerly national advertising promotion manager, of Port
Arthur (Tex.) News, to sales staff of
KFDM-TV Beaumont, Tex.
• Ronald W. Philips, sales manager
of WBOF Virginia Beach, to local sales
department of WTAR-TV Norfolk,
both Virginia.
• Arch Andrews, air personality and
head of production department of
KICN Denver, adds post of operations
manager.
• Randall Gover, previously news director of WWL-TV New Orleans, to
KMOX-TV St. Louis as newscaster,
succeeding Roger Grimsby, who goes
to Columbia U., N.Y. on CBS News
fellowship. Mr. Gover has just completed similar grant. Marc Karson,
associate professor of government at
Southern Illinois U., Carbondale, signed
for People & Politics series over
KMOX-TV.
• Nancy Purvis, Miss Florida of 1959,
to WTRL Bradenton, Fla., as air personality.
• Dick McGrath joins WSVA-AMFM-TV Harrisonburg, Va., as air personality.
• Taylor Grant, commentator, and
Barnard L. Sackett, drama critic, join
WIP-AM-FM Philadelphia.
• K. Layton Miller has joined radio
sales staff in Dallas of The Katz
Agency, station rep.
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NAB

committee

Robert D. Swezey, WDSUAM-TV New Orleans, has been
named chairman of the 1959-60
Freedom of Information Committee by NAB President Harold E.
Fellows. Frank P. Fogarty,
WOW-AM-TV Omaha, was named chairman of a subcommittee
preparing a manual on coverage
techniques.
Serving on the committee besides Messrs. Swezey and Fogarty
are Campbell Arnoux, WTARAM-TV Norfolk, Va.; David
Brinkley, NBC, for Radio-Television Correspondents Assn.;
John C. Daly, ABC; Richard O.
Dunning, KHQ - AM - TV Spokane, Wash.; John S. Hayes,
Washington Post Broadcast Div.;
Alex Keese, WFAA-AM-TV
Dallas; Theodore F. Koop, CBS,
for Radio-Television News Directors Assn.; Daniel W. Kops,
WAVZ New Haven, Conn.; William MgAndrew, NBC; Stephen J. McCormick, MBS; August C. Meyer, WCIA (TV)
Champaign, 111.; Sig Mickelson,
CBS News; David C. Moore,
Transcontinent Television Corp.;
D. L. Provost, Hearst Corp.;
Weston C. Pullen, Time Inc.;
Robert M. Purcell, KFWB Los
Angeles, and James W. Woodruff Jr., WRBL-AM-TV Columbus, Ga. Messrs. Brinkley, Koop
and Pullen serve on the Fogarty
subcommittee.
• Eugene Stockinger, graduate of
Northwest Schools, Portland, Ore., joins
KOKH-TV Oklahoma City. Other
Northwestern graduates' appointments:
Burrell M. Shaw to KPAN Hereford, Tex., as announcer; David W.
Woodward to film department of
KFBB-TV Great Falls, Mont.; Irving
J. Rovang to KMUS Muskogee, Okla.,
as announcer; Jack Anderson to
KHSL Chico, Calif., as air personality;
Paul Blanchard to KVAR (TV)
Phoenix-Mesa, Ariz.
• Ron Richards, news director of
KYSS Missoula, Mont., to news staff
of KREM Spokane, Wash.
• Doc Dooley, air personality, moves
from KOWH Omaha to WOKY Milwaukee.
• E. J. (Bobby) Alderson joins sales
staff of WDVA Danville, Va.
» Arthur H. Streich, formerly general manager of National Electronics
Conference Inc., Chicago, and Raymond C. Johnson, with sales staff of
KSTP-TV St. Paul-Minneapolis, join

Statement Required by the Act of
August 24, 1912, as Amended by
the Acts of March 3, 1933, and
July 2, 1946 (Title 39, United States
Code, Section 233) Showing the
Ownership, Management, and Circulation of Broadcasting, published
weekly at Washington, D.C., for
September 28, 1959.
1. The names and addresses of the publisher,
editor, managing editor, and general manager are:
Publisher and Editor — Sol Taishoff, Washington, D. C.
Md.Managing Editor — Edwin H. James, Bethesda,
General
Chase,
Md. Manager — Maurice H. Long, Chevy
2. The owner is : (If owned by a corporation,
its name and address must be stated and also
immediately thereunder the names and addresses
of stockholders owning or holding 1 percent or
more of total amount of stock. If not owned by
a corporation, the names and addresses of the
individual owners must be given. If owned by a
partnership or other unincorporated firm its name
and
address,
as that of each individual
member,
must asbewell
given.)
Broadcasting Publications, Inc., Washington,
D. C ; Sol Taishoff, Washington, D. C. ; Betty
Tash Taishoff, Washington, D. C.
3. The known bondholders, mortgagees, and
other cent security
owning of orbonds,
holding
1 peror more of holders
total amount
mortgages,
or other securities are: (If there are none, so
state.) None.
Paragraphs or
2 and
3 include,
cases where
the4. stockholder
security
holder inappears
upon
the books of the company as trustee or in any
other fiduciary relation, the name of the person
or corporation for whom such trustee is acting ;
also the statements in the two paragraphs show
the affiant's full
as tostockthe
circumstances
and knowledge
conditions and
underbelief
which
holders and security holders who do not appear
upon the books of the company as trustees, hold
stock
securities
in a capacity other than
that ofanda bona
fide owner.
5. The average number of copies of each
issue of this publication sold or distributed,
through the mails or otherwise, to paid
subscribers during the 12 months preceding
the date shown above was: 21,236.
Maurice H. Long
Vice President and General Manager
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 7th
day of October, 1959.
Mary Jo Freeh ill
Notary Public
(Seal)
(My commission expires April 14, 1960)
. . . about paid circulation
The surest barometer of the reader acceptance of any publication is its paid circulation. People read business and trade
papers for news and ideas that will help
them in their jobs, not for entertainment.
The purchase of a subscription immediately establishes a contractual relationship
between the subscriber and the publisher.
The subscriber buys the publication and
anticipates news and features to keep him
abreast of developments in his own business. He expects the publication to reach
him regularly throughout the subscription
year. If reader interest is not maintained,
paid circulation is directly affected.
Broadcasting for the past 12 months
averaged a paid weekly circulation of
21,236 (as sworn above in the ownership
statement). This is the largest paid circulation in the vertical radio-tv publication
field as confirmed by Audit Bureau of
Circulations. Incidentally only Broadcasting in its field qualifies for ABC membertion. ship since the pre-requisite is paid circulaThat's why the intelligent advertiser always chooses Broadcasting as his basic
promotional medium in the radio-tv trade
field. He knows paid circulation is a true
reflection of the publication's value.
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sales staff of WTCN
Paul.

Minneapolis-St.

• Dan Ronald, formerly air personality
with WEBC Duluth, Minn., to news
staff of KDWB (formerly WISK) Minneapolis-St. Paul.
• Boots Bell, air personality, moves
from WBUZ Fredonia, N.Y., to WHOT
Youngstown, Ohio.
• William Bode joins KOIL Omaha
as account executive.
• Ernie Simon joins WKAT
Fla., as air personality.

Miami,

Programming
• O. H. Cheses elected president of
Trans Radio Productions, Boston, producer of tv commercials, radio recordings and political, educational and documentary films. Donald Stuart Berman elected assistant treasurer; Carroll E. Spinney and Gunter Pfaff
to board of directors.
• Joe Porter, previously with NTA
Films and ABC Film Syndication, appointed southeastern sales representative of Crosby/Brown Productions Inc.,
L.A., with headquarters in Atlanta.
Karl von Shallern, formerly with
Screen Gems, Gross-Krasne and MCA,
named midwestern sales manager of
Crosby/Brown. He will headquarter in
Chicago.
• Michael Kraft, formerly head of
own advertising agency and, prior to
that, account executive at Ruthrauff &
Ryan, joins Wilbur Streech Productions, N.Y., as vp for marketing and
sales.
• Carl A. Russell, formerly with regional sales staff of Ziv Television
Programs Inc., to Independent Television Corp., Chicago, as manager of regional sales for entire country.
• Robert M. Barron, formerly senior
assistant to broadcast services director
of General Foods, White Plains, N.Y.,
to sales staff of Videotape Productions
of New York.

• Theodore W. Galanter, 45, director of public relations for Hanna and
Barbara Productions L.A., (tv cartoons), and assistant to George Sidney,
producer-director with Columbia Pictures Corp. and H & B president, died
Oct. 6 following heart attack.
• Bill Schwartau, formerly sound engineer for some of Leonard Bernstein's
symphonic recordings, joins Music
Makers Inc., N.Y. (radio-tv music for
jingles and commercials), as production department head.
• Mike Elliot, previously with Musicraft Records, N.Y., named general
manager of Allied Record Distributing
Co., Hollywood.
Equipment & Engineering
• Henry Lehne, vp and general manager of Sylvania Electronic Systems,
Waltham, Mass., assumes over-all responsibility for that division, concurrent
with his election as senior vp of Sylvania Electric Products, Inc., N.Y.
• Charles A.
Nichols, formerly vp

Mr. Nichols

in charge of engineering with Hoffman
Electronic Corp., consumer products division, L.A., named engineering manager of
Conrac
dora, Calif.Inc., Glen-

• Noah Dietrich, financial associate
of Howard Hughes in management of
various Hughes enterprises, who joined
board of Houston Fearless Corp. L.A.
in August, elected chairman. He succeeds Richard Woike, who remains
board member and chairman of executive committee.
• Einar Brofos, 76, retired vp of International Standard Electric Corp.,
subsidiary of International Telephone
and Telegraph Corp., died last week
at his Great Barrington, Mass., home.
He introduced first complete radio station to Scandinavian countries at Oslo,
Norway, in 1922.

•Wells R. Chapin, previously chief
engineer of WIL St. Louis and field
engineer with Raytheon Co., Waltham,
Mass., named to new post of manager
of marketing for Dage Television Div.,
Thompson Ramo Wooldridee Inc.,
Michigan City, Ind.
• John Worschak, formerly with commercial service staff of General Electric
Electronic Tube Div., Clifton, N.J.,
transfers to Newtonville, Mass., as district sales manager for New England.
• Charles H. Donahue Jr. appointed
advertising manager of Orr Industries
Inc., Opelika, Ala., manufacturer of
Irish magnetic recording tape.
• Edward J. Keenan, formerly director of Franklin Institute, Rochester,
N.Y., school specializing in home study
preparation for Federal Civil Service
examinations, joins RCA Institutes,
N.Y., as director of home study, with
responsibility for RCA courses which
train students in electronic fundamentals, tv servicing, color tv and electronics for automation.
Government
• John E. Doane, 47, attorney-engineer
in Rules & Standards Div., FCC's
Broadcast Bureau, died Oct. 5 following heart attack at Federal Communications Bar Assn. outing at Manor
Country Club, Md. Mr. Doane joined
FCC as radio inspector in 1940, was
engineering assistant to former Comr.
Richard A. Mack.
International
• Bernard F. Trotter, formerly Canadian Broadcasting Corp. representative at United Nations and CBC European correspondent in London, England, named assistant supervisor of talks
and public affairs department, Toronto.
He succeeds D. Hugh Gillis, who resigned from CBC to be chairman of
division of communication arts at Boston U.
• William T. Murchie, formerly general manager of Marshalls Co. Ltd.,
Toronto, (wholesale food distributor
and sales agent) elected vp and general
manager of Pet Milk Co. (Canada),
succeeding Lawrence E. Killoren.
• W. A. Smith, formerly merchandising manager of CFCN Calgary, Alta.,
named promotion director of CHABAM-TV Moose Jaw, Sask.
• John W. Mackey, formerly director
of continuity of CKFH Toronto, to
radio-tv continuity department of
Brooks Adv. Ltd., Toronto.
• Doug Fraser, announcer of CKFH
Toronto, to CJKL Kirkland Lake, Ont.,
in similar capacity.
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FANFARE

JUST
AROUND
THE
CORNER
(could be YOUR corner!)
A HAZARD THAT
NEVER SLEEPSthe accusation of
LIBEL— SLANDER
PIRACY- PLAGIARISM
INVASION OF PRIVACY
COPYRIGHT VIOLATION
Directed at Station, Staff,
Speaker, Talent, Sponsor

Photo finish • Tom Killiliea (second from 1), Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli;
and Bob Wesson (second from r), Miller, MacKay, Hoeck & Hartung, tied
for first place in a market data contest presented in Seattle, Wash., by the
California-Oregon Tv Trio. (KIEM-TV Eureka, Calif.; KOTI-TV Klamath
Falls, and KBES-TV Medford, both Oregon). Prize was a Philco portable,
battery-operated transistorized tv set. To take care of the unexpected tie,
another set was ordered. Making the presentation are Jerry Poulos (1) and
Don Telford (r). The contest consisted of lists of market rankings in terms
of population, retail sales, buying income and other categories. Timebuyers and media people were asked to pin-point the spots where they
thought the California-Oregon Tv Trio market area would fall.
PEOPLE

TO

Magazines
plan

pushed

PEOPLE

for Asians
by KNXT

A "do-it-yourself" information campaign between Americans and Asians
is being promoted by KNXT (TV) Los
Angeles.
The unusual enterprise — "Magazines
for Asians" — began a year ago when
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Mayers of Los
Angeles made a tour of Southeast
Asia. They were "appalled" at the
shortage of American periodicals,
which were extremely expensive, when
available, compared to the numerous inexpensive quality magazines from Russia and Red China.
After returning to America, Mrs.
Mayers took matters into her own
hands. She wrote a letter to an Indonesian newspaper, offering to send her
magazines to any reader writing her.
Only anticipating a few replies, she
received an unexpected 2,000 requests.
Seeks Public Aid * Unable to handle
the deluge, Mrs. Mayers appeared on
KNXT's weekly Cavalcade of Books
to appeal for help from the public.
Since her KNXT appearance, the
station has aired promotional announcements (four a day for one
month), and run newspaper ads.
To date more than 15,000 Southern
BROADCASTING, October 12, 1959

Californians have fulfilled the requests
of as many Southeast Asian writers.
KNXT also wrote letters to 100
Asian newspapers explaining how their
readers might get free American magazines by writing to Mrs. Mayer. After
this, Mrs. Mayer's mailbox began overrunning with 600 letters per day from
Southeast Asia.
International Friendships • Included
in the mail were letters from 50 schools
requesting contacts with similar classes
in American schools.
Requests for magazines have been received from Borneo, Burma, Cambodia,
Ceylon, Formosa, Hong Kong, India,
Indonesia, Macao, Malaya, Singapore,
Thailand, Vietnam, Dutch New Guinea,
Pakistan, the Philippines, and Korea.
But, the exchange of correspondence
hasn't stopped with just magazines. Numerous warm friendships are being built
through the mail as U.S. citizens present
the true picture of America and Americans to new-found Asian friends.
Best

ad-libber

gets Trig award
Doug Pledger, KNBC San Francisco,
personality has been named the "Trig
Radio Salesman of the Year." According to Bristol-Myers Co., and its
agency, BBDO, Mr. Pledger did the
best ad-libbing for the men's deodorant
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and hold possible Dollar Loss
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Learn about our UNIQUE
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which does the job
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This four-leaf clover
is worth looking over!

from copy points provided in a national campaign that ran on 180 radio
stations in 40 markets last summer.
Mr. Pledger was awarded $500 for
his efforts.
Honorable mentions went to Joe
Patrick, KFAB Omaha; Jack Gale,
WITH Baltimore; Phil Sheridan, WFIL
Philadelphia; Pat Chambers, WDAE
Tampa, Fla.; Bill Edwardsen, WGY
Schenectady; Bob Bacon and Dick Fay,
WDRC Hartford, Conn.; John Lascelles, WGR Buffalo; Bill Jenkins, WIL
St. Louis; Chuck Philipps, WEMP Milwaukee, and Bill Cordair, WICC
Bridgeport, Conn.
Self imposed exile

MISSOURI'S 3rd TV MARKET
151,400 TV HOMES*
Lucky KODE-TV, Joplin, Mo, is 28% taller, 29%
more powerful than the nearest competition.
And KODE-TV covers: • a 4 state area • 151,400
TV Homes • 669,800 people with $776,919,000
buying power.
KODE-TV
CHANNEL 12
JOPLIN, MISSOURI CBS-ABC
Rep. by Avery-Knodel • A member of the Friendly Group
me
*TV Mag, June '59

.HOWARD E. STARK,
Brokers and Financial
Consultants
Television
Radio

Stations

Public service pays off
San Francisco Bay area stations received ashock recently when they received a "thank you" gift from the
Northern California Tv-Radio Council
for Tuberculosis Education. The gift
was the free services for one month of
the council's tv and radio director, Bev
Scoble Hughes, as vacation relief.
The versatile lady offered her eighthour day to any radio-tv station in any
department from secretarial, to production, sales, publicity, traffic, switchboard, music library and directing.
Why the thanks from the TB Council? Simple.
Bevgenerous
Hughes' inowngiving
words:
"You've
beenIn so
us
time on your station — we want to give
you some of my time."
CBS-TV's amateur reporters
Women from each state of the U.S.
and the District of Columbia participated in the second annual CBS-TV
Daytime Televisit Week. The project,
which was designed to focus attention
on the network's daytime schedule and
personalities, had 51 women visit New
York and Hollywood. They were chosen
by their local CBS-TV stations and a
local newspaper to serve as non-professional correspondents for the week.
The filed stories each evening, by teletype of the program viewed in rehearsal,
personalities interviewed, CBS-TV installations visited and the sights they saw
in New York and Hollywood.

Stations

50 East 58th Street
New York 2 2, N.Y. ELdorado 5-0405
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In the Radio-TV Publishing Field
only BROADCASTING is a
member of Audit Bureau of
Circulations and Associated
Business Publications
HO (FANFARE)

A disc jockey and his three teenage
children recently confined themselves to
an atomic fallout shelter for seven days
and nights. They proved to listeners of
KALL Salt Lake City, that life inside
the shelter, although not pleasant, could
be bearable and even interesting.
During their voluntary exile, Flo
Winewriter and his three children, Terry
(15), Susan (14) and John (12) existed on
emergency food supplies recommended
by Utah Civil Defense officials.
The fallout shelter was located in a
display at the Utah State Fair. Fair officials rated KALL's display the most
popular exhibit of the fair. In a phone
call, Leo Hoegh, national director of
Civil Defense, thanked the Winewriters
for "proving to the country the need for
home Atomic Fallout Shelters and demonstrating their practicability."
Upon emerging from their shelter, the
Winewriter clan's first requests were for
a cold glass of milk, a hot bath and a
good night's sleep in a comfortable bed.

blankets, electric percolators, etc.).
Other winners in each game are awarded
desk pen sets.
Within the first 24 hours of the contest, there were more than 40 winners.

Washingtonians

'on the air'

Public response to a new game, "Dial
Your Voice," has been so heavy that
WWDC Washington, D.C., has set up
special facilities and additional space.
Ten operators and three recording
technicians, employed through the
"Hire the Handicapped" program are
needed to handle calls from listeners
eager to hear their voices on the air, as
well as hopeful of winning one Of 3,300
weekly prizes.
Listeners call a special WWDC phone
number and record the message
"WWDC is my favorite station." They
then give the operator their name and
address. Every half-hour, 24 hours each
day, WWDC airs 10 recorded messages,
omitting names and addresses. Listeners
who hear their own voices then call another special WWDC number. The first
listener identifying his voice in each
half-hour game wins a major prize
(transistor radios, clock radios, electric

# Drumbeats
Old radios never die • As a community service project, WPEN Philadelphia asked its listeners to send old radios
to the Philadelphia Working Home for
the Blind, where blind workers will repair them and find new homes for the
instruments. Within three days, officials
at the Blind Home asked WPEN to discontinue their announcements. They
had been swamped with sets ranging
from models of the late '20's to present
day portables.
Minute men • The old saying, "Brevity
is the soul of wit" has been reworded to
read "Brevity is the start of sales" by
KBON Omaha, Neb. Account executives are now equipped with threeminute egg timers. When calling on
clients, they walk in, put the timer down
and promise to be through their story
before the sand runs out. Omaha businessmen apparently enjoy the brevity, as
BROADCASTING, October 12, 1959

WVUE

(TV). Mayor Schiro's proclamation pointed out Bourbon St. as one
of
Orleans' greatest tourist assets
and New
attractions.

A chart for agency buyers • Three agency executives look over fall programming chart prepared by KTLA (TV) Los Angeles for its special presentation in New York late last month. L to r: Richard Jolliffe. KTLA's
general manager; Peter M. Bardach, senior media buyer at Foote, Cone &
Belding; Len Tarcher, account executive-associate media director, Lennen
& Newell; Albert Skolnick. media supervisor for Ted Bates; Lon King,
assistant vice president, tv research-promotion at Peters, Griffin, Woodward,
KTLAs representative.
sales have increased since KBON started
sending out its "Three-Minute Men.'"
Sing along • KOIL Omaha listeners
have been asked to write in 25 words or

less, why they would like ""to sing along"
with Alvin and the Chipmunks, of recording fame. The winner will be invited
to KOIL's studios to sing along with the
Chipmunks, and will receive a recording
of his accomplishment.
Music hour • An appreciation of classical music by school students, is being
promoted by WINF Manchester. Conn.,
and 15 public school systems. An hourlong Sunday afternoon presentation
features former concert pianist John
Gruber. A weekly essay contest, to be
writtenfers about
that week's
program,
ofrecord albums
to three
winners
chosen for each contest.

Help wanted • A daily one-minute
public service program on KDAL Duluth, Minn., the Work Sheet, which offers employment opportunities from the
local state employment office, has been
so successful that the employment office
has stopped using newspaper classified
columns. According to KDAL. usually
just one or two announcements will fill
the job.
D.j. for a day • Mayor George Christopher of San Francisco, turned disc
jockey on KSFO recently to plug the
opening of the local Area Crusade (fund
raising campaign). The mayor was the
first of several KSFO "Good Guys" who
appeared on the station to promote the
united charity drive.
Whereas and therefore • In recognition of ABC-TV's new adventure series
BROADCASTING, October 12, 1959

Bourbon Street Beat, which has a New
Orleans locale. Victor H. Schiro, acting
mayor of that city, proclaimed last Monday (Oct. 5) as "Bourbon Street Day."
The hour-long series, which had its network debut Oct. 5, is seen locally on

NEMS

Voters register • The location of neighborhood registration booths and general
voting requirements were given to approximately 800 Clevelanders who
called KYW-AM-TV there, at the invitation of station personalities and
newscasters. The telephone inquiries
were answered by the County League
of Women Voters. League spokesmen
stated twice the number of calls were
received this year as last, when the
league used its own phones and had
publicity on all local radio-tv stations
and in the press. The only promotion
for thisstations.
year's effort was that of the
KYW
Accent on Creativity • Series of creative panel presentations highlighted a
business workshop meeting of the Mutual Advertising Agency Network in
Chicago Sept. 17-19. Because of lack
of radio-tv entries from some 20-member agencies in network, awards were
limited to print classifications. The
meeting was presided over by Fran
Faber, Faber Adv., Minneapolis, as
MAAN president. Network members
comprise agencies in sub-$2 million billings bracket. Next meeting is set for
February in Chicago.

• CLARKE

Type TRC-1
TV Color
Rebroadcast
Receiver
The Type TRC-1 Color Rebroadcast Receiver has been designed specifically to
meet the requirements for a high-quality receiver for use in direct pickup and
rebroadcast of black and white and color signals.
SPECIFIC ATIONS
Distortion...., Less than \%
VIDEO CHANNEL
Noise level _.
50 db below -j-0 dbm
Output terminal 75 ohms, coaxial
SYNC CHANNEL
Level Adjustable up to approximately
I
volt,
peak to peak
Output
connection
75 ohms,
Output level _ 3 volts,
peak tocoaxial
peak
Polarity. Sync negative
Polarity
Negative
Frequency response
To 4.2 mc
MISCELLANEOUS
SOUND CHANNEL
Gain control Manual or keyed automatic
System
(not 0intercarrier)
RF input connection 75 ohms, coaxial
Output level Separate
AdjustableIF from
to 18 dbm
Crystal controlled R.F andEmployed
maximum
Output impedance balanced
600 ohms ororunbalanced
150 ohms,
unattendedfor operation
Power
supply.
Self-contained
Frequency response
30
to
15,000
cycles
with
Power requirements .117 volts, 60 cycles, 150 watts
standard 75-u sec de-emphasis
T_i .A. IR, KI £3 COMPANY
SILVER SPRING. MARYLAND
JUNIPER 5-1QOO
ni

FOR
Station

THE

RECORD

Authorizations, Applications
As Compiled by Broadcasting

Sept. 30 through Oct. 5. Includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing cases, rules & standards changes
and routine roundup.
North Wilkesboro, and WATA Boone, both
Abbreviations:
North Carolina. Ann. Oct. 5.
Bath, N.Y.— Bath Bcstg. Co. 1380 kc, 500
DA — directional antenna, cp — construction
w. P.O. address Box 117, Corning, N. Y.
permit. ERP — effective radiated power, vhf Estimated
construction cost $20,495, first
— very high frequency, uhf — ultra high fre- year operating
cost $25,150, revenue $36,000.
quency,
ant.
—
antenna,
aur.
—
aural,
vis.
—
Applicants
are Paul E. Carpenter, Robert
visual, kw — kilowatts, w — watts, mc — megaShaddock and Warren Stiker, 33y3%
cycles. —D day. N — night. LS — local sunset, W.
each. Mr. Carpenter is commercial manager
mod. — modification, trans. — transmitter, unl. and
24.9% owner of WCBA Corning, N.Y.
— unlimited hours, kc — kilocycles. SCA —
Mr.
Shaddock also has 24.9% interest and is
subsidiary communications authorization.
station
manager
program business.
director there.
SSA — special service authorization. STA —
Stiker
is in and
automobile
Ann.
special temporary authorization. SH — speci- Mr.
Oct. 2.
fied hours. * — educational. Ann. Announced.
Deerfield, Va.— Deerfield Bcstg. Co. 1150
kc, 1 kw D. P.O. address % David G. HendExisting Tv Stations
ricks, Boxstruction
88, costRed
Lion, first
Pa. year
Estimated
con$19,188,
operating
ACTION BY FCC
cost $20,580, revenue $29,000. Applicants are
Robert W. Neilson, David G. Hendricks,
WVUEof temporary
(TV) New authorization
Orleans, La. —onGranted
mod.
ch. 13 Ralph O. Hamilton and John H. Norris, all
to increase ERP to 20.4 dbk (110 kw) vis. 25%
each. Mr. Neilson is manager of WGCB
and 17.5 dbk (56.2 kw) aur., using DA, with
Red Lion, Pa. Mr. Hendricks is employe of
ant. height 240 ft. Ann. Sept. 30.
that station. Mr. Norris is general manager
of WGCB.
is in freight busiCALL, LETTERS ASSIGNED
ness. Ann. Mr.
Oct. Hamilton
5.
*KRET-TV Dallas (Richardson), Tex.—
Richardson Independent School District.
Existing Am Stations
APPLICATIONS
Translator
WTCB Flomaton, Ala. — Cp to increase
ACTIONS BY FCC
power from 500 w to 1 kw and install new
Tele-Video UHF Bcstrs., Prescott, Ariz. —
trans. (990 kc). Ann. Oct. 1.
Granted cp for new tv translator station on
WGBG Greensboro, N.C. — Cp to increase
ch. 70 to translate programs of KPHO-TV
daytime
to 1 kw
(ch. 5) Phoenix. Ann. Sept. 30.
stall newpower
trans. from
(1400 250
kc).w Ann.
Oct. and
5. inDurango
Tv
Translator,
Durango,
Colo.
—
Granted cp for new tv translator station on
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
ch. 70 to translate programs of KOAT-TV
KADL Pine Bluff, Ark. — Jefferson County
(ch. 7) Albuquerque, N.M. Ann. Sept. 30.
Bcstg. Co.
KUPD Tempe, Ariz. — Tri - State Inc.
New Am Stations
Changed from KTMP.
KKAR Pomona, Calif. — Intrastate Bcstrs.
ACTION BY FCC
WAMR Venice, Fla. — Venice - Nokomis
Bcstg. Co. Changed from WDMR.
Presque
Isle,
Me.
—
Presque
Isle
Radio
Co.
Granted 1390 kc, 5 kw unl. P.O. address 31
WOWI New Albany, Ind.— Ohio Valley
Bcstg. Inc. Changed from WLRP.
Dudley St.,
conWADO
N.Y.—from
Bartell
struction Presque
cost $24,950, Isle.
first Estimated
year operating
New
York New
Inc. York,
Changed
WOV.Bcstrs. of
cost
$65,000, revenue
KJAM Madison, S.D.— Madison Bcstg. Co.
rier, publisher,
is owner.$96,000.
Ann. Edward
Sept. 30. PerKBYP Shamrock, Tex. — Shamrock Texas
APPLICATIONS
Bcstg. Co. Changed from KEVA.
KXEN Festus - St. Louis, Mo. — Garrett
Sierra Vista, Ariz. — Richard D. Grand
Bcstg. Co. Changed from KJCF.
1470 kc, 5 kw D. P.O. address Box 5491 TucHenderson, Tex. — Henderson Bcstg.
son, Ariz. Estimated construction cost $23,- Co.KGRI
Changed from KJAT.
987, first year operating cost $24,000, revenue
$33,000. Applicant is lawyer. Ann. Oct. 5.
Boca Raton, Fla. — Thompson Cassel, 740 kc
New Fm Stations
500 w D. P.O. address Box 501, Gainesville,
Fla. Estimated construction cost $14,500, first
ACTION BY FCC
year operating cost $54,000, revenue $66,000.
Park Forest, 111. — Rich Township High
Mr. Cassel,
sole
owner,
has
numerous
broadcast interests, primarily in New York and
School. Granted *88.1 mc, 10 w. P.O. address
Pennsylvania. Ann. Oct. 5.
Walter
E. Hunter, construction
Sauk Trail cost
and $2,400,
WestSt. Estimated
Taylorsville, N.C. — Robert B. Brown 1570 %wood
first year operating cost $100. Ann. Sept. 30.
kc, 500 w D. P.O. address North Wilkesboro,
N.C.yearEstimated
$17,APPLICATIONS
925, first
operatingconstruction
cost $30,000, cost
revenue
Media, Pa. — Brandywine Bcstg. Corp. 100.3
$35,000.
Applicant
is
program-news
director
of Wilkes Bcstg. Co. Inc., licensee of WKBC
mc, 2.738 kw. P.O. address 315 North Bow-
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1625 Eye Street, N.W.
District 7-8531

man Ave., Merion Station, Pa. Estimated
construction cost $9,152, first year operating
cost $15,000, revenue $17,500. Principals are
M. John Boyd (13.48%), Joseph Seitchik
and Alva R. Hopkins, 11.22% each. Mr. Boyd
is chairman of biological chemistry at
Hahnemann Medical College and Hospital,
Philadelphia. Mr. Seitchik is doctor at same
institution. A. R. Hopkins is employe of
RCA. Ann. Oct. 5.
Sparta, Wis. — Sparta-Tomah Bcstg. Inc.
97.1 mc, 16.06 kw. P.O. address 124>/2 S.
Water tionSt.,
Sparta, first
Wis. year
Estimated
construccost $25,377,
operating
cost
$12,000,
$15,000.
Principals
H.
Rice revenue
and John
D. Rice.
Vena are
H. Vena
Rice
owns and operates farms. John D. Rice is
minority owner KCUE Redwing, Minn. Ann.
Oct. 2.
Existing Fm Stations
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KXQRand (FM)
Fresno, Calif . — Elbert H.
Dean
Richard
from KREN
(FM). E. Newman. Changed
KBBW stitute of(FM)
San Diego,
Biblefrom
InLos Angeles
Inc.Calif.—
Changed
KLTT (FM).
(FM)Changed
Terre from
Haute,WJWK
Ind.— William
J. WVTS
Kulinski.
(FM).
•WBAA-FM
West
Lafayette.
Ind.— Purdue U.
WOXR (FM) Oxford, Ohio— Radio Oxford.
WLOMInc. (FM) Chattanooga. Tenn.— Radio
Dixie
Ownership Changes
ACTIONS BY FCC
KNOG Nogales, Ariz. — Granted (1) renewal of license and (2) assignment of liRobert F.
Lloyd Burlinghamcense to (latter
is Baltrano
licensee and
of KCVR
Lodi,
Calif.): consideration $40,000. Ann. Sept. 30.
KSDA Redding, Calif. — Granted assignment of license to Radio Redding Inc. (Paul
B. Patrick, president); consideration $40,000.
Ann. Sept. 30.
KHILment ofBrighton,
Granted
assignlicense to Colo.
Mile— High
Bcstg.
Inc.
i assignor 49% interest and Clyde W. Miller
51% ); consideration $78,326. Ann. Sept. 30.
WONN Lakeland, Fla. — Granted assignmet of license
to WONN
(Duanein F.WBIL
McConnell,
president,
has Luc.
interest
Leesburg, Fla.); consideration $125,000. Ann.
Sept. 30.
WLRP
New from
Albany,
Grantedet transfer of control
Roy Ind.
L. —Hickox,
al., to
J. William Frentz and Morris and Orville
Brown; consideration $156,400. Ann. Sept. 30.
KFLW Klamath
Ore.— Granted
assignment of license Falls,
to Caloretex
Corp. (Joe
D. Carroll, president) ; consideration $80,000.
Ann. Sept. 30.
KMCM McMinnville, Ore. — Granted assignment of license to Yamhill Radio Co.
(Jerry Carr); consideration $80,000. Ann.
Sept. 30.
KBSTment ofBig
Tex. — to
Granted
cp Spring,
and licenses
Snider assignCorp.
(Ted L. Snider, president); consideration
$80,000. Ann. Sept. 30.
Va. — Granted
transferto
ofWAGE
controlLeesburg,
from Marion
Park Lewis
WAGE Inc.sideration
(William
T.
Stubblefield)
; con$73,000. Ann. Sept. 30.
Wyo. —Mountain
Granted Tv
assignment
of KSPR
licensesCasper,
to Rocky
Stations
(KTWO-TV
Casper
and
KTWX-TV
Sheridan); consideration $149,982. Ann. Sept.
30.
APPLICATIONS
KBNZ La Junta, Colo. — Seeks assignment
of license from Otero Bcstg. Co. to La Junta
Bcstrs. for $54,000 which includes $24,000
covenant not to compete for 4 years. Applicant is Grady Franklin Maples who is
50% owner of KBYG Big Spring and KUKO
Post, both Texas. Ann. Oct. 1.
WFBF Fernandina Beach, Fla. — Seeks assignment of license from Robert Chasse
as receiver
Bcstg. Principals
Luc. to Rowland Radio for
Inc. Murray
for $35,000.
are
Robert, Gwendolyn H., Marshall W., and
Carol C. Rowland, all 25% each. Marshall
W. and Carol C. Rowland were owners
WFBF from 1955 to 1957. Robert Rowland
isOct.employe
of WQIK Jacksonville, Fla. Ann.
1.
WHIR
Danville,
Ky. — Seeks Bcstg.
assignment
license from Commonwealth
Corp. of
to
WHIR Luc. for $120,000. Purchaser is T. C.
Quisenberry, who is majority owner of
WEKY Richmond, Ky. Ann. Oct. 2.
WGAW from
Gardner,
Mass. — and
SeeksRadio
transfer
control
Television
Bcstg.of
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Corp. to Chair City Bcstg. Corp. for $75,000,
plus agreement not to compete for 5 years.
Sole owner is C. Edward Rowe who is attorney. Ann. Oct. 1.
KRBI
Peter, Gateland
Minn. — Seeks
of licenseSt. from
Bcstg.assignment
Corp. to
Seehafer and Johnson Bcstg. Corp. for $47,000. Principals are Donald W. Seehafer and
Robert C. Johnson, equal partners. Neither
have other broadcast interests. Ann. Oct. 2.
KCHS Truth - or - Consequences, N.M. —
Seeks assignment of license from Rex A.
Tynes to Dean W. Manley and William D.
Hafer, equal partners, for $24,000. Mr. Tynes
is engineer for Philco Corp. Mr. Hafer is
employe
Oct. 1. of Pan American Airways. Ann.
WNNJ Newton, N.J. — Seeks assignment
of cp from Sussex County Bcstrs. to Sussex
County Bcstrs. Inc. Change to corporation.
No ownership changes involved. Ann. Oct. 2.
WMMH Marshall, N.C. — Seeks assignment
of license from Marshall Bcstg. Co. to Marshall Bcstg. Inc. Change to corporation. No
ownership changes involved. Ann. Oct. 1.
WPTW from
Piqua,
Ohio —County
Seeks Bcstg.
assignment
license
Miami
Inc. of
to
WPTW Radio Inc. for $60,000 plus renewal
option rights. Principals are Richard E.
Hunt and C. Oscar Baker, equal partners.
Mr. Hunt is sole owner of WCBY Cheboyhas assignment
application
ingganforandWCRM
Clair, both
Michigan.pendMr.
Baker is general manager of WPTW. Ann.
Oct. 1.
KGRL from
Bend, Clarence
Ore. — SeeksE. assignment
of
license
Wilson, 51%,
Charles B. Field and John H. McAlpine,
both 24V2% d/b/a KGRL Bcstrs. to Clarence
E. Wilson, 65%, and John H. McAlpine, 35%,
d/b/a KGRL Bcstrs., for $3,080. Mr. Wilson
is manager of KBOY Medford, Ore. and
Mr. McAlpine manager of KGRL. Ann.
Oct. 2.
Pa. — Seeks
transferto
ofWCNG
control Canonsburg,
from Ray Douglas
& Assoc.
Colonial Bcstg. Inc. for $50,000 plus payment
of debt incurred by station. Principals are
Lowell W. Williams 51% and Richard E.
Burg 49%. Mr. Williams is majority owner
of
Elizabethtown,
Mr- Pa.
BurgAnn.is
salesWEZN
manager
of WNOW Pa.
York,
Oct. 1.
KNEL from
Brady,
Seeksto assignment
license
Gene Tex.
M. —Burns
Brady Bcstrs.of
for $27,500. Priiacipals are E. J. and W. J.
Harpole 37V2% each and Edward Lee Williams 25%. E. J. Harpole is 50% owner of
KVOU Uvalde and KEPS Eagle Pass and
minority owner KVOZ Laredo, all Texas.
W. J. Harpole is 50% owner of KVOU
Uvalde, and KEPS Eagle Pass and minority
owner of KVOZ Laredo, all Texas. Mr. Williams is station
manager of KVOU Uvalde.
Ann. Oct.
5.
KROD-AM-TV El Paso, Tex.— Seeks assignment of license from EI Paso Times
Inc. to Southwest States Inc. for $3,450,019.
Purchasers are Television Properties Inc.
74% (Jack C. Vaughn 47.88%, Grady H.
Vaughn 47.87%, and Cecil L. Trigg 4.25%),
C. R. Watts 18% and John M. Hamilton 8%.
Jack C. Vaughn is majority owner of KVIITV Amarillo and KOSA-TV Odessa, both
Texas. Grady H. Vaughn also has interests
in both stations. C. R. Watts has minority
interest
in KVII-TV.
Television
Inc. holds
stock majority
of Properties
Southwest
States Inc. licensee of KVII-TV. Cecil L.
Trigg is minority owner of both KVII-TV
and
Messrs.
Vaughn each
and
Cecil KOSA-TV.
L. Trigg also
have Jack
23.75%C. interest
in KRNO San Bernardino, Calif. Ann. Oct. 1.
KSAM Huntsville, Tex. — Seeks involuntary assignment of license from M. B. Cauthen, deceased, tr/as Huntsville Bcstg. Co. to
Verla Cauthen independent executrix of
estate of M. B. Cauthen. No financial consideration involved. Ann. Oct. 5.
KLEN Killeen, Tex.— Seeks transfer of
negative control from Ladelle M. Drake
33y3% to Highlite Bcstg. Inc. for $23,800.
Stock Oct.
sold 2.to corporation as treasury stock
Ann.
Hearing Cases
FINAL DECISION
By memorandum opinion and order. Commission denied petition by Tampa Telecasters Inc.,
review of examiner's ruling
excluding for
certain exhibits
being introduced in Largo, Fla., tv from
ch. 10 comparative proceeding. Ann. Sept. 30.
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STAFF INSTRUCTIONS
Commission on Sept. 30. directed preparation of document looking toward denying
petitions by Nathan Frank (ch. 12), New
Bern, N.C, for reconsideration and stay of
effective date of July 15 grant to Peninsula
Bcstg.
Corp.onforch.mod.
cp ofof WVEC-TV
to
operate
13 inof lieu
ch. 15 in
Hampton, Va. Ann. Sept. 30.
Commission on Sept. 30 directed preparation of document looking toward granting
application of Town & Country Radio
Inc., for new am station to operate on 1150
kc, 500 w D DA, in Rockford, 111.
Nov. 14, 1958 second supplement to initial
decision
Ann. Sept.looked
30. toward denying application.
INITIAL DECISIONS
Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
issued initial decision looking toward granting application of Valley Bcstg. Co. for new
am station to operate on 1150 kc, 1 kw, DA,
D, intion Lehighton,
Pa., Service
and denying
applicaof Miners Bcstg.
Inc., for
same
facilities in Kingston, Pa. Ann. Oct. 2.
Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper issued
initial decision looking toward granting application of Pasadena Presbyterian Church
for new class B fm station to operate on
106.7 mc in Pasadena, Calif., and denying
application of Armin H. Wittenberg Jr., for
same facilities in Los Angeles. Ann. Oct. 2.
OTHER ACTIONS
By letter, Commission rescinded and set
aside actions of Sept. 2 and Sept. 16 granting, respectively, renewal of licenses of
Washington State University station KWSC
Pullman, Wash., and First Presbyterian
Church station KTW Seattle, Wash., operating on 1250 kc on share-time basis.
KWSC has filed application for unl. time
operation, and it appears that hearing must
be held on renewal applications. Ann. Sept.
30.
Commission designated for consolidated
hearing following applications for new am
stations to operate on 1550 kc, D: H and R
Electronics Inc. (1 kw), Greenville, N.C;
Harry A. Epperson Sr. (5 kw), WinstonSalem; Francis M. Fitzgerald (1 kw, DA),
Greensboro; Reisenweaver-Communications
(1 kw), Winston-Salem; North Carolina
Electronics Inc. (5 kw), Raleigh; PostonLarson Bcstg. Co. (500 w), Graham, and
WYTI Inc. (1 kw), Vinton, Va.; made WBOF
Virginia Beach, Va., and WBSC Bennettsville,
30. S.C, parties to proceeding. Ann. Sept.
On request by National Broadcasting
Company Inc., Commission continued oral
argument from Oct. 1 to Oct. 8 at 2:15 p.m.,
in proceeding on applications for renewal
of licenses of National Broadcasting Company Inc.
stations
WRCV-AM-TV
and auxiliaries,
Philadelphia,
Pa. Ann. Sept.
30.
Commission scheduled following proceedings for oral argument on Nov. 13: Falcon
Bcstg. Co. and Sierra Madre Bcstg. Co. for
new fm stations in Vernon and Sierra Madre, both California, respectively, and Denbigh Bcstg. Co. for new am station in Denbigh, Va. Ann. Sept. 30.
By order, on petition by applicants and
party respondent Russell G. Salter, Commission enlarged issues in proceeding on
am applications of North Shore Bcstg. Inc.,
Wauwatosa, Wis.; Suburbanaire Inc., West
Allis, Wis., and Watertown Radio Inc.
(WTTN), Watertown, Wis., involving use of
1580 and 1590 kc. Ann. Sept. 30.
Routine Roundup
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Chief Hearing Examiner
James D. Cunningham
Denied request by William E. Clark
(KDOG), La Habra, Calif., for acceptance
of late appearance in proceeding on his fm
application and those of American Bcstg. Paramount Theatres Inc. (KABC-FM), Los
Angeles, and Tri-Counties Public Service
Inc. (KUDU-FM), Ventura-Oxnard, Calif.;
dismissed
with prejudice
tion and retained
in hearingClark's
status applicaremaining applications in consolidation. Action
Sept. 28.
Granted request by Morehouse Bcstg. Co.
(KTRY), Bastrop, La., to dismiss without
prejudice his am application which was in
consolidated proceeding with application of
Birney Imes Jr., for new am station in West
Memphis, Ark., et al., and retained in hearing status remaining applications in consolidation. Action Sept. 29.
Scheduled hearing for Nov. 9 in tv protest
proceeding on application of Oklahoma
Quality Bcstg. Co. to change existing facil-
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Designed for
Multiplexing
A "Direct FM" system plus many
other outstanding performance
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ities of KSWO-TV Lawton, Okla. Action
Sept. 28.
Dismissed with prejudice for failure to
prosecute application of Central State
Bcstrs. Inc., for new am station in Flora,
111., which was in consolidated proceeding
with applications of Cookeville Bcstg. Co.,
Cookeville, Tenn. Action Oct. 1.
Granted petition by Central Michigan
Bcstg. Co. for dismissal without prejudice
application for new am station in Oil City,
Mich.,
was in ofconsolidated
ing withwhich
applications
Grand HavenproceedBcstg.
Co. (WGHN), Grand Haven, Mich. Action
Oct. 1.
Scheduled oral argument for 9:20 a.m.,
Oct. 9, on petition by Centre Broadcasters
Inc., for leave to intervene in proceeding on
applications of Bald Eagle-Nittany Bcstrs.
and Suburban
Corp.,
for College,
new am Pa.;
stations in Belief Bcstg.
onte and
State
parties allowed five minutes for presentation
of argument. Action Oct. 2.
Denied petition by Sam. H. Bennion for
reconsideration of Sept. 10 action which
dismissed with prejudice his application for
new tv station to operate on ch. 8 in Idaho
Falls, Idaho, and acceptance of his late appearance in Action
Idaho
ceeding.
Sept.Falls,
29. Idaho, ch. 8 proBy Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond
Granted joint petition by Radio Mississippi and Star Group Bcstg. Co., Jackson,
Miss., for extension of time from Sept. 28
to Oct. 12 to file replies to certain pleadings
in proceeding on their am applications
which are in consolidated proceeding with
applications
Cookeville
Co., Cookeville, Tenn. ofAction
Sept. Bcstg.
30.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
Pursuant to agreements reached at Sept.
25 hearing conference, granted motion by
Seward County Bcstg. Inc., intervenor, to
amend order
of hearing
examiner
advanced date for
evidentiary
hearingand from
Oct. 13 to Oct. 8 in proceeding on am application of Dodge City Bcstg. Inc., Liberal,
Kan.; further exchange of written material
will be made in accordance with agreements
reached on record at hearing conference.
Action Sept. 28.

By Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
On own motion, continued Oct. 29 hearing
to date toferencebewhichdetermined
at prehearing
conwill be held
at 2 p.m., Nov.
3, in proceeding on am applications of
Southeast Mississippi Bcstg. Co. (WSJC),
Magee,tiss, and
Jeff Davis
Miss. Action
Sept.Bcstg.
29. Service, PrenOn own motion, continued Oct. 22 hearing
to date toferencebewhichdetermined
at prehearing
conwill be held
at 9 a.m., Nov.
4, in proceeding on am applications of S &
W Enterprises Inc., Woodbridge, Va., et al.
Action Sept. 29.
On own motion, continued Oct. 5 hearing
to date toferencebewhichdetermined
at prehearing
conwill be held
at 9 a.m., Nov.
3 in proceeding on application of Dawkins
Espy
Action for
Sept.fm 29.facilities in Glendale, Calif.
Scheduled conference for 9 a.m., Nov. 5,
to establish calendar governing future steps
to be taken in further proceedings on am
applications of M.V.W. Radio Corp., San
Fernando, Calif., et al. Action Sept. 29.
By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
Granted petition by WMAX Inc. (WMAX),
Grand Rapids, Mich., for continuance of
hearing from Oct. 1 to Nov. 2 in proceeding
on its am application. Action Sept. 29.
petition
forGranted
extension
of timeby toTranscript
Oct. 26 toPress
replyInc.to
opposition of County Bcstg. Corp., Gloucester, Mass., toissues
Transcript's
petition to Action
clarify
or enlarge
in am proceeding.
Sept.
29.
Scheduled oral argument for Oct. 8 on
motion by Sangamon Valley Television
Corp.
for stay
of proceeding
on applications
of Wabash
Valley
Bcstg. Corp.
and Illiana
Telecasting
Corp.
for
new
tv
to operate on ch. 2 in Terre Haute,stations
Ind. Action
Sept.
30. petition by Radio Missouri Corp.
Granted
(WAMV), East St. Louis, 111., together with
Hess-Hawkins Company, for leave to amend
its
applicationinstead
to reflect
Hess-Hawkins
Co. am
as applicant
of Radio
Missouri
Corp. License of station WAMV was assigned to Hess-Hawkins on Aug. 25. Action
Oct. 2.
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Upon agreement
parties athearing
Oct. 2 from
prehearing conference,ofcontinued
Oct. 7 to Dec.
14 in proceeding
on Spanish
am applications of Pioneer
Bcstg. Co.,
Fork, Utah, et al. Action Oct. 2.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gilford Irion
On own motion, ordered that hearing
scheduled for Oct. 19 will be used for prehearing conference rather than for further
hearing in proceeding on application of
Northside Bcstg. Co., for am facilities in
Jeffersonville,
Action
Sept. by30. Jose R.
Dismissed asInd.moot
motion
Madrazo, Guaynabo, P.R., for continuance
of hearing
in proceeding
on his Bcstg.
am application and that
of Continental
Corp.
(WHOA) San Juan, P.R. Action Sept. 30.
Denied petition by Skokie Valley Bcstg.
Co.,statement
Evanston, and
111., for
mod.
of
orderclarification
governing andhearing
in proceeding on its am application which
is in consolidated proceeding with applicationsmond,of Radio
St. Croix
New RichWis.; on own
motion,Inc..
continued
from
Oct. 5 to Oct. 12 date for preliminary exchange of engineering exhibits. Action
Oct. 1.
Setionaside
examiner's
opinand order
of Sept.memorandum
16 which granted
petition of North Shore Bcstg. Inc., Madison,tionWis.which
for is
leave
amend its amproceeding
applicain toconsolidated
with Radio St. Croix Inc., New Richmond,
Wis., et al.; scheduled oral argument for
Oct.
Oct. 2.9 on North Shore's petition. Action
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle
Upon
verbal request
of counsel
ard B. Gilbert
and with
consent for
of Richother
parties,
opened
record
and
scheduled
er hearing for Oct. 1, at 9:30 a.m., infurthproon Gilbert'sfor application
that of
David V. ceedingHarman
am stations and
in Tempe,
Ariz.; date for filing proposed findings of
fact and
to be determined. Action Sept.conclusions
29.
Upon
verbal
request
counselof for
Broadcast Bureau, and withof consent
all
other parties, continued from Oct. 1 to Oct.
15, at 9 a.m., hearing on applications of
Richard G. Gilbert and David V. Harman
for new am stations in Tempe, Ariz. Action
Sept. 30.
At request of counsel for both parties in
proceeding on Evansville Television Inc., to
show cause why its authorization for
WTVW (TV) Evansville, Ind., should not be
modified to specify operation on ch. 31 in
lieu of ch. 7, ordered that, at conclusion of
taking
of testimony
on Action
Oct. 16, Oct.
hearing
be resumed
on Oct. 22.
2. will
By Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClenning
Granted petition by Suburban Bcstg. Inc.
for leave to amend its financial showing in
its application
new am
son, Wis. Actionfor Sept.
28. station in JackGranted informal request by Coral Television Corp. for continuance of certain procedural dates in proceeding on its application, et al., for new tv station to operate
on ch. 6; continued from Oct. 1 to Oct 5
date for exchange of exhibits in further
hearing and from Oct. 8 to Oct. 9 further
hearing conference. Action Sept. 28.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
Upon joint
oral request
of counsel
for applicants and without
objection
by Broadcast
Bureau, further extended time to file initial
proposed findings of fact and conclusions
from Oct. 9 to Oct. 30 and for replies from
Nov. 9 to Nov. 30 in Portland, Ore., tv ch. 2
proceeding. Action Sept. 28.
Granted motions by Fisher Bcstg. Co.
and Tribune Publishing Co., with mod. of
Tribune's proposals, to correct transcript in
proceedingto onoperate
their applications
new tv
stations
on ch. 2 inforPortland,
Ore. Action Sept. 30.
Upon oral request by Broadcast Bureau,
and with consent of applicant, continued
hearing
from Oct. 13oftoCHE
Oct. Bcstg.
30 in proceeding on application
Co., for
new tion
amOct. station
in Albuquerque, N.M. Ac2.
Granted motion by Fisher Bcstg. Co. for
leave to amend its application to reflect
death of vice president, director, stockholder and stock subscriber of applicant; reopened record into Portland,
receive amendment
closed record
Ore., tv ch.and2
proceeding. Action Oct. 2.
By Hearing Examiner Horace Stern
Issued answers to proposed findings of
fact and conclusions of law in Boston, Mass.,
tv ch. 5 remand proceeding. Action Sept. 29.
Continued on page 116
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JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Offices
ME. 8-5411
1735 DeSales St., N. W.
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFCCE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO
TELEVISION
501-514 &Munsey
Bldg.
STeriing 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDO. Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037 JACKSON 5303
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Experience in Radio
Engineering
1716 H St., N.W. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnes & Culver

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14th St., N. W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D.C. REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Washington 6,Engineers
B. C.
Fort Evam
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE

KEAR & KENNEDY

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington
5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
Oliver 2-8520

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
19 E. Quincy St. Hickory 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Military Rd., N. W.,
Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone STate 7-2601
Member AFCCE

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

JULES COHEN
Consulting Electronic Engineer
617 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-4614
1426 G St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Brecksville, Ohio
(a Cleveland Suburb)
Tel: JAckson 6-4386
P. O. Box 82
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
GLendale 2-3073

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
1316 S. Kearney
Skyline 6-1603
Denver 22, Colorado

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666
Member AFCCE

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601 Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W. Va. Dickens 2-6281

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

PAUL DEAN FORD
Broadcast Engineering Consultant
4341 South 8th Street
Terre Haute-, Indiana
Crawford 4496

NUGENT SHARP
Consulting Radio Engineer
809-11 Warner Building
Washington 4, D. C.
District 7-4443

confacf
BROADCASTING MAGAZINE
1735 DeSales St. N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
for availabilities

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE,
To Be Seen by 85,000* Readers
—among them, the decision-making station owners and managchief engineers
techni-rv
ciers,
ans— applicants
for and
am, fm,
and facsimile facilities.
*ARB Continuing Readership Study

ervice

Directory

COMMERCIAL RADIO
Monitoring Company
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
A FULL TIME SERVICE
FOR AM-FM-TV
P O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.
Phone Jackson 3-5302
BROADCASTING, October 12, 1959

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810

1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Munsey Building
District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE
A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
FLeetwood 7-8447
Member AFCCE
GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610
Eye St., D.
N. C.W.
Washington,
Executive 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE

JOHN

B. HEFFELFINGER

8401 Cherry St.
Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

Continued from page 114
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By FCC
Granted renewal of licenses fo following
stations in Albuquerque, N.M.: KOB-TV;
Mexico
Bcstg.
KGGM-TV
trans,
and
ant. Co.andstations
aux. trans.).
Ann. (main
Sept.
30.
KOAT-TV Albuquerque, N.M. — Is being
advised that applications for renewal of license and transfer of control indicate necessity of hearing to be consolidated with protest proceeding
on application
of Video
dependent Theatres
Inc., for mod.
of cp In-of
KVIT (TV) (ch. 2) Santa Fe. Ann. Sept. 30.
By Broadcast Bureau
Actions of October 2
KBKC Mission, Kan. — Granted license
covering
increase in power and installation
of
new trans.
WKAM Goshen, Ind. — Granted cp to install new trans.; remote control permitted.
KMA Shenandoah, Iowa — Granted cp to
replacetem, two
destroyed towers
of DA sysadd top-loading
to all towers
and
make changes in ground system; conditions.
WFBM-TV Indianapolis, Ind. — Granted cp
to install aux. ant. system to be used with
presently licensed aux. trans.
WJMO Cleveland Heights, Ohio — Granted
mod.
of cpmake
to change
same
site and
changesant.in-location
ground atsystem
and
ant.
system
(increase
height);
condition.
KXL Portland, Ore. — Granted mod. of cp
to change type trans.
KGFM (FM) Edmonds, Wash. — Granted
mod. of cp to increase ERP to 120 kw,
change ant. height to 720 ft., install new
type trans, and new ant.; remote control
permitted; conditions.
K71AK, K73AK Cow Creek, Ore.— Granted
mod. of cps to change ERP to 89 w, type
ant. and make changes in ant. system of
tv translator stations.
Following
stationsdates
wereas granted
extensions of completion
shown: K74AP,
K72AR California Oregon Television Inc.,
Grants Pass, Ore. to May 12, 1960; WKBMTV Caguas, P. R. to Nov. 30; WJAZ Albany,
Ga. to Dec. 15; WASA-FM Havre de Grace,
Md. toto Feb.
Mich,
Dec. 23,
31. 1960; WJIM-FM Lansing,
WBEU Beaufort, S. C— Remote control
permitted.
Actions of October 1
WBRY Waterbury, Conn. — Granted acquisition of positive control by P. James Roosethrough Sol
purchase
of stock from James
B. Leevelt and
Robinson.
— Granted assignment
of WAGE
licenseLeesburg,
to WAGEVa. Inc.
KLYD-TV Bakersneld, Calif. — Granted
mod. of cp to change ERP to vis. 234 kw,
aur.
123 ft.kw, and install new ant. system;
ant. 650
Actions of September 30
WIPSment ofTiconderoga,
Y. — Granted
assignlicense to Ti N.B/cg
Inc.
WMOG
Brunswick,
Ga.
—
Granted
acquisition of positive control by Allen M. Woodall
through purchase of stock from Yetta Samford, C. S. Shealy, and Frederick G. Storey.
WAKY Louisville, Ky. — Granted license

America's

SUMMARY OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING through October 5
CP
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
ON AIR
45
Lie.
Not on air
For new stations
Cps
59
106
722
600
158
84
3,359
100
128

FM
AM
TV

Commercial
Non-commercial

OPERATING TELEVISION
STATIONS
54
Compiled by BROADCASTING through October 5
VHF
UHF
441
80
33
10
4671
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
AM
As reported by FCC through August 31, 1959

Licensed (all on air)
CPs on air (new stations)
CPs not on air (new stations)
Total authorized stations
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
Total applications for new stations
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
Total applications for major changes
Licenses deleted
CPs deleted

covering installation alternate main trans,
for
and alternate
mainnight
trans,use,as employing
aux. trans,DA,during
daytime
hours, employing DA-N.
WAKY Louisville, Ky. — Granted mod. of
license to operate alternate main and aux.
trans, by remote control; conditions.
WREX-TV Rockford, 111. — Granted cp to
change fm exciter unit of aur. trans.
WICEstall oldProvidence,
Granted
main trans, R.asI. —aux.
trans. cp to inKARI Blaine, Wash. — Granted mod. of cp
to change trans, and main studio location,
change type trans, and make changes in
ground system.
KLROof cp
(FM)to San
Diego,
mod.
change
studioCalif.—
and Granted
remote
control location and change type trans.
WNWC
(FM)
ArUngton
Heights,
Granted mod. of cp to change type 111.
trans.—
WFAA-FM Dallas, Tex. — Granted mod.
of cp to change type of trans.
KTW Seattle, Wash. — Rescinded action of
Sept. 2 which granted license covering cp
which authorized change in ant. -trans, location, make changes in ant. system (increasetrans,height)by; remote
install new
trans,
operate
control
fromandstudio
location.

Leading

Business

Brokers

When your business is transacted through
the David Jaret Corp., you are assured of
reliability and expert service backed by over
36 years of reputable brokerage.
D AV I D
1 50 MONTAGUE STREET
BROOKLYN 1 , N. Y.
Ulster 2-5600
(FOR THE RECORD)

40
FM
148
596
88
784
61
27
30
5
35
2
2

TV
99
668
56
16
68
124

3601
52
1 There are, in addition, nine tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
licenses.
'There are, in addition, 38 tv cp-holders which were on the air at one time but are no
longer in operation and one which has not started operation.

Interested in buying or selling Radio and TV Properties?
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107
55
3,351
478
217
3,513
695
590
172
762
0
1

TOTAL
43
521

JARET
CORP.

4671

Actions of Septmber 29
KHBRment of license
Hillsboro,
Texas —Radio
Granted
to KHBR
Die. assignKVEN-FM
Ventura,
Calif.
—
Granted
extension of completion date to Jan. 28, 1960.
KDOG
(FM)
La
Habra,
Calif.—
Granted
extension of completion date to Dec. 31.
N. Y. — Granted change
of WALY
remote Herkimer,
control authority.
Actions of September 28
WBRC-FM
Granted license for fm Birmingham,
station; ERP Ala.—
15.5 kw.
WHtO Ironton, Ohio — Granted cp to
change
-trans, system.
location and make
changes inant.ground
WSID Essex, Md.— Granted cp to change
ant. -trans, location, change type trans, and
make changes in ant. and ground system.
*KCPS (FM) Tacoma, Wash. — Granted
mod. of cp to decrease ERP to 770 w, increase ant. height to 150 ft., make changes
in ant. system and change type ant.
WJBM Jersey ville, 111.— Granted mod. of
cp to change type trans.
KSSS Colorado Springs, Colo. — Granted
mod. of cp to change type trans.
Y.— Granted mod. of cp
to WBIC
changeIslip,
type N.trans.
KOOO Omaha, Nebr.— Granted mod. of
cp to change studio location.
WFHR Wisconsin Rapids, Wis. — Granted
mod. time
of cp
to change
type trans.).
trans, for nightoperation
(two main
Mich.— Granted mod. of cp
to WBBC
change Flint,
type trans.
KOOD Honolulu, Hawaii — Granted mod.
of cp to change type trans.; conditions.
Following stations were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: KUDUFM Ventura-Oxnard, Calif, to Dec. 31;
WROW-FM Albany, N. Y. to March 7, 1960;
WHRW Bowling Green, Ohio to Dec. 31;
WIBC-FM Indianapolis, Ind. to March 11.
1960; WENN Birmingham, Ala. to Dec. 15;
WMPM Smithfield, N. C. to March 4, 1960;
WCCC-FM Hartford, Conn, to Jan. 11, 1960.
Action of September 25
KART Jerome, Idaho — Granted extension
of authority
off
at 7 p.m. to sign-on at 6 a.m., and signAction of September 24
WDMR Venice, Fla. — Remote control permitted.
Following
stations were
extensions of completion
datesgranted
as shown:
KTWX-TV Sheridan, Wyo. to March 20,
1960; WLSN Wilson, N. C. to Jan. 15, 1960;
WFMD-FM Frederick, Md. to May 13, 1960.
Continued on page 121
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ADVERTISEMENTS
CLASSIFIED
(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20tf per word — $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 25«! per word — $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads #20.00 per inch — STATIONS FOR SALE advertising require display space.
• All other classifications 30$ per word — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants- If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos,
etc.', sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO

Help Wanted — Management
Wanted combination assistant manager
plus
salesman chief engineer. Pay salaryKVOU,
Radio Station
percentage of profits.
Uvalde,
Texas^
fm stanew know
Manager
fm
area. Must
uburban ming—
Chicago-sprogram
tion-sales/
khard-wor
loyal,
for
nity
selling.ingOpportu
community-minded person. $150,000,ce, exin confiden
plus.
000 'market perience,
D. Morgan,
etc. John
salary,Write
Illinois.
Heights,
n
Arlingto
26,
Box
WNWC,
Sales
Northern Ohio medium market needs 2
men building for top grosses, experienced
SIS' only. Box 308P, BROADCASTING.
salesman with
Aggressive, experienced radio
exradio selling
years fulltime
at least 2 perience.
sales
Only those with successful itan
record need apply. Position in metropol
Salary and commissouthTellFlorida.
marketsion open.
all in first letter, include
references. Box 740P, BROADCASTING.
Salesman-Excellent opportunity for good
independent, ma] or Indiproducer. Strong
ana market. $6,000 plus. Box 801P, BROADCASTING.
who can
Tennessee 5 kw needs self-starter
do air and production spots. Salary plus
info infull
with
tape
Send
commission.
cluding sales record and references. Box
NG.
CASTI
824P, BROAD
who can also operatein
Aggressive salesmanmarket
radio station
board for single
city. Salary
Virginia
growing
fast
TING.plus
BROADCAS
829P,
commission. Box
Sales manager position, fully qualified.
and location if inSend details on salary 830P,
BROADCASTterested. Write Box
ING.
Radio sales manager Number one, top 40
station with a big sound needs experienced
man to manage sales, reporting directly to
OutMultiple
the president.
full details. Box
Send ownership.
standing opportunity.
833P, BROADCASTING.
Sales manager
for for
market
potential. Fine deal
rightwith
man.terrific
Resume,
852P, BROADCASTBox
letter.
first
photo,
ING.
Sales development opportunity for a young
man qualified to plan, evaluate, and coordinate complete selling programs for regional television and radio. Knowledge of
agency time buying and sports broadcastingment
helpful.
sales managepositionJobin can
one lead
of theto fastest
growing
companies in the industry. Resume please,
including
present
salary
range.
Box
854P,
BROADCASTING.
$125.00 weekly for salesmen. Also bonus
and commission. Metropolitan market east
coast. Opportunity unlimited. Box 865P,
BROADCASTING.
$100-5150 weekly guarantee plus commisand bonus plan
aggressive
selfstartersion salesmen.
Top for
station
Washington,
D.C. market. Box 867P, BROADCASTING.
California, KCHJ, Delano. Serves 1,300,000.
Increasing sales staff.
Top salesman
booming coastal
one station
market in ideal forCalifornia
location.
Good guarantee to start. Contact Tom Wallace, KNEZ, Lompoc, California.
Salesman-announcer. FM experience desired. Independent fm station to begin
broadcasting soon. WFMM, 44 W. Biddle
St., Baltimore 1, Maryland.
BROADCASTING, October 12, 1959

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Sale
Our successful am-fm operation in suburban Chicago is expanding through a power
increase and an additional station in a nearby city. Our policy is to promote to sales
management and management only from
our successful salesmen. We need another
aggressive, intelligent salesman in his late
20's or early 30's who wants to prove himselfselfin afor further
major market
and prepare
advancement
with himour
company. Details of compensation can be
arranged; however, our sales compensation
is basically 25% commission and all our
sales representatives are expected to have
their earnings based on that figure. If you
have had successful sales experience and
wish to increase earnings and responsibility
as a result of effort, contact immediately
Ed Wheeler, WEAW, Evanston, Illinois with
complete details and requirements and a
personal interview will then be arranged.
We have opening for progressive salesman
who would like to join real progressive top
rated station that really swings. Excellent
opportunity
for theStation
right WSHE,
man. Send
full
details
to Radio
Raleigh,
North Carolina.
Announcers
Southber 1 station,
Florida inmetropolitan
market,
beautiful city
three Nummiles
from the Atlantic ocean, with wonderful
living and working conditions, needs a
swinging deejay at $135.00 a week. Send
resume,
CASTING.tape at once to Box 591P, BROADCombo man — with some announcing experience: first phone required. Needed about
the first of November. New daytime operation, in town of about 10,000 in western
Pennsylvania. Send tape, resume, picture
and salary requirements at once to Box
685P, BROADCASTING.
Combination engineer and announcer with
first phone for growing east coast chain.
Location, Maryland. Morning show and
maintenance. Top salary. Can become part
of management. Box 814P, BROADCASTING.
Looking
for a station.
good all-around
for
mid-south
Congenialannouncer
working
conditions. Immediate opening. Forward
training, experience record, photo, tape.
Box 817P, BROADCASTING.
Sharp morning radio news man with hard
hitting delivery and good local news backtv intaoe.
combination
operationground.
in Opportunity
midwest.forSend
picture,
salary. Box 820P, BROADCASTING.
Top 40tion.djMust for
NorthhaveCentral
knowleading
records,
teen staage
appeal.arySend
air
check,
photo,
resume,
salexpected. Confidential. Box 823P,
BROADCASTING.
Tennessee 5 kw needs self-starter who can
do air and production spots. Salary plus
commission.
tapeandwithreferences.
full info Box
including salesSend
record
825P, BROADCASTING,
Experienced,
disc market.
jockey. Creative For Ohiofast-paced
competitive
Send
tape
at
once
and
complete
resume. This
is a Storz-McClendon type operation.
Box
840P, BROADCASTING.
Young announcer to join staff of network
affiliate radio station on the shores of Lake
Michigan. Must be mature, and able to
operate own board. Applicants should have
at least one year experience. Beginners
need not apply. Box 844P, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
Well established station in Virginia needs
a staff announcer. Send resume, snapshot
and audition. Box 845P, BROADCASTING.
Staff man for general broadcasting, plus
sales
and news; Oklahoma. Box 860P,
BROADCASTING.
Modern number one format station in one
of ten largest markets auditioning fastpaced, live-wire announcers. Key station
leading chain offers big pay, big opportuING.
nity. Send tape to Box 864P, BROADCASTAggressive
fun runningfirst
withphone-announcer
youthful group can
at 5have
kw
that booms into five states and two Canadian provinces. Good pay, benefits. Tell all
first letter. Tapes, pic to KSJB, Jamestown,
North Dakota.
Wanted, smooth announcer for modern,
moderatelyhopheads
paced good
music need
station.
No
drifters,
or drunks
apply.
All replies confidential. Write Dave Button,
KMIN, Grants, New Mexico.
Excellent earnings and future for right
man. Must be mature, settled, experienced
in news/all music. Send tape, photo, resume
to Manager, KXJK, Forrest City, Arkansas.
WANE needs a nite-owl! No r&r, no c&w,
just pleasant music. Good salary, benefits,
opportunities for right man. Send tape,
photo, resume to Jim Halston, WANE,
Fort Wayne, Indiana.
Chief engineer-announcer for combination
operation in Lake City, Florida. Excellent
livinging andandfishing.
working
finest huntYoung,conditions,
able, congenial
staff.
Salary open basednouncer-engineer.
on abilities
as anPermanent, secure
job
for right man. Contact Jim Rogers, General
Manager, WDSR. Phone 525, Box 826, Lake
City, Florida.
Dee- jay station
opportunity
in Flint,
Leading
needs — good
dj. GoodMichigan.
salary.
Send
background,
photo
and
tape audition
to WFDF.
Announcer needed — Must be versatile and
experienced. Contact Elmo Mills, WFTB,
London, Kentucky.
Wanted: Two announcers — promising future.
Send tape, resume and photo to Program
Director, WNCO, Ashland, Ohio.
This swinging top 40 station is looking for
good our
young
announcers. Send
Must tape
be able
tofull
fit
into
and
details
toswinging
Radio team.
Station WSHE,
Raleigh,
North Carolina.
Immediate opening
for 2 first class
announcers.
No maintenance.
Mustphonehave
heavy announcing experience. Send tape
and resume to Charles R. Dickoff, WSJM,
414 State Street, St. Joseph, Michigan.
Announcer middle music station, no r and r,
no r and b. At least one year commercial
experience. Friendly, light style but must
sell. Tape, resume, references to Mai Morse,
WSUB, Groton, Conn.
Experienced
man.Stewart,
Rush
tape,
resume, announcer-traffic
and photo to F. H.
WSVS, Crewe, Virginia.
Immediate opening for capable staff anfor medium
fulltime
station. Sendnouncerdetails,
tape,paced,
references,
WTON,
Staunton, Virginia.
WTUX, Wilmington, Delaware needs anat least conditions.
four years Contact
experience.nouncer
Goodwithworking
Donald Mathewson, Program Director.
Immediately,
stationLiberty,
combo, New
exnerienced. No previous
tapes. WVOS,
York.
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
Deejays, you can have smoother flowing
ad-libs. Patter book, $1.10, including postage. Gags, P.O. Box 1, Elkhart, Indiana.
Announcers: Many immediate job openings
for good announcers throughout the S.E.
Free registration. Confidential. Professional
Placement, 458 Peachtree Arcade, Atlanta",
Ga.
Disc jockey November 1 for new Illinois
daytimer.
48 hours,
start. Send
resume, tape,
photo.$70-$80
Woodrow
Sudbrink,
Beardstown, Illinois.
Technical
Top pay
engineer-announcer.
west 250 for
watttopindependent.
No r&r. MidSend
photo, tape with full information to Box
767P, BROADCASTING.
Transmitter engineer with maintenance experience for 5 kw mid Atlantic station.
Excellent opportunity for advancement.
Send
photo
and resume to Box 789P,
BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer wanted. Must know maintenance. Two tower nite, non-directional daytime. Steady. Nice town, mild climate, 100,000 population. Box 807P, BROADCASTING.
Need combo man, announcer-engineer.
Limited experience acceptable. Southern
location in good town. Position now open.
Box 818P, BROADCASTING.
Capable nouncing
chiefsecondary.
engineer-announcer.
An$90.00 weekly to right
man. Box 848P, BROADCASTING.
Engineer with knowledge of ten thousand
watt RCA transmitters capable full maintenance ultra modern studio equipment.
Must be creative with feeling for production plus desire for responsibility and to
become important member of management
team. Outstanding opportunity for right
man sive
in Canada's
city withbrand
progresorganization largest
now opening
new
radio station. Apply George C. Davies,
CKGM, 1455 Drummond Street, Montreal.
Phone Victor 53201.
Production-Programming, Others
News man, 7 years in radio wants job as
pd, or newsman on fulltimer in midwest.
Wisconsin, Illinois or Minnesota. $100.00
week. Married. Box 805P, BROADCASTING.

STATION

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
News director radio & tv. Completely
equipped
department. Network affiliate.
CASTING.
Send pic and details Box 834P, BROAD-

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Management
Experienced
who can atsell,
desires to work salesman
into management
station
with potential. Excellent background, public relations, references. Box 806P, BROADCASTING.

Copywriter ropolitan
and station.
trafficTopassistant.
metpay. Large
Box 863P,
BROADCASTING.
Private secretary and girl Friday. Large
metropolitan station. $80-$100 weekly. Box
866P, BROADCASTING.
Traffic director large metropolitan station.
Excellent pay. Box 868P, BROADCASTING.
First phone operator seeking sales opporcounties.tunity. KCHJ, Delano, serving 14 California

14 years radio
& television
management
experience. 2 positions
this period.
Past President
State during
Broadcasters
Assn.
Successful
background — &toppart
references.
sire radio management
owner orDe-tv
management. Box 815P, BROADCASTING.
Manager, good sales record, fifteen years
experience all phases of broadcasting, first
phone. Excellent references. Box 826P,
BROADCASTING.
General manager/sales manager major market. 15 years experience. Strong on sales
retail and regional, programming. Highest
industry references. Box 838P, BROADCASTING.

Sports director. Fully qualified. Some staff
duties. Send tape, snapshot, all details.
KHAS Radio, Hastings, Nebraska.
Newsman wanted for wide awake operation
located forty miles from NYC. Journalism
education preferred. Send tape, resume,
present salary and number of hours worked
weekly to WLNA, Peekskill, N.Y.
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
Experienced manager, all phases, strong
sales, hard working, progressive. Wants powith future.
Metropolitan
and mediumsitionmarket
background.
Write Box
751P,
BROADCASTING.
California manager-wife team. Excellent
background and references. Desire east. Box
752P, BROADCASTING.
Topped industry sales records repeatedly.
Opportunity
revenue
expansion
first
consideration. for
Salary
secondary.
Specialist
operations and sales productivity medium
and small markets. Box 784P, BROADCASTING.
Station manager, r/tv. Capable. Programming and sales. Proven record. Box 796P,
BROADCASTING.
It's an even trade! Major market agency
vice president in search of challenging opportunity in station management. Box
800P, BROADCASTING.

Presently
sales manager
stationmarket.
market, last position
managertwo small
First phone,
top
salesman,
journalism
degree. Ready and able to manage/sales
manage two or three station market. No
south, present employer knows of this ad
and will give highest recommendation. 33
years old. Family Box 869P, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Big contest!
entry fee!Experienced
! First prize all
—
young
married! Noannouncer.
phases radio-tv on camera programming.
Finish this sentence. "I want the best man
available because . . ." Mail to Box 727P,
BROADCASTING.
Personality-dj. Versatile. Experienced. Creative, gimmicks, commercials. Cooperative.
Tape
ING. available. Box 795P, BROADCASTAnnouncer. Mature. Sales minded. Write
copy. Operate board. Good background.
Box 798P, BROADCASTING.
Gal announcer.
Can handle
deejay
show. Copywriter
too.woman's
Box 799P,or
BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer wants to locate in
Alabama. Central or South portion preferred. Box 816P, BROADCASTING.
California. Combo-announcer. First phone.
Three years
experience.
Available immediately. Box 831P,
BROADCASTING.

That's what we are willing to pay for a Manager Whose Basic qualifications are an intensive approach to sales and sales management.

MANAGER
$15,200
to

1.
2.
3.
4.

The station is programmed to
Current billing is in excess of
Excellent air personalities and
Studio and office facilities new

reach 310,000 Negroes.
$250,000.
good share of audience.
and modern.

$20,000
(first year)

5. Member of highly successful 6 station OK Group.
6. Enjoys excellent national recognition.

in
FABULOUS
HOUSTON
(South's Largest City)
118

Our plan of remuneration gives you a guaranteed base salary plus a
percentage of the gross billing. With imagination and inspired selling
plus Houston's tremendous potential your earnings can be tops in the
radio business.
You must have a proven record and good references. Write giving full
history and details. Applications confidential. Apply Stanley Kay, The
OK Group, 505 Baronne St., New Orleans, La.
BROADCASTING, October 12, 1959

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd )
Announcers
Sportscaster. College grad, communications
major,ant in22,
vet, watt
currently
50,000
stationproduction
in New assistYork.
News, sports,
announcing,
writing,
background. Prefer northeast. Tape, resume
available. Box 827P, BROADCASTING.
Had enough of tv production. Several years
in broadcasting.
good Strong
radio news,
operation, metro area Seeking
east coast.
easy music. Box 836P, BROADCASTING.
Young, green, hearty Carolina breed. Will
grow in most any type soil. May be shaped.
Order now, pay later. Air Force Lieutenant,
available in March. Box 841P, BROADCASTING.
Very fast, capable, clear-thinking format
dj, experienced
in two that
quarter-million
kets. Desire position
will not trymar-to
slow my pace. Box 847P, BROADCASTING.
DJ, 5 years experience, knows music. Tight
production.
CASTING. Family. Box 853P, BROADDJ all night personality type, in urban
market, first phone, experienced. Box 855P,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, dj, 1st phone, also maintenance,
diversified experience. Prefer northeast
states. Box 856P, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-dj,
experienced.
Commercial
news,
board. Leave
immediately.
Resume
and tape on request. Start at ninety dollars.
Box 858P, BROADCASTING.
Announcer available — one year experience,
young, ambitious, willing to travel. Bob
Jones,
3848 afterGilberts,
7:00 P.M.Illinois. Dundee Hazel 6Announcer,
1st phone,
preventative maintenance,
$85, consider
no car. Berkshire
7-6721 after 5:00 PM. Walter Piasecki, 2219
N. Parkside, Chicago.
First phone: combo-man; trained in all
phases of broadcasting. Married. Prefer
western states. Available now. Jack Wismer, 1453 Tamarind Ave., Hollywood, Calif.
PH Hollywood 9-1938.
Technical
Experienced engineer. 7 years am, some tv,
chief, remote control, and 5 kw directional
system. Prefer south, will consider other
offers. Box 678P, BROADCASTING.
Experienced chief engineer desires position
as chieftime or
manager
south Florida,
Florida daystation.
Phone ofCocoa,
NE.
6-1499 or Box 731P, BROADCASTING.
Recent technical school graduate, first
ticket, some experience as audio man for
tv
stations, 23 years old, vet. Box 747P,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer. 8 years maintenance, construction, operation high powered directionals.
Seeks permanent job with reliable organiCASTING.zation. First phone. Box 797P, BROADEngineers. Chiefs, studio men, beginners
available now. For prompt action tell us
your needs. Disk Jockey Placement Agency,
100 West 42nd St., New York 36, N.Y.
Available —nouncer.
Experienced
engineer
and anDesires job in south
or southwest.
Write Tom Graves, P.O. Box 204, Malvern,
Arkansas, Phone 1427-W.
Production-Programming, Others
Status quo just so-so. Will scrap for status
with greater quo. Radio gal. seasoned pro;
talent,
. . seeks
genuine knowhow,
challenge, get-up-and-go
chance to grow.. Dynamic
radio,
a
big
yo-ho!
S.O.S.!
I'm
ready
to
go. Box 803P, BROADCASTING.
Radio-tv news Writes
director,
powerful
on air
presentation.
mature,
interesting
copy. East coast position news director or
newsman on high-rated staff. Box 842P,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer, knows radio, desires part time/weekend work any capacity
New
ING. York City. Box 804P, BROADCAST-

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
10 years experience in station operation.
Strong trative
in selling
Adminisability. Box copy.
857P, Creative.
BROADCASTING.
Reporter-newscaster — Responsible, complete
coverage, professional delivery, now working, 8 years radio-newspaper
experience,
best references,
college, car, interested
radio
and/or tv. Box 861P, BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Sales
Tv sales manager. We have recently acquired a new
property
and need tvexpericapable
of supervising
of bothenced man
stations.
Send
full details. sales
Box
832P, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Weatherman wanted for Florida station.
Must be vision
a meteorologist
have had teleexperience. Sendandphotograph
and
voice tape along with complete personal
background. Box 819P, BROADCASTING.
Technical
Opening for 1st class transmitter engineer.
Good working and living conditions in
single station tv market. Contact Marion
Cunningham,
Chief Engineer, KTWO-TV,
Casper, Wyoming.
TV studio engineers for design, test, and
field engineering. Rapidly expanding progressive company. All benefits, plus rapid
advancement for qualified engineers. FotoVideo
Laboratories,
Grove, New Jersey. Inc. CE. 9-6100, Cedar
Assistant chief engineer
tions. perience
Salaryin maintenance.
open. Prefer
Engineer, Box 840, Corpus

or studio opera2J.toSmith,
3 yearsChief
exChristi, Texas.

Production-Programming, Others
Good salary for radio-television newsman
to gather
and present
for single
station television
market news
in upper
midwest.
Photography useful. Send tape, pictures, all
personal information to Box 802P, BROADCASTING.
Midwest NBC affiliate in market of over
300,000 gram
tv mansets
prowhoneeds
wantsa production
to get intoor sales.
Must be aggressive, hardworking and enthusiastic idea man. Box 859P, BROADCASTING.
Newsman — Experienced reporter-photoggrapher
join aggressive
basic
CBS vhf tosoutheast.
No airnews
work staff
required
but must be capable all other phases news
work. Good salary and opportunity. WTVD,
Box 2009, Durham, North Carolina.
TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Management
Presently
with Desire
big group
in a secondary market.
largerowner
operation.
Have
solved the most grave management and
market problems. Am active in industry
affairs. Extensive time — large contacts. Am
pioneer although only 38 years of age. Box
809P, BROADCASTING.
Salesmanager: Experienced and hard working. I believe
increase
your sales
and be
an assetI can
to your
company.
May
we discuss it? Box 839P, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
College graduate, 28, family. Presently employed.
to return
to southeast
announcerDesire
with good
tv station.
$125.00.as Box
808P, BROADCASTING.
Now tv tremely
announcing
top 10 change.
market. Box
Exversatile . . in. desires
811P, BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster — tv, radio, play-by-play, seven
years experience. Top ratings. Seeking reCASTING.location in large market. Box 822P, BROADAnnouncer: 12 years broadcasting. Program
director, news and play-by-play sports. Desire position in community minded station.
Box 862P, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
Experienced tv news, sports, special events.
Mature voice. Go anywhere, single, sober,
40. Paul Barnett, 1489 Wellington, Memphis,
Tenn., WH 8-4797.
Technical
First ticket, experienced in construction and
all phases
studioBoxoperation.
Seeking permanent position.
843P, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer. Eleven years experience, in
tv operations, maintenance, construction
and administration. Want supervisory position. Best references-. Available immediately. Box 846P, BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
Comedy actor and writer. Entertainment
and radio dj
wouldBoxlike 679P,
opportunitybackground
with tv station.
BROADCASTING.
Advertising agency girl with four years tv
station traffic and production experience.
Five years agency experience — tv buyer and
traffic interested
in opportunities
for advancement. Box 732P,
BROADCASTING.
Local problems? Nine years experience as
producer-director, production manager,
traffic
Now with
network.manager,
Married.programming.
Best references.
Box
828P, BROADCASTING.
Eightdirector.
years inGood
broadcasting
— metro
Top
announcer.
Preferareas.
east
coast. Director -announcer -director. Box
835P, BROADCASTING.
Experienced,
hardworking creative
producer-director. Family. Imaginative,
ability.
All
phases
production.
Box
837P, BROADCASTING.
FOR SALE
Equipment
Collins 737A 5 kw fm transmitter Collins
5 ring fm antenna now in use. Make offer.
Also havemission400
ft. 1%"
rigid transline. Box
460P,Andrew
BROADCASTING.
2 Motorola FMTU30 160mc band mobile
transmitters
30 watts
for $65. "Cub"
corder
$25. Box
774P, output
BROADCASTING.
5 kw transmitter Gates BC-5A complete
with tubes and crystal in good operating
condition. Currently on air at KYOK,
Houston, Texas. Price $5900. Terms can
be arranged.
immediate
ment. StanleyAvailable
Ray, 505forBaronne
St., shipNew
Orleans 12, La.
Two Afflpex tape machines, 600 and 601.
Perfect
shape. T.Spare
parts. $800.00
both. Contact
R. Hanssen,
WDVH, takes
P.O.
Box 289, Gainesville, Florida.
Heavy duty 300 foot guyed tower, standing,
304 feet with beacon. Uniform triangular
cross section, has base insulator. Strong
enough to support side antenna. Excellent
condition. WKAN, Kankakee, Illinois.
400 foot,
self-supporting,
D-30 All
Truscon
tower. Galvanized,
three legs.
standard
fixtures, includes lights. Contact Richard
Sommerville, WTTH, Port Huron, Michigan.
Ampex
600 wear,
and 620notspeaker-amplifier-very
little head
used professionally.
$500 or make offer. W. Bolle, 209 W. Laurel,
Sierra Madre, Calif.
Following equipment available: Gates model
2639 modulation monitor as is but working.
Radio City Products tube tester, 322. Gates
2559 recording amplifier. Gates 28Co limiter
working condition. 6N Presto disc recorder.
Two Fairchild turntables 33-78 speeds. TV
video carrier monitor H.P. model 336-C.
Frequency 83.24 mc. Write J. M. Brady,
P. O. Box 2148, Idaho Falls, Idaho.
Video monitors. Closed circuit and broadcast. Foto-Video Laboratories, Inc. Cedar
Grove, New Jersey, CE. 9-6100.
FM, am, tv transmitters, studio consoles
cameras, everything in broadcast equipment. Urgently want 250w-10kw fm, am, tv,
etc.Y. Call Mr. Charol, Technical Systems
N.
Corp., 12-01 43rd Ave., Long Island City,
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WANTED

RADIO

TO BUY

Stations
Bought one, want another. Prefer midwest
or southwest. $100,000-$250,000 price range.
Confidential,
please. Box 594P, BROADCASTING.
Small station on or near coast or our island
possessions. Box 636P, BROADCASTING.
Financially
qualified 1 multi-owners
interested in acquiring
kilowatt or more
fulltime stations in Dallas, Minneapolis,
Milwaukee, fidential.
Tulsa Principals
and Buffalo.
conwrite Replies
Box 821P,
BROADCASTING.
Equipment
TV transmitter, 500 or 1000 watt, channel 8,
also diplexer
Juneau,
Alaska.and sideband filter. KINY-TV,
We need a good, used console or consolette,
frequency monitor, and peak limiter. If
you have something good at a fair price,
call or write. Max Harper, Radio Station
WDAK, FAirfax 2-5447, Columbus, Georgia.
I wish to buy 2 transmitters. 1 kilowatt,
preferably RCA Victor with turntables and
antenna and fm equipment. Address Jesus
D. Gonzalez, Radio Station XEAW, Apartado 628, Monterrey, N.L., Mexico.
Used flutter meter — Please state price. Contact W. Bolle, 209 W. Laurel, Sierra Madre,
Calif.
INSTRUCTIONS
F.C.C. first phone license preparation by
correspondence or in resident classes.
Grantham Schools are located in Hollywood,
Seattle, Kansas City, and Washington. Write
for
our offree
40-page brochure.
Grantham
School
Electronics,
3123 Gillham
Road,
Kansas City 9, Missouri.
FCC firstanteed
phone
license
in six
instruction
by master
approved. Request brochure.
License School, 2603 Inwood
Texas.

weeks.
teacher.GuarG.I.
Elkins Radio
Road, Dallas,

Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st
phone license, 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations
required. Enrolling now for classes starting
Oct. 28, 1959. January 6, March 2, 1960. For
information, references and reservations
write William B. Ogden. Radio Operational
Engineering School, 150 West Olive Avenue,
Burbank, California.
FCC license in six weeks. Resident classes
September 28, November 16, January 18.
Guaranteed personal instruction by Waldo
Brazil, Pathfinder Radio Service, 510 16th
St., Oakland, California.
Be prepared.
First phone
weeks. License
Guaranteed instruction.
Elkinsin 6Radio
School of Atlanta. 1139 Spring St., N.W.,
Atlanta, Georgia.

S100.00 Reward for information leading to
the recovery of 1959 Pontiac Bonneville
Vista, Sunglow (Red) over white. Florida
tag number 3W 50578 — registered to Father
William
Roberts,
43, 6' 2",radio
weight
lbs re-—
neat dresser
purchases
time200for65181,
vivals. Call —Dale
MaComb, Redwood
Tampa, Florida.
Free program. Build listenership. Increase
ratings and prestige. Schedule Lutheran
Vespers. 30 minutes of dignified message
and hymns featuring outstanding college
choirs. Schedule each Sunday after 4:00
p.m. Send starting date (at least 30 day
notice), broadcast time, and K.C. Keep all
recording
tapes forPaul
yourC. use
at completion of broadcast.
Messplay,
1407
West Prospect, Kewanee, Illinois.
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AMERICA'S FIRST
24 HOUR ALL GIRL STATION.
romantic Hawaii. Soon to begil
§:
»t k Announcers,
Hi - t
>egin §
operation.
sales, engi^
iJS neers, all should apply now to KNDI, £
r Box 1516, Honolulu 6, Hawaii. £

PROGRAMATIC
FIELD

SALES

J REPRESENTATIVES
"j The rapid expansion of this
automated radio broadcasting
service has created several at~ tractive openings for qualified field sales representatives.
These positions offer excellent
salaries plus sales incentive
A compensation.
High
earning
potential with excellent future.

_
?
rs
j,
5

Applicants should be experic enced in operation of radio s
stations. Must have ability to
sell at station ownership and
i management
level. Must be Ji
\ ing.
willing to do extensive travel- ?
Please submit qualifications to : J,
John Esau
PROGRAMATIC

0=,

Broadcasting Service
229 Park Avenue South
New York 3, N. Y.
:xk:
IXJC

Broadcast Sales Engineer
Collins Radio Company has an immediate opening for a Broadcast
Sales Engineer. Technical experience
in Broadcast engineering essential.
Sales experience helpful but not
necessary. Salary open. Call or write
R. M. Winston, Collins Radio Company, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Collins Radio Co.
Cedar Rapids
Dallas Burbank

MISCELLANEOUS
Plan Christmas spot campaigns now. We
write, voice, record custom commercials.
No jingles.
M-J Productions,
2899 Templeton
Road, Columbus,
Ohio.

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Help Wanted — Sales
OtiC

Help Wanted — Announcers
announcer with
EXPERIENCE
CREATIVITY
LIVELINESS
(and something on the flip side)
Seventeen-year-old big-city radio
station, very successful, needs a new
announcer-dj with enough personality to carry his own weight among
present manent
top-flight
personalities.
Perposition,Send tape,
superior
earningphoto
opportunity.
resume,
and salary expectations. Do it today.
Box 812P, BROADCASTING

Technical
Immediate Openings
OVERSEAS
and in the
UNITED STATES.
for
ASSIGNMENTS
RADIO
and
MICROWAVE
ENGINEERS,
TECHNICIANS
TECHNICAL WRITERS
(Family may accompany)
• RADIO ASSIGNMENTS. Require
Telecommunication System and/
or
Propagation Path Test Experience.
• MICROWAVE ASSIGNMENTS.
Require 3 to 5 years General
Experience in route design, equipment specifications and installation, or operation
nication systems. of telecommuSend Resumes To
J. J. Quirk
TELEVISION ASSOCIATES OF
INDIANA, INC.
E. BARKER AVENUE,
(LAKELAND)
MICHIGAN CITY, INDIANA
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Announcers
STAFF ANNOUNCER
four years, 50 kw-am and vhf-tv with
emphasis news and sports. Desire newssports, including play-by-play. Single,
vet, working on masters. Prefer east,
but will relocate anywhere.
BOX 850P, BROADCASTING

Dollar
far
Dollar
classified
ad in
you can't
beatgetting
a
top-flight personnel
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WANTED TO BUY
Stations

TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Technical

WANTED TO BUY
Class "B" FM radio station,
in
New York City area.
All replies strictly confidential
Reply Box 571, Wheaton, Illinois

WFMY-TV, GREENSBORO, N.C.
Needs to add engineer with first class
license. Must have television training or
experience. Excellent working conditions,
insurance plans, 40-hour week. Write
Mr. Doyle Thompson, Chief Engineer,
with full details on training, experience.
Send photograph. This is a job for a
man who wants a permanent situation.

STATIONS
FOR SALE
250w full-time network station located in very desirable midwest
area. Ideal situation for owneroperator. Can be purchased on reasonable terms.
Box 758P, BROADCASTING

Fine station. Better than 90,000 population. Multiple owner wants to devote more
attention to properties closer at home.
Price: $60,000; $18,000 down, long payout. Only principal, experienced, responsible replies, please. Sacrifice priced.
Box 813P, BROADCASTING
SOUTHWEST METROPOLITAN
STATION ...
$ 14,000.00 down and you can own toprated country-western station in number
one country market of the southwest .
low operating expense structure make this
an ideal property . . . Don't miss this
golden
opportunity . . . Can't last long
. . . Write:
BOX 85 IP* BROADCASTING
(No brokers please)
85 M Terms
Minn. Single 500w
Ky.
100M Terms
Single lkw-D
250w
Cal. Single
65M Terms
Fla. Single 500w
Terms
50
S.C. Single lkw-D
45 M Terms
Cal. Single 250w
33 M Terms
116M
Terms
Iowa Small
lkw-D
100M
Ky.
Terms
Single lkw-D
105M Terms
Minn
lkw-D
Terms
Ariz. Single
70M
Small lkw-D
N.C. Second 250w
78M Terms
La.
Medium lkw-D
150M Terms
Terms
195M
Ala. Metro 5kw-D
Miss. Metro
98 MM Terms
225
lkw-D
Terms
S.E. Major 5kw-D
475M
Mid Major 500w
Terms
And others.
PAUL H .
CHAPMAN
COM P A N Y
INCORPORATED
MEDIA BROKERS
Atlanta
Please add ress:
Chicago
1182 W. Peachtree
New York
Atlanta 9, Ga.
San Francisco

RADIO STATIONS WANTED
Investment banking firm organizing
new chain is interested in acquiring
AM Radio Stations for cash and/or
stock. Capable management will be
retained. Principals only. Submit details.
WHITMORE, BRUCE & CO.
29 Broadway
New York 6, N.Y.
-

FOR

SALE

NOTHING DOWN
Will sell half of station in medium
market to anyone who will assume
all operating expense. Profit from
station to pay for half.
BOX 849P, BROADCASTING
THE PIONEER FIRM OF TELEVISION AND RADIO MANAGEMENT
CONSULTANTS
ESTABLISHED 1946
NEGOTIATIONS MANAGEMENT
APPRAISALS
FINANCING
-HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
1736Washington
Wisconsin 7,Ave.,
N.W.
D. C.
Texas fulltimer #48,000 1/3 down
— West major fulltime regional
#1,000,000 29% — Southwest Kw
Day #225,000 29% — West major
fulltime regional #265,000 27% —
Texas Kw Day, beautiful plant, top
coverage excellent area. #94,000
#35,000 down — West major fulltime regional #485,000 reasonable
cash down 8C terms negotiated —
Texas Kw Day #143,000 29% —
— West fulltime regional #225,000
30% . All above making money.
patt Mcdonald, box 9266,
AUSTIN, TEX. GL. 3-8080 or Jack
Koste, 60 E. 42nd, N.Y. 17, N.Y.
MU 2-4813.
NORMAN
& NORMAN
INCORPORATED
Brokers — Consultants — Appraisers
RADIO-TELEVISION STATIONS
Nation-Wide Service
Experienced Broadcasters
Confidential Negotiations
Security Bldg.
Davenport, Iowa
STATIONS FOR SALE'
Ours is a personal service, designed to
fit your finances, your qualifications and
your needs.
If you are in the market for either an
AM, FM or TV station anywhere in the
country be sure to contact us at once.
JACK L. STOLL & ASSOCIATES
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif.
Hollywood 4-7279

Positions

Open

Positions are open within the
FCC for young people who want
to make government radio engine ring a career. Such opportunities, FCC announced, are open to
college seniors and graduates in
engineering, and also persons with
experience in electronics.
Openings are available in
Washington and at various FCC
field headquarters throughout the
U.S. Positions start at a GS-5
grade ( $4,490-$4,940) or GS-7
grade ($5,430-$5,880). Further
information may be obtained by
writing to the Executive Secretary, Board of U.S. Civil Service
Examiners, FCC, Washington 25,
D.C.
Continued from page 116
PETITIONS FOR RULE MAKING FILED
September 29, 1959
Beacom Broadcasting Enterprises, Fort
Pierce,
Fla. — Requests
that Lake
rules Wales,
be amended to reassign
ch. 14 from
Fla.
or ch. 15 from Ocala, Fla. to Fort Pierce,
Fla. Ann. Oct. 2.
JANUARY
1, 1960RADIO
DEADLINE
REPAINTING
TOWERS FOR
All radio stations are reminded that January 1, 1960
deadline
datepresently
for repainting is
antennaFCC
towers
that are
painted with white bands one-half width of
orange bands.
FCC in 1953 adopted change in its rules
eliminating provision in its painting specifications that required white bands to be
approximately half width of orange bands.
This change to equal width bands from
unequal width bands brought FCC specificaconformity Marking
with National
Standardtionson intoObstruction
promulgated
by Air Coordinating Committe.
In order not to impose hardships on licensees whose towers were recently painted, Commission, by amendment to Sec. 17.43
of part 17 of its rules, established deadline
date of January 1, 1960 for compliance
with its new painting specifications. Ann.
Oct. 1.
License Renewals
Following stations were granted renewal
of license: KART Jerome. Idaho; KCEE
Tucson, Ariz.; KDXU St. George, Utah;
KEEP Twin Falls, Idaho; KELY Ely, Nev.;
KEOS Flagstaff, Ariz.; KHFH Sierra Vista.
Ariz.; KORT Grangeville, Idaho; KOVO
Provo, Utah; KPTL Carson City, Nev.:
KRUX Glendale, Ariz.; KTNM Tucumcari.
N.M.; KUPI Idaho Falls, Idaho; KVNA
Flagstaff, Ariz.; KVRS Rock Spring, Wyo.;
KWEI Weiser, Idaho; KOLO-TV Reno, Nev.:
KVOA-TV Tucson, Ariz.; KBET Reno, Nev.;
KCUB & N.M.;
aux., Tucson,
KENN Farmington,
KRAC Ariz.;
Alamogordo,
N.M.:
KRAL Rawlins, Wyo.; KTRC Santa Fe.
N.M.; KVOY Yuma, Ariz.
Miscellaneous
FUNNYPHONE
Radio's new and successful fun
13 entertaining weeks of instantaneous
audience reaction. 650 clever Funnyphone questions and answers; formats;
teasers;
promos,
tails, write
or wire:$100. For more deSPECIALIZED PROGRAMMING
SERVICES
game
Box 694P, BROADCASTING
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YEARS

Finest way to speed to Europe and beyond . . . that's KLM! Fast flights whisk
you non-stop from New York and Montreal, one-stop from Houston. Friendly
flight attendants treat you to world-famous Royal Dutch service — the most
thoughtful, attentive service you'll find anywhere! Contact your travel agent
or KLM Royal Dutch Airlines, 609 Fifth Avenue or 120 Broadway, N. Y., N. Y.

WISH
122

. . you're in Europe
before you know it!

. you're treated royally
on Royal Dutch Airlines!

KLM to Europe
. . . and beyond !

THE WORLD 0«R
KLM
ROYAL DUTCH
AIRLINES
THE WORLD'S FIRST AIRLINE
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OUR

RESPECTS

TO

Willard

so forth, and develop and then tell the
story of what radio and tv can do
vis-a-vis magazine, newspaper or no

. . .
Schroeder

It took Bill Schroeder two years and
two newspapers after he got out of college to decide the newspaper business "was run by old men." This was
while Mr. Schroeder — president and
general manager of WOOD-AM-TV
Grand Rapids, Mich. — was with the
Chicago Herald & Examiner in 1935
working as a researcher in department
store advertising and, later, selling
space in its Northshore "zone" edition.
Looking over the fence, Mr. Schroeder saw other Hearstlings of the Chicago
training ground who had gone into
radio and prospered. He asked for a
transfer to Hearst Radio and was offered
a job as time salesman at WCAE Pittsburgh. He started in 1936 and has been
in broadcasting ever since.
Born June 6, 1913, at St. Louis, Willard Schroeder went to the U. of Missouri School of Journalism. He majored
in advertising, edited the undergraduate
newspaper and financed his last two
years of college from his editor's salary
and other odd jobs, receiving a bachelor of journalism degree in 1934. Hired
by a Hearst scout, he worked a year at
the general offices of the Hearst newspapers in New York in newspaper merchandising and research before going
to Chicago. It was here he jumped the
fence, after noting that the newspaper
publisher was over 70 and the advertising director past 60.
Pittsburgh to New York • He stayed
at WCAE eight years, four as local
salesman and four as sales manager.
Then he was promoted to general manager of WINS New York. He remained
at WINS until 1947, the station meanwhile having been sold to Crosley
Broadcasting Corp. in 1946.
He rounded out his experience by
returning to Pittsburgh as radio and
tv director of an agency, Ketchum,
MacLeod & Grove. At the time, the
agency's broadcast billing was small
and Mr. Schroeder's task was to increase it. He did. he says, "in gratifying volume, but I missed not being in
station operation."
Then in 1950, an old Hearst boss,
Harry Bitner, who had bought WOOD
Grand Rapids from ABC in 1949,
needed a general manager. He hired
Willard Schroeder. Mr. Schroeder has
been there ever since. Mr. Bitner
bought WOOD-TV from Leonard
Versluis in 1951. He sold WOOD-AMTV to TLF Broadcasters (Time Inc.)
in 1957 and Mr. Schroeder remained as
head of the stations.
Impossible Goal • Mr. Schroeder
holds some of the same firm opinions
BROADCASTING, October 12, 1959

about radio and tv that he held about
newspapers. In television, he feels the
biggest
problem toispresent,
programming:
"Wea
are challenged
18 hours
day, seven days a week, material that
is not too much garbage and repeats.
This is an impossible goal."
He speaks bluntly: "Although it
might be considered heresy by some,
I think tv programming could be a
hell of a lot better in toto if there were
some cutbacks in quantity in favor of
more
quality."
About
radio, he is even more emphatic: "There are, I think, more stations than the public or the business
community wants or needs. In most
cities the majority can't be distinguished
one from the other programwise and
the advertising revenues on many are
farHefrom
has healthy."
his own cure for this illness:
"Under present rules a broadcaster can't
buy out or merge with a competitor
as a newspaper publisher may do. If,
in some manner, a broadcaster could
be permitted to do so under certain
circumstances, the public, the advertiser
and broadcasting might gain."
Needed: New Customers • In both
radio and tv, Mr. Schroeder feels, more
creative selling must be evolved, particularly on the national level. Broadcasters spend too much time competing
with each other for the dollar of the advertiser who is already committed to
broadcast media. "In many instances
what we call selling could better be done
by IBM machines. In some way we've
got to break out of the narrow environment of ratings, cost-per-thousand, and

advertising
Although ata all."
broadcasting business is
intended to make money, this means in
good volume over a long period, in Mr.
Schroeder's opinion. When expenditures
are made, the broadcaster should try to
make them improve service so as to generate more income. "Grabbing the fast
buck or spending money simply because it's in plentiful supply (and tax
deductible)
stupid."
The statusisquo
can be deadly and so
can a set pattern of operation, he
thinks: "Try to maintain an environment
of aggressiveness and innovation — especially in sales and programming.
Broadcasting is essentially a dynamic
business and when a broadcaster starts
running his shop by the book, that's the
beginning
the end."
Go the ofLimit
• Bill Schroeder's Rx
for operating a broadcast property approaches simplicity in a job where there
is sometimes a tendency to overcomplication. "Get the best possible facilities
available to you and try to keep them
that way. Hire the best possible people
you can afford, especially department
heads, and encourage them to take as
much responsibility as they can handle
so long as they don't try to torpedo their
opposite number in another department.
"Make it clear to the fellow working
for you that you expect him to make
mistakes as well as right moves. When
he makes an honest mistake, back him
up fully; when he does something right,
give him credit for it."
Some measure of Mr. Schroeder's
success in practicing this philosophy
may be gathered in this summation of
his work: "I'm doing what I like most
to do and what I think I'm best qualified to do. My employer is the best
possible and he leaves me free to run
my own show. The people who work for
me are competent, responsible, intelliSensible
balance • With this kind of
gent and congenial."
harmony at the shop, Mr. Schroeder
thinks Grand Rapids is the ideal city — ■
"big enough to have a varied and healthy
economy and small enough to enable a
man to balance his life sensibly in time
spent at work, with family and with

WOOD-AM-TV's

Schroeder

He wanted a young man's game

With his wife, the former Barbara
Will of Marshalltown, Iowa, and his
friends." Gail 16, Sally 9, Chris 6 and
children,
David 4, he enjoys the numerous outdoor activities possible in western Michigan: weekend skiing in winter; golfing,
sailing, water skiing and swimming in
summer.
He currently serves on the NBC Radio Affiliates Advisory Board and is a
"chronic" vice president of Michigan
Assn. of Broadcasters.
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EDITORIALS
The

real tv quiz

scandal

THE producers of Twenty-One could take some lessons
in quiz rigging from the House Oversight Subcommittee.
Never was a quiz more thoroughly rigged than the Oversight production last week.
All the cases that Oversight heard had been exhaustively
investigated by a New York grand jury last year to the accompaniment ofwidespread publicity.
The grand jury failed to find any criminal action.
The Oversight Subcommittee's excuse for reopening the
subject was that perhaps a new law was needed to prevent
quiz show producers from giving answers to contestants.
This was not only a slim excuse. It was a phony. No lawyer
could finish a draft of such a law without laughing himself
into hysteria.
The real purpose of the Oversight hearings was to be
seen last week in the presence of as many as 60 reporters
in the hearing room, in the headlines shouting "television
scandal" and in the prominent mention of the name of
Chairman Oren Harris in papers throughout the country.
From these hearings will come no new law, no new regulation, no change in television operations, for indeed none
of these is needed. The situations of which witnesses spoke
last week were all corrected long ago.
To say that the House hearings last week were a publicity
stunt is not to condone fakery in broadcasting. In a sense
the rigging of quiz shows was fakery, but clearly not of
dimensions to constitute a criminal fraud. To the extent
that shows were made to appear spontaneous while being
rehearsed, to the same degree the producers risked losing
the confidence of their audience upon disclosure.
The loss of audience confidence can be a severe penalty
in broadcasting. The fact that the networks took immediate
steps to clean up the quiz mess as soon as they heard of it
was a clear indication of their unwillingness to lose the trust
of their viewers.
Whatever viewer confidence was lost when the quiz
scandal first broke in New York last year was soon afterward regained. The whole uncomfortable process may have
to be repeated as the aftermath to one politician's excursion
into print.

What's

wrong

with

Canon

each is highest tribunal in its respective civil and criminal
field — there remains the need to clarify another phase of
Oklahoma justice. This is the extent of the Supreme Court's
authority to impose procedure rules on the Criminal Court.
Both courts have elective judges, subject to the pressures
and influences of the voting process. Word from Oklahoma
indicates the Supreme Court judges raged when the Criminal
Court opened its doors to radio-tv a year ago in the famous
Lyles case (Broadcasting, Sept. 8, 1958). The state bar
association, without bothering to investigate the merits of
the matter, called on the Supreme Court to issue its Canon
35, though even the top American Bar Assn. has admitted
the need for a close examination of the whole broadcast
problem by setting up investigative procedure.
The unsavory muddle offers an opportunity for Radio
Television News Directors Assn. to act at its meeting, which
opens Oct. 14 in New Orleans. It's obvious the courts are
in need of professional guidance. RTNDA's professional
membership can supply this help by showing courts and
lawyers everywhere how broadcast media can report with
fidelity and dignity.
Sweat

and

status

THERE

is more than intramural significance in the elevation of Sig Mickelson to the presidency of CBS News.
The action is an indication of the growing stature of news
throughout the broadcasting system.
At CBS, news now has organizational parity with the
television network, the television stations division and the
radio division. We do not suggest that other networks and
stations should model their own corporate structures after
CBS, but we do believe that the news department, however it fits into the organization chart, should occupy at
least as high a status as CBS has given it.
Radio and television enjoy vast technical advantages
over other forms of journalism. It remains for radio and
television to exploit those advantages by putting them in the
hands of skilled newsmen of judgment and experience.
A cadre of newsmen who have those qualifications is
developing in broadcasting. Around that cadre must be
built a whole profession of broadcast newsmen. The building will take some time, and it will require much sweat
from working newsmen and support from top management
and ownership.

35

THE main trouble with the legal profession's Canon 35,
aside from its sheer mockery of constitutional rights,
can be found in the way lawyers and courts keep fumbling
their rules and routines. A fortnight ago Oklahoma's barristers and justices flouted all rules of justice, fair play and
plain decency by using star-chamber tactics to slam through
the state's own Canon 35.
This travesty occurred in a state where broadcasters have
successfully shown for seven years that they can report
court proceedings without interfering with decorum or the
rights of participants. The Oklahoma Supreme Court
demonstrated its political heritage by declaring the canon
in effect without prior hearing or briefs or notice. No effort
was made by the court to investigate the facts about modern
broadcasting techniques.
A ticklish jurisdictional question arises now that the
parallel Oklahoma Criminal Court of Appeals has indicated
it won't obey the Supreme Court's edict. While the Supreme
Court is at the same protocol level as the criminal bench —
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Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix
"1 heard them say he's a sick comedian. Let's send him a
get-well card."
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KSTP-TV
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BY EDWARD

MINNEAPOLIS

• ST. PAUL

NBC
100,000 WATTS
PETRY & CO., INC. — A GOLD SEAL STATION

own

Radio

SHOW

HOW

TO
BUCKET

WIN

YOU...

the '6V2 BILLION

KANSAS

CITY

MARKET!

The "secret" (we're not keeping it too
well!) is TOP personalities plus TOP news
and market coverage and the musical magic

'
WALTERS

of the TOP 10,000 tunes. We call this "secret"
TOPularity — the new concept in radio program ing— the unique kind of "soft" sell
that wins the hard cash of friendly customers
for advertisers on KMBC-KFRM.
(Shown here are ads from a current newspaper series of our continuing campaign to
publicize KMBC-KFRM TOPular personalities and programs to listeners.)
Only KMBC-KFRM provides single-package coverage of the entire Kansas City Trade
Area — Kansas City, the nation's 17th largest
metropolitan market, plus western Missouri
(via KMBC), and the entire state of Kansas
(BONUS coverage via KFRM). Let us help
you sell nearly four million persons with annual buying power exceeding $6^ billion!

sJtaffin 1

assist**

Check with your P-G-W "Colonel" right
away for availabilities on KMBC-KFRM
Radio.

1 io"*"11

/EACH WEEKDAY EVENING AT 7:30^
SAY

U

with MUSIC

Relaxing music all evening long
plus baseball scores on t
hour from '
the half
7:30 till 11:30 ^

*KMBC-KFRM coverage corresponds almost exactly to the
Kansas City trade area as defined by the 10th District
Federal Reserve Bank. The Kansas City Metropolitan
Area, according to Sales Management "Survey of Buying Power, 1959" now ranks 17th in the nation.

In
Kansas

Ci» the

* *> K M
B and
C Most"T
VTV StationQ
Kansas City's Most Popular
Powerful
and in Radio the Swing is to

KMBC

^ Kansas City — KFRM fa* the State of Kansas
with 10,000 Watts Power from Twin Transmitters

DON DAVIS, President f!
JOHN SCHILLING, Executive Vice Pn>.<#\
GEORGE
HIGGINS,
Vice Pres. & Sale «r|
ED DENNIS,
Vice President
MORI
GREINEft,
Television
Manager I |
DICK SMITH, Radio Manager
Peters.Griffik
Woodward. INC.
Exclusive National Rtfrestnlall
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There's room for just one station
at the top in any television market
— and in Central Iowa that station is WHO-TV!
For example, in the NSI Report
for 27 Iowa counties (July, 1959)
WHO-TV delivers more homes
in more quarter hours than any
other station. ARB (see below)
gives WHO-TV the No. 1 position in the metropolitan area, too.
Local programming is a true
measure of WHO-TV's determination to stay on top. Selections
from our large library of film
packages*, featured each weekday
along with regular news reports
on Family Theatre (Noon-2 p.m.),
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The Early Show (4:30 p.m.-6:05
p.m.) and The Late Show (10:30
p.m. - Sign-Off ), deliver more
homes in 190% more quarter
hours than Stations 'B' and 'C
combined!
WHO-TV's goal of continuing
leadership is being met with the
best in programming, personnel
and public service. Ask your PGW
Colonel for spots at the top in Central Iowa television on WHO-TV !
WHO-TV

'■'WARNER BROTHERS "Feature" and
"Vanguard" * MGM Groups 1 and 3 ★ NTA
"Champagne," "Rocket 86," "Dream,"
"Lion," "Big 50" * SCREEN GEMS
"Sweet 65" * HOLLYWOOD TELEVISION SERVICE "Constellation" * Af and A
ALEXANDER
"Galaxy 20" and"Imperial
others. Prestige" * ABC's

ARB SURVEY
METROPOLITAN DES MOINES AREA
(March 16- April 12, 1959)
FIRST PLACE QUARTER HOURS
Number Reported
Percentage of Total
4-Week
1-Week
1-Week
4-Week
48.7%
50.0%
42.3%
233
40.0%
WHO-TV
227
9.0%
186
6.0%
Station K
197
27
4.0%
Station W
42
20
Ties
0
0
WHO-TV is part of Central Broadcasting Company,
which also owns and operates WHO Radio, Des Moines; WOC-TV, Davenport

WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV

Channel

13 * Des Moines
NBC Affiliate
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
Robert H. Harter, Sales Manager

r^r Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
National Representatives

By itself, a number may not have much meaning. But
IN A NUMBER?
WHAT'S
begin to add up. The latest available ARB sharethey
and
get a batch of them down on paper,
of-audience figures for MEDIC and IT'S A GREAT LIFE, for instance. They just go to show that,
stripped or once-a-week, these Victory Program Sales properties can really do a job for you,
wherever

you are. Want another good number? Try Circle 7-8300 in New York. That's VPS.
jm its a great life
medic mmmmmm

BALTIMORE (4TH RUN) WJZ-TV 1:00 PM, MON.-FRI.* 51%

BILLINGS (1ST HUN) KGHL-TV 9:00 PM, WED.*

35%

CHICAGO (5TH BUN) WNBQ 4:00 PM, MON.-FRI.*

31%

DETROIT (5TH BUN) WWJ-TV 1:00 PM, M0N.-FRI.

0
DETROIT (4TH BUN) WJBK-TV 7:00 PM, FBI.*

HUNTINGTON, W. U. (2ND BUN) WSAZ-TV 10:30 PM, SUN*

HONOLULU (2ND BUN) K0NJ-TV 7:30 PM, SUN.

HOUSTON (3BD RUN) KH0U-TV 9:00 AM, M0N.-FRI.*

KNOXVILLE (3BD BUN) WBIB-TT 1:00 PM, M0N.-FRI.

US VE6AS (2ND BUN) KUS-TV 3:30 PM, M0N.-FBI.*

MIAMI (4TH RUN) WTYJ 1:00 PM, M0N.-FRI.*

LOS ANGELES (4TH RUN) KABC-TV 11:30 AM, M0N.-FRI.

PHILADELPHIA (4TH BUN) WBCV-TV 1:00 PM, WED.

OMAHA (2ND RUN) KETV 4:00 PM, SUN.*

PHILADELPHIA (5TH BUN) WFIL-TK 10:30 AM, MON.-FBL*

PITTSBURGH (3BD BUN) K3KA-TU 9:30 AM, M0N.-FBI.

SAN FRANCISCO (4TH RUN) KB0N-TV 7:30 PM, TUES.

SPOKANE (4TH BUN) KXLY-TV 12 NOON, MON., WED."

TUCSON (2ND BUN) KV0A-TV 9:00 PM, THURS.*

WASHINGTON, D.C. (4TH RUN) WRC-TY 1:00 PM, M0N.-FRL*

WICHITA (4TH RUN) KARD-TV 10:15 PM, TUES.*

WICHITA FALLS (5TH RUN) KSYD-TV 4:00 PM, MON.-FRL*
*Top rating and share in time period.

SALE!
PROGRAM
VICTORY
a division of CALIFORNIA NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Canadian Representative: Fremantle of Canada, Ltd.

buy

St

Louis

a

la

card

the

BONUS

buy

'

f':

Ik

The facts show that in the great Dallas - Fort Worth
Market you get more counties, more TV Homes and
greater circulation when you buy KRLD-TV coverage.
Ask a Branham man to show you the KRLD-TV
"measured preference".

Represented Nationally
by The Branham Company

THE

DALLAS

TIMES

HERALD

STATIONS
Clyde President
W. Rembert

MAXIMUM

4

POWER

TV-Twin to KRID radio 1080, CBS outlet with 50,000 watts
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CLOSED
Harris to Geneva • Oren Harris IDArk.), chairman of House Commerce
Committee and acknowledged leader
in communications-broadcast matters,
plans to attend closing sessions of International Telecommunications Conference in Geneva this fall. His bill (HR
8426) to provide for creation of Frequency Allocation Board to handle all
allocations, will be subject of congressional hearings next session and observation of Geneva proceedings would provide him with grasp of international
problem at first hand. If extended tv
quiz investigations do not interfere,
Rep. Harris and Rep. Walter Rogers
(D-Tex.), member of commerce committee, plan to leave for Geneva Nov. 19.
Firing line • Don't underestimate impact of blast against manner in which
administrative agencies conduct their
business, issued by former Civil Aeronautics Board Comr. Louis J. Hector
last month. Hector document is being
privately circulated among communications specialists in and out of government by congressional aides with requests for comments. It's too early yet
to determine whether this means possible Hill activity which might lead to
reorganization of FCC as well as other
agencies, but there is strong sentiment
on Capitol Hill to explore Hector
charges.
Thrust of Hector philosophy is that independent regulatory agencies are incapable of doing job assigned to them because they attempt to handle too many
details "better left to management discretion and the free play of competitive forces." His belief is that policymaking and administrative functions of
regulatory agencies should be handled
by Executive branch, adjudicatory functions by special courts and investigative
and prosecution activities by Dept. of
Justice.
Loretta deciding • Films of The Loretta Young Show on NBC-TV (it's now
in its sixth season) may be placed in
syndication. It's learned NBC-TV is discussing syndication with Miss Young
and her production company (Toreto
Films), but decision hasn't yet been
reached. Toreto, in which Miss Young
has interests, owns rights to series.
Full steam • Look for build-up in lobbying activities in Washington on behalf of American Society of Composers,
Authors & Publishers. Paul Cunningham, who retired as ASCAP president

CIRCUIT

last April, has planned schedule to include at least two days a week in Washington from now on. He's still on
ASCAP executive staff as director of
public affairs and retains membership
on ASCAP's board.
Week of trouble • Eye-opening warnings of broadcasting's quiz troubles
caught many delegates to NAB's first
Fall Conference by surprise. Week's developments raised hope new Television
Information Office under Louis Hausman can cope with destructive impact
of recent headlines. Though parent
Television , Information Committee's
broad policies were outlined, TIC's
spokesmen said privately that much of
TIO's work will be done without benefit of publicity or public-relations gimmicks.
Extensive work-sheet already has
been compiled by TIC-TIO, which will
quietly go about its job, though next
month will involve fatiguing nationwide
tour of NAB conferences to explain
what image-improving project is all
about. Present signs indicate networks,
prime targets in quiz excitement, are
solidly behind TIO.
Add 20's • At least one major agency
(BBDO) is suggesting to spot tv advertisers during campaign planning that, if
possible, they add 20-second version to
minutes (assuming advertisers were
planning to use minutes only). Obvious
reason: Availabilities for minutes are
scarce and 20's can be better accommodated in tight station schedules.
What next • Question on many broadcasters' lips as they recall that Harris
Committee excitement deals mostly with
discarded programs long off air is this:
What needs to be cleaned up now? Selfexamination process hasn't smoked out
examples of clear fraud or rigging of
programs since quiz fakery was smoked
out, but questions of good taste and
over-commercialism are still considered
acute by Tv Code Board.
Occasionally the big question was
asked around the conference hotel in
Washington when delegates looked at the
printed agenda: "Why isn't Oren Harris
at this meeting?" In general, comments
and questions about the quiz furore
ranged from calm ("It'll blow over") to
panicky ("The next Blue Book may be
left-handed and pink"). "Where were
our industry's thinkers?" a delegate
asked. "Who let P.T. Barnum sneak
in?" another wondered. Some more:
"It's the natural result of the race for

ratings" and "Why are we getting whipped for the sake of politicians' ambitions when all this is ancient history?"
Asked for chance • Startled broadcastcasters who heard Chairman Earl W.
Kintner, of Federal Trade Commission,
deliver velvet-hammer speech at Washington conference hadn't realized extent
of chairman's wrath — he asked for
chance to scold them. Originally chairman had turned down NAB's invitation
to address conference. After testifying
before Harris Committee Oct. 12, he
phoned NAB and requested reinstatement on program.
Job shuffling at NBC • It's foregone
conclusion that, among other side effects of NBC Radio's new network-plusprogram-service type of operation (see
pages
54, 32),
a cutback
in
personnel.
How there'll
much beremains
to be
seen. But it's understood officials already are taking precautions to see that
those who may be let out will get
immediate reassignment within NBC
insofar as possible and otherwise get
first crack at openings that develop
where their skills and backgrounds
might fit.
Time to compare • When do agency
decision makers begin to earnestly compare track records of their own and
competing network tv programs?
Among many major agencies preference is developing for four-week period
following changeover to Standard Time
for all of nation (Oct. 26 this year).
Executives find that after traditional
jump
set usage
at that
timeaudience
there's
better in
picture
of rating
trends,
shares, etc.
Transistor booster • Tv boosters are
still in never-never land of being unlicensed and therefore illegal but also
on verge of being legitimatized through
pressures from Congress and others.
Notwithstanding this amorphous state,
more and more boosters continue to
begin operation, particularly in wideopen northwest areas of U.S., and
equipment makers also continue to
progress in their development of stable,
long-running gear. Latest to come to
attention of booster advocates is transistorized repeater which operates from
two six-volt dry cell batteries for as
long as one year without attention. Development comes from Mid-America
Relay Systems Inc., Rapid City, S.D.,
and has been tested in Alaska. Announcement will be made formally in
next month or two.
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Sales
are UP in booming Detroit
B
J
W
Dept. Store Sales
UP 17%
New Car Sales
UP 97%
Employment
UP 9%
Car and Truck Output
UP 90%
(Sept. '59 vs Sept. '58— Detroit Board of Commerce)
And UP is definitely the word for
WJBK -TV viewers
June and July ARB ratings
were both 35.2% of audience.
August is Up to 36.5%— 28% higher
than any other Detroit station.
(2nd to only one CBS station in the country
for audience share in 4-or-more station markets)
You know where your audience
and sales are going with WJBK -TV—
They're going UP!
cSTORER

station

CALL KATZ
STORER' NAT'L SALES OFFICES
625 Madison Ave., N.Y. 22
or
230 N. Michigan Ave.
Chicago 1
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WEEK

Mr. Mullins

IN

BRIEF

Where's the rate card all can understand? • There
is strong evidence advertisers may skip over buying time
on certain stations because the buyer is reluctant to
admit he stumbles trying to read the fine print in the
footnotes of some ratecards — especially when deadlines are pressing. But L. D. Mullins, advertising manager, Burgermeister Brewing Co., San Francisco, isn't
so reluctant about the subject. His views are expressed
in this week's Monday Memo. Page 27.

What length commercials? • The people who place them report on their
practices and views on tv spot-announcement usages in NBC Spot Sales'
fifth timebuyer opinion panel study. Page 37.

NBC Radio's new formula • It'll be essentially news, Monitor and special
events, with entertainment programming
available to stations on a fee
basis in new NBC Program Service setup. Officials hit the road this week
and next to explain it to affiliates and seek 100% clearances for reduced
network-sales periods. Page 54.

QUEEN

BEE

IN MICHIGAN'S
HONEY OF A MARKET

NAB's blunt warnings • First of Fall Conference series in Washington
hears Chairman Kintner of Federal Trade Commission warn
of government policing of broadcast programs unless practices are corrected. Broadcasters take stock of themselves and their troubles as self-policing campaigns are discussed. Page 58.
New station rep firm on horizon? • There's talk that FCC decision cutting networks out of representation business for affiliates may lead to
formation of one or two new station rep companies. Reaction to FCC
order finds networks glum; station reps glad. Page 66.
TvB's anti-print pitch • Bureau says the big numbers of men and women
who view television top any comparative readership claims of magazines
and of the country's daily newspapers in total. Page 68.
Radio-tv news — respectable, but not equal • Broadcast news directors,
meeting in New Orleans, are told how their profession and product have
grown in stature. But there is discouragement over slow progress of equal
access to the news, especially to the courts. FCC Chairman Doerfer cites
pressures for program regulation; news directors sound alarm at Senate's
new "watchdog" subcommittee. Page 70.
More to come in tv quiz • House subcommittee to resume tv quiz hearings Nov. 2 with broadened inquiry to include $64,000 Question and
Challenge. Charles Van Doren accepts service of subpoena, denies he
sought to hide from investigators. Page 82.
The other man behind Talent Assoc. • The business strings of an independent company that will gross $15 million a year by producing live
drama in television are held by a former practicing attorney and ex-talent
agent. A profile on Alfred Levy. Page 92.
DEPARTMENTS
AT DEADLINE
BROADCAST ADVERTISING
BUSINESS BRIEFLY
CHANGING HANDS
CLOSED CIRCUIT
DATEBOOK
EDITORIAL PAGE
FANFARE
FATES & FORTUNES
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Things
are buzzing
Michigan's
rich Golden
Trianglein area!
And
only WILX-TV delivers the important metro areas of LANSING,
JACKSON and BATTLE CREEK
in one sweep . . . city-grade signal
. . . studios at each point . . . dominant NBC service.
Mark these WILX-TV market facts:
• 11th largest population area
(SRDS Consumer Market Data)
• 1 2th largest in total retail sales
(Sales Management)
• 28th largest in TV homes
(Television Age 1 00 Top Markets)
Sell the big and busy Lansing market (now 69th nationally with
313,100 population) . . . plus Battle
Creek, Jackson and the populous
Central Michigan area . . . with
WILX-TV's powerful coverage.
contact
VENARD, RINT0UL & McCONNELL, INC.
WILX-TV
Channel
1©
Associated with
WILS — Lansing
WPON — Pontiac
7

J-JUGE, far-flung Los Angeles is no place
for half-hearted sales efforts. You need
the double-action advertising strength you
get from CBS Owned

channel 2. There's . . .

One: the volume of KN XT audiences. Yearafter-year-after-year, KNXT

continues its

leadership in the seven-station Los Angeles
market . . . with a 29 % larger share of audience than the nearest competition (Nielsen,
August '59). Add...
Two: the value of KNXT
nel 2 audiences

audiences. Chan-

are your best audiences,

according to a monumental,

first-of -its-kind

depth study,f which proves there is a sharp
difference in the "image" created by different television stations and that this image
strongly affects viewers' attitudes toward
commercials. When, for example, 600 Los
Angeles viewers were asked their choice of
the station "most likely" to carry advertising for a "progressive and research-minded
company, eager to keep the public informed
of new and improved products," 41% chose
channel 2 ! That's 3 2 % more viewers than
named the runner-up network station...
and 156% more viewers than named all
four non-network

stations combined I

Obviously, cost-per-thousand is only half
the picture. The other (equally vital) half
is cost-per-thousand what. For complete
coverage— the biggest audiences and the best
audiences— advertise on the station that provides both... KNXT.
fC onducted by the Institute for Motivational Research,
in association with Market Planning Corp., an affiliate
of McCann-Erickson. Findings available on request.

CBS OWNED*J£NXT®
2 LOS ANGELES
REPRESENTED BY CBS TELEVISIO
N SPOT SALES

*0ct. 31 — Florida UPI Broadcasters Assn. Cape
Canaveral tour, Cocoa Beach. Delegates will have
guided tour of missile-testing center. U. S. Air
for group at Patspecial briefings
give followed
Force rickwill
by inspection of launching
AF Base
sites. 31-Nov. 1 — Kansas AP Radio Assn. annual
Oct.
meeting, Fort Riley, Kan.
NOVEMBER
Nov. 1 — Annual Edward Petry & Co. promotional
research and merchandisseminar, for promotion,
ing executives of Petry-represented radio and tv
stations. Starts 3 p.m. Petry Suite in Warwick
(in conjunction
Hotel, Philadelphia
casters Promotion Assn.
convention). with Broad*Nov. 2 — Tv quiz hearing continuation by House
Subcommittee, Old House OfLegislative
fice Bldg.'s Oversight
Caucus Rm., Washington.
N0V. 2-3 — Canadian Board of Broadcast Governors
broadcasting reguon newOttawa.
holds public
lations. Boardhearings
of Transport,
conNov. 2-4 — Broadcasters Promotion Assn.
vention, Warwick Hotel, Philadelphia. Robert W.
keynote
be
will
Sarnoff, NBC board chairman,
H. Preston Peters,
speaker. Other &speakers:
Woodward; Adam J. Young,
Peters, Griffin
Adam Young Inc., and James T. Quirk, Tv Guide.
WPEN Philadelphia, program chairJim Kiss,
man, said agenda will provide maximum exchange
of ideas. Panels will be restricted to two participants.
Sales Executives-Interna2-6 — National
N0V. tional
Chicago Field Sales Management Institute,
Pick-Congress Hotel there.
*Nov. 4— Subcommittee B of California Assembly
on Public Utilities & CorporaInterimtions willCommittee
hold hearing on HR 358 on pay tv in Rm.
Los Angeles. Rex M. Cunningham
State Bldg.,
709,
(D-Ventura)
is committee chairman.
"Nov 4-5 — American Assn. of Advertising Agencies
eastern annual conference, Hotel Biltmore, 4)Newat
York. Creative meeting Wednesday (Nov.
Museum of Modern Art there.
*Nov. 5— Southern California Broadcasters Assn.
"whingding" outing at Inglewood Country Club.
Nov. 5— WSB Atlanta-Henry W. Grady School
of journalism (U. of Georgia) first annual news
WSB's White Columns
broadcasting
studios,
8:45 conference,
a.m.-3:30 p.m.
*I\|0V. 7 — Nebraska UPI Broadcasters, SheratonFontenelle Hotel, Omaha.
Nov. 8— New York State AP Broadcasters Assn.
annual meet, Sheraton-Ten Eyck Hotel, Albany.
Fall meeting, Texas Assn. of BroadNov. 8-9—
casters, Texas Hotel, Fort Worth.
of Nafall meeting, Assn.
Nov. 8-11— Annual The
Va.
Homestead, Hot Springs,
tional Advertisers,

A CALENDAR OF MEETINGS AND D EVENTS
AND RELATE FIELDS
IN BROADCASTING
(♦Indicates first or revised listing)
— Western Regional Convention, AmerOct 18-21
ican Assn. of Advertising Agencies, Biltmore and
Miramar Hotels, Santa Barbara, Calif. Agenda
includes day of closed sessions for member agency
of open
managem
sessions. ent delegates and day-and-a-half
MBS affiliates meeting, Shera0ct, 19 — Regional
ton-Dallas Hotel, Dallas.
Oct 19-22 — RCA television studio equipment
color tv, trantape recorder,
seminar, including
SCOREBOARD
new projectors. KL-A
switching, cameras,
sistorized
Bldg.
2-1,
Camden,
N.
J.
Here's a sales tip to advertisers
Oct. 21— Connecticut Assn. of AP Broadcasters
adannual fall meeting, Waverly Inn, Cheshire.
and agencies: integrate your
vertising with the medium.
Inc. 18th annual "Man of the
— The Pulse
Oct 21luncheon,
Grand Ballroom, Plaza Hotel, New
Year"
York. Honored this year: Arthur Godfrey, CBS
Be opportunists. Take advantage
personality.
close
de
provi
which
ions
of situat
Oct 22-23 — American Marketing Assn. (Minnect
association between your produ
seventh biannual Management Insti-H.
sota chapter)
Radio.
Spot
and
tute, Hotel Leamington, Minneapolis. Charles
, BBDO, will present outlook in
president
Brower,
president, Hoffman LaBarney,
D.cover
ng. L.
For instance — during the baseadvertisi
pharmaceutical industry.
Roche Inc., will
ball season where do people get
ters Assn., fall
Broadcas
Oct. 22-23— Kentucky
the scores ? From the newspapers
meeting, Phoenix Hotel, Lexington.
on the commuter train — No, sir.
Oct. 23— Maryland-D.C. Assn. of Broadcasters,
Country Club, Baltimore.
The people— the masses you sell
ers Assn., anradio,
from
Oct. 23-24 — Wisconsin Broadcast
s
score
to get their
nual fall meeting, Madison, Wis. FCC Comr.
Spot Radio.
New offispeaker.
will be featured post of president,
Robert toE.beLeeelected,
including
cers
Nov. 9 — Assn. of Broadcast Executives of Texas,
hthroug
ns
Leading radio statio
now held by Mig Figi, WAUX Waukesha.
Worth. Guest speakDallas-Fort
Western
out the country have created very
president, NAB.
Fellows,
er: HaroldHillsE. Inn,
— Midwest conference, Women's Adv.
Oct. 23-25
Milwaukee.
Clubs,
rs
Nov. 9 — Arizona Broadcaste Assn. annual meet,
attractive "Scoreboard Packages."
24 — AP Radio & Tv Assn. of Wisconsin,
Oct.
Madison.
Sponsorship makes sense for
Valley Hotel, Scottsdale.
many products: cigars, shaving
UPI Broadcasters of Georgia organiza*0ct. 24 — UPI Broadcasters of Connecticut fall Nov. 9—
tional meet, Riviera Motel, Atlanta.
meet, WNHC-AM-TV New Haven.
products, autos, just to mention
Nov. 9-10— Institute of Radio Engineers, radio
a few.
Oct. 24-26 — National Educational Tv & Radio
fall meeting. Syracuse Hotel, Syracuse, N.Y.
annual meeting of etv station managers,
Center,
10 Columbus Circle, New York.
Nov. 10 — Radio & Television Executives Society
Agen& selling seminar.
"Oct. 26-29-Australian Assn. of AdvertisingFrederic
begins its 1959-60of timebuying
Seminar consists weekly luncheons at Hawaiian
cies annual meet, Broadbeach, Queensland. Agencies
York. Registration
Advertising
of
New
Assn.
Hotel,
American
Lexington
Room in
R. Gamble,
president, will speak.
fee is $10, luncheon price is $3.50 for registrants,
P.S. To score in Los Angeles advertise on KLAC. Advertis$4.50 for non-registrants.
Oct. 27-30— National Assn. of Educational
*Nov. 10 — Assn. of Maximum Service Telecasters
ers get amazing sales results
Hotel Sheratonconvention,
annual
s,
Broadcaster
from this great station.
Cadillac, Detroit.
special board of directors meeting, Mayflower
Hotel, Washington, D. C.
Oct. 28 — Radio & Television Executives Society
Nov.
11-13 — NBC radio-tv affiliates, Plaza Hotel,
Bowles (D-Conn.) and Sig
luncheon. Rep. Chester CBS
New York.
on
speak
Div.,
News
Mickelson, president,
Grand Ballroom,
ing and
"Broadcast
jourNov. 11-14 — Sigma Delta Chi (professional
Roosevelt Hotel,
N.Y. Politics."
50th anniversary convention,
fraternity)
nalistic
sponmeetings
Oct 29-30 — Electronic devicesElectronic
Devices, Indianapolis.
robert e. eastman & co., inc.
l Group on
ard M. Nixon.Guest speaker: Vice President Richsored byProfessiona
of Radio Engineers, Shoreham Hotel,
Institute
stations
radio
major
Washington.
Nov. 13 — Colorado Broadcasters & Telecasters
representing
Assn.,
Brown Palace, Denver.
fall
Assn.,
rs
Broadcaste
Jersey
New
—
29-31
Oct.
WNEW • WIL • KLAC • KJR
• KXL
*Nov. 13-14 — Country Music Disc Jockey Festival
Princeton.
Inn,
Nassau
KXOL
•
meeting,
WHBQ
•
CKLW
KNEW • WRIT •
AnNashville),
WSMSpencer
Oct. 30— Minnesota Broadcasters Assn., Hotel
(eighthdrewevent
KBOX • WING • WCOL • KOEO • WARM
Thornton,
Hotel there.by Dr.
Jackson sponsored
Radisson, Minneapolis.
KQEO * WPTR • WSBA • WAAB • WKLO
appeared
speak. on Jack Paar Show and NBC's
who has will
KLEO • WEEP • KTOK • WSAV . KSYD
Oct. 30-31 — Missouri Broadcasters Assn., Muehle- Monitor,
WAMS • KXLR • WZOK
bach Hotel, Kansas City. Gov. James T. Blair is Nov. 15-21 — National Television Week, spon30th. Board of directors
on 29.
speaker
luncheon
meet
evening
of Oct.
sored by NAB and Television Bureau of AdvertisBROADCASTING, October 19, 1959
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Don

Juan

made

WPEN

things

happen

in Spain

is the only station in Philadelphia

broadcasting Signal 95 — on-the-spot tape
recordings of traffic violators by police
officers who are wired for sound! The actual
conversations . .the excuses. .the arguments!
In Public Interest . . and in Sales . . WPEN
Makes

Things

Happen

In Philadelphia.

WPEN
Represented nationally by GILL— PERNA
New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Boston. Detroit
CONSOLIDATED SUN RAY STATIONS
WPEN, Philadelphia . . . WSAI, Cincinnati . . . WALT, Tampa
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TENSE...

TERSE...

39

FIRST RUN

ALL NEW

A DRAMATIC

NEW

TERRIFIC

HALF

TEMPO

HOURS

AT

• • .

Here's mystery at midnight, action and adventure at the crossroads of the world! With TIMES
SQUARE

and the intriguing backstage world of
BROADWAY as the setting, famed producer
Jack Chertok exploits a unique concept of actorturned-detective to give this newest of thrillers
an incomparable twist. The actor — ACADEMY
AWARD WINNER EDMOND O'BRIEN ... in a
series that is already the talk of TV. Better see it!

PRE-SOLD

IN 26 MARKETS,

BALLANTINE
Now

BEER (VIA WM.

19 STATES, TO
ESTY AGENCY)

available for local and regional sponsors
Produced by JACK

CHERTOK

mca
TV
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FILM
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MEMPHIS..

IN

•

It Takes

AMERICA'S

Complete

to

40%

50,000

ONLY

the

WATT

RADIO

NEGRO

STATION

Picture!

of the Memphis

Market

is NEGRO—

and

you

need

one

medium

only
to sell

it-

MISSING

YOU'RE

40%

OF

THE

MEMPHIS

WDIA!
ON
NOT
... IF YOU'RE
MARKET
UL ADVERTISPOWERF
A
IS
MORE THAN JUST A RADIO STATION . . . WDIA
MARKET!
SALE
ING FORCE IN MEMPHIS— AMERICA'S 10th LARGEST WHOLE
earnings of $616,WDIA reaches one-and-a-quarter million Negroes. They have totaled
goods!
294,100 per year. And 80% of their income is spent on consumer
no matter what
And, before the Memphis Negro buys, he listens— to WDIA! That's why,
using . . .
your budget for the Memphis Market ... no matter what other media you re
l.terally
re
you
se,
Otherw.
WDIA.
to
go
must
of every advertising dollar
big part
amissing
40% of the Memphis Market!
Write today for facts and figures
Egmont Sonderling, President
Bert Ferguson,
Archie
S. GrinoldsExec.Jr. Vice-President
Sales Manager
WDIA IS REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE BOLLING COMPANY

TWO

MORE

IN CHICAGO,

IT'S

SONDERLING

STATIONS!

IN OAKLAND, IT'S
KDIA

The only full-time Negro station serving all Negro
Featuring Chicago's greatest Negro
communities in the San Francisco-Bay area.
Hill
Bill"
"Big
.
.
.
air salesman
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY: BERNARD HOWARD & CO., INC.
WEST COAST REPRESENTATIVE: B-N-B, INC. — TIME SALES
14
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ing. Theme: "Television — In Focus With Modern
America."
Nov. 15-22 — American Society of Association
Executives 40th annual meet, Boca Raton, Fla.
George Romney, president of American Motors
Corp., Detroit, will be named "Association Man
of the Year."
Nov. 17 — Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
at New York, forum on international tv, Young
Men's-Young
Ave.
at 92nd St.Women's Hebrew Assn., Lexington
Nov. 17 — California Broadcasters Assn., Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
Nov. 18 — Washington State Assn. of Broadcasters
and Oregon Assn. of Broadcasters joint meet,
Olympic Hotel, Seattle. .
Nov. 18 — East Central Region annual meeting,
American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, PennSheraton, Pittsburgh. Afternoon and evening
sessions open to invited guests.
Nov. 18 — Maine Radio & Television Broadcasters Assn., Portland. Fred A. Palmer, Worthington,
Ohio, sales consultant, on "Put Your Best Foot
Forward."
Nov. 18-20 — Television Bureau of Advertising,
annual meeting, Sheraton Hotel, Chicago.
Nov. 19 — Tennessee AP Radio Assn. fall meeting, Andrew Jackson Hotel, Nashville. In conjunction with Tennessee Assn. of Broadcasters.
Nov. 19-20 — Institute of Radio Engineers Professional Group on Nuclear Science, Sixth Annual
Meeting, with special emphasis on nuclear science
and space exploration, electronics for plasma production and diagnostics, research instrumentation
for high energy nuclear science, nuclear reactor
instrumentation and control and automatic systems for nuclear data processing. Boston, Mass.
Nov. 19-20 — Tennessee Broadcasters Assn.,
Andrew Jackson Hotel, Nashville.
Nov. 20 — Comments due in FCC proposed rule6741)sections
to duplicate
channels making
in (Docket
various
of the U.Class
S. 1-A clear
Nov. 23-25intercity
— Women's
Advertising
Clubs'Manor,
midwestern
conference,
Oakton
Pewaukee, Wis.
Nov. 25 — Radio & Television Executives Society
luncheon. Robert Saudek of Saudek Assoc.; John
P. Cunningham, board chairman, Cunningham &
Walsh, and John F. White, president, National Education Tv & Radio Center take part in symposium
on educational tv. Grand Ballroom, Roosevelt Hotel,
N.Y.
Nov. 29-Dec. 1— First annual communications
forum for broadcasters, Pennsylvania State U.
Speakers in "Broadcasting: The Challenge of
Responsibility" forum include Robert D. Swezey,
Sig Mickelson, news-public affairs vice president,
CBS; Edward Stanley, public affairs director,
NBC; Ralph Renick, president, Radio-Television
News Directors Assn. and news vice president,
WTVJ (TV) Miami, Fla.; Dr. Charles Seipmann,
communications education professor, New York U.
Nov. 30 — Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
at New York, forum on music for television, NBC.
Nov. 30-Dec. A— National Sales ExecutivesInternational Southeastern Field Sales ManageGa. ment Institute, Atlanta Biltmore Hotel, Atlanta,
DECEMBER
Dec. 2-4 — Electronic Industries Assn. winter conference, Statler-Hilton, Los Angeles.
Dec. 11 — Comments due to the FCC on stereophonic multiplexing rules as part of FCC's inquiry
into possible wider use for fm subsidiary communications authorizations.
JANUARY 1960
*Jan. 6-9—
High
Show, Institute
Shrine Ex-of
position Hall, LosFidelity
Angeles.Music
Sponsor:
High Fidelity Manufacturers.
Jan. 10-14 — National Retail Merchants Assn.,
49th annual convention, Hotel Statler-Hilton, New
York.
Jan.
Plaza,19N.— Y.Ninth annual Sylvania awards, Hotel
Jan.
NAB Board
Hotel,24-29—
Palm Springs,
Calif.of Directors, El Mirado
Jan. 25-29 — National Sales Executives-International St. Louis Field Sales Management Institute, The Chase-Park Plaza Hotel there.
'Jan. 26-28— Georgia Radio & Tv Institute, Athens.
Co-sponsors: Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters, U. of
Georgia's Henry W. Grady School of Journalism.
Jan. 27 — Advertising Research Workshop, Assn.
BROADCASTING, October 19. 1959
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Smidley!

Other timebuyers must have your problem.
You've just got to look at this Cascade market
a little differently. Sure, it takes a four-station
network to do it, but the Cascade's market has
more population than Kansas City or Denver.
More retail sales than Salt Lake City or Worcester. And don't forget this, Smidley, it's like
a giant single station buy. Cascade is the only
television serving the whole area.

YAKIMA, WASH.
EPHRATA,
MOSES LAKE, WASH .

l»trl\-|VT\l KENNEWICK,
WASH
I/EDD
PASCO, RICHLAND,
LEWISTON, IDA.
KBAS-TV
KLEW-TV
For Facts and Figures:
National Representatives: Pacific Northwest:
GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY Company MOORE & ASSOCIATES
KIMA-TV
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We

To

PROUD

Are

CALL"

"HOUSE

Yes,

Are

We

Those

Shows

More

That

Serious

Present

To

Attract

Also

But

Audience,
The

Proud

Present

Those

Needs

Not

Largest

The

That

Of Our

Only

Serve

Viewers!

Now presented for the fifth year under the auspices of the
Monroe County Medical Society and the Rochester Academy of
Medicine, "House Call" is probably the Nation's only TV show
produced, performed and controlled by physicians. To quote
from TV GUIDE : "In Rochester, N. Y., the doctor is no farther
away than the television set — via 'House Call'."
We have the very good feeling that programs such as this make
WVET-TV a truly helpful servant to the community in which we
live — a proud justification for our existence!

WVET-TV
BASIC

Channel
16 (DATEBOOK)

10,

CBS

Rochester,

N.Y.

ofNew National
Advertisers, Hotel Sheraton-East,
York.
*Jan. 30 — Oklahoma Broadcasters Assn. annual
meet, Hotel Tulsa, Tulsa. FCC Comr. Robert E. Lee
and Balaban stations' John Box slated to speak.
FEBRUARY 1960
Feb.
3-5
—
Institute
of Radio
Engineers'
winter
convention on military
electronics,
Ambassador
Hotel, Los Angeles.
"Feb. 6— Art Directors Club of Los Angeles. Presentation of awards for best advertising and editorial art of 1959 at Statler Hotel there. Prizewinners and other outstanding entries will be displayed for following month at California Museum
of Science & Industry.
'Feb. 8— Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
at New York, forum on tv for children and teenagers, CBS Studio 52.
Feb.
14-20
— Advertising
of America's
National Advertising
WeekFederation
(co-sponsored
by Advertising Assn. of the West).
Feb. 15-19 — National Sales Executives-International Cleveland Field Sales Management Institute,
Sheraton-Cleveland Hotel there.
Feb. 17 — Assn. of National Advertisers, co-op
advertising
workshop, Hotel Sheraton -East, New
York^
__m
Feb." 19-22—
National
=
SalesExecutives-International mid-winter board of directors meet, Robert
Meyer Hotel, Jacksonville, Fla.
*Feb. 21-22 — Virginia AP Broadcasters— Washington & Lee U.'s radio newsmen's seminar.
Feb. 24-25 — Fifth annual State Presidents Conference under NAB auspices, Shoreham Hotel,
Washington. Presidents of state broadcasters association wil attend; Voice of Democracy luncheon
will be a feature.
MARCH 1960
March 4-6 — Disc Jockey Assn. convention, Los
Angeles. Business sessions at 20th Century-Fox
studios, where d.j.s will participate in filming
"The Big Platter Parade."
March 7-11— National Sales Executives-International San Francisco Field Sales Management Institute, Hotel Mark Hopkins there.
'"March 13-14 — Texas Assn. of Broadcasters spring
meet, Rice Hotel, Houston.
* March 15 — Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
at New York, forum on educational tv, NBC.
March 16-18 — Electronic Industries Assn., spring
conference, Statler Hilton, Washington.
APRIL 1960
April 3-7 — NAB Annual Convention, Conrad Hilton
Hotel, Chicago.
''April 6— Academy of Television Arts & Sciences,
forum on New York station operations, ABC.
''April 15-17 — National Sales Executives-International spring finance and executive committee
meets, Hotel Leamington, Minneapolis.
'April 25 — National Sales Executives-International
New
Plaza York
Hotel Field
there. Management Institute, Barbizon* April 25-27 — Sales Promotion Executives Assn.
annual conference, Hotel Astor, New York.
MAY 1960
*May 15-18 — National Sales Executives-International 25th annual international distribution conBuffalo.gress and business aids show, Statler- Hilton Hotel,
*May 17 — Academy of Television Arts & Sciences,
forum
on "Easterns,"
film807production
York, Gold
Medal Studios,
E. 175th inSt. New
May 18-20 — Electronic Industries Assn. annual
convention, Pick Congress Hotel, Chicago.
JUNE 1960
*June 7-23 — National Sales Executives-International eighth annual session-graduate school of
sales management and marketing, Syracuse U.,
Syracuse.
*June on
8 — tvAcademy
of Television
forum
and politics,
ABC. Arts & Sciences,
NAB FALL CONFERENCES
Oct. 19-20 — Sheraton-Towers Hotel, Chicago.
Oct. 22-23 — Somerset Hotel, Boston.
Oct. 29-30— Dinkier-Plaza Hotel, Atlanta.
Nov. 10-11— Texas Hotel, Fort Worth.
Nov. 12-13 — Brown Palace Hotel, Denver.
Nov. 16-17 — Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
Nov. 19-20— Olympic Hotel, Seattle.
BROADCASTING, October 19, 1959

S. R. O.

IN

THE

MAIL

ROOM

We're snowed with fan mail . . .
and we love it! We knew we had a
good thing when complete-range
programming was in the planning

effect only a few months. It's like
the pleasure of having a new baby
— then finding the baby can walk
and talk its first day home.

stages, but — frankly — we didn't
anticipate the astounding results
we got (and are still getting).
Thousands of unsolicited letters
from five states and Canada!
Articles in national and local
publications ! Phone calls and telegrams! One man said, "It is a
pleasure to be able to turn to a
spot on the radio dial where
honesty and integrity of purpose
are the criteria for intelligent,

The credit goes to the 134 people

mature programming." How about
that!
All of this response, and completerange programming has been in
BROADCASTING, October 19, 1959

of WJR's staff. They've put together an assortment of good
listening that offers something
special for everyone who tunes in.
They write the shows, produce the

f MICH.

J ONT. J1
V

IND. 1

star in the shows. It's
shows,WJR.
100%

.o y|PENNohcoverage
WJR's
area
-overprimary
17,000,000
people

To enjoy the results of live radio —
radio that lives and breathes and
pleases and sells 17,000,000 people
in the Great Lakes area, just get in
touch with the Henry I. Christal
man and join the fine company
of advertisers on WJR.

760 KC^^ 50,000 WATTS
TROIT
RADIO
I ADULTDEAPPEAL
^^^^ WITH

. There's ]A/%3
favorite

no matter

counties
double

how

you

in Northeast

the 28 counties

the August
as many

JCT

Florida

many

how

South

the run-away
blankets

Georgia,

between

WJXT

66

more

by the other station. Add

you measure

more

and

ratings showing

television homes

No matter

look at it! WJXT

reached

Nielsen

in Jacksonville,

than

to this

delivering

twice

6 p.m. and midnight.

it, your advertising

television homes

reaches

more,

on WJXT.

WJXT
JACKSONVILLE,

FLORIDA

Represented by CBS Television Spot Sales

Operated by The Washington Post Broadcast Division:
WJXT

Channel 4, -Jacksonville, Florida WTOP

Radio

Washington, D. C. WTOP-TV

Channel 9, Washington, D. C

OPEN

Picture
*What's

Q

your WOODquotient?

MIKE

Yearbook wins warm welcome
editor:
The new Broadcasting Yearbook
arrived this morning and it was like
having a new staff member on a dollar-a-year basis. This is without doubt
the most valuable publication in our
office.
Congratulations on an issue which
even
tion. tops last year's excellent compilaPlease send us an extra copy and
bill us.
Liz Vosberg, Mgr.
Philadelphia Office
Paul Locke Adv.
copy.]
[EDITOR'S
NOTE:areCopies
of theatnew$4 1959
yearbook issue
available
per
EDITOR:
Congratulations on another very fine
Broadcasting Yearbook . . .
Harry R. Lipson
Vice President and Managing
Director
WJBK Detroit
Who's being pinched?
editor:
I was delighted that my comments
stirred your editorial writer to reply
in your Oct. 5 issue of Broadcasting.
It seemed almost conceivable that
the shoeMilton
might Caniff
have pinched a bit.
New City
Rockland County, N.Y.

WOODIand is salesland! It ranks 42nd in
drug sales, 58th in retail sales, 62nd in
food sales, compared to a population
ranking of:
60th 65th 69th
[dioui io\ v awnsuoo jnq
■ ■ ■ uoijvindod ui qig9 ^uvi 'puvjaoOM
fo tivin am ui 's^/o/ spidvy puoiQ)

WOOD-AM holds listeners throughout the
day.
For instance,audience
WOOD'S is total
(6 PM-Midnight)
greaterevening
than
the secondby
station's morning
AM-Noon)
audience
26% (638%
49%
Bimuoiu suoiivis puooBS am uvy]
{30U3\pnx>
%'gf si aouaipnv Buium3 ;d?o; ,sqqOM)

How to rate your WOODquotient:
0 right — Never met a Katz man, eh?
1-2 right — Well, not all talent's going to waste
3 right — Ah, a knowledgeable media man!
4 right — You a friend of Mike Lareau?

'WOOD-AM

is first-morning, noon, night, Monday through Sunday
March '59 Pulse Grand Rapids- 5 county area

TV
WOOD
WOODIand Center, Grand Rapids, Michigan
WOOD-TV — NBC for Western and Central Michigan:
Grand Rapids, Battle Creek, Kalamazoo, Muskegon and Lansing.
WOOD — Radio — NBC.

[EDITOR'S NOTE: The editorial replied to
Mr. Caniff's view before the Advertising
Research Foundation's annual conference
that people
watch thetv newspaper
chiefly to when
be entertained, but prefer
they
want to be enlightened.]
Limiting station population
editor:

... in Broadcasting's October 5 editorial, "The Short View," I am quoted
as "speaking publicly for legislation to
competiti
limit
It isradio
all well
and on."
good . to. . say that
the rigors of free competition ultimately will eliminate some of the stations. Not necessarily — there are always means by which a radio station
can be operated for next to nothing,
performing little or no public service,
selling countless announcements for 25c
or less and finally prostituting the price
(and stature) of radio in its market
to a point where bona fide operators
are forced by economic law to curtail their best services to the public.
While all this is happening, program
abuses will grow in those unfortunate
BROADCASTING, October 19, 1959

NEW

PAYROLLS

Spartanburg

- Qreenville

BOOM

SUPERMARKET/

NEW SIO, OOO.OOO KOHLER CO. PLANT AT
SPARTANBURG, S. C.

> A

L

People often ask what gives the SpartanburgGreenville SUPERMARKET such tremendous
buying power . . . The answer is simple . . .
Industrial Payrolls!
Within the past few years hundreds of new
industrial plants have located almost within
the shadow of the WSPA-TV tower on Paris
Mt., near Greenville. Typical of these is the
new $10,000,000 Kohler Co. plant near Spartanburg, shown above.
WSPA-TV enjoys a tower height of 1182 ft.
above average terrain . . . the highest CBS
station tower in the entire Southeast. With
this tower height in the very heart of the
lower Industrial Piedmont, WSPA-TV delivers
the most for the advertising dollar.

HERE ARE THE WSPA-TV

FACTS
** Total TV Sets
* Retail Sales

CBS-VHF

$1,211,555,000
302,598,000

*Drug Sales
* Automotive Sales
* Furniture and

42,367,000
255,252,000

Household Sales

74,959,000

* Families

452,000

* Population

1,561,350

'"Sales Management- — May, 1959.
— RETMA — May, 1959.

CHANNEL
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES :
GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY CO

AM-FM-TV
SPARTANBURG,
S. C.

ONLY

369,045

*Food Sales

WSPA

The

MARKET

station

serving

the

Spartanburg-Greenville

SUPERMARKET
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markets . . . The results will certainly be government intervention at the
program level in all markets to correct the lamentable situation existent in
few. I prefer facility limitation in
a few markets now — -with a formula set
for an ultimate station limit in all
markets — to the four consequences of
present policy which will follow as
night follows day:

News from every Oklahoma town
and hamlet funnels into KWTV
through a network of KWTV's ownof
news stringers, plus the facilities
KWTV's own news staff and UPI.
It's Community Coverage NEWS
that makes KWTV Oklahoma's No.
1 television station !

mtrtk

in OtMomtf

GENE

See your PBTRYman

AUTRY

Starring

in 56 HOUR FEATURES

ROY

ROGERS

Starring

in 67 HOUR FEATURES

I

ROOTIN'

TOOTIN'

RAVES:

RECORD

SHARES!
BREAK! N'
%

Greenville,
Spartanburg
Nashville
Fresno
Ft. Wayne
Little Rock

68.0
54.6
89.0
59.0

Syracuse
Peoria
Roanoke
Dayton
Kansas City

62.7
64.2

Columbus
Richmond
Cincinnati
Charlotte

56.8
55.9

71.8
60.0
72.8
48.7
62.0

77.8
63.8
South
BendElkhart
signed
have
.
.
.
city
"Great ratings, highest in the
for five more years." WTVM, Columbus, Georgia, and many, many more!
April 6, 1959.
Source: ARB
"For almost two years now
. . . they have been
mca
TV FILM SYNDICATION
successful."
eminently
WCDA-TV, Albany-Troy.
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(1) A new era of government program censorship. An understandably rebellious Congress not only can, but will
act to police radio programming. Congress can be expected to legislate with
exactitude the percentages of programming which stations will devote to talk,
discussion, entertainment, news, religion, farming, etc., each day. Congress
can be expected to put tight protective
regulations around radio newscasts,
music, even commercials.
(2) A rotting away of program and
public service standards.
(3) A resultant public disrespect for
radio.
(4) A final disdain on the part of the
better national and local advertisers for
the medium and even a desire not to
be connected with it at all.
It was all well and good 10 or 15
years ago to say that there should be no
limitation on facilities. It was true then.
No market was overcrowded, Some are
now . . . The distasteful truth is that
if the FCC even casually monitored the
bottom five or six stations in overcrowded markets, their tapes would
reveal the most dreadful abortions of all
FCC standards . . .
Where would one start to find such
a formula? I am not sure, but I would
suggest that a good beginning point
might be a study of the annual FCC
table of revenue items and broadcast
income. Show me a market where
profits are small or non-existent and in
most cases I will in turn show you a
market where there are too many radio
stations . . .
That might be a good place to start.
There may be better ones. A stitch in
time now will save three thousand.
Gorden McLendon
The McLendon Corp.
Dallas
BROADCASTING
SUBSCRIPTION PRICES: Annual subscription
for 52 weekly issues $7.00. Annual subscription
including yearbook Number $11.00. Add $1.00
per year for Canadian and foreign postage.
Subscriber's occupation required. Regular Issues 35* per copy; Yearbook Number $4.00
per copy.
SUBSCRIPTION ORDERS AND ADDRESS
CHANGES: Send to BROADCASTING CirculaN.W., Washingtion Dept., 1735 DeSales St,
changes, please include both
ton 6, D.C.
old and
new Onaddresses.
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PLAYBACK
QUOTES WORTH REPEATING
/

Tv talks back
Television public relations men have
to listen to a lot of catcalls from the
audience, particularly from its so-called
egghead segments. Recently one of
them talked back. Addressing an annual workshop of the New Jersey State
Federation of District Board of Education on Sept. 26, Charles S. Steinberg,
vice president in charge of information services for CBS-TV, offered some
blunt appraisals:

9

4

9
anniversary

WOC-TV

Davenport,
The

Ch.

6

Iowa— Rock Island— Moline, Illinois

Nation's

Forty-Seventh

TV

Market

On October 31, 1949, WOC-TV went on the air. FIRST in the
Quint-Cities — FIRST in Iowa. This was in keeping with the foresight and courage of Colonel B. J. Palmer, who had pioneered the
first radio station west of the Mississippi in 1922.
In 1949, there were less than 400 TV sets available to receive WOC(ill. B. J. Palmer
President
Ernest C Sanders
Resident Manager

than 438,000 sets in a 42county area. WOC-TV land
today is rated as the 47th TV
market in the nation.
WOC-TV continues to maintain its leadership and success
in serving its viewers and its
advertisers.

Pax Shaffer
e
Sales Manager
Peters, Griffin, Woodward,
Inc., Exclusive National
Representatives
THE QUINT CITIES
DAVE
NPORT » ,OWA
BETTENDORF I

channel
ROCK ISLAND \
MOLINE
/ ILL.
EAST MOLINE '
CO., WHICH ALSO OWNS AND
PART OFDESCENTRAL
WOC-TV
IOWA.
MOINES,BROADCASTING
WHO-TV ANDIOWAWHO IS RADIO,
OPERATES DAVENPORT,

Your PGW Colonel has all
the facts. See him today!
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Those of us who talk to professional
educators find constantly that the opinions expressed simply do not stem from
an informed atmosphere, but frequently from an almost total ignorance of
what, in fact, is on the air . . . Television is not a one-way street. It seems
to me that far too much emphasis has
been placed upon what television is
doing to us and our children, and far
too little upon what we can do with
television . . .

Too many opinions about the television program derive from secondary
sources, from the obfuscations of those
intellectual snobs who do not own a
set, never watch a program, but gloomily proclaim that, thanks to television,
we are facing a cultural and moral decay comparable to the disintegration
of Greece and Rome. This is a particularly undemocratic viewpoint because
it is not based on empirical evidence,
but rather on prejudice. It is the viewpoint of those who find a nineteenthcentury folk song enthralling, while
they reject a twentieth-century popular
ballad as so much trash. It is an attitude
of mind which refuses to read a book
because it is a best seller — because
everybody is reading it. It is closer to
the beatnik philosophy than some of
us think. . . .
We [in television] are as deeply concerned about our obligations as educators are concerned over the great decisions they must now make about their
own program balance between the demands of a scientifically oriented society and the great tradition of the
humanities.
"I hope earnestly that the PTA and
others interested in evaluating television programming will make more effort to publicize the meritorious than
the meretricious. No amount of criticism ever bettered a bad play. But
praise of worthy books and plays has
encouraged publishers and producers to
try again. . . . There is ample room for
discussion of and criticism of television,
provided that the discussion is informed.
BROADCASTING, October 19, 1959

Each week ... in KLZ-TV's 34- „
county viewing area, 56 percent of all sets in use are tuned
to Channel 7 News, Weathe
and Sports.
Not only are these programs
top rated in the 10:00 to 10:30
p.m. time, but they also represent some of the oldest continually sponsored shows in Denver
Television. The Standard Oil
Company and the Denver
Grande Railroad have

& Rio
been

sponsors of the Carl Akers News
for five years. Household Finance Co., and the Standard Oil
Company have been identified
with the Starr Yelland Sports
Shop for over four years. Two
sponsors of the Dick Becker
Weather program are now
starting their fifth year of sponsorship.
KLZ-TV clients are a happy
bunch and stay with the station
year after year. KLZ-TV continues to be first from sign-on to
sign-off seven days a week.*
*May ARB
CBS

O

DENVER

TELEVISION

REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

BY

THE KATZ

AGENCY

channel
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Pittsburgh

WTAE
BIB miVISlOttJlJN PITTSBURGH CHANNEL

* M

BASIC ABC IN PITTSBURGH
REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY

f \

The setting: skeleton of Pittsburgh's new multi-purpose
civic auditorium ... an architectural "spectacular,"
featuring the world's only retractable steel roof.

See

MONDAY

MEMO

from L. D. MULLINS, advertising manager, Burgermeister Brewing Co., San Francisco

Where's

the

rate

I'm more and more convinced that a
corps of trained super mathematicians,
spawned by the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology and similar institutions
of higher learning, have invaded a field
once dominated by the advocates of
simple arithmetic and staunch believers
in the infallibility of the multiplication
table. Failing to find any real challenge
in the problems of the Atomic Energy
Commission or in the electronic computer field, they now have turned to a
new Valhalla where they can compute
their long theorems and confound the
simple layman, like myself, with their
projections. For who else but men like
these — mathematical wizards with a
high degree of knowledge about legal
terminology — could be responsible for
the current radio and television rate
cards.
I am an advertising manager and I
live a relatively complex business and
personal life. I find that I must regularly
seek answers from lawyers, income tax
consultants, physicians, landscape architects and even plumbers. But I do like
to think that there are certain problems
I can solve myself, whether it be in the
field of point-of-purchase displays or
putting up a set of shelves in the garage.
The reading and understanding of
rate cards used to be in this category. I
once thought I was pretty adept at it;
at least, the estimated billing and the
actual contract prices were pretty close
to each other. But, now that the boys
of the Einstein-Steinmetz school have
taken over, the problems of estimating
a schedule get tougher and tougher.
We Want to Buy • I just want to do
my own estimating of radio and television costs in certain markets, that's
all. There's a rate card on my desk
that's been there a long time. All I remember isthat we might have liked to
buy a certain station. I asked for a
rate card, thinking it would be nice to
have the latest one. I received it, complete in every way — only they forgot to
send the slide rule with it. After staring
at the card awhile, I put it out of my
mind, pretending that I understood it.
Later, I put the station out of my mind,
too.
But, this rate card is still on my desk.
Its beady asterisks glare at me most
challengingly. It has become an obsesBROADCASTING, October 19, 1959

card

all

can

sion and I continually nurture the
thought that if I can solve this one, I
can solve them all.
Every once in a while I sneak a look
at it, fuss with my pencil, and when
exhausted, set it aside. I thought I had
made a start once at solving it, but right
at the start I made one of those simple
little foolish mistakes that crop up when
one is working with an air of desperation.
Having come to the point where I
was just ready to square the equivalents
while fractioning the potential residual
components of credits earned, I glanced
at the top of the card and there was
that double-handled dagger symbol
right beside the heading:
Class AAAA — minute spots — 6 to
9 a.m. 52 ti. $25.00$
I'd missed the symbol completely!
Moving my calloused finger slowly
down the rate card through package
prices, quantity discounts, frequency
discounts, the BMI and ASCAP license
information, I found the double-han-

L.D. (Les) Mullins is a native of San
Francisco. He attended the U. of San
Francisco and served overseas in the
U.S. Coast Guard as athletic instructor.
Prior to joining Burgermeister in 1950,
Mr. Mullins was in sales supervision
with Coca-Cola Bottling Co., San Fran-

understand

died
which
said indagger
blazingsymbol's
4-point footnote
type:
Spots in Ding- Dong Dit Up Time with Laughing
Louie — 6charge to
9 a.m. only—
carry a 43.427% surrecognized on rates
in 2/3quoted
of theexcept
states.on holidays officially
Since Memorial Day was in my
schedule and Hawaii had just become
our 50th state, the refiguring problem
was strength
just too togreat
didn't have
the
start and
over Iagain.
There Are Reasons • I know there
are many who will take me to task for
this flippant attitude, but I would be
among the first to recognize that many,
many factors play a part in the construction of a rate card. Competition
among radio stations for the advertising
dollars I supervise is among these and,
in the long run, I benefit. I'm sure, too,
that there are many valid reasons for
the lack of uniformity in the time periods assigned to the various classes of
spots
tions. sold by radio and television staJust when I've implanted in my mind
the fact that all Class A spots on Station
Z in a market run from 7 a.m. to 7
p.m., I find that Station X in the same
market — same format, same power —
considers all spots from 6 a.m. to 9 a.m.
and from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. are Class A.
Yes, I know that station men the
country over will really chortle at my
naivete and give me hosts of reasons
why this is a good thing for me.
Wouldn't it be a Utopian state of affairs
though, if, when a station representative
quoted the cost of Class A spots for a
list of stations, you could mentally think
of them as being in a definite time period, give or take a little. I guess what
I'm really looking for is this: Why can't
my understanding of the general locations of a Class A spot be as simple as
my understanding of first class or coach
class on an airline?
I've barely touched on the many
thines that would be ideal. Rate card
simplification is not an easy task. Maybe it'swherean
one.there
Butmust
somein thisimpossible
land of ours
be
someone willing to take a stab at seeking an answer to this. Believe me, if
one man or an organization initiates
such a crusade, I'll put him, or it, on a
pedestal alongside that venerable gentleman who first taught me how to read a
railroad timetable.
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This, you'll agree, is a peculiar way to sell
a prospect anything. But it aptly dramatizes the plight of people in broadcast advertising today. Each month most of them
receive about six pounds of TV-radio publications (or around 75 pounds a year) .
Oddly enough, the majority of these arrive
unsolicited, unpaid for, and — surveys show
— remain largely unread.
Stacked in a corner (better fate than most
achieve), the annual accumulation stands
nearly
as high
as anwordy
accountwelter,
executive's
tieclasp. Out
of the
however,
one TV-radio journal supplies a significant
contrast. For BROADCASTING does get
attention . . . first attention . . . week after
week. The important people in broadcast
advertising read it because they want it,
count on it for the most complete news on
everything in their fast-moving business.
They PAY to make sure BROADCASTING
will reach their desks — a phenomenon
so unique among the broadcast trade publications that only BROADCASTING qualifies for membership in the Audit Bureau
of Circulations.* With more PAID circulation (which means reading attention) than
the next three TV-radio magazines combined, BROADCASTING is your top-ofthe-stack medium when you want your
advertising messages read.
♦ABC membership is for paid circulation publications only.
BROADCASTING'S
paid total is 22,000. latest ABC
BROADCASTING
THE BUSINESSWEEK LY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
1735 DeSales Street, N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
New York — Chicago — Hollywood
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Kansas

City

As sure as the sun will come up in Kansas City tomorrow,
more morning radio listeners will be tuned to KCMO-Radio
than to any other station.
The latest Nielsen Radio Report tells the story: Monday
through Friday, 6:30 a.m. to 10 a.m.,byKCMO-Radio's
the ears. We reach
Musical Timekeeper has Kansas City
29,823 homes per quarter hour. That's
an average
than the next station. Nearly twice as many as
more of
3000
the third station, and almost three times the audience
of the fourth station.

Naturally we say if you want to sell wide-awake Kansas
City, it's a great day in the morning for you on
KCMO-Radio. It's Kansas City's only 50,000-watt radio
station. It's always a good morning to you on
KCMO-Radio. 810 kc. CBS radio network.

THE SUN COMES UP in Kansas City and
the skyline defines the downtown district.
Photo: Dan Faron

KCMO-Radio
SYRACUSE
PHOENIX
OMAHA
TULSA

E. K. Hartenbower, Vice President
and General Manager
R. W. Evans, Station Manager

The Tall Tower at Broadcasting House / Kansas City, Missouri
The Katz Agency
WHEN
Represented nationally by Katz
WHEN-TV
KPHO
The Katz Agency
WOW
KPHO-TV
Agency. with
Meredith
-Blair-TV
filiated
BETTERstations
HOMESareANDafWOW-TV
John
Blair
&
Co.KRMG
John Blair & Co.
GARDENS and SUCCESSFUL FARMING Magazines.
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STEEL

ON THIS AND NEXT THREE PAGES • DETAILED COVERAGE

DEADLINE
OF THE WEEK BEGINS PAGE 37

STRIKE'S

Censor

Production

slowdown

to 'review'

their

FIRST

is causing

fall radio-tv

Steel strike's first inroads on automotive commitments to radio-tv became discernible late last week. Detroit
acknowledged previously-set allocations
for 1960 models are being reviewed because of production slowdown imposed
by steel shortages. Heavy radio-tv arsenal, including spot and network tv, had
been planned for model introduction —
now mostly underway — as well as for
continuing campaigns (Broadcasting,
Sept. 7).
Steel pinch visible for all auto makers
but with perhaps Ford Motor Co.,
which has some steel producing facilities of its own, and American Motors,
least hit at this time. As for Ford Car
(J. Walter Thompson is agency), spot
radio user, two-week cancellation clause
in contracts could be evoked if necessary, according to spokesman.
Philip L. McHugh, vice president
and director of radio-tv, CampbellEwald, Detroit, agency for Chevrolet
admits that this General Motors' Division is "reviewing" its advertising plans,
including radio-tv. More likely spot
would be first to be affected because of
two-week cancellation clause — action
that would be general for entire auto
industry. As yet, Chevrolet has not cancelled any of its spot; effects on network tv still are far off. (Some Chevrolet plants already have begun layoffs).
Dodge reports definite cut back in
all media for Dodge cars, Grant Adv.,
Detroit, spokesman predicting that all
of this Chrysler Divisions' advertising
could be stopped by Nov. 1 if strike
not settled shortly.
Third Phase Hit • Dodge's spot radio
drive in about 200 markets got through
first two phases (teaser campaign and
introductory saturation) but follow up
or third phase currently being affected
with number of spots used in markets
being reduced gradually but no markets
yet dropped. Current "sliding" (as cutback is termed) may mean fatter scheduling later, however, to get back
advertising momentum as shipments to
dealers are increased.
Surprise development at this time
comes from Plymouth Div. of Chrysler
Corp. which ironically began new spot
radio campaign Oct. 15 — drive that
Plymouth's been holding back for some
time. It runs six weeks, includes top
65 markets with 20 to 100 spot anBROADCASTING, October 19, 1959

auto

HURT
sponsors

schedules

nouncements per week. Agency N.W.
Ayer, Detroit, doubts campaign would
be affected but should pull-back be
ordered "we may chop off one week."
American Motors reports no current
trouble for its Rambler ad plans, that
its steel supply is "relatively fair."
Some auto ad people note that national money is not only source that
would be affected by continuing steel
dry-up. Dealer radio-tv money is sure
to slow to trickle, if and when production layoffs slow new car shipments.
On brighter score, however, Chrysler
Corp., Detroit, for sixth consecutive
year, will sponsor telecast of 33rd edition of "J.L. Hudson Thanksgiving
Day Parade." Holiday event is on ABCTV Nov. 26 (10-11 a.m. EST). Agency:
Leo Burnett Co., Chicago.
KIMN:
Heftel

'NEVER
removes

of off-color

AGAIN'
source

remarks

Formal answer to charges that offcolor remarks were permitted to be
broadcast over his station was made to
FCC Oct. 15 by Cecil F. Heftel, president-general manager of KIMN Denver,
Colo. Mr. Heftel told FCC that he
has taken every step to ensure that
KIMN disc jockeys and announcers
never get out of line again. He also
implied that complaint to FCC by Don
Burden, owner of competing KICN
Denver, may have been prompted more
by zeal for competitive advantage than
by outrage.
Charges were made to FCC by Mr.
Burden last month (Broadcasting,
Sept. 28, et seq.). Mr. Heftel immediately suspended errant disc jockey
Royce Johnson, fired him after investigation proved truth of allegations. Mr.
Heftel's letter last week was in answer
to formal inquiry by FCC.
Mr. Heftel explained that KIMN was
without program manager from July
Johnson's comments beMr. after
and that
came bolder
that, culminating in
strongest flavored remarks week of
Sept. 16-24. As soon as situation was
brought to his attention, Mr. Heftel
said, he appointed acting program director and more recently has appointed
new station manager, Robert Fehr.
Charges Are False • Charges that

Mae

West

CBS-TV apparently believes it
would be unwise for nation's
viewers totertainer
"come
enMae Westupviaanditssee"
Person
to Person program. Taped visit
with Miss West, scheduled for
Person to Person Oct. 16, was
cancelled abruptly by network because "it was felt that certain portions of interview might be misconstrued." Instead, the program
aired visit by host Charles Collingwood to homes of James and
Pamela Mason and fashion designer Edith Head.
John A. Aaron and Jesse Zousmer, producer of show, issued
the following
show
speaks for statement:
itself and so "The
does
Miss West." Mr. Aaron told
Broadcasting that program was
withdrawn over his and Mr. Zousmer's objections. He said in their
opinion Mae West visit was "a
good show," containing "nothing
objectionable."
number
of KIMN disc jockeys were
involved are false, Mr. Heftel said.
Only one disc jockey was involved and
his service has been terminated, Mr.
Heftel stated. Other so-called off -color
remark, involving comments on "Boo
Boo Stick Beat," were described by
d.j. Glenn K. Bell as perfectly legitimate
and with no double entendre implied.
There is such thing as boo-boo stick,
Mr. Bell said, and it is used exactly as
it was described.
Mr. Heftel said that with exception
of two complaints that did not register
with him at time, there have been no
objections to Royce Johnson show until Mr. Burden's letter to Commission.
KIMN executive also stated that Mr.
Burden was hard competitor. He dethat copies
Burden's
Sept.
23 andclared24
lettersof toMr.FCC
Chairman
John C. Doerfer were "quickly distributed" to advertising agencies of
KIMN national accounts in New York
and to local KIMN advertisers.
"In pointing out that Mr. Burden's
charges are exaggerated and that I was
not personally aware of the conditions
leading to his charges," Mr. Heftel said,
"I am not condoning or offering excuses
for what has actually occurred. The
incidents were inexcusable according
to the standards and policies I have
always established and insisted upon
at broadcast stations with which I have
been associated, including KIMN."
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NBC's plan is hailed
by affiliate leaders
NBC Radio's new operating plan,
combining networking of news, Monitor
and special events with fee-basis sale
of entertainment programs to affiliates
(see page 54), hailed by both NBC and
affiliate leaders in Oct. 16 statements
following two-day session of NBC Radio Affiliates Executive Committee.
George Harvey, WFLA Tampa,
chairman of committee, called plan
"logical and constructive" and said it
"will permit network radio to advance
and prosper throughout the foreseeable
future." He said committee unanimously
and "wholeheartedly" endorsed plan,
which it helped develop, and "will
urge all (NBC Radio) affiliates to adopt
Matthew
J. Culligan, executive vice
it."
president in charge of NBC Radio, said
network will still be offering substantially as much programming as now —
if not more. Plan, he said, "is the direct
result of increasingly heavy demands
from our affiliate stations for more emphasis on news and special events programming and, at the same time, the
need of individual stations for specific
types of entertainment programming to
meet local competitive situations and

'Stratovision'
Educational television climbs "skyhigh" in fall of 1960 when classroom
courses on video tape are to be transmitted from ground to airplane 20,000 ft. high and retelecast to about
5 million students and 13,000 schools
and colleges in part of Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Michigan, Ohio and
Wisconsin (Closed Circuit, Oct. 12).
Details of this experiment in airborne educational television were announced Oct. 16 by the Midwest
Council on Airborne Television Instruction atPurdue U., which is administering project. Undertaking is
designed to help upgrade quality and
efficiency of education on "an economically feasible basis for America's rapidly expanding school population."
Taped programs will be sent from
ground based facilities at Purdue U.
in Lafayette, Ind., to DC-7 craft. The
curriculum is expected to include
demonstrations involving costly laboratory equipment and instruction in
foreign languages, advance algebra,
sciences, art and music (subjects that
many schools are in no financial posi32

CONTINUED
better adjust their programming to other
problems peculiar to their own localIn same vein, executive committee,
according to Mr. Harvey, "feels that
ities."is properly concentrating its efforts
NBC
in the direction of specialization in supplying to its affiliates those types of programs which can be better done on a
national level than on the local level
by the individual stations — programs
which are essential for an informed
public in these critical and vital times.
The plan also offers local stations more
flexibility and more opportunity to meet
programming needs which are characteristic of each station's own commuSen. Scott cites
nity."
fair news issue
Sen. Hugh Scott (R-Pa.), member of
Senate Commerce Committee Freedom
of Information Subcommittee (more
commonly known as radio-tv watchdog
committee) expressed fear Friday night
(Oct. 16) that purpose of subcommittee is to ensure two-to-one broadcast
coverage of Democratic candidates in
1960 election campaign.
Sen. Scott made remarks in speech
prepared for delivery to Pennsylvania
revived

for etv

tion to provide for their classes.
The foundation noted that technical assistance has been given to the
project by the Westinghouse Electric
Corp., which developed "Stratovision" concept of blanketing entire
region by means of tv transmitter
aboard high-altitude plane and was
first disclosed by Broadcasting Aug.
6, 1945; General Dynamics Corp.,
which has provided aeronautical advisory services and is prepared to
continue its cooperation, and CBS
Labs., which developed "narrowband" method of telecasting on two
special channels to be used in experiment.
The estimated cost of project for
tooling-up year and first year of
operation is said to be about $7 million. Financing is expected to come
from industrial corporations and
philanthropic groups, including Ford
Foundation, which has indicated willingness to assist project, according
to announcement.
Application for experimental license to conduct project will be filed
soon with FCC.

Newspaper Publishers Assn. in Pittsburgh. He quoted unidentified Democratic member of three-man committee
as saying there is feeling that radio-tv
news is not impartial.
"This statement has an ominous
ring," Sen. Scott said. "It raises the
question whether the federal government can be the judge of how news is
handled." He continued:
"Since 1960 is an election year, and
since the Democrats dreamed up this
watchdog committee, I have a feeling
that the Democrats believe that since
they have a two-to-one majority in Congress they are entitled to a two-to-one
coverage in the news."
Education
on

RTNDA

&

ethics

agenda

Radio-Television News Directors
Assn. should set up regional units and
sponsor training programs, annual
RTNDA meeting in New Orleans heard
Oct. 15 from Paul Krakowski, associate
professor of journalism, Duquesne U.
(early story of convention page 70).
Mentioning specifically that workshops and seminars should be included
in the programs, Mr. Krakowski reported on the results of a survey dealing
with ethics and practices in radio news.
Lessons to be gained from the survey,
he summed up, should encourage
RTNDA to:
• Maintain high standards which
already have been set up.
• Spark an educational campaign for
newsmen.
• Crack down on pseudo- or illegitimate news operations.
• Help journalism schools in the education and training of students for the
radio news profession.
• Make management understand the
need for improved radio news operations.
• Push for more personnel on radio
news staffs and work toward better pay
scales.
Accent

on

newscasts

Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. management views the news "not with
alarm, not through an echo chamber
or from the other end of tightened
purse strings, but with an attitude that
encourages men like me to enjoy radio
and television news work very much,"
James
L. Snyder,
chief said
of Oct.
WBC's16
Washington
news bureau,
during a panel on the management
view of the news.
"We believe in mobile units, freBROADCASTING, October 19, 195?

quent use of tape interviews and
beeper reports on newscasts and the
divine right of the news director to
interrupt regular programming to
broadcast an important news story,"
Mr. Snyder said. As for the mobile
unit, he said, its value depends on "who
is inside it. ... I prefer to talk to about
mobile reporters. . . ."
Westinghouse, he said, believes that
a news director "must be a welltrained, well-paid professional who
understands and contributes to the
overall programming concept of the
station." WBC also feels "a well-staffed
newsroom is not a luxury but a necessity."
Mr. Snyder concluded that there's
nothing wrong with radio-tv news "that
development of more good radio and
tv reporters can't cure."
Column on-the-air
An on-the-air news column may be
hard to get started in your own bailiwick, "but once it's going you'll find
it even harder to stop," Walt Bodine,
WDAF-AM-TV Kansas City, related
to RTNDA Oct. 16. He does three-tofive minute column on air called "Bodine's Bailiwick." Its range of subject
matter: "unlimited."
These are the things, he said, which
an air column can do:
• Give you intellectual stimulation
and personality; keep you from becoming "a one-sided human teletype."
• Give you "a wonderful outlet for
sidebar and human interest pieces that
just won't fit stringent tv time requirements."
• Help humanize a news personality,
"do subtle, highly effective promotional
work and help morale in your own organization."
• Let you take "a very gentle step
in the direction of editorializing if
you'd like to go that way."
Learn business side
Newsmen have "some learning to
do," Jack Shelley, news manager, WHOAM-TV Des Moines, told RTNDA
meet.

"I think," he asserted, "maybe we
could profit by dropping the holier
than thou attitude some of us love to
display when dealing with the crass
commercial types of the sales department.
"I think maybe we would be smart
if we learned something about their
job — preferably on company time, but
if the horrible necessity should arise,
on our own.

"And I think a salutary
for ourin
journalism education would be thing
BROADCASTING, October 19, 1959

CBS-TV
to drop
payoff shows
CBS-TV intends to throw off all I see it with benefit of hindsight, we
programs "whose major appeal is the should have been more thoughtful
and critical of the whole idea of exv/inning by contestants of large sums
of money or lavishly expensive
posing to millions of families games
prizes." It also will take steps to "be in which contestants can win large
more certain in the future that it is purses. We really did not face up to
we and we alone who decide not
the broader implications — whether
only what is to appear on the CBSsuch programs could ever be an appropriate form of widespread public
TV network, but how it is to apentertainment — whether in their very
Dr. Frank Stanton, CBS Inc. presi- nature they might contain the seeds
dent, announced this decision in of their own abuse and eventual destruction, however well intentioned
speech for delivery Friday afternoon
in accepting first distinguished service
the
original
concept may have been."
pear."of Radio-Television News Di- Now, he said,
CBS-TV is convinced
award
it should not carry such programs
rectors Assn. (also see story page
32). Quiz-show scandal, he said, and that no system of policing, "pubhas cost broadcasting "a degree of
lic or private" can close off all "posthe public trust and confidence so essibilities for hanky-panky" in their
sential to its effective performance"
production.
— this even though shows furnished
Dr. Stanton did not identify shows
by independent producers or adverto be dropped. He said their sponsors
tisers (representing more than half
would get "due notice." Other CBS
of CBS-TV entertainment programsources indicated four might be inming) "are not our property [and] to
volved— Top Dollar, Name That
be openly critical of any one of them
Tune, Big Payoff and possibly — GE
would have invited legal liability unCollege Bowl. Observers meanwhile
less we had had hard supporting
saw some irony in CBS decision: first
of tv's big-money giveaways, $64,000
evidence."
Question, was originated by man now
He said broadcasters "have indeed
failed fully to meet our duty with head of CBS-TV, Louis G. Cowan.
regard to quiz shows — the kind of Insiders said Mr. Cowan not only
responsibility which the American
participated in new decision but "enpeople expect us to discharge. ... As
dorsed it100%."
schools to be a bit less ivory tower in
ment, according to John Henry, director
one respect, and to make it a biding of news, sports and special events of
KOA Denver, in his RTNDA talk.
requirement that every person who
trains as a newsman would also have
"Basically," he said, "we feel there
to learn something about the business
is a need for liaison between all types
of news programs: straight news, docuside of radio-tv."
mentaries, sports presentations, weatherSales planning role
casts, financial newscasts, and on down
The news director's role in sales
planning, according to Bill Minshall,
news director, WIS-TV Columbia,
S.C., "is as much a matter of promoas anything told
else."
Mr.tion Minshall
RTNDA:
"You can suggest sponsors and campaigns, but if the sales crew is alive, it
has already made the contacts and
used such a plan. You can go with the
salesman to properly impress a possible
sponsor, but this again is a minor item.
"The news director's job in sales
planning is to provide a good product
and convince the salesman that it is
Information

programs

All "information - type" programs
good."be coupled into a single departshould

Mr. Henry pointed out that the news
the
line." at KOA operates at the same
director
level with the business manager, the
sales manager of radio, sales manager
of tv and the program directors of
both sides.
New

MBS

affiliates

Signing of four affiliates by Mutual
were announced Oct. 16 by Robert F.
Hurleigh, MBS president. They are
WJET Erie, Pa.; WNOW York, Pa.;
WKYR Cumberland, Md., and WMNF
Richwood, W. Va. He said that in the
past five months the network has added
29 stations and has lost a total of nine
outlets. Total: 451.
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INDUSTRY

HEALTHY

Weathering

attacks,

says NAB president
Broadcasting industry is in a healthy
being "put upon" by diverstate though
sified interests and confronted by many
problems, NAB President Harold E.
Fellows said Oct. 16 in address to NAB
Fall Conference in Washington (see
main conference story, page 58).
After going into detail about serious
regulatory and legal consequences, involved in quiz program scandal he
voiced optimism over future of broadbroadcasters demcasting industry.of"Ifcohesiv
eness, loyalty
onstrate asense
to each other, a quality of statesmanship, and an active participation, we
can anticipate that as an industry we
shall, through the years, demonstrate
freedom of opour capacity for greaterrewarde
d.
eration and be thusly
"In the future, therefore, we should
be able to anticipate with confidence —
insofar as NAB is concerned — a unity
of hope and aims, and a strength of
numbers that seldom, if ever, has been
known in the history of this organization." He cited the successful fight for
amendment of Sec. 315 of Communications Act (equal time) as example.
Powerful Forces • Mr. Fellows said
"powerful forces in the distillery industry even now — as they have before,
but now with greater strength of intent— are undertaking to break down
the self -promulgated rules of broadcasters" in the radio standards and tv code.
These oppose acceptance of hard-liquor
advertising. Liquor question was active
year ago during regional meetings.
"I understand that one of the nation's largest distillers, through one of
the nation's largest advertising agencies,
has made specific propositions for the
acceptance of the distiller's advertising.

WEEK'S

Ad
To

study news
National Audience Board, nonprofit tv and radio program review organization, is launching
campaign among membership
to make viewers more aware of tv
newscasts. First step is recommendation that Television News
Reporting, compiled by staff of
CBS News and published by McGraw-Hil , beused as group study
book.

at least in Pennsylvania and Ohio and
perhaps elsewhere. In this case, to do
justice to the advertiser and the agency, an effort has been made to present
this advertising in as palatable a fashion as possible, along institutional lines.
"I hope that all broadcasters thus
approached in this current effort to advertise hard liquor on radio and television will refuse it. Do not accept this
counsel alone as one man's opinion, or
the opinion of the broadcasters as a
whole as reflected in the codes and
standards, but weigh it against the sensibilities ofyour own audiences."
'Specific Danger' • Mr. Fellows said
"the specific danger is in letting the
camel get his nose under the tent. What
may be institutional advertising today,
even inoffensively presented, can be
product advertising of the hardest sell
sometime in the future. There is aderesentquatetoward
evidence
ment
the ofideatheof public's
the advertising
of hard liquor on the air, he said.
"There is held out to us the temptation, to which other media have surrendered through the years, of vastly
enlarged revenues. No doubt there is
something to this. If there was ever a
case, however, in which we should put
public consideration above private gain,
this is it."

ignore

changing economics
Criticism of advertising sometimes
ignores constant changes in American
need for rethere isM.also
economy butRobert
evaluation,
Ganger, board
chairman of American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, told 22nd annual central-region meeting in Chicago Oct. 16.
He expressed hope for broad industry
organization."
study by some "proper
Mr. Ganger, board chairman of
D'Arcy Adv. Co., predicted norm of
whether advertising increases or lessens
cost of product may be secondary in
future to whether it helps seller hold
line on prices. With rising living standards, he suggested, it may be less a
question of economic waste among
competitors than effectiveness of advertising in "contributing to the development of better products made more
readily available in better forms.
"True evaluation of advertising's
role," Mr. Ganger asserted, "should
take into account not only the theories
of the intellectuals, but also the facts
about advertising accomplishments now
known only to those who actually utilize
advertising in the conduct of their busiTele-Service

starts

U.S. Tele-Service went into business
last week. It was formed around assets
of former U.S. Broadcast Checking
ness."
Corp., which went into bankruptcy
earlier this year. Henry L. Sondheim,
formerly vice president of Hazel Bishop
Inc., heads new company. He purchased USBC assets for "over $10,000."
Initially firm will offer photo monitoring of New York market, later plans
"film converoffers kines
to expand.
sion" serviceIt— also
reducing
of commercials tophoto storyboards.

HEADLINERS

Frederick R. Lack, vp of Western Electric Co. until his retirement in 1958,
elected director of engineering department
of Electronic Industries Assn., Washington. He is former vp and board member of
that organization. Mr. Lack succeeds Dr.
W.R.G. Baker, who continues in advisory
role as director emeritus of department
after 25 years' service. Mr. Lack, who
Mr. Lack helped establish EIA's Military Products
Div., was awarded association's 1959 Medal of Honor last
May. He was with Bell Telephone Labs from 1925 to 1938;
War II, he was director of Army-Navy Elecduring World
tronics Production Agency.

34

critics

Thomas Velotta, ABC-TV vp assigned to
network's west coast offices for past two
years, named vp in charge of special programs, with headquarters in New York.
Mr. Velotta will be responsible for ABCTV specials featuring Frank Sinatra and
will supervise developBing Crosby and programs
in the future.
ment of similar
of broadveteran
-year
31
a
Mr. Velotta,
Mr. Velotta casting,
began his career as page with
NBC in 1928. He served NBC and later ABC in various
programming capacities; in 1948 he was appointed ABC
vp and in 1954 was named vp and administrative officer
of news, special events and public affairs.
FOR OTHER NEWS OF PEOPLE SEE FATES & FORTUNES
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symptom
of health
The spots before the eyes
of national advertisers these days
are of the radio-tv medium. . . .
Television spot is now leading
network in gross time sales for
the first time, half-year
1959 figures reveal.
It's no coincidence that
the surging growth of this medium
parallels the extraordinarily healthy
upswing of our economy.
Spot contributes most of the vast
motive power that keeps the nation's
product at an ever-increasing flow
into the hands of consumers.

■

H-R too, reflects growth —
the ascending national sales curves
of its represented stations.
H-R has just expanded to a
full floor in three offices:
Seagram Building in New York
(375 Park Avenue),
Pure Oil Building in Chicago
(35 E. Wacker Dr.),
and the Russ Building in San Francisco.
"We always send a man to do a man's job"
fiv Yorlc

Ch icago

San Francisco

Hollywood

Dallas

Detroit Atlanta

Houston

r-s££ TJlT,~XV
T T> Representativi
Tel c v is ion . Inc.is
^T^A
Ken- Orleans
Des Moines

7 surprise any of us in the feast/

w/?/c/?

NOR
TWICE
MAKE

WERE

AS MANY

HIS KEY
KRON/TV
SAN

WE

SURPRISED

VIEWERS

TO FIND THAT

WATCHED

BAY

AREA

ADDRESS

THAN

ON

ALL OTHER

FRANCISCO

MORE

THAN

KHRUSHCHEV

VIA

TV STATIONS
COMBINED.

STATION

ARB RATING
31.5

KRON/TV
(c)
(b)
(d)
others

14.8
3.4
7.7

4.4
Monday night, September 21, all San
Francisco-Oakland Area TV stations caraddress.
ried a pooled telecast of Khrushchev's

%r

This ARB survey taken during the telecast onceviewer-acceptance.
again demonstrates KRON/TV's
superior

Just one more
example of how
complete

viewer acceptance

proves
KSfi»i*SF!

/ T"V"

san

f rancisco

San Francisco Chronicle • NBC Affiliate • Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
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WHO

Here's

PICKS

how

those

SPOT

important

It's the agency
creative
not
advertisers,
who most
often people,
decide how
long a spot television commercial will
be. Usually, though, they consult the
timebuyer. And timebuyers by long
odds prefer — or most frequently buy —
one-minute spots, though they also
use 20-second announcements in substantial volume, 10 seconds and, occasionally, the unorthodox 30. The 10second is their favorite for saturation
campaigns.
These are highlights from NBC Spot
Sales' fifth timebuyer opinion panel
study, being released today (Oct. 19).
A total of 249 panelists working at 1 7 1
different agencies or offices across the
U.S. reported on their practices and
opinions regarding the various spot tv
commercial lengths. NBC Spot Sales
Director Richard Close, describing the
subject as one on which heretofore
"there has been much speculation but
little dependable knowledge," called the
results representative of "a very important segment of the timebuying fraternity," but not necessarily all timebuyers.
Other highlights:
• The panelists are almost unanimously opposed to promoting two
products in a 20-second spot, and seven
out of ten thought it a poor practice to
promote more than one even in a oneminute announcement.
• Seven out of ten panelists think
that for a high-priced hard-goods prodShould

Full

tv

spots

results
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of

LENGTHS

decisions

are

made

uct the one-minute commercial fosters
"much greater" recall at shopping time
than a 20-second commercial does; but
for low-priced high-turnover items only
two out of ten give the long spot this
advantage.
• The 20-second commercial similarly was rated above the 1 0-second spot
in "recall" value — and in the case of
low-priced items the superiority was
considered greater than a one-minute's
advantage over a 20-second.
• The 30-second commercial has
been recommended by two out of ten
buyers, and others indicate they would
use it if the circumstances were right.
Four out of ten think it would be a
good buy at the same rate as the 10
and 20 combined; five out of ten think
it should be priced lower than the 10
and 20 together. The 30-second length
produced some of the liveliest comment
of the entire survey.
Who sets the length? • The report
concludes that "beyond any doubt" the
agency commercial department "plays
the
major
role" in deciding
the length
of the
commercial.
This is true
more
often in big agencies (over $5 million
billing) fluencethan
inisless,inbutsmall.
whereThehe client's
does play
a "large" part in the decision he's more
apt to be represented by a big agency.
Several panelists offered explanations of their replies regarding the
decision-makers.
Said Sam B. Vitt, media supervisor.
run

the

1 0,

20,

timebuyer

30

AND

at 171

WHY

agencies

Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Schenfield:
"The use and relative effectiveness of
the several spot tv commercial lengths,
it seems to me, must in the ultimate
be resolved in the copywriter's realm.
From the media viewpoint, academically, it is probable that we could find
unanimous agreement as to the virtues
of the ID. It has the greatest potential
for the highest ratings, it permits in general greater reach, with greater frequency, with greater efficiency, with
greater flexibility toward better placement for editorial compatibility than
any of the other spot tv lengths. Yet it
is so brief. This brevity, even though it
may be the soul of wit, as Shakespeare
said, is the problem. But not a media
one so much as a copy one. . . ."
Timebuyer's part • Seven out of ten
said timebuyers "always" or "frequently" are consulted before the
length of the commercial is finally set,
and practically all the rest said they
"sometimes" are. Donald E. Leonard,
media director, Fuller & Smith & Ross,
offered
tributions:this tribute to the buyer's con"Length of commercial (in both
radio and tv) is an area where the
shrewd and creative media buyer can
exhibit his knowledge of marketing,
recall research, stretching budgets and
force of advertising in the field of distribution. The proper application of the
buyer's experience and 'savvy' will
often cause copy platforms to be deor

60

survey

seconds?

next

page
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of

How spot lengths are determined
How much influence does the creative department wield in
regard to setting the length of spot television commercials
for clients?
Billings
Broadcast
Under
Over
Total
$5,000,000
$5,000,000
%
75#
#
%
93
60
168
68
Much
% "
#
Little
61 25
45
29
81
162
None
18
7
16 (100)
11
172
(100)
93
154
247 (100)
Total Respondents

In most cases, what part does the client play in the determination of spot tv commercial length?
Under
45 Over
Total
$5,000,000
$5,000,000
%
%
#
%
#
#
50
38
Large
46
56
136
Small
47
92
318
4
6
16
None
424
94
(100)
61
153
244
(100)
(100)
Total Respondents
12
91
How often is the timebuyer consulted about the availability
of various commercial lengths prior to the final decision?
Under
Over
Total
$5,000,000
$5,000,000
26#
%
#
%
#
%
28
55
36
81 33
Always
40
56 37
93 38
Frequently
27
30
66 27
Sometimes
372
39 25
2
Never
5
2
3 (100)
2
153
(100)
92
245
(100)
Total Respondents
What's best length for saturation
Which unit of commercial length do you use most heavily in
so-called "saturation" campaigns?
Under
Total
$5,000,000
$5,000,000
# Over %
#
%
#
%
29
41
71
47
107
45
10-second
33
40
27
69 29
361
20-second
251
5
3
6
2
30-second
22
57 24
35
23
1-minute
151 (100)
88 (100)
239 (100)
Total Respondents
Mixing minutes and IDs
Compared with a schedule of one-minute commercials only,
a combination of one-minutes and IDs offers more rating
points, more reach and greater cost efficiency. By and

signed to fit the specific length h commercial he feels will accomplis the.
most for the client.

Buy • Officials 'going
What
results were not surprised to
the They
over
see that the one-minute commercial is
the one most often used, or that the 20second, 10-second and 30-second
lengths follow, in that order.
Here is how the four lengths rank:
BIG
SMALL
"USE IN
AGENCIES AGENCIES
MOST
(OVER $5 (UNDER $5
CAMPAIGNS TOTAL
MILLION) MILLION)
1-Minute 66 Percent 72 Percent 63 Percent
20-Second 37 Percent 34 Percent 38 Percent
10-Second 19 Percent 12 Percent 23 Percent
30-Second 3 Percent 2 Percent 3 Percent
38

In "saturation campaigns" — a term
(BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

NBC's

survey

USED

AND

CHOSEN

of

timebuyers

large, do you favor a combination buy of this type?
Broadcast
Billings
79
Under
Total
%
#
%
#
10
#20
$5,000,000
$5,000,000%80
115
67 Over
79
182
Yes
8
8
9
9
No
12
17
12
27
(100)
No Opinion
(100)
239
Total Respondents
(100)
12
144
12
85
How to use IDs
The 8 or 10-second ID may be used, among other purposes, as a teaser to attract interest, as a repeater of major
sales points, as a reminder of brand name and package, to
introduce a new product. What principal uses do you make?
20
25
23
80
Over
$5,000,000
%
%
# Under 13
#
# Total %
$5,000,000
20
15
22
55
Teaser
45
43
114
46
Repeater
125
72
80
197
Reminder
16
Intro. New Prod.
32
11
17
5
22
9
Other
465
Don't Use
71
436
4
6
7
13
5
77
35
14
271
(100)7 v
more
(100)
Total
Respondents
than
100
*Percents add up to
due to165multiple mentions.
What types
For each of
whether you
greater
mercial. "recall

stick in consumers' minds
(100)* of products below, indicate
the two types
believe the one-minute commercial fosters
at time of shopping" than the 20-second com-

(a) High price, hard goods product
Total
Much greater
Slightly greater
No greater
Total Respondents

168
#
%71
55 23
15
6
238 (100)

71
# Over %
$5,000,000
24
2
62

27
2
(100)

high turnover product
88
Total
47 20
#
%
116 49
76 31
239 (100)

Under
$5,000,000
106
71
#
%
31 21
13
8
150 (100)
Under

$5,000,000
%
25# Over 29
19
46
52
(100)
1788

$5,000,000
#
%20
30
Much greater
70 46
Slightly greater
51 (100)
34
151
No greater
Total Respondents
For each of the two types of products below, indicate whether

NBC did not define, but to be explored
in a future panel study — the 10-second
ID is the heavy favorite, named as the
choice of 45 percent of the panelists.
Its popularity is even greater among
smaller-agency buyers.
Timebuyer Attitudes • The spot sales
pollsters found a variety of opinions
when they looked behind the statistics.
Among the general comments (including a proposal for a 90-second spot):
Barbara Aiton, radio-tv director and
timebuyer of Ted Levy, Richard Lane
& Co., Denver. — "The length of the
commercial, it seems to me, depends
largely on the advertising objective. If
you must educate or demonstrate, the
minute length is almost a must. When
you can make a strong point fast and

get good product or service identification, too, 20-second spots are the buy.
Where frequency and package or name
identification are the purpose of the
campaign, IDs are excellent. In all of
the above instances, the desirability of
the availability . . . plays an important
role. The message can be tailored-totime if the spot is hot!"
Marshall Hawks, vice president and
radio-tv director, Emery Adv., Baltimore.— " . . . This whole point of the
length of a television commercial, a
radio spot or a printed advertisement
is that it should allow enough time to
afford the creative people the necessary
opportunity to present and sell the
product or service. If the product or
service can be sold in any length, then
BROADCASTING, October 19, 1959

you believe the 20-second commercial fosters greater "recall
at time of shopping" than the 10-second commercial,
(a) High price, hard goods product
Broadcast Billings
Under
Over
Total
$5,000,000
$5,000,000
#
%
#
#
%56
119
40
82
37
44
Much greater
51
56 38
41
Slightly greater
858
96
17
9
6
. 8%■
No greater
479
(100)
147 (100)
(100)
232
Total Respondents
(b) Low price, high turnover product
Over
Total
$5,000,000
%
%
28
#
#
28
65
33
49
Much greater
29
113
23
Slightly greater
25
No greater
32
38
233
55
(100)
85 (100)
Total Respondents
How often various lengths are used
Do you use the < I or 10-second ID in:
Most campaigns
Some campaigns
Few campaigns
No campaigns
Total Respondents

#
47
136
46
18
247

Total

%19
55
19
7
(100)

Over
$5,000,000
%
#
11
12
53
57
22
24
937
7
(100)

Do you use the 20-second commercial in:
Total
Over
$5,000,000
%
%
#
#
90
Most campaigns
116
47
47
37
10
Some campaigns
32
25
34
11
Few campaigns
44
14
93
6
6
No campaigns
127
245
(100)
Total Respondents
00) •
3-second (1commercial
in:
Over
Total
$5,000,000
%
%
#
#
6
2
3
Most campaigns
192
17
35
15
13
15
Some campaigns
17
Few campaigns
150
38
64
65
No campaigns
(100)
229
Total Respondents
56 (100)
88
Do you use the 1 -minute commercial in:
Over
Total
$5,000,000
%
%
#
#
164
66
29
Most campaigns
22
24
71
67
Some campaigns
724
4
12
5
Few campaigns
1
No campaigns
(100)
248
(100)
Total Respondents
93
it becomes a budget problem."
Alice Ross, timebuyer, Heineman,
Kleinfeld, Shaw & loseph, New York.
— "The length of a tv commercial is
not nearly as important as its creation
and delivery. Some 10-second IDs can
be bores while a one-minute would hold
the viewer's interest almost as well as
if it were a short, short story. The
creativity behind a commercial is the
most important."
Lucille Widener, timebuyer, Victor &
Richards, New York. — "I believe that
the originality and the quality are so
important that with the right conditions,
a shorter commercial of such originality
would sell better than a minute commercial of poor quality."
Rita G. Eastman, chief timebuyer,
BROADCASTING, October 19, 1959

U ndsr
$5,000,000
#
%
37
25
81 55
30 20
148 (100)

Under
$5,000,000
#
%
36
23
83 54
24 16
11
7
154 (100)
Under
$5,000,000
#
%
58
38
72 48
14
9
8
5
152 (100)
Under
$5,000,000
#
4 %3
22 15
21 15
94 (100)
67
141
Under
$5,000,000
%
#
49
97
63
8
5
32
1551
(100)

The Advantages of the 30-second ID
Advantages of the 30-second commercial length may include exclusivity in the station break, 50% greater length
than the 20-second commercial, adjacency to high-rated network programs, availability in prime time. Please indicate
the relative rank of importance of these or other advantages.
Broadcast Billings
Weighted
Ranking*
(a)
Exclusivity
in
Station break
(b) 50% greater
second
length than 20commercial
(c) Adjacency to
high-rated
network programs
(d) Availability in
prime time
(e) Other

Total
Over
$5,000,000
Rank Score
Rank
Score
794
332
229

Under
$5,000,000
Score
Rank
462 1

548
711

319

257
258

675

24
454
417

12
' Computed by assigning a weight of "5" for 1st Choice "4" for 2nd Choice,
"3" for 3rd Choice, "2" for36 4th Choice, and "1" for 5th Choice.
In terms of the combined rate for 10 and 20-second lengths,
do you consider the 30-second a good buy at:
Under
10
Total
Over
$5,000,000
$5,000,000
%49
#
%
#
More
7 %5
#
Same
16
6
9
Less
10
59 38
41
102
43
46
249
Not Any
83
53
121
38
41
7
4
4
3 (100)3
156
(100)
(100)
Total Respondents
How many products to pack in93
In your opinion, is it good practice for an advertiser to promote two of his products in:
(a) A 20-second commercial?
Under
Total
Over
$5,000,000
$5,000,000
2 991
#
%
#
%3
3
146
Yes
5
2
#
%
232 98
No
86
97
148
(100)
237 (100)
89 (100)
Total Respondents
(b) A 30-second commercial?
Total
Yes
No
#
8 %3
224 97
232 (100)
Total Respondents
(c) A one-minute commercial?
Total
#
%
Yes
68 29
No
168 71
Total Respondents
236 (100)

Van Sant, Dugdale & Co., Baltimore. —
"Never take 60 seconds to say something that can be said effectively in 20
seconds or 10 seconds. Remember:
brevity is the soul of wit. The public
just loves short-sweet-smart commerloan Mandel, media supervisor, Edward H. Weiss, Chicago. — "Why aren't
cials."more
some
60-sec. spots made available
during daytime by all three networks?
This would lighten load on demand for
minutes, reduce number of different
commercial messages during, an average daytimeL.hour."
Thomas
Spengjer, radio-tv director, Godwin Adv., Jackson, Miss. —
"The 90-second commercial is an interesting length to work with and tv sta-

$5,000,000
4Over 5
#
%
84
95
88 (100)

Under
$5,000,000
4
3
#
%
140 97
144 (100)
Under

$5,000,000
Over
#
%
24
28
62 72
86 (100)

$5,000,000
#
%
44
29
106
71
150 (100)

tions could make a greater effort to sell
it where such a length is no hindrance
to their programming — e.g., inside feaprograms."
The IDture-film
• Everybody
likes the ID.
Eight out of ten panelists have recommended itto clients and, according to
the report, the rest say they would do
so under certain circumstances. Its most
frequent uses, in rank order, are as a
reminder of brand name and package;
to repeat major sales points; as a teaser;
and to launch a new product.
Other reasons given for ID usage:
to reinforce product image; to carry
basic campaign theme; for a "sloganized" sales message; in short flights for
immediate sales pick-ups; for high saturation at low cost; to tie-in with na-

WITH THE

Mountain

Inter

Network
PRODUCT-MEDIA-AGENCY
THE IDEAL COMBINATION

A Great Advertising Agency
(McCANN-ERICKSON)
Buys A Great Advertising
Medium

(INTERMOUNTAIN
NETWORK)
To Sell A Great Product
CHEVRON-STANDARD
GASOLINE & OILS
for
STANDARD OIL COMPANY
OF CALIFORNIA

YOU
U
the

too

will get
GREATEST

SALES
when

you

results
use

—

The Nation's Most Successful Regional Network
HEADQUARTERS • SALT LAKE CITY • DENVER
Contact Your Avery-Knodel Man
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tional advertising (retail); for information about store hours, etc. (retail); to
call attention to a price cut or product
change; to augment longer announcements; for new premium promotions;
for greater copy flexibility; to support
consumer contests; to reach a male
audience in prime hours; to put across
a special offer; to secure better rates
by earning "plan" discounts; to obtain
network program adjacencies.
But while buyers consider IDs efficient vehicles, they also attach some
qualifications. Among the comments:
Ralph S. Freeman, radio-tv director,
Ross Roy, Detroit. — "Have used the ID
many times. In almost every case it
was to augment other media schedules,
taking advantage of a low-cost saturation package to register brand name,
package (or logo) and maybe one selling point to a mass audience. In some
cases (it is) the only way for a lowbudget advertiser to reach the mass audience at all."
Frank
Mahon, media supervisor,
New useYork.—
Esty Co., the
William
have
recommended
of IDs"Wein
areas where our clients' product is well
known. IDs serve as quick reminders
and offer frequency and reach. In other
areas, we recommend (IDs) only as
introductory campaign on top of recommended, continuing schedule of 60or 20-second spots and/or programs."
Bruce Stauderman, tv-radio vice president, Meldrum-Fewsmith, Cleveland. —
"Use IDs when other commercial
lengths were not in good supply and
when the campaign was based largely
on previously purchased minutes and
20's and/or strong exposure in other
media. In other words the ID was to
serve only as support."
Exact Time • Forrest G. Meyer, part— "We beDenver. commercial
& Meyer,
ner,lieve Clair
aso-called
10-second
ought to be 10 seconds in length. It is
now referred to above as an '8 or 10second ID' — the network is crowding
the station now to the point where we
are advised to cut sound tracks to 6
seconds. Let's don't destroy it!"
Marguerite Sowaal, media buyer,
Stromberger, Lavene, McKenzie, Los
Angeles. — "In order to achieve the
greatest saturation possible in a very
competitive market at a very competitive time, a recommendation for ID announcements allows greater freedom in
selecting adjacencies and triples the
number of total impressions on the
audience at a time when needed to combat competition. Should not be recommended in most cases for a new product
or a product change."
Sam B. Vitt, media supervisor, Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield, New
York. — "Our recommendations of ID
campaigns have generally involved two
types of advertisers: type 1 where budg-

et is no problem and type 2 where
budget is a problem. For the former, the
ID recommendation has usually been
made for (a) new product introduction
where IDs permit an aggressive, intrusive, quick dissemination of the news,
penetrating the market deeply, frequently and efficiently, and (b) problem
markets where IDs permit efficient gross
tonnage of commercial impressions to
be showered against the markets. There
are, of course, other equally desirable
usages of the ID. . . . For the limited
budget advertiser we have made ID
recommendations even while recognizing that longer copy would probably be
desirable. The reasons supporting the
recommendations have generally been
ones of getting the advertiser into television so that he may reap its dynamic
benefits, but getting him in with the
sufficient combination or frequency and
efficiency that would be most likely to
insure
his objectives."
Half-minute
Spots • In many markets
the 30-second length is not available,
which means its production costs can
be "prohibitive." Only two out of ten
buyers say they have recommended it
think
to clients.
the
extra 10 Some
secondspanelists
is worth don't
the bother.
But "a great many other," the report
notes, would use it under certain conditions: for instance, if 30-second spots
became available in prime time; if the
product needed the extra length; if more
stations offered them; if a tie-in with
local dealers could be arranged following network programs — and if the cost
was not prohibitive.
The most important thing about a
30-second length, to most buyers, is the
exclusivity it gives in a station break.
Other factors rated important are, in
order, adjacency to high-rated network
shows; availability in prime time; and
its 50 percent greater length than the
20-second spot (Table 9).
Even with these advantages, half the
respondents did not consider the 30second spot a good buy if it cost as
much as a 20 and a 10 combined; four
out of ten thought it was worth the same
as a 20 and a 10 (Table 10).
The 30-second length generated comments pro and con. Examples:
Charles Campbell, media director,
MacManus, John & Adams, Bloomfield
Hills, Mich. — "Thirty-second spot
would be great but will further limit
amount of prime time to go around.
Thirty-second spots are particularly
good for automotives. I think we'll see
more
of them
some senior
day." media buyer,
Richard
Pickett,
Foote, Cone & Belding, New York. —
"This length has been recommended for
two basic reasons : ( 1 ) an involved copy
story which will not fit into a 20-second
length but prime time is desired; (2)
when testing a national use of a 30BROADCA STING, October 19, 1959
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second or minute in network, it is desirable to simulate network by buying
time. Problem: 30's are not genprime erally
available and better positions are
usually taken by 20-seconds or 10seconds or both.
"There would probably be some justification for attaching a premium to 30second lengths on the premise that exclusivity is important. However, the
extra cost should entitle the station to
preempt other lengths or a 30-second
advertiser would not secure good adjacencies. Also, there is a question as
to how long 30-seconds would remain
exclusive and not be spotted with an ID.
Therefore, premium should not be excessive."
Edward C. Jones, radio-tv director,
Syracuse. — "ThirtyAgency,ents
Barlow announcem
second
are long enough
to tell a selling story on certain items
that are simple in themselves. Dairy
products, for example, do not require
long copy or demonstration to put their
qualities across. Appetizing food shots,
mouth-watering copy, indelible association of the brand name and package
with high quality, economy, or what
have you — all can be done in 30
seconds. A minute spot often becomes
badly paced because of lack of things
to say."
R.A. Gilbertz, media director, W.E.
Long Co., Chicago. — "I'd like to see
the 10's and 20's abolished and 15's
and 30's used. The added time would
make for more efficient short-length
spots. Should also lessen the demand for
60's and in more income without getting into 30's and the additional budget
for production."
Frank Mahon, media supervisor, Wilbeliam Esty, New York.— "I firmly
lieve that the initiation of 30-second
spots would improve television and
would create a much better climate for
selling. The current 20-second- 10second setup gives the appearance of a
subway rush, with everyone rushing to
get on before the doors (next program)
close. Additionally, the plea for 60seconds in prime time would be partially answered with the 30-second

spot."
W. Kane, media supervisor, N.W.
Philadelphia. — "I don't
& Son,
Ayer 30's
think
are the answer. The length
is not that much more satisfactory than
20's. We need more minutes at higher
costs. Cost of minute should be 160 percent to 175 percent of a 20-second
break."
Syd Cornell, tv-radio director, Hollman Adv., Cincinnati. — "I see nothing
terribly wrong in the length breakdown
as it is, though I have often thought
that a minute spot situation could lend
itself to a 40-20 breakdown, making
42 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

"much greater" recall for high-priced
hard goods, only 20 percent feel the
same way when low-priced items are
being sold (Table 11). Their views on
the recall value of the 20-second length,
as compared to 10's, followed similar
patterns (Table 12).
Advertisers

roll • An anirock 'nial
Kal Kanmated tv commerc
in which a
dog extolls Kal Kan Foods Inc.'s
pet foods in rock 'n roll tempo
spearheads the Los Angeles company's fall campaign which started
Wednesday (Oct. 14). The dog
gyrates to the lip-synced voice of
Jerry Wallace accompanied by
enthusiastic screams from female
dogs and cats. Created by Playhouse Pictures, Hollywood, Calif.,
the same sound track will be used
as a radio commercial. Kal Kan's
agency: Stromberger, LaVene,
McKenzie, Los Angeles.
more sense than a 60 plus 10 spacing,
particularly in the post-network news,
sports and weather area."
Ralph S. Freeman, radio-tv director,
never used
Detroit.but— "We've
Ross Roy, spots,
I think they could
30-second
be extremely effective. I also believe that
the effectiveness of 8 or 10-second IDs
is too frequently diminished by improper use and content, notably by local
advertisers. Isn't this an opportunity for
stations to render some extra service?"
Combinations • A schedule of minutes plus IDs, offering more rating
points, more reach and more cost-efficiency than minutes alone, was favored
by 8 out of 10, opposed by 1 in 10
(Table 7).
The panelists also showed unanimity
the promotion of two proin opposing
ducts in one commercial: 98 percent
consider it poor practice in a 20-second
commercial, 97 percent think it would
be no better in the 30-second length;
but 30 percent think it can be good
business in a one-minute spot (Table 6).
Length and "Recall" • The oneminute length's superiority over a 20second spot, in terms of recall value
at time of shopping, is more important
for high-priced hard-good products than
for low-priced fast-turnover items, the
panelists reported. Where 71 percent
feel the one-minute spot promotes

should

'all media'
scan
Advertisers must think in terms of
"all media" to effect their ultimate
objective of sales, Robert F. Hurleigh,
Mutual president, told a meeting of the
Assn. of Advertising Men & Women
in New York last Tuesday (Oct. 13).
Mr. Hurleigh noted that no one
medium is "the cure-all" in advertising
because each has "its own particular
limitations and its own particular failings in relation to the product in whose
behalf it is being used." He claimed
that many advertisers today are following "defensive, me-too, follow the
leader policies, particularly in broadcasting." He added:
"Even though their merchandising
policies call for differential in support
advertising, some manufacturers decide
on specific network television or radio
campaigns, pin-pointed spot drives in
both media, simply because their competition isfollowing this practice. They
take the tack — if Joe does it this way,
we've got to follow suit."
Mr. Hurleigh departed from his prepared text to brief the audience on
developments at Mutual in recent
months, including its petition for bankruptcy, the Dominican Republic suit
and the various ownership changes at
the network.

During a question and answer perisales "are
that Mutual
od, he reported
coming
along remarkably
well, and, in
fact, only one advertiser dropped out
of our schedule this past summer." He
added that this particular advertiser
withdrew because he was not certain
at the time that WOR New York would
re-affiliate with Mutual (WOR since
has renewed affiliation for nighttime
schedules), but since has bought time
on Mutual again.

Holiday sponsor
KADY St. Charles, Mo., has
signed Laclede Gas Co., St. Louis,
to be sole sponsor for six days of
programming in the next year.
Laclede's all-day sponsorship will
New Year's
be on Christmas
Day,
Easter, Day,
Memorial
Day,
Fourth of July and Labor Day.
Agency: D'Arcy Adv., St. Louis.
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MORE/LISTENERS
THAN
/ALL OTHER
STATIONS
COMBINED

WCCO

RADIO

MINNEAPOLIS
• ST. PAUL
The Northwest's Only 50,000-Watt 1-A Clear Channel Station
Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales

Take

'em by ear . . . and woo 'em with your story, for WCCO Radio delivers the audience you want . . . 1,022,610 radio families in 114 basic area counties with $5.8 billion

to spend. More listeners than all other Minneapolis-St. Paul stations combined! Lowest
cost per thousand, too . . . less than half of the average of all other Twin Cities stations.
Thirty-five years of top acceptance. Just the climate you want for results.
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Source: Nielsen Station Index, Jan. -Aug., 1959 Station Total, 6 AM-Midnight, 7 day week.
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Jack Davis, of the Daren

F. McGavren

Co.

Los Angeles office visits San Francisco's new
rating leader, KABL, a McLendon station.
Four weeks out of every year, Daren F.
McGavren salesmen and managers work as

local salesmen in McGavren Stations. Arriving at KABL, Davis was greeted by new
ratings— KABL number one in morning San
Francisco audience with afternoons number
two only to San Francisco Giant baseball.

Bok Reitzel, Homer Odom and Jack Davis (McGavren Company Los Angeles) discuss KABL's
remarkable Pulse and Hooper ratings and amazing
response to KABL's good music programming. In
such discussions, McGavren men gain a thorough
understanding of each station's local sales plans.

for

facts
.

.

you

. ask

can
the

use
man

Davis and Odom inspect KABL supermarket display in San Francisco grocery chain using KABL
schedule. Both discuss fact that KABL's good
music attracts homemaking housewives. McGavren
men follow campaigns from agency to actual point
of purchase.
KABL

DAREN

Fact that KABL is first good music station in
American History ever to hit first place in a metropolitan market is discussed by Jack Davis and
Homer Odom. Here they are ready for next agency
call to present amazing KABL story to advertisers.

about

San

who

Francisco

knows!

Through San Francisco's Chinatown, Odom and
Davis hear KABL music everytvhere. Listenership
from tionall
races
makes upOnKABL's
number
in San
Francisco.
trips like
these, one
the posiman
from McGavren gets to know his markets and
stations.

represented nationally by

F.

MCGAVREN

CO.,

and 'SQevimn ^^&m (^^amenMm
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • DETROIT • SAN FRANCISCO • LOS ANGELES • SEATTLE • ST. LOUIS
ask
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INC.

Schwerin

denounces

tv buying by 'numbers'
Too many tv advertisers are blindly
affiliated with "numerology," or buying
by the numbers, with the result being
overemphasis on "blood and thunder"
Horace
field'sBroadcast
the research
programs, told
Schwerin
the Chicago
Advertising Club last week.
Speaking at the Sheraton Towers
Hotel Wednesday, the president of
Schwerin Research Corp. likened the
decisions of "group professional management" to an "octupus waving its
slide rule." Management, he said, is often overly-impressed with data for data's
sake, without regard to certain qualita-

tive factors. It's more the pity, he said,
that such management has replaced the
decision of the good old-fashioned "individual enterpreneur" in company circles.
Despite cautions that commercials
placed in "blood and thunder shows seldom get efficient results in getting
people to choose the brands advertised,
much less create desirable "company"
impressions, television research mainly
has been substituting for judgment rather than aiding it, Mr. Schwerin felt.
And notwithstanding circulation factors,
the industry is confronted with a
"Frankenstein," he charged. Despite
protestations to the contrary, he said,
over 95% of tv programs are bought
and "the slide rule."
by A numerology
"blind reliance" on buying-by-the-

numbers, Mr. Schwerin asserted, actually can alienate great numbers of the
population by appealing only "to the
lowest common denominator" and beget poorer sales results. His reasoning:
ratings affect circulation; circulation is
maximum opportunity; but circulation
treated alone is a false yardstick. His
major
Today's timebuying
is often proposition:
off base.
Schwerin studies repeatedly have
shown, he pointed out, that so-called
blood-and-thunder shows are hardly the
arena for good commercials and manin horagementsthought
which wouldof "recoil
ror" at the
advertising in
lurid crime magazines "calmly but irrationally" spend millions of dollars associating their products with such programs.

Alberto-Culver

46

goes

from

scratch

to success

with

tv

Alberto-Culver, an $8 million tv client for its hair care
says there's gold in the hairdressing field to be
products,
mined through television advertising. And to prove it,
the company opens its history book:
In the early 1950s, A-C did a busines of a few hundred thousand dollars annually catering mostly to Hollywood's film colony. In 1955, the company's total advertising budget, of which broadcast media received a mere
trickle, was only $100,000.
In 1956, the company discovered television, and by
1958 it was spending $3 million for network and spot tv.
This year, Alberto-Culver is allocating about $5 million for network and $3 million for spot tv — 99% of its
total ad budget.
Alberto-Culver and Wade Advertising agency officials
credit tv for the company's phenomenal growth. Leonard
Lavin, formerly merchandising director for Stoppette deodorant, purchased the company in 1955 and moved it
from the west coast to Chicago. Since making the decision to dive head-first into tv advertising, A-C has been
swimming along with its revenue charts constantly climbing (as much as 116% in one period).
Decent Profit • While Mr. Lavin won't discuss sales
figures, cosmetics experts estimate A-C's business at about
$50 million annually. Mr. Levin admits: "We're solvent.
We make a fairly decent profit." He continues, "Helped
by tv, by proper merchandising, good products and research, we've bucked the biggest in the country."
Mr. Lavin terms A-C's advertising approach as "rifle-

shot advertising." He says, "We aim at the greatest
users of our products."
of potentialadvertises
number
A-C currently
its products (Alberto V05
Hairdressing and Conditioner, Rinse-Away Dandruff Remedy, TRESemme Hair-Coloring and Alberto Command
(hairdressing for men) in about 30 markets with spottv (with an average of 20 announcements weekly in each
shows: ABC-TV's Black Sadon 12 network
market)
dle, Bob and
Cummings
Show and American Bandstand, plus
NBC-TV's Lawless Years, Jack Paar Show, It Could Be
You, Treasure Hunt, Price Is Right, Concentration, Tic
Tac Dough, Truth or Consequences and Queen for a Day.
Norman E. Cash, president of Television Bureau of
Advertising, points to the Alberto-Culver story as one of
the "many legends" in the short history of the television
medium. He explains: "A small company with an excellent product to sell, Alberto-Culver began in network
television with a quarter-hour purchase in 1956. Each
grew."
year, sales and television advertising expenditures
Working closely with Alberto-Culver is its advertising
agency. Wade Advertising. A.G. Wade II, agency president, notes: "The television networks and stations used
should surely share in the credit for this remarkable success, because it was with their assistance that this fine
record was achieved."
Mr. Lavin concludes: "We have proved our 'rifle shot
advertising' works. Our advertising formula brings the
maximum number of purchasers into retail outlets for

Sold to women via tv

For the male coiffure
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every dollar spent."
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FOURTH

ANNIVERSARY

Shreveport's Channel 3's fourth anniversary is BIGGER than ever . . .
BIGGER shows . . . BIGGER stars . . . BIGGER entertainment . . .
BIGGER coverage.
When you specify KTBS-TV, the BIG station in Shreveport, you
cover a market over four times BIGGER than Shreveport's metropolitan area in population and income according to every Nielsen
survey.
Get the full story on this market of 1,318,600 people with
$1,661,784,000 to spend from your Petry man. You'll see why
KTBS-TV
BIG
way! is Shreveport's BIG station where things are done in a
BC-ABC
Represen ted by

Original Station Representative
ICTBS
CHANNEL 3
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E. Newton Wray, Pres: & Gen. Mgr.

'I960
Offers

TECHNIQUE'
oil companies

FROM

$20,000

RAB

to research

ad campaign to "dominate auto audience"
to sell batteries than the morning when
Radio Advertising Bureau, New
York, last Monday (Oct. 12) offered
the
equipment
almost
turn original
the engine
over? What
betterdoesn't
time
to invest $20,000 to help an oil company research a radio campaign de- to sell wipers — than during rain or snow
signed to "completely dominate the automobile radio audience." The offer
Car Washers' Plan • Speaking in Destorms?"
troit before the fifth annual convention
came from Kevin B. Sweeney, RAB
of the Automatic Car Wash Assn. Oct.
president, in his radio advertising presentation before the marketing research
7, the RAB president laid down six
committee of the American Petroleum
principles for that group to expand their
Institute, meeting in Colorado Springs,
$1 million-a-day business through radio
Colo.
advertising. Mr. Sweeney's points were:
• Advertise principally for your good
In the discussions among representatives of five major media on relative
days. Don't waste your advertising dollars in any media trying to make a good
effectiveness of ad media for oil comday out of a rainy Tuesday.
panies, Mr. Sweeney
predicted
that "As
• Concentrate on your prospects.
Arab chieftains
increase
their demands
Men, who do most of the family car
for a bigger share of the oil production
dollar, major oil companies will lay washing, are particularly easy to reach
more stress on efficient marketing for on Saturday and Sunday and radio
prices these times advantageously.
greater profitability." He indicated that
• Showmanship is a part of many
increased oil company investment for
radio campaigns must come as a result successful auto wash operations. Look
to radio stations for completely tailored
of the medium's "known superiority in
promotion.
reaching service station customers." The
• Look to radio stations for help in
$20,000 investment would be used to
setting
up advertising schedules designshow the oil companies "the 1960 teched
to
reach
all different types of proshe said. nique" for using radio most effectively,
• Expect no miracles from your
Radio Accessory • On another RAB
pects.
advertising.
You may have five flops
front the same day, at French Lick,
before you have a success that will more
Ind., Warren Boorom, RAB vice pres- than make up for the flops.
ident, told the fall meeting of the AutoChristmas Sales Tool • "Sales Ideas
motive Advertisers Council:
.title
. . ofOpen
Christmas,"
the
an Before
RAB booklet
mailedis last
"There's only one accessory in the
automotive world that's also an adverweek to member stations for use in attising medium in itself — auto radio."
tracting retailers to pre-Christmas radio
Chiding the group for sitting by while
campaigns. Among the 50 traffic-building tips:
other advertisers were "tapping the family oil well," Mr. Boorom cited the num• Spot your child's voice — Store airs
taped Santa Claus interviews with kids
bers of advertisers "who have been
as part of regular radio campaign. Prizes
quick to see advantages of the huge auare awarded to parents who correctly
dience automobile radio delivers." He
also pointed to the "few manufacturers
identify their youngster's voice.
in the automotive aftermarket who've
• Yule "off the ground" — Retailer
taken advantage of the unique advanuses radio to announce that at a specified time a helicopter will drop dectages radio offers to them."
Mr. Boorom backed up the advice
orated ping-pong balls over the store's
parking lot. Shoppers snaring balls
with RAB research findings which show
that more than half of all gas station marked with lucky numbers are awarded
free Christmas decorations.
customers are exposed to radio before
they drive into the station, and that
these customers spend three times as Midwest AAA A hears
much time with radio as with any other
advertising medium. Of the estimated
ad 'image' suggestions
62% of all service stations having a
Propagation of a new "image" for adworking order radio, 66% of them
vertising— from the vantage point of
listen? to radio more than five hours
morality, public relations and education
daily, he said.
— highlighted sessions of the American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies' cenAmong Mr. Boorom's hypothetical
tral region meeting in Chicago last
questions
to
the
auto
advertisers:
"What
week.
better time to sell seat covers than when
More than 500 midwestern agency
junior drips a cone? What better time
48
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representatives attended the 22nd annual meeting at the Drake Hotel Oct.
15-16, with most workshop sessions
centering around creativity.
Frederick R. Gamble, AAAA President, and Robert Ganger, AAAA board
chairman, spoke on advertising's image
during closed, off-the-cuff management
sessions Thursday. Mr. Gamble discussed industry public relations and "The
New Morality in Advertising," while
Mr. Ganger traced factors responsible
for the public's concept of "hucksterism" toward that image. Mr. Gamble
spoke on "The State of the Industry."
Out of both talks came strong suggestions for a concerted campaign to
give advertising a new face and to
counteract unfair criticism.
Other management meetings were devoted to details on the move of Advertising Federation of America headquarters to Washington, agency profits and
expense accounts, an advertising council report on "Psychological Warfare
Against Recession," the rating and promotion of agency people, merger and
other agency trends, and the need for
better education for advertising. Alexander H. Gunn III, vice president of J.
Walter Thompson Co., Chicago, presided as chairman of the AAAA central
region.
Hearing

aid industry

adopts practices code
A new ethical practices code governing bait advertising and other aspects
has been adopted for the hearing aid industry byits national trade organization.
The Hearing Aid Industry Conference announced
industry-wide"
standards
under a "rigid
new voluntary
code
of ethical trade practices. Industry also will ask all advertising media and
local better business bureaus "to assist by such means as not accepting
ads that violate the code," according
to Leland A. Watson, president of
HAIC.
The code is intended as a guide
for distributors, dealers and salesmen
as well as manufacturers.
The code emphasizes such areas as
(1) advertising and other promotion
announcements, (2) retail consulting
functions, (3) research activities and
(4) servicing of industry products.
Bait advertising is among the practices specifically prohibited by the
code, with these particular references:
(1) advertising a particular model that
cannot be demonstrated by or purchased from the advertiser; (2) use of
the name of a manufacturer who does
not authorize such use and (3) false
advertising
about product characteristics.
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— Dallas
Jewelry design by BELLOCHIO

From pencil sketch to exquisite finish, only
the brilliance of the precious gems

out-

shines the quality reflection of the master
jewelry designer.

When

this same

"quality touch" is pos-

sessed by great television and radio stations, the all-important quality reflection
shines in many ways!
Represented by

The Original Station Representative
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Serving the greater DALLAS-FORT WORTH market
BROADCAST SERVICES OF THE DALLAS MORNING NEWS

P&G

AD

Emulate

SAVVY
tv's best

RECOMMENDED
client,

Look at Procter & Gamble — "our
own best client" in tv — and see if we
cannot follow P&G's example and make
more profit.
This approach was proposed by
George Huntington, vice president-general manager of Television Bureau of
Advertising, who with the bureau's Station Relations Director William MacRae, presented a two-part report to the
opening NAB Fall Conference in Washington (see story, page 58). Included
were the first formal public showings of
"How to Reach People," an audience
composition study (Broadcasting, Oct.
5), and a newly-assembled story of "tv
basics"
the consumption of the
financial for
element.
P&G, said Mr. Huntington, has sales
of $1.25 billion and an ad budget of
$98.6 million of which $84.5 million or
85.7% goes to television.
This advertiser, he said, has developed four ways to make money : ( 1 ) belief in advertising generally, (2) belief
in tv advertising, specifically, (3) diversification, and (4) new products.
Adapting these to the tv broadcaster,
Mr. Huntington said, it's questionable
whether many broadcasters believe in
advertising; he suggested stations and
networks should advertise more. How
often does a station or network mention its circulation on the air — or buy
time on other stations rather than space
on competing media? he asked.
P&G diversifies with cake mixes and
other foods, it doesn't sell just soap any
more and, Mr. Huntington commented,
broadcasters can emulate this by abandoning the idea of a single "prime time"
— there are many prime times. New
program types ought to be offered, he
suggested, particularly for the minority
audience. When P&G hits a peak in
sales for a product (Tide, for example),
it doesn't push for still more sales but
develops another product which starts
from scratch (Blue Cheer, for example),

Wed.,
Thurs.,
Fri.,
Sat.,
Sun.,
Mon.,
Tues.,

Date
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

7
8
9
10
11
1312

TvB

exec

urges

he said, recommending that broadcasters do the same by going after new dollars rather than pressuring the highbudgeted tv advertisers to go still higher.
Mr. Huntington said one way to go
after the new dollars is to get the tv
word to financiers, the people to whom
non - tv advertisers or non - advertising
companies must consult when creating
new advertising budgets. Hence, he
said, the importance of the tv basics
presentation for financial experts, banking people and the like.
R. J. Reynolds
Nielsen

Radio

tops
Index

The summer's nip and tuck battle
between RJ. Reynolds and Liggett &
Myers for domination of network radio
ended in August. In the Nielsen network report for four weeks ending Sept.
6, Reynolds Tobacco appears in top
position both in number of home broadcasts and commercial minutes. Liggett
& Myers dropped to 15th and 20th positions in these respective categories.
Time Inc. capped a steady climb in
past months to take second place in both
current lists. Lewis Howe Co. (Nature's
Remedy, Turns) also sustained an upcurve, landing in No. 4 and No. 3 positions below (see figures) . General Foods
Corp.'s No. 3 rank in total broadcasts
is the highest spot that advertiser has
hit in recent report periods.
The Top 20 lists:
HOME BROADCASTS
B'dcsts

Rank
Advertiser
1 Reynolds, R. J. Tobacco
2 Time Inc.
3 General Foods Corp.
4 Lewis Howe Co.
5 Midas, Inc.
6 Ex-Lax Inc.
7 Socony Mobil Oil Co.

B'dcstsTotal Home
No. Delivered
of
(000)
358 126,049
214
157
99,804
145 76,905
126 63,352
60,287
129 46,732
45,305
94

ARBITRON'S DAILY CHOICES
each
Listed below are the highest-ranking television network shows forinstant
day of the week Oct. 7-13 as rated by the multi-city Arbitron Rating
ratings of American Research Bureau.
24.9
Network
Program and Time
27.0
Wagon Train (7:30 p.m.)
NBC-TV
24.1
25.9
Big Party (9:30 p.m.)
CBS-TV
24.3
Red Skelton (9 p.m.)
CBS-TV
Gunsmoke (10 p.m.)
CBS-TV
23.8
NBC-TV
Loretta Young (10 p.m.)
Father Knows Best (8:30 p.m.)
CBS-TV
28.0
NBC-TV
Startime (9:30 p.m.)
Copyright 1959 American Reiearch Bureau
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B'dcsts
B'dcsts
Total Home
No.
Delivered
(000)
Rank
Advertiser
44,689
212
8 American Tel. & Tel. Co.
no
9 Tyrex Inc.
41,940
10 Armour
Chevrolet-Gen.
of136
11
& Co. Motors
81 40,742
36,049
88
12 Automotive-Amer. Motors
93 33,975
90
13 Grove Div.-Bristol-Myers
52 33,926
14 Bristol-Myers Co.
70
16 Carter Products, Inc.
43 30,662
26,552
48
17 Firestone Tire & Rubber
114
66 26,212
18 General Mills Inc.
95
25,864
25,463
19 Greyhound CorD.
24,826
20 Electric Auto-Lite Co.
COMMERCIAL MINUTESNo.
Total
223 (000)
Rank
Advertiser
Aired
150
Mins.
1 Time
Reynolds,
R.
J.
Tobacco
109 Min. Del'd
Inc.
2
70 73,847
Howe Co.
66,488
3 Lewis
45,103
42,376
Comm'l Comm'l
4 Midas Inc.
5 Chevrolet-Gen.
124
Motors
General
Foods
Corp.
6
34,595
37,694
7 Wrigley,
60
Wm., Jr. Co.
69
94 34,422
8 Armour & Co.
81
31,890
9 Ex-Lax,
68 34,074
United Motors-G.
Motors
Inc.
45
10
66 31,349
13
11 Tyrex, Inc.
110
29,413
12 Staley, A. E., Mfg. Co.
71 28,804
Bristol-Myers Co.
26,253
14 Carter Products Inc.
121 27,471
26,382
Hudson Vitamin Products
23,999
16 Automotive-Amer. Motors
66 23,529
Tel. & Tel. Co.
17
121
20 American
15
Firestone Tire & Rubber
18
41 21,961
19 Liggett & Myers Tobacco
72 21,254
50 19,931
CBS Electronics-CBS Inc.
Ranked by Total Home Broadcasts Delivered and
by Total Commercial Minutes Delivered for Individual Advertisers by All Programs and Participation onall Radio Networks Used.
Copyright 1959 by A. C. Nielsen Co.
FARMER'S
MARKET
What agencies want
cited

at NAB

meet

What does an advertising agency
want to know about a radio station when
it is spending advertisers' dollars in farm
markets?
Bob Palmer, of the Cunningham &
Walsh media department in New York,
told NAB's opening Fall Conference
in Washington (see story, page 58) the
media man wants extensive information
about stations based on marketing objectives. His presentation of farm radio
problems was scheduled for delivery
Oct. 16.
Mr. Palmer's appearance included an
outline of farm radio advantages prepared by National Assn. of Television &
Radio Farm Directors plus a series of
his own observations on the factors that
influence selection of a radio buy.
The agency wants to know first what
part of the 5 Va -million family farm
market a radio station covers, he said.
Second, it is interested in the number
of families that might be good customers, reminding that 14% of farms
account for half of all farm products
bought and sold (gross income of $10,000 or more yearly), as well as the radio
BROADCASTING, October 19, 1959

HERE are 14 top post-1948 features available immediately. Feature by
feature this package will produce the kind of ratings that will give
your sales curve a golden lift.
Action . . . suspense . . . drama . . . comedy . . . science fiction . . . gives the
KING MIDAS package an all around quality for complete audience appeal.
Be sure to be first in your market to talk to the Governor Television man
about the KING MIDAS package. Write, wire or call collect . . .

GOVERNOR
Television Attractions,
375 Park Avenue
Plaza 3-6216
Hollywood, California
New York 22, N.Y.
731 N. LaBrea
Arthur Kerman, President
John Leo, V.P. in charge

of farms with a smaller income. The
number of farms is declining, he said,
but the marketing value of each unit is
increasing.

are listed in your rate card, I could then
more accurately predict cost and greatly
strengthen my analysis of the medium."

How many Pigs? • "Next I'd want
to know what these farmers raise — how
many pigs, chickens, cows, bushels of
grain etc," Mr. Palmer said. He said it
often is necessary for an agency to dig
up this material when not supplied by a
station. "This lack of information inhe said.hibits your ability to sell your medium,"

• Business
Time sales

briefly

Saga Selling • IXL Food Co., San
Leandro, Calif., and Gordon Baking
Co. (Silver Cup Bread), Detroit, are
among advertisers signed by United
Artists for multiple-market exposures
of Tales of the Vikings. UA sales report shows $750,000 so far for 53 markets in month-and-half since series was
offered. Compton Adv. and W. B.
Doner Co. are IXL Food Co. and Gordon agencies respectively.

"I would need a complete dossier of
your farm programming," he continued,
"not only how many hours
weekshow.
but
an outline of the contents of aeach
If I'm buying for a product
to
poultry farmers I need to know sold
if that
Kellogg back • The Kellogg Co., Battle
program gives the latest egg or broiler
Creek, Mich., program sponsor on CBS
prices — in other words, what takes place Radio from 1932 to 1957 when it
on a farm program."
dropped the medium, returns to CBS
Mr. Palmer said he is interested in in mid-November with close to $1 milthe personality and performance of the
lion worth of program sponsorships
farm director as well as his attendance
signed. In addition to previously anat meetings and whether he owns a
nounced Arthur Godfrey Time, Kellogg
farm. But he cautioned against basing a bought 12 weekly two and one-halfsales pitch on the farm director since minute units of House Party, a group
the agency wants to know the history of of daytime dramas and eight weekly
five-minute dramatic program segments.
a station's service to agriculture. "The
clincher," he added, "is evidence of Agency: Leo Burnett Co., Chicago.
listenership." He described farm ratings
as valuable but also pointed to mail pull In wake of quiz probings • Standard
and success stories as important.
Brands Inc., N.Y., through Ted Bates
& Co., last week shifted its one-quarter
"Buying media for a major advertiser," he said, "I am interested in the hour per week sponsorship of NBCcompany my client will keep. For this TV's daytimer, Tic Tac Dough, to
partisers, including the number of years
ticipations inthree other afternoon programs on the network. Two named last
reason a list of farm program adverthey have sponsored this show is most
week were // Could Be You and Young
Dr. Malone.
important.
"One last point — one of the most
difficult jobs I have is estimating the Jet fuel • Further spot support of
United Air Lines jets is in store this
cost of a proposed schedule. If you
would see to it that the times of your
year and early next, as the service
moves to Washington and Baltimore.
farm shows and any talent premiums

Tv speed-up in Fort Wayne • New ad schedules serve
as wall "pinups" at Patterson Fletcher, Fort Wayne
specialty store, which has decided on the basis of ad
campaigns prepared for it by Television bureau of Advertising tolaunch its tv test immediately, advancing the
project start from Jan. 1, 1960, initially set. Dwight
Shirey (1), the store's president, is shown with TvB President Norman E. Cash. Also as part of Patterson Fletcher's
year-long project to focus retailers' attention on tv
(Broadcasting, July 20): WANE-TV, Corinthian station in Fort Wayne, will produce the commercials and
cooperate with the store on scheduling, while the store
will make available test results for the benefit of other
retailers.
The store's advertising campaign will last a year and
seasonal data will be tabulated and analyzed. TvB reports that the project marks the first time it will be
cooperating with a retail establishment on a year-long
effort that will share findings with other merchants.
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Routes to New York, Chicago, Los
Angeles and San Francisco have been
heralded by three-week schedules on
radio and 9-12 weeks on tv. Last of the
first four airports to get United jets is
Chicago, where the service debuts
Thursday (Oct. 22). Total radio exposure is calculated by agency, N.W.
Ayer, Philadelphia, at 407 commercial minutes, based on 30-seconds and
minutes on 36 stations and including
regular shows. Tv spots are 20-second,
six weekly, two stations each city.
Agency appointments
• Unexcelled Chemical Corp. N.Y.,
named Fletcher Richard, Calkins &
Holden, N.Y., for fertilizer to be introduced middle of December. Client,
heretofore industrial supplier of fertilizer, chemicals and aluminum products,
will start fertilizer campaign in suburbs
of Westchester, Long Island and New
Jersey. Sandford C. Smith is Fletcher
Richards supervisor on account and
John E. Shephard is account executive.
• Salada Junket Div. of Salada-Shirriff-Horsey Inc., Boston, names Doyle
Dane Bernbach, N.Y., effective Oct. 15.
• Also

in advertising

Audience study • Trendex Inc., New
York, last week announced a special
study for evening network television on
audience composition and viewer ages
will be conducted for one full week of
programs in mid-November. Using a
sample size of 1,000 calls per half hour
in the same 25 cities which form the
normal Trendex sampling, the company
will offer its study to networks, agencies, advertisers, station representatives
and other personnel following its publication inearly December.

Let's

look

at

it

another

way!

The Broadcast Advertisers Reports, Inc., recently released a study,
widely circulated through its BAROMETER newsletter, that
attempted, among other things, to measure the effectiveness of television representatives (with three or more stations in 24 principal
three-or-more station markets). The yardstick was the number of spot
announcements placed by the 25 largest television Spot advertisers
on the 90 stations involved.BUT let's look at it another way!

What happened among all advertisers in the same markets during the
same quarter (the second, 1959) as reported by RORABAUGH? Using
a yardstick of all advertisers, not only provides a broader measurement,
but also minimizes the effect of package deals involving large blocks
of spots at possibly special inducement rates.

Our hats are off to CBS Spot Sales! Blair-TV placed more advertisers
on the stations it represents (as it did more announcements in the
BAR report) but CBS Spot Sales, with those company-owned flagships, averaged 164.4 advertisers per station.
Who finished second?

BLAIR-TV with an average of 156.6 advertisers on its 15 represented stations— twice as many stations, hence twice as many
opportunities for unusual variations as were included in the
report for CBS Spot Sales.
Does this mean that Blair-TV is more effective than all the other
remaining representatives? Not necessarily so! How unfair any one
such comparison can be! Our prized station in Chicago -ABC Television's WBKB-was fourth according to BAR, yet FIRST according
to Rorabaugh.

One might consider another yardstick -the number of national spot
dollars the representative puts in the cash registers of its stations.
But comparisons such as these depend upon many factors: the effectiveness ofthe station itself ... the number of stations in a given market
...a network affiliation, in some instances... greater availability potentials of an independent -to name just a few.
We like to measure our effectiveness in terms of dollar volume and
thereby satisfied, prosperous clients. We think our stations comprise
the best list in the business. And we are particularly proud that our
turnover is the lowest, ever since Blair-TV became television's first
exclusive national representative over ten years ago.
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BLAIR-TV
Television's First Exclusive National Representative

THE

NBC

REVEALS

News, special
entertainment
affiliates

are

ITS

MEDIA

FUTURE

events, 'Monitor,' along with
programming to network and
elements

NBC Radio's pattern for the future:
news, special events and Monitor sold
and networked on the traditional network basis; some Monitor and news
segments supplied to affiliates free or
co-op; entertainment programming offered to affiliates on a program-service
basis, with stations paying for what they
choose to use.
These are the basic elements of the
widely awaited formula (Broadcasting, Oct. 5) which officials reviewed
with the NBC Radio executive committee last Thursday and were slated to
present, by closed circuit, to all their
affiliates on Friday. On the strength of
committee endorsement they planned to
take it on the road for detailed explanation to affiliates in a series of regional
meetings starting today (Oct. 19) in Atlanta (for regional meeting schedule
see page 56).
Eventual raising of network rates and
a limited expansion of the program
service operation to include some nonaffiliates of NBC — under certain circumstances— were seen as possible sideeffects of the plan, although neither of
these was spelled out in the official announcement.
The plan, described as the result of
combined efforts of NBC Radio and
the affiliates committee working together over several months, would be
effective Jan. 1. It contemplates 53
hours 15 minutes of programs fed per
week, plus 17 hours 30 minutes available for a fee through the new NBC
Program Service, as against the current feed of 75 hours a week. Highlights:
• A weekly total of 22 hours now
programmed and offered for sale by the
network would become station time;
• So-called "Network Time" — meaning time reserved for sale by the network— would be reduced to 41 hours a
week. It would consist of Monitor,
"News On The Hour," a new analysisand-commentary series of eight fiveminutes a day, Three Star Extra, News
of the World, Gillette Fights, religious
programs, the Image series, news specials and the weekly Grand Old Opry
half-hour.
• The affiliates will be asked to clear
100% for these programs. For carrying
them, officials assured, stations will be
54

in NBC

Radio

formula

compensated on the same basis as now.
• In addition to the "Network" programs, affiliates will continue to receive
1 1 hours of Monitor per week with
out charge and the Monday - Friday
quarter-hour World News Roundup
on a co-op basis, for local sale.
• Such shows as My True Story
(now carried Mon.-Fri., 10:05-11 a.m.
EDT), NBC Radio Theatre (now Mon.Fri., 11:05-12 noon) and Its Network
Time (now Mon.-Fri., 2-4 p.m. except
for five-minute newscasts) will go into
a pool consisting of all sorts of entertainment programs among which affiliates may pick and choose, paying for
those they take and scheduling them as
they wish in local time. Plans call for
17 V2 hours of these "Program Service"
shows each week at the start, but the
eventual total will depend on demand.
• For the program-service programming the cost of each show to affiliates
will be figured in multiples of the affiliate's one-minute spot
for 10 a.m.
time. The 10 a.m. rate rate
was taken as the
base on the theory that it is nearer average than either early morning (which
is higher) or late-afternoon or evening
(lower).

• Pricing of the program-service
show, officials indicated, will have the
objective of covering program costs,
not of making money. In setting the
charges it will be assumed that approximately 50 stations will buy each
one. If that estimate proves low, it
was indicated that repricing will follow

Matthew Culligan
Carves a plan

PATTERN

or the
ices for"profit"
affiliates.put into additional serv• Exact composition of the programservice inventory remains to be worked
out. Independent packagers will be invited to submit ideas, in addition to
any current programming that goes into
the library. Authorities said it would
include — at the start, according to present plans — two half -hour and two quarter-hour drama strips, 40 five-minute
vignettes a week (20 sports, 20 featuring
name stars), 20 open-end personality
interviews a week which local deejays
may insert in their own programming,
and two half-hour mysteries.
• NBC hopes to have its programservice shows ready for auditioning on
closed circuit to affiliates Nov. 15. It
will ask stations for 13-week commitments on those which they choose. It
will require in each case that enough
sign up to cover its out-of-pocket expense. But if it comes close and yet
falls short of getting its money back —
here is where general syndication becomes apossibility — then it may solicit
sales to non-affiliates to cover the rest
of the cost.

Through the new plan NBC obviously
hopes to move its radio network to the
black-ink position that no radio station
has enjoyed since television reached
full bloom.

If it succeeds in getting 100 percent
clearances — and this is deemed essential
to the plan — it may certainly be expected toraise rates. This has been one
of the arguments implicit both in
support of past pleas for better clearances and in answer to critics' frequent
complaints that network pricing generally isso low that it hurts all radio cost
structures. NBC Radio's present rates
guarantee 85 percent clearance.
Departures from PCP • The NBC
plan differs from CBS Radio's Program
Consolidation Plan — unveiled a year
ago this month — in two major respects.
One is the program-service feature,
offering programs for a fee. The other
is that the traditional method of cash
compensation for affiliates is retained,
whereas PCP supplies free programs
as basic compensation.
The plan was designed, according to
network officials, to take into account
affiliates' growing dissatisfaction over
having so many entertainment programs
in the network schedule. This dissatisfaction was attributed to differing local
needs — needs that vary according to
BROADCASTING, October 19, 1959

Advertisers with a stake in young America can bank
on this-no where in the Carolinas will you find children's
program strength to match that of WSOC-TV. This better
television fare for small fry complements the over-all
program structure that is changing audience patterns here
in your 25th largest television market. Buy right. Buy
WSOC-TV-one of the great area stations of the nation.

WSOC

and WSOC-TV
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CHARLOTTE 9 — NBC and ABC. Represented by H-R

are associated with WSB and WSB-TV, Atlanta; WHIO and WHIO-TV, Dayton
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market size, number and type of competing stations, geographic region, local
tastes and size of local coverage area.
It has become impossible, some NBC
officials have said privately, to program
entertainment that consistently satisfies
200 different stations.
These variations in local preferences
are, in turn, attributed — along with
some of the principal objections that
critics have levelled against radio networks generally — to changes that have
occurred in radio since the advent of
television.
According to this line of reasoning,
when the old-time network radio's boxcar ratings began to slide, smaller
affiliates were the first to get hurt. Big
affiliates by sheer coverage were able
to maintain rating and position that
still commanded hefty national spot
business. But the erosion spread gradually from smaller to larger affiliates;
independents began getting more and
more national spot, and affiliates — and
gradually networks — began to increase
their reliance on news and to some
extent more music in their efforts to
compete more effectively with independents.
News Up • It is NBC's position — but
not CBS Radio's, obviously — that in
evolution soap operas and some other
standard entertainment programs lost
their effective pull with important seg-

NBC itinerary
Here is the schedule of regional
meetings, this week and next, for
which NBC officials will make a
12,000-mile swing to explain details of the new NBC radio plan
of operations (see page 54) to
affiliates. Matthew J. Culligan, executive vice president in charge of
the NBC Radio Network, will
head the delegation. He plans to
be accompanied by George W.
Harvey, WFLA Tampa, chairman
of the Affiliates Executive Committee which endorsed the plan
last week. First meeting is today
(Oct. 19) at Cabano Motor Hotel,
Atlanta. Other sessions: Tuesday,
Sheraton-Dallas Hotel, Dallas;
Thursday, Waldorf-Astoria, New
York; Oct. 26, Clift Hotel, San
Francisco, and Oct. 28, Drake
Hotel, Chicago.

ments of radio's audience. But at the
same time, as the programming patterns
of all radio networks would seem to
agree, network news became increasingly important to both stations and
audiences.
Thus what NBC Radio is doing,
from its own programming and selling
standpoint, is playing up news and

Monitor — which are also its best sellers,
representing an estimated 80% of the
network revenues — while continuing to
offer an entertainment line for those
stations that wish to buy from it.
Officials were quoted as saying that
the total effect will be to continue and
expand the programming that the stations like best, while at the same time
offering — through the program service
— a library from which each station
may select the entertainment shows
that best fit the image it is trying to
develop locally.
Clearances • Not only sales, but also
clearances may be cited in support of
the move. News on The Hour and
Monitor reportedly are cleared by stations representing 83 to 86% of the rate
card and News of the World by 94%,
as against 79% for the morning drama
block and 76% for It's Network Time.
Among the new programs to be
offered are eight five-minute news
analysis and commentary programs a
day, Monday through Friday, to be
scheduled on the half-hour from 9:30
a.m. through 4:30 p.m. Analysis will
be taken out of 17 daily five-minute
News on The Hour broadcasts, which
will stick to hard news. Analysis will
be increased in World News Roundup
and News of The World.
Another new series, Of Interest to
Women, consisting of eight five-minute
broadcasts a day, will be fed at 45
minutes
Friday. past the hour, 9:45 a.m.
through 4:45 p.m., Monday through
The Image nighttime series will be
expanded. At least six such programs,
between
annually. 8:05 and 10 p.m., are planned

We

re

Moving!

Blackburn & Company is moving at least two representatives to
each of the Fall NAB Meetings. Special facilities have been
reserved at each hotel, where you can come in and discuss your
plans and problems in confidence. See you in Chicago, Boston,
Atlanta, Fort Worth, Denver, Los Angeles and Seattle.

NEGOTIATIONS

l&lxickbwwn

FINANCING

APPRAISALS

&
Campmu/
Incorporated

RADIO - TV - NEWSPAPER BROKERS
ATLANTA
MIDWEST
WEST M.COAST
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Colin
Selph
Clifford B. Marshall
H. W. Cassill
James W. Blackburn
Calif. Bank Bldg.
William B. Ryan
Jack V. Harvey
Stanley
Whitaker
Robert M. Baird
Joseph M. Sitrick
333 N. Michigan Ave.
9441 Wilshire Blvd.
Healey Building
Chicago, Illinois
Washington Building
Beverly Hills, Calif.
Financial 6-6460
STerling 3-4341
JAckson 5-1576
CRestview 4-2770
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News Specials • The specials to include such events as political conventions, elections, President Eisenhower's
forthcoming visit to Russia, the World
Series and other sports, etc., for an
overall average of two hours a week.
NBC authorities say the proposed
changes do not require amendments
to affiliation contracts. They do require
station support and assurances of clearance— but officials said they anticipated
no problem on this score because the
plan embodies basic features that stations have expressed a desire for.
Changing
hands
ANNOUNCED • The following sale of
station interest was announced last
week, subject to FCC approval:

• WLLY Richmond, Va.: Sold by Louis
Adelman to Burton and Melvin Levine
for $160,000, including assumption of
obligations. Burton Levine is owner of
WROV Roanoke, Va. The transaction
was handled by Blackburn & Co. WLLY
is a 1 kw daytimer on 1320 kc.
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NAB
Threats

FACES
of federal

UP

policing

NAB opened its Fall Conference series in Washington last week under a
cloud — a quiz cloud.
Some 300 broadcasters found themselves embroiled in solemn discussions
affecting their freedom to program in
the free-enterprise tradition.
Industry leaders joined a high government official in recognizing the impact of the headline-hunting probe of
quiz programs on the public and on the
way the broadcasting business is regulated.
A sudden jelling of a number of normally routine developments brought
about a broadcasting conference notable for its recognition that critical
events were in the making unless selfdiscipline could cope with journalistic
and political frenzy.
What happened in Washington late
last week wasn't anticipated in the
printed program delegates received as
they registered Wednesday and Thursday (Oct. 14-15) at the Mayflower
hotel.
The highspots of the meeting, fired
up by the Harris quiz pressure, were
these:
• Chairman Earl W. Kintner, of the
Federal Trade Commission, chided
broadcasters for the apparent weakness
of self-discipline and warned against
the danger of police-state regulation.
• Delegates pondered a warning in a
separate forum by FCC Chairman John

TO

bring

PROGRAM

promises

of action

C. Doerfer that the congressional quiz
investigations are pushing the Commission toward program control (page 70).
• NAB President Harold E. Fellows
said the industry "can clean its own
house when necessary"; promised corrective steps, and charged package producers with hoodwinking the public and
the facilities they use.
• Donald H. McGannon, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., chairman of
the Tv Code Review Board, said he will
recommend to the board an amendment
to the code that would "expressly prohibit" such happenings.
• All this occurred just as the new
Television Information Office was
getting its paper clips unboxed and its
New York telephone number memorized. Clair R. McCollough, Steinman
Stations, and Louis Hausman, new director of TIO, officially unveiled the
project at the Washington conference.
Mr. McCollough is chairman of TIO's
directing committee; Mr. Hausman has
the job of guiding the industry in a
$600,000 (more or less) campaign to
improve the public's image of television.
Quips, Then Straight Talk • FTC
Chairman Kintner had delegates hanging on to their luncheon seats when he
teed off with a quiz quip: "My answers
aren't rigged; this isn't an entertainment
or Having
a shell loosed
game." that one, he softened
the blow somewhat by observing that

CRISIS

at D. C. conference

the press is having "a field day" and
then suggested the Harris quiz committee "is restoring the ego of our citizens
who felt they belonged on the cradleroll after hearing quiz stars."
From then on Chairman Kintner
laid it out in strong words though conceding "most radio and television programs are untainted by fraud."
The Washington conference was distinguished byits willingness to face up
to unexpected and unpleasant governmental possibilities but the bulk of the
regular program went through as scheduled after Chairman Kintner had given
his hard-nosed speech, which was added
to the program at the last minute.
NAB's serious panels and talks about
normal operating problems of management were designed to probe topics not
covered at the annual conventions.
Broadcasters joined NAB headquarters
executives in discussing government and
public relations, economic developments
(story page 80), advertising (stories
page 50) and other intra-industry issues.
NAB Awareness • President Fellows
said in his formal address he wouldn't
try "to explain or justify this unfortunate episode in broadcasting," adding.
"I assure you that we at NAB are fully
aware of the broadcaster's responsibility
to the viewing public."
The result of the Harris hearings,
"may be a challenge to our system of

1

™

Seven more to go • NAB's 1959 'Flea Circus' opened nationwide series of Fall Conferences in Washington last
week. Ten-man troupe put final touches on their two-day
presentation on eve of Washington session as President
Harold E. Fellows went over individual talks.
Left to right: Vincent T. Wasilewski, government relations manager; Charles H. Tower, economics-broadcast per58 (THE MEDIA)

sonnel manager; William L. Walker, assistant secretary and
conference manager; William Carlisle, station relations manager; John F. Meagher, radio vice president; President Fellows; Thad H. Brown Jr., tv vice president; Frederick H.
Garrigus, organizational services manager; Edward H. Bronson, director of tv code affairs, and John M. Couric, public
relations manager.
BROADCASTING, October 19, 1959'

Shrinking heads is not my business! I am
a television time-buyer! These are the heads of
television time-buyers that "rolled," because
they didn't think it mattered which TV
station they chose in the rich Shreveport market.
I still have my head, because in each market
I look for a station that promotes
consistently . . . programs imaginatively . . .
delivers a clean, clear picture and comes out
ON TOP in every TV audience survev
made. In Shreveport my choice for five years has
been KSLA-TV — the choice of the viewers]
Do I think every television time-buyer
should choose KSLA-TV? I think everyone should
decide for himself by letting a Harrington,
Righter 6- Parsons man give him the
COMPLETE KSLA-TV7 STORY!

shreveport,

la.

voluntary self-regulation, which has attained much stature among viewers,
government and our own industry," he
said. "May I emphasize — we are disturbed by this situation. Equally so, we
are not unmindful of the responsibilities
to our viewers that exist under the
American system of free broadcasting.
This industry has proved, in its four
decades of service, it can clean its own
house
necessary."
Mr. when
Fellows
reminded broadcasters
they must have "loyalty to each other,
also." He recalled member complaints
to him that also were printed "in the
letters-to-the-editor column in some

Metropolitan Wichita offers:
* 5% ABOVE NATIONAL AVERAGE in
Consumer Spendable Income per
Household!
* 18.6% ABOVE NATIONAL AVERAGE
in Retail Sales per Household!
kwbb offers you the #1 hooperated
advertising "plum"
pulsrated
andthis
in
rich market
NOW operating daytimes on
5QOO

WATTS

(Nights — 1000 watts)
with the southwest's

The tops in D. J.'s • Jim
• Billy Dee • Lee Nichols
Jones • John Campbell
Curran. The tops in News
Setters • John Wagner •

Stowe
• Dick
•Jim
• Jim
George

Langshaw • Jay Howard
For your
share of the Wichita Market
BETTER BUY THE BEST BUY!

• DIAL 1410
IN WICHITA
First in Hi-Fi Music • News and Sports
. . George P. Hollingbery Co.
represented by Southern-Clark-Brown Co.

trade
paper." Kintner warned broadcastChairman
ers that any attempt to shrug off a hoax
on the public as not warranting positive
action "is to whistle in the dark." He
cautioned them not to fall back on the
theory that headlines are fleeting and
the public memory short.
FTC, he said, deals with false advertising, with program policing being outside its function (see testimony before
Harris committee, page 82). He voiced
conviction the broadcasting industry is
opposed to frauds but said only a trustful public brings value to an advertiser's
dollar. "Let broadcasters abuse public
confidence and this trust will be undermined, with the broadcasting industry
"hurt and hurt badly," he said.
The Trade Commission will cooperate with the Harris Committee in
considering additional regulatory laws,
he promised.
Code Values • Lauding the tv and
radio codes, he said he is aware "they
have been responsible for much nonuse of objectionable material." At that
point he reverted to figurative language
to illustrate his view of the whole quizrigging
problem:
"If ainstead
ship has
few holes
in its hull
of only
many,a
this will not invite confidence it is seaworthy. From the standpoint of the public interest, the holes must be patched.
I prefer the patching be done by the
owners of the ship instead of the government. One way or another they are
going to be patched and they should be.
"If self-regulation becomes ineffective, the government should provide
whatever policing is required by the
public interest. If primary policing responsibility over tv and radio lies in the
FCC or whether the FTC's jurisdiction
should be clarified and extended to a
broader area than the advertising of
products are matters for Congress to
decide. But it is my hope this will not
be necessary.
"My hope as chairman of the FTC
and a believer in our capitalistic, freeenterprise system is that the broadcasting and advertising industries can keep
radio and tv free from deceit and fraud

60
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in the best interest of the public and
without laws and more policing."
Chairman Kintner said he didn't want
a "police state" other than the policing
needed "to protect our people and freeenterprise economy." He urged the
broadcasting industry and each broadcaster "to police its advertising and programming so well that more laws, regulations and policing will not be necesHe concluded, "Though the hour be
choice."
may still• be
yours History
late,
Project
As the
TIC chairman
Mr. McCollough traced the events leadsary."
ing up to formation of the first tv
image-improving committee at the NAB
Chicago convention last March. Developments have come fast since that time,
he said, with a basic plans committee
submitting a report by April 30. A day
later President Fellows named an NAB
Tv Board committee of five under Mr.
McCollough to implement the project.
A plan was drawn up after a series
of lengthy discussions and conferences.
It was submitted to the Tv Board in
June and approved. Mr. McCollough
was named chairman of a project committee of nine to get the project rolling.
Mr. Hausman was picked from over
100 names on Oct. 1 and took office
Oct. 12.
As operating head of the project designed to be a main factor in combating
all the recent criticism of tv, Mr. Hausman said telecasters must take four
steps — recognize what they feel is
wrong or not as good as it should be;
take corrective steps; inform the public,
and defend vigorously what they believe
to be good.
"More than lip service is needed,"
Mr. Hausman said, leaving the main
task of defining television's problems
to other conference speakers. He said
telecasters must expect criticism of the
quality of programs and reminded that
tv will make news "as long as it is big
and important." He suggested broadcasters must provide the best possible
product and must be ready "to live
within
"You conflict."
are the industry and the spokesmen for the industry," he said. "Stations
themselves must create television's betVoices Concern • Chairman McGannon terof image."
the NAB Tv Code Review Board
said he considered the present threat to
broadcasting "a most genuine one," adding that responsibility to the public
and to the advertiser comes at higher
priority than even fear of additional
government regulation.
The question of rigged quiz shows
could have been handled within the content of the tv language covering the
fundamental premise of honesty, he
said, suggesting the integrity of the individual broadcaster would prevent
BROADCASTING, October 19, 1959
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Your packages go anywhere
Greyhound goes . . . and Greyhound goes over a million miles
a day! That means faster, more direct service to more areas,
including many, many places not reached by other public
transportation.
What's more, Greyhound Package Express offers this service
seven days a week . . . twenty- four hours a day . . . even on weekBROADCASTING, October 19, 1959

LESS

I

ends and holidays! On Greyhound Package Express
packages get the same care and consideration as
Greyhound passengers . . . riding on dependable Greyhound
buses on their regular runs. You can send C.O.D., Collect,
Prepaid— or open a Charge Account.
Call your nearest Greyhound bus station or write to
Greyhound, Dept. B-1 0,5600 Jarvis Ave., Chicago, III.
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(231 cities)

To meet the demand for truly comprehensive tv audience measurements at local levels in all parts of the country, the number
of Nielsen Station Index market areas has been substantially increased . . . from 32 in '58 to 146 by '60. Every area in the U.S.
with two or more tv transmitters will be reported ... 97 percent of all tv viewing. Similar information is available for radio in
■3-1 major areas which account for the great majority of U. S. radio listening.

Never before has so much reliable information
about local audiences been available from one source:
Supplements national tv and
radio ratings
Number of homes reached .. .by station
XSI tells you (for each of the 146 Metro or Central Areas) the
number of tv homes -and the percent reached by each station
during any specific time period. In addition, you are given the
total number of homes reached by each station, regardless of
where the homes are located ... in other words, the total reach
in terms of families delivered.

NSI is completely compatible with Nielsen Radio & Television
Indexes (NRI & NTI) which measure and report national network audiences. NSI supplies parallel information for each individual station in the network. Knowledge of this kind quickly
locates areas of strength and of weakness in national coverage
. . . and provides basic information for interpretation or corrective measures.

Composition of audience
for each 15-minute period
XSI tells you, for each station for each quarter-hour from 6 a.m.
to midnight, seven days a week, the number of viewers per
home and their distribution by men, women, teenagers and
children ... to show you whether your messages are reaching
your best customers.

Backed by 20 years
of tested audience measurement
The wide acceptance of Nielsen radio and television ratings and
measurements . . . both national and local ... is founded on
sound research methodology. Basic data are sound . . . free of
personal bias, lapse of memory, ego-saving reporting and similar
human foibles. Data processing is scientific. Special electronic
equipment, much of it developed by Nielsen, reduces millions
of pieces of information to usable and reliable measurements
and ratings.

Reports based on 4 or 8 week average
XSI measures radio and tv time period audiences over a broad
time span (4 or 8 weeks) so as to report the average condition . . .
this avoids misleading results caused by changes in programming, special promotions and other untypical influences.
Each market is reported season to season - from 2 to 12 times
a year depending upon the size and importance of the area.
Right now XSI issues over 720 different seasonal market reports
a year -by next spring 800!

The men responsible for the development and operation of
NSI include experienced radio and television executives with
years of sen-ice in major advertising agencies, networks, stations
and corporations. They have used XTielsen sen-ices
themselves
and know what time-buyers, marketing directors, advertisers
and others want and expect from a measurement service.

NSI and U.S. Census Metro-Areas
are identical

XSI Metro Market Areas are those determined by the U.S.
Census and used by most marketing research organizations. For
smaller market areas, XSI has created "Central Areas" based on
local tv conditions. Information reported by XSI dovetails
neatly with company and agency marketing plans and analyses.

Nielsen

Station

But this is only part of the NSI story
There is a lot more to NSI than reported here. If you
will let us know when it would be convenient we will |
tell you the whole story and show you how NSI is used
to make television and radio dollars work harder.
or selling radio and tv (ime.
■p1
■p' "fil to all responsible for buying
Handy 160-page
book of basic facts about the 146 NSI market
areas. Individual maps show each Metro or Central
and
surrounding counties. Data include: Number of homes Area
in Metro
Area, tv homes, radio homes, major stations, etc.
Please give your name, company, position and business address when requesting this valuable book.

Index

a service of A. C. Nielsen Company
2101 Howard Street, Chicago 4-5, Illinois • HOIIycourt 5-4400

CALL . . WIRE . . . OR WRITE TODAY
FOR ALL THE FACTS
CHICAGO 1. ILLINOIS
3SO N Michigan Ave.. FRanklm 2-3810
NEW YORK 22. NEW YORK
5T5 Lexington Ave.. MUrray Hill 8-1020
MENLO PARK. CALIFORNIA
70 Willow Road. DAvenport 5-0021
elsen Radio Index)

Don't bury your head

BUY

An Ostrich with a buried head misses
many things that are most obvious. If you
haven't discovered Rounsaville Radio's six
Negro Markets you are overlooking an
824 million dollar consumer group. That's
what Negroes in the Rounsaville Radio
area have ready to spend AFTER taxes!
80% of their money is spent on consumer
items alone. Incomes are up 192% since
World War II ! To make sure you're getting your share of nearly one billion dollars, use Rounsaville Radio! All six
Rounsaville Radio stations are NumberOne Rated by BOTH Pulse and Hooper.
Call Rounsaville Radio in Atlanta, John
E. Pearson, or Dora-Clayton in the Southeast today!
Personal Letter
An Advertiser's dream is a
captive tioned
audience
to buy hispre-condiproduct.
The nearest thing to this is
Rounsaville Radio— 1 00%
programmed to the Negro
audience. Negro performers tell your sales
story to their Negro listeners, and believe me,
part of your budget must
A proper
they
no to buy!
Rounsaville
Radio or you miss this market!
oldest and largest broadof theRadio.
We are casone
ters inNegro
HAROLD F. WALKER
V.P. 4 Nat'l Sales Mgr.

FIRST U. S. NEGRO-PROGRAMMED CHAIN
FIRST IN RATING IN SIX BIG MARKETS
soon)— CinWCIN 1,000 Watts (5,000 Watts
cinnati's only all Negro-Programmed Station!
WLOU
Watts — Louisville's only all
grammed
Negro-Pro5,000
Station!
Miami-Miami Beach's
Watts—
5,000
WMBM
only full time Negro-Programmed Station!
WVOL 5,000
Watts — Nashville's only all
Negro-Programmed Station!
WYLDNegro-Pro
1,000 Watts—
Orleans' only full
grammedNewStation!
time
Petersburg's
Tampa-St.
5,000 Watts—
WTMPall Negro-Pro
grammed
only
Station!
BUY ONE OR ALL WITH GROUP DISCOUNTS!

ROUNSAVILLE
RADIO
STATIONS
PEACHTREE AT MATHIESON, ATLANTA 5, GEORGIA
ROBERT
W. ROUNSAVILLE HAROLD F. WALKER
Owner-President
V.P. 4 Nat'l Sales Mgr.
JOHN E. PEARSON CO.
DORA-CLAYTON
Southeastern Reo.
Nat'l Rep.
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presentation of programs that purport
to be genuine contests of skill, ability,
wit and acumen but in fact rehearsed
and contrived.
Mr. McGannon claimed it unlikely
the code board would have many occasions to know in advance of the public
when a program is being presented under fraudulent circumstances. He said
that if the code board adopts his recommendation for an amendment expressly prohibiting such practices as
quiz rigging the change must be approved in January by the top-ranking
NAB Tv Board of Directors.

radio, opening new horizons to the
horizons available on standard radio
stations. He suggested automation will
expand "the uses of manpower and
womanpower in radio" and anticipated
better performance in music, news, religion, public service "and devices as
of." campaign to impublic relations
yetA undreamed
prove the listeners' image of radio was
on memMr. Thomas,
urged bersby
to work
with NABcalling
in developing
appreciation of radio's power and scope
by the public, government and "down
to Assigned
the smallestto hamlet."
a radio editorializing
panel were John S. Booth, WCHA
Chambersburg, Pa.; Simon Goldman,
WJTN Jamestown, N.Y., and Ben
Strouse, WWDC Washington.
Bob Palmer, Cunningham & Walsh,

Gaines Kelley, WFMY-TV Greensboro, N.C., chairman of a code subcommittee on personal-product advertising, reminded the group had offered a
series of "guideposts" for stations
(Broadcasting, Sept. 21). He said they
provide a basis for consistent and intel- New York, discussed an agency's requirements inbuying farm radio time
ligent evaluation of the commercials
which we in turn put into the family
(see page 50). A Television Bureau of
living room and hoped they will help Advertising presentation described that
preserve and even enlarge advertising medium's advantages (page 50).
What Could Happen • A graphic picexpenditures by deodorants, laxatives,
ture of American broadcasting under
dipilatories, corn and callous remedies,
cold and headache remedies, and founcomplete government control — a frightdation garments.
ening condition he hoped would never
come about — was painted by William
Mr. McGannon will discuss personalproducts advertising policies at the Carlisle, NAB station relations manager. Using a series of tapes, Mr.
Assn. of National Advertisers convenCarlisle offered a series of programs
tion to be held Nov. 9 at Hot Springs,
Va.
from a mythical WUSA-AM-TV WashThree types of automation equipment
ington, "The Friendly Voice of Government." Willard Scott and Ed Walker,
were shown by conference exhibitors
WRC Washington, voiced the programs.
at the Mayflower. Programatic (Muzak)
and Schafer Custom Engineering were
Newscasts cleared by the "Federal
planning to show their latest lines at Bureau of Censorship" segued into
conferences. The new Broadcast Elecreports and anti-comvague weather
mercial messages. Political broadcasts
tronics Inc. was planning to hold exhibits at conference hotels around the and a "spectacular audio and video
circuit. In 1958 only one exhibitor,
display of our nation's songbirds" were
Programatic, took part in the conferpresented.
ence series. (The Oct. 12 BroadcastVincent T. Wasilewski, NAB governing, incorrectly stated that Schafer was
ment relations manager, called on
an exhibitor in 1958.)
broadcasters to get acquainted with
Editorializing Panel • Editorializing
their Congressmen. He noted that many
legislators know newscasters at their
is raising the industry's stature, accordlocal stations but not top management.
ing to Chet Thomas, KXOK St. Louis.
"Radio and television are the popular
"will
FCC someday
the needed
He predicted
take
the final step
to encourage
more stations to schedule editorials by whipping boys — a tribute to their overAll
he said.
whelming public appeal,"
of the frustrations
and thwarted
forays
removing the requirement that we must
'seek out' the opposing viewpoint. Conwhich so many people would like to
trary editorial viewpoints from quali- direct to the newspapers now find a
fied sources can be handled by the
target in radio and television broadbroadcaster with fairness."
Mr. Thomas predicted removal of
John M. Couric, NAB public relathe 'seek out' requirement "will lead to
casting."
tions manager, described NAB's services
designed to help stations improve their
editorializing."
of
adoption
universal
He advised broadcasters to editorialize
public image. "Your public relations
"only after research of the subject.
impact is reflected in your own financial statement," he reminded. "Any
Accept full responsibility for your considered viewpoints and your public will person who has ever bought an operating station knows that goodwill was
for it."
you excursions
In other
into the field of an important part of the sales price.
respect
All you were buying was the good pubthe FCC someprophecy he predicted
lic relations of your predecessor.
day will permit multiplexing on am
BROADCASTING, October 19, 1959
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Time: NOVEMBER 1958
Place: SYMPHONY THEATRE, N. Y.
Response: HELD-OVER ACCLAIM
Critic: BOSLEY CROWTHER

"The other day, the Symphony
at 2537
Broadway tempted fate by bringingTheatre
in a revival of
the historic film "The Jazz Singer", generally accepted as thehasfilm
introduced the "talkies".
Attendance
beenthat
so favorable that it was held
over for a second week. THE MANAGEMENT
HAS BEEN PARTICULARLY HAPPY TO
NOTE THE LARGE NUMBER OF YOUNGER
PEOPLE SEEING IT."

For full details, write, wire or phone:
UNITED ARTISTS ASSOCIATED, inc.

NEW Y0RK.247 Park Ave.,MUrray Hill 7-7800 1 CHICAGO. 75 E. Wacker Dr.. DEarborn 2-2030| DALLAS, 1511 Bryan St.Rlverside 7-8553 j LOS ANGELES, 400 S. Beverly Dr., CRestview 6-5886

NEW
CBS,

SPOT
NBC

following

REPRESENTATIVE?

affiliates
FCC

ruling

The possibility that one or two new
station representation firms may emerge
as a result of the FCC's ruling that networks may not represent affiliates gained
credence last week when it became
known that both CBS and NBC affiliates, now represented by their networks,
have revived talk of forming their own
spot representative firms.
There has even been some very tentative talk that a single new representative
firm might be established with both the
CBS and NBC stations as its basis.
On the counter is $15 million yearly
in national spot billings. This is what
the 13 independent stations now repped
by CBS and NBC are estimated to bill
annually.
The Commission's order was announced two weeks ago (Broadcasting,
Oct. 12). It forbade networks to represent affiliates, but gave CBS and NBC
until the end of 1961 to sever this relationship with existing affiliates.
The FCC's order, which is based on
the potential for harm which might occur in the existing relationship, has not
yet been issued. It is being reviewed
general counsel.
Commission's
by
It isthe
expected
to be released this week
or at the latest next week.
Network Reaction • Reaction of networks was guarded.
Merle Jones, president of CBS-TV
Stations Division, declared that CBS
would oppose the ruling. He stressed,
however, that CBS had not yet seen or
examined the order.
No comment was available from
NBC.
ABC gave up spot representation in
1952.
There were indications, however, that
NBC also was preparting to combat the
order.
Just what form this would take could
not be ascertained at the moment. The
next legal move, following the issuance
of the order, would be to file a petition
for reconsideration with the FCC. If the
Commission denied this, recourse to the
U.S. Court of Appeals in Washington
would follow. There is also a path which
permits an appeal to the circuit court
without the requirement that a petition
for reconsideration be filed.
If the position of the networks was
cautious and glum, the reverse was true
with representatives.
Reps Like It • Representatives, generally, were enthused — not so much at
the expected windfall (this was discounted by many rep executives at the
66 (THE MEDIA)

may

form

against

own

units

networks

outset) but at the fact that, at last, the
networks' representation wings have
been clipped. This has been the real
danger, rep executives emphasized, that
the networks through their dominance
might add to their spot list until they
controlled all of the big, major stations.
One thing is sure. Not all representatives will be equally interested in each of
the markets. Some station reps already
represent good billing stations in these
markets. Also, it was pointed out, not
all the network-repped stations are
equal to each other.
Top billing stations in the eyes of
station representatives are St. Louis and
Louisville, in the NBC list; Washington,
Jacksonville, Charlotte, Houston and
maybe Portland (Ore.) in the CBS fist.
Some representatives statements:
Eugene Katz, president of the Katz
Agency — "We think the recent FCC
ruling against network representation of
tv affiliates is an excellent solution of
the problem against which it was diJohn Blair, president of John Blair &
rected."
Blair-Tv and Blair Tv Assoc., said
Co.,
that the FCC action did not affect the
Blair operation but that as a matter of
policy it appeared prudent to limit the
extent of station representation by networks because of the inherent strength
of network franchises.

t and diLloyd Griffin, vice presidenWoodwa
rd
rector of tv, Peters, Griffin,
— "All independent representatives now
can compete for station clients on the
same basis of service and results." Mr.
Griffin, who had testified last summer
in Washington during hearings on the
networks' representation, thought this
to be the "real significance" of the FCC
ruling. He interpreted the action as
"recognition" of the individual station's
strength in the future of broadcasting.
Martin Nierman, executive vice president of Edward Petry & Co., called the
FCC decision "a sound one," and
added:
"We are pleased the FCC made the
ruling. As you may know, we testified
before the Commission. We feel that the
independent representative should have
the opportunity to represent the stations
handled by the networks. Even before
the ruling came, our company solicited
the business of stations represented by
the networks. Along with other representatives, we hope to make presentations to stations now handled by netPaul H. Raymer, president of the
works."

Paul H. Raymer Co., applauded the
ruling. He pointed out that it would
redound to the benefit of stations. He
noted that network and spot advertisve media" and ex"competiti
ing are pressed
the view that an independent
representative could serve an outlet
more efficiently for spot business.
G. Richard Swift, vice president for
Co., believes the FCC's
Boiling
the is
tv,
order
a "healthy decision which
should be good for station business,
and it will give relief from possible network coercion on the stations."
Adam Young, president, Adam
Inc., said: "Since we were inYoung volved
with the stand taken by the Station Representatives Assn. [which came
out in favor of the rule], naturally we
with the result." When asked
arehepleased
if
thought the decision was a sound
one, he said: "It's the only decision they
[FCC] could make, if they wanted to be
Stations affected by the order were
not so cheerful. Spokesmen for several
of the 13 stations were unanimous that
the Commission's order was a disservice
to them.
Stations
fair." Fearful • The point they made
was that they had chosen to be represented by their network, that they liked
being listed for spot billings with a
small group of "quality" stations, and
that they feared they would not be represented properly by any existing firm.
An executive of a station now on the
NBC Spot Sales list said:
"All the best reps already handle the
billings of other stations in my market.
There is none among those available I
consider qualified to do a real job for
me. I don't want to be one station
among a long, diverse list. I want qualway:
AityCBS
station spokesman put it this
representation."
"A big list is fine for the station rep,
but it is not so good for the station. I
want a top grade representative with a
Talk of forming their own representasmalltionlist."
firm first was heard during the network hearings before the FCC last year.
Both CBS and NBC affiliates, represented by these networks, urged the
Commission not to destroy the representation relationship. At that time it was
bruited that should the FCC go ahead
and prohibit the networks from engaging in the representation business one
answer would be to take the network
spot sales personnel and establish them
as a separate and independent station
representation company. Until the
FCC's announcement last week, this
project had not been advanced any further.
BROADCASTING, October 19, 1959
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Always looking for a good buy for your client.
Always knocking yourself out studying availabilities. Always trying to get a better adjacency.
Always digging into figures, interpreting data, sifting ratings, coming up with solid recommendations. Always making impossible deadlines. Always doing a good job.

to be sure, but still . . .) to concentrate on "top
50" markets. Ours is the 65th tv market in the
nation; there are 448,001 tv homes in our 58county coverage area, full of folks just as producthungry as those top 50 characters. Blair Television Associates will paint their picture.

Before you get carried away with all this praise,
let us interject one small word of let's call it
advice. Some of you (not you, or you, or you,
but him ) have been known upon occasion (rare,

WSLS-TV
Channel 10 • NBC Television
Mail Address: Roanoke, Va.
A broadcast service (with WSLS Radio)
of Shenandoah Life Insurance Company

TVB's
Shows

YOU

NEW

AUDIENCE

tv tops

magazines,

Television Bureau of Advertising took
its audience composition message of big
numbers of men and women viewers to
KCANT

KCOVER
TEXAS
without

•
•EN
» -T
i V•
KC

the "enemy camp" last week (Closed
Circuit, Oct. 5).
This is a follow-up report that supplements TvB's "how to reach people"
audience study (Broadcasting, Oct. 5).
The former study detailed the numbers
of people reached by tv, who the people are and when they are best sought
out by the advertiser.
On the basis of the voluminous audience composition report, TvB has
been able to compare tv's reach with
that of magazines and newspapers particularly to the time periods of the
average viewing day, and on the basis
of men and women (for magazine comparison) as well as total viewers (for
newspaper comparison).
The supplementary report is contained in a small booklet called "How
Big is Big?" It makes the point that more
men and more women view tv in every
time period between 6-10:30 p.m. on
the average day than read any magazine
or Sunday supplement.
TvB maintains that between 10-10:30
BPA

announces

convention

A.M. or P.M.
more people in Central
Texas watch us day and
night over an area 73%
greater than the station nearbv...

CHANNEL

^1

1
KCEN-TV
TEMPLE - WACO
BLAIR
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agenda

Advance registration for the fourth
annual convention of Broadcasters' Promotion Assn. indicates a record attendance for this year's meeting in Philadelphia's Warwick Hotel Nov. 2-4.
BPA President Charles A. Wilson,
(WGN-AM-TV Chicago), reports advance registrations have been received
from all parts of the country. Attendance is expected to exceed the 1958
figure of 207 participants. Registrations
were nearing the 200 mark as of last
week. Total BPA membership is close
to 300.
Social highlight of the Nov. 2-4
agenda will be a trade paper cocktail
reception, plus the annual banquet and
show Tuesday evening (Nov. 3).
Complete agenda, announced by
James M. Kiss, WPEN Philadelphia and
BPA convention program chairman,
follows:
Sunday, Nov. 1
11 a.m.-12 noon — Early bird registration.
6-9 p.m.— Regular registration.
Monday, Nov. 2
7:30-9:30 a.m. — Regular registration.
9-9:15 a.m. — Welcoming address by Charles A.
Wilson, BPA president.
9:15-10:30 a.m. — "How Public Service Can
—
and Your Station"
Community president,
Both the
C.ServeWrede
Petersmeyer,
Corinthian

REPORT
newspapers

a.m. every weekday tv is reaching more
women
than any
magazine,
and between
noonwoman's
and 12:30
each
weekday tv reaches more men than any
men's magazine.
Figures on Women • Some examples:
Woman's Day reaches nearly 3-million women readers, American Home
a little over 3.2 million, Family Weekly a little more than 3.8 million, Ladies
Home Journal has over 5.6 million readers. But in the 10-10:30 a.m. period, tv
women viewers total over 6 million.
In the 12-12:30 p.m. period, there are
more than 2.7 million men viewers. This
tops the men readers of such magazines
as Farm & Ranch, Cappers Farmer,
Time, True, American Legion and Farm
Journal.
The audience comparison with newspaper readership is by geographic regions, showing, for example, that more
people in the U.S. view tv between 7:308 a.m. than read newspapers all day in
the mountain and east south central
states, and that more people in the country watch tv between 6 p.m. and midnight (total goes over 116.5 millions)
than read daily newspapers (some 104.4
million) all day in the whole country.
Broadcasting Co., New York. "Public Service Is
Not a Promotion Service" — Frank Shakespeare,
general manager, WCBS-TV New York.
10:35-11:45 a.m. — "How to Manage the MerMax Buck,
manager, chandising
WRCA-TVMaelstrom"
New — York;
and station
Emil Mogul,
president, Mogul, Williams and Saylor Inc., New
York.
12:30-2 p.m. — Keynote luncheon — Robert W.
Sarnoff, NBC board chairman, New York.
2:30-3:45 p.m. — "How to Create a Station
Image" — R.C. (Jake) Embry, station manager,
WITH Baltimore; and Arthur C. Schofield, Peoples
Broadcasting Co., Columbus, Ohio.
3:50-5 p.m. — "How to Trade Up our Trade
Ads" — R. David Kimble, account executive, Grey
Advertising Agency Inc., New York; and Henry J.
Kaufman, president,
Henry J. Kaufman Assoc.,
Washintgon,
D. C.
Tuesday, Nov. 3
9:30-10:20 a.m., 10:30-11:20 a.m., 11:3012:20 p.m., 2-2:50 p.m., 3-3:50 p.m. — Five simultaneous shirt-sleeve sessions: Audience promotion
— Robert V. Freeland, promotion manager, K0TV
(TV) Tulsa,
Okla.;manager,
Sales promotion
— JackMass.;
Williams, promotion
WBZ Boston,
Trade paper advertising — Kirt Harriss, sales promotion manager, KPRC Houston, Texas; Merchandising— Heber E. Darton, promotion manager,
WHBF Rock Island, III.; Publicity & exploitation
— Elliott W. Henry Jr., director of publicity and
promotion, WBKB (TV) Chicago, HI.
4-5:30 p.m. — Official BPA business meeting.
6-7:30 p.m. — Trade paper cocktail reception
7:30 p.m. — Annual banquet and show.
Wednesday, Nov. 4
9:30-10:45 a.m. — "The Role of Promotion and
Promotion Managers in the Future of Radio and
Television" — James T. Quirk, publisher TV Guide
magazine.
10:45 a.m. -12 noon — "How to Equip Your Rep"
— H. Preston Peters, president, Peters-GriffinWoodward Inc., and Adam J. Young, president,
Adam Young Inc.
12 noon — Closing remarks by Charles A. Wilson
and 1960 BPA president-elect.
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GULF

How

PRESS

CONFERENCE

competitive

Periodically, oil's critics revive an old familiar story.
Through some kind of back-room collusion, they
suggest, the oil giants limit competition. They rig
prices or otherwise conspire to their advantage. Some-

A service of Gulf Oil Corporation in the cause
of creating — through the facts as we see them
— a fuller understanding of the oil industry.

3

are

the

Q. But look at our gasoline prices. What
break does the consumer get?

A. Look over any list of the U.S.' biggest companies. You'll find oil companies on it. This is true whether the
measure is total assets, sales or whathave-you. And it's no accident. Oil companies feed one of our biggest appetites.
In finding oil, their risks are high. And
every operating step — transporting, refining, marketing oil — is a giant, complex one.

A. You judge. Subtract the taxes you pay

A. Not true. For every oil giant, there
are hundreds of small to medium companies. Today's oil industry is made up
of some 170,000 independent companies.
And these companies are active in every
phase of the business.
Q« Doesn't oil face the same trend so
many other industries do? Aren't the big
ones getting bigger?
A. The facts may surprise you. Let's
take the country's five top oil companies
(of which Gulf is one). Comparing U. S.
refinery runs, 1958 vs. 1948, we find the
giants' total in barrels per day is up,
2,985,355 as against 2,43 1 ,950. They have
grown in assets and production. But . . .
over the same 10 years, these companies'
overall share of market has actually
dropped.
Q. How do you reach this conclusion?
A. In this period, the industry as a whole
boosted its runs to 7,605,700 barrels a
day from 5,596,600. A little comparing
shows the giants' share is down from
43.5% to 39.3%. Counter to the general
trend, the small and medium companies
are getting a growing slice of the expanding market.
BROADCASTING, October 19, 1959

giants?

times, itis obvious these critics have disregarded the
facts. Other times, they have misunderstood them or
miscalculated their effect. In light of this, what exactly
are the facts? . . .

Q. Let's clarify what we mean by" giants."
How big are oil companies?

Q. Doesn't this situation in itself serve to
scare olf competition?

oil

on a gallon of today's gasoline — often
10^ a gallon or more — and you find it is
a bargain few other commodities can
match. As a result of competition and
technological efficiencies, it costs just
about the same as it did in the early
'20"s.used
Andto three
four
do. gallons do the work
Q. What about the price-rigging charges
that oil's critics make?
A. The facts categorically deny them. At
Gulf Coast refineries, the going price for
gasoline bought in tankers is called the
"effective" price. By definition, this is
a competitive price — the lowest price a
seller quotes that other sellers will meet.
And in 1958, this price seesawed 10 times.
For 100 octane, it ranged from 14e to
12.6c" a gallon. That's quite a range when
you translate it into bulk gallonage.
Q. Is this openly competitive price structure reflected all along the line?
A. It starts right with the purchase of
crude oil. Here, prices respond to the
refiners' demand. Obviously, the public
doesn't buy crude oil. But it should be
pointed out that, both here and at the
refinery, the public does strongly influence pricing. It does this through its demand for the more than 2,500 consumer
products derived from oil.
Q. The prices that seem to count most
are consumer prices. What of them?
A. Here, prices vary all over the map as
the competitive situation varies. Let's
take gasoline again. Most of us live and
drive in one area. We aren't too aware of
price variations. But look at some typi-

cal dealer selling prices of Good Gulf
per gallon, as they were without tax on
August 1: New York, 24.5c; Atlanta,
22.4e; Houston, 20.7^; Boston, 18.46; and
Chicago, 23.9e.
Q. What of other oil products? Is price
competition as free-swinging?
A. In many cases, it's even keener. In
gasoline's case, it's just about the only
product people use to move their cars.
But take home heating oils. Here, there's
an added reason to keep prices competitive. If a company doesn't, it'll quickly
of heating.
lose
out to natural gas and other forms
Q. Beyond pricing, how does our "competition among giants" work out?
A. They face a unique technical competition, for one thing. If a refiner wants
to stay in business, he must constantly
try to get a better product yield from
each barrel of crude than his competitor.
And he must match this yield to the specific market demand for oil products.
Beyond this, the giants square off everywhere any company would. In short,
everywhere they meet. And that means
from the oil-hunting fields right to the
service station ramp.
Q. Oil is a world-wide business. How competitive isworld competition?
A. Here, you have to add in the competition of every other oil-consuming
country. Many, remember, have little or
no crude oil of their own. The fight for
oil concession rights is intense. And no
oil is profitable until it is sold. Finding
markets and moving oil economically
are fights in themselves.
We welcome further questions and comment.
Please address them to Gulf Oil Corp.,
Room 1300. Gulf Bldg.. Pittsburgh 30. Pa.
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But free access gains are spotty, Canon 35 outlook is 'glum'
RTNDA that the current congressional
(TV) Miami, and RTNDA president,
The growing stature of radio-tv news
and the widening acceptance of the investigation of the tv quiz scandal is said in his convention report Oct. 15.
pushing FCC closer to regulation of
radio-tv newsman as a professional
"These were not only good informajournalist co-equal with newsmen of program content, but there is great retion programs, fulfilling to a high dethe older media, drew the attention of
luctance on the part of some commisgree
responsithe annual convention of the Radiobility toradio
the and
public,television's
but the fact
some
to "plunge in" even though
Television News Directors Assn. in there maysioners be
of these programs were sponsored
highly objectionable proNew Orleans last week.
gram formats falling just short of civil points up that news programming is an
But two highlights among the many
or criminal law violation. The situaexcellent sales vehicle," he said. "It is
reports did not share this same feeling
a fact beyond any reasonable doubt
tion calls for even greater self-regulathat radio and television have emerged
of optimism. These were:
tory restraints, the FCC chairman told
as first-line primary sources of news
• The apparently spotty progress of the news broadcasters (story below).
freedom of access to the news, requirLook Out for 'Watchdog' • The
Mr. Renick said radio-tv have shown
ing more thorough overall evaluation,
information."
RTNDA Freedom of Information Comdefinition and action.
their
"stuff" to the doubters and critics
mittee lost little wind expressing its
• The low morale among radio-tv
"and
they are left without an answer."
apprehension over the new Senate
He continued:
newsmen in their apparently uncoordin"watchdog" subcommittee on freedom
ated and un-united efforts to obtain
"If it were not for the high caliber of
of communications.
removal of Canon 35 (ban on court
talent and the ability found within the
Radio-tv coverage of President Eisenaccess).
ranks of our profession; if it were not
Surveys and comments on both of
hower's visit to Europe and Premier
for the fact that broadcast journalists
have an equal degree of integrity and
these vital issues were put before vari- Khrushchev's tour of the U.S. "undeniably demonstrated the effectiveness of know-how with their counterparts in
ous RTNDA audiences during the
our own profession and our own
other media, then the great success of
meeting (see below; also, for late-breaking news of the convention, see At
medium's ability to do the best job of the Eisenhower and Khrushchev coverDeadline).
age and the outstanding viewer acceptnews reporting," Ralph Renick, vice
ance of thousands and thousands of
FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer told president in charge of news, WTVJ

The

heat

The current congressional tv quiz
investigations are "nudging the
Commission closer and deeper into
exercising regulatory controls over
programming content . . ." FCC
Chairman John C. Doerfer told the
RTNDA last Wednesday.
But "there is a great degree of
reluctance on the part of some commissioners to plunge in and exercise governmental supervisions very
extensively over programming formats even though they may be
highly objectionable and undesirable
but are short of any palpable violation of the civil or criminal law,"
he said. (For other stories on rising pressure for regulation, see
page 58.)
It would be practically impossible,
Comr. Doerfer said for the FCC to
require that any particular type of
programming must be precisely what
it purports to be. "The cure for
highly objectionable programming,
be it unfair treatment of a political
candidate, an issue of public importance, or a deceptive practice in
quiz programs, should be not the
creation of greater governmental
controls but greater incentive for
70
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is on

for program

controls,

the exercise of self-regulatory restraints," the chairman stated. He
continued:
"Licensees should be permitted to
have full and absolute control over

but

. . .

cess of the present power of the
Commission to reach the licensee
via an appraisal of his over-all proDefends
FCC Actions • Comr.
gram performance."
Doerfer maintained that the FCC
was as prompt in acting on the tv
quizzes as its manpower and due
process would permit. He said the
Commission received complaints and
promptly
brought
this to He
the attention of the
networks.
noted

all program production. Then responsibility can be better pinpointed
in the license renewal or granting
process. If moral restraints against
dishonesty and unfairness have been
the main guides for news reporters
and editors, why not for newscasters
and broadcasters? . . . Why go off
the deep end just because the medium happens to be of a different
kind?

those shows in question were
dropped soon after investigations
showed there was some basis to the
charges of rigging (see tv quiz story,

"Why endanger the American
tradition for freedom of expression
because of occasional abuses? Why
place the spectre of governmental
censorship in the path of creative
activities — whether good, bad or indif erent so long as they do not violate any well-established laws? A
good deal of patience is required
in this new industry if we are not
to make irretrievable regulatory mistakes. A fair opportunity of selfcorrecting action should first be permitted before we enact laws in ex-

page
He 82).
said the entire problem of
network programming has been under study by the FCC for sometime. Although, he said, there are
several court decisions which give
the Commission considerable power
over programs in relation to its
licensing powers, none present a
clearcut authority for the FCC to
delve very extensively into any particular programming format. Comr.
Doerfer cited several cases in which
the courts have stricken down as
unconstitutional
government atBROADCASTING, October 19, 1959

other news programs broadcast across
this nation could not have been success-

Polgar. Secretary of the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs in Hungary. "He didn't
like the tone of the script. I didn't think
he would." Mr. Renick said.
It's Listed on the Label • "You people
consider press, radio, tv and films to be
just one form of business." Mr. Polgar
wrote Mr. Renick. "Legal regulations
of your country compel the manufacturers to print on a label of can goods
the ingredients mainly to prevent poisoning the human body. But under
your system of 'free information.' nothing prevents that souls and minds
should tinued
bein his
poisoned,"
Mr. Polgar conletter.

fully achieved.'"
Media
Responsibility • The RTNDA
president emphasized that radio-tv,
bringing
the "full
real impact
local,
national
and and
international
eventsof
into the homes of millions of people,"
have one of democracy's "greatest responsibilities'* ininforming this audience. He said it is the promise of radiotv "to defeat the much-lamented apathy
of the general public and thereby contribute immeasurably to the perfection
and enchancement of our free system . . ."
Mr. Renick recalled Premier Khrushchev's statement to him during his visit
at
the
Kremlin will
last enter
May: the
"Theminds
bacilli
of communism
of
your grandchildren and they will be
ready to accept communism." He told
RTNDA. "This is our challenge. If
radio-tv properly inform the people of
this country, we will have immunized
our citizenry to Russian propaganda
claims and won't have to worn' about
our grandchildren becoming commu-

a

,ffIo

ck

©'spots

"We believe." the Hungarian official
said, "that these forms of information
media are wonderful creations of human wisdom to be used — that people
everywhere should be more educated,
more cultured, in order that they should
be more perceptive to beauty and good.
That is why here only people who are
really authorities on the subject write
or speak about things."
This is Mr. Polgar's reasoning for
government control of the media in the
communist countries. Mr. Renick noted,
"and there is a tendency here in the
U.S. to impose government control on

nists."
The WTVJ news executive said he
wrote a one-hour script of his Iron Curtain adventures in Russia. Hungary and
East Germany and sent a copy to Andre

broadcasting."
Mr. Renick also reviewed RTNDA's
opened

Commissioners
tempts to restrict certain movies,
plays, novels and magazines.
"The contention that radio and
tv fall into a different category because they are licensed, and newspapers and novels are not. would be
a most difficult one to assert . . ."
in view of the fact that valuable
second class mailing privileges were
at issue in the print cases. He cited
the case of Lady Chatterley's Lover,
in which the courts ruled the Postmaster General could not revoke the
mailing privileges for that novel.
"I have read Lady Chatterley's
Lover,"
said.distributed
"Frankly, about
if thattheis
allowed he
to be
country by a second-class mailing
privilege ... it is extremely difficult for .me to see how the Commission can use the licensing function as a means of regulating program formats of lesser shock to
moral standards."
Sec. 315 Problems • The FCC
chairman also discussed new regulatory problems as a result of the
amendment to Sec. 315 of the Communications Act which was enacted
into law by the past Congress. He
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are

a

reluctant

noted that broadcasters will be required to give "reasonable opportunity" to all for the discussion of
conflicting views and highly controversial matters.
"The extension of the 'reasonable
opportunity' provision to issues rather
than to just the qualified candidates
imposes new and additional burdens upon the broadcaster." he said.
"No longer can he refuse his facilities to those who request to speak
on behalf of the candidate. Before the amendment, the Commission determined that the privilege
was a personal one. It extended to
the candidate alone. Now, apparently, substitutes can, and must, be
permitted . . . and it may be persons who do not even purport to
speak on behalf of any candidate.
Apparently, any responsible person
who has opposing views can now
get into a political hassle over the

^-''market.

• ••created
distribution.

• •• stimulated
sales

ONLY
A CAREFULLY
SIFTED
SCHEDULE
COMBINED WITH
YOUR IDEAS

and
Comr. Doerfer said the FCC maybe forced "to the brink of unconstitutional interference" with freedom of expression on a political
platform
air." or in a dramatic performance.

...

unique
touch

the
B arte
off...

1
11

KYA

SALESMANSHIP

SCHOLARSHIP
EVERY

SCHEDULE

A

CAMPAIGN!

In one short year . . . KYA becomes dominant in the San Francisco
Bay Area! Combining creativity, top ratings, low cost-per-thousand
to produce responsive audiences, KYA is proud of its 85% renewal record. There's a reason . . . and the reason is results! Just as the
entire industry looks to the booming Bay Area, so does Northern
California look to KYA — for leadership!

SALESMANSHIP is ingrained in every
air personality and a part of the Bartell station
acceptance that puts every campaign in orbit
SHOWMANSHIP is in the production
that arrests, sparks and entertains.
SCHOLARSHIP is inherent
in the thought, planning and pre- testing
of every unit of sound that is broadcast.
These qualities are
contagious! From station
level to Group headquarters,
to each Adam Young
office, you'll find more
than receptivity — or even
sympathy
get
good ideas!
(Ask— you'll
McCann
Erickson in Chicago.)
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efforts during the year in campaigning
for amendment of Sec. 315 of the Communications Act (political broadcasting equal time law) as well as other issues such as Canon 35 (ban on courtroom access by radio- tv) and freedom
of information at both the federal and
state levels. He said RTNDA sent out
nine mailing pieces on revision of Sec.
315 to the nation's newspaper and
magazine editors, radio-tv stations, all
members of Congress and other civic
and political leaders.
Mr. Renick recalled the reaction of
Rep. John Moss (D-Calif.) during the
House hearing on Sec. 315 when he was
testifying that the broadcasters and
newsmen of this country could handle
the responsibility of determining how
to present political news fairly. He said
Congressman
Moss asked,
radio and television
stations "How
in the many
U.S.
have a news director on their staff?"
The point he was making "is one
which presents a challenge to the broadcast industry and RTNDA — the necessity of having a fulltime newsman on
the staff of any station which is presenting news programs," Mr. Renick said.
RTNDA

takes

Magnuson

slap

at

committee

Sen. Warren Magnuson's (D-Wash.)
new watchdog subcommittee on freedom of comunications did not fare
well with the Freedom of Information
Committee of RTNDA. (Broadcasting,
Sept. 21).
The RTNDA group reported Oct. 15
that while it is "sympathetic to the
stated aims of the subcommittee, we
must point out that the very existence
of a politically authorized watchdog
is fraught with hazards to our profesThe Freedom of Information Committee, headed by John F. Lewis, former news director of WBAL-AM-TV
Baltimore, now freelancing, also reportsion."
ed that 1959 has been a "hectic" year,
with "some gains in the region of greater access to the news," but "a lot of
progress needs to be made particularly
in some areas not previously given a
Stating
clear
label."that the obvious question is
"how free is information?," the RTNDA
committee said that the "obvious answer isgenerally it is as free as newsmen
of the radio and television industry
want to make it. There has never been
a door closed, for an extended period
of time, that could not be opened if
newsmen chose to break the lock.
Cause Is Acquiescence • "Many of
the so-called restrictions on the press
today are at least partly due to acquiescence by members of the fourth estate.
Some doors, like those to most U.S.
BROADCASTING, October 19, 1959

Rest

assured

SPIRIT

OF

with

SESAC

CHRISTMAS

's

all

new

Series

13 quarter-hour script shows covering the colorful traditions
and joyous Christmas spirit from colonial America to today.
This series has authentic, colorful continuity — sparkling
renditions of the finest religious and secular holiday
music — low cost and universal appeal.
Advertisers will go for the versatile format of
the "Spirit of Christmas." Can be sold on spot
or participation basis to both local and national sponsors. Listeners will welcome
the distinctive holiday music and delightful
presentations of American Christmas
customs. Your station will find the
"Spirit of Christmas" series a snap
to sell and a breeze to program.
Complete

y

price .

$49.50
Sold on an
outright basis

JUST CLIP AND
SESAC INC.
10 Columbus Circle
New York 19, N. Y.

MAIL

TODAY

. . .

Gentlemen:
□ Please
enter 13my quarter-hour
order for SESAC's
"Spirit9 of
containing
scripts and
discsChristmas"
from thepackage
SESAC
RECORDINGS service. My check for $49.50 will follow within 15
days.
□ Please send free audition material
Name & Title
Call Letters
City
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Address
Zone

State

Between
and

Atlanta

the Gulf . . .

the only primary

NBC
outlet is . . .

WALB-TV
CH. 10— ALBANY, GA.

courtrooms, are stubbornly jammed to
radio and television facilities. But even
in this field, the hinges have been removed from a limited number.
"Where newsmen are aggressively
acting like real newsmen, the barriers
are slowly, but certainly coming
down," the report said, although "the
military still persists in scrawling the
word 'secret' over many of its activities
unnecessarily."
The report asserted that the "exciting
new world of space research, rocket
missile and satellite development, about
which we know so little and need to
know so much, poses a very demanding
challenge to newsmen to see that science opens windows, if not doors, to its
laboratories."
The committee recommended that the
liaison in the field of ideas dealing
with freedom of access and information
be greatly improved between RTNDA
and the networks and broadcasting
management. It also urged that the incoming committee conduct a survey of
municipal, state and federal laws relating to freedom of coverage libel and
protection of sources to give newsmen
a better general picture of the areas
where progress is or is not being made.
Keep

• New 1,000 foot tower, 316,000 watts power . . . with
Grade "B" coverage including Albany, Thomasville,
Valdosta, Moultrie, Ga., and
Tallahassee, Fla.
• Serving over 750,000 people
... in an area with over
$739,000,000 spendable income.
WALB-TV
ALBANY, GA.
CHANNEL 10
Raymond E. Carow, General Manager
Represented nationally by
Venard, Rintoul & McConnell, Inc.
In the South by James S. Ayers Co.
One Rate Card
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channels

free,

says Justice pr head
Refusing to discuss the Dept. of Justice attitude toward the tv quiz "scandal," Luther Huston, the department's
director of public information, declared
that he personally was against any "statutory" regulations of public information channels.
Speaking before the RTNDA Oct.
15, Mr. Huston said he could not even
talk "off the record" on whether the
Congressional investigation of the quizzes "might eventually relate to the activities of the Dept. of Justice."
But "the situation could hardly have
arisen," he said, "if those who are responsible for the integrity of radio and
television programs had been vigiliant
in safeguarding the public interest."
Speaking personally "and out of my
newspaper rather than my so-called bureaucratic background," Mr. Huston
affirmed that "statutory regulation of
the content or dissemination of public
information is abhorrent to me. I'm
against censorship and for freedom of
information abridged only by the inherent decencies of the disseminators.
"Some regulation in specific circumstances is necessary in the public interest because a few fail to accept those
ethical standards that govern the conduct of men of good intent. Perhaps the
disclosures relating to the quiz shows
will bring new rules and regulations,
statutory or otherwise, but I'm sure
they will be really burdensome to the

Voice

in night

Late night phone inquiries
from reporters sometimes have a
chuckle to soften their interruption of sleep, Luther Huston, Justice Dept. director of information,
related to the Oct. 15 luncheon
audience at RTNDA. He recalled
the time a reporter phoned to ask
if it was true that the grand jury
in the case of ex-FCC Comr.
Richard A. Mack and Thurman
Whiteside was examining Comr.
Mack's diaries. "I answered politely that I could not discuss any
matters pertaining to a grand
jury," Mr. Huston said, "and the
alert, but obviously not too experienced, reporter shot back:
'Well, who in hell handles public
relations for the grand jury?' "
broadcasting industry only if it fails
to clean its own house and keep it
RTNDA

names

top

news award winners
clean."
WDSU-TV New Orleans, KLZ-TV
Denver, WBBM-TV Chicago and
WDAF Kansas City won the top annual news awards presented by the
Radio-Television News Directors Assn.
in New Orleans Oct. 17. Special citations went to KMBC-TV Kansas City,
CFPL-TV London, Ont., and WCRVAM-TV Philadelphia.
The winning stations were selected
from among a record total of more
than 250 entries from 37 states for the
RTNDA competition. Details of the
individual awards:
WDSU-TV New Orleans, La.— -For
Editorializing by Television (Bill Monroe, news director, and Robert D.
Swezey, executive vice president and
general manager).
K L Z-T V D e n v e r — Reporting of
Community Problems by Television
(James Bennett, news director; Hugh
B. Terry, general manager).
WBBM-TV Chicago — Reporting of
an On-the-Spot News Story by Television (William G. Garry, news director; H. Leslie Atlass, vice president and
general manager).
WDAF Kansas City, Mo. — Reporting of an On-the-Spot News Story by
Radio (Walt Bodine, news director;
Charles L. Glett, president).
Efforts in spot news coverage on
television brought special citations to
KMBC-TV Kansas City (Claude Dorsey, news director, and Donald D.
Davis, president) and to CFPL-TV
London, Ont. (Ron Laidlow, news director; Walter J. Blackburn, president) .
Special Citation • WRCV - AM - TV
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GYMNASTICS IN SERVICING
RCA TV Tape Recorder is
ultimate in accessibility
space-conserving design.

TV

Tape

Equipment

Any station can find rack room for the RCA TV
designs
other
Tape
Recorder. Its rack-mounted
design fits in
anywhere. It adapts inconspicuously and unobtrusively .. . along one wall, across a corner ... or into
a mobile unit where all space is at a premium.
Without protruding doors or panels to open up and
take up space, the RCA TV Tape Recorder is conveniently operated from the front and easily serviced from the rear. Your film room can become your
tape room with a maximum of accessibility and a
minimum of alteration. Your mobile unit can be
used as a tape unit with all essential camera and
control equipment included in it.

Any way you look at RCA TV Tape
equipment,
Out"
"Stick
it's apparent that the "kind of space" the RCA
Recorder requires keeps the "user cost" down to a
minimum. Many regard this as the most important
"plus" in a host of other fine features, including
superb picture quality and operating simplicity.
You'll find it well worth your while to consider carefully all the reasons why RCA TV Tape equipment
is best for yowr requirements.
Don't settle for less than the best. See your RCA
representative. Or write to RCA. Dept. ZC-22. Building
15-1, Camden, A\ J. In Canada: RCA VICTOR
Company Limited, Montreal.

Why You Get The Best When You "TAPE IT RCA"
21 Outstanding RCA Features
i. Centralized control panel including metering of audio,
video, control track and
master erase heads.
2. Better than 36 db video signal-to-noise at wide bandwidth video.
3. Quadrature delay lines, record and playback.
4. Built-in picture monitor and
oscil oscope with push-button selection of signals.
5. Continuously variable winding speed.
6. Foot-switch on reel brakes
for easy tape threading.
7. Air lubricated tape guides.
8. Space-saving rack-mounted
design.
9. Four channel video equalizer.
10. FM devicrtion meter.
11. Coarse and fine adjustment
of control track phase with
full 4-track range.

12. Simultaneous playback of
program audio and control
track during record.
13. Playback tape speed control
for synchronization of two
or more machines.
14.
Tape footage indicator.
15. Complete cue channel facilities.
16. Calibrated control for measlife. uring remaining video head
17. Automatic control of shoe
positioning for protection
against skewing in pictures.
18. Balanced shoe adjustment
for protection against scallops in pictures.
19. Provisions for accurate tape
splicing.
20. Master erase head.
21. Precision reel hubs for long
bearing life.

in-line arrangement — allows maximum accessibility for maintenance and operation.

-.

o

Corner arrangement — ideal for
restricted areas. Assures excellent accessibility.

UP

Mobile unit arrangement — accommodating
cameras and tape equipment in one place.

of
CORPORATION
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BROADCAST AND TELEVISION EQUIPMENT • CAMDEN, N. J
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Philadelphia also was given a special
citation, over and above the RTNDA
awards competition, for interviews with
David J. McDonald, president of the
United Steelworkers Union, a figure in
an incident involving alleged conflict
with newsmen.
For lack of noteworthy entries, the
judges declined to select winners in the
categories of Editorializing by Radio
and in Reporting of Community Problems by Radio. The awards were presented at the Saturday luncheon session
by Douglas Edwards, CBS-TV commentator. Winners took part in an
afternoon workshop, telling "What I
did to win" and giving excerpts from
their prize entries.
Serving as judges in the RTNDA
competition were Sig Mickelson, president of CBS News; John Daly, vice
president in charge of news and public
affairs, ABC, and William McAndrew,
vice president for news-public affairs,
NBC, who screened the editorial entries;
and Richard Cheverton, news director,
WOOD Grand Rapids, Mich.; Jack
news director of WTMJ-AMKrueger,
TV Milwaukee and RTNDA board
chairman; and Prof. Richard Yoakam,
U. of Indiana journalism department.
The awards competition was conducted
for RTNDA by Prof. Baskett Mosse,
Northwestern U. Medill School of
Journalism.
News 'showmanship'
The primary objective of a news
program "is not to stuff information
down people's throats, but to furnish
them wirh facts which can be easily assimilated, so as to enable them to better
understand what is happening." Thus
humor and showmanship have their
roles in news "shows," Alex Dreier,
NBC, Chicago, told the RTNDA meeting Oct. 15.
"Showmanship in news means the
ability to hold the listeners attention,
through dramatic, but not over dramatic, delivery," he said, "through effective use of words and phrases where
a significant point is made." It means
not leading "with what you necessarily
think is the most important story, but
what you think the majority of listeners
want to hear about firstV
Showmanship, however, is not distorting the news to underscore a prejudice, "it is not failing to be objective
when objectivity doesn't serve your
purpose," he said, "and it is not twisting
a fact until it gasps for air and gives
be replaced by believable fiction."
up, toexample:
His
"Almost everyone in the news business knows that all ladies between 16
and 60 who plunge off the upper floors
of large downtown buildings are young,
attractive and blond. But not in my
show."
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CANON

35

Newsmen's

OUTLOOK
morale

NOT

low; small

The outlook for industry efforts to
pull the fuse from Canon 35 is glum,
if not grim.
In particular, "there is a general
feeling of frustration, pessimism, and
in some cases, of defeat among newsmen in their attempts to gain access

courts."
are two among other conclutoThese
sions reached in a poll of broadcast
news directors and laid before the
Assn.'s conDirectors last
Radio Tvvention News
in New Orleans
week.
The study is regarded as semi-official
in RTNDA circles, covering newsmen
from 25 states. It was conducted by
Richard Cheverton, news chief of
WOOD-AM-TV Grand Rapids, Mich.,
for presentation during a tv workshop
16). As part of a demonFriday (Oct.
stration of actual courtroom camera
coverage, it was scheduled to complement a talk by Bruce B. Palmer,
KWTV (TV) Oklahoma City, involv"Experiences With Canon 35" in
that ing
state.

points out "there have
report
Thesome
break-throughs in our effort
been
to relax Canon 35, but generally speaking, opposition on the part of the Bar
[primarily the American Bar Assn.] and
and unbending."
is still
courts
the also
It
notes
that,rigid
in many instances,
access of electronic gear (cameras,
microphones, tape recorders, etc.) to
courts depends "on the whim of the
Progress Report • The Cheverton
survey covers federal, state and municijudge."
pal courts, the stations which made the
investigations and comments from
judges and reporters.
The survey disclosed that in the case
of federal courts, including circuit
courts of appeal and district courts, all
25 cases reporting were closed to radiotv, without any exceptions.
The study found that state courts
were closed completely in 12 states
while in seven states the subject of access depended upon "the whim of the
judge." In only five states were such
courts found open. State courts included
circuit, superior and district courts, but
not state supreme courts since there was
little evidence of efforts at access.
Municipal courts (police, municipal,
justice of the peace, etc.) — Nine states
report them closed and seven say open
to radio-tv newsmen. In seven states,
on "whim."
dependstextagain
access
Verbatim
of other
conclusions
in Mr. Cheverton's report:
• Management in some cases does
not share the news department's pre-

BRIGHT

progress

cited

occupation with Canon 35. Generally
speaking, management is not overly
perturbed about Canon 35.
• Many newsmen conclude that access to the courts can best be accomplished by purely local effort. Some
indicate that we have made too much
of a crusade over Canon 35, thus increasing Bar Association and Court resistance. Other newsmen indicate we
have concentrated our efforts on the
more sensational trials, thereby giving
ammunition to those who say we are
interested
in "sensationalism" and the
"circus" atmosphere.
• Very few newsmen make reference
to planned, coordinated attacks on
Canon 35, by state news associations,
state broadcasters, and there are very
few references to a program of meetings, work shops and clinics with Bar
Associations and Judges, except on a
local community level.
• Where access has been achieved —
mostly in municipal courts — it has
been accomplished because of political
motivations, or because the judge is,
as
one isnewsman
put it, "a
There
some evidence—
but character."
not much
— that access has been granted because
the Bar Association and the Courts
feel that constitutional guarantees are
violated.
• State Supreme Courts, who have
the power to censure lower courts in
some states, and the Federal courts,
are without exception, opposed to
radio-tv in court proceedings. In such
cases, municipal and state court judges
fear appeals, based on possible infringement of the defendant's rights, because
of radio-tv exposure.
• Most newsmen indicate we are
not about to write any obituaries for
Canon 35. Most important, many newsmen feel that unlimited access to the
courts, by all radio and tv stations
would be dangerous, because some departmental operations within the industry, are neither prepared or disciplined to accept the responsibilities.
The Candid Opinion • Newsmen
were often lively and colorful in comments on the situation in their particular states, such as that reported by
Fred Heckman, WIBC Indianapolis.
He quoted one judge as saying, "Hell,
yes, you can sit on my lap if you
want." He added, that doors of all but
federal courts "have been wide open."
Equally earthy was the comment by
Bill Williams, WSM Nashville, who
reported: "We found a cantankerous
(yet understanding) old judge ... his
reply, 'to hell with Canon 35' — He was
BROADCASTING, October 19, 1959

The year-old Brownlee power dam on the Snake River between Idaho and Oregon, built by the local independent electric company,
the Idaho Power Company. The project embraces the Oxbow dam and the Hells Canyon dam down river from Brownlee.

ow

to

save

taxpayers

a

This big electric power dam offers a clear example of
the difference between federal government electricity and
electricity developed by independent electric companies.
Brownlee dam is saving money for you and other U. S.
taxpayers, because it was built by an independent power
company instead of by the federal government.
Brownlee and its two companion dams, in fact, will
pay about $150,000,000 in federal taxes over a 25-year
period, plus about $100,000,000 in taxes to states and local
communities.
But this power project almost cost U. S. taxpayers a

America's Independent
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Electric

half-billion

dollars

half-billion dollars because of the pressure groups that constantly promote federal government electricity. They tried
for eight years to make the government build this project
with a half-billion dollars of taxpayers' money.
This time, every taxpayer in the country got a break
because the independent company built the dam. But sometimes the pressure groups win, and you and everybody
else pay hidden taxes for their victory.
Remember this difference the next time you hear somebody beating the drums for more federal government power
systems. When they win— you lose.

Light

and

Power
Company names on Companies
request through this maqazine

a revered old character ... we used
himJere
as an
example.''
Witter,
KPIX San Francisco,
observed that while a few Municipal
and Superior court judges were not
opposed to filming, "they are not anxious to be thanked publicly . . . are
not disposed to set an example for
other judiciary to follow." Steve Warren, WMCT (TV) Memphis, claimed
some judges privately admit they don't
like Canon 35 "but that's as far as
Jim Bennett, KLZ Denver, felt that
it goes."
"if
the individual judge in every state
can be convinced that we can operate
properly in the court rooms, we can
make headway much quicker." Other
newsmen were not as optimistic, reporting they've "gotten nowhere" and
expressing
beliefpointed
the situation
improve. Others
out that, won't
once
they proved they could operate unobtrusively, they got a go-ahead.
Editorialized news
Must newsmen editorialize?
This is the question asked by Prof.
Donald E. Brown, of the College of
Journalism and Communications, University of Illinois, who took "another
side of the case" in which editorializing
has been favored.
Among points he cited against such
presentation of news was the one of
time.
"Unless there are additions of time,
money and personnel," declared Mr.

COMPETITION
NAB's

Tower

traces

Radio stations have developed a financial paradox:
• Revenues and profits for the average station keep going down.
• The value of station properties
keeps mounting.
This strange broadcast picture was
traced
15 atConference
the opening series
of NAB's
annualOct.
Fall
by
Charles H. Tower, the association's
manager of economics and broadcast
personnel.
Mr. Tower cited several reasons for
the paradox — uneven competition with
of the industry more atsome segments
tractive to investors because they are

THE

VOICE

OF

NEW

YORK

Call us collect at MUrray Hill 8-1500
Or contact AM Radio Sales.
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less competitive; radio in general still
good business investappears to be a even
if revenue and
ment to many,
profits are down; aggressive operators
see a chance to beat the average.
Analyzing the fiscal side of broadcast
station operation, Mr. Tower showed
trends in the radio competitive picture
since World War II. His conclusion:

Brown, "the typical news staff will not
have the time for the thorough job
of research and backgrounding needed
for the high quality of editorializing."
Warning of the dangers of a "Charlie
McCarthy" role of newscasters who
might be compelled to repeat "management's" viewpoint on some issue.
Mr. Brown stated:
"For our profession as a whole we
should certainly not be stampeded into
thinking we must editorialize. This is
a serious step and we need to give
thoughtful consideration."
Program executives
Activities of a news director can be
broad enough to justify even more authority and responsibility for him, according to Marlow Froke, assistant professor, school of journalism, Pennsylvania State U.
Summing up for RTNDA the results
of a study on broadcast station administration procedures as they affect information programming, he noted that
some basic overhauls could and should
be made.
"The change suggested," Mr. Froke
declared, "would in effect result in two
program executives for all stations, one
to be in charge of information and the
other entertainment. The two would
share equal authority and responsibility
in relationships with management and
other administrative departments of the

station."
IS TOUGHER'
postwar

radio

trends

Tougher • Radio competition is getting tougher every year and will get
tougher.
Three-station radio markets, where
FCC figures are available, show that a
majority of such markets are in the
0%-10% profit margin category for
the markets as a whole. All these markets showed a lower profit margin for
stations that were operating in 1945.
with the smallest decline occurring in
the million-and-up-population markets.
On a geographical basis competition
is unevenly distributed, Mr. Tower
found. The largest increase in the number of stations has been in the South
Central and Southeast sections, particularly small towns. Nationally, the
number of am radio stations has increased 245% — from 900 stations in
1945 to 3,100 in 1958.
The percentage of stations losing
money shows this unfavorable trend, he
said: 1945, 6% of stations lost money:
BROADCASTING, October 19, 1959

1950, 25%; 1955, 28%: 1958, a big
33%.
In 1958, one out of every four
markets with three or more outlets
showed a loss on a market basis. Contrasting to this loss picture, not a single
market was losing money in 1945.
Figures are limited to three-station
markets under the FCC's rule forbidding disclosure of data in one or twostation markets.
The average station revenue picture
since the war follows (average for all
am stations): 1945, $238,300; 1950,
$157,300; 1955, $139,200; 1958,
$142,100. These figures do not reflect
the decline in the value of the dollar.
Totals • Total revenues for the same
years follow: 1945 (873 stations), $198
million; 1950 (2,117), $333 million;
1955 (2,686), $374 million; 1958
(3,174), $451 million.
The average profit picture since 1945
for am stations follows: 1945 (873 stations), $73,600; 1950 (2,117) $24,500;
1955 (2,686), $15,100: 1958 (3.174),
$13,100.
Mr. Tower"s radio revenue analysis
was given the opening afternoon at the
radio session. Addressing the opening
joint morning session he answered
"the 10 best questions" submitted by
members. They dealt with wage-hour inspection; training program directors to
be supervisors; significance of the new
labor law; fringe benefits; salary plan
for supervisory personnel; personnel
selection; employment contracts; number of salesmen; procedure in case of
union organizing, and benefits of the
NAB Harvard Business School course.
Agency

commissions

discussed

in MBS

sound

case

U.S. Referee Asa Herzog heard argument last Wednesday (Oct. 14) in a
suit brought by the City of New York
against MBS. The city claims Mutual
owes $300,000 in back taxes.
The opening session was devoted to
discussion by opposing attorneys on
agency commissions. The city maintained that commissions are a business
expense and should be listed as such
in audit statements. Counsel for
Mutual insisted that the commission "is
not part of the receipts at all," since
this amount is deducted before the network ispaid. Referee Herzog adjourned
the case until next Friday (Oct. 23).
Attorneys indicated they will hold
conferences in an effort to effect an
out-of-court settlement. The city's
claim is for the years between 1944 and
1958. Mutual's contention is that the
$300,000 claim is "far out of line." The
city's action has delayed Mutual's petition for voluntary bankruptcy, which
is being heard by Referee Herzog.
BROADCASTING, October 19, 1959

tape

minimizes drop-outs, tape
breakage in your broadcast
recording applications

RCA Sound Tape is a premium quality product designed for your critical
broadcast-recording applications. Famous RCA dependability minimizes
worry over drop-outs, tape breakage, distortion, and the loss of air time.
Dimethyl Silicone, the built-in dry lubricant, reduces friction and head wear
for the life of the tape. Splice-free Mylar* base tapes are supplied in 2400,
3600, and 4800 foot lengths, and splice-free acetate base tapes are supplied
in 2400 and 3600 foot lengths, on hub or reel.
For essentially flat response throughout the entire audio-frequency spectrum, for uniformity of output from reel to reel, and for high tensile
strength for your broadcast recording applications, always specify RCA
Sound Tape. Your local RCA Distributor carries a comprehensive line of
dependable RCA Sound Tape. Give him a call today.
::DuPont Reg. TM
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Another way RCA Serves Broadcasters Through Electronics

GOVERNMENT

QUIZ

Van

Doren

HEARING

to co-star

The granddaddy of tv quiz shows —
The $64,000 Question — and its younger
but just-as-dead companion, $64,000
Challenge, will share star billing with
Twenty-One's Charles Van Doren when
congressional investigations of tv quiz
programs resume Nov. 2.
Six days of hearings into charges tv
quiz shows were rigged were completed
last Monday (Oct. 12) by the House
Subcommittee on Legislative Oversight
with testimony from Earl W. Kintner,
chairman of the FTC. FCC Chairman
John C. Doerfer testified the previous
Saturday and both federal officials
claimed their respective agencies have
no jurisdiction over the rigging charges
against Twenty-One, Dotto and Tic Tac
Dough.
The hearings were recessed with
charges by Chairman Oren Harris (DArk.) that Mr. Van Doren was ducking
a subcommittee subpoena ordering his
appearance. At the same time, it became known for the first time that
$64,000 Question and Challenge are under scrutiny by the subcommittee. Chief
Counsel Robert Lishman, after Rep.
Harris stated the programs were on the
subcommittee's schedule, said Wednesday: "We have interviewed several
persons pertaining to those shows."
A member of the subcommittee,
while refusing to confirm published reports that secret testimony had been
taken charging the shows were rigged,
said investigations of the $64,000
shows had not been completed but that
they would be in the forefront during
the renewed hearings, scheduled to run
through Nov. 5.
Old Charges Anew • Cropping up
again prominently last week were old
charges (Broadcasting, Sept. 15,
1958) by Rev. Charles E. (Stony)
Jackson that $64,000 Question and
Challenge were "subtly rigged." Rev.
Jackson won $16,000 on Question and
$4,000 on Challenge. "They never told
me what they were going to ask me on
the show," he said. "They just asked
me about 50 questions beforehand, and
if I missed 15 they'd never ask me one
of the 15. I never got a question that
I hadn't already answered."
Both programs were on CBS-TV and
much was made of the fact that CBSTV President Louis Cowan at one
time owned the company which
created them.
Late Wednesday, Mr. Cowan, in response to inquiries from newsmen, re82

with

SPOTLIGHT

'$64,000

Question*

leased a statement documenting his association with the programs in question.
That association, he said, lasted for
only seven weeks of actual production
of Question and while the program was
on the air, during which time, he stated
flatly, there "was no rigging of the program." Mr. Cowan's statement in full:
"I originated the program called
$64,000 Question and was president of
Louis G. Cowan Inc., the company
which owned the program.
"About seven weeks after the program was first broadcast, I left the
production company to become a program supervisor, and later a staff officer at CBS. Some time after I left the
company and went to CBS, my name
was eliminated from the name of the
production company and it became
known as Entertainment Productions
Inc. (EPI).

"After I went to CBS, I had nothing
to do with production of any programs
produced by EPI, although, naturally
enough, my former associates did ask
my opinion from time to time about the
way their programs were going.
"When I was appointed president of
CBS Television Network, in March
1958, and for the first time held an administrative position involving program
decisions, I disposed of all my stock in
EPI.
"I am therefore in a position to comment on the actual production of the
$64,000 Question only for the sevenweek period when I was at the production company. During that period there
was no rigging of the program, so far
as I know, and if there had been I
think I would have known about it."
$64,000 Question first went on the
CBS-TV Network in the spring of
1955. It became an immediate success,
both in ratings and in boosting the
sales of its original sponsor, Revlon
Inc. $64,000 Challenge soon followed
featuring "champions" from Question
against challengers. After Rev. Jackson's charges broke, Challenge was
dropped by the network in mid-September 1958 and Question went off the air
two months later.
Mr. Van Doren, who was served in
New York with a subpoena from the
Oversight Subcommittee Wednesday
afternoon (Oct. 14) after a fruitless
search for him over a five-day period,
appeared at a disorganized news conference at the Roosevelt Hotel. With

when

DIMMED

show

resumes

him was his lawyer, Carl J. Rubino.
Mr. Van Doren said he went to New
England the previous Thursday not to
avoid the subpoena but "to find solace"
— he "walked the woods and climbed
mountains" with his wife. He noted
that that day he had been "distressed"
by the NBC suspension (he had an
estimated $50,000 a year contract
which is still in force, though Mr. Van
Doren has been temporarily suspended
from his on-air appearances) and by
the efforts of newsmen to reach him.
his family and his friends.
Didn't know • Mr. Van Doren said
he did not know of the subpoena, which
he observed had caused so "much unfortunate misunderstanding."
The Columbia
U. instructor said he
did not think it "proper" to discuss matters prior to his appearance before the
subcommittee, that the press-radio-tv
did not constitute the appropriate
"forum."
Mr. Van Doren's name first was
brought into the hearings when Herbert
Stempel told the subcommittee that he
was ordered to lose to the Columbia
U. teacher (Broadcasting, Oct. 12).
Mr. Stempel said he had no direct
knowledge that Mr. Van Doren had
answers in advance, but that he must
have because producer Daniel Enright told Stempel there would be two
ties and then what score to lose by.
Mr. Enright and his associate on
Twenty-One, Albert Freedman, testified on that show in secret session. It
has been reported that Mr. Freedman
stated Mr. Van Doren was fed answers in advance — which the contestant has denied. This will not appear in
the executive session transcript when
and if it is released to the public one
source said, because such a statement
was not made for the record.
At the close of last Monday's hearing, Rep. Harris read a telegram from
Mr. Van Doren denying that he had
been supplied answers. The former contestant asked that the denial be made a
part of the record but Rep. Harris said
this would not make the hearings complete and that members wanted to question Mr. Van Doren. It was then that
the congressmen charged the scholar
had "purposely" ducked the subpoena.
Golf Out • The Subcommittee met in
an unusual Saturday session Oct. 10 to
hear testimony by John C. Doerfer,
chairman of the FCC.
Comr. Doerfer said that under presBROADCASTING, October 19, 1959

ent FCC rules the rigged quiz shows had
done nothing legally wrong. He said the
most important element of fraud was
missing — "an extraction of a consideration from somebody who is harmed."
The FCC chairman said the Commission has no direct regulatory powers
over the networks but, in the past,
"reached the networks by the fact that
all networks, excepting one," (Mutual),
are licensees
of we
stations.
"Our power
over
the licensee
had deemed
in the
past to be adequate to regulate the networks. That means has been used to
sustain . . . the network rules on our
books today."
Rep. Paul G. Rogers (D-Fla.) asked
"if action should be taken to license the
networks?" Mr. Doerfer replied he was
"inclined very much to consider very
carefully
reach
them licensing
where the ofFCCnetworks"
cannot nowto
"through our power over the licensee."
Rep. John Bennett (R-Mich.), member
of the committee, now has such a
measure pending.
Committee Counsel Lishman questioned whether the FCC could require
the licensee of any tv station to make
an announcement before a quiz show
"showing that there has been an investigation made by the licensee to insure

that it is an honest contest." Comr.
Doerfer said he would "have to determine whether or not that is an attempt
to censor an individual program." He
said he thought it "would be ridiculous"
for someone to stand up before the
screen, with hand upraised and say "We
solemnly represent to the public that
this program is exactly what it purports
to be and there is no deceit involved."
Asked if he considered it censorship
for the FCC to take some punitive step
concerning something already done,
Comr. Doerfer said, "The majority of
the Commission would not believe that
censorship extends to taking action after
the fact, on the basis that it is contrary
to the public interest to continue such

gramming content. During questioning,
he frequently alluded to the fact the
FCC has primary jurisdiction over radio
and tv, not the Trade Commission.
Counsel Lishman tried to sell his idea
that owners of the programs in question
made false representations to advertisers in selling the shows as "honest contests of skill," thus placing this phase
under the Trade Commission. Comr.
Kintner said he found this reasoning
"somewhat farfetched." Mr. Lishman
maintained the program and commercials constitute "one giant merchandising scheme" and that the FTC could
not properly separate "such deceptive
programming from the narrow, direct
advertising
of the product.
Comr. Kintner
maintained..."that the

Not Under FTC • Trade Commission
conduct."
Chairman Earl W. Kintner, as did the
FCC's Chairman Doerfer, maintained
that his agency did not have jurisdiction over tv programming content, including the tv quiz programs. He said
that if the FTC interjected itself into
this area, it would wind up policing
wrestling matches and imposing "comof allhasentertainment."
He plete
saidcensorship
the FTC
control over

FTC's power to crackdown on deceptive advertising does not extend to "deceptive
programming."
He said to
advertisers
may well
be responsible
the
FCC for contents of the programs they
sponsor but repeated time after time
that the Trade Commission has no jurisdiction.
The witness told of a 1956 staff-level
investigation of The Big Surprise by
the FTC's New York office on the complaint of a contestant. He said the program was then off the air and the inves-

false and misleading advertising only
and has no jurisdiction over the pro-

Newsmen find Van Doren • Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.)
and his congressional investigators have not had a chance, as
yet, to question tv quiz winner Charles Van Doren, but the
above scene resulted when newsmen finally cornered him in
New York last Wednesday (Oct. 14). Shortly after accepting
service of a subcommittee subpoena. Mr. Van Doren (center
BROADCASTING, October 19, 1959

in front of microphones) appeared at a news conference
but refused to answer any questions relating to the tv quiz
show Twenty-One, on which he won $129,000. He denied
ducking the House subpoena, claiming that he did not know
it had been issued before leaving for a long weekend in
New England.
83

tigation never reached the commissioner
level. Also, he said, it never was determined whether the FTC had jurisdiction in the case.
Agency Views • On. Oct. 9, the Subcommittee continued its explorations of
the Dotto and Tic Tac Dough quiz
shows. First to testify was Richard A.R.
Pinkham, vice president of Ted Bates
& Co., advertising agency for ColgatePalmolive on Dotto.
Mr. Pinkham told the investigators
his agency did not "control" the programs produced, but "supervised" it in
such matters as proper placement of
commercials. He said the first knowledge he had that anything was shady on
Dotto was when a Colgate vice president appeared at his office at the "unhour" ofthen
9 a.m.,
Friday.
8, 1958. earthly
It was
that he
learnedAug.of
Edward Hilgemeier's charges, and that
Marjeff Inc., the program's producer
had paid Mr. Hilgemeier $1,500.
Mr. Pinkham agreed with Subcommittee Chief Counsel Robert W. Irishman that the $1,500 sounded like "hush
money." He said it was "an idiotic
thing to do" and was "to a certain extent, an admission of guilt."
Fisher Testifies • Thomas K. Fisher,
CBS-TV vice president and general attorney, said deceptions by the tv audience, such as those of the quiz shows,
"strike at the integrity of the networks, as well as that of the independent
producers who created the shows. We
covet the respect and trust of the American people. It is one of our fundamental
beliefs that we have a responsibility to
deserve such trust and confidence in
everything we do."
CBS, he continued has taken definite
steps to prevent rigging of present and
future quiz shows. He said the editing
department has a representative overseeing all quiz shows. Contracts have
amendments spelling out warranties of
fairness and prohibiting misleading
practices. The network also has a private
investigator on its payroll.
Rep. William L. Springer (R-Ill.)
asked if CBS currently employs anyone who has been involved in a quiz
fixing. Mr. Fisher replied "I don't
know." Rep. Springer suggested "this
may be another line of vigilance" that
CBS ought to exercise.
Fixed Dancing Decimal • Mr. Fisher
said one of his program overseers
had uncovered the case of the fixed
dancing decimal machine on For Love
or Money. The machine, by having a
decimal point dance around among
numbers, determined the size of cash
prizes on the show. It danced until a
contestant pushed a buzzer indicating
he had the answer. At times, the
machine was rigged to automatically
stop at a prearranged lower value prize
84 (GOVERNMENT)

when the buzzer was pushed. When a
CBS representative discovered the
hanky-panky, the show was dropped by
CBS.
Felsher Admits Perjury • Howard
Felsher, producer of Tic Tac Dough
during periods in which it was owned
by both Barry & Enright and NBC, admitted to the subcommittee that he
had lied when he first appeared before
the New York grand jury. He said he
appeared before the grand jury a second time several months later and
admitted that there had been fixing of
contestants on both the day and night
versions of Tic Tac Dough.
Approximately 75% of all nighttime
shows had at least one contestant who
had been furnished questions and answers, Mr. Felsher stated. On the
daytime show, he said, only about 20
or 30 contestants out of 2,500 had
been helped. According to Mr. Felsher's
testimony, no contestant on the daytime
version has been helped for over a
year as the show is now "well established" and "I didn't think it was necEnright Confirms • Dan Enright apessary." peared in open session at the end of the
day's hearings to say that "a substantial
part" of nighttime Tic Tac Dough
shows had been rigged. Mr. Lishman
asked who had originated the idea of
fixing quiz shows. Mr. Enright replied:
"I should think this practice has been
in effect for many, many years. I can't
think of any source to which it can be
attributed."
As a remedy to prevent future quiz
rigging, Mr. Enright suggested that the
broadcasting industry set up a "commission" to devise questions. He said
the show producers should not see the
questions until the program was on the
air.
Members of the Legislative Oversight Subcommittee last week took
sharp issue with the contentions of the
chairmen of the FCC
and FTC that their
agencies do not have
jurisdiction over the
tv quiz situation.
And one, Rep.
John J. Flynt Jr. (DGa.), said that he is
preparing
Rep. Flynt which wouldlegislation
change
the method of selecting members of the
regulatory agencies — now appointed by
the President with the confirmation of
the Senate. Rep. Flynt said that, with
the possible exception of one man, the
eight members of the subcommittee
present for the tv quiz hearings agreed
that the agencies have jurisdiction over
program deceptions under present law.
The sharp questioning of FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer and Trade Com-

mission head Earl W. Kinter by the
Congressment. supports
Flynt's
stateRep. Walter Rep.
Rogers
(D-Tex.)
said the agencies' attitudes amounts to
"sticking their heads in the sand." He
maintained both agencies have the
authority to handle the problem but
"they won't face up to it."
Rep. Flynt said if the FCC had
stayed closer to the Congress, a lot of
its current troubles would not have
come to pass.
Exact form of the legislation has
not been determined, Rep. Flynt said,
but it will propose to place the selection
of commissioners under Congress rather
than the President. He said he wants to
find out the reason behind giving this
authority to the President in the first
place. He admitted that final form of
the bill could completely revamp the
present FCC structure but said it definature. nitely would not be of the "ripper"
Rep. Flynt also laid some blame on
the networks. "They are exempt from
regulation and they have abused that
exemption," he said.
DOERFER

PLEA

Seeks

approach

new

in license

cases

FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer last
week called for a new approach to handling license cases by government agencies— do away with comparative hearings wrapped in legal due process cotton, and let the agency pick the winner.
He made this point in a call for a wide
revision of existing legal procedures
used by government agencies to separate
what he termed were contests for private
privileges from those involving the public interest.
Speaking to the National Assn. of
Railroad & Utilities Commissioners in
Philadelphia, Oct. 13, Mr. Doerfer
called for the following:
• Elimination of all "private at• Reaffirmation
torneys general." that commissioners
are guardians of the public interest.
• Restriction of the right to be heard
to those who have a direct interest in a
contest for a privilege.

• Cut-off date' after which no new
parties can intervene except under the
most compelling reasons.
• Retention of adjudicatory procedures for those cases involving legal
sanctions — such as revocation of licenses, reparation of rates, violation of
law or rules, unfair trade practices.
• New and more flexible methods to
determine
and apply congressional mandates.
• Determination of basic qualificaBROADCASTING, October 19, 1959

ELECTRONIC

LIFE

They're known as countermeasures.
To you, they could represent the
difference between life and death.
Their job: to make missiles miss.
Active countermeasures may jam the
radar which guides a missile. Or blind
its electronic eyes. Or deflect it from its
course. Or help seek it out and destroy
it — miles from its target.
They Cannot Wait
If an attack ever comes, there are only
minutes in which to act.
ITT is one of the companies holding
the stop watch.
More than 15 years ago, in fact, the
Department of Defense anticipated missile warfare and assigned the ITT System
to the development of countermeasures.
Since then, many have been perfected.
Others are now being tested. Still others
are being rushed to completion. Some
are active countermeasures. Others are

PRESERVERS

FOR

THE

passive countermeasures, which record
hostile electronic activities.
Hundreds of ITT scientists and technicians, specialists in fields such as
physics, astronautics, electronics, chemistry and metallurgy, are devoting their
energies to the job.
At their disposal are the facilities of
101 growing research and manufacturing plants.
Many Other Big Jobs
Countermeasure development is one of
the many areas in which ITT is engaged
for the defense of the United States.
Guiding, controlling and testing missiles— to defend, to retaliate — is another
vital area of activity. Still another is
the creation of a split-second global
communications system for the Strategic Air Command. And the development of earth satellites is another.
The all-important job of operating
and maintaining the DEW Line, our

MISSILE

AGE

Distant Early Warning radar network
in the Arctic, is also an ITT assignment.
Countermeasures Come First
The potentiality of missile warfare is a
fact we must face squarely, realistically
and quickly. Countermeasures must be
on time.
call. ITT will help to get them there
in

. . . the largest American-owned world-wide
electronic and telecommunication enterprise,
with 101 research and manufacturing units, 14
operating companies and 130,000 employees.

INTERNATIONAL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CORPORATION 67 Broad Street, New York 4, N.Y.
ITT COMPONENTS DIVISION • ITT FEDERAL DIVISION • ITT INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS DIVISION • ITT LABORATORIES • INTELEX SYSTEMS INCORPORATED
AIRMATIC SYSTEMS CORPORATION • KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD AND SUPPLY COMPANY • ROYAL ELECTRIC CORPORATION • FEDERAL ELECTRIC CORPORATION
AMERICAN CABLE & RADIO CORPORATION • INTERNATIONAL STANDARD ELECTRIC CORPORATION • INTERNATIONAL ELECTRIC CORPORATION
ITT COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS, INC. • LABORATORIES AND MANUFACTURING PLANTS IN ZO FREE-WORLD COUNTRIES
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IN

PROVIDENCE

WJAR

is

UP|

In twenty-eight out of fortynine daylight hours, 6:00 A.M.
to 6:00 P.M., Monday through
Friday (Pulse, March '59 vs.
June '59) WJAR shows an
increase.

WJAR

is

UP

f

Twelve out of twenty traffic
periods rated 6:30 A.M. to 9:00
A.M., Monday through Friday
(Pulse, March '59 vs. June '59)
WJAR shows increases.

WJAR

is

UP!

Thirty-eight of the forty-nine
daylight hour segments, 6:00
A.M. to 6:00 P.M., Monday
through Friday (Pulse, June '58
vs. June '59) WJAR shows
increases.

WJAR

is

UP!

In twenty-three of twenty-four
traffic periods, 6:30-9:00 A.M.,
and 4:00-6:00 P.M., (Pulse,
June '58 vs. June '59) WJAR
shows increases.

GET
BUY

RESULTS

!

ADULTS!

BUY

WJAR

NBC NEWS,
SPORTS,
MONITOR

Sister station of WJAR-TV
Represented proudly by Edward Perry & Co
86 (GOVERNMENT)

tions of applicants.
The basic point made by Mr. Doerfer
was contained in his observation that
there should be a careful study made of
the wisdom of labeling all adversary proceedings asadjudicatory.
"I question," he said, "Whether a
contest for a license or valuable privilege
among a number of applicants should
be subjected to adjudicatory procedures,
or even a rate case which is presently defined as rule-making under the Administrative Procedure Act and is under
continuing jurisdiction and supervision.
"Is not the prime quest the implementation ofa service to the public and
not the rectifying of past wrongs? Consideration ofthe recipient of the award
is Get
incidental."
Their Due • The amount of due
process afforded the seeker of a license,
Mr. Doerfer said, "exceeds in many instances [that] accorded to a property
owner about to lose his home in a condemnation proceeding or an accused on
trial
his life."should be accorded the
Thefor agency
sole guardian of the public interest, Mr.
Doerfer urged. "Congress should reemphasize prompt dispatch of the licensing or certificating function and outlaw
that class of persons who, having no
direct interest in a license or certificate,
gain an appearance status as helpful
little Hannahs."
The intervenors, Mr. Doerfer declared, "do not have the public interest
at heart at all, but pose as private attorneys general while they subserve
their private interest. Their prime concern is delay . . ."
N.Y. move

turned

down

in WJAR-AM-TV
case
The move of New York realtor William Zeckendorf to intervene in the
intramural dispute between Joseph Sinclair and trustees to his grandfather's
fortune, with the Outlet Co. department store and broadcast properties
WJAR-AM-TV Providence, R.I., at
stake, was turned down Oct. 13 by a
Rhode Island judge.
Superior Court Judge William B.
Mackenzie ruled that the 91065 Corp.
(Mr. Zeckendorf s firm) had no interest
in the suit brought by Mr. Sinclair
against
estate. the trustees of his grandfather's
There were unofficial indications
from Mr. Zeckendorf s lawyers that this
decision would be appealed.
Last year, Mr. Zeckendorf made arrangements tobuy 55,000 shares of Outlet Co. stock at $120 per share from
trustees. Mr. Sinclair, executive of the
broadcast stations sued to prevent the
sale. A temporary injunction was issued
last March, and upheld by the Rhode

Island Supreme Court last July.
Trustees have announced that they
intend to terminate the Zeckendorf
contract since it contained a July 21
expiration date. This is also being
fought by the Zeckendorf group.
Attorneys for Mr. Zeckendorf said
he intended to raise his offering price
to $125 per share. This statement was
made when the petition to intervene
was filed last month (Broadcasting,
Sept. 28).

Supreme

Court

agrees

mx ruling is illegal
Fm stations which have balked at
putting in multiplexing equipment to
handle their functional music operations
won a victory last week when the U.S.
Supreme Court upheld a lower court
ruling that the FCC's 1955 regulation
al music to be mutig function
requirinwas
illegal.
plexed
The Supreme Court refused to review
a Nov. 7, 1958 ruling by the U.S. Court
of Appeals in Washington that the basis
for the FCC's multiplex regulations was
invalid (Broadcasting, Nov. 10, 1958).
The Commission maintained that functional music was not broadcasting. The
appeals court, in a two-to-one decision
position
last year, said that theis FCC's
non-broadcastthat functional music
ing in nature is not supported by the
Communications Act. The case involved
the FCC's refusual to extend simplex
operation by WFMF (FM) Chicago.
This ruling was taken to the Supreme
Court by the FCC and the Solicitor
General of the U.S. Last week's action
invalidates the four-year-old regulation.
FCC attorneys acknowledged that this
latest result wipes out the multiplex requirement, but pointed out that the
Commission may still accomplish the
end result by reshaping its order on
grounds other than those used in 1955.
The Commission is considering regulations to authorize commercially stereophonic broadcasting and it is surmised
that this proceeding may give the FCC
another chance to weigh the question of
functional music broadcasting.
Augment • Most fm stations augment their income from regular broadcasting byarranging to supply specialized programs to restaurants, factories,
Receivsupermarkets, banks, hotels, etc.
ers placed in these establishments are
silent during comto become announc
equipped mercials
ements, reand voice
sulting inbackground music-type reception. It was this type of program which
the FCC tagged as non-broadcasting.
In an attempt to aid fm operators,
whose income from regular advertising
sources is generally meagre, the Commission concluded that the specialized
broadcasting could be continued, but
must be broadcast on a multiplex basis.
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Launching of Thor-Able mouse-carrying rocket. Cape Canaveral, Fla., July 23, 1958

FOR

THOSE

ONE-TIME-ONLY
WE

COUNT

SHOTS,
ON

930

AND

931

That's what Jay Weand, Chief Photographer, WCKT-TV,
"Our photographers have to have a film they can depend on. That's why we use nothing but Du Pont Type
930 and 931 Rapid Reversal Films, from the North
Pole to the South Pole — and still come up with a good
news picture.
"But there's a good deal more to newsreels for TV
than just getting a good shot on film," he continued.
"The most important thing is to get a consistent picture

FILM"

Miami, tells us

that will show well on the TV screen. The wide latitude
of DuPont film helps us get pictures that consistently
come up to the high standards we've set."
There's a DuPont Motion Picture Film to meet your
high standards, too. For more information about
DuPont's fine films, write Du Pont, 2432A Nemours
Building, Wilmington 98, Delaware. In Canada:
Du Pont of Canada Limited, Toronto.
a7

Better Things for Better Living . . . through Chemistry
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A

U.S.

Agriculture
in findings

MOUNTAIN
Dept.

brings

of newspapers

The U.S. government has entered a
new field — official evaluator of mass
media.
A Dept. of Agriculture survey covering fewer than 700 households, provided the basis for sweeping statements
measuring the influence of newspapers,
radio and tv. Newspapers came out on
top, especially in newspaper versions of
the survey — versions that avoided some
of the information covering the impact
of radio and tv.
Newspaper accounts of the survey
inspired indignant protests from broadcasters who wondered why the Dept.
of Agriculture and its Extension Service had been drawn into this sensitive
and competitive field.
W.D. Rogers, president of KDUBAM-TV Lubbock and other stations,
sent a stiff protest to Sen. Lyndon
Johnson (D-Tex.), majority leader, and
other legislators. He said:
"It seems an exorbitant and ridiculous waste of the taxpayers' money to
attempt to duplicate in this area the
existing survey services."

LABORED

forth
as

survey

mass

mouse

media

The Dept. of Agriculture study was
conducted by S. Q. Hoobler, of the
Extension Service. Published results
showed that on the basis of local research, newspapers were the top-ranking medium used in obtaining information about food marketing. Basic studies were conducted in Raleigh, N.C.,
with some later studies in the WheelingSteubenville area of West VirginiaOhio, and Lake Charles, La.
An article covering the Hoobler survey was published in the October issue
of the department's Agricultural Marketing magazine. The article summarized results of an "exploratory study
with some implications for extension
consumer marketing problems."
The study was designed to develop
ways to obtain information on motivations and values influencing food-buying decisions; interest in. need for, and
lack of knowledge of marketing information by household food buyers,
and effectiveness of mass media in
reaching buyers with consumer mar-

keting information made available
through extension programs.
The section on selection of mass
media follows:
Vary Greatly • "Each medium appears to vary greatly among geographical areas in its effectiveness as an outlet
for marketing information. This probably is largely due to variation in the
philosophy of the managers of the mass
media outlets as well as to types of
professional people conducting pro"Since this study was conducted in
grams.
only
one urban area, it is felt that there
were few findings which warrant application to other areas of the United
States. In view of the findings from this
study, however, and a brief review of
other extension studies relating to mass
media use, a few generalized statements
appear applicable beyond the Raleigh
area.
"Newspapers
be the best
medium
for bothappear
food toadvertisements
and for marketing information on food;
the three studies reviewed would indicate this to be true. In the study at
Raleigh, all homemaker groups indicated newspaper advertisements a
principal source of food information.
Thus, the general practice of submitting
food-marketing
information for the

newspaper foods section which contains
the ads appears to be very logical. Because of the importance of food advertisements, any assistance to the interested retailers through providing them
with educational marketing information
which could be used in ads would probably pay dividends for the program.
"Limited" • "Due to the limited
radio and tv media time allocated to
food information in Raleigh, no generalized statements beyond Raleigh appear warranted. There appears to be
some possibility, however, that food information over radio and tv might reach
some low-income, lower educated homemakers more efficiently than would articles on food in newspapers."
A tabulation of findings for 685 responding households was given for the
question, "How do you, yourself, prefer
to get information that would be helpful
to you in your food buying — over the
radio, over television, at meetings,
through pamphlets or leaflets, or
through newspapers?" The all-households results follow: Newspapers
59.9%; pamphlets 17.7%; television
14.6%; radio 8.7%; meetings 1.0%.
A second table showed results for the
question, "There are several ways in
which homemakers may get information
for shopping for foods. Would you
please look at the list on page. 9 [of a

booklet]. Please tell me which of these
you have gotten information from on
food shopping within the last two or
three months?" The media replies for
679 households
showed (multiple answers :)
Food advertisements in newspapers
82.3%: food advertisements in magazines 28.1%: articles about food in
newspapers 27.5%; food advertisements
on television 27.3%: food advertisements on radio 26.8%: food programs
on television other than advertisements
12.8%; radio programs about foods,
other than advertisements 9.8%.
The Agricultural Marketing article
cited examples in which radio, tv and
newspapers were used successfully in a
Georgia educational program on
peaches. "Newspapers told of the heavy
supply situation, and a special Sunday
magazine article featured the Georgia
peach
crop,"many
the article
the
same time,
peoplestated.
were "At
hearing
about the availability, price selection
and care of peaches over the radio.
Eleven radio spots ran full blast for
three weeks.
"On television, the picture story of
peaches was told. One station offered
free pamphlets on freezing and canning
methods. More than 1,200 requests
poured in — the greatest response this
station had ever had for free literature."

FCC

may

KATZ

rescind

power

increase

KATZ St. Louis has not been "diligent" in proceeding
construction
facilities
to increasewithnighttime
powerof
from 1 kw to 5 kw and therefore should
be denied an extension of time of its
construction permit, FCC Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting ruled last
week in an initial decision. Owned by
Rollins Broadcasting Co., KATZ first
received the increased power authorization in March 1957 and has had three
extensions of completion, the latest of
which expired Dec. 1, 1958.
Examiner Huntting. in her proposed
ing:
action cited failure to construct, say"Rollins has not been prevented from
constructing but has elected not to construct . . . because of the planned rerouting of a highway in the vicinity of
the transmitter site . . ." the examiner
stated. "It is clear from the findings
that the applicant could go forward but
has elected to await the outcome of the
highway placement. This is the applicant's business judgment and, however
commercially prudent, is quite unrelated to the public interest in the early
institution of a nighttime increase in the
power of station KATZ."

GREATER COVERAGE in the thriving 13 -county market surrounding Rochester, N. Y., is just one important reason
why more and more advertisers select WROC-TV for successful selling campaigns and new-product tests. In this rich
Western New York area, with its heavy concentration of highly skilled industrial and specialized agricultural workers, more
than a million people spend over $2 billion a year for products and services.

According to Nielsen (NCS #3), WROC-TV-celebrating its tenth anniversary this year-provides advertisers with
considerably greater coverage of this two-channel market than its competitor. Using a standard 25% cut-off point (based
on number of TV homes in a county that view a station at least one night a week), NCS #3 shows the competitive channel
adequately covering only seven of the 13 counties reached by WROC-TV.
In terms of viewer homes reached daily, this means WROC-TV delivers to advertisers 42% more coverage in the daytime
...31% more coverage in the evening.
and how you can reach more adults on WROC-TV,
For information about specific availabilities
most powerful station, call your Petry television representative.
NBC-ABC

• CHANNEL

5

Rochester's first and

• ROCHESTER

WGR-TV, WGR, Buffalo, N. Y. • WROC-TV, Rochester, N. Y. • WNEP-TV, Scranton-Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
WSVA-TV, WSVA, Harrisonburg, Va. • KFMB-TV, KFMB, San Diego, Calif. • KERO-TV, Bakersfield, Calif.
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don't...
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Call Jack Masla
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CENTURY-FOX

IS

movie

ahead

studio

stations,

is going

expand

20th Century-Fox Film Corp. is in
a "damn the torpedoes, full speed
ahead" mood in television. It wants to
acquire tv stations, and means to purchase them as soon as possible. The
company also has a "grand design" on
other phases of the tv business.
These "hopes" of 20th are for sure.
But so far, 20th is uncertain as to a
timetable. Much of its springboarding
into various phases of tv will depend
on the "appropriate time."
Based on an interview last week with
Peter G. Levathes, former Young &
Rubicam director of radio-tv and the
newly appointed president of 20th's tv
subsidiary (20th Century-Fox Television Productions Inc.), the following
summary represents the management
thinking on tv. Mr. Levathes, at the
time of the interview (Oct. 14) had been
"on the job" but two days.
• Station ownership — Negotiations
are underway with several tv stations
and 20th Century-Fox will discuss a
deal with any station. As yet the company has not entered into a new purchase agreement. (It is known that 20th
Century-Fox is negotiating with the
Gannett Newspapers for the purchase
of Ch. 13 KOVR (TV) Stockton, Calif.
[Closed Circuit, Oct. 5]) and apparently also has expressed interest in
KMBC-TV Kansas City. The motion
picture firm has an application pending
for FCC approval of its $4.1 million
buy of Ch. 9 KMSP-TV Minneapolis.
• Film production for tv — Mr. Levathes was to leave New York over the
past weekend for an extended stay in
California to look over the production
set up. The company has The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillis on CBS-TV
(Tuesday, 8:30-9 p.m.), Five Fingers on
NBC-TV (Saturday, 9:30-10:30 p.m.)
and Adventures in Paradise on ABCTV (Monday, 9:30-10:30 p.m.).
Another series, Last Frontier, is being
made with CBS-TV. The series will be
made up of hour-long episodes with
Alaska the setting.
20th plans to continue to make both
half hour and hour-long shows, the latter being developed for network sale.
It also will use its literary properties.
The company's aim: "top quality" film.
• Syndication — 20th Century-Fox
hopes to enter the syndication field at
the "proper time." It has not yet de-

'BUYING'

quickly

its tv business
veloped an organization for this pur-

• Commercials — The company expects to enter this phase of tv but not
before the tv film production plans are
pose.
formulated. The firm has found many
approaches to commercial production
(for advertisers and agencies). This aspect appears to be far down the list.
Those features released from 20th
Century-Fox's pre- 1949 library thus far
have been distributed by National Telefilm Assoc.
Etv: help to kiddies?
The National Education Television &
Radio Center this month begins testing a children's program it has spent
10 months developing. Three versions
of a half-hour series, What's New, begin five-week runs on KCTS (TV)
Seattle, KRMA-TV Denver, KUED
(TV) Salt Lake City, WTHS-TV Miami.
WYES-TV New Orleans and WMVSTV Milwaukee.
Among questions the test, lasting five
weeks, will try to answer, is whether
educational tv can supply all of a
child's program needs. To this end, test
shows are loaded with varying "payloads" of entertainment and general
educational values for the 7-12 yearolds. Results will be evaluated by the
NET with the help of schools.
The test will guide selections for a
What's New series next year.
BMI selling BMI
Broadcast Music Inc. last week
was in the process of disposing of
its popular-music publishing arm.
also known as BMI. Negotiations
were in progress with Columbia
Pictures, through its Screen Gems
subsidiary, for sale of all rights —
except performing rights — -in a
group of several hundred tunes
published by BMI. Columbia
would acquire both recording and
publishing rights in this music,
but the performing rights — which
BMI licenses to broadcasters and
others — would be retained by
BMI. Nor would the deal affect
Associated Music Publishers, BMI
subsidiary which publishes serious
music and acts as agent for concert music of certain European
publishers.
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VIDEO

TAPE

MADE

ONLY

BY

3M

Rehearsal's over. The talent's ready.
The one-minute commercial goes on tape.
Then — in instants — the commercial's on the monitor, ready
for approval. No time lost for processing. And no money
wasted on expensive editing. Should a re-take be needed,
another taping's done in just one minute.
Best of all, the taped commercial has "live" quality . . . you
get a wider, truer contrast range and signal detail than has
been possible by photographic recording . . . involving
tolerances of three ten-thousandths of an inch.
Amazing video tape is made only by 3M ... a product of
the 3M Research that pioneered magnetic tape. You can rely
on erasable, re-usable "Scotch" brand Video Tape.
J^IHNESOTA JOINING AND ^^Ja NUFACTURING COMPANY
...WHERE RESEARCH IS THE KEY TO TOMORROW '4^Gffl2j[jJ^!>
"SCOTCH"
and
the
PlaidLondon,
Design Ontario.
are Registered
Ave., New York. Canada:
© 1959Trademarks
3P/I Co. of 3M Co., St. Paul 6, Minn. Export: 99 Park
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THE

MAN

BEHIND

DAVE

SUSSKIND

Al Levy is 'papa' and executive genius of Talent Assoc.
Mention the name of David Susskind
recognized as a personality it is said of come to when they have problems."
Not that he and partner Susskind
him: "See that little guy? He's got a
in a conversation, and it's fairly certain
that it will be recognized by all present.
don't
have a few of their own: "We're
million dollars in the bank."
Known or not, Al Levy lives the in a complicated business," he reflects.
His many excellent tv productions under the Talent Assoc. banner, along with
"It's a problem of ratings and reviews.
good life. He hangs his hat in an apartment in New York and in two western
If we get the reviews, the sponsor wants
thought-provoking appearances at
homes: located in Nevada and in his to know about the ratings. If it's ratings
countless seminars and mentions in the
native Arizona.
press, have added up to make the Susswe have, he wants the rave reviews."
To Mr. Levy, who founded Talent
Matter of fact, he pays taxes on a
kind label synonymous with creative
programming.
fourth residence as well — in New
Assoc.,
the firm
for something"
in television.
He "stands
built it without
names,
But on other occasions the question
Hampshire. He allows as how he purchased this hideaway chiefly for his "we thought ahead; we did it all by ideas
may be heard, "Who's that chap talk- wife, Ruth
Sitarr (actress Therese
ing with David Susskind?" And the anandThis
by doing
better."If he ran
is the something
Al Levy credo.
swer from those more thoroughly
Hunter), who enjoys the area for winter
skiing.
versed in the business side of tv could
a candy store, he would strive for a
better layout, a better product and —
Papa Levy • The 47-year-old Levy
be, "Alfred Levy."
naturally — it would be merchandised
This may exaggerate the silent part- is a bit under average height, dresses
better.
and
also
speaks
with
a
casual
air.
His
ner role of Mr. Levy as the "unknown
hair
is
thinning.
The personal relationship with Mr.
associate" of Talent Assoc. But, Mr.
Susskind is very close. Ever since Talent
Levy, president and partner, says it
He observes: "At the office I'm
"won't hurt" him if instead of being known as 'father.' I'm the one they Assoc. began to "stand for something"
in tv, Messrs. Levy and Susskind have
worked together in overall planning and
in the creative and productive aspects.
But the former is the business man of
the firm; Mr. Susskind, executive producer (and executive vice president), is
the skilled craftsman who understands
technique.
On the "outside," and in the office,
too, the unusual duet complement each
other. The older partner avers that traits
of flamboyance and provocativeness, or
even seeming provocativeness endow
Dave Susskind with the image of a "man
who rides the white horse."
Early in their association, the up-andcoming Levy worked in the same office
and at the same desk with David Susskind. As activity increased, more and
more actors and directors "used to come
in to see Dave. It got impossible. Now
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Al Levy (l), Dave Susskind Agree: 'We want to do the best show'

I have
own desk."
Whilemy humor
is often present when
"papa" speaks of his younger partner,
the well-known producers apparently
harbor an understanding towards one
another which springs from an amalgam
of professional and personal respect.
No Argument • In their 10-year association— believe it or not — the two
have "never had an argument."
"Mr. Susskind," Al Levy admits,
"was provocative when first he expounded hispeople
views during
sterile season. Now
in thetv'sindustry
are
shooting at him.
" 'Why no originals?' they ask. These
people are naive. They fail to realize
that an advertiser puts half a million
dollars into a show — and the sponsor
won't let the producers take a chance."
Ulcers? Seemingly, Mr. Levy courts
them. His day is consumed in generous
measure, both on the phone and in perBROADCASTING, October 19, 1959
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quality

of relayed

PHI LCO

MICROWAVE

SYSTEMS

reproduction

video signals
... at low cost!

SYSTEMS

provide true

fidelity point-to-point relay of "off-the air" television
programs over short or long hauls, at minimum cost.
Stable, broadband transmission makes Philco Systems
equally applicable to Community TV and S-T-L
relay of NTSC compatible color or monochrome
signals, including audio program channel.
With 1 full watt output, built-in metering and
test circuits, fully automatic standby . . .
Philco Microwave Systems assure dependable,
unattended, continuous operation.
• PLUS PHILCO'S COMPLETE TURNKEY SERVICES:
Site Survey • System Planning • Installation • Field Service

PHILCO
TLR-6 TRANSMITTER
• Operates in 5900 mc to 7125 mc
bands
• Highly reliable, unattended
operation maintenance
• Simplified
• NTSC compatible color or
monochrome
• 1 full watt output
multiplexing
• Full
15 KC audio channel
• Automatic standby
• Built-in metering and test circuits

Write today
for catalog sheets
describing
Philco TLR equipment

Government & Industrial Division, 4718 Wissahickon Ave., Philadelphia 44, Pa.
In Canada: Philco Corporation of Canada Limited, Don Mills, Ontario
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MAXIE"

Salutes

OVALTINE

THE
WANDER
COMPANY

The Wander Co. has joined the
Honor Roll of Advertisers who
chose WFGA-TV to carry its sales
messages to more than a quartermillion Florida-Georgia TV homes.
The Wander Co. is using a year's
schedule of over 300 spots, and
these spots — combined with WFGATV programming — will provide top
selling power for Ovaltine.
"Jaxie" is proud to have Ovaltine
and the Tatam-Laird, Inc. advertising agency of Chicago on its
growing list of prestige advertisers.
NBC and ABC Programming
Represented nationally by
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

WFGA-TV
Channel

12

Jacksonville, Florida
FLORIDA'S
COLORFUL
STATION
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son, trying to "straighten things out."
At Talent Assoc., he admits "compromises are sometimes necessary." On
the other hand, he insists, "We want to
do the best show in spite of it. We do
not want to feel that the air would be
better off without our program."
His bills for getting a project off the
ground are staggering. Five specials per
month, he notes, mean about $1.5 million in production, "more than it would
take to finance eight Broadway shows."
Whipping Boy • Somehow, New York
is his pet whipping boy, and there are
those who might think this odd considering the fact that "Baghdad on the
subways" was at least the climate for
his phenomenal success.
He dimly views "antics" to bring in
certain activities; for example, a second
ball club. But when it comes to live tv,
he charges "we are conveniently ignored
. . ." Yet the industry, he points out,
"employs more people than baseball
ever could hope to."
He alluded to the building on Second
Ave. where Art Carney has been rehearshing a show for a series being produced for General Motors by Talent
Assoc. A sign outside of old Central
Plaza Hall, languishing in the lower
East Side, offers the premises for hire
to weddings.
"See what I mean?" sighs Mr. Levy,
who
apparently
surprised
to find
a band wouldn't
of gypsiesbe encamped
there one of these mornings.
Averse to Hollywood, nonetheless, he
believes that a few talent agencies control motion pictures. He asserts that
this is the "economics of the business.
They can get performers only by giving
a piece of the business to them." Feature filming is out, unless "you make a
'Blob' or a 'Spider.' I cannot do this type
summer, Talent Assoc. produced
picture."
of This
"Raisin in the Sun" (a successful
Broadway play) for Columbia Pictures
but, he reminds, it was filmed in New
York. He cautions that film is not inferior in television but "we know the
live business and feel we are best there.
It's where we've been the most successUp The Ladder • Mr. Levy studied
at Arizona U., received three degrees,
the last one in law. He practiced in
Dallas in 1935 but the depression was
too ful."
much and he migrated to Los Angeles. On a golf course, he met Jimmy
Saphier, a top representative, who
urged him to enter the talent field.
During this phase, Mr. Levy handled
Herbert Marshall's first radio endeavors,
Doris Day for a while, and managed
Frank Sinatra who was moving into the
bigtime. (He directed and produced the
singer's radio show.)
In 1945, Mr. Levy formed Century

Big business
Talent Assoc. has become big
business: it meets a payroll in
seven or eight figures, expects
to gross $15 million this year.
This activity goes hand in glove
with the trend toward more dramatic showcases. Mr. Levy's firm
alone will turn out 33 specials on
all three networks in the 1959-60
season while continuing with the
Armstrong nate-week
Circle
series. Theatre alter-

Artists with Richard Dorso (now with
Ziv) and Martin Melcher (has since
married Doris Day and is her business
representative).
visiting
New York office While
in 1947,
Mr. the
Levyfirm's
ran
into a young man about 24 who obviously was cooling his heels in the
waiting room.
"Who are you?" asked Mr. Levy.
That was his introduction to David
Susskind, whom Mr. Levy immediately
liked and brought into the firm.
When Century — which represented
talent — was disbanded soon afterward.
Mr. Susskind with Mr. Levy's help
joined Music Corp. of America while
Mr. Levy proceeded to find out how to
lose money trying to salvage family
shipping, farming and other interests
(some of this has since been recouped).
Talent Assoc. was formed March 10.
1949. Mr. Levy then had $10.10 in his
pocket, all that remained after a
disastrous fling at keeping the oncelucrative family enterprises above water.
When most of it submerged in the late
40s, Mr. Levy, along with a brother, saw
the $ 1 million they were worth go under
in about a year's time.
The TA Story • The new company
represented producers, directors and
other creative talent. It began to proshows, too.
it couldn't
do
both, duce
it went
into Finding
full production
rather
than representation. Early shows included a Philco program, "Mr. Peepers" and "Treasury Men in Action." He
soon had Mr. Susskind back with him
for a six-month stay.
As the business progressed and Dave
Susskind stayed on, Mr. Levy offered
Dave Susskind a 60-40 share in profits.
Later he found this arrangement nonsensical and told Dave so. They made it
a 50-50 arrangement.
Not All Sixpence • He thinks beyond
the profits. There's the example of more
than 20 hours used to get one scene
"right" in "Body and Soul" (telecast
Sept. 28 on CBS-TV as first in this season's DuPont Show of the Month
series). Taping of the final prize fight
BROADCASTING, October 19, 1959

episode was at Madison Square Garden
(a privilege for which TA paid well to
move equipment and talent into the
Garden in the wee morning hours) and
more than 100 extras hired. "We lost
monev on the show/' Mr. Lew grumbles.'
In operating
Talent Assoc., Mr. Levy
estimates it costs S20.000 a week "to
run the office." The payroll for talent
alone should run $3-4 million this season. Now that most live dramatic shows
are on tape, the schedule is tight. In a
single month, four or five shows are
produced, though on different target
dates of readiness.
There's little turnover in the permanent creative staff (about 55 people).
These are writers, producers, associates,
directors and their assistants, and editors (whom he considers the excelsior
in packaging a show). When production
is in high gear, the staff can mushroom
to 200 or more.
Rx for Success • Why is Talent
Assoc. successful? "Personality is a
nothing" in this business, its bossman
answers. Talent Assoc. was not "just
lucky", but can produce a good product:
"We are good salesmen, we sell ourselves with a guarantee that our
product is a little better."
Mr. Levy also explains that "we are
different from Music Corp. of- America,
William Morris Agency or General
Artists Corp.
"We sell what we create, not what
somebody else made. We don't charge
the agent's sales fee which is 10% over
the price of the show, and we sell our
product for about 10% less than that
of other production firms which have
quality product. So we have a 20%

"Level what?"
"Level Devi!, sir. It's a new concept in leveling amplifiers
developed by Gates."
"I haven't bought one. Has anybody else?"
"Oh, yes sir! And both radio and television broadcasters
from coast to coast are shouting its praises."
"What are they saying?"

edge."
That 20% edge, concludes Mr. Levy,
ex-talent agent and a whiz at percentages, glints like new-found gold to the
tv advertiser.
NEA tv series
The National Education Assn. is
going into tv on a regular basis this
year with a 13-week half-hour series.
The School Story. It debuts on some
260 stations this month and next, in
public service time.
The first film is a report by Dr.
James B. Conant. president emeritus
of Harvard and former ambassador to
West Germany, based on his book.
"The American High School." Locations are Washington NEA offices and
two high schools. Narration is by Actor
Ralph Bellamy and production-direction
by Arthur D. Morse, reporter-director
of several CBS-TV See It Now shows,
and writer.
The entire series is under direction
of the NEA press-radio relations division, with Stuart Finley as executive
producer.
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"Well, for example, Mr. Stan Sadler, chief engineer of
WMTV, Madison, Wisconsin, reports: 'to say that we are
happy with the Level Devil would be the understatement of
the week. No other amplifier built will do what the Level
Devil does.' Mr. Hulon Mathis, chief of WSJC, Magee,
Mississippi, says—'/ can think of no words which can express
my true appreciation of such a fine instrument. Its unequalled performance in the gain as well as its limiting is
wonderful.' And Mr. John A. Maxson, KIDO Radio, Boise,
Idaho, writes— 'It makes automatic allowance for inaccurate
operation by control personnel, and with one-man combination operator-announcers handling the transmitter input, our station does a better job with reliable automatic
level control, as provided by the Level Devil.' See what I
"Hmmmm. Where
"Just write the
Gates Radio
mean?"
107-A. It
"Thanks.
HARRIS
INTERTYPE
CORPORATION

can I get more information?"
Company, Quincy, Illinois, for Bulletin
describes the Level Devil in full detail."
I'll just do that."

GATES
RADIO
COMPANY
Subsidiary of H arris-lntertype Corporation
QUINCY, ILLINOIS
International division:
Offices in:
HOUSTON, WASHINGTON, D.C.
13 EAST 40th STREET, NEW YORK CITY 95
In Canada: CANADIAN MARCONI COMPANY

Advice
show

on

mid-season

replacements

"A sponsor who buys a mid-season
replacement from nothing more than a
format (and possibly a shooting script)
is courting suicide," Philip N. Krasne,
president, California Studios, stated last
week.
Mid-season mortality seems to be an
inescapable fact of tv life, Mr. Krasne
observed. But, he added, this is no reason for replacing one failure with another series with no better life expectancy. To avoid this costly error, he suggested that the advertiser who, come
November,
with his newis "thoroughly
tv series anddisenchanted*'
has notified
the network that he wants out, should
appreciate a couple of facts about the
production of a tv film series.
First fact, Mr. Krasne asserted, is
that "it is physically, artistically and
logistically impossible for any producer
to deliver a series that will hold up as
a mid-season replacement if he has
nothing but a single pilot film in late
fall. It is impossible to make a good
television series from a standing start."
Next fact, he continued: "Neither the
sponsor nor his advertising agency, nor
even the network, should ever buy a
mid-season replacement after looking at
only a single pilot. No matter how good
the pilot may be (and there are plenty
of ways to make them look good) it
cannot possibly be representative of the
rest of the series if the producer has
nothing more to offer as visible evidence
of where he is going from there."
With those negative facts presented,
Mr. Krasne made some positive suggestions for the advertiser, agency and network to follow when shopping for a
mid-season replacement:
"Demand that a producer audition
more than a single pilot. It is not unreasonable to expect to see at least two
completed shows, preferably more.
"Demand that a producer show at
least two (preferably more) additional
final shooting scripts.
"Ask a produer for tangible evidence
that he knows where he is going from
there. Ask for several additional story
lines.
"Do not even discuss a proposition
that is offered on the basis of only format and script."
As one who has been producing films
for television for more than 10 years,
Mr. Krasne admitted that "it takes guts
— and good banking connections — to sit
on the end of a production limb, gambling $40,000 to $90,000 on the sale of
a pilot film." But, he asserted, the producer who plans on providing a midseason replacement that will survive has
got to be willing to back his play with
a lot more money and a lot more film.
96 (PROGRAMMING)

"The producer simply has to do this
if he's interested in keeping faith with
his buyer, if he's going to provide substantial evidence of the quality of his
series, if he's going to play his part in
eliminating altogether the evil of replacing amid-season mortality with just
another mortality."
NEWSCAST
SURVEY
Radio

listeners

news

once

each

prefer
hour

People prefer to get their radio news
every hour rather than every 30 minutes.
If they have a set time for listening to
newscasts, it's most apt to be at noon
or at 7 or 8 a.m., in that order. Many
say they never turn on the radio for the
specific purpose of hearing a newscast,
but more say they turn it on at least
once a day for that purpose, and even
more say their sets are running most of
the time anyway.
That's what KREM Spokane found
out about newscasts in a survey conducted in its market by Gerald Tremaine, Marketing instructor at Spokane's Gonzaga U. The results, released
last week, showed that of 500 Spokane residents queried, 288 preferred
hourly newscasts (most thought more
frequent reports are "repetitious"), 91
preferred them every half-hour (but
many wanted only headlines at the
half-hour mark, the report continued) ,
26 thought three or four times daily
would be enough and the rest had no
opinion.
Out of 150 who said they listen to a
radio newscast at a specific time each
day, 44 named the noon report, 32 the
7 a.m. newscast, 19 the 8 a.m. report,
and 11 voted for 7:45 a.m. and 6 and
10 p.m. A total of 101 said they never
turn on their sets to listen to a news
show, but 80 said they do once a day,
32 twice a day, 20 at least three times
a day, 48 once or twice a week, and
150 others said their radios are operating most of the time.
Multiple Answers • Asked to name
their "main source" of "new news,"
the respondents gave multiple answers.
Radio came out with 258 mentions, television 209, newspapers 322 and magazines 19. Another query found that 44
percent would turn to radio for details
if
they were
"suddenly
startled
by far
an
unusual
number
of sirens
in the
distance"; next closest medium was the
newspaper (4.6 percent). But almost
a third would make a telephone call to
find out; of these, 50 percent would
call the fire or police departments, 13.5
percent a radio station, 13 percent a
newspaper.
Preponderantly (439 to 12) they
wanted regular programming interrupted for special news announcements
of "real importance."

Tv

Civil War

begins

on WBC

series
outlets

The American Civil War, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.'s new tv series
consisting of 13 half-hour programs
saluting the upcoming Civil War Centennial, started Oct. 4 on all WBC tv
stations. The programs, based on original Matthew B. Brady photographs,
trace the history of the four-year conflict as well as the important events preceding and following it.
William J. Kaland, noted Civil War
collector and national program director
for WBC, and Roy Meredith, photographic historian of the war, teamed up
to write and produce the series, which
took two years to produce. More than
3,000 authentic photographs covering
700,000 square miles of battlefield were
used in the series. The musical background is played by the London Light
Symphony
OrchestraAllandbutQueen's
Concert Orchestra.
two of Hall
the
programs are based entirely on the
Brady pictures. The two exceptions depict the battle of the Merrimac and
Monitor by using working models of
the ships plus underwater photography
for graphic portrayal, it was reported.
Programmed in prime time, the series is being telecast on KPIX (TV)
San Francisco, KDKA-TV Pittsburgh,
WBZ-TV Boston, KYW-TV Cleveland
and WJZ-TV Baltimore. It also has been
placed
in syndication for showing across
the
country.
Opens offices
Richard H. Ullman Inc. (tv program,
commercial producer-distributor), Buffalo, has opened offices at 570 Fifth
Ave., New York. Telephone: Circle
5-3111. Richard B. Ullman, the company's vice president, is the new office's general manager.
• Program

notes

'Cisco' in color • Ziv Television Programs, N.Y., has claimed that its
Cisco Kid has become the first western
to colorcast a series of regularly-scheduled programs. Color premieres were
kicked off last week over WHDH-TV
Boston, WAGA-TV Atlanta, WRC-TV
Washington, D.C., and WGN-TV Chicago. A spokesman said Ziv Tv has
produced all 1 56 half-hours of Cisco in
full color in anticipation of demand for
color product.
Adds markets • Independent Television Corp., N.Y., reports recent purchase of its Four Just Men series by
Progresso Foods Div. of Uddo & Taormina Co., Brooklyn, for Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore and Detroit brings
total domestic sales of the series to 127
BROADCASTING, October 19, 1959

YOU'RE
markets and a gross of $1,450,000.
Agency for Progresso Foods is Carlo
Vinti Adv., N.Y.

ONLY

HALF-COVERED

Hour-long tv series • Country America, for past two years on KABC-TV
Los Angeles, is being produced for
syndication by Surrey Productions at
Rockett Studios in Hollywood, where
Surrey has taken office and studio
space. The 39 musical shows are being
taped, at the rate of one a week, but are
also available on film, according to
Nat Nigberg, executive producer. Jim
Dancer directs.

IN

IF YOU

NEBRASKA

DON'T

USE

KOLN-TV!

Outgrows home • Hunn. Fritz & Henkin Inc., film commercial production
company which started operations 18
months ago at 38 W. 48th St., New
York, moved Oct. 5 to new and larger
quarters at 216 E. 49th St. Telephone:
Plaza 2-1940.
Social work film • Association Films
Inc., New York, offers on free loan
to tv stations, schools and community
clubs a new 16 mm film on careers
in social work. The 28 Vi -minute, black
and white documentary was presented
to the distributor by the Council of
Social Work Education. The film is
available from the following Association
Films offices: Ridgefield, N.J., La
Grange, 111., San Francisco, Calif., and
Dallas, Tex.
Tv tape • Paramount Pictures Corp.
has designated Paramount Television
Productions, subsidiary which also operates KTLA (TV) Los Angeles, as its
tv tape television arm. James Schulke,
PTP vice president, said that the organization will make and sell network
tape pilots, enter the tape syndication
field and rent production and vtr
facilities to outside producers.
Tv tape show producer • Jovi Productions, Detroit, has been formed by
Victor Hurwitz, producer-director,
WWI-TV there, and John Alexander
tv producer-advertising account executive. The company uses the mobile
vtr unit and production facilities of
Giantview Television Network (division of Meilink Steel Safe Co.), Ferndale, Mich., to produce Juvenile Court
and other series for syndication.
Sea show • Association Films is distributing -The America's Cup Races,
1958," 21V2 minute color film, free.
Transfilm Inc. shot the event for Thomas Lipton Inc., whose founder, Sir
Thomas, was a leading contender in
the sport. A companion film, "The History of The America's Cup." runs 28
minutes and also is available
from the
Association at these addresses: Broad
at Elm, Ridgefield, N.J.; 561 Hillgrove
Ave., La Grange, 111.; 1108 Jackson St.,
Dallas, Tex., and 799 Stevenson St.,
San Francisco.
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One of Nebraska's two big markets is in
the extreme East. The other is LincolnLand — and it contains more than HALF
the buying power of the state. Both are
well covered by TV, but in decidedlydifferent ways.
Three top TV stations are beaming to
the Eastern market, and, obviously, dividing it three ways. In Lincoln-Land the
situation is different. One station —
KOLN-TV — is the only station that fully
covers the area.
Ask Avery-Knodel for all the facts on
KOLN-TV— the Official Basic CBS Outlet for South Central Nebraska and
Northern Kansas.

CHANNEL 10 • 316/000 WATTS • 1000-FT. TOWER
-T
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FATES
Broadcast Advertising

Mr. Mortimer

&

FORTUNES

Cleaves as general manager of Jell-0
Div., and Arthur E. Larkin Jr., division marketing manager, succeeds Mr.
Cook as general manager of Maxwell
House Div. George Hampton, senior
executive vp, has requested leave of
absence for health reasons, it was announced.

Mr. Marks

• Charles G. Mortimer, president of
General Foods Corp., N.Y., elected to
fill previously vacant post of chairman.
Wayne C. Marks, executive vp since
February 1958, succeeds him. Mr.
Mortimer, who has been with GF since
1928 and president since April 1954,
continues as chief executive officer,
concentrating largely on future development and growth. He will also head
newly created corporate development
council. Mr. Marks, who joined GF
in 1926, has been designated chief
operating officer.
GF board also promoted three vps —
Herbert M. Cleaves, C. W. Cook
and John A. Sargent — to executive
vps. Messrs. Cleaves and Cook each
will have six divisions reporting to
them. Mr. Sargent will serve as chief
of staff. E. Burke Giblin, division
operations manager,
succeeds Mr.

• James M. Adams joins Showacre,
Coons, Shotwell Inc., Spokane, Wash.,
agency, as partner; firm name has been
expanded to include Mr. Adams's. He
takes
mediaart direction.
Keith over
Oka agency's
named SCSA
director;
Alfred E. Pierce named account
executive and production assistant;
Mary Ann Toepel joins agency as
copywriter.
Firm's Ave.
new quarters are
at W. 1229 Boone
• Richard J. Sarvp of Westinghouse gent,
Electric
Corp.,
named to head new

Mr. Sargent

portable visionappliance
diat Pittsburgh,
Pa. O. H. Yoxsimer,
general manager of
Westinghouse's
Springfield,
Mass. East
ap-

pliance plant, appointed general manager of company's radio-tv division
plant at Metuchen, N.J. He is succeeded by Richard S. Sheetz.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN AREA— Long established 1
k. w. daytimer in single station market grossingwithin
excess of $55,000.00 annually. Price— $90,000.00
$20,000.00 down and remainder paid out over seven
years.
MINNESOTA DAYTIMER — 1000 watt. Combination
studio and transmitter building. Near metropolitan
area. Gross could be doubled for 1959. Priced at
$90,000.00 with 29^ down. Balance on terms.

•

Bowman

Gray,

president of R. J.
Reynolds
Tobacco Co., WinstonSalem, N.C., since
1957, named chairman and chief executive, succeeding John
Clarke Whitaker
Mr. Gray who assumes newly
created post of honorary chairman. F.
G. (Bill) Carter, vp and sales manager, succeeds Mr. Gray as president.
• Charles A. Hamilton, senior industrial motion picture writer-director for
Convair Corp., Ft. Worth, Tex., and
previously with KFJZ-TV Fort Worth
and KTBC-TV Austin, Tex., appointed
director of radio-tv department of
Bevel Assoc., Dallas advertising and
pr firm.

• F. Winslow
son, formerlyStetvp,

management representative and director
at Needham, Louis &
Brorby, N.Y., to C. J.
LaRoche and Co.,
that city, as vp and
marketing director.
Mr. Stetson Cecil Bernsley, formerly with marketing department at
Ted Bates & Co., N.Y., and prior to
that, director of advertising of Food
Fair stores, joins LaRoche as marketing executive.
• Howard Gorman, formerly sales
and advertising manager of Gaines Div.
of General Foods, appointed to new
post of merchandising manager for
Real-Kill insecticides, Kansas City.
• Samuel Arnold Allen, formerly
space advertising manager for United
Air Lines, joins Fuller & Smith & Ross
as media director of Chicago office. Win
Roll, account executive at Fuller &
Smith & Ross, N.Y., appointed account
supervisor. He will supervise group of
accounts which includes Raytheon,
Westinghouse Elevator Div. and Waring products.
• Rosser
Reeves, board chairman of
Ted Bates, N.Y., elected to Advertising Federation of America's board of
directors.

HAMILTDN-LANDIS
& ASSOCIATES. Inc.
BROKERS • RADIO AND TEtEVISION STATIONS • NEWSPAPERS

DALLAS
CHICAGO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
'Judge' Landis
DeWitt
Shaheen
A.
Richard
Ray V. Hamilton
1737 DeSales St. N.W. 1714 Tribune Tower 1511 Bryan Street
DEIaware 7-2754 Riverside 8-1175
Executive 3-3456
NATIONWIDE
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•

NEGOTIATIONS

•

FINANCING

SAN FRANCISCO
John F. Hardesty
111 Sutter Street
EXbrook 2-5671

• APPRAISALS

• William A. Foxen, formerly vp of
Benton & Bowles, N.Y., to Joseph Katz
Co., that city, as vp and account supervisor.
• Irving Gould, formerly creative vp
of Lavenson Bureau of Advertising,
Philadelphia, announces opening of his
own agency, bearing his name, at 225
S. 15th St., that city.
• Ben K. McKinnon, general manager
of WSGN Birmingham, Ala., named
BROADCASTING, October 19, 1959

governor of Advertising Federation of
America's seventh district. Other officers: Otis Segler, WDEF-TV, Chattanooga, first It. governor; Wilbur
Kurtz Jr., Coca-Cola Co., Atlanta,
second It. governor; Tom Buntin, Buntin & Assoc., Nashville, third It. governor; Jack Casey, Alvin H. Meyer
Adv., Baton Rouge, secretary, and C.A.
Rogers, Petroleum Chemicals, New
Orleans, treasurer.
• James Andrew McGarry, 41, assistant to president of Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn, N.Y., died last week in
Manhattan, following lengthy illness.
Prior to joining BBDO, in 1945 as manager of radio promotional and publicity
department, Mr. McGarry was executive secretary of Archdiocesan Union
of Holy Name Societies. Mr. McGarry's
widow, former Eunice Dixon, was timebuyer at BBDO when couple met.
• Alan Bautzer,
formerly promotion
director of KYW-TV
Cleveland, named creative director of Allied Adv., that city.
He was previously in
similar capacity with
Crosley Broadcasting
Mr. Bautzer
Corp ? and .prjor tQ
that, associated with NBC, New York,
and Fuller & Smith & Ross, Cleveland.
• John F. Tucker Jr., formerly industrial copy supervisor at Erwin Wasey,
Ruthrauff & Ryan, to Gray & Rogers,
Philadelphia advertising and pr agency,
as creative supervisor in advertising department.

director of Grant Adv., elected president of Chicago Agency Media Group,
other officers: Richard L. Rogers of
John W. Shaw, vp; Dolores Hagedorn
of Keyes, Madden & Jones, secretary,
and Harry C. Pick, Edward H. Weiss
& Co., treasurer.
• F. Curtiss Eastman, member of account management staff for past six
years at Earle Ludgin & Co., Chicago,
to Foote, Cone & Belding, that city, as
account executive.
• Howard E. Rieder promoted from
assistant advertising manager of Thomas
Organ Co., Sepulveda, Calif., to advertising manager.
• CM. (Pat) Barry appointed account
executive with Clarke, Dunagan & Huffhines, Dallas. He was national cooperative advertising manager of Dr. Pepper Co., (soft drinks), that city.
The Media
• William T. (Tom)
Hamilton, sales manager of WNDU-TV
and general manager
of WNDU Radio,
South Bend, Ind., appointed acting genmm* m. MMUMi Notre Dame ofbroadthose
era' manager
mm
Mr.
^mik
Hamilton
cast
properties. Mr
Hamilton succeeds Bernard C. Barth,
who died Sept. 22. Mr. Hamilton has
been in broadcasting 25 years and,
prior to joining WNDU-TV in 1955,
was with WOR and WNEW New York,
ABC Radio network, NBC Spot Sales
and CBS.

• John T. McGrath, formerly national
sales manager for RCA Service Co., to
Gaynor & Ducas, N.Y., as account
executive.

• Lawrence M. Turet, operations
manager of WXIX (TV) Milwaukee,
promoted to executive vp and station
manager. Prior to joining WXIX in
July,
Mr. Turet was with WITI-TV,
that city.

• William W. Belcher, formerly
media buyer with Young and Rubicam,
L.A., named associate media director
at McCann-Erickson, that city.

• Harvey L. Hudson, general manager
of WLEE Richmond, Va., elected vp
and director of Lee Broadcasting Corp.,
which owns station.

• Stephen A. Gardner, formerly with
George Patton Adv., Hollywood, appointed merchandising director of
Beckman, Koblitz, L.A.

• Charles M. Kenyon, formerly sales
and advertising manager of eastern division of Frito Co., Dallas, appointed
director of marketing for Metropolitan
Broadcasting Corp. (WNEW-AM-FMTV New York, WTTG (TV) Washington, and WHK-AM-FM Cleveland).
• Norman Felton appointed general
program executive, CBS-TV, Hollywood. He will be administratively responsible for Playhouse 90 and other
film and live productions.

• Mrs. Paula Carr Reece appointed
radio-tv director of Gulf State Adv.
Agency, Houston.

• Leslie W. Wallwork, formerly
timebuyer at J. Walter Thompson, S.F.,
to Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan,
L.A., in similar capacity.
• Gerry J. Schnur, formerly vp and
account executive at Reach, McClinton
& Pershall, Chicago, to account service
staff of George H. Hartman Co. there.
• Reginald Dellow, vp and media
BROADCASTING, October 19, 1959

• Leonard P. Goorian named to new
post of exploitation manager for
WKRC-AM-FM-TV Cincinnati. He was
formerly manager of WZIP Covington,

"NATURALLY,

I

LISTEN TO KFWB"
"For satisfaction from a perfect,
precision machine that makes
a winner, give me sportscar
competition.
In broadcasting, that same precision .. . perfectly tuned . . .
comes through to me with
KFWB ... so, naturally, I listen

TheKFWB."
KFWB audience gives you
to
more men, women, children . . .
more everybodies . . . than any
other Los Angeles station.
Buy KFWB . . . first in Los
Angeles.

6419 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28/ HO 3-5151
ROBERT M. PURCELL, President and Gen. Manager
JAMES F. SIMONS, Gen. Sales Manager
Represented nationally by JOHN BU1R & CO.
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In an area embracing 18 counties, 402,670
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Ky., and prior to that, executive producer with WKRC-TV. He will handle
special events on local level, client and
station functions, contests, etc. Merchandising, promotion, local advertising and other services of direct client
nature are handled by Lila Lambert,
promotion and merchandising manager.
Carl Flickenger, formerly with
WZIP, joins sales staff of WKRC-TV.
• Jack Stelling appointed general
manager of WCME Brunswick, Me.,
succeeding Raymond B. Durgin, who
joins WJAB Westbrook, Me., in similar
capacity.
• Ernest E. Stern,
formerly director of
advertising, promotion
and publicity for
ABC-TV, Hollywood,
to CBS-TV, that city,
as director of press information. He succeeds Robert Blake,
Mr. Stern
who assumes post as
director of special projects for CBSTV press information, Hollywood.
• Ron Barrington named station man-

Cincinnati,

Ohio?

Savannah,

ager of KAJR Tucson, Ariz.; John
Hyde appointed director of programs
and production.
• Elliott W. Henry
Jr., director of advertising, promotion and
press information for
ABC, central division,
and its WBKB Chicago, named ABC-TV
director of information, Hollywood. He is
Mr. Henry
succeeded by James
M. Asher, his assistant since 1958.
• Henry W. Levinson promoted from
staff member of ABC-TV network sales
development department, N.Y., to manager.
• Jack Sullivan named promotion director of KIRO-AM-FM-TV Seattle,
Wash. He operated publicity and promotion agency in that city for past
two years.
o Amram Nowak, formerly executive
producer in charge of live programming
for Metropolitan Educational Television
Assoc., N.Y., to WABC-TV New York,
as assistant program director.

Bangor,

Maine?

Georgia?

J J

"KNOE
NO,
North -LAND
Louisiana, South
(embracingTHIS
industrial,IS
progressive
Arkansas, West Mississippi)
JUST LOOK AT THIS MARKET DATA
Population
1,520,100
Drug Sales
$ 40,355,000
Households
423,600 Automotive Sales $ 299,539,000
Consumer Spendable Income
General Merchandise $ 148,789,000
$1,761,169,000
Total Retail Sales $1,286,255,000
Food Sales
$ 300,486,000
KNOE-TV AVERAGES 78.5% SHARE OF AUDIENCE
According to April 1959 ARB we average 78.5% share of audience from Sign On to
Sign Off 7 days a week. During 361 weekly quarter hours it runs 80% to 100%, and for
278 weekly quarter hours 92% to 100%.
CBS • ABC
A James A. Noe Station
KNOE-TV
Channel 8
Represented by
H-R Television, Inc.
Monroe, Louisiana
Photo: Forest Products Division, Olin-Mathieson Chemical Corp, West
Monroe, Louisiana.
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• Patricia Lyon Wright, formerly
with KLAC Los Angeles, named prothat city.motion and research director of KPOP.
• Mike Cline, formerly air personality
with KRIO McAllen, Tex., to KILE
Galveston, as program director.
• Milton Frankie, producer-director
with KYW-TV Cleveland for past V/%
years, appointed director of operations.
• John L. Cofoid, formerly assistant
promotion manager of WOW Omaha,
appointed assistant sales promotion
manager of WLS Chicago.
• Ken Johnson, account executive with
NBC Tv Spot Sales in
San Francisco, appointed sales manager
of WNBQ (TV) Chicago. He succeeds
Russell Stebbins, who
died Aug. 26. Mr.
Mr. Johnson
Johnson will report to
William Decker, WNBQ sales director.
• Frank Jarman of station WDNC
Durham elected president of new
United Press International Broadcasters
Assn. of North Carolina. Other officers:
George Thomas, WTOB WinstonSalem, vp; Ken Treadwell, WBT and
WBTV (TV) Charlotte, secretarytreasurer. Fred Parker, UPI business
representative for that state named
executive secretary. Elected to board of
directors: Jack Starnes, WFNS Burlington; Harold Harrelson, WLTC
Thomasville; Fred Fletcher, WRAL
Jack Hankins, WELS KinsRaleigh;
ton;
Phil Ellis, WPTF Raleigh, and
City.
Grover Munden, WMBL Morehead
• Gray Olive, program director of
WMSC Columbia, elected president of
South Carolina United Press International Broadcasters, succeeding Joe
Wilder of WBAW Barnwell. Other officers: L. Richard Rhame, WTND
Orangeburg, vp; George Burnett,
WBTW (TV) Florence, program director, and Tom Price, UPI Columbia,
secretary.
• Herb Heinam and Roy Elwell.
both formerly with KQV Pittsburgh, to
KRLA Los Angeles as production
tively.
supervisor and air personality, respec• Robert McEwen, formerly air personality with WMAL-TV Washington,
joins Associated Counselors International, prfirm in that city, as director of
radio-tv services.
• Robert Fairbanks, assistant director
of promotion with KNXT (TV) Los
BROADCASTING, October 19, 1959

Angeles, appointed account executive
with KNXT-CTPN sales department.
Robert L. Nelson, promotion manager of KHJ-TV Los Angeles, moves to
KNXT as assistant director of research
and promotion.

"Foro~
WAVEFORM
MONITOR
FACES
-THE FACTS V]n£0
OF CONTINUOUS
OPERATION—
DAY IN AND
DAY FACTSOUT,"
says Charles Halle of WENH-TV, after a year's use of the new Foto-Video
V-9B TV Waveform Monitor, the features of which measure up to the precise
requirements of this well-known educational TV station consultant.
A tribute — "Not only
was the Foto-Video monitor less expensive, but
it also proved to be of,
better quality than other
comparable units. It is
extremely well-engineered, and a lot easier
for operators to handle.
It shows that clever design may be accomplished
without compromising
the essentials needed in

• Dick Trembath appointed news director of KETV (TV) Omaha. Lee
Terry joins KETV news staff.
• Glenn Shahan, formerly with publicity staff of Warner Bros. Pictures,
Burbank, Calif., to that of ABC-TV
Hollywood. Edmund Souhami, formerly in private law practice in New York,
to legal department of ABC-TV.
• Ray Shader, promotion manager of
WNEG Toccoa, Ga., appointed news
director of WIOU Kokomo, Ind.
• Neil (Mickey) Flanagan, editorial
research supervisor with KYW Cleveland, promoted to radio news supervisor. Bert Clausen, producer with
KYW-TV, named editorial research
supervisor for KYW-AM-TV.
• James Mathis, air personality and
account executive with WTTV (TV)
Indianapolis, moves to WFBM-TV, that

such
equipment," Mr.
Halle said.
Mr. Halle is director of engineering- at WENH-TV, University of New Hampshire
station, at Durham. Last December, after searching the field, he chose the rugged
Foto-Video instrument "as most likely to meet the operational FACTS OF LIFE
in round-the-clock performance."
It did! After the first two instruments he recommended the purchase of five
more, five of which are shown in the above photograph. He was impressed with
V-9B's ofsimplicity
design,Foto-Video
operationalengineering
convenienceandand
built-in versatility —
result
years of of
exacting
production.
(Write or telephone for complete information)

LABORATORIES, INC.
ELECTRONICS • ENGINEERING AND MANUFACTURING
36 .Commerce Road • Cedar Grove, N. J. • CEnter 9-6100

This announcement is neither an offer to sell nor a solicitation of an offer to buy
these securities. The offer is made only by the Prospectus.

400,000

Shares
■ nc.

Common

Stock

(Without Par Value)

Commissioner's decision • The
wedding of FCC Comr. Frederick W. Ford and Miss Mary
Margaret Mahony took place Oct.
1 1 at St. Mary's Church, Alexandria, Va. Miss Mahony, a native of Blackstone, Mass., is a
former high school mathematics
teacher. She was "skipper" of
American Airlines' Admirals Club
in Washington, and more recently,
manager of an antique shop in
Alexandria. The newly wed couple are shown leaving St. Mary's
following the wedding ceremony.
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Price $17.50 per Share

Copies of the Prospectus may be obtained from the undersigned.
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city, in latter capacity. John Foland,
formerly with WCAU-TV Philadelphia,
joins continuity staff of WFBM.
• John E. McMullen, chief announcer
of KOLD-TV Phoenix, Ariz., to WITN
(TV) Washington, N.C., as news director.
• Richard J. McCutchen, formerly
newscaster and writer-producer of
NBC-TV's Today show, to CBS, N.Y.,
as staff producer in public affairs department.
• Art Wander, formerly with WAKY
Louisville, Ky., and Don Bruce, formerly with KALL Salt Lake City, to
KXL Portland, Ore., as air personalities. Mark Roberts, previously with
WKBW Buffalo, appointed news director of KXL.
• Joseph (Ted) Hallock, formerly
state coordinator for Oregon's Centennial Commission, announces opening offices as public relations consultant
at Room 215, Executive Bldg., Portland, Ore.
• Jack Taylor, national sales and promotion contact in Hollywood office of
KBIG Avalon, Calif., promoted to local
sales account executive, succeeding Joe
Seideman, who has joined KTTV (TV)
Los Angeles. James C. Kissman, account executive with companion station,
KBIQ (FM) Los Angeles, succeeds Mr.
Taylor.
• E. Holland Low, formerly administrator of co-operative sales for NBCTV, to WWLP (TV) Springfield, Mass..
as account executive.

• Terry D. Lloyd,
engineer of KLOK
after 3V& years on
roll H. Pederson,
Salinas, Calif., joins
sonality.

promoted to chief
San Jose, Calif ,
station staff. Carof KSBW-AM-TV
KLOK as air per-

• Bob MacDonald, formerly news
writer with UPI, joins news staff of
WPON Pontiac, Mich.
• Jack Gowing promoted from associate farm director to farm service director of KMA Shenandoah, Iowa, succeeding Merrill Langfitt, who resigns
post
to operate his own farm supsonality.
ply business, but continues as air per• Pat Patterson, formerly with
KOWH Omaha, to KFBI Wichita,
Kan., as air personality.
• John St. Clair Brookes, 71. attorney with Washington law firm of
Hogan & Hartson, died Oct. 13 while
golfing at Burning Tree Club, following
heart attack. For one year, 1939-1940,
Mr. Brookes served as president of
American Newspapers Inc., parent company of Hearst Corp.
• Herman S. (Bud) Shurian, Warren
Clark and Jerry Fuller join announcing staff of WFAA Dallas.
• Darrell J. Gould Jr., formerly
news editor of WORC Worcester,
Mass., to news department of WICE
Providence, R.I.
Programming
• Frederic W. Wile

• Ken Courtright, news director of
WABR Orlando, Fla., to WLOF-TV.
that city, as newscaster.

Jr., previously supervisor ofations
radio-tv
oper-&
at Young
Rubicam, program vp

• E.G. (Gene) Elston, formerly general manager of KCUE Red Wing,
Minn., joins KBON Omaha as account
executive.

with NBC and director of business affairs
with MGM-TV, joins
John Guedel
tions. L.A., as Producgeneral

• Herbert Irving, engineer with
KDKA Pittsburgh for 35 years, retires.
• Von Crabill, newscaster with WING
Dayton, Ohio, to news staff of WLWD
(TV), that city.
• Jack Eigen, star of own interview
show on WMAQ Chicago, signed for
similar program on sister station,
WNBQ (TV), Mon.-Fri., following
NBC-TV's Jack Paar Show.
• Jess Barker, former motion picture
actor and previously with WCFL Chicago, signed by WAAF, that city, as
air personality.
• Randall Kent Kington, 37, known
as Randy Kent on announcing staff of
WBKB (TV) Chicago died Oct. 12 following surgery in Evanston (111.) Hospital.

Mr. Wile
executive.
• Leonard S. Gruenberg, general
manager of theatrical division of NTA
International, named vp.

• Peter Yaman, formerly eastern sales
manager with Adam Young Co., N.Y.,
to NTA Spot Sales, as assistant sales
manager.
• Don Joannes, western division sales
representative for ABC Films, named
regional sales manager, L.A. Other
ABC Films appointments, sales staff:
Jack Van Nostrand, named to cover
Southern Calif.; Jeff Davids, Olga
Gomez, Barry Winton to eastern division; Mike Gould named regional
sales manager, Chicago area; Winston
Colby and Robert L. Glasser added
to central division staff.
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AES officers • The Audio Engineering Society met in New York Oct. 5-9
for its 11th annual convention. Pictured at the Society's awards banquet on
Oct. 8 at the Hotel New Yorker are some of the incoming and outgoing
officers and governors: (1 to r) C.J. LeBel, Audio Instrument Co., N.Y.,
secretary; Walter O. Stanton, The Pickering Co., Plainview, NY., a
governor; Harry L. Bryant, Radio Recorders, Hollywood, new AES president; Donald J. Plunkett, Fairchild Recording Equipment Corp., Long
Island City, NY., outgoing president and now a governor; Harry F. Olson,
RCA Labs, Princeton, N.J., incoming executive vice president; Ross Snyder,
Ampex Corp., Redwood City, Calif., a governor, and Walter T. Selsted,
Ampex Corp., new western vice president. New officers not in the picture
are: W. Earl Stewart, Standard Register Co., Dayton, Ohio, central vice
president; Ralph A. Schlegel, WOR New York, treasurer, and the following new governors — William S. Bachman, Columbia Records, NY.; William B. Snow, audio consultant, Santa Monica, Calif., and Edgar M.
Villchur, Acoustic Research Inc., Cambridge, Mass.
• Burton A. Neuburger, formerly
with commercial tv film division of
Warner Bros., to Eliot-Unger-Eliot
(commercial tv film division of Screen
Gems), as midwest sales representative.

• Charles J. Hirsch, formerly vp and
director of research of Hazeltine Research Corp., Little Neck, NY., to
Radio Corp. of America as administrative engineer on staff of RCA's vp —
engineering.

• Martin Rackin and John Lee
Mahin, Hollywood film writers-producers, signed by NBC-TV to develop,
write, produce and supervise programs.
They will headquarter in Burbank,
Calif.

International

• Alvin Cooperman resigns from Four
Star Television where he produced first
10 programs of Du Pont Shows with
June Allyson series. Shelley Hull,
associate producer, remains with series,
production of which will be supervised
by Four Star executives.
Equipment and Engineering
• Lawrence Priddy Jr., western public
relations manager of Tidewater Oil Co.,
S.F., joins executive staff of Western
Electronic Manufacturers Assn., L.A.,
to handle special projects for WEMA's
315 member companies.
• Larry R. Swiney, general manager
of Packard Bell Distributing Corp.,
L.A., appointed district sales manager
of tv, radio and stereo hi-fi in intermountain and southwest territories for
Packard Bell Electronics, with headquarters in Denver.
BROADCASTING, October 19, 1959

• A. K. Morrow, assistant controller
of operations, CBC, Ottawa, named director of English-language network,
Toronto, succeeding H. G. Walker,
appointed general manager of operations, Ottawa. Fergus Mutrie, director of tv operations of CBC, Toronto,
to director of operations there. E. S.
Hallman named director of Englishlanguage radio and tv network programming, Toronto.
• W. A. (Bill) Smith appointed promotion director of CHAB-AM-TV
Moose Jaw, Sask. He was formerly
merchandising manager of CFCN Calgary.
• Jim Coulter, formerly neighborly
news editor of CBC, named farm editor
of CFNB Fredricton, N.B. Frank
Eidt, formerly with CKNX Wingham,
to continuity editor of CFNB. Joan
Watson, previously manager of CKDH
Amherst, named women's editor.
• Ted Meunier, formerly commercial
manager of CFCL Timmins, Ont.,
joins CJMS Montreal as sales representative.

METROPOLITAN ROCKFORD ARB —
FEBRUARY 9 - MARCH 8, 195?
DEMONSTRATES AGAIN WREX-TVS
COMMANDING AUDIENCE LEADERSHIP
23 OF TOP 25 PROGRAMS
ALL ON
WREX-TV
STATION SHARE OF SETS IN USE
40.3 B
STATION
WREX-TV
37.0
62.0
SIGN ON TO NOON
62.2
NOON TO 6:00 P.M.
44.5
39.6
6:00 P.M. TO MIDNIGHT 59.9
SIGN ON TO SIGN OFF 54.7

when
buying time
IN
VIRGINIA
take a minute
to read these facts:
VIRGINIA'S LARGEST
ADVERTISING MEDIUM
Retail Sales . . .
Food
Automotive Sales .
Gasoline ....

SINGLE
COVERS:
54.2%
49.2%
52.5%
54.0%

WRV4-R4DI0
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA
REPRESENTED BY
PETERS, GRIFFIN,
WOODWARD, INC.
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FANFARE
Fair funhouse
WKY-TV Oklahoma City had about
75,000 visitors to its Fabulous 4 Funhouse at the State Fair. They literally
burst the exhibit's seams — it was closed
twice for repairmen to fix sagging partitions damaged in the crush.
To create the funhouse, WKY-TV
converted a building on the fairgrounds
into a darkened maze. Lighted displays
depicted local and NBC-TV program-

ming with dolls, miniature sets and
photos. Other gimmicks: eerie hallways,
a slanted room and an air blast triggered by stepping on a button. An eightminute continuous tape with music and
sound effects explained the displays to
visitors. WKY-TV staffers were barkers
at the exhibit's entrance.
KABC-TV's
KABC-TV
students and
than 75 high
in the area,
Preview of
Oct. 7.

'Jr. Press Preview'
Los Angeles hosted 200
teachers, representing more
schools and junior colleges
at a special Junior Press
ABC-TV's new fall show

Preceding the hour-long closed-circuit
telecast Selig J. Seligmen, ABC vice
president-KABC-TV general manager,
spoke to the group about the need for
constructive criticism in the tv industry.
The telecast included musical production numbers, film clips of the fall
shows and satirical skits featuring nearly all of ABC-TV's stars.

Tea and cheesecake • Not since
the famous event in Boston has a
tea party created such interest as
that staged recently by WWJ Detroit. In daily two-hour sessions
running for a week, shoppers at
the Northland shopping center
consumed more than 10,000 cups
of Tetley Tea and 10,000 Hostess Twinkies and Handie-Pies.
The promotion helped introduce
WWJ's new remote broadcasting
studio in a glass-enclosed structure at Northland.

Moon-light serenade
To the moon and back with the voice
of its mayor — that was the occasion that
triggered the switch to a new street
lighting system for South Bend, Ind.
WSBT there recorded the words of
Mayor Edward F. Voorde on tape Oct.
12, then air-mailed it to the U.S. Army
Lunar Radar station at Ft. Monmouth,
NJ. The words were sent to the moon
and back via American Telephone &
Telegraph and the radar station Oct. 12.
The return of the voice to South Bend
bathed the town in a flood of bright
light. The mayor's words? "Let there
be light."
•
Drumbeats

Best draw • WNTA-TV New York addressed an invitation to executives of
all New York advertising agencies. Inside the fold of the printed invitation
were pictures of eight luncheon hosts:

MR. ADVERTISER
WHETHER YOU'RE HUNTING FOR AN EARLY
BIRD
ing at 9 A. M.)
broadcast
(we begin
OR A NIGHT OWL . . .
(sign off at 12 MIDNIGHT)
YOU'LL FIND GOOD HUNTING ON
KHSL-TV,
Northern

Represented
104

Channel

California's Favorite Station
CBS-ABC Affiliate

Nationally

by AVERY-KNODEL

Mike Wallace, Ted Steele, Henry Morgan, Clay Cole, Richard Willis, Barry
Gray, J. Fred Muggs and David Susskind. Mr. Morgan proved the most
tempting; 112 asked to be at his table.
Runners-up: Mr. Susskind, 59, and J.
Fred, 35. The remainder of 274 replies (350 invitations were sent out)
were scattered among other contenders.
Slide promotion • CKCO-TV Kitchener, Ontario, announced a new sign-on
time of 6:30 a.m. by mailing a 35-mm.
advertising slide and a collapsible cardboard slide viewer, both contained in a
folding plastic case.
Hearts & kisses • KOIL Omaha teenage listeners are guessing the number
of hearts and kisses painted on an automobile by KOIL disc jockeys. The boy
or girl who comes closest to the correct
number will receive the car as a prize.
Crowd drawing remote • An estimated 5,000 turned out to attend the
first remote telecast of WECT-TV Wilmington, N.C. The station was used
almost exclusively to promote the openof a savings
loan association's
new ingbuilding.
Theandremote
telecast was
the highlight of the association's opening promotion.
Different slant on safety • WISN Milwaukee is using the voices of local
women school crossing guards in a series of public service spots on safety.
They alert motorists to be safetyconscious at all times. The announcements give the
name and corner location
whichguard's
she patrols.
Pic continued, page 3 • Veteran newspaper men were scratching their heads
when they saw a recent issue of the
Enterprise, a Lisbon Falls, Me., weekly
newspaper. John T. Gould, editor,
wanted to publish a picture of the new
tower of WGAN-TV Portland. The station claims the 1,619 ft. tower is "the
world's tallest man-made structure."
Mr. Gould printed the top section of
Winning

system

A "Lucky Dollar" contest is
going strong at KGW Portland,
Ore. Recently, however, the station learned of one listener who
won, without "officially" winning.
For six months, she had been listening to the station, hoping to
hear a number read from among
the many dollar bill serial numbers she had submitted. She hasn't
won yet, but because of the contest she has saved money for the
first time in her life — $516.
BROADCASTING, October 19, 1959

the tower on page
caption, "WGAN-TV
Scratcher." Readers
turn to page three for
the picture.

one under the
Completes Moon
were invited to
the remainder of

Miami factbook • WCKT (TV) Miami,
Fla., has produced a factbook on the
area for time buyers and admen. The
book includes information on apparel
establishments, appliance stores, automobile dealers, the area's buying power,
eating-drinking places, food costs,
market data, population, and retail
sales.
Color giveaway • KXL Portland,
Ore., disc jockeys are touring the city
giving away 45 rpm phonograph
records to anyone wearing something
green. The stunt is in connection with
the station's "Rainbow Color Radio"
promotion.

A smiling funeral • More than 7,000 rock 'n' roll records of WLEU Erie,
Pa., received a burial "at sea" when the station recently switched to a "good
music" policy. The funeral was complete with all the trimmings including a
black funeral coach and a procession to Lake
Erie.
INTERNATIONAL

COMMERCIAL
U.S.

companies

TV
await

Israel won't have to look far for an
angel to underwrite its television operations because several companies — all
American — already have offered to install the facilities to serve this rapidlydeveloping 8,000 square mile area with
its two million inhabitants.
But while tv is definitely in the nation's future, Israel won't give formal
consideration to inauguration of service
until after the Nov. 3 national elections.
And, according to officials of the Ben
Gurion government, tv, when it does
come, will be commercial, but the precise format remains to be determined
by a cabinet committee headed by the
minister of finance, Levi Eshkol, now
in Washington on a World Bank loan.
Before embarking on commercial tv,
however, this 11 -year-old Republic, surrounded by hostile Arab bloc nations,
plans to do something about bolstering
its radio service. Prospects are good for
inauguration of a "B" program, commercially oriented, to help foot the bill
not only for radio, but also to get a
running start into commercial tv. At
this stage, the Government appears to
favor the British method of "ad-mags,"
or use of rotating commercials rather
than the anchoring of commercials to
particular programs, which constitutes
our method of direct sponsorship.
Favored • In early September, the
Israeli cabinet majority voted in favor
of commercial radio service to supplement the existing operations.
Simultaneously, the cabinet committee was instructed to explore commerBROADCASTING, October 19, 1959

FOR

ISRAEL?

November

election

cial tv. Formal action, however, has
not been taken since it was felt that the
responsibility for implementation will
belong to the new government to be
installed for four years after the No-

take

a

look

colorful

vember elections. It is regarded here as
a foregone conclusion that the Ben
Gurion government will be retained
through a coalition of his powerful
Labor Party with the lesser political
entities.
Proposals received from private companies to underwrite commercial tv
have not been formally considered.
These, and others to come through "in-

at

Cutie!

Seattle's Music Station
• KQDE 1000 watt, full time at 910 Kc
outranks all three 50,000 watt Seattle
Stations. (Hooper, July, 7 a.m.-6 p.m.)
• KQDE has one rate locally
to give you POSITIVELY
COST PER THOUSAND
a half billion dollar Seattle

and nationally
the LOWEST
in the one and
market!

Call Colorful Cutie
KQDE
Seattle, Wash.
ALpine 5-8245, ask for
Wally Nelskog, Pres.,
or contact FORJOE & Co.
for availabilities!
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vitation", will be considered following
the November elections. In substance,
the proposals made by the undisclosed
American companies involved granting
of franchises for distribution of tv receivers in return for the installations,
plus background announcement identity, but with the Israeli authorities to
control policy. Contracts would provide
that the installations would become the
unqualified property of the government
after a given term from 5 to 10 years.
Three transmitters would be needed
to cover this nation of many mountains
and deep valleys. Vhf service is contemplated, and no difficulty is expected
in finding desirable locations because of
the many high elevations.
Visitor • Hanoch Givton, deputy director of Kol Israel in Jerusalem, is expected to visit the United States to study
television programming and operations
— probably early next year. By that time
the commercial policy will have been
enunciated.
He has been identified with the Israel
Broadcasting Service since its start. As
is the case with radio, there will be great
emphasis on news and public affairs
broadcasting.
Kol Israel now operates 12 transmitters— 10 medium wave and two shortwave. There are four separate program
services, with 28 hours a day of transmissions.
New studios are in the planning stages
and will involve an investment of $2
million. This project contemplates addition of television studios at the same
site in Jerusalem.
The $2V2 million budget for Kol
Israel is derived from a $5 annual license fee on 370,000 radio receivers,
"revenue" for public notices and announcements from government agencies (which in effect makes the operation commercial) and Joint Agency
grants to make up any deficits.
It is estimated that the operation of
the three tv transmitters with minimum
programming service of three hours

daily at the start will entail a budget of
about $5 million a year — a lot of money
for this little nation. But, having observed the success of commercial tv in
the United States, its rapid spread
through the European continent, and its
inauguration in certain of the neighboring Middle-East nations, the Israelis are
reconciled to the inevitability of a modified "American Plan" operation. And it
may come faster than some of its policy makers think.
CBC

establishes

annual

tv awards

Annual television industry awards
were established at the 14th meeting of
the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. and
its affiliated television stations at Ottawa
on October 5, under chairmanship of
CBS vp E. L. Bushnell. Two separate
panels of judges, one for English and
one for French programs, are being set
up by the industry program advisory
committee. A suitable name for the tv
awards and an appropriate symbol of
the tv industry are to be decided upon
soon.
The CBC and its affiliates also discussed the forthcoming meetings on new
tv regulations proposed by the regulatory Board of Broadcast Governors.
They dealt with network news, children's programs, promotion, color tv,
video tape installations and the results
of the recent coverage of the visit of
Queen Elizabeth II and Prince Philip
to Canada.
The meeting agreed upon a new formula for establishing network rates.
The independent affiliates of the government-owned system agreed satisfaction with the option time formula established this fall following the summer
meeting of the CBC and its affiliates.
Study German network
The West German government is
proposing legislation to set up radio
and tv networks there. (Broadcasting in

the country now is operated on a regional basis as instituted by occupying
authorities after World War II.)
To set up the tv network, the proposal is to subsidize the $1.19-a-set tax with
private finances. The tv network would
operate from Frankfurt. Its management composed of representatives chosen by the Federal Parliament, the parliaments of the 10 states, the Assn. of
Employers, the trade unions, the Catholic, Protestant and Jewish Churches.
Two radio networks are proposed: a
national one operating from Berlin and
a set-up beamed overseas from Cologne.
The three networks could be ready by
the end of next year.
FAMILY

AFFAIR

State is 'big brother'
for Spain's radio-tv
Spain's radio and limited television
operations are commercial, after a fashion. The fashion has no parallel anywhere else in Europe or in the new
world.
This dictatorship of 30 million is
served by 413 radio stations operating
in the standard European band and two
vhf tv stations (Madrid and Barcelona),
with at least two others planned.
There are "private" radio stations
competing
the "government"
radio and tv with
operations.
All are rigidly
controlled as to news and special events
programming. There is no political discussion, since there is only one political party — the Franco-controlled Falangista.
Accurate information on radio and
tv circulation or station revenues from
sponsorship is hard to come by, officially or otherwise. The best educated guess
is that there are 4,500,000 radio receivers, and roughly, 150,000 tv sets.
Spain has had tv of sorts for a dozen
years, but even now has only 3-4 hours
of programming daily, mainly in the
evenings. Madrid and Barcelona interchange programs in the live and special
events area, but the stations mainly use
feature films of ancient vintage along
with U.S. syndicated programs, with
Ziv features predominant. Ziv maintains an office in Madrid.
It is the Spanish brand of commercial operation that intrigues the outlanders.
Tv programs
"sponsored"
on a rotating
spot basis,aremainly
by cigarette companies (American), food companies and other large manufacturers.
There is no private tv.
Soots • In radio, the government
stations sell spots across the board to
all and sundry. The private stations, for
the most part, operate on a disc jockey
format. Their big business, however, is
in the sale
of "personals"
literally hundreds of them
on what —amounts
to a
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contribution basis. For example, Jose man, M. Tremaulet, who also has station interests in France, Portugal, North
Martinez will ask the station by mail
Africa,
and in Spain itself.
to play a happy birthday record dedicated to his girl friend, Valencia Lopez.
There is no legal Communist party
He may enclose 5 or 10 pesetas with . in Spain. But the Soviet bloc pours its
his letter (60 pesetas to the American
propaganda into the country by shortdollar). These requests are played all
wave, and despite Spanish jamming,
day long, and the pesetas roll in.
some gets through. Since the KhrushIt is laboriously explained that the
chev visit to the United States, Moscow
government stations sell time, both on radio has not been attacking us with
radio and tv, because the license fees the vehemence of the past. But Radio
(based on the number of tubes in each
Peking, in Communist China has intenset) do not bring in sufficient revenue
sified its bombardment. It constantly
clamors for withdrawal of American
to defray the operating overheads. But
bases, and blames the high cost of livthe government administrators won't
tell how much revenue they derive from
ing in Spain (which isn't high at all)
license fees or from sponsorship. For
upon Americans.
a 17-inch tv set, the fee is about S5 per
Other Soviet satellites are broadcastyear.
ing daily into Spain to the extent of
Theres plenty of news on the air, but
139 hours per week. These are characit's all government-controlled and centerized as"clandestine" broadcasts from
sored. There are no commentaries. Five
unknown Soviet-controlled points, by
times a day. all stations are joined by short wave. Despite efforts of the govwire line to get the government-preernment to jam these transmissions,
pared newscasts.
they also get through.
Press associations sell their service to
the government, not to individual sta• Abroad in brief
tions, law.
government or private. That's
the Franco
Cameron productions • Don Cameron
Press • Newspapers are no better off. Productions Ltd. is a newly-formed
company headed by radio-tv announcer
They get only the predigested dispatches
Don
Cameron to present packaged rafrom the government — identical with
dio programs and offer help to the
those broadcast. The upshot is that the
public relies on broadcast news to a smaller advertising agencies. Offices at
320 Bay St., Toronto.
far greater extent than it does on newspapers. There are 112 dailies in Spain,
New company • Z.I.T. Programs (Canand their total claimed circulation does
ada) Ltd. has been formed for the exclunot exceed 2Vi million.
sive Canadian distribution of Ziv teleSpain is just embarking on a new and
vision programs. Myron (Mike) Burnes,
liberalized economic stabilization pro- vice president
and general manager, has
gram, designed to encourage industrial
located offices at 80 Richmond St. W.,
development and attract outside capital.
Toronto.
U.S. economic aid to Spain since 1953
has amounted to about $1.2 billion. In Spanish relay • Radio and television
shows are exchanged via a new microreturn, the U.S. maintains strategic
air and naval bases within her bounwave relay line between Madrid and
daries. The U.S. mission in Spain, in- Barcelona. Tv transmitters are planned
cluding diplomatic as well as military, for Muele-Zaragoza and Alpicat, Letotals between 22,000 and 24.000, with rida. Programs on the transmitters will
spouses and children.
come
line. from the Madrid-Barcelona relay
In addition to Spain mainland broadcast operations, Radio Andorra, in the
little principality bordering on the East German tubes • Two large tv
tube production lines have commenced
North, broadcasts American-style news,
operation at the VEB (state-owned)
music and spots to Spain and France.
It has been operating since before Werk fuer Fermeldewesen, East Berlin.
One line makes 70° deflection tubes
World War II and is highly successful
(outmoded in Western Europe). The
commercially. It is owned by a Frenchplant is expected to produce a yearly
750,000 units.
/n*\
MEN WHO READ >L
Gill* BU8iNES8pAPER8
MEAN BUSINESS J)

In the Radio-TV Publishing Field
only BROADCASTING is a
member of Audit Bureau of
Circulations and Associated Business
Publications
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Swiss tv • Registered tv sets in Switzerland numbered 70,552 Aug. 1 . New sets
licensed in September: 1.313.

French tv • Statistics indicate 1.250,371
tv sets operating in France Aug. 1. The
French say they soon will be selling
30,000 sets a month.

Retailers Assn. • Radio, tv, phonograph
retailers in Belgium. Denmark, Finland,

WTHl-TV offers the
lowest cost per thousand of
all Indiana TV stations!

One hundred and eleven national
and regional spot advertisers
know that the Terre Haute
market is not covered
effectively by outside TV

WTHl-TV
CHANNEL. 10 • CBS— ABC
TERRE
HAUTE
INDIANA
Represented Nationally
by Soiling Co.

RELIGIOUS
PUBLIC SERVICE
PROGRAMMING
FREE
For Radio and TV Stations
Two 13-week, 15-minute
series on "The Ten Commandments" and "The
Lord's Prayer" ... A public
service for Radio and TV
stations . . . Non-Denominational .. . Without emotional appeals and commercialism for the mature spiritual and cultural needs of
all communities.

Write for Audition Print or Tape
THE BACK TO GOD HOUR
10858 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 28, 111.
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France, Holland, Austria, Switzerland
and West Germany have established a
European Retailers Assn. Retailers from
other countries are expected to join.

No

anthem

London meat paste manufacturer Peter Sutherland said Tuesday (Oct. 13) he has canceled a
$10,000 tv contract because the
British commercial tv company

Bulova-Canada changes • Bulova
Watch Co. Ltd., Toronto, appointed
Brooks Adv. Ltd., Toronto, effective
Oct. 15.
U.S. agency appoints Canadian rep
• Doyle, Dane, Bernbach, New York,
has appointed MacLaren Adv. Ltd.,
Toronto, for radio and tv placements
for clients in Canada.

concerned doesn't play the national anthem at day's end. Mr.
Sutherland says he will place no
more ads with program contractor Granada Tv and is urging
other firms to boycott Granada as
well.

Union watch • The Montreal Artists'
Union, representing radio and television
performers, has formed a vigilance committee to watch the educational and
economic consequences of actions of
the board of directors of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. A union spokesman
stated that "the committee is intended to
ensure that the CBC remains a Canadian organization using Canadian performers."
New Mountie adventures • Warner
Lambert Canada Ltd., Toronto, for
Bromo-Seltzer and Listerine, has purchased half sponsorship of the new

Canadian-produced weekly Adventures
of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police
film series to appear on both English
and French-language Canadian tv networks, Wednesday at 8 p.m. starting
Oct. 28. The series was filmed by Crawley Films Ltd., Ottawa, Ont., as a joint
venture with the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. and the British Broadcasting
Corp. Account was placed by F. H.
Hayhurst Co. Ltd., Toronto.
German radio-tv • About 90% West
German and West Berlin homes have
FOR

Station

THE

Oct. 6 through Oct. 13. Includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing cases, rules & standards changes
and routine roundup.

EDWIN
&

New Tv Station
ACTION BY FCC
Bowling Green, Ky. — George A. Brown Jr.,
Granted vhf ch. 13 (210-216 mc); ERP 75.8
kw vis., 45.7 kw aur.; ant. height above
average terrain 801 ft., above ground 600 ft.
Estimated construction cost $165,596, first
year operating cost $72,000, revenue $100,000.
P.O. address 809 Covington Ave., Bowling
Green. Studio location 12.5 miles northwest
of Bowling Green. Trans, location 12.5 miles
northwest of Bowling Green. Geographic
coordinates 37° 05' 52" N. Lat., 86° 37' 35" W.

TORNBERG

COMPANY,

INC.

NEGOTIATORS FOR THE PURCHASE AND
p

SALE OF RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS
EVALUATIONS
jj|
FINANCIAL ADVISERS
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on has
• Constructi
CFRN toonupthepower
for
two towers
first of
started
CFRN Edmonton, Alta. Completion of
the towers, 472 ft. and 196 ft., respecto 10
boost CFRN's
for evening
tower is power
kw. Thetively, willsmaller
directional operation. CFRN
timer on 1260 kc.

is a full-

New
Canadian
radio stations *
CFAX Victoria, B.C., and CKTL, La
Tuque, Que., began operations in early
September, CFAX has 1 kw on 810 kc,
and CKTL 1 kw daytime and 250
nighttime on 1240 kc. CJLR Quebec,
Que., 5 kw on 1060 kc, to go on the
air by late September from a new building on Laurier Blvd. Jacques LaRoche
is station president and Trans-Ocean
Radio & TV Representatives, Toronto,
is exclusive representative.
CKPT, new radio station at Peterborough. Ont., begins operations Nov. 1.
Lorrie Potts & Co. is its Montreal representative, Ontario Radio Sales Ltd.,
the Toronto representative. CKTP president and general manager is William
Brennan;
station manager is S.B. Hayward.

RECORD

Authorizations, Applications
As Compiled by Broadcasting

Abbreviations:
DA — directional antenna, cp — construction
permit. ERP — effective radiated power, vhf
— very high frequency, uhf — ultra high frequency, ant. — antenna, aur. — aural, vis. —
visual, kw — kilowatts, w — watts, mc — megacycles. —D day. N — night. LS — local sunset,
mod. — modification, trans. — transmitter, unl.
— unlimited hours, kc — kilocycles. SCA —
subsidiary communications authorization.
SSA — special service authorization. STA —
special temporary authorization. SH — specified hours. * — educational. Ann. Announced.

radios. Approximately 25% homes in
the country have tv sets.

NEW YORK
60 East 42nd Street
MUrray Hill 7-4242
WEST COAST
860 Jewell Avenue
Pacific Grove, California
FRontier 2-7475
WASHINGTON
1625 Eye Street, N.W.
District 7-8531

Long.
and ant.
RCA. Legal
counsel
KoteenTrans,
& Burt,
Washington.
Consulting
engineer W.J. Holey, Atlanta, Ga. Mr. Brown
is Kentucky representative of General Shoe
Corp. Ann. Oct. 7.
Existing Tv Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
WEAR-TV Pensacola, Fla.— Waived Sec.
3.610(b) of rules and granted application to
move trans, approximately 0.7 mile, change
ant. system and increase ant. height from
1,213 to 1.220 ft.; engineering conditions and
operating authority not to be granted for
these facilities until WLBT-TV ch. 3, Jackson, Miss., commence regular program operation with facilities authorized in its outstanding cp. Ann. Oct. 7.
WAVY-TV
Va— toGranted
waiver of Sec. Portsmouth,
3.652(a) of rules
identify
itself with Newport News as well as Norfolk-Portsmouth, both Virginia. Ann. Oct. 7.
Tv Translators
^University of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah
— Waived Sees. 4.701 and 4.731 for 1 year and
grantedlator applications
two 74newto tv
transstations on ch. for
71 and
originate
programs
primarily
to
be
circulated
on
pus but occasionally simulcast withcam-its
*KUED
(ch. 7);
specified (TV)
conditions.
Ann. subject
Oct. 7. to certain
Benton County Tv Assn., West Richland,
Wash. — Granted cp to replace expired permit for new tv translator station (K81AA)
on ch. 81 to serve Richland and Benton City
by
translating
Spokane. Ann. programs
Oct. 7. of KHQ-TV (ch. 6)
New Am Stations
ACTION BY FCC
Ocean City, Md. — Wett Corp. Granted 1590
kc, 500 w N. 1 kw-LS DA-2. P.O. address
J.L. O'Conner
Jr., Boxcost61, $16,421,
Ocean City.
mated construction
first Estiyear
operating cost $36,000, revenue $43,000. OwnJames Beck
Leo O'Conner
Jr. (23.6%),
Daviders areWilliam
(20.7%), Irwin
Joseph
Meyer
(19.2%)
and
others.
Mr.
O'Conner
in experimental engineering. Mr.
Beck isis
water and sanitary installation superintendent. Mr.mercial
Meyer
is telephone
comsupervisor.
Ann. Oct. company
7.
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SUMMARY OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING through October 13
CP
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
ON AIR
Lie.
Not on air
For new stations
Cps
49
104
725
AIM
61
3,360
156
85
FM
600
99
127
TV
55
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
43
4681
Compiled by BROADCASTING through October 13
VHF
UHF
TOTAL
523
442
81
Commercial
33
10
Non-commercial
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
As reported by FCC through August 31,
AM 1959
Licensed (all on air)
CPs on air (new stations)
CPs not on air (new stations)
Total authorized stations
Applications for new stations (not In hearing)
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
Total applications for new stations
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
Total applications for major changes
Licenses deleted
CPs deleted

3,358
10559
490
219
3,522
709
604
162
766
1
1

FM
46
600
29
803
157
62
916
38
32
0
1

r

\

Equipping
Radio

a

Station

?

TV
465
10154
669
126
69
18
57
50
321
0

. 'There are, in addition, ten tv stations which are no longer on the air' but retain their
li
censes.
'There
are in addition,
38 tvhascp-holders
which
were on the air at one time but are no
longer
in operation
and one which
not started
operation.
APPLICATIONS
Mesa,
Ariz.
—
BareE. Jr.,
1510 St.,
kc,
1 kw. N. P.O. Frank
address S.4631
Hubbell
Phoenix, Ariz. Estimated construction cost
$2,741, first year operating cost $18,263, revenue $29,000.
Applicant
sultant. Ann.
Oct. 7. is radio station con— Miller
Electronics
Inc., 1380
kc.Sanford,
1 kw. D.Me. P.O.
address
27 Mechanic
St.,
Red Bank, N.J. Estimated construction cost
$32,600, first year operating cost $50,000, revenue $60,000. Principal applicant is Harry B.
Miller 70%, who owns electronics firm. Ann.
Oct. 7.
Grove City, Pa. — James V. Perry, 1600 kc.
500 w. P.O. address 634 S. Center St., Grove
City, Pa. Estimated construction cost $14,664,
first year operating cost $39,000, revenue
$42,000.ness.Applicant
Ann. Oct. 7. is in floor covering busiBurnet, Tex. — Land of Lakes Radio, 1340
kc. 250 w. P.O. address 402 Cactus Drive,
Levelland, Tex. Estimated construction cost
$13,873, first year operating cost $36,000,
revenue $42,000. Applicant is Robert D. JohnOct. son
7. who is farm equipment dealer. Ann
Hillsville, Va.— Carroll Bcstg. Co., 1400 kc.
250 w. P.O. address % Rush L. Akers. Box
248 Hillsville, Va. Estimated construction
cost $5,200, first year operating cost $20,871,
revenue $31,234. Applicants are Dale W.
Gallimore and Rush L. Akers, equal partners. Mr. Gallimore was formerly employed
by WPAQ Mt. Airy, N.C. Mr. Akers formerly
in automobile agency business. Ann. Oct. 7.
Existing Am Stations
APPLICATIONS
KBBM Hayward, Calif.— Mod. of cp to
change frequency from 101.7 to 100.9 mc
changeAnn.ch. Oct.
from 7. 269 to 265 and change type
ant.
WTTB Vero Beach,
Cp to increase
daytime power from 250Fla.—
w
1 kw and install new trans. (Petition for toreconsider
ation
of return
7. of applicaton filed) (1490 kc). Ann
Oct.
WTCO Campbellsville, Ky.— Cp to increase
daytime power from
250 to 1 kw and install new trans. (1450 kc).w Ann.
Oct. 12.
KQTE Missoula, Mont.— Cp to change frequency from 1340
kc. increase
daytime power fromkc250to w 1230
stall new trans. Ann. Oct. 7.to 1 kw and inBROADCASTING, October 19, 1959

WMPT South Williamsport, Pa.— Cp to increase daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw
and install new trans.
(1450 kc). Ann. Oct. 9.
WGEZ Beloit, Wis.— Cp to increase daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw and install
new trans.
(1490 kc). Ann. Oct. 9.
WTCS Fairmont, W.Va.— Cp to increase
daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw and install new trans. (1490 kc). Ann. Oct. 12.
WATW Ashland, Wis.— Cp to increase daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw and install
new trans.
(1400 kc). Ann. Oct. 12.
New Fm Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Rochester, N.Y.— WBBF Inc. Granted 101 3
mc. 23.7 kw. P.O. address 339 East Ave
Rocihel
edg construc
^«4-firstN-Y- Estimat
cost $35,000,
operatin
cost $40tion
revenue $40,000. year
Inc. is licensee 000of
Star Bcstg. StationWBBF
WBBF
Rocheste
r. Other
Star Stations: WGVA Geneva.
Utica
and WCBF-TV Rochester, all WTLB
New
York
Maurice
R.
Forman,
71.59%,
and
others,
are
owners. Ann. Oct. 7.
Providence, R.I.— Buckley-Jaeger Best!*
id°/PwGrtanteCl 98 l<mc' 336 kw- p°- address
cost ^13,850,
first yearEstimate
operatin
cost $9tion
300
d g construc
aTr!"?^
«9-<?00. St
™tt^ff Providen
Applica
WHIM
ce. Ann. ntOct.is 7.licensee of
APPLICATIONS
♦Washington
D.C.— Paduan Foundation,
N.W.,
D.C. Estimate
?rwmw Washingt
l3on, £2address d 805construcG St.
$20,400.
Officers of Paduan Foundation
are
&^m°n4M"86SfiibsVear
operating
Lorenzo W. Milan, president and Garycost
Margason, secretary. The Foundation hasS
been organized solely for educational purposes. Ann. Oct. 9.
^
,n?]enmc Ellyn,
G. 707Coughlan,
107.1
1 kw. Ill^-Elizabeth
P.O.
address
1
S.
Schaffner Road, Wheaton, 111. Estimated construc$29,500,
&°qn™n°St
*17'795^ $34,640.
^rst year operating cost
revenue
lance
writer.
Ann. Oct. 7. Applicant if free

New

RCA

5 KW FM Transmitter
Designed for
Multiplexing
A "Direct FM" system plus many
other outstanding performance
features such as built-in remote
control provisions and screen voltage power output control, make the
BTF-5B today's best FM transmitter buy. Its 5000-watt power output provides adequate coverage of
a multiplex channel and improved
coverage for conventional operation. New Exciter, Type BTE-10B,
uses "Direct FM" modulator circuits, thus fewer tubes are required. Whatever your equipment
needs-SEE RCA FIRST!
Or write for descriptive literto RCA,Camden,
Dept. ZC-22
Buildingature 15-1,
N. J.
RADIO CORPORATION
of AMERICA

ymbW
BcstgCorp1075 ed
mc
1260
Librarw?h'"^60
y°oSt.,
Detroit
Mich.
iorTT
fddress
%, Ross
Mulholland
con.stt
I^lon cost $23,000, first year Estimat
operating
cost $24,000, revenue
$33,000. Principal ' apnii?
R^L1:VR0SS Mulholland president of 560
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Existing Fm Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
KCBM (FM) Kansas City, Kan. — Granted
SCA tion
to on engage
functional
multiplexin basis.
Ann. music
Oct. 7.operaWRFK (FM) Richmond, Va. — Granted
change from noncommercial educational fm
station on 91.1 mc, ERP 3.6 kw and ant.
height 110 ft., to class B station on 102.9 mc,
ERP 16 kw,
mitted. Ann.ant.
Oct.2357.ft.; remote control perOwnership Changes
ACTIONS BY FCC
KCCC-TV Sacramento, Calif. — Granted assignment of cp from Melvyn E. Lucas, et al.,
to Capitol Tv Inc. (Mr. Lucas to retain
11.1% interest);
consideration
$70,548 Stainvolves liabilities and
stock tranaction.
tion is about 90% constructed. Ann. Oct. 7.
WARNment of license
Fort Pierce,
Fla. —Jersey
Granted
assignto South
Bcstg.
Co.
(WKDN-AM-FM Camden, N.J.); considerationment.$70,000
and 7.$30,000 consultants' agreeAnn. Oct.
WIOD
Sanford,
Fla. — Seminole
Granted Bcstg.
assignment
of license to Sanford
Inc.
(Joseph R. Horenstein, president, has minority interest in WBAB-AM-FM Babylon,
N.Y.); consideration $56,000. Ann. Oct. 7.
WKLE Washington, Ga. — Granted assignment of license to Washington Bcstg. Inc.
(WSNT
; consideration $38,000.
Ann. Oct.Sandersville)
7.
WSEL (FM) Chicago, 111.— Granted (1) renewal of license and (2) assignment of license and cp to State-Wide Bcstg. Corp.
(Harold J. Kamm, president); bankrupt
company to merge with State-Wide which
7.will assume former's obligations. Ann. Oct.
WATP Marion, S.C. — Granted transfer of
control from Al G. Stanley, et al., to James
Harpring,
Oct. 7. et al.; consideration $48,000. Ann.
WOHP Bellefontaine, Ohio — Granted assignment of license to Lake Erie Radio &
Tv Corp. (an Ohio corp.) (James T. Sandonato and Thomas W. Talbott, together own
WJJL Niagara Falls, N.Y.); consideration
$100,000. Ann. Oct. 7.
WMMT McMinnville, Tenn. — Granted assignment of license to Regional Bcstg. Corp.
Easier to tune
TYPE
FM-5000A

•

Easier to own

5KWFM
TRANSMITTER

(KLOV Loveland and KVRH Salida, Colo.);
consideration $82,500. Ann. Oct. 7.
KREL
Baytown,
Tex.assignment
— Granted of
(1) licenses
renewal of license
and (2)
to Bayshore Bcstg. Co. (Bob H. Walker,
7.president); consideration $126,825. Ann. Oct.
KTXO Sherman, Tex. — Granted relinquishment of positive control by K. M. and
J. P. Fisher sideration
to Davis
et al.; 33.4%
con$38,940 forRay52%Lewis,
interest,
interest to go to G. E. Miller & Co. (half
owner of KIXZ Amarillo and KOKE Austin,
both Texas). Ann. Oct. 7.
KGKB Tyler, Tex. — Granted assignment
of
license to O'Connor Bcstg. Corp. (KTXO
Sherman,
Oct. 7. Tex.) ; consideration $125,100. Ann.
WDOT Burlington, Vt. — Granted assignment of licenses to DOT Bcstg. Corp. (Fortune and Anthony Pope, brothers, president
and vice presiident, own WHOM-AM-FM
New
York,7. N.Y.); consideration $140,000.
Ann. Oct.
WHTN - AM - FM Huntington, W.Va. —
Granted assignment of license to Geyer
Bcstg. Co. (Wayne W. Geyer, president):
consideration $100,000. Ann. Oct. 7.
APPLICATIONS
KANT (FM) Lancaster, Calif.— Seeks assignment of cp from Cordell Fray to Desert
Bcstg.
Oct. 9. Corp. Change to corporation. Ann.
KPOL-FM Los Angeles, Calif.— Seeks assignment of license from Hugh R. Murchison
d/b/a Coast Radio Bcstg. Corp. to Kenneth
& Clara Murchison Foundation. Transfer of
stock. Mr. Murchison requests authority to
vote stock of assignee. Ann. Oct. 7.
KRKD - AM - FM Los Angeles, Calif. —
Seeks assignment of license from Continental Telecasting Corp. to Trans American
Bcstg. Corp. Corporation dissolved by parent
corporation. Ann. Oct. 7.
KROS-AM-FM Clinton, Iowa— Seeks transfer of control from B. M. Jacobsen and William Callender co-executors of the estate of
Mrs. A. J. Hammond, deceased, to B. M.
Jacobsen. No financial consideration involved. Ann. Oct. 12.
KJOE Shreveport, La. — Seeks assignment
of license from Audiocasting Die. to Armand
Kovitz for $100,000. Mr. Kovitz was formerly
executive vice president of all stations
ownedOct.and5. operated by Cy Blumenthal.
Ann.
KDOM Windom, Minn. — Seeks assignment
of license from North Star Bcstg. Co. to
KDOM Inc. Change to corporation; no ownership changes involved. Ann. Oct. 12.
KWOS Jefferson City, Mo.— Seeks involuntary transfer of control from R. L. Rose,
trustee of estate of R. C. Goshorn, deceased,
d/b/a Capital Bcstg. Co. to William H.
Weldon, Robert C. Blosser and R. L. Rose,
co-trustees
trust9. created by will of deceased. Ann.of Oct.
WHKK
Akron,
Seeks transfer of
control from Philip Ohio—
R. Herbert d/b/a WHKK
Bcstg. Co. to Radio Akron Die. for $456 586. Purchasers are Susquehanna Bcstg. Co
(90%) and Louis J. Appell Jr. 10%. Susquehanna Bcstg. Co. is licensee of WSBA-AMTV
York and majority owner of WARM
Scranton,
both Pennsylvania. Mr. Appell is
president of licensee corporation.
Ann
Oct. 7.
KBCH Oceanlake, Ore.— Seeks assignment
of license from Lincoln Electronics Inc. to
Yaquina
Radio Inc. for $45,000 ($750 per
month lease payments for five years).
cipals are Thomas R. Becker 71.4% and PrinAndrew H. Becker 26%%. Messrs. Becker also

America's
*
*
*
*

All Front Panel Tuning
Proved Performance
Conservatively Rated
High Quality,
Standard Components
These and ofhei features al a price thai
saves you the cost of your spare tubes!
Including Installation
$9995.00
Supervision Service!
By Far
Your Best FM Buy
INDUSTRIAL TRANSMITTERS
AND. ANTENNAS
• UPPER DARBY, PA.
FLonders 2-0355
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own KYTE Pocatello, Idaho, and KXPT
Newport, Ore. Ann. Oct. 7.
WBIR - AM - FM - TV KnoxviUe, Term.—
Seeks transfer of control of 70% from
WBIR Die. to Taft Bcstg. Co. for $2,100,000.
Principals are Hulbert Taft Jr. (7.8%), David
G. Taft (6.9%) and others. Taft Bcstg. Co. is
licensee of WKRC-AM-FM-TV Cincinnati,
WTVN-AM-TV Columbus, both Ohio, WKYT
(TV)Birmingham,
Lexington, Ky.,
TV
Ala. and
Taft WBRC-AM-FMBcstg. Co. had
30% interest
in WBIR
prior9. to announcement of transfer.
Ann. Oct.
KATR Corpus
Christi,
— Seeks
signment of license
from Tex.
Bcstrs.
Die. as-to
Bcstg. Corp. of the Southwest for $300,000.
Principals are Lester L. Roloff 31%, and
Robert C. Kent 25%. Mr. Roloff is pastor.
Mr.
Kent
is generalKCLO
manager
of KJRG-AMFM
Newton,
Leavenworth,
both
Kansas.
Ann. and
Oct. 7.
KHEY El Paso, Tex.— Seeks assignment of
license from KEPO Bcstg. Co. to KHEY
Bcstg. Die. for $180,000. Principal applicants
are Nancy W. Sleighel 65% and Edward M.
Sleighel 35%. Ann. Oct. 3.
KLBS Livingston, Tex. — Seeks assignment
of license from E. J. Griffin Jr., sole owner
to
County Bcstg.
Service Die.
for $18 000.Polk
Principals
are Veneshia
S. Robinson
51% finand
Elmer
J.
Griffin
Sr.
49%.
Mr.
Sr. is 49% owner KLBG Liberty. GrifTex
V. S. Robinson
is Oct.
employe
ingston, Tex. Ann.
7. of KLBS LivKUEN Wenatchee, Wash.— Seeks assignment of license from
Bcstg. Die. to
KUEN Inc. for $105,000KUEN
plus agreement
to compete for five years. Applicants not
are
Miller C. Robertson and Joseph
Sample
equal partners. Mr. Robertson wasS. formerly station manager of KIRO-AM-TV Seattle
Mr
Sample is
93.8%Ann.
owner
TV Billings,
Mont.
Oct. of9. KOOK-AMHearing Cases
FINAL DECISIONS
By decision, Commission granted application of George A. Brown Jr. for new tv
station to operate
on ch. 13 in Bowling
Green, Ky., and denied
application of Sarkes Tarzian competing
Sept. 8, 1958
initial decision looked Inc.
toward
grant
Tarzian
on and denial of Brownof
7.
Ann. Oct.applicati
By memorandum opinion and order, Commission denied
petition by American Bcstg Paramount
Theatres
Inc. (KABC-FM) Los
Angeles, Calif., to enlarge issues in proceeding on application of Richard C. Simonton
a/o as Telemusic Co. for new Class B fm
station in San Bernardino; denied as moot
Simonton
to strike KABC petition
7.
Oct. motion
Ann.
By memorandum opinion and order. Commission denied request by Richard C Simonton for clarification or modification of
July 30,tative
1958allocation
orderplan
abandoning
for classrevised
B fm tenstations. In so doing. Commission pointed out
that deletion of table made no change in
its fm allocation policies or determination
of objectionable
ice. Ann. Oct. 7. interference in that servBy order, Commission denied petition by
Capitol Television Co. (KCCC-TV ch. 40)
Sacramento, Calif., and Capitol Television
Inc. (proposed assignee of that station) to
extend time from Oct. 8 to Oct. 19 to file
reply comments in proceeding on proposed
changes
in tv table
assignmentsCalif.,
affecting
San
Francisco
and of
Sacramento,
and
Reno, Nev. Ann. Oct. 7.
By memorandum opinion and order. Com-

Leading

Business

Brokers

Interested in buying or selling Radio and TV Properties?

When your business is transacted through
the David Jaret Corp., you are assured of
reliability and expert service backed by over
36 years of reputable brokerage.
DAVID
1 50 MONTAGUE STREET
BROOKLYN 1 , N. Y.
ULster 2-5600

JARET
CORP.
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JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Office*
ME. 8-5411
1735 DeSales St., N. W.
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFCCE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO ft TELEVISION
501-514 Munsey Bldg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDO. Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037 JACKSON 5303
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Engineering
Experience In Radio

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Munsey Building
District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

RUSSELL
P. MAY
71 1 14th St., N. W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D.C. REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio ft Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C.
Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

1710 H St., N.W. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnes & Culver

J

1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
Fleetwood 7-8447
Member AFCCE

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
Oliver 2-8520

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610
Eye St., D.N C.W.
Washington,
Executive 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
19 E. Quincy St. Hickory 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Military Rd., N. W.,
Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone STate 7-2601
Member AFCCE

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

JULES COHEN
Consulting Electronic Engineer
617 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-4614
1426 G St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Read
Brecksville, Ohio
(a Cleveland Suburb)
Tel: JAckson 6-4386
P. O. Box 82
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
GLendale 2-3073

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
1316 S. Kearney
Skyline 6-1603
Denver 22, Colorado

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666
Member AFCCE

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601 Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W. Va. Dickens 2-6281

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENT
AM-FM-TV
WLAK Electronics Service, Inc.
P.O. Box 1211, Lakeland, Florida
Mutual 2-3145 3-3819

NUGENT SHARP
Consulting Radio Engineer
809-11 Warner Building
Washington 4, D. C.
District 7-4443

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute Curricula
3224 16th St., N. W.
Washington 10, 0. C.
Practical
Broadcast, TVand Electronics
enqineering
residence
courses. WritehomeFor study
Free Catalog,
specify course.

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE,
To Be Seen by 85,000* Readers
—among them, the decision-making station owners and managchief engineers
techni-tv
cians—ers,applicants
for and
am, fm.
and facsimile facilities.
*ARB Continuing Readership Study
111

ervice

Directory

COMMERCIAL RADIO
Monitoring Company
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
A FULL TIME SERVICE
FOR AM-FM-TV
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.
Phone Jackson 3-5302
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CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810

KEAR & KENNEDY

JOHN

B. HEFFELFINGER

8401 Cherry St.
Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

BUY

NOW

FOR

THE

FUTURE
Monaural today— stereo tomorrow —
handle both with finest quality results
on Ampex Multi-Channel Recorders.
May be fully remote controlled. Now
sold by Ampex Professional Dealers
everywhere — Write to Ampex for a
copy of Bulletin B.

professional
products
division
934 CHARTER STREET • REDWOOD CITY, CALIFORNIA

HARVEY
HAS
AMPEX
Equipment and Parts
For Immediate Delivery

HARVEY, RADIO CO., INC.
103 W,43rd ST. NEW YORK 3 6, N. Y. JU 2-6380

■HOWARD E. STARK,
Brokers and Financial
Consultants
Television
Radio
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Stations

' 50 East 58th Street
New York 22, N.Y. ELdorado 5-0405
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mission, on petition by applicant, reconsidered and granted without hearing applications of KSOO-TV Inc., for additional
time
to
construct
KSOO-TV vis.ch.ERP13,
Sioux Falls, S. D. station
and to increase
from 28.9 kw to 316 kw and ant. height
from
540 east
to 1,060
moveFalls
trans,
9 miles
of ft.,
Sioux
to site
aboutfrom33
miles northeast of that city, change trans,
and ant.,
with construction
ified cp toetc.commence
not laterunder
than modDec.
7 and be completed not later than 6 months
thereafter. signation
In order,
so and
doing,(2) itdenied
(1) setmotion
aside deby
Midcontinent Bcstg. Co. (KELO-TV), Sioux
Falls, to change and enlarge issues. Ann.
Oct. 7.
By memorandum opinion and order, Commission granted joint petition for reconby applicants,
immediate grantsideration
without
hearingandof made
applications
of WHDH Inc., to change operation of station WHDH-FM Boston, Mass., from 20 kw
to 3.25 kw ERP and ant. height from 455
ft. to 979 ft., continuing operation on 94.5
mc, engineering condition, and BuckleyJaegertion toBcstg.
for new
B fmof staoperateCorp.
on 98.9
mc Class
(in lieu
94.1
mc as originally proposed) in Providence,
R. I.; dismissed as moot WHDH petition to
enlarge issues. Ann. Oct. 7.
STAFF INSTRUCTIONS
Commission
on Oct.
7 directed
preparation of document
looking
toward affirming
Commission's Oct. 15 and Nov. 5, 1958 grants
of applications of Tomah-Mauston Bcstg.
Inc., for
new kc,
am 500
station
operate on 1390
w D (WTMB)
in Tomah,to Wis.
and mod.pectedofoperating
cp tovalue
reducewhich
maximum
exhad been
protested by William C. Forrest (WRDB)
Reedsburg, Wis. March 31 initial decision
looked toward this action. Ann. Oct. 7.
Commission on Oct. 7 directed preparation of documents looking toward ( 1 ) affirming Commission's
22, 1958 grant
plication of Jack Oct.
L. Goodsitt
for newof apam
station (WTOJ) to operate on 1460 kc 1 kw
D in Tomah, Wis. and (2) lifting stay which
had been imposed pending hearing on protest by Tomah-Mauston
Bcstg.
Inc. (WTMB)
Tomah.
March 12 initial
decision
looked
toward this action. Ann. Oct. 7.
INITIAL DECISIONS
Hearing examiner Annie Neal Huntting
issued initial decision looking toward denying application of Rollins Bcstg. Inc., for
additional
time ofto station
constructKATZ
changed
time facilities
St. nightLouis,
Mo., from
1
kw
to
5
kw
and
modify
directional array. Station is licensed on 1600
kc,
5 kw-D, 1 kw-N, DA-N.
Hearing examiner Isadore A. Honig issued initial decision looking toward granting application of Clifford C. Harris for
new am station to operate on 1440 kc, 1
kw D in Oswego, N. Y., and denying competing application of Standard Bcstg. Corp.
for similar facility with 500 w. Ann. Oct. 7.
Hearing examiner H. Gifford Irion issued
initial decision looking toward granting applications of Tyrone Bcstg. Co. to change
facilities of WTRN Tyrone, Pa., from 1290
kc, 1 kw D to 1340 kc, 250 w U with encondition, andfacilities
TriangleofPublications Inc.gineering
to change
station
WFBG, Altoona, Pa., from 1340 kc, 250 w
Unl.
to
1290
kc,
1
kw-N,
5
kw-LS,
both conditioned that program tests onDA-2;
new
frequencies be commenced at same time.
Ann. Oct. 8.
Hearing examiner Charles J. Frederick
issueding initial
lookingBcstg.
towardCorp.
grantapplicationdecision
of Newark
for
new class B fm station to operate on 100.3
mc with ERP 20 kw and ant. height 337 ft.,
and denying competing application of
Loew's Theatres
seeking
frequency
in NewBcstg.
York,Corp.
N. Y.,
with same
ERP
19 kw and ant. height 514 ft. Ann. Oct. 8.
OTHER ACTIONS
By memorandum opinion and order, Commission directed KPOI Broadcasting ComInc., tocallshow
causeKPOI
or request
ing onpanywhy
letters
assigned hearMay
1 to KHON Bcstg. Inc. (then owner of am
station in Honolulu, Hawaii) should not be
rescinded because of confusion with KPOA
(RadiotionHawaii
Inc.) Sept.
in same2 city.
This aconly corrects
memorandum
opinion and order by reflecting change in
corporate name in ownership of station,
and effective date of order remains same.
Ann. Oct. 7.
By memorandum
opinion inandproceeding
order. Com-on
mission reopened record
application
of
Bay
Area
Electronic
ciates for new am station to operateAssoon
1580 kc, 500 w D in Santa Rosa, Calif.,
and remanded
proceeding
to
hearing
examiner for further hearing on specified

issues and for preparation of supplemental
initial decision; continued KSJO San Jose,
as party
to looked
proceeding.
30 apinitial decision
toward(March
granting
plication). Ann. Oct. 7.
S. Lahm, Tomah,
— Designatedof
forBillconsolidated
hearingWis.application
Lahm for new am station to operate on
1220 kc, 500 w D, and WTMB to change
facilities from 1390 kc, 500 w D to 1220 kc,
1 kw D; made WHVF Wausau, and Plains
Bcstg. Corp., Independence, Iowa, parties
to proceeding. Ann. Oct. 7.
Commission scheduled following proceedings for oral argument on November 13 at
2:15 p.m.:
Santa Monica Bcstg. Co. for new class A
fm station in Santa Monica, Calif.; and
Jane A. Roberts for license to cover permit
for KCFI Cedar Falls, Iowa. Ann. Oct. 7.
Routine Roundup
By ized
report
and and
order,
Commission
final-of
rulemaking
amended
tv table
assignments by shifting educational tv reservation in Muncie, Ind., from ch. *71 to
ch. *55. Bell
Teachers College had
petitioned
for State
exchange.
By memorandum opinion and order. Commission denied petition by Joint Council
on Educational Television for rulemaking
to change educational reservation at Wausau, Wis., from
*46 interest
to vhf would
ch. 9.
Commission
feels uhf
that ch.
public
be better served by giving all parties filing
timely applications
for commercial
commercial educational
operations oron nonch.
9 opportunity to receive comparative consideration for channel. There is one pending
for ch. 9. (Wausau commercial
Telecasting application
Co.).
By report and order, Commission denied
petition
by Wrather-Alvarez
Bcstg.ch. Inc.
(former permittee
of KYAT [TV]
13,
Yuma, Ariz.) to shift that channel from
Yuma to El Centro, Calif., and terminated
rulemaking proceeding. Petitioner is no
longer
Oct. 7. interested in this proceeding. Ann.
By memorandum opinion and order. Commission denied petitions by Fayetteville
Bcstrs. Inc. (permittee of WFBL-TV ch. 18)
Fayetteville, N. C, for rehearing and stay
of Aug. 5, 1958 report and order which allocated ch. 8 toN. Greensboro-High
PointWinston-Salem,
Fayetteville.
Ann. Oct.C, 7. and denied it to
By memorandum opinion and order. Commission denied Nov. 25, 1958 petition by
Community Telecasting Co. (then permittee
of WXTV [TV] on ch. 73 in Youngstown,
Ohio) for reconsideration of Nov. 7, 1958
action which, at request of WKST Inc. (then
holder of WKST-TV on ch. 45 in New
Castle, Pa.), set aside certain portions of
reportburg-Youngstown
and order tv
in rulemaking
the Pittsburgh-Clarksproceeding.
WXTV (TV) has since been authorized to
change
45, and WKST-TV
to change
to ch. 33to inch. Youngstown.
Ann. Oct.
7.
By memorandum
opinion
and
order,
Commission denied motion by Sangamon Valley
Television Corp. to delete issues 2(a) and
2(b); modify, claTify or delete issue 3,
from evidentiary hearing in Springfield,
111., deintermixture
remand proceeding. Ann. Oct. rulemaking
7.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By the FCC
UponTelevision
petitions Inc.,
by KFJZ-TV
and
KSIX
Commission Inc.
on Oct.
9 extended time to file reply comments in
tv rulemaking proceeding involving Fort
Worth and Denton, Tex., from Oct. 12 to
Oct. 26; and from Oct. 9 to Oct. 26 to file
comments with reply comments to be filed
within 15 days in tv rulemaking proceeding involving Corpus Christi, Tex. Action
Oct. 9.
By Commissioner Frederick W. Ford
Granted petition by broadcast bureau for
extension of time to Oct. 23 to file replies
to petitions for Suburban Bcstg. Inc., and
Concert Network Inc., to enlarge issues in
proceeding on applications of Suburban and
Camden Bcstg. Co., for new fm stations in
Mount
Kisco,6. N. Y., and Newark, N. J.
Action Oct.
Granted petition by broadcast bureau for
extension of time to Oct. 9 to file exceptions to initial decision in proceeding on
applications of Nick J. Chaconas for new
am
station
Action Oct. 6.in Gaithersburg, Md., et al.
Granted joint petition by Riverside
Church in city of New York and Huntington-Montauk Bcstg. Inc., for extension of
time to Oct. 12 to file replies to exceptions
to initial decision in proceeding on their
BROADCASTING, October 19, 1959

applications for new fm stations in New
York and Huntington, N. Y. Action Oct. 6.
Granted petition by TriCities Bcstg. Co.
for extension of time to Oct. 8 to file
its reply to opposition of Jefferson Standard Bcstg. Co. conto
resideration inTriCities'
Greensboropetition
- High for
Point,
N. O, tv ch. 8 proceeding. Action Oct. 6.
By Chief Hearing Examiner
James D. Cunningham
Scheduled
following
ings on dateshearings
shown:in Dec.
17: H proceedand R
Electronics Inc., for new am station in
Greenville, N. C, et al., fm applications of
Mount Wilson FM Bstrs. Inc. (KBCA) Los
Angeles, and Freddot Ltd. (KITT) San
Diego, Calif.; Dec. 21: Frank A. Taylor for
new am station in Haines City, Fla., et al.
Action Oct. 6.
On own motion, continued oral argument
on petition
of Centre onBcstrs.
Inc., to inter-of
vene in proceeding
am applications
Bald
Eagle-Nittany
Bcstrs.,
Bellefonte,
and
Suburban Bcstg. Corp., State College, Pa.,
from Oct. 9 to Oct. 16, at 9:20 a.m. Action
Oct. 7.
On own motion, set aside his order released Sept. 29 dismissing with prejudice
fm application of William E. Clark (KDOG)
La Habra, Calif., in proceeding with applications of American Bcstg. -Paramount
Theatres Inc. (KABC-FM) Los Angeles, and
Tri-Counties Public Service Inc. (KUDUFM) Ventura-Oxnard, Calif., and reinstated
same and accepted written appearance of
Clark. Action Oct. 7.
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond
Granted petitions by College Park Bcstg.
Inc. (WCPK) College Park, Ga., and Union
County Bcstg. Co., Morganfield, Ky., for
leave to amend their am applications in
consolidated proceeding with Cookeville
Bcstg.
Cookeville,
al.— WCKP
to seek Co.,
to comply
with Tenn.,
June 26etletter
which
raised questions
as
to
its
financial
qualifications, etc., and to correct two errors
with respect to manufacturer and type
numberitors ofnow on
frequency
and Union
modulation
hand, and
Countymon-to
include certain financial data, Action Oct.
8; scheduled
informal
conference
neers for parties
on technical
issues offor engiOct.
21; date of Nov. 20 for parties to notify
each other, by tentative draft copies, all
engineering exhibits and technical evidence
material to be offered in direct affirmative
case presentations to be made; and further
prehearing conference for Nov. 5. Action
Oct. 9.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
Granted petition by Grabet Inc., Radio
Enterprises
leave toinamend
applica-so
tion for am forfacilities
Tucson,its Ariz.,
as to seek to comply with provisions of
U.S. -Mexican Agreement of 1947; application is in plicaconsolidated
proceeding
aption of W. H. Hansen
for am with
facilities
in Tucson. Action Oct. 6.
Granted joint motion by Supreme Bcstg.
Inc., of Puerto Rico and Radio American
West Indies
Inc. forfrom
continuance
hearing conference
Oct. 6 to ofJan.pre-6,
1960, and from Oct. 21 to Jan. 21, 1960 for
commencement of evidentiary hearing in
proceeding on their applications for new
tv
stationsSt.toCroix,
operate
ch. 8 Oct.
in Christiansted,
V.I. onAction
6.
Granted motion by Kansas Bcstrs. Inc.,
and extended from Oct. 15 to Oct. 30 date
for exchange of exhibits by applicants and
from Oct. 27 to Nov. 13 for further prehearing conference in proceeding on aplications of Kansas
Bcstrs.
and Salina
Radio Inc., pfor
new am
stations
in Salina.
Kans. Action Oct. 7.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
Granted petition by Peoples Bcstg. Corp.
(WGAR) Cleveland, Ohio, for extension of
time from Oct. 5 to Oct. 12 to reply to
"Reply by Broadcast Bureau to Petition to
Enlarge Issues"
proceeding
on am Ohio,
applications of Tiffinin Bcstg.
Co., Tiffin,
et al. Action Oct. 8. With regard to future
procedural steps in this proceeding, adopted,
subject to future change, list of "Suggested
Grouping
Applications"
as distributed
at
Oct. 6 ofprehearing
conference;
parties
interested in group 1 shall exchange and/or
serve, as case may be, their preliminary
engineering data by Nov. 25; scheduled
further prehearing conference respecting
group 1 for Dec. 9; scheduled prehearing
conferences as follows: Oct. 14, respecting
group 2 at 10 a.m., group 3 at 2 p.m.: Oct.
15: group 4 at 10 a.m., group 5 at 2 p.m.;
BROADCASTING, October 19, 1959

Oct. 16: group 6 at 10 a.m., group 7 at
2 p.m.; granted petition by Nicholas J.
Zaccagnino, tr/as Radio Toms River, Toms
River, N. J., for extension of time from
Oct.Broadcast
5 to Oct.Bureau
12 to toreply
to "Opposition
of
Petition
to Enlarge
and Revise Issues." Actions Oct. 9.
Pursuant to agreement reached on record
of Oct. 6 prehearing conference, scheduled
prehearing conference for Oct. 9 to consider
matters pertaining to applications involving
North Platte, Neb., Lincoln, Neb., Spencer,
Iowa, St. Cloud, Minn., Rice Lake, Wis.,
Rhinelander, Wis., and Ishpeming, Mich.,
to comprise what shall be known as "group
1" in Bcstg.
proceeding
on am
Tiffin
Co., Tiffin,
Ohio,applications
et al. Actionof
Oct. 6.
By Hearing Examiner Millard F. French
By agreement of parties, scheduled hearing forcationOct.
14 in proceeding
on am(KHOG)
appliof Fayetteville
Bcstg. Inc.
Fayetteville, Ark. Action Oct. 6.
By Hearing Examiner Isadore A. Honig
Granted petition by Sherrill C. Corwin
(KGUD-FM) Santa Barbara, Calif., for leave
to amend his application to specify a six
bay ant. in lieu of eight bay ant., with
resultant
tion Oct. 9.reduction in ERP to 30.7 kw. AcBy Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
Admitted into evidence exhibit no. 3 supplied by Richard C. Simonton, d/b as Telemusic Co., and closed record in proceeding
on its application for fm facilities in San
Bernardino, Calif. Action Oct. 8.
Cancelled oral argument scheduled for
Oct. 8 on motion for stay filed by Sangamon Valley Tv Corp. in Terre Haute, Ind.,
tv ch. 2 proceeding. Action Oct. 8.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
Scheduled prehearing conference for Oct.
23 at 9:30 a.m., on application of Oklahoma
Quality Bcstg. Co., to change existing facOct. 7. ilities of KSWO-TV, Lawton, Okla. Action
Granted petition by Interstate Bcstg. Co.,
Inc., (WQXR) New York, N. Y., for continuance of date for preliminary engineering exchange
engineering
ference to Nov.to Nov.
30 and16, final
exchangecon-of
engineering exhibits to Dec. 21, and continued hearing from Dec. 1 to Jan. 5, 1960
in proceeding on am applications of Walter
L. Follmer, Hamilton, Ohio, Interstate, and
Booth
Action Bcstg.
Oct. 8. Co. (WTOD), Toledo, Ohio.
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle
Continued prehearing conference from
Oct. 13 to Oct. 30, at 9:30 a.m., continued
without date hearing scheduled for Oct. 30,
and dismissed as moot joint motion by TriCounties Public Service, Inc. (KUDU-FM),
and Telemusic Co., applicant and respondent, respectively, for continuance of date
set for prehearing conference in proceeding
on fm applications of American Bcstg-Paramount Theatres, Inc. (KABC-FM), Los AnVentura-Oxnard,
William geles,
E. Tri-Counties,
Clark (KDOG),
La Habra, and
all
California. Action Oct. 8.
Granted petition by broadcast bureau for
extension of time from Oct. 13 to Nov. 9
to file proposed findings and conclusions in
proceeding on applications of Sheffield
Bcstg.ties Co.
and J. B.Ala.FaitAction
Jr., forOct.am 6.faciliin Sheffield,
Granted petition by broadcast bureau for
extension of time from Oct. 13 to Nov. 9
to file proposed findings and conclusions in
proceeding on applications of Walter G.
Allen and Marshall County Bcstg. Inc., for
am facilities in Huntsville and Arab, Ala.
Action Oct. 6.
On own motion, continued without date
hearing scheduled for Oct. 12 in proceeding on applications of WBUD Inc. and Concert Network Inc., for fm facilities in Trenton, N. J. Action Oct. 7.
By Hearing Examiner
Forest L. McClenning
Granted
by South
ment Inc.,request
to continue
from Florida
Oct. 5 Amuseto Oct.
13 date
for
exchange
of
exhibits
in further hearing and from Oct. 9 to Oct.
15,
at 9 a.m., further hearing conference in
Perrine-South Miami, Fla., tv ch. 6 proceeding. Action Oct. 6.
Continued on page 119
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BROADCASTERS
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Stainless
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Kenneth R. Giddens, Manager

WKRG-TV
MOBILE, ALABAMA

Donald A. Patton, Chief Engineer
And tor good reasons, foo:
* Stainless EXPERIENCE in design
and fabrication
* RELIABILITY of Stainless installations

* LOW MAINTENANCE
Stainless towers

COSTS of

Ask today for free
literature and information.
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20<£ per word — $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 254 per word — $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads #20.00 per inch — STATIONS FOR SALE advertising require display space.
• All other classifications 30<fr per word — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos,
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
Will lina
give
15% interest
of in-the-black
Caro250 station
plus salary
to top qualified
sales manager-air personality. No investment, no gimmick. Write fully stating
earnings, billings, availability, etc. Box
883P, BROADCASTING.
Experienced, aggressive street-air salesman,
here is your chance to step into managementwatt
of top-rated
Ohio small-market
kilodaytimer under
guidance veteran
multi-station owner-operator. Good salary,
overwrite, share-profit and stock plan.
If
to put
and all
cantodeliver,
you
ar#.'willing
on your
way.outTell
Box 898P,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted:
Manager
for well-known,
sive radio
1000 watt
station in progreswestern
North Carolina. Write giving resume experience
and
references.
Box
905P,
BROADCASTING.
Manager-sales/programming — new fm station Chicago-suburban area. Must know fm
selling. Opportunity for loyal, hard-working,' community-minded
$150,000,000 market
plus. Write inperson.
confidence,
experience, salary, etc. John D. Morgan,
WNWC, Box 26, Arlington Heights, Illinois.
Sales
Northern Ohio medium market needs 2
men, building for top grosses, experienced
men only. Box 308P, BROADCASTING.
Aggressive, experienced radio salesman with
at least 2 years f ulltime radio selling experience. Only those with successful sales
record need apply. Position in metropolitan
marketsion open.
southTellFlorida.
and commisall in Salary
first letter,
include
references. Box 740P, BROADCASTING.
$125.00 weekly for salesmen. Also bonus
and commission. Metropolitan market east
coast. Opportunity unlimited. Box 865P,
BROADCASTING.
$100-$150 weekly guarantee plus commisand bonus plan
aggressive
selfstartersion salesmen.
Top for
station
Washington,
D.C. market. Box 867P, BROADCASTING.
Sales representative: We will pay top salary plus bonus for an energetic, ambitious,
experienced sales person for the #1, 30
year radio station in western Arkansas.
Town of 60,000 on Oklahoma border — network affiliation. Wonderful living conditions in the heart of this vacation paradise. Get away from the big town rat
race and learn how to live at an easier
pace. Send photo, references, and full
experiencefidential.
inBox first
All replies con876P, letter.
BROADCASTING.
Top sales producer needed for top 5,000
watt station in fast growing California
market of 300,000. The right man will have
chance to become sales manager. Salary
plus commission or guarantee against commission. Send full details of background
and
references plus picture to Box 903P,
BROADCASTING.
Florida east coast top station in market
looking for ton-notch salesman. Box 929P,
BROADCASTING.
Ambition,
and ability
to manage
will qualifyexperience
you for position
as radio
sales
manager of number one station in market.
Multiple
ownership.
Send
details
Box
931P,
BROADCASTING.
Excellent New York market, sound station,
good people, offers wonderful opportunity
in sales. Training provided. Potential five
figures. Box 937P, BROADCASTING.
California, KCHJ, Delano. Serves 1,300,000.
Increasing sales staff.
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Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Sales

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Our ban
successful
am-fm operation
Chicago is expanding
through ina suburpower
increase and an additional station in a nearby city. Our policy is to promote to sales
management
management
from
our successful and
salesmen.
We needonlyanother
aggressive, intelligent salesman in his late
20's orself inearly
30's who wants
prove himand toprepare
self afor major
furthermarket
advancement
with himour
company. Details of compensation can be
arranged; however, our sales compensation
is basically 25% commission and all our
sales representatives are expected to have
their earnings based on that figure. If you
have had successful sales experience and
wish to increase earnings and responsibility
as a result of effort, contact immediately
Ed Wheeler, WEAW, Evanston, Illinois with
complete details and requirements and a
personal interview will then be arranged.
Salesman-announcer. FM experience desired. Independent fm station to begin
broadcasting soon. WFMM, 44 W. Biddle
St., Baltimore 1, Maryland.
Salesman wanted immediately by WLOF,
Orlando, Florida. Good salary guaranteed,
incentive
outstanding fringebonus
benefitsarrangements,
with long established,
top rated, modern music and news operation. Brand new housing plentiful and inexpensive.letter.
Living conditions
Tell all in first
Write Mr.unrivaled.
Howard
Kester, General Manager, WLOF Radio,
P.O. Box 5756, Orlando, Florida.
We have opening for progressive salesman
who would like to join real progressive top
rated station that really swings. Excellent
opportunity for the right man. Send full
details Carolina.
to Radio Station WSHE, Raleigh,
North

In a California market of 300,000 there's a
top
for still
a top
If you're
reallyjobgoodwaiting
and can
workdj. with
other
people,
MustMust
be be
ableableto
sell and you're
work our
with man.
top 40.
to project sparkling personality. Must be
able to hold No. 1 audience. Send tape,
picture and all details to Box 904P.
BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer, newscaster, farm director.
5 kw basic NBC affiliate in the northern
plains . . . top station in the state ... is
expanding its staff and needs three new
men. Need a staff announcer who can handle an evening good music show, a newscaster with some dj experience, and a farm
director. Salary depends on ability. Send
audition,
photo and references to Box 933P,
BROADCASTING.

Announcers
Southber 1 station,
Florida inmetropolitan
market,
beautiful city
three Nummiles
from the Atlantic ocean, with wonderful
living and working conditions, needs a
swinging deejay at $135.00 a week. Send
resume,
CASTING.tape at once to Box 591P, BROADLooking for a good all-around announcer
for mid-south station. Congenial working
conditions. Immediate opening. Forward
training, experience record, photo, tape.
Box 817P, BROADCASTING.
Sharp morning radio news man with hard
hitting delivery and good local news background. Opportunity for tv in combination
operation in midwest. Send tape, picture,
salary. Box 820P, BROADCASTING.
Top 40tion.djMust for
NorthhaveCentral
knowleading
records,
teen staage
appeal.arySend
air
check,
photo,
resume,
salexpected.
Confidential.
Box
823P,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced,
disc market.
jockey. Creative. For Ohiofast-paced
competitive
Send
tape at once and complete resume. This
is a Storz-McClendon type operation. Box
840P, BROADCASTING.
Staff man for general broadcasting, plus
sales and news; Oklahoma. Box 860P,
BROADCASTING.
Modern number one format station in one
of ten largest markets auditioning fastpaced, live-wire announcers. Key station
leading chain offers big pay, big opoortunitv. Send tape to Box 854P, BROADCASTING.
Are you a good deejay stuck with a late
night job? Like to move up to daytime with
a top 50 market in the southwest? Send
tape, background and salary requirements
to Box 916P, BROADCASTING.

New Yorkers who want to come home. Suburban station needs newsman-announcer.
Send tape, resume. Box 936P, BROADCASTING.
Deejay patter material. DJ Books, P.O.
Box 1, Elkhart, Indiana.
Mature dj with production know-how,
music knowledge by better music station
with adult formation
approach.
complete
infirst letter.Send
Schnepp,
KAKE
Radio, Wichita, Kansas.
Wanted: Announcer for top rated station
in Cheyenne, Wyoming, three station market— a good sharp man — no format or top
"40" operation — two years experience board
shift on radio and chance to work in tv,
write or nouncer,
wireKFBC,R.Cheyenne,
H. Verdon,
Chief AnWyoming.
Wanted, smooth announcer for modern,
moderately paced good music station. No
drifters, hopheads or drunks need apply.
All replies confidential. Write Dave Button,
KMIN, Grants, New Mexico.
Capable, experienced announcer holding
first phone wanted for 1000-watt, 550 kilocycle station. Salary open depending on experience. Address inquiries-Dick Bonderud,
Manager, KRAI, Craig, Colorado.
Top station
needs Excellent
top 1st ticket
deejay mid-in
nite
till dawn.
opportunity
desirable city. Must be available soon. Send
tape, resume, and salary requirements.
KRUX, Sahara Hotel, Phoenix.
WANE needs a nite-owl! No r&r, no c&w,
just pleasant music. Good salary, benefits,
opportunities for right man. Send tape,
photo, resume to Jim Halston, WANE.
Fort Wayne, Indiana.
Experienced country music dj. also do good
straight job news, commercials. Must have
car, be able to sell off the air. If you
don't like small towns, country living,
don't apply.$90Onestart
of seven
Richard F. Lewis
Stations.
plus commission.
Call
Kimberley Johnson Morrefield. Lehigh
8-6062 Lehigh 8-6224. Write WELD, Fisher,
West Virginia.
WHYE
rated, fast-paced
daytimer
looking— Top
for announcer
with/without
1st
class ticket. Pays good! Send tape, photo,
resume: Box 1187, Roanoke, Virginia.
Immediatenouncer.opening
anSend resume forand experienced
tape to WIAM,
Williamston, N.C.
Wanted: Experienced announcer with selling style for station presenting quality
programming to rural market. Also, combo
announcer engineer, with both maintenance
and announcing experience. Contact Parks
Robinson, WISV, Viroqua, Wisconsin. Write
or phone for personal interview.
BROADCASTING, October 19, 1959

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Announcer opening immediately. Good
voice more important than length of experience. Send tape, resume, salary requirements to Amos Stone, WMTA, Central
City, Ky.
This swinging top 40 station is looking for
good young announcers. Must be able to fit
into our swinging team. Send tape and full
details Carolina.
to Radio Station WSHE, Raleigh,
North
Immediate opening for 2 first class phoneannouncers. No maintenance. Must have
heavy announcing experience. Send tape
and resume to Charles R. Dickoff, WSJM,
414 State Street, St. Joseph, Michigan.
Wanted, experienced announcer with first
phone. WSYB, Rutland, Vermont.
Immediate opening at station with plans for
expansion. Will accept beginner with potential. Contact Al Eyre, WTOR, Torrington,
Connecticut, immediately.
WTUX, Wilmington, Delaware needs announcer with at least four years experience. Good working conditions. Contact
Donald Mathewson, Program Director.
Immediately, previous station combo, experienced. No tapes. WVOS, Liberty, New
York.
Announcers. Job hunting? Register now for
fast action. Openings in many markets for
experienced men. Send tape, resume toDisk Jockey
Agency, 100
West day.
42nd
St., New Placement
York.
Wanted . . . Complete staff for North
Carolina's newest fulltime station. Announcers, both pop and hillbilly, salesmen, program director and negro disc jockey. Send
all
details
salary expected and tapes in first
letter. Nathan
derson, N.C. Frank, P.O. Box 1041, HenTechnical

Opening for transmitter engineer in toprated Florida
station. Opportunity for man
with limited experience.
First class ticket
required. Send resume and snapshot
to
Box 781P, BROADCASTING.
Need
man, announcer-engineer
Limitedcombo
experience
acceptable Southern
location in good town. Position . now
open
'
Box 818P, BROADCASTING.
First phone operator seeking sales opporcounties.tunity. KCHJ, Delano, serving 14 California

STATION

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical
First class engineer wanted — announcing
experience helpful, not required. $100 per
week with no announcing, will talk salary
for combo man. Don Pelkey, WIRY, Plattsburgh, N.Y. Combo men tape, photo, resume.
Transmitter engineer with first phone. Excellent company benefits with this fourstation organization. WWNR, Beckley, West
Virginia.
Production-Programming, Others
Because of change in operation need at
once. Program director-copywriter. Copywriter. 3 livewire announcers good pop
station. 3 salespeople that can sell. 2 newsmen and mobile units operators. 1 announcer-lst phone operator. Give full experience and references. We pay good —
steady positions. Box 895P, BROADCASTING.
We need copywriter who can give us lively,
imaginative copy. Will consider trained
beginner to work in forward looking
station in small cosmopolitan North Carolina town. If male, would like announcing
ability too. Box 897P, BROADCASTING.
Sports director. Fully qualified. Some staff
duties. Send tape, snapshot, all details.
KHAS Radio, Hastings, Nebraska.
Newsman wanted for wide awake operation
located forty miles from NYC. Journalism
education preferred. Send tape, resume,
present salary and number of hours worked
weekly to WLNA, Peekskill, N.Y.
Copywriter wanted immediately at WLOF,
Orlando, Florida. Good salary, outstanding
fringe benefits with long established top
rated music and news operation. Brand
new housing plentiful and inexpensive.
Living conditions unrivaled anywhere.
Tell all in first letter, write to Mr. Howard
Kester, General Manager, WLOF Radio,
P.O. Box 5756, Orlando, Florida.
Copywriter and traffic assistant. Large metropolitan station. Top pay. Box 863P,
BROADCASTING.
Private secretary and girl Friday. Large
metropolitan station. $80-8100 weekly. Box
866P, BROADCASTING.
Traffic director large metropolitan station.
Excellent pay. Box 868P, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
News director willing to work and actively
direct completely
equippedSupervise
radio andsecond
television news department.
department of multiple ownership. Send
photo and resume Box 932P, BROADCASTING.
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
Let's planof for
If you incanthisutilize
several
the next
talentsyear.
available
one
package,
we'll
both
be
happy.
Presently
station manager. Also experienced as: Program director, continuity editor, sports director,
announcer,
announcer sports
and staff
announcer.morning
Have first
phone. Prefer west or southwest. Available
January 1. Fourteen years experience.
Adult type stations only. Box 746P,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced manager, all phases, strong
sales, hard working, progressive. Wants powith future.
Metropolitan
and mediumsitionmarket
background.
Write Box
751P,
BROADCASTING.
California manager-wife team. Excellent
background and references. Desire east. Box
752P, BROADCASTING.
Topped industry sales records repeatedly.
Opportunity for
revenue
expansion
first
consideration.
Salary
secondary.
Specialist
operations and sales productivity medium
and small markets. Box 784P, BROADCASTING.
Presently sales manager two station market
midwest. Last position manager small market. Top salesman, journalism degree, first
phone. Ready
ablestation
to manage/salesmanage
two orand
three
market. No
south. Present employer knows of this ad
and will give highest recommendation. 33
years
ING. old. Family. Box 875P, BROADCASTGeneral manager, strong sales, economyminded, thorough knowledge competitive
programming, offers station owner aggresleadershipFamily
— aboveman.
average
25year sive
veteran.
Best profits.
references.
Box 881P, BROADCASTING.
Tired of repetition? Twenty years of agency
experience has provoked me into searching for challenging opportunity in station
management. Box 886P, BROADCASTING

That's what we are willing to pay for a Manager Whose Basic qualifications are an intensive approach to sales and sales management.

MANAGER
$15,200
to

1.
2.
3.
4.

$20,000
(first year)

5. Member of highly successful 6 station OK Group.
6. Enjoys excellent national recognition.

FABULOUS
HOUSTON

(South's Largest City)
BROADCASTING, October 19, 1959

The station is programmed to
Current billing is in excess of
Excellent air personalities and
Studio and office facilities new

reach 310,000 Negroes.
$250,000.
good share of audience.
and modern.

Our plan of remuneration gives you a guaranteed base salary plus a
percentage of the gross billing. With imagination and inspired selling
plus Houston's
radio
business. tremendous potential your earnings can be tops in the
You must have a proven record and good references. Write giving full
history and details. Applications confidential. Apply Stanley Ray, The
OK Group, 505 Baronne St., New Orleans, La.
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd )
Management
Station manager with 18 years experience
leaving television, to return to radio. Sales,
programming,
news.
Goodcompetent,
leader andreliable.
community builder.
Sober,
Would
consider
lease.
Box
919P,
BROADCASTING.
Solid twelve year background in radio includesManagement
programming,
management.
has sales
been and
in small
and
medium markets. Economy operation is my
specialty.
an are
absentee
owner,withor
would
likeIf toyou're
be, and
dissatified
rising
costs,
let's
go
over
the
situation
and
see if I can help. Prefer east coast. Box
934P, BROADCASTING.
Have a little money, good financial statement, 10 years Florida radio. Would like
to invest money, time and talent with good
radio people. Experienced general manager
small station, also sales announcer, pd, op.
mgr. Box 935P, BROADCASTING.
Assistanttions.manager
to handle
operaMidwest station.
Widestudio
experience.
Box 939P, BROADCASTING.
Sales
Available on or about January 1st. Age 36,
now working N.Y.C. 14 years broadcasting,
7 in tv. Seeking sales manager job. Preference midwest. Reply Box 913P, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Announcer-dj. 23, married. Anxious to work
hard. Will consider all replies. Box 877P,
BROADCASTING.
Radio night shift wanted by presently employed tv announcer, first phone. Box
879P, BROADCASTING.
Announcer. Adult music. News. DJ. ComCreative. Tape available. Boxmercials.
884P,Cooperative.
BROADCASTING.
Announcer. Young. Eager for experience.
Well trained. References. Travel anywhere. Box 885P, BROADCASTING.
Intelligent negro young lady with talent.
Type. Announce. Write copy. Box 887P,
BROADCASTING.
Negro announcer, well experienced r&b,
news, excellent gospel. Desires future. Box
889P, BROADCASTING.
Experienced, currently employed dj.
Proven dependable on all formats. Radio
school grad., easy to work with, have had
pd work. Young, hold 1st ticket. Will send
tape, picture, and resume upon request.
Prefer
permanent berth in west. Box 896P,
BROADCASTING.
First phone deejay. Experienced all phases,
emphasis local news. $100. Box 750P,
BROADCASTING.
3 years experience, announcer-dj, deep resonant voice. Desires larger market, prefeast. Married,
adaptable, cooperative. erably
Box 909P,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer,
RecentOperate
graduate
of professional radiodj.
school.
board,
single,
dependable, draft free. Locate anywhere.
Box 912P, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, dj, experienced, comm., news,
board. Leave immediately. Resume and tape
on
request. Start $90.00. Box 915P, BROADCASTING.
Expensive service, reasonably priced. For a
good time slot in a major market I offer
a superior
deejaybothshow.
For 6and
years I've
been
on
radio
I'm
with
asuccessful
leading Boston
station
now, buttv.want
a spot ment.
thatPlease
willcontact
eventually
lead
to
manageBox 918P, BROADCASTING.
Looking? Hard working, sober, network
caliber, mature announcer — 20 years in radio, 10 in tv — desires to relocate in east. No
drifter. Presently employed, but available
on reasonable notice. No gimmicks or rock
'n roll
man, but
of doing
convincing newscast,
sanecapable
dj show,
personable
mc
job and good selling commercial on mike
or camera. Also write continuity that sells.
Resume, tape and picture upon request.
Box 925P, BROADCASTING.
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Combo-man: First phone, six years radio.
Capable air-man, continuity, news or proExperienced
leg-man orsmall
daily. gram
No director.
maintenance.
No formats
top
forty. South only, want 100 miles radius
Atlanta.
Minimum
$100.
Box
726P,
BROADCASTING.
Not out of this world! Down to earth man
wants down to earth job with down to
earth station. Eleven years combo-man.
Gather, livery,
write,
air commercial.
news. Good Interviews,
voice, denews and
some selling, write own copy. Desire air
work combined with selling. Four years
chief. Family man, sober, not drifter. Box
928P, BROADCASTING.
All-night
show: market
Humorous,
album-music
format. Major
personality.
Box
941P, BROADCASTING.
Young, micks,
ambitious,
experienced.Looking
No gimjust good personality.
for
fast rising station. Prefer southeast. Box
943P, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, experienced Route #1, Box 393,
Exeter, Calif. Phone 939R.
Personality deejay,
"voice" gimmick,
wants
opportunity
with
midwest
Noncommercial college
stationstation.
experience.
Graduate professional broadcasting school.
Reliable. Do the best possible job I can.
Don Beckman, 2311 N. Rutherford Avenue,
Chicago, Illinois.
Capable young
announcer-dj.
experience. Willing
to learn andMinimum
work hard.
Reliable. Salary unimportant. Will travel
anywhere. Contact Jack Davis, 299 Cedar
Street, tional
Manchester,
New Hampshire, Na2-2698. Call collect.
Henry Garcia wishes English/Spanish announcing job. Licensed, authoritative voice,
single, 22 years of age. Prefer announcing
on Texas area. 630 Medina St., Eagle Pass,
Texas.
Technical
1st phonelocate.
available
immediately.
reInexperienced,
but able Will
worker.
Box 891P, BROADCASTING.
Maintenance engineer desires permanent
position. Ten years experience am-fm. Box
892P, BROADCASTING.
1st phone with 6 hours college English, one
year in radio (directional), one year in tv,
and would consider slow break-in on announcing. Box 910P, BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
Experienced
announcer, work
knowsanyradio,
desires part time/weekend
capacity
New
York
City.
Box
804P,
BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster — tv, radio, play-by-play, seven
years experience. Top ratings. Seeking reCASTING.location in large market. Box 822P, BROADReporter-newscaster — Responsible, complete
coverage, professional delivery, now working, 8 years radio-newspaper
experience,
best references,
college, car, interested
radio
and/or tv. Box 861P, BROADCASTING.
Experienced traffic girl wants opportunity
to do some writing. Mature and efficient.
College graduate. Good references. Box
900P, BROADCASTING.
I'm going
... inborder
this town.
traffic
mannutsdesires
town Continuityin Texas,
New Mexico, Arizona, or California. Box
908P, BROADCASTING.
Continuity-traffic man employed in a small
town wants out. Desires San Diego area or
any lively border town where he can have
fun. Box 911P, BROADCASTING.
East coast
job soughtwants
by newsman.
enced professional
post with Experiquality
news operation. Box 921P, BROADCASTING.
Up-grade your staff. Assistant manager,
program director, university trained, excellent references. Ten years board experience in news, promotion, air-work. Sales
minded. Top
flite announcer. Personal inCASTING. terviews in Florida. Box 922P, BROAD-

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Midwest station or agency. Seasoned writer
print and broadcast, available. Box 940P,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
editor-announcer. Upperradio-tv
midwest news
preferred.
David
Gilstad, Baldwin, Wisconsin. Tel. 26F31.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Sales
Experienced man with proven sales ability
to manage television sales of two stations.
Excellent
CASTING. opportunity. Box 930P, BROADAnnouncers
Weatherman wanted for Florida station.
Must be vision
a meteorologist
have had teleexperience. Sendandphotograph
and
voice tape along with complete personal
background. Box 819P, BROADCASTING.
TV announcer with radio or tv experience.
Preferably midwesterner. Send resume,
tape, picture and salary requirements to
Ed Weiss, WOI-TV, Ames, Iowa.
Technical
Growing small western concern needs able
man with good electronic background and
some tv station, microwave, and closedcircuit experience for planning, installing
and servicing tv program facilities. Send
complete pected
record
includingphotograph.
references, Box
exsalary, recent
623P, BROADCASTING.
South Florida vhf has opening for first
class licensed engineer. The selected applicant will be trained for a maintenance
position.
Previous but
broadcasting
experience not necessary,
a good technical
background
CASTING. is a must. Box 906P, BROADOpeningcense.
forExperience
engineer
first class
not with
necessary
but litv
schooling a must. Contact John Seide,
Chief
braska. Engineer, KNOP, North Platte, NeWanted: 1 engineer with first class license.
Experience not necessary. No phone calls.
WINK-TV, Fort Myers, Florida.
ETV — Must have 3 years experience as
studio maintenance engineer. Excellent position in newly expanded 100 kw plant.
Employment by November. Send resume
and
phone
number.
HerbMiami,
Evans, Florida.
WTHS-TV,
1410 N.E. 2nd
Avenue,
TV studio engineers for design, test, and
field engineering.
expanding
progressive company. Rapidly
All benefits,
plus rapid
advancement for qualified engineers. FotoVideo
Grove, Laboratories,
New Jersey. Inc. CE. 9-6100, Cedar
Assistant chief engineer
tions. perience
Salaryin maintenance.
open. Prefer
Engineer, Box 840, Corpus

or studio opera2J.toSmith,
3 yearsChief
exChristi, Texas.

Production-Programming, Others
Good salary for radio-television newsman
to gather
and present
for single
station television
market news
in upper
midwest.
Photography useful. Send tape, pictures, all
personal information to Box 802P, BROADCASTING.
Wanted in major west coast market: Allaround tv promotion manager to handle
publicity, ad
saleslayout
promotion,
merchandising,
research,
and copy,
complete
budget planning
and
execution.
commensurate with experience. SendSalary
complete
resume,
current
photo
to
Box
917P,
BROADCASTING.
Promotion manager for New England major
market radio-television. Outline sales and
program promotion experience. Box 938P.
BROADCASTING.
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TELEVISION

FOR SALE

Situations Wanted — Management
TV program manager available soon. Ten
years film buying, programming, production and video tape experience. Box 901P,
BROADCASTING.

Equipment — ( Cont'd )

Technical
Recent technical school graduate, first
ticket, some experience as audio man for
tv
stations, 23 years old, vet. Box 747P,
BROADCASTING.
Recent technical school graduate, first
phone, 29, little experience but lots of
determination, will consider any offer. Kurt
Tretow, 266 Washington Avenue, Brooklyn 5, N.Y.
Production-Programming, Others
Comedy actor and writer. Entertainment
and radio dj background would like opportunity with tv station. Box 679P,
BROADCASTING.
Film director — six years in the business —
worked from start, setting up film department. ReachedPrefer
top — wish
to go further
the industry.
Cincinnati
area. Boxin
888P, BROADCASTING.
TV film buyer with major station available soon. Exceptional contacts. Box 902P,
BROADCASTING.
Production manager-director: Married, B.A.,
M.A., 2y2 years. TV experience, desires position requiring initiative. Box 920P, BROADCASTING.
Production assistant — College graduate, veteran, experience in New York City Motion
Picture Company as assistant film editor.
Resume
CASTING.upon request. Box 927P, BROADLooking for manager interested in employing hard-working,manager.
experienced
"operationstraffic-continuity
Ambitious.
Accustomed to long hours. Want challengeresponsibility. Box 942P, BROADCASTING.
FOR SALE
Equipment
Collins 737A 5 kw fm transmitter CoUins
5 ring fm antenna now in use. Make offer.
Also havemission400
ft. 1%"
rigid transline. Box
460P,Andrew
BROADCASTING.
Complete mobile tv studio equipment. Two
vidicon studio camera chains, cables, tripods, 6 lenses, monitor, switcher, headphone, separate power supplies, sync generator and camera controls. Now operating as
a completely equipped studio. $6000 cash.
Original
CASTING. cost $18,500. Box 575P, BROAD3 kw Western Electric 504B fm transmitter and some auxiliary equipment. Located midwest. Write for list. Box 878P
BROADCASTING.
Ampex stereo 350B-2P recorder, used 50
hours, $1300; 2 Marantz 1C preamps, like
new, each $100; 2 American DR330 mikes
each $100. Box 893P, BROADCASTING. '
One Magnecorder PT6J in portable
rec$295. One Magnecorder F35B portable case,
order. $135. Two Magnecorders PTS5J rack
mount <&.'$275 each. All units in excellent
working condition. Available now. Write
call or wire KDNT, Denton, Texas.
5 kw transmitter Gates BC-5A complete
with tubes and crystal in good operating
condition. Currently on air at KYOK
Houston, Texas. Price $5900.
Terms can
be arranged. Available for immediate
shipment.
Stanley
Ray,
505
Baronne
St., New
Orleans 12, La.
Two Ampex tape machines, 600 and 601
Perfect shape.
parts. $800.00 takes
both. Contact T.Spare
R. Hanssen,
Box 289, Gainesville, Florida. WDVH P O

Heavy duty, 300 foot guyed tower, standi
mg, 304 feet with beacon. Uniform triangular cross section, has base insulator
Strong enough to support
antenna.
Excellent
condition. WKAN,sideKankakee
Illinois.
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cast. daySee
Foto-Video
Laboratories' ad toon Page
105.
250w transmitter. Western Electric 310A,
tubes, spares, crated, ready to ship, exbuy. $575.
F. Stott, 4520 Belleview,
Kansas cellent
City,
Missouri.
WANTED TO BUY
Stations
Special advertising agency owner. Will purchase or lease station now losing money.
Will show stations how to convert red ink
to
black.
All replies confidential. Box 894P
BROADCASTING.
Equipment
Wanted: A 3, 5 or 10 kw fm transmitter,
88 to 104 mc band. Must be in good condition. Box 899P, BROADCASTING.
UHF low power tv transmitter and allied
equipment for experimental purposes. Must
be able to be licensed. Give full information
in first letter. Box 923P, BROADCASTING.
We need a good, used console or consolette,
frequency monitor, and peak limiter. If
you have something good at a fair price,
call or write. Max Harper, Radio Station
WDAK, FAirfax 2-5447, Columbus, Georgia.
3-5 kw and
fm transmitter
without tape
player
accessories. with
Also or interested
250
wCompass
to 10 kw, am and fm. Submit details.
Electronics Supply, 75 Varick
Street, New York 13.
Wanted . . . Western Electric crystal on
1400 kc for 301 -B Western Electric transmitter. Nathan Frank, Box 1041, Henderson
N.C.
INSTRUCTIONS

F.C.C. first phone license preparation by
correspon
dence or in resident classes.
Grantham Schools are located
in Hollywood,
Seattle, Kansas City, and Washington. Write
for
our
free
40-page
brochure.
Grantham
School of Electronics, 3123 Gillham
Road,
Kansas City 9, Missouri.
Be prepared. First phone in 6 weeks. Guaranteed instruction. Elkins Radio License
School of
Atlanta. 1139 Spring St., N.W
Atlanta, Georgia.
Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st
phone license, 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations
required. Enrolling now for classes starting
Oct. 28, 1959. January 6, March 2, 1960. For
information, references and reservations
write William B. Ogden. Radio Operational
Engineering School. 1150 West Olive Avenue, Burbank, California.
FCC first phone license in six weeks. Guaranteed instruction by master teacher. G I
approved. Request brochure. Elkins Radio
License
Texas. School, 2603 Inwood Road, Dallas
FCC license in six weeks. Resident classes
November 16, January 18. Guaranteed personal instruction by Waldo Brazil, Pathfinder Radio Service, 510 16th St., Oakland,
California.
MISCELLANEOUS
Plan Christmas spot campaigns now. We
write, voice, record custom commercials.
No jingles.
M-J Productions,
2899 Templeton
Road, Columbus,
Ohio.
Miscellaneous
FUNNYPHONE
Radio's new and successful fun game!
13 entertaining weeks of instantaneous
audience reaction. 650 clever Funnyphone questions and answers; formats;
teasers; promos, $100. For more details, write or wire:
SPECIALIZED PROGRAMMING
SERVICES
Box 694P, BROADCASTING

RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
EXPERIENCED SALESMANAGER WANTED
Who can realize exceptional earnings
at a top-rated midwest major market
independent.
If you're
to work
around
the clock
and willing
personally
and
continuously solicit business — not just
"supervise" — and if you can prove
your ability through past performance
and references — contact us immediately.
Top earnings, stock options and fringe
benefits available to right man. Please
don't replystandingunless
record. you have truly outBox 880P, BROADCASTING.
Sales

Broadcast Sales Engineer \
Collins Radio Company has an immediate opening for a Broadcast
Sales Engineer, midwest territory.
Technical experience in Broadcast
engineering essential. Sales experience helpful but not necessary. Salary open. Call or write R. M. Winston, Collins Radio Company, Cedar
Rapids, Iowa.
Collins Radio Co.
Cedar Rapids
Dallas Burbank
Announcers
One of the Outstanding
Popular Music Stations
In the country would like to hear
from you if you are a swinging disc
jockey and would like to re-locate.
Screamers need not apply. Good
mature jockeys are our objective.
We are located in a major market
in the mid-western part of the nation. Send tape, photo, biography
and
salary expected to Box 907P,
BROADCASTING.
• Production-Programming, Others

I IN RADIO
[SECURITY
Here's good news for married
DJ's and Newsmen looking for
a secure future. The Nation's
newest radio chain is looking
for air personnel. Must be family
men, able to
work as a team.
No stars, no
prima donnas,
no rock and
Modern Good Music format
ready to move into a major
market of one million
| roll!
people.
Send tape, picture, and complete resume to P.O. Box 8064,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical

CBS TELEVISION NETWORK
A Division of
Columbia Broadcasting
System, Inc.
Design Engineering Department
has openings for engineers (nonoperating) capable of accepting
full responsibility for development and design of audio and
video systems and facilities. Opportunity to progress in advanced
technical fields related to video
tape recording, large studio and
network master-control systems,
and the electronic aspects of film
transmission and recording.
Degree of B.S. (or M.S.)
plus 2 to 5 years electronic
development
& design experience required.
Send resume to:
Employment Manager

PERSONNEL

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others

Looking for . . .
QUALIFIED BROADCASTERS?
A BETTER JOB?
Employers and Applicants Contact
DISK JOCKEY
PLACEMENT CENTER, INC.
Agency Specializing in
BROADCASTING
• ADVERTISING
PERSONNEL
TONY
JAMES,
Managing
100 West 42nd Street. New YorkDirector
36, N.Y.
TWX-N.Y.-1-4059
or
Telephone
Wisconsin
7-6322
(Enclose return postage with tapes)

Still Watch Television?
THEN YOU KNOW . . .
Radio has never had a better chance to
take a giant step than right now.
But I'm afraid radio is in mortal danger
of
bell-clanging itself right
out shouting
of that and
chance!
And that's stupid . . .
Becauseistic andradio
can be .responsible
and realaggressive
.
And all at the same time.
If
station than
shoulda
standyouforthink
more your
in yourradiocommunity
wet nurse for the pre-shave crowd . . .
IfTheyousuccessful
agree . station
..
is the station that
shows it really cares about its image in
the community . . .
Then maybe this will suggest a thing or
two to you:
• / have minghad
genuine success
an outstanding
stationin programimage in
one of the nation's most competitive
markets.
I want to step up to :
• One of the top 10 markets
• A group programming position
• A part-owner or equity arrangement
Obviously, I'm not interested in:
Storz or McClendon or Bartell or Star.

Top
•
•
•

Sam

Stations
Well developed property, kilowatt,
limited hours, central Texas, recent
development of area offers increased
potential.
down. Give
financial Fifty-per-cent
references. Owner,
no
broker.
Box 924P, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted — Technical
485 Madison Ave.
New York 22. N.Y.

Situations Wanted — Announcers
There was an announcer from Philly
Who passed net auditions willy nilly.
But he won't rock and he won't roll; "
Format radio can't buy his soul.
So he sits on his hands feeling silly.
(Non-format stations: don't be chilly.)
Box 914P, BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
AVAILABLE NOVEMBER 1st:
Mature newsman, ending association with
dominant station in major midwestern
market after six years. 15 years background
college-trained
nalist
with broadcasting,
key contacts
in every jourfield
from politics to sports. Thoroughly versed
all phases of LOCAL news-gathering and
reporting.eration.
CanExceptional
directability
complete
news and
opas writer
analyst. Has covered every special event
from tornado-approach
Political Conventions. Good tovoiceNational
and lively
personality. Authoritative delivery stems
from KNOWING what IS news— WHEN.
Family man, 34, veteran of both news"papers
Has plunge
spumed when
television
thus farandbut radio.
will take
sufficiently motivated. Prefers post as morning
editor.
Can
be
had
for
"very
little
money"
working note
conditions
hours
are
right.if (Please
clause and
following
last conjunction!).
Box 890P, BROADCASTING.
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WFMY-TV, GREENSBORO, N.C.
Needs to add engineer with first class
license. Must have television training or
experience. Excellent working conditions,
insurance plans, 40-hour week. Write
Mr. Doyle Thompson, Chief Engineer,
with full details 6n training, experience.
Send photograph. This is a job for a
man who wants a permanent situation.
WANTED

Bessemer, Alabama, Population 35,000.
Single station market. 1450-250 watts fulltime
one kilowatt.
Reasonwith
for application
sale, ownerforbuying
property
in larger market. Price $ 150,000 — princiOwnerForwill
trade callof
smallerpals only.
station.
fullconsider
information
or write Gene Newman, % Radio Station
WEZB, Dinkler-Tutwiler Hotel, Birmingham, Alabama. FAirfax 2-4641.

TO BUY

W. Coast
Car.
Calif.
Ky.
Minn.
Ariz.
Iowa
Mass.
Fla.
Ala.
Okl.
N.Y.

Stations
WANTED TO BUY
Class "B" FM radio station,
in
New York City area.
All replies strictly confidential
Reply Box 571, Wheaton, Illinois
Miscellaneous
TONIC FOR TIRED SOUNDS
Laff lines. Everyone pre-tested on
air by leading comedy D.J. Fresh.
Funny. No re-hash. Enough for
hours appearances
of programming,
Per- sonal
... $2.M.C.,
Address:
I Ho Ho House, 2422 East 68th St.,
^ Indianapolis, Indiana.

ADV.
RADIO — TV
job
the dynamic southeast. placements
Hundreds of jobin openings.
Announcers • Engineers
Disk Jockeys • Copywriters
News Directors
• Salesmen
Free registration — Confidential
Professional Placement
458 Atlanta,
Peachtree Ga.Arcade
Eckstein
JA 5-4841
FOR SALE

And
if, as everyone
you readworth
this, considering
you think .I've
eliminated
..
I'm not interested in you either.
Box 926P, BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION

RADIO

SERVICE

J
I
I
r
j
^

Single
75M
terms
45M
terms
Single 500w
terms
65M
Single
Single lkw-D
terms
105M
Single
250w-F 100M
terms
Small
terms
Monop. lkw-D
Small
terms
116M
lkw-D
250w
terms
lkw-D
65 MM
135M
250
lkw-D
Medium 250w
terms
Medium
160M
terms
Medium 250w-F 150 M
terms
terms
Medium Ikw-F
150M
Metro
Ala.
terms
Gulf
100 M
175M
terms
East Others.Metro lkw-D
Combo.
Ann*
850M
terms
Major lkw-D
lkw-D
H.
PAUL
COMPANY
CHAPMAN
INCORPORATED
MEDIA BROKERS
Chicago
Atlanta
Please address:
1182
W. Peachtree
New York
Atlanta
9, Sa.
San Francisco
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Continued from page 113
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By Broadcast Bureau
Actions of October 9
KSRA
Salmon,
Idaho — Granted license for
am station.
KFBC Cheyenne, Wyo.— Granted license
covering
installation new trans, as alternate
main
trans.
WEHH Elmira Heights-Horseheads, N.Y.—
Granted mod. of license to change studio
location and remote control point: waived
Sec. 3.30 of rules to permit operation from
main studio on Latta Brook Rd., Horseheads.
N.Y., 0.5 miles east of trans, site.
WNOE New Orleans, La. — Granted cp to
install new trans, at site of present trans,
as aux. trans. (DA-2).
WOVE
stall new Welch,
trans. W.Va.— Granted cp to inWAPI-FM
Birmingham,
Ala. — Granted
to change ant.
location; decrease
ERP cpto
66 kw; increase ant. height to 1,000 ft., and
make changes in ant. system.
KDES Palm Springs, Calif. — Granted cp
to change ant.-trans. location; make changes
in
ant. system.
(decrease height) and changes in
ground
WKIS-FM
decrease ERP Orlando,
to 5.5 kw.Fla.— Granted en to
WTBC - FM Indianapolis, Ind. — Granted
mod. of cp to increase ERP to 17.5 kw decrease ant. new
heightant.to 160 ft.; change trans
and install
WHEO Stuart, Va. — Granted mod. of cp to
change type trans.
KARA Albuquerque, N.M. — Granted mod
of cp to change trans, location.
WBRB Mt. Clemens, Mich. — Granted mod
of cp to make changes in DA svstem (increase height. and side-mount fm ant on
center tower)
WKTJ Farmington, West Farmington, Me.
FOR SALE
Stations
Colo.
Medium 1KW 250M
100M Terms
Terms
Metro
Calif.
FM 125M
Terms
Ariz.
Metro
5KW
1KW 21 0M Terms
N.Mex. Medium
IS Yrs.
Colo.
Metro
5KW
10KW 900M Terms
Metro
Calif.
300 M- CORP.
BUSINESS FINANCE SERVICE
817 17th St., Denver
2,
Colo.,
Media Brokers MAin 3-8291
THE PIONEER FIRM OF TELEVISION AND RADIO MANAGEMENT
CONSULTANTS
ESTABLISHED 1946
NEGOTIATIONS MANAGEMENT
APPRAISALS
FINANCING
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D. C.

South major regional day. S300.000 25^
Texas small fulltimer 548.000 33 1/3 <~c
—— Southwest
secondary- regional day $143,000 29^ — West major,
valuable real
estate 51.000.000 29^- PATT McDONALD. BOX 9266. AUSTIN, TEX. GL
3-8080 or Jack Koste. 60 E. 42nd NY
17, NY. MU. 2-4813.
NORMAN
& NORMAN
INCORPORATED
Broken — Consultant! — Appraisers
RADIO-TELEVISION STATIONS
Nation-Wide Service
Experienced Broadcaster*
Confidential Negotiations
Security Bldg.
Davenport, Iowa
v-~s~~>~STATIONS FOR SALEOurs is a personal service, designed to
fit your finances, your qualifications and
your needs.
If you are in the market for either an
AM, FM or TV station anywhere in the
country be sure to contact us at once.
JACK L. STOLL & ASSOCIATES
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif.
Hollywood 4-7279
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— Granted mod. of cp to change type trans.
Following stations were granted extensions of completion
dates1, as1960;shown:
FM Miami.
Fla. to Jan.
KLTJEWTNZ(FM)
Marshall, Tex. to Jan. 18. 1960: WUST-FM
Bethesda,
Md.
to
Dec.
31;
WBOS-FM
Brookline. Mass. to Oct. 31: KSTN Stockton, Calif,
to Nov. 3.
Actions of October 8
KSAM Huntsville, Tex. — Granted involuntary assignment of license from estate of
M. B. Cauthen to Verla Cauthen.
KAVE-TV
Carlsbad, N.M. — Granted license for tv station.
*KUATcense for(TV)
Tucson, Ariz.educational
— Granted linoncommercial
tv
station.
Following
stationsdates
wereas granted
extensions of completion
shown: WBAYFM
Green
Bay.
Wis.
to
May
11.
1960:
1VATTT,FM Milwaukee, Wis. to April 18. 1960;
WCSC-FM Charleston, S.C. to March 27, 1960.
Actions of October 7
KXLY-TV Spokane, Wash. — Granted assignment of licenses to KELP Television
Corporation
(main trans. & ant. & aux.
ant.)
.
KVOA-TV
Tucson,
Ariz. — Granted
ment of license
to Alvarado
TelevisionassignInc.
KGRL Bend, Ore. — Granted assignment of
cp to C. E. Wilson and John H. McAlpine,
d/b as KGRL Bcstrs.
KTWO-TV Casper. Wyo.— Granted cp to
change ERP to vis. 70.8 kvv, aur. 35.5 kw;
make
changes
in trans,
location:
ant. 1.400
ft. and change studio
Actions of October 6
KTRX (TV) Kennewick, Wash.— Granted
involuntary assignment of cp to Wayne
Mayhan, trustee in bankruptcy.
KLEN Killeen, Tex. — Granted acquisition
of negative control by each A. W. Stewart
and Franklin T. Wilson through purchase of
stock from Ladelle M. Drake bv licensee
and retirement to treasury thereof.
WNNJ Newton, N.J. — Granted assignment
of cp to Sussex County Bcstrs. Inc.
\\ WOW Conneaut, Ohio — Granted mod. of
cp to change
type trans,
and point.
specifv studio
location
and remote
control
License Renewals
Following stations were granted renewal
of license: KGRT Las Cruces. N.M.: KHAT
Phoenix. Ariz.; KOVE Lander. Wyo.; KPLN
Casa Grande, Ariz.; KSFJ Pocatello. Idaho'
KSPR Casper, Wyo.: KSVP Artesia. N M ■
KURA
Utah'KWHO Moab,
Salt LakeUtah:
City,KVNT
Utah; Logan.
KZUM Farmington. N.M.; KSHO-TV Las Vegas. New
*KHBL
(FM) KPSO
Plainview,
Tex.: KTFS
Texarkana. Tex.:
Falfurrias.
Tex.; KILE
Galveston, Tex.; KBYG Big Spring, Tex ■
KBLT Big Lake. Tex.; KVTN Vinita. Okla ;
KMLW
Marlin. Tex.: KRBC Abilene. Tex ;
KBOM Bismarck-Mandan.
N.D.: KRIG
Odessa, Tex.; KORC Mineral Wells. Tex •
KIRT
Mission.
Tex.:
KTEM
Temde.
Tex ■
WBRC Birmingham, Ala.
NARBA Notifications
List of changes, proposed changes, and
corrections
in assignments of Canadian
broadcast station modifving appendix
containing assignments of Canadian broadcast
stations attached to recommendations of
North American Regional
Agreement engineering meeting.Broadcasting
CANADA
630 kc
CHLT Sherbrooke. P.Q.— 5 kw. DA-1. unl
III. Now in operation.
710 kc
CJSP Leamington, Ont.— 1 kw. DA-D D
JX EIO 8-30-60 IPO: 710 kc, 0.25 kw DA-D).
860 kc
CHAK Inuvik, N.W.T. — 1 kw, unl.. II
EIO 8-30-60.
980 kc
CKNW New Westminster, B.C.— 10 kw D
^J™"kc. N"5 kw
DA"1unl., m. EIO 8-30-60 iPO'
980
DA-1).
1240 kc
CKTS Sherbrooke, P. Q.— 0.25 kw. unl IV
Delete assignment.
1340 kc
CFYK Yellowknife, N.W.T. — 0.25 kw unl
IV. EIO 8-30-60.
1440 kc
CFCP Courtenay-Comox, B.C. — 1 kw DAN, unl.. III. Assignment of call letters.
CFWH Whitehorse, Y.T.— 0.25 kw, unl IV
EIO 8-30-60.
1290 kc
CKSL London, Ont.— 10 kw D. 5 kw N
DA-2, unl.. III. Delete assignment.

From the SEC record
Following stock transactions by officers anc
directors of companies in radio-tv and alliec
fields have been reported by Securities & Exchange Commission. Sales, reported to SEC between Aug. 11 and Sept. 10 involve common
stock unless otherwise indicated.
Allied Artists Pictures — Roger W. Hurlock acquired 200 shares for 18,300 total. Albert Zugsmith acquired 1,300 for 96,100 total. Mr. Hurlockferredalsoforacquired
100 shares of 5V2% pre1,200 total.
American Broadcast — Paramout Theatres Inc.
—total.
Martin Brown acquired 100 shares for 100
Ampex Corp. — Walter T. Selsted disposed of
3,500 shares leaving 375.
American Electronics — Glenn E. Ronk acquire;
9,202 shares for 13,202 total.
Amphenol-Borg Electronics Corp. — Lester M.
Grether disposed of 1,000 shares leaving 1 100
total.
Associated Motion Picture Industries — Douglas T. Yates disposed of 108 shares leaving 326.
CBS
— Leon Levy disposed of 2,400 shar?;
leaving Inc.
171,827.
Crowell-Collier Publishing Co. — R. Carl Chandler disposed of 500 shares leaving none. Flora
E. Whiting disposed of 10,000 leaving 33,378.
Allen B. Du Mont Labs Inc. — Allen B. DuMont acquired 1,000 shares for 20,801 total.
Emerson Radio & Phono — Dorman D. Israel
disposed of 1,000 shares leaving 3,510. Harve\
Tullo acquired 1,823 for 6,975 total.
General Electric Co. — William S. Ginn acquired 1,817 shares for 8,168 total. George L.
Irvine acquired 900 shares for 4,048 total. William A. Mann acquired 1,551 for 2,263 tota'
Charles K. Reiger acquired 2,657 shares for
6,991 total. Clarence C. Walker acquired 1,875
shares for 7,638 total. Glenn B. Warren disposed of 1 000 shares leaving 2,776.
General Tire & Rubber— Dan A. Kimball disposed of 1,000 shares leaving 4,930. E. Willarc
Lutz disposed of 200 shares leaving 100. M. G.
0' Neil leaving
disposed 250.
of 250 warrants for common
shares
Loew's Theatres Inc. — Tisch Hotels Inc. acquired 500 shares for 385,900 total. Arthur M.
Tolchin acquired 1,200 shares for 1,300 shares.
Co. — leaving
Richard50,959.
A. 0'Coonor disposed
of Magnavox
2,500 shares

Motorola Inc. — Arthur L. Reese acquired 20C
shares for 400 total.
forNafi
810 Corp.
total.— M. K. Leahy acquired 200 shar
National Theatres Inc. — B. Gerald Cantor acquired 4,200 shares for 109,200 total. Oliver
A. Unger acquired 2,500 shares for 8,500 total.
Paramount Pictures Corp. — Barney Baiabar
acquired 300 shares for 11,600 total. Johr
Hertz acquired 1,000 shares for 2,000 total.
Philco Corp. — Profit sharing plan disposed of
143 shares leaving 454,338, and acquired 33C
shares of 33<°o preferred series A for 9 31C
total.
RCA — George H. Brown purchased 100 shares
for 195 total. Ralston H. Coffin acquired 100
shares for 400 total. Frank M. Folsom disposed of 608 shares leaving 10,023.
Raytheon Corp. — David R. Hull disposed of 50G
shares
shares leaving
leaving 3,650.
3,950. N.B. Krim disposed of 50C
Reeves Soundcraft Corp. — Hazard E. Ree^e;
disposed of 3,000 shares leaving 259,159.
Warner Bros. Pictures — William T. On- disposed of 500 shares leaving 16,400.
Westinghouse Electric — Tomlinson Fort acquired 500 shares for 2,029 total. James H.
Jewell acquired 1,450 shares for 1,450 tota1.
A. Waits Smith disposed of 1,200 shares leaving 815. C.S. Weber acquired 300 shares for
500 total.
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Newest

Russian

discovery

-RAILROADS!

What country's railroads handle the
world's heaviest freight volume? Those
of the United States ?
Sorry. The correct answer is Soviet Russia. In
1958, Russia's railroads moved more freight
more miles than U. S. railroads ever handled
in any one year.
In a great railroad improvement program, the
Russians have followed progressive U. S. railroad techniques. Among them are Dieselization . . . train radio . . . welded rail . . . even TV
and radar in yard operations. And hundreds
of miles of new line are built each yearMeanwhile, in the United States, with
the most efficient railroads on the globe, the
picture is far less bright.
Here, railroads suffer from restrictive public
policies.They are burdened with discriminatory
taxation — while their competition uses highways, waterways and airways built and maintained by the government. They are frequently
denied the right to make competitive rates, or
to provide a complete transportation service.
Why this extraordinary contrast? In Russia,
railroads are recognized as the most productive
form of mass transportation, with the lowest
true costs. In America, public policies ignore
this basic truth.
#
^ ^
American railroads ask no special or
favored treatment, nor do they have any
quarrel with their competition. All they ask
are fair play and equality of treatment. Earnings could then be sufficient to enable the
railroads to provide the traveling and shipping
public with the benefits of free and equal
competition.
When America's railroads are free from the
strangling grip of the restrictions that now
bind them, we, too, will make the best use of
our railroads — our nation's greatest transportation asset.

ASSOCIATION

OF

RAILROADS
AMERICAN
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
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OUR

RESPECTS

TO

Harold
Network radio affiliates can hardly
afford to ignore some of the new programming patterns that have evolved
in independent radio broadcast operation, in the opinion of Harold O.
Grams, general manager of KSD-AMTV St. Louis. Although many network am affiliates look upon some of
the new programming methods with
skepticism and outright disfavor, the
feat of keeping a sizable audience and
showing a clear profit in competition
with some independents can be a tough
row to hoe, he admits.
A product of the programming ranks
(and protege of the late George Burbach, former head of the NBC-affiliated
stations), he frankly admits the PostDispatch radio outlet is in the transition
stage. Mr. Grams succeeded Mr. Burbach
1958. upon the latter's retirement Jan. 1,
"We feel a pride in our operation,
and are particularly proud of providing a service to the community. Any
dedicated broadcaster likes to feel he's
doing a worthwhile job, and we're no
different," Mr. Grams says.
"We have tried to adapt ourselves to
changes without resorting to hypo and
razzle-dazzle techniques," he acknowledges.
"The problem of a network affiliate
is to find a service that will claim a
large audience and yet permit a profitable operation."
(Some of these affiliate problems, including changes in network programming operations, were canvassed Thursday [Oct. 15] in New York at a meeting of the NBC-Radio Network Affiliates Advisory Committee.)
Diehard • Harold Otto Grams has
been meeting (and solving) problems
like these ever since he started as a summertime announcer for WOC Davenport, Iowa, in the mid-1 930s. One day
he was sent to do a man-on-the-street interview and promptly got into hot
water. Over the air an old gentleman
told him blithely: "I know something
about Abe Lincoln you don't know."
Asked the young announcer: "What's
that?" Said the old gentleman: "He was
ab
." Young Grams quickly ended the interview and returned to the
studio, figuring his career was ended.
Instead his employers told him to screen
interviewees more carefully in the future.
Actually, Hod Grams' entry into
broadcasting was completely by accident. A native of Rock Island, 111. (born
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Otto

Grams

Jan. 14, 1914), he wanted to pursue a
legal career. An oustanding prep football star at Rock Island High School, he
attended St. Ambrose College in Davenport on an athletic scholarship at the
urging of a school friend from Georgetown U. in Washington. For 3Vi years
he took pre-legal work and dug ditches
during the summer, a job that during
depression years placed a high premium
on qualifications.
He took on a part-time chore handling a General Motors display at a local
automobile show and delivering lectures
on the new wonders of "knee action"
claimed for the new Chevrolet models.
A representative of WOC caught his
pitch and invited him to audition for a
part-time announcer's job. He became a
regular staffer in 1936 and next year
moved to WHO Des Moines (like
WOC,
terests.) owned by the B. J. Palmer inNews and Sports • In 1938 he joined
KSD, specializing in news and sportscasts (boxing, baseball and football, including U. of Illinois, Missouri and
Notre Dame games). During World
War II (in 1943) he was appointed
program manager. When KSD-TV went
on the air as St. Louis' first television
station on Feb. 8, 1947, he also took
over those programming reins. (Among
his announcing chores: Winston Churchill's famous "Iron Curtain" speech in
Fulton, Mo.; the Joe Louis-Billy Conn
heavyweight championship fight, and
the
U. of Illinois-UCLA Rose Bowl
classic.)

KSD-AM-TV's Grams
He found honesty about Abe

Now a 25-year veteran in broadcasting, Mr. Grams naturally found it difficult to fill the shoes of the late Mr.
Burbach (like Walter Damm, retired
vice president and general manager of
the Milwaukee Journal stations, WTMJAM-TV, an almost legendry industry
figure). But the operation of KSD and
KSD-TV have remained fairly stabilized
within the framework of the Post-Dispatch policies the past 22 months. Mr.
Grams also is a member of the Pulitzer
Publishing Co. board of directors.
While radio's problems have been
compounded by the upsurge of independent stations, local business is better
now than it's been in many years, according to Mr. Grams. And there are
plans in the works for improved radio
service, complementing KSD's already
solid position in news (with a 10-man
news staff and a staple of 15-minute
newscasts) and other programming
areas. Says Mr. Grams: "There's been
a continuing change radiowise because
of the very nature of the market."
Heavy on Radio • As a result, he's
been spending more time on radio operations lately. The problems are less
complex in television; KSD-TV has
been holding its own as an NBC-TV
affiliate against competitors in terms of
audience share claims, on the basis of
recent ratings reports.
Mr. Grams is a member of the NAB
Labor Committee and the NBC Television Affiliates Committee (he once
served on the NBC radio affiliates
group). He also belongs to the St. Louis
Advertising Club, serves on the Media
Club board of directors and is a member of the Washington U. Council public relations committee.
Still a sports enthusiast, Hod Grams
plays on the KSD-AM-TV softball
team. His weight is well distributed
over a 6-foot-2-inch frame that betokens his participation in athletics. For
relaxation he plays gin rummy, fishes
and hunts ducks with Dan Fitzpatrick
(Post-Dispatch editorial cartoonist) in
the Ozarks and parts of Minnesota. For
many years he and Roy Stockton, now
retired Post-Dispatch sports editor, conducted a sports interview-commentary
on KSD. (Together, they did the first
baseball telecast in St. Louis in 1947.)
Mr. Grams married a hometown girl,
Florence Lippens. With their four children (Peter, 19; Hal, 16; Jon, 14, and
Susan, 5), they live in Glendale, a St.
Louis suburb.
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EDITORIALS
Exposure

meters

IT's the medium that afforded an excellent exposure at a
low cost."
That's why Nationwide Insurance Co. has signed up for
a radio network documentary series, as explained by its
agency, Ben Sackheim, in these pages a week ago. In deciding to put its money into The Hidden Revolution (CBS Radio), Nationwide didn't have to depend on blind luck. It
sponsored a similar series last year; its satisfaction is reflected not only in the renewal but in the fact that this
year it is expanding the series.
While Nationwide and many another advertiser are enjoying the benefit of radio's "excellent exposure at low
cost," a station out in Spokane has demonstrated why this
benefit exists in the first place. KREM in that city commis ioned a survey. Station officials, reading the results,
may have flinched a bit on seeing how many people said
they never turn on the radio to listen to a news program.
But their eyes must have brightened when, after reading
on, they discovered that by all odds the biggest single group
could hardly be expected to turn on the radio for any such
specific purpose — because their radio sets are turned on
most of the time anyway.
That's where radio's "excellent exposure" comes from —
millions of places where radio is in almost constant use,
wherever people go. This is no startling discovery, just fresh
evidence that for Nationwide or anybody else with something to sell, radio is the insurance with the lowest premiums
and the broadest coverage.
A tragedy

of errors

THE MAN whose job is least to be envied is Lou Hausman
who went to work last week as the director of the
new Television Information Office.
Mr. Hausman was hired to repair television's image. Between his hiring and his reporting for work, the House
Oversight Subcommittee discovered television quiz shows.
Mr. Hausman must now feel as though he had unwittingly
accepted the job of touching up Mount Rushmore just as
an atom bomb landed in Theodore Roosevelt's mustache.
The damage already inflicted by the House committee
is severe enough to leave lasting scars. And there is more
to come. It would take a stronger man than Chairman
Oren Harris to kick the habit of publicity after taking it
in such massive doses. The effects of the television quiz
scandal are only beginning to be felt.
The pity is that the scandal was permitted to develop.
It could have been contained before it got out of hand.
There is at least historical value in recalling the principal
events that led to the current hearings.
In the summer of 1958 a grand jury in New York began
taking testimony from quiz show participants who said
they had been coached. The testimony was secret, but newspapers got enough information from the witnesses to play
the story prominently well into the autumn.
As the investigation — and the publicity — continued, the
networks took some quizzes off the air and made some
efforts to regain control over those remaining. The story
petered out.
Months later — in June 1959 — the grand jury submitted
a presentment to the court. It could find no criminal action
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for indictment. The presentment was said by the jury foreman to constitute a record of quiz rigging which, while
not illegal, raised serious ethical questions about the conduct
of quiz shows. The judge sealed the presentment but agreed
to entertain arguments for its release.
The only argument for release was entered by Dist. Atty.
Frank S. Hogan. Two arguments in favor of keeping the
presentment sealed were submitted by two associations of
New York lawyers. The presentment was kept sealed.
At the time, this magazine urged the release of the grand
jury's report. It was our view that a sealed presentment
based on testimony of witnesses who had proved to be
loquacious was a time bomb that would eventually explode.
Far better to air out the report and correct whatever imperfections itdisclosed than to cherish the foolish hope that
nothing would come of it if it were ignored.
The House committee has developed no new information
of significance. The shows it has investigated were the
shows the grand jury investigated; the witnesses the House
committee has heard were heard a year or more ago. The
House committee has merely made public the information
that was locked up in New York, and it has done so in a
way to achieve maximum publicity.
It should not surprise telecasters that the re-run of the
quiz investigation provoked so strong a public reaction.
Television, more than any other medium, occupies a position of intimacy in the public's personal lives. When the
audience hears that a favorite quiz show has been rigged, it
reacts as a wife does when she catches her husband pinching
a blonde. The act may not be illegal or even immoral, but
it raises doubt.
Politicians are canny enough to recognize that because
of television's unique position of intimacy with the public,
a stir of publicity can easily be raised by a showing of
even minor derelictions. Television must accept the fact
that it will be the target of political gossips, and it must
conduct itself in a way to minimize its vulnerability.

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix
"It's quite a repair job. I'll have to take your station back
to the shop."
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The

Selling

Less than a year ago, WDAF

Sound
announced

The New Sound From Signal Hill — a
solid new radio sound dedicated to
better listening for our audience

and

better results for our sponsors.

Local businessmen

listened. They liked
what they heard, and they bought into
the New Sound. If you could see our
sales book, we think you would be as

From

Signal

Hill

business leaders who must know Kansas
City radio. This is where they live, and
buy, and sell.
Your

Christal man

story with names

can document

this

and facts whenever

you say the word.

impressed with the quality of these local
advertisers as we are. They are the
A SUBSIDIARY

OF NATIONAL THEATRES

AND TELEVISION, INC.

PLEDGED
TO
the

DESTROY

men

who

ru

ORGANIZED

CRIME!

SPONSORED
• AMERICAN
in 1 1 markets

TOBACCO

BY
WRCV-TV — Philadelphia
KLZ-TV - Denver

• HOOD DAIRY PRODUCTS
in 6 New England States

KSTP-TV — Minneapolis-St. Pau
KWTV — Oklahoma City

• SEGO MILK PRODUCTS
in 7 Western markets

WXEX-TV

• WIEDEMANN BREWING CO.
in Cincinnati, Dayton, Columbus

WTMJ-TV

• HOUSEHOLD FINANCE
in Philadelphia, Albany, Schenectady

WSB-TV

— Richmond-Petersburg

KSL-TV — Salt Lake City
WGN-TV

— Milwaukee
- Chicago
— Atlanta

KIRO-TV — Seattle

STANDARD OIL OF INDIANA
wtvj
in 5 Mid-Western markets
and many others!

- Miami
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They own 59.3% of the homes; 62.3% of the washing machines;
68.4% of the automobiles. They buy 75.7% of hair preparations;
71.2% of cigarettes; 67.2% of soap and detergents; 61% of beer
and ales; 71.6% of automotive products, etc.
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AKRON
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NEW PHILADELPHIA

jfC You reach a vast buying audience in
Northeastern Ohio through WGAR . . .
because WGAR surrounds your commercials with radio entertainment that
appeals to grown-ups of all ages.
WGAR maintains this policy in all its
programming . . . variety shows . . . com-

Cleveland-50,000

STEUBENVILLE

plete news coverage . . . good music . . .
drama . . . comedy . . . sports . . . local
events . . . featuring top local and
CBS personalities.
The result ... the kind of radio service that helps make customers for your
products when advertised on WGAR.

watts
WGAR

Represented by HENRY I. CHRISTAL COMPANY
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T¥

In

SF

\

STARTS OCTOBER 31
WINTER

LEAGUE

BASEBALL
MINUTES AVAILABLE!
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'SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE • NBC AFFILIATE • CHANNEL 4 • PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD
3

WGAL-TV

Religious

Programs
Religious programming on Channel 8 embraces all Faiths

WGAL-TV

with such programs as "Doorway to Life", "Frontiers of
Faith", "Eternal Light", "The Catholic Hour", "The
Christophers", "This is the Life", and "A Minute With

Lancaster, Pa.
NBC and CBS

Your Bible", the latter a daily sign-off feature. The most
recent innovation under the auspices of the Pennsylvania
STEINMAN

Council of Churches is the Sunday evening "Talk Back"
series which is telecast for in-church discussion groups
throughout the Channel 8 area.
Representative: The MEEKER

Company, Inc.

New York

STATION

Clair McCollough,

Chicago

Los Angeles

Pres.

San Francisco
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CLOSED
The quiz kids • Preliminary arrangements for appearance of CBS-TV President Louis Cowan to testify before
House quiz hearings had already been
made when Mr. Cowan fell ill last week
fstory page 41). Investigator Richard
Goodwin, of House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee, had date with Mr.
Cowan Oct. 22 to discuss testimony regarding $64,000 Question which Mr.
Cowan originated. Date had to be cancelled when, night of Oct. 20, Mr.
Cowan's doctor directed him to enter
hospital.
But there'll be no scarcity of witnesses
when Oversight subcommittee resumes
quiz hearings next week. Subcommittee
has had swarms of investigators interviewing prospective witnesses in New
York and elsewhere. Several prospects
have asked to be protected by executive
sessions, but so far star witness, Charles
Van Doren, winner on NBC's TwentyOne and suspended NBC commentator,
has made no such request.

CIRCUIT

Affiliates attending regional NBC
Radio sessions — two remain: San Francisco today (Oct. 26) and Chicago
Wednesday — got their first inkling of
probable pricing of entertainment shows
to be offered on fee basis under new
SBC Program Service plan. Charge, as
disclosed earlier, will be based on multiples of stations' one-minute spot rate
for 10 a.m. time. Here are multiples
\otted down by some affiliates in last
week's sessions (figures are tentative,
dependent on production costs in each
case, but network officials confirmed
they're "indicative" ): two 25-minute
drama strips, eight times one-minute
10 a.m. rate per week: 20 five-minute
personality vignettes per week, five
times; 20 five-minute sports vignettes,
four times; two quarter-hour serial strips,
five times.

Fm in Europe • All Europe is rapidly
moving its radio broadcasting to fm
band
it "vhf
broadcasting")
Effects(and
of calling
trend are
evident
at Geneva .
International Telecommunications
Union conference where biggest demand for spectrum space is in 100 mc
area for fm operation. In U.S. fm occupies 88-108 mc area. Europeans use
only 88-100 mc, and they want wider
space for expanding fm systems.

Probers
on prowl
• FCC's
investigation of network
television
programming
practices — now more touchy than ever
with quiz show scandals breaking —
moves to warmer climes with coming
of fall chill. FCC attorneys Ashbrook
P. Bryant and James F. Tierney leave
for Hollywood Oct. 30 to spend 10 days
to two weeks exploring the "who controls what" in world of tv film. They
have asked for appointments with dozen
tv film producers, including such major
entities as Warner Bros.. Screen Gems.
Four Star Films, 20th Century-Fox.
Following discussions, two lawyers will
return to Washington and prepare for
public hearings, possibly later this year.

NBC Radio plan • NBC Radio officials
expressed elation with reception given
network's new combination networkingand-program-service plan (Broadcasting, Oct. 19) in Dallas, Atlanta and
New York regional meetings with affiliates last week. But they and some affiliates came away with different ideas of
intent in what was said. Some affiliates
maintained that in effect they were given
choice between 100% clearance of new
network schedule, or being replaced in
lineup. Network officials said they would
do all possible to clear 100%, but had
no intention of not fulfilling existing
contracts with affiliates. One point on
which there was agreement: that network officials had said ( 1 ) they would
prefer a smaller lineup of stations who
clear 100% to longer lineup clearing
only 75%, and (2) stations which make
no effort to clear completely will not
be renewed when their contracts run
out.

Commission's programming study,
only segment of network investigation
not completed with issuance of Barrow
Report in October 1957, has been rocking along for past two years with interrogation of New York program producers, advertising agencies and network officials. Study actually did not
get off ground until court battle in New
York with independent program producers who refused to honor FCC subpoena for business and financial information. This was resolved finally in
FCC's favor. Last March Commission
added question of alleged tie-ins to other
issues in programming inquiry. In Maypublic hearings were held in Washington
with network officials submitting documents bearing on programming organization and practices, and in July public
hearings were held in New York with
advertising executives discussing their
part in establishing and guiding programs on networks.

Pilot problem • It's now becoming more
widespread practice for agency and network programmers to demand scripts of
as many as two and three episodes in addition to pilot shown on proposed film
series. Program producers report it is
nearly impossible now to sell tv film
series on basis of pilot film only. MGMTV's answer to this development is creation of its pre-selling concept" which
aims to get buyers to share some of
92).
financial
risk in making pilots (see page

Image report • Lou Hausman, new director of Television Information Office, has spent most of his time since
taking office soliciting support in swing
around NAB regional conferences with
Clair McCollough, Steinman Stations,
chairman of Television Information
Committee. But he hasn't entirely ignored
of building
He's interviewedjobseveral
prospects,staff.
including
some
for No. 2 post. TIC will hold next meeting around Thanksgiving time, though
choice of date is said to have no sentimental significance. By then it's hoped
TIO will be getting down to work.
Another NCS • A.C. Nielsen will have
more to talk about this week than NCS
— 4 (see
pagewill
38).beDetails
'61 coverage service
made ofknown,
but
also due for announcement tomorrow
(Oct. 27) is undertaking of firm's first
all-Canada broadcast survey for release
this winter. Canadian NCS. covering
both radio and television, is result of
order by two substantial clients: Canadian Broadcasting Corp. and J. Walter
Thompson Co. Other agencies, advertisers and independent stations in Canada
are expected to join subscriber list.
Au naturel • French radio and television have historically been noncommercial, but there's good chance France
may convert to commercial tv soon —
perhaps
firstadapt
of year.
probable
French will
BritishIt'spattern
of
prohibiting sponsorship of tv programs
but allowing commercial messages to
be aired at hour and half-hour and in
natural breaks in programs.
Meanwhile, British are finding some
bugs in restricting commercials to natural breaks. In peak viewing periods
commercial services pack as many as
eight spots into 2V2-minute break. One
American traveler observed: "And we
complain about triple-spotting."
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.WEEK

Mr. Johnson

IN

BRIEF.

Needed: an agency recognition code • The lack of
understanding that crops up sometimes between stations
and advertising agencies could be overcome if stations
would formulate a code for recognizing agencies. The
code should cover such basic points as credit, payment
and responsibility for copy preparation, according to
Charles F. Johnson Jr., owner, Charles F. Johnson
Adv., Grand Rapids, Mich. He outlines his argument in
this week's Monday Memo. Page 19.

How far will CBS-TV go? • Stanton's announced intention that
network no longer will fool the audience meets skepticism from agencies and program packagers, who await next developments. NBC position is easier to understand. Page 41.
Lee asks legislation • FCC commissioner asks law to require an announcement guaranteeing a program is what it is represented to be.
Page 46.
NAB caravan keeps moving • Backwash of government threats to
programming continues to occupy broadcasters' attention at Chicago
and Boston meetings, but they get on to the other business at hand.
Page 74. Among these subjects: Charges of poor summertime network
tv fare by the head of a top agency in radio-tv billing. Page 49. Another
top agency's economics expert on advertising's role in the economy.
Page 54.
Summer daytime tv billings up • Network daytime billings top last
year's for summer.
Page 58.
hears Draper Daniels • Burnett's executive vp praises commercials as tv's "last bastion of individualism" and damns programming's
"promiscuous copycats" at AAAA's California regional convention.
At Chicago convention, he claims commercials are "incredibly good"
and quality "considerably higher" than those of programs.
Page 60.
Hollywood and tv in close embrace • Ten years ago film capital
was afraid tv would kill the movie industry, but today there are more
jobs than in 1949, most of them in tv. Page 88.

"Anita Sundin Calling" is heard
Monday through Friday in convenient 90-second "capsule" form
at peak hours for reaching women
in
the home and on their way to
shop.

AAAA

Vive la difference • That might be one slogan for program-ambitious
WNTA-TV New York, which is putting together a new program schedule it hopes will be unlike any other in television. Its big nighttime hope :
Play of the Week; its daytime adventure: Daywatch. Broadcasting
profiles one station's bid to stand out in the crowd. Page 94.
British tv: at uhf crossroad? • The phenomenal success of commercial
tv in Britain has brought growth pains with it and a major policy reap raisal isexpected soon. Questions to be resolved include possible
move to uhf, to accommodate extra services and color. Page 114.
Whitney organizes communications group • John Hay Whitney forms
personal communications firm to handle all radio-tv and publishing activities; company estimated to be $50 million corporation. Page 68.

Anita provides Quint-City area
housewives with a daily stream of
recipes, hints to make home-making easier and social notes. Local
groups letin
useboardthe
as theirsocial,
bulforshow
fraternal,
civic and educational announcements.
Anita has a wide following and
her audience respects her advice.
Many women tell us they listen to
the program to learn what is going
on in the area.
Anita is available as a personality
or for spot adjacencies . . . contact
your P.G.W. Colonel or call, write
or wire Sales Department WOC
AM-FM-TV, Davenport, Iowa.
Col. B. J. Palmer
President
Ernest C. Sanders Manager

Metropolitan expands ownership • Buys WIP Philadelphia in stock
transaction, pays $600,000 for uhf WTVH(TV) Peoria. Page 70.

Pax ShafferSales Manager

DEPARTMENTS
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PRODUCTS:

Folding

and

Money,

WM

AL-TV
ABC

IN

THE

NATION'S

Folding money is made by the
Bureau of Printing and Engraving
in Washington

D. C. Buyers for

your product are made by WMALTV in the Greater Washington area.
Folding money can be identified
by its distinctive color, WMAL-TV
by its colorful programming.
Folding money is shy and elusive,
especially toward the end of a
month. WMAL-TV

is always gre-

^Nashington Means

CAPITAL

garious, Winning Friends and Influencing Audiences with ABC shows
and Local audience-influencers like
Del MaLkie, Joseph McCaffrey,
Morrie Siegel and Jerry Strong.
Folding money is prized for what
it buys. It goes a long way on
WMAL-TV, where programming
is arranged to provide sensibly
priced one-minute spots in many
time classifications.

American leadership

wmal-tv
Channel 7
Washington, D. C.
An Evening Star Station represented by H-R Television, Inc.

In two weeks
your station (WFDF)
averaged over 20
entries per commercial. Other Michigan
stations averaged
five. Proof that your
listeners act.
55
The quote is from Hartley C. Baxter of
Simonds, Payson Company, Inc., Portland, Maine. He refers to a special
contest offer placed on Michigan stations forRed Rose Iced Tea.
A commanding lead in the race for
results is our stock-in-trade here at
WFDF. But there's more to the story.
Here's the clincher from Mr. Baxter:
"But most important of all, a wholesaler inyour area took on the Red Rose
line. His sales have been steadily increasing since the initial order. Proof
again that your listeners, both trade
and consumers, buy!"
The Katz Agency can give you a full
run-down on the Red Rose success
story ... and tell you how and why
WFDF is the Flint area "Results
Tested" Station. Gall now!

WFDF
5 KW at 910 on the dial for Flint &
all of Northeast Michigan.
Represented nationally by the KATZ
Agency.
Flint Affiliate of h&>
10

A CALENDAR OF MEETINGS AND EVENTS
IN BROADCASTING
AND RELATED FIELDS
('Indicates first or revised listing)
*Oct. 25-28— CBS-TV Network Affiliates Assn.
annual fall meeting of board of directors, Del
Monte Lodge, Pebble Beach, Calif.
Oct. 26-29-Australian Assn. of Advertising Agencies annual meet, Broadbeach, Queensland. Frederic
R. Gamble, American Assn. of Advertising Agencies
president, will speak.
Oct. 27-30 — National Assn. of Educational
Broadcasters, annual convention, Hotel SheratonCadillac, Detroit.
Oct. 28 — Radio & Television Executives Society
luncheon. Rep. Chester Bowles (D-Conn.) and Sig
Mickelson, president, CBS News Div., speak on
"Broadcasting
Roosevelt Hotel,and
N.Y. Politics." Grand Ballroom,
"Oct. 29-30— NAB fall conference, Dinkier-Plaza
Hotel, Atlanta, Ga.
Oct. 29-30 — Electronic devices meetings sponsored by Professional Group on Electronic Devices,
Institute of Radio Engineers, Shoreham Hotel,
Washington.
Oct. 29-31 — New Jersey Broadcasters Assn., fall
meeting, Nassau Inn, Princeton.
Oct. 30 — Minnesota Broadcasters Assn., Hotel
Radisson, Minneapolis.
Oct. 30-31 — Missouri Broadcasters Assn., Muehlebach Hotel, Kansas City. Gov. James T. Blair is
luncheon speaker on 30th. Board of directors
meet evening of Oct. 29.
Oct. 31 — Florida UPI Broadcasters Assn. Cape
Canaveral tour, Cocoa Beach. Delegates will have
guided tour of missile-testing center. U. S. Air
Force will give special briefings for group at Patrick AF Base followed by inspection of launching
sites.
Oct. 31-Nov. 1 — Kansas AP Radio Assn. annual
meeting, Fort Riley, Kan.
NOVEMBER
Nov. 1 — Annual Edward Petry & Co. promotional
seminar, for promotion, research and merchandising executives of Petry-represented radio and tv
stations. Starts 3 p.m. Petry Suite in Warwick
Hotel, Philadelphia (in conjunction with Broadcasters Promotion Assn. convention).
"Nov. 1 — Oklahoma Broadcasters Assn. state industry advisory committee, 10:30 a.m., Biltmore Hotel, Oklahoma City. FCC Comr. Robert
E. Lee will attend.
Nov. 2 — Tv quiz hearing continuation by House
Legislative Oversight Subcommittee, Old House Office Bldg.'s Caucus Rm., Washington.
Nov. 2-3 — Canadian Board of Broadcast Governors
holds public hearings on new broadcasting regulations. Board of Transport, Ottawa.
*Nov. 2-4 — Broadcasters Promotion Assn. convention, Warwick Hotel, Philadelphia. Lou Hausman, director of Television Information Office,
will be keynote speaker. Speakers include: H.
Preston Peters, Peters, Griffin & Woodward;
Adam J. Young, Adam Young Inc.; R. David
Kimble of Grey Adv., New York; C. Wrede Petersmeyer, president, Corinthian Broadcasting Co.,
New York; Frank Shakespeare, general manager,
WCBS-TV New York; Max Buck, station manager,
WRCA-TV New York; Emil Mogul, president,
Mogul, Williams & Saylor Inc., New York; R. C.
(Jake) Embry, station manager, WITH Balti-

more; Henry J. Kaufman, president, Henry J.
Kaufman Assoc., Washington, and James T.
Quirk, Tv Guide. Jim Kiss, WPEN Philadelphia,
program chairman, said agenda will provide maximum exchange of ideas. Panels will be restricted
to two participants.
Nov. 2-6 — National Sales Executives-International Chicago Field Sales Management Institute,
Pick-Congress Hotel there.
Nov. 4— Subcommittee B of California Assembly
Interim Committee on Public Utilities & Corporations will hold hearing on HR 358 on pay tv in Rm.
709, State Bldg., Los Angeles. Rex M. Cunningham
(D-Ventura) is committee chairman.
Nov. 4-5 — American Assn. of Advertising Agencies
eastern annual conference, Hotel Biltmore, New
York. Creative meeting Wednesday (Nov. 4) at
Museum of Modern Art there.
Nov. 5— Southern California Broadcasters Assn.
"whingding" outing at Inglewood Country Club.
Nov. 5— WSB Atlanta-Henry W. Grady School
of Journalism (U. of Georgia) first annual news
broadcasting
WSB's White Columns
studios, 8:45 conference,
a.m. -3:30 p.m.
Nov.
7
—
Nebraska
UPI
Broadcasters,
SheratonFontenelle Hotel, Omaha.
Nov. 8 — New York State AP Broadcasters Assn.
annual meet, Sheraton-Ten Eyck Hotel, Albany.
Nov. 8-9 — Fall meeting, Texas Assn. of Broadcasters, Texas Hotel, Fort Worth.
Nov. 8-11 — Annual fall meeting, Assn. of National Advertisers, The Homestead, Hot Springs,
Va. be"Television
Advertising
to
subject of and
closedRadio
workshop
meetingProblems"
Nov. 9,
with Howard Eaton, Lever Bros, media director,
in charge. "A New Way to Measure Advertising
Effectiveness"
be presented
executive
vice topresident,
Bentonby &William
Bowles,Hesse,
also
Nov. 9. Marketing, advertising planning and ANA
advertising aids to be examined Nov. 10; advertising case histories Nov. 11.
Nov. 9 — Assn. of Broadcast Executives of Texas,
Western Hills Inn, Dallas-Fort Worth. Guest speaker: Harold E. Fellows, president, NAB.
Nov. 9 — Arizona Broadcasters Assn. annual meet,
Valley Hotel, Scottsdale.
Nov. 9 — UPI Broadcasters of Georgia organizational meet, Riviera Motel, Atlanta.
Nov. 9-10 — Institute of Radio Engineers, radio
fall meeting. Syracuse Hotel, Syracuse, N.Y.
Nov. 10 — Radio & Television Executives Society
begins its 1959-60 timebuying & selling seminar.
Seminar consists of weekly luncheons at Hawaiian
Room in Lexington Hotel, New York. Registration
fee is $10, luncheon price is $3.50 for registrants,
$4.50 for non-registrants.
Nov. 10 — Assn. of Maximum Service Telecasters
special board of directors meeting, Mayflower
Hotel, Washington, D. C.
Nov.
11-13 — NBC radio-tv affiliates, Plaza Hotel,
New York.
Nov. 11-14 — Sigma Delta Chi (professional journalistic fraternity) 50th anniversary convention,
Indianapolis.
ard M. Nixon.Guest speaker: Vice President RichNov. 13 — Colorado Broadcasters & Telecasters
Assn., Brown Palace, Denver.
Nov. 13-14 — Country Music Disc Jockey Festival
(eighth event sponsored by WSM Nashville), Andrew Jackson Hotel there. Dr. Spencer Thornton,
who
has will
appeared
Monitor,
speak. on Jack Paar Show and NBC's
*Nov. 13-29 — Screen Directors Guild of America
exhibition
of modern
painting and sculpture, 7950
Sunset Blvd.,
Los Angeles.
Nov. 15-21 — National Television Week, sponsored by NAB and Television Bureau of Advertising. Theme: "Television — In Focus With Modern
Nov. 15-22— American Society of Association
Executives 40th annual meet, Boca Raton, Fla.
America."
George Romney, president of American Motors
Corp., Detroit, will be named "Association Man
Nov.the17Year."
— Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
of
at New York, forum on international tv, Young
Men's-Young
Ave.
at 92nd St.Women's Hebrew Assn., Lexington
Nov. 17sador— Hotel,
California
Broadcasters Assn., AmbasLos Angeles.
Nov. 18— Washington State Assn. of Broadcasters
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IN

INLAND

CALIFORNIA

(and

E

BEELIN

western

Nevada)

*aoio

Fresno county leads the nation in gross farm income
with over $284 million. Yet agriculture is only one
phase of Fresno's growing economy — an economy
which yields a total net effective buying income
of $597 million.*
Fresno is the center of an active and growing industrial and service area. This is typical of all. the
cities on the Beeline. Get your
message to people of all types
with Beeline radio.
w
\
KOH O RENO
Purchased as a group, Beeline
stations give you more radio
KFBK ° Sacramento
homes than any combination of
)
\
KBEE ° MODESTO
competitors ... at by far the lowest cost per thousand.
KMJ O FRESNO ,
(Nielsen and SR&D)
KERN ° BAKERSFIELD
Superhighway serves Fresno's
people, agriculture and industry
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* Sales Management's 1959
Survey of Buying Power

PAUL H. RAYMER CO., NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE

n

30
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JUST
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with
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Denver's
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and Oregon Assn. of Broadcasters joint meet,
Olympic Hotel, Seattle.
Nov. 18 — East Central Region annual meeting,
American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, PennSheraton, Pittsburgh. Afternoon and evening
sessions open to invited guests.
Nov. 18 — Maine Radio & Television Broadcasters Assn., Portland. Fred A. Palmer, Worthington,
Ohio, sales consultant, on "Put Your Best Foot
Nov. 18-20 — Television Bureau of Advertising,
annual meeting, Sheraton Hotel, Chicago.
Forward."
Nov. 19 — Tennessee AP Radio Assn. fall meeting, Andrew Jackson Hotel, Nashville. In conjunction with Tennessee Assn. of Broadcasters.
Nov. 19-20 — Institute of Radio Engineers Professional Group on Nuclear Science, Sixth Annual
Meeting, with special emphasis on nuclear science
and space exploration, electronics for plasma production and diagnostics, research instrumentation
for high energy nuclear science, nuclear reactor
instrumentation and control and automatic systems for nuclear data processing. Boston, Mass.
Nov. 19-20 — Tennessee Broadcasters Assn.,
Andrew Jackson Hotel, Nashville.
Nov. 20 — Comments due in FCC proposed rule6741)
to duplicate
channels making
in (Docket
various
sections
of the U.Class
S. 1-A clear
Nov. 23-25intercity
— Women's
Advertising
Clubs'Manor,
midwestern
conference,
Oakton
Pewaukee, Wis.
Nov. 25 — Radio & Television Executives Society
luncheon. Robert Saudek of Saudek Assoc.; John
P. Cunningham, board chairman, Cunningham &
Walsh, and John F. White, president, National Education Tv & Radio Center take part in symposium
on
N.Y.educational tv. Grand Ballroom, Roosevelt Hotel
Nov. 29-Dec. 1 — First annual communications
forum for broadcasters, Pennsylvania State U.
Speakers in "Broadcasting: The Challenge of
Responsibility" forum include Robert D. Swezey,
Sig Mickelson, president, CBS News; Edward
Stanley, public affairs director, NBC; Ralph
Renick, president, Radio-Television News Directors Assn. and news vice president, WTVJ (TV)
Miami, Fla.; Dr. Charles Seipmann, communications education professor, New York U.
Nov. 30 — Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
at New York, forum on music for television, NBC.
Nov. 30-Dec. 4— National Sales ExecutivesInternational Southeastern Field Sales Management Institute, Atlanta Biltmore Hotel, Atlanta
Ga.
DECEMBER
Dec. 2-4 — Electronic Industries Assn. winter conference, Statler-Hilton, Los Angeles.
Dec. 11 — Comments due to the FCC on stereophonic multiplexing rules as part of FCC's inquiry
into possible
use for fm subsidiary communicationswider
authorizations.
JANUARY 1960
Jan. 6-9 — High Fidelity Music Show, Shrine Exposition Hall, Los Angeles. Sponsor: Institute of
High Fidelity Manufacturers.
*Jan. 10-14 — National Retail Merchants Assn.,
49th annual convention, Hotel Statler-Hilton, New
York.
Sales promotion
meet there
on 13th. division board of directors

Hugh

B. Terry (right), President of KLZ, Denver, receives aGold Mike Award for 30 years of association
with the Columbia Broadcasting System from Dr. Frank
Stanton, President of CBS, during the Sixth Annual
Convention of the CBS Radio Affiliates Association.

KLZ560
ON
THE
REPRESENTED
12 (DATEBOOK)

Radio
DIAL
IN
DENVER
NATIONALLY

BY

KATZ

Jan.
Plaza, 19N.— Y.Ninth annual Sylvania awards, Hotel
Jan. 24-29 — NAB Board of Directors, El Mirado
Hotel, Palm Springs, Calif.
Jan. 25-29 — National Sales Executives-International St. Louis Field Sales Management Institute, The Chase-Park Plaza Hotel there.
Jan. 26-28 — Georgia Radio & Tv Institute, Athens.
Co-sponsors: Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters, U. of
Georgia's Henry W. Grady School of Journalism.
Jan. 27 — Advertising Research Workshop, Assn.
of
Advertisers, Hotel Sheraton-East
New National
York.
Jan. 30 — Oklahoma Broadcasters Assn.
meet, Hotel Tulsa, Tulsa. FCC Comr. Robert annual
E. Lee
and Balaban stations' John Box slated to speak.
NAB FALL CONFERENCES
Oct. 29-30— Dinkler-Plaza Hotel, Atlanta.
Nov. 10-11— Texas Hotel, Fort Worth.
Nov. 12-13 — Brown Palace Hotel, Denver.
Nov. 16-17 — Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
Nov. 19-20— Olympic Hotel, Seattle.
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If it's news, he's got it! And more Philadelphians get the story from newscaster John Facenda
than from any other single news source.
Ever since its beginning in 1952, John Facenda's "Eleventh Hour News" has scored a
clean beat... has topped all competing programs, as well as all other regularly-scheduled
Philadelphia newscasts, for an astounding total of 86 consecutive ARB reports!
Philadelphia's steadfast preference for John Facenda and "Eleventh Hour News" is but
a single example of the audience interest sustained throughout WCAU-TV's entire broadcast schedule. And serves to illustrate why all WCAU-TV programming, information and
entertainment alike, continues to make ...

the

biggest
news

ib

Philadelphia

"^^nmtKKm

_
\

5S Owned . Channel 10, Philadelphia • Represented by CBS Television Spot Sales WCAU-TV
1

OPEN
KING radio music poll
editor:
... I think KING (Seattle) is making
a mistake by publicly stating they will
not spin any more hot r & r records
(Lead Story, Oct. 12, page 33). First
they let the youngsters or those that like
the hot r & r records dictate the musical tastes of the station, and now they
are going to turn around and let another group dictate what the station will
play. Asthebroadcasters,
don't
we
educate
musical tasteswhy
of our
listeners? Here again, balanced programming
... in presenting something for public
consumption ... if you feed them
nothing but chocolate custard pie, they
are going to get sick, sick, sick! . . .
James A. Spotts
WLEM Emporium, Pa.

Podner ,
One
economical
shot gets
FOUR
S'west

TV

markets

.

nearly
400, 000 sets!

editor :
We would like to obtain 250 reprints
of your article on the KING musical
survey . . .
William D. Schueler
President
KJIM Fort Worth, Tex.
editor:
I've always suspected what KING
has proved; please send me two
copies . . .
Bill Hennessey
WTIC Hartford, Conn.
EDITOR :
Will you please, send me 100 reprints .. .
Bob Earle
General Manager
WIBR Baton Rouge, La.
editor:
I would like to order 200 reprints . . .
E. R. Kukkola
KXLK Great Falls, Mont.
[EDITOR'S
104 each.] NOTE: Reprints are available,

WEST TEXAS
TELEVISION NETWORK

You can't skip radio
editor:
Please send 200 reprints of Alan C.
Garratt's story "No campaign is complete page
without radio"
Oct. 12,
25). (Monday Memo,
George Patton
WBML Macon, Ga.
editor:
My congratulations to Mr. Garratt
and his fine article . . . please send us
50 reprints . . .
Allan W. Roberts
Executive Vice President
WJBW New Orleans

14

MIKE
editor:
. . . send us 200 reprints . . .
Jack Siegel
WMFJ Daytona Beach, Fla.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Mr. Garratt is advertising manager, ACC Division, American ToCo., New York. Reprints are available,bacco54 each.]
Like a mustard seed
editor :
... I also want to extend my thanks
for the excellent play you gave my
Monday Memo (page 25, Oct. 5) . . .
We too have had some interesting comments on the story. It seems that Broadcasting gets around.
W. B. Geissinger
W. B. Geissinger & Co.
Los Angeles
Promotion records: how free?
editor:
I would appreciate your comments
and those of your readers concerning
the promotion records from the larger
record companies. The distributors in
this area have been charging KFST for
album services plainly marked "not for
sale, for promotional use only," etc.
They call this "handling charges, postI canage," etc.get records for about the same
cost by joining a record club that is
open to the public. Is this a local situation or do the parent record companies
know what is going on?
Frances Parr
Program Director
KFST Fort Stockton, Tex.
NOTE: The
majorwhich
labelscharges
have
a[EDITOR'S
station subscriber
service
a handling fee. They contend they cannot
send out thousands of records without some
compensation. They also claim the fee is
lower than any record club.]
Reporting tv quiz probe
editor:
I want to congratulate you for the
honesty and accuracy of your coverage
of the proceedings [tv quiz hearing] in
Washington. While I never expected to
emerge as a hero, I must admit I was
unprepared for vindictive and distorted
accounts of my testimony in the press.
. . . That's why it was doubly satisfying
to read your story, a model of fair and
dispassionate reporting.
Al Davis
New York
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Mr. Davis was public
relations
counsel
Twenty-One
at time
"fix"
charges
brokefor against
the program.]
Old 'mags' never die . . .
editor:
Just a note to inform you of what
we do with our Broadcasting Magazines when we are through reading them
BROADCASTING, October 26, 1959

40

YEA

Finest way to speed to Europe and beyond . . . that's KLM! Fast flights whisk
you non-stop from New York and Montreal, one-stop from Houston. Friendly
flight attendants treat you to world-famous Royal Dutch service — the most
thoughtful, attentive service you'll find anywhere! Contact your travel agent
or KLM Royal Dutch Airlines, 609 Fifth Avenue or 120 Broadway, N. Y., N. Y.

mar

. . you're in Europe
before you know it!
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KLM to Europe
you're treated royally
on Royal Dutch Airlines I 60 . . . and beyond/

THE WORLD
VORLD OVER
(
KLM
ROYAL DUTCH
AIRLINES
THE WORLD'S

15
FIRST AIRLINE

from cover to cover. . . . We take our
magazines to the barber shops and hospitals to let people not in the radiotv business know what we're doing.
It has really created a lot of interest
in our profession.
Pete Bradfield
KMAR Winnsboro, La.
Literary license
Editor:
While taking a vacation and trying
to get away from the business, I found
myself idly connecting the books I was
reading with the business. The resulting
juxtaposition of quotations resulted:
Shakespeare on over-commercialism:
"Out, damned spot" {Macbeth).
Milton on House quiz probe: "Hell
Lost).
scarce holds the wild uproar" (Paradise
Dryden on comedians: "So take the
corn,
the chaff behind" (The
Cock and
and leave
the Fox).
Benjamin Franklin on expense accounts: "A small leak will sink a great
ship" (Poor Richard's Almanac).
William Cullen Bryant on summer
hiatus: "The melancholy days are come,
Flowers).
the
saddest of the year" (The Death of
Ralph Waldo Emerson
roll: "Must smite the cords
hard, As with hammer or
(Merlin).
William C. Dempsey
General Manager
WQEDurgh(TV)-WQEX
Pittsb

FIRST

in

TOLEDO

for

38

on rock 'n
rudely and
with mace"

(TV)

years!
Station cost breakdown

Call KATZ—
today

for tomorrow's

availabilities

STORER

editor:
Please send reprint of May 14, 1956,
story. "Madison
to Main St."
Roderick Ave.
B. Cupp

KOFO Ottawa, Kan.
EDITOR :
Please send me one reprint . . .
Mark Russell
KMOX-TV St. Louis
[EDITOR'S of NOTE:
Article
describes
periences
a former
Madison
Ave. «xexeach.] ecutive who acquired his own local radio
stations
and
includes
income
and
expense
breakdowns. Reprints still available, 5*

station
National Sales Offices:
625 Madison Ave., N.Y. 22
230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1

16 (OPEN MIKE)

A
BROADCASTING
SUBSCRIPTION PRICES: Annual subscription
for 52 weekly issues $7.00. Annual subscription
including yearbook Number $11.00. Add $1.00
per year for Canadian and foreign postage.
Subscriber's occupation required. Regular Issues 35* per copy; Yearbook Number $4.00
per copy.
SUBSCRIPTION ORDERS AND ADDRESS
CHANGES: Send to BROADCASTING Circulation Dept., 1735 DeSales St., «.W., Washington 6, D.C.
changes, please include both
old and
new Onaddresses.
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now

more

Keystone

makes

and

here's

than

ever

sense

dollars

too

how:

a

Keystone has 1075 locally programmed radio stations
covering 54% of all radio homes in the U.S.A.

Keystone has 86% coverage of all farm markets in the country.

Keystone offers plus merchandising tailored to your
campaign needs at no cost to you.

4

Keystone covers Hometown

and Rural America at the lowest cost.

Write for our complete station
list and our farm market survey.
They're yours for the asking.
San Francisco
57 Post St.
Sutter 1-7400
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Detroit
Penobscot Building
WOodward 2-4505

Los Angeles
3142 Wilshire Blvd.
Dunkirk 3-2910

New York
527 Madison Ave.
Eldorado 5-3720

Chicago
111 W. Washington
State 2-8900

Another thriller-diller from WJRT—

"Cogitating, Ponsonby
—about

the eagle-eyed

advertisers who cover

"Incubating,

Flint, Lansing,

Chief?

Saginaw,

and Bay City the
efficient way—
via WJRT."

Ahhh, that's our WJRT all right-the
finest medium ever hatched for putting your

or better signal. It's the efficient way. With
WJRT, your sales message starts on the

sales story across to the rich mid-Michigan
area with its half-million TV households. It's

bull's-eye and is beamed outward to the surrounding targets. If you want to do an inside

the single-station way to cover Flint, Lansing,

selling job on Michigan's other big market,

Saginaw

and Bay

City with a grade "A"

WJRT's

WJR
CHANNEL

ABC

FLINT

Primary Affiliate

Represented by HARRINGTON,
18

for you. Come on in; the selling's fine.

RIGHTER & PARSONS, INC.

New York • Chicago • Detroit • Boston • San Francisco • Atlanta
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MONDAY

MEMO

from CHARLES F. JOHNSON

Needed:

JR., owner, Charles F. Johnson Adv., Grand Rapids, Mich.

an

agency

A lack of common understanding apparently exists between many agencies
and broadcasters. This is particularly
evident with the smaller agency and
broadcaster.
This lack of better working relationship tends to stymie the effectiveness of
both parties, resulting in less than maximum performance. And the client — the
innocent third party who pays the tab —
is the ultimate victim.
It is my conviction that broadcasters
should establish a code of recognition
which precisely describes under what
conditions an agency is to be recognized.
The following suggestions comprise
the total requirement of the code. There
also are many local conditions that may
very well dictate other provisions. But
a standard code of recognition should
include the following minimum provisions.
Credit • Is the agency required to be
financially
responsible for the client's
credit?
I am aware of situations in which the
broadcaster continues to assume full
financial responsibility by billing the
client directly and remitting earned commis ions tothe agency when payment is
received. This obviously is real fat for
the small agency as the necessity for substantial sums of working capital is greatly reduced.
It seems to me that part of the agency 15% commission is earned by
assuming credit obligations.
Payment • Usually the contract is between the agency and the station for
the client. If the client happens to be a
bit tardy in paying his bills, some stations permit the agency to wait until
payment is received before satisfying its
obligations to the broadcaster (of course,
a cash discount might be another incentive).
Here, again, this permits an agency
to operate on considerably less working
capital. Any contract between two parties should require the individuals concerned to live up to the conditions of

. . . to

define
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recognition

the contract without regard to the acts
of others.
Copy Preparation: • Some broadcasters continue to write copy for an
agency-serviced account. Under these
conditions it's rather unlikely that a
client receives anything extra in creative
ideas by using an agency. Any agency
worth its salt would not permit such an
abuse of the creative function.
The Parasite • This is the "agency"
which establishes itself literally with its
office in its hat! By taking advantage of
some of the short-cuts listed above, it is

Charles F. Johnson Jr., lived in Maine
for 25 of his 36 years but now is strongly
pro-midwest. Obtained his B.S. from U.
of New Hampshire, his M.B.A. from U.
of Michigan. Formerly he was salesman
for WHEB Portsmouth, N.H., and
WOOD-AM-TV Grand Rapids; has
headed his own agency for 3V2 years.
He believes the agency executive should
have his own business on the side to
retain the "client feel." His sideline is
mail order lobster firm in Portland, Me.,
which he operates under name of Skipper Dan.

credit,

payment,

code

. . .

able to make a living without investment
or risk. This type of agency operator
usually focuses his attention on the
broadcasting field. Quite often he is an
ex-broadcasting salesman who starts
with a couple of accounts he formerly
serviced. So far — no argument. Some
large agencies started with such humble
beginnings but grew by assuming their
creative and financial responsibilities.
So these are the problems. But what
is a solution?
In what other industry could a man
establish a business without capital,
without risk, committing himself for
tens of thousands of dollars of payments? None that I know of. And probably for the simple reasons that none
of his suppliers would do business with
him on that basis. Even the smallest
broadcaster had to shell out some of his
own money in order to go in business.
Isn't it high time that broadcasters
formed a comprehensive policy specifying the conditions under which an
advertising agency is recognized? I
believe that an agency should be required to guarantee credit. Payment
should be made as agreed regardless of
whether the client has fulfilled his financial obligation. The agency should be
solely responsible for the creation of
copy according to accepted broadcast
standards.
But before this will be, specific rules
and conditions of recognition must be
created by the broadcaster. Such a code
of recognition must include specific reference to the subjects above.
And what will be the end result?
There'll be less bickering among small
agencies and broadcasters. Legitimate
agencies will be properly rewarded for
their business and professional acumen.
The neophyte agency will either accept
the code or be out of the broadcast
phase of advertising (and how can an
agency offer its clients complete agency
service without a broadcast media department?).
Finally, the client will be getting more
for his advertising dollar.

service
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Audience

How

much

fiC4

money

Profile

#1

did you spend

for food and groceries
in the past seven days?

WWDC Homes
Less than $21
S21-S29
S30-S39

21.4%
29.4%
37-8%

$40 and over

11.5%

Total Sample

% WWDC above or
below Total Sample

gg*3L___-J^2^
- 9-3%
32.4%
31.0%
_
±31*ll

* 9-7%

. ±*8'6%

What *;W of people are WWDC listeners? We know from PULSE rating surveys that they
give us the greatest total share of audience in the Washington, D. C. metropolitan area. But
we wanted to know more about them personally— so we had PULSE do a special Audience
Image Study. The profile that emerged is most revealing. Take the matter of groceries.
215,763 WWDC homes spend $30 or more a week for food . . . 40.5% above the total sample
average. Doesn't this give you food for thought? (Next month: TRAVEL).

WWDC
Radio Washington . . . the station that keeps people in mind
REPRESENTED
October 26, 1959
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BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.
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LATE NEWSBREAKS

ON THIS AND NEXT THREE PAGES • DETAILED COVERAGE

POLICING
TIO

need

SPECTER

is stressed

Threats of policing action in the
current program crisis overshadowed
routine discussions and panels at the
NAB fall conference in Boston. Oct.
22-23.
Tv Information Committee Chairman Clair R. McCollough. of Steinman Stations, who appeared on Oct.
23 program with Louis Hausman. Televis;on Information Office director, set
the theme by refocusing attention on
mounting criticism of tv.
Mr. McCollough found the present
tempest over tv program policies serving to highlight need for TIO.
Mounting Criticism • During a tour
of the nation. Mr. McCollough noted
increasing public criticism of tv. reflected both in newspapers and magazines. Some is justified, he conceded.
He deplored, however, criticism emanating from quarters with no "understanding"' of the background involved.
He renewed, at the same. time, a
plea for greater support of TIO.
Mr. Hausman told meeting that
broadcasters should admit when things
are wrong, correct them, inform public
and defend integrity of good programs.
He felt these four "cornerstones" are

OVER

at Boston
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meeting

essential to any information program.
He said press reports on tv quiz
programs are case in point on need
to admit errors in judgment and execution. "Some of us. I am afraid, may
be inclined to discount the press coverage of this story by saying the press
is motivated by jealousy of our advertising business. This is altogether too
pat an answer." he said.
Facts Were There • "The press did
not create this story out of whole
cloth. It is a story that the public is
vitally interested in. It illustrates dramatically what an integral and vital
part television has become in our soOne way to combat challenges to
future
ciety." freedom of broadcasting's programming policy, said Daniel W. Kops,
WAVZ New Haven. Conn., in a radio
editorializing panel Oct. 22. is by frequent and judicious use of station editorial. Should proposals to restrict medium get up steam, Mr. Kops recommended that editorials be used by
broadcasters to bring their side of issue before public.
Panel presented unanimous voice for
greater use of editorializing function

Goodnight
CBS had internal wrangle on its
hands Oct. 22 stemming from its
move to strip tv programs of "deceits" (see page 41). Upshot: John
A. Aaron and Jesse Zousmer, producers and two of originators (with
newsman Ed Murrow) of Person to
Person, announced they and CBS
had worked out "amicable" settlement releasing them from their 52week contract "as soon as possible."
Trouble apparently started when
CBS Inc. President Frank Stanton
was quoted as telling newsman that
P-to-P interviews should not be made
to seem "spontaneous" when they
weren't, that either guests should
not be given questions in advance or
audience should be told they were
rehearsed. Coupled with this, observers speculated, was CBS management's withdrawal of Mae West
P-to-P interview preceding week
over Aaron & Zousmer objections

NAB

and

good

DE^^DL
INI
OF THE WEEK BEGINS PAGE 41

by radio management, as prestige
builders, as public service providers
and as gap filler in those communities
served by single newspaper.
Mr. Kops has been airing editorials
for past 10 years. Panelist Paul O.
O'Friel. WBZ Boston, said his station
has been editorializing for only one
year but already has aired 35, while
Tim Elliot, WICE Providence, said his
station has been editorializing four
All three agreed that seldom has
there been need for equal time for
years.
other viewpoints to be expressed on
subject of editorial aired, but they do
grant forum when necessary, even
though FCC doesn't require them to
do so. They recommended frequent,
regular use of editorials.
Seminar Need • Proposal for annual
or semi-annual programming seminar
under NAB supervision and direction
was made by Fred A. Knorr, Knorr
Broadcasting Corp. (five stations in
Michigan), in radio session's "Programming for Sales" session Oct. 23.
Praising such efforts as broadcast
business management seminar held at
Harvard U. last summer (Broadcasting, July 20) and Westinghouse Broadcastingferences.
Co."s annual
conMr. Knorr public
said service
while there
are seminars and conferences for many
facets of broadcasting, programming

luck

(Broadcasting, Oct. 19).
In letter to Dr. Stanton Oct. 22,
Messrs Aaron and Zousmer said they
were sorry he was "unwilling to
correct your unwarranted slur on
your Person to Person program";
that they had hoped after hearing
explanation he "would make an effort to set the public record straight."
They said "it is unfortunate that
while seeking to explain the network's high moral position to the
public you have been unable to find
the means to rectify a rank injustice
to us. our loyal staff members and
the more than 500 guests who have
appeared on the program in the past
six years." They hoped "that our
respective lawyers will reach a mutually satisfactory settlement of our
respective contractual obligations."
Dr. Stanton replied that his statement "was certainly not intended as
a slur" and, "indeed, it referred to

a production practice for which, as
I have admitted, we at CBS have
been at least as responsible as anyone
else.
"All I have asked of you," he said,
"is that you inform the viewing
public of the production practices
on Person to Person so that the
program can be exactly what it
At was
aboutto
same
be." time
purports
letter
released.
AaronDr.& Stanton's
Zousmer
office issued statement saying amicable terms had been reached by which
they would leave program. P-to-P,
originally owned by Messrs. Aaron,
Zousmer and Murrow, was sold by
them to CBS few years ago. CBSTV officials said no decision had
been reached as to Aaron-Zousmer
replacements. Program is seen Fridays 10:30-11, with Charles Collingwood in interviewer role formerly
handled by Mr. Murrow.
35

AT

DEADLINE

that "sells" is actually only stock-intrade broadcaster has to offer.
Programming seminar under NAB
auspices, he said, "would do as much
as any single gesture to improve the
radio broadcasting product, to improve
consequently our sales effectiveness,
and to identify . . . serious minded men
and women in this industry who want
to serve and survive." Mr. Knorr said
he has hired one of nation's "top creative" program directors, freed him of
administrative chores and given him
full responsibility to develop programs.
Stations that prosper in future will
be those which attract greater listener
loyalty, he said, adding that two ways
to fail in this is to try to "buy audience" or fail to appreciate full implications of sound public service programming. He said he'd rather have
consistently-rated station No. 3 in a
five-station market over 10 years than
one varying from 1 to 5 for average
of No. 3.
Mr. Knorr said he and two partners
started his company 12 years ago with
$5,000 each and he recently bought
them out for $1 million apiece.

IKE

ON

CONTINUED

Instant

action

Increasing ability of tv to accept
video-taped spot campaigns evidenced in special pre-Halloween
drive now being carried on 28
stations. Leo Burnett, agency for
Pillsbury Mills' cake mix and
frosting products, planned tapeonly commercial with NTA Telestudios, New York, taped it Oct.
16, screened and approved it Oct.
19 and two days later had 45
copies on way to stations.
Pillsbury's
products
are Agency
in distribution in 34
markets.
solicited some 60 stations in those
markets as to their ability to
carry tape campaign, received
acceptances from 28. Until recently, one drawback to spot
tv tape was praccampaigns
tice of someviastations of charging
special playback fee. Burnett
spokesman said it is not known
be incharges will
what special
volved on Pillsbury
campaign,
but first estimates are that they
will be small and few.

QUIZZES:

Rigging 'terrible thing'
to do to U.S. public
President Eisenhower said Oct. 22,
that tv quiz show rigging was "a terrible thing to do to the American public" and announced that he had asked
Attorney General to study problem.
Speaking at news conference from his
Georgia golf retreat, President said he
inquiry about scandals "right
made
away and so far as I can see, up to
this moment, the Executive Branch of
the government has had no responsibility or even no place to do anything." He continued:
"I have asked the Attorney General
and one or two others to look into it.
. My interest didn't develop until
after I found out that there was apparently something a little questionable
about the whole matter." President referred to news coverage of investigations by House Subcommittee on Legislative Oversight (see page 41).
No Censorship • Asked by newsmen if legislation is needed, Chief
Executive replied: "I see no power in
the Executive Department. This would
be censorship. This would be a political agent. Now you have the FCC. I
am not sure what their field would
be there." He pointed out Justice
Dept.'s study will not lead to Executive
36

action. President Eisenhower also said
that he never watched tv quiz shows.
President did not indicate when he
asked Justice to take action but it was
reported up to this time no study or
reinvestigation is underway.for"Any
a study
quest from the President
of this
said. question will be complied with,"
he
Just what division of Justice will
handle inquiry is unknown at this time.
When President Eisenhower asked Attorney General to look into FCC's
equal time decision, antiLar Daly
trust division handled matter. Quiz
show investigation, however, may posof criminal disibly
as others.
well attention
vision asengage
NBC said it will "welcome any recommendations that the Attorney General may develop toward additional
safeguards of the integrity of these programs." Network said in past year it
has "adopted numerous new security
procedures to assure the honesty of
quiz, audience participation, panel and
contest shows." Full cooperation will
be given to Attorney General, NBC
promised.
'Impractical' • On another tv quiz
front, FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer labeled as "impractical" legislation
proposed to House subcommittee by

Comr. Robert E. Lee requiring prior
announcement of program content (see
page 46). "You'd have to say the bulComr.
aren't
lets and cowboys
if Justice
saidreal,"
stated. He
Doerfer
could come up with method of legally
exercising prior constraint over programming, "I'd like to know about it."
So far, all shows aired by House subcommittee no longer are on air (Broadcasting, Oct. 19), but Chief Counsel
Robert Lishman said Oct. 22 that investigators are checking charges relating to programs still being broadcast.
He said after investigations are completed, final decision will be made as
to whether they will be exposed to public hearings, resuming Nov. 2.
SELF-DISCIPLINE

Kintner

cites defense

against

f urthur

control

Self-discipline is still best alternative
to other proposals for policing radio-tv
industry quiz programs, Federal Trade
Commission Chairman Earl W. Kintner
told newsmen in Chicago Oct. 22.
He noted FCC Chairman John C.
Doerfer's proposal for "czar" to police
quiz shows and another for creation
of board of "distinguished citizens" to
oversee program content (early story
page 41). While he favors neither, he
said, board idea has perhaps most
value, though it could carry censorship
implications. In long run, Chairman
Kintner felt, industry is "ingenious
enough to devise effective means of
self-regulation and discipline."
Chairman Kintner told newsmen he's
been "greatly encouraged" by recent
statements by Dr. Frank Stanton, CBS
president, and NAB President Harold
Fellows on responsibility for quiz programing, characterizing public furore
dustry.
as "shock treatment" to broadcast inChairman Kintner suggested answer
for programming control lies perhaps
with NAB just as responsibility for
self-policing of advertising among member stations.
Overall, he added, industry could
well recoup its "prestige" in near future if it moves to "clean its house."
Otherwise, he stressed, "federal regulation is inevitable."
Monitoring
• FTC plans to increase
radio-tv monitoring staff for 1960, he
said, without indicating to what degree, though agency does not plan to
ask Congress for additional monies
for monitoring. Chairman Kintner said
FTC monitoring program is moving
BROADCASTING, October 26, 1959

along, citing various actions involving
tv advertisers. Overall FTC appropriations to be sought for 1960 will be
about same as for 1959 — roughly $7
million, he revealed.
In prepared speech for delivery before Audit Bureau of Circulations
luncheon meeting in Drake Hotel same
day, Chairman Kintner reiterated that
FTC would press enforcement of
Robinson-Patman act against illegal cooperative advertising. He said fact "this
is news makes it all too clear that violations are widespread and that businessmen are needing more government
policing to compensate for their lack
of self-discipline."
Its producers

deny

'Price' was rigged
Tv's current hit giveaway show,
Goodson-Todman's The Price Is Right
on NBC-TV, came in for share of quiz
scandal spotlight Oct. 22, after past
contestant (George Price of Canton,
Ohio, who won $40,000) broke story
that he and other panelists had been
supplied limits beyond which they
should not bid for items on show.
Producers Mark Goodson and Bill Todman, in detailed statement later that
day, admitted that such advice had
been given in past, but emphasized that
( 1 ) it was not being given now except
when minimums were announced on
air and (2) that all contestants had
been so advised and no individual contestant given advantage.
Goodson-Todman statement :
"Two of the practices on The Price
Is Right from its inception provided
for advising all of the contestants, on
some occasions, the minimums at which
bididng was to start and, on other occasions, the suggested maximums which
should not be exceeded.
"More than a year ago the practice
concerning minimum prices was
changed so that when the minimum
price is given it is announced on the
air. At about the same time, the practice by which contestants, on some
occasions, were advised as to the maximum bid was completely eliminated and
has not been used since.
"Minimums were, and are given to
prevent the waste of valuable program
time in aimless bidding. Maximums were
given to reduce the chance that contestants would be eliminated through
over-bidding, and were restricted to
merchandise which the average panel
would have difficulty evaluating. All
maximums were substantially in excess
of the actual purchase price. No contestant had any advantage over the
BROADCASTING, October 26, 1959

Space channels
FCC issued announcement Oct.
22 proposing to reallocate bands
in 118-136 mc portion of spectrum to provide additional wavelengths for air traffic control and
for earth-space and space communications. Action followed request by Executive Branch of
government, Commission said.
Proposed changes, to become
effective July 1, 1960, would provide 5 mc of additional space for
air traffic control. Three mc, 132135 mc, would come from present
132-144 mc government band.
One mc, 135-136 mc, would be
reallocated for (a) earth-space and
(b) space services on joint government-non-government use.Additional 2 mc (126.825-128.825
mc) would come from existing
non-government aeronautical mobile band. These would be used
non-governand and
by government
ment aeronautical
aircraft
stations for air traffic control.
Comments are due Nov. 30.
others. Any contestant could win and
all still could lose. No contestant was
ever given the price of any merchandise, or any other individual assistance.
Strict security procedures have always
been followed to prevent contestants
from knowing what the merchandise
items were at any time before the program is broadcast."
NBC-TV
declined comment.
Eleven

station

sales

get FCC approval
Sale of 52V4 % of KXMC-TV Minot,
N. D., for $1,040,000 topped station
transfers approved Oct. 22, by FCC.
KXMC-TV Inc., composed of Chester
Reiten (21%), president, Lloyd R.
Amoo and W. L. Hurley, bought controlling interest from multiple station
owner North Dakota Broadcasting Co.
In addition, buyers have 9-year option
to purchase remaining 471/2% (19,000
shares) of station at $14 per share. Ch.
1 3 KXMC-TV has operated in past as
satellite of North Dakota's KXJB-TV
Valley City, N. D., but this affiliation
will be discontinued by new owners.
Other sale approvals:
KBKC Mission, Kan., bought by
Public Radio Corp. (92%) and Charles
M. Gaitz (8%) from Mission Broadcasters for $400,000. Public Radio owns
KAKC Tulsa and KIOA Des Moines.

In same action, FCC granted renewal
of license to KBKC.
KATR Corpus Christi, Tex., from
Broadcasters Inc. to Broadcasting Corp.
of the Southwest for $300,000. Principals in purchasing group include President Robert C. Kent, 25% (general
manager of KJRG - AM - FM Newton
and KCLO Leavenworth, both Kansas),
and Lester L. Roloff, 31%, minister.
KATR license also was renewed.
Texas Telecasting Co. purchase of
50% of KICA-AM-TV Clovis, N. M.,
from Mae Strauss and Frank Lesley by
assuming $170,000 in liabilities. W. D.
Rogers, president of Texas Telecasting,
will have voting control. Texas Telecasting owns KDUB-TV Lubbock,
KEDY-TV Big Spring and KPAR-TV
Sweetwater, all Texas. Comr. Bartley
dissented. Licenses also were renewed.
KHEY El Paso, Tex., from KEPO
Broadcasting Co. to KHEY Broadcasting Inc. (Edward W. and Nancy M.
Sleighel)
$180,000.
license
also was for
renewed
and Station's
Comr. Bartley
again dissented.
Multiple-station owner Cy Blumenthal's sale of WABB Mobile, Ala., to
Julius W. and Bernard Dittman for
$185,000 plus $20,000 consultant fee
for five years.
KFJI Klamath Falls, Ore., from Williard D. Miller estate to Gibson Radio
Inc. for $145,000. Riley R. Gibson,
president of Gibson Radio, has interest
in KXOA-AM-FM Sacramento, Calif.
KWIK Pocatello, Idaho, from Don
W. Burden to William T. Woods, Harlan E. Miles, John W. Lewis and
Marvin Mollring for $125,000. Messrs.
Lewis and Mollring have interests in
WIBV Belleville, 111. Commission also
renewed license of KWIK.
WHIR Danville, Ky., from Commonwealth Broadcasting Corp. to T. C.
Quisenberry, principal owner of WEKY
Richmond, Ky., for $120,000. Also,
Mr. Quisenberry agreed to employ
WHIR President W. T. Isaac as consultant for two years for $5,000. Comr.
Bartley dissented.
WAGC Chattanooga, Tenn., from
WAGC Broadcasting Co. to Middle
Georgia Broadcasting Co. (WBML-AMFM Macon, Ga.) for $105,000. Middle
Georgia principals are C. R. Rader
(66% %) and George W. Patten
(33i/3%).
WMDN Midland, Mich., from Rich
Publishing House Inc. to Midland
Broadcasting Co. for $100,000. Equal
partners of purchaser are Julius Sherman, Donald A. Sherman, Leonard Siskind, Robert Jaffe, Robert I. Sherman37
and WMDN General Manager Fred A.
Wolfe.

Joint
are

council

denied

bids

by FCC

Two developments involving educational tv took place at FCC Oct. 22:
FCC denied request by Joint Council
on Educational Tv asking Commission
(1) to adopt policy of reserving any
vhf channels which may become available in future for educational tv in
metropolitan areas which do not now
have educational vhfs and (2) to reserve commercial ch. 8 in Waycross,
Ga., for education (Georgia Board of
Education now holds construction permit for ch. 8 there) and commercial
ch. 13 for education in Norfolk-Portsmouth-Newport News, Va. FCC said
it would consider any request by Georgia Board to make ch. 8 educational
no inthere's
said use
only. Commission
dication of immediate
of ch.
13
that would require setting aside its
grant of ch. 13 to WVEC-TV in Hampton, Va.
(Other JCET petitions involving reallocations in Rochester, N.Y., and
Reno, Nev., will be considered with
conflicting petitions, FCC said).

'Operation Alert'
success is detailed
Official stamp of success was placed
on "Operation Alert — 1959" held last
April 17 in report released by FCC on
nationwide Conelrad drill in which
country's broadcasters participated in
cooperation with FCC, Office of Civil
& Defense Mobilization and Department of Defense.
Report, issued by Robert E. Lee,
FCC defense commissioner, said intelligible service was extended to some
90% of total U.S. population. Co-

WEEK'S

operation bybroadcasters, coordinated
by National Industry Advisory Committee, was reported "excellent with
only a few exceptions."
Report recommended 90-day notice
for future tests or drills for emergency broadcasting system so FCC,
OCDM and Defense can coordinate
with radio broadcasters, obtain cooperation from Mexico and Canada. Thus
individual broadcast schedules can be
readjusted with minimum impact and
programming arrangements can be
made by broadcasters and national,
state and local CD officials.
Report also asked CD support in
helping pay for am station conversion
for rapid changeover to Conelrad frequencies, 640 and 1240 kc, with maximum operating efficiency; obtaining
emergency power generation equipment, and getting remote pickup broadcast equipment. Continued cooperation between OCDM and NIAC on active development of programming
techniques and plans also was asked.
Daytime sky wave
FCC Oct. 22 announced rules
changes to carry out conclusions reached last month when it ended 12-yearold daytime skywave proceeding
(Broadcasting, Sept. 28). New regulations, effective Nov. 30, are designed
to protect Class I clear channel stations from objectionable skywave interference from future daytime or limited stations on those channels.
Changes define pertinent angles of
radiation restrictions during two hours
after sunrise and before sunset, permit changes in existing Class II stations which would not cause interference greater than at present and make
changes relating to pre-sunrise operations.

NCS

#4

timetable:

of '61count
out
The by
next spring
broadcast coverage
by A. C. Nielsen Co. will be out no
later than spring 1961 "by popular
Users of the Nielsen Coverage Servdemand."
ice NCS
were polled
like to
have
#4. on
NCSwhen#3,they'd
covering
tv
only, was released in August 1958, two
years
after #2.showed
The surveyor's
of subscribers
a third in survey
favor
of a new NCS next spring and two
thirds willing to wait until late in 1960
or early 1961. Accordingly, Nielsen
has decided on a "somewhat delayed
but more precise census-based coverage study. The U.S. Census of next
spring is scheduled for release in mid1961, the research firm said.
NCS reports circulation patterns for
radio and tv stations in all U.S. counties over various spans of time without
reference to separate programs. Show
audiences are reported continuously in
the Nielsen Television Index and the
Nielsen Radio Index. NCS is used by
stations, networks, advertisers and
agencies as a basic tool and in conjunction with other research.
The NCS #4 schedule was announced by John K. Churchill, Nielsen
vice president.
William

Golden

dies

William Golden, 48, CBS-TV creative
director, sales promotion and advertising, New York, died early Friday (Oct.
23) presumably of heart attack. He
was recognized as one of television's
foremost leaders in creative art. CBSTV's "eye" was one of his creations.

HEADLINERS

Crawford D. Paton, formerly director of market planning of The Warner
Bros. Co. (foundation garments), Bridgeport, Conn., elected vp and director of
newly formed media division of McCannErickson. New division comprises media
Wildepartment and media planning unit.
liam Dekker is vp and director of media
department, John Flanagan and Edwin
Mr. Paton
Wilson are managers of media planning
unit. Move brings media into McCann-Erickson operating
concept of divisions as employed in creative, account planning and account servicing. Mr. Paton has been with NBC
as sales and market analyst, Young & Rubicam as director
of market research, and C.J. LaRoche as vp, director of research and account executive.

William B. Templeton, formerly vp and
director of radio-tv, Bryan Houston Inc.
(now absorbed by Fletcher D. Richards,
Calkins & Holden), named to similar post
at Cunningham & Walsh., N.Y., (Closed
Circuit, Oct. 12). He succeeds Ed Mahoney, who has resigned. Mr. Templeton
held top radio-tv post at Bryan Houston
for eight years, and before that was tv
production manager for Kudner Adv. His
Mr.
Templeton
entire business career has been in radio
and tv, as composer, writer, director and producer. He
was director of Milton Berle's tv show and handled such
programs as The Comedy Hour and Jackie Gleason Show
among others.
FOR OTHER NEWS OF PEOPLE SEE FATES & FORTUNES
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OFFICE
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to
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BRUCE PATTYSON, manager of our New
England office — one of ten offices providing afast efficient service to Advertising throughout the U.S.

A NATIONWIDE

DALLAS
OFFICE

tradition

JACKSONVILLE
OFFICE

for

prudent

In TV penetration, New England is
close to saturation — with television
in more than 92 percent of all homes
in Connecticut, Massachusetts and
Rhode Island.
New England industry, too, has
been quick to recognize the great
sales-building opportunities in television. And in 25 major markets, the
stations that can best help the advertiser cash-in on those opportunities
are represented by Blair-TV.
Efficient time-buying demands
accurate down-to-the-minute data on
these markets and stations — data
instantly available to New England
agencies through our Boston office.
Blair-TV operates on this basic

ORGANIZATION

buying

principle: that alert, informed representation ias service vital not only to
stations but also to all advertising,
and to the business dependent on it
for volume and profit. From the first,
our list has been made up of stations
and markets we felt in a position to
serve effectively. Today these stations cover 56 percent of America's
population — virtually 60 percent of
its effective buying power.
In its area, each of these stations
stands as a powerhouse of selling
force. To help advertisers and their
agencies make most profitable use of
that force, is the constant objective
of our entire organization.

AT THE SERVICE OF ADVERTISING

BLAIR-TV
WBKB- Chicago
WABC-TV-New York
W-TEN —
WCPO-TV- Cincinnati
WEWS -Cleveland
Albany-Schenectady-Troy
WBNS-TV- Columbus
WFBG-TV— Altoona
KFJZ-TV-Dallas-Ft. Worth
WNBF-TV-Binghamton
WXYZ-TV- Detroit
WHDH-TV- Boston
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KFRE-TV- Fresno
WNHC-TVHartford-New Haven
KTTV-Los Angeles
WMCT- Memphis
WDSU-TV-New Orleans

Omaha-Council Bluffs
WOW-TVWFIL-TV- Philadelphia
WIIC- Pittsburgh
KGW-TV- Portland
WPRO-TV- Providence

KGO-TV-San Francisco
Seattle-Tacoma
KING-TV
- Louis
KTVI-St.
WFLA-TV
Tampa-St.— Petersburg
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"WRC

Radio has been making
ade. The 'Sound

of Quality' has furthered

service."- Clayton R. Sanders,
monial for the results
WRC

• NBC

friends and customers

Owned

Advertising

for Peoples Drug

our reputation

for dependable

Director, Peoples

Drug

Stores for over a decvalues and friendly

Stores Inc. Another

testi-

derived through regular use of the "Sound of Quality" on
Sold by NBC Spot Sales
980 in Washington, D.C.
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TV
But

BEGINS
CBS

and

NBC

SCRUBBING
disagree

How far is all the way?
That's the question agencies and
program packagers were asking last
week as they pondered CBS-TV's announced intention not only (1) to ban
big-money giveaways, but also (2) to
implement an overall guarantee to viewers "that what they see and hear on
CBS programs is exactly what it purports to be" (Broadcasting, Oct. 19).
There seemed to be less disagreement with the big-quiz ban than doubtful speculation as to the lengths to
which the overall guarantee might be
carried. "Does this mean," one agency
executive asked waggishly and yet
semi-seriously, "that we're going to
have to use live bullets in our westerns?"
This type of comment came on the
heels of interviews in which CBS
President Frank Stanton, after announcing the broad policy in a speech,
was quoted as saying that the use of
canned laughter is a "deceit" to be
eliminated; that audiences perhaps
should be told that the Person to Person interviews are not "spontaneous
and that diplomats interviewed on UN
in Action required that questions be
submitted in advance.
NBC's View of CBS • NBC's reaction to the CBS reaction — an assertion that it would police its quizzes,
not throw them off — generally was received with approval in advertising
circles. ABC-TV, which has two or
three quizzes on its roster, issued a
statement that "we will apply the same
rigid inspection to all ABC-TV shows
as before."
These assertions were taken, like Dr.
Stanton's, as meaning that all three
networks intend to keep closer watch
on and control over their programming than ever before. But as conversation pieces neither the NBC nor
the ABC statement came close to
matching the CBS head's speech and
subsequent observations.
The most spectacular speculation
stemmed from Dr. Stanton's declaration that, apart from quiz program-

over

just

how

ITS
hard

ming, CBS intends to be more certain
"that it is we and we alone who decide, not only what is to appear on
the CBS-TV network, but how it is to
appear." Coupled with his asserted intention to "make certain that we at
CBS are the masters of our own house,"
Cowan sick
CBS-TV Network President
Louis G. Cowan suffered a blood
clot in the leg last week and
probably will be hospitalized for
"a minimum of ■hhm
several weeks." HH^^PHH
James T. Aubrey Jr., execu- ^^^fiife^jB
tive
^fjfJS^ .'• jm
dent, vice
took presiover
active direction
of the network
m/KS^- JHR
in Mr. Cowan's Hk <fc MH
absence.
Mr. Cowan
Mr. Aubrey announced the 49year-old president's illness to the
CBS-TV organization in a memo
Wednesday afternoon. The memo
said:
For the past several days Lou
Cowan has been disturbed by an
increasing swelling in his left leg,
and late last evening he went to
a doctor. The condition was immediately diagnosed as a thrombosis, and Lou was ordered to a
hospital for medical care and a
complete rest. Although there is
no way of knowing how long he
will have to be hospitalized we
are advised that a minimum of
several weeks is usual in cases
of this kind.
"I know you will be as disturbed as I was to get this news,
and that you join me in wishing
Lou a speedy recovery."
Mr. Cowan had been scheduled to testify at the House quiz
hearings the first week of November. Presumably his appearance
will be postponed.

TARNISH

to rub

and

where

this policy statement promptly raised
the question:
Is CBS going to take over production of all the shows it produces?
Dr. Stanton was content to stand
on the language of his speech, without amplification, and CBS-TV network
President Louis G. Cowan, stricken
with a blood clot in one leg was
not available for comment. Other
insiders, however, indicated that the
answer would be a definite no.
Rather, they thought that this sort of
control would be sought through agreement with the producers — in specific
contract clauses if necessary — to get
whatever additional say-so is considered necessary in production matters.
Details Come Later • It was noted
that Dr. Stanton had paid tribute to
independent producers in his speech,
pointing out also that they supply more
than half of the CBS-TV program
schedule. It also was emphasized that
the speech had said that "details of
how this general policy is to be implemented will be revealed step by
step as they are developed" — the implication being that the details had
not yet been decided.
Dr. Stanton's subsequent and presumably off-the-cuff observations to interviewers, immediately following the
speech, generated a wider range of
questions. Some of those who endorsed the policies enunciated in the
speech could not go along with what
seemed to be the implications of his
later references to the handling of
Person to Person.
Richard A.R. Pinkham, for example,
expressed "admiration" for Dr. Stanton's speech, which he thought "accomplished two or three objectives
with one burst of righteous indignation." Mr. Pinkham is senior executive vice president in charge of radio
and television for Ted Bates & Co.,
agency for Colgate-Palmolive Co.,
which had lost Top Dollar and Big
Payoff as a result of the CBS-TV ban
on big quizzes.
But Mr. Pinkham thought some of

COMR.
LEE ASKS
PROGRAM
'LABEL'
LAW—
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CECIL McGLOHON
Manager
Birmingham Theater Operating Co.

JOHN W. DOUGLAS
Assistant General Mgr.
Acme Theater Company
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NATIONALLY

INC.
BY HENRY I. CHRISTAL CO.,
•5,000 Nighis

the post-speech quotations were unrealistic in seeming to rule out "artifice" along with "deceit." Artifice,
he and several other agency authorities maintained, is a necessary part of
show business, whether in television,
on Broadway or in motion pictures.
NBC's position, Mr. Pinkham felt,
has merit. He thought NBC's point
well taken when it asked: "Can honesty be equated with the size of a
prize?" He also sided with NBC in
failing to understand why a network
should completely disavow all shows
in a particular category simply because the honesty of some of them is
in question.
Don't Burn the House • Several
who will be affected directly or otherwise by the CBS decision took the
position that it is commendable for
the networks to clean house; but that
it would be quite another thing if they
burned down the house in the process.
The Person to Person references attributed to Dr. Stanton — that its guests
should be denied advance knowledge
of the questions or else the audience
should be told that the program is rehearsed— produced a variety of reactions, most of them unfavorable. How,
the gist of them reasoned, could P-to-P
expect to get guests who are not experienced in public appearances to go
on the program without giving them
some reassurance in the form of a
briefing about subjects to be discussed
— or, if it got them, what sort of
performance might it expect from unbriefed and nervous tv novices? And
does it make any difference to the
audience
whether
P-to-P "interviews"
are rehearsed
or not?
On the other hand, nobody challenged Dr. Stanton's position that in
a serious interview program like UN
in Action, the audience should be told
if interviewees required questions in
advance.
Without going into such details.
President Ted Bergmann of Parkson
Adv., agency for Pharmaceuticals Inc.,
one of the sponsors of P-to-P, would
say only that neither he nor the client
had received official word on any such
change of policy. But he said they
were "studying the possible effects" of
such
dained.changes if they should be orRobert L. Foreman, executive vice
president for creative services at BBDO.
construed the CBS position to mean
that it intends to "live up to its responsibility." Through their contracts,
networks already have a voice in programming, he asserted, but now apparently intend to take a new look.
Framer "Flabbergasted" • Independent producers for the most part were
reticent about discussing the network
BROADCASTING, October 26, 1959

Scheduled
on Dominant

KCMC-TV
American Home
Products — 1 1 shows
Lever
Brothers —
1 2 shows
General
6 showsFoods —
Procter & Gamble —
9 shows
Colgate-Palmolive
—
6 shows
KCMCTV
Dominating the 4-State Corner of the Southwest
This season, 106 national advertisers have placed 218 network orders on KCMC-TV totaling 55 sponsored network
hours per week — strong proof of ADVERTISER ACCEPTANCE.

General
7 showsMills —
R. J.
Reynolds —
5 shows
Sterling Drug —
5 shows

SPOT
KCMC-TV

is ordered

for 90%
ADVERTISERS

of the CBS night time schedule

PLUS

15 Top Rated

Building even

ABC

Choice adjacencies are still
available within this terrific
Shows-

Greater

AUDIENCE

network lineup . . . also REWARDING participating minutes in top local shows and
the popular MGM PLAYHOUSE. Call your Venard
man now for complete information.

ACCEPTANCE!

4-state corner of the Southwest

with

KGMC
TEXARKANA,
Maximum Power Channel 6

Texas-Arkansas
WALTER M. WINDSOR, Genera/ Manager

Representee/ Nationally by Venard, Rintoul & McConnell, Inc.
Clyde Melville Co. — Southwest
James S. Ayers Co. — Southeast
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29-County Nielsen Coverage
County figures indicate percent
of television homes which view
KCMC-TV once or more WEEKIY.

moves for publication. Not so in the
case of Walt Framer, whose Big Payoff was one of the shows bounced.
The president of Walt Framer Productions said he was "flabbergasted."
"Why," he wanted to know, "should
the honest be hurt along with the dishonest?"
Mr. Framer said he was negotiating with both ABC and NBC to return Payoff to the air. "Giveaway
shows will continue as long as people
want something for nothing," he said.
"As long as there are advertisers who
also feel that the public wants this
type of programming, giveaways will
flourish. It seems that nobody likes
giveaway shows but the public."
Colgate-Palmolive had little to say
about the ban, except that it had chosen
to replace Top Dollar and Payoff immediately even though CBS had indicated it was willing to carry them
until the contracts expired. Effective
last Monday (Oct. 19), Top Dollar
(Mon.-Fri., 11:30-12 noon) was replaced by reruns of December Bride,
and Payoff (Mon.-Fri., 3-3:30 p.m.)
by The Millionaire reruns. On Dollar
Colgate was represented by Bates; on
Payoff by Lennen & Newell.
Third program dropped was Name
That Tune (Mon., 7:30-8 p.m.), sponsored by Whitehall Pharmacal through
Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles.
Starting tonight (Oct. 26) it was expected to be replaced, at least temporarily, byMasquerade Party.
More More Cue Cards? • Some
observers wondered whether CBS' new
policy couldn't be carried to ridiculous
lengths. If CBS seriously means that
what it presents is "exactly what it
purports to be," these skeptics reasoned, then won't it have to deny
speakers, for instance, the assistance

Jacob Burck, Chicago Sun-Times
Talk about water pollution
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Warns

of scandals

The present tv quiz scandals
have involved program producers and directors rather than advertising so far, but "the advertising industry is so closely related that it no doubt will share
some
of the Frederic
opprobrium,"
AAAA
President
R. Gamble
said in his "state of the industry" report at closed sessions opening the three-day western region AAAA meeting.
Using the tv expose to point
up the need for "ever higher
standards of morality in advertising," Mr. Gamble called on advertising people to see that the
customer not only gets honest
products for his money but is
honestly persuaded to buy them.
"Advertising has become so important in our economy, so vital
to sustaining the distribution
which makes our enormous production possible, which in turn
enables us to remain free, that
it must forsake old ways which
partake more of the midway
barker and the itinerant seller of
nostrums," he declared.
of cue-cards and TelePrompTers?
While waiting for answers to all the
questions raised by the week's developments, observers noted that Dr. Stanton had said CBS, in discharging its
responsibilities, "will undoubtedly be
challenged in many ways from many
quarters." This, they concluded, could
be the most unchallenged point of all.
Statements from Networks • Following, in text, are pertinent portions of
Dr. Stanton's address (made in accepting the first Distinguished Service
Award of the Radio-Television News
Directors
Assn.) and of NBC's statement in response:
Dr. Stanton stated:
". . . We have indeed failed fully
to meet our duty with regard to quiz
shows — the kind of responsibility which
the American people expect us to discharge. As I see it with benefit of hindsight, we should have been more
thoughtful and critical of the whole
idea of exposing to millions of families
games in which contestants can win
large purses. We really did not face up
to the broader implications — whether
such programs could ever be an appropriate form of widespread public entertainment— whether in their very nature
they might contain the seeds of their
own abuse and eventual destruction,
however well-intentioned the original
concept may have been.
"At any rate, the time has come for

us to make certain that we at CBS are
the masters of our own house.
Inherent Dangers • "We are now
convinced that games whereby contestants can become winners of large sums
of money or lavishly expensive prizes
ought not to be carried on the CBS
Television Network. The dangers inherent in such programs, as presently
conceived, have been highlighted for
all to see, and we do not believe that
any system of policing, public or private, however carefully devised, can
plug up all the possibilities for hankypanky in the production of the pro"I can therefore say that CBS will
grams.
no longer permit its network facilities
to be used for such programs. With
due notice to advertisers, programs in
this category now on the CBS-TV network will be eliminated.
"I want to make clear that this single
action will not accomplish our aims.
"We are taking a fresh hard look at
our basic operational theories and practices as they affect the whole pattern
of
what
appears on the CBS-TV network.
"We cannot, of course, tell others involved with production of television
programs how to run their business.
But we do propose to be more certain
in the future that it is we and we alone
who decide, not only what is to appear
on the CBS-TV network, but how it is
to appear. We accept the responsibility
for content and quality and for assurance to the American people that what
they see and hear on CBS programs
is exactly what it purports to be . . .
"Details of how this general policy
is to be implemented will be revealed
step
step as they are developed."
NBCby statement:
"The American public has been seri-

Bill Mauldin, St. Louis Post-Dispatch
'They don't just want the answers
— they want money, too!'
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travelers

with

$2,000

each

. ..

All it took was a little traveling music —
on WMAQ.
In tliis case, literally before

In four short
$200,000.

weeks,

Olson

sold out com-

pletely-—100 tickets for a gross sale
And one year in advance!

breakfast. Chicago's Olson Travel
Organization offered overseas tours at

This

$2,000

ket in the Midwest. It's every bit as easy
for you to find the buyers you're looking
for anytime, morning, noon or night, on...

per ticket on its 40 -minute program of semi-classical music featuring
Norman Ross, Saturdays,7:15to7:55 a.m.
WMAQ

NBC

Owned

is just one

WMAQ

reaches

670 in Chicago

more
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the quality

• Sold

by NBC

of how

buying

Spot

mar-

Sales

ously misled and deceived through the
rigging of certain quiz shows. The networks, NBC included, must accept their
share of responsibility for this breach
of public faith.

as I've Got a Secret and What's My
Line?, then we think millions of Americans will be the losers by it. If it exempts shows that offer $1,000 in prizes
(To Tell the Truth) and bans shows that
offer $2,500 (Top Dollar), then we conAll Are Not Tainted • "However,
sider it confusing. Can honesty be
NBC does not accept the premise that equated with the size of a prize?
all programs offering substantial prizes
"We do not believe that amputation
— whether quiz, panel, audience-particof one of the oldest and best-liked proipation or contest shows — are inherentforms is the answer to television's
ly dishonest. These program forms vir- currentgramdifficulties.
tually parallel the life of broadcasting
"NBC's answer to this serious and
radio as well as television. Millions of
perplexing problem is to accept the
Americans like and want them.
challenge of devising and implementing
"It is not clear to NBC at this time every conceivable safeguard that our rehow far the CBS action is intended to
sources and our abilities can fashion.
go. If it involves dropping only one or We think that is the primary task facing
the networks — rather than abdication of
two daytime quiz shows, we do not consider itparticularly significant. If it is their function of continuing to offer a
given blanket application to such pop- full range of those program types preular nighttime quiz and contest favorites
ferred by the viewing audience."

LAW
'LABEL'
PROGRAM
ASKS
LEE
Disagrees with Doerfer, seeks new legislation
a procedure such as this will require a
There is ample precedent in current
law and past court decisions enabling
greater amount of supervision over prothe FCC to deal with fraudlent tv programming by the broadcast licensees
and the networks but, in my view, this
gramming, several members of the Commission reiterated last week in comis' as it should be. Such supervision
would, I am certain, go a long way tomenting on the tv quiz show revelations
ward the avoidance of another quiz
by the House Subcommittee on Legis- show scandal or some other equally
lative Oversight.
reprehensible scheme on the part of
On the question of whether addi- those who have no federal license that
tional legislation is needed, there was a
FCC Chair- can be placed in jeopardy by their conpronounced split between
man John C. Doerfer and Comr. Robert
Comr. Lee pointed out that such
E. Lee. In a letter to Rep. Oren Harris
would lead to many problems
(D-Ark.), chairman of the Oversight legislation
and
that it might well be necessary to
duct."
Subcommittee, Comr. Lee proposed
enact additional legislation placing the
legislation requiring an announcement
networks under direct FCC regulation.
stipulating that a program is what it is
Chairman Doerfer, who told the subrepresented to be.
committee the FCC has no jurisdiction
Comr. Doerfer, in a copyrighted interview with U.S. News & World Report, said that no new laws are warranted "until we know precisely where
we're going — until we know definitely
what evils there are."
Comr. Lee said he agreed with Comr.
Doerfer's testimony before the subcommittee as to the difficulty of the FCC
this is
acting under existing law, "but
not to say that we should not explore
some reasonable amendment that would
set up adequate restraints within the
confines of free speech."
He said honesty and fair dealing in
programming can be promoted through
publicity. "As I visualize it, the Congress could enact legislation setting
forth the congressional purpose of requiring that a broadcast licensee must
make an announcement at the commencement of a program as to the
of the program," Comr. Lee
content
said.
46

Network Regulation • "I realize that
(LEAD STORY)

FCC Comr. Lee

over the tv quiz situation (Broadcastnecweek it wasn't
said last dangerou
ing, Oct.
s for the
and perhaps
essary19)
government to tighten its regulation of
broadcasting. "With just a little patience, over a period of time many of
the undesirable practices will disappear." He said the industry might well
consider
its house appointi
in order.ng a "czar" to keep
The three other commissioners in
Washington last week, Robert T. Bartley, Frederick W. Ford and John S.
Cross, all said that they had made no
statement to the subcommittee and did
not plan to do so unless asked. As to
their positions on programming control.
Comrs. Bartley and Ford referred to
speeches they previously had made.
Last August, Comr. Ford told the
West Virginia Broadcasters Assn. that
the FCC must consider past and proposed programming of stations in in"publicComr.
interest"
(Broadcasting,terpreting
Aug. 31).
Bartley
took
essentially the same stand before California broadcasters three years ago
(Broadcasting, Aug. 6, 1956). Neither
referred to network programming.
Partial agreement • Comr. Cross said
he agreed with the chairman that the
FCC can take no action before a program is broadcast but felt that it can
deal with undesirable situations, such
as the tv quiz shows, after the fact. It
was pointed out that, in addition to
reviewing a station's programming at
regular renewal time, the FCC could on
its own motion call up a station license
at any time.
Comrs. T.A.M. Craven and Rosel
H. Hyde are attending the International
Telecommunications Conference in
Geneva, Switzerland.
Sen. William Langer (R-N.D.) last
week joined other members of Congress who feel that legislation regulating programming may be needed as a
result of public exposure of the tv
quiz rigging.
letter toheNAB
dent Harold In
E. aFellows,
urgedPresithe
industry to take action to prevent further deceitful practices. He noted Mr.
Fellows' statement two weeks ago
that radio-tv can clean its own house
(Broadcasting, Oct. 19) was the same
stand the NAB president had taken on
crime shows in 1955.
"The failure of the NAB to curtail
excessive violence of tv programs and
the apparent inability of our federal
agencies under existing law to curtail
rigged tv shows would indicate that
Congress might act in getting the FCC
more authority over programming tv,"
Sen. Langer said.
The subcommittee renews its tv
quiz hearings next Monday (Nov. 2)
with further testimony on Twenty-One.
$64,000 Question, $64,000 Challenge
and other former quiz programs.
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SILK SARI DRESS BY DONALD BROOKS OF TOWNLEY
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with a delight that is enchanting-. . . a ••metropolitan'" personality.
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DES

MOINES

TELEVISION

FACTS

The most recent TV

audience measurement

made

in this market

(Nielsen, July, 1959) revealed that KRNT-TV
more television homes than its competitors.

delivered

The survey by ARB

the same thing.

in January of 1959 showed

SPECIFICS:
(from Nielsen, July, 1959 survey, homes
Paar on KRNT-TV
The KRNT-TV

viewing)

leads against movies by 19.8%!

10:30 PM

strip of local and syndicated

half -hours leads against movies by 21.9%!
The KRNT-TV

10:00 to 10:30 PM

local news, weather and

sports leads against news - weather - sports by 46.6%!
And

here is something to think about. Among

local

advertisers, where THE TILL TELLS THE TALE,
consistently carries more local advertising than

KRNT-TV

its competitors combined!

MORE

SPECIFICS:

KRNT-TV

carried over 80%

of all the local business in 1958!

KRNT-TV

carried over 79%

of all the local business in 1957 !

KRNT-TV

carried over 80%

of all the local business in 1956!

So far in 1959, KRNT-TV's local business is running at about
the same ratio. Yes, when that cash register must ring in order to
stay in business, those who know
choose KRNT-TV four to one!

DES

MOINES

the stations best

TELEVISION

KRNT-TVCHANNEL

8

A C0WLES STATION REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
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BROADCAST

HOT

AT

HOT

Campbell-Ewald's

WEATHER

Adams

A flat charge that "networks and stations are wrecking their own medium
with second-rate, second-run television
fare" during summer months was
leveled last week by the president of
one of broadcast advertising's top agency spenders.
Summertime programming defections
were sharply underscored by Thomas
B. Adams, president of Campbell-Ewald
Co., Detroit, in a luncheon address before the NAB Chicago regional conference Tuesday. His criticisms were
warmly applauded.
history radio
of summer
and"The
of network
seems totelevision
indicate
that there's no substitute for aggressive,
interesting, vital programming," Mr.
Adams asserted. "When broadcasting
and advertising people shirk their responsibility ofproviding such programming, broadcast media begins to lose
effectiveness." He emphasized that "we
must have a product to sell, and that
product is an audience created by solid
programming. We need that audience
52 weeks a year."
Mr. Adams noted pointedly that
"we're strong believers and pretty big
spenders in broadcast advertising."
Campbell-Ewald ranks among the top
20 radio-tv agencies, with over $30
million in broadcast billings, mostly in
television. Among its accounts: General
Motors (Chevrolet, Delco, DelcoRemy), Firestone Tire & Rubber, Goebel Brewing, etc.
He called for different approaches to
radio programming, while lamenting
network defections, and for more imaginative summertime network tv fare.
How Audiences Vanish • New network discount structures for the summer season are well and good, Mr.
Adams indicated, but they "won't show
up on television screens . . . and viewers could not care less. A big part of
the problem is what's appearing on
those screens in those homes where
our good customers live." Viewers don't
write letters and seldom express their
dissatisfication with re-runs, he added,
but just stop watching tv in favor of
other cultural interests.
Mr. Adams noted that set ownership
rose 3.5% between 1958 and 1959,
with about 1.5 million new tv homes,
but this year's summertime viewing
dropped 2.4% and there were 435,000
fewer homes using their receivers. The
decrease in set usage starts in June,
with the biggest dropoff in 8-10 p.m.
BROADCASTING, October 26, 1959

ADVERTISING

warns

poor

NETWORK

summer

prime time periods, he claimed, adding
that the decrease no longer can be explained in terms of Daylight Saving
Time program shifts because video tape
remedies that. "It appears," he commented, "that this powerful advertising
medium, television, gets comparatively
lazy and ineffectual when summer
To buttress his argument, Mr. Adams
comes."
cited
a study conducted by Social Research Inc. for Campbell-Ewald this
past July, claiming it confirms the
"obvious." Said the study in part:
"It is well known . . . that summer
television as a whole has less public
appeal than at other times of the year.
Our respondents . . . are unanimous
that the summer is inferior. In fact,
summer television is largely defined by
the viewers by two terms — repeats and
substitutes. Both terms have a meaning
in common: secondary, not primary.
The shows are either on their second
time around, or they are second-rate.
For many people, therefore, one of
television's intriguing assets, pleasurable novelty, is absent or at least minimally present in the summer. Besides
the novelty factor, viewers' rationality
for watching tv is undermined because
of the difficulty they find in justifying
watching what they feel to be secondrate programming. Concomitantly,
other 'pulls' are markedly increased,
notably the outdoors."

fare

can

wreck

TV
tv

No Hiatus for Commericals • Mr.
Adams thus raised the question:
"Should we put first-rate commercials
into second-rate shows?" He suggested
the impact of commercials "can be seriously reduced" when viewer interest in
the program lags. Campbell-Ewald, he
pointed out, does not reduce summertime tv budgets, use "inferior talent"
nor re-run commercials "to a greater
extent than we do in the wintertime."
He observed, "We must discharge our
responsibility in the preparation of advertising as effectively in June as in
Mr. Adams took a typical Tuesday
January."
night this past July in a three-station
market, noting network offerings between 7:30 and 10 p.m. Out of 112
programs scheduled weekly during the
summer from 7:30 to 11 p.m., he reported, 63 were re-runs — or 56% of
nighttime schedules.
Mr. Adams also cited A. C. Nielsen
data for July 1959, showing 18,735,000
homes watching tv Monday through
Sunday, 8-11 p.m. Acknowledging a
"practically automatic dropoff" in summertime viewing, he declared that "with
good commercials we could make a
lot of valuable impressions on a lot of
people with an audience like that. I
submit that a network with a top-flight
program can capture a huge hunk of
this audience at any given time during
the summer. With the proper discount
structures, it can be a good media buy."
He also pointed out that daytime televiewing has increased during summer
months despite other household activities.
"We Must . . . Decreases" • Campbell-Ewald has recommended to some
clients that they remain on nighttime
tv during the summer, and another
enjoys his biggest sales season during
those months, Mr. Adams reported.
"But if summer tv continues to decrease in effectiveness," he added, "It
can't do him much good and we must
necessarily decrease the amount of dol-

Agencyman Adams
A top radio-tv spender warns NAB

lars we spend
in it."effects of inferior
Among
corollary
summer fare, Mr. Adams theorized that
it may serve to dissipate audience taste
for regular fall proeramming. Appearance of re-runs might well lessen the
impact of the new series when it returns
for the new season, he suggested.
Perhaps one of the answers to summertime programming, Mr. Adams49
said, might be better programming for

I
clients with peak sales periods. He also
felt summer might be the time for
"new concepts and new ideas" in programming, with attendant publicity,
along with top quality network program
originations outside major production
centers — such as Chicago, Detroit and
Minneapolis. And maybe, he added,
creative
people
shouldn't all take a summer hiatus
at once.
Urging fresh programming ideas, Mr.
Adams cited a special Nielsen summertime survey. It reported 15 shows as
continuations of winter series but with
fresh material, with 14 of them maintaining or improving their winter share
levels in ratings. Nineteen out of 47 reruns, he noted, showed improvement
and 22 showed a decline in audience
share. Only one of 15 summer replacement programs showed an improvement
and the others dropped on the average
18%.
Network Radio Weak • Mr. Adams
expressed regret that "strong network
programming" in radio "appears to be
getting extinct." He observed that some
stations have adopted attractive commercial packages but felt "they can only
do a small part of the job of making
radio an attractive buy. There's still a
need for strong programming, a need
which the networks no longer fill."
The agency president felt aggressive
local programming may be answer,
TV

PREVIEW

North American moves 'bridge' •
Like other forms of recreation, bridge
has invaded television — perhaps on the
premise that nobody has more fun than
kibitzers.
The vehicle: Championship Bridge
With Charles Goren on ABC-TV, Sunday, 3:30-4 p. m. CST, sponsored by
North American Van Lines, Fort
Wayne, Ind., through its agency, The
Biddle Co., Bloomington, 111. The new
series kicked off Oct. 18, with running
commentary by bridge authority Goren
and Alex Dreier, plus a foursome of topnotch bridge experts, competing for cash
prizes.
The series marks North American's
first full-fledged venture into tv and was
produced by Walter Schwimmer Inc.,
Chicago-based production firm responsible for Championship Bowling and
All-Star Golf, among other properties.
Both the program and commercials
were filmed by Colmes-Werrenrath Productions, Glenview, 111.
Basis of the new series (with 26 programs already in the can) is the fact
that an estimated 35 million Americans
play bridge regularly and another 5 million read bridge columns. North American (which claims to be the nation's
50

citing the case history of WJR Detroit,
which dropped its CBS affiliation in
favor of local programming. He noted
that, according to Broadcasting's story
on WJR's new operation (Oct. 12), the
station's revenue was 35% higher this
past September than a year ago. He
also cited that new "radio world wide"
program service as another concept that
may prove practical. All things considered, he speculated, "radio may indeed recapture audiences and have a
new lease on life." In fact, said Mr.
Adams, there are indications that summer tv is driving more people back to
summer radio.
Lincoln

back

to FC&B

The final vestige of the multi-millions in Ford Motor's advertising appropriations was wiped off the book
at Foote, Cone & Belding last week.
Ford waved its farewells by driving
the Lincoln and Lincoln Continental
accounts ($3-4 million per year) out
of the shop. The auto maker first
made contact with FC&B early in 1957
when it selected the agency to handle
advertising for the new Edsel.
New agency for Lincoln: Kenyon
and Eckhardt.
It's merely a homecoming, since the
account was stabled at K and E four
years ago. The agency now handles
Mercury-Edsel-Lincoln.
leading moving firm and does an estimated $34 million business annually)
feels America's "young executive class"
follows bridge and are the most likely
audience for its services — viz., longdistance moving.
Commercials are handled in different
ways: opening and closing billboards
are used on the client's major sponsoring weeks identifying them with the
series (the series is only half sold by
ABC-TV thus far). Thirteen "integrated"
commercials serve as an integral part
of the show involving Messrs. Goren
and Dreier (who also appears for North
American on radio).
In addition to integrated spots, four
different partly animated commercials
have been designed for rotation on a
major-minor sponsorship basis. These
touch on a crucial period ("after the
move is over"), explaining why North
American claims to be the "gentle
Four cameras are utilized to provide
play-by-play coverage of each hand;
they
pick up the hands as played, while
giant."
microphones transmit bidding and remarks. Sitting in a special booth, Mr.
Goren analyzes each hand and game.
Mr. Dreier offers running commentary
and interviews each player before the
game begins. Each half hour includes

Oil, tobacco
sponsoring

firms
Dodgers

Union Oil Co. of Los Angeles, California and American Tobacco Co., New
York, will co-sponsor broadcasts of all
games of the World Champion Los Angeles Dodgers for the next "several
years" under a "long term contract
with options" for the broadcast rights.
The ball club will receive payments "in
the millions of dollars," Union Oil said.
Details of the broadcasts have not
been completely worked out as yet, but
it is anticipated that the Dodgers Radio
Network, special hookup for the games,
will be extended as far as Phoenix,
which lost its Pacific League team at
the end of the 1959 season, and so becomes eligible for broadcasts of major
league games. Tv will be limited to the
Los Angeles area and to out-of-town
games. All games played at San Francisco will definitely be telecast and perhaps others. For the past two seasons,
American Tobacco Co. has co-sponsored the Dodgers' games on radio
throughout Southern California and
Nevada, with Pabst Brewing Co., Los
Angeles. Union Oil is replacing Pabst
with the 1960 season. Both years,
Dodger-Giants games played in San
Francisco have been televised by KTTV
(TV) Los Angeles.

North American's Salesman:
Charles Goren
three full hands.
The winning pair win $1,000, the
losers $500. Also given: a bonus of $250
for a small slam, $500 for a grand slam.
The winning two-some stays on the
series until defeated.
Says the Schwimmer organization:
"The players deal out the cards and
play them just as dealt. No hands are
BROADCASTING, October 26, 1959
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rigged."

From

Aardvark

to Zebra, a WBAL

gramming and promotion □

buy is a COMPLETE

buy in coverage and power □

pro-

service and sales □ and client satisfaction. Check into the jungle of

facts and figures. You'll see that you can buy MORE SALES PER DOLLAR with WBAL- Radio,
because: WBAL is the most powerful, 50,000 watts, clear channel, full timed WBAL covers a
total population of 2,500,000! WBAL
BUY

in BALTIMORE
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□

covers a 14,000 square mile area □ WBAL

Don't Stand Still for Spotty Coverage!

is your BASIC

Down thru the centuries, the masks
of comedy and tragedy have been
portrayed in many ways — laughing
and crying their symbolic meanings
of man's experiences with life.
And now the stage is set for a midtwentieth-century version of these
masks . . . the Crosley Broadcasting
version . .■ . symbolic of the WLW
Stations' service to man in lighter
moments and in darker hours — thru
the modern medium of Television
and Radio.
This includes service in entertainment .. . education . . . religion . . .
public interests . . . news and safety
. . . health and medicine . . . civic,
state, and national affairs . . . and in
many more ways.
In its 37 years, the Crosley Broadcasting Corporation has held as its
first principle that the operation of
a Television or Radio Station must
go far beyond the terms of its franchise— that it must contribute maximum service to the community in
every possible form.
This is our pride and our privilege
. . . thus only — does the curtain rise.

WLW -I
Television
Indianapolis
WLW-A
Television
Atlanta

WLW-D
Television
- Dayton
the
dynamic
WLW
Stations
W
1- L
W

WLW-C
Television
Columbus
WLW-T
Television
Cincinnati

Crosley Broadcasting Corporation,
a division of <AvGQ

BIGGER
Larger

AD

BUDGETS

advertising

for national

NEEDED

expenditures

advertiser,

Advertising is a powerful force in
overcoming or shortening the "habit
lag" formed when families move up the
ladder in income but not in their standards of living.
The role of advertising in today's
economy was discussed by J. Walter
Thompson's senior economist and vice
president, Arno H. Johnson, in a major
address Oct. 23 at NAB's fall conference in Boston (Also see page 74 and
At Deadline).
Mr. Johnson estimated the national
advertiser next year would need a budget 158% greater than he had in 1951
and l2Vz% greater than he had this
year to hold his own after taking into
account the increased costs in reaching
households with his message, the increase in the number of households
themselves, and such factors as increased competition and purchasing
power potential.
Mr. Johnson said the total 1959 advertising "influence" (national and local
advertising included) will be an estimated $11.2 billion. He thought total
advertising in 10 years would have to
be double that figure to support the
$750 billion level of production he
anticipates would be necessary to continue high production and increases in
standards of living.
The marketing and advertising target in 1960-61: expansion of consumer
purchases to over $340 billion or 10%
over this year's level. Mr. Johnson said
this poses a challenge to marketing and
advertising people to influence the consumer to higher levels of consumption.
He felt a rapid change in marketing
and marketing concepts could cope with
the task of selling an additional $165
billion of personal consumption annually to bring the level to over $475
billion by 1970. This would represent
a 52% increase in the 10 years.
Required will be "increased creativeness," changing habits for millions, Mr.
Johnson said. He warned that an artificial curtailment in consumer demand
next year could renew inflationary pressures. He thought the economy's soundness, however, should make any slowdown in consumer demand "temporary
and should not interfere" with the
chance for rapid total growth over the
next 10 years.
Mr. Johnson also predicted that a
projected $750 billion in production by
1970 would provide more than $600
billion in personal income for consumers, or an average of $9,550 per
household compared with the average
54 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

says

mandatory

JWT's

Johnson

family income today of $7,400, or a
29% rise.
The upgrade in the American way of
life — to spark this standard of living
rise — must come in cultural and educational activity as well as material, he
said, citing stereo, hi-fi and fm as "increasing manifestations of this trend
today." The changing process in diet
and food requirements also were outlined, as were the anticipated growth in
households, population mobility, trends
to larger families, shift to suburbs and
revolution in distribution.
MEGATOWN
WBC

area

IDEA

study

shows

radio-tv best 'engulfer'
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. has
devised a socio-economic-marketing
concept called Megatown, which is designed ultimately to persuade advertisers that radio and television stations are the primary media to reach
the booming populations that are settling in sprawling metropolitan areas
around the dominant central city.
WBC's philosophy is embodied in a
sound-slide presentation, titled "Megatown," which will be shown to leading advertising agencies and to advertisers, starting this week. Above and
beyond that, the company plans to discuss the presentation with the census
bureau, whose marketing data extends
to "standard metropolitan areas," which
WB claims, is often a description of
only
a small
portion research
of "Megatown."
Melvin
Goldberg,
director
of WBC, defines Megatown as "a giant
community with a marketing definition
which can be stated simply as that
area which is influenced and tied to
a dominant central city." According
to Mr. Goldberg, there are about 15
Megatowns in the U.S., in which 50
percent of the population is concentrated.
Covers the Spread • The heart of
the presentation is that a radio or tv
outlet can, by itself, cover a single,
sprawling Megatown. It cites as an
example that 50 newspapers must be
used by an advertiser to cover the
Pittsburgh Megatown (including parts
of Ohio and West Virginia) while a
single radio or television station can
accomplish this objective.
The presentation outlines the growth
of areas around the city, miles and
miles away from downtown, and notes
that creation of these regional urban

Listeners' choice
A Clark's Super 100 gasoline
commercial, placed by TathamLaird, won first prize in the fifth
annual spot radio commercial
awards made by station representative John Blair & Co. This
year Blair surveyed listeners instead of advertisers and agencies.
Pulse Inc. polled 1,500 listeners
in August in five top markets,
New York, Chicago, Los Angeles,
Philadelphia and Detroit.
Other winners according to
rank: Coca-Cola (McCann-Erickson), Ford (J. Walter Thompson),
Ballantine Beer (William Esty),
Hoffman Beverages (Grey Adv.),
Pepsi-Cola (Kenyon & Eckhardt),
Eastside Lager (Young & Rubicam, Los Angeles), Piel's Beer
(Y&R, New York), L & M Cigarettes (Dancer - Fitzgerald - SamMithun).
ple) and Hamm's Beer (Campbell-

areas (Megatowns) have created such
problems as traffic congestion, crowded
schools, and paucity of other social
services. These problems, the presentation contends, can be met effectively
by "regional
action such
and
what better onlydevice
for encouraging
action than regional radio and tv staThe advertiser or manufacturer can
no longer set his sales goals and
budgets in terms of "standard metrotions?" politan area factors," which are becoming
presentation"rapidly
asserts. outmoded,"
It claims thethebudgets
shaped according to the Megatown
concept "would be much closer to
reality."
Shampoo,
tv ad

cigarette

receptivity

Hair shampoo and cigarette advertisers on television find the greatest
receptivity among women between 18
and 34, according to brand comparison studies recently released by Television Advertising Representatives Inc.,
New York. The reports, which are delivered to advertisers and agencies, are
the first in a series of research studies
of various product categories to be
conducted semi-annually by TvAR in
cooperation with The Pulse Inc.
While few cigarette companies have
used daytime tv, points out Robert
Hoffman, director of marketing and research at TvAR, "daytime tv is the
ideal time for selling cigarettes
to
women, for it attracts the young houseBROADCASTING, Oefober 26, 1959

Ratings, cost-per-thousand, network affiliation, power, coverage— all of these are important to a time-buying decision.
strength and stature —
too, is a . station's
Equally
its roots important,
in the community
. . for example:
With 34 years of public service to the Quad-City area and
with a wealth of good will accumulated through active staff
and station participation in civic affairs, WHBF makes a

significant contribution to the progress and welfare of this
important two-state industrial metropolitan area.
The quotation above is only one of many testimonials to
WHBF standing and acceptance in its home town community. This prestige factor is an important WHBF asset
that accompanies
your advertising message into Quad-City
area
home;.

*S THE BO*
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The Philadelphia
Company

Electric

has found cooking

expert Florence

Hanford

and wrcv-tv

the perfect

combination

for promoting

electrical living. Continuing
viewer interest is reflected
in the 2,000 completely
unsolicited recipe requests
received weekly.
"TELEVISION

KITCHEN"

one of the many
programs

is just

types of

on wrcv-tv, where

totality of program

service is

seen as a major responsibility.
Philadelphia

responds to this

philosophy. Witness wrgv-tvs
recent dramatic gains in
audience

and billings.

Try wrcv-tv, with the best
recipe for bigger sales
in Philadelphia.
WRCV-TV
NBC Owned • Channel
in Philadelphia
Sold by nbc Spot Sales

3

wife who also represents the prime
cigarette market." In the 18-34 female
group, 60 percent smoke, according to
the survey of 7,527 men and women,
with more smoking filters than non-

SUMMER

filters. Among men, the percentage who
smoke remains just about the same in
all age groups, TvAR found in its
studies in five major markets — Boston,
Baltimore, Cleveland, Pittsburgh and

DAYTIME

San Francisco — all TvAR represented
markets. Upcoming surveys will cover
gasoline, coffee, detergents and packaged soaps, ale, and dentifrices, the rep
company said.

BILLINGS

RISE

August gross increase is 28% over the previous year
example, once more leading the pack
cerned, it was the familiar story of
Daytime billings on the tv networks
of the top 15 brands in network. Seven
were at a higher level this past summer
Procter & Gamble domination. P&G's
as compared to the July and August
different brands of cigarettes were in- expenditure for the month was more
of the year before.
terspersed inthis particular listing. Al- than $3.8 million, well ahead of Lever
so
in
the
smokes category, Phillies
Brothers' $3.1 million and American
In August, daytime gross charges
Cigars climbed to fifth place among
Home Products' $2.2 million.
both Mon.-Fri. and for weekends were
A rundown of this same list shows
network brand advertisers. The firm
up 27% or more, with total daytime
that there were an even dozen blue
is
heavy
in
sponsorship
of
sporting
increasing 28.2%. The daytime gross
events.
chip clients whose network television
for August was at $14.2 millions and
Insofar as total company spending
billings individually topped the $1 milin July, $16.3 millions (a 47.3% inlion mark in August.
on network tv in August was concrease for that month).
The summer track record of network
Network Television Gross Time Billings by Day Parts
tv daytime gross billing is revealed in
AUGUST
JANUARY-AUGUST
Television Bureau of Advertising's supChange
Percent
Change
1959
1958
Percent
1959
plementary report on network time
1958
charges as compiled by Leading Na+27.0
+28.2
Daytime
$11,120,040
$104,452,184
$132,645,979
$14,253,181
tional Advertisers and Broadcast Ad+27.3
89,304,915
113,705,635
Mon.-Fri.
12,092,025
9,501,786
+27.3
15,147,269
vertiser Reports.
+25.0
2,161,156
+33.5
18,940,344
Sat.-Sun
1,618,254
261,247,266
+ 7.0
+ 3.5
270,400,561
32,489,845
Nighttime
30,389,452
Released also are estimated expendiTOTAL
$365,699,450
+12.6
$403,046,540
$46,743,026
tures by product classification, by top
+10.2
Time Costs Only
LNA-BAR: Gross$41,509,492
15 company advertisers and top 15
brand advertisers.
Estimated Expenditures
Estimated Expenditures
August gross network time purchasers
of
in general followed closely the pattern
Top 15 Network Company
Top
15
Network
Brand
Advertisers
of
set for July (Broadcasting, Sept. 28).
Advertisers August 1959
August 1959
It was still too early in the year for the
1. Procter & Gamble Co.
$3,828,802
1.
Kent
Cigarettes
$873,519
flow of automotive money to network
2. Anacin Tablets
2. Lever Brothers Co.
3,173,005
697,907
643,659
3. American Home Products Corp. 2,238,628
3. Dristan
that began with new model introduction
4. Dodge Passenger Cars
564,570
4. Colgate-Palmolive Co.
1,797,274
541,069
to show up in the billing figures. Thus,
5. Viceroy Cigarettes
5. General Foods Corp.
1,484,874
6. Phillies Cigars
535,502
automotive lagged in the eight-month
6. R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. 1,411,725
518,835
7.
Tide
compilation: automobile gross time
7. Gillette Co.
1,354,774
504,822
8. Camel Cigarettes
purchases were $29.3 million compared
498,358
8. P. Lorillard Co.
1,283,554
9. L & M Filter Tip Cigarettes
488,327
10. Ford Passenger Cars
9. Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co. 1,143,793
to the $35.8 million for the like period
10. General Motors Corp.
1,134,900
11. Colgate Regular & Aerosol Dental
in 1958. Most other product categories,
487,246
11. Bristol-Myers Co.
1,124,493
Cream
481,038
however, showed considerable increases.
12.
General
Mills
Inc.
1,061,298
12. Chevrolet Passenger Cars
969,547
466,078 13. Ford Motor Co.
13. Gillette Razors & Blades
457,129
Smoke Rings • Cigarette firms, as 14. Winston Cigarettes
14. Texaco Inc.
894,600
449,774
15. Sterling Drug Inc.
836,371
they had in July, continued to display a 15. Salem Cigarettes
LNA-BAR: Gross Time Costs Only
LNA-BAR: Gross Time Costs Only
summer strength, Kent cigarettes, for
Estimated Expenditures of Network Tv Advertisers by Product Classification
Jan.-Aug.
Jan.-Aug.
Jan.1958
-Aug.
1959
Jan.-Aug.
1959
August
1959
August
1959
1958
Household Furnishing $
; 51,347
Agriculture & Farming $ 32,150
260,344
$
1,144,590
Industrial Materials
$ 13,320,216
2,324,634
Apparel, Footwear &
$ 11,699,761
2,162,684
Insurance
1,582,867
Accessories
293,737
753,269
3,275,739
3,133,063
4,665,955
6,600,546
Automotive, Automotive
Jewelry,
Accessories &
CamerasOptical Goods &
414,684
7,662,929
3,270,703
Equipment
29,343,826
35,811,579
Office Equipment, Stationery
6,750,874
Beer, Wine
752,304
& Writing Supplies
4,251,311
2,572,557
3,980,557
361,475
Building mentMaterials,
Equip4,616,556
Political
& Fixtures
827,833
133,551
1,785,171
Publishing & Media
81,519
1,385,111
Confectionery & Soft
Radios, Television Sets,
Drinks
681,905
7,476,990
5,901,662
Phonographs, & Musical
Consumer Services
145,656
2,072,070
1,981,983
Instruments
Accessories 34,421
3,082,087
Drugs & Remedies
4,708,596
5,550,399
50,468,726
46,682,972
35,489,702
Smoking
Materials
38,408,891
6,352,061
Entertainment & Amuse249,989
ment
260,383
Soaps,
Cleansers
&
44,684,884
Polishes
5,218,617
Food & Food Products
74,854,065
41,205,640
69,806,396
8,289,412
1,467,154
Sporting Goods & Toys
881,552
91,560
Freight, Industrial & Agricul
68,173,151
7,884,394
Toiletries & Toilet Goods
66,204,708
tural Development
715,062
235,587
Travel
Hotels
&
Resorts
Gasoline, Lubricants &
1,773,489
698,819
5,401,539
Miscellaneous
Other Fuels
5,598,546
1,192,273
5403,046,540
4,643,918
1,605,939
TOTAL
$46,743,026
Horticulture
$365,699,450
240,016
944,295
Household Equipment &
LNA-BAR: Gross Time Costs Only
2,748,425
Supplies
20,577,171
15,500,469
BROADCASTING, October 26, 1959
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Fargo

is

the

city

And

WDAY

SPENDINGEST

in

gets
in

this

the

by

for Retail Sales Per Family!
Also — the Jan. 19-Feb. 13, 1959 Pulse Area
Survey shows that WDAY

is by far the top station
among 37 that compete for audience in our 54county area.
All this confirms the wisdom of you advertisers
have been choosing WDAY

the

54 -county

The Consumer Markets pages of "Radio Rates"
show that Fargo is the No. 1 city in the U.S.A.,

who

far

U.S.A.

biggest

audience

area!

PULSE AREA REPORT (54 COUNTIES)
JAN. 19 - FEB. 13, 1959
SHARE OF AUDIENCE — IN-HOME & OUT-OF-HOME
12 N.-6
6 A.M.-12 N.
23 P.M.
6 P.M.-Mid.
16
15
12
10
WDAY
10
STA. B
249
STA. C
24
8
8
8
STA. D
6
6
6
STA. E
3
4
3
STA. F
38
32 Others
34
33

since 1922!

There just ain't no station anywhere else in the
U.S. that does so much — for so many — for so
little! Ask PGW!

WDAY
FARGO,

N.

D.

NBC • 5000 WATTS
970 KILOCYCLES
PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD,
Exclusive National Representatives
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LAST
Daniels

BASTION
at AAAA

Television, the Russians and the
problems both present to the American
public and to American advertising
were major topics of discussion at the
22nd annual Western Region Convention of the American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, held Oct. 19-21 in
Santa Barbara, Calif.
Hailing the advertising agency as
"almost the last bastion of individualism in American business" Draper
Daniels, executive vice president in
charge of creative services, Leo Burnett
Co., Chicago, commented that "unless
we . . . keep it that way . . . the
survey-making, play-it-safe copycats are
going to do for us what they did to
the movies 10 years ago and what
they're
doing to television programs
now.
"All you have to do is to turn on
your television set," Mr. Daniels declared. "You can see almost any type
of wholesome family program you
want as long as it's a western. A
year or so back, it was quizzes.
Television programming today seems
obviously to be conceived in committee by promiscuous copycats."
Who Says So • "Who says so?,"
retorted Selig J. Seligman, ABC vice
president and general manager of
KABC-TV Los Angeles. Pointing out
that tv "must be judged by the material that we place on the screen,
namely, our programming," he asked,
"Has it realy been so bad. Who says
it has — the public?
"If the public doesn't like our programming, they have chosen a most
peculiar way to tell us about it," Mr.
Seligman stated. "When the public
decided it didn't like vaudeville, it
stopped going. When it decided it preferred television to the motion picture,
the motion picture box office dropped
substantially and the weekly attendance
at theatres plummeted downward . . .
The people like our programming enough
to spend 5V2 hours each day, 365 days
a year, watching television with an
average of more than two viewers every
two minutes the set is in operation."
Mr. Daniels also had spoken a week
earlier at the meeting of the AAAA
central region in Chicago at which
time he frankly criticized the neglect
of creative people that allowed "fast
buck boys" to lower quality of radio-tv
commercials.
The continuing conflict between the
American way of life of competitive
free enterprise and the Rusian way of
noncompetitive state-controlled produc60 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

assails

OF

INDIVIDUALISM'

'copycats'

effect

tion and distribution will be resolved
in our favor only if we use all of the
advertising know-how that has so successfully sold American business's
products and services in the task of
selling American ideals, several speakers told the three-day meeting.
First, we must sell them at home,
Robert R. Gros, vice president in
charge of advertising of Pacific Gas
& Electric Co., San Francisco, declared.

Burnett's Daniels
Points finger at failings
"It is time for a resurgence of
the incentive system and a reduction
of thethepreventive
system
dust
off
old ideals
and ....
the Let's
venerable
values that breathed life into our young
nation, that nurtured the abundance
we share today. Concepts like the dignity of work, the virtue of self-reliance,
the open road of opportunity. Let us
re-sell the incentive system to ourselves.
Let us get the old-time economic religion
for the new-time economic test."
Next, we must sell them abroad,
especially to the poorly educated masses
of Latin America and the peoples of
Asia and Africa who for the most part
have no formal education at all, Eric
Johnston, president of the Motion Picture Assn.offensive
of America,
"If
the Red
is anargued.
economic
offensive," he said, "ours must be a
total and masive offensive for freedom

on

tv programs

— not just in the economic sphere, but
in all aspects of human endeavor — in
the social, cultural, educational and
spiritual
as well."
Sell to areas
Russians
• Finally, we must
sell our ideals to the Russians themselves and to the other people behind
the Iron Curtain, John Bowles, president, Rexall Div., Rexall Drug &
Chemical Co., Los Angeles, declared.
Reporting on a recent trip to Poland,
he stated that he returned home "with
a mission — to spread this gospel of
freedom among other American businessmen who are in a position to do
something about it. . . . If each one of
us here [agencymen, advertisers, media
representatives] would resolve to do one
thing to help spread the knowledge of
our free enterprise system to those
people on the other side of the Curtain,
we will have progressed another step
along the road to tearing that curtain
Advertisers
down
forever." who consider themselves
to be clients of their agencies are
generally easier and more profitable
for agencies than advertisers who look
on themselves as agency customers,
Norman Fields, CPA, stated. A client,
he noted, is apt to select an agency
as he does professional legal, engineering and accounting services, with
quality his major aim, rather than
price. The customer, on the other hand,
looks at his agency as a supplier of
services and his aim is to get more and
more service without extra charges.
He urged a realistic appraisal of the
services provided for each client and
their costs, with records kept on a
simple basis that can be readily understood by the advertiser.
IN

CHICAGO

4A

there

of Daniels

gets

some

candor

too

Shortcomings in radio-tv commercials
received frank criticism at the 22nd
annual meeting of the American Assn.
of Advertising Agencies central region
in Chicago. The speaker: Draper
Daniels, vice president in charge of
Leo Burnett Co.'s creative department
and chairman of the agency's plans
board.
Mr. Daniels, who also spoke last
week at another 4A session in Santa
Barbara (see above), conceded that
the standards of commercials are "incredibly good" and even "considerably
BROADCASTING, October 26, 1939
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BAND-AID

mark correctly... please

tradesay

TRADEMARK
BAND-AID
Adhesive

Bandages

Remember— all adhesive bandages are not BANDAID Adhesive Bandages! "BAND-AID" is actually
a trademark . . . one of the most widely known in
the world . . . recognized in more than 50 countries.
It means Johnson & Johnson, not the name of
a product . . . and it refers to a whole family of products made only by Johnson & Johnson.
The "BAND-AID" trademark is always followed
by the product name, i.e. BAND-AID Plastic Strips,
BAND-AID Plastic Tape, BAND-AID Butterfly
Closures, BAND-AID Patch, Spot, Strip.
We appreciate your mentioning our products
and we hope you will continue to do so. But when
youdo, won't you please use thefull name correctly?
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The most trusted name in surgical dressings

higher"
than those for the programs
themselves.
Still he charged that "opportunists"
and "fast-buck boys" have taken over
the broadcasting industry and propagated "copy cats" because creative
people have neglected the commercial
needs of the industry.
Mr. Daniels spoke during the broadcast phase of a creative workshop at
the regional meet in Chicago's Drake
Hotel Oct. 15-16. Appearing on the
same panel was Kenneth C. T. Snyder,
executive vice president and commercial
production director at Needham, Louis
& Brorby, Chicago, who discussed economies in commercials.
Too many copywriters haven't learned to distinguish in commercials between technique that will sell and technique for technique's sake, Mr. Daniels
asserted. He felt "there's no reason
commercials can't sell and be fun, too,"
adding that despite this, the industry
will still turn out "dull commercials,"
while tv and sales costs keep on rising.
"The object of a commercial is to get
people to say, not what a clever commercial you have, but what a wonderful
product, he stated. Mr. Daniels also
cited examples of what he described as
poor-selling commercials and discussed
differences between commercial "spielers and salesmen," Singing spots and
jingles have their place in the industry,
he acknowledged, providing the sales
message is kept "simple."
Mr. Snyder pointed out that, with
rising production costs, including labor
and unions, "this makes it a business as
well as creative." He showed filmed
commercials as examples of economies
that might be affected for sponsors.
Research • Earlier AAAA sessions on
creativity centered around "research in
advertising communications" and the
"account executive as a pivot man" in
agencies. Appearing on the former
panel were David W. Lockwood, vice
president and art director, D'Arcy Adv.
Co., and William L. Spencer, vice president and creative director, Gardner
Adv. Co.
Mr. Lockwood noted agencies today
have to be effective in several areas, including radio, tv and other media, and
cited the value of properly channeled
information. He suggested "dollars and
cents strategy" be permitted to filter
down to the art level and that art directors need advertising research information, agrowing field as a basis for better
products and standing in the business
community.
Mr. Spencer cited the need for closer
relationships between creative and research people. Too often, he claimed,
they are unwilling to work together.
Earl A. Clasen, vice president of Pillsbury Co., told AAAA representatives his
62 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

company regards the account executive
as the "pivot" man in its agencies.
Among other requisites, an account man
should have the courage of his convictions and be willing to "engage in prob"What worries the client is that, too
lems".
often in the past, agencies have placed
inexperienced men in account and other
key positions,"
Mr. Clasen.
"Agencies have much said
to learn
about putting
the right man on the right account."
The account executive, he added, must
have basic intelligence to approach a
problem and, over and above being an
administrator, should be a "businessman" and be a leader in his agency as
a "pivot" man.
Approximately 400 agency representatives attended the central region's annual meeting, which was devoted Oct.
15 to closed management sessions and
opened to all agency member personnel on Oct. 16. Among highlights
of the conference were talks by Frederic R. Gamble, AAAA president, and
Robert M. Ganger, board chairman of
AAAA and
casting,D'Arcy
Oct. 19). Adv. Co. (BroadCanvas • Agency relations were canvassed, after Mr. Ganger's Oct. 16
morning talk, by Otto Kleppner, partner
in The Kleppner Co. and chairman of
the AAAA board's special public relations committee, and Ernest A. Jones,
president of MacManus, John & Adams,
and chairman of the AAAA board's
advertiser relations group. Alexander H.
Gunn III, vice president of J. Walter
Thompson Co., presided over the session
as director-chairman of the AAAA Central Region. Mr. Kleppner discussed the
work of various AAAA committees.
Discussing the reasons for client
agency switches, Mr. Jones expressed

New

tv face • If history repeats itself, this is destined to become a familiar close-up on tv.
Lestare, newest member of the
Adell product family, is launched
on the market-by-market introduction pattern used by Lestoil.
Starting from Adell's Holyoke,
Mass., home base, Lestare has
moved into several eastern markets, using daytime tv minutes to
promote the fact. The campaign
broke on all seven metropolitan
New York stations last week,
placed by Jackson Assoc., Holyoke. One significant difference
in the Lestare introduction from
Lestoil's: some use is being made
of print media. Lestoil was third
biggest spot spender in U.S. tv
last year with $12.3 million.

belief that "the dimension of risk in
[their] relations would soon be reduced
to its normal proportions if we all spent
half as much time and thought in keeping the client happy as we did in coaxing
him into the shop in the first place." He
suggested agencies show always the
same creativity, leadership and dedicacount.tion as when they pitched for the acHe added: "We accept the roses of
today's expanded advertising functions
with profitable pleasure. I think we
should accept the fact that the thorns are
bigger, too." Additionally, he pointed
out, "the advertiser is in the driver's
seat today and driving hard . . . just as
they, in turn, are being driven hard by
their competition, the public, the tax
More cigarette
collector."
spokesman

ads,

predicts

There'll be more cigarette advertising in the future as "the struggle to
tinues.
dominate the (cigarette) market" conThis prediction comes from a leading
spokesman for the tobacco industry.
And, said Lewis Gruber, chairman of
the board and chief executive officer of
P. Lorillard Co., New York (agency is
Lennen & Newell, New York), in appearing last week before the Boston
Conference on Distribution:
Advertising will be "coupled with
greater use of product claims and inferences of product differences."
In looking to the future of his industry, Mr.dicates
Gruber
"pattern"
in"heavier said
and the
more
extensive
advertising via print, tv, radio, billboards, point of sale, promotions . . ."

INTRODUCING

THE

NEW

WIL

BROADCAST

HOUSE!

Never before in the history of radio has St. Louis enjoyed the full richness of radio entertainment now presented
by WIL in their magnificent new Broadcast House.
No effort has been spared to make WIL in St. Louis the nation's finest broadcasting facility. Every modern
development in electronic communications, including the nation's largest installation of A.T.C. (Automatic
Tape Control), has been provided for that extra measure of listening pleasure that St. Louis has come to expect
from the station they call their own. Perhaps that's why Radio.WIL is First in every nationally recognized
audience survey in the country— Pulse, Hooper, Nielsen, & Trendex.
WIL is proud of its outstanding new home. Here are facilities that reflect not only the success of WIL but the
vital, progressive, generous spirit of St. Louis and all its people, as well.
But, of course, our greatest pride— our biggest pleasure— lies in the ability of WIL to bring to YOU the ultimate
in radio listening pleasure and service.
The welcome mat is always out at WIL Broadcast House . . . YOUR Radio Station in St. Louis!

WIL
St. Louis
KBOX
Dallas
WRIT
Milwaukee

WIL
SOLD

NATIONALLY
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John F. Box, Jr., Managing Director
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TT-25CL, 25-Kw Low-Band Transmitter
BBBB

TTL-100AL/AH. 100-Watt Low Power
Transmitter

ANOTHER WAY RCA
SERVES INDUSTRY
THROUGH
h, £LECTRONICS

TT-50AH. 50-Kw Transmitter

Since 1929, RCA has designed and manufactured
broadcast transmitters. Today, RCA offers this
30 years' experience in providing the most complete line of television transmitters ever built.
Included are over 20 different TV transmitters
for VHF or UHF application, at any ERP.

3&S3SSB

If you invest in an RCA television transmitter
now, it will assure savings in .maintenance and
operating costs throughout its lifetime. Even after
years of reliable operation it will still have high
resale value. Since all RCA TV transmitters are
now designed for color as well as monochrome,
they are ready for color when you are. And most of them have provision for remote control,
in anticipation of future requirements. Consider these additional advantages:

1 . RCA Transmitters are generally less expensive to operate. This is true because in almost
every power class RCA Transmitters use less power and have lower tube costs.
2. All are designed for color as well as monochrome.

3. All use standard tubes— easily obtainable, economical and dependable.
4. All offer excellent accessibility, reasonable installation costs; all operating controls are
accessible from front panel.
5. Most use new aural and visual TV exciter to minimize intercarrier subcarrier beat during
color transmission.
6. Many have built-in provisions for proposed remote control of TV transmitters.
7 . In most cases, lower power units can serve as efficient drivers when you go to higher power.
8. RCA Transmitters almost always have better resale value.
For complete information about these quality transmitters, call your nearest RCA Representative. Hewill be glad to give you the benefit of his (and RCA's) equipment knowledge.
There's no obligation. For further particulars, write to RCA, Dept. ZD-22, Building 15-1,
Camden, N. J. In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal.
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Blue collar' & housewife loyalty to radio
findings in a RAB-Pulse report titled
More than nine out of 10 "blue
collar" men listen to radio during "Working Housewives & Radio":
• Over nine out of 10 working
an average week, Radio Advertising
Bureau, New York, disclosed last housewives listen to radio in a week's
week in a report titled " — Blue Col- time, a slight increase over a similar
RAB report issued in 1955.
lar Men & Radio." The study, conducted for RAB by The Pulse Inc.
• Working housewives today average more than two hours per day
worksemi-skilled
and
among skilled
ers in six geographical areas of the with radio. It was less than two hours
U.S., revealed that more than half in 1955, RAB said.
Morning hours in the kitchen are
of the men questioned say they listen
the preferred time and location for
to radio during weekday morning
the working housewives, the report
hours. Some 38% of the men were
showed.
reported to listen to radio during
RAB last week also announced the
afternoon and evening hours. RAB
points out that this work force is start of a new nationwide survey of
estimated at 20 million men whose
the $2 million dry cleaning and dyeing industry. RAB member stations
earnings today are at an all-time high
have been sent questionnaires to outThe Distaff Side • Radio's pull on
male workers was not to be outdisline, in detail, the strategy and techtanced by another large working
niques behind successful radio campaigns currently being conducted by
force — an estimated 11.5 million
women who are both homemakers
some of the nation's 33,000 cleaners
and business employes. Among the and dyers.

• Business
Time sales

briefly

Taking shine to tv • Speed Shine, new
spray-on shoe polish of Universal
Spray Can Corp., N.Y., is expanding
its eastern tv exposure from three
markets to six by Nov. 16, and picking up the south and west shortly
after. The goal is LA. by Ian. 1.
Speed Shine expects to spend about
$250,000 a quarter, nearly all in spot
tv, through its agency, Rothstein, Simmons, Pascoe & Davis, N.Y.
Yankee trend • Purex Corp., South
Gate, Calif., is using news-weathercasts on 32 Yankee Network stations to introduce plastic containers
for its Trend (liquid detergent) starting Monday (Nov. 2). Nine news
and four weathercasts a day will give
Trend 1,280 spots a week. Agency:
Foote, Cone & Belding, L.A.

Singer returns • Guardian Maintenance
Div. of General Motors Corp., Detroit,
has signed sponsorship of the new Eydie
Gorme Show starting Nov. 2 on ABC
Radio (Mon.-Wed.-Fri. 6:50-6:55 p.m.
EST). Miss Gorme had similar program
on ABC from April 6 to Oct. 2. Agency:
D.P. Brother & Co. Detroit.
Decoration kit • Osborne-KemperThomas Inc., Cincinnati, via Foote Cone
& Belding, Chicagco, starts a spot tv
drive Dec. 7 for its "Holiday Sprinkles"
home decoration kit of Christmas ornaments. Two-week campaign is set for 45
markets with 20 one-minute spots per
66 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

week in top 10 markets and 12 per week
in the next 35.
Chicken crowing • The kitchens of
Sara Lee (baked goods), Chicago,
starts five-week saturation spot tv campaign on all local New York stations
Oct. 27 to introduce its new frozen
prepared main chicken course to that
market. Schedule calls for over 100
announcements on seven outlets. Agency: Cunningham & Walsh, Chicago.
Out of the vat • C. Schmidt & Sons,
Phila. (Schmidt's beer), through Ted
Bates & Co., New York is preparing
for its "most ambitious campaign in
its 99-year history," it's reported. Annual sales goal has been raised to two
million barrels by end of 1960 — a 43
percent increase over 1958. Starting
date of planned spot tv drive in all
major markets has not been announced,
but after saturation level has been
reached in each, the campaign will be
continued via Sunday newspaper supplements.

.OP
■ A krKE
Wed., Date
Fri.,
Thur.,
Oct.
Sat., Oct.
i
Oct.
Sun.,
■ fOct.
Mon.,
Tue., Oct.
Oct.

1t
15
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Corp., DeChryslereconomy
Cup
Ryder troit,
for itsplay
car,
new •Valiant
will sponsor NBC-TV telecast of annual Ryder Cup golf competition between professional golfers of the U.S.
and Great Britain. Coverage will include the final holes on last day of
play, Nov. 7 (6:30-7:30 p.m. EST)
from Eldorado Country Club, Palm
Desert, Calif. Telecast will be first for
Ryder Cup play and the first Valiantsponsored program. Agency: BBDO.
Tv makeup • Coty Inc., N.Y., in its
first network tv advertising buy, joins
ABC-TV daytime program schedule.
Cosmetic firm will sponsor portions of
American Bandstand, The Gale Storm
Show, Beat the Clock and Who Do You
Trust? Move from key market spot tv
program to network tv coincides with
expansion
Coty's national
tion, it wasofreported.
Agency: distribuBBDO.
Going steady • Kemper Insurance Co.,
Chicago, formerly alternate-week sponsor of Time: Present — Chet Huntley Reporting on NBC-TV (Sun. 5:30-6 p.m.
EST), as of Oct. 11 is sponsoring program in full for 26 weeks. Agency:
lohn W. Shaw Adv. Inc., Chicago.
Agency appointments
• Boyle-Midway Div. of American
Home Products Corp.
ham-Laird, Chicago, to
handle adverTatappoints Easytising of Easy-Off oven cleaner,
Off window spray and Griffin shoe
polish effective Dec. 1. Estimated
billings: over $2 million. Media plans
will be announced later.
• Nationwide Insurance Cos., Columbus, Ohio, will continue its association
with Ben Sackheim Inc., N.Y. Account,
is worth about $2 million in annual billing. The Hidden Revolution on CBS
Radio ($100,000) and some co-op tv
are the broadcast expenditures. Account
is expected to break with spot tv campaign next year. Sackheim has handled
the account since 1950, and was in danger of losing it when the insurance firm
began soliciting bids from some 20 or
more agencies. Sackheim was final
agency heard about two weeks ago.

ARBITRON S DAILY CHOICES
Listed below are the highest-ranking television network shows for each
Rating
day of the week Oct. 14-20 as rated by the multi-city Arbitron instant
ratings of American Research Bureau.
25.5
Network
Program and Time
Perry Como (9 p.m.)
NBC-TV
18.8
Playhouse 90 (9:30 p.m.)
24.2
CBS-TV
77 Sunset Strip (9 p.m.)
ABC-TV
22.8
Gunsmoke (10 p.m.)
Ed Sullivan (8 p.m.)
23.7
CBS-TV
ABC-TV
Frank Sinatra (9:30 p.m.)
27.5
CBS-TV
28.6
Startime (9:30 p.m.)
NBC-TV
Bureau
Copyright 1959 American Research
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The WeeReBeL discusses "sales campaign ribbons" with Bert Mulligan, Broadcast Supervisor,
Compton Advertising, New York.
Hcue

you
said

heard
to

what

Comptoa

the

UliiRiBil

Advertising?

"We're rich in Columbus'.'

Average family income in the metropolitan trading area of Columbus, Georgia, is
higher than that of New York, Chicago or Detroit. In fact, only 24 other cities in
the U. S. beat it!
Over 85% of these better-than-average families own TV sets and WRBL-TV is
the only VHF in the market. WRBL Radio is Columbus' CBS Affiliate with imaginative adult programming . . . high fidelity sound, plus stereo! Call HOLLINGBERY
and let WeeReBeL in Columbus start building business for you.

WRBL
TV-CHANNEL

a

4 • RADIO-5000

(oiuniBiis,

WATTS

en.®

Represented by George P. Hollingbery Co.
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THE

JOCK

NOW

WHITNEY

Financier

reorganizes

A new $50 million organization last
week entered the broadcasting and publishing field.
It is headed and principally owned
by John Hay (Jock) Whitney, now
U.S. Ambassador to Great Britain. For
some time Mr. Whitney has held substantial interests in the five Corinthian
Stations and the four VIP Radio Inc.
stations, but his role has been that of
investor rather than active executive.
Last week it was announced that in the
future he would devote his primary attentions to the communications field.
Announced last Wednesday was the
establishment of Whitney Communications Corp. as the personal holding
company of Mr. Whitney. Whitney
Communications Corp. will own all of
Mr. Whitney's holdings in Corinthian
Stations, his 50% ownership of VIP
Radio Inc., and his controlling interest
in the New York Herald Tribune,
Parade Magazine, and Interior Design
Magazine.
The transaction brings under one roof
all of Mr. Whitney's broadcast and publishing interests.
Corinthian stations — in Tulsa, Indianapolis, Fort Wayne, Houston,

MEDIA

station

COMMUNICATOR

holdings

to take

Sacramento — were principally owned
by J. H. Whitney & Co. Mr. Whitney is
of this inowner
a principalvestment
company. (48.5%)
In transferring these interests to
Whitney Communications Corp., Mr.
capital account in the inWhitney's vestment
firm will be reduced by this
amount, it was explained.
Whitney Associates • Joining Mr.
Whitney in Whitney Communications
Corp. are these J. H. Whitney & Co. associates: Walter N. Thayer, managing
partner of J. H. Whitney & Co., who
will become president of Whitney Communications; Samuel C. Park, who will
become chairman of the finance committee; Robert F. Bryan, who is also
Corinthian secretary-treasurer, as financial vice president; C. Wrede Petersmeyer, who will continue as Corinthian
president.
All four are withdrawing from the
J. H. Whitney & Co. firm. Mr. Whitney
remains with the investment firm as
principal partner.
Board of directors of Whitney Communications will include Messrs. Thayer, Park and Petersmeyer, and Bernard
Kilgore, president-publisher of the Wall

firmer

control

Street Journal; Robert M. White II,
president-editor of the New York
Herald Tribune; Arthur H. Motley,
president-publisher of Parade, and Martin Stone, president of VIP Radio Inc.
Mr. Stone is the other 50% owner of
VIP Radio Inc., which owns four stations in suburban New York City areas.
When Mr. Whitney completes his
current representation in London he will
become chairman of the communications company as well as chairman and
publisher of the Herald Tribune.
Interest in Broadcasting • Mr. Whitney's interest in communications was
expressed in the applications filed last
week for FCC approval of the transfers.
Mr. Whitney, they say, "has a deep and
increasing interest in radio and television broadcasting and intends in the
future to be principally identified with
the field of communications."
In the statement issued with the announcement ofthe formation of Whitney Communications, Mr. Whitney
said:
". . . It is my conviction that the
whole communications field is basic to
our modern life, that it has a profound
political, social, cultural and economic
Mr. Whitney has also shown the acumen which built up the family's
fortunes; in fact he has increased
them. He put $10 million in J. H.
Whitney & Co., an investment firm
in which he is principal partner. It
now is worth double that amount,
it has been reported.

Mr. Whitney

Mr. Thayer

The new team • The broadcast
properties in the new Whitney Communications Corp. will look to these
three bosses: John Hay Whitney,
chairman of the board; Walter N.
Thayer, president; C. Wrede Petersmeyer, president of the subsidiary
corporations owning the Corinthian
Stations.
Diplomat, sportsman, art collector,
soldier. These are the adjectives
usually associated with the name of
John Hay Whitney. But the description he is most partial to, according
68

Mr. Petersmeyer

to reports, is one which has been
coupled often with his name in recent years: "the millionaire with a
sense of social justice."
The last comes from the establishment of the John Hay Whitney
Foundation, a $10 million fund
which helps deserving youths of all
backgrounds, nationalities, races and
creeds with scholarships for schools
and colleges.
Descended on both sides from
illustrious forebearers (the Whitneys
go back to colonial Massachusetts),

Mr. Whitney's private investments
began with $20 million; they are
now estimated at $80 million.
Born in 1904, Mr. Whitney was
schooled at Groton, Yale, Oxford.
He captained the American polo
team which captured the international cup. Hunting and golf are
today's hobbies, and his art collection is internationally famous.
During World War II, he served
in the Air Force as a colonel. He
was captured by the Germans in the
later days of the war, escaped after
18 days imprisonment. He was appointed by President Eisenhower as
U.S. Ambassador to the Court of
St. James in March 1957.
He comes to public life naturally.
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importance not only in the United
States, but throughout the world.
"I welcome the opportunity to participate even more actively in the future development of television and
radio broadcasting. It has grown with
astonishing swiftness into one of the
great communications forces of the
world. I am particularly impressed with
both the accomplishments and even
greater promise of the television medium as a popular cultural and informational force on the national and world
scene. I find television's ability to reach
the minds and hearts of vast audiences
an exciting opportunity and challenge."
Mr. Whitney paid tribute to Wrede
Petersmeyer "who has done so much to
bring Corinthian to its present position
of strength and vigor."
Acquired First Station • The J.H.
Whitney & Co. interest in television
began in 1952 when it invested in several community tv systems. In 1954
it bought KOTV Tulsa for $4 million.
In 1956 it bought 90% of what is now
KHOU-TV Houston for $4.25 million
and WISH-AM-TV Indianapolis and
WANE-AM-TV Fort Wayne for $10
million. In 1958 it bought what is now
KXTV(TV) Sacramento, Calif., for
$4.5 million.
Early this year, Mr. Whitney, Through
his wholly owned Plymouth Rock Publications Inc., joined with Mr. Stone in
acquiring in rapid succession radio staHis maternal grandfather, John Hay,
served as President Lincoln's secretary, was Secretary of State under
Presidents McKinley and Theodore
Roosevelt, and was ambassador to
Britain. His paternal grandfather,
William C. Whitney, served as Secretary of the Navy under President
Cleveland.
Mr. Whitney is married to Betsey
Cushing, the sister of Mrs. William
S. Paley, whose husband is chairman of CBS Inc.
Walter Nelson Thayer, president
of Whitney Communications Corp.,
is a lawyer who has been active in
government work. Mr. Thayer was
born in 1910, went to Colgate
and received his law degree from
Yale in 1935. He practiced in New
York City and also served as federal assistant attorney general there.
He was an attorney with the LendLease Administration from 1941 to
1942, was a member of the Harriman Mission to London, 1942-45,
was general counsel of the Foreign
Economic Administration, 1945. He
BROADCASTING, October 26, 1959

tions in Mt. Kisco, New Rochelle, Saugerties and Mineola, all New York City
suburban areas. The first two are in
Westchester County, Saugerties is in
Ulster County and Mineola on Long
Island.
WVIP's 90% interest was bought
in January for approximately $225,000.
In the same month, the Whitney-Stone
group paid over $200,000 for WVOXAM-FM. In February, about $90,000
was paid for WGHQ and in April more
than $300,000 was paid for WFYI.
Mr. Whitney first invested in the
New York Herald Tribune in October
1957. He acquired controlling interest
in August 1958.
In July 1958 Mr. Whitney bought
Parade Publications, which publishes
the Sunday newspaper magazine supplement. He reportedly paid $10 million
for this property.
Mr. Whitney also owns 10% of Great
Northern Paper Co., 50% of Southern
General Insurance Co., Atlanta fire and
casualty firm; more than 50% of Greentree Stud Inc., horse breeding and racing farm; more than 25% of McClain
Assoc., New York public relations firm,
and 100% of Greenwood Seed Co.,
Thomasville, Ga., hybrid corn seed
company.
Actually Whitney Communications
Corp. will not own 100% of the Corinthian stations. It will represent Mr.
Whitney's personal interest in them, as
resumed his law practice in New
York until 1955 when he became
associated with John H. Whitney &
Co. He was a member and counsel
for Citizens for Eisenhower-Nixon
in 1952, and also served on the New
York State United Republican Finance Committee in 1953. He is
married, has four children, and lives
in Rye, N.Y.
C. Wrede Petersmeyer, the 40year-old president of Corinthian
Broadcasting Corp., the service organization for the five Corinthian
stations, has been the broadcast specialist in the J. H. Whitney & Co.
since 1951 when the investment firm
put some capital in several community antenna systems. He was born
and educated in California (U. of
California), and at Harvard Business School. He was with the management consultant firm of McKinsey & Co. following service in
World War II, and switched to the
Whitney firm in 1947. He is a member of the Tv Board of NAB. He

follows: KOTV, 100% preferred, 86%
common; KHOU-TV, 84.68%; WISHWANE stations, 85.2% and KXTV,
86%.
Mr. Thayer will personally own 4%
in the different Corinthian licensees;
Mr. Petersmeyer, 2%; Mr. Bryan, 1%;
Mr. Park, 1 % ; Benno C. Schmidt, 4% ;
Nathan R. Owen, 1% and John K.
Schemmer, 1%. Howard D. Brundage
owns 0.8% of the WISH- WANE properties and 0.66% of KHOU-TV; James
C. Richdale, manager of KHOU-TV
owns 0.66% of that station.
Affiliation Depreciation • Balance
sheets for all five Corinthian properties
showed deficits, ranging from $132,023
for KOTV to $793,990 for Indiana
Broadcasting Corp. (licensee of WISHWANE stations). A footnote indicated
that the losses were due to depreciation
being taken on their network contracts.
If this depreciation were not taken, it
was understood the properties would
show a combined total earned surplus
in the neighborhood of $2 million.
The network contracts valued at $8-9
million are being depreciated over a
two-year period, it is believed. All Corinthian tv stations are CBS.
All the balance sheets are as of Aug.
31, 1959.
KOTV— total assets, $1.9 million, of
which $645,087 were total current assets. Total current liabilities were $438,-

is married, has three children and
lives in Bronxville, N.Y.
The new structure • Here is how
the new John Hay Whitney broadcasting-publishing empire breaks
down:
At the top is Whitney Communications Corp. Under this holding company are the three entities in which
Mr. Whitney has interests:
• Corinthian Stations (KOTV
[TV] Tulsa, ch. 6; KHOU-TV Houston, ch. 11; WISH-AM-TV [ch. 8]
Indianapolis, WANE-AM-TV [ch.
15] Fort Wayne, KXTV[TV] Sacramento, ch. 10). Mr. Whitney holds
a controlling interest in all these stations.
• VIP Radio Inc. (90% of WVIP
Mt. Kisco, WVOX-AM-FM New
Rochelle, WGHQ Saugerties and
WFYI Mineola, all New York) . Mr.
Whitney owns 50% of this company;
Martin Stone the other 50%.
• Newspapers and periodicals
(New York Herald Tribune, Parade
Magazine, Interior Design ) .
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WSBT-TV

DIANA'S
ON

676; long term debt, $1.1 million, and
deficit $132,023.
KHOU-TV— total assets, $3.2 million, with $1.5 million as total current
assets. Total current liabilities was given
as $484,935; long term debt as $2,475,000, and deficit, $391,227.
Indiana Broadcasting Corp. (WISHWANE) — total assets, $5.3 million, of
which $1.5 million were listed as total
current assets. Total current liabilities,
$378,790; long term debt, $4.2 million,
and deficit, $793,990.
KXTV (TV) — total assets, $5.1 million, of which $870,096 was counted as
total current assets. Total current liabilities were listed at $475,344; long term
debt as $4.3 million and deficit as $232,171. In the case of KXTV only half the
deficit was attributed to network contract amortization.
METRO

BUYS

WIP-AM-FM
Peoria

acquired;

tv also

added

Metropolitan Broadcasting Co. last
week expanded its radio holdings to
include WIP-AM-FM Philadelphia and
added a third tv station to its holdings
— uhf WTVH (TV) Peoria, 111.

JOE

WEEKS.

..Man

off the

Hour

The South Bend television area gets its early evening news from
WSBT-TV and newscaster, Joe Weeks. As head man of one of
America's highest rated 6:00 o'clock news shows, Joe Weeks is indeed a man of the hour.
A veteran with over 25 years broadcasting experience, he's a nationally-known network announcer, sports writer and author. Joe Weeks'
abundant experience and first hand knowledge of the national and
international news front is backed up by a talented 1 1 man news
department. Talent, staff and the newest technical equipment make
6 O'Cfock News the completely dominant show in this time period.
Full sponsorship or spot participations are still available. Last fall the
6 O'Cfock News' average rating was 23.4! Reach the big 15
county WSBT-TV market with this top-rated show. Penetrate an area
which has Effective Buying Income of $1,613,896,000!
Latest ARB report gives WSBT-TV 47.8% of sets In use, sign on to sign off.
Get free market data book and presentation on Joe Weeks from your Raymer man or this station.

ASK
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PAUL

SOUTH BEND, INDIANA
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CHANNEL 22
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE

It spent $4.5 million for the Philadelphia station, although payment will
be made in stock — 150,000 shares of
Metropolitan stock, plus the assumption
of over $2 million in obligations, according to the joint release issued Oct.
22 by John W. Kluge, president and
principal stockholder of Metropolitan,
and Benedict Gimbel, president of the
WIP stations.
The 150,000 metropolitan shares are
valued at $2.7 million.
Mr. Gimbel, who with associates
bought mentWIP
from his family's
departstore ownership
a year ago
for
$2.5 million, will become a vice president of Metropolitan in charge of all
of
its
contract.radio activities with a ten-year
Other associates are John Crisconi,
Philadelphia auto dealer, financier and
insurance man; Edward Petry & Co.,
station representation firm; Bob Hope,
John Pew and Ralf Brent.
Mr. Crisconi, who is scheduled to
receive 22,000 of the 150,000 shares of
Metropolitan stock, will be the second
largest stockholder in Metropolitan —
the announcement stated. Mr. Gimbel,
who is scheduled to receive 20,000
shares of the 150,000 will be the third
largest, it was announced.
Mr. Kluge individually controls 14%
of
Metropolitan's 1.75 million shares
outstanding.
WIP was established in 1922 and
operates on 610 kc with 5 kw.
The sale of WIP was handled through
BROADCASTING, October 26, 1959

Sure we got a mind of our own.
And for Eastern Iowa:
® ®®®®®®®®®
This fascinating exposition of station assets is brought
to you by WMT-TV, Cedar Rapids— Waterloo, whose
national representatives, The Katz Agency, will be
happy to provide further cranial matter anent WMTTV's dominant coverage of three of Iowa's six largest
cities,
in Iowa.plus coverage of more than half the tv families

Howard Stark, station broker.
Metropolitan bought ch. 19 WTVH
for $600,000. The Peoria Star-Journal
station was established in 1953. It is
affiliated with ABC-TV.
The acquisition of WTVH will give
Metropolitan three tv stations; the
others are WNEW-TV New York and
WTTG(TV) Washington, D. C. Both
are ch. 5 and are independents.
Main Metropolitan station is WNEWAM-FM-TV New York. Others are
WHK-AM-FM Cleveland and WTTG(TV) Washington.
Bennett H. Korn is Metropolitan vice
president in charge of tv operations.
Mr. Kluge and his associates took
over ownership of Metropolitan early
in January of this year by buying Paramount Pictures' 21.75% interest for
$4 million (Broadcasting, Jan. 5). Associated with the Kluge group is Jones,
Kreeger & Co., Washington brokerage
house, which owns 23.77% of Metropolitan. Mr. Kluge said in Philadelphia
Thursday that he and Messrs. Criscani
and Gimbel would together own 250,000 shares.
Mr. Kluge, a major Washington food
broker, got into radio after World War
II when he was one of the principals in
the establishment of WGAY Silver
Spring, Md., a Washington suburb. He

has owned stations in Fort Worth, Tex.;
Pittsburgh, Pa.; Cleveland, Ohio. He
has since disposed of these interests. He
still owns WINE-AM-FM Buffalo, N.Y.
His 37% class B holdings in WLOFTV Orlando, Fla., has been sold for
$350,000 to Joseph L. Brechner (see
Changing Hands, page 76).
Musicians

Guild

files

suit against the AFM
Musicians Guild of America, which
is contesting the right of American
Federation of Musicians to represent
musicians employed in phonograph
recording, last week filed suit against
AFM and a number of record companies, charging discrimination against
MGA. Record defendants are: RCA's
Victor Record Div., Columbia Record
Div. of CBS, Decca Records, Coral
Records and AM-Par Record Div. of
AB-PT.
Charges allege that while petitions
for representation elections were pending before NLRB, these employers
signed collective bargaining agreements with AFM, giving wage increases
to recording musicians in all parts of
the country except Los Angeles. In
Los Angeles, MGA states, the wage
raise for recording musicians will be

held in escrow and not paid unless
AFM wins the NLRB elections or
MGA's
drawn. petitions are dismissed or withNLRB on Oct. 13 ordered elections
to be held at a number of individual
companies within 90 days. They include Columbia, MGM, Warner Bros.,
Disney, Dot, Mercury, 20th CenturyFox, United Artists, Roulette, Colpix,
Verve and Cavendish Records. Probable election cities are Chicago, Los
Angeles, Nashville and New York.
Returned • Cases covering Victor,
Capitol, Decca, Aristocrat, Imperial,
Pacific Jazz, Goodtime Jazz, Am-Par
and Coral have been returned to
NLRB regional directors to determine
whether
interest atis
sufficient MGA's
to holdshowing
similar ofelections
these firms. Musicians who have
worked two or more dates between
Oct. 13, 1958, and Oct. 12, 1959, for
a single record firm are eligible to vote
in that company's election. This means
many recording musicians will be eligible to vote in several elections.
WO

V cha nges

WOV

New York, which was purchased last August by Bartell Broadcasters Inc., next Monday (Nov. 2)
will have its call letters changed to
WADO. Coinciding with the name
change will be a revamped program
schedule based on "several research
studies dealing with audience composition in Italian, Negro and mass radio
audience," according to Melvin M.
Bartell, president and general manager
of the station. In line with these findings, he said, WADO will build around
a framework of "talented personalities
and an elaborate news gathering and
reporting service."
KYSN
fights

What is a station's market? • The area or "total" marketing concept is
what advertisers and their agencies ought to consider when appropriating
budgets— this rather than by "city marketing." Reasons for the change, according to WBT Charlotte, which last week ran two presentations in two
days for agency executives in New York, are (1) Dispersion of industry
with smaller additional plants usually built in smaller cities and towns, and
(2) population movement from the large cities to suburban and rural areas.
Explained was Charlotte's marketing area using a 75-mile radius from the
heart or "Central City." On this basis Charlotte has more than 2.2 million
people compared to the central city population of 200,000. Cooperating in
the presentation was CBS Radio Spot Sales. It was explained by J. Robert
Covington, vice president of research and promotion for WBT (third from
left) and Paul B. Marion, sales manager, WBT (second from left). Interested agency executives shown here (1. to r.) Arthur Pardoll, Foote, Cone
& Belding; Mr. Marion; Mr. Covington; Phil Kenney, Kenyon & Eckhardt;
Bill Hinman, Lambert & Feasley, Inc., Richard Puff, SSC&B.
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to WADO

false

ads

Meeting a reported invasion of baitswitch and con promotions, KYSN
Colorado Springs, Colo., has formed a
Dept. of Good Advertising Practice
that issues a good-advertising seal to
merchants conforming to the standards.
The city has no Better Business Bureau, according to Kenneth E. Palmer,
KYSN president.
The questioned promotions include
"astonishing" price reductions based
on mark-downs from inflated prices,
according to Mr. Palmer, as well as
refusal to sell goods at advertised figures. KYSN mentioned one jewelry
merchant by name on the air and has
editorialized on the subject, advising
listeners to ignore certain advertising.
One merchant cited on the air shut
up shop and the promoters left the
city. Mary Ann Lee is head of the
good-advertising department.
BROADCASTING, October 26, 1959

I can't afford to miss
COMEDY
CARNIV

This galaxie of stars is yours in these hilarious two-reel
features. Remember, laughter is your best sales medicine- See a new programming idea in our presentation
reel. Phone or wire collect . .. now.

eatures
mc

New York; 15 West 44th Street ♦ YUkon 64979
Hollywood: 6715 Hollywood Blvd. • Hollywood 3-0905
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THREE
Atlanta

DOWN

to be

scene

AND

FIVE

of next

Broadcasters opened up a new can of
problems and warmed over some existing ones last week in NAB's regional
doubleheader meetings in Chicago
(Monday - Tuesday) and in Boston
(Thursday-Friday). Though the tv quiz
scandals and their attendant threats to
programming freedom were not given
second billing, they were moved over to
accommodate other topics of similar
concern.
In Chicago, the NAB regional meeting drew a hefty turnout of midwest
delegates, who, against a backdrop of
government policing threats, heard still
more criticism, this time from the president of one of its best agency broadcast
clients. The subject was an old one: the
summer tv hiatus and alleged programming deficiencies.
Thomas B. Adams, president of
Campbell-Ewald Co., Detroit, warned
networks and stations that they are
"wrecking their own medium with second-rate, second-run television fare"
during summer months. He also called
for more imaginative radio programming (see story, page 49).
In Boston, Arno H. Johnson, J. Walter Thompson Co.'s senior economist
and vice president, called advertising a
powerful force in creating consumption
to catch production and thus increase
the standard of living (see story, page
54). He said national advertisers will
have to keep boosting ad budgets to
hold their own. For other coverage of
the Boston meeting see At Deadline.
Fourth NAB regional conference is
scheduled for next Thursday and Friday (Oct. 29-30) at the Dinkler-Plaza
Hotel, Atlanta.
Among other Chicago developments:
• NAB President Harold E. Fellows
renewed his plea for industry unity and
loyalty in the face of threatening government controls.
• Lionel F. Baxter, Storer Broadcasting Co., Miami, underscored the need
for better programming as the means of
increasing station audiences and revenue, while decrying the effects of programs sold only for "the immediate
dollar."
Record Turnout • The second fall
conference drew an attendance of 294
at Chicago's Sheraton Towers. That total was exceeded only by last year's
turnout in Washington, D.C. William
Walker, NAB assistant treasurer, said
there are indications the total for all
eight meetings this fall may go about
20% ahead of the 1958 schedule. Payson Hall, Radio-Tv Division, Meredith
Publishing Co., Des Moines, and vice
chairman of the NAB Tv Board, pre74 (THE MEDIA)

NAB

TO

GO

conference

sided over the Monday luncheon, with
Mr. Fellows as principal speaker. Mig
Figi, WAUX Waukesha, Wis. and member of the NAB board, was host for the
Tuesday luncheon meeting addressed by
Mr. Adams.
Editorializing highlighted the Monday afternoon radio session, comprising
Robert D. Enoch, WXLW Indianapolis;
Robert Mason, WMRN Marion, Ohio,
and Robert Hyland, KMOX St. Louis,
as spokesmen for midwestern stations.
Mr. Enoch reported WXLW has editorialized as "part of an adult program
service" since 1953, and gained stature
and public acceptance, when there's a
timely and controversial issue involved.
Actually, he said, the station has picked
up where newspapers left off in terms of
public influence. WXLW conducts air
opinions on a saturation basis, four
times daily for two days with Mr. Enoch
handling commentary, and airs advance
station promos. The editorials concern
situations or procedures, not individuals,
he stressed. Among the subjects: juvenile vandalism, right-to-work laws and
the commission system of government.
Success in Marion • Mr. Mason,
described how WMRN editorials even
"changed the attitude" of the local
newspaper. He writes and airs opinions
on uniform traffic light control, installation of voting machines and "everything
that interests people." He warned again
such pitfalls as "lack of experience,"
unwillingness to spend time on research
and analysis and lack of knowledge of
libel laws. Editorializing in Marion has
not been "uninfluential" in terms of the

city's growth, he said. Air opinions have
got "sympathetic
advertisers, he claimed, response"
and have from
been widely
reprinted.
Mr. Hyland felt editorializing has
been "the most significant development" in broadcasting for years and
that radio is "now wearing long pants
as a medium of influence." KMOX entered this field with a campaign for
fluoridation of St. Louis County water,
prompting successful legislation, he reported. The station selects topics
through a board comprising the manager, news director and program director and welcomes equal time requests
to debate issues.
Like Mr. Enoch, Mr. Hyland contrasted broadcast editorials with printed
ones, claiming the former are "fresh,
vigorous
and dynamic."
KMOX expects
to
editorialize
more frequently
in the
future "on more controversial issues,"
according to Mr. Hyland. He said
"broadcast executives are now called upon by 'city fathers' on policy matters
much as editors were 50 years ago."
He thought air editorials should reflect
"high standards of research and fairness," but felt the drawbacks are far
outweighed by "increased prestige and
Other Radio Talks • Other radio sessions included talks by Charles H.
stature."
Tower, NAB manager of broadcast personnel and economics, on declining station revenues and profits in the face of
the rising value of station properties,
and George Menard, WBBM Chicago,
on the market presentation of the National Assn. of Tv & Radio Farm Directors (Broadcasting, Oct. 19), plus
Mr. Baxter's dissection of "Programfor Sales."said "programs should be
Mr. mingBaxter
created by men who know programming
and
soldthere
by men
who know
selling."
He said
are countless
examples
of

No time out
No comment — at least for the
record. That was NAB President
Harold E. Fellows' reaction to
two Washington regulatory developments last week. In Chicago
for the second of NAB's regional
conferences, he noted with interest FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer's proposal in U.S. News &
World Report that an industry
"czar" be set up to police quiz
programs and also remarks in a
letter from Sen. William Langer
(R-N.D.) tying in "rigged" quiz
shows to alleged crime and violence on television. Mr. Fellows
said he had not seen Sen. Langer's letter to him because of regional conference travel and had
no comment at this time.

programs
"sold
for effect
the immediate
dollar that had
a net
of decreasing
revenue because they detracted from the
overall image of the station."
Over 50 examples of "successful programming" were recited by Mr. Baxter,
which, he suggested, if used for one
year "will repay your station with a
loyal audience, substantial sales and a
bottom line profit." He pointed out
that practically all of them "were created by programming to satisfy the desires of the listener, and converted by
sales to satisfy the desires of the client."
The Juggler • Mr. Baxter said he
sometimes thinks station managers
"have to keep things in and on the air.
. . . precariously in order to please the
listener, the client, as well as the most
vocal section of our populace — those
that don't listen but constantly badger
us to program material they think those
BROADCASTING, October 26, 1959

that do listen ought to be getting as
program fare."
The tv session Monday afternoon
dealt with all-industry matters, including the newly-formed Television Information Office. Reports were given by
Clair R. McCollough, Steinman Stations, as chairman of the parent Television Information Committee, and
Louis Hausman, new TIO chief.
Television Bureau of Advertising's
"Status Report of the Television Industry to the Financial Community" was
delievered by TvB President Norman
Cash at Tuesday's followup tv meeting,
(Broadcasting, Oct. 19). Similar reports on the tv code and television review code board were given by E. K.
Hartenbower, KCMO Kansas City, and
Joseph Herrold, KBTV (TV) Denver,
board members.
Only the Best • Broadcasters can't
afford to give critics "any legitimate
ammunition or to provide anything but
program material of the best quality
and highest
taste tosaid.
the viewing public,"
Mr.
Hartenbower
Reporting on the Tv Code Review
Board, Mr. Hartenbower said the board,
however, "is certainly not going to join
in the hue and cry that's been made by
tv's critics that the medium is undermining the moral fibre of the nation
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and is directly responsible for every act
of violence since the sack of JeruThe Code Board's aim and responsisalem."bility, he said, is to prevent the "occasional lapse of good judgment that
results in a suggestive or overly violent
program sequence." The board's efforts
in evaluating programs have met sympathy, understanding and cooperation
from network editing offices and management, he said.
Mr. Hartenbower praised the Tv
Code department's new west coast office
under Frank Morris, former senior editor at CBS-TV Hollywood. In three
months, he said, accomplishments in
cooperation with the Alliance of Tv
Film Producers has been better than
expected, with 54 film series scheduled
to bear the Affiliate Seal and several
serious code problems averted before
filming.
No "Blue Noses" • The board's
members are not being "blue noses" or
censors, Mr. Hartenbower said, but
"the simple fact is that if our free system of tv is to remain free — and . . .
profitable, too — the Seal of Good Practice . . . must mean something."
The final pre-luncheon session Tuesday was devoted to a "wrap-up" discussion of censorship and program control, present and future alignment of

the FCC, ASCAP
other subjects.

music licenses and

Mr. Fellows noted that, other than
provisions on against obscenity, broadcasters are not confronted with censorship now. He noted that the Commission's makeup could change in the next
two years and pointed out NAB has
enjoyed "better relations with FCC in
recent years".
Radio station
manual

set

pr

by NAB

A public relations manual to guide
radio stations in their community and
regional promotion was voted by the
NAB Radio Public Relations Committee at a meeting in Washington. The
committee is headed by Robert L. Pratt,
KGGF Coffeyville, Kan.
The committee went on record in
favor of broader utilization of NAB's
public relations material to acquaint
listeners with the service and achievements of member stations. It reviewed
the work of the public relations staff, of
which John M. Couric is manager.
A series of taped messages on radio's
services will be developed next year for
member stations. The committee urged
wider distribution and use of NAB's
recorded jingles and approved prepara-
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tion of material for use by individual
broadcasters in making career talks to
high school and college groups.
Attending the committee besides
Chairman Pratt were Frank Gaither,
WSB Atlanta; Simon Goldman, WJTN
Jamestown, N.Y.; Boyd Kelley, KTRN
Wichita Falls, Tex., and Robert J. McAndrews, KBIG Los Angeles. All members are NAB board members. Representing NAB were President Harold E.
Fellows; John F. Meagher, radio vice
president; Everett E. Revercomb, secretary-treasurer; Ward Asquith, assistant
to Mr. Meagher, and Mr. Couric.

ence E. Wilson to Kenneth R. and
Isabel McCard of Colorado Springs,
Colo., for $200,000. Mr. Wilson also
owns KGRL Bend, Ore. Transaction
was handled by Blackburn & Co.
KBOY is daytimer on 730 kc with 1
kw power.
• KSHO-TV Las Vegas, Nev.: 90%
sold Mervyn L. Adelson, Irwin A.
Molasky and Nathan Adelson to Nevada Broadcasters Fund Inc. for $137,000. Nevada Broadcasters principally
owned by Reed R. Maxwell, 30%,
and includes Joseph Bloom (Forjoe &
Co. and Forjoe Tv Inc.), 5%; Howard
D. Johnson (with interests in KNAN
Salt Lake City, KSUB Cedar City and
Changing
hands
• WLOF-TV Orlando, Fla.: 37% in- KVEL Vernal, all Utah; KBLI BlackANNOUNCED • The following sale of
terest in Class B stock sold by John
foot and KTLE Pocatello, both Idaho),
station interests was announced last
W. Kluge to Joseph L. Brechner for 6.25%; James C. Wallentine (interweek, subject to FCC approval:
$350,000. Mr. Brechner will own
ests in KVEL Vernal and is buying
KBRV Soda Springs, both Utah),
• Corinthian Broadcasting Co. Sta- 63% of Class B stock after transaction is approved. Payment will be 6.25%. Mervyn Adelson will retain
tions: Ownership transferred to Whit10% interest. President of Nevada
ney Communications Corp. (see story $90,000 at closing with the remainder
to be paid at stated intervals over 43 Broadcasters, but owning no stock, is
page 68).
R.G. Jolley, owner of KLAS Las Vegas.
months from closing date. WLOF-TV
• VIP Radio Inc.: 50% ownership
is ch. 9 with 316 kw. Mr. Brechner
Ch. 13 KSHO-TV is 11 kw affiliated
transferred to Whitney Communicawith ABC
owns 100% of WHMS-AM-FM
tions Corp. (see story page 68).
Charleston, W.Va.; 55% of WERC• WSTR-AM-FM Sturgis, Mich.: Sold
AM-FM Erie Pa.; and 26% of WLOF
• WIP Philadelphia, Pa. Sold by BeneOrlando, Fla. Mr. Kluge is a prin- by E. Harold Munn Jr. and associates
dict Gimbel and associates to Metroto Reed Draper Jr. and Dr. Franklin
cipal stockholder in Metropolitan
politan Broadcasting Co. for over $4.5
Broadcasting Co. (see story page 70). Horowitz, both Bay City, Mich., for
million (see story page 70).
$120,000. Mr. Munn continues to
Peoria, 111.: Sold by • KBOY Medford, Ore.: Sold by Clar- own WTVB Coldwater, Mich. Sale
• WTVH(TV)
was negotiated by Hamilton-Landis &
Assoc. WSTR is 250 w on 1230 kc.
WSTR-FM is 285 w on 103.1 mc.
JVEST COAST
TV
$3759000
VHF-TV station. Major network affiliate in a
strong market. Limited competition. Excellent
Wometco's $7 million
potential. 29% cash and reasonable terms.
Gross income of Wometco Enterprises Inc. for 36 weeks ended Sept.
PENWSYL
VAJVIA
$133,000
12, 1959 totaled $7,056,088, the comProfitable daytimer in a good small market.
This station is earning excellent return for
pany has reported. Expenses accounted
absentee ownership. $40,000 cash, balance over
for $5,987,689, leaving income before
five years. Will pay out easily.
taxes of $1,068,399 and after taxes of
$510,306. For same 1958 period, net
FLORIDA
income before taxes was $831,011, and
M15.000
after taxes $442,811. This is a 15.2%
Powerful regional in growth market. Showing
increase of net income after taxes over
profit and consistent monthly improvement.
Half cash with 10 years on the balance.
the same 1958 period.
Report also showed that 24.9% of
COLORADO
moo9ooo
net income had been paid in dividends
to Class A stockholders, and 13.8% to
Fulltime local in rich single station market.
Class B stockholders. Remainder was
There is good cash flow under absentee owner,
retained in the business.
with gross near price. Good assets. $29,000 down,
balance over eight years.
A regular quarterly dividend of HV2 <j:
on
Class A stock and 6Vz $ per share
FINANCING
APPRAISALS
NEGOTIATIONS
on Class B stock was declared Oct. 19.

*Blackbtwn

Peoria Star-Journal Co. to Metropolitan Broadcasting Co. for $500,000 (see
story page 70).
• WBNY Buffalo, N.Y.: Sold by Roy
L. Albertson and family to WBNY
Inc. for more than $600,000. WBNY
Inc. is owned 62.5% by Nathan and
Peter Strauss and 37.5% by Harry
Trenner. The Strauss' own WMCA
New York; Mr. Trenner owns WFEC
Miami, Fla. Announcement reports
this is first move in chain of New
York stations under aegis of Strauss
family. Broker was Edwin Tornberg
& Co. WBNY is 250 w fulltimer on
1400 kc.

Incorporoted
&
Ccmvprnu/

RADIO - TV - NEWSPAPER BROKERS
MIDWEST
WEST M.COAST
ATLANTA
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Colin
Selph
Clifford B. Marshall
H. W. Cassill
James W. Blackburn
William B. Ryan
Calif.
Bank Bldg.
Jack V. Harvey
Stanley
Whitaker
9441
Wilshire
Blvd.
Robert M. Baird
Joseph M. Sitrick
333 N. Michigan Ave.
Healey Building
Beverly Hills, Calif.
Washington Building
Chicago, Illinois
Financial 6-6460
CRestview 4-2770
JAckson 5-1576
Sterling 3-4341
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Payment will be made Dec. 1 5 to stockholders of record Dec. 1.
Wometco Enterprises owns WTVJ
(TV) Miami, WLOS-AM-FM-TV Asheville. N.C.: and 20% of WFGA-TV
Jacksonville, Fla. It also owns motion
picture theatres in Miami, West Palm
Beach and Tampa and food-vending,
cigarette, soft drink and confection
machines in South Florida. The company's stock is publicly held.
BROADCASTING, October 26, 1959

Tallest

structure

ever
by man

erected
is completed !

1619' Tower • WGAN-TV

• Portland, Maine

154 feet taller than the Empire State
building — almost twice as tall
as the Eiffel Tower —
completion of WCAN-TV's new tower with
elevator gives Kline the distinction
of having designed, fabricated and erected
three towers that top
the Empire State Building.
This 1619 foot tower was completed
ahead of schedule.
KIMCO EMPHASIZES THREE THINGS:
(1) their reputation as a supplier
(2) "quality of their product
(3) their ability to give service
These factors have played a tremendous
part in KIMCO's success.

m
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// you want

to go up.. Up.. Up

call Kimco

the Jail tower people

IRON & STEEL CO.
KLINE
KIMnn
TflWFRS
FOR
KIMCO TOWERS FOR THE BROADCASTING INDUSTRY
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Dept. T. P. 0. Box 1013, Phone ALpine 4-0301 Columbia, S. C.
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In Cincinnati
One

Station-

WCKY
Does
24

The

Job

Hours

of Two

a Day

DAYTIME
NUMBER ONE IN
METROPOLITAN
AUDIENCE*
Mon.-Fri. — 6:00 AM-6:00
Average 4.7 rating

PM

NITETIME
THE LARGEST
NIGHTLY AUDIENCE
OF ANY STATION
IN THE NATION
OUTSIDE OF 3 N. Y. CITY
STATIONS.**
476,150 Homes Nightly
CPM — 8.4c
♦April-May '59 Nielsen
**NCS #2
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ASK

TV

SET

TAX

USIA

official says

$1

levy would aid etv
A proposal that a tax of $1 per set
be levied on the nation's 50 million
tv receivers and the money turned
over to the educational tv stations was
advanced Oct. 19 by Romney Wheeler,
director of the tv service of U.S. Information Agency, during a panel discussion of "television's responsibilities"
at a meeting of the Academy of Television's Arts & Sciences. Los Angeles
chapter.
Mr. Wheeler's suggestion brought a
prompt protest from another panel
member, J. Neil Reagan, administrative vice president of McCann-Erickson's West Coast Television Div. If
there's going to be a tax on tv sets,
Mr. Reagan said, let the money be
spent not on educational tv programs
but to build more schools and hire
more teachers to produce a better educated tv audience. If the critics who
decry the present state of tv programming are right, he stated, viewers with
more education and more discrimination will either force programs to improve or will stop watching tv. If
the public stops watching them, the
agencies will then stop buying westerns and crime shows.
Earlier in the discussion, Mr. Reagan
had asserted that from the agency
viewpoint, tv has only one responsibility, to produce circulation for the commercial messages of the agency's clients.
"If the time ever comes when tv
can't deliver that circulation, the agency
is going to take the advertiser's money
and put it into some other kind of
advertising," he declared.
Merrill Panitt, editor, TV Guide,
said that while advertisers and agencies and program writers and producers and directors all share in the responsibility for the kind of program
fare that tv offers the viewing public, in the final analysis the tv networks
must assume this responsibility. He
expressed the belief that American tv,
like commercial tv in England, will
adopt the magazine concept. The
networks, he said, will control the programs and the advertisers and agencies will limit their tv activity to producing the commercials to be broadcast between shows or program segments, with no more control over the
programs themselves than they have
over the editorial content of newspapers and magazines in which their
advertisements appear.
Effect on Foreign Audiences • Both
Mr. Panitt and Mr. Wheeler spoke of
the effect of U.S. tv shows on foreign
audiences, pointing out that the Russians had used them to prove that the

U.S. is a warlike nation whose citizens settle all problems with their fists
or with guns. If the foreign market
becomes as important to tv as it is today to motion pictures, program producers must consider the tastes of foreign audiences, Mr. Wheeler said. He
urged, as a matter of practical business as well as patriotism, that programs sent abroad "try to present a
fair, truthful picture of Americans. It
need not be a whitewash job; it can
deal with conflict, but it should do
so Rod
in truthful
Serling,terms."
top ranking tv writer
and now executive producer of "Twilight Zone" on CBS-TV, asked why
tv must always be the critics' whipping
boy. "We're engaged in the only medium that has to please everybody,"
he said, noting that "if we don't please
everyone, or at least a sizable hunk
of the total audience, we're a failure
and we're kicked off the air." Mr.
Serling also complained that, in discussions about tv, "always a problem
is presented, never an answer."
Information

director

will be keynoter
Louis Hausman, director of the
newly-formed Television Information
Office, is scheduled to deliver the keynote speech at the Broadcasters' Promotion Assn's fourth annual convention in Philadelphia Nov. 2.
Mr. Hausman is a luncheon speaker
replacement for Robert W. Sarnoff.
NBC board chairman, who cancelled
his engagement because of other
"events," presumably in connection
with the resumption of house legislative oversight subcommittee hearings
on tv quiz programs next week. It
will mark Mr. Hausman's first major
public speaking engagement since assuming his new post.
Mr. Sarnoff advised Charles A. Wilson, advertising manager of WGNAM-TV Chicago and BPA president,
that "current commitments vitally affecting the television medium promise
to expand my work schedule in the
weeks ahead to such an extent that I
foresee no opportunity to give adequate preparation to the keynote
speech
I had hoped
to make." a further
Mr. Wilson
also announced
change in the BPA agenda (Broadcasting, Oct. 19) involving the publicity
and exploitation workshop meeting for
Tuesday, Nov. 3. Montez Tjaden,
KWTV (TV) Oklahoma City and
BPA vice president in 1957-58, will
serve as moderator for the "shirtsleeve" session.
She replaces Elliott W. Henry Jr..
newly-named information director for
ABC-TV in Hollywood, who will be
unable to attend.
(THE MEDIA) 79-

NEWSMEN
'GLUT
Hagerty cites growing
re

Because

BOTH

and NIELSEN

ARB

House news secretary, told the RadioTelevision News Directors Assn. at its
closing convention banquet in New Orleans Oct. 17 (for election of new officers, see page 107).

10 ... "

SHARE

ROCHESTER

18— June 14)

(June 8— July 5)

give CHANNEL
THE LARGEST
OVER-ALL

(May

OF

Mr. annual
HagertyPaul
accepted
fourth
White RTNDA's
Memorial
Award "for significant contributions to
news broadcasting" (Closed Circuit,
Oct. 12) and received a telegram from
President Eisenhower lauding him for
his "advancement of broadcast journalism." He accepted the award from Jack
Krueger, WTMJ-AM-TV Milwaukee,
RTNDA broad chairman.

THE

AUDIENCE

!

IN'
CHEER
e
WerNIELSEN
Because
gives us 16

and ARB

gives us

17 OF ROCHESTER'S
20 TOP
FAVORITE TV PROGRAMS
!

We're SHOUTIN'
Because our new 316 KW
Maximum

Power

Transmitter

gives us a
STRONGER
TO

REACH

1,000,000
NEW

VOICE
MORE

THAN

EVER

THAN

WESTERN

YORKERS

!

Basic CBS
National Representatives
WVET-TV-BOLLING CO., INC.
WH EC-TV-EVERETT McKINNEY, INC.

CH

EL

A

WHEC-TV

and

ROCHESTER,

lO

WVET-TV
NEW

news coverage crisis
News media face a serious challenge
in covering international meetings and
they're
to James
increaseC.inHagerty,
number rather
than fallaptoff,
White

YORK

Mr. Hagerty told RTNDA delegates
"the principle of equality in news coverage is now accepted, at least in Washington." He expressed hope he had contributed to broadening of news media
coverage and disagreements with various
news department heads had grown
"fewer." Theodore F. Koop, CBS Washington news and public affiairs chief,
praised
Hagerty news
as "thehasbest
radio andMr.television
everfriend
had
in Washington."
Coverage of top-level international
meetings, such as the recent visit of Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev, withelements of the "three-ring circus"
out
raise serious problems for newsmen,
Mr. Hagerty said. He noted printed reports that newsmen got "in the way
of themselves" and tended to throttle
coverage. He reported he has received
about 350 U.S. and 150 foreign requests from newsmen to cover the
President's forthcoming Soviet trip,
creating a transportation problem.
He commented, "It's a problem that
will have to solve themnews people
selves." Unless it is solved, he suggested,
chaos will result and "chaos" can lead
only to the "weakening of our free press
and of our prestige."
RTNDA Resolutions • Also at closing
sessions of the convention (Oct. 14-17),
RTNDA adopted resolutions (1) scoring
FCC for applying "extraneous standards
to arrive at judgments on questions
which relate exclusively to our medium"
(an apparent reference to FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer's RTNDA talk on
growing pressure for program controls);
(2) expressing regret over the practices
of some radio-tv stations "which appear
to have mistaken the presentation of
news for vaudeville" (the use of artificial
or sensational techniques which "misrepresent" or"distort" facts and detract
BROADCASTING, October 26, 1959

Display-

maker

hits

market

first

with

Air

Express

How do you get chic new mannequins like this to stores on time for high-fashion displays? Zaria Displays ships them the fast, convenient way . . . by AIR EXPRESS direct
from warehouse to store window! Zaria knows that "kid-glove" AIR EXPRESS handling
makes elaborate packaging unnecessary. The market for your products too — parts, perishables, valuable papers or brand-new lines — is only a phone call away. And you can ship
the whole country over at low cost. AIR EXPRESS assumes all responsibility door-to-door.
Naturally more businesses than ever that think FAST . . . think AIR EXPRESS first!

AtR
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EXPRESS
81

programs vice president; William B.
Lodge, affiliate relations and engineering vice president; Charles S. Steinberg, information services vice president; Carl S. Ward, vice president and
affiliate relations director; Robert
Wood, contracts and records manager,
affiliate relations.
Storer

Broadcasting

lists $1 .45 per share

Ike gives 'The Word' • In observation of National Bible Week (Oct. 19-25),
President Eisenhower receives the Honorary Co-Chairmen in his office at
the White House. Receiving the official Bible Week proclamation signed by
the President are (1. to r.) H.E. Humphreys Jr., executive chairman of
National Bible Week; ABC-TV star Pat Boone; and Arthur Hull Hayes,
president of CBS Radio. Mr. Hayes served as national chairman for radio,
and Mr. Boone for tv.

from the profession); (3) deploring the
practice of newsmen reading commercial copy on the air as detracting from
the individual journalist's dignity, prestige and position as "objective presenter
of the news," and (4) deploring and condemning the practice of "certain commercial organizations" which exploit
news prestige by identifying it with their
manufactured products.
Canadian delegates postponed action
for at least a year on proposals to create a separate Canadian affiliate organization under the tent of the international
RTNDA.
CBS-TV
affiliates
meeting this week
A routine meeting with no obvious
fireworks on the agenda is slated this
week for the CBS-TV network Affiliates Assn.'s
boardnetwork.
of directors
top
officials
of the
The and
annual
fall meeting is at Del Monte Lodge,
Pebble Beach, Calif., and was scheduled to start (Oct. 25) and continue
through Wednesday.
Network authorities, who will be
guests of the station group, indicated
their presentations would cover programming, sales, advertising and promotion but that they contain "no
startling news." A bid for better clearance for network programs, standard
at most network-affiliates meetings, and
for stronger station support in such
areas as promotion and public rela82 (THE MEDIA)

tions are expected to be included.
Election • The affiliates board will
meet separately in advance of the sessions with CBS-TV officials. A new
chairman is to be elected to succeed
C. Howard Lane, KOIN-TV Portland,
Ore., who after three terms is not
eligible for re-election.
Affiliates scheduled to attend include Mr. Lane: Richard Borel, WBNSTV Columbus, board secretary; J. C.
Kellam, -KTBC-TV Austin, Tex.; William B. Quarton, WMT-TV Cedar
Rapids, Iowa; James D. Russell,
KKTV-TV Colorado Springs; Clyde
Rembert, KRLD-TV Dallas; F. E.
Busby, WTVY-TV Dothan, Ala.; A. J.
Bauer, WINK-TV, Fort Myers, Fla.;
Rex G. Howell, KREX-TV, Grand
Junction, Colo., T. B. Lanford, WJTV
(TV) Jackson, Miss.; Glenn Marshall
Jr., WJXT(TV) Jacksonville, Fla.; Art
Mosby, KMSO-TV Missoula, Mont.;
Tom Chauncey, KOOL-TV Phoenix;
Leslie C. Johnson, WHBF-TV Rock
Island, 111.; George A. Whitney,
KFMB-TV, San Diego, and Paul
Adanti, WHEN-TV Syracuse.
CBS Inc. vice president Richard S.
Salant and the following network officials were slated to attend: President
Louis G. Cowan and executive vice
president James T. Aubrey Jr.; George
Bristol, operations director, advertising
and sales promotion; Gordon F. Hayes,
national manager, affiliate relations;
William H. Hylan, sales administration
vice president; Oscar Katz, network

Multiple station owner Storer Broadcasting Co. last week reported earnings of $1.45 per share for the first
nine months of 1959. This compares
with the 1 1 cents a share for the corresponding period of 1958.
Net profits, after taxes, for the nine
months were $3,580,268, Storer reported, compared to $264,782 for the
same period last year. Revenues from
radio and tv were not reported individually, but Storer said tv revenue
increased 8.9% and radio 11.6% for
the nine-month period ending Sept. 30.
Net profit after taxes for the third
quarter of 1959 amounted to $865,719,
compared to a loss of $1,464,838 for
the July-September period last year.
Storer blamed the small profits in
1958 on the unsuccessful operation of
WVUE-TV Wilmington, Del., which
has subsequently been relinquished.
Storer stations include WJBK-AM-TV
Detroit, WJW-AM-TV Cleveland,
WSPD-AM-TV Toledo, WITI (TV)
Milwaukee, WAGA-TV Atlanta, WIBG
Philadelphia, KPOP Los Angeles,
WWVA Wheeling and WGBS Miami.
WABG-TV
goes on air
WABG-TV Greenwood, Miss., began operations on ch. 6 last Tuesday
(Oct. 20) according to Cy N. Bahakel,
president of the licensee, Greenwood
Broadcasting Co.
Affiliated with CBS-TV, WABG-TV
is represented by Weed Television
Corp., New York.
Other Bahakel stations are: WABG
Greenwood; WRIS Roanoke, Va.;
WKOZ Kosciusko, Miss.; WKIN Kingsport, Tenn.; WWOD-AM-FM Lynchburg, Va.; WLBJ-AM-FM Bowling
Green, Ky., and KXEL Waterloo,
Iowa.

'Spanish' network
Harlan G. Oakes & Assoc. has
formed a group of stations to offer
advertisers coverage of the Spanishspeaking segment of Southern California. Stations: KALI Pasadena, KCKC
San Bernadino, XED Mexicali and
XEXX Tijuana. The group, covering
more than 1 million Spanish-speaking
listeners, will be offered at a group
billing.
rate set up under one contract and one
BROADCASTING, October 26, 1959
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. On

Conversing

Cloud

with
about

the

finest

dual

channel

9 .

.

.

Palamedes

"

the

control

console

available

Joe: "You know, I bet the ad boys at
Gates have a tough time advertising
that product."
Bill: "What is it?"
Joe: "The it you so casually referred to
is our new Gates Dualux Console."
Bill: "Why would it, pardon me,
why would the Dualux be so
difficult to advertise?"
Joe: "The Dualux is one of those products that's so great you want to
shout its praises from the tower
tops. If they wrote that this is truly
a magnificent console, with an exquisite design, superlative performance and multitude of exclusive
features to delight even the most
critical engineer, you'd think they
were on Cloud 9, conversing with '
Palamedes."
Bill: "Who's Palamedes?"
"Never mind, you know what I mean.
Bill: "Yeah, I know . . . you get
carried away just thinking
about it . . . hard to find the
right
words.
just say
that Why
the don't
Dualuxtheyis
the finest dual channel audio
control console ever built, and
that every broadcast station,
large or small, should have
"That makes sense."
one."

Note;

For those who care, Palamedes was famous in
Greek mythology for his wisdom, a characteristic found in each of the hundreds of present
users of the Duafux.
INTERTYPE
CORPORATION

GATES
RADIO
COMPANY
Subsidiary of Harris-liitcrtypc Corporation
QUINCV, ILLINOIS
Offices in:
International division:
Houston, Washington, d.c.
13 EAST 40th STREET, NEW YORK CITY

In Canada;
CANADIAN MARCONI COMPA;

Zeckendorf

to renew

bid for WJAR-AM-TV?
As far as a majority of the current
stockholders are concerned, the $12.5
million sale of the Outlet Co., including WJAR-AM-TV Providence, R.I.,
to William Zeckendorf is off. However,
the prospective purchaser may take
further court actions in his efforts to
purchase the Providence stations and
department store (Broadcasting, Oct.
19).
Immediately after a Rhode Island
court ruled that the 91065 Corp. (Mr.
Zeckendorf s firm) was not a party in
interest in a suit between Joseph Sinclair and trustees of his grandfather's
estate (present WJAR-AM-TV owner),
formal notification of termination of
the sales contract was sent to 91065
Corp. Also notified was the bank which,
as escrow agent, holds $1 million option money for the purchase of 90%
of the Outlet Co. stock.
Sales Contract • The trustees maintain that the sales contract expired July
21, including an extension agreed upon
last January. Mr. Sinclair, general manager of the stations, sought to block
the sale on the grounds he could have
gotten a better offer than Mr. Zeckendorf's of $120 per share. Mr. Sinclair
also is chief beneficiary of trusts which
total 33% of the Outlet stock.
Attorneys for Mr. Zeckendorf said
they "have under consideration" plans
decision and might
to appeal thete court's
also institu a new suit in behalf of
91065 Corp. They acknowledged receiving notice of the contract terminam tion.

Cite

need

for more

civil defense

facts

There is a "crying need" among
broadcasters for information about civil
defense, Howard H. Bell, NAB assistant to the president in charge of joint
affairs, told a public affairs seminar in
Washington last week.
Addressing the meeting sponsored by
Region 2 members of the Office of
Civil & Defense Mobilization and the
International Assn. of Public Information Officers for Civil Defense, Mr.
a long list of broadcaster
cited
Bell
complaints about lack of cooperation
by civil defense people — mostly on the
local level — in carrying out emergency
operations during Conelrad exercises,
and before and after the elerts.
Defending the usefulness of Conelrad, Mr. Bell said the Air Force points
out that the system is not outmoded,
even should there be guided missile warfare. To arguments that Conelrad
broadcasts do not reach enough people,
84
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he said the FCC reports that intelligible
radio service reached 90% of the U.S.
population during the operational alert
last April 17. Thus the millions spent
by participating broadcasters have
been justified he said.
Liaison • Emphasizing that liaison
between civil defense officials and
broadcasters should be a "partnership,"
Mr. Bell said that radio and tv "must
know state and local plans for an
emergency" and that there must be a
single government source of authority,
with adequate authentication, to furnish information for broadcasts.
Mr. Bell quoted a Texas broadcaster
as saying the civil defense unit should
"relieve" the broadcaster of the necessity of contacting a dozen different government agencies to secure or verify
information. Another, from Kentucky,
said CD people should "take a long
look at themselves and if they find a
genuine excuse for existence, then let
them tell us what, when, and how."
A Virginia station operator said he
never learned of local civil defense
meetings until he was asked to publicize
them when they were over. Another
from Connecticut criticized what he felt
were inferior technical broadcast practices by CD people during the last Conelrad test. From Maryland, a broadcaster
said little preparation has been made
about material to be broadcast and who
would broadcast it during the first warnings, before tv and fin outlets leave the
air, and during the emergency, when
Conelrad ams are on 640 and 1240 kc.
A West Virginia station operator
said there is confusion among local
civil defense people and discouragement
over lack of interest in Conelrad. He
wanted to know what non-Conelrad stations should do in an alert or an attack. One Pennsylvania broadcaster felt
local CD officials are not aggressive
and said his station has to "plead with
them to do what is within their own
realm." Another felt there is no workable plan for radio and tv with which
the public is familiar.
Mr. Bell asked assistance in helping
stations which participate in Conelrad
to obtain emergency generating equipment.
• Media

notes

stations
Storz scholarships • Five Storz nt
have announced the establishme of a
scholarship fund in each of their cities
to deserving students. Also to be awarded are scholastic medals and a cash
award to the most outstanding high
school student. The five Storz stations
are WDGY Minneapolis, WTIX New
Orleans, WQAM Miami, Fla., and
KOMA Oklahoma City.

WBIC commences • WBIC Bayshore,
Long Island. N.Y., started operating
Oct. 1 6. The station is on 540 kc with
250 w.
Joins NBC • WBCK Battle Creek,
Mich., affiliated with NBC Radio, on
Oct. 17. The Michigan Broadcasting
Co. owned and operated station operates full time with 1 kw on 930 kc.
Eugene Cahill is general manager.
WTRU fulltime • WTRU Muskegon,
Mich., starts broadcasting round-theclock Monday (Nov. 2).
"Ill advised" • Television Bureau of
Advertising in a letter to Sec. of Agriculture Ezra Benson said it seemed
" ill advised" for the Dept. of Agriculture to publish a recent study revealing
that "newspapers are the best medium
for food advertising and for marketing
information on food (Broadcasting,
Oct. 19).
"These findings." TYB notes, "are
contrary to previous surveys and information available and we believe are
likely to mislead." Enclosed with the
letter were copies of 1958 expenditures made by national advertisers,
showing their combined expenditures
in tv surpassed investments in all other
media.
New

firm • Sherman Gregory, formerly with ABC Films Inc., Triangle
Stations and Tv Guide, has formed
Pictafilm Inc., New York, to produce
tv commercials-slides.
Mr. Gregory reports that the company is producing commercials by a
process patented by a Canadian firm
that saves 50% in production time.
Pictafilm is at 14 W. 45th St., New
York 36. Telephone: Murray Hill
2-0773. Canadian office. 4 Albert St.,
Toronto.
WN EM-TV telethon • WN EM-TV Bay
City, Mich., raised $92,000 in a March
of Dimes telethon. The figure is expected toreach up to $105,000 when all
the pledges come in. The appeal for
funds for polio ran from 1 1 p.m. Sept.
19 through 5:30 p.m. Sept. 20.
Trainingcasters broadcasters
♦ Future Broadof America, Valley
City, N.D.,
met concurrently with the state broadcasters' association Sept. 25-26. The organization, helped by KOVC Valley
City staffers, runs a radio station (covering the block from which it operates)
for training members in broadcasting
techniques.
Smoky bear award • The golden
Smoky Bear statuette, fifth to be
awarded in the history of forest fire
prevention, has been presented to
BROADCASTING, October 26, 1959

MONY

for

school

MONY has long believed that education shouldn't
stop at the office door. And so, in 1943, we inaugurated our "Educational Refund Plan." Since
then, almost 1,000 MONY men and women have
taken a wide variety of courses at schools and

educational objectives and obtains approval from

colleges for self- improvement in their insurance
careers. A number of these MONY students have
even earned graduate degrees.
The plan works simply, and any member of the
MONY family is eligible. First, he discusses his

By offering this encouragement and financial assistance to employees, we increase their opportunities to improve their position and future with

the Company. Then, upon evidence of his completing and passing the course, MONY refunds
100% of all his registration and examination fees,
plus 50% of his tuition and related expenses.

MONY.

In turn, it enables them to provide continually improving service to our policyholders.

The Mutual Life Insurance Company Of New York, New York, N. Y.
Sales and service offices located throughout the United States and in Canada
For Life, Accident & Sickness, Group Insurance, Pension Plans, MONY TODAY MEANS MONEY TOMORROW!
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NAB
for thecontribution
broadcastingin industry's
$100 million
time and
talent since 1942. Howard H. Bell,
NAB assistant to the president, accepted the award at Stowe, Vt., from
Dr. Richard E. McArdle, chief of the
U.S. Forest Service, and Fred H.
Claridge, president of Assn. of State
Foresters. The two groups cooperate
with the Advertising Council in the
Smoky Bear Forest Fire Prevention
Program.
Forward Group • Lee P. Loomis,
owner of Lee newspapers and the Forward Group of radio and tv stations
(formerly known as Lee stations), has
announced that headquarters for broadcasting activities will remain in Mason
City, Iowa. Erroneous earlier reports
had indicated that operation would be
moved to Davenport, Iowa, under the
direction of David W. Gottlieb (Fates
& Fortunes, Oct. 5). Mr. Loomis says
that the Forward Group will continue
under Herbert R. Ohrt, vice president
and executive officer of group. Forward
Group stations are KGLO-AM-FM-TV
Mason City; KHQA-TV Hannibal, Mo.;
WTAD-AM-FM Quincy, 111., and
WMTV (TV) Madison, Wis.
RAB

takes

toward

own

big step
building

RAB's long-standing dream of owning its own building has moved one step
closer. Its executive committee has
created a building committee, which is
expected to have a report ready for the
Dec. 2 board meeting.
Weston C. Pullen Jr., Time Inc.
broadcasting vice president who also is
management overseer of $70 million
Time-Life Building now nearing completion in New York, was named head
of the building committee. Elroy
McCaw, WINS New York, was appointed vice chairman. Board Chairman
Allen M. Woodall, WDAK Columbus,
Ga., said "our objective is to acquire
an important and functional asset by
making use of money now expended
in rent." The announcement said it
would be a "dramatically modern building" and "bright new status symbol for
radio." Whether RAB will build or buy
is one question facing the new committee.
Other actions: (1) finance committee
heard President Kevin Sweeney report
that RAB is now operating with more
than $1.1 million annual income, with
membership at 1,070 and expected to
reach 1,125 by end of year; (2) executive committee approved a Sweeney
proposal that the national radio advertising clinic, normally held in fall, be
moved to about mid-February because
research showed this time of year most
convenient for agency executives. The
exact February date is not yet set.
86 (THE MEDIA)

• Rep

appointments

• WKYW Lousiville, Ky.: Broadcast
Time Sales, N.Y.
• WSTX-AM-TV Nashville, Tenn.:
Peters, Griffin, Woodward Inc., N.Y.,
exclusive national representatives.
• WIDE Biddeford, Me.: WalkerRawalt Inc.
• KPIG Cedar Rapids, Iowa: EverettMcKinney Inc., N.Y.
• WPBN-TV Traverse City and
WTOM-TV Lansing, both Michigan:
Venard, Rintoul & McConnell, N.Y.
• Paul Bunyan Radio Group (WTCM
Traverse City, WATT Cadillac, WATZ
Alpena, WMBN Petoskey, WATC Gaylord, all Michigan) and Paul Bunyan
Television Network (WPBN [TV] Traverse City, WTOM [TV] Cheboygan,
both Michigan) : Venard, Rintoul &
McConnell Inc., N.Y., for national representation. Elisabeth M. Beckjorden,
N.Y., continues as station, network and
personal representative for both Paul
Bunyan groups.
• KLMS Lincoln, Neb.: Morton Lowenstein Philadelphia Spot-Sales, Phila.,
for Philadelphia. (Burn-Smith Co.,
N.Y., represents KLMS in markets
other than Philadelphia.)

• KALI San Gabriel, Calif.: Harlan
Oakes &Assoc, S.F., for San Francisco.
• KPOP Los Angeles: Peters, Griffn &
Woodward.
• KYOS Merced, Calif.: B-N-B Inc.
Time Sales as West Coast sales representative.
• KCUB Tucson, Ariz.: The Meeker
Co. as national representative.
• KOSI Denver: Daren F. McGavren
Co., N.Y.
• KVET Austin, Tex.: Venard, Rintoul
& McConnell, N.Y.
• KNDO (TV) Yakima, Wash.: Weed
Television Corp.
• KFFM (FM) Tucson, Ariz.: Good
Music Broadcasters Inc., N.Y.
• KWKY (formerly KWDW) Des
Moines: Robert E. Eastman & Co., N.Y.
• WCOV-TV Montgomery, Ala.: Venard Rintoul & McConnell Inc., N.Y.
• WRFM (FM) New York: Good Music Broadcasters Inc., N.Y.
• KDWB Minneapolis-St. Paul and
KTHT Houston: Avery-Knodel Inc.,
N.Y.

New WSAV building • WSAV-AM-TV Savannah, Ga., owners are putting
the finishing touches to their $1 million Broadcasting Center. The RCA
equipment in the structure will give the ch. 3 facility three times more
power. A new 521 -ft. tower is immediately behind the building. The building has a 40 x 82 ft. tv studio, an auxiliary tv studio (with gas and electric
kitchens) and a film laboratory. Offices and tv facilities are on the ground
floor. Radio is on the second floor.
BROADCASTING, October 26, 1959
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The

shape

of flight

The shapes of things that fly have always been
determined by the materials they are made of.
Feathers form wings that are basically
alike for all birds— and membrane forms an
entirely different wing for insects. It takes
thousands of years, but nature improves its
materials and shapes, just as technology
improves the materials and shapes of aircraft.
But here, the improvements in materials are so
rapid that designs become obsolete almost as
soon as they are functional.
Today, our aeronautical designers and missile
experts work with types of materials that
didn't exist just a few short years ago.
Steels are probably the most important examples:
United States Steel has just
developed five new types of steel for the
missile program. They are called "exotic"
steels because they have the almost unbelievable
qualities necessary for unearthly flights.
The shape and the success of our space birds
depend on Steel. USS is a registered trademark

(USS) United
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Ten years ago the director of publicity of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer circulated an order to his staff. In accord
with the popular feeling among movie
makers at the time, the publicity chief
directed that from that day on the word
'television" was never to appear in an
MGM release.
Last week 10 television program
series were in production on the MGM
lot.
The tv transformation at MGM is
typical of what has happened to the
film capital in the television era. Feared
a decade ago as a rapacious monster
that would kill the movie industry and
all its jobs, television has become Hollywood's main economic prop. Today

CASE
HISTORY
The mutation of movie maker
into television empire is nowhere
more clearly to be seen than in the
history of Columbia Pictures and its
tv subsidiary, Screen Gems.
In 1949, while the movies were
suffering a postwar depression and
television was quadrupling its circulation to nearly 4 million tv
homes, Columbia decided to move
into the new medium. It established Screen Gems.
At that time the FCC had frozen
the tv system, and Screen Gems
concentrated on making commercials, for which there was an immediate market. Program development
could await the lifting of the freeze.
In the next two years the company made 200 commercials for
such clients as American Tobacco
and Hamilton watches. In 1951
Screen Gems went into program
production — seven half-hours for
duPont's Cavalcade of America.
Program Breakthrough • In the
spring of 1952 Screen Gems sold
Ford and its agency, J. Walter
Thompson, a half-hour anthology
series featuring Hollywood stars not
previously seen on tv. The cost was
to be $30,000 a unit. At the time
that price was considered exorbitant, even for a network showcase
series. With tv starting on post88
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the

A
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TELEVISION
enormous

impact

of the

impact
movie

that

BOOM
tv has

capital

on

had

tv

there are more people working in film they do not reflect the true dimensions
production and distribution in the of job expansion created by tv.
Hollywood area than there were in
Included in the "wage and salary
1949. For most of them the work
workers" category are actors, directors,
cameramen, musicians, projectionists,
comes from television.
According to data compiled for screen writers and office employes, as
well as such production workers as
Broadcasting by the division of Labor
Statistics and Research of the California
carpenters, costumers, electrical workers, painters, property craftsmen, set
Dept. of Industrial Relations, there
erectors, film technicians, etc., employed
were 21,100 wage and salary workers
in film production and distribution in at "establishments primarily engaged in
the production and distribution of mo1949 in the general Hollywood area.
Last year, 1958, the total was 22,200
tion pictures." These include
making motion pictures for companies
use on tv
(See table B on facing page.)
as well as in theatres, according to
These figures are based on payments
Maurice L. Gershenson, chief of the
made by employers into the state unDivision
of Labor Statistics and Reemployment fund. They are accurate
search.
within limitations described below, but
Allied Fields Excluded • The total
number of workers in motion pictures
does not, however, cover organizations
allied to, but independent of, motion
IN A CAPSULE
picture
production, such as casting bufreeze expansion. Screen Gems
reaus, film processing, editing and
adapted the movie technique of
titling firms and the like. Also excluded
budgeting a feature at more than
are commercially operated motion picits first-run domestic distribution
ture theatres.
could bring in, counting on re-issues and foreign distribution to
make the profit. Screen Gems
agreed to sell Ford the series for
$20,000 a show and gamble on
getting the other $10,000 plus more
from residuals in re-run syndication.
The Ford series put Screen Gems
into all phases of tv film programming and into tv syndication. Reruns of the first Ford Theatre are
still being shown throughout the
world.
This season Screen Gems has 10
first-run shows on networks and
four in national syndication plus
some 20 series in various re-run situations. Its several libraries of feature films contain thousands of pictures, many of the more attractive
being from the backlog of the parent company, Columbia. It has revived its original activity in production of commercials — now on
film or videotape as the customer
requires. And it's going into station
ownership. Its first purchase — of
KDYL-AM-FM and KTVT (TV)
Salt Lake City from Time Inc. —
awaits FCC approval.

One might conclude, in comparing
Tables A and B, that employment in
film production has remained relatively
stationary during the past 10 years,
with the growth in the production of
tv films offsetting the fall-off in theatrical picture output. But to do this would
be to overlook one very important fact,
according to an executive of the Assn.
of Motion Picture Producers. The state
employment statistics, he pointed out,
cover everyone who worked in picture
production during the year, even if he
worked only a single day or less. As
long as he was employed, his employer
had to make a payment for him into
the state unemployment fund. So, while
the figures are accurate as to the total
number of persons who worked in motion pictures during any given year,
they do not necessarily reflect total
employment in the industry.
The extra who worked one day and
the secretary who worked a regular fiveday week throughout the full 52 are
each only a single unit in Table B,
with neither more important than the
other.
Actually, the AMPP spokesman said,
there is much more employment at the
studios than there was 10 years ago;
that is, the individual employe is workBROADCASTING, October 26, 1959
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While movie-making
has declined . . .
(Table A)
Number of
Theatre
Movies
Year
Produced"
1949
361
1950
379
1951
369
1952
317
1953
290
1954
232
1955
241
1 1956
.254
§1957
285
1958
218
1959
220* *
'Domestic productions for theatrical
use approved by Production Code
Administration, which includes almost all U.S. -produced pictures.
** Estimated.

HAS

SWUNG

. . . Film employment
has grown bigger . . .
(Table B)
Workers in Film
Production and
Year
Distribution'
1949
21,100
1950
21,300
1951
23,400
1952
23,700
1953
19,700
1954
21,300
1955
23,900
1956
24,000
1957
23,900
1958
22,200
'Includes actors, directors, cameramen, musicians, projectionists, screen
writers, office employes, etc., as
well as production employes in production and distribution of motion
pictures for theatrical and television
use.

ing many more days per year now than
then. And, he stated, the extra work is
in films for tv.
Unions Love That Tv • The motion
picture crafts unions also credit tv with
providing increased employment for
their members. John W. Lehners, business representative of the Motion Picture Film Editors (IATSE Local 776),
reported that the majority of employment for his members, "at least 70%,"
now comes from tv films. The more
rapid tempo of tv film production, compared to that of theatrical pictures, calls
for more editors, he said. For example,
he noted that Revue Productions employs more film editors than any of
the major picture producers — 100 at
Revue to 85-90 at the biggest motion
picture studio. "And a lot of them are
working on tv films there, as well as
on features," he added.
Local 776's membership has increased
BROADCASTING, October 26, 1959
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.have
. . And
film workers'
increased
year by wages
year
(Table C)
Average
Average
Year
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958

weekly earnings

hourly
earnings
: .-. . S2.45

104.11 . . . ,
$100.70
2.50.
112.94
2.72. .
2.79. .
114.37 ...
2.%.
124.70
126.73...
2.94
3.12.
125.47 . . . .
129.12 . ... . . . . .3.23. .
140.24
348

Average
hours per tyeek
41.1
41.6
41.5
41.1
42.1
43.1
40.2
40.0
,40.3

of Labor Statistics and Research,
Source for Tables B and C: DivisionIndustrial
Relations.
California State Dept. of
Note: Information in Tables B and C covers employment in
Los Angeles and Orange counties, the metropolitan area in
which the center of film activity is located.
Tables B and C are for a nine year period, while Table A is
for 11 years due to estimate for 1959.

from 600-700 in the late 1940s to
1,600-1,700 today, Mr. Lehners stated.
The rise began in 1951-52, he said,
noting that this corresponded with the
beginning of tv film production on a
major scale.
Tv also is providing the most work
for sound editors, according to a
spokesman for the International Sound
Technicians (IATSE Local 695), who
said that "at least 60% and probably
two-thirds of our work comes from tv."
Virtually all of the local's 1,000 members are working these days, he stated,
compared to a few years back when
there was work for only about 700
or so.
The 1 , 1 00 members of the Screen
Directors Guild of America are getting
approximately two-thirds of their work
from television, according to Joseph
Youngerman, executive secretary. SDG
has acquired some 300 new members

in the past seven or eight years, he said,
crediting the increase almost totally to
tv. "They don't use as many directors
in feature pictures as in television." he
commented.
Writers Double Ranks • Of the 1,033
members of Writers Guild of America.
West, who are active in motion pictures
and radio-tv, 711 are active in the
broadcast field to 515 who are writing
for motion pictures, WGA reports.
Some individuals work in both fields
and so belong to both the screen writers
and the radio-tv branches of WGAW.
The overlap accounts for the active lists
of the two branches exceeding their
total combined membership. To be active, awriter must accumulate 24 credit
points in a two-year period, equal to
writing two theatrical motion pictures.
WGAW membership has doubled in
the past decade and is now divided
about 50-50 between screen writers
89

and those engaged in writing for tv
and radio (chiefly for tv and largely
for tv films), the guild said.
No comparable figures for actors
were obtainable. Screen Actors Guild
said it had no data on the number of
its members employed in either tv films
or theatrical pictures. An SAG executive, however, did confirm as "reasonably^ accurate" an estimate that this
year its 12,000 members will have aggregate earnings of about $66 million,
divided about half and half between
work on theatrical motion pictures and
films for tv. The $33 million tv total, it
is estimated, is split between entertainment programs and commercials on approximately a two-to-one ratio, $22
million for work on programs and $11
million for work on commercials. Both
figures include residuals as well as
original payment.
Pre-television, the total payment to
actors in motion pictures averaged
about $30-$35 million a year, or about
the same as the estimated total from
movie work for 1959. The $33 million
from tv, therefore, is new money for the
screen actors, which persumably would
not have been there if television had
not entered the field of entertainment.
For production workers in motion
pictures, including films for tv, California labor statistics show average
weekly earnings have risen from $97.60
in 1949 to $140.24 in 1958. The average hours worked per week were the

To be or not to be
When is a consent decree not
a consent decree? That question
was raised in New York last
week by Judge Sylvester Ryan
in a Federal Court hearing on
proposed consent-decree amendments reorganizing internal affairs
of ASCAP. He had just heard
several representatives of ASCAP
members oppose the changes on
charges that they were inequitable and unfair, although they had
been approved by both the
ASCAP board and the Justice
Dept. Taking note of this lack
of full consent in ASCAP ranks,
Judge Ryan called for a referendum inwhich ASCAP members
would vote on the changes.
Meanwhile, he adjourned the
hearing to Jan. 6, 1960. The
amendments would revise
ASCAP's 1941 consent decree
with the objective of liberalizing
royalty payments to members,
among other things, and would
modify its system of tallying
radio-tv performances of ASCAP
music (Broadcasting, July 6).
90 (PROGRAMMING)

same for both years, 40.3. The average hourly earnings have increased from
$2.42 in 1959 to $3.48 last year (See
Table C). Inflation doubtless accounts
for some of the dollar increases, both
for production workers and actors. The
significant figures here are that more
individuals (Table B) worked the same
average hours in 1958 as in 1949, although the domestic production of
theatrical feature pictures, made chiefly
in Hollywood, declined by more than
one-third during the 10-year interval
(Table A). Tv is obviously the explanation.
The Desilu Story • Probably the
most dramatic example of the shift in
Hollywood employment from theatrical
pictures to tv films is offered by Desilu.
Ten years ago the Motion Picture
Center, RKO-Gower and RKO-Culver
City studios were devoted to producing
movies for showing at movie theatres.
Today these same properties, renamed
Desilu-Cahuenga, Desilu-Gower and
Desilu-Culver City, are being used for
the production of 1 1 half -hour and two
hour-long tv programs, these 13 shows
accounting for IV2 hours of network
or syndication time a week. The gross
income which Desilu will derive from
this activity during the current tv season "will not be less than $23.5 million,"
President Desi Arnaz told the company's
stockholders last summer (Broadcasting, July 27). More than 1,500 employes
are kept busy at the three Desilu studios.
Four Star Television has seven production units of approximately 40 people each working on the 10 tv series
which Four Star is producing at Republic Studios in space which a few years
back was devoted to the output of
theatrical pictures. In addition to these
280 production people there are the
department heads, office and management personnel and the actors employed
on the individual programs. Four Star
total production for the season has been
estimated at close to 500 half-hour
programs, valued at about $20 million.
Ziv-TV has a season's production
budget of $21 million for 12 filmed tv
series, four for network use and eight
for syndication. Ziv reportedly has a
total of 3,500 employes, of whom anywhere from 150 to 215 are assigned to
work on each production. Currently,
in addition to sequences being filmed
in Ziv's Hollywood studios, there are
six full crews, totaling more than 350
people, away on location, and Ziv has
leased space at the Goldwyn and Republic lots for more studio filming.
Add the eight tv film series that
Warner Bros, is making for ABC-TV,
the 13 programs in the works at Screen
Gems, the 17 that Revue is producing,
the 10 being made at MGM-TV, the
five at Republic (in addition to the
Four Star group), the five at General

Service Studios, the four for CBS-TV
at California Studios, the three at 20th
Century-Fox TV, the three at Amco,
with other studios having one or two
tv shows apiece in production, and add
to these the countless pilots now being
readied for the 1960-61 season or perhaps to be rushed into production for
use as mid-season replacements, and
there's no question about tv's importance to Hollywood.
As to Hollywood's importance to tv,
it may be noted that of all evening programming on the three tv networks,
78.6% comes from Hollywood and
88.6% of that programming is on film.
Briefly, 69.7% of all evening program
on the tv networks are filmed shows
originating in Hollywood. The syndicated film programs also are mostly
made in Hollywood. And the theatrical
pictures, the old and not-quite-so-old
movies which fill the midnight hours,
are also Hollywood products.
To the movie capital, the dreaded
destroyer that they thought tv would
be has turned out instead to be the
good provider; the expected famine
has become a feast, with Video Scrooge
transformed into tv Santa Claus.
ITC

subsidiary

35 feature

buys

films

Metropolitan Productions Inc., a
wholly-owned subsidiary of Independent Television Corp., has purchased 35
feature
story. films from Medallion Pictures
Corp., New York, and therein lies a
The film package was once basic to
the barter operation of Exquisite Form
Brassiere Inc. Exquisite Form used
the package for time swap deals
through Regal Advertising Assoc.
Corp., New York, which at one time
handled other clients such as Silk Skin
(girdle), Rokeach Food Products, Walt
Disney toy licensees, Parry Labs
(Myomist throat spray), U.S. Pharmacal
(Baby Sweet and Soothene) and Lamour Hair Products. In an interview
with Regal principals early this year,
the term "barter" was shunned and
the phrase
"cash andFeb.
credit"
ferred (Broadcasting,
16). preMedallion said last week that it had
since "bought out" the Exquisite Form
interests in the feature film package
and has sold the tv rights to Metropolis
subject to "existing outstanding contracts." But these contracts, according
to Medallion, expire soon, presumably
leaving the package "clean" of barter
tie-ups. Under the contract with
Medallion, Metropolis must respect the
existing agreements which remain in a
few markets.
ITC, however, is not engaged in
BROADCASTING, October 26, 1959
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MEASURING

INSTRUMENTS:

3

his is the 30-pound "atomic
clock" and its inventor,
Dr. Harold Lyons, Hughes
Aircraft Company scientist,
for the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration ... a clock that will neither
gain nor lose one second in a thousand years.
In a space satellite in orbit, this clock will
transmit rapid oscillations to be compared
with time shown by a "master" clock on
the Earth. Such a comparison will offer
history's most searching check of the
Einstein theory (that time in space, in
speed-of-light movement) is slower than
time on Earth. It will also offer precise
measurements of the geometric shape of the
Earth, and investigate whether space is the
same in all directions, as well as measuring
the velocity of light and radio waves.
Compared with the complexity of
this kind of thing, the measuring of mass

The
by
standard

which
others
are

judged

audiences in television seems simple. It isn't,
but American Research Bureau, pioneer in
the field, is regarded as the ultimate in
precision (within its own strictly defined
limits). While sampling in itself can only
approach absolute accuracy, the means by
which data is gathered and processed can
be refined to a high degree of precision. Two
striking innovations by ARB forged the
way for electronic accuracy in television
research . . . instantaneous electronic audience measurement by ARB's own ARBITRON, and the introduction of RemingtonRand's newest UNIVAC® SS90 high speed
data processor to television research.
Matching the painstaking efforts employed
by ARB in sampling procedure, these
atomic-age instruments assure ARB clients
of results that are unsurpassed in . . .
Accuracy . . . Reliability . . .
Believability
AMERICAN
RESEARCH
BUREAU, INC.
WASHINGTON NEW YORK CHICAGO
LOS ANGELES
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barter and is not involved in the former
pacts made by Regal.
Medallion initially got the pictures
from Paramount Pictures Corp. in a
separate transaction some years ago.
The films were produced by the PineThomas unit for Paramount and in

MGM-TV
Action

follows

the motion picture field are considered in general as "the best of the
Grade B's." ITC said the pictures
will be first-run properties for many tv
markets and include such stars as
Barry Sullivan, Horace McMahon, Rory
Calhoun and Rhonda Fleming.

WILL

disastrous

MGM-TV is acting like a company
that has decided not to take any more
brash chances in television.
Last season, "Leo" chased its tail
around in television. The company
produced seven pilots, but failed to
sell a single tv series. Down the
drain went some $400,000 in production (though MGM-TV executives say
something may yet be salvaged).
This season, MGM-TV is taking
cautious steps to come out safe and
solvent.
It's not producing pilots without a
commitment. And the company is
talking about its new product well in
advance of the "selling" season.
Last week, in fact, MGM-TV previewed for newsmen its "catalog" of
13 new tv series as "concepts." From
now on, the company specified, MGMTV will follow a pre-selling approach
to television.
If MGM-TV concludes the sale of
four tv series on the networks next
season, the television activity could be
chalked up as "successful," according
to George T. Shupert, vice president in
charge of MGM-TV.
Mr. Shupert revealed that three
series already are "committed" to network financing through the pilot stage
(this gives network first option): The
Islanders, Asphalt Jungle and Father
of the Bride. The latter series is being
shared in the creation by ABC-TV, for
which General Foods has first option
as potential advertiser. (Initially Bride
was being produced for GF [via Benton
& Bowles] which some months back
turned down the pilot).
One hour long • Islanders and Jungle
are one-hour long. It's been reported
that ABC-TV also may be the interested
network for both these shows.
The "minimum" 13 new properties
are for the 1960-61 season. The majority of the series was developed by
MGM-TV's own creative staff under
Richard Maibaum (who heads MGMTV production facilities).
MGM-TV is offering "pre-production cooperation" between itself and
networks, agencies or advertisers, a
practice which Mr. Shupert believes
will reduce much of the costly waste
92 (PROGRAMMING)

PRE-SELL
season

of dropouts

of pilots. A 43-minute color film
shown last week but already seen by
the three networks and the major agenwas produced
by MGM-TV's
staff
at a cies
cost
of $21,000,
or about a third
of the approximate $60,000 (or much
more) cost for a pilot.
Of the proposed cooperative handling of production with networks or advertisers, Mr. Shupert described his concept as "share in creative control."
Mr. Shupert also disclosed that four
other series in the 13 are in negotiation with either networks or advertisers: National Velvet, Dr. Kildare,
Me and My Gals and The Agatha
Christie Series (tentative title). Of these
four series, MGM-TV wants firm 26week commitments. Kildare of the foursome, he said, already is a self-contained
package as opposed to a "concept."
So far as general policy on co-financing or co-responsibility, MGM-TV will
seek the commitment for either 26
weeks (in instances like Kildare) or
through the pilot-producing stage as
in The Islanders.
Other highpoints of MGM-TV's tv
"picture":
• The Thin Man re-runs are the only
MGM-TV product now on the network
air.
• Northwest Passage (half hours) is
being sold for multi-sponsorship and in
color. This series was on NBC-TV at
the beginning of the past season but
was in trouble from the start, Mr.
Shupert said, because of its time slot.
• MGM-TV, according to its head man,
now will exert caution on future scheduling in unfavorable network periods.
Mr.
saida anetwork
"family sale
situation"
seriesShupert
was near
which
was turned down by MGM-TV because
the show would have been placed
against two "fast action" series on the
competing networks. He reminded a
series needs to build an audience.
• Lew Ayres, who will star in Dr.
Kildare is prohibiting MGM-TV from
selling the series to a beer or cigarette
advertiser.
Mr. Shupert cautioned that sharing
the creative control could not be construed as limiting producer. Major creative responsibility for the final develop-

ment of the properties, he assured
newsmen, would rest with individual
producers assigned to each MGM-TV
Capsule descriptions of each of the
program.
MGM-TV new series:
Asphalt Jungle — one-hour series,
Jaime Del Valle who produced Lineup
on CBS-TV as creative head. Series developed by MGM-TV staff from the
novel by W. R. Burnett who is collaborating on telescripts with Paul Monash.
The Islanders — one-hour series, Richard Bare (director of pilots for Cheyenne and 77 Sunset Strip now MGMTV staff producer) assigned as producer. Tells adventures of two pilots
with airline service in South Pacific.
Dr. Kildare — half hour series, Collier Young is producer; Lew Ayres
would recreate his original role he
played in MGM features. Dr. Kildare
is conceived as an older man with
romantic lead taken by actor in role of
young hospital staff doctor. Robert
Pirosh (wrote "Battleground" movie)
assigned to script.
National Velvet — half hour series,
story of a little girl and her high-spirited
horse. Some touches of original motion
picture preserved in this adaptation to
be produced by Bob Maxwell who also
produced Lassie.
Me And My Gals — half hour series,
produced by Alan J. Lerner (book and
lyrics of "My Fair Lady," "Brigadoon,"
"Gigi" and other productions). Comedy-adventure with musical flourishes.
Steven V — half hour series, produced
by Mr. Monash, who also created
story "glamour-adventure" — about an
American educated ex-king of a small
European country who becomes a private eye for international high society.
P.S. From Paris — half hour series,
based on exploits of "New York Herald
Tribune" columnist Art Buchwald.
Comedy against a Parisian setting.
The Paradise Kid — half hour series,
by Mr. Monash and to be produced by
him. Story of young man recalled from
Harvard to inherit his dad's fortune
and
defends Texas ranch against father's
enemies.
Night People — half-hour series, Alex
Gottlieb (Oh Suzannal) as producer.
Suspense adventure with Manhattan
night life setting.
Others for which producers are not
named and their themes:
The Agatha Christie Series (onehour), based on vast library of novels
and other stories of Miss Christie with
whom MGM-TV has a pact giving company TV rights; Mystery Street (onehour), TV adaptations of classic thrillers"— many from MGM's library of
literary properties; Father of the Bride
(half -hour), domestic comedy from
novel and motion picture; Gold Eagle
Gun (half-hour).
BROADCASTING, October 26, 1959
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Hughes

Storage

Monitor

Videotape advantages are well-known — superior "live-quality" picture reproduction,
immediate playback and greatly reduced costs. One of the major difficulties to date
has been development of efficient videotape editing methods and techniques. Now,
Hughes makes available to the industry a Storage Monitor for use as a key unit in
the design of videotape editing systems.
The new Hughes Storage Monitor operates like any standard TV monitor until you press the
button. Immediately
the Hughes 5" TONOTRON® Tube freezes the image, holding it until the
monitor
mode is restored.
Advantages to TV engineers include: High-Speed tape processing. Better program continuity
and quality. Less tape wear during editing. Highest utilization of video recording equipment.
Pictures may be held for approximately ten minutes with a minimum of 5 half tones. Input may
be from separate or composite video sources. Push-button controls permit local or remote operation.
Model 201 Storage Monitor is available in several mounting arrangements— portable or
rack mounted, individually or in groups, for sequential frame study. This permits rapid selection
of individual frames and desired action sequences.
For additional information write to: Hughes Products, industrial Systems Division, International
Airport Station, Los Angeles 45, California.
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Now! A television monitor with a memory...
capable of freezing any TV action.
Video Signal .. Positive Video or Positive Composite Video
(sync, neg.) coaxial cable input, 1 volt p-p.
Separate Sync Inputs Negative sync, coaxial cable input.
Input Impedance ... 1001000ohms
on Separate
Sync parallel
Inputs,
ohms each
on Video
Input (with
terminal for 75 ohm matching termination).
Video Bandwidth
Approximately 6 mc.
Vertical Scanning Frequency 60 cps. interlaced.
Horizontal Scanning Frequency
15, 750 cps.
Picture Size
4 inch useable diameter.
Power Requirements 115 V 50/60 cps. 130 watts.
Dimensions (Model 201 )
14" wt.x 8-1approx.
12" x 16-1/2"
40 lbs.
Mounting (Model 201-R)
Standard 19* relay rack
Phosphor
p. 4 (Television black and white)
INDUSTRIAL SYSTEMS DIVISION
HUGHES

PRODUCTS

©1959, HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY
Creating a new world with ELECTRONICS
SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES • STORAGE TUBES AND DEVICES •
MICROWAVE TUBES ■ VACUUM TUBES AN D COM PONENTS • CRYSTAL FILTERS
• MEMO-SCOPE* OSCILLOSCOPES • INDUSTRIAL
CONTROL
SYSTEMS
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OFF?

to that

is yes

station has started, including David
Susskind's Open End and Alexander
King's Alex in Wonderland); "sporadic spectaculars" last year's One
Night Stand series; "we're mothering
style right down the line"; "we program
counterpoint" (similar reasoning to
ABC-TV's "counter programming"
philosophy of putting on something different from what NBC-TV and CBSTV are doing at the same time, except that WNTA-TV must do it against
ABC-TV and three other independents
as well); "Off Madison Ave. Theatre"
(in regard to Play of the Week).
Bright Hope • Biggest gun in the
WNTA-TV arsenal is Play of the Week,
which is programmed two hours every
weeknight
and Sunday.plus matinees on Saturday

In New York City, as everywhere
else, a tv viewer can watch only one
station at a time. If you happen to be
one of seven stations competing for
that viewer's attention, and especially
if you're one of four independent stations competing against three established network stations, you've got a
problem.
WNTA-TV New York, has just that
problem. It wants its "place in the sun,"
to quote board chairman Ely Landau
of parent National Telefilm Assoc.,
and it's just come through its first year
of NTA operation convinced of how
hard it will be to win it. (Mr. Landau's
appraisal of that first year: "We took a
big shellacking.")
Mr. Landau and his associates are
jumping feet first into the problem of
making ch. 13 different from every
other station in town — and putting "in
excess of $4 million" into a production
kitty to do it. Whatever one thinks of
the product, one must admit to the
"difference"
they're coming up with
such
as:
1. From 9 a.m. until 6 p.m. WNTATV's signal will look like no other
television station any place, much less
New York. That begins Nov. 23rd with
Daywatch, a new program concept designed both for in-and-out-of-home
viewing (see page 98).
2. Play of the Week, probably the
most ambitious program idea ever
taken on by an individual station. It
is made up primarily of successful vehicles from the Broadway stage, featuring top actors, directors and writers,
and is programmed every day of the
week for two hours (see below).
3. A program schedule which includes only one syndicated program,
the rest being station-produced.
Necessity • To Landau et al, necessity is the mother of invention, and the
necessity of this approach to WNTATV is a matter of basic survival. "Why
should a viewer tune all the way from
ch. 2 (CBS) or ch. 4 (NBC) to ch. 13
if he doesn't know there'll be something
worthwhile when he gets there — something that he can't find on the other
stations in between? We can't make it
as a film station; we've got to make it
as a live station." They say at WNTATV that they're not interested in being
pioneers, but they are interested in
being right — which translates, of
course, to being successful.
Station manager Mai Klein characterizes WNTA-TV's audience as "semi
94 (PROGRAMMING)

PAY

(Live) play's the thing • The lead
role in WNTA-TV's new programming
will be held down this season by a
"heavy": live drama. Starting out in
the station's unique Play of The Week
was "Medea," with Judith Anderson,
above, Aline McMahon (1) and Morris
Carnovsky (not shown).
mass class." By this he means that the
New York area's 5.5 million homes
include "the most sophisticated, most
cosmopolitan" people in the world —
enough of them to justify productions
like "Medea," the Greek tragedy starring Judith Anderson which inaugurated
Play of the Week. "We may not hit the
ratings," he says, "but we do hit
people who are important — and we hit
cab drivers and waiters as well."
The kind of programming at WNTATV lends itself to slogans, and the station's executives drop them readily.
Among the labels they pin to themselves are "a thinking man's station"
(referring to the many talk shows the

The idea seems almost impossibly
ambitious for a single station to attempt— and, conceivably, may prove to
be so. WNTA-TV and "a lot of people who are burning candles for us"
hope it won't be.
As the title implies, there'll be a
new play each week. They're all
taped, with production coming under
the wing of David Susskind and the
Talent Assoc. organization. The first
play, which started Oct. 12, was
"Medea" with Judith Anderson. The
second, last week, was Graham
Greene's "The Power and The Glory,"
starring James Donald and directed
by
Carmen Capalbo. Both opened to
rave reviews.

Other stars and stories coming to
the Play of the Week format include
Helen Hayes, Susan Strasberg, "A
Party with Adolph Green and Betty
Camden," Steinback's "Burning Bright"
and two plays by John Mortimer to
go on one show under the title "Back

Not the least interesting aspect of
to Back."
Play
of the Week is the budget for
entries. Assuming they were going on
a national network you could expect
such shows to command upwards of
$100,000 per. On WNTA-TV they're
coming in for $35,000 — and the station isgetting seven runs out of each,
which pares the production nut even
smaller.
The reasons for this low price are
several. The primary one is that the
talent, including directors and writers,
seem eager to appear in the type of
vehicles Play of the Week offers:
They're willing to do it for love, not
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SUCCESS
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One of a series of salutes to successful
radio and TV stations across the nation . . .
and to the Northwest Schools graduates
who have contributed to their success.

ON
TELEVISI
RADIO
f

CLOVIS,

JACK MORRIS, GENERAL MANAGER

NEW

MEXICO

KICA Radio's call letters were first heard more than twentysix years ago— in July, 1933— making this pioneer radio
station one of the oldest serving New Mexico, West Texas.
KICA-TV— Channel 12, went on the air in December, 1956.
Operating with 30,340 watts, KICA-TV covers 10 counties
in Eastern New Mexico and Western Texas. A CBS-TV
affiliate, it has been inter-connected for live programming
since March 1, 1959. KICA-TV has originated many special
events, one of which was the first remote telecast for Clovis
and Eastern New Mexico.

OF KICA

Two Northwest Schools graduates employed by
KICA have earned compliments from the stawrites: tion's Operations Manager, Jim Wilkes, who
"Bob Cyphers, our Assistant Local Sales Manager has
been a valuable asset to our organization because of
his varied background in business and because of
the excellent training received at Northwest Schools.
Bob has done an outstanding job in all phases of
selling and he is becoming quite adept in other
phases of television, particularly in the production
and staging of TV commercials."
"Edhe Jones,
of our
Account
although
has beenonewith
us just
a shortExecutives,
time, has indicated
to us a good background in basic television fundamentals, and we are sure that his willingness to
learn, his desire to succeed and his pleasant attitude
regarding his fellow workers, will be factors in his
success with us."
BOB CYPHERS
Assistant Local Sales Manager

ED JONES
Account Executive

For further information
on Northwest training and graduates available in your area, write, phone or wire

NORTHWEST

SCHOOLS

1221 N.W. 21st Avenue, Portland 9, Oregon
Phone CApitol 6-481 1
737 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago • 6362 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood
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for money, say WNTA-TV executives.
Also, the guilds are willing to cooperate beyond the points they'd demand
from a bigger producer because the
series offers so much opportunity for
employment for New York artists.
Mr. Landau thinks that in the course
of a year the series will employ more
local artists than the networks. No
one wants to be specific about the
scales set up for these performances,
beyond characterizing them as "nominal." An example of the type of
cooperation involved would be in a
Guild's lengthening its contractual demands for a two-hour show to allow
18 days rehearsal rather than 13, and
100 hours rather than 60.

Wallace. This, plus a 5-minute weather
segment from 7:55 to 8, is the only
half-hour evening news show in New
York. Mr. Wallace specializes in amplifying the day's news with comment
by qualified reporters from other media.
For example, if a labor story is in
the night's news he'll bring on columnist Victor Riesel for analysis, or
for a Washington story, Scotty Reston
of the New York Times. The show
is repeated on tape from 12:30 to
12:55 a.m.

There's another angle, too — syndication. If the Play of the Week is sold
to other stations the artists involved

10:30-11: Mike Wallace Interview,
basically the same show which first won
him prominence on WABD (TV) (now
WNEW-TV) New York, later on the
ABC-TV network. A typical week's
roster of guests: author Meyer Levin
(Compulsion), sportscaster Bill Stern,
New York Times science editor William
Laurence, author-actress Cornelia Otis
Skinner and comic Wally Cox ("Mr.
Peepers").
11- 12: Dance Party, an adult version
of the teenage record hop programs.

will draw full scale, plus "a healthy
hunk of residuals" for authors.
Talent 'Well' • Mr. Landau points
to the "well" of creative talent in
New York as one of the prime reasons that Play of the Week is possible. Despite the many artists in
town, 80 percent of tv production
comes from the west coast, he says,
thereby narrowing opportunities for
actors who want to maintain their
bases in New York.
The talent responds, too, to the opportunity todo "no-holds-barred" plays
without sponsor or agency interference.
Besides that, they have "both interest
and equity" in bringing live creativity
to tv, Mr. Landau says.
Among other advantages of the Play
of the Week format is the cumulative
audience opportunities: if a play's a
hit, the audience has all week to see
it. The first week's cumulative audience was rated at 2,350,000 viewers,
which WNTA-TV says is as many people as would see the play in a 196week run on Broadway.
Here's how the network schedule
runs:
6- 6:30: J. Fred Muggs, the tv chimp
who is characterized by program director Doug Rodgers as "the most
sophisticated child in captivity," who
has his own children's show. The producers just set the stage for him and
let him "ad lib" his way through.
6:30-7: Rate the Record, featuring Clay Cole as moderator of a show
on which teenagers pick top records.
7- 7:30: Highway Patrol, the only
syndicated show on the station. WNTATV executives admit frankly that this
show is in the schedule because it
locks in other business. In other
words, an advertiser will buy into
Highway Patrol and then take some
other business around other shows.
The station has 156 episodes of the
series.
7:30-7-55:
Newsbeat
with Mike
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8-10: Play of the Week.
10- 10:30: Barry Gray's Full Coverage, a program of current news plus
commentary,
often in the editorializing
area.

COLORCASfl
N
Here are the next 10 days of network
color shows (all times are EST).
NBC-TV
Oct. 26-30,Classroom.
Mov. 2-4 (6:30-7 a.m.)
Continental
Oct. 26-30, Nov. 2-4 (12:30-1 p.m.)
ship.
It Could Be You, participating sponsorOct. 26 (9:30-11 p.m.) Hallmark Hall
of
Fame, Hallmark through Foote, Cone
& Belding.
Oct. 27, Nov. 3 (9-9:30 p.m.) Arthur
Murray Party, P. Lorillard through Lennen & Newell and Sterling Drug through
Dancer- Fitzgerald-Sample.
Oct. 27, Nov. 3 (9:30-10:30 p.m.) Ford
Startime, Ford through J. Walter Thompson.
Oct. 28, Nov. 4 (8:30-9 p.m.) Price Is
Right, Lever through OgiJvy, Benson &
Mather and Speidel through Norman
Craig & Kummel.
Oct. 28Hall,
(9-10Kraft
p.m.) through
Perry Como's
Kraft
Music
J. Walter
Thompson.
Oct. 29 (9:30-10 p.m.) Ford Show,
Ford through J. Walter Thompson.
Oct. 30 (8-9:30 p.m.) The Moon and
Sixpence, RCA.
Oct. 31 (10-10:30 a.m.) Howdy Doody
Show,
Bates. Continental Baking through Ted
Oct. 31 (10:30-11 a.m.) Ruff and
Reddy Show, Mars through Reeves and
Borden through Benton & Bowles.
Oct. 31 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Bonanza,
RCA through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
Nov. 1 (9-10 p.m.) Dinah Shore Chevy
Show, Chevrolet through Campbell-Ewald.
Nov. 2 (10-11 p.m.) Steve Allen Plymouth Show, Plymouth through N.W. Ayer.
Nov. 4 (9-10 p.m.) Another Evening
With Fred Astaire, Chrysler through
Young & Rubicam.

emceed by bandleader Ted Steele. This
show, certainly not the most inspired
in the WNTA-TV lineup, brings the station its best ratings. It gives away $25,000 a week in prizes to dancing couples
(a smarter looking set than you might
imagine, many of whom show up in
black tie and evening dress).
12-12:30: Morgan at Midnight, starring radio-tv black sheep Henry Morgan. Mr. Morgan's irreverent humor, if
not always popular with sponsors who've
felt the point of his barbed shafts, nevertheless has a loyal following. When
WNTA-TV sent out invitations to New
York agency men several weeks back,
allowing them to designate the station
personality they'd most like to have
lunch with, Mr. Morgan won in a walk
(Broadcasting, Oct. 19).
12:30-2:55. Repeat of the Mike Wallace Newsbeat program.
Another WNTA-TV programming
innovation is Newsbreak, 90 seconds
of news on the hour. It's designed to be
on the air when other stations are carrying between-show commercials. It's
WNTA-TV's intention that some dialswitchers might be stopped in their
progress around the channels by these
news features.
On weekends WNTA-TV carries the
Shirley Temple movies series, Alexander King's Alex in Wonderland program, Bishop Sheen and Dave Susskind's Open End, plus assorted feature
films and other miscellaneous programs.
Syndication • Parent NTA has hopes
for syndicating a number of WNTATV's taped programs as a means of ( 1 )
recovering some of the production
money involved and (2) making some
extra on the side. This idea was especially prevalent at the station in its first
year, but not spectacularly successful.
Only the Bishop Sheen and Mike Wallace shows achieved a fair measure of
sales.
WNTA-TV lost money in its first
year under the NTA banner. Manager
Klein is increasingly bullish about its
chances to pull out of the red, although
he has no illusions that it will happen
right away. He says, however, that billings have doubled in the past month
and now are at a higher point than at
the station's peak last March. When
NTA took over the station it billed
about $2,000 a week in national spot;
he says revenues now are as much as
$60,000 a week in that category. Other
bright spots: Open End is sold out,
Play of the Week is 50% sold, Newsbreak is sold across the board. (Newsbeat, on the other hand, loses money
every week.)
What About Ratings • They'll talk
about ratings at WNTA-TV, but they
don"t like to. The station contends presBROADCASTING, October 26, 1959
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"INTERSWITCH"*

1
HEAD.5
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VR-1000B

Recording — copying — cuing — editing — splicing. . . whatever your requirements for today — or the
future — the Ampex Videotape* Television Recorder brings the utmost operating efficiency. These
advanced-design features are backed by 12 years of development — and the experience in TV tape
recording that is Ampex' alone . . .
INSTANT SWITCHING B/W TO COLOR with no adjustment or re-equalization needed — and no compromise of either standard.
PRECISE LIP SYNCHRONIZATION with second recorder, either audio or TV tape, is accomplished
with Tape Speed Over-ride control.
HIGH QUALITY COPYING ASSURED even to third generation tapes. Low impedance RF-RF dubbing
interconnection delivers the frequency modulated signal direct to copying recorder (s) — eliminates
repeated modulation and demodulation processes.
RECORD, PLAYBACK TO 4 WORLD STANDARDS with "Interswitch" modification. Equips any Ampex
for international programming with 525, 405, 625 or 819 line systems.
HEAD LIFE INDICATOR provides immediate, accurate indication of operating life of the video head
assembly . . . lets your engineer plan a production schedule with assurance.
Write, wire or phone today for an Ampex representative — or ask for the new, fully illustrated
brochure describing the new Ampex VR-1000B. Whatever you want to know about the advantages
and profits in TV tape, get the facts from Ampex. AMPEX HAS THE EXPERIENCE.
"ft /
*

934 CHARTER ST. • REDWOOD CITY, CALIF.

VIDEOTAPE

Ampex
CORPORATION
professional
products division

*TM AMPEX CORP.
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ent rating techniques don't give its program ing fair
a
shake and cites chapter
and verse on instances when audience
response (mail or otherwise) indicated
a picture quite different than the one
in the rating book.
On one occasion, for example, the
station came in with a 0.1 rating from
one service for a program which drew
120,000 letters. (According to WNTATV, a 0.1 rating means "only one guy
is watching and he's calling 10 other
WNTA-TV

OFFERS

people to tell them not to watch.")
The station obviously does not pin its
hopes on beating out network stations
in the ratings department. The idea it's
trying to get across is that even the
smaller slices of an audience the size of
New York's represent a lot of people,
and that, in their opinion, at least, the
buying power represented by its "thinking man's station" audience is worth the
dough on WNTA-TV's rate card.
NEW

PROGRAM

'Daywatch' will provide live 54 hours
including
If viewers won't go to a television
January. 2 uhf outlets, starting in midchannel, bring the channel to the viewers. This is part of the reasoning behind
As at WNTA-TV, stations will be
a new concept. Day watch, which will permitted to sell a 10-second commerprovide 54 hours of live programming
cial during every one-minute for a total
10 minutes of commercial time during
per week over WNTA-TV Newark during daytime hours, starting Nov. 23.
a one-hour period. A group of advertisers already have signed for Daybreak
Station officials hope that Day watch
will increase tv viewing during the dav
on WNTA-TV, according to Mr. Cott,
and sales will be announced shortly.
by:
A sampling of the programming set
• Offering such service programs as
time of the day, weather, news, housefor WNTA-TV: time reports, illustrated
hold hints, best-buy lists, beauty hints, weather reports, news and bulletins,
sports news, menu suggestions, beauty
children's features in lengths of oneaids, fashion vignettes, community bulminute or less that will not "immobilletin board, public service announceize" women for long periods.
• Reaching women in out-of-home
ments, children's features, including the
locations such as supermarkets where
chimpanzee, J. Fred Muggs. Within any
tv sets will be pre-tuned to WNTA-TV.
two-minute period, a viewer will be
About 400 supermarkets in the New
able to check the time; within any fiveYork area have agreed to install sets
minute segment, will be able to obtain
and arrangements are being made to a complete weather scoreboard and
install sets in 300 laundry center locawithin any five-minute period will have
tions.
the time, weather and news report.
National Telefilm Assoc., New York,
which owns the station, has set up a
FIRESTONE
FORMAT
special division, called NTA Storevision
Inc., which will provide program for- Switches from music
mats and equipment to tv stations
throughout the country that may want
to institute a program service similar to to public service
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., which
Daywatch. Ted Cott, NTA's vice president in charge of owned and operated
changed its tune in network tv exposure
stations, has been put on special assign- this season from good music to public
ment as general manager of Storevision
service programming, is more than satwith the new arrangement. The
(as Ely Landau puts it, "we've given veteranisfiednetwork
advertiser has been
him a six-month leave for the next three
weeks").
quietly comparing through its own ratMr. Cott believes that Daywatch will
ing surveys the success of its current
"extend the frontiers of television." He
Eyewitness to History series on CBSpoints out that research indicates that TV with its Voice of Firestone shows
the percentage of daytime viewing is seen last season on ABC-TV. Result:
one-third of nighttime viewing. TeleviFirestone is looking forward to sponsion, he asserts, can grow only through
soring more public service programs
enlarging the daytime audience — hence
dealing with matters of national imDaywatch.
portance.
More Revenue • Significant contribuLast year when Voice of Firestone
tion that Storevision can make, Mr.
experimented with a format that feaCott contends, is to open the way for
tured a different style of music each
financially-strapped uhf stations to earn
week, the company engaged Western
additional revenue during daytime
Union to survey 1,000 homes in each
of 25 markets where all three networks
hours. He points out that nine stations
already have signed up for the service,
had outlets. Firestone's market research
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pickin' set?

Is your market regional? Coverage is
easier when your show is on film.
Every station in the land is equipped
to handle it . . . and you know your
message comes through the way you
want it to !
Actually, film does three things for
you ... 3 big important things:
1 . Gives you the high-polish commercials you've come to expect
. . . fluff-free . . . sure
2. Gives you coverage with full
pre-test opportunities
3. Retains residual values

For more information write:
Motion Picture Film Department
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, N. Y.
East Coast Division
342 Madison Ave.
New York 1 7, N. Y.
Midwest Division
I 30 East Randolph Drive
Chicago, III.
West Coast Division
6706 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38, Calif.
W. J. German, Inc.
Agents for the saleor and distribution of
Eastman Professional Motion Picture Films,
Fort Lee, N. J.; Chicago, III.;
Hollywood, Calif.

Always

shoot it on EASTMAN

FILM . . . You'll be glad you did!

department wanted to check variations
in ratings from program to program
because of weekly changes in music.
Regular rating services do not ordinarily rate every program, explained C.
director of merB. Ryan, Firestone's
chandising and advertising.
Last August when Firestone bought
the Eyewitness series of 14 programs
through Campbell-Ewald Co., Detroit,
with only one week's time to prepare
commercials and arrange for time spots
and preemptions, Western Union again
was called upon to handle the same
25-market sampling. In this series the
programs have been on various nights
and at different half-hour periods. These
ratings were available for study by the
market research department by the
afternoon of the next day.
Ratings Rise • The first four programs in the Eyewitness series, which
Is produced by CBS News, were telecast prior to Labor Day, "a poor time
to judge the success of a series by its
ratings," Mr. Ryan told Broadcasting
last week. On Sept. 15 the series resumed with the approaching visit to the
U. S. by Nikita Khrushchev. Since
then seven shows have been aired,
with three more planned next spring
when President Eisenhower is expected
to visit the Soviet Union. Since Sept.
15 the ratings have averaged 15.5. The
highest was 17.8 on Sept. 21 when the
program was aired from 10 to 10:30
p.m. EDT. The highest share of audience reported for the series was 40.4
percent, while the lowest, 21.7 percent,
was for one of the pre-Labor Day telecasts.
Film

men

contemplate

vtr production center
From a technical standpoint, it is
a producer's
practicable
studio
withto ainterconnect
center equipped
with
video tape recorders, R. W. Gast, senior
engineer of the New York Telephone
Co. told a meeting of the Film Producers Assn. of New York last Monday
(Oct. 19).
Mr. Gast was the main speaker at a
forum called by FPA to provide information on costs and technical aspects
of an association project that would
stimulate tape activity on the part of
independent producers in New York.
The dilemma of many independent producers was outlined at the outset of the
meeting by Nat Zucker, president of
Dynamic Films, New York, and president of FPA. He pointed out that the
initial cost of tape recorders and the
subsequent expenditures for maintenance and obsolescence is delaying tape
production by some of its members.
Mr. Zucker explained that FPA members are engaged in film programming
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and commercial production. He added
that in the motion picture field, it has
been traditional for independent producers to lease equipment and facilities,
when necessary. Several FPA members,
he said, are considering the establishment of tape centers, equipped with a
number of recorders, for use by producer-members. Mr. Zucker asked Mr.
Gast to explain the technical implications and cost data for setting up a relay
from a producer's studio to a centralized
tape center.
Mr. Gast reported that this is technically feasible, particularly in areas such
as New York and Los Angeles, where
"substantial networks of special local
video cables have been built up and can
be extended to serve the needs of additional users." The cable facilities, he
said, can be supplemented with portable
microwave systems to care for temporary and occasional demands for
service.
A producer, he added, could be interconnected with a tape center for an
installation fee of $175. Rates then are
based either on a monthly or occasional
service basis, plus a mileage fee. He
recommended that in planning interconnections, the New York Telephone
Co. be consulted in the early stages so
that a suitable and adequate location
could be arranged.
• Program

notes

Columbia profit • Columbia Pictures
Corp., N.Y., reports a net profit of
$151,000 for the year ended June 27,
1959, as against a loss of $4,987,000
in the year ended June 28, 1958. The
1959 figure included $2,597,000 representing the profit of the sale of the
company's laboratory facilities on the
West Coast, and the 1958 figure included a special write-off of $3,837,000 for
studio costs not allocated to production.
Telenews adds six • Telenews, daily
newsfilm service produced by Hearst
Metrotone News Inc., New York, announces the following new station
subscribers: WSOC-TV Charlotte, N.C.;
WFBM-TV Indianapolis; WCPO-TV
Cincinnati; WTOV (TV) Rockford, 111.,
and KONO-TV San Antonio. KVARTV Phoenix has started airing Telenews'
half-hour series, This Week in Sports.
Nurse appeal • National League for
Nursing Inc., New York, is mailing kits
of radio and television spot announcements to stations in its yearly recruitment campaign for nurses. The campaign also is sponsored by American
Hospital Assn., American Medical
Assn. and American Nurses Assn. Radio
kits contain copy for public service announcements of 10-20- and 60-seconds
duration. Tv kits contain slides, telops

and a 60-second
film.Circle,
The league's
address: 10 Columbus
New York
19.
New cartoon series • M & A Alexander Productions are readying a new
cartoon series, Q.T. Hush, for distribution early next year. Burlesking
the private-eye dramas, Q.T. Hush, is
a strip series of color cartoons, each
running 3V2 minutes, planned to have
action enough to please the kiddies
and enough satire to keep the older
members of the family interested. Ten
of the episodes make up a story
sequence and plans call for the production of 10 such sequences or 100
episodes for syndication. Animation
Assoc. is producing the series for distribution by the Alexander organization.
Christmas script series • SESAC Inc.,
New York, is offering radio stations a
series of 13 quarter-hour script shows
in a package called Spirit of Christmas.
A total of 100 selections of traditional
and secular holiday music by SESAC
recording artists are included on nine
discs. Cost of complete series is $49.50.
Musical moods • Thomas J. Valentino Inc., New York (Major Records),
has released a new catalog called
"Major Mood Music Recordings," containing information on background
music for television, radio, films, drama
and newsreels. The catalog, which
also offers information on copyrights
and public performance, includes
music for bridges, fanfares, openings,
closings, tags and production numbers.
Write to 150 W. 46th St., New York 36.
Farflung 'four' • Independent Television Corp. has sold Four Just Men
in 15 foreign countries in the seven
weeks since it was released for overseas tv, accounting for $878,450 gross
outside the U.S. Sponsors include General Electric and Texaco on the CBC,
Fabrica Automex Division of Chrysler
in Mexico, Columbia Records in Japan
and La Fondena Distillers in Puerto
Rico. Altogether, ITC is providing
more than 200 half hours, representing
19 properties, to 39 countries.
Ziv overseas sales • Ziv International.
N.Y., reports that overseas sales for
September reached an all-time monthly
high, exceeding those of September
1958 by 300%. The sales were in 16
countries of Europe, the Far East and
Latin America.
Adds member • Film Producers Assn.
of New York reports the addition of
American Film Producers, New York,
to its membership. AFP is headed by
Robert Gross and Lawrence C. Glesnes.
both executive producers.
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Instruction by airborne tv • An estimated 5 million
students in 13,000 schools and colleges in six midwestern
states will be within range of a four-engine, DC-7
aircraft when it starts relaying taped courses from Purdue
U. in Lafayette, Ind., during the 1960-61 term.
The flying tv station will hover over the north-central
part of Indiana, circling over a 300-400 mile diameter
from Milwaukee and Detroit to Cincinnati and Louisville.
The program is a project of newly-formed Midwest
Council on Airborne Television Instruction, with the aid
of Westinghouse Electric Corp. (which originally developednamics
Stratovision
concept), CBS Labs and General DyCorp.
A feature of the new airborne instruction tv project
will be the use of a "narrow-band" transmission, developed by CBS Labs in cooperation with Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co. Experimentation will begin with two
conventional "wide band" uhf transmitters aboard, permitting simultaneous telecasting of two different programs and ultimately as many as six.
By means of a "narrow band," two special channels will
carry the same programs as conventional uhf channels,
with potential of doubling the number of courses to be
carried over conventional channels. Special receivers
will be installed in about a dozen test schools at the
outset and in perhaps 100 during the first year of experiment (At Deadline Oct. 19).

Allied loss • Allied Artists Pictures
Corp. showed operating loss of $202,499 for fiscal year ended June 27, 1959,
plus $60,000 provision for possible
federal taxes for previous years, or a
net loss of $262,499, President S. Broidy
reported last week. This compares with
a loss of $1,189,688 for the previous
fiscal year. Total gross income for 1959
was $15,365,000, down $612,000 from
the 1958 gross of $15,977,000. "At
June 27," Mr. Broidy reported, "we
had available for tax purposes a carry
forward of losses relating to the three
fiscal years 1957-59 amounting to approximately $1,875,000 to be applied
against future profits." He predicted
that fiscal 1960 will show an improvement over 1959.
WPRO-TV script award • The New
Englander who writes the best tv play
submitted to WPRO-TV Providence,
R.I., will receive $1,000. Deadline: Dec.
31. Play length: 1 hour. Plays must be
accompanied by a release giving
WPRO-TV permission to produce it on
the station's facilities. The contest is
limited to those permanently residing in
New England.
WWJ airs concerts • WWJ Detroit
is broadcasting the Detroit Symphony
Orchestra's major subscription concerts. The station says it's the first time
the orchestra has permitted these concerts to be broadcast. Nineteen further
BROADCASTING, October 26, 1959

programs are slated for recording by
WWJ for presentation Sunday 3-5 p.m.
Auto film • A public service film,
"Auto U.S.A.," which is designed to
educate the public on latest developments in traffic safety, will be released
shortly for distribution to tv stations,
educational and civic groups. The film
was produced by Dynamic Films under
a grant made by Perfect Circle Corp.,
Detroit, manufacturer of automobile
parts.
Training • Series of in-service training
programs for elementary teachers has
been launched by WGN-TV Chicago
for the purpose of "improving instruction in social studies." The daily 15minute programs are produced in cooperation with the Chicago Public
School System and represent a followup to last year's series of courses devoted to improving instruction in reading and mathematics. Teachers watch
on tv receivers installed in area schools.
New gold rush • Victory Program
Sales, rerun division of California National Productions, N.Y., reports its
The Californians film series now in its
first syndicated run off the network has
been sold to the following stations:
WHYN-TV Springfield, Mass.; KOOKTV Billings, Mont.; KOCO-TV Oklahoma City; WCIA-TV Champaign, 111.;
KSYD-TV Wichita Falls, Tex.; WBRC-

TV Birmingham; WABG-TV Greenwood, Miss.; KFDA-TV Amarillo,
Tex.; WDSU-TV New Orleans; KTLATV Los Angeles; KDAL-TV Duluth,
Minn.; KFJZ-TV Fort Worth, Tex.;
KRON-TV San Francisco; WWJ-TV
Detroit; KGUN-TV Tucson; WPIX
(TV) New York.
'Target U.S.A.' • KFMB-TV San Diego's News & Special Events Dept. started its fall season with an hour-long documentary production, "Target U.S.A."
It told the story of the nation's defense
against a missile attack from enemy
submarines. The station says that it had
the cooperation of the U.S. Navy and
the Dept. of Defense to obtain realism
in the production. KFMB-TV newsmen
traveled more than 16,000 air miles to
shoot film of submarine detection maneuvers. In all, 10,000 ft. were shot as
well as five hours of tv tape. It took
nearly 3,000 man hours to boil it down
and put it on tape for telecasting.
Minitoon album • Warner Bros. Records, Burbank, Calif., has released
"Sonny Moon Movie Minitoons," a
phonograph album prepared for disc
jockeys. The record has instrumental
selections running from 1:09 minutes
to 1:48 minutes. The album's jacket
gives dates when the numbers were first
popular, composer, publisher, etc.
About 1,200 disc jockeys are slated to
receive the record.
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GOVERNMENT
HEARINGS
Sen.

Pastore

ON

CATV

to weigh

as well, in Mont.,
Sen. John O. Pastore (D-R.I.) has
announced that public hearings will be
held Oct. 27-30 on the catv and
booster problem in Montana, Idaho,
Utah and Colorado. Sen. Pastore is
chairman of the Subcommittee on Communications of the Senate Interstate
and Foreign Commerce Committee.
A catv bill (S 2653) is now pending
before the adjourned Senate, after being favorably reported by Sen. Warren
Magnuson's Commerce Committee,
along with a bill (S 1886) which legalizes boosters. The Senate passed the
booster bill (the House has not acted
on it) but took no action on the catv
bill, which (1) defines catv as a broadcasting service, (2) places catv systems
under direct FCC regulation with grants
to be made under public interest standards, (3) requires systems to carry signals of local stations and prevents duplication through signals of a second station and (4) prohibits the use of catv
for pay tv. (Broadcasting, Sept. 21).
First Hand Look • Sen. Pastore, who
comes from densely populated Rhode
Island, reportedly has expressed a desire to become acquainted first hand
with the problem of providing tv service to sparsely populated areas in the
western states.
The hearing schedule follows:
Helena, Mont.: Monday, Oct. 27, 9
a.m. — District Court House, room 27.
Idaho Falls, Idaho: Tuesday, Oct. 28,
1:30 p.m. — American Legion Hall,
Capitol and C Sts. (Sen. Frank Church
[D-Idaho] has indicated he will attend
the Idaho Falls session).
Salt Lake City, Utah: Wednesday,
Oct. 29, 2 p.m. — Federal Building,
room 230. (A spokesman for Sen.
Frank E. Moss [D-Utah] says he will be
in Salt Lake City the day of the hearing
and will probably attend).
Denver, Colo.: Thursday, Oct. 30,
2:30 p.m. — Post Office Building, Courtroom B. (Sen. John A. Carroll, [DColo.] will attend the Salt Lake City
hearing.)
FCC Resistance • The Senate Commerce Committee held hearings on the
catv and booster bills in July (Broadcasting, July 20), and heard testimony
from catv operators, broadcasters and
present and former members of Congress.
The FCC has consistently resisted all
attempts to place catv under its jurisdiction. It maintains that community
antenna systems are common carriers
and not a broadcasting service. The

IN

booster

Idaho,

Utah,

WEST

problems
Colo.

catv operators themselves have asked
for federal regulation, though they resist any proposals which would require
them to receive permission from a station before repeating its programs.
In the waning days of the first session of the 86th Congress, Commerce
Committee Chairman Magnuson said
the catv problem "will be taken care
of immediately after the Congress reconvenes in lanuary . . ." (Broadcasting, Sept. 21). He said, the Senate did
not take action on the catv matter in
its first session so interested parties
would have ample opportunity to comment on the bill's provisions.
That opportunity comes next week.
Groups and individuals wishing to appear before the subcommittee hearings
should contact the Communications
Subcommittee, room 5108, New Senate
Office Building, Washington.
Weigh catv problems
FCC Broadcast Bureau Chief Harold
Cowgill discussed catv problems in
broadcasting before the regional conference of the National Community
Tv Assn., meeting last week in Spokane, Wash. He noted that the Commission has taken the position it does
not have jurisdiction over catv, but
that "there seems no choice but to
re-examine . . ." this decision.
Within the past several weeks, he
said, the FCC has been re-studying and
re-evaluating its April 1959 report excluding catv from its jurisdiction. Mr.
Cowgill, who recently toured catv and
booster installations in the Northwest
with the Broadcast Bureau's James
Sheridan, said they are not ready to
make a report on their findings as yet.
He said the study is not complete since
information still is being gathered from
several sources.
Name U.S. delegation
The official list of members of the
U.S. delegation to the Plenipotentiary
Conference of the International Telecommunications Union, which convened at Geneva Oct. 14, was announced by the State Dept. last week.
Francis Colt deWoIf, State Dept.
telecommunications chief, is chairman
of the U.S. delegation, with FCC
Comr. Rosel H. Hyde as vice chairman.
Other members are:
Edwin W. Bemis, AT&T; Sidney S.
Cummins,
State Dept.; Ronald G.

Denies

distrust

Sen. Gordon Allott (R-Colo.)
has taken sharp issue with statements made by Rep. Oren Harris
(D-Ark.) that there is a strong
undercurrent of distrust of radiotv industry in the area of political
broadcasts.
"I do not believe there is any
in inthean Congress
feelingsaid
such Allott
intervie,"w
Sen

over KREX-TV Grand Junction,
Colo. "I believe if broadcasters
label their editorials as such there
is no reason for any concern.
Broadcasters have as much right
as anyone else to express themselves. ... It is not the intent
of Congress to engage in censorship of broadcasting [and] . . .
to do so would probably impinge
upon the constitutional guaranfree press."
In teesaof aspeech
last month before
the Louisiana Assn. of Broadcasters, Rep. Harris warned broadcasters of the feeling of mistrust
shared by many members of Congress (Broadcasting, Sept. 28).

Egan, Western Union; Paul Goldsborough, Dept. of Defense; Raymond
L. Harrell, State Dept.; Alfred A.
Hemninge, American Cable & Radio;
Frederic E. Meinholtz, American Newspaper Publishers Assn.; Paul D. Miles,
Interdepartment Radio Advisory Committee, OCDM; Charles H. Owsley,
State Dept.; Francis W. Ryan, AT&T;
Philip F. Siling, RCA; Raymond E.
Simonds, RCA; Marion H. Woodward,
FCC.
Idaho

Co.

is granted

ch 8 in Idaho Falls
FCC Hearing Examiner H. Gifford
Irion last week issued an initial decision recommending that Eastern
Idaho Broadcasting & Tv Co. be granted ch. 8 in Idaho Falls, Idaho. Eastern
remained the only applicant for the
channel after the FCC dismissed the
application of Sam H. Bennion when
he failed to file an appearance notice
within the required time after a hearing
had been scheduled.
In other broadcast actions last week,
the FCC:
• Granted new am station (630 kc,
1 kw-day with directional antenna) in
Salt Lake City to William Palmer
Fuller III and authorized increase of
BROADCASTING, October 26, 1959

daytime power of KVNU Logan, Utah,
from 1 kw to 5 kw on 610 kc. KVNU
continues with 1 kw-night and directional antenna.
• Granted new am station (860 kc,
250 watts with daytime directional antenna) in Naugatuck, Conn., to Naugutuck Valley Service Inc.
• Instructed staff to prepare document granting new am station (1300
kc, 1 kw-day with directional antenna)
in Hazelton, Pa., to Louis Adelman
and denying application of Guinan
Realty Co. for same facilities in Mt.
Carmel, Pa. An initial decision had
favored Guinan.
• Instructed staff to prepare document granting new am station (540 kc,
1 kw-day) in Pine Bluff, Ark., to B. J.
Parrish and denying application of
KNOE Monroe, La., seeking shift from
1390 kc to 540 kc. Grant of the KNOE
application had been recommended in
a June 1957 initial decision.
• Instructed staff to prepare document authorizing WICC Bridgeport,
Conn., to increase power from 1 kwday, 500 watts-night to 5 kw-day and
1 kw-night with directional antenna.
This action also reverses an examiner's
decision.
• Instructed staff to prepare document granting a new class B fm station
(107.5 mc) in New York . to New
Broadcasting Co. and denying competing applications of Herbert Muschel
and Independent Broadcasting Co. This
action affirms the recommendation
made in October 1958 by an examiner.
File suit

in sale

THE

FINEST

charged that Mr. Weinberg's protest to
the FCC in 1958 to the $8.7 million
Hialand purchase of Consolidated
Amusement properties (which included
theatres, and real estate as well as the
broadcast ownership) was done to force
Hialand "to buy
off"withdrawal.
the protest as a
consideration
for its

TAPE

RECORDING

CHOICE
INSTRUMENTS

AVAILABLE!

agnecorcf
CHOICE OF PROFESSIONALS
More Magnecord tape instruments are in use in
broadcast stations throughout the world than any
other brand . . . the reason? Professionals agree
. . . Magnecord makes the finest tape recording
instruments available anywhere!

of

Hawaiian Company
A Hialand Corp. stockholder has
filed a $2 million suit against Honolulu
financier Harry Weinberg and three associates for the part they allegedly
played in the 1958 sale of Consolidated
Amusement Co. to Hialand Corp. The
transaction included a 75% interest in
Hawaiian Broadcasting Co., licensee of
KGMB-AM-TV Honolulu, KHBC-AMTV Hilo and KMAU-TV Wailuku, all
Hawaii. This is now being sold to 25%
owner Honolulu Star-Bulletin for $2.3
million (Broadcasting, Sept. 28).
The suit, filed in federal court in
Honolulu, was filed by W. E. Harber,
Wilmington, Del. It alleges a conspiracy
on the part of Mr. Weinberg and his
associates to coerce Hialand to make
concessions to them. Mr. Harber
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YOUR

NTRODUC

THE PT 6

. . . rugged, reliable
"workhorse" of the .'
broadcast industry.

THE P 75

. . . "The Editor" ...
includes all of the capabilities of the PT 6 plus
extended performance
and utility.

THE M 90

. . . "Mighty" in all
performance characteristics . . . Magnecord's
prestige tape instrument.

THE ONLY TAPE
RECORDER AT
ANY PRICE
THAT DOES
EVERYTHING!

cfgnecorcf
P. 0. Box 7186 / Tulsa, Okla.
DIVISION of MIDWESTERN INSTRUMENTS / manufacturers of electronic data acquisition instruments
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FTC

in stop

to Grand

order

Union

Co.

A Federal Trade Commission hearing examiner has ordered Grand Union
Co., a 340-store supermarket chain in
the East, to stop "knowingly inducing"
discriminatory advertising allowances
from suppliers. The alleged offenses, said
by the FTC to have occurred between
July 1954 and February 1955, were
likened by Examiner John Lewis to

broadcast merchandising promotion
plans prohibited by the FTC last year
(Broadcasting, May 26, 1958).
The examiner said the plan — by
which Grand Union rented space on
a large electric sign at 46th and Broadway, New York, to grocery manufacturing concerns supplying the supermarket chain — also involved barter of
some $39,000 worth of broadcast time
on WCBS-TV and WRCA-TV New
York to Grand Union in lieu of rental
payments for space on the sign.
FATES

&

Examiner Lewis said Grand Union
knew or should have known that the
advertising benefits involved in the
plan were not being made available to
all other competitors on proportionately
equal terms. The examiner said the
program "was devised as a method of
avoiding the necessity for suppliers'
having to proportionalize their payments." The broadcast merchandising
promotion plan had not been found
illegal by the FTC at the time the
alleged offenses occurred, he noted.

FORTUNES

• Anderson Fowler Higgins, formerly with Jam Handy OrHewitt, formerly
ganization (motion picture, slidefilm
senior vp in charge of productions), Detroit, joins home office
• Frank K. Mayers, account superof
Maxon as writer in radio-tv departaccount management
ment.
visor on Clairol at Foote, Cone &
at Kenyon & EckBelding, NY., named vp. He has
hardt, N.Y., elected
• Joseph C. Duke appointed to new
been with agency since 1956, and
senior vp, director,
post of executive vp for sales adminprior to that was with NBC and Mcand member of adistration and pr for Minnesota Mining
Cann-Erickson. Paul K. Hogue, acministrative commit- and Manufacturing Co. He was execuMr.
Hewitt
count supervisor at FC&B on Liebtee of Compton Adv.,
tive vp for coated abrasives, adhesives
mann Breweries, appointed vp. Prior that city.
and
chemicals division. L. F. Weyto joining agency in 1958, he was senior
land, executive vp and director of
account executive at McCann-Erickson.
• Victor G. Kenyon, director of Desales, and Arthur E. Eggert vp for
troit radio-tv department, James G. public relations, retire effective
at
• George Hamm, account supervisor
MacPherson, Detroit account execuat Leo Burnett Co., Chicago, and pretive, and Allen Z. Hodshire, radio-tv
years end.
executive in New York, elected vps of • Glen W. Fortinberry, formerly asviously food products advertising mansistant topresident of Maxon Inc., Deager of Armour & Co., elected vp.
Maxon Inc., Detroit-based agency. Bob
troit, joins D'Arcy Adv., N.Y., as vp.
• William W. Belcher, media buyer
with Young & Rubicam, L.A., to McCann-Erickson, that city, as media director. Mrs. Norman (Petie) Houle.
formerly with Frank B. Sawdon and
KLAC Los Angeles, to M-E as media
department estimator.
• John H. Ballard,
formerly president
WEST TEXAS MAJOR MARKET— This is a 1000
watt daytimer with a price tag of $115,000.00 with
and director of Bulo$15,000.00 down and extremely liberal terms on the
balance. It is in a major West Texas, fast growth
va
Watch Co., Flushmarket and capable of doubling the billings. It is
now breaking
even and has been on the air only a
ing, N.Y.,(watches,
to Gruen
short
time.
Industries
clocks, etc.), N.Y., as
MIDWESTERN DAYTIMER— 500 watt, grossing $8,000
board chairman and
to $8,500 monthly. Located in trading area with popPriceterms.
$130,000 with $60,000 down.
chief executive officer.
Balance ulationonof 146,000.
attractive
Mr. Ballard
Broadcast

Advertising

HAMILTON-LANDIS
& ASSOCIATES, Inc.
BROKERS • RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS • NEWSPAPERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
CHICAGO
DALLAS
Ray V. Hamilton Richard A. Shaheen DeWitt 'Judge' Landis
1737 DeSales St. N.W. 17U Tribune Tower 1511 Bryan Street
EX ecutive 3-3456 DE la ware 7-2754 Riverside 8-11 75
NATIONWIDE
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•

NEGOTIATIONS

•

FINANCING

SAN FRANCISCO
John F. Hardesty
111 Sutter Street
EX brook 2-567 1

• APPRAISALS

• John H. Hoefer, of Hoefer, Dieterrich & Brown, S. F., elected 1959-60
western region chairman of American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies, succeeding Norton W. Mogge, of AthertonMogge-Privett, L. A. Jack W. Smock,
of Young & Rubicam, L. A., elected
vice chairman and John W. Davis, of
Honig-Cooper, Harrington & Miner.
S. F., named secretary-treasurer. Elected to board of governors were R. T.
Harris, Harris & Montague, Salt Lake
City; Robert P. Heintz, Heintz & Co..
L. A.; Arthur E. House, Arthur E.
House Adv., Portland, Ore.; Robert
C. Temple, Fletcher Richards, Calkins
& Holden, Hollywood, and Mr. Mogge.
BROADCASTING, October 26, 1959

• Robert G. Swan,
formerly vp of Joseph
Katz Co., N.Y., and
Baltimore, who was
with that agency 13
years, announces
opening of Swan &
Mason Adv. Inc., of
which he is president.
Mr. Swan Willard W. Mason,
formerly with Oral Roberts Organization in charge of radio-tv production
activities and liaison on its advertising
program, is executive vp and treasurer
of new agency. Headquarters is at 509
Madison Ave., NY. Phone: Eldorado
5-3263.
• Harold M. Spielman, senior service
executive at Schwerin Research Corp.,
N.Y., named vp.
• Fred Roth, account executive on
Chris-Craft and Bahamas Development
Board at Grant Adv. in Miami, named
vp.
• Franklin P. Jones, partner in Gray
& Rogers, Philadelphia agency, and cohead of public relations and publicity
departments, will retire Dec. 31.
• Paul M. Visser, account executive
with Gardner Adv., St. Louis, promoted
to account group supervisor on Eli Lilly
& Co. (pharmaceuticals) and Deere &
Co. (farm implements).

ical and Metallurgical Divs.; Robert
M. Lehman, account executive on
Photolamp Divs., and John R. Mazey,
account
executive for Home Electronics
Divs.
• Warren R. Erhardt, manager of
media department at Fuller & Smith &
Ross, N.Y., appointed associate media
director.
• James E. Kovach appointed vp for
radio and tv operations at Waltjen Assoc., Baltimore agency. He was previously manager of WQXR New York,
and
later
program manager of WBALTV Baltimore.
• Charles A. Booth, formerly vp of
The Goodman Organization, Los Angeles agency, to Enyart & Rose, Adv.,
that city, as account supervisor.
• Audrey Lazier, formerly with
UCLA Medical Center, to Curtis Winters Co., Los Angeles advertising
agency, as assistant to president.
• Robert J. Smith promoted from
copywriter to radio-tv timebuyer at W.
B. Doner & Co., Adv., Chicago.
• M.V. Kelly Jr., advertising-pr director, Lawry's Foods Inc., L.A., to Donative. hue & Co., that city, as account execu• Rochelle Segal, formerly with
Compton Adv., N.Y., to Wermen &
Schorr Adv., Philadelphia, as timebuyer.

• Walter R. Smith Jr. and Peter
Greeman, both formerly with BBDO
N.Y., to Norman Craig & Kummel,
that city, as account executive and
member of copy staff, respectively.
• Michael Remba, formerly associate
copy supervisor at Kenyon & Eckhardt,
N.Y., to Cohen, Dowd & Aleshire, that
city, in similar capacity.
• Evan Baker, formerly sales promotion and advertising manager for Grace
Line Inc., to Doyle Dane Bernbach,
N.Y., as account executive.
• Joan K. Dew, formerly in publicity
department of RCA Victor, Hollywood,
joins that of Kennedy/ Walker, Beverly
Hills, Calif., advertising agency.
The

Media
• Si Lewis appointed
general manager of
WNJR Newark, N.J.
He was previously in
similar capacity with
WPOW New York
and served as national

sales manager of TeleBroadcasters of Washington Inc.
• Charles J. (Jack) Sitta appointed vp
in charge of national sales for Knorr
Broadcasting Corp., Detroit. Mr. Sitta
joined Knorr in 1952 as sales representMr. Lewis

• Charles C. Allen, formerly director
of research for Blair Tv and Blair Television Assoc., N.Y., joins Kudner
Agency, that city, as business manager
of radio-tv department.
• Lawrence O. Holmberg, formerly
vp and Chicago office manager of
Compton Adv., announces opening of
own advertising and marketing consultant firm, bearing his name at 135
S. LaSalle St., that city.
• Richard C. Roberts, formerly copy
group head at Ross Roy Inc., Detroit,
to Ritchie Adv., Houston, as head of
combined creative and production departments. Ritchie agency has moved
quarters to 3815 Garrott.
• William M. Alexander, account
executive with WFMY-TV Greensboro,
N. C, to Hege, Middleton and Neal
Adv., that city, as account executive
and director of radio-tv.
• Leon A. Wortman, formerly advertising account manager at Al Paul Lefton, N. Y., to Kudner Agency, that
city, as account executive on service
advertising of Sylvania Electric Products, electronic tube and semiconductor divisions. Other Kudner appointments, Sylvania account: Frederic J.
Cowan named account executive, lighting and electronic systems parts, ChemBROADCASTING, October 26, 1959

WBNS

Radio

Columbus,

Ohio

John Blair & Co., Representatives

Pulse asked, "If all but one station were
to go off the air, what station would you
prefer
any beating
other to remain?"
34.3%by
chose over
WBNS,
number two
11.7%, and number seven by 36.1%.
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ative, was given assignment of starting
Michigan Spot Sales Inc., advertising
sales firm, of which he continues as president. Knorr stations are: WKMH-AMFM Detroit-Dearborn, WKMF Flint,
WKHM Jackson, WSAM-AM-FM Saginaw, and WELL Battle Creek.
• Phil Meltzer,
previously sales manager of KFRC and assistant general manager of KJBS, both
San Francisco, appointed station manager of KSDO San
Diego. Peter McMr. Meltzer
Mahon joins KSDO
in executive capacity; Jerry Nesler
joins its sales department.
• Arthur E. Haley, William H.
Spencer, Dale Moudy and Collis
A. Young, general managers of WEZE
Boston, WIZE Springfield, Ohio,
WING Dayton, Ohio, and WCOL
Columbus, Ohio, respectively, elected
vps of Air Trails Network, which
owns those stations as well as WKLO
Louisville, Ky.
• Kersh Walters, sales manager of
WRAP Norfolk, Va., appointed general manager of WGEE Indianapolis.
Both are Rollins Broadcasting stations.
• Daniel Martin promoted from sales
manager to station manager of WNDU
South Bend, Ind. Bazil O'Hagen, chief
engineer at WNDU-AM-TV, assumes
additional duties of assistant general
manager of WNDU-TV. Edward L.
Doyle, public affairs manager of Notre
Dame U. properties, named acting program manager of WNDU-TV.
• William Sherry, formerly account
executive with WRCV Philadelphia, to
Herald Tribune network's WVOX-AMFM New Rochelle, N. Y., as manager.
He succeeds Fred Beck, named network regional sales manager, New Rochelle headquarters. Other Herald Tri-

bune stations are WVIP Mt. Kisco,
WGHQ Saugerties and WFYI Mineola,
all New York.

moted to manager. Bob Templeton,
news director, named program director.
Jac L. Bye appointed sales manager.

• Wallace Dunlap, formerly general
manager of WXHR (FM) Boston, and
Marvin Seller, formerly with sales
staff of WGBB Freeport, N.Y.. to
WFYI Mineola, N.Y., as manager and
acting sales manager, respectively.

• James E. Anderson, formerly sales
manager of WFMT (FM) Chicago, appointed vpin charge of sales for WNIB
(FM) Chicago.
• Al Heacock, national program director for Bartell Family Radio, moves
from headquarters at KCBQ San Diego
to WADO New York (formerly WOV).
Programming operations of group have
been transferred to east coast. Joan
Rutman, formerly media manager at
Grey Advertising, N.Y., joins Bartell in
that city,
as assistant to director of national sales.

• Bruce Lansbury, assistant program
director of KABC-TV Los Angeles, appointed assistant program director,
development, CBS-TV Hollywood, effective Nov. 2. Robert B. Hoag, account executive with CBS Television
Network Sales Dept., named assistant
program director, administration, Hollywood. He was previously sales manager
of CBS's KFMB-TV San Diego and
president of Hoag-Blair, station representative.
• Howard O. Peterson, formerly general
manager of KTVH
(TV) Hutchison-Wichita, Kans., appointed
vp and general manager of KFBI Wichita,
succeeding Joe Kirby, who has resigned.
Mr. Peterson
Mr. Peterson was previously sales manager of KMTV (TV)
Omaha.
• James K. Richey, formerly managing director of KURL Billings, Mont.,
appointed sales manager of KMUR Salt
Lake City.
• Arthur Wittum, audience promotion manager of WBBM-TV Chicago,
named advertising and sales promotion
manager of KNX Los Angeles and
CRPN, effective Nov. 9. He succeeds
Phil Hillman, appointed to similar
capacity with Media Agencies Clients,
west coast advertising publication.
• Lloyd H. Oliver, formerly farm director of KRNY Kearney, Neb., pro-

• Stanley Cherry, director with
KABC-TV Los Angeles, named assistant program director, effective Nov. 9.
• Richard L. Powers, account executive with KCKN Kansas City, appointed commercial manager and promotion chief of WCMS Norfolk, Va.
Both are Continental Broadcasters stations.
• A. J. (Blondy) Stahmer, account
executive with KXA Seattle, Wash., for
past nine years, appointed local sales
manager.
• W. Pendleton (Pen) Brown, formerly announcer with KFBB-TV Great
Falls, Mont., to WICU-TV Erie, Pa., in
similar capacity. William Stanley,
formerly radio news editor at WICU,
resigns to rejoin WKRZ Oil City, Pa.,
as station manager. He had previously
been with that station as news editor.
• Richard F. Faulkner, account executive with NBC Radio
Network Sales, Chipromoted of
to
sales cago,
manager
WMAQ,

that city, effective Nov. 16. He
Mr. Faulkner
succeeds Rudi Neubauer , who retires
after
station.30 years' service with NBC-owned
• Jim Matthews, assistant director of
advertising and sales promotion, KYWTV Cleveland, to similar position with
KTLA (TV) Los Angeles.
• Jack Elliott appointed program director of KXOX St. Louis, succeeding
Larry Monroe, who resigned. Mr.
Elliott will also continue as air personality.

♦SWINGLES are swinging jingles that sell your station, win audience loyalty.
COMMERCIAL SWINGLES, TOO. Complete custom-made — no open ends and no inserts.
SWINGLES are so good, over 700 stations have ordered, 98% re-ordered. Put this record to
work for you, too! Write, wire, or phone.
THE JINGLE MILL
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• Herbert V. Akerberg, for years in
station relations at CBS, recently consultant to network, has retired to his
home in Scottsdale, Ariz. (6514 E.
Exeter Blvd.).
• Charles Hutaff, formerly head of
BROADCASTING, October 26, 1959

his own pr, program production and
promotion firm in Cleveland, joins
WGR-AM-FM-TV Buffalo, N.Y., as
promotion manager.
• Kalaman B. Druck, vp of Carl Byoir
& Assoc., N.Y., has established pr
counselling firm, bearing his name, at
420 Lexington Ave., N.Y.
• Red Jones named program manager
of KILT Houston. He continues as air
personality.
RTNDA

election

William Small, WHAS-AMTV Louisville, was elected president of Radio-Tv News Directors
Assn. during
closing sessions
of its 14th annual convention
in New Orleans
(see page 80).
He succeeds
Ralph Renick,
WTVJ (TV)
Mr. Small Miami, Fla.
Other officers named at a business meeting Oct. 16 were Jack
Krueger, WMTJ-AM-TV Milwaukee, board chairman (reelectedWilliam
);
Monroe,
WDSU-AM-TV New Orleans,
first vice president; Julian Goodman, NBC New York, first vice
president for tv; Richard Cheverton, WOOD-AM-TV Grand
Rapids, Mich., first vice president
for radio; Lee F. White, KROS
Clinton, Iowa, treasurer. Under
new procedure adopted at the convention, Mr. Monroe is also president-elect for 1961, when the
convention will be held in Washington, D.C.
Elected directors for three-year
terms each were Pat Cullen,
KHQ-AM-TV Spokane, Wash.;
Ed Ryan, WTOP-AM-TV Washington, and Bert Canning, CFCF
Montreal, Canada; for a two-year
term, Phil Berk, KOMU-TV
Columbia, Mo., and for one year,
Sheldon Peterson, WTCN-AMTV Minneapolis-St. Paul.
Named regional vice presidents
were William R. Sheehan, WJR
Detroit; John Thompson, NBC
Los Angeles; Bruce Palmer,
KWTV (TV) Oklahoma City;
Crawford Rice, WTVT (TV)
Tampa, Fla.; Paul Boudreau,
CKAC Montreal.
James Snyder, Washington
news chief of Westinghouse
Broadcasting Corp., was appointed chairman of the RTNDA
Freedom of Information Committee, succeeding John F. Lewis,
WBAL Baltimore, Md.
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• Robert C. Troup, formerly president
of International Media Exchange Club,
to CBS-TV, N.Y., as account executive
in production sales department.
Rosario P. Iannelli, formerly regional
manager, Modern Teleservice, Chicago, and Robert H. Foster, sales
manager of Audio- Video Recording Co.,
also
join executives.
CBS-TV's production sales as
account
• Bob Morrow and Tom White to
WINS New York, as sales promotion
research director, and sales staff member, respectively.
• H. Wilson Lloyd, formerly vp of
Stephen Fitzgerald & Co. (pr firm),
N.Y., has formed general pr firm, bearing his name. Offices are located at
555 Fifth Ave., N.Y.
• Don Ross joins WXEX-TV Richmond-Petersburg, Va., as news director
and newscaster.
• Floyd Farr, of KEEN San Jose,
Calif., elected to NAB Radio Board
of Directors, representing District 15,
which covers Northern California and
Northern Nevada. Mr. Farr will fill
out term of Joe D. Carroll, who resigned in August following his departure from KMYC Marysville, Calif.
• Bob Cole, national sales representative with KNXT (TV) Los Angeles

POWER
potent

-and

C

• Archie A. Lee rejoins Los Angeles
office of Harshe-Rotman, public relations firm, as account executive, following two years in that capacity with
Hill & Knowlton.
• Jim Burton joins KIOA Des Moines,
Iowa, as account executive.
• Gene Werman joins WCAE Pittsburgh as account executive.
• Herbert L. Krueger, vp of WTAG
Worcester, elected president of Massachusetts Broadcasters Assn., succeeding W. C. Swartley, Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co. area vp for WBZ-AMTV Boston. Other officers: Thomas Y.
Gorman, vp of WEEI Boston, vp;
Richard E. Adams, general manager of

•••your

selling

in the Detroit

either
Rates

and CTPN, promoted to account executive. Louis Sweeney, sales service
manager succeeds him.
• George W. Moorman, speech and
drama instructor at West Georgia College, to U. of Alabama Broadcasting
Services as chief of production and
assistant professor of radio-tv. Other
appointments there: Thad B. McCarty Jr., formerly with J. Walter Thompson, N.Y., as account representative,
named chief of operations; Edmund
Cenedella named producer-director
for Fund for the Advancement of Education project.

or both

of any other

most
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• C KLW-TV
GUARDIAN BLDG. DETROIT
ROBERT E. EASTMAN & CO., INC. YOUNG TELEVISION CORP. J. E. CAMPEAU
Natl Radio Rep
Natl TV Rep
President

WKOX Framingham, treasurer, and
Otto F.A. Arnold, general manager of
WBSM New Bedford, secretary.
Elected to board of directors: Mr.
Swartley; Earle G. Clement, WBET
Brockton; J. Gordon Keyworth,
WMNB North Adams; William G.
McGrath, WHDH-AM-TV Boston,
and William L. Putnam, WWLP
(TV) Springfield.
• Len Dillon, formerly sports director and sportscaster with WFAS White
Plains, N.Y., to NBC, N.Y., as sports
editor.

• Raymond Caddell, of WHSC Hartsville, elected president of South Carolina Associated Press Broadcasters,
succeeding Paul Benson, WJMX Florence. Other officers: Ted Prevatte,
WPCC Clinton, vp; Mr. Benson, and
Frank Estes Jr., WWBD Bamberg,
directors.
• David Ford, formerly with pr staff at
Institute of the Aeronautical Sciences,
N.Y., to tv department, Joe Wolhandler
Assoc. (pr firm), that city.

• Bill Finch, peviously manager of
KCSR Chadron and KDUH-TV Hays
Springs, both Nebraska, joins sales staff
of WSUN-TV St. Petersburg, Fla.
• Lew Harris promoted from announcer to public affairs director of WWLTV New Orleans, succeeding Philip
Petty, who has resigned.
• Bernard E. Ury joins Chicago office
of Harshe-Rotman, national public relations firm, as account executive.
• Robert N. Provence, program director of WSOC-TV Charlotte, N.C., resigns to join American Commercial
Bank, that city, as assistant vp on public
relations staff.

• Frank Pollack, air personality,
moves from KDAY Santa Monica,
Calif., to KRLA Los Angeles.
• William Hilz joins sales staff of
WSWM (FM) East Lansing, Mich.

• Dave Sly, news and weather announcer with WILX-TV Onondaga-Parma, to
WOIA Saline, all Michigan, as news
reporter and announcer.

• Larry Coy, formerly northern California advertising manager of Look
magazine, to sales staff of KYA San
Francisco.

• Morna Campbell joins news department of WTOP-AM-FM-TV as reporter, writer and newscaster.

• Gene Gilligan, formerly reporter
and staff writer with San Francisco CallBulletin, to news staff of KSFO San
Francisco.

• Don Hoyle joins KMTV (TV)
Omaha as weathercaster. He was previously with WTVH (TV) Peoria, HI.,
and WANE-TV Fort Wayne, Ind.

• Muriel J. Baker, formerly associate
personnel and management director at
Donahue & Coe, N.Y., to The Katz
Agency, station rep, that city, as personnel supervisor.

• Mangham Lehr, film director of
WHA-TV Madison, U. of Wisconsin
station, to WBAA West LaFayette, Ind.,
Purdue U. station, as assistant program
director.

• Magnificent Montague, to KXLW
St. Louis as air personality.

KWK's new team • William L.
Jones Jr., general manager of
KWK St. Louis (seated), announces station's new executive
appointments. L to r: Gil Newsome, program director and air
personality, named station manager; Don Hamel, formerly with
Headley-Reed,
(the station's
national sales representative),
named
general sales manager: Gene
Davis, formerly air personality
with WHB Kansas City, appointed program director. Mr. Newsome and Mr. Davis will continue
to be heard over KWK.

• Quintilio Cera, Ronald Hansen
and Fred B. Storms, graduates of
Northwest Schools, Portland, Ore.,
join KWTV (TV) Oklahoma City,
WSPD-TV Toledo and WHIZ-TV
Zanesville, Ohio, respectively.
• Jerry Dexter, air personality, joins
KVI Seattle, Wash.
• Arnold Bornstein formerly copy
editor on The New Haven (Conn.)
Register, to news department of WBAB
Babylon, N.Y.
• Wayne Farrar joins announcing
staff of WSVA-AM-FM-TV Harrisonburg, Va.
• Judie Stevens, formerly with WTWN
St. Johnsbury, Vt., to WCSH Portland,
Me., as air personality.
Programming

• Dave Dean, air personality with
KANS Kansas City, promoted to music
director.
• Greg Mason, air personality, moves
from WNOE New Orleans to KYA San
Francisco.

• Ralph Baron, formerly with regional sales staff of Independent Television Corp., to Arrow Productions.
N.Y. (division of ITC ) . as spot sales
manager.
e Frank O'Connor, formerly vp in
charge of new programming at Ted
Bates, NY., to California National
Productions, Hollywood, as coordinator
of new program development. Other
CNP appointments, West Coast: Marshall Wortman, formerly general assistant manager of Sam Goldwyn Studios, as director of business affairs;
Tom McKnight named executive producer.
• Harold (Scrappy) Lambert, talent
representative and tv packager, joins
Independent Television Corp., Beverly
Hills, Calif., as west coast contact and
liaison with networks and clients on
ITC programs.
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• John F. Cox, public service director
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of WBNS-TV Columbus, Ohio, appointed television coordinator for National
Education Assn., Washington. He will
assume creative and administrative
duties, developing and producing programs and films.
• Edwin J. Smith resigns as vp and
director of international operations of
ABC Films.
• Elliot Millner, formerly research
project director at Doyle Dane Bernbach, N.Y., to Independent Television
Corp., that city, as research director.
• Don Dillion, formerly production
operations manager with CBS-TV, Chicago, named production manager of
Playboy Penthouse, series on WBKB
(TV) Chicago, sponsored by Playboy
magazine.
• Jack Donahue, tv producer-director
of several Frank Sinatra, Red Skelton
and George Gobel programs, to NBCTV as producer-director of Dean Martin
and Cyd Charisse shows.
• James Barnett named story editor
of Warner Bros. Tv Div. with Carl
Stuckey as assistant story editor.
Messrs Barnett and Stuckey had been
assistants to Jack Emanuel, former
story editor.
• Het Manheim, writer-editor of tv
dramas, named head of new program
development department, Ashley-Steiner
(talent agent), L.A. He will work
closely with agency clients in preparing and creating tv series and movie
packages.

• William S. Sadler, chief engineer
of WSTP-AM-TV St. Paul-Minneapolis,
resigns to assume presidency of Minnesota Radio & Television (Miratel
Inc.), St. Paul. He is one of founders of
company which manufactures closedcircuit tv and special purpose electronic
equipment.
• Harold A. Carr, traffic manager
for CBS Electronics, Dan vers, Mass.,
to similar position on corporate staff
of Raytheon Co., Waltham, Mass.
• S. George Lawson, operations manager in charge of photolamp and incandescent lamps for Lighting Products
Div. of Sylvania Electric Products,
named to similar position with Sylvania's
Mass. Semiconductor Div., Woburn,
• Donald G. Paterson named product marketer for Motorola's power
transistor line, Semiconductor Products Div., Phoenix, Ariz. Other product marketers appointed in that division: G. Edward Pavlik for firm's industrial alloy and mesa transistor
products; H. Bruce West for rectifier and diode products.
• Tom Parrish, formerly promotion
director of Universal Recording Corp.
and manager of its tape duplicating
department, appointed director of audio programming for special products
division of Conley Electronics Corp.,
Chicago. He will supervise recording
of special music used in Moodmaster,
one-reel tape background system, and
also serve as consultant to distributors.

• Cy Howard, creator of My Friend
Irma, Life with Luigi and other series,
signs five-year contract to create and
develop programs for Desilu Productions, Hollywood.

International

• Mrs. Dorothy Zall promoted to
treasurer of Animation Inc., Hollywood
producer of animated tv commercials.
Mrs. Zall, who was comptroller of firm
for past two years, has also been elected
to board of directors. Mrs. Marie
Klein, formerly secretary and treasurer of company, will now devote full
time to duties of secretary.

• Charles W. Fenton, for past five
years national radio sales director of
Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters, to
Stephens & Towndrow Ltd., radio station representatives, Toronto.

• Gene Johnson named director in
charge of promoting and discovering
talent for Jamboree show of WWVAAM-FM Wheeling, W. Va. Mr. Johnson will continue to maintain own
talent agency in that city.
Equipment & Eng'ring
• Carroll R. Miner, formerly manager of television product engineering
with General Electric's Major Appliance
Div., Syracuse, N.Y., appointed chief
engineer of Hoffman Electronic Corp's
Consumer Products Div., L. A.
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Deaths
• Charles Brown, 62, vp of Bing
Crosby Enterprises from 1949-57 and
previously advertising director of both
NBC and RCA died Oct. 17, following
heart attack in Los Angeles. Formerly
president of Academy of Television Arts
& Sciences, Mr. Brown was advertising
manager of Transcon freight lines at
time of his death.
• George H. Halpin, 69, vice chairman of executive committee of Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Co.,
died Oct. 19 in Minneapolis.
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EQUIPMENT
TV
About

INTERCITY
600

used

to connect

There are "almost 600 links in use
over more than 10,000 circuit lines comprising amultiple-hop tv transmission
system launched in 1955 for inter-city
and community usage, an RCA representative told electrical engineering and
electronic delegates in Chicago, a fortnight ago.
The report was given by John J.
Clarke during a symposium on radio
communications and tv-aural broadcasting at the fall general meeting of the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers. Delegates attended both the AIEE
meet at the Morrison and the 15th annual National Electronics Conference
in the Sherman Oct. 11-16.
Mr. Clarke noted that with the maturing of the tv broadcasting industry,
"there has been an increase in the demand for interconnection of small
groups of stations as well as widely
separated facilities of single stations.
Community antenna systems and other
closed circuit installations are adding to
such demands." He added that private
ownership of such facilities is "often
attractive" compared with rental of common carrier service, which is best, however, for large transcontinental network
systems.
Multiple-hop • The TVM-1 multiplehop tv transmission system, which has
other special applications, is proved
satisfactory for systems up to 200 or
300 miles in length and has accounted
already for a good percentage of the
nearly 600 links now in use. The system has been continuously developed
since it was launched in 1955, he reported.
TVM-1 superseded an earlier system
after World War II, establishing the advantage of microwave techniques for tv

ALLIED

LINKS

ENGINEERING

EXPAND

station

groups

transmission but not intended for multiple-hop orcolor signals, now provided
by TVM-1. Mr. Clarke noted it is economical and efficient for inter-city and
community applications. Radio relay
systems consisting of 15 hops can be
designed, according to lab measurement
findings, he added.
AIEE presented three medals to leading engineers for professional achievement— the Morris E. Leeds Award for
electrical measurement, won by Dr.
Herbert B. Brooks, retired from the
U.S. Bureau of Standards; the Habirshaw Award for transmission-distribution— William A. Del Mar, and the
AIEE Medal of Electrical Engineering
Education, presented to Dr. Gordon S.
Brown, engineering dean, Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Each consisted of a medal, certificate and $500
check. A medal for "outstanding
achievement in electronics" will be
given by AIEE in 1960 in the name of
Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA board chairman (At Deadline, Oct. 12).
Among developments at the sisterNEC meeting:
• A report on the use of radio noise
from the sun to calibrate large antenna
systems — by a team of U. of Illinois
engineers (Myron E. Armstrong, Prof.
George W. Swenson Jr., Richard L.
Sydnor and Prof. Harold D. Webb).
They reported it is "feasible to use
the sun as a radio source, based on experiments at the U. of Illinois. They
put a 28-foot antenna in a dish-shape
unit atop an electrical engineering building and use it to receive radio signals
bounced off the moon and to track rockets shot at the moon, or study radio
noises from the sun and from space.
The moon project is financed by the
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allied is the world's largest
supplier of power and specialpurpose tubes for broadcast
station use. Look to us for immediate, expert shipment from the
world's largest stocks of electronic supplies and equipment.
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Army Signal Corps.
• A report on major design requirements and techniques for an airborne
magnetic
— byAmpex
M. E. Corp.
Harrison andtape
E. P.recorder
Brandeis,
Their conclusion:
"Airborne data acquisition is a
rapidly growing and changing field. New
techniques are being used and the capabilities of familiar systems are being
extended. While magnetic tape recording has grown from a relatively unknown method of data acquisition to
a major technique in the last dozen
years, its full capabilities are far from
being realized. Data acquisition technology is certain to benefit greatly as
the art of magnetic tape recording continues forward."
Interference
with

space

increase
advances

Radio frequency interference problems will become more complex and
acute as space technology improves, a
Defense
Chicago. Dept. official has asserted in
G. P. Sutton, chief scientist for the
department's Advanced Research Projects Agency, also pointed out that new
techniques for protecting the nation
against enemy ballistic missiles must
accompany space-age advances. He
addressed the opening session of
a conference on radio interference reduction and electronic compatibility at
the Museum of Science and Industry.
Over 350 Army and industry scientists
and educators attended the fifth annual
three-day conference conducted by
Armour Research Foundation of the
Illinois Institute of Technology under
sponsorship of the U. S. Army Signal
Research and Development Lab.
Mr. Sutton declared: "While the volume of information transmitted with
electro-magnetic waves has increased
steadily and rapidly, and while we have
conceived of many new ways in which
we can use radio waves for military
and commercial purposes, the electromagnetic spectrum from which we can
choose our transmission frequencies has
not grown substantially in size in the
"If period."
you consider the problems of desame
fending yourself against a multiplicity
of simultaneously arriving enemy ballistic missiles," Mr. Sutton added, "the
interference problems become imevident." potential weapon
A highlymediately
complex
system including wide-coverage radars
and separate specialized tracking radars
is necessary, he felt, and automatic control by radio of interceptor missiles and
other electronic defense systems also
must be quickly achieved.
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Collins

Radio

reports

its highest earnings
Highest earnings in the Collins Radio
Co., Dallas, Tex., history are announced
in its report for the fiscal year ended
July 31.
Collins' net income (including its
subsidiaries): $3,718,817 on sales of
$117,864,000. The year before an operating loss of $259,749 was offset by a
tax refund and adjustment of profit
limitation reserve, resulting in a credit
to earned surplus of $1,081,975. Sales
that year were $107,569,000.
Fiscal 1959's earnings are equal to
$1.95 a share, based on 1,813,347 common shares outstanding, including
69,744 shares issued Aug. 15, 1959, as
a 4% stock dividend. In 1958 the credit
to surplus was equal to 54 cents on the
common shares then outstanding, as
adjusted.
Medal to Sarnoff
Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff has accepted the Christopher Columbus
International Award for achievement
in telecommunications from Italian
President Giovanni Gronchi on behalf
of himself, Dr. E.W-. Engstrom, senior
executive vice president of RCA, who
was
V.K. Zw'orykin,
RCA present,
honoraryandviceDr.president,
who was
honored in absentia. The award consists
of a purse and a gold medal.
Gen. Sarnoff, in a brief acceptance
speech, voiced a hope technology could
be utilized for peaceful purposes and
said, "our paramount need today is for
Columbuses, Marconis and Toscaninis
of the human spirit to help close the
gap between technological and moral
progress."
Orr-Ampex merger
The merger of Orr Industries, Opelika, Ala., magnetic tape producer, into
Ampex Corp., Redwood City, Calif,
became effective Oct. 7, George I.
Long Jr. president of Ampex announced. The agreement had been
reached in July and was submitted to
stockholders for ratification before the
agreement became final. (Broadcasting, July 6). Holders of the common
stock and stock purchase warrants
issued by Orr Industries Inc. are now
entitled to exchange their Orr shares
for Ampex shares on the basis of one
share of Ampex for 2.2 of Orr.
Under the merger, Orr Industries Inc.
is now operating as "Orr Industries, a
Division of Ampex Corporation."
• Technical topics
Strength's the same • General Electric Co., Syracuse, reports development
of a square-cornered 23-inch picture
BROADCASTING, October 26, 1959

tube which does not employ an attached
safety plate. The tube, which carries
type number 23KP4, has conventional
strength without the necessity of an integral panel. The 23-inch wide angle
tube weighs approximately 3Vi pounds
more than the standard 21 -inch, 110 degree tube, but has an increase of about
20 square inches in picture area. The
new tube was developed by Kimble
Glass Co., subsidiary of Owens Illinois,
in cooperation with GE.
For holding an audience • Shure Bros,
(electronic components), Evanston, 111.,
has published a new booklet for those
who want to improve their microphone
techniques. The eight-page manual,
titled Your Basic Tool for Holding An
Audience, is intended for businessmen,
educators, entertainers, recording enthusiasts and others who have occasion
to use public address systems. Copies
are available from Shure Bros., 222
Hartrey Ave., Evanston, 111.
For tape recorders • Chemtronics Inc.,
Brooklyn, N.Y., announces a new
chemical for cleaning playback, record
and erase heads and pressure rollers
and eliminating "tape squeal." The new
cleaner, guaranteed not to affect plastic
parts, is said to increase the life of tape
and tape heads, improve fidelity and reduce distortion. The cleaner is packaged in a two-ounce bottle and comes
with a felt applicator.
Tripod introduction • National Cine
Equipment Inc., New York, announces
an introductory offer for its new "HyRCA

NET

Sales

exceed

drofluid" ball-leveling, pan and tilthead
tripod men.designed
for professional
The aluminum
tripod has acamerapan of
360 degrees, a tilt of 80 degrees and a
maplewood base with self-aligning leg
locks. It is designed for all cameras of
40 pounds or less. Special introductory
price: $329.
Worker ideas • Employe suggestions
saved RCA more than $1 million last
year. For its program, setting a record
in company history, RCA received the
annual award of the National Assn. of
Suggestion Systems for the greatest increase during 1958. M.G. Young, RCA
personnel services administrator, accepted a plaque
for his
firm at the associations^ St. Louis
convention.
RCA's 1958 report • RCA's employe
suggestion system reports 15,046 suggestions submitted, 2,948 adopted and
$112,251 awarded employes responsible
for the million dollars' worth of ideas.
The suggestion system has been in use
by RCA for 27 years.
Oldest mike • Astatic Corp. (microphone manufacturer), Conneaut, Ohio,
is running a contest to find the company's oldest Model D-104 owned by
an amateur operator. Prizes: A working
model sterling silver D-104, a standard
D-104 or a Model 10-D or 10-C microphone. Nine hams with the next-tooldest D-104's will be offered a standard D-104, a 10-D or a 10-C. The contest is open to licensed hams. Entries
must contain the mike's serial number
and the station's call. Deadline: Dec. 1 .

PROFITS
$978

CLIMB

28%

million in nine months
lion, as against $292.2 million in sales
Net profit for RCA and its subsidiaries in the first nine months of 1959
and $6.3 million in net profit for the
rose 38% over the corresponding period
1958 corresponding period.
of 1958 to $27.3 million, it was anThe earnings per share of common
nounced last Thursday (Oct. 22) by stock
for the third quarter were placed
David Sarnoff, board chairman and
at 51 cents, said to be an increase of
John L. Burns, presiderat.
28% over earnings for the comparable
Sales for the period were reported
1958. Total nine-month earnings per
at $978.2 million, compared with
share
were reported at $1.80, up 43%
$834.8 million for the same nine
months of 1958. Third quarter sales from the first three quarters last year.
were listed at $344.5 million, and net
RCA's consolidated statement of inprofit (after federal taxes) at $7.9 mil- come:
1958
1959
For nine months ended Sept. 30
Products and services sold
S834,800,000
$978,200,000
795,200,000
923,900,000
and other operating costs
serviceson sold
and taxes
products
Cost ofbefore
Profit
federal
income
39,600,000
54,300,000
Federal taxes on income
19,800,000
27,000,000
Net
profit
for
nine
months
19,800,000
27,300,000
Preferred dividend
1.80
17,400,000
2,400,000
1.26
Balance for common stock
24,900,000
2,400,000
Earnings per share of common stock
For quarter ended Sept. 30
344,500,000
Products and services sold
292,200,000
279,600,000
services sold and other operating costs 329,000,000
and
products
of
Cost
12,600,000
Profit before federal taxes on income
15,500,000
7,600,000
Federal taxes on income
6,300.000
Net profit for the quarter
7,900,000
800,000
800,000
6,300,000
Preferred dividend
.40
.51
5,500,000
Balance for common stock
7,100,000
stock
common
of
Earnines per share
Net profits reported above are necessarily based in part on approximations and are
subject to audit and year-end adjustments.
Ill

FANFARE

Contest

winners

'ham

Here's your chance to appear on TV...
EARN A TV STAR'S
FOR A DAY!

SALARY

imit mi
"U.S. BOKOm PATKOl" C0HTCS7 NOW!
U. S, Border Polrol
WTVJ, Channel 4
P. O. Box 2770
Miomtf Florida
words or iess:
"I would like to appear with Dick Webb in an episode
of U.S. aOAPfft PATROL because
_"
: include yauf nar
There ore no age restriction
Contest closes Sen. Sepf. 13.
>ic!( Webb and wif] be paid to appear in
.THOL to be;-itlmed in Miami between
W-Up °.VlU !«; invited to iuiVfr iuti< if Willi
i>ept. Webb
1 4 and mm{
Sept.go 25.or. 1
Pick
. watch the filming if the "U.S. Border
-.Patrol" Show.
Bend a postcard
(no fetters accepted \ to:

it up' on tv
Associated Activities • WTVJ
News got into the act by filming
Mr. Webb's arrival, the visit of the
10 runners-up to the Border Patrol
location, the appearance of the two
contest winners on the program, and
special activities held for the two
alternate week sponsors of the show
on WTVJ: Amoco and Duffy-Mott.
Activities for the sponsors were
varied. A full day's activities for 41
Amoco dealers included a visit to

Wofch "U.S. BORDEI? PATROL" ,
Every SyftcJciy or 6:30 p.nv
WTVJ'S TEASER AD
When U.S. Border Patrol, a CBS
spots plugging both the contest and
Film Sales Inc. syndicated film show,
the show, 1,638 entries had been received.
went on location in Miami, WTVJ
A week after his arrival in Miami,
(TV), the local station carrying the
program, worked up an unusual
Mr. Webb appeared on WTVJ to
announce the winners: a housewife
audience promotion campaign.
A contest was held offering two
and an apartment house superintendent. The winners were anlocal citizens the opportunity of apnounced also on a total of 28 spot
pearing on Border Patrol. The conannouncements which also carried
test was a simple, 25-words-or-less
plugs for the showtime of Border
write-in, completing the sentence:
Patrol.
"I would like to appear with Dick
Webb in an episode of U.S. Border
The two top winners appeared in
a gambling scene and received $125,
Patrol because . . ." There were no
age restrictions imposed on conwhich WTVJ described as "a tv star's
testants.
salary for a day." Ten runners-up
After the contest closed following
were offered the opportunity of
spending a day with program star
a two-week promotion effort, which
included newspaper ads and 187
Dick Webb, "on location."
False 'arrest'
Two policemen marched into the
studios of KELP El Paso, Tex., recently and arrested disc jockey Tom
Thacker while he was broadcasting.
He was held in the local bastille until
his listeners "bailed" him out with
contributions to the local chapter of
the National Foundation.
Mr. Thacker was arrested on a
Friday afternoon. He was behind the
mike, instead of behind bars by the
following Monday afternoon.
Multicast
WSAZ Huntington. W.Va., had its
remote microphones at the scene of
four area football games on Friday,
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Oct. 9. The station switched to whichever game was the most exciting at
the moment, and managed to broadcast
10 of the 14 touchdowns scored in
the four games.
Play-by-play announcers report seeing more portable radios than ever
before, with fans watching one game
and listening to WSAZ for late developments of the other three.
• Drumbeats
Pornography alert • A new 15 minute
public service program — Alert — is being
started by KSON San Diego. The program will campaign against pornographic literature now being sold on
newstands and sent to minors through
the mail. Civic, religious and club

the program's
and dealer
lunch
with
Mr. Webb.location
Also each
had his picture taken with the program's star for display in his service
station.
Duffy-Mott, which had just signed
for sponsorship of the program
wanted to let buyers at major food
chains and independent stores
know that Duffy-Mott products
would be pre-sold through Border
Patrol. Names of the children of the
food-buyers were obtained and they
and their parents were invited by
WTVJ's "Skipper Chuck" to a party
to be co-hosted by ''Skipper Chuck"
and Mr. Webb. Of 68 children invited, 49 attended, representing
every chain and independent group.
When the party was over, each
family received a shopping bag full
of Duffy-Mott products. Each bag
was imprinted with the family's
name and "Duffy-Mott sponsors
U.S. Border Patrol."
While the filming is over, the promotion lingers on. The Miami
episodes will be shown in late November and early December. WTVJ
has already prepared ads reading
"See Miami scenes tonight on U.S.
Border Patrol."
leaders will be asked to suggest remedies for combatting the problem.
Dog house • Prince, the 19-month-old
German Shepherd mascot of the Fourth
Infantry Div's MP detachment, Fort
Lewis, Wash., has a new home. He has
been named
by
KING
Seattle. "Dog
Prince ofhasthe
beenYear"
credited
with saving his master's life when a rattlesnake was about to strike on a firing
range last summer. As "Dog of the
Year," Prince received a three-room
dog palace and a $250 high-fashion
dog wardrobe. (Broadcasting, Oct. 5).
Smoke signals • An estimated 8,000
people attended the dedication of the
"KXOK Totem Pole" erected on the
grounds of KXOK St. Louis. The pole
BROADCASTING, Ocfober 26, 1959

was carved by Chief Sequiche, a full
blooded Cherokee. It has carvings representing each of the seven states covered by the station's signal.
Pick that corn • Over 7,000 people attended the eighth annual Nebraska
State Mechanical Corn Picking Contest
at Neligh, Neb. The event was co-sponsored by WOW-AM-TV Omaha, the
U. of Nebraska College of Agriculture
and the Neligh Chamber of Commerce.
Though the contest site was 140 miles
from WOW's home base, the station
sent 12 men and two mobile units to
cover the event.
Homework 9 Student tune-in to the premiere of CBS Reports tomorrow (Oct.
27) on CBS-TV, 10-11 p.m. EST,
should get a boost through classroom
promotion. A four-page study guide for
the show was prepared by the National
Education Assn. and mailed to tens of
thousands of high school teachers as
part of the NE A continuing "Resources
for Teachers" program. In the series
opener, Edward R. Murrow and expert
guests give the "Biography of a Missile."

Theophilis Thistle • Philadelphians
are being given the opportunity to
stump air personalities of WIBG, that
city. They are sending "Tongue Tanglers" to the station. If their phrases are
used, and the personality fluffs, WIBG
pays the sender $1. In the first three
weeks, 3,262 entries have been received, and they're still coming in. Payoff
to date — $21.

© O m 1 N A T E $
CENTRAL NEW YORK

Finders, keepers • WRCV Philadelphia has hidden three certificates, worth
a total of 1 million trading stamps,
somewhere in the city. The stamps are
prizes in a "Finders Keepers" game.
Clues concerning their location are
broadcast daily by the station.
Second home • NBC news commentator Morgan Beatty was startled to see
sign reading "Future home of Morgan
Beatty" as he drove through Savannah,
Ga. Upon investigating, he found that
the new building, so labeled, is actually
the future home of WSAV-AM-TV.
The sign is changed each week to feature a different radio or tv personality.

WSYR-TV ALONE DELIVERS 44,287
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WSYR-TV AND ITS SATELLITE,
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Borge & Tuborg • There's nothing like a Dane to plug one of Denmark's
outstanding potables — Tuborg beer — and Victor Borge (1, above) was the
accommodating native during his hour-long Pontiac special on NBC-TV.
Program was a tribute to Mr. Borge's native country, and one of the
sequences was the comic's portrayal of a Tuborg beer truck driver. It was
"a happy coincidence" that the Tuborg sequence, cleared by Pontiac,
broke the same week that the beer company started an extensive spot
radio campaign on WNEW, WNCN-FM, WBAI-FM and WQXR-AM-FM,
all New York, according to spokesman for Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff &
Ryan agency for Tuborg. Everything's fine in the state of Denmark.
BROADCASTING, October 26, 1959
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INTERNATIONAI
BRITISH
General

TV:

reappraisal

The phenomenal success of commercial television in the United Kingdom
since its advent four years ago has precipitated new problems that must be
resolved soon, not even excluding a
possible move from vhf to uhf to accommodate additional program services
or networks as well as color.
Interviews with government authorities heading the competitive noncommercial British Broadcasting Corp., and
the Independent Television Authority
(ITA) as well as the heads of the four
major program contractors, elicited the
unanimous view that additional programming service must be provided, but
widely divergent ideas as to how it
should be achieved. All were agreed,
however, that a new all-inclusive study,
either by a Royal Commission (with
subpoena powers) or a Parliamentary
committee (without such powers) would
be undertaken shortly by the Conservative government, returned to power in
the Oct. 8 elections.
The nine-year charter of ITA, which
rides herd over the program contractors and leases to them the transmitting facilities, expires in 1964. The BBC
charter will expire in 1962. Presumably the first legislative effort will be
to extend the BBC's life until 1964 to
coincide with that of ITA so that any
decision reached as to an inevitable
third "programme" (i. e., whether it
should be commercial through ITA
or even a new ITA-type organization,
or go to BBC) can be resolved simultaneously.
But the government commission will
have more to consider than whether the
third network should be commercial or

AT

expected

UHF

CROSSROAD?

of program

noncommercial. To it likely will be
tossed these additional problems:
• Should there be commercial radio
to compete with BBC's time-honored
and distinguished programming?
• Should there be a transition from
Bands 1 and 3 (vhf) to 5 and 6 (uhf)
so as to accommodate perhaps two additional "programmes" and which also
would be essential if colorcasting is to
be introduced because a wider band is
required?
• Should the British standard of 405
lines (which anchors its system to a 17
inch screen) be upgraded to the European standard of 625 lines (except France
which uses 905 lines), which would
entail dual transmissions or use of converters?
• And, most significant economically,
should there be legislation to siphon
off more of the rather substantial
profits of the program contractors,
either by changing the pattern or
through increased rentals to ITA?
Public Acceptance • There doubtless
are other areas to be studied by the
upcoming commission, but there is no
question about the public acceptance
of commercial tv, British style, and
the realization by all shades of opinion
that it is there to stay. The Tory victory,
moreover, augurs expanded commercial operation, whereas a Labor party
victory, while it could not possibly
have resulted in a return to noncommercial operation, would have spelled
trouble for ITA.
The profitability of commercial
operation has been a prime target of
the Laborites and the basis for juicy
editorials by the anti-ITA press, not
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technical

policies

excluding those newspaper interests
identified with the ownership of certain
of the program contractors. For the
four major contractors, profits have
amounted to about one-half of their
gross in 1958 and the financial picture
will be even better for the 1959 calendar year. In 1958, the gross income was
about 46 million pounds ($129 million).
In 1959, it should be about 12% higher,
lion).
or some 60 million pounds ($168 milThese remarkable results are being
achieved with operations limited to
seven commercial hours per day and
with no direct program sponsorship.
Spots in between programs are sold,
with a limitation, averaged throughout
the broadcast day, of six minutes of
commercials per hour and with a maximum of eight minutes in any one hour.
All elements are agreed — ITA, the program contractors and the advertising
agencies and advertisers,- — that the
British format of no direct sponsorship, as opposed to the American
method of direct sponsorship, has been
successful there.
The Big Gamble • The program contractors feel they are entitled to a return
earnings. They justifiably point out that
they took the gamble in 1955 by investing heavily in programming, when
many authorities said commercial tv
would never work in staid Britain. During the first 2Vi years, millions of
pounds were spent with no appreciable
return, entailing reorganizations and
even dire threats of going under. Contractors feel they are entitled to a return
on their large investments. And
they argue, for the most part, that they
should be given the third program on a
commercial basis, to permit them to
operate seven days a week nationally
and with no limitations (such as the
existing seven hours per day five days a
week, or alternately, the weekends) on

In further rationalizing their profits,
programs.
the program contractors say these are
not exorbitant when federal taxes are
taken into account. For example, Associated Television (ATV) had a $25
million gross in 1958. It earned $14
million before taxes on tv; another $1
million on its subsidiary operations, including program syndication (in 50%
partnership with Jack Wrather in Independent Television Co.) and ownerBROADCASTING, October 26, 195?

IT A adding

two

Independent Television Authority has received bids from program contractors that wish to
supply programming for two new
ITA stations in Southwest England slated to commence operation in 1961. The successful applicant will be named by the end
of this year.
The two stations will cover
the counties of Somerset, Devon
and parts of Cornwall with a
population of more than 1 million.

ship of stations in Australia. Of this
$15 million, $8 million went to Her
Majesty's government in overall taxes,
from shareholders (withheld at the
source) and from the company.
Expenses Up, Too • While business
is up about 12% for 1959, ATV officials pointed out that expenses also are
up in union and talent costs and contractors are plowing back money for
new serious programming and for construction and modernization of facilities. Substantially the same facts were
cited by other program contractors.
All of the major program contractors
are now building new facilities —
studios, office buildings or both. They
are seeking to tap new sources of
revenue, particularly in the heavy industrial and institutional fields, now
almost exclusively going to the printed
media. The bulk of sponsorship now is
in household consumer products —
drugs, cosmetics, food, beverages, gasoline, and appliances.
Actually, the ITA charter does not
restrict commercials to the selling of
spots in between programs. While it
precludes direct sponsorship, it does
permit "shopping guides" which are
called "ad magazines." These are
straight 15-minute commercials. They
are limited to one-per day per contractor
and are selling well. Another ITA
provision would appear to open the
way for 15-minute '"institutional" segments, which would be available to advertisers. This is the next area which the
contractors hope to develop, although
they seem to approach it with some
trepidation because of sporadic criticism of overcommercialization in using
up to eight minutes of spots in peak
hours, which nevertheless are offset by
reducing the spots in off-hours to average out the six minutes in the seven
operating hours per day.
Fraser Interview • Sir Robert Fraser,
O. B. E., director-general of ITA from
its start on Sept. 22, 1955, told Broadcasting he feels a Parliamentary commission to enunciate new policy is esBROADCASTING, October 26, 1959

sential in the coming months. He favors
a second commercial operation for the
third program and wants ITA to direct
it. But whether this program (or network) will be operated separately,
alongside the existing commercial service, or placed in the hands of the present contractors through expanded operations is a policy decision to be resolved by the commission itself with
the concurrence of Parliament.
Sir Robert favors a shift from the
405-line standard to the European
standard of 625 lines (rather than the
U. S. standard of 525). Moreover, he
feels that an eventual shift to uhf, to
accommodate three or possibly four
programs (taking into account the
British penchant for compromise so
that ITA and BBC each could have an
additional service) would not be too
difficult to accomplish in the United
Kingdom. Its compact geographic area,
with its great density of population,
would lend itself to uhf coverage far
better than in the U. S., with its sprawling expanses and its rugged terrain in
the West.
Sir Robert also favors commercial
radio, to be directed by ITA. This of
necessity would be in the fm band (the
British call it vnf radio) where better
service is possible. There is extreme
congestion in the long and medium
wave bands available to all Europe. The
precise form, however, remains to be
defined, with thought centering on local
stations which would sell spots, rather
than on networks.
(Sir Robert is regarded by the program contractors as being tough, but
efficient and fair. They feel he has done
an excellent job under extraordinary
difficult circumstances).
Greene Interview • Hugh Carleton
Greene, director of news and current
affairs of BBC, on Jan. 1, 1960, becomes director-general, succeeding Sir
Ian Jacob, who, at 60, will return to
private industry as the head of a chemical firm specializing in fertilizers. Mr.
Greene, at 48, ascends to the No. 1
operating post of the perfectionist BBC
after 20 years with the organization. He
is a professional journalist.
Mr. Greene told Broadcasting that
the third program in tv logically should
go to BBC. His views down the line
were diametrically opposed to those of
ITA and of most independent program
contractors. He favors local radio operations, to supplement the BBC's three
programs, but frowns upon commercial
operation.
Mr. Greene looks for the appointment of a Royal Commission soon, to
appraise all of the perplexing problems.
He is not averse to a move to uhf.
properly paced, and favors the 625-line
standard. He does not feel that ITA
has made a record justifying its acquisi-

If you're thinking about new business, think about RCA Thesaurus
Commercial Library service. It's
making local radio sales history in
Charleroi, Pa. George D. Gailey,
Manager of station WESA, tells
about RCA Thesaurus in this way :
$13,500 in 5 weeks from 51 accounts ... 35 accounts brand neiv!
RCA THESAURUS' "SHOP-ATTHE - STORE - WITH - THE MIKE-ON-THE-DOOR" campaign is sensational ! Our biggest
year ever. . .thanks to Thesaurus !"
RCA Thesaurus can lead you to
new sales successes in your town.
Write today for complete details.
<H THESAURUS
155 East 24th Street • New York 10, N.Y.
ChicagOjNashville, Atlanta, Dallas, Holly wood
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BBC's Hugh Greene

Granada's Alex Anson

ITA's Sir Robert Fraser

tion of the third program for commercial operation.
Where would the revenue for the
operation of a second BBC video network come from? Mr. Greene points
out that BBC now receives only 2
pounds and 10 shillings out of each
four pounds collected as license fees on
tv sets (about $7 out of $11.20). If the
entire four pounds were turned over to
BBC, plus its rather substantial revenues
from its audience publications, he contends BBC would have adequate resources to program a second noncommercial network with output of "the
more thoughtful kind."
This latter statement also was contained in the BBC annual report released Oct. 15, which cites the net income available to BBC for the 12month period as 27,323,115 pounds (the
pound is equal to $2.80). The report
also showed 9,618,775 tv licensed sets,
all of which are within the range of
BBC transmitters. It is estimated that
there are million sets in the ITA
area and that within two years ITA
coverage will equal that of BBC. Satura-

tion is computed at about 13 million
sets.
Granada Interview • Alex Anson,
sales and advertising director of
Granada, which operates in the North
(Manchester industrial area with high
population density) makes a strong
case for existing program contractors.
He feels they should be given the responsibility ofthe third program on a
commercial basis. He thinks the restrictions should be removed on hours of
operation, now limited to seven per day,
and that the contractors should have
elbow room in which to develop new
programs, new talent and new writers.
He also deplores the limitation of about
14% on film imports, both feature and
syndicated.
Associated - Rediffusion • Brian
Glynn-Henry, advertising manager of
Associated Rediffusion (London weekdays), is disposed to disagree with the
notion that there is need for a third
program. In that respect this highly
successful company (it made 7 million
pounds in 1959) is at variance with its
program contractor competitors. Redif-

fusion feels there should be a Royal
Commission inquiry. Mr. Henry wants
to spread into the institutional field, so
the advertising base will be broadened
from the existing level of low cost consumer items. It would make tv less vulnerable topossible retrenchments among
existing accounts.
He would like more hours than the
existing limit of seven. There isn't room
enough for four programs (two noncommercial and two commercial) in the
present vhf spectrum, he points out, but
adds there's no need for that many
anyway. In the U. S., with its vastly
greater area, population and commerce,
only three networks are now accommodated. He looks for a move to uhf with
10 years of dual operation to effectuate
the transition and to accommodate the
switch in standards from 405 to 625
lines.
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And Mr. Henry believes that radio
should be commercialized with local
stations (fm) authorized to sell time locally. But tv should have more hours
in order to pay the costs of good radio
programming.
Associated Television Interview •
Val Parnell, prominent British showman who for years has operated the
Palladium, managing director of ATV,
and his close-working associate, Lou
Grade, with extensive show-business
background, deputy managing director,
strongly advocate allocation of the third
program to the existing primary contractors, to enable them to operate seven
days per week, unlimited hours, instead
of the split weekday and weekend
schedules (ATV operates in the Midlands weekdays and London weekends).
This, they point out, would make each
program contractor a network in fact,
and they could compete much as the
networks compete in the U. S.
ATV is a diversified operation. In
BROADCASTING, October 26, 1959

addition to its program contracts, it is
also heavily entrenched in the syndication field and in station ownership. It is
the UK contractor for Muzak, owned
by the Jack Wrather organization. And
the Wrather company and ATV each
hold one-half interest in Independent
Television Corp. ATV also controls
the McQuarrie broadcasting operations
in Australia, including stations in
Sydney, Adelaide and Brisbane.
Messrs. Parnell and Grade argue that
the UK public's interest would best be
served by taking the limitations off the
broadcast day and letting the program
contractors have their heads in developing new programming. Contributions
to ITA for the physical facilities and
control organization could be increased
proportionately above the roughly $1.7
million per year now paid by the major
contractors (that's what ATV pays for
London weekends and weekdays in the
Midlands). Thus service could be expanded, they argue, and as new territories are opened, the payments could
be increased, to include a percentage of
profits if need be. Introduction of new
parties, they contend, would not be
fair, because they did not undertake the
initial risks and would not have the
expertise or know-how.
ABC Television Interview • R. W.
Dickenson, administrative head* of the
contractor which operates weekends in
the North and the Midlands and G. A.
Cooper, advertising director, are all-out
in their support of a third program to
existing contractors. The only one of
the big four without a weekday service,
this energetic organization would like
to spread its manpower to provide additional service. Like the others, it sees
a great potential in video tape in its
operations. And it regards the institutional field as the untapped area.
Mr. Cooper told Broadcasting his
company had a gross of $19 million in
1958 and is doing better in 1959. Despite its weekend-only operations, it
covers about one-half of the network
area with a population of 20 million of
the nation's 50 million people. Its programming amounts to considerably
more than the 7 hours per day on
Saturday and Sunday since it does many
special event and outside pickups which
are not included in the 7-hour per day
limitation. Because of its concentrated
programming the company is using six
video tape machines and will acquire
more. ABC operates 350 theatres and
has extensive motion picture studio facilities. Italso is expanding in programming syndication, particularly in the
dominions.
Agency-Advertiser Views • Barry
Barron, director, McCann-Erickson Advertising Ltd.. London, and chairman
of that agency's European tv coordinatBROADCASTING, October 26, 1959

ing committee, told Broadcasting that
the organized agency practitioners and
advertisers feel there should be a third
network as quickly as possible and that
it obviously should be commercial. ITA,
it is generally felt, has done a fine job,
but the agencies and advertisers feel
they should have a greater voice in establishment ofcommercial policies.
Agencies raised a fuss about the recent increase in spot rates by the program contractors, but they evidently are
now reconciled to it. They do not favor
the ad-magazine concept and they deplore the lumping of too many spots
in between programs — a plaint that has
its counterpart in the U. S. But it isn't
a matter of triple — or even quadruple
spotting. Under the UK plan, as many
as seven or eight spots are run in tandem in the maximum of 2i/2 minutes
permitted at breaks.
The agencies, however, also are
agreed that the no-direct-sponsorship
plan is in Britain to stay and that settlement of any differences must be within
the confines of that principle.
PORTUGAL'S
TV
Operations, program
follow U.S. pattern
Little Portugal has 8 million people
and less than 50,000 television sets but
it thinks more along American lines on
operations and program sponsorship
than perhaps any nation in Europe, not
excluding Great Britain.
The reason isn't hard to find. Dr.
Carlos Barradas da Silva, director general of Radiotelevisao Portuguesa, spent
from 1945 until 1951 with General
Electric Co., in commercial electronics
engineering, and was exposed to U.S.
programming and techniques.
Commercial tv got started in Portugal in late 1957. Programming is now
up to 3V2 hours per evening (4 hours
on Sunday), with plans to expand
operations gradually. Programming consists of about 60% live (there's an
overall staff of 600). The balance of
40% consists of syndicated features,
news reels and a feature film once a
week.
Dr. Silva believes that the American
system of program sponsorship is to be
preferred over the British "rotating
spot" or "ad mag" concept. But he feels
that the broadcaster must retain control, to effectuate balance, rather than
permit the advertiser to produce or own
the program. He was alone in this view
at the European Broadcasting Union
conference in London last May, except
for some support from Independent
Television Authority in England, but
feels the trend inevitably will be in the
direction of American-type direct spon-
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sorship, but with the operator controlling programs.
Cost? • Dr. Silva was loath to estimate how much it will cost to expand
Portugal's television operations to cover
most of this rather rugged country.
Revenue from sponsorship this year
wouldn't pay one month's postage bill
for any one of our networks. It will
aggregate about $35,000 according to
Dr. Silva.
But revenue also is derived from television set licenses — about $15 per set
per year. The "deficit," the size of
which he could not estimate, is covered
by a "loan" from the Government,
which, however, does not directly control the operations, but does own onethird of the stock of the public corporation. Another third is owned by nine
private commercial radio stations, and
the final third is owned by public investors through 12 private banks, and
one individual — the company president,
with a nominal 25 shares.
There is a controlling board of directors of 5, of which two are government,
two from private broadcasting and one
from the public. There is only one
program to date, transmitted by five
stations, now covering 65% of the
population. By June, 1960, repeaters
will have been installed to expand
coverage to 85%. Operations are all in
the European standard television bands,
utilizing bands 1 and 3 and selected
channels in those bands.
Whereas radio is "practically uncontrol ed" as to programming content (except for news which is censored by the
Salazer government, oldest dictatorship
in Europe), tv is controlled by decree
through a program board of leading authorities. As a consequence, there can
be no crime, violence, sex or politics on
Portuguese tv. The operators feel these
controls are too restrictive.
Government • Actually, the Government can call the shots on program-

USSR
quiz shows
Although broadcast quiz shows
may be on the wane in the U.S.A.,
they're
beginning
wax hot
in the just
U.S.S.R.
as a tomeans
of
putting across various Soviet
propaganda objectives to people
in other countries. After inauguration of the quiz show technique
in shortwave broadcasts to Great
Britain, several European countries and the Near East (Broadcasting, Oct. 12) — and offering
trips behind the Iron Curtain as
the most attractive prizes — Radio
Moscow has announced that it
will broadcast a quiz program to
the U.S. on Oct. 30 at 6 p.m.
EDT. The subjects will be on Soviet "economic advances" and
"The Seven- Year Plan" and contestants aren't required to be
present at Moscow studios. Top
prize in the quiz to be shortwaved
to the U.S. is a Russian-made
camera and consolation prizes include new Russian stamps, books,
wood carvings, photographs of
Russian cities and "rocket badges." The program will be on the
9, 11, 15 and 17 mc shortwave
bands.
ming because the law setting up RTF
designates it a public utility. This law,
enacted in 1955, grants an exclusive
concession for 20 years and may be
renewed. Tax exemption is granted, including free import of equipment, films
and all materials necessary for operation of the network.
Radio is well entrenched, both on the
Portugal mainland and in its extensive
colonial possessions. There are 34 stations, overall. The Government maintains anetwork with studios in Lisbon
(800,000 population) and Oporto
(500,000). Most of these non-commer-

cial programs are beamed by shortwave
to its overseas territories including
Portuguese India and Africa.
The tax on radio sets is $3.50 per
year, which is turned over to the Government operated network, along with
fines paid by owners of unlicensed
equipment. Deficits are met by direct
government subsidy.
The most important private operations also have government connections
through minority stock ownership. Radio Clube Portugues and Radio
Renascenca (Catholic Church) each
has outlets both in Lisbon and Oporto,
and accept commercial programs.
Scattered throughout the country are
stations listed as "amateurs," run by
local radio clubs, and controlled by the
Government Department of Posts, Telemercial. graphs and Telephones. They are comAlthough Portugal's economy is regarded as among the soundest in
Europe, it is having troubles in the export market. Its biggest export product,
cork, is suffering from the competition
of plastics, which apparently do most
of the corkage functions cheaper. Wine
is an export item, but, except for port,
its products are not as well known or as
cheap as those of its competitors. It is
well off, however, in its overseas possessions and keeps its budgets balanced
through their revenues.
Four

more

in Australia

tv stations
by May

Australia will have four new tv stations by next May. One starts in Brisbane next month. Others are in Ade(February), Perth (March) and
Hobartlaide
(May).
A survey of commercial tv stations
shows that Sydney and Melbourne viewers like domestic and comedy shows,
respectively. But the western is the most
popular show in both cities. In Sydney,
news is more popular than variety, the
survey says. In Melbourne the reverse
is the case.
Foreign tv stations
increase by 50%
There has been a 50% jump in foreign tv stations in the past year, U. S.
Information Agency reported Oct. 19.
As of Sept. 30, USIA noted, there
were 985 tv transmitting stations of all
types and 28,047,700 receiving sets in
operation abroad. This compares with
639 stations and 21.5 million receivers
reported a year ago, same date. Transmitters include originating stations, relay outlets, experimental stations, etc.
Free world countries overseas now
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have 819 tv stations, USIA reported.
Communist bloc countries have 166 outlets, with USSR having added 20 new
stations in past six months, Czechoslovakia and Poland two each and East
Germany one.
In 1956 there will be 161 tv stations
in the Soviet Union, an increase of 68
over the current total of 93, according
to an analysis of tv developments in that
country issued recently by the Institute
for the Study of the U.S.S.R., Munich,
Germany. Rapid expansion of Soviet
tv, through "enormous" sums poured
into tv by the Communist Party Central
Committee, is apparent frorruthe fact

that the number of outlets there increased from 2 in 1940 to 12 in 1955, 30 in
1957 and 62 in 1958, the institute reported.
USIA also reports • Free world countries gained 2.2 million receiving sets,
with the total now 24 million. Communist bloc stations gained 200,000 receivers for a total of 4 million.
For the first time, Communist China
has announced 5,000 sets in use in the
Peiping area. Red China has three tv
stations operating.
Increased activity in Africa and the
Near East also was noted by USIA. The

FOR
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Applications

As Compiled by Broadcasting

Oct. 13 through Oct. 20. Includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing cases, rules & standards changes
and routine roundup.
Abbreviations:
DA — directional antenna, cp — construction
permit. ERP — effective radiated power, vhf
— very high frequency, uhf — ultra high fre— antenna,w — aur.
— aural,
vis. —
visual, kw quency,
— ant.kilowatts,
watts,
mc — megacycles. —D day. N — night. IS — local sunset,
mod. — modification, trans. — transmitter, unl.
—unlimited hours, kc — kilocycles. SCA —
subsidiary communications authorization.
SSA — special service authorization. STA—
special
temporary
authorization.
SH — specified hours.
* — educational.
Ann. Announced.
New Tv Stations
APPLICATIONS
Alamosa, Colo. — Star Bcstg. Inc. vhf ch. 3
(60-66 mc); ERP 14.84 kw vis., 7.42 kw aur.;
ant. height above average terrain 211 ft.
Estimated construction cost $60,000, first
year operating cost $75,000, revenue $75,000.
P.O. address 2226 Television Lane, Pueblo,
Colo. Studio-trans, location Alamosa', on
U.S. 285, l'mile
of U.S.
160. 105°
Geographic
coordinates
37° south
27' 07"
N.Lat.,
52' 49"
W.Long. Trans. RCA TT-5A, ant. RCA TF3C.
Star
Bcstg.
Inc.
is
licensee
of
KCSJAM-TV Pueblo, Colo. Star is owned
by

EDWIN
&

Bankers Life and Casualty Co., Chicago.
111. Ann. Oct. 15.
Wausau, Wis. — VaUey Telecasting Co. vhf
ch. 9 (186-192 mc); ERP 143 kw vis., 74 kw
aur.; ant. height above average terrain 549
ft. Estimated construction cost $94,378, first
year operating
cost $180,000,
P.O.
address Mason
and revenue
Roosevelt$80,000.
Sts.,
Green
Bay,
Wis.
Studio-trans,
location
Marathon County, Wis., 3.5 miles south of
Bevent.
coordinates
29"
N.Lat., 89°Geographic
24' 32" W.Long.
Trans. 44°RCA43' TT11AH, ant.
RCA TW-158.
counsel
McKenna
& Wilkinson,
1735Legal
DeSales
St. NW,
Washington, D.C. Consulting engineer
George P. Adair Engineering Co., 1610 I St.
NW, Washington, D.C. Principals include
Clayton Ewing, S.N. Pickard and others
Mr. Ewing
and realNeenah,
estate.
Mr.
Pickardis in
is engineering
owner of WNAM
Wis., licensee
and ownerof ofWFRV
NeenahGreen
-Menasha
Inc.
Bay. Bcstg.
Ann.
Oct. 15.
Existing Tv Stations
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
*WCIQ (TV)
Ala.— Alabama
Educational Munford,
Television Commission.
Changed
from WTIQ (TV).

TORNBERG

COMPANY,

INC.

NEGOTIATORS FOR THE PURCHASE AND
SALE OF RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS
EVALUATIONS
j
FINANCIAL ADVISERS
k
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Central African Federation (Rhodesia
and Nyasaland) expect to have tv next
year; Ghana is considering establishment of the system; Liberia plans to
have it by December and Western Nigeria by the end of this month. In the
near East, Lebanon has inaugurated tv
service; United Arab Republic has
launched construction and Israel expects to have tv within two years.
In other parts of the globe, USIA reported that India's experimental tv service began Sept. 15, and in Japan six
government-owned and 12 commercial
stations went on air in past six months
— with the set count reaching 3 million.

NEW YORK
60 East 42nd Street
MUrray Hill 7-4242
WEST COAST
860 Jewell Avenue
Pacific Grove, California
FRontier 2-7475
WASHINGTON
1625 Eye Street, N.W.
District 7-8531

KVUE - TV Sacramento, Calif . — Capitol
Television Co. Changed from KCCC-TV.
New Am Stations
APPLICATIONS
Duluth, Minn. — Linton D. Hargreaves 1390
kc, 500 w D. P.O. address Box 3034, Eastbrook Station, Montgomery, Ala. Estimated
construction cost $7,484, first year operating
cost $36,000, revenue $47,000. Applicant is
general manager and 25% owner of WMGY
Montgomery, Ala. Ann. Oct. 14.
Bolivar, Mo. — Shepard of the Hills Bcstg.
Co. 1550 kc, 500 w D. P.O. address Bolivar,
Mo. Estimated construction cost $23,950, first
year operating cost $42,000, revenue $48,000.
Applicants are Robert F. Neathery and L.C.
McKenney, equal partners. Mr. Neathery is
majority
owner Thayer,
of KWPM-AM-FM
West
Plains, KALM
KUKU Willow
Springs,mothall
Missouri,
and
KAMS-FM
MamSprings, Ark. He is 50% owner of
KBHM Branson, Mo. Mr. McKenney is owner of KRMO Monett, and 50% owner of
KBHM Branson, both Missouri. He is owner
of KMDO Fort Scott, Kan. Ann. Oct. 20.
Sag Harbor, N.Y.— The Hamptons Bcstg.
Co. 1600 kc, 500 w D. P.O. address % Fitzgerald Smith, 116 W. 48th St., New York,
N.Y. Estimated construction cost $17,000,
first year operating cost $35,000, revenue
$48,000. Applicant is Fitzgerald Smith who
is radio-tv producer-writer. Ann. Oct. 20.
Cherryville, N.C. — Cherryville Bcstg. Inc.
1590 kc, 500 w. P.O. address 109 E. Sycamore
St., Lincolnton, N.C. Estimated construction
cost $14,205, first year operating cost $24,000,
revenue $30,000. Applicant is Jack W.
Franks. Mr. Franks is in small loan and
memorial park businesses. Ann. Oct. 20.
Creek,
— Earladdress
McKinley
TrabueMyrtle
1010 kc,
5 kw Ore.
D. P.O.
724 South
4th St., Springfield, Ore. Estimated construction cost $12,500, first year operating
cost $24,000, revenue $31,000. Applicant is
Oct.
19. in plywood manufacture. Ann.
employed
Existing Am Stations
APPLICATIONS
KWTC Barstow, Calif.— Cp to increase
daytime
to 1 kwOct.and14. install newpower
trans. from
(1230 250kc).w Ann.
WHOO Orlando, Fla. — Cp to increase daytime power from 10 kw to 50 kw, change
from DA-N to DA-2, make changes in ant.
system (1 additional tower) and install new
trans, for daytime use (990 kc), Ann. Oct.
19.
KRXK Rexburg, Idaho — Cp to increase
daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw and install new trans, for daytime use (1230 kc).
Ann. Oct. 15.
WZIP Covington, Ky.— Mod. of license to
change station and studio location from
Covington, Ky. to Cincinnati, Ohio (1050
kc). Ann. Oct. 14.
WKHM Jackson, Mich. — Cp to increase
daytime
1 kw Ann.
to 5 Oct.
kw and
stall newpower
trans. from
(970 kc).
20. inWROB West Point, Miss.— Cp to increase
daytime
to 1 kwOct.and14. install newpower
trans. from
(1450 250kc).w Ann.
KWRE Warrenton, Mo. — Cp to increase
119

Florida Wire & Cable Co.
Picks Jacksonville

Edgar Danciger, President
Florida Wire & Cable Co.
Florida Wire & Cable Co., manufacturers
of prestressed concrete strand, utility strand
and wire rope, has picked Jackonsville for
its headquarters and new plant. Florida
Wire & Cable's new plant shows their
faith
in the State ofenthusiastically
Florida's Gateway
City
and Jacksonville
welcomes
this
new
addition
to
the
rapidly
expanding
North Florida economy.
<~
^
AND JACKSONVILLE PICKS |f
WFGA-TV
M
NBC and ABC Programming. jjf
Represented nationally by
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
.
• 'sot
(Tenth of a Series)
#V

WFGA

- TV

¥ f J
:L*^
FLORIDA'S

Channel 1 2
Jacksonville, Florida
COLORFUL STATION
TOWERS
REFLECTORS
BUILDINGS
• FIXED
• PORTABLE
Complete
installations
for all
communications
purposes

WIHRJIIIidllui

CONSTRUCTION
CO.
2723 HAWKEYE DR. SIOUX CITY, IOWA
Tower Fabricators
and Erectors
the World Over!
r MAIL
TODAY! FOR 1959 CATALOG!
| TOWER
CONSTRUCTION
CO.
2723 HAWKEYE
DRIVE
1 SIOUX CITY, IOWA

daytime power from 500 w to 1 kw and install new trans. (730 kc). Ann. Oct. 19.
KSIDtime power
Sidney,
dayfrom Neb.
250 —w Cpto to1 kwincrease
and install
new trans. (1340 kc). Ann. Oct. 14.
WOVof New
N.Y.-Carlstadt,
N.J.—
Mod.
licenseYork,
to change
station location
from New York, N.Y.-Carlstadt, N.J. to New
York, N.Y. (1280 kc). Ann. Oct. 14.
WJJM Lewisburg, Tenn. — Cp to increase
daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw and install new trans. (1490 kc). Ann. Oct. 19.
WCDT Winchester, Tenn. — Cp to increase
daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw and install new trans. (1340 kc). Ann. Oct. 14.
KVIC Victoria, Tex. — Cp to increase daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw and install
new trans. (1340 kc). Ann. Oct. 14.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
WLIQ
Mobile,
Ala.— Jemcon Bcstg. Co.
Changed from
WCIQ.
WCHP Tuscumbia, Ala. — Tuscumbia Bcstg.
System.
WGUNWEAS.
Decatur, Ga.-WEAS Inc. Changed
from
WOWI
Albany,
Ohio Valley
Bcstg.
Inc.New
Changed
from Ind.—
WLRP.
Corp.
KOUR Independence, Iowa — Plains Bcstg
WEMD Easton, Md.— Easton Bcstg. Co.
WETT Ocean City, Md.— The Wett Corp.
WDXY evisionSumter,
S.C.— B.D.S. Radio & TelInc.
KWBA Baytown, Tex. — Bayshore Bcstg.
Co. Changed from KREL.
Inc.KAPE San Antonio, Tex.— Top Bcstrs.
WKEE Huntington, W.Va.— Geyer Bcstg
Co. Changed from WHTN.
WEAQ
Eau from
Claire,
Wis.— Bcstr. Services
Inc. Changed
WEAU.
WISZ
Madison,
Wis.—
Bcstrs. Inc. Changed fromHeart
WISC.O'Wisconsin
KTWO
Casper,
Wyo.
—
Rocky
Tele Stations. Changed from KSPR.Mountain
New Fm Stations
APPLICATIONS
Woodland, Calif. — Interstate Bcstg. Co.
95.3 mc, 250 w. P.O. address Box 593 West
Sacramento. Calif. Estimated construction
cost $6,975, first year operating cost $15 600
revenue $24,000. Applicant is Melvyn e]
Lucas who is general manager of KCCC
(TV) Sacramento. Ann. Oct. 20.
St. Louis, Mo. — Continental Bcstg. Corp.
102.5 mc, 24.9 kw. P.O. address % Robert G
Dowd,Estimated
1910 Boatmen's
Bank cost
Bldg.,$24,050.
St. Louis
Mo.
construction
first
year operating cost $36,000, revenue $48,000
Applicants
are Robert
G. Dowd
Edward C. Schafer
25%, and
others. 54.84%,
Mr. Dowd
is attorney.
Mr. 14.Schafer is in import business. Ann. Oct.
Long Branch, N.J.— Long Branch Bcstg.
Inc. 107.1 mc, 1 kw. P.O. address 156 Broadway, Long Branch, N.J. Estimated construction cost $14,150, first year operating cost
$7,500, revenue $7,500. Applicants are Urnberto M. Mazzacco, Dr. John J. Gesualdi,
Harry B. Brody, Orlando A. Biamonte and
Joseph P. Tomaino, 20% each. Mr. Mazzacco
is pharmacist. Dr. Gesualdi is dentist. Mr.
Brody is electronics engineer and with
Messrs. Biamonte and Tomaino is employed by federal govt.
Pittsburgh,
Pa.— Sisters
of Cincinnati, Ohio 107.9
mc, 41.4ofkw.Charity
P.O. address
% F.B. Hennock, 1025 Connecticut Ave NW
Washington. D.C. Estimated construction
cost $53,229,
first Ann.
year Oct.
operating
revenue
$98,000.
20. cost $78,000
Existing Fm Stations
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KOOL-FMInc.Phoenix, Ariz.— KOOL RadioTelevision
WJOL-FM Joliet. 111.— WJOL Inc
WGGM (FM) Taylorville, 111.— Keith W
Moyer.
KCJC (FM) Kansas City, Kan.— Floyd W
Hurlbert. Changed from KCBM (FM)
WABX (FM) Detroit, Mich.— Richard E
Burris.
WDOD Corp.
- FM Chattanooga, Tenn. — WDOD
Bcstg.
KHQ-FM Spokane, Wash.— KHQ Inc
WKEE-FM
Huntington,
— Geyer
Bcstg.
Co. Changed
from W.Va.
WHTN-FM
WEAQ-FM
Eau
Claire,
Wis—
Bcstr
Services Inc. Changed from WEAU-FM
WISZ-FM
Madison,
Wis.—
Heart
O'Wisconsin Bcstrs. Inc. Changed from WISC-FM.
Ownership Changes
APPLICATIONS
WTHG Jackson, Ala.— Seeks transfer of
control from T.H. Gaillard Jr., W.M. Jordan
and W.P. Thielens,
each d/b/a Jackson
Bcstg. Inc. to T.H.33>/3%
Gaillard Jr.
and
W.P. Thielens 33y3% d/b/a same66%%
corpora120 (FOR THE RECORD)

tion. No financial consideration. Exchange
of stock as follows: T.H. Gaillard Jr.
transfers 40 shares of Demopolis Bcstg. Inc.
stock (licensee of WXAL Demopolis, Ala.) to
W.M. Jordan who in turn transfers 40 shares
of Jackson stock plus 17 shares of West
Alabama Bcstg. Inc. stock (licensee of
WPBB
Oct. 16. Tuscaloosa) to Mr. Gaillard. Ann.
KSEA (FM)
Calif.—Graysen
Seeks as-to
signment of cpSanfromDiego,
Leonard
Seaboard Bcstg. Co. for $2,000. Purchaser is
Alex M. Victor who is advertising agency
account executive. Ann. Oct. 14.
WLOF-TV Orlando, Fla.— Seeks transfer
of
Corp.,
fromcontrol
John ofW.Mid-Florida
Kluge (26%Television
class B stock)
and Joseph L. Brechner (37% class B stock)
to Joseph L. Brechner (63%) for $350,000
Class B stock has identical rights with class
A except A stockholders elect 2 directors
and B stockholders 3 directors. Ann. Oct. 16.
WAGM-AM-TV Presque Isle, Me.— Seeks
transfer of control from Northeastern Bcstg.
Inc. to Community Bcstg. Service. Merger of
corporation into parent company. Northeastern was controlling stockholder of
Aroostoock Bcstg. Corp. licensee of WAGMAM-TV, WABM Houlton, Me. Community
Bcstg. Service is licensee of WABI-AM-TV
Bangor and controlling stockholder of
WPOR Portland, both Maine. Ann. Oct. 14
WDVM Pokomoke City, Md.— Seeks assignment of license from G. Russell Chambers d/b/a Eastern Shore Bcstg. Corp. to
Earnest Tannen for $120,000 plus agreement
not to compete for 5 years. Mr. Tannen is
sales manager of WTTG (TV) Washington.
D.C,
and has
in WLOF-TV Orlando
Fla. Ann.
Oct. interest
20.
WBRB Mt. Clemens, Mich. — Seeks assignment of license
WBRB Inc. to Wright
and Maltz
Inc. from
for $147,699
plus payment
of
debts
incurred.
Purchasers
Milton
Maltz and Robert G. Wright, equalarepartners
Mr. Maltz is co-manager of WBRB and is
50% owner with Mr. Wright in WTTF
Tiffin,
is co-manager of
WBRB. Ohio.
Ann. Mr.
Oct. Wright
19.
KOIL Omaha, Neb.— Seeks transfer of control of Central States Bcstg. Die. from L
Fargo Wells 5.26% and Don W. Burden
44.84%
to Don
Ann. Oct.
20. W. Burden 50.10% for $10,000
KLAS Las Vegas, Nev. — Seeks assignment
of licenseBcstrs.
from Las Vegas Bcstrs. Die. to
Frontier
Inc. for $155,000. Principals
are Albert H. Kelson (66%%)
and Carl A.
Hulbert (33y3%). Mr. Kelson is in investment
business.
Mr.
Hulbert
formerly
wa«
insurance adjuster. Ann. Oct. 14
KSHO-TV Las Vegas, Nev.— Seeks transfer
of control from Television Companv of
America
to Nevada
Bcstrs.
Fund" Dae.
for
$137,500Die.payment
on 90%
of issued
and
outstanding
shares of transferor corporation
Principal purchasers are Reed R. Maxfleld
30% and
W. Hughes 12.5%. Mr. Maxfield
is in Robert
insurance and finance. Mr. Hughes
is attorney. Ann. Oct.
15.
WNOS-AM-FM High Point, N.C.— Seeks
assignment of license from Charles
E. Doss
McClain
and jw'
Doss 75%of N.C.
CharlesDossE. Bcstg.
owner,25%to d/b/a
sole
Dae
Mr.
Oct. 16. is station manager of WNOS
Ann. McClain
WCAY Cayce, S.C.— Seeks assignment of
license from Lexington
Bcstrs. to
Lexington County Bcstrs.County
corporation. Ann. Oct. 19. Die. Change to
WRGS Rogersville, Tenn.—
transfer
of control from John E. BealSeeks
50% Charles
W. Beal, Harry M.
Beal and Fred T.
Beal
1623% E.each
Bcstg.40%Co andto
John
Beal d/b/a
50%, Rogersville
Charles
W.
Beal
others d/b/a WRGS Inc. for $2,000 Ann
Oct. 16.

F YOU'RE
CHARGED
WITH
LIBEL - SLANDER
PIRACY - PLAGIARISM
INVASION OF PRIVACY
COPYRIGHT VIOLATION
Be ready with our unique
EXCESS INSURANCE
Adequate protection against embarrassing loss
at amazingly moderate cost. Write!
EMPLOYERS REINSURANCE
CORPORATION
New
Chicago.
San100Francisco,
21York.
W: Tenth,
Mo.Bush
107 William
175Kansas
W. City,'
St, Jackson . . St.
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SUMMARY OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING through October 20
CP
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
ON AIR
Not on air
For new stations
Lie.
Cps
48
55
AM
103
729' 3
3,367
155
87
FM
601
56
TV
98
128
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
4681
Compiled
by BROADCASTING through October 20
VHF
UHF
TOTAL
524
443
81
Commercial
43
33
10
Non-commercia!
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
As reported by FCC through September 30, 1959
AM
105
Licensed (all on air)
CPs on air (new stations)
3,35859
CPs not on air (new stations)
490
Total authorized stations
219
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
3,522
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
709
Total applications for new stations
604
162
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
766
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
Total applications for major changes
1
Licenses deleted
1
CPs deleted

FM
600
46
80329
157
62
916
38
32
0
1

Equipping
Radio

a

Station

?

465
TV54
669
101
57
69
18
126
50
321
0

1 There are, in addition, ten tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
licenses.
2 There are, in addition, 38 tv cp-holders which were on the air at one time but are no
longer in operation and one which has not started operation.
WVEC Hampton, Va. — Seeks assignment of
license from Peninsula Bcstg. Corp. to Peninsula Radio Corp. Change to new coporation. No ownership changes involved. Ann.
Oct. 14.
WLLY Richmond, Va. — Seeks assignment
of license
WLLY plus
Inc. $50,000
to Radio
Richmond Inc. from
for $105,000
covenant
against competition for 5 years. Purchasers
are Burton Levine 80% and Melvin Levine
20%. Burton Levine is owner of WROV Roanoke, Va. Melvin
Levine is employed there.
Ann. Oct.
20.
WHYE Roanoke, Va. — Seeks assignment of
license from Roanoke Bcstrs. to Roanoke
Bcstrs. Inc. Change to corporation. No ownership change involved. Arm. Oct. 14.
KODI
Cody, Bcstrs.,
Wyo. — from
Seeks R.B.
transfer
control of Park
Croft,of W.E.
Killmer and R.B. Beall y3 each to R.B. Beall
and Glenn E. Nielson equal partners for
$30,000 ($15,000 each to Messrs. Killmer and
Croft).ness.Mr.
Nielson
Ann. Oct.
16. is in steel and oil busiWKYN Rio Piedras, P.R. — Seeks assignment of cp from Julio Morales Ortiz to
Quality Bcstg. Corp. Change to corporation,
headed by Senor Ortiz, 78.9%. Ann. Oct. 14.
Routine Roundup
ACTION ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner Robert E. Lee
Granted petition by Eastern Idaho Bcstg.
& Television Co. for extension of time to
Oct. 26 to file opposition to petition by Sam
H. Bennion for review of Chief Hearing Examiner'sreconsideration
order denying earlier
petition of
Bennion for
of dismissal
of
his application which was in consolidated
proceeding with application of Eastern
Idaho both for new tv stations to operate on
ch. 8 in Idaho Falls, Idaho. Action Oct. 16.
Granted joint petition by Surburban Bcstg.
Inc., and Concert Network Inc., for extension of time to Nov. 2, or to such other
specified date, or for such other period of
time as might be deemed appropriate, to
file replies to responses to petitions to enlarge issues in proceeding on their applications for new fm stations in Mount Kisco,
N.Y., and Newark, N.J. Action Oct. 16.
Granted petition by Broadcasters Inc.,
South Plainfield, N.J. for extension of time
to Nov. 6 to file exceptions to initial decision
in proceeding
its application
station,
et al. in
Action
Oct. 16. for new am
Granted petition by TCA Bcstg. Corp.,
College Park, Md., for extension of time to
Oct. 19 to file exceptions to initial decision in
proceedini?
Action
Oct. on
13. its am application, et al.
BROADCASTING, October 26, 1959

Granted petition by Newton Bcstg. Co.,
Newton, Mass., for extension of time to
Oct. 16 to file replies to the opposition of
WKOX
Beverly,
Mass.,
to Newton's
petition Inc.
to enlarge
issues
in proceeding
on
their am applications, et al. Action Oct. 13.
By Chief Hearing Examiner James D.
Cunningham
Granted petition by Grand Haven Bcstg.
Co. (WGHN) Grand Haven, Mich., for dismissal without prejudice of its am application and retained in hearing status remainOct. ing
16. applications in consolidation. Action
Granted petition by Centre Bcstrs. Inc.
(WMAJ) tervene
State
College, Pa.,
leave to in-of
in proceeding
on for
applications
Bald Eagle-Nittany Bcstrs. and Suburban
Bcstg.
Corp.State
for College,
new am Pa.stations
Bellefonte and
Action inOct.
16.
Granted petition by Capital Bcstg. Co.
(KWOS) Jefferson City, Mo., for dismissal
without prejudice of its am application
which was in consolidated proceeding with
applications of Tiffin Bcstg. Co., Tiffin, Ohio,
et al; retained in hearing status remaining
applications in consolidation. Action Oct. 16.
Granted motion by Jose R. Madrazo for
dismissal
without
prejudice
of his application for new
am station
in Guaynabo,
P.R.,
and retained in hearing status application of
Continental
Bcstg.
Corp.
(WHOA)
San
Juan,
P.R. Action Oct. 15.
Granted motion by David V. Harman for
dismissal without prejudice of his application and retained in hearing status application of Richard B. Gilbert both for am facilities in Tempe, Ariz. Action Oct. 15.
Granted motion by Tri Cities Bcstg. Co.,
to strike denied motion by Southern Bcstrs.
Inc., for leave to file response pleading in
the Greensboro-High Point, N.C., ch. 8 tv
proceeding, and struck response document
tendered
with filings
Southern's
motion.
unauthorized
contrary
to Sec.(Involves
1.13 of
procedural rules.) Action Oct. 15.
Scheduled for hearing on Dec. 29 complaint by WSAZ Inc. (WSAZ-TV) Huntington, W.Va., alleging that AT&T has charged
greater compensation for use of program
transmission channels between Columbus,
Ohio, and Huntington, then is specified in
applicable tariffs. Action Oct. 14.
Scheduled hearing for Dec. 29 in proceeding on am applications of Bill S. Lahm, Wisconsin Rapids, and The Tomah-Mauston
Bcstg.
Oct. 14. Inc. (WTMB) Tomah, Wis. Action
By Hearing Examiner J.D. Bond
Pursuant to agreements heretofore entered

New

RCA

5 KW FM Transmitter
Designed for
Multiplexing
A "Direct FM" system plus many
other outstanding performance
features such as built-in remote
control provisions and screen voltage power output control, make the
BTF-5B today's best FM transmitter buy. Its 5000-watt power output provides adequate coverage of
a multiplex channel and improved
coverage for conventional operation. New Exciter, Type BTE-10B,
uses "Direct FM" modulator circuits, thus fewer tubes are required. Whatever your equipment
needs-SEE RCA FIRST!
Or write for descriptive literto RCA,Camden,
Dept. ZD-22
Buildingature 15-1,
N. J.
RADIO CORPORATION
of AMERICA

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Offices
ME. 8-5411
1735 OeSales St., N. W.
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFCCE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
501-514 Munsey Bldg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Diilard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 530}
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Experience in Radio
Engineering
1710 H St., N.W. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnes & Culver
Munsey Building
District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.

RUSSELL
P. MAY
71 1 14th St., N. W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D.C. REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C.
Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
Fleetwood 7-8447
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
CRestvlew 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
OLIver 2-8520

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610
Eye St., D.N. C.W.
Washington,
Executive 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
19 E. Quincy St. Hickory 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Military Rd., N. W.,
Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone STate 7-2601
Member AFCCE

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER

JULES COHEN
Consulting Electronic Engineer
61 7 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-461 6
1426 G St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Brecksville, Ohio
(a Cleveland Suburb)
Tel: JAckson 6-4386
P. O. Box 82
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
GLendale 2-3073

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
1316 S. Kearney
Skyline 6-1603
Denver 22, Colorado

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666
Member AFCCE

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601 Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W. Va. Dickens 2-6281

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

irector

PAUL DEAN FORD
Broadcast Engineering Consultant
4341 South 8th Street
Terre Haute, Indiana
Crawford 4496

NUGENT SHARP
Consulting Radio Engineer
809-11 Warner Building
Washington 4, D. C.
District 7-4443

coniacf
BROADCASTING MAGAZINE
1735 DeSales St. N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
for availabilities

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE,
To Be Seen by 85,000* Readers
- — among them, the, decision-making station owners and managers,applicants
chief engineers
techni-tv
for and
mm, fm.
and cians—facsimile
facilities.
*ARB Continuing Readership Study
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PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
AM-FM-TV
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING CO.
P.O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.
Phone Jackson 3-5302
122

y

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810

Member AFCCE

8401 Cherry St.
Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI
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on record, continued further hearing to Oct.
28 in lotte
proceeding
am application
of CharRadio & Tele.on Corp.
(WGIV) Charlotte.
N.C. Action Oct. 19.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
Granted petition by North Shore Bcstg.
Inc., for continuance of date for exchange of
engineering exhibits from Oct. 12 to Oct. 19
in proceeding
on its application
am facilities in Wauwatosa,
Wis., et al. for
Action
Oct.
12.
Granted motion by Pine Tree Telecasting
Corp. (WPTT) Augusta, Me., for extension
of time from Oct. 16 to Nov. 16 for exchange of documents between applicant and
parties respondent and from Oct. 30 to Dec.
4 for further prehearing conference in proceeding on its application. Action Oct. 13.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
Granted petition by KVFC Inc. (KVFC)
Cortez, Colo., for continuance of hearing date
from Oct. 20 to Nov. 19 in proceeding on its
am application. Action Oct. 19.
Granted joint petition for acceptance of
late filed pleadings by WBOW Inc., and William C. Forrest,
parties respondent,
proceeding on am applications
of Tiffin inBcstg.
Co., Tiffin, Ohio, et al.; granted petition by
KODY Inc. (KODY) North Platte, Neb., for
leave tostitute amend
its am Bcstg.
application
the name KODY
Co. in tolieusub-of
KODY Inc. Action Oct. 16.
Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau for
extension of time to Oct. 22 to reply to
petition by John W. Davis (KPDQ) Portland,
for review
in matterKPAM
of assignment Ore.,
of licenses
of stations
and
KPFM Portland from Broadcasters Ore.,
Ltd., to Gospel Bcstg. Co. Action Oct. 15.
Granted
petitionCincinnati,
by Taft Bcstg.
cessor to Radio
Inc., Co.,
partysuc-in
proceeding on application of WHAS Inc.
(WHAS-TV
ch. 11)
Louisville,
and extended to Nov.
2 and
Dec. 1, Ky.,
respectively,
dates for filing motions for correction of
transcript and support or opposition to
such motions. Action Oct. 15.
By Hearing Examiner Millard F. French
Continued to date to be set by subsequent
order hearing scheduled for Oct. 26 and
scheduled prehearing conference for Oct. 26
in proceeding on application of Surburban
Bcstg. Inc. and Camden Bcstg. Co., for fm
facilities in Mount Kisco, N.Y., and Newark,
N.J. Action Oct. 15.
On own motion, scheduled hearing for
Oct. 21 in proceeding on am applications of
Granite City Bcstg. Co., Mount Airy, N.C, et
al. Action Oct. 14.
By Hearing Examiner Isadore A. Honig
On own motion scheduled prehearing conference for 2 p.m., Oct. 22, in proceeding on
am applications
of Action
WJIV Inc.
Savannah, Ga., et al.
Oct. (WJIV)
13.
On own motion, scheduled prehearing
conference for 2 p.m., Nov. 3, in proceeding
on application of Marin Bcstg. Inc. (KTIM)
San
site. Rafael,
Action Calif.,
Oct. 15.for cp to change trans,
Granted motion by counsel for respondent
Cordell Fray to continue from Oct. 12 to
Oct. 23 date for exchange by applicant and
respondent of their respective exhibits in
final form and from Oct. 19 to Nov. 5 for
hearing in proceeding on fm application of
Sherrillbara, C.Calif.Corwin
Santa BarAction (KGUD-FM)
Oct. 16.
On own motion, scheduled perhearing
conference for 2 p.m., Oct. 29 in proceeding
on application of M&M Bcstg. Co. (WLUKTV
ch. Oct.
11), Marinette,
Wis., for mod. of cp.
Action
13.
By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
Granted petition by Transcript Press Inc.,
America's

Dedham, Mass., to accept late filing of its
oppositionceedingtoon itspetition
to delete issues
am applications
whichin ispro-in
consolidated
proceeding
with
am
applications of County Bcstg. Corp., Gloucester,
Mass., et al. Action Oct. 19.
Rescheduled for Oct. 26 at 2 p.m. oral
argument
motion forCorp.
stay infiled
by Sangamon Valleyon Television
Terre
Haute,
Inc., tv ch. 2 proceeding. Action Oct. 15.
Granted
petition
by
Hess-Hawkins
Co.,
for
continuance of hearing from Oct. 15 to Nov.
16 on its application for am facilities in East
St. Louis, 111. Action Oct. 13.
Granted petition by Newton Bcstg. Co.,
Newton, Mass., for extension of time to Oct.
16 to file response to petition by Transcript
Press Inc., Dedham, Mass., to enlarge issues
to inquire
Newton's financial
qualifications; are into
in consolidated
proceeding
with
County
Bcstg.
Corp.,
Gloucester,
Mass., et
al. Action Oct. 15.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
Reinstated Sept. 16 action granting North
Shore Bcstg Inc., leave to amend its application for new am station to operate on 1550
kc in Madison, Wis., but corrected that
action to show requested operation with 5
kw, daytime only; application in consolidated hearing with Radio St. Croix Inc., New
Richmond, Wis., et al. Action Oct. 16.
On own motion, continued indefinitely
hearing conference scheduled for Oct. 23
in proceeding on application of Oklahoma
Quality Bcstg. Co. to change existing facilOct. 16.ities of KSWO-TV Lawton, Okla. Action
On own motion, ordered that session of
Oct. 29 will be used for prehearing conference rather than for hearing in proceeding on am applications of Garden City
Bcstg.
Co.
Augusta, Ga., et al.
Action Oct. (WAUG)
14.
Scheduled prehearing conference of Nov.
16, at 9:30 a.m., on applications of Howell
B. Phillips and WMCV Inc. for a.m. facilities
in
Williamsburg
and Tompkinsville. Ky.
Action
Oct. 14.
Closed record in proceeding on apolications of Frank James and San Mateo Bcstg.
Co., for fm facilities in Redwood City and
San Mateo, Calif., and proposed findings
will be due by November 23. Action Oct. 13.
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle
On own motion and with consent of all
other parties in proceeding on applications
of Richard B. Gilbert and David V. Harman
for am facilities in Tempe, Ariz., continued
hearing
from13.Oct. 15 to Oct. 16, at 9 a.m.
Action Oct.
Cancelled hearing scheduled for Oct. 14
through Oct. 16 and scheduled resumption
of hearing for Oct. 22 in proceeding on
Douglas H. McDonald, Trustee, to show
cause why authorization for WTVW (TV)
Evansville, Ind., should not be modified to
specify operation on ch. 31 in lieu of ch. 7.
Action Oct. 13.
By Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClenning
Denied motion by Plainview Radio for
continuance of procedural dates in proceeding on its application and that of Star of the
Plains Bcstg. Co., for am facilities in Plainview and Slaton, Tex., and on own motion
continued date for commencement of taking,
of depositions from Oct. 27 to Nov. 3, and
continued date for further hearing conference from Nov. 10 to Nov. 17 at 9 a.m.
Action Oct. 14.
On own motion, continued from Oct. 14 to
Continued on page 129
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Business

Brokers

Interested in buying or selling Radio and TV Properties?
When your business is transacted through
the David Jaret Corp., you are assured of
reliability and expert service backed by over
36 years of reputable brokerage.

Collins high sensitivity Sampling Loops
provide a sensitive and highly accurate
method of sampling tower currents in
directional arrays.
The loop responds only to the radiated
magnetic field. It is unaffected by
weather or ice conditions. Sensitivity is
adjusted by rotating the loop on pivot
bearings. Seventy ohm sampling line
enters the loop through the bottom
pivot. Full insulation permits sampling
without the use of an isolation filter on
simple arrays and low impedance towers. Two loops of wire, which connect
in series or parallel, are shielded inside
a copper tube to eliminate electrostatic
coupling. Unshielded Phase Sampling
loops also available.
Contact Collins for further information.
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PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Offices
ME. 8-5411
1735 DeSalet St., N. W.
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFCCE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
501-514 Munsey Bldg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037 JACKSON 5303
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnes & Culver

1710 H St., N.W. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Munsey Building District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

RUSSELL
P. MAY
71 1 14th St., N. W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D.C. REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE

I. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C.
Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
FLeetwood 7-8447
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
CRestvlew 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
Oliver 2-8520

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING
ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610
Eye St., D.N. C.W.
Washington,
Executive 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jonos
19 E. Quincy St. Hickory 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Military
Rd.,C. N. W.,
Wash., D.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone STate 7-2601
Member AFCCE

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

JULES COHEN
Consulting Electronic Engineer
61 7 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-461 6
1426 G St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Brecksville, Ohio
(a Cleveland Suburb)
Tel: JAckson 6-4386
P. O. Box 82
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
GLendale 2-3073

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
1316 S. Kearney
Skyline 6-1603
Denver 22, Colorado

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666
Member AFCCE

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601 Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W. Va. Dickens 2-6281

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hosklns Street
lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

irector

PAUL DEAN FORD
Broadcast Engineering Consultant
4341 South 8th Street
Terre Haute, Indiana
Crawford 4496

NUGENT SHARP
Consulting Radio Engineer
809-11 Warner Building
Washington 4, D. C.
District 7-4443

confacf
BROADCASTING MAGAZINE
1735 DeSales St. N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
for availabilities

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE,
To Be Seen by 85,000* Readers
among
them,
the. decision-making station
owners
and managers, chief engineers and technicians—
applicants
for
and facsimile facilities.mm, fm. tv
*ARB Continuing Readership Study
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PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
AM-FM-TV
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING CO.
P.O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.
Phone Jackson 3-5302
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CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810

JOHN

B. HEFFELFINGER

8401 Cherry St.
Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI
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on record, continued further hearing to Oct.
28 in lotte
proceeding
am application
of CharRadio & Tele.on Corp.
(WGIV) Charlotte.
N.C. Action Oct. 19.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
Granted petition by North Shore Bcstg.
Inc., for continuance of date for exchange of
engineering exhibits from Oct. 12 to Oct. 19
in proceeding
on its application
am facilities in Wauwatosa,
Wis., et al. forAction
Oct.
12.
Granted motion by Pine Tree Telecasting
Corp. (WPTT) Augusta, Me., for extension
of time from Oct. 16 to Nov. 16 for exchange of documents between applicant and
parties respondent and from Oct. 30 to Dec.
4 for further prehearing conference in proceeding on its application. Action Oct. 13.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
Granted petition by KVFC Inc. (KVFC)
Cortez, Colo., for continuance of hearing date
from Oct. 20 to Nov. 19 in proceeding on its
am application. Action Oct. 19.
Granted joint petition for acceptance of
late filed pleadings by WBOW Inc., and William C. Forrest,
parties respondent,
proceeding on am applications
of Tiffin inBcstg.
Co., Tiffin, Ohio, et al.; granted petition by
KODY Inc. (KODY) North Platte, Neb., for
leave tostitute amend
its am Bcstg.
application
the name KODY
Co. in tolieusub-of
KODY Inc. Action Oct. 16.
Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau for
extension of time to Oct. 22 to reply to
petition by John W. Davis (KPDQ) Portland,
for review
in matterKPAM
of assignment Ore.,
of licenses
of stations
and
KPFM Portland from Broadcasters Ore.,
Ltd., to Gospel Bcstg. Co. Action Oct. 15.
Granted
petitionCincinnati,
by Taft Bcstg.
cessor to Radio
Inc., Co.,
partysuc-in
proceeding on application of WHAS Inc.
(WHAS-TV
ch. 11)
Louisville,
and extended to Nov.
2 and
Dec. 1, Ky.,
respectively,
dates for filing motions for correction of
transcript and support or opposition to
such motions. Action Oct. 15.
By Hearing Examiner Millard F. French
Continued to date to be set by subsequent
order hearing scheduled for Oct. 26 and
scheduled prehearing conference for Oct. 26
in proceeding on application of Surburban
Bcstg. Inc. and Camden Bcstg. Co., for fm
facilities
in Mount
N.J.
Action
Oct. 15.Kisco, N.Y., and- Newark,
On own motion, scheduled hearing for
Oct. 21 in proceeding on am applications of
Granite City Bcstg. Co., Mount Airy, N.C, et
al Action Oct. 14.
By Hearing Examiner Isadore A. Honig
On own motion scheduled prehearing conference for 2 p.m., Oct. 22, in proceeding on
am applications
of Action
WJIV Inc.
Savannah, Ga., et al.
Oct. (WJIV)
13.
On own motion, scheduled prehearing
conference for 2 p.m., Nov. 3, in proceeding
on application of Marin Bcstg. Inc. (KTIM)
San Rafael,
site.
Action Calif.,
Oct. 15.for cp to change trans,
Granted motion by counsel for respondent
Cordell Fray to continue from Oct. 12 to
Oct. 23 date for exchange by applicant and
respondent of their respective exhibits in
final form and from Oct. 19 to Nov. 5 for
hearing in proceeding on fm application of
Sherrillbara, C.Calif.Corwin
Santa BarAction (KGUD-FM)
Oct. 16.
On own motion, scheduled perhearing
conference for 2 p.m., Oct. 29 in proceeding
on application of M&M Bcstg. Co. (WLUKTV
ch. Oct.
11), Marinette,
Wis., for mod. of cp.
Action
13.
By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
Granted petition by Transcript Press Inc.,
America's

Dedham, Mass., to accept late filing of its
oppositionceeding toon itspetition
to delete issues
am applications
whichin ispro-in
consolidated
proceeding
with
am
applications of County Bcstg. Corp., Gloucester,
Mass., et al. Action Oct. 19.
Rescheduled for Oct. 26 at 2 p.m. oral
argument
motion forCorp.
stay infiled
by Sangamon Valleyon Television
Terre
Haute,
Inc., tv ch. 2 proceeding. Action Oct. 15.
Granted
petition
by
Hess-Hawkins
Co.,
for
continuance of hearing from Oct. 15 to Nov.
16
on
its
application
for
am
facilities
in
East
St. Louis, 111. Action Oct. 13.
Granted petition by Newton Bcstg. Co.,
Newton, Mass., for extension of time to Oct.
16 to file response to petition by Transcript
Press Inc., Dedham, Mass., to enlarge issues
to inquire
Newton's financial
qualifications; are into
in consolidated
proceeding
with
County
Bcstg.
Corp.,
Gloucester,
Mass., et
al. Action Oct. 15.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
Reinstated Sept. 16 action granting North
Shore Bcstg Inc., leave to amend its application for new am station to operate on 1550
kc in Madison, Wis., but corrected that
action to show requested operation with 5
kw, daytime only; application in consolidated hearing with Radio St. Croix Inc., New
Richmond, Wis., et al. Action Oct. 16.
On own motion, continued indefinitely
hearing conference scheduled for Oct. 23
in proceeding on application of Oklahoma
Quality Bcstg. Co. to change existing facilOct. 16.ities of KSWO-TV Lawton, Okla. Action
On own motion, ordered that session of
Oct. 29 will be used for prehearing conference rather than for hearing in proceeding on am applications of Garden City
Bcstg.
Co.
Augusta, Ga., et al.
Action Oct. (WAUG)
14.
Scheduled prehearing conference of Nov.
16, at 9:30 a.m., on applications of Howell
B. Phillips and WMCV Inc. for a.m. facilities
in
Williamsburg
and Tompkinsville, Ky.
Action
Oct. 14.
Closed record in proceeding on apDlications of Frank James and San Mateo Bcstg
Co., for fm facilities in Redwood City and
San Mateo, Calif. , and proposed findings
will be due by November 23. Action Oct. 13.
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle
On own motion and with consent of all
other parties in oroceeding on applications
of Richard B. Gilbert and David V. Harman
for am facilities in Tempe, Ariz., continued
hearing
from13.Oct. 15 to Oct. 16, at 9 a.m.
Action Oct.
Cancelled hearing scheduled for Oct. 14
through Oct. 16 and scheduled resumption
of hearing for Oct. 22 in proceeding on
Douglas H. McDonald, Trustee, to show
cause why authorization for WTVW (TV)
Evansville, Ind., should not be modified to
specify Oct.
operation
Action
13. on ch. 31 in lieu of ch. 7.
By Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClenning
Denied motion by Plainview Radio for
continuance of procedural dates in proceeding on its application and that of Star of the
Plains Bcstg. Co., for am facilities in Plainview and Slaton, Tex., and on own motion
continued date for commencement of taking,
of depositions from Oct. 27 to Nov. 3, and
continued date for further hearing conference from Nov. 10 to Nov. 17 at 9 a.m.
Action Oct. 14.
On own motion, continued from Oct. 14 to
Continued on page 129
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GOING

DIRECTIONAL?

Collins high sensitivity Sampling Loops
provide a sensitive and highly accurate
method of sampling tower currents in
directional arrays.
The loop responds only to the radiated
magnetic field. It is unaffected by
weather or ice conditions. Sensitivity is
adjusted by rotating the loop on pivot
bearings. Seventy ohm sampling line
enters the loop through the bottom
pivot. Full insulation permits sampling
without the use of an isolation filter on
simple arrays and low impedance towers. Two loops of wire, which connect
in series or parallel, are shielded inside
a copper tube to eliminate electrostatic
coupling. Unshielded Phase Sampling
loops also available.
Contact Collins for further information.
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20tf per word — $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 25tf per word — $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads #20.00 per inch— STATIONS FOR SALE advertising require display space.
• All other classifications 304 per word — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
Will give 15% interest of in-the-black Carolina 250 station plus salary to top qualified
sales manager-air personality. No investment, nobillings,
gimmick.availability,
Write fullyetc.stating
earnings,
Box
883P, BROADCASTING.
Take off your ear-muffs . . . remove your
rubbers . . . relax and listen to this heartyour big
chance
to make warming
the message.
moveHere's
to sunny
California.
We're
building
a
brand
new
station
(the
second) in a California market that is really booming with a gigantic military installation. We need a manager, a sales manager, and sales staff. We'll pay top salaries
.advancement
. . you'll havewith
excellent
opportunities
for
our expanding
station
group. You can name your own deal as
manager or sales-manager if you are worth
$750.00 per month guarantee plus some
form of profit-sharing. Apply in detail (including photograph) to Box 961P, BROADCASTING. All Replies treated with strictest
confidence.
Have opening for selling manager who can
operate profitably with small staff in middle
Atlantic state medium market. Send complete background details, etc. to Box 107R,
BROADCASTING.
Pittsburgh
wantsticket
experienced
announcer area
with station
first class
who is
seeking anagement.opportunity
to
move
into
$120 per week to start. Mustman-be
competent announcer, married, have car,
good employment history. Send audition
tape, personal history employment record
and
ING. photograph. Box 117R, BROADCASTWanted . . . Radio station manager with
sales ability,
announcer,
man. Place top
. . engineer,
. new station
Key salesWest,
Florida. Good salary and commission. Must
have proven record and good references.
Permanent and good future. Write giving
full history
details.
Applications
fidential R. E.andHook.
Aliceville,
Ala. conManager-sales/programming — new fm station Chicago-suburban area. Must know fm
selling. Opportunity for loyal, hard-working, community-minded person. $150,000,000 market plus. Write in confidence, experience, salary, etc. John D. Morgan,
WNWC, Box 26, Arlington Heights, Illinois.
Aggressive manager, for expanding chains.
New 5000 watt Fargo, N.D. indie. Attractive
salary, beautiful incentive plan. Our successful managers become partners. Must be
strong on sales and promotion. Gene Williams, W. 411-33rd, Spokane, Washington.
Sales
Northern Ohio medium market needs 2
men, building for top grosses, experienced
men only. Box 308P, BROADCASTING.
Sales manager. Major central Ohio market
top money and future for man who loves
to sell. Box 667P, BROADCASTING.
Aggressive, experienced radio salesman with
at least 2 perience.
years
fulltime
selling sales
exOnly those
with radio
successful
record need apply. Position in metropolitan
market south Florida. Salary and commission open. Tell all in first letter, include
references. Box 740P, BROADCASTING.
$125.00 weekly for salesmen. Also bonus
and commission. Metropolitan market east
coast. Opportunity unlimited. Box 865P.
BROADCASTING
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Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Sales
$100-$150 weekly guarantee plus commission and bonus plan for aggressive selfstarter salesmen. Top station Washington,
D.C. market. Box 867P, BROADCASTING.
Sales representative: We will pay top salary plus bonus for an energetic, ambitious,
experienced sales person for the #1, 30
year radio station in western Arkansas.
Town of 60,000 on Oklahoma border— network affiliation. Wonderful living conditions in the heart of this vacation paradise. Get away from the big town rat
race and learn how to live at an easier
pace. Send photo, references, and full
experience in first letter. All replies confidential. Box 876P, BROADCASTING.
Top sales producer needed for top 5,000
watt station in fast growing California
market of 300,000. The right man will have
chance to become sales manager. Salary
plus commission or guarantee against commission. Send full details of background
and
references plus picture to Box 903P,
BROADCASTING.
Florida east coast top station in market
looking for top-notch salesman. Box 929P
BROADCASTING.
Excellent New York market, sound station,
good people, offers wonderful opportunity
in sales. Training provided. Potential five
figures. Box 937P, BROADCASTING.
Wanted. Salesmen who can produce for
country and western station in California.
Write Box 950P, BROADCASTING.
Commercial manager— Outstanding opportunity for aggressive young producer to
take over major eastern sales department.
Excellent income arrangement and chance
for promotion to higher management with
multi
-ownership group. Box 953P, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen — Two — Excellent chance to earn
top income and grow into management. We
promote from within. Major and small
market opportunity— seven stations. Box
954P, BROADCASTING.
Aggressive. Good opportunity in growing
pleasant, competitive major southeast
market. Complete details first letter. Box
983P, BROADCASTING.
Aggressive, experienced radio salesman in
well established CBS station in Michigan
market. Excellent opportunity. Furnish all
details first letter. Immediate opening. Box
986P, BROADCASTING.
Radio sales manager for number one station. Multiple ownership. Outstanding opportunity for experienced man. Send details
Box 998P, BROADCASTING.
Salesman. Preferably some experience medium market. Small staff operation in middle
east. Send background and etc. to Box 108R,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Radio-tv and newspaper salesmen.
If you can produce, make up to $350.00
per week! 601-705 Olive, St. Louis 1, Missouri. CH. 1-6656.
California, KCHJ, Delano. Serves 1,300,000.
Increasing sales staff.
Wanted, experienced salesman, salary plus
commission. Furnish complete background
and references. Contact Sam W. Anderson,
Manager, KFAA, Helena, Ark.
We have opening for progressive salesman
who would like to join real progressive top
rated station that really swings. Excellent
opportunity for the right man. Send full
details to Radio Station WSHE, Raleigh,
North Carolina.

Help Wanted—
Sales (Cont'd)

Salesman wanted immediately by WLOF,
Orlando, Florida. Good salary guaranteed,
incentive bonus arrangements, outstanding fringe benefits with long established,
top rated, modern music and news operation. Brand new housing plentiful and inexpensive. Living conditions unrivaled.
Tell all in first letter. Write Mr. Howard
Kester, General Manager, WLOF Radio,
P.O. Box 5756, Orlando, Florida.
Announcers
South Florida metropolitan market, Number 1 station, in beautiful city three miles
from the Atlantic ocean, with wonderful
living and working conditions, needs a
swinging deejay at $135.00 a week. Send
resume,
CASTING.tape at once to Box 591P, BROADModern number one format station in one
of ten largest markets auditioning fastpaced,
announcers.
Key opportustation
leading live-wire
chain offers
big pay, big
ING.
nity. Send tape to Box 864P, BROADCASTIn a California market of 300,000 there's a
top jobgoodwaiting
for still
a top
If you're
really
and can
workdj. with
other
people,
you're
our
man.
Must
be
ableableto
sell and work with top 40. Must be
to project sparkling personality. Must be
able to hold No. 1 audience. Send tape,
picture and all details to Box 904P.
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Country and western personalities
for California station. Send tape, picture,
resume to: Box 951P, BROADCASTING.
Wanted, two young, aggressive deejays, intelligent and willing to work. Some experience required. Medium size, competitive
North Carolina market. Starting salary
$60-$65.over,Successful
great crew tooperation,
work with.small
SendturnreING. sume and tape. Box 957P, BROADCASTWanted, experienced play-by-play hockey
announcer for northern Wisconsin. Some
experience in sales desirable. Top rank
senior hockey team with top rank personnel and schedule. Send tape and full information. Box 964P, BROADCASTING.
Announcer. Good all-around man in news,
sports, record shows for top station in top
eastern market. Must be bright in sound
and fast on his feet. Send tape, photo, and
past
performance record to Box 967P,
BROADCASTING.
Aggressive man for announcing and/or
news, sales or continuity. Excellent staff
and working conditions in fast growing
500 watt daytimer in rich eastern Iowa
single-station market. Salary according to
experience. Send full resume to Box 978P,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced. Mature voice. Production.
Knows modern independent radio. Major
southeast
market. Tape only. Box 982P,
BROADCASTING.
First phone qualified technical maintenance
necessary. Eastern medium market. Send
tape
and background details to Box 109R,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-copywriter emphasis on copy,
preferably experienced. Send tape, copy
samDles, background, eastern medium
market. Box 110R, BROADCAST
ING.
Morning man upstate New York major
market better music station. No rock and
roll, first phone desirable. Fast growing station, new modern facilities. Send tape,
photo to Box 111R, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, October 26, 1989

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
Northeast, emphasis local news, 40 hour
week. $85.00. Send background, tape, Box
115R, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer with first class ticket
for Pittsburgh area station. $100 per week to
start. Send audition tape, resume and
photograph. Box 118R, BROADCASTING.
Combination man wanted, must have first
class ticket. Good opportunity, good pay
for right
ager, P.O.man.
Box Don
228, Mitchell,
Rome, Ga.General ManDeejay patter material. DJ Books, P.O.
Box 1, Elkhart, Indiana.
Wanted: Announcer for top rated station
in Cheyenne, Wyoming, three station market— a good sharp man — no format or top
"40" operation
two chance
years experience
board
shift
on radio — and
to work in
tv,
write or wire R. H. Verdon, Chief Announcer, KFBC, Cheyenne, Wyoming.
Have immediate opening announcer-first
phone engineer. Must be experienced both.
Furnish good references. Position offers
permanency,
paid insurance
and paidstation.
vacation with 5 kilowatt,
award winning
Starting salary over $100 per week with
raises assured. Apply Merle H. Tucker,
Owner, KGAK, P.O. Box 1231, Gallup, N.
Mexico.
Announcer to join staff of experienced,
capable radio men in a combined, fulltime
am/fm operation serving the 4 station
market of Farmington-Aztec-Bloomfield,
New Mexico. Modern, formula radio-minus
noise and rock and roll. Must have minimum of two years experience. Send tape,
resume, salary required, to: Candy KNDE
Radio, Box 278, Azetc, New Mexico.
Experienced woman announcer-dj work,
run own board, write copy. $80-$90 per
week. Apply KNIM, Maryville, Missouri.
Announcer wanted with first class radiotelephone ticket for top 40 operation. Exfor number
1 nighttime*
show at
KSO Radio,perienced Des
Moines,
Iowa. Immediate
position —ground
topresume
money.
Rush
tape
and
to Dick Vance, P.D., backKSO
Radio, Des Moines, Iowa.
If you have 2 years or more experience, are
worth $100.00 a week, capable of adult dj
work and ad-lib remotes, we can offer a
position with an 18 year old fulltime staContacttion.DickNo frantics.
Pittenger,Married
WASK, preferred.
McCarty Lane,
Lafayette, Indiana.
WFIN, Findlay,
motion mindedOhio
dj. seeks
Dutiesproduction-prowill include
mobile unit news reporting. Station swings,
is active as is this city of 30,000. Resume,
tape and photo to Manager. Immediate
opening.
Morning man who knows c & w music.
Must have tight top 40 style production.
Send resume, reference, tape to WHIY, 563
North Orange Avenue, Orlando, Florida.
WHYE
rated, fast-paced
daytimer
looking— Top
for announcer
with/without
1st
class ticket. Pays good! Send tape, photo,
resume: Box 1187, Roanoke, Virginia.
Needed immediately first phone announcersalesman. Limited experience ok. Send tape,
photo, resume to Claude White, WJMA,
Orange, Va.
Announcer opening Immediately. Good
voice more important than length of experience. Send tape, resume, salary requirements to Amos Stone, WMTA, Central
City, Ky.
This swinging top 40 station is looking for
good young announcers. Must be able to fit
into our swinging team. Send tape and full
details
to Radio Station WSHE, Raleigh,
North Carolina.
Opportunity for bright, talented announcer
for modern format kilowatt daytimer. We
prefer experienced man, but would accept
sharp beginner. Part of expanding chain,
our boys move up. Send tape and resume
to WSPT, Stevens Point, Wise.
Two announcers
— for variety
programming
with
tight production.
Stability
and security for the right men. Congenial staff.
We're hiring
now.
Send
tape
and
references. Roger A. Beane, WSSV, Petersburg, Va. REgent 3-4567.
BROADCASTING, October 26, 1959

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
Wanted, experienced announcer with first
phone. WSYB, Rutland, Vermont.
New station hiring complete announcing
staff, plus news and copy people. Single
station in city of 25,000. Experience and
enthusiasm important. Send resume and
tape to Mr. Wright, WTTF, Tiffin, Ohio.
Immediately,perienced. previous
stationLiberty,
combo, New
exNo tapes. WVOS,
York.
Announcers, experienced! Openings in many
markets. Send tapes, resumes to Paul
Baron, Manager, Broadcast Department,
Maude Lennox Personnel Agency, 630 Fifth
Avenue, New York 20, New York.
Announcers: Many immediate job openings
for good announcers throughout the S.E.
Free registration. Confidential. Professional
Placement, 458 Peachtree Arcade, Atlanta,
Ga.
Technical

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Capable newsman — we have mobile transmitter,secretary,
portable tapes,
aerial desk,
satellite,
electronic
typewriter,
separate
office, vacant due to illness. We want capable, aggressive news hound — preferably
able to appear on the air. WTVB, Coldwater, Michigan.
RADIO

Wanted: First class ticket man and 3rd
class man with sales experience, for country and cellent
western
station in benefits.
California.Write:
Expay, incentives,
Box 949P, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Chief engineer for 250 watt station, fully equipped. Mobile equipment
experience necessary. Voice capability
with news delivery a prime requisite. Salary $90.00 a week to start. Box 965P,
BROADCASTING.

Presently sales manager two station market, last position manager small market.
First phone,
degree. Readytop
andsalesman,
able tojournalism
manage/sales
manage two or three station market. No
south, present employer knows of this ad
and will give highest recommendation. 33
years
ING. old. Family Box 869P, BROADCAST-

Combination man wanted, must have first
class ticket. Good opportunity, good pay for
the right man. Don Mitchell, General Manager, P.O. Box 228, Rome, Ga.
First phone operator seeking sales opportunity. KCHJ, Delano, serving 14 California
counties.
Engineers . . . with first phone . . . for new
station. Both
men with
directionalbeginners
experience. Car and
necessary.
WPAC,
Box 651, Patchogue, New York.
We need good combo man . . . (dj and chief
engineer).
NewPleasant
transmitter,
further lowexpansion planned.
community,
cost
living, top station in area. Send tape and
resume to WSPT, Stevens Point, Wis.
Production-Programming, Others
Copywriter ropolitan
and station.
trafficTopassistant.
metpay. Large
Box 863P,
BROADCASTING.
Private secretary and girl Friday. Large
metropolitan station. $80-$100 weekly. Box
866P, BROADCASTING.
Traffic director large metropolitan station.
Excellent pay. Box 868P, BROADCASTING.
News director radio & tv. Network affiliate.
Completely equipped department. Multiple
ownership. Send photo and resume Box
999P, BROADCASTING.
Bright
fast-paced
ready for
pd for toprated modern
musicdj station.
Opportunity
for
television experience and training. Send
tape,
picture
and
resume.
Box
100R,
BROADCASTING.
Have immediate opening for experienced
news editor. Must gather, write and present
local news. Journalism background experience absolutely necessary. Position offers
permanency, paid insurance and paid vacation.
newsperreputation.Station
Startingenjoys
salarygoodoverlocal$100
week
with raises. Apply Merle H. Tucker, Owner,
KGAK, P.O. Box 1231, Gallup, New Mexico.
Newsmen. At least two years experience
in gathering, writing, and airing local news.
Personal interview required. WCGO, Chicago Heights, Illinois.
Copywriter wanted immediately at WLOF,
Orlando, Florida. Good salary, outstanding
fringe benefits with long established top
rated music and news operation. Brand
new housing plentiful and inexpensive.
Living conditions unrivaled anywhere.
Tell all in first letter, write to Mr. Howard
Kester, General Manager, WLOF Radio,
P.O. Box 5756, Orlando, Florida.

Situations Wanted — Management
Experienced manager, all phases, strong
sales, hard working, progressive. Wants powith future.
Metropolitan
and mediumsitionmarket
background.
Write Box
751P,
BROADCASTING.
California manager-wife team. Excellent
background and references. Desire east. Box
752P, BROADCASTING.
Topped industry sales records repeatedly.
Opportunity for revenue expansion first
consideration. Salary secondary. Specialist
operations and sales productivity medium
and small markets. Box 784P, BROADCASTING.

General manager, strong sales, economyminded, thorough knowledge competitive
programming, offers station owner aggresleadershipFamily
— aboveman.
average
25year sive
veteran.
Best profits.
references.
Box 881P, BROADCASTING.
Station manager or commercial manager
available. Finest references from employer.
Sale of station reason for move. Contact
Box 960P, BROADCASTING.
Human head for hire. Has an ear for music,
an eye to the future, desires position it
can sink teeth into. 8V2 years experience
combo ager,1stmusicphone.
man-or
directorP.D.,
top producer,
forty, jazz,
adult format. Family man wants security.
Lets
put heads together. Box 968P, BROADCASTING.
Experienced all phases. Work salary or
percentage of profits. Prefer small market.
ING.
Available at once. Box 974P, BROADCASTManaging small market, number one programming and sales. Want metropolitan or
medium, challenge, money. Top agency
references. Box 994P, BROADCASTING.
Station owner medium-large market. Experienced manager-sales manager wants connection live-stable
as manager-sales
manager,
sales operation
development.
Create sales,
promotion, program ideas. Postcard gets
complete
information.
Box
105R,
BROADCASTING.
Sales
Available on or about January 1st. Age 36.
now working N.Y.C. 14 years broadcasting,
7 in tv. Seeking sales manager job. Preference midwest. Reply Box 913P, BROADCASTING.
Experienced airman 22, desire learn sales
your way. Presently employed. Box 958P,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer-salesman, program
director,
CASTING. copywriter. Box 973P, BROADAnnouncers
Personality-dj. Versatile. Experienced. Creative, gimmicks, commercials. Cooperative.
Tape
ING. available. Box 795P, BROADCASTNegro announcer, well experienced r&b,
news, excellent gospel. Desires future. Box
889P, BROADCASTING.
Sales-announcer.
Good
sales experience.
Trained
announcer.
Permanent.
Consider
anywhere. Box 945P, BROADCASTING.
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Experienced, currently employed dj.
Proven dependable on all formats. Radio
school grad., easy to work with, have had
pd work. Young, hold 1st ticket. Will send
tape, picture, and resume upon request.
Prefer permanent berth in west. Box 896P,
BROADCASTING.
Looking? Hard working, sober, network
caliber, mature announcer — 20 years in radio, 10 in tv — desires to relocate in east. No
drifter. Presently employed, but available
on reasonable notice. No gimmicks or rock
'n roll
man, but
of doing
convincing newscast,
sanecapable
dj show,
personable
mc
job and good selling commercial on mike
or camera. Also write continuity that sells.
Resume,
and picture upon request.
Box 925P, tape
BROADCASTING.

DJ, news, announcer, first phone, experienced, versatile,
Available immediately, Box maintenance.
119R, BROADCASTING.

Female announcer. All-around gal for station. Intelligent. Reliable. Versatile. Box
946P, BROADCASTING.
Staff-dj seeks move to medium size midwest market. Currently employed as announcer-pd.
music. Box 948P,
BROADCASTINGAdult
.
You acan't
me inFast-paced,
a bigger personalmarket —
Just
biggerputstation.
ity dj. Five years experience. College grad.
Prefer Storz or format. Now making $125.
Box 956P. BROADCASTING.
Top flight air personality, 3 years experience, know formula radio, have worked
major markets, top ratings, like Florida
but will consider all offers. Box 970P,
BROADCASTING.
Bxperienced radio announcer-dj. Single,
age 21, 2 years college, 2 years professional
experience. Presently employed. Seeking
opportunity to advance. Background in
personality. Top 40, adult format, news.
Box 979P, BROADCASTING.
Hear now! Dee- jay. 10 years in midwest
major market. Quietly, clever stylist, emphasis on production, well-spaced gimmicks. Can sell with sincerity. Will play
pops not just 40 tops, please! All right,
majors, I need you. Can you use me? You
first. Box 981P, BROADCASTING.
DJ,
years experience,
200 mile
radiusnewsman
N.Y.C., i\'2
minimum
$85 per week.
Box
990P, BROADCASTING.
Cut your overhead without cutting the efficiency of your operation. You can with
this combo-combo . . . Fourteen years experience, al phases of radio. Morning man
with first phone, sports announcer, continuity writer, program director, can even
do some selling. Solid record of performance. Adult type stations only. Box 991P,
BROADCASTING.
Hello Wisconsin! Desire personal interview
with station manager who needs experienced
dj, newsman, copywriter. Need first phone
and maintenance experience? Have that too.
Box 996P, BROADCASTING.
Fully experienced
radio-tv
announcer. Can work any
format.deejay
Box 101R,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Graduate professional radio
school. Experienced, veteran, prefer north
east.
Tape, resume available. Box 112R,
BROADCASTING.
Good-music announcer. Thoroughly experienced. Classical,
Cultured,
mature voice.
Box semi-classical.
113R, BROADCASTING.
Strong air salesman. Metropolitan personality. Mature voice. Easy Dace. Entertaining.
Box 114R, BROADCASTING.
FM and am quality stations who need a
staffman with mature voice, excellent diction, write J. Benjamin, 1181 Stewart Ave.,
S W., Atlanta 10, Georgia.
Combo announcer-dj one year exnerience.
First phone. $90. Car. Prefer formula radio.
Will travel anywhere. Kriss Crowther, 4021
S.
Grand, Spokane, Washington, Madison
4-1656.
Disk jockeys, newsmen, engineers, salesmen, program directors, managers. Tell us
your needs for quick confidential action.
Disk Jockey Placement Agency, 100 West
42 St., New York City
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Recent grad S.R.T. Colored. Have jive, will
travel. Howard Hayward, 229 West Palisade
Avenue, Englewood, N.J.
Announcer-dj.
2 years
all-around
ence. Will relocate
anywhere.
Larry experiLight,
Cincinnati — Terrace 1-5785.
Staff announcer, first ticket. Have car, 25,
single. All staff duties. Macumber, 510 16th
St., Oakland, Calif. TW. 3-9928.
Announcer-traffic-copywriter. Experience all
phases. Board operator. Top 40, sweet, or
classical. Now working, available one week
notice. Prefer south but good offer takes
me anywhere in the 50 . . . Dick Michelson,
WKTG,
Thomasville, Georgia . . . CA. 65343.
Young, reliable, professional broadcasting
school graduate, desires start in radio.
Write David Pfeiffer, 5938 South Sawyer
Avenue, Chicago 29, Illinois or call PRospect
8-5338.
Colored. Beginner dj. Experience in sales,
control board operation. Willing to travel.
Telephone
AC 2-5846.
Mel 26,Placide,
121 St. Nickolas
Ave., Address—
New York
N.Y.
Announcer, experienced, first ticket, proven
sales record, classical, western or top 40.
Married. Have car. Russell, 2929 Broadway,
Oakland, California. TW 3-8895.
Technical
Maintenance engineer desires permanent
position. Ten years experience am-fm. Box
892P, BROADCASTING.
First class engineer-announcer seeking job
with
ING. radio station. Box 959P, BROADCASTTen years experience, iy2 years tv. Would
like job in southwest. Prefer Texas. AM
or tv. Box 980P, BROADCASTING.
Engineer. First class ticket. Three years
chief small station. Slightly handicapped.
Married. Owns car and housetrailer. Prefer
Rocky Mountain or midwest. Loren Gold,
P.O. Box 574, Fort Collins, Colorado.
Production-Programming, Others
Program or news director: Six years radio
first phone. Experienced leg-man small
daily, journalism background, professional
news coverage. Capable air-man, run tight
board. Former continuity chief, 10 kw. No
top forty, or maintenance. South only,
want 100 mile radius Atlanta. Minimum
$100. Box 726P, BROADCASTING.
Reporter-newscaster — Responsible, complete
coverage, professional delivery, now working, 8 years radio-newspaper
experience,
best references,
college, car. interested
radio
and/or tv. Box 861P, BROADCASTING.
Continuity writer. 15 years station and ad
agencytion experience.
in all staoperations. BoxKnow-how
962P, BROADCASTING.
Want to hear from radio, tv, production,
promotion, agency, or related company
wanting to talk with man who can be
counted on, and trusted to do a job. Entertainment, show business, and radio background. Educated, experienced, on air or
off. Box 121R, BROADCASTING.
Newswriter-newscaster with 13 years radiotv background desires more challenging
position. Currently working for No. 1 station in top-30 market. Box 123R, BROADCASTING.

TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Sales
Sales manager to supervise sales of two
television stations. Must have experience
and be willing to work. One of the best
opportunities in the industry for the right
man.
Send full details. Box 997P, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Announcer for sign-on shift midwest tv
station. Prefer applicant from Illinois, Wisconsin, Indiana, Iowa area. TV experience
not necessary, but must have radio background. Position open late November. Send
full resume and recent photo to J. W.
Kelin,
Illinois. Program Director, WTVO, Rockford,
Technical
Immediate openings at expanding station
for television transmitter engineers. Experience necessary for two openings, and
preferred but not necessary for two others.
Contact Chief Engineer, Russell Trevillian
at KXII-TV, Ardmore, Oklahoma.
Wanted: 1 engineer with first class license.
Experience not necessary. No phone calls.
WINK-TV, Fort Myers, Florida.
ETV — Must have 3 years experience as
studio maintenance engineer. Excellent position in newly expanded 100 kw plant.
Employment by November. Send resume
and phone number. Herb Evans, WTHS-TV,
1410 N.E. 2nd Avenue, Miami, Florida.
TV studio engineers for design, test, and
field engineering. Rapidly expanding progressive company. All benefits, plus rapid
advancement for qualified engineers. FotoVideo Laboratories, Inc. CE. 9-6100, Cedar
Grove, New Jersey.
Assistant chief engineer or studio operations. Salary open. Prefer 2 to 3 years experience in maintenance. J. Smith, Chief
Engineer, Box 840, Corpus Christi, Texas.
Production-Programming, Others
Wanted in major west coast market: Allaround tv promotion manager to handle
publicity, sales promotion, merchandising,
research, ad layout and copy, complete
budget planning
execution.SendSalary
commensurate with and
experience.
complete
resume,
current
photo
to
Box
917P,
BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Sales
Experienced producer - director. Family.
Creative. All phases production. Desires
sales position. Box 988P, BROADCASTING.
Aggressive, experienced young television
salesman desires opportunity with progresING.
sive organization. Box 992P, BROADCASTExperienced radio manager-sales manager
metro markets . . . wants change to television sales, metro market. Everybody needs
professional
salesmen
and sales management. Box 104R,
BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Now tv announcing in top 10 market. Extremely versatile . . . desires change. Box
811P, BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster — tv, radio, play-by-play, seven
years experience.
Top ratings. Seeking reCASTING.location in large market. Box 822P, BROADExperienced. 11 years radio, 6 television,
versatile, teens personality to news and
sports. Excellent sales presentation. College
graduate, family. Desires major market or
network
CASTING. staff only. Box 122R, BROADTechnical

TV studio technician, three years experience,
first phone, excellent references. Box
Experienced
radio-tv
news editor-an947P,
BROADCASTING.
nouncer. Upper midwest
preferred.
David '
Gilstad, Baldwin,
Wisconsin.
Tel. 26F31.
Chief engineer
10 vears
experience.
record. —Presently
assistant
chief.
News,
play-by-play
all Proven
Strong on planning, construction. Six vears
sports. sports
Accent director,
gathering,26,writing.
Presently
ING.
in oresent job. Box 952P, BROADCASTemployed,6-8892,
family.
Let's Illinois.
talk. Bob Zerkle,
Temple
Macomb,
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical
;..„,.„,„
„.
east or midwest. Experienced studio operations, maintenance, Ampex video tape.
Box 963P, BROADCASTING.
Engineer 8 years experience in all phases
radio — some tv. Wish opportunity in tv.
Permanent gineering.
position with future in enBROADCASTING. Presently employed. Box 993P,
Production — Programming, Others
Production manager-director: Married, B.A.,
M.A., 2y2 years. TV experience, desires position requiring initiative. Box 920P, BROADCASTING.
Artist. 7 years television experience. All
phases production. Outstanding brush, airbrush, pen, set designing, building. First
ticket. For full resume contact Box 955P,
BROADCASTING.
Director'scasting
position
years broadcollege, 2V2desired,
years 3V2commercial
tv.
Experienced in all phases of production
and engineering departments. Present employer understand my ambitions but foresees no future opening. Excellent references. Married, vet. Box 987P, BROADCASTING.

WANTED

TO BUY

Stations

Help Wanted — Management

Special chaseadvertising
agencynowowner.
puror lease station
losingWillmoney.
Will show stations how to convert red ink
to
black. All replies confidential. Box 894P,
BROADCASTING.
Any station, any market up to $20,000. Box
972P, BROADCASTING.
Wanted:
Experienced
broadcaster
Virginia desires
to lease am
station inin small
market in Virginia or North Carolina. All
replies confidential. Box 977P, BROADCASTING.
Haskell Bloomberg, Station Broker, 208 Fairmount Street, Lowell, Massachusetts, Telephone Glenview 5-5823.
Equipment
UHF low power tv transmitter and allied
equipment for experimental purposes. Must
be able to be licensed. Give full information
in first letter. Box 923P, BROADCASTING.
3 — 10 kw fm transmitter and studio console
wanted. Box 989P, BROADCASTING.

TV director-producer available; experienced
local station, closed circuit; M.A.; 30. Highly
recommended.
Write Box 120R, BROADCASTING.

Wanted. Will buy pullers for model 900
Presto tape machines. Write Chief Engineer,
Radio
sota. Station KATE, Albert Lea, Minne-

FOR SALE

Equipment wanted — RCA TG-1 sync generator. 3-RCA master monitors preferably
TM-6, 2-DuMont stabilizing amplifiers, 4RCA console housings with end sections,
1- video patch panel. All equipment should
be in A-l condition. George Sprague, C. E.
WLOS-TV, Box 2150, Asheville, N. C.

Equipment
For sale.. 5 kw vhf tv transmitter channels
2-6. 25 kw vhf amplifier channels 2-6. 25 kw
vhf amplifier channels 7-13. Box 976P,
BROADCASTING.
Ampex VTK 1000— Used only 35 hours. Reafor selling,
going full color. Price $39,000. son124R,
BROADCASTING.
5 kw transmitter Gates BC-5A complete
with tubes and crystal in good operating
condition. Currently on air at KYOK,
Houston, Texas. Price $5900. Terms can
be arranged. Available for immediate shipment. Stanley Ray, 505 Baronne St., New
Orleans 12, La.
Custom built mobile studio; used only five
months; inside measures IVz feet wide, 2OV2
feet long, 7 feet high; weight 4,000 pounds;
6 double-glass
windows
x 72";forfully
insulated, heated;
fully 43"
wired
mikes,
lights, telephone; external HOVAC with
inside
receptacles;
for on-the-air
use except
amplifiercomplete
arid mikes,
PA with
all-weather speaker on roof; priced for
quick sale $2150. Contact Dick Shepard,
General Manager, WHAM, Rochester, N. Y.
Collins 21A 5 kw transmitter maintained in
original condition, only factory-approved
modifications, now operating. Excellent
quality. Ten years old. Price $4,000. Terms.
Address Radio Station WISE, Box 75, Scenic
Highway, Asheville, N.C.
Heavy duty, 300 foot guyed tower, standing, 304 feet with beacon. Uniform triangular cross section, has base insulator.
Strong enough to support side antenna.
Excellent
condition. WKAN, Kankakee,
Illinois.
RCA plytype
76-B-5 consolette
supwith instructions.
First and
classpower
condition.
Write WRJW, Picayune, Mississippi.
50W2 Mcintosh power amplifier, 600 ohm
balanced line, plug-in preamplifier stage,
excellent condition, $115.00. Joe Beck, 1004
Truxillo, Houston 4, Texas.
Video monitors. Closed circuit and broadcast. Foto-Video Laboratories, Inc., Cedar
Grove, New Jersey. CE. 9-6100.
Ampex 601-2 stereo recorder demo $849.50;
Ampexfull600-2
recorder cabinet
$695.00; $395.00;
Ampex
400
trackstereo
in console
Ampex 351-2 new $1865.00. Contact Noel
Palm, High Fidelity Enterprises, 901 El
Camino Real, Menlo Park, California.
Ampex 601 recorder. Perfect. Less than 20
hours use. $475.00. Allen Olinger, Jr., 207
So. Ridgewood, Kentfield, California.
BROADCASTING, October 26, 1959

Wanted, microwave equipment in the two
thousand or six thousand megacycle band
to retransmit video and sound channel.
Contact Patrick J. Lamartina, Capital City
Television Limited, 791 Somerset Street,
Canada.
Phone CEntral
2-West,
2733. Ottawa,
3- 5 kw fm transmitter with or without tape
player and accessories. Also interested 250
w to 10 kw, am and fm. Submit details.
Compass Electronics Supply, 75 Varick
Street, New York 13.
INSTRUCTIONS
F.C.C. first phone license preparation by
correspondence or in resident classes.
Grantham Schools are located in Hollywood,
Seattle, Kansas City, and Washington. Write
for our offree
40-page brochure.
Grantham
School
Electronics,
3123 Gillham
Road,
Kansas City 9, Missouri.
Be prepared.
First phone
weeks. License
Guaranteed instruction.
Elkinsin 6Radio
School of Atlanta. 1139 Spring St., N.W.,
Atlanta, Georgia.
Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st
phone license, 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations
required. Enrolling now for classes starting
Oct. 28, 1959. January 6, March 2, 1960. For
information, references and reservations
write William B. Ogden. Radio Operational
Engineering School. 1150 West Olive Avenue, Burbank, California.
FCC firstanteed
phone
license
in six
instruction
by master
approved. Request brochure.
License School, 2603 Inwood
Texas.

RADIO

weeks.
teacher.GuarG.I.
Elkins Radio
Road, Dallas,

FCC license in six weeks. Resident classes
November 16, January 18. Guaranteed personal instruction by Waldo Brazil, Pathfinder Radio Service, 510 16th St., Oakland,
California.
MISCELLANEOUS
Plan Christmas spot campaigns now. We
write, voice, record custom commercials.
No
M-J Productions,
2899 Templeton jingles.
Road, Columbus,
Ohio.

EXPERIENCED SALESMANAGER WANTED
Who can realize exceptional earnings
at a top-rated midwest major market
independent.
If you're
to work
around the clock
and willing
personally
and
continuously solicit business — not just
"supervise" — and if you can prove
your ability through past performance
and references — contact us immediately.
Top earnings, stock options and fringe
benefits available to right man. Please
don't reply unless you have truly outstanding record.
Box 880P, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
One of the Outstanding
Popular Music Stations
In the country would like to hear
from you if you are a swinging disc
jockey and would like to re-locate.
Screamers need not apply. Good
mature jockeys are our objective.
We are located in a major market
in the mid-western part of the nation. Send tape, photo, biography
and
salary expected to Box 907P,
BROADCASTING.

TOP DJ'S NEEDED
For newly acquired station in major
market. Modern personality format
station. Send resume and tape. Minimum two years on air experience
required.
Box 971P, BROADCASTING.

SOMEWHERE THERE'S ANOTHER
VICTOR BORGE . . .
Someone who can ad-lib, execute
piano artistry, develope features, sing,
and carry one and one-half hours of
a five-day a week show ON HIS OWN
SHOULDERS. Large radio station major
market. Adequate remuneration. Send
tape and resume to Box 985P, BROADnas need apply.
CASTING. No d reamers, no prima don-

EVER HAD THE URGE . . .
To work at a top rated pop-music
operation where REAL PERSONALITY
is a POLICY, not a PROMISE? Then
come join KSTT's happy house of
swinging, imaginative deejays here
in the QUINT CITIES. We have an
immediate opening for an A.M. man
with a fresh approach. A COMIC . . .
A CHARACTER . . . You tell me! Public appearances, publicity, promotions
. . . unlimited future . . . New, beautiful facilities! Money: let's talk! Tape
(air special) to: Ken Draper, KSTT
Radio, Davenport, Iowa.
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Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

MAJOR

50 KW

STATION

HAS OPENING FOR
All Night

Personality

Major eastern 50 kw. station looking
for personality who is different and
can get top audience. Must be pro,
fresh, intelligent, have a way with a
commercial, know how to pace a show.
Send audition tape — News, Music, the
works — photograph, previous employment, current income, to
Box 102R, BROADCASTING

SPORTSCASTER-NEWSMAN
To work news shift and specialize in
sports as featured on-the-air sports
personality. Reply to Boyd Harrier,
WTAR, Norfolk, Virginia.

RADIO
Situations Wanted
Production-Programming, Others
Still Watch Television?
THEN YOU KNOW . . .
Radio has never had a better chance to
take a giant step than right now.
But
I'm afraid radio
is in mortal
of
bell-clanging
itselfdanger
right
out shouting
of that and
chance!
And
that's
stupid
.
.
.
Becauseistic andradio
can be .responsible
and realaggressive
. .
And all at the same time.
If you think your radio station should
stand for more in your community than a
wet nurse for the pre-shave crowd . . .
If you agree . . .
The successful station is the station that
shows it really cares about its image in
the community . . .
Then maybe this will suggest a thing or
two to you:
• 7 have minghad
genuine success
an outstanding
stationin programimage in
one
of
the
nation's
most
competitive
markets.
I want to step up to:
• One of the top 10 markets
• A group programming position
• A part-owner or equity arrangement
Obviously, I'm not interested in:
Storz or McClendon or Bartell or Star.
And if, as you read this, you think I've
eliminated everyone worth considering . . .
I'm not interested in you either.
Box 926P, BROADCASTING.
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others

WANTED TO BUY
Stations

AVAILABLE NOVEMBER 1st:
Mature newsman, ending association with
dominant station in major midwestern
market after six years. 15 years background
college-trained
nalist
with broadcasting,
key contacts
in every jourfield
from politics to sports. Thoroughly versed
all phases of LOCAL news-gathering and
reporting.eration.
CanExceptional
directability
complete
news and
opas writer
analyst. Has covered every special event
from tornado-approach to National Political Conventions. Good voice and lively
personality. Authoritative delivery stems
from KNOWING what IS news— WHEN.
Family man, 34, veteran of both newspapers and radio. Has spurned television
thus far but will take plunge when sufficiently motivated. Prefers post as morning editor. Can be had for "very little
money"
working note
conditions
hours
are
right.if (Please
clause and
following
last conjunction!).
Box 890P, BROADCASTING.

AM STATION WANTED

TELEVISION
Help Wanted— Sales
THE MOST OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITY
EVER OFFERED AN IMPORTANT FILM SALESMAN
A dynamic, small film and radio programming company, with a fantastic track record, offers the following to a salesman's
SALESMAN:
(1) Profit sharing plan
(2) Stock option plan
(3) Outstanding
commissions with advance.
Our midwestern V.P. earned $78,500 last
year (our books are open). We expect to
talk to a seasoned sales vet, worth that
much money, who will understand the
meaning of OWNERSHIP in a business as
tough and unrelenting as ours. Of course,
all replies will be held confidential. We
own no desks.
Box 106R, BROADCASTING
Technical

WFMY-TV, GREENSBORO, N.C.
Needs to add engineer with first class
license. Must have television training or
experience. Excellent working conditions,
insurance plans, 40-hour week. Write
Mr. Doyle Thompson, Chief Engineer,
with full details on training, experience.
Send photograph. This is a job for a
man who wants a permanent situation.
TELEVISION

I Private purchase, no brokers, negotia| tions
in strictest
pay
29% cash
with confidence.
balance overI will
realistic
period. Can assure highest type operaj tion. No southern, no city under 20,000.
Box 969P, BROADCASTING.
WANTED in TO BUY
Class "B" FM radio station,
New York City area.
All replies strictly confidential
Reply Box 571, Wheaton, Illinois
Responsible business man looking
for radio station in $100,000.00
price range. Must be in black.
Brokers invited.
Box 204
Bridgeport, Connecticut
Equipment, etc.
READY TO BUY SPOTS ON
YOUR RADIO-TV STATION
? If you have business news or other
show slanted to investors. Write
Box 995P, BROADCASTING
MISCELLANEOUS
FUNNYPHONE
Radio's new and successful fun game!
13 entertaining weeks of insfanfaneous
audience reaction. 650 clever Funnyphone questions and answers; formats;
feasers; promos, $100. For more details, write or wire:
SPECIALIZED PROGRAMMING
SERVICES
Box 694P. BROADCASTING
FOR SALE
Stations
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
RADIO STATION

Production-Programming, Others

1000 watts— possible 5000 watts. Tremendous growth area. 1,000,000 population in coverage area. Purchase
price $350,000, 30% down, balance
five years.
Box 984P, BROADCASTING

SALES PROMOTION MANAGER
Six yearstising,
television
experience
in advermerchandising,
sales promotion
(local and national level), interested in
televisionces ful inpromotion
with sales
future. Suc-in
sales and sales
administration
other fields. Excellent references from present management in major southern market.
Creative
— realistic
fer lower ability
California,
Texas,approach.
Florida. PreBox 116R, BROADCASTING

PACIFIC NORTHWEST
Full time local station in one of the
better growth markets of the Northwest. Grossing better than $4500
monthly and can do much more.
Valuable real estate included at
$67,000 with $20,000 down and
the balance on easy terms.
Box T03R, BROADCASTING

Situations Wanted
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FOR SALE
Stations
Bessemer, Alabama, Population 35,000.
Single
stationapplication
market. 1450-250
fulltime with
for onewatts
kilowatt.
Reason for sale, owner buying property
in larger market. Price $150,000 — princiOwnerForwill
trade callof
smallerpals only.
station.
fullconsider
information
or write Gene Newman, c/o Radio Station
WEZB, Dinkler-Tutwiler Hotel, Birmingham, Alabama. FAirfax 2-4641.
75 M
terms
W. Coast Single 500w
Car.
Single lkw-D
terms
45 M
Calif.
terms
Single 250 w-F 65 M
Minn.
terms
Single lkw-D
105M
100M
Ky.
terms
Single lkw-D
Ariz.
Small
terms
lkw-D
65M
Iowa
terms
Small
116M
lkw-D
Mass.
Monop. 250w
terms
135 M
Fla.
Medium 250w-F 250M
terms
terms
Ala.
160 M
Medium 250w
Okl.
terms
Medium Ikw-F
150M
N.Y.
Medium lkw-D
terms
150M
terms
Metro lkw-D
100M
Gulf
Ala.
175 M
terms
Metro lkw-D
East
terms
Major Combo. 850 M
And Others.
PAU 1- H .
CHAPMAN
COMPANY
INCORPORATED
MEDIA BROKERS
AtlanTe
Please address:
Chicago
New York
1182 W. Peachtree
Atlanta 9, Sfl,
San Francisco
THE PIONEER FIRM OF TELEVISION AND RADIO MANAGEMENT
CONSULTANTS
ESTABLISHED 1946
NEGOTIATIONS MANAGEMENT
APPRAISALS
FINANCING
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D. C.

Stations from #48,000 to #1,000,000
in cities of 5,000 to 5,000,000 population, patt Mcdonald, Box
9266, AUSTIN, TEXAS. GL. 38080 — or — Jack Koste, 60 E. 42nd.,
N.Y. 17, N.Y. MU 2-4813.

NORMAN
& NORMAN
INCORPORATED
Brokers — Consultants — Appraisers
RADIO-TELEVISION STATIONS
Nation-Wide Service
Experienced Broadcasters
Confidential Negotiations
Security Bldg. Davenport, Iowa
'STATIONS FOR SALEOurs is a personal service, designed to
fit your finances, your qualifications and
your needs.
If you are in the market for either an
AM, FM or TV station anywhere in the
country be sure to contact us at once.
JACK L. STOLL & ASSOCIATES
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif.
Hollywood 4-7279
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Continued from page 123
Oct. 16 date for exchange of preliminary
drafts of technical engineering exhibits in
proceeding
on applications
Bald EagleNittany
Bcstrs
and Suburbanof Bcstg.
Corp.,
for am facilities in Bellefonte and State
College, Pa. Action Oct. 14.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
Scheduled prehearing conference for Nov.
16 in matter of complaint by WSAZ Inc.
(WSAZ-TV) Huntington, W.Va., alleging
that AT&T has charged greater compensation for use of program transmission channels between Columbus, Ohio and HuntingActionton, than
Oct.is 16.specified in applicable tariffs.
Cancelled prehearing conference scheduled
Oct. 26 inW. proceeding
on applications offorLawrence
Felt and International
Good Music Inc., for fm facilities in Carlsbad and San Diego, Calif. Action Oct. 14.
Upon request by International Good
Music Inc., rescheduled prehearing conference forandNov.
preceding W.on Felt
its application
that 17of inLawrence
for fm
facilities
in
Carlsbad
and
San
Diego,
Calif.
Action Oct. 19.
Scheduled conference for Nov. 9, and extended to dates to be set by subsequent
order time for filing initial proposed findings of fact and conclusions now due by
Nov. 2. and for filing replies, now due bv
Nov. 12. inceeding.Terre
Haute,
Action Oct.
13. Ind., tv ch. 10 proBROADCAST ACTIONS
By Broadcast
Bureau16
Actions
of October
WISE-TV Asheville, N.C.— Granted transfer of control from Harold H., Meredith S.,
and Matilann S. Thorns to WCOG Inc.
WNWC (FM) Arlington Heights, ni.—
Granted assignment
Suburban
Bcstrs. Inc. of cp to Northwest
KWME Walnut Creek, Calif. — Granted
mod. of cp to change type ant.
Following stations were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: WFBMFM Indianapolis, Ind. to Feb. 4, 1960; KXRQ
(FM)
to Jan.
WLPM Sacramento,
Suffolk, Va.Calif,
to Dec.
31. 5, 1960, and
Actions of October 15
Granted licenses for following am stations: KEYD Oakes, N.D.. and specify studio
location Pompano
and remoteBeach,
controlFla.;point
locationWFOM
KTJRL
Billings, Mont.; KBFS Belle Fourche, S.D.:
KBJT Fordyce, Ark., and specify studio location (same as trans.) and delete remote
Fla.
control request; WGRC Green Cove Springs,
WDAS for- FMfm Philadelphia,
Pa. — Granted
license
station.
*KHPC (FM) Brownwood, Tex.— Granted
license
station. for noncommercial educational fm
WJZM Clarksville, Tenn. — Granted license
covering installation new trans.
KOHU Hermiston, Ore. — Granted license
covering installation new ant.
KWLC Decorah, Iowa — Granted license
covering change of ant. -trans., and installamitted.tion new ant. system; remote control perKDEC Decorah, Iowa — Granted license
covering change of ant.-trans. location and
installation
new ant. system; remote control permitted.
*WHHS Havertown, Pa. — Granted license
covering change of ant. trans, location and
studio location; remote control permitted.
WFAI Fayetteville, N.C.— Granted license
covering installation new trans.
WEEX-FM
cp to in-in
crease ERP toEaston,
16 kw, Pa.and— Granted
make changes
ant. system (sidemount fm ant. on WEEX
[AM] tower).
KDKA-FM Pittsburgh, Pa.— Granted cp to
make changes in transmitting equipment.
WETZ New Martinsville, W.Va.— Granted
cp to install new trans, and move trans, site:
condition.
KOMC (TV) McCook, Neb.— Granted mod.
of cp to change ERP to vis. 100.8 kw, aur.
50.4 kw, install new trans, and ant. system,
and make changes in equipment; ant. 710 ft.
WDEB Pensacola, Fla. — Granted mod. of
cp to change type trans, and specify main
studio location; remote control permitted.
KEYI Paradise, Calif. — Granted mod. of
cp to change type trans, and change studio
location;
remote control permitted; conditions.
WTOL Todelo, Ohio — Granted mod. of cp
to change type trans.; condition.
WLOG-FM Logan, W.Va. — Granted redeleted.quest for cancellation of license; call letters
WMASquest forSpringfield,
— Granted
recancellation Mass.
of license
for old
alternate main trans.
KRKD (FM) Los Angeles, Calif .—Granted

request
trans. for cancellation of license for aux.
WLAVquest forGrand
Rapids,cpMich.
Granted recancellation
for —aux.
Actions of October
14 trans.
WEZY Cocoa, Fla. — Granted assignment
of cp and
license of
to WEZY
and stations
assignment of license
remote Inc.;
pickup
to WEZY Inc.
KROS -ofAMcontrol
- FM from
Clinton,estate
Iowaof— Mrs.
Granted
transfer
A.J.
Hammond to B.M. Jacobsen.
WLOX
Biloxi,
Miss.
—
Granted
cp
to
install
new trans.
WE stall
AM new Arlington,
Va. —trans.
Granted cp to intrans, as aux.
WTOB
Winston
Salem,
— Grantedmaincp
to install new trans, asN.C.alternate
nighttime, aux. day.
WLEU Erie, Pa.— Granted cp to install
new
main type
trans,trans,
site. as aux. trans, at present
Following
stations dates
wereas granted
extensions of completion
shown: WRED
IFM) Youngstown. Ohio to Oct. 31; WAZE
Clearwater. Fla. to April 11, 1960: WMPSFM
Nov.to 15;
(FM) Memphis,
Mountain Tenn.
View, to
Calif,
Nov. *KFJC
3.
Actions of October 13
KWOS Jefferson
Mo.—from
Granted
voluntary transfer ofCity,
control
estate in-of
R.C. Goshorn to William H. Weldon, Robert
C. Blosser and R.L. Rose.
KARI Blaine, Wash. — Granted assignment
of cp to Birch Bay Bcstg. Inc.
Granted licenses for following tv translator stations: K76AL Canby T. V. Club
Canby, mookCalif.;
K71AL. Inc.,
K79AE,Tillamook,
K76AM, TillaTV Translator
Ore.:
K80AQ Needles Community Television Club
Inc., Needles, Calif., Gas City, Davis Dam
and Bullhead, Ariz.
K72AE Needles, Calif., Gas City, Davis
Dam and Bullhead, Ariz. — Granted license
covering changes in tv translator station.
WSYE-TV, WSYR-AM-FM-TV Elmira and
Syracuse,name
N.Y. to— Granted
mod. ofCorp.
licenses to
change
Central Bcstg.
National
Bcstg.
Co.,
New
York,
N.Y. to—
Granted authority to transmit programs
stations under control of Canadian Bcstg.
Corp. or to any licensed station in Canada
whether or not such programs are network
programs and whether or not they pass
through
NBC's
regular
Columbia
Bcstg.
Systemchain
Inc.,facilities.
New York.
N.Y.
— Granted
authority
transmit
programsextension
of stationsof CFRB,
CKAC,to
CJAD and other stations under control of
Canadian Bcstg. Corp. for period beginning
Sept. 15 and ending Sept. 15. 1960; without
prejudice to such action as Commission may
deem warranted as result of its final determinations: (1) with respect to conclusions
and recommendations set forth in report of
Network Study staff; (2) with respect to
related studies
and inquiries
now being considered or conducted
by Commission.
Following stations were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: K83AH
Teleservice Co., Roseburg, Ore. to Nov. 30
WSBC-FM Chicago, 111. to Feb. 3. 1960. and
WMOZ Mobile, Ala. to May 2, 1960.
Actions of October 12
WKIZ Key West, Fla. — Granted license
for
am
station
(same as trans.).and specify studio location
KBIM-FM Roswell, N.M. — Granted license
for fm station; remote control permitted
WMBR - FM Jacksonville, Fla. — Granted
license to decrease ERP to 40 kw and
change studio location; ant. 992 ft.
WMT-TV
Cedarto Rapids,
Iowa ERP
— Granted
mod.
of license
reduce aur.
to 50
kw
and
make
minor
equipment
changes
(main trans. & ant.).
KRBC-TV Abilene, Tex.— Granted cp to
change ERP to vis. 145 kw. aur. 72.5 kw:
change type trans, and ant. and make other
equipment changes.
WJXT (TV) Jacksonville, Fla.— Granted
cps to change type trans., studio location
(same as trans, site), redescribe trans, locamakekw. minor
equipment
ERP tion
vis.and 100
aur. 69.2
kw (mainchangestrans.
& ant.); and make changes in arux. ant. station to include old main trans, as aux
trans.: change studio location, same as
trans,
site and
redescribe trans, location
i aux. trans.
& ant.).
WUST-FM Bethesda, Md.— Granted mod
to cp toinstall
changenewant., ant. height to 255 ft
studio,
ant. and make changes
in transmitting equipment: condition.
WJDX Jackson, Miss. — Granted extension
of completion date to Feb. 5. 1960.
K73AI Redwood Falls, Minn.— Granted extension of completion date to April 8 1960
PETITION FOR RULEMAKING DENIED
Joint Council on Educational Television
New York, N.Y. (7-24-59 )— Requests amendment of rules
so as to change educational
reservation
at Wausau.
Wis., from uhf ch. 46
to vhf
9. Denied
memorandum
opinion andch.order
adoptedby Oct.
7. and released
Oct. 14.
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NOTICE TO EDITORS— For more than 30 years, Metropolitan Life
has sponsored advertising messages on national health and safety.
Because of public interest in the subject matter of these advertisements, Metropolitan offers all news editors (including radio news
editors) free use of the text of each advertisement in this series.

The

Wonderful

It's a busy, wonderful world for children 6
to 8 . . . and it will become more so as they
"graduate" from home and begin to live on
their own as primary graders.
The transition from home to school . . .
filled as it is with new friends, new challengs. . . brings some of the most delightful
moments of childhood.
Yet, the wider world which the 6 to 8year-old child enters isn't always a smooth
one . . . and the guidance, sympathy and
reassurance of "moms" and "dads" can be
just as vital as when your child was only
a toddler.
Those early years at school, for instance,
are often difficult. A child may become
shy, timid, or worried even at the thought
of going to a strange place. Such behavior
is a signal to give reassurance . . . rather
than pushing or prodding. With the right
support, both at home and in school,
youngsters usually make a good adjustment and gain in courage and confidence.

World

The text may be used in regular health features, health columns
or health reports with or without credit to Metropolitan. The
Company gladly makes this material available to editors as one
phase
public-service advertising in behalf of the nation's
health of
and itssafety.

... of your

6 to

It's most important for parents to show
enthusiastic interest in a youngster's school
work. Take time to listen, to praise and to
encourage — children thrive on it.
Even though your youngster may be the
picture of health, don't neglect those safeguards that mean so much to healthy
physical and emotional growth . . . especially regular medical and dental check-ups.
Be sure to ask your child's physician
about any "booster" shots that may be
needed to renew protection against polio,
tetanus, diphtheria and other diseases.
Since your youngster will be away from
you more and more, re-emphasize the importance ofsafety. Be sure to show your

8-year-old

child

child where he should cross the street, and
emphasize crossing only with the green
light. Teach him to ride his bike safely. Explain why he should wash cuts and scratches
promptly and apply sterile bandages.
Should your youngster have special difficulties with any of his studies, an examination should be made of the eyes and
ears. Defects which can be corrected are
often the cause of low grades and ultimate
dislike of school.
Would you like to know more about how
you can help your youngster grow, develop
and learn? Then, send for Metropolitan's
new booklet called "6 to 8 — Years of
Discovery."

Metropolitan Life
INSURANCE COMPANY
A MUTUAL COMPANY, 1 MADISON AVE , N Y. 10. N.
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OUR

RESPECTS

TO

Martin
Martin Stone was a bright young
lawyer 20 years ago, bolstered by a Phi
Beta Kappa key, a degree with honors
from law school and a coveted position
as law secretary to the Chief Judge of
the New York State Court of Appeals.
The path appeared sure and straight
for a distinguished career in law.
But as any student of the law and
literature knows, "there's many a slip
'twixt the cup and the lip." In 1941,
a colleague in Albany, N.Y., who reviewed books as a hobby, explored with
Mr. Stone the idea of a radio program
devoted to books. Offhandedly, Mr.
Stone suggested that drama could be injected into such a program by devising
a format in which an author would
defend his book in a discussion with a
critic or two.
Out of this chance conversation
sprouted Author Meets the Critics on
WABY Albany, with Mr. Stone as a
voluntary aide. This figurative "slip"
nudged the young lawyer into the
broadcasting field, first as a part-time
producer while he practiced law; then
as a full-time producer, starting in 1947
with Howdy Doody; and, since 1957,
as a radio station owner (with the New
York Herald Tribune) of outlets using
such piquant call letters as WVIP Mt.
Kisco, WVOX New Rochelle, WGHQ
Saugerties and WFYI Mineola, all in
New York.
Low Pressure • Mr. Stone is a tall,
spare man with an expressive face and
an easy smile. He shatters the stereotype of a producer as intense, highkeyed and fast-moving. He projects the
"soft-sell": his manner is relaxed; he
speaks with quiet assurance and is an
attentive listener, too.
Colleagues regard Mr. Stone as a
"very creative guy, full of sound ideas."
They point out that he keeps a taperecorder in his car and he often dictates ideas into it as he drives along the
parkways from his home in Pound
Ridge, NY. They consider him "a very
warm individual, with a good sense of
humor,
oftenwasjokes
himself."
MartinwhoStone
bornabout
in New
York
City on May 26, 1915. He was graduated from Bard College of Columbia
U. in 1935 and from Yale Law School
in 1938. He was articles editor of the
Yale Law Journal in 1937-38.
Mr. Stone's interest in broadcasting
in the years between 1938 and 1947
was peripheral. He had served a valuable apprenticeship as law secretary to
Chief Judge Irving Lehman from 193842; as attorney for the Lend-Lease Administration, 1942-43; as a U.S. Navy
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. . .
Stone
International Aid Officer, 1943-45, and
as a partner in the law firm of Cohen,
Bingham & Stone, New York, 1945-47.
Then came Howdy Doody in 1947.
Filling a Need • Mr. Stone had continued his association with Author
Meets the Critics during the years he
was practicing law and his enthusiasm
for the field was heightening. An observation byan NBC producer in 1947
that tv "needed a good children's show"
led to the creation of Howdy Doody.
Mr. Stone packed away his law
books and plunged headlong into a new
career. He recalls today:
"I had some misgiving about giving
up a profession for which I had trained
for so long. But I was so tremendously
impressed by the potentiality of television that I knew that I wanted to beof it." Mr. Stone served as
Fromcome part
1947-50
an independent radio-tv program producer on such programs as Howdy
Doody, Author Meets the Critics,
Americana, Gabby Hayes Show and
others. He was a familiar figure at New
York studios, puffing reflectively on his
pipe as one or another of his shows
went on the air.
In 1948, he organized Martin Stone
Assoc., which he believes was the first
merchandising-licensing operation in tv.
Mr. Stone estimates that in toto, the
retail sales of products for which his
company arranged licensing agreements
amounted to more than $500 million.
Some of the personalities and programs
he represented were Jackie Gleason,
Jackie Robinson, Lassie, Sonja Henie,
Gabby Hayes and Sherlock Holmes.

Broadcaster-Producer Stone
A lawyer who felt the call

Back to Independent • From 195055 Mr. Stone was president and board
chairman of the Kagran Corp., which
was owned 40% by Mr. Stone; 30%
by NBC and 30% by Lehman Bros..
New York investment banking firm.
Kagran produced live tv and filmed
programs and conducted a merchandising enterprise. In 1955, he sold his interest in Kagran to NBC for a reported
$1 million, and resumed his career as
an independent producer.
One day in 1957, as he was driving
to New York from his home in Pound
Ridge he was listening to the radio (as
usual) and was struck with this
thought: "The quality of local radio
programming isn't as good as it might
be." He mulled over the idea of buying a radio station and a few months
later started a station in Mt. Kisco.
N.Y., which he called WVIP.
Mr. Stone devised and implemented
what he calls "a good music-good newsno gimmicks" concept for WVIP. The
station's programming emphasized music in uninterrupted 15-minute segments
and a Monitor-type coverage of the
news. This approach attracted the attention of J. H. Whitney, owner of the
New York Herald Tribune.
Mr. Stone last week was named to
the board of directors of Whitney Communications Corp., which brings all Mr.
Whitney's broadcast and publishing interests into one corporation (see separate story in The Media).
Mr. Whitney discussed with Mr.
Stone the possibility of joint ownership of a group of radio stations in
suburban areas. He believed that an
association by the newspaper with outlets in these areas would be a profitable
venture and also help promote the
paper's circulation. Accordingly, VIP
Radio Inc. was formed in 1958 with
Mr. Stone as president and 50% owner
with Plymouth Rock Publications Inc..
a division of the Herald Tribune.
No Delay • In four months, VIP
Radio purchased three other radio stations—WVOX New Rochelle, WGHQ
Saugerties and WFYI Mineola. The
Herald Tribune Radio Network was
formed, which provides music and international and national news to the
station and special feature material
from the Herald Tribune to the four
outlets. The local stations, meanwhile,
are responsible for supplying local news
and services. Advertisers may buy into
time on them under a package plan.
"Each station is in the black," Mr.
Stone reports.
Mr. Stone was married in 1940 to
the former Lyndel Laura Schwartz of
New Haven, a graduate of the Yale
Art School. They have two children —
ludith Ann. 16, and Richard, 12. He belongs to the Yale Club and the New
York City Bar Assn.
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EDITORIALS
Wrong

turn

BROADCASTING is headed for trouble if the FCC as a
body adopts its chairman's interpretation of the recently amended political broadcasting law.
Chairman John C. Doerfer has construed a clause in the
amendment of Sec. 315 to mean that virtually anybody
who has a view on politics is entitled to discuss it on radio
and television. There is a vast difference between that interpretation and the Congressional intent in the law.
During the debate that preceded the adoption of the Sec.
315 amendment, a majority of members of both Senate and
House made it clear that they wished to give broadcasting
greater freedom in the presentation of political news during
election campaigns. But some members expressed doubts
about how far the new freedom should go. The main sense
of the compromise amendment that was finally adopted was
that the law be liberalized but that it stop short of the total
emancipation of broadcasting from all historical restraints
in the presentation of political news.
Here is the key language in the amendment (the italics are
ours) :
"Appearance by a legally qualified candidate on any ( 1 )
bona fide newscast, (2) bona fide news interview, (3) bona
fide news documentary (if the appearance of the candidate
is incidental to the presentation of the subject or subjects
covered by the news documentary), or (4) on-the-spot coverage of bona fide news events (including but not limited
to political conventions and activities incidental thereto),
shall not be deemed to be use of a broadcasting station within
the meaning of this subsection. Nothing in the foregoing
sentence shall be construed as relieving broadcasters, in connection with the presentation of newscasts, news interviews,
news documentaries, and on-the-spot coverage of news
events, from the obligation imposed upon them under this
Act to operate in the public interest and to afford reasonable
opportunity for the discussions of conflicting views on issues
of public importance."
The last sentence was plainly intended to be nothing more
than a reminder that despite the new freedoms specifically
granted in the preceding sentence, broadcasters must continue to operate according to the broad public interests which
are referred to throughout the Communications Act. No new
restrictions whatever were intended or implied.
Mr. Doerfer, however, has converted this innocuous reminder into a new, and radical, mandate for tighter government control. To summarize the interpretation he gave
the Radio and Television News Directors Assn. in New
Orleans (Broadcasting, Oct. 19), Mr. Doerfer thinks the
Sec. 315 amendment will require broadcasters to give time
to all political partisans who wish to express opposition to
anything said on radio and television. To use his own words:
'Apparently, any responsible person who has opposing views
can now get into a political 'hassle' over the air."
In the absence of a clearer definition of FCC policy, Mr.
Doerfer's comments are bound to be greeted with a whoop
of joy by every politician who wants access to radio and
television, which is to say every politician. It is only a matter of time, days probably, before some politician takes objection to something said on the air, demands time to state
his opposition, is refused the time and then places a protest
with the FCC.

At that moment the first serious test of the new Sec. 315
must be made. Broadcasters must be prepared to fight for
their rights as a unit even if the test case involves only one
of their fellows. The first time the FCC is asked to rule
officially on the new Sec. 315, it must be persuaded that
there is a 180-degree difference in the courses charted bv
the Congress and re-charted by Mr. Doerfer at New Orleans.
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A question of who's boss
UNTIL the dust settles, it is not possible to say with any
assurance how far the networks will go in reacting to
the quiz scandal, or what the full effect upon their program
policies will be. But one fact is inescapably clear:
The public holds networks responsible for the programs
they present.
If there was ever any doubt of this fact, there can be
none now. The Washington hearings, seeking cheap headlines brought it into the open and dramatized it.
NBC and CBS, who have carried the bulk of the quiz
program's, reacted differently. They agreed that they must
share the responsibility for the erosion in public faith and
do everything possible to prevent recurrence. At that point
agreement ends. CBS moved to ban all big-money giveaways
on the grounds they can not be adequately policed; NBC
said it would do no such thing, that quiz games are an important program form to which the public is entitled and
that its answer will be to see that they are kept honest.
CBS went further. It said it would make sure that what
its viewers see on all programs is "exactly what it purports to
be." This may seem extremist to those who look upon
television as embracing show business as well as information.
But these are matters which, as we suggested at the outset,
can be seen in better perspective when the dust settles. We
must, however, observe that it could be calamitous if the
CBS ban on quiz shows were construed in Washington as
meaning that television will be quick to quit any programming that comes under fire. It must be made unmistakably clear that this is not the case. Otherwise, what James
Lawrence Fly once called "regulation by the lifted eyebrow"
would be replaced by regulation by honk and bellow.
The honks and bellows of the quiz hearings have, without
doubt, hurt television. They have also demonstrated that, as
Dr. Stanton phrased it, broadcasters must be "masters of
their own house." If they are to be held responsible for what
they present, they must exert that responsibility. This is no
easy task, but it cannot be shirked. In undertaking it, the
networks may take some small and ironic comfort from the
fact that, only a few years ago, there emanated from the
same halls of Congress equally loud honks and bellows
protesting that they exerted too much control over programming, tothe detriment of independent producers and
the same public that now holds them accountable for inadequate control.

Brawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hi*
"Before you pick out ANY retirement spot, find out how
many channels it gets!"
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The vast Southern tobacco industry is another reason why WFMY-TV
. . . located in the heart of the industrial piedmont ... is the dominant
selling influence in this $3,000,000,000 market. WFMY-TV serves ... and sells
... in this heavy industrial 54-county area where 2,250,000 people live, work and buy.
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This is listening-time! Americans spend
thousands of hours at it every day. And
they spend millions of dollars buying products they hear advertised. They'll buy a
lot of what you sell, when you sell via Spot
Radio on these great stations !

KOB
Albuquerque
WSB
Atlanta
WGR
Buffalo
WGN
Chicago
WFAA . . Dallas— Ft. Worth
WKMH
Detroit
WANE
Fort Wayne
KPRC
Houston
WISH
Indianapolis
KARK
Little Rock
WINZ
Miami
WISN
Milwaukee
KSTP.Minneapolis-St. Paul
Edward

Petry
&
The Original Station
Representative

Co.,

Inc

3RK • CHICAGO • ATLANTA • BOSTON • DALLAS • DETROIT • LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO • ST. LOUIS

WTAR
Norfolk j
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Sacramento i
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San Diego j
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No. 14 IN A SERIES
ABOUT THE DIVERSIFIED
UPPER OHIO RIVER VALLEY:
PIPE

COUPLINGS

The world's largest independent
manufacturer of Pipe Couplings is
the proud boast of the Wheeling
Machine Products Company of
Wheeling, West Virginia, an important element in the industrial picture
of the WTRF-TV area. Founded in
1918 for the precision manufacture
of Pipe Couplings, the Wheeling
company has expanded its product
lines to include Pipe Nipples, Water
Well Drive Points, Drive Shoes and
Drive Caps, Bushings, Plugs and
Plastic Fittings.
trademarked
products Itsare"X-L"
shipped
all
over the world.

Important, too, to those with products to sell is the $3 million annual
payroll of the Wheeling Machine
Products Co. It is a potent part of
the $21/2 billion spendable income
enjoyed by the 2 million people in
the prosperous 36-county area
served by WTRF-TV.

MI

For availabilities, call Bob
Ferguson, VP arid Gen. Mgr.,
316,000 watts fljjQ fj network color
or Needham Smith, Sales Manager,
at CEdar 2-7777.
National Rep., George P.
WHEELING 7, WEST VIRGINIA
Hollingbery Company.
a market

that's

reaching

new

IT'S A FACT! WCBM has a long continuing record of reaching adults* in Baltimore.
Why? Because there is a definite preference for the kind of adult-level programming
WCBM has always featured. No matter what product or service you have to sell
WCBM reaches the ears of the people you want to reach — the listeners with money
to spend in the vital Baltimore — Maryland market.
A CBS Affiliate

*Nielsen Adult Listenership Surveys
OOOO
PETERS, GRIFFIN,
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Clyde W. Rembert President
TV-Twin to KRLD radio 1080, CBS outlet with 50,000 watts.
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CLOSED
Television czar • Recent suggestion of
FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer that
what tv programming needs is "czar"
isn't falling upon deaf ears. Last winter,
when quiz program issue was hit-andmiss story, both CBS and ABC indicated support of appointment of network
authority, probably to be headquartered
in Washington, to represent network
philosophy but NBC expressed opposition. At that time, former Sen. Charles
E. Potter (R-Mich.) had been approached, and, if NBC had gone along,
arrangements probably would have been
completed.
In heat of current quiz controversy,
there's been renewed speculation.
Woods are full of candidates but
there's no indication that anything will
be done immediately. Wiser heads feel
that whole matter should be considered
calmly, after hysteria has passed. But
it's generally acknowledged there will
be appointment of strong national figure
in leadership role either by networks or
in behalf of television as an entity.
Inevitable aftermath • Quiz program
rigging scandal will provoke offering of
dozens of bills to regulate tv programming and/ or networks when Congress
convenes next January, including revised legislation for direct licensing of
networks. This won't be surprising,
based on experience at last session,
when bills were dumped into hoppers
wholesale proposing codes of ethics to
thwart influence peddling among independent agencies growing out of
House
Oversight
Subcommittee's disclosures.
Another likely result of quiz drumbeating will be to prod FCC into expediting new license renewal form (303)
covering . program . breakdowns . and
licensee .responsibility. Pending for
many months, renewal form, when it
is finally cleared, probably will be infinitely tougher version than that
laboriously drafted and previously given
tentative approval. There even may be
revival of proposal, voted down earlier
this year, to evaluate services of all
stations in given areas to ascertain
whether there is equitable balance in
various programming categories, insuring that all community requirements in
religion, agriculture, education and public service are adequately served.
Music meeting • Up-and-down, on-andoff negotiations between all-industry
committee and ASCAP over new radio

CIRCUIT

music licenses are on again — and seem
to be looking up. Sessions between negotiators— committees headed by Robert T. Mason of WMRN Marion, Ohio,
and counsel Emanuel Dannett for
broadcasters; President Stanley Adams
and counsel Herman Finkelstein for
ASCAP — are set for today (Nov. 2)
and tomorrow. ASCAP reportedly has
withdrawn insistence that stations be
charged on income base that includes
talent charges; but there remains problem of saying so in contract language
acceptable to both sides. They're also
apart on other issues including ASCAP
wish to have contracts put under court
jurisdiction, meaning stations would
have to travel to New York to defend
if ASCAP charged violations. But mere
fact that negotiators are in amicable
sessions again, after long layoff, gives
some encouragement for outcome.
Welfare pitch • Look for Screen Actors Guild to seek provisions for pension and welfare fund at contract negotiation time with tv film and motion
picture producers after first of year.
American Federation of Television &
Radio Artists already has such benefits
for members and rival SAG apparently
does not want to be outshone. SAG is
understood to have engaged outside
consultancy firm to probe economic status of film actors and submit pension
and welfare plan. Contract covering tv
film commercial producers expires June
1. 1960.
Rigged commercials • Tv Code Review Board may have more to contend
with than just syndicated columnist's
charges of visual deception in tv commercials when it meets Nov. 16 in Los
Angeles. Look for Federal Trade Commission to step up its action in tv field
shortly, based on investigations carried
on for some time by its radio-tv monitoring unit. Tv Code Board Chairman
Donald McGannon, who voiced concern over allegations of visual misrepresentation intv commercials made by
Drew Pearson, has asked columnist for
specific details for study at Nov. 16
meeting (story page 52).
Ring monopoly • Coming up — possibly even before next Congress convenes in January — will be Senate Judiciary Committee investigation of alleged restraint of trade in championship boxing, with emphasis on tv rights,
closed circuit or otherwise. Senate Antitrust Subcommittee, headed by Sen.

Kefauver (D-Tenn.), has had staff
members interviewing officials of networks as well as closed circuit operators
in New York. Open hearings, however,
won't begin until after current New
York trial growing out of PatersonJohansson championship fight is completed in next few weeks. TelePrompTer acquired closed circuit rights which
evidently are regarded as more important, financially, to fight principals than
promotion of bouts.
Breaking
point?Stanton-Murrow
• Last hasn't feud.
been
heard
of latest
It reached showdown when noted commentator criticized CBS Inc. president
for his action in stripping Person-toPerson program of "deceit" (see page
54). Mr. Murrow's contract runs for at
least another year. If it's renewed it
will be only because associates will
have succeeded in effecting a reconciliation, in which direction strenuous efforts are being made.
Months ago, when controversy
erupted over termination of Mr. Murrow's See it Now on CBS, there were
negotiations which might have seen
Murrow and his entourage shift to
NBC. This, however was patched up
and all seemed serene until Mr. Murrow, in London, characterized Dr.
Stanton as being ignorant of what constitutes proper programming because of
Person-to-Person incident.
Network reps • Final FCC order
putting television networks out of spot
representation business, except for their
owned stations, may be out this week —
almost full month after its adoption was
voted by unanimous Commission
(Broadcasting, Oct. 12). Document
was turned over to FCC general counsel to review. Some changes have been
made, it's understood, but not in what
lawyers call substantive provisions. Affected are 13 stations billing estimated
$15 million yearly.
Order prohibits networks from representing in spot field other than
owned stations. It gives CBS and NBC
until end of 1961 to relinquish representation for affiliates that are not
owned by these networks. ABC gave up
spot representation in 1952. It is first
action by FCC in adopting one of suggestions ofBarrow Report. Barrow Report resulted from two-year study of
television network practices.
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"Out-of-Markefstations
Toledo— 17th in spendable income per household
. . . retail sales of $577,963,000.
WSPD-TV
Sells Toledo
Market domination ... top flight programming,
service, and merchandising for sales impact . . .
increased sales.
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. \ i - National Sales Offices:
625 Madison Ave., New York 22
230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1
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Advertising role is a two-way street • In the battle
of rates, ratings, personalities and other short-range
problems, let's not forget the long-range picture of advertising. The future is much too bright to become
involved in "unpleasant" compromises, says William W.
Neal, president, Liller, Neal, Battle & Lindsey, Atlanta.
He tells how mutual understanding between agencies
and broadcasters can make the job easier in this week's
Monday Memo. Page 29.

Hardly a scratch in tv's image • Special nationwide survey for Broadcasting by Sindlinger & Co. discovers the vast majority of people are
aware of the quiz scandal, but most say it hasn't affected their enjoyment
and opinion of tv. More than half want quiz shows back. Charles Van
Doren is only a slightly tarnished hero. Page 41.
SBDO's back is up on rates • Agency moves against those broadcast
stations in top 50 markets and national magazines deemed by BBDO
to be "out of line" in rates they charge advertisers. Page 62.

QUEEN

BEE

IN MICHIGAN'S
HONEY OF A MARKET

Now ifs tv commercials • McGannon discusses the whys and wherefores of NAB Code Board inquiry into authenticity of commercials.
Page 52.

LANSING

Bowles' cure-alls • Congressman suggests commission study radio-tv
and other aspects of communications, that advertisers not be permitted
to have any say in programming; Mickelson describes tv's power to inform the electorate. Page 70.
NBC Radio: we're in • Officials
tional networking with program
will go into effect first of year as
city series of regional meetings.

say their new plan, combining convenservice, is assured of affiliate support,
scheduled. Announcement follows fivePage 74.

Sanctions readied for vhf boosters • FCC preparing to authorize repeaters. One question: would stringent standards be self-defeating?
Page 88.
National instant-ratings • ARB announces 'instantaneous" tv audience
measurements on nationwide scale will be ready by September 1960. All
three networks sign up, indicate they may drop Nielsen. Page 68. Meanwhile, Nielsen expands station coverage across country, introduces instantaneous New York service and plans ahead for national brand ratings
and cross-media combinations. Page 68.
Short wave is big issue at Geneva • International Radio Conference
goes into high gear with future of international short wave broadcasting
and use of these frequencies for internal broadcasting by so-called "have
not" nations becoming a major issue. Western Hemisphere radio-tv allocations appear to be stable, although possibility looms broadcast auxiliary services might be affected. Page 102.
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Things
are buzzing
Michigan's
rich Golden
Trianglein area!
And
only WILX-TV delivers the important metro areas of LANSING,
JACKSON and BATTLE CREEK
in one sweep . . . city-grade signal
. . . studios at each point . . . dominant NBC service.
Mark these WILX-TV market facts:
* 11th largest population area
(SRDS Consumer Market Data)
* 1 2th largest in total retail sales
(Sales Management)
* 28th largest in TV homes
(Television Age 1 00 Top Markets)
Sell the big and busy Lansing market (now 69th nationally with
313,100 population) . . . plus Battle
Creek, Jackson and the populous
Central Michigan area . . . with
WILX-TV's powerful coverage.
contact
VENARD, RINTOUt & McCONNELL, INC.
WILX-TV
Channel
1©

Mil
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JACKSON

Associated with
WILS — Lansing
WPON — Pontiac
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No open door policy ever did so much for advertisers
and agencies. TvAR is the first and only TV-station
rep firm to put Videotape to work for you
. . . making it possible for you to
• see the shows on TvAR-repped stations
before you buy them, and compare!
• pre-view your TV commercials in actual program
context . . . pre-test your copy line with the same
selling personalities who will be delivering it !
• find out how your product would look and sound
on TV even if it has never been on TV before!
And that's not all ! Clip the coupon below to
find out 9 ways TvAR's Videotape "Monitor in
Manhattan" can help build your sales.
You are invited to make use of TvAR's facilities.
Watch your product take shape on tape at
TvAR, the rep firm that gives you more
when you go to market!
Why not give us a call today?
JUdson 2-3456, New York.
Remember, spot TV can reach more people more quickly, at less
cost and with more impact, than any other advertising medium.
TELEVISION ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVES, INS.
Offices in New York, Detroit, Chicago,
Los Angeles, San Francisco
Representing WBZ-TV Boston, WJZ-TV Baltimore, KDKA-TV
Pittsburgh, KYW-TV Cleveland, KPIX San Francisco
*TM Ampex Corp.
Dept. B

Television Advertising Representatives, Inc.
666 Fifth Avenue, New York 19, N.Y.

I want to know what TvAR Videotape can do forme.
Name
Firm name
Address

.

City
State.

,

WHEN

THE CUSTOMER
"YES"

SAYS,

There's an old saw in selling which
says "When the customer says 'yes',
close your briefcase, shake hands
and leave."
It's not so. In many cases it might
even be poor sales policy.
Frequently when the buyer says
"yes" you have an ideal opportunity
to make the order a better one for
all parties concerned for he is often
most receptive to further thoughts
on an even more effective schedule
for his client.
So don't quit when the customer
says "yes" but rather — always carry
a second sales idea in your briefcase.
This may be the perfect time to suggest the extra benefits of an added
package and extend the reach of the
original schedule so that everyone is
served to better advantage.

P.S. Another sales tip, for salesproducing advertising in the
St. Louis market — use WIL.
Most advertisers do. See your
EAST/man for the story.

robert e. eastman & co., inc.
representing major radio stations
WNEW • WIL • KLAC • KJR • KXL
KNEW • WRIT • CKLW • WHBQ • KXOL
KBOX • WING • WCOL • KDEO • WARM
KQEO • WPTR • WSBA • WAAB • WKLO
KLEO • WEEP • KTOK • WSAV • KSVD
KWKY • WAIWS • KXLR • WZOK • KRIZ
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A CALENDAR OF MEETINGS AND EVENTS
IN BROADCASTING
AND RELATED FIELDS
(* Indicates first or revised listing)
NOVEMBER
'Nov. 2 — Hollywood ad club luncheon at Hollywood Roosevelt. Walter Guild, president, Guild,
Bascom & Bonfigli, San Francisco, will speak on
"Are You Good Enough for Advertising?"
Nov. 2 — Tv quiz hearing continuation by House
Legislative Oversight Subcommittee, Old House Office Bldg.'s Caucus Rm., Washington.
Nov. 2-3 — Canadian Board of Broadcast Governors
holds public
on newOttawa.
broadcasting regulations. Boardhearings
of Transport,
'Nov. 2-4 — Broadcasters Promotion Assn. convention, Warwick Hotel, Philadelphia. Lou Hausman, director of Television Information Office,
will be keynote speaker. Speakers include: H.
Preston Peters, Peters, Griffin & Woodward;
Adam J. Young, Adam Young Inc.; R. David
Kimble of Grey Adv., New York; C. Wrede Petersmeyer, president, Corinthian Broadcasting Co.,
New York; Frank Shakespeare, general manager,
WCBS-TV New York; Max Buck, station manager,
WRCA-TV New York; Emil Mogul, president,
Mogul, Williams & Saylor Inc., New York; R. C.
(Jake) Embry, station manager, WITH Baltimore; Henry J. Kaufman, president, Henry J
Kaufman Assoc., Washington, and James T.
Quirk, Tv Guide. Jim Kiss, WPEN Philadelphia,
programmum exchange
chairman,
said agenda
maxiof ideas.
Panels will
will provide
be restricted
to two participants.
Nov. 2-6 — National Sales Executives-International Chicago Field Sales Management Institute,
Pick-Congress Hotel there.
Nov. 4— Subcommittee B of California Assembly
Interim Committee on Public Utilities & Corporations will hold hearing on HR 358 on pay tv in Rm.
709, State Bldg., Los Angeles. Rex M. Cunningham
(D-Ventura) is committee chairman.
Nov. 4-5 — American Assn. of Advertising Agencies
eastern annual conference, Hotel Biltmore, New
York. Creative meeting Wednesday (Nov. 4) at
Museum of Modern Art there.
*Nov. 5 — Los Angeles Adv. Women present Robert
E. Phillips, president, William E. Phillips Co. (discount chain store) there, speaking on "Woman's
Contribution:
Noon, at
Carolina Pines,Past,
7315 Present,
Melrose Future."
Ave.
Nov. 5— Southern. California Broadcasters Assn.
"whingding" outing at Inglewood Country Club.
Nov. 5— WSB Atlanta-Henry W. Grady School
of Journalism (U. of Georgia) first annual news
broadcasting
WSB's White Columns
studios, 8:45 conference,
a.m.-3:30 p.m.
Nov. 8 — New York State AP Broadcasters Assn.
annual meet, Sheraton-Ten Eyck Hotel, Albany.
Nov. 8-9 — Fall meeting, Texas Assn. of Broadcasters, Texas Hotel, Fort Worth.
Nov. 8-11— Annual fall meeting, Assn. of National Advertisers, The Homestead, Hot Springs,
Va.
"Television
Advertising
to be subject of and
closedRadio
workshop
meetingProblems"
Nov. 9,
with Howard Eaton, Lever Bros, media director,
in charge. "A New Way to Measure Advertising
Effectiveness" to be presented by William Hesse,

executive vice president, Benton & Bowles, also
Nov. 9. Marketing, advertising planning and ANA
advertising aids to be examined Nov. 10; advertising case histories Nov. 11.
"Nov. 8-12 — Theatre Owners of America (in conjunction with National Assn. of Concessionaries
and Allied States Assn. of Motion Pictures),
Sherman Hotel, Chicago. If past patterns prevail,
toll tv could again become issue.
Nov. 9— Assn. of Broadcast Executives of Texas,
Western
Dallas-Fort
Worth.
er: HaroldHillsE. Inn,
Fellows,
president,
NAB. Guest speakNov. 9 — Arizona Broadcasters Assn. annual meet,
Valley Hotel, Scottsdale.
Nov. 9 — UPI Broadcasters of Georgia organizational meet, Riviera Motel, Atlanta.
Nov. 9-10 — Institute of Radio Engineers, radio
fall meeting. Syracuse Hotel, Syracuse, N.Y.
'Nov. 10 — Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
at Los Angeles, forum on good and bad commercials, 8 p.m. general membership meeting,
Beverly Hilton Hotel, Beverly Hills, Calif. Stan
Freberg, president, Freberg Unlimited, producer of
radio-tv commercials, and W.S. Sharps, British
writer, are featured speakers.
Nov. 10 — Assn. of Maximum Service Telecasters
special board of directors meeting, Mayflower
Hotel, Washington, D. C.
Nov. 11-13 — NBC radio-tv affiliates, Plaza Hotel,
New York. FCC Comr. Robert E. Lee will be one
of featured speakers opening day, addressing
radio affiliates
on "Networks
— In Defense."
affiliates
hold 13th
annual meeting
Nov. 12 andTv
closed-business sessions Nov. 13.
"Nov. 11-13 — U. of Missouri School of JournalismMissouri Broadcasters Assn. Broadcast news seminar, at the university, Columbia. Topics for
group discussion include "Radio News, Theory &
Practice," "Freedom of Access," "Politics vs.
Radio & Tv," "Problems of Obtaining News From
Hospitals & Doctors," "Organizing the Local Newsroom," "New Techniques in News Presentation,"
"Taste in News — What to Use & How to Use it,"
"Relationship Between News & Sales Management," "Broadcast News & the Law," and "The
Nov.
11-14Code."
— Sigma Delta Chi (professional jourJuvenile
nalistic fraternity) 50th anniversary convention,
Indianapolis.
ard M. Nixon.Guest speaker: Vice President RichNov. 13 — Colorado Broadcasters & Telecasters
Assn., Brown Palace, Denver.
Nov. 13-14 — Country Music Disc Jockey Festival
(eighthdrewevent
WSMSpencer
Nashville),
AnJackson sponsored
Hotel there.by Dr.
Thornton,
who
has will
appeared
Monitor,
speak. on Jack Paar Show and NBC's
'Nov. 13-29 — Screen Directors Guild of America
exhibition of modern painting and sculpture, 7950
Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles.
*Nov. 14 — West Virginia AP Broadcasters news
study seminar, Charleston Press Club, 2 p.m.
There will be a section on sports.
Nov. 15-21 — National Television Week, sponsored by NAB and Television Bureau of Advertising. Theme: "Television — In Focus With Modern
Nov. 15-22 — American Society of Association
Executives 40th annual meet, Boca Raton, Fla.
America."
George Romney, president of American Motors
Corp., Detroit, will be named "Association Man
16 — Western States Advertising Agenof'Nov.
theciesYear."
Assn. dinner meet, Nikabob restaurant, Los
Angeles. Doug Anderson, president, Anderson-Mctions.
Connell Adv., will chair program on media rela*Nov. 17 — Radio & Television Executives Society
begins its 1959-60 timebuying-seliing seminar. C.
Terence Clyne, radio-tv vice president, McCannErickson, and David Levy, NBC-TV program-talent
vice president, discuss "Tv programming, its proband prospects."
Hotelweekly
Lexington,
New York,
noon-2lems p.m.
First of 16
programs.
Nov. 17 — Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
at New York, forum on international tv, Young
Men's-Young
Ave. at 92nd St.Women's Hebrew Assn., Lexington
Nov. 17sador— Hotel,
California
Broadcasters Assn., AmbasLos Angeles.
Nov. 18 — Washington State Assn. of Broadcasters
BROADCASTING, November 2, 1959
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WBEN-TV

is the

BIG

WHEEL

Certainly we can talk quality programming and production, for as Western
New York's first television station we have the experience and know-how since
1948. But advertisers like to talk coverage and sales. No station in the area
dominates this rich, productive market with perfect pictures and perfect sound
as does WBEN-TV. Into Western New York, northwestern Pennsylvania and
the Canadian Niagara Peninsula we consistently bring your message before the
most people, most of the time. This moves merchandise, rolls up sales gains,
levels sales resistance. To WBEN-TV buyers it's the greatest invention since
the wheel. It takes them farther faster along the road to sales dominance
Contact us and learn how your TV dollars count for more on Ch. 4.
Represented nationally by
HARRINGTON, RIGHTER and PARSONS

V
-T
N
BE
W
A SERVICE
OF THE
BUFFALO
EVENING NEWS

CBS

in Buffalo

and Oregon Assn. of Broadcasters joint meet,
Olympic Hotel, Seattle.
Nov. 18 — East Central Region annual meeting,
American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, PennSheraton, Pittsburgh. Afternoon and evening
sessions open to invited guests.
Nov. 18 — Maine Radio & Television Broadcasters Assn., Portland. Fred A. Palmer, Worthington,
Ohio, sales consultant, on "Put Your Best Foot
Forward."
Nov. 18-20 — Television Bureau of Advertising,
annual meeting, Sheraton Hotel, Chicago.
Nov. 19 — Tennessee AP Radio Assn. fall meeting, Andrew Jackson Hotel, Nashville. In con'unction with Tennessee Assn. of Broadcasters,
'ov. 19-20 — Institute of Radio Engineers Profesional Group on Nuclear Science, Sixth Annual
eeting, with special emphasis on nuclear science
nd space exploration, electronics for plasma prouction and diagnostics, research instrumentation
or high energy nuclear science, nuclear reactor
nstrumentation and control and automatic sysems for nuclear data processing. Boston, Mass.
Nov. 19-20 — Tennessee Broadcaster! Ann.,
ndrew Jackson Hotel, Nashville.
Nov. 20 — Comments due in FCC proposed rulenaking (Docket
6741)sections
to duplicate
channels
in various
of the U.Class
S. 1-A clear
Nov. 22-24 — American Bar Assn. national conerence on judicial selection-administration, Chiago. In conjunction with American Judicature
ociety and Institute of Judicial Administration,
'ews, government,
political
entatives
are invited.
Radio,and tvbarandgroup
pressreprewill
eceive special invitations to attend a "landmark"
"eeting to discuss basic problems of the courts,
\vith emphasis on better methods of selecting
udges."
'ov.
23-25intercity
— Women's
Advertising
Clubs'Manor,
midestern
conference,
Oakton
ewaukee, Wis.
.ov. 25 — Radio & Television Executives Society
uncheon. Robert Saudek of Saudek Assoc.; John
Cunningham, board chairman, Cunningham &
Walsh, and John F. White, president, National Education Tv & Radio Center take part in symposium
n educational tv. Grand Ballroom, Roosevelt Hotel,
N.Y.
'ov. 29-Dec.
1 — First annual
communications
orum
for broadcasters,
Pennsylvania
State U.
Speakers in "Broadcasting: The Challenge of
Responsibility"
includeCBSRobert
D. Swezey,
Sig
Mickelson, forum
president,
News;
Edward
Stanley, public affairs director, NBC; Ralph
Renick, president, Radio-Television News Directors Assn. and news vice president, WTVJ (TV)
Miami, Fla.; Dr. Charles Seipmann, communications education professor, New York U.
Nov. 30 — Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
at New York, forum on music for television, NBC.
Nov. 30-Dec. 4— National Sales ExecutivesInternational Southeastern Field Sales Management Institute, Atlanta Biltmore Hotel, Atlanta,
Ga.
DECEMBER
Dec. 2-4 — Electronic Industries Assn. winter conference, Statler-Hilton, Los Angeles.
Dec. 11 — Comments due to the FCC on stereophonic multiplexing rules as part of FCC's Inquiry
into possible
wider use for fm subsidiary commanications
authorizations.

WSYR

Delivers

Radio

Homes

IMo.2
In an area embracing

85%
Than

More
The

Station
18 counties, 402,670 homes, 1.5

million people with a $2.5 billion buying-power . . .
WSYR
THE

DELIVERS
NEXT

TWO

MORE

HOMES

STATIONS

THAN

COMBINED

Top programming .... Top facilities ....
Top personalities .... make the difference.

JANUARY 1960
Jan. 6-9 — High Fidelity Music Show, Shrine Exposition Hall, Los Angeles. Sponsor: Institute of
High Fidelity Manufacturers.
"Jan. 10-14 — National Retail Merchants Assn.,
49th annual convention, Hotel Statler-Hilton, New
York. Sales promotion division board of directors
meet there on 13th.
Jan. 19 — Ninth annual Sylvania awards, Hotel
Plaza, N. Y.
Jan. 24-29— NAB Board of Directors, El Mirado
Hotel, Palm Springs, Calif.
Jan. 25-29 — National Sales Executives-International St. Louis Field Sales Management Institute, The Chase-Park Plaza Hotel there.
Jan. 26-28 — Georgia Radio & Tv Institute, Athens.
Co-sponsors: Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters, U. of
Georgia's Henry W. Grady School of Journalism.
Jan. 27 — Advertising Research Workshop, Assn.
of
Advertisers, Hotel Sheraton-East,
New National
York.
Jan. 30 — Oklahoma Broadcasters Assn. annual
BROADCASTING, November 2, 1959
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QUALITY

is

ROCHESTER'S
HICKEY-FREEMAN

Hundreds of fine, hand-stitches create the smart,
styleful lines in each Hickey-Freeman lapel.
In the

vital

The
Radio

BASIC

CBS

ROCHESTER,

N. Y. area

QUALITY
Station

is

. . .

AM
-TV
ROCHESTER

REPRESENTATIVES: EVERETT McKINNEY, INC.
NEW YORK . CHICAGO
. LOS ANGELES
. SAN FRANCISCO
16 (DATEBOOK)

meet, Hotel Tulsa, Tulsa. FCC Comr. Robert E. Lee
and Balaban stations' John Box slated to speak.
FEBRUARY 1960
Feb. 3-5 — Institute
of Radio
Engineers'
winter
convention
on military
electronics,
Ambassador
Hotel, Los Angeles.
Feb. 6 — Art Directors Club of Los Angeles. Presentation of awards for best advertising and editorial art of 1959 at Statler Hotel there. Prizewinners and other outstanding entries will be displayed for &following
of Science
Industry.month at California Museum
Feb. 8 — Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
at New York, forum on tv for children and teenagers, CBS Studio 52.
Feb.
14-20
— Advertising
of America's
National Advertising
WeekFederation
(co-sponsored
by Advertising Assn. of the West).
Feb. 15-19 — National Sales Executives-International Cleveland Field Sales Management Institute,
Sheraton-Cleveland Hotel there.
Feb. 17 — Assn. of National Advertisers, co-op
advertising
workshop, Hotel Sheraton-East, New
York.
Feb. 19-22 — NationaJ Sales Executives-International mid-winter board of directors meet, Robert
Meyer Hotel, Jacksonville, Fla.
Feb. 21-22 — Virginia AP Broadcasters — Washington & Lee U.'s radio newsmen's seminar.
Feb. 24-25 — Fifth annual State Presidents Conference under NAB auspices, Shoreham Hotel,
Washington. Presidents of state broadcasters associations wil attend; Voice of Democracy luncheon will be a feature.
MARCH 1960
March 4-6 — Disc Jockey Assn. convention, Los
Angeles. where
Businessd.j.ssessions
at 20th Century-Fox
studios,
will participate
in filming
"The Big Platter Parade."
March 7-11 — National Sales Executives-International San Francisco Field Sales Management Institute, Hotel Mark Hopkins there.
March 13-14 — Texas Assn. of Broadcasters spring
meet, Rice Hotel, Houston.
March 15 — Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
at New York, forum on educational tv, NBC.
March 16-18 — Electronic Industries Assn., spring
conference, Statler Hilton, Washington.
* March 21-24 — Institute of Radio Engineers national convention, Coliseum and Waldorf-Astoria,
New York.
APRIL 1960
April 3-7 — NAB Annual Convention, Conrad Hilton
Hotel, Chicago.
April 6— Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
forum on New York station operations, ABC.
April 15-17 — National Sales Executives-International spring finance and executive committee
meets, Hotel Leamington, Minneapolis.
* April 21-22 — National Retail Merchants Assn.
Tex.
board of directors meet, Hotel Statler, Dallas
* April 24 — National Retail Merchants Assn. sales
promotion division board of directors meet, Paradise Inn, Phoenix, Ariz.
•'April 24-27 — National Retail Merchants Assn.
sales promotion division mid-year convention.
Paradise Inn, Phoenix, Ariz.
April 25 — National Sales Executives-International
New
Plaza York
Hotel Field
there. Management Institute, BarbizonApril 25-27 — Sales Promotion Executives Assn.
annual conference, Hotel Astor, New York.
:=April 29 — Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters, PickOhio Hotel, Youngstown.
MAY 1960
May 15-18 — National Sales Executives-International 25th annual international distribution conBuffalo.gress and business aids show, Statler-Hilton Hotel,
May 17 — Academy of Television Arts & Sciences,
forum on "Easterns," film production in New
York, Gold Medal Studios, 807 E. 175th St.
May 18-20 — Electronic Industries Assn. annual
convention, Pick Congress Hotel, Chicago.
NAB FALL CONFERENCES
Nov. 10-11 — Texas Hotel, Fort Worth.
Nov. 12-13 — Brown Palace Hotel, Denver.
Nov. 16-17 — Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
Nov. 19-20— Olympic Hotel, Seattle.
BROADCASTING, November 2, 19S9

With

Pulse

quarter-hour

consistently

wins

than

showing

WTOP

all the other stations

Radio

with more

combined,

there's only one way to be important on radio
in the Greater Washington area: use WTOP. . . and be sure!

WASHINGTON, D. C.
aftio
r
p
o
Uf
Represented
by CBS Radio Spot Sales
operated by THE WASHINGTON
WTOP

Radio, Washington, D.C.

POST BROADCAST

DIVISION:

WTOP-TV, Channel 9, Washington, D.C.

WJXT, Channel 4, Jacksonville, Florida

OPEN

MIKE

KING radio music survey
editor:
. . . the entire radio industry should

I've

no

got

beef

with
j
///

San

Francisco,
Smidley.

benefit from Broadcasting's publication of the results of KING's survey
("At last a reliable music survey," Lead
Story, page 33, Oct. 12).
We all have a great deal to learn, in
spite of our years in business, about
our challenging industry. Indeed, the
need for this learning will never cease.
We are deeply appreciative of Broadknowledge. casting's efforts to publicize new
James H. Schoonover
General Manager
KTUL Tulsa, Okla.
editor:
We would appreciate your sending
us several reprints of the article . . .
Mildred Austin
KMGM Albuquerque, N.M.
editor :
. . . please send us five reprints . . .
F. J. Evans
WHTN Huntington, W. Va.

Sure, it takes a four-station network to do it

EDITOR :

. . . but there are more gas station sales in

Would you please let me know if
reprints are available . . . ?
Frank W . Nesbitt
President
WLAK Lakeland, Fla.

the Cascade market than in San Francisco.
More food sales than in Toledo. Look at it another way, Smidley. The Cascade network is
the only television reaching the entire market.
A smart buy? It's a "must" buy in the Pacific
Northwest.

editor:
We would appreciate 50 copies . . .
E. Z. Jones
Vice President
WBBB-AM-FM Burlington, N.C.
editor :
send at least 25 . .
Kenneth C. Delp
General Manager
KLIN Lincoln, Neb.
EDITOR :

KIMA-TV
KBAS-TV

EPHRATA,
MOSES LAKE, WASH

l
WASHD.
KErR'
RICHLAN
PASC°. CK,
l/EDD TVV KENNEWI

For Facts and Figures:
ISTON' IDA
National Representatives:
PacificlEWNorthwest:
KLEW TV
GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY Company MOORE & ASSOCIATES

18

. . .able?Are
. . . reprints of this article availDonald H. Sams
Sales Manager
KRMD Sbreveport, La.
[EDITOR'S
lOe
each.] NOTE: Reprints are available,
You can't skip radio
EDITOR :
. . . send us 50 copies of the
Monday Memo article on page 25 in
the Oct. 12 issue, by Alan C. Garratt
("advertising manager, ACC Division,
BROADCASTING, November 2, 1959

CHIEF

ENGINEER'S

REPORT

ON

RCA-6448

C. E. Smith
WKOW-TV
Madison, Wisconsin

12,000
"TROUBLE-FREE"
HOURS
ON

CHANNEL
AND

27...

NO

LET-DOWN
IN SIGHT!

Read what Chief Engineer C. E. Smith of WKOW-TV
say about the RCA-6448 beam power tube:

in Madison, Wisconsin, has to

"One of our RCA-6448's has clocked 12,000 hours of service in our visual power
amplifier. Another just passed the 10,500 hour mark in our aural power amplifier. Both
tubes are still delivering top performance. Long tube life like this is a big item in keeping transmitter operating expenses down."
Many UHF-TV stations all over the country have discovered that proper care of their
RCA-6448's often pays off in extended service far beyond normal tube life expectancy.
Result: reduced transmitter maintenance and downtime, more hours of service per tube
dollar.
Contact your RCA Electron Tube Distributor whenever you need tubes for broadcasting and telecasting operations. He also carries a complete line of high-quality RCA
Sound Tape for your convenience.
RADIO
CORPORATION
OF
Electron Tube Division

ANOTHER

WAY

RCA

SERVES

THE

BROADCASTING

AMERICA
Harrison, N. J.

INDUSTRY* THROUGH

ELECTRONICS

HOW TO GET MORE HOURS
FROM AN RCA-6448
• Use only high-quality water to till the
water system initially and make provision for
continuous regeneration of the system water.
(A suitable method is given in the RCA-6448
technical bulletin.) Be liberal with water flow
through tube ducts.
• Makevices arecertain
that electronic
functioning
properly. protective de• "Break-in" new tube in accordance with instructions inthe RCA-6448 technical bulletin.
• Raise filament voltage gradually (prevents
undue thermal stresses in the filament). Run
both filament sections at same voltage— obtained from well-regulated supply.
• Operate filament at lowest voltage practical for adequate emission (not less than
1.25V per section). During standbys of up to
2 hours reduce filament voltage to 80% of
normal value.
filament
power. For longer periods, turn off
• Avoid stresses at ceramic seals— especially
when tightening or removing water fittings.
• Operate spare tubes periodically.
• Keep all tube surfaces CLEAN— to avoid
leakage and voltage breakdown.

i

Metro Area

People/sq.
mi.

Tidewtar
Birmingham
Jacksonville
Atlanta

967
569
568
538

Tampa-St. Pete
Charlotte-Gastonia
Miami

504
451
425

Population
772,700
635,600
441,200
926,800
657,800
405,900
873,300

Square Miles
799
1,118
777
1,724
900
1,304
2,054

Note: All figures above are from Sales Management.

GREATEST

IN THE

POPULATION

CONCENTRATION

ENTULSOUTHEAST

>er,3j

the Area

a

People

in Less

olitan

Atlanta

Than

Half

or Miami!

TIDEWATER,

VA.

Here is a metropolitan area richer
in retail sales than metro Richmond,
Roanoke, and Lynchburg combined . . .
yet so compact that you can sell more
through fewer outlets, get better distribution ofadvertised merchandise, better
coordinated wholesale and retail promotion . . . more positive sales results per
man-hour of your merchandising effort,
and per advertising dollar!
TIDEWTAR is a better way to spell
it— and sell it. For WTAR-TV has led in
every audience survey ever made here,
has no duplication within the metro area,
and virtually no competition from any
station outside the market!
e
Call or wire WTAR-TV,
or your Petry man.

Norfolk, Va.>

Surprised? No wonder. Since 1950 Tidewtar has been
growing at 2^ times the national rate! Also, its true
size is obscured by the fact that the U. S. Government unrealistically lists Norfolk and Newport News
as separate metro areas.
Sales Management and other statistical references
follow suit, which gives rise to a lot of mistaken ideas
about the "Norfolk market". Always add Norfolk &
Newport News, all ways. They are much closer together than Tampa-St. Pete, for example, with more
people, and nearly twice the population density!

Norfolk, R
Va. •Channel
13
A
WT
Represented by Edward Petry & Co.

PULSE

and

HOOPER

AGREE...

CUTIE

IS

THREE

IN

NUMBER

SEATTLE!

"Cutie" color radio 910 in the-center-of-the-dial
is the best radio buy in the Seattle area. Lowest
cost per thousand! Complete merchandising plan!
Grow with Colorful "Cutie" . . .

KQDE
SEATTLE
ALpine 5-8245, ask for
Wally Nelskog, Pres.,
or contact FORJOE & Co.
for availabilities!

American Tobacco Co.), "No campaign
is complete without radio."
Margaret Jordan
Radio Traffic Co-ordinator
Chicago Griffin, Woodward Inc.
Peters,
editor:
Please send us 100 reprints . . .
Raymond Caddell
Vice President-General Manager
WHSC Hartsville, N.C.
[EDITOR'S
NOTE: Reprints are available,
5<
each.]
Little Miss D.J.
editor:
Recently I saw an article . . . that
featured the youngest D.J. in the country as being 12-years old.
I have just come to work at WGSR
Millen, Ga., and . . . what do you
think I found here? Jack LoPresti,
manager and co-owner of WSGR, has
a 10-year old daughter, Sandy LoPresti,
who operates the board, does a onehour commercial program, interviews
guests and is a real pro in the radio
business.
G. Cain
WGSR Millen, Ga.
[EDITOR'S
We didnt
claim Ga.,
11-year
old Shirley NOTE:
Bass, WSYL
Sylvania,
was
youngest (page 86, June 15), but we did say
her
twice-weekly
half-hour
show
was
sold
out for rest of year.]
Production's 'seminar approach'
editor:
I should like to express our appreciation here at Robert Saudek Assoc. for
your recent feature on our seminar
method of television production (page
96, Oct. 12).
At the same time may I call your
attention to an inadvertency in the (picture) caption data that identified our
able vice president in charge of business
affairs, George M. Benson, as "drama

Bl/Yf/ie

Name a new puppet . . . and in just 9
days, youngsters from more than 75 towns,
in the KWTV Community, submit names.
Miss Fran is a big plus in KWTV's
Community Coverage . . . especially in the
hearts of busy mothers!

fit OMotoiter!

I See your PETRYman
22

(OPEN MIKE)

This is not to suggest that business
consultant."
affairs in our industry are not fraught
with drama . . . Drama consultant for
Robert Saudek Assoc. is, of course, the
distinguished theatre critic of the New
York Herald Tribune, Walter Kerr.
Jack Perlis
Public Relations Counsel
Robert Saudek Assoc.
New York
Simplified rate card
Editor:
I have just read with much interest
the Oct. 19 Monday Memo from L.
D. Mullins, Burgermeister Brewing Co.,
San Francisco ("Where's the rate card
all can understand?"). There are at least
BROADCASTING, November 2, 1959

IT

COMMUNICATES!

A red cape may stimulate action in Madrid or Seville or Mexico City. But, if you have
merchandise

to move

in Western

Michigan, put your pesos on WOOD-TV.

municates! Want to hear more? Just shout "iOle!" The Katz man will come

WOOD

It really comcharging in.

AM
TV

WOODIand Center,
Grand Rapids, Michigan
WOOD-TV — NBC for Western and
Central Michigan: Grand Rapids,
Battle Creek, Kalamazoo, Muskegon
and Lansing. WOOD-Radio — NBC.

the SUSPENSE
the THRILLS
the CHILLS
the HIGH

of a waterfront manhunt/

of high-gear auto-racing!
of midnight in a wax museum!

ADVENTURE

of a South Seas voyage !

the DRAMA

of wartime heroism!

the IMPACT

of a fighter's left hook!

ALL

35

IN

THE

ACTION

THEATER

ACTION-ADVENTURE

NOW

AVAILABLE

FOR

PACKAGE

FEATURE

FILMS

TELEVISION

Carefully programmed and realistically
priced to meet your needs. Act today to
tie up these features for your market!

Wire or phone:
^ARROW
PRODUCTIONS
solely as agents for
METROPOLIS
PRODUCTIONS,
INC.
488 Madison Avenue • New York 22, New York • PLaza 5-2100
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by 39-to-l over
Publication "D"

13

and 59-to-t over
Publication "I"
whereas (alas)
Publication "F" wasn't
mentioned even once!

HOW DO WE KNOW? These are the findings of a brand-new readership study by
American Research Bureau, Inc., conducted among the most important executives responsible for broadcast advertising decisions at the 50 biggest TV-radio agencies in America.
If you want to know the full facts about their TV-radio business publication preferences,
send for a copy of "What Do the Million Dollar Buyers Think?"-just off the press.
tH ugencii ts* cut i
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two other people in this business who
are lousy mathematicians: Richard O'Connell,
and
me. Both WHYE's
of us need New
two York
hands rep,
to count
to six. So last month we devised a most
simplified rate card for WHYE that
even I can read:
WHYE Roanoke, Va.
Time Rate Card #1 for
National, Regional and Local Advertisers
Effective: Nov. 1, 1959
WEEKLY PACKAGE PLAN
CLASS AA (6:30 a.m.-9:00 a.m. & 4:00 p.m.6:30 p.m. Monday thru Friday)
ONE MINUTE SPOTS
No. of
Total
Each
spots
S 40.00
5
7.50
10
$8.00
$ 75.00
6.50
15
$ 97.50
20
6.00
S120.00
5.00
30
$150.00
4.00
S200.00
50
^SS A (All other times)
5
$ 30.00
10
$6.00
5.50
$ 55.00
15
4.50
$$ 80.00
67.50
4.00
20
30
3.00
$ 90.00
2.00
50
$100.00
20 or 30 second spots: 75 percent of applicable
one-minute rate.
8 or 10 second spots: 50 percent of applicable
one-minute rate.
DISCOUNTS
5 percent of total for 26 week contracts given
in extra service.
10 percent of total for 52 week contracts given
in extra service.
Class AA and Class A announcements may be
combined to earn maximum discount. .
PROGRAMS: Five Minute News and Features.
CLASS AA
Minimum 13 week contract
No. per
Each Total
week
5
$10 $ 750
10
8
$1,040
15
6
$1,170
CLASS A
Minimum 13 week contract
No. per
week
Each Total
5
$ 7
$ 455
10
6
$ 870
15
5
$
975
20
4
$1,040
Three IV inute News, Sports, Stocks, Stork
Report, Town Crier. 75 percent of applicable
five-minute rate.
DISCOUNTS
5 percent of total for 26 week contracts given
in extra service.
10 percent of total for 52 week contracts given
in extra service.
Classbined AA
Class A discount.
programs may be comto earnandmaximum
Jon A. Holiday
General Manager
WHYE Roanoke, Va.
/ I BROADCASTING
SUBSCRIPTION PRICES: Annual subscription
for 52 weekly issues $7.00. Annual subscription
including yearbook Number $11.00. Add $1.00
per year for Canadian and foreign postage.
Subscriber's
required.Number
Regular$4.00issues 35* peroccupation
copy; Yearbook
per copy.
SUBSCRIPTION ORDERS AND ADDRESS
CHANGES: Send to BROADCASTING Circulation Dept., 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C. On changes, please include both
old and new addresses.
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WCSH-TV
NBC

Affiliate

6

Portland, Maine

Total

Television

with

&

Mustard

Relish

NBC's totality is continuing to assure Channel 6 advertisers of a bigger, more receptive
audience.
But WCSH-TV has never been content to
rest on its network laurels. For SIX straight
years, we have provided the type of local programing that gives our viewers that "this is our
station" feeling.
Ask your Weed

TV

man

about the many

WCSH-TV staffers who work so capably "on
the air" to provide this special "flavor" for
Channel 6.
Remember, a matching spot schedule on
Channel 2 in Bangor saves an extra 5%.

A
BROADCASTING

MAINE

WCSH-TV Portland (6)
WLBZ-TV Bangor (2)

SYSTEM

WCSH Radio-Portland
WLBZ Radio— Bangor
WRDO Radio— Augusta

STATION

(OPEN MIKE) 27

When

are

only

your

sleeping

competitors

...

At astoundingly low rates, here's the biggest buy
in radio. Hobbs' House — on the air all night from
10:30 pm to 5:00 am — delivers: 1) top acceptance
in the 4-state Northwest where WCCO Radio has more
listeners than all other Minneapolis-St. Paul stations
combined ... 2) blanket coverage of the continent
powered by WCCO Radio's 50,000-watt clear channel
signal ... 3) convincing salesmanship from Franklin
Hobbs. A world of mileage for your best sales story.

RADIO

WCCO
28

MINNEAPOLIS
• ST. PAUL
The Northwest's Only 50,000-Watt 1-A Clear Channel Station
Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales
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MONDAY

MEMO

from WILLIAM W. NEAL, , president, Liller, Neal, Battle & Lindsey Inc., Atlanta

Advertising
The following is a condensation of
Mr.
Neal's
Atlanta
Oct. talk
30: to NAB's fall meet in
First, I want to talk about the importance of advertising itself. I'm talking about all advertising, so for a few
minutes let's forget the competitive
aspects of the business.
Advertising is bigger than all of us
— thank heavens — or the broadcasting
share couldn't be nearly as great as
it is. Some of you who keep your noses
too close to the microphone may not
realize that over $10 billion was spent
in all advertising last year. About $2
billion was spent in radio and television
■— almost exactly 20% of the grand
total.
Ten billion dollars is a lot of money,
but America is a big country. Last
year our gross national product amounted to $441 billion. For about 2.3% of
that total spent in advertising we moved
the mountains of merchandise that
America's factories and America's highpriced workers produced.
For the first time since the depression years of 1930 total advertising
failed to show an increase over the
preceding year, but the drop in total
was not significant, amounting only to
about 1%. Broadcast advertising, on
the other hand, increased its share of
the total, and its grand total, by over
$50 million.
The Major Role • I mention these
figures for one reason only. I hope
they will help us to forget our own
little problems, for the time being at
least, and remind us of the part we
play in a great American business.
Henry Schachte, of Lever Bros., has
a good description of advertising's
problem. He says, "Advertising is expected to move millions of people and
moutains of merchandise." Our machinery for production of merchandise
has become so gigantic that advertising
is being asked to create all the demand
that can be generated. There's no
question about our ability to produce;
the only question is how much can we
sell. And how well we advertise is
largely the answer to the question of
how well we can sell.
Even the most conservative economists forecast a great growth for the
American economy in the years ahead
— barring some unpredictable holocaust.
If our economy is to grow, if our
production is to grow, our advertising
must grow, too, to help build the great
BROADCASTING, November 2, 1959

role
is a two-way
street
is bright. Advertising is certain to grow
market for the products our factories
must build.
■— as certain to grow as the American
America's free enterprise system is economy. Advertising has a great job
built around advertising and the prin- to do and advertising is too big a business to become involved in unpleasant
ciples for which advertising stands.
Let America's factories build what they and distasteful compromises.
Mutual Understanding • The second
can and what they will — let them
point I want to suggest is that the
offer their wares through advertising —
and let the American people take their broadcasting industry and the advertising agencies of America strive for
choice. There is little place for advertising in a controlled economy. The only a better understanding of each other.
I fully recognize that understanding is
controlled economy we have ever
known was one brought on by a severe
a two-way street and that agencies
national emergency.
must play their part if worthwhile
Advertising does more than develop
progress is to be made.
In our agency, and I know scores,
direct sales. It encourages a better way
literally hundreds, of others with the
of life. It tells people of new products,
and new uses for old products. It same attitude, we study the criticism
adds to America's standard of living. of agencies made by media and do
And broadcasting does all the jobs our best to see that these things don't
happen in our offices. Our media
we have mentioned for advertising and
more. In the battle of rates and ratings people are instructed to give every
media man a fair hearing. Our account
and personalities and other short-range
men see media people regularly and
problems, let's don't forget the longrange picture. The long-range picture gladly.
An agency is not a parasite living
on the 15% commission which some of

William W. Neal b. 1908 Kernersville,
N.C. Received A.B. 1928 U. of North
Carolina. Phi Beta Kappa. Joined advertising department of Southern Bell
Telephone, Atlanta, and later worked
with various Atlanta advertising agencies
before joining with C. K. Liller and
James L. Battle , in 1940 to form own
agency of which he now is president.
Agency merged in 1958 with Lindsey
& Co., Richmond, to form Liller, Neal,
Battle & Lindsey.

you still grant us. An agency doesn't
stand between you and the order. We
don't make a dime when we don't
spend a client's money.
An agency does spend hours, days
and often months preparing the material that goes into the time you sell
us. Even before an agency gets to the
point of writing a word, weeks and
months are spent studying the client's
products, his markets and his problems.
There should really be no great problem in developing a better mediaagency relationship. You must develop
an audience for your station if you are
to sell time. We must develop an audience for our client if we are to sell
merchandise or services or ideas.
Needed: Stable Rates • And now my
third point: the need for more stable
rate structures. This is a discussion
that has no meaning for many of you,
but the abuses are sufficiently widespread that I think they need to be
brought into the open. In entirely too
many cases, published rates have absolutely no significance. They have been
replaced by the telephone call or the
personal visit or the confidential letter.
Please don't consider that I am suggesting lower rates or higher rates. That
has no place in this discussion. I am
merely pointing out the great advantages of a stable rate structure to an
industry.
agency and to the whole advertising29
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Sells the Market:
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BROADCASTING PUBLICATIONS INC.
President
Sol Taishoff
Vice President
Maury Long
Vice President
Edwin H. James
Secretary
H. H. Tash
Treasurer
B. T. Taishoff
Comptroller
Irving C. Miller
Asst. Sec.-Treas Lawrence B. Taishoff
;
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ARE

GREATER

THAN

Retailers in the Cadillac-Northern Lower Michigan
market sell more goods than are sold in all of New

JCS No. 3 shows that WWTV has
iaily circulation, both daytime and
lighttime, in 36 Michigan counties.

WKZO-TV — GRAND RAPIDS -KALAMAZOO
WKZO RADIO— KALAMAZOO BATTLE CREEK
WJEF
— GRANDRAPIDSRAPIDSKALAMAZOO
WJEF-FMRADIO— GRAND
WWTV
KOLN-TV— —CADILLAC,
LINCOLN. MICHIGAN
NEBRASKA
Associoted with
WMBD
RADIO
—
PEORIA.
ILLINOIS
WMBD-TV — PEORIA, ILLINOIS

Hampshire*!
And no other salesman even begins to cover this
market for you as well as WWTV, Cadillac!
WWTV has NCS No. 3 daily circulation, both
daytime and nighttime, in 36 Northern Lower
Michigan counties. The Cadillac-Traverse City
metropolitan area ARB survey (May, 1959) gives
WWTV the No. 1 spot in 202 of 250 competitive
quarter hours surveyed, Sunday-Saturday.
Add WWTV to your WKZO-TV (KalamazooGrand Rapids) schedule and get all the rest of outstate Michigan worth having. If you want it all,
give us a call!
*New Hampshire's retail sales {1/1/58-1/1/59) were $689.8
million. Sales for the same period in 36 Northern Lower
Michigan counties were $800.7 million.

WWTV
316,000 WATTSCBS and
• CHANNEL
13 • 1282' TOWER
ABC in CADILLAC
Serving Northern Lower Michigan
Avery- Kn ode/, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives
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National spot has become
a full-fledged BASIC medium,
each year enveloping
more and more
total marketing
strategies.^
of advertisers'
And for the best of reasons:
the spot medium best enables you
to concentrate advertising
in markets where opportunities
are greatest for your product category,
and at the same time,
bolster brand weaknesses
in specific cities,
H-R too, has acquired a new mantle —
the TOTAL SERVICE policy,
which assures represented stations
that a variety of research, promotion
and programming services,
are at work building
future sales —
both national and local
XjTXv Representatives
Inc.
Television
rjifitf TTT
"We? always
send .a man
to do aNew
man's York
job"
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the

family

local

board

^t&ieditii

of

directors...

Station!

These days, more and more family purchases are voted on by the entire
"board of directors" — mother, father, sister and brother. To reach this
select group, make sure your schedule is included with other discriminating
advertisers on the Meredith Station . . . appealing to the entire family,
motivating the entire family. Meredith Stations are well-established in the .
community they serve . . . have earned the respect and confidence of the
audience and the advertiser.
Contact the Meredith Station manager or the rep
loyalty, coverage area and low cost circulation.

M&ietlUli
KANSAS
CITY
SYRACUSE
PHOENIX
OMAHA
TULSA

Station^
KCMO
WHEN
KPHO
WOW
KRMG

c4%e

"One

KCMO-TV
WHEN-TV
KPHO-TV
WOW-TV

get the facts on audience

0(

ZJhe

family"
The
The
The

Katz Agency
Katz Agency
Katz Agency

John Blair & Co. - Blair-TV
John
Blair & Co.

Meredith Stations Are Affiliated With BETTER HOMES and GARDENS and SUCCESSFUL FARMING Magazines
84
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AT

LATE NEWSBREAKS
AGENCY
Not

now,

ON THIS AND NEXT THREE PAGES • DETAILED COVERAGE
PROFIT
but

maybe

Continued downhill slide of advertising agencies' average profit margin is
emphasized by Frederic R. Gamble,
president, American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, in article published Oct.
30 in Harvard Business Review. Despite
upward trend in national advertising
volume, average agency profit in 1958
was 3.23% of gross income compared
to 4.11% in 1957— and to 9.03% in
1944 when slide started, he said. But
he thought downward movement might
be reversed this year and in future,
especially if next few years show at
least "moderate" gains in national
economy.
Television in particular and other
new media in general have contributed
to agencies' rising costs by bringing
"train of new agency problems and
specialities," Mr. Gamble said. Growing emphasis on research, marketing
and merchandising counsel and other
"collateral services" was listed as
another major factor.
Mr. Gamble debunked idea that tv
is "gravy train" for agencies. He quoted
one executive as saying "that if he
could convert his television billings to
other media, annual earnings for the
agency would skyrocket." Another, he
said, estimated that tv advertising requires five man-hours of work for each
man-hour put into similar budget in
other media. Actually, Mr. Gamble
continued, "high cost of handling television has followed experiences that
agencies have had with other media
when they were new."
High-Priced People • Mr. Gamble
quoted President Robert E. Lusk of
Benton & Bowles as saying ". . . we
Success

story

Schick Inc., Lancaster, Pa., has
run up tv success story for its
three-speed electric razor and for
spot tv. It'll mean additional
$1,750,000 in billing by yearend.
Razor was introduced only last
spring for which company then
ran spot campaign in fewer than
50 markets, now advertiser is in
some 100 major markets with
greater frequency. Further boosts
in spot frequency are coming up
in about three weeks. Agency:
Benton & Bowles, New York.

SLUMP
soon,

Garni

OVER?
ie says

employ 15 motion picture producerdirectors full time. Last year we produced more film footage for television
commercials than MGM did in feature
movies. In the department that is responsible for the programming (not the
commercials) of television programs,
we employ 92 people."
Agencies' average profit of 3.23%
of gross income in 1958 compared with
6.07% for business service companies
generally, Mr. Gamble said. Gross income iscommissions plus fees. In terms
of billing, agency profits "have averaged little over half of one percent"
in recent years. Profit figures are after
taxes.
Many agencies, article said, are dependent on substantial annual increases
in volume just to maintain reasonable
profits, and agency business as whole
"can apparently prosper only if the

NAB

REGIONAL

Editorials,

tv

quiz

Some 190 delegates at Atlanta section of NAB's fall regional series heard
speakers Oct. 29-30 describe threats to
programming freedom set off by House
Legislative Oversight Subcommittee's
"muck-raking probe" into tv quiz contest scandals.
Besides congressionally-imposed main
theme of fall meeting, they also heard
presentations on such subjects as
agency-station relationships and rate
ming.
structure, editorializing and programFollowing Atlanta meeting, NAB's
executives and broadcast specialists
take 10-day breather before re-opening
show Nov. 10-11 at Texas Hotel, Ft.
Worth.
Sessions at Atlanta's Dinkier-Plaza
Hotel included talks by NAB President
Harold E. Fellows, Tv Information
Committee Chairman Clair R. McCollough, Tv Information Office Director
Louis Hausman and others. Mr. Fellows also addressed Atlanta Lions Club
on threats to broadcast censorship.
William W. Neal, president of Liller,
Neal, Battle & Lindsey, Atlanta agency,
urged broadcasters at Oct. 30 morning
general session to seek better understanding with agencies and to try to
keep rates stable (see Monday Memo,
page 29.)

DEADLINE

OF THE WEEK BEGINS PAGE 41

economy continues its dynamic
growth." While agencies influence but
cannot control economy, Mr. Gamble
continued, they are taking affirmative
action in areas where they can — notably
in working out with clients adequate
compensation arrangements for collateral services, and in improving management efficiency. Where AAAA agencies in 1949 employed 18,000 persons
and had average of $63,700 in gross
business per employe, in 1958 there
were 39,000 employes with each representing $82,400 in gross business.
Mr. Gamble had word or so about
agency expense accounts. They're "undeniably sizeable," he agreed, but "not
exorbitant. They are about on a par
with the cost of stationery and similar
office supplies, and only an insignificant
fraction above the cost of telephone
service." He said "payrolls, pension
plans and profit-sharing plans regularly
account for 70% of all agency costs"
and that rent is among most consistently rising expenses.

IN

ATLANTA:

highlight

meeting
Talks on editorializing by three station managers who have been using editorials were featured in radio session
afternoon of Oct. 29.

A. Louis Read, WDSU-AM-TV New
Orleans, said his company's decision to
editorialize on radio-tv controversies
was one of most important moves management ever made. Resulting experiences have been "most rewarding" of
his 20-odd years in broadcasting, he
said. (WDSU-TV won Radio-Tv News
Directors Assn.'s
top award in tv editorializing this year.)
WDSU, which began editorializing
13 months ago, decided to do so when
afternoon Item was sold to give rival
Times-Picayune newspaper monopoly,
but Mr. Read thinks stations would be
editorializing by now anyway.
Chief pitfall for station editorializing,
he
said, is inadequate editorial research
facilities.

Combine Suggested • Frank Best,
WDIX Orangeburg, S.C., proposed that
10 or 12 southern broadcasters with
common viewpoints "combine our resources" to hire someone to prepare
editorials for airing on all stations.
He said there is a clear-cut mandate
for broadcasters — who still are mostly
rugged individuals — to use editorializ-
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ing to take over guidance of public
opinion vacated by newspapers because
of their mergers, increased operating
costs and invasion of "alien" capital
money from East.
Lack of solidified public opinion in
South is one reason firms such as Southern Bell Telephone Co., whose "biggest
customer" is industry, puts its ad
budget in newspapers instead of broadcasting, he said.
He called his plan — which would
help solve manpower, time and money
problems for broadcasters so he could
concentrate on purely editorial issues —
"golden opportunity" and said it would
also make money for station.

WDUN Operation • John W. Jacobs
Jr., manager of WDUN Gainesville,
Ga., and publisher of seven-month-old
weekly Tribune there, said his station
has editorialized one year in longrange plan to build community acceptance in radio as opinion-influencer.
Though WDUN is ready to furnish
it, no one has ever asked for time to
air opposing viewpoint, he said.
"We must govern ourselves or be
governed," Gaines Kelley, WFMY-TV
Greensboro, N.C., and member of
NAB Tv Code Review Board, told
Oct. 30 morning tv session. Although
individual tv stations were not to blame
for "rigged" network shows, "the dirt
rubs off," he said.
Urging self-regulation and restraint,
Mr. Kelley said: "There's no agate type
in tv. The only thing available is the
front page." Public, he
full page,
said,
will the
forgive mediocrity, put up
with imperfections and overlook immaturity, but will not tolerate dishonesty or bad manners.
He noted tv monitoring has been increased byTv Code Board from 20,000
to 100,000 hours annually and urged
stricter adherence to tv code.
Programs That Sell • Ben B. Sanders,
KICD Spencer, Iowa, in Friday morning radio session talked on "Programming for Sales," said with right policy
programming can be successful. He
cited nine program types: (1) music
and news (economy type); (2) oldfashioned program segments (used by
KICD); (3) high-brow (classical music,
"broad A" announcer); (4) rock-androll ("enough said"); (5) hard sell (high
pressure spots usually tied-in with rockand-roll); (6) dramatizer (screaming
sound effects, screaming announcer);
(7) record sellers (top five all day); (8)
gimmick (phony gimmicks, hidden
money hoopla, contests), and (9)
possessor
(announces
WZZZ time,
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Agency
on tv
In off-beat advertising gambit
for advertising agency, E.A.
Korchnoy Ltd., New York, has
signed to sponsor 11-11:30 p.m.
segment of Open End on WNTATV Newark, N.J. (Sun., 10 a.m.12 midnight) for three weeks
starting Nov. 8. Taped and live
commercials will feature testimonials to E.A. Korchnoy by
presidents of firms the agency
represents. Korchnoy's clients are
largely in light and heavy industry and textiles.
to reach
agency Sales
and "pitch"
advertiseris
officials who are likely viewers of
"egghead" fare offered on Open
End.
WZZZ temperature, WZZZ area,
WZZZ hit parade, etc).
These handicaps must be overcome
before
is put back
on "must
list"
of
any radio
advertising
campaign,
he said.
KICD grossed $234,227 in 1958 and
expects same this year with about 94%
of sales local, he said.
Catv,
set

booster

for Pastore

plan
group

Far-ranging proposal to wrap up
community television, boosters and
translator fringe area television problems into one package was scheduled to
be submitted to Sen. John O. Pastore
(D-R.I.) at Denver hearing Friday
during "circuit-riding" hearings on
boosters and catv problems.
Proposition was to be made by Bill
Daniels, past president of National
Community Television Assn. and catv
operator, in behalf of entire catv industry.
It envisages establishment of ad hoc
committee under FCC auspices with
members representing catv, boosters
and translators. Committee would be
expected to come up with recommendations to FCC to resolve fringe area television reception problems.
Proposal by community television
spokesmen was only new viewpoint expressed in hectic, fast-paced four days
of Senatorial hearings sitting successively beginning last Tuesday in Helena,
Mont., Idaho Falls, Idaho; Salt Lake
City, Utah, and Denver, Colo.
Circuit Riders • Hearings were presided over by Sen. Pastore, assisted by
Nicholas Zapple, staff communications
expert. In Helena, Margaret C. De-

Michele, administrative assistant to Sen.
Mike Mansfield (D-Mont.) represented
Senator. In Idaho Falls, Sen. Frank
Church (D-Idaho) joined Sen. Pastore.
In Salt Lake City, Sen Wallace F. Bennett (R-Utah) and Rep. David S. King
(D-Utah) sat in on committee hearing.
In Denver Sen. John A. Carroll (DColo.) was expected to join Sen.
Pastore.
From Salt Lake City, Sen. Pastore
summed up his observations thus far
in hearings:
"This has served dramatically to emphasize the need to preserve booster
operations in this area of the country.
Many of these small villages are down
in a saucer and cannot receive regular
television signals. This is their only
chance
to get a further
picture."commented that
Sen. Pastore
he thought broadcasters were generally
satisfied with boosters, but were unhappy that Senate did not pass legislation
which would require catv operators to
get premission to use signals they pick
up and distribute to their subscribers.
Last July Sen. Postore presided over
Senate Commerce subcommittee hearings which recommended legislation to
empower FCC to license boosters. This
bill passed Senate. No House action has
been taken.
FCC last week was studying order
taking
control of boosters, thus far un88).
licensed and ostensibly illegal (see page
Sen. Pastore also announced that Sen.
Gale W. McGee (D-Wyo.), member of
Senate communications committee,
would hold hearing in Casper, Wyo.,
on Dec. 12.
Rhode Island Senator told booster advocates that he did not think "they
[FCC] are going to take tv service away
Among broadcasters testifying:
from
you." W. Moore, KXGN-TV Glen• Lewis
dive, Mont.: Opposed boosters, catv
and translators.
• C.N. Layne, KID-TV Idaho Falls,
Idaho: Favored booster operations;
urged that they be required to secure
permission from stations they receive.
• Gordon Glasmann, KLIX-TV
Twin Falls, Idaho: Stated he can live
with all secondary services, boosters,
catv, translators.
• Gene Shumate, KRXK Rexburg.
Idaho: Urged passage of legislation to
permit FCC to regulate catv operations.
Also urged booster regulation.
• Tom Bostic, KLEW-TV Lewiston,
Idaho: Lashed FCC for permitting
translators to operate in Lewiston in
competition with his station.
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N.Y.

quiz

grand

jury

may be reactivated
There is possibility that special grand
jury in New York investigating tv quiz
shows could be reactivated. This was
intimated Oct. 29 by New York District
Attorney Frank Hogan, who conducted
initial probe before grand jury since
discharged but whose presentment led
to congressional inquiry. Mr. Hogan
said
it "has
not yet
whether
or not
his been
office determined"
would ask
additional testimony be submitted from
principals involved in quiz scandal.
Published reports that Mr. Hogan
may consider perjury charges were not
confirmed by his associates who said
they could not interpret what Mr. Hogan
may have in mind. Charles Van Doren
and Hank Bloomgarden, big-money
winners on Twenty One, both volunteered new testimony to district attorney's office Oct. 23. Perjury action could
come if there was conflicting testimony
under oath.
Attorney told Broadcasting that recall of grand jury would not be possible
until after congressional hearings which
resume today (Monday) are errded (see
story page 41). New York papers —
Times and Herald Tribune — claimed
"reliable source" told them that Messrs.
Van Doren and Bloomgarden had "practically the full script" of questions and
answers before they went on air. Mr.
Hogan neither confirmed nor denied
this report.
Equal

time

not seen

demands

excessive

Broadcasters need not fear deluge
of demands for equal time because
candidate has raised some controversial
issue. This is opinion of NAB Chief Attorney Douglas Anello, who took direct
issue with views of FCC Chairman John
C. Doerfer on this point.
Mr. Anello, speaking to Minnesota
Broadcasters Assn. in Minneapolis Friday, emphasized that Sec. 315 still referred to candidates only.
"Section 315 never was, and is not
now, directed at insuring equality of
treatment of political parties on general
questions
ello stated. of public interest," Mr. AnMr. Anello stressed that FCC's doctrine of fairness on controversial issues
is still existing policy and that broadcasters must meet this policy. But, he
added, this does not relate to Sec. 315
broadcasts by candidates.
He called on broadcasters to do their
utmost to apply equal time provisions
BROADCASTING, November 2, 195?

fairly. "Any attempts to be devious
can become a cause celebre," he said.
He warned that congressmen expressed
concern that by exempting newscasts
broadcasters might attempt to manipulate newscasts to favor particular candidates.
Whether revised Sec. 315 did in fact
change anything will depend on Commission decisions, he pointed out. This
will come about, he said, because publicity which arose on Lar Daly ruling
and remedial legislation might cause
every disgruntled candidate to appeal
to FCC.
Speaking to Radio-Tv News Directors
Assn. in New Orleans last month, Mr.
Doerfer expressed fear that new and
additional burdens will be placed on
broadcaster because privilege of equality of treatment has become widened
so that anyone who has opposing views
can get into a political hassle over the
air (Broadcasting, Oct. 19).
Metropolitan Corp.'s
profit soars 446%
Metropolitan Broadcasting Corp.'s
net earnings after taxes for first 39
weeks in 1959 leaped 446% to $1,197,097, John H. Kluge, Metropolitan
chairman
and president, announced
Friday.
Gross income for this period was up
21%, to $11,765,168, he reported.
And, Mr. Kluge also announced final
payoff of long-term bank loans, totaling
$700,000 at beginning of third 1959
quarter. This completed payment of
$3.5 million bank loan.
In same 39-week period in 1958, net
earnings were $219,394 and gross income was $9,762,415.
Gross revenues for third quarter 1959
totaled $3,690,272 compared with $2,987,978 same period in 1958.
No federal taxes were paid in 1958

Tv space power
General Electric Co. is testing
new device which may be used to
generate power for televising pictures from space satellite back to
earth, and to supply other power
needs for satellite. According to
GE officials, device generates electricity by passing hot gasses
through cold magnetic field. Company spokesman said Oct. 29 that
new system is one of several under
study
scientists
at GE's Aerosciencesby Labs,
in Philadelphia.

or in first six months of 1959, Mr.
ward.
Kluge stated, due to tax loss carry forMetropolitan bought WIP-AM-FM
Philadelphia two weeks ago for $4.5
million (155,000 shares of Metropolitan
stock and assumption of $2 million in
obligations). It also bought ch. 19
WTVH (TV) for $600,000. Metropolitan owns WNEW-AM-FM-TV New
York, WHK-AM-FM Cleveland and
WTTG (TV) Washington, D.C.
Mr. Kluge and his associates took
over control of Metropolitan in January
of this year by buying Paramount Pictures' 21.75% interest for $4 million.
Purdue

files etv

'stratovision' bid
Application filed with FCC Friday
(Oct. 30) by Purdue U., Lafayette, Ind.,
seeking authority to construct and operatecational
experimental
"stratovision"
eduuhf tv stations
during school
year 1960-61 (At Deadline, Oct. 19).
School plans to use two DC-7's, each
equipped with four 12 kw transmitters,
to beam signals into schools and colleges over radius of 200 miles. Two
separate programs would be beamed
simultaneously on regular 6 mc-width
uhf chs. 72 and 78. At same time, experiments would be conducted utilizing
band width of 3 mc on chs. 75 and 76,
for total of four transmissions.
Project, estimated to cost $3.19 million to construct, is to be supported
through grants from Ford Foundation
and other organizations to sponsoring
Purdue Research Foundation. First year
operating costs were estimated at $3.8
million with needed monies already assured, application said.
Only one airplane would be in air
at time with second on standby basis.
Programs would be transmitted from
Purdue campus 86 miles to DC-7 circling over Montpelier, Ind., at 23,000
ft. They then would be sent back to
ground and into uhf receivers in classrooms in Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky,
Michigan, Ohio and Wisconsin. Courses
would be offered six hours daily, four
days a week for nine months ending
June 1961.
Voluntary • Participation by schools
and universities would be on voluntary
basis, with courses offered to be selected
by Midwest Council on Airborne Tv.
Purdue would maintain stations and
have complete control, with programs
taped or filmed in advance.
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Experimental 3 mc transmissions will
duplicate programming of regular channels with classrooms in 10 selected
schools equipped with special receivers

as well as regular uhf sets to make comparisons. CBS Labs will design and
construct special narrow band transmitters and receivers. Westinghouse
Electric Co. will provide regular band
transmitters.
Application stated former Air Force
Gen. Milton Arnold estimated planes
could operate with 98% reliability.
Construction costs would go toward
transmitters, $1.67 million; narrow band
equipment, $570,000; antennas, $400,000; studio equipment, $300,000; test
and control equipment, $200,000, and
frequency modulation equipment, $50,000.
Entire program is under supervision
of John T. Ivey Jr., vice president of
Purdue Research Foundation.
KATZ
others

sale
are

is filed;
approved

Station sale announced Oct. 29, subject to FCC approval:
• KATZ St. Louis, Mo.: Sold by Rollins
Broadcasting Co. to Laclede Radio Inc.
for over $600,000. Laclede Radio is
controlled by Ralph N. Weil, former
general manager-minority owner of
WOV New York. Mr. Weil announced
this was first step in acquisition of group
of stations. Negro-programmed KATZ,
5 kw on 1600 kc, will continue to be
represented by Continental Broadcasting, subsidiary of Rollins Broadcasting
Co., and by Speciality Markets. Rollins
bought St. Louis station two years ago
from St. Louis Broadcasting Co. for

WEEK'S

$110,000. It was then 1 kw outlet.
Following station transfers were approved by FCC Oct. 29:
• KMSP-TV Minneapolis, Minn.: Sold
by National Telefilm Assoc. to 20th
Century-Fox Television Inc. for $3.5
million. National Telefilm is subsidiary
of National Theatres Inc. which owns
WNTA-AM-FM-TV Newark, N.J., and
WDAF-AM-TV Kansas City. This is
ership.
20th Century-Fox's first tv station own• KROD-AM-TV El Paso, Tex.: Sold
by El Paso Times to Southwest States
Inc. for $3.45 million. Southwest States,
licensee of KVII (TV) Amarillo, Tex.
is owned by Jack Vaughn and Cecil L.
Trigg who also control KOSA (TV)
Odessa, Tex. Comr. Bartley dissented
on ground hearing should be held to
determine question of overlap.
• WBIR-AM-FM-TV Knoxville, Tenn. :
70% interest sold by Gilmore Nunn,
Robert L. Ashe and wife and John P.
Hart to Taft Broadcasting Co., now
30% owner, for $2.1 million. Taft
Broadcasting owns radio and tv stations in Cincinnati, Columbus, both
Ohio; Birmingham, Ala., and tv in Lexington, Ky.
KOVR
(TV) sale off
Negotiations for sale of ch. 13 KOVR
(TV) Stockton, Calif., by Gannett Newspapers to 20th Century-Fox (Closed
Circuit, Oct. 5) have been terminated,
it was learned. Negotiators could not
come to terms. New party interested
in property: Metropolitan Broadcasting
Co., which only two weeks ago bought

26). Philadelphia and uhf outlet WTVH
WIP
(TV) Peoria, 111. (Broadcasting, Oct.
• Business

briefly

Soup splash • Thomas J. Lipton, N.Y.,
for its hot soups, kicks off new spot tv
campaign this month in undetermined
number of markets. Young & Rubicam,
N.Y., is agency.
Curtis names two • Helene Curtis Industries, Chicago, (Suave hair dressing
and conditioner, Suave for men and
Shampoo Plus Egg) has named Campbell-Mithun, Chicago. Firm also named
Altman-Stoller Adv. Inc., N.Y., for all
its Lentheric products. Billings for Lentheric are estimated at $500,000;
Campbell-Mithun's larger share amounts
to $2 million.
General Mills shuffle • General Mills
Inc., Minneapolis, has reassigned company's products among following agencies: Betty Crocker Pancake Mix, now
at Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N.Y., and
Betty Crocker Muffin Mixes, now at
Tatham-Laird, Chicago, to BBDO,
N.Y., and Red Band Flour and other
regional flour brands, now at KnoxReeves, Minneapolis, to Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N.Y.
Return trip • Oldsmobile Div. of General Motors Corp., Detroit, will sponsor
for second year finals of 19th annual
Bing Crosby Golf Tournament on ABCTV Jan. 24, 1960 (Sun. 5:30-7 p.m.
EST). Agency: D. P. Brother & Co.,
Detroit.

HEADLINERS
Robert Lemon, general
executive with WNBQ

(TV)ed to Chicago,
promotstation manager;
William B. Decker, director of sales for NBCowned companion,
WMAQ, that city, named
manager of that station.
They will report to Lloyd
E. Yoder, NBC vp and
general manager of both
operations. George W.
Diefenderfer, formerly
with NBC Radio Network Sales, appointed
national and local sales
manager of WNBQ.
Mr.
Mr.
Theodore
H. WalDiefenderfer Walworth worth, director of sales
for WRCV-TV Philadelphia, promoted to manager of that
station, reporting to Raymond W. Welpott, NBC vp and
general manager of WRCV-AM-TV. NBC adopted this

policy of separate management at its New York stations
(WRCA-AM-FM-TV) last March and is extending it to
Chicago and Philadelphia. According to P.A. Sugg, executive vp in charge of NBC-owned stations and NBC spot
sales, policy has proved "eminently satisfactory."
Gordon Webber, vp-copy group head,
appointed to new post of director of
broadcast commercial production at Benton & Bowles, N.Y. Ray Lind continues
as agency's vp and manager of broadcast
production. Mr. Webber will have over-all
responsibility for production, while Mr.
Lind will continue on production administration aswell as special assignment. Mr.
Mr. Webber Webber came to B&B in 1948 as tv copy
supervisor and was elected vp in 1956. He had joined
NBC in 1938 and served in press department, as script
writer and editor, later as director of script department and
finally writer and editor of NBC-TV's newsreel. He has
written novels, short stories and tv dramas. For five years
(1951-1956) Mr. Webber wrote both commercials and
scripts of tv's / Remember Mama series.
FOR OTHER NEWS OF PEOPLE SEE FATES & FORTUNES
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CHICAGO
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FRANCISCO
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MEW YORK
OFFICE

ST. LOUIS
OFFICE

.OS ANGELES
OFFICE

HELPING

DALLAS
OFFICE

to

DAVID LUNDY, manager of our Los Angeles office, one of ten offices providing
fast, efficient service to Advertising
throughout the U. S.— service that helps
advertising dollars deliver extra value.

A NATIONWIDE

guard

JACKSONVILLE
OFFICE

west-coast

In the fields of food, or fashion, or
health and beauty— many west coast
firms have won national leadership.
To retain and solidify their leadership they invest heavily— and wisely
—in spot television. And in 25 major
markets, the stations giving consistent returns on that investment are
represented by Blair-TV.
At a phone-ring's notice, how do
agencies in the Los Angeles area get
down-to-the-minute data on each of
these stations— data so vital to advertising decisions? Through our Los
Angeles office, one of ten offices,
coast-to-coast, that make spot television easier to buy.
Blair-TV operates on this basic

ORGANIZATION

leadership

principle: that alert, informed representation isa service vital not only
to stations but also to all Advertising
and to the businesses dependent on
it for volume and profit. From the
first our list has been made up of
stations and markets we felt in position to serve most effectively. Today
these stations cover 56 percent of
America's population — virtually 60
percent of its buying power.
In its area each of these stations
stands as a power-house of selling
force. To help advertisers and their
agencies make most profitable use of
that force, is the constant objective
of our entire organization.

AT THE SERVICE OF ADVERTISING

BLAIR-TV
WABC-TV-New York
W-TEN —
Albany-Schenectady-Troy
WFBG-TV— Altoona
WNBF-TV-Binghamton
WHDH-TV- Boston
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WBKB-Chicago
WCPO-TV-Cincinnati
WEWS- Cleveland
WBNS-TV- Columbus
KFJZ-TV-Dallas-Ft. Worth
WXYZ-TV- Detroit
1959

KFRE-TV- Fresno
WNHC-TVHartford-New Haven
KTTV-Los Angeles
WMCT-Memphis
WDSU-TV-New Orleans

KGO-TV-San Francisco
Omaha-Council Bluffs
WOW-TVWFIL-TV- Philadelphia
WIIC- Pittsburgh
KGW-TV- Portland
WPRO-TV- Providence

KING-TV
—
Seattle-Tacoma
KTVI-St. Louis
Tampa-St.— Petersburg
WFLA-TV
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PROOF:
Within its Grade A telecasting area, WSJS-Television reaches
a consumer population of 1,393,420 with total spendable income
of $1,827,286,000. In North Carolina's biggest Metropolitan
market located in the rich industrial Piedmont, the WSJSTelevision market represents a more powerful buying force
than that offered by any other North Carolina station.

television
Winston-Salem/
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Greensboro

CHANNEL 12
Headley-Reed, Reps.
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A special

survey

HARDLY
Vast

of public

A

majority
say

opinion,

nationwide,

SCRATCH
of people

But

most

it hasn't

And

so far Van

The waves of publicity generated by
the television quiz investigation have
had little effect on the public's enjoyment and opinion of tv.
This is the most startling result to
emerge from a national survey conducted last week for Broadcasting by
the professional research firm of Sindlinger & Co. The survey covered 2,289
households in 187 U.S. markets, with
telephone interviews conducted by 361
members of the Sindlinger field staff. It
achieved a completion ratio of 91.6%.
Here are some of the key facts turned
up in the survey:
• Almost everybody (84.4% of all
people 12 years old and older) has
heard or read about the tv quiz investigation.
• But only a few (10.2%) of those
who know about the investigation say
it has affected their enjoyment of television and only a slightly larger number (18.9%) say it has affected their
attitude toward television.
• Almost everybody (96.8%) of
those aware of the general investigation
has heard about Charles Van Doren.
• But only 14.7% of those who
know who he is think he is unqualified
to teach at Columbia.
• The public has not given up on
quiz shows as entertainment; more than
half (57.4% ) want to see them back on
the air.
(Complete national results of the
Sindlinger study appear on page 43.)
Also last week, Broadcasting correspondents went on the street in many
scattered U.S. markets to run nonscientific interviews among citizens
here and there. Results of the scientific
and the non-scientific samplings ran in
close correlation.
The Sindlinger study also investigated
a side issue to the quiz investigation
which has caused intramural conflict
within the tv industry itself: Whether
or not certain accepted tv practices are
BROADCASTING, November 2, 1959

Doren

are

aware

affected
is an

IN

only

their

• 78.4% say the fact that Person to
Person is rehearsed has no effect on
their enjoyment of the show, 11.5%
say it does have an effect, while 10.1%
hold no opinion.
The Quiz Quiz • Respondents also
were asked what they thought of the
quiz investigations in general. In this
area the results were not so clear cut:
42.8% say they favored the investiga-

full results

involving

2,098

. . .

IMAGE

scandal

enjoyment

slightly

there's

TV'S

of tv quiz

potentially deceitful. This is the cause
celebre which sprang from Dr. Frank
Stanton's ruling that such things as
canned laughter and applause would be
dropped from CBS-TV, and that Person to Person would tell its audience
that the show was rehearsed and not
spontaneous.
The survey results in that area:
• 55.9% do not think canned laughter is deceitful, while 26.7% think it is
and 17.4% have no opinion on the
matter.

For

shows

of tv

tarnished

hero

tions, 30.6% say they are against them;
9.2% give ambivalent or evasive answers and 17.4% have no opinion. (The
"ambivalent or evasive" category, for
the most part, is the result of sympa-thetic feelings toward Mr. Van Doren.)
That segment of the public which
favors the investigations does so for
two general reasons. They feel the
probes will result in better tv industry
practices, or they feel the investigations
are necessary to clear those programs
and people who may be innocent. Those
on the other side of the fence also
fall into two general categories. They
feel it's "much ado about nothing" and
a waste of both taxpayers' money and
Congressional time and energy, or they
can't see that any damage has been done
— "after all, it's only entertainment."
The two words which crop up most
often among those opposed to the in-.
TEXT CONTINUED PAGE 44

of massive

research

job

interviews,

see

43

page
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Television reaps a wild wind • Never before in television's history has a news story produced such extensive
journalistic examination as the coverage of the quiz scandal.
The only question remaining: Is there a newspaper, magazine or column which has not reported the story?
Originally, of course, the tv quiz story was one of good
news; it was an exciting narration of fabulous winners and
fascinating contestants, told in splashy headlines, candid
pictures and personality features. That was 1956-58.
The second round of big headlines began last fall in
New York when unhappy contestants began to tell their
tales of quiz show fakery to the District Attorney and the
press. Networks, producers, agencies and advertisers an-

nounced emphatic denials of the charges and program officials took to the air to assure quiz show viewers that the
stories were "wholly untrue." Then, quiz shows silently
dropped out of the schedules.
It was a wild wind that blew onto the front pages all
through the U.S. It was fanned anew when a grand jury
was called in New York.
For some weeks this year, the story was quiet. Many
in tv hopefully whistled through its graveyard. But it
wasn't dead. This fall the House Oversight Subcommittee began its own investigation. Today (Monday), still
another witness: Charles Van Doren. A world is waiting.
Did he or didn't he?

■
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(SPECIAL REPORT: QUIZ CASE)
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THE

PUBLIC:

CALM

IN

Listed below are results of the Sindlinger survey on public
attitudes toward the tv quiz investigations. These results
have been projected to the entire U.S. population of 127,745,000 people who are 12 years old or older and not in
institutions. In minor respects the wording and order of
questions and answers have been changed from those in the
survey questionnaire — for purposes of clarity in this
presentation. None of the meanings has been changed.
Most know about quiz scandal
Have you heard or read anything about the television
quiz show investigations?
Number
Percent
Yes
107,807,000 84.4%
No
19,938,000 15.6%
(NOTE: Those answering no to question above were not
asked the rest of the questions. Hence the base for computing percentages in tabulations below is 107,807,000.)
And they've talked about it
When was the last time, if ever, that you had any conversation or discussions with anyone about the quiz
show investigations?
29.5%
Never
31,801,000
14.9%
Over week ago
16,110,000
55.6%
In past week
59,919,000

EYE

OF

THE

STORM

Opinion is mixed on investigation
What is your opinion of the current quiz show investigation?
Favor it .
Don't favor it
No opinion
Ambivalent, evasive

46,170,000 42.8%
32,962,000 30.6%
18,790,000 17.4%
9,885,000 9.2%

But probe hasn't hurt tv enjoyment
As far as you, yourself, are concerned, have the investigations changed your enjoyment of television in any way?
No
Yes
No opinion

92,839,000 86.1%
10,976,000 10.2%
3,980,000 3.7%

And hasn't changed opinion of tv
Would you say that the quiz show investigations have
changed your attitude or opinion of the television industry in any way?
No
Yes
No opinion

82,947,000 76.9%
20,352,000 18.9%
4,515,000 4.2%

They know Van Doren, and bear no grudge
Most people saw the quiz shows
Did you watch any of the quiz shows when they were at
the height of their popularity last year?
Yes
96,119,000 89.2%
No
11,688,000 10.8%
And liked them at the time
(For those answering "yes" to above.) Did you enjoy
watching the quiz shows when they were popular?
Yes
82,528,000 85.9%
No
12,261,000 12.8%
Don't know
1,363,000 1.4%

Have you ever heard of the name of Charles Van Doren?
Yes
No

104,374,000 96.8%
3,433,000 3.2%

(Asked of those who had heard of Mr. Van Doren.) How
do you feel about Van Doren's job at Columbia U? Do
you think he should be permitted to keep his job there,
be fired, or just what?
Keep job
Be fired
Conditional*
No opinion

61,899,000 59.3%
15,305,000 14.7%
9,832,000 9.4%
17,359,000 16.6%

*Most responses in this category based on still open
question of Mr. Van Doren's guilt.

And many people hated to see them go
(For those answering "yes" to above.) Do you think taking
the quiz shows off the air was a good idea or a bad idea?
Good idea
32,359,000 39.2%
Bad idea
34,850,000 42.2%
Conditional*
15,314,000 18.6%
* Most responses in this category depend on how "bad"
shows really were.
And they'd like to have them back
Even though contestants on quiz shows are helped, have
you found the quiz programs educational and entertaining
enough to want to see them on television again?
Yes
61,913,000 57.4%
No
36,623,000 34.0%
No opinion
9,259,000 8.6%
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Minor vices: The people don't care
Some people say that it is deceitful to use canned or
recorded laughter on certain television programs. Do
you consider this as deceitful or does it add to your
enjoyment of a comedy program?
It's deceitful
Not deceitful
No opinion

28,837,000
60,225,000
18,746,000

26.7%
55.9%
17.4%

It has been reported that for the television program
Person to Person guests are rehearsed before the program is telecast. Does this affect your enjoyment of the43
program in any way?
No
84,570,000 78.4%
Yes
12,384,000 11.5%
No opinion
10,844,000 10.1%

What

public

thinks

of quiz

vestigations are "silly" and "ridiculous."
The Sindlinger Study • Idea for the
survey came out of a conference of
Broadcasting editors on Friday, Oct.
23. The discussion kept coming back
to the same point: What did the quiz
scandal mean in terms of what the medium's most important asset — its audience—thought about it? Each editor had
an opinion, but it was only his opinion.
They agreed only on one point: the public's attitude (1) was the important key
to the whole situation, and (2) nobody
knew what the public's attitude was.
A call was put through to Albert Sindlinger at Sindlinger & Co. in suburban
Philadelphia. His firm, among its many
services, publishes the weekly "Activity"
report which shows what America is
doing, what they're talking about and
how they feel about a number of issues.
An excerpted section from the activity
report reporting on media use (television, radio, newspapers, magazines,
books and motion pictures) was carried
exclusively in Broadcasting until
earlier this year. The editors knew Sindlinger could do the job, but they didn't
know if he could bring it in fast enough
for publication when they thought it
most important — i.e, today.
Sindlinger thought he could, by
throwing most of his staff into a crash
program for several days early last
week.
Into High Gear • Working with
the two basic questions Broadcasting
wanted answered, Sindlinger analysts
immediately started drafting the ques-

issue continued
tionnaire which would deliver them. By
mid-afternoon that day it was put out
for pre-testing to determine workability
and efficiency of the questions. Several
hours later it was revised to its final
form (see page 43) and put on the company's presses.
While the analysts were preparing
the questionnaire, another Sindlinger
division was drawing up the nationwide
random sample that would be tested.
Mr. Sindlinger and Broadcasting had
agreed it would take about 2,000 interviews to present an accurate picture of
U.S. opinion in this area: the final figure
was 2,289. Broken down by sections of
the country, 812 of the interviews were
in the East, 672 in the Midwest, 41 1 in
the South and 394 in the West. The full
staff of 361 interviewers in 287 U.S.
counties was utilized.
For the most part, interviews were
conducted on Sunday and Monday last
week. The returns started dribbling in
Monday, the flow increased considerably
Tuesday and by Wednesday was at full
flood. Tabulating started Tuesday night,
continued through Wednesday and
Wednesday night. The final tabulation
was completed Thursday.
Are You Right? • The control element
in the Sindlinger study was age by sex
of respondents. If the age by sex ratio of
respondents to the questionnaires was
found to match (within a few percentage points) the age by sex of the country as a whole, then it would be established that the sample was adequate for
the job it was designed to do. Result:

the age and sex ratio of respondents
ranged from a maximum variation of
2.9% for the 12-17 age group to minimum variations of 0.1% for the 18-24
and 55-64 age groups. This control
check, coupled with the 91.6% completion ratio of the survey itself, assured both Broadcasting editors and
Sindlinger that the study was solid.
The Sample • Interviewing for the
Sindlinger study was conducted within
the research firm's basic sample, a national probability sample of individuals
within telephone subscriber households.
(Telephone households are now 80-85%
of all households nationally.) The company uses what it terms a "multi-stage
sampling plan," starting with a selection
of geographical areas representing the
entire country. The 287 counties involved in the sample (actually 285
counties and 2 independent cities)
group into 187 metropolitan markets
and representative rural communities
(see map below). Of these 187 places,
80 are in metropolitan A, B, C and D
markets, 31 are in non-metropolitan
but urban D & E markets and 77 are in
rural county markets. This breakdown
is based on J. Walter Thompson population and distribution definitions. At
the time of this study 61.9% of the
total population resided within these
287 counties.
Respondents within the survey areas
are selected at Sindlinger headquarters
in Ridley Park, Pa. Interviewers are assigned atelephone number with each
questionnaire; they are never allowed
to choose their own samples, nor do they
know the identity of the person called
or the client for whom the study is being
conducted.
Mr. Sindlinger emphasizes this about
his interviewers: they are reporters, not
research specialists or psychologists.
Complete, detailed instructions accompany each survey project, and the interviewer isinstructed to report only what
the respondents say, and is never given
an opportunity to interpret the responses. (Thus the many "open end"
questions in the BROADCASTiNG-Sindlinger study — that is, questions which require verbatim answers rather than alswers.) lowing the interviewer to fit responses
into pre-determined categories of an-

Where Sindlinger sampled • The dark shapes in this map are in the 287
counties which comprise Sindlinger's sample area. They group into 187
metropolitan markets and representative rural countries, selected on a probability basis. The sample includes 80 metropolitan markets, 31 non-metropolitan but urban and 76 rural county markets. For purposes of the Broadcasting study 361 Sindlinger interviewers contacted a sample of 2,289
homes, with a nationwide completion ratio of 91.6%.
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Responses are coded, but only after
the survey is completed. Then Sindlinger
analysts assign code numbers to the
questionnaire after they have determined how many categories of answers
have developed. The code numbers are
transferred to each questionnaire, by
hand, by a person in the tabulating division, and then the actual counting process begins.
This system defies electronic tabulation. Mr. Sindlinger has called in all
BROADCASTING, November 2, 1959
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Counties,

PULLIN' or pitchin', farmers are businessmen who rely heavily on radio to keep
them informed on up-to-the-minute weather
and market conditions. They and their families
get even more from radio than you do.
But it's important to remember that there
are even vaster differences in farm-audience
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Sign-On
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to Sign-Off!

ence — first place in every quarter hour surveyed— the balance being divided among 88
other stations!
WHO

Radio will sell your customers more

often, more economically, more completely.
Ask PGW for the details on WHO Radio for
"Iowa Plus"!

preferences than in city audiences. It takes a
believable station — free of pitchmen and gimmicks— to make your message stick.
WHO Radio is believable. It is also aggressive, alert, alive — the great favorite of listeners
throughout "Iowa Plus," America's 14th largest
radio market.
The 93-county area Pulse Report (Feb.March, 1959) gives WHO Radio from 18%
to 35% of the total radio listening audiBROADCASTING, November 2, 1959

WHO
for Iowa PLUS!
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
NBC Affiliate
I
WHO Radio - which
is part also
of Central
Broadcasting
owns and
operates Company, I
WHO-TV, Des Moines; WOC-TV, Davenport
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. H.
Loyet,
Resident
Robert
Harter,
Sales Manager
Manager
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc., Representatives
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the major business machine companies
for consultation on electronic systems,
and they've all declared it impossible —
that is, to achieve the speed required
in the Sindlinger technique. It would
take weeks to determine by machine the
results hand tabulation achieves in
hours.
After that step, however, automatic
calculators are brought into play. Counting machines render totals in each category after the cards have been handgraded and sorted. Then calculators
(IBM 632 Electronic Typing Calculator) apply known data to the sample
data to reach, automatically and errorfree, the figures which go into a final
Sindlinger report.
What Sindlinger Does • The basic
idea of the Sindlinger service is to "use
today to measure what people did yesterday and what they probably will do
tomorrow." Interviewing is conducted
every day of the week, currently at a
rate of not less than 1,500 interviews a
day, more than 10,800 a week, over
500,000 a year. It goes into three primary areas: media exposure, purchases
or consumption (cigarettes, automobiles, clothing, soaps and detergents,
food products, etc.) and possessions
and buying expectations (houses, automobiles, major appliances, etc.). In
addition the company runs special reports on the media, attitudes on the
economy, the stock market and similar
areas.
One of Sindlinger's major projects is
a continuing study of consumer buying
plans and public attitude toward the
nation's economy conducted for the
National Industrial Conference Board
and sponsored by Newsweek magazine.
Results of the weekly reports go to the

continued

NICB, which in turn reports them to
its members. Newsweek has first call
on material developed in the studies
and
them. runs periodic articles based on
Sindlinger clients include: agencies —
BBDO, Campbell-Ewald, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, D'Arcy, Lennen & Newell, N.W. Ayer, Al Paul Lefton and
Geyer, Morey, Madden & Ballard;
magazines — Esquire, Good Housekeeping, McCall's, Newsweek, Popular Science and Tv Guide; newspapers — Boston Globe, Chicago Daily News, New
York Mirror, Philadelphia Inquirer and
Pittsburgh Post Gazette; advertisers —
duPont, Ford, General Electric and
Scott Paper. NBC also is a Sindlinger
client.
*
* *
In addition to the Sindlinger survey.
Broadcasting reporters in cities scattered across the U.S. questioned people of all backgrounds about their reaction to the tv quiz scandal. Here's a
summary of what they were told:
In Atlanta • The interviewer found
many whose attitude appeared to be
that the excitement over the quiz scandals was "much ado about nothing."
The general attitude was one of mild
concern, although some figuratively
were ready to burn down the halls of
the networks. Some of the quotes:
Salesman: "Well, that's show busiEngineer: "They gave the public what
it Ticket
wanted. agent:
So?" "I object to their winning all that money. They were acting,
so ness."
pay them"I the
regular
Barber:
knew
theytalent
were fee."
rigged.
Those questions were too tough."
Housewife: "I hope this won't ruin

1,897,000
(Sales Mgt.)

WHLI
Dominates the Major Long Island Market (Nassau)
. . . Delivers MORE Audience than any other
Network or Independent Station!
(Pulse)

> 10,000

WATTS
AM 1100
FM 96 3

WHLI
HEMPSTEAD lk ma
tONC ISIANO. N. Y.

Represented by Gill-Perna
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Survey sorting begins • This is a view of the tabulating division at Sindlinger headquarters in suburban Philadelphia. Here the incoming questionnaires are coded and sorted prior to sending figures to the electronic calculators. In this and other sections of the Ridley Park plant, Sindlinger employs
a staff of 105; his permanent staff of interviewers in the field totals 361, all
of them utilized in the tv quiz survey for Broadcasting.
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PETER GUNN
RIVERBOAT
77 SUNSET

STRIP

THE MAN AND
THE CHALLENGE
PHILIP MARLOWE
TROUBLE

SHOOTERS

BOURBON
STREET

BEAT

ADVENTURES
IN PARADISE
THE UNTOUCHABLES
THE AL ASKANS
THE LINE-UP
LOCK-UP
THIS MAN DAWSON

Adventure shows, mysteries -you name the big ones,
WSOC-TV carries them in Charlotte. By being able to pick
the best of both NBC and ABC, WSOC-TV comes up
with program strength unmatched anywhere in the Carolinas.
It is changing the viewing habits of America's
25th largest television market-fast! Buy WSOC-TV now
... one of the great area stations of the nation.

CHARLOTTE 9 — NBC and ABC. Represented by H-R
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are associated with WSB and WSB-TV, Atlanta; WHIO and WHIO-TV, Dayton
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ture. The rigging has destroyed any
Mr. Van Doren. Such a nice person."
illusion of reality which might have
Lawyer: "Entertainment's entertainexisted on the quiz shows. As for canned laughter, let it be. I like to watch
Secretary: "Who takes television
comedy shows. If they're funny, I
ment."
seriously?"
Taxi driver: "What the hell, it was
Police reporter for newspaper: "The
free entertainment."
rigged quiz shows definitely defrauded
Housewife: "Any of us would have
the public, but my beef is canned
done
the same thing."
laugh."
In Dickinson,
N.D. • Apathy appears
laughter. It's phoney and the intent is
to best describe public reaction to the the same as those faked quiz shows."
Housewife: "I don't think there was
tv quiz disclosures. Among the responses the Broadcasting interviewer
anything wrong with helping contestants. Ilike quiz prosrams. I never really
got were these:
thought
about whether they were on the
Housewife: "The shows shouldn't
level and I doubt that many viewers
be 'rigged, but let's have them back on,
did not think they were fixed."
fixed or not."
Attorney: "The worst part of the
Housewife: "I want Name That Tune
rigged quiz shows was the passing off
of the contestants as being honest. PeoBarber's customer: "It's a shame
ple watch television to be entertained.
some of the programs were rigged.
back."should be cleaned up within the They don't mind being fooled unless
They
industry and come back with the pro- it's done the wrong way. The quiz shows
did it the wrong way. As a result, when
there is any doubt whether a program
Businessman: "A small issue made
is on the up-and-up, the viewers are
much bigger than necessary."
think the worst. They will regrams."
Businessman: "I watch them strictly going to member
the rigged quiz shows, at least
for entertainment. They don't disturb
me a bit one way or another."
forInsurance
a while." salesman: "I don't blame
College professor: "All too often
television. I blame the people who run
their delayed and thoughtful answering
the program, whomever they may be.
of questions seemed phoney on a numfigure they have a show that will
ber of the big money shows. The rig- They
ging should be exposed for what it is. sell, so they write a script, pick the
Tv has an obligation to reflect the actors, and full speed ahead."
Secretary: "As far as over-all teletruth. The programs were very persuavision programs are concerned, the quiz
sive in establishing and planting of an
scandals have not disillusioned me beimage in the mass audience of an intelcause television is strictly a medium of
lect, and now because of deception they entertainment.
I enjoyed Twenty One
will probably arouse some disillusionment. On the other hand, the public
and watched it as I do Wagon Train."
many times enjoys being duped. They
Secretary: "Fifty percent of today's
entertainment is faked and it is regretenjoy it even though they know it's
table that those of Phi Beta Kappa intelligence allowed themselves to be exMan-on-the-street: "The only regret
ploited for money, dropping them from
I have was that I didn't have a chance
tophony."
get on one of the shows before they a hero's role to that of a villain, but
the blame lies with the producers, netwere discovered rigged."
works and sponsors, not the contestIn Houston • A woman secretary
commented, "I see no reason to let the
In Oklahoma City • Belief appeared
rigging affect my enjoyment of tele- almost unanimous that the quiz scanvision. Perhaps a code of morals was
dals have not changed viewing habits
violated, but rigged or otherwise, the nor affected the enjoyment of other tv
quiz shows gave me good entertainfare. Those most shocked or disapants." pointed were older viewers who said it
Secretary: "Why not assign tutors for was as if a member of the family had
contestants on future quiz shows or put been arrested or jailed. Random
a ment."
'second' in each corner."
Secretary: "Perhaps more of those
Teenager: "I knew it all the time. Nowho were defeated by the rigged stars quotes:
should be given another chance. If I
body could know that much."
Filling station attendant: "I expect
had been one of those competing
a wrestling match to be faked, but I
against the stacked deck, I'd be plenty didn't expect a quiz show to be."
sore. And inclined to do something
Housewife: "Canned laughter doesn't
bother me. When I'm ironing and hear
about
it."
Night
police:shows
"I think
what
laughs, I look up, get interested."
went
on chief
in theof quiz
definitely
Man-on-the-street: "Canned laughwill make the public lose faith in all
ter's an insult to the intelligence."
give-away shows, now, and in the fuThose interviewed appeared general-

SIG-I&'CJNT)

FREUD

reversed the traditional thought of centuries by emphasizing the subconscious mental functions

that motivate people to action. Here was a creative genius. Through his writings, he sold the world an entirely new concept: psychoanalysis. Hehas been called many things — now a salesman. WRIT has revised the traditional concept of radio programming. Its music,
dominant personalities and public services form a powerful voice that sells your products and services on every level of consciousness
in the big Milwaukee market. WRIT, above all, is a salesman! No wonder wonderful WRIT is first in Milwaukee. (June-July Nielsen.)

WRIT
BERNIE STRACHOTA, General Manager
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fuss?"
professor: "I personally
theUniversity
was delighted at the disclosures. Quiz
shows kept good programs off the air
and the scandal about them merely
vindicates my judgment about them."
Insurance executive: "The public
was duped, without a doubt. The integrity of the entire industry is now
PORTLAND, and
the STATE OF
MAINE
Reaching
950,000
listeners, in
association
with the
Lobster Network

CHARLOTTE,
NORTH CAROLINA
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480,000
listeners
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over
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Rep.: Richard O'Connell Co.
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What public thinks of tv quiz issue continued
Name That Tune and Original Amateur
ly to feel the big money quiz shows
are dead. Would they watch big money
Hour won't be affected. They're good
shows. Helped start a lot of people to
quiz
"no." shows in the future? Most said
stardom. I don't see how they could
In Seattle-Tacoma • Public reaction
to the quiz show scandal is sharply
New York • The quiz invesigabe Indishonest."
divided between those whose confidence
tions were staple table talk at such
in television has been badly shaken and gatherings as the American Marketing
those who believe television is show
Assn. workshops and other luncheon
business — a vaudeville act or magic meetings. Comments to a large degree
show, in which deception is part of the were personal reflections and not those
of tv insiders. Lunchers quizzed each
art. Among the comments:
other on whether or not Mr. Van Doren
Housewife: "It never occurred to me
was coached during his Twenty One
the shows weren't rigged. What's all career, for instance. A market researcher

(SPECIAL REPORT: QUIZ CASE)

to question."
open
Waterfront
worker: "A quiz show is
entertainment, not an art form. That's
why they hooked the quiz shows up.
Those congressmen are just looking for
some
free publicity."
In Hollywood
• Most, but not all,
people interviewed by Broadcasting
expressed more concern that Charles
Van Doren's seeming surrender to a
cynical acceptance of a crooked situation for cash, would result in "setyears."
felt
that ting
thiseducation
side back
effect20was
moreThey
serious
than the temporary black eye television
has received.
The reasoning of this group was that
people would watch tv as long as the
shows were put on free, no matter how
bad. But if a man from a good family,
brought up without much economic
pressure and with a first rate education,
forgets moral precepts the minute he
has a chance at $100,000, what's happened to American standards. Have we
become decadent?
Some parents interviewed asked:
What do you tell a teen-ager about not
cheating on an exam because it hurts
him, not the school, when he believes
that perhaps a professor cheated and
got big dough for doing it? Among
other responses:
Apartment house manager: " I hope
Want

to know

more?

Complete results of Sindlinger's nationwide study of public
attitudes toward the tv quiz investigations and the tv industry,
including breakdowns by geographical region and sex, are
available through Sindlinger &
Co., Ridley Park, Pa.

at one table told of his wife's experience
a short time ago on a quiz which urged
participants to go for high stakes because it enhanced the show's suspense
value. Another luncher protested investigations by Congress without specific
legislative purpose. Elsewhere in the
big city:
Advertising executive (not in broadcast field): "The rigged quiz shows
definitely ought to be thrown off the
air. The people responsible for the
programs have perpetrated a fraud
on the American people."
Cleaning woman in mid-town skyscraper: "When are they coming back?
Tv quizzes are entertaining. I don't
care if they are fixed or not."
Fireman and wife: "They were
pretty good entertainment. We suspected they were fixed, but it doesn't
matter much." The husband felt
canned laughter on comedy shows is
"offensive and phony" but his wife
disagreed. She said it "helps put the
viewer in the spirit of the program."
New Jersey cab driver: "I thought
all the shows might be fixed, but we
still enjoyed watching them." His
wife: "I'm disappointed some of the
the give away shows are being dropped.-1 was thrilled at the mink coats
and wonderful jewelry won by some
of the contestants." Questioned about
confidence in tv, the husband answered, "What's confidence got to do
with it? You like tv or you don't. We
like lots of the shows."
Attorney: "I was never really certain the shows were rigged. But I'm extremely disappointed about Van Doren.
I studied under Mark Van Doren at
Columbia and had a tremendous respect for the Van Doren name. Among
thinking people, tv's image is somewhat
soiled, but this will improve with time."
School teacher: "The networks were
negligent in their duty to the public in
letting people think those quiz shows
were honest and true. The contestants
didn't win their prizes, they were given
Mail on Capitol Hill • The House
Legislative Oversight Subcommittee,
which unlocked the grand jury findings
presents."
BROADCASTING, November 2, 1959
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Just over ten years ago— it seems much shorter
— Harrington, Righter and Parsons opened
shop in the old Marguery Hotel at 247 Park
Avenue in New York.
There were only 900,000 TV homes across the
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country then — 45 million today. Our first
headquarters in 1949 operated from a hotel
m

room; today they cover 10,000 square feet in
our new whole floor at
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Expansion is always exciting. We think it even
more exciting when growth results from a basic
philosophy of business operation. In our case,
this has been a continuino- belief in television
representation only for a selected list of quality
stations in key markets.
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television — the only medium we serve
WAPI-TV Birmingham WBEN-TV Buffalo WJRT Flint
WFIYIY-TV Greensboro / Winston-Salem WTPA Harrisburg
WTIC-TV Hartford WJAC-TV Johnstown WDAF-TV Kansas City
WHAS-TV
WRVA-TV

Louisville WTMJ-TV Milwaukee WMTW-TV Mt. Washington
Richmond KSLA-TV Sh reveport WSYR-TV Syracuse

Now

it's deceit

Is there hanky-panky in television
commercials as well as in television
quiz programs? The Television Code
Review Board intends to find out.
On Oct. 23 Donald H. McGannon,
president of Westinghouse Broadcasting manCo.ofand
the chaircode
board, told the
NAB regional conference in Boston
that the board was
investigating charges that
some tv commerMr. McGannon ciais
were fake(j.
He did not identify the source of
the charges beyond saying it was a
newspaper columnist. Plainly, however, he referred to Drew Pearson
whose nationally-syndicated column,
earlier in October, had described
several commercials which Mr.
Pearson felt were fraudulent.
Last week Mr. McGannon amplified his Boston remarks. In an interview with Broadcasting, he said
that the code board wanted to know
whether tv advertisers were going
beyond reasonable limits in demonstrating product claims.
Examples Alleged • The following
examples of alleged rigging in commercials cited by Mr. McGannon in
his Boston talk, point up what the
tv code board is investigating.
A commercial shows two cleansers
used. Product X fails to scrub the
sink to a sparkling white. When the
advertised product is applied, the
sink suddenly is spotless. But the
sponge which applied the advertised
product had an abrasive — perhaps
sandpaper or steel wool — under it.
A commercial shows a glass of
water on top of the dashboard panel
of the advertised automobile. The
auto takes the bumps, but not a drop
of water is spilled. The background
is actually on a rear projection
screen. The screen is made to move
up and down and the automobile is
not in motion.
Mr. McGannon took these two
complaints from several which were
printed in Pearson's column. Mr.
Pearson has been asked officially to
identify the commercials as to product, and if he has the information,
as to agency. Once the review board
has evidence in hand, it will then
approach the agency which handled
the commercial to find out what devices were used in the commercial's
production. Any information uncovered by the board will be kept
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in commercials
confidential. Mr. McGannon expects
that a report will be ready for the
board in about the second week of
November.
A Serious Study • The code board
will carry through its inquiry whether or not Mr. Pearson cooperates,
Mr. McGannon said. Though its staff
is limited, the board is prepared to
conduct a tedious search of tv commercials, pinning down those in
which the contents could be suspect.
The agency responsible for the commercial in question then will be approached and a suggestion made that
the film's producer also be made
available for questioning.
In any of these probings, should
evidence be uncovered of fraudulent
presentation, the agency and/ or advertiser will be asked to withdraw the
commercial from the air. If this is refused, the code board has the alternative left of identifying the commercial and suggesting to stations that
they do not carry it
Has any agency executive given
Mr. McGannon reason to believe
there is some hanky-panky in tv
commercial production? Mr. McGannon says no, while noting he
has received a number of communications from fellow broadcasters
commending the board's inquiry.
Get After It • Mr. McGannon admits the code probe of commercials
hits at a time when tv's prestige is
at low ebb because of the quiz scandal. But, he stresses, if the tv commercial issue is left on the shelf —
as was the tv quiz matter — it can
boomerang with similar impact.
A fine line must be drawn in the
sensitive area of possible deceit in
commercials, Mr. McGannon says.
There is a difference between "theatrics" or other tampering with the
product or situation in order to make
a more dramatic impression — for example, highlighting the lettering on
a box or deepening the color of a
good food so as to make it look more
appealing (often a food loses its natural appeal when viewed on a tv
screen) — and making claims that
are clearly extravagant.
The question, Mr. McGannon asserts, iswhether the public is misled
by commercials. The mode of presentation isin degree, he comments,
emphasizing also that an "allegations
have been raised" against the integrity of tv advertisements and it
behooves the industry to answer the
allegation.

after they had been sealed upon presentment, has received only a moderate
amount of mail from the public on its
tv quiz investigation.
The total is less than was expected,
several sources said last week, and
"substantially less" than the subcommittee received during the AdamsGoldfine hearings in the summer of
1958.
Best guess from different subcommittee sources placed the daily average
of mail, since the first round of tv
quiz hearings last month, at about 6065 pieces daily. Total mail is a "drop
in the bucket" to that received by the
parent Commerce Committee on pay
tv, it was reported, which drew more
in one day than the tv quiz investigation all together.
Much of the mail was critical of the
subcommittee, running as high as 40%.
one source estimated, and as low as
15% according to another. A smattering of the mail condemned the subVan Doren. committee for "persecuting" Charles
The offices of individual members of
the subcommittee reported receiving
very little tv quiz correspondence addressed to them personally, with most
going to Chairman Oren Harris CDArk. ). The mediately
mail
"very
heavy"
imafter thewasfirst
public
hearings
closed last month" (Broadcasting, Oct.
19) but had tapered off to very little
late last week.
Rep. Harris has given orders that
the mail is not to be released to the
public and, as a subcommittee source
said lastvaluable
week, "We've
gotten
damned
leads from
somesomeof
A large percentage of the letters
this mail."
were
written by persons who had individual axes to grind, in many instances not related at all to the current
investigations. One lady from Vermont
wrote that, after applying to become a
contestant on Tic Tac Dough, two
"sharpies" showed up and forced an
expensive set of encyclopaedia on her.
They claimed, she said, that questions
on the program were based on information in the volumes. Others "demanded" investigations of such things
as baseball, taxes, sewing machines,
newspapers and jazz.
Random Sampling • A sampling of
comments taken from the congressional
mail, mostly to individual members:
From "six families from a six
family house" in New York: "We demand the jailing of those in on the fix.
We mean executives as well as those
who fed and those who had the answers fed to them. No whitewash of
these frauds and crooks. We are waiting and watching what's done here in
A Miami,
man suggested that
by whom."
and Fla.,
Congress
BROADCASTING, November 2, 1959

Probe

resumes

The House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee will resume its
tv quiz hearings today (Monday)
in Washington. Big-money winner
Charles Van Doren is under subpoena to appear.
But, just what course the subcommittee will follow and what
shows will be on the firing line still
was being planned as late as yesterday. None of the nine committee members were due in
Washington before the weekend.
Chairman Oren Harris (D-Ark.)
planned to arrive Saturday after a
Friday night meeting of Democratic hierarchy in Little Rock.
The subcommittee staff deferred
all questions last week with "It
will be up to the members and
chairman to decide." Many of the
members were not due in Washington until late last night but
several have stated, from their
home districts, what they would
like the subcommittee to investi-

My

Mommy Listens
to KFWB

. . . and listens, and listens
and listens! Pulse and
Hooper have proven it for
many months past... and
now Nielsen makes it
unanimous: rates KFWB
#1 in total audience in the
L.A. Area in their book,
too! So . . . whether you
use Pulse, Hooper or Nielsen as a guide . . . one
thing you should do for
sure: Buy KFWB . . . first
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It is known, for instance, that
$64,000 Question and $64,000
gate.
Challenge will be on the firing line.
Several other defunct shows face
the same prospect. Network executives also will be called.
"It promises to be an interesting
week," predicted one member of
the subcommittee.
contestants be required to return their
winnings and that this money be used
to defray the expense of the subcommittee. "Thanks for doing a wonderful
job,"
he
From wrote.
Atlantic City came a letter
demanding the immediate ouster of
FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer and
a correspondent from Oneida, N.Y.,
said the Commission should be abolished. ". . . What useful purpose does
this
group
serve?"
he asked.
same
Oneida writer
accused
tv of The
censoring

in Los Angeles. It's the
thing to do!

news by not covering the tv quiz hearings (prohibited by House rules).
Writers from Live Oak, Fla.; Arvada,
Colo.; Abington, Conn.; Cleveland,
Amarillo, Dallas, Nashville and other
cities praised the subcommittee for airing the tv quiz skullduggery. One said
he has suspected all along that What's
My Line is rigged, "but I couldn't prove

6419 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28 / HO 3-5151
ROBERT M. PURCELL, President and Gen. Manager
JAMES F. SIMONS, Gen. Sales Manager
Represented nationally ty JOHN BLAIR t CO.

Another correspondent, from Amarillo, felt that the subcommittee is
questioning the wrong people and that
the networks should be held accountable.
Subcommittee Condemned • "How
can
be so
dumb?"
asked representatives
a Los
in claiming
it." Angeles writer
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they are on the wrong tangent.
A La Jolla, Calif., writer asked:
"Why all the fuss about tv quiz shows?
The contestants won money. The
viewers were highly entertained. . . .
Congress would be better off spending
its time and money on important
things. . . ." In a P. S. he said that most
of his friends feel the same way.
A letter from Indianapolis suggested
that the congressmen investigate their
"own backyard" while talking about immorality. "I feel that a little dishonesty
on tv quiz programs is insignificant
compared to the immorality of some of
theFrom
acts of
Congress.Calif.,
. ." came
he said.a plea
Redlands,
for the return of quiz shows, "the highest qualitythe
programs
tv." The writer
accused
Harris onsubcommittee
of
"making a mountain out of a molehill" and said it isn't the contestants
who are important, but the information
passed on to the viewer.
More important things should occupy
the time and money of Congress,
opined a writer from Amarillo. "Is
the skullduggery of a tv program as
important as excessive taxation and
spending?"
he asked. charged that the
A Philadelphian
committee investigation is a ". . . fake,
just like all the other headline hunting
investigations. . . . Why [does the] committee try to kid the public? . . . Happy
election day."
Murrow-Stanton
exchange aired
For the span of 24 hours or so last
week, it was almost quiet. There was
nothing really startling to report in the
way of new reactions within the industry to the quiz scandal. But it was
only an interlude between the verbal
storms.
The most talked-about item in the
trade was what Edward R. Murrow
had to say about his boss, CBS President Frank Stanton — and what it meant
for Mr. Murrow's future. Dr. Stanton
had said the previous week that people
ought to know Person to Person was rehearsed— and they were so told in the
Oct. 23 program — and producers John
Aaron and Jesse Zousmer, reacting to
this "slur," had announced "amicable"
settlement of their contracts (Broadcasting, Oct. 26).
Then, over the weekend, Mr. Murrow was heard from. In London, on a
working sabbatical, he issued a statement asserting that "Dr. Stanton has
finally revealed his ignorance both of
news andduction. ..of. requirements of tv pro"Surely Stanton must know that
cameras, lights and microphones do
not just wander around a home.
Producers must know who is going
BROADCASTING, November 2, 1959
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LOS
SAN

FRANCISCO
BOSTON

A

representatives
Teamwork

GILL-PERNA,

station

Dr. Stanton

Mr. Murrow

where and when and for how long.
They must know whether the individual
will require 20 seconds or two minutes
to answer a question.
"The alternative to a degree of rehearsal would be chaos. I am sorry
Dr. Stanton feels that I have participated in perpetrating a fraud upon
the public. My conscience is clear.
him."
to be • bothering
seems
HisCBC
Position
Dr. Stanton made no
public reply. A CBS spokesman issued
a statement saying that "As Dr. Stanton
has attempted to make quite clear on
several occasions," nobody at CBS "has
the slightest objection to the way Person to Person has been produced. Indeed, we have always been very proud
of the program and those who have
participated in it. We are simply insistent that the production practices of
programs of this type be revealed . . .
so that the program as it appears on the
air will be exactly what it seems to be."

HANDS
Stick with

While the trade talked Stanton-Murrow, the public was talking Van DorenBloomgarden. Charles Van Doren and
Hank Bloomgarden, big money winners
on NBC's defunct Twenty-One, had
gone voluntarily to the New York District Attorney Oct. 23 and reportedly
made "substantial changes" in the statements they had given earlier. The District Attorney wouldn't say what the
changes were. He did say Mr. Van
Doren's original statement "related to
his receiving questions and answers on
about the time Mr. Van Doren
theAtprogram."
was visiting the Distrist Attorney, NBCTV was announcing cancellation of Tic
Tac Dough. "Further evaluation of
public reaction following recent evidence of previous rigging of the program has led to the conclusion that its
public standing has been impaired,"
NBC explained. It took pains to note
that testimony "clearly established" that
the rigging occurred before NBC took
over production from Barry & Enright
a year ago.
CBS-TV

affiliates

support Stanton
CBS President Frank Stanton got
the full backing of the CBS-TV Affiliates
Board last week in his campaign to drive
"deceits" off the network.
Holding its annual meeting at Pebble
Beach, Calif., the board elected William

B. Quarton, WMT-TV Cedar Rapids,
Iowa, as chairman of the affiliates association. Italso adopted this resolution:
"Whereas: the CBS-TV Affiliates
Board recognizes that public trust and
confidence are essential to the effective
performance of broadcasting, and that
tawdry practices in the production of
quiz shows as recently disclosed have
violated this public trust and confidence;
"Be it therefore resolved: that this
board unanimously and without reservation endorses the action of the CBS in
eliminating big-money television contests from the CBS-TV network, in assuming full responsibility for content
and quality of network programs, and in
assuring the American public that what
they hear and see on CBS programs
will be exactly what it purports to be;
"And further: that this board records
its gratitude for the decisive and courageous leadership exercised by Dr.
Frank Stanton and the CBS-TV network
in actions which enable television to
move toward its constantly increasing
potential
for the public
The affiliates
board service."
met with top
CBS-TV executives Sunday (Oct. 25) to
Wednesday. In the absence of President
Louis G. Cowan, hospitalized by thrombosis, the network delegation was headed by Executive Vice President James
T. Aubrey Jr. Mr. Quarton was elected
affiliates' chairman to succeed C. Howard Lane, KOIN-TV Portland, Ore.,
who was not eligible for reelection.

SHOWS'—
THOSE
OFF
commercials, says Cortney; rival Revlon

A side fracas to the general furor
over tv quiz rigging broke out along
Madison Avenue last week. The skirmish involved two tv advertisers, an adand an innocent bystander. vertising agency
The advertisers were cosmetic competitors Coty Inc. and Revlon Inc.
BBDO was the agency, while the innocent organization caught in the incident was the Sales Executives Club of
New York.
Among the developments:
e Coty's President Philip Cortney
launched a crusade against repetition
of the "shameful tv quiz hoax." Mr.
Cortney proposed that advertisers not
be permitted to exercise any control
over programming in the broadcast media, and that stations and networks
alone "must . . . control program content and thereby assume full responsibility for protection of public interest."
(Mr. Cortney's "solution" was similar
to that set forth a day later by Rep.
Chester Bowles, Connecticut Democrat,
56 (SPECIAL REPORT: QUIZ CASE)

who spoke at a luncheon in New York
[see story, page 70]).
• Charges of "pressures" being brought
by a competitor were aired publicly
both by Mr. Cortney and the Sales
Executives Club of New York
which provided the platform for a panel
to speak on "The Honest Quiz." The
principals involved later identified Revlon as thecomment.
"competitor." Revlon officials
refused
• It appeared that Coty and BBDO,
its agency, were far apart on the matter.
Mr. Cortney at a news conference before the luncheon accused BBDO of
having ( 1 ) refused to place his "public
service advertisement" in newspapers
in New York and elsewhere in the
country, and (2) of having hinted to
Mr. Cortney that his ads would embarrass the agency because it was associted at one time with The $64,000
Question (BBDO was Revlon's agency
a few years back when the advertiser
enjoyed a sensational sales success as a
result of the show's popularity).
• It was speculated freely that Coty

COTY
singed

Inc. and BBDO had come close to a
parting of ways. When asked how his
call for "morality" in business would
apply since he was continuing to place
business with BBDO, Mr. Cortney said
if it developed that the agency had parfraud," Coty would
withdraw ticipated
itsin "this
account.
Coty In Tv • Coty bills an estimated
$3.5 million a year, of which approximately $2.1 million is in television; the
bulk in spot tv and the rest in participations inABC-TV's daytime program
block (Gale Storm Show, Beat the
Clock and American Bandstand).
Mr. Cortney told newsmen that he
had been offered several quiz shows by
the agency but that he had declined to
buy into any one of them.
In addition to outright network control (they are "licensed by the government to exploit the air," he asserted),
Mr. Cortney demanded that "businessmen" who sponsored the ill-fated quiz
shows testify before the Congressional
Subcommittee; that they, as well as the
networks and winning contestants doBROADCASTING, November 2, 1959

THE

QUALITY

TOUCH

There are no short cuts to
quality, as evidenced by the beautiful
prints produced by the
age old process of stone lithography.
WFAA

Neither are there short cuts
in the building of a quality image
so precious in the operation
of today's better radio and television
stations.

radio & television • dallas
Serving the greater DALLAS-FORT WORTH market
BROADCAST SERVICES OF THE DALLAS MORNING NEWS

Represented by

The Original Station Representative
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They

said

it couldn't
be

done

(They may be right.)

T^een-age television at seven a.m.? In
Houston ? With news ... sports .. . music
. . . reports ... of a kind important to
young people? And panel discussions? LIVE?

spring. Developed with the blessings of the
Superintendent of Schools and the encouragement ofPTA's, the Ginny Pace wake-up
show may also awaken others in the industry

It's enough to give a program manager
insomnia : Every dawn a new problem, breakfast practically a midday meal, and Studio A
full of teen-age egos five mornings a week.
That's what the Corinthian station in
Houston has brought about with the new
half-hour Ginny Pace Show. Object: To serve
an important segment of the communityteen-agers, some 200,000 of whom live within tv sight of KHOU-TV— and many parents,
eager to share in the interests of their off-

to the potential of early-morning local tv.
The perils need not be spelled out.
You're aware of them and so are we. We're
also aware that someone has to assume
responsibility for pioneering with new ideas
if television is to maintain vitality and commercial effectiveness. Each station of the
Corinthian group is encouraged to take program risks, to try out new ideas, to avoid
always playing safe. Sometimes it's good box
office, sometimes it isn't. It's always healthy.

Responsibility in Broadcastu\
WWW

m%MEWWWWMM\

^
^

Coty's Cortney
Proposes network control
nate
"ill their
gottenconscience.
gains" to charities
so as their
to clear
The events both leading up to and
encompassing the bizzare Tuesday
(Oct. 27) at New York's Roosevelt
Hotel had tinges of a second-rate mystery script.
Open
For last Tuesday's
luncheon Forum
the Sales• Executives
Club had

KOTV
Tulsa (Petry)
KHOU-TV
® Houston (cns-TvSpot Sales)
^
KXTV
S5Sacramento (H-R)
WANE-TV
S>Fort Wayne (Petry)
WISH-TV
Indianapolis (Boiling)
WANE-AM
Fort Wayne (Petry)
WISH-AM
Indianapolis (Petry)

scheduled a panel on the tv quiz question. According to Philip J. Kelly, a
vice president of Lynn Baker Inc. (advertising agency), who is the club's
president, the club maintains an "open
forum for ideas and new developments
of interest to sales-minded executives."
Mr. Cortney was invited to speak
when it was suggested the Coty head
would launch — "a campaign for
honesty in advertising and selling."
The club planned the following
panelists to appear with Mr. Cortney:
The Rev. Charles (Stony) Jackson, a
Tennessee minister who first charged
the Question with having been rigged.
Mrs. Louis J. Robbins, National
Council of Women of the U.S., and
the Rev. Lawrence W. McMaster Jr.,
executive director of the department
of radio and television, the United
Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A.
Of the four Mr. Cortney and Rev.
McMaster appeared on the platform.
Mrs. Robbins withdrew saying she
could speak only unofficially and Rev.
Jackson failed to appear because of
a minor ailment.
Charges of 'Pressures' • On the day
before the luncheon meeting, it became known that both Mr. Kelly and
spokesmen for Mr. Cortney were
charging a Coty competitor with applying pressures to and
"stop"thetheluncheon.
planned
news conference
Mr. Kelly said Mr. Cortney's statements regarding "alleged irregularities in connection with tv programs,
and quiz shows in particular . . .

brought about some positive reactions
in the form of pressures from parties
who felt that Mr. Cortney's remarks
might
be a the
reflection
on tothem."
He cited
pressures
cancel the
program as follows: on the program
chairman through some of his key clients resulting in his resignation, refusal
of an ad agency to carry Mr. Cortney's
newspaper advertisement, a "reported
attempt to influence" the Coty public relations representative (Christopher Cross, former vice president in
charge of public relations and promotion at Grey Adv. and now president
of Pan-American Public Relations
Ltd.) to "change certain of Mr. Cortney's statements," and "a key participant in the program withdrawing and
another begging off due to a stomach
The Rev. McMaster's talk was
based on an "open letter" he had
written to "associates in the radio and
television industry" asking for examiache." nation of tv programming and a vigilant, constant re-evaluation. He attacked popularity as the prime criterion in programming. He said he had
received a "heartening" response from
network, agency and programming
executives.
Mr. Cortney's talk centered on a
theme of the deleterious effects of the
quiz scandal on the tv industry, on
businessmen and on the U.S. as a
democratic, moral force in the world.
Justice
to touch

quiz

probe

all bases

The Dept. of Justice moved into action last week, following within a week
President Eisenhower's request that it
look into the rigging of television quiz
shows (Broadcasting, Oct. 26).
On Wednesday, Attorney General
William P. Rogers conferred in Washing with CBS President Frank Stanton
and NBC President Robert Kintner. Mr.
Stanton was accompanied by CBS-TV
General Attorney Thomas K. Fisher;
Mr. Kintner by David C. Adams, senior
executive vice president; and Thomas
E. Ervin, vice president.
A Justice Dept. spokesman said that
this meeting was the first in a series of
conferences to be held with network
officials, the FCC and the Federal
Trade Commission.
Two Month Deadline • This investigation, he said, will be completed before
Congress reconvenes in January.
Sitting in with Mr. Rogers were the
following Justice Dept. executives:
Lawrence E. Walsh, deputy attorney
general; Malcolm R. Wilkey, chief of
the criminal division; Robert A. Bicks,
acting chief of the antitrust division,
and Robert Kramer, chief of the office
of legal counsel.
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The central control panel of the RCA TV Tape
Recorder puts all operating controls at your fingertips.
Major control features are illustrated on the panel,
zoned in 15 areas as follows: (1) Variable Speed
Rewind; (2) Single Control Playback; (3) Independent
Control of Video, Audio and Cue Record; (4) LocalRemote Operation; (5) Automatic Shoe Position
Control; (6) Capstan Speed Control; (7) Video Head
Current Indication; (8) Multi-Purpose Meter/Speaker
Selector; (9) Independent Audio/Cue Record and
Playback Level Controls; (10) Built-in Monitoring
Speaker, and Speaker Volume Control; (11) Master
Erase Current Meter; (12) Control Track Current
Meter; (13) Control Track Phase Adjustment;
(14) Head Hour Meter; (15) Sync Selector.
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CONTROL

All

operating

controls

on

a

Variable Speed Rewind
Fast forward, fast reverse. Rewinds 90 minute reel in 4}^
minutes. Rapid cue any point on tape. Tape speed can be
varied until audio or cue channel becomes intelligible.

e

o

Video Head Current Indication Switchable to indicate recording current in each of the four
heads or total current in the head assembly. Permits quick
diagnosis of performance during recording.
Multi-Purpose Meter/Speaker Selector
Provides instantaneous check of input, record and play
functions, and erase in either audio or cue channels.
RADIO
BROADCAST

single

TELEVISION

EQUIPMENT

x
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pane/!

Sync Selector
For locking equipment to power line or local sync generator.
Such outstanding operating features assure the most efficient
utilization of television tape equipment, reducing operating and
maintenance costs. And there are many other reasons why RCA TV
Tape Equipment
willtheprove
yourRCA
requirements.
So don'tor
settle
for less than
best.right
Seeforyour
Representative,
write to RCA, Dept. A-22, Building 15-1, Camden, N. J. In
Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal.
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Independent Audio/Cue Record and
Playback Level Controls
Standard RCA broadcast audio amplifiers associated with
these controls are interchangeable.
Built-in Monitoring Speaker, and Speaker
Volume Control
For monitoring audio or cue channel input, record or playback output. Built-in RCA BA-24 Broadcast Monitoring
Amplifier will also drive external speaker.
Master Erase Current Meter
Shows master erase circuit is operating by indicating current
in master erase head.
Control Track Current Meter
Provides continuous indication of current in servo-control
track head.
Control Track Phase Adjustment
Dual control provides coarse and vernier adjustments.
Coarse adjustment is for slipping any of the four heads on
to any given recorded track. Vernier adjustment is for centering the heads precisely on that track.
Head Hour Meter
Indicates number of hours on video heads during actual
recording and playback.

Single Control Playback
A single push button activates playback functions. Automatically stops at the end of the tape. A stop button is provided for manual operation.
Independent Control of Video, Audio and
Cue Recording
A set-up switch activates all electronics, placing the recorder
in operation without running tape through. This enables
operators to checkout circuitry prior to recording or playback.
Local-Remote Operation
Selector switch delegates basic record/playback functions
for local or remotely controlled operation.
Automatic Shoe Positioning
The tape shoe position is automatically controlled during
playback to prevent skewing effects. In the record mode,
operation is electrically switched to manual — head-to-tape
pressure can be adjusted using calibrated dial.
Capstan Speed Control
Manual override
normal operating speed to permit synchronization oftwoof machines.
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• CAMDEN,

of
N. J.

AMERICA

BROADCAST
OPENING
Agency

makes

to further
tv rates.

GUN
queries

increases
Move

construed

"weTheloveletters
you, tobutindividual
. . ." stations will
be sent in about 10 days. The top 50
markets were selected because the
agency figures some 80 percent of national broadcast advertising expenditures are placed in these markets.
The BBDO move, initiated and handled by the media department under
the direction of Fred Barrett, vice
president and media director, and Herbert Maneloveg, associate media director, covers both radio-tv and magazines.
Letters to individual magazines whose
rates are believed by the agency to be
too high from the standpoint of circulation and cost per thousand already
have been received.
A similar letter for broadcast stations
has been drafted; the media department is now awaiting the research
analysis.
What's Involved • BBDO's research
will study the individual stations' rate
structures and "plans" with an eye on
basic circulation trends, audience received and computed cost per thousands for that station.
While tv is the chief interest of the
study, radio also will be included,
because of BBDO's belief that there
probably are instances of radio stations
failing to compensate for a drop in circulation or audience as well as a rise
in costs per thousands.

BBDO

in stiffening

in magazine,

BBDO is analyzing rates. The major
New York agency is going back five
years to study rates of radio and tv stations in the top 50 markets.
This move by a major agency in the
broadcast field is a key to what is obviously a build up toward a stiffening
resistance to further increases in rates
in national media — including magazines
along with radio and television.
So far BBDO is pecking away at
what it believes is a continuing problem of increased costs in advertising.
Specifically the agency wants to know
if rate increases by tv stations — or the
"failure to adjust" rates by certain
radio stations — can be justified by the
statistical record of audience or circulation.
Dear John • As a result of its probe
of the situation, those stations adjudged to be "out of line" will be sent
a "Dear John" letter, which in effect
will warn the individual station that
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What's Behind It • BBDO has been
studying the problem of the increased
cost of advertising from the viewpoint
of media rates for some time.
As expressed by Mr. Maneloveg last
week: it (rate increases) "must stop
some time." BBDO, he said, is not content "to sit back and watch this."
Hence, the analysis, market by market
and station by station and finally the
letter.
Network rates are not part of the
study, nor will the networks be accorded the station treatment. Why?
There are two reasons, which for practical purposes are related. These are
(1) the agency must start some place
and the stations appear to be the logical
place to begin, and (2) network rates
for the most part are based on the
rates of the individual stations which
form the facility's lineup.
The agency media spokesman takes
the position that actually some broadcast stations are charging what the
traffic will bear rather than to anchor
rates to significant rises in either audience or circulation. These rating abuses,
BBDO people say, come about via
a vicious circle: station "A" increases
its rates, perhaps on a basis that is
borderline, and then station "B" in
that market follows suit but with no
justification other than the readjustment in rates made by the competing
station.
Magazines also get involved in this
rationalization, according to BBDO. A
national magazine when confronted
with an agency protest on a price jump
will throw the ball back at the agency
with the retort, "you never protest
when broadcast rates go up."
BBDO to Magazines • In its letters
to magaiznes (against which the agency
had a complaint) BBDO said in part:
"We hasten to add that the print industry isnot alone in this trend (higher
costs per thousands forcing less frequency of advertising). Broadcasters
also have been charging more and deless."
BBDO liveringexplained
last week that by
"delivering less" the agency was referring to the rise in rate being out of
line with the accompanying increase in
circulation (or audience).
The agency said in its letter to magazines that it was concerned with the

CHECK

increased rates because "almost every
BBDO client has had to increase the
cost of its product within the past few
years; yet very few have done so at the
same rate of increase occurring in the
magazine
Long-ranindustry."
ge Effect • asked if the
agency can expect immediate remedial
results, BBDO media spokesmen felt
the effects will be of long-range benefit.
Stations apparently will not be warned
of reprisal but subjected for the nonce
with subtle pressure.
Radio

has

advantage

in co-op advertising
Although newspapers come first to
mind when co-op advertising is mentioned, radio has certain advantages
over the print media for the manufacturer entering into a co-op arrangement
with a retailer, especially in the food
field, David Fenwick, vice president,
Robinson, Fenwick & Haynes, said.
Addressing an Oct. 22 luncheon
meeting of Southern California Broadcasters Assn. in Hollywood, Mr. Fenwick pointed out that the typical food
chain uses radio at all times of day,
reaching various types of listeners.
He added that through the relationship of the food chain and radio station,
the manufacturer using radio cooperatively with the chain will frequently get
shelf space and display space as well
as time.
Virtually all co-op advertising in the
food field is commissionable to the
agency, he said. He contrasted this with
the situation in the appliance field,
where the custom is for the retailer
to consider the manufacturer's advertising allowance as his own money to
spend
as he sees fit, without benefit of
an
agency.
If an appliance dealer uses radio, he
generally sponsors a particular time
segment of the station's schedule and
so reaches only that segment of the
total audience, Mr. Fenwick noted,
which is not as good for the manufacturer as the food chain practice of
spreading
its spots throughout the
broadcast day.
Five

name

Doner

Aegean Products Inc. (Grecian Formula 16 hair treatment). Fair Lanes
Inc. (bowling establishments) and Bata
Shoe Co. as well as two other local
accounts have appointed the Baltimore
office of W. B. Doner & Co. to handle
their advertising.
BROADCASTING, November 2, 1959

CLUTCH

CARGO

7:00-7:30
P. M.
FRIDAY
In Color and Black and White
Another big, bright salesmaker on WWJ-TV! It's the first-time-in-Detroit "Clutch Cargo"
adventure cartoon series featuring the amazing Syncro-Vox hp process.
Cash in on "Clutch" — timed perfectly to reach WWJ-TV's big early evening family
audience just when week-end shopping plans are being made. Your PGW Colonel has
complete details. Phone him today!
Detroit, Channel 4 • NBC Television Network

WWJ-TV

Coming soon! WINTER BASEBALL
Hot from Havana — and sure to score
with sports-loving Detroit. Ask PGW.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC.
Associate AM-FM Station WWJ
Owned and Operated by The Detroit News
BROADCASTING, November 2, 1959
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HOW
YOU

KCANT

KCOVER
TEXAS
without

KCEN-TV

TO

REACH

International Harvester is digging
deeper and deeper furrows in the fertile
fields of radio advertising.
Last week I-H claimed 110 radio
outlets advertising its tractors, planters,
pickers, combines and nine other major
product lines. Spot radio programming
continues to be its primary medium for
a relatively modest budget, despite the
experimental tv overtures by some
dealers.
Top Secret • IH's secret formula:
established local personalities (usually
radio farm directors) conducting market, news and weather programs in peak
listening periods (6-7 a.m. and 12 noon1 p.m.) The company's farm equipment
division got into spot radio in January
1 956 and has been active in it almost
continuously ever since, with a varying
lineup of stations, because of its pinwork). point flexibility (as contrasted to net-

POWERHOUSE!
we're the only FULL
POWER
station
for miles around
Central Texas !

I
KCEN-TV
TEMPLE -,WACO
BLAIR
64

TELEVISION ASSOCIATES
National Representatives

(BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

MARKET

Harvester has formula to keep 'em happy
down on farm while also selling products

The farm equipment account is handled by Aubrey, Finlay, Marley & Hodgson, Chicago. Dix L. Harper, farm
radio-tv director and onetime RFD at
WLS that city, and his staff work closely
with the IH team of D. C. Elliott,
general supervisor of farm equipment
advertising; Joseph I. Pettit, advertising
supervisor, and others.
Harvester officials are frankly high
on farm broadcasting. They acknowl-

jii
CHANNEL

FARM

Music hath charms • The farm market, International Harvester has found,
is reached through music as well as
other devices. This duet was featured
during the Minnesota State Fair by the
manufacturer of farm machinery which
is making heavy advertising use of radio and tv.

edge a sizable sales increase in all
equipment sales for January-May 1958
(as much as 100% in combines alone).
Overall farm equipment sales were up
30% for the first nine months of the
current fiscal year (ended Nov. 1, 1959).
with radio drawing an acknowledged
media assist. The present radio budget
of approximately $600,000 will be allocated next year, it's understood.
Mr. Harper tells representatives
flatly that "we don't buy ratings, we
don't buy power (signal strength)— we
buy personalities, top-rated programs.
It's part of a total media selection to
reach the farm market without which
we would not be able to reach the
whole potential of the farm market.
We use radio to carry the same message
as in other media. We use it to get the
advantages of the farm personalities
who become, in effect, part of our sales
force in the field."
Local People • Local farm personalities supply data on marketing, weather and other field conditions and work
closely with Harvester and agency representatives. Dealers set up displays
for promoting the local station's IH
show and personality. (There are dealer
tiein schedules with IH in nearly 60
markets.) IH farm equipment commercials are catchy and infectious, featuring jingles with original lyrics. They also
provide for dealer cutins and invite
listeners to field demonstrations.
Station and personalities report outstanding success stories. The most recent: three dealers utilized IH discounts
on discontinued corn-pickers to buy
three 15-minute newscasts weekly on
KMA Shenandoah, Iowa, during September-October. Result: 40 sales or
$52,000 worth of merchandise. Among
other station successes: KGLO Mason
City, KPRC Houston, KMOX St. Louis,
KWKH Shreveport and KMMJ Grand
Island, Neb. Contests and offers also
have commanded substantial audience
response.
Cooperate • To get this response
station personalities work hard as part
of promotion and merchandising agreements with client and agency. They
cooperate with IH regional and district
personnel, prepare program posters for
dealers, attend client sales and promotional activities, call on dealers, conduct
farm interviews with equipment buyers,
and otherwise carry out heavy promotion in newspapers, on the air and in
other areas.
Harvester actually went into farm
BROADCASTING, November 2, 1959

(This is one of a series of full page ads appearing regularly in the NEW

YORK

TIMES)
FIRST ON EVERY
LIST ARE THESE
18 GREAT RADIO
STATIONS
Baltimore
WBAL
WAPI
Birmingham
WBEN
Buffalo
WGAR
Cleveland
KOA
Denver
Detroit
WJR
WTIC
Hartford
Kansas City
WDAF
KTHS
Little
Rock

Los Angeles
KFI
WHAS
Louisville
WCKR
Miami
Milwaukee
WTMJ
WHAM
Rochester
Schenectady
WGY
Radio

Is Greater
...the

Than

Great

Ever

Stations

-

All Day,

Make

Every

It So!

Radio reaches into people's minds persuasively and economically. . . all day, every
day. Especially great-station radio ! This is the kind that attracts attention
by important features, commands respect by outstanding service, holds audiences by
solid programming. No pitchmen, no shoddy giveaways, no triple spots!
In most market areas there is one great station . . . like the 18 listed at the right.
And you need add only 30 to these 18 to have great-station radio across America. Get
the facts about today's greater-than-ever value in "the companion medium". . .
documented by Alfred Politz Research. Call any Christal office.
HENRY I. CHRISTAL CO., INC.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • DETROIT • BOSTON • SAN FRANCISCO • ATLANTA

Day
,5hreveport
KWKH
WSYR
Syracuse
WTAG

WPBN-TV
WTOM-TV
eh. 7 Traverse City
eh. 4 Cheboygan

PAUL

BUNYAN

Television & Radio

NETWORKS

radio on a limited basis in 1930 with a
barn dance show on WHO Des Moines;
it really got serious in 1954. Chances
are, it will continue to use spot programming (farm conditions vary in
parts of the country to make network
radio impracticable). It's intimated that
tv costs too much and the pattern of
saturation does not align with that required to push farm equipment. (It
has done a job for some dealers in
isolated cases, as in Green Bay, Wis.)
Radio remains the medium, it seems,
that produces the richest harvest.

Tight blue noses'
Rev. Hugh Michael Beahan, radio
and television director of the Grand
Rapids Roman Catholic Diocese, told
the 10th Annual Convention of the National Licensed Beverage Assn. Oct. 27
that they should "stand up and fight
the blue-nosed enemies of the liquor

TAKE

BIG

STEP

industry."
The nation's tavernkeepers, he said,
should get rid of their inferiority complexes because they are in an honorable
profession. "You have every right to
take your legitimate place in your community as a man who provides a legal
and
honest
service," Rev. Beahan
stated.
Controlled drinking, he declared, relieves tensions and relaxes. Because
drinking creates a problem for a relatively few people, "we should not consider depriving the vast majority of
normal adults."
• Business
Time sales

Effectively Immediately:
Venard,

Rintoul

briefly

FrenchN.Y.,
fashions
Chesebrough-Pond's
Inc.,
will •coordinate
a line of
beauty products with 1960 Paris fashions in an hour-long color special set
for Feb. 29 (10-11 p.m. EST) on NBCTV. Parisian mannequins will model
creations of some 15 top French fashion designers in a program that also
will use singers and dancers. Agency:
J. Walter Thompson, N.Y.
Two to Philadelphia • Westclox Div.
of General Time Corp., LaSalle, 111.,

BECOME
National

Nucoa news • Best Foods Div. of Corn
Products Co., N.Y., is buying minutes
and 20-second announcements for
Nucoa Margarine beginning this month
on tv nationally and in a few radio
markets. Agency: Dancer-FitzgeraldSample, N.Y.
Watch special • Longines-Wittnaur
Watch Co., N.Y., signed for special
pre-holiday colorcast, "The 13th Orphan," to be seen Dec. 9 on NBC-TV
(Wed. 7:30-8:30 p.m. EST). Christmas
fable by Paul Gallico will be staged by
Leon Leonidoff of Radio City Music
Hall and produced by Jack Philbin.
Agency: Victor A. Bennett Co.. N.Y.
Agency appointments
• Associated Products (5-day labs,
products), West New York, N.J., names
Doyle Dane Bernbach, N.Y., as agency,
effective Nov. 1. Billing estimated at
$1 million. Grey Adv., N.Y., formerly
handled the account.
• George Widemann Brewing Co.,
Newport. Ky., appoints Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield, N.Y., as agency
with budget estimated at $1.5 million.
Advertiser uses spot radio and tv, newspapers and outdoor in a five-state area
in the Ohio valley. Account formerly
was at Tatham-Laird, Chicago.
• Helene Curtis Industries (hair preparations), Chicago, appoints CampbellMithun, same city, as agency for Suave
Hair Dressing, Sauve for Men and
Shampoo Plus Egg and Altman-Stoller
Adv., New York, for Lentheric products, all formerly handled by Gordon
Best Co. Billings breakdown: slightly
under $2 million for former, about
$500,000 for latter.

OUR

Representatives

THEY KNOW
OUR STORY!
WTCM
WATT
WATZ
1400 kc 2SO watts |240 KC 250 watts 1450 KC 250 watts
Traverse City Cadillac Alpena
W A TC
WMBN
1340 KC 250 watts
900 KC 1000 watts
Pete-sky
Gayiord
66

and General Mills Inc., Minneapolis,
will co-sponsor "The Philadelphia
Story," to be colorcast on NBC-TV
Dec. 7 (Mon. 9:30-11 p.m. EST).
Adapted for tv by Jacqueline Babbin
and Audrey Gellen of Talent Assoc..
comedy by Philip Barry was originally
a stage play and later was made into a
movie titled "High Society." BBDO is
agency for both sponsors.

(BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

Date
Wed., Oct. 21
Thur., Oct. 22
Fri., Oct. 23
Sat., Oct. 24
Sun., Oct. 25
Mon., Oct. 26
Tue., Oct. 27

ARBITRON'S DAILY CHOICES
Listed below are the highest-ranking television network shows for each
Rating
day of the week Oct. 21-27 as rated by the multi-city Arbitron instant
ratings of American Research Bureau.
Program and Time
Network
28.5
Steel Hour — Caesar (10 p.m.)
19.4
Untouchables (9:30 p.m.)
24.4
ABC-TV
CBS-TV
77 Sunset Strip (9 p.m.)
27.6
ABC-TV
Gunsmoke (10 p.m.)
29.2
Loretta Young (10 p.m.)
CBS-TV
31.6
Danny Thomas (9 p.m.)
NBC-TV
26.1
Special Tonight (8:30 p.m.)
CBS-TV
CBS-TV
Copyright 1959 American Research Bureau
BROADCASTING, November 2, 1959

*Why are WXYZ

Radio

and WXYZ-TV Detroit's
Most Popular Stations?
Young in heart and busting out all over,
that's the personality of Broadcast House.
WXYZ Radio and WXYZ-TV
are stations with WXYZing !
Southeastern Michigan is chock-full
of bustling young people who work
and play hard . . . and they buy things
as if money was going out of style !
We know what they like — programming
with WXYZing. And that's what we
give them. Put WXYZing in your plans!
*Seeing is believing . . . check your rating books.

The Stations with WW^^1
WXYZ Radio 1270
WXYZ-TV Channel 7
ABC — Detroit
Represented Nationally by John Blair & Co. and Blair-TV

THE

TV

NETWORKS

Using
fast

new

and

monitoring

NIELSEN
NSI

146

research

ratings

and

other

ACN to continue this radio service,
which commands considerably lower
Nielsen officials could not be located
prices.
immediately for comment. The ARB
announcement came soon after Nielsen's own disclosure of plans for a
number of major new projects including an instant-rating service for New
York (story below).
There was speculation also that Trendex's multi-network overnight service,
once extensively used by all three networks to get quick reports on specials,
new shows and tight competitive situations, would feel the effects of ARB's
move if it develops as announced. But
it was noted that network use of this
overnight service has dropped sharply
this year; and some network officials
also reported they would continue to
use Trendex for information other than
ratings.
New Device • The new ARB service
is reportedly made possible by development of new equipment which elimi-

EXPANDS

to cover

SWITCH

device,

fully national

American Research Bureau got its
biggest boost in years last week — and in
the process A. C. Nielsen Co. may have
suffered the biggest blow that has yet
come its way in the television ratings
field.
ARB announced it would have its
Arbitron instant-ratings service operating on a "complete and true" national
basis by September 1960. Its clincher:
signed contracts from all three national
tv networks.
A canvas of network authorities produced no encouragement for the thought
they would also be willing to renew the
Nielsen national service — certainly not
at current rates. These were estimated
unofficially to represent approximately
$800,000 a year to the Nielsen organization.
Radio Nielsens • The ABC, CBS and
NBC radio ratings contracts with Nielsen are not affected. But one network
executive wondered whether, if tv network renewals were not forthcoming, it
would be economically feasible for

MEDIA

markets,

TV

SERVICE

plans

made

to rate ads in tv, magazines, newspapers
The A.C. Nielsen Co. announced last will include all multi-station tv markets
in the country today. There are 231
week its broadcast ratings are spreading out, in breadth and depth. On the cities in the 146 markets. NSI reports
on radio audiences cover 43 of these
first plane, the Chicago-New York firm
areas.
announced it is expanding the tv station
index (NSI) to 146 market areas by
Expansion of the NSI monthly and
spring and inaugurating instantaneous
bi-monthly reports makes them increasratings in New York City.
ingly useful in conjunction with the
Also forthcoming are Nielsen Covernational Nielsen reports (NTI) showing
age Service #4 for radio and tv and
competitive network ratings, Mr.
the first all-Canada NCS, (BroadcastChurchill noted. NSI subscribers, being, Oct. 26).
sides stations in all the areas covered,
In the depth dimension, Nielsen is include advertisers, agencies and others.
doing pilot work on two projects: tv
New to the list this month: Areas of Mobile
brand ratings and tri-media advertising
and Montgomery, both Alabama; Little Rock-Pine
Bluff, Ark.; Santa Barbara-San Luis Obispo,
ratings combining tv with magazines
Calif.; West Palm Beach, Fla.; Columbus and
and newspapers.
Savannah, both Georgia; Springfield-Decatur, III.;
Added NSI Markets • John K. ChurchEvansville, Ind. -Henderson, Ky., Mason City, IowaAustin, Minn. -Rochester, Minn.; Sioux City, Iowa;
ill, Nielsen Broadcast Div. vice presiBaton Rouge area and Shreveport, both Louisiana;
dent, said new market areas in the staSpringfield-Holyoke, Mass.; Cadillac-Traverse
City, Mich.; Duluth, Minn. -Superior, Wis.; Jacktion index would give the service 97%
son, Miss.; Greenville-Washington, N.C.; Columcoverage of all viewing in markets acbia, S.C.; Chattanooga, Johnson City-Bristol and
Knoxville,
all Tennessee.
counting for 98% of all tv advertising
Additions set for next month and early 1960:
dollars. The spring target of 146 marAreas of Fort Smith, Ark.; Grand Junction-Montket areas (50 were covered last spring)
rose, Colo.; Albany-Thomasville, Ga.; Boise, Idaho;
68

TO
firm

ARB

will supply

audience

data

nates the need for leased lines to link
in-home tv sets to the central collection
office. Here is what ARB's director,
James W. Seiler, said his new and expanded service would offer:
• Weekly reports, year-round — each
one issued during the week following
measurement.
• "Complete reports, issued at less
frequent intervals, giving exhaustive statistical analysis of the data."
• Daily "morning-after" reports on
the 25 to 30 markets where all three
networks are fully competitive.
To his plans Mr, Seiler added an innovation— a tripartite advisory committee to be kept informed of details on
costs, technical data and sample selection techniques and on this basis to give
advice to ARB. The committee would
be composed of three members representing the networks, three advertisers,
three agencies. Mr. Seiler said ARB
would "request and encourage" the formation of such a nine-man committee
on the theory that, while ARB would
Rockford, III.; Lexington, Ky.; Paducah, Ky.-Cape
Giradeau, Mo.; Bangor, Me.; Columbia-Jefferson
City, Mo.; Joplin, Mo. -Pittsburgh, Kan.; Springfield, Mo.; Billings and Great Falls, both Montana; Lincoln, Neb.; Las Vegas, Nev.; Bismarck,
Fargo-Valley City area and Minot, all North
Dakota; Eugene-Roseburg, Ore.; Rapid City, S.D.;
Abilene-Sweetwater, Big Spring-Midland-OdessaCorpus
Harlingen-Weslaco
and Lubbock,
all
Texas,Christi,
and Casper,
Wyo.
October entries to NSI: Areas of Pueblo-Colorado Springs, Colo.; Augusta, Ga.; Cedar RapidsWaterloo, Iowa; Davenport, Iowa-Rock Island-Moline, III.; Columbus-Tupelo, Miss.; Utica-Rome,
N.Y.; Wilkes-Barre-Scranton, Pa.; Charleston,
S.C. and Burlington, Vt.-Plattsburgh, N.Y. area.
Instant NYC Panel • Nielsen's electronic "Instantaneous Audimeter" was
introduced by Henry Rahmel, manager of the Broadcast Div.. and executive vice president. Tv set activity in
270 city homes is registered minute by
minute on a machine at Nielsen offices,
providing the basis of reports to clients.
First of New York's seven stations are
WABC-TV, WNEW-TV. WPIX (TV)
and WNTA-TV.
Mr. Rahmel sketched in background
of the firm's development of instantaneous audience-measurement growing out
of a total 20 years' use of meter gear
on receivers.
• For the projected brand ratings,
Nielsen will use NSI figures, starting
with 25-30 markets. A sample study
BROADCASTING, November 2, 1959

retain final control, the committee nevertheless would be helpful and, by its
existence, inspire "more confidence in
the final product than is possible in any
other way."
Differences with ACN • Signing of
all three networks for the new ARB
service came as a surprise, although it
was well known that all three had been
having their differences with the Nielsen organization over terms for new
contracts to replace the current ones,
which run out next year. ABC-TV,
CBS-TV and NBC-TV all argued that
ACN was asking too much money for
too little service.
All three had given one-year contracttermination notices to Nielsen. But it
was not the first time they had done
this during renewal negotiations, and
the general impression given to observers was that this was largely a formality, required by the current contracts
in order that they would be in a position
to pull out next year if they hadn't
come to terms by then.
Only a few weeks ago all three networks signed with Nielsen for "fast"
ratings — to be delivered within six days
of the last reported telecast in each
week — covering 24 three-network markets for the 1959-60 season. At that
time negotiations for new national-service contracts were said to be continuing
(Closed Circuit, Oct. 12).
Dissatisfaction • Network authorities
reported last week, however, that they

appeared to be making little progress in
these discussions — that ACN still wanted too much money. They said that in
signing with ARB their purpose was to
get a service that was "better," "more
complete," "faster" and "cheaper" than
what they had been getting from Nielsen.
One

network representative said

flatly, after signing with ARB, that "I
don't have enough budget to buy two
services." Another said much the same
thing, noting also that he had cautioned
Nielsen that he was serious in his objections to the price-vs. -service ratio in
the ACN proposals. A third said it was
"conceivable" that his network might
also sign with Nielsen, but that Nielsen
would have to "change its attitude" and
bring the cost down to "a much more
reasonable"
point than where it now
stands.
In announcing his new plans, Mr.
Seiler said ARB's service will be based
on "an entirely new, carefully drawn
probability sample of the entire continental U.S." The sample will contain
1,500 homes, with each home being "electronically measured on a continuing
No Details • Mr. Seiler declined to
elaborate
basis." on the new technique except
to say that "a new type of transponder
eliminates the need for leased lines into
homes." The transponder is the
Arbitron device installed in sets to

has been produced in three markets to has been ordered initially by Procter &
Gamble, J. Walter Thompson and the
show brand activity on tv in number
of commercials by stations and share of Canadian Broadcasting Corp. Countyaudience.
by-county radio and tv ownership figures will be supplied subscribers this
The firm is contacting advertisers
about the proposed service, and will month and station circulation data will
be ready early next year. The Canadian
step up efforts during the next few
NCS supplements the Nielsen Broadcast
months, it was indicated by Mr. Rahmel
Index measurements.
and Eric E. Sundquist, vice president.
This country's next Nielsen Coverage
Other Media Research • Mr. Sundquist 10 months ago began talking to Survey, (NCS #4,) covering radio and
tv, was announced last month for deagency media and research directors
livery in 1961.
to gauge demand for a service embracing tv, magazines and newspapers.
Final argument today
To date a dozen or more advertisers
and agencies have shown interest.
on Dominican's claim
Objective of the cross-media evaluations would be to find a common
Final argument will be heard today
denominator of advertising exposure
(Nov. 2) by U.S. Referee Asa Herzog
in terms of homes reached. Such queson the Dominican Republic's claim
against Mutual for $750,000.
tions as whether three-media ratings
Later in the day referee Herzog will
would be on an individual-ad or general-circulation basis have not been
accept stipulations on the out-of-court
settled yet, with the whole project in settlement made by Mutual with the
City of New York on claimed back
the early planning stage. In any case
business taxes. Originally the city had
it would not be underwritten by media,
Nielsen officials indicated.
sought to recover $300,000 for back
taxes from Mutual but the settlement
• George Ralph, Nielsen vice president and Canadian Broadcast Div.
is These
reported
be "considerably
two toclaims
against Mutuallower."
have
manager, explaining the first all-province coverage study for Canada, said it held up the confirmation of its financial
BROADCASTING, November 2, 1959

transmit to the data collection center —
heretofore via special lines — information as to which station is being
watched.
The ARB executive felt that the new
service, with its three-way industry advisory board, "combines the best features of an industry operation and a priHe said the data would be tabulated
vate one."
and processed by "complete automation" through a "new Univac solid
state 90, the latest electronic computer
. . The
. already
installed."report, he said, will
new national
"tie in closely with ARB's nationwide
local service to supply complete audience composition and characteristics
data, along with the performance of
every U.S. tv station on a local basis."
Seven-City Expansion • While the
full national sample is being installed,
ARB said, its present multi-city Arbitron will be expanded gradually. This
now provides reports on seven cities
where all three networks are in competition: New York, Chicago, Detroit,
Cleveland, Philadelphia, Baltimore and
Washington. In addition there is an
Arbitron instant-rating local service in
New York, and ARB also provides local
reports
— via the diary technique — on
250 markets.
Mr. Seiler said presentations explainway. ing the new service to major advertisers and agencies already were under-

re-organization plan, which is being
heard by referee Herzog. Mutual owes
creditors included in the reorganization plan a total of about $1.9 million.
They have agreed to accept 10 cents
on the dollar, except for news stringers
and guest panelists, Who will receive 50
cents on the dollar up to $600, and 10
cents on the dollar thereafter.

Los

Angles

papers

buy back KTTV-TV
Times-Mirror Co., publisher of Los
Angeles Times (morning) and Los
Angeles Mirror-News (afternoon dailies, has repurchased from Loew's
(MGM) the 3,334 shares of capital
stock in KTTV (TV) Los Angeles
(25% ) which it sold to the motion picture company in August 1956.
Price was not disclosed, but it was
stated as exceeding the $1,625,000
which Loew's paid for the stock. Transaction, which restores to the TimesMirror Co. 100% ownership of
KTTV, is not related to the film license
agreement which gives KTTV exclusive
L A. tv rights to the pre-1948 library
of MGM theatrical films, which still
has four years to run.

BOWLES
RTES

also

WANTS
hears

Expand news coverage in "depth."
Need Incentive • The objective, he
said, should be to "devise ways to make
public information and education more
interesting, more democratic. We have
the creative people; yet we lack the incentive to use them."
Mr. Bowles, who with William Benton, formed the original Benton &
Bowles advertising agency in the 30's,
asserted at one point that a "letter from
the NAM (National Assn. of Mfrs.) or
from the AMA (American Medical
Assn.) would cause a shiver to go
any agency in New York."
through
Tv's Influence • Mr. Mickelson acknowledged that television has not
70 (THE MEDIA)

FACELIFT

Mickelson

discuss television's
The tv industry received several
recommendations from a congressman
on how it can cure itself of "a deeper
malady which is causing profound distress to the friends and well-wishers of
radio and television."
The speaker was Rep. Chester Bowles
(D-Conn.) who shared a platform with
Sig Mickelson, president of CBS News,
in a discussion of broadcasting and
politics before the Radio & Television
Executives Society "roundtable" luncheon.
Mr. Mickelson stuck to the subject,
outlining the power of tv to inform an
electorate. But Rep. Bowles changed
the title of his talk to "Broadcasting
and The Public Interest."
A summary of Rep. Bowles recommendations:
Form a commission to appraise the
entire communications structure "with
reference to radio and tv."
particular
Membership, he said, should include
members from the industry, from advertising, education, the arts and government. It's task: examine the present
functioning of the communications
system as far as future needs in education, information, public understanding and entertainment are concerned.
Disassociate advertisers from programs— "advertisers would merely buy
chunks of radio or tv time much as they
buy chunks of space in newspapers."
Responsibility of what comes in between the commercials "would be nil —
and if necessary, specifically disclaimed."
End "television's worship at the false
altar of ratings."
Take a fresh look at the selling of
radio and tv time to political candidates. (Prime time is so costly to
candidates as to be prohibitive, he
said.)

TV

of CBS

effect on politics
materially affected the actual results at
the poll, but contended that the medium has changed the course of political campaigns, increased the turnout
of votes and provided a "clearer understanding of issues and personalities."
The effect of television in politics, he
said, has been to design conventions
and other political meetings "for the
eye of the camera rather than for the
eye of the on-the-scene spectator." The
change, he pointed out, has been a tactical one, has
adding
"the help
of
television
beenthatavailable
to all
sides, thus tending to cancel out any
marked advantage to any one party."
Mr. Mickelson made the point that
tv has had an "enormous" influence

Settle

contest

KFWB Los Angeles has received the $10,000 award offered
by KRLA Pasadena, Calif, for
"finding" Perry Allen. To herald
its change from a western music
policy to "modern radio," KRLA
had conducted a contest to "find
Perry Allen," newest of the station's disc jockeys. When a
KFWB newsman found Mr. Allen
in Buffalo, N.Y., the station refused to hand over the money
claiming the KFWB man had not
heard the contest broadcasts himself, and had gone to Buffalo on
his employers' instructions
(Broadcasting, Sept. 14). After
weeks of lawyers' huddles, KRLA
decided to pay the $10,000 and the
"Find Perry Allen" contest was
officially ended. Ed Schulz,
KRLA general manager, today
(Nov. for
2) that
presented
check
amount a tocashier's
Robert
M. Purcell with the statement:
"We are delighted to pay Mr.
Purcell $10,000 for listening to
KRLA and finding Perry Allen.
This is another example of why
it always pays to listen to KRLARadio Eleven-Ten." News release
identifies Mr. Purcell by his home
address — IIHV2 North Sycamore Ave., Hollywood; does not
mention that Mr. Purcell is president and general manager of
KFWB Los Angeles, nor the circumstances under which "Mr.
Purcell found and correctly identified Perry Allen."

on the citizen, rather than the voter.
He claimed that the medium has effectuated abroadening of public participation in democratic processes; has
provided a clearer understanding of
trends and issues; has given Americans
a personal acquaintance with their
leaders and those who aspire to leadership, and has increased the degree of
independent thinking.

Britain's Example • Mr. Mickelson
offered the opinion that television did
not effect the outcome of the 1952 and
1956 presidential elections. He said
this conclusion was borne out in the
British elections in early October. He
noted that this was the first British
election campaign to be covered by the
television medium, and therefore, any
changes in the voting pattern would
have been most apparent.
"There was general agreement
g
observers that television did notamon
materially change the outcome," Mr.
Mickelson stated. "Labor used television more effectively and Labor's Gaitskell came off better as a television personality than did the Tories' MacMillan.
Still the conservative won by an overwhelming majority."
Good
new

popular

music

programming

core
"Our listeners will never be more than
one minute away from music," Wendell
B. Campbell, managing director of
KPOP Los Angeles, said last week in
explaining the station's new programming, which goes into effect this morning (Nov. 2) at 10:20 a.m. (KPOP's
frequency is 1020 kc).
News and sports reports will be presented in one-minute capsules, Mr.
Campbell said. News capsules will be
broadcast at 15, 30 and 45 minutes past
each hour. Sports capsules will be
broadcast on the hour.
Good popular music will provide the
core of KPOP's new programming, Mr.
Campbell stated. "In using the muchabused word 'good,' we refer to popular
music with appeal to mature adults and
mature teens, omitting the raucous
rock-and-roll."
KWRW's
d.j. school
Farrell M. Brooks, owner, KWRW
Guthrie, Okla., has announced establishment of a school for disc jockeys
which is designed to give students sufficient on-the-air experience to obtain
employment. In training, students have
their own show on KWRW and are
taught
ment. the proper use of studio equipBROADCASTING, November 2, 1959

New York State
Albany-Troy-Schenectady
WFLY-FM
Binghamton
From

Boston

to Washington,

WNBF-FM
A Triangle Station

and

Buffalo
throughout

New

York

State, FM

radio

AWGR-FM
Transcontinent Station
Ithaca

now

reaches

for good

a quality audience

music

in 17 major

markets

WRRA-FM
Jamestown
WJTN-FM
Olean
WHDL-FM
Rochester

through

AWR0C-FM
Transcontinent Station
Syracuse
WSYR-FM
Utica-Rome

THEQXR

WRUN-FM
New England
Boston
WXHR
New Haven-Hartford
WNHC-FM
A Triangle Station

NETWORK

If you have a product or service to sell to a better-income
audience, you now can reach hundreds of thousands of these
families in a single "buy." Affiliates of the QXR Network
are the leading FM stations in their markets . . . and their
markets are among the biggest in the U. S. More than
30,000,000 people live within range of QXR Network stations.
The format of the QXR Network-good music and the hourly
news of The New York Times— is the same that has made
WQXR America's Number One Good Music Station. The people
who listen to the QXR Network have higher incomes and
better jobs. And they spend most of their listening time tuned
attentively to the QXR Network. As a result, they cannot
be reached effectively through any other broadcast medium.
Get in touch with us today for full data on audience
characteristics and listening habits.
The QXR Neltvork, 229 West 43 St., New York 36, N. Y.
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Providence
WPFM
Worcester
WTAG-FM
Middle Atlantic
Baltimore
WITH-FM
Philadelphia
WFIL-FM
A Triangle Station
Allentown-Bethlehem-Easton
WFMZ
Washington
WASH-FM
Through an arrangement with FM
stations in leading markets outside our Network area, your
QXR Network advertising can
reach a national audience for little
extra cost. Ask us for details.

Tv

termed

medium

the

best

for suburbia

Tv outreaches newspapers in a
market's suburbs and thus can carry the
retailer's
ban area. message beyond only the urThis was the thought carried to
Denver by Howard P. Abrahams, Television Bureau of Adv.'s vice president
for retail sales, in a talk Oct. 26 before a retail clinic sponsored by both
the National Retail Merchants Assn.
and its Denver unit.
The vast coverage of urban and suburban areas has created a new marketing pattern for retailers, explained Mr.
Abrahams, who outlined the growth to
the suburbs in recent years led by young
families who, he said, are the "people
who need more of the things department stores sell." Suburban families,
according to the TvB retail expert, earn
and spend more than those in the city.
Suburbia • The non-electronic media,
Mr. Abrahams commented, do not
reach all of the retailer's customers.
In Birmingham, he said, 44 per cent
of customers live in town where newspaper circulation is 72 per cent, but
56 per cent of customers are out-oftown where newspapers deliver only 28
per cent of their circulation.
He cited the Charlotte retail trading area where tv circulation comprises 224,500 families, or 97 per cent
greater than the total newspaper circulation.
As to costs in Charlotte, Mr. Abrahams said a 543-line print advertisement costs $21.39 per thousand compared to a tv minute of $6.48 per
thousand. And, he commented, in
Davenport, a retailer would have to use
29 daily newspapers to reach his customers.
Lee

speaks

in Wis.

Emergency Technical Communications, including facets of the Conelrad
Broadcasting System, were outlined by
FCC Comr. Robert E. Lee in an address before the Wisconsin Broadcasters
Assn.'s annual fall meeting in Madison
Oct. 23-24.
Hugh Boice Jr., vice president and
general manager of WEMP Milwaukee,
was appointed chairman of a state industry advisory committee to work with
the commission in planning civil defense for Wisconsin. He will work
closely with civil and military defense
on availability of communications operations in the event of an emergency.
His appointment was announced by
Comr. Lee.
WBA delegates also were appraised
of recent industry developments by
72 (THE MEDIA)

Percy Tannenbaum, director of the
U. of Wisconsin's Mass Communications Research Center. The association
re-elected Mig Figi, Waukesha, as
president as well as other officers (see
Fates & Fortunes). Social highlight
was the Ohio State U. -Wisconsin football game in Madison Oct. 24.
Opens brokerage firm
Harris Ellsworth, former Republican
congressman from Oregon, has anno'mcert the opening of a station-newsbrokerage
firm to paper
serve
the
Pacific Northwest. Mr. Ellsworth will headquarter at his
home in Laurelwood, Ore. His
mailing address
will be P. O. Box
Mr. Ellsworth 510, Roseburg,
Ore. Phone Orchard 2-2426.
Mr. Ellsworth was a member of Congress from 1942 to 1956. Upon leaving Congress, he served on the Civil
Service Commission before returning to
Oregon. A graduate of the U. of Oregon School of Journalism, he was the
first manager of the Oregon Newspaper
Publishers Assn. He resigned that post
to become editor of the Roseburg NewsReview and supervised building of that
paper's KRNR Roseburg. He still owns
stock in the newspaper and station.
New

Maine

station

WJAB Westbrook, Me., was slated to
go on the air Nov. 1 with a top-40
format composed of big bands, rock 'n
roll and newscasts. Personnel includes
Raymond B. Durgin, station-sales manager, WCME Brunswick, Me., general
manager; Walter J. (Mike) Norton, from
WPOR Portland, Me., program director; Paramaz Baghdasarian, from
WSMN Nashua. N.H., chief engineer.
WJAB is on 1440 kc with 5kw.

Taft
net

second

quarter

is $248,000

Taft Broadcasting Co. has reported
a net income after estimated taxes of
$248,000 for the second quarter of its
fiscal year ending Sept. 30. This compares to the net income of $148,000
for the same period in 1958, Hulbert
Taft Jr., president of the publicly held
broadcasting entity, reported. This is
an increase of 67%.
For the first six months of the company's fiscal year, Mr. Taft announced,
net income was $643,000 — 43.7% over
the same 1958's period of $447,000.
The company's board of directors
approved a dividend of 10^ a share
payable Dec. 15 to stockholders of
record Nov. 15. The board also elected
as vice presidents Roger B. Read,
former manager of WKRC-TV Cincinnati and now in charge of administration and planning, and Donald
Chapin, national sales manager for the
Taft Stations.
In addition to its Cincinnati WKRCAM-FM-TV stations, Taft Broadcasting Co. also owns WTVN-AM-FM-TV
Columbus, Ohio; WBRC-AM-FM-TV
Birmingham, Ala.; WKYT(TV) Lexington, Ky. It is now a minority owner
of WBIR-AM-FM-TV Knoxville, Tenn..
but has bought 100% ownership pending FCC approval.
KVUE

(TV) on

air

KVUE (TV) Sacramento, Calif, began broadcast operations Nov. 1.
Owned and operated by Capital Television Inc., (ch. 40 uhf). It is on a
4 p.m. to 11:30 p.m. schedule daily.
The station will serve the metropolitan and greater Sacramento areas. Staff
includes Lance Holien, operations manager, Richard Godon, sales manager and
Jay Kloer, chief engineer.

TV'S BIG BOOST
COMPANIES
TO POWER
The Television Bureau of Advertv power usage in the regional sectising which has an affinity for facts
tions of the country as follows:
about the medium it promotes, has
Newlion withEngland
color. — $41.7 million, over $58 milcome up with this data on tv power
Middle
usage:
million with Atlantic—
color. $123.7 million, $173.7
The electric power industry, says
East North Central— $115.7 million, $162.4
TvB President Norman E. Cash, re- million with color.
West with
North
ceives over $511 million a year in million
color.Central— $52.2 million, $73.3
new income created by usage of tv
South
Atlantic— $58.6 million, $82.3 million with color.
sets. As these same sets are replaced
East South Central— $17 million, $23.9
with color, power sales will increase
million with color.
to more than $700 million.
West
million. South Central— $46.6 million, $65.4
In an independent analysis — after
Mountain — $16.4 million, $23 million with
consulting power companies throughcolor;color.
Pacific — $39.7 million, $55.7 million
with
out the U.S. — TvB reported yearly
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DES

MOINES

TELEVISION

FACTS

The most recent TV

audience measurement

made

in this market

(Nielsen, July, 1959) revealed that KRNT-TV
more television homes than its competitors.

delivered

The survey by ARB

the same thing.

in January of 1959 showed

SPECIFICS:
(from Nielsen, July, 1959 survey, homes
Paar on KRNT-TV
The KRNT-TV

viewing)

leads against movies by 19.8%!

10:30 PM

strip of local and syndicated

half -hours leads against movies by 21.9%!
The KRNT-TV

10:00 to 10:30 PM

local news, weather and

sports leads against news - weather - sports by 46.6%!
And

here is something to think about. Among

advertisers, where THE

TILL

TELLS

THE

local

TALE,

KRNT-TV

consistently carries more local advertising than
its competitors combined!

MORE

SPECIFICS:

KRNT-TV

carried over 80%

of all the local business in 1958 !

KRNT-TV

carried over 79%

of all the local business in 1957 !

KRNT-TV

carried over 80%

of all the local business in 1956!

So far in 1959, KRNT-TV's local business is running at about
the same ratio. Yes, when that cash register must ring in order to
stay in business, those who know the stations best
choose KRNT-TV four to one!

DES

MOINES

TELEVISION

KRNT-TV

CHANNEL

A C0WLES STATION REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
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AFFILIATES

$190,000,000
>MOBILE
MOVE
in the

ON

SALES
AIR

. . .

DOLLAR-RICH

CHANNEL

5 Viewing

AIR-ea!

More than 190 million dollars a year
are spent on automobiles in the 680
automobile dealerships operating in
the 25-county air-ea
served by WNEMTV. It's your move to
Channel 5 when you
want to sell cars to
the rich and abundant market served
exclusively by
WNEM-TV.

Ml
wmm

EASTERN MICHIGAN'S FIRST
VHF TELEVISION STATION
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BUY

NBC'S

PLANS

New 'Program Service' to begin Jan. 1
NBC Radio officials wound up their times for all stations and in the case
five-city series of affiliate meetings on
of big outlets represent "hundreds of
the network's new program plan last thousands of dollars." If stations are
week and announced that, assured of willing to give up these local revenues
in order to clear for hourly network
full affiliate support, the plan definitely
will go into effect as scheduled on Jan.
news analyses as well "they must like
1, 1960.
Harold Grams of KSD St. Louis
The plan is to present Monitor, news
and special events on the conventional
said
the plan "fits us perfectly — if they
the plan."
network basis (with compensation to had asked us to blueprint it ourselves,
stations) and to offer entertainment
we couldn't have done it better." He
programs which affiliates may buy or said KSD considers news "the best
service we can provide" and that the
not, according to their needs (Broadnew NBC format both perpetuates and
casting, Oct. 19 et seq.).
the NBC News service.
Matthew J. Culligan, executive vice strengthens
He acknowledged that the NBC plan
president in charge of NBC Radio, told was somewhat akin to what he and a
Broadcasting after the wind-up session
half-dozen other affiliates had in mind
in Chicago on Wednesday, that more
when they held a separate session of
than 1 60 affiliates had been represented
their own a few months ago. But he
at the series of meetings; that approval
indicated that this was not otherwise
of the plan had been put to a voice
related to that, and suggested the
earlier meeting might best be forgotten
vote at each session, with not one "nay"
being registered, and that consequently
now.
"I don't have a single doubt" that most
The regional meetings were held in
affiliates will accept the plan.
Atlanta, Dallas, New York, San FranFootball Conflicts • A number of
cisco and Chicago, starting Oct. 19 in
stations had protested any request for Atlanta. Mr. Harvey made the swing
clearances that would interfere with
with NBC officials to all sessions except
their local football and baseball broadthe one in New York.
casts. Mr. Culligan confirmed that this
subject was raised at all five meetings.
But he said a solution had been devised
Tv expose in Miami
permitting stations to delay Monitor —
brings vice crackdown
the weekend service which is in conflict
with such sports events — for 60 or 90
Two half-hour news programs on
minutes as necessary to avoid interferWTVJ
(TV) Miami, Fla.— a filmed one
ence with the local broadcasts.
showing minors buying liquor, playing
George Harvey of WFLA Tampa,
pinball machines and purchasing obchairman of the NBC Radio Affiliates
scene literature in violation of city laws,
Executive Committee, who himself had
and a "live" one featuring a "B-girl"
made the cross-country swing with Mr.
who described how she and other BCulligan and other network officials,
fleeced "suckers" — have resulted
said he was confident that virtually all girls
in a proposal by the Miami City Commission to close down all strip-tease
stations would go along with NBC's
request for 100% clearances. He said joints and B-girl hangouts, the station
the meetings also produced "a lot of reports.
good, constructive ideas" about the
The two WTVJ programs — "Honky
handling of network programming —
and "Honky Tonk No. 2" — are
none of them major in itself, but all Tonk"
the first two of a 12-part series being
adding up to substantial improvement.
telecast
by the
the title
station's
news(Fordepartment under
of F.Y.I.
Your
"I think this plan will revitalize all Information).
stations," Mr. Harvey said. "With it,
they can build any image they please.
WTVJ's "Honky Tonk No. 2," in
If they want to be extreme they can
which a B-girl interviewed "live" told
sound just as independent as the screamhow she and her co-workers "relieved
er down the block. Or, if they wish,
suckers" of as much as $3,000 in one
through the new NBC Program Service
night, proved to be more than the City
Commission could stand. After the first
— which lets them buy entertainment
programs to fit their needs and wishes
program it had called a special meeting to investigate non-enforcement of
— they can sound just like they've
sounded for the last 25 years. This plan laws by Miami police, but found no
"proof" of non-enforcement.
lets them be what they want to be."
Second • But when the second proHeavy-Traffic Times • Mr. Harvey
gram, featuring the B-girl, was telecast,
observed that 7 and 8 a.m. and 6 p.m.,
another meeting was hurriedly called
for example, are important local-sales
BROADCASTING, November 2, 1959

Viewers

see

it on

WSB-TV

Weather

In mid-summer Atlanta's WSB-TV became the first in
this area to bring weather radar to viewers. Range of
the station's scope covers 92,941 square miles!
This new visual dimension of weather forecasting
further broadens WSB-TV's strong public information
service. And it adds another telling factor to be considered by advertisers when they weigh the qualitative
advantages offered by WSB-TV in this 3-station television market.

Radar

ATLANTA
WSB-TV
CHANNEL

Affiliated with The Atlanta Journal and Constitution. NBC affilate. Represented by Petry. Associated with WSOC/WSOC-TV, Charlotte; WHIO/WHIO-TV, Dayto
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and the city attorney was instructed to
draw up an ordinance to close all strip
joints. The commission felt that even
if such a law didn't stand up, court tests
and other technicalities would keep it
effective for years. WTVJ noted that
Miami already had laws governing such
places, but that when the police chief
reported they were difficult to enforce,
the commission inaugurated the "closing" measure.
Local newspapers gave the story only
small play, WTVJ reports, until the
full impact of the tv programs began
to be felt. Then they suddenly increased
their coverage, but still haven't printed
"a word" about what caused the sudden
interest by the commission in strip
joints, says the station.
PCP'S
Some

VALUE
stations

by CBS

helped

program

plan

Some stations (including the network's own) which stayed with CBS
Radio or joined it after it introduced
its Program Consolidation Plan have
done better than those that disaffiliated.
This is the substance of a three-page,
single-spaced letter which Arthur Hull
Hayes, CBS Radio president, has sent
to affiliates. The letter was prompted

by a Broadcasting article on WJR
Detroit ("A Big Station Bucks Radio
Trend") in the Oct. 12 issue.
Quotes Feature Story • Quoting
from the Broadcasting article, Mr.
Hayes said that WJR's local and national spot revenue in the nine months
ending September 1959 was 4.7% over
similar revenue in the nine months
ending September 1958. (WJR turned
independent last May 24 after years
of CBS affiliation.) Comparable figures
for six of the seven CBS Radio owned
stations show an 11.4% increase, Mr.
Hayes said. WCAU Philadelphia was
not included because it was purchased
by CBS during the comparative period.
Mr. Hayes pointed out that the
Broadcasting story did not deal extensively with the subject of audience
size for the good reason that "it's too
soon for ratings to mean much." But
he suggested there was "something of
a story" in ratings changes on two stations in the "WJR area" which became
CBS Radio affiliates after WJR left.
Pulse reports for June-July-August
1959 and for March-April 1959 show
that WKMH Detroit has had "shareof -audience increases ranging from 7%
to 63% in its network time periods
over the same periods pre-network" and
a 10% increase in local program share.
The same Pulse comparisons show

(Jn an apple barrel
just one bad one can destroy
all the good ones left. In
selling a radio station, the
nationwide firm of Blackburn

quality brokerage action.

FINANCING

APPRAISALS

&
Company
Incorporated

RADIO - TV - NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WEST COAST
ATtANTA
WASHINGTON, D. C.
MIDWEST
Colin M. Selph
H. W. Cassill
James W. Blackburn
Clifford B. Marshall
Calif.
Bank Bldg.
William B. Ryan
Jack V. Harvey
Stanley
Robert Whitaker
M. Baird
Joseph M. Sitrick
333 N. Michigan Ave.
9441 Wilshire Blvd.
Healey Building
Washington Building
Chicago, Illinois
Beverly Hills, Calif.
JAckson 5-1576
Financial 6-6460
STerling 3-4341
CRestview 4-2770
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Mr. Hayes said that a comparison
of WJR's spot rates against its network
rates in comparable periods showed
far less discrepancy than 20%. In some
time
periods the network rate ran as
period."
high as 87.3% of the WJR spot rate,
he said.
In the Broadcasting story WJR officials were quoted as saying that WJR
had trouble selling adjacencies to network programs. The 12 stations represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales currently report that 84% of their minute
network adjacencies are sold, Mr.
Hayes reported.
Nowhere in Mr. Hayes' letter was
the accuracy of the Broadcasting story
questioned. His letter was circulated
only to affiliates.
hands

ANNOUNCED • The following sales of
station interests were announced last
week, subject to FCC approval:

'bad apples'. That's why
every station transaction with
Blackburn & Company is a

ffilackJbwvn

Mr. Hayes also discussed the comparison of rates which the network
charges for a station and those which
the station itself commands in spot
sales. WJR officials were quoted in the
Broadcasting story as saying that the
prices charged for WJR in network
sales ran as low as 20% of the prices
the station itself received in spot selling.
Mr. Hayes explained:
Class A • "WJR's use of Class A
rates for greater periods of time than
the general run of stations (6:30 a.m.
to 1 1 p.m.) most strongly influences
the ratio of local to network rates in
the network's lowest rate availability

Changing

& Company cannot afford any

NEGOTIATIONS

for WTOD Toledo "a 40% increase in
average share of audience for its network quarter-hours over the same quarter-hours pre-network," Mr. Hayes said.
WTOD's local programs have had a
14% increase in share-of-audience, he
added.

• WRGP-TV Chattanooga, Tenn.:
70% interest sold by Ramon G. Patterson to WSTV Inc. (Friendly Group)
for $1% million. Other 30% already
owned by Follansbee Steel Co., principally owned by Berkman family who
are principal owners of Friendly Group
stations. Transaction was handled by
R. C. Crisler & Co. Station is ch. 3 and
affiliated with NBC. It began operating
in 1956.
• WFGA-TV Jacksonville, Fla.:
26i/2% of voting stock ($304,750),
40% of preferred ($60,000) and notes
owed to him by station ($167,085) sold
by George H. Hodges to Wometco Enterprises Inc. for total $531,835. Wometco— which owns WTVJ (TV) Miami,
WLOS - AM - FM - TV Asheville, N.C.BROADCASTING, November 2, 1959

CHECK/and
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Nationally by Boiling Co.

77

share, compared to $1.1 million or 25
cents a share in the like period of 1958.
For the first nine months of 1959.
AB-PT's estimated net operating profit
was 26 percent higher than the like
period a year ago, reflecting improvement both for the ABC Broadcasting
and Theatre Divisions of the company,
according to Leonard H. Goldenson.
president. Net operating profit for the
nine months was $5,226,000 or $1.22
a share compared with $4,142,000 or
94 cents a share for the same period
last year.

Greenville - Spartanburg, S.C., theatre
chain and other interests — increases its
voting stock in WFGA-TV to 46Vi%
and preferred to 60%. Mr. Hodges,
president, is retiring from active business. WFGA-TV is on ch. 12, affiliated
with NBC-TV (primary) and ABC-TV
(secondary). It began operating in 1957.
• KKIS Pittsburg, Calif.: Sold by Ronald B. Woodyard group to Burrell L.
and Len H. Small for $350,000. The
Smalls own WKAN Kankakee and*
WRRR Rockford, both Illinois, and also
publish the Kankakee Journal and Ottowa (111.) Republican Times. The
transaction was handled by Blackburn
& Co. KKIS is 5 kw on 990 kc.
• WPET Greensboro, N.C.: Sold by
Guilford Advertising Agency to James
S. Beattie and wife for $170,000. Mr.
Beattie, a Washington, D.C., advertising agency man, already owns 45%
of WBUT Butler, Pa., and 33V6% of
WELE Daytona Beach, Fla. He sold
his interest in WPTX Lexington Park,
Ky., last summer. WPET operates on
950 kc with 500 w, daytime.
• KCIX-TV Nampa, Idaho: Sold by
Roger L. Hagadone to KTLI Inc. for
$128,600. KTLI Inc. is 80% owned
by KBLI Inc., licensee of KBLI Blackfoot and of KTLE(TV) Pocatello,
Idaho, and 20% by Joe Bloom (Forjoe
Inc.). KBLI Inc. principals (Howard
D. Johnson and others) also own
KNAK Salt Lake City. KCIX-TV is
independent on ch. 6, began operating
in November 1958.
• WZKY Albemarle, N.C.: Sold by
Jake T. Presson, Lottie P. Kellum and
H. E. Payne to Robert R. Hilker and
others for $70,000. Mr. Hilker has
interests in WGCG Belmont and
WEGO Concord, both North Carolina,
and WPCC Clinton, S.C. Transaction
was handled by Paul H. Chapman Co.

Settle quiz account
NBC last week confirmed reports that the network had settled
a "personal services" contract with
Barry & Enright Productions,
New York, for $26,000 a week
before the Congressional investigation began. In May 1957, B & E
sold four quiz programs — Do Re
Mi, Twenty One, Tic Tac Dough
and Concentration — to NBC for
$2.2 million. B & E produced the
shows for the network until Oct.
1958 when charges of "rigging"
erupted. Since that time, B & E
had a "personal services" contract
with the network, the precise details of which has not been explained byNBC.

© Rep

appointments

• KOWH Omaha: Daren F. McGavren
Inc., N.Y.
Sealed with a shake • The new
owner of WIP Philadelphia greets
the new vice president of Metropolitan Broadcasting Co. John W.
Kluge (1), president of Metropolitan, and Benedict Gimbel Jr. (r)
president of WIP, seal with a
handshake the $4.5 million purchase of WIP by Metropolitan,
which includes the appointment
of Mr. Gimbel as vice president
in charge of radio for all Metropolitan stations (Broadcasting,
Oct. 26). Mr. Kluge also announced that Metropolitan Broadcasting will pursue the WIP application for ch. 12 in Wilmington.
Del. WIP is one of four applicants
for the vhf channel relinquished
earlier this year by Storer Broadcasting Co. The others: Rollins
Broadcasting Co.; Egmont Sonderling and associates and the
Metropolitan Philadelphia Educational Radio-Tv Corp.
WZKY

is 250 w day timer on 1580 kc.

• KCOG Centerville, Iowa: Sold by
Robert K. Beck and associates to
Leroy Okerlund and group for $55,000.
Mr. Beck also publishes the Centerville
Iowegian. Broker was Blackburn & Co.
KCOG is 100 w fulltime on 1400 kc.
• WLSC Loris, S.C: Sold by Terrell
J. Rozier, Arthur D. Nix and associates to Pee Dee Broadcasting Co. for
$45,000. Pee Dee company comprises
James Harpring, Walter Molic and Joel
E. Cole, who also own WATP Marion,
S.C. Broker in the transaction was Paul
H. Chapman Co. WLSC is daytimer
with 1 kw on 1570 kc.
AB-Paramount
profit
In its third quarterly report for 1959
released last week, American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres Inc., New
York, showed an estimated net operating profit of $1,340,000 or 32 cents a

• WKAT Miami, Fla.: The Bernard I.
Ochs Co. for southeast.
• KRKD Los Angeles and WATV
Birmingham: Avery-Knodell Inc., N.Y.
• The Paul Bunyan Television Network
(WPBN-TV Traverse City and WTOMTV Cheboygan, Mich.): Venard, Rintoul & McConnell Inc.
• Media

notes

News conference • More than 100
high school newspaper editors and their
faculty advisors will attend Thursdays'
(Nov. 5) WSB-AM-TV Atlanta-Henry
W. Grady School of Journalism (U. of
Georgia) News Broadcasting Conference. The meeting is at WSB's White
Columns studios, 8:45 a.m. -3:30 p.m. A
year's tuition scholarship to the journalism school will be offered by the stations in a contest for students. Contestants will enter their interpretations of
the conference after the meeting.
KOIL moves offices • KOIL Omaha,
Neb., executives have moved from the
studios to 8401 Dodge there.
Broker moves • Edwin Tornberg & Co.
(national radio-tv broker), has moved
its west coast office to 860 Jewell Ave.,
Pacific Grove, Calif. Telephone: Frontier 2-7457.
WPNC on air • WPNC Plymouth,
N.C., commenced operation Sept. 11.
The station is owned by Harry A. Epperson Sr., owner of WBRG Lynchburg, Va. WPNC, managed by Lewis
R. Kurtz Jr., is on 1470 kc. with 1 kw.
Four more to ABC • ABC Radio
has announced signing of four new
affiliates— WICU Erie, Pa.; KWEB
Rochester, Minn.; WPCF Panama City,
Fla., and KCKC San Bernardino, Fla.
WICU is owned and operated by the
Dispatch Division of Airway Branches
Inc. Edward Lamb is president and
Ben McLaughlin is general manager.
KWEB is owned and operated by OlmBROADCASTING, November 2, 1959

Middle

Georgia

Radio

and

First Place in JZi E
An unusual, distinctive, custom-tailored
promotion and merchandising program
captured first place in the country in the
Zesta contest for WMAZ Radio and Television in Macon, Georgia. The judges, in
selecting WMAZ for the award, pointed
out that the station used fresh, new ideas

The
Strietmann
A DIVISION OF UNITED
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Television

Stations

Win

Si rJL"^i. Contest!
rather than stale approaches to promotion
and merchandising.
We are proud to salute WMAZ Radio and
Television as the winner in our contest for
the best promotion campaign built around
the introduction of the new Zesta 8-pak
carton.

Biscuit
Company
BISCUIT COMPANY
OF AMERICA
79

I

Looking ahead • Planning for NAB's 1960 convention has begun as the Engineering Conference Committee met last Wednesday (Oct. 28) in Washington
to consider more than 100 technical papers offered
or suggested for presentation at the annual Broadcast
Engineering Conference. Approximately 20 papers
will be selected. Attending the committee meeting were
(seated, 1 to r) Russell Pope, KHSL-AM-TV Chico,
Calif.; George Hixenbaugh, WMT-AM-TV Cedar

sted County Bcstg. Co. John Grandy is
president and W.E. McLenahan is general manager. WPCF is owned and
operated by Bay County Bcstg. Co. E.L.
Dukate is president and general manager. KCKC is owned and operated by
M.V.W. Radio Corp. Raymond T. McKenzie is president and Clair A.
Weidenaar is vice president.
Paschall plaque • The late Walter
Goode Paschall of WSB-AM-TV Atlanta, Ga., who died May 5, is commemorated on a plaque given by the
city to be placed in one of Atlanta's
housing projects. Mr. Paschall was active in slum clearance activities.
WBIC getting set • WBIC Islip, N.Y.,
due to go on-air soon, has completed
its transmitter building. The new daytimer will be on 540 kc with 250 w.
Studio for KIVA (TV) • KIVA (TV)
Yuma, Calif., has inaugurated new 37x
50 ft. studio-production facilities. Features are sliding rear doors providing
access for automobiles, scenery, etc.;
technical equipment for live and projected programming in the master control room, a dark room, conference
room and clients' viewing area.
KVI moves * KVI Seattle moved Sept.
14 into its new $100,000 facilities in the
Tower Bldg. at 7th and Olive Sts.
KYA-FM hours • KYA-FM
80 (THE MEDIA)

San Fran-

Rapids, Iowa; Warren Braun, WSVA-AM-TV Harrisonburg, Va. (committee chairman); A. Prose Walker,
NAB engineering manager; George W. Bartlett, NAB
assistant engineering manager; (standing, 1 to r) Harold
E. Fellows, NAB president; James D. Parker, CBSTV; Raymond F. Guy, NBC; Frank Marx, ABC; J.R.
Livesay, WLBH Mattoon, 111.; and Allan T. Powley,
WMAL-AM-FM-TV Washington, D.C. 1960 convention will be held April 3-7 in Chicago.

cisco now is on the air 7 p.m.-l a.m.
every evening with unduplicated programming.
At French Lick • Indiana Broadcasters
Assn. adopted revised dues structure for
members and heard industry speakers
at its fall meeting in French Lick Oct. 910. Joseph Higgins, WTHI -AM -TV
Terre Haute, presided as IBA president
over conference, which drew about half
of organization's membership. Among
speakers: John F. Box Jr., managing director, Balaban Stations; Charles Tower, NAB manager of broadcast personnel and economics, and John L. McClay, general manager of WJZ-TV
Baltimore, Md., Westinghouse station.
WDXI (TV) fulltime • Ch. 7 Jackson,
Tenn., has started operating from
10 a.m.-midnight, Monday-Saturday.
WDXI (TV) formerly signed-on at 2
WAFM (FM) on air • WAFM (FM)
p.m. commenced operation. It's on 93.1
has
mc, with 17.5 kw.
Reaching out • WGAN-TV Portland,
Me., after a period of extensive testing, Friday (Oct. 30), officially began
full-power, full-time transmitting from
its new 1,619-foot tower, said to be
tallest in the world, according to
Creighton E. Gatchell, vice president
and general manager of Guy Gannett
broadcasting services. Reception from

the ch. 13 CBS-TV outlet was excellent
as far away as 70 miles, Mr. Gatchell
said.
Nominations due • National Conference of Christians and Jews, N.Y., reminds that nominations for the seventh
annual Brotherhood media awards
must be submitted by Nov. 24. Winners
will be named during Brotherhood
Week, Feb. 21-28, 1960. Among the
categories: advertising campaigns (national and local) : radio programs and
television programs (both series and
single broadcasts eligible). Entry forms
may be obtained from NCCJ headquarters at43 W. 57th St., New York
19.
Visitor from Thailand • American
Broadcasting Co., in cooperation with
the National Educational Exchange
Service of the State Dept., is hosting
Pichai Vasanasong, tv producer-director
from Thailand, who arrived in New
York Oct. 26. The visit resulted from
the five-week tour of Australia and
Southeast Asia made last month by
Leonard Goldenson, president of ABPT Inc., and Oliver Treyz, ABC-TV
president. Mr. Treyz invited Mr. Vasanasong to New York to observe and
study tv programming and technical
operations. The government of Thailand operates two stations in Bangkok
and is planning to build three more
in that country, it was learned.
BROADCASTING, November 2, 1959

Pacific Ocean Park • CBS Inc. and
Los Angeles Turf Club have sold Pacific Ocean Park, oceanside amusement
park at Santa Monica, Calif., to John
M. Morehart, west coast beaeh property developer. Price was not disclosed
but reportedly was in excess of $10
million. CBS and the Turf Club had
jointly and equally owned the park,
which was opened in July 1958. Subsequently, Jack Van Volkenberg, who
was former president of CBS-TV, took
over as operating head of POP, remaining in that capacity through the
present season which ended Oct. 1 1 ,
when the park closed for the winter.
Mr. Van Volkenberg was in Florida
last week and not available for comment.
Adds second vtr • WTTG-(TV) Washington, D.C., announced the purchase
of a second Ampex video tape recorder
on the anniversary of their initial purchase. John E. McArdle, general manager of the Washington station said
that the second recorder "will add a
new dimension to WTTG (TV)'s telecasting potential. We will now be able
to transmit video tape, while at the
same time we are producing new tapes.
Our ability to videotape record programs and commercials now becomes
limitless."

who died Oct. 5. The widow of a
General Motors vice president three
years ago had given the Happiness Exchange Foundation $40,000 in cash.
The 22,060-share block of GM stock
left the foundation was the largest
single gift in a will distributing millions
to charity, schools and relatives.
AMST gains five • The Assn. of Maximum Service Telecasters has announced that five more video stations
have joined the organization, bringing
its total membership to 125. New members: O. M. Schloss, WIIC (TV) Pittsburgh, Pa.; Robert R. Thomas Jr.,
WO AY-TV Oak Hill, W.Va.; Hulbert
Taft Jr., WTVN-TV Columbus, Ohio,
and WBRC-TV Birmingham, Ala., and
Thomas S. Bretherton, WTOL-TV Toledo, Ohio. AMST is composed of tv
stations operating on maximum authorized power and has participated in tv
allocation studies.
New home • Caribbean Networks Inc.,
N.Y., formerly at 200 W. 57th St.,
moved Sept. 28 to 20 W. 43rd St., Zone
36. Telephone: Longacre 5-7840.
Signs lease • WVOX New Rochelle,
N.Y., which has had its facilities in two
separate locations, has signed a longterm lease to consolidate its operations

in the Pershing Square Bldg., 270
North Ave., there. WVOX will occupy
more than 2,000 square feet in the
building's lower lobby.
More space
• ARB Surveys
associated with American
ResearchInc.,Bureau
Inc., New York, has moved to larger
quarters at 11 W. 42nd St., New York
36. Telephone: Wisconsin 7-6977. The
company was formerly at 201 E. 57th
St.
Lamb profits • Third quarter profits
of Lamb Industries Inc. totaled $187,521.74, Board Chairman Edward Lamb
reported last week to stockholders.
Earnings per share for the three months
ended Sept. 30 were 174- For the first
nine months of 1959, the company had
an operating profit of $376,811.78, or
34^ per share. Figures for the same
period of 1958 are not comparable, Mr.
Lamb said. Included in the diversified
Lamb properties are WICU-AM-TV
Erie, Pa., and WMAC-TV Massilon,
Ohio, a uhf which is not on the air.
WKVT turns turf • WKVT Brattleboro,
Vt., is under construction by the WKNE
Corp.
Keene,
slated for(WKNE
completion
next N.H.).
month. It's
WKVT
will be on 1490 kc with 250 w.

Music fund raiser • American Composers Alliance, New York, last week
named comedian-musician Jack Benny
as winner of its Laurel Leaf Award for
1959, presented annually for distinguished service to music in America.
The award, which will be given to Mr.
Benny by Ben Weber, president of the
ACA, at the President's Ball of the
National Press Club in Washington on
Nov. 21, is in recognition of Mr.
Benny's benefit concert appearances. In
the past four years he is credited with
raising more than $1.5 million for musicians and music organizations.
Action on access • W.C. Swartley,
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. vice
president for the Boston area and 1959
president of the Massachusetts Broadcasters' Assn., has recommended that
the association set up a permanent freedom of information committee. Its first
project would be to set up demonstrations and discussions on court coverage
with local bar associations. This would
complement work done at the national
level by NAB, he said.
Windfall • Big Joe's Happiness Exchange Foundation, distributor of
charitable funds collected by Big Joe
Rosenfeld through his nightly (midnight-4 a.m. EDT) program over
WABC New York, has received a
$1.21 million bequest in General Motors
stock. It was left by Mrs. Dewitt Page,
BROADCASTING, November 2, 1959

Predictions • KDKA Pittsburgh opens its 20-year-old time capsule today
(Nov. 2) to broadcast predictions made in 1939 by a group of distinguished
citizens. Each recorded his ideas of what life would be like in 1959. Today's
broadcast will mark the pioneering Westinghouse station's 39th birthday.
Broadcasting in front of the KDKA Radio Time Capsule on Nov. 4, 1939
(above 1 to r) were Lenox R. Lohr, NBC president; H. S. Wherrett, president, Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co.; and Dave Garroway, in 1939 a KDKA
announcer. Next Monday (Nov. 9), new predictions will be made and
sealed in the time capsule until 1979.
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coverage,

Can another television network be
formed — and nourish? A full-grown,
conventional network appears to be
beyond the pale of reality. But on the
drawing-board is a blueprint for a "service network" to provide selected types
of news and topical programming to
groups of stations on an interconnected
basis.
The prime protagonist of this project
is United Press International. The catalyst is television's wonderchild, videotape recording. Through the years,
plans for a service network have been
proposed for both radio and television.
The economic bugaboo has been telephone line cost. UPI believes that this
consideration can be resolved, though
admittedly it wont be easy.
With little fanfare, UPI has implemented two projects that has given the
organization a background in service
networking:
• On September 15-17, through its subsidiary, United Press Movietone News,
UPI established and operated a onehour closed-circuit network that fed
film coverage of the Khrushchev visit
for video-tape recording by 11 stations
and the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
and their subsequent use on local news
programs.
• During the current football season,
UPI has established an interconnected
network, serving 58 stations with a onehour tape program of each Saturday's
Notre Dame football game for presentation on the air the following day.
"K" Coverage Analyzed • W. R.
Higginbotham, manager of United
Press Movietone, who supervised the
Khrushchev experimental coverage, is
now analyzing various facets of the
project: the cost of establishing a service network; the ways the cost can be
met, including various uses of the circuit; technical problems, and types of
programming material to be furnished.
Mr. Higginbotham believes that a
service network can become a reality
and can make a useful contribution to
television stations. He points out the
service UPI ' is contemplating would
provide about 20 minutes of newsfilm
per day and notes that conventional
networks, during their prime evening
newscasts, utilize six or seven minutes
of film footage. This factor, Mr. Higginbotham reasons, would make the
UPI projected service useful to network
as well as independent stations.
Within the next few weeks, Mr.
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supervision
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relationsUPI's
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pattern
Conley
buys

Electronics

SRTS

library

Purchase of the Standard Radio Transcription Services Music Library by
Conley Electronics Corp., Skokie, 111.,
nesday.
was announced in Chicago last WedThe library will provide an additional
source adaptable
for Conley's
new
Moodmaster
Automatic
Background

W. R. Higginbotham
Studies "K" Coverage
Higginbotham hopes to complete a
financial analysis of the Khrushchev
project and discuss it with station officials who participated in the undertaking. Their reaction will help to shape
UPI's future steps.
Diversified Programming • Mr. Higginbotham concedes that it is "exceedingly
doubtful"
whether solely
a video
work can be financed
for netthe
purposes of a news or newsfilm service.
He adds, however, that a solution lies
through supplying various programming (sports, documentaries, special
events) that would be devised by participating stations and acceptable to all
of them.
The Khrushchev project was "a
smashing success," according to Mr.
Higginbotham. Without exception, stations praised the undertaking and only
a few minor criticisms were voiced
about such procedures as cueing. The
quality of transmissions were called
"excellent."
The Notre Dame football package
is produced by Newspix Inc., New
York, with UPI serving as sales agent
and arranging for telephone circuits.
The game is taped at the field; fed by
cable to a nearby tv station (usually
WNDU-TV South Bend when Notre
Dame is playing at home) and edited
to a one-hour version. The narration
by Harry Wismer and Edward (Moose)
Krause is supplied during the re-recording of the tape. Several duplicates also
are made for air-mailing to stations
who are unable to receive the regular
feed
originating
following
day. from WNDU-TV the
The Notre Dame project is under the

Music system for business establishments, according to Tom Parrish, director of audio programming. The library consists of over 7,000 selections
recorded at an initial cost of $1 million.
Among the artists in the diversified library (light concert, popular, dance,
concert pop, vocal and novelty) are
Tommy and limmy Dorsey, Bill May.
David Lewinter, Bob Crosby and
Frankie Lane.
The library will provide material for
"mood" music magazines, with music
re-recorded through a special control
process, setting volume and determining necessary equalization. The system
is leased or sold through local distributors. Purchase of the SRTS library
was understood to be the first of a
series of acquisitions by Conley as part
of an expansion and diversification proParamount film, vtr
gram.
activity is expanded
Paramount Picture Corp. is reorganizing its tv activity in film production
and tape.
The appointment of George Gruskin
to head film programs and west coast
operations for the new Paramount Tv
Div. was announced last week. The
division is headed by Robert J. Rubin,
who works out of New York and provides liaison between East and West
Coast. Mr. Gruskin, for many years
identified with the radio-tv department
of William Morris talent agency, will develop new programming for Paramount.
Paramount tv tape activity is being
operated separately, it was announced
by James A. Schulke, vice president of
Paramount Television Productions. A
stepped-up syndication program gets
underway next year under Al Goustin,
who will be offering a minimum of three
tape series a year, it was reported.
KTLA (TV) Los Angeles, owned by
Paramount, has been active in tape production.
BROADCASTING, November 2, 1959
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Southern Indiana . . . that's us. The more you compare
balanced programming, audience ratings, coverage, costper-thousand, or trustworthy operation, the more you'll

prefer WAVE-TV.
^
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WAVE-TV
CHANNEL 3 • Maximum Power
LOUISVILLE
NBC
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SPOr SALES, Exclusive National Representatives

Allied

Artists

tv production

enters
field

The entry of Allied Artists Picture
Corp. into the tv production field was
pointed up in an announcement last
week that Allied Artists has entered
into an agreement to produce two tv
film series for distribution by ABC
Films Inc.
The series will be financed by ABC
Films and Allied Artists. Titles and cast
information on the programs will be
announced shortly and short material
will be drawn from more than 200
stories in Allied Artist's motion picture
library. The announcement said that
production on the two series is scheduled to begin at AA's studios in Hollywood before the first of the year.
Recent feature films produced by
Allied Artists include "The Al Capone
Story," "The Big Circus," "Friendly
Persuasion" and "Love in the Afternoon."
Screen
have

no

strike

would

tv effect

A strike of Writers Guild of America
against the major motion picture studios
would have no effect on the writing of
tv films, even those produced by those
same studios, a WGA spokesman said
last week. If the Nov. 3 meeting of the
WGA membership, called to consider
such a strike, approves strike action and
a strike actually occurs, this would bar
only those writers who are members of
the screen writers branch of WGA from
working for these studios.
Writers of tv films are covered by a
separate contract. Thus, a WGA member might find himself on strike against
Warner Bros, so far as theatrical films
are concerned, but free to write for one
of the eight series Warners is producing
for ABC-TV.
WGA is currently on strike against
56 independent film producers with the
question: Should writers of post 1948
theatrical feature pictures which are
released to tv receive additional pay
for them? Now the same question has
caused a breakdown in negotiations between WGA and the Assn. of Motion
Picture Producers, comprising the major studios.
Same Issues • The producers' stand is
that they face the same issues with other
guilds and unions and must consider
them on an industry-wide basis, not
piece-meal, union by union. The writers
insist that if theatrical films made after
1948 are released for use on tv, they
should be paid for this use.
The WGA contract with AMPP ran
its course on May 15 and has been twice
84 (PROGRAMMING)

extended with Nov. 17 as its present
termination date. AMPP has notified
WGA that the major studios will not
consent to any further extention and
that after Nov. 17 the terms of the contract will no longer apply. WGA, which
launched its strike against the independents on Oct. 10, has called the Nov. 3
meeting to discuss similar action against
AMPP. The guild's tv contracts with the
major studios run until Jan. 15, 1960.
SAG claims violations
Board of directors of Screen Actors
Guild has authorized union executives
to take immediate steps to halt violations of SAG's collective bargaining
contract with Warner Bros., which SAG
states have produced "widespread complaints from actors."
The SAG action followed a meeting
of a special board committee with a
large group of Warner's tv stars.
Alleged abuses concern violations of
meal periods, rest periods and other
working conditions, won for actors by
SAG in collective bargaining, the union
said, adding that failure to correct them
would "have a most serious effect on
negotiations for a new contract scheduled to start in December."
COLORCAS^il

Here are the next 10 days of network
color shows (all times are EST).
NBC-TV
Nov.
2-6, 9-11 (6:30-7 a.m.) Continental Classroom.
Nov. 2-6, 9-11 (12:30-1 p.m.) It Could
Be You, participating sponsorship.
Nov. 2, 9 (10-11 p.m.) Steve Allen
Plymouth Show, Plymouth through N.W.
Ayer & Son.
Nov. 3, 10 (9-9:30 p.m.) Arthur Murray
Party, P. Lorillard through Lennen & Newell and Sterling Drug through DancerFitzgerald-Sample.
Nov. 3, 10 (9:30-10:30 p.m.) Ford Startime, Ford through J. Walter Thompson.
Nov. 4, 11 (8:30-9 p.m.) Price Is Right,
Lever through Ogilvy Benson & Mather
and
Speidel through Norman Craig &
Kummel.
(9-10 p.m.) Another Evening
WithNov.Fred4 Astaire,
Chrysler through Young
& Rubicam.
Nov. 5 (9:30-10 p.m.) Ford Show, Ford
through J. Walter Thompson.
Nov. 6 (8:30-9:30 p.m.) Bell Telephone
Hour, AT&T through N.W. Ayer & Son.
Nov. 7 (10-10:30 a.m.) Howdy Doody
Show,
Bates. Continental Baking through Ted
Nov. 7 (10:30-11 a.m.) Ruff and Reddy
Show, Mars through Knox-Reeves and
Borden through Benton & Bowles.
Nov. 7 (1:15 p.m. to conclusion) NCAA
Football, participating sponsorship.
Nov. 8 (4-6 p.m.) NBC Opera Company
presents "Fidelio," sustaining.
Nov.ucts8through
(7-8 Lennen
p.m.) Riverboat,
& Newell. Corn ProdNov. 8 (8-9 p.m.) Sunday Showcase,
RCA through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
Nov. 8 (9-10 p.m.) Dinah Shore Chevy
Show, Chevrolet through Campbell-Ewald.

Negro news service
Associated Correspondents News
Service, Washington, has been formed
to serve the nation's Negro radio stations. Taped five-minute daily newscasts and 15-minute weekly roundups
are the services supplied to members.
ACNS is designed to better inform the
Negro audience with events in the Capital. Correspondents cover Capitol Hill,
the White House, State Dept., Pentagon
plus other agencies and foreign embassies. Their reports are edited, recorded
and
sent
air mail to participating stations.
• Program

notes

Sports wrap-up • Sterling Sports Div.
of Sterling Television Co., N.Y., has
sold its Boston Celtics-Boston Bruins
radio package of 120 games to Ballantine beer, Blackstone cigars and
Dodge automobiles. WHDH Boston
will originate the broadcasts for airing
on
land.a 12-station network in New EngYuletide • Trans-Lux Television Corp.
is offering tv stations a Christmas holiday package of five films — -"Night Before Christmas," "Christmas Through
The Ages," "Christmas Rhapsody,"
' Santa and the Fairy Snow Queen,"
and "Jerusalem, the Holy City."
Supermarket • The Daitch-Shopwell
stores in the New York area have
signed as the first supermarket chain
outlets for NTA Storevision, it was announced last week by Ted Cott, NTA
Storevision president. NTA Storevision
will present the Daywcttch programming of 54 hours of live tv over
WNTA-TV Newark, starting Nov. 23
(Broadcasting, Oct. 26). NTA Storevision hopes to beam the Daywatch
programming to a total of 400 supermarkets, including 59 Daitch-Shopwell
outlets
Behavior & peace • The U. of Michigan's WUOM (FM) Ann Arbor is
producing Human Behavior: Social and
Medical Research, a series devoted to
"discussions of current research conducted in areas of the behavioral
sciences and medical research." The
series, composed of about 40 programs,
is produced through a $3,450 grant
from National Educational Tv & Radio
Center for distribution by National
Assn. of Educational Broadcasters. A
second series of 20 programs about the
problems of international relations and
the study-promotjon of world peace will
be produced under a supplementary
grant from the university's newly-formed
Center for Research on Conflict Relations.
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FACTS

FEATHERBEDDING

ON

In the next few weeks, increased public attention will be focused
on the problems posed for the nation's railroads by union work rules
which exact double to triple pay for single-time work and force the use
of two to three men on a one-man job. The carriers' proposals of
November 2, 1959, chart the way to end such waste by re-establishing
the principle of a fair day's work for a fair day's pay. The basic questions newsmen ask about this timely topic are covered here as follows:
Q. What Is Featherbedding?
A. Webster's "New Collegiate Dictionary" defines the practice as "requiring an
employer to pay unneeded workmen,
or to pay for unnecessary or duplicating
jobs, or limiting the amount of work to
be done in a day as a means of stretching work." It is pay exacted for work
not done or not needed, for services not
performed, for goods not produced.
Q. What Makes the Problem Timely?
A. A three-year moratorium against
changing the work rules that lead to
featherbedding on the railroads expired Oct. 31, 1959, opening the door to
proposals for a long-overdue overhaul.
Q. How Big a Problem Is Featherbedding for the Railroads?
A. Detailed ground-level studies of
operating practices show that more
than $500,000,000 each year is being
wasted on unnecessary train-crew positions, for needless duplication of work,
and for wage payments unjustified by
the amount of work performed.
Q. What Concern Is All This to the
General Public?
A. Since railroad revenues come only
from the public, the American people
pay the bill for featherbed waste
whether this comes in inflated prices,
reduced employment or weakened
transportation service.
Q. How Did Featherbedding Arise on
the Railroads?
A. There are three main causes: (1)
the biggest is obsolete work rules dating from 1919 and earlier, which have
remained largely unchanged despite a
near-revolution in railroad technology
and operating methods; (2) outside
referees in contract disputes have interpreted many rules out of all context
with original intent, and (3) "excess
crew" laws in 23 states legalize featherbedding by requiring unneeded brakemen and other positions on trains.
Q. Where Is Featherbedding Concentrated?
A. In certain train-operating positions,

mostly in through-freight and passenger service. All operating employees
number about 210,000 — one fourth of
total railroad employment.
Q. What Are the Specific Areas of
Waste?
A. There are three: (1) requirements
for unnecessary train positions such as
for firemen who tend no fires on pushbutton diesel locomotives, (2) rigid
jurisdictional walls that bar road crews
from working in yards, and vice versa,
and prevent railroads from extending
train runs in keeping with rising train
speeds, and (3) the 40-year-old dual
pay system for train and engine crews.
Q. Is a Fireman Really Needed on
Fireless Diesels?
A. No. This same conclusion was recently reached by an authoritative
Royal Commission in Canada which
held that the fireman's functions "have
either totally disappeared ... or are a
mere duplication of what is discharged
by another or others." As a result, firemen are now being withdrawn from
diesel operations in freight and yard
service throughout Canada.
Q. Be
Should
Not an
"Extra Pair of Eyes"
Aboard
Anyway?
A. In freight and yard service, extra
men are already on the job besides the
fireman. In road freight service the fireman is the third man in the cab since
the head-end brakeman also accompanies the engineer. In yard service, a
ground crew works alongside the locomotive atall times. Equally important,
railroads are NOT proposing to remove the fireman from passenger trains.
Q. How Do Jurisdictional Work Rules
Result in Featherbedding?
A. Bans against interchanging road
and yard train crews except at heavy
penalty raise roadblocks to customer
services, result in unnecessary engine
and train crews, and lead to double or
triple pay for single-time work.
Q. Can You Give Examples?
A. When yard employees work outside
"switch limits," they usually get an
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RAILROADS

while
their work,
for should
pay that
day'screw
extraroad
have done
the
the work may demand and get an extra
day's pay for NOT doing it. Also, the
splitting of rail operations into divisions
100 or so miles long has led to multiple
crew changes on short runs. Thus, on
the 1,034-mile, lOVi-hour passenger
run between Chicago and Denver, a
railroad must use eight different engine
crews, with each man averaging \XA
basic days' pay for 2 hours' running
time.
Q. How Does the Mileage-Day Pay System Work?
A. All road enginemen as well as road
freight crews draw a basic day's pay
for covering 100 miles or less. Passenger conductors and trainmen put in
150 miles. This "piecework" pay plan
was standardized 40 years ago and is
based on a speed of 12 1/2 MPH for
freight trains and 20 MPH for passenger trains. Modernization has nearly
doubled average train speeds since —
but the pay rule remains unchanged,
resulting in unearned "windfalls" and
bleeding
off the benefits
of dieselization and streamlined
service.
Q. How Will the Elimination of Featherbedding Affect Rail Employment?
A. During the past decade 500,000
jobs or an average of 1,000 jobs each
week have disappeared on the competition-hit and featherbed-riddled railroads. By eliminating featherbedding
and reducing internal costs, the lines
can become more competitive, attract
more business and stabilize or expand
employment.
Q. What Is the Railroads' Basic Objec
tive in Proposing Rules Changes?
A. Overhaul and modernization of the
1919 work-rules structure to conform
with 1959 conditions. Stated in the
most simple terms, the objective is
a fair day's work for a fair day's pay.
For further information on this subject,
write, wire, or phone (NAtional 8-9020).

News Service, Transportation Building, Washington 6, D. C.
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'Way* bill • Bernard L. Schubert Inc.,
N.Y., has sold its Way of Life half-hour
package of 143 dramatic programs to
KOMO-TV Seattle, WFIL-TV Philadelphia, CKLW-TV Windsor (Ont.) Detroit and WGAN-TV Portland. Me.
Total markets: 42.
Spanish on KEYT (TV) • Tony Garcia
Presents Television Espanol, a weekly
series of Spanish language movies began Oct. 24 on KEYT (TV) Santa Barbara, Calif. The series' host, Mr. Garcia, formerly was a d.j. with KIST
Santa Barbara.
Sterling sales • Sterling Television Inc.,
N.Y., reports the following sales of
film packages: Time Out for Sports to
KTRK-TV Houston (for Singer Furniture Co. through Kamin-Hahas-Blumberg
Inc.,
Houston), WDSM-TV

Video

Regal region • Regal Pale Brewing
Co., San Francisco, has made the following purchases from Screen Gems
Inc.: Seven League Boots for eight
western markets, and Behind Closed
Doors for Los Angeles, Bakersfield and
Chico, all California. Regal's agency:
Lennen & Newell Inc., New York.
New western • Four Star Television,
Hollywood, has completed arrangements with NBC-TV to produce a new
half-hour western series in partnership

tape — a cure-all

Video tape is a wunderkind to
television as a whole, but educational
tv, particularly, pins its hopes on tape
to ease the financial strain of operations and solve some of etv's collateral problems.
Mid-November promises to be an
eventful time of the year for the
National Educational Televison &
Radio Center, which makes its headquarters in New York and maintains distribution facilities at Ann
Arbor, Mich. About Nov. 15, five
Ampex tape recorders, including
built-in tape reproducing equipment,
will be installed at Ann Arbor.
NETRC believes that tape — and
the tape-copying facilities — will help
alleviate the four "problem-children"
of educational tv — finance, program
content, technical quality and timeliness of presentation.
By mid-November, the 41 educational stations affiliated with NETRC
will be equipped with Videotape recorders. Soon thereafter, the "tape
network" is expected to become a
reality. The cost of the recorders
is being underwritten by a $2,706,000 grant to NETRC by the
Ford Foundation.
To the center and to educational
tv stations, NETRC officials assert,
the recorders and the copy attachments are calculated to alleviate
shortcomings in the following areas:
• Finances: The tape-duplicating
device will enable the Center to
make tapes, and erase them for reuse. The Center need not, as in the
past, make copies of films or kinescopes which lose value after the
initial showing on stations.
• Program content: Tape will per86 (PROGRAMMING)

Duluth, WTVW (TV) Evansville, Ind.,
and KUAM-TV Guam; Abbott & Costello to WFLA-TV Tampa, Fla.
WHEC-TV Rochester, N.Y., and
WRAL-TV Raleigh, N.C.; Capt'n
Sailor Bird Cartoons to WGN-TV Chicago, WGR-TV Buffalo, and WKTV
(TV) Utica.

for etv's

with the network. Sam Peckinpah will
write and Brian Keith will star in
series. Production begins this month.
New and renewed • Fremantle International Inc., N.Y., reports the following sales in Mexico City: You Are
There was purchased by Cia. Mexicana
Luz y Fuerza Motriz and Twentieth
Century, which like You Are There is
produced by CBS, was renewed for a
second season by Asbestos de Mexico.
Series of champs • Flamingo Telefilm Sales Inc., N.Y., offers a new tv
series titled Live Like a Champion,
starring top sports personalities. The
series is made available through Heritage Productions Inc., in association
with the National Sports Council. The
programs, which feature weekly guests
interviewed by host Kyle Rote, are
available on both film and video tape.

financial

mit stations to do remotes from outside the studios. On any national
issue, for instance, all or a part of
the stations will be able to present
a round-up of opinion from the
various regions and, through the
Center, distribute the total product
to affiliates. Tape will provide
mobility and reduce the sameness
of programming, for which educational outlets have been criticized in
the past.
• Timeliness: Programming on
educational tv outlets consists main-

problems?

ly of local live shows and films or
kinescopes circulated by the Center. With the latter product, there
often has been a time lag between
program ideas and the showing of
the film or kinescope on the last
station. By making use of tape, the
Center can turn out 32 copies in eight
hours.
• Technical quality: Tape is expected to give programming the
quality of live television in contrast
to the "murky recordings" often
produced on kinescope.

Education via tape • Howard Town (1) , technical director of the National
Educational Television & Radio Center, inspects some of the video tape television recorders with Bob Paulson (c) and Tom Merson, both of the Ampex
Corp. Recorders with tape-duplicating attachments are to be installed at the
Center's facilities in Ann Arbor, Mich., while 41 affiliated educational tv
stations throughout the country will be equipped with recorders.
BROADCASTING, November 2, 1959

HARRY LE BRUN, Vice-President and General
Manager, WLW-A, Atlanta, Georgia. WLWA is the fourth Crosley station to install a
Dresser-ldeco tower. The others are WLW-I,
Indianapolis, Ind.; WLW-D, Dayton, Ohio;
WLW-C, Columbus, Ohio

"Taller
helps

"New

tower
reach

by

Dresser-ldeco

683,000

more

viewers.

1042' tower increases our

coverage 32%," says Harry Le Brun
of Atlanta's WLW-A.
"Here's how a taller tower is paying off for WLW-A. Our new
1042' Dresser-ldeco tower with travelling wave antenna blankets
1 17 counties in Georgia, Alabama, Tennessee and North Carolina.
That's 43 more than could be covered with the smaller 585' tower
it replaced. And now WLW-A reaches almost three-quarters of a
million more Georgians than before. In Georgia alone, WLW-A's
enlarged market has a buying income of $3.7 billion, seventy
percent of the state's total. Its audience of 2,880,700 viewers account for over two-thirds of Georgia retail store sales."
WLW-A had good reasons for selecting a Dresser-ldeco tall
tower when they decided to expand coverage. "We wanted a
completely dependable tower for equipment as vital as our
antenna," reports Harry Le Brun, "and no one matches DresserIdeco's experience in tall towers. It's easy to see the results of this
experience. We were impressed with Dresser-Ideco's careful attention to detail at every stage of the job's development. They did an
excellent job, we haven't had a bit of trouble. Believe me, it pays
to deal with a top-notch tower designer-builder."
Dresser-ldeco has built over half the lOOO'-plus television
towers in service today. It will pay you to talk to Dressef-Ideco
about your plans to grow bigger with a taller tower.

WLW-A's new 1042'
Dresser-ldeco tall tower.

Dresser-ldeco
Division of Dresser Industries, Inc.
TOWER DIVISION, DEPT. T-93
^
875 MICHIGAN AVE., COLUMBUS 8, OHIO
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Company

Selecting • Members of American
Cinema Editors are selecting 10 (out
of 33) tv films and the same number
(out of 21) theatrical feature pictures
as nominees from which the final winner and three runners-up in each category of editing awards will be chosen,
both by mail ballot. Awards will be
presented Dec. 8 at an ACEDS meeting
at the Beverly Hills Hotel, Beverly
Hills, Calif.

Tombstone adds •' Ziv Television Programs, N.Y., reports that Tombstone
Territory has been sold in a total of
54 markets, with latest sales to KSYDTV Wichita Falls, Tex.; WALA-TV
Mobile, Ala.; KTVB (TV) Boise, Idaho;
KIDO-TV Idaho Falls, Idaho; KVII
(TV) Amarillo, Tex.; KLIX-TV Twin
Falls, Idaho; KPTV (TV) Portland,
Ore., and KSL-TV Salt Lake City.

Down videoways alley • A projected
tv tape series, Stars and Strikes is being
offered by Videoways Inc., N.Y. Show
host is Paul Winchell and the pilot tape
features show and sports personalities
as guest stars. Bowlers include contestants with certified averages as well as
average bowlers, with home viewers
offered a chance to participate in the
competition. Co-producers for Videoways are Burton Greenberg and Vincent
Tilotta.

• Charles Michmystery
Radio Inc.,
program syndicator,
N.Y.market
elson
sees a radio trend in current sales.
In one day, Michelson sold 14 halfhour mysteries. KGEE (TV) Bakersfield, Calif., the syndicator says, is
scheduling 12 mystery half-hours, running two each night, six nights a week,
11:30 p.m.-12:30 a.m. KLMX (TV)

Clayton, N.M., bought two of the shows
for
Wednesday 1-2 hour, Michelson the
reports.
'Highway Patrol' re-runs • Ziv economee reports that re-run programs of
Highway Patrol have been sold in
63 markets with sales in major cities
made to KTTV (TV) Los Angeles,
WNTA-TV Newark, WBZ-TV Boston,
WGR-TV Buffalo, WFAA-TV Dallas,
WWL-TV New Orleans, WCKT (TV)
Miami, KPRC-TV Houston, WTAE
(TV) Pittsburgh, WSB-TV Atlanta,
WGN-TV
Lake City. Chicago, and KSL-TV Salt
ABC Films Inc. • Has completed 15
additional sales of The People's Choice
series, raising total markets sold to
100, and has sold Adventures of Jim
Bowie in ten cities, raising total number of markets to 75.

GOVERNMENT

AN
One

AMBER
poser:

how

LIGHT
strict can

The FCC is preparing to authorize
vhf boosters.
Last Monday and again on Wednesday the Commission took up a staff
document which would legalize the hundreds of illegitimate repeaters which
have dotted the Northwest for the last
several years.
A majority of the five commissioners
who were present at both meetings were
understood to favor the issuance of this
document. Only Comr. Robert T. Bartley is known to have opposed this move.
Comrs. Rosel H. Hyde and T.A.M.
Craven are attending international meetings.
Because of still unsolved problems,
the release of the order is being held in
abeyance.
Basically, the Commission is pondering the degree of technical standards
which it would require tv repeaters to
meet. It is feared that if these standards
are too stringent, the Commission's
move would be self-defeating. Booster
continue to "bootleg"
would distant
operators
tv signals from
cities as they do
now.
Another factor troubling FCC lawyers is what to do about existing boosters. The Communications Act prohibits
the FCC from issuing licenses to applicants who begin construction before the
issuance of a grant for construction.
Boosters came into existence, mainly
in the rugged terrain of the Northwest
several years ago, bringing big city tv
signals to small communities unable to
88

FOR

standards

VHF

be without

receive good signals from existing tv
stations. The Commission ordered them
off the air, but they have continued to
operate, and to multiply. Operators have
enlisted the aid of congressmen and
senators in their fight to maintain their
service.
Vhf boosters are transceivers which
receive a vhf signal from a big city tv
station and convert it to another tv
channel on which it is transmitted over
the air to local viewers.
Last April the Commission announced that it would accept the responsibility oflicensing these repeaters.
It suggested that certain technical standards would be required. Among these
were low power, automatic shutoff, engineering personnel on call* and frequency stabilization.
During Congressional hearings before aSenate Communications committee early this summer booster advocates
Vacuum tubes
The FCC has deleted the requirement in broadcast technical
standards for am, fm and tv
stations that spares of all vacuum
tubes used in transmitters, frequency and modulation monitors
be kept on hand at the transmitter site of the broadcast station.
The Commission said that the
rules (Sees. 3.40, 3.317 and 3.687)
are no longer necessary.

BOOSTERS
being

self defeating?

protested that the standards proposed
by the FCC would make it impossible
to continue operating vhf repeaters.
The Senate passed legislation early
in September which authorized the FCC
to license vhf boosters previously constructed without benefit of FCC permission. Italso permits the FCC to sanction
operation of repeaters without a licensed
operator on duty at all times.
This legislation has not been taken up
yet by the House.
Senate
ex

parte

resumes
hearings

Hearings by the Senate Judiciary
Subcommittee on Administrative Practice & Procedure, headed by Sen. John
A. Carroll (D-Colo.), will be resumed
for two days on Thursday, Nov. 19.
The hearings, which were recessed
July 23 (Broadcasting, July 27) will
deal with S 600, a bill, introduced by
Sen. Thomas C. Hennings (D-Mo),
that would establish an Office of Federal Administrative Practice as an independent agency; and S 2374, introduced by Sen. Carroll at the request
of the American Bar Assn. The ABA
bill would establish standards of conduct for federal agency hearings and
would impose a $10,000 fine and/or
one year imprisonment for "willful"
attempts to improperly influence commis ioners orhearing examiners.
Expected as witnesses for the hearings are the chairmen of six agencies:
BROADCASTING, November 2, 1959

ESSO

Helping

RESEARCH

you

works

jet there

wonders

with

oil

sooner!

You get your "welcome home" hug hours sooner— in today's jet age. And the jet age itself arrived here
sooner, thanks in part to a special oil developed by Esso Research. Every jet engine throughout the free
world grew up on it. And most pure jets flying today still use it and it alone. For happy
homecomings or "happy motoring". . . ESSO

R ESE

ARCH

works wonders with oil.
(€sso)
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FCC, Federal Trade Comm., Interstate
Commerce Comm., Securities & Exchange Comm., Federal Power Comm.,
and Civil Aeronautics Board — and the
secretaries of two departments: Interior
and Agriculture.
KYA

survey

evokes

protest to FCC
A San Francisco mayoralty candidate
has protested to the FCC against editorials endorsing incumbent Mayor
George Christopher aired by KYA San
Francisco. The protest, lodged by attorney Emmet F. Hagerty on behalf of
candidate Russell L. Wolden, did not
question KYA's right to endorse Mr.
Christopher but claimed a misrepresentation was made.
Mr. Hagerty charged the station did
not take a survey of public opinion
upon which, he said, KYA announced
it based its support of the incumbent.
The FCC replied that it did not have
the authority to order KYA to stop the
editorials, as requested, because of the
no censorship (Sec. 326) provision of
the Communications Act.
The Commission also told Mr. Hagerty that he had not furnished the agency with enough facts to determine if

KYA had violated the FCC's editorial
policy. A copy of the complaint was
sent to the station for its comments.
Morton J. Wagner, general manager
of KYA, said Wednesday (Oct. 28)
that the station will continue the editorials and "has no intention of revising
its opinions concerning Mayor Christopher's qualifications, based on threats
from his opponents." The station said
it is prepared to offer equal time to
other qualified candidates (there are
seven in addition to the incumbent).
KYA is owned by the Bartell family,
multiple station chain. Bartell purchased the California outlet in March
1958 from J. Elroy McCaw and associates.
• Government

Veto • FCC has turned down applications by several telephone companies
of the General Telephone System seeking authority to shift common carrier
microwave stations from 890-942 mc
to 840-890 mc, currently occupied by
uhf television. In dismissing the applications, the FCC said favorable action
at this time "would be premature in
view of present consideration of iden-

EQUIPMENT
NEW
Will

AMPEX

market

CO.

to broad

Formation of Aaipex Professional
Products Co. is announced today (Nov.
2) by Neal K. McNaughten, vice president of Ampex Corp. who becomes
manager of the new subsidiary. Mr. McNaughten has been manager of Ampex
Professional Products Div., which the
new company replaces, as manufacturer
and distributor of audio and video
equipment for am, fm and tv stations
and networks, the commercial recording industry, producers of radio and tv
programs and commercials and government and defense agencies.
Under the new organization, separate
divisions for audio and video have been
set up with their respective engineering
and marketing departments. The video
products division will market not only
Ampex Videotape recorders of which
more than 500 are in use throughout the
world but the Marconi Mark IV tv camera, Conrac monitors, Tektronics test
equipment, Telechrome test and special
effects equipment, Houston-Fearless tv
camera mounts and other studio gear as
well as vehicles for custom-designed mobile tape recording facilities.
The audio products division will han-

notes

IS

&

tical proposals." The FCC for sometime
has had under study the entire spectrum from 25 mc to 890 mc.
Withdrawn • The Sisters of Charity
of Cincinnati last week withdrew, five
days after it was filed, an application
with the FCC for a new' commercial
fm station in Pittsburgh. Frieda B.
Hennock, attorney for the Sisters and
former FCC member, said the application was withdrawn because "problems
too
costly
pursue" arose in seeking
a transmitterto site.

Elecions • Adler
or Inc.,originat
Translattronics
N.Y., has
New Rochelle,
asked the FCC to permit uhf translators
to be used for local originations by educational organizations. In a formal petition to the FCC last week, the translator manufacturer also asked that the
translator service be given more space
for operations — from 14 channels as at
present to 24 channels, all contiguous.
Translators, which are low-powered repeaters authorized to pickup and retransmit tvsignals from distant stations,
now are assigned chs. 70-83. The Adler
firm asked also that present separation
eliminuhf "taboos"
factors,
nts be be
permitted
assignme
that on
ated andbased
on a non-interference basis.

ENGINEERING
company.

FORMED

communication

field

dle professional audio tape recording
and duplicating equipment for radio stations and networks and commercial
recording companies, as well as Ampex
theatre equipment.
Best Environment • "The new company," Mr. McNaughten said, "not only
provides the best environment for continued growth in video and audio development but also enables us to better
serve our customers with an ever-expanding product line. Prime objective of
this company is to constantly push forward the state of the art through creation of new products and techniques to
better serve the industry.
"Our finance, operation, planning,
manufacturing, quality control and personnel divisions make up a coordinated,
tightly knit company that gives us freedom for achieving
company's
goal."
Thomas
E. Davis,theformerly
marketing
manager of Ampex's professional products division, becomes manager of the
Video Products Division of Ampex
Professional Products Co. Frank G.
Lennert, manager of the audio department of the old division, becomes manager of the audio division of the new

In addition, the heads of four other
divisions of the new company will report directly to Mr. McNaughten. They
are: Arthur Kromer, manufacturing;
William Roily, quality control; Theodore Scudder, personnel; and Ray Stewart, operations and finance. They all
occupied similar positions in the old
professional products division.
Robert Miner, also continues to serve
as a special assistant to Mr. McNaughten, in charge of market planning and
research.
New

sampler

Relief for the most inveterate
dial twisters and channel shifters
may soon be on the way. Edward
T. Molinaro of Carbondale, Pa.,
has been issued a patent number
(2,906,875) for a station-sampling
radio. A pointer scans the dial,
stopping at each station for 10
or 20 seconds, and the listener
can press a foot switch or a dial
switch to hear the one he likes
most. The switch can be closed
again to start the tuning motor
and resume the sampling. The
equipment reportedly will work
either on radio or television.
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NOTICE TO EDITORS — For more than 30 years, Metropolitan Life
has sponsored advertising messages on national health and safety.
Because of public interest in the subject matter of these advertisements, Metropolitan offers all news editors (including radio news
editors) free use of the text of each advertisement in this series.

The text may be used in regular health features, health columns
or health reports with or without credit to Metropolitan. The
Company gladly makes this material available to editors as one
phase
public-service advertising in behalf of the nation's
health of
and itssafety.

>

"Mother
Wonderful progress has been made in protecting the lives of mothers and babies. In
the last decade alone, maternal death rates
have been reduced by 75 percent.
Never before has childbirth been so safe
— thanks to excellent prenatal care and
improved obstetrical techniques.
Equally important, some 95 percent of
today's babies are born in our hospitals —
where most birth emergencies can be handled promptly and effectively.
Information for expectant mothers: If
your health is good — if you have no family
history of diabetes, kidney, heart or other
serious diseases — the chances are excellent
that no major complications will occur
before your baby's arrival.
However, for your own and your baby's
welfare, your physician may suggest these
safeguards if your condition is normal:
1. Eat a variety of foods. Your baby will
be no stronger or sturdier than the building
materials your diet provides. For you and
your baby, a varied diet is best.

and
baby
doing
fine"
warning signal. Your doctor can foresee and
It should include a quart of milk daily to
act to avoid difficulties — if he's consulted
meet the baby's needs for calcium. Meat,
early and as often as necessary.
fish, fruits, vegetables, at least one egg a
5. Take care of your teeth. Have your
day, bread, cereals and a moderate amount
of butter are recommended.
dentist clean your teeth and do whatever
repair work is necessary.
2. Watch your weight. Too much weight
strains the heart and other organs. Normal
6. Make your hospital reservation early.
increase is 16 to 20 pounds. Your doctor
The maternity wards of most hospitals are
crowded nowadays. The sooner you make
will decide how much you should gain.
your
reservation, the better.
3. Get needed rest and exercise. Walking
Take
a calm, happy, confident attitude
is one of the best exercises and it's usually
toward pregnancy. It is, after all, a natural
all right to play golf and dance in the middle months of pregnancy.
event and a proper frame of mind helps to
encourage an easy delivery.
Get plenty of sleep and at least an hour
of relaxation every afternoon.
Never before has there been a year like
1959 — when birth is so free of risk, so
4. Keep in touch with your doctor. It may
likely to turn out happily for you, your
comfort you to know that no serious probbaby and your husband.
lem develops during pregnancy without a

Metropolitan Life
INSURANCE COMPANY ©
A MUTUAL COMPANY, 1 MADISON AVE., N. V. IO, N.Y.
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TAPE
RCA

COMPATIBLE

RECORDER

color

tv plays

back

RCA has made its color television
tape recorder fully compatible for playback on other machines. Last week in
Camden, N.J., an invited group of engineers came to see RCA run off on
closed-circuit color tapes made on other
RCA recorders and on "non-RCA"
(Ampex) recorders.
Heretofore the recorder head assembly has had to be stored with the recorded tape to insure top quality in playback,
RCA said. With achievement of interchangeability, one more limitation has
been removed from maximum use of
video tape.
The development already has had its
effect on sales. Glenn and Mark Armistead of Hollywood have placed an
order with RCA for more than $500,000
worth of mobile equipment, including tv
tape recorders for both monochrome
and color. The package of two mobile
units, cameras and recorders is to be
used for broadcast pickups and syndica-

on

other

tion under technical direction of Joseph
Bluth.
To Japan • RCA also has sold a
color unit to NTV in Japan, with weekly
Perry Como color tapes to be furnished,
a service made possible by the interchangeability factor.
Interchangeability should help clear
the way for adoption of technical standards, now under consideration by a committee of the Society of Motion Picture
& Television Engineers.
An Ampex spokesman in New York
said he had not heard of the RCA development in interchangeability but hoped
it would prove itself in use. He said the
burden of proof rests with RCA, since
that company has only a handful of
video tape recorders in the field, while
there are about 550 Ampex units in use.
There were about 125 engineers at
the Camden meeting, representing networks, stations, production firms and
others.

Step toward global tv • Government space scientists
sent up a passive reflector balloon last week — and found
that it worked.
The test, limited as it was, heralded the dawn of transglobal and tv relaying through the use of aluminized,
100-ft. spheres acting as reflectors for high frequency
signals.
The National Aeronautics & Space Administration
launched a test vehicle carrying a 100-ft. diameter inflatable sphere on Oct. 28. It rose 250 miles and ejected
and then inflated the huge balloon as it was supposed to.
(A balloon like the one sent aloft is shown in the picture
at right. Its size is indicated by the man standing at the
bottom and slightly left of center.)
The balloon drifted about 500 miles due east across
the Atlantic and late Wednesday night it was presumed
down. The vehicle carried telemetering equipment which
92 (EQUIPMENT & ENGINEERING)

machines

• Technical topics
Realistic rising sun * RCA has shipped
its first color tape recorder by air to
Japan. The unit, ordered by the Nippon
Tv Network Corp. (NTV), is being
put to immediate use for color recordings of Perry Como's weekly Kraft
Music Hall (NBC-TV, Wed., 9-10 p.m.
EST) under an agreement with the network. NTV has been telecasting live
color pickups of sports and other events
since last year. The new recorder will
be used for these and dramatic shows.
Bonanza • Paul V. Galvin, board
chairman, Motorola Inc. has announced figures for the first nine
months of this year: sales of $77,145,487 as against $52,618,421 and earnings of $3,598,653 ($1.86 per share)
compared with $1,739,429 (90 cents a
share) — all quarterly comparisons. Sales
of $206,012,733 against $137,162,983
and earnings of $9,485,024 ($4.90 per
share) compared with $3,217,726
($1.66 a share) — nine-month figures.

reported performance to ground stations. The launch
site was Wallops Station, Va., an NASA facility.
The balloon was made of mylar plastic, coated with
aluminum half a mil thick. It weighed about 130 lbs. The
aluminum coating will provide a high degree of reflection
of light and radio signals.
The balloon was folded into a round magnesium container, 26.5-in.. in diameter. When inflated the sphere
encompassed 523,598 cubic feet. It weighed 190 lbs.
Inflation took place by residual air inside the bag. It
was completely inflated when four pounds of water was
released from two plastic bags inside the balloon. The
water vaporized and fully inflated the sphere.
The launch was by a two-stage vehicle which stood
32.5 ft. high and weighed 5Vz tons at take-off. The first
stage was a Sergeant solid rocket with two Recruit assist
rockets to increase initial thrust. This amounted to 130,000 lbs. The second stage was an X-248 solid rocket, designed as the third stage for a Delta rocket.
The Delta is scheduled to begin a variety of satellite
and space probe missions for NASA next year. Among
them will be the injection into orbit (from 800 to 1,000
miles above earth) of the 100-ft. balloon to serve as a
reflector for radio and tv signals. It is believed this attempt may be made early next year.
According to plans, the balloon would be used to reflect radio and tv signals across thousands of miles of
the earth's surface. This is now impossible with vhf and
higher frequencies since they generally travel in a straight
line and disappear into space at the horizon. The lower
frequencies which are reflected back to earth by the
ionosphere are already heavily used. They also suffer interruptions from solar spot activity and, in the arctic
regions, from the aurora phenomenon.
If the experiments are successful it is presumed that
a series of orbiting balloons could be established which
would maintain continuous communication over vast
distances. The system would be used for relaying, not for
direct reception by the public.
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Straight
to

broadcast

talk
engineers

"The 26U-1 Limiting Amplifier is designed to
provide broadcasters with an easyto-operate peak limiter which will reduce the
possibility of audio distortion."

Evan Maloney
Collins Radio Co.
The Collins 26U-1 Limiting Amplifier provides high
fidelity, thump-free performance. It effectively limits
loud audio passages to prevent overmodulation,
accompanying distortion and adjacent channel interference, but allows low level passages to be broadcast
with true dynamic range as originally recorded
and produced.
Tube selection and delicate balancing
usually associated with peak limiters are
with the 26U-1. Performance, ease of
reliability and low maintenance cost make
an outstanding amplifier.

procedures
eliminated
operation,
the 26U-1

Conventional circuitry, negative feedback, full wave
rectification for control voltage and silicon rectifiers
in the power supply are incorporated into this unit.
Designed for rack mounting, the Collins Limiting
Amplifier has a minimum number of controls, tubes
and tube types.

Silicon diodes and extended life electrolytic capacitors
are used in the power supply and provide an efficient,
low heat power supply for years of worry-free service.
A voltage regulator provides stabilized reference
voltages. Input, output and VU meter level controls
are Daven step-type attenuators.
The 26U-1 Limiting Amplifier is designed to provide
broadcasters with an easy-to-operate peak limiter
which will reduce the possibility of audio distortion.
Continued success and reliable performance in the
field have proven the validity of the Collins 26U-1
design.

PROJECT ENGINEER
BROADCAST AUDIO EQUIPMENT
COLLINS RADIO COMPANY

An illuminated VU meter with a special scale calibrated in VU and db of compression is provided in
the 26U-1. The VU meter attenuator and a rotary
switch allow measurement of external gain reduction,
db of compression and levels of input, output and
external audio circuits. This external meter circuit
provides a facility that eliminates the requirement for
an additional VU meter panel for measuring audio
levels on other program lines.

COLLINS RADIO COMPANY
• CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA
• DALLAS, TEXAS
• BURBANK,
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FATES

Broadcast Advertising
• William A.
Blount, executive vp
of Liggett & Myers
Tobacco Co., N. Y.,
promoted to president,
effective Dec. 1 upon
retirement of Benjamin F. Few. Mr.
Blount joined L. & M.
Mr. Blount
in 1923, moving up
to head research, manufacturing, purchasing, leaf-buying and processing
before being named executive vp last
July. Liggett & Myers brands include
Chesterfields, L&M filter, Oasis and
new Duke of Durham.
• James H. Cobb, formerly vp, executive committee member and supervisor
on Air Express account at Adams &
Keyes, N.Y., to Fletcher Richards, Calkins & Holden, that city, as vp in
charge of marketing and merchandising planning on Eastern Air Lines
account.

&

FORTUNES

• Harvey W. Alexander, head of
Ford Motor Co's Missouri Valley pr
office since 1952, named assistant pr
manager of company's Ford Div., Dearborn, Mich.
• H. Robert Charles, vp in charge of
public relations, Fulton, Morrissey Co.,
Chicago, to Waldie & Briggs, that
city, in similar capacity.
• J. Robert Barr, formerly vp and
general manager of Bearden-Thompson
Frankel & Eastman-Scott's High Point
(N.C.) branch office, transfers to firm's
Atlanta headquarters with expanded
scope of activities and responsibilities.
Mrs. Ivy Barr, formerly in High Point
office, also moves to Atlanta as production manager. John K. Kaiser, vp,
assumes duties of operations plans coordinator.
• Norman A. Church, previously account executive with Grant Adv.,
Hollywood, and BBDO, LA., to Gaynor & Ducas, Beverly Hills, in similar
capacity.

• Lewis Gomavitz, associate tv producer on several network specials since
1957 and formerly director of Kukla,
Fran & Ollie, appointed tv producerdirector at Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff &
Ryan, L.A. He will serve as agency
producer for new ABC-TV series, Take
a Good Look.
• Edward Robinson and Charles H.
Swartz, president and vp, respectively,
of Edward Robinson Adv., Philadelphia, elected vps and board members
of Yardis Adv., that city, following
consolidation of all accounts of their
agency with Yardis.
• Gunther Goldschmidt has left New
York barter firm of Regal Adv. to set
up his own barter business, Time for
Advertising Inc., at 730 Third Ave.,
N.Y. Before joining Regal, Mr. Goldschmidt was with Tv Adv. Assoc. and
Charles Antell, hair product manufacturer.
• Carlos Franco,
formerly general sales
manager of Crosley
Broadcasting Corp.,
and prior to that radio-tv director for
William H. Weintraub
Adv., N.Y., to Swan
& Mason Adv., N.Y.,
Mr. Franco
as vp. He will be in
charge of media and marketing and
serve as member of plans board.
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• Frederick D. Sulcer promoted from
assistant copy director
to manager of expandeddepartment
radio-tv crea-at
tive
Needham, Louis &
Brorby, Chicago. He
reports to Kenneth C.
Mr. Sulcer
T. Snyder, vp and director of creative operations. Other appointments: Pierre R. Garai and Barker Lockett, writers, as group heads;
Christopher Ford as senior producer;
Joseph P. Creaturo and Willis J.
Davis, senior art directors; John S.
Sheasby, associate producer. John J.
Calnan and Harold Kaufman join
creative department as writers.
• Richard Vinick, formerly publicity
manager of Simon & Schuster (publishing house), NY., to pr staff of Air
France,
for airline.that city, to service radio-tv
• John Mayo, Bennett Adv., Raleigh,
N.C, elected governor of Advertising
Federation of America third district;
Douglas Smith, WFBC Greenville,
S.C., named lieutenant governor.
• Frank Rolfes appointed chief timebuyer on Theodore Hamm Brewing Co.
(Hamm's beer) account at CampbellMithun, Minneapolis.

Mr. Bernhardt

Mr. Turner

• Jack Bernhardt and Michael Turner, account supervisors at Benton &
Bowles, NY., elected vps. Mr. Bernhardt joined B&B in 1951 as account
executive; he had previously been eastern sales manager of Acorn Refining
Co. Mr. Turner joined B&B's research
department in 1950 and was appointed
account executive in 1953.
• Ebon Prose, of Campbell-Mithun's
Minneapolis media department, moves
to agency's Los Angeles office as media
supervisor. Dorothy Sieg makes similar transfer as assistant to Miss Prose.
• Keith Andre, account executive with
WDAM-TV Hattiesburg, Miss., and
Arthur E. Jost, sales manager of
WDOG Marine City, Mich., to Radio
Advertising Bureau, N.Y., as regional
managers in member service department.
• Frances Rutland, formerly copy
group head at Compton Adv., N.Y., to
Dancer - Fitzgerald - Sample, that city,
as copy supervisor.

• Willis Adams appointed account
executive at McCann-Erickson, Chicago.
• John F. Lewis, formerly program
director of WFOX Milwaukee, to radiotv department of Cramer-Krasselt, advertising agency in that city.
• William McQuillan, formerly senior writer and copy supervisor at William Esty, N.Y., to Donahue & Coe,
that city, as copy chief.
• Jules Bundgus, formerly tv supervisor at
Lennen
& Newell,

Mr. Bundgus

N.Y., working on profor ColgatePalmolivegrams Co.
and P.
Lorillard Tobacco
Co., named
vp in
erations
at
Kastor,
charge of radio-tv op-

Hilton, Chesley, Clifford & Atherton,
N.Y. He was previously manager of
tv-radio department of Bryan Houston.
• Pat Saunders, continuity director of
KVOO Tulsa, Okla., joins Paul Locke
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moderate
and

low-fat

well-balanced

values

food
in

cereal

milk

and

serving

breakfast main dishes, the cereal and milk

at such small cost can better its moderate low-fat,

serving merits consideration when a reduction of

well-balanced nutritional contribution as shown in

dietary fat is indicated because it ranks low in fat

the table below. Served with nonfat milk, the fat

and provides well-balanced food values. Few foods

content is very low.*

Among

CALORIES
PROTEIN
FAT
CARBOHYDRATE
CALCIUM
IRON
VITAMIN A

nutritive
composition
of average
cereal serving

Cereal, 1 oz.
Whole Milk, 4 oz.
Sugar, 1 teaspoon
203
7.3 gm.
5.3 gm.
32.2 gm.
0.169gm.
1.5 mg.
195 I. U.

NIACIN
1.4
1.5
ASCORBIC ACID
16.4
CHOLESTEROL
*Nonfat (skim) milk, 4 oz., reduces the Fat
**Based on composite average of breakfast

Cereal** Whole Milk
Sugar
1 oz.
4 oz.
1 teaspoon
16
83
104
4.2 gm.
3.1 gm.
4.7 gm.*
0.6 gm.
4.2 gm.
6.0 gm.
22 gm.
0.144 gm.
0.025 gm.
1.4 mg.
0.1 mg.
195 I. U.

mg.
1.3 mg.
0.1
1.5
—
mg.
16.4
0
mg.
value to 0.1 gm. and the Cholesterol
cereals on dry weight basis.

mg.
mg.
mg.*
value to 0.35 mg.

Cereal Institute, Inc.: Breakfast Source Book. Chicago: Cereal Institute, Inc., 1959.
Hayes, O. B., and Rose, G. K.: Supplementary Food Composition Table. J. Am. Dietet. A. 33:26, 1957.
U.S.D.A. Agriculture Handbook
Watt, B. K., and Merrill, A. L. : Composition of Foods- Raw, Processed, Prepared.
No. 8, 1950.

.
6mg

0.1
g

2m
0.1

CEREAL
INSTITUTE,
INC.
135 South La Salle Street, Chicago 3

.

A research and educational endeavor devoted to the betterment of national nutrition
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Adv., that city, as assistant director of
radio-tv department.

• Howard Robin, formerly copywriter
with Kushins, Anderson & Tukaro,
N.Y., to copy department of Cohen,
Dowd & Aleshire, that city.
• Ted K. Schulte, formerly film analyst for Chicago Cubs baseball club, and
Jon M. Christopher, previously copywriter at Fulton, Morrissey Co., Chicago, to Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff &
Ryan, that city, as film director and
radio-tv-print copywriter, respectively,
in radio-tv and creative departments.
• Mrs. Gerry Foulger, with media
department of BBDO L.A., to media
staff
of Gumpertz, Bentley & Dolan,
that city.
The
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(Source: Pulse July, 1959 CPA Ratings)
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY
PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC.

Media

• William E.
Nichols, sales manager of KFRC Sari
Francisco, appointed
general manager. Mr.
Nichols joined KFRC
in 1947 as account
executive, was promoted to sales manMr. Nichols
ager in 1954.
© James P. Hensley, formerly vp and
general manager of WEEP Pittsburgh,
appointed executive director of KROY
Sacramento, Calif. Walter A. Donop
Jr., previously assistant director of tv
operations at Benton & Bowles, N.Y.,
joins KROY as account executive.
• Howard (Fritz) Frederic, general
manager of WIRL Peoria, 111., appointed vp of Frudeger Broadcasting
Co., which owns station.
• Merlin O. Simundson, with sales
staff of WJTN-AM-FM Jamestown,
N.Y., appointed general manager of
WGGO Salamanca, NY. All are James
Broadcasting Co. stations.
• William J. Murphy, formerly account executive with WJOB Hammond,
Ind., appointed manager of KVRH
Salida, Colo. Eddie Wood and Hugh
Ashlock
join KVRH as air personalities.
• Harry J. Cannon, regional station
rep in southeastern area for past five
years, appointed southeastern manager
of Gill-Perna's new Atlanta office, located in William-Oliver Bldg.
• William M. Nugent, formerly presentation specialist with Radio Advertising Bureau, N.Y., to Edward Petry
& Co., that city, as radio presentations
director.
• Henry W. (Bud) Simmen, formerly
manager of WHK Cleveland, to Weed

96 (FATES & FORTUNES)

Radio Corp, N.Y., as eastern sales manager. David A. Harris, account executive formerly with H-R Representatives, N.Y., also joins Weed.
• Richard A. Game, sales service account executive with ABC-TV Central
Div., appointed manager of sales service for ABC Radio in that division.
Richard W. Brahm, formerly midwest
sales manager of MBS, named sales
account executive for ABC Radio there.
Donald H. Peterson appointed assistant to director of advertising, promotion and press information at ABC
Central Div. and for network's WBKB
(TV) Chicago. Frank J. Little, formerly copywriter at Campbell-Sanford
Adv., Chicago, named promotion-press
information unit representative for
ABC Central Div.
• Robert Nowicki promoted from account executive to sales manager of
WNDU South Bend, Ind.
• Lawrence B. Krasner, vp and general
manager of west coast
division of For joe
Inc., station rep, for
past 14 years, appointed manager of
KQDE Seattle and
national sales manMr. Krasner
ager of KQDE and
KQTY Everett, Wash. Mr. Krasner,
who owns minority interest in KPOK
Phoenix, Ariz., will headquarter in Seattle, effective Jan. 1. Cutie Radio Inc.
owns KQDE and KQTY.
• Ed Reynolds, formerly with Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove, N.Y., and prior
to that with CBS Radio Press Information, rejoins that network as assistant
director of press information for CBSTV. Other CBS-TV appointments:
James Sirmans named manager, special projects, succeeding John Walsh
who has joined program department;
Beryl Reubens appointed manager,
news and public affairs publicity; Richard Petrow, formerly with New York
Daily News, named feature editor, and
Jack Fields, formerly with ABC press
department,
contact unit. appointed manager of press
• Harvey (Mike) LaTerre, formerly
group broadcast chief at J. Walter
Thompson, N.Y., to NBC, that city,
as coordinator of sales development,
NBC participating programs.
• Otis Freeman, chief engineer of
WPIX (TV) New York, elected vp in
charge of engineering.
• Joseph J. Casola, senior promotion
and presentation writer for NBC, N.Y.,
named manager of sales development
for network's spot sales.
• Dave Taylor, commercial manager
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Here

The purpose of this special November issue of Proceedings, as outlined
in the guest editorial by J. W. Moore, National Institute of Health, is "to
provide its readers with some interesting, informative and perhaps provocative examples of various weddings of electronic art and concepts to
some of the life sciences. This collection of articles is not intended to
delineate Bio-Medical Electronics, but rather to illustrate the breadth of
the field of interest of the Professional Group on Medical Electronics,
which, by constitutional definition, is the study of biological and medical
systems." Thus begins one of Proceedings' most fascinating issues — one
that presents the scope of the broad new avenues of experimentation in
biological measurements opened up by the speed, versatility and precision
of modern electronics. This special issue is not only the current record of
the progress in Bio-Medieal Electronics, it is fascinating reading for radioelectronics engineers in general.

is the

fascinating

field of

26 ARTICLES BY LEADERS
IN THE BIO-MEDICAL ELECTRONIC

FIELD

Below is just a partial listing of the articles this special issue covers. For
example, the development of a broadband electrometer is described in
the article by Gesteland, Howland, Lettvin and Pitts on "Microelectrodes
and Their Use." This issue gives considerable emphasis to basic biological research. And, because the recruitment and training of personnel to
work in the bio-medical instrumentation area is probably the most pressing
problem to be faced by the PGME, there are supplementary articles in
this area. This special November issue of Proceedings of the IRE on BioMedical Electronics is only one of the many services offered members of
the IRE. If you are a non-member and wish a copy of this vital link in the
record of radio-electronics, return the coupon below, today, to reserve it
for yourself or your company.

PARTIAL CONTENTS OF THIS
NOVEMBER BIO-MEDICAL ELECTRONICS

ISSUE:

"An Analog Computer to Stimulate Systems of Coupled Bimolecular
Reactions," by E. F. MacNichol, John Hopkins University
"Electron
Transfer in Biological Systems," by B. Chance, University
of Pennsylvania
"Alternating
Current Spectroscopy
of Biological Substances," by H. P.
Schwan, University
of Pennsylvania

"Some Engineering Aspects of Modern Cardiac Research," by D. Baker,
R. M. Ellis, D. L. Franklin & R. F. Rushmer, University of Washington
"Stability, Oscillations, and Noise in the Human Pupil Servomechanisms," by L. Stark, Yale University
"What the Frog's Eye Tells the Frog's Brain," by J. Y. Lettvin, H. R.
Maturana,
W. S. McCullough & W. H. Pitts, Massachusetts Institute
of
Technology

"Comments on Microelectrodes," by R. C. Gesteland, B. Howland &
J. Lettvin, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
"Some Functions of Nerve Cells in Terms of an Equivalent Network,"
by W. H. Freygang, National Institutes of Health
"Electronic
Control ofInstitutes
Some Active
Bioelectric Membranes," by J. W.
Moore, National
of Health

"Repetitive Analog Computer for Analysis of Sums of Distribution
Functions,"
Heart
Instituteby F. W. Noble, J. E. Hayes, Jr. & M. Eden, National
"Medical Ultrasonics," by J. F. Herrick, Mayo Clinic; H. P. Schwan &
J. M. Reid, University of Pennsylvania
"The Use of Electronic Computers to Aid Medical Diagnosis," by R. S.
Ledley & L. B. Lusted, National Academy of Sciences
"NewConvair
Instrumentation Concepts for Manned Flight," by L. J. Fogel,
"The Origin of the Professional Group on Medical Electronics," by
L. H. Montgomery, Vanderbilt Medical School
"Instrumentation in Bio-Medical Research," by P. E. Kiopsteg, National
Acsdsmy of Sciences
"On the Role of the Engineer in Bio-Medical Instrumentation," by
J. P. Hervey, Rockefeller Institute
"Medical Electronics Center— Interdisciplinary Coordination," by V.
K. Zworykin, Rockefeller Institute

"Measurement of Mechanical Properties of Muscle under Servo
Control," by M. Lubin, Harvard University
"Scanning
Microscopy in Medicine and Biology," by L. E. Flory, RCA
Laboratories
"Instrumentation
for Automatically
CytologicalInstruments
Smears,"
by R. C. Bostrom,
H. S. Sawyer &Pre-Screening
W. E. Tolles, Airborne
Laboratory
"A Magnetic
Flowmeter& for
Cardiac Output,"
R. B. Shackelford
K. E.Recording
Jochim, University
of Kansasby H. W. Shirer,
"The Use of an Analog Computer for Analysis of Control Mechanisms
in the Circulation," by H. R. Warner, Latterday Saints Hospital

□ Enclosed is $3.00
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is company1959,
purchase
the November,
issue onorder
Bio-Medical Electronics.
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All IRE members will receive this November
issue as usual. Extra copies to members,
$1.25 each (only one to a member).
THE INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS
1 East 79th Street
New York 21, New York

Proceedings
of the IRE
1 East 79th Street, New York 21, New York
Name
Company
Address
City & State

.J
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• Ron McCoy, air personality with
KLAC Los Angeles, promoted to program director. Previously, he was program director of KALL Salt Lake City
and production manager of Intermountain Network.
• Steve Stone, news director of KNOG
Nogales, Ariz., appointed program director. Pat Mulligan named news
chief.
• S. M. (Mort) Rosenman, executive
producer of WISN-TV Milwaukee, to
WTCN-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul as
program director. He succeeds Ted L.
Snider, who resigns to manage radio
station in Texas. Jerome Rosholt,
formerly news editor of WCCO-TV
Minneapolis,
joins news staff of WTCN
Radio.

Award to Godfrey • Dr. Sydney Roslow, (r) president of The Pulse Inc.,
presents CBS air personality Arthur Godfrey a plaque honoring him as
1959's "Man of the Year," at The Pulse's luncheon Oct. 21 in New York's
Plaza Hotel. The annual award, presented by The Pulse to those making
significant contributions to broadcasting, cited Mr. Godfrey's "reaching
into America's homes with greater intensity and frequency than almost
any other American personality" since Franklin D. Roosevelt. Arthur Godfrey now is in his 31st year in broadcasting.
of WFRL Freeport, 111., since 1947,
and vp of station's parent company,
named general manager, suceeding Vincent S. Barker, who sold station
Oct. 9.
• Emmett A. (Buzz)
Hassett Jr., sales
manager of WFMYTV Greensboro, N. C,
appointed general sales
manager of WITI-TV
Milwaukee, effective
^jfT1 Nov. 15. He was pre™«
*^
viously in similar caMr. Hassett
pacity witll West
Texas Television Network (KDUB-TV
Lubbock, KPAR-TV Sweetwater and
KEDY Big Spring, all Texas) .
• Richard S. Mulford, for five years
director of commercial division of Desilu Productions and more recently
head of his own advertising consultant
firm, appointed to newly created post
of director of advertising, CrowellCollier Broadcasting. He will be in
charge of advertising, promotion and
research for all C-C broadcast facilities.
Bill Crago, news chief of KFWB Los
Angeles, promoted to news director of
Crowell-Collier Broadcasting (KFWB,
KEWB San Francisco, KDWB Minneapolis).
• E. Ray Cooke, transmission supervisor of WXIX-TV Milwaukee, to
WOKY, that city, as chief engineer.
98 (FATES & FORTUNES)

• George W. Cyr, formerly program
manager and film buyer for WRCV-TV
Philadelphia, to WGR-TV Buffalo as
program director, succeeding Paul
Sciandra, appointed to similar position
with WROC-TV Rochester, N.Y. WGRTV and WROC-TV are both Transcontinent Television stations.
• Don Patton named program manager of KHJ-TV Los Angeles. Other
KHJ-TV appointments: Larry Hays,
director of program development; Bill
White, formerly of sales service department, named film and video tape
manager; Bill Workman, sales service manager; Gene Sanders and Ray
Clevenger, formerly on production
staff, named directors.
• Gayle Gupton,
formerly assistant vp
in advertising and pr
for Third National
Bank of Nashville, appointed director of
Clear Channel Broadcasting Service, Washington, organization
Mr. Gupton formed by such stations to look out for interests of clear
channel broadcasters before FCC, Congress and other agencies. Mr. Gupton
succeeds Hollis M. Seavey, who is
now president and general manager of
WCUM-AM-FM Cumberland, Md.

• Lee Kopp, air personality with KSJO
San Jose, Calif., named program director, succeeding Frank Darien, who resigns to open his own agency, Advertising Media Assoc.
• Larry Fischer appointed program director of WKMH Detroit-Dearborn.
He was previously with WNOE Monroe, La., and KTSA San Antonio, Tex.,
in similar capacity. John E. Davidson,
sales representative with WKMH, promoted to local sales manager.
• Ward W. Hartman
appointed general
manager of WRRR
Rockford, 111. Prior to
joining WRRR in May,
as sales manager, Mr.
Hartman had been
with WROK, that city,
for 19 years.

Mr. Hartman
• Gene Edwards, previously program
director of WROW Albany and KLIF
Dallas, joins WMGM New York as associate program director. David Yarnell, formerly director of publicity
for WCBS and WNEW, both New
York, also joins WMGM as associate
program director.
• David Savitt, formerly salesman with
WHIL Medford, appointed sales manager of WARE Ware, both Massachusetts. Both are Tarlow stations.
• Philip Beuth, assistant promotion
manager of WROW-WTEN (TV) Albany, N.Y., appointed promotion man•ager.
O. C. Halyard Jr., Washington, D.C.,
public relations consultant, signed to
do pr and promotional
workare:forWVLK
Horton-Kincaid
stations. These
Lexington; WFKY Frankfort, both
Kentucky, and WHOO Orlando, Fla.
Horton-Kincaid has filed applications
with FCC to buy WOMP Bellaire,
BROADCASTING, November 2, 1959

Ohio, and WCMI Ashland, Ky. Mr.
Halyard will headquarter in Lexington.
• Broaddus (Speed) Johnson Jr., account executive with NBC Sales, N.Y.,
to NBC participating programs in similar capacity.
• Lou Frankel, previously public relations account executive with Rogers
& Cowan, N.Y., and public relations
consultant to The Pulse Inc., that city,
appointed publicity director of WCBS
New York.
• Norman D. Leebron, formerly head
of film operations with WCAU-TV
Philadelphia, to WNEW-TV New York,
as film buyer.
• Ray Starr, station manager of
WGRO Lake City, Fla., retires. Mr.
Starr, who has been in broadcasting 20
years, is also president of Dixie Productions in that city.
• Sidney Carter, formerly sales executive with WEAW Evanston, 111., to Chicago office of Peters, Griffin, Woodward, as radio account executive.
• Burt Schult, previously pr and
publicity executive at Benton & Bowles,
Hill & Knowlton and National Telefilm Assoc., has formed pr and publicity
firm bearing his name, with offices at
654 Madison Ave., N.Y. Telephone:
Templeton 8-0410.
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NEGOTIATIONS

• Mig Figi, co-owner and general manager of WAUX-AM-FM Waukesha, reelected president of Wisconsin Broadcasters Assn. Other officers (all reelected): Don C. Wirth, WNAM
Neenah, vp; Carl Kolata, WTTN
Watertown, secretary, and Richard
Dudley, WSAU-TV Wausau, treasurer. New director: Hartley L. Samuels, Samuels Stations.
• Phillip Ruskin, CBS-TV, elected
president of Chicago Local, Radio &
Television Directors Guild. Other officers: Richard Ortner, CBS-TV, vp;
Ronald Gunther, ABC-TV, secretary,
and George Paul, ABC-TV, treasurer.
• William W. Keup, formerly with
sales staff of Peters, Griffin, Woodward,
Chicago, to that of The Katz Agency,
that city.
• Dick Newton named
advertising manager for
Ore., succeeding Irving
resigned. Mr. Newton
theatre manager.

promotion and
KEX Portland,
Stevens, who
was formerly

• Doug Stiles, assistant art director of
KABC-TV Hollywood, promoted to art
director, succeeding George Smith,
who joins ABC in similar capacity.
• Jack Powers, formerly news director
of WTIX New Orleans, to WADO
(formerly WOV) New York, in similar
BROADCASTING, November 2, 1959

•

FINANCING

SAN FRANCISCO
John F. Hardesty
111 Sutter Street
EXbrook 2-5671

• APPRAISALS

PRESTO
POLISHES

SAVE

BASE
YOUR +
TAKES!

The slightest flaw in a blank disc can spoil your finest "take." presto— inventor of
instantaneous lacquered discs— makes sure you cut into quality. Here's how: Each
base is carefully selected for flatness, then polished to a jeweler's finish before
presto's special-formula lacquer coat flows on. Then, after curing, the disc is critically examined to make certain it is dust-free. This insistence on perfection pays
dividends. Proof ? More recording companies have used more presto discs for more
years than any other in the world. Hear the difference PRESTO-perfect makes... today!
Cut the best with the best— use presto styli too.

PRESTO
1bogen-presto, Paramus, New Jersey. A Division of The Siegler Corporation

capacity. Johnnie Holiday, formerly
air personality with KWK St. Louis, to
WADO.
• Harrison D. Kohl, formerly with
sales department of KMTV (TV)
Omaha, named sales manager of Muzak
Div. of KFAB, that city.
• M. S. (Tony) Bachman, promotion
director of KXTV (TV) Sacramento,
Calif., assumes additional responsibility
of public affairs director.
• Roland Vaile, of KTOO Henderson,
elected president of newly formed
Southern Nevada Broadcasters Assn.
Other officers: Howard Kalmenson,
KLAS-TV Las Vegas, vp; Mark Smith,
KLRJ-TV Henderson, secretary, and
Walt Schull, KSHO-TV Las Vegas,
treasurer.

Jack Krueger, WTMJ-AM-TV Milwaukee, who was erroneously reported
as
Oct.being
26. re-elected, in Broadcasting,

ton as account executive. Bill O'Brien,
air personality with WHHY Montcapacity. gomery, Ala., joins WTAO in similar

• Edward L. Lawson, formerly publicity and promotion writer for United
Artists Associated, and David Hirth,
formerly senior member of ABC's radio research section, join Avery-Knodel,
N.Y., as tv and radio promotion writers,
respectively. Ruth Jakas joins sales
promotion, advertising and publicity
staff there.

• Ray Hayes joins
WDVA Danville, Va.announcing staff of

• John O. Gilbert II
appointed sales manager of WBZ-WBZA
Boston - Springfield,
Mass., succeeding W.
J. Williamson, who
resigned. Mr. Gilbert
was previously general
manager of WKHM
Jackson, Mich., and
of WKMH Detroit-

• Yale Roe, formerly in charge of
national spot sales for KGO-TV San
Francisco, to local sales force as account executive. Betty Fleming succeeds him.

Mr. Gilbert
sales manager
Dearborn.

• Herbert I. Fields, formerly display
advertising salesman with Philadelphia
Evening & Sunday Bulletin, to WPEN,
that city, as account executive.

• Thomas M. Comerford, formerly
media supervisor at Young & Rubicam,
N.Y., to sales staff of H-R Television
Inc., that city.

• Ralph Renick, WTVJ (TV) Miami,
Fla., elected board chairman of RadioTv News Directors Assn. He succeeds
Advertisement

• Mike McNally, formerly San Francisco Bay area sales representative for
Coca-Cola Co., to Daren F. McGavren
Co.'s San Francisco office.

ERRATUM

• Lucille Murovich, formerly with
production staff of WNEW-TV New
York, to WOR-AM-FM-TV that city,
as assistant to director of press and
special programs.

. . .

... the KRON/TV

advertise-

ment as seen in the October
19 issue of BROADCASTING,
should have read as follows:
"Khrushchev was enchanted
with San Francisco, which
didn't surprise any of us in the
least. Nor were we surprised
to find that more than twice
as

many

viewers watched

Khrushchev make his bay area
address via KRON/TV than on
all other San Francisco stations
combined."
KRON/TV
san francisco

• Ray Wheat joins WAAF
as chief announcer.

Chicago

• Carl Bailey promoted from chief
announcer to production manager of
KBIG Avalon, Calif. He continues as
assistant to operations manager and
program director.
• Mel Leavitt, host of Byline on
WDSU-TV New Orleans, appointed
director of special programming and
special events.
• Gary Markas, stage manager with
KTLA (TV) Los Angeles, promoted to
staff director.
• Ed Gray, formerly on news staff of
WTOK-TV Meridian, Miss., to news
department of WTVD (TV) DurhamRaleigh, N.C.
• Bill Beindorf and G. Gerald Danford, formerly account executives with
KHJ-TV Los Angeles and Robert E.
Eastman & Co., respectively, join sales
staff of WCBS-TV New York.
• Harvey Shaw, formerly with WPLM
Plymouth, Mass., as air personality, to
WTAO-WXHR (FM) Cambridge-Bos-
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• Alan Field, music director and air
personality with WWCO Waterbury,
Conn., to WITH Baltimore in latter
capacity.

• Ron Bailie, formerly with KOVO
Provo, Utah, joins KJR Seattle.
• Rudy B. Wissler,
formerly
sales executive covering
major
advertising agencies
for KNXT (TV) Los
Angeles and with station's traffic and promotion departments
prior
to
sales
assignMr. Wissler
ment, joins Peters,
Griffin, Woodward, Hollywood, as tv
account executive. He succeeds James
Frances
Francisco who
office.transfers to PGW's San
• Norris Kalar joins WTTG (TV)
Washington as account executive.
• Larry Quackenbush, formerly with
WCOP and WBMS, both Boston; Dick
Wahl, from KOMO Seattle, and Bud
Haley, from KSDO San Diego, to
KPOP Los Angeles, as air personalities.
• Mike Secrest, air personality with
KFRC San Francisco, moves to KHJ
Los Angeles. Both are RKO-General
Stations.
• Bob Lee resigns as news and sports
director of KARM-AM-FM Fresno,
that city.to open automobile agency in
Calif.,
• Dick Haynes, air personality with
KLAC Los Angeles for 12 years before
leaving last year to join KXLA Pasadena, Calif., rejoins KLAC.
• Don Hedman, formerly with KXA
and KJR, both Seattle, Wash., to
KOMO, that city, as air personality.
Programming
• Irving Briskin head of studio operations for Screen Gems Inc., Hollywood,
and William Dozier, vp in charge of
west coast activities, elected to board
of directors. Mr. Dozier was formerly
vp in charge of programs for CBS-TV.
• Walter J. Plant, vp of NTA Program Sales, named to head activities in
Chicago office. He was previously headquartered in Beverly Hills, Calif. Max
P. Brown, office manager and purchasing agent for NTA, N.Y., named director of administration for east coast
operations. He was responsible for deBROADCASTING, November 2, 1959

sign and construction of new shipping
plant for Kennis Film Service Inc.
(NTA affiliate).
• Jerry Stanley, manager of film programs for NBC-TV Pacific division,
promoted to director of entire film program. He succeeds Fred Hamilton
who joins Ziv Television Programs as
executive producer in charge of program development.
• George Gruskin, formerly with William Morris Agency (talent rep), to
Paramount Television Productions, Hollywood, as head of film programs and
west coast operations.
• James A. Doyle, previously commercial manager of WLLY Richmond,
Va., and WWIN Baltimore, appointed
director of syndicated sales and broadcast relations of Recordings Inc., Baltimore. Burgess Macneal rejoins firm
as recording engineer, following military tour of duty.
• Pete Gilman resigns as Hollywood
publicist of California National Productions following sale of screen rights of
his novel, "Such Sweet Thunder," to
Columbia Pictures for $100,000. Bob
Fugate, who has been pr officer of Marine Corps in Hollywood, succeeds Mr.
Gilman.
• Pete Rogers, recording executive
formerly with Empire, B&C and RCA,
appointed general manager of Allied
Record Mfg. Co.'s eastern operation.
• Robert F. White, formerly broadcast operations supervisor of NBC-TV,
N.Y. to Theatre Network Television
(closed circuit tv), that city, as director of production.
Equipment

&

EngYing

• George H. Ritter, responsible for
tube and semiconductor manufacturing
and engineering for associated companies services organization of RCA
International Div., Clark, N.J., apof RCA's new
plant manager
transistorpointedand
rectifier manufacturing
facility to be constructed in Mountaintop, Pa. Production is expected to be
underway there by mid- 1960.
• Raymond T. Leary appointed general sales manager of Cornell-Dubilier
Electric Corp., South Plainfield, N.J.'
He was formely vp and sales manager
of Distributor Div. Company manufactures capacitators, vibrators, antenna
rotators and other electronic products.
• Herbert J. Pyle, formerly vp of
Precision Instrument Labs, Glendale,
Calif., appointed to new post of director of service at Cedar Rapids, Iowa,
Div. of Collins Radio Co.
BROADCASTING, November 2, 1959

• Reed Waldron, promotional assistant in distributor division of International Resistance Co., Philadelphia,
appointed sales promotion manager of
that division.
• Don Kirkendall, formerly advertising manager of Interstate Electronics
Supply Corp., Wichita, Kan., appointed
assistant manager of advertising and
sales promotion for Electo-Voice Inc.,
Buchanan, Mich.
• Warren B. Hayes, formerly vp of
operations, Pacific Semiconductors Inc.,
appointed assistant to president for new
enterprises, Thompson Ramo Woolridge Inc., L. A.
• Cliff Battles, former professional
football player, named customer relations representative for Utah Radio &
Electronic Corp., Huntington, Ind.
• Fred Nelson Hurst named plant engineer for Raytheon's Semiconductor
Div. plant now under construction in
Lewiston, Me.
Government
• Daniel J. McCauley Jr., associate
general counsel of SEC since October
1956, appointed general counsel of
Federal Trade Commission.
• Rocco C. Siciliano, formerly assistant to President Eisenhower for personnel management, joins Washington law
firm, Wilkinson, Cragun & Barker, as
partner Dec. 1.
Deaths
• Will Whitmore, 57, advertising
manager of American Telephone &
Telegraph Co., died Oct. 20 in New
York. Mr. Whitmore joined AT&T in
1948 as radio advertising manager, and
was subsequently tv advertising manager.
• Gilbert W. Harrison, 46, account
executive at McCann-Erickson, N.Y.,
died last week following month-long
illness. He joined M-E in 1945; prior
to that he was head of market research
for American Can Co.
• Cyril Nathaniel Hoyler, 54, manager of technical relations of RCA
Laboratories, Princeton, N.J., killed in
train-car collision at Saskatchewan,
Canada last week. He was in Canada
for series of demonstration lecture tours.
• Robert L. Murphy, 42, Chicago radio-tv announcer (Quiz Kids, News of
the World, Bob & Kay Show, Don McNeill's Breakfast Club) and previously
on staff of NBC and ABC, that city,
died in Chicago's Mercy Hospital Oct.
25 after several months' illness.
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INTERNATIONAL

ITC
USSR

MANIFESTS
shows

cooperation;

After more than two months of intensive deliberations, cautious optimism
is ventured over the outcome of the
International Telecommunications Conferences being held in Geneva to devise
new ground rules for the burgeoning
field of communications, including outer
space.
The biggest surprise has been the unusually cooperative attitude of the Soviet Union and its satellites, but there
is intrigue aplenty behind the scenes.
Actually, there are two conferences —
the Administrative Radio Conference
which began Aug. 17 and which does
all of the technical spade-work and the
in-fighting, and the formal Plenipotentiary Conference, which got under way
Oct. 14, and which follows behind the
administrative group to do the diplomatic wrap-up. Both conferences are
working toward a Dec. 15 deadline.
As this was written on the scene in
Geneva two weeks ago, nothing in the
way of definitive action on any critical
problems of allocation had been
achieved. But that very week there
came the first optimistic breakthroughs
— on outer space, international shortwave and radio astronomy service.
These, however, were at the sub-team
level. Agreements reached, through ad
hoc committee, or similar groups, are
subject to approval by full committee
and then ratification by the conference
itself. But once the smaller units agree
(since they are representative of all con-

AIR
U.S.

radio

OPTIMISM

or tv so

tending viewpoints) the other steps are
regarded as relatively easy.
Riding Herd • Riding herd on the
U.S. Delegation of 90, including advisors, atthe administrative conference,
is FCC Comr. T. A. M. Craven, an old
hand at international negotiations. His
opposite number, as chairman of the
U.S. Delegation to the Plenipotentiary
Conference, is Francis Colt DeWolf,
chief, Telecommunications Division,
State Department. FCC Comr. Rosel
H. Hyde is vice chairman of the Plenipotentiary Conference delegation, and
Arthur L. Lebel, of the State Department's Telecommunications Division,
is Comr. Craven's vice chairman.
Thus far, nothing has transpired that
is of concern to the U.S. broadcaster,
either in radio or tv. These operations
are in Region II and are beyond the
pale of this conference. But if the conference does not reach an amicable
end, anything might happen. And there
is yet the possibility that some of the
auxiliary services involving domestic
broadcasting (remote pickup, studio
transmitter links and intercity relays)
which operate just above the standard
broadcast band which ends at 1600 kc,
could be effected in the consideration
of new service allocations.
Attending the Administrative Conference are some 900 delegates representing 80-odd countries. So far there
are 6,000 different proposals for modification ofspectrum assignments — many

Comr. Hyde
Mr. DeWolf
Head U.S. team to Geneva conference
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OF

far not

concerned

of them emanating from the new and
developing nations.
Directing the policy and supervising
the housekeeping of the conferences,
meeting in three separate buildings, is
Gerald C. Gross, acting secretary general of the International Telecommunications Union and former assistant chief
engineer of the FCC. Mr. Gross became
the acting chief administrative officer of
the union in June 1958, upon the death
of Dr. Marco Aurelio Andrada of
Argentina. He is regarded as the logical
successor, but there are other contenders. Last week, his chances improved
measurably.
Need • Need for the conference —
the first full scale Telecommunications
decisions since the Atlantic City conference in 1947 — is reflected in a purely
routine aspect. So many new stations
in all categories have been licensed in
the past decade that the world is running out of call letter combinations.
First, three letter calls were used; then
three and four letter calls. Now these
are about exhausted. A recommendation
before one of the working groups,
agreed to in preliminary fashion, is
that new five letter calls be authorized,
running the alphabet from Triple A
(AAA) to Triple Z (ZZZ). These would
make possible enough call availabilities
assigned to each signatory nation (U.S.
has W and K for commercial, plus A
and N for military and government) to
accommodate future needs.
The entente cordiale with the Soviet
has been the big surprise of the administrative conference. Conversely, the early reticence of the United Kingdom and
of Canada in supporting U.S. proposals
has caused lifting of brows. It is deduced
that the Soviet delegation was instructed
to hold out the olive branch because
of the Eisenhower-Khrushchev conversations inWashington and the upcoming
Moscow meeting of the two leaders.
But there is a more practical side.
It is no secret here that a major interest
of the Soviet is in becoming a full participant in international commercial
aviation, in which it is a late starter.
Hence, it has no status in the worldwide systems set up cooperatively by
the international air lines. It presumably feels that its domestic, intercity
needs can be accommodated outside the
ITU, but it must have channels for
international communications, either
within the framework or outside ITU.
Thus, if the Soviet is given the air
recognition it seeks it is presumed it
BROADCASTING, November 2, 1959

will work with the Western nations in
amicable settlement of such matters as
management of high frequency (shortwave) broadcasting, and in space communications and radio astronomy, as
well as other areas. If it does not get
recognition in commercial aviation communications (and there is opposition)
it is generally admitted that the roof
could fall in, and the conference wind
up in confusion. The Soviet will be
supported by its six satellites, and while
this vote would not be adequate to
override the Western majority, their nonadherence could bring chaos and precipitate an international spectrum war
— a global jamming in all areas of communications. This is what the signatories want to avoid.
One Clash • So far, only one personality clash has marred the deliberations,
despite the tensions and the jockeying
for advantage, and this was based largely on misunderstanding. Albert L. Mcintosh, former FCC allocations engineer, now frequency manager for the
Dept. of the Army and spokesman for
the important allocations team for the
U.S., walked out of a sub-level meeting on Oct. 3. This was after the presiding officer apparently misunderstood
a procedural motion by Mr. Mcintosh.
A New York Times report stated Mr.
Mcintosh had walked out in -protest
against the Russians, but this is officially
disclaimed. The British and Canadians
thought they had been slighted, and
there were apologies all around. The
Russians laughed about it.
The first real breakthrough in the
high frequency broadcast deadlock
came Oct. 19. Agreement was reached,
after more than a month, on appointment of an ad hoc committee to evolve
a plan for frequency management,
based principally on the U.S. proposal.
It is designed to bring about international coordination in the use of these
frequencies, minimize the occurrence
of interference, and thus provide for
the more effective use of the spectrum
by all nations — the have-nots as well
as the haves.
The smaller nations believe the Big
Four "have" nations (U.S.A., Great
Britain, France and U.S.S.R.) want to
retain the status quo, and that the outlook is bleak for them, even though the
U.S. proposal provides for long range
assistance. They wanted an enlargement
and revision of high frequency assignments to provide immediate "regional"
facilities utilizing the 6, 7 and 9 mc.
bands. All told, 11 nations in the
"growth" category, led by Canada, made
proposals for new shortwave allocations.
At the ad hoc committee meeting
Oct. 22, a new demand arose from
smaller nations for revamping of the
international short wave rules to permit
such channels to be used for domestic
BROADCASTING, November 2, 1959

broadcasting. They contended these
could be utilized to greater advantage
internally than other modes of transmission (am or fm). Large nations, using international shortwave, are resisting this proposal on the ground that it
deviates from long established principles
and would do violence to international
schedules.
So far in the proceedings no questions have been raised about the use
by Russia (or, for that matter, by any
other nation) of frequencies outside the
charted shortwave band for international broadcasting. And the question
of jamming is taboo because it is regarded as in the "political" category,
whereas this is a "technical" conference.
Obviously, it is diplomatically improper
to question any delegate or delegation
on matters of propriety or good faith.
Spectrum • Consideration of adequate
spectrum space for radio astronomy
service, involving listening to outer
space, reached the resolution stage during the week of Oct. 19, with favorable
action regarded as likely. The proposed
resolution described this service as "devoted to the reception of extremely low
level electromagnetic radiations of extraterrestrial origin and must therefore be
DETROIT?
*

protected from radiations of man-made
origin to the maximum degree practicable in those frequency bands wherein
radio astronomy observations are reThe quired
conclusion
or desirable."was that all nations
should make all practicable efforts to
ensure that this service is afforded protection in a reasonable number of
bands throughout the radio spectrum
to promote progress of that service.
Specified as important to this service
were specified frequency bands ranging from 40 mc through 32,000 mc.
This resolution, like other proposals,
must negotiate the full committees and
then the administrative conference, and
finally get the protocol approval of the
Plenipotentiary Conference.
The Plenipotentiary Conference, after
its organization sessions which began
Oct. 14, immediately was called upon
to consider the admission of five Soviet-supported nations. These are Red
China, North Korea, North Vietnam,
Hungary and Outer Mongolia. Since
these political subdivisions are not members either of the United Nations or of
the ITU, recognition was not accorded
them. On demand for a recorded vote,
rather than a secret ballot, there were
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U.S. "team" at Geneva • Key Americans at the Administrative Radio
Conference at Geneva are these four: (from 1 to r): Gerald Gross, acting
secretary-general, International Telecommunications Union; FCC Comr.
T. A. M. Craven, chairman of the U.S. delegation; Arthur L. Lebel, State
Dept. and vice chairman of the U.S. delegation; John H. Gayer, U.S.
member, International Frequency Registration Board.
40 nations, against six (Soviet and its
satellites) for and seven abstensions.
A new $2 million budget for ITU
and its related functions, contributed
by the member nations, was proposed
by Mr. Gross, so that it can be fully
assimilated into the United Nations
common system of pay, pensions and
allowances.
Candidate • The Plenipotentiary Conference, among other actions, must approve executive personnel. Mr. Gross is
the candidate of the United States for
permanent secretary-treasurer — a lifetime appointment. But there may be
agreement on limiting the appointment
to a specified term.
Only other top-ranking American in
the international organization is John
H. Gayer, U.S. member of the 11 -man
IFRB, who has served since 1953. A
Nebraskan, he is a former consulting
engineer, and likewise is in line as the
U.S. candidate to succeed himself. In
question, however, is the size of the
board, which may be reduced to seven
or increased to 15 and that would have

United

Press
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a bearing on the various candidacies.
IFRB appointments heretofore have run
from international convention to convention— normally held at five year intervals. But the last full scale conference was at Atlantic City in 1947.
Overall, ITU has 260 employees, of
whom three are Americans.
The Soviet has proposed abolition of
IFRB on the ground that it is inefficient
and unnecessarily expensive. It has proposed that its functions in registration
of frequencies used on a world-wide
basis, be made part of the general secretariat. The U.S. proposal is to retain
IFRB but to alter its structure as conditions warrant.
Space Discussion • Space communications, spotlighted by the Soviet sputnik
and lunik sensations, became urgent
business of the radio conference almost from the outset. It was agreed
that vehicles sent into space would be
useless without the ability to transmit
the information they collect back to
earth and that radio is the only means
of doing this. It likewise was agreed that

International

news

produces!

special frequencies must be allocated internationally and that the recognized
agency to handle this is the ITU, since
it supervises the fair and effective distribution of frequencies for all purposes and all countries with the sole
aim of making them free from harmful interference.
The conference was goaded into
early consideration of the space problem, by Andrew G. Haley, Washington
communications attorney and recognized authority in space law, who serves as
president of the International Astronautical Federation. Shortly after his appearance inSeptember, an ad hoc group
was appointed to prepare a plan. A divergence of views between the USSR
and Czechoslovakia, on the one hand,
and the U.S., Britain and France, on
the other, has developed, but all are
agreed as to the need for action.
The U.S. view is that certain bands
should be allocated immediately and
protected for space research. The Russians say this is premature, and that for
the present it would be enough to use
the frequencies already activated for
the various Russian and American
space projects. There is the view, apparently having the support of all, that
a special international conference on
communications with, and by means of,
space vehicles, will have to be convened soon. Specifically, the U.S. proposal was that space below about 500
mc. be considered for space research,
and that specific allocations should be
made. Russia didn't object but felt it
premature to restrict such space specifically for this purpose.
[First flight of the 100-ft. sphere by
which the National Aeronautics &
Space Administration intends to test
out the theory of transoceanic communications via orbiting passive reflectors
occurred
at Wallop's Island,
Va., see story Oct.
page 2892].
• Abroad

in brief

77 Dramas • The Australian Broadcasting Corp. has bought 77 tv dramas
from the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
The group includes one 90-minute, 28
hour and 48 half-hour dramas, mostly
from the General Motors Presents and
The Unforeseen Series.
Tv commercials • Rock Pictures of
Canada, Toronto, is a new film company handling tv commercials. Principals are Ernie Taylor, Stan Lipinski
and Dick Fonger. Address: 53 Queen
St. East, Toronto.
Pictafilm • Pictafilm Inc. has been
formed with offices in New York as a
subsidiary of Williams & Hill Ltd.,
Toronto film producer. The new company will produce tv commercials using
BROADCASTING, November 2, 1959

the Pictafilm process invented by
W & H vice-presidents Richard Hill and
Heinz Drege. The new process is said
to eliminate much of the complicated
sequence of production steps necessary
in conventional film-making, giving results which can be previewed and controlled inadvance. It has been in use in
Toronto for three years, and is patented
in Canada and the U.S. W & H producer Colin Smith will organize the New
York company's first projects.
Canada

sets

hearings

on second tv stations
The Board of Broadcast Governors
has announced the opening dates of
public hearings it will hold next year
on applications for second tv licenses
in eight Canadian cities. Till now,
the CBC has held a tv monopoly in
the communities. (Broadcasting, July
27, Aug. 10.)
Hearings in Winnipeg will open Jan.
11, in Vancouver Jan. 18, in Montreal
March 7, in Toronto March 14, in
Edmonton and then Calgary May 9,
in Halifax and then Ottawa, June 20.
Deadlines for the submission of applications to the Dept. of Transport
were Oct. 30 for the Winnipeg and Vancouver hearings, Nov. 30 for Montreal
hearings, Dec. 31 for Toronto hearings, Feb. 29 for Edmonton and Calgary, and March 31 for Halifax and
Ottawa.
Applications for a second tv license will be heard only in the city in
which the station will be established.
These are the only hearings the Board
will hold during the first half of 1960,
however, briefs need not apply only to
second tv licenses. Applications for new
am or fm stations, increases in power,
tv stations in areas not now served, etc.,
will be heard in any of the cities.
Because the technical rule of "one
station per area" no longer is in force,
the Board also will examine applications for changes in facilities from existing stations in an area, which have
been denied fullest use of their channel by the old rule and want to extend
their Grade A contour.
In Hartford

. . .

Sales are poppin'
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Call Adam Young today
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Hartford, Conn.
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4 stations,

1 network

licensed in Canada
The Board of Broadcast Governors
of Canada has approved licenses for a
new network.
tv station, 2 am's, 1 fm and a new
fm
New am licenses were approved for:
Radio Richelieu Ltd., Joliette, Que.,
1350 kc and 1 kw; Gerald Duffy on
behalf of a company to be incorporated,
at Pointe Claire Que., 1470 kc and
1 kw.
New fm licenses were approved for:
La Tribune Ltd., at Sherbrooke, Que.,
102.7 mc, with an ERP of 57 kw;
Broadcasting Station CFJB Ltd., at
Brampton, Ontario, 102.1 mc, with
an ERP of 857 w.
The Board approved an application
to establish a new tv station at Grand
Falls, Newfoundland, by the Newfoundland Broadcasting Co. Ltd. Station would have an ERP of 7.3 kw
(video) and 3.6 kw (audio) on ch. 4.
It also approved for an 18-month
period operation as a network of the
three CBC fm stations, CBM-FM Montreal, CBO-FM Ottawa and CBC-FM
Toronto. Previously, the three stations
used program material from the corresponding am stations; the CBC now
plans to originate much of its own material specially for fm. Emphasis will be
on music, though some use may be
made Program.
of programs from the BBC's
Third
Power Changes • The Board also
approved the following applications for
changes in power: CBC, CBYT Corner Brook, Newfoundland, from 63.8
w (video) and 38.3 w (audio) to
197 w (video) and 98.3 w (audio) on
ch. 5; in daytime power by La Tribune
Ltd., CHLT Sherbrooke, Quebec, from
5 kw to 10 kw on 630 kc, nighttime
power remaining at 5 kw; in daytime
power by La Bonne Chanson Inc.,
CJMS Radio, Montreal, Quebec, from
5 kw to 10 kw on 1280 kc, nighttime
power to remain at 5 kw; in power by
C-JOY Ltd., CJOY Guelph, Ontario,
from 250 kw to 10 kw daytime and
5 kw nighttime; in daytime power by
Barrie Broadcasting Corp., CKBB
Barrie, Ont., from 5 kw to 10 kw,
nighttime power to remain at 2.5 kw
on 950 kc; in daytime power by Sun
Parlor Broadcasters Ltd., CJSP Leamington, Ont., from 250 w to 1 kw on
710 kc; in ERP by Thunder Bay Electronics Ltd., CFCJ-TV Port Arthur,
Ont., from 28 kw (video) and 15 kw
(audio) to 55.4 kw (video) and 30.2 kw
(audio) on ch. 2; in daytime power by
Southern Manitoba Broadcasting Co.
Ltd., CFAM Altona, Manitoba, from
5 kw to 10 kw on 1290 kc; nighttime
power remaining at 5 kw.
The following changes in facilities

were approved: change in frequency by
the CBC, CBRO (Low Power Relay),
Greenwood, B.C., from 730 kc to
740 kc; change of site by Cape
Breton Broadcasters Ltd., CJCB-TV-1
Inverness, N.S., offering slightly improved service to Antigonish; establishment of a 250 w standby transmitter at the main studio site by Edmonton Broadcasting Co. Ltd., CJCA
Edmonton; increase in antenna height
by CBC, CFWH Whitehorse, Yukon
Territory, to 207 feet with a power of
250 w on 1240 kc; change in antenna
site and increase in power from 150 w
to 250 w of the CBC station CFYK
Yellowknife, Northwest Territories; increase in power from 100 w to 1 kw
by the CBC's station CHAK Aklavik,
N.W.T., coupled with a change in frequency from 1490 kc to 860 kc omnidirectional and a change in antenna
site and studio from Aklavik to Inuvik,
N.W.T.
New

English

station

Anglia Tv, Independent Television
Authority's ninth station, commenced
operation in East England Oct. 27.
A total of 93 commercials will be
telecast in the opening night's transmission. Of these, almost a third will
be time sold to local advertisers.

NOW

CUTIE
2

to

1

OVER

NEAREST

COMPETITOR

IN

EVERETT

WASHINGTON!
KQTY runs away from closest competitor and outranks all other stations
in the North Puget Sound market of
over
1959 300,000 people! Hooper, August
KQTY- 1230
Color Radio — 24 hours of musicl
Owned and operated by Wally Nelskog. For availabilities contact FORJOE
& CO. or call KQTY, Everett, Washington.
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FANFARE
Teens,

parents

like

'Baby-sitter' show
A station which programs to an adult
audience but feels there is still a place
in its schedule for rock and roll music
may well follow the example of WAGC
Chattanooga, Tenn., where a new program Baby Sitter's Special fills a community service, attracts teenagers and
adults and satisfies advertisers.
Originated by Gilbert M. Kelley, general manager of WAGC, who felt there
was a need for rock and roll music in

Java props • WCAU-TV Philadelphia is focusing on wives of key coffee
buyers to merchandise the Maxwell House spot schedule. Hoping they'll
tell their husbands about the brand that "tastes as good as it smells," the
station has sent each of them a small percolator containing four coffee
beans (Maxwell House Regular selects only one bean out of four), a recording of the commercial's background music ("The Sound of Ground") and
a can of the product. "This is our way," an enclosed letter says, "of letting
you know how Maxwell House Regular Coffee is helping to increase your
husband's business." A p.s. tells about Maxwell House Regular's schedule
on tv. The commercials in question, getting wide exposure across the country, are Ogilvy, Benson & Mather's solution to communicating a "trademark
in sound" (Broadcasting, Aug. 17).
WCHS-TV 'bribes' clients
Flashing lights and screaming sirens
of the Charleston, W. Va. police department helped herald the premiere
telecast of ABC-TV's The Untouchables on WCHS-TV, there. Members of
the police force roared up to the doors
of WCHS-TV clients, banged on their
doors, and delivered bundles of "bribe
money". The money in $10,000 and
read: "This cer$50,000tifiesdenominations
that the bearer has taken this
bribe to watch The Untouchables on
WCHS-TV. This certificate is illegal
and was accepted as a bribe."
To promote The Alaskans, a one-half
pound bag of gold covered candy was
given to the clients with a tag reading
"gold
to
watchrushthetonight"
show. and an admonition
Cakes get around
Recent birthday celebrations of two
stations, one radio, the other tv, centered around the traditional birthday cake.
KM AY Springfield, 111., carried its
ninth birthday anniversary to Springfield street corners, where it passed out
over 2,000 slices of specially decorated
cakes. Those having birthdays on the
same date were given gifts.
KLTV (TV) Tyler, Tex., highlighted
its fifth birthday celebration by having
a special 300 pound cake prepared and
baked through a one-week period. The
cake was put together in KLTV's studio
106

and shown on-the-air during the various
stages of its construction. The final
product was seven feet tall. It was made
in five graduated layers — one for each
year of KLTV's existence. The cake
was donated to a state tb hospital where
it served 600 patients at two meals.
New

Studios for KMOX

A special 12-page section in the St.
Louis Globe-Democrat heralded the
opening of new studios and offices for
KMOX St. Louis.
On its editorial page, the GlobeDemocrat said "St. Louis is fortunate to
have one of the most communityminded of all American radio stations."
The editorial also commended KMOX
for its pioneering use of broadcast
editorials.
'Moon and Sixpence' promotion
NBC-TV augmented its promotion
barrage for last Friday's (Oct. 30)
special, The Moon and Sixpence (8-9:30
p.m. EST) with daily contest on Dough
Re Mi (Mon-Fri., 10-10:30 a.m. EST).
Each day host Gene Rayburn asked
viewers to watch and tell the network
"Why
liked The
MoonPrizes
and Sixpence"
in
25 Iwords
or less.
include a
trip to the Bahamas, RCA television
sets, radios, appliances and record albums and General Foods Gourmet packages. Viewers have until Friday (Nov.
6) to send in entries.

moderation, Baby Sitter's Special is
heard each Saturday from 4:30 to 6
p.m. — and it's completely sold out. The
program obtains sitters for the adult
listeners who would like an evening
out. Teenage girls phone in their names
and telephone numbers and parents
simply listen for the numbers between
rock and roll records and make their
own arrangements for the evening. Advertisers on the show are primarily
local theatres and restaurants, with the
result that listeners receive suggestions
on where to spend their "evening out on
The brainchild of Mr. Kelley, Sitthe town."
ter's Special will soon have an additional
time slot on late Friday afternoons, "because," Mr. Kelley says, "we have more
calls than time on the Saturday show."
Stations desiring further information on
the program are invited to write to
WAGC, Box 349, Chattanooga.
• Drumbeats
'Project' in print • Four books have
grown out of NBC-TV Project 20 shows.
They are Victory at Sea by Doubleday
& Co., Meet
The Jazz
by G.B.and
Putnam's
Sons,
Mr.AgeLincoln
Mark
Twain's America, both by Ridge Press.
The last named is based on a program
not
yet until
broadcast
and year.
the book
won't
be out
fall next
The others
are current fall and winter releases. All
include pictures and texts from the telecasts.
Fm sellout • KPLI (FM) Riverside,
Calif, 's broadcast schedule was purchased for an entire day (Oct. 23) by the
Downtown Assn. of Riverside for a
giant retail
the turned
city's merchants. Thepromotion
main streetbywas
into
a pedestrain mall to accommodate an
estimated 50,000 shoppers. The next
day's schedule was purchased by the
Provident Federal Savings & Loan Assn.,
which limited its commercials to an
occasional mention of its name. KPLI's
full schedule on both days was broadcast to shoppers through hi-fi speakers
mounted on the roofs of buildings.
Trick or treat • Little ghosts and goblins
BROADCASTING, November 2, 1959
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In Cincinnati
St. Louis' 'Broadcast House' • Top broadcasters and agency executives
journeyed to St. Louis for the opening of new $250,000 studio facilities
for WIL, the Balaban Station. Shown above (1 to r) are John Box Jr., managing director of the Balaban Stations; G. W. Armstrong, vice president,
Storz Stations, and Harry K. Renfro, radio-tv director, D'Arcy Adv.

One

WCKY
Does

in Omaha, Neb. went about their Halloween duties asking "It this the KOIL
Trick or Treat House?" KOIL, that
city, placed more than 100 radios in
homes awarded
throughout
the area.
The radio's
were
to trick
or treaters
who
picked the correct houses.
Football for fund • KFMB-TV San
Diego donated the commercial time of
its coverage of the Notre Dame vs. U.
of California football game to the
United Fund Campaign. Local civic
and business leaders went on the station to appeal for the fund. A concentrated announcement campaign on
KFMB-AM-TV alerted Southern Californians to the event.
Award performance • What is lost
in suspense should be made up in publicity for the NBC-TV Sunday Showcase Nov. 29, presenting winners of
The National Academy of Recording
Arts & Sciences awards. Ballot counting took place last week, with winners
being announced as they are signed for
the show. This represents a departure
from tv and motion picture Academy
shows, where awards are announced
on the air. For the 8-9 p.m. award

AMPEX All professional recorders
i readily available in stock-including
! 300's & 350's.
SHIP ANYWHERE IN U.S.A.
r/Vj
DIRECT TO YOU AT FACTORY PRICES
kierulff
SOUND CORPORATION
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disc show, winners will perform award
numbers, supporting Academy feeling
that "performance is the essential ingredient of show business [and] that's
why the first televised award show of
the NARAS will be an hour of performances of the 'Best Recordings of
1959'." Sponsor: Watchmakers of
Switzerland through Cunningham &
Walsh.
Bachelor's party • Authentic surroundings of a playboy's plush penthouse
form the backdrop of a new weekly
before-and-after midnight live telecast
started on WBKB (TV) Chicago, Oct.
24. Titled Playboy's Penthouse, the program is characterized as a "playboy
party, complete with 'playmates' and
outstanding personalities from the fields
of entertainment and the arts" who
drop in to visit m. c. Hugh Hefner,
editor-publisher of Playboy magazine.
Set for the series is described as the
largest and most elaborate ever constructed atthe station. Program is aired
Saturday, 11:30 p.m., to 1 a.m. Among
the props: an "entertainment wall,"
with tv and high fidelity equipment, an
aquarium with mermaid and a balcony
complete with a playboy art collection.
WEWS (TV) town meeting • The pros
and cons of a complicated county
charter were presented by WEWS (TV)
Cleveland last Wednesday (Oct. 28).
The station has not telecast any paid
advertising on the charter as it feels
the issue "cannot be argued by slogans."
An audience of 100 for the charter and
100 opposing it will mount the WEWS
studio soapbox in the program.

Station-
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The

Job

Hours

of Two

a Day

DAYTIME
NUMBER ONE IN
METROPOLITAN
AUDIENCE*
Mon.-Fri.—
6:00 AM-6:00
Average 4.7 rating

PM

NITETIME
THE LARGEST
NIGHTLY AUDIENCE
OF ANY STATION
IN THE NATION
OUTSIDE OF 3 N. Y. CITY
476,150
Homes Nightly
STATIONS.**
CPM — 8.4c
**NCS #2
*April-May '59 Nielsen
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FOR
Station

Authorizations,

THE

RECORD

Applications

As Compiled by Broadcasting
Oct. 21 through Oct. 27. Includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing cases, rules & standards changes
and routine roundup.
Abbreviations:
DA — directional antenna, cp — construction
permit. ERP — effective radiated power, vhf
— very high frequency, uhf — ultra high frequency, ant. — antenna, aur. — aural, vis. —
visual, kw — kilowatts, w — watts, mc — megacycles. D— day. N — night. LS — local sunset,
mod. — modification, trans. — transmitter, unl.
— unlimited hours, kc— kilocycles. SCA —
subsidiary communications authorization.
SSA — special service authorization. STA —
special temporary authorization. SH — specified hours. * — educational. Ann. Announced.
New Tv Station
Actions by FCC
*Board of Control of Florida, Tallahassee,
Fla. — Granted cp for new noncommercial
educational
operate
ch. ant.
*11;
ERP 95.5 kwtv station
vis. andto 47.9
kw onaur.;
height 760 ft. Ann. Oct. 22.
Existing Tv Stations
Actions by FCC
WBMG
(TV)
Birmingham,
Ala— By letter, denied petition
for reconsideration
of
July 8 action denying waiver of Sec. 3.607
of rules to permit temporary operation on
ch. 4 incation.
Birmingham
Ann. Oct. 22. and dismissing appli*WGTV
(TV)
denied request forAthens,
waiversGa.—of BySec.letter,
3.685(a)
and 3.610 and dismissed application to
move trans, from site 16 miles southwest
of Athens to site in Atlanta about 56 miles
west/southwest of Athens, change type ant.
and specify height of 900 ft. Ann. Oct. 22.
Tv Translator
Actions by FCC
*Gallup McKinley County Schools, Gallup,
N. M. — Granted
new tvprograms
translatorof
station
on ch. 74 cpto for
translate
•KNME-TV
(ch.
5),
Albuquerque,
N. M.
Ann. Oct. 22.
New Am Stations
Actions by FCC
Naugatuck, Conn. — Naugatuck Valley
Service Inc. Granted 860 kc, 250 w DA-D.
P.O. address 90 Church St., Naugatuck.
Estimated construction cost $24,900, first
year operating cost $49,660, revenue $56,390. Maurice Greenberg (88.3% owner of applicant), is Waterbury, Conn, real estate
dealer. Ann. Oct. 21.
Weldon,
Bcstg.
Co.
Granted 1400N.C.kc,— Twin
250 w City
unl. P.O.
address
Box 1041, Henderson, N.C. Estimated con-

struction cost $14,000. first year operating
cost $23,000, revenue $35,000. Sole owner
Nathan Frank also owns WHNC-AM-FM
Henderson
and WNBE-TV
New Bern, both
North Carolina.
Ann. Oct. 22.
Salt Lake City, Utah— William Palmer
Fuller III. Granted 630 kc, 1 kw D-DA.
P.O. address 301 Mission St., San Francisco,
Calif. Estimated construction cost $45,516,
first year operating cost $48,000, revenue
$95,000.
Fuller, Ann.
sole owner,
and
glassMr.interests.
Oct. 21. has paint
APPLICATIONS
Blythe, Calif. — Geoffrey A. Lapping, 1260
kc. 500 w D. P.O. address Box 1669 Phoenix,
Ariz. Estimated construction cost $10,800,
first year operating cost $33,500, revenue
$42,500.
Applicant
in program
contracting
business.is Ann.
Oct. 21. services
Otsego, Mich. — Dwight M. Cheever, 980
kc. 500 w D. P.O. address Room 1, Tripp
Bldg., Allegan, Mich. Estimated construction cost $31,007, first year operating cost
$38,000, revenue $48,000. Applicant is municipal judge of Allegan, Mich. Ann. Oct. 21.
Harve, Mont. — Harve Musicasters, 1340
kc, 250 w. P.O. address % KUDI, Great
Falls, Mont. Estimated construction cost
$12,800, first year operating cost $68,000,
revenue $89,000. Applicants are D. Gene
Williams, Delbert Bertholf, Paul Crain and
others,
Mr. 25%
Williams
50%
owner of11-1/9%
KOYN each.
Billings,
owner isKUDI
Great Falls, both Montana, and KODY
Minot; Bismarck,
371/2% owner
KUTT Dakota.
Fargo and
KQDI
bothofNorth
Mr.
Bertholf is 50% owner of KOYN Billings
and has minority interests in KUDI Great
Falls, Mont, and KQDY Minot, KQDI Bismarck, and KUTT Fargo, all North Dakota.
Mr. Crain is 50% owner of KQDY Minot,
N.D. and KUDI Great Falls, Mont. Ann Oct.
26.
Hobbs,
N.M.—address
Echols Box
Bcstg.
1580N!M.
kc,
1 kw
D. P.O.
688, Co.,
Clovis,
Estimated construction cost . $33,211, first
year operating cost $70,000, revenue $80,000.
Principal applicants are Odis Echols Jr.
45% and Odis Echols Sr. 40%. Mr. Echols
Sr. owns 50.58% and Mr. Echols Jr. 47.06%
of KCLV Clovis, N.M. Ann. Oct. 21.
Existing Am Stations
Actions by FCC
WPRY Perry, Fla.— Granted mod. of
license (1400 kc 250 w) to change hours of
operation from unl. time to daytime with
specified hours. Ann. Oct. 22.
WITY Danville, 111.— Granted change from
DA-1 to DA-2 (change in daytime DA pattern only) continuing operation on 980 kc
1 kw. Unl. engineering conditions. Ann.
Oct. 22.
WJEF Grand Rapids, Mich. — Granted in-
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NEW YORK
60 East 42nd Street
MUrray Hill 7-4242
WEST COAST
860 Jewell Avenue
Pacific Grove, California
FRontier 2-7475
WASHINGTON
1625 Eye Street, N.W.
District 7-8531

crease of daytime power from 250 w to 500
w, continuing
on 1230 kc, 250
w-N.
Ann. Oct. operation
22.
KROCcrease of daytime
Rochester,
Minn.
— Granted
power from
250 w toin-1
kw DA-D, and change site, continuing operation on 1340 kc 250 w-N; engineering
conditions;
mitted. Ann.remote
Oct. 22.control nighttime perAPPLICATIONS
KMAP Bakersfield, Calif. — Cp to increase
daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw and
make changes in transmitting equipment.
(1490 kc.) Ann. Oct. 21.
WJOB Hammond, Ind. — Cp to increase
daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw except
when WEDC Chicago is in operation and
radiation controlled by resistor while WSBC
Chicago
Oct.
21. is in operation. (1230 kc.) Ann.
WFRB Frostburg, Md.— Cp to change
hours of operation from Canadian Restricted Day to Daytime Only. (740 kc.)
Ann. Oct. 21.
WPBC Minneapolis, Minn. — Cp to change
hours of operation from D to unl., using
power of 5 kw (DA-1), change trans, and
studio location and change station location from Minneapolis, to Richfield, Minnesota. (980 kc.) Ann. Oct. 21.
WOKE Charleston, S.C. — Cp to increase
daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw and
install new trans. (1340 kc.) Ann. Oct. 26
KPVA Camas, Wash. — Cp to increase
power from 1 kw to 5 kw and install new
trans. (1480 kc.) Ann. Oct. 21.
WFID Rio Piedras, P.R.— Cp to change
frequency from 95.9 mc, ch. 240 to 95.7 mc,
ch. 239, change ERP from 840 kw to 17 kw
and install new trans. Ann. Oct. 21.
New Fm Stations
Actions by FCC
Sylacauga,
Marble
Cityaddress
Bcstg. Box
Inc.
Granted 98.3 Ala.
mc, —630
w. P.O.
511 Sylacauga, Ala. Estimated construction
cost $3,250, first year operating cost $4,000
revenue $7,300. Marble City Bcstg. Inc. operates WMLS Sylacauga. Ann. Oct. 22.
Santa Barbara, Calif.— KDB Bcstg. Co.
Granted 93.7 mc, 5 kw. P.O. address Radio
Square, Santa Barbara, Calif. Estimated
construction cost $8,000, first year operating cost $1,000. Applicants are Lucie
Menard and Rube Goldwater equal partners
in KDB Santa Barbara. Ann. Oct. 22.
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.— Harold H. Heminger. Granted 105.9 mc, 2.9 kw. P.O. address 305 South Andrews, Ft. Lauderdale,
Fla. Estimated construction cost $12,785,
first year operating cost $18,000, revenue
$24,000. Applicant is employe of publishing
company. Ann. Oct. 22.
Mt. Carmel,
Barnhard.
Granted
94.9 mc,III—
3.3 Albert
kw. P.O.A. address
316
Market St., Mt. Carmel, 111. Estimated construction cost $25,600, first year operating
cost $50,250, revenue $50,250. Mr. Barnhard
is lawyer. Ann. Oct. 22.
*Interlochen, Mich. — National Music
Camp. Granted 103.1 mc, 1 kw. P.O. address
% John mated
W. construction
Reiser, Interlochen,
cost $32,780,Mich.
first Estiyear
operating cost $12,000. National Music
Camp is non-profit music education corporation. Ann. Oct. 22.
Omaha, Neb. — Meredith WOW Inc. Granted 92.3 mc, 21 kw. P.O. Address 17th &
Farnum Sts., Omaha 2. Estimated construction cost $33,571, first year operating cost
$29,000, revenue $12,000. Applicant is owned
by Meredith Engineering Co., licensee of
KCMO - AM-FM-TV Kansas City, Mo. Ann.
Oct. 22.
Red
H. Accorsi.
Granted 106.3Bank,
mc, 1N.J.
kw.— Frank
P.O. address
7 Broad
St.,
Red Bank, N.J. Estimated construction cost
not available, first year operating cost
$26,000, revenue $29,000. Mr. Accorsi, sole
owner,tionisbusiness.
in recording
Ann. Oct.and22.program producMount Kisco,
Incorporated
Meliphon.
GrantedNew
107.1York
mc, — 0.3
kw. P.O.
address Box 208, Mount Kisco, New York.
Estimated construction cost $11,357, first
year operating cost $18,500, revenue $25,000.
Applicants
are William
McCarren, Richard W. Burden,
Julius J.Geilenkirchen
and
C. Edward Dombert, (25%) each. Mr. Burden is audio engineer. Mr. McCarren is
WCBS New York trans, supervisor. Mr.
Geilenkirchen is engineer operator for
WFAS Westchester, N.Y. Mr. Dombert is
employed by CBS. Ann. Oct. 22.
Tulsa, Okla.
Sound Unlimited
Enterprises Inc. —Granted
92.9 mc, 4.1Radio
kw. P.O.
address mated
3745construction
S. Peoria,
Tulsa,
Okla.
Esticost $13,330, first year
operating cost $9,000, revenue $9,000. Principals are26%,
GeorgeandC. Harry
Lynde and
W.E. Rowsey Jr.,
E. Rasmussen,
BROADCASTING, November 2, 1959

SUMMARY OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING through October 27
ON AIR
CP
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
Lie.
Cps
For new726
Not on air
89 stations
AM
3,368
66
159
FM
605
54
126
95
96
TV
4681
58
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING through October 27
VHF
TOTAL43
UHF10
Commercial
445
526
Non-commercial
33
81
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
As reported by FCC through September 30, 1959
FM
TV
AM
Licensed (all on air)
600
465
105
46
54
3,358
CPs on air (new stations)
59
157
101
CPs not on air (new stations)
803
669
Total authorized stations
490
219
62
57
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
3,522
29
69
709
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
91
126
Total applications for new stations
32
32
604
162
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
6
18
766
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
38
50
Total applications for major changes
0
1
1
Licenses deleted
1
0
CPs deleted
1
1 There are, In addition, ten tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
licenses.
2 There are, in addition, 38 tv cp-holders which were on the air at one time but are no
longer in operation and one which has not started operation.
25%. Messrs. Lynde and Rowsey are turf
contractors. Mr. Rasmussen is distributor of
electronic
and sound equipment. Ann. Oct.
22.
Dallas,
Tex.
The kw.
McLendon
Corp. Granted 98.7 mc, — 16.5
P.O. address
2104
Jackson St., Dallas, Tex. Estimated construction cost $33;000, first year operating
cost $15,000, revenue $15,000. Applicant is
owner of KLJF Dallas. Ann. Oct. 22.
Milwaukee, Wis. — Radio Milwaukee Inc.
Granted 102.9 mc, 22 kw. P.O. address 190
N. State St., Chicago 1. Estimated construction cost $21,913, first year operating cost
$25,000,
revenue $27,500.
WRIT Milwaukee.
Ann. Applicant
Oct. 22. is licensee
APPLICATIONS
Cortez, Colo.— KVFC Inc. 94.1 mc, 3 kw.
P.O. address Box 740, Cortez, Colo. Estimated construction cost $12,090, first year
operating
cost $7,500,
$6,000.who
Prin-is
cipal applicant
is Jack revenue
W. Hawkins
majority owner of KVFC Cortez, and has
minority interests in KVLF Alpine and
KIUN Pecos, both Texas. Ann. Oct. 20.
Litchfield, 111. — Mid-Illinois Bcstg. Co.
106.1 mc, 6.1 kw. P.O. address Box 241,
Litchfield, M. Estimated construction cost
$9,772, first year operating cost $7,500, revenue $10,000. Principal applicants is Hayward
L. Talley who is 87.6% owner of WSMI
Litchfield. Ann. Oct. 21.
Detroit,
Mich. —98.7
Earl,
Torian,
Propst
and Stein
mc, Mullins,
59.4 kw. P.O.
address % Raymond B. Torian, 7153 Pacific
View Dr., Hollywood, Calif. Estimated construction cost $19,000, first year operating
cost $25,000, revenue $40,000. Principal applicants are Raymond B. Torian, Alex N.
Stein and Don P. Propst, 26%% each. Mr.
Torian is majority owner of KNOB Long
Beach, Calif. Mr. Stein has interest in
KNOB and is commercial manager of KSPA
Santa Paula,
both California.
employe
of KNOB.
Ann. Oct. Mr.
21. Propst is
St. Louis, Mo. — 220 Television Inc. 97.3
mc, 25.7 kw N. P.O. address 220 N. Kingshighway, St. Louis, Mo. Estimated construction cost $26,300, first year operating cost
$25,000, revenue $30,000. Applicant is owner
of KPLR-TV St. Louis. Ann. Oct. 21.
Jenkintown, Pa.— William L. Fox 103.9 mc,
750 w. P.O. address 1401 Juniper Ave., Melrose Park, Pa. Estimated construction cost
$17,500, first year operating cost $15,000,
revenue $15,000. Applicant is attorney. Ann.
Seattie, Wash.— Arthur Siegal 93.3 mc, 6.64
kw- P.O. address 1051 N. 38th St. Seattle,
Wash.
Estimated construction cost $13,062
first year operating cost $12,000, revenue
$15,000.
is electrical contractor.
Ann. Oct.Applicant
21.

Existing Fm Stations
ACTIONS BV FCC
Granted SCA to following fm stations for
functional
operation on multiplex
basis:
Dale music
W. Flewelling (KXRQ [FM])
Sacramento, Calif.; Western
Bcstg. Co
(KDUO [FM]), Riverside, Calif.; Western
Slope Bcstg. Inc. (KREX-FM), Grand Junction, Colo.; WHP Inc. (WHP-FM), Harrisburg, Pa.; Radiohio Inc. (WBNS-FM), Columbus, Ohio; Music Unlimited Inc. (KEFC
[FM]), Waco, Tex., and KFAB Bcstg. Co
(KFAB-FM), Omaha, Neb. Ann. Oct. 22
WRFL (FM) Winchster, Va.— By letter
(1) dismissed for lack of compliance with
rules application for SCA but (2) granted
request for 3 months temporary authority
to install and operate multiplex equipment
to provide program relay service to various
stations within its service area for play-byplay descriptions of baseball games and
other sporting events originating from parOct. 22. ticipating stations in Washington, D.C. Ann.
Ownership Changes
ACTIONS BY FCC
WABB Mobile, Ala.— Granted assignment
of license from Cy Blumenthal to Julius W.
and Bernard Dittman, d/b as Radio Station
WABB; consideration $185,000 plus $20 000
consultant fee for 5 years. Ann. Oct. 22
KLFM (FM) Long Beach, Calif.— Granted
assignment of cp from Ted Bolnick and
Walter Gelb to Harriscope Inc. (interest in
KTWO-TV Casper and KTWX-TV Sheridan
both 22.
Wyoming); consideration $1,000. Ann
Oct.
KCOP (TV) Los Angeles, Calif.— Are being requested to submit additional information within 20 days concerning applications
for acquisition of positive control by NAFI
Corp. through exchange of stock by Harry
L.
(Bing)
Crosby Joseph
Jr., Kenyon
Brown,
George
L. Coleman,
A. Thomas
and
Alvin G. Flanagan and for renewal of license. Comr. Bartley concurred. Ann. Oct.
KAJS (FM) Newport Beach, Calif.—
Granted assignment of cp to Western Enterprises Die. (Richard L. Wesson, president); consideration $2,500 as partial reimbursement of expenses. Ann. Oct. 22
KPRI (FM) San Diego, Calif.— Granted
assignment of cp to KPRI Inc. (Lawrence
Shushan); consideration $1,150. Ann. Oct. 22
KBCA (FM) Los Angeles, Calif.; KBCO
(FM) San Francisco, Calif.— Are being advised that applications for assignment of
license of KBCA and cp for KBCO to Diternational Good Music Inc., indicates the
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■HOWARD E. STARK,
Brokers and Financial
Consultants
Television
Radio

Stations

Stations

50 East 58th Street
New York 22, N.Y. ELdorado 5-0405
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Equipping
Radio

a

Station?

RCA
Magnetic Disc Recorder
Is a Great New Tool
for Broadcasters !
It makes possible fast recording
and playback of commercials and
announcements. Extremely simple
to operate, it minimizes the skill
required to produce a professional
recording. Erasable magnetic discs
have a long life, equal to or greater
than tape, thus production costs
can be reduced. Whatever your
equipment requirements, SEE
RCA FIRST!
Write for descriptive literature to RCA, Dept. A-22,
Building 15-1, Camden, N. J.
RADIO
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necessitysented.ofAnn.hearing.
Oct. 22. Chairman Doerfer disKBNZment of license
LaJunta,to Colo.
Granted Maples,
assignGrady— Franklin
tr/as La Junta Bcstrs. (has 50% interest in
KBYG Big Spring,
KUKOOct.Post,
consideration
$54,000.andAnn.
22. Tex.);
WFBF Fernandina
Fla. Radio
— Granted
assignment
of license toBeach,
Rowland
Inc.
(Robert W., Gwendolyn H., Marshall W.,
and Carol C. Rowland, latter two own
WQIK Jacksonville, Fla.); consideration
22.
$35,000.
Comr. Bartley dissented. Ann. Oct.
KBKC
Mission,
— Granted (1)
al of license
and Kan.
(2) assignment
of renewlicense
and cp from corporation to partnership
(Mission Bcstrs.) and then to KBKC Inc.
(92% owned by Public Radio Corp., which
owns KAKC Tulsa, Okla., and KIOA Des
Moines, Iowa); consideration $400,000. Ann.
Oct. 22.
KWIK Pocatello, Idaho— Granted (1) renewal of Don
license
(2) ettransfer
control from
W. and
Burden,
al., to of
William
T. Woods, Harlan E. Miles, John W. Lewis
and Marvin Mollring (latter two have inrests in WIBV
tion te$125,000.
Ann.Belleville,
Oct. 22. 111.); consideraWHIR
Danville,
Ky.—
assignment
of license to WHIR Inc.Granted
(T.C. Quisenberry
is also principal stockholder of station
WEKY
consideration
$120,-as
000 and Richmond,
agreement Ky.);
to employ
W.T. Isaac
consultant for 2 years for $5,000. Comr.
Bartley dissented. Ann. Oct. 22.
Mass. — Granted
ofWGAW
control Gardner,
from Television
& Radiotransfer
Bcstg.
Corp. to Chair City Bcstg. Corp. (C. Edward
Rowe); consideration $75,000. Ann. Oct. 22.
WMDN Midland, Mich. — Granted assignlicense to Midland
Bcstg.
Co. (DonaldmentA. ofSherman,
president);
consideration
$100,000. Ann. Oct. 22.
KQAQ Austin, Minn. — Granted assignment
of cp toident,KQAQ
Inc. (Lester
L. Gould,
preshas interest
in KFMA
Davenport,
Iowa; WJNC Jacksonville, N.C. Mr. Gould
and Esther L. Plotkin, vice president, have
interest in KRWC Forest Grove, Ore.); consideration $30,054. Ann. Oct. 22.
KBRX O'Neill, Neb. — Granted acquisition
of positive control by Gaylord Illingworth,
now 20% owner, through purchase of remaining 80%for
interest
lock, et al.,
$6,635.from
Ann.William
Oct. 22.C. WhitKXMC-TV Minot, N.D.— Granted assignment of licenses to KXMC-TV Inc. (assignowner); consideration $1,040,000.
Ann.or 47'/2%
Oct. 22.
WEYEment of license
Sanford,to N.C.
assignWEYE— Granted
Inc. (Lawrence
and Carol D. Brandon, who own WAVH
Henderson, N.C; consideration $64,300. Ann.
Oct. 22.
KICA-AM-TV Clovis, N.M.— Granted (1)
renewal
licenses
and and
(2) Frank
transferLesley
of con-to
trol fromofMae
Strauss
Texas Telecasting Inc. (KDUB-AM-TV Lubbock, KEDT-TV
Spring,
and KPAR-TV
Sweetwater,
Tex.);Bigstock
transaction.
Comr.
Bartley dissented. Ann. Oct. 22.
Ohio —Radio
Granted
ofWPTW
license Piqua,
to WPTW
Die. assignment
(C. Oscar
Baker
and Richard E. Hunt); no monetary
22.
consideration; stock transaction. Ann. Oct.
KUIKment of license
Hillsboro,
— Granted
from Ore.
George
I. West, assignet al.,
to Johnners;P.consideration
Gillis, one$51,934.
of present
four 22.
partAnn. Oct.
KFJI Klamath Falls, Ore. — Granted transfer of control
Willard
D. Miller,
executor of estatefrom
of W.D.
Miller,
to Gibson
Radio Inc. (Riley R. Gibson, president, has
interest in KXOA-AM-FM Sacramento,
Calif.); consideration $145,000. Ann. Oct. 22.
WCNG
Canonsburg,
Grantedet transfer of control
from RayPa.—
Douglas,
al., to
Colonial Bcstg. Co. (WEZN Elizabethtown,
Pa.); consideration $50,000. Ann. Oct. 22.
WAGC Chattanooga, Tenn. — Granted assignment of license to Middle Georgia
Bcstg. Co. (WBML-AM-FM Macon, Ga.);
consideration $105,000. Ann. Oct. 22.
WHJA Shelbyville, Tenn. — Granted asH. CunningJuanita(WLIL
signment of cp from
Lenoir
Wilkerson
ham to Arthur
City, and WLIK Newport); consideration
$2,500. Ann. Oct. 22.
KATR Corpus Christi, Tex. — Grantedof (1)
lilicense (2) assignment
renewalcensesof
and cp to Broadcasting Corp. of the
conpresident);
C. Kent,
(Robert
Southwest sideration
$300,000. Ann.
Oct. 22.
— Granted (1)
Tex.
Paso,
El
KHEY
license
of renewal of license and (2) assignment
to KHEY Bcstg. Inc. (Edw. M. and Nancy
consideration $180,000. Comr.
Sleighel);
W.
Bartley dissented. Ann. Oct. 22.
assignGranted
Lakewood,
KFHAment of license
Jr.,
Ferguson
Adlai— C.
from Wash.
and Robert E. Hall to KFHA Inc. (Paul R.
$99,000 plus
Smith, president); consideration
mortgage-stock transaction. Ann. Oct. 22.

APPLICATIONS
WRLD-AM-FM Lanett, Ala. — Seeks transfer of control of Valley Bcstg. Inc. from
J.C. Henderson, sole owner, to Miles H.
Ferguson for $20,700. Mr. Ferguson is 90%
owner of WGEA Geneva and 22.5% owner
of
Opelika, both Alabama. Ann.
Oct. WJHO
21.
KMYC-AM-FM Marysville, Calif. — Seeks
assignment
license
Marysville-Yuba
City Bcstrs.of Inc.
to from
Carlton
Bcstg. Corp.
Dissolution into parent company. No ownership changes involved. Ann. Oct. 21.
KXTV of(TV)
Sacramento,
Seeks&
transfer
control
from J.H. Calif.—
Whitney
Co. to John Hay
Whitney
to
Whitney
Com-be
munications Corp. to Cortelco Inc. (to
changed to Corinthian Bcstg. Co.). Whitney
Communications Corp. will represent Mr.
Whitney's personal interests in each of
Corinthianin stations.
Mr. Whitney's
capital
account
J.H. Whitney
will be adjusted
to reflect these changes. Ann. Oct. 21.
KIPA Hilo, Hawaii — Seeks involuntary
transfer of control of Big Island Bcstg. Co.
from estate of Alan H. Pollock, deceased,
to Thomas J. MacBride and Jedd McClatchy, Ann.
co-executors
Pollock.
Oct. 21. of estate of Alan H.
WANE-AM-TV Ft. Wayne, tod. — Seeks
transfer of control from J.H. Whitney &
Co. to John Hay
to Whitney
Com-be
munications Whitney
Corp. to Cortelco
Inc. (to
changed to Corinthian Bcstg. Co.). Whitney
Communications Corp. will represent Mr.
Whitney's personal interests in each of
Corinthianin stations.
Mr. Whitney's
capital
account
J.H. Whitney
will be adjusted
to reflect these changes. Ann. Oct. 21.
WISH-AM-TV Indianapolis, tod. — Seeks
transfer of control from J.H. Whitney &
Co. to John Hay
Whitney
to Whitney
Com-be
munications Corp.
to Cortelco
Inc. (to
changed to Corinthian Bcstg. Co.). Whitney
Communications Corp. will represent Mr.
Whitney's personal interests in each of
Corinthianin stations.
Mr. Whitney's
capital
account
J.H. Whitney
will be adjusted
to reflect these changes. Ann. Oct. 21.
WCRC Scotland Neck, N.C— Seeks assignment of cp from John Laurino to WCRC
Radio Inc. Change to corporation, no ownership changes involved. Ann. Oct. 21.
WYRN Louisburg, N.C. — Seeks transfer of
control of Franklin Bcstg. Co. from George
E. Peterson and Joseph T. Lane, equal partners to Joseph T. Lane for $17,000. Ann.
Oct. 21.
KOTV Tulsa, Okla. — Seeks transfer of
control from J.H. Whitney & Co. to John
Hay
to Whitney
Corp. Whitney
to Cortelco
Inc. (to Communications
be changed to
Corinthian Bcstg. Co.). Whitney CommuniCorp. will inrepresent
Mr. Whitney's
personal cations
interests
each of Corinthian
stations.
Mr.
Whitney's
capital
account
J.H.
Whitney will be adjusted to reflectinthese
changes. Ann. Oct. 21.
KKSN Grand Prairie, Tex. — Seeks assignment of license from Three Cities Radio Inc.
to Kissin' Radio Inc. Change to new corporation. No financial consideration nor
ownership changes involved. Ann. Oct. 26.
KHOU-TV Houston, Tex. — Seeks transfer
of control from J.H. Whitney & Co. to John
Hay
to Whitney
Corp. Whitney
to Cortelco
Inc. (to Communications
be changed to
Corinthian Bcstg. Co.). Whitney CommuniCorp. will represent
Whitney's
personalcationsinterests
in each Mr.
of Corinthian
stations.
Mr. Whitney's
capital account
J.H. Whitney
will be adjusted
to reflectin
these changes. Ann. Oct. 21.
Hearing Cases
FINAL DECISIONS
By Order,
on motion bySept.
applicants,Commission,
made effective immediately
17 initial decision and granted applications
of William Parmer Fuller III for new am
station to operate on 630 kc 1 kw D-DA, in
Salt Lake City, Utah, and Cache Valley
Bcstg Co. to increase daytime power of
KVNU Logan, Utah, from 1 kw to 5 kw,
with 1 kwoperation
continuing
N,
DA-N. Ann.
Oct. 21.on 610 kc
on motion by apBy order.
made effective immediately Sept.
plicant, Commission,
4 initial decision and granted application of
for new
Naugatuck Valley Service Inc.,
860 kc 250 w DAam station to operate on Ann.
Oct. 21.
D, in Naugatuck, Conn.
STAFF INSTRUCTIONS
Commission
on Oct.
21 directed
tion of document
looking
toward preparagranting
application of Louis Adelman for new amin
1 kw DA-D of
to operate on 1300 kc, application
station
Hazleton, Pa., and denying
for same facilitiesNov.in
Guinan Realty Co.Initial
decision of
Mt Carmel, Pa. toward grant
of Guinan
10 1958 looked
application and denial of Adelman.
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JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Offices
ME. 8-5411
1735 DeSalet St., N. W.
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFCCE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
501-514 Munsey Bldg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDO. Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037 JACKSON 5303
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Experience in Radio
Engineering
1710 H St., N.W. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnes & Culver
Munsey Building
District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14th St., N. W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D.C. REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C.
Fort Evani
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
1 Fleetwood 7-8447
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
CRestvlew 44721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
OLiver 2-8520

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
, Communications-Electronics
1610
Eye St., D.
N. C.W.
Washington,
Executive 3-1 230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
19 E. Quincy St. Hickory 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Military Rd., N. W.,
Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone STate 7-2601
Member AFCCE

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

JULES COHEN
Consulting Electronic Engineer
61 7 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-4616
1426 G St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Brecksville, Ohio
(a Cleveland Suburb)
Tel: JAckson 6-4386
P. O. Box 82
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
GLendale 2-3073

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
1316 S. Kearney
Skyline 6-1603
Denver 22, Colorado

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666
Member AFCCE

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601 Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W. Va. Dickens 2-6281

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hosklns Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptuna 4-9558

PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
AM-FM-TV
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING CO.
P.O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.
Phone Jackson 3-5302

NUGENT SHARP
Consulting Radio Engineer
809-11 Warner Building
Washington 4, D. C.
District 7-4443

FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENT
AM-FM-TV
WLAK Electronics Service, Inc.
P.O. Box 1211, Lakeland, Florida
Mutual 2-3145 3-3819

COLLECTIONS
For the Industry
ALL OVER THE WORLD
TV — Radio— Film and Media
Accounts Receivable
No Collection — No Commissions
STANDARD
ACTUARIAL
WARRANTY
CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y.

ervice

JUirectory

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810
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CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute Curricula
3224 16th St., N. W.
Washington 10, D. C.
Practical
Broadcast,
TVand Electronics
engineering
homeFor study
residence
courses.
Write
Free
Catalog,
specify course.

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER
8401 Cherry St.
Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

LO 5-5990
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Commission on Oct. 21 directed preparation of document looking toward granting
application of B.J. Parrish for new am station to operate on 5 JO kc 1 kw D in Pine
Bluff, Ark., and denying application of
James A. Noe to change facilities of KNOE
Monroe, La., from 1390 kc to 5 kw DA-N
Unl. to 540 kc 1 kw-N 5 kw-LS DA-2. June
27, 1957 initial decision looked toward grant
of KNOE application and denial of Parrish.
Commission on Oct. 21 directed preparation of document looking toward granting
application of New Bcstg. Inc. for new class
B fm station to operate on 107.5 mc in
New York, N.Y., and denying competing
applications of Herbert Muschel and IndeCo. Oct.
1958 initial decisionpendent
lookedBcstg.toward
this 13,action.
Commission on Oct. 21 directed preparation of document looking toward granting
application of The Bridgeport Bcstg. Co. to
increase power of station WICC Bridgeport,
Conn., from 1 kw-D 500 w-N to 5 kw-D
1 kw-N and install new DA with same pattern for day and night operation, continuing operation on 600 kc. Dec. 2, 1958 initial
decision looked toward denial.
INITIAL DECISIONS
Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion issued
initial decision looking toward granting
application of Eastern Idaho Bcstg. and
Television Co. for new tv station to operate
on Hearing
-ch 8 in Examiner
Idaho Falls,Isadore
Idaho. A.
Ann.Honig
Oct. 21.
issued initial decision looking toward waiving Sec. 3.188(b)(4) relating to blanketing
interference and granting application of Radio KYNO The Voice of Fresno, to increase
daytime power of station KYNO Fresno,
Calif., from 1 kw to 5 kw, with non-DA,
continuing operation on 1330 kc 1 kw-N
DA-N; engineering condition. Ann. Oct. 22.
OTHER ACTIONS
By memorandum opinion and order. Commission granted petition by Radio Crawfordsville Inc., Crawfordsville, Ind., and
modified issues in am consolidated proceeding involving 1550 kc, to delete determination of financial qualifications of petitioner.
-Comr.
Oct. 21.Bartley abstained from voting. Ann.
By memorandum opinion and order, Commission denied petition by Broadcast BuSTATION
ENGINEERS!
Here's a Trim, Thrifty
1 KWFM
TRANSMITTER
Easy, Front Panel Tuning . . .
Takes as little floor space
as your office chairl

FM-1000A
AND LOOK AT THESE OTHER FEATURES:
* Accessible, Vertical Chassis Design
* Low Cost Tubes
* Multiplex Operation
* Conservatively Rated Components
Operating in FM stations across the country,
this cool beauty is running up new highs
in performance, economy and reliability.
Why not check into these ITA designs.
PRICE:
Including Factory
Installation Service!
$4395.00
By Far
Your Best FM Buy

INDUSTRIAL TRANSMITTERS
AND ANTENNAS
• UPPER DARBY, PA.
FLanders 2-0355 '"
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reau for reconsideration of that portion of
July 29 order (reopening record on application of Northside Bcstg. Co. for new am
station on 1450 kc 250 w Unl. in Jeffersonville, Ind., and remanding proceeding to
Hearing Examiner for further evidence)
which requires submission of additional
field intensity measurements. Ann. Oct. 21.
By memorandum opinion and order,
Commission denied petition by Richard F.
Lewis Jr. Inc. (WAYZ) Waynesboro, Pa.,
to reopen record and enlarge issues in proceeding cn application of Musical Heights
Inc., for new am station to operate on
1370 kc 500 w, DA-D, in Braddock Heights,
Md. Sept. 25 initial decision looked toward
denying Musical application. Ann. Oct. 21.
Santa Rosa Bcstg. Co., Santa Rosa, Calif.
—newDesignated
forto hearing
for
stationOct.
operate onapplication
1460 kc 1 kw
DA D.am Ann.
22.
WGTA Summerville, Ga. — Designated for
hearing application to change power from
1 kw to 5 kw, continuing operation on 950
kc D; made WAGG Franklin, Tenn., and
WRMA Montgomery,
ceeding. Ann. Oct. 22. Ala., parties to proMadison tscstrs., Madison, S.D. — Designated for hearing application for new am
station to operate on 1570 kc 250 w D; made
KMRS
Morris,
Ann. Oct.
22. Minn., party to proceeding.
By Order, Commission granted request
by St. Anthony Television Corp. (KHMA
[TV]; ch. 11) Houma, La., to dismiss
petition for rulemaking which sought
change in location of boundary between
zone II and zone III in eastern Mississippi
so as to reduce minimum separation between
KHMA and co-channel station WTOK-TV
Meridian, Miss., from 220 to 190 miles in
order to give KHMA (TV) more latitude in
selection of site from which it could better
serve Baton Rouge. Dismissal is without
prejudice to whatever decision Commission
may make when it considers proposals by
KHMA (TV) and WTOK-TV for change in
trans,
sites and Ann.
facilities
mile-separation.
Oct. with
22. "short 184
By memorandum opinion and order, Commission (1) dismissed petition by Central
West Virginia Service Corp., applicant for
new am station to operate on 1450 kc 250 w
Unl. in Buckhannon, W.Va., insofar as it
requested reconsideration of July 29 grant
of application of Upshur County Bestg. Co.
for new am station (WBUC) to operate
on 1460 kc 1 kw D in Buckhannon, and (2)
denied that portion of petition which requested reconsideration of Commission's action returning
Central's that
application
because
improperly
subscribed,
its application
tendered for filing on June 25 be accepted
nunc pro tunc as of May 15, and for waiver
of Sec. 1.361(b) of rules. To this extent,
Commission granted petition by Upshur
County
to dismissAnn.
Central's
Cross dissented.
Oct. 22.petition. Comr.
Commission scheduled following proceedings for oral argument on Nov. 19: Am applications of The Circle Corp. (WKIZ) Kalamazoo,andMich.,
Kalmazoo
Bcstg.
Kalamazoo,
Dowagiac
Bcstg.
Co., Co.,
Dowagiac,
Mich. Ann. Oct. 21.
By order, Commission amended part 3
of broadcast rules to delete, as no longer
necessary, those provisions of Sees. 3.40,
3.317 and
3.687 on
requiring
each broadcast
station to keep
hand prescribed
number
of spare vacuum tubes. Ann. Oct. 22.
By supplemental
report rule
and changes,
order, Commission made additional
effective Nov. 30, to carry out conclusions of
its report and order in am daytime skywave
proceeding adopted Sept. 18 to protect class
I clear channel stations from objectionable
skywave interference from future daytime
or limited time stations on those channels.
These changes, in main, clarify language
of new Sec. 3.187 so as to define pertinent
angles of radiation restrictions during two
hours after sunrise and two hours before
sunset; modifies same sec. to permit
changes in existing class II facilities which,
while not conforming to new restrictions,
would not cause interference greater than
from present facilities; and makes changes
relating to pre-sunrise operation not dealt
22.
with in Sept. 18 report and order. Ann. Oct.
Commission designated for consolidated
hearing following am applications involving
use of 930, 940, and 950 kc: 930 kc: RichBcstg. Florence
Co. (500 wBcstg.
DA-D),
Ind., 940mond kc;
Inc. Centerville,
(250 w D),
Brownsville. Tenn.; Charles H. Chamberlainland(1 kwBests.D),Co.Urbana,
Ohio:Jamestown,
Lake Cumber(1 kw D),
Ky.;
Citizens Bcstg. Co. (250 w DA-D), Lima,
Ohio; Shelby Bcstg. Co. (250 w D), Shelbyville,
RadioEast940Virginia
(1 kw Bcstg.
DA-D), Co.South
Haven,Ky.;
Mich.;
(10
kw 50 kw-LS DA-2 U), Smithfield, Va.;
W.L.K.Y. Inc. (1 kw D), Lexington, Ky.;

Miami Valley Christian Bcstg. Assn. Inc.
(250 w DA-D), Miamisburg, Ohio; Tri-Cities
Radio
Va.;
Western Corp.
Ohio (50
Bcstg.kw Co.DA-D),
(250 w Bristol,
D), Delphos.
Ohio; Raymond I. Kandel and Gus Zaharis
(250 w D), Zanesville, Ohio; The Tidewater
Bcstg. Inc. (10 kw D), Smithfield, Va.;
Greater
(10 Corp.
kw DA-D),
Takoma District
Park, Md.;Bcstg.
Caba Co.
Bcstg.
(1 kw
DA-D), Baltimore, Md.; Continental Bcstg.
Co. (5 kw DA-D), Cincinnati, Ohio; Rossmoynewin R. Corp.
kw kwD), D),
Lebanon,
EdFischer(1 (10
NewportPa.;News,
Va.;
Fort
Wayne
Bcstg.
Co.
(1
kw
DA-D),
Fort Wayne, Ind.; Catonsville Bcstg. Co. (1
kw DA-D), Catonsville, Md.; 950 kc: Seven
Locks Bcstg. Co. (1 kw DA-D), Potomac,
Md.;
RadioMd.;Associates
Inc., (1Bcstg.
kw DA-D),
Potomac,
Tenth District
Co. (1
kw DA-D), McLean, Va.; change day power
on 930 kc: Michigan Bcstg. Co. (WBCK) (1
kw DA-2 to 5 kw-LS DA-2), Battle Creek.
Mich.; &change
on 940 kc:
Radio
Tele. power
Co. (WMIX)
(1 kwMt. toVernon
5 kw
DA-D),
Mt.
Vernon,
111.;
change
power
on
950 kc: Radio Virginia Inc. (WXGI)
(1 kw
to 5 kw D),
Va.;w Guilford
vertising Inc.Richmond,
(WPET) (500
D to 5 kwAd-U
DA-2); Greensboro, N.C.; change facilities:
Virginia-Kentucky
(1250 kc 1 kw D to 940Bcstg.
kc 5 kwInc.
D), (WNRG)
Grundy,
Va.; WCPC Bcstg. Co. (WCPC) (1320 kc
5 kw D to 940 kc 10 kw DA-D), Houston,
Miss., and Cape Fear Bcstg. Co. (WFNC)
1390 kc 1 kw 5 kw-LS DA-2 to 940 kc 1 kw
10 kw-LS D-AN), Fayetteville, N.C.; made
following licensees parties to proceeding:
KXJK
ForrestWWJ
City, Detroit,
Ark.; WPFB
town, Ohio;
Mich.; MiddleKFVS
Cape Girardeau, Mo.; WLIV Livingston,
Tenn.;
WPEN
Philadelphia,
Pa.;
WXLW
Indianaoolis, Ind.; WNCC Barnesboro, Pa.;
WRRF Washington, N.C.; WIPR San Juan,
P.R.; WSLI Jackson, Miss.; WTZW Whitesburg,
Ky.; WESA
Charleroi,
Pa.: WGRP
Greenville,
Pa.; WFMD
Frederick.
Md.;
WCNR lisle.Bloomsburg,
Pa.;
and
WHYL
CarPa. Ann. Oct. 22.
Routine Roundup
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner Frederick W. Ford
Granted petition by Armin H. Wittenberg
Jr. for extension of time to Dec. 1 to file
exceptions to initial decision in proceeding
on
his application
Pasadenain
Presbyterian
Churchandforthat
fm offacilities
Los
ActionAngeles
Oct. 26.and Pasadena, both California.
Granted petition by Dixon Bcstg. Co. for
extension of time to Nov. 6 to file replies
to exceptions
in proceeding
on its111.,application for am facilities
in Dixon,
et al.
Action Oct. 22.
Granted petition by The Washington Post
Company (WTOP), Washington, D.C., for
extension of time to Nov. 2 to file replies to
opposition of WCVA Culpeper, Va., and
WARK Hagerstown, Md., and response of
Broadcast Bureau to petition of The Washington Post Co. to enlarge issues in proapplications
of Mid-American ceeding
Bcstg.on am
System
Inc., Highland
Park,
111., et al. Action Oct. 23.
Allowed protestant. John W. Davis, until
and including
Nov. 2byto Gospel
file replies
opposition to petition
Bcstg.to Co.,
assignee, for review, and to Broadcast Bureau's reply to petition for review, subject
matter of which pertains to examiner's rulpartially
quashed
protestant's
noticeingtowhich
depositions
in matter
asstake
ignment of licenses
of stations
KPAM of and
KPFM (FM) Portland, Ore. Action Oct. 23.
Granted motion by WLEX-TV Inc.. Lexfor extension
time to ington,
Dec.Ky., respondent,
1 to file proposed
findings of
of
fact and conclusions of law and for filing
of motions to correct transcript of record,
and to Jan. 4, 1960 to file replies to proposed findings, or for filing of statements
in support of, or in opposition to motions
to correct transcript of record in matter of
WHAS Inc. (WHAS-TV ch. 11), Louisville,
Ky. Action Oct. 23.
Granted petition by Allen B. DuMont
Laboratories Inc., for extension of time to
Nov. 6 to file exceptions to initial decision
in Boston,
tv ch. 5, remand proceeding. ActionMass.,
Oct. 23.
Granted petition by Musical Heights Inc.
to extent that time to file exceptions to
initial decision on its application for am
facilitiestendedinto Nov.
Braddock
Heights,
16. Action
Oct.Md.,
20. is exBy James
Chief D.
Hearing
Examiner
Cunningham
Granted
Binder-Carter-Durham Inc.,petition
Lansing,byMich.,
for dismissal
without prejudice of its am application and
retained in hearing status remaining applications in consolidation. Action Oct. 26.
Granted petition by Stevens - Wismer
Continued on page 117
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ADVERTISEMENTS
CLASSIFIED
(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE— Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 204 per word — $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 25$ per word — $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads #20.00 per inch— STATIONS FOR SALE advertising require display space.
• All other classifications 30tf per word — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
please). All transcriptions, photos,
Applicants- If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately,
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
manager who can
Have opening for sellingsmall
staff m middle
operate profitably with
Send comstate medium market.
Atlantic
etc. to Box 107R,
plete background details,
.
TING
BROADCAS
Pittsburgh area station wants experienced
announcer with first class ticket who is
manty to move into
seeking anagement.opportuni
Must be
$120 per week to start.have
car,
, married,
competent announcerhistory.
Send audition
good employment
tape, personal history employment record
Box 117R, BROADCASTphotograph.
and
G.
IN
Wanted . . . Radio station manager with
announcer,
sales ability,
West,
Key sales. new station
. . engineer,
man. Place top
. Must
commission
and
salary
Good
Florida.
and good references.
have provenandrecord
good future. Write giving
Permanent
Applicatio
details.
full history
Ala.ns conAliceville,
fidential R. E.andHook.

Aggressive manager, for expanding chains.
New 5000 watt Fargo, N.D. indie. Attractive
plan. Our
incentivepartners.
beautiful
salary, cessful
be
Mustsucmanagers become
Gene
promotion.
sales and Spokane, WashingtonWilonW. 411-33rd,
strong liams,
.
Sales
Northern Ohio medium market needs 2
for top grosses, experienced
building
men,
men only.
Box 308P, BROADCASTING.
Aggressive, experienced radio salesman with
at least 2 years fulltime radio selling experience. Only those with successful sales
record need apply. Position in metropolitan
market south Florida. Salary and commission open. Tell all in first letter, include
references. Box 740P, BROADCASTING.
Salesman-Excellent opportunity for good
producer. Strong independent major Indiana market. $6,000 plus. Box 801P, BROADCASTING.
$125.00 weekly for salesmen. Also bonus
and commission. Metropolitan market east
coast. Opportunity unlimited. Box 865P,
BROADCASTING.
$100-$150 weekly guarantee plus commisand bonus plan
aggressive
selfstartersion salesmen.
Tod for
station
Washington,
D.C. market. Box 867P, BROADCASTING.
Top sales producer needed for top 5,000
watt station in fast growing California
market of 300.000. The right man will have
chance to become sales manager. Salary
plus commission
or guarantee
commission. Send full
details of against
background
and
references
plus
picture
to
Box
903P,
BROADCASTING.
Excellent New York market, sound station,
good people, offers wonderful opportunity
in sales. Training provided. Potential five
figures. Box 937P, BROADCASTING.
Commercial
manager — Outstanding
oppor-to
tunity for aggressive
young producer
take over major eastern sales department.
Excellent income arrangement and chance
for promotion to higher management with
multi
-ownership group. Box 953P, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen — Two — Excellent chance to earn
top income and grow into management. We
promote from within. Major and small
market
opportunity — seven stations. Box
954P, BROADCASTING.
Aggressive. Good opportunity in growing,
pleasant, competitive major southeast
market. ComnlPtp retails first letter. Box
983P, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, November 2, 1959

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Sales
Salesman.
Preferably
someoperation
experience
medium market. Small staff
in middle
east. Send background and etc. to Box 108R,
BROADCASTING.
We are a fast growing midwest multiple
station organization that is expanding its
sales staff. We want future management material to develop within the next three to
five years.
you want ansalary
unusual
tunity withIf guaranteed
and opporbonus
plan plus a choice assignment of accounts,
send
complete
resume.
All
replies
confidential. Box 150R, BROADCASTING.
Texas kilowatt seeking salesman-announcer,
with minimum five years experience, under
40. send complete resume Box 184R,
mission.
BROADCASTING. $500.00 month plus comSalesman. Announcer, two experienced. If
ambitious, can make unlimited amount on
commission. Area sales or remote studio.
Box 192R, BROADCASTING.
California, KCHJ, Delano. Serves 1,300,000.
Increasing sales staff.
Experienced radio salesman now in Texas
market who wants to improve income. Rebuilding sales department. Ground floor
available.
Replies
confidential.
Don't Comcall.
All inquiries
answered.
Gordoni,
mercial Manager,
KECK, Stan
Odessa,
Texas.
Wanted, experienced salesman, salary plus
commission. Furnish complete background
and references. Contact Sam W. Anderson,
Manager, KFFA, Helena, Ark.
Experienced salesman desired or willing
salesman who can produce. We are taking
applications for combo or decent announc2333.
ers. Reply WCLW, Mansfield, Ohio, LA 5Young
work from.
numberFuture
one
station. man
Goodwilling
list toto work
for right man. Write Station Manager at
WTAC, Box 929, Flint, Michigan.
WWOL — Buffalo, New York, under new
ownership is expanding its sales organizaIf you'veif had
radio tion.sales,
you experience
can take ina specialized
specialized
story to prospective clients and bring back
the contracts, we will reciprocate with a
guarantee,missions.
protected
and liberal
Please write list
directly
to Arnoldcom-C.
Johnson, Vice President-General Manager,
WWOL, 315 Main Street, Buffalo, New York.
Excellent nouncer.
opportunity
for salesman-anMust be experienced.
Good pay
for
right
man.
Don
Mitchell,
BoxGa. 1560
Mt. Paran Road, N.W., Atlanta 5,
Announcers
Southber 1 station,
Florida inmetropolitan
market,
beautiful city
three Nummiles
from the Atlantic ocean, with wonderful
living
and
working
conditions,
needs
a
CASTING^
deejay at $135.00 a week. Send
swinging
resume, tape at once to Box 591P, BROADModern number one format station in one
of
ten live-wire
largest markets
auditioning
fastpaced,
announcers.
Key station
leading
chain
offers
big
pay,
big
oooortuING.
nitv.
Send tape to Box 864P, BROADCASTIn a California market of 300,000 there's a
top
waiting
for still
a top
If you're
reallyjobgood
and can
workdj. with
other
people,
you're
our
man.
Must
be
ableableto
sell and work with top 40. Must be
to project
personality.Send
Musttapebe
able
to holdsparkling
No. 1 audience.
picture and all details to Box 904P
BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Wanted, two young, aggressive deejays, intelligent andrequired.
willing
to work.
Some experience
Medium
size,
competitive
North Carolina
market.
Starting
salary
$60-$65. Successful operation, small turnover, great crew to work with. Send reING. sume and tape. Box 957P, BROADCASTExperienced. Mature voice. Production.
Knows modern independent radio. Major
southeast market. Tape only. Box 982P,
BROADCASTING.
First phone qualified technical maintenance
necessary. Eastern medium market. Send
tape
and background details to Box 109R,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-copywriter emphasis on copy,
preferably experienced. Send tape, copy
samples,
eastern medium
market. Boxbackground,
110R, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer with first class ticket
for Pittsburgh area station. $100 per week to
start. Send audition tape, resume and
photograph. Box 118R, BROADCASTING.
3 1st phone combo-announcers, no maintenance, top air155R,
salesman,
only experienced
wanted. Box
BROADCASTING.
Energetic and ambitious announcers needed for top-rated operation in west Texas.
Box 159R, BROADCASTING.
Northeast, emphasis local new, 10 hour
week. $85.00. Send background, tape, Box
115R, BROADCASTING.
Deejay patter material. DJ Books, P.O.
Box 1, Elkhart, Indiana.
Staff announcer; versatile and experienced
for network
Send tape,
picture,
salary desired station.
and complete
resume.
KCOL,
Fort Collins, Colorado.
KDUB,announcer.
Athens, Texas,
staff
Salary seeking
open. experienced
Wanted: Announcer for top rated station
in Cheyenne,
Wyoming,
stationormarket— a good sharp
man — three
no format
top
"40"
operation
—
two
years
experience
board
shift on radio and chance to work in
tv,
write or nouncer,
wire KFBC,R.Cheyenne,
H. Verdon.
Chief AnWyoming.
[f you have 2 years or more experience, are
worth $100.00 a week, capable of adult dj
work and ad-lib remotes, we can offer a
oosition with an 18 year old fulltime staContacttion.DickNo frantics.
Pittenger,Married
WASK, preferred.
McCarty Lane,
Lafayette, Indiana.
Multi-station owner staffing new superblyequipped kilowatt
daytimer
WAZY Indiana.
in attractive, progressive
Lafayette,
Need production-minded fast-pace air
salesman, agency-type self-starter account
executive, traffic gal-Friday, others. Fully
seasoned pros only,ship-management
withambitions.
realistic
ownerTell all
first
letter,
pix,
salary,
industry
references
to
P.O. Box 149.
Announcer-first phone. Florida west coast.
Top
salary, Send
ideal tape,
community,
working
conditions.
resume fine
to Manager.
WBRD, Bradenton, Florida.
WFIN, Findlay,
motion mindedOhio
dj. seeks
Dutiesproduction-prowill include
mobile unit news reporting. Station swings,
Is active as is this city of 30,000. Resume,
tape
opening.and photo to Manager. Immediate
Michigan independent wants experienced
announcer-dj. Details and tape to WOAP.
Owosso.
113

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
Wanted immediately! Experienced announcer withwriter first
announcer-copyfor new phone
modernandcommunity
station.
Send complete information today or phone
WPNC,
Plymouth,
North
Carolina.
Swan
3-4104.
Two announcers — for variety programming
with tight
production.
and staff.
security for the
right men.Stability
Congenial
We're hiring now. Send tape and references. Roger A. Beane, WSSV, Petersburg, Va. REgent 3-4567.
Wanted, experienced announcer with first
phone. WSYB, Rutland, Vermont.
Immediately,perienced. previous
stationLiberty,
combo, New
exNo tapes. WVOS,
York.
Announcers! Many openings-many markets.
Experienced? Send tapes, resumes to Paul
Baron, Manager, Broadcast Department,
Maude Lennox Personnel Agency, 630 Fifth
Avenue, New York 20, N.Y.
Excellent nouncer.
opportunity
for salesman-anMust be experienced.
Good pay
for right man. Don Mitchell, Box 1560
Mt. Paran Road, N.W., Atlanta 5, Ga.
Technical
February 1st opening for combination enand announcer.
in northern NewgineerYork.
Box 132R,Daytimer
BROADCASTING.
Washington consulting firm needs engineer
qualified in design and adjustment of Da
Arrays. encesPlease
give required.
qualifications,
and salary
Box refer139R.
BROADCASTING.
1,000 watt station has opening for chief
engineer - combination announcer. Good
salary and excellent working conditions for
right man. Send resume, references and
tape to Box 176R, BROADCASTING.
Capable chief
engineer-announcer.
Announcing secondary.
Established midwest
daytimer.
Quality
music-news.
Send
resume.
Box 177R, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer wanted with experience in
maintenance and repair of five kw directional. Ability to do their minimum announcing helpful. Midwest city of 100.000.
Send details to Box 179R, BROADCASTING.
First class ticket with dj or sales experience. Immediate opening, good pay to the
right man. Box 191R, BROADCASTING.
First phone operator seeking sales opporcounties.tunity. KCHJ, Delano, serving 14 California
WQTE, Monroe, Michigan, has opening for
engineer with first class ticket. Experience
preferred. Write or wire Irv Laing, Chief
Engineer.
Need chief engineer qualified to install and
maintain equipment for new 5 kw daytime
at KQAQ, Austin, Minnesota, employment
to begin about January 1st. No announcing.
Send details to L.L. Gould, 2873 Arlington,
Highland Park, Illinois. No calls please.
Production-Programming, Others
Copywriter ropolitan
and station.
trafficTopassistant.
metpay. Large
Box 863P,
BROADCASTING.
Private secretary and girl Friday. Large
metropolitan
station. $80-$100 weekly. Box
866P, BROADCASTING.
Traffic director, large metropolitan station.
Excellent pay. Box 868P, BROADCASTING.
We need copywriter who can give us lively,
imaginative copy. Will consider trained
beginner to work in forward looking
station
in small
cosmopolitan
Carolina town.
If male,
would like North
announcing
ability too. Box 897P, BROADCASTING.
News director for No. 1 station in two
stationportmarket.
write Have
and rewith accentMust
on gather,
local news.
all
facilities including mobile unit. Salary excellent and top working conditions. Immediate opening. Send resume, tape, photo
and
details to Ed Knight, KGFW, Kearney,
Nebraska.
114

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Newsmen. At least two years experience
in gathering, writing, and airing local news.
Personal interview required. WCGO, Chicago Heights, Illinois.
Capable newsman — we have mobile transmitter, portable tapes, aerial satellite, electronic secretary, typewriter, desk, separate
office, vacant due to illness. We want capable, aggressive news hound — preferably
able
appear on the air. WTVB, Coldwater,toMichigan.
WWOL— Buffalo, New York, under new
ownership, has need for experienced copywriter. Please send complete resume, photo
and sample copy to Arnold C. Johnson,
Vice President-General Manager. WWOL,
315 Main St., Buffalo, New York.
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
Station manager or commercial managei
available. Finest references from employer.
Sale of station reason for move. Contact
Box 960P, BROADCASTING.
Managing small market, number one programming and sales. Want metropolitan oi
medium, challenge, money. Top agency
references. Box 994P, BROADCASTING.
General manager, 10 years, sales B.A. degree, first phone, family, 33, veteran. Prefer small towns, employed. No rush, want
to
settle.
CASTING. References. Box 138R, BROADOne of the best young (35) station managers
in the business wants a new opportunity.
Three years major market radio. Five years
major market television. Selling is my
forte. Box 151R, BROADCASTING.
Aggressive broadcast executive: Full working knowledge of radio. 20 years technical
and managerial experience. Available as
combination general manager and chief
engineer. Box 172R, BROADCASTING.
Managerial. 18 years radio. Married. Still in
my 30's.ments.
Best
requireMidwestreferences.
market ofHonest
any size.
Full
details,
personal
interview.
Box
187R,
BROADCASTING.
Sales
Available. Seven years sales experience.
Two
sales manager's experience. Box
133R, years
BROADCASTING.
Format stations in top 50 markets only. Will
bill $3000 up monthly, depending on your
rate structure. Also personality dj with
history of #1 ratings. Fill two positions
with one man. Available immediately. Box
169R, BROADCASTING.
Advertising sales, sales promotion background. Opportunity create, sell new programs. Small station preferred. Salary secondary. Box 185R, BROADCASTING.
Radio-television experienced sales and management. Looking for opportunity with
future. ableMoving
due climate.
family health,
availfor desert
Montenot Strohl,
Cascade Broadcasting, Yakima, Washington.
Announcers
Sportscaster — Wants basketball, baseball,
football situation. Married, college, vet, experienced. Box 137R, BROADCASTING.
Negro dj dying — to make money for you.
Thinking
man's Have
taste, tape,
only will
the travel.
best music
filters
through.
Box
140R, BROADCASTING.
First phone deejay. Ten years experience.
Employed.
Please state salary. Box 143R,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-dj, college grad. Veteran desires
position New York City vicinity. Good voice
and personality. Tape and resume upon
request. Box 147R, BROADCASTING.
Negro, 21, no experience, disc jockey.
Broadcasting, operate board. Give opportunity. Box 153R, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Destination: New York City. Personality
dj, announcer, mc. 13 tremendous years of
radio and tv. 6 rewarding years in present
market. Currently
withbutonelong
of nation's
stations.
Doing great,
to work topin
or near
New
York
City.
I'm
on
the
launching pad.Box
Who 156R,
has space
and will pull
the
switch?
BROADCASTING.
Somewhere in southern California, preferably LA, there must be a place for a versatile disc-jockey-announcer. 12 years of
radio: 2 years on tv. In 4th year with leading 50 kw I station.
7 days
a week.
want toTop-rated
move myshows
experience,
enthusiasm, ideas and humor to a better
climate in a bigger market where my heart
is: Los Angeles or vicinity. Box 157R
BROADCASTING.
Announcer available immediately. College
trained. Two years experience in field. Box
160R, BROADCASTING.
Available immediately! Want news, dj spot
MA degree journalism. Excellent voice,
personable, intelligent style. Good general
experience. Box 168R, BROADCASTING.
Format stations in top 50 markets only
Personality dj with history of #1 ratings.
Also will bill $3000 up months, depending
on your rate structure. Fill two positions
with one man. Available immediately. Box
170R, BROADCASTING.
1st phone plus radio-tv degree. Strong on
sports and news. Young and experienced
Box 171R, BROADCASTING.
All - around announcer - dj. Experienced.
Deep, resonant voice. Fast production. Box
180R, BROADCASTING.
Announcer. Adult music. News. DJ. ComCreative. Tape available. Boxmercials.
183R,Cooperative.
BROADCASTING.
Miami, Florida area — Young University of
Miami broadcasting student desires position. Good voice and presentation, salary
unimportant.
Box 55-7252, Ludlam Branch.
Miami 55, Florida.
Experienced, versatile announcer. 4825
1672.
Drummond
Place, Chicago 39. NAtional 2Combo announcer-dj
First
phone. $90. Car.
4-1656.travel
Will
anywhere.
S. Grand, Spokane,

one year experience.
Prefer formula radio.
Kriss Crowther, 4021
Washington, Madison

Young, ambitious announcer. Just completed broadcasting course. Need experience.writer,
Will work
announcer,
salesman,asat staff
beginners
pay. copyGene
Home, Route 4, Matthews, North Carolina.
Top nesro d.i. Experienced. College, vet.
N.Y.C.
travel. Fred McMorris, 123 West 44th Street.
Announcer,
1st phone,
preventative maintenance,
$85. consider
no car. Berkshire
7-6721
after
5
p.m.
Walter
Piasecki,
2219 N.
Parkside, Chicago.
Colored. Beginner dj. Experience in sales,
control board operation. Willing to travel.
Telephone AC 2-5846. Address— Mel Placide,
121 St. Nickolas Ave., New York 26, N.Y.
Technical
First class engineer-announcer seeking job
with radio station. Box 959P, BROADCASTING.
Aggressive young man seeks position as
studio engineer. Have ticket. Will travel.
Box 161R, BROADCASTING.
1st phone engineer-announcer, W?. years
announcing experience. 4 years engineering
exoerience. Prefer upper midwest. Box
166R, BROADCASTING.
Chief Engineer fully qualified all phases,
low andence. If high
power,ability
over 20andyears
experiyou want
exoerience.
write,
wire
or
phone.
Farrelle,
2521
- 36th
Avenue, Sacramento, California. Telephone
Garden 1-2026.
Engineer. First class ticket. Three years
chief small station. Slightly handicapped.
Married. Owns car and housetrailer. Prefer
Rocky Mountain or midwest. Loren Gold.
P.O. Box 574, Fort Collins, Colorado.
BROADCASTING, November 2, 195?

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others

Production-Programming, Others

Sportscaster— tv, radio, play-by-play, seven
years experience. Top ratings. Seeking reCASTING.location in large market. Box 822P, BROADUp-grade your staff. Assistant manager,
program director, university trained, excellent references. Ten years broad experience in news, promotion, air-work. Sales
minded. Top flite announcer. Personal inCASTING. terviews in Florida. Box 922P, BROADMr. Station Owner! Your news operation
is the key to building sales, ratings, prestige. Would
you build
like a you
top-notch
news 134R,
operation? I can
one. Box
BROADCASTING.
Top-notch news director, personality is
looking. I can give your operation the
spark, the prestige that makes a winner.
Box 135R, BROADCASTING.
Get better radio-tv copy 4 ways from career-post-seeking writer offering agency
(most per,radio-tv),
pahouse organnews-editorial,
background. trade
Demands
reasonable. Box 145R, BROADCASTING.
Experienced program director wishes to
relocate. Prefer midwest. Married, family.
Box 163R, BROADCASTING.
Copywriter. All types of commercials.
Jingles too. Samples available. Anywhere.
Box 178R, BROADCASTING.
Copywriter — had 10 years experience in
radio and television. Available immediately.
Ellis Babcock, 33 North St., Pulaski, N.Y.
Girl — McLendon experience: Program director,
production-continuity
promotion, dj. Single.
Freed, 123 director,
East Locust,
San Antonio, Texas. PE 5-1888; PE 5-6744.
Local news reporter, wire editor. Excellent
courthouse, city hall, political,^ other
sources.best
Plenty
experience,
hard on'worker,
sober,
references.
Average
newscasting, continuity, station chores. Four
years present job, until ownership change.
Need $100 weekly. Address: Reporter, Box
686, Carlsbad, N.M.
Newsworthy! Radio journalist, Europe timely, human interest tapes (3-5 minutes) your
call letters. Reasonable. U.S. Broadcasting
Associates, 422 Washington Building, Washington, D.C.

Wanted tv
in major
west manager
coast market:
Allaround
promotion
to handle
publicity,
sales
promotion,
merchandising,
research, ad layout and copy, complete
budget planning
execution.SendSalary
commensurate with and
experience.
complete
resume,
current
photo
to
Box
917P,
BROADCASTING.
Continuity writer, must be prolific and talented. Wanted
for fivemidwest
(man) continuity
department in good
market. Will
confer directly with clients, so personality
a must, vast experience not required. If you
know television and all types of tv copies,
good opportunity for advancement. Send
resume,ments samples,
pic Needed
and salary
requirein first letter.
immediately
to
start
immediately.
Box
152R,
BROADCASTING.
Administrative assistant to director of tv
film programming and distribution, in
world-wide organization. Fine opportunity
for advancement in growth company, including profit sharing and other employee
benefits. Location Chicago. Write Box 190R,
BROADCASTING.
Leading northeastern Wisconsin tv station
looking for staff announcer. Send photo,
audition tape, history, and all particulars
to WFRV-TV, Green Bay, Wisconsin.
Creative writer for northern - Illinois television station. Television experience not
necessary, must have radio background.
Will join staff of three. Prefer applicant
from Illinois, Wisconsin, Indiana, Iowa
area. Send complete details to John W.
Kelin, WTVO, Box 470, Rockford, Illinois.

TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Announcers
Announcer for sign-on shift midwest tv
station. Prefer applicant from Illinois, Wisconsin, Indiana, Iowa area. TV experience
not necessary, but must have radio background. Position open late November. Send
full resume and recent photo to J. W.
Kelin,
Program
Director, WTVO, Rockford.
Illinois.
Technical
Growing small western concern needs able
man with good electronic background and
some tv station, microwave, and closedcircuit experience for planning, installing
and servicing tv program facilities. Send
complete record including references, expected salary, recent photograph. Box 623P,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Good licensed transmitter engineer. Live in good town enjoy good working conditions. Interested only in man now
living in southwest. Write giving full background and experience to KBTX-TV, Box
3237, Bryan, Texas.
TV studio engineers for design, test, and
field engineering. Rapidly expanding progressive company. All benefits, plus rapid
advancement for qualified engineers. FotoVideo Laboratories, Inc. CE. 9-6100, Cedar
Grove, New Jersey.
Assistant chief engineer or studio operations. Salary open. Prefer 2 to 3 years experience in maintenance. J. Smith, Chief
Engineer, Box 840, Corpus Christi, Texas.
BROADCASTING, November 2, 1959

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Attention California, TV announcer producer. Well qualified, 5 years major market,
some net experience. Masters degree.
Strongest
musiconandad audience
participation shows.on Good
lib. Excellent
west
coast references. Write Box 174R, BROADCASTING.
Television personality. MC, dance host,
radio
dj, commercials.
children's character,
on-camera
Ten yearsexcellent
experience. Employed major market. Family,
college degree. Box 175R, BROADCASTING.
News and staff. Writer. Television and radio experience. Versatile. Reliable. Box
181R, BROADCASTING.
Technical
Chief engineer — 10 years experience.
Proven record. Presently assistant chief.
Strong on planning, construction. Six years
ING.
in present job. Box 952P, BROADCASTWill trade eleven years experience in tv
maintenance, operations and administration,
for
in solid medium
size supervisory
station. Box position
141R, BROADCASTING.
Production — Programming, Others
Production manager-director: Married, B.A.,
M.A., 2V2 years. TV experience, desires position requiring initiative. Box 920P, BROADCASTING.

TELEVISION

TV film editor, 4 years CBS o&o station
experience,
BA. degree. Knows film pack-'
ING. newsfilm.
ages,
Box 136R, BROADCAST-

Situations Wanted — Announcers
Experience seeks opportunity. Six years
radio, four years television. News, sports,
commercials
that sell. Box 142R, BROADCASTING.

Writer-producer-director. Practical experience, local, regional. Creative, versatile. Box
182R, BROADCASTING.
Experienced director, family, lively, imagination, creative ability. 6 ypars. All phases.
Production. Box 186R, BROADCASTING

Young, rector
experienced
dj (22)
program
diwith first phone.
Current
market
well over 100,000. This station #1 by Hooper
and Pulse. Desire permanent position in
modern format station. TV newscasting and
commercial experience. $125 minimum.
Married, college, references. All inquiries
acknowledged. Box 144R, BROADCASTING.
Announcer. 7 years experience in small
market radio and tv. 34, family man, sober,
best of references. Excellent commercial and
news delivery. Wants opportunity to earn
in larger market. Now in upper midwest.
Will move anywhere. Please write Box
158R, BROADCASTING.
1st phone
Strong on
sports
and plus
news.radio-tv
Young degree.
and experienced.
Box 171R, BROADCASTING.

Laurence

FOR SALE
Equipment
For sale.. 5 kw vhf tv transmitter channels
2-6. 25 kw vhf amplifier channels 2-6. 25 kw
vhf amplifier channels 7-13. Box 976P.
BROADCASTING.
RCA TKIC monoscope camera with 2F21
tube. One-year old new condition. Half
price.tor with
GE console
control pedestal
room 15 inch
color power
moniregulated
supplies
self-contained.
New
in
original
crates. Make offer. Box 165R, BROADCASTING.

sells Laurence

News

Network

TV - radio commentator and
emcee-host returns from 3month vacation abroad to
seek a top spot with agency,
network or large market outlet.
An interview preferably in Washington,
New York, or Chicago, at my expense,
can be arranged today. Wire or Call!
Dorchester House

JOCK LAURENCE

2480 16th St., N.W., Washington, D. C.
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FOR SALE
Equipment — (Cont'd )
3 microphones: Western Electric 633-A;
RCA 88A; Michigan.
Altec 639-B; $150 for all. WDBC.
Escanaba,
Collins 21A 5 kw transmitter maintained in
original condition,
factory-approved
modifications,
now only
operating.
Excellent
quality. Ten years old. Price $4,000. Terms.
Address Radio Station WISE, Box 75, Scenic
Highway, Asheville, N.C.
Heavy duty, 300 foot guyed tower, standing, 304angular
feetcross section,
with beacon.
Uniform
trihas base
insulator.
Strong enough to support side antenna.
Excellent condition. WKAN, Kankakee,
Illinois.
Commercial crystals and new or replacement crystals for RCA, Gates, W.E., Bliley
and J-K holders, regrinding, repair, etc.
BC-604
crystals.
Also amtestimonials
monitor service.
Nationwide
unsolicited
praise
our products
and
fast
service.
Eidson Electronics Co., Box 31, Temple, Texas.
Video monitors. Closed circuit and broadcast. Foto-Video Laboratories Inc., Cedar
Grove, New Jersey. CE. 9-6100.
Two 198-foot antenna towers, guyed-type,
pivot base, triangular, 20-ft. bolted sections,
with lights, transmission lines, etc. FormerIn place,
Salinas, California.
Mustly KSBW-AM.
be removed.
Bid opening
December
15, 1959, for either or both. For bid forms
contact Division of Highways, Box 841, San
Luis Obispo, California, Attention: J. F.
Powell, telephone Liberty 3-6000.
One
model MBC —4120kc Multiplex
with
two subchannels,
and 67 kc.exciter
Used about
six months. Top care and condition while
in service. Withdrawing from Multiplex opEntire installation
cost about $10,000. Makeeration.offer.
Radio Broadcasting
Co.,
18th Floor, Inquirer Bldg., Philadelphia 30.
Pa.
WANTED

TO BUY

Stations
Let me invest in, purchase or lease your
station.ager of Young,
successful inmanthe westprofitably
seeks ownership
the
west. Replies confidential. Box 162R,
BROADCASTING.
Want to retire? Let me buy in and manage
with eventual ownership in view. Twenty
years experience in radio and tv. Prefer
midwest or New England 250 station. Other
locations definitely considered. Box 188R,
BROADCASTING.

INSTRUCTION
Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st
phone license, 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations
required. Enrolling now for classes starting
January 6, March 2, May 4, June 29, 1960.
For information, references and reservations write William B. Ogden, Radio Operational Engineering School, 1150 West Olive
Avenue, Burbank, California.
FCC firstanteed
phone
license
in six
instruction
by master
approved. Request brochure.
License
Texas. School, 2603 Inwood

weeks.
teacher.GuarG.I.
Elkins Radio
Road, Dallas,

FCC license in six weeks. Resident classes
November 16, January 18. Guaranteed personal instruction by Waldo Brazil, Pathfinder Radio Service, 510 16th St., Oakland,
California.
MISCELLANEOUS
Plan Christmas spot campaigns now. We
write, voice, record custom commercials.
No
M-J Productions,
2899 Templeton jingles.
Road, Columbus,
Ohio.
Want employment in West Virginia? List
your qualifications in the monthly publication of the West Virginia Broadcasters Association at no charge. Send particulars to
Editor
"NewsCharleston,
and Views",
Ave., S.E.,
W.Va.3615-B Kanawha
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management

EXPERIENCED SALESMANAGER WANTED
Who can realize exceptional earnings
at a top-rated midwest major market
independent.
If you're
to work
around
the clock
and willing
personally
and
continuously solicit business — not just
"supervise" — and if you can prove
your ability through past performance
and references — contact us immediately.
Top earnings, stock options and fringe
benefits available to right man. Please
don't reply unless you have truly outstanding record.
Box 880P, BROADCASTING.

Sales

Haskell Bloomberg, Station Broker, 208 Fairmount Street, Lowell, Massachusetts, Telephone Glenview 5-5823.
Equipment
Wanted. Will buy pullers for model 900
Presto tape machines. Write Chief Engineer,
Radio
sota. Station KATE, Albert Lea, Minne3-5 kw and
fm transmitter
without tape
player
accessories. with
Alsoor interested
250
w to 10 kw, am and fm. Submit details.
Compass Electronics Supply, 75 Varick
Street, New York 13.
INSTRUCTIONS
F.C.C. first phoneor license
preparation
by
correspondence
in resident
classes.
Grantham Schools are located in Hollywood,
Seattle, Kansas City, and Washington. Write
for our free 40-page brochure. Grantham
School of Electronics, 3123 Gillham Road,
Kansas City 9, Missouri.
Be prepared. First phone in 6 weeks, Guaranteed instruction. Elkins Radio License
School of Atlanta. 1139 Spring St., N.W.,
Atlanta, Georgia.
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Major Market Leader
Now Interviewing for
Local Sales Manager
Will set early talks with applicants
between 30-38 having minimum five
years radio-tv sales experience, two
in sales management. Medium market
background acceptable, but must have
a real success story as a "working"
sales executive. We're an established
regional in one of top 30 markets. Our
man will start with $10,000 guarantee
in a situation that can top $15,000
first year. Must be capable of moving
up executive ladder as expansion
continues. East Coast.
Box 189R, BROADCASTING

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

DISC JOCKEYS— NEWSMEN
Positions open in several major
markets for top-flight formula men.
Salary commensurate with ability.
Thoroughly experienced only need
apply. Rush tape, resume to:
Dick Lawrence
WNDR
Syracuse, New York

ANNOUNCERS
LOSING JOBS? LACK THAT PROFESSIONAL
SOUND? ISHED . .AUDITION
TAPE NOT A POL. SHOWCASE?
S.A.S. is the ONLY school in the east that
offers ing,"PROFESSIONAL
ADVANCED" coachin all phases of ANNOUNCING
...
including TIGHT FORMAT BOARD WORK.
10 week course for those who can qualify
. . . AUDITION TAPE included with course.
Remember . . . announcers . . . are MADE
. . . not born. "Let us analyze your present
audition
tape, THERE
IS NO CHARGE."***
For information
and brochure
contact . . .
MR. KEITH . . . SU 7-6938.
NEW YORK SCHOOL OF ANNOUNCING & SPEECH
160 West 73rd Street
N.Y. 23, N.Y.
* BY APT. ONLY.

TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Sales
LOCAL SALES MANAGER
to assume complete charge of local sales
of New York State TV station. Right man
can find great
happiness, with
security
possibilities for promotion
our and
growing
radio-tv organization. We want a man who
knows how to sell and service, as well as
to direct salesmen. May be a sales manager now,perienceorin selling
may have
TV several
locallyyears'
and exbe
ready now for greater responsibility. Must
have the ability to produce, and to get
along with people. We will pay a good
salary, lected.
plus References
percentage
of No
localfloaters
sales colrequired.
nor
drinkers
need
apply.
Send
complete
details
first letter.
Box 130R, BROADCASTING

TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Management
Desire challenging opportunity to (1) Make
money. (2) Save money. (3) Operate station efficiently and creatively. 13 years successfulordinating
background
in organizing
coprogramming,
production,andsales,
videotape,
administration'.
Presently
employed management level at network o&o.
West coast interview can be arranged.
Box 146R, BROADCASTING
BROADCASTING, November 2, 1959

FOR SALE
Equipment, etc.
LEADING TOP NAME
BACKGROUND MUSIC FRANCHISE
Has had steady long term growth. Fine
contract position. Almost no competition.
Fabulous potential. Only #40,000 down
gets you in on the ground floor of the
subscription broadcasting industryBox 154R, BROADCASTING
WANTED

TO BUY

Stations
CONSTRUCTION PERMIT
WANTED
Experienced broadcaster is interested in acquiring a construction
permit for an AM station in W.
Texas, New Mexico, Arizona or
Colorado. Submit details.
Box 173R, BROADCASTING.
Responsible business man looking
for radio station in $100,000.00
price, range. Must be in black.
Brokers invited.
Box 204
Bridgeport, Connecticut
EMPLOYMENT

Top
•
•
•

Sam

SERVICE

RADIO
TV
ADV.
job placements in the dynamic southeast. Hundreds of job openings.
Announcers • Engineers
Disk Jockeys • Copywriters
News Directors
• Salesmen
Free registration — Confidential
Professional Placement
458 Atlanta,
Peachtr'eeGa.Arcade
Eckstein
JA 5-4841

By Hearing Examiner J.D. Bond
Granted motion by Clearwater Bcstg.
Corp. (WDCL), Tarpon Springs, Fla., for
continuance of hearing from Oct. 26 to Dec.
2 in proceeding on its application for mod.
of license. Action Oct. 22.
Granted petition by Waco Radio Co.,
Waco, Tex., for leave to amend its am application to change
its date
financial
proposal;
further ordered
release
of order
to be
effective date of order for purposes of appeal. Action Oct. 22.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
Granted petition by Island Teleradio
Service Inc., Charlotte Amalie, St. Thomas,
V.I., for continuance of further prehearing
conference from Nov. 2 to Nov. 9 at 2 p.m.
in proceeding on am applications of Island
Teleradio and WPRA Inc. (WPRA), Guaynabo, P.R. Action Oct. 23.
Broadcast
Bureau
forGranted
extensionpetition
of timebyfrom
Oct. 26 to
Nov.
9 to file proposed findings in proceeding on
am applications of John Laurino, Ashland,
-

STATIONS
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
RADIO STATION
1000 watts— possible 5000 watts. Tremendous growth area. 1,000,000 population in coverage area. Purchase
price $350,000, 30% down, balance
five years.
Box 984P, BROADCASTING

FOR SALE
Excellent AM-FM facility in good Southern market with metropolitan population of over 250,000. Gross billing constantly improving with excellent future
potential.
Asking price is $135,000 on
terms.
Box 131 R, BROADCASTING

MISCELLANEOUS
FUNNYPHONE
Radio's
new andweeks
successful
fun game!
13 entertaining
of instantaneous
audience reaction. 650 clever Funnyphone questions and answers; formats;
teasers; promos, $100. For more details, write or wire:
SPECIALIZED PROGRAMMING
SERVICES
Box 694P, BROADCASTING

NEW! EFFECTIVE! EXCLUSIVE!
Only one radio station or Disk Jockey
in each market eligible for the "Official
Top Twenty Record Quiz." Ideal for
the promotion of any station or personality. Write for sample and complete
details sent to you by mail.
NETWORK PROMOTIONS
P.O. Box 3564
Cleveland Hts 18, Ohio
BROADCASTING, November 2, 1959

Va., and The Capital Bcstg. Co. (WNAV),
Annapolis, Md. Action Oct. 26.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
Granted petition by Herman Handloff for
leave to amend his application for new am
station in Newark, Del., to show maximum
expected operating values in two areas of
Handloff — proposed DA pattern. Action Oct.
26.
On joint oral motion of applicants and
with consent
continued hearing of
fromBroadcast
Oct. 21 toBureau,
9 a.m., Nov.
24 in proceeding on applications of Alkima
Bcstg. Co., for am facilities in West Chester,
Pa., et al. Action Oct. 20.
By Hearing Examiner Millard F. French
By agreement
of from
parties,
hearing conference
Oct.continued
26 to Nov.pre-12
in proceeding on applications of Suburban
Bcstg. Inc., and Camden Bcstg. Co. for fm
facilities in Mount Kisco, N.Y., and Newark,
N.J. Action Oct. 21.
By Hearing Examiner Isadore A. Honig
On own motion, continued procedural
dates in proceeding on applications of Richard L. DeHart for am facilities in Mountlake Terrace, Wash., et al.; continued further hearing from Nov. 24 to Dec. 23. Action
Oct. 23.
Issued order following prehearing conference in proceeding on am applications of
WJIV Inc. (WJIV) Savannah, Ga„ et al.,
formalizing certain agreements reached at
Oct. 22 prehearing conference, and continued23.hearing from Oct. 26 to Dec. 8. Action Oct.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
On uled
ownfor 2 motion,
advanced
hearing
p.m., Oct.
29 to 9:30
a.m., schedsame
date, in proceeding on am application of

Continued from page 112
Bcstg. Co. to extent that it seeks dismissal
of its application for new am station in
Caro, Mich.; dismissed application with
prejudice and retained in hearing status retion Oct.maining
26. applications in consolidation. AcUpon request by Interstate Bcstg. Inc.
(WQXR), New York, N.Y., scheduled oral
argument
for 9:15
a.m., Oct.in 29,proceeding
on its petition for leave
to intervene
on
am applications of County Bcstg. Corp.,
Gloucester,
Mass., et al.; parties limited to
five
Actionminutes
Oct. 26.for presentation of argument.

Calif.
Minn.
Ky.
Ariz.
Mass.
Fla.
Ala.
Okl.
N.Y.
Fla.

Single
Single
Single
Monop.
Small
Medium
Medium
Medium
Large
Medium
Metro
Metro
Major

250w-F
Ikw-D
Ikw-D
250w
Ikw-D
250w
250w-F
Ikw-F
Ikw-D
5kw-D
Ikw-D
Ikw-D
Combo.

65M
105M
100 M
65M
135MM
250
160 M
150 M
150M
185M
100M
175WI
850 M
325 M

terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms

Gulf
terms
Ala.
terms
East
terms
terms
N.E.
Major
And Others.
Ikw-D
PAUL H.
CHAPMAN
COMPANY
INCORPORATED
MEDIA BROKERS
Atlanta
Chicago
Please address:
182 W. Peachtree
New Ycrk
Atlanta 9, Ga.
San Francisco

FOR
SALE
•~&~>
teP's '-<£■'-. -^O^
FLORIDA
§ By owner, full time, small market,
§well
good earning
Low equipped,
down payment,
long termrecord.
pay§out at 5%. Excellent opportunity
. for owner-manager. Financial ref& erences necessary. No brokers.
£
Box 167R, BROADCASTING. §
t/~■^Or<j>
THE PIONEER FIRM OF TELEVISION AND RADIO MANAGEMENT
CONSULTANTS
ESTABLISHED 1946
NEGOTIATIONS MANAGEMENT
APPRAISALS
FINANCING
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D. C.
Stations for Sale
#48,000 to #1,000,000 in cities 5,000
population to 5,000,000 population.
Write, wire or call immediately.
patt Mcdonald, box 9266,
AUSTIN, TEXAS. GL 3-8080 or
Jack Koste, 60 East 42nd Street,
N.Y. 17, N.Y. MU 2-4813.
NORMAN
& NORMAN
INCORPORATED
Broken — Consultants — Appraisers
RADIO-TELEVISION STATIONS
Nation-Wide Service
Experienced Broadcasters
Confidential
Negotiations
Security BIdg.

Davenport, Iowa

STATIONS FOR SALE~~~"-~~
Ours is a personal service, designed to
fit your finances, your qualifications and
your
If youneeds.
are in the market for either an
AM, FM or TV station anywhere in the
country be sure to contact us at once.
JACK I. STOLL & ASSOCIATES
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif.
Hollywood 4-7279
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Continental Bcstg. Corp. (WHOA), San
Juan, P.R. Action Oct. 26.
On own motion, scheduled prehearing
conference for Oct. 29 at 3 p.m., in proceeding on application of Oklahoma QualBcstg. Co. Okla.
to change
TV ityLawton,
Actionfacilities
Oct. 21. of KSWOScheduled oral argument for 2 p.m., Oct.
30, on petitions for leave to amend their am
applications by Skokie Valley Bcstg. Co.,
Evanston, 111.; Eider C. Stangland, Sheldon,
Iowa, and Rollins Bcstg. Inc. (WBEE), Harvey, 111., applications are in consolidated
proceeding with am applications of Radio
St. Croix Inc., New Richmond, Wis., et al.
Action Oct. 20.
On own motion, corrected transcript of
record in proceeding on application of May
Bcstg. Co., Shenandoah, Iowa, for renewal
of license of station KMA (AM). Action
Oct. 20.
Dismissed petition for stay filed by Sam
H. Bennion of Idaho Falls, Idaho, tv ch. 8
proceeding;
Bennion's
application
was dis-—
on Sept.
9, leaving
applicant
Eastern missedIdaho
Bcstg.
and one
Television
Co.
Action Oct. 20.
By Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClenning
Pursuant to agreements reached at further prehearing, conference on applications
of Bald Eagle-Nittany Bcstrs. and Suburban
Bcstg.
Corp.,State
for College,
new am Pa.,
stations
in Belle-to
fonte and
continued
Nov. 23, Dec. 7. and Dec. 21, respectively,
dates for exchange of preliminary drafts of
applicants'
exhibits,
for
exchange technical
of writtenengineering
sworn exhibits
constituting direct cases of parties, and for
notification of witnesses to be made available for cross examination, and continued
hearing
Oct. 23. from Dec. 2 to Jan. 4, 1960. Action
Granted motion by Centre Bcstrs. Inc.
(WMAJ), State College, Pa., for further
prehearing conference at 9:30 a.m., Oct. 23
in proceeding on applications of Bald EagleNittany Bcstrs. and Suburban Bcstg. Corp.,
for am facilities in Bellefonte and State
College, Pa. Action Oct. 19.
Granted petition by KFWB Bcstg. Corp.,
and continued date for exchange of exhibits by respondent to Nov. 23 and for
notification of witness for cross examination
to Nov. 28, and continued hearing from
Nov. 10 to Dec. 7 in proceeding on application of Southbay Bcstrs. for am facilities
in Chula Vista, Calif. Action Oct. 20.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
On oral request of counsel for Mid-America Bcstrs. Inc. (KOBY), San Francisco,
Calif., and without objection by counsel of
other parties, continued prehearing conference from Oct. 28 to Nov. 18 in proceeding on am applications of Mid-America and
Robert L. Lippert, Fresno. Action Oct. 26.
Granted petition by Chester Bcstg. Co.,
Chester, 111., for leave to amend its am application by changing its trans, and ant.
site; application is in consolidated proceeding
with
Co. (KFVS),
Girardeau, Hirsch
Mo., etBcstg.
al. Action.
Oct. 20. Cape
Upon request by applicant and without
objection by Broadcast Bureau, continued
hearing
from Bcstg.
Oct. 30Co.,
to Nov.
on applica-in
tion of CHE
for am13 facilities
Albuquerque, N.M. Action Oct. 20.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By Broadcast Bureau
Actions of October 23
Omaha,
Neb. —by Granted
of KOIL
positive
control
Don W.acquisition
Burden
through purchase of stock from L. Fargo
Wells.
KYVA Gallup, N.M.— Granted license for
America's

am station
and specify
remote
control
location. studio location and
WBCNcense for (FM)
Boston, Mass.— Granted lifm station.
KLIR-FM
Denver,
Colo. — Granted license
for fm station.
KIXL-FM Dallas, Tex.— Granted license
for fm station; remote control permitted;
and license to operate old main trans, as
aux. trans.; remote control permitted.
WIBG Philadelphia, Pa. — Granted license
covering increase in daytime power, installation new trans, and minor changes in
operating parameters; subject to condition
thai any other further order which Commision may deem necessary and proper for
conformance
licensee
"with terms
and
conditions ofbyNorth
American
Regional
Broadcasting Agreement and any and all
amendments and supplements thereto, be
complied with.
WCPO-FM
cense coveringCincinnati,
increase inOhio—
ERP. Granted li/•WBOF
Virginia
Beach,
Va.
of cp to change type trans.— Granted mod.
WBAX Wilkes-Barre,
permitted
(main trans.).Pa. — Remote control
WGPA-FM
trol permitted.Bethlehem, Pa.— Remote conWKYW Louisville, Ky. — Remote control
permitted.
KZIN ofCoeur
Idaho — Granted
change
remote d'Alene,
control authority.
"22 fm staGranted Actions
licenses offorOctober
following
tions: WNOK-FM Columbia, S.C.; WSWM
(FM) East Lansing, Mich., and specify stulocation same
FM dioNewton,
Kan. as trans, location; KJRG*WAJCcovering
(FM) Indianapolis,
license
decrease in Ind.—
ERP. Granted
KXRX San Jose, Calif.— Granted license
covering installation new type trans.
WIFI (FM) Glenside, Pa.— Granted license
covering increase in ant. height to AW ft.,
and changes in ant. system.
WHIL Medford, Mass. — Granted license to
use old main trans, as aux. trans.
WCCN Neillsville, Wis.— Granted license
covering
new trans.increase in power and installation
WMRC Milford, Mass. — Granted license
covering increase in power.
KHGM (FM) Houston, Tex.— Granted license covering change in frequency, type
ant., ERP and main studio location.
WIBG Philadelphia, Pa. — Granted license
for aux.-D, alternate-main night trans, and
specify trans.; subject to condition that
any other or further order which Commission may deem necessary and proper
for conformance by licensee with terms
and conditions of North American Regional
Broadcasting Agreement and any and all
amendments and supplements thereto, be
complied with.
WLOE-FM
cense coveringLeaksviUe,
decrease inN.C.—
ERP. Granted liKRE-FM Berkeley, Calif. — Granted license covering increase in ERP, decrease
ant. height and installation new ant. type.
KTWR (FM) Tacoma, Wash.— Granted license covering installation new trans, and
change ERP.
*KTIS-AM-FM, KNWS, KFNW Minneapolis, Minn., Waterloo, Iowa and Fargo,
N.D.
mod. of College.
licenses to change
name— Granted
to Northwestern
KISN Vancouver, Wash. — Granted mod.
of license to operate trans, by remote control by employes of Station KISN only,
while using non-DA.
WLAV Grand Rapids, Mich. — Granted cp
to install old main trans, for aux. purposes
only.
WCDT Winchester, Tenn.— Granted cp to

Leading

Business

Brokers

Interested in buying or selling Radio and TV Properties?
When your business is transacted through
the David Jaret Corp., you are assured of
reliability and expert service backed by over
36 years of reputable brokerage.
D A V ID
1 50 MONTAGUE STREET
BROOKLYN 1 , N. Y.
Ulster 2-5600
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JARET
CORP.

intall new trans.
WDBMnew Statesville,
N.C.— Granted cp to
install
trans.
Granted cps to install new trans, for following stations: KERN McClatchy Newspapers, Bakersfield, Calif.; WWIN Belvedere
Bcstg.
Corp.,
Baltimore,
Md.; KYRO
Franklin County Bcstg.
Inc., Potosi,
Mo.; WCOG
WCOG Inc., Greensboro, N.C.
KISW (FM) Seattle, Wash.— Granted cp
to replace expired permit which authorized
change of ERP and installation of new
trans.
*WIPR-FM San Juan, P.R.— Granted cp
to
expired permit
which fm
authorized
newreplace
noncommercial
educational
station.
WTEL
Philadelphia,
Pa.—
Granted
cp to
mitted.
change type trans.; remote control per*KVIL
Tex. — Granted
mod.
of cpHighland
to changePark,
type trans.
KB
AM
Longview,
Wash.—
of cp to change type trans. Granted mod
KCYL Lampasas, Tex. — Granted extento Dec. 15 to operate 5
a.m. sion
to of 7authority
p.m.
Following stations were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: KLTJU
Toledo, Ore. to April 6, 1960; KB AM Longview, Wash, to Dec. 10; WKDN-FM Camand *WGTV (TV)
Athens,den, N.J.
Ga.to toDec.
May 23,
5, 1960.
Actions of October 21
KRCT Pasadena, Tex. — Granted acquisition of positive control by Leroy J. Gloger
through purchase of stock from John H.
Touchstone.
Granted
of WHYE
license Roanoke,
to RoanokeVa. —Bcstrs.
Inc. assignment
KBFM (FM)
Lubbock,
Tex.—
signment of license and SCA Granted
to Jack asW.
Blankenship and Emmett B. Kerr, d/b as
Commercial Music Service of Lubbock, Tex.
KBFM (FM) Lubbock, Tex.— Granted asMusic Inc.signment of license and SCA to Background
KRKD-FM Los Angeles, Calif.— Granted
assignment
Bcstg.
Corp. of SCA to Trans American
Actions of October 20
KBAK-TV Bakersfield, Calif.— Granted cp
to change ERP to vis. 120 kw, aur. 64.6 kw;
trans, location; type trans, and type ant.,
and make changes in equipment; ant.
3,690 ft.
KXIi (TV) Ardmore, Okla. — Granted
mod. of cp to change studio location (same
as
rules.trans, site) and waived Sec. 3.613 of
KXAR Hope, Ark. — Granted extension of
authority to Jan. 19, 1960 to operate 6 a.m.
to 6:30 p.m., weekdays and 7 a.m. to 6:30
p.m. Sundays.
Actions of October 19
WVEC ment of license
Hampton,
Va. — Granted
assignto Peninsula
Radio Corp.
WSAI-FM Cincinnati, Ohio — Granted mod.
of SCA to change subcarrier frequencies to
26
1961.kc and 65 kc for period ending Oct. 1,
WRUL
Scituate, Mass.
sion of completion
date —to Granted
March 31,exten1960.
Action of October 16
KFLW Klamath Falls, Ore. — Granted cp
to install new trans, and change studio location; remote control permitted; condition.
Actions of October 14
KVEN-FM Ventura, Calif.— Remote control permitted.
KEVL White Castle, La.— Remote control
permitted. Actions of October 13
KRKD - AM - FM Los Angeles, Calif . —
Granted
American assignment
Bcstg. Corp.of license to Trans
WALO Humacao, P.R. — Remote control
permitted.
WRFDmote control
Columbus-Worthington,
Ohio — Repermitted.
Correction
to FCC Oct.
Report
Broadcast Actions, dated
20: No.
Item3435,
regarding
National Bcstg. Co., New York, N.Y., should
have included following condition: This authority is without prejudice to such further
action as Commission may deem warranted
as result of final determinations with respect to: (1) report of Network Study Staff;
(2) related studies
and inquiries
being
considered
or conducted,
and (3)nowpending
anti-trust proceedings involving NBC Inc..
and Radio Corporation of America.
NARBA Notifications
CANADA
List of changes, proposed changes, and
corrections in assignments of Canadian
broadcast stations modifying appendix conassignmentstoof recommendations
Canadian broadcastof
stations taining
attached
North American Regional Broadcasting
Agreement engineering meeting.
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920 kc
CKNX Wingham, Ont.— 2.5 kw D, 1 kw N,
DA-2, unl., III. NIO with increased daytime
power.
930 kc
CJON
St.
John's,
Nfld. — 10power.
kw, DA-N,
unl., III. NIO with increased
960 kc
CFAC Calgary, Alta.— 10 kw, DA-N, unl.,
III. NIO with increased power.
1410 kc
CFUN Vancouver, B.C.— 10 kw D, 10 kw
N, DA-N, unl., III. EIO Oct. 15, 1959. (PO:
10 kw D, 1 kw N, 1410 kc, ND.)
MEXICO
List of changes, proposed changes, and
correction in assignments of Mexican
broadcast stations modifying appendix containing assignments of Mexican broadcast
stations attached to recommendations of
North American Regional Broadcasting
Agreement
engineering meeting Jan. 30,
1941.
610 kc
XEKZ Tehuantepec, Oax.— 1 kw D, 0.5
kw N, ND, unl., III. March 21, 1960. (PO:
600 kc, 500 w D, 100 w N, ND, unl.).
680 kc
XEKQ Xapachula, Chia.— 5 kw D, 0.5 kw
N, ND, unl., II. March 21, 1960. (PO: 670 kc,
1 kw ND, D.)
700 kc
II.XEVC
March Cordoba,
21, 1960. Vera.—
(New.) 0.5 kw, ND, D,
710 kc
XEKU Acapulco, Guer.— 0.25 kw D, 0.15
kw N, ND, unl., II. March 21, 1960. (New.)
770 kc
XEML Apatzingan, Mich.— 0.25 kw, ND,
D, II. March 21, 1960. (New.)
790 kc
XENT La Paz, Baja Calif.— 5 kw D, 0.75
kw N, ND, unl., III. Dec. 21, 1959. (PO: 790
kc, 2 kw D, 750 w N, ND, unl.)
840 kc
XEEC Ciudad Mante, Tarn. — 0.5 kw, ND
O, II. 500
Dec.w 21,ND 1960.
Tam.,
D.) (PO: 840 kc, Tampico,
860 kc
XEWI Chapala, Jalisco — 1 kw, ND D, II
March 21, 1960. (New.)
920 kc
XEGK Papantla, Vera.— 0.25 kw, ND, unl
II. Sept. 21, 1959. (Delete assignment.)
XEXV Veracruz, Vera.— 5 kw D, 0.25 kw
N, ND, unl., IV. Sept. 21, 1959. (Delete assignment.)
XEU Veracruz, Vera.— 5 kw D, 0.5 kw N,
ND, unl., III. March 21, 1960. (PO: 960 kc,
500 w ND, unl.)
960 kc
Veracruz,
Vera.(New.)
— 0.5 kw, ND, unl., III-B.
March
21, 1960.
1320 kc
XEWX Tuxtepec, Oaxa. — 1 kw D 0.1 kw
N, ND, unl., IV. Sept. 21, 1959. (Change in
call letters from XETN.)
XERN Montemorelos, N.L.— 1 kw D, 0.1
kw N, ND, unl., IV. March 21, 1960. (PO:
1320 kc, 1 kw D, 200 w N, ND, unl.)
1330 kc
XEBP Ciudad Madero, Tam. — 1 kw D, 0.1
kw
ND, kc,
unl.,1 kw
III-D,ND,IV-N.
(PO:N, 1330
D.) March 21, 1960.
1400 kc
XEKJ Acapulco, Guer. — 0.5 kw D, 0.25
kw N, ND, unl., IV. Immediately. (PO: 1400
kc, 1 kw D, 250 w N, ND, unl.)
1420 kc
XEWP Autlan De Navarro, Jalisco— 0.5

ADVERTISING IN
BUSINESSPAPERS
MEANS BUSINESS

In the Radio-TV Publishing Field
only BROADCASTING is a
member of Audit Bureau of
Circulations and Associated
Business Publications
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kw, ND, D, III. March 21, 1960. (New.)
1460 kc
XEHE
Atotonilco
el Alta, Jalisco— 0.25 kw,
n. ) IV. Sept. 21,
ND, tioD,
1959. (Now in opera1490 kc
XEQT Veracruz, Vera. — 0.1 kw, ND, unl.,
IV. Sept.
21, 1959. (Change in call letters
from
XECW.)
1520 kc
Tabasco
D,
0.1XEZQ
kw N,Huimanguillo,
ND, unl., II.
Sept.— 121,kw 1959.
(Change in call letters from XETH.)
1590 kc
XENH Escuinapa, Sinaloa — 1 kw D, 0.25
kw N, ND, unl., IV. March 21, 1960. (New.)
License Renewals
KTUE Tulia, Tex.; KEEE Nacogdoches,
Tex.; KNAL Victoria, Tex.; KTLU Rusk,
Tex.; KRAY Amarillo, Tex.; KGKL San
Angelo, Tex.; KSML Seminole, Tex.; KSTB
Breckenridge, Tex.; KBEC Waxahachie,
Tex.; KSIJ Gladewater, Tex.; KECK Odessa, Tex.; KIVY Crockett, Tex.; KROD El
Paso, Tex.; WPLY Plymouth, Wis.; KTXL
San Angelo, Tex.; KWSK Pratt, Kan.;
KRTR Thermopolis, Wyo.; KVKM-TV Monaha-ns, Tex.; KVOW
Littlefield,
Tex.; KEBE
Jacksonville,
Tex.; KBNZ
La Junta,
Colo.;
KWTV (TV) Oklahoma City, Okla.; KRCT
Pasadena, Tex.; KEXX San Antonio, Tex.;
KBUY Amarillo, Tex.; KATE Albert Lea,
Minn.; KEAN Brownwood, Tex.; KFMJ
Tulsa, Okla.; KPRS Kansas City, Mo.; KSPL
Diboll, Tex.; *KUHT (TV) Houston, Tex.;
KAZZ (FM) Austin, Tex.; KVOG Ogden,
Utah; KEYS Corpus Christi, Tex.; KVOC
Casper, Wyo.; KCYL Lampasas, Tex.;
KCLW Hamilton, Tex.; KOYE El Paso,
Tex.; KWRB-TV Riverton, Wyo.

Rules

on

sale

Complete rules and regulations
covering broadcasting are now on
sale at the Government Printing
Office, Washington, D.C., it was
announced last week. In looseleaf form, Volume III contains
rules relating to all broadcast
services. Price is $4.50 and orders
must be made to the Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington 25, D.C. The FCC reported
that it had been informed the
GPO had already begun mailing
copies to those who ordered in
advance. The subscription price
includes subsequent amendments
in loose-leaf, page-substitution
style for an indefinite period. Also
reported on sale is volume VI,
containing rules relating to
amateur, citizens and disaster
services. Price for volume VI is
$1.25.
Previously two volumes of FCC
rules had been placed on sale:
Volume II, containing parts 2,
5, 15 and 18, and volume V, containing parts 9, 10, 11 and 16.
Volume II covers frequency allocation and radio treaty matters,
experimental radio services, incidental and restricted radiation
devices and industrial-scientificmedical service; volume V, aviation, public safety, industrial and
land transportation services.

PROMINENT
BROADCASTERS
Choose

Stainless

TOWERS

James M. Gaines, President and
General Manager
W0AI*W0AI-TV
SAN ANTONIO. TEXAS

Charles L. Jeffers, Director of
Engineering
And for good reasons, too:
* Stainless EXPERIENCE in design
and fabrication
* RELIABILITY of Stainless installations
* LOW MAINTENANCE COSTS of
Stainless towers
Ask today for tree
literature and information.

NORTH WALES

inc.
. PENNSYLVANIA
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Published in an effort to save lives, in cooperation with the National Safety Council and The Advertising Council. .
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OUR

RESPECTS

James

TO

. . .

Allen

Schulke

Step into Jim Schulke's office at and we're going to keep it that way."
KTLA (TV) Los Angeles and the first
Born April 13, 1922, in Cleveland,
thing you'll notice is a wailful of Jim grew up in suburban Lakewood,
entered college at Denison U. at Granpictures of the station's Telecopter,
ville, Ohio, where, he recalls, he maworld's first flying tv mobile unit.
Bossman Jim is very proud of his
jored in "girls, golf and economics —
whirlybird, which he says is worth the in that order." This pleasant life was
$100,000 a year it costs to keep it abruptly interrupted by World War II,
which he spent as a marine, chiefly in
flying for its prestige value alone.
The Telecopter's ability to get to the Pacific. War's end found him a first
the scene and get pictures back to the lieutenant, serving as legal officer to
the captain of the U.S.S. Iowa.
area's homes have conditioned thouThe fall of 1946 took Jim back to
sands of Southern Californians to tune
school, this time to Harvard Graduate
their tv sets to channel five at any
School of Business Administration,
word of a fire, flood or other cataswhere
16 months of study added a
trophe. "One Laurel Canyon fire a
year is enough to establish KTLA as master's degree in business administraan out-in-front station, ready to tackle
tion to his B.A. from Denison. "The
most important thing I learned at Harand able to lick 'most any problem,"
he asserts, "and that's the kind of • vard," he says, "was how to listen —
reputation that pays off on both rating to concentrate on what the prof was
saying so I understood it and retained
sheets and financial statements."
the
significant part of it. This knack
Jim's major enthusiasm, however,
is video tape. With three tape mahas stood me in good stead ever since."
With his degree came the offer of a
chines operating around the- clock
(four by now if Ampex delivered the job as advertising director of the
new machines on schedule), KTLA is Harvard Business Review, which he acalready taping a number of programs
cepted "chiefly to find out whether I
for outside distribution, including Ding was a salesman or not." He began by
Dong School nationally and Polka Pa- setting himself a goal of $25,000 in
rade, whose 44-station purchase by annual billings and left two years later
when the school refused to make more
Tidy House Products set a new record
advertising space available than the
for regional tape buys. Come January
and Paramount Television Productions,
$75,000-a-year worth he had sold. The
answer was clear: He was a salesman.
subsidiary of Paramount Pictures Corp.
Madison Avenue Beat • Now he was
and licensee of KTLA, will put its own
tape syndication sales force into full- off to Madison Avenue as a writer of
scale operation, with three new taped radio and tv presentations for Young
& Rubicam, with emphasis on tv to
series available on a local or regional
basis.
"Tape is the future of tv," he asserted last week. "Anything you can do
live, anything you can do on film, you
can do more quickly, at less cost and
with more assurance of quality on
tape."
Tape — and More Tape • "We're going all out for tape at PTP. We're
getting into tape from every angle.
We've established a creative service
division, a syndication division, a network division, a station division and a
faculties rental division. For months
we've been hard at it, developing new
production techniques, new kinds of
programming. Today, I think we're considerably ahead of everybody else, even
the networks in many respects, such as
tape editing, for instance. Studio 6,
where we taped the Bolshoi Ballet,
probably the biggest job in taping to
date, is the best tape studio in the world
BROADCASTING, November 2, 1959

try to entice the agency's clients into
putting some of their advertising dollars
into this new medium. His success won
him a promotion to manager of account
planning. A year or so later, Jim decided that it was time for him to leave
media and get into programming. Instead he was offered the post of account
executive on a large account, so he left
Y & R to become New York representative of James Saphier and George
Rosenberg, Hollywood talent agents.
For five happy years young Mr.
Schulke negotiated deals in radio and
tv for talent, developed and sold package programs and learned a great deal
about the broadcast branch of show
business. But in 1957 he decided it was
time to make another change. Television was becoming big business; control was being concentrated into larger
units and he'd be better off with one of
them.
Some serious thinking convinced Jim
that what he wanted was a top tv job
with a major motion picture company.
Such an organization, he figured, would
undoubtedly become a major power in
tv. He wanted to provide that guidance.
So he set out to sell himself to the
movies with a carefully planned campaign that employed as salesmen all
of his friends with motion picture contacts.
On to Hollywood • The campaign
succeeded. Shortly before Christmas
1957, Paramount Pictures Corp. announced the appointment of James A.
Schulke "to assist in the development
of Paramount's television activities."
His first assignment was as vice president and general manager of Paramount
Sunset Corp., to operate those Hollywood studios (chiefly a rental lot) and
to proceed slowly into tv by producing
a few pilot films. By spring, the management of KTLA had been added to
his duties. Even earlier, however, he
had sold Paramount on the idea that,
as soon as tv tapes had become interchangeable and syndication of tv programs on tape feasible, the neighboring
studios of Paramount Sunset and KTLA
would provide an unbeatable combination.
Today, as vice president of Paramount Television Productions, Jim
Schulke is busily engaged in proving
now that he was right then. Under his
supervision, KTLA has not only
emerged from a red ink operation but
is, he believes, one of the three most
country.
profitable independent tv stations in the

PTP's
The

tape

Jim Schulke
at KTLA(TV)

isn't red

Jim lives in a bachelor apartment
overlooking Hollywood's Sunset Strip
but his evenings are usually spent at
KTLA. "The station's on the air every
night." he says, "and around here we
121
don't believe in absentee management."

EDITORIALS
Dividing

the

authority
WHATEVER may be said about his motives, or even
about the merits of his idea, there can be no question that Philip Cortney, president of Coty Inc., has come
forward with a timely proposal.
His suggestion, as described in considerably more detail
elsewhere in these pages, is that broadcasters should run
the programs and the sponsors concern themselves with the
commercials — period.
If it does nothing else, Mr. Cortney's proposal serves to
focus attention on the nub of the problem facing broadcasters generally — and networks especially — as they subject
themselves to painful reappraisals of their programming
policies.
CBS is the only network that has said it will go all the
way in reclaiming authority over its programming. But the
bald fact is that, whether they say so or not, all networks
are taking a close, hard look at the controls they have over
what is broadcast.
In this context, the idea of broadcasters doing the programming, with advertisers sticking to the selling, holds
probably more attraction than ever before — and it is not a
new idea. Indeed it has been at work in Great Britain for
several years. On British commercial television advertisers
have no authority over the content of programs in or
around which their advertisements appear. If advertisers dislike this arrangement, they are concealing their feelings The
advertising revenue of British television has far exceeded
what the commercial operators anticipated.
In Britain, of course, there was no habit of sponsorship to
break when commercial television was introduced. Conditions are different in America. "Sponsor identification" has
become a basic phrase in the advertising idiom. It means,
in practice, the association in the public mind between the
program and its bankrolled A good many advertisers believe there is real value in the identity with a popular show
or star. It would be difficult to persuade Chevrolet, at this
point, that its connection with Dinah Shore is of no consequence.
Perhaps there would be merit in considering a compromise
between the British and American systems of sponsorship.
Could not the networks sell programs as advertising vehicles but as a condition of the sale retain all authority over
the content of the programs?
There will be loud protests against any wholesale application of "run-of-schedule" selling in network television
— and quite possibly the protests should rightfully prevail.
Terry Clyne of McCann-Erickson, a knowledgeable executive of a knowledgeable agency, voiced some of the objections acouple of weeks ago when the subject came up on
Dave Susskind's Open End program on WNTA-TV New
York. For one thing, he wanted to know, can a half-dozen
people, or more, do a better job of programming for the
public than is being done now? Or, if what is programmed
has a limited appeal — which was the situation Mr. Clyne
was talking about — then how many advertisers can afford
to play to such a selective audience?
But if broadcasters are to be held responsible for everything they present — as the quiz hearings have shown they
are — then shouldn't they go all the way and exert that responsibility? Haven't they already done so, to a considerable degree, in the programs they are presenting and selling "magazine style"?
We don't say Mr. Cortney's idea should be adopted. But
we cannot now say that it should not be. We do say that it
is worth considering. Its pros and cons should be weighed
carefully, and there is no more appropriate time than now.
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Geneva, the U.S. and us
IT IS fortunate that an international conference on
telecommunications is being held this year on the neutral
ground of the international convention city of Geneva.
Communications in this shrinking world are engulfed in
problems and, if that were not enough, the question of
outer space communications also is to be coped with.
The average man in broadcasting is apt to think of
international conferences as vague and distant gatherings
of double-domed engineers and scientists which mean
nothing to him. This is a fallacious notion. The conclusions
reached very definitely could affect the future of important
broadcast services. If existing allocations to television or fm.
or auxiliary services feeding them, were reduced or reassigned, itis entirely possible that our own services could be
affected. And in the international broadcasting field, the
situation in Geneva last week was downright critical.
Until now, the allocations sessions have been largely
devoted to sparring for tactical advantage. With more
than two months of this, and with a committed deadline
of Dec. 15, the sessions are reaching the power play stage.
Russia, by and large, has been cooperative. But no one is
being deluded about what might happen in these closing
rounds.
We are pleased to note that Chairman Oren Harris
(D-Ark.) of the House Commerce Committee, and perhaps
Rep. Walter Rogers (D-Tex.), plan to visit Geneva this
month. Mr. Harris is the author of a bill to create a
Frequency Allocation Board, to sit as an over-all super- A
FCC on government as well as non-government allocations. There's a similar legislative effort in the Senate, and
the Administration has pressed for legislation too, although
it has attacked the problem obliquely.
And while about it, we suggest that Chairman Warren
G. Magnuson (D-Wash.) of the Senate Commerce
Committee, and his Communications Subcommittee chairman, Sen. John O. Pastore (D-R.L), would find it illuminating and helpful if they also were indoctrinated on the
scene in Geneva. Here too, we believe their Republican
colleagues should accompany them.
Britannia used to rule the waves and a large chunk of
the world. In this modern world, no nation can attain or
hold front rank without a substantial position on the air
waves.

"Couldn't resist all those hard-sell commercials . . . ."
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Kprc - Tv. . . for fine television results . . . Edward
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Commercials
IVERSAL

ADAPTER

CLOSE-UP

lets

you

ZOOM

/
Because advertising agencies

medium

producers wanted it— we made a close-up
adapter for the SUPER UNIVERSAL ZOOMAR.
With the camera 4 to 6 feet from the subject,
you zoom the entire range of 2V* to 16 inches
with exact precision. It takes 30 seconds to
mount the adapter on the SUPER UNIVERSAL
The wide angle shot is a medium waist shot
of announcer and product. The telephoto
shot fills the receiver with a

waist shot

pack of cigarettes ... an area
3 inches by 4 inches.

THIS!

TO

This is a must for producers
making taped or live
commercials. It has
additional application for
educational television.

Color Corrected
Speed Range
f/3.9
Zoom
f

SUPER

UNIVERSAL

2Va to 40 inches
Two converters
Zoom Ratio 6 to 1

ielf-Supporting • Change Zoom Range
Zoomars serviced by the Engineers who build them
Zoomars change from camera to camera in a minute
One year guarantee and maintenance contract
JACK A. PEGLER

BILL PEGLCR

COMPANY
ZOOMAR
TELEVISION
York • BRyant 9-5835
New
36
York
500 Fifth Avenue. Room 2223 • New
LENSES for
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FLIGHTS LEAVING DAILY FROM . . .
BL«

WRIT
I
KBOX

f'rst m Hooper, Trendex, Pulse and Nielsen

-

'

UKEE
first in Nielsen
from 9th place to 2nd in the market in one year

The most experienced flagship stations in the nation
For reservations, see your nearest ROBERT E. EASTMAN Representative

THE BALABAN STATIONS
in tempo with the times
JOHN F. BOX, Jr., Managing Director

20 V2-HOURS

A WEEK

15 V2-HOURS

EDUCATIONAL

OF TRAVEL

.10 V2-HOURS

NEWS

AND

AND

PROGRAMMING
ADVENTURE

COMMENTARY

9 V2-HOURS OF WHAT'S NEW
WITH REAL PEOPLE

REWARDING TO VIEWERS . . . because only via KCOP can
the viewer get away from run-of-the-mill TV... from the
old movies, westerns, detective shows, situation comedies
and the endless reruns of old shows. KCOP offers none
of this. It is truly the different channel in Los Angeles, in
all Southern California . . .and the ratings prove the viewers
find it most rewarding!
The Most Copied
Station in the Nation

REWARDING TO SPONSORS ... because through KCOP,
and only KCOP, you reach a different audience. Men and
women who want to be informed as well as entertained.
Who want to escape from what is currently called TV's
realm of escapism. KCOP's audience is down-to-earth, ir
a far better mood to listen to and accept your sales message. KCOP is future TV today!

KCOP

Los Angeles' Most
Powerful Television Station

\\

I
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sor

ry

to

disturb

you...

. . . with its quick rise to the top of Cleveland radio. But there's no getting away from
what happened;
In January of this year we were dead last.
In February new management took over ... and this summer
we took over first place among all Cleveland radio stations.
Current all-day average: 24.5%*
We know how it is, when the buys which once gave peace-of-mind start
ulcerating. So now that we're the buy that brings tranquility, we promise
to keep your anxiety at a minimum. One way is to stay first, which we aim
to do by continuing to provide-and to improve-the new kind of radio service
we brought to Cleveland. Another way is to let you talk to Harvey Glascock
(EXpress 1-5000). He gives you a feeling of stability. Or, we'll send
somebody from Blair, to sell you some comfort.
"Hooper, Aug.-Sept., 7 a.m.-6 p.m. Mon.-Fri. ^^^^
WNEW
NEW YORK CITY
AM-FM

WNEW
NEW YORK CITY
TV

THE

NEW

WHK

the new sound' and the
new sell of radio . . . in
►

WTTG
WASHINGTON, D.
TV

DIVISION OF METROPOLITAN BROADCASTING CORPORATION
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CLEVELAND
5000
EUCLID AVE. . TELEPHONE: EXPRESS 1-5000
HARVEY L. GLASCOCK
Vice President & General Manager
JOHN BLAIR
Exclusive National Representative

HISTORIC
GETTYSBURG

located

in the

WGALTV
MULTI-CITY MARKET

The WGAL-TV market is richly steeped in
tradition. This broad area has always been— and is
— prosperous and stable . . . has $6% billion
In annual income, spends $3%. billion in
retail sales. WGAL-TV delivers depth
coverage in its many cities, is first with
viewers in Lancaster, Harrisburg, York
and numerous other cities.

WGAL-TV
Ckamd
<?
Lancaster, Pa
NBC and CBS
STEINMAN

STATION

Clair McCollough,
Representative: The MEEKER

Pres.
Company, Inc.

New York

Chicago

316,000 WATTS
Los Angeles
• San Francisco
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.CLOSED
Good bet • Odds are that Jim Aubrey
will become president of CBS Television Network — perhaps within weeks.
He's been running network since President Lou Cowan was hospitalized Oct.
21 with blood clot in leg. It's reported
doctors have tried to discourage Mr.
Cowan from immediately resuming
heavy duties of network presidency.
Return of natives • CBS Radio which
suffered number of defections after instituting its Program Consolidation
Plan (PCP) may witness return of some
stations, including perhaps one 50 kilowatter. It's learned that at least two
affiliates already have discussed reaffiliation with CBS Radio President
Arthur Hull Hayes and that others
which defected may have become disenchanted in attempting independent
operation without network news and
special events programming.
FCC and quizzers • Nettled by Congressional allegations that FCC did
nothing and intends to do nothing
about tv quiz rigging scandals, FCC
commissioners have been talking among
themselves about need to put out "white
paper." Discussions have gotten to
point where commissioner-only meeting
was held last Wednesday morning —
even before agenda was taken up — to
try and bring thinking into focus.

Just what FCC will say (if anything)
is conjectural, but individual commissioners and staff have emphasized these
points: When quiz scandals first broke,
FCC queried networks and decided they
had been duped and were not culpable.
Commission has no jurisdiction over
independent packagers. No law has been
broken — except moral law. Commission
cannot act on individual programs, but
facts will be considered when networkowned station licenses come up for
renewal. And FCC investigation of network programming practices is still underway.
Legal holiday • Bonanza in litigation is
in offing as outcropping of tv quiz-rigging, according to some lawyers. They
foresee scores of damage suits against
sponsors, networks and package firms
by unsuccessful contestants who may
claim they were gypped of vast sums of
money because answers were fed to
their opponents. They also foresee competitive companies filing civil antitrust
suits against quiz sponsors for unfair
trade practices, asking for accounting of

CIRCUIT.

profits during big business upsurge by
quiz sponsor and for fair share of allegedly ill-begotten income. Attorneys
are dead serious about legal basis for
such suits.
One beneficiary of blood-letting before House Committee's tv quiz inquiry
is Internal Revenue Service. Every time
there's mention of money being paid to
someone (like testimony of Max Hess
that he paid $15,000 to get employee on
$64,000 Question and to tv columnist
Jack O'Brian and to syndicated columnist Bob Considine) IRS staff checks
recipients' plies to make sure such income was reported.
Network reps • Whether CBS and NBC
television affiliates repped by their networks in national spot sales will appeal
FCC's ruling prohibiting such representation, effective Dec. 31, 1961, will be
determined at meetings to be held within
next fortnight. (NBC intends to appeal
to U.S. Court of Appeals but CBS has
not yet reached determination pending
study of opinion, adopted finally Oct.
30 but released Nov. 2.) Five affiliated
stations represented by NBC Spot Sales
will meet in New York Nov. 10 in conjunction with NBC network affiliates
meeting, at call of Nathan Lord, general manager of WAVE-TV Louisville.
CBS group meets in Chicago, Nov. 19,
coincident with TvB sessions, at call of
John S. Hayes, WTOP-TV Washington
and WJXT (TV) Jacksonville, Fla..
who heads group.
Meanwhile there's considerable activity by reps in pitching for representation
of stations which would become free
agents if FCC severance order sticks.
While nothing definitive has developed,
network-repped outlets are talking various alternatives separately and collectively, including (1) setting up their own
organization with key personnel possibly recruited from existing network
spot sales organizations; (2) going en
masse to established rep firm; (3) operating on branch office basis. Also mentioned but regarded as extremely unlikely ispossibility of groups "crossing
lines" with NBC's-repped affiliate moving to CBS Tv Spot Sales and CBS affiliates doing same with NBC. Under
FCC's order, this, according to responsible opinion, is permissible but
question arises as to feasibility.
NBC endorsement • Clearances under
NBC Radio's new combination network-

ing-and-program-service plan (Broadcasting, Oct. 19) are beginning to come
in, and network officials say they're
pleased with trend. Returns already in
from 61, broken down as follows: 49
promised 100% clearance of network
programming immediately upon start
of plan (scheduled Jan. 1); 12 said they
would clear 100% and would indicate
effective dates at Nov. 1 1 annual meeting of NBC radio and tv affiliates in
New York; one said he didn't like plan,
would clear some but not all programs.
This last one, unless he changes mind,
presumably will not be renewed when
current contract expires. Network's
position is that stations must clear
100%, though it's willing to allow some
flexibility if needed while real problems
are being worked out.

While NBC Radio gets ready to
switch to new format Jan. 1 (see above),
progress is being made on another radio
front. Radio World Wide, group of
major-market stations formed to provide program service to members, apparently is getting its plans close to
operational state. Members are not
readyatto least
talk, but
it's understood they've
set
tentativ
e target date of
Dec. 31 for start of service.
IBM on tv • Important new prestige account may be added to television's
client roster almost any time now. It's
International Business Machines, reportedly looking around for program
up
to
its
tions. Benton &
Bowles is IBMspecifica
agency.

House 'rigging'? • Take it or leave it,
but one story floating about Washington
is that Oren Harris' Legislative Oversight Committee decided to grab tv quiz
rigging inquiry after Emanuel Celler's
Judiciar
y Committee had made plans
to undertake probe — albeit from a different angle. Rep. Celler (D-N.Y.) always has manifested extreme interest in
all phases of show business indigenous
to New York.
// Judiciary Committee, rather than
Oversight Subcommittee, had conducted
inquiry, would result have been different? There's no answer to that now
but it's generally agreed that if New
York grand jury "presentment" on its
quiz inquiry of last July had been released instead of impounded by court,
entire affair might have blown over
quickly.
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WEEK

Mr. Daniels

IN

BRIEF.

Agencies: plagued with meetings • To many brainstorming sessions are stifling the creativeness of advertising agencies. More "lonely people" who know what
they are doing and want to do their jobs better than
anyone else are needed according to Draper Daniels,
executive vice president in charge of creative services,
Leo Burnett Co., Chicago. He states his case in Monday Memo. Page 29.

The scar in tv's image • A second national survey by
Sindlinger finds that public's opinion of tv has fallen as result of Charles
Van Doren's testimony. Page 37.
An idol falls • Charles Van Doren confesses he was completely rigged.
Others charge fixes on $64,000 Question, $64,000 Challenge and several
other shows. Page 39.

THE

LANSING
MARKET
IS
MOVING

UP .

FTC war on deceptive tv • FTC chairman announces saturation campaign against false tv commercials; first blow comes with charges against
Libbey-Owens-Ford, General Motors. L-O-F, its agency and producers
stoutly deny any 'trickery.' Tv Code Board officials meet with FTC executives. Page 56.

Agency conclave • Mutual problems of agency executives explored at
eastern conference in New York of American Assn. of Advertising Agencies. Media planners demonstrate how and what they buy in a simulated
exercise; tv-radio workshops a highlight. Page 62.
Ad budgets going up • Ten per cent average increase foreseen for 1960,
Assn. of National Advertisers reports after survey of member companies.
Big spenders will spend bigger. Page 68.
ANA looks at quizzes • Effect of investigation on tv programs and
advertising to be explored In closed meeting at annual meeting of Assn.
of National Advertisers. Page 68.
High interest marks BPA convention • The subjects are routine everyday problems, but delegates to the Broadcasters Promotion Assn. meeting
in Philadelphia attack them with gusto. BPA signs 102 new members.
Page 74.
Corinthian appoints H-R • Five tv and two radio stations' national sales
representation consolidated by Corinthian with H-R Representatives and
H-R Television. Page 80.
First test of new Sec. 315 • Mayoralty candidate claims WCAU-TV
Philadelphia refused equal opportunities on air with other candidates
in news interview type program. FCC says it cannot determine that
station faulted and it would be up to complainant to prove program was
not bona fide news program. Question of reasonable opportunity to
present conflicting views also raised. Page 84.

ASCAP accord seen • Major issues reported tentatively resolved in
latest negotiations for new ASCAP radio music licenses. Formula developed for deduction of talent charges. Three other issues to be left for
court decision. Page 90.
DEPARTMENTS
AT DEADLINE
BROADCAST ADVERTISING
BUSINESS BRIEFLY
CHANGING HANDS
CLOSED CIRCUIT
COLORCASTING
DATEBOOK
EDITORIAL PAGE
EQUIPMENT & ENGINEERING
FANFARE
FATES & FORTUNES
FOR THE RECORD
GOVERNMENT
LEAD STORY

33
62
70
80
5
91
10
120
101
104
95
107
84
37
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THE MEDIA
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106
74
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109
90
56

Take a look at the latest Hooper (J-F, 1959)
was
TIME
STATION
Mon-Fri
7:00 am
12:00 noon
Mon-Fri
6:00 pm
12:00
noon

57.0

B
26.5
16.3

66.2

now boasts
3fc Michigan
's capital city market
• 91,960 households
• $366,285,000 retail sales
• income
$588,989,000 spendable

Represented by VENARD, RINT0UL & M<C0NNELL, lr.».
was is
associated with
NBC • CHANNEL 10
WILX-TV
studios in Lansing Jackson -Battle Creek
and WP0N-P0NTIAC
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THE

From any angle, NEWSFILM

BALL!

is the number one television news-gathering service in the world today.

World-wide! NEWSFILM

is seen by more people than any other television news. In 81 United States
markets (including all 10 of the top 10). Also in Canada, Mexico, Puerto Rico, Honduras, Venezuela,
Costa Rica, El Salvador, Colombia and Peru. Overseas, NEWSFILM subscribers are in Great Britain!
Switzerland, Luxembourg, Spain, Sweden, Finland, Poland, Western Nigeria, Japan and Australia.
World-wise! NEWSFILM boasts the most experienced television news force on earth, and the largest.
Trained by famed CBS News, its more than 500 cameramen and reporters, stationed around the globe,
gather 12 minutes of headline-fresh world news a day... available to all stations, regardless of their
affiliation. Best of all, NEWSFILM delivers the news every day, with no weekend hiatus.
Circulation, coverage, service... no matter how you look at it, NEWSFILM
CBS

is the best news for you.
FILMS

TIME SIGNALS
"Turn on the radio and get the
time."
Millions of people check time via
radio. That's why sponsorship of
time signals is one of the best
media buys you can find. The
multi-access, ambi-active charactoday's radio medium
makes it toa
vitalter of information
America's population on the go.
Shrewd local advertisers know the
attention and association value of
time signal sponsorship. At the
national level it's a splendid tie-in
approach for many time saving
ready mixes or instant products,
too.
Spot Radio time signals offer
greater value today than ever
before. Capitalize on this. Time no
longer just flies — it sells!

P.S. To sell the surging Pacific
Northwest market your best
time buy is KJR, Seattle, KXL,
Portland, KNEW, Spokane/—
The
tions. Northwest Nugget Sta-

robert e. eastman & co., inc.
representing major radio stations
WNEW
KNEW
KBOX
KQEO
KLEO
KWKY
10

I
•
e
•
•
•

WIL
WRIT
WING
WPTR
WEEP
WAMS

•
•
•
•
•
•

KLAC
CKLW
WCOL
WSBA
KTOK
KXLR

•
•
e
•
•
•

KJ R
WHEQ
KDEO
WAAB
WSAV
WZOK

•
•
•
•
•
•

KXL
KXOL
WARM
WKLO
KSYD
KRIZ

(eighthdrewevent
WSMSpencer
Nashville),
AnJackson sponsored
Hotel there.by Dr.
Thornton,
who
has will
appeared
Monitor,
speak. on Jack Paar Show and NBC's
Nov. 13-29 — Screen Directors Guild of America
exhibition of modern painting and sculpture, 7950
Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles.
Nov. 14 — West Virginia AP Broadcasters news
study seminar, Charleston Press Club, 2 p.m.
There will be a section on sports.
Nov. 15-21 — National Television Week, sponsored by NAB and Television Bureau of Advertising. Theme: "Television — In Focus With Modern
Nov. 15-22 — American Society of Association
Executives 40th annual meet, Boca Raton, Fla.
America."
George Romney, president of American Motors
Corp., Detroit, will be named "Association Man
16
— Hollywood Ad Club luncheon at Hollyof*Nov.
the wood
Year."
Roosevelt Hotel. Richard D. Sharp, marketing
director, Packard Bell Electronics Corp., will tell
"The Packard Bell Story." Jack Haynes, vice
president, Robinson, Fenwick & Haynes (Packard
Bell's agency), will be chairman.
A CALENDAR OF MEETINGS AND EVENTS
*Nov. 16 — Sales Executives Club, Mayflower Hotel,
IN BROADCASTING
AND RELATED FIELDS
Washington.
Speaker: Robert Hurleigh, president,
(♦Indicates first or revised listing)
MBS.
NOVEMBER
Nov. 16 — Western States Advertising Agencies
Nov. 8-11 — Annual fall meeting, Assn. of Na- Assn. dinner meet, Nikabob restaurant, Los
tional Advertisers, The Homestead, Hot Springs,
Angeles. Doug Anderson, president, Anderson-McConnell Adv., will chair program on media relaVa. "Television and Radio Advertising Problems"
to be subject of closed workshop meeting Nov. 9, tions.
with Howard Eaton, Lever Bros, media director,
Nov. 17 — Radio & Television Executives Society
begins its 1959-60 timebuying-selling seminar. C.
in charge. "A New Way to Measure Advertising
Effectiveness" to be presented by William Hesse, Terence Clyne, radio-tv vice president, McCannexecutive vice president, Benton & Bowles, also Erickson, and David Levy, NBC-TV program-talent
Nov. 9. Marketing, advertising planning and ANA
vice president, discuss "Tv programming, its probadvertising aids to be examined Nov. 10; adverand prospects."
Hotelweekly
Lexington,
New York,
noon-2lems p.m.
First of 16
programs.
tising case histories Nov. 11.
Nov. 17 — Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
Nov. 8-12 — Theatre Owners of America (in conat New York, forum on international tv, Yolfng
junction with National Assn. of Concessionaries
and Allied States Assn. of Motion Pictures),
Men's-Young Women's Hebrew Assn., Lexington
Sherman Hotel, Chicago. If past patterns prevail, Ave. at 92nd St.
toll tv could again become issue.
Nov. 17 — California Broadcasters Assn., Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
Nov. 9 — Assn. of Broadcast Executives of Texas,
Nov. 18 — Washington State Assn. of Broadcasters
Western
Dallas-Fort
Worth.
er: HaroldHillsE. Inn,
Fellows,
president,
NAB. Guest speak- and Oregon Assn. of Broadcasters joint meet,
Nov. 9 — Arizona Broadcasters Assn. annual meet, Olympic Hotel, Seattle.
Nov. 18 — East Central Region annual meeting,
Valley Hotel, Scottsdale.
American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, PennNov. 9 — UPI Broadcasters of Georgia organizaSheraton, Pittsburgh. Afternoon and evening
tional meet, Riviera Motel, Atlanta.
Nov. 9-10 — Institute of Radio Engineers, radio sessions open to invited guests.
Nov. 18 — Maine Radio & Television Broadcastfall meeting. Syracuse Hotel, Syracuse, N.Y.
ers Assn., Augusta House, Augusta. Fred A. Pal*Nov. 10— Philadelphia Club of Advertising Women will hear talk on tv commercials by John W.
mer, Worthington, Ohio, sales consultant, on "Put
Your Best
Foot
Forward." Bureau of Advertising,
Esau, vice president-associate managing director
Nov.
— Television
of copy department of N.W. Ayer & Son Inc. annual 18-20
meeting, Sheraton Hotel, Chicago.
Phila., at 6:30 dinner meeting, Poor Richard Club,
1319 Locust St.
Nov. 19 — Tennessee AP Radio Assn. fall meeting, Andrew
In conNov. 10 — Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
junction withJackson
TennesseeHotel,
Assn.Nashville.
of Broadcasters.
at Los Angeles, forum on good and bad comNov. 19-20 — Institute of Radio Engineers Profesmercials, 8 p.m. general membership meeting,
Beverly Hilton Hotel, Beverly Hills, Calif. Stan
sional Group on Nuclear Science, Sixth Annual
Freberg, president, Freberg Unlimited, producer of Meeting, with special emphasis on nuclear science
radio-tv commercials, and W.S. Sharps, British and space exploration, electronics for plasma prowriter, are featured speakers.
duction and diagnostics, research instrumentation
Nov. 10 — Assn. of Maximum Service Telecasters for high energy nuclear science, nuclear reactor
instrumentation and control and automatic sysspecial board of directors meeting, Mayflower
tems for nuclear data processing. Boston, Mass.
Hetel, Washington, D. C.
Nov. 11-13— NBC radio-tv affiliates, Plaza Hotel, Nov. 19-20 — Tennessee Broadcasters Assn.,
Andrew Jackson Hotel, Nashville.
New York. FCC Comr. Robert E. Lee will be one
of featured speakers opening day, addressing
Nov. 20 — Comments due in FCC proposed ruleradio affiliates
on "Networks
— In Defense."
6741)sections
to duplicate
in (Docket
various
of the U.Class
S. 1-A clear
affiliates
hold 13th
annual meeting
Nov. 12 andTv channels making
closed-business sessions Nov. 13.
Nov. 22-24 — American Bar Assn. national conNov. 11-13 — U. of Missouri School of Journalismference on judicial selection-administration, ChiMissouri Broadcasters Assn. Broadcast news semIn conjunction with American Judicature
inar, at the university, Columbia. Topics for Societycago.and
Institute of Judicial Administration.
group discussion include "Radio News, Theory & News, government,
political
sentatives are invited.
Radio,and tvbarandgroup
pressreprewill
Practice," "Freedom of Access," "Politics vs.
Radio & Tv," "Problems of Obtaining News From
receive
special
invitations
to
attend
a
"landmark"
meeting to discuss basic problems of the courts,
Hospitals & Doctors," "Organizing the Local News"with emphasis on better methods of selecting
room," "New Techniques in News Presentation,"
"Taste in News — What to Use & How to Use it,"
"Relationship Between News & Sales Manage*Nov. 23 — Sales Marketing Executives of Chicago
and Milwaukee, combined meeting, Congress Hotel,
ment," "Broadcast News & the Law," and "The
Juvenile
Code."Sigma Delta Chi (professional jour- Chicago. Speaker: Robert Hurleigh, president, MBS.
Nov.
11-14—
Nov.
23-25intercity
— Women's
Advertising
Clubs'Manor,
midnalistic fraternity) 50th anniversary convention,
western
conference,
Oakton
judges."
Pewaukee,
Wis.
Indianapolis.
Guest
speaker:
Vice
President
Richard M. Nixon.
*Nov. 24 — Radio & Television Executives Society
Nov. 13 — Colorado Broadcasters & Telecasters
timebuying-selling
Brenner,
presiAssn., Brown Palace, Denver.
dent, T. V. Q., and seminar.
Albert E.Henry
Sindlinger,
president,
Nov. 13-14 — Country Music Disc Jockey Festival
Sindlinger & Co., answer "What's New In Nose
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ITC's
The

New

Low

adds

Measurement
Of

that

Series

Success

helps

you

get

Cost-Per -Thousand
Sales

I

UCCE

CREATED

AND

TACK

PRODUCED

#

BY 3-TIME

EMMY

AWARD-WINNER

DOUGLAS
Creator of:
'Bold Journey"
'Search for Adventure"
'Kingdom of the Sea"

m» 9

Now

for the first time on television . . . the dazzling world of
success becomes a reality for television viewers. 30 whirlwind

days in the life of a successful American captured in a half -hour
of unusual entertainment each week. The ideal warm, friendly,
non-violent frame for your commercial
Dream

message. The American

come true . . . that fires everyone's imagination.

See for yourself the unprecedented

emotional involvement

in

a world where viewers can rub shoulders with the successful,
and their famous friends from the fabulous world of entertainment -from the screen, the stage, television - and from
the "never-never" world of high society -in glamorous and
exciting living -as they and you enjoy "Sweet Success."

INDEPENDENT
TELEVISION
CORPORATION
488 MADISON

AVENUE

100 UNIVERSITY AVENUE

NEW

YORK 22 • N . Y. • PLAZA 5-2100
ITC OF CANADA,
LTD.
TORONTO I • ONTARIO • EMPIRE 2-1166

AH,

BUT

THE

TAIL

DOES

WAG

THE

DOG!

27 minutes of best-in-show entertainment. Blue ribbon audience ratings by the yard. But when
it comes to the payoff question of profit, it's those 3 minutes of product sell that count. At
N. W. Ayer & Son we take pride in our record in Show Business. But we take even greater pride in
our record of selling goods. In Radio-TV it's the commercial that gets the order . . . the message that's
exactly right for product, problem, audience ... the "tail" that wags the dog. N. W. AYER & SON, INC.
The commercial is the payoff
BROADCASTING, November 9, 1959

Counting?" Hotel Lexington, New York, noon-2 p.m.
Nov. 25 — Radio & Television Executives Society
luncheon. Robert Saudek of Saudek Assoc.; John
P. Cunningham, board chairman, Cunningham &
Walsh, and John F. White, president, National Education Tv & Radio Center take part in symposium
on educational tv. Grand Ballroom, Roosevelt Hotel,
N.Y.
•Nov. 27-29— National Assn. of Tv & Radio Farm
Directors annual fall convention (in conjunction
with International Livestock Exposition and 4-H
Congress), Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago. Nov. 30 —
Chicago Area Agricultural Assn. luncheon hosted
by NATRFD.
Nov. 29-Dec. 1 — First annual communications
forum for broadcasters, Pennsylvania State U.
Speakers in "Broadcasting: The Challenge of
Responsibility"
includeCBSRobert
D. Swezey,
Sig
Mickelson, forum
president,
News;
Edward
Stanley, public affairs director, NBC; Ralph
Renick, president, Radio-Television News Directors Assn. and news vice president, WTVJ (TV)
Miami, Fla.; Dr. Charles Seipmann, communications education professor, New York U.
Nov. 30 — Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
at New York, forum on music for television, NBC.
Nov. 30-Dec. 4— National Sales ExecutivesInternational Southeastern Field Sales Management Institute, Atlanta Biltmore Hotel, Atlanta,
Ga.
DECEMBER
*Dec. 1 — Radio & Television Executives Society
timebuying-selling seminar. George Huntington, vice
president-general manager, Television Bureau of
Advertising and Horace S. Schwerin, president,
Schwerin Research Corp., delve into "Sponsor
Identification — What's It Worth?" Hotel Lexington, New York, noon-2 p.m.
Dec. 2-4 — Electronic Industries Assn. winter conference, Statler-Hilton, Los Angeles.
*Dec. 4— NAB convention committee, NAB headquarters, Washington.
*Dec. 8 — Radio & Television Executives Society
timebuying-selling seminar. Jack Wrather, board
chairman, Independent Television Corp., discusses
commercial tv in Britain. Hotel Lexington, New
York, noon-2 p.m.
*Dec. 8— Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
forum on tape vs. film, Beverly Hilton Hotel,
Beverly Hills, Calif.
*Dec. 8 — Advertising
Club ofpresident,
Boston, Hotel
Speaker:
Robert Hurleigh,
MBS. Statler.
Dec. 11 — Comments due to the FCC on stereophonic multiplexing rules as part of FCC's inquiry
into possible
use for fm subsidiary communicationswider
authorizations.
'Dec. 15 — Radio & Television Executives Society
timebuying-selling seminar. Kevin B. Sweeney, president, Radio Adv. Bureau, presents latest radio
data. Hotel Lexington, New York, noon-2 p.m.
*Dec. 31 — Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
New
Hills, Year's
Calif. Eve ball. Beverly Hilton Hotel, Beverly
JANUARY 1960
*Jan. 5— Radio & Television Executives Society
timebuying-selling seminar. Louis Hausman, director, Television Information Office, and Gilbert
Seldes, author, critic and director of Annenberg
School of Communications, U. of Pennsylvania,
Hotel LexAt Mid-Season."
"A NewCritique
provide ington,
p.m.
York, noon-2
Jan. 6-9 — High Fidelity Music Show, Shrine Exposition Hall, Los Angeles. Sponsor: Institute of
High Fidelity Manufacturers.
*Jan. 8— Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
"close-up" dinner-show testimonial to Arthur
Godfrey,
Waldorf Astoria, New York. (Rescheduled
from original announcement for Dec. 4 at Seventh
Regiment Armory.)
Jan. 10-14— National Retail Merchants Assn.,
49th annual convention, Hotel Statler-Hilton, New
York. Sales promotion division board of directors
meet there on 13th.

"Jan. 12 — Radio & Television Executives Society
timebuy
ing-selling seminar. H. P.
vice
president in charge of sales, Crosley Lasker
ting
Corp., and William E. (Pete) Matthews,Broadcas
vice president-director, media relations-planning, Young &
Rubicam, view 'How Many Commercials
Make Too
Many?" Hotel Lexington, New York, noon-2 p.m.
Haza1N~Yinth Sylvania awara% Hotel
°Jan
19— Radio & Television Executives Society
timebuying-sel
ling seminar. Carl Lindemann Jr.
BROADCASTING, November 9, 1959

ADVERTISED IN EASTERN IOWA ON KCRG-TV, CHANNEL 9
Adell Chemical Company is one of many successful
national advertisers using KCRG-TV. Channel 9
is a necessary part of effective selling in the
Cedar Rapids-Waterloo-Dubuque market. Your
Branham Company representative will tell
you why. Minneapolis; Harry S. Hyett Co.
ABC
IN IOWA'S NUMBER 1 TV MARKET
KCRG-TV
CEDAR RAPIDS
Joseph F. Hladky, Jr., President
Redd Gardner, General Manager
Eugene E. McClure, Commercial Manager
(DATEBOOK) 15

Another thriller-diller from WJRT—

Whooosh ! On the wings of a Grade "A" or better signal,
WJRT messages are beamed to four big metropolitan areas :
Flint, Lansing, Saginaw and Bay City. It's the most efficient
way there is to reach this rich mid-Michigan market and its
nearly half a million TV households. Here, in a singlestation buy, is the heart of Michigan's other big market. And
here is your chance to buy it all in one swoop. But hurry;
we're selling the spots off it.

WJR
CHANNEL

ABC

FLINT

Primary Affiliate

Represented by HARRINGTON, RIGHTER & PARSONS, INC.
New York • Chicago • Detroit • Boston • San Francisco • Atlanta
16 (DATEBOOK)

vice president in charge of daytime programs,
NBC-TV, and Frank Minehan, vice president-director of media-chairman of plans board, SSC&B,
discuss "What's The Difference In Daytime Audiences?" Hotel Lexington, New York, noon-2 p.m.
''Jan. 22-24 — Advertising Assn. of West midwestern
conference,
Lafayette Hotel, Long Beach,
Calif.
Jan. 24-29— NAB Board of Directors, El Mirado
Hotel, Palm Springs, Calif.
Jan. 25-29 — National Sales Executives-International St. Louis Field Sales Management Institute, The Chase-Park Plaza Hotel there.
i!Jan. 26— Radio & Television Executives Society
timebuying-selling seminar. Performers Bob Elliott and Ray Goulding quip on the question of
whether audiences are "Out-Sophisticating" the
sponsors. Hotel Lexington, New York, noon-2 p.m.
"Jan. 26 — Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
forum on international television, Beverly Hilton
Hotel, Beverly Hills, Calif.
Jan. 26-28 — Georgia Radio & Tv Institute, Athens.
Co-sponsors: Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters, U. of
Georgia's Henry W. Grady School of Journalism.
Jan. 27- — Advertising Research Workshop, Assn.
ofNew National
Advertisers, Hotel Sheraton-East,
York.
*Jan. 29 — Adcraft Club of Detroit, Statler Hotel.
Speaker: Robert Hurleigh, president, MBS.
Jan. 30 — Oklahoma Broadcasters Assn. annual
meet, Hotel Tulsa, Tulsa. FCC Comr. Robert E. Lee
and Balaban stations' John Box slated to speak.
FEBRUARY 1960
*Feb. 2 — Radio & Television Executives Society
timebuying-selling seminar. T. Rodney Shearer,
vice president, A. C. Nielsen Co., and James W.
Seiler, director-president of American Research
Bureau, square off on ratings. Hotel Lexington,
New York, noon-2 p.m.
Feb. 3-5 — Institute
of Radio
Engineers'
winter
convention
on military
electronics,
Ambassador
Hotel, Los Angeles.
*Feb. 5 — Advertising Federation of America midwinter conference, Statler-Hilton Hotel, Washington.
Feb. 6 — Art Directors Club of Los Angeles. Presentation of awards for best advertising and editorial art of 1959 at Statler Hotel there. Prizewinners and other outstanding entries will be displayed for following month at California Museum
of Science & Industry.
Feb. 8 — Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
at New York, forum on tv for children and teenagers, CBS Studio 52.
*Feb. 8— Minneapolis Sales Executives Club, Hotel
Normandy.
Speaker: Robert Hurleigh, president,
MBS.
*Feb. 9 — Radio & Television Executives Society
timebuying-selling
seminar.
ciate media director,
Maxon Ray
Inc.,L.andStone,
Robertasso-A.
Wulfhorst, associate media director, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, discuss the "Station Image Factor
In Timebuying." Hotel Lexington, New York, noon2 p.m.
Feb.
14-20Advertising
— Advertising
of America's
National
WeekFederation
(co-sponsored
by Advertising Assn. of the West).
Feb. 15-19 — National Sales Executives-International Cleveland Field Sales Management Institute,
Sheraton-Cleveland Hotel there.
*Feb. 16 — Radio & Television Executives Society
timebuying-selling seminar. Bert R. Briller, director
of tv sales development, ABC-TV, and Arthur H.
McCoy, executive vice president, John Blair &
Co., on "Selling Through Presentation — Or From
The Hip." Hotel Lexington, New York, noon-2 p.m.
:!Feb. 17 — Hollywood Ad Club second annual
Broadcast Advertising Clinic, all-day session at
Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel. Producers' awards for
best tv and radio commercials produced in Southern California during 1958 will be presented at
luncheon. Phil Seitz of "Advertising Age" and
Bill Merritt
of BROADCASTING
are again
chair-of
men of the awards
committee. Marv
Salzman
MAC is clinic chairman.
Feb. 17 — Assn. of National Advertisers, co-op
advertising workshop, Hotel Sheraton-East, New
York.
NAB FALL CONFERENCES
Nov. 10-11— Texas Hotel, Fort Worth.
Nov. 12-13 — Brown Palace Hotel, Denver.
Nov. 16-17 — Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
Nov. 19-20— Olympic Hotel, Seattle.
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IN

MEMPHIS...

It Takes

AMERICA'S

to

ONLY

Complete

50,000

the

WATT

NEGRO

RADIO

STATION

Picture!
MEMPHIS

40%

of the Memphis

Market

is NEGRO -

and

you

need

one

medium

only
to sell

it-WDIA!

WITHOUT
WDIA
OF THE

. . . YOU'RE
MISSING
MARKET!
MEMPHIS

40%

And here's why this is a market you just can't afford to miss:
1. Negroes in the Memphis Market have totaled up yearly earnings of $616,294,100!
2. They spend 80% of this big income on consumer goods!
3. And before they buy, these Negroes listen— to WDIA!

MORE

THAN

JUST A RADIO

STATION

. . . WDIA

IS A POWERFUL

ING FORCE IN MEMPHIS— AMERICA'S 10th LARGEST WHOLESALE
Let us send you proof of performance in your field!
Egmont Sonderling, President
Bert Ferguson, Exec. Vice-President
Archie S. Grinalds, Jr., Sales Manager
WDIA IS REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE BOLLING COMPANY

TWO

MORE

IN CHICAGO,

SONDERLING

IT'S

WOPA

ADVERTISMARKET!

STATIONS!

IN OAKLAND,

IT'S

KDIA

Featuring Chicago's greatest Negro
The only full-time Negro station serving all Negro
air salesman . . . "Big Bill" Hill
communities in the San Francisco-Bay area.
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY: BERNARD HOWARD & CO., INC.
WEST COAST REPRESENTATIVE: B-N-B, INC. — TIME SALES
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OPEN

MIKE

Why the hullabaloo?
EDITOR :

WSYR-TV
MORE

ALONE

HOMES

DELIVERS

THAN

Being highly critical of summertime
television ("Hot at Hot Weather Network Tv", Broadcasting, Oct. 26) has
become "the thing to do" and is beginning to rank with love of motherhood,
being against sin and a host of other
"safe" activities. However, I would like
to submit a minority report on summer
television.
For me, personally, summer television
repeats of "outstanding" or the "best of
a series" programs offer the opportunity
to see shows which my work schedule
during the season precludes.
Summer repeats also allow the audience to see the best of what was on the
"other channel" (over 90% of our
markets are multichannel). The great
overlapping of hour programs on the
networks has discouraged channel hopping so it is conceivable that many
larly. have missed shows of comparapeople
ble quality to those they watch regu-

44,287

ITS COMPETITOR

Frankly, I am astounded at the size of
the summer fallout of viewers. I would
have estimated it to be higher because
of the great traffic of vacations and the
tremendous improvement of out-of-door
conditions for all types of activity. It
seems that Mr. Adams [of CampbellEwald] gave the pull of the out-of-doors
only minor consideration in the change
of summer viewing. I wonder if there
is a difference in fallout in climates
which are relatively unchanged year
round and those which are not. And
then, can you isolate the fact that we
are far more on the move away from
home in the summer, regardless of
climate?

N.Y.

WSYR-TV
WSYE-TV,
HOMES

AND

ITS

DELIVER
THAN

ITS

SATELLITE,
73,089

MORE

1

COMPETITOR

I

Maybe summer listening is not diminished by reruns as much as we think.
Really, is the audience that discriminating? They do watch movies on tv which
are
old and reruns. And they get good
ratings.
Royal D. Colle
Chairman, Radio-Tv Dept.
Ithaca College
Ithaca, N.Y.
For the record
editor:

Channel 3 • SYRACUSE, N. Y. • 100
IOC KW
Plus WSYE-TV channel 18 ELMIRA, N.Y.

Get the Full Story from HARRINGTON,
18

RIGHTER

& PARSONS

I must take exception to Broadcasting's lead on the story of the roundtable discussion of the Academy of
Television Arts & Sciences at Los Angeles (page 79, October 26).
The report says that I advanced a
proposal of a tax of $1 per set on 50
million television receivers in America,
this money to be used for educational
television stations. I suggest this was
highly inaccurate reporting. . . .
BROADCASTING, November 9, 1959

E3

Highest
tower
in the south

WLOS-TV
IS

THE

OF

MONARCH

ALL

NO MATTER

WHAT

THE

MEASUREMENT

SURVEYS!

SURVEY

YOU PICK, YOU'LL FIND WLOS-TV REIGNS
SUPREME IN THE RICH, 62-COUNTY, SIXSTATE CAROLINA TRIAD!
According to NCS

#3, only WLOS-TV

delivers all of this billion-dollar-plus
market.

ASHEVILLE, N.C.

It has the highest total circulation, including the largest night-

time weekly circulation. ARB

credits
GREENVILLE,

WLOS-TV

with airing 7 of the Triad's

top 10 programs. And
WLOS-TV

S.C.
SPARTANBURG,

S.C.

Nielsen shows

in first place in daytime

television every day of the week. Have
your PGW
WLOS-TV

Colonel show

you what

can do for your clients in

the Carolina Triad!

Q

WLOS

-TV
Unduplicated ABC in

Greenville • Asheville • Spartanburg
WLOS

Represented by: Peters, Griffin, Woodward,
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Inc. • Southeastern Representatives: James S. Ayers, Co.

The lead was pegged on a casual
"aside" made during a brisk debate.
The panel had been discussing the fact
that cultural and other minority programs had a difficult time obtaining network exposure — a point made by Rod
Serling. In that context, mention was
made of the Canadian and British systems of having commercial and noncommercial services paralleling each
other. As part of this discussion I asked,
rhetorically, how much money might
be raised to finance minority programming for exposure on educational television ifevery television set in America
were taxed only $1 per year.
By no stretch of the imagination
could this had been called a proposal
that a tax to be levied nor, indeed, could
this conceivably be regarded as the most
important suggestion to come out of a
serious discussion about the responsibilities of television at home and abroad.
I hope you will put the record straight.
Romney Wheeler, Director
Television Service
U.S. Information Agency
Washington, D.C.

\

You

didn't,
Smidley!

Thought for a minute there you'd remembered
this Cascade buy. But, you've skipped it again,
old man. Jumped right on by a gem of a television market with more food sales than Toledo, more retail sales than Salt Lake. Why
Smidley, the Cascade Television network
serves a market with more people than Kansas
City or San Diego. Yes, and the Cascade network isthe only television reaching and selling
in the entire market.

[EDITOR'S
NOTE:
Mr. itWheeler
not
deny
the quote
but feels
was givendoesundue
emphasis, which is a matter of opinion
rather than of fact. His opinion, however,
does not coincide with that of BROADCASTING'S reporter.]
Levy
EDITOR profile
:
May I congratulate you on your highly interesting and perceptive article
about Al Levy, president of Talent Associates (Broadcasting, Oct. 19). Those
of us who have worked with him
through the years in a quest for good
television were pleased to see you accord him this recognition.
David Susskind
Talent Associates Ltd.
New York City
editor:
. . . very thorough and interesting
profile on Al Levy. . . . Because your
article contains so much information to
the general public as well as the broadcasting trade, we wish to distribute
1,000 reprints to television editors,
columnists and others.
Arthur Cantor
234 W. 44th St.
New York City
A plea for agency help
EDITOR :
Could we have a little help in seeking a mechanical improvement in the
preparation of commercial electrical
transcriptions to help all radio stations?
More and more frequently agencies
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are sending in commercial ET's with
opening and closing cuts. It would help
immeasurably if the producing studios
BROADCASTING, November 9, 1959

THE

DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN

GOOD

AND

GREAT

MINNEAPOLIS-ST.
TELEVISION

Just

wishing

sales

PAUL

IS..

made

. . . especially

the highly
Twin

never

IN

in

competitive

City market.

With

four ag-

gressive television stations serving this market . . . ONLY
ONE
can

offer DOMINANCE,

COV-

ERAGE, SERVICE and
CEPTANCE* Give yourself
break

you

deserve—

TELEVISIONbecome realities.
•Nielsen Coverage Study Number 3
ber 9, 1959

where

ACthe

WCCO
wishes

Represented by Peters. Griffin. Woodward, Inc.

in
TOLEDO
you

know

you're

where

going

with
NBC
RADIO

More
AROUND

audience
the

CLOCK

than the next 2 stations
combined.

were asked to make a connecting spiral
groove between the cuts.
In a good many studios the deejay
operating the turntables has to recue the
disc from the opening cut to the closing
cut. This frequently results in damaging
the broadcasting head and the average
cost of replacement is $25.
A connecting spiral groove between
the cuts would obviate this condition
and automatically take the broadcasting
head from the opening cut to the closing cut.
We are told by the sound and recording studios in the Detroit area this can
be no
done,added
upon cost
the agencies'
at
whatsoeverinstructions,
and they
have agreed to advise the local agencies
to produce commercial ET's with opening and closing cuts in this manner.
It would be helpful if this matter
reached the attention of the right people and enlisted their cooperation.
Harry Lipson
VP & Managing Director
WJBK Detroit
Several notes
EDITOR :
. . . This is more of a compliment to
your magazine than to the article I
hastily scribbled (Monday Memo, Oct.
19), but you might be interested to
know that we have received several
notes from businessmen all over the
U.S. I'm happy to say they were complimentary .. . and what's more important, they indicated the wide readership enjoyed by your Monday Memo.
L.D. Mullins
Advertising Manager
Burgermeister Brewing Corp.
San Francisco, Calif.

Z—
Call KAT
today

for

tomorrow's

availabilities

STORER
station
National Sales Offices:
625 Madison Ave., N.Y. 22
230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1

KING music survey
editor:
Kindly send 25 copies of the KING
music survey story that appeared in
your Oct. 12 issue.
Lawrence A. Reilly
WTXL West Springfield, Mass.
EDITOR :
Please send 20 reprints . . .
WPON Pontiac, Mich.
[EDITOR'S
NOTE: Reprints
the apiece.]
Oct. 12
article are available
at ten ofcents
/
BROADCASTING
SUBSCRIPTION PRICES: Annual subscription
for 52 weekly issues $7.00. Annual subscription
including yearbook Number $11.00. Add $1.00
per year for Canadian and foreign postage.
Subscriber's occupation required. Regular Issues 35tf per copy; Yearbook Number $4.00
per copy.
SUBSCRIPTION ORDERS AND ADDRESS
CHANGES: Send to BROADCASTING Circulation Dept., 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C. On changes, please include both
old and new addresses.
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Isn't

it

about

advertising

from

the

time

moved

Three-I

up

League

"If you're not quite sure what you're talking about, invent a fancy name for it!"
The shrewd man who said that would
have loved advertising's current Three-I
League:

Jmpact

Jmage

Jnvolvement

The trouble is that too many people mouth
the words without having the slightest
idea of what they're talking about.
Isn't it about time advertising moved up
from the Three-I League and brought the
words to life by spelling things out?
For instance:
Get the customer's attention. Give her (or
him) a clear-cut impression of the product,
and make her feel it's made by honest people
with good taste. Convince her that what you
are saying is directed to her personally, and
that what you are selling can play a useful or
a pleasant part in her life.
This is what we preach. This is what we
try to practice. If it seems simple, it's because itis. So is advertising that works.

We work for the following companies: Allstate Insurance Companies * American Mineral Spirits Co.
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Co. ♦ Brown Shoe Company * Campbell Soup Company * Chrysler Corporation *Commonwealth Edison Company and Public Service Company * The Cracker Jack Co. * The Electric
Association |Chicago: * Green Giant Company * Harris Trust and Savings Bank « The Hoover Company • Kellogg
Company • The Kendall Company * The Maytag Company * Motorola Inc. * Philip Morris Inc. * Chas. Pfizer & Co.,
Inc. * The Pillsbury Company * The Procter & Gamble Company * The Pure Oil Company * The Pure Fuel Oil
Company * Star-Kist Foods, Inc. • Sugar Information, Inc. * Swift & Company • Tea Council of the U. S. A., Inc.

LEO

BURNETT

CHICAGO, Prudential Plaza
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TAPE
RECORDER..

note to MAGHECORD

owners

To insure optimum recording quality
with your excellent machine, the
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and for uninterrupted recording,
irish #602 gives 50% more playing time
than standard tape on any given reel size.
Send for technical bulletin.
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I can't afford to miss
COMEDY
CARNIVAL!

This galaxie of stars is yours in these hilarious two-reel
features. Remember, laughter is your best sales medicine. See a new programming idea in our presentation
reel. Phone or wire collect . . . now.

T

ele

eatures
inc
New York: 15 West 44th Street ; YUkon 64979
17
Hollywood: 6715 Hollywood Blvd. • Hollywood 3-0905
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CI lot

OLD
HEW
ORLEANS
FAVORITE

As served in the 1840 Room atAntoine's by John Retry
WWL-TV.

. . new

NEW

Things are changing fast in the threestation New Orleans market. WWL-TV
now leads in practically all important time
periods . . .
Sunday thru Saturday
WWL-TV
%
August ARB
40.4
6-10 p.m.
10-midnight
49.1
August Nielsen
42.0
6-9 p.m.
9-midnight
50.0

Sta. B
%
40.1
40.6

39.0
37.0

ORLEANS

FAVORITE

And WWL-TV personnel lead in experience
— competitive experience gained in TV
markets coast-to-coast.
Represented nationally
by the Katz Agency

Sta. C
%
18.9
10.7
17.0
11.0

WWL-TV
NEW
ORLEANS
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MONDAY

MEMO

from DRAPER DANIELS, executive vice 'president in charge of creative services, Leo Burnett Co., Chicago

Agency

meetings

Today, the advertising agency is almost the last bastion of individualism
in American business, almost the one
place where the uncommon man still
has a chance to be himself without becoming hopelessly insolvent.
It would be nice if we could keep it
that way. If we don't, the survey-making, play-it-safe copycats are going to
do to us what they did to the movies
10 years ago and what they're doing to
television programs now.
Ever since J. Walter Thompson hired
an office boy and became a Company, the advertising agency has been
plagued with meetings. As if that
weren't enough, large segments within
our business have been busily engaged
in thinking up reasons for more meetings. It's so much easier to vote that an
idea won't work than it is to have an
idea that will. The latter takes brains
while the former requires little more
than a dubious shake of the head and a
calculated negative vote.
I hope the apostles of brainstorming
will forgive me if I am not awed into
abashed silence by the reports of all
those sessions where 121 ideas were
turned up in 58 minutes of which 3Vi
were found either immediately usable
or worthy of future development.
Brainstorming Sessions • We've tried
brainstorming and found it wonderfully stimulating and decidedly deceptive.
I cannot prove, but I strongly suspect,
that most of the usable ideas came
from people who had them before the
meeting started and that all the meeting did was to delay the process of
working out the details.
The hope for break-throughs in our
business, as in science, industry, and
the arts, still rests upon the brilliant individual.
William H. Whyte Jr. writes in the
Organization Man: "Go down the list
of commercial inventions over the last
30 years; with very few exceptions the
advances did not come from a corporation laboratory." I suspect the corporation laboratories were too busy having
meetings to be doing much inventing.
Not all brilliant individuals are gregarious, nor are they articulate in a
group. Those who are not tend to be
stifled in a meeting. Even those who
find it difficult to resist the temptation to go along and be a good fellow
when in a meeting.
Thinkers Needed • If you're beginning to gather that I think our business
BROADCASTING, November 9, 1959

can

stifle

needs fewer meetings and more lonely
people sweating it out with a blank
sheet of paper staring them in the face
from a typewriter, you have been following me all the way.
The question is, am I just making
a lot of emotional noises or is there
evidence that faceless men with gray
flannel minds are sucking the individuality, personality, and spontaneity out
of much of today's advertising and replacing itwith something as bland, as
shining, and as tasteless as a bowl of
unflavored gelatin?
The ads are better dressed and better
mannered, and they carry fewer lies
than they used to. But somehow as
they parade before me, I am reminded
of mannequins, flawless and mindless,
as smooth as ice, and quite as cold. I
seem to hear my wife saying, "The ads
aren't fun, any more."
Need Unreasonable Men • By the
very nature of his job, the creative man
needs to be an unreasonable man.
George Bernard Shaw explained it, far
better than I can. He said that all progress was made by unreasonable men.
The reasonable man, by definition, according to Shaw, seeks to adjust to his

Draper Daniels b. 1913 Morris, N.Y.
Journalism major at Syracuse U. Joined
Young & Rubicam in 1940 and worked
at McCann-Erickson and Kenyon &
Eckhardt before rejoining Y&R in 1946
as its youngest vp. He moved to Leo
Burnett Co. in April 1954 where he's
now in charge of creative services.

creativeness
environment. The unreasonable man
seeks to adjust his environment to himself. Therefore, all progress and all
new ideas must emanate from the unreasonable man.
I blame most of advertising's polished plagiarisms and most of its innocuous vulgarities upon the meeting.
As David
said,it can
"A committee cannotOgilvy
create once
an ad,
only
Being it."
unable to create, the meeting
criticize
copies. The philosophy was well expressed by the head of a most profitable agency who bluntly said that his
organization was not interested in developing new techniques or in initiating
advertising advances; that it would
leave that work to others and make use
of those methods which had proved
themselves.
Such a policy is good for the immediate profit and loss statement, but I
doubt that it is to the long range benefit of advertising.
Public Naive? • People never were
as stupid as a lot of advertising experts
thought they were. They were uninformed, and, in many instances, naively trusting. Today, they are less uninformed than they were a few years ago
and 10 years from now they will be far
less uninformed than they are today.
I strongly suspect that it is going to
take more truth, better taste, and new
ideas to sell this coming generation of
uncommon men.
I doubt that it can be done by actors
masquerading as doctors and pointing
to animated charts showing anvils
whacking away inside the head.
I think it's going to take more wellwritten, factual copy in good taste such
as we see today in the excellent advertisements for Rolls Royce; the freshness
and imagination of the Chemstrand television commercials; or. if you'll forgive one mention of our own product,
the print and television advertising for
Kellogg's of Battle Creek.
No committee, no survey, nor any
number of meetings can ever take the
place of a man with a mind and a heart
who knows what he's doing, believes in
what he's doing, and wants to do it
better than anyone else in the world.
In large part, progress or lack of
progress made by advertising in an
America that is growing up is going to
be determined by the freedom that advertising gives to its gifted unreason-29
able men.

For

NTA

details, phone, wire or write
Michael
M. Sillerman, President

Program
Sales
A Division of National Telefilm Associates, Inc.
Coliseum Tower, 10 Columbus Circle, New York 19, JUdson a-73QO

COMMUNITY

CONSCIENCE..
TELEVISION

STYLE

Years of neglect had made historic Lippitt Hill an ideal area for redevelopment, but the
decision to level and rebuild brought questions, doubts and fears to residents and taxpayers.
On October 23, WPRO-TV presented in prime time another in its series of "documentaries in
depth" to explain economic impacts and human considerations.
WPRO-TV recognizes that to be accepted by the community, this station must be the
leading participant in community affairs. This policy prompts WPRO-TV to program both sides
of controversial issues, as well as editorials on such pertinent subjects as Section 315 of the
Communications Act, The City Budget, and attempts to use public funds for public service
announcements.

IrVTE/V
Albany
10
WROW
AlbanyRadio

Raleigh - Durham
CBS

WPRO-TV
CAPITAL CITIES TELEVISION CORPORATION

11
AFFILIATES

Providence

WPRO Radio
Providence

Providence
• Represented by Blair TV
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LATE NEWSBREAKS

CBS,
Tell

ON THIS AND THE NEXT PAGE • DETAILED COVERAGE

NBC

House

CITE

Subcommittee

CBS and NBC are taking definite
but different approaches to housecleaning in wake of quiz investigations. Approaches were described to House
Legislative Oversight Subcommittee by
Frank Stanton, CBS president, and
Robert E. Kintner, NBC president, last
week.
In testimony Nov. 6 Dr. Stanton reaffirmed CBS intention to be "masters
in our own house" over "everything that
appears on the CBS Television Network
— and I mean everything." He also
pointed out network had dumped 5Vz
weekly hours of quiz programs whose
major appeal was in size of winnings
and added network was determined all
its broadcasts were "exactly what they
purport to be." These policies were first
outlined by him in speech to Radio and
Television News Directors Assn. in New
Orleans Oct. 16.
He announced Nov. 6 CBS in addition was studying tighter controls over
commercials. Network is "now exploring" with NAB possibility of reaching
general agreement among advertisers,
networks and stations on "a new code
[regarding commercials] which will
recognize and eliminate legitimate complaints.
"Whether it is a quiz program or an
advertising commercial or a news broadcast or whatever, we are held responsible for what appears on CBS," he testified. "We accept that responsibility, and
the quiz show scandal has led us to
re-examine the whole area of our responsibility."
He said in past networks had been
criticized for asserting too much authority, but "it is possible that we have
had all along more elbow-room for
exercising authority than we believed."
NBC Not Involved • "NBC has never
been a party to quiz show rigging," Mr.
Kintner said. "We were just as much
a victim of the quiz show frauds as the
public." First he heard of any collusion, NBC president said, was in midAugust 1958 when Colgate-Palmolive
approached him on Dotto show. Immediate review of all network quiz shows,
headed by former FBI agent Thomas
Burns, revealed no evidence of any
wrongdoing, he said.
Answering subcommittee criticism
that network had failed to act, Mr.
Kintner said New York grand jury
asked network not to interrogate witBROADCASTING, November 9, 1959

QUIZ
their

steps

HOUSECLEANING
to eliminate

House Oversight Subcommittee ended
tv quiz hearings at 12:30 p.m. Nov.
6 with announcement it would turn
investigation to still other "deceptions"
in broadcasting. Nature of "deceptions"
was not given but there was strong indication they would include charges of
payola in getting music played on air.
Subcommittee meets Dec. 9 to chart
course of new investigations, but meanwhile staff is at work on them.
nesses until its own investigation had
been completed.
He announced for first time establishment of new network unit to maintain continued surveillance of quiz and
audience participation shows. It is
headed temporarily by Jerome Doyle,
former FBI agent and U.S. attorney,
and is staffed by experienced investigators, Mr, Kintner told subcommittee.
Other steps taken by network to safeguard integrity of its programs, he said,
included (1) assumption of direct production of all Barry & Enright shows
(which NBC purchased); (2) independent audit and survey of security procedures; (3) requirement that all personnel connected with quiz and audience participation shows sign affidavit
CBS

policy

What "deceits" does CBS intend to eliminate in its policy
overhaul?
Dr. Frank Stanton, CBS president, clarified earlier statements
on that subject during testimony
Nov.
ing. 6 before House quiz hear"The test in every case must be
whether any substantial number
of the viewing audience is likely,
in the given circumstances, to be
deceived or misled as to the true
nature of the program being offered," he said. "That test requires the exercise of human discretion in applying a 'rule of
reason.' For example, there is, of
course, no need for labeling
drama as fiction; theatrical conventions are so solidly planted in
the minds of the viewing public
that it involves no problem of
misconception."

OF THE WEEK BEGINS PAGE 37

all tv deceptions

attesting honesty of programs.
Answer to problem is not elimination of such programs, Mr. Kintner
stated, but recognition by broadcaster
of his responsibility to maintain integrity. He also hit idea of industry
"czar" as not realistic and impractical.
No Blanket Laws • Mr. Kintner said
government regulation or licensing is
not appropriate for dealing with problem, nor would it be effective. This, he
maintained, would inject government
into contents of programming itself,
which is inconsistent with entire concept of broadcasting. Any legislation,
he said, should be directed toward
wrongdoers — rather than of blanket
variety aimed at broadcaster.
He said it would be impossible for
network to own and produce all programming in its schedule — noting that
networks are caught between two opposing schools of thought in this
respect. On behalf of NBC, Mr. Kintner recommended penal legislation
making it criminal activity "knowingly
and willfully to participate in a scheme
to control the outcome of a contest
broadcast over licensed facilities."
NBC president said, "I earnestly
express the hope that the incidents of
quiz show rigging . . . will not be regarded as representative of tv as a
whole." He offered network facilities
for use of subcommittee in reporting
its findings to American public.
Abrams Testimony • Earlier in day,
former Revlon Vice President-Advertising Director George J. Abrams testified
to affirm statements made in his affidavit which was entered in record previous day (see story, page 52). He said
that much of controls of $64,000 Question and Challenge were brought on by
sponsor Revlon. He said Revlon regularly suggested that especially tough
questions be asked unpopular contestants to get them off show and that
favorable contestants get easy ones.
Mr. Abrams accused CBS of "dragging their feet" in acting on fix charges.
Max Levine, public relations director for Hess Dept. Store, Allentown, Pa.,
testified about that firm's payment of
$10,000 to get contestant on $64,000
Question (see story, page 53). He was
unsure who collected money, but named
two former $64,000 Question staff members as having been involved (Elroy
Schwartz, former script writer, and Jo33

AT

DEADLINE

continued

,

seph Cates, one-time director of program, both testified in executive session).
Mr. Levine testified that Hess often
paid to get store mentioned on radio
or tv and named Night beat, Arthur
Murray Party, Dunninger, Today, Person to Person and Garry Moore Show.
He said there were many more (plus
newspapers, columnists) who had been
similarly paid and he was asked to
supply subcommittee with complete list.
Influence Peddling • Rep. Harris
compared this "payola" with influence
peddling in government agencies and
promised subcommittee would dig further into matter.
Rep. Samuel Devine (R-Ohio) brought
admission from Mr. Levine that he had

Jerome Kidder assigned to head investigation. Show was Treasure Hunt.
Determination of what to do about
persons believed to have lied before
grand jury in New York during its investigation of tv quiz scandal will be
made by district attorney and grand
jury following end of House inquiry.
Mr. Hogan estimated 150 or more
persons testified before grand jury out
of some 300 questioned by his office
and said that perhaps 50 told truth. It
will be necessary to study matter and
then "think about a presentation," it
was said. Penalty upon conviction of
perjury holds maximum seven-year imprisonment.

identified himself as "Mr. Siegfried from
the district attorney's office" in Philadelphia. This was done, he said, in telephone attempts to reach Kenneth Hoffer, former Hess employe and Question
contestant on whose behalf money was
paid. He denied ever stating he was with
FBI and said he only wanted to talk to
Mr. Hoffer to "refresh his memory."
Mr. Hoffer was on Question in 1955.

Flint grant

NBC goes to DA
with kickback data
New York District Attorney Frank
Hogan began probe Nov. 5 of alleged
kickback system NBC says it found
operating on one of its quiz shows.
Network turned over details that day
after contacting district attorney day
before. Assistant District Attorney

upheld

U.S. Court of Appeals in Washington Nov. 5 upheld FCC's 1954 grant
of ch. 12 Flint, Mich., to WJR Detroit. At issue was contention by unsuccessful applicants W. S. Butterfield
Theatres Inc. and WFDF Flint that
WJR's change in transmitter site constituted new application. FCC granted
WJRT(TV) antenna site move after
grant but appeals court told Commission to reopen case to determine
whether in fact change in site negated
first grant. Commission held further
hearing and reaffirmed grant. It was
this latest order that appeals court upheld in per curiam decision. At same
time court upheld FCC in refusing application for ch. 12 Flint filed by
WKNX Saginaw just before second

Agriculture Dept. apologizes to radio-tv
Apologies came last week from
ture and Forestry, U.S. Senate.
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, with full
Among
Roberts' remarks:
explanation of its recent article in "We regret Mr.
exceedingly the circumstances which resulted in the marketthe department's Agricultural Maring magazine article containing
keting implying newspapers top radio and tv as best carrier of food
statements appearing to place this
marketing information (Broadcastdepartment in the position of favoring, Oct. 19).
ing certain mass media over others.
The circumstances are, in brief, that
Following publication of USDA's
selected material from the earlier
survey report, protest letters were
sent to Agriculture Secretary Benson
detailed and much-qualified study,
by TvB; W. D. Rogers, president of which was primarily for internal
KDUB-AM-TV Lubbock, Tex., and
guidance of federal and state extension service consumer marketing
other stations. Replies were mailed
workers, was condensed and incorlast week by R. Lyle Webster, director of information, on behalf of Sec.
porated into the marketing magazine article in a somewhat different
Benson, who was ill. Enclosed with
Mr. Webster's letter was copy of context and without the qualifications in the original study. Unfortwo-page letter from Ralph S. Robtunately, also, these materials have
erts, administrative assistant secrebeen further condensed in comtary of USDA, to Cotys M. Mouser,
chief clerk, Committee on Agriculments in certain of the mass media."
34
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round of hearing. Court held application was filed too late.
FCC okays 2 sales
Following station sales approved by
FCC and announced Nov. 5:
• KDYL-AM-FM and KTVT (TV) Salt
Lake City, Utah: Sold by Time Inc. to
Columbia Pictures for $3.1 million
without prejudice to whatever action
FCC may deem appropriate after outcome of antitrust suits against Columbia Pictures and subsidiary Screen
Gems.
o WHKK Akron, Ohio: Sold by Philip
R. Herbert to Susquehanna Broadcasting Co. for $456,586 plus $100,000 to
refrain from competition for seven
years. Susquehanna (estate of Louis
J. Appell) is licensee of WSBA-AMTV York and 90% owner of WARM
Scranton, both Pennsylvania.
Auto

drives

slacken

What's auto advertising picture?
Latest report: Plymouth (N. W. Ayer)
postponed spot radio schedule when
half way through, plans to schedule
remaining three weeks at later date.
Dodge's Dart (Grant) ran spot radio
three weeks in October and has suspended fourth and last week. Chevrolet
(Campbell-Ewald) took two-week hiatus
as of beginning of November, resumes
spot radio to run through first two
weeks in December.
DeSoto and Valiant (BBDO) halved
spot radio; in spot tv where both are
heavy, DeSoto has pared its drive
(begun in mid-October) while Valiant
cancelled some 90% of remaining spot
tv barrage effective Nov. 8. Ford currently has no spot schedules in radiotv. General trimming — which includes
drastic cuts in magazine and newspaper
placements — resulted from steel strike
(At Deadline, Oct. 19).
• Business

briefly

Well mixed • General Mills Inc.,
Minneapolis, today (Nov. 9) starts
cross-country spot tv campaign for its
Betty Crocker cake mixes. Five-week
drive includes both daytime and nighttime minutes and 20-second spots in
key markets. Agency: BBDO, N.Y.
Added to the collection • New Dodge
dealer advertising group in Philadelphia has named Grant Adv., N.Y., for
1960 Dodge and Dodge Dart. This is
Grant's second Dodge dealer acquisibringing to
agency's
dealer
total tiontoin month,
35 in addition
national
car
manufacturer's account.
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for

fast
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transmission

STEVE BEARD, manager of our Dallas office,
one of ten offices providing fast efficient
service to Advertising throughout the U.S.
— service that helps advertising dollars deliver extra value.

In steady gains of population and
commerce, few areas in America
can match the steady growth of
the Southwest.
Advertising naturally keeps
pace with business development.
So today Texas alone has 105 advertising agencies, including fourteen Texas offices of nation-wide
organizations.
In many of these agencies, spot
television forms a major part of
billing. And the accurate, down-tothe-minute data so essential to
effective buying is made instantly
available to them through our
Dallas office.
Blair-TV operates on this basic
principle : that alert informed rep-

A NATIONWIDE

l/LHa

ORGANIZATION

II

I

1

resentation isa service vital not
only to stations but also to all
Advertising and to the businesses
dependent on it for volume and
profit. From the first, our list has
been made up of stations and markets we felt in position to serve
effectively. Today these stations
are located in 25 of America's
greatest markets. Together they
cover 56 percent of its population
— virtually 60 per cent of its effective buying power.
In its area, each of these stations
stands as a power-house of selling
force. To help advertisers and their
agencies make most profitable use
of that force, is the constant objective of our entire organization.

AT THE SERVICE OF ADVERTISING

BLAIR-TV

WABC-TV-New York
W-TEN —
Albany-Schenectady-Troy
WFBG-TV— Altoona
WNBF-TV-Binghamton
WHDH-TV- Boston
BROADCASTING, November 9,

WBKB-Chicago
WCPO-TV- Cincinnati
WEWS- Cleveland
WBNS-TV- Columbus
KFJZ-TV-Dallas-Ft. Worth
WXYZ-TV- Detroit
1959

KFRE-TV- Fresno
WNHC-TVHartford-New Haven
KTTV— Los Angeles
WMCT-Memphis
WDSU-TV-New Orleans

KGO-TV-San Francisco
Omaha-Council Bluff
WOW-TVWFIL-TV — Philadelphia
WIIC- Pittsburgh
KGW-TV- Portland
WPRO-TV- Providence

Seattle-Tacoma
KING-TV
—
KTVI-St. Louis
Tampa-St. Petersburg
WFLA-TV-

A POWERFUL

COMBINATION

TO

SELL

MORE

GOODS!

W^T'H sells on the air and in the stores . . . gives you Baltimore's best
radio buy! W'I'T'H saturates the Baltimore Metropolitan Market area with
80% coverage . . . with merchandising plans in all major food chains . . .
independents . . . and 450 drug stores! Phone, write or wire for details
on these sales-proven plans:
• BARGAIN BAR
♦ SPOTLIGHT DRUGS
• COMMUNITY CLUB AWARDS
• CHAIN STORE PLANS

THE

Tom Tinsley, President

COMPLETE

SELL

. . . ONLY

Radio Baltimore

ON

R. C. Embry, Vice President

National Representatives: Select Station Representatives in New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington; Clarke Brown Co.
in Dallas,
Houston, Denver,
Atlanta, New Orleans; Daren F. McGavren Co. in Chicago, St. Louis, Detroit and on West Coast; Ohio Stain Cleveland.
tions Representatives
36
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A second

survey

NOW

A

In the

wake

Attitudes

of public

DEEP
of Van

toward

effect on the public's attitudes.
Both surveys were conducted for
Broadcasting by the professional research firm of Sindlinger & Co., Philadelphia. The first was made Oct. 24-2526, and its results were published in
Broadcasting's Nov. 2 issue. The. second was made Nov. 3, the day after
Mr. Van Doren admitted to the Legislative Oversight Subcommttee that all his
Twenty One appearances were rigged.
This is how public opinion was
changed by Mr. Van Doren's confession:
• Before the confession: only 18.9%
of those who knew about the quiz investigation said that they had changed
their attitude or opinion of the television
industry. After: 50.9% had changed.
• Before: Despite the fact that
quizzes are rigged 57.4% said they
found quizzes educational and entertaining enough to want them restored to the
air. After: 39.9% wanted them back.
• Before: 21.1% who knew about
Mr. Van Doren had negative reactions
about him. After: 28% had negative
reactions. And even more significantly,
positive responses (40.2% before his
testimony) had dwindled from sight.
• Before: Only 14.7% who knew
about Mr. Van Doren thought he
should be dismissed from his teaching
job at Columbia U. After: 45.7%
agreed with the decision to fire him.
The second Sindlinger survey also
asked one question that was not included in the first: Who among these
four (networks, sponsors, producers or
Van Doren himself) does the public
feel is most to blame for the quiz rigging, and who the least? Results:
• The producers are most to blame,
according to 53.8% of the people who
know about the quiz investigations.
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and

nationwide,

SCAR

Doren's

him

A national hero came tumbling down
last week. With him fell the public's
opinion of him and of the medium that
pushed him into national prominence.
Two national opinion surveys made
before and after Charles Van Doren's
confession show that it had a marked

opinion,

IN

confession:

television

are

sharply

dinner

Talburt, Scripps-Howard Newspapers

there's

TV'S

public

• Mr. Van Doren is least to blame,
according to 38% of the people.
(For complete tabulations of the
Sindlinger surveys see page 38).
The dramatic shift in opinion after
Mr. Van Doren's revelation of his role
in the quiz fix demonstrated the degree
to which the public identified the entire
scandal with that one personality. In the
"open end" responses to questions in
the second survey (those which required
actual opinions rather than yes or no
answers) Sindlinger researchers detected
still another facet of public reaction:
people seemed more concerned that Mr.
Van Doren had lied about the rigging
than about the rigging itself.
Why Two Surveys? • The second Sindlinger appraisal of American public
opinion on the quiz study was dictated
by the extent of the deception revealed
in Mr. Van Doren's testimony in Washington. It was apparent from the first
survey that much of the public attitude
toward him. the quizzes and the industry
TV

shows

. . .

IMAGE

disillusionment
changed

in week

itself was conditioned by lingering doubt
that he was guilty. When that factor was
removed, Broadcasting decided to
commission the study.
In many ways the second survey was
a more difficult job than the first. The
time margin between initiation of the
survey (Monday afternoon) and its
publication^ was three days shorter.
Questions to the 361 Sindlinger interviewers had to be sent out by telegram
rather than mail, which meant that results had to be transferred to coded
questionnaires by hand at Sindlinger
headquarters before they could be
tabulated. Interviewing could not be
done until Tuesday night (Nov. 3) to
assure that the public had ample opportunity to hear and read about Mr.
Van Doren's testimony.
The second survey was based on
1,365 rather than 2,289 interviews,
but covered the same 287 counties (including 187 metropolitan markets and
representative rural counties). The second survey achieved a 90.9% completion ratio — the first, 91.6%.
The high correlation of responses
among both sexes and in all parts of
the country in the first survey, coupled
with the high percentage of people who
had heard about the quiz investigation,
had demonstrated in the first survey that
by research standards public opinion
was uniform enough to be measured accurately with the smaller sample. In
fact, a 1,365 interview sample is itself considered large by research standards; many accepted nationwide surveys
are done with as few as 300 interviews.
Also, as the special Broadcasting questions "hitchhiked" on one of Sindlinger's continuing surveys of media
audience, it was possible to use the main
survey as a check on accuracy of the
special one.
Complete results of the Sindlinger surveys, including breakdowns by geographical area (East. South, Midwest and
West) and by age and sex, are available37
from Sindlinger & Co.. Ridley Park, Pa.

STORM
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ARE

UP
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Listed below are results of the two Sindlinger surveys on
public attitudes toward the tv quiz investigations. The first
survey was conducted Oct. 25-26, before Charles Van
if
Doren admitted his winning on Twenty-One was rigged.
fe
The
r second was conducted Nov. 3, after his confession.
Theseen
results
t have been projected to the entire U.S. population of 127 ,745 ,000 people who are 12 years old or
older and not in institutions.
Most know about quiz scandal.
Have you heard or read anything about the television
quiz show investigation?
First Survey
Number
Percent
Yes
107,807,000 84.4%
Second Survey
Yes
119,554,000 93.6%
No
8,191,000 6.4%
(NOTE: Those answering no to questions above were not
asked the rest of the questions. Hence the base for
computing percentages In tabulations below is 107,807,000 for the first and 119,554,000 for the second
survey.)
And many have changed opinion of tv.
Would you1 say that the quiz show investigations have
9
changed your,9 attitude or opinion of the television in38
dustry in any way?
,0
00First Survey
15
No
82,947,000 76.9%
.6
%
Yes
20,352,000 18.9%
No opinion
4,515,000 4.2%
Second Survey
Yes
No opinion

60,834,000 50.9%
3,410,000 2.9%

0%0
,6.03
194
,3

55

And many don't want the quiz shows back now.
Even though contestants on quiz shows are helped, have
you found the quiz programs educational and entertaining enough to want to see them on television again?
First Survey
Yes
61,913,000 57.4%
No
36,623,000 34.0%
No opinion
9,259,000 8.6%
Second Survey
Yes
47,695,000 39.9%
No
65,104,000 54.5%
No opinion
6,755,000 5.7%
They still know Van Doren.
(NOTE [regarding the two questions below]: At the time
of the first Sindlinger survey, Mr. Van Doren had not
testified before the House committee. At the time of the
second, he had. This necessitated the slight change in
wording of the questions in the respective surveys.)
First Survey
Have you ever heard of the name of Charles Van Doren?
Yes
104,374,000 96.8%
No
3,433,000 3.2%
Second Survey
Have you heard or read anything about Charles Van
Doren's testimony in Washington Monday (Yesterday)?
Yes
106,582,000 89.1%
No
12,972,000 10.9%
38 (SPECIAL REPORT: QUIZ CASE)
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But he's lost some friends in the past week.
today?
(If yes to above) How do you feel about Mr. Van Doren
Negative
22,030,000
First Survey*
Positive
41,915,000
Conditional
11,603,000
No opinion
28,835,000
Second Survey
Negative
29,862,000
Sympathetic
'
39,217,000
No opinion
22,802,000

21.1%
40.2%
11.1%
27.6%
28.0%
36.8%
21.4%

* Results of the first survey's response to this question were
not tabulated in time for Broadcasting's first report
in the Nov. 2 issue. The conditional responses to ihe
question in the first survey resulted from the public's in. 14 guilt.
decision on Mr. Van Doren's
,69did not fall into the same
Responses in the second survey
4,
00
categories, hence the new categories, 0"sympathetic
and in13.8
%
different."
Many of whom now bear a grudge.
First Survey
(Asked of those who had heard of Mr. Van Doren.) How
do you feel about Van Doren's job at Columbia U? Do
you think he should be permitted to keep his job there,
be fired, or just what?
Keep job
61,899,000 59.3%
Be fired
15,305,000 14.7%
Conditional"
9,832,000 9.4%
No opinion
17,359,000 16.6%
Second Survey
Do you personally feel that Van Doren should have been
let out from his job at Columbia U?
Keep job
43,864,000 36.7%
Be fired
54,657,000 45.7%
No opinion
21,033,000 17.6%
'-Conditional responses in first survey resulted from indecision on Mr. Van Doren's guilt.
The program producers are the vidians.
Second Survey
(Not asked in first survey)
In connection with the situation Van Doren is in today,
there are four places where responsibility could be placed:
(A) the network, (B) the sponsor who pays for the program, (C) those who produce it, and (D) Van Doren
himself. Of these four, whom do you blame the most?
Whom do you blame the least?
Blame The Most1
Network
Sponsor
Producers
Van Doren

14,356,000
21,842,000
64,324,000
22,225,000

Blame the Least2
Network
Sponsor
Producers
Van Doren

31,884,000
26,535,000
3,764,000
46,459,000

12.0%
18.3%
53.8%
18.6%
26.7%
22.2%
3.1%
38.9%

(NOTE: 'Adds to more than 100% because of multiple
answers. 2 Does not add to 100% because of inability of
some respondents to differentiate among least guilty. 4.3%
also said blame should be shared equally. 5.5% were unable and/ or declined to name a least guilty.)
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The television quiz era ended officially last Monday when its symbol took off
his respected mask and showed the
world a cheat.
Charles Van Doren, winner of $129,000 on NBC-TVs Twenty One and
after that a S50,000-a-year commentator for the network, confessed that all
his 14 quiz performances had been
thoroughly rigged. He was followed
through the week by a dozen other witnesses who testified to other quiz show
rigging (see below) and by the presidents of CBS and NBC (see At Deadline). But for all practical purposes
the House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee had made its case when Mr.
Van Doren finished.
"I would give almost anything I have
to reverse the course of my life in the
last three years." said Mr. Van Doren
in beginning his 12J/i-page prepared
statement. "I was involved, deeply involved, in a deception."
In his testimony he described how
Albert Freedman, a producer for Barry
& Enright which owned Twenty One,
carefully coached him in subject matter
and in dramatic technique.
Before all the programs on which he
appeared Mr. Van Doren was given all
the questions and. when he did not
know them, the answers. Before some
of his appearances he was given entire
scripts to memorize.
Drama Coach • Of Mr. Freedman's
BROADCASTING, November 9, 1959
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on PageA6
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work Mr. Van Doren also testified: "He
instructed me how to answer the questions: to pause before certain parts of
the answers, to skip certain parts and
return to them, to hesitate and build up
Throughout his term as a contestant
suspense."
on Twenty One Mr. Van Doren was
"deeply But
troubled"
by the deceit,
he
testified.
he rationalized.
Fame and
"more money than I ever had or
dreamed of having" came to him. "I
was almost able to convince myself that
it did not matter what I was doing because it was having such a good effect
on the national attitude toward teachers, education and the intellectual life.
... I was able to convince myself that
I could make up for it after it was
Mr. Van Doren's last appearance on
Twenty One was on March 11, 1957.
over." the program Mr. Freedman told
Before
him he was to lose that night.
"I said: 'Thank God,' " Mr. Van
Doren told the subcommitee.
That night he lost to Mrs. Vivienne
Nearing. He collected $124,000. The
other $5,000 of the total winnings had
already been paid as an advance before Christmas 1956 although at that
time viewers believed it was possible
for him to lose all he had won.
Trouble Begins • In August 1958
Herbert Stempel whom Mr. Van Doren
had defeated on Twenty One charged

Amiu*

FAKE
j
a Script,
Big Winner Tells

QUIZ
shows

were

ERA
frauds

that the program had been rigged. At
the time Mr. Van Doren was appearing
on Today as a replacement for Dave
Garroway.
"I made a statement on the Garroway program the next morning to the
effect that I knew of no improper activities on Twenty One and that I had
received no assistance," Mr. Van Doren
testified last week. "I knew that most
people would believe me. Most people
Later an investigator for the New
York district attorney interrogated him,
as part of the grand jury investigation
of quiz rigging. "I denied any knowlof improper activities," Mr. Van
Doren edgerecalled.
After that he hired a lawyer, Carl
did." "In my folly I did not even
Rubino.
tell him the truth."
Last January Mr. Van Doren testified before the New York grand jury
and stuck to his story of innocence.
Before his grand jury appearance he
talked with Mr. Freedman, his coach
on Twenty One, and with Dan Enright,
of Barry & Enright. Both urged him to
lie and both said they would protect
him.
A month ago Mr. Van Doren learned
that Mr. Freedman appeared before the
New York grand jury after Mr. Van
Doren testified and implicated Mr. Van
Doren in rigging. "I became almost
panic-stricken," Mr. Van Doren said
39

last week. But he still denied he knew
of any rigging when he was asked about
it by investigators of the House subcommittee.
The Reckoning • The House subcommittee hearings began Oct. 6.
"I was involved in them from the
first," said Mr. Van Doren. On the
night of Oct. 6 NBC told Mr. Van
Doren he must ask the subcommittee
for a chance to testify or be suspended
from his job.
"My life and career, it appeared, were
being swept away in a flood," Mr. Van
Doren testified. "I tried to save whatever part seemed in the most immediate danger. First I hoped to save the
contract. I just was unable to walk out

and slam the door on a $50,000-a-year
By Oct. 8 Mr. Van Doren was "completelyHarris
confused and
dismayed."
Chairman Oren
of the
House subcommittee had offered Mr. Van Doren a
chance to testify. Mr. Van Doren had
job."
as last
told his attorney the true story.
The attorney had advised him that there
were probably witnesses ready to testify against him. "I could not face the
situation," said Mr. Van Doren.
"I simply ran away."
For five days Mr. Van Doren and his
wife drove aimlessly through New England while he tried vainly to come to
some conclusion. They returned to New
York Oct. 13, and he was served next

day with a subcommittee subpoena.
Still he was trying "hopelessly to seek
a way out," he said last week.
"In the end it was a small thing that
tipped
scales,"
Mr.from
Vana woman
Doren
said. He the
received
a letter
who had seen him on the Garroway
show. "She told me that the only way
I could ever live with myself and make
up for what I had done — of course, she
too did not know exactly what that was
— was to admit it, clearly, openly, truly.
Suddenly I knew she was right. And
this way, which had seemed for so long
the worst of all possible alternatives,
suddenly became the only one."
Upon completion
Mr. VanandDoren*s
testimony,
Chairmanof Harris
most
other subcommittee members complimented him for his confession. "God
bless you," Chairman Harris said.
A dissent came from Rep. Steven
Derounian (R-N.Y.). "I don't think an
adult of your intelligence should be
commended
for Mr.
telling
truth," Rep.
Derounian told
VantheDoren.
Secret Testimony • New revelations
of
quiz when
show the"fixing"
came to made
light
last tvweek
subcommittee
public the testimony of seven witnesses
given behind closed doors during the
past
Themonth.
witnesses: John Ross, personal
manager of 12-year-old Patty Duke,
who was a contestant on $64,000 Challenge and who currently plays the
young Helen Keller in the play, "The
Miracle Worker"; Edward Jurist, former producer of Dotto, $64,000 Challenge, Quiz Kids and Giant Step; Albert
Freedman, former producer of Twenty
One and Tic Tac Dough; Dan Enright,
former partner in Barry & Enright Productions and supervisor-producer of
Twenty One; Howard Felsher, former
producer of Tic Tac Dough; Martin
Dowd, former contestant on Tic Tac
Dough; and Sy Fischer, head of Frank
Cooper
mony: Assoc., which owned Dotto.
Among points made in their testi-

Charles Van Doren (right) and Attorney
40

'I was involved, deeply involved, in a deception.'
(SPECIAL REPORT: QUIZ CASE)

Mr. Ross: Didn't know Patty Duke
was given questions and answers in advance of her appearances on shows
until Oct. 31, but suspected it and was
almost sure when he heard associate
producer Shirley Bernstein advise girl
to study tune "Memphis Blues," about
which she later was questioned. Said
Entertainment Productions Inc. scout
Irving Harris, who knew both him and
Miss Duke, asked her to appear. She
won $32,000 and Mr. Ross received
15% and gave $1,000 to Mr. Harris
because "I just wanted to do something for him." During several appearances by Miss Duke he was afraid to
ask her if she had been given advance
information because "I was afraid I'd
findMr.out Jurist:
the truth."
Said every effort was
BROADCASTING. November 9, 1959
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Do your advertisers rave like this about
your station?
". . . never has a radio station been so
talked about and so appreciated."
". . . customer comment has been excel ent, so we know your station has
been wonderfully received."
". . . business people have expressed
an interest in radio on a sustaining
basis for the first time . . ."
". . . low cost of advertising on WQMN
can't help but make radio attractive to
business men."
And do the clergy and community leaders
write you letters like these?
". . . responsible leadership in your
programming."
". . . sane, adult approach to broadcasting."
"... a much desired and long overdue
re-evaluation of today's radio tastes."
Does your station receive this homage
from your local Chamber of Commerce?
"You have certainly lived up to your
'quality music' slogan. Adult listeners
are well pleased. . . . filling a definite
need in radio in Superior and Duluth."
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made to "control" Dotto and that some
amount of control was exercised on
every quiz show he's worked on since
pre-war Quiz Kids radio show. This
was by finding out what contestant
knew, then asking questions he would be
likely to answer right. Admitted Dotto
control was meant to be "subtle" but
wasn't always that way, noting one
contestant (Marie Winn) took notes
at screening session and used them during show for right answers. Various
techniques were used to achieve excitement, such as ties, and about 70% of
plans worked out as expected.
Acknowledged prior testimony to effect
contestants were given answers directly indicated "clumsiness." Admitted
paying a stand-by contestant (Eddie
Hilgemeier) $1,500 "blackmail" to keep
quiet about irregularities on show. Said
he didn't consider activities immoral.
Admitted when George Laboda, vice
president of sponsor (Colgate) made
complaint about one contestant winning $11,000 in one night, show was
controlled so winnings were less.
Mr. Freedman: Admitted furnishing
advance questions and answers to contestant James Snodgrass for Twenty
One and assumed Mr. Enright did same
for contestant Herbert Stempel. Of
some 125 to 150 contestants, figures
he helped 15 to 20 with answers and
coached them on acting. Said "control" had been used on quiz shows from
their early appearances on radio; felt
it was his idea to assist contestants, but
acknowledged he knew Mr. Enright
was doing same before Mr. Freedman
joined show. Said Mr. Snodgrass told
"lie" in saying Mr. Freedman "cried"
when one contestant won $75,000; that
he couldn't be more delighted to see
NBC spending its money. Said he'd
helped contestants on Tic Tac Dough
and "slightly" on Big Surprise in early
1956. Acknowledged he ordered several
contestants to lose. Said he lied to
grand jury at first, telling contestants
he was going to do so to take the
"terror" away from them. Denied he
told contestants how to testify before
grand jury. Said Mr. Enright has advanced him $15,000 in loans since he
left his job and went to Mexico City,
where he lives now. Said NBC officials
didn't ask him if show was rigged and
he probably wouldn't have told them if
they had.
Mr. Enright: Claimed it was his own
idea, not Mr. Freedman's, to help contestants. Acknowledged furnishing advance information to several contestants as well as coaching them on acting. Said he didn't think officials of
the sponsor, Pharmaceuticals Inc.,
knew of irregularities. Said he didn't
tell NBC officials Mr. Stempel was
lying, but acknowledged telling them
he had tape recording and signed state42 (SPECIAL REPORT: QUIZ CASE)

Ike on quizzes
President Eisenhower said last
week that nobody will be satisfied
until the television quiz mess is
cleaned up.
He was asked
about the subject at his news
conference Nov.
4. He likened
the
react i o public
n to that
which resulted
from the White
Sox World Series scandal of 1919. He recalled
that a fan, addressing Shoeless
Joe Jackson, one of the players,
said: "Say it ain't so, Joe."
The President said that every
communications medium engaged
in the distribution of news and
entertainment has a terrific responsibility and must practice
self-discipline. It is self-discipline
by business, he said, that will
keep free government working.
Mr. Eisenhower reminded newsmen that he had asked the Justice Dept. to determine whether
the quiz cases had violated any
federal law or whether any new
laws should be proposed. He said
that Justice would present its
conclusions before the first of the
He also said the Federal Trade
year.
Commission seems possibly to
have some function in correcting
the whoe business and had moved
into television investigation because deceitful advertising is tied
into the general condition (see
story, page 56).
ments of Mr. Stempel renouncing
claims show was rigged. Admitted he
guaranteed one contestant (Vivienne
Nearing) $10,000 when she wanted to
quit with $14,000 (she later dropped
to $5,000, but received $10,000). He
agreed with Mr. Freedman that more
than half shows were fixed; that he
and Mr. Freedman planned who would
win, when ties would be made.
Mr. Fischer: Testified he knew
Dotto was "controlled." That two radio
shows with which he has been associated, Second Chance and Keep It in
the Family, also were controlled. He
said he made decision to pay Mr. Hilgemeier $1,500 to keep him quiet.
(Several congressmen hinted strongly
that Mr. Fischer had dodged subcommittee staffers with subpoenas. He also
was criticized for refusing to sign
waiver of immunity for testimony before New York grand jury).

Mr. Dowd: Acknowledged he had
appeared on both daytime and nighttime versions of Tic Tac Dough and
was furnished answers to questions in
advance. He said producer Howard Felsher, friend, invited him to appear on
night show to defeat contestant (Army
Capt. Michael O'Rourke) who "is winning too much money." Said he received both answers and coaching, winning, in all, $3,800 on day show and
$19,700 on night show. He said at one
time his winnings were up to $47,000,
but Mr. Felsher told him that was too
much and suggested $10,000 or $12,000 take-out. Mr. Dowd said he demurred and wound up taking out $19,700, when Mr. Felsher said he would
lose his job if the prize was too much.
He said he was told by Mr. Felsher
that latter was going to testify to grand
jury that he didn't furnish answers. He
said Mr. Felsher was "bitter about me
telling the truth" and had asked him
not to be truthful with grand jury. He
didn't feel contestant O'Rourke had
been given help, that Korean war hero
was brilliant off-stage as on.
Mr. Felsher: Admitted Tic Tac
Dough was fixed and that he had furnished answers to both Mr. Dowd and
Capt. O'Rourke, who won total of
$108,000 before Mr. Dowd defeated
him. Mr. Felsher said he wanted to
remind subcommittee members that
Capt. ORourke had "11 pieces of
shrapnel" in him and held the Distinguished Service Cross. (Whereupon,
Chairman Harris said that Capt.
O'Rourke might be general someday
and it was best to establish beforehand
whether he is corruptible. He said Capt.
O'Rourke's heroism is appreciated, but
that it doesn't
give onhimpublic.)
"license" to participate in fraud
$64,000 Fix • Wilton J. Springer,
through a written statement, and
Arthur Cohn, in person, testified that
the "fix" was on for their March 1958
match on $64,000 Challenge. Subcommittee counsel Charles Howze Jr. read
the sworn statement of Mr. Springer,
who is recovering from a heart attack.
On the day of the program, Mr.
Springer said he was supplied answers
in advance by associate producer
Shirley Bernstein, sister of famed orchestra conductor Leonard Bernstein.
Mr. Springer said he used the answers
on the program, two of which he had
not known, and won $4,000 when Mr.
Cohn missed. He said that after he had
been given the answers, and before
going on the air, he mentioned the interview with Miss Bernstein to his op"Mr. Cohn had not had an interponent.
view with Miss Bernstein," Mr.
Springer
"He fact
appeared
interested said.
in the
that Ivery
hadmuch
had
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ridiculous enough to attract attention —

Martin Revson
Victim of a 'conspiracy'
such an interview. The next day [Miss
Bernstein] tried to prevail on me to
communicate with Mr. Cohn and to
try to induce him not to make any
public disclosure of the above-described
facts. I did not get in touch with Mr.
Cohn."
Mr. Cohn, who returned the $250
he won as a consolation prize, said he
told the story to officials of Revlon
and CBS. He said Revlon pleaded with
him to take the money so he ordered
the check made out to charity.
A New York advertising salesman,
Mr. Cohn repeated that Mr. Springer
had told him the latter had received the
questions in advance. He said that
when Mr. Springer was asked the same
questions on the air, "I felt like I was
going to blurt the entire thing out. . . .
It was just cheating." He said he
remained silent because "no one wants
a troublemaker."
Mr. Cohn said he complained to
Miss Bernstein by telephone soon after
the show and that she denied supplying
answers and spoke of an "amazing
coincidence." She called him two days
later, Mr. Cohn related, and urged him
not to make any trouble.
Minister's Story • The Rev. Charles
E. (Stony) Jackson said he had no compunctions about taking $16,000 in winnings on Question because "I worked
like a dog boning up ... on a category
44 (SPECIAL REPORT: QUIZ CASE)

great love stories."
"I have not been censured nearly so
much for taking the money as for
opening my big mouth," he said.
Rev. Jackson said that the public
in Tennessee has been very critical of
the subcommittee's investigations and
has
shown a "we couldn't care less"
attitude.
Rev. Jackson, minister of the Disciples of Christ Church, Tullahoma,
Tenn., said that it is his ambition to
become "a Protestant Father Flanagan,"
founder of Boys' Town. He told of
making efforts to get on several tv
quiz shows to help pay debts in an unsuccessful promotion of a Florida
home for boys.
After his $64,000 Question appearances, Rev. Jackson won $4,000 on
Challenge which he said he took because tax officials told him he would
have to pay tax on the amount anyway. He sent some of his winnings to
the contestant he defeated — with help
from the producers — he said.
Before his appearances on both programs the witness said he was given
questions and answers which later were
asked. He said he told fellow ministers
and friends about this in Tennessee
and "without exception" they said he
had done nothing morally wrong.
Cugat's Testimony • Band leader
Xavier Cugat told how he consented
to appear as a contestant on $64,000
Challenge strictly for publicity reasons,
"but I didn't want to make a fool of
He said answers were supplied to
him before each of his three appearmyself."
ances by Mr. Koplin, producer of the
show.
Mr. Cugat's opponent was singer
Lillian Roth, author of the best-selling
book I'll Cry Tomorrow. Miss Roth
missed at the $16,000, level and Mr.
Cugat took home that amount in winnings.
"I thought it was entertainment — it
was a show," Mr. Cugat told the congressmen. "Now I wish I'd never gone
there for $16 million." He said he did
not know if Miss Roth had been supplied with answers.
"If there was too much make believe, Iwish you could do something
about it without giving entertainment
a black name," Mr. Cugat told the
congressmen.
$64,000 Conflicts • Members of the
subcommittee made it plain they are
convinced that one or more witnesses
lied in affixing the blame for controls
placed on $64,000 Question and Challenge during Tuesday and Wednesday
testimony.
Steven R. Carlin. executive producer,
Mert Koplin, producer, and Shirley

Revlon's Charles Revson
'It was the producer'
Bernstein. associate producer of
Challenge (via an affidavit entered in
the
record),wasswore
of
contestants
at thethat
desire"control"
and direction of Revlon, the sponsor.
Revlon President Charles Revson,
and his brother Martin Revson. former
executive vice president, entered
vehement denials. They were backed
by James D. Webb, president of C. J.
LaRoche & Co., one of Revlon's
agencies.
The position taken by the producers
was supported by George Abrams, vice
president of advertising for Revlon
until last April.
Much of the testimony centered
around weekly strategy meetings to discuss the two shows. They were attended by the producers, Revlon executives and its agencies. Memorandums
were made outlining discussions and
decisions reached at each meeting.
Messrs. Carlin and Koplin testified
that at "virtually every meeting" Revlon representatives (Messrs. Martin
Revson and Abrams) indicated they
wanted certain contestants continued
and this
oftenor made
"urgent suggestions"
that
that contestant
be dropped.
Ratings were uppermost in everybody's mind, the producers said, and
as
ratings
dropped "pressures"
for more
controls increased.
The reaction
was
to do everything possible to place a
more dramatic show on the air and
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this resulted in more coaching of candidates. Principal method of controlling contestants, the witnesses testified,
was to determine what the contestants
did and did not know and to ask questions accordingly.
Extreme Displeasure • Mr. Koplin
stated than when the "controls" did not
work in achieving the results on the
show which Revlon officials wanted, the
"atmosphere" at the next weekly meeting was "one of extreme displeasure
. . . which took many forms." If the
controls succeeded, he said, the sponsor
expressed pleasure.
He said that no effort was made to
disguise the fact that the two $64,000
shows were controlled— he called the
method used "playback." He said Revlon never threatened to "get anybody's
job" but that Martin Revson was "unpleasant quite a good deal of the
time." The control actually was exercised by the sponsor, he said, and the
producers were ordered to have more
losers.
Many contestants, he said, were not
helped in advance. He cited boxing exbehind that heard, Paul
pert Dr. Joyce Brothers as a contestant the show tried to get rid of, but
one who answered the most difficult
...EVERYONE
m
question that could be devised.
Mr. Carlin said that Revlon often
Western Massachusetts
indicated it wanted certain contestants
continued or dropped. But, he said, the
role toward more control has to be
knows you!
shared between sponsor and producer.
He said that Revlon often threatened
to cancel its co-sponsorship of Challenge (the cosmetics firm was the sole
sponsor of Question). Its interest was to
get ratings up and the cosmetics firm
made no issue about how this was done,
he maintained.
N
O
S
N
MO
~| P. Lorillard (for Kent cigarettes) coAUL
sponsored $64,000 Challenge. Mr. CarTravelerP— Lecturer
lin said he had only infrequent meetm
"Dean of the Morning Men" fjj
ings with this sponsor and that Lorillard was not involved in the controls.
CBS-TV Inquires • Mr. Carlin said
#1 Radio personality in the area
that CBS twice inquired about the fix
Featured on
charges. These related to the Rev. Jackson statements and the Wilton SpringerArthur Cohn situation. The network
asked for a written report containing a
detailed analysis of the situation, he
#1 Radio Station with studios in
said.
The Revson brothers, with Martin
Metropolitan Springfield area
the first on the stand, were given a
consistently verified by ratings
rough interrogation by various memGET ALL THE FACTS
bers of the subcommittee. When Rep.
Call Hollingbery or
Derounian told Martin Revson he
Kettell-Carter for rates
thought contradictory testimony of
and availabilities
other witnesses was true, Mr. Revson
snapped: "You have no right to say I
am not telling the truth." He repeatedly
said "absolutely not" and "certainly
not" in answering
questionscontrols
of the over
subWSpR
com it e ifhe ordered
1000 Watts
-L 1270 KC
contestants.
SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS
He denied, as did Charles Revson,
48

(SPECIAL REPORT: QUIZ CASE)

At liberty
As a result of his testimony before the House Special Subcommittee on Oversight, Charles Van
Doren lost two jobs last week. He
was dismissed from his $50,000-ayear post at NBC, and the trustees
of Columbia U. voted to accept
his resignation as assistant professor of English.
An NBC announcement Nov. 3
stated the company's decision was
prompted by disclosures NBC received for the first time through
Mr. Van Doren's testimony before
the subcommittee. A spokesman
said Mr. Van Doren would be
paid through Nov. 3.
NBC's announcement said in
"Mr. Van Doren's admissions in
his testimony are completely at
variance with his repeated denials
of complicity in or knowledge of
part:
any rigging
Twenty
denials made toon the,
press, One
the —New
York County District Attorney, to
the grand jury, to the viewing public, and his employers at NBC.
"Those who have knowingly engaged in the frauds of quiz show
rigging must be removed from the
broadcast scene. With deep regret,
we have concluded that no exception should be made with Mr.
Van Doren."
ever ordering that contestants be
dropped or continued; ever knowing before the hearings that the shows were
controlled. He claimed Entertainment
Productions Inc., which owned the
quiz shows, "had the last word on
everything. If we didn't like it, there
was nothing we could do about it.
"EPI's people made it clear that they
did not need Revlon. They told us constantly that we were lucky to have the
show — that other sponsors were lined
Revsons
up Both
at their
door." said that they never
had the slightest knowledge that any
contestant on either show was ever
given the questions and answers in advance. They expressed "shock and surprise" at the statements made by
Messrs. Koplin and Carlin.
Conspiracy Charged • Martin Revson
said that the producers "entered into a
conspiracy against me." Charles Revson said: "Those who rigged the quiz
shows would have you believe that pressure from my company made them do
so. That is not the fact."
The Revsons were questioned at
length about memorandums prepared
following the weekly meetings (Charles
did not attend) and the affidavit by Mr.
BROADCASTING, November 9, 1959
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Abrams read into the record. Of particular interest to the congressmen was
what has been labeled "the famous last
memorandum" — of which no copy can
be found by the subcommittee.
This memorandum was reported to
say "bluntly that a certain match would
end next week and another contestant
would advance to another plateau on
the Question show." Messrs. Koplin,
Carlin and Abrams testified that Martin
Revson was "quite upset at this memo
and ordered that there would be no

"
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more
. . ."Revson, who described testiMartin
mony of the producers as "a bunch of
hogwash," said he did not recall the contents of the lost memo and that the
memos were stopped because they became editorial in nature, reflecting the
opinions of the writer, a BBDO man assigned to the account. He said he
chaired the weekly meetings and denied that there was ever any discussion
of whether a contestant would be
dropped.
"If we had known any controls were
being used, I can assure you we would
have dropped it at once," he said. He
described Mr. Koplin as a "mouse" who
never spoke out at the meetings. Martin
Revson said that he has been a "private
investor" since leaving Revlon in the
spring of 1958.
Producers Deny Fix • On three different occasions, both Revsons said,
Revlon asked producers of the two
shows if any controls were exerted over
contestants. In each instance, they said,
denials were given. This was done
verbally and Revlon had nothing in
writing from EPI to this effect, it was
stated.
Charles Revson pointed out that fix
charges have been leveled against The
Big Surprise, which has only one thing
in common with the $64,000 shows. "It
was not the sponsor, it was the producer," he emphasized. "This producer
would have you believe that sponsor
pressure from Revlon drove him to do
what he did on our show. Then what
caused him to rig The Big Surprise?"
Mr. Webb, who attended the weekly
meetings, said that "nothing ever occurred to arouse my suspicions. I believed that the programs were honest.
Surely, the producers never gave me the
slightest reason to believe otherwise."
Mr. Webb said that LaRoche bills about
$2 million annually for Revlon (its
fourth largest account) for which it receives approximately $240,000 in commissions.
Abrams Supports Producers • Mr.
Abrams, in charge of advertising for
Revlon during the time Question and
Challenge were on the air, said that the
sponsor "understood . . . the technique
used for controlling the destiny of a
contestant was to employ questions

'Assumed' controls • But he didn't
know they went as far as coaching
contestants, Robert Foreman, executive
vice president, BBDO, testified.
ranging
to 'easy.'
contestantfrom
was 'tough'
interesting,
it was If
gen-a
erally the consensus of opinion that he
should continue on the show. If he was
dull, we should suggest to the producer
that it would be desirable that the contestant not continue in the future."
He said decisions were made at the
weekly meeting as to who should continue on Question, how a match should
go on Challenge — "and the sponsor and
agency expected that the decisions
would be carried out with a high degree
of accuracy." (Of this testimony, Martin Revson said: "That's his personal
opinion.
It's not is
true.")
Mr. Abrams
now president of
Cosmetics & Toiletries Div. of WarnerLambert Pharmaceutical Corp. He did
not appear before the subcommittee in
person; his statement was read by subcommittee counsel Richard N. Goodwin.
Rigged on Instructions • Miss Bernstein, who also did not testify in person,
stated in an affidavit that Challenge
often was rigged on instructions from
the sponsor. She said these directions
were relayed to her through Mr. Carlin.
It was her "complete understanding
from the start," she said, that rigging
instructions came from the sponsor.
By sponsor, she said, she meant Revlon. "I was given to understand that we
had little or no interference from the
BROADCASTING, November 9, 1959

was rRevlon's deBoostsire,ratings
said Executi• veThatProduce
Steven R.
Carlin. with no issue made about how
to do it.

Attended meetings • But 'nothing
arouseC.myJ. suspicion
occurredD. toWebb,
ever
said James
LaRoches."&
Co. head.

Controls obvious • And no effort was
made to disguise them, according to
Producer Mort Koplin. He said Revlon

Lorillard people." Miss Bernstein said
that on occasion she supplied questions
and answers in advance of a contestant's
appearance on the show but that some
programs were not tampered with at all.
y's testiLast Tuesday's and Wednesda
mony brought forth the question of
whether perjury had been committed —
with several members of the subcommittee saying often that somebody was
not telling the truth. Rep. Bennett said
he thought there was "a clear case of
and requested that the hearing
perjury"
record be sent to the Attorney General
for action.
Rep. Derounian made the same observations. Rep. Harris said only that
there were "differences" in the testimony and pointed out the Justice Dept.
already had instituted an investigation
of tv quiz shows.

this, he said, he "assumed" that
From were
being used. Mr. Foreman
controls
said he never anticipated anything as
blatant as giving questions and answers,
but assumed that control was exercised

and had told fellow workers about it.
A few days later, he testified he refroma.m.Hess
ceived a phone
owner Max
Hess call
at 1:30
Mr. Bros."
Hess
told Mr. Hoffer he would go on the
show and get to the S64,000 level, at
which time he would lose.
The next day. Mr. Hoffer. Max
Levine, Hess. Bros, pr man. and David
Gottleib. furniture buyer, drove to New
York where the first of several meetings

Subtle Controls • Robert Foreman,
executive vice president of BBDO. New
York, agency for Revlon at the time of
the $64,000 Question, told the committee that Revlon spokesmen discussed
the merits of various contestants on the
show and expressed their desires on
whether a contestant should continue to
win or should lose. He said that the
sponsor and producer usually agreed
about contestants' desirability and their
desires "usually" worked out on the
show.
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g a contestant's
through andknowin
weaknesses.
strengths
Mr. Foreman, author of a book about
quiz shows. The Hot Half Hour, said
his book was strictly fiction, and any
controls described in it were based
strictly on assumption and imagination.
The book was published after Revlon
left BBDO. because the agency was
"no
wanted.longer doing the job" Revlon
$10,000 Entry Fee • At a three-hour
evening session, Nov. 4, the subcommittee directed its attention to a side-matter
— that of outside advertisers purchasing
plugs from program producers without
the knowledge of the program's sponsor.
The program concerned: The $64,000 Question.
Advertiser plugged: Hess Bros, department store. Allentown, Pa.
Fee paid: $10,000 in cash.
The evening's first witness was Kenneth Hoffer, Reading, Pa. A former employe of Hess. Bros., Mr. Hoffer was a
three-question contestant on Question.
in August 1955. He told the committee
how he had applied to be a contestant

meeting "atmosphere"' was clue.

which resulted in Mr. Hoffer's brief
on the show a week later
appearance
were held.
Mr. Hoffer said Mr. Hess told him
he would get $4,000, in cash value of
the consolation Cadillac auto prize offered by the program. He never got
that far (missing the S256 question),
never got his $4,000, though he did get
a $10 a week raise.
Messenger Boy • Mr. Gottleib told
the committee he was cast in the role
of a messenger boy who made several
trips to New York to negotiate with
Elroy Schwartz, an employe of Cowan
Productions, then producer of The
$64,000 Question. On instructions from
Mr. Hess, he said he offered S 1-2.000
to Mr. Schwartz, to get Mr. Hoffer on
the show. Mr. Schwartz replied this was
insufficient.
Mr. Gottleib testified he sat in on a
phone conversation between Mr. Hess
53

Sales up; stock down
Revlon sales figures entered in net sales were $33.7 million, 30.6%
of the total sales of cosmetic comrecord of House Legislative Overpanies listed in stock exchanges. For
sight Subcommittee tv quiz investi1955, after the quiz show had been
gations last week showed a sharp
rise in the firm's income after it on the air six months, sales increased
to 54% to $51.8 million and 38.7%
began sponsoring $64,000 Question
in June 1955.
of total market.
But, in the face of charges that
With a full year's sponsorship of
$64,000 Question and Challenge in
Revlon was responsible for "control1956, sales skyrocketed to $85.7 milling" that show and $64,000 Challion, a 66% increase, representing
lenge, which it co-sponsored, Revlon stock dropped sharply on the 48.8% of the total market. Figures
New York Stock Exchange. Price of for the final two years of sponsorship showed 1957 sales of $95.7
the stock dropped $5.25 at the close
of business Wednesday (Nov. 4) million (48% of market) and 1958
$111 million (48.6% of market).
from the high of the last market
Charles Revson, Revlon president,
day, Monday. Trading of the shares
said he was unable to estimate what
skyrocketed, with 39,400 shares
percentage of the sales increase
changing hands Wednesday, comcould be attributed to tv, but that
pared to 1,000 shares Monday.
Revlon stock closed Wednesday
"it helped." He said the firm spends
at $54.25, down from the $59.50
approximately $8 million annually
closing price Monday. It opened
in tv, some 65% of its advertising
Wednesday at $56 and sold as low budget. The $64,000 Question, he
as $54.12.
said, cost about $80,000 weekly, inIn 1954, the year before Revlon
cluding $40-50,000 for time and
began sponsorship of Question, its $15,000 for prize money.
in Allentown and Mr. Schwartz in New
York in which an agreement was made
to pay $10,000 in cash to get Mr. Hoffer
on the show.
On Aug. 9, the date that Mr. Hoffer
appeared on Question, Mr. Gottleib
paid Mr. Schwartz $5,000 in cash, in a
New York restaurant, and paid another
$5,000 a few days later on a street
corner opposite Radio City. He did not
get receipts on either occasion.
Mr. Gottleib told the committee he
understood the full $10,000 did not go
to Mr. Schwartz, but was to be divided
among other people involved in the
program's production.
'Terrific Thing' • Final witness of
the evening was Max Hess, owner of
the Allentown department store. He
told the committee his store grosses $30
million annually and spends about

TOP
WANTS

TV

$600,000 on advertising and public
relations.
Other than that, Mr. Hess could say
little more than "I can't remember,"
and "To the best of my knowledge I
know."
don't
These
answers were given repeatedly
to questions about with whom Mr. Hess
made an agreement to pay $10,000 for
getting Mr. Hoffer on the Question. He
said he didn't remember the name
Schwartz, and didn't remember making
any agreement with anyone except his
public relations director, Mr. Levine.
Mr. Hess said he thought it was "a
terrific thing" to get plugs on national
tv programs through the payment of a
$10,000 fee, and "I'd do it again if I
had the chance." He said as far as he
knew, it was a common thing.
In answer to questions from commit-

AUTHORITY

ACCT.

SUPVSR.

JOB

25 years experience in leading AAAA agencies on multi-milliondollar accounts: food, tobacco, drugs, beer. Call or write: Len
Tarcher, 94 Schoolhouse Lane, Roslyn Heights, N. Y. MU-8-2343
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Just entertainment • Band leader
Xavier Cugat appeared for publicity. It
was just a show, he said, but now he
wishes he hadn't.
tee counsel Robert Lishman, Mr. Hess
said his store had done this so often he
didn't remember any names. Mr. Lishman refreshed Mr. Hess' memory
whereupon Mr. Hess stated he himself
had appeared on The Kate Smith Show
and The Dunninger Show. He also said
his firm had paid Jack O'Brian (New
York Journal American tv-radio columnist) and Bob Considine (syndicated
columnist of King Features) $1,000
each to visit the store and write articles
about it. Messrs. O'Brian and Considine
said they received money for personal
appearances but not for plugs.
Refresher Course • In an effort to
make the reluctant witness a little more
enlightening in his answers, Mr. Lishman asked Mr. Hess about the first visit
of a committee investigator to his store.
Mr. Hess admitted he had refused to
cooperate with the investigator and had
told him to "drop dead." When served
with a subpoena, Mr. Hess told his lawyer, "tear it up and forget it." At a second meeting Mr. Hess told the investigator he had not paid money to get
Mr. Hoffer on the Question. Mr. Lishman said it was only Friday, Oct. 30
that Mr. Hess agreed to tell the true
story after he received information that
Mr. Gottleib had agreed to testify.
Mr. Hess said he also had paid $5,000
to one of his new New York pr counsellors (Gertrude Bayne) for her part
in securing the $64,000 Question plugs.
He said she "arranged" an interview
for Messrs. Hoffer and Gottleib with
people "connected" with the show.
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WVEC TV is 2 jumps ahead. It's moved to the
"lucky" number on the dial . . . from channel
15 to channel 13.

IS
IN

2

JUMPS

AHEAD

TIDEWATER

6 years of telecasting experience and national acclaim as a successful "UHF" station
TV's new "VHF"
for WVEC
easy
it do
makes to
one selling job for you
a number
station

WVEC TV jumped from a highly successful
"U" to the powerful ABC "V".

WVEC TV is the ONLY station in the Tidewater
area to have spacious telecasting studios on
both sides of prosperous Hampton Roads. Both
Norfolk and Hampton studios are complete
with ALL facilities.

in the big Tidewater market. Buy
station with the knowhow . . . WVEC

WVEC TV's new 316 Killowatt transmitter enables
it to provide the most intensive metropolitan
area coverage.

CHANNEL

WVECTV
NORFOLK • HAMPTON
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commercial cited in new 'get tough' policy
The Federal Trade Commission last
the comparative distortion; that in ana responsibility to "clamp down" on
other sequence, the picture, purportedly
week delivered a promise — and its first "advertising excesses that dance on the
taken
through an automobile window
lick — in a suddenly stepped-up camedges
of the law."he said, should co- made of
Broadcasters,
paign against what it feels is deception
L-O-F's safety plate glass,
in television commercials.
operate with the FTC as a matter of "en- actually was taken through an open
In a statement released Nov. 2, FTC
lightened self-interest" by rejecting il- window (with the glass rolled down).
FTC charged deceptive photography
Chairman Earl W. Kintner announced
legal advertising and by screening out
the agency will combat tv commercials
commercials which "exaggerate, irritate "and devices" were used to exaggerate
the distortion in sheet glass (not prothat deceive by doubling the FTC's ra- and nauseate."
duced by L-O-F) and to minimize disThe FTC chairman said the agency's
dio-tv ad monitoring staff, by monitortortion in L-O-F's safety plate glass.
ing tv network programs around the war on deceptive tv commercials is not
Thecars.
glass used was in the side windows
clock during broadcast hours, by de- new. Under way now are 53 investigaof
tions, he said, while 18 complaints and
manding scripts of all tv network comThe two companies have 30 days to
mercials during the Nov. 15-Dec. 15 11 orders have been issued since July
1958. These objectionable tv commerfile formal answers to the complaint.
pre-Christmas period and by intensicials, both audio and video, have taken
The FTC's Bureau of Litigation,
fying its investigations of non-network
which will try the case, last week vetoed
tv advertising throughout the country.
weeks and months of "painstaking care"
requests for more specific information
Two days later (Nov. 4) came the to develop legal proof, he said.
He noted other misleading radio and
beyond that designated in the formal
first action in the FTC's get-tough plan tv advertising has been stopped by FTC
complaint: i.e., actual commercials in(Closed Circuit, Nov. 2): General
orders against the same advertising in
volved, pictures of the alleged deception
Motors Corp., Detroit, and Libbeyprint, since an FTC order forbids the dates.
in
FTC
files, networks, programs and
Owens-Ford Glass Co., Toledo, were
challenged advertising in all media.
charged with using "camera trickery"
FTC Is Watching You • But Charles
in tv commercials which deceptively
'False' Comparison • The FTC's complaint against General Motors and Lib- A. Sweeney, chief of the radio-tv moniminimized the amount of optical distoring unit, and his boss, Sherman Hill,
bey-Owens-Ford cites two specific intortion of L-O-F plate glass used in
stances inwhich, it claims, illegal decep- director of the Bureau of Investigation,
GM cars as compared with other glass
used in cars made by other manufaction was used, although an FTC spokesdescribed how FTC Chairman Kintner's
turers.
man said others will be described at the orders to step up FTC policing actions
hearing itself, now scheduled for Jan. will be implemented.
Libbey-Owens-Ford promptly issued
18 in Chicago.
a denial that its advertising was false
Mr. Sweeney said an increase will be
or misleading (see below). General MoThe two, both involving visual de- made in the number of fulltime monitors said it would have no comment in
ception: that in one picture sequence,
tors, now two. and parttime monitors,
the immediate future.
showing disparity between the optical now three. He didn't know exactly how
distortion of safety sheet glass made by many "man days" would be added, but
The FTC action came as Charles Van
Doren, onetime public hero No. 1 of other manufacturers for non-GM cars
thought it would be "more than douand safety plate glass made by L-O-F
the tv quiz shows, did public penance
ble" thatforat the
present.
full day's
for GM cars, different camera lenses
schedule
three tvThe
networks
will
before the House Legislative Overwere
used
for
the
two
products,
resultbe
monitored
by
watching
programs
sight Subcommittee for taking part in
ing in an "inaccurate demonstration" of over affiliate stations in Washington and
the "rigged" shows (story page 39). It
was to have been in effect by last week,
came, many thought surprisingly, only
he said. He noted the FTC would have
two weeks after Mr. Kintner had urged
broadcasters at an NAB regional meetto pull people off other jobs to do this,
since the agency has no extra money for
ing to tighten their self-regulation of tv
the new work.
advertising lest the FTC step in and
only three weeks after Mr. Kintner himThe monitoring unit's work will be
self underwent questioning by the same
supplemented and expanded by assignHouse subcommittee, along with FCC
ing specified hours for watching to the
Chairman John C. Doerfer.
FTC's whole professional staff (mostly
Public Reaction • Mr. Kintner said
lawyers, but including economists, accountants and doctors), according to
the FTC is expanding its monitoring
Mr. Hill. The FTC put such a plan into
as a result of numerous letters it has
effect shortly after its monitoring unit
received from the public stemming from
was organized (Broadcasting, Jan. 14,
revelations before the House group
1957), but discontinued it a year ago,
about rigging of tv quiz shows. Though
instructing its professional people merehis agency cannot control program conly to report any questionable commertent, he said, "the honesty of tv comcials they saw or heard on radio or tv
mercials isvery much our concern."
In his statement, Mr. Kintner called
on their "own" time, much as a policeman is expected to watch out for law
on broadcasters to crack down on comviolations while off duty, as Mr.
mercials whose "bad taste" the public
Sweeney termed it.
has complained about to the FTC, even
FTC Boss Kintner
Local Shows Too • The assignment
if no legal action is "now" possible conDouble trouble for tv
cerning these. He said broadcasters have
of hours to watch tv apply to FTC staff
BROADCASTING, November 9, 1959
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FTC's,
and inthethecountry
gton hout
Washinthroug
peoplefieldin oflices
nine
it was explained, and these are expected
to backstop the Washington monitors
section of
by watching a good crossnon-network national and regional and
local advertising.
Besides this activity, the FTC for
years has requested all radio-tv stations,
from one to four times a year depending on the station's classifications, to submit commercial scripts for a full broadcast day. This date is specified in advance, but only to make sure the station
is prepared to furnish the specified
day's commercial scripts or to make
extra copies.
Mr. Sweeney indicated last week that
ad layouts running in magazines and
newspapers are not requested in advance
because over many years the FTC
knows what to expect and has streamlined its handling of these, whereas television issomething "new and different."
Mr Sweeney explained that tv network scripts for the Nov. 15-Dec. 15
period were requested in advance because, even though monitors will be
watching and hearing the actual commercials, they want to see scripts to determine in advance which ones appear
most questionable and to be especially
watchful as these are aired.
Although the two FTC actions were
released last week, they had been initiated the week before.
Commercials "Tsot Faked' • The commercials were not faked. So went the
reaction to the FTC complaint as expressed inNew York by Libbey-OwensFord Glass Co.. its agency, Fuller &
Smith & Ross, and Tv Graphics (which
produced the commercial).
But a loose end was left dangling.
What was contained in a mysterious
"piece of film" selected from hundreds
of thousands of L-O-F tv commercial
footage?
Broadcasting editors in making a
routine check of both agency and production firm connected with the commercials' filming were informed of a
"piece
of
thatFTCraised
some doubt"
in the mindfilm
of an
investigator.
The
investigator, it was learned, as far back
as a year or more carefully questioned
F&S&R executives, interviewed production people and sifted through batches
of film footage made for L-O-F.
As related last week, the prober, who
seemed to know what he was after,
pinned his attention on one sequence.
It was hinted it was this segment upon
which FTC has based the substance of
its allegations.
Pressed for a description of what this
film showed, one of Tv Graphics' production people commented, "You'll
have to ask the FTC in Washington.
You know I cannot talk about that."
Others with full or part knowledge of
BROADCASTING, November 9, 1959

erate'
'coop
FTC IstoSilent
Tv Code Review Board, Pearson
• He said the
coand
ation
cooper
riate
Approp ordination between the NAB Tv board had not heard from columnist
Drew Pearson, whom it asked for
Code Review Board's activities and
identification of commercials dethe Federal Trade Commission's
scribed in a Pearson column last
new drive against deceptive tv commonth
as
seeming to be fraudulent.
ly
should
mercials
prove mutual
The
FTC
meeting of the code
Code
non,
McGan
H.
helpful, Donald
Review Board chairman, said last leaders was first with Chairman Earl
week after he and Tv Code Affairs
Kintner and then with FTC's chief
investigator, chief counsel and a
Director Edward H. Bronson met
with FTC officials in Washington.
group of their assistants.
It followed a telegram sent by Mr.
Mr. McGannon, president of
McGannon
to Mr. Kintner on MonWestinghouse Broadcasting Co., also
said he and the code board staff
day after FTC's announcement that
it was enlarging its probe, offering
have screened three commercials
cooperation of the Television
and have others on the list for re- "the
Code Review Board in whatever
view. He declined to identify any
areas you believe we can be effecof them, but said the three in hand
tive." The telegram also said:
involve the type in which a product
"In addition I would like to comthan
appears to do more or act faster
mend your approach calling for the
it actually does or actually acts.
teamwork between the appropriate
This, he said, also appears to be elements of government and industry
the area where FTC intends to start
in achieving the desired end of
its campaign. He said he did not see
honest presentation to the public in
full details of the campaign but that this connection. The Television Code
Board has been active in this area
it appeared to be "elaborate" and
for
several months and I am send"militant."
re"pleased"
ing you under separate cover a comHe was
ce ofFTC's
the code
acceptanwith
sponse to and
prehensivereport)
report (thedealing
board'swith
per-a
sonal products
board's offer of cooperation, but said
segment of this question.
he couldn't call it a "pleasant" meet"This report has been and is
ing because the subject matter "was
presently being discussed with adverMcGannon
said he hoped to
"
tising agencies and advertising ornotMr.pleasant.
have a status report on the code
activities have ganizations.
beenThe television
acceleratedcode's
subboard's staff investigation of commercials ready for submission to the
stantial y inorder to meet the correfull code board at a meeting Nov.
sponding growth of the industry.
16. Because of the time factor, he Progress has been made, but much
said, the investigation will be remains to be done and I trust that
in cooperation with your agency
handled by the staff with no subcommittee meeting scheduled in the these enlarged goals can be even
meantime.
more expeditiously achieved."
L-O-F commercial footage gave similar
answers.
What heightened the mystery was the
inability or reluctance to establish
whether it actually appeared in a commercial (not all the footage presumably
was used in the some 18 commercials
produced of the type cited by FTC).
Officials of Tv Graphics and F&S&R
were quick to point out. however, that
at no time was there any deception involved in the filming. "One hundred
per
cent
perfection
no Greenhouse
trickery," wasof
the comment
from —Sid
Tv Graphics, the man in production
control of the L-O-F commercials.
Work Stopper • Tv Graphics spokesmen said the FTC investigator had
"tied up a lot of people" but had found
nothing deceitful.
Those questioned said all commercials purporting to show action photo-

graphed through the windshield of a
General Motors automobile actually
were shot that way. At no time, they
said, was the photograph taken other
than through a window, nor were special lenses used to trick the viewer into
seeing a distortion via ordinary glass.
A. E. Duram, senior vice president
in charge of tv and radio at F&S&R,
said regardless of lens shifting, distortion via ordinary plate glass would still
exist because it was really there. The
"same
served. distortion is apparent," he obA Tv Graphics executive pointed
out that it had actually made a "running test" employing "two sets of cars"
along the East River Drive in New
York
The objective:
failed City.
or succeeded
to show "To
whatseeit if
wasit
supposed to" (that the safety plate glass
of the L-O-F make would be a clear pic-

ture but the sheet glass would show
some distortion).
The result? Absolutely successful, he
said, noting that it was on the basis of
this test that the series of some 18 commercials comparing one piece of glass
with another was produced.
Tv Graphics subsequently shot film
on this theme in and around New York
City, in Florida and elsewhere "whenever the weather was good." Cameras
were mounted in various GM cars and
in other-than GM cars which were not
identified as to make. Tv Graphics this
season has produced further commercials for L-O-F but not of the nature
of those under FTC's fire.
Used Last Season • The series of
commercials alluded to by FTC were
produced in the 1957-58 tv season and
seen on Perry Mason on CBS-TV. That
series, according to the agency, proved
to be unusually effective and earned a
"success" label by the advertiser, the
agency and by competitors. The commercials also were seen during NCAA
football which L-O-F was sponsoring
in that same season. They did not appear in spot tv. (L-O-F now is participating in Bourbon Street Beat on ABC
TV).
Libbey-Owens-Ford is the sole glass
supplier to General Motors. A substantial percentage of the glass manufactured byL-O-F goes to GM.
L-O-F in a prompt denial of the FTC
complaint alluded to "complaints"
made to FTC as prompting the commission's charges, and described these
complaints — presumably from competitors— as constituting "an attack on
the power of advertising effectively employed rather than a challenge of the
facts which were actually presented in
that advertising."
The company, stated L-O-F, "denies
that its advertising was in any way
false or misleading or that it rested
upon camera trickery or deceptive
photographic techniques," the advertising in question being "true and perfectly proper."
L-O-F asserted the issue as a "purely
private controversy which resulted in
the initiation of the commission proceedings."
The statement continued: "Objects
viewed through safety glass made of
sheet glass often appear distorted because of the surface waviness which is
characteristic in such glass. On the
other hand, this characteristic of waviness isnot inherent in safety glass made
of plate glass because the surfaces in
plate glass are mechanically ground
and polished."
The glass manufacturer said the advertising under questions "has done no
more than to depict accurately and to
compare the visual distortion in safety
sheet glass with the lack of such distor58
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tion in safety plate glass."
L-O-F accused other parties, which
it did not identify, as promulgating
"various efforts to bring about the discontinuance" ofthe comparative glass
advertising. Concluded the firm: "No
one challenges the fact that safety plate
glass is better than safety sheet glass."
The objection by the complaints,
L-O-F charged, "seems to be only the
graphic and effective manner in which
these facts have been portrayed."
Concluded the advertiser, "to silence
us would serve only the self interests of
those complainants."
NBC

is doing

some

quizzing of its own
NBC last week confirmed reports
that it had asked all its top television
executives to file depositions outlining
the knowledge they might have about
the rigging of quiz programs.
Though spokesmen declined to discuss the signed affidavits, it was believed
the objectives were to enable NBC to
"voluntarily supply" the House Subcommittee onLegislative Oversight with
evidence, as a sign of the network's cooperation and also to enable NBC to
dismiss summarily any executive who
perjures himself on his deposition.
The depositions were circulated to
all NBC vice presidents, department
heads and station managers. Each
executive was asked to list his name
and position at NBC. The questionnaire
continues:
"Please note that your answers to the
following questions are to be sworn
before a notary public.
"Return the completed questionnaire
in attached envelope to the NBC legal
department ... as promptly as possible
and in no event, later than Nov. 6,
1959. Apart from information you may
have received from press reports and
other public disclosures of quiz show
riggings, did you at any time learn or
know, or do you know now, of the
following:

"1. Secretly giving contestants in
quiz, panel or audience participation or
contest programs questions or answers
or any other individual assistance to
help them win (yes or no).
"2. Giving a winning contestant in
such programs less than the full prize
which the program announced he won
(yes or no).
"3. Receipt by anyone connected
with such a program of anything of
value from a contestant on the program
(yes or no).
"4. Charges by contestant or any
other persons connected with such programs, relative to any of the foregoing
no)." were
(yes ordetails
points
Complete
requested on
any of the four answers made in the

affirmative. NBC spokesmen said they
had knowledge if any of the replies
were affirmative, since all envelopes
were sealed.
A CBS official said the network has
not asked its top employes to execute
a similar affadavit.
CBS

clarifies

record

on $64,000 shows
CBS-TV Network President Louis G.
Cowan did not sell his stock in Entertainment Productions Inc. to his wife,
and CBS did not know about any rigging
of $64,000 Challenge six months before itdropped the show, CBS-TV declared last week.
It also indicated that Revlon, sponsor
of Challenge, had known six months before CBS did that the question of rigging
had been raised.
The assertions came in answer to a
column by Drew Pearson. Thomas K.
Fisher, network vice president and general attorney, denied the charges in a
telegram sent to Mr. Pearson Monday
night and made public by the network.
"You said that when Louis G. Cowan
disposed of his interests in Entertainment Productions Inc. [which produced
$64,000 Question and $64,000 Challenge] itwas merely a paper transfer
with his wife retaining a large share of
the same," Mr. Fisher said. "The fact is
that Mr. Cowan sold all his shares back
to Entertainment Productions Inc. and

none of it to his wife."
He said CBS started its investigation
of quiz shows "immediately upon learning on Aug. 8, 1958, of a possible irregularity on one of our quiz programs.
When we had sufficient evidence to act
against any program, we did so promptMr. Fisher also told Mr. Pearson:
". . . You said that as
as March
1958 CBS discoveredearly
that Wilton
Springer had been given the winning
answers [before his appearance on Challenge] that the program producers had
so admitted to both CBS and Revlon.
"This is not so. CBS received its first
information concerning the Springer
matter on Sept. 6, 1958; it was not
until that date that we learned the
Springer matter had come to the attenly." six months before.
tion of Revlon
"You said that Revlon tried to drop
its sponsorship in September; that I
urged the company to wait until the
network had investigated; and that CBS
threatened to sue if Revlon broke its
contract.
"This is not so. The facts are these:
there were two remaining scheduled
telecasts in the $64,000 Challenge series
as of Sept. 6, 1958— Sept. 7 and Sept.
14. We had insufficient proof on Sept.
6 to cancel the Sept. 7 telecast and we
pre-empted the final telecast. . . .
"The $64,000 Question was schedBROADCASTING, November 9, 1959

How

many
The quickest and most reliable way to obtain local audience
measurements is to refer to Nielsen Station Index Reports.
Here, in easy-to-use form, are the facts you need ... the
percent of homes reached by eachcr station during each time
h | total
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And for other guides In addition to homes reached, Nielsen
Station Index reports people, i.e., the number of listeners/
viewers per home, divided into men, women, teenagers and
children . . . data to guide you in reaching the greatest
number of buyers with your brand messages.
Send for sample NSI Report See for yourself the
wealth of information NSI Reports put at
your fingertips ... it is the only way you will
understand why leading agencies, advertisers,
consider NSI Reports a "must"
stations operation.
and efficient
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uled to resume telecast, after a summer
hiatus, on Sept. 21, 1958, under the
sponsorship of Revlon Co. and P. Lorillard & Co. The program was supplied by
the producers directly to the two advertisers.
"At no time was CBS told by either
advertiser that it was going to break its
contract with CBS.
"At no time did CBS tell either advertiser it would sue.
"Within weeks following the resumption of telecast, both advertisers and
CBS were convinced that the program
series shoud be replaced as soon as possible because of its declining popularity.
The last broadcast of this program was

WEST TEXAS
TELEVISION NETWORKKD U B-T V
LUBBOCK, TEXAS
KPAR-TY
ABILENE - SWEETWATER
KEDY-TY
BIG SPRING, TEXAS
K I C A-T V
CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO
NATIONAL REPRESENTEE
THE BRANHAM COMPANY

W. D. "Dub" Rogers, President and Gen. Mgr.
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and agencies — for not investigating
more thoroughly. He remarked:
"Barry & Enright sold their properties [to NBC] for $2.2 million. Here's
an example of two people using a
fraudulent show for two years, and
then pocketing $1.1 million apiece on
a capital gains basis. That just doesn't
seem right. It's not moral for the country. It's not good for the children of
theLater,
country."
while quizzing witness Charles
Revson, Rep. Derounian said advertising executives "may need a little lesson
in not being so naive in the future.
We'll have some action on this, I as-

Rep. John J. Flynt Jr. (D-Ga.) has
on Nov. 2, 1958."
announced
sure you." plans to introduce legislation revamping methods of appointing
Congressmen
promise
and confirming commissioners (Broadtv reform legislation
casting, Oct. 19). Rep. Walter Rogers
The House Legislative Oversight
(D-Tex.). in accusing the FCC of failSubcommittee investigations of tv quiz
ing to use the authority it has, said
shows will have one very prominent ef- Congress may be forced to pass stricter
fect on the 2nd Session of the 86th regulations. Especially critical of FCC
Chairman John C. Doerfer, Rep.
Congress convening in January.
Rogers told TV Guide he should reThe Congress will be hit by a deluge
of television reform bills — ranging
sign if he "doesn't want to use the
from some close to outright censorship
powers the law gives him." Both are
to others drastically changing the for- members of the Oversight body.
mat and operations of the FCC.
Rep. Frank Kowalski (D-Conn.)
Whether any of this legislation will said Congress should investigate and
be passed into law is problematical. Re- put under federal control the tv ratings
form bills upon reform bills were in- systems — a campaign Sen. A. S. (Mike)
troduced following earlier disclosures of Monroney (D-Okla.) has been pushing
this same subcommittee. None has be- for two years. Rep. Kowalski said ratcome law. None has been passed by
ings were "the true villain" in the tv
either house. Only one (and that of an quiz scandal, with the industry seeking
"to achieve ever higher ratings with no
insignificant nature) has been reported
from committee.
regard to morality or conscience."
Gaining added impetus and support
Misleading Cigarette Claims • Rep.
is subcommittee member Rep. John
John Blatnik (D-Minn.) said the "fraud
Bennett's (R-Mich.) measure (HR 5042) perpetrated by certain quiz show conplacing networks under the direct regutestants ... is nothing compared to the
lation of the FCC. Several members of
fraud being perpetrated by the sponCongress are known to be joining the
sors of many tv programs ... in the
bandwagon in support of this measure.
... of filter cigarettes." He
Other members are calling for pro- promotion
urged that hearings be scheduled on his
gramming control. Sen. William Langer
bill, HR 8259, outlawing misleading
(R-N.D.) said the disclosures may lead cigarette advertising.
to more FCC authority over programA bill designed to raise tv from "the
ming. Several members of the subcomlowest common denominator of public
mittee have expressed feelings along this taste" is being drafted by Rep. Henry
same line, as have appointed federal S. Reuss (D-Wis.). He said his bill will
officials.
require specified amounts of public
service time; establish a system of
Only A Start • The current investigacompetitive
bidding for station licenses;
tion into quiz programs is "only a
starter," Rep. Steven Derounian (R- use funds derived from such bidding
N.Y.), a member of the Subcommittee,
to support educational and cultural tv
and radio stations, and create an adasserted during an interview on Mutual's
Capital Assignment last Wednesday
visory panel on education and culture
to aid the FCC.
(Nov. 4). He stated that there "are
other parts of television that will need
Rep. Chester Bowles (D-Conn.),
going into and we will recommend some
speaking in New York, proposed that
sort of action so that we in Congress
networks be given complete control
can act in January if legislation is over programming, with sponsors forced
to maintain a hands-off policy. He also
necessary."
Rep. Derounian criticized all elements
took a swipe at ratings, calling for an
involved in quiz programming — pro- end of "tv's worship at the false altar
ducers, the networks, the advertisers
BROADCASTING, November 9, 1959
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PANELS

Eastern

meet

has

TACKLE
serious

The marketing mix — which advocates radio and tv use along with other
media — took over at the annual eastern
conference of the American Assn. of
Advertising Agencies held in New York
last week. Window dressing was supplied by lively production samples offered by skilled artists in the radio-tv
field during a production session appropriately held at the Museum of Modern Art.
For the less aesthetic agency executive, sessions on such ponderous problems as agency profits (a closed meeting held Nov. 5), account management,
research and media planning were
staged in the sedate Biltmore Hotel.
Tv — and to a lesser extent radio —
cropped up in nearly every meeting.
While speakers or panel members were
cautious to consider the medium in perspective, tv could hardly be ignored.
And in certain instances, it appeared
that some agency executives intentionally tried to underplay the medium.
Media Panel • A panel offered four
separate and independent media plans
designed to solve this hypothetical problem: How to build greater brand familiarity for a frozen food specialty
product and to pre-empt the national
market before major competition develops from a product in the western
part of the country? Two of the plans
were based on a budget of $750,000
and two on a budget of $2 million.
Three panelists chose magazines
(mainly women's service publications)
as the dominant advertising medium for
their plans, and one singled out daytime
network tv for preference? Television
and radio, however, were included in
some of the recommendations for secondary impact. The media objectives
of the various plans were strikingly similar: reaching a quality audience; presenting the product in an appetizing
fashion; reaching large urban markets

Date
Wed., Oct. 28
Thur., Oct. 29
Fri., Oct. 30
Sat., Oct 31
Sun., Nov. 1
Mon., Nov. 2
Tue., Nov. 3
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sessions,

TOUGH
with

some

that contain homes with children, and
attaining geographic flexibility.
Michael J. Donovan, associate media
director, BBDO, elected to place the entire budget of $750,000 into color advertising in magazines, Reader's Digest,
Ladies Home Journal, Better Homes &
Gardens,and Life,
EveryMr.woman's
Circle
Sunset.
DonovanFamily
said
that this list would keynote quality;
would reach housewives throughout the
country through messages in mass-circulation general magazines and women's
service publications, and would have
regional emphasis through the use of
Sunset and the western edition of Everyw 'oman's Family Circle.
Bernard Kanner, associate media director, Benton & Bowles, allocated the
major share of the $750,000 — $577,640
to be exact — to Women's magazines
(color ads). He recommended the balance be placed into spot radio on the
West Coast to bolster the primary effort
and give added support in an area in
which a competitive situation exists. The
choice of radio by Mr. Kanner was
based on its low cost-per-thousand and
its flexibility in choice of markets and
of days of week and time of day to
schedule commercials.

National women's magazines (using
color advertising) were selected by
Herbert Zeltner, vice president and assistant media director of Lennen &
Newell, to receive $1,204,000 of a total
budget of $2 million. He claimed the
reason he chose women's magazines for
the primary campaign is that "the selectivity of audience is of primary importance and these magazines select our
best customers." For secondary impact,
he chose spot tv in the top 20 markets
in the country and earmarked $605,000
for this support. Mr. Zeltner earmarked
$41,000 for a campaign in grocery
trade publications and charged $150,-

ARBITRON'S DAILY CHOICES
Listed below are the highest-ranking television network shows for each
multi-city Arbitron
day of the week Oct. 28-Nov. 3 as rated by
Ratinginstant ratings of American Research Bureau.
Network
Program and Time
NBC-TV
Wagon Train (7:30 p.m.)
24.8
36.4
Untouchables (9:30 p.m.)
ABC-TV
18.0
ABC-TV
Black Saddle (10:30 p.m.)
29.6
Gunsmoke (10 p.m.)
38.2
CBS-TV
CBS-TV
What's
My LineBest(10:30
23.2
Father Knows
(8:30 p.m.)
p.m.)
CBS-TV
Startime (9:30 p.m.)
NBC-TV
31.5
Copyright 1959 American Research Bureau

TOPICS
lively moments

000 off to the production budget and a
reserve for rate increases.
Warren A. Bahr, media director.
Young & Rubicam, noted that in addition to a $2 million advertising budget,
the advertiser allotted $800,000 for
merchandising and promotional activities. He indicated he would use part of
the latter budget, when necessary, to
finance media and, in total, he spent
$2.6 million. His plan recommended
$1 million for a 39-week daytime tv
network campaign to reach housewives
with high frequency and to demonstrate
the product effectively. The remainder
was split among general magazines,
newspapers and Sunday supplements.
Account Management • Close communication or liaison of client with
agency is important in today's advertising— that was the consensus of a provocative — and apparently unrehearsed
—ment.
panel dealing with account manageTelevision was mentioned only indirectly but in an extremely interesting
way. Faced with two different "situations" of an agency being forced to look
into television despite the hypothetical
agency's knowledge and recommendation that other media be used (one case
proposed spot, the other network), the
panel members agreed that agency had
to document its "story" all over again.
The agency has no recourse but to
show the client why tv, as in the case of
the advertiser who wanted spot, was not
the preferred medium for the client.
Or, as in the matter of client who
plumped for a "spectacular with Lily
Rogers," two approaches could be taken: (1) Either unsell him by "carefully
documenting" the objectives of the
client's campaign and what he can expect along with the pros and cons, or
(2) Be prepared to offer alternatives,
perhaps some other form of tv.
Represented in this panel were advertisers Donald Cady, vice president and
general manager of Nestle's Chocolate
marketing division, and Ralston H. Coffin, vice president of advertising and
sales promotion at RCA. Account executives were John H. Hatheway.
Young & Rubicam, and William A.
Taylor, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample. The
other "team" on the panel was agency
"brass" as represented by James B.
Briggs, executive vice president, Erwin
Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, and John P.
BROADCASTING, November 9, 1959
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Beresford, vice president and management service director, McCann-Erickson.
Taped dramatizations were used at
this meeting to set the mood and theme
for each discussion, the panel commenting extemporaneously. The novel
method of presentation sparked questions and comments from the audience.
Research • Bud Sherak, vice president of Kenyon & Eckhardt, pr presided at a research panel, consisting of
Arthur E. Tatham, board chairman of
Tatham-Laird; Eric Marder, vice president and supervisor of market research
at K&E, and Lyndon Brown, senior
vice president, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample. They probed the question of how
the research contribution in an agency
can be improved.
Mr. Tatham suggested a clear definition of purpose and a research program designed to solve practical problems rather than muddling through or
covering up situations; Mr. Marder
saw a new science of research emerging
that would be analytical in its approach
and demanding better trained people
while costing more — but justified by
its being able to "deliver" to the agency, and Dr. Brown saw research reaching its full potential as a backstop to
executive planning while being integrated in both product and agency
planning.
The theatre of New York's Museum
of Modern Art resounded with uncus-

Advertising

tomary Madison Avenue murmurs, as
some 300 AAAA delegates met there
for an all-day creative meeting dedicated to "getting through to people."
Other media may have been represented at times at the lectern, but in
practice the house became a broadcast
commercial showcase. Loudspeaker and
screen got a workout as speakers illustrated points with samples of their
work.
Leadoff speaker on the all-day program was John R. Tinker Jr., senior
vice president in charge of creative
services, McCann-Erickson, who asked
creative people to stick to the arts and
stay away from the businessman's province. He stressed this point:
"I honestly believe that more fine
artists and writers have weakened their
genius by diluting it with over-indulgence in management ambitions than
by liquor or sex; and that, by God, is
Ban • Mr. Tinker and
crime."
a Brainstorm
other speakers disparaged the group approach to creativity. In the end, the
McCann-Erickson vice president said,
"The great ads like the great paintings,
novels, plays and songs will come from
talented individuals."
First speaker to switch on turntable
and projector was the founder of Stan
Freberg Ltd. ("Ars gratia pecuniae" is
its motto), who played sample spots,
both fanciful and actual, to illustrate

image
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Tv Workshop • The afternoon was
strictly a tv production session. Speakers, representing various production
sidelines, showed samples and earnestly
attempted to sell each other with one
notable exception. The angry young
man of the business, David Susskind,
used his time on stage to attack networks and the admen he was addressing.
Raymond Lind, Benton & Bowles'
vice president in charge of tv commercial production, introduced Mr. Susskind earlier than he had been scheduled
to appear on a card of six speakers. The
vice president-executive producer of
Talent Associates, pressed by another
engagement, took the microphone for a
quick attack and an account of how he

combined

Ray Barron Inc., Boston advertising agency performed
a turn-about and turned sponsor for the election coverage
over WBZ-TV Boston in the 11:15 to 11:30 p.m. time
slot Nov. 3. According to John V. Chervokas, copy director, the agency sponsored the program because "it
hoped to dispel some of the common misconceptions so
many people have about the ad business."
The commercials used by the Barron agency emphasized similarities between voting and the freedom of
choice exercised by the consumer in selecting advertised
products.
To highlight the freedom of choice motif, film clips of
Adolf Hitler making a speech was shown on the opening
commercial. Announcer Frank Knight's voice was heard
over the closeup of the dictator, saying: "This is advertising .. . advertising nearly responsible for the downfall
of civilization. . . . Here there was no voting, no choice
. . . you bought his product ... or else!"
Mr. Knight went on to point out that advertising is
the "very essence of democracy . . . every time you hear
or see a commercial, read an ad, pass a billboard, you
are witnessing the powerful expression of our freedom.
. . . You vote every time you buy, what companies shall
succeed, what companies fall behind. . . ."
Officials of the four-year-old agency, founded by former band leader Ray Barron and Parker V. Kirk, felt that
the show was "extremely valuable" from the public re64

what he called the "commercial barrier
to consumer response." Characteristics
are raucous noise, ineptly handled music and amateurish humor. Mr. Freberg
also played examples of successful
radio and tv copy he developed with
Cunningham & Walsh for Butternut
Coffee and Contadina tomato paste.
The best way to crash the "commercial barrier," Mr. Freberg feels, is to be
musically memorable, unorthodox and
humorous — all three if possible. He
went on to give negative examples, playing radio commercials for Kiwi shoe
polish, Royal Crown Cola, Toyopet automobile and Signal gasoline. He offered
these as examples of "the dullness factor" and mishandled humor.

with election returns
lations standpoint.
While there have been scattered instances in which
advertising agencies have bought broadcast time, the
sponsorship of election returns is an unusual occurrence.

Agencymen Barron & Kirk
Had an idea about an American ideal
BROADCASTING, November 9, 1959
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mounted Moon and Sixpence" (NBCTV, Oct. 30, 8-9:30 p.m. EST) and left.
The crowd gave him a rousing sendoff.
The producer characterized television
in a season of quiz scandal as "not only
rigged but rugged, rigid and rancid."
"The program into which you're fitting
these brilliant commercials," he said,
referring to the afternoon's screenings,
"is miserable." He condemned the medium's "bankruptcy of imagination"
and "sterility of ideas."
Moon Blues • Mr. Susskind went on
to give his "true and gospel" story of
"Moon and Sixpence," letting; the chips
fall on whatever network officials they
may. After he had acquired rights to the
Somerset Maugham story and engaged
Laurence Olivier for $100,000, Mr.
Susskind put in some anxious time peddling the property to networks. NBCTV was the last to be offered it. He
asked $300,000 to produce it; the deal
was made at $250,000. When he went
$38,000 over budget the producer asked
NBC-TV to make it up. The network
did, in exchange for replay rights.
"They had a sticky wicket of a time
selling it to your group," Mr. Susskind
told the agencymen. "But they have an
internal bookkeeping system over there
known as RCA, which, I think, is
handled by Kenyon & Eckhardt and
several other inadequate outfits." RCA
bought half the show, and at the last
minute Renault (through Kudner)
bought the other half. The final sorrow
in a "brilliant experience" occurred
when a last minute cut had to be
made for a commercial, eliminating a
scene from the play. The RCA commercials came in for excoriating criticism, but the producer had no quarrel
with Renault's.
Trend to Tape • George K. Gould,
president of NTA Telestudios, reported
on video tape during the afternoon's
inquiry into "getting through to people." Nextcommercials
year, he said,
of nonanimated
will30%
be done
on
tape. The figure will go to 65% by
the end of 1961. Mr. Gould based the
prediction on present business, recorder
distribution (125 stations in 65 markets)
and such technical advances as mobility
for location work, achievement of slow
motion and editing refinements.
Jerry Schnitzer, vice president of
Robert Lawrence Productions had Joe
Spery, senior producer at Doyle Dane
Bernbach, read his speech, since he
was out of New York on business. In
his text Mr. Schnitzer dubbed the
authoritarian tone of many commercials "the voice of father, paternal and
patronizing, in a fit of bambast." The
public has rejected father, Mr. Schnitzer said, and he asked commercial
producers to approach the viewer as
an equal.
66 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)
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In the five years since the formation
of the Advertising Council's Hollywood
radio and television committee the number of filmed tv programs using Council material has doubled each year, from
164 in 1955 to 755 last year. This information was contained in a report
from E. W. Ebel, General Foods vice
president for advertising and national
radio-tv chairman of the Council, at a
Council board meeting in Los Angeles.
Mr. Ebel praised the work of the
Hollywood committee, (chairmanned
for the past three years by Walter
Bunker, vice president of Young &
Rubicam and radio-tv director for the
agency in Hollywood) in getting the
same sort of cooperation from the tv
film producers that the Council has
previously had from the producers of
live tv shows. Last year, he noted.
Council oublic service messages, live
and film combined, reached a total circulation of 16 billion tv home impressions on network tv programs alone.
Short Spot Trend • But there is still
work for the Hollywood committee to
do, Mr. Ebel stated. For example, he
said: "We are disturbed about a trend
to use our 10-second campaign film
spots in the half-hour film shows, instead of the 20-second films that used
to be the custom.
"How," he asked, "can we get filmed
shows back to the pattern of carrying

Instant results
Radio Advertising Bureau Inc.,
New York, last week told how
eightfeeofadvertisers
the nation's
instant
are using
radiocofas
an "economical and powerful
sales stimulant." The findings in
RAB's latest radio-activity report
to member stations revealed that
instant coffee advertisers use radio
to accomplish such tasks as (1) to
introduce a new brand; (2) to advertise price promotions; (3) to
promote any improvement in the
brand, and (4) to pitch iced coffee
in summer, hot coffee in winter.
The Chicago-based marketer of
Manor House Instant told RAB:
"We couldn't compete with the
bigger companies in tv. It was
much too expensive for us. But
by switching to radio we became
advertising giants ourselves because we could afford to mount
bigger campaigns in an economical medium."

on

FILM

HELP

tv film shows,

too

our 20-second films and change the
habit of dubbing in 10-second messages
that are interesting but rather quick?"
Mr. Ebel had other questions:
"Can we get more of our messages
delivered by program stars, even those
on film? Can more of the marshals and
the detectives be persuaded to close
their shows with personal appeals to
vote or to drive carefully? Can such
closings be done in advance on film?"
Mr. Ebel continued:
"Can Hollywood - originated shows
join in having more nationally-known
leaders appear as 'guest stars' on their
shows? 'Guest stars' in our book include such distinguished people as Dr.
Jonas Salk, Gen. Alfred Gruenther,
General Sarnoff, who is president of
The American Heritage Foundation,
Gov. Pyle of the Safety Council, the
Secretary of the Treasury, university
presidents, the chairman of the United
Funds, the Surgeon General and others. In other words, would appearances
of such national figures who lead these
campaigns enhance the public reputation of television, of sponsors and stars
through association? We think so.
"Would our campaign films be improved if the volunteer agencies produced more of them on the West
Coast?" Mr. Ebel asked.
Allocation Plan Proposal • "Should
we adopt a proposal that has been
made to the effect that specified shows
in any film series (say every fifth show)
should be cut a designated number of
seconds short and that these specific
shows should be identified for permanent public service allocation purposes
for the tv life of that series, and so
marked on the film leader?
"Finally, are we giving our best efforts, our best time, our best talents to
these vital national problems?"
Following the showing of a reel of
current Council film spots, Mr. Ebel
expressed the Council's appreciation to
the Screen Actors Guild and its president, Kenneth Thomson, "for the generous waivers and other forms of coChief business of the board in its
first meeting in Los Angeles was to apoperation."
prove an anti-inflation and growth campaign and authorize an increase of
$20,000 in the current budget to get
the campaign started.
Designed to drive home the point
that our national growth does not depend on "dollar-eating" inflation, the
new campaign will be based on conclusions reached by 64 representatives of
BROADCASTING, November 9, 1959
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group in New York by Dr. Leon Arons,
research vice president of Television
Bureau of Advertising. TvB over the
years has done a series of studies tying
media data to market information on
specific product groups such as gasoline, appliances, automobiles and some
package items. Continuing information
based on the Nielsen national tv audimeter panel was offered advertisers
and agencies.
"How many advertisers," Dr. Arons
asked, "do you suppose took advantage
of this service? Hardly a handful." He
concluded that "this is one more,
among other indications, that all too
frequently the media user himself
doesn't realize too clearly what he needs
to know to get done the job of inform-

business, labor, education and government who met last spring under the
auspices of the American Assembly of
Columbia U. and agreed that America
should continue to strive for dynamic
growth, while holding price reasonably
stable and creating the maximum number of jobs.
Robert M. Gray, advertising manager, Esso Standard Oil Co., has agreed
to serve as volunteer campaign coordinator of the anti-inflation and growth
campaign, with McCann-Erickson as
volunteer agency.
Arons

charges

media

research goes unused
Media researchers are working at a
lonely and often thankless job.
An example of research that has gone
almost unheeded was offered at an
American Marketing Assn. discussion

MORE

ing and persuading."
Dr. Arons' print counterpart on the
Oct. 29 program presenting "The Case
for Media-Sponsored Research" was

ADVERTISING

Increase

of 10%

The average advertising budget will
be 10% higher in 1960.
That's the word for members of the
Assn. of National Advertisers, which includes almost all of the top 100 advertisers along with relatively modest
spenders.
An ANA survey of its members, being released today (Monday) at the
start of ANA's annual meeting (also see
below), brought replies from 290 members representing 33 industry classifications, and spending collectively more
than $1 billion a year for advertising.
Highlights:
• Among 266 companies reporting
1960 plans, 80% said they would spend
more than in 1958; 12% said they
would spend the same, 8% said they
would spend less.
• Of those answering this question,
61.6% said their advertising budgets
this year were higher than last; 22.8%
said 1959 spending was at the same
level as 1958 and 15.6% said they were
spending less now than last year.
• Seven of the 33 industry categories
represented in the survey "show a very
strong upward trend in advertising expenditures": ale,beer and wine; confections and soft drinks, cosmetics and toiletries, drugs, electronics, metal fabrication and public utilities.
• Seventeen other classifications show
an upward trend "among the majority
of companies in the group" and nine
categories "show variations with no consistent trend for either 1959 or 1960."
• A total of 70 advertisers said their
1959 budgets exceed $5 million and
68 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

in budgets

HAS

Dr. Arons touched on the need for
data to make inter-media comparisons.
The Advertising Research Foundation
committee assigned to the problem
made a good start, but now, he said, "I
have the impression . . . [it] has softened
in its revolutionary zeal. I hope I'm
mistaken. In the meantime, many media
users will continue to utilize current indirect and essentially non-comparable
media information for making media
decisions, after going through the appropriate incantations."

MONEY

indicated

74% of these said this year's allotment
was higher than last year's. In the $l-$5
million group there were 119 companies,
with 63% of these saying they increased
budgets this year. In the under-$l million group there were 88, with 52%
reporting increased spending in 1959.
• In the $l-$5 million category 71%
expect next year's budgets to be higher
than 1959's. In the other categories
68% of the companies look for bigger
budgets next year.
ANA president Paul West, releasing
the results, said they "continue to bear
out the increasing importance of advertising in members' marketing operations
and the reliance placed on advertising
ANA:

Morton M. Lenrow, research director
of American Weekly, who agreed that
"media look to advertisers and their
agencies for guidance in the kind of research that is wanted." It is a paradox,
he said, that many millions should be
spent for product research and advertising and so little for research to evaluate
the
efficiency of media used for sales
messages.

by ANA

Officials said this look as the probe's
effects was expected to highlight the
workshop, one of three running simultaneously as ANA's three-day meeting
gets under way at the Homestead, Hot
Springs, Va.
John Crosby, New York Herald-Tribune columnist, Rod Erickson of Warner Bros., Alfred Hollender of Grey
Adv. and Don Durgin of NBC-TV are
slated to participate in the appraisal.
Howard Eaton of Lever Bros, is moderator of the workshop, to cover the gen-

'60

survey

as Of
a major
tool of management."
1 70 companies
reporting increased
spending in 1959, the report continued,
165 gave estimates for 1960. Of these,
127 (77%) will increase spending again:
28 (17%) will continue at the 1959
rate and 10 (6%) will cut below the
1959 rate.
Of 63 companies reporting appropriations this year unchanged from last, 27
(47%) plan to increase in 1960; 28
(48%) again foresee no change and 3
(5%) will cut back.
Of 43 companies reporting lower
budgets this year, 32 (74%) expect to
increase in 1960; 6 (14%) see no change
and 5 (12%) expect another cutback.

SCANDAL

What the quiz scandal has done to the
status of television programming and of
advertising will be explored today (Monday) in the radio-tv workshop of the
annual meeting of the Assn. of National
Advertisers.

IN

HURT

TV?

eral subject of "Television and Radio
Advertising
Problems."
The workshop
session, to be held this
afternoon, will be closed. So will the
two others: One on "How to Shape
Your Advertising Department and
Agency Organization to Meet Your
Needs" and one on "Merchandising
Your Advertising to the Sales Force and
Some 600 ANA members and staff
executives are expected to attend the
meeting,
which continues through WedTrade." nesday
morning.
The opening session this morning will
hear William Hesse, executive vice president of Benton & Bowles, on "A New
Way to Measure Advertising Effectiveness." At the same session a panel will
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Recording — copying — cuing — editing — splicing. . . whatever your requirements for today — or the
future — the Ampex Videotape* Television Recorder brings the utmost operating efficiency. These
advanced-design features are backed by 12 years of development — and the experience in TV tape
recording that is Ampex' alone . . .
INSTANT SWITCHING B/W TO COLOR with no adjustment or re-equalization needed — and no compromise of either standard.
PRECISE LIP SYNCHRONIZATION with second recorder, either audio or TV tape, is accomplished
with Tape Speed Over-ride control.
HIGH QUALITY COPYING ASSURED even to third generation tapes. Low impedance RF-RF dubbing
interconnection delivers the frequency modulated signal direct to copying recorder (s) — eliminates
repeated modulation and demodulation processes.
RECORD, PLAYBACK TO 4 WORLD STANDARDS with "Interswitch" modification. Equips any Ampex
for international programming with 525, 405, 625 or 819 line systems.
HEAD LIFE INDICATOR provides immediate, accurate indication of operating life of the video head
assembly . . . lets your engineer plan a production schedule with assurance.
Write, wire or phone today for an Ampex representative — or ask for the new, fully illustrated
brochure describing the new Ampex VR-1000B. Whatever you want to know about the advantages
and profits in TV tape, get the facts from Ampex. AMPEX HAS THE EXPERIENCE.
"ft
/?

934 CHARTER ST.

*TM AMPEX CORP.
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products division
Offices and Representatives in Principal Cities Throughout the World

point out lessons drawn from Ford
Motor Co.'s 36-page Readers Digest insert which gained higher readership
than the issue in which it appeared.
Marketing and communications, the
preparation of advertising plans, setting
clear-cut objectives for advertising
agencies, and management's objectives in
advertising will be explored in speeches
and case histories Tuesday. James Reston, chief of the New York Times Washington bureau, will present "A Viewpoint from Behind the Headlines" at
the Tuesday luncheon.
Some of the most effective recent advertising campaigns of ANA member
companies will be examined in case
histories to be presented at the Wednesday meeting. These include OwensIllinois Glass, American Can, Mutual
Benefit Life Insurance, United Air Lines,
General Electric's Lamp Div., U.S. Plywood, and the Richard Hudnut-DuBarry
Sportsman Div. of Warner-Lambert.
TvB

manual

to stress

retail use of tv ads
National Retail Merchants Assn., in
cooperation with the Television Bureau
of Advertising, is preparing a manual
for both tv stations and the retail industry in the proper use of television advertising. The guide will cover such
topics as preparation of slide commercials; merchandising of tv in stores; writing copy for commercials; use of syndicated films, and the value of tape for
commercials.
Retail members of a committee,
which will work with TvB, include the
following promotion executives: George
Titus, Woodward & Lothrop, Washington, D.C., chairman; Ted Bushman,
ZCMI, Salt Lake City; Ann Coplan,
Scranton Dry Goods Co., Scranton, Pa.;
Harold Haener, Macy's-California, San
Francisco; Chester M. Leopold, Wolf
& Dessauer, Fort Wayne, Ind.; Jack
Miller, Leonard's, Fort Worth; Irving
Myers, Union Fern, Troy, N.Y.; and
John H. Noble Jr., The Marston Co.,
San Diego, Calif.

New audience survey
Television Personal Interviews Inc.,
New York, has announced the first of
a new bi-monthly audience measurement service to be conducted the week
of Nov. 29-Dec. 5. Offered to advertisers, agencies and networks, the TPI
studies will include detailed audience
composition, sponsor identification,
who selected programs, evaluation of
programs, other media, exposure, and
product usage data for all prime time
network programs. TPI uses the technique of personal coincidental interviews conducted where tv is watched.
70 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

Awards

given

by

Chicago copywriters
Jack Baxter, president of Creative
House Agency and former creative director of Earle Ludgin & Co., was recipient of the Chicago Copywriters
Club's top award at its third annual
Spotlight Dinner Tuesday (Nov. 3).
Award for the best written, locallyproduced tv commercial of the year
went to Steven Lehner, of MacFarland,
Aveyard & Co., for his work on Formfit Co.'s Sleex foundation garments.
Mr. Baxter, whose agency handles
over 20 accounts, was honored as
"copywriter of the year" for a print ad
on behalf of Carson, Pirie Scott, local
department store. He also won one of
CCC's "Golden 30" awards which drew
120 entries and produced four other
winners. Mr. Baxter founded the club
in 1957 and served as president for two
years, winning three consecutive "30"
awards. These honors are awarded on
the basis of five samples with an aggregate of 30 or more points.
Golden 30 winners are:
Charles Blakemore and Rudy Perz, Leo Burnett Co.; Dean Carson and John Jakes, Abbott
Labs.; Thomas Cadden, Tatham-Laird; Winifred
Snyder, North Advertising; Ted Barnett and John
Rand, Foote, Cone & Belding; winner.
Ken Synder, Phil Young, Dean Lierle, Donald
Dickens, Jack Trindl, John Calnan,
Needham,
Louis & Brorby. Blue ribbon awardsallwere
made
to entrants whose individual work scored five
points or more, but whose aggregate points did
not total 30 or more.
• Business
Time sales

briefly

Takes Oscar tab again • For the third
successive year the motion picture industry will sponsor the annual Academy Awards television and radio program.
The Motion Picture Assn. of America, New York, in cooperation with
other industry elements, will again underwrite the next Oscar telecast and
broadcast on NBC Radio and NBC-TV
April 4, 1960. Production, distribution
and exhibition segments of the industry
are reported to have pledged support
to the program. Exhibitors will again
back the program on their theatre
screens, in lobbies, special displays
away from the theatre, as well as in
their newspaper advertising.
Parade feast • American Character
Doll Corp., N.Y., and Remco Industries Inc., Newark, N.J., both through
Webb Assoc. Inc., N.Y., will sponsor
"Thanksgiving Parade Jubilee," 90-minute holiday program produced by CBS
News for showing on CBS-TV Nov. 26
(Thurs. 10-11:30 a.m. EST). Starring
Captain Kangaroo as host, special will
feature Macy's Parade from New York,

Gimbel's Parade in Philadelphia and
the J.L. Hudson's procession in Detroit.
Additional feature will be visit to BamNewark. berger's Universal Christmas City in
Musical salute • John Oster Mfg. Co.,
Milwaukee, in behalf of its electrical
kitchen appliances, will sponsor ABCTV's The Golden Circle, an hour-long
musical special saluting a quarter century of song on Nov. 25 (10-11 p.m.
EST). The programs stars Eydie Gorme
and Steve Lawrence as co-hosts and
guest stars Nat King Cole, the Andrews Sisters, Frankie Avalon, the Mills
Brothers and Rudy Vallee. Agency: The
Brady Co., Appleton, Wis.
One-time rate • Lanvin Parfums Inc.
has selected NBC-TV's The Price Is
Right for its first network tv purchase.
Through North Adv., Chicago, the
maker of Arpege scent has ordered
the colorcast auction game for Dec. 9.
8:30-9 p.m. EST. Lanvin. a familiar
network prize donor, last year spent
more than $500,000 in tv spot. The
one-shot network purchase was described by the sponsor as "only the
first step" in a perfume educational
campaign in which Lanvin hopes to
make more use of network tv.
Ups budget • Acousticon International
Div. of Dictograph Products Inc.,
Jamaica, N.Y., shifted its account from
Anderson & Cairns Inc., N.Y., through
which it invested more than $900,000
in national and local advertising in 1959.
to the Wexton Co., N.Y. Acousticon's
budget for nationwide campaign in 1960
was estimated at $1.5 million. Thirteenweek spot radio drive will start in
March or April, it's reported, using
newscasts in some 50 markets with
local tie-ins by Acousticon distributors.
Also starting in spring will be spot tv
campaign using ad agencies to leading
network news programs. Heavy print
ad campaign is also planned. In line
with its enlarged advertising program
Acousticon is broadening its distribution operations.
Second meeting • Lincoln National
Life Insurance Co., Ft. Wayne, Ind.,
will sponsor NBC-TV's "Project 20-20"
production of "Meet Mr. Lincoln" for
second consecutive year on Feb. 1 1 .
1960 (Thurs. 9-9:30 p.m. EST). Program won Sherwood award for "application of brilliant technique to
familar and important subject," and
Emmy award for "best editing of tv
New "Laramie" residents • Liggett
& Myers Tobacco Co., NY., through
McCann-Erickson Inc., NY., will exfilm."pand its sponsorship of NBC-TV's
BROADCASTING, November 9, 1959

Conductor William Steinberg has
developed the Pittsburgh Symphony
Orchestra into one of the world's best,
winning special plaudits for children's
and "industrial" concerts.

Josie Carey, Sylvania Award
Winner and last year's "Man of the
Year" in entertainment with "Mr.
Wrinkle" and "Ludwig Von Lion".
She's on the air five days a week for
KDKA-TV, Pittsburgh's mostwatched channel by far.

No egghead she,
Mrs. Dorothea
Neilson, librarian,
is one of 4.5 million
Pittsburgh area
viewers informed,
entertained and
sold by top-rated
KDKA-TV.

Culture, kids and classrooms go into the
melting pot of contemporary Pittsburgh
. . .where KDKA-TV's cameras distill the
best of living for the area's largest TV
audiences. KDKA-TV can put your product on Pittsburghers' minds and in their
homes, too. Just ask us how.
KDKA-TV
Pittsburgh.
Represented by:
Television Advertising Representatives, Inc.
Westinghouse Broadcasting Company,
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Inc.
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Laramie (Tues. 7:30-8:30 p.m. EST)
to alternate-week half-hours starting in
January. Other new buyers in Laramie are Colgate-Palmolive Co., N.Y.,
and Miles Labs Inc., Elkhart, Ind.,
which will sponsor thirds on alternate
weeks. Agencies for Colgate and Miles
are Ted Bates & Co., N.Y., and Wade
Adv. Inc., Chicago.
Casing the market • N.W. Ayer &
Son, Phila., is buying in 10-15 test markets around the country to introduce
Armour pork sausage on tv. Minute and
20-second schedules of varying intensity
will run on two or three stations in
each market.
Radio dosage • Whitehall Pharmacal
Co., div. of American Home Products,
N.Y., has purchased $300,000 worth
of CBS Radio programs to promote
Dristan (cold remedy). Order, placed
through Tatham-Laird Inc., N.Y., includes 30 weekly units of daytime dramatic series, news, Impact segments
and House Party on seven-day-per-week
basis, for nine weeks starting Oct. 30.
The network buy complements Whitehall's extensive sponsorships in tv, it's
reported.
Agency appointments
• Knox Reeves Adv., Chicago, resigns
Mars Inc. (candy) account, estimated
at $3 million, effective Dec. 1. Client
currently is screening other agencies.
• Sudler & Hennessy, Inc., New
New York, has replaced Doyle Dane
Bernbach Inc., New York, as advertising agency for CBS Radio, it was announced Nov. 1 by Louis Dorfsman,
vice president in charge of art, advertising and promotion at CBS. Doyle
Dane Bernbach Inc., which handled the
CBS account for two years, developed
an account-conflict problem after its
recent acquisition of the ABC Radio
account.
• Charles Gulden Inc., Saddle Brook,
N.J., appoints Gardner Adv., N.Y.
• Pan Pacific Fisheries, Terminal
Island, Calif., appoints Jimmy Fritz &
Assoc., Hollywood.
• Boyle-Midway Div. of American
Home Products Corp., N.Y. (Easy-Off
oven cleaner, Easy-Off window spray
and Griffin shoe polishes), to TathamLaird Inc., NY., for advertising appearing after Dec. 1.
• Pharmaco Inc., Kenilworth, N.J., to
N.W. Ayer, Phila., effective Jan. 1, for
Feen-a-Mint laxative chewing gum,
Chooz antacid chewing gum, Correctol
laxative and Regutol non-laxative reg72 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

Olive

branch

All is serene now at Mogul
Williams & Saylor, New York
(formerly Mogul Lewin Williams
& Saylor). Last summer A. W.
Lewin, board chairman, left the
agency abruptly under unusual circumstances. Mr. Lewin claimed
at that time he was "forced out."
Agency reported agreement had
been negotiated for his departure.
Latest announcement from
MW&S is: controversy between
A. W. Lewin and Mogul Williams
& Saylor has "been amicably
settled to their mutual satisfaction, and all proceedings between
them have been discontinued; all
claims, charges and countercharges therein have been withdrawn."
ulator. Products will be serviced by
Ayer's New York office. Transfer is being made from Doherty, Clifford, Steers
& Shenfield, N.Y.
• California Frozen Juice Co., Beverly
Hills, Calif., names Cole Fischer
Rogow Inc. there.
• O'Sullivan Rubber Corp. (solesheels), Winchester, Va., names M. Belmont Ver Standig Inc., Washington, effective Jan. 1.
• Young & Rubicam Inc., NY., names
Milici Adv. Inc., Honolulu, to handle
General
Hawaii. Foods Corp.'s advertising in
• Also

in advertising

Trading on names • James M. Vicary
Co., N.Y. research firm, has organized
a subsidiary, Trademark Management
Institute, to develop and test trademarks
for new products. The new corporation
grows out of Vicary projects leading
to names of Dodge Dart and five other
Dodge 1960 models, Chemetron Corp.,
AT&T's "direct distance dialing" and
others.
Washington, D.C. office • Boylhart,
Lovett & Dean Inc., Los Angeles advertising agency, has opened a Washington branch at 734 15th St. N.W.
New offices • Irv Edelstein Assoc.,
L.A., advertising and public relations
agency, has opened enlarged offices at
8350 Santa Monica Blvd. New phone is
Oldfield 6-6200. Company has affiliated
with The Goodman Organization, at
the same address, to provide expanded
service to client of both organizations.
Ross absorbed • Charles Ross Adv.,

Hollywood, has merged with Gage/
Booth & West Adv., Beverly Hills, both
California. Mr. Ross is named vice
president-assistant to G/B&W's president, Raymond B. Gage. Address: Wilshire Blvd. and Hamilton Dr., Beverly
Hills. Telephone: Olive 3-1770.
On tea board • P.C. Irwin Jr., vice
president of Irwin - Harrisons - Whitney
Inc., New York importers, was re-elected president of the Tea Assn. of the U.S.
at the group's annual convention at
White Sulphur Springs, W.Va., Nov. 3.
Elected vice president was W. Gardner
Barker, president of Thomas J. Lipton
Inc. Re-elected treasurer was Joseph
Diziki, vice president of Carter, Macy
Co., N.Y.
Ad Council award • The Advertising
Council has selected Roy E. Larsen,
president of Time Inc. to receive its
1959 Public Service Award, which is
presented to "an American businessman
who has contributed notably in public
service to the welfare of his country and
his fellow citizens." Presentation will be
made at council's dinner meeting in
New York on Nov. 24.
More for Monitor • National Television Monitor, 601 Madison Ave.,
NY., has announced an expanded
market list now including 165 cities.
Audio Tape reports are now available
in 85 cities.
Quarters found • The Washington,
D.C, staff of Advertising Federation of
America, New York, (Nov. 2) opened
the doors of their permanent quarters in the Associations Bldg., 1 145
19th St. N.W., according to Donald J.
Wilkins, vice president and manager of
the AFA Washington office. Since the
fulltime staff was established there on
Oct. 1, they have shared the office of
the Advertising Club of Washington at
1320 G St., N.W.
ANA report • Assn. of National Advertisers Inc., NY., has released a 113page report on "Newspaper Circulation
and Rate Trends," showing trends for
the period 1946-59. Covering daily
newspapers, Sunday newspapers, Sunday magazines and comics groups, the
report is available to newspapers, agencies and non-members of ANA at $15
per copy.
Rumrill moves • Utica division of the
Rumrill Co. has moved to new quarters
at 1512 Genesee St., Utica, N.Y. As
the Moser & Cotins Adv. which merged
with the Rumrill firm in 1957, the firm
occupied its own building in Utica for
34 years. In addition to its Utica division, Rumrill has offices in Rochester
and Buffalo. New phone: SW 7-2850.
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WeeReBeL, Columbus, Ca., and Jackie Moore, time buyer, BBD&O, Inc., New York, reveal a few secrets.
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BBD&O?

Over a million people can uatch W RHL-TV*'
Over a million people can watch us in the 47-county area served by WRBL-TV; and
the only way you can reach them all on TV is with WRBL-TV. Metropolitan Columbus has the highest family income in Georgia and 25th highest in the nation. Columbus
belongs on every Southern schedule. WRBL Radio programs to the adult audience
with top buying power in Columbus. Call HOLLINGBERY for choice availabilities
in Georgia's second market.
i

WRBL
TV-CHANNEL 4 • RADIO-5000

WATTS

a
coLumBus,
gb.®
Represented by George P. Hollingbery Co.
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THE
CHALLENGES
BPA

Philadelphia

The youthful Broadcasters Promotion Assn. displayed its vigor and enthusiasm inPhiladelphia last week during three days of round table and panel
sessions on routine work-a-day promotion and merchandising problems. BPA
signed 102 new members at the meeting, swelling its ranks from 200 to a
total 302.
Nearly all members were there. Full
registrations totaled 294 while partial
registrations (single sessions) raised
the total participation well over the 300
mark.
The promotion handicaps and the
challenge to television evoked by the
disclosures of the tv quiz scandal in
Washington held the attention of the
BPA delegates at several major sessions during the Nov. 2-4 convention
at the Warwick Hotel. But for the most
part, panels and round tables were
more concerned with basic business —
problems — such as how to obtain assured end-of-the-aisle displays in local
supermarkets; are jumbo cards just a
passing fad; do contests really build
audience, and how to get better editorial cooperation from local newspapers.
Among the major highlights, the
BPA meeting heard:
• Louis Hausman, director, Television Information Office, who predicted
the long-range future for tv is bright.
But he was disturbed how the tv quiz
scandal had disclosed a major misunderstanding inmany important places

Be positive • Accent tv's many public
contributions, Pennsylvania Lt. Gov.
John M. Davis (1) and TIO Director
Louis Hausman agree. Lt. Gov. Davis,
controlling owner of WALL Middletown, N.Y., and WSPB Sarasota, Fla.,
welcomed BPA.
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meet

MEDIA

FACING
highlights

them,

PROMOTION
reviews

about tv and its decision-making dilemmas. He called for admission of mistakes, correction, telling all the publics
and active defense of "our contribu• Proposal for wide promotion of
network
tions." and station public affairs and
public service programs during prime
evening time, using the talents of top
personalities, to help put tv's image
back in focus. It was offered by C.
Wrede Petersmeyer, president, Corinthian Broadcasting Corp.
• Observation that broadcasters have
a "moral obligation" to provide evening exposure for public service programming "on some sort of a continuing basis." It was made by Frank
Shakespeare, general manager, WCBSTV New York.
Godt Elected • Gene Godt, sales promotion and advertising director, KYWTV Cleveland, was elected president of
BPA for 1960 (see story page 97). He
succeeds Charles A. Wilson, WGNAM-TV Chicago.
Well-attended features of the convention were the revolving round table
discussions held the second day. Five
major topics were explored, one topic
assigned to each round table. Five different 50-minute sessions were held on
that topic at each round table, three
during the morning and two in the afternoon, enabling delegates to "revolve"
from table to table during the day and
hear all discussions.

Prime timers • Corinthian Broadcasting President C. Wrede Petersmeyer (1)
and WCBS-TV New York General
Manager Frank Shakespeare (r) tell
BPA convention program chairman Jim
Kiss, Tv Guide, prime time is public
service promotion time.

basic

needs

Louis Hausman, director, Television
Information Office, acknowledged BPA's
convention came in the "midst of an
ordeal such as broadcasting has never
known." But he was not mainly concerned with the tv quiz scandal. "We
can solve the problems raised by the
recent disclosures," he assured.
"What disturbs me more," he said,
"is how vividly it has revealed misunderstanding about television in many
important places; how fully it has exposed the simple lack of knowledge
that makes some people willing to believe the worst about our medium.
"Essentially, I am referring to something more than the spirit of high glee
with which various individuals have
been anticipating our funeral. I am referring to the suggestion put forward
by certain persons to the effect that the
recent disclosures involving a handful
of shows in a single narrow area of
programming are somehow typical of
the ethical conduct of the whole television industry. It is the suggestion, in
effect, that we are a clutch of scoundrels, and, after all, who could expect
any other behavior from such a meThe suggestion is "outrageous and
untrue," Mr. Hausman asserted. "All
thoughtful people will reject it out of
dium?"
Those who think tv is profit-mad
and without responsibility should consider the medium's public service conhand."

Merchandisers
Wake up, going
there's ona
big marketing •revolution
which broadcasters better heed, say
Max Buck (1), manager, WRCA-TV
New York, and co-panelist Emil Mogul, president, Mogul, Williams & Saylor Inc., New York agency.
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*NIELSEN FIGURES: From 7 A.M. to 6 P.M., Monday through Friday,
there are 35 fifteen-minute segments of adult programming on both Providence
stations. WJAR-TV leads on 22, the other station on 13 — a clear preference
of almost 2 to 1\ (Nielsen, August, 1959 Metro Ratings)
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tributions, the TIO chief said. He cited
how the networks cancelled commercial shows and spent millions of dollars
to cover Soviet Premiere Khrushchev's
U.S. visit and how the entire industry
devoted $241 million-worth of time last
year to such public causes as Red
Cross, better schools and campaigns
against disease. The latter figure is
equal to 20% of the industry's entire
revenue, he said.
"How do those who charge us with
irresponsibility, and say we cannot regulate ourselves — how do they account
for the fact that broadcasting is the
only advertising medium that voluntarily deprives itself of enormous revenues by refusing to take liquor advertising?", he asked.
The Militant Minority • The contradiction isnot hard to understand, Mr.
Hausman observed. Television by its
"unique intimate impact within the
home, breeds strong opinions," he said.
''And since it plays to the largest audience in history, making it plainly impossible to please everybody all the

time, some of those opinions are bound
to be fiercely negative.
"I am persuaded that such negative
opinions are largely those of a hard-toplease and generally uninformed minority— but it is an articulate minority
with unusual opportunities to make
itself
The heard."
extent and depth of the American public's interest in tv "represents
a fine target for publicity for everyone," he said. This intense interest —
"the talk it generates and the space it
fills in the press — may produce hard
and distorted accusations, but it is testimony to the vitality and strength of the
Information Cornerstones • His four
medium."
cornerstones for building TIO's informational program (they apply to radio,
too, he said): "Admit when things are
wrong. Correct them. Inform all the
publics. Actively defend our contribuEveryone makes mistakes, Mr. Haustions."man observed, and "to try to pretend
otherwise is to do ourselves a disservice

and to lose the confidence of our
friends." Although he felt the quiz irregularities are symptomatic of a general moral letdown in society at large
(ranging from traffic ticket fixes to outright bribery and not confined to any
one group or industry), he did not feel
"fingerpointing can excuse or mitigate
ourAny
ownmedium
lapses." that enters millions of
homes "has a special obligation to stay
above reproach," he said.
In informing the various publics
about tv's decision-making dilemmas,
Mr. Hausman suggested it is important
to explain the repetition of "damned-ifyou-dotionsand
damned-if-you-don't"
which occur.
An example, he situasaid,
is the argument that the networks ought
to exercise greater control over the proBut the
"how
many
who saygramsittheyaretransmit.
aware that
networks
are also on the griddle with the FCC
and the Justice Dept. because they allegedly have too much control over
programming and don't give enough op-

Sales promotion manager's 100 duties
If anyone feels the life of a sales
(61) Reprint and mail trade-magazine
men's meetings, 30.4%; (22) Plan and coorainate station parties for agencies-clients,
articles to clients-agencies, 65.2%; (62)
promotion manager is a snap, Jack
62.3%; (23) Handle exhibits at trade shows,
Select
gimmicks for mailing to clients-agenL. Williams, WBZ Boston, leader of conventions, 76.8%; (24) Conduct survey for
cies, 52.2%; (63) Keep station mailing lists
client
program,34.8%;
(25)
Handle
station
up to date, 87.0%; (64) Schedule direct mail
a round table session on the subject,
campaigns after plan has been approved,
audio-visual aid equipment, 26.1%; (26) Enstands ready to shatter the illusion.
tertain local clients and prospects, 30.4%;
73.9%; (65) Prepare and mail station pro(27) Negotiate trade deals for contests, gimgram schedules, 71.0%; (66) Prepare newsA firm believer that the sales promick
mailings,
58.0%;
(28)
Negotiate
trade
letter, fact sheets for mailing to clientsmotion manager should create ideas
deals for station equipment, 17.4%; (29) Pre- agencies, 72.5%; (67) Prepare brochures for
pare trade deal contracts and orders, 21.7%;
and entire campaigns, not merely
mailing to client's employes, 39.1%; (68)
(30) Schedule announcements for trade deal
Handle sponsored-program publicity for trade
execute them after someone else did advertisers,
31.9%.
publication,
60.9%; (69) Handle sponsoredReport on broadcast schedule for trade
program publicity for area newspapers, 69.6%;
the planning ("don't be a patsy for deal(31)advertisers,
23.2%; (32) Prepare avail- (70) Devise publicity stunts for sponsors,
the sales manager"). Mr. Williams
44.9%.
ability sheets, 13.0%; (33) Prepare newssent a questionnaire to 100 sales propaper advertisements for sponsored shows,
(71) Write speeches for clients delivery at
84.1%; (34) Prepare air promotion for sponmotion managers and asked them
sales meeting, 11.6%; (72) Write letters to
sored
shows,
81.2%;
(35)
Prepare
outdoor
VIPs on behalf of clients, 36.2%; (73) Hold
what they do and how much. He got advertising for sponsored shows, 78.3%; (36)
press conferences for sponsored shows, 47.8%;
back 69.
(74) Handle audience mail for client offers,
Prepare for
"other"
advertising
(ie: laundry
stutters)
sponsored
shows, 81.2%;
(37) 39.1%;
(75) Prepare station mail response
Proouce and mail fliers to retailers, buyers,
Here's the 100 things sales pro76.8%; (76) Report to client on mail
motion managers do, plus the perwholesalers, 84.1%; (38) Produce and dis- maps,
response for particular show, 44.9%; (77)
tribute point-of-sale posters, shelf-talkers,
centages to show just how many
Pick-up client copy, ET's, films and deliver
etc.,
68.1%;
(39)
Edit
merchandising
newsto traffic department, 5.8%; (78) Handle
sales promotion managers perform
paper, 63.8%; (40) Write articles for grocery,
station
publicity (no client mentions), 65.2%;
each individual function:
drug, etc., trade publications, 65.2%.
(79) Handle station audience promotion, no
(41) Decide what merchandising assistance
(I) Gather material for and produce fact
client mentions, 69.6%; (80) Deliver sales
a client will receive, 34.8%; (42) Write copy
sheets on programs, 89.9%; (2) Gather mapresentations to clients-agencies, 14.5%.
for air promotion of client products, 30.4%;
terial for and produce fact sheets on market,
(81) Pick up transportation tickets for
(43) Produce gimmicks for distribution to station
88.4%; (3) Gather material for and produce
personnel, 2.9%; (82) Make hotel
clients, 62.3%; (44) Produce gimmicks for reservations
fact sheets on sales procedure, policies, other
for visiting firemen, 15.9%; (83)
distribution by clients, 37.7%; (45) Handle
station information, 18.8%; (4) Maintain
Supervise station hospitality suite, 40.6%;
displays for client products, 52.2%;
RAB-TvB files, 52.2%; (5) Maintain files on window
Entertain visiting firemen, 27.5%; (85)
(46) Conceive and write copy for contest in- (84)
station and market data, 87.0%; (6) Prepare
Plan sales incentive contests, 11.6%; (86)
volving client products, 24.6%; (47) Judge
Conduct
sales incentive contests, 10.1%; (87)
basic salesmen's handbook, 43.5%; (7) Order client contests,
39.1%; (48) Handle client
salesmen's name cards, 43.5%; (8) Attend
Prepare award entries, 46.4%; (88) Lay-out
product-sampling and display at women's
publish station rate card, 55.1%; (89)
in-station sales meetings, 78.3%; (9) Gather
luncheons, 23.2%; (49) Analyze rating re- and
success stories from clients, 47.8%; uO)
Handle listener-viewer telephone calls and
ports, 50.7%; (50) Prepare rating analysis
Write
sales
presentations
for
potential
clients,
mail,
34.8%; (90) Conduct tours of station,
of client schedule, 31.9%.
52.2%.
30.4%.
(II) Plan meetings with client-agency
(51) Prepare rating analysis for saies pro(91) Secure tickets for New York-Chicago
groups, 30.4%; (12) Develop sales-promoposal, 40.6%; (52) Handle station subshows for clients, VIPs, 23.2%; (92) Route
scription to rating services, 36.2%; (53) trade
tional film presentations, 65.2%; (13) Develop
magazines around station, 26.1%; (93)
Publish reports on station ratings, 56.5%
sales-promotional flip card presentations,
Send telegrams to clients reminding them of
72.5%; (14) Develop sales-promotional slide (54) Handle public appearances for sponschedule,
29.0%; (94) Sample employes with
presentations, 69.6%; (15) Develop sales-prosored-show talent, 44.9%; (55) Select
client products, 37.7%; (95) Develop new
media for trade advertising, 60.9%;
motional audio tape presentations, 43.5%;
mailing lists for station, 66.7%; (96) Decor(16) Develop sales-promotional video tape (56) Create state trade advertisements,
ate station halls, lobby, 40.6%; (97) Send
presentations, 42.0%; (17) Write activity re- 71.0%; (57) Develop and submit budget for letters
to VIPs receiving local honors,
port (promotional) for sponsor, 79.7%; (18) trade advertising, 69.9%; (58) Schedule trade
14.5%; (98) Handle closed circuit meetings
advertisement after plan has been approved,
Make calls on clients with salesman, 58.0%;
(19) Make calls on clients (promotional) with73.9%; (59) Prepare brochures for mailing for clients, 30.4%; (99) Supply gifts for
association meetings, such as sales executive
out salesman, 24.6%; (20) Develop promoto clients-agencies, 87.0%; (60) Personalize
tional idea for sale to potential client, 63.8%.
station ad reprints for mailing to clients- clubs, 20.3%; (100) Co-ordinate station per(21) Conduct presentations at client sales- agenceis, 76.8%.
sonnel activity in civic clubs, 13.0%.
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obligation to their audiences today, he
said.

s to independent packagers?"
portunitie
Mr. Hausman wondered if inadvertently the industry has been creating the
impression through program advertising and promotion that tv airs fewer
public affairs shows than it does. "It's
asaid.
question well worth examining," he
Another area worth exploring, he
said, is the whole field of community
service by broadcasters. He suggested
community projects undertaken jointly
by all the broadcasters in a city without
competitive considerations.
Public service and prime time
C. Wrede Petersmeyer, president,
Corinthian Broadcasting Corp., at the
opening session Monday morning proposed that both networks and stations
use their prime evening time and their
top personalities to promote public affairs and public service programming.
The objective: to make the public more
aware of the whole range of tv's offering and to get the viewer at least to
"sample"
available. the non-entertainment shows
Mr. Petersmeyer appeared with
Frank Shakespeare, general manager,
WCBS-TV New York, on a panel on
"Public Service and Your Station."
"We must create the programming
that provides a full range of program
service covering both majority and minority taste and we must make sure that
our total audience knows of the full
range
of This
programming
to it,"
he
said.
done, he available
continued,
the
problems of prestige and standing with
the public and opinion-makers, the
problem "of the 'image' of television
will largely vanish."
Cold Wind Rages • He said that
while the winds of the quiz scandal
raged, "all the fine words that tell of
our medium's accomplishments, our
phrases about public service and contributions to our communities — all is
just a whisper in that wind."
He said it is vain to argue that the
quiz shows, even in their heyday, represented less than one percent of total
tv programming or that the dishonest
quiz show represented only a small
fraction of these, or that the real culprits are a mere handful out of the
scores of thousands of men and women
"dedicated to the sound ideals and
service of this fabulous medium." But
all are caught up in the "holocaust," he
said, no matter how innocent. "We
share the guilt whether we will or not."
Mr. Petersmeyer felt, however, that
the long-range prospect is bright "simply because the American public has a
sense of fair play and, I am convinced,
a deep-rooted affection for our medium." After the initial shock, he said.
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Get the picture • You can build a
strong station image by planning and
executing an all-out promotion campaign, according to WITH Baltimore
Manager R. C. (lake) Embry (1) and
Arthur Schofield, assistant to the president, Peoples Broadcasting Co.
the average viewer will recognize "the
elementary truth that not all broadcasters are villains. He will recognize the
great service the medium has rendered
and its many fine accomplishments."
Commercial
Success First • Mr.
Shakespeare said commercial success is
a prerequisite to public service programming. "Only a financially sound
station can do it," he pointed out. Effective public service cannot be done
on a "shoestring," he said.
The WCBS-TV manager said stations should budget as much for production of the public service show as
for the purchase of a syndicated show
of the same length. The five major
weekly public service programs on
WCBS-TV each have an average budget of $3,000 weekly.
Evening exposure for public service
shows "on some sort of a continuing
basis" constitutes broadcasters' moral

Trade up trade ads • Broadcasters
should practice what they preach and
do more advertising. Sponsors might
follow the example, suggest R. David
Kimble, Grey Adv., New York, and
Henry J. Kaufman, head of his own
Washington agency.

Upgrading Tv Awards • Mr. Shakespeare also observed that stature for
awards in television is lacking and he
urged promotion managers to consider
the value of the awards more carefully
before submitting their entries. He said
too many awards today are mere selfserving promotion devices of those
wishing "to ride the television train."
With video tape now generally available to permit local programs to be
screened and judged, a new award
structure akin to the newspaper indusPrizehe orsaid.movie's Oscar
Awardstry'sisPulitzer
needed,
War of labels underway
Max Buck, manager of WRCA-TV
New York, warned broadcasters to
awaken and listen to the guns of the
marketing war now being waged in
the retail merchandising field, especially foods. He said the nationally advertised brands in some situations are
being outsold by the private label brands
of the big supermarket chains.
"They can set advertising back 25
years if they win the war," he warned.
Mr. Buck was participating in Monday's
panel on "How to Manage the Merchandisingmust
Maelstrom."hire or learn to
Broadcasters
be retail specialists, he indicated.
"Get on your feet and get into a supermarket this week," he said. "Get the
'whys' as well as the 'whats'," he urged.
stores'
"selling than
muscles"
areSupermarket
becoming more
powerful
ever,
he said, and these "showmen of retailing" have cut distribution costs from
30^ to terror
17^ per
gross.of "They've
struck
in dollar
the hearts
the department store moguls," he said.
Short Change • Sharing the panel
with Mr. Buck, Emil Mogul, president
of Mogul, Williams & Saylor, New
York agency which is heavy in radiotv, said station managements are
"shortchanging" their merchandising
departments with "insufficient budgets,
inept personnel and less than token cooperation." He urged broadcasters to
study the huge merchandising departments of newspapers and magazines
to learn how to give real sales impetus
to the products advertised on the air.
Stations must learn to think in terms
of the "total marketing concept," Mr.
Mogul said, and to provide clients with
a strong merchandising program which
is in harmony with this concept.
His three-point platform for easing
the merchandising problem: Stations
should (1) set aside a merchandising
budget based on a fixed percentage of
total volume; (2) separate the merchandising department from the functions of the station promotion manager,77
and (3) give the merchandising manager

free rein to hire competent personnel
with merchandising experience on the
retail level.
Sell the station image
Keeping the station image is a dayto-day problem, R. C. (Jake) Embry,
manager, WITH Baltimore, told a Monday panel on "How to Create a Station
Image." Also taking part was Arthur C.
Schofield, assistant to the president,
Peoples Broadcasting Co.
Mr. Embry said two station images
are involved: one to listeners, the other
to advertisers and agencies. The image
must
he said.be sold "just like any product,"

The station must achieve complete
agreement internally on the image it
wishes to project through its program
format and service, he said. Then it
must be sold to all the staff and "100%
cooperation" obtained.
Helpful to promoting the image is
a station trademark or slogan, he said.
Then stations must practice what they
preach and advertise their product on
a continuous 52-week basis in the trade
papers, local papers and other media as
well as on the air. "Consistency over 52
weeks of the year is paramount," Mr.
Embry said.
Other factors bearing significantly on
the station image, Mr. Embry said, include: quality of advertising, billing and
accounting accuracy, rate structure
("nothing should be as inviolate as your
rates"), participation in community activities ("every member of the staff
should be active in some local organization"), salesmen ("they should be well
trained, make a good appearance,
be
honest, command respect") and atmosphere of civic interest ("all stations
should editorialize").
What's in a Name? • Mr. Schofield
didn't like the word "image." To him it
connoted something fabricated. He felt
rather that it is the station "name" or
reputation which is important.
"You seldom can change the original," he said, "you can only translate
it." But promotion does enter into the
function of translation, he asserted.
Mr. Schofield offered these "don'ts"
to help do an effective promotion job:
don't rush ("don't go to sleep either");
don't always have to be first; don't be
afraid to make a mistake, and don't
think what you do has to be the biggest
("but what you do do must be important"). His big "do": "Do make it personal. There is no such
thing as mass.
Everything important that ever happened to anyone is personal."

Spend enough to count
How to improve trade paper advertising was explored by a Monday after78 (THE MEDIA)

Parting

of the ways

KMOX-AM St. Louis and
KMOX-TV St. Louis are CBSowned stations. But the sister stations apparently are "thinking
men" outlets — they make up their
own minds. Last Monday (Nov. 2)
KMOX-TV aired an editorial,
urging acceptance of the St. Louis
Metropolitan District Plan Issue
which went before voters on Election Day. On the same evening
KMOX broadcast an editorial asking citizens to vote against the proposal.
noon panel comprising R. David Kimble, senior account executive for NBC
at Grey Adv., New York, and Henry
J. Kaufman, president, Henry J. Kaufman Assoc., Washington.
Mr. Kimble told stations they must
either spend enough for trade advertising to do the job "or forget it." The
reason for trade ads is to achieve "memorability," he explained. It is not impulse motivation as in the case of many
consumer products, he said.
Mr. Kimble's other key factors for
trade advertising success: frequency;
run big enough ads to tell the story;
have a story to tell, and, "make good
ads." He said a recent study shows
program information is mostly desired
in the ads by agency timebuyers with
success stories and qualitative audience
data following in preference.
Size and space are important in trade
ads, Mr. Kimble said, while color, bleed
and illustration or good use of type are
enhancing factors. Ads should make a
single point, he said, and in view of
their agency audience they should have
a certain amount of sophistication.
Set the Example • Mr. Kaufman
found broadcasters fail to budget and
plan their own advertising as efficiently
and thoroughly as they expect sponsors to do on their radio and tv stations. Yet, he said, FCC's reports on
market billings disclose some "startling
inconsistencies" which can only be atvertising. tributed to the influence of trade ad-

Most national radio-tv billing gravitates tothe major metropolitan markets,
he observed, while radio, in the smaller
markets, is dominated by local billing.
"Yet Cedar Rapids' national, non-network radio billing is twice as big as its
local billing. This marke- sailed Cedar
Rapids which is only 171st in national
ranking (population) has a national
spot radio volume that approximates
America's 25th market and is almost
double America's 110th market."
There are "dozens of cases where
small
but
aggressively promoted

markets produce a volume of radio
and tv billing unequaled by many
larger markets," Mr. Kaufman said. "I
wonder
how many of you have ever
studied similar operations — and evaluated the national trade promotion program responsible for focusing attention
on markets and stations no better than
yours. I wonder how many of you
have fully utilized the knowledge and
experience of your stations' representatives, your agencies and your trade
paper representatives for the purpose
of determining the circumstances under
which you might promote your station,
your market or both, with some assurance of sucecss."
Promote for top spots

There is a direct relation between a
station's national spot billing and its
promotion excellence, H. Preston Peters, president, Peters, Griffin, Woodward Inc., station representatives, told
a Wednesday morning panel on "How
to
Equip Your Representative." He
shared
the panel with Adam J. Young,
president, Adam Young Inc.
How good a job the station representative performs depends in large
measure on the promotion placed in his
hands by the station, Mr. Peters said.
The "staples" to be fed to the representative include information and data on
the market, programs, coverage and
rates. But this must be consistently and
periodically freshened. His examples of
typical "extra" promotions included
"the tallest tower east of the Atlantic
ocean, a new studio larger than the
Kremlin, the $3 million film package,
or a safari to your market or area."
Mr. Young told of several case histories inwhich over-all promotion plans
by the stations helped sell radio campaigns and win renewals. The promotion
ideas, he said, help to induce advertisers and agencies to test radio in new
ways and find new selling patterns.
Mr. Young urged station promotion
managers to make sure their representative understands the scope and depth
of services which the station can provide; to be sure when an order is obtained based upon a promotion plan
that it is carried out in every detail, and
to report in full detail what has been
done when the promotion is over.
Suggest self promotion
At the revolving round table session
Tuesday on audience promotion, led
by Robert V. Freeland, KOTV (TV)
Tulsa, participants felt stations should
give more attention to self-promotion
on their own facilities. Over-emphasis
on newspaper advertising was criticized,
although use of all media was considered desirable in a balanced promotion.
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GATES

BC-1T

1000

Watt

AM

Transmitter

Relax . . . lean back in your chair and imagine having a power
plant of such unequalled reliability in your station . . . breaks
all known records for performance . . . really a confidence
builder just thinking about that day-in, day-out, day-in, day-out
steady and unvarying dependability.

And . . . dependability comes only through the big design.
A glance at the inner cabinet tells you the story.
Big transformers that invite 24-hour schedules . . . big, husky
GATES-built edgewise tank and Tee network coils
a scientific design for cooling.
You could say, "everythi
in this one GATES transmitterng . .I."want or need is wrapped up
Why don't you write to our transmitter
products manager, to give you all the details?
The GATES BC-1T is so easy to own.
HARRIS
INTERTYPE
CORPORATION

GATES
RADIO
COMPANY
Subsidiary of H arris-I nterlype Corporation
QUINCY, ILLINOIS
Offices in:
International division:
13 EAST 40th STREET, NEW YORK CITY
NEW YORK, HOUSTON, WASHINGTON, D.C.

In Canada:
CANADIAN MARCONI COMPANY

Mr. Freeland estimated tv stations spent
$35 million last year on local promotions. KOTV spent between $35,00040,000, he said.
Considerable difference of opinion
was displayed about the role of contests
in audience promotion, some feeling
contests serve merely to hypo ratings
while others considered "fun" contests
with reasonable prizes to be a desirable
device to stimulate audience interest.
Similarly, considerable difference of
opinion was expressed by participants
during the merchandising workshop
about how much merchandising- — if any
— a station should provide to advertisers. It should not become a rate cut in
disguise, most agreed. This round table
was under the leadership of Heber E.
Darton, WHBF-AM-TV Rock Island,
111. The big gambit currently seems to
be
card"overworked
mailings, but
felt "jumbo
this device
and some
was
perhaps symptomatic of the "game" —
agencies requesting merchandising
merely to impress clients, stations agreeing to the requests in order to build up
case files to impress the agency and
stores consenting to merchandising displays (not always performed) just to
get the trade deal of spots on the air.
Big Payoff • However, when carefully planned and honestly performed, the

group learned, the merchandising programs can result in making regular cash
sponsors out of supermarket chains.
Other round tables included publicity
and exploitation, led by Montez Tjaden,
KWTV (TV) Oklahoma City, and trade
paper advertising, led by Kirt Harriss,
KPRC Houston.
H-R

to represent

Corinthian

stations

Developments in the station representation business were topped last week
by appointment of H-R Representatives/H-R Television to represent the
Corinthian stations.
Corinthian Broadcasting Corp. owns
five tv and two radio stations, one of
which — KXTV (TV) Sacramento — has
been represented by H-R Television
since the station's establishment (under
other ownership) in 1955.
The combined stations represent
substantial billings in national spot. The
appointment last week is considered as
a coup for H-R, which already is a
major in station representation.
Three other station representatives
are affected by the Corinthian move to
H-R. They are Edward Petry & Co.,
which reportedly was approached about
representation of the Corinthian group
but which had several conflicts, the

Introducing the newest member of the nationwide
of Blackburn and Company

Robert

staff

M. (Bob) Baird

Meet Bob Baird, as well as Cliff Marshall and
Jim Blackburn at the Dallas NAB Regional.

^lackbiMm

FINANCING

APPRAISALS

&
Company
Incorporated

RADIO - TV - NEWSPAPER BROKERS
ATLANTA
WASHINGTON, D. C.
MIDWEST
WEST COAST
Clifford B. Marshall
James W. Blackburn
H. W. Cassill
Colin M. Selph
William B. Ryan
Calif. Bank Blag.
Jack V. Harvey
Stanley
Whitaker
Robert M. Baird
kstsh M. Sitrick
333 N. Michigan Ave.
9441 Wilshire Btvd.
HeaJey Building
Washington Building
Chicago,
Illinois
Beverly Hills, Calif.
Financial
6-6460
JAckson
5-1576
Sterling 3-4341
CRestview 4-2770
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C. WredesaidPetersmeyer,
president,
the decision Corinthian's
came after
a long study, during which the management became convinced that the stations' "policies and facilities can best be
sold to advertisers and agencies through
a single
selling
Effective
datesforce."
of the change will be
announced later, he said.
The Corinthian group is part of a $50
million broadcasting-publishing organization (Whitney Communications Corp.)
which is headed and principally owned
by John Hay (Jock) Whitney, U.S. Ambassador toGreat Britain.
Changing
hands
ANNOUNCED • The following sales of
station interests were announced last
week, subject to FCC approval:
• KRAK Stockton, Calif.: Sold by L.E.
Gene Chennault and Alan Torbet to
Manning Slater and associates for
$550,000. Mr. Slater is former commercial manager of WICC Bridgeport,
Conn. Broker in sale was Edwin Tornberg & Co. KRAK is 5 kw on 1140
kc and holds construction permit for
50 kw.
• WCLG Morgantown, W.Va.: Sold by
C. Leslie Golliday to William S. Freed
for $67,000. Mr. Freed is former owner
of WDOV Dover, Del. Mr. Golliday
also owns WEPM Martinsburg, W.Va.
Transaction was handled by Blackburn
&1300Co.kc.WCLG is 1 kw daytimer on

Bob Baird comes to the Atlanta office
of Blackburn & Company after many
years with the John E. Pearson Company. He is well known throughout
the Southwest, having been in station
executive positions.

NEGOTIATIONS

Boiling Co. and CBS-TV Spot Sales.
Effects • KHOU-TV Houston, is represented byCBS-TV Spot Sales. Its departure will mark the first in the Spot
Sales list to disassociate since the FCC
ruling that networks may not represent
affiliates. But, it was pointed out, the
decision was Corinthian's and was made
well in advance of the FCC order.
In addition to KHOU-TV and
KXTV, the following stations (and
former reps) are in the Corinthian
group: WISH-TV Indianapolis (Boiling), KOTV (TV) Tulsa, WISH Indian(Petry).apolis and WANE-AM-TV Fort Wayne

New KFVS-TV
tower
A television transmitting tower 2,000
feet above average terrain and 1,676
ft. above ground, is being constructed
by KFVS-TV Cape Girardeau, Mo.
Oscar C. Hirsch, owner and general
manager of the channel 12, CBS affiliate, said that construction of the tower
is being undertaken by RCA, as general contractor and Dresser-Ideco Co.
as sub-contractor. In addition to the
tower, KFVS is constructing a new
transmitter building at the tower site
and a new traveling wave antenna will
be installed on top of the tower.
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McLendon

files suit,

hits contract jumping
Gordon B. McLendon, multiple station owner, lashed out this week against
other broadcasters who, he charged,
are luring his air personalities away
with "fabulous offers" that lead to
breaches of contract.
Mr. McLendon also announced that
he is filing suit for breach of contract
against a disc jockey who left his organization to go to Oregon.
"We regret having to resort to the
courts to enforce our personnel contracts," Mr. McLendon said, "but we
are tired of being used as a training
camp by overly anxious announcers
and desperate operators who feel that
they might save the day by simply hiring one of our disc jockeys." This procedure, Mr. McLendon asserted, works
to the detriment of both his organization and the disc jockeys who jump
their contracts; when they fail to produce high ratings, he said, they are
fired. Mr. McLendon maintained station
owners cannot "possibly hope to sustain" the financial lure promised.
Asks For Damages • The Oregon
suit undertaken by the McLendon
Corp. has been filed against Art Wanderlich, a disc jockey who is alleged to
have jumped his contract to go with
KXL Portland and against station owner, Lester M. Smith, and asks for damages in excess of $10,000.
Mr. McLendon said that "we have
made the decision that we will go to
court from now on to enforce all of
our contracts in every instance of contract jumping. We are going to take
out not only against the disc jockey
but against the station for inducing a
breach of contract, and we are going
to sue for exemplary damages."
Mr. McLendon disclosed that another suit, against a d.j. who left his
organization to join a competitive
Texas station, will probably be filed.
He has not yet named the parties involved.
The McLendon Corp. owns KLIF
Dallas, KILT-AM-FM Houston, KTSA
San Antonio, all Texas; KABL Oakland, Calif., WAKY Louisville, Ky.,
and KEEL Shreveport, La.

'Let's avoid formulas,'
Mo. broadcasters told
Radio broadcasters ought to concentrate more on selling their own product and not "cannibalize" each other
with selling tactics involving one or
another type of formula radio, the
Missouri Broadcasters Assn. was told
at its fall meeting Oct. 30-31.
Robert H. Teter, vice presidentBROADCASTING, November 9, 1959

radio, Peters, Griffin, Woodward,
claimed that broadcasters have tended
too often to "label" their radio formats and square off against each other,
instead of selling the values of their
individual stations. He urged them to
keep total audiences in mind in selling
agency buyers. The automobile radio
audience, he added, is practically a
market in itself.
Other speakers during the two-day
meeting at the Muehlebach Hotel in
Kansas City included Bruce Barrington, general manager of WEW St.
Louis; William T. McKibben, assistant
to the vice president, WIL St. Louis,
and Gov. James T. Blair of Missouri.
Missouri Broadcasters Assn. adopted a resolution calling for cooperation
with the Big Eight Conference on matters involving fees for sports rights to
college football broadcasts and suggesting reciprocal agreements among
schools and broadcasters. As in Minnesota— and at the local high school
level in Missouri — it's felt that fees
have been "out of line" for such "promotional events."
MBA members also agreed to revise
by-laws calling for a permanent dues
structure that would, among other
things, permit the employment of a
full-time legislative representative in
Jefferson City, Mo. Also approved
were plans for a news seminar in cooperation with the U. of Missouri's
School of Journalism (see Datebook)
and succeeding seminars in sales and
management fields. MBA hopes to
evolve a "continuing educational program" for students in electronic media.
Gov. Blair lauded the group for its
assistance in helping the state push its
promotional (including tourist) activities. For election of new MBA officers,
see Fates & Fortunes, page 95.
AMST
board to meet
Board of Direcors of the Assn. of
Maximum Service Telecasters will meet
tomorrow, Nov. 10, in Washington to
take up among other things recommendations of the AMST technical committee for an extensive program of technical studies to add data on the tv allocations situations. AMST's technical
committee met in Washington last week
on this subject. Those present: Henry
Rhea, WFIL-TV Philadelphia, chairman; Joseph Epperson, WEWS (TV)
Cincinnati; Phillip B. Laeser, WTMJTV Milwaukee; Orrin W. Towner,
WHAS-TV Louisville; Carl G. Nopper,
WMAR-TV Baltimore; Howard Head
and Stephen Kerschner, A. D. Ring
& Co., AMST engineering consultants;
Ernest W. Jennes, Covington & Burling
AMST legal counsel. Lester W. Lindow,
AMST executive director, and Arch
Madsen, AMST staff, also attended.
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Fort

Worth,

Denver

next on NAB circuit
A swing to the West starts off the
second round of NAB's fall regional
conferences beginning tomorrow (Tuesday) with a two-day session at the
Texas Hotel in Fort Worth. The week
winds up Thursday- Friday with a regional session at the Brown Palace
Hotel in Denver.

WOKY

SALESMANSHIP

SHOWMANSHIP

SCHOLARSHIP

, kf

EVERY

SCHEDULE

A

CAMPAIGN!

Another month — another first. Been this way since 1955 at WOKY
in Milwaukee, where consistency is the mark of professionalism.
Choice of all the listeners, the WOKY list of regular advertisers reads
like McKittricks's. From A to Z; Alcoa, American Int'l Pictures, American Home Foods, American Machine and Foundry, American Motors,
American Tobacco, American Sheep Producers Council, American
State Bank, Armour, Associated Grocers, Associated Hospital Service,
Associated ... (to be continued; maybe by you???)
SALESMANSHIP is ingrained in every
air personality and a part of the Bartell station
acceptance that puts every campaign in orbit.
SHOWMANSHIP is in the production
that arrests, sparks and entertains.
SCHOLARSHIP is inherent
in the thought, planning and pre-testing
of every unit of sound that is broadcast.
WOKY
MILWAUKEE

WADO
NEW YORK
WAKE
ATLANTA
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These qualities are
contagious ! From station
level to Group headquarters,
to each Adam Young
office,
you'll —findor more
than receptivity
even
— you'll
get
good sympathy
ideas I (Ask
Compton
Advertising in New York.)

Besides speeches by NAB's executive
staff and other circuit experts, presentations in Fort Worth will include an
address to the general assembly at noon
Wednesday by Dr. W. H. Irons, president of the Federal Reserve Bank, 11th
District, Dallas.
Participating in a radio editorializing
panel at the radio session Tuesday afternoon will be George D. Cowan, KGBC
Galveston; Dave Morris, KNUZ Houston, and Allan Page, KGWA Enid,
Okla. At Wednesday morning's radio
session Murray Cox, WFAA Dallas,
will make a National Assn. of Tv &
Radio Farm Directors presentation and
George Armstrong, WHB Kansas City.
Mo., will talk on "Programming for

Addressing the general assembly
luncheon Friday at Denver will be
Clarence Daane, Denver division adverSales."tising manager, Safeway Stores Inc.
Thursday afternoon's radio session on
editorializing features J.D. Hill, KWHK
Hutchinson, Kan.; Rex Howell, KREX
Grand Junction. Colo.; Homer K.
Peterson, KALL Salt Lake City, and
William J. Strothman, KQTE Missoula,
Mont. Chuck Muller, KOA Denver, will
give the NATRFD talk at Friday's radio
session and Robert J. McAndrews,
KBIG Los Angeles, will talk on "Programming for Sales." The tv session
Friday morning will feature a discussion on community antenna matters.
Crosley

to colorcast

Redlegs' night games
WLWT (TV) Cincinnati plans to follow its color telecasts of day baseball
games last summer (which it claims are
the first in the country on a local and
regional basis) with colorcasts of the
Cincinnati Redlegs' night games next
season. The contests will be shown under normal field lighting conditions,
which the station feels will open the
door to colorcasts of such traditionally
hockey.
nighttime events as basketball and
Coordinating the announcement of its
innovation with the fifth anniversary of
color tv, as well as National Color Television month (November), Crosley
Broadcasting Co., owner of WLWT, has
announced plans for 143 hours of local
BROADCASTING, November 9, 1959

and network colorcasting this month.
In a brochure, just released to the
trade, Crosley presents results of a survey in Cincinnati which shows that color
programs rated twice as high in color tv
homes as the same programs in blackand-white homes. This pattern was consistent among all seven programs tested.
Before local color programming began
there, about 6% of RCA tv set sales
were color; today 20% are, the brochure also states.
Crosley tv stations are WLWT;
WLWD (TV) Dayton, Ohio; WLWC
(TV) Columbus, Ohio, and WLWA (TV)
Atlanta.
WFIL-TV expands
local color schedule
WFIL-TV Philadelphia starts telecasting weekly feature films in color
Nov. 18.
World's Best Movies (Wed. 11:15
p.m.) will add about two hours to the
station's color tv schedule. In October
WFIL-TV began colorcasting the RCA
Tv newsreel and Bell Telephone's
What's the Weather? twice each week
night. WFIL-TV also colorcasts Starr
Theatre and breakfast time shows on
weekdays.
Among the World's Best movies:
"Drums Along the Mohawk" with Claudette Colbert and Henry Fonda; "Centennial Summer" with Jeanne Crain and
Cornel Wilde; "Inspector General" with
Danny Kaye and Walter Slezak; "Dodge
City" starring Errol Flynn and Olivia
De Havilland, and "The Magic Box"
with Robert Donat and Sir Laurence
Olivier.
Medical

network

may

start in fall of '60
NBC Radio hopes to have its new
medical-service fm network (Closed
Circuit, Sept. 14) in operation by
next fall. Authorities confirmed this objective last week, although they emphasized that it was tentative.
Called Medical Radio System, the
new service is designed to deliver news
about developments in the medical field
direct to doctors' offices via multiplex
fm. It will be offered to doctors at a fee
of $120 a year, including equipment,
and NBC hopes to start with 16 markets, expanded gradually to about 70.
Except that the markets in which NBC
owns stations presumably would be included, the market list was not disclosed. Stations would be paid to carry
the service but authorities said the compensation formula had not been worked
out.
Programming • MRS, whose development isheaded by Henry T. Sjogren, would be programmed 12 hours a
BROADCASTING, November 9, 1959

KTBC

keeps

alert

KTBC, Austin's only 24-hour
in-city station, played a vital role
in warning the public during a gas
pipeline break which posed an
explosion threat to the Texas city.
Minutes after the first alarm was
sounded at 3:20 a.m., KTBC announcer Jack Wallace started
broadcasting police requests to
keep pilot lights turned out, refrain from lighting matches or
turning on electric lights, for fear
that a spark would set off an explosion.
By dawn, stations all over the
country were calling KTBC. A
three man staff was set up to handle the calls and report via beeper
phone the lastest developments on
the gas leak.
Dr. Fred Crawford, research
sociologist at Texas U. made an
on-the-spot survey of the most
vitally afflicted area immediately
after the scare. "It was astonishing," he stated, "how many families depended on radio and more
specifically, KTBC." Police cars,
it was reported, cruised streets
and by loudspeakers urged Austin
residents to wake up and listen
to the local station.
day, five days a week. There would be
three quarter-hour "newscasts" a day
summarizing latest news and information from medical journals and other
sources. These would be repeated often
enough so that doctors could be sure
of not missing one. In between the programming would be music.
The new service is designed to help
solve one of doctors' most pressing
problems — keeping up with new developments intheir field. NBC officials
said studies had indicated that the average physician has only 75 minutes a day
to spend reading about his profession.
The copy would be prepared under the
direction of an editor with medical
training.
Overall policy is to be directed by a
medical board composed of "distinguished leaders of the profession" and
headed by Dr. Chester Scott Keefer. He
is president-elect of the American College of Physicians and executive director of Boston U. School of Medicine,
Massachusetts Memorial Hospital Medical Center. Other board members will
be named before the end of the year,
NBC said. The board also will "assure
the medical profession that the highest
ethical and professional standards will
be observed in the development of all
aspects
of theof service."
Existence
MRS was seen as a valu-

able public service in times of emergency— epidemics, national disaster, medical alerts or other situations in which
large numbers of doctors must be contacted quickly. The facilities also will
be available to local and area medical
associations, public health services, etc.,
at no extra cost, for broadcasting information of special interest to physicians.
Broadcasters

warned:

watch new labor law
Broadcasters were warned last week
that there are criminal penalties in the
new labor law (S. 1555) which could,
under unforeseen circumstances, cause
trouble.
The danger signal was given by
Charles H. Tower, NAB manager of
broadcast personnel and economics. Mr.
Tower made his remarks in a speech to
the Federal Communications Bar Assn.
in Washington Nov. 4.
The section to which Mr. Tower was
referring, he said, was that requiring an
employer to report expenditures made
for the purpose of committing an unfair labor practice. Violation is punishable by fine or imprisonment — the first
time, Mr. Tower emphasized, that a
criminal sanction had been imposed in
labor law. All other labor laws, Mr.
Tower stated, are based on administrative remedies.
"This section," Mr. Tower said,
"raises the possibility of a back-door
criminal sanction for unfair labor pracMr. Tower said that he considered
the ban on coercive picketing and
secondary boycotts as the most significant of the provisions of the new labor
laws.
tices."
The Labor bills were passed by Congress last summer (Broadcasting,
Sept. 14).
Meanwhile, NAB President Harold
E. Fellows announced the membership
of the 1959-60 Labor Relations Advisory Committee.
The committee has Ward L. Quaal,
WGN-AM-TV Chicago, as chairman,
and includes: Richard M. Brown,
KPOJ Portland, Ore.; Charles H.
Crutchfield, WBTV (TV) Charlotte,
N.C.; William C. Fitts Jr.. CBS; Richard L. Freund. ABC; Harold Grams,
KSD-AM-TV St. Louis, Mo.; William
Grant, KOA-AM-TV Denver; B.
Lowell Jacobsen, NBC; Leslie C. Johnson, WHBF-AM-TV Rock Island, 111.:
Robert B. Jones Jr., WFBR Baltimore:
Edwing C. Kelly, KCRA-AM-TV
Sacramento. Calif.; Carl E. Lee, Fetzer
Broadcasting Co.; Odin S. Ramsland,
KDAL Duluth, Minn.; Calvin J. Smith,
KFAC Los Angeles, Calif., and Hulbert
Taft Jr., Taft Broadcasting Stations.
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Philadelphia
WCAU-TV

103 COUNTIES
221810 TV HOMES
5 -ST ATE REACH

NCS #3

Here's what Joe Floyd's KELO-LAND
hookup means to mass-market advertisers. When your message beams on
KELO-TV, Sioux Falls, it flashes simultaneously throughout 73,496 square
miles of the Upper Midwest.* You get
it all with one buy, one rate card!
"South Dakota, Minnesota, Iowa, Nebraska,
North Dakota
THE KELO-LAND HOOKUP CBS ABC NBC

General Offices: Sioux Falls, S.D.
JOE FLOYD, President
Evans Nord, Gen. Mgr.;
Larry Bentson, Vice-Pres.
REPRESENTED BY H-R
In Minneapolis by Wayne Evans & Assoc.
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OF

mayoralty

denied

him

aspirant

equal

The first test of the newly revised
equal time provisions of the Communications Act hit the FCC six days before Election Day, 1959 — and the outcome could spell out the limits of the
new law.
The test was originated by Joseph A.
Schafer, unsuccessful candidate for
the Republican nomination for mayor
of Philadelphia. Mr. Schafer, running
as an Independent write-in candidate
in the general election, complained to
the FCC on Oct. 29 that WCAU-TV
Philadelphia had refused his request
for equal time.
Mr. Schafer claimed that the CBSowned station refused to put him on
Eye on Philadelphia, an 11:30-11:55
a.m. Sunday show, although it had
three other candidates on this segment on successive days. The program
is a community affairs type of format
featuring people in the news interviewed
by the WCAU-TV news director. It began last April.
CBS, answering for the Philadelphia
station, recounted its correspondence
with Mr. Schafer, and explained that
it considers Eye on Philadelphia a
regularly-scheduled news broadcast
and thus exempt from the provisions
of Sec. 315 which apply to candidates.
Leon R. Brooks, network attorney,
stated that "It is our firm view that the
appearance of the three candidates
... do not constitute 'use' of the
broadcasting station within the meaning of Sec. 315 as amended. . . ."
Mr. Brooks also said that Mr. Schafer had implied that his appearance on
WCAU-TV was necessary to present
his conflicting views on issues of public importance. He recounted that Mr.
Schafer's claim was considered by the
station's news director and that it was
decided that Mr. Schafer's views were
not required.
Burden of Proof • The CBS statement also expressed the viewpoint that
the burden of proof be placed on Mr.
Schafer to establish his newsworthiness
or the necessity of his appearance to
present "significant conflicting views."
When Congress revised Sec. 315 last
September it exempted bona fide newscasts, news interviews, news documentaries and on-the-spot coverage of news
events from the requirements of equal
time for candidates (Broadcasting,
Sept. 7). There was added, however, a
proviso that required broadcasters to

NEW

time

SEC.

31 5

complains
on

news

show

"afford reasonable opportunity for the
discussions of conflicting views on ispublic
Thesues ofSec.
315importance."
revisions came about
after the FCC's now notorious Lar
Daly decision was issued. This held
that the appearance of a candidate, no
matter how incidental his presence to
a program, constituted use under Sec.
315.
On Nov. 2 the FCC wired Mr.
Schafer that "absence of a specific factual allegation on concrete evidence that
Eye on Philadelphia is not a bona fide
news interview, Commission unable to
determine at this time that you are entitled to an equal opportunity with the
meaning of Sec. 315." It also said:
"Information presently before Commission not sufficient to permit determination whether or not WCAU-TV
has afforded reasonable opportunity
for discussion of conflicting views on
issues of public importance."
TOWER
Waiver

PAINT
for test

asked

byA question
WHAS-AM-TV
of color decoration has
been presented to the FCC — and the
answer may involve human lives.
WHAS-AM-TV Louisville last week
asked the FCC to waive the requirement that its antenna towers be painted
orange and white with each color about
40 ft. in width. Under present FCC
regulations, all broadcast towers must
be so marked by Jan. 1, 1960.
The Louisville station stated that it
was working with the Federal Aviation
Agency in testing out different color
schemes to determine which was best
for high visibility to aircraft pilots. It
has cooperated in these tests — which
include various types of lighting and
devices — for the last several years, the
Louisville station said. It proposes to
paint its tower black and white, it said,
because it feels these colors, painted in
very wide bands, would present a more
highly observed structure than the
orange and white bands. The FAA has
evidenced an interest in testing this
theory, WHAS said, but cannot make
a firm commitment until next year.
If WHAS is required to comply with
the present regulations, the document
stated, it might force WHAS to withdraw its offer to cooperate with the
BROADCASTING, November 9, 1959

ANOTHER
WAIT
RCA SERVES
BROADCASTERS
THROUGH
ELECTRONICS

New

High-Gain

Broadband

FM

ideal

ANTENNAS

for

Multiplexing

The new BFA series of FM Transmitting
Antennas is designed for maintaining the highfidelity sound normally associated with FM. Its
broadband characteristics make it ideal for multiplexing. Featuring simplified design, it consists
of four tubular stainless" steel radiating rings
attached to a supporting frame. The shunt-fed
antenna sections are interconnected by S^g-inch
Universal Transmission Line. Thus, any number
of sections can be stacked as shown. Sectionalized construction, low weight, and mechanical
simplicity make installation quick and easy.

Above. Four sections of a
BFA FM Antenna pole-mounted
and interconnected by 3'/s"
coaxial transmission line.
Right. Single section of antenna, showing radiator details.

Reduced "Q" for Broadbanding—
broadband
for multiplexing is accomplished Necessary
by stacking the four
rings of a single section to reduce the "Q". A "Q" value
of approximately 30 is easily achieved. Higher gains are
obtained by discreet spacing of the sections.
Low VSWR— The new antennas will meet a VSWR
specification of 1.2/1.0 or better when antenna is topmounted. If side-mounted, a VSWR of 1.5/1.0 is
achieved. Built-in input transformer permits field trimming, to obtain a VSWR of 1.1/1.0 or better.
Excellent Circularity— A horizontal circularity on the
order of ±1 db is normally obtained when the antenna
is pole-mounted. When the antenna is side-mounted on
a supporting tower, the circularity is normally better
than +3 db. In those cases where close-in coverage is

desired, this antenna can be supplied with null fill.
Built-in De-icers — These new antennas are available
with built-in de-icers which are installed at the factory.
Under normal icing conditions the 250 watt heating unit
should prove adequate, however, for severe icing conditions, the heater may be supplied with 220 volt AC
to increase the heating capacity to 1000 watts for short
periods of time. An optional item, Automatic Sleetmelter
Control, MI-27369, is available, which will serve to
operate the de-icers automatically under conditions
necessitating their use.
Flexibility in Mounting— The antennas can be mounted
in a variety of ways. Mounting hardware brackets and
supports art supplied for both pole and side-mounting.

For complete information on the new BFA series of FM Antennas, call your
RCA Broadcast Representative. Or write to RCA, Dept. AB-22 , Building 15-1 ,
Camden, N. J. In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal.
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FAA. The cost of painting its 600-ft. radio tower in Eastwood, Ky., would be
about $10,000, the station said; the tv
tower adjacent to its studio in Louisville
would cost even more, since there undoubtedly would be claims for color
spotting of cars parked in an adjacent
parking lot.
A number of broadcast stations have
cooperated over the last few years with
aviation interests in testing different
types of painting and lighting to increase the visibility of radio and tv
towers. A special working group has
drawn up several suggestions, but none
has been made official by the FAA or
the FCC.
The FCC regulations (Sec. 17.23 and
17.43[a]) require that a broadcast tower
be painted aviation orange and white
in equal alternating bands, with each
band one-seventh the height of the
tower but in no case wider than 40 ft.
or less than 1 V2 ft. They also provide
that the top and bottom band of the
tower be orange.
These rules were issued in 1953, and
provided that all towers must be so
painted by Jan. 1, 1960.
Prior to the 1953 regulation, towers
were required to be painted in orange
and white, with the white stripe onehalf the width of the orange.
Initial decision

would

affirm KFDM-TV
grant
An FCC hearing examiner has recommended that the 1954 grant of ch. 6
Beaumont, Tex. to Beaumont Broadcasting Co. (KFDM-TV) be affirmed. Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
made the recommendation in a supplemental initial decision issued Oct. 30,
which also proposed chat the application
of the Enterprise Co. (KRIC-AM-FMBeaumont Enterprise) be denied.
The case involves the payment of
$55,000 to KTRM Inc. by Beaumont
Broadcasting for out-of-pocket expenses
in connection with the ch. 6 proceedings.
The money was loaned to Beaumont
Broadcasting by W. P. Hobby, owner
of KPRC-AM-TV Houston-Houston
Post. Mr. Hobby had held an option to
acquire a minority interest in KTRM if
it were successful in its application for
ch. 6. He received an option for a
minority interest in KFDM-TV in exchange for the loan. KTRM received
the $55,000 when it withdrew from the
ch. 6 hearing.
The supplemental initial decision
came after a reopening of the record to
determine the itemization of the $55,000. The record was reopened after
issuance of a U.S. Court of Appeals
order requiring an examination of the
payment.
Examiner Huntting ruled against con86 (GOVERNMENT)

tentions of the Enterprise Co. that the
payment should be disallowed and that
the amount was more than was actually
spent by KTRM. The examiner referred to the 1958 proposal by the FCC
to
this prohibit
was made"pay-offs'*,
final she but
must said
abideuntil
by
existing FCC policy which permits the
payment of out-of-pocket expenses to
applicants who withdraw.
Network

rep

report

officially

released

The FCC last week issued its longawaited report which forbids networks
to represent non-owned affiliates in the
spot advertising field (Broadcasting,
Oct. 12).
The report, which had been approved
early last month, has been under review
by the FCC's general counsel since
then.
As issued last week and approved by
a majority of the Commission, with
Chairman John C. Doerfer concurring
and Comrs. Rosel H. Hyde, Robert T.
Bartley and T.A.M. Craven absent, the
document has not been changed in
appreciable degree from the original
draft.
In essence Tt held that networking
and spot representation are competitive
activities and that because network
affiliation is so important in tv, a network could use its power of affiliation
to force a station into signing up for
spot representation.
The order gives CBS and NBC until
Dec. 31, 1961, to divest themselves of
their present spot lists. ABC has not
been in the representation business
since 1952. CBS-TV Spot Sales represents seven independent affiliates; NBCTV six. It is estimated that the combined spot billings of these 13 stations
amounts to $15 million yearly.
Radio representation by networks
was not forbidden, the order stated,
because radio networks lack the power
of persuasion held by tv networks.
Both CBS and NBC have refused to
comment publicly on the FCC's order,
pending its issuance. Last week CBSTV iterated its stand that it would fight;
NBC-TV said nothing.
Ruling

seen

this week

on claim against MBS
A decision is expected to be handed
down this week by U.S. Referee Asa
Herzog
the Dominican
Republic's
claim to on
recover
$750,000 from
MBS.
Referee Herzog reserved decision last
Monday (Nov. 2) after a three-day
trial and presentation of evidence in
New York (Broadcasting, Nov. 2 et
seq.).
Legal confirmation of Mutual's re-

organization plan, already verbally approved by filing creditors, is set for
Nov. 17. The final obstacle to action
on the plan by Referee Herzog is the
Dominican claim.
Mutual reported also that since its
financial realignment is headed for
completion, President Robert F. Hurleigh has accepted invitations to speak
before five advertising and sales groups
throughout the country within the next
few months. Mutual also has scheduled regional meetings with its Pacific
coast affiliates for Dec. 7 at the Mark
Hopkins Hotel in San Francisco and
with midwest affiliates for Dec. 8 at
the Palmer House in Chicago.
Two new v's granted,
in Texas, W. Virginia
The FCC made two new tv grants
last week:
It awarded Beaumont, Tex., ch. 12
to Television Broadcasters Inc., operator
of now darkened ch. 31 KBMT (TV)
Beaumont, and denied the competing
applications by KJET Beaumont and
Brown Telecasters Inc., headed by
Beaumont businessman E.W. Brown Jr.
In making its Beaumont decision the
Commission
reversed
recommendation
that thean vhfexaminer's
channel
be given to the Brown company.
The FCC also made effective immediately an initial decision granting the
application of WJPB-TV Inc. for ch.
5 Weston, W.Va. This was conditioned
that program tests would not be
authorized until WJPB-TV Inc. has
divested itself of all interest in ch. 35
WJPB-TV Fairmont, W.Va. The Fairmont uhf went off the air in 1955. A
competing
application
ch.
5 by Telecasting
Inc.forwasWeston's
dismissed,
since the principals of both applicants
have agreed on a merger.
Calif, transaction
questioned by FCC
The sale of a Los Angeles fm station
and a permit for fm in San Francisco,
involving almost $230,000 in the aggregate has caused the FCC to raise its
eyebrows. The Commission has ordered
a McFarland letter sent to the stations
and the buyer which indicates the
necessity of a hearing.
The owner of the Los Angeles operating station (KBCA[FM]) and the
permit for San Francisco (KBCO[FM])
is Saul R. Levine. Both stations are
being sold to International Good Music
Inc.; KBCA for $185,000 plus $30,000
in obligations and the permit for KBCO
for $14,700.
The FCC said it wants to make sure
the high price for the Los Angeles
station doesn't contain hidden sums for
the San Francisco permit.
BROADCASTING, November 9, 1959

'Excessive' spots
behind FCC inquiry

The question of possible "'excessive"
number of spot announcements is understood tobe at the root of the FCC's
inquiry involving the sale of KCOP
(TV) Los Angeles to the Nafi Corp.
(Broadcasting, Aug. 17). Also raised
is the alleged contradictory count on
spots between the transfer application
and information on file with the FCC.
The Commission, in addressing its
letter to KCOP, asked that additional
information be submitted in 20 days.
The FCC's action was announced Oct.
22.
Also at stake is the renewal license
of the ch. 13 independent.
KCOP is owned by Kenyon Brown,
Harry L. (Bing) Crosby, George L.
Coleman, Joseph A. Thomas and Alvin
G. Flanagan. Purchase by Nafi Corp.
is through payment of 44,000 shares of
Nafi stock (quoted last August at $18)
plus assumption of obligations.
Mack-Whiteside case
Richard A. Mack, former FCC commissioner, and Thurman A. Whiteside,
have asked the U.S. Supreme Court to
review a lower court ruling. that they
must undergo a second trial on charges
Advertisement
Second

they attempted to rig the award of
Miami ch. 10 to National Airlines.
The first trial, in U.S. District Court
in Washington, ended last June in a
hung jury.viction.The
jury stood
conBoth men
asked 11-1
for for
a direct
verdict of acquittal. Federal Judge
Burnita S. Matthews refused. They
then appealed to the Circuit Court,
which upheld Judge Matthews. The
petition to the Supreme Court is from
that latter ruling.
Both men are scheduled to go on
trial again in Washington Nov. 12 before District Judge Charles F. McLaughlin.
Trafficking' charge
leveled at WKNB
sale
WHCT(TV)

filed a protest against the FCC's approval last September of the $750,000
sale of NBC's WKNB-WNBC(TV) New
Britain, Conn., to Connecticut Television Inc. (Broadcasting, Sept. 28).
The ch. 18 Hartford station charged
that Connecticut Television's immediate resale of WKNB to Beacon Broadcasting Co. implied trafficking in licenses.
It also claimed that there was a tie
in between Connecticut Television and
Springfield Television Inc. (WWLP[TV]

Annual
Held

Talks

included

Hartford, Conn., has

Petry

Springfield-WRLP[TV] Greenfield, both
Mass.) and that there was an overlap
between WNBC and WWLP.
Both NBC and Connecticut Tv Inc.
denied the charges. They asked the FCC
to dismiss the protest on the ground
that WHCT had no standing and had
failed to specify the charges with particularity. They denied there had been
any trafficking or excessive profits, since
not only did NBC know WKNB
would be resold, but the information
was in all papers filed at the FCC.
NBC revealed that it had been offered as high as $300,000 for the New
Britain radio station. The am outlet was
resold by Connecticut Tv to Beacon
Broadcasting Co. for $255,000. Both
NBC and Connecticut Tv countered the
argument that there was a tie-in between Connecticut Tv and Springfield
Tv by emphasizing that Springfield
could not exercise its option (which it
does not yet hold officially) without
FCC permission.
This tie in, WHCT charged, is due
to Springfield's
originalTelevision.
one-third Beinterest in Connecticut
cause of the overlap, WHCT said,
Springfield dropped its third interest,
but retained an option to recapture it.
When the FCC approved the WKNBWNBC sale, it stated that this option
could not be exercised without FCC

Promotion

Seminar

in Philadelphia

trade press advertising and promotion,
research and department store advertising.

merchandising,

STANDING — Tom Sumner, WNEM-TV, Flint; Dave Murray, WTVD, Durham-Raleigh; Holt Gewinner, WSBAM-TV, Atlanta; Hal Biard, KCOP, Los Angeles; Gordon Hellmann, Transcontinent Television; Louise Tillie.
WNEP-TV, Scranton; Galen Lillethorup, KMTV, Omaha; Amos Eastridge, KMTV; George Sperrv, WNEP-TV;
Bill Steese, Prom. Dir. Radio, Edward Petry & Co., Inc.; Dave Marcum, WHTN-TV, Huntington; Fred Griffiths, WJAR, Providence; Parker Jackson, KFMB-AM-TV, San Diego; Bill Mathews, Research Mgr. Radio,
Edward
Petry & Co., Inc.; Henry Hines, WBAL-TV Baltimore; Roger Cooper, V.P. ARB; Charlie Cash, WSMTV,
Nashville.
AT TABLE — Kirt Harriss, KPRC-TV, Houston; Dody Sinclair, General Mgr. WJAR-AM-TV, Providence; George
Johannessen, Research Mgr. TV, Edward Petrv & Co., Inc.; Bob Hutton, Promotion Director, Edward Petry &
Co., Inc.; Ann MacDonald, WIP, Phila.; Marie Christie, WIP.
ALSO ATTENDING WERE— Montez Tjaden, KWTV, Oklahoma City; Art Barnes, WISN-TV, Milwaukee; Walt
Smith, WROC-TV, Rochester; Jim Evans, WTAR, Norfolk; Doug Duperrault, WTAR; Charlie Hutaff, WGRTV, Buffalo; Bill Davey, KSTP-TV, Minneapolis-St, Paul; Jack Carter, Edward Petry & Co., Inc.

NEW YORK

• CHICAGO
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Edward
Petry & Co., Inc.
The Original Station Representative
• ATLANTA • BOSTON
• DALLAS • DETROIT • LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO

• ST. LOUIS

approval. WHCT also claimed that there
is an understanding between Connecticut Television and Springfield Television
to jointly apply for a vhf station if such
an outlet becomes available in the Connecticut River Valley. This indicates
the closeness between them, WHCT
said.
Connecticut Television is owned by
Plains Tv Corp., licensee of WICS(TV)
Springfield, 111., and parent company of
WCHU (TV) Champaign, 111. Plains is
half owned by H.&E. Balaban and
half-owned by Transcontinental Properties Inc. The Balaban group have , interests in tv stations in Rockford, Birmingham, Grand Rapids and radio interests in St. Louis, Dallas and Milwaukee. Transcontinental owns a
Duluth tv station.
Fulton
denied

Lewis' appeal
in libel case

by radio commentator FulA tonrequest
Lewis Jr. to have a second trial in
the libel suit against him by Pearl A.
Wanamaker, former Washington state
superintendent of schools, take place in
Baltimore was turned down last week
by federal district Judge Burnita S.
Matthews in Washington, D.C.
Mr. Lewis' attorneys had asked for
the change of trial on the grounds that
extensive publicity in Washington precluded afair and impartial jury. Earlier
this year Mrs. Wanamaker won a $145,000 verdict against Mr. Lewis, MBS
and WWDC Washington. Mrs. Wanamaker claimed Mr. Lewis libeled her
in a 1956 radio broadcaster. Judge
George L. Hart Jr. granted a new trial
on the ground that the verdict was excessive (Broadcasting, May 11).
Mrs. Wanamaker had filed 17 suits
throughout the United States as a result
of the 1 956 broadcast. She was awarded
damages in two of these suits, one resulted in a hung jury and the fourth
resulted in a verdict for the defendants.
In his broadcast Mr. Lewis stated that
a brother of Mrs. Wanamaker had renounced his American citizenship and
fled behind the Iron Curtain. Three days
later he apologized publicly over the
air for his "horrifying mistake."
Simplex order stayed
FCC on its own stayed the effectiveness of an order forbidding fm stations
to continue functional music broadcasts
on a simplex basis. In an announcement
Oct. 29, the Commission said it would
have to study the implications of a Supreme Court refusal last month to review alower court ruling that the FCC's
multiplex regulation was in error. Stations affected, all fm; KUTE Glendale,
KDFC
San Francisco, KMLA and
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KRKD, Los Angeles, Calif.; WDDS
Syracuse and WBFM New York, N.Y.;
WLDM Detroit, Mich.; WWDC Washington, D.C; WKJF Pittsburgh, Pa.;
WCFM St. Louis, Mo.; WMIT Charlotte, N.C.; WEAW Evanston, 111.;
WNAV Annapolis, Md. and WMMW
Meriden, Conn.
'Private
has tax

Secretary'
problems

Television's "private secretary" is
fighting a tax rap. Ann Sothern, television actress and star of the Private
Secretary series, has filed an appeal in
the U.S. Tax Court against a government claim that she owes over $700,000
in back taxes for the three years 19531956.
The Internal Revenue Service claims
that Miss Sothern's income from the tv
series should be taxed as ordinary income. Miss Sothern claims that the
25% interest she had in the program
should be taxed at the lower capital gain
level. IRS also claims that Miss Sothern
should have paid an income tax on the
proceeds Vincent Productions received
from the sale of the program in 1955
to Television Programs of America Inc.
Vincent Productions is owned by Miss
Sothern.
Also involved is Miss Sothern's deductions for operating a cattle farm
with 500 head of breeding cows. She
bought the herd four years ago for
$50,000.

Hung jury dismissed
in FCC perjury case
A federal jury, trying Vincent J.
Marcello of New Orleans on the charge
he lied to the FCC, failed to agree on a
verdict last week and was discharged.
U.S. District Judge Charles F. McLaughlin ordered the jury dismissed after the foreman informed him that the
jury was unable to agree. Mr. Marcello
was charged with giving the FCC false
information in 1957 when he applied
for a two-way radio system for the
Jefferson Music Co., a pinball and jukebox company in the New Orleans area.
He was indicted by a grand jury in
August. In his FCC application, Mr.
Marcello claimed he was the sole owner
of the company.
The government contended that Mr.
Marcello's brother, Carlos, actually is a
half owner and that Carlos is an alien.
Aliens are not allowed to hold radio
licenses. Carlos, an ex-convict, was
ordered deported in 1953 but this order
was held up during various legal proceedings. He was involved in testimony
several months ago before the Senate
Rackets Committee at which time
charges were aired that Jefferson's radio

permit was used for illegal gambling
Asst. U.S. Attorney James T. Dowd
purposes.
said that the government would ask for
a new trial. Justice has asked the FCC
to withhold any action on Mr. Marcello's license pending outcome of the
criminal case.
• Government

briefs

Wants uhf drop-in • Usually requests
for tv drop-ins refer to vhf channels,
but last week the FCC received a dropin request referring to a uhf channel.
Blythe Telecasting Co., Blythe, Calif.,
asked the Commission to move ch. 25
from Brawley, Calif., to Blythe. The
company, headed by James E. Peaden,
said the if the uhf frequency is moved
to Blythe, an application would be filed
for it. Ch. 25 was previously allocated
to Brawley, but ch. 16 was substituted
there some time ago.
FCC expanding into third building *
FCC, which is outgrowing its Post Office Bldg. (13th & E St., N.W.) space
in Washington, has made arrangements
to expand into a third building. Come
December, all hearing examiners except Chief Hearing Examiner James B.
Cunningham, will be moved to old
Federation Bldg., 9th St. & Mt. Vernon
Place, N.W. It is also planned to have
two hearing rooms there. FCC has
been promised 11,000 sq. ft. by Government Services Administration in this
six story building. The Field Engineering & Monitoring Bureau is already
established at 718 Jackson Place, N.W.
The Commission has funds to hire
about 50 extra people, including two
additional hearing examiners.
Educators

want

vhf

in Corpus Christi
A drive to reserve a vhf channel,
which the FCC proposed to allocate
to Corpus Christi, Tex., for educational
purposes was apparent at the commission, when comments were filed on a
notice to assign ch. 3 to Corpus Christi.
Favoring reservations was a series of
communications beginning with Texas
Gov. Price Daniels and including Bishop
Adolph Marx, auxiliary bishop of the
Catholic diocese of Corpus Christi,
Ernest H. Poteet, president, Texas College of Arts & Industries; W. A. Miller,
president of the U. of Corpus Christi,
and the Southwestern Area Educational
Tv Council.
Favoring the move of ch. 3 to Corpus
Christi for commercial use was ABC.
Opposing the move was ch. 6 KRIS-TV,
Corpus Christi, which suggested that if
ch. 3 is moved into the area, it be reserved for educational use. The FCC
issued its proposed rule-making notice
to move ch. 3 into Corpus Christi
Sept. 10.
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17 through March 15).

Some of the issues forthcoming: "Are audiences out-sophisticating the sponsors!"
"TV programming— prospects and problems." "The station image factor."
"What's new in nose-counting?" "How many commercials make too many?"
Some of those who will discuss the issues: TERRY CLYNE, DAVID LEVY,
BOB AND RAY, FRANK MINEHAN, DICK SALANT,
GILBERT

SELDES,

AL

SINDLINGER,

KEVIN

SWEENEY.

Register now by calling PLaza 8-2450 or fill in and mail the coupon below.
RTES-515 MADISON
NEW YORK 22

AVENUE -

Please register me for the 1959-1960 Time
Buying and Selling Seminar.
Name
A ddress
Company_
I enclose a check for
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RADIO,
Reported

ASCAP

REACHING

terms

retain

would

Tentative oral agreement was unofficially reported reached last week on
most major issues standing in the way
of a new contract for the use of
ASCAP music by radio stations
(Closed Circuit, Nov. 2).
Three lesser questions were said to
remain unresolved. But both sides reportedly agreed to let these be decided
by the U.S. District Court in New
York, under whose auspices the negotiations were first resumed after private
stalemate almost a year ago.
Legal counsel for the All-Industry
Radio Music License Committee declined to discuss the reported agreement, and ASCAP counsel would not go
into details beyond saying that it was
•'a good meeting" at which, except for
some matters, to be left to the court,
agreement seems to have been reached.
But it was learned that the tentative

earlier inASCAP's
agreementsistencemodified
as
be counted
that talent costs
part of the revenues on which stations
compute their payments to ASCAP.
The agreement, it was indicated, will
not materially affect the approximately
$800,000 saving — about 9% less than
radio paid to ASCAP in 1957 — which
broadcasters contemplated under the
"agreement" that was "reached" several
months ago but which later came unstuck.
Scale By Volume • The new agreement on this score reportedly sets up a
scale, based on each station's volume
of business, and permits talent charges
for announcers and deejays in excess
of this scale to be deducted from the
revenues on which ASCAP fees are
based. Such deductions may not be
made, however, unless the performer
works exclusively on the air; for instance, payments to a general manager
who also does on-air work may not be
deducted.
The scale tentatively agreed upon
varies according to a station's net receipts. A station in the up-to-$50,000
class would be allowed to deduct applicable talent charges exceeding $150
a week. With net receipts between
$50,000 and $150,000, the figure is
$375. Others:
$150,000 to $300,000, $500 a week.
$300,000 to $500,000, $675 a week.
$500,000 to $750,000, $750 a week.
$750,000 to $1 million, $875 a week.
Over $1 million, $1,000 a week.
The talent-deduction formula was
90

economy

AGREEMENT
feature

understood to be the major issue outstanding when the negotiators started
last week's session.
Unsettled Points • Others, still unresolved and slated to be left to the
court for decision, were reported to include (1) ASCAP's claim that newspaper-owned stations must include in
their fee-base a "reasonable" amount
for any announcements broadcast for
the newspaper; (2) ASCAP's insistence
that,contract
in the violation
court's discretion,
of
become a charges
matter
of court jurisdiction, which would
mean going to New York to defend
against any such charges; (3) a formula
for applying the standard 15% advertising agency deduction in the case of
AFM

HITS

Boycotts

20

of stalled

revenues
from participating announcements.
The new contract embodying all areas
of agreement is being drafted by Emanuel Dannett, counsel to the all-industry
committee, and Herman Finkelstein.
ASCAP counsel. When completed and
approved by those groups and by the
court it will be submitted to stations
and become effective, retroactive to last
Jan. 1. when the old ASCAP contracts
expired. In the meantime stations continue to use ASCAP music on the understanding that payments since Jan. 1
will be adjusted to conform to the new
contract.
Robert T. Mason, WMRN Marion,
Ohio, heads the all-industry committee.

FOREIGN
tv series

The American Federation of Musicians is echoing an old refrain: a boycott by musicians' locals throughout the
country against sponsors and producers
of tv films using foreign and domestic
canned music to the exclusion of American instrumental musicians.
President Herman D. Kenin last week
urged musicians to enlist central labor
bodies, other unions and music lovers
generally in a nationwide demand upon
sponsors to correct what he described as
"paste pot-and-shears" substitution of
foreign and domestic-made tape music
for the services of American musicians.
"We can hope that Senate Resolution
126 in which Sen. Wayne Morse seeks
a Congressional inquiry into what he
vigorously asserts is 'a species of fraud
being perpetrated upon the American
public by many producers of filmed entertainment,' wil bring eventual relief,"
Mr. Kenin said. "But, meanwhile, the
musician must help himself by every
legitimate means at his disposal."
In Hollywood, John Tranchitella,
president of AFM's Hollywood Local
41, last week charged the boycott "has
been forced upon us by the growing
practice of dubbing in music made
abroad or cut rates and then using it on
so-called American-made television
shows to sell American products to the
American public. As a result, more and
more American musicians are losing
employment
which said
is rightfully
theirs."
Mr. Tranchitella
that efforts
will
be made to enlist the support of the L.A.
County Federation of Labor, individual
unions and other organizations and con-

pact

TV

MUSIC

so far in reprisal

sumer groups in boycotting the sponsors
and producers of a list of 20 tv series
described as "the first to be named in
boycotted programs are: The
theThe
boycott."
Betty Hutton Show, sponsored by General Foods on CBS-TV and produced by
Hutton Productions; Wichita Town,
Procter & Gamble, NBC-TV. MirischMcRea Productions; Lassie, Campbell
Soup. CBS-TV, Jack Wrather Organization; Death Valley Days, U.S. Borax,
Spot Tv, Filmaster Productions.
Also seven Ziv-Tv produced programs: Bat Masterson, Sealtest, NBCTV; Men Into Space, Longines-Wittnauer, National Carbon and American
Tobacco, CBS-TV; The Man and the
Challenge, Chemstrand and R.J. Reynolds, NBC-TV, and four syndicated
series: The Lockup, Seahunt, This Man
Dawson and Tombstone Territory.
Nine programs produced by Four
Star Television: The DuPont Show,
DuPont, CBS-TV; The Rifleman, Procter & Gamble, Ralston, Miles Labs.
ABC-TV; Richard Diamond, Block
Drug and Pharma-craft, NBC-TV; Robert Taylor's Detectives, ABC-TV; Johnny Ringo, S.C. Johnson & Son. Lorillard, CBS-TV; Zane Grey Theatre,
S.C. Johnson, General Foods, CBS-TV;
Black Saddle, Liggett & Myers, Alberto-Culver, ABC-TV; Tales of the
Plainsmen, Ansco, Sunshine, Renault,
NBC-TV; Wanted— Dead or Alive,
Brown & Williamson, Kimberly-Clarke,
CBS-TV.
Decries Dubbings • Decrying the
dubbing of foreign musical soundtracks
BROADCASTING, November 9, 1959

onto American tv programs as "A real
menace to the perpetuity of the music
profession in America." Mr. Tranchitella concluded: '"One of the bitterest
aspects of the entire situation is that
among those advertisers are some of
the largest and wealthiest businesses in
America, whose advertising budgets
amount to millions of dollars annually.
Live music for their tv shows would be
the smallest item of cost, yet in order
to save a few dollars on each show they
go to cheap foreign-made music. This
small savings to the sponsors deprives
American musicians of thousands of
extra hours of gainful and badly needed
employment.'"
Producers

air gripes

to agency group meet
Independent film producers have a
bevy of gripes in normal working relationships with agency producers. That
was apparent at a Chicago agency
broadcast producers' workshop dinner
meeting on Oct. 19.
Airing their gripes and views before
agency members were Earle Klein,
president-producer. Animation Inc.,
Hollywood; Fred A. Niles, head of the
Chicago-based production firm bearing
his name, and Lee Blair, executive vice
president of Film Producers Assn. of
New York and president of Tv & Film
Graphics Inc.. that city.
Mr. Klein warned agency producers
not to "stand over our shoulders looking for technical flaws in our product"
and told them they had lost sight of
the primary purposes of the commercial, while searching for '"petty technical errors."' He claimed that "there is
an over-emphasis on technical aspects
of film-making to the detriment of the
sales message. The agency should provide the broad outline and give the
producer of the commercial freedom
to operate." An "unreasonable" number of changes to correct minor or
suspected deficiencies "can bring production costs out of all reasonable
bounds."' he asserted.
Buyer Types Cited • Mr. Niles emphasized that it takes a good buyer to
make a top-notch commercial. He
characterized buyers in various categories: "The man who does not have
the authorization to make changes to
fit the shooting", the "chisler," the "disorganized buyer," the "let's shoot it
again" type, the "alibi buyer" and the
"payoff" breed.
Among other bid-buying habits that
pose problems for producers are insufficient time to bid a complex job and
receiving bids when the bidder has already farmed out the job to another
producer, Mr. Niles reported.
Mr. Blair said he's most disturbed by
BROADCASTING, November 9, 1959

the "basic unpreparedness" shown by
many agencies when submitting bids for
commercials to film companies. Preparing a script and story-board, he added,
is "'not enough" and agencies should
submit more definitive presentations. He
called for more ""inventive and daring"
creativity among agencies.
'Desilu Playhouse'
budget is halved
Westinghouse Electric Corp. has
nearly halved its budget for Desilu
Playhouse (CBS-TV, Fri. 9-10 p.m.
EST), dropping back from weekly to
alternate-week sponsorship, effective
January. The decision reflects a hard
look at the budget in view of Westinghouse's sponsorship next year of political convention-election package on
CBS-TV.
Cutback should save Westinghouse
about S4 million, but with election
package added, advertiser still is spending some $2 million more than last
Spokesman for McCann-Erickson.
year.
Westinghouse's agency, said 19-show
cut was based on "good but not great"
evaluation of program. CBS-TV is filling alternate weeks with special programming.
IPL O R C A S 1111 Nil
Here are the next 10 days of network
color shows (all times are EST).
NBC-TV
Nov. 9-13,
16-18 (6:30-7 a.m.) Continental Classroom.
Nov. 9-13, 16-18 (12:30-1 p.m.) It
Could Be You, participating sponsorship.
Nov. 9, 16 (10-11 p.m.) Steve Allen
Plymouth Show, Plymouth through N. W.
Ayer & Son.
Nov. 10, 17 (9-9:30 p.m.) Arthur Murray Party, P. Lorillard through Lennon &
Newell and Sterling Drug through DancerFitzgerald-Sample.
Nov. 10, 17 (9:30-10:30 p.m.) Ford Startime, Ford through J. Walter Thompson.
Nov. 11, 18 (8:30-9 p.m.) Price Is Right,
Lever through Ogilvy, Benson & Mather and
Speidel through Norman, Craig & Kummel.
Nov.Music
11, 18Hall,(9-10
PerryJ. Como's
Kraft
Kraftp.m.)
through
Walter
Thompson.
Nov. 12 (9:30-10 p.m.) Ford Show, Ford
through J. Walter Thompson.
Nov. 13 (8:30-10 p.m.) Art Carney
Show, AC Spark Plug, Div. of General
Motors through D. P. Brother and United
Motors Service Div. of G.M. through Campbell-Ewald.
Nov. 13 (10-11 p.m.) Music From Shubert Alley, Sinclair Refining Co. through
Geyer Morey Madden & Ballard.
Nov. 14 (10-10:30 a.m.) Howdy Doody
Show, Continental Baking through Ted
Bates.
Nov. 14 (10:30-11 a.m.) Ruff and Reddy
Show, Mars through Knox-Reeves and
Borden through Benton & Bowles.
Nov. 14 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Bonanza, RCA
through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
Nov. 15 (7:30-9 p.m.) Hallmark Hall of
Fame,
Belding. Hallmark through Foote, Cone &
Nov. 15 (9-10 p.m.) Dinah Shore Chevy
Show, Chevrolet through Campbell-Ewald.
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Radio-tv

unions

wage

jurisdictional battle
A jurisdictional battle was shaping
up last week among three unions serving radio, television and tv film directors.
The aggrieved union is the Screen Directors International Guild, which
claims to represent more than 350 directors employed at film studios in the
East on production of tv film commercials and programs, industrial and feature films. SDIG is protesting a merger
of two other unions in the field — the
Screen Directors Guild of America and
the Radio and Television Directors
Guild — because SDIG is being "excluded from the consolidation." A referendum now is being carried on by
memberships of SDGA, covering employes in film activities on the West
Coast, and RTDG, covering employes
in radio and live and taped television at
networks, stations and independent producers.
Wanted:

approved, it will "mean dual unionism,
it will mean chaos." It called upon
members of the SDGA to urge its
board of directors to hold a meeting
with representatives of SDIG to help
plan "a truly national" organization.
• Program

up his company's philosophy. Based
on the G-T track record it seems to
work out very well. They've never
put a show on the air that didn't
last at least a year and some of their
products — What's My Line, I've
Got A Secret, Beat The Clock — seem
to have been around as long as television.
The company's filmed program operations, which this year are represented on the air with two new
series, The Rebel and Philip Marlowe, both on ABC-TV, has eight
programs in the works for next year,
Mr. Katleman said. "I'm hoping
we'll get all eight on the air."
he said, "but to be realistic I'd guess
we'll make it with maybe four or
five."
One that he's most enthusiastic
about is an anthology of westerns,
originals to be written by members
of the Western Writers of America.
To become a WWA member, Mr.
Katleman noted, one must pay an
initiation fee of $12, but a further
requirement is that the applicant
has had published three western
novels or 200 magazine stories, or
has had 30 dramas on the air. There
are only 250 members.

notes

Topic of the week • WMCA New
York has initiated an editorial policy of

award

"It doesn't do any good to win
awards and get a less-than-10 rating.
What we want is awards — and a onethird share of audience."
That's how Harris Katleman, vp of
Goodson-Todman Productions and
head of their west coast office, sums
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SDIG, in an open letter last week,
charged the proposed merger "would
not
a truly
national
unioncreate
claimed
that last
May, guild."
SDGA The
had
agreed to consolidate with SDIG and
"final agreement was only a matter of
formalities and small details."
SDIG said it was "shocked" to learn
in July that the boards of SDGA and
RTDG had agreed on terms for any
amalgamation "without any reference
to the SDIG position or jurisdiction and
without our participation in the discussions leading up to this agreement."
SDGA asserted that if the merger is

winning

shows

with

Another projected G-T film program is Heave Ho, Harrigan, a comedy series which will star Myron McCormick of South Pacific as the
Navy's oldest living seaman. "The
pilot was shot in June at MGM, but
the network evening time was virtually filled up by then, so we decided
not to show it until some sponsor or
agency comes around looking for a
replacement, perhaps around the end
of the year. If we let them see it now
it would be old stuff by then. This
way, it will be a new property which
they can see when they're ready to
Goodson-Todman has two more
situation comedy series in preparation, Mr. Katleman said. One is Her
buy." the Mayor, the story of how
Honor,
a woman with four children and a
brilliant husband, "a successful lawyer, not a dope," tries to fulfill her
responsibilities as a wife and mother
while taking on a new set of responsibilities following her surprise election as mayor. John Michael Hayes,
successful screen writer (Rear Window, But Not For Me), wrote the
pilot and will supply the story line
and script supervision for the full
series. The other is a series created
by Rod Alexander, author of the
broadway hit Time Out For Ginger,
which Mr. Katleman declined to say
more about at this time.
Adventure • There are also a
couple of adventure-action series on
the G-T future list, one dealing with

airing four-minute editorials on the
same subject for a full week to assure
maximum exposure. Nathan Straus,
board chairman of WMCA and pioneer
in editorial broadcasting, is heard twice
daily at rotating times every day except
Sunday, when the time has been fixed
to follow the 10:30 p.m. news program.
In addition WMCA uses spot announcements, newscasts and other station protorial motions
stand.to back up each week's edi'Coronado 9' sales • MCA-TV announces the sale of its new mystery adventure series, Coronado 9, in 90 markets, paced by the regional purchase of
the series by Falstaff Brewing Co., St.
Louis, in 67 markets across the country. Falstaff's agency is Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, St.Louis.
Third year 'Sea Hunf • Ziv Television
Programs reports that production will
start in January on the third year of its
Sea Hunt series, which in its 20 months
of syndication has been sold in a total
high

ratings

two brothers who get in and out of
trouble in a Hollywood locale, the
other a straight adventures series, he
said, and two more programs which
he is not ready to talk about.
The pilot film of a new series
costs Goodson-Todman $10,000$70,000 on the average, Mr. Katleman said. He pointed out that they
won't shoot a pilot until they have
at least three and preferably five
scripts completed, to give them the
chance of selecting the best one for
the pilot; that they take five days to
make it— a full day of rehearsal and
four of shooting.
The remainder of the series is
scheduled at four days an episode —
one of rehearsal, three of shooting —
filmed in bunches of five, at an average cost of $40,000 or perhaps a
little more than that. He pointed out
that both The Rebel and Philip Marlowe use live music accompaniment
(The Rebel is the only western with
live music), which adds about
$2,000 a week to their cost.
Mr. Katleman, who left MCA five
years ago to open a one-man office
for Goodson-Todman on the coast
and now heads a staff of 25. is enthusiastic about tv films, but he
said they will never replace live programming at G-T. "We'll always
maintain a live-film balance," he
said. "It's good business. If any
agency wants a live program for this
client, a filmed series for that one,
he can get them both from us."
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of 203 markets. A special report on the
by Ziv Tv's research diprogram,vision,issued
covers ratings achieved by Sea
Hunt and share-of-audience statistics.

Lance productions • "The Head That
Wouldn't Die," a mystery feature movie
at Lance Productions'
has been infilmed
studios
New York. Three other
movies were filmed by Lance this year
plus scenes from the David NivenMitzi Gaynor film "Anniversary Waltz."
Crash coverage • The Civil Aeronauretics Board has asked WJZ-TV Baltimo
a complete print of the station's
for
coverage of the Oct. 31 plane crash in
Virginia for CAB's investigation into
the accident. WJZ-TV says it shot the
only film of the actual rescue of a sole
survivor. Jack Marsh, WJZ-TV cameraman, boarded an Army helicopter with
para-medics and CAB officials to obtain
the newsfilm.
'Naked City' grows • ABC-TV will
finance a pilot film of a new hour-long
version of Naked City, which was carried on that network last season as a
half-hour program. Production will begin in New York within the next few
weeks.
Magoo's check-up • The American
Cancer Society has named UPA Pictures Inc., Burbank, Calif., to produce
Magoo's Check-Up for its 1960 Cancer
Crusade. The cartoon, with voice by Jim
Backus, is designed to alert men to cancer's danger signals. It will be telecast
and shown to theatres, schools and service clubs.
Russia on WBTV (TV) • A Soviet-produced film of highlights of a visit of
nine U.S. governors to Russia was telecast Nov. 1 by WBTV (TV) Charlotte.
A Russian sound track, translated into
English, accompanied the 30-minute
show. In the picture the governors
toured farms, factories and housing developments inthe U.S.S.R.
Boarder for WJW • General Pictures
Corp., Cleveland, has moved into the
studios of WJW-TV on Pleasant Valley
Rd., there.
Cartoons and features • Jayark Films
Corp., New York, names the following
new markets for its cartoon series
Bozo the Clown: WROC-TV Rochester,
N.Y., WCPO-TV Cincinnati, WSM-TV
Nashville, WHYN-TV Springfield,
Mass., KKTV (TV) Colorado Springs,
Colo.. WQIZ-TV Duluth. Minn.,
WMCT (TV) Memphis, KIMA-TV
Yakima, Wash., WTVR (TV) Richmond, Va., and WSAU-TV Wausau,
Wis. Purchasers of Jayark's feature
film package of post-'50s include:
KXGN-TV Glendive. Mont., WHCT
(TV) Hartford.
KTUL-TV Tulsa,
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Al! or nothing
A desire for togetherness by
visiting Soviet composers Dmitri
Shostakovich and Dmitri Kabalevsky prompted cancellation of
their scheduled appearance on the
CBS television show Face The
Nation yesterday (Nov. 8). Producer Michael J. Marlow announced Nov. 4 that the decision
to cancel the Russians was made
because of a Soviet demand that
three other composers and a critic
accompanying them on their U.S.
tour also be included on the program. "It would have turned the
program into a completely unwieldy half hour," Mr. Marlow
said. "The 30 minutes allotted
does not lend itself to a mass interview." Mr. Marlow disclosed
that both composers have personally told him they would appear
on the Sunday program, but a
State Dept. representative told
him last week that they had
changed their minds.
WAGA-TV Atlanta, KFYR-TV Bismarck, N.D., WESH-TV Daytona
Beach, Fla., WKY-TV Oklahoma City,
KGMB-TV
Honolulu, CKLW-TV

Windsor-Detroit, WCPO-TV Cincinnati, WSBT-TV South Bend, WHENTV Syracuse, WHP-TV Harrisburg.
Pa., WRCA-TV New York. WJRT
Mich., WWL-TV New OrFlint,
(TV) leans
(split package with WVUE [TV]
that city).
Paramount-Tandem
to produce tv pilots
An exclusive contract has been signed
between Tandem Productions Inc., Los
Angeles, and Paramount Pictures Television providing for the production of
pilots for six tv film series. Two series
have titles — Henry T. and Meet Me At
Danny's — and are slated for completion
by March 1.
Tandem is a new film company
formed by Bud Yorkin and Norman
Lear, a tv producer-writer-director team.
In addition to the film series, Tandem
will develop tv "spectaculars" and
theatrical films, operating on the Marathon lot.
The new contract follows other Paramount Pictures moves in tv, namely new
programming development under
George Gruskin, formerly with William
Morris, and tv tape activity with stepped-up syndication
casting, Nov. 2). next year (Broad-
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relays

barriers
space
conquer
Whether it's a fixed station or a mobile unit, Ceco
microwave equipment surmounts the communication barrier. Because Ceco equipment is built to
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safe with Ceco.
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PAY

TV

IN

California

WEST

Commission

surveys its problems
The State of California Public Utilities Commission currently has no
regulatory power over closed circuit pay
tv systems feeding programs to subscribers bywire, William Bennett, chief
counsel of the commission, stated Nov.
4. He spoke during a hearing held in
Los Angeles by an interim committee
of the State Assembly on Public Utilities
and Corporations appointed to investigate pay tv and report to the legislature
not later than the fifth day of its regular
1961 session.
However, Mr. Bennett said, the state
legislature can enact a statute giving
regulation over closed circuit pay tv to
the Public Utilities Commission, provided the system operates only within
the boundaries of the state and does not
use the air waves for program transmission.
Chester I. Lappen, vice president of
the International Telemeter Division of
Paramount Pictures, asked the legislators not to take any action now that
might hinder the growth of pay tv but
to let it develop as a new entertainment
medium in an atmosphere of free competition, with the public free to decide
whether or not it wants to buy the
programming that pay tv has to offer.
Mrs. Fred S. Teasley, radio-tv chairman of the California Federation of
Women's Clubs, voiced opposition to
pay tv in any form on the grounds that
it would work a hardship on the underprivileged citizens of the state by depriving them of the entertainment they
now get free.
No Risks Taken • William J. McLean,
general supervisor of taxes. Pacific
Telephone & Telegraph Co., said that
PT&T could provide transmission channels for wired pay tv as it has provided
them for education, business and
theatre television, provided pay tv is of

public interest and that the company
asking for the service is financially
responsible. PT&T will not make large
risk investments he said. PT&T can
provide facilities to get pay tv programs
from their source to the homes of subscribers, with the rates charged for this
transmission service subject to the approval of the State Public Utilities Commission. PT&T would have nothing to
do with the program charges made by
the pay tv operators to the public, he
said.
Manley Edwards, telephone and telegraph engineer of the California Public
Utilities Commission, said that if PT&T
were to file rates for a pay tv service,
the Commission would look very carefully into the costs involved and the
financial responsibility of the operator
of the pay tv system, to insure that the
costs of the phone company's pay tv
facilities do not get added to the bills
of telephone subscribers throughout the
state.
During last week's stay in Los Angeles, Committee members visited the
plants of Telemeter and Angel Toll
Vision.
Movie writers' strike
may come this month
The screen executive board of Writers
Guild of America has been authorized
to call a strike against Hollywood major
motion picture producers at any time
after Nov. 17. when current contracts
expire.
Action was taken Nov. 3 when nearly
500 WGA members attended an evening meeting, the largest in the Guild's
11 -year history. By an overwhelming
majority, the meeting gave the board
the right to strike any major studio
which has not agreed to the union
terms for contract.
These terms have already been accepted by five major motion picture
companies of the 56 such organizations
against which WGA is already out on

R. C. CRISLER
& CO., inc.
Business Brokers Specializing in Television
and Radio Stations

4 offices to
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Prepaid toll tv
A different kind of pay tv,
Angel Toll Vision, was described
by its inventor, Hal H. Schwartz,
president of Halvick Industries,
Mill Valley, Calif., to the California Public Utilities Commission.
Angel, he said, is a prepaid kind
of pay tv and the only one that is
wholly compatible, as it would
utilize the present stations and
networks. A pay program would
be advertised in advance; subscribers would order it and, if a
sufficient number of orders were
received, the program would be
broadcast. If fewer than the number necessary to pay the costs of
the program came in, it would be
cancelled and a regular sponsored
show substituted, Mr. Schwartz
said. In that case, those who
ordered the pay program would
not be billed.
When he admitted that the
broadcast programs could be received by any tv set owner,
whether or not he agreed to pay
for it, Mr. Schwartz was accused
as being too naive by the California Legislators, who expressed
considerable doubt that many
people would be willing to pay
for programs their neighbors were
getting free.
strike (Broadcasting, Nov. 2).
Chief point of the new pact is an
agreement by the five producers that
writers — and other motion picture guild
members — are entitled to payments
when post-'48 theatrical pictures for
which they worked are sold to tv. The
new five-year contract called for 4%
of gross reciepts from such sales, after
deduction of stipulated distribution fees
to be paid to writers. The same percentage will apply to theatrical pictures
sold to pay tv after they have been
shown in theatres for at least two years.
These terms are to go into* effect, however, only after an overall industry pattern has been achieved.
The five companies which have signed
new contracts with WGA are: Mirisch
Co., Harold Hecht Productions, Stanley Kramer Pictures, Pennebaker Productions and 7 Arts Productions.
At last week's meeting a strike assessment of $25 apiece was voted for
all WGA members, plus 2% of earnings retroactive to Oct. 1. The meeting
also authorized the use of funds of the
WGA treasury by the Screen Writer's
Guild if necessary. The recommendation was made to the WGA Council calling for the explusion of any member
who violates the strike.
BROADCASTING, November 9, 1959
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Broadcast Advertising
• T. M. Hunt, advertising manager of
Aluminum Co. of America (Alcoa),
Pittsburgh, named to new post of general manager of advertising and promotion. Former promotion manager Jay
M. Sharp appointed manager of general advertising; William S. Ellis Jr.,
manager of residential building product
sales, succeeds Mr. Sharp.
• Frank A. Sherer, formerly president
of Knickerbocker Federal Savings &
Loan Assn., N.Y., to McCann-Erickson,
that city, as senior vp and treasurer. He
succeeds Frank White, who has been
named vice chairman of executive policy committee at M-E.
• Bernard D. Kahn, associate copy director at Grey Adv., N.Y., elected vp.
He joined Grey last year, was formerly
at Ted Bates and Lennen & Newell.
• Leonard S. Rubinstein, art director
at Clinton E. Frank Inc., Chicago,
elected vp.

Mr. Anderson
Colwell & Bayles.

• Donald Anderson,
vp of Fletcher Richards, Calkins, & Holden, N.Y., to Ted
Bates, that city, as vp
and account supervisor. He also has
served as vp with J.
Walter Thompson Co.
and Sullivarli stauffer,

• Grace Glasser, president of GlasserGailey Inc., L.A., has sold her stock
in agency to Heintz & Co., that city,
and has become advertising manager of
Ralph's Grocery Co., foodstore chain.
James Cox, Glasser-Gailey vp, has
joined General Advertising Agency,
L.A., as executive vp. Other GlasserGailey personnel are reportedly remaining with agency, which will continue to
operate under its own name although
moving to Heintz headquarters at 611
Wilshire Blvd., L.A.
• Donn C. Dolan, formerly at Fletcher
Richards, Calkins & Holden, to Foote,
Cone & Belding, N.Y., as account executive on Clairol.

• John W. Steer, formerly copy group
head at BBDO, NY., to Kudner Agency, that city, as copy supervisor on General Telephone & Electronics Corp.

FORTUNES

"SUNNY"

N

head at McCann-Erickson, NY., to
Parkson Adv., that city, as copy supervisor.
• Paul Kuzma, formerly art director
at Smith, Greenland Co., NY., to Wexton Agency, that city, as executive art
director.

is the
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• Walter Ware, copy supervisor and
senior writer in New York office of
Gardner Adv., appointed creative supervisor. Similar appointments there:
Joseph Hughes, formerly senior group
supervisor and senior writer at Compton Adv.; Jack T. Denney, formerly at
Ted Bates, NY.
• Roy Eaton, formerly associate creative director at Music Makers Inc.,
NY., named musical director of Benton & Bowles, NY. Previously, Mr.
Eaton was commercial copywriter in
charge of radio-tv music at Young &
Rubicam, NY.

U
D
A
S

• Jack Lynah, formerly vp and art director of Riley-Nelson, San Diego,
named art director of W. B. Geissinger
& Co., L.A.
• R. Wells Brown,
senior account executive for automotive
products on Mobil Oil
at Compton Adv.,
NY. elected vp. Prior
to joining Compton,
in 1958, Mr. Brown
was senior account exMr. Brown
ecutive at BBDO, San
Francisco, and account executive and
supervisor at J. Walter Thompson.
• Toni Pearson appointed radio-tv director and account executive on special
accounts at Lewis & Polinger Adv.,
Washington.
• Ted Parkhouse, formerly head of his
own agency in Glendale, Calif., joins
Jimmy Fritz & Assoc., Hollywood, as
associate.

The Western Coast of Florida,
that is! If you're shootin' for
adults in this territory, better
hire the top gun . . . WSUN !
"Sunny" is No. 1 in adult listener ship , per 100 homes,
throughout the entire 24 hour
broadcast day! And Pardner,
WSUN delivers more homes,
at ;*NCS2
the lowest cost per home
of any station in the heart of
* Pulse, 6-'59
Florida!**

« Myron K. Ball, previously manager
of Josephine Cable TV, Grants Pass,
Ore., and manager of KAGI, that city,
has purchased Stanton Advertising Service there. Noble D. Stanton, former
owner, will retire at year's end.
• Clifford E. Boettcher named creative director of Racine, Wis., office of
Western Adv. Tom A. Kallas appointed media director in that office.

• Thomas M. Lufkin, formerly western
division program manager for ABC-TV,
Hollywood, to Ted Bates, that city, as
radio-tv supervisor.

• Alvin R. Porte, formerly senior merchandising man at Grey Adv., N.Y.,
joins Norman, Craig & Kummel, that
city, as merchandising executive in marketing services department.

Robert L. Smock, formerly group
BROADCASTING, November 9, 1959

• Hermina Lukacsy appointed media

TAMPA -ST. PETERSBURG
Natl. Rep: VENARD, RINTOUL & McCONNELL
S.E. Rep: JAMES S. AYERS
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director of Cole Fischer & Rogow, Beverly Hills. Calif. She was previously
with M. B. Scott Agency and Dallas
Williams Adv., both Los Angeles, in
similar capacity.

• Charles M. Forman, formerly director of promotion and merchandising
on Queen for a Day, opens own office
under name of Merchandising Enterprises Inc. at 9304 Sunset Blvd., L.A.

• Lee Peer, production consultant and
free-lance air personality with KRTV
(TV) Great Falls, Mont., opens advertising agency, Adler, Peer & Assoc. at
252 21st St., N.W., that city. Patricia
Adler (Peer) will head copy department. Mr. Peer will continue to be heard
on KRTV.

The

• Gilbert Rose, formerly service manager and account executive for Consolidated Film Industries, N.Y., to
supervisor of technical operations of
program production staff in radio-tv department of N.W. Ayer & Son, N.Y.;
Maurice Penn, previously commercial producer of NBC-TV's Home show,
joins that agency as tv commercial
producer.
• Thomas A. Lee Jr. appointed director of radio and tv at Charles W. Hoyt
Co.. N.Y.; Clifford L. Simpson
named creative director of radio-tv.
• Diana M. Wear, formerly media director of Heintz & Co., L.A., to Charles
Bowes Adv., that city, in similar
capacity.
• Alfred Sembrich, formerly with
Maxon Inc., N.Y., named art director
at Kudner Adv., that city.
• John Griese Jr., formerly associate
account executive at Benton & Bowles,
N.Y.. to Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, that
city, as account executive. Philip
Thompson, formerly with Dowd, Redfield & Johnstone, N.Y., joins OB&M
as copywriter.
• Don Johnstone, formerly director of
marketing and research at Cohen, Dowd
& Aleshire, N.Y., to Lawrence C. Gumbinner Adv., that city, as director of
research.
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Media

o Guy Corley appointed general manager of KLFY-TV Lafayette, La., succeeding Jerry Hamm, who resigned.
Mr. Corley also continues as sales manager.

• Steve Shepard,
general manager of
KOIL Omaha, elected
vp of Star Stations.
In addition to KOIL,
Star owns KICN Denver and KISN Vancouver-Portland, Ore.
Mr.
Shepard
was
Mr. Shepard
sports director of
KMTV (TV) Omaha prior to joining
KOIL.

• Tom White, formerly sales manager
of KSOI Denver, appointed regional
sales manager for Intermountain Network's office in that city. He succeeds
Jack Shapiro, who has resigned to form
his own rep firm in Salt Lake City.
• James Hesen, director of production
operations, CBS-TV Hollywood, appointed to newly created post of director, west coast live operations.
• George A. Foulkes promoted from
national sales manager to general sales
manager of WTHI-AM-FM-TV Terre
Haute, Ind. Louis A. Froeb, commercial director of WTHI-TV, named assistant general sales manager of those
stations.
• George W. Mamas, local sales manager of WCUE Akron, Ohio, appointed
vp and general sales manager.
• George W. Faust, manager of Los
Angeles office of CBS-TV Spot Sales,
appointed western manager of CBS-TV

• Ira Morton, formerly sales manager
of beer and wine division of Schubert
city.
Liquor
Co., Phoenix, Ariz., named
sales manager of KBUZ-AM-FM, that
• George Cromwell, program director of KTLN Denver, promoted to national program director and assistant
to the president of Wheeler stations,
KTLN and KRIZ Phoenix, Ariz. John
Carver succeeds Mr. Cromwell at
KTLN.
• Art Arkalian, formerly sales coordinator of WJET Erie, Pa., named
sales manager of WERC, that city.
o Lee Spence named station manager
of KRKS Ridgecrest, Calif., succeeding
Larry Laby, who resigned.
• William D. Stiles,
general manager of
KLRJ-TV HendersonLas Vegas, Nev.,
sleeted vp in charge
of television of Donrey
Operating
and
Trading
Co., parent
company of Donrey
Mr. Stiles
Media Group. Its tv
holdings
are
KLRJ-TV; KOLO-TV
Reno; KFSA-TV Fort Smith, Ark.;
KGNS-TV Laredo, Tex., as well as
construction permit for KNAC-TV Hot
Springs, Ark. Mr. Stiles continues as
manager of KLRJ-TV.
• Bill Bainter appointed station manager and Tony Evans, program director, of KUTI Yakima, Wash. Bob
Harris joins KUTI as air personality.
• Louis G. Cowan, president of CBSTV, Leonard H. Goldenson, president
of ABC, and Sol Taishoff, publisher
of Broadcasting, elected to serve on
Humanitarian Award Committee of
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production sales, with headquarters in
Hollywood, effective Nov. 23.
• Keith Culverhouse, since 1957 director of sales promotion and presentations for Television Bureau of Advertising, N.Y., appointed assistant to operations director of sales promotion and
advertising for CBS-TV.
• James P. Smith, administrative assistant to Stephen A. Machcinski Jr.,
executive vp of Adam Young Inc.,
N.Y., appointed to additional post of
eastern sales manager.

• 203 W. 49 St., N.Y. 19, N.Y. PLaza 7-5730

o Boyd Harrier, air personality with
WTAR Norfolk, Va., named program
manager. Brick Rider, formerly in sales
service, promoted to production manager. John L. Haley, formerly branch
representative of Household Finance
Co., joins WTAR sales staff.
BROADCASTING, November 9, 1959

BPA prexies • Charles A. Wilson
(r) , of WGN-AM-TV Chicago, president of Broadcasters Promotion
Assn. for the past year, hands over
the gavel to newly elected President

Gene Godt, sales promotion and
advertising director of KYW-TV
Cleveland. Other officers elected during the Nov. 2-4 annual convention
in Philadelphia were John F. Hurlbut, of WFBM-AM-TV Indianapolis, first vice president, and Donald B. Curran, of KTVI (TV) St.
Louis, second vice president.
Elected to the board of directors
for three-year terms: James Bowermaster, WMT Cedar Rapids, Iowa;
Dean Faulkner, KOA-TV Denver;
Robert V. Freeland, KOTV (TV)
Tulsa, and Chuck Olsen, WITI-TV
Milwaukee. Directors elected for
one-year terms: Robert B. Cheyne,
WHDH-AM-TV Boston; Mike
Shaffer, WAVY-AM-TV Portsmouth-Norfolk, Va., and Dorothy
Sanders, WLWD (TV) Dayton,
Ohio. (For BPA convention story
see page 74.)
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51,000 TV homes
Drug Sales Index 167
Food Sales Index 145
Auto Sales Index 176
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(Source: NCS #3; Sales Mgt. 1 959)
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KMSO-TV
KABC Los Angeles for past 10 years,
MISSOULA, MONTANA
• Sterling Wright, production manager and assistant program director of joins KCOP (TV) that city, in similar
DELIVERS
WSOC-TV Charlotte, N.C., named pro- capacity.
•
Captive
Audience
in 90% of the area
gram director, succeeding Robert
• Robert C. Stone appointed produc• Dominates the 10% remainder completely
Provence, who was appointed assistant
tion director of WSAI Cincinnati. Ray
• Low Cost/ 1,000 Homes
vp of American Commercial Bank, that Carnay, WSAI news director, named
city.
(Source: FCC Data; ARB '58-'59)
to newly-created post of director of
• William G. Thompson Jr., formerly
CBS— NBC— ABC
special events.
with staff of facilities operations depart•
Ross
J.
(Jack)
Howell
appointed
ment of NBC-TV, N.Y., to WRCA-TV
account executive with KTTV (TV)
New York, as sales promotion manager.
Program Guide For
Los Angeles. He was sales manager of
• Oscar M. Litton Jr., formerly an- San Marino, Calif., automobile agency.
FM-SCA
LICENSEES
nouncer with WMRP Flint, Mich., to
WYCA-FM Hammond, Ind., as pro- • Ransom Y. Place Jr., formerly acPresent and Prospective
count executive of Robert E. Eastman
gram director and announcer.
The
only background music on tape
& Co., station rep, N.Y., joins Peters,
o Philip H. Burrell, who has been
that isn't also on transcriptions
Griffin,
Woodward
as
radio
account
director of on-air promotion and sales
available to any broadcaster is
consultant with WSYR-AM-TV, pro- executive in New York office.
motion writer and producer for WHEN
• George Green transfers from sales
by
and promotion director for WAER-FM,
development
staff
of
KABC-TV
Los
all Syracuse. N.Y., joins Edward Petry
sales staff of KABC as ac& Co., N.Y.. as assistant manager of tv Angelescounttoexecutive.
research.
• Joel H. Scheier, formerly owner of
• Ray Morgan, air personality with
-Tronics
WIRY Plattsburgh, N.Y., and other
KOKL Okmulgee, Okla., named proproperties, will represent W. B. Grimes
gram director.
& Co., Washington media broker, in
• Harry J. Daly and Leonore G.
Exclusive franchise territories for this
southeastern states. He will headquarter
Ehrig, have formed Washington comin Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
exclusive tape program service now
munications law firm of Daly & Ehrig
being allocated. No franchise fees.
• James Donahue, news director of
with offices in Pennsylvania Bldg. Mr.
No percentages. For franchise parWKDN Camden, re-elected president
Daly has practiced radio law in Washticulars, availabilities and audition —
New Jersey Associated Press Radio
ington since 1931. Mrs. Ehrig, who has of
mail coupon today for complete parti'ulars.
Assn.
been associated with Mr. Daly since
MAONE-TRONICS, Inc.
1955, also practiced as an associate
• Philip Mayer promoted from con49 West 45th Street, New York 36, N. Y.
with the law firm of Haley & Doty
tinuity director to assistant program
Please rush complete particulars on exclusive
and was with Pike & Fisher before that.
manager of WGN-TV Chicago; Wilfranchise plan for FM-SCA and wire services.
Joining Daly & Ehrig is Leonard S.
liam Hitchcock, from staff to conNAMEJoyce, formerly with FCC's Office of
tinuity director. Carlyle Stevens, asOpinions & Reviews.
STATION
sistant operations director, takes on additional duties as head of talent re• Paul W. Moore, account executive
STREET
search. Patricia Nealin, from film dewith KING-TV Seattle, named local
sales manager of KING.
partment, named film coordinator.
CITY
STATE
• Al Hubbard, account executive with
• Harry
Tatelman,
producer of 5
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Sugar foot and The Alsakans tv programs at Warner Bros., joins CBS-TV
in Hollywood Nov. 30 as producer.
• Craig Jennings, Columbia Radio
Pacific Network sales service manager,
named account executive in Detroit office of CBS Radio Spot Sales.
• Jack Gartland, news director of
WTTM Trenton, elected president of
New Jersey UPI Broadcasters. Other
officers named were: Don Hart, news
director of WSNJ Bridgeton, vp and
Gar Kaganowich, Newark bureau
manager of UPI, continuing as executive secretary.
• Clarence Breazeal, KCMO Kansas City, elected president of Missouri
Broadcasters' Assn., succeeding Edward
A. Dahl, KNCM Moberly, who becomes director-at-large. Other officers:
Robert Hyland, KMOX St. Louis, vp
and Harold Douglas, KMMO Marshall, secretary-treasurer. New directors: Don C. Dailey, KGBX Springfield; Leslie P. Ware, KLPW Union,
and Elmer Donze, KSGM St. Genevieve.
• Stan Raiff, staff member
Public Relations Service,
take charge of pr for Brooks
Works Corp., Long Island
• Jason Pate, of WASA
Grace, elected president of

of NAB's
resigns to
Piece Dye
City, N.Y.
Havre de
Maryland-

District of Columbia Broadcasters"
Assn., succeeding R.C. Embry, of
WITH Baltimore. Other officers elected: Lloyd W. Dennis, WTOP Washington, vp; Robert B. Jones Jr.,
WFBR Baltimore, secretary-treasurer.
Elected to board of directors were:
Hollis Seavey, WCUM Cumberland;
John McClay, WJZ-TV Baltimore;
Ken Carter, WMAL Washington;
Morris H. Blum, WANN Annapolis;
Joseph W. Goodfellow, WRC Washington, and Charles J. Truitt, WBOC
Salisbury.
• Jerry Bassett,
formerly station manager and commercial
manager
of WISC
Madison,
Wis., appointed general manager of KKIS Pittsburgh. KKIS was
owned
by Contra
Mr. Bassett
Costa Broadcasting
Co., but has been sold to Kay Kiss
Broadcasting Co. (which has retained
Mr. Bassett), pending FCC approval.
• Jack Gregson joins WPST-TV Miami, Fla., as news editor and newscaster.
• Lee Perkins appointed production
manager of KJR Seattle, Wash.
• Ray W. McCarty appointed account

executive for KDYL Salt Lake City.
He was with Finlayson-Brown. advertising agency in that city.
• David Squires, director with WISNTV Milwaukee, appointed executive
producer. Ralph Kuehn appointed
WISN-TV staff director.
• Bob Edrington and Ned Jay, promotion manager and sales development
manager of WTVT (TV) Tampa-St.
Petersburg, respectively, resign. Mr.
Edrington has been named director of
pr for Cone Bros, (contractor); Mr.
Jay has been appointed promotion manager of WAGA-TV Atlanta.
• Thomas C. Hetherington, formerly
time buyer for Gardner Adv., St. Louis,
to radio
that
city. sales staff of The Katz Agency,
• Kenneth G. Fuller, formerly radio
time salesman for The Katz Agency,
S.F.,
to sales staff of NBC Spot Sales,
that city.
• Pearl G. Masser. copywriter with
CBS-TV Spot Sales, N.Y.. named assistant promotion manager.
o Leonard (Tad) Ware, formerly account executive with Bozell & Jacobs
Adv., Minneapolis, named assistant
advertising and promotion manager of
KYW-TV Cleveland.
• Clyde C. Ball appointed radio news
supervisor for Pennsylvania Associated
Press service, effective Nov. 15. He
transfers from AP's Huntington, W.
Va., bureau and will headquarter in
Philadelphia.
• Randy Archer, local sales manager
of KING Seattle, to KVI. that city, as
account executive.
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• NEGOTIATIONS

•

FINANCING

SAN FRANCISCO
John F. Hardest/
111 Sutter Street
EXbrook 2-5671

• APPRAISALS

• Francis J. Matrangola, owner and
operator of WCMC Wildwood, elected
president of New Jersey Broadcasters'
Assn., succeeding Fred E. Walker,
who was general manager of WTTM
Trenton and is now sales manager of
KYW Cleveland. Other officers named:
Robert C. Gessner, of WNNS Newton, vp; Howard Green, of WOND
Pleasantville, secretary-treasurer. Richard M. Hardin of WBUD Trenton,
elected to board of directors.
• Bob Stoner, formerly manager of
KBTN Neosho, Mo., to local sales staff
of KFH-AM-FM Wichita, Kan.
• Alan Shulruff joins WSUN-TV St.
Petersburg,
Fla., as production assistant.
• James Casey, newscaster with WPON
Pontiac, Mich., adds duties of production coordinator.
• Paul R. Day joins sales department
of WCSH Portland, Me.
• Roy Allred, weatherman of WXEXBROADCASTING, November 9, 1959

TV Richmond, to WTAR-TV Norfolk,
both Virginia, in similar capacity.
• Sonny Knight, air personality with
KTLN Denver, to sister-station KRIZ
Phoenix, Ariz., in similar capacity and
as chief engineer.
• Eugene E. Koen, account executive
with KDKA-FM Pittsburgh, to similar
position with KDKA.
• Buck Buchanan, formerly with
KDON Salinas, to KOMY Watsonville,
both California, as director of station
relations and air personality.
• William G. Lehr, formerly with
KOAM Pittsburg, Kan., named special
events director and air personality of
KENY Bellingham, Wash.
• Dick Moran, formerly program director of KFBI Wichita, Kan., to KNEW
Spokane, Wash., as air personality.
Programming
• Jack Garrison, account executive with
National Telefilm Assoc. since 1958 and
previously national
syndication director
of Guild Films, N.Y.,
and with various radio and tv stations in
Mr. Garrison
executive capacities,
named vp for middle west, NTA Program Sales, headquartering in St. Louis.
William H. Duryea, commercial producer-director at N.W. Ayer & Son,
N.Y., named supervisor of operations
for NTA Telestudios, N.Y. Mort Zarcoff, staff assistant in NTA's creative
programming department, promoted to
production coordinator.
• Herb Klynn, formerly vp and executive producer of commercial division of
UPA Pictures, is president of Format
Films Inc., Burbank, Calif., newlyformed producer and creator of animated films for theatrical and tv release.
Bud Getzler, Format's executive vp
and treasurer, held similar administrative post at UPA and 20th Century
Fox. Jules Engel, formerly color director of UPA, named vp and art
director of Format Films. Osmond
Evans, animation director with UPA
for past five years, joins staff.
• Carl Carbone joins Lance Productions, N.Y.. as executive producer and
director in charge of commercials and
documentaries.
• Gordon Crowe, formerly industrial
sales manager, Music Corporation of
America, to Transfilm-Caravel Inc.,
N.Y., production firm, as director of
business program services. Earlier with
MCA he was active in tv program development and sales.
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• Charles W. Fries re-elected president of Alliance of Television Film
Producers Inc., Hollywood. He is executive in charge of studio operations,
Ziv Television Programs. Other ATFP
officers elected: Bernard Weitzman,
vp of Desilu Productions, vp; Manning
O'Connor, vp of Revue Productions,
secretary; Robert W. Stabler, president of Filmaster Productions, treasurer.
• Berton Schneider, since 1955 on
staff of business affairs department of
Screen Gems Inc.. N.Y.. promoted to
assistant to Jerome Hyams, vp and general manager.
• John C. Brown, formerly station
manager of WFDS-FM Baltimore,
named director of production and recording services for Recordings Inc.,
that city. He plans to organize departments for production and distribution
of spots, jingles and broadcast program
productions for national distribution.
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delivers more for the

inlandinvalley
and
California's
money
• Alan Neuman, formerly producerdirector with NBC-TV of such proWestern Nevada
grams as Wide, Wide World, Colgate
Comedy Hour, Wisdom and Producer's
Check Paul H. Raymer Co. for the facts
Showcase, appointed producer of CBSTV's Person to Person, succeeding
John Aaron and Jesse Zousmer, who fKLATCHY BROADCASTING
resigned following criticism of proSACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA
gram's production processes by Dr.
COMPANY
Frank Stanton, president of CBS (At
Deadline, Oct. 26).
• John L. Kelly, formerly NBC-TV
production executive and design, art
and studio supervisor, appointed assistant production manager of Videotape Productions of New York Inc.
• William Froug signs as producerwriter on Oklahoma Run, new tv series,
with Screen Gems, Hollywood.
• Michael Kievman, account executive in Philadelphia with Ziv Television
Programs Inc., named regional sales
manager of northeastern division.
• Manny Paull promoted from art director to account executive with Fred
A. Niles Productions, Chicago-based
film firm. Ted Liss and Bob Venables
join account staff. Fruma Singer, formerly assistant to creative director,
named office manager. Wayne Langston added to writing staff.
Equipment & Eng'ring
• Richard A. Campbell, manager of
engineering department of Pacific
Semiconductors Inc., L.A., elected vp
in charge of operations.
• Myron T. Smith, sales manager of
General Radio Co., West Concord,
Mass., appointed director of sales. Wil-

W WTHI-TV offers the
lowest cost per thousand of
all Indiana TV stations!

One hundred and eleven national
and regional spot advertisers
know that the Terre Haute
market is not covered
effectively by outside TV

WTHI-TV
CHANNEL 10 • CBS— ABC
TERRE
HAUTE
INDIANA
Represented Nationally
by Boiling Co.
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firm of Lohnes & Culver, Washington.
Ampex
appointments
Wharton Murray, formerly with
Following reorganization of Ampex Corp., Redwood City, Calif., RCA Service Co., is now in Amand the formation of Ampex Propex's Hollywood office, specializing in color installation of video
fessional Products Co. (Broadcasting, Nov. 2), several new appoint- tape recorders. Mr. Davis also anments have been announced.
nounced Cyril Tweed, project engiDepartment heads under Thomas
neer for Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co. Ltd., has been appointed
E. Davis, newly appointed manager
Marconi engineer at Ampex.
of Ampex's Professional Products
Audio • In the audio division of
Co. include Charles P. Ginsburg,
manager of engineering, Ross H. Ampex Professional Products Co., C.
Robert Paulson, marketing manSnyder, products manager, and Jack
ager and LaVerne Foster, adminHauser, merchandising manager.
istrative manager, report directly to
Mr. Ginsburg had been video engiFrank G. Lennert, manager of the
neering manager of the professional
products division of which Mr. Sny- Audio Div. Mr. Paulson had been
der was products manager and Mr. head of marketing administration
and sales development for the old
Hauser sales promotion manager.
Thomas J. Merson, national sales professional products division. Mr.
manager of the former professional
Foster comes to Ampex from the
products division, is new head of U. of California radiation labs.
sales and sales service of the PPC
Reporting to Mr. Paulson are the
video division.
following department heads: Warren Anderson, sales promotion
William Wallace, Emmy award
winner for his technical direction of manager; Gerald Miller, national
Evening With Fred Astaire, has sales manager; and Frank Richards, manager of special and custom
joined Ampex as program production coordinator in Hollywood.
products sales.
Milton Norton, formerly with
All three came from the professional products division, where Mr.
broadcasting equipment division of
RCA will serve Ampex customers in Anderson was assistant sales promoMichigan, Indiana, Ohio and Kention manager, Mr. Miller was mantucky.
ager of audio merchandising and
Jack Flynn, former sales manMr. Richards was supervisor of special audio products sales.
ager of Potter Instrument Co., has
James Stultz, sales and adminbeen named eastern district manager
with headquarters in New York.
istration manager of the former professional products division, now
Russell Ide, formerly with the
Broadcast equipment division of heads the customer service department of the audio division of the
Sarkes Tarzian Inc., is now assistant
new company.
to Mr. Merson.
liam R. Saylor, manager of General
Radio Los Angeles district office, succeeds Mr. Smith as sales manager.
Joseph E. Belcher, of sales engineering department, succeeds Mr. Saylor.
• Walter Brehm, sales representative

in Rome, N.Y., for Page Communications Engineers Inc., Washington, appointed director of sales and customer
relations.

• Charles A. Runyon, formerly with
RCA, joins consulting radio engineer

• Rudolph Marchese named technical
sales engineer for Washington, D.C.,
area for Prodelin Inc., manufacturer of
coaxial transmission lines and connectors.

• Robert L. Purcell, formerly with
John H. Mullaney (consulting engineer), to Silliman, Moffet & Rohrer,
Washington consulting radio engineer.
• Edwin M. Hinsdale, previously on
RCA's technical staff and with its international division, named chief engiDept. neer, RCA Communications Products
International

• J.D. Nixon named program director
of CBC English television network, and
Bruce Raymond program director of
English radio networks. Mr. Nixon,
with CBC 17 years, was formerly assistant director of English radio network
programming. Mr. Raymond was talent
relations officer.

• John T. Stacey, formerly assistant
chief engineer with CHCH-TV Hamilton, named operations manager of video
tape division of Meridian Studios.
Toronto.
• Arthur Weinthal appointed director of radio and tv of Ronalds Adv.,
Montreal.

• W.C. Pearson named counsel to
Board of Broadcast Governors, succeeding R.R. MacGillivray.

• Ken Billings, formerly manager of
CJKL Kirkland Lake, Ont., joins Montreal office of Paul Mulvihill & Co. Ltd.
as television time salesman.
• Art Cuthbert, announcer of CHEX
Peterborough, Ont., to CKEY Toronto
in similar
capacity under name of Ronald Knight.
• John Garbutt, formerly on sales
staff of CJKL Kirkland Lake, Ont., to
CFPA Port Arthur, Ont., as sales manager.
• Josie McMeekin, continuity editor of
CHEX Peterborough, Ont., and CHEX
announcer Chuck Collins both move
to CKPT, that city.

United

Press

International

news

produces!

• Harry
manager,
• Stuart
director,

C. Dane named
CKOK Penticton,
Morrison named
CKCW Moncton,

retail sales
B.C.

promotion
N.B.

• Bettyof Kennedy
appointed women's
editor
CFRB Toronto.
• Wally Thurston , time buyer at
Cockfield, Brown & Co., advertising
agency, new CKPT Peterborough, Ont.,
as music director and librarian.
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EQUIPMENT
New

RCA

&

tv tube

has auto wheel size
RCA Labs is developing a picture
tube that compares to a standard automobile wheel in diameter and thickness. It is being developed to improve
brightness, detail and compactness of
large-screen military and commercial
radar display systems. The tube, a "reflected-beam kinescope" type, displays
images on a screen 21 inches or more in
diameter and has a tube structure only
10 inches long. A recessed rear area is
large enough to hold most of the receiving circuit equipment.
The installed picture tube resembles a
large bowl standing on edge, with a bulging front surface and scooped out rear.
From the center of the recessed back a
short slender neck extends containing
the electron gun. It has an effective 180degree deflection angle (compared with
110 degrees for the standard tv picture
tube).
Although capable of displaying standard television pictures, the new thin
tube would operate with about a fourth
the efficiency of present black-andwhite tv display tubes, Harold B. Law
and Edward G. Ramberg of the RCA
Labs technical staff said. They described
the tube Oct. 30 at the 1959 electron
devices meeting in Washington.
West Coast merger
A proposal to merge Consolidated
Electrodynamics Corp., West Coast
electronics firm, into Bell & Howell
has been approved by directors of both
companies and will be submitted shortly to shareowners.
If the merger is finally approved,
three additional common shares of B&H
will be distributed for each four shares
presently held. CEC shareholders will
receive one share of B&H common in
exchange for each share of CEC.
Consolidated will contribute its electronic and instrumentation know-how
to Bell & Howell's future programs for
the application of electronic techniques
in photographic fields, according to
Charles H. Percy, B&H president.
Magnavox stock split
Common stock of the Magnavox Co.,
Fort Wayne, Ind., has been split twofor-one and authorized shares increased
to 3.5 million from 2 millon. After
stockholders approved the move, directors raised the quarterly dividend on
new shares to 254, equivalent to $1
a year on each new share, a one-third
increase. It will be payable Dec. 15 to
BROADCASTING, November 9, 1959

ENGINEERING
stockholders of record Nov. 25.
At the annual meeting Oct. 28, Magnavox President Frank Freimann reported that profits and sales for the
quarter ended Sept. 30 were the company's highest for this quarter. Aftertax profits were $1,244,000 on sales of
$25,661,000. Earnings per share were
$1.06 compared with 61^ last year.
Sales for the six months ending Dec.
31 are projected at "probably over $60
million" and at $135 million for 1960.
• Technical

This four-leaf clover
is worth looking over!

topics

Zenith unveils fm-only • A new fmonly table-top radio was announced
last week by Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago. Unlike many fm-equipped receivers, the model is certified to the
FCC as "conforming to its specific
radiation limits, to avoid interference
with television reception in the homewith-tv," according to Zenith. No suggested retail price is reported. However, the model is claimed to be lowpriced.
Profit picture • Allen B. Du Mont Labs
Inc., Clifton, N.J., reports a profit of
$148,426 on sales of $5,482,681 for the
16 weeks ended Oct. 1 1. For the first 40
weeks of 1959, on sales of $14,726,117
income of $30,754 was realized, which
is not subject to federal income tax because of the company's tax loss carry
forward. Comparisons with like periods
of 1958 were omitted because the company has since discontinued its consumer television set and picture tube business, it was announced.
RCA's tape sales • RCA reports shipment of six tv tape machines, four of
them color. Two color machines went to
NBC-TV in New York and one each to
KSTP - TV St. Paul - Minneapolis and
WBAP-TV Fort Worth. Monochrome
tape machines were shipped one each
to KWTV (TV) Oklahoma City and to
KPHO-TV Phoenix.
Jerrold's revenues • Jerrold Electronics Corp., Philadelphia, reported first
half year's sales and service revenues of
$3,723,000, up 15% from $3,214,000
in same 1958 period. Net income for
first six months of the fiscal year, ending Aug. 31, was $540,544, or 44 cents
per share compared to $57,182 or 5
cents share in the corresponding period
a year ago. Net income included $284,240 non-recurring income representing
profit on sale of community antenna
system in Key West, Fla. lerrold still
owns nine catv systems, serving 30,000
as of Aug. 31, the report stated. lerrold
is also promoting TV-FM Receptor, indoor antenna for tv and fm receivers,
now running at a rate of 9,000 daily. It

MISSOURI'S 3rd TV MARKET
151,400 TV HOMES*
Lucky KODE-TV, Joplin, Mo., is 28% taller, 29%
more powerful than the nearest competition.
And KODE-TV covers: • a 4 state area • 151,400
TV Homes • 669,800 people with $776,919,000
buying power.
KODE-TV
CHANNEL 12
JOPLIN, MISSOURI
CBS-ABC
Rep. by Avery-Knodel • A member of the Friendly Group
fk6
*TV Mag., June '59
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also introduced a transistorized field
strength meter during first half of the
fiscal year. Jerrold is working on a pay
tv installation in Toronto, Canada, for
Famous Players Canadian Corp. in conjunction with International Telemeter
Co., a Paramount Pictures subsidiary.
Tape cleaner • The Distributor's
Group Inc., Atlanta, Ga., has introduced FilMagic Pylon, subtitled "Lubricating Dispenser for Lubricating Strip
Material." The device is designed to
clean and protect films and recording
tapes by applying a coating of fluid silicones to the moving surfaces while the
reproducing equipment is operating.
FilMagic's principle is a reservoir of
fluid silicones from which
the lubricant
is filtered through a movable sleeve onto the tape or film. The silicone coating
sets up an invisible protective barrier
against heat and abrasion. The moving
tape or film surface is used to carry silicone into parts of the equipment otherwise difficult to lubricate. Address: 204
14th St. N.W., Atlanta 13.
3M sales ° Consolidated sales of $112,377,309 and earnings of $15,145,895
(89 cents a share of common stock) are
reported by Minnesota Mining & Mfg.
Co., St. Paul, for the three months ended Sept. 30. This compares with sales
of $95,104,809 and earnings of $11,921,415 (71 cents a share) for the same
period last year.
For the first nine months of this year,
sales totaled $323,079,201, with earnings of $42,583,641 ($2.50 a share)
compared with sales of $271,366,401
and earnings of $29,568,080 ($1.75
a share) for the same 1958 period.
There were 17,029,090 shares outstanding on Sept. 30 of this year, compared with 16,901,184 in 1958.
Zenith keeps rising • Zenith Radio
Corp. Nov. 2 reported estimated net
consolidated earnings of $9,319,921
($3.15 per share on 2,954,784 shares
outstanding) and consolidated sales of

1735

$175,990,037 for nine months ended
Sept. 30 — increases of 42% and 37%,
respectively, over the same period last
year. Consolidated profits were $4,418200 and sales reached $69,127,237 for
the third quarter of 1959, with these
figures representing boosts of 25% and
29%, respectively, over a comparable
three months in 1958.
Canada out • Sylvania Electric Products Inc., N.Y., announced Nov. 2 that
its Canadian subsidiary, Sylvania Electric Ltd., has suspended indefinitely the
manufacture and distribution of tv sets
in Canada and will concentrate on expansion inthe fields of lighting and nonhome electronic products. Robert E.
Lewis, Sylvania president, explained
that Canadians are purchasing about
400,000 tv sets a year while the country
has production capacity for three times
that many tv receivers. "The outlook
over the next 1 0 years does not indicate
a sharp upturn in consumer demands
for tv sets," he stated. Sylvania's tv set
sales in the U.S. are 50% greater than
they were a year ago, Mr. Lewis said.
Atlas boom • Atlas Sound Corp.,
Brooklyn, N.Y., has introduced Porto
Boom, a microphone boom that can
be collapsed to fit into an automobile
and reassembled in a few minutes without tools. Model BS-37, the new boom,
has a brake-shoe type clutch assembly
that locks the telescopic upright. A
piston type air check mechanism prevents accidental collapse of the upright
and an adjustable pneumatic orifice
valve in the base permits height adjustment while preventing sudden downward motion.
The microphone is supported by a
rubber-loaded vibration absorbing cage
that can be adjusted to compensate for
the weight of any microphone. Price:
$375. Length retracted: 514 ft. Extended: 9 ft. Address: 1449 39th St..
Brooklyn 18.
Admiral up • Admiral Corp. reported
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an 18% increase in consolidated sales
for the first nine months of 1959 over
a comparable period last year. Sales
for the period ended Sept. 30 were
$145,849,148 against $123,529,953 for
the first three quarters of 1958, according to Ross D. Siragusa, president.
Profits before taxes reached $4,906,253 compard with $1,757,481 a year
ago, he claimed, while profits after taxes
were $2,371,376 against 1958 earnings
of $947,254. Earnings were equal to
99 cents a share on 2,390,196 shares
outstanding for the nine-month period
compared with 40 cents a share last
Stereo components • Sargent-Rayment
Co., Oakland, Calif., has introduced
year.
SR-7000
and SR-8000, stereophonic
am and fm tuners and preamplifiertone control. A feature of the units
is "Stereo Separation Control" which
is designed to regulate the degree of
separation between the two stereo
channels. Both SR-7000 and SR-8000
utilize germanium diodes for freedom from heat damage, and a onetube, one-diode assembly to replace
four triode functions in the fm "tuning heart" of the units. SR-7000 price
$199.40; SR-8000: $249.40. Address
4926 E. 12th St.
Expansion • Kahn Research Labs Inc.,
formerly located at 22 Pine St., Freeport, N.Y., has moved its office and
plant operations to 81 S. Bergen
9-8800.
Place, same city. Telephone: Freeport
Ampex shipments • The Professional
Products Div. of Ampex Corp., Redwood City, Calif., has delivered 12 more
Videotape recorders bringing the number of stations equipped to 154 as of
Oct. 15. Vtr's were shipped to KFDXTV Wichita Falls, KFDM-TV Beaumont, both Texas; WDBJ-TV Roanoke,
Va.; WHYY-TV Philadelphia; KOACTV Corvallis, Ore.; KUAT (TV) Tucson, Ariz.; WILL-TV Urbana, 111.;
WMSB-TV East Lansing, Mich.; KDSPTV Des Moines, Iowa; WTHS-TV
Miami, Fla.; WGBH-TV Cambridge,
Mass., and the U. of Michigan.
Remote mike • Collins Radio Co.,
Dallas, has introduced M-60, a 12ounce remote microphone designed to
take the place of as much as 45 pounds
of conventional amplifier, battery and
cable equipment. M-60 is self-contained. The remote mike includes a
transistorized amplifier, mercury battery and earplug headphone. Eighteen
feet of line and lavalier clip and cord
are provided.
J am pro shipments • Jampro Antenna
Co., Sacramento, has sent a ch. 2 tv
antenna to Radio Diffusion, Panama
City, Panama; a 12-bay fm antenna to
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WPTA (TV) Roanoke, Ind.; a 12-bay
fm antenna to WTTV (TV) Bloomington, and an eight-bay fm antenna to
KSRM-FM Sacramento, Calif.
Portable turnable • Collins Radio Co.,
Dallas, has introduced Collins Announcer, a68-pound, all transistor hifi portable turntable unit for remote
broadcasts. The company says the unit
is small enough to fit in the rear seat
of a standard automobile. Self-storing
legs detach and fit into the cabinet.

Ferrodynamics reps • Ferrodynamics
Corp. (magnetic tape products), Lodi,
N.J., names Robert Smith Co., Brookline, Mass., for New England; Stan
Clothier Co., Minneapolis, for NorthSouth Dakota, Minnesota and west
Wisconsin; Winfield Electronic Sales,
North Miami, Fla., for Florida., and
Hal F. Corry Co., Dallas, for Texas,

Oklahoma, Arkansas and Louisiana.

cording to Irving Dubin, president of
Calbest Electronics.

Repair service • The American Microphone Mfg. Co., Rockford, 111., has
authorized the Radio Telephone Service
Co. of Los Angeles to handle its within-warranty repairs. Radio Telephone is
at 14723 Aetna St., Van Nuys, Calif.
It will provide service on out-of-warranty repairs for 11 western states.

Profes-1
• Ampex
chart establish
tion Co.,
Organiza
ed Nov.
sion Products
to manufacture and distribute video and
audio equipment for broadcastsers, recorders, producers of programs and
commercials and government and defense agencies (Broadcasting, Nov.
2), is one of five integrated companies
through which Ampex Corp. conducts
its domestic business. Others are Ampex
Audio Inc., Ampex Military Products
Co., Orr Industries and Ampex Products Co. The last is another new company, also established Nov. 1. Foreign
operations are handled by Ampex International. Growth of Ampex Corp., with
sales of $60 million forecast for the current fiscal year, has necessitated the decentralization, the company explained.

Mx distributor • Musicast Inc., owner
of KMLA (FM) Los Angeles and pioneer in background music in that city,
has been named national sales representative for the Calbest MX-707 multiplex
receiver, designed exclusively for reception of background music. Selling for
less than $100, the receiver is now widely used by background music operators
in Southern California. A nationwide
sales campaign is now underway acFANFARE

No peaks in L.A.'s
auto traffic pattern
Los Angeles, where the average
worker drives 1 hour and 36 minutes
a day, to and from work, is almost as
well known for its crowded freeways as
for its smog (to which the motor traffic
makes a major contribution) or its World
Dodgers. Yet the area's trafChampion
fic is not bunched into two tall traffictime peaks, but distributed with surprisingly small fluctuation throughout
the entire day and evening, with the
peak hours of 7-8 a.m. having not much
more vehicular traffic than the midafternoon hour of 3-4 p.m.
That traffic data comes from a study
made by Southern California Broadcasters Assn. and is included in an
SCBA slide film presentation which the
association's president, Robert M.
Light, showed to agency gatherings in
Los Angeles last week and the week
before and will show to similar groups
in San Francisco this week and in Seattle next week. Earlier, Mr. Light took
the presentation on the road to New
York and other major advertising centers. It is also available for private
showing to clients whom agencies feel
could profit by exposure to the strong
radio pitch.
Measuring traffic on the freeway and
at major intersections throughout the
full weekday, from 6 a.m. to 10 p.m.,
SCBA found 7.9% of the total traffic
for the 1 6-hour span was on the road
in the hour of 7-8 a.m. and slightly less
(7.6%) at 8-9 a.m. But the 11 a.m. -12
noon hour accounted for 6.5% of the
full day's traffic and the afternoon was
even busier, with 7.2% of the total
volume at 3-4 p.m. and 6.6% at 4-5
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p.m. before the homeward rush of
workers pushed the figure up to the
evening peak of 7.6% at 5-6 p.m.
"There is no such thing as 'traffic
time' in Southern California," Mr.
Light stated. "Or rather," he added,
"all the time is traffic time."
Another surprising statistic in the
SCBA presentation is the relatively low
volume of listening by children and
teenagers, compared to listening by
adults. During the daytime hours the
women of the family make up most of
the radio audience and during the evening hours men and women listen in
about equal numbers, many times
greater than juvenile listeners. Even at
4-5 p.m., when school is over and
many programmers — and advertisers —
apparently believe that the youngsters
have taken over the family radios, both
at home and in the cars, listening by
children and teenagers is well below
20% of the total for the hour, SCBA

America's

reported. The audience figures were derived from the Los Angeles Pulse survey for March- April 1959.
In addition to Los Angeles, the halfhour presentation, titled "The Sound of
covers
in Southern
Sellingother
such
Southern California,"
California markets
as San Diego, Imperial County, San
Bernardino - Riverside - Ontario, Santa
Barbara, Ventura - Oxnard, San Luis
Obispo and Bakersfield.
On

the

road

Representatives of National Telefilm
Assoc. and its affiliated station WNTATV Newark-NewYork are putting their
sales story on the road.
The NTA syndicated Mike Wallace
Interview originated in Oklahoma City
Oct. 26 and 27, for its debut as a daily
afternoon feature on WKY-TV there.
1:30-2 p.m. Mr. Wallace video-taped interviews with Oklahoma Gov. I. How-
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Eat, drink, and pick 'em
Tait Cummins, sports director of
WMT Cedar Rapids, Iowa and Jim
Bowermaster, promotion manager have
developed a "double threat'' promotion.
Mr. Cummins compiled his "AllTime All-Iowa Football team" and designed it for restaurant placemats. In
addition to pictures and reading material, one corner of the mat is labeled
"Tait's Table Fun" and features football and other sports contests which patrons can fill out while they wait for
their food.
Restaurants are given placemats in
proportion to the amount of radio time
they buy on WMT. Using the placemats, the station reports. 15 new restaurant and nightclub accounts have
been picked up in eastern Iowa.

'Bat Masterson' comics • That dapper tv hero of the sage
Bat
Masterson, now in his second season on NBC-TV (Thurs. 8-8:30 country,
p.m. EST),
in the past six weeks has been introduced to the comics page readers of 82
newspapers. Syndicated for newspapers by Columbia Features Inc., New
York, the Ziv-produced western series was developed and promoted as a
comic strip by Robert R. Max, manager, NBC Merchandising. Mr. Max
is considering a similar treatment for the network's Peter Gunn series, it
was reported. The Bat Masterson comic strip represents the first successful
transition from television to the newspaper comic form. NBC Merchandising
has licensed some 50 Bat Masterson products, including comic books, a
paper-back novel, coloring books and picture story books. In the comic
strip, which is drawn by Howard Nostrand and written by France E.
Herron, Bat is the only continuing character and the story lines are original.
NBC achieves a dual impact with the feature, in terms of revenue from
sales of the strip and the extra exploitation.

ard Edmondson for the show's local
sendoff under sponsorship of Independent Grocers of America. The tape series
regularly originates at WNTA-TV.
Later that week a team of WNTATV personalities led by Malcolm C.
Klein, vice president and general manager of the station, spent two days in
Chicago making advertising presentations. Station officials reported that Chicago agencies place a minimum of

Leaves

over

Miami

Autumn leaves dropped over Miami, Fla., and a tv station publicity
stunt backfired into an international
incident, when WPST-TV took "to
the air" on Oct. 26.
WPST-TV, a wholly owned subsidiary of National Airlines, decided to
fly leaves down from the northlands
and sprinkle them over the balmy,
tropical Miami area. Jack Gregson,
news editor, arranged to meet the
National Airlines plane and rush
films to the studio in time for his
6:30 p.m. show. However the plane
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$100,000 business weekly on New
York's tv outlets — but none of it on
WNTA-TV. The independent outlet is
investing over $4 million on local shows
to prove they can pay off (Broadcasting, Oct. 26). The troupes included
David Susskind, Faye Emerson, Mr.
Wallace and Henry Morgan. They spent
two days making sales calls. On Oct. 29,
they entertained 150 advertising agencymen and clients at a breakfast conference.

felt in Cuba:

WADO

WADO (formerly WOV) New York
commemorated its debut under new
management Nov. 2 by casting its first
commercial copy in bronze. One-minute continuity read for Thor Food Service early last Monday was engraved
on a plaque for Leon C. Hirsch, president of Federated Foods Corp. which
owns the Thor food subsidiary. WADO
signed on under Bartell Family Radio
management at 5:30 A.M. and the National Anthem, a record and the Thor
spot were next.
Open house in Springfield
More than 8,000 people from all
over the Ozarks visited the new KTTSTV Springfield, Mo., studios during its
open house.
The occasion was preceded by a private preview party that was attended
by some 450 sponsors, city, county and
state officials plus network, agency
and representative staffers. G. Pearson
Ward, KTTS-TV vice president-general manager, Jack Cooper, president,
and members of the directors board
conducted tours of the facility.

a promotion

landed leafless, leaving Mr. Gregson holding an empty bag.
Mr. Gregson, a licensed pilot, arranged to fly himself and instead of
importing leaves from the north, hurriedly rounded up sacksful of the local product.
Fifteen pilots, members of a local
Aero club, took to the air to "bomb"
Miami with leaves. During the course
of the flight a pilot radioed to ask,
"Did you drop the leaves yet?" His
remark was picked up by Castro-sympathizing Cubans monitoring his fre-

debuts

that

backfired

quency. The intercepted remark was
immediately forwarded to Castro.
In the wake of recent Cuban accusations of U.S. based planes dropping
leaflets on Cuba, the unfortunate
mixup created an immediate chain
reaction which saw the Chief Customs officer in Miami alert border
patrols, the FBI and State Department.
The resulting commotion was unknown to Jack Gregson as he went
on the air with his story of the autumn leaves falling on Miami.
BROADCASTING, November 9, 1959
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RADIO

PROMOTION
PLANS

SUCCESS TESTED)
(IN
KEY MARKETS

SPECIFIC DETAILS • ONAIR COPY • ALTERNATIVES
• MERCHANDISING PLANS
Green
Sign language • The news gets a double emphasis at WFRV (TV)
news,
the
reads
(1)
Holmes
John
director
Bay Wis. While assistant news
service
James Smith (r) presents the same news in sign language. The new viewers
has received a mail response from the hard of hearing and other
who, according to WFRV, "strongly favor this service."

As others see WBNS
An attractive brochure entitled
"WBNS, As Others See Us," has been
prepared by WBNS-AM-FM Columbus,
Ohio.
WBNS cites its programming "for the
educated ear", pointing out the eight
colleges and universities in the area and
Columbus' high "literacy rate."
Based on a special Pulse survey, the
brochure claims that more people tune
to WBNS first for news, first in an
emergency, and "believe most in us."
• Drumbeats
'Leo' roars • More than 100 advertising
directors and agency men were guests at
a cocktail-dinner to hear how WAPI-TV
Birmingham, Ala., plans to program its
716-feature MGM library. Entertainment for the affair was provided by staff
personalities, a WAPI staff orchestra,
and a program of excerpts from the
MGM library.

Color promotion • WTMJ-TV Milwaukee, RCA and Admiral distributors designated October "Color Tv
Month" to acquaint the area with the
quality and quantity of tint tv. The
campaign included a full-color, fulll's
ad n inof the
page
ts were
reprinJourna
800ukee
whichMilwa
sectio
tv
sent to tv set dealers. WTMJ-AM-TV
constantly reminded their audience
about color month and more than 70
Journal delivery trucks bore colorful
signs announcing the color month.
Dealers report increased interest and
sales in color sets since the promotion.
'Slave for a Day' • WQAM Miami,
Fla. offered their most popular air personalities 'for sale' to their listeners. ReBROADCASTING, November 9, 1959

cently, a contest on the Miami station
asked listeners to write in their requests
for the services of their favorite deejays
and why they wanted them as a slave
for a day. The three selectees were baby
sitters for a thirteen-year-old in a plaster
cast, did a listener's school homework,
and another's household chores.

Well-fed viewers • WHEN-TV Syracuse, N.Y., is distributing "eightshaped" donuts throughout the city.
The promotion is based on a motivational research idea to "reach an audihave
stomactoh,"ch.and
through itstuned
ence
well-fed viewers
8.
Smashing success • George Millar,
station manager of WRVM Rochester,
a certificate reN.Y., carefully placedcoat
under a cast
deemable for a mink
Back at the
post.
metal
a
on
ball
iron
studio, WRVM deejays were reading
the first clues for the station contest. As
Mr. Millar stepped back to survey the
hiding place, a car veered across the
street and smashing into the metal post,
wrecked car, iron ball and WRVM contest. Mr. Millar postponed the contest
and went out to look for another hiding
place.
Sleepy-time gals • WSAN Allentown,
Pa., gave a snore-by-snore description
of the sleeping marathon staged by
Hess's Department Store, that city.
Two husky boys and two shapely
girls competed with eyes closed in
sleeping position during a celebration
of the store's 62nd anniversary. Time
was lost for snoring, sleepwalking or
talking; on it ran for nine days with
WSAN giving hourly bulletins and
broadcasting its night-owl show directly from ringside, bedside.

PLUS the facts about:
Publicity — Publicity releases (and where
to send them) — Scheduling for impact —
— Publicity pictures —
Mail pull contests
Sales presentations — A balanced yearly
n schedule — Free prizes — AND
promotio
MUCH
MORE!

words of professional
promotion know-how
Just $10.00 Complete!

25,000

Yours Exclusively in your market
MONEY BACK IF NOT SATISFIED
RADIO PROMOTIONS, Ltd.
Box 8075, Seattle 55, Wash.

AROUND
JUST
CORNER
THE
(could be YOUR corner!)
A HAZARD THAT
R SLEE
NEVE
the
accusation
of PSLIBEL-SLANDER
PIRACY-PLAGIARISM
INVASION OF PRIVACY
COPYRIGHT VIOLATION
Directed at Station, Staff,
Speaker, Talent, Sponsor
You can't recapture the WORDS
but you CAN INSURE
and hold possible Dollar Loss
within non-embarrassing limits.
Learn about our UNIQUE
EXCESS POLICY
which does the job
at surprisingly low cost.
FOR DETAILS AND RATES
WRITE
EMPLOYERS
REINSURANCE
CORPORATION
2 1 WEST TENTH STREET
KANSAS CITY, MONew York, Chicago San,„100F:°nci.sc0'
175 W.son StBjsh
107 William Jack
St.

INTERNATIONAL

Equipping

a

CBC,

New
Radio

Station?

Type BQ-51A/BA-51A

RCA
Magnetic Disc Recorder
Is a Great New Tool
for Broadcasters !
It makes possible fast recording
and playback of commercials and
announcements. Extremely simple
to operate, it minimizes the skill
required to produce a professional
recording. Erasable magnetic discs
have a long life, equal to or greater
than tape, thus production costs
can be reduced. Whatever your
equipment requirements, SEE
RCA FIRST!
WKte for descriptive literature to RCA, Dept. AB-22,
Building 15-1, Camden, NJ.

RADIO
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CORPORATION
Of AMERICA
Tmk(s) ®

CAB,

rules

HIT

would

to be programmed

NEW

set

PROPOSALS

minimum

hours

with Canadian product
them through the day. CAB argued
Proposed regulations for Canadian
television were criticized this week by that a restriction on broadcasting hours
both private broadcasters and the gov- reduced returns on capital investment.
ernment owned CBC at public hearings
CAB's view was supported by the
before the Board of Broadcast GovCanadian Assn. of Advertising Agencies
ernors. The Board, which made pro- and Assn. of Canadian Advertisers, as
posals earlier this year, will announce
well as by private stations.
final regulations Nov. 15.
In another brief, Metropolitan EduIn separate briefs, the Canadian Assn.
cational TV Assn. of Toronto urged
of Broadcasters and CBC argued par- that at least one channel in each area
ticularly against a BBG proposal that be reserved for educational purposes.
55% of all programming on Canadian
In areas like Toronto where only one
tv stations be Canadian in origin. CAB
channel is still available, it suggested the
warned that quality inevitably would
license be split between commercial and
suffer because of the limited local talent non-profit education
al groups. The Asavailable. It suggested heavy capital
sociation consists of the U. of Toronto,
and operating expenses needed to ex- local school boards, Toronto's museum,
pand Canadian production facilities art gallery and public library.
Board proposals were supported by
would be hard to find, particularly with
a BBG-proposed limit of 25% on for- the Canadian Labour Congress and the
Canadian Broadcasting League which
eign investment in "Canadian comincludes, labor, farm and women's
CAB urged the regulation be groups. Over emphasis on advertising
dropped, or reduced to 35% Canadian
by private stations was attacked by the
panies." during the first year of imple- ada.
content
Federated Women's Institutes of Canmentation with gradual increases thereafter. Canadian content requirements
for private stations should be less than
for the government-subsidized CBC. it
Tv is Thailand's
added.
biggest ad medium
CBS suggested 50% Canadian content is more reasonable, with the rule
With just two television stations in
Thailand (both in Bangkok) and a total
applying only in evening hours for nonnetwork stations. It also asked that the of 35,000 sets in a population area of
percentage be calculated on a two-week
nine million, tv is still the country's
basis instead of weekly because of the greatest advertisin
g medium, according
to Pichai Vasnasong. TV director and
increasing number of programs schedproducer from Thailand, who last week
uled on a non-weekly basis.
concluded a 10-day visit to New York
The other major point of attack was
as theing, guest
the proposed regulation that a "maxiNov. 2). of ABC-TV (Broadcastmum of two hours broadcasting time
In line with current thinking on overeach day between the hours of 8 p.m.
and 1 1 p.m. be reserved for purposes
seas expansion of U.S. television program interests (Lead Story, Sept. 21)
prescribed by the BBG. Programming
during the two hours in whatever way
Mr. Vasnasong said that if television's
provided will have a minimum of 55%
growth is to be speeded up in Southeast
Asia, there must be more trained techCanadian content."
Disrupting Influence • Both CBC and
nicians and the outmoded electrical systems must be modernized. Nonetheless,
CAB warned the regulation could disrupt long term program planning. CAB
tv gets approximately 50% of Thaiadded that BBG-prescribed programs
land's advertising budgets, he said.
could upset block programming and Radio, newspapers, magazines and billboards split the rest. By the end of
work to advantage of the stations' com1960, when there will be three new tv
petitors. Itsaid the 55% Canadian constations, coverage will include 80% of
tent demand during prime time could
the nation's 23 million people, the
eliminate many U.S. -based sports events
ABC-TV guest said.
and spectaculars, giving competing U.S.
HST-TV Bangkok, the state-owned
border stations undue advantage.
station which employs Mr. Vasnasong,
Proposed regulations limiting morning tv broadcasts also were attacked by works on a 60-40 plan; selling 60% of
CAB and CBC as aiding U.S. stations its time commercially, and devoting the
who can capture early viewers and hold remainder to public service programBROAD CASTING, November 9, 1959

ming such as information on agriculture, health and education. An advertiser may take two kinds of time buys;
either a one-minute commercial inserted in a back-to-back lineup of five
or six commercials, or a standard halfhour program buy. All half-hour filmed
shows in Thailand are U.S. product.
One-minute commercials cost approximately $30, while the half-hour filmed
show costs $120. HST-TV pays $50 to
$55 per film, but after adding transportation and insurance costs, the station makes about $30 on the half-hour,
Mr. Vasnasong reported.
• Abroad

in brief

Potter in England • Peter Potter, whose
Juke Box Jury tv show has been telecast in Los Angeles and by network,
has leased rights to the show for view-

ing in England, France, Germany,
Sweden and Norway. The show will be
telecast twice weekly in England.
Emcee, panelists and records will be
supplied by the country it plays in.

Jamming • No official reference to
Soviet jamming of U.S.. British, French
or other short wave broadcasts has
been made during the International
Telecommunications Conference in
Geneva since it began Aug. 1 7, despite
acknowledged fact that these are in
derrogation of international treaties.
Reason: subject is political and regarded as outside jurisdiction of technical conference. It's generatllyis underbeing
stood this sensitive subjec
t level" which means
handled at "highes
President Eisenhower and Premier
Khrushchev. It was discussed during
the Soviet chief's visit to U. S. last
month, and presumably conversations
will be resumed next Spring in Moscow.
FOR

Station

ns • Trans-Ocean
Three new statio
Radio and Television Representatives
have been appointed reps for three new
radio stations: CFLM La Tuque, Que.,
which went on the air last month;
at midQuebec
CJLR
date; CHQM,
startingaiming
as a City,
November
Vancouver, which plans to be operating by Dec. 1.
Stovin-Byles has been appointed national representative of new radio station CJME Regina.

Authorizations,

Tv quiz • Like their U.S. counterparts,
most newspapers in Great Britain
played up — mainly on Page 1 — cable
reports of the U.S. House Legislative
Oversight Subcommittee inquiry into
quiz programs. British press, with few
exceptions, relish opportunity to crack
tv, even though important segments own
interests in program contractor companies which have made big money for
them in commercial tv.

RECORD

THE

Applications

As Compiled by Broadcasting
Oct. 28 through Nov. 3. Includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing cases, rules & standards changes
and routine roundup.
Abbreviations:
DA— directional antenna, cp— construction
vht
permit ERP— effective radiated power, freuhi — ultra high vis. —
very high frequncy.
aural,
—
quency, ant. — antenna,w— aur.
watts, mc— megavisual kw— kilowatts,
— localer,sunset,
N — night. LStransmitt
cycles D— day.ion,
unl.
trans.—
mod.— modificat
s. SCA—
kilocycle
kc—
hours,
ed communications authorizat
—unlimitry
ion.
subsidia
authorization. — STA—
SSA — special service
SH — Specition.— Announce
y authoriza
temporar
special
l. Ann.
d.
* — educationa
fied hours.
Existing Tv Stations
ACTION BY FCC
*KNME-TV Albuquerque, N.M. — By letter, waived Sec. 3.651(c) and extended
authority for six months to utilize aur.
trans, of KNME-TV for transmitting stereophonic sound broadcasts two hours per
week in conjunction with KHFM (FM) Alsented. Ann.buquerque.
Oct. Comrs.
29. Bartley and Lee disCALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
*WFSU
State U. - TV Tallahassee, Fla. — Florida
KCBY-TV
Coos Bay, Ore. — Pacific Television Inc.
*KCTS
(TV)
Seattle, Wash— U. of Washington.
WTAP-TV Parkersburg, W.Va. — Zanesville Publishing Co. Changed from WTAP
(TV).
Tv Translators
ACTION BY FCC
Renville County Tv Corp., Olivia, Minn. —
Granted applications for two new tv translator stations on ch. 71 to translate programs of KSTP-TV (ch. 5) St. Paul, and ch.
79
to
translate programs
9) Minneapolis.
Ann. Oct. of29. KMSP-TV (ch.
New Am Stations
APPLICATIONS
Jonesboro,
Ark.
Bcstg. Service 1600 kc, 500 —w Jonesboro
D. P.O. address
1547
BROADCASTING, November 9, 1959

Estimated
Maplewood, Memphis 8, Tenn.
oper$12,354, first year
construction cost revenue
t
Applicanof
$47,320.
$37,200,
cost
ating
manager
general
is
who
Daly
is Earl W.
WHEY Millington, Tenn. Ann. Oct. 29.
1300 kc. 5 kw
Ukiah, Calif— Ukiah9thRadio
St., Crescent City,
D P.O. address 701
cost $25,100,
ion
construct
Estimated
Calif
$54,000, revenue
first year operatingarecost
F. Sheridan
Joseph
s
Applicant
$66
Mr.
equal partners. Ore
R. Oberst,
Norman
and 000.
Brookings,
KURY
of
owner
is
Sheridan
where Mr. Oberst is manager. Ann. Oct. 2H.
kc,
Jacksonville, Fla. — B. F. J. Timm 970 Ga.
1 kw D P O. address Box 101 Douglas,
first
$10,000
cost
on
constructi
Estimated
vear operating cost $48,000, revenue $72,000.
has 49">
Applicant
Ga. Ann. Nov.
3. interest in WTIF Tifton,
Co. 1390 kc,
Americus, Ga— Sumter% Bcstg.
L.E. Gradick, 987
5 kw D P.O. address
Mt Paran Rd., NW., Atlanta, Ga. Estimated
construction cost $10,300, first year operating cost $26,000, revenue $38,000. Appli-

cants are John F. Frew, Robert E. Lashley,
and Robert E. LashLeslie E. GradickMr.Jr.,Frew
has 50^ interest
25^.
ley Jr., all Rockmart,
Ga. R.E. Lashley is
in WPLK
office. Mr. Gradick hasof
employe of postWPLK
>/3 ownership
in le, and
% interest
50WLAW
Lashley Jr.
Ga. R.E,
Lawrencevil
is consulting engineer. Ann. Oct. 30.
Nampa, Idaho — Chester C. Whittington
1340 kc 250 w D, 1 kw N. P.O. address Boxn
constructio
826 Nampa. Idaho. Estimated
cost $24,000,
cost $10,274. first year operating
is minister. Ann.
Applicant
$36,000.
revenue
Oct. 28.
Wood River, 111.— Madison County Bcstg.
Co 590 kc. 500 w D. P.O. address 210 Washcon111. Estimated
Beardstown,
ington St.,struction
year operating
cost $52,301, first
are
cost $48,000, revenue $54,000. Applicants 51<v
S. Sudbrink,
Robert W. and Margareta
partequal
are
who
,
respectively
and 49^
Beardstown, 111. Ann. Nov. 3.
ners in WRMS
Corbin, Ky. — Tri-County Bcstg. Co. 1330
% Beckham Garkc 5 kw D. P.O. address
conBarbourville,
land struction
year operating
first Estimated
cost $47,606,Ky.
are
Applicants and
revenue $48,500.
cost $34,382. Garland,
Floyd Sowders
Beckham
Garland
Mr.
Clarence T. Sams, 33V3% each.
Mr. Sowders is resstore
is retail taurant
Mr. Sams is in construction
owner. owner.
business. Ann. Oct. 28.
Co.
Morse Cave, Ky.— Twin City Bcstg.
Wayne
1030 kc. 500 w D. P.O. address %Estimated
Ky.
lle,
Munfordvi
356.
Sims Box
oper$15,782, first year
construction cost revenue
$36,000. Applicant
ating cost $33,000.

NEW YORK
60 East 42nd Street

EDWIN
&

TORNBERG

COMPANY,

INC.

NEGOTIATORS FOR THE PURCHASE AND
SALE OF RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS
EVALUATIONS
k
FINANCIAL ADVISERS

MUrray Hill 7-4242
WEST COAST
860 Jewell Avenue
Pacific Grove, California
FRontier 2-7475
WASHINGTON
1625 Eye Street, N.W.
District 7-8531

AM

Ft. Atkinson, Wis. — Don L. Huber 940 kc,
500 w D. P.O. address 38-30 Douglaston
Parkway, struction
Douglaston,
concost $27,585, N.Y.
first Estimated
year operating
cost $60,000, revenue $66,000. Applicant is
regional
of Radio
Advertising Bureau, N.Y.manager
Ann. Nov.
3.
Madison, Wis. — Don L. Huber 920 kc, 1 kw
D. P.O. address 38-30 Douglaston Parkway,
Douglaston, N.Y. Estimated construction
cost $40,206, first year operating cost $61,000,
revenueager of$72,000.
Applicant
Advertisingis regional
Bureau, manN.Y.
Ann. Oct. Radio
29.
Existing Am Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
KOTN Pine Bluff, Ark. — By letter, denied
request for waiver of Sec. 1.308 and reer fromturned
250 application
w to 1 tokw,increase
without daytime
prejudicepow-to
resubmission, accompanied by any necessary petition for waiver, upon alleviation
of objectionable
conditions
either dis-to
missal or amendment
of its byapplication
move station to Brinkley and application
by B.J. Parrish (now owner of 99% of
stock) for new am station on 540 kc in
Pine Bluff. Ann. Oct. 29.
KXAR Hope, Ark. — Granted application
for mod. of license to change hours of operation29.
from unl. to daytime specified hours.
Ann. Oct.
KPOP Los Angeles, Calif. — On petition by
applicant, removed from pending file and
granted application to increase power from
5 kw to 50 kw, with DA-1, continuing daytime operation on 1020 kc, limited time to
KDKA tions.
Pittsburgh,
Pa.;Ford
engineering
Comrs. Lee and
dissented. condiAnn.
Oct. 29.
KXOA Sacramento, Calif. — Granted increase in daytime power from 1 kw to 5 kw
and change from DA-N to DA-2, continuing
operation
1470Oct.
kc, 29.1 kw-N; engineering
conditions. onAnn.
KPAT Idaho Falls, Idaho — Is being advised that, unless it requests hearing within
20 days,
its application
for station
further will
exten-be
sion of time
to construct
dismissed and cp cancelled. Ann. Oct. 29.
WORK Meridian, Miss. — Granted increase
of daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw, conon 1450Ann.
kc, 250
motetinuing
controloperation
permitted.
Oct.w-N;
29. re-

Broadcast

Allocation
Map
Book
You now can have a large sized (22
inches wide and 17 inches high) reference book which shows the field strength
patterns of every AM Radio Station in
the United States, southern Canada,
northern Mexico, and other nearby countries and possessions.
MAP BOOK... "
For easy use, a separate page is devoted to each frequency channel. Twocolor printing makes the important information more prominent. A transparent overlay provides accurate ground
conductivity readings for the entire
United States. You'll be able to see at a
glance the coverage situation for any
frequency channel in any of the geographic areas covered.
agencies . . . consulting engineers . . .
and many others can use the data to
NA1
plan future development, assist in sale
NWKYB
0 1 S ]0.5/1
! 1 »»''
and purchase of air time, and keep
Paducah
/ \
/ V
abreast of new developments.
Arrangements have been made to keep
the data current by immediately publishing any changes or new information
\ A
released by the FCC.
There is no other publication which
k a N
can provide this kind of information in
•*L -Sj
such a convenient form. The work of
many hours, even days, can be reduced
-/ T E N N E
to minutes.
One or two uses of this book can pay
for itself. A limited edition has been
Typical Station Data Display
printed. The next printing will not be
Who can use such a reference source?
available until at least 1961, so delay
Radio station management and engineermay
cost you valuable time and money.
ing . . . network operations . . . Radio
Write for free illustrated folder today.
station representatives . . . advertising
Cleveland Institute of Electronics
4902 Euclid Ave., Cleveland 3, Ohio
108
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APPLICATIONS
KCHV Coachella, Calif. — Cp to change
hours of operation from daytime to unl.,
using power of 1 kw N, 5 kw D; install
DA-2; and new trans. (970 kc). Ann. Nov. 2.
KHJ Hollywood, Calif. — Mod. of license to
change station location from Hollywood,
Calif., to Los Angeles, Calif, (main and
aux.) 930 kc). Ann. Oct. 28.
KAFP Petaluma, Calif. — Cp to increase
daytimenewpower
to 1 Oct.
kw 28.and
install
trans.from
(1490 250kc).w Ann.
KNBA Vallejo, Calif. — Cp to increase
power from 250 w to 1 kw and install new
trans. (1190 kc). Ann. Oct. 28.
Tampa,
change
hoursof
of WTMP
operation
from Fla.
D to— Cp
unl.tousing
power
1 kw, 5 kw LS, change from DA D to
(DA-2),
changefrom
ant. Tampa,
-trans., studio
station location
Fla. to and
Temple
Terrace. Fla. (1150 kc). Ann. Oct. 30.
KIUL Garden City. Kan. — Cp to increase
daytime
250 w towaiver
1 kw and
install newpower
trans.from
(Reouests
of Sec.
3.28 (c) of rules.) (1240 kc.) Ann. Nov. 2.
WJIM Lansing, Mich. — Cp to increase daytime power (1240
from kc).
250 wAnn.
to 1Nov.
kw and
new trans.
3. install
KGFW Kearney, Neb. — Cp to increase
daytime
to 1 Nov.
kw and
stall newpower
trans. from
(1340 250
kc).w Ann.
3. inWFLY-FM Troy, N.Y. — Cp to change frefrom 92.3222mcto to223.92.5Ann.
mc, and
channels quencyfrom
Oct. change
28.
WSOC Charlotte, N.C. — Cp to increase
daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw, install
DA system
for Ann.
daytime
trans.
(1240 kc).
Nov. and
3. install new
WMGW Meadville, Pa. — Cp to increase
daytimenewpower
to 1 Nov.
kw and
install
trans.from
(1490250kc).w Ann.
2.
WTTN Tyrone, Pa. — Mod. of cp which
authorized change frequency, change hours
of operation, decrease power and install
new trans, to increase daytime power from
250 w to 1 kw and install new trans, for
daytime
Ann. Nov.use3. (two main trans.) (1340 kc).
KIJV Huron, S.D. — Cp to increase daypower trans.
from 250
to 1 Ann.
kw, install
D andtimenew
(1340w kc).
Nov. 3.DA
KVEL Highland Park, Tex. — Mod. of cp
which authorized new standard broadcast
station to increase power from 500 w to 1
kw (1150 kc). Ann. Oct. 30.
KETX Livingston, Tex. — Cp to increase
power from 1 kw to 5 kw and install new
trans. (1440 kc). Ann. Nov. 2.
KTJRA Moab, Utah — Cp to increase daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw and install
new trans. (1450 kc-. Ann. Oct. 28.
WDTI
Danville,
Cp kc).
to increase
er from 500
w to 1 Va.
kw —(970
Ann. Oct.pow28.
WOKY Milwaukee, Wis. — Cp to increase
daytime power from 1 kw to 5 kw, change
from
employing
DA-1Ann.to Nov.
DA-2 3.and install
new trans.
(920 kc).
KFBC Cheyenne, Wyo. — Cp to increase
daytimenewpower
to 1 Nov.
kw and
install
trans.from
(1240250kc).w Ann.
3.
KRALtime oower
Rawlins,
Wyo.
—
Cp
to
increase
dayfrom 250 w to 1 kw and install
new trans. (1240 kc). Ann. Nov. 2.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KPLY Crescent City. Calif . — Del Norte
Bcstg. Co. Changed from KCRE.
KMET Paradise, Calif. — Paradise Bcstrs.
Changed from KEYI.
WPAP Fernandina Beach. Fla. — Rowland
Radio Inc. Changed from WFBF.
WEGPCo. Presque Isle, Me. — Presque Isle
Radio
WTRX Flint, Mich. — Booth Bcstg. Co.
Changed from WBBC.
KOHI St. Helens, Ore. — L. Berencie
Brownlow. Changed from KSTH.
WLIJ
Shelbyville,
Tenn. — Arthur Wilkerson.
Changed
from WHJA.
KCTA Corpus Christi, Tex. — Bcstrs. Inc.
Changed from KATR.
WTAP Parkersburg,
— Zanesville
Publishing
Co. Changed W.Va.
from WCOM.
WISM Inc.
Madison,
Bcstrs.
ChangedWis.—
fromHeart
WISZ.O'Wisconsin
sam.
KSHY Cheyenne, Wyo.— Robert L. HowNew Fm Stations
APPLICATIONS
North Little Rock, Ark. — Arkansas Valley
Bcstg. Co., 101.1 mc, 24.63 kw. P.O. address
Box 423 N. struction
Little
Rock, first
Ark. year
Estimated
concost $18,728,
operating
cost
$6,000,
revenue
$7,500.
Principal
Claude Carpenter who is president of KDXEis
Little Rock. Applicant station will duplicate
KDXE programming. Ann. Oct. 30.
Aurora, IU.-WMEO, 104.7 mc, 3.6 kw.
P.O. address 184 S. River St., Aurora. 111.
Estimated construction cost $15,318, first
year
operating cost
$80,000, revenue
000. Applicants
are Vincent
G. Cofey $100,and
BROADCASTING, November 9, 1959

'm

is James Kenneth Bale who has no other
broadcast interests. Ann. Oct. 28.
— James
NoeMonroe,
1270 kc,La.1
kwLafayette,
D. P.O. La.
address
Box A.1472
Estimated construction cost $127,869, first
year operating cost $120,000, revenue $150,000.
Applicant
is ownerNewof KNOE-AM-TV
Monroe
and WNOE
Orleans, both
Louisiana. Ann. Oct. 28.
Holly,
— Barsland
kc, Mich.
1 kw
DA.
P.O.Mich.
address
Box Inc.
146, 1530
Holly,
Estimated
construction
cost
$34,962.
Applicant is Fred D. Barton who is in real estate
business. Ann. Nov. 3.
Norwood,
— Massillon
Bcstg.
1320 kc, 500 w Ohio
D. P.O.
address Suite
102, Inc.
103,
103-A,
Massillon
Drive-In
Motel,
Massillon,
Ohio. Estimated construction cost $76,159,
first year operating cost $78,000, revenue
$84,000. Principals are Joel W. Rosenblum,
85%,
and Paul
F. Rex, Kittanning,
15%. Mr. Rosenblum
is owner
of WACB
and 51%
owner of WISR Butler, both Pennsylvania.
He is also 85% owner of WTIG Massillon,
Ohio. Mr. Rex owns 15% of WTIG, where
he is employed. Ann. Oct. 30.
— E.J.Rt.Van1 Box
Scyoc222990Glenn,
kc, 1
kwLakeview,
D. P.O. Ore.
address
Calif. Estimated construction cost $7,650,
first year operating cost $36,000, revenue
$48,000. Applicant is postal employee. Ann.
Oct. 30.
1530
kc,Trenton,
1 kw D.Tenn.
P.O.— Trenton
address Bcstg.
Trenton.Co.Tenn.
Estimated construction cost $20,850, first
year operating cost $30,000, revenue $36,000.
Principals
60%
and William areN. Aaron
Brown B.
and Robinson
Edward B.Jr.Fritts
20% each. Mr. Robinson is student. Mr.
Brown is salesman. Mr. Fritts is station
manager of WENK Union City, Tenn. Ann.
Nov. 2.
KWEN3119Bcstg.
Co. Port
1510
kc,Port
1 kwArthur,
D. P.O.Tex.—
address
16th St.,
Arthur, Tex. Estimated construction cost
$23,165, first year operating cost $70,000.
revenue $78,500. Applicants are Felix S.
Joynt and James H. Joynt 50% each. Messrs.
Joynt ness.
areAnn. equal
Oct. 29.partners in appliance busiFt. Atkinson, Wis. — Jefferson County
Bcstg. Co. 940 kc, 1 kw D. P.O. address %
WFAW Ft. Atkinson, Wis. First year operating cost $84,000, revenue $120,000. Principal
applicants are William S. Shepherd and
Robert K. Brown, 25% each. Mr. Shepherd
is employe of WBEL Beloit. Mr. Brown has
25% interest in WFAW (FM) Ft. Atkinson.
Ann. Oct. 29.

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Office*
ME. 8-5411
1735 DeSoles St., N. W.
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Witcontln Ave, N. W.
Washington, D. C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFCCE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO
TELEVISION
501-514 &Munsey
Bldg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 530]
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnes & Culver

RUSSELL
P. MAY
71 1 14th St., N. W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D.C. REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C.
Fort Evens
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P O Box 32
CRestvlew 4-8731
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
OLIver 2-8520

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENOINHRS
Radio-Television
Communleatlens-Blectreniss
1610
Eye St., D.
N. C.W.
Washington,
Executive 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
19 E. Quincy St. Hickory 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Military Rd., N. W.,
Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone STate 7-2601
Member AFCCE

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER

JULES COHEN
Consulting Electronic Engineer
61 7 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-461 6
1426 G St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Brecksvilie, Ohio
(a Cleveland Suburb)
Tel: JAckson 6-4386
P. O. Box 82
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
GLendale 2-3073

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
1316 S. Kearney
Skyline 6-1603
Denver 22, Colorado

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666
Member AFCCE

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601 Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W. Va. Dickens 2-6281

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hosklns Street
Lufkin, Texas

ervice

1710 H St., N.W. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Directory

PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
AM-FM-TV
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING CO.
P.O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.
Phone Jackson 3-5302
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KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

PAUL DEAN FORD
Broadcast Engineering Consultant
4341 South 8th Street
Terre Haute, Indiana
Crawford 4496

Munsey Building
District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE
A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
FLeetwood 7-8447
Member AFCCE

8401 Cherry St.
Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

NEptune 4-4242

NEptune 4-9558

NUGENT SHARP
Consulting Radio Engineer
809-11 Warner Building
Washington 4, D. C.
District 7-4443
contact

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE.
To Be Seen by 85,000* Readers
— among them, the decision-making station owners and managers, chief engineers and technicians—
applicantsfacilities.
for «m, fm, tv
and facsimile
*ARB Continuing Readership Study

BROADCASTING MAGAZINE
1735 DeSales St. N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
for availabilities
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Benjamin A. Oswalt, equal partners in
WMRO plicate
Aurora.
Applicant station
WMRO programming.
Ann. will
Oct. du30.
Highland
Park,
111.—
Elizabeth
G.
Ian, 103.1 mc, 1.0 kw. P.O. address 1 CoughSouth
707 Schaffner Rd., Wheaton, 111. Estimated
construction cost $16,795, first year operating
cost
$24,800,writer.
revenue
free lance
Ann.$30,200.
Oct. 30.Applicant is
Skokie, 111. — M. Earlene Stebbins (Mrs.
Russell G.), 98.3 mc, kc, 1 kw. P.O. address
9244 Avers Ave., Skokie, 111. Estimated construction cost $14,650, first year operating
cost $37,695, revenue $40,000. Applicant is
29.
secretary. Her late husband was local sales
manager of WNBQ-TV Chicago. Ann Oct.
Princeton, Ind. — Princeton Bcstg. Co., 98.1
mc, 6.68 kw. P.O. address Outer West Broadway, Princeton, Ind. Estimated construction
cost $7,900, first year operating cost $5,000,
revenue $6,500. Applicant station will duplicate WRAY Princeton, Ind. Principal is
JM.R. Lankford,
who28.is general manager of
WRAY.
Ann. Oct.
Detroit, Mich. — Plains Radio Bcstg. Co.,
98.7 mc, 8.7 kw. P.O. address Amarillo, Tex.
Estimated construction cost $30,317, first
year operating cost $36,000, revenue $45,000.
Globe-News Publishing Inc. owns 81% of
Plains Radio Bcstg. Co. and is licensee of
KGNC-TV Amarillo. Plains Radio Bcstg.
Co. is licensee of KGNC-AM-FM Amarillo,
KFYO Lubbock, both Texas. Ann. Oct. 28.
Mt. Clemens, Mich. — Wright & Maltz Inc.,
162.7 mc, 0.7 kw. P.O. address % WBRB
234 South Gratiot, Mt. Clemens, Mich. Estimated construction cost $11,222. Applicants
are licensees of WBRB Mt. Clemens. Fm
will
duplicate
am programming. Ann. Oct.
28.
St. Louis, Mo. — Hess-Hawkins Co., 101.1
mc, 37.4 kw. P.O. address 561 Grand Ave.,
Brooklyn, N.Y. Estimated construction cost
$28,500, first year operating cost $30,000, revenue $40,000. Hess-Hawkins Co. owns
WAMV St. Louis. Applicant fm will duplicate am programming. Ann. Nov. 3.
St. Louis, Mo— Radio Station WIL, 92.3
mc, kc. 22.5 kw. P.O. address % H&E Balaban Corp. 190 N. State St. Chicago 1, 111. Estimated construction cost $30,808, first year
operating cost $30,000, revenue $35,000. Principal applicants are H&E. Balaban Corp.
and
Brewing Co., 33V3% each. Ann.
Nov. Atlantic
3.
Concord, N.C. — Concord Kannapolis Bcstg.
Co., 99.9 mc. 1 kw. P.O. address Box 1321,
Concord, N.C. Estimated construction cost
$8,440, first year operating cost $10,000,
revenue
$12,000.
Principal
is Robert
R. Hilker who has
interests
in WCGS
Belmont
and
WEGO Concord, both North Carolina. Ann.
Oct. 28.
N.Y. —address
State Bcstg.
Inc. Ave.
100.5
mc,Rochester,
5.08 kw. P.O.
130 Clinton
South, Rochester, N.Y. Estimated construction cost $12,040. Applicants are Frank W.
Miller Jr. and Lee W. Miller, 50% each.
Frank ness.W.Ann. Miller
Oct. 29.Jr. is in publishing busiSyracuse, N.Y. — Meredith Syracuse Radio
Corp., 102.5 mc, 8.835 kw. P.O. address 511
Loew Bldg.,
constructionSyracuse,
cost $24,024, N.Y.
first Estimated
year operating
cost $10,000, revenue $10,000. Applicant is
Meredith Engineering Co. (an Iowa corp.)
Meredith is licensee of KCMO-AM-TV Kansas City, Mo., KPHO-AM-FM-TV Phoenix,
and permittee of WHEN-AM-TV Syracuse.
KRMG
Okla.,Oct.
and28.WOW-AM-FM-TV
Omaha, Tulsa,
Neb. Ann.
Milwaukee,
Wis.
—
Music-Air
Inc.,Wisconsin
104.7 mc,
16.65 kw. P.O. address 606 W.
Ave., tionMilwaukee,
Wis.
Estimated
construccost $24,595, first year operating cost
$27,600,
revenue
are Larry
C. LaRue
and $30,000.
John Principals
E. Dieringer
49%
each, who have multiplexing background
music company in Milwaukee area. Ann.
Nov. 2.
Watertown, Wis. 104.7 mc. 3.034 kw. P.O.
address 104 W. Main St., Watertown, Wis.
Estimated
cant is Carlconstruction
V. Kolata cost
who $10,000.
is 50% Appliowner
of WTTN Watertown. Applicant station will
duplicate WTTN programming. Ann. Nov. 3.

COLLINS RADIO COMPANY
CEDAR RAPIDS • DALLAS • BURBANK
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Existing Fm Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
WIFI (FM) Glenside, Pa. — Granted change
in designation
of station
No physical
changelocation
mainto Philastudio
and trans,delphia.locations.
Ann.
Oct.in 29.
Following fm stations were granted SCA
to engage in functional music operations on
multiplex basis: Audiolab Co. (KSFM [FM])
Sacramento, Calif.; William John Kulinski
(WVTS TFM]) Terre Haute, Ind., and progBcstg.Oct.
Corp.29. (WHOM-FM) New York,
N.Y. ress
Ann.
APPLICATIONS
KHJ-FM Hollywood, Calif.— Mod. of license to change station location from Holly-

Oct. 28.wood, Calif, to Los Angeles, Calif. Ann.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KPHO-FM
ne ring Co. Phoenix, Ariz.— Meredith EngiKJLM
(FM) Changed
San Diego,
Edward Jacobson.
from Calif.
KDWD— E.(FM).
KDB-FM
Santa
Barbara,
Calif.
—
KDB
Bcstg. Co.
(FM) Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.— Harold
H. WFLM
Heminger.
*WRHS
(FM)School.
Park Forest, 111.— Rich
Township High
WCBC-FM Anderson, Ind.— Civic Bcstg.
Corp.
WISK (FM) Medford, Mass.— Conant Bcstg.
Co.WBBF-FM
Changed from
WHIL-FM.
Rochester,
N.Y. — WBBF Inc.
WOOC (FM) Cleveland Hts., OhioFriendly Bcstg. Co. Changed from WJMOFM.KGMG
(FM) Inc.
Portland, Ore.— International Good Music
WAEB-FM Allentown, Pa.— WAEB Bcstrs.
Inc.WHIM-FM Providence, R.I.— BuckleyJaeger
Bcstg. Corp.
WISM-FM
Wis—from
Heart
O'Wisconsin
Bcstrs. Madison,
Inc. Changed
WISZ-FM.
WRIT-FM
waukee Inc. Milwaukee, Wis— Radio MilOwnership Changes
ACTIONS BY FCC
KPOL-AM-FM Los Angeles, Calif.— Granted transfer of control to H.R. Murchison as
individual and as voting trustee for Kenneth and Clara Murchison Foundation;
stock transaction. Ann. Oct. 29.
KMSP-TV Minneapolis, Minn.— Granted
transfer
of control
Twentieth $3,500,000.
CenturyFox Television
Inc.; to
consideration
Transferee is wholly owned by Twentieth
Century-Fox Film Corp. which itself has no
other broadcast interest though James A.
Van Fleet, a stockholder, has interest in
KBTV-TV, Denver. Ann. Oct. 29.
WMFDment of license
Wilmington,
N.C. —Bcstg.
GrantedIndustries
assignto Dunlea
Inc. (Dunlea
family
group);
stock
transaction. Ann Oct. 29.
KBCH Oceanlake, Ore. — Granted assignment of license to Yaquina Radio Inc.
(KNPTrental
Newport,
consideration
year
at $750 Ore.);
per month
with option5to purchase after first year for $55,000. Ann.
Oct. 29.
KSOO newalSioux
Falls,andS.D.—
(1) re-of
of license
(2) Granted
assignment
of license to KSOO TV Inc. (KSOO-TV ch.
13 Sioux
Oct.
29. Falls); consideration $183,333. Ann.
WBIR-AM-FM-TV
Knoxville,
Tenn.—
Granted transfer of control
from Gilmore
N. Nunn, Martha H. and Robert L. Ashe
and John P. Hart to Taft Bcstg. Co. (now
30% owner);
maining 70%consideration
interest. Taft$2,100,000
Bcstg. for
Co. re-is
licensee of WKRC-AM-FM-TV Cincinnati,
Ohio; WTVN-AM-TV,
Columbus,
WBRC-AM-FM-TV,
Birmingham,
Ala.,Ohio:
and
WKYT-TV Lexington, Ky. Ann. Oct. 29.
KNEL
Brady,
Tex.
—
Granted
assignment
of license to Edward L. Williams and E.J.
and W.J. Harpole
d/bHarpole
as Bradybrothers
Bcstrs; consideration $27,500.
own
KVOU Uvalde, and KEPS Eagle Pass, and
have interest in KVOZ Laredo. Ann. Oct. 29.
KROD-AM-TV El Paso, Tex. — Granted
assignment of licenses and cp to Southwest
States Inc. (KVII-TV Amarillo); consideration $3,450,019. Comr. Bartley dissented.
Ann. Oct. 29.
KUEN Wenatchee, Wash. — Granted assignment of license to KUEN Inc. (Miller C.
Robertson and Joseph S. Sample; latter has
majority
interest in KOOK-AM-TV
Mont.); consideration
$105,000. Ann. Billings,
Oct. 29.
APPLICATIONS
KCCL Paris, Ark. — Seeks assignment of
cp from Eulis W. and Bob W. Cochran
equal partners to Cochran & Cochran Bcstg.
Inc. Change sideration
to corporation,
no financial
coninvolved. Ann. Oct.
28.
KGST Fresno, Calif. — Seeks assignment of
license from Jeanne Bacher d/b/a Delle
Bcstg. Co. to Juan Mercado for $250,000.
Mr. Mercado was formerly sole owner of
KGST from 1949-59. Ann Oct. 28.
KKIS Pittsburg, Calif.— Seeks assignment
of license from Contra Costa Bcstg. Corp.
to
Kay Kis
Corp.Inc.
for 80%,
$350,000.stock
Principals
WKAN
Radio
voted are
by
Burrell L. Small, 9.1%. Len H. Small
also seeowns
9.1%.
WKAN
Radio
Inc.
is
licenof WKAN Kankakee, 111. Burrell L.
Small iskakeeco-editor
co-publisher
Daily Journalandnewspaper,
whichof Kanowns
all outstanding stock of Radio Rockford
Inc., licensee of WRRR Rockford, 111. Len H.
Small is associate editor of Daily Journal.
Messrs. Small have no individual stock
Continued on page 115
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20<i per word — $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 25<t per word — $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads #20.00 per inch — STATIONS FOR SALE advertising require display space.
• All other classifications 30<£ per word — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos,
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO

Sales

Announcers

Help Wanted — Management
Take off your ear-muffs . . . remove your
rubbers . . . relax and listen to this heartyour big
chance
to make warming
the message.
moveHere's
to sunny
California.
We're building a brand new station (the
second) in a California market that is really booming with a gigantic military installation. We need a manager, a sales manager, and sales staff. We'll pay top salaries
.advancement
. . you'll havewith
excellent
opportunities
for
our expanding
station
group. You can name your own deal as
manager or sales-manager if you are worth
$750.00 per month guarantee plus some
form of profit-sharing. Apply in detail (including
Box 961P,
CASTING.photograph)
All replies totreated
with BROADstrictest
confidence.
Pittsburgh area station wants experienced
announcer with first class ticket who is
seeking anagement.opportunity
$120 per week totomove
start.into
Mustman-be
competent announcer, married, have car,
good employment history. Send audition
tape, personal history employment record
and
ING. photograph. Box 117R, BROADCAST-

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Metropolitan
market.withAggressive,
enced radio salesman
at least twoexperiyears
radio selling wanted immediately. Salary
and
commission
potential five figures. Call
or write
WAMP, Pittsburgh.
Young, aggressive salesman, with ambition
to progress with growing small station chain.
Can start now or first of year. Opportunity
unlimited. Can easily make $7500 to $10,000
on salary-commission. Guarantee for 90
days. Prefer married man with some sales
experience. WARF, Jasper, Alabama.
Experienced salesman desired or willing
salesman who can produce. We are taking
applications for combo or decent announc2333. ers. Reply WCLW, Mansfield, Ohio, LA 5Young man willing to work number one
station. Good list to work from. Future
for right man. Write Station Manager at
WTAC, Box 929, Flint, Michigan.
WWOL — Buffalo, New York, under new
ownership is expanding its sales organizaIf you'veif had
specialized
radio tion.sales,
you experience
can take ina specialized
story to prospective clients and bring back
the contracts, we will reciprocate with a
guarantee,missions.
protected
and liberal
Please write list
directly
to Arnoldcom-C.
Johnson, Vice President-General Manager,
WWOL, 315 Main Street, Buffalo, New York.
Announcers
Southber 1 station,
Florida inmetropolitan
market,
beautiful city
three Nummiles
from the Atlantic ocean, with wonderful
living and working conditions, needs a
swinging deejay at $135.00 a week. Send
resume,
CASTING.tape at once to Box 591P, BROAD-

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Newsman-announcer, uninterupted music
operation
near 40NewhourYork.
ing conditions.
week,Excellent
$85, plusworksales
opportunity. Send background tape. Box
234R, BROADCASTING.
Announcers losing jobs? Lack that professional sound? Audition tape not a polished
. . . showcase?
Wanted
column. See display ad in Help

$15,000
year plus
% ofof profits.
ern fulla timer
in city
200,000. SouthwestRequisite:
Must currently be managing a station in the
southwest.
for particulars. Send
them to BoxDon't
197R,askBROADCASTING.
Wanted . . . Radio station manager with
sales ability. Place . . . new station Key
West, Florida. Good salary and commission.
Must have
recordgoodandfuture.
good references. proven
Permanent and
Write
giving
full
history
and
details.
Applications
confidential R. E. Hook. Aliceville, Ala.
Sales
Northern Ohio medium market needs 2
men, building for top grosses, experienced
men only. Box 308P, BROADCASTING.
Aggressive, experienced radio salesman with
at least 2 years fulltime radio selling experience. Only those with successful sales
record need apply. Position in metropolitan
marketsion open.
southTellFlorida.
and commisall in Salary
first letter,
include
references. Box 740P, BROADCASTING.
$125.00 weekly for salesmen. Also bonus
and commission. Metropolitan market east
coast. Opportunity unlimited. Box 865P,
BROADCASTING.
$100-$150 weekly guarantee plus commisand bonus plan
aggressive
selfstartersion salesmen.
Top for
station
Washington,
D.C. market. Box 867P, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen — Two — Excellent chance to earn
top income and grow into management. We
promote from within. Major and small
market
opportunity — seven stations. Box
954P, BROADCASTING.
We are a fast growing midwest multiple
station organization that is expanding its
sales staff. We want future management material to develop within the next three to
five years. If you want an unusual opportunity with guaranteed salary and bonus
plan plus a choice assignment of accounts,
send complete resume. All replies confidential. Box 150R, BROADCASTING.
Texas kilowatt seeking salesman-announcer,
with minimum five years experience, under
40, send complete resume Box 184R,
BROADCASTING. $500.00 month plus commission.
California, sales
KCHJ,staff.
Delano. Serves 1,300,000.
Increasing
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Modern number one format station in one
of ten largest markets auditioning fastpaced, live-wire announcers. Key station
leading chain offers big pay, big opportuING. nity. Send tape to Box 864P, BROADCASTWanted, two young, aggressive deejays, intelligent andrequired.
willing
to work.
Some experience
Medium
size, competitive
North Carolina market. Starting salary
$60-$65. Successful operation, small turnover, great crew to work with. Send resume and tape. Box 957P, BROADCASTING^
Experienced announcer with first class ticket
for Pittsburgh area station. $100 per week to
start. Send audition tape, resume and
Photograph. Box 118R, BROADCASTING.
3 1st phone
combo-announcers,
no maintenance, top air
salesman, only experienced
wanted. Box 155R. BROADCASTING.
1 kw. Adult daytimer, western New York,
featuring good music, responsible news, has
immediate opening for mature announcer
with bright happy sound who knows adult
pops. Want
air-salesman
capablespots.
of authoritative newscasts,
production
Station
member rapidly expanding eastern chain.
Send tape, resume, picture, salary requirements at onceG
to Box
201R, BROADCASTIN
.
Announcer with first phone, no maintenance
required, by central Florida station around
first of year. Box 220R, BROADCASTING.
Opening immediately, southern Illinois station. Box 229R, BROADCASTING.
Opportunity with young southern chain for
a promotion-minded announcer. Must like
and know modern radio. Chance for advancement to program director and higher
earnings. Send tape, photo, resume, and
expected starting salary to Box 231R,
BROADCASTING.

Sportscaster-salesman for southwest small
station market. Plenty play-by-play. Base
plus commission. Write all first letter to
Box 1681, Nogales, Arizona.
Staff announcer; versatile and experienced
for network station. Send tape, picture, salary desired and complete resume. KCOL,
Fort Collins, Colorado.
KBTJD,
Athens, Texas,
staff announcer.
Salary seeking
open. experienced
Minnesota station has opening now for
good announcer. Experience not too important. First phone means extra dollars. Only
Minnesotans and midwesterners need apply.
Wonderful community. Write or call collect
to George Brooks, KOTE, Fergus Falls,
Minnesota.
First phone announcer capable good technical mainteanance and announcing. $100
per week for
man.tapeSendto WEPM,
completeMarinformation andright
audition
tinsburg, W.Va.
Sales-announcer and 1st phone-announcer,
Cocoa, Florida WEZY— Send tape, photo,
details now. No snowbirds. Smooth, emphatic selling for the EZY sound.
Michigan independent wants experienced
announcer-dj. Details and tape to WOAP,
Owosso.
Staff announcer radio and tv. Experience
necessary. Send tapes and pic George
Bundener,
WSAU-AM-TV, Wausau, Wisconsin.
Wanted, experienced announcer with first
phone. WSYB, Rutland, Vermont.
Immediate opening for qualified newsman.
Send tape, photo, resume, and pay expected.
Ron Mires, WTTH, Port Huron, Michigan.
Announcer with previous station experience.
Combo — no tapes. WVOS, Liberty, N.Y.
Announcers! Many openings-many markets.
Experienced? Send tapes, resumes to Paul
Baron,
Manager,
Broadcast
Department,
Maude Lennox
Personnel
Agency,
630 Fifth
Avenue, New York 20, N.Y.
If
you
can
do
sports,
news
and
willing
to
tucky.
work, call Bob Joseph, 2-8231, Paducah, KenDo you want bigger ratings, greater success,
more money? Have them all! Develop your
natural talent and imagination at writing
clever, funny quips and chatter. Get this
"Method Package"— only $5.95. Methods,
P.O. Box 1, Elkhart, Indiana.
Announcers: Many immediate job openings
for good announcers throughout the S.E.
Free registration. Confidential. Professional
Placement, 458 Peachtree Arcade, Atlanta,
Ga.
Technical
February 1st opening for combination engineer and announcer. Davtimer in northern New York. Box 132R, BROADCASTING.
Washington consulting firm needs engineer
qualified in design and adjustment of Da
Arrays. encesPlease
give required.
qualifications,
and salary
Box refer139R,
BROADCASTING.
111

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical
1,000 watt station has opening for chief
engineerand- combination
announcer.
salary
excellent working
conditionsGood
for
right man. Send resume, references and
tape to Box 176R, BROADCASTING.
Capable chief
engineer-announcer.
Announcing secondary.
Established midwest
daytimer.
Quality
music-news.
Send
resume.
Box 177R, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer wanted with experience in
maintenance and repair of five kw directional.nouncing
Abilityhelpful.
to Midwest
do bare city
minimum
anof 100,000.
Send details to Box 179R, BROADCASTING.
Wanted:
Chief station
engineer-announcer
for 250
watt
network
in South Carolina.
Steady, dependable man will have good
future with this progressive station. Send
full details including photo and audition
tape to Box 200R, BROADCASTING.
New fm station on Florida's Gold Coast
needs first class engineer to supervise technical operations. Announcing or sales experience helpful. Rush complete resume and
references to 611 Sweet Building, Fort
Lauderdale, Florida.
Production-Programming, Others
Copywriter ropolitan
and station.
trafficTopassistant.
metpay. Large
Box 863P,
BROADCASTING.
Private secretary and girl Friday. Large
metropolitan station. $80-$100 weekly. Box
866P, BROADCASTING.
Traffic director, large metropolitan station.
Excellent pay. Box 868P, BROADCASTING.
College radio production manager; teach
non-credit courses; supervise, direct student production, 8 weekly dramatic, variety,
talk, sports programs on commercial staING. tions. $500 month. Box 239R, BROADCASTWWOL— Buffalo, New York, under new
ownership, has need for experienced copywriter. Please send complete resume, photo
and sample copy to Arnold C. Johnson,
Vice
President-General
WWOL,
315 Main St., Buffalo, NewManager,
York.
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
Station manager or commercial manager
available.
Finest reason
references
Sale of station
for from
move.employer.
Contact
Box 960P, BROADCASTING.
General manager, 10 years, sales BA. Degree, first phone, family, 33, veteran. Prefer small towns, employed. No rush, want
to
settle.
CASTING. References. Box 138R, BROADOne of the best young (35) station managers
in the business wants a new opportunity.
Three years major market radio. Five years
major market television. Selling is my
forte. Box 151R, BROADCASTING.
Station manager, r/tv. Capable. Programming and sales. Proven record. Box 203R
BROADCASTING.
Management team: Two men. Can fill positions of management, programming, engineering,deal.
announcingBox
and 225R,
selling.BROADCASTTry us, we'll
discuss
any
ING.
Manager. 14 years background in radio manoperation, sales. 35, family, sober,
first phone.agement,
Hard worker for good
position. Can furnish partial crew permanent
including
engineer. Prefer western states. Presently
occupied and can arrange contact with present employer corporation for excellent reference. Box 228R, BROADCASTING
Nine years in radio. Would like position as
manager or announcer-salesman in medium
?TTNGy:tyPe B°X 23?R'
BROSADCA
Editoria
lizing, handled
ently earns
prestige/ratmgs! Outstandintellig
ing commentatornewscaster, vast followin
g,
located
topmarket, highly recommended, seeking challenge
where
dynamic
reporting
,
news/dep
th
commentaries desired. Extensive background radio-tv, managerial, operations
programming. Box 238R, BROADCASTING'
112

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Sales
Sales manager with experience in both am
and fmBROADCASTING.
seeks opening with opportunity. Box
216R,
Radio-television experienced sales and management. Looking for opportunity with
future. Moving due family health, not available for desert climate. Monte Strohl,
Cascade Broadcasting, Yakima, Washington.
Announcers
Sportscaster — Wants basketball, baseball,
football situation. Married, college, vet, experienced. Box 137R, BROADCASTING.
1st phone plus radio-tv degree. Strong on
sports and news. Young and experienced.
Box 171R, BROADCASTING.
Announcer. Adult music. News. DJ. ComCreative. Tape available. Boxmercials.
183R,Cooperative.
BROADCASTING.
Gal wants chance for air work. Can write
commercials too. Box 202R, BROADCASTING.
Personality-dj. Versatile. Experienced. Creative, gimmicks, commercials. References,
tape available. Box 204R, BROADCASTING.
Top rated dj, 9 years. Family. Wishes reCASTING. location. TV experience. Box 205R, BROADNegro dj, short on experience, long on ambition. Hard worker. Have tapes, will relocate. Box 209R, BROADCASTING.
Personality-dj, newsman, 25, proven sales
record. Pentecostal family man seeking
morning gospel program. Employed, mature selling voice. Minimum $150. Box 218R,
BROADCASTING.
First ticket, can sell, yak, fix or spin.
Mature, married, pleasant looks. Prefer midwest. Box 219R, BROADCASTING.
Attention Miami area. Are you the victim of
rating decimal points? Can convert them to
right side. Will boost your ratings and fill
your log. Nine (9) years experience as top
personality dee-jay in one of countries top
ten markets. Looking to connect with progressive swinging station. Have top agency
references. A professional audience getter.
Top references. Married, two children. Tape,
resume, photos available. Write to Box 222R
BROADCASTING.
Experienced negro personality dj — top ratings— relocate east, northeast. Box 227R,
BROADCASTING.
Fed up to here with fast turn-over operations. Want job with future now. Top 40 dj,
over
2 years. 26, married, vet. Box 232R,
BROADCASTING.
Top Pulse rated deejay, 5 years experience,
married, vet, 1st phone. Wants change, no
maintenance. Box 233R, BROADCASTING.
"The have
Voiceher.
in the
is back! And you
can
Box Night"
235R, BROADCASTING.
Is your Pulse weak? After a few months of
my
health alltreatment
Pulse as
getting
stronger
the time. you'll
Provenfindability
toprated swinging deejay in top ten major
market for past eight years. Interested in
moving to LA. area only. Highest agency
references. Winner of many well known
awards. College-educated for future managerial responsibilities. Age 29, married, two
children. Tape, resume, photos available.
Write to Box 221R, BROADCASTING.
No experience, no license, 3 months school
trained announcer. Well educated, traveled,
non-drinker, stable. 32, wants announcers
job. No tapes. Excellent voice. 1615 N. Wilcox Ave., Box 2021, Hollywood, California.
Young, ambitious announcer desires work in
Pennsylvania or Ohio. Qualifications, broadcasting school graduate and some experience. Call Somerset, Pennsylvania, 8134.
Young married man wants job in radio.
Some play-by-play experience, professional
broadcasting school graduate and two years
college. Write Box 371, Oneida, Illinois.
Announcer 2 years experience, married, 22,
available immediately Joe Baker, 406 Sanders, Fort Payne, Alabama.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Announcer, dj. 1 year experience, ambitious,
willing to travel immediately. Best references. Frank Mailard, 1301
Bambridge, Georgia. Ch 6-3541. Troupe St

Colored. Beginner dj. Experience in sales,
control board operation.
Willing
travel
Telephone AC 2-5846. Address— MeltoPlacide
121 St. Nickolas Ave., New York 26, N.Y.
Seven years experienc 3rd license only.
Wants announcers job.e. Don
Wheeler 7021
Hollywood Blvd., Hollywoo
d, California.
Technical

Chief engineer-announcer. 150 mile radius
of Raleigh, North Carolina. 13 years experias engineer, all phases, 7 years as
combo.ence Minimum
start $125 per week Box
215R, BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
14 for the price of 1— Copy, promo, traffic
news,
sales show
and and
administra
experiencedo
8 voice
spots. tion
32, married carl
invest if right. Making
$6,500.
Best references. Box 236R, BROADCASTING
Newsman: Thoroughly experienced behindthe-scenes newsman on news desk and mobile unit looking for challenging and rewarding job. No air work. College graduate
service obligaandHardenthusiastic
young tions.
worker; no. No
floater.
Box 240R
BROADCASTING.
Image tiple
maker.
Memo to representatives-mulstation owners:
Profitably employed
by wonderfully successful major market
station. Have insatiable desire to become
programming and promotion consultant for
large representative. Add sparkle to all your
stations — make them contenders. Multiple
owners — guarantee to provide creative hand
at helm making weak properties strong —
strong
properties unbeatable. Box 241R
BROADCASTING.
Male copywriter with ability to service accounts. Have both tv and radio experience
Ellis Babcock, 33 North Street, Pulaski, N.Y.
Girl — McLendon experience: Program director, production-continuity director, promotion, dj. Single. Freed. 123 East Locust,
San Antonio, Texas. PE 5-1888; PE 5-6744.
Local news reporter, wire editor. Excellent
courthouse, city hall, political, other
sources. Plenty experience, hard worker,
sober, best references. Average on newscasting, continuity, station chores. Four
years present job, until ownership change.
Need $100 weekly. Address: Reporter, Box
686, Carlsbad, N.M.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Sales
Young, aggressive television salesman needed immediately. Must have proven background. Position offers future with unlimited earnings. Apply only if you are
not afraid to work and enjoy living in small
community. We are a new station affiliated
with CBS. Address all correspondence to
Sales
Kansas.manager, KBLR Radio-TV, Goodland
TELEVISION
Announcers
Staff announcer radio and tv. Experience
necessary. Send tapes and pic George
Bundener,
WSAU-AM-TV, Wausau, Wisconsin.
Technical
Wanted: Good licensed transmitter engineer. Live in good town enjoy good working conditions. Interested only in man now
living in southwest. Write giving full background and experience to KBTX-TV, Box
3237, Bryan, Texas.
BROADCASTING, November 9, 1959

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical
TV studio engineers for design, test, and
field engineering.
expanding
progressive company. Rapidly
All benefits,
plus rapid
advancement for qualified engineers. FotoVideo Laboratories, Inc. CE. 9-6100, Cedar
Grove, New Jersey.
Production-Programming, Others
Immediate opening for continuity writer —
experience
emphasis
tivity. Send necessary,
resume, photo,
sample oncopycrea-to
Paul Jensen, KOLN-TV, Lincoln, Nebraska.
Creative writer for northern Illinois television station. Television experience not
necessary, must have radio background.
Will join staff of three. Prefer applicant
from Illinois, Wisconsin, Indiana, Iowa
area. Send complete details to John W.
Kelin, WTVO, Box 470, Rockford, Illinois.
TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Announcers
1st phone
Strong on
sports
and plus
news.radio-tv
Young degree.
and experienced.
Box 171R, BROADCASTING.
Attention California. TV announcer producer. Well qualified, 5 years major market,
some net experience. Masters degree.
Strongest
musiconandad audience
participation shows.on Good
lib. Excellent
west
coast
references.
Write
Box
174R,
BROADCASTING.
Television personality. MC, dance host,
radio
dj, commercials.
children's character,
on-camera
Ten yearsexcellent
experience. Employed major market. Family,
college degree. Box 175R, BROADCASTING.
Experienced news director, sports, staff anCASTING. nouncer. Mature voice. Box 208R, BROAD12 years broadcasting experience. 5 exclusively in tv, all phases. Major emphasis
on news. If your market is 300,000 or more,
let
me
give
you full details. Box 211R,
BROADCASTING.
Technical
Chief engineer
10 years
experience.
Proven
record. —Presently
assistant
chief.
Strong on planning, construction. Six years
in
present
job.
Box
952P,
BROADCASTING.
Will trade eleven years experience in tv
maintenance, operations and administration,
for supervisory position in solid medium
size station. Box 141R. BROADCASTING.
Twelve years experience all phases tv.
Presently
chief station
engineer
would like employed
to relocateas with
withbuta
future. Supervisory job considered. Box
195R, BROADCASTING.
12 years experience,
am-fm-tv
construction,
maintenance,
operation,planning,
studio,
transmitter, 4 years supervisory, 4 years
chief,
35
years
old.
Box
196R,
BROADCASTING.
FOR SALE
Equipment
RCA microwave TTR-1 modified transmitter
and receiver with audio modulator and
demodulator in excellent condition. Box
206R, BROADCASTING.
GE 12 bay batwing tv antenna Channel 7
convertible to Channel 8. Excellent condition. Very reasonable. Box 207R, BROADCASTING.
Magnecord P75 tape transport and amplifier
with cases. Never used — too bulky for public school. Three microphone inputs, 250
ohm 213R,
input BROADCASTING.
transformer. Cost $939— sell $795.
Box
Motorola two-way: Perfect for mobile news
unit and spot news reports. 1 60w base station, with remote control unit; 1 40w mobile
transmitter and receiver, plus antennas. All
equipment in perfect condition, recent
make. Presently licensed for business radio
frequency, 151.775 mcs., operating with
regulation 5 kc. deviation. Priced for immediate sale. Box 214R, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, November 9, 1959

FOR SALE
Equipment — (Cont'd)
431' Blaw-Knox,
type N16
tower.with
In excellent condition. Tower
equipped
tower
mount for 12 bay super turnstile. Contact
J.V.
Sanderson,Alabama.
Chief Engineer, WAPI-TV
Birmingham,
RCA
field 50strength
meter typecondition,
WX-20 used
less than
hours. Excellent
new
batteries. Cost $750.00, best offer over $500.00
takes it. Contact Bob Greenhoe, WBCH,
Hastings, Michigan.
1 kw Collins 20k am transmitter. Good condition. Spare tubes. Available immediately.
Priced to sell. Paul F. McRoy, Mgr., WCIL,
Carbondale, 111.
Two used 1 kw transmitters. 1, just replaced
by new unit licensed on 1330 kc, complete
with crystals, Collins exciter and final, balance composite using 833's. 2, formerly licompositbothconstruction
using 833's.
Best offercensed,
takes
units fob, WETZ,
New
Martinsville, West Virginia. Contact Harry
G. Bright, GLadstone 5-3030.
Equipment
for complete (94.5
fm station
Collins
250
watts transmitter
mc), —antenna,
modulation monitor, frequency monitor.
Also Rust remote equipment. Will sell complete fm station equipment very cheap. By
purchasing this equipment you can go fm
cheaper than you ever believed possible.
ContactCarolina.
Radio Station WFSC, Franklin,
North
10 kw Western Electric amplifier portion
506B-2 fm transmitter. P. K. Baldwin,
WHDH, Incorporated, 6 St. James Avenue,
Boston, Massachusetts.
Collins 21A 5 kw transmitter maintained in
original condition, only factory-approved
modifications, now operating. Excellent
quality. Ten years old. Price $4,000. Terms.
Address Radio Station WISE, Box 75, Scenic
Highway, Asheville, N.C.
RCA 3-bay, Channel 3 (or 2) tv antenna.
150-ft., 40-lb. heavy-duty Ideco tower. 320 ft.
3V8"
Com.fittings,
Products
coaxial
line, elbows,
hangers,
etc. All
in excellent
condition, in use atop downtown office building.
Sell less
than
half
cost.
WSAV-TV,
Savannah, Georgia.
Magnecorders, Rek-O-Kut cutter and other
recording items. Write for list. Matson, Box
8203, San Antonio, Texas.
Broadcast transmitter Gates model BC
250GY; 1 spare part kit with crystal for
operation on 550 kc. New condition. Box B
1618, 125 W. 41 St., NYC.
For sale transmitter tower. 150' Blaw-Knox,
galvanized,
self-supporting
with
insulators,
beacon, sidetower.
lights,Complete
flasher,
etc. Carefully dismantled and ready to
W.
ship.Va.$lh'00.00. Berwinkle Co., Raven Rock,
Video monitors. Closed circuit and broadcast. Foto-Video Laboratories Inc., Cedar
Grove, New Jersey. CE. 9-6100.
Magnecord PT6-V with accessories. $200.00
Dan Ian, 420 Pelhamdale Ave., Pelham
Manor, NY. ORegon 9-3810.
Two 198-foot antenna towers, guyed-type,
pivot base, triangular, 20-ft. bolted sections,
with lights, transmission lines, etc. Formerly KSBW-AM. In place, Salinas, California.
Must be removed. Bid opening December
15. 1959, for either or both. For bid forms
contact Division of Highways, Box 841. San
Luis Obispo, California, Attention: J. F.
Powell, telephone Liberty 3-6000.
One
model MBC —4120kc Multiplex
with
two subchannels,
and 67 kc.exciter
Used about
six months. Top care and condition while
in service. Withdrawing from Multiplex operation. Entire installation cost about $10,000. Make offer. Radio Broadcasting Co.,
18th Floor, Inquirer Bldg., Philadelphia 30,
Pa.
WANTED

TO BUY

WANTED

TO BUY

Stations — (Cont'd )
Want to retire? Let me buy in and manage
with eventual ownership in view. Twenty
years experience in radio and tv. Prefer
midwest or New England 250 station. Other
locations definitely considered. Box 188R,
BROADCASTING.
Want another station, midwest or southwest.
ING.
$200,000
or under. Box 230R, BROADCASTHaskell Bloomberg, Station Broker, 208 Fairmount Street, Lowell, Massachusetts, Telephone Glenview 5-5823.
Equipment
Gates or Collins audio console with at least
4 mike channels. Will repair if price is right.
Write giving price, condition and age. Box
212R, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Heavy duty tower, 250 to 300 foot,
self-supporting. State make, type, price and
details. Box 224R, BROADCASTING.
Wanted. Will buy pullers for model 900
Presto tape machines. Write Chief Engineer,
Radio Station KATE, Albert Lea, Minnesota.
Used kinescope recording unit complete,
good condition wanted. Send details to
HCJB-TV, Quito, Ecuador.
Wanted: Three-speed instant start 16 inch
turntable. Walter Broadhurst, WMOD,
Moundsville, West Virginia.
3-5 kw fm transmitter with or without tape
player and accessories. Also interested 250
w to 10 kw, am and fm. Submit details.
Compass Electronics Supply, 75 Varick
Street, New York 13.
Wanted: Weston 30AX, BX, VU, modulation
and
frequency
meters. N. K. Thompson,
Millinockett,
Maine.
INSTRUCTIONS
F.C.C. first phone license preparation by
correspondence or in resident classes.
Grantham Schools are located in Hollywood,
Seattle, Kansas City, and Washington. Write
for our free 40-page brochure. Grantham
School of Electronics, 3123 Gillham Road,
Kansas City 9, Missouri.
FCC firstanteed
phone
license
in six
instruction
by master
approved.
Request
brochure.
License School, 2603 Inwood
Texas.

weeks.
teacher.GuarG.I.
Elkins
Radio
Road, Dallas,

Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st
phone license, 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations
required. Enrolling now for classes starting
January 6, March 2, May 4, June 29, 1960.
For information, references and reservationstional
write Engineering
William School,
B. Ogden,1150Radio
West OperaOlive
Avenue, Burbank, California.
Be prepared.
First phone
weeks, License
Guaranteed instruction.
Elkinsin 6Radio
School of Atlanta. 1139 Spring St., N.W.,
Atlanta, Georgia.
With pride we announce the opening of our
new broadcasting school. Twelve weeks intensive, practical training in announcing,
programming,
Brand Reservations
new console, turntables, and theetc.works.
only.
Elkins School of Broadcasting, 2603 Inwood
Road, Dallas, 35, Texas.

Stations

MISCELLANEOUS

Let me invest in, purchase or lease your
station. Young, profitably successful manager of the west seeks ownership in the
west. Replies confidential. Box 162R,
BROADCASTING.

Plan Christmas spot campaigns now. We
write, voice, record custom commercials.
No jingles. M-J Productions, 2899 Templeton Road, Columbus, Ohio.
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RADIO

TELEVISION

Help Wanted — Announcers

Help Wanted — Announcers

FIRST CLASS ANNOUNCER
WITH FIRST CLASS TICKET
For first class Storz station. First
class tape takes the job. Air mail
to Grahame Richards — The Storz
Stations— 820 Kilpatrick Building,
Omaha, Nebraska.

*
?
j
J

TV NEWS PERSONALITY

*
J

For Major Midwest City of 350,000

Announcers
— ANNOUNCERS
—
LOSING JOBS? LACK THAT PROFESSIONAL
SOUND? AUDITION TAPE NOT A POLISHED . . . SHOWCASE?
S.A.S. is the ONLY school in the east that
offers ing,"PROFESSIONAL
ADVANCED" coachin all phases of ANNOUNCING
...
including TIGHT FORMAT BOARD WORK.
10 week course for those who can qualify
. . . AUDITION TAPE included with course.
Remember . . . announcers . . . are MADE
. . . not born. "Let us analyze your present
IS NO CHARGE."***
tape, THERE
audition
For
information
and brochure
contact . . .
MR. KEITH . . . SU 7-6938.
NEW YORK SCHOOL OF
& SPEECH
BY APT. ONLY
160 West 73rd Street.
New York 23, N.Y.
SU 7-6938

Outstanding television network affiliate
seeks polished, mature, experienced onair news personality. Man sought must
convey authority, both in appearance
and presentation. He must be capable
of becoming the leading television news
personality of the city. In addition to
the above talents, this man will have
the ability to handle live, on-the-spot
reportings, news gathering and writing.
Motion picture and still camera skills
preferred. Salary open . . . commensurate with ability. Submit complete
resume, references, photo and kinescope
(tape acceptable but kine will receive
closer attention).
Box 223R, BROADCASTING

Production-Programming, Others
FLORIDA
§
Program Director for highly competi§tive metropolitan market. Must know
tight operation and be able to assume
complete responsibility. Immediate
opening, send complete resume.
Box 226R, BROADCASTING
•jf. -^C/-. -^ir. t>5*-. ^y-. >^5>~. j^-. 'j^r. sj\

RADIO
Situations Wanted
Production — Programming, Others
N.HE HAYSTACK???
Well,
that's
what I'mI looking
for! working
Joining
a live organization
can enjoy
with. Have 2 years of News Desk and
Mobile News experience. Seek similar post:
Writing, editing and legwork. 1 am 22,
single and a college grad. Box 210R,
BROADCASTING.

SECOND BANANA OF GREAT INDIE
WANTS TOP SPOT!
Currently employed and successful executive wants the greater opportunities
that come to the TOP BANANA in a
major market. 20 years experience (10
as manager) provides full equipment to
cope with the perpetual battle of SALES
AND RATINGS. Excellent record-reputation and contacts in NATIONAL SALES!
Showmanship! Merchandising! Promotion!
Box 242R, BROADCASTING
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TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Announcers
TV -RADIO PERSONALITY
Commercial, sports, news, music.
Major league baseball announcer.
35, family. Films, tapes, references.
Leaving New York City.
Box 198R, BROADCASTING
PROGRAMMING
Wanted to Buy
J. READY
YOUR

TO BUY SPOTS
RADIO-TV

ON

STATION

(

If
have business
news or Write
other '
showyou slanted
to investors.
Box 995P, BROADCASTING
FOR SALE
Equipment
LEADING TOP NAME
BACKGROUND MUSIC FRANCHISE
Has had steady long term growth. Fine
contract position. Almost no competition.
Fabulous potential. Only $40,000 down
gets
you in broadcasting
on the ground
floor of the
subscription
industry.
Box 154R, BROADCASTING

TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Announcers
This picture was
taken after my
ninth year behind a microphone. Radio is
not too wearing
on a man, but
there are those
times while taking a second
gulp at the
watercooler,
you
hear the words
"now back to
—your
or the
sudden
announcer"
strange feeling
when a slow
speed tion
transcripswitches
away
ish at
78 a devilRPM
speed. SeriouslyRadio good
has been
goodbutto I me
been
to radio
do and
want I'veto
enter the TV phase to broaden my experience in the communications field.
Interviewing and news reporting are my
specialties and selling a product comes
naturally. A film, resume, pictures and
letters of recommendation are yours for
the asking. Contact Bruce Parsons,
WCTC, New Brunswick, New Jersey.
Telephone-Charter 7-1452 (6:00-PM to
midnight).
During day-call-South Orange
2-5912.

Ampex model 401 in portable carrying cases $575.00 each
Presto 6N recorder and console —
$425.00
424' — 314" coax line — $3.00 per foot
Federal
field $325.00
strength meter — recently
recalibrated
Tapak portable recorder $125.00
SELLER:
Wayne Marcy
4007 Bellaire Blvd.
Houston 25, Texas
!
V/////////////////////;/////////////////////777777?A
Miscellaneous

ATTENTION
Financial Editors and Investment News Commentators.
We are conducting a survey on
the extent of financial news
programs on Radio and Television. For details, please write,
Box 21 7R, BROADCASTING
BROADCASTING, November 9, 1959

WANTED

Continued from page 110
holdings in either station. Ann. Nov. 2.
KTVRment of license
(TV) Denver,
Colo. —Inc.
Seeks
assignfrom KTVR
to Gotham
Bcstg.tion.Corp.
Merger
into
parent
corporaGotham Bcstg. Corp. owns WINS New
York, N.Y. Ann. Nov. 2.
KZIX Ft. Collins, Colo.— Seeks transfer of
control from Horsetooth Bcstg. Co. to Pea
Ridge Bcstg. Co. for $35,000 in common
stock. Principal purchaser is Leslie P. Ware
98%. Mr. Ware has majority interests in
KLPW Union KYKO Potosi. and KOKO Warrensburg, all Missouri. Ann. Oct. 28.
— Seeks
transfer
ofWBZY
controlTorrington,
of PioneerConn.
States
Bcstrs.
Inc.
from Albert L. Capstaff 69.4% to Bernard J.
Zuckerests inforWNAB
$28,000.Bridgeport
Mr. Zuckerand
has WATR
interWaterbury, both Connecticut. Ann. Oct. 28.
WJEM of Valdosta,
Ga— Seeks
control
Lowndes County
Bcstg.transfer
Co. fromof
J.E. Massey Jr. and Sue Nelson Massey
40% each, and J.C. Johnson 20% to J.E.
Massey and J.C. Johnson 40% each and
Sue Nelson Massey 20% for $21,000, paid by
28.
Mr. Johnson to Sue N. Massey. Ann. Oct.
WBROment of Waynesboro,
— SeeksCorp.
assign-of
license from Ga.Collins
Georgia to WBRO Inc. for $43,500 plus
agreement not to compete for 35 years.
Principal purchasers are WJAT Inc. 99.8%
(stock dent)
voted
by James
Denny
.1% Denny
presiand Webb
Pierce R..1%.
Messrs.
and Pierce are 50% owners of WJAT
Swainsboro, Ga. Ann. Oct. 29.
WLBK of DeKalb,
111.— Seeks
control
DeKalb Radio
Studiostransfer
Inc. fromof
Theodore Stetzer 21.54% and others to
George C. and Genevieve C. Biggar 70%
and others for $43,987. Ann. Oct. 29.
WCMI-AM-FM Ashland, Ky.— Seeks assignment of license from Edwina Bcstg. Co.
to WCMI Die. for $160,000. Principals are
G.D. Kincaid 51% and Donald J. Horton

TO BUY

Stations

I WILL
RADIO

BUY

YOUR

STATION

Must have potential and be reasonably priced for quick sale.
CALL
Leon Walton
Alice, Texas
Mohawk 4-4324

Box 731

NO BROKERS

STATIONS
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
RADIO STATION
1000 watts— possible 5000 watts. Tremendous growth area. 1,000,000 population in coverage area. Purchase
price $350,000, 30% down, balance
five years.
Box 984P, BROADCASTING
VIRGINIA AM STATION
Experienced broadcaster and multiple owner desires purchase smallmedium market station preferably
Shenandoah Valley area. Will run
high type operation.
Box 199R, BROADCASTING.
Calif.
Single
terms
65M
Minn. Single 250w-F 105M
terms
Ikw-D
terms
Ky.
Single Ikw-D
100M
Ariz.
Small
terms
65M
Ikw-D
terms
Monop. 250w
Mass.
135 M
Fla.
terms
Medium 250w-F 250 M
Ala.
160 M
Medium 250w
terms
Okl.
150 M
Medium Ikw-F
terms
N.Y.
Medium Ikw-D
terms
150M
Large
Fla.
terms
185M
5kw-D
100M
Metro Ikw-D
terms
Gulf
Ala.
175 M
Metro Ikw-D
terms
terms
East
Major Combo. 850M
terms
N.E.
325M
Major
Ikw-D
And Others.
PAUL H.
CHAPMAN
COMPANY
INCORPORATED
MEDIA BROKERS
Atlanta
Please address:
Chicago
New York
1182 W. Peachtree
Atlanta 9, Ga.
San Francisco

-

FOR

SALE

THE PIONEER FIRM OF TELEVISION AND RADIO MANAGEMENT
CONSULTANTS
ESTABLISHED 1946
NEGOTIATIONS MANAGEMENT
APPRAISALS
FINANCING
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D. C.

Southwest Regional fulltime, major market,
$350,000 29% — Texas fulltime, 548,000,
816,500 down — Texas Regional day, $89,500, $39,500 down — Texas Regional day,
$100,000. 30 more up to $1,000,000.
patt Mcdonald, box 9266, AustNY in,
17, TEXAS,
NY or Jack Koste, 60 E. 42nd,

NORMAN
& NORMAN
INCORPORATED
Brokers — Consultants — Appraisers
RADIO-TELEVISION STATIONS
Notion-Wide Service
Experienced Broadcasters
Confidential Negotiations
Security Bldg. Davenport, Iowa

STATIONS FOR SALE
Ours is a personal service, designed to
fit your finances, your qualifications and
your needs.
If you are in the market for either an
AM, FM or TV station anywhere in the
country be sure to contact us at once.
JACK L. STOLL & ASSOCIATES
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif.
Hollywood 4-7279

49%. Mr. Horton is majority owner of
WHOO-AM-FH Orlando, Fla. and has minority (25%)Lexington,
interests both
in WFKY
Frankfort
and WVLK
Kentucky.
(See
WOMP-AM-FM Bellaire, Ohio, these listings). Ann. Nov. 3.
KAGE Winona, Minn. — Seeks transfer of
minority control from Albert S. Tedesco,
sole owner, d, b/a Winona Bcstg. Co. to AlbertescoS. Tedesco
85% andstock;
Patricia
W. Ted15%. Transfer
consideration
involved.of Ann.
Oct.no 30.financial
WBNY Buffalo, N.Y. — Seeks assignment
of license from Roy L. Albertson Inc. to
WBNY Inc. for $535,000 plus $75,000 for
covenant not to compete for 5 years. Prinare Nathan
100% class
•A
voting cipals
stock
and R. Straus,
Peter Straus,
58.33%
class B non-voting stock. Nathan Straus is
80% class A owner of WMCA Inc.. licensee
of WMCA N.Y., R. Peter Straus is 20%
owner. Ann. Nov. 3.
WPET of license
Greensboro,
N.C. — Seeks assignfrom(a Guilford
Inc. toment WPET
Inc.
Maryland Advertising
corp.) for
$170,562. Principal purchaser is James S.
Beattie, 98%. Mr. Beattie is 45% owner of
WBUT
Butler, Pa.
and Fla.
33'3%
of
WELE Davtona
Beach,
Ann.owner
Oct. 28.
WOMP-AM-FM Bellaire, Ohio— Seeks assignment of license from Ohio Valley Bcstg.
Co. to WOMP Inc. for $170,000. Applicants
are ton
G.D.
Kincaid
51% isand
Donaldowner
J. Hor-of
49%. Mr.
Horton
majoritv
WHOO-AM-FM Orlando, Fla. and has mi(25%) interests
in both
WFKYKentucky.
Frankfort andnority
WVLK
Lexington,
(See WCMI-AM-FM Ashland, Ky., these
listings.) Ann. Nov. 3.
KTUT Tooele, Utah — Seeks transfer of
control vision
of Bcstg.
Tooele
CountySamuel
Radio L.andGillette
TeleInc. from
47.5%, Chester L. Price 47.5% and others
to Samuel L. and Zelpha U. Gillette 49%
and
Oct. O.29. Larry Gillette 2% for $9,900. Ann.
Hearing Cases
FINAL DECISIONS
By memorandum
Commission (1) denied opinion
petitionandbyorder,
Broadcast
Bureau for reconsideration of June 17 order but (2)fectiveamended
that of
orderapplication
to make ef-of
date of grant
Orange
County
Bcstg.
Corp.
to increase
power of station WGNY Newburgh,
N.Y.,
from 1 kw to 5 kw and install DA, continuing operation on 1220 kc D, subject to ratifiand entry
forceto ofoperation
U.S. -Mex-on
icancation
agreement
withinto
respect
Mexican clear channels with 5 kw power
duringrules
daytime
hours,therewith.
and amendment
FCC
consistent
Comrs. Leeof
and Ford dissented. Ann. Oct. 28.
By order,
on petition byOct.ap-8
plicants,Commission,
made effective immediately
initial decision and granted applications of
Tyrone Bcstg. Co. to change facilities of
station WTRN Tyrone. Pa., from 1290 kc,
1 kw D to 1340 kc. 250 w unl., with engineeringtocondition,
TriangleofPublications Inc.,
changeandfacilities
station
WFBG Altoona. Pa., from 1340 kc, 250 w
unl.. to 1290 kc. 1 kw-N kw-LS DA-2; both
conditioned that program tests on new freOct. 28. quencies be commenced at same time. Ann.
INITIAL DECISIONS
Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
issued supplemental initial decision looking
toward affirming
Commission's
grant forof new
application of Beaumont
Bcstg. Corp.
tv
station
(KFDM-TV)
to
operate
on
ch.
in Beaumont, Tex., and denying competing6
application of The Enterprise Co. (On April
29 Commission reopened record and designatedto U.S.
proceeding
for of
further
hearing
pursuant
Court
Appeals
remand.)
Ann. Oct. 30.
Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
issued initial decision looking toward granting application
Mon-Yough
Bcstg. WMCK
Co. to
increase
daytimeof power
of station
McKeesport) Pa., from 1 kw to 5 kw, continuing operation
DA-N. Ann.
Nov. on
3. 1360 kc with 1 kw-N,
OTHER ACTIONS
By
order,
Commission
granted
petition ch.
byGolden Empire Bcstg. Co.
(KHSL-TV
12), Chico,
to fileproposal
additional
ments uponCalif.,
alternative
by comS.H.
Patterson (KSAN-TV ch. 321, San Francisco,
in proceeding
posals to allocateinvolving
additional conflicting
vhf channelpro-at
San Francisco or Sacramento, and two additional vhf channels (one eduational) at
Reno, Nevada. Such comments may be filed
by Ann.
any interested'party
on or before Nov.
8.
Oct. 29.
By memorandum
opinionby and
order,B. Commission denied petitions
Henry
Clay
and American Bcstg. Co. for reconsideration
of
Jan. 28
for rule
making
to denial
assign of
ch. Clay's
10 to request
Shreveport,
La.,
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by deleting ch. 9 from Hot Springs, Ark.,
and giving that city ch. 64, substitute ch. 9
for ch. 11 at Little Rock, and ch. 11 for ch.
10 at El Dorado, Ark. In same memorandum. Commission denied petition for rule
making by KWHN Bcstg. Co. (KWHN), Fort
Smith, Ark., proposing second vhf channel
in Fort Smith by shifting ch. 9 from Hot
Springs to Fort Smith. Ann. Oct. 29.
By order, and on its own motion, Comstayed effectiveness
of previous
denials ofmission
extension
of authority
for various
fm broadcast stations to continue rendering
functional music service on simplex basis.
This is being done pending disposition by
Court of Appeals of petitions for review of
Commission's
and actions
reconsideration
by
Commission denials
of its prior
in view
of court's validated
Nov. Commission
7, 1958rules
decision
which such
inrequiring
service to be multiplexed. Supreme Court
on Oct.
12, 1959 denied Commission's request
for
certiorari.
Fm stations affected by stay are KUTE
(FM) Glendale, KDFC (FM) San Francisco,
and KMLA and KRKD Los Angeles, Calif.;
WDDS Syracuse, and WBFM New York,
N.Y.; WLDM (FM) Detroit, Mich.; WWDC
(FM) Washington,
(FM) Pittsburgh. Pa.; WCFM D.C.;
(FM)WKJF
St. Louis,
Mo.;
WM1T (FM) Charlotte, N.C.; WEAW (FM)
Evanston, 111.; WNAV (FM) Annapolis, Md„
and WMMW (FM) Meriden, Conn. Ann.
Oct. 29.
By order, Commission granted petition by
WGAL Inc. (WGAL-TV ch. 8, Lancaster,
Pa.) to file additional pleading in response
to reply by Triangle Publications Inc., in
support
of latter's
counterproposal
to delete
ch. 8 from
Lancaster
in lieu of adding
ch.
12 to Harrisburg. Ann. Oct. 29.
By order, Commission amended Sec. 3.39
of broadcast rules to permit am stations to
use plug-in type of ant. ammeters in lieu
of permanently
wired-inby meters.
tion stems from petition
Florida This
Assn. ac-of
Broadcasters. Ann. Oct. 29.
By 30 order.
postponed
from
Oct.
to Nov. Commission
30 effective date
of amended
Sec. 1.351 of procedural rules adopted Sept.
18 so that date for processing applications
of am clear channels specified therein
would coincide with effective date of criteria set forth in report and order and supplemental report and order in daytime
skywave proceeding. Ann. Oct. 29.
Upon request
by Hall Bcstg.
Co. argument,
for withdrawal of its request
for oral
Commission cancelled oral argument scheduled for Nov. 13 on application of Santa
Monication in Santa
Bcstg. Monica,
Co. for Calif.
new class
Ann. AOct.fm 28.staBy memorandum opinion and order. Competitions
by respondent
Albanymission
Radiogranted
Corp.
(KWIL),
Albany, Ore.,
and Broadcast Bureau for review of examiner's ruling of July 6 to extent of, on
Commisssion's
own motion,of removing
from
hearing
status application
John W. Davis
for increase of power of am station KPDQ
Portland, from 1 kw to 5 kw, on 800 kc D,
and returning that application to pending
file
pursuant
to Commission's
public notice
of June
18. 1957,
pending ratification
and
entry into force of agreement between the
U.S. and Mexico with respect to operation
on Mexican clear channels with 5 kw during daytime hours; dismissed as moot petiKWILOct.for28.stay of July 6 examiner's
order.tion byAnn.
By memorandum
opinionbyandNathan
order. Frank
Commission denied petitions
(WNBE-TV ch. 12), New Bern, N.C., to stay
reconsider or set aside July 15 grant to
Peninsula Bcstg. Corp. for mod. of cp of
station WVEC-TV to operate on ch. 13 in
lieu of ch. 15 in Hampton, Va. Ann. Oct. 28.
Catskills Bcstg. Co., Ellenville, N.Y.—
Designated
applications for for
new consolidated
am stations hearing
to operate
on
1370 kc, 500 w, D. Ann. Oct. 29.
KUTY Palmdale, Louis Helfman, Fontana,
KWIZ
Santa Ana,
all Calif.—
Designated
for
consolidated
hearing
applications
of Mr.
Helfman for new am station to operate on
1470 kc. 500 w. D; KUTY to increase power
from 1 kw to 5 kw, continuing operation on
1470 kc, D; and KWIZ to change operation
on 1480 kc from 1 kw, DA-N, Unl. to 1 kwN. 5 kw-LS, DA-2; made KPAS Benning,
and KTYM Inglewood, parties to proceeding.
Ann. Oct. 29.
Routine Roundup
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner Frederick W. Ford
Granted petition by KEED Inc., for extension of time to and including Nov. 28 to
file exceptions and brief to initial decision
in proceeding on its application and that of
Liberty Television Inc., for new tv stations
to operate on ch. 9 in Eugene, Ore. Action
Oct. 30.
Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau for
extension of time to Oct. 29 to file responses
to petition for review of order of Chief
116 (FOR THE RECORD)

SUMMARY OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING through November 3
CP
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
ON AIR Cps.
Not on air
For new743stations
Lie.
95
AM
3,368
66
FM
605
56
157
101
96
126
TV
4681
58
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING
43
VHF through November 103
TOTAL
Commercial
445
526
UHF
Non-commercial
33
59
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE81
As reported by FCC through September AM
30, 1959
rFMIVI
TVIV 600
465
Licensed (all on air)
46
54
105
CPs on air (new stations)
157
101
CPs not on air (new stations)
490
803
669
3,358
Total authorized stations
62
57
219
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
709
3,522
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
91
126
29
6°
32
32
Total applications for new stations
604
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
766
6
18
162
38
50
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
Total applications for major changes
0
1
Licenses deleted
1
01
1
CPs deleted
1 There are, In addition, ten tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
licenses.
on the air at one time but are no
2 There are, in addition, 38 tv cp-holders which were
longer in operation and one which has not started operation.
Hearing Examiner
denying of"petition
reconsideration of dismissal
Sam H.forBennion
application
and totvaccept
appearance"
in
Idaho
Falls,
Idaho,
ch.
8
proceeding.
Action Oct. 28.
By

Chief Hearing
Examiner James D.
Cunningham
Denied petition by Interstate Bcstg. Inc.
(WQXR)vene inNew
York, N.Y.,on forapplications
leave to inter-of
proceeding
County Bcstg. Corp., for am facilities in
Gloucester, Mass., et. al. Action Oct. 29.
Scheduled oral argument for 9:30 a.m.,
Nov. 4 on petition by Rossmoyne Corp.
(WCMB)
Harrisburg, on
Pa., amfor applications
leave to inter-of
vene in proceeding
Tiffin Bcstg. Co. Tiffin, Ohio, et al., with
reference to application of Keystone Bcstg.
Corp. (WKBO) Harrisburg. Action Oct. 30.
Granted
joint motion
by George
T. Hernreich
and Patteson
Brothers
for continuance
of certain procedural steps in proceeding on
their applications for new tv stations to
operate tinued
on datech.for8 incommencement
Jonesboro, Ark.;
of conevidentiary hearing and introduction of applicants'
written
cases
from
Nov.
3
to
Jan.
1960, and date for examination of witnesses5,
from Nov 9 to Jan 12. Action Oct. 29.
Scheduled hearings in the following am
proceedings on the dates indicated: Jan. 4,
1960: Santa Rosa Bcstg. Co., Santa Rosa,
Calif. Madison Bcstrs., Madison, S.D.; Jan.
7: Tri-State Bcstg. Co. (WGTA) Summerville, Ga. Actions Oct. 27; Feb. 15: Florence
Bcstg.tion Oct.
Inc.,
28. Brownsville, Tenn., et al. AcUponfalo, N.Y.,
request
of WBEN
Inc. (WBEN)
Bufscheduled
oral argument
for Nov.
3 at 9:15 a.m., on its petition for leave to
intervene in proceeding on application of
Martin Karig for am facilities in Johnstown, N.Y. Action Oct. 28.
Granted petition by Granite City Bcstg.
Co. to extent that it involves dismissal of
its application for am facilities in Mount
Airy, N.C., and dismissed application with
prejudice. Action Oct. 27.
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond
Denied petition by Floyd Bell for leave to
amend his application for am facilities in
Texarkana, Tex., and rejected amendment
which consists of technical information;
application is in consolidated proceeding
with am aoplications of WACO Radio Co.,
Waco, Tex., et al. Action Oct. 27.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
Scheduled prehearing conference for Nov.
10
proceeding
on fmInc.applications
Mountin Wilson
FM Bcstrs.
(KBCA [FM])of
Los Angeles, and Freddot, Ltd. (KITT [FM] )
San Diego, Calif. Action Oct. 28.

By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
Scheduled prehearing conference for Nov.
20 in proceeding on application of Madison
Bcstrs.,
S.D. for am facilities Action Oct.Madison,
29.
By order, specified dates for exchange of
engineering data and for further prehearing
conferences by groups in proceeding on am
applications of Tiffin Bcstg. Co., Tiffin, Ohio,
et al, and continued further hearing from
Nov. 23 to a further date or dates to be
determined
tion Oct. 27. at prehearing conferences. AcBy Hearing Examiner Millard F. French
On own motion, scheduled hearing for
Nov. 23 at 9:45 a.m., in proceeding on am
applications of Graves County Bcstg. Inc.,
Providence. Ky.. and Muhlenburg Bcstg.
Co. (WNES) Central City. Ky. Action Oct.
By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
Granted petition by Fortune Bcstg., Salt
Lake City, Utah, for extension of time to
Nov. 2 to file reply to petition by Pioneer
Bcstg. Co., Spanish Fork, Utah, for enlargement of issues in proceeding on their am applications, et al. Action Oct. 29.
Granted oral request by WMAX Inc.
(WMAX) Grand Rapids, Mich., for continuance of hearing from Nov. 2 to Nov. 17
at 2 p.m.,
in Oct.
proceeding
on its am application. Action
30.
Grantedtension ofpetition
by
Telemusic
for extime to Dec. 1 to fileCo.proposed
findings of fact and conclusions in proceedon its application
for fm Oct.
facilities
San ingBernardino,
Calif. Action
29. in
Dismissed as moot motion by Beaumont
Bcstg. Corp. to strike opposition by The
Enterprise Co. to motion to strike proposed
findings in Beaumont, Tex., tv ch. 6 remand
proceeding. Action Oct. 29.
Denied motion by Beaumont Bcstg. Corp.
to strike clusions
proposed
of fact andCo.con-in
of law byfindings
The Enterprise
Beaumont, Tex., tv ch. 6 remand proceeding. Action Oct. 27.
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle
Granted ofpetition
by Walter
extension
time from
Nov. 2G. toAllen
Nov. for17
to file proposed
findings
of
fact
and
con-1
clusions of law and from Nov. 9 to Dec.
for replies in proceeding on his application
and that of Marshall County Bcstg. Co.,
Inc., for new am stations in Huntsville and
Arab, Ala. Action Nov. 2.
On own motion, extended time for filing
and replies
conclusions
2proposed
to Nov. findings
17 and for
from from
Nov. Nov.
9 to
Dec. 1 in proceeding on applications of
Sheffield Bcstg. Co. and J.B. Fait Jr., for
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am facilities in Sheffield, Ala. Action Nov. 2.
Uponreau andinformal
request of ofBroadcast
Buwith concurrence
other parties
in proceeding on application of Richard
B. Gilbert for am facilities in Tempe, Ariz,
continued time for filing proposed findings
and conclusions from Oct. 27 to Nov. 3 and
for replies
from Nov. 2 to Nov. 9. Action
Oct.
27.
By Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClenning
Upon consideration of informal request of
Denver Bcstg. Co., on own motion, extended time for exchange of written sworn exhibits from Nov. 1 to Nov. 6 in proceeding on Denver's
application
that of
Satellite
Center Radio
Co., for and
am facilities
in Denver and Arvada, Colo. Action Oct. 28.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
Scheduled prehearing conference for Nov.
23 in proceeding on application of Santa
Rosa Bcstg. Co., for am facilities in Santa
Rosa, Calif. Action Nov. 2.
Dismissed request by Lawrence W. Felt
for continuance of prehearing conference in
proceeding on his application and that of
International Good Music Inc., for fm facilities in Carlsbad and San Diego, Calif., and
affirmed ference.
Nov.Action17Oct.
date28.for prehearing conGranted petition by Herbert T. Graham
for leave to amend his application for am
facilities in Lansing, Mich., by correcting
certain mathematical and typographical errors in program statistics; application is
consolidated for hearing with Triad Tele.
Corp.,
Oct. 28.for am facilities in Lansing. Action
By Hearing Examiner Horace Stern
Scheduled prehearing conference for Nov.
20 at rulemaking
11 a.m. in Springfield,
111., deintermixture
remand proceeding.
Action
Oct. 30.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By Broadcast Bureau
Actions of October 30
K70AQ Likely, Calif.— Granted license
covering change in tv translator station.
KOTA-TV Rapid City, S.D.— Granted suordinates. perseding license to correct geographic coWONE
cp to for
install new Dayton,
trans, at Ohio—
main Granted
trans, location
aux. purposes only.
KCHJ trans,
Delano,
Calif .—Granted
change
and studio
location. cp to
WOLS
Florence,
S.C.—
Granted
cp to install new trans.
KWLM Willmar, Minn. — Granted cp to install new trans, and make changes in transmitting equipment.
WRAK-FM Williamsport, Pa.— Granted cp
to change frequency to 102.7 mc; ERP to 53
kw; decrease
to 1,260 ft., and install new ant. ant.
and height
new trans.
KMRC
Morgan
City,
La.
— Granted
change transmitter location
and cp
maketo
change in ground system.
*KUOMnew Minneapolis,
Minn. — Granted to
install
trans.
KSAN
San
Francisco,
Calif. — Granted cp
to install new trans.
KGHL
Billings,
Mont.
—
Granted cp to install new trans.
WGBS-FM Miami, Fla.— Granted cp to increase ERP to 18 kw; ant. height to 250 ft.;
change trans, location and install new ant.
(side-mount fm ant. on WGBS tower #2);
remote control permitted; conditions.
WMBO
N.Y. — Granted cp to install new Auburn,
trans.
WMRT (FM) Lansing. Mich.— Granted
mod. of cp to increase ERP to 30 kw; increase ant. height to 370 ft.; change translocation; specify studio same as trans, location;
install new ant. and make changes in
ant. system.
WJIM-FM Lansing, Mich.— Granted mod.
of cp to make changes in ant. system; decrease ERP to 28 kw and increase ant
height to 440 ft.
WQXT Palm Beach, Fla.— Granted mod.
of cp to change type trans.
WEEB Southern Pines, N.C.— Granted
mod. of cp to change type trans.
WCMI-AM-FM Ashland, Ky.— Granted
change of remote control authority.
Following stations were granted extensions of completion dates as shown- KSFV
(FM) San Fernando. Calif, to March 3
1960; WEBR-FM Buffalo. N.Y. to Feb 15
I960; KGFL Roswell. N.M. to Nov. 30;
WKVT Brattleboro. Vt. to Jan. 30. I960WCHD (FM) Detroit, Mich, to Jan. 25. 1960:
WCBM-FM Baltimore, Md. Feb. 18. 1960 and
WITA-FM San Juan, P.R. to March 28
1960.
Actions of October 29
KDOM
Windom,
Minn.— Inc.
Granted assignment of license to KDOM
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VVMMH Marshall, N.C.— Granted assignof license to Marshall Bcstg. Inc.
Granted licenses for following tv translator stations: K72AZ Television Improvement Association, Ukiah, Calif.; K71A0 Wallowa Valley Tv Association Inc.. Wallowa
Valley, Ore.: W73AC Northeastern Pennsylvania Bcstg. Inc., Clarks Summit, Dalton &
Waverly, Dalton
Pa.; W79AC
WBRE-TVPa. Inc., Clarks
Summit,
& Waverly,
WLUC-TV Marquette, Mich. — Granted cp
to change main studio location; waived
Sec. 3.613(b) of rules.
Actions of October 28
WSEB Sebring, Fla. — Granted cp to replace expired permit for am station.
KWWL Waterloo, Iowa — Granted mod. of
cp
to change DA pattern for nighttime operation.
WMMW-FM Meriden, Conn.— Remote control permitted
control
point). for main trans. (2nd remote
WHP Harrisburg, Pa. — Remote control
permitted
directional forant.main trans, while using nonWTOT control
Marianna,authority.
Fla.— Granted change of
remote
KALV Alva, Okla.— Granted authority to
sign-off
7 p.m. except
for
periodat ending
Nov. 30.for special events,
KWYN Wynne, Ark.— Granted authoritv
to operate specified hours of 5 a.m. to 6:15
p.m.,
ending except
Jan. for
30, special
1960. events, for period
KWWL Waterloo, Iowa — Granted extention of completion date to Nov. 16.
Actions of October 27
KIPA
Hilo,
Hawaiifrom
— Granted
transfer of control
estate involuntary
of Alan H.
Pollock
to
Jedd
McClatchy
and Thomas J.
MacBride.
WNOS-AM-FM High Point, N.C.— Granted assignment
North
Carolina ofInc.license to Doss Bcstg. of
KBUY Amarillo, Tex.— Granted assignment of license to David R. Worley, et al.,
d b/a Amarillo Bcstrs Ltd.
WYRNment of license
Louisburg,
N.C. — Granted
to Joseph
T. Laneassigntr/as
Franklin Bcstg. Co.
KLMO Longmont, Colo. — Granted assignment of license to Radio Longmont Inc.
KLRO San Diego, Calif.— Granted assignment of cp to Multi Casting Corp.

WFNC new
Fayetteville,
install
trans, as N.C.
aux.— Granted
trans. D cp andto
alternate main night.
WFNC new
Fayetteville,
Granted
install
trans, asN.C—
main
trans,cp andto
change type trans.
Following stations were granted extensions of completion
dates trans.
as shown:
WJZ-to
TV Baltimore,
Md. (main
& ant.)
Dec. 4; WPTTfTV) Augusta, Me. to May 1,
1960; WPTZ(TV) North Pole, N.Y. to May
1. 1960 and WSTE'TV) Fajardo, P.R. to May
18, 1960. Actions of October 26
Columbia Bcstg. System Inc., Chicago,
111. — Granted license for 4 trans, in low
power broadcast service.
KPSR(FM) Palm Springs, Calif.— Granted
mod. mote
of control
cp topermitted.
change studio location; reWRMN
Elgin,
111.— Granted change of remote control authority.
WPCT Putnam, Conn. — Granted change of
remote control authority.
WVBR-FM Ithaca, N.Y. — Granted extension of completion date to April 13. 1960.
WCRM Clare, Mich. — Granted extension
of completion date to Dec. 31.
Action of October 21
WAGC sigChattanooga,
— Granted
asnment of cp to Middle Tenn.
Georgia
Bcstg. Co.
Action of October 19
WABG-TV Greenwood, Miss. — Granted cp
to replace expired cp for tv station.
Action of October 16
WBRC-FM Birmingham, Ala. — Granted cp
to increase ant. height to 1,110 ft. and make
changes in ant. system; ERP 16 kw.
License Renewals
Following stations were granted renewal
of license: KMIN Grants, N.M.; KOZE
Lewiston, Idaho; KWYK Farmington, N.M.;
KSJB Jamestown, N.D.; KAPR Douglas.
Ariz.; KMUR Murray. Utah; KPOK Scottedale. Ariz.; KAAA Kingman, Ariz.; KTER
Terrell. Tex.; KOFA Yuma, Ariz.; KONI
Phoenix, Ariz.; KWAL Wallace. Idaho:
KELE-FM Phoenix, Ariz.; KTWO-TV KPD31, Casper. Wyo.; KFMM(FM) Tucson, Ariz.;
KLIX-TV Twin Falls. Idaho; KCLO Leavenworth, Kan.; KTKT Tucson. Ariz.

AMCI...
• Omnidirectional TV
Transmitting Antennas
• Directional TV
Transmitting Antennas
• Tower-mounted TV
Transmitting Antennas
• Standby TV
Transmitting Antennas
• Diplexers
• Coaxial Switches
. . . have been proven
in service.
Write for information
and catalog.
ALFORD
Manufacturing Company
299 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.
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A service of Gulf Oil Corporation in the cause
of creating — through the facts as we see them
— a fuller understanding of the oil industry.

The

other

face

of

world

A surprising number of Americans — in this day of international and even
outer-spatial limits — still think we ought to be padlocking our borders.
To them, world trade is the villain of the piece. A give-with-no-get proposition. A threat to home markets. Happily, growing numbers of us are
aware of world trade's other face. A welcoming, productive, mutually
profitable face. One we, in turn, should turn freely and fully to the world.
Q. Why not live and let live? Why become heavily involved in world trade?
A. We're already heavily involved. Take
oil for example. (It happens to be the
biggest single item in world trade with
some 5%% of the total value.) By 1957
figures, the latest available, some 150
American oil companies had $9 billion
in direct private interests abroad. They
held a direct interest in 64% of the Free
World's oil supply.
Q. Don't these interests concern, at most,
a tiny minority of Americans?
A. Not so. These American companies
represented an estimated two million
stockholders. And over the last two years,
even this number has grown.
Q. Does what you say for oil necessarily
hold true for all our business?
A. Judge for yourself. It's true that our
oil companies' $9 billion was our largest
private foreign investment. But — again
in 1957 — the U. S.'s total private investment outside the country was a whopping $25 billion plus.
Q. You've only talked investment. How
much actual trading do we do?
A. In 1957, we imported $13 billion in
goods. We balanced that figure with $20
billion in exports. When you compare
the total with our Gross National Product for that year — $440 billion — our
world trade can obviously stand some
growing. But $33 billion in world trade
is still a lot of money.
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Q. The activity is impressive but what
specifically was in it for us?
A. Our investments gave us a measure
of this. They yielded us a $3.4 billion
return. However you figure it, that's a
healthy percentage of capital. And a good
part of this return found its way into the
pockets of America's stockholders.
Q. You seemed to suggest our world
trade yields dividends beyond money.
A. Yes it does. Bear in mind that American investors will naturally seek out
friendly countries. In doing so, they help
develop the strength and stability of these
allies. Our private interests further our
national interests — and at no cost to the
taxpayer. Over and above this, of course,
the act of doing business itself adds to
mutual knowledge and understanding.

trade

tions that invest in the Western Hemisphere. Itusually exempts foreign earnings
from double taxation. But our policies —
and thus the effort they support — fall a
lot short of our national competitors'.
Q. Can you give us some example of the
competitive effort we are facing?
A. One might be the "common market"
plan six of our European Allies are deThey've seen how,
our own
industrial veloping.
development,
mass inmarketing
has led to mass production and, hence,
lowered prices. They are now lowering
trade barriers so that, within a decade,
none will exist. An Italian buyer, for example, will pay about the same price for
a German car as the German will.
Q. As a nation, what can we do to improve our world trading position?
A. For one thing, we should rework our
policies to a point where we are on a
competitive par. That means exempting
our companies from taxes on foreign
earnings until they are returned to this
country. This in itself would free money
for reinvestment. And we should apply
the tax exemptions which our Western
Hemisphere companies enjoy to all of
our outside U. S. investors.

Q. Let's focus on imports for the moment.
As the richest country in the world, can't
we get by without them?
A. Just run down the list of things we
don't have enough of. Iron ore, bauxite,
tin, nickel, wood pulp, platinum, special
minerals we use in the super-alloys of
such items as our jet engines, many more.
And a lot of us would be less than happy
without such items as our coffee, tea,
cocoa, spices, hides and furs. We still
count on foreign sources for much of
our newsprint, too.

A. Here again, some reworking is needed.
In spite of higher labor costs, strangely
enough, a U. S.-made product often carries alower price tag than the same item
made abroad. To cite one reason, our
labor, with its modern tools, is often
more productive. But we have to intensify our efforts to hold the line on inflation, particularly on such basic costs as
industrial power and energy.

Q. Are our governmental policies generally helpful to our world trade?
A. Yes and no. The government allows
some tax advantages to U. S. corpora-

We welcome further questions and comment.
Please address them to Gulf Oil Corp.,
Room 1300, GulfBldg., Pittsburgh 30, Pa.

Q. Can we hope to match our competitor
nations on the world price front?
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Odin
Sayles
A bank failure back in 1931, when
many financial institutions hit bottom,
was "possibly one of the most fortunate
events" in his early life, Odin Ramsland recalled recently. When it happened to his father, he was faced with
the choice of dropping out of the U. of
North Dakota or working his way
through school. He stayed and became
self-supporting, an attribute that later
characterized much of his broadcasting
career.
There were other incidents, perhaps
the most significant being his association with the late Dalton LeMasurier
and A. H. Flaten, now a sales executive with CBS. As a team, they launched KDAL Duluth, Minn., and went on
to enjoy a rewarding association and
friendship. Much of the esprit de corps
rubbed off on its employes.
In the Duluth-Superior (Wisconsin)
market today, both KDAL radio and
KDAL-TV are established community
entities and profitable operations, due
largely to the policies and philosophies
of Mr. Ramsland as vice president and
general manager.
Mild-mannered and personable, Odin
Sayles Ramsland was born in Faith,
S.D., Oct. 29, 1912. He planned to follow intown
his banker.
father's
smallHe footsteps
entered as
thea U.
of
North Dakota in 1930. After the bank
failed in 1931, he continued in school,
selling university publications and working for the local power company. He
encountered Mr. LeMasurier, then general manager of KFJM Grand Forks,
N.D., a struggling independent, and Mr.
Flaten, his commercial manager. He
continued his schooling, getting his law
degree from the U. of Minnesota in
1936.
Helped Start KDAL • Messrs. LeMasurier and Flaten were putting
KDAL Duluth on the air and welcomed Mr. Ramsland as a salesman in
August 1937. When Mr. Flaten left to
join CBS in 1941, Mr. Ramsland became commercial manager. In 1949
Mr. LeMasurier sold 10% of the company's stock to R. A. Dettman, chief
engineer, and Mr. Ramsland and elevated both to vice presidents. (Mr.
Dettman is credited with helping
KDAL secure its 610 kc frequency and
upper - three - state - area coverage and
with possessing the technical knowledge needed to win ch. 3 for KDALTV during competitive hearings.) Before Mr. LeMasurier's untimely death
in 1957 in an airplane crash, he made
provision for holding stock in trust, to
be administered by Messrs. Ramsland
and Dettman, as vice presidents and as
BROADCASTING, November 9, 1959

Ramsland
general manager and secretary, respectively.
Through the years (1941-1957) they
worked as a team with Mr. LeMasurier, controlling stockholder and an
acknowledged taskmaster and perfectionist. Looking back, Mr. Ramsland
reports, "The three of us made an excellent combination and rarely got in
each other's way. ... It was one of the
happiest ownership relationships I have
ever istic
known."
humility: He adds, with character"The philosophy of KDAL-AM-TV
is a difficult one to put your finger on.
I am sure that no one in an executive
position . . . has ever taken himself
very seriously, and everyone has been
invited to comment and make suggestions. For example, the station has always been operated on a first-name
basis, and from the day an employe is
hired, he is instructed to call everyone
by his first name. There are never any
closed doors; the manager's door is
open 99% of the time, and everyone
feels free to walk in and discuss his or
her problems or make suggestions for
improvement of the operation."
Incentive Plan • This philosophy was
translated into dollars and cents with
the initiation of a profit-sharing plan
for employes in 1950. The trust fund,
administered by employes and handled
by a local bank, now claims $150,000;
for the past few years, it has amounted
to about 10% of the employes' total
annual income. Says Mr. Ramsland: "It
epitomizes my philosophy that incentive is necessary for everybody. I like
to have my sales people on a commission-incentive arrangement with an in-

KDAL-AM-TV's Ramsland
He didn't bank on banking

creased percentage for higher production." Itworks for KDAL-AM-TV, allowing everyone to share in the profits.
Much of the sales spark is still engendered byMr. Ramsland, though not
to the degree he was active from 1941
to 1957. In Duluth proper, a two-station market in radio and tv, KDALTV is a primary affiliate of CBS-TV
(and ABC secondary). It began operation March 14, 1954, with Red River
Broadcasting Co. as owner and licensee.
KDAL-TV also maintains a string of
translator stations in Minnesota.
KDAL radio is an affiliate of CBS,
whose Program Consolidation Plan Mr.
Ramsland moderately criticized at the
recent network radio affiliates annual
convention in New York. At best, he
said on a panel, it appears to be only a
stopgap plan (At Deadline, Sept. 28).
"I did not like the idea then and I
still do not like the principle," he told
affiliates, but KDAL couldn't program
adequately without network news, special events and public affair services.
But, with a revamped operation, he conceded, ratings increased substantially
and the station's "overall tone" improved. He expressed hope CBS will
provide still better service within the 30hour structure and eventually resume
"payment for our time in the blue
With PCP as the catalyst, KDAL
beefed up its news department by installing shortwave
equipment
in "prowl"
cars,
recording
all CBS
newscasts,
hiring
areas."
an additional reporter-legman and
changing its editorial policy. KDAL
replaced daily opinions with periodic
90-second "minitorials," saturating the
air for one day. KDAL also upgraded
local shows and launched a "something
for everybody" music concept.
Station Ownership • Mr. Ramsland
owns 11.11% of the stock (77.77% is
still controlled by Mr. LeMasurier's estate) and he and Mrs. LeMasurier,
president of Red River, own 20% each
of WECL Eau Claire, Wis., and 16% %
of KBIZ Ottumwa, Iowa. He also holds
18.6% of KWEB Rochester, Minn.
Mr. Ramsland is a member of the
NAB Radio Board, reflecting his participation inindustry affairs. He served
on the original Sales Managers Executive Committee of NAB and was active
in founding Radio Advertising Bureau.
His main civic interest is the industrial
bureau of the Duluth Chamber of
Commerce, on which he's been active
since 1945. He married the former
Vivian Helgerson and they have three
children — Nancy, 18, a freshman at the
U. of North Dakota; James, 16, attending Shattuck Prep School at Faribault,
Minn., and Linda, 12. He claims two
hobbies — hunting in the fall and working on their new lake home in Wisconsin, aproject he began four years ago.
U9

EDITORIALS
Pilgrims' progress
TELEVISION has become the central figure in a morality
play as classic as any ever written. All the elements
are there: innocence in conflict with guile, moral principle
in conflict with cupidity. So far the play lacks only one
detail, an ending.
It seems to us that the ending must be supplied by television itself if television is to profit from the adversities it
has suffered. By "television" we mean the networks and
stations that make up the television system of the U.S. It
is they that will be damaged if this play turns out badly. It
is they, and they alone, who must take the initiative in
fashioning an outcome that will turn the Harris committee
hearings into an instrument for lasting good.
Television inherited from radio a set of operating practices that encouraged diffusion of authority. Some shows
are owned outright by their sponsors, others by independent producers, others by the network or the station; some
are owned 50-50 by sponsor and producer or by producer
and network; the ownership of others is even more diverse.
To the same degree that ownership is divided, so is authority. On the air today are many programs over which networks and stations exercise practically no control.
Diffusion of authority has led inevitably to diffusion of
responsibility. Put another way, it has created the perfect
excuse to escape responsibility. The history of the quiz
programs on CBS-TV and NBC-TV demonstrates the escape hatch in action. Take Twenty One as an example.
At the time Charles Van Doren was a contestant, Twenty
One was owned by Barry & Enright Productions and sponsored on NBC-TV by Pharmaceuticals Inc.
Did NBC try to find out whether Mr. Van Doren was
being rehearsed? No, Mr. Van Doren told the Harris committee last week, never. Was Pharmaceuticals Inc. keeping a close watch on the preparation of the shows? No, he
never met anyone from the sponsoring company or its
agency.
It is now appropriate to ask the question: Who was responsible for keeping Twenty One clean? The answer is:
Nobody. The network was acting only as a vehicle carrying
the program. The sponsor and its agency were thinking of
the show only as a vehicle carrying advertising messages.
Barry & Enright was thinking of it only as the source of a
fast and very large buck. Among all the people who in some
way had a direct connection with the show, not one felt a
personal sense of editorial responsibility.
IF TIME could be recalled and Twenty One revived under
new rules of control, who should be given the authority
and responsibility to make certain it met reasonable
standards?
Should the sponsor be put in charge? A company buys
television advertising for the same purpose that it buys any
other kind of advertising. In television the advertiser and
its agency may become more directly involved in the production of the vehicle carrying the advertising than they
do in the production of newspapers and magazines. But
no matter how extensive the contribution of the sponsor
and its agency to the production of a television show, the
purpose of the advertiser's participation remains the same.
It is silly to suppose that the advertiser's obligation goes
beyond the objective of obtaining exposure for its advertising.
Should the packager or producer be put in charge? Assume that all producers are motivated by purest principle,
an assumption difficult to make on the record of the quiz
hearings. Even so, the producer is acting with narrowness
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of view. He is wholly preoccupied with his own shows
which, at most, constitute a fraction of a network's or station's total output. To cede authority to the producers would
hopelessly fragmentize editorial control.
If order is to be brought to television operations, the networks and stations themselves must take command of all
their programs. Present circumstances, we suggest, will
force them to take command.

IT IS EASY to understand why networks have hesitated
to assert authority over their total program structures.
For years they have been threatened with antitrust reprisal
for "freezing out" independent program producers from
prime time.
Yet we suggest that the quiz hearings and the legislative
comments they have provoked have reversed the attitudes
in government. In the atmosphere that prevails now, networks could assume total program control, without risking antitrust prosecution, providing of course they did not
also extend their influence over affiliates through stricter
arrangements for option time.
By total program control we do not mean total program
production. There is no corporation big enough to supply
all the creative manpower needed to fill a network's program schedule. No corporation of that size could be created. But we suggest there is an analogy to the type of program control that networks could exercise. It is the type of
editorial control that a large magazine, Life for example, is
accustomed to exert.
Life has a large staff over which Life editors exercise
authority. Life also buys art and articles from outside contributors, but Life itself must take — and indeed its editors
would not wish to avoid — responsibility for the outside
contributions that it uses. The assumption of editorial
responsibility by the editors in charge is fundamental in
American journalism. It must also become fundamental in
television.
Why should a television network not take responsibility
for everything it broadcasts? Why should it not have a
board of editors who can supervise its programs to the
same degree that Life's editors supervise what Life prints,
whether created by staff members or contributors?
Until editorial authority is centralized, responsibility in
television will continue to be diffused and the temptation
to avoid it irresistible.

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid His
"/ just hope CBS doesn't cany that 'no deceit' policy too
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MINNEAPOLIS
100,000

REPRESENTED
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EDWARD

RETRY

& CO., INC.

—

A GOLD

- ST. PAUL

WATTS

NBC

SEAL STATION
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1X16
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you

a

winner!

is

in

CONGRATULATIONS!
KMBC-TV

and

— to

KANSAS

all

KMBC-KFRM

you

alert

Radio

With the ABC-TV network already sporting 5 of the 10
top programs in prime-time evening viewing . . . and
headed for even greater dominance as fast-starting,
sure-fire bets enter the field — the wise money rides on
Channel 9 in the great, prosperous Kansas City area.

this

time
fall

CITY!

buyers
and

using

winter!

Look at this line-up: "Maverick" pulling out farther
and farther ahead of any competition . . . "Wyatt Earp"
in a brand-new setting and series . . . "Cheyenne" back
with Clint Walker . . . Pat Boone . . . Dick Clark with a
new show on a peak evening . . . "77 Sunset Strip" !

PLUS GREAT NEW ABC-TV SHOWS
. . . new hours and hours of pulling power — every night of
the week— "The Alaskans" . . . "Bourbon Street Beat" . . .
"Adventures in Paradise" . . . Cliff Arquette's "HobbyLobby"
Eye"! . '. . "The Untouchables" . . .
and
more. .. .. ."Hawaiian
more . . . more
PLUS FINE STATION-PRODUCED PROGRAMS
Channel 9's own locally matchless news-weather-and-sports
coverage . . , "Impact" and "Shock" Theaters! New daytime
magnetism, too! — with desirable one-minute Avails if you
act fast!
PLUS TALL TOWER-MAXIMUM POWER
Channel 9's high tower, top power that reaches 34,142 more
homes with Class A coverage than any other Kansas City
TV station.

TAKE

THE

WINSIDE

TRACK

Channel 9's new Ampex Videotape Recorders
PLUS "VIDEOTAPE HEADQUARTERS"
MOST ADVANCED VIDEOTAPE— lifelike as life itself!
KMBC-TV has for its clients two of the very latest, most
modern AMPEX VR-1000B videotape recorders! Let them
serve you!
TO

PROFIT

on KMBC-KFRM

Radio,

too!

Soundest buy in the rich trade area — America's 17th market! The Team's way out ahead (latest Neilsen report shows a near ONE-FOURTH share of total audience!) and pulling stronger all the time!
Remember — you get KFRM free when you buy KMBC — all of Kansas as a bonus over and above the
Kansas City metropolitan area and western Missouri — twin transmitters with 10,000 watts power
blanketing a prosperous area of four million population. Top programming, top personalities, top coverage add up to top impact for your sales message!
DON DAVIS, President
JOHN SCHILLING, Executive Vice Pre
GEORGE HIGGINS, Vice Pres. & Sole:
ED DENNIS, Vice President
MORI GREINER, Television Mdnoget
DICK SMITH, Radio Manager *
Kansas City's Most Popular and Mast Powerful TV Station
and in Radio the Swing fs to
Peters. Griffin
Woodward.
INC
PRtprtstnta.
2
«
P
Exclusive
National
KMBC ^ Kansas City — KFRM
the State of Kansas
with 10,000 Watts Power from. Twin .Transmitters

NOVEMBER

THIRTY-FIVE CENTS

16, 1959
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It sounds almost too good to be true
— but three of the largest-audience
TV shows in Central Iowa are "station-time" programs on WHO-TV —
Family Theatre, The Early Show and
The Late Show !
These shows represent 25 key hours
of competitive local programming,
Monday through Friday. Each features
hit selections from the tremendous
WHO-TV film library* plus frequent
up-to-the-minute news reports. And
NSI (July, 1959) proves that in their
time segments, these shows deliver
more homes in 220% more quarter

WHO-TV
Station K
Station W
Ties

to tv, but
doesn't

in tv code

THREAT

FCC
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own

deserve

to be

AND

41
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Page

50

censure

Page

56

in L.A. today

Page

68

program

all the

considered

PROGRAMMING!
hours than Stations 'B' and 'C
combined!
Look at the facts — NSI or ARB —
and you'll understand WHO-TV's
superiority in Central Iowa television. Ask your PGW Colonel for
availabilities !

WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV

■'WARNER BROTHERS "Feature" and
"Vanguard" * MGM Groups 1 and 3 * NT A
"Champagne,"
"Rocket
86," "Dream,"
"Lion," "Big 50"
* SCREEN
GEMS
"Sweet 65" * HOLLYWOOD TELEVISION SERVICE "Constellation" * M and A
ALEXANDER
"Galaxy 20" and"Imperial
others. Prestige" * ABC's

ARB SURVEY
METROPOLITAN DES MOINES AREA
(March 16-April 12, 1959)
FIRST PLACE QUARTER HOURS
Percentag e of Total
Number Reported
4-Week
48.7%
4-Week
1-Week
1-Week
50.0%
42.3%
233
40.0%
227
6.0%
9.0%
186
197
4.0%
27
42
20
0
0

WHO-TV is part of Central Broadcasting Company,
which also owns and operates WHO Radio, Des Moines; WOC-TV, Davenport I

WHO-TV
Channel

13 • Des Moines
NBC Affiliate
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
Robert H. Harter, Sales Manager

Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc., National Representatives

RADIO
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all phases
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want
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WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO

"FLIGHT"

STREAKS

ahead. In 12 major first-run markets

where it is programmed following
a weak adjacency, "FLIGHT" has seized the lead from competition with superior lead-ins —
averaging a 60% audience gain for its time slot. What about second take-off?

"FLIGHT" SOARS on re-runsi Early reports on the first re-run market, Milwaukee, show
"FLIGHT" delivering a 23.0 ARB rating with the same top 53% share-of-audience scored in
its first run — outrating a competitive Nielsen Top-Ten network show by 64%! Furthermore,
whether

it's first-run or re-run, it's "first-class" all the way!

"FLIGHT" PULLS adult audiences — people with "grown-up" buying power. This aviation
adventure series attracts the highest proportion of adult viewers of any syndicated series!
(Source: U.S. Pulse, reported by Television Ago, Aug. -Oct., 1939.)
NBC

Television Films.

A Division of

CMP
Vfff
I

California National Productions,

Inc.

*
buy

St

Louis

a

la

card

>0>

V
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3

-i

-TV

KRLD

1

-TV

KRLD

Buy the richest market in Texas — Dallas-Fort
Worth - when you buy KRLD-TV, Channel 4
in Dallas . . . consistent favorite in 675,000
TV Homes.
Ask a Branham Man for KRLD-TV "measured
preference" facts folder.

4

-TV

KRLD

V

-T
KRLD

Clyde W. Rembert, President
The Dallas Times Herald Station
TV Twin to KRLD Radio 1080, full-time 50,000
watt Voice of Texas.
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CLOSED
Policy parley • What does FCC hope
to accomplish with its massive investigation of broadcast policy ordered last
week (story page 41)? They can't say
so publicly, for obvious reasons, but at
least some members regard this as invitation to broadcasters to participate in
serious reappraisal of what's on air,
what should be on air, what role government should play. As one commissioner privately put it last week: "Both
the broadcasting industry and the FCC
are in such bad repute we'd better all
hang together or we'll all hang separately."
Seriousness with which FCC members themselves regard new inquiry is
seen in way they handled preparation of
order. Order was both drafted and
written by FCC members themselves,
and staff was kept in dark. Ordinarily
order of this kind would be worked up
by staff from first draft to completed
document.
Watching the trap • If House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee goes
through with plans to hold hearings on
payola in radio and television (Broadcasting, Nov. 9), you can expect spectators toinclude eager agents of Internal
Revenue Service. It's known that income
tax people have already expressed interest in information that subcommittee
develops.
Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.), Oversight
chairman, had expected to go to Geneva
this month to attend International Telecommunications Conference (Closed
Circuit, Oct. 19). He wanted to get
briefing on international scene because
of his interest in overhauling U.S. management of frequency allocations. But
he's going to hospital in Washington,
D.C., instead for treatment of varicose
veins. Same day he enters hospital (Nov.
19) Reps. Walter Rogers (D-Tex.) and
William Springer (D-IU.), members of
Mr. Harris' parent Commerce Committee, will leave for Geneva accompanied
by Ed Williamson, committee chief
clerk, and Andrew Stevenson, staffer.
Code and crisis • U.S. television broadcasters who tune to closed circuit speech
by Don McGannon, Tv Code Board
chairman, this week will hear some
tough talk. Mr. McGannon is expected
to be frank about present weakness of
code, with only slightly more than half
of tv stations subscribing, and to say
there's no doubt that government will
move in with tight regulation if more
stations don't indicate interest in regulating themselves. Entire code board

CIRCUIT,

will appear on special taped telecast
which all networks will carry on closed
circuit late this week (story page 68).
Fund raiser • What's new Television
Information Office doing to help out in
present crisis? At moment it's still very
much in preliminary organization stage
and engaged in membership drive necessary to its future. Lou Hausman, TIO
director, has made appeals at NAB regional conferences, and reportedly
membership passed 100 last week while
he was at NAB meeting in Fort Worth.
Expensive 'no' • Twenty million dollar
offer for ABC's owned and operated
radio stations, made by unknown bidder through reputable law firm, was
flatly rejected by AB-PT board of directors inderstood,
past camefortnight.
unout of blueOffer,
sinceit'sthere
has been no disposition to sell. Instead
ABC is known to be interested in acquiring WLS, giving it full time in Chicago, and is reportedly looking for seventh station to complete its quota. Existing stations are in New York, Detroit,
Los Angeles, San Francisco and Pittsburgh, aside from half time in Chicago.
NBC Radio revisions • After last
week's meetings with affiliates (see page
72), NBC Radio's Matthew J. Culligan
is said to be counting on getting network's new networking-plus-programservice format into operation with loss
of maybe six or eight affiliates at most.
With 135 stations tallied, four reportedly had said no; at this rate, network
could expect half-dozen losses — some
of which, unless stations change stance,
will be non-renewals initiated by NBC
Radio in line with policy requiring stations to clear 100%.
During affiliates convention NBC
Radio got enough orders for two of its
upcoming Program Service offerings to
assure it'll break even on them. Quarterhour business-news strip featuring Bob
Wilson has been ordered by more than
40 stations (some of which have already sold it locally), and Alex Dreier's
Man on the Go series of five-minute reports several times daily (number to be
determined) has been ordered by about
50. Rates for Program Service shows
are based on multiples of station's oneminute spot rate for 10 a.m. time
(Broadcasting, Oct. 19).
Film and TvB • Question of admitting
tv film packagers and distributors to
membership in Television Advertising
Bureau is due for exploration and perhaps decision at TvB's annual meeting

this week (see page 76). Film group
wants in, but some members feel they
should be accepted not as full members
but in category akin to associate membership, which doesn't now exist. Film
representatives, with some support
from regular members, argue they
ought to be let in on same basis as, say,
station representatives and allowed —
like reps, stations or networks — to
name their own representative to TvB
board.
Test of strength • Whole question of
FCC's present authority in programming field may come to head in individual case soon. On file is application for sole station in market proposing format confined exclusively to
music and news. Other categories are
given just minimum percentage time.
Question has been raised whether applicant ought not to be made to justify
whether this program format is in public interest.
Commercial probe • Theres more
than on-air monitoring being done by
Federal Trade Commission in its search
for deceit in television commercials
(Broadcasting, Nov. 9). One tv station
in major market reported last week FTC
field man called at station and demanded
to see all commercials then on hand.
Station refused on such short notice
itoring.
and suggested he do his work by monAmong big advertising agencies there
is growing fear that FTC investigation
of tv commercials could spread to all
advertising. Many copy and art themes
in big campaigns are common to both
air and print advertising. Agencymen
figure if FTC finds something it objects
to on tv, it will be natural to look for
its counterpart in print.
Allocations report • FCC, put on
notice some 18 months ago to "compromise" on solution to allocations
riddle, probably will be called before
Senate Commerce Committee in early
January to make report. Hearings will
constitute another round in committee's
lengthy study and originally were
planned for year ago. Committee members, notably Sen. John Pastore (D-R.I.),
chairman of Communications Subcommittee, have been critical of Commission for its failure to propose solution.
Special committee counsel Kenneth
Cox is writing report on subject, but
is waiting for FCC views. Commission,
in turn, says it's waiting for results of
proposed swap with military before
taking concrete action.

Published eve ry Monday, 53rd issue (Yearbook Number) published in September by Broadcasting Publications Inc.
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in DETROIT

YOU

KNOW

WHERE

YOU'RE

GOING

WITH

CBS PROGRAMMING • CHANNEL
2
TV
WJBK-

Sales are UP in booming Detroit
UP 17%
Dept. Store Sales
UP 97%
New Car Sales
UP 9%
Employment
UP 90%
Car and Truck Output
(Sept. '59 vs Sept. '58— Detroit Board of Commerce)
And UP is definitely the word for
WJBK-TV viewers

September ARB Share of
Audience is 34.2% — 26.2% higher
than any other Detroit station.
One of the leading CBS stations
in the nation for share of audience.
You know where your audience
and sales are going with WJBK-TV—
They're going UP!
a STORE

R

station

CALL

KATZ

STORER NAT'L •SALES OFFICES
625 Madison Ave., N.Y. 22
or
230 N. Michigan Ave.
Chicago 1
6
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WEEK

IN

BRIEF

Why kill good quizzes with the bad? • Quiz programs and give-away shows which are honestly produced and honestly conducted should be continued
because the public likes them and because they are
an effective low-cost vehicle for many advertisers who
otherwise might not be able to afford television or
wish to spread their budgets further. This is why
Forrest F. Owen Jr., vice president and manager, Wade
Mr. Owen Adv., Los Angeles, in this week's Monday Memo, says
don't dump the whole barrel just to get rid of a few
bad apples. Page 31.
Major radio-tv study ordered • Sweeping reappraisal of broadcasting
fundamentals seen in FCC order opening investigation of all radio-tv.
Study made imperative by quiz scandals and allegations of payoffs.
Page 41.
Top advertisers are in television to stay • The quiz scandal has accented advertiser demand that the sponsor retain controls over programming, despite the implied "final" word of the broadcast licensee. The
reason? Financial responsibility, delegates at the fall meeting of Assn.
of National Advertisers. But no matter who's to blame for the quiz
mess, advertisers agree they must "clean up or give up." Page 50.

EFFECTIVE

COVERAGE!

WILX-TV
Channel

1©

Completely Covers Michigan's
Rich GOLDEN TRIANGLE with
a City Grade Signal!

Changes in tv code • Major amendments to be considered by NAB
Code Review Board in Los Angeles session today. Among topics: a ban
of quiz show rigging, guarantees against deception in commercial demonstrations and proper labels on news interview shows. Page 68.
They're going along • NBC Radio affiliates meet with network officials
in New York to talk over new program concept due for 1960. Plan, increasing news coverage and putting "entertainment" programs on an
optional-for sales basis, seems popular with affiliates. Network demands
100% clearance of all who want to stay aboard. Page 72.

JACKSON

Spot & housewives • A new presentation prepared by the Station
Representatives Assn. highlights the importance of spot radio in reaching
the housewife audience effectively, economically and frequently.
Page 74.
TvB charts its progress • On Television Bureau of Advertising's fifth
birthday, executives tell how much TvB has spent ($4 million), how
much tv billings have risen (more than $700 million) and those areas
where they think they have been most responsible for this increase.
Page 76.
Fiddlin' 'n' a stompin' • Ain't doin' nothin' but makin' money, boys,
that's the story of country music programming heard last week during
WSM Nashville's eighth annual festival and Grand Ole Opry's 34th anniversary. Page 96.

WILX-TV
Serves and Sells
Michigan's No. 1 Market
outside Detroit

SOME
STILL

PRIME

TIME

AVAILABLE

DEPARTMENTS
AT DEADLINE
_
BROADCAST ADVERTISING
BUSINESS BRIEFLY
CHANGING HANDS
CLOSED CIRCUIT
COLORCASTING
DATEBOOK
EDITORIAL PAGE
FANFARE
FATES & FORTUNES
FOR THE RECORD
GOVERNMENT
LEAD STORY
INTERNATIONAL
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35
50
66
64
5
92
8
122
107
102
110
100
41
101

THE MEDIA
MONDAY MEMO
OPEN MIKE
OUR RESPECTS
PROGRAMMING
RATINGS
WEEK'S HEADLINERS

68
31
18
125
90
49
38

confacf
VENARD, RINT0UL & McCONNELL, INC.

WILX-TV
Channel
1©
Associated with
WILS — Lansing
WPON — Pontiac
7

ENTHUSIASM.

to have it to make
You've
sales. got
And— it must be a genuine enthusiasm which stems from beand the valproduct
your
in
lief
ue it offers the
buyer.
emoEnthusiasm, like all other
tions, ebbs and flows. There are
ones.
good days and bad
for a "bad day". Do
Don't settle
ng about
somethi
it.
A salesman rebuilds his enthusiasm through study of his product
it relates to the buyer's
how
and
needs.
Sales enthusiasm feeds on an
ability to serve the customer better.
Our product, Spot Radio, has a
remarkable record of producing
sales. It is easy to enthuse about.
Study your station. Study your
customer. You'll find an angle
that stimulates your enthusiasm.
When it sparks, don't pick up the
phone — go see that customer.
You'll find your enthusiasm is
ous and helps make more
contagi
sales.

P.S. KXOL in Fort Worth has the
enthusiastic interest of. more
listeners than any other station.

robert e. eastman & co., inc.
representing major radio stations
WNEW • WIL • KLAC • KJR •• KXL
KNEW • WRIT • CKLW • WHBQ KXOL
KBOX • WING • WCOL • KDEO •• WARM
KQEO • WPTR • WSBA • WAAB • WKLO
KSYD
KLEO • WEEP • KTOK • WSAV
KWKY • WAMS « KXLR • WZOK • KRIZ

A CALENDAR OF MEETINGS AND EVENTS
AND RELATED FIELDS
IN BROADCASTING
(♦Indicates first or revised listing)
NOVEMBER
Nov. 13-29— Screen Directors Guild of America
exhibition of modern painting and sculpture, 7950
Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles.
Nov. 15-21— National Television Week, sponsored by NAB and Television Bureau of Advertising. Theme: "Television — In Focus With Modern
15-22 — American Society of Association
Nov.
America."
40th annual meet, Boca Raton, Fla.
Executives
George Romney, president of American Motors
Corp., Detroit, will be named "Association Man
of the Year."
Ad Club luncheon at HollyNov. 16 — Hollywood
wood Roosevelt Hotel. Richard D. Sharp, marketing
director, Packard Bell Electronics Corp., will tell
"The Packard Bell Story." Jack Haynes, vice
president, Robinson, Fenwick & Haynes (Packard
Bell's agency), will be chairman.
Nov. 16 — Sales Executives Club, Mayflower Hotel,
Speaker: Robert Hurleigh, president,
Washington.
MBS.
Nov. 16 — Western States Advertising Agencies
Assn. dinner meet, Nikabob restaurant, Los
president, Anderson-McAngeles. Doug Anderson, program
on media relaConnell Adv., will chair
tions.
*Nov. 16-17 — NAB fall conference, Ambassador
Hotel, Los Angeles.
*Nov. 16-21 — International Center for Advanced
Training of Journalists (in cooperation with United
& Cultural OrganiScientific U.
Mations Educational,
zation) radio-tv symposium,
of Strasbourg,
France. Prof. Donald E. Brown, U. of Illinois
to lecCollege of Journalism & Communications,
ture on "The Education of Radio-Tv Journalists
in the U.S.," and "The Principal Types of News
and Information Tv Programs."
*Nov. 17 — Advertising Executives Clubs of ChiAdvertising Club-Acadcago sponsors a Broadcast
emy of Tv Arts & Sciences-Chicago Federated
Clubs dinand Women's36 Advertising
Advertising
S. Wabash, 5:30 p.m.
ner, CFAC headquarters,
Philip Cortney, Coty Inc. president, to speak on
"A Proposal to Prevent Repetition of the ShameTv Quiz
Hoax."& Television Executives Society
— Radio
N0V ful 17
begins its 1959-60 timebuying-selling seminar. C.
McCannTerence Clyne, radio-tv vice president,
ent
Erickson, and David Levy, NBC-TV program-tal
its probvice president, discuss "Tv programming, New
York,
Lexington,
Hotel
and prospects."
noon-2lems p.m.
First of 16 weekly programs.
Television Arts & Sciences
of
Academy
Nov. 17 —
at New York, forum on international tv, Young
ng St.Women's Hebrew Assn., Lexington
Men's-You
Ave.
at 92nd
Broadcasters Assn., AmbasCalifornia
Nov. 17sador— Hotel,
Los Angeles.
Nov. 18 — Washington State Assn. of Broadcasters
and Oregon Assn. of Broadcasters joint meet,
Olympic Hotel, Seattle.
Nov. 18 — East Central Region annual meeting,
American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, Penn-

Sheraton, Pittsburgh. Afternoon and evening
sessions open to invited guests.
Nov. 18 — Maine Radio & Television Broadcasters Assn., Augusta House, Augusta. Fred A. Palmer, Worthington, Ohio, sales consultant, on "Put
Forward." Bureau of Advertising,
FootTelevision
Your
18-20—
Nov. Best
annual meeting, Sheraton Hotel, Chicago.
Nov. 19 — Tennessee AP Radio Assn. fall meetJackson Hotel, Nashville. In coning, Andrew
junction with Tennessee Assn. of Broadcasters.
*Nov. 19-20 — NAB fall conference, Olympic Hotel,
Seattle.
Nov. 19-20— Institute of Radio Engineers Professional Group on Nuclear Science, Sixth Annual
Meeting, with special emphasis on nuclear science
electronics for plasma proand spaceductionexploration,
and diagnostics, research instrumentation
for high energy nuclear science, nuclear reactor
and control and automatic sysinstrumentation
tems for nuclear data processing. Boston, Mass.
Nov. 19-20— Tennessee Broadcasters Assn.,
Andrew Jackson Hotel, Nashville.
*Nov. 20 — Radio & Television News Club of
Southern California, 10th annual awards banquet
for outMike trophiesHollywood
Goldenachievements,
of news
and presentation
standing broadcast
Plaza Hotel, Hollywood, Calif.
Nov. 20 — Comments due in FCC proposed ruleto duplicate
6741)sections
channels making
in (Docket
various
of the U.Class
S. 1-A clear
*Nov. 21— UPI Broadcasters of Pennsylvania
central regional meeting, WIP Philaand studios.
eastern delphia
Nov. 22-24 — American Bar Assn. national conference on judicial selection-administration, Chicago. In conjunction with American Judicature
Society and Institute of Judicial Administration.
political
News, government,
sentatives are invited.
Radio,and tvbarandgroup
pressreprewill
"landmark"
a
attend of the courts,
invitations
receive special
problems
basic to
to discuss
meeting
"with emphasis on better methods of selecting
Nov. 23 — Sales Marketing Executives of Chicago
and Milwaukee, combined meeting, Congress Hotel,
Chicago. Speaker: Robert Hurleigh, president, MBS.
Nov. 23-25 — Women's Advertising Clubs' midwestern
conference, Oakton Manor,
judges." intercity
Pewaukee,
Wis.
Nov. 24 — Radio & Television Executives Society
timebuying-selling seminar. Henry Brenner, president, T. V. Q., and Albert E. Sindlinger, president,
New In Nose
answer "What's
Co.,Lexington,
Sindlinger
Counting?" &Hotel
New York, noon-2 p.m.
*Nov. 25 — Radio & Television Executives Society
luncheon. Irving Gitlin, creative projects executive,
CBS News; John P. Cunningham, board chairman,
F. White, presiWalsh, and John Radio
Cunningham & Education
Center take
Tv &
dent, National
BallGrand
tv.
educational
on
part inroom,symposium
Roosevelt Hotel, N.Y.
Nov. 27-29— National Assn. of Tv & Radio Farm
Directors annual fall convention (in conjunction
with International Livestock Exposition and 4-H
Congress), Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago. Nov. 30 —
Chicago Area Agricultural Assn. luncheon hosted
by NATRFD.
Nov. 29-Dec. 1— First annual communications
forum for broadcasters, Pennsylvania State U.
Speakers in "Broadcasting: The Challenge of
Responsibility" forum include Robert D. Swezey,
Sig Mickelson, president, CBS News; Edward
Stanley, public affairs director, NBC; Ralph
DiNews (TV)
Radio-Television
pastAssn. president,
Renick, rectors
and news vice
president, WTVJ
communicaSeipmann,
Charles
Miami,tionsFla.;
educationDr.professor, New York U.
Nov. 30 — Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
at New York, forum on music for television, NBC.
Nov. 30-Dec. 4— National Sales ExecutivesInternational Southeastern Field Sales ManageGa. ment Institute, Atlanta Biltmore Hotel, Atlanta,
DECEMBER

*Dec. 1 — Advertising Research Foundation anYork. nual business meet, Hotel Sheraton-East, New
Dec i — Radio & Television Executives Society
timebuying-selling seminar. George Huntington, vice
manager, Television Bureau of
president-general
Advertising
and Horace S. Schwerin, president,
Schwerin Research Corp., delve into "Sponsor
BROADCASTING, November 16, 1959

to Houston
... is the growth that has been experienced over the last dozen
years which makes it the most remarkable metropolitan area in
America. Billions in building and population surge well past the
two million mark attest to the past and present vitality — the
future economic opportunity.
Vital to Houston too is KTRK-TV, keeping pace with this
growth as it offers ever-increasing quality of television service.
KTRK-TV The Chronicle Station

■ O. BOX 12, HOUSTON 1, TEXAS-ABC BASIC • HOUSTON CONSOLIDATED TELEVISION CO. • NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: GEO. P. HOLLINGBERY CO
36' N- Y- * GENERAL MANAGER, WILLARD E. WALBRIDGE; COMMERCIAL MANAGER, BILL BENNETT

500 FIFTH AVENUE NEW

But,

You're

the

time

Smidley!

buyer.

You're the boy we're counting on to spot these
things. Here's a market with more drug sales
than Toledo or St. Paul . . . more gas station sales than Denver or Boston and you
slipped up on it. Smidley, this Cascade Television network is a "must" buy as far as I'm
concerned. Think of it, a market like that with
just one television operation serving it all.

KIMA-TV
KBAS'TV

YAKIMA, WASH

KEPR-TV

PASCO, RICHLAND,
KENNEWICK.
WASH.

MOSES LAKE, WASH

For Facts and Figures:
ST0N' IDA
V lEWINorthwest:
National Representatives:
KLEW TPacific
ASSOCIATES
&
MOORE
Company
GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY

10 (DATEBOOK)

Identification— What's It Worth?" Hotel Lexington, New York, noon-2 p.m.
Dec. 2-4 — Electronic Industries Assn. winter conference, Statler-Hilton, Los Angeles.
Dec. 4— NAB convention committee, NAB headquarters, Washington.
Dec. 8— Radio & Television Executives Society
board
timebuying-selling seminar. Jack Wrather,discusses
Independent Television Corp.,
chairman,
commercial tv in Britain. Hotel Lexington, New
York, noon-2 p.m.
Dec. 8— Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
forum on tape vs. film, Beverly Hilton Hotel,
Beverly Hills, Calif.
Dec. 8— Advertising Club of Boston, Hotel Statler.
Speaker: Robert Hurleigh, president, MBS.
Dec. 11 — Comments due to the FCC on stereoof FCC's inquiry
phonic multiplexing rules as fmpartsubsidiary
commuuse for
into possible
nicationswider
authorizations.
-Dec. 11 — American Federation of Tv & Radio
Artists theatre party for benefit of George Heller
Memorial Foundation, ANTA Theatre, New York.
Dec. 15 — Radio & Television Executives Society
seminar. Kevin B. Sweeney, prestimebuying-selling
ident, Radio Adv. Bureau, presents latest radio
data. Hotel Lexington, New York, noon-2 p.m.
*Dec. 15-16 — Senate committee on communications holds hearings on tv boosters and community
tv systems in Casper, Wyo. Sen. Gale McGee (DWyo.) will preside.
Dec. 31 — Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
New Year's Eve ball, Beverly Hilton Hotel, Beverly
Hills, Calif.
JANUARY 1960
jan 5 — Radio & Television Executives Society
-selling seminar. Louis Hausman, ditimebuying
rector, Television Information Office, and Gilbert
Seldes, author, critic and director of Annenberg
School' of Communications, U. of Pennsylvania,
"A NewCritique At Mid-Season." Hotel Lexprovide ington,
York, noon-2 p.m.
jan, 6-9 — High Fidelity Music Show, Shrine Ex-of
position Hall, Los Angeles. Sponsor: Institute
High Fidelity Manufacturers.
jan 8— Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
"close-up" dinner-show testimonial to Arthur
Godfrey, Waldorf Astoria, New York. (Rescheduled
from original announcement for Dec. 4 at Seventh
Regiment Armory.)
Jan. 10-14— National Retail Merchants Assn.,
49th annual convention, Hotel Statler-Hilton, New
of directors
promotion
Sales on
York. there
13th. division board
meet
Jan. 12 — Radio & Television Executives Society
timebuying-selling seminar. H. P. Lasker, vice
president in charge of sales, Crosley Broadcasting
pres(Pete) Matthews,
Corp., and William
anning, vice
Young &
ident-director,E.media relations-pl
Too
Make
Commercials
Rubicam, view "'How Many
Many?" Hotel Lexington, New York, noon-2 p.m.
Jan. 19 — Ninth annual Sylvania awards, Hotel
Plaza, N. Y.
jan ig — Radio & Television Executives Society
timebuying-selling seminar. Carl Lindemann Jr.,
vice president in charge of daytime programs,
ecpresident-dir
vice board,
Minehan,
and Frank man
NBC-TV,
SSC&B,
of plans
tor of media-chair
discuss "What's The Difference In Daytime Audiences?" Hotel Lexington, New York, noon-2 p.m.
Assn. of West midwestJan. 22-24 — Advertising
ern conference, Lafayette Hotel, Long Beach,
Calif. 24-29— NAB Board of Directors, El Mirado
Jan.
Hotel, Palm Springs, Calif.
Executives-InterJan. 25-29— National SalesManagement
Instinational St. Louis Field Sales
tute, The Chase-Park Plaza Hotel there.
Society
Jan. 26 — Radio & Television Executives
seminar. Performers Bob Eltimebuying-selling
liott and Ray Goulding quip on the question of
the
whether audiences are "Out-Sophisticating"
p.m.
sponsors. Hotel Lexington, New York, noon-2
Jan. 26— Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
forum on international television, Beverly Hilton
Hotel, Beverly Hills, Calif.
Jan. 26-28 — Georgia Radio & Tv Institute, Athens.
Co-sponsors: Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters, U. of
Georgia's Henry W. Grady School of Journalism.
Jan 27 — Advertising Research Workshop, Assn.
Advertisers, Hotel Sheraton-East,
ofNew National
Yotk.
Club of Detroit, Statler Hotel.
Adcraft
jan. 29—
BROADCASTING, November 16, 1959

SIGHTED
SLADE SIGNED SAME
AMERICAN MOTORS - RAMBLER . . . ANHEUSER-BUSCH . . .
ARMOUR & COMPANY. . . BALLANTINE (27 mkts.) . . .
BLUE PLATE FOODS (major Southern mkts.)-. . .
CHEVROLET DEALERS ( 2 mkts. ) ... CLOVERLEAF DAIRY . . .
CONSUMER COOPERATIVE ASSOC. ( 5 mkts.) ■ . .
DONOVAN COFFEE (2 mkts.) ...DR. PEPPER BOTTLING...
HOLSUM BREAD ( 2 mkts.) . . . JAX BEER (major Southern mkts.) . . .
KROGER CO PHILLIPS PETROLEUM . . . PROGRESSO FOODS . . .
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO. (11 mkts. ) ... SCHLITZ BREWING . . .
SCHOENLING BREWING . . . SUN DRUG . . . SUN OIL ( A mkts.) . . .
PLUS KEY STATIONS BY THE SCORE!
STARRING

SCOTT

For the same screening that presold this new "top 10"
contender, call your MCA
representative today.
mcE
TV FILM SYNDICATION

BRADY
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11
598 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y. PLaza 9-7500
and principal cities everywhere

39 ALL-NEW

FIRST

Pre-sold in 67 markets

action

in a slaiPBIng

RUN

HALF

HOURS

to Falstaff Brewing

adventure

series!

He's Plugged
Hugged ... his two-fisted approach marks him
;P as ao man's man, the ace private investigator.
He's Resourceful ... with hair-trigger reflexes and
the sharp wits of a former Naval Intelligence officer.
He's Relentless . . . he'll track down his quarry on
the open Pacific, or in Tijuana dives — along darkened San Diego waterfronts or the Point Loma cliffs.
He's Ready . . to boost ratings — with a TV appeal
proven by still another great Cameron series!

TV

FILM

SYNDICATION

Speaker: Robert Hurleigh, president, MBS.
Jan. 30— Oklahoma Broadcasters Assn. annual
meet, Hotel Tulsa, Tulsa. FCC Comr. Robert E. Lee
and Balaban stations' John Box slated to speak.
FEBRUARY 1960
FeD 2 — Radio & Television Executives Society
Shearer,
timebuying-selling seminar. T.Co.,Rodney
and James W.
vice president, A. C. Nielsen
Research
American
of
Seiler, director-president
Bureau, square off on ratings. Hotel Lexington,
New York, noon-2 p.m.
winter
Engineers'
of Radio
3.5 — institute
Feb.
, Ambassador
electronics
on military
convention
Hotel, Los Angeles.
Feb. 5 — Advertising Federation of America midStatler-Hilton Hotel, Washington. winter conference,
Feb. 6— Art Directors Club of Los Angeles. Presentation ofawards for best advertising and editorial art of 1959 at Statler Hotel there. Prizewinners and other outstanding entries will be displayed for &following
of Science
Industry.month at California Museum
Feb. 8 — Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
at New York, forum on tv for children and teenagers, CBS Studio 52.
Feb. 8— Minneapolis Sales Executives Club, Hotel
MBS.
Speaker: Robert Hurleigh, president,
Normandy.

OTHERS
COVERS ALL OF 14 COUNTIES AND MARKET PORTIONS OF 14
watts
0
229,00
to
ed
The new, wide-range of WREX-TV, now increas
the
s
extend
),
ratings
video effective power (five times the former
ass $l.l-billion
primary limits of the Rockford TV market to encomp
ce to include
influen
of
range
dary"
ial . . . widens the "secon
total $2.5-billion.
apotent
WREX-TV COVERAGE
ROCKFORD MARKET
TOPS IN SALES POWER!
WREX-TV spans audience
rs'
interest . . . comparative rankWREX"-TV —ERS"TheyourViewe
message
Choice DELIV
ings of top programs, ARB area
to the buyers in this rich industrial
shows 33 of top 37 prosurvey,
tural
market.
and agricul
TV.
WREXon hip
grams are all
is strong
leaders
WREX-TV
The consistent high quality in production, promotion and merchanthroughout the telecasting day:
dising of both spots and programs
lias earned many major awards for
Rockford Metropolitan Area — —
WREX-TV this year!
summary
station share offor sets-in4 weeksuse
Source ARB Oct. 21 - Nov. 19 — 1958
TOTAL MARKET:
WREX-TV Station B
Mon. — Fri.
1,343,651
Population
48.4
56.3*
Sign-o
28.7
PM 70.3
Noon nto to6:00Noon
413,099
Households
6:00 PM to Mid. 55.1
43.8
Spendable Income
All Week — Sign-On
$2,502,773,000
40.7
to Sign-Off 59.2
Retail Sales
$1,768,295,000
* Shares — station on less than the station telecastingperiod.
the most quarter hours during particular

WREX-TV
CHANNEL^ 3 ROCKFORD
J. M. BAISCH, Gen. Mgr.
ABC - CBS AFFILIATION
Represented By H-R TELEVISION, INC.
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Feb. 9 — Radio & Television Executives Society
seminar.
timebuying-s
ciate mediaelling
director,
Maxon Ray
Inc.,L.andStone,
Robertasso-A.
Wulfhorst, associate media director, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, discuss the "Station Image Factor
In Timebuying." Hotel Lexington, New York, noon2 p.m.
of America'*
— Advertising
14-20Advertising
Feb.
National
WeekFederation
(co-sponsored
by Advertising Assn. of the West).
Sales Executives-InternaFeb. 15-19—
tional ClevelandNational
Field Sales Management Institute,
Sheraton-Cleveland Hotel there.
Feb. 16 — Radio & Television Executives Society
timebuying-selling seminar. Bert R. Briller, director
H.
of tv sales development, ABC-TV, and Arthur
McCoy, executive vice president, John Blair &
Co., on "Selling Through Presentation — Or From
The Hip." Hotel Lexington, New York, noon-2 p.m.
Feb. 17 — Hollywood Ad Club second annual
Broadcast Advertising Clinic, all-day session at
for
Hotel. Producers'
Hollywood
best
tv and Roosevelt
radio commercials
produced awards
in Southern California during 1958 will be presented at
luncheon. Phil Seitz of "Advertising Age" and
Bill Merritt of BROADCASTING are again chairmen of the awards committee. Marv Salzman of
MAC is clinic chairman.
Feb. 17 — Assn. of National Advertisers, co-op
advertising workshop, Hotel Sheraton-East, New
York.
*Feb. 19 — Sales Executives Assn. and Advertising
Club of St. Louis, combined meeting, Statler Hilton Hotel. Speaker: Robert Hurleigh, president,
MBS.
Executives-InternaNationaJ
Feb. 19-22—
of directors meet, Robert
board Sales
tional mid-winter
Meyer Hotel, Jacksonville, Fla.
Feb. 21-22— Virginia AP Broadcasters— Washington & Lee U.'s radio newsmen's seminar.
*Feb. 23 — Radio & Television Executives Society
timebuying-selling seminar. Tv personality Dick
Clark speaksNew on the teen-age market. Hotel Lexington, York, noon-2 p.m.
*Feb. 24 — Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
forum on good & bad programs, Beverly Hilton
Hotel, Beverly Hills, Calif.
Feb. 24-25— Fifth annual State Presidents Conference under NAB auspices, Shoreham Hotel,
of state broadcasters asWashington. Presidents
attend; Voice of Democracy luncheon will besociatiaons wilfeature.
MARCH 1960
* March 1 — Radio & Television Executives Society
timebuying-selling seminar. John F. Hurlbut, director of promotion-public relations, WFBM-TV
Indianapolis, and Harold
A. manager,
Smith,
programLouispro-&
motion-merchandising
Needham,
Brorby, handle topic, "It Takes Two To Tango In
n." Hotel Lexington,
Agency-Sta
New York, tion
noon-2 Cooperatio
p.m.
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WJXT
JACKSONVILLE,

FLORIDA

Represented by CBS Television Spot Sales

Operated by The Washington Post Broadcast Division:

OPEN

BEST

SELLER

MIKE

IN HOUSTON...
Tv quiz scandal
editor:

You can be darn sure I don't read all
the issues of all my member publications, but I do try to keep on the alert
for special things.
So, I've been going pretty carefully
through current issues of Broadcasting
to observe your treatment of the big
news that has your industry at the boiling point [House quiz probe]. And I
want to express to you and your staff
my tremendous admiration for the way
you're handling this unhappy situation.
g to my lights, this is journalAccordin
ism of the highest order.
William K. Beard
President
Associated Business Publications
New York
editor:
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The creation of illusion in stageof licraft requires a certain amount ers
to
cense on the part of the produc
is
it
believe
one,
for
I,
on.
use decepti
ers
the prerogative of program producthese
to enhance dramatic value through
devices so long as the public is not
defrauded.
Some of the proposals being advanced
... on how far the industry should go
"pure and honest" seem
in
me to tobe beutterly ridiculous.
to order
For tv's sake, let's not lose our heads.
Alex Keese
of Radio-Tv
Director
WFAA-AM-FM-TV Dallas
editor:

The reason for this note is to compliment you on your excellent bit of
journalism in providing a survey on such
short notice of the tv quiz scandal. As
a newspaperman of the old school, this
brought back old times when there was
real enterprise in the Fourth Estate.
Quite different from today when everything isdished up by the syndicates and
individ.ualism has been pushed out the
window
W. B. Geissinger
W. B. Geissinger & Co.
Los Angeles
editor:

Shakespeare must have anticipated
the current Congressional committee
"investigation" into television quiz
shows when he penned "Much Ado
g." bigger untouched fields
About
Nothin
such
. . . with
of investigation and reform — thethehospigovtalization-medico racket, ...
ernment's own spending methods and
waste ... and many others — why waste
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Argow
Ed
McGavren's
reports
. is Miami,
ming
1. Imaginative musical program
Day after day after day, more and more
blended with fast moving production by
Miamians are tuning to 1260 on the dial.
Starting from scratch less than a year ago,
top radio personalities.
the
in
two*
constant, identifiable sound-a perfect
A
2.
number
to
WAM-E zoomed up
of news and music upon which
HOW?
balance
market.
Miami
ive
competit
highly
Miami can depend, always, for the best
Because Whammy believes it takes more much more than a news wire and a couple
in entertainment and information.
radio
d
top-rate
a
of turntables to make
3. Intelligent, farsighted management that
knows the Miami market solidly.
takes
it
believes
Whammy
station.

Account & media people at J. Walter Thompson,
Miami, go over Miami radio story with McGavren rep. Ed Argow.

20

Austin Burke, Miami's leading mens clothier,
ng with Ed Argow his use of WAM-E
discussi
to exclusion of other stations.
"Hooper ratings August-September
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FOR

FACTS

USE

. ask

the

YOU

ABOUT

McGavren

It is a new policy of the McGavren Company
to have a McGavren man visit each market
and work at the station level at all phases
of station operation . . . making local calls
. . visiting industries . . . talking with retailers. After an extensive survey of the local
market, the McGavren man prepares a detailed market report which is given to all

Ed Argow, McGavren New
York, with Lou Buzzell of Shell
City, ivorld's largest volume
supermarket and exclusive
WAM-E
advertiser.

Man

DAREN

MIAMI

who

knows!

McGavren offices and to all time buyers.
For facts you can use about Miami, ask
Ed Argow, the McGavren Man from New
York who has spent several weeks in Miami
and has first-hand knowledge of the Miami
market ... the station . . . and the people
who run it.

Argow working as local salesman for WAM-E gets feel of
the city and station's wonderful acceptance in the market.

WAM-E

CAN

Argow being advised on
WAM-E' s production and facilities by Murray Woroner, Station Manager, and WAM-E
Disc Jockey, Bruce Bradley.

represented nationally by

F.

MCGAVREN

CO.,

INC,

NEW YORK • CHICAGO • DETROIT • SAN FRANCISCO . LOS ANGELES . SEATTLE • ST. LOUIS
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further congressional time and taxpayers' money on such relatively trivial
investigations as "was the tv quiz show

/

. . . here's to tv, it's still a great
medium. Would that Congress were takfixed"?
ing its own responsibility to the people
standing.
half as seriously — quiz shows notwith-

9

Thomas J. MacWilliams
Radio-tv director
John L. Douglas & Assoc.
Bradenton, Fla.

4

British independent tv
editor:

9
anniversary

WOC-TV

Davenport,
The

Iowa-Rock

Nation's

6

Ch.

Island-Moline,
TV

Forty-Seventh

Illinois
Market

in the
On October 31, 1949, WOC-TV went on the air. FIRST
forethe
Quint-Cities — FIRST in Iowa. This was in keeping with
the
red
pionee
had
who
,
Palmer
J.
sight and courage of Colonel B.
first radio station west of the Mississippi in 1922.
WOCIn 1949, there were less than 400 TV sets available to receive

than 438,000 sets in a 42county area. WOC-TV land
today is rated as the 47th TV
market in the nation.

^^^^^^^
^^^^

WOC-TV continues to maintain its leadership and success
in serving its viewers and its
advertisers.

Oil. B. J. Palmer
President
Ernest C Resident
Sanders Mnnu^er
*
Sales Manager
■ Pax Shaffer
Peters, Griffin, Woodward,
Inc., Exclusive National
Representatives

THE QUINT CITIES
DAVENPORT 1 ]QWA
BETTENDORF I
ROCK ISLAND j
channel
MOL1NE
? ILL.
the facts. See him today!
EAST MOLINE '
BROADCASTING CO.. WH.CH ALSO OWNS AND
CENTRAL
OF
PART
IS
.OWA
.
DAVENPORT
WOC-TV
OPERATES WHO-TV AND WHO RADIO, DES MOINES, IOWA.

1735

title/ position
company name
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state
zone

feature
storywas
on carried
KING on
Seattle's
survey that
page music
33 of
the Oct. 12 issue . . .
J. E. Bradshaw
Vice President
WRFD Columbus-Worthington,
Ohio
editor:
Please send 200 reprints . . .
Lew Thuesen
Station Manager
KOYN Billings, Mont.
editor:

each.]

ORDER
SUBSCRIPTION
NEW
for—
ely
immediat
tion
Please start my subscrip
□ 52 weekly issues of BROADCASTING $ 7.00
□ 52 weekly issues and Yearbook Number 11.00
□ Payment attached □ Please Bill

Send to home address

KING radio music survey
editor:
Please send us 30 reprints on your

please
forward 10 copies . . .
John Garry

BROADCASTING
THE SUSINESSWEEKLV OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
DeSales St., N. W. Washington 6, D. C

address
city

Congratulations on your concise and
informative article on British independent television (Broadcasting, Oct. 26).
I am sorry to see, however, that I am
seriously misquoted. I did not say anything about "deploring the limitations
of about 14% on film imports." What
I did say was that any criticism of the
amount of American film on British
independent television was unjustified,
as it only accounts for 14% of our
permitted transmission time.
Alex Anson
Director of Sales & Advertising
Granada TV Network Ltd.
London

Program Director
WTOD Toledo, Ohio
NOTE:

Reprints

available, 10<>

[EDITOR'S
«g
BROADCASTING
SUBSCRIPTION PRICES: Annual subscription
for 52 weekly issues $7.00. Annual subscription
including yearbook Number $11.00. Add $1.00
per year for Canadian and foreign postage.
Subscriber's occupation required. Regular issues 35* per copy; Yearbook Number $4.00
per copy.
SUBSCRIPTION ORDERS AND ADDRESS
CHANGES: Send to BROADCASTING Circulation Dept 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C. On changes, please include both
old and new addresses.
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To attract attention you can always stand on your
head ... or run your commercial backwards!
A better way is to choose a station that has become
a viewing habit to most people . . . and in Shreueport
that station is KSLA-TV!
Survey after survey has proved that KSLA-TV is the
busiest marketplace in Shreveport ... it virtually
hums with viewer activity . . . buying activity for
our advertisers' products!
Consistently good programming, complete news
coverage, and a sincere interest in local activities
have made . . . and kept . , . KSLA-TV the "standout
television preference" in the Shreveport market.
Even our "reps," Harrington, Righter & Parsons, won't
need to stand on their heads to convince you . . ,
if you'll give 'em a chance to tell you the
complete KSLA-TV story.

shreveport,

la.
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FIRST-

f£ki

CO.
BREWING
STROH
for 19 Ohio, Indiana and Michigan markets!

& ELECTRIC
GAS
PACIFIC
for San Francisco and 6 other California markets!
MORNING
MILK
for Portland, Ore., Salt Lake City and 3 other Western markets!

RUN

BOUGHT

IN

OVER

CO.
BREWING
MOLSON
for Buffalo, Watertown and Plattsburg!
PEPSI-COLA
for Waco, Texas!

BREAD
HOLSUM
for Baton Rouge!

MARKETS

COPPER
KENNECOTT
for Phoenix!

IN

FIRST

20

DAYS!

C
PETITION!
WOR
COM
K
WORK
AGAINST NET
IET
On ABC in 1959

OVED

iw's Person to Pe
®/Q
T Edward R. Murrow's Person to Person,rson,
Donna
,
Silvers
Phil
'
Donna
Dinah Shore Chevy Show,,Caval
Silveof
Philcade
rs,Spor
ts, ^^J^^J
Reed, Leave It To Beaver, Cavalcade of Sports,
Buckskin and many others
OF THE TIME!
—Nielsen National, 1959
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OKLAHOMA CITY
WFAA-TV
DALLAS
WWL-TV
NEW ORLEANS
KOA-TV
DENVER
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WICHITA FALLS
KHOU-TV
HOUSTON

HI

MEMPHIS
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share of audience.
SAN ANTONIO
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share of audience.

CONWAY
stars as Sheriff Clay Hollister
RICHARD
EASTHAM

ACE ESTABLISHES
FLYING
FRENCH
AIR ROUTE
FIRST TRANS-AFRICA
BETWEEN

*

FRANCE-MADAGASCAR!
COMMANDER JEAN DAGNAUX
LINKS PARIS, TANANARIVE
Tananarive, Madagascar,
Feb. 10, 1927 - Commander
Jean Dagnaux, famous World
Jean Dagnaux
War flying ace, arrived here
today after a daring series of nights from
Paris. He piloted his Breguet 19 through
Spain, over the Mediterranean, across the
Sahara, and down the length of Africa to realize his lifelong ambition — the completion of
«- overland air route connect'

IN INTERNATIONAL AIR TRAVEL! The exploits of brave French airmen like
the very
Bleriot, Bossoutrot, Nogues, Mermoz and Dagnaux have made aviation history since
of
tradition
French
great
beginning of international flight. Air France still follows this
York
New
leadership in aviation. Today Air France offers the most non-stop flights between
swift Caraand Paris and the fastest jet service in Europe and the Middle East aboard sleek,
with
network
velle Jets. Next year Air France plans to cover the world's most extensive route
luxurious
one of the world's largest pure-jet fleets, featuring the world's largest, fastest, most
airliner- Air France 707 Intercontinental Jet.

FIRST

■m

26WORLD'S

LARGEST

AIRLINE/ WORLD'S

FIRST

— .—.*•.»
I 1Z E
IOC
SERVIC
AIR ft!
L -VikiM
INTERNATIONA
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PROVIDENCE

WJAR

is

UP|

In twenty-eight out of fortynine daylight hours, 6:00 A.M.
to 6:00 P.M., Monday through
Friday (Pulse, March '59 vs.
June '59) WJAR shows an
increase.

WJAR

is

UP t

Twelve out of twenty traffic
periods rated 6:30 A.M. to 9:00
A.M., Monday through Friday
(Pulse, March '59 vs. June '59)
WJAR shows increases.

WJAR

is

UP!

Thirty-eight of the forty-nine
daylight hour segments, 6:00
A.M. to 6:00 P.M., Monday
through Friday (Pulse, June '58
vs. June '59) WJAR shows
increases.

WJAR

is

UP|

In twenty-three of twenty-four
traffic periods, 6:30-9:00 A.M.,
and 4:00-6:00 P.M., (Pulse,
June '58 vs. June '59) WJAR
shows increases.

GET

RESULTS

BUY

ADULTS!

BUY

I

WJAR

NBC NEWS,
SPORTS,
MONITOR
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BROADCASTING* Magazine was founded In 1931
by Broadcasting Publica
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Represented proudly by Edward Petry & Co.
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STANDING

for seventeen

consecutive

ORDER:

Nielsens, CBS

Owned

Month

after month

KMOX-TVhas

in St. Louis. Current share of audience:

after month,

ranked first

39%. ..in a four-station market

(ARB's first four-week report confirms Channel 4's smashing leadership.
Share of audience: 41%i) Represented by CBS Television Spot Sales

Setting: The Pittsburgh Hilton sparks
the Golden Triangle with an exterior
of gold anodized aluminum. Grand
opening, early December, 1959.

MONDAY

MEMO

from FORREST F. OWEN
Why

JR., vice president and manager, Wade Adv., Los Angeles

kill

good

To those of us who were raised in
the broadcasting business and who continue to work in or near this unusual
medium the current outcry over quiz
show outrages is a bitter pill. We cannot condone that which has been
proved. Nor can we agree more with
the honestly aroused congressmen who
are doing a service to the industry and
the American people.
Yet, surprisingly, we find little or no
reaction from the broadcasting industry and the advertisers who use it that
perhaps these unfortunate shows and
the people who ran them may only be
a small minority. We know that most
of the people who run this amazing entertainment-public service-selling medium are honest. Why haven't we gotten
this fact plainly in the record along
with the sordid story of the corrupt
few?
I remember my first network quiz
show. This was the Pontiac Varsity
Show which traveled from campus to
campus in 1937-8. One week the show
originated from my university, Michigan State, and I was one of the students
used as announcers and performers.
Nothing could have been more honest
than its treatment of us and of the
audience.
Then later I was agency director for
the old Quiz Kids show. Our agency
worked intimately with Lou Cowan
and the late John Lewellen and their
staff who produced this outstanding
show. Although areas of interest and
knowledge were explored when the
children were found, the questions were
not known in advance and the answers
were completely "off the cuff." How
often we cringed at those answers.
No Fix Here • We had plenty of
work and some trouble and occasionally a dull show but there was no fix.
There was no need — and certainly no
inclination. In those days we traveled
all over the country on war bond drive
appearances and I think the city fathers
of Dallas. Seattle, Salt Lake City, Philadelphia and many other cities can attest
that the kids were uncoached.
This show, along with all other quiz
shows which I was privileged to work
during my broadcasting and, later, advertising career, was completely honest
and presented exactly what it purported
to be. an unrehearsed question and
answer period with gifted children.
If I may discuss another show closely
related to the quiz category and a treBROADCASTING, November 16, 1959

quizzes

with

mendous prize donor over the years, it
would be the long standing champ of
the giveaway shows, Queen For A Day.
Here is a show originated by a master
showman and headed to this day by an
ex-carnival barker turned performer,
Jack Bailey. These people came from
"show biz" and they know how to
entertain. But anyone who knows Jack
and has worked Queen For A Day for
any length of time knows that the
queens are selected in the audience
each day on an openly-arrived-at basis
which is made clear to the audience.
But the important point is that for
every bad apple there are hundreds of
good solid apples. Must we dump out
the whole barrelful to get rid of the
few rotten ones?
It seems a shame that governmental
action is sought which might prevent
for all time a sponsor or a network
from producing a low cost, high audience interest, simple quiz program.
These shows, along with giveaway and
panel shows, have been the bread and
butter fare of advertisers on all networks, both radio and television. All
of us cannot afford a Fred Astaire

Forrest Flagg Owen Jr. b. 1918 Philadelphia. Entered radio at age 15 sweeping out WELL Battle Creek, Mich.,
which his father managed. Worked way
up through ranks at several stations,
joining Wade Adv., Chicago, 1944, as
director of Quiz Kids on Blue Network
for Miles Labs. After two years he
became Wade's Los Angeles radio director. In 1954 he opened agency's
New York Office but after two years
he returned west to present post.

the

bad?

spectacular or even a 77 Sunset Strip.
To eliminate from the medium an
entire area of entertainment because a
few miserable people have fouled their
nest would be a form of industry semisuicide.
From the viewpoint of a broadcaster
turned agency man, here is a matter
which has been blown up all out of
proportion by the failure of a few men
to live with the moral law. Quiz shows
are interesting, exciting and relatively
inexpensive to produce. They can be
intensely interesting without any "fixing." There are experienced, competent
producers in the business who have
always understood this and who can
build such shows again. Maybe we
need time to laugh at ourselves a little.
Perhaps the next quiz show should be
a new version of To Tell the Truth. Or
perhaps all of us will need some months
of retreat until the public will again
believe in broadcasting integrity.
Public Will Punish • In any event,
let the wrongdoers be punished, so far
as the laws allow. But let us remember
that a lot of others, not guilty save by
association, are going to be punished
with them. Both broadcaster and advertiser live on public opinion. When
the public loses faith in our shows or
our products they do the punishing by
refusing to listen, to watch and to buy.
The broadcasters are more concerned
with the public convenience, interest
and necessity than most people realize.
Any agency man who has tried to
defend a piece of copy which the station or network executive felt overstepped the bounds of truth or good
taste can testify just how great the
broadcaster's concern is for his public.
This is as it should be. The advertiser and his agency want to persuade
the public to believe in and to buy one
particular product or service. The
broadcaster must keep them listening
and believing hour after hour, dayafter day. The final decision as to what
should or should not be seen and heard
rests, as it should, with the holder of
the license. The rest of us respect his
right
to have it as we respect his record
of integrity.
Now is the time for all of us in
advertising to let the broadcasters knowhow proud we are of their over-all
record, how sure we are of their ability
to remove surface flaws without cutting
into the vital qualities which have made
radio and tv the great media of entertainment and advertising they are.

Soon...

Cheaper

atomic

power

's Livermore Valley, U.S. Steel sponsors the first large-scale, priGeneral Electric Vallecitos Atomic Laboratory. Here, in California
atom.c power.
vately financed study of radiation effects on steel. Project will hasten the advent of low-cost
This G.E. technician adds a touch
of glamour to the serious business of making a radiation count
on foil samples removed from
General Electric Test Reactor.
She works in a mobile lab made
available to the project.
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Atom

T)efore atomic power can light our cities
or run our industries efficiently, the cost
of building and operating commercial atomic
reactors must be reduced. The two big problems: high cost of nuclear fuel, and the need
for better and less costly materials of construction.
Firsthand information on the effects of
radiation on steel has not been easy to come
by. The start-up of the General Electric Test
Reactor, near Pleasanton, California, and the
Westinghouse Testing Reactor near Pittsburgh has enabled U.S. Steel to launch the
first large-scale private investigation of irradiated steels. These explorations will be carried
out in private test reactors, wholly financed
with private capital.

Age

Steels

Today, U.S. Steel has scientists working
full-time at Westinghouse and General Electric Atomic Laboratories; extensive applied
research in nuclear steels is also being carried
on at U.S. Steel's Monroeville Research
Center.
From these tests will come new and improved atom age steels: stronger, more corrosion-resistant steels, steels that will hasten
the advent of commercial nuclear power.
The full effects of this vast U.S. Steel research program may not be felt for two,
five, or even ten years. But, cheaper atomic
power is on its way . . . because American
industries like U.S. Steel are contributing
to the research. United States Steel, 525
William Penn Place, Pittsburgh 30, Pa.
USS is a registered trademark

Clayton McDole, U.S. Steel scientist (second from left) supervises the removal of irradiated foil samples
from General Electric Test Reactor. Information obtained provided a solid flux data foundation for the
irradiation research of special reactor steels.
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PACEMAKE

marks

WOW-TV

and

selling

NEWS.
WOW-TV News
is First in
every Survey . . .

a decade

the

$2

of leadership

billion

.FARM

Omaha

NEWS

in serving

market!

...MOVIES

The only station in this
rich agricultural market
with a complete farm

MGM, Columbia,
R-K-O! Fox,
20th Century

department!

WEATHER...
The only Omaha Station with a
professional meteorologist!

. . . COMMUNITY
SERVICE
Two-time Peabody
Award Winner!

...VIDEO

TAPE

First and only Videotape Service
in Omaha!
^
—

hts in WOW-TV's
This brief story board covers only a few of the highlig
first 10 years of leadership. Leadership that has kept Channel 6

^*~~^~\

^^^<iii-11-*----*^-'^ \
"out front" since it began daily commercial broadcasting
on August 29, 1949. Leadership in service ... in
^
'
_
^
\
\
p f oGA*Jd Genero\ *°n°9
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Meredith Stations are affiliated with Better Homes and Garden
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SARNOFF
NBC

to do

DEADLINE

CITES
own

policing,

NBC Board Chairman Robert Sarnoff rejected four previously suggested
"solutions" to aftermath of tv quiz
scandal last week and proposed instead
course NBC would take: ferreting out
deceptive practices which might exist in
its shows and relying on constructive
efforts to inform public of good that
does exist in television.
His stand, announced at luncheon of
NBC-TV affiliates meeting in New
York, came just after President Robert
Kintner gave affiliates 5-point creed of
network operation : ( 1 ) not to abdicate
any program format, but to root out
deceptive practices which might exist
within them; (2) continue to buy program product from all sources while
programming substantial part at NBC
itself; (3) take complete responsibility
for what goes on air; (4) push color
television, and (5) tell NBC's story
honestly and fully.
These are "solutions" rejected by Mr.
Sarnoff: abolition of quiz programs, appointment of industry "czar" with
broad police powers, adoption of British commercial tv system and increased
regulation by government.
Mr. Sarnoff explained again new investigative unit set up within network
to seek out deceptions and recommend
security procedures. (Unit was announced by President Kintner in testimony to House Legislative Oversight
Committee [Broadcasting, Nov. 9]).
He took pains to describe unit as not
private police force, but rather executive staff group "to separate gray areas
into black and white, into acceptable
and non-acceptable."
Good Time for TIO • NBC chairman also charged newly formed Television Information Office with responsibility of seeing that public is informed
of tv's contributions and commented
that while many thought this unfortunate time for TIO to begin operation,
he considers it best possible time. "The
need to delineate between the malpractices of the few and the constructive
and fruitful efforts of the many in this
industry has never been more compelling," he said.
Mr. Sarnoff said enterprises other
than television are infected with wrongful practices. He mentioned "payola"
specifically, noting the announced investigation inthat area and indicating
it may prove a healthy thing. He admonished stations to be alert to creation
BROADCASTING, November 16, 1959

TV

CLEANUP

tv affiliates

told

of "false impression" that wrongs are
committed only in broadcast.
Mr. Sarnoff concluded remarks by
quoting Sen. John Kennedy (D-Mass.)
that "in time we will look back to the
present difficulties as merely a misstep
on a long and ultimately successful
Earlier in day top network executives
climb."before open meeting of affiliates
went
to sketch for them details of NBC-TV's
"diversified" program structure. Key
element was Cellomatic presentation
narrated by network sales chief Don
Durgin; it was notably well received.
Mr. Kintner made statement that
NBC-TV would rise or fall on diversified program concept. David Levy, programming head, led other program
executives in description of projects
now underway.
Sec.
new

Mitchell
federal

against
tv laws

Labor Secretary James P. Mitchell,
speaking Nov. 12 before alumni of
Boston U., said he was against new
government regulation of tv as result
of quiz show disclosures. He said
real trouble is "an educational system
that teaches the prices of everything
and the values of nothing. ... A

Chicago 'payola'
Police escort has been assigned
for Phil Lind, personality at
WAIT Chicago, in wake of threats
on his life for revealing interview
with record company officials who
alleged payoffs to local disc
jockeys. Disclosure of escort was
made by James McMahon, Chicago deputy chief of detectives,
who said police received reports
of threats. Meanwhile record distributor charged in story published in Chicago American that
he was unable to. make top 40
among local stations because
d.j.'s solicited payola and he declined. He said studies show his
records failed to make dent in
Chicago market, claimed to account for about 6% of nation's
retail record sales, but that Milwaukee market received more
than its share per capita.

OF THE WEEK BEGINS PAGE 41
truly educated people would make any
regulation of their own means of
communica
ting unnecessary."
Mr. Mitchell
said best remedy
would be self-regulation by industry,
but radio-tv officials "have a responsibility they have not exercised to the
fullest." Secretary also hit "commercial domination" of tv industry which
"has frustrated the brilliant hopes society once had for that medium's
ability to enrich and improve lives. . . .
One of the most powerful, certainly
the most attractive forms of communication ever devised by man has been
used not as a spokesman but as a sales-

Democrats
GB&B

select

as 1 960

agency

Democrats'
1960 presidential camman."paign will be handled
by Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, Democratic National
Chairman Paul M. Butler announced
last week. Agency headquarters in San
Francisco.
Mr. Butler said GB&B, which also
has offices in Hollywood, Seattle, Chicago and New York, has "won many
prizes for the effective and interesting
campaigns it has conducted for national clients." He said agency was
picked after many interviews with
principals and exhaustive work by
agency staff and that besides having
"great skill and success" in "field of
honest communications," GB&B also
"believes strongly in its new client."
Chairman Butler said that, contrary to reports that Democrats had
faced "a sort of boycott" by big agencies, "many highly successful and
growing agencies of various sizes"
sought Democratic account, thus making final choice difficult.
GB&B President Walter Guild said
agency will start to work "immediately"
and put all its skills at service of Democratic Party so latter can get maximum effectiveness from public communications media in putting "its great
record and its great program" before
voters in "clear focus" next year.
Newton to head SDX
V. M. (Red) Newton Jr., managing editor of Tampa (Fla.) Tribune
(WFLA-AM-FM-TV), over weekend
was slated for election to presidency
of Sigma Delta Chi, national journalistic fraternity, at golden anniversary
convention in Indianapolis. He succeeds James A. Byron, news director,
WBAP-AM-TV Fort Worth, first
35
broadcaster to head fraternity. Nomi-
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DEADLINE

nated for membership on executive
council, usually stepping stone to presidency, isTed Koop, director of news,
CBS Washington, former president of
National Press Club and of RadioTelevision News Directors Assn.
Resume

Senate

probe

CONTINUED

Rockefeller's news
Large group of radio-tv newsmen
ns
representing Los Angeles statio
and networks walked out on news
conference held by New York Gov.
Nelson Rockefeller in that city Nov.
tial presidential can12 whendidatepoten
held firm to his policy to
stage news conference in two parts,
first for newspapers and second for
radio-tv.
Newsmen earlier had wired Gov.
Rockefeller they expected to be included in single conference and had
equipment set up in room ready to
go. Argument with governor over
his refusal was recorded by tv cameras for newscasts that night.
"We believe that there is a right
diinvolved," Hugh Brundage, news and
rector of KMPC Los Angeles

on influence peddling
FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer will
be first witness when Senate subcommittee resumes hearing this Thursday on federal agency reform bills
(Broadcasting, Nov. 2). Headed by
Sen. John Carroll (D-Colo.), Subcommittee on Administrative Practices
& Procedures will take its second round
of testimony on S 600, establishing an
Office of Federal Administrative Practice, and S 2374, making it crime to
attempt to influence commissioners and
hearing examiners.
Secretary of Agriculture Ezra T. Benson, Securities & Exchange Chairman
Edward Gadsby and Dept. of Interior
AFA, others oppose
Secretary Fred Seaton are other ThursAeroCivil
y,
Frida
On
es.
day witnessBoard
nautics Chairman James Durfee,
tax on political ads
Jerome Kuykendall, head of Federal
Strong opposition was voiced in
Power Commission, Trade Commission
ngton Nov. 12 to proposed InChairman Earl Kintner and Kenneth H. Washi ternal Revenue Service ruling that adCommerce CommisIntersn,tate
e, chairma
Tugglsion
vertising expenditures for political camwill testify.
lobbying, promotion or defeat of
paigns,
S 2374 was introduced by Sen. legislation would be subject to taxation.
Carroll at request of American Bar
C. James Proud, president and genoff-theeral manager of Advertising Federation
Assn. Its provisions banning by
Sen.
record contacts were criticized
of America, said regulation could be
Everett Dirksen (R-JJ1.), subcommittee
applied to virtually all advertising, thus
in effect making tax collector censor.
member, and other senators during hearing last summer (Broadcasting, July Mr. Proud, first of approximately 50
27). S 600 was introduced by Sen.
witnesses who testified before three-man
Thomas Hennings (D-Mo.). Sen. Philip
IRS panel, urged that order be postHart (D-Mich.) is third member of
poned until Congress has acted (six
subcommittee.
bills now are pending to reverse ruling) .
CarChamFollowing this week's sessions,
Joel Barlow, representing U.S.
roll body plans to take testimony on
ber of Commerce, said regulation would
bills from trade associations and at- launch IRS "on a sea of uncertain and
torneys practicing before agencies.
dangerous regulation of expression of
opinion." AFL-CIO and nine other
Mack trial postponed
appeared against regulalabor
tion. unions
Retrial of former FCC Comr. Richard A. Mack and his friend Thurman
Asks 'free' air time
A. Whiteside, scheduled to begin Nov.
itely
indefin
oned
postp
New York state political leader has
12, has been
U.S.
to
ants
defend
by
suggested way to put bloom back on tv
pending appeal
Supreme Court against denial of their rose — give political parties free time
motion for acquittal. Judge Charles F. month prior to next year's presidential
election.
McLaughlin of U.S. District Court in
Not only will such move be good for
Washington decided to hold up new
broadcasting, said Democratic leader
trial pending appeal. Defendants,
charged with criminally conspiring to Michael H. Prendergast, but it'll help
obtain FCC's 1957 award of Miami ch. political parties too.
Mr. Prendergast, chairman of New
10 to subsidiary of National Airlines,
State Democratic Committee,
York
Judge
under
court
same
in
were tried
Burnita S. Matthews during April-July made suggestions Nov. 12 in speech to
this year, but trial ended in hung jury. Long Island U. students. He said radio
36
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unpopular

president of Radio and Tv News
Club of Southern California, declared. "This is the right of all
news gathering media to attend one
nce together," he said.
news
Roberts, KTLA ,(TV), and
Cleteconfere
Grant Holcomb, KNXT (TV), both
Los Angeles, said they would not
tolerate "separate, but equal facilities," Mr. Holcomb telling governor
answers to questions at second news
conference tend to look rehearsed.
But Gov. Rockefeller replied, "I'm
News Directors
levision
"
rehearsed.
notRadio-Te
RockeAssn. also protested Mr.Small
of
feller's action. William
WHAS Louisville, RTNDA president, urged reconsideration in wire
to New York governor.
and tv expenses make up about 45% of
campaign costs of both parties and
month-long free ride on airwaves would
ng "stagger
towardbyalleviati
way faced
go long
partiesboth major
ing" burden
in raising campaign funds. And, he
added, move "would go a long way
eptions"
toward removing any misconc
quiz scandals may have aroused about
good works of broadcasters.
KGIL

sold, KXYZ

near;

approves others
Two big city radio stations are changing hands — one sale being announced,
other in process of negotiation.
• Richard D. Buckley and John B.
Jaeger announced Nov. 12 purchase of
KGIL San Fernando, Calif. (Los Angeles area), from Pierce Brooks Broadcasting Corp. Price was $800,000 cash.
Messrs. Buckley and Jaeger own WHIM
Providence, R.I., acquired in 1957, and
WDRC Hartford, Conn., acquired last
July. Transaction handled by Edwin
Tornberg Co. KGIL operates 5onkw.1260
kc with 1 kw and holds cp for
• Nafi Corp., owner of KPTV (TV)
Portland, Ore., and purchaser of KCOP
(TV) Los Angeles, is negotiating for
purchase of KXYZ Houston, Tex. Price
understood to be over $500,000.
KXYZ is 5 kw on 1320 kc with ABC
affiliation. Nafi Corp. also is still negotiating for purchase of KOBY San
Francisco (Broadcasting, Aug. 17).
Following sales approved by FCC
Nov. 12:
• WBRB Mt. Clemens, Mich.: Sold
to Wright & Maltz Inc. (owner of
BROADCASTING, November 16, 1959
FCC

WTTF Tiffin, Ohio) for $147,699.
• WDVM Pocomoke City, Md.:
Sold to Ernest Tannen for $120,000
plus option to purchase land for
$2,500.
• WILLY Richmond, Va.: Sold to
Radio Richmond Inc. (same interest
as WROV Roanoke, Va.) for $105,000
plus agreement to pay $50,000 to
Louis Adelman not to compete for
five years within 50 mile radius of
Richmond. Mr. Adelman was principal owner of seller.
Regimen ads probed
First move by New York District Attorney Frank Hogan against suspected
"false and misleading" tv advertising
came late in week with staff seizing
books, records and kinescopes of tv
commercial for Regimen tablets from
both advertiser (Drug Research Corp.)
and agency (Kastor, Hilton, Chesley,
Clifford & Atherton). Regimen's alleged claims as reducing pill, possibly
in violation of New York state law,
are being probed. Mr. Hogan said sixmonth investigation began on complaints of consumers.

Forward names rep
Stations of Forward group — KGLOAM-TV Mason City, Iowa; WTAD
and KHQA-TV Hannibal, Mo.-Quincy,
111., and WMTV (TV) Madison, Wis.—

WEEK'S

name Branham Co., N.Y., national
representative effective Nov. 15.

• Business

10-Day barrage • Shulton Inc., N.Y.,
(men's and women's toiletries) has set
plans for largest 10-day pre-Christmas
advertising campaign in its history. All
media will be used with tv and radio
schedules alone expected to reach more
than 100 million people. Network tv
phase runs Dec. 14 through Dec. 23
with multiple participations on 14 evening and daytime shows on all three
networks. Network radio schedule runs
Dec. 17-19 and includes participations
on 15 nighttime and daytime shows on
CBS and NBC. Spot campaigns run
Dec. 14-23 utilizing 50 top markets for
tv and 85 markets for radio. Agency:
Wesley Assoc., N.Y.
Wine radio drive • Mogen David Wine
Corp., Chicago, buys eight-week spot
radio schedule in 1 1 markets as part of
fall-winter $1.8 million advertising and
promotion campaign. Announcements
will vary from 30-40 per week per
market where tv and print not used,
running eight weeks and ending before
Christmas. Advertising drive is built
around ABC-TV's new Charlie Weaver
Show. Agency: Edward H. Weiss & Co.,
Chicago.
Cereal campaign • Quaker Oats Co.
(Quaker and Mother's oats, Instant

Pard plans • Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, Chicago, seeking half-hour syndicated film availabilities and/or prime
periods in about 30 key markets for
Swift & Co.'s Pard dog food. Decision
expected by client in next fortnight.
Salad toss • Frenchette Div. of Carter
Products Inc., N.Y., last week shifted
its salad dressings account from Cohen
& Aleshire to Ted Bates & Co., both
N.Y. Account is active in radio-tv spot.
Yankee blitz • Best Foods Inc., Cambridge, Mass., for its Nucoa margarine,
last week launched saturation radio campaign on 32-station Yankee radio network in six-state New England area.
Each week for four weeks Nucoa commercials will be heard in 10 editions
of news shows and weathercasts. Agency: Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N.Y.
News renewal • Texas Co., N.Y.,
(Texaco petroleum products) has renewed sponsorship of NBC-TV's Huntley-Brinkley Report (Mon.-Fri. 6:45-7
p.m. EST) for year 1960. Agency:
Cunningham & Walsh, N.Y.

HEADLINERS

John Cowden, vp in charge of advertising and sales promotion, CBS-TV Station Div., named vp, information services for CBS-TV succeeding Charles S. Steinberg, who is
elevated to vp, public information for network. James T.
Aubrey, CBS-TV's executive vp, last week described Mr.
Cowden's post as implementing plans announced at the
CBS-TV's affiliates conference in Chicago last March. Advertising and sales promotion, research and press information now will report to Mr. Cowden. Thomas Means, director of advertising and sales promotion of CBS-TV Stations
Div. assumes duties relinquished by Mr. Cowden. Mr.

Mr. Steinberg

briefly

Quaker oats), Chicago, buys spot radio
schedule in 80 markets effective Nov.
15. Company also is using commercials
on various NBC Radio properties {True
Story, etc.). Over 190 stations to push
its "holiday special" offer of a Health-oMeter bathroom scale involving Puffed
Wheat and Puffed Rice products. Agency: Baker, Tilden, Bolgard & Barger,
Chicago.

Mr. Means

Mr. Cowden

Means will report directly to Merle S. Jones, division's
president. Mr. Steinberg was promoted from director of information services to vp, information services for CBS-TV
BROADCASTING, November 16, 1959

last March. Previously he had been director of press information for CBS Radio and earlier was with Warner Bros.
Pictures for 14 years in various publicity posts. Mr. Cowden joined CBS in 1938 as member of promotion department; in 1946 was named director of Columbia-owned
stations promotion, and subsequently in 1951, director of
operations, advertising and sales promotion, CBS-TV, upon
separation of radio and tv operations at network, and with
formation of CBS-TV Stations Div. last year, was assigned
to that division. Mr. Means joined CBS in 1943 as copywriter in promotion, left in 1944 to direct advertising-sales
promotion for WOL Washington, named general manager,
WSAK Charleston, S.C. in 1947, rejoined CBS in 1948 and
following year became director of promotion service, CBSowned stations.

B. Gerald Cantor, board chairman of National Theatres
and Television Inc., was elected president and chief executive officer Nov. 12 at regular monthly meeting of board
(see early story page 90). He continues as board chairman
of NT&T but gives up presidency of Cantor, Fitzgerald &
Co., Los Angeles investment banking firm. He succeeds
John B. Bertero, NT&T interim president and company's
general counsel for many years, who continues as director
and special consultant.
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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Alfred R. Stern, director of international operations for NBC, elected vp in
He concharge of new Enterprises Div. NBC
Intinues as chairman of board of
ternational Inc. Robert W. Sarnoff, board
chairman of NBC, said in announcing
appointment, that Enterprises Div. will
centralize foreign and domestic areas of
sion and business opportunie expan
stern joined network in 1952 as
ties Mr
Mr. Stern servic
ss
projects officer for tv programming, was named businethat
Later
1953.
lune
in
ions,
operat
cal
techni
er,
manag
year, he was appointed assistant to executive vp and in
1955 was assigned additional duties of director of heoperawas
tions for NBC Radio's Monitor. In July 1955,
named director, participating programs, NBC Radio, and
in December of that year was promoted to staff assistant
to president. He took over his present position in 1956.
J. Davis Danforth, executive vp, BBDO,
N.Y. retires on Jan. 1 after 35 years of
service with agency. He will continue as
consultant to BBDO management. Mr.
Danforth started as messenger boy with
Barton, Durstine & Osborne in 1925,
agency three years later becoming BBDO
Co. Mr.
by merger with George Batten specialist
,
contact
client
is
h
Danfort
Mr. Danforth
of agency's
serving as executive on some1939,
became
major accounts, was elected to board in
member of executive committee in 1946 and executive vp
in 1949. He served as chairman of American Assn. of
Advertising Agencies in 1958-59.

programGrant Tinker, formerly vp, director of tv-radiodirecto
r of
and
vp
s
become
N.Y.,
Legler,
&
ming Warwick
to
tv programming, Benton & Bowles, that city. He reports
mprogra
ast
broadc
of
charge
in
vp
Oliver Barbour, B&B's
ming Mr Tinker was at W&L since July 1958 and beforetv
four years at McCann-Erickson where he was
spent
that
account executive. Prior to joining M-E, Mr. Tinker was
with Radio Free Europe and NBC.
G.
Maxwell Ule,
senior vp, marketing,
and board member, elevated to executive committee, and Stephens
Dietz, vp and director
of merchandising department, elected group vp,
marketing services, in
Mr. Dietz
Mr. Ule
realignment of Kenyon
& Eckhardt's marketing services division. Division includes
tv-radio media, marketing, research and merchandising.
Mr. Ule, who joined K&E in 1949 from McCann-Erickson, Chicago, where he was vp and research director, will
devote more time to executive duties. He was elected senior
vp in 1956 and has been on board since 1955. Mr. Dietz
research and radiotakes charge of media, merchandising,
tv. He came to K&E as vp and account supervisor in 1955,
and was named marketing committee head following year
and director of merchandising in 1957. Mr. Dietz formerly
was vp in charge of marketing at Ogilvy, Benson & Mather.

In line with these appointments Paul Bradley elected vp
in charge of merchandising department. He left Grant Adv.
last January in sales development and promoto join
division of merchandising department.
tion K&E

Roger B. Read, formerWKRC
r ,of and
manage
Donnnati
TV lyCinci
ald L. Chapin, assistant
to senior vp, elected vps
of Taft Broadcasting Co.,
of admin
in charg
ing,istra
andtion eand plann
national sales for all Taft
Mr. Chapin
radio-tv, respectively.
Read
Mr. Read joined WKRC-TV in 1949, was named local sales
assistant general manmanager in 1954 and general sales and
as
ager in 1959. Mr. Chapin joined that station in 1950
local sales manager, was named general sales manager in
1952 and assistant general manager in 1954. He went to
New York as eastern sales manager for Radio Cincinnati
until 1958 when he was appointed vp in charge of national
sales. Prior to 1950, Mr. Chapin was in sales division of
are WKROAM-FMCrosley Broadcasting Co. Taft stations
XV WTVN-AM-FM-TV Columbus, Ohio; WBRC-AMFM'-TV Birmingham, Ala.; WBIR-AM-FM-TV Knoxville,
Tenn., and WKYT (TV) Lexington, Ky.
Alvin E. Unger elected vp in charge of
syndication for Independent Television
for
Corp., first vice presidency announced
ITC since its creation over year ago. Mr.
1958 as adin October
ITC manager,
Unger joined ministrative
Arrow Productions,
ITC division handling sales to stations and
several months
program counselling, and special
products
later became manager,
Mr. Unger
division, which added sales supervision of
Jeff's Collie, tv series, to Arrow's activity. Before he joined
vp in charge of Chicago
ITC, Mr. Unger was Ziv Tv's with
Ziv, including post of
office, and had spent 19 years
vp in charge of sales for Ziv's radio syndication division. He
will continue to head Arrow and Jeffs Collie sales. Hardie
Frieberg continues as ITC's general manager of syndication.
to him are various regional and geographic syndiReporting
cation divisions.

Donald S. Frost, Bristol-Myers vp, elected chairman of
Assn. of National Advertisers as ANA opened its 50th
annual fall meeting last Monday at The Homestead, Hot
vp
Springs, Va. He succeeds Henry Schachte, executive
of Lever Bros. Roger H. Bolin, advertising director of
Westinghouse Electric, was elected to vice chairmanship
vacated by Mr. Frost.
Six new directors were named in addition to Mr. Schachte,
who automatically goes onto board. They were Norbert A.
Considine Jr., Blue Bell Inc.; Richard S. Lowell, U.S.
Plywood; Harry F. Schroeter, National Biscuit; K.L.
Skillin, Armour & Co.; Douglas L. Smith, S.C. Johnson
& Son, and R.G. Stolz, Brown Shoe Co. Mr. Frost has
served with both advertisers and agencies. He started with
International Business Machines in 1933, later served with
Owens-Illinois Glass and Young & Rubicam, was with
Bristol-Myers from 1945 to 1950, then went to Compton
Adv. and returned to Bristol-Myers in 1954.
FOR OTHER NEWS OF PEOPLE SEE FATES & FORTUNES
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"Egad!

Blair Did
It Again.
"There I was," quoth our man. "loaded for Blair
just said to the chap, "You know — The Roanoke station
had data up to the collar of my Burberry ... a portableI
with the 58-county market of 448,001 tv homes.' "
calculator in my attache case. My Diner's card was at
" '. . . 448 thousand and one?' asked the chap."
the ready; my Express cards, rail travel card, airline
" '. . . and one,' said the Blair man."
card, three gasoline credit cards, and old W.D. A.G.O.
Form 65 were present and accounted for. I had a
black knit tie on and my heavy-frame bi-focals were all
revved up. Man, I was like ripe."
WSLS-TV
Channel 10 • NBC Television
"Never mind the autobiog. Just tell us did you get the
Mail Address: Roanoke, Va.
business?"
A broadcast service (with WSLS Radio)
of Shenandoah Life Insurance Company
"Well, frankly, no. We already had it. The Blair man

NOTHING
more
listeners

than

all other

stations

combined

SELLS

LIKE

ACC

35 years of top acceptance
use on WCCO Radio. More lisl
other Minneapolis- St. Paul
bined! Lowest cost per thoi
than half of the average of
Cities stations. Cash in on full
ming for full-size results.

lowest

cost

40

,
per
/ thousand
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MICROSCOPE

FCC

orders

It plans

a massive

detailed

study

ON

of broadcast

output

inspection

The FCC last week opened the door
to what could become the first major
reappraisal of national policy on broadcasting since the Communications Act
was adopted in 1934.
In a comprehensive order that was
admittedly forced by the revelations of
tv quiz rigging and by Congressional intentions toinvestigate payola, the Commission launched a sweeping inquiry
to:

• "Determine the policies,
es,
mechanics and surveillance practic
pursued
and carried out by networks, station
licensees and others in connection with
the acquisitions, ownership, production,
distribution, selection, sale and licensing of programs for radio and television
exhibition."
• Look into "the policies and practices pursued by networks, station licensees and others in connection with
the selection, presentation and supervision of advertising material for broadcast to the public."
• Find out if the FCC ought to issue new rules governing broadcast output or if it has the authority to issue
them.
• Find out if the Communications
Act needs to be overhauled.
Reasons Why • In a statement issued with the order, the Commission
said that its action was taken "as a result of the tv quiz show revelations, allegations of inducements to promote
records and other products without
proper sponsorship identification, and
complaints about offensive commercials
and other broadcast practices contrary
to the public interest."
The FCC pointed out that it is empowered to grant broadcast licenses
only after it has determined that applicants will serve the public interest, convenience and necessity. The statement
continued:

"These considerations
representations made to
sion and the manner in
tion licensee discharges his

TRAINED

include the
the Commiswhich a staresponsibility

of program and
of selecting and supervising the broadcast of programs and advertising mat-

The advent of television, the Commission pointed out, h^as changed the
pattern of radio broadcasting. It also
added that the increased number of
radioter."and tv broadcasters has "complicated the problem of adequate review
by the Commission of the policies and
practices of its broadcast licensees."
Order Unanimous • The move was
made with the unanimous approval of
the five commissioners present — Chairman John C. Doerfer and Comrs. Robert T. Bartley, Robert E. Lee, Frederick
W. Ford and John S. Cross. The two
other members of the FCC, Comrs
Rosel H. Hyde and T. A. M. Craven,
are attending international radio conferences inGeneva. Switzerland.
The order was issued on a special

RADIO-TV

and

regulation

commercial policies
release basis Nov. 10. It was adopted
the day before following a commissioners-only meeting five days before,

9).'
Circuit,s Nov.
(Closed
on ItNov.
said4 that
the question
on programming would be coupled with the
Commission's current investigation of
network programming practices. This
would mean an augmented staff, the
Commission said.
At present two attorneys and their
secretaries constitute the Office of Network Study. This is an element of the
Commission's Broadcast Bureau. This
group was established after the completion of the Barrow Network Study
in 1957. The Barrow Report covered
all aspects of television network practices except programming.
The two lawyers, Ashbrook P.
Bryant and James F. Tierney, have
been surveying tv film production com-

RATINGS
THE ROOT
OF THE EVIL?
Sen. Mike Monroney (D-Okla.) is the struggle for rating supremacy led
drafting legislation charging the FCC
to rigging of tv quiz programs." He
with the responsibility of weighing
said the disclosures of the House
Legheavily, at license
islative Oversight Subcommittee serve
renewal time, a staming.
to point up the influence ratings have
tion's past record
on "the life or death of tv programin prime time pubming.
lic service programLong an outspoken critic of tv ratings, Sen. Monroney for two years
The bill, being
has been pushing a Senate inquiry of
the measuring services. He is a memprepared for introduction inJanuary,
ber of the Senate Commerce Comalso would require Sen. Monroney
mittee and its Communications Subcommittee, which held a one-day
each station to keep an accurate "box
hearing on rating services in the
score" of such programming broadcast during prime time. The Comspring of 1958. Follow-up hearings
mission would be authorized to with- have been planned but never held.
Sen. Monroney said he would push
draw astation's license if it failed to
for hearings on his new bill, which
live up to promises made concerning public service programming in also would encompass the ratings inquiry. He said his complaint against
past applications.
Reached by telephone in New Or- the audience surveys is that they are
leans Wednesday (Nov. 11), Sen.
"inadequate." not necessarily "inacMonroney said: "Without a doubt
curate."

For text of plan
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Here
and other
order opening the sweeping inquiry with the selection, supervision and
ams
into radio and television program- broadcast to the public of progr
ming and advertising practices and and other material, which practices
appearst; toandbe contrary to the public
into the regulatory role of govern- intere
e"Suppl
ed
ment. This was entitl
mental Order for Investigatory ProWhereas, under the Communicaand
radio
of
study
tions Act and the policies promulthe
in
ceeding"
television network broadcasting.
gated by the Commission thereunder, the selection, supervision and
At a session of the Federal Com-its
munications Commission held at
broadcast to the public of programs
offices in Washington, D. C. on the and other material including advertising is the primary responsibility
9th day of November, 1959;
on Feb. 26, 1959, of the licensed broadcaster subject
Whereas,
caster so
after a substantial preliminary in- to the duty of such broad
ty as to
sibili
respon
that
se
exerci
to
Order
its
by
sion
quiry, the Commis
terms of
in
st
intere
Notice
serve the public
(FCC 59-166) and Public
comthe
inquiry
of
sts
that
d
intere
directe
and
)
the needs
(FCC 59-168
munity which such broadcaster is
be made pursuant to Section 403
of the Communications Act of 1934, licensed to serve; and inquiry should
be made and that information and
as amended, to determine, among
data should be obtained regarding
pracother things, the policies and
k li- the policies and practices pursued
tices pursued by thein networ
connection
censees and others
by radio and television licensees and
others affecting the program and
lion,
selecti
ion,
product
with the
ms
material broadcast to the
progra
other
of
sion
censing and supervi
efthe
and
ion
exhibit
ion
televis
for
Now: Therefore, it is Ordered
fect of such policies and practices
public
on the public interest, and that a that the inquiry and investigatory
ding be proceeding instituted pursuant to the
public investigatory procee
instituted for that purpose; and
Commission's Order of Feb. 26,
Order,
said
to
ant
1959, (FCC 59-166) be and is hereby
Whereas, pursu
ed and enlarged to determine
amend
puband
nuing
conti
such inquiry is
be
will
and
been
lic hearings have
the policies, practices, mechanics
held with regard to certain phases of and surveillance pursued and carlicenthe network television program seried out by networks, station
sees and others in connection with
lection process; and
Whereas, in the course of such the acquisition, ownership, production, distribution, selection, sale and
other sources, ininquiry andformationfrom
has been reported to the licensing of programs for radio and
television exhibition and the policies
Commission which tends to show
car- and practices pursued by networks,
that certain practices have been
and station licensees and others in conees
licens
cast
broad
by
on
ried
ees
licens
ast
broadc
such
nection with the selection, presentaof
yes
emplo

N
REGULA
AND
onrl siinprvisinn
of TIO
advertising
tion and supervision of advertising
material for broadcast to the public
and the reasons and necessity in the
public interest for said policies and
practices, and that in such inquiry
information and data be obtained
relevant to the following questions:
1 . whether and the extent to which
policies and practices being pursued
by some broadcast licensees in the
field
terest; of programming and advertising are inimical to the public in2. whether and the extent to
which the general standards heretofore laid down by the Commission for the guidance of broadcast
licensees in the selection and broadcast of programs and other material
public are adequate in view
the
to
d and changing condiof thetionschange
in the broadcast industry;
3. whether and the extent to which
the exerthe Commission should, bypower,
set
cise of its rule-making
bility;
stanprecise
and
d
detaile
out more
dards for the guidance of broadcasters in the exercise of their responsi4. whether and the extent to
which the Commission's present policies and procedures in the review
performand consideration of the es
ance of its broadcast license in the
sfield of programming and adverti
ing is adequate, in view of the
sed number of such
greatlyes;increa
and
license

al- some tv stations for not identifying the
panies in Hollywood. They have netsource of filmed news clips of the
in hearings with
ready participated
last
on
ingt
Senate Labor Committee hearings on
work officials in Wash
Kohler Co. strike in Wisconsin.
execu
the
ing
with advertis
March and York
May.
last
tives in New
The films were underwritten by the National Assn. of Manufacturers and
assign
al
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In addition to the
am
progr
rk
furnished the stations gratis by NAM.
ment of delving into netwo
the
d
adde
The Commission has maintained
on
practices, the Commissi
the stations should have identified
that
inthe
to
s
tie-in
question of alleged
quiry.
ier of the films when they
the suppl
were
broadcast.
payasses
encomp
y
inquir
new
The
In the reference to offensive comolas to disc jockeys to play certain recordings and payoffs to producers to
mercials, the new FCC order, a Commission spokesman emphasized, did not
insert "plugs" for certain products into
adthe program material.
mean an inquiry into false and misle
province of
An FCC regulation requires that
ing advertising. This is the issi
on, he
the Federal Trade Comm
g of value"
noted.
moneyfor orthe"thin
wherebeenanygiven
a
of
cast
broad
has
False Advertising • FTC Chairman
information on sponsorprogram such
W. Kintner two weeks ago ordered
Earl
nced.
annou
be
ship must
ised
chast
Most recently the FCC has
a speed up in FTC monitoring of tv
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ssion's au5. whether the Commi
thority under the Communications
Act of 1934, as amended, is adequate for these purposes or whether
lation should be recommended
legis
the Congress.
to

commercials. Virtually in the same
week, the FTC filed a complaint
Co.
against Libbey-Owens-Ford Glasssoupand General Motors for allegedly
ing up tv commercials to show that
distortion than other
LOF glass had less ing,
Nov. 9).
makes (Broadcast
The FCC statement last week spoke
of holding public hearings on the new
inquiry "shortly." It was pointed out
it was clarithat this hope was real—
fied to mean "soon"— and that it was
the intent of the Commission to have
the full FCC sitting at this hearing.
A further document spelling out in
more detail the FCC's interest in these
ed, it was underareas is to be expect
stood. This will also indicate the date
for the hearing and where it will take
There

was

a widespread feeling
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The spot medium, too,
has become the standard
of suitability to
virtually every advertiser
in the country.
No other medium
is so well fitted
to match the exact
requirements
of every marketing situation.
How else can you
take instantaneous advantage
of sudden weather changes,
or so closely follow
the flow and ebb of seasons
across the face of America?

proverbial

H-R salesmanship, too,
is custom tailored
to the specific situations
of each station it represents.
Our salesmen's
hand-in-glove cooperation
with station management
makes for a personal service
selling-power that
habitually breaks . (
through billing quotas.
"We always send a man
to do a man's job"
n r,a£ TTT1 Television, Inc.
i Representatives
New York
Chicago
San Francisco
Hollywood
Dallas
Detroit
Atlanta
Houston
New Orleans
0
Des Moines
0

0

9
i

0

*

AND PAYOLA
DEFENSE
NATIONAL
that they enjoy the use of an asset
The tv quiz scandal and the resultant cry for increased responsibelonging to the people as a privibility on the part of broadcasters
lege, contingent upon their operatadded significant
interest, conveniing in the public y.
ence and necessit So that there
"between the lines"
will be no misunderstanding as to
meaning to remarks FCC Comr.
where I stand, let me categorically
Robert E. Lee
state that operating in the public inmade to NBC raterest includes cooperation "with
dio affiliates in
... the FCC, the military and civil
New York last
defense organizations at all levels."
week. He was talkIn a departure from his princiComr. Lee
pal theme about defense planning
ing about the obligation stations have to cooperate
among radio stations, Comr. Lee diwith the government in defense
rected brief attention to the forthcoming investigation of payola —
planning through the Conelrad
plan — a familiar theme on which he
or other conmoney
of siderations
payment
to station personnel
has barnstormed frequently.
either for playing certain records or
One page into his text Comr. Lee
had this to say:
for "free plugs" of products. Comr.
Lee advised licensees to read the
"Some elements of your industry
have yet to recognize the integral
pertinent sections of the Communications Act requiring appropriate anrelationship which they have with
nouncements of sponsorship (Secgovernthe
with
and
elements
other
tions 317, 3.119, 3.289, 3.654 and
ment in the interests of national de3.789).
fense. They have yet to recognize
Non-compliance with these proviand appreciate their positions as
sions, the commissioner said, would
dopublic
the
temporal tenants in
confident
main. Iam pessimistically
"raise very serious questions" about
that there are those among them
the qualifications of a licensee.
who have yet to read the Communiof employes'
Ignorance
would
not excuse
violationsactivities
of the
cations Act under which authority
their
and
law,
he
said,
ending
his
treatment
granted
were
licenses
their
of the issue with the comment that
livelihood depends. . . .
"May I remind those elements
"a word to the wise is sufficient.',

within the Commission that this hearing should be wide-open to all, including the public.
The FCC statement referred to the
Commission's authority over programming "in the light of the censorship
provision in the Communications Act
and court decisions reversing its attempts to regulate certain types of programs including lotteries and giveaway
programs."
The Communications Act's Sec. 326
forbids the FCC to censor individual
programs. This has been a key plank
for those who maintain the FCC must
keep hands off programming.
The court decisions to which the
Commission referred include the 1954
U.S. Supreme Court ruling that the
Commission's lottery regulations were
illegal and the 1957 U.S. Court of Appeals decision holding that a bingotype game was not a lottery.
The lottery rules propounded by the
FCC in the late 1940s would have
banned giveaway programs as lotteries.
The decision was appealed by ABC for
its Stop the Music radio show. The
case went all the way to the Supreme
Court, which ruled in 1954 that such a
program was not a lottery since listening to the radio could not be con44 (RADIO-TV UNDER MICROSCOPE)

sidered "consideration" in the legal
sense.
Under the law, a lottery must involve
a participant giving something of value
(consideration), the winner must be
chosen by chance, and the prize must
be of value.
This viewpoint was bolstered in
1957 when the Court of Appeals in
Washington reversed an FCC cease and
desist order against a West Coast tv
station in the Play Marko case. Attacked in court by The Caples Co.,
Chicago advertising agency and
originator of the bingo game, the
Commission was reversed — on the
same grounds as the 1954 Stop the
Music case — lack of consideration.
Long History • The basic question
whether the FCC has the authority to
consider programming has had a long
and controversial history.
Actually the only programs to which
the FCC has taken serious umbrage
has been the broadcasting of horse
racing news. License revocation actions
have been taken again several stations
on the charge that race information
was being used by gamblers.
Otherwise, no stations have lost
their permits because of programming
formats or because of individual pro-

grams. Many have had license renewals
postponed while the Commission raised
questions of program imbalance or
overcommercialization, but none ever
failed to be renewed finally.
The authority of the FCC on probeen asserted and questioned gramming
almosthas from the beginning of
radio regulation.
The U.S. Supreme Court's 1941 decase involving NBC's
the the
cision inof
Chain Broadcasting
challenge
Rules is considered a landmark in this
topic.
In a decision written by Associate
Justice Felix Frankfurter, the Supreme
Court said that the FCC has the right
to consider the composition of the
traffic broadcast by licensees as well as
to act as a traffic cop on facilities.
The Blue Book • The FCC's apogee
in efforts to assert programming control was reached in 1946 when the
now-notorious Blue Book, "Public
Service Resposibility of Broadcast
Licensees," was issued.
This staff-written document made
the point that the Commission should
not only keep an eye on programming
but should require licensees to live up
to programming proposals made in
their original applications — unless good
reasons were given for changing formats.
It also urged that the Commission
intervene to insure that broadcasters
devote a substantial amount of time for
public service programs, mainly unsponsored.
The Blue Book controversy came to
a head when newspaper columnist Drew
Pearson and associates filed for the frequency used by the
WBAL Baltimore.
This Hearst-owned
station had
been singled out among others in the
Blue Book.
After a full, evidentiary hearing the
Commission renewed WBAL's license.
This was considered the death-kneel of
the Blue Book philosophy.

From that time on the Commission's
attempts to assert jurisdiction over programming have been erratic.
Recent Activity • In the last few
years, the subject of programming was
an issue in only four significant instances.
In 1956, the issue flared in the application bymultiple broadcaster Todd
Storz to buy WQAM Miami, Fla. A
sharp internal Commission controversy
raged over Mr. Storz's high-pressure,
audience-building promotions. The purchase was finally approved, 4 to 3, with
Chairman George C. McConnaughey
and Comrs. Bartley, Richard A. Mack
and Craven in favor.
Opposed were Comrs. Doerfer, Hyde
and Lee. They wanted a hearing.
Mr. Doerfer, in a dissent, expressed
BROADCASTING, November 16, 1959

MAVERICK
WAGON

,

TRAIN

RIFLEMANFARGO
"
WELLS
WICHITA TOWN
WYATT EARP
CHEYENNE
BONANZA

.

SUGARFOOT
THE PLAINSMAN
BRONCO
BAT MASTERSON
BLACK SADDLE

Sure as shootin', things have happened in Charlotte.
Here you see one more phase of the formula that
is changing audience patterns in America's 25th largest
television homes market. The best of NBC, ABC- plus
MGM, Warner, Paramount, others! WSOC-TV program strength
is unmatched in the Carolinas. Make a better buy. Buy
WSOC-TV

of the great area stations of the nation.

WSOC and WSOC-TV
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CHARLOTTE 9-NBC and ABC. Represented by H-R

are associated with WSB and WSB-TV, Atlanta; WHIO and WHIO-TV, Dayton
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keeps its viewers happy
with the

COMEDY

CARNIVAL

PACKAGE
featuring
CROSBY
HOPE
KAYE
AND

ME

We're all in the sensational

COMEDY

CARNIVAL

PACKAGE
Phone or wire
today for the most
unusual offer
ever made
to your station

tures
incorporated
Exclusive Distributor

New York: 15 West 44th St. . YUkon 6-4979
Hollywood:
6715 Hollywood Blvd. • Hollywood 5-6717

THE FCC AT LAST
Rep. John B. Bennett (R-Mich.)
coldoes not go along with hisative
leagues on the House Legisl
mOversightmitteeSubco
who have
been highly critical
of the FCC in the
tv quiz scandals.
The ranking minority member of
the Subcommittee
said last week that
Rep. Bennett he did not believe

the Commission has the authority
against_ the rigged
action
ms.
gra
to take
pro
"I don't want to give the bCLtoo much authority in the area of
programming," Rep. Bennett said,
and emphasized the agency certain-

the
regret that the FCC had not usedonce
Storz case as a vehicle to determine
and for all just what powers it had over
programming. The net effect of the approval, Mr. Doerfer stated, was to continue the confusion in the minds of
broadcasters, Congress and the public
as to the extent of FCC jurisdiction
er urged
over programming. Mr. Doerf
the FCC to establish some sort of
ground rules for what it called "balanced progr
he said, broadcasters
e, g."
rwisammin
Othe
d continue to conwishe
they
if
could
sider their stations as a "mercantile business for maximum profit."
There was an indication then that
the Commission intended to make a
study of its power in the programming
field. Nothing, however, eventuated.
It was a month after the Commission's
action in the Storz case that Comr. Bartw of the
ley called for a complete revie
FCC's authority in the programming
field. In a speech before the Southern
California Broadcasters Assn., the oneextime Yankee Network broadcasting not
ecutive maintained that the FCC
at programonly had the power to lookparti
cularly in
ming but should do so,
certain categories. These were, he said:
(1) identification of program sponsors;
(2) fairness in presenting both sides of a
controversial issue, and (3) fairness in
presentation of news and public affairs
ms.
progra
On entertainment programs, Mr. Bartd a demurrer. The Commisley entere
sion should not step into these, he said;
public taste should be the arbiter.
Only last year the whole subject was
when the Commisht upup again
brougsion
license renewals of eight
held
Atlanta, Ga., radio stations on the
show enough edugrounds they did notl, religio
us and news
cational, agricultura
applications.
l
renewa
their
programs in

FINDS A FRIEND
ly should not be permitted to police
If the Commission
programming.
had taken action and forced one of
the quiz programs off the air,forthose
not
who now condemn the FCC
to
first
the
been
have
would
acting
scream, Rep. Bennett stated.
He pointed out that testimony
at the hearings failed to establish
any involvement of the networks
and stations in the controls exerted
over contestants.
Rep. Bennett plans to again
push for hearings on his bill (HR
networks under di5042)rect placing
FCC regulation. The proposal,
first advocated by ex-Sen. John
Bricker (R-Ohio), has gained considerable support since the tv quiz
hearings began last month.

At one point the Commission considered astaff suggestion that a citywide hearing be held to determine what
and
the public interest for Atlanta was
whether it was being served by some of
mean
the larger stations. This could
that the smaller stations (all of the eight
under fire were smaller stations) could
program without attempting to meet
these public service requirements. , to
It was decided finally, however
treat each station individually and subsequently their licenses were renewed.
Craven Says No • Also in 1958 more
was said on the subject of programming
jurisdiction. This time it was Comr.
T.A.M. Craven who took up the cudgels— but in a vehement and pointed
attack on the whole idea of program
control by the FCC.
Mr. Craven's outspoken opposition
was made in a dissent to a Commission
proposal revising certain forms required
in applications for new stations and for
renewals. These asked for percentage
breakdowns of spot commercials and
program categories. It was the latter
Craven's
Mr. called
thatMr.stirred
the FCC to
on ire.
Craven
abolish all references to programming
in its application forms. The First
Amendment to the Constitution and the
Communications Act itself forbids any
attempt at censorship, he stated. By callinformation, he cauprogram
ing for tioned,
the FCC was actually telling
broadcasters what they should and
should not carry.
Mr. Craven's viewpoint was expressed inthese words:
"The establishment of program categories, the Commission has long insisted, falls entirely within its regulatory
powers since these categories serve
merely as guideposts for the applicants
and need not be followed. Such argument sounds quite reasonable to anyone
BROADCASTING, November 16, 1959
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Nielsen Station Index Reports show you at a glance
the composition of the audience for each station for
each 15-minute period . . . from 6 in the morning to
12 at night ... for the entire week.
when?
Here, in easy-to-use figures you learn total audiences and
their composition by men, women, teenagers, and children.

For television. NSI reports Audience Composition data for
every market in the U.S. with competitive tv programming
These 146 market areas (231 cities) account for over 97
percent of all U.S. tv viewing.
For radio. NSI. reports composition of radio audiences for
the top 34 markets in the U.S. These account for the bulk
of radio listening, thanks to radio's long reach.
And a lot more. Audience Composition, important as it is,
is only one of the measurements reported by Nielsen
Station Index. You also find the percent of homes reached
by each station during each 15-minute time period in each
of the 146 Metro or Central Areas ... and the total number
of homes reached, regardless of their location.
Send for sample NSI Report. See for yourself the
wealth of information NSI Reports put at
your fingertips ... it is the only way you will
understand why leading agencies, advertisers,
and stations consider NSI Reports a "must"
for efficient operation.

Nielsen

Station

Index
a service of A. C. Nielsen Company
\
2101 Howard Street, Chicago 45, Illinois • HOIIycourt
5-4400

CALL . . .WIRE ... OR WRITE TODAY
FOR ALL THE FACTS
CHICAGO 1, ILLINOIS
360 N. Michigan Ave., FRanklin 2-3810
NEW YORK 22, NEW YORK
5Y5 Lexington Ave., MUrray Hill 8-1Q20
MENLO PARK, CALIFORNIA
70 Willow Road, DAvenport 5-0021
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NBC

and

CBS

LANCASTER,

First and foremost

PA.

with advertisers,

with viewers— in America's 10th TV
Market. The WGAL-TV audience is
greater in this rich coverage area
than the combined audience of
all other stations— ARB

and Nielsen.

WGAL-TV
Ckcuuvd £
Lancaster, Pa.
NBC and CBS
STEINMAN

STATION

Clair McCollough,
Representative: The MEEKER

Company, Inc.

New York

•

Chicago

•

Los Angeles

•

Pres.

San Francisco
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Rank

NIELSEN
TOP 10 NETWORK PROGRAMS
Tv report for 2 weeks ending Oct. 18
TOTAL AUDIENCE t
Rank
No. homes
(000)
1. World Series (Mon., Tues., Thur.) 22 028
2. Wagon Train
20 070
3. Gun
Red Skeltonsmo
Special
17'l33
4.
ke
16
732
5. Bob Hope
16 243
6. Ed
HaveSul
Gun, Will
Travel
7.
liv
an
14is'353
908
8. Perry Mason
14'685
9. Father
Perry Como-Music
Hall
14'l96
10.
Knows Best
13^840

Rank
% homes*
1. World Series (Mon., Tues., Thur)
50 1
2. Red
WagonSkelton
Train
45'7
3.
Special
39 7
4. Gunsmoke
38'2
5. Bob Hope
37'3
6. Have Gun, Will Travel
35'!
7. Ed Sullivan
34'3
8.
Perry
Mason
33'9
9. Perry Como-Music Hall
2>Zh
31'8
- 10. Father Knows Best

BACKGROUND: The following
ms in
alphabetical order, appear in progra
week's
BROADCASTING tv ratings roundupthis
. Information is in following order: program name,
network,
number
of
stations
,
sponsor
,
agency
dav
and time.
Perry Como-Music Hall (NBC-151): Xraft
(JWT), Wed. 9-10 pm
De^U
oPI?7h0use
Westinghouse
(M-E),
Mon. 10-11(CBS-120):
p.m.
Father Knows Best (CBS-170): Scott Paper
Lever Bros, (both JWT), Mon. 8:30-9 p.m!
Peter Gunn (NBC-181): Bristol-Myers (DCSS)
Mon. 9-9:30 p.m.

AVERAGE AUDIENCE +

No. homes
(000)
16,421
1.
Wagon
Train
2. Gunsmoke
15,620
14,463
3. Have Gun, Will Travel
4. World Series (Mon., Tues. Thur.) 13,306
5. Red Skelton Special
13,039
6. Father Knows Best
13,039
7. Wanted, Dead or Alive
12,994
12,950
8. Danny Thomas
9. Bob Hope
12,594
10. Perry Mason
12,149
Rank

1. Wagon Train
37 4
% homes*
2. Gunsmoke
35'7
4. World
SeriesWill(Mon.,
3.
Have Gun,
Travel
33'x
Tues., Thur) 303
5. Red Skelton Specia
l
30
2
6. Father Knows Best
29 9
7. Wanted, Dead or Alive
29
8
8. Danny Thomas
29 6
9. Bob Hope
28 9
10. Perry Mason
28.0
Copyright 1959 A. C. Nielsen Co.

Gunsmoke (CBS-190): Liggett & Myers (DFS)
Remington Rand (Y&R), Sat. 10-10:30 p.m!
Have Gun, Will Travel (CBS-188): Lever Bros
(JWT), Whitehall (Bates), Sat. 9:30-10 p.m.
Alfred Hitchcock Presents (CBS-182)- BristolMyers (Y&R), Sun. 9:30-10 p.m.
I've Got a Secret (CBS-194): R.J. Reynolds
(Esty), Wed. 9:30-10 p.m.
Bob8-9Hope
p.m. (NBC-169): Buick (M-E) Oct 8
Perry Mason (CBS-150): Colgate-Palmolive
(Bates), Sterling Drug (DFS), Parliament
(B&B), Gulf
7:30-8:30 p.m.Oil (Y&R), Hamm (C-M) Sat
Maverick (ABC-137): Kaiser, Drackett (both
Y&R), Sun. 7:30-8:30 p.m.
Price Is Right (NBC-134): Lever Bros (OBM)
Speidel (NCK), Wed. 8:30-9 p.m.
Real McCoys (ABC-156): P&G (Compton)
Thur. 8:30-9 p.m.

not familiar with the practical applicathe obligation to review a broadcaster's
tions of these 'guideposts' or the 'lifted stewardship and that one means was
through programming.
eyebrow' technique used by this adminDoubt that the Commission has the
istrative agency. But to' one whose
broadcast experience has been more
authority to look at programming was
practical than theoretical, it is obvious
expressed only last month. Chairman
that no licensee is free to program ac- Doerfer, appearing before the Harris
cording to his personal opinion as to committee, argued that the Commission
what constitutes the best public service
did not under present laws have any
when he knows full well that his views jurisdiction over programming.
A rebuttal to this attitude was offered
are destined to be evaluated in the light
of pre-conceived and pre-stated opin- by Comr. Lee. In a letter to the House
committee, Mr. Lee insisted that the
ions of the regulating agency."
FCC could deal with fraudulent proFord's Philosophy • There the matter
rested until August of this year when
gramming. He suggested that legislaComr. Ford, an ex-FCC staffer once
tion be enacted which would require
head of the hearing division, told the the disclosure before the beginning of
West Virginia Broadcasters Assn. that a program of its content. He also indicated that additional laws might be rethere ought to be a review of FCC diquired to place networks under FCC
rectives on programming.
jurisdiction.
There is nowhere in the Commission,
Mr. Ford said, where a broadcaster can
Kickback probe
determine what the Commission considers isin the public interest.
New York District Attorney Frank
The basic problem, Mr. Ford stated,
S. Hogan's office last week questioned
was that there is no codified guide which
Jan Murray, star of NBC-TV's Treascould be used by a broadcaster to deterure Hunt, in the first step toward acmine whether he is meeting FCC cricumulating information on alleged kickteria or not.
backs
by
quiz
Deadline, Nov.show
9). participants (At "
The point of Mr. Ford's speech was
Mr. Murray was asked to supply
that the Commission had the right and
BROADCASTING, November 16, 1959

Rating
TOP 10 NETWORK PROGRAMS
Tv report for Sept.
Rank
n ,.
1. Gunsmoke
40 2
2. Wagon Train
,s q
3. I've Got a Secret
34 n
4. You Bet Your Life
33*1
6.
Hitchcoc
Presents 32'5
5. Alfred
Have Gun,
Willk Travel
31 7
7. Ma
Peter Gunn
8.
verick
2g 8,
10.
Right
9. Price
FatherIsKnows
Best
?q'n.6
28
No.
Viewers
(000)
Rank
1. Gunsmoke
41,300
38,730
2. Wagon Train
38,400
3. Maverick
36,630
4. Ed Sullivan
5. Have Gun, Will Travel
34,550
6. I've Got a Secret
31,470
7. Real McCoys
31,230
8. Alfred Hitchcock Presents
30,590
29,810
9. Father Knows Best
29,000
10. Desilu Playhouse
Copyright 1959 American Research Bureau
Red Skelton Special (CBS-160): Chevrolet
• (C-E), Fri., Oct. 9, 9-10 p.m.
Ed Sullivan (CBS-180): Eastman-Kodak (JWT)
Lincoln-Mercury (K&E), Sun. 8-9 p m
(B&B), Mon. 9-10 p.m.
Dam? mTh?.maS
(CBS-200): General Foods
Wagon
Train (NBC-1
78): Ford (JWT) RJ
Wed.
7:30-8
:30 p.m.
Reynolds
(Esty),
National Biscuit Co. (M-E)'
Wanted, Dead or Alive (CBS-180): Brown &
Williamsonp.m. (Bates), Bristol-Myers (Y&R)
8:30-9

World Series (NBC-210): Gillette (Maxon),
Mon. and Tue, Oct. 5 and 6, 5 p.m. to conclusion, Thur., Oct. 8, 1 p.m. to conclusion
You Bet Your Life (Groucho Marx) (NBC-168)Lever (BBDO), Pharmaceuticals Inc. (Parkson), Thur. 10-10:30 p m
lists of contestants on the show and of
program employes. NBC disclosed Nov.
5, that it had uncovered such a system
operating on Treasure Hunt. The network turned the details over to Mr.
Hogan. A formal probe was launched
with Jerome Kidder, an assistant district attorney, assigned to the investigaIt was said that quiz show partiction. 6
ipants kicked back portions of their
winnings to people associated with the
show's production who helped insure
their appearance on Treasure Hunt.
Discussions also were being held on
other phases of the tv quiz scandal:
Possible grand jury presentation after
it is determined who and how many
persons lied before the grand jury in
New York during its initial probe of
tv quiz rigging (some 100 are suspected
of falsehood), and a look at a charge
by Max Hess that he paid $10,000 to
get an employe on a quiz program
(commercial bribery is a misdemeanor
punishable by a year in prison and a
$500 fine).

Mr. Hogan's prosecutors have not
yet begun probing payments to disc
jockeys to plug songs (payola). This
subject is on the shelf for now.
(RADIO-TV UNDER MICROSCOPE) 49
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ANA

hears

CONTROL

TO

WHO'S

advertiser

The nation's top advertisers are in
television — and television programming
— to stay.
If their hand-hold on program selection and presentation is broken it will
be forced, almost literally, and certainly
it will not be accomplished without demands for price or commensurate concessions bybroadcasters.
This was the clear stand taken by
key members of the Assn. of National
Advertisers last week at ANA's 50th
annual meeting, a four-day session dominated by talk of the "crisis" brought to
advertising by the quiz scandals.
ANA members, embracing most of
tv's major advertisers, were told by their
leaders that they must face the mess
left in the wake of the quizzes and, no
matter who's to blame, either "clean
up or give up." They showed nothesigns
use
of willingness to give up either
of television or whatever say-so they
now have in its programming.
They were given an official, ANAapproved test with the recommendation

THE

ANA

ON

TV:

reluctance

up

program

that they apply it to their advertising —
rcials — to preor comme
g ence
progrventammin
of the quiz shambles.
a recurr
They heard Donald H. McGannon,
NAB Television Code chief, solicit their
support in self-regulation, and through
they prepared to work with the
ANA
code board.
Sponsor Identification • But their talk
was about program control. Nobody
denied — and many expressly acknowledged— that the networks, and broadcasters generally, already have the final
word by statute. Nobody questioned
that this is the way it ought to be. But
it also was made clear that network
sponsors, the big spenders, do not wish
to relinquish either the sponsor-identification values that come from underm
writing programs, or the whole-progra
influence that they consider is their
right as a result.
"If we are going to pay for a whole
program and have the public identify
according
us with the whole program,"
to the overwhelming body of reasoning.

CLEAN

The nation's national advertisers
last week launched their own television clean-up campaign. Here, in
is a stateslightly condensed text,
ment issued Nov. 9 by Donald S.
Frost, vice president of Bristol-Myers and new chairman of the Assn.
of National Advertisers. He made
the statement at the ANA convention in Hot Springs, Va.
There is no need for me to elaborate on the events of these past
weeks. It is obvious to all of you
that the television industry is on the
spot.
But it is not only the television
industry — and particularly those associated with the quiz shows — who
stand in the dock of public scrutiny.
It is all advertising. For regardless
of how far removed you personally
may be from television, this thing
is spreading and is crossing over into
other lines. We — all of us related to
advertising — are involved, and there
is every possibility, yes probability,
that we will become involved even
more.
Who is at fault for the question50

to give

TELEVISION?

UP

OR

GIVE

UP

able practices revealed in the quiz
show hearings? Is it the producers,
the contestants, the networks or the
advertisers?
This is a question it is not for us
to decide. It would appear that all of
those participating must share the
onus. But, regardless of where the
blame rests, the advertiser is involved— and this, gentlemen, is our
bailiwick!
We are involved, many of us, in
the actual selection and production
of the shows themselves. We are involved— all of us who use the potent
medium of television — in the production of our commercials. And all
of media practices,
regardless
us,
of
are concerned with the public reaction to the misuse of a major
medium.

so it is up to us — all of us — ■
take whatever action we can to
to And
set our own houses in order, particularly in the area of commercial
up to us, individpresentation. It isvely,
to make sure
ually and collecti
that all of our actions can stand up
to the gaze of public scrutiny, can

prerogatives

"then we are and have a right to be
deeply and critically concerned with the
whole program, not just the commer-

The only public stand to the contrary
was taken by two outsiders who, while
acknowledged experts in their fields,
neither buy time nor sell it. These two
cials."— buyers and sellers — would be
groups
the
velop.chief protagonists, it was assumed,
in any fight for control that might deStrictly on the public record of the
ANA sessions there was no clear evidence that any such fight was in the
offing. The lone network representative
on the program went along, generally,
with the advertisers' position.
Yet leading ANA members showed in
so many ways that it was on their minds,
that they were on guard in case anything
did happen, that observers were left
thinking that maybe they expected a
fight. Not that they were looking for
one; just that they had their dukes up
and were ready for one if it happened.

obtain the seal of public approval.
Because if we don't — someone
else is going to do it for us!
And these are no idle words
hurled for effect from a meeting
platform. They are sincere words of
warning — and it is later than you
think!
So the number one job is the job
each of us must undertake at our
own level with our own companies.
And the number two job is the
job of the ANA to tell the press and
through the press the public and
advergovernment agencies that we
by our assotisers— as represented ly
concerned
ciation— are thorough
with the reaction of the public and
the government. And that we intend
to follow down every possible road
offered to us by the democratic
process of internal responsibility.
And so, while most of you were
sharing the pleasures of yesterday
afternoon, your board met and
the statement I am
agreedto upon
about
read.

posi-it
is ANA's
This,
end that
tion. Wegentlem
stronglyenrecomm
be your position as well. I quote:
"We in ANA recognize that, as
a result of the recent television inBROADCASTING, November 16, 1959

This even though the official ANA position was that it was too early, the situation still "too emotional," too much in
flux, to get down yet to saying where
control ought to lie or influence to stop.
No Fun on Fun Day • There was no
denying that ANA leadership was concerned about the crisis facing advertising. The ANA board wrestled with it for
14 hours on what was supposed to be
the convention's fun day (Sunday, Nov.
8). Out of that meeting came an official
ANA statement of position, delivered
the next day by newly elected Chairman
Donald Frost (Bristol-Myers) — accompanied by some strong but carefully
composed warnings of his own — at a
business meeting which ANA made virtually unique by inviting newsmen.
The gist of Mr. Frost's admonition
was that "this thing" is spreading beyond television, that "there is every
possibility, yet probability," that advertising as a whole "will become involved
even more." It was his warning that
advertisers have "a mandate to live up
to our responsibilities" and also a "a
choice" to "clean up — or give up!"
In the same tone, ANA's statement
asserted that advertisers individually
must "see
of television
with
whichthatweevery
are aspect
connected
meets
our obligation of fair play to the public."
The statement proposed this "simple

test" for members to use in evaluating
"any contemplated material or procedure" for programs or advertising:
"Would we be willing for the public
to be fully apprised of all the facts and
circumstances concerning the particular
program
commercial?"
Situationor 'Serious'
• Mr. Frost set the
tone for an ensuing news conference,
attended also by other ANA top officials, when he said in his statement
that this is a crisis "out of which we can
emerge even stronger — or from which
could come regulation so rigid that our
most vital contributions [to the national
economy] would be nullified."
Henry Schachte of Lever Bros., ANA
retiring chairman, told newsmen the
situation is "serious" and that in the
official statement "we're trying to tell
our members that it is." ANA President
Paul West said the statement was prepared and issued because "we wanted
to register publicly that we as representatives of advertising recognize our responsibility— and wantthatto the
see fair
play."
Others indicated
statement
had the support of all ANA board members. These include representatives of
such leading television users as Lever,
Bristol - Myers, Westinghouse Electric.
Warner - Lambert, Armstrong Cork.
Chrysler, Campbell Soup. RCA. U.S.
Steel, and Swift & Co.

Would non-adherence to the ANA
position mean dismissal from membership? President West said "anything is
possible." It also was noted that ANA
has no enforcement powers. One applicant for ANA membership once was
rejected because of his advertising practices, officials said, but none has ever
been ousted for that reason. As for the
present, Chairman Frost said he thought
many advertisers have "stepped over
the line" and what ANA can do is "try
to Anonymous
show them the
error • ofThere
their was
ways."
Revlon
no
specific reference to Revlon, an ANA
member whose involvement in "controlling" of contestants on its $64,000
Question was probed in the House hearings.
The question, at the news conference
as elsewhere, inevitably got back to the
subject of program control. Officials
said there had been "informal discussions" atthe Sunday board meeting, but
no agreement on points of view. Chairman Frost, asked for his personal view,
said it was a "tough question" and that
he could "not at this time" recommend
leaving control to networks.
President West said the question had
been explored "very thoroughly" in all
its implications, both "now and for the
future." But, he said, the crisis is still
too fresh and "in too emotional a state"

quiries, there will be proposed codes
of conduct and regulation put forth
by networks, associations of broadcasters, individual stations and other
responsible parties. Their purpose
will be to merit public confidence in
television programs and commercials.
"Toward this end, we as advertisers recognize our own individual
responsibilities.
"It is our responsibility to see that
every aspect of television with which
we are connected meets our obligation of fair play to the public.
"A simple test by which each of
our members may evaluate any contemplated material or procedure for
programs or commercials is this:
Would we be willing for the public
to be fully apprised of all the facts
and circumstances concerning the
particular program or commercial?
"What has been brought to light
in these past few weeks requires
every advertiser to take an immediate and complete inventory of his
present advertising, including the
factual support for its accuracy and
the techniques used in its preparation, and to apply to it, and to all
future advertising, the test we have
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Summit meeting • Decision
meeting recess. L to r: Roger
vice chairman of ANA; Paul
Frost, Bristol-Myers, new ANA

makers for ANA talk it over during fall
H. Bolin, Westinghouse Electric Corp., new
B. West, ANA president, and Donald S.
chairman.
from which could come regulation
recommended."
so
rigid that our most vital contribuThis is the statement of ANA's
tions would be nullified.
position we are releasing to the press
And so we face a mandate — a
today. But these are only empty
words if each of us does not take
mandate to live up to our responsibilities. Itis most important that this
them to heart — and go to work in an
mandate
not have to be enforced byactive way to see that they are followed through.
government but rather that it be a
mandate we fulfill ourselves.
Ours is a young, vigorous, proRight now we still have a choice,
ductive but frequently misundera choice I can sum up in just five
stood arm of the economy. Now we
words: Clean up — or give up!
are faced with a crisis out of which
Which will it be?
we can emerge even stronger — or
51

en our bath in this situation. There can
about that. And we debe no question
served it. Broadcasters are now more
determined and vigilant than ever before to be masters of our own houses."
But he warned that "whatever we do,
as broadcasters we are going to risk
without compromise any unrealistic legislative or regulatory efforts, however
to place this meproponents,
the under
eager dium
arrest. ... In this mission
us."
withMcGannon
you stand• Mr.
trustNotthatSurrender
we Will
said reaction
work
with ANAto the
and code
other board's
groups past
has

Need for program balance • On that subject, this ANA panel was very
much in agreement, but on other tv topics individual opinions ranged widely
—from making tv just a "spot carrier" with charges based on tune-in to
lity" programs on a "reserved chantaxing set owners to pay for "high-qua
nel." Participants included (1 to r) : Don Durgin, NBC-TV vice president;
Rodney Erickson, Warner Bros, vice president; moderator Howard Eaton,
Lever Bros, media director; columnist John Crosby, and Alfred Hollender,
Grey Adv. executive vice president.
to get into it now.
Mr. Schachte agreed with media's
right to control what the public sees and
hears — "to pull the final switch." But,
ion "we are
he also noted, in televis
identified with a specific show; this is
the difference between electronic and
print media. So we've got to show some
interest" in the program itself.
Financial Responsibility • Edwin
Ebiel of General Foods, a past chairman of ANA, who also sat in on the
news conference, thought the control
question might not be resolved in five
years. But, he maintained, so long as
advertisers have a financial responsibility for their programs the problem cannot be solved by simply saying "let the
networks have control."
There is such a thing as a circulation
he observed. He wouldn't
guarantee,
say
this is the way to approach the
problem, but he did maintain that, if
networks should take over all control,
they should also take over responsibility for the success of the program and,
if its success isn't up to par, some of
the financial responsibility as well.
Mr. Frost observed that the problem
is made more complicated by the fact
that many advertisers have a great deal
of influence in programming, many
others have little — and sometimes both
of these situations exist within the same
sponsoring company, depending on the
programs involved.
While they urged individual ANA
members to "take an immediate and
complete inventory" of their current
advertising and apply the recommended
test to their future plans, ANA officials
made clear that they were also willing to
§it down with the NAB code board to
discuss cooperative projects. President
52 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

West said they didn't yet know just
what the code board had in mind, but
an ANA committee would be appointed
to meet with it.
Tv Code Import • Mr. McGannon
outlined code board thinking and called
for advertiser cooperation in a speech
at the closed radio-tv workshop Monday afternoon.
"The effective and free use of television as probably the greatest advertising and marketing instrument in the
knowledge of man depends on the effective cooperation and working relationship between you, the advertiser,
broadcaster," he declared.
the
us
and
He called upon advertisers to look
for the code seal when shopping for
programs. Noting that the code board
works with producers and directors, he
said:
"[Their] voluntary compliance, we
trust, will enable the board to authorize
the use of the code seal on every episode of film produced and on network
programs. This is something you must
consider in selecting your program.
The broadcaster will then look for it in
making his determination to clear or
purchase the program. And the public
will seek it out in tuning in your show
your product."
buying
andHe insaid
the code
board has stepped
up its commercial-content monitoring,
via Broadcast Advertiser Reports, from
20,000 hours a year to 100,000 hours.
"Finding an answer" to the quiz
scandals, he said, will be "a matter of
first importance" at the code board
meeting this week (see page 68) . Of the
scandals, he observed:
"The Lord leads men to deep
water, it has been said, not to drown
them but to cleanse them. We have tak-

been "exceedingly understanding and
receptive." He said "we cannot surrender, nor would you want us to do
so, the ultimate responsibility [as licensees] to operate our stations in the
public interest, convenience and necessity. On the other hand, consultative
determinations made in this fashion can
create between us — advertisers and
broadcasters — a mutual design that
surely will mean constant and unwavering improvement in the whole pattern
of Although
telecasting."Mr. McGannon did not
announce it, the NAB tv code board
meets in Hollywood today (Monday) to
consider amendments to stiffen the
code's advertising requirements.
Mr. McGannon was followed in the
workshop by a panel which apparently
agreed on the need for program balance,
but not on much else. The panel consisted of columnist John Crosby, NBCTV Vice President Don Durgin, Warner Bros. Vice President Rodney Erickson and Grey Adv. Exectuive Vice President Alfred Hollender. Their discussion
was closed to non-members of ANA.
but they reviewed their positions in a
news conference afterward.
This found the foursome divided two
by two, with variations. Messrs. Erickson and Crosby favored taking advertising completely out of programming,
with sponsors buying on a spot-carrier
basis — and with price differentials according totune-in or sets in use. Messrs.
Hollender and Durgin argued for both
advertiser and network contributions to
programming.
Mr. Crosby thought the British system
should be adopted, with a governmentof "noton networks
commissi
program
appointed
able citizens"
to "remind
the

of things they're not doing." Mr. Erickhis own — reserdeparture
son hadvationaof one
channelof to be supported
by a tax (not more than $10) and to
carry, for example, high-quality motion
pictures supplied by his company and
others. He was confident that free and
pay tv could thus co-exist.
Messrs. Crosby and Erickson seemed
of one mind in thinking the price differential, based on viewing, would attract sponsorship of high-quality, lowBROADCASTING, November 16, 1959
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More

workshops

There'll be no "annual" spring
meeting of the Assn. of National Advertisers next year.
Peter Allport, ANA vice president and secretary, told the fall
meeting last week that the 1960
spring session would be passed
up in favor of increased workshop activity. This is in line
with the pattern, started two
of holding "open"
years ago,
meetings
— those to which agency
and media guests are invited —
every other year instead of annually. Mr. Allport also reported
that ANA membership in the past
year had grown from 611 companies to a current total of 653.
audience shows. Mr. Erickson argued
price variations would be no worse than
the networks' granting program-cost
concessions in order to sell shows.
The Total Impact • Mr. Hollender
argued that advertisers are known by
their entire programs, not just the commercials, and thus have an interest in
the welfare of the whole. Moreover, he
contended, tests have shown that the
same commercial gets higher recall
when used in a sponsor-identified program than when placed on a spotcarrier basis.
Mr. Durgin felt that to "keep the
sponsor out" is not the answer. He
defended advertisers' selection of programs, denying they always aim for the
lowest level. Moreover, he thought,
sponsor - identification with particular
programs is valuable.
One network sponsor, who said afterward that he mistook the briefing session for a continuation of the regular
meeting, probed hard at the spot-carrier
concept's effect on institutional advertising campaigns and its elimination of
sponsor identification. Mr. Hollender,
supporting him, also maintained that
some of television's Lucys, Loretta
Young Shows and Hitchcocks might not
have been on the air except for sponsor
interest in them in the first place.
Mr. Erickson countered that the man
who does and should control the show
(except for broadcasters' ultimately final
rights) is the producer. Some sponsors
have turned down good scripts because,
he said in effect, they didn't know what
they were doing.
Mr. Crosby contended the sponsor's
aim "clashes violently" with public interest and that quality informational
programming goes begging for both
sponsors and ratings. When a program
can't get sponsors, he argued, many
stations refuse to carry it.
And so it went. But outside of that
54
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workshop there was little argument to
be heard. The control question was a
dominant topic — no doubt in some part
because it was the most spectacular one
available for newsmen to ask about —
but the reactions were one-sided.
Protecting Spot Access • Even predominantly spot advertisers, who presumably would have least to lose by
giving networks total sway over programming, seemed to fear that complete
network control could put small spenders in a dangerous position and even
freeze them out of tv altogether.
"The big advertisers can take care
soning.
of themselves," was the gist of this reaNor did the question of the quiz
scandal's
effect upon
opinion of television
as a advertisers'
sales tool come
up to any extent. Questioned about it,
several major advertisers said they knew
of nobody who was thinking of cutting
back on television as a result of the quiz
crisis.
Some thought that, quite possibly,
some advertisers not now in television
who perhaps have been thinking of giving it a trial, might now consider it
simpler and safer to shelve any such
plans. Others also thought it was too
early to tell whether there would or
would not be cutbacks. One tv user
thought some sponsors of "honest" game
shows might switch to other programming out of fear that their own programs, although clean, might be hurt
by public reaction, but otherwise he
looked for no changes.
The quiz scandal and what it means
for advertising also was explored by
Tuesday's luncheon speaker, the New
York Times Washington Correspondent
James Reston. He told his audience to
look at it in historic perspective; that
it was just another case of institutions
not being able to keep up with the pace
of history. He suggested that the criticisms being heaped on advertising, as
a result of the quiz mess, be compared
to those heaped on education as a result
of Russia's first sputnik launching.
Tv wins praises
for sales impact
Kudos for television were sprinkled
among advertising success stories at the
Wednesday session winding up the
Assn. of National Advertisers' annual
fall meeting.
Warner-Lambert's Richard HudnutDuBarry-Sportsman Division, the California Oil Co. and United Air Lines
employed television along with other
media in three of eight case histories
presented. Ralston Coffin, RCA advertising and sales promotion vice president, presided.
George Abrams, president of Hudnut-DuBarry-Sportsman Division — who
helped Revlon sales zoom via television

before he moved from Revlon to his
current post — detailed the introduction
of his division's new ball-point lipstick,
Lip-Quick.
"Naturally," he said, "television was
in our thoughts from the very first."
He said the Lip-Quick spot announcement by Lambert & Feasley was "about
as hard-hitting a commercial as any I've
ever seen," sold "plenty of merchandise
as soon as it appeared in test markets"
and has been "selling it ever since." After
the product's introduction on the Oct.
1 1 Milton Berle-Danny Thomas special,
he asserted, "our phones were ringing
. . . with screams from dealers who had
not yet received their initial shipments
of From
merchandise."
Red to Black • In addition to
the spot campaign and introductory
special, he noted, Lip-Quick bought into Person to Person on a regular basis.
He said the lipstick manufacturer,
Omega Mfg., which licensed Hudnut to
market the product, has risen in six
months from "very much in the red"
to "very definitely in the black today
and adding other products to its line."
Max Barry of California Oil told of
Calso gasoline's switchover to the
Chevron name via "funny" advertising
in several media. Television, used on a
spot basis in prime time, "brought
down the house," he asserted. He
added: "And, incidentally, a top-notch
timebuyer — as we had at the agency
[BBDO] — can get you a lot of coverage
for your dollars in a concentrated spot
Eugene Raven of United Air Lines
told how both television and radio spots
campaign."
figured in United's build-up of its entry
into jet transportation.
In other fall meeting highlights advertisers heard a report on a new project, "ANA's Corporate Management
Approach to the Advertising Investment," designed to answer top-manageductivity.
ment questions about advertising proMeasurement • They also heard William R. Hesse, Benton & Bowles executive vice president, describe his agency's new "Readiness - to - Buy" survey
technique for helping to measure advertising effectiveness. Don C. Miller,
marketing vice president of B.F. Goodrich Co., formerly senior vice president
of Kenyon & Eckhardt, stated that at
least 90% of all agencies are capable of
producing better advertising than they
do.
Mr. Miller said agencies tend to
"over-commit themselves" in the heat
of a presentation, often with client encouragement. He said clients should
( 1 ) remind their agencies that the agency responsibility is in the advertising,
not something else, and (2) draw up a
"realistic set of advertising objectives"
which are related directly to advertising.
BROADCASTING, November 16, 1959
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handy
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scapegoat;

rks
asks appraisal of demands made on netwo
Tv has been made the whipping boy
a "collision course"
on what he termed
for "the fatness, indolence and even
with a rapid expansion in advertising.
these conflicting tendencies beshoddy morality of which I'm afraid One of tween
various present-day trends or
Marion
guilty,"
is
much of the country
week.
last
declared
Jr.
Harper
B.
nt
practices and advertising's immine
the
y Manuwith
do
to
a Grocer
"has
said,
he
,
Speakingfacturers before
growth
of America session in New
insistence on high ratings and on makYork last week, the president and chairmass audiences more massive."
man of the board of McCann-Erickson,
Siting With The Driver • "It's proper
also said that network spokesmen at that broadcasters should hold the reins,
the Capitol Hill tv quiz hearing might but sponsors and their agencies should
exert a strong influence — first, to select
out of the total population those viewers
who are the best prospects for a sponsor's products; and second, to keep up
with, and ahead of, audience tastes in
provide a favorable environorder to
ment for his selling messages; and
third, to help networks provide more
choices in kinds of programming as
between one channel and another.
"In adding one more voice for quality
— let me say a sentence or two that may
place television's record in perspective.of
In reading the recent testimony
Frank Stanton and Robert Kintner, I
felt it wouldn't have been self-pity if
they had taken time to tell what the
country expects of them. They might
have said, for example:
'We are asked to relax people after
and ofthe tensions of factory,timefarm
to alert the
fice— and at the same
nation to its challenges at home and
abroad. We are asked to help solve the
nation's educational crisis and at the
same time break people up with bellyM-E's Harper
laughs. We are asked to produce drama
and opera as well as kid shows. We
Broadcasters should hold the reins
are asked to capture the tantrums of
Khrushchev, the smile of the weather
have done well to remind of the multiple
girl, and an argument at first base. We
and complex programming demands
are asked to count ballots for sheriffs
made on the networks by the nation.
and presidents — and for countries in the
And, it would not have been "self- United Nations. We are asked — in rapid
sequence — for illusion and realism. And,
pity," he added.
His address, "New Challenges in Advery properly, we're asked never to convertising Performance," also dwelt on
fuse illusion
"The
recordwith
of deception.'
delivery for medium
the advertisers' responsibility in furthersaid:
He
ing proper programming.
still in its early teens seems to me quite
"When we place too much emphasis
astonishing," Mr. Harper stated.
on ratings, don't we abdicate our reTv, The Whipping Boy • "Another
sponsibility for quality programming?
point, for the sake of perspective: it
It's true, with notable exceptions, that
seems to me that, aside from the curprogramming has been primarily the
ion is inevirent quiz scandals, televis
responsibility of the broadcaster. And
tably made the whipping boy for the
the news in the last few weeks has
fatness, indolence, and even shoddy
made broadcasters more determined to
I'm afraid much of
morality ofy which
the countr is guilty today. It was a
hold the reins on programming."
pretty shocking revelation, for example,
Reminding of the GMA's overall that
of 150 quiz witnesses lied
theme of "Setting Our Sights For The to
grandoutjury.
a 100
Sixties," Mr. Harper described a series
"To return to our relationship to
of trends and practices which are now
BROADCASTING, November 16, 1959
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FACTS

ABOUT
4
RATI
in
IN

o
GREENVILLE,
AND

SPARTANBURG

ASHEVILLE

'The
GREENVILLE
METROPOLITAN
IWFBC-TV
AREA
Sta.
Largest in the Market
"B" W///////M
Share of sets-in-use, Sign-on
to
Sign-off,
Sunday
through
Saturday.

Giant of
Sout
hern
Skies u

WFBC-TV
S.a. "B" [

.

Market"!
Share of sets-in-use, Sign-on
to
Sign-off, Sunday through
Saturday.

*ARB Revised May 4, 1959
fThe greatest concentration
homes in the entire market is
Greenville and Spartanburg
Counties.

CHANNEL

4

WFBC-TV
GREENVILLE, S. C.
NBC NETWORK
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23.4
28.3

Sta. "C"

GREENVILLESPARTANBURG
ETROPOLITAN
AREAS COMBINED
"The Heart of the

*Here . . . amid all of the claims and
counterclaims about ratings, dominance, and coverage in this, the nation's 42nd Television Market . . . are
FOUR GIANT FACTS from the most
recent survey (ARB Revised May 4,
1959). The ratings given in each case
are for "Sign-on to Sign-off, Sunday
through Saturday" ... as opposed to
the "early morning" or "selected quarter hours" ratings publicized elsewhere.

47.0

41.1
21.4
30.0

Sta. "C"

3

4

GREENVILLESPARTANBURG/wfbc-tv HHHHSHHHI
ASHEVILLE
METROPOLITAN
AREAS COMBINED
S,a. "B" V/////////////A
Share of sets-in-use, Sign-on
to
Sign-off, Sunday through
Saturday.

TOTAL COVERAGE
AREA-LEADING
QUARTER HOURSHOMES REACHED
For total Greenville Spartanburg-Asheville coverage area,
from Sign-on to Sign-off, Sunday through Saturday.

Only

28.1
38.9
22.7

Sta. "C"

(FBC-TV

280
197

"C"
Sta. "B"

33

"The Giant" Gives You ALL THREE
GREENVILLE, SPARTANBURG
AND

ASHEVILLE

Represented Nationally by WEED TELEVISION CORP.
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every
second
counts!
Local
advertisers
are the

first to '
"know what
it is,"
timewhen
it
comes to
the selling
power of a
radio station
— they're the
first to feel
the results.
And local
advertisers
are turning to
WMAQ Radio
in a big way
these days.
So much so,
that local sales
for the first
three quarters
of 1959
are up 37%
over the
previous — year
and
local sales
for the first
nine months
of '59 set
a new
sales record
each month.
For big results,
and
no time lost,
put your
confidence in,
and your
sales message on

WMAQ
NBC Owned
670 in Chicago
Sold by
NBC

Spot Sales

programming: Over the next few years
— shouldn't we ask whether all-out concentration on ratings will force the appearance of a subsidized network?
Won't we have to cooperate with networks to help them schedule programs
in such a way that the viewer in a
given city isn't forced to choose between programs of the same type at the
same hour on different channels?
Shouldn't networks jointly take initiative
in providing more choices to the viewer;
or shall we wait until a government
commission dictates a prescribed balance of programming suitable to the
commission's taste?"
Mr. Harper spoke at GMA's annual
Life Line Awards luncheon at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel.
Artists
good

discuss

taste

in tv ads

A panel of agency artisans in tv commercial production last week brushed
aside intimations that "honest repreentation" ofaconsidered
product indeceit.
a tv commercial could sbe
The distinction was stated by John
Sidebotham, head of Young & Rubicam's tv art department. Fellow panelists discussing the taste level of tv commercials at a meeting of the Art Directors Club of New York did not dispute
Mr. Sidebotham's position.
In essence, Mr. Sidebotham's observation was that the use of so-called
"switch shots" was an "obvious fraud."
But substitution of shaving cream or
some other substance for icing on a
cake was "honest representation." An
example of a "switch shot" is the use
of a new and different white shirt on
camera to show — after displaying a
soiled shirt — how well it is laundered
by a product.
Reason why a shaving cream or some
other substance often is used as icing on
cakes or as a head on a beer is that hot
lights will deteriorate the product displayed. So long as the substitute makes
the product appear as it would when
actually prepared, there is nothing
wrong in a production device, he said,
warning that "cheating" or "fraud" occurs when "more icing" is created than
the customer could ever expect in using
the cake product.
Other Avenues Explored • On responsibility— George Olden, director of
graphic arts, CBS-TV, said the show
producer actually exercises control in
programs while in commercials, the
agency and advertiser have control. His
department, he noted, has complete responsibility for network on-the-air promotion permitting a greater freedom
to network employes as to what they
can do.
Mr. Olden said there had been no
change in his responsibility since CBS
BROADCASTING, November 16, 1959
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Iii(>: "i " S!:;R¥:;
Date
Wed., Nov. 4
Thur., Nov. 5
Fri., Nov. 6
Sat., Nov. 7
Sun., Nov. 8
Mon., Nov. 9
Tue., Nov. 10

ARBITRON'S DAILY CHOICES
Listed below are the highest-ranking television network
multi-cityshows for each
Rating
day of the week Nov. 4-10 as rated by the
o Let 1 1 1 idLiiiys Ui mi 1 1 c r I Lei M r\ c scd r L [ 1 DUrcdU.
Arbitron in24.3
Network
Program and Time
Fred Astaire (9 p.m.)
30 4
N RP-TV
Untouchables (9:30 p.m.)
ABC-TV
77 Sunset Strip (9 p.m.)
22.6
26.1
ABC-TV
Gunsmoke do p.m.)
26.2
24.5
CBS-TV
30.3
Loretta Young (10 p.m.)
NBC-TV
Bob Hope (8:30 p.m.)
NBC-TV
Red Skelton (9:30 p.m.)
CBS-TV
Copyright 1959 American Research Bureau

President Frank Stanton enunciated the
network's
contemplatedaired
for ongreater control steps
of commercials
the
network and exploration with NAB for
a possible new code for tv commercials.
On "torture" in commercials — Ray
Lind, in charge of tv production at Benton & Bowles, tackled what he thought
was a "lack of interest" in such commercials byart directors themselves.
Empathy • Mr. Lind said that while
"torture" or pain commercials may be
offensive to healthy people they strike
a sympathetic note among people who
suffer from the ills from which the
product promises relief. Job of the
agency art director is to study the product and decide what can help elevate
the taste of the commercial.
If the "basic message" cannot be
tampered with then the agency can try
to improve the casting, the setting in
which the actor is placed (why shouldn't
the set design be pleasant rather than
resemble a dungeon? he asked) and the
sound track can be improved (blatant
effects can "destroy" a good visual
"torture" commercial).
Also discussed were the effects of
taste level improvement on the believability or "truthfulness" of a tv commercial. William Duffy, senior tv art
director, McCann - Erickson, asserted
that the "taste maker" in a tv commercial has nothing to do with believability or truthfulness but he saw no
reason why the taste level couldn't be
raised while at the same time gaining
believability in the product.
At another point, Dorothy Zimmer,
tv commercial supervisor, N.W.Ayer,
admitted that rating and sales chart demands could control (or hamper) the
taste level of a commercial but it
"shouldn't." The situation can be avoided, she thought, by bringing the art director into the original planning of an
advertising campaign.
John Lanigan, vice president and general manager of Videotape Productions,
New York, where the meeting was held,
commented on poetic license in tv commercials.
He explained that distortion in the
tv camera — not too noticeable by the
human eye — is caused by a white shirt
(slight overlap of the suit jacket lapel)

and thus a blue shirt is used. The point
here, he asserted, is that what the viewer sees is what represents a white
shirt.
Blocks to Taste • All of the agency
panel members were asked to discuss
the question of what chief factor exists
to restrict the art director in his attempts
level).
to improve commercial quality (or taste
Answered Mr. Lind: Lack of personal
salesmanship; inability of the art directo explain new designs, new art
work tor etc.
Mr. Olden said: The theory that
"let's annoy them but by God they will
remember
it." Duffy: "It's education and
As for Mr.
exposure" that are needed. Too little
education or exposure in tv's needs create astumblingblock to improve quality.
Said Miss Zimmer: There's a need for
cooperation between departments in the
agency — "All advertising people should
Mr. Sidebotham: Do them (the commercials) the "way we would like to
along."rather
get them
see
than give way to some
44 committees in the agency."
Self-Styled Experts • Some criticism
was expressed of clients who pass themselves off as experts on commercial content when they in fact have little knowledge of either the commercial art or
television. Mr. Duffy predicted the time
is approaching when a client will place
his trust in the agency's judgment and
"buy" ideas on the basis of audience appeal and competitive factors rather than
on appeal to the advertisers themselves.
Bitter

pill for Carter:

no "liver" title upheld
The Supreme Court last week refused to review a Federal Trade Commission decision ordering Carter Products Inc., a longtime broadcast advertiser, to stop using the word "liver"
in advertising
Carter's
Littlein
Liver
Pills. The for
U.S.itsCircuit
Court
San Francisco had upheld the FTC
order, which also ordered Carter to
stop claiming its product increases bile
flow. FTC said the pills have no
therapeutic value in treating any condition or disorder of the liver.
(BROADCAST ADVERTISING) 59

TV's

SPOT

SQUEEZE

Katz

seeks

30-second

spot rate standards
The battle to relieve the "spot
squeeze" in television is continuing at
the marketplace, where time availabiliadvertiser. ties are offered to the national tv

Styled in elegant
warmth for the
winter. .. she's the
serene shopper
who's sparked by
what she sees on
KOIN-TV...
the station that
kindles your sales in
Portland and 3 2
surrounding Oregon
and Washington
counties. For a fervent
description of
KOIN-TV's highdegree ratings.. .
for a glowing
increase in your
sales picture . . .
just contact the
mannerly, erudite
gentlemen at
CBS-TV Spot Sales.
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The Katz Agency Inc., station representative, reports it has queried its
client stations on the addition of 30second tv announcements to individual
rate cards.
Katz says more than 75% of the stations it represents have signified acceptance of a clause that Katz has suggested for incorporation in rate cards.
The station representative is attempting
"standardization" among stations in setting 30-second spot rates.
Katz' suggested clause circulated to
its represented stations recommends that
the 30-second announcement take the
rate of the 20 and 10 combined in station breaks where only the 30 length
can be accommodated. In other instances, the 30 would take the minute
rate. The 30-second commercial would
be subject to frequency and plan discounts where applicable (and would be
counted as a single announcement) and
would necessarily allow for station identification.
The 30-second commercial is unorthodox. The NBC Spot Sales' fifth
timebuyer opinion panel study showed
that timebuyers prefer and most frespots, with 20quently buy one-minute next
second announcements
in volume
along with 10-second IDs (Broadcasting, Oct. 19).
Two out of ten buyers on the panel
recommended the 30-second commercial, while some indicated they would
use this length if circumstances were
right. As for pricing, four out of ten
saw the 30-second length a good buy at
the same rate as the 10 and 20 combined; five out of ten thought it should
be priced lower than the 10 and 20second spots together.
Buyer Preference • It is the buyer
preference for the one-minute announcement that is basic to the so-called
"squeeze" in spot television. Minutes
are not easily accommodated between
network shows, giving stations the alternative of scheduling them in other
than prime nighttime hours or making
room for them by "time stealing" from
network show credits or "promos."
The advantage of the 30-second announcement use in place of the ID and
20 combined: one advertiser will use
the time and thus not "share" attention
with another advertiser and the advertiser can say more in 30 seconds than
in 20 or 10.
Phillips Petroleum Co. (Phillips 66

gasoline and motor oil), Bartlesville,
Okla., through Lambert & Feasley, New
York, in an unusual purchase placed a
52-week schedule with WTVJ (TV)
Miami for a 30-second "program" spot
that provides a commercial message and
the weather each weeknight at 9 o'clock
(Broadcasting, Oct. 12).
National

Biscuit

buys

syndicated tv show
The National Biscuit Co. via Kenyon
& Eckhardt, New York, has bought a
firm 26-week run of Big Mac Show, a
children's tv series, syndicated by
United Artists Associated.
The advertiser's order calls for National Biscuit to sponsor a half-hour
each week in any market in which
UAA is able to place the series. In
effect, this permits UAA to go into
each tv market offering the series to
stations with a half-hour a week already sold to National Biscuit on a
national spot basis. It is expected that
stations will program the series on a
Monday-Friday strip basis.
In the K&E-UAA arrangement, the
program can fill any time period and
without a limit on the total number
of markets. National Biscuit will sponsor the series for its Rice Honies,
Wheat Honies and Shredded Wheat
Juniors (all cereals). Identity on the
show is obtained with the animated
Big Mac, a train engineer, who leads
into featurettes (package contains 210
reels of Warner Bros, featurettes which
have not been on tv).
Recession

year

sales

up for tv advertisers
Gains in sales were recorded during
the recession year of 1958 by 82% of
the major spot tv users among the
nation's top 100 advertisers.
This is the key conclusion made in
a new study,
Tv and(Nov.
the Titans,"
released
last "Spot
Wednesday
11) by
the television division of Edward Petry
& Co., New York. Another striking
finding of the study was: Nearly half
of the large advertisers that reduced
their spot tv investment in 1958 lost
ground in sales.
The study asserts that spot tv is
growing "faster in popularity and usage" among the top 100 advertisers
than is any other advertising medium.
It points out that investment in spot
tv in 1958 rose by 19% over 1957,
while network tv's rise was 12% magand newspaper expendituresazines,
dipped1% 9%.
The Petry study, which makes use
of the annual report of the top 100
advertisers compiled by Advertising
Age reveals that 53% of the group
BROADCASTING, November 16, 1959

Another thinly disguised WJR success story

Quite often key men in industry
are harder to reach than Mr. K.
But, if you have a product or
service to sell, these are the men
to whom you must tell your story.
How do you get to them quickly,
easily and effectively?
You guessed it— the answer is
WJR. Hear the tale of a carburetor
manufacturer who recently advertised on the Goodwill Station.
He wanted to create a greater
awareness of his company and his
product among a special group of
auto industry buyers and their
bosses. So he placed an announcement schedule on WJR and things
began to happen. Doors opened,
men listened. He got exactly the
results he wanted . . . and then
some! His salesmen were even
BROADCASTING, November 16, 1959

nicknamed with a tag line from
the commercials.
All this response from one series
of announcements on one radio
station. And no wonder! Listeners
love our complete-range programming .. . programming with somefor everyone. ofThey've
told
us in thingthousands
unsolicited
letters in just the past few months.
WJR is live radio . . . radio that's
brimful of vitality and variety.

' MICH. A

ONT. 1
V

★
INC.

OHIO

A PENN.

WJR's
coveragepeople
area
—overprimary
17,000,000

The point is— whether you're talking to mass markets or small,
specific groups, whether you're
selling gasoline to millions or
carburetors to a select few, the
place to get results is WJR. Ask
your Henry I. Christal rep for
details.

760 KO^^
50,000 WATTS
RADIO
WITH
ADULT APPEAL
R
WI

DETRO,T

AM

STATION

WVNJ
recreates original
performance realism of
movie and show music with

BLONDER-TONGUE
AUDIO

BATON

WVNJ, Newark, New Jersey, features popular, semi-classical and classical musical programming. An extensive library of 3000
albums and 20,000 records provides its listening audience with a wide variety of music.
Always seeking to improve AM broadcast
quality, the station has continuously scoured
the market for new and better ways to improve the fidelity of its musical broadcasts.
In August, Peter Testan, Chief Engineer of
the station, decided to add the BlonderTongue Audio Baton to the station's broadcast equipment. He heard of its ability to
emphasize or de-emphasize critical frequencies within the audio spectrum, thus permitting complete control of nine frequencies
individually. A dramatic improvement in AM
performance was achieved— so dramatic in
fact that listeners immediately began inquiring about the "new" sound emanating from
WVNJ. The station stated that it has succeeded in recreating original performance
realism of the many movie and shows.
WVNJ joins the growing list of radio stations including: WNTA, Newark; KYW,
Cleveland, O.; WCEF Parkersburg, W. Va.;
WATH, Athens, O; WCGC, Belmont, N. C.
and others now using the Blonder-Tongue
Audio Baton. Perhaps, you too would like to
improve the quality of musical broadcasts or
recording at your station, the Audio Baton is
a low cost solution. Only $119.95.
Sold through distributors,
or write direct for further details.

BLONDER-TONGUE LABS., INC.
9 Ailing Street, Newark 2, N. J. Dept. B-ll
hi-fi components • UHF converters • master TV
systems • industrial TV systems • FM-AM radios
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spent more than 10% of their total
measured media budgets in spot tv
in 1958. It added that of the 39 companies which boosted their spot tv expenditures, 31 registered sales increases
last year, whereas only 8 of the 15
companies which cut back on spot tv
increased their sales during the same

O'Mara, director of merchandising and
promotion, KTTV(TV) Los Angeles;
an actor-writer-comic who now creates
commercials for radio and tv, Stan Freberg, president, Freberg Ltd., and a
visiting authority, W.S. Sharps, president, Sharps' Television Services Ltd.,
a London firm of tv advertising consultants.

period.
An analysis is also provided in the
study of the sharper spot tv emphasis
in the budgets of five out of six important product categories — soaps-detergents, drugs-toiletries, foods, beer,
oil and tobacco. The soap-detergent
companies were the pace-setters with a
68% increase in spot expenditures to
almost $75 million, followed by drugstoiletries, up 15%; foods, up 5%; oil
up 29% and beer, up 30%. The tobacco group proved the exception to
the spot trend with an average 1 1 %
reduction in spot tv expenditures in
1958. The study points out that Lorillard, described as "the star sales performer in the field," more than doubled
its spot tv investment in 1958 and increased the spot tv share of its total
budget to 27%.

Tv A Bell-Pusher • Leading off, Mr.
Jordan compared the tv commercial
with the door-to-door salesman of 50
years ago, and listed a set of guides for
making tv commercials a pleasant, welcome visitor in the American home, not
an unwanted intruder. The good commercial, he said, is intimate and personal; it states the benefits the viewer
will derive from its use clearly and
simply; it emphasizes the benefit by
dramatizing it; it plays up news about
the product, but maintains a true-to-life
perspective; it puts the name over in a
way to make it remembered when the
viewer goes to market and finally, the
good commercial stands apart from its
fellows because of creative differences.
Creating a good commercial is as much
an art, as great a challenge, as creating
a good tv script or movie scenario, Mr.
Jordan asserted.
"It's grand to throw a party so long
as we can put it on the expense account," Mr. Gibbs declared to illustrate his point that in the American
system of broadcasting a successful
commercial is the only justification for
the heavy expenditures an advertiser
makes for a tv program. He urged
producers to cooperate with agency
people whose skill in creating commercials is basically responsible for
the success or failure of any tv cam-

'BUY IT TODAY'
Lively L. A. meeting
tests

tv ad

tastes

Burgie's "Little
Dogtvand
Ford the
The are
Man"
commercials most
liked by members of the Los Angeles
Chapter of the Academy of Television
Arts & Sciences, according to a postcard survey of the membership. Results, reported Nov. 10, at a meeting on
the subject of commercials, showed conversely, that ATLAS members found
used car commercials the most objectionable on local tv, while the spots for
Anacin were the least liked among all
network commercials. Ban spots, particularly the marble statue sequence was
a close runner-up for most objectionable spot title.
Commercials for Hamm's and Falstaff beers, Butter Nut Coffee, Wrigley's
Gum, Chevrolet, Kaiser Foil, Calo Cat
Food, Coca-Cola, 7-Up and Du Pont
were among those favorably noted by
Academy voters. Commercials for deodorants and headache remedies, along
with hair removers, were those most
heartily disliked.
To discuss "Commercials — Good and
Bad," Budd Weeding, agency program
producer for Leo Burnett Co., L.A., coordinator of the evening meeting, assembled apanel comprising; an agency
man, Don Jordan, creative director of
McCann-Erickson, L.A.; a film producer, William R. Gibbs, director of
commercial and industrial films for
MGM-TV; a station executive, Jack

Neither the length of a tv commerpaign.cial nor the number of commercials
matters, Mr. O'Mara stated, but
whether the commercial itself is good
or bad. "A commercial should be entertaining," he said, "which does not
necessarily mean it should be amusReporting on Cavalcade of Spots, a
summer series of half-hour programs
made up wholly of commercials, about
18 to a broadcast, which he produced
for KTTV as proof of the thesis that
a commercial is often the most intering."
esting partfan
of mail
the show,
Mr. O'Mara
said that
indicated
an unsuspected interest in commercials by
upper-income bracket, well-educated
people. These individuals, who might
have been expected to object to commercials rather than to praise them,
were the most enthusiastic viewers of
the series, he said, adding that the
commercials used on the series were
the best available from Europe, Asia
BROADCASTING, November 16, 1959

Follow
on

the leaders!

KYW-TV,

The

25 biggest

Cleveland,

than

on

users

of TV

spot placed

any

other

station

more

in the

spots

nation.

That's the report from BAR's first "National Placement Index" — a special analysis of TV spot
business in 24 principal markets by the 25 national advertisers who buy more than two thirds of
the TV spots sold. These big- volume experts — who have made a science of coverage, cost
and repetitive impact— placed nearly twice as many spots on KYW-TV as on the average TV
station in the monitored markets.
What's more, KYW-TV carried more of their spots than all other Cleveland television stations
combined. Quite a record. And quite a compelling reason for you to take advantage of
KYW-TV's influence . . . and the experience of the big advertisers who use it.
Write or wire TvAR or KYW-TV
in Cleveland for immediate inforVEL
CLE
KYWATV
mation on availabilities.
Represented
by Television
AdvertisingAND
Representatives, Inc.

and Latin America as well as from
the U.S.

In Cincinnati
One

Station-

WCKY
Does
24

The

Job

Hours

of Two

a Day

DAYTIME
NUMBER ONE IN
METROPOLITAN
AUDIENCE*
Mon.-Fri. — 6:00 AM-6:00
Average 4.7 rating

PM

NITETim
THE LARGEST
NIGHTLY AUDIENCE
OF ANY STATION
IN THE NATION
OUTSIDE OF 3 N. Y. CITY
STATIONS.**
476,150 Homes Nightly
CPM — 8.4c
*April-May '59 Nielsen
**NCS #2
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Chimp Chaffs British • The British
rule that isolates commercials from
any connection with programs (no
sponsorship is permitted) and forbids
the airing of any commercial within
a half-hour of the appearance of the
Queen on tv or any other major national event was "written by J. Fred
Muggs," Mr. Sharps stated. The use
of the chimpanzee on Dave Gangway's Today programs in conjunction
with films of the Coronation of Queen
Elizabeth so aroused the English ire
that the Tv Act was written to insure
that such Lese Majesty could never
happen there.
British tv producers have their own
code which reinforces the provisions
of the law governing commercial television, Mr. Sharps reported. For example, he said, a commercial which
praises the advertised product by
knocking the competitive "Brand X" is
not acceptable. He also said that with
only eight highpowered tv stations in
the country, there is no local advertising on tv, no local live commercials, no used car advertising of the
kind complained of here, in fact, very
little automotive advertising at all.
Mr. Freberg, quoting from his talk
to the AAAA meeting in New York
the week before (Broadcasting, Nov.
9), damned the advertising agency
that not only goes along with the desire of the client to shout in his commercial that "our competitor's product is garbage" but contributes its
own touch, so that the ad goes "Now,
proof positive that our competitor's
product is garbage." Mr. Freberg also
blasted the broadcaster who accepts
such advertising, charging that both he
and the agency are too much afraid
of losing business to reject commercials they know are bad.
Two Samples • Playing commercials
he called not so much hard sell as
"dull sell," — one for Super Anahist,
and one for Carter's Little Pills, Mr.
Freberg said these are as unwarranted
on tv as a woman in a theatre who
stood up between the acts and discussed her gall bladder trouble in a
loud voice. He showed commercials
for Ralston's Instant Cereal, Instant
Butter Nut Coffee and Glamorene
Rug Cleaner as examples of commercials that are fun to watch but yet
contain plenty of hard sell.
Mr. Sharps showed the audience a
number of British commercials which
had one common characteristic unusual in American commercials: they all
ended with a still picture, held for
some seconds, which included the
name of the product, a picture of the
package and the price. Also shown

were the commercials which won the
1958 Hollywood Advertising Club Producers Awards (Broadcasting, Feb. 9).
Harry Warner, legal counsel, Paramount Television Productions (KTLATV Los Angeles), was moderator of the
evening meeting at The Beverly Hilton
Hotel, Beverly Hills, Calif.
RJ

Reynolds

Nielsen

Radio

leads
Index

R.J. Reynolds was conceded the
cigarette field in network radio during
September. Other brands pulled out of
the "Top 20" of the Nielsen Radio
Index and left Reynolds to dominate
the medium in the four weeks ended
Oct. 4.
Time Inc. sustained the No. 2 spot
it gained the preceding month both in
terms of home broadcasts and commercial minutes. Electric Auto-Lite Co.,
runner-up in both categories, came from
last place in home broadcasts in August
and no place among Top 20 commercial exposures that month.
B'dcsts
The complete lists:
B'dcsts
HOME BROADCASTS
Total Home
No.
Delivered
210 (000)
Rank
Advertiser
336
1 R. J. Reynolds
165
140,839
93
122,540
Tobacco
2 Time Inc.
3 Electric Auto-Lite Co.
of
130 103,601
4 Ex-Lax Inc.
5 Bristol-Myers Co.
71,452
74,617
6
Motors
7 Chevrolet-Gen.
53,697
142
48,410
78 41,786
8 Campbell
Armour & Soup
Co. Co.
59
9
Div. -Bristol-Myers
77 39,910
13 Grove
61
ii General Foods Corp.
37,981
119
Quaker
Oats
Co.
12
46
15
Hudson
Vitamin
Products
10
89 32,588
33,874
16
Ford
Div.-Ford
Motor
Co.
14 Niagara Therapy Mfg.
48 29,477
58
39
29,125
18 Renault Inc.
28,830
19
CBS
Electronics-CBS
Inc.
53
17
20 A. E. Staley Mfg. Co.
34 28,335
27,844
American Home Products
109 26,162
Carter
Products
Inc.
26,012
Sterling Drug Co.
20,473
COMMERCIAL MINUTES
No.63 Total
210
Comm'l Comm'l
(000)
Rank
Advertiser
Aired
1 R. J. Reynolds
Mins.
70 Min. Del'd
Tobacco
2 Time Inc.
83,613
81,661
3 Electric Auto-Life Co.
147
80 72,378
4 Bristol-Myers Co.
124 59,389
5 Gillette Safety Razor
93
6 Ex-Lax Inc.
59,172
7 Chevrolet-Gen. Motors
46 48,963
78
8 Armour & Co.
50,609
12270 39,859
9 A. E. Staley Mfg. Co.
124
10
29 33,850
13 Hudson Vitamin Products
31,465
Motors-G.M.
47
12 United
Grove
Div.
-Bristol-Myers
29
Pabst Brewing Co.
30,949
30,378
1117 Schick
14
29,478
36
15 NiagaraInc.Therapy Mfg.
60 29,478
29,369
16 Wm. Wrigley Jr. Co.
19
43 26,856
20 Quaker Oats Co.
115 26,119
18 Carter Products Inc.
25,832
44 25,399
CBS Electronics-CBS Inc.
Campbell Soup Co.
23,087
Ranked by Total Home Broadcasts Delivered and
31 for Inby Total Commercial Minutes Delivered
dividual Advertisers by All Programs and Participation on all Radio Networks Used.
Copyright 1959 by A. C. Nielsen Co.
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KLZ-TV

LOVES

HIGH

RATINGS...BUT

KLZ-TV also recognizes its responsibility in providing an overall program service which includes special programs to meet
community needs, without regard for rating potential.
EXAMPLES:

(These programs, all live,

are typical examples of KLZ-TV's special
public service efforts.)
OUT OF DARKNESS:

A series of mental

health which received this year's distinguished achievement award for reporting on community problems from
RTNDA.
EXECUTIVE

REPORT: Weekly reports by

Colorado's Governor and Denver's
Mayor.

SOUNDING BOARD:
public issues.

Panel discussing

*m

^

HOUSE OF THE LORD: The ideologies of
all religious faiths.
WEEK END GARDNER:
formation.

Green thumb in-

PANORAMA : KLZ-TV's Peabody award
winning penetration into community
problems, unusual places, unique activities.
True public service without dependence
on ratings can be a successful formula,
even rating wise, as shown by ARB.
KLZ-TV is first from sign on to sign off,
seven days a week.

CBS

DENVER

Jim Bennett, News Director, accepts
for KLZ-TV the RTNDA Award for

TELEVISION

"Reporting on Community Problems."

channel
REPRESENTED
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NATIONALLY

BY

THE KATZ

AGENCY
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Tv

spots

American

stimulate
tea

drinking

Tea producers consider broadcasting
an effective stimulant. Growers and industry representatives from all over
the world met at White Sulphur
Springs, W.Va., earlier this month to
hear that U.S. consumption is exceeding 30 billion cups annually and that
cold weather advertising is budgeted
at $1.2 million — all in spot tv.
The meeting was the 14th annual
convention of the Tea Assn. of the
U.S.A., attracting 250 to the Greenbrier Hotel, Nov. 2-4. Robert Smallwood, board chairman of the Tea
Council, which is jointly sponsored by
governments of India, Ceylon and Indonesia with the Tea Assn., reported
that imports for the first nine
months of this year were 82.1 million
pounds, compared with 78.4 million
for the same period in 1958.
John M. Anderson, executive director of the Tea Council, said the fallwinter "hot tea" campaign is adhering
to the traditional theme of "take tea
and see." Charles M. Dering, account
executive of Leo Burnett Co., the council's agency, said the new campaign is
"the biggest, boldest hot-tea tv effort
ever beamed at the American public
and will reach 27 million tv homes."
The council is running IDs in 18 major
markets, alternating three sales points:
tea lets you sleep, tea helps you relax
and tea gives you a lift.
The tv campaign runs October
through March. A radio campaign for
iced tea was on the air during the
summer.

Exchange 'bank' set
for radio commercials
Radio Advertising Bureau, New York,
is offering a commercial exchange service in connection with its tape library
of more than 3,500 examples of radio
commercials. Inaugurated last week, the
exchange
is called source
a "bank."
serves as service
a centralized
fromIt
which advertisers can learn the radio
commercial approaches used by others
in their field.
As outlined by Robert Alter, RAB
manager of sales administration, the
banking plan makes the commercials
available on an exchange basis. For
every radio commercial deposited in the
RAB bank by a national or regional
advertiser, RAB will supply a commercial employed by another advertiser in
the same field.
"This constant interchange of radio
ideas — a sort of reciprocal trade agreement— can help demonstrate the force,
the selling power, and of course, the
66
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considerable
flexibilityTheof bank
the medium,"
Mr. Alter explained.
is divided
into 30 categories under headings ranging from airlines to wines.
• Business

briefly

Time sales

, New• Remcoof Industries
Buys ark,parade
N.J., on behalf
its General
Toy
Div., will sponsor part of the ThanksClaus
Parade"
V) Lane
telecastgivingoneve "Santa
KTTV(T
Los Angeles,
Nov. 25, 7:30-9 p.m. General Toy will
also sponsor a tv tape repeat of the 90minute program on KTTV Thanksgiving afternoon, Nov. 26, 4-5:30
p.m. Webb Assoc. Inc.. N.Y., is the
agency.
Flying high • General Mills Inc.,
through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample Inc.,
N.Y., has purchased sponsorship in
Rocky and his Friends, new cartoon
series of adventure humor and fairy
tales featuring Rocky, a flying squirrel
and his pals, bowing on ABC-TV Nov.
19, (Thur. 5:30-6 p.m. EST). The series
is created by Producers Assoc. of Television, Hollywood and New York.
UA's spot splurge • United Artists
Corp., N.Y., which is extremely active
in advertising its feature films via radio
and television, has scheduled extensive
air campaigns this month on behalf of
its new releases, "Happy Anniversary"
and "Solomon and Sheba." The agency
is Monroe Greenthal Adv., N.Y. Time
has been bought on 225 radio and tv
stations to promote "Happy Anniversary,"in major
using as many
as 500
ments
markets.
The announcecampaign
for "Solomon and Sheba" will utilize
350 radio and tv stations.
• Also

in advertising

Crosses Boundary • Friend-Reiss Advertising Inc., N.Y., announces its affiliation with Grosberg, Pollock &
Gwartzman Ltd., 78 Charles St. W.,
Toronto. GP&G is reported to have
more than 40 clients, including fashion
houses, futniture companies, engineering firms and importers.
Agency league
meet
of Ad-a
vertising Agencies
Inc.,• League
N.Y., plans
series of nine all-day seminar sessions
commencing Dec. 7, at the Essex House
Hotel in New York. Billed as "shirtsleeve" type sessions and moderated by
Robert Douglass Stuart, former editor
of Advertising Agency Magazine, the
first meeting will explore the subject of
"marketing services." Sessions will be
limited to 25 members or non-members. A fee of $50 will be charged nonleaguers
for each
full day's seminar,
which includes
lunch.
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WAVE

MAGNIFICENT
Commission,
Produce, Broadcast
To

Dedicate

On Friday evening October 23,
Channel 3 in Louisville carried a
breath-taking broadcast which
brought rave notices in the press —
was covered by top national magazines— created astonishing listenerresponse in the form of telephone
calls and letters from the entire
coverage area.
The following excerpts from a
story by William Mootz, Music
Editor, in next morning's CourierJournal capsule the event:
"With a handsome production of
Lee Hoiby's three-act opera 'Beatrice/ WAVE christened its new
radio and television center last
night.
" WAVE's commissioning of Hoiby's opera was a unique gesture, a
magnificent expression of faith in
BROADCASTING, November 16, 1959

TV

and

RADIO

New

SCORE

"FIRST"
Full-Length

Studio

Opera

Building

Louisville as a cultural center.
That the gesture should culminate
in the lavish premiere seen last
night must be a source of great
pride. . . .
"Last night's show was the result
of impeccable teamwork between
artists and technicians. And a beautiful show it was!
" 'Beatrice' boomed on Channel 3
last night as an opera of unfailing
lyricism, written by a young man
who has mastered the tools of his
trade. Every aspect of the work is
shaped with professional skill.
"George Tuell's settings can bear
comparison favorably with the
most expensive shows the networks
have to offer, and Burt Blackwell's
fluid direction was a triumph of
skill and invention.

" Between acts, Robert Sarnoff,
president of N.B.C., saluted WAVE
in a congratulatory message.
" Sarnoff called the television center one of the nation's outstanding
broadcast headquarters. . . .
4 * Pity Mr. Sarnoff wasn't here to
see for himself. . . . 'Beatrice' was
a fine and honorable interlude. "

RADIO AND TELEVISION
725 South Floyd Street
LOUISVILLE 3 • NBC
NBC Spot Sales, National Representatives

NAB

CONFERENCES

RESUME

Seek solution of tv's quiz scandal problems
Broadcasters were still wondering
(Dallas). The NAB conferences resumed after a first-half intermission.
what hit them as they discussed the
Windup of the fall series comes this
quiz scandals at several meetings held
last week. But they were starting to week on the West Coast (Los Angeles
and Seattle).
work out constructive ways of meeting
the crisis despite the continued newsIn essence the broadcasters' approach
was based on full assumption of responpaper exploitation of quiz-rigging revelations.
sibility for past production oversights
Management thinking was jelling at and future programming plus a joint eftwo NAB Fall Conferences (Fort
fort to put the matter into a sensible
Worth and Denver), Texas Assn. of
perspective.
Three questions were most asked by
Broadcasters (Fort Worth) and Assn.
management: Has broadcasting been
of Broadcasting Executives of Texas

NAB

review

Two and probably three amendments to the NAB Television Code
will be considered by the NAB Code
Review Board in a meeting set for
today (Nov. 16) in Hollywood.
The board also is slated to tape,
for closed-circuiting by networks to
their affiliates and also to independent stations, a special presentation
urging code adherence.
The amendments up for consideration include ( 1 ) an explicit ban on
rigging of quiz shows and (2) a requirement that commercials employ
no audio or visual techniques which
make it appear that the product performs better or faster than it actually does.
The latter is the first area into
which
the code board's
investigation
of commercials
has taken
it. The
same general area also is first on the
agenda of the Federal Trade Commission's new drive on misleading
commercials, in which FTC has the
code board's cooperation (Broadcasting, Nov. 9). A report on the
code board's staff investigation to
date is slated for submission at today's meeting, which may continue
into Tuesday and conceivably
Wednesday.
Third Amendment • A third
amendment which loomed as a probable agenda item deals with "fair and
full disclosure" regarding the handling of news and information programs. This in effect would require
that on news interview shows, for example, the audience be told if there
had been rehearsal, if the scope of
discussion had been limited by prearrangement or if interviewees had
required that questions be submitted
in advance.
If the code board approved a code
68

board

has

some

permanently damaged? Will program
legislation be enacted? Are newspapers
overplaying the story?
The Answers • The consensus of
opinion: Damage is severe but not necessarily permanent; legislation will be
hard to avoid if sponsored by the Dept.
of Justice; newspapers have simply exalted an exciting story of extreme interest, though their editorial demands for
program control could trigger the downfall of a free press by weakening a competitive medium's constitutional safeThere was general agieement with
guards.
E. K. Hartenbower, KCMO-TV Kansas
City, member of the NAB Tv Code Review Board, that "the industry simply

tv code

amendment, it then goes to the NAB
Television Board for ratification.
Since no tv board meeting is scheduled before Jan. 23-24, it was expected that any amendments coming
out of the current meeting would be
submitted to tv board members by
mail for immediate ratification.
The code board presentation to
stations is to be taped by CBS-TV
at its Television City in Hollywood.
It will feature Donald H. McGannon
of Westinghouse Stations, code board
chairman, in a 20-minute talk on the
importance of code adherence, supported by two or three-minute talks
by other board members. All three
networks have been invited to carry
the tape by closed circuit to their
affiliates later this week. Affiliates
would be asked to invite independent
stations in their markets to witness
the closed circuit.
McGannon Letter • NAB tv station members were advised of the
critical industry situation last week
in a letter by Code Board Chairman
McGannon. He invited the managements of all stations to see the closed
circuit tape and to join in recognizing and responding "to the urgent
and vital need" for action.
Mr. McGannon warned that "in
light of the Congressional atmosphere and heavy adverse publicity
of recent date, the cries and demands from all quarters — including
Congress — for additional regulation
of television are reaching a new
high.
"Those of us within the industry
who are aware of the great things
television has done as compared to
the few but nonetheless serious and
regrettable quiz show incidents, fully
realize the futility as well as the de-

amendments

under

structive effect of governmental
regulation. It is a real threat today,
however, and beyond the difficulty
of codification in such a regulation
as well as the inevitable arbitrariness of governmental enforcement, it
leads us right back to a point reached
by major segments of the industry
eight
self-regulation"
through years
adoptionagoof— the
tv code.

Featured at ANA • Tv Code Board
Chairman McGannon acknowledged
advertiser cooperation and understanding intv code efforts during his
talk last week before the fall meeting of the ANA (see story page 50).
But he warned broadcasters would
not abdicate their ultimate responsibility for control of what goes on
the air.
BROADCASTING, November 16, 1959

can't afford to give its critics any legitimate ammunition or to provide anything
but program material of the best qualtaste." said the board
ity and highest
Mr.
Hartenbower
can't accept the cry by critics that tv is
undermining the moral fibre of the nation "and is directly responsible for
every act of violence since the sack of
Jerusalem."
Louis Hausman, director of the new
Television Information Office, outlined
TIO's plans and repeated observations
he made at the Broadcasters Promotion
Assn. meeting Nov. 2-4 (Broadcasting, Nov. 9). He summarized television's ability to cover world, national
and local events for a ready-made,

consideration

Expressing regret that tv stations
failed to embrace the code as widely
and enthusiastically as they might
have, Mr. McGannon said telecasters
today are faced with two conclusions: (a) the threat of governmental regulation is real and imminent; (b) effective self-regulation
can ward off governmental intervention and if we didn't have a tv code
in 1959 the industry would be striving
to write one.
Crucial Threshold • Mr. McGannon said, however, "an obvious and
effective solution to this problem
can be found in the honest realization of the value of the code." His
several ways of accomplishing this:
• Broaden tv code membership
to include, if possible, every tv station in America "so as to demonstrate that if self-regulation is to
work, it simply cannot do so on just
40 or 50 or even 60% of the stations in the country."
• By meticulous adherence to the
letter, and more importantly "to the
spirit" of the code.
• By continuance of the high level
of integrity demonstrated by the
American broadcaster over the years.
• By indicating "without qualification and with much vigor our pride
in the code, our respect for it and
by endeavoring to maintain the regard and prestige of our communities."
The decision is essentially "resting in the lap of every broadcaster
in America today," Mr. McGannon
said, "and an all-out effort must be
made to accomplish the foregoing
objectives if we are to succeed in the
fulfillment of the public trust that
has been given to us."

sound

tape

minimizes drop-outs, tape
breakage in your broadcast
recording applications

RCA Sound Tape is a premium quality product designed for your critical
broadcast-recording applications. Famous RCA dependability minimizes
worry over drop-outs, tape breakage, distortion, and the loss of air time.
Dimethyl Silicone, the built-in dry lubricant, reduces friction and head wear
for the life of the tape. Splice-free Mylar* base tapes are supplied in 2400,
3600, and 4800 foot lengths, and splice-free acetate base tapes are supplied
in 2400 and 3600 foot lengths, on hub or reel.
For essentially flat response throughout the entire audio-frequency spectrum, for uniformity of output from reel to reel, and for high tensile
strength for your broadcast recording applications, always specify RCA
Sound Tape. Your local RCA Distributor carries a comprehensive line of
RCA Sound Tape. Give him a call today.
dependable
>: Du Pont Reg. TM

OF AMERICA
RADIO CORPORATION
Harrison, N. J.
Electron Tube Division
Another way RCA Serves Broadcasters Through Electronics
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multi-million audience built by entertainment programs.
Fellows Optimistic • NAB President
Harold E. Fellows led quiz scandal discus ions atFort Worth and Denver with
a flat declaration that "the entire industry is responsible, by the very terms of
the license under which it operates."
He called
for codes.
strict adherence to NAB's
radio
and tv
Voicing optimism over the future of
the broadcasting industry, he said, "If
broadcasters demonstrate a sense of cohesiveness, loyalty to each other, a quality of statesmanship, and an active participation, we can anticipate that as an
industry we shall, through the years,
demonstrate our capacity for greater
freedom of operation, and be thusly rewarded. Nothing should be permitted
to weaken or vitiate that hope and
strength— nothing said by others, nothing of conflict among ourselves."
At an off-record discussion with
members of Assn. of Broadcast Executives of Texas, meeting Nov. 9 in Dallas,
Mr. Fellows frankly stated that broadcasters can't pass off blame for the quiz
scandals on others despite the fact they
weren't direct participants in program
rigging. He called for a constructive
approach to the crisis, including abovereproach programming.
John M. Couric, NAB public relations manager, chided Fort Worth and
Denver delegates for their failure to tell
the public about their impressive public
service.
Family Problem • A personal concept
of the quiz crisis was given Nov. 9 at
the Texas Assn. of Broadcasters meeting by Charles H. Tower, NAB economist-labor relations manager.
Mr. Tower said the quiz affair is a
family problem for the whole broadcasting industry, with no defense available
for those directly involved. "We can't
paint this lily white," he reminded.
"What will happen?" he asked rhetorical y, inview of the wide variance
in the way people view the situation.
"What sort of crime or ethical offense
was this? Are these producers and contestants bank robbers or murderers?"
Nobody Really Hurt • The lack of
candor before the grand jury was "serious," he suggested. Trying to put the
matter into a reasonable
perspective,
he said producers and contestants were
in an unusual show business environment with its make-believe facade. "Nobody was really hurt," he said. "The
sponsors sold goods and the public had
a good show but these are rationalizaThe public may not realize that nettions." works were not directly involved or that
they acted when aware of the situation,
he continued, adding that stations were
neither directly nor indirectly involved.
"Some people believe quiz shows were

95% of programming," he said,
"though actually they were a small
share of video fare." He felt few persons "attribute evil to the broadcasting
industry" and described industry ethics
as "very high — as high as the legal and
medical professions."
Mr. Tower ascribed the "tremendous" public reaction to the fact that
people get a major share of their entertainment from radio and tv; to
screaming headlines and to the normal
interest "in somebody else's sin." He
added, "It's a fine topic to whale away
Like President Fellows, Mr. Hartenbower and others, Mr. Tower said
broadcasters must take precautions and
exercise their program responsibility.
"The press is making a big mistake by
calling for correction in careless terms,"
he said. "Federal program control could
easily reach to the press, which shares
with broadcasting the responsibility of
maintaining free communications."
Voicing hope the industry can emerge
without serious damage, he urged each
broadcaster toat."
set his house in order and
to tell the public what his station is trying to do, simply and effectively.
The new emphasis on radio programming requires station managers to take
more interest in this phase of station operation, George W. Armstrong, executive vice president of the Storz Stations,
told the Fort Worth radio session. He
said the sales curve will be in deep
trouble if managers fail to watch their
programming at least as carefully as
they watch sales. He urged broadcasters to develop a public relations and
scholarship campaign that will attract
young people into radio broadcasting.
Tv
two

group

authorizes

technical

studies

The Assn. of Maximum Service Telecasters, meeting in Washington last
week, authorized financial underwriting
for two tv technical field studies to be
undertaken by the engineering experiment station of Iowa State U., Ames.
One project, a one-year study of uhf
wave propagation, is scheduled to begin in January.
The second study will attempt to determine the extent and severity of interference to tv service which results from
operations on adjacent channels. This
study will begin in December and is
expected to last three months. Dr.
William L. Hughes, professor of electrical engineering, will supervise both

AMST also approved WRGB (TV)
projects.
Schenectady, N.Y., WTVD (TV) Durham, N.C. and WIBW-TV Topeka,
Kan., for membership in AMST.
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is unique
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Fact 1. The following advertisers have used The
Carlton Fredericks Show for over 5 years:
Buitoni Products
Golden Mix
Goodman Matzos
Realemon
Kretchmer Wheat Germ
Levy Bread
No-Cal Beverages
Puritron
Mt. Valley Mineral Water
Dannon Yogurt

Albert Frank — Guenther Law
Edwin Meier & Sons Inc.
Doyle, Dane & Bernbach
C. H. Lillienfeld
George H. Hartman Co.
Doyle, Dane & Bernbach
Gardner Advertising
Maxwell Sackheim
Mt. Valley Mineral Water
The Zlowe Co.

Fact 2. In New York, a tough market, Dr. Fredericks
pulled over 1,000,000 mail inquiries in a 12-month
period.

Fact 3. Dr. Fredericks has a magnetism hard to equal
...in his first week on WLW he pulled 3,400 letters.

Fact 4. Dr. Fredericks inspires amazing audience loyalty... 28 local and national advertisers are wait-listed.

Fact 5. Dr. Fredericks' "Living Should
available on a one-station-in-a-market basis
time. (Only this year was it contractually
offer this powerful package to stations
country.)

For information that can help you build audience and sales, write or phone
Herb Saltzman, % Station WOR, 1440 Broadway, New York City. Telephone: LOngacre 4-8000.
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ITS 'BIKINI'
SHOWS
RADIO
NBC
Affiliates told new program concept
'covers what needs
NBC Radio affiliates trooped to New
York last week, apparently prepared to
endorse the network's new operational
concept due to go into effect the first
of the year. They heard from network
officials the reason for and ideas within
the new plan, and from one of their
own the most succinct definition yet of
what the network will offer. That was
from Frank Gaither of WSB Atlanta
who called it "a bikini-type network
service. It covers what needs to be
covered and leaves us plenty of exposure."
Basically, what NBC's new format
will cover is (1) news — 17 five-minute
newscasts on the hour daily; (2) commentary— the new Emphasis service of
8 five-minute background reports daily;
(3) the Monitor weekend service, and
(4) News of the World. What it leaves
open is everything in between, with all
other "entertainment" shows (soap operas, etc.) to be sold to those affiliates
who want them.
Matthew J. Culligan, executive vice
president in charge of NBC Radio, told
the affiliates that the new service must
have 100% clearance, and that any station not willing to go all the way would
have to drop out. What NBC seeks to
achieve in the new plan, he said, is "a
single point of view" about radio networking, and that only with unanimous
backing could the plan succeed. He reported that 92 stations have already
committed themselves to the new plan
through 1 960, with 3 1 others uncommitted but willing to go along if arrangements can be made for certain delayed
broadcasts. Only four have said they
don't intend to clear.
Acid Test • Mr. Culligan was backed
in his statement to the affiliates by NBC
Board Chairman Robert Sarnoff and
President Robert Kintner. Mr. Sarnoff
said that the new idea met the "acid
test" of a radio network, and came after
10 years of trying various other concepts. He said NBC would not contemplate running a network on a nocompensation basis (a la CBS Radio's
Program Consolidation Plan), but that
neither could it continue to sustain
mounting operational losses. Mr. Kintner said the plan would get listeners
and would be profitable, adding that
radio affiliates had no business staying
in the red.
All three executives noted that maintenance of a national radio network
system was essential both to the national
security and to the public, a point emphasized later by FCC Comr. Robert
72 (THE MEDIA)

to be

covered'

E. Lee in addressing a luncheon session
(see page 44).
The network devoted much of its
meeting with the affiliates to underlining the new Emphasis concept of 5-minute comentary programs. It brought on
news personalities Chet Huntley, Alex
Dreier and Lee Hall to demonstrate
how the commentaries would work —
and to pitch them as well.
These commentaries would appear
once each hour from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Unlike the 5-minute News on the Hour,
which must be carried coincidentally on
the whole network, the Emphasis programs can be taped
and run on a delayed basisbe— used
but
still must
within the same
hour period.
What They Can
Buy • The "entertainment" area —
those programs
that affiliates can
buy on an optional
basis — didn't come
in for much attention at lastmeeting.
week's
New York
It developed later
that the network
Mr. Kintner
has so far decided
on only seven proUnveil
gram formats to offer, and that letters of notification had
gone out only last Monday.
These are the seven programs planned
to date: My True Story, a half-hour
program five times weekly; Premiere
Playhouse, a half-hour show five times
weekly starring loseph Cotton, Gloria
De Haven, Don Ameche and others in
individual stories; Inner Sanctum, halfhour mystery program five times weekly; personality vignettes, 5-minute shows
featuring different celebrities 20 times
a week; sports vignettes, 5-minute sports
features 20 times a week, and two "continuing programs" (15-minute soap
operas five times weekly) — Joyce Jordan M.D. with Madeleine Carroll and
Washington Wife with Celeste Holm.
Six Second the Motion • Another feature of last week's meeting was a panel
of six affiliates who gave testimonials
to the new network plan, each offering
individual viewpoints. From Harold
Grams, KSD St. Louis, came word that
the station would be able to fit hourly
weather programs into its schedule because of the news flexibility — and that

he already had a sponsor in line for
$41,600 a year. CD. (Duke) Tully,
WDSM Duluth-Superior, told how that
station had joined NBC earlier this
year, expecting a ratings drop — and
getting it— but confident that with the
new flexibility plus increased news programming he could strengthen the station's hold with its audience.
Louis Read, WDSU New Orleans,
said that "if we had written the script
it couldn't have come closer to NBC's
new plan," Jack Shott, WHIS Bluefield,
W.Va., said he likes the plans for "selfish reasons," as the network would supply the things his station could not hope
to get any other way.
Van DeVries, WGR Buffalo, described that market's competitive situation and pointed out the problem it

Mr. Sarnoff
Mr. Culligan
new operational plan.
had in competing with local papers in
the news area. The new service will
make it possible to step up that competition, he said. Then Frank Gaither
of WSB crowned it all with his bikini
network remark, after saying that his
station had been set to go independent
several years ago but discovered it
needed the network, and "it just made
sense" to go along with NBC.

Spring target date
WJPB-TV Fairmont, W.Va., which
has been trying for the past four years
to have its ch. 5 assignment designated
from an educational channel to commercial, plans to go on the air next
spring. The station will be an ABC-TV
affiliaaffiliate with possible secondaryis asking
tion with CBS-TV. WJPB-TV
the FCC for triple identification: Fairmont-Weston-Clarksburg.
WJPB-TV will operate 11 a.m.-midto 10% of its time to
night,
nal tv up
educatiooffering
interests.
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Transistor made by TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INC., Dallas

The amazing transistor ... no largerthan a match
head, yet opening up electronic miracles
never before dreamed possible. So minute,
so exacting, it truly takes a quality touch to
devise such an engineering masterpiece.
The quality measure of today's better radio
and television stations requires no
microscopic examination ... it can be felt, not
only through audience reaction, but in
advertiser product association.

radio & television • dallas
Serving the greater DALLAS-FORT WORTH market

Represented by
73

TE LEVIS I O N SERVICE OF THE DALLAS MORNING NEWS
The Original Station Representative
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SPOT
Reaches
station

RADIO
61%
rep

HITS

of women

study

shows

HOUSEWIFE
before
low

they

spot

shop;

cost

Meet
The efficacy of spot radio in reaching
the Nation's housewives has been
pointed out in a sound-slide film presentation prepared by the Station Representatives Assn. Members of the Association saw and heard the presentation
at a meeting in New York last Wednesday (Nov. 11). Showings will be arranged shortly for interested advertising
agencies. It also will be made available
to radio stations throughout the country
on a cost basis.
The 17-minute sound-slide film, prepared by Lawrence Webb, executive
director of SRA in cooperation with the
Association's Radio Sales Committee,
stresses that local radio reaches the

Goii+t Be.lp.lt

Colin Selph, 30 year veteran o
radio, television and newspaper
service now heads the West Coast
office of Blackburn & Company.
Meet Colin Selph and Jim Blackburn
at the NAB Regional Meetings in
Los Angeles at the Ambassador Hotel
on November 16 and 17— and at the
Olympic Hotel in Seattle on
November 19 and 20.

J3lackbwtm & Company
incorporated
RADIO-TV-NEWSPAPER BROKERS
ATLANTA
WASHINGTON, D. C.
James W. Blackburn Clifford B. Marshall
Jack V. Harvey
Stanley Whitaker
Robert M. Baird
Joseph M. Sitrick
Healey Building
Washington Building
JAckson 5-1576
STerling 3-4341
MIDWEST
H. W. Cassill
William B. Ryan
333 N. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, Illinois
Financial 6-6460
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WEST COAST
Colin M. Selph
Calif. Bank Bldg.
9441 Wilshire Blvd.
Beverly Hills, Calif.
CRestview 4-2770

purchase-powerful housewives' market
at a low cost-per-thousand and at a
strategic time of day: just before they
go out to shop.
Examples-In-Sound • As the presentation makes its various sales points in
behalf of radio, it intersperses examplesin-sound of radio's services to the community: on-the-spot news reports, public service messages, various types of
music, public service bulletins, weather
and time news.
The continuous growth of radio set
sales is detailed, covering various kinds
of sets, including car radios, kitchen
radios, bedroom radios, portables, and
transistors. The presentation notes that
this variety of sets accordingly reaches
"housewives on the go, wherever they
are." It adds there are approximately
146.2 million radios in the U.S.
The presentation stresses that about
80% of all the purchases of goods and
services are made by women, and then
adds significantly: "Housewives listen to
the radio on an average of 4.6 hours
per day . . . between the hours of 9 a.m.
and 4 p.m. The listening audience is
largely women . . . Radio reaches 61.7%
of all women just before they go
shopping, while tv reaches 23.8%;
newspapers, 11.9% and magazines,
Cost Per - Thousand - Figures • The
presentation
offers statistics to show
3.2%."
that radio's cost-per-thousand is considerably lower than that of television
and claims that in the past five years,
spot radio's
increased 2% cost
whileperthatthousand
of the has
various
printed media has risen three to eight
times as much.
Other characteristics of spot radio
highlighted in the presentation: The
medium offers flexibility, permitting
choice of markets based on advertisers'
requirements, and frequency, heighten-

ing the remembrance value of advertisers' messages. Mr. Webb reported that
SRA plans to produce a similar presentation, outlining radio's appeal to the
male audience.

Changing

hands

ANNOUNCED • The following sales of
station interests were announced last
week, subject to FCC approvals
• WJOB Hammond, Ind.: Sold by Adair Charities Inc., non-profit corporation, and others to Julian Colby, David
Smerling and others for $435,000.
Messrs. Colby and Smerling are officers
of ABC Vending Corp. Broker was
Hamilton-Landis & Assoc. WJOB is
250 w on 1230 kc.
• WROA Gulfport, Miss.: Sold by
Electronic Research Inc. to Charles W.
Dowdy, Bainbridge, Ga., for $80,000.
Transaction was handled by Patt McDonald Co. WROA is 1 kw daytimer
on 1390 kc.
• KZIX Fort Collins, Colo.: Sold by
Cecil H. Boyd to Leslie P. Ware for
$35,000 plus certain liabilities. Mr.
Ware is the owner of KLPW Union,
KOKO Warrensburg, KYRO Potosi,
all Missouri. Sale was handled by
Hamilton-Landis & Assoc. KZIX is 1
kw daytimer on 600 kc.
$150,000

fire knocks

KXLF-TV
off-the-air
Fire knocked out KXLF-TV Butte,
Mont., last week, with the loss estimated at over $150,000. The fire in
the transmitter house atop the 8,250ft. Continental Divide was discovered
morning.
in the early hours of last Tuesday
The entire transmitter facility was
declared a total loss by E. B. Craney,
owner of the station. He announced
that new equipment had been ordered
and it was hoped that the ch. 4 station
would be back on the air before the
end of the year. The transmitter
housing, although damaged, was still
standing, Mr. Craney reported.
Arrangements have been made, Mr.
Craney said, to feed KXLJ-TV Helena
and KFBB-TV Great Falls with film
of network shows. They had been
fed network shows from Salt Lake
City by way of KXLF-TV microwave.
BROADCASTING, November 16, 1959

SYLVAN

and

IA

the

new

standard

Today, every major airline uses
Sylvania Gold Brand tubes. And in the new
jet airliners, where the demand for top performance and reliability is more than ever a critical
necessity, Sylvania Gold Brand types are becoming the leading choice. On Pan American's
Boeing Jet 707 Airliners over 27 Sylvania types
are in daily use.
Sylvania has developed a line of 47 Gold
Brand tubes specifically designed for commer-

t

for

the

Jet

age

cial and industrial applications. They are identified with a GB prefix and have become one of
the fastest growing tube lines in the electronics
industry. They are manufactured to special
Gold Brand specifications that tailor the highest
military standards to the individualized requirements of commercial and industrial equipment.
For premium quality and performance in any
electronic application, use the tubes with the
Gold Brand, from Sylvania.

SYLVAN
I Am
Subsidiary of
GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS
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Sylvania Electric Products Inc.
1740 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.
In Canada: Sylvania Electric (Canada) Ltd,
P. 0. Box 1190, Station "0," Montreal 9
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TVB

MILESTONES

Bringing

new

money

"What are you guys doing with my
money?"
It's not an uncommon question, or
unwarranted, directed by TvB members
to President Pete Cash and his associates at TvB. The answer can get a bit
complicated in detail, but it can be
summarized as follows: "We're using
it to sell television."
This week, as TvB observes its fifth
anniversary at its annual membership
meeting in Chicago, it is collecting revenues at an annual rate of $1,007,377.
Being a nonprofit organization, it is
spending at approximately the same
rate. It employs a staff of 41. Membership is at an all-time high of 256, consisting of 238 stations, 15 station representation firms and all three national
tv networks. It has branch offices in San
Francisco and Chicago in addition to
headquarters in New York. Its staff
executives travel close to a million
miles a year and its offices send out
uncounted reams of reports, presentations, how-to tips, success stories and
assorted other sales literature in spreading the business gospel of television.
This level of statistics is generally
regarded as impressive, but the one that
most interests members, present and
prospective, has to do with money: how
much money they've paid in and how
much they've got back — what sort of
return
ment. they're getting on their investHard to Measure • It is impossible
to segregate the volume of business that
members individually or television as a
whole have got as a result of TvB activities. TvB is the first to acknowledge
that, like television itself, the bureau is
part of a mix. Station and network
salesmen, reps, agencies and advertisers
themselves are all, like TvB, involved
in the selling process. Most of the time
it cannot be said that any one should
get all the credit.
But it is simple arithmetic to count
up approximately how much members
have put in. From the first year, 1955,
which it started with 52 members and
ended with 174, through this year the
total comes to about $4 million. The
actual dollars are fewer than that, because this total is based on the annual
rates at which TvB revenues were running at the time of the annual meetings,
which in each year were the peak rates.
But say it's $4 million — that TvB has
spent that much in its five years. How
much business has television got in return?
In the same span, television billings
76 (THE MEDIA)

READ

to tv is daily

job for sales-minded

have risen by more than $700 million,
from $809.2 million to an estimated
$1.51 billion this year. But bureau officials make no pretense about being responsible for this gain.
They do, however, point to certain
areas in which they had especially significant responsibility.
In their sales efforts they concentrate
on the non-user of television and the
light user, trying to get the former in
and the latter in deeper. In this category
they can trace more than $10 million in
tv revenues (time and talent) through
their work with two trade associations
alone — the National Assn. of Insurance
Agents and the American Gas Assn.
NAIA, which spent about $250,000 in
tv last year, has about $1.1 million allocated for spot tv this year, while the
gas association bought into Playhouse 90
and has been spending at the rate of
close to $3 million a year on it for three
Side Effect Profitable • This type of
years.
sales work — and these are only two of
several industry associations with which
TvB has worked and plans to work —
has financially rewarding side effects.
Individual elements of the same fields
may go into tv on their own, as General Insurance Co. of America and its
local agents in some 33 markets, for
example, recently decided to do on a
co-op basis this fall.
The Brewers Foundation, the Carpet
Institute and the Institute of Life Insurance are other trade groups with
which TvB is working closely. The

President Pete Cash
Spreads

gospel

PROGRESS'

of tv impact

group

banking field is another. Automotive
gets heavy emphasis too.
Not all of such efforts have yet paid
off. TvB is quick to admit that it has
been singularly unsuccessful, for example, with the Portland Cement Assn.
But officials are confident that eventually their missionary work will prevail.
Sometimes TvB finds iteslf doing defensive work — helping to keep a tv user
from switching to other media. One
such case, only a short time ago, involved amajor baking company which
in 1955 spent $5 million in television
and by last year had boosted this to
$9 million. The company's field men
began to wonder whether all this television money was needed. The agency,
considering the tv budget a good investment, called upon TvB to help it keep
the client's media plans in line. The
happy outcome of this story is that the
client not only stayed in tv but is now
buying at an annual rate of $11.2 million.
TvB will work with practically any
advertiser who asks. It will work with
client and agency together, or with them
individually — and, if requested, without
telling the other what it's doing. One
of the conquests of which it is proudest
is one which, up to a week ago, still
had not been announced. This was
prestige - laden International Business
Machines, with whose highest brass the
bureau worked quietly over a long period at IBM's request. IBM consequently is looking for a major program
(Closed Circuit, Nov. 9).
Among other sales in which TvB is
pleased to take some credit in the last
six months are those to Sinclair Oil
(network special, plus spot), Kinney
Shoes (tv expansion), American Motors
(entry into spot).
Success Breeds Success • One of the
bureau's most effective tools, aside from
basic research, is the success story.
Probably there is none in television that
has been more widely played up than
"the Lestoil story." In 1955 its billings
(less than $100,000) ranked 328th in
TvB's spot tv compilation. In the second quarter this year, the latest report
available, its total was $4.5 million — an
annual rate of $18 million. In 1955
Texize Chemicals Inc., another determaker, ranked
list;
in thegentsecond
quarter345th
this on
yearTvB's
it spent
$1.3
million,
or
a
$5.2
million
annual
rate.
The entire liquid detergent industry,
which didn't exist a few years ago and
didn't put $200,000 into tv as recently
BROADCASTING, November 16, 1959
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as 1955, now accounts for $30 million
in tv billings a year. "What we want to
know," says President Cash, "is who
is sitting on the next $30 million category?"
Retail business and banking are two
which could easily become lucrative
television clients. TvB is working on
both — and feels it is making progress.
It is encouraged, for example, that staid
Sears, Roebuck has recently indicated
a growing confidence in the medium;
in 11 markets it authorized a 50% increase intv allocations. And other stores
more and more are getting into tv, which
is true also of banks: one recently approached the million-dollar mark in
annual television spending.
There are numerous other ways that
TvB goes about the business of being
what President Cash calls "a direct extension of the sales, research and promotion departments of stations and of
agencies
advertisers."
films
for and
its own
use and It
thatprepares
of its
members; its mailings to members —
presentations, research studies, success
stories, defensive tools, a catalog of
co-op advertisers, reprints of other articles it considers helpful, etc. — cost
close to $24,000 a year for postage
alone. Its quarterly reports on the spot
and network spending of television advertisers isa major effort.
TvB also has a year-long test of television advertising going with the Patterson-Fletcher retail store in Fort Wayne,
Ind.
It has commissioned a comprehensive
study of communications by Pennsylvania State U. that is seen as a continuing project. Out of it TvB hopes to
get information that will lead to improved uses of television and, eventually, some numerical evaluation of the
importance of sight, sound and motion
and a better means by which television
may be compared with competing
media.
More Sales Clinics • The bureau also
holds sales clinics for station and rep
salesmen and plans to step up this activity. It works with colleges, hoping to
sell undergraduates on television both
as a sales medium and as a place to
work. In this connection TvB officials
are scheduled to appear in the near
future at Syracuse U., Colgate and
Michigan State. Eventually TvB would
like to help train people for work in
television sales.
Looking back on the first five years,
officials are pleased to note that the
emphasis in their work is no longer
on why but on how to use television.
President Cash, who moved into the
top job in October 1956 when Oliver
Treyz left to become president of ABCTV, expects television's revenues this
year to break down to about $773 mil78 (THE MEDIA)

move is expected to occur about midColor Tv Impact • As for the television industry and "where it grows
from
year. here," Mr. Cash sees color television leading the way to a doubling
of total advertising investments in the
next 10 years, with tv getting "the
lion's share of new dollars." Retail
advertising is another major growth
area for television in his look at the
future.

TvB Board Chairman Clipp
Stations get 80% of total billings
lion in network (time and talent), $464
million in spot and $273 million in local.
Altogether it would be a 12% gain
over 1958.
He looks for continued growth both
for the industry and TvB. As a part
of its own growth, he announced, the
bureau will move headquarters next
year to 1 Rockefeller Plaza, New York.
It is now at 444 Madison Ave. The

TVB'S

TOP

Agencies,

Both past and future will be examined
at this week's annual meeting, to be
held Friday at the Sheraton Towers
Hotel in Chicago. Highlights will include a new presentation, "The Great
Exponential," and an address by FCC
Chairman John C. Doerfer.
The meeting will be preceded on
Thursday by a TvB board meeting,
headed by Chairman Roger Clipp of
the Triangle Stations. Before that, on
Wednesday, the sales advisory committee will hold an all-day session.
TvB membership, a little more than
half of all U.S. commercial tv stations,
represents about 80% of total tv billings. At present rates, TvB revenues
would be about $1.6 million if all stations were members (roughly 50% more
than now). In addition to U.S. members,
four stations in Canada, one in London
and
two in Australia have TvB memberships.

PRODUCT:

advertisers

What do advertisers and agencies
think of the service they get from TvB?
Here are excerpts from recent statements by a few of them, along with one
from a member who used to run TvB,
President Oliver Treyz of ABC-TV.
Jack Geller, tv director, Weiss &
Geller, New York — "Some time ago we
needed some information about the television activity of the beer industry. A
telephone call to TvB resulted in our
receipt, two hours later, of a series of
facts, figures, charts, success stories,
etc. — more than enough to meet our
requirements.
"This is just one example of the excellent service we have been receiving
from the tv bureau. Its continuous updating of facts and figures and its special studies and surveys have been most
helpful in servicing our current tv accounts and in persuading other accounts
to take advantage of the great medium
of television."
R.J. Eggert, marketing research manager, Ford Motor Co., Dearborn, Mich.
— "We appreciate the m^nv ways in
which TvB has been helpful to us in

SERVICE

cite sales

aid

our work on analyzing the reaching
power and impact of television. The
Ford Motor Co. is putting a larger share
of its advertising dollar into television
than ever before.
"TvB's initial work on getting Nielsen to supply data on the reaching
power of television among families buying new cars has been so useful that we
have asked Nielsen to keep it up to date
for us on a current basis. The E-Motion
research on consumer attitudes toward
television's
all media . helped
position.
. . We to
alsoclarify
want to express
our thanks for the many hours of personal time that TvB executives have
given us in explaining their extensive
research
Friday results."
Night with Rambler • Fred
W. Adams, director of advertising and
merchandising, automotive division,
American Motors. — "A schedule of
Friday night television spots has been
an important part of the advertising
campaign
the say,
1960theRambler models.announcing
Needless to
very
satisfactory result of our similar spot
campaign in the summer was responBROADCASTING, November 16, 1959

now
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•
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with the
NEW

Hughes

Storage

Monitor

Videotape advantages are well-known — superior "live-quality" picture reproduction,
immediate playback and greatly reduced costs. One of the major difficulties to date
has been development of efficient videotape editing methods and techniques. Now,
Hughes makes available to the industry a Storage Monitor for use as a key unit in
the design of videotape editing systems.
The new Hughes Storage Monitor operates like any standard TV monitor until you press the
button.
the Hughes 5" TONOTRON® Tube freezes the image, holding it until the
monitor Immediately
mode is restored.
Advantages to TV engineers include: High-Speed tape processing. Better program continuity
and quality. Less tape wear during editing. Highest utilization of video recording equipment.
Pictures may be held for approximately ten minutes with a minimum of 5 half tones. Input may
be from separate or composite video sources. Push-button controls permit local or remote operation.
Model 201 Storage Monitor is available in several mounting arrangements — portable or
rack mounted, individually or in groups, for sequential frame study. This permits rapid selection
of individual frames and desired action sequences.
For additional information write to: Hughes Products, Industrial Systems Division, International
Airport Station, Los Angeles 45, California.
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Now! A television monitor with a memory...
capable of freezing any TV action.
Video Signal .... Positive Video or Positive Composite Video
(sync, neg.) coaxial cable input, 1 volt p-p.
Separate Sync Inputs Negative sync, coaxial cable input.
Input Impedance 1001000ohms
on Separate
Sync parallel
Inputs,
ohms each
on Video
Input (with
terminal for 75 ohm matching termination).
Video Bandwidth
Approximately 6 mc.
Vertical Scanning Frequency 60 cps. interlaced.
Horizontal Scanning Frequency
15,750 cps.
Picture Size
4 inch useable diameter.
Power Requirements 115 V 50/60 cps. 130 watts.
Dimensions (Model 201)
14* wt.x 8-1/2"
approx.x 16-1/2"
40 lbs.
Mounting (Model 201-R)
Standard 19" relay rack
Phosphor
P-4 (Television black and white)
INDUSTRIAL SYSTEMS DIVISION
HUGHES

PRODUCTS

<Bl959, HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY
Creating a new world with ELECTRONICS
SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES • STORAGE TUBES AND DEVICES • 79
MICROWAVE TUBES • VACUUM TUBES AND COMPONENTS • CRYSTAL FILTERS
• MEMO-SCOPE* OSCILLOSCOPES • INDUSTRIAL
CONTROL
SYSTEMS

For the Picture
TAPE

of Pictures . . .

IT RCA!

PICTURE

ODUCT

TH

WITH

SPARKLI

RCA

TV

TAPE

One glass of cool, frosty refreshment -\enticing your viewers with its sparkling realism— can make more people go out ancPbuy than \0, 000 words! Your local live commercials can attain the highest standards of picture quality. Whether

it's beer, or

pop, or pies, or cars, you see the productxieatures yn sharpest detail on RCA

TV

Tape. Designed for color picture perfection\the RCyV TV Tape Recorder adds an
extra bonus to black and white, producing pictures Which are exceptionally clear
and crisp. Tapes made or played on RCA
Among

equfemenvt give best possible results.

its advanced features your engineer will c\mnjend are electronic quadrature

adjustment, sync regeneration, four-channel playback Equalization and built-in test
equipment. See your RCA
15-1, Camden,

Representative or write t\jfRCA,

N. J. In Canada:

RCA

VICTOR

Dept. TR-4, Building

Company

Limited, Montreal.

ANOTHER WAY RCA SERVES INDUSTRY THROUG/j ELECTRONICS

RADIO
Tmk(s) ®

CORPORATION
BROADCAST

of

AMERICA

AND/TELEVISION EQUIPMENT
C/MDEN, n./j.

When you
gotta
the
show get
on the
road . . .

ITS

AND
24 HOUR
HOLIDAYS

82

THERE

COSTS
SERVICE.. .7 DAYS

IN

HOURS..

YOU,

LESS

A WEEK...

TOO! Your packages go anywhere Greyhound
goes. ..and Greyhound goes over a million miles a
day! That means faster, more direct service to more
areas, including many places not reached by other
public transportation.
Packages get the same care as Greyhound passengers ... riding on dependable Greyhound buses
on their regular runs. And you can send C.O.D., Collect, Prepaid— or open a Charge Account.
Call ypur nearest Greyhound bus station or write to
Greyhound, Dept. Ml, 140 South Dearborn Street, Chicago 3, Illinois
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sible for the selection of tv spots during the vitally important announcement
period.
"The information that TvB brought
to us did a lot to stimulate the effort
here and at our agency to find the right
way for us to use the power of television. Imight add, too, how helpful we
found TvB's material when we first proposed the Friday-night campaign to our
management."
Frank B. Sawdon, president, Frank
B. Sawdon Inc., New York. — "TvB
gave us splendid cooperation on a television survey we have just completed
for one of our clients, Kinney Shoes.
It was our problem to sell the account
off newspapers and onto more television.
The material TvB furnished was very
helpful in the preparation of the presentation to our client."
Lester E. Johnson, Applegate Adv..
Muncie, Ind. — "Without the grand
presentation TvB made in Chicago of
the tv story and without the research
material it has prepared or gathered in
these few years, I doubt if we would
have recommended tv to our clients for
1959. I hope the tv bureau will stay in
business another five years (and many
more) until we get all our problems
licked."
Philip E. Robinson, director of communications, Tyrex Inc., New York. —
"In helping Tyrex Inc. get off the
ground in television, TvB's frequent
visits to this office, together with the
untold amounts of very pertinent data
that it put in our hands, have been
much appreciated. Although we have
not yet seen the results of its field work,
I am sure it will be of the highest order
and certainly will be of great benefit to
us in determining how to set up our
television programs and advertising
schedules for 1960."
Retailing in Fort Wayne • Dwight
Shirey. president, Patterson-Fletcher
store, Fort Wayne, Ind. — "We
have learned many things with TvB's
help that were completely foreign to us
12 months ago. We are expecting television to add much of our effectiveness
as a retail store in the months and years
ahead, and will be ever graceful for
TvB's helping us to get off on the right
foot."
Edward D. Madden, Geyer, Morey,
Madden & Ballard, New York. — "TvB's performance
makesof ittelevision
impossibleas
to overlook
the value
an advertising medium. More important, its follow-through helps agencies
and clients alike to get ouickly the
valid facts about television's performance in specific product categories.
[TvB materials] give us tools we need
to use and buy television more effectively."
Edward A. Grey, senior vice presiBRO ADC A STING, November 16, 1959

Newsman

flees

Mutual reported last week that
Thomas Jacobson, its correspondent in Havana, left the country
abruptly last Tuesday (Nov. 10)
after he had been grilled for three
hours the day before by armed
Cuban secret service agents. He
said they questioned him sharply
and in "a warlike manner" about
his news sources and on the activities of an American friend in
business there. He claimed his
telephone was tapped and voiced
the belief that he was questioned
because of a broadcast he made
speculating on the disappearance
of missing Cuban Army Commander Camilo Cienfuegos. When
he told MBS officials in Washington that he feared for his life,
they advised him to leave Cuba.
He left on Tuesday for Miami.
dent in charge of media, Ted Bates &
Co., New York. — "We want to extend
our sincerest appreciation and gratitude to TvB for the excellent cooperation and service consistently received
these past years. Its special studies and
background data have contributed importantly tothe development of the in-

Alvin Dreyer, media research mandustry."
ager, J. Walter Thompson Co., New
York. — "TvB has been a most useful
and serviceable source of broadcast
data for us and in practically every
case the many requests we have submitted have been handled in a very constructive and helpful manner. Much of
the bureau s work in specific product
'success'
and the
categorietos name
of its services,
a fewvarious
stories,
have helped in a major way to project
the importance of television in media
ABC-TV President Oliver Treyz said:
planning."
"On the fifth anniversary of TvB it is
clear that the pioneering done by TvB's
founders, Roger Clipp, Clair McCollough, Pete Cash and the others,
together with the investment to date
of several million dollars by the industry in the growth of TvB, has been
vindicated.
"TvB has impressed upon the business world the value of television advertising and the indispensable role of
the television commercial as the key
link between buyer and seller.
"Today, within the context of television's problems and opportunities,
the continuing need of TvB is even
more apparent than that when it was
started five years ago."

Safety
annual

Council makes
farm awards

The National Safety Council has reported the recipients of its farm safety
public interest awards — two radio networks, 9 tv stations and 32 radio outlets.
The winners, announced today (Nov.
16), were picked on the basis of exceptional activities in connection with the
16th annual National Farm Safety
Week this past July and during the
preceding 12-month period. Among
recipients of the non-competitive
awards were NBC and CBC radio, plus
12 farm publications. Awards are announced in advance of the National
Assn.
of
Tv-Radio
Farm Directors an29).
nual convention in Chicago (Nov. 27Serving as judges were Woodrow
Luttrell, information director, American Farm Bureau Federation; Bill
Mason, farm program director, WLS
farm direcRalph Ostrander,
Chicago;
tor of WKRS
Waukegan, 111., and
mayor of Woodstock, 111., and Maynard H. Coe, director of NSC's farm
division.

broadthis year'sally
list of alphabetic
Thecastcomplete
winners follows
by
states:
Colorado — KUBC Montrose. Georgia — WSB Atlanta. Illinois— WBBM and WBBM-TV, WGN, WLS
Chicago; WDZ Decatur. Indiana — WIBC Indianapolis. Iowa — WHO Des Moines. Kansas — WIBW
and WIBW-TV Topeka. Kentucky — WAVE and
WAVE-TV Louisville. Massachusetts — WHDH and
WHDH-TV Boston. Michigan — WHFB Benton Harbor; WKAR East Lansing. Minnesota — KUOM
Minneapolis.
Missouri — KLIK Jefferson City; WDAF and
WDAF-TV Kansas City, KMMO Marshall, KWTO
Springfield; KFEQ and KFEQ-TV St. Joseph.
Nebraska — KFAB Omaha. New York— NBC
Radio New York; WGY Schenectady. N-rth
Carolina— WUNC-TV Raleigh; WSJS and WSJSTV Winston-Salem. Ohio — WLW Cincinnati; WRFD
Worthington. Oregon — KOAC Corvallis; KGW and
KGW-TV Portland. Pennsylvania — WEJL, WGBI
Scranton. South Dakota — KS00 Sioux Falls; WNAX
Yankton. Tennessee — WATE, WNOX Knoxville.
Canada — CBS Radio, Toronto.
L.A. fm

faces

deficit

With an anticipated gross income of
$90,000 from 7,500 regular subscribers
for the first full year of operation,
KPFK(FM) Los Angeles will fall $30,500 short of the funds needed to complete paying for construction, to install
new equipment and to pay operating
expenses. KPFK, a non-commercial station, is supported by $12-a-year subscriptions toits program bulletins.
Noting that the anticipated income
covers the operating expenses of $87.300, Terrell T. Drinkwater, KPFK general manager, in a letter to the station's
subscribers,
3,800 looks
present
ture financing
stable, said
once that
the "fufirst
year's costs have been met." He asked
them "to make this possible" by making
additional contributions to KPFK.
(THE MEDIA) 83

WNAX
Life

570kc

570kc

570kc

staffer

Line

food

wmca

570kc

wmca

570k

wmca

570kc

wmca

570kc

wmca

570k

wmca

570kc

570

kc

wmca

570kc
FIRST
ON
YOUR
DIAL

wmca
THE VOICE OF NEW YORK
Call us collect at MUrray Hill 8-1500
Or contact AM Radio Sales.
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51st annual

Three certificates of honor were presented to radio women who were runners-up for the top prize, a sterling silver Tiffany bowl. They were given by
Paul S. Willis, GMA president, to Josey
Barnes, KDYL Salt Lake City; Martha
Crane, WLS Chicago, and Esther Hotton, WTMJ Milwaukee.
GMA Life Line awards are offered
to newspaper and radio women in alternate years. Next year the competition will be open to television and farm
publications women. The women are
judged for their reporting and interpreting of the Life Line story . . . the
story of growing, processing, transporting, distributing and researching better
and more nutritional food products.
KXL

wmca

award

Wynn Hubler Speece, women's director and broadcaster for WNAX Yankton, S.D., last Tuesday (Nov. 10) received the top award for radio food reporting in the Life Line of America
trophy competition sponsored annually
by the Grocery Manufacturers of America Inc.
As sponsor of the top winner, a
bronze plaque was awarded to Donald
D. Sullivan, vice president and general manager of WNAX. Both
Mrs. Speece and Mr.
Sullivan were in New
York to accept the
awards, which were
presented during ceremonies at the Life
Mrs. Speece Line of America
luncheon at the Waldorf Astoria Hotel,
ameeting.
highlight of GMA's

570kc

wins

owner

answers

McLendon's charges
'Absolutely without foundation" were
the words used last week by Lester M.
Smith, general manager of KXL Portland, Ore., in answering a complaint
by Gordon B. McLendon, multiple
station owner, that KXL lured one of
his "air personalities" away with an
offer that led to a breach of contract
(Broadcasting, Nov. 9).
Mr. Smith said the McLendon complaint "has been served on us and it is
absolutely without foundation. We regret to see him take this action as we
are prepared to justify our position in
court. Our three stations have been
dominant in Seattle, Portland and
Spokane for many years. Our programming isnot based on hiring any
from McLendon personnel."
Mr. McLendon had said the McLendon Corp. is filing suit against Mr.
Smith and Art Wanderlich, a disc

jockey, who. he said, jumped his contract with Mr. McLendon to go with
KXL. The Oregon suit asked for
damages of over $10,000. Mr. McLendon said he has a suit for breach of
contract against another disc jockey,
as yet unnamed.
KMOX

studios

toured

by top CBS officials
KMOX St. Louis unveiled its radioonly building last Tuesday for CBS network officials and over 100 local civic
leaders.
The functional two-story structure
thus became the first radio-only facility
to be constructed among all CBS o&o
Radio outlets in 20 years. Dr. Frank
Stanton, CBS president, who attended
the dedication, said the building demonstrates CBS's "faith in the dynamic
future
radio." officials on haad were
Otherof network
Arthur Hull Hayes, president of CBS
Radio, and Jules Dundee, vice president in charge of administration. Robert Hyland, CBS vice president and general manager of KMOX radio, and
other station personnel served as hosts
for the tour and reception. A similar one
will be held this week for advertising
agency representatives.
The new building, measuring 15.500
square feet at 1144 Hampton Ave., is
designed along functional lines, with
executive and general offices on the first
floor and operations on the second.
Among features are three separate and
complete remote-controlled studios,
with a three-dimensional view of control
rooms and all equipped for either monaural or stereo broadcasts; a building
front with white clay tile "solar screen,"
and vertical window sections of graytinted glass and white glass panels.
NBC expands radio-tv
public service shows
Special programming in the areas of
news and public affairs has been expanded on NBC-TV and Radio, according to plans announced Nov. 9. A Special News Programs unit, headed by
Julian Goodman, director of news and
public affairs, has been appointed to
be responsible for creating ideas, advance planning and on-air production
of special programs in the fields of news
and public affairs. The unit will also
serve as a continuing liaison with NBCTV sales planning and special program
sales.
Four production staffs, working under Mr. Goodman, are headed by Reuven Frank, Chet Hagan, George Heinemann and Louis Hazam. The first unitproduced
1960,"
presented special,
last night"Politics
(Nov. 15)
fromwas7
to 7:30 p.m. EST.
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Stock

Nature has relaxed a bit in Iowa these
brisk fall days. Seeds no longer dance in the
fat dirt. Their progeny have matured — to
the martial music of the wind. Hard corn
ears plop against backboards; wheat kernels
start their devious route to dining tables.
Pigs still englut meals planned as carefully
as a baby's, grow into obese hogs with bacon
slabs glinting in their owners' X-ray eyes.
Guernseys turn vegetation into butterfat.
Black Angus build beef as they ruminate,
perhaps about imminent fulfillment of their
destiny. Chickens cluck stupidly, bragging
about egg production; geese gaggle and tur-

Report

to modown
keys trotmentary
glory. the inexorable road
Each year Iowa's black soil produces more
wealth (we've said this before, but maybe
you weren't listening) than all the gold
mines in the world. Yet agricultural Iowa is
less than half the story. Industrial Iowa
lines far more pockets.
Midst all this husbandry and industry
Eastern Iowans find time to listen to WMT.
We average (5 a.m. to midnight) more audience than the combined total of all other
radio stations located in our Pulse area.

WMT
CBS Radio for Eastern Iowa
Mail Address: Cedar Rapids
National Representatives :
The Katz Agency

i

Survey
You

Miss

Potential

1,300,000
Buyers

without

ROUNSAVILLE

You must aim right or you miss the
buying power of more than 1,300,000
Negroes in the Rounsaville Radio coverage
area . . . consumers with $824,000,000 to
spend— AFTER taxes! This enormous
consumer potential can influence the national sales picture of any product. And
NEGRO RADIO, and ONLY Negro
Radio, can reach them. Over 95% of all
Negroes listen to radio! Negroes buy the
products they hear about on their radio —
NEGRO RADIO. A proper part of your
advertising dollar must go to Rounsaville
Radio, or you miss this market! Call
Rounsaville Radio in Atlanta, John E.
Pearson, or Dora-Clayton in the Southeast.
Personal Letter
Everyone in the world appreciates recognition. Certainly the people to whom
we program, the American
Negro, is no exception to
this rule. That is why we, at
Rounsaville Radio, program exclusively for the
Negro with Negro talent. You can make excellent use of our Know-How to sell your products.
We'll beand
happythetolargest
help you.broadcasters
We are one inof our
the
oldest
shosen field.
ROBERT W. ROUNSAVILLE
Owner-President
FIRST U. S. NEGRO-PROGRAMMED CHAIN
FIRST IN RATING IN SIX BIG MARKETS
WCIN 1,000 Watts (5,000 Watts soon)— Cincinnati's only all Negro-Programmed Station!
WLOU 5,000 WattsStation!
— Louisville's only all
Negro-Programmed
WMBM 5,000 Watts— Miami-Miami Beach's
only full time Negro-Programmed Station!
WVOL
5,000 Watts Station!
— Nashville's only all
Negro-Programmed
WYLD 1,000 Watts— New Orleans' only full
time Negro-Programmed Station!
WTMP 5,000 Watts— Tampa-St. Petersburg's
only all Negro-Programmed Station!
BUY ONE OR ALL WITH GROUP DISCOUNTS!

ROUNSAVILLE
RADIO
STATIONS
PEACHTREE AT MATHIESON, ATLANTA 5, GEORGIA
ROBERT W. ROUNSAVILLE HAROLD F. WALKER
Owner-President V.P. 4 Nat'l Sales Mgr.
JOHN E. PEARSON CO.
DORA-CLAYTON
Nal 1 RePSoutheastern Rep.
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to analyze

president, $56,000; Sidney M. Markley,
vice president, $56,000; James G. Riddell, president of WXYZ Inc., Detroit
subsidiary of AB-PT, and executive vice
president of ABC Div., $50,500 (includes portion of year after he was
elected a director on March 10, 1958);
and Simon B. Siegel, financial vice president and treasurer, $61,000. All directors and officers of the corporation as
a group received a total of $520,945
for the period.
AB-PT stockholders have been asked
to attend a special meeting Nov. 24 at
its New York office to consider and vote
upon the approval of a restricted stock
option plan, as set forth in the board's
proxy statement issued Oct. 22. Under
this plan up to 350,000 shares of ABPT common stock would be optioned
to key officers and employes for the
purposes of retaining their services, attracting new management personnel
when needed for future operations and
growth, and to give them an opportunity to share in the company's success.

employment needs
NAB will mail a memo to members
this month on the joint NAB-Assn.
for Professional Broadcast Education
"Broadcasting Industry Employment
Research Study" which starts in January. Charles H. Tower, NAB broadcast personnel and economics manager,
told this to the Texas Assn of Broadcasters meeting in Fort Worth preceding an
NAB regional meeting there last week.
A pilot study was made last spring.
It was reviewed this fall and questionnaires will go out in January to an "at
random" cross-section of some 6,000 of
75,000 people in broadcasting, ranging
from station managers to technicians
(i.e., both supervisory and non-supervisory jobs). Object is to determine
employment needs from management's
viewpoint. Data will ask background
of personnel, education and/ or training for present job and suggestions
from management. It's not yet deterMBS
mined whether network personnel will
reshuffle near;
be included.
Dominicans lose plea
Mr. Tower said the success of an organization or industry depends on the
Mutual's oft - delayed reorganization
people working in it and the broad
plan finally appears headed for confirmation tomorrow (Nov. 17). The main
objective of the new study will be "to
learn something about the kind of peostumbling block was removed on Nov.
6 when U.S. Referee Asa Herzog denied
ple we have in broadcasting "
Though it is hard to see all the benea claim by the Dominican Republic
fits that would derive from such a study,
against the network for $750,000.
some of them are clearly in view even
The network's creditors already have
agreed to a settlement under which most
at this early date, he said. Among them:
of them will receive 10 cents on the
Correlation between job-success and
various patterns of job-experience in dollar and news stringers and panelists
broadcasting; relationship between edu- on programs will receive 50 cents on
cational background and success in the dollar up to $600 and 10 cents on
broadcasting; recommendations on type the dollar thereafter. Mutual owes creditors included in the re-organizational
and utility of broadcasting training in
plan a total of about $1.9 million.
universities; analysis of broadcasting emThe claim by the Dominicans
ployes' attitudes toward their work and
their business; information
on skill stemmed from a payment of $750,000
to Alexander F. Guterma, former presishortages in broadcasting.
dent of Mutual, last February in return
Headquarters for the project will be
at the U. of Oregon, Eugene, Ore. Sta- for promising to carry newscasts on
tion managers will be asked for the MBS favorable to the Dominican Republic. Mr. Guterma organized Radio
names and home addresses of employes
News Service Inc. as a subsidiary of
in specified classifications and questionMutual for that purpose, but several
naires will go directly to the homes.
days later resigned from Mutual when
he became enmeshed in a series of legal
entanglements.
AB-PT executives'
Judge Herzog ruled the contract
earnings listed
between Mr. Guterma and the DominEarnings of top executives of Ameriicans "unenforceable" because its intent
can Broadcasting - Paramount Theatres
was to evade an existing law (Foreign
Inc. have been listed in a proxy stateRegistration Act) and the pact conment issued by the board of directors
travened "public policy or good morals."
Mr. Guterm
a and Garland Culpepper
to the company's stockholders. The
statement listed the aggregate remunJr., former MBS secretary, have been
eration received by the following AB-PT
indicted as a result of the contract signofficers for the fiscal year 1958:
ed with the Dominicans and now are
Leonard H. Goldenson, president,
awaiting criminal trial in Washington.
The trial is scheduled to begin today
$184,000 (includes expense allowance
(Nov. 16).
of $25,000); Edward L. Hyman, vice
BROADCASTING, November 16, 1959

Depreciation

keep

on

the

should

up

with

railroads,

prices... but

it doesn't!

On the railroads today, dollars recovered through

All the railroads ask is to be permitted to recover

tax depreciation go less than one third of the way

the money they invest in plant and equipment
over a shorter period of time. A maximum of 15

toward the purchase of replacement equipment.
Inflation and the overlong depreciable life of
equipment — sometimes up to forty years — put the
railroads at a distinct disadvantage in competing
with other forms of transportation. Airlines, for
instance, may recover their investment in airplanes
in five years; heavy trucks, eight years; busses, seven.
ASSOCIATION

OF AMERICAN

years' depreciable life in the case of cars and locomotives and 20 years for other property would
help railroads make improvements and additions
that are necessary to meet modern competition.
And everybody would benefit — shippers and
public alike.
RAILROADS • Washington 6, D. C.
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Media

seek

Oklahoma

rehearing on Canon 35
The Oklahoma Supreme Court was
asked Nov. 9 to provide a rehearing of
issues involved in its Sept. 30 adoption
of the American Bar Assn. Canon 35.
Two state associations and several media
interests asked the court to hear their
side of the courtroom coverage story,
now that microphones and cameras are
barred from proceedings.
Electronic and photo coverage is allowed by the Oklahoma Criminal Court
of Appeals, which has parallel jurisdiction in criminal cases as state tribunal
of last resort.
Media contended the Supreme Court
adopted its Canon 35 order without actually holding a hearing. They argued
the order was not supported by evidence
or argument. Electronic and public address devices are commonly used in
court reporting and public events, it
was contended by media. Oklahoma
Bar Assn. filed a petition opposing rehearing.
Asking for a review of the Supreme
Court order were Oklahoma Assn. of
Tv Broadcasters; Oklahoma Broadcasters Assn. (radio); KWTV (TV) Oklahoma City; WKY-AM-TV and Oklahoma Publishing Co., Oklahoma City,
and KVOO-TV Tulsa.
Aurora,
to ban

III. council
tv cameras

Equal access to news suffered a small
defeat Tuesday (Nov. 10) in Aurora,
111., but not before an NBC Chicago
newsreel cameraman obtain dramatic
film footage.
Earl Crotchett shot one scene during a
turbulent session of the local city council before being ejected with newspaper
photographers by Aurora police. The
films were shown on NBC's WNBQ
(TV) Monday evening and also included
a sequence showing a Chicago Tribune
photographer being thrown down chamber steps.
As a result of the incident, the city
council moved to ban any future appearances of tv and still cameras using
"artificial lighting." The council will
propose a new ordinance for consideration at its meeting today (Nov. 16).
Center of the dispute was Paul Egan,
controversial mayor of Aurora, who
demanded that cameramen be permitted
access to the council meeting. His opponents charged that the mayor sought
publicity and wanted to turn the sessions
into "riots." The proposed ordinance
was prepared last week after he left the
city.
Existing council rules would be
amended so that "no television camera
equipment, lighting or recording equip88 (THE MEDIA)

ment, and no camera of any kind lighted
by flash flood lighting or other artificial
method of lighting shall be allowed in
the council chambers for any occasion
whatsoever without the express permission of the city council, taken at a
regularly scheduled council meeting."
SDX

report

access,

reviews

equal

time

Tv's progress
political
time
restrictions
and onaccess
to equal
courtroom
proceedings during 1959 is reviewed in
a report
Sigma of
Delta
Chi's Advancement of by
Freedom
Information
Committee released in advance of SDX's
50th annual convention in Indianapolis
last week.
The four-part report covers developments in the federal government, state
governments, "the press and the bar"
and "the news camera." The report on
television is sub-divided into three parts
— "Politics and Tv Camera," "The News
Camera in the Courtroom" and "Ups
and Downs of the News Camera." V.
M. Newton Jr., Tampa (Fla.) Tribune,
is chairman of the committee.
The report noted that NAB in cooperation with Radio-Tv News Directors
Assn., issued a "code of conduct" for
broadcasting public proceedings, urging
broadcasters and cameramen to conform to established procedures and
decorum.
In his president's report, James Byron.
WBAP-AM-TV Fort Worth, pointed
out that several network and individual
tv stations carried salutes to SDX on
its golden anniversary. He strongly recommended "the continued fight for
freedom of information at all levels of
Vice President Richard M. Nixon
government."
was guest speaker at the convention
Nov. 11-14.

CBS

income

to new

high

rising
in 1959

CBS' financial picture was bright for
the first nine months of 1959. Net sales
reached a record high for the period
and income rose almost $1 million over
the comparable 1958 total.
A report issued last week by CBS
Board Chairman William S. Paley and
President Frank Stanton showed that
consolidated net sales attained a new
nine months' high of $318,291,438 during the 39 week period ended last Oct.
3, as compared with $300,738,926 for
the 40 weeks in the first nine months of
1958. Income for the 1959 period was
listed at $17,496,934 or $2.15 per share,
as against $16,522,462, or $2.10 a
share, for the first nine months of last
A footnote to the income statements
year.

shows that after Oct. 3, the corporation
obtained a release from its guaranty of
bank loans to Pacific Ocean Park Inc.
and at the same time disposed of its
50% ownership of that corporation with
a resulting charge to net income of approximately $2.4 million. The corporation sold the Alvin Theatre in New York
at a net profit of about $900,000, and
deferred income taxes of $700,000 in
prepaid expense. The net effect of these
moves, it was said, will be a charge
to net income for the fourth quarter
of 1959 of approximately 10 cents per
share.
The CBS board declared a cash divident of 35 cents a share, payable Dec.
11, 1959, to stockholders of record at
the close of business on Nov. 3. The
board also declared a stock dividend of
3%, payable on or about Dec. 24, to
holders of record at the close of business on Nov. 27.
• Media

reports

Toddlin-town-bound • The fifth annual management meeting of CBS Television Spot Sales gets underway
Wednesday morning (Nov. 18) in Chicago at the Ambassador East Hotel.
The meeting brings together managers
and sales heads of represented stations
with executives of CBS Television Spot
Sales and CBS-TV Stations Div. Bruce
R. Bryant, CTSS vice president and
general manager, said the agenda would
cover rating surveys, audience trends,
video tape, programming and other
topics.
Transcontinent meet • Conclusions
and recommendations resulting from a
day-long Transcontinent Television
Corp. promotion managers meeting in
New York will be presented and discussed at the company's station managers' meet next month. Transcontinent
stations: WGR-AM-FM-TV Buffalo,
WROC-FM-TV Rochester, all New
York; WNEP-TV Scranton-WilkesBarre, Pa.; KFMB-AM-FM-TV San
Diego: KERO-TV Bakersfield, Calif.
Tv
'glows' • "Beatrice,"
the
operaopera
WAVE-AM-TV
Louisville, Ky.
commissioned for the Oct. 23 dedication of their new building (Broadcasting, Aug. 3; Feb. 2), received laudatory reviews and editorials in local
newspapers. The Louisville Times said
the WAVE stations "provided not only
a worthwhile 90-minutes of viewing and
listening, but [the opera] also serves as
further impetus to Louisville's stature
in commissioning and performing of
new music." The paper also praised the
stations' effort in an editorial headed,
"An Example of What Television Can
BROADCASTING, November 16, 1959

YOU

WAY

BUT...

You

Don't Have

In Kalamazoo
NSI SURVEY— KALAMAZOO-GRAND RAPIDS AREA
(July, 1959)
STATION TOTALS FOR AVERAGE WEEK
HOMES DELIVERED

PERCENT OF TOTAL

B
WKZO-TV STATION B WKZO-TV STATION
29.1%
Mon. thru Fri.
70.9%
38.0%
38.0%
62.0%
9 a.m.-Noon
58,900 24,100
62.0%
58,900 36,100
Noon -3 p.m.
53,000 32,400
3 p.m. -6 p.m.
37.0%
63.0%
32.0%
Sun. thru Sat.
68.0%
107,600
63,100
6 p.m.-9 p.m.
9 p.m.-Midnight 118,200 54,500

WKZO-TV — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WKZO RADIO — KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
WJEF RADIO — GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WWTV — CADILLAC, MICHIGAN
KOLN-TV— LINCOLN, NEBRASKA
Associated with
WMBD RADIO — PEORIA, ILLINOIS
WMBD-TV — PEORIA, ILLINOIS
BROADCASTING, November 16, 1959

To, To Get RESULTS

- Grand

Rapids!

A glance at the record tells you why WKZO-TV spreads
the good word for your product faster and farther than any
other medium in the Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids area.
WKZO-TV delivers 116% more homes (see NSI Survey
at left) than Station "B," Sunday through Saturday
(9 p.m. -midnight).
The 9-County ARB Survey (April
17-May 14, 1959) covering 300,000 TV homes gives
WKZO-TV an overwhelming lead in popularity — No. 1
spot in 74.6% of all quarter hours surveyed!
Remember — if you want all the rest of outstate Michigan
worth having, add WWTV, Cadillac, to your WKZO-TV
schedule.
^Oldest age contended by a U.S. citizen is 123 years, 42 days for Mrs.
Belle H. Rymes who died April 15, 1934.

100,000 WATTS
. CHANNEL 3 • 1000' TOWER
Studios in Both Kalamazoo
and T
Grand V
Rapids
OZ
WK
For Greater Western Michigan
Avery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives
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PROGRAMMING
NT&T
Talks

MAY

PURCHASE

in preliminary

stages

DESILU

to buy

stock

owned by Desi and Lucy as its price rises
National Theaters & Television is an offer to Desilu, it would acquire the
interested in acquiring control of Desilu
stock held by the company's president
Productions and preliminary talks have
and vice president, Desi Arnaz and
been held.
Mrs. Arnaz (Lucille Ball). Together they
B. Gerald Cantor, board chairman of
hold all
of which
the company's
classdividends.
B common stock
receives no
NT&T Inc., Los Angeles, issued a
statement, confirming that NT&T has This amounts to 282,200 shares each
held discussions with Desilu. He stated:
or a total of 565,000 shares of class B
"It is true that there have been dis- stock. Mr. and Mrs. Arnaz also hold
cussions between NT&T and Desilu
137,500 shares apiece of class A common stock or a total of 375,000 shares.
Studios with a view toward NT&T acMarket Goes Up • A year ago, when
quiring amajority stock interest. It is
Desilu stock was first put on the market,
also true that we are constantly searching out new opportunities to further in- 525,000 shares of class A common
crease the value of our corporate assets, stock were immediately gobbled up by
typified, for example, by NT&T's re- eager buyers.
cent acquisition of National Telefilm
Last Tuesday (Nov. 10) the Desilu
Assoc. Inc.
stock closed at 16%ths on the American Stock Exchange up three quarters
"Discussions with Desilu at this time
are in the most preliminary stage, and for the day, during which only 1,400
shares changed hands. The same day,
we can make no further comment."
on the New York Stock Exchange,
Presumably if NT&T were to make
CHICAGO?

HOUSTON?

DAYTON?

LAND"
"KNOENO,
(embracingTHIS
industrial, IS
progressive
North
Louisiana, South
Arkansas, West Mississippi)
JUST LOOK AT THIS MARKET DATA
Population
1,520,100
Drug Sales
$ 40,355,000
Households
423,600
Automotive Sales
$ 299,539,000
Consumer Spendable Income
General Merchandise $ 148,789,000
$1,761,169,000
Total Retail Sales $1,286,255,000
Food Sales
$ 300,486,000
KNOE-TV AVERAGES 78.5% SHARE OF AUDIENCE
According te April 1959 ARB we average 78.5% share of audience from Sign On to
Sign Off 7 days a week. During 361 weekly quarter hours it runs 80% to 100%, and for
278 weekly quarter hours 92% to 100%.
CBS • ABC
A James A. Noe Station
Represented by
H-R Television, Inc.

KNOE-TV
Channel 8
Monroe, Louisiana
Photo: The Johns-Mansville Products Corporation Plant located at Natchez, Mississippi, manufacturing insulating board and hardboard products from wood fibre.
?o

24,800 shares of NT&T stock were
bought and sold, making it one of the
ten most active stocks of the day, during which its price rose l%ths to close
at 14V4. If rumors of the possible merger had any effect on the market, they
were apparently considered more beneficial to NT&T than to Desilu. Since
last fall, Desilu's class A common stockholders have received quarterly dividends of 15 cents a share, (60 cents per
share per year) and this same dividend
policy will be continued, President
Arnaz told the first annual stockholder's
meeting last summer (Broadcasting,
July 27). At that time he estimated net
profits for the first quarter of the fiscal
year starting May 3, 1959 would equal
those for the entire previous year and
that the second quarter would be even
better.
Prophesies Confirmed • These optimistic estimates were confirmed last
week by a Desilu executive, who said
that the second quarter report, due out
in a week or so, will show "tremendous
gains, both in the gross and the net."
The company is having its "greatest
year since its founding," he declared.
In the past two years Desilu has acquired ownership of the RKO studios
in Hollywood and Culver City which,
with the Motion Picture Center, gives
the company real estate valued at $15
million. There are 14 tv series currently in production at Desilu studios, indicating that the president's estimate
of a gross of $23.5 million for the current fiscal year will prove to be a substantial understatement.
No price has been mentioned, let
alone discussed, in conversations to
date, according to spokesmen for both
parties. Estimates from outsiders as to
a reasonable price for the Desilu operation start at $100 million and go up.
Acquisition of the Desilu studios
would fit into the expansion pattern of
NT&T which in two years has entered
into the tv production-distribution firm
of National Telefilm Associates and
added a number of broadcast properties
(WNTA-AM-FM-TV Newark, WDAFAM-TV Kansas City, KMSB-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul) to its theater holdings.
Such diversification as a permanent
policy is indicated by the recent change
in the name of the company from National Theaters to NT&T.
The NT&T offer is only one of many
received by Desilu over the years. A
long time associate of Mr. Arnaz.
quoted the Cuban bandleader-producer
as saying he is always willing to listen
because someday somebody may come
along "with the right deal, the deal I
can't turn down."
BROADCASTING, November 16, 1959
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King

Kelly

Back in 1887, King Kelly, star of the Boston
Athletics, struck out when he applied for life insurance. The reason ? Professional baseball was considered ahazardous occupation.
This sounds strange to us today —but professional
baseball in the 80's was relatively new, and the
players were somewhat less than devoted to strict
training and healthful habits.
If life insurance were issued indiscriminately,
without reference to health, habits, and occupation,
it would soon become impossible to provide protection at reasonable cost. But experience with thou-

would

be

safe

sands and thousands of actual cases, gained over
the years, provides us with sufficient information
about the degrees of risk to determine the premiums required to insure them.
This experience, as well as advances in medical
science, has made it possible for MONY to insure
more and more people as normal risks at regular
rates. Recently, for example, MONY was able to
ehminate or reduce extra premiums for about 93 %
of the 547 job classifications rated hazardous.
Needless to say, King Kelly (a .394 hitter in 1887,
by the way) could get an OK today!

O
N
Y
The Mutual Life Insurance Company Of New York, New York, N. Y.
Sales and service offices located throughout the United States and in Canada
For Life, Accident & Sickness, Group Insurance, Pension Plans, MONY TODAY MEANS MONEY TOMORROW I
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AT
Theatre

TOLL

TV

owners

want

harder opposition
Some 1,000 exhibitor-members of
Theatre Owners of America were urged
last week to continue a "grass roots
campaign" to forestall all forms of pay
television.
The recommendation came in a report
by TOA's anti-toll tv committee headed
up by Philip F. Harling, Fabian Theatres, during its convention and trade
show at Chicago's Sherman Hotel Nov.
9-12. TOA delegates also were told that
the theatres have just about shaken off
the adverse effects of tv after a decade
of poor attendance and readjustment.
The report noted that "toll tv through
the air appears to be at least five years
away" but noted the FCC's Third Report setting forth conditions under
which subscription tv may be tested
and the public hearings by the House
Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee earlier this year.
"It is evident that from the various
orders that have been issued," according to the TOA report, "that toll tv will
not be tested through the airways until
the present limitations are removed. As
of now, not one application has been
filed by anyone for any test anywhere."
Additionally, it was pointed out, "no
specific plan has yet materialized where
toll tv by cable has been tested."
Pushing the Campaign • The TOA
committee felt that "in order to prevent
a test of any system," the grass roots
campaign be continued. In the light of
H.J. Res. 130, sponsored by Rep. Oren
Harris, chairman of the House committee, and his subsequent statement to
Congress March 26, the report said,
action should be taken to obtain a public hearing on H.J. Res. 130, with particular reference to that portion which
bans "all forms of toll tv."
There are sufficient legal grounds and
public interest for raising the issue of
whether this form of communication

can be used without governmental approval or regulation, the TOA committee felt.
Theatre exhibitors also took some
fresh pokes at free commercial tv, while
others reported that theatre attendance
has been up this year.
Cracks at Free Tv Too • Samuel
Rosen, Stanley-Warner Corp. and TOA
board member, scored the argument
that pay tv will give Americans better
shows than they now see on free tv as
"completely phony."
Mr. Rosen also described the studio
sale of old motion pictures to tv as "the
He
and "immoral."
great betrayal"
charged
that producers
and distributors
took the films and "gave them to our
deadliest rival — television." The film
companies sold pre- 1948 libraries to tv
"without considering the consequences,
not only to the survival of the theatres,
but to their revenues from current features," he asserted, suggesting that separate companies might have made more
money holding them for theatre customers.
George G. Kerasotes, retiring TOA
president and owner of a Springfield
(111.)
said themarked
association's
annualchain,
convention
the end12th
of
a "decade of adjustment and reorganization from the effects of television."
He noted that theatre attendance this
summer hit a 10-year high, with monthly increases since February and an 11%
jump during September, while televiewing of movies declined 18% . "Television
has hurt us," he conceded, "but the
novelty has worn off, and people are
coming back to the movies, and the
bigMr.
screen
and true quoted
color." a Sindlinger
Kerasotes
survey for 1958 showing that old movies
on tv cost American theatres $224.1 million, while film companies lost $80.6
million in film rentals. For the past five
years, he added, theatres lost over $1
billion in box office receipts because of
tv movie competition and over $350 million in film rentals was lost. "Many of
our theatres as we know them today

RCAS;
Here are the next 10 days of network
color shows (all times are EST).
NBC-TV
Nov. 16-20,
23-25 (6:30-7 a.m.) Continental Classroom.
Nov. 16-20, 23-25 (12:30-1 p.m.) It
Could Be You, participating sponsorship.
Nov. 16, 23 (10-11 p.m.) Steve Allen
Plymouth Show, Plymouth through N.W.
Nov.
17, P.24 Lorillard
(9-9:30 through
p.m.) Arthur
Ayer.
ray Party,
LennenMur-&
Newell and Sterling Drug through Norman
Craig & Kummel.
Nov. 17, 24 (9:30-10:30 p.m.) Ford
Startime, Ford through J. Walter Thompson.
Nov. 18, 25 (8:30-9 p.m.) Price Is
Right, Lever through Ogilvy Benson &
Mather
Thompson.and Speidel through J. Walter
Nov.Music
18, 25Hall,(9-10
PerryJ. Como's
Kraft
Kraftp.m.)
through
Walter
Thompson.
Nov. 19 (9:30-10 p.m.) Ford Show,
Ford through J. Walter Thompson.
Nov. 20 (8:30-9:30 p.m.) Bell Telephone
Hour, AT&T through N. W. Ayer.
Nov. 21 (10-10:30 a.m.) Howdy Doody
Show,
Bates. Continental Baking through Ted
Nov. 21 (10:30-11 a.m.) Ruff and Reddy
Show,den Mars
through through
Benson Knox-Reeves
& Bowles. and BorNov. 21 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Bonanza, Ligget & Meyers through Dancer-FitzgeraldSample.
Nov. 21 (8:30-9:30 p.m.) Pontiac Star
Parade, Pontiac through MacManus John
& Adams.
Nov. 22 (8-9 p.m.) Our American Heritage, Equitable Life Assurance through
Foote, Cone & Belding.
Nov. 22 (9-10 p.m.) Dinah Shore Chevy
Show, Chevrolet through Campbell-Ewald.
would undoubtedly collapse if there was
another
flood commented.
of films to television,"
Mr. Kerasotes

adtv's decidedly
And verseyet,
effect despite
in the 1950s,
he pointed
out, other competitive forms of amusement (sports, book and magazine sales)
grew during the decade.
Albert M. Pickus, a Stratford (Conn.)
theatre owner, was elected president of
TOA, succeeding Mr. Kerasotes, who
becomes board chairman.
Screen

Gems

signs

new producing groups
In line with its policy of making its
facilities and financing available to
many independent packagers, Screen
Gems Inc., New York, last week announced it has signed three new independent producing companies to
create new programs.
It was pointed out that the organizations are headed by writers turned
Alan Simare Richard
TheySwift
producers.
mons, David
and a new group
LINCOLN DELLAR $ COMPANY
Select Radio and Television Properties
Manacement Consultants • Appraisals • Financinc
H70 East Valley Road. Santa Barbara, Calif., WOooland 9-0770
Eastern Affiliate — R. C. Crisler & Co^ Jnc.--92 (PROGRAMMING)

called The Writers Company, consisting of Richard Murphy, Marion Hargrove, Liam O'Brien, Ivan Goff and
Ben Roberts, with Paul Harrison as
producer.
In a related move, Screen Gems reBROADCASTING, November 16, 1959

VIDEO

TAPE

MADE

ONLY

BY

3M

A lower tab for a fine commercial makes any client beam.
Video Tape cuts production costs 50% or more. In four
hours you can get results requiring two days to a week with
film. And . . .
The commercials you turn out will look "live". They'll be
sharp, clear and "fluff-proof". Because . . .
"Scotch" brand Video Tape allows run-throughs which can
be played back at once. Top talent feels this is worth a dozen
rehearsals. What's more . . .
When your "take" is edited on "Scotch" brand Video Tape
you have a commercial ready for use without processing. It
costs less — and looks better.
]\/JlNNESOT4 jyJrHING AND ]^Ja N U F A C T U R I N G COM PA NT t-^fp'fj> J^l
...WHERE RESEARCH IS THE KEY IO TOMORROW "is^tHSS^Jv-'

"SCOTCH"
and theCanada:
Plaid London,
Design areOntario,
Registeredcj Trademarks
Ave.,
New York.
1959 3M Co. of the3M Co., St. Paul 6, Minn. Export- 99 Park
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ported that the company is developing
four new properties for syndication.
The series include an untitled western,
which will be available for screening by
advertisers within a month; Never
Plead Guilty, based on the book by San
Francisco criminal lawyer Jake Ehrlich;
Indemnity, an original show about a
pair of insurance investigators and The
DEW Line, revolving around the DistEarlyofWarning
defense. system, the nation's
first antline
Screen Gems noted that the star of
its untitled western will be Charles
Bateman, who had a featured role in
the first 13 episodes of its Manhunt
series, now in 130 markets. His role
in subsequent episodes of Manhunt will
be assumed by other comparative unknowns, in line with SG's talent development policy initiated on the series.
Westerns
Nielsen

winning
rate

race

There are early indications this season that westerns are off at a gallop
in "popularity" with network tv audiences.
The opening shot fired by westerns
is indicated by nA.C. Nielsen's NTI
(Nielsen Televisio Index) for the two
weeks ending Oct. 18 — the second report for October which is the first
this season to encompass all new shows
on the networks. There were 28 westerns this October, eight more than last
year.
In the percentage of homes reached,
westerns follow the pattern set in
October, 1958, particularly in the hourlong version but slightly behind in the
half-hour form. Close behind the western in popularity as a program type is
the hour-long variety show.
The hour-long general drama program is eking out leadership over the
60-minute suspense-mystery drama,
again a repetition of last season's start.
Losing ground is the half-hour suspense
mystery show as compared to its track
record in October 1958.
The other popular class program is
the situation comedy, which in its 30minute format sits just behind general
drama.
Nielsen finds 122 programs regularly scheduled on the networks (not including regular series of specials, sports
events or other shows of indeterminable length). Average minute audience
is 18.7% representing 7,859,000
homes. The 52 new programs on the
networks averaged 16% or 6,571,000
homes reached. The 70 established programs averaged 20.8% or 8,817,000
homes reached.
Eighty-seven 30 minute shows average 18.4% representing 7,635,000
homes; 31 programs of hour-long type
94 (PROGRAMMING)

average 19.4% or 8,391,000 homes,
and 4 shows of 90-minute duration
came in with 19.9% or 8,622,000
homes reached.
In a four-week period surveyed by
Nielsen including the first and second
October reports, nine specials (irregularly scheduled and pre-empting regularly-scheduled shows) showed these
four to have the largest audiences:
Bing Crosby on ABC-TV; Bob Hope on
NBC-TV; Red Skelton on CBS-TV
and Lucille Ball-Desi Arnaz CBS-TV.
These indicate that top non-dramatic
stars familiar to audiences draw the
most.
Export
tv show

group
sales

to push
abroad

Organization by tv distributors of an
export association to push sales of U.S.
tv programs in world markets moved a
step closer last week when proposed
charter, by-laws and budgets were distributed tointerested companies. Initial
target for the first year's operation:
$165,388.
The drafts came from William H.
Fineshriber Jr. and George Muchnic,
who were retained by a committee of
program distributors in September to
take the organizational steps (Broadcasting, Oct. 5). Mr. Fineshriber until
earlier this year was international vice
president for Screen Gems. He is now
atorney.
consultant. Mr. Muchnic is an atThe proposed export group will be
called American Television Program Exporters Inc. Membership would be
limited to firms actually involved in exporting film or tape tv programs. On
behalf of those interests the export association would promote and expand export of U.S. products overseas, investigate trade barriers to such exports and
recommend negotiations concerning
them, and furnish information about
foreign markets to member companies.
Final determination of dues for member companies has not been made, but
it's expected that they will be $5,000$7,500 for companies grossing less
than $1 million annually in tv exports,
and $10,000-$ 15,000 for companies
grossing over $1 million. In addition
each member company would buy
capital stock at the rate of five $100
shares for the under-$l million companies, ten $100 shares for over-$l
million companies. Each member
company would elect one director of
the export group.
Biggest item in the proposed budget is $86,208 for salaries, with travel
expenses estimated at $25,008. Legal
fees would take another $12,000, and
special projects $15,000.

Studio

lawyer

argues

against residual bid
The agreement in principle that has
been reached by the Writers Guild of
America and five independent motion
picture producers that the people who
have a part in making theatrical
movies are entitled to a share of the
profits when these pictures are released
for showing on tv (Broadcasting,
Nov. 9) may well set an industry pattern, Harry Warner, legal counsel for
Paramount Tv Productions (KTLA
[TV] Los Angeles), said Nov. 10.
Answering a question during the
ATAS meeting on tv commercials
which he moderated (see story page
62), Mr. Warner made it clear that
there is as yet no assurance that the
major motion picture producers will
accept the proposed residual formula.
However, he said, it seems reasonably
certain that it will be accepted by the
other independent picture producers.
Although payments to writers was the
basic concern of the union, the settlement with the five producers is dependent on an overall agreement which
implies payments to cameramen and
soundmen, as well as writers, he said.
His interpretation of the settlement
formula is that the producer will be
allowed 40% off the gross receipts
from television to cover distribution
costs. Of the remaining 60%, he must
also recoup production costs before the
unions and guilds are eligible for residual payments. The 25% of the 60%
or 15% of the gross tv receipts, will
become available for these residuals.
Mr. Warner said that the formula
tentatively arrived at calls for 2.4%
of the total tv receipts to go to
writers, another 2.4% to the directors
and 7.2% to the actors. These three
total 12%, leaving 3% which most
likely will go to the craftsmen, chiefly
members of the various IATSE locals
although there are others, such as carpenters and teamsters, which are not
part of the IATSE organization.
Commenting that "the IA can argue
that its contribution to the final product is just as significant as that of
the writer or the actor," Mr. Warner
observed that while the new formula
applies only to theatrical films sold to
tv, thetake
IA the
and position
other crafts'
unions
might
that they
are
also entitled to residual payments for
reruns of films made expressly for tv
use. It is understood that the IA will
not distribute any money collected for
tv use of theatrical films to the individual members who worked on those
pictures, nor allocate them among the
individual crafts locals, but will add
them farein fund.
to the union's pension and welBROADCASTING, November 16, 1959

Isn't it

high
to weed

time
out

unnecessary

tax

spending?

Much in the news today is the inflationary effect of

Yet this particular tax spending is completely

deficit spending by the federal government. That's
why many thoughtful people suggest cutting federal
spending programs that are clearly unnecessary.
One of the likeliest programs for cutting is federal

unnecessary. America's hundreds of independent electric light and power companies are ready and able to
provide all the low-price electricity the nation will
need — without depending on taxes.

"public power." It is very costly in tax funds. Already
about $5,500,000,000 in general tax funds has gone
into government-owned electric systems.

These are the companies that have doubled the
supply of electricity in the past 10 years, and will
double the present supply in the next 10.

These billions have put into the federal govern-

One of the reasons this "public power" spending
goes on is that most people don't know about it. But
it can be stopped by informed citizens. Will you help

ment's hands about 1/6 of the electric industry's
production. And the "public power" lobbyists are
pressing for Congress to spend $10,000,000,000 more.
AMERICA'S

INDEPENDENT
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ELECTRIC

spread the word?
LIGHT

AND

POWER
COMPANIES
Company names on request through this magazine
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FIDDLIN'
"JAME"

Salutes

LI! Z I ANNE
AND

TEA

COFFEE

The William B. Reilly & Co., Inc.
has joined the Honor Roll of Advertisers who chose WFGA-TV to carry
its sales messages to more than a
quarter-million Florida-Georgia TV
homes. Luzianne Tea and Coffee are
using a saturation spot schedule, and
these spots — combined with WFGATV programming — will provide top
selling power for the William B. Reilly
& Co., Inc.
"Jaxie" is proud to have Luzianne
Tea and Coffee and the Walker,
Saussy advertising agency on its growing list of advertisers.
NBC and ABC Programming
Represented nationally by Peters,
Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

WFGA-TV
Channel
12
Jacksonville, Florida
FLORIDA'S
COLORFUL
STATION
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Ain't doin'

nothin'

'INT
but

A

STOMPIN'

ma kin' money,

boys—

that's story of country music programming
New ways to make more money in ville city council the previous week,
he said:
country music broadcasting and coun'All I ve ever had to do was to be
try music success stories highlighted the
Nov. 13 business panel of the eighth honest with the voters, sell them good
annual WSM Nashville Country Music
food at the supermarkets and keep givDisc Jockey Festival late last week.
ing them country music. That's what
WSM expected an estimated 2,000
theJames
people Denny,
want." who heads the Jim
country music programmers, recording
artists, record company and publishing Denny Artists Bureau Inc., three music
representatives and other industry ex- publishing companies and WJAT
ecutives to attend the Nov. 13-14 fes- Swainsboro and WBRO Waynesboro,
tival in Nashville, which also included
both Georgia, said he sometimes feels
the 34th anniversary broadcast of disc jockeys on country music proWSM's Grand Ole Opry Saturday
grams talk "down" to their audiences
night.
and cautioned against it. "We need to
get as much dignity into programming
Disc jockeys in search of country
country music as we would if we were
music star interviews and performance
recordings were assured of a virtual programming classical music," he said.
gold mine of opportunities to tape their At his stations he insists that country
music be presented in the same way as
favorites during both days of the festival. Most top personalities in the field other programming and this has resulted in sell-outs ot all country music
were to be there and to perform.
segments.
Four country music authorities comBe a Leader • He advised disc
prised the business panel featured at
jockeys to establish themselves in the
in Nashville
held ium,
opening,
the festival
l Auditor
and 'sto community as leaders of as many civic
Memoria
War
activities as possible.
which the public was invited.
One way for the disc jockey to make
Cas Walker, owner of a chain of 1 1
more money, he said, is to persuade
supermarkets in Knoxville and Morrisemployers to present live country mutown, both Tennessee, and Pennington
sic programs at local company special
Gap, Va., said his business since 1929 events for their employes, with the
has sponsored two hours of country
disc a jockey
becoming
m.c. "This
can
music every day on radio and in re- be
nice source
of revenue
without
cent
years
he's
added
an
hour
of
it
on
television.
having to fight box office sales," he
observed.
Just Made Millions • "All that counHe said his artist bureau has many
try music has done for me is to make
me a few million dollars (net worth of such accounts it has serviced twice
yearly for many years at such events
his supermarkets, $22 million), get me
elected mayor of Knoxville three times as company summer picnics and Christmas parties. He said his firm is trying
and helped me build one of the finest to close
one account now that would
chains of supermarkets in east Tenneskeep
one
show working continuously on
see," he said.
a
12-month
basis in the plants and facMr. Walker, who also participates in
tories of one of the largest manufachis country music shows, said that when
turers in the U.S.
he started in 1929 he was a little nerAnother way is for the disc jockey
vous and twisted his words — he wound
up telling listeners not to buy food at to bring a show into his town to the
his supermarkets. More than a thous- local auditorium and sell a group of
and people wrote and pointed out his merchants on the idea of backing the
show for a certain number of spots on
error, he said, and "I decided then
and there that people were listening to the station. No one takes a big financial
a country music show and listening to gamble through such a plan, he said.
He informed listeners that BMI has
what I had to say."
Mr. Walker, describing himself as a agreed to furnish a list of music publishers" names and addresses to any
"country boy," told his listeners that
country music "has been the heart and disc jockey who asks for them. By writsoul of my growth. And no one can
ing to the publisher about tunes or new
record
releases, he said, "you will cersay I'm not closely associated with it."
tainly get all of the records that you
Country music, he said, is "bread and
butter. It is the music of the people
willIndividuality
need or want."
Needed • Harry Stone,
and for the people." Pointing out that
he had just been elected to the Knoxexecutive director of the Country MuBROADCA STING, November 16, 1959

Fast, efficient handling is essential to the economic processing of low-grade ore. This new conveyor hauls ore out of the Berkeley Pit at the rate of 33 tons a minute.
How

new

from

methods

"the

yield

new

treasure

richest

From Anaconda's famous Butte Hill in Montana has come
more than three billion dollars of mineral wealth —
copper, zinc, manganese, lead, silver and gold. Its fabulous output of copper — more than has been produced
by any other district in the world — has given impetus
to hundreds of new products and new jobs, and contributed to progress in many fields.
The ever-increasing demand for copper is a perpetual
challenge to mining engineers who must devise ways and
means to handle larger quantities of lower grade ores
with ever-higher efficiency. An example of how these
challenges are being met by Anaconda is seen at Berkeley Pit, at the eastern end of "the richest hill on earth"
in Butte. Here, by open-pit methods, Anaconda is obtaining low-grade copper ores that could not be economically mined by conventional underground methods.

hill on
earth"
These ores occur beneath 250 feet of waste overburden,
two tons of which must be removed for each ton of ore
recovered. And more than 150 tons of ore must be hauled
and processed to produce a single ton of copper.
Newest advanced facility at Berkeley Pit is the conveyor system shown above. Six separate belt conveyors
provide a flexible flow of ore from the primary crusher
in the Pit to storage and loading bins. The system is now
moving more than 28,000 tons of ore a day, and is designed tohandle substantially larger tonnages.
The new facilities at Berkeley Pit are just a part of the
program in which Anaconda is continually applying more
than 60 years' experience, not only to the development
of new copper sources, but to meeting the expanding
needs of industry for more and better products in the
entire nonferrous metal field.
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AnacondA
PRODUCERS OF: COPPER • ZINC • LEAD • ALUMINUM • SILVER
SOLD • PLATINUM ■ PALLADIUM • CADMIUM • SELENIUM • TELLURIUM
URANIUM OXIDE ■ MANGANESE • ARSENIC • BISMUTH • INDIUM
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sic Assn., Nashville, said too many stations are trying to be like other stations
in their programming. "There is a lack
of creative ability," he said. Although
country music is almost completely excluded from the programming of many
stations, this condition is changing, he
said, and some stations "are beginning
to find out what the radio audience
really wants."
On alikeness of station programming, Mr. Stone pointed to an address
by Ben Sanders, KICD Spencer, Iowa,
at the NAB regional meeting in Atlanta
in which Mr. Sanders classified several
groups of stations by their programming similarities (Broadcasting, Nov.
2).
Then he cited the audience study of
musical tastes by KING Seattle in which
the station ignored the standard popularity charts and mailed out 100,000
IBM cards on which listeners checked
their like or dislike of typical tunes
played on the air (Broadcasting, Oct.
12). Rock & roll was most disliked,
he said, but KING didn't ask about
country music and "we missed a great
opportunity to get our foot in the door

and tell the merits of country music."
He noted that KFOX Long Beach,
Calif., is "doing better financially than
at any time in history" since it went
all-country and other stations are returning to it or using it for the first
time, because, said Mr. Stone, "no entire audience can be pleased without including country
No other
typemusic."
of entertainment can

ances of the artists they hear, he said.
To prove it, KDAV organized a Country & Western Club and 10,000 families
joined while 15,000 cars had club decals
on their windows, he said.
The country music disc jockey, he
said, becomes a "vital member of the
listener's family" and when he recommends a sponsor, people respond. He
urged that disc jockeys be friendly and

match country music's success story, he
said, and country and western music is
about the only live programming being
done on radio today except for news
and religion.
He advised his audience to "keep the
title of your show in good taste, use
good English and never criticize an
artist or record."
Dave Stone (Pinkston), KDAV Lubbock, KPEP San Angelo, KZIP Amarillo, all Texas, and KPIK Colorado
Springs, Colo., said listener loyalty is
such that country music fans fight for
their station, stand behind the disc
jockey and buy from merchants he
recommends. They tell the advertisers,
so he knows he is getting response. They
buy records and attend personal appear-

easy going, "not smart alecs." Showing
a prospective advertiser the response to
such music, getting him to attend a live
show and see the enthusiasm, number
and class of people attending, or persuading him to talk to a satisfied fellow
merchant usually will convince him.
"He may never admit he likes country
music, but he likes to sell to fans who
Reaches the Heart • The quality of
country music programming has become so accepted that few will argue
it is not good, he said, for "country
music
true and
reaches
the heart."
The isstation
should
be operated
on a
business-like basis, for a stack of records
is not enough, Mr. Stone said. The station has a community service to perform and it is necessary to hire the
do."
most capable
executives, announcers
and sales people, he said, for staff efficiency helps build respect and admiration for country music as rapidly as
anything else.
There was no lack of hospitality for
the country music disc jockeys: Friday
breakfast, courtesy of Cadence Records; Friday lunch, Dot Records; Friday afternoon cocktail party, RCA Victor; Friday night
dance,breakfast,
Pappy Daily's
D Records;
Saturday
BML
Saturday lunch, Columbia Records;
Saturday afternoon reception and buffet
dinner, WSM; Sunday morning coffee
clatch, Columbia.
The convention was scheduled to receive broadcast pickups aside from live
coverage by WSM-AM-TV and the individual recording sessions offered to
disc jockeys. NBC-TV's Today was to
air a ten-minute pickup from Nashville
NetIt's there
NBC'sfrom
Fridayworkmorning
Time was towhile
originate
later thatwasday.to On
NBC'sof
Monitor
carrySaturday,
four hours
the festival.

Improved medical techniques have cut the TB death
rate. Needed: A way to prevent active tuberculosis in
the 40 million Americans infected.
Anti-TB drugs save many lives, but don't work for all.
Needed:
new drugs.Studies to improve drugs' usefulness, to develop
Help solve vital TB problems. Your Christmas Seal contribution can help research find new weapons against TB.
Answer your Christmas Seal letter today, please.
Fight TB with Christmas Seals
This Tuberculosis
space contributed
to the
VZ
BROADCASTING
National
Association
HP5^"> ' THE 6USINESSWEEKLV OF TELEVISION AND" RADIO
and its affiliates by
98 (PROGRAMMING)

Gov. Buford Ellington was to welcome delegates Friday morning along
with a welcome by Jack DeWitt, WSM
Inc. president. Festival keynoter was
Dr. Spencer Thornton, surgeon-turnedshowman and country music devotee.
He does the "Mysteries of the Mind"
feature on NBC's Monitor.
The WSM country music festival
started eight years ago with only 100
people tinued
participating.
event This
has year
conto expand everThesince.
delegates even came from Mexico and
Alaska.
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J. D. BLOOM, Director of Engineering,
Station WWL-TV, New Orleans

"This

G-E

...
44

tube

and

has

logged

resolution

over

still

3,000

hours

is good!"

Maybe 3,016 hours in regular studio service

liability, the savings they put on our operating

isn't the record for a camera tube, but it's mighty
close to one! And this long-lived GL-5820 still
gives clear, sharp pictures.

ledger. Count us as sold on the value of G-E
tubes — count WWL-TV's large audience as sold

"Divide the cost of a camera tube by that many
hours of service, and replacement expense nosedives. WWL-TV doesn't expect, or get, such
exceptional tube life across the board, but our
General Electric camera tubes over-all have
plenty of extra hours to their credit.
"We like the quality built into them, their re-

Progress Is Our Most

GENERAL

HI

on their fine performance!"
*
*

*

Bring your costs down, your picture quality up!
Ask your nearby General Electric tube distributor . . . today . . . for the facts on G-E BroadcastDesigned camera tubes! Distributor Sales,
Electronic Components Division, General Electric
Company, Owensboro, Kentucky.

Important

Product

ELECTRIC
4

GOVERNMENT

HOUSE

Will study

possible

A tour of educational tv stations
throughout the U.S. now is underway
by members of the House Commerce
Committee in an effort to determine if
federal funds should be appropriated for
etv. Last summer, the committee tabled
a Senate-passed bill (S-12) which would
appropriate $1 million to each state for
etv pending a study of the need for
such a grant.
First stop was made Nov. 7 at
KUON-TV Lincoln, Neb., by Reps.
Oren Harris (D-Ark.), chairman, Lawrence Brock (R-Neb.) and William
Avery (R-Kan.). Last Thursday, Reps.
Avery and John Moss (D-Calif.) visited
KQED (TV) San Francisco and Reps.
Avery, Brock and John J. Flynt Jr. (DGa.) planned to be at KRMA-TV Denver last Saturday.
A tour of southern stations begins
Nov. 30 at WUNC-TV Chapel Hill,
N.C. Other stops: Dec. 1,WETV (TV)
Atlanta and U. of Georgia, Athens;
Dec. 2-3, Alabama educational tv network (three stations) with studios in
Sees tv laws
Mr. Sigurd Anderson of the
Federal Trade Commission said
last week he feels sure the tv quiz
show exposures will result in
"more restrictive legislation," and
that he hopes reaction to the exposures will help the FTC indirectly in its fight against false
and misleading advertising. In an
address to the Better Business
Bureau in Des Moines, Iowa, he
said the press, radio, tv and advertising agencies are responsible
for making truth in advertising
"more than a motto."

America's

ETV

TOURING

GROUP

federal

aid grants

Birmingham, Auburn and Tuscaloosa;
Dec. 4-5, WYES-TV New Orleans;
Dec. 6-7, WEDU (TV) Tampa, Fla.,
and Dec. 8, WTHS-TV Miami, Fla.
Making all or part of the southern
tour will be Reps. Flynt, Kenneth Roberts (D-Ala.), John Bennett (R-Mich.),
Dan Rostenkowski (D-Ill.) and Harold
Collier (R-Ill.), and Kurt Borchardt,
communications expert on the committee staff.
Newhouse

vs. WNDR

goes to court again
The seven-year legal battle between
WNDR Syracuse, N.Y., and Samuel I.
Newhouse and his broadcasting-newspaper interests is scheduled to go into
District Court in Syracuse for the third
time.
On two occasions the District Court
dismissed WNDR's $1 million civil
antitrust suit against Mr. Newhouse and
his business interests but in each instance the court of appeals in New
York City reversed the decision.
The latest reversal was handed down
Nov. 5 when the appeals court ruled
that the district court was in error in
dismissing the case during pre-trial
proceedings in 1958. This was done on
the ground that WNDR failed to provide information requested by the court.
The suit was originally dismissed in
district court in 1955, but was reinstituted in 1956 when the appeals court
reversed.
The treble damage suit by WNDR
claims that Mr. Newhouse and his
radio-tv-newspapers have curtailed publicity opportunities for WNDR, have
circulated "false statements" about the
station's financial stability, and have set
up advertising rates for the Newhouse

Leading

Business

Brokers

Interested in buying or selling Radio and TV Properties?
When your business is transacted through
the David Jaret Corp., you are assured of
reliability and expert service backed by over
36 years of reputable brokerage.
D AV I D
1 50 MONTAGUE STREET
BROOKLYN 1, N.Y.
Ulster 2-5600
100

JARET
CORP.

broadcast stations and newspapers
which place WNDR in an unfavorable
competitive position. The Newhouse
properties are WSYR-AM-TV Syracuse
and the Post-Standard and Herald
Journal.

e 'loo
fice
tritak
FTCdento
at
ads k'
The Federal Trade Commission said
last week it cannot reveal whether it is
investigating specific cases involving
fraudulent or misleading claims for
dentifrices, but indicated it is "very
much interested" and hinted it is taking a "hard look" at such claims.
The FTC statement followed one by
Arthur S. Flemming, Secretary of
Health, Education & Public Welfare, in
which he said he was "in complete accord" with the American Dental Assn.'s
"recklessTheclaims"
against
stand
advertisers
of the
dentifrices.
FTC ofis
charged with policing fraudulent or
misleading advertising. ADA President
Paul H. Jeserich had said his organization will seek federal action to halt
false advertising of dentifrices.

e '"in
no dentifric
g saidtooth
Mr. Flemmin
itself"
will prevent
decay, pyorrhea or any other disease, but is merely
a mechanical aid for cleaning them."
FCC counsel changes
Boston

ch. 5 views

The FCC general counsel's office last
week backed down from its earlier demand (made in July) that WHDH
Boston (and Massachusetts Bay Telecasters Inc.) be disqualified from participating inthe Boston ch. 5 case, but
still held the 1957 grant to WHDH
should be set aside.
Instead of taking exception to Special
Hearing
23 initialExaminer
decision Horace
holding Stern's
there Sept.
were
no improper influences exerted in the
ch. 5 award and that, therefore, there
was no reason for setting aside the
grant, the FCC attorneys conceded that
examiner's
the for
if the FCC
findings,
a caseadopts
can beallmade
leaving
they didn't
the
all his findingsButand said that
with undisturbed.
agreegrant
if the Commission has any doubt about
of witthe "credibility and reliability"
nes es, itis duty bound to set aside the
merits."
"on itsapplicants
reconsiders itwere
and exception
grant
Filing
Massachusetts Bay Telecasters Inc. and
Greater Boston Tv Corp.. the latter
asking for oral argument. Justice Dept.
filed exceptions but made no mention
of its earlier demands that WHDH (and
MBT) be disqualified. The fourth applicant, Allen B. DuMont Labs, did not
file exceptions. Neither did WHDH.
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INTERNATIONAL
British

tv group

to get American

rep

Associated-Rediffusion Ltd., London,
has announced plans to set up a New
York-based sales advisory service for
potential U.S. exporters. The move came
on
the heels of the
government's
announcement
thatBritish
effective
Nov. 9
most of the British import controls,
which have sharply limited trade since
1939, would be dropped. This will permit hundreds of consumer goods to
enter the country, benefiting British advertising media.
Associated-Rediffusion appointed McCann-Erickson as its advertising agency
in the U.S. M-E will supply advertising
and promotion in this country, leaving
the selling of availabilities to the new
rep which should be appointed by the
end of this year.
Guy Paine, advertisement sales manager of the major British commercial tv
company, who arrived in New York
Nov. 2 in anticipation of the Nov. 4 ruling, said: "The ending of restrictions
offers a new and important market for
U.S. business houses." Working through
a New York rep firm, unnamed as of
Wednesday, Associated-Rediffusion will
supply information about the rich London market with the expectation of attracting new advertisers.
Still under import controls are aircraft, alcoholic drinks except whisky,
bottled and canned fruit, bananas,
grapefruit and grapefruit juice, orange
juice, tobacco, synthetic rubber, pigment, uncanned fish other than salmon,
pharmaceutical products and transistors.
Mexican

bill would

regulate

radio-tv

A measure spelling out the do's and
don'ts for radio and television and creating a "watchdog"
National
Tv Council
was introduced
last Radio
week in&
the Mexican Chamber of Deputies. The
bill, culminating several months' work
by a special committee, prohibits:
( 1 ) News, messages or propaganda
contrary to the security of Mexico, public order and international friendship;
(2) political propaganda acts without
prior authority of the government; (3)
broadcasts which are contrary to social
customs or showing violence or crime
in a favorable light; (4) anything offensive to religious beliefs or discriminatory
as to races, and (5) low comedy and
offensive exclamations and sounds.
Obligations placed on South-of-theBorder stations by the bill:
(1) Announcers would be required
to state at the beginning of a program
BROADCASTING, November 16, 1959

its suitability for minors; (2) all alcoholic beverage advertising must be alternated with educational messages on
hygiene and nutrition and cannot be
carried before 9 p.m.; (3) stations
would be obligated to devote at least
one hour daily to educational, cultural
or social subjects, and (4) news announcers would be obligated to give
their names and sources of information.
Sponsors

WTH1-TV offers the
lowest cost per thousand of
all Indiana TV stations!

unwelcome
One hundred and eleven national
and regional spot advertisers
know that the Terre Haute
market is not covered
effectively by outside TV

in British programs
There may always be an advertiser
in England, but he'll never be able to
sponsor a tv show. Norman Collins,
pioneer of commercial tv in Britain,
is certain of it.
The man who left the BBC in 1950
and fought
for thefacility,
grant ofcrossed
England's
first
commercial
the
Atlantic to address the Radio & Television Executives Society in New York
last week. He arrived in the midst of
the quiz furor and made some timely
observations on the British approach to
program control.
Mr. Collins, chairman of the Independent Television Companies Assn.
Ltd. and deputy chairman of Associated
Television Ltd., program contractor,
speaking in a "private capacity," observed: "I remember on a previous
visit that there were complaints from
the press, the public and the artists
alike that certain television shows were
lamentably under rehearsed. I gather
that this time there is an undercurrent
of feeling that certain shows may have
been somewhat over rehearsed."
No Sponsors Wanted • The speaker
went on to sketch in the background
of commercial tv in his country, explaining that sponsorship is prohibited
by law, a prohibition he worked to ensure while lobbying for a commercial
tv system. He added the reservation,
"I am not saying anything about American sponsorship on which the prodigious foundation of American television has been built. I am not saying
anything about American sponsors,
who, I am sure, are kindly and generous men, strict in their religious observances and loving and gentle to their
families. ... I am referring solely to
sponsorship in my own country." The
situation there is such, he said, that "if
you were to go to any level-headed responsible British businessman and suggest that he should take over your program production costs, he would flee
like a frightened fawn."
Mr. Collins was "brought up as a
journalist," steeped in the principle of
editorial independence from advertisers.
Consequently, he explained, "I saw no

WTHITV
CHANNEL 10 • CBS— ABC
TERRE
HAUTE
INDIANA
Represented Nationally
by Boiling Co.

WSYR
More
Than

Delivers
Radio
The

85%

Homes

IMo. 2 Station

In an area embracing 18 counties, 402,670
homes, 1.5 million people with a $2.5
billion buying-power . . .
WSYR DELIVERS
MORE HOMES
THAN THE NEXT
TWO STATIONS
COMBINED

Top programming Top facilities}^
Top personalities make the difference.
* All figures NCS No. 2, weekly coverage
Represented" Nationally by
THE HENRY I. CHRIST AL CO., INC.

5 KW

■ SYRACUSE, N. 7. • 570 KC
101

KFWB/98
LOS ANGELES
ROBERT M. PURCELL
General Manager
Represented nationally by
JOHN BLAIR & CO.

KEWB/91
SAN FRANCISCO /OAKLAND
MILTON H. KLEIN
General Manager
Represented nationally by
THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.

KDWB/63
MINNEAPOLIS / ST. PAUL
JOHN M. McRAE
General Manager
Represented nationally by
AVERY-KNODEL, INC.
A SERVICE OF CROWELL-COLLIER
BROADCAST DIVISION
ROBERT M. PURCELL
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ZUFR
PUBLIC

SERVICE

RELIGIOUS
PROGRAMMING

For Radio and TV Stations
Two series of 13-week, 15-minute programs featuring inspirational music and
messages on "The Ten Commandments"
and
"The
Prayer"
... A stations
public
service
for Lord's
Radio and
Television
. . . Non-Denominational . . . Without
emotional appeals and commercialism
for the mature spiritual and cultural
needs of all communities.
■ CLIP and MAIL..
I The Back to God Hour
\ 10858 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 28, III.
I
I Gentlemen:
I Send Me □ TV Audition print □ Radio tape

I AddressI City_
L
112
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.State-

of campaigning I hadn't the slightest
intention of giving away my hard won
birthright in various sized chunks —
half an hour, an hour, or 90 minutes —
to any advertiser simply because he was
rich enough to try to employ me as a
transmitter engineer to put out his
programs.
"Television as I see it should be in
the hands of full time professional television businessmen. ... I know nothing,
I repeat nothing, about making cigarettes, brewing beer, manufacturing motor cars, canning soup, distributing detergents or beautifying and perfuming
the entire female race. ... It is none
of my business. Why then, I say to myself, should those professionals in quite
another sphere be allowed to invade
Uncle Sam • The old BBC monomy own?"
poly was "so unrealistic as to be grotesque," the British broadcaster said conFATES
Broadcast

&

Advertising

tinuing: "I like competition. That may
be why I admire so greatly the vigor
and vitality of the great American networks, and of the independent stations.
This country has every reason to feel
proud of its broadcasting." Alluding to
a newspaper proposal for a U.S. government tv network he said: "To my mind,
that would be as damaging to the world
image of a free America as to propose
the introduction of a government newspaper simply because some of the comweren'tthought
so goodthey
as
someonemercial
in newspapers
television
ought to be." Any program censorship
would be equally damaging, he said.
Introducing Mr. Collins as "the father
of commercial television" in England,
lames C. Douglass, executive vice president of Ted Bates & Co., said the
Briton got together $7,000 for ATV
some four years ago. He raised it from
book royalties (he is a novelist) and by
selling his life insurance policies. Today the investment has grown to exceed $1.5 million, Mr. Douglass said.
FORTUNES
• Roy Mauldin, formerly in radio-tv
department of U. of Alabama, named
account executive at Martin & Assoc..
Birmingham advertising agency.
• Ruth G. Graze, veteran of 12 years
in advertising, opens own agency, Impact Adv. Inc., in National Press Bldg..
Washington.

OF

EE

Name-

reason why the advertiser should have
any more say in television than he has
in a newspaper. Indeed, after my years

Mr. Drake

Mr. Bradley
• Herbert G. Drake and Ronald C.
Bradley, both vps and account executives at Ted Bates, N.Y., elected senior
vps. Mr. Drake was formerly vp at J.
Walter Thompson and Mr. Bradley was
officer at Doherty, Clifford, Steers &
Shenfield.

• Henry Richard (Pete) Ash, formerly copywriter at Ted Bates, N.Y..
to Bevel Assoc., Dallas, in similar capacity.
• Robert S. Morgan, formerly advertising columnist for New York WorldTelegram & Sun, to executive group at
Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles.
N.Y.

• Frank Harrel, copy department
manager at Young & Rubicam, N.Y.,
appointed vp and copy director.

e Herman Raucher, copy supervisor
at Reach, McClinton & Co., N.Y., promoted to associate copy director.

• George Allen, manager of Guild,
Bascom & Bonfigli's Hollywood office,
appointed to handle all tv show procurement for that agency.

• Mary A. Burak, formerly with The
Rockmore Co., appointed media director of S.R.
vertisingLeon
agency. Co., New York ad-

• Thomas P. Meis, transferred from
Cedar Rapids to Des Moines (both
Iowa) office of Ambro Adv. as copy
and media director on radio, tv and
print. He will also be principal agency
contact with media representatives.
• Jack H. Mogulesu, assistant to president of Consolidated Cigar Corp.,
N.Y., since 1955, elected vp in charge
of marketing.

The

Media

• Richard J. Barry Jr., formerly account executive with WINS New York,
that
city.
appointed general manager of WNEW.
• R. E. (Dick) Shireman, formerly
sales manager of WISN-AM-TV Milwaukee, appointed eeneral manager of
KISN Vancouver, Wash.-Portland, Ore.
BROADCASTING, November 16, 1959

Hal Raymond, KISN operations manager, named program director, succeeding Steve Broffin who transfers
to KO-iL-TV Omaha as night-time program supervisor. Charles Vais continues
as station manager of KISN. KISN &
KOIL-AM-TV are Star stations.
• George BarrenBregge, vp and general manager of
WPTZ (TV) Pittsburgh, N. Y., appointed to new position of
vp in charge of television operations of
Mr.
Rollins BroadcastingBarrenBregge
Telecasting Inc. Rollins' tv stations are WPTZ, and WEARTV Pensacola, Fla. It has made FCC
application for ch. 12 in Wilmington,
Del.
• Frank B. Willis appointed to direct
sales development for KFRC San
Francisco. He was simultaneously general sales manager of WTTV (TV)
Indianapolis and WPTA-TV Fort
Wayne, Ind. (which he was instrumental
in organizing).
• Doug Smith, director of sales development for WFBC-TV Greenville,
S. C, promoted to local sales manager.
Bob Edwards, operations director of
WFBC-TV, named sales service manager. Marguerite J. Hayes, continuity
director, succeeds Mr. Edwards. Mrs.
Peggy C. Whitmire, formerly with
WGVL (TV), that city, to WFBC-TV
promotion and merchandising staff.
• Kenneth T. MacDonald, formerly account executive with
Television Advertising
Representatives in
Chicago, named sales
manager of WBZ-TV
Boston. He succeeds
Mr.
James Allen, who
MacDonald
was appointed general
manager in September.
• William Stewart, formerly account
executive at Communications Counselors (pr subsidiary of McCann-Erickson), N.Y., to Metropolitan Broadcasting Corp., that city, as pr director.
• Sven B. Karlen, formerly vp and
general manager of Travelers Credit
Service, N.Y., to CBS Inc., that city,
as controller.
• Sam F. Hill Jr., account executive
with CBS Tv Spot Sales, N.Y., transfers to Los Angeles to head that office.
• Richard J. Quaas, account executive
with KMSP-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul,
appointed sales manager of KDWB, that
city.
• Ash Dawes, program-production
BROADCASTING, November 16, 1959

NORTHWEST— 5,000 watt daytime facility with
middle of dial frequency. CWer 400.0C0 peoDle in
rich primary coverage area. Priced at $150,000.00
with $43,500.00 down. Long-term payout.
CALIFORNIA— Very profitable well equipped 5 kw
fulltime station serving good income, growing area.
$315,000.00 total price includes valuable land and
guaranteed receivables. $115,000.00 down and balance on five-year payout.
For additional information on these and other fine
properties for sale in the West — visit us in our
NAB Fall Conference suite in the Ambassador
Hotel, Los Angeles or Olympic Hotel, Seattle.
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manager of Asheville, N.C., operation
of WLOS-TV Asheville-GreenvilleSpartanburg, promoted to operations
manager of newly established Greenville, S.C., studios. He is succeeded by
Mort Cohn, formerly program manager of WCHS-TV Charleston, W.Va.
Ellis Fox appointed studio maintenance head in Asheville, succeeding
Vernon Hester, who transfers to
Greenville as technician-in-charge. Appointments are result of expansion
plans of WLOS-TV.
• Charles P. Stanley appointed commercial manager of KXEN St. Louis.
• Art Grunewald, formerly sales
manager of WMTN Morristown, Tenn.,
named station manager of WCTT Corbin, Ken., succeeding Rufus Disney,
who was granted leave of absence due
to ill health.
• Robert I. Mart
named sales manager
of WJRT (TV) Flint,
Mich. He was formerly assistant sales director of WHAS-TV
Louisville, Ky., and
before that, account
executive with WBNSMr. Mart
TV Columbus, Ohio.
• William T. Klumb, member of
sales staff of WTMJ-TV Milwaukee,
promoted to national sales manager.
• Robert I. Queen, formerly copyphoto editor for CBS press information department, N.Y., to Connie DeNave (pr-firm), that city, as office
manager and media director.
• Joseph H. Gillis appointed news
director of WTOL Toledo, Ohio, which
has just organized news department. He
was previously program director and
station manager of WNUR (FM)
Evanston, 111., educational station.
• Thomas B. Johnson, formerly assistant pr director in Detroit office of Grant
Adv., appointed to new post of promotion and merchandising director for
WKMH Dearborn-Detroit.

104

(FATES & FORTUNES)

Co., parent organization of WHRB-FM
Cambridge, Mass., succeeding John H.
Shenfield. Stephen C. Trivers, sales
manager, named station manager. He
has been with WAKE and WAGA,
both Atlanta. Benjamin F. Dawson
III, on leave of absence as chief engineer of KLIQ Portland, Ore., to similar
Mr. Giles
• Elmer F. Smith, regional sales manager of WNAX Yankton, S.D., appointed resident manager. Acting Manager
Clair Giles named business manager
WNAX
of Peoples
and
KVTV Broadcasting
(TV) SiouxCo.'s
City, Iowa.
Nick Bolton assumes full responsibilities of WNAX commercial department.
• Willard Kline, general manager of
KWFT Wichita Falls, Tex., joins
KFOX Long Beach, Calif., in similar
position. He succeeds Tom Papich who
has been named general manager of
KITO San Bernardino, Calif., following resignation of Joe Klaas. KFOX
and KITO, together with KSON San
Brown's Tri-Buy
Kenyon California.
Diego, are
Stations
of Southern
• Bill Hitchcock, formerly with
Woodson Assoc., Albuquerque food
broker to KMGM, that city, to specialize inmerchandising and to handle
all food and drug accounts.
• Joseph Pelletier, formerly with Pete
Johnson Consulting Engineers, Charleston, W.Va., to WTEL Philadelphia as
chief engineer.
• Harold Essex, vp and general manager, WSJS-AM-TV Winston-Salem,
and Mrs. Essex are at Baptist Hospital,
Winston-Salem, recovering from injuries
suffered in head-on collision near there
on Nov. 4 while returning from Florida
vacation. Mrs. Essex, who was driving,
lost several teeth and suffered lip cuts,
while Mr. Essex had three cracked ribs
and contusions.
• Thomas E. Weisskopf elected president of Harvard Radio Broadcasting

capacity with WHRB-FM.
o Les Leslie, formerly with announcing and sales staff of KNEZ Lompoc, to
KVEC San Luis Obispo, both California, as programming, continuity and
production director.
• Gil Faggen, producer-director of
Program PM on KYW Cleveland, promoted to director of music policy,
special programming and spot sales development.
• Martin F. Beck, with radio sales
staff at The Katz Agency, N.Y., appointed assistant radio sales manager.
• Russ Howard, formerly sales manager
of WBOY-TV Clarksburg, W.Va., appointed national sales service representative of WSTV Steubenville, Ohio.
• Don Johnson, formerly with WISK
Minneapolis-St. Paul, to KFNF Shenandoah, Iowa, as program director. Air
personalities joining KFNF are Jim
Hunter, from KEVE Minneapolis- St.
Paul, and Rod Blodgett, from KQDY
Minot, N.D.
• Jimmy Neill (Scotty Day) named
program manager of KCBQ San Diego.
• Alfred E. Spokes,
formerly vp and general manager of
WEAV Plattsburgh,
N.Y., appointed
eral managergenof
WCAX Burlington,
Vt. From 1946 to
1956, Mr. Spokes
Mr. Spokes
managed and served
as treasurer of WJOY Burlington.
• James E. Witte, formerly assistant
to radio-tv director of BBDO, Chicago,
to staff of KYW-TV Cleveland as producer-director.
• Claude Rainey, formerly with
WHBQ Memphis, Tenn., to WBRC
Birmingham, Ala., as program manager,
succeeding Fox Lightfoot, who has
been named administrative officer.
• Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, board
chairman of Radio Corp. of America,
awarded B'nai B'rith President's medal.
• Benedict Gimbel Jr., president of
WIP Philadelphia, will be honored at
testimonial dinner Nov. 19 in that city
by B'nai B'rith Adelphia Lodge for outstanding service to youth through radio
and personal efforts. List of sponsors
for dinner include Pennsylvania's Gov.
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David Lawrence, Sens. Hugh Scott and
Joseph
Clark,
Philadelphia's
Richardson
Dilworth
as well asMayor
Bob
Hope, John Kluge, Robert Hurleigh.
Leon Levy, I.D. Levy, Fred Astaire,
Ralph Bellamy, Joan Crawford, Henry
Fonda. Dore Schary, Ed Sullivan,
Jackie Gleason, Arlene Francis and
Walter Winchell.
• Tom Chauncey. president and general manager, KOOL-AM-TV Phoenix,
elected president of Arizona Broadcasters Assn. John L. Hogg, president
and general manager. KOY Phoenix,
was re-elected vp of ABA and Fred L.
Vance, manager of KVOA-TV Tucson,
was re-elected secretary-treasurer.
• Joseph Pinna of WUSJ Lockport
elected president of New York State
Associated Press Broadcasters Assn. to
succeed Joseph Cummiskey of WHEN
Syracuse. Other officers named: Al
Cole, WRUN Utica, vp; Norris Paxton, chief of the AP Albany bureau,
re-elected secretary-treasurer, and Don
Decker, WTRY Troy, Tom Ryan,
WBBF Rochester, and Ned Shreve,
WGNY Newburgh, all directors.
• John R. Hughes appointed merchandising field representative for
WWLP (TV) Springfield, Mass.
• Dennis F. Holt, formerly with Murphy Assoc., Los Angeles advertising
agency, joins Los Angeles sales staff of
KEZY Anaheim. Calif.
• George Nathan, chief barker of
Variety Club of Washington (D.C.)
for 1960, appointed director of pr for
WARL Arlington, Va. For many years.
Mr. Nathan was branch manager of National Screen Service Corp.
• Frank Fee, traffic manager of KHJTV Los Angeles, appointed account executive. Frank D. Bove succeeds him.
Wayne Thomas, part-time announcer,
elevated to full-time status, succeeding
Lyle Bond, who resigns to start tv
station in Washington.
• Murph McHenry, previously news
director of WKIZ Key West, to WLCY
St. Petersburg, both Florida, as chief of
newly-formed Tampa news bureau.
Dick Krause joins WLCY as air personality.

• Douglas Campbell, formerly on
sales staff of WXYZ Detroit, to KABC
Hollywood as account executive.
• Elwood G. Hewett joins sales
of WCSH-TV Portland, Me.
• Joei. Sebastian, formerly air
sonality with WNHC-AM-TV
Haven, Conn., to KLIF Dallas, in
lar capacity and as music director.

staff

perNew
simi-

• Angelo Molinaro, formerly with
KDKA-TV Pittsburgh, to WTAE (TV),
that city, as film editor.
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Texans elect • Officers were
elected Nov. 9 by Texas Assn. of
Broadcasters at Fort Worth
meeting. They are (1 to r): Jim
Hairgrove, KBRZ Freeport. vice
president: Joe Leonard Jr..
KGAF Gainesville, president,
and Gene Hendryx. KVLF Alpine, secretary-treasurer.
• William E. Magner. formerly with
WFDF Flint, Mich., joins news staff of
WNEM-TV Flint-Saginaw-Bay City.
George E. Ramos rejoins WNEM-TV
as district sales manager after six
months with WTAC Flint. He succeeds
Gifford J. Jackson, who is entering
private business but who will serve station as part-time sales consultant.
• Harry Wood, announcer-newsman
w ith WDSU-AM-FM-TV New Orleans,
appointed news chief of KDWB Minneapolis-St. Paul.
• Joseph Klass, formerly general manager of KITO San Bernardino. Calif.,
joins KEWB San Francisco-Oakland as
account executive.
o Robert G. Hinds, salesman with
KALI Pasadena. Calif, joins ABC Radio Pacific Coast Network as account
executive.
• Jimmy Dunaway promoted from assistant farm service director of WSB
Atlanta to farm service director, succeeding Roy McMillan, who retires.
• David Eller, formerly chief engineer of WTOR Torrington. to WDRC
Hartford, both Connecticut, as operator
engineer.
• Harry Harrison, program director
and air personality of WPEO Peoria.
111., to announcing staff of WMCA
New York.
• Bob Wells, formerly with WEBRAM-FM Buffalo, to WGR-AM-FM.
that city, as air personality.
» Rich Osborn joins KISN VancouverPortland, Ore., as air personality.
» Gary Burke joins announcing staff of
WETZ New Martinsville, W.Va. Boyd
Wilson Jr. joins WETZ sales staff at
Sisterville, W.Va.. to handle sales in
Ohio area.

What do you want for Christmas ?
More Christmas business? Well,
William Holm, General Manager
of WLPO. La Salle, Illinois, got
heaps of extra Holiday billings
with the help of RCA Thesaurus
Commercial Library. He writes:
"Income from Thesaurus
Christmas jingles and effects
amounted to $3221.50. Twenty
jingles and effects were used to
sell 812 announcements aired
between Thanksgiving and
Christmas."
Feel like celebrating? W7rite RCA
Thesaurus now for details on
building up Holiday business.

THESAURUS
©
155 East 24th Street • New York 10, N. Y.
• Johnny Spring, air personality and | Chicago. Nashville, Atlanta, Dallas, Hollywood
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production manager of WING Dayton,
Ohio, to WFBM Indianapolis as air
personality.
• Larry Finley signed as air personality with KDAY Santa Monica, Calif.,
while continuing two-hour nightly tv
show on KTLA (TV) Los Angeles.
• Conrad Patrick, previously with
WLEW Bad Axe, Mich., and other
stations, to CKLW Windsor, Ont.-Detroit as air personality.
• Rick Fight, from WQOK Greenville, S.C., and Mike Russell, from
KFBI Wichita, Kan., to KTLN Denver
as air personalities.
• Jerry Rice, air personality with
KATR Corpus Christi, Tex., to KNUZ
Houston in similar capacity.
• Bill Victor, formerly air personality
with WABJ Adrian, Mich., to WHYE
Roanoke, Va., in similar capacity.
• Carroll James, previously with
WRC Washington and WBAL Baltimore, joins WTAR Norfolk, Va., following military tour of duty.
• Jack Welby, previously with WGIR
Manchester, N.H., to WFBR Baltimore
as newscaster and air personality. Bob
Callahan, formerly air personality
with WBOC Salisbury, Md., also joins
WFBR.
• Tom Hemmingway joins WKZOAM-TV Kalamazoo, Mich., as announcer and sportscaster; Robert Ives
to WKZO announcing staff.
• Ted Barbone, previously with WLEW
Bad Axe, Mich., to WOHO Toledo.
Ohio, as air personality.
Programming
• Mrs. Clare J. Catlalano, formerly
director of story and editing department of Italian Film Export, N.Y., appointed production supervisor of all
Trans-Lux enterprises, including its
television, motion picture and distributing companies.

• Samuel Feinberg named account
executive with Ziv Television Programs
Inc. for Philadelphia-Lancaster-Harrisburg area, succeeding Michael Kievman, who was named regional sales
manager for northeastern division. Mr.
Feinberg was formerly account executive at Gresh & Kramer, Philadelphia advertising agency.
• Robert Swink named supervising
film editor for tv at 20th Century-Fox
Studio, succeeding Dick Farrell, who
has resigned.
• W.M. Bastable, formerly head of
audio-visual division of Swift & Co.,
Chicago, to Sterling-Movies U.S.A.,
that city, as western manager.
• Max Shulman, creator-writer of
The Many Loves of Dobie Gillis, and
Rod Amateau, producer-director of
this CBS-TV series, have formed Cottage Industries to create and produce
properties for tv, motion pictures and
stage.

Eng'ring
& promoted
•Equip
Robert ment
F. Halligan
from
vp and director to executive vp and
general manager of Hallicrafters Co..
Chicago.
• John R. Quinn, manager of customer service department of Eimac,
manufacturer of electron-power tubes,
San Carlos, Calif., named to new post
of manager of marketing operations
of Eitel-McCollough Inc., parent company of Eimac.
• Thomas E. Gootee, with Signal
Corps Technical Information Office, to
Page Communications Engineers as assistant director, maintenance and operations, Washington. Mr. Gootee,
previously field engineer with NBC in
Chicago and New York, has been associated with U.S. Army in communications-electronics work since World
War II when he attained rank of
lieutenant colonel serving in radar work
in Europe.

• Donald J. Moore, formerly production coordinator for Sikorsky Aircraft,
Stratford, Conn., to Audio Devices
Inc., Stamford, Conn., as production
control manager. David W. Murphy,
formerly with Armstrong Rubber Co.,
West Haven, Conn., joins Audio as
plant comptroller.
• Frederick F. Robinson, president
and director of National Aviation
Corp., elected to board of directors of
Collins Radio Co., Dallas.
• Joseph Ferrante appointed director
of research of new Cornell-Dubilier
Electric Corp. Research Lab, Norwood.
Mass. He was vp-engineering of Tobe
Deutschmann Corp.
• John Andre, previously associated
with several stations in Florida as chief
engineer, appointed broadcast sales engineer for Gates Radio Co. He has
been assigned to Florida territory.
• Edmund E. Farrell named south
central California district sales manager
for Semiconductor Products Div. of
Motorola Inc.
Deaths
• Paul V. Galvin, 64, founder and
board chairman of Motorola Inc., died
of leukemia in Evanston, 111., Nov. 5,
He is credited with being father of automobile radio and Walkie-Talkie, developments which stimulated growth of
Chicago-based company he founded
(Galvin Mfg. Co.) with his brother,
Joseph, in 1928. Under his direction,
Motorola grew from initial investment
of $565 to firm with annual sales in
$250 million range.
• Sen. William Langer (R-N. D.).
73, veteran of 19 years in Senate, died
in his Washington home last week following heart attack. Sen. Langer, political maverick who followed no party
lines, had been in ill health for several
months. He was outspoken foe of pay
tv, conducting his own poll of Bartlesville, Okla., residents in 1957 when pay
tv system was operating in that city.
He also introduced bills in several
Congresses outlawing the advertising of
alcoholic
beverages in interstate commerce.
• Gerald Seaman, 47, producer of
NBC's National Farm and Home Hour
for Allis-Chalmers, died following
heart attack while raking leaves at his
home in Shorewood, Wis., Nov. 8. Mr.
Seaman was radio-tv director of Bert
S. Gittins Adv., Milwaukee, had produced farm radio program for 14 years.
• George Vernon Denny Jr., 60,
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America's
and moderator
founder
Town Meeting
of the Air, ofradio series,
died Nov. 1 1 in West Cornwall, Conn.
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FANFARE

NAB promotes Tv Week' with half-hour film
A total of 65 tv station members
In booklet form, the kit contains
sign for Tv Week: sample news release; sample spot announcement for
11 items to help stations make their
have bought or rented copies of "In
air promotion of special Tv Week
communities more aware of services
Focus," NAB's new 28V2 -minute
film to promote television, Thad H.
programs; nine spot announcements
rendered by tv. Each station gets
of various lengths for on-air use to
Brown Jr., tv vice president, said
three copies so station, promotion
promote listenership and prestige of
last week in announcing that NAB's
and program managers can have
station and tv medium; list of busipromotion materials kit for National
their own. Pages are perforated for
ness, fraternal and civic groups which
Television Week in 1959 (Nov.
easy tear-out.
15-21) has been distributed to all
have promised to support Tv Week's
Each kit contains: Fact sheet on
U.S. tv stations.
observance: information on "In
The film, available to NAB tv memtv broadcasting; suggestions for
Focus" film and order blank; slide
for on-air use with promotional copy
special on-air programs, community
bers only, is tied in with Tv Week's
and special programs; one-column
events,
contests,
etc.;
suggested
theme, "Television — in Focus With
newspaper mat for use in printed
speech texts; sample proclamations
Modern America," and is the basis of
advertising and promotion.
for mavors and city managers to
all the kit's materials.

Local — in a big way
WAAF Chicago, one of the nation's
oldest radio stations, is going strictly
local, emphasizing news and public service.
All national public service spots are
being abandoned for local free announcements, according to Tom Davis,
station manager. Starting Jan. 1, 1960,
he reports, local news will be carried
exclusively. Listeners who desire up-tothe minute reports on a local news development can call the station and hear
a tape-recorded capsule. They will then
be asked to listen to WAAF for details.
KNX analyzes food market
Radio reaches food store customers

"when it counts the most — when they're
about to shop." This is the claim of
KNX Los Angeles in "You and $2,000,000,000!", a 32-page analysis of the
retail food business in metropolitan
Los Angeles ($2.3 billion in 1958) and
the best means of advertising to reach
food buyers. More shoppers were ex-

AD
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In the Radio-TV Publishing Field
only BROADCASTING is a
member of Audit Bureau of
Circulations and Associated
Business Publications
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posed to radio than to any other medium
on their food-buying day (which varied
to include all seven days of the week
although nearly half was done on Friday and Saturday), more shoppers spent
more time with radio and more were
exposed to radio during the two hours
before buying (spread through evenings
as well as mornings and afternoons).
With an average of 3.2 radios in 989c
of Southern California homes and with
87% of the 2.9 million cars registered
last year also equipped with radios,
there is no medium to help the food
advertiser reach the rich Los Angeles
market like radio, KNX concludes, and.
with its own programming and product
promotional helps, "there is no radio
station like KNX."

Brady photographs. It utilizes the newest techniques of animation to supply
motion to Brady's still camera.
To promote the program, Nationwide
offered a self-liquidating souvenir kit
of Civil War memorabilia — including a
parchment reproduction of Lincoln's
Gettysburg Address, a color map of the

'Do-it-yourself commercials
To celebrate its fifth anniversarv.
WOHO Toledo. Ohio held a "Write
Your Own Commercial" contest.
Top award in the contest was a week
in Miami Beach for four people. Four
runners-up received $25 savings bonds.
The contestants wrote commercials
100 words or less in length and were
allowed to use sound effects, two or
more voices and any other production
gimmicks they thought necessary to
make their entries more convincing.
The winner received an additional
SI 00 from the advertiser his commercial represented.
Public service pays off
Proof that public service programming, combined with proper promotion,
can mean both prestige and results for
the advertiser has been produced bv
Nationwide Insurance Co.
Nationwide is currently sponsoring
halfCo.'s Civil
Broadcas
Westingh
ouse
America
The ting
series
film
hour
n
War on WJZ-TV Baltimore. The program features over 3,500 Matthew

MADISON AT 52ND
Barberry Room
Where the celebrities
go after theatre

/ /
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Radio

'billion dollar'

KYW

DEEJAYS HAVE MONEY TO BURN

Brink's truck delivers $100 billion load of 'Sound Currency' checks
Although the days of the big suits and being driven around town
by liveried chauffeurs in Cadillacs
money winners appear over, KYW
to pass checks out.
Cleveland seems intent on reviving
the not too ancient but honorable
Two letter
I Would
Like writing
to Walk contests,
Through "Why
One
custom of giving away money and
valuable prizes.
Million Dollars" and "Why I Would
Like to Live Like a Millionaire for
Billed as "KYW — the Station with
a
Week," are other highlights of the
the Million Dollar Sound," the 1100
promotion. The winner of the first
kc station has begun a four week
letter writing competition will be
promotion under the same slogan
taken to a Cleveland bank and perwhich features valuable and highly
mitted towalk (bare footed?) through
original prizes.
and
fondle
a million dollars. The
The brainchild of Janet Byers,
winner
of
the
second topic will reKYW advertising and promotion
ceive the $100,000 life insurance
manager, the contest will award a policy, will be treated to a cook and
$100,000 life insurance policy, a maid, champagne and caviar, a
week of luxury living and trips for chauffeur-driven car, and other
and privileges granted to the
two ad agency executives "to exotic rights
well-heeled for a week.
Meanwhile a mailing from KYW
Over 100,000 specially printed
"checks"
resorts." each made out for $1 has been sent to 3,000 agencies explaining the campaign in detail and
million in "Sound Currency" are
being distributed throughout the enclosing one of the $1 million
Cleveland area while air personalities checks. Recipients are eligible to
of the station are wearing full dress win a trip to Cuba.

war's battle area, reproductions of Confederate currency, and the Civil War
nial Commission's twenty-page
Centen
fact book.

Maryland Governor Millard Tawes
proclaimed a week in October "BlueGray Week." Climax of the week was
ball at Baltimore's Fifth
and y.
a recept
entionArmor
Regim
In addition, many schools have made
the program required viewing for pupils.
WJZ-TV supplies teachers with script
outlines, kits, quizzes and general material on the show.

WDIA's Negro 'Family Fair'
The Memphis Negro market will witness acommercial exposition staged for
it by WDIA, that city, a pioneer in
100% Negro programming. The station
will sponsor a "Family Fair" at the
Memphis
Municipal Auditorium Feb.
18-21, 1960.
Bert Ferguson, WDIA general manager says: "The Negro market is a fast
growing one. There are more than 1.5
million Negroes in the midsouth area.
. . . Their annual pay envelope comes
to $1,018BROADCASTING,
billion."
November 16, 1959

Fiesta • KWKW Los Angeles, Spanishlanguage station, had over 50,000 Mexican-American guests at a picnic sponsored by the station in Lincoln Park,
L.A. The party was so successful that
the Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors sent a congratulatory letter to
KWKW's general manager.

• Drumbeats
Gobbler hunt • WNTA Newark, N.J.,
the station which recently paid a bounty
for flies and mosquitoes, conducted a
"Turkey Hunt" in Paterson, N.J., last
week. Large cardboard turkeys were
hidden throughout the area. Listeners
finding the fake gobblers redeemed
them for real birds. The "Hunt" was
co-sponsored by the Downtown Paterson (N.J.) merchants group.
Big mike • More than 5,800 people
passed through the "Big Mike" KOL
Seattle erected at the first Northwest
Winter Sports and Travel Show. As they
walked through the nine-foot object an
electric eye counted them and activated
a 20-second tape which informed listeners they could win a "ski week" for
two in Utah by correctly estimating the
number of people to pass through the
KOL exhibit during the week. The exhibit also promoted KOL's annual
"Housewives' Free Ski School."
Beatniks? • Disc jockeys of WOMP
Wheeling, W.Va. have taken on the
beat look since the beginning of the
local Community Chest campaign. They
have announced to their listeners that
they won't shave until the fund drive
reaches its goal.
Tricky titles • Viewers of KETV (TV)
Omaha are challenged to unscramble
jumbled movie feature titles, selected
from station's library of 2,000 films in
the "Flash-A-Feature" contest. The first
one to submit the most complete set
receives a 14-piece home movie outfit.
The contest begins anew as soon as one
set of jumbled names is unscrambled
with a similar prize offered.
Chance of a ghost-time • KNEW Spokane, Wash., sent over 2,000 invisible
ghosts attached to a string to all listeners sending a self-addressed envelope in
response to station's offer. One letter
was returned with the complaint that
the ghost was lost and a request for
the station to help retrieve it.
Cooking sessions • Cooking schools
held in Sioux City, Iowa, by KVTV
(TV), that city, and WNAX Yankton,
S.D., were attended by over 8,000
women from 212 communities in 6
states. WNAX personality Wynn Speece
showed the ladies how to prepare a
complete dinner for company in 60
minutes. Jan Voss, KVTV personality,
topped the meal off with a gooey
orange roll. The students registered for
a free drawing for one of 106 prizes,
including a major Frigidaire appliance!
96 huge baskets of groceries and 8
smaller kitchen appliances. The school
met in sessions at 9:30 a.m. and 2
p.m., co-sponsored by the stations, the
IGA Super-Saver stores and D. K. Baxter, local Frigidaire distributor.
BROADCASTING, November 16, 1959

WBBM-TV
airlift
CBS - owned WBBM - TV Chicago went all out with "Operation:
Time Flies," an airlift for New
York - based agency timebuyers
Nov. 10. An itinerary at CBSChicago was designed to familiarize nearly 100 buyers with its
facilities and programming advantages. CBS-TV Spot Sales personnel welcomed the contingent in
New York, arriving at Chicago's
O'Hare Field that (Tuesday)
morning. The buyers were treated
to cocktails and lunch, tour of facilities, aprogramming and audience presentation, reception, dinner and floor show comprising
WBBM-TV talent. They returned
to New York Nov. 1 1 after breakfast.

Mennen contest • KGBT Harlingen,
Tex., topped some 40 other stations in
the small market class which participated in the Mennen Co.'s contest to
promote its recent 13-week spot schedule. Some 25 minute spots were aired
weekly by each of the stations. KGBT
won a $200 cash prize for its entry, an
area beauty contest to select a "Miss
Mennen Spray Deodorant." KGBT is
represented by Richard O'Connell Inc.,
New York, which accepted the award
in New York on behalf of the station.

Teachers taught • Twenty school teachers from Birmingham, Ala., spent the
day (Oct. 23) touring the facilities of
WAPI - AM - TV. The purpose of the
tour was to learn more about the operation of a radio and tv station and
what kind of aptitudes and training are
necessary to be successful broadcasters.
Staff executives, headed by Charles F.
Grisham, general manager, planned the
day-long program.

A musical weekend • WRCA New
York held a "wall-to-wall music weekend" celebration at Grossinger's Hotel
in upstate New York Nov. 13-15. The
station's personalities tape-recorded interviews with guest celebrities, and the
outlet's "wall-to-wall music" was played
continuously over the hotel's high fidelity system. The station last summer initiated apolicy of using what it calls
"wall-to-wall" music, a sound pattern
provided by "luxuriously orchestrated
selections ... to create a readily identifiable image of sound for the station."

HE Model 108 Phase Meter is an instrument
designed to provide an indication of the phase relations indirectional antenna systems. Each instrument is tailored for the particular installation and
usually incorporates provision for indicating the
relative amplitudes of the currents in the various
antennas, as well as the phase relation. The Model
108 Phase Meter has found its principal use in
broadcast stations employing directional antennas,
but its wide frequency range makes it readily
adaptable for other applications.
The popularity of the Model 108 Phase Meter is
proven by the vast number now in use.
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Authorizations, Applications
As Compiled by Broadcasting

Nov. 4 through Nov. 10. Includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing cases, rules & standards changes
and routine roundup.
ABBREVIATIONS:
permit. ERP— effective radiated power, vhf
construction
cp—
antenna,
DA— directional
aural, vis.—
high frequency, ant.— antenna, aur.—
— verv high frequency, uhf— ultramc-megacyc
les D-day. N-night. LS-local sunset,
visual, kw-kilowatts. w-watts.
SCA—
kilocycles.
kc—
unlimited hours,
mod —modification, trans.— transmitter, unl.—
special service authorization. STA—
subsidiary communications authorization. SSA—hours.
*— educational. Ann.— Announced.
special temporary authorization. SH— Specified
Ore. — Granted
three 71
new and
tv transNew Tv Stations
lator stations cps
on for
channels
76 to
translate programs of KOIN-TV (ch. 6) and
APPLICATIONS
chanon
and
Portland,
12),
(ch.
(TV)
KPTVnel 73 to translate programs of KVAL-TV
Investment
San Angelo, Tex.— Dornita
11.14 kw
(ch.
13),
Eugene.
Ann.
Nov.
4.
3 (60-66 mc); ERP
Corp., vhf ch. aur.;
antenna height above
vis., 5.6 kw
"ou^d 313 New Am Stations
229 ft., above
terrainconstruction
average
cost $55,500, nrst
ft Estimated
$161,ACTION BY FCC
revenue
$i44,000,
cost
opeiating
year
address 2808 Southland Center,
000 P.O.
Phillipsburg,
North
Bcstg.
trans, location N.W.
Dallas, Tex. Studio and
Inc. Granted 1490Kan.kc,— 250
w D.Central
P.O. address
corner of Twohig & Oakes, San Angelo.
Guy
Christian,
Bel
Aire
Motel,
Sterling,
Lat
27' 51" N. RCA
Colo. Estimated construction cost $12,635,
Geographic
W. Long. 31°Transmitter
100° 26' 2" coordinates
first year operating cost $28,000, revenue
RCA TF6AL. Principals
TT2AL, antennaGarrett
$37,000.
Owners are Guy Christian, Russell
S.
I
Bedford
and
45%
include Horace
Stewart (each 49%) and others. Mr.
is banker. Mr. M.
Mr. Garrett Nov
Wynne 25%.
Stewart
is one-third owner of KNEB Scotts4
Ann
Wynne is attorney.
bluff, 4.Neb., and KOLR Sterling, Colo. Ann
#10, uhf Nov.
*Tacoma, Wash.— School District
vis.,
kw
21.28
ch 62 (758-764 mc); ERP
APPLICATION
height above aver-ft
aur.; antenna
11.49 kwterrain
Marion, Va. — Seward Bcstg. Inc., 1330 kc.
420 ft., above ground 350first
age
Estimated construction cost $125,000,
1
kw.
D.
P.O.
address % C.L. Harrington,
P.O. address
year operating cost $38,260.
Box cost
604, $26,981,
Marion, first
Va. EstiStudio and trans, GreybealmatedBldg.,
construction
year
Box 1357 Tacoma, Wash.
location 1101 S. Yakima Ave., Tacoma.
operating
cost
$37,665,
revenue
$42,000.
PrinLat.,
15' 08" erN. RCA
cipal applicant is Charles B. Seward 75%.
s 47°Transmitt
Geographi
W L^n-*.
122° 2V c46"coordinate
Ann. Nov. 4. Mr. Seward is in advertising. Ann. Nov. 9.
TTU-1B, ant. RCA TFU-27DH. Inc.,
vhf ch.
W.Va.— WJPB-TV
Existing Am Stations
ERP 100 kw vis., 60 kw aur.; antenna
5- Weston,
Estift.
509
terrain
average
above
height mated
ACTIONS BY FCC
construction cost $146,000, first year
WBOP Pensacola, Fla. Granted change of
revenue $175,000. P.O.
cost $90,000,House,
operating Broadcast
400 Quincy St., operation on 980 kc from 500 w-D, to 1
address
loca-s
andc trans,
Va. Studio
kw-D; remote control permitted; engineerFairmont,
coordinate
Geographi
tion Fisher W.Summit.
ing condition. Ann. Nov. 4.
WCOS Columbia, S.C. Granted change of
39° 04' 27" N. Lat., 80° 25' 28" W. Long.
inPrincipals
operation
on 1400 kc from 250 w, Unl to
TF-5A.
Transmitter RCA
Bea- 250 w-N, 1 kw-LS; remote control per97.7%. Mr.
Beacom,
clude J. Patrick
Fairmont
mitted.
Ann. Nov. 4.
WJPB-TV
of
owner
98%
com is
and 70% owner of WWW Grafton, both
APPLICATIONS
WBUTof
W Va., also
AM-FM
Butler,majority
Pa. Ann.owner
Nov. 4.
WAVC Boaz, Ala. Cp to increase power
from 500 w to 1 kw (1300 kc). Ann Nov. 4.
KDIA Oakland, Calif. Cp to increase
Existing Tv Station
power
from ground
1 kw to
5 kw,andinstall
ACTION BY FCC
install
new
system
new DA-1,
trans.
Ann. Nov.
6.
KLYD-TV Bakersfield, Calif. — Granted
KOPR
Butte,
Mont.
Cp
to
increase
daytemporary authority to operate on program
time power from 1 kw to 5 kw and install
basis for three months with temporary ant. new trans.
(550
kc).
Ann.
Nov.
9.
(to replace damaged one) and reduced
WAGY Forest City, N.C. Cp to increase
power
height and
power from 500 w to 1 kw and make
thorized in cp.
Ann.pending
Nov. 4. installation auchanges in trans. (1320 kc). Ann. Nov. 5.
WCUE Akron, Ohio. Cp to change hours
Tv Translator
of operation from Daytime to Unl using
power
of 500 w, 1 kw-LS change from
ACTION BY FCC
directional
ant. and
D tostudio
DA-2,location,
change install
ant.West Lane Translator
Inc., Florence,
trans.
location

EDWIN
&

TORNBERG

COMPANY,

INC.

NEGOTIATORS FOR THE PURCHASE AND
SALE OF RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS
\
EVALUATIONS
WgL
FINANCIAL ADVISERS
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NEW YORK
60 East 42nd Street
MUrray Hill 7-4242
WEST COAST
860 Jewell Avenue
Pacific Grove, California
FRontier 2-7475
WASHINGTON
1625 Eye Street, N.W.
District 7-8531

new trans, and change station location
from Akron, Ohio to Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio.
(1150 kc). Ann. Nov. 10.
WTIV Titusville, Pa. Amendment to (requested increase power from 500 w to 1 kw
and to install new trans.) change frequency from 1290 kc to 1230 kc, change
hours of operation from D to Unl using
power
of
250 w, of500rules.)
w-LS. (Petition
(Request filed
wnver
of Sec. 3.28(c)
for
acceptance of amendment as of July 15,
59.) Ann. Nov. 9.
New Fm Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Phoenix, Ariz.— Frank S. Bare Jr. Granted
93 3 mc, 4.6 kw. P.O. address 4631 E. Hubbell
St., Phoenix. Estimated construction cost
$18,399, first year operating cost $11,500, revenue $16,000.
Bare forme.ly
ling
interest Mr.
in KUEQ
Phoenix. had
Ann. controlNov. 4.
Tempe,
Ariz.
—
Tri-State
Inc.
Granted
97.9
mc, 6.4 kw. P.O. address 200 Ryland Bldg.,
Reno, Nev. Estimated construction cost
$8,745, enuefirst
operating
COO, rev$22,000.year
Principal
is Johncost
L. $18,
Breece.
Breece owns
KTMP Tempe.
Ann.
Nov. 4.Mr.
Detroit, Mich.— Fine Arts Bcstrs. Inc.
Granted 105.1 mc, 28.5 kw. P.O. address 229
Eason Ave., Highland Park, Mich. Estimated
construction cost $23,196. first year operating
cost $27,600,
revenue (75%)
$32,100.
Richard
N. Hughes
and Applicant
others. Mr.is
Hughes is in advertising. Ann. Nov. 4.
St. Paul, Minn.— Selby Gospel Mission.
Granted 95.3 mc. 740 w. P.O. address 1347
conPaul, Minn.
, St.cost $18,969.
Selby Ave struction
year operating
first Estimated
are
Applicants
$'=.500.
revenue,
$5,000,
cost
Fred
Fred, Grace C. and Donald F. Adam.
Donald F.
and Grace Adam are pastors.
Adam is vice president of Selby Gospel
Mission. Ann. Nov. 5.
Pittsburgh, Pa.— Golden Triangle Bcstg.
Inc. Granted 107.9 mc, 36 kw. P.O. address
Pa. EstiPittsburgh
Ave.,cost
320 N. Highland
year
$18,CO0., first
mated construction
Prin$24,000.
revenue
$24,000
cost
operating
cipal applicant
WHOTis
Pa., Jones
Erie, Mr.
WJET Jones.
owner isofMyron
majority
wn, both
and WRED Youngsto
Campbell WEEP
Pittsburgh. Ann. Nov. 4.
Ohio, and
APPLICATIONS
ColCalif.— San Diego State K.K.
*Sanlege,Diego,
89.5 mc, .782 kw. P.O. address
D:ego, Calif.
Jones Jr., 5402 College Ave.,$280.SanAnn.
Nov. 5.
First year operating cost
Hodges,
Linn, Mull &Cedar
San Jose, Calif.—
St.,
107 3 mc 1.66 kw. P.O. addressed2400construction
Bakersfield, Calif. Estimat
$24,000,
cost
g
operatin
year
first
cost $19,043.
L. Phillip^3
ts are
revenue
C Hodges,
and James
R. MullApplican
Linn, Rex $24,000.
V
KOVK-1
of
is employe
Linn Mr.
each. Mr.
Mull is chie^ deputy,
, Calif.
Stockton
Mr.
Calif
County.
Kern
County Council of manager
is general
Hodges to,
Sacramen
Calif. Ann. Nov. of4. KHIQ (*JVl)
Elgin, 111 — Elgin Bcstg. Co., 94^ mc, 1
kw P.O. address 156 Division St., Elgin, 111.
Estimated construction cost $9,502. Elgin
Elgin. ApBcstg. Co. is licensee of WRMN
WRMN programming.plicantAnn.fm will
Nov. duplicate
10.
Houston, Tex.— Veterans Bcstg. Co., 102.9
Houston,
address Boxon 2135
kw. P.O. constructi
mc,
cost $17-5^5.
Tex. 17.6Estimated
KNUZ
Veterans Bcstg. Co. is licensee of KNUZ.
Houston. Applicant fm will duplicate.
programming. Ann. Nov. 10.
Ownership Changes
ACTIONS BY FCC
KOFY San Mateo, Calif.— Is being advised
to Tele-ot
to transfer
that applicationInc.,
necessity
indicatescontrol
Broadcasters
Nov. 4. Chmn. Doerfer dissented. Ann.
hearing.
assignGranted
Fla.— E.
Dora,
Mount to
WMDFment of license
and Dorothy
Hellmut
Nov.
4. n; consideration $42,000. Ann.
Lippman
Granted assignKJOE Shreveport, La.— Kovitz;
considerto Armand
mentationof license
$100,000. Ann.
Nov. 4.
Me. — GrantIsle, Northeast
Presquefrom
-TV control
WAGM-AM
ern
ed transfer of
Bcstg. Inc., to Community Bcstg. Service
had 95%
(WABI terestBangor),
in Aroostookwhich
Nov. in-4.
Corp. Ann.
Bcstg.already
WCRM Clare, Mich.— Granted transfer of
Genevieve
Dan toandRichard
control
and
Johnfrom
E. Cobb
E. HuntMcDonald
(WCBY
BROADCASTING, November 16, 1959

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Offices ME. 8-5411
1735 DeSalet St.. N. W.
Offices and laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave.. N W.
Washington. 0 C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFCCE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.,
Wash. 4. D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair. N. J.
Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories. Great Natch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
501-514 Munsey Bldg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington 4. D C.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L Dillard. Gen Mgr
INTERNATIONAL BLDG Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON. D C
P. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5303
KANSAS CITY. MO.
Member AFCCE

A. 0. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnes & Culver
Munsey Building
District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14th St., N. W. Sheraton Blag
Washington 5. D.C. REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio S Television
Enginears
Washington 6. D. C.
Fort Evans
1000 Conn Ave.
Loesburg, Vo.
Member AFCCE

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
Fleetwood 7-8447
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
CRettvlew 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, 0. C.
Member AFCCE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15. D. C.
Oliver 2-8520

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
Communication s-Electronlse
1610
Eye St.. DN CW.
Washington,
Executive 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M Sklom, Robert A. Janet
19 E. QuincyRiverside,
St. Hickory
7-2153
III
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Militory
Wash.. DRd.,C N. W.,
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468. Birmingham, Ala.
Phone STate 7-2601
Member AFCCE

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68. International Airport
San Francisco 28. California
Diamond 2-5208

JULES COHEN
Consulting Electronic Engineer
61 7 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-461 (
1426 G St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Brecksville, Ohio
(a Cleveland Suburb)
Tol: JAckson 6-4386
P O. Box 82
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
GLendale 2-3073

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
1316 S. Kearney
Skyline 6-1603
Denver 22, Colorado

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Enginears
Applications — Fiald Engineering
Suite 601 Kanawha Hotel Bldg
Charleston, W. Va. Dickens 2-6281

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666
Member AFCCE

ervice

1710 H St., N.W Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

D irector

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810
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CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute Curricula
3224 16th St., N. W.
Washington 10, D. C.
Practical Broaacast,
engineering
home studyTVand Electronics
residence
courses.
ify course.Write For Free Catalog, spec-

PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
AM-FM-TV
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING CO.
P.O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.
Phone Jackson 3-5302
FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENT
AM-FM-TV
WLAK Electronics Service, Inc.
P.O. Box 1211, Lakeland, Florida
Mutual 2-3145 3-3819

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER
8401 Cherry St.
Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

NEptune 4-4242

NEptuno 4-9558

NUGENT SHARP
Consulting Radio Engineer
809-11 Warner Building
Washington 4, 0. C.
District 7-4443
SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE
Be Seen
Readers
■To
— among
them,by the85,000*
decision-male
ing station owners and managers, chief engineers and technicians— applicants for am, fm. tv
and facsimile facilities.
*ARB Continuing Readership Study
111

in Rosenthal and Alvin H. Huth 25% each to
and majority interest
Cheboygan, Mich.,
$15,250.
D&B thalEquipment
and Messrs.
RosenWPTW
4. Ohio); consideration
Ann. Nov.Piqua,
and Huth 24%Co.and48%Warren
N. Eggleston
for
$1,500
paid
by
Mr.
Eggleston
for his
KGVO Missoula, Mont. — Granted assign- 4%,
shares. Ann. Nov. 5.
ment of license to KGVO Bcstrs. Inc.; conKCLN Clinton, Iowa— Seeks assignment of
sideration $145,000 plus furnishing assignor
from Valley Tv & Radio Die. to
up to $250 of free air time per month, or license
WBEL Beloit Wis. for $95,000 sale of 75% of
$250 per month, for period of 10 stock.
paying Dale
Purchasers
are Russell G. Salter, Stanyears
G.
Moore,
assignee
president,
has
interest in KBMN Bozeman, and KCAP
ley B.Mr.
NoyesSalter
and isRobert
O. Moran,
33.25"%
each.
owner
of WBEL,
Helena, sented.
bothAnn. Nov.
Montana.
Comr. Bartley dis- and former 50% ownersoleof WTAQ
LaGrange,
4.
Mr. Moran is general manager of WBEL.
KSHO-TV
Vegas,Mervyn
Nev. — L.
Granted
trans-et 111.
Mr.
Noyes
is sales
of WOPA Oak
fer of controlLas from
Adelson,
Park,
111. Ann.
Nov. manager
9.
al.. to Nevada Bcstrs.' Fund Inc.; consideration $137,500. R.G. Jolley transferee president,
KROX
Crookston,
Minn.
—
Seeks
transferjointof
control of Crookston Bcstg. Co. from
is also4. president of KL.AS Las Vegas. Ann.
Nov.
venture to corporation. Principal stockholdWHKK Akron, Ohio — Granted transfer of
ers (formerly William
joint venturers)
A. Dahlberg,
J. Kiewel are:
and Jerome
Arnold
contro] from Philip R. Herbert to Radio
Akron Inc.; consideration $456,586 plus Petrich, 33V3% each. Ann. Nov. 9.
KFIR North Bend, Ore. — Seeks assignment
agreement
to
pay
transferor
$100,000
to
refrain from broadcast business in Summit
of license
Bay Bcstg.
Co. to BignotBay-to
Inc. from
for $65,000
plus agreement
County for seven years. Transferee is 90Tc> Radio
compete
for
4
years.
Applicants
Emil Rod
W.
owned by Susquehanna Bcstg. Co., licensee
Karl 50%, Karl F. Kimmel 30%are and
of WSBA-AM-TV, York, and 90% owner
Walter 20%. Mr. Karl is sales manager of
of
WARM
Scranton,
both
Pennsylvania.
Ann. Nov. 4.
KYNG Coos Bay, Ore. Mr. Kimmel is drugKDYL-AM-FM, KTVT (TV) Salt Lake City, Nov. gist.5. Mr. Walter is employe of KYNG. Ann.
Utah — Granted transfer of control from TLF
Bcstrs. Inc., to Columbia Pictures Electronics
KBYG from
Big Spring,
— Seeks Maples
transferandof
control
Grady Tex.
Franklin
Inc.; consideration $3,100,000; grant without
prejudice to whatever action Commission
R.B. McAlister 50% each, to Grady Franklin Maples and R.B. McAlister 40% each and
may deem appropriate
light ofStates
any de-v. James
W. Richardson 20%, for $18,000. Mr.
terminations made in inUnited
Screen Gems, Inc. and United States v. Richardson is manager of KBYG. Ann.
Columbia Pictures Corp. et al., actions still Nov. 4.
pending in U.S. District Court for Southern
District sented.
of New
Comr. byBartley
dis- Hearing Cases
TransfereeYork.
is owned
Columbia
Pictures
Corp.
Neither
has
any
other
present
FINAL DECISIONS
broadcast interest. Ann. Nov. 4.
By memorandum opinion and order,
APPLICATIONS
Commission, on petition for reconsideration
KWYN of Wynne,
Ark.— Seeks
by North Central Bcstg. Inc., removed from
control
East Arkansas
Bcstrs.transfer
Inc. fromof consolidated
hearing and granted North
Raymondmond O. Raley
O. Raley60%45%andandothers
othersforto $7,000.
RayCentral's
application
am station
operate
on
1490
kc 250forw, new
specified
hours, to
in
Ann. Nov. 9.
Phillipsburg.
Kan.;
engineering
condition.
Ann. Nov. 4.
WBIE-AM-FM
Marietta,
Ga.
—
Seeks
transfer of control of Marietta Bcstg. Inc. from
By memorandum
opinion
order,Bcstrs.,
ComDudley D. McCaskill 25% and James M.
ion, on petition
by Polk and
County
Wilder 50% to James M. Wilder 75% for severed misfrom
consolidated
hearing
and
$20,000. Ann. Nov. 4.
Polk's WTYN
application
to N.C.,
changefromoperaWASK Lafayette, Ind. — Seeks transfer of granted
tion
of
station
Tryon,
1550
negative control of Lafayette Bcstg. Inc. kc 250 w-D, to 1550 kc 1 kw-D. Ann. Nov. 4.
from D&B Equipment Corp. 50% and Henry
By tiondecision,
Commission
granted
of Television
Bcstrs. Inc.,
for applicamod. of
cp
to operate
12 in
lieu ofof KBMT
ch. 31 in(TV)
Beaumont,
Tex., onandch.change
trans, and studio location, and denied comapplications Inc.,
of KPBX
Bcstg.
Co. and
I STATION
Brown peting
Telecasters
for new
stations
on
ch. 12 in Beaumont.
toward
looked
decision
ENGINEERS!
Aug. 11, 1958 initial
granting Brown application and denying
competing applications. Ann. Nov. 4.
effective
Commission
By order,mediately
Sept. 16 initialmade
(1)
and imdecision
I Here's a Trim, Thrifty
for
Inc.,
WJPB-TV
of
application
granted
new tv station to operate on ch. 5 in Weston.
W Va., conditioned that program tests will
has
WJPB-TV inInc.,
not be authorized
station
all interests
itself of until
divested
WJPB-TV (ch. 35), in Fairmont, W. Va., and
of Telecompeting application
(2) dismissed
FM
into
have entered
casting Inc. (Applicants
I KW
ITRANSMITTER
merger agreement.) Ann. Nov. 4.
J
Comopinion and
m effective
By memorandu
of Oct. 22,
date order,
mission reinstated
I Easy, Front Panel Tuning . . .
L. Goodsitt for
Jack
of
application
of
grant
9 Takes as little floor space
on 1460
operate
to
(WTOJ)
station
new am
kc 1 kw D, in Tomah, Wis. and ordered
as your office chair!
that grant is to remain in effect pending final
FM-1000A
decision in hearing on protest by TomahAND LOOK AT THESE OTHER FEATURES:
Mauston
Nov. 4. Bcstg. Inc. (WTMB) Tomah. Ann.
* Accessible, Vertical Chassis Design
INSTRUCTIONS IN DOCKET CASE
* Low Cost Tubes
Commission
on Nov.
4 directed
tion of document
looking
toward preparadenying
* Multiplex Operation
application
of
South
Kentucky
to increase power of station WRUS Bcstrs.
Russellville,
Ky., tionfrom
500
w
to
1
kw,
continuing
opera* Conservatively Rated Components
on 610 kc, daytime only. Initial decision
of Jan. 21 looked toward this action. Ann.
Operating in FM stations across the country,
Nov. 4.
this cool beauty is running up new highs
INITIAL DECISIONS
in performance, economy and reliability.
Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion issued
initial decision looking toward granting apWhy not check into these ITA designs.
f May station
Bcstg. KM
Co., AforShenandoah.
renewal of
license ofplication oam
PRICE:
Iowa. Ann. Nov. 10.
Including Factory
Installation Service!
OTHER ACTIONS
$4395.00
Commission scheduled proceeding on applications of The
the Air Inc.,
and Young
WJMJ People's
Bcstg. Church
Corp., forof
new class B fm stations in Philadelphia, Pa.
By
Far
for oral argument on Dec. 4 at 2:15 p.m. Ann.
Your Best FM Buy
Nov. 4.
By maps
supplement,
that
attached Commission
to exhibit C made
in Sept.clear22
INDUSTRIAL TRANSMITTERS
third notice of further proposed rulemaking
in clear channel proceeding were included
AND ANTENNAS
• UPPER DARBY, PA.
for sole purpose of illustrating general type
of situation to be anticipated as consequence
, ■ ,. FLanders 2-0355
of implementation of third notice or similar
112 (FOR THE RECORD)

proposal.
Inquiries
to Commission
have
indicated
thataddressed
undue and
misleading
significance is being attached to exhibit C
despite statement in third notice that maps
should not beterminationconsidered
constitute
dethat capacity ofto these
channels
should hibit be
so
delimited.
In
other
words,
exC should therefore not be understood
as
placing which
any kind
of limitation
showings
interested
parties onmaydatawishor
to submit in response to third notice. Ann.
Nov. 4.
By separate action. Commission granted, in
part, motion by Clear Channel Bcstg. Service
and granted 90-day extension of time from
Nov. 20,tioned to
file comments
above-menthird notice
of further toproposed
rule
making. tension.
CBSAnn. had
requested
six-months
exNov. 4.
By memorandum
mission dismissed opinion
as moot,andinorder,
part,Comand
denied in all other respects, petition by
Garrett Bcstg. Corp., West Memphis, Ark.,
to clarify or revise hearing issues in am
proceeding. Ann. Nov. 4.
By memorandum
opinion
and order, Bcstg.
Commission denied request
by Interstate
Inc., for waiver of Sec. 3.204(a)(1) of rules
and dismissed application for increase of
ERP of station WQXR-FM New York, N.Y.,
from ated
11 power
kw to
kw isNov.
max. 4. radiin 34.1
that kw.
area.)(20 Ann.
Routine Roundup
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Chairman John C. Doerfer
On motions
parties, incorrected
transscript
of oral by
argument
proceeding
on
application of City of New York Municipal
Bcstg.
System
(WNYC)
New
York,
N.Y.
Action Nov. 5.
Granted motion by Herbert Muschel for
various corrections to transcript of oral
argument
proceeding
his application
for new fm instation
in New onYork,
N.Y., et al.
Action Nov. 5.
By Commissioner Robert T. Bartley
Granted
by ofMiners
ice Inc., forpetition
extension
time Bcstg.
to Nov. Serv9 to
file exceptions and brief to initial decision
in proceeding on its application and that
of Valley Bcstg. Co. for am facilities in
Lehighton and Kingston, Pa. Action Nov. 3.
Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau for
further extension of time to Nov. 16 to file
replies to petitions by Suburban Bcstg.
Inc. and Concert Network Inc., to enlarge
issues in proceeding on applications of
Suburban and Camden Bcstg. Co., for fm
facilities in Mount Kisco, N.Y., and Newark,
N.J. Action Nov. 3.
Granted petition by Standard Bcstg. Corp.
for extension of time to Nov. 20 to file exceptions and supporting brief to initial
decision in proceeding on its application
and that of Clifford C. Harris for am facilities in Oswego, N.Y. Action Nov. 3.
Granted
petition byPa.,Miners
Bcstg. Serv-of
ice Inc., Kingston,
for extension
time to Nov. 16 to file exceptions to initial
decision
proceeding
on Miners'
application and inValley
Bcstg. Co.,
Lehighton,
Pa.,
both 9.seeking new am stations. Action
Nov.
By Commissioner John S. Cross
Granted petition by Buckley-Jaeger Bcstg.
Corp. and WHDH Inc., for extension of
time to Nov. 16 to reply to petition by
Broadcast Bureau for reconsideration in
proceeding on their applications for fm
facilities
in Providence,
R.I., and Boston,
Mass. Action
Nov. 2.
By Chief Hearing Examiner
James D. Cunningham
Granted petition by Tiffin Bcstg. Co. for
dismissal
without
prejudice of its applicanew
Actiontion forNov.
9. am station in Tiffin, Ohio.
Granted petition by Harry A. Epperson
Sr., for dismissal without prejudice of his
application
new Nov.
am station
in WinstonSalem, N.C. for
Action
9.
Scheduled hearings on Jan 28, 1960, in
proceeding on am applications of Catskills
Bcstg. Co. and Ellenville Bcstg. Co. for
new
stations (KUTY)
in Ellenville,
N.Y., Calif.,
and Palmdale Bcstrs.
Palmdale,
Louis
Helfman, Fontana, Calif., and The Voice of
the
Orange
Empire
Ltd.
(KWIZ)
Santa
Ana, Calif. Action Nov. 6.
By Hearing Examiner J.D. Bond
Extended from Nov. 20 to Dec. 7 date for
notification
of prehearing
planned exhibits
and scheduled further
conference
at 2
p.m., Nov.
16
in
am
proceeding
on applications of Cookeville Bcstg. Co., Cookeville,
Tenn., et al. Action Nov. 5.
By Hearing Examiner J.D. Bond
Upon petition by High Fidelity Stations
Inc. (KPAP) Redding, Calif., continued cerBROADCASTING, November 16, 1959

AM
FM
TV

Commercial
Non-commercial

SUMMARY OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING through November 10
ON AIR
CP
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
Lie.
Cps.
Not on air
For new 740stations
157
3,372
56
105
61
62
605
91
131
96
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
4661
Compiled by BROADCASTING through November 10
VHF
UHF
446
76
33
10
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
As reported by FCC through October 31, 1959
AM

Licensed (all on air)
CPs on air (new stations)
CPs not on air (new stations)
Total authorized stations
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
Total applications for new stations
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
Total applications for major changes
Licenses deleted
CPs deleted

3,366
62
97
487
3,525
240
727
627
167
794
1
0

(

Equipping
Radio

a

Station?

TOTAL43
522

FM
605
159
816
77
51
28
105
' . 286 ; •
1
340

TV
466
669
97
126
67
59
46
29
1711

1 There are, In addition, ten tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
licenses.
2 There are, in addition, 38 tv cp-holders which were on the air at one time but are no
longer in operation and one which has not started operation.

55'
tain procedural dates in proceeding on its
am application; continued hearing from
Dec. 8 to Jan. 7, 1960. Action Nov. 2.
Granted petition by Entertainment and
Amusements of Ohio Inc., and scheduled
hearing for 2 p.m., Nov. 17 in proceeding
on
application
for am
in Solvay,itsN.Y.,
et al. Action
Nov.facilities
3.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
Granted request by Mount Wilson FM
Bcstrs. Inc. (KBCA [FM] ) Los Angeles,
Calif., and continued prehearing conference
from Nov. 10 to Dec. 10 in fm proceeding
on applications of KBCA and Freddot Ltd.
6.(KITT [FM]) San Diego, Calif. Action Nov.
By Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
Issued memorandum covering pre-hearing
conference
order formalizing
oral ruling made and
at conference
and scheduled
hearing cationfor
Dec.
8
in
proceeding
on
appliof Dawkins Espy for new fm station
in Glendale, Calif. Action Nov. 4.
Granted petition by Audiocasting of
Texas Inc. for continuance of hearing from
Nov. 5 to Nov. 20 in proceeding on its
application and that of Horace K. Jackson
Sr., for new am stations in Waco and Gatesville, Tex. Action Nov. 4.
Issued order governing course of hearing
in proceeding on applications of S & W
Enterprises Inc., Woodbridge, Va., et al.;
sceduled further prehearing conference
for Feb. 3 and hearing for Feb. 8, 1960.
Action Nov. 4.
Issued order governing course of hearing
in am proceeding on applications of Southeast Mississippi Bcstg. Co. (WSJC) Magee,
Miss., and Jeff Davis Bcstg. Service, Prentiss, Miss.; set Dec. 4 for exchange of exhibits and Dec. 21 for hearing. By separate
action, granted request by Jeff Davis for
leave to amend application to specify 1050
kc, 250 w in lieu of 790 kc 500 w, and reAction moved
Nov.amended
5. application from hearing.
Scheduled prehearing conference at 2
p.m., Nov. 10, looking toward reopening the
record in am proceeding on applications of
Jefferson Radio Co., Irondale, Ala., and The
Bessemer
(WEZB) Bessemer,
Ala.
ActionBcstg.
Nov. Inc.
5.
Granted petition by Tuscola Bcstg. Co.,
Caro, Mich., for leave to amend its am application to reflect change of address of one
of its principals. Action Nov. 2.
Granted petition and amendment to petileave toRico
amend
by Supreme
Bcstg.
Inc. tion
of forPuerto
to correct
inadvertent
error in description of geographical coordinates applicable to the proposed trans,
site in Charlotte Amalie, St. Thomas, V.I.,
BROADCASTING, November 16, 1959

tv ch. 10 proceeding. Action Nov. 2.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
Granted petition by Fairview Bcstrs. for
extension of time from Nov. 3 to Nov. 13
to file opposition to petition by Sanford L.
Hirschberg and Gerald R. McGuire to enlargenancial
issues qualifications
with respect
to Fairview's
fiin proceeding
on their
applications for new am stations in RensseNov. 5.laer and Cohoes-Watervliet, N.Y. Action
By Hearing Examiner Isadore A. Honig
Issued order following prehearing conference in proceeding on application of Marin
Bcstg. Inc., to change trans, site of KTIM,
San Rafael, Calif., formalizing certain
agreements reached at Nov. 3 prehearing
conference; continued hearing from Dec.
18 to Jan. 26, 1960. Action Nov. 4.
By Hearing Examiner Isadore A. Honig
Denied petition by Island Teleradio Services Inc., to reopen record in proceeding on
application of Virgin Island Bcstg. System
for additional time to construct WDTV
Christiansted, V.I. Action Nov. 6.
On own motion, advanced further hearing from Dec. 23 to Nov. 19 in am proceeding on applications of Richard L. Dehart
Mountlake Terrace, Wash., and KVOS Inc.
(KVOS) Bellingham, Wash. Action Nov. 5.
Issued order following prehearing conference in proceeding on application of M
& M Bcstg. Co. (WLUK-TV) Marinette,
Wis., formalizing certain agreements
reached
athearing
Oct. 29 from
prehearing
continuedNov.
Dec. 3 conferenceto Dec 15
Action
3.
By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
Granted petition by Hess Hawkins Co.,
tor leave to amend its application
new
am station in East St. Louis, 111., to for
specify
daytime
operation
with
500
w
in
lieu
of
1
kw. Action Nov. 5.
Granted petition by Newton Bcstg. Co
Newton, Mass., for extension of time to
Nov. 6 to file opposition to petition by Transcript Press Inc., Dedham, Mass., to enlarge
issues
to ons
inquire
intoNov.
Newton's financial
qualificati
and to
3 to file reply
to oppositionlargemsent of issues
to Newton's
petition
for ento
permit
into
basic qualifications of Transcriptinquiry
Press
Inc
and WKOX Inc., Beverly, Mass.; applicants
are in consolidated proceeding with County
Bcstg.tionCorp.,
Nov. 4. Gloucester, Mass., et al AcGranted petition by Fortune Bcstg Salt
Lake City., Utah, for further extension of
Continued on page 118

RCA
Magnetic Disc Recorder
Is a Great New Tool
for Broadcasters !
It makes possible fast recording
and playback of commercials and
announcements. Extremely simple
to operate, it minimizes the skill
required to produce a professional
recording. Erasable magnetic discs
have a long life, equal to or greater
than tape, thus production costs
can be reduced. Whatever your
equipment requirements, SEE
RCA FIRST!
Write for descriptive literature to RCA, Dept. AC-22.
Building 15-1, Camden, N.J
RADIO

CORPORATION
of AMERICA

ADVERTISEMENTS
CLASSIFIED
(FINAL DEADLINE— Monday preceding publication date.)
only.)
(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders
• HELP WANTED 25<t per word— $2.00 minimum.
minimum
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20tf per word— $2.00
• DISPLAY ads #20.00 per inch— STATIONS FOR SALE advertising require display space.
• All other classifications 30<£ per word — $4.00 minimum.
1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting,
transcriptions, photos,
,,„,„„,. If transcriptions^ or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). Alltheir
custody or return.
are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for
Af«licants. ^^^P;1^
RADIO

Help Wanted — Management
est% ofof profits
year plus
$15,000
te:
Requisi
200,000. Southw
in city
ern fulla timer
ng a station in the
Must currently be managi
Send
lars.
particu
for
southwest Don't ask
them ^to Box 197R^ BROADCASTING.
tablished station
Pueblo, Colorado well-es
has opening for commercial managerto with
staadvancement
opportunitynt. for
real tion
cing arid produc-manageme AnnounSend
informa
full
ble
desira
ability
tiontion
references and photo. Box twa,
BROADCASTING.
Profitable small market station with large
n with anaggressive salesma
gross, needsnouncingantalent,
manstepis into
will
who
part of an
Station
agement within a year.
Present
chain.
r
ewspape
radio-n
ng
expandi will own a substantial interest m
manager
ing. Applicants
a station we are purchas
28 years old. Send
must be between 24 andment
photorecord,
employ
tape,
audition graph. Box 308R, BROADCASTING
.
Sales
needs 2
Northern Ohio medium market
ced
'grosses, experien
for top BROADC
men. building
ASTING.
men only. Box 308P,
salesmen. Also bonus
$125.00 weekly for
market east
Metropolitan
and commission.nity
865P,
unlimited. Box
coast. Opportu
.
ING
AST
BROADC
commisguarantee plus ive
$100-$150 weekly
selfaggress
for
plan
bonus
and
sion
ton,
Washing
station
Too
n.
salesme
starter
D C. market. Box 867P. BROADCASTING.
If you can s°ll radio and would like to
work in California or Arizona, write to
Box 812, Eureka, California.
KCHJ, Delano. Serves 1,300,000
Californiag, sales
staff.
Increasin
wanted.
Exoerienced self-starter salesman
commission and car eexpense. High
Salarv.
d'-y clim?t°. Good, inexpensiv housing for
»nd
person or c^uole. Send nocture New
single
details.
Mexico. Radio KRSN, Los Alamos,
salesman
Miami— Seasonal or year-round
Write
for fast growing new fm station.
32,
Miami
WAFM, Congress Building,
Florida.
WBAZ, Kineston. New York. Very near
salesman oprjorNew York City. Excellent -guarantee-bonus.
Salary-commission
tunity.
open. Write full details.
Sales manager
sales manager.
Five kw needs exnerienced establishe
d sta. Well
community
Growing
for good oroducer.
income
tion Excellent
Write Manager, WEAV, Plattsburgh, NY.
Sales- Announcer indeoendent fm station to
begin broadcasting soon. WFMM, 44 West
Biddle Street, Baltimore 1, Maryland.
Suntan, for
salt hottest
snrav, salesman
missiles for
and modern,
money
waitin<*
first-rated station. Wite Roy Nilson, ManCanaager.
veral, WKKO.
Florida. Box 1308, Cocoa-Cape
sales recproven
Wanted,
ord andsalesman
who canwhosellhas and
service local
should net around
accounts This person
in one station market. WLOH,
$10,000 a year
Princeton,
W.Va.
Young man willing to work number one
station. Good list to work from. Future
for right man. Write Station Manager at
WTAC, Box 929, Flint, Michigan.
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
Modern number one format station in one
auditioning fastlargest markets
of ten live-wire
announcers. Key station
paced,
leading chain offers big pay, big opportuING. nity. Send tape to Box 864P, BROADCAST-

Help Wanted
— (Cont'd)
Announcers
Smooth morning man, strong on news, with
3rd class ticket for live-wire 1000 watter.
Send tape, photo and resume in first letter
to WDDY, Gloucester, Virginia.
First phone
announcerandcapable
good technical mainteanance
announcing.
$100
per week for right man. Send complete information
and
audition
tape
to
WEPM,
Martinsburg, W.Va.
Station in one of the top fifty markets needs
top-flight announcer. Also have need for a
cobmo-engineer-announcer at WHRT, Hartselle, Alabama. Please send tape and resume
to Gene Newman, WEZB, Tutwiler Hotel in
Birmingham, Alabama.
Michigan independent wants experienced
announcer-dj. Details and tape to WOAP,
Owosso.
Wanted, experienced announcer with first
phone. WSYB, Rutland, Vermont.
Announcers
jobs?tape
Lacknotthat
professional sound?losing
Audition
a polished
. . . showcase? See display ad in Help
Wanted column.

Wanted, two young, aggressive deejays, intelligent andrequired.
willing
to work.
Some experience
Medium
size,
competitive
North Carolina
market.
Starting
salary
$60-$65. Successful operation, small turnover, great crew to work with. Send reING. sume and tape. Box 957P, BROADCAST3 1st phone combo-announcers, no maintenance, top air155R.
salesman,
only experienced
wanted. Box
BROADCASTING.
Are you ready — to move up from 250 watts
to a power station. Do you have two years
experience, good commercial dj sell, ability
s >t
50 local sports
handleadvancement,
to
future
goodbroadcast
typing ability,
run own board, t'ght rommcr:.al P'^ cat Snnthis"0
want
like mid-west,
tion,
per
week.
Answers
yes, tofull
thenstart
answer
advertisement
now! allGive
background,
send taoe of news, soots ~nd di work also
photo. Box 247R, BROADCASTING.
Female . . . Top announcer for top market.
Minimum
3 years experience S^H tne,
ING.
photo and resume. Box 252R, BROADCASTMia in i station serving large south Florida
area is seeking audition tapes from qualified, exnerienced d;sc jockeys. Warm Ders^naiitv^
Send taoeand
and proven
resume success
to Box are
266R, requisites.
BROADTop rated Texas indie needs experienced,
mature, weP-rounded announcer. Excellent
salary and fringe benefits olus chance for
advancement with our major market stafr<st
-rd pud^f'on
full details
tions.
letter
AllSendreplies
confidential.
Box 2S8R,
BROADCASTING.

Announcers! Many openings-many markets.
Experienced? Send tapes, resumes to Paul
Baron, Manager, Broadcast Department.
Maude Lennox Personnel Agency, 630 Fifth
Avenue, New York 20, N.Y.
First phone-announcers. Beginners or experienced. Job waiting. Contact Disk
Jockey
Center, 100 West 42nd
St., New Placement
York City.
CASTING.•

Southeast Arkansas daytimer needs exneriJanafter 289R,
announcer Box
morningbackground.
early Send
uaryencedfi»-st.
BROADCASTING.
Mornine — Kentucky. Outstanding morning
personality required in attractive location.
Past ant.
experience
and historv,
news delivery
importSend personal
references
and
past
earnings.
No
tapes.
Excellent
nay
right man. Box 293R, BROADCASTING. for
Sportscaster — news director. Imoortant snorts
position college football and basketball in
attractive med'um-s^ed citv. M"st be experienced. Send resume and earnings. No
tapes. Box 299R, BROADCASTING.
Lost . . . One deejay to a million market
station. Here is great opportunity for alert,
modernpreferably
naced young
in marketScreaming
of 200. 000.
from manmidwest.
ability sumenot
an
asset.
Send
taoe.
Dicture,
reto Box 300R, BROADCASTING.

Deejay — Can you write? Can you write
reallv funny, clever a^-lib material. Get
this "Method Package" that helps bring out
vour
ownP.O.natural,
Methods,
Box 1, c-eative
Elkhart, talent.
Indiana. $5.95.
Technical
February 1st opening for combination enand announcer.
in northern NewgineerYork.
Box 132R.Daytimer
BROADCASTING.
Washington consulting firm needs engineer
qualified in design and adiustment of Da
BROADCASTING.
Arrays.
give required.
qualifications,
encesPlease
and salary
Box refer139R,
1,000 watt station in southeast has opening
for chief engineer-combination announcer.
ING.^
condiGood salary and excellent working
Send resume, refertions for right man.
BROADCAST178R,
Box
to
tape
ences and

Opening for qualified staff announcer,
preferably from the southwest. Complete
details should include picture, tape, minimum sa!ary. Manager, KSWS, Roswell,
New Mexico.

Wanted: Chief engineer-announcer for 250
watt network station in South Carolina.
Steady, dependable man will have good
future with this progressive station. Send
photo an'i audition
including
details
full to
tape
Box 200R,
BROADCASTING.
central MasChief engineer first ticket for
ce restation. Maintenan
fulltime BROADCAS
TING.
Box 278R,
quired.sachusetts
Settle down? December 1 opening for chief.
5 kw directional, medium sized midwest
market New gear. Permanent Dosition for
man. Full details to Box 286R, BROADright
CASTING.

Combo-announcer with first ticket. No maintenance necessary. Adult format with emnews. SendKTRC,
resume,
pix
to G. C.phasis onPackard,
Box tape
1715,andSanta
Fe, N.M.

first class
Engineer-a
Wanted:
kw
e. 1tick20% maintenanc
work, nnouncer,
et, 80% air
Salary
equipment.
Gates
daytimer.
ble. Opening December 1. Call, writenegotiaJerry
KGLN, Glenwood Spring, Colorado.
Fitch,5-6501.
WH

KBUD,
Athens, T«xas,
staff announcer.
Salary seeking
open. experienced

BROADCASTING, November 16, 1959

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical
5 kw fulltime DA-N midwest city 100,000
needs chief engineer. Contact KRES, St.
Joseph, Missouri.
Wanted: Transmitter engineer, first class
vacaInsuranceE. andCrocker.
announcing.
license,tionnobenefits.
Apply George
South
Aberdeen,
KSDN,
Engineer,
Chief
Dakota.
Miserable pay and ridiculous conditions for
audio and/or transmitting engineer. However, there will be the sardonic pleasure of
fascinating surroundings and of creation of
a fm radio station out of absolutely nothing.
Paduan Foundation, 805 G Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C.
Production-Programming, Others
Copywriter ropolitan
and station.
trafficTopassistant.
metpay. Large
Box 863P,
BROADCASTING.
Private secretary and girl Friday. Large
metropolitan
station. $80-?100 weekly. Box
866P,
BROADCASTING.
Traffic director, large metropolitan station.
Excellent pay. Box 868P, BROADCASTING.
College radio production manager; teach
non-credit courses; supervise, direct student production, 8 weekly dramatic, variety,
talk, sports programs on commercial staING. tions. $500 month. Box 239R, BROADCASTCopywriter. Midwest metropolitan market.
Give complete resume, references. Box
246R, BROADCASTING.
Radio-tv news director — New York state
outlet of multiple station operation. College
Experience
torygrad.
essential.
Photo, and
taDe good
and work
detailshis-to
Box 249R, BROADCASTING.
News announcer and director for large rain Wyoming.
Good working
and tape
living dio-tvconditions
in growth
area. Send
and information to: Bob Berger, KTWO
AM-TV, Casper, Wyoming.
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
Nine years in radio. Would like position as
manager or announcer-salesman in medium
to
small country-type station. Box 237R,
BROADCASTING.
Manager — Successful better or pop music.
Built
"ailing." Top
Fourteen
years
sales new,
and rebuilt
management.
references.
Desire challenge with fitting compensation.
Currently major market. Married, family.
Box 250R, BROADCASTING.
Top-flight — pro-team. Young, 23 years combined experience. This young, aggressive,
alert team desires managerial positions. Do
you want your station to produce more
revenue? Strong sales-public relations executives-promotional background. You will
find our arrangements equitable, mutually
profitable. Confidential. Salary $20,000 to
$25,000
We know what we're
worth! per
Box year
251R,each.
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
all phasesSalary
including
promotions. Work anywhere.
or percentage
of profits. Available with or without staff.
Real go — getter. Box 258R, BROADCASTING.
Available.
Top manager
for top
ownership. Experienced
all phases.
Outstanding
sales. Creative. Civic leader. Absolute
lovalitv to employer. Write Box 263R,
BROADCASTING.
General manager/sales manager, 16 years
experience knowledge
retail and all
regional
sales.
Thorough
phases spot
including
modern programming. Self starter, highest
industry
CASTING. references. Box 267R, BROADyou are looking for a manager, I may
e your man. I am 31, have 8 years of
anagerial experience in all phases and
ormats and require only a free hand.
rite Box 275R, BROADCASTING.
Mature, sober, dependable. Net and independent experience. Ability to organize for
profit as well as ratings. Presently employed. Box 281R, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, November 16, 1959

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Sales
To expanding operation medium large markets. Available — experienced manager, sales
manager multiple operation, creative sales,
programming,
promotion ideas. Box 294R.
BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Experienced airman, 22, married, desires
opportunity in radio, tv. Employed. Box
958P, BROADCASTING.
Announcer. Adult music. Newsr DJ. ComCreative. Tape available. Boxmercials.
183R,Cooperative.
BROADCASTING.
Top rated dj, 9 years. Family. Wishes reCASTING.location. TV experience. Box 205R^BROADVersatile, experienced, young radio man.
Employed, desire larger market. No top-40,
hillbilly, or r-r/r-b. Minimum $100. Box
254R, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer-salesman, program
director, promotions. Travel. Family. Salary
secondary. Box 257R, BROADCASTING.
Announcer
Firstrecord
phone,
good voice,
news,
commercial — and
shows.19, Mature
cooperative,
creative,
ambitious.
Box
BROADCASTING. 261R,
For music just right. "The voice in the
night." Box 264R, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer wants eastern market, needs $100,000 per week to survive.
Good hard sell voice. Box 270R, BROADCASTING^
Negro announcer-dj. Graduate professional
radio schoohveteranrBoxWill273R,
relocate. Tape,Family
resume,man,
available.
BROADCASTING.
Mature sound seeking late morning, early
afternoon time slot. Request free hand in
music selection and program context. Sorry
no gimmicks.
40's please disregard.
Write
Box 276R,TopBROADCASTING.

Immediate

openings at RCA

BROADCAST

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Part-time classical announcer for fm staING. tion in LA. area. Box 284R, BROADCASTExperienced negro personality dj — variety
show — top ratings — proven reputation for
results, married, dependable, relocate east,
northeast,
west. Box 287R, BROADCASTING.
Announcer 3 years, presently employed as
program director. Fully experienced in all
phases. Versatile, dependable, ambitious.
Desire to move up to larger market around
first of year. Salary requirement $125. Box
291R, BROADCASTING.
Play-by-play. 11 years 29, sober employed
family man. In college sports, looking for
year-round market. Take sports and sales,
no dj. Tapes, references. Available after
football season. Write Box 298R, BROADCASTING.
Young, creative dj looking for first job.
Good pop music, no top 40. Will relocate
anywhere. Tape, picture, resume, Box 305R,
BROADCASTING.
5 years experience doing mature, clever
music show,
happyNow
sound,
successful withwith
adultbright,
audience.
seeking
station with progressive management and
middle music policy. Currently morning
man. ("It's almost a pleasure to get up.")
Oh yes, sports
play-by-play.
Tasty package!
Sample?
Box 306R,
BROADCASTING.
One year announcing and copy experience
with 250 watter. Want more experience.
Tom Blair, KSEO, Durant, Oklahoma.
Young, tunity!
dynamic
announcer
— wants
Gather, write,
present
news; oppormust
include basketball play-by-play. Limited
experience. Tape on request. Bob Gordon,
547 Tyler, Gary, Indiana.

for . . .
SYSTEMS

ENGINEERS
Highly responsible positions are open to men who have experience in audio and TV
equipment applications in broadcast studios. Salaries and opportunities for professional growth are both excellent.
As an RCA Broadcast Systems Engineer, you will work directly with such customers as
radio and TV stations and recording studios. Acting in an advisory capacity, you can
be the man who analyzes the customer's needs and designs the system which specifically
answers his requirements.
You may work with TV installations (either black and white or color), AM-FM, Hi-Fi and
stereo audio equipment, terminal equipment, mobile or closed circuit systems. Components include the latest and most exciting RCA products such as cameras, mikes,
consoles, audio and video tape, loudspeakers, projectors, amplifiers, transmitters, multiplexors, etc.
FOR INTERVIEW WITH ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT
Mr. V. E. Broad
Box
ZC-14L
RCA,
Professional Employment
Send
resume
to
Camden
Bldg. 10-12, New Jersey

RADIO

CORPORATION

OF AMERICA

Industrial Electronic Products
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Experienced announcer all phases. Strong
on country
and gospel.
man. Ave.,
Contact Bob Henderson,
1116Family
W. Oldham
Knoxville, Tenn. or phone 4-0262.
Disc jockey — town and country. Experienced
and available. D. Johnson. 506 S. Union St..
Kokomo, Indiana.
See television ad. Dick Landfield.
School's out— Single, 25 year old graduate
of the midwest's leading professional
broadcasting school, seeks the personradio.
ofa start in
opportunity
Write fering
or the wire
Howardof Laney, 4849 So.
Marshfield, Chicago 9, Illinois.

negro veteran, professionally trained,
Young
no
experience. Looking for place to start.
Bob Lee, 6028 S. Drexel, Chicago.
\nnouncer,
1st phone,
$85, Walter
no car.Piasecki.
Berkshire 7-6721 after
5:00 p.m.
2219 N. Parkside, Chicago.
Colored. Beginner dj. Experience In sales,
control board operation. Willing to travel.
Mel Placide.
AC 2-5846.
Telephone
121 St. Nickolas
Ave., Address—
New York 26, N.Y.
Technical
Chief engineer or supervisor: 8 years exDesire eastdirectional.Married,
perience tv, fm,
ern location.
No am
announcing.
family. Box 285R, BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
Gal Friday. Write copy. Air work if needed.
Learn traffic. Box 265R. BROADCASTING

years with B.B.C. Radio — all
Over ten
studio engineering, balancing and
phases
disoundother
. Television
distribution
programrector and mixer for
newsreel — and
film programs. Knowledge all types of
music— Haydn to hillbilly. With New York
film recording studio since 1957, handling
top tv accounts. Married, age 30. Seek
position in radio or tv station where can
use technical knowledge, administrative
ability and good sense of programming.
area preferred. Box 269R. BROADN.E.
CASTING.
Looking
happy sound?
sive
two for
man a production
and Young,
dj team.agresOne
first phone. Experienced in color and
modern family radio. Presently employed
in major market. Available soon. Box 274R.
BROADCASTING.
Program director, sports, news, 7 years experience. College graduate, mature, reliable.
Travel anywhere. Box 282R, BROADCASTING.

TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Sales
Young, aggressive television salesman needed immediately. Must have proven background. Position Apply
offers future
limited earnings.
only ifwith
you tinare
not afraid to work and enjoy living in small
community. We are a new station affiliated
with CBS. Address all correspondence to
Sales
Kansas.manager, KBLR Radio-TV, Goodland,
Technical
Wanted: TV operation man, first phone.
Job includes production, directing duties
transmitter and film. Permanent, full time.
Good opportunity in all phases of tv.
KAUS-KMMT-TV, Austin, Minnesota.
Transmitter engineer needed for newly installed RCA 25 kw transmitter. Position
now open. Contact Chief Engineer, KCSJTV, Pueblo, Colorado.
Immediate, permanent opening maximum
power vhf for engineer, experienced in all
phases tv studio, transmitter operation,
maintenance DuMont, GE equipment, two
hop Motorola microwave. Ideal warm
winters, hunting, fishing, boating, all year.
Phone State 6-8311, Leavenworth Wheeler,
Chief Engineer KIVA, Yuma, Arizona.
Opportunity for permanent, dependable
transmitter engineer. Must have tv experience or excellent radio background. Manager, KSWS-TV, Roswell, New Mexico.
Engineer 1st class. Small vhf. Good working and living conditions in Wyoming number one market. Contact Marion Cunningham, KTWO-TV, Casper, Wyoming.
TV studio engineers for design, test, and
field engineering. Rapidly expanding progressive company. All benefits, plus rapid
advancement for qualified engineers. FotoVideo
Laboratories,
Grove, New Jersey. Inc. CE. 9-6100, Cedar
Job security with growing division of an
international company. Immediate openings
for senior video tape recording tv maintenance engineers with aptitude in our field.
Write S.Todd
Blum, Ave.,
MincomLos Division
2049
Barrington
Angeles— 3M,
25.
California.
Production-Programming, Others
Regional tv station needs experienced
newsman, qualified in movie and still work,
air work and processing. Send all informaING. tion first letter. Box 288R, BROADCASTTELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Management
13 years in radio-tv. 7 years at first station.
6 years at present station. Past 4 years assistant general manager in secondary three
station market. Experienced in programming, sales, film buying, administration.
Looking for advancement. Excellent industry and personal references. All inquiries
acknowledged. Write Box 255R. BROADCASTING.
Sales

Outstanding Los Angeles dj will program
your station. All replies answered. Box
283R, BROADCASTING.

Available — Experienced radio manager-sales
manager. Young, aggressive wants change
to
ING.television sales. Box 295R, BROADCAST-

This creative
young that
man isis about
searching
for a
station
somewhere
to switch
over from formula to adult pop music program ing. He would like to set up the new
programming and be the dominant factor in
making this station one of the best sounding
in the country. He has an extensive pop
music background, and is prepared to meet
an exciting challenge. If you can use him,
write Box 304R BROADCASTING.

One of the best aggressive, experienced
salesmen in highly competitive multi-tvradio market desires commercial manager
opportunity, proven record. Family man
References. Box 307R, BROADCASTING.
Announcers

Copywriter. 10 years experience in radio
and television. Ability to service accounts.
Ellis Babcock, 33 North St., Pulaski, N.Y.
Wanted,
position
recordafter
librarian
in ra-or
dio station.
Phone as 57F11
7:00 P.M.
write Gerald Brennan. Grant Street. Valders, Wisconsin.
116

Television personality. MC, dance host,
radio
dj, commercials.
children's character,
on-camera
Ten yearsexcellent
experience. Employed major market. Family,
college degree. Box 175R, BROADCASTING.
Strong, on-camera newsman of thirty with
distinctive style, voice, appearance and ten
years experience can move by January 1.
Currently employed. Write Box 253R
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Experienced-on
watt radio. News camera
director, televlsion-50,000
versatile dj. tv
weather, tinuity,
special
events,
play-by-play,
conetcetera. Excellent
voice, creative,
dependable,manency,congenial.
Major
market
peronly. Weekly
$125.00.
Dick Landfield
5053 N.minimum
Troy, Chicago.
Illinois. Keystone 9-5936.
Technical
12 years experience,
construction,
maintenance,am-fm-tv
operation,planning,
studio,
transmitter, 4 years supervisory, 4 years
ING.
chief, 35 years old. Box 196R, BROADCASTEngineer, transmitter, studio; 1st phone
Prefer northeast or midwest. John Wilkey.
95 Hoe Avenue, Bronx 59, N.Y. WY 1-6753
Production-Programming, Others
Director — Producer available; experienced
in all phases of television production; local
station and closed circuit; off Broadway
and university theatre. Energetic organizer
Extremely creative without being erratic.
M.A.,
30, excellent references. Box 279R.
BROADCASTING.
Business college graduate, 28, one year tv
school, seeks position in tv world. Write
copy, campaigns, know music, voice, new
program ideas, direct, etc. Box 280R.
BROADCASTING.
TV director, 3V2 years at major vhf markets.
Heavy theatre background. Full details on
request. Box 302R, BROADCASTING.
Experienced producer-director. Family: Creative. All phases
production: camera, film
Box 303R,
BROADCASTING.
FOR SALE
RCA microwave Equipment
TTR-1 modified transmitter
and receiver with audio modulator and
demodulator in excellent condition. Box
206R, BROADCASTING.
GE
12 bay batwing tv antenna Channel 7
CASTING.
convertible
to Channel 8. Excellent condition. Very reasonable. Box 207R, BROADFM antenna . . . GE-4 BY-D . . . Four
section PWR Gain 3.6 .. . tuned to 92.5
mc . . . Length 32 feet . . . Side mounted
Box 260R, BROADCASTING.
Remote control broadcasting equipment.
Gates amplifier modulation 745. 2 A.ltec
P525-A with preamp lipstick mikes. 2
Sure "Mod. 300" bidirectional mikes with
hook up wires. Reasonable. Good condition
Box 271R, BROADCASTING.
6 #635 Electro-Voice, 1 Altec 660B mikes,
re2 Gates
$30 each. $40
used,
never mote
amps, excellent,
each. SA-134
1 GE pgm
level ind. FA-1A, $50. 1 GE BA4C mon
amp. $25. Box 290R, BROADCASTING.
For sale: 550 foot Blaw Knox self-supporting H-21 tower.
Designed
andBoxtv
antennas.
Dismantled,
readyforto fmship.
296R, BROADCASTING.
RCA TK-41 live color camera. 1100 hours
total operation. Better than new, has been
Ininstallation.
Console
de-bugged.
cludes camera
pedestal,rack
frequency
std., and
color bar generator. Complete details upon
request. $30,000.00. KJEO-TV. Fresno 17.
California.
431' Blaw-Knox,
type N16
tower.with
In excellent condition. Tower
equipped
tower
mount for 12 bay super turnstile. Contact
J.V.
Sanderson,Alabama.
Chief Engineer, WAPI-TV
Birmingham,
Collins 21A 5 kw transmitter maintained in
original condition,
factory-approved
modifications,
now only
operating.
Excellent
quality.
Ten
years
old.
Price
$4,000.
Address Radio Station WISE, Box
75, Terms.
Scenic
Highway, Asheville, N.C.
RCA 10 kw fm transmitter with spare
tubes, antenna and related equipment at
sacrifice.N.C.
Contact Hugh Holder, WKIX.
Raleigh,
BROADCASTING, November 16, 1959

FOR SALE

Equipment — (Cont'd )
for BF-1C fm transwatt
10
Gates mitter. Can be exciter
used as educational 10 watt
fm station. Also $450.00 in spare Phaseatrons
for unit. Complete package $800.00 WVTS,
Post Office Box 433, Terre Haute, Indiana.
Video monitors. Closed circuit and broadad too Laboratori
See Foto-Vide
. es'
on Page
110
daycast.
cutter and other
Magnecorders, Rek-O-Kut
items. Write for list. Matson, Box
recording
8203,
San Antonio, Texas.
Two 198-foot antenna towers, guyed-type,
bolted sections,
pivot base, triangular, 20-ft.
lines, etc. Formerwith lights, transmission
Salinas, California.
place,
In
ly
KSBW-AM.
Must be removed. Bid opening December
or both. For bid forms
for eitherof Highways,
15, 1959, Division
contact
Box 841, San
California, Attention: J. F.
Luis Obispo,
Powell,
telephone Liberty 3-6000.
Projectall 300 in new condition, combines
one film
slides, opaques, and films intowrite.
Mr.
chain remote control, details
Productions, 4102
Frank Tracey, TressellPhoenix.
Arizona.
East Vernon Avenue,
WANTED

TO BUY

Stations
Want to retire? Let me buy in and manage
with eventual ownership in view. Twenty
tv. Prefer
in radio250and
years
midwestexperience
or New England
station. Other
locations definitely considered. Box 188R,
BROADCASTING.
Want another station, midwest or southwest.
$200,000 or under. Box 230R, BROADCASTING.
Construction permit. Either 100% interest,
or 50% with management contract. Box
245R, BROADCASTING.
Am looking for 250 watt single market.
Anywhere.
Can beBROADCASTING.
in red. Send full particulars. Box 256R,
Multiple owner, will purchase or lease your
station outright, or fifty percent interest.
Box 277R, BROADCASTING.
Haskell Bloomberg, Station Broker, 208 FairStreet, Lowell, Massachusetts, Telemount phone
Glenview 5-5823.
Equipment
Wanted: Heavy duty tower, 250 to 300 foot,
self-supporting. State make, type, price and
details. Box 224R, BROADCASTING.
Used 16mm Auricon sound camera with tv
shutter for kine recording. Box 272R,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted. Will buy pullers for model 900
Presto tape machines. Write Chief Engineer,
Radio
sota. Station KATE, Albert Lea, MinneNeed RCA TG-1 or TG-2 sync generator in
good Roswell,
condition.NewContact
TV,
Mexico.Manager, KSWSFrequency monitor in good operating condition,1450kc.
reasonably priced. WHSC, Hartsville, S.C.
STL microwave system, 900 mc band, good,
used. Also assoc. equipment. Write James
B. Holder, WHYL, Carlisle, Penna.
Wanted:
4 or Write
8 bay T.fm K.antenna.
Also T.D..
control console.
Abernethy.
WSIC, Statesville, N.C.
3-5 kw fm transmitter with or without tape
player and accessories. Also interested 250
w to 10 kw, am and fm. Submit details.
Compass Electronics Supply, 75 Varick
Street, New York 13.
We need all sorts of used Ampex recorders.
Altec and good ribbon microphones, turntables and arms, and other studio and recording equipment. Washington, D.C. area.
Paduan Foundation, 805 G Street, N.W..
Washington, D.C. ME 8-2866.
Transmitter adaptable to Channel 27. All
studio plete
andstation.
engineering
equipment
for Ave.,
comJack Stubbs,
276 Estate
Tulare, California.
BROADCASTING, November 16, 1959

INSTRUCTIONS
F.C.C. first phone license preparation by
correspondence
resident
classes.
Grantham
Schools orare in
located
in Hollywood,
Seattle, Kansas City, and Washington. Write
for our free 40-page brochure. Grantham
School of Electronics, 3123 Gillham Road.
Kansas City 9, Missouri.
Be prepared.
First phone
in 6Radio
weeks, License
Guaranteed instruction.
Elkins
School
of
Atlanta.
1139
Spring
St.,
Atlanta, Georgia. N.W.,
Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st
phone license, 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations
required. Enrolling now for classes starting
January 6, March 2, May 4, June 29, 1960.
For information, references and reservations write William B. Ogden, Radio Operational Engineering School, 1150 West Olive
Avenue, Burbank, California.
With pride we announce the opening of our
new broadcasting
weeks intensive, practical school.
trainingTwelve
in announcing,
programming,
etc.
Brand
new
console,
tables, and the works. Reservations turnonly
Elkins School of Broadcasting, 2603 Inwood
Road, Dallas, 35, Texas.
FCC firstanteed
phone
license
in six weeks.
instruction
by master
teacher.GuarG.I.
approved.
Request
brochure.
Elkins
Radio
License
School,
2603
Inwood
Road,
Dallas.
Texas.

RADIO
Situation Wanted — Announcers
% 1 1 a ri — » r ■ » »^ ** ^fc «» ^fc « ■
VERSATILE
RADIO-TV
]
PERSON
ALITY
{
Currently doing top-rated dj and tv
dancing party, weather and quiz
shows30 daily
in one
of the tonation's
top
markets
is ready
move
into another phase of his career.
Needs a better launching pad which
will offer better fuel to reach higher stage. Can offer excellent references. Both dj and tv shows currently
in #1 orbit with high flying
station.
Box 259R, BROADCASTING

»
J
f»
J
f
i
I
£
»J
f

MOURNING MAN
"You won't have to get up until noon."
—"Come
"We with
need us."
high they*
afternoon
said,ratings."
smashing—
my
alarm
clock
with
a
swipe
of
a money
laden fist.
Well, they got their ratings, but how can
cm
artist (that's me) do a show when he's
awake?
Where
who'll hours;
take
me fromis the
my sadistic
family monster
in the wee
who'll make me smile when I'm really
yawning?Box 292R, BROADCASTING
P.S. Try not below
to let 5your
sadism carry you
figures.
*"They" are in the top 20 markets, but
don't hold that against me.

MISCELLANEOUS
Plan Christmas spot campaigns now. We
write, voice, record custom commercials.
No
M-J Productions,
2899 Templeton jingles.
Road, Columbus,
Ohio.
Tom Ryan — Where are you? (signed) Ray
Van Steen, WIRL— Peoria, 111.
RADIO

TELEVISION

Help Wanted — Announcers

Help Wanted — Announcers
ANNOUNCERS ATTENTION
We need you if you are a glib morning
man of Italian descent and speaks English
and Italian fluently. For obvious reasons
cannot disclose market or station, but we
are in a major market and have come up
with a new approach. If you feel you
can qualify, please send tape, resume and
recent photo to
Box 301 R, BROADCASTING

TELEVISION OPPORTUNITY
Salesmen-Announcers. Experienced radio or TV Strong sales. Red Hot opportunity announce, sell show. Several
markets
open.to: Fire resume and photo
immediately
Tony James
Disk Jockey Placement Center
100 West 42nd St., N.Y.C.
Production — Programming, Others

ANNOUNCERS
—
LOSING JOBS? LACK THAT PROFESSIONAL
SOUND? AUDITION TAPE NOT A POLISHED . . . SHOWCASE?
S.A.S. is the ONLY school in the east that
offers ing,"PROFESSIONAL
ADVANCED" coachin all phases of ANNOUNCING
...
including TIGHT FORMAT BOARD WORK.
10 week course for those who can qualify
. . . AUDITION TAPE included with course.
Remember . . . announcers . . . are MADE
. . . not born. "Let us analyze your present
IS NO CHARGE."***
tape, THERE
audition
For information
and brochure
contact . . .
MR. KEITH . . . SU 7-6938.
NEW YORK SCHOOL OF ANNOUNCING & SPEECH
160 West 73rd Street. *** BY APT. ONLY
New York 23, N.Y.
SU 7-6938

<c><x^€><^<^<^<^€^><^^
NEWSMAN
RADIO-TV
Four-man News Department in large East
Coast market has opening for experienced,
self-starting newsman. Must be able to
work with minimum of supervision. Duties
will require straight reporting, radio newscasts,
News Good
Unit basic
reports,
and plus
oncamera Mobile
newscasts.
salary
talent on all sponsored newscasts.
Box 262R, BROADCASTING
Employment Service

Production-Programming, Others
FLORIDA
P
Program Director for highly competitive metropolitan market. Must know
tight operation and be able to assume
complete
responsibility. Immediate
opening, send complete resume.
Box 226R, BROADCASTING
■v?-. '^~^Or> <^y>~. of?"' '^O*- •J?~''~&~"*Or- i&wjO'*
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Top
•
••

Sam

RADIO — TV — ADV.
job
the dynamic southeast. placements
Hundreds of jobin openings.
Announcers • Engineers
Disk
•• Salesmen
Copywriters
News Jockeys
Directors
Free registration — Confidential
Professional Placement
458 Peachtree Arcade
Atlanta, Ga.
Eckstein
J A 5-4841
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Experienced announcer all phases. Strong
on country
and gospel.
man. Ave..
Contact Bob Henderson,
1116Family
W. Oldham
Knoxville, Tenn. or phone 4-0262.
Disc jockey— town and country. Experienced
and available. D. Johnson, 506 S. Union St.,
Kokomo, Indiana.
See television ad. Dick Landfield.
School's out— Single, 25 year old graduate
of the midwest's leading professional
broadcasting school, seeks the person offering the opportunity of a start in radio.
Write or wire Howard Laney, 4849 So.
Marshfield, Chicago 9, Illinois.
Young negro veteran, professionally trained,
no experience. Looking for place to start.
Bob Lee, 6028 S. Drexel, Chicago.
Announcer,
1st phone,
$85, Walter
no car.Piaseckl.
Berkshire 7-6721 after
5:00 p.m.
2219 N. Parkside, Chicago.
Colored. Beginner dj. Experience in sales,
control board operation. Willing to travel.
Telephone
AC 2-5846.
Mel 26,Placide.
121 St. Nickolas
Ave., Address—
New York
N.Y.
Technical
Chief engineer or supervisor: 8 years exDesire eastdirectional.Married,
perience tv, fm,
ern location.
No am
announcing.
family. Box 285R, BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
Gal Friday. Write copy. Air work if needed.
Learn traffic. Box 265R, BROADCASTING.

ten years with B.B.C. Radio— all
Over
phases studio engineering, balancing and
disoundother
. Television
programrectordistribution
and mixer for
newsreel — and
film programs. Knowledge all types of
music— Haydn to hillbilly. With New York
film recording studio since 1957, handling
top tv accounts. Married, age 30. Seek
can
where ive
or tv station
in radioknowledge
position
, administrat
use technical
ability and good sense of programming.
area preferred. Box 269R, BROADNE
CASTING.
Looking
happy sound?
sive two for
man a production
and Young,
dj team.agresOne
first phone. Experienced in color and
modern family radio. Presently employed
in major market. Available soon. Box 274R.
BROADCASTING.
Program director,
sports, news,
7 years
experience. College graduate,
mature,
reliable.
Travel
ING. anywhere. Box 282R, BROADCAST-

TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Sales
Young, aggressive television salesman needed immediately. Must have proven background.earnings.
Position Apply
offers future
limited
only ifwith
you unare
not afraid to work and enjoy living in small
community. We are a new station affiliated
with CBS. Address all correspondence to
Sales
Kansas.manager, KBLR Radio-TV, Goodland,
Technical
Wanted: TV operation man, first phone.
Job includes production, directing duties
transmitter and film. Permanent, full time.
Good opportunity in all phases of tv.
KAUS-KMMT-TV, Austin, Minnesota.
Transmitter
for newly
installed RCAengineer
25 kw needed
transmitter.
Position
now open. Contact Chief Engineer, KCSJTV, Pueblo, Colorado.
Immediate, permanent opening maximum
power vhf for engineer, experienced in all
phases tv studio, transmitter operation,
maintenance DuMont, GE equipment, two
hop Motorola microwave. Ideal warm
winters, hunting, fishing, boating, all year.
Phone State 6-8311, Leavenworth Wheeler,
Chief Engineer KIVA, Yuma, Arizona.
Opportunity for permanent, dependable
transmitter engineer. Must have tv experience or excellent radio background. Manager, KSWS-TV. Roswell, New Mexico.
Engineer 1st class. Small vhf. Good working and living conditions in Wyoming number one market. Contact Marion Cunningham, KTWO-TV, Casper, Wyoming.
TV studio engineers for design, test, and
field engineering. Rapidly expanding progressive company. All benefits, plus rapid
advancement for qualified engineers. FotoVideo
Laboratories,
Grove, New Jersey. Inc. CE. 9-6100, Cedar
Job security with growing division of an
international company. Immediate openings
for senior video tape recording tv maintenance engineers with aptitude in our field.
Write Todd Blum, Mincom Division — 3M,
2049 S. Barrington Ave., Los Angeles 25.
California.
Production-Programming, Others
Regional tv station needs experienced
newsman, qualified in movie and still work,
air work and processing. Send all informaING. tion first letter. Box 288R, BROADCASTTELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Management
13 years in radio-tv. 7 years at first station.
6 years at present station. Past 4 years assistant general manager in secondary three
station market. Experienced in programming, sales, film buying, administration.
Looking for advancement. Excellent industry and personal references. All inquiries
acknowledged. Write Box 255R, BROADCASTING.
Sales

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Experienced-on
watt radio. News camera
director, television-50,000
versatile dj. tv
weather, tinuity,
special
events,
play-by-play,
conetcetera. Excellent
voice, creative,
dependable,manency,congenial.
Major
market
peronly. Weekly
$125.00.
Dick Landfield
5053 N.minimum
Troy, Chicago,
Illinois. Keystone 9-5936.
Technical
12 years experience,
construction,
maintenance,am-fm-tv
operation,planning,
studio,
transmitter, 4 years supervisory, 4 years
ING.
chief, 35 years old. Box 196R, BROADCASTEngineer, transmitter, studio; 1st phone
Prefer northeast or midwest. John Wilkey.
95 Hoe Avenue, Bronx 59, N.Y. WY 1-6753
Production-Programming, Others
Director — Producer available; experienced
in all phases of television production; local
station and closed circuit; off Broadway
and university theatre. Energetic organizer.
Extremely creative without being erratic.
M.A., 30, excellent references. Box 279R.
BROADCASTING.
Business college graduate, 28, one year tv
school, seeks position in tv world. Write
copy, campaigns, know music, voice, new
program ideas, direct, etc. Box 280R.
BROADCASTING.
TV director, 3V2 years at major vhf markets.
Heavy theatre background. Full details on
request. Box 302R, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
producer-director.
Family: film
Creative. All phases
production; camera,
Box 303R, BROADCASTING.
FOR SALE
RCA microwave Equipment
TTR-1 modified transmitter
and receiver with audio modulator and
demodulator in excellent condition. Box
206R, BROADCASTING.
GE 12 bay batwing tv antenna Channel 7
convertible to Channel 8. Excellent condition. Very reasonable. Box 207R, BROADCASTING.
FM antenna . . . GE-4 BY-D . . . Four
section PWR Gain 3.6 .. . tuned to 92.5
mc
. . Length
32 feet . . . Side mounted.
Box . 260R,
BROADCASTING.
Remote control broadcasting equipment.
Gates amplifier modulation 745. 2 Altec
P525-A with preamp lipstick mikes. 2
Sure "Mod. 300" bidirectional mikes with
hook up wires. Reasonable. Good condition
Box 271R, BROADCASTING.
6 #635 Electro-Voice, 1 Altec 660B mikes,
never mote
used,
$30 each. $40
2 Gates
reamps, excellent,
each. SA-134
1 GE pgm
level ind. FA-1A, $50. 1 GE BA4C mon.
amp. $25. Box 290R, BROADCASTING.
For sale: 550 foot Blaw Knox self-supporting H-21 tower. Designed for fm and tv
antennas. Dismantled, ready to ship. Box
296R. BROADCASTING.
RCA TK-41 live color camera. 1100 hours
total operation. Better than new, has been
de-bugged.
Console
installation.
Includes camera
pedestal,rackfrequency
std., and
color bar generator. Complete details upon
request. $30,000.00 KJEO-TV, Fresno 17.
California.

Outstanding Los Angeles dj will program
your station. All replies answered. Box
283R, BROADCASTING.

Available — Experienced radio manager-sales
manager. Young, aggressive wants change
to
ING.television sales. Box 295R, BROADCAST-

This creative young man is searching for a
station somewhere that is about to switch
over from formula to adult pop music program ing. He would like to set up the new
programming and be the dominant factor in
making this station one of the best sounding
in the country. He has an extensive pop
music background, and is prepared to meet
an
challenge.
If you can use him,
writeexciting
Box 304R
BROADCASTING.

One of the best aggressive, experienced
salesmen in highly competitive multi-tvradio market desires commercial manager
opportunity, proven record. Family man
References. Box 307R, BROADCASTING.
Announcers

431' Blaw-Knox,
type N16
tower.with
In excellent condition. Tower
equipped
tower
mount for 12 bay super turnstile. Contact
J.V.
Sanderson,
Chief
Engineer,
WAPI-TV
Birmingham, Alabama.

Television personality. MC, dance host,
radio dj, commercials.
children's character,
on-camera
Ten yearsexcellent
experience. Employed major market. Family,
college degree. Box 175R, BROADCASTING.
Strong, on-camera newsman of thirty with
distinctive style, voice, appearance and ten
years experience can move by January 1.
Currently employed. Write Box 253R,
BROADCASTING.

Collins 21A 5 kw transmitter maintained in
original condition, only factory-approved
modifications, now operating. Excellent
quality.
old.WISE,
Price Box
$4,000.
Address Ten
Radioyears
Station
75, Terms.
Scenic
Highway, Asheville, N.C.
RCA 10 kw fm transmitter with spare
tubes, antenna and related equipment at
sacrifice.N.C.
Contact Hugh Holder, WKIX.
Raleigh,

Copywriter. 10 years experience in radio
and television. Ability to service accounts.
Ellis Babcock, 33 North St., Pulaski, N.Y.
Wanted,
position
recordafter
librarian
in ra-or
dio station.
Phone as 57F11
7:00 P.M.
write
Gerald
Brennan,
Grant
Street.
Valders, Wisconsin.
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Equipment — (Cont'd )
BF-1C fm 10transGates 10mitter.watt
Can be exciter
used asforeducational
watt
fm station. Also $450.00 in spare Phaseatrons
for unit. Complete package $800.00 WVTS,
Post Office Box 433, Terre Haute, Indiana.
Video monitors. Closed circuit and broadLaboratories' ad toSee Foto-Video
on Page
daycast.
110.
Magnecorders, Rek-O-Kut cutter and other
recording items. Write for list. Matson, Box
8203, San Antonio, Texas.
Two 198-foot antenna towers, guyed-type,
sections,
pivot base, triangular, 20-ft. bolted
Formerlines, etc.California.
with lights, transmission
Salinas,
place,
In
ly
KSBW-AM.
Must be removed. Bid opening December
or both. For bid forms
for eitherof Highways,
15, 1959, Division
contact
Box 841, San
Luis Obispo, California, Attention: J. F.
Powell, telephone Liberty 3-6000.
Projectall 300 in new condition, combines
one film
slides, opaques, and films intowrite.
Mr.
chain remote control, details
Productions, 4102
Frank Tracey, TressellPhoenix,
Arizona.
Avenue,
Vernon
East
WANTED TO BUY

INSTRUCTIONS
F.C.C. first phone license preparation by
correspondence
resident
classes.
Grantham Schools orare in
located
in Hollywood,
Seattle, Kansas City, and Washington. Write
for our free 40-page brochure. Grantham
School of Electronics, 3123 Gillham Road,
Kansas City 9, Missouri.
Be prepared.
First phone
in 6Radio
weeks, License
Guaranteed instruction.
Elkins
School of Atlanta. 1139 Spring St., N.W.,
Atlanta, Georgia.
Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st
phone license, 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations
required. Enrolling now for classes starting
January 6, March 2, May 4, June 29, 1960.
For information, references and reservations write William B. Ogden, Radio Operational Engineering School, 1150 West Olive
Avenue, Burbank, California.
With pride we announce the opening of our
new broadcasting
weeks intensive, practical school.
trainingTwelve
in announcing,
programming,
etc.
Brand
new
console,
tables, and the works. Reservations turnonly.
Elkins School of Broadcasting, 2603 Inwood
Road, Dallas, 35, Texas.
FCC firstanteed
phone
license
in six weeks.
instruction
by master
teacher.GuarG.I.
approved.
Request
brochure.
Elkins
Radio
License
School,
2603
Inwood
Road,
Dallas.
Texas.

Stations

MISCELLANEOUS

Want to retire? Let me buy in and manage
with eventual ownership in view. Twenty
tv. Prefer
in radio250and
years
midwestexperience
or New England
station. Other
locations definitely considered. Box 188R,
BROADCASTING.
Want another station, midwest or southwest.
$200,000 or under. Box 230R, BROADCASTING.

Plan Christmas spot campaigns now. We
write, voice, record custom commercials.
No
M-J Productions,
2899 Templeton jingles.
Road, Columbus,
Ohio.

FOR SALE

Construction permit. Either 100% interest,
or 50% with management contract. Box
245R, BROADCASTING.
Am looking for 250 watt single market.
Anywhere.
Can beBROADCASTING.
in red. Send full particulars. Box 256R,
Multiple owner, will purchase or lease your
station outright, or fifty percent interest.
Box 277R, BROADCASTING.
HaskeU Bloomberg, Station Broker, 208 Fairmount Street, Lowell, Massachusetts, Telephone Glenview 5-5823.
Equipment
Wanted: Heavy duty tower, 250 to 300 foot,
self-supporting. State make, type, price and
details. Box 224R, BROADCASTING.
Used 16mm Auricon sound camera with tv
shutter for kine recording. Box 272R,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted. Will buy pullers for model 900
Presto tape machines. Write Chief Engineer,
Radio
sota. Station KATE, Albert Lea, MinneNeed RCA TG-1 or TG-2 sync generator in
good
condition.NewContact
TV, Roswell,
Mexico.Manager, KSWSFrequency monitor in good operating condition,1450kc.
reasonably priced. WHSC, Hartsville, S.C.
STL microwave system, 900 mc band, good,
used. Also assoc. equipment. Write James
B. Holder, WHYL, Carlisle, Penna.
Wanted:
4 or Write
8 bay T.fm K.antenna.
Also T.D..
control console.
Abernethy,
WSIC, Statesville, N.C.
3-5 kw fm transmitter with or without tape
player and accessories. Also interested 250
w to 10 kw, am and fm. Submit details.
Compass Electronics Supply, 75 Varick
Street, New York 13.
We need all sorts of used Ampex recorders.
Altec and good ribbon microphones, turntables and arms, and other studio and recording equipment. Washington, D.C. area.
Paduan Foundation, 805 G Street, N.W..
Washington, D.C. ME 8-2866.
Transmitter adaptable to Channel 27. All
studio plete
andstation.
engineering
equipment
for Ave.,
comJack Stubbs,
276 Estate
Tulare, California.
BROADCASTING, November 16, 1959

RADIO
Situation Wanted — Announcers
» r» » 11 > r ■ »
«» «»
VERSATILE RADIO-TV
PERSONALITY
Currently doing top-rated dj and tv
dancing party, weather and quiz
of the tonation's
in one
shows30 daily
top
markets
is ready
move
into another phase of his career.
Needs a better launching pad which
will offer better fuel to reach higher stage. Can offer excellent references. Both dj and tv shows currently in #1 orbit with high flying
station.
Box 259R, BROADCASTING

MOURNING MAN
"You won't have to get up until noon."
—"Come
"We with
need us."
high they*
afternoon
said,ratings."—
smashing
my
alarm
clock
with
a
swipe
of a money
laden fist.
Well, they got their ratings, but how can
an
artist (that's me) do a show when he's
awake?
Where
who'llhours;
take
me fromis the
my sadistic
family monster
in the wee
who'll make me smile when I'm really
yawning?Box 292R, BROADCASTING
P.S. Try not below
to let 5your
sadism carry you
figures.
* "They" are in the top 20 markets, but
don't hold that against me.

Tom Ryan— Where are you? (signed) Ray
Van Steen, WIRL— Peoria, 111.
RADIO

TELEVISION

Help Wanted — Announcers

Help Wanted — Announcers
ANNOUNCERS ATTENTION
We need you if you are a glib morning
man of Italian descent and speaks English
and Italian fluently. For obvious reasons
cannot disclose market or station, but we
are in a major market and have come up
with a new approach. If you feel you
can qualify, please send tape, resume and
recent photo to
Box 301 ft, BROADCASTING

TELEVISION OPPORTUNITY
Salesmen-Announcers. Experienced radio or TV Strong sales. Red Hot opportunity announce, sell show. Several
markets open. Fire resume and photo
immediately to:
Tony James
Disk Jockey Placement Center
100 West 42nd St., N.Y.C.
Production — Programming, Others

ANNOUNCERS
LOSING JOBS? LACK THAT PROFESSIONAL
SOUND? AUDITION TAPE NOT A POLISHED . . . SHOWCASE?
S.A.S. is the ONLY school in the east that
offers ing,"PROFESSIONAL
ADVANCED" coachin all phases of ANNOUNCING
...
including TIGHT FORMAT BOARD WORK.
10 week course for those who can qualify
. . . AUDITION TAPE included with course.
Remember . . . announcers . . . are MADE
. . . not born. "Let us analyze your present
IS NO CHARGE."***
tape, THERE
audition
For
information
and brochure
contact . • ■
MR. KEITH . . . SU 7-6938.

RADIO-TV
Four-man News
Department in large East
Coast market has opening for experienced,
self-starting newsman. Must be able to
work with minimum of supervision. Duties
will require straight reporting, radio newsMobile News Good
Unit basic
reports,
and plus
oncamera casts,newscasts.
salary
talent on all sponsored newscasts.
Box 262R, BROADCASTING

NEW YORK SCHOOL OF ANNOUNCING
& SPEECH
*** BY APT.
ONLY
160 West 73rd Street.
New York 23, N.Y.
SU 7-6938

Employment Service

NEWSMAN

Production-Programming, Others
FLORIDA
Program Director for highly competitive metropolitan market. Must know
tight operation and be able to assume
complete
responsibility. Immediate
opening, send complete resume.
Box 226R. BROADCASTING

$
§
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Top
•
••

Sam

TV — ADV.
RADIO
job
the dynamic southeast. placements
Hundreds of jobin openings.
Announcers • Engineers
Disk Jockeys
•• Salesmen
Copywriters
News
Directors
Free registration — Confidential
Professional Placement
458 Atlanta,
Peachtree Ga.Arcade
Eckstein
J A 5-4841
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STATIONS
FOR

SALE

CONTROLLING STOCK AVAILABLE
Class "B" FM Radio Station
in
Midwest Metropolitan City.
All replies strictly confidential.
Box 297R, BROADCASTING

35 M terms
Ala.
Single
Single lkw-D
85 M terms
500w
Minn.
Single 250-w-F 65 M terms
Calif.
Ky.
Single lkw-D 100 M terms
105 M terms
Single
Minn.
lkw-D
Ariz.
Small
terms
65 M terms
lkw-D
160M
Medium
Ala.
terms
Medium 250w-F 150M
IM.Y.
Medium lkw-D 250 M terms
Fla.
Miss.
Medium 250w-F 98 M terms
terms
Medium lkw-D
70M
Ala.
Metro 250w-F
100 M terms
Gulf
lkw-D
terms
200 M
Metro
Ga.
Large 5kw
terms
Fla.
165M
5kw
175M
terms
Ala.
Metro
325 M terms
N.E.
Major lkw-D
lkw-D
East
terms
Major Combo 850M
And Others
PAUL H.
CHAPMAN
COMPANY
INCORPORATEO
MEDIA BROKERS
Atlanta
Please address:
Chicago
182 W. Peachtree
New York
Atlanta 9, Ga.
San Francisco
THE PIONEER FIRM OF TELEVISION AND RADIO MANAGEMENT
CONSULTANTS
ESTABLISHED 1946
NEGOTIATIONS MANAGEMENT
APPRAISALS
FINANCING
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D. C.
Midwest regional, single market just under
$20,000. Profitable operation. A dandy
at $125,000 29% — Southwest regional,
single market, $125,000 terms — Top West
Major market, big profits, $1,000,000
29%. patt Mcdonald, box 9266,
AUSTIN, TEXAS. GL. 3-8080 or Jack
Koste, 60 E. 42nd., N.Y. 17, N.Y.
MU. 2-4813.

NORMAN
& NORMAN
INCORPORATED
Brokers — Consultants — Appraisers
RADIO-TELEVISION STATIONS
Nation-Wid* S«rvic»
Experienced Broadcaster!
Confidential Negotiations
Security Bldg. Davenport, Iowa
STATIONS FOR SALE~-~~~Ours is a personal service, designed to
fit your finances, your qualifications and
your needs.
If you are in the market for either an
AM, FM or TV station anywhere in the
country be sure to contact us at once.
JACK L. STOLL & ASSOCIATES
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif.
Hollywood 4-7279
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Continued from page 113
time to Nov. 12 to file reply to petition by
Pioneer Bcstg. Co., Spanish Fork, Utah for
enlargement of issues in proceeding on
their am applications, et al. Action Nov. 3.
Corrected transcript in accordance with
suggestions of Telemusic Co. in proceeding
on its application for new fm station in
San Bernardino, Calif. Granted petition
by Broadcast Bureau to reopen record; extended time for filing proposed findings to
date to be fixed after further hearing; and
scheduled
hearing
at 2 p.m.,
Nov. 18. Action
Nov. conference
9.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
Granted petition by Eider C. Stangland,
Sheldon, Iowa, for leave to amend his am
application
to make asfinancial
showingby current, and dismissed
moot motion
Des
Plaines-Arlington Bcstg. Co., Des Plaines,
111., to postpone oral argument on certain
petitions to amend; oral argument was held
as scheduled on Oct. 30. Action Nov. 2.
Continued hearing from Jan. 5 to Feb. 9,
1960, in proceeding on am applications of
Walter L. Follmer, Hamilton. Ohio, Interstate Bcstg. Inc. (WQXR) New York, N.Y.,
and Booth Bcstg. Co. (WTOD) Toledo, Ohio.
Action Nov. 6.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
Granted requested by Interstate Bcstg.
Inc. (WQXR) New York, N.Y., for further
prehearing conference on Nov. 6 in proceedNov. ing4.on its am application, et al. Action
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle
Upon request
McDonald,
trustee,
permitteeby ofDouglas
WTVW H.(TV)
ch. 7,
Evansville, Ind., and with consent of Broadcast Bureau, scheduled resumption of hearing for volving
Nov.shifting
9 atch. 2 7 p.m.
in proceeding
into Louisville,
Ky., and
requiring
WTVW
to
operate
on
ch.
31
in
lieu of ch. 7. Action Nov. 4.
By Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClenning
On own
continued
certain
procedural datesmotion,
in proceeding
on am
application
of
Suburban
Bcstg.
Inc.
(WVIP)
Mount
Kisco,
continued
from Nov.
24. toN.Y.,
Dec.and
3. Action
Nov. hearing
3.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
Granted petition by Video Independent
Theatres Inc. (KVIT [TV]) Santa Fe, N.M.,
for extension of time from Nov. 9 to Nov.
16 to file initial proposed findings of fact
and conclusions and from Nov. 23 to Nov.
30 to file replies in proceeding on its application. Action Nov. 5.
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
Granted motion by National Bcstg. Co.
(WRCA) New York, N.Y., for continuance
of prehearing conferences in proceeding on
its am application from Nov. 5 to Dec. 4.
Action Nov. 3.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
by Broadcast Bureau
Actions of November 6
KKSN Grand Prairie, Tex. — Granted assignment of licensesGa.to— Kissin'
Inc.
WJEM Valdosta,
GrantedRadio
assignment
of license and cps to J.E. Massey Jr., et al.,
d/b under same name.
Granted licenses for following am stations:
WPNC Plymouth, N.C.; KCHY Cheyenne.

ALLIED

Wyo.; remote control permitted; WGAT
Gate City, Va.; WBNT Oneida, Tenn.;
WSWV Pennington Gap, Va.; KGHS InterFalls, Minn.,
and control
specify permitted;
studio locationnational
and trans.;
remote
KNDE Aztec. N.M.; ICR AD East Grand Forks.
Minn., and specify studio location; remote
control permitted.
WJRD Tuscaloosa, Ala. — Granted license
covering installation new trans, as aux.
trans.
WMAZ
Macon,
Ga. — Granted
covering increase
in daytime
power,license
installation
newWGTV
trans, Charlotte,
and changeN.C.—
from Granted
DA-2 to license
DA-N.
covering change in trans, type.
WGUY Bangor, Me. — Granted license covchange intype
facilities,
ant.-trans.
and
studio ering
locations,
trans, and
specify type
trans.; remote control permitted.
WLAV Grand Rapids, Mich.— Granted licensechanges
covering
ant.-trans.
tion,
in change
ant. and ofground
system locaand
installation
new
trans.;
remote
control
permitted.
KRSC Othello, Wash.— Granted license
covering change of frequency and increase
inWKDN
power. Camden, N.J. — Granted licenses
covering installation new type trans, as
aux. trans.; condition; change ant.-trans. and
studio location and make changes in ant.
system (increase height).
KSBW Salinas, Calif.— Granted license
covering increase in power, installation new
trans., changes in ant. system, trans, and
studio
locations,
DA-1 to DA-2, type trans,
and change
in coordinates.
KEYJ Jamestown, N.D. — Granted license
for new trans.
WLSV WeUsville, N.Y.— Granted license
covering
new trans.increase in power and installation
KWEW Hobbs, N.M.— Granted license
covering increase in daytime power and
installation new trans.
WITI-TV
Wis. — trans,
Grantedlocation
cp to
install
aux. Milwaukee,
trans, at main
WSM-TV
Nashville,
Tenn.
—
Granted
cp to
install aux. trans, at main trans, location.
WFAM-TV
Lafayette,dateInd—
Granted
tension of completion
to Dec.
1. exWATN Watertown, N.Y.— Granted authority to remain silent for period ending Jan.
6. 1960.
Actions of November 5
WBIE-AM-FM Marietta, Ga.— Granted acquisition of positive control by James M.
Wilder through purchase of stock from
Dudley D. McCaskill.
WLEC-FM
Ohio— Granted license for fm Sandusky,
station.
WTUP Tupelo, Miss.— Granted license
covering
tion new changes
trans. in facilities and installaKIFI Idaho Falls, Idaho — Granted cp to innew type trans, as aux. trans, at main
trans,stalllocation.
KORN
Mitchell,
Granted
to intrans, permitted.
and S.D.—
change
studio cplocation;
remotestall newcontrol
WGAD
Ala.—location
Grantedred cpescribed.
to install new Gadsden,
trans.; trans,
KTVE (TV) El Dorado, Ark.— Granted
mod.
of cpTelevision
to changeInc.name to Arkansas
Louisiana
KUPD Tempe, Ariz. — Granted mod. of cp
to change name to Tri-State Bcstg. Inc.
WPEL-AM-FM Montrose, Pa.— Granted
change of remote control authority.

always has the BROADCAST
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

RCA 6448 ^
allied is the world's largest
supplier of power and specialpurpose tubes for broadcast
station use. Look to us for immediate, expert shipment from the
world s largest stocks of electronic supplies and equipment.

TUBES you need
See your allied
1960 Complete Buying
for stationGuide.
equipment
and
supplies.
Get
what
you want
you
want
it. when
Catalog
copies
are available
on request.

ALLIED RADIO
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, III.
Phone: H Ay market 1-6800
TWX: CG-2898
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KPON Anderson, Calif. — Remote control
permitted.
WPLO Atlanta, Ga. — Remote control permitted while using non-dir. ant.
Following stations were granted extensions
of completion dates as shown: KDSJ-TV
Lead, land
S.D.,
Park, to
Tex.Jan.to 15,
Feb.1960;
24, KVIL
1960; HighWIVI
Christiansted, St. Croix, V.I. to May 12,
1960; WPIT-FM Pittsburgh, Pa. to Feb. 29,
1960; WVOL Berry Hill, Term, to April 1,
1960; WMBM South Miami, Fla. to March 10,
1960.
KQIK Lakeview, Ore. — Granted extension
of authority to sign-off at 7 p.m. for period
ending Jan. 31, 1960.
KWIL Albany, Ore. — Granted extension of
authority to sign-off at 6:35 p.m. for period
ending Feb. 1, 1960.
Action of November 4
WLBK DeKalb, HI.— Granted acquisition
of positive dividually
control
by George
Biggar, in-C.
and George
C. and C.Genevieve
Bigger, joint tenants, through purchase of
stock from Theodore B. Stetzer, et al., by
DeKalb Radio Studios Inc.
Following translator stations were granted extensions of completion dates as shown:
W70AC, W74AD, W81AC, Panhandle Television Corp. of W.Va., Paw Paw, Largent,
Levels, Okonoke and Points. W.Va., to May
25. 1960, and Jan. 25, 1960.
WFTG London, Ky. Granted extension of
authority to Dec. 31 to sign-on at 6 a.m.,
sign-off at 7:30 p.m., Monday through
Saturday.
Actions of November 3
K71AM Olivia, Minn. Granted license for
tv translator station.
WWWW Rio Piedras, P.R. Remote control
permitted.
KAAB Hot Springs, Ark. Remote control
permitted while using non-DA.
WMOA Marietta, Ohio. Granted change of
remote control authority.
Actions of November 2
WFYI Mineola, N.Y. Granted mod. of license to change name to VIP Bcstg. Corp.
WIP Philadelphia, Pa. Granted mod. of license to operate alternate main trans, by
remote control; conditions.
KVEN
Calif. Granted cp to install newVentura,
trans.
WTNC Thomasville, N.C. Granted cp to
install new trans.
WDOK Cleveland, Ohio. Granted cp to install new trans, as alternate main trans,
at present trans, location.
KHIQ(FM) Sacramento, Calif. Granted
mod. of cp to make changes in ant. system.
WJAB Westbrook, Me. Granted mod. of
cp to change type trans., make changes in
transmitting equipment and specify studio
location and remote control point.
VVELM Elmira, N.Y. Granted mod. of cp
to change trans, location.
WCAS Gadsden, Ala. Granted Mod. of cp
to change type trans.
KPLA Plainview, Tex. Granted mod. of
cp
to location:
change trans,
location and specify
studio
condition.
KITT(FM) San Diego, Calif. Granted mod.
of cp to change type trans.; condition.
KUTE(FM) Glendale, Calif. Granted extension of completion date to Nov. 30.
KOUR Independence, Iowa. Granted
change of remote control authority.
PETITION FOR RULE MAKING FILED
Adler Electronics Inc., New Rochelle, N.Y.
— Requests amendment of rules to permit
tv translator operation as follows: (a) Authorize educators to add facilities for local
origination of vis. and aur. signals using
same signal standards as are specified in
part 3 of rules, but with relaxations permitting considerably higher vis. to aur. ratio
i up to lOdb), and eliminating vistigial side
band suppression. These relaxations are to
apply to stations with trans, power of 100
w or less; (b) Increase spectrum allocated to
this service, from present chs. 70 through 83,
to include at least 10 additional contiguous
channels with entire block allocated exclusively to translators, leaving lower channels for standard tv broadcast stations (c)
Remove all requirements for mileage separation taboos among translators and adopt
mileage separation policy based on noninterference operation. Relax mileage separation requirements between translators and
standard tv broadcast stations; (d) Retain
BROADCASTING, November 16, 1959

for use with local originating translators
having trans, power of 100 w or less, existingstricted
rule userelaxations
permitting
unreof DA, remote
operation,
elimination for frequency monitor, waiver of
duoply requirement, waiver of proof of
performance and other relaxations of part
3 rules applicable to standard tv broadcast
stations but implied as not being applicable
to part 4 by Commission.
PETITION FOR RULE MAKING DISMISSED
St. Anthony Television Corp. Houma, La. —
Requests amendment of rules so as to rethe boundaries
to redefiine
of Zone locateIIIpointto(d)vicinity
of Mobile Point at N.
Lat. Dismissed
30° 14' 00",bywith
W. Long
87° 58'
30".
ordersame
adopted
October
21,
1959 and released October 26, 1959.
PETITION FOR RULEMAKING DENIED
IN PART
Joint Council on Educational Televisionof table of assignment
amendment
Requests
as follows:
tv stations
for
Panama City, Fla. — Proposed shifting from
ch. 30* to ch. 13*
Waycross, Ga.— Proposed making ch. 8 educational.
Reno, Nev. — Proposed shifting from ch. 21*
to ch. 11*.
Rochester, N.Y.— Proposed shifting from
ch. 21* to ch. 13*.
Norfolk-Portsmouth-Newport News, Va.—
13*.
Ch. 21* to ch.
Proposed
opinion
memorandum,
part byfrom
inshifting
Denied
26.
and order adopted Oct. 21 and released Oct.
PETITION FOR RULE MAKING DENIED
KWHN Broadcasting, Ft. Smith, Ark.—
deso asandto add
of rules Ark.
Requests
from Hot Springs,
lete ch. 9 amendment
ch. 9 to Ft. Smith, Ark. Denied by memorandum opinion and order adopted October
28. and released November 2.

ofFollowing
license: stations were granted renewal
KPST Preston, Ida.; KVET Austin, Tex.;
KALV Alva, Okla.; KTLN Denver, Colo.;
KVNI Coeur d'Alene, Ida.; KACT Andrews,
Tex.; nix,
KNEV
(FM) Reno,
Nev.; Wyo.;
KUEQ KARM
PhoeAriz.; KBBS
Buffalo,
Fresno, Calif.; KASK Ontario, Calif.; KAVR
Apple Valley, Calif.; KBEE Modesto, Calif.;
KBIG Avalon, Santa Catalina, Calif.; KBLF
Red Bluff, Calif.; KCAL Redlands, Calif.;
KEEN San Jose, Calif.; KERN Bakersfield.
Calif.; KFBK Sacramento, Calif.; KIDD
Monterey, Calif.; KRE Berkeley. Calif.:
KVCV Redding, Calif.; KARM-FM Fresno,
Calif.; KBEE-FM Modesto, Calif.; KBIQ
(FM) & alt. main, Los Angeles. Calif.;
KERN-FM Bakersfield. Calif.; KFBK-FM
Sacramento, Calif.; KMJ-FM Fresno, Calif.;
KRE-FM Berkeley, Calif.; KXOA-FM Sacramento, Calif. *KALW (FM) San Francisco,
Calif.; *KCRW (FM) Santa Monica, Calif.;
*KLON (FM) Long Beach, Calif.; KBAKTV Bakersfield, Calif.; KEYT (TV) Santa
Barbara, Calif.; KIEM-TV Eureka, Calif.;
*KVIE (TV) Sacramento, Calif.; KEEN San
Jose, KERN
Bakersfield,all KFBK
Sacramento. KIDD Monterey,
California.
the

SEC

BROADCASTERS
Choose

Stainless

TOWERS

James M. Gaines, President and
General Manager
W0AI
+ W0AI-TV
SAN ANTONIO. TEXAS

License Renewals

From

PROMINENT

record

Following stock transactions by officers and
directors of companies in radio-tv and allied
fields have been reported by Securities & Exchange Commission. Sales, reported to SEC between Sept. 11 and Oct. 10, 1959, involve common
stock unless otherwise indicated.
Allied Artists Pictures — Albert Zugsmith acquired 5,900 sh. for 102,000 total.
Ampex Corp. — Murray Innes Jr. disposed of
1,000 sh. leaving 4,000. He also holds 1,667 sh.
through trusts.
Radio Corp. of America — Elmer W. Engstrom
acquired 500 sh. for total 2,593; Vincent deP.
Goubeau acquired 600 sh. for total 1,076; Joseph M. Hertzberg disposed of 114 sh. leaving 16.

Charles L. Jeffers, Director of
Engineering
And for good reasons, too:
* Stainless EXPERIENCE
in design
and fabrication
* RELIABILITY of Stainless installations
* LOW MAINTENANCE COSTS of
Stainless towers
Ask today for free
literature and information.

NORTH WALES

less, me*
• PENNSYLVANIA
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4J

Philco

calculates

the

chill

in

J,

your

glass

Printing Calculato
Rand "99"
with the Remington
"It takes a lot of figurework to transform blueprints
PRINTS THE ANSWER PLUS YOUR PROOF
into refrigerators and vacuum tubes," Philco
Corporation reports. "We solve figurework quickly
and accurately with Remington Rand "99" Printing
3 4 5 6
Calculators."
From tiny transistors to huge communications and
3 1 79 5 2*
consumer products, Philco serves the nation's homes
2 4S 5 0
and industries. At Philco Corporation, you'll find "99"
97 0
Departng
Accounti
cs
Electroni
the
Calculators in
1 2 5 50 *
ment, Finance, Industrial Division, etc. They're cerall
tain of first-run accuracy because the "99" prints
75 68 79 30 56 77
culols;
essential factors and the answer on tape (factors in
1376444s
black, answer in red ink) . Worth two machines, the
3168945"99" Calculator also works as an adding machine.
1792501 *t«
less
much
payment,
down
$6.68 a week after small
with trade-in. Contact your local Remington Rand
Office or write for folder C1152, 315 Park Avenue
South, New York 10, New York.
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DIVISION OF SPEBRY RAND CORPORATION
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OUR

RESPECTS

TO

Martin

.

Ransohoff

Next month marks a new milestone
later to Colgate U., Hamilton, NY. He
was graduated in 1948 with a B.A.,
for Martin Ransohoff, president of Filmmajoring in English and history. He
ways Inc., New York and Hollywood.
Filmways on Dec. 8 plans to open the
memplayed varsity baseball and was a fraternity.
Delta social
Gamma
Phi
ber
of
milliona
East,
the
in
studio
biggest
dollar plant in New York to rival the
After school came several jobs, a
sound stages of Hollywood.
"'groping"
period that turned out to be
It has been a year of milestones for
valuable background. He had found
the producer. Last February his firm was
his niche by the time he joined Caravel
listed on the American Stock Exchange.
A week earlier a facilities exchange deal Films (now Transfilm-Caravel) in New
York, where he put in two years as saleswas announced by Filmways and Warnman, writer and producer before going
er Bros., creating the biggest commerinto business for himself in 1952.
cial-industrial film combination in the
Birth of a Salesman • Martin Ransoworld.
hoff is a man thoroughly grounded in
And it has been a year of continued
sales. He served an apprenticeship in
expansion for a $4 million firm (in the most basic form of the art: door-toannual sales) that Mr. Ransohoff codoor. Of a period spent peddling housefounded seven years ago with $200
wares he says, "The 2Vz years I spent
capital. Filmways, responsible for a at that was the greatest experience of
lion's share of the blue chips in tv my life. All selling is easy after that. . . .
commercials, doubled its sales every
Probably it contributed more to my success than any other factor — reading,
year for four years. But on its present
scale, "we won't be doubling any more,"
writing, any of it. ... It's a real tough
says Marty Ransohoff.
of business — any business." He
school
Getting Aloft • From its start in a also has sold automobiles and food and
worked in an advertising agency. But
Manhattan loft ("a real Clownsville,
without reservation he credits the doorU.S.A.," the president reflects), Filmways has fought its way to the top of to-door period as the most valuable in
experi"better and
and selling
preparing
the highly competitive commercial-inence than high
school,— college
the
dustrial film business. (Co-founder Edone."
into
all rolled
education film
win Kasper left the firm in 1957.) restAnof my
advertising
contractor will
Besides the new studio, Filmways has
tell you that Marty Ransohoff is the
several other studios and cutting rooms
in constant use around New York and
quickest estimator in the business. He's
in Hollywood. (Executive offices are at
18 E. 50th St., New York.) Besides
commercials, the firm has industrial
films in regular production and this year
went into television programming
through its subsidiary Filmways Tv Productions inHollywood. Its 21 Beacon
Street was a top-rated summer replacement show that now is being prepared
for further exposure.
Martin Ransohoff doesn't have much
to say about himself. The subject apparently bores him. But ask someone else
in the business and you'll get a voluble
reaction. Stock adjectives: dynamic,
energetic, quick, ambitious — all the ones
brought
into who
play has
whenscrambled
you're talking
about a man
to the
top of his field in a few years.
When Filmways Inc. was listed on the
American Stock Exchange last February, Martin Ransohoff was at 31 the
youngest president on any exchange.
Pressed for facts about himself, Mr.
Ransohoff will admit to being born luly
7, 1927, in New Orleans, and going to
Wooster School in Danbury, Conn., and
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Filmways' Ransohoff
He found the right door

been known to look at a storyboard and
give an immediate estimate that held up
within 1% after bookkeepers spent
three days checking it out with adding
machines.
This is the ability of a man who
knows the work inside out. He has
worked every step along the film production line from the idea until it's in
the can. Until recently he kept his hand
in directing and writing. He'd like to
continue but says it's impossible when
you're
working for more than 1,000
stockholders.
Stockholders (they include many
Filmways employes) can be assured the
firm's management is all but a roundthe-clock preoccupation for the president. He puts in a 14-hour day, leaving
the house before many executives arise.
He comes home at 8 to 9 p.m. About
one week out of four is spent at Filmways-Hollywood Inc.
Filmways' commercial credits can be
seen practically any time a tv set is
turned on. Crews, used to location work
in any bizarre location an agency producer can conceive, got a real workout
last year on a round-the-world job for
traveled more than a milFord.lionThey
man-miles in 130 days to turn out
30 commercials and several documentaries.
Equipped for Easterns • Back on the
New York front, announcement of the
iasgiant new studio was greeted enthus
r and
tically by Mayor Robert Wagne
East
the
g
others concerned with keepin
ng
buildi
new
The
ss.
busine
in the film
at 127th St. and Second Ave. houses
two studios, each 100x100 feet,
equipped for both film and tape. An
adjoining building is being remodeled
for equipment and storage.
Home for the Ransohoffs (she was
Nancy Hope Lundgren) is Darien,
Conn., where they live with their four
children, Peter 7, Karen 5, Steven and
Kurt, twins going on 2.
Golf is the only hobby for which Mr.
Ransohoff takes time. He shoots in the
high 70s with a six handicap. He is a
member of the New York Athletic
Club, the Phi Gamma Delta Club of
New York and the Temarack Country
Club, Greenwich, Conn.
Mr. Ransohoff started in business at
a time there were a couple of hundred

g it out in commercompanies sluggin
cial production. Today the field is down
total volto 10 that do 60-70% of the Filmwa
ys
ume in the country. Of these,
is dominant, turning out, in affiliationof
with Warner Bros., a gross output
more than $6 million a year.
What's left for Martin Ransohoff,
who in five years went from scratch to
the top of his business? Says another
film man: "There's no limit to where
121
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EDITORIAL
The crisis and its cures
I N ALL its history broadcasting has never faced a
I crisis as severe as the one precipitated by the television
quiz hearings.
The crisis will get worse. It will involve radio as well
as television and stations as well as networks. In Congress
and in government agencies the investigations of broadcasting have only begun. Some of those to come may well exceed
the quiz hearings in their impact on the public. Never has
the climate in government been more hostile to radio and tv.
It is a climate that can breed hysteria and irrational reactions that could seriously diminish the effectiveness of
broadcasting.
It is also the kind of climate in which statesmen are
born. If statesmanship wins over panic, broadcasting will
emerge stronger, more dynamic, more important than it
was before the quiz mess boiled over.
It seems to us that there are two main directions in
which broadcasting must move if it is to capitalize on the
maturing experiences through which it now is going.
Internally, the main components of broadcasting — the
networks and the stations — must assert their authority and
responsibility over their entire program output.
Externally, broadcasters must move at once in a massive
group effort to take the initiative in government relations.
There has suddenly been created an unprecedented opportunity for broadcasters to lead the way in shaping a national
policy on broadcasting. This opportunity will be lost, and
indeed could be turned into a disaster for radio and television, ifbroadcasters themselves do not immediately organize
to take advantage of it.
These adjustments will be discussed separately below.

THE INTERNAL reorientation of networks and stations
will require basic changes in the viewpoints of both
those who run and those who use the television and radio
facilities of the United States.
As reported elsewhere in this issue, a good many of the
users of these facilities are not willing to relinquish the
tight controls they have been accustomed to exercise over
programs. Our surveys of advertiser sentiment indicate
little support — at this point — for the proposal that advertisers should get out of the program business.
Broadcasters, especially the networks, foresee practical
difficulties of immense proportions in any attempt to centralize their authority over programming.
For one thing, they fear a revolt by sponsors. This fear
becomes particularly acute when one broadcaster, in considering steps which may reduce his customers' controls
over programs, realizes that a competitor may entice the
customers away by giving them the free rein they have
been accustomed to.
For another thing, the networks fear antitrust reprisal.
This is a wholly understandable fear. One of the main
arguments used before congressional committees and in
the FCC's own Network Study report to support the contention that networks are violating antitrust laws was that
they were excluding independent program producers from
the air. The tighter the controls that networks exercise over
their program schedules, the better that argument becomes —
if anyone in a position to enforce the antitrust laws wants
to make it.
Yet it is possible, we suggest, for broadcasters to work
out a way to take control without risking wholesale defections by advertisers or antitrust prosecution by the government. The way is that of evolution — the gradual application
of a firm policy — rather than a convulsive seizure of
authority.
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Piece by piece the networks and stations must reclaim
total editorial control. This does not mean they must or
could absorb the total job of program production. But they
must gradually condition advertisers to the idea that television isno more the property of advertisers than the editorial content of a respectable magazine is. They must also
reach an accord with the government on antitrust application. Perhaps one device would be to assure that although
the broadcaster exercised editorial control he would guarantee a specified minimum of program time to outside
productions.
The broad objectives to be attained in the internal redirecting of broadcast management are clear. So are those
of the external adjustments.
THE FCC last week announced a sweeping inquiry into
the whole field of broadcast programming and advertising and of government regulation of radio and tv.
To some, the announcement sounded like a threat. We
suggest it could be converted into an invitation to broadcasters to participate, or rather to lead, in the formation of a
national policy under which both radio and television could
grow to new importance. This will not come about, however, without a mass effort of unprecedented size and unanimity on the part of all networks and stations. The job cannot be done piecemeal or with diverse measures of enthusiasm among the components of radio and tv. Neither can it
be done if it is not begun at once.
Without delay there must be formed a task force of
broadcasters to assemble the facts and formulate proposals
for presentation in the forthcoming hearings of the FCC.
We do not think it at all unrealistic to suggest that this task
force should address itself to the huge job of drafting a new
Communications Act. This would occupy the full attention
of a substantial staff operating at full speed. Yet we can
think of no other efforts short of that which would take
advantage of the opportunity that the FCC has offered.
There is no time to form a new broadcaster association
or to find new leadership outside broadcasting for the purpose of executing this great effort. The work must be done
within existing structures which is to say within the only
organization that now embraces both stations and networks
and both radio and tv — the NAB.
The future of the NAB and indeed of all broadcasting
will be determined by the response which is made to the
FCC invitation. If that response is not immediate and vigorous, the NAB will lose much of its reason for being.

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix
"It's the product you hear so much about on television."
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Bill,
■ ■ . . :■

Charlie

and

Tovarish

This cozy little scene at Coon Rapids was one
of the few times everybody slowed down long
enough for a still shot — and guess who got in
the picture? At far right is WDAF Assistant
News Director Bill Leeds. Center (with
glasses and camera) is WDAF News Photographer Charlie Campbell. The older gentleman (left) in the light suit and medals is a
prominent mining engineer from abroad. His
movements figured big in the news at the
time— so Bill and Charlie were getting onthe-spot coverage.
Wherever the news is, WDAF will be there.
How else could we have become known as
the. best news station in the Heartland?
Radio representatives: Henry I. Christal Co., Inc.
TV representatives: Harrington, Righter & Parsons, Inc.
1
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KANSAS

A SUBSIDIARY

OF NATIONAL

THEATRES

«Se TV
CITY,

MO.

AND TELEVISION. INC

KALL

91-derful
IN

SALT

LAKE

CITY

PULSE
JUL*

First in total homes

and first in total ADULTS,

both men and

all day long.* First in Salt Lake 4 County
(Salt Lake, Davis, Weber, Utah Counties.)'

women,

Area

*Pulse Audience Composition Study, Salt Lake City, July, 1959.
♦♦Pulse Salt Lake 4 County Area Total Audience Study, July, 1959.
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HOUSTON
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TV

best faces
KPRC-TV
Fresh up yourself
and your day with
KPRC-TV- known

Channel

everywhere as the
world's finest television. It's a habit
you'll enjoy.
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Courtesy of KING'S MEN
EDWARD

PETRY

& CO.

Wynn Speece, WNAX-570 "Neighbor Lady", shown accepting the sterling silver bowl awarded to the top radio award
winner in the GMA "Life Line of America" Trophy Awards
Competition. Don D. Sullivan, Vice President, Peoples Broad-

GROCERY

MANUFACTURERS

casting Corporation and General Manager of WNAX received bronze plaque. Presentations are being made by
Paul S. Willis, GMA President (left).

AWARD

TO

WYNN

SPEECE

WNAX
"NEIGHBOR
LADY" TO ALL BIG AGGIE LAND
Thanks to the Grocery Manufacite in Big Aggie Land. To effecSpeece. And all of Wynn's friends
turers of America, Inc. for the
here in Big Aggie Land are as
tively sell the 609,000 radio homes
honor they have bestowed on rain the five-state, 175 county rehappy for her as we are. Condio WNAX-570 and her famous
gratulations toWynn as the Top
gion of Big Aggie Land, sell on
Award Winner in the GMA Life
air sales personality, Wynn
the station more people listen to
Speece. The entire staff of Line competition. Personalities
and depend on — WNAX-570.
See your Katz man for complete
WNAX-570 is extremely proud of like Wynn Speece have made
details.
the accomplishments of Wynn
WNAX-570 the long-time favor-

WNAX-570
CBS
PROGRAMMING FOR ADULTS OF ALL AGES
PEOPLES BROADCASTING CORPORATION
Yankton, South Dakota Sioux City, Iowa

RADIO

WNAX, Yankton, S.D.
KVTV, Sioux City, Iowa
WGAR, Cleveland, Ohio
WRFD, Worthington, Ohio
WTTM, Trenton, N.J.
WMMN, Fairmont, W. Va.

the

47

FORWARD

.GROUP

announces
appointment

the
of the

BRANHAM
COMPANY
as national

sales

representative
KG

LO

WMTV

-TV

KG

LO

• MASON

CITY

• MADISON

KHQA-TV
WTAD

for

• HANNIBAL-O

• OUINCY
• MASOM
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CIT

3

MARKET — GAME AND MEAT STAND. CIRCA !8"»-THE BETTMANN ARCHIVE

AMERICA'S

lOth

TV

MARKET

Annual food sales $968,282,000 — The families in
the WGAL-TV market area live well and spend
well, carrying on a prosperous tradition. They are
prime prospects for your product . . . have an annual income of $6% billion, spend $3% billion in
retail sales. Backing up the quality of this market
is the fact that ARB and Nielsen show the WGALTV audience to be greater than the combined
audience of all other stations viewed in this area.

WGAL-TV
CkcuttiM £
Lancaster, Pa.
NBC and CBS
316,000 WATTS
Representative : The MEEKER

Company, Inc.

New York

STEINMAN
STATION
Clair McCollough, Pres.
Chicago
• Los Angeles
• San Francisco
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CLOSED

Outside work • Not all members of
House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee approve of propriety of staffer
Richard N. Goodwin's article in Nov.
magazine on subcommittee's
16 Life Though
Mr. Goodwin said
probe.
Chairman Harris approved publication
of bylined, paid-for piece on condition
it not purport to speak for committee,
one committee member, who declined
to be quoted, said members had agreed
following exposes given to newspapers
by onetime chief counsel Bernard
Schwartz that staffers would be allowed to make no comments, written
or oral, about House group's activities.
Other members, both GOP and Democrat, privately have expressed discontent with article.
ABC flexes muscles • Look for extensive beefing up of ABC public service programming, both radio and tv.
AB-PT President Leonard H. Goldenson last week told FCC Chairman
Doerfer and other commissioners that
network intends to become just as
competitive in public service field as
it is in commercial end. John Daly,
ABC vice president in charge of news,
special events and public affairs, has
been given big increase in budget and
several specials already are in works.
Mr. Goldenson, accompanied by Joseph J. Jacobs, assistant to president
and Washington
attorney, informed
Commission that ABC is in radio networking business to stay and also will
seek its full quota of seven am stations
(it now has five, plus one-half of WLS
Chicago, and last week contracted to
acquire
balance
Chicago inoutlet).
It's
understood
radio ofnetwork
1959 will
how loss of about $2 million, as
gainst $3 million loss preceding calndar year.
More time? • Although FCC wants to
move without delay on hearings covering programming and commercial
practices, to determine scope of its authority and need for legislation, it recognizes that it hasn't given prospective
participants much time to prepare.
Hearings are scheduled to begin Dec.
7, with preliminary comments due this
Wednesday. Given reasonable grounds,
it's expected FCC would be disposed to
postpone proceedings, perhaps as much
as 30 days.
While appearances for FCC's Dec. 7
hearings into programming and commercial operations in broadcasting are
not due until this Wednesday, one mil-

CIRCUIT-

itant figure in controversy over quiz
rigging
notified
FCC open
he's
ready toalready
testifyhas
when
hearings
Dec. 7. He is Philip Cortney, president
of Coty Inc. and Coty International,
who has been crusading against existing sponsorship structure and lately has
favored pay tv (story page 65).
Dead earnest • If anybody doubts
CBS-TV's seriousness about taking
charge of its programming — and there
have been some skeptics, inside word
is that such doubters should have witnessed top-level meeting which preceded issuance of so-called "Aubrey
Memo" (see page 98) last week. It
consisted of two full-day weekend sessions, Nov. 14-15, with key officials
from Hollywood as well as New York
on hand, chaired by CBS President
Frank Stanton and with Board Chairman William S. Paley participating.
Sessions covered not only new rules
circulated later by network Executive
Vice President James T. Aubrey Jr.
but also reportedly explored areas yet
to be dealt with in detail.
Program balance, one of those questions yet to be solved (see above) is
expected to be handled via fairly precise standards delineating various types
of programming which network thinks
should be presented within given range
of time periods. There's no indication
just how soon such standards may be
completed, but network authorities
while not inclined to delay longer than
necessary, reportedly don't want to be
stampeded. There are existing contracts to be honored, for one thing.
Same careful approach expected to be
taken to other problems, including
commercial standards and plug-andpayola probe.
FTC wherewithal • There's one thing
certain about federal budget to be submitted to Congress in January: It will
include request for increase in Federal
Trade Commission's funds to permit
more extensive monitoring of radio-tv
commercials, if FTC Chairman Earl
W. Kintner has his way. While chairman is pleased with industry's intensified self-regulation, he has stated privately that FTC must have more people and money if monitoring of commercials isto be properly done.
Arson at KXLF-TV? • Could there have
been sabotage in $150,000 fire fortnight ago which knocked KXLF-TV
Butte, Mont., off air and rendered
transmitter facility total loss? Charge

hasn't been made by Ed Craney, owner
of outlet and XL stations, but Montana State police are exploring possibility. Peculiar circumstances: Fire
occurred early Nov. 10 when station
was off-air. Building was fire-proofed.
RCA, after inspection, said there had
been no equipment short-circuit. Two
men had been around Continental Divide site ostensibly hunting moose. At
microwave location 75 miles south,
week before, 1,500-gallon diesel oil
tank had been emptied. Mr. Craney
hopes to have station back on air by
Christmas, despite sub-zero temperatures.
Pearson allergy • Pressure of FCC
meetings last Monday — plus appearance of Drew Pearson's legman Jack
Anderson on panel — caused FCC
Chairman John C. Doerfer to call off
news interview recording session scheduled by News Assoc., Washington, for
Radio News International, New York,
list of radio stations. Mr. Doerfer was
heavily engaged in all-day FCC meeting (one result was setting of Dec. 7
date for programming hearing) and he
has little esteem for Mr. Pearson and
his column.
"/ don't intend to ask Congress to
revise the Constitution." This was
Chairman Doerfer' s remark recently to
questions about his attitude toward
broadcasting industry's problems arising from tv quiz show notoriety. This
sums up Mr. Doerfer's basic thinking
about hammering he has been undergoing because he has publicly announced he is not in favor of new regulation giving FCC jurisdiction over
programming
on grounds it would constitute censorship.
Am applications freeze? • FCC officials are rather glum at results of cutoff procedure for standard broadcasting processing line and there is talk
freeze might be imposed — but probably
not before Comrs. Hyde and Craven return from international conferences in
Geneva toward end of year. Cut-off
tactics were instituted last April, but
what has occurred is excessive filing of
radio applications. This has permitted
whittling down of processing line, but
most applications are now shunted over
to hearing division which has begun to
holler uncle. Imposition of freeze would
permit hard-pressed staff to clean out
pending cases in processing line, now
numbering over 1,000, and at same
time help hearing division cut into over
350 hearing cases.
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And just one of these movie minutes
is all you need to reach the most
movie audience.
33%

more audience on movies than

any other station.
Feature films from Paramount, Warner
Brothers, Twentieth Century, and
United Artists.
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BRIEF-

perAutomation for the paper jungle • Checking
formance affidavits for broadcasting of radio and tv
spot commercials is a job that shouldn't happen to
people. Let's give it to the machines, "dreams" Norman
Cohen, comptroller and assistant to the president, Mogul Williams & Savior Inc., New York. He tells about
his ideas in this week's Monday Memo. Page 19.
and

Mr. Cohen

jwt hits $124.5 million level. • Broadcast billing of
No. 1 agency gains $11 million in 1959. McCann-Erickson reaches S108 million, Y&R goes up to $102.5 million and Ted Bates
highs for each. Broadcasting's eighth
scores
annual with
survey$95of million,
the top all-time
50 starts on page 37.

he addefend and to look ahead,
arms • It's time to some
Clyne's call to industry.
advertiser control and warns
He favors
vises broadcast
you can't legislate programming quality. Page 58.
Cortney speaks again • Phillip Cortney. president of Coty Inc. takes
his "hands-off entertainment code" crusade to Chicago. Calls tv "prostitute of merchandising." Page 65.

NAB code board and chairman get tough • Last week's L. A. meeting
saw a stern amendment drafted to tv code aimed at prohibiting misrepresentation inboth programs and commercials. Chairman McGannon
took to closed-circuit tv to plead for adherence to the code and self
regulatory practices by tv people before the government lends a "helping
hand." Page 68.
Network gains • Gross billings hit over S451 million for Jan. -Sept.. a
10.5% gain. Page 72.
Ratings on the pan • MBS President Robert F. Hurleigh predicts
Senate probe will show how riggings and misinterpretations are undermining value of ratings; predicts exposures will have profound effect on
industry. Page 78.
Doerfer serves notice • Addressing TvB. FCC chairman warns that
says broadcloser scrutiny is to be given programming and advertising;
casters must be given full responsibility with immediate steps necessary
to remove deception. Page 86.
Senate warning • Commerce Committee Chairman Magnuson assails
abuses in tv, charges laxity by broadcasters, FCC and FTC in preventing
"ineffective." He says he'll call all three
Tv Code
calls present
themforand
Page 92.
next year.
reckoning
up
No delay here • FCC to take first testimony Dec. 7. in its broad inquiry into radio and tv programming and advertising. Prospective witnesses asked to notify the Commission by Nov. 25. Page 94.
CBS-TV issues program rules • Policies designed to make sure program ing iswhat it purports to be are distributed, but no strict "magazine concept" of programming and selling is foreseen. Page 98.
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WILS is
associated with
NBC • CHANNEL 10
WILX-TV
918
studios in LansingJackson- Battle Creek
and WP0N-P0NTIAC

seconds on the clock. It is sales
impact . . . maximum

audience . . .

top ratings . . . increased sales.
For example, in Philadelphia . . .

II

Storer Radio station WIBG

/ j

is first

in every survey and reaches
more families in all categories than
any other station. In Cleveland . . .
Storer Television station

WJW-TV

is the highest rated,

most popular station in town.
Further proof that a Storer
minute is a bigger minute.
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I
j
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Famous on the local scene. ..yet known throughout the nation • Storer Broadcasting Company
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International Southeastern Field Salps Management Institute, Atlanta Biltmore Hotel, Atlanta,

A CALENDAR OF MEETINGS AND EVENTS
IN BROADCASTING
AND RELATED FIELDS
(* Indicates first or revised listing)

ANTICIPATION.
Like a lawyer, a salesman must anticipate.
Anticipate and have answers ready
for the buyer's objections.
Also anticipate the sales points most
likely to receive favorable response.
And, like a lawyer, arrange the sequence of sales points to build to the
logical and inescapable conclusion:
the sale.
The salesman must also anticipate
what his competitors may offer and
be prepared to prove his merchandise superior.
Use anticipation liberally in all your
selling. You'll make more sales.

P.S. Another sales tip: put wings to
your sales in Dayton with WING.
Top ratings — a great record of
sales performance!

robert e. eastman & co., inc.
representing major radio stations
WNEW • WIL • KLAC • KJR • KXL
KNEW • WRIT • CKLW • WHBQ • KXOL
KBOX • WING • WCOL • KDEO • WARM
KQEO • WPTR • WSBA • WAAB • WKLO
KLEO • WEEP • KTOK • WSAV • KSYD
kwkv • warns * KXLR • WZOK • KRIZ
• KHEY «
10 (DATEBOCK)

NOVEMBER
Nov. 22-24 — American Bar Assn. national conference on judicial selection-administration, Chicago. In conjunction with American Judicature
Society and Institute of Judicial Administration.
News, government,
political
sentatives are invited.
Radio,and tvbarandgroup
pressreprewill
receive special
invitations
attend ofa "landmark"
meeting
to discuss
basic to
problems
the courts,
'"with emphasis on better methods of selecting
Nov. 23 — Sales Marketing Executives of Chicago
and Milwaukee, combined meeting, Congress Hotel,
Chicago.
judges." Speaker: Robert Hurleigh, president, MBS.
*Nov. 23-24 — Art Directors Club of Chicago annual awards dinner, Grand Ballroom of Palmer
House, Chicago.
awards
include
nine top, "Best-in-advertising
plus 13 runnerup art"
commercials,
as well as best print ads, all to be displayed in
city's
skyscraper
Prudential
Bldg. Nov.
24Dec. 4.new Dinner
will feature
comedian
Jonathan
Winters as guest star and other entertainment,
plus dancing. Tickets ($12.50 each) may be
obtained from ADCC headquarters, 6 E. Lake St.,
Chicago 1. Nov. 24: Reception for advertising
agency executives and press at Prudential Bldg.
Nov. 23-25intercity
— Women's
Advertising
Clubs'Manor,
midwestern
conference,
Oakton
Pewaukee, Wis.
Nov. 24 — Radio & Television Executives Society
timebuying-selling seminar. Henry Brenner, president, T. V. Q., and Albert E. Sincllinger, president,
Sindlinger & Co., answer "What's New In Nose
Counting?" Hotel Lexington, New York, noon-2 p.m.
'Nov. 25 — Radio & Television Executives Society
luncheon. Irving Gitlin, creative projects executive,
CBS News; John P. Cunningham, board chairman,
Cunningham & Walsh, and John F. White, president, National Education Tv & Radio Center take
part inroom,symposium
on N.Y.
educational tv. Grand BallRoosevelt Hotel,
Nov. 27-29 — National Assn. of Tv & Radio Farm
Directors annual fall convention (in conjunction
with International Livestock Exposition and 4-H
Congress), Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago. Nov. 30 —
Chicago Area Agricultural Assn. luncheon hosted
by NATRFD.
Nov. 29-Dec. 1 — First annual communications
forum for broadcasters, Pennsylvania State U.
Speakers in "Broadcasting: The Challenge of
Responsibility"
includeCBSRobert
D. Swezey,
Sig
Mickelson, forum
president,
News;
Edward
Stanley, public affairs director, NBC; Ralph
Renick, rectors
pastAssn. president,
Radio-Televis'on
News (TV)
Diand news vice
president, WTVJ
Miami, Fla.; Dr. Charles Seipmann, communications education professor, New York U.
Nov. 30 — -Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
at New York, forum on music for television, NBC.
*Nov. 30
Hollywood
Club luncheon
at Hollywood—Roosevelt
Hotel.Ad Robert
Light, president,
Southern California Broadcasters Assn., will be
chairman of a panel comprising Fred Ruegg,
KNX; Bill Beaton, KWKW; Charles Hamilton,
KFI; Bob Reynolds, KMPC, and Bob Purcell,
KFWB,
to discuss4 — "Radio
— 1959."
Nov. 30-Dec.
National
Sales Executives-

Ga.
DECEMBER
*Dec. 1 — Advertising Research Foundation anYork. nual business meet, Hotel Sheraton-East, New
Dec. 1 — Radio & Television Executives Society
timebuying-selling seminar. George Huntington, vice
president-general
manager,S. Television
Advertising and Horace
Schwerin, Bureau
president,of
Schwerin Research Corp., delve into "Sponsor
Identification — What's It Worth?" Hotel Lexington, New York, noon-2 p.m.
Dec. 2-4 — Electronic Industries Assn. winter conference, Statler-Hilton, Los Angeles.
Dec. 4— NAB convention committee, NAB headquarters, Washington.
Dec. 8 — Radio & Television Executives Society
timebuying-selling seminar. Jack Wrather, board
chairman, Independent Television Corp., discusses
commercial tv in Britain. Hotel Lexington, New
York, noon-2 p.m.
*Dec. 8— Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
at Los Angeles, evening general membership meeting on "Tape
Film" Dr.at Frank
Beverly Baxter,
Hilton Hotel,
Beverly
Hills, vsCalif.
UCLA
professor and tv teacher, will be moderator of
a panel comprising James Schulke, KTLA; Tom
Sarnoff, NBC; Sheldon Leonard and Bud Yorkin,
producers; Bob Stefan, BBDO, and Bob Day, AmDec. 8— Advertising Club of Boston, Hotel Statler.
Speaker: Robert Hurleigh, president, MBS.
Dec. 11 — Comments due to the FCC on stereophonic multiplexing rules as part of FCC's inquiry
into possible
use for fm subsidiary commupex.
nicationswider
authorizations.
"Dec. 11 — American Federation of Tv & Radio
Artists theatre party for benefit of George Heller
Memorial Foundation, ANTA Theatre, New York.
Dec. 15 — Radio & Television Executives Society
timebuying-selling seminar. Kevin B. Sweeney, president, Radio Adv. Bureau, presents latest radio
data. Hotel Lexington, New York, noon-2 p.m.
"Dec. 15-16 — Senate committee on communications holds hearings on tv boosters and community
tv systems in Casper, Wyo. Sen. Gale McGee (DWyo.) will preside.
Dec. 31 — Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
New
Hills,Year's
Calif. Eve ball, Beverly Hilton Hotel, Beverly
JANUARY 1960
Jan. 5— Radio & Television Executives Society
timebuying-selling seminar. Louis Hausman, director, Television Information Office, and Gilbert
Seldes, author, critic and director of Annenberg
School of Communications, U. of Pennsylvania,
provide "A Critique At Mid-Season." Hotel Lexington, New York, noon-2 p.m.
Jan. 6-9 — High Fidelity Music Show, Shrine Exposition Hall, Los Angeles. Sponsor: Institute of
High Fidelity Manufacturers.
Jan. 8— Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
"close-up" dinner-show testimonial to Arthur
Godfrey, Waldorf Astoria, New York. (Rescheduled
from original announcement for Dec. 4 at Seventh
Regiment Armory.)
Jan. 10-14 — National Retail Merchants Assn.,
49th annual convention, Hotel Statler-Hilton, New
York. Sales promotion division board of directors
meet there on 13th.
Jan. 12 — Radio & Television Executives Society
timebuying-selling seminar. H. P. Lasker, vice
president in charge of sales, Crosley Broadcasting
Corp., and William E. (Pete) Matthews, vice president-director, media relations-planning, Young &
Rubicam, view "How Many Commercials Make Too
Many?" Hotel Lexington, New York, noon-2 p.m.
*Jan. 13 — Canadian Board of Broadcast Governors
Winnipeg.
opens public hearings for second tv license in
*Jan. 18 — Canadian Board of Broadcast Governors
opens
public hearings for second tv license in
Vancouver.
Jan.
Plaza, 19N.— Y.Ninth annual Sylvania awards, Hotel
Jan. 19 — Radio & Television Executives Society
timebuying-selling seminar. Carl Lindemann Jr.,
vice president in charge of daytime programs,
NBC-TV, and Frank Minehan, vice president-director of media-chairman of plans board, SSC&B,
discuss "What's The Difference In Daytime Audiences?" Hotel Lexington,
New York,
(continued
on noon-2
page p.m.
15)
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FARGO

the

retail

is

U.S.A.,

sales

per

family!

We've been telling you for years that our
hayseeds in the fabulous Red River Valley are
big earners, big spenders.

Now
TOP

every issue of SRDS points out that Fargo has the
position among all American cities, for retail sales

WDAY
FARGO, N. D.

per household. The national average is $3,944 per household .. . as compared to Far go's whopping $5,970!

NBC
Obviously, some of this buying is done by the

970 KILOCYCLES

thousands of people who drive in to Fargo

•PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD,
Exclusive National Representatives

from "all over." But ALL these people hear
WDAY regularly. Ask P.G.W. for the facts
and figures on WDAY's really amazing place
in the entire Red River Valley!
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0
Jan 22-21 — Advertising Assn. of West midwestern' conference, Lafayette Hotel, Long Beach,
Calif.
Jan. 24-29— NAB Board of Directors, El Mlrado
Hotel, Palm Springs, Calif.
Executives-InterJan 25-29— National SalesManageme
nt InstiSales
national St. Louis FieldPlaza
there.
Hotel
tute, The Chase-Park
s
Jan. 26— Radio & Television Executive Society
seminar. Performers Bob Eltimebuying-selling
liott and Ray Goulding quip on the question of
the
whether audiences are "Out-Sophisticating p.m.
noon-2
sponsors. Hotel Lexington, New York,
Jan 26— Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
forum on international television, Beverly Hilton
Hotel, Beverly Hills, Calif.
*Jan. 26-28 — Georgia Radio & Tv Institute, Athens.
Co-sponsors: Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters, U. of.
of Journalism
Georgia's Henry W. Grady School
Speaker: Sig Mickelson, CBS News president.
Jan 27— Advertising Research Workshop, Assn.
V
Advertisers, Hotel Sheraton-Eait,
ofNew National
York.
Jan. 29— Adcraft Club of Detroit, Statler Hotel.
Speaker: Robert Hurleigh, president, MBS.
\\\
Jan. 30 — Oklahoma Broadcasters Assn. annual
meet, Hotel Tulsa, Tulsa. FCC Comr. Robert E. Lee
and Balaban stations' John Box slated to speak.
FEBRUARY 1960
peb. 2 — Radio & Television Executives Society
timebuying-selling seminar. T. Rodney Shearer,
W.
vice president, A. C. Nielsen Co., and James
Research
Seiler, director-president of American Lexington,
Bureau, square off on ratings. Hotel
New York, noon-2 p.m.
of Radio Engineers' winter
3-5 — Institute
Feb.
on military electronics, Ambassador
convention
Hotel, Los Angeles.
Feb. 5— Advertising Federation of America midWashington. winter conference, Statler-Hilton Hotel,
Feb. 6— Art Directors Club of Los Angeles. Presentation ofawards for best advertising and editorial art of 1959 at Statler Hotel there. Prizewinners and other outstanding entries will be displayed for following month at California Museum
of Science & Industry.
*Feb. 7-9 — Advertising Federation of America
First District conference, Statler-Hilton Hotel,
Boston.
Feb. 8 — Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
at New York, forum on tv for children and teenagers, CBS Studio 52.
Feb. 8— Minneapolis Sales Executives Club, Hotel
Normandy. Speaker: Robert Hurleigh, president,
MBS.
Feb. 9 — Radio & Television Executives Society
timebuying-selling seminar. Ray L. Stone, associate media director, Maxon Inc., and Robert A.
Wulfhorst, associate media director, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, discuss the "Station Image Factor
In
Timebuying." Hotel Lexington, New York, noon2 p.m.
Feb. 14-20 — Advertising Federation of America's
National Advertising Week (co-sponsored by Advertising Assn. of the West).
Feb. 15-19 — National Sales Executives-International Cleveland Field Sales Management Institute,
Sheraton-Cleveland Hotel there.
Feb. 16 — Radio & Television Executives Society
timebuying-selling seminar. Bert R. Briller, director /,
of tv sales development, ABC-TV, and Arthur H.
McCoy, executive vice president, John Blair &
Co., on "Selling Through Presentation — Or From
The Hip." Hotel Lexington, New York, noon-2 p.m.
Feb. 17 — Hollywood Ad Club second annual
Broadcast Advertising Clinic, all-day session at
Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel. Producers' awards for
best tv and radio commercials produced in Southern California during 1958 will be presented at
luncheon. Phil Seitz of "Advertising Age" and
Bill Merritt of BROADCASTING are again chairmen of the awards committee. Marv Salzman rf
MAC is clinic chairman.
Feb. 17 — Assn. of National Advertisers, co-op
advertising
workshop, Hotel Sheraton-East, New
York.
"Feb. 19 — Sales Executives Assn. and Advertising
Club of St. Louis, combined meeting, Statler Hilton Hotel. Speaker: Robert Hurleigh, president,
MBS.
Feb. 19-22 — National Sales Executives-International mid-winter board of directors meet, Robert
Meyer Hotel, Jacksonville, Fla.
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Feb. 21-22 — Virginia AP Broadcasters — Washington & Lee U.'s radio newsmen's seminar.
*Feb. 23 — Radio & Television Executives Society
timebuying-selling seminar. Tv personality Dick
Clark speaks on the teen-age market. Hotel Lexington, New York, noon-2 p.m.
*Feb. 24 — Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
forum on good & bad programs, Beverly Hilton
Hotel, Beverly Hills, Calif.
Feb. 24-25— Fifth annual State Presidents Conference under NAB auspices, Shoreham Hotel,
Washington. Presidents of state broadcasters asattend; Voice of Democracy luncheon will besociatiaons wilfeature.
MARCH 1960
* March 1— Radio & Television Executives Society
timebuying-selling seminar. John F. Hurlbut, director of promotion-public relations, WFBM-TV
Indianapolis, and Harold A. Smith, program promotion-merchandising manager, Needham, Louis &
Brorby, handle topic, "It Takes Two To Tango In
Agency-Station
Hotel Lexington,
New York, noon-2 Cooperation."
p.m.
March 4-6 — Disc Jockey Assn. convention, Los
Angeles. Business sessions at 20th Century-Fox
studios,
where d.j.s will participate in filming
"The Big Platter Parade."
March 7-11— National Sales Executives-International San Francisco Field Sales Management Institute, Hotel Mark Hopkins there.
* March 8 — Radio & Television Executives Society
timebuying-selling seminar. John F. Howell, CBS
Films' vice president-general sales manager, and
Charles W. Shugert, the Joseph Katz Co.'s executive vice president, on "Syndication as a Media
Buy." Hotel Lexington, New York, noon-2 p.m.
March 13-14 — Texas Assn. of Broadcasters spring
meet, Rice Hotel, Houston.
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INC.

* March 15 — Radio Television Executives Society
timebuying-selling &seminar.
Richard S. Salant,
vice president of corporate affairs,
and
speaker from advertising agency ofCBS,oneInc.,
of the
major political parties, discuss "The Fall Political Campaigns and Broadcasting." Hotel Lexington, New York, noon-2 p.m.
March 15— Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
at New York, forum on educational tv, NBC.
March 16-18— Electronic Industries Assn.. spring
conference, Statler
Hilton, Washington.
March 21-24— Institute of Radio Engineers national convention, Coliseum and Waldorf-Astoria,
New York.
* March 31— Academy of Television Arts & Sciences forum on "DoAPRIL
They 1960
[ratings] Really Know?"
April 3-7— NAB Annual Convention, Conrad Hilton
Hotel, Chicago.

•April 4— Academy of Motion Picture Arts &
Sciences annual Oscar awards ceremonies, Pantages
Theatre, Hollywood, and broadcast on NBC RadioTv networks 10-11:30
p.m. EST.
April 6— Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
forum on New York station operations, ABC.
April 15-17— National Sales Executives-International spring finance and executiv
meets, Hotel Leamington, Minneapolis.e committee
April
21-22— National Retail Merchant Assn
Tex.
board of directors meet, Hotel Statler,s Dallas

*April
22—Washing
Virginiton.
a AP Broadcasters, National
Press Club,
April 24— National Retail Merchants Assn. sales
promotion division board of directors meet, Paradise Inn, Phoenix, Ariz.
April 24-27— National Retail Merchants Assn.
sales
on division mid-year convention
Paradisepromoti
Inn, Phoenix,
Ariz.
* April 24-27— Continental Advertising Agency Netannual convention, Fontainbleau Hotel
Miami work
Beach.
*April 24-28— U. of Florida School of Journalism
&Gainsvil
Communications journalism-broadcasting week
le. (Broadcasting Day, 25th.)
*April 25— Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
forum on pay tv vs. free tv.
April 25— National Sales Executives-International
New
Plaza York
Hotel Field
there. Management Institute, BarbizonApril 25-27 — Sales Promotion Executives Assn
annual conference, Hotel Astor, New York
Hotel,
Youngstown.
uPtnl, 22~
Ohio Assn- of Broadcasters, Pick-Ohio
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Broadcasting on WERE for Higbee's, Cleveland's
big department store, Bill Randle asked for telefor the RCA Victor album, "60 Years
phone orders
of Music America Loves Best.

It added up to an amazing total of sales on
Thursday evening, October 15 . . .

Operators at station WERE were flooded with 1231
telephone orders from 8-11 PM. . .
opposite prime television time.

while the store was closed. Final tally on all orders
• • • telephone and mail was $6,041.

Local boys make

Adventure
BROADCASTING, November 23, 1959

good on

Radio in Cleveland

Represented by Venard, Rintoul & McConnell, Inc.
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PHOENIX,
KOOL-TV

is dangling
Choose

KOOL-TV
We
KOOL-TV dominates the rich Arizona
Market with the highest tower and
highest power.
FIRST IN PHOENIX*
*Nielsen, ARB, Telepulse
Representative: George P. Hollingbery
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MONDAY

MEMO

from NORMAN

COHEN, comptroller and assistant to president, Mogul Williams & Saylor, New

jungle
paper
timate
orders
from each agency which
home for the millions of vagrant forms
that constitute our paper prison?
are automatically transcribed on common order cards. Orders are then transMechanical Marvel • I dreamed on.
mitted directly to stations on duplicate
bematerialized
structure
A magnificent
cards that are electronically printed and
fore me. The towering white-marble
punched for mark-sensing operation at
building appeared to be a classic exthe stations. (Mark sensing is being done
ample of modern architectural opulence.
It looked as though the Taj Mahal had
by humans at some stations and computers at others. The mark sensing puts
been re-designed and renovated by H.
a
carbon
coating by pencil permitting
G. Wells and George Orwell with the
help of Frank Lloyd Wright. Inside, a electronic impulses to pass through and
pervasively antiseptic atmosphere indi- activate the equipment.) Stations recated cold efficiency and a minimum
ceive punch cards with sufficient printing to include the order. If an order is
number of human beings. All around
long or complex, several cards are used.
me were gigantic machines. The flash"Mark-sensed cards are returned,
ing lights and the quiet rumble held me
along with the corresponding bills, to
spellbound.
A moment later an attendant ap- the center which runs the cards through
proached me. He was vaguely familiar,
the equipment. If the spots utilized
but it was not for some time that I match the spots ordered, the bill is
recognized him as a member of my staff. passed on to the agency's accounting
When I had last seen him, he was sinkdepartment. If a discrepancy is uncovered, an automatic process pinpoints
ing below a tidal wave of affidavits. He
told me he was the only human at- the error and sends the card down for
tached to the new Affidavit Center, a
central bureau that had been estabThe attendant informed me that the
investigation."
lished in 1970 by all agencies engaged
automatic operation saves immense
in air media advertising. Waving aside
sums of money and considerable time
over the method used as late as 1960.
my questions, he proceeded to explain
the operation:
Moreover, he said, in a few short years,
"These machines are the penultimate
the center will have perfected a far
in electronic data processing equipment.
superior operation.
The communications center receives es"Stations will submit to the center
all information pertaining to actual
broadcasts. Bills would be transmitted
on common language magnetic tape.
After a thorough check, requiring seconds to complete, a single bill for all
spot broadcast performances would be
made up for each agency. Of course,
the system of common language tape
would require common language facilities at each station."
Bank Experiment • He predicted an
intermediate step would precede the
common language system. This would
involve magnetically imprinted invoices
and affidavits, a concept based on experiments undertaken by banks.
ended as suddenly as it
fantasy
My
began. I knew it was nothing more
than a reflection of my concern over
a problem that cries out for corrective
action. It was a disturbing thought.
Norman Cohen splashed into the sea
of performance affidavits when he first But then I relaxed as I recalled the lines
of the little-known poet, George Wiljoined Emil Mogul Co. as comptroller
liams Curtis:
in 1955. Before then he had been a
/ walked beside the evening sea
certified public accountant. He became
And dreamed a dream that could
also assistant to the president in 1956,
not be.
reassuming additional management
The
waves that plunged along the
sponsibilities including personnel. Mr.
shore
Cohen earned his M.A. at Columbia
School of Business.
Said only: "Dreamer, dream no more"19

Automation

Like death, taxes and old movies on
tv, the checking of performance affidavits for spot broadcast is as inevitable as it is unpleasant to contemplate.
The broadcast industry has matured
considerably in less than 40 years.
Yet in all that time, nobody has devised
a new or sufficiently different methodology for affidavit checking which will
eliminate some of the effort.
Current practice requires each affidavit to be checked against the original order or estimate — spot for spot.
To those fortunate few who have never
been exposed to the paper jungle that
burgeons after any spot campaign is
set into motion by an agency, the sight
would be a revelation. Take the case
of a single invoice for 100 spots. Incredible though it may seem, 100 separate clerical operations must be performed to match affidavit of performance and original estimate. Clerical
time consumed in affidavit checking
for even a modest spot buy is enormous
— and disproportionately costly.
Solution Possible • Although I may
be tilting at windmills with a drinking
straw, I cannot be convinced that the
situation is hopeless.
How long must we put up with a
method which requires the identical
clerical effort for $2,000 spots as for
$5 spots? And in cases where commission earned on one spot is small because
of its low rate, the cost of affidavit
checking is way out of line with the
realities of sensible costs for record
keeping.
The answer? No single advertising
agency can provide one. Like so many
other aspects of business, a solution requires concerted action. Either all
agencies utilizing spot broadcast media
must agree to accept certain uniform
operating procedures or else we must
abandon ourselves to a continuance of
f our most annoying cost headache.
My own theory on the subject is
tinged with elements of science fiction.
It does not eliminate authentication of
performances which, of course, would
be a complete but unacceptable solution.
The basic notion requires "togetherness." A few imaginative and far-sighted
agencies can easily get the ball rolling
within the next year or two.
It came to me in a garish dream. An
endless torrent of invoices, estimates and
affidavits fluttered before my eyes and
piled up about me. Suddenly, a flash of
inspiration cut a swath through the
paper walls. Why not establish a central
bureau — a clearing house to provide a
BROADCASTING, November 23, 1959
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Industry on the move . . . never stopping . . . continues to headquarter in Tampa, St. Petersburg
. . . MARKET ON THE MOVE.

Day by day . . . month by month . . . the plants go up . . . and so does Tampa - St. Petersburg
in the market listings!
station

on the move

WTVT

with top CBS and local programs, makes TV's most modern facilities available to advertisers .. . studio Videotape unit; mobile Videotape unit; weather radar; rear view projector;
plus two studios and six cameras. WTVT
Market on the Move!

. . . first in every way in Tampa -St. Petersburg,

TOTAL SHARE OF AUDIENCE
48.6% . . . Latest ARB
Check the Top 50 Shows!
ARB
WTVT
Station B
Station C

37
9
4

NIELSEN
WTVT
Station B
Station C

38
10
2

station on the move

HANNEL

13

A-ST. PETERSBURG
WKY miVIStON SYSTEM, INC.
WKY-TV
WKY -RADIO
Oklahoma Qty
Represented by ihe'Xatz- Agencj

OPEN

MIKE

Sales promotion duties
editor:
. . . thanks . . . for figuring out the
percentages on replies to our survey
("100 sales promotion mgr.'s duties,"
page 76, Nov. 9). This is typical of
Broadcasting's digging ... a plus I've
begun to expect from your magazine.
Incidentally, we may not have made
it clear that the survey was not mailed
to sales promotion managers. We sent
it to 100 sales managers. Why? Because
our fellow sales promotion managers
may not have told the truth and also because we wanted to open some sales
management eyes.
However, we could well have listed
a one-hundred-and-first job. That would
have been "fill out questionnaire for
sales manager." Because many promotion managers got stuck with it.
John L. Williams
Advertising and Sales Promotion
Mgr.
WBZ Boston

send me two copies . .
Jack R. Poppele
President
WAUB Auburn. N.Y.
editor :

editor :

forward 20 copies . . .
H. K. Crowl
President
WAVI Dayton. Ohio
editor :

editor:
. . . three
Anne reprints
Ripley . . .

KING music survey
editor:
Please send us 250 reprints of the
KING musical survey (page 33, Oct.
12).
Thad M. Sandstrom
General Manager
W1BW-AM-TV Topeka, Kan.

20 copies . . .
Irving Parks Jr.
WNA T Natchez. Miss.

22

send us 25 copies . . .
Lawrence A Reilly
WSUB Groton, Conn.
editor:
. . . send 25 reprints . . .
Agnes McGillvra
Co-Owner
WBIW Bedford, Ind.
editor:
. . . send five copies . . .
Joe Milsop
Station Manager
WCPA Clearfield. Pa.
editor:

editor:
two copies . . .
Leonard Coe
Manager
KLRA Little Rock, Ark.

15 reprints . . .
Mort Silverman
General Manager
WJBO Baton Rouge, La.

each.]

WPOP Hartford, Conn.
NOTE: Reprints available, 10<

[EDITOR'S
Fm radio status study
editor :
Urgently need 100 reprints, Feb. 9,
1959, article, "Have audience, can sell
John Hurlbut
Promotion Mgr.
WFBM-TV Indianapolis
[EDITOR'S
10tf each.] NOTE: Reprints are available,
— fm."

Quiz scandal opinion polls
editor :
I have just read your article stating
that the public is disillusioned with tv
(Nov.made
9, page
37). ...
I don't
you
a poll.
I doknow
knowwhere
that
the people I have talked to about his
uproar have an entirely different opinion and so do we. . . .
We all like quiz programs and would
like to see them all come back. And
why not? It didn't cost the public any-
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FAMOUS

MEASURING

INSTRUMENTS:

A-

his is ARBITRON,

the unique

^F" \
/

new electronic measuring
instrument which records
instantly on a central board
the number of television sets turned on at
any given moment, and the channels to
which they are tuned. This revolutionary
new research tool has answered the demand
of the television industry for instantaneous
audience measurement around the clock. It

The

by

was developed, in ARB's typical pioneer
fashion, for multi-network, multi-million
population areas, to furnish immediate audience data.

standard

which

are

This research brain, a logical development ofARB research which perfected the
Diary (still a backbone of ARB service in
most markets) lets television and sales executives actually watch minute-by-minute
changes in viewing in a metropolitan market
—such as New York, where it was introduced. It embodies the tomorrow of television research today, offering instant ratings

others

judged

on any show within a 90-second period.

ARBSlRt W

mm AMO AiBITBI ASBITH mm

ABBITROH

ARBITRON is currently providing round-the-clock audience information
for the Nation's largest TV market in
weekly and monthly summary reports.
ARBITRON also provides a network rating
index from a multi-market area made up of
7 cities where each network is represented.
Clients receive daily reports of network
audience activity as well as a monthly
summary booklet. Immediate ratings may
be had by telephone or any other fast
means. On special order, printed breakdowns by 90-second segments can also be
furnished ... all for the ultimate in . . .

Accuracy

. . . Reliability

Believability

AMERICAN
RESEARCH
BUREAU, INC.
WASHINGTONLOS NEW
YORK
CHICAGO
ANGELES
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This ad ran 25 years ago
in Broadcasting
We thought you'd like to know
that WCKY has just had
the BIGGEST

October

in its

30 years of operation, and
STILL

DOING

JOB

FOR

THE

REAL

THE

ADVERTISER

mm
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*What's

your WOODquotient?

thing and the government got most of
it. . . . The quiz programs were interesting and educational. ... I don't dislike
Charles Van Doren at all. I feel sorry
he was made the goat. How many others
won and who is to say would you or I
have, had we had the chance?
Well, I've said all I can writing and
1 might just as well tear it up, but I
won't. This is just one old woman's
opinion. Mrs. Mary McCarrick
Phoenix, Ariz.
editor:
Me too.
Edward M. McCarrick
editor:
A note to express my appreciation for
Broadcasting's leadership in conducting twotoward
surveystelevision.
regarding. .the
attitude
. public's

Market Planning Corp. says most housewives listen between 6:00 — 9:00 am.
How many more listen to WOOD at that
time?
25% 50% 100%
.
t(iP'E 31(1 UDIjl 3JOUI %OOI
buiddoi{M v 'uoiivjs pug ay] uoyi ajiom % gg)

What is the accumulated on-the-air radio
experience of our WOODpersonalities?
69 YEARS 99 YEARS 149 YEARS

Ralph Renick
Vice President in Charge of
News
WTVJ (TV) Miami
[EDITOR'S
The &Philadelphia
research coast-to-coast
firm ofNOTE:
Sindlinger
Co. polled citizens
for BROAD CASTING
both before and after Charles Van Doren's
testimony before
the House Oversight Subcommittee. The second
poU showed
decided switch of public sentiment anda loss
of
face
for
tv.
Polls
were
published in Nov.
2 and Nov. 9 issues.]
Educational tv report
editor:

We have recently seen a copy of your
1957 report on educational television
and wonder if you still have any of the
reprints available?
Vivian L. Toewe
California Teachers Assn.
Burlingame, Calif.
[EDITOR'S
of the
1957, article NOTE:
are stillReprints
available,
5<t Nov.
each.] 11,
BOOKS
What percentage of Michigan's retail sales
—WOODIand?
outside Detroit — come
20% from
30% greater
40%
(PuviaOOAl WOlf 9UIO0 S3JVS JIVJ3X
spvBiynjv fo %o<r '7}oxpa Buipnpxg)

WOOD-AM has grown with Western Michigan. How long has it served this area?
25 YEARS 35 YEARS 45 YEARS
(SS -to/ ajuoaof
x uoijvjs
H\uo spidny
puvuQ s;i
uaaq'sjoa/j
svi[ g QOOM)

How to rate your WOODquotient:
0 right — Yeah, we know . . . you're in the traffic department.
1-2 right — Never bought spots in the Midwest, eh?
3 right — Fine! Now, about increasing your schedule . . .
4 right — Why aren't you working for Katz?

*WOOD-AM is first-morning, noon, night, Monday through Sunday
March '59 Pulse Grand Rapids- 5 county area

TV
WOOD
WOODIand Center, Grand Rapids, Michigan
WOOD-TV — NBC for Western and Central Michigan:
Grand Rapids, Battle Creek, Kalamazoo, Muskegon and Lansing.
WOOD — Radio — NBC.
26

(OPEN MIKE)

• Successful Television and Radio Advertising, byGene F. Seehafer & Jack
W. Laemmar, McGraw-Hill, 330 W.
42nd St., New York 36; 640 pp; $9.75.
Mr. Seehafer, media supervisor at
Needham, Louis & Brorby, and Mr.
Laemmar, account executive at J.
Walter Thompson, have designed this
book as a text for college students
and a refresher course for broadcast
advertising
"practitioners."
updated version
of their 1951 It's
effort:an Successful Radio and Television Advertising, which has been widely used in
colleges and universities presenting
courses on the subject.
This new work gives increased emphasis to television and presents radio
in its new-found advertising role. Areas
covered include: elements of the commercial broadcasting system, creative
BROADCASTING, November 23, 1959

CHIEF

ENGINEER'S

REPORT

ON

RCA-6448

C. E. Smith
WKOW-TV
Madison, Wisconsin

12,000
"TROUBLE-FREE"
HOURS
ON

CHANNEL
AND

27...

NO

LET-DOWN
IN SIGHT!

Read what Chief Engineer C. E. Smith of WKOW-TV in Madison, Wisconsin, has to
say about the RCA-6448 beam power tube:
"One of our RCA-6448's has clocked 12,000 hours of service in our visual power
amplifier. Another just passed the 10,500 hour mark in our aural power amplifier. Both
tubes are still delivering top performance. Long tube life like this is a big item in keeping transmitter operating expenses down."
Many UHF-TV stations all over the country have discovered that proper care of their
RCA-6448's often pays off in extended service jar beyond normal tube life expectancy.
Result: reduced transmitter maintenance and downtime, more hours of service per tube
dollar.
Contact your RCA Electron Tube Distributor whenever you need tubes for broadcasting and telecasting operations. He also carries a complete line of high-quality RCA
Sound Tape for your convenience.
RADIO
CORPORATION
Electron Tube Division
ANOTHER

WAY

RCA

SERVES

THE

BROADCASTING

INDUSTRY"

OF

AMERICA
Harrison* N. J.

THROUGH

ELECTRONICS

HOW TO GET MORE HOURS
FROM AN RCA-6448
• Use only high-quality water to fill the
water system initially and make provision for
continuous regeneration of the system water.
(A suitable method is given in the RCA-6448
technical bulletin.) Be liberal with water flow
through tube ducts.
• Makevices arecertain
that electronic
functioning
properly. protective de• "Break-in" new tube in accordance with instructions inthe RCA-6448 technical bulletin.
• Raise filament voltage gradually (prevents
undue thermal stresses in the filament). Run
both filament
sections at samesupply.
voltage— obtained from well-regulated
• Operate filament at lowest voltage practical for adequate emission (not less than
1 .25V per section). During standbys of up to
2 hours reduce filament voltage to 80% of
normal value. For longer periods, turn off
filament power.
• Avoid stresses at ceramic seals— especially
when tightening or removing water fittings.
• Operate spare tubes periodically.
• Keep all tube surfaces CLEAN— to avoid
leakage and voltage breakdown.

The top motion picture stars,

54 great motion pictures

listed alphabetically— because

including such great films as

who's to get top billing?
Don Ameche

Rita Hayworth

Robert Armstrong
Lew Ayres
Fay Bainter
Lynn Bari
Wendy Barrie
Freddie Bartholomew
Anne Baxter
Warner Baxter
Constance Bennett
Joan Bennett

Sonja Henie
Lena Home
Edward Everett Horton
Louis Jouvet
Paul Kelly
Alexander Knox
Laurel and Hardy
Edmund Lowe
Ida Lupino
Fred MacMurray
Fredric March

Wallace Beery
Charles Boyer
Walter Brennan
Virginia Bruce
Spring Byington
Cab Calloway & Band
John Carradine
Charles Coburn
Ronald Colman
Jeanne Crain
Robert Cummings
Dan Dailey
Bebe Daniels
Linda Darnell
Jane Darwell
Joan Davis
Frances Dee
Alan Dinehart
Richard Dix

Dick Haymes
Nil OFFICES:

Stormy Weather
Moontide
My Gal Sal
Banjo On My Knee
Dolly Sisters
The Affairs of Cellini

Metropolitan
Give My Regards to Broadway
Man Who Broke the Bank at Monte Carlo
Cafe Metropole
. . . and lots more !

54

TOP

QUALITY

FEATURE
FOR

Barbara Stanwyck
Lawrence Tibbett
Gene Tierney

FILMS

TELEVISION...

AVAILABLE

NOW!

Spencer Tracy
Claire Trevor
Clifton Webb
Loretta Young
Robert Young
SAN FRANCISCO
99 Hayes Street

Grapes of Wrath
Mark of Zorro

Hello, Frisco, Hello
Kidnapped

Will Rogers
Cesar Romero
Phil Silvers
Ann Sothern

BEVERLY HILLS
250 No. Canon Drive

Sweet Rosie O'Grady
The Mighty Barnum

Adventures of Sherlock Holmes
Heart of a Nation

Tyrone Power
Claude Rains
Basil Rathbone
Ritz Brothers
Bill Robinson

Alice Faye
Geraldine Fitzgerald
Henry Fonda
Jean Gabin

The Farmer Takes a Wife

Moon Over Miami

Victor McLaglen
Adolphe Menjou
Borah Minevitch
& his Rascals
Thomas Mitchell
Frank Morgan
Jack Oakie
Maureen O'Hara
John Payne
Zasu Pitts

Brian Donlevy
Stuart Erwin

Judy Garland
Janet Gaynor
Betty Grable
Jack Haley
June Haver
June Havoc

Tony Martin
Victor Mature
Joel McCrea

The Razor's Edge
Wilson

NEW YORK
10 Columbus Circle

ATLANTA
MEMPHIS
HOI Peachtree N.E. 2605 Sterick Bldg.

PITTSBURGH
336 North Balph Ave.

Because these treasured 20th Century- Fox feature
films from the Golden Age of Hollywood are
brand new for TV. Pictures that received 36 Academy
Awards

and nominations . . . Actors and Actresses

who won 73 Academy

nominations

and Awards!

Forceful social documents . . . boffo and chucklearousing pictures . . . pictures to churn up emotions,
tear viewers apart and put them together again,
but— most important— to keep them on the edges of
their sets for hours at a time. What a gold-mine
for people who missed them or saw them only once !
And what a gold-mine for stations and sponsors
quick enough to tie them up ! For details on staking
a claim first, contact your NTA

Representative now.

THERE'S NO GREATER ENTERTAINMENT
THAN A TOP QUALITY MOTION PICTURE AND
THEY'RE FROM
20TH-CENTURY

THE STUDIOS
FOX.

OF

NTA

CHICAGO
BOSTON
612 N. Michigan Ave. Statler Hotel Office Bldg.

MINNEAPOLIS
527 Marquette Ave.

ST. LOUIS
808 E. Essex Ave

DALLAS
U08
Fidelity Union Life Bldg.
pi r.««o
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tv-radio programs and commercials, tvradio advertising research, retail and
national tv-radio campaigns and tv-radio
station management.
Prior to compiling the book, the authors interviewed 196 leaders in all
facets of the broadcasting industry and
received special counsel from the NAB,
TvB, RAB, Station Representatives
Assn., and Canadian Assn. of Radio &
Television Broadcasters. The foreward
was written by Dr. Frank Stanton, president of CBS.

• "Workbook for Radio and Tv news
editing and writing" by Arthur Winter
& Dale Brix, Wm. C. Brown Co., Dubuque, Iowa, 349 pp.; $5.00.
No aspiring Huntley-Brinkley should
be without this informative manual
which is designed to offer a comprehenediting.
sive study of media news writing and
Aside from the familiar style manual
and usual "how to" fare, the book explores the lesser known realms of press
release rewrites, advice from lawyers
regarding libel and slander, special tv
news techniques, the problem of taste,
and the fascinating topic of news brief
humor.
Writing for aural presentation demands special techniques, the authors
point out, a fact too many broadcasters choose to ignore. To prove their
point, copy conversion from wire services to broadcast scripts are cleverly
illustrated.
Although primarily designed for beginners, the workbook's wide range of
topics makes it almost indispensable as
well for the hardened veteran.

• The Announcer's Handbook, by Ben
Graf Henneke & Edward S. Dumit.
Rinehart & Co., 232 Madison Ave., New
York 16; 293 pp; $4.
Designed for the practicing announcer and the career-minded student, this
book is composed primarily of drills of
actual commercial continuity supplied
by radio-tv stations, sponsors and ad
agencies.
The book is a worthy candidate as an
announcer's text if for no other reason
than it seeks on its opening pages to deglamorize the profession a bit by warning neophytes that the announcer's lot
is not as glamorous as it appears to the

Taking a realistic approach, the aupublic.thors point out such routine chores at
small stations as answering telephones,
pulling teletype copy, taking remote
transmitter readings and the proverbial
"emptying the ash trays."
The drills run the gamut from newscasts to re-creation of sports events via
telegraphed accounts and foreign language drills.
BROADCASTING, November 23, 1959

COSTUME BY SCAASI • PHOTOGRAPHED BY PETER FINK

Dressed

for the occasion. . .ready to enjoy the rewards

of maturity and success... to

participate with others in the exciting everts of the season... a "metropolitan'* personality.

METROPOLITAN

BROADCASTINGCORPORATION
205 East 67 Street, New York 21, N. Y.

^^^^

Washington, B.C.

Arrangement by CARREN'S FLOWERS, Dallas

Beauty through simplicity, so often
overlooked by the novice, but
paramount in the hands of one who
possesses a quality touch.
This symbolic tribute to the season
is' offered to convey our wishes for a
bountiful harvest to each of you. And,
too, may we take this opportunity to say
thanks again for your recognition and
helpinmakingthisqualitytouchahighly
rewarding facet of our own operations.
Represented by

radio & television • dallas
Serving the greater DALLAS- FORT WORTH market
BROADCAST SERVICES OF THE DALLAS MORNING NEWS

The Original Station Representative
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LATE NEWSBREAKS

Payola
disc

AT
DEADLINE
DETAILED
COVERAGE
OF
THE WEEK BEGINS PAGE 37
ON THIS AND THE NEXT PAGE •

probers

to quiz

jockeys,

others
House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee will spend next two weeks questioning disc jockeys and others in radiotv in six cities — Boston, Chicago, Los
Angeles, Milwaukee, New York and
Detroit — about all phases of "payola
racket." They may also go to Miami,
but can't possibly cover all cities where
there have been complaints, Raymond
W. Martin Jr., subcommittee staffer,
said.
He said House group has received
complaints from parents and others
about rock-and-roll and music aimed at
teenagers and that some complain about
suggestive lyrics. Subcommittee is not
probing content and will investigate
these only when they are connected to
payola, he said.
Probe will cover payoffs to d.j.s to
plug tunes, secret payments for plugging
products and persons on radio and tv
and alleged interests held by disc jockeys and other performers in recording
and music publishing firms. Mr. Martin
said staffers talked to tv star Dick Clark
and his manager last week but aren't
telling what they found (see story page
96). Some of complaints to House unit
involve other name air personalities, he
said.
Record

books

seized

In offshoot of Congressional investigation into alleged "payola practices"
by disc jockeys (see story page 96), New
York District Attorney's office has subpoenaed books and records of 1 1 companies in New York. District Attorney
Frank Hogan noted that "no inferences
should be drawn from issuance of subpoenas .. . There is no reflection on any
of the companies whose records have
been subpoenaed. Companies were
listed as: Dot Records Inc., Kapp Records Inc., S. & S. Assoc. Inc., Cadence
Records Inc., Jay Gee Records Co.,
Roulette Records Inc., King Records
Inc., Liberty Records Inc., Gone Recording Corp., Coral Records Inc. and
Imperial Records Inc.
Quiz

secrets

buried

Ruling against making public 12,000word grand jury findings used by House
Legislative Oversight Subcommittee as
basis of its probe into tv quiz programs
was issued Nov. 19 by General Sessions
Judge Mitchell D. Schweitzer, who
turned over presentment to House
group last August. Judge Schweitzer
said: "Where private citizens are inBROADCASTING, November 23, 1959

Doerfer
CBS

exile

ends

Soviet Union will allow CBS
network to reopen news bureau in
Moscow, network announced
Nov. 19. Network was barred
from country 13 months ago following Soviet protest of Playhouse 90 production entitled "The
Plot to Kill Stalin." John F. Day,
director of CBS News, said correspondent will be named shortly
and bureau reopened immediately
thereafter. Paul Niven, who held
post at time Soviets ejected network, is considered likely for
assignment.
volved, the function of the grand jury
ends when it determines that no crime
has been committed."
TvB drafts sales
defers

plans,

film action

Sales Advisory Committee of Television Bureau of Advertising meeting
in Chicago has drafted plans for 1960
sales clinics, scheduled in May and
June. Appointed co-chairmen of committee were John Dickinson, of Harrington, Righter & Parsons, and H. P.
Lasker, Crosley Broadcasting Corp.
They succeeded John Denninger, Blair
Tv, and Jay J. Heitin, WRCA-TV New
York (early TvB story page 69).
Speakers were Watts Wacker, vice
president-media director, D. P. Brother
& Co.; Joseph McMahon, advertising
director, Joseph Schlitz Brewing Co.;
Herman McEvoy, senior vice president,
and Fred Davis, vice president-marketing director, Cunningham & Walsh;
William Hamilton, Polk Bros., Chicago
radio-tv-appliance chain.
No decision reportedly was taken
Nov. 19 by TvB board on whether to
admit tv film packagers and distributors
to full or associate membership (Closed
Circuit, Nov. 16).
GM signs Danny Kaye
Exclusive tv contract for services of
Danny Kaye signed Nov. 19 by General Motors Corp., Detroit. Pact covers
three-year period. No network, time or
show has been selected. Mr. Kaye will
appear once each year in one-hour
show, starting in fall of 1960. CampbellEwald, Detroit, is agency. General
Motors said programs will mark commercial tv debut of comedian, who has
appeared on medium for United Nations charities.

states

views

on procedural bills
FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer told
Senate subcommittee Nov. 18 that if
pending bill designed to curb ex-parte
contacts is passed, "a great deal of
litigation may result which would challenge .. ." FCC decisions. He appeared
before Judiciary Subcommittee on Administrative Practices & Procedures to
express FCC views on S 2374, establishing standards of conduct for agency
hearings, and S 600, which would establish an Office on Federal Administrative Practice.
Comr. Doerfer said FCC is in complete accord with objective of S 2374
— to make unlawful improper ex-parte
communications — but that Commission's own proposal, S 1734, would better accomplish that end. S 1734 has
been approved by Senate Commerce
Committee and will be on calendar
when Congress resumes in January.
Chairman Doerfer also expressed opposition toS 600.
'Time'on
f tweaks
Robert Sarnoff
nofChairman
Sar
NBC
answered Time mag(Nov.
Friday azine's
Nov. 1620)attack on television by
might disafthat Timeone Inc.
suggesting
is on
of which
filiate its stations,
NBC-TV (WFBM-TV Indianapolis)
and "open new horizons for tv by developing their own creative programculming, concentrating on the type of fare
tural, informational and educational
that the editors of Time find in such

short supply on the air today." Writing
to tv-radio
one of his
editors.
Mr. regular
Sarnoff "letters"
also suggested
that
Time "use its news columns to keep the
public, and the rest of the industry, apprised of its progress in meeting its
own published standards of television
quality. To this type of news, the industry would pay close attention indeed."
Asks prop-card ruling
Chairman Warren G. Magnuson (DWash.) of Senate Commerce Committee wants to know what Federal Trade
Commission is doing about prop cards
carrying
sponsor's tv
or program
his product's
name throughout
and
whether FTC considers whole period
to be advertising with "performance
merely designed to attract viewers to
the advertisement." He asked FTC
head if agency needs legislation to protect public interest in this matter and
asked for full report on FTC's monitoring program (see page 92).
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AT
Hayes

DEADLINE
says

CBS

Radio

is on profitable basis
Less than a year after it was started,
Program Consolidation Plan (PCP) has
put CBS Radio "on a workable — and
profitable — basis," Arthur Hull Hayes,
network president, reaffirmed in speech
prepared for delivery Nov. 20 before
Chicago Broadcast Advertising Club.
He said that as result of PCP, which
pays stations primarily in programs
rather than money, "we're making a
profit" and that fourth quarter this year
"will be the most profitable quarter experienced bythe CBS Radio Network
in four years." In line with his earlier
statements on PCP profitability, this

CONTINUED
was construed to mean CBS Radio was
making profit in fourth quarter but not
for full year 1959.
Mr. Hayes also had some apparent
criticism for NBC Radio's new plan, in
which most entertainment programming
will be sold for fee rather than fed on
conventional networking basis. In furnishing entertainment programming,
he said, CBS Radio hopes "that our
affiliated stations will then not be one
of the pack but one apart from the pack
in each market."
CBS signs 5, loses 2
CBS Radio signed five affiliates last
week, but also was served notice it
would lose two southern affiliates early

WEEK'S
HEADLINERS
,
Joseph H. Ream, vp in charge of Washington office of
CBS Inc., transferred to New York headquarters as vp in
charge of newly created
department of program
practices, Television Network. He will be succeeded
in Washington by Edmund
C. Bunker, now vp and
general sales manager of
CBS Tv Network. Both appointments effective today
Mr. Ream
Mr. Bunker
(Monday). Mr. Ream, 56,
former executive vp of CBS, rejoined network in September
1957 after four-year retirement in Tallahassee, Fla. For
year prior to rejoining CBS, he was deputy director of National Security Agency in Washington. In his new post, Mr.
Ream will implement new network program policy enunciated by CBS Inc. President Frank Stanton as outgrowth of
Congressional inquiry into programming and covered in
Nov. 17 "memo" of James T. Aubrey, Jr., executive vp,
Television Network (see page 98). Herbert A. Carlborg,
director, editing department, will report to Mr. Ream. Mr.
Bunker joined CBS-TV as account executive in 1952 and
was sales manager of KNXT (TV) Los Angeles and general
manager of WXIX (TV) Milwaukee prior to moving into
vice presidential ranks at headquarters. Mr. Bunker, 44,
was born in Balboa, Panama Canal Zone, but was reared
in Charleston, S.C. Prior to war, in which he served as
Navy pilot, he worked at WCSC Charleston, WTOC Savannah and WIS Columbia, S.C. Mr. Bunker has legal background also. Mr. Ream will move to New York Jan. 1 and
until then will divide his time between offices.
Kenneth W. Bilby, NBC executive vp for public relations,
is slated to move over to parent RCA organization in similar
position about Jan. 1, it was reported last
week. He joined NBC in 1954 after about
two years on RCA and NBC accounts for
Carl Byoir public relations firm. His successor was not disclosed immediately. Mr.
Bilby will succeed Ewen C. Anderson,
public relations executive vp, who has
been ill. Mr. Bilby was on New York
Herald Tribune as United Nations and
Mr. Bilby
foreign correspondent before joining Byoir.
34

next year. WKNE Keene, N.H., which
withdrew from CBS Radio affiliation
last year when network's Program Consolidation Plan went into effect, yesterday (Nov: 22), re-tied bond. Also announced are new affiliations with WBRK
Pittsfield, Mass.; WKNY Kingston,
N.Y.; WKVT Brattleboro, Vt., and
KREX Grand Junction, Colo.
CBS meanwhile confirmed reports
that WBRC Birmingham, Ala., is dropping its affiliation Jan. 4, 1960, and
that WPLO Atlanta is leaving on same
date to go independent, like other
Plough Inc. stations. Officials said replacements innetwork lineup would be
announced shortly.

Bennet H. Korn, Harvey L. Glascock Jr. and Jack
G. Thayer were appointed to new posts by Metropolitan
Broadcasting Corp. last week. Mr. Korn, vp in charge
of television operations and general manager of WNEWTV New York, has been elected executive vp in charge of
television for Metropolitan. Firm's other tv properties are
VVTTG (TV) Washington and two new purchases which
await FCC approval, WTVH (TV) Peoria, 111., and KOVR
(TV) Stockton, Calif. Mr. Glascock, vp and general manager of WHK Cleveland, has been appointed assistant to
John W. Kluge, president of Metropolitan. Mr. Thayer,
general manager of KFRC San Francisco, joins Metropolitan organization as general manager of WHK. Mr. Korn,
before assuming tv operations vice presidency of Metropolitan, was sales vp of WNEW-TV and previously account
executive for WNEW. Mr. Glascock was national sales director for Kluge Radio in 1 958-59 and earlier was executive
vp-general manager of WKDA Nashville and commercial
manager of WMAL-AM-FM-TV Washington. Mr. Thayer
was general manager of WDGY Minneapolis before going
to San Francisco. Metropolitan's radio stations are WNEW-

Mr. Korn

Mr. Glascock

Mr. Thayer

AM-FM, WHK-AM-FM and (pending FCC approval of its
purchase) WIP Philadelphia.
Lester Gottlieb, CBS-TV program executive, has resigned
to join General Artists Corp. as staff vp assigned to tv effective Nov. 30. He has been with CBS
for 12 years in various programming
capacities, including vice president in
charge of network radio programs.
Earlier, Mr. Gottlieb had been with
Young & Rubicam, New York, for four
years, initially as head of publicity division and later as supervisor of radio
talent division and producer of We, the
Mr. Gottlieb People.

FOR OTHER NEWS OF PEOPLE SEE FATES & FORTUNES
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Manufacturing is California's major
industry — a fact often surprising to
those who think of the state mainly
in terms of fruit or film. In just six
years following World War II, California's industrial production more
than doubled.
In helping west coast industries

NED SMITH, manager of our San Francisco office, one of ten offices providing
fast, efficient service to Advertising
throughout the U.S.— service that helps
advertising dollars deliver extra value.

get a greater share of America's consumer dollars, Spot Television has
played a big part. And in 25 key markets, the stations that consistently
deliver top selling-power per dollar
are represented by Blair-TV.
Efficient time-buying demands accurate down-to-the^minute data on
these markets and stations — data
instantly available to the Bay Area
through our San Francisco office.

A NATIONWIDE

UL.nl

ORGANIZATION

II

I 1

Bay

Area

Blair-TV operates on this basic
principle: that alert informed representation isa service vital not only
to stations but also to all Advertising, and to the businesses dependent
on it for volume and profit. From the
first, our list has been made up of
stations and markets we felt in position to serve effectively. Today these
stations cover 56 percent of America's population — virtually 60 percent of its effective buying power.
In its area, each of these stations
stands as a power-house of selling
force. To help advertisers and their
agencies make most profitable use of
that force, is the constant objective
of our entire organization.

AT THE SERVICE OF ADVERTISING

BLAIR-TV
WABC-TV-New York
W-TEN —
Albany-Schenectady-Troy
WFBG-TV-Altoona-Johnstown
WNBF-TV-Binghamton
WHDH-TV- Boston
BROADCASTING, November 23,

WBKB — Chicago
WCPO-TV- Cincinnati
WEWS -Cleveland
WBNS-TV-Columbus
KFJZ-TV-Dallas-Ft. Worth
WXYZ-TV- Detroit
1959

KFRE-TV— Fresno
WNHC-TVHartford-New Haven
KTTV-Los Angeles
WMCT- Memphis
WDSU-TV-New Orleans

Omaha-Council Bluff
WOW-TVWFIL-TV— Philadelphia
WIIC- Pittsburgh
KGW-TV- Portland
WPRO-TV-Providence

KGO-TV-San Francisco
Seattle-Tacoma
KING-TV
—
KTVI-St. Louis
Tampa-St.— Petersburg
WFLA-TV
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THE

TOP

50

•

J. Walter

•

McCann-Erickson,

•

Ted

Bates

Thompson

leads

Young

still is biggest

J. Walter Thompson Co. is No. 1 in the ranking
of top radio-tv agencies. Its mark is $124.5 million
for 1959, or $11 million more than its record billing
in 1958.
The new JWT level was achieved in a year when
most of the top 50 agencies increased their radiotv billing, a number of individual agencies breaking through their broadcast ceilings.
Total 1959 broadcast billings of the top 50 agencies included in Broadcasting's eighth annual survey of the leading broadcast agencies in the U.S.
came to $1.5 billion, up from $1.3 billion in 1958
JWT created a new all-time high in tv billing,
compiling a weighty $110.5 million during the year.
Its tv network servicing alone ran to a first-time
level of $92 million — this figure topping the network-spot combined tv billing of any of the other
leading agencies.
According to the survey McCann-Erickson shot
to a new level of $108 million to remain firm in
second place; Young & Rubicam soared to $102.5
million as the agency in third position. Ted Bates
increased both network and spot tv to come in
fourth (passing BBDO) with $95 million, a gain of
$11 million.
Bates scored on another point. The agency retained its lead in spot supremacy. The total: $50
million, and a new record compiled by Bates. BBDO
was a high spot biller, its total (radio and tv)
coming to $41 million, while McCann-Erickson
billed $37 million in combined spot.
Others in the "Top 10" in total broadcast billings
were BBDO with $88 million; Benton & Bowleg
with $75.9 million, a gain of $9.4 million; Leo
Burnett at $58.6 million, up $4.3 million; DancerFitzgerald-Sample with $58 million, an increase of
$9.3 million; N. W. Ayer with $51.8 million, a
boost of $6.8 million, and Kenyon & Eckhardt
with $47 million, a hike of $9.8 million.
Agency toppers- in radio found McCann-Erickson at the pinnacle with $18 million billing; Ayer
next with $16 million; BBDO just behind at $15
million, followed closely by JWT with $14 million
BROADCASTING, November 23, 1959
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in spot

billings

third

broadcasting

and Y&R with $13.5 million.
Generally, radio showed up quite well among
the top 20 agencies, despite some nibbling away in
network radio levels at many of the agencies.
In tv-only billings, JWT was first with its $110.5
million ; McCann and Bates shared the second spot
with $90 million each ; Young & Rubicam next with
$89 million; Benton & Bowles' $73.7 million in tv
edged BBDO's $73 million.
Interviews with spokesmen of the top agencies
indicated that network provided the hypo for most
increases which were substantial. Few cited high
costs of tv, though in certain instances this may
have been a factor. Some agencies increased their
radio billing — for example, JWT was up $2 million, McCann increased $3 million ; Ayer went up
$1 million.
JWT has been in the No. 1 spot for the second
straight year and now is billing nearly five times
the annual combined radio-tv figure it registered
eight
years ago when Broadcasting's survey was
first taken.
The figures represent expenditures for time and
talent in both network and spot during the calendar year but do not include commitments made
for next year.
Among the tv network boosters were numerous
specials, a number of advertisers entering this form
of sponsorship for the first time.
Also recorded were many advertisers going into
network tv for the first time. They are detailed
in the summary of the agencies listed, starting
on page 38.
In the list of 50 agencies the "cut off" level
has risen in accord with the increased billing all
down the lina. Last year the 50th agency billed
$5 million, this year the last agency on the list
came in at $6 million.
THE

BILLINGS

PROFILES:

OF

pages

ALL

50,

38-39
37

AGENCY

PROFILES:

Here are the top 50 agencies and
summaries of their broadcast business
in 1959:
J. WALTER THOMPSON CO.: Combined tv-radio billing $124.5 million;
$110.5 million in television ($92 million in network, $18.5 million in spot);
$14 million in radio ($4.5 million in
network, $9.5 million in spot); tv- radio
share of overall billing: 45%.
JWT's billing in 1959 hit a new alltime high of $124.5 million in tv-radio,
a pickup in a year of $11 million. The
new billing solidifies the J. Walter
Thompson grip on the No. 1 spot among
the top 50 broadcast billers.
In reaching the new level, JWT increased the $1 1.5 million lap over McCann-Erickson that existed in 1958 to
a $16.5 million difference this year.
JWT's broadcast billing now represents
nearly five times what it billed in the
media only seven years ago.
Largest chunk of the $11 million
added this year was provided in network
by higher-budgeted series, such as
Ford's Startime and Kraft Foods' Perry
Como sponsorships on NBC-TV.
The fourth quarter, as it did a year
ago at this time, looms lush and bright,
once again moving spokesmen at the
agency to speak of full-year estimates
as being possibly "conservative."
The ribs of JWT's network tv structure include the Kraft-Como sponsorship; Ford's Startime as well as Tennessee Ernie Ford and half of Wagon Train
(all NBC-TV); Lever's full backing of
Jack Benny-George Gobel on CBSTV; Eastman-Kodak's half of Ed Sullivan Show (CBS-TV); Scott Paper and
Lever togetherness in Father Knows
Best (CBS-TV); Eastman and Quaker
Oats on Ozzie & Harriet (ABC-TV);
Lever's half of Have Gun, Will Travel
on CBS-TV; Joseph Schlitz' full tab of
Markham on CBS-TV.
Added to these basic shows are 7Up's participation
Adventures inParadise in
and Alaskans,
The Untouchables on ABC-TV; Elgin Watch's specials; Brewery Foundation's specials and
Pharma-Craft's alternate-week sponsorship of Richard Diamond — Detective on
NBC-TV. A number of daytime network shows are represented in the purchases of JWT's clients.
Spot tv is up at least $1 million more
(nearly all of the clients listed in network are also in spot).
Standard Brands, which along with
RCA and Oscar Mayer, was a new account in 1959, is represented by JWT
in its alternate-week sponsorship in
38
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Billing
1.
4.2.
5.3.
6.
7.
9.
8.
10.
12.
11.
13.
14.
15.
16.
177
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

Combined
Broadcast
J. WALTER THOMPSON
MC CANN-ERICKSON
YOUNG & RUBICAM
TED BATES
BBDO
BENTON & BOWLES
LEO BURNETT
DANCER-FITZGERALD-SAMPLE
N. W. AYER
KENYON & ECKHARDT
COMPTON
LENNEN & NEWELL
WILLIAM ESTY
FOOTE, CONE & BELDING
SULLIVAN, STAUFFER, COLWELL & BAYLES
CAMPBELL-EWALD
CUNNINGHAM
& WALSH
D'ARCY
GREY
GEOFFREY WADE

TATHAM-LAIRD
23. NEEDHAM, LOUIS & BRORBY
24. MAXON
ERWIN WASEY, RUTHRAUFF & RYAN
25. PARKSON
26.
27.
CAMPBELL-MITHUN
28. OGILVY, BENSON & MATHER
GRANT
JO NORMAN, CRAIG & KUMMEL
DOHERTY, CLIFFORD, STEERS & SHENFIELD
JJU.1 . Urt KUiN bK
32.
33. W. B. DONER
FULLER & SMITH & ROSS
GUILD,
BASCOM & BONFIGLI
34.
35.
FLETCHER RICHARDS, CALKINS & HOLDEN
36.
37. KEYES, MADDEN & JONES
DOYLE DANE BERNBACH
38. MOGUL WILLIAMS & SAYLOR
39. GEYER. MOREY, MADDEN & BALLARD
40.
NORTH
41. D. P. BROTHER
42. WARWICK & LEGLER
43. COHEN, DOWD & ALESHIRE
44. KNOX REEVES
45.
46. DONAHUE & COE
47. HONIG-COOPER, HARRINGTON & MINER
REACH, MC CLINTON
48. EDWARD WEISS
49.
50. GORDON BEST
MC MANUS, JOHN & ADAMS

$124.5
95
108
102.5
88
75.9
58.6
47
58
51.8
43.9
42.1
41.5
40.3
32
30
21.84
22.1
30
21
20.2
17
19.2
17
16.48
14.8
16
14.65
14. J
14.6
1A <
1 4./4
11.7
1 A ~l A
10.6
10.1
11
9.83
9.75
9.6
9.6
9.45
9.4
8.9
8.7
7.8
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
6.8
6.4
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13.73
6
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4.9
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2.35
5.3
2.7
2.6
7.35
8
3.8
1.1
5.5
2
4
5.6
2.1
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Tv
Spot
5 7J o..
1
L771
47
29
33.17
19.5
14.3
15.8
7.9
1 8.2
8.8
5.5
6.8
8.4
5
134.3
7.06
9
9.5
3.2
1.7
4.2
0.45
4
4.4
3.5
7.4
2.1
5.2
2.3
0.65
3.8
4.56
6.09
3.3
4.7
2.5
1.9
0.5
3.5
3.5
1.9
3.5
6.25
3
1.5
3.6
1.5

Total
Radio

BILLINGS

RADIO-TV

Radio
Network

Radio

152.2
2.9

7
S4.5
4
2
3
0.25
0.4

16Spot
$9.5

166.7

2.2
31.0

7.1
2.3
3.9

0.8

18
1 3.5
5

5.5
4.6
6.4
4.5
9
6.7
1.05
6
2.2
3
1.1
6.3
0.28
4
2
2.6
1
2.4
2.74
4.6
0.75
1.9
2.7
1.39
1.15
2.2
4.5
0.2
0.9
1.6
4.1
0.4
2
1.25
0.5
0.4
1.1
2

39.5
121.95
2.5
4.5
13
6.1
1.5
3.8

0.1
7
0.9

3.5
3.7
6.4
1.5

3
2.5
1.25

6.5
5.45
61.05
1.6

—
0.6
0.1
0.7
2.8
—
—
0.5

2.9
0.4
3.5
0.28
4

0.1
—
0.5
0.57
0.5
0.75
—
0.1
0.35
0.05
2
0.25
0.9
1

0.3
0.4
0.6

2.5
1
1.9
2.17
4.1— .5 '
1
1.9
2.6
1.1
1.04
2.2
2.5
0.2
0.65
0.7
3.1
0.4
2
1.25
0.5
0.1

Broadcast
Share of
Billing
Total
45%
ency's
Ag
52.5%
41%
40%
80%
69%
65%
51.8%
37%
50%
56%
53%
60%
45%
68%
33%
50%
48.5%
82%
36%
66%
51%
55%
30%
90%
44%
62%
33%
50%
57%
53.8%
58%
24%
807c
33.3%
48.8%
35%
50%
33%
63%
30%
40%
55%
73%
47%
30%
33.3%
40%
63%
16.4%

0.7
1.4
"Indicates agency was not listed

Billing
Broadcast
Change
From 1957 1
2
+ 6
3
+
4
+ 11
5
+$11
None 7.3
6
+
7
+ 4.3
8
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9
6.8
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10
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12
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+
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+
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17
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0.85
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+
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+ 2
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+
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1.95
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3.7
+
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41
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0.3
45
+ 2.5
+
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+ 1.44
48
+
None
1.8
2.11
50
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Fibber McGee & Molly, a new show
on NBC-TV. RCA's considerable network investment (all NBC-TV) will be
showing up in JWT's billing next year.
Sylvania and Church & Dwight left the
client roster during the year.
In radio, Ford Dealers upped their
use of spot; network remained about
the same. Ford Div. of Ford Motor Co.
made liberal use of Monitor on NBC
radio, particularly to introduce its Falcon entry in the compact car field.
McCANN - ERICKSON: Combined tvradio billing $108 million; $90 million
in television ($69 million in network,
$21 million in spot); $18 million in radio ($2 million in network, $16 million
in spot); tv-radio share of overall billing: 52.5%.
McCann-Erickson in 1959 hit the
highest radio-tv level in the agency's
history by billing $108 million in broadcasting. Similar to the JWT pattern, McCann-Erickson picked up the most in
network tv, an $8 million increase that
more than made up for a drop in spot
tv. The agency also registered a gain in
radio billing.
In network tv, McCann-Erickson
billed some $47 million in regularly
scheduled nighttime programming;
about $11 million more in specials and
another $11 million in daytime shows.
During the year, network billing at
M-E came from Chesterfield, Bulova,
Buick, Helene Curtis, Bell & Howell,
Turns, Swift, Nestle, National Biscuit
and Coca-Cola. While Esso, Nestle, Liggett & Myers (Chesterfield and Duke),
Coca-Cola, Corn Products, National Biscuit, Turns and Swift were the major
spot advertisers.
Included among the shows were
Chesterfield includes participation in
including Steve Canyon, Pete Kelly's
Blues, Eddie Fisher and Black Saddle on
NBC-TV. This season's lineup for
Chesterfield includes participation
in
Bonanza and along with Turns and
Bulova in ABC-TV's
Alaskans and Adventures Untouchables,
in Paradise.
Swift and Nestle were tied to Colt 45
on ABC-TV, National Biscuit to Rawhide on CBS-TV and Wagon Train on
NBC-TV.
YOUNG & RUBICAM: Combined tvradio billing $102.5 million; $89 million
in television ($67 million in network,
$22 million in spot); $13.5 million in
radio ($4 million in network, $9.5 million in spot); tv-radio share of overall
billing: 41 % .
For Y&R 1959 was a record $102.5
million billing year. The surge in total
broadcast billing placed the agency
solidly in the No. 3 spot.
Its activity in network alone is substantial. A sampling this season: ABCTV's Maverick (Kaiser and Drackett);
40 (TOP 50 AGENCIES)

ARBITRON'S DAILY CHOICES
Listed below are the highest-ranking television network shows for each
day of the week Nov. 11-17 as rated by the multi-city Arbitron instant
ratings of American Research Bureau.
Program and Time
Network Rating
Louis Jourdan (10 p.m.)
NBC-TV 33.9
Untouchables (9:30 p.m.)
ABC-TV 23.7
77 Sunset Strip (9 p.m.)
ABC-TV 25.4
Gunsmoke (10 p.m.)
CBS-TV 31.1
Chevy Show (9 p.m.)
NBC-TV 25.7
Danny Thomas (9 p.m.)
CBS-TV 26.6
Star Time (9:30 p.m.)
NBC-TV 23.8
Copyright 1959 American Research Bureau
ABC-TV's Rebel (Procter & Gamble
alternate weeks); Alfred Hitchcock Presents on CBS-TV (Bristol-Myers); ABCTV's Alaskans, Cheyenne and Donna
Reed Show (Johnson & Johnson); NBCTV's Peter Gunn, ABC-TV's BroncoSugarfoot, NBC-TV's Staccato, CBSTV's I've Got A Secret (all BristolMyers' alternating); Goodyear Tire &
Rubber's continuing with its Theatre
(alternate weeks) on NBC-TV; CBSTV's Hennessey, Betty Hutton Show
and Twilight Zone (General Foods alternating); NBC-TV's Fibber McGee
& Molly (Singer Sewing Machine alternating); CBS-TV's Millionaire (Gulf
Oil alternating); NBC-TV's Bachelor
Father and ABC-TV's 77 Sunset Strip
(American Home Products' participations); ABC-TV's Dick Clark Show
(Beech-Nut); NBC-TV's The Deputy
(General Cigar Co. alternating); CBSTV's Gunsmoke
ternate weeks). (Remington Rand alP&G, General Foods, Johnson &
Johnson and others are active also in
daytime network shows through Y&R,
while tv spot users are led by American Airlines (newly acquired), American Bakeries, American Home Products, Beech-Nut, Borden, BristolMyers, General Electric, General Foods,
Gulf Oil, International Harvester, Johnson & Johnson, Kaiser, Thomas J. Lipton (moved recently to SSC&B), Piel
Bros., P&G and Travelers Insurance. A
fair share of these advertisers also are
in radio spot, including such stalwarts
as P&G, General Foods, Gulf Oil, Kaiser and Bristol-Myers. Network radio
draws from American Home, Borden,
Bristol-Myers, General Cigar, Time Inc.
and American Airlines.
Y&R's billing rise in general is attributable to increased spot via testing of new products introduced nationally and by the application of additional
billing on established products to daytime shows.
TED BATES & CO.: Combined tv-radio
billing $95 million; $90 million in tv
($43 million in network, $47 million in
spot); $5 million in radio ($2 million
in network, $3 million in spot); tv-radio
share of overall billing: 80%.
Ted Bates registers an $11 million

gain over last year. The greatest increase
was in tv spot, up $8 million. Network
tv rose by $4 million. All spot billing
at Bates climbed from $41 million last
year to $50 million for 1959. Total
radio billing is down $1 million from
the previous year. While network radio
was $2 million less, radio spot gained
by $1 million.
The big jump at Bates is due to both
new clients and new products of regular
advertisers. Heavy spot campaigns by
new advertisers, International Latex and
Chase Manhattan Bank, led the way.
Four sponsors of programs on all
three tv networks are based at Bates.
Each is also a heavy spot user. They
are: BrownStreet
& Williamson
Bourbon
Beat, Philip (ABC-TV's
Marlowe,
Wednesday Night Fights; NBC-TV's
Five Fingers and CBS-TV's The Lineup, Mr. Lucky, The Texan and Wanted:
Dead or Alive). Colgate - Palmolive
(NBC-TV's Laramie; CBS-TV's The
Millionaire, Perry Mason Show and Ed
Sullivan Show and ABC-TV's The Untouchables, plus participations in ABCTV daytime shows). Whitehall Labs
(NBC-TV's Bachelor Father; CBS-TV's
Have Gun, Will Travel, Sunday News
Special and Douglas Edwards With the
News [last two are shared with another
Bates client, Carter Products], and ABCTV's Hawaiian Eye, Lawman, Philip
Marlowe and 77 Sunset Strip, besides
participation in daytimers on ABC-TV).
Louis Marx & Co. is heavy seasonal
spender
on various children's programs
on all networks.
Other big network users are American Chicle with four western and private-eye shows on ABC-TV, Standard
Brands with participations in many daytime shows, Warner-Lambert with three
ABC-TV programs and Continental
Baking which sponsors NBC-TV's
Howdy Doody, the syndicated Annie
Oakley series and participates in daytime shows. All of Bates clients, with
the exception of Fleischman Distilling
Corp., use the broadcast media in one
form or another.
BBDO: Combined tv-radio billing $88
million; $73 million in television ($44
million in network, $29 million in spot);
$15 million in radio ($3 million in netBROADCASTING, November 23, 1959
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BALTIMORE

GREAT
REAL

SUNDAY
FAVORITES!

SUCCESSFUL

^0

FEATURES!
PROVEN

TELEVISION

"MAJOR

ASSETS

TO

EVERY

CAMPAIGN!

LEAGUE

BASEBALL

PRESENTS"

Every Sunday On Channel 2 at 1 P.M.
26 COMPLETE PAST SEASON GAMES!
. . . Without

Missing a Pitch or Play!

Produced In Cooperation With MAJOR LEAGUE
BASEBALL And The Following Ball Clubs
National League
American League
Milwaukee Braves
New York Yankees
San Francisco Giants
Chicago White Sox
Cleveland Indians
Los Angeles Dodgers
Chicago Cubs
Baltimore Orioles
Pittsburgh Pirates
Kansas C ity Athletics
Detroit Tigers
St. Louis Cardinals
Cincinatti Reds
Washington Senators
Boston Red Sox
Philadelphia Phillies
PARTICIPATIONS

"She's
2

P.M.

AVAILABLE!

Yours!"

EVERY SUNDAY

ON CHANNEL 2

Shirley Temple, the Greatest Child Star
of all time, is at Her Loveable Best again
PARTICIPATIONS

AVAILABLE!

in these coming
SHIRLEY TEMPLE "FILM FESTIVAL" Features

SUN., DEC. 6-"DIMPLES"
SUN., DEC. 13-"P00R LITTLE RICH GIRL"
SUN., DEC. 20— "HEIDI"
SUN., DEC. 27-" WEE WILLIE WINKIE"
SUN., JAN. 10-"CAPTAIN JANUARY"
SUN., JAN. 17— "LITTLE MISS BROADWAY"
SUN., JAN. 24-"MISS ANNIE ROONEY"
Contact
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work, $12 million in spot); tv-radio
share of overall billing: 40%.
BBDO dropped from fourth to fifth
this year. Although the agency billed at
the same level as last year, it was not
enough to keep it in place in a year
that saw most of the top agencies increase radio-tv.
BBDO didn't really slip in the sense
of a business loss. But a partial pull-out
of network tv by a blue-chip client made
most of the difference. This was American Tobacco, which nipped short its
network spending for Lucky Strike of
Jack Benny on CBS-TV, moving to
Men Into Space on alternate weeks on
the same network, while Your Hit Parade, also on CBS-TV, was dropped.
Another casualty: Lever's Wisk, for
which BBDO had been agency on record
for NBC-TV's You Bet Your Life.
The big guns at BBDO, which sponsor on a regular basis, include Armstrong Cork whose Circle Theatre is
still a mainstay on CBS-TV's schedule;
Campbell Soup's Lassie continues on
CBS-TV as does its Donna Reed Show
on ABC-TV; General Electric still has
GE Theatre on CBS-TV; Pittsburgh
Plate Glass' participation in Garry
Moore Show on CBS-TV continues, and
U.S. Steel's dramatic offering still makes
its alternate week run on CBS-TV.
BBDO also is the agency of "specials"

on network tv. Last season Du Pont,
Rexall, Sheaffer Pen, Westclock, Philco
and Minnesota Mining sponsored this
way. The list is about the same this season, but with the addition of General
Mills, B.F. Goodrich, U.S. Steel along
with Chrysler's Valiant and the deletion
of Minnesota Mining. Du Pont added to
its schedule of tv specials. The advertiser also debuted with June Ally son
Show on CBS-TV and is participating
in ABC-TV's hour-long programs.
Daytime participations run high for
BBDO clients as of course does spot
tv and spot radio. Minnesota Mining and
Gallo wine this quarter alone have entered spot tv for the first time. BristolMyers is active in network radio as are
anamed.
number of the other blue-chips already
BENTON & BOWLES: Combined tvradio billing $75.9 million; $73.7 million
in television ($40.53 million in network,
$33.17 million in spot); $2.2 million in
radio ($250,000 in network. $1.95 million in spot); tv-radio share of overall
billing: 69% .
Benton & Bowles' major billing
comes from Procter & Gamble's and
General Foods' formidable network
lineup
activity.
shows
include and
This spot
Is Your
Life P&G's
and Wichita
Town on NBC-TV, The Real McCoys

Caroling for Coke • The Coca-Cola Bottling Co. of New York is out to
demonstrate again that December sales can top July's. Here the McGuire
Sisters, who have been Coca-Cola's commercial voices this year, deliver
the seasonal tv message. The cold weather sales feat has been
done before,
the company says, and to bring it off again, it has launched a record ad
campaign for six weeks throughout New York City, upstate New York,
parts of Connecticut and New Jersey. The broadcast phase covers 22 radio
stations for a total of 2,575 announcements (also by the McGuires) and
seven tv stations with 205 commercials. It is placed by Marschalk & Pratt
Co., a division of McCann-Erickson Inc., New York.
42 (TOP 50 AGENCIES)

on ABC-TV and participations in such
programs as Laramie on NBC-TV,
Cheyenne on ABC-TV. It also is in
ABC-TV's Rifleman, Leave It to Beaver, Rebel and the Robert Taylor detective show.
General Foods' lineup includes such
vehicles as Danny Thomas and Ann
Sothern on CBS-TV. In addition, Philip
Morris is in Rawhide and Perry Mason
on CBS-TV and Loretta Young and
Trouble Shooters on NBC-TV, and
Johnson's Wax figures in such network
shows as Johnny Ringo, Garry Moore
and Red Skelton on CBS-TV.
Other network advertisers serviced
by Benton & Bowles include Parliament
cigarettes, Ansco, and, in spot, Schick
Electric Razor, Conoco and Norwich
Pharmacal along with P&G. General
Foods and Philip Morris.
LEO BURNETT CO.: Combined tv-radio
billings $58.6 million; $55.7 million in
tv ($36.2 million in network, $19.5
million in spot); $2.9 million in radio
($0.4 million in network, $2.5 million
in spot); tv-radio share of overall billing:
51.8%.
Predominance in tv network programs by blue-chip clients enables Burnett to hold down the No. 7 position
for a second year. Advertisers and their
tv properties include: Allstate, CBS-TV's
Playhouse 90; Brown Shoe Co., CBSTV's Captain Kangaroo; Campbell Soup
Co., CBS-TV's Lassie; Chrysler Corp.,
Another Evening with Fred A stair e
(repeat on NBC-TV); Cracker Jack,
My Friend Flicka and ABC-TV's Rin
Tin Tin; Hoover Co., CBS-TV's Arthur
Godfrey Special; Kellogg Co., Dennis
the Menace, Garry Moore Show, Hotel
de Paree, and House Party all CBS-TV,
The Deputy on NBC-TV and What's
My Line? on CBS-TV. and spots in
several tv vehicles; Kendall Co., NBCTV's Concentration; Philip Morris,
ABC-TV's Pro Football, CBS-TV's The
Many Lives of Dobie Gillis, CBS-TV's
To Tell the Truth, ABC-TV's Tombstone Territory and NBC-TV's Troubleshooters;
Pillsbury, CBS-TV's As the
World Turns,
and Edge of Night, ABCTV's Real McCoys, CBS-TV's Search
for Tomorrow, ABC-TV's The Detectives, NBC-TV's This Is Your Life and
ABC-TV's
Wyatt Earp.
These and other clients, like Commonwealth Edison, Maytag, Pfizer, Pure
Oil, Swift & Co. and Tea Council are
active in spot radio and/or tv. Burnett
lost Bissell carpet sweeper during the
DANCER-FITZGERALD-SAMPLE: Combined tv-radio billing $58 million; $51 .3
year.
million in television ($37 million in network, $14.3 million in spot); $6.7 million in radio ($2.2 million in network.
BROADCASTING, November 23, 1959

Interview:
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Advertising Media Associate tells why he
selects the WLW TV Stations and WLW Radio for Alka Seltzer.
Wade

"The Crosley Broadcasting Cooperation
— that's what we call it. Because
the 6 WLW Stations sure give
complete cooperation to advertisers.'

7

"Station salesmen, talent, production,
merchandising, promotion —
everybody at the WLW Stations give
speedy service to speedy Alka Seltzer."

"So, one good answer to your
ad broadcast problems is
just a WLW Station away."

Call your WLW Stations Representative ... you'll be glad you did!

43
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Crosley Broadcasting Corporation a division of Avco

$4.5 million in spot); tv-radio share of
overall billing: 65 % .
D-F-S picked up almost $10 million
in billing over 1958, attributed largely
to adding new products of companies
already handled, such as Procter &
Gamble, General Foods, Sterling Drugs
and American Chicle. These advertisers
were particularly active in participating
sponsorship of various daytime network
tv shows.
Among the nighttime network television sponsors during the past year
were Liggett & Myers (L & M Cigarettes), General Mills, Falstaff Brewing, Sterling Drug, American Chicle and
Frigidaire (heavy in daytime too). These
accounts also were substantial users
of spot radio and television.
N.W. AYER & SON INC.: Combined
tv-radio billing $51.8 million; $35.8
million in tv ($20 million in network,
$15.8 million in spot); $16 million in
radio ($3 million in network, $13 million in spot); tv-radio share of overall
billing: 37%.
Television network billings by N.W.
Ayer rose this fall with addition of the
Steve Allen Show for Plymouth on
NBC-TV and assumption by Sealtest of
the entire Bat Masterson program, also
NBC-TV, which the sponsor shared last
year with Kraft. Other tv network stalwarts at Ayer: AT&T, with two Bell
Telephone Hours per month and a half
dozen Bell Science Series specials a year
on NBC-TV; new Breck products which
participated with other Breck goods
(handled by Reach, McClinton) in the
NBC-TV Sunday Showcase and a few
early-season Shirley Temple Storybook
re-runs on ABC-TV; Corning Glass,
which is in and out of several shows,
and Hills Bros., which participates in
the ABC-TV Walt Disney Presents and
underwrites Bat Masterson in the West.
In tv spot, United Air Lines doubled
its allocation this year with the introduction ofjet service. Hills Bros., Armour, Atlantic Refining and a host of
regional restaurant, drug store, dairy
and other accounts all were in tv spot.
A rise in radio spot billings was spearheaded by Plymouth which this fall is
spending a record amount (subject to
changes in the steel strike situation)
and the AT&T Long Lines Div., promoting long-distance phone service.
Another impetus to Ayer billings: Whitman Chocolates' broadcast debut with
a special showing of The Wizard of Oz
movie on CBS-TV and the Liberty
Bowl game on NBC-TV, both in December.
All told Ayer has 58 accounts usin^
radio and 46 using television.
KENYON & ECKHARDT: Combined tvradio billing $47 million; $39.9 million
44 (TOP 50 AGENCIES)

in television ($32 million in network,
$7.9 million in spot); $7.1 million in
radio ($1 million in network, $6.1 million in spot); tv-radio share of overall
billing: 50%.

spot advertisers included P&G, Chesebrough-Pond's, El Producto cigars,
R.T. French Co. (sauces) and General
Baking Co.

K&E's rise in broadcast billing this
year parallels closely its rise in network tv, in which Ford institutional,
Mercury, RCA, Lever, Nabisco and
Harold F. Ritchie all had a hand.
Ford institutional and Mercury shared
in the Startime series on NBC - TV,
and Mercury also figured in Wagon
Train on NBC-TV and Ed Sullivan
Show and CBS News on CBS-TV.
Ritchie, which had no network tv in
1958 is putting $3-4 million this year
into such shows as ABC-TV's Cheyenne,
77 Sunset Strip, Colt 45, American
Bandstand, Hawaiian Eye and Bronco.
Nabisco shows have included Rin Tin
Tin on ABC-TV, Howdy Doody, Treasure Hunt and Price Is Right on NBCTV and Love of Life and Edge of Night
on CBS-TV. RCA's participation has
included Steve Allen, Bonanza, Perry
Como, Kaleidoscope, Fisher-Gobel, Ellery Queen, Sunday Showcase, Moon
& Sixpence specials, all on NBC-TV.
Lever has figured in Texan and Rawhide on CBS-TV, while Capital Airlines underwrote the Orange Bowl football game on CBS-TV, Max Factor
sponsored the Miss Universe contest,
and American Safety Razor figured in
V/orld Championship Golf on ABC-TV
and St. Lawrence Seaway coverage.
Blatz, Pabst and H.P. Hood are
among the leading regional spot tv advertisers inthe K&E roster.

LENNEN & NEWELL: Combined tv-radio billing $42.1 million; $38.2 million
in television ($29.4 million in network,
$8.8 million in spot); $3.9 million in
radio ($0.1 million in network, $3.8
million in spot); tv-radio share of overall billing: 53% .

COMPTON ADV.: Combined tv-radio
billing $43.9 million; $41.6 million in
television ($23.4 million in network,
$18.2 million in spot); $2.3 million in radio ($0.8 million in network, $1.5 million in spot); tv-radio share of overall
billing: 56%.
Compton dropped more than $3 million in broadcast billing in the past
year, attributed to an increased emphasis by its advertisers in the print media
(tv-radio share down from 63%) and
the loss of Chase & Sanborn account to
J. Walter Thompson. During the year,
Compton gained the Eversharp Pen
Co., Chase Manhattan Bank, Pertussin
and Guild wine accounts.
The overwhelming portion of the
agency's billing, as usual, was derived
from a host of Procter & Gamble products. P&G tv network programs this
year included NBC-TV's Wells Fargo
and ABC-TV's The Real McCoys and
Wyatt Earp, plus various daytime
serials. Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
(Neolite Div.) shared in sponsorship
of the Goodyear Theatre on NBC-TV
and Chesebrough-Pond's was active on
network daytime tv programs. Active

L&N picked up more than $2 million
this year, although the agency lost the
substantial American Airlines account
to Young & Rubicam, effective last
June. The agency recouped this loss by
adding new products of P. Lorillard Co.
and Colgate-Palmolive and increasing
activity by some of the other regular
clients of the agency.
Lorillard, as usual, was a heavy investor in network tv programs, including on its roster such programs as
CBS-TV's lohnny Ringo and Hennesey,
ABC-TV's World of Talent and Bourbon Street Beat and NBC-TV's Arthur
Murray Party. Other active network
sponsors were Colgate-Palmolive on
CBS-TV's The Millionaire; Reynolds
Metals Co. on ABC-TV's Adventures in
Paradise and Bourbon Street Beat; Corn
Products Co. on NBC-TV's Riverboat
and American Gas Assn. on CBS-TV's
Playhouse 90.
Spot radio-tv users in the L&N shop
included Colgate-Palmolive, StokelyVan
lard. Camp, Corn Products and LorilWILLIAM ESTY CO.: Combined tv-radio
billing $41.5 million; $36 million in television ($30.5 million in network, $5.5
million in spot); $5.5 million in radio
($2 million in network, $3.5 million in
spot); tv-radio share of overall billing:
60%.
R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. continues
to account for a large chunk of Esty
broadcast billing, with nine network
television shows on the air and heavy
radio commitments in both spot and
network. Radio spot was used increasingly by Esty clients including Thos.
Leeming & Co., one of the top advertisers in the medium for Ben-Gay rub,
along with Pacquin's hand cream and
Silk 'n' Satin lotion. Leeming also used
NBC-TV daytime shows this year. National Carbon was on a half dozen or
more network tv shows on a six-week
seasonal basis for its Prestone antifreeze,
with radio support. P. Ballantine and
Sun Oil are substantial regional tv
clients. Esty began billing this fall for
Nestle's Nescafe (formerly with the old
Bryan Houston agency), which has been
buying NBC-TV daytime.
FOOTE, CONE & BELDING: Combined
tv-radio billing $40.3 million; $35.7 milBROADCASTING, November 23, 1959
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A look toward the future of electronic journalism and a close-up acquaintance with all facets
of radio and tv news broadcasting. Those were
the rewards of an eager group of teenage school
paper editors and faculty advisors who attended
the'First Annual WSB Radio-TV News Broadcasting Conference in November.
Offering a creative contest with a year's
college tuition scholarship as first prize, the conference was sponsored by the stations in association with the University of Georgia School of
Journalism. It was the first ever held by an individual broadcaster in conjunction with a
major university.
Participants observed and discussed broadcast news techniques, heard personal messages
from NBC Radio newsmen from all points of

the globe. They viewed a specially-prepared
closed-circuit television report by David Brinkley, who held a stimulating question-answer
As an annual event the High School Conferperiod.
ence will rank high among WSB's many other
endeavors in the public interest.

ATLANTA'S
WSB

RADIO

WSB-TV

with The Atlanta Journal and Constitution. NBC affilate. Represented by Petry. Associated with WSOC/WSOC-TV, Charlotte; WHIO/WHIO-TV, Dayton.
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lion in television ($28.9 million in network, $6.8 million in spot); $4.6 million
in radio ($900,000 in network, $3.7 million in spot); tv-radio share of overall
billing; 45%.
FC&B's increase in tv is paced by
the network activity of Equitable Life
Assurance Co. (which moved from
Kenyon & Eckhardt and is new to network tv), Armour, S.C. Johnson, Kimberley-Clark and Lever and in daytime
network by General Foods, Lever and
Armour. Equitable's sponsorship includes two American Heritage programs before Jan. 1 and Douglas Edwards and the News, both CBS-TV.
Armour participates in ABC-TV's hourlong nighttime shows, Hall Bros,
continues writh Hallmark Hall of Fame
on NBC-TV; S.C. Johnson is in CBSTV's Red Skelton and participates in
others: Kimberley-Clark's alternateweek Twilight Zone is on CBS-TV.
Lever products participate in several
nighttime shows via FC&B. Other
participants: S. O. S. Lincoln (before
it returned to Kenyon & Eckhardt);
General Foods and Pepsi-Cola. Spot
advertisers: General Foods, Lever,
Armour, Savarin coffee, Clairol, Stauffer Foods, Sunkist, Halo and Hawaiian
Pineapple, among others.

series of 14 Eyewitness to History programs on CBS-TV. Its bulwark network
shows: Chevrolet's Chevy Show With
Dinah Shore on NBC-TV and Pat
Boone Chevy Showroom on ABC-TV.
It also debuted the new Art Carney
Show on NBC-TV for United Motors
Service Div. of General Motors Corp.
and Delco products. It dropped Lowell
Thomas on CBS Radio and added spot
radio for Delco-Remy products. Goebel
Brewing Co. continued in radio-tv spot
and sports (Detroit pro football, baseball). Chevrolet used spot and network
radio. The Hertz loss was not keenly
felt broadcast-wise because, outside of
some spot tv, it was not a heavy broadcast user.
CUNNINGHAM & WALSH: Combined
tv-radio billing $30 million; $21 million
in television ($8 million in network, $13
million in spot); $9 million in radio ($2.5
million in network, $6.5 million in spot);
tv-radio share of overall billing: 50% .
Cunningham & Walsh moved up in
billing as Texaco stepped up its use of
network tv. The advertiser has a 52week news show on NBC-TV, plus specials. Sunshine Biscuit was active in daytime network tv. while Swiss Watches
sponsored a network special. Spot tv

advertisers included Stephan's hair
tonic (an account which moved out of
the agency during the year), Folger's
coffee and Jergens. These are the principal spot users along with Texaco, which
also sponsors the Metropolitan Opera
broadcasts on CBS Radio.
GREY ADV.: Combined tv-radio billing $22.1 million; $15.4 million in television ($11.1 million in network, $4.3
million in spot); $6.7 million in radio
($1.25 million in network, $5.45 million
in spot); tv radio share of overall billing: 48.5%.
Grey's broadcast share rose 25%
over the 1958 share, attributed largely
to spot activity on behalf of a new
client — Ward Baking Co. — and larger
budgets from its regular accounts.
Grey's air activities were spotlighted by
Greyhound's
sponsorship
Art Benny
Linkletter on ABC-TV
and theofJack
(the latter co-sponspecialsoredprograms
by another Grey client, Benrus
Watch Co.). Other tv network advertisers were the General Electric Photo
Lamp Div. on ABC-TV's Man With a
Camera; Westinghouse on Desilu Playhouse and the Mennen Co., which
bought into various network shows during the year.

SULLIVAN, STAUFFER, COLWELL &
BAYLES: Combined tv-radio billing $32
million; $25.6 million in television
(S17.2 million in network, $8.4 million
in spot); $6.4 million in radio (all spot);
tv-radio share of overall billing: 68%.
SSC&B was up $2 million over the
previous year. It is primarily heavy in
network tv. Among the advertisers:
Noxzema in Love and Marriage on
NBC-TV; Lipton Tea in Father Knows
Best on CBS-TV; American Tobacco
(Pall Mall) in Tales of Wells Fargo;
Block Drug in Richard Diamond on
NBC-TV; Carter Products in To Tell
the Truth on CBS-TV; Lever in You
Bet Your Life. Tv spot advertisers include Carter, H-0 Oats, Presto cake
flour. Clapp's baby foods. Lever's
Breeze and Silver Dust, Pall Mall and
the new Riviera as well as S&H Green
Stamps. Pall Mall is in spot radio as
are Block Drug. Carter. Duffy-Mott.
Lever. Noxzema and S&H.
CAMPBELL-EWALD CO.: Combined tvradio billing $30 million; $25.5 million
in television ($20.5 million in network,
$5 million in spot); $4.5 million in radio
($3 million in network, $1.5 million in
spot); tv-radio share of overall billing:
33%.
Campbell-Ewald compensated for its
loss of the Hertz-Rent-A-Car account
(S4-S4.5 million) with the gain of
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.'s new
BROADCASTING, November 23, 1959

Sales animus • Dancer-Fitzgerald-Samole, New York, created a hungry famappetites"
ily of animated youngsters to dramatize to mothers "animated fan
in nafor Nucoa margarine. The new tamiiy is making its debat cms
tional spot and on ABC-TV daytime shows where the Best Foods Div. of
Corn Products Co. has bought participations. Minute and 20-second announcements ina few dozen selected markets as well as network commercials emphasize the products new theme: "Oniy new i\uooa has a flavor
secret." Credits for the Nucoa commercial: Stan Baum and Jim Blier. copy;
Joe Harris, art and visualization, with Ernie Pittaro producing (all of D-F-S).
Filming was by HFH Productions, New York.
(TOP 50 AGENCIES) 47

WADE ADV.: Combined tv-radio billing $21.84 million; $20.79 million in
television ($13.73 million in network,
$7.06 million in spot); $1.05 million in
radio (all in spot); tv-radio share of
overall billing: 82%.
Wade upped its broadcast billings an
estimated $3.2 million. It has a stable
of clients that includes Miles Labs and
Alberto-Culver, with no turnover and
remaining heavily radio-tv oriented.
Network was up substantially, while
spot was down a bit. Radio was off,
largely through curtailment of network
buys.
Miles Labs, continued prominent in
network tv. In addition to daytime participations, iis
t in ABC-TV's The Rifleman, Wednesday Night Fights and Man
From Blackhawk and in NBC-TV's
Laramie and Bonanza.
Large gains were registered for Alberto-Culver, which became an $8 million client. The hair preparation firm
bought into ABC-TV's Black Saddle,
Bob Cummings Show and American
Bandstand, plus participations on NBCTV's Lawless Years, Jack Paar Show,
It Could Be You and other shows. A-C
also was in tv spot in about 30 key
markets.
D'ARCY ADV.: Combined tv-radio billing $21 million; $15 million in television
($6 million in network, $9 million in
spot); $6 million in radio (all in spot);
tv-radio share of overall billing: 36%.
Accelerated spot radio-tv activity
by old-line clients plus a splurge by a
new account — Butternut Coffee — raised
D'Arcy air billing by about 40%.
Among other busy spot advertisers,
who helped boost D'Arcy's broadcast
business by about $6 million in 1959
were Gerber Products (also active in
daytime network) , Colgate-Palmolive
(Halo shampoo), Brooks Foods,
Banquet Canning Co., Reardon Co.
(paints), Krey Packing Co., AnheuserBusch, Studebaker-Packard, Nehi Corp.
The agency's most ambitious undertaking this year in television was placing
the Olin Mathieson Chemical Corp.
business on CBS-TV's Small World
series. Other network tv business accrued from Studebaker-Packard on
NBC-TV's Jack Paar Show and Halo
on CBS-TV's Perry Mason.
TATHAM - LAIRD: Combined tv - radio
billing $20.2 million; $18 million in television ($8.5 million in network, $9.5
million in spot); $2.2 million in radio
($600,000 in network, $1.6 million in
spot); tv-radio share of overall billing:
66%.
Tatham-Laird's star was in ascendancy this year. It virtually doubled its
combined radio-tv billings (from $11
48 (TOP 50 AGENCIES)

million to $20.2 million). The major
reason: Procter & Gamble's Mr. Clean
tv campaign (in excess of $5 million
in spot, $2 million in network) . Whitehall Pharmacal's Dristan tablets and
nasal spray also played a major role.
During 1959 T-L lost the $1.5 million George Wiedemann Brewing account (with a heavy chunk in spot radio and tv), but gained Dristan, Boyle
Midway Div. of American Home Products, including Easy-Off oven cleaner
and window spray and Griffin shoe
polish (worth $2 million) plus Formfit
Co. and Brach candy. (And, in the past
fortnight, Libby, McNeill & Libby
Canned Meat Div. from J. Walter
Thompson, effective Feb. 1, 1960, estimated at $500,000.)
Among its most active network tv
clients: General Mills, Procter & Gamble, Whitehall Pharmacal and Toni
(Prom and White Rain), plus, toward
year's end, Easy-Off and Griffin. Active
spot tv clients were P&G's Mr. Clean
and American Family soaps and detergents, Wander Co. (Oval tine), Parker
Pen, Wiedemann and Butter Nut coffee
(division of Paxton & Gallagher, for
which T-L handles advertising east of
the Mississippi). Dristan and Parker
have been active in both network and
spot radio, while spot includes these
clients: Clark Oil & Refining Co. (regional), Wiedemann, Butter Nut coffee
and Campbell Soup Co.
NEEDHAM, LOUIS & BRORBY: Combined 1959 estimated tv-radio billing
$19.2 million; $16.2 million in television
($13 million in network, $3.2 million in
spot); $3 million in radio ($100,000 in
network, $2.9 million in spot); tv-radio
share of overall billing: 51%
NL&B boosted its total tv-radio billing $2.4 million, with television accounting for $2.3 million of this sizable
increase. Broadcast accounts gained
were Philips Electronics and Massey-

$741

smile

"Smile when you say that" is a
dangerous policy to apply to commercials. Necchi-Elna Sewing Machine Center refused to pay a
$741 bill to KWTV (TV) Oklahoma City because, they claimed,
the announcer laughed during the
reading of the Center's commercial, hurting theCounty
company's
sales.
Oklahoma
Common
Pleas Court ruled that a smile
does not necessarily mean insincerity and that the bill must
be paid. Ken Carriker, the announcer, said he usually smiles
while doing commercials.

Ferguson Ltd.; only account lost was
Renault Inc.
NL&B network broadcast activity in
1959 was spotlighted by Johnson's Wax
and Lever Bros', purchase on a long
fist of network tv programs. Other advertisers on network tv were MasseyFerguson, Renault and Campbell Soup.
Spot was placed for Household Finance
Corp., Johnson's Wax, Lever Bros.,
Oklahoma Oil, Peoples Gas and State
Farm Insurance. Activity in spot radio
covered Campbell Soup, Household
Finance Corp., International Minerals
& Chemical, Kraft Foods, Massey-Ferguson, Monsanto Chemical, Morton
Salt, Oklahoma Oil, Renault and State
Farm Insurance.
MAXON INC.: Combined tv-radio
billing $17 million; $15.9 million in
television ($14.2 million in network,
$1.7 million in spot); $1.1 million in
radio ($0.7 million in network, $0.4
million in spot); tv-radio share of overall billing: 55%.
Radio-tv billings rose slightly, maintaining last year's 55% broadcast share.
A slight dip in Heinz' tv activity in the
last quarter has been offset by increases
for Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co., which
added
segment
of CBS-TV's
Moore aShow.
Gillette
stayed highGarry
with
Cavalcade of Sports on NBC-TV and
NBC Radio. General Electric dropped
Cheyenne on ABC-TV, but picked up
other broadcast interests. Charles E.
Hires Co. is a consistent spot tv spender. Maxon gained National Van Lines,
D.W.G. Cigar Co. and Jacob Schmidt
Beer Div. of Pfeiffer Brewing.
ERWIN WASEY, RUTHRAUFF & RYAN:
Combined tv-radio billing $17 million;
$10.7 million in television ($6.5 million
in network, $4.2 million in spot); $6.3
million in radio ($2.8 million in network, $3.5 million in spot); tv-radio
share of overall billing: 30%.
EWR&R's broadcast business rose I
by $500,000 in 1959 as its investment in
radio was increased and its expenditures
in tv were reduced slightly. Network
television advertisers included Van
Camp on CBS-TV's The Verdict Is
Yours, The Carnation Co. on CBS-TV's
As the World Turns, and Dutch Masters Cigars on ABC-TV's Take a Good
Look. Spot radio-tv users included Sun
Oil, KLM Airlines, General Electric Co.
(home heaters and air conditioners).
Carnation, Rootes Motors Inc., Tuborg
Breweries Ltd. and Minnesota Mining
& Mfg. Co. An active network radio
advertiser was Campana Sales Co.
PARKSON ADV.: Combined tv-radio
billing $16.48 million; $16.2 million in
tv ($15.75 million in network, $450,000 in spot); $280,000 in radio (all
spot); tv-radio share of overall billing: 90%.
Parkson's billing hasn't changed much
BROADCASTING, November 23, 1959
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over the year but its shows have. All of
this agency's activity comes from one
heavy network sponsor, Pharmaceuticals Inc., which also has the subsidiary
J.B. Williams product line. The network shows include Tightrope and the
alternate week of Person to Person and
The Texan, all on CBS-TV, and It
Could Be You and You Bet Your Life
(alternate week), both NBC-TV. Early
in 1959, Pharmaceuticals was associated with such network personalities as
Arthur Godfrey and Jackie Gleason,
both CBS-TV. Still other shows have included Peck's Bad Girl on CBS-TV
(now off), Amateur Hour, Rawhide (a
third) and Adventure Showcase, also
all CBS-TV, and Arthur Murray Party
for alternate weeks on NBC-TV. Billing
also included network daytime participations.
CAMPBELL -MITHUN: Combined tvradio billing $16 milllion; $12 million in
television ($8 million in network, $4
million in spot); $4 million in radio (all
in spot); tv-radio share of overall billing: 44%.
The Minneapolis-based agency picked
up about $500,000 in combined tv-radio
billings this past year, with a dip in tv
and a boost in spot radio. C-M picked
up portions of Helene Curtis plus the
Scudder Food and Our Own Hardward Co. accounts. It lost the John Morrell pet food business.
Leading network tv advertisers were
Pillsbury Mills sponsoring Thursday
segments of CBS-TV daytime serials (As
the World Turns, Edge of Night and
Art Linkletter's House Party; Gold Seal
Co. with Treasure Hunt, Queen for a
Day and Split Personality) on NBC-TV.
Other active tv network sponsors were:
Theodore Hamm Brewing Co. (Hamm's
beer) and American Dairy Assn. Prominent spot radio and tv clients included
Hamm Brewing Co.; Gold Seal Malt-OMeal Co. (cereal) Ballard Flour Co.;
Kroger Co.; Top Value Stamps, and
Northwest Orient Airlines.
OGILVY, BENSON & MATHER INC.:
Combined tv-radio billing $14.8 million; $12.8 in television ($8.4 in network, $4.4 in spot); $2 million in radio ($500,000 in network, $1.5 in spot);
tv-radio share of overall billing: 62%.
Billings for Ogilvy, Benson & Mather
shot up nearly 50% with continued
broadcast activity by old accounts and
acquisition of General Foods' Maxwell
House coffee, Bristol-Myers' Ban deodorant and Vick's cold tablets (OBM
also is agency of record for other Vick
products on nighttime tv network
shows).
Ogilvy's big spot tv users are Pepperidge Farms bread, pastry and cookies,
Helena Rubinstein cosmetics and Vick
cold tablets. Vick also uses two CBS50 (TOP 50 AGENCIES)

TV shows, Rawhide and The Lineup,
for its whole line. Ban, acquired by
OBM last July, uses some spot tv to
supplementtv exposure
on Bristol
Myers'to
nighttime
shows. OBM
continues
share billings for the CBS-TV Armstrong Circle Theatre with BBDO. Maxwell House is on the CBS-TV Zane Grey
Show, supplemented with spot tv.
OBM's Lever products, Dove soap and
Good Luck margarine, sponsor Mr.
Lucky on CBS-TV and NBC-TV's nighttime color version of The Price Is Right.
Lever's Lucky Whip dessert topping
uses some spot tv. Berkshire Hose this
year entered tv on the Today show,
NBC-TV. Tetley tea continues to lead
with radio, splitting its money between
network and spot. Schweppes still uses
a seasonal radio-tv spot mix.
GRANT ADV. INC.: Combined tv-radio
billing $14.65 million; $12 million in
tv ($8.5 million in network, $3.5 million in spot); $2.6 million in radio
($0.1 million in network, $2.5 million
in spot); tv-radio share of overall billing: 33%.
Grant's domestic radio-tv billing
dipped from last year's $15.5 million,
largely because of the loss of Plymouth's
network tv billings which alone fell by
$4 million. The tv-radio share of 33%
is down from 1958's estimate of 3540%.
Grant has acquired the Dodge Dart
account, which conflicted with Plymouth, and Schlitz' Old Milwaukee
Beer.
Among other steady broadcast
clients: Dr. Pepper Co. (now expanding
into northern markets with heavier radio-tv expenditures); KVP Co. (paper
products) on ABC Radio's Breakfast
Club; Swanson Co. (Archway cookies) ;
Comet rice; Warren Petroleum, and
Electric Auto-Lite Co.
NORMAN, CRAIG & KUMMEL: Combined tv-radio billing $14.6 million;
$13.6 million in television ($6.2 million
in network, $7.4 million in spot); $1.0
million in radio (all in spot); tv-radio
share of overall billing: 50%.
NC&K's broadcast billing remained
at the same level as in 1958, but the
figure does not reflect the substantial
business acquired by the agency during
the latter part of the year, the overwhelming portion of which will make
itself felt in 1960.
New accounts totaling about $12 million, of which at least 50% will be in
radio-tv and which will contribute mainly to 1960 totals are: various products
of Chesebrough-Pond's Inc., HertzRent-A-Car and Jacob Ruppert. Portions of this business reflected in 1959
offset the loss of the $1.5 million Hudson Pulp & Paper Corp. account.
Network
advertisers handled by

NC&K included Speidel Corp. on NBCTV's The Price Is Right; Willys Motors
on ABC-TV's Maverick and ColgatePalmolive on CBS-TV's Big Payoff and
Top Dollar. Spot business was placed
for Maiden Form Brassiere Co., Colgate Palmolive,
Hertz - Rent - A - Car,
Jacob
Ruppert,
Pond's,
Schenley IndustriesChesebrough
and Chanel - Inc.
DOHERTY, CLIFFORD, STEERS &
SHENFIELD: Combined tv-radio billing
$14.5 million; $12.1 million in television
($10 million in network, $2.1 million in
spot); $2.4 million in radio ($0.5 million in network, $1.9 million in spot);
tv-radio share of overall billing: 57%.
DCS&S' stepped-up activity in network television was a strong factor in
raising its broadcast business by $1.5
million over last year. The network tv
billing resulted from the Bristol-Myers
Co. sponsorship of NBC-TV's Peter
Gunn, CBS-TV's I've Got a Secret and
Alfred Hitchcock and Eastman Chemical's purchase of the Ed Sullivan Show.
Busy in spot radio during the year were
the Borden Co., Grove Labs, and J. G.
Paton Co. Active spot television advertisers included Chemway Corp., C. F.
Mueller Co. and Noxzema Chemical
Co. New accounts obtained during 1959
were Chemway Corp., C. F. Mueller
Co. and Noxzema Chemical Co. DCS&S
lost the Pharmaco Inc. business this
GARDNER ADV. CO.: Combined tvradio billing $14.24 million; $11.5 milyear. lion in tv ($6.3 million in network $5.2
million in spot); $2.74 million in radio
($0.57 million in network, $2.17 million
in spot); tv-radio share of overall billing:
53.8%.
Pet Milk spending- aided Gardner's
continuing growth in broadcast billings,
in addition to the opening of a New
York office. Pet Milk has alternate
sponsorship of CBS-TV's Red Skelton
Show, participation in CBS-TV's daytime show, Edge of Night, and the tab
for Keystone Broadcasting's Grand Ole
Opry on 185-190 stations. Broadcast
clients also include: Ralston Purina Dog
Chow, Monsanto Chemical, AnheuserBusch for St. Louis Cardinals baseball
on radio-tv, Grove Labs., Procter &
Gamble's Duncan Hines mixes and
Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co.
W.B. DONER: Combined radio-tv billing $11.7 million; $7.1 million in television ($4.8 million in network, $2.3
million in spot); $4.6 million in radio
($500,000 in network, $4.1 million in
spot);
58%. tv-radio share of overall billing:
Doner's bid for tv billing comes in
the form of specials on ABC-TV and
NBC-TV for Timex watches and a substantial spot register that includes NaContinued on page 54
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THEY'RE
BOTH
RIGHT

FIRST IN SEATTLE:
Prior to the end
of September, the
ABC-TV affiliate,
KING-TV, had the
biggest audience
share.ThewasNBC-TV
affiliate
2nd.
Then thefiliates
twoswitched
afnetworks.
Here's
the
new standing.

1. KOMO-TV

(ABC)

2.

KING-TV

(NBC)

3.

KIRO-TV

(CBS)

40.5

33.4
22.3

FIRST IN DAYTON:
What happens as
more and more
ABC-TV programs
are carried in a 2
station market is
dramatically illustrated bythis Nielsen analysis of
share-of-audience
ratings in Dayton
in the last 18 mos.

WLWD ..% of ABC
programming carried
APR

1958

32.0

NOV

1958

49.0

APR

1959

46.9

WLWD (ABC-NBC)
audience share
41.9

WHIO (CBS)
audience share
48.5
46.7

43.1
44.1

44.0

42.9
48.3
62.5
OCT 1959
Source: NSI, all network programs, Sunday from 6:00 to 11.00 P.M. and Monday through Saturday. from 7:30 to 11:00 P.M

In market after market,
as abc-tv goes . . .
so goes the audience.
In fact, the way
we're going, it's just a
matter of time.

CONTINUED from page 50
tional Brewing and Speedway Petroleum
hookups. A heavy broadcast billing
comes from Doner's five offices, including buys for regional clients (it has Gordon
Silvercup
Bread via
troitBaking's
and Bohemian
Breweries
on Dethe
West Coast, through Chicago).
FULLER & SMITH & ROSS: Combined
tv-radio billing $11 million; $10.25 million in television ($9.6 million in network, $650,000 in spot); $750,000 in radio (all network); tv-radio share of
overall billing: 24%.
F&S&R is up $2 million, scoring the
highest billing gain ($2.6 million in
network tv). Aluminum Co. of America
continued with Alcoa Theatre on NBCTV and early this year began sponsorship of Alcoa Presents on ABC-TV.
Libbey-Owens-Ford switched from last
year's sponsorship of Perry Mason
(CBS-TV) to Bourbon Street Beat
(ABC-TV). Other network television
users were Edison Electric with The
Price Is Right, Treasure Hunt and
Split Personality, all NBC-TV, and
Sterling Silversmiths, Sherwin-Williams
and Williamson-Dickie. Heavy radio
network advertisers included Coats &
Clark (Arthur Godfrey), Aluminum
Co. of America and C.I.T. Financial
Corp. (Monitor), both NBC. Spot tv
users were Volkswagen, WilliamsonDickie, Wearever Aluminum, Pennzoil
and Waring Products Corp.
GUILD, BASCOM & BONFIGLI: Combined tv-radio billing $10.6 million; $8.7
million in television ($4.9 million in
network, $3.8 million in spot); $1.9
million in radio (all in spot); tv-radio
share of overall billing: 80%.
Increased tempo of business in spot
radio and spot tv added $2.3 million to
GB&B's
billing
1958.Div.Active
spot
users were
Bestover
Foods
of Corn
Products Inc., Carling Brewing Co.,
Clougherty Packing Co., Mary Ellen's
Distributors, Mother's Cake and Cookie
Co., Ralston Purina Co., Rival Packing
Co. and Tidy House Products Co. Ralston-Purina was its big-gun advertiser
on network tv, sponsoring John Gunther's High Road, Cheyenne and Leave
It to Beaver on ABC-TV while Skippy
Peanut Butter Div., Corn Products Inc.,
shared
boat. sponsorship of NBC-TV's RiverFLETCHER RICHARDS, CALKINS &
HOLDEN INC.: Combined tv-radio billing $10.1 million; $7.4 million in tv
($2.84 million in network, $4.56 million
in spot); $2.7 million in radio ($100,000
in network, $2.6 million in spot); radiotv share of overall billing: 33.3%.
Fletcher Richards gained through
mergers early this year with Bryan Hous54 (TOP 50 AGENCIES)

ton and Calkins & Holden, but such
prime broadcast accounts as Houston's
Dristan and Nescafe were pre-merger
losses. Some of these billings reflect in
the 1959 total for the merged agency.
One Houston carry over, Heublein Inc.,
is heavily committed in television, allocating virtually its entire budget to
spot for Maypo and Maltex cereals.
Heublein's Andersen's soups are on
spot tv in the West (with expansion in
the cards for the coming year). Folger's
coffee is another western regional client
in tv and radio spot.
U.S. Rubber, an active Richards client
over the past year in network tv, during
1959 switched to spot television, tailoring buys for its various products, some
of them also in radio spot. Eastern Airlines isa big factor in spot radio, with
a smattering of spot tv support. FRC&H
is using the NBC-TV Today show and
spot tv for an account added this year,
Arvida Corp. Another addition to billings this year: production costs for the
National Guard, which uses public service time on radio and some on tv.

KEYES, MADDEN & JONES: Combined
tv-radio billing $9.83 million; $8.44
million in television ($2.35 million in
network, $6.09 million in spot); $1.39
million in radio ($350,000 in network,
$1.04 million in spot);
overall billing: 48.8%. tv-radio share of
Brown & Williamson participations in
network and spot tv activity (for
Raleigh cigarettes and Sir Walter
Raleigh tobacco), plus similar activity
by Congoleum-Nairn head KM&J's billing picture. Also included are participations for Raleigh in Five Fingers on
NBC-TV, by Presto in Today on NBCTV. Spot advertisers also include
Florists Telegraph Delivery Assn. in
radio and tv; Presto and Revere Camera
tv; Pinex and Dr. West's toothpaste
in radio.
in
DOYLE DANE BERNBACH: Combined
tv-radio billings $9.75 million; $8.6
million in television ($5.3 million in
network, $3.3 million in spot); $1.15
million in radio ($50,000 in network,
$1.1 million in spot); tv-radio share
of overall billing: 35%.
DDB upped its tv-radio business by
almost $2 million, reflecting business
from West End Brewery Co. and
Philip Morris' Alpine cigarettes. Its tv
network advertisers included Chemstrand Corp. (Perry Como and The
Man & the Challenge on NBC-TV); Polaroid Land Cameras (Perry Como,
Steve Allen and Jack Paar on NBC-TV,
Garry Moore on CBS-TV, Adventures
in Paradise and Leave It to Beaver on
ABC-TV), Alpine cigarettes (ABC-TV's
Pro Football and Tombstone Territory;

CBS-TV's To Tell the Truth, Rawhide,
Dobie Gillis and Perry Mason; NBCTV's Troubleshooters and Loretta
Young). Its spot radio-tv clients included
American Export Lines, Barton's candy.
Dorman & Co. (Endeco cheese), Dreyfus & Co., Levy's bread, Melville Shoe
Corp., Philip Morris (Alpine cigarettes).
West End Brewing and Sav-On Drugs.
MOGUL WILLIAMS & SAYLOR: Combined tv-radio billing $9.6 million; $7.4
million in television ($2.7 million in
network, $4.7 million in spot); $2.2 million in radio (all spot); tv-radio share
of overall billing: 50%.
MW&S boosted its broadcast business by $2.1 million over 1958, resulting largely from increased activity in
the air media by its regular accounts.
Spot business perked up considerably
at the agency this year, paced by such
advertisers as Revlon, Esquire Shoe
Polishes, Rayco, Breakstone Foods.
Gold Medal candy. National shoes, Lite
Diet bread and Howard Clothes. Its tv
network billing accrued from various
Revlon products, including Hi & Dri.
Top Brass and Aqua Marine line, on
various programs. Ronzoni Macaroni
Co. was a sponsor of syndicated tv film
programs.
GEYER, MOREY, MADDEN & BALLARD INC.: Combined tv-radio billing
$9.6 milVon; $5.1 million in television
($2.6 million in network, $2.5 million
in spot); $4.5 million in radio ($2 million in network, $2.5 million in spot);
tv-radio share: 33%.
The agency's broadcast billings are
shared chiefly between American Motors (Rambler and Kelvinator divisions)
and Sinclair Oil Corp., both of which
are strong in radio-tv spot. Sinclair also
sponsored the Music From Shubert Alley special on NBC-TV. One active
broadcast media user, Boyle-Midway
Div. of American Home Products, was
lost during the year, but the agency
picked up Dayton Rubber and Fiesta
Foods Div. of General Baking, neither
of which is currently active in radio
or tv.
NORTH ADV.: Combined tv-radio billing $9.45 million; $9.25 million in television ($7.35 million in network, $1.9
million in spot); $200,000 in radio (all
spot);
63%. tv-radio share of overall billing:
North moved up from $8.4 million
to $9.45 million in the past year, reversing adip from $11 million in 1957.
Agency is stepping up other media activities, its broadcast share of all billings is now 63% compared to the previous 76% .
An example of its tv spot activity was
BROADCASTING, November 23, 1959
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Toni's rotation of various brands in a
saturation schedule during the summer. Toni continued as charter member
of ABC-TV's "Operation Daybreak"
(daytime) and American Bandstand.
North was producing agency on behalf
of Toni for NBC-TV's Loretta Young
Show; CBS-TV's To Tell the Truth,
House Party and The Verdict Is Yours
and some syndicated shows. North
added these broadcast accounts: Gillette's Thorexin cold capsules, Toni's
Colorcade and Reddi-Wip which is inherited from D'Arcy.
D.P. BROTHER: Combined tv-radio billing $9.4 million; $8.5 million in tv ($8
million in network, $0.5 million in spot);
$0.9 million in radio ($0.25 million in
network, $0.65 million in spot); tv-radio
share of overall billing: 30% .
Oldsmobile is the top broadcast media
client at D.P. Brother. Its shows this
season include Dennis O'Keefe Show
on CBS-TV, Bing Crosby specials on
ABC-TV and Lowell Thomas on CBS
Radio. Client General Motors AC
Spark Plug Div. is co-sponsoring the
Art Carney series of specials on NBCTV.
WARWICK & LEGLER: Combined tvradio billing $8.9 million; $7.3 million
in television ($3.8 million in network,
$3.5 million in spot); $1.6 million in
radio ($0.9 million in network, $0.7 million in spot); tv-radio share of overall
billing: 40%.
W&L gained $1 million in billing
this year, resulting largely from business of new product accounts of Carter
Products and expanded activity by
Mennen and Revlon. Its network tv
billing resulted from sponsorship by
Revlon of CBS-TV's Big Party and
Garry Moore Show and Mennen on
NBC-TV's Cimmaron City. An active
network radio advertiser during the
year was Ex-Lax. Spot radio-tv business was placed for Carter, Ex-Lax,
Bromo Seltzer, Revlon, Mennen and
Hoffman Motors on the West Coast.
COHEN, DOWD & ALESHIRE: Combined tv-radio billing $8.7 million; $4.6
million in television ($1.1 million in
network, $3.5 million in spot); $4.1
million in radio ($1 million in network,
$3.1 million in spot); tv-radio share of
overall billing: 55%.
CD&A picked up considerable billing
during the year with a $1.7 million increase in the broadcast media, reflecting
the merger of Dowd, Redfield & Johnstone with Cohen & Aleshire. This
move brought Cott Beverages, active in
radio and tv, and the Lanvin and Cone
Mills accounts, both spot tv users, to
the agency. Grove Labs, continued as
56 (TOP 50 AGENCIES)

the biggest broadcast account, utilizing
spot and network tv (Jack Paar and
Today shows, both NBC-TV) as well
as radio network and spot. Another active radio user was Kiwi shoe polish.
KNOX REEVES ADV. INC.: Combined
tv-radio billing $7.8 million; $7.4 million in tv ($5.5 million in network; $1.9
million in spot); $400,000 in radio (all
spot);
73%. tv-radio share of overall billing:

Knox Reeves is a new entry in the
top 50 listing. Its largest network tv
clients during 1959 were General Mills
for Wheaties breakfast cereal, which
sponsored telecasts of baseball, football,
basketball and track events, and Mars
Inc., which was in Disneyland and
Broken Arrow. Leading spot advertisers
were Wheaties, Minneapolis Brewing,
Art Instruction Inc. General Mills' Refrigerated Foods Div. and hot cereals.
Although Knox Reeves loses the heavyspending Mars Inc. account at the end
of this year, the agency has gained such
clients as Minneapolis Gas Co., part of
Wood Conversion Co. and half a dozen
new General Mills products.
DONAHUE & COE: Combined tv-radio
billing $7.5 million; $5.5 million in television ($2 million in network, $3.5 million in spot); $2 million in radio (all
spot);
30%. tv-radio share of overall billingThis agency's broadcast billing is
chiefly in Best Foods Div. of Corn Products, Tri-Nut margarine, Squibb Div.
of Olin Mathieson, Scripto pen and
Carolina rice. Earlier in the year its
Best Foods account participated in
ABC-TV's "action strips." The total
billing
1958. is about the same as it was in

HONIG- COOPER, HARRINGTON &
MINER: Combined tv-radio billing $7.5
million; $6.25 million in tv (all spot);
$1.25 million in radio (also all spot);
tv-radio share of overall billing: 47%.
Broadcast billing of Honig-Cooper,
Harrington & Miner has increased 50%
from the $5 million tv-radio billing of
1958 which got this West Coast agency
into the top 50 list for the first time as
the 50th ranking agency and the only
one with no network billing in either
tv or radio. Again this year, all of its
broadcast billing is in spot.
Accounts in broadcast include: Interstate Bakeries, Italian Swiss Colony
Wines, Thrifty Drug Stores, Squirt Beverages, Farmers Insurance Group, Hoffman Electronics and Bu-Tay Products,
all using both tv and radio; Roy Rogers
Enterprises, tv; Blue Cross hospital insurance, Kerr Glass Mfg. Corp. and
Von's Grocery Co., radio.

REACH, McC LINTON & CO.: Combined tv-radio billing $7.5 million; $7
million in television ($4 million in network: $3 million in spot); $0.5 million
in radio (all spot); tv-radio share of overall billing: 33.3%.
The Prudential Insurance Co. of
America's Twentieth Century on CBSTV continues as RM's network showcase and top billing account. The
agency acquired some Breck products
during the year but most of the added
billing will come in late this year and
in 1960. RM at the first of the year
becomes agency of record on Breck's
Sunday Showcase series of specials
(about one a month) on NBC-TV,
sharing billing with N.W. Ayer. International Latex continues as a substantial spot tv user.
EDWARD H. WEISS & CO.: Combined
tv-radio billing $7.5 million; $7.1 million
in television ($5.6 million in network,
$1.5 million in spot); $400,000 in radio
($300,000 in network, $100,000 in spot);
tv-radio share of overall billing: 40% .
Weiss beefed up its radio-tv billings
slightly less than $2 million during
1959, though its broadcast share dropped 3%. It picked up Midas Mufflers,
an active NBC Radio account, and lost
none, continuing heavy participation in
network shows and spot. Its network tv
clients: Purex Corp., Mogen David
Wine Corp. of America and Helene
Curtis. Active radio and/ or tv spot
clients were Carting's beer, Sealy (mattress products), Perk dog food, Little
Crow Milling, Corina cigars, Helene
Curtis, Mogen David and Purex.

GORDON BEST: Combined tv-radio
billing $6.8 million; $5.7 million in tv
($2.1 million in network, $3.6 million
in spot); $1.1 million in radio ($0.4 million in network, $0.7 million in spot);
tv-radio share of overall billing: 63%.
The year's broadcast billings match
the activity of a year ago, with only
slight changes in network and spot
radio reported. Active clients include:
Dumas Milner Corp. (spot tv for PineSol, Perma starch and other products);
General Finance Corp., sponsor of
Chicago White Sox baseball on regional
basis; Maybelline Co., a prime spot advertiser, and Helene Curtis Industries,
which recently shifted its network and
spot business to Campbell-Mithun.
MacMANUS, JOHN & ADAMS: Combined tv-radio billing $6.4 million ($4.4
million in television ($2.9 million in
network, $1.5 million in spot); $2 million
in radio ($600,000 in network, $1.4
million in spot); tv-radio share of overall
billing: 16.4%.
MJ&A dropped off in broadcast billBROADCASTING, November 23, 1959

ings (from $8.51 million) and tv-radio
share (from 25.4%) the past year,
largely attributable to loss of Wide,
Wide World for General Motors Corp.
(institutional) on NBC-TV.
On active broadcast client rolls were
the NBC-TV's Pontiac Star Parade for
that GM division; Dow Chemical with
TV

the special Woman series on CBS-1 V ;
Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co. with
Peter and the Wolf on NBC-TV (including a repeat later this month) ;
Cadillac with John Daly and the News
on ABC Radio; Pontiac sponsorship
(half) of Notre Dame football broadcasts on ABC Radio. Spot radio and/ or

PREVIEW

Managers of Montgomery Ward stores are finding
tv film commercials a valuable source for augumenting
their promotions and local merchandising efforts.
In fact, there's been an increasing number of requests for such material which managers incorporate
in local tv schedules, according to Don Glasell, Ward's
Over one-third of Ward's approxisupervisor.
tv-radiomate 550
stores in the U.S. regularly request the films.
And, he adds, these 180 stores are the major volume
producers in the chain.
Most recent example of Ward activity is the series
of two 50-second spots just completed by Fred A. Niles
Productions for the Christmas season. One utilizes
the stop-motion technique, featuring one-toy item and
advertising Ward's Toyland section; the other features
three items (stereo consoles, shirts and irons), stressing
gift values and tieing in with Ward's DeChristmascember
newspaper and mail circular promotion (see
below).
Ad Autonomy • Montgomery Ward store managers,
operating with relative advertising autonomy, decide
whether to use tv. They buy the time locally, using
parent company films but not money. It's estimated
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tv clients were Michigan Gas, Good
Humor, S.B. Thomas Bread and White
Rock, plus such advertisers at Packard,
Pontiac, Detroit Times and Metropolitan Dealers Assn. of Los Angeles.
MJ&A neither lost nor gained any accounts.

that the 180 stores spend about $600,000 annually (or
5% of their aggregate ad budgets) for time to air the
factory-provided spots. They've participated in the
project since 1956. The chain itself is not active in
either spot or network tv.
Tv material supplied to store managers falls into
two categories: special promotion and library commercials, with both being used in short-term schedules.
Promotion announcements carrying price copy are used
only in conjunction with major newspaper and circular
campaigns. Filmed library spots feature specific items
but do not include prices; they can be utilized any
time during a specific selling season. Final 15 seconds
in the commercials are reserved for local copy to spotlight a particular item covered in the mm, together
also get "tv tear sheets" for the
price.ofManagers
with
edification
store personnel.
Such filmed tv commercials are effective for local
merchandising, Mr. Glassell believes, because (1) local
managers are offered hard-sell spots which they may
use at their discretion on short-term schedules (with
one, two or three items getting the full pictorial and
copy treatment), and (2) employes are also apprised
by the tear sheets of what merchandise is being advertised on television.

M-E'S
Calls

CLYNE
for public

ISSUES

defense

The tv industry must stand up and
fight, and look ahead to betterment of
the product it provides the public.
The call to arms came last week in
a frank appraisal of tv by C. Terence
Clyne, senior vice president in charge
of radio and tv at McCann-Erickson. At
M-E, Mr. Clyne lords over a radio-tv
billing that totals $108 million this
years ($69 million in network tv).
What's needed, he said, is leadership
among networks, station associations
and station representatives. He called
on tv spokesmen to "emerge and defend to the public what has been done
and assure the public as to what is

of tv and

CALL-TO-ARMS
betterment of tv's product

presented under his name, is possibly
more sensitive for quality and not so
concerned with maximum audience.
Shows like Dinah Shore are put on the
air because the sponsor insists upon
quality association and is not obviously
concerned with his cost per thousand."
With Mr. Clyne on the rostrum was
NBC-TV Vice President David Levy,
programming and talent chief. He
spoke up for balanced network program schedules.
Mr. Clyne used the RTES platform
to advocate "a plan, and let's call it a
white paper how we can see ahead,"
an objective he assigned to networks,

to stick." Thehe degree
"deceptive"
commercials,
said, isof but
a small
percentage of one per cent and could
be easily eliminated along with "extraneous plugs" which are "wrong" because: first, they give added commercial time against entertainment, and
second, "a sponsor is really subcontracting his time."
Mr. Clyne,
in calling upon broadcasters, particularly station management, to
assume leadership, asked: "Where are
the leaders of principle among our station ownership? They are not very vocal.
I know
they orare agency
there." control — he said
Network
networks are responsible for total balance of programming and "accountable" for what is on the air regardless
of program source.
Programming Hours • Mr. Clyne
said there are some 10,000 hours yearly
programmed by networks alone. In
prime time they program over 3,000
hours a year. Yet the best 200 tv hours
in a year compared to Hollywood's best
200 hours of features it can produce in
a year would "win hands down in . . .
appeal and relaxation and entertainvalue."
The mentproblem,
he declared, is "that
of the qualitative keeping up with the

Programming experts at RTES • C. Terence Clyne, senior vice president in
charge of radio-tv, McCann-Erickson, and David Levy, vice president, tv programs and talent, NBC, were the speakers. They flank R. David Kimble (c), account
executive, Grey Adv., who served as chairman of the programming session.
going to be done to correct the few
things that are bad."
Mr. Clyne also asserted that neither
legislation nor a czar can solve the ills
because neither can improve entertainment nor put a stop to "larceny."
Advertiser Voice • Advertising agencies, he said, believe the tv advertiser
should "continue to have a strong
voice" in the program it sponsors.
Basic reason for his position, Mr.
Clyne said in an appearance before the
Radio & Television Executives Society's
timebuying and selling seminar in New
York, is:
"The sponsor has the same direct access, the same availability of talent,
and programs as the networks, and
the sponsor, because the program is
58 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

agencies and sponsors and to "all the
stations and their representatives."
Mr. Clyne pointed to several areas
needing a housecleaning, throwing in
his recommendations for good measure:
Commercials — "We have too many
on
air per
of entertainment."
He the
asked
for minute
a review
of the double
spot between programs, noting they
have run their course and suggesting
that "at least, the 30 seconds [spot] if
it is going to go commercial, should
be restricted to our product."
Bad Taste • He charged many commercials with being in "extremely bad
taste in terms of going into the living
room." Mr. Clyne asked for a new
standard practice that will be "made

No Picnic • Mr. Clyne also stressed
quantitative."
the
casualty rate in tv and the difficulty
of even top tv shows to gain 50%
of the people tuned in (only six over a
period of 12 years achieved this percentage, he said).
Consensus of the pontificaters on how
tv can better its entertainment comes to
this, according to Mr. Clyne: Sponsors should be out of tv and networks
should have complete control. And this
sentiment goes: American tv ought to
be operated as the British system.
Mr. Clyne's answer — 30% of all
evening programs are controlled by the
networks and presented by them — "so
one-third of our nighttime network programming isunder the British system
Another 40%, he said, are presented
now."
rightadvertisers
by
on an alternate-week
basis but controlled by network full or
partial ownership.
This, he continued, leaves about 30%
at the most to the sponsor to "have the
right to put in completely what he
wants." Do we want to go the other
30% he asked. He cited various series
initiated over the years by advertisers
themselves and found, too, that in the
past five years more than two-thirds of
BROADCASTING, November 23, 1959
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1,000 specials were "initiated and supported by sponsors." He observed:
Not Qualified • "We do not think
that the networks want this total responsibility. We do not think that the networks would at this time say they are
staffed and qualified to do the job."
Mr. Levy said NBC programs with
something for everyone in mind. This
means minorities as well as majorities

because "as it happens, minority views
can very often become the majority
view — given time."
"Television cannot achieve, though it
can aim for, consistent high standards
of excellence every hour on the hour,"
Mr. Levy acknowledged. "For whatever the deficiency or excellence, it
starts with people," he explained.
As for the viewers, "we are dedicated

to satisfying a wide range of tastes and
interests. There is room for adventure
programs and there must be room for
programs that are adventuresome in substance, concept and form. . . . We'll try
to reach everyone we can — be it by a
western or by a ballet, by a private eye
or an opera, by an original drama or a
news special, by a comedy or by a political report, by a "Project 20" or a sport
event — in black-and-white and color."
Gillette,

Wanted

in ads — a return to reality
The greatest need in advertising:
just finished pouring a glass perfectTo get back in touch with reality.
ly full of amber liquid. I get tired of
James Nelson, creative director of otherwise realistic ads in which the
Hoefer, Dietrich & Brown, San Franmodels hold cans or bottles by the
cisco, called on the advertising in- itty-bitty tips of their fingers so they
dustry to return to fundamentals in won't cover any part of the sacred
label.
an address Nov. 20, to the final
NAB Fall Conference at Seattle
"I get tired of seeing people in ads
(other NAB coverage, page 68).
get such a big charge out of activities which I know are a bore to
In a detailed critique on the type
of advertising messages fed the most people, such as ironing, opening and closing oven doors, polishing
American public, Mr. Nelson said,
cars, loading dishwashers, pointing at
"My message is simply this: Quit
smoking that stuff. Get back in soaps or taking The Product off the
supermarket shelf.
touch with reality. Go outdoors and
talk to some real people. Find out
"I get tired of those men in white
what kind of thing really makes
coats with pencils and clipboards —
their eyes light up, and makes them
they're always putting the advertiser's product through some grueling
say, 'Gee whiz! Look at that!' "
test which it invariably passed well
Mr. Nelson qualified his comahead of all compethis way,that
"I
am wellmentsaware
there are agencies
• "I
and advertisers who
getModels,
tired ofToomodels
take the trouble to
. tition."
. . those perfectly
perfect models, the
try to communicate
with me in their ads,
kind that never perspire or spit or go to
who recognize that
the bathroom and
I'm an individual
and not a Mass Marwho don't go to bed
at night; they just
ket; and who try to
talk to me with
go back into their
case.
sense, with humor,
"In other words, I
with dignity, with
get
tired of seeing
sincerity."
Dull Ads • A lot
people in ads who
live a life that seems
of advertisers are
to bear absolutely no
talking "to themrelationship to my
selves," he said.
life, or to the life of
"They suffer from
anyone I know. I see
being imitative; from
Mr. Nelson
all those fine young
addressing them'I get tired . .
selves not to flesh
people in the Oasis
and blood but to a set of statistics;
ads, having such a jolly time sitting
from being a too-perfect marriage of in their sportscars, each one holdthe insignificant with the unbelievaing up a package of cigarettes for
ble. In short, they're dull. We get me to look at. I see an ad like that
tired of the thousands of visual — or any one of thousands like it
cliches thrown at us daily; so tired — and all I can do is shake my head
that the only reaction these images thin
and g.figure: I must be missing someinspire in us is a glazed eye and
"I know this, the manufacturer is
He described some of the cliches missing something. Me. Me, multiyawn."
plied by countless indifferent milin this language: "I get tired of beer
ads in which an unseen hand has
60
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lions."

differ

on

NBC
bouts

NBC, The Gillette Safety Razor Co.
and its agency, Maxon Inc., New York,
are working up a rich lather over the
Friday night boxing telecasts. The network is eager to cancel its pact for
the bouts; the agency and sponsor think
these telecasts
continue
them. are "sharp" and want to
NBC acknowledged last Wednesday
(Nov. 18) that it had made overtures
to Gillette for termination of the bouts
and issued a bare statement saying:
"We have been reviewing the Friday
night situation with Gillette on an amiable basis but we have not yet arrived

a decision."
at Though
NBC officials declined to
amplify on the statement, it was reported that the network is disturbed
by disclosures of alleged corruption and
gangsterism within and on the fringes
of the boxing industry. Sources close
to the network said the audience for
the bout has diminished and added that
a collateral consideration is the network's desire to "play it safe" in this
tv investigation era.
Gillette and Maxon have been quick
to point out to NBC, it was reported,
that the Friday night boxing telecasts
still attract a substantial and responsive
male audience. One official said the
pact covering the fights runs through
1961 and Gillette is not inclined to
easily surrender its franchise.
Though no meetings are scheduled
for this week, it is probable that the
network and advertiser will be persuaded to sit down and talk shortly,
now that the dilemma has received
widespread publicity.
Neither network nor agency officials
would reveal the cost to Gillette of
sponsoring the Friday night bouts on
both NBC-TV and NBC Radio, but
it is believed to be in the neighborhood
of $6 million. In addition, Gillette
sponsors other sports attractions on
NBC-TV, including the All-Star Game
(there were two this year), the World
Series and the Rose Bowl Game.
Gillette has been sponsoring the Friday night bouts over the air since 1944.
They were on network radio over Mutual and ABC for several years and
later shifted to NBC.
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than

ever!

OUR

NEW

SKYSCRAPING

TOWER

FACILITIES

DID THE TRICK!

Now the important population areas you never considered a part of the Baltimore TV
market are in the fold— but good !
Our new tower facilities stand 1049 feet above sea level— high enough to reach virtually every
nook and cranny, behind practically every hill and water tank in Maryland with a crisp,
clear picture. Now your Clients' commercial message on WBAL-TV makes a bigger muscle than
ever before! And what reception! Better color! Always the best show in town!

Oh, how they love us on the Eastern Shore now ! And in Laurel. And in Silver Spring !
And in lower Pennsylvania. Now all these people with dollars to spend on your Clients'
products can be watching "sparkling" Channel 11 !
Yes, ladies and gentlemen, the Maryland market is back together again ! It's all wrapped up
and ready to be delivered to your Clients by WBAL-TV.
Represented by
BdltilTIOrG
WBAL-TV
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Associated with WBAL-Radio 1090^^^^^)

Toy

Roy Carr

Ken Anderson

Jack Huston

These capable radio personalities can make
your wish come true. They're in the air all over
the Twin Cities market, riding around on
1280 kilocycles. They talk to everyone . . . everyone
likes
They're an "open sesame" to the
riches them.
of Minnesota.

You don't even need a magic lamp. These WTCN
genii come when you call. The moment you
pick up your phone and call your Katz man, our
modern day genii stand ready and able to do your
bidding . . . your selling . . . your promoting. Give it
a try, today. Make a wish on the Twin Cities
market. Then, call your Katz man for availabilities on
Twin Cities WTCN Radio. The results will astound you

IINNEAPOLIS

WTCN
62
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• ST. PAUL
AND
RADIO
TV
Affiliate American Broadcasting Network
Represented Nationally by the KATZ Agency

companies

push

Christmas sales on tv
While U.S. toy sales race ahead to a
predicted record retail volume of more
than $1.6 billion for the year 1959, toy
manufacturers are spending an estimated $6.5 million in tv advertising,
according to the Toy Manufacturers of
America Inc., New York. Two of the
top spenders are American Character
Doll Corp., New York, and Remco Industries Inc., Newark, N.J., both currently in the midst of a 13-week preChristmas campaign directed by Webb
Assoc. Inc., New York.
Using filmed minute-length commercials to promote a line of seven basic
items for boys and girls, Remco industries isbuying $1 million worth of tv
spots in the top 50 markets during this
13-week period, it was reported last
week by Elaine B. Hudson, tv director
at Webb Assoc. The number of spots
per week vary from a minimum of 10
in the smaller cities to a total of 75 a
week in New York. All spots are placed
in children's shows.
During this same period Remco and
American Doll are investing some
$200,000 show,
as participa
in CBS-TV's
morning
CaptainntsKangaroo
, and
as co-sponsors of CBS-TV's ThanksNov. 9).giving Parade Jubilee (Broadcasting
Remco also allocated an additional
$35,000 to sponsor a series of speciar
local telecasts around the country during November. Feature movie programs, each hosted by personalities who
are popular with children, were scheduled for Nov. 15 and 29 in San Francisco and New York; Nov. 15 and 22
in Philadelphia, and Nov. 28 in Chicago. Telecasts of local parades will be
sponsored by Remco in Baltimore on
Nov. 26 and in Los Angeles on a partial basis the night of Nov. 25 and in
full on Thanksgiving Day when the
taped show will be repeated.

• Also

in advertising

JWT honored • J. Walter Thompson
Co. was to be honored last Friday
(Nov. 20) for its 10 consecutive years
of supplying creative services for the
Advertising Council's Religion in
American Life campaign. Special
award
was
to
be
presented
at
the
Council's
annual awards luncheon in New York.
Toubman, Yardis merge • Samuel
Taubman Adv., Phila., and Yardis Adv.
Co. there, consolidated Nov. 1. Mr.
Taubman becomes Yardis directors'
board chairman, functioning as an active member of the agency. The Edward Robinson Agency, Phila., also
merged with Yardis Oct. 15.
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MEMPHIS...

IN

It Takes

Complete

to

50,000

ONLY

AMERICA'S

the

WATT

NEGRO

STATION

RADIO

Picture!
MEMPHIS

40%

of the Memphis
is NEGRO -

Market
and

you

need

one

medium

it- WD

only
to sell

I A!

WDIA
WITHOUT
OF THE

MISSING
. . . YOU'RE
MARKET!
MEMPHIS

40%

And here's why this is a market you just can't afford to miss:
1. Negroes in the Memphis Market have totaled up yearly earnings of $616,294,100!
2. They spend 80% of this big income on consumer goods!
3. And before they buy, these Negroes listen— to WDIA!

MORE

THAN JUST A RADIO STATION . . . WDIA IS A POWERFUL ADVERTISING FORCE IN MEMPHIS— AMERICA'S 10th LARGEST WHOLESALE MARKET!
Let us send you proof of performance in your field!

Egmont Sonderling, "President
Bert Ferguson, Exec. Vice-President
Archie S. Grinalds, Jr., Sales Manager
WDIA IS REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE BOLLING COMPANY

TWO

MORE

IN CHICAGO,

WO

SONDERLING

IT'S

PA

STATIONS!
IN OAKLAND,

IT'S

KDIA

The only full-time Negro station serving all Negro
Featuring Chicago's greatest Negro
communities in the San Francisco-Bay area.
air salesman . . . "Big Bill" Hill
HOWARD & CO.. INC.
BERNARD
BY:
Y
REPRESENTED NATIONALL
— TIME SALES
INC.
B-N-B,
TIVE:
REPRESENTA
COAST
WEST
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SHADOWS
AFA

meet

OVER

discusses

ADVERTISING
corrections

needed

to forestall intervention by government
The spectre of government advertisadvertising and "put integrity above all
ing control hung over the first all-day
Some 150 members of local ad clubs
seminar of the reorganized second disin the Atlantic States came to the (Nov.
trict, Advertising Federation of America, last week in New York.
17)
meeting, presided over by district
else."
It was a day for soul-searching — in Governor Alfred P. Rexford of The
the wake of Washington tv quiz investi- Poor Richard Club in Philadelphia and
president of the R.W. Rexford Co. in
gations— for blame-placing, answerthat
city. Second district clubs range
seeking and explanations. Thomas D'Arcy Brophy, retired chairman of from New York to Washington and
Baltimore.
Kenyon & Eckhardt, called his feature
address, "The Need for Higher Standards & Ethics in Advertising." Arthur
H. Motley, president of Parade Publications, said the effects of the tv quiz
record extend to all media. Don Durgin, NBC-TV sales vice president, manfully tried to set the record straight
from his network's and a tv point of
view as well as to parry what he considered false allegations and impractical remedies.
C. James Proud, president and general manager of the AFA, charged district representatives at the end of the
day to use their influence to protect

Selling

Ad Policing • Tv's troubles have spotlighted advertising's need for a code of
ethics, Mr. Brophy said. The ad veteran
called for self-policing to prevent government crackdown or consumer boycott. "We're not a profession, but we're
professional men," he said, explaining
that lawyers, doctors — even stockbrokers and accountants, all have formal business ethics. "Why shouldn't we
impose greater discipline on ourselves,"
he asked, "because I'm sure if we don't,
it will be done for us."
Media have traditionally performed
a screening function in advertising but

the Bakersfield-Southern

San

with tv networks this has lapsed, he
said. These have "in effect abdicated
their responsibility to advertisers and
their agencies" in Mr. Brophy's opinion.
Concerned as they are with sales, the
advertiser and agency simply are not
qualified to determine what goes into
media, what goes on television shows
today. Advertisers and agencies "must
submit willingly to control by media,"
he counseled. But media alone should
not be expected to do the job, he feels.
Such organizations as the American
Assn. of Adv. Agencies and the Assn.
of National Advertisers should take
steps for self-policing, Mr. Brophy said.
Taking over from Mr. Brophy, Mr.
Motley condemned "the ethics of the
market place" which allow deception.
Laws are not the answer, the publisher
said, but old-fashioned virtues are.
Look at the Record • Mr. Durgin
entered a plea for AFA members to
study the record in a situation where
facts have become obscured, he said, by
a lot of talk. He referred his audience
to Capitol Hill testimony by NBC President Robert E. Kintner and CBS Inc.
President Frank Stanton and to statements of Robert W. Sarnoff, NBC
chairman of the board. "There is no
question that the public was deceived

Joaquin

Valley market

by certain quiz shows, but from that
fact sweeping misunderstandings grow
about all quiz shows, all advertising."
He offered networks' continuity departments as a factor overlooked in
charges of lack of network control.
Dealing with Mr. Brophy's opinion that
networks have abdicated control of
their medium, Mr. Durgin said that
putting together a schedule of 70 hours
weekly involves large numbers of people, and "no one organization can corner
the brains." Complete network control is not the answer in NBC-TV's
view. He cited Mr. Kintner's Washington testimony that networks are "whipsawed" between conflicting points of
view as to whether it is in the public
interest for networks to control and
produce all programs.
The NBC-TV sales head said he
didn't think it fair to say the nation's
advertisers typically "seek the low road
in a battle for ratings." On the contrary,
he said, they constantly come to his
medium seeking "the high road" in such
sponsored series as American Heritage
on NBC-TV and CBS Reports. Even
the "bread-and-butter" weekly programs
seek to portray a company in a favorable light rather than to succeed in
terms of circulation alone, he said.

IF THERE

CORTNEY

CRUSADES

Suggests suspension
for two-or-three-year
Cortney of Coty took his "hands-off
entertainment code" to Chicago last
week, charging that television has become "the prostitute of merchandising"
and calling for more morality and
honesty in business.
Philip Cortney, president of Coty
Inc. and Coty International, addressed
an Advertising Executives Club dinner, held Tuesday in cooperation with
the Chicago Federated and Women's
Advertising Clubs, Broadcast Advertising Club and the local chapter of the
Academy of Tv Arts & Sciences.
Earlier, he embellished his campaign
during a noontime news conference at
which he:
• Suggested the suspension of free,
commercial tv operations for a two-orthree-year period in favor of pay tv
experiments.
• Reported unfavorable reaction to
his campaign from larger advertising
agencies.
• Chided the Assn. of National Advertisers for the appareat reluctance of
its members to keep hands-off tv pro-

IN CHICAGO

of commercial tv
pay-tv experiment
gramming and branded ANA as
"monopolistic" and an organization in
prevail."
voicesmisgivings
"powerfulsome
which
• Expressed
about
network-advertiser-agency dedication to
ratings.
The Crusade • Mr. Cortney reiterated
the details of his crusade against repetition of the "shameful tv quiz hoax" for
which he has been running a continuing
series of newspaper advertisements. His
prepared talk, while covering the tv
quiz scandal, emphasized advertising
as the country's economic foundation.
At his news conference Mr. Cortney said he favored pay tv if for no
other reason than it would reduce the
sheer quantity of programs and obviate
the excuse of many viewers that they
nwatch tv "just to kill time." Additio
ally, he seriously questioned the theory
of "getting something for nothing."
a newsman's
evade
neywheth
Mr.
er da suspension of
as to
ion Cort
quest
free, commercial tv operations would
be practical or feasible. But, he felt,
a two or three-year test of pay tv might

A PLACE where it makes sense for an advertiser to put all his eggs in one
in the rich, diversified area of Bakersfield and Southern San Joaquin Valley in

EVER WAS

basket, it's KERO-TV
California.

VHF
Transmitting from the highest mountain-top tower in the West, KERO-TV provides the only
nearly
reception in this growing market that boasts $1.1 billion in effective buying income. Covering
to thousands
three times as many television homes as its competitors, KERO-TV is the only channel available
of homes in the area.
Ask your Petry television man for more details about KERO-TVs
dominance in the Bakersfield market.

NBC

• CHANNEL

complete coverage and rating

10

• BAKERSFIELD

ll_

NBC

51- County

PULSE
Area

Survey

well be an alternative to complete government control of programming.
Embarrassing Question • Networks
have a responsibility for upgrading
program standards ("the tastes of the
people have been degraded"), a challenge which might well be forced by
toll television, Mr. Cortney asserted.
He was plainly embarrassed when a
Chicago newspaper tv-radio critic
asked him if he considered such programs as The Gale Storm Show, American Bandstand and Beat the Clock (on
which Coty has participations) as up-

tastes to get the largest mass-audiences,
Mr. Cortney declared. Networks should
give viewers "not what is considered
popular" but programs "which inspire
the desire for a good life." He added.
"We doubt the people want to be
played constantly for suckers or for
immature
children."
Mr. Cortney
indicated that, despite
the "helplessness" of FCC and FTC,
the guilty could be prosecuted under
the Federal Trade Commission Act
governing "unfair methods of competition" and "unfair and deceptive acts or
practices" in commerce.
The Coty executive renewed his plea
for adoption of the "magazine concept"
in broadcast media (hands-off program
content), charging that tv advertising
has become "a dangerous force for
abnormal power and an instrument of

Mr. Cortney warned that "If the
grading."
goal
of advertisers is simply to get the
highest ratings, they are bound to cater
to the lowest tastes and masses." In
response to questioning, he indicated
he finds no particular fault with the
mechanics of audience measurements
themselves.
"There is probably nothing
monopoly."
WJDX
wrong with ratings per se," he said,
• Business briefly
"But I don't know whether the sample
Time sales
is adequate or not."
Discussing reaction to his "handsUps ad budget • Hertz Rent-A-Car
off entertainment code," Mr. Cortney
is
said the larger agencies seemed to op- System, Chicago, will increase its I960'
national advertising budget from an estipose it (because "their pocket book
mated $5 million to $6.5 million. The
is involved") in contrast to smaller ones.
expenditure calls for an expansion of
Appraised of the reluctance of large ad- its regional tv spot campaign in key
vertisers tosuch a recommended handsmarkets, plus heavier use of other
off policy for programming (Broadcasting, Nov. 16), Mr. Cortney de- media. Agencies: Norman, Craig &
Kummel for rent-a-car advertising,,
scribed the Assn. of National Adverslated
to be $5.8 million, and Needham,.
tisers as typical of big associations in
Louis & Brorby for car-and-truck lease,
which "powerful voices prevail."
Mr. Cortney repeatedly urged a expected to run about $700,000. The
WJDX
news,
new budget represents an all-time high
clearer definition of the "public inter- for
Hertz which started national adverfir
est" as applied by the FCC. He charged
st!
tising in 1947 with a limited allocation
*
anew
that
agencies,
networks
and
sponfarm,weather,
of $242,000.
sors "will do anything" to assure the
highest ratings. He advocated the magamusic } NBC
Fifth season • Christmas Sing With
zine concept of advertising applied to Bing,
starring Bing Crosby, returns to
tv, claiming advertisers should have no
CBS Radio Dec. 24, (9:05-10 p.mu
control over editorial matter. The issue
programming
EST) for the fifth successive year unis simple, he suggested: Are stations to
der sponsorship of Insurance Co. of
serve the public interest or not?
North America, Philadelphia, Agency;
delivers quplity
Cooperation Permissible • ProgramN.W. Ayer & Son Inc., Phila.
ming should be the "sole responsibility"
listmership!
of the networks, he declared. But this
Agency appointments
doesn't obviate the possibility of co• Mars Inc. (candy), Chicago, appoints
operation
with
producers
and
packarea
* Every
Needham, Louis & Brorby, that city,,
wide
agers.
survey
to handle its $3 million account. ApIn his prepared speech, Mr. Cortney
proximately two-thirds of its 1959
best
proves
said "the only thing which seems to
matter in the choice of programs is the budget was allocated for tv. Advertising previously was handled by Knoxrating. . . . The desperate fight for high
buy- WJDX
Reeves,
Minneapolis. Herbert H. Lehrratings had lead the tv industry to
as Mars' general addevote 24 hours a week during the ter has resigned
vertising manager effective Dec. 1.
Call Hollingbery
scarce prime evening hours of the networks to so-called adult westerns." He
• 42 Products Ltd. (men's hair preparations), Santa Monica, Calif., names
suggested that "The deplorable choice
Fletcher Richards, Calkins & Holden.
of programs to get the highest ratings L.A.
for the advertisers tends to destroy the
moral fibre of our homes and to
• KABC-TV Los Angeles names Doyle
Dane Bernbach, L.A.
Jackson,
demoralize them."
Apparently, manufacturers, networks
Miss.
and producers have decided that • Gotham Audio Sales Co., N.Y.: The
Joseph Katz Co., N.Y.
they must cater to the lowest public
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* Washington, D. C. 5-county area — covering 569,900 radio homes

& Company
In growing Jacksonville, Fla. it's WWDC-owned WMBR Radio-both represented nationally by John Blair
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MORE
Sweep,

PUNCH

PLANNED

or be swept

The NAB Television Code Review
Board moved last week to strengthen
the code itself and to muster more code
subscribers.
In a special meeting in Los Angeles
Monday and Tuesday, the Board drafted code amendments which would prohibit misrepresentation in both programs
and commercials.
On Wednesday Donald H. McGannon (Westinghouse stations), the code
board chairman, went on a closed circuit telecast over all three networks to
plead for members.
The code board's actions were taken
for the announced purpose of heading
off threats of intensified government
controls. As Mr. McGannon put it on
the closed circuit appearance: "Either
we do it, or it's going to be done for
The language of the amendments that
us."
were drafted last week was not announced. Itmust be submitted to the
NAB television board which alone has
the power to make code changes. (At
midweek it was uncertain whether the
NAB television board would be summoned to a special meeting or polled by
telephone, wire or mail.)
Rigging, The Target • Reportedly the
amendment pertaining to programs
would prohibit all deceits which were
detrimental to the public. Although
quiz rigging of the kind disclosed by
the House Oversight Subcommittee was
the primary target, the amendment was
said to be broad enough to include other
types of programs. In news interview
shows, for example, the audience would
be told if there had been rehearsals.
The amendment pertaining to commercials was understood also to be a
broad injunction against exaggerations
and misrepresentations. It would prohibit video or audio techniques that
make a product look better than it is.
In the closed circuit appearance last
Wednesday, Mr. McGannon referred
to the many government investigations
now underway or scheduled and gave
the first news of still another that had
not theretofore been announced — the
Senate Commerce Committee's. Mr.
McGannon read a letter from Sen. Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.), chairman
of the committee, inquiring into the
code board plans for tightening selfregulation (see story page 78).
"I hardly think it is necessary," said
Mr. McGannon, "to devote very much

says

McGannon

FOR
in closed

of our limited time here to estimating
the seriousness of the position in which
the television industry now finds itself.
Goodbye 'Other Fellows' • "The
time has passed for recriminations, of
which there have been many. And the
time has passed when any of us can afford to sit by and say: 'Let the other
fellows take care of this problem.' There
aren't any 'other fellows' in this regrettable situation. The shadow has fallen

TV
circuit

CODE
plea

Mr. McGannon asserted. "And they
must be definite and implacable rules,
for we are identified with a medium so
dynamic, so intrinsically powerful, that
we will always be fair game for the
charlatan, whether it's a matter of cheating or pretense in programming or a
matter
of spurious
advertising."
Strength
In Numbers
• No code is

any stronger than its support, Mr. McGannon stated. "Hence if we could show
on the industry as a whole, and no single athemarked increase in membership over
next few weeks, we would be looked
part of it can escape the consequences
upon
with considerably greater favor
or the responsibility for doing something
by
those
who now are skeptical about
about it." Mr. McGannon said that television recognized the importance of self- our intentions or our ability."
He asked stations to send the code
regulation when it adopted the television
board telegrams affirming support of the
code in 1952.
code. Given a widespread show of sup"But there is something sadly wrong,"
port for the code, "we will have ache said, "not with the television code itcomplished the first immediate objectself but with the manner in which we
ive of forestalling an authoritarian onhave failed to support it."
slaught that could be nothing short of
The three television networks and 271
television stations now subscribe to the tragic not only to the industry but to
code, he said. But nearly half of all the American public." This show of
strength needs further reinforcement in
operating stations do not subscribe to it.
an
upgrading of standards throughout
If television is to defend itself against television,
Mr. McGannon said.
new government controls, "we must
"Individua
lly, wherever it is needed,
have self-made rules that will apply to
we
must
clean
up our own house," he
all, or certainly to virtually all of us," said. "This means
demonstrating by
word and act the integrity that is expected of us — yes, which is demanded
of us. Without this, any attempt to
convey an image of responsibility to
Ike 'rigged'?
The Democratic Digest, publithe public of their governmental repcation of the Democratic National
resentatives will be a sham and [will
Committee, last week charged
be] rejected." In both programs and
commercials, he said, an elevation of
Republicans with starring Presistandards is required.
dent Eisenhower in "rigged" tv
commercials in the 1952 election
Specific On Deceit • He referred
campaign.
specifically to "the kind of misrepresenThe Digest said President Eisentation implicit in the quiz program incihower on a single day in New
dents, and any related programming
formats or devices which deceive the
York answered 50 prefabricated
questions on political issues as
public to the public's detriment."
written by Rosser Reeves of Ted
Advertising, he said, was both a qualiBates & Co., Adv. Later people
tative and quantitative problem of "what
were "recruited" from regions
kind and how much." It is also a subwhich the tv spots were intended
jective problem "to the extent that some
to reach. They were filmed asking
products that might be acceptable in
the identical questions and the
some markets might not be in others."
Eisenhower answers were fitted to
Further, Mr. McGannon alleged that
the films, the Digest said.
advertising which may be acceptable in
A GOP spokesman disagreed,
the print media, for personal products,
saying: "The Democratic Digest
for example, can be "wholly repugnant"
has been asking its own questions
on tv. The strength that makes television
different from other media also makes it
and supplying its own answers for
a better advertising vehicle, he said.
six years now without any noticeable contribution to the truth."
"We must nurture this strength," he
said. "In so nurturing it we will be faced
BROADCASTING, November 23, 1959

Code on closed circuit • Members of the NAB Tv Code
Review Board appeared on a special closed circuit telecast
Nov. 18 to appeal for united support. All three tv networks
played the half-hour program — ABC-TV at 1:30-2 p.m.,
CBS-TV and NBC-TV 5-5:30 p.m. All stations, affiliated
or independent, were asked to watch and were encouraged
to assemble as many of their staff members as possible. The
presentation was given by Don McGannon, Westinghouse
with hard decisions, impelling us in some
instances to say 'no' in full knowledge
that we are foregoing significant advertising appropriations."
Code Means Confidence • He urged
stations to abide by the code's limitations on the length and frequency of
commercials. Observance of those limitations "may have a great deal to do
with the proportion of public confidence
which our medium inspires — a public
confidence which we need to exist — a
public confidence which unhappily has
been badly fractured in recent weeks."
Mr. McGannon reminded his audience that the code board and its staff
had this year intensified its surveillance
over both programming and advertising.
It has stepped up monitoring of commercial volume on subscribing stations
to 100,000 hours a year. (This monitoring is done by broadcast advertisers
reports.)
The members of the code board and
staff have increased their own monitor"Reports of
content.
ing of program
violations
of the code
are reaching the
program producing units faster and
Mr. McGannon
more
said. meaningfully,"
Films Have Seal • The Hollywood office which the code authority opened
early this year is working closely with
film producers. Mr. McGannon pointed
BROADCASTING, November 23, 1959

stations, code board chairman. Introduced on the telecast
were: (1. to r.) Frank Morris, assistant director, West Coast
office; Edward H. Bronson, tv code director; NAB President
Harold E. Fellows; Gaines Kelley, WFMY-TV Greensboro,
N.C.; Mrs. A. Scott Bullitt, KING-TV Seattle; Chairman
McGannon; E.K. Hartenbower, KCMO-TV Kansas City;
KBTV (TV) Denver; Harry H. Ward, asJoseph Herold,
sistant tv code director.

out that films meeting the standards of
the code display the code seal. "Look
for this seal," he told his audience.
"Insist upon it."
"The code," Mr. McGannon stated,
"is our best, if not our only, hope for
unified self-disciplinary action that will
satisfy the requirement of the present
situation
and those arising in the future.
"We will be free only so long as we
are respected. This respect must be
based upon our ability to demonstrate
responsibility for this medium we con-

FOR PROFIT
SPEND
trol."
Success with tv ads
in recession

cited

Where advertising was once considered only a lubricant, it's recognized
today as the power that runs the ismanuwhat
facturing machine. Sales decline
Television Bureau Advertising calls
"the exponential" in its latest largescreen presentation. It was unveiled benetfore approximately 900 station and sing
work representatives and adverti
agency executives in Chicago Friday.
TvB's
highlighted
The presen
tion (Nov.
rsary conven
annivetation
annual
28-30). Comprising a board meeting,
sales clinic planning, election of new di-

rectors and a chairman plus talks by
leading industry representatives.
Aside from the new presentation,
unveiled by Norman E. Cash, TvB
president, bureau members heard an
impromptu defense of ratings from
Arthur C. Nielsen, board chairman of
the research organization bearing his
name. The luncheon speaker was FCC
Chairman John C. Doerfer.
Participating in the presentation for
TvB were George G. Huntington, vice
president and general manager, John
Sheehan, vice president, national sales.
Talk of Advertising • Mr. Cash
pointed out to members and guests that
"today, the manufacture of production
can only follow the manufacture of consumption. And the manufacture of
consumption can be done only through
the creation of new customers. New
uses of consumption on the part of old
customers, new uses for old products,
new needs for new products, new improvements inall products. And this,
all this, is the task of advertising."
For some industries, he pointed out,
this means spending more money. Increased consumption can mean disproportionately great increases in profit.
But the initial need, according to TvB,
is "sheer coverage" — turning coverage
into reach; the advertiser then must
"attract, intrigue, and intrude."
The presentation spelled out what the

Pulse

Beat

2,086 "counties that count" — including all of the 50 U.S. states, are available in Pulse's audience/circulation
data now purchasable on individual
county or package plan. Pulse "recognized" Alaska and Hawaii years ahead
of admittance. "Two-thirds of the productive sales areas, where more than
90% of sales are made, are thus covered," states Syd Roslow. "An astute
management is not interested in coyote
counties or bare spots. We produce our
coverage data from the many hundreds
of market and area studies constantly
engaged in." A map and itemization of
the 2,086 counties available, free.
Puerto Rico Office opened. Under the
direction of a veteran, Pulse-trained research expert, Fernando E. Zegri, an
amply staffed office and field force has
been established in San Juan. For past
three years Pulse has conducted standard audience measurement and qualitative probes in this productive market.
"Accurate within tenths of a decimal
pt.!" A foremost advertiser slipped
Pulse research trick question in a special survey — knew in advance the exact
dollar data and percentage of sales for
special item. Pulse interviewing produced identical finding, accurate within a single percentage point. Not an
isolated example. Pulse welcomes all
such checks.
19 candles for the next cake. At
Pulse's 18th party at Plaza, more than
500 birthday guests gathered to salute
Arthur Godfrey honored as "Man of
the Year." No other talent has ever won
such a tremendous audience hold —
with possible exception of F.D.R.'s fireside chats. Pulse estimate: some % of
entire U.S. has received Godfrey messages weekly. "Shortest, smartest, wittiest speech of record," was the praise
for acknowledgement of 3 1 years in the
business.
Who drinks beer? The most? For
years he-man thinkers said sports almost exclusively. Remember Pabst
Blue Ribbon fights? Today's topper is
the mystery-crime-melodrama. Every
month Pulse classifies every network
TV program by a special characteristic
or product purchase. You should be
smart — qualitatively smart to the decimal point. Pulse subscribers are!

' takes tht
jjace of
^INTERiVItheEWS
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730 Fifth Ave.
New York 19
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Inc.

INTERVIEWS
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nation's top 100 advertisers did to maintain their sales (and those of advertising
generally) during last year's recession.
They spent $41 million less in newspapers and $10 million less in other
media, which would have prompted a
total ad business decline of $52 million.
However, they also spent $45 million
more in both network and spot tv. Television thus turned a recession into a
record year, creating $38 million in new
advertising dollars.
In terms of tv reach, the average
audience claimed by the lowest-rated
programs hit over six million homes per
telecast. TvB members and guests were
invited to compare this figure "with the
potential audience of other media.
You'll find these latest successful tv
programs deliver more than the most
successful of other medium."
Faster The Profits • Noting the function of advertising is to increase sales,
TvB said: "From sales comes the profit.
From profit comes the money for more
advertising. The faster this cycle of
advertising to sales to profit to dollars
for more advertising, the faster the
profits. Advertising that reaches people
now and not weeks from now, is in
the best position to create sales now.
profits now . . .

"But the speed of reaching people
does not mean just attracting their attention whether you attract, intrigue or
intrude. It means the speed with which
you implant your idea, register your
message, convince. And this speed of
conviction depends upon the tools for
selling you have. The availability of
the right tools to do the job makes the

Prophecy reminder
Members of Television Bureau
of Advertising are getting plaques
recalling a prophecy made five
years ago with the birth of the
bureau. The plaques, designed for
network, station and station representative members, carry the inscription: "Five years ago it was
prophesied, 'The more advertisers
know about television, the more
they will use it' . . . and TvB was
born. Today they know more and
television is the leading national
advertising medium. For your inspiration and continuing support,
we express our appreciation."
It's signed by Roger W. Clipp,
TvB board chairman, and Norman E. Cash, TvB president. The
plaques are being distributed to
some 256 members in connection
with the fifth anniversary convention in Chicago.

difference between an amateur and a
professional . . .
"In manufacturing, the better your
tools, the better your product. In advertising, the better your tools, the better your product.
"Television's tools (color, videotape)
have not been measured, few are even
counted. But count them for yourself,
consider them when you compare media
for your advertising-manufacturing dolAlso featured during the TvB presentation was Walter Reisinger, regional
brands advertising manager for Anheuser-Busch. He said television has
changed the map of America, by creating a new marketing concept. No
longer is a market's boundaries set by
city limits or by reach of newspapers in
other lar."
media. Today the market is
judged by the reach of the television
signal.

NIELSEN

Criticism

HITS

BACK

of ratings

unfair, he tells TvB
Arthur C. Nielsen Sr. of the pioneer
audience measurement service firm is
plainly roiled about charges that ratings
are ruining tv and might even be rigged.
At the Television Bureau of Advertising annual convention in Chicago
Friday (see story, page 69), he said
he had decided "the time has come to
face up to this nonsense right now" and
scored the attacks as "vicious and unjustified." Said he: "It is too serious to
Nielsen, chairman of A.C. Nielgo Mr.
unanswered."
son Co., went a step further. He revealed he had wired the FCC and
House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee, Chairman Oren Harris (D-Ark.)
Tuesday inviting an inspection of NielChicago headquarters and broadcastsen's
division.
Before discussing the importance of
marketing in distribution of consumer
goods and tv from the researcher's
viewpoint, Mr. Nielsen took this tack
on tv ratings:
"Ours is a complex business; one
that is little understood by non-professionals. One result has been the vicious
and unjustified attacks made on Nielsen broadcast audience measurement
based upon complete lack of knowledge of audience measurement or even
inclination to learn what our business
is all about. Outspoken individuals in
Congress condemn sampling in tv research and yet base important decisions
on government statistics produced by
these very same sampling methods.
"We have maintained a long standing policy of keeping our doors open
to all clients and prospects who wish
to obtain a clearer understanding of
BROADCASTING, November 23, 1959

WH

and

its

advertisers

are

sitting

pretty.

as Pulse
Station
►

WHK
"A"
"B"
"C"
"D"
"E"

reveals

a 24%

share-increase
Change

sharene*
May
16-Ju
.1%
23.2%
16.2%
14.0%
9.4%
8.5%

share
Sept.-Oct.*
19
.9%
21.2%
16.9%
12.8%
8.1%
8.3%

- 9.0%
+24.0%
- 9.0%
.0%
+ 144.0%
- 2.0%

WNEW
NEW YORK CITY
TV
WTTG
WASHINGTON, 0.
TV
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WHK

a virtual

tie for first

turned the tables? A new blend of
servicemanship, newsmanship,

showmanship,

compounded

and

specifically for

the Cleveland market. To make your product get and/or stay healthy in Cleveland,

►Monday-Fnday, 6 a.n,-<2 midnighl
This table shows how the tables have turned

WNEW
NEW YORK CITY
AM-FM

What

and

THE

call Harvey Glascock (EXpress 1-5000) or
let a Blair man elaborate.

NEW

WHK

the new sound and the
new sell of radio . . . in
fc> CLEVELAND
5000 EUCLID AVE. • TELEPHONE: EXPRESS 1-5000
HARVEY L. GLASCOCK
Vice President & General Manager
JOHN BLAIR
Exclusive National Representative
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our business thru personal visits to our
Chicago headquarters and conversations with our people. Last year in
our mutual interests, I voluntarily appeared before the Magnuson [Senate]
committee and explained in detail the
operation of our broadcast division.
Further, since it is important that interested individuals in government have
a basic knowledge of audience research
and how it's conducted, a telegram was
sent last Tuesday inviting the FCC and
the Harris committee to visit our Chicago headquarters and see first hand
the operation of our broadcast divi-

GET

YOUR

BIGGEST
SHARE

OF THE #1 MARKET IN KANSAS!

In his prepared talk, Mr. Nielsen decried the misuse of ratings and cited
sion."
newspaper
columnists "who are seeking
to destroy confidence in audience research." Among the detractors, he
noted, are "those misguided persons
who blame [it] for the demise of certain programs which they consider to
be worthy of staying on the air." Audience research, he asserted, "is no more
responsible for the demise of a program than the box office accountant is
responsible for the closing of a Broadway show. In each case, the closing is
due to the lack of sufficient audience.
Audience research, like the box office
accountant, counts the votes of the
public; the actual decisions on program-

are made predicted
by others."tv advertising
Mr. mingNielsen
will hit $2.2 billion in 1963 (about 17%
of all U.S. advertising allocations),
compared with $1.3 billion in 1958. He
said this suggests advertisers have found
tv to be "an effective force for moving
merchandise from seller to buyer" and
that the medium has reduced the cost
of distribution, thus helping to boost
the standard of living in the U.S. and
other countries. Tv also has played a
vital role in boosting profits and capital
values of manufacturing, retailing and
other corporations which use it as an
advertising medium, he claimed.
MBS reorganization
U.S. Referee Asa Herzog last week
delayed action on the Mutual reorganization plan under Chapter 11 of the
Bankruptcy Act until Dec. 8. Judge
Herzog was scheduled to act last Monday (Nov. 16) but he postponed a decision until Mutual and the City of New
York settle the latter's claim for back
taxes.
Though the city and the network
earlier had agreed on the amount owed,
an obstacle arose when the city insisted
upon payment in a lump sum instead of
staggered reimbursement. Referee Herzog asked the parties to resolve their
differences before Dec. 8.

WITH
WICHITA'S
#1 HOOPERATED AND
PULSRATED
STATION
KWBB

NOW OPERATING
DAYTIME ON

5000
WATTS
(Nights — 1000 watts)
MHWE'RE A PERSONALITY STATION !H
KWBB's outsize share of the
Wichita audience reflects its A#l
talent — all with outstanding audience loyalty!
D. J.'s Billy Dee, Lee Nichols, Dick
Jones, John Campbell, Jim
Curran, and George Brumley
NEWS Jim Setters, John Wagner,
George Langshaw, and Jay
Howard
FOR A BIGGER RETURN ON YOUR ADVERTISING DOLLAR BUY THE BEST
buy— kwbb ... and get the #1
share of the prosperous "recessionproof" Wichita market
First in Hi-Fi Music • News and Sports
forf P' Hollingbery Co.
esented by Southern-Clark-Brown
INrepr WICHITA
• DIAL 1410

KWBB
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NETWORK

ABC-TV

shows

TV

GROSS

biggest

Gross time charges in network tv
totaled over $451 million for the first
nine months of the year. This represents
a 10.5% gain compared to the same
period a year ago.
Network billing was reported last
week by Television Bureau of Advertising. Compilations are made by Leading
National Advertisers-Broadcast Advertiser Reports.
In September alone, the increase in
billing was 13.6% for networks combined. ABC-TV led the networks in

ABC-TV
CBS-TV
NBC-TV
TOTAL

September
1958
1959
$ 6,627,093 $ 8,546,650
19,427,754 21,196,220
16,362,343
18,433,589
$42,417,190
$48,176,459

UP

10.5%

gain

in September
gains, scoring a 19.8% increase. CBSTV was up 7.8% and NBC-TV increased 9.3%.

A greater pickup in billing, however,
can be expected for October as the networks get further into the new tv
season. Very little of the new season's
billing occurs in September until late
in the month when a few of the shows
make their seasonal debuts. The TvB
report in full for the nine months and
September follows:
%
Change
+29.0
+ 9.1
+12.7
+13.6

Jan.-Sept.
1958
$ 72,252,184
181,191,831
154,672,625
$408,116,640

1959
$ 86,566,156
195,350,810
169,096,378
$451,013,344

%
Change
+19.8
+ 7.8
+ 9.3
+10.5

Month
by Month— 1959
TOTAL
NBC-TV
January
ABC-TV
CBS-TV
February
$10,647,078
$22,129,248
$52,076,179
May
$19,299,853
20,806,220
48,884,508
10,024,460
18,053,828
23,265,395
March
55,558,741
11,565,031
20,728,315
22,077,285
52,126,364
10,309,263
19,739,816
22,298,271
51,919,335
April
19,674,494
June
9,946,570
21,171,128
48,086,087
17,984,845
21,269,782
47,544,363
8,930,114
17,883,111
8,391,470
21,137,261
46,641,308
17,298,527
48,176,459
8,205,520
21,196,220
18,433,589
8,546,650
September
* Figures Revised as of Nov. 11, 1959
LNA-BAR
: Gross Time Costs Only
August*
July*
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COMPACT

YHF

NEW

11

KW

TELEVISION

TRANSMITTER

Combines

with an RCA

Effective
Channels

High-Gain

Radiated

7 to 13. An

(Or can be used

Power

Unusually

Antenna

to Provide

Up to 180,000
Low-Cost

as a driver to obtain

The TT-11AH answers the need for a modern
television transmitter for the high band. It is
designed for remote control, ease of operation, and improved performance. It assures
low operating and maintenance costs and
minimizes space requirements.
Space savings are effected through the use of
common power supplies, walk-in cabinetry,
and improved equipment layout. As a result,
a reduction in floor area up to 40%, compared

Watts —

Package.
higher

power)

with previous 10 KW
tions, can be realized.

transmitter installa-

By providing a wide aisle inside the enclosure,
between the front-line racks and the power
equipment to the rear, all components are
readily accessible. Modulator and exciter
chassis can be tilted out, from the front of the
transmitter, for ease of servicing.
Check the outstanding features of this transmitter (at right) which make it easy and inexpensive tooperate.
Get the complete story from your RCA Broadcast representative orwrite for descriptive literature to RCA,
Dept. AD-22, Building 1 5-1 , Camden, N.J. In Canada:
RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal.

Modulator unit is shown tilted
forward for ease of servicing;
exciter unit is in normal position.

Q ° * « * 0

TT-11AH transmitter, showing
Typical floor plan arrangement for the behind
the front line of the
rectifier enclosure placed immediately
cabinets. (Rectifier may be remotely located if desired.) The wide aisle
provides accessibility to rear components.

THESE

OUTSTANDING
FEATURES

1 WALK-IN DESIGN ACCESSIBILITY — Improved walk-in design,is
introduced with the TT-2BL and TT-6AL Transmitters,
an invaluable feature of the TT-11AH. A wide aisle is provided inside the enclosure between the front-line racks and
power supply components to the rear. All components are
readily accessible from this aisle.
a TUNING SIMPLICITY— All tuning adjustments can be made
2 from the front of the transmitter with power applied. Power
amplifier cavity has been greatly simplified, and no change
in frequency-determining components is required to tune to
any high-band VHF channel.
3 WIDE AMBIENT TEMPERATURE RANGE— Operation over a wide
ambient temperature range is provided by thermostatically
controlled cooling of all mercury vapor rectifier tubes.
4 QUIET OPERATION— All tubes and components, other than
the mercury-vapor rectifier tubes, are cooled by one main
blower in a sound-insulated enclosure.
5 OVERLOAD PROTECTION — Overload protection is furnished
for all circuits. Indicating lights in the control unit instantly
show which circuit was at fault.
jr DESIGNED FOR REMOTE CONTROL— Provisions have been
O made for remote metering and control of all necessary functions from a remote point. These facilities may also be used

Tmk(s:

central point in the transto control
building.transmitter from a
mitter the
FEWER TUBES AND COMPONENTS TO STOCK— Fewer spare
tubes and components need be stocked since the same tube
types are used in both aural and visual rf chains.
ILLUMINATED METERS— A row of large illuminated meters,
mounted on a sloping-front panel for ease of reading, shows
all important currents and voltages.
IMPROVED COLOR PERFORMANCE— Built-in linearity correction, accurate intercarrier frequency control, and dc on
power amplifier filaments are features included for outstanding color performance.

AMERICA
of
CORPORATION
RADIO
BROADCAST AND TELEVISION EQUIPMENT • CAMDEN, N. J.

AB-PT
Purchases

BUYS

REST

OF

WLS

Prairie

Farmer publishing empire
There was no immediate comment
ABC's long-standing hope of getting
full ownership of its Chicago radio outregarding future management of WLS,
let was realized last week, subject to assuming FCC approval of the transfer
FCC approval. Parent American Broadis forthcoming. WLS currently is headed by President James E. Edwards and
casting-Paramount Theatres Inc. bought
the other half-interest in WLS from
General Manager Glenn Snyder. The
Prairie Farmer Publishing Co. by buy- station, founded in 1924, is a 1-A clear,
ing the publishing empire itself. The
operating on 890 kc with 50 kw.
price was not officially disclosed, but
Most of the stock in Prairie Farmer
$6 million gross was the figure for all Publishing has been owned by the Burproperties plus half of the net from the ridge D. Butler Memorial Trust, a philfarm papers for seven years. Included
anthropic organization in Chicago. The
are corporate assets believed to amount
rest has been held by employes.
to $3 million.
Along with WLS, which it already
Changing
hands
owned 50%, AB-PT acquired three
leading farm publications with comANNOUNCED • The following sales of
bined circulation of more than 900,000:
station interests were announced last
Prairie Farmer in Chicago, Wallace's
week, subject to FCC approval:
Farmer in Des Moines and Wisconsin
Agriculturist in Racine. There has been
• KOVR (TV) Stockton, Calif.: Sold by
speculation that, if it acquired them,
Gannett newspapers to Metropolitan
Broadcasting Co. for $3.5 million in
AB-PT might re-sell the publications
cash (Broadcasting, Nov. 2). Purchase
(Closed Circuit, Oct. 12). Its announcement ofthe purchase gave no in- is actually 96.5% of stock of ch. 13
Stockton-Sacramento-Modesto area stadication ofplans in this respect, saying
tion. Metropolitan President John H.
little more than that the management
of the publications would continue unKluge announced no changes in perchanged.
sonnel. Purchase is third broadcasting

MmWEST
Top-rated, top-volume station in top 75 market. Fnlltimer on low frequency. Has good
real estate also. $125,000 down.

8I2S.OOO

CALIFORNIA
Here is a combination. A profitable daytimer with top rating in an easy living prosperous small market. $75,000 cash and five
year payout.

$18.5.000

VIRGINIA
Fulltimer in good single station market.
Now showing small profit, but has tremendous potential for return. Ideal for owneroperator. 29% down and easy payout.

$100*000

SOUTHWEST
An energetic owner-operator can easily increase the volume and profit on this daytimer located in a market with a real future.
A combination operation with real estate included. Only $21,000 cash required.
FINANCING
NEGOTIATIONS

S75.000

^lackbiwn

APPRAISALS

&
Company
Incorporated

RADIO - TV - NEWSPAPER BROKERS
MIDWEST
WEST COAST
WASHINGTON, D. C.
ATLANTA
Colin M. Selph
H. W. Cassill
James W. Blackburn
Clifford B. Marshall
William
B.
Ryan
Calif. Bank Bldg.
Jack V. Harvey
Stanley Whitaker
Joseoh M. Sitrick
333 N. Michigan Ave.
Robert M. Baird
9441 Wilshire Blvd.
Healey Building
Washington Building
Chicago, Illinois
Beverly Hills, Calif.
Financial 6-6460
Sterling 3-4341
CRestview 4-2770
JAckson 5-1576
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KOBY
sale off
Negotiations for the sale of
KOBY San Francisco to Nafi
Corp. (Broadcasting, Aug. 17)
have been called off, David M.
Segal, president of Mid-America
Broadcasters Inc., owner of
KOBY, has announced. Termination of the negotiations, Mr. Segal said, was due only to the proposed method of the sale and the
tax problems involved.

property bought by Metropolitan in
month; it paid $4.5 million for WIP
Philadelphia and $600,000 for ch. 19
WTVH (TV) Peoria, 111. (Broadcasting, Oct. 26). Metropolitan owns
WNEW-AM-FM-TV New York,
WHK-AM-FM Cleveland and WTTG
TV) Washington, D.C. Gannett Co.
bought KOVR from Hoffman Electronics' H. L. Hoffman and others in
1958 for $1.5 million. Prior to the
Metropolitan purchase, Gannett Co.
was negotiating with 20th Century-Fox
Film Corp. to sell Stockton station.
KOVR began operating in 1954 and is
affiliated with ABC. Gannett Co. remains in broadcasting field with WHECAM-TV Rochester, WINR-AM-TV
Binghamton, WENY Elmira, WHDLAM-FM Olean, all New York, and
WDAN-AM-TV Danville, 111.
• KGRN Grinnell and KNIA Knoxville, both Iowa: Sold by Ralph Jerrell
Henry, Ralph Bitzer and Robert Coleman to Forrest J. Mitchell for estimated $63,000. Mr. Mitchell is program director of KIOA Des Moines,
Iowa. Broker was Hamilton-Landis &
Assoc. KGRN operates with 500 w
daytime on 1410 kc. Permit for KNIA
is for 500 w daytime on 1320 kc.

• WMAK Nashville, Tenn.: Sold by
Howard Steere, Emil Papke and J. W.
Berkey to WMAK Inc. for $342,500.
WMAK Inc. is comprised of Frederick
Gregg Jr., Charles H. Wright and
Charles King. Messrs. Gregg and
Wright have just sold WOMI Ashland,
Ky., and WOMP Bellaire, Ohio. Mr.
King is manager of WOMP. The sellers
own WKMI Kalamazoo, Mich. The
transaction was handled by Blackburn
& Co. WMAK operates on 1300 kc
with 5 kw.
• WLS Chicago, 111.: Full ownership
bought by American BroadcastingParamount Theatres Inc. in purchase of
Prairie Farmer Publishing Co. for $6
million gross. (See story above.)
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There

bandages
the

be

may

many

. . . but

BAND-AID

BAND
TRADEMARK

there's

only

trademark

AID

one

The "BAND-AID" trademark is always followed
by the product name, i. e. BAND-AID Plastic Strips,
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adhesive
way

correctly.

Adhesive

Remember— all adhesive bandages are not BANDAID Adhesive Bandages! "BAND-AID" is actually a
trademark . . . one of the most widely known in the
world . . . recognized in more than 50 countries.
It means Johnson & Johnson, not the name of a
product . . .and it refers to a whole family of products
made only by Johnson & Johnson.

I

to use

ways

to use
.. please

say

Bandages

BAND-AID Plastic Tape, BAND-AID Butterfly Closures, BAND-AID Patch, Spot, Strip.

We appreciate your mentioning our products and
we hope you will continue to do so. But when you
do, won't you please use the full name correctly?

The most trusted name in surgical dressings
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HURLEIGH

Predicts

BLASTS

RATINGS

Senate

hearings will show riggings,
misinterpretations undermine their value
The flaws of broadcast ratings were
16). Sen. Monroney, belittling ratings
brought to public attention last week purporting to show the tv tastes of 75
by a network president, Robert F. Hur- million viewers, said, "I cannot see how
leigh, of MBS.
some 800 wired sets throughout the
Combining personally acquired infor- United States could possibly predict the
mation with comments of legislators and listening and viewing tastes of the
media, he predicted forthcoming Senate people of America. Yet these ratings
hearings will show how the value of are so important to the advertising
ratings is being undermined by rigging agencies, the networks and even the
and misinterpretation.
sponsors that they have led to various
Mr. Hurleigh cited published material
unethical practices and rigging that
blaming the tv quiz scandals on the have had a big hand in causing the
widespread use of ratings to determine
public of America to lose confidence in
the impact of broadcast programs. He this very vital medium." Sen. Monmade his remarks before the Nov. 16
roney is chairman of a Senate Comluncheon of the Sales Executive Club of
merce Subcommittee that plans hearWashington.
ings on broadcast ratings.
Mr. Hurleigh said he has informaBroad projections of small samplings
were blamed by Mr. Hurleigh for much
tion that Chairman Warren G. Magnuson's (D-Wash.) Commerce Commitof the ratings difficulty. "Ratings mean
tee has amassed "a great amount of
circulation," he said, "and too many
evidence showing rigged ratings and
large advertisers work on the premise
that a huge circulation will guarantee
deliberate broadcast circulation misrepresentations on national, regional and
the impact of the advertising message
and, accordingly, the impact in sales." local levels."
An article in the Nov. 16 Time and
Monroney Comments • MBS carried
a New York Journal-American column
a brief interview the same day with Sen.
Mike Monroney (D-Okla.), critic of by Jack O'Brian were cited by Mr.
broadcast ratings (Broadcasting, Nov.
Hurleigh to show the "tyranny of

The

Gove

Speaks

to

Community

OKLAH

rnor

Having a 47-county
Oklahoma Community
Coverage poses a responsibility to KWTV in the
field of public service.
Every other Wednesday,
J. Howard Edmondson,
Oklahoma's youthful
Governor spends a Class A
half-hour with KWTV's
News Director, Bruce
Palmer, in reporting to the
KWTV Community. At
times, the Governor has
asked for letters and
telegrams in expression of
the people's
on an of
issue.
Literallyviews
thousands
replies have opened the
eyes of many Oklahoma
legislators to the feelings
of the people.
Powerful proof of
KWTV's 47-county
Oklahoma community
coverage, service and
AUDIENCE!

the
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ratings"
and samplings.
the vast projections made
from small
Multiple Set Homes • A bug in the
rating spectrum is the failure of meter
systems to show the fast rise in multiple tv set ownership, according to the
MBS president.
"Retail competition has caused this
and basic sales statistics do not show
the true picture," he said. "What has
been happening, due to over-the-counter
price cutting on retail levels, is that
dealers throughout the country have
been crediting purchasers with old-set
trade-ins. But they have permitted buysets."rating
thesesaid
ers to keep
Mr.
Hurleigh
adherents
will admit that 6% of the country's
homes have two or more sets. "We know
the figure is much higher, closer to the
12% mark," he commented, "particularly in the middle and high-income
homes with the better purchasing
powers. The big fallacy lies in the fact
that one meter, on one set in the living
room, determines the viewing habits of
homes that can and do have two

The Senate hearings, he predicted,
will produce exposures that will have
"a tremendous effect within the indusA Look at History • Referring to the
"me-too" tactics of quiz show sponsors,
he sets."
said, "You have only to look at the
history of quiz shows to see this approach. Many big advertisers sponsored quiz shows, regardless of whether
their products appealed to the people
who try."
watch such programs. More importantly, they gave no concern as to
whether or not the people who doted
on quizzes, who racked up huge ratings
for such programs, actually used the
products being advertised. They were
great for pharmaceuticals, for cosmetics. But they didn't — and couldn't
— sell high-ticket items, appliances, cars
and the like. Low-ticket items are still
impulse buys. High-ticket merchandise, particularly where interest-rate financing isinvolved, requires thought
and meditation before purchase, and a
different advertising approach — the constant reminder via radio, for instance."
In his media appraisal he said, "Television, asight medium, is much akin to
newspapers and magazines. And it is
great for demonstrating product usage.
Radio, strictly a sound medium, is unmatched for efficient, continual brandname
impressions."
Difficult
Selling Ahead • Appraising
the impact of the tv quiz scandals on
broadcasting, Mr. Hurleigh said, "The
industry is taking it very seriously. It
will probably make selling a little more
difficult in the months immediately
In a comparison of broadcast ratings
with newspaper figures, he said, "Ratahead." BROADCASTING, November 23, 1959

ings are stocks in trade for all advertisers— radio, television, newspapers or
magazines. In the broadcast media
they are huge projections based on
small samplings. In print they are
based on totals of subscriptions plus
newsstand sales.
He described a study by Caroline
Hunter, MBS research director, showing that though each of 26 representative newspapers had the largest amounts
of advertising linage bought locally,
only half of these papers led in circulation. She found that the ratio of
local to national advertisers ran 4 or 5to-1 for the newspapers and for all 450
radio stations affiliated with Mutual.
Radio,

tv, newsreels

criticize

Rockefeller

The Radio-Newsreel-Television Working Press Assn. sharply criticized Gov.
Nelson Rockefeller of New York for
insisting on holding separate news conferences for newspapermen and radiotv newsmen in Los Angeles on Nov.
12. Radio-tv newsmen there walked out
of the conference when Gov. Rockefeller held firm to his position (At
Deadline, Nov. 16).
The Association, composed of broadcast newsmen and cameramen employed
at networks, stations and newsreel organizations inNew York, pointed out
that while separate news conferences
are held in New York, they are "only
by
agreement."
Gov.mutual
Rockefeller
added: A telegram to
"But we have never relinquished our
right to a joint conference when we felt
story considerations required it. Where
deadlines are pressing, a joint conference is absolutely essential."
Monroney:
ratings

are

no evidence
rigged

Sen. A.S. Mike Monroney (D-Okla.),
who has been the Senate's chief antagonist of broadcast ratings, didn't go
along with MBS President Robert F.
Hurleigh's
statement that
the Senateof
Commerce Committee
has evidence
"rigged" ratings (see story, page 78).
Issuing a statement from Oklahoma
City, he said:
"There has been no evidence at previous hearings of anything I would call
rigging of ratings. There has been evidence of what is called 'hypoing' of
local station ratings by increased advertising ofprograms in periods when a
survey was to be made. But I believe
that this practice has been disappearing
as a result of the testimony at the hearings. Of course, if there is rigging of
ratings, I'm sure all of us of the [Communications] Subcommittee would welBROADCASTING, November 23, 1959

FOR

OUR

MONEY

AND
THE
IN

YOURS

BEST
THE

REPS

BUSINESS

Tradition has long placed television representatives at the bottom of a station ad with a terse
— "get the facts from — "
But we believe Harrington,
Righter and Parsons' thorough
knowledge of our station and
Central Pennsylvania's most important market deserves a headline rather than a slug.
A few moments spent with anyone listed here will give you
many valid reasons why WTPA
is Harrisburg's Number One
station and your best buy in the
Heart of Central Pennsylvania.
NEW YORK
Burton M. Adams
Edward J. Clark
John F. Dickinson
Frank Grindley

Robert T. Lamkin
T. Eugene Malone
Cris Rashbaum
Alan Sloan

CHICAGO
Carroll Layman
Robert Gilbertson
William Yonan

Briggs
Palmer
Lon Nelles

DETROIT
William Snyder
SAN FRANCISCO
Frank Dougherty
ATLANTA
Frank Rice
BOSTON
Carter Knight

CHANNEL
HARRINGTON
RIGHTER
&
PARSONS,
HARRISBURG,

PA.

INC.
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come anything factual on it.
"The complaint against the audience
surveys has been that they are inadequate, not necessarily that they are inaccurate. We have been trying to find
out if over-reliance on ratings by sponsors, advertising agencies and networks
have adversely affected the quality of
television programs."
One committee staff member termed
the rigging charge as "hogwash." Another was noncommittal, saying he
couldn't give a yes or no as to whether
there are complaints of rigging. The
subcommittee held one day's hearings
on ratings in 1958, but plans for subsequent sessions have never materialized.

Networks

shopping

for election year
Though the national political conventions are eight months off, the television and radio networks already are
mapping strategy for coverage and stepping up efforts to snare advertisers for
their convention-election package.
CBS, of course, is in the enviable
position of having sold its package last
August to the Westinghouse Electric
Corp., which also sponsored that network's coverage in 1952 and 1956.
The total cost to Westinghouse is estimated at more than $6 million.
NBC is understood to have approached more than 30 "blue chip"
advertisers for its radio-tv coverage of
the conventions and election and has
placed a price tag of $6,130,200 for
the package. A sampling of the advertisers who have listened to presentations but have not bought as yet: Ford.
General Motors, United States Steel,
Texaco. Aluminum Co. of America,

Results

Du Pont, RCA, General Foods, AT & T,
International Business Machines, General Electric and Chrysler.
ABC reported that it has three advertisers who are "very, very close" to
signing for the network's political package, but declined to name them at this
time. Total cost of coverage is reported
at $4,839,000.
CBS' package also covers nine weekly half-hour programs to be carried between the end of the conventions in
the latter part of July and election day
in November. ABC's coverage will include four pre-convention programs on
tv, totaling two hours. NBC also will
provide 22 one-minute participations on
its Today in the weeks between the conventions and Election Day.
Mutual reported that it has not made
arrangements to date for coverage, but
plans full-scale broadcasts covering the
conventions and election results.
SDX

announces

fellowship

of Drummond's

The drop of four points was considered significant
in some quarters, particularly since last week's cold wave
normally sends tune-ins up. On the other hand, it was
pointed out that a difference of four points under current rating service sampling can be considered well within
the so-called margin of error and thus is not considered
vital.
(THE MEDIA)

awards

Sigma Delta Chi, national professional journalistic fraternity, meeting
in convention Nov. 11-14 in Indianapolis, announced its annual fellowship
awards in communications has been
conferred on Byron Price, former director of censorship during World War
II; Hal O'Flaherty, former foreign correspondent ofthe Chicago Daily News;
and Houston Waring, Colorado editor.
Undergraduate awards in radio-tv
were made to Terry Leedom, Ohio U.
for radio reporting; Michael Cory, U.
of Washington for radio-tv newswriting-commentary; and the WOUB staff
of Ohio U. for radio-tv public service
in journalism.

Roscoe Drummond, newspaper columnist for the New
York Herald-Tribune syndicate last Nov. 9, suggested that
the public turn off its tv receivers between 10 p.m. and 1 1
p.m. Tuesday, Nov. 17, as an expression of protest against
the quiz show scandals.
Well, Mr. Drummond did not watch tv that one hour,
and apparently neither did a number of other people.
Actually the average tune-in for the 10-11 p.m. hour was
71% Nov. 17. compared with 75.5% for the same one
hour period the week before. These are the American
Research
last
week. Bureau's Arbitron figures which were released
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three

tv protest

Disc
offers

Jockey

Assn.

cooperation

Disc Jockey Assn. Inc. held its regularly convened meeting of the board
of directors in Chicago to approve the
contract between the DJA and 20th
Century Fox for filming of "The Big
Platter Parade." At the meeting Jim
Hawthorne, of KDAY and KTTV (TV)
Los Angeles, interim president, was offiically elected to that position and the
interim board of directors was confirmed with 26 additional members
added. Plans were made for the DJA
convention March 4-6 in Los Angeles.
The association issued a formal statement in connection with the recent congressional probes, stating that the DJA
"is aware of current news stories concerning .. . unethical practices involving undue pressures and persuasions . . .
applied to certain disc jockeys in the
conduct of their duties." The association offered fullest cooperation in supporting and maintaining ethical standards in order to justify public confidence
in disc jockeys and in all broadcasting.
Following is a list of the 26 newly
elected directors of the DJA:
Bill Allen, WLAC Nashville; Louis Bartle,
WIBX Utica, N.Y.; Bob Bell, CKJL St. Jerome,
Quebec; Paul Berlin, KNUZ Houston; Chuck Blore,
Crowell-Collier, KFWB Los Angeles; Bob Clayton,
WHDH Boston; Ira Cook, KMPC Los Angeles;
Ted Court,Baltimore;
WSLS Roanoke,
Va.;WGST
BuddyAtlanta;
Deane'
WJZ-TV
Paul Drew,
Joe Finan, KYW Cleveland; Jerry Forbes, CHED
Edmonton, Alberta; Milt Furness, KJN0 Juneau,
Alaska; Bob Furry, KTAR Phoenix; Milt Grant,
WTTG (TV) Washington, D.C.; Freeman B. Hover,
KFYZ Williston, N.D.; Wally Hoy, WGVM Greenville, Miss.; Bob Klose, WFIL Philadelphia; Jack
Lacey, WINS New York; Jack Lazare, WNEW
New York; Jim Lowe, WPR Dallas; Walter Powell
WBVL Barbourville, Ky.; Al Radka, KFRD Fresno,
Calif.; Abraham Rodriguez, AFRS, U.S.A.; Charlie
Van, KTSA
San Antonio,
Tex.; Quinten W. Welty
WWST
Webster,
Ohio.

tune-out

A survey of the 9-11 p.m. viewing for last Tuesday
and for two Tuesdays previously gives a somewhat different slant. Here are the Arbitron figures for the last
three weeks for that two-hour segment on Tuesdays in
the cities surveyed:
Multicity
New York, Chicago.
Cleveland, Detroit,
New York
Philadelphia,
Baltimore,
Time
Washington
9-9:15
Nov. 17 Nov.
Nov. 17 Nov. 10 Nov.
69.4 10 Nov. 3
77.9
76.4
81.2
70.3
64.1
9:15-9:30
75.3
83.1
82.9
64.0
70.4
73.4
76.2
9:30-9:45
64.9
64.3
78.4
84.6
83.4
9:45-10
77.2
10-10:15
64.6
63.8
84.7
78.3
79.4
69.4
10:15-10:30
77.6
60.9?
66.6f
72.5
78.2
68.6
10:30-10:45
67.7
59.lt
72.2
65.6
71.7
10:45-11
*For CBS
NBC
only, since ABC was carried in
only four of and
the seven tune-ins
cities which
are checked in the Arbitron
multicity rating service.
f For ABC only in the four cities in which
55.7*
58.4*its programs
were
62.6*
carried.
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YOU
TO

CAN

LEARN

OPERATE

AN

AMPEX

IN

15

MINUTES

an Ampex forVideotape"
operate
learn to
... Youa can
instance,
TV Tape
six features,
Aids to
These
Six Quick
cigarette.
takes to smoke
than itRecording
less time
in Easy
Recorder
vision
recording simple, fast . . .
• JUST THESE BUTTONS TO PUSH — Record, Stop, Rewind, Fast Forward and Play.
• TAPE TIMER — records in hours, minutes and seconds . . . not footage. Lets you back up tape f(
desired cue-in time.
• CUE TRACK — lets you locate, identify and cue commercials and programs.
• TAPE SPEED OVERRIDE — makes it easy to synchronize with another video or audio recorder
• AUTOMATIC BRAKE RELEASE — speeds threading and splicing.
• FULL WIDTH ERASE— Automatically erases tape.

Of course, to be an "expert" — to learn maintenance as well as operation — takes one
trains your maintenance supervisor (over 436 so far I) at the factory. And he is then qu
as many others as you like.
profits in TV tape, get the facts from Ampex.

A MP EX HA S THE EXPERIENCE

'TM AMPEX CORP.
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934 CHARTER ST. REDWOOD CITY, CALIF. EMerson 9-7111
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E TV
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keeps its viewers happy
with the
COMEDY

CARNIVAL

PACKAGE
featuring
CROSBY

KMOX dedication • CBS' executive contingent at the dedication of KMOX
St. Louis' new radio facilities and building (Broadcasting, Nov. 16) included to
1 r: Dr. Frank Stanton, CBS president; Robert Hyland, network
vice president and general manager of the o&o outlet; Jules Dundes, CBS
vice president in charge of administration, and Arthur Hull Hayes, president
of CBS Radio.

KEATON
ALLYSON
AND

ME

TV-TAPE
NAB
two

We're all in the sensational
COMEDY

CARNIVAL

PACKAGE
Phone or wire
today for the most
unusual offer
ever made
to your station

Ltures
' incorporated
Exclusive Distributor
New York: 15 West 44th St. • YUkon 6-4979
Hollywood .6715 Hollywood Blvd. • Hollywood 5-6717

SURVEY

study
vtr's

predicts

per

station

second by 31% of the stations and
another 26% rated it third.
"Almost as important in the eyes of
many was its value as a cost-saving
tool. Half the respondents gave that
category either first, second or third
place. On the other hand, a number
of stations emphatically denied that a
video tape recorder can be utilized as
a device to save money. Tape's use as
a sales aid and to develop new business
was also listed as a significant factor.
"Stations were asked to name the
most significant drawbacks of video
tape recorders. Here, two categories
vied with each other for first place.
Thirty-three stations indicated the machine's high initial cost as a factor, and
28 thought 'the inclination of production people to spend too much time
and/ or money striving for perfect
takes' was, or would be, a problem. Of
less concern were maintenance and
personnel costs, and the cost of the

The typical tv station will soon find
that one tv tape recorder isn't enough.
A survey conducted by the NAB Tv
Advisory Committee on Video Tape
Usage shows the need for multiple
recorders and the value of the equipment in station operations. Results
were announced Nov. 17 by Thad H.
Brown Jr., NAB tv vice president, at
the association's Los Angeles Conference (see story page 84).
Harold P. See, KRON-TV San Francisco, committee chairman, described
the survey as one of the most extensive
tape studies ever conducted on the
basis of broadcasting experience. The
results are based on 63 useful replies
from 96 tape-equipped tv stations. Of
these, 17 replies came from stations
having the only video tape facilities in
Mr. Brown found a divergence of
tape itself."
their markets with 73% having tape- opinion
on a number of topics. "Significantly divergent viewpoints were
equipped competitors.
Mr. Brown said 67% of responding
expressed by general managers, and
stations had one tv tape machine; 35%
programming and engineering execuhad two, and nine had one or more
tives," he said. "Managers were less
machines on order. He said 86% pre- concerned about initial cost than the
dicted the typical station would soon
others, but the cost-saving aspect was
need two machines.
more important to top management
Vtr's Value • "The survey showed
than to staff executives." The study
that to stations the machine's most im- included questions on color tape recording, tapes from sources outside the
portant value by far is as a programstation,
splicing
and modifications to
ming and production aid," Mr. Brown
the recorder.
explained. This was described by 56%
On the NAB video tape committee,
as the most important use of tv tape
besides Mr. See, are Norman Bagwell,
recorders. "Next came the recorder's
accomplishments in personnel sched- WKU-TV Oklahoma City; Raymond
uling," he continued. "This was listed J. Bowley, Westinghouse Broadcasting
82 (THE MEDIA)
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Operations of a classified nature
affecting the National Defense
are conducted at this facility.

"
km
must kfolbwedstunt
fcyi'persom
enterin| the premises.

Air

Express—

vital

partner

in

defense

s guidance systems for
Behind these guarded gates Arma Division, American Bosch Arma, assemble
rtresses and nuclear subs. Arma's 1200
Atlas missiles and fire-control systems for Stratofo
security are paramount. As m so much
and
Speed
.
schedule
tight
a
on
subcontractors work
handling (armed guard ,f
defense work, AIR EXPRESS provides both. Shipments get "kid-gloveway of domg business?
Jet-age
this
of
Cost
door.
to
required) and dependable priority service door
to Denver (1632 air-miles). Even ,f you're not
Only $9.47, for instance, for 15 lbs. New York to
think FAST . . . think AIR EXPRESS first!
reasons
good
in the defense picture, these are
AIR

EXPRESS

VIA U. S. SCHEDULED AIRLINES
CALL AIR EXPRESS. DIVISION OF RAILWAY EXPRESS AGENCY • GETS THERE FIRST
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Co.; Virgil Duncan, WRAL-TV Raleigh, N.C.; Stokes Gresham, WISHTV Indianapolis; John Koushouris,
CBS-TV; William Michaels, WJBK-TV
Detroit and Kenneth Tredwell, WBTV
(TV) Charlotte, N.C.

Balaban's Box pleads
for balanced programs
The operating boss of a nationally
known group of independent radio stations last week predicted a dismal future for formula radio.
John Box Jr., managing director of
the Balaban Stations, made a plea for
balanced programming to be directed
toward the total audience. He addressed
the NAB Regional Conference in Los
Angeles, Nov. 17.
"In the next two years," he said, "I
predict that at least half of the Top 40
type of operations and their imitators
will be consigned to economic oblivion."
He spoke up for "intelligent balanced programming an appetizing mixture of excitement, entertainment, information and genuine community services." To exploit the full potential of
radio, he said, stations must promote
their total circulation.
Editorializing is not a privilege bestowed upon broadcasters by the FCC.
which the FCC could take away again
if it so minded, Justin Miller, former
president and board chairman of NAB,
told the session on editorializing.
Speaking from the floor. Judge Miller
said that the right to editorialize comes
from the Constitution of the nation
and is not subject to the whims of a
regulatory agency. When the fight
which he spearheaded to win recognition of the right of broadcasters to air
their views of public issues was finished, he stated, the FCC admitted
that its decision in the famed Mayflower case, that Broadcasters should
not editorialize, was unconstitutional.
Three broadcasters: Rex Howell,
KREX Grand Junction, Colo., which
has been editorializing since 1931; Robert H. Forward, KMPC Los Angeles,
which this week completes two years
of editorializing, and Robert M. Purcell, KFWB Los Angeles, which will
shortly begin editorializing, agreed
that broadcast editorials should be delivered by a spokesman for management and not by a regular newscaster
or announcer.
Commenting that some things don't
change with the years, Mr. Howell recalled that his station's first editorial
was to argue for radio's right to have
the same access to official news sources
as that of the newspapers.
84 (THE MEDIA)

• Media reports
Erratum • Lamb Industries Inc. has
no connection with Edward Lamb radio
and tv stations, Mr. Lamb has announced. Broadcasting erroneously included
these stations in the report on Lamb Industries Inc. third quarter financial
figures (Broadcasting, Nov. 2). Ch.
12 WICU-TV and its radio companion,
WICU, are licensed to the Dispatch
Division of Air- Way Branches Inc. The
permit for ch. 23 WMAC-TV Massillon,
Ohio, not yet on the air, is held by Midwest Tv Co. In both of these companies
Mr. Lamb is the principal stockholder.
Safety awards deadline • Closing
date of Feb. 1, 1960, has been set by the
National Safety Council on entries for
its public interest awards to public information media. Six categories include
radio-tv stations, networks and syndicators as well as advertisers. Non-competitive awards, to be announced in
April, serve as the basis for Alfred P.
Sloan radio-tv honors for highway
safety, to be administered again next
year by the council. Entries must be
made on official entry blanks, obtained
from NSC headquarters. 425 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1 1 .
Sacks memorial opens • The Emanuel
Sacks Hematology Dept. of the Albert
Einstein Medical Center in Philadelphia
was dedicated Nov. 15. Speakers included Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, board
chairman of RCA. The hematology unit,
named for the late NBC vice president
in charge of tv network talent and programs, was financed from a $150,000
grant made by the Emanuel Sacks
Foundation. The Foundation benefited
from a special tv tribute to Mr. Sacks,
Some of Manie's Friends, which was
seen on NBC-TV March 3, 1959. Mr.
Sacks died Feb. 8, 1958. of leukemia.
Foster homes appeal • Film spots
are being distributed this month to tv
stations by the Federation of Protestant
Welfare Agencies, New York, calling
attention to the need for finding foster
homes for dependent or neglected children. The 20-second and 60-second spot
announcements, which stress particularly the need for finding foster homes
for Negro children, feature such outstanding personalities as Roy Campanella,
Monte Irvin and Mrs. Count
Basie.
WING moving • WING Dayton, Ohio,
in the Loew's Theatre building for about
38 years, moves in January to 128 W.
First St. The new studios and offices
represent a $250,000 investment. Executive offices of other Air Trails Network stations (WIZE Springfield,
WCOL Columbus, both Ohio, WKLO
Louisville, Ky.; WEZE Boston, Mass.)
also will be at 128 W. First.

Coverag

e

doesn't
come
this way
yet!

Just ask your time-buyer! He'll tell
you coverage isn't jxist had for the
asking. But— with your 30-minute
show or 30-second station break
on film— getting the coverage you
want and need is not only possible
but economical and practical.
Goes without saying that film
also gives you control of your
message.
In fact, film does three things for
you ... 3 big important things:
1. Gives you the high-poiish
commercials you've come to
expect . . . fluff-free . . . sure.
2. Gives you coverage with full
pre-test opportunities.
3. Retains residual values.
For more information
Motion Picture Film
EASTMAN KODAK
Rochester 4,

write:
Department
COMPANY
N.Y.

East Coast Division
342 Madison Ave.
New York 1 7, N.Y.
Midwest Division
1 30 East Randolph Drive
Chicago 1 , HI.
West Coast Division
6706 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38, Calif.
or
W. J. German, Inc.
Agents for the sale and distribution of
Eastman Professional Motion Picture Films
Fort Lee, N.J.; Chicago, III.;
Hollywood, Calif.
Always

shoot it on
EASTMAN FILM . . .

You'll be glad you did!

GOVERNMENT

DOERFER
Wants

industry

SERVES
to take

"Pious affirmations" of program
responsibility will not be sufficienming
t for
broadcast license renewals in the future.
Broadcasters must be given full responsibility for programming content
and commercial messages.
The industry, with the cooperation
of the advertiser, must take immediate
steps to remove deception in both entertainment and commercials or an "impatient" Congress will act.
These were the main points made by
FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer in addressing the annual meeting of the Television Bureau of Advertising in Chicago last Friday (May 20).
Unwise Reforms • The chairman
warned that current public opinion
could swing Congress into unwise reforms, "unless the public and Congress
are given immediate assurance that a
corrective course of action will be implemented promptly. . . . Unless the
industry, with the cooperation of the
advertiser and his agencies, moves
promptly to eliminate the distasteful
forms of deception of either an entertainment or commercial nature, you
may well expect an impatient Congress
to do it quickly — and perhaps in a
manner which may not be an ideal
adjustment. . . ."
Comr. Doerfer predicted that "any

full responsibility

extensive delay [by the industry] will
be swept down the path of narrow
governmental controls. . . . The spectre
of a bevy of government clerks bluepenciling programs . . . would be just
as abhorrent in broadcasting as in the
press, the pulpit, the stage or the politiplatform."
Hecal said
that mass communications- —
including the print media through mailing privileges — are at the "crossroads."
However, he said, the power to license
cannot be conditioned on the licensee
surrendering his constitutional freedoms.
"I hasten to add that commercial
utterances such as advertising are not
entitled to First Amendment protections," Comr. Doerfer emphasized. "A
failure to distinguish between the freedom to express political, civic or other
non-commercial ideas, and the indiscriminate hawking of wares over the
highways and airways of the public has
brought the advertising and broadcasting industries to the brink of strict
government controls."
Crisis in Next Congress • Comr.
Doerfer echoed the feeling of many
that broadcasting faces a "crisis" when
Congress resumes in January. "If the
industry does not successfully survive
that crisis, it has no one to blame but
itself," he warned.

Nixon

nixes

Vice President Nixon takes
a "rather dim view of more
federal regulation of television". He said so in answer to
a question from the floor following an address at the 50th
Anniversary Convention of Sigma Delta Chi, professional
journalistic fraternity, Nov. 14,
in Indianapolis. Here's the
question and answer:
Q. In light of the television
quiz scandals, do you think
there should be more federal
law or regulation of television?
A. Generally speaking, I take
a rather dim view of more federal regulation of television or of any other communication media in this country.
I know that there are many people who believe that the
36

NOTICE

ON

for programs,

TV
ads

Congress, the FCC and courts have
been very liberal toward the broadcasting industry, the Commission chairman
pointed out, with no specific limitatations upon programming set. It is difficult, he said, to determine what is bad
programming but the FCC has authority to deal with violations of specific
laws. He cited obscenity, indecency,
profanity, lotteries and fraud.
However, Comr. Doerfer continued,
"it is doubtful that the Commission
could prove a home viewer suffered a
legal detriment so as to sustain a direct
move against any specific tv quiz show.
... If a licensee, as distinguished from
an independent producer or packager,
participated in the reprehensible frauds
or was grossly negligent in discovering
and stopping it . . . the Commission
could consider this a definite detriment
in its overall program review."
The quiz show developments "indicate that the gap between that which
is obviously contrary to the public interest and that which is more subtle, but
equally
intolerable,
must be narrowed,"
he told his
TvB audience.
When the newly inaugurated FCC inquiry into programming and advertising
(see page 94) is completed, Comr.
Doerfer said, "I doubt that . . . pious
affirmations of responsibility by a licen-

controls
solution to this problem is to set up a federal agency or
some control board which would make this kind of practice perhaps less attractive to those who engage in it in
the future than it has been in the past.
But once the federal government gets its foot in the
door in this area of control, and policing what can be
said on the airways through radio, television, and the like,
— I don't know where that process is going to end. And
I believe the very fact that the Congress of the United
States — and incidentally, the hearings that I think the
Committee of Congress conducted in this area is one of
the best justifications that I can think of for the much
maligned institution of Congressional investigations — that
these hearings, I think, have served a very salutary effect,
and I believe that there are in the television and communications industries — call them what you like —
enough responsible people that they will adopt a selfpolicing policy which will deal with the problem. I would
say, let's give them a chance to do their self-policing, and
then if they don't do it, then we can take another look
and see whether the only answer is more federal government participation.
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Gates continually leads the industry in the sale of AM and
FM broadcast equipment. Why? We asked broadcasters
themselves to answer this question ... to tell us their primary reason for choosing Gates equipment over all others.
Here is a representative sample of their comments:

— he's a friend. Our problems are Gates problems. Guess you'd
call it personalized service. It's been a part of the Gates organization since 1922 — and we like it!"
"From an engineering standpoint, it is strictly an engineer's

"Gates consistently builds good equipment. They're reliable,
high in quality."
"We checked very thoroughly and found Gates the only one
with all the features we needed."
"This radio station has used Gates equipment for many years
and we are completely sold on its high quality operation."
"Widespread acceptance from engineers around the country."
"Because of the fine quality machinery manufactured by Gates."
"We've found that at Gates a customer is more than a customer

"Is there anything better?"
"The reputation that Gates has established for standing 100%
dream."
back of their product."
"Your equipment is built to last."
"The reliability of Gates products. Real precision equipment "
Notice the use of the words reliability, quality, personalized
service, precision, built to last, engineering know-how. And,
as one broadcaster put it, "Is there anything better?"
You judge for yourself.

I NTERTYPE
CORPORATION
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COMPANY
RADIO
GATES
Subsidiary of Harris-lntcrtypc Corporation
QUINCY, ILLINOIS
Offices in:
International division:
HOUSTON, WASHINGTON, D.C
13 EAST 40th STREET, NEW YORK CITY
In Canada:
CANADIAN MARCONI COMPANY

GATES
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^
In two weeks
your station (WFDF)
averaged over 20
entries per commercial. Other Michigan
stations averaged
five. Proof that your
listeners act.
mm mm

The quote is from Hartley C. Baxter of
Simonds, Payson Company, Inc., Portland, Maine. He refers to a special
contest offer placed on Michigan stations forRed Rose iced Tea.
A commanding lead in the race for
results is our stock-in-trade here at
WFDF. But there's more to the story.
Here's the clincher from Mr. Baxter:
"But most important of all, a wholesaler inyour area took on the Red Rose
line. His sales have been steadily increasing since the initial order. Proof
again that your listeners, both trade
and consumers, buy!"
The Katz Agency can give you a full
run-down on the Red Rose success
story ... and tell you how and why
WFDF is the Flint area "Results
Tested" Station. Call now!

WFDF
5 KW at 910 on the dial for Flint &
all of Northeast Michigan.
Represented nationally by the KATZ
Agency.
Flint Affiliate of f^B
88 (GOVERNMENT)

see will be enough [for licensee renewals]. Something more than a statistical
resume of programming will be demanded— especially in complaint cases."
Gray Area in Advertising • "One of
the matters which will be explored is
the extent of the FCC's power over
those advertising practices which lie in
the gray area between the illegal and
the unsuitable — unsuitable, that is, for
family or mixed social groups as well
as any other aspects which are contrary
to the public interest. ... If legislation
is needed and constitutionally permissible, you may rest assured the FCC will
recommend
it to thecommended
Congress." the NAB
Comr. Doerfer
tv code and at the same time condemned those stations which recently
withdrew support of the code and continued to carry NAB-banned advertising. He said the code would be "appropriate criteria" for the Commission to
adopt if Congress gives the FCC authority to judge standards of suitability
in broadcast advertising.
He said the code preview board did

Comr.

Lee

on

Sanctions for programming imbalance may be in the wind.
At least this was the word used
by FCC Comr. Robert E. Lee in
presenting some ideas on how the
FCC should handle stations guilty of
lack of balanced programming
"I would hope," he said, "that
the ensuing hearings [scheduled to
begin Dec. 7, see page 94] would
develop reasonable methods of measuring promise vs. performance. I
would hope that the Commission
would be allowed to adopt some
sanctions short of the 'death sentence' [revocation] for offending
stations. Perhaps some form of probation such as a temporary license
or a one-year extension pending furreview made
is the his
answer."
Mr.ther Lee
remarks in a
Sunday morning speech to the
Catholic Apostolate of Radio-Television Advertising (CARTA) in New
York.
He also said that he had suggested
that station sales, "where the license
has been held for less than a full
license period, be placed in hearing
automatically unless compelling reasons exist such as sickness or death."
He warned against overzealousness in attempts to correct the ills
of the broadcasting industry. "In
our zest to remove the weeds," he
said, "we must be careful of protect
the wheat of free speech as guaranteed by the Constitution."

a commendable job in its special report
on personal product advertising, issued
last September, which led to some stations withdrawal from the code. "I was
very much distressed to learn that some
broadcasters would much rather forego
their Seal of Good Practice rather than
observe some of the recommendations
contained in the report," Comr. Doerfer
said.
In a note of warning to licensees, he
continued: "Such reactions, if substantially extended in numbers, would shake
my expressed confidence that with some
patience and more experience, the quality of both advertising and entertainment formats will constantly rise. . . .
A cumulative record of callousness to
such standards may jeopardize a license
renewal — and most certainly be considered adetriment in any contest for a
newInternal
or additional
Controlsgrants."
Needed • Comr.
Doerfer said that both programming and
advertising content could best be controlled by the industry rather than
through legislation. Reasonable assur-

programming
He also urged caution in condemning all broadcasters for the
errors of a few. "I would call your
attention to the fact, however," he
stated, "that the culprits exposed
can still be counted on your fingers.
Is it charitable to condemn a whole
industry for the dereliction of a
In other parts of his speech, which
was mainly concerned with the ethical and moral aspects of the tv quiz
scandals, Mr. Lee asked whether it
would not be more effective for the
few?" to take the lead in ridding
industry
itself of its own evils. He referred
also to his suggestions that programs
be labeled so that the public would
know more about the contents
(Broadcasting, Oct. 26).
The commissioner commended
the industry for the "tremendous"
job it is doing in defense preparedness and its public service contributions— "such as non-commercial
spots, religious programming, educational and safety campaigns."
Among other practices hit by
Comr. Lee:
• Payola. "If true, this practice
clearly violates Sec. 3 1 7 of the Communications Act."
• Sensational promotions "such
as •hiding
moneyamounts
in publicof libraries."
Excessive
commercial continuity and unreasonable inter uptions of programs.
• Bad taste in programming.
BROADCASTING, November 23, 1959

ances should be given that presentations
contain no objectionable deceptions.
"Not only should the advertisers cooperate with the broadcaster to cull out
all forms of exaggerated claims and
half-truths . . . they should modify those
attitudes which regard the public as so
Comr.
many imperson
said. alized digits,"
Doerfer
"In order to attach full responsibility
to the licensee of all programming — including the commercials — he should be
given full control over it. ... He should
be accorded congressional assurances if
necessary that such domination is in the
ultimate public interest and is not to be
regarded as a violation of the antitrust
laws.
"[The broadcaster] should eliminate
all those deceptive practices which, although not cognizable at common law
as deceits have in their cumulative effect, adetrimental effect on the public
interest. ... He should cooperate with
the FCC in recommending policies or
laws which will be effective restraints
over these harmful practices. . . .
"The prospect of propelling our
standard of living and our culture to
ever greater heights through mass communication stands at the crossroads.
There is still time to take the right
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COULD
we

have

BE
the

BECAUSE:POWER

Yes, thanks to our new 316 KW (maximum power)
transmitter, we now speak to more than a million
Western New Yorkers with a stronger voice— look
at them with a brighter eye! Our primary
coverage area is considerably extended!
we

have

the

SHOWS

We offer our viewers the very finest programs of two
major networks— CBS and ABC— a galaxy of great
stars in a brilliant host of new shows and old favorites!
We also offer News- Weather-Sports, complete and
accurate, twice nightly at 6:30 and 11:00 P.M.— plus
many other fine, live local shows, and the great
MGM movies.

road."

we

Annual program report
urged for tv stations
A member of the Senate Communications Subcommittee last week "suggested" that the FCC require "more
comprehensive" annual reports from tv
stations on programs which they provide in the "other than pure entertainment" category and that the Commission set up machinery for "checking"
these reports.
Sen. Clifford P. Case (R-NJ.) made
his proposal in a talk to the West Essex
Service Clubs in West Orange, N.J., in
which he said that while applicants for
tv station licenses "frequently paint attractive pictures of their plans for supplying a high standard of programming, there has been little effective
machinery for following up to see that
the promises of applicants are kept."
He offered this plan as part of a
"two-prong approach" to problems
concerning quiz show rigging and allegations of fradulent advertising and
"payola" activities. The other prong
would be for broadcasters to "assert"
control over programs instead of turning over responsibility to sponsors,
packagers or agencies, he said.
If the FCC and broadcasters don't
make some "real progress" in improving standards such alternatives as paid
television or a government-owned network, "to serve as a yardstick and
stimulus," will receive increased consideration, he said.
BROADCASTING, November 23, 1959

Not only do we possess the technical know-how
that guarantees best-quality production, but being
Rochester-owned, we understand the wants and
whimsies of the people of this area, give them
what they want, know how to promote our station
and our programs in the most effective manner.

we

have

have

the

the

:T:I ,'

m

KNOW-HOW

FACILITIES

Our facilities, both in personnel and in equipment
leave little to be desired. Our well-trained engineers
and production staffs welcome the constant challenge
of handling live shows and live commercials in
truly expert fashion.
)
we

have

the

WILL

Perhaps our BEST quality is our ceaseless will to
please! We are intensely proud of our consistent
leadership in Rochester, and we are determined
to maintain it!

I!
1
i

Adequate power, top-notch programming, expert know-how,
modern facilities and the resolve to please and satisfy— every
is essential to a successful television station —
one of these
and things
these are the things that attract and hold our
ever-increasing number of sponsors.

CHANNEL.
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(WVET-TV • WHEC-TV) CBS BASIC • ABC AFFILIATE
THE BOLLiNG CO. INC. • NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES . EVERETT-McKINNEY, INC.

FEDERAL
Attorney

PROSECUTION

General

Rogers

may take quiz-fixers to
The spectre of criminal prosecution
by the federal government hung over
the quiz scandals last week — with the
finger pointing at the producers rather
than at broadcasters.
Attorney General William P. Rogers
said last Tuesday that federal prosecution may be one result of the current
Dept. of Justice study of the tv frauds.
He referred to Sec. 1343 of the U.S.
Code which makes it a criminal offense
(five years and $1,000) for using radio
or tv to perform "any scheme or artifice to defraud."
The Justice Dept.'s investigation was
ordered by President Eisenhower last
month (Broadcasting, Oct. 26). Mr.
Rogers said early in November that the
results of the study will be submitted
to the President by the end of the year.
The Attorney General emphasized
that the prosecutions would be against
those who "conceived" and practiced
the deception. He presumably was referring to the producers of the fraudulent programs. He added that no final
decision has been made to bring any

says

HINTED

Justice

Dept.

court for fraud
prosecutions. He stated that the Justice
Dept. did not want to interfere with
the plans of Frank S. Hogan, New
York County district attorney. Mr.
Hogan's office has been studying the
question of bringing action against the
promoters of the deceit.
Preventive Measures • Mr. Rogers
said the second portion of the Justice
Dept.'s investigation concerned the prevention of misleading programs on the
air. This might, he implied, indicate
new legislation or tighter regulation by
the FCC.
He also said that the study would
cover not only quiz programs, but other
"deceptive practices." This was inferred
in some quarters to mean payola or the

bribing of disc jockeys and other performers to promote products on the air
in their program material.
In discussing the possibility of criminal prosecution, Mr. Rogers cited the
case of Gregory v. United States. This
was decided by the Fifth Circuit Court
March 12, 1958. In this case a postal
employe mailed a scorecard to a company running a football contest. The
postal employe filled out the card after
the games had been played, but postmarked itso it appeared it was mailed
before the games were played. He was
convicted of mail fraud.
The defendant argued that the contest company had not been defrauded
of anything substantial because it had
planned to give away a Cadillac automobile to the winner anyway. The
court, however, said that the fraud did
not have to be an appeal for money
to justify prosecution. It also defined
in broad terms schemes to defraud.

McGannon, Aubrey messages draw FTC praise
This pair of federal regulators viewed
The first bright note in months:
Chairman Earl W. Kintner and Comr.
the closed circuit telecast Nov. 18 by
Edward T. Tait, of the Federal Trade
NAB Tv Code Board Chairman, Donald H. McGannon of Westinghouse
Commission, believe the industry is
making a good start in its new self-reg- Broadcasting Corp., and his fellow code
ulatory effort.
board members. They also caught the
explanation by James T. Aubrey Jr.,
CBS-TV executive vice president, of
the network's new program rules
(stories, pages 68 and 98).
"I'm impressed by Mr. McGannon's
sincerity," Chairman Kintner said. "He
confirms my impressions that he means
what he says."
Mr. Tait added, "We all approve
the industry's effort to clean up harmful practices. The industry knows these
practices and is in the best position to

CUem!
LAUREL

and

HARDY

sold

in 80

markets

GOVERNOR Television Attractions, Inc.
375 Park Avenue
Plaza 3-6216
Hollywood, California
731 N. LaBrea
New York 22, N.Y.
Arthur Kerman, President
John Leo, V.P. in charge of tales
90 (GOVERNMENT)

Referring specifically to the new CBS
stop them."
rules,
Chairman Kintner said, "I have
applauded Frank Stanton, CBS Inc.
president, from the beginning. He has
demonstrated real statesmanship. The
new rules indicate his determination
that CBS intends to solve the problem
by self-regulation. That's how most human problems are solved. Adherence
by CBS to the new rules should pretty
well solve the problem. It appears to
be a sincere effort by Mr. Stanton."
After the closed-circuit telecast on
CBS-TV, which included Mr. Aubrey's
recitation of the network's new rules,
Chairman Kintner was asked if he felt
new legislation is required. He replied,
"I feel self-regulation should be sufficient, ifimplemented and if the whole
industry is behind the effort. The code
board now has a much better opportunity to solve the industry's problems,
though I understand hardly half of the
BROADCASTING, November 23, 1959
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tv stations are code subscribers."
Mr. Tait said he felt it is "hard to
give a firm answer now. New facts appear every day. We need to know more
about the ramifications of these problems. Our jurisdiction over advertising
is very broad and we can do a good
job within the limits of Our manpower.
Good taste is not an FTC concern."
Chairman Kintner recalled that he
had chided the industry for its conduct in an Oct. 15 address to the opening NAB Fall Conference (Broadcasting, Oct. 19). After the talk Joseph

SEN.

E. Baudino, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. Washington vice president, and
an NAB tv board member, and code
board representatives had appeared at
his office, he said.
"They pledged an intensified effort
to clean up the situation — program content, false advertising and questionable
products," he explained. "I had several
hundred letters from the public. They
indicated concern over the type of
products advertised — feminine hygiene
and hemorrhoid remedies, for example.

MAGNUSON'S

There was an astonishing amount of
uniformity in the comments. I believe
the letters indicated a 'crisis of confidence' among tv viewers." He conceded, in response to a query, that
newspaper advertising was described as
offensive in some of the letters.
Chairman Kintner added, "We are
getting nothing but the best cooperation from the industry. This closedcircuit broadcast is heartening. I am
happy to see how the industry is taking
steps to correct these practices."

STERN
WARNING:
Clean up radio-tv abuses or "I will move
. . with legislation"
Broadcasters, the FCC and the Fed- closed circuit telecast of the Los An• He is "amazed" at FTC Chairman
eral Trade Commission were put on
geles code board meeting Nov. 18 and
Earl Kintner's statement of plans to
reported on it to the senator).
notice last week by Chairman Warren
expand monitoring and crack down on
misleading and fraudulent advertising,
G. Magnuson (D-Wash.) of the Senate
• He comends the FCC for "finally"
because in 1956 committee hearings he
Commerce Committee that if they don't acting to call a probe of broadcaster
asked
if funds were needed for this purprogramming
and
advertising,
but
clean up abuses in tv and radio "I will
pose and led the fight to appropriate
move immediately with legislation."
"frankly, I am surprised about the slowness of the Commission in moving into funds "earmarked" to combat such ads.
In a "give 'em hell" address prepared
If FTC has not used these funds to
for delivery before the Washington and this field. There is no excuse."
Oregon State Broadcasters Assns. meet• FCC procedures on examining a "vigorously discharge their responsibility in this field ... I want to know
ing in Seattle, Sen. Magnuson took licensee at renewal time for past laxity
on
misleading
advertising
and
overwhy."
He has asked Chairman Kintner
broadcasters to task for an "ineffective"
NAB Tv Code. He charged the FCC
for a "full report."
commercialization have been "puny."
He believes Sec. 326 was designed to
with failing to act where it has acknowlAvoided Duplication • Sen. Magnuedged ithas authority and said he was
prevent prior restraint by the FCC, but
son said his committee made its first
does not prohibit punishment of mis- move on the quiz fixes by requesting
"amazed" to hear the FTC is expanduse after the fact. He plans to ask FCC
ing its radio-tv monitoring and cracking
the New York grand jury minutes and
down on misleading advertising because
why it doesn't adopt rules requiring a a court supported this move to reveal
licensee
to set forth its programming
he thought it had already done so.
what the grand jury had found. To
avoid duplication of hearings, he said,
The Washington Democrat's speech structure at renewal time so promises
came as a more strongly-worded and can be compared with- performances.
it was agreed that the House Legisla• The committee as early as 1951
broader-scoped follow-up than an eartive Oversight Subcommittee would
lier letter he wrote NAB Tv Code Re- settled the question on FCC's authority
"lead
off with open hearings."
view Board Chairman Donald H. Mc— as distinguished from its "attitude"—
Gannon in which he asked how the about prescribing specific percentages
He said he wouldn't enlarge on the
"sordid details" that followed, but that
board plans to amend the tv code to of time for educational or other programs (letter from the committee to steps vent
"must
and will' be
taken to premake it effective in heading off fraudusuch occurrences
in future.
lent and deceptive practices — not only FCC Chairman Wayne Coy on Aug
Sen. Magnuson said he "violently
among the code's 270 tv station sub- 23, 1951).
scribers, but among non-subscribers.
• No direct FCC regulation of net- disagrees" that the FCC is limited to
regulating electrical interference only:
works is needed because the CommisIn both the letter and his prepared
speech last week, Sen. Magnuson said
sion can exercise effective regulation
that if this were the case "Old Man
he plans to summon the FCC, the FTC
Dollar" and "Mister High Rating"
through the networks' owned stations.
would set broadcast program standards.
and broadcast representatives before his
He said he is a firm believer in selfcommittee when Congress convenes next
regulation by broadcasters and supJanuary to find out what steps they have
The line-up
taken that would remove the need for
ports government intervention only
The FCC has announced a new
when necessary to protect the public.
appropriate legislation.
list of 50 standard broadcasting
He said there is not a broadcaster who
Code 'Ineffective' • Sen. Magnuson
station applications which will be
does not know a quality program from
told the broadcasters last week that:
ready for processing Dec. 1 9. First
• It is obvious the tv code has been
a bad program or the difference beapplication on the list, BP-12385,
tween agood advertisement and a misproved "ineffective" because "no action
was filed by Vernon H. Baker and
leading or fraudulent one and added:
has been scheduled." He said his warnseeks a new am in Chester, Va.
ing to the industry should be sufficient
"The
first
thing you must do as broadAny application which should be
casters is to take inventory of your
and he hopes that by the time he calls
considered with these must be
his meeting effective procedures have
filed no later than Dec. 18. A
ownSen.operations."
been adopted to make legislation unMagnuson's letter to Mr. McGannon:
complete list of the 50 applicanecessary. (Kenneth A. Cox, special
tions
appears
in
For
The
RecDear
Mr.
McGannon:
counsel to the committee on broadcast
ord,
page
123.
"As
you
know, this committee has been conaffairs, said in Seattle he watched a
ducting astudy with reference to the responsi92 (GOVERNMENT)
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another

Presto precision recording
to make your job easier.

tool

The new Presto 850 is the only professional tape
recorder that converts in seconds from W to
W tape, and vice versa-and it's from Presto,
makers of more professional sound-recording
equipment than any other manufacturer in the
world. The new, flexible 850 ends the need to
keep expensive equipment sitting around idle.
Conversion from Vk" to xk" tape head assemblies
requires only a screwdriver and a few seconds.
Based on the successful 800, the use-proved 850
an edit
provides such exclusive features as:
switch for one-hand runoff during editing and
assembly of master tapes, eliminating messy
tape overflow • a molded epoxy-resin drum brake
end brake-mainsystem with double shoes toition
plug-in head
tenance headaches • four-pos
assemblies instantly interchangeable without
realignment • three-track stereo master control
(optional) for special recording effects • three
Presto A908 amplifiers stacked on an easy-towork-a't console, in portable cases or for rack .
The 850 delivers a high production editing rate
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at significantly lower operating costs. Separate
switches provide correct tension even when reel
sizes are mixed. Pop-up playback head shield for
right-hand head disappears in STOP and FAST,
completely exposing all heads for easy sweep
Safe tape hanloading and fast, sure editing.
dling at top speed is assured. Interlocks prevent
accidental use of RECORD circuit.

new 850,
To get complete specifications on the and
rackportable
which is available in console,
mounting models, mail this coupon today.
, N. J.
(b^ BOGEN-PRESTO, Dept.B-119, Paramus
A Division of The Siegler Corporation.
Name
Address_
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subscriber be regulated?
It is my intention to call a meeting of the FCC
and industry representatives as soon as possible
after the Congress convenes in January. I am
hopeful
that bythethatindustry's
will have
been enacted
time as proposals
I will be guided
accordingly inplanning my legislative program.
Over the years, I have been a staunch advocate of keeping regulation to the minimum with
the hope that self-regulation that is industryfixed would prove to be effective. I need not emphasize that in this most powerful medium of
communications we must keep radio and television free from deceit, fraud, and dishonesty if
we are to protect the public interest
When the Congress authorized the FCC to issue licenses to broadcasters in the public interest
it did so with the complete thought that the operations of the broadcasters would be conducted
with integrity, honesty and good faith. If this
public confidence and trust is being undermined,
as
quiz shows indicate, appropriate steps
mustthese
be tv
taken.
In planning my legislative program I would
appreciateportantreceiving
your views on this all-imsubject.
Warren G. Magnuson.

bility of the licensee in the broadcast field. One
of the facets of this study involves the so-called
tv quiz shows. I do not intend at this time to
set forth the sordid details that have been so
dramatically revealed in the hearings by the
House Legislative Oversight, however, about the
adequacy of the Communications Act of 1934 and
the industry Television Code in meeting the challenge presented by the deceptive and fradulent
practices engaged in on the tv quiz programs.
Therefore, I have noted a recent statement made
by you concerning the need for an amendment to
the Television Code, which would expressly prohibit such happenings in the iutu/e.
Am I to assume that the present provisions of
the Television Code are inadequate to meet the
deceptive and fradulent practices engaged in on
the tv quiz programs? What proposals are under
consideration that would prevent such practices
from taking place in the future? And do you expect such proposals to be adopted? As I understand it,there are only 270 of the more than 500
tv stations in the country who are subscribers to
the industry's
tv code.self-regulation
Assuming meaning. ul procedures concerning
are adopted,
how would the tv code apply to those stations
who are not subscribers? How then would the non-

DEC.

7: AGAIN

A

That's when FCC begi
The FCC will begin its "public proceeding" inquiry into tv and radio programming and commercial practices
Dec. 7, the Commission announced last
week. The comprehensive reappraisal
of broadcasting, brought on by disclosures of the House Legislative Oversight
Subcommittee, was announced by the
Commission just two weeks ago
(Broadcasting, Nov 16).
There was no indication how long
the first sessions would last — and the
FCC itself has no way of knowing until
it is determined how many witnesses
will want to be heard. Parties "who can
contribute comments, suggestions, information and other data which will be
useful . . ." were asked to notify the
Commission by Nov. 25.
Testimony has been invited from networks, agencies, advertisers, producers,
attorneys, civic and religious leaders,
trade associations and plain John Q.
Public. The sessions will be on the Commission level, with commissioners listening to the testimony. The five commissioners inWashington — Chairman John
C. Doerfer, Robert E. Lee, Robert T.
Bartley, Frederick W. Ford and John
W. Cross — approved last week's order.
The other two commissioners, Rosel
Hyde and T. A. M. Craven, are in
Geneva for the international telecommunications conference and are not expected in this country by Dec. 7. The
conference has a tentative target of Dec.
15 for adjournment.
Early Start • Date for the start of the
hearings, officially labeled "public proceeding" bythe Commission, is earlier
than had been expected in most quarters.
Chmn. Doerfer had been quoted a day
before the announcement was made that
the hearings probably would not begin
before the first of the year.
The FCC's own sessions begin just
two days before the Oversight Subcom-

DAY

TO

MARK

ns programming probe
mittee will gather in Washington to decide in executive session the future
course of its own expanded radio-tv investigations.
Comr. Doerfer, addressing the annual
meeting of Tv Bureau of Advertising
Friday (see page 86), warned that after
the FCC investigation is completed,
"pious affirmations of responsibility by
a licensee will [not] be enough. Something more than a statistical resume of
programming will be demanded. . . ."
Currently working "night and day"
on the investigation are the two members of the Commission's Network
Study Staff — attorneys Ashbrook P.
Bryant and James F. Tierney. Messrs.
Bryant and Tierney have just returned
from Hollywood talks with tv film production companies.
An FCC spokesman said last week
that it had not been decided whether additional personnel will be hired or if current Commission staffers will be deletions. gated to work on the radio-tv investigaThe Issues • Witnesses were asked
to direct their remarks toward (1)
whether current broadcast practices in
programming and advertising "are inimical tothe public interest"; (2) whether
present FCC rules are adequate and if
more detailed standards are needed; (3)
whether present review procedures in
programming and advertising are adequate, and (4) whether changes are
needed in the Communications Act.
Reaction by prospective witnesses to
the probe was slow in coming last week.
The three radio-tv networks indicated
they would participate but said it is
too early to make definite plans. Mutual,
which is not a licensee as are ABC,
CBS and NBC, reportedly has no plans
at this time.
The American Civil Liberties Union
BROADCASTING, November 23, 1959

said that it will request the opportunity
to testify on all the points raised by the
Commission. ACLU said it would like to
appear in Washington Dec. 9 or 10.
The National Audience Board definitely
will not participate, according to President Peter Goelet. He said the organization's purpose is to "inform rather
than criticize. ... It is our policy to be
as objective as possible and function in
the capacity of a rating service — in
depth — rather than as a pressure group."

Commission's
of esthesince:
perversion
any trative
of
adminis
process
"National trust and responsibility
must be reposed somewhere and in this
Section 305 of the Comsituation, by munications
Act and otherwise, they
are centered in the President with all

THE

SPECTRUM

What

Ike wants,

tion . . ." to the classified data subReferring
mitted to the court the decision said
that it was satisfied that the claim of
executive privilege must be honored.
In any event there was no need to go
beyond
the President's request, the court
said.

the

FCC

gives

him

What the President wants, the President gets.
This sums up the significance of a
unanimous U.S. Court of Appeals ruling
which held the FCC was not arbitrary
and capricious in reallocating certain
radio spectrum bands from aviation
usage to military use without a hearing.
At issue was the FCC's authority to
pluck radio bands out of the civilian
category for military purposes without
permitting civilian users the right of
rulemaking procedures according to the
law. The ruling was made Nov. 13.
In April 1958, the FCC ordered the
reallocation of a number of bands.
Among these were the 420-450 mc band
and the 8500-9000 mc band. The Commission's action was taken at the request of the Office of Civilian & Defense
Mobilization which claimed the bands
were needed in the national defense.
The action was protested by Bendix
Aviation Corp. and by Aeronautical
Radio Inc. (Airinc). The Air Transport Assn. was also an intervenor.
Bendix had been working on an anticollision device using the 430 mc band,
and had filed an application for the
experimental use of this wavelength in
its development. Airinc. and ATA, supported Bendix, also objected to the removal of 8500-9000 from civilian doppler radionavigation for military radiopositioning use.
The FCC denied the protests and the
case was appealed.
Military Secrets Sealed • The court,
which had called for and received under seal the secret military reasons for
requiring these frequencies, maintained
that the Communications Act gives the
President the last word in allocating the
radio spectrum. It held that it was not
necessary to determine the military reasons for this request.
In the unanimous, three-judge decision, the appeals court held that the
FCC was right in rejecting the Bendix
application since 430 mc was "simply"
no longer available.
There is no suggestion, the court said,
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his vast power."
No Alternative • The FCC had no recourse, the court said, "confronted by
the demands of the Executive for exclusive use of the frequency in ques-

The court also stated it did not feel
the Commission's action in reallocating
the frequencies conflicted with international treaties (which assign these
frequencies internationally). The Commission's order did not allocate the 430
mc frequency to radiopositioning, it
denied non-Government access to the
band, the court said.
The decision was written by Circuit
Judge John A. Danaher, for himself
and Judges George T. Washington and
Warren E. Burger.
Court

upholds

station

right to call letters
The right of a radio station to its call
letters — whether by initials or pronounced phonetically — has been upheld
by the Colorado Supreme Court.
The court reversed a two-year old
lower state court decision which upheld
the right of Mrs. Irva M. Steffan to use
of the name "Kaytee Ellen" and ordered
$13,300 paid Mrs. Steffan by KTLN
Denver, for damages.
Mrs. Steffan claimed that she had
been hired to portray the KTLN radio
personality and owned the "Kaytee
Ellen" name even after she had been
discharged by the station. This was from
1950 to 1954. The station maintained it
owned the name.
The Colorado Supreme Court held
that "since the radio station has developed avested and valuable property
interest in its trade name, the plaintiff
cannot be held to have established a
separate and severable property interest in a trade name that when spoken
is indistinguishable from the call letters KTLN." The decision was handed
down Nov. 9.
The appeal was carried on by John
L. Buchanan, now president of KKSN
Dallas, Tex., but then manager of
KTLN.

REPORT
TO

THE

INDUSTRY
T'HE National Audience Board
is pleased to present a progress
report of its services to the industry on the occasion of its fifth
anniversary. The Board evaluates
public reaction to television programming on a non-profit basis
and acts as a liaison between the
public and the industry.
A T the invitation of the United
States Department of State,
two NAB delegates attended the
recent UNESCO Denver conference devoted to cultural relations
between the U.S.A. and South
America. In addition, the Board
recently announced the appointment of Hajime Ishii as its representative inJapan.

1%TORE than 1000 civic leaders
voted on 260 programs presented during children's viewing
hours, resulting in a report highly favorable to the industry but
containing constructive criticism
of value to the public.
i~k UR Newsletter has carried ar" tides by the United States
Information Agency and the Federal Trade Commission, as well as
feature stories devoted to RCA
color and the news departments
of CBS and ABC. Such outstandas Chrysler Corporaing
tion sponsors
and Chevrolet have asked the
Board to evaluate their programs.
W7"E have also previewed pilot
films of well known independent producers. To defray expenses, the Board charges a nominal fee of $100 per city for
previews. Rates for national and
regional surveys will be quoted
on request.

New York Headquarters
152 East End Ave., New York 28
Los Angeles Headquarters
190 N. Canon Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 95

DICK
Tv
and

CLARK

star

beats

sells

GIVES
House

his interest

An investigation involving tv teenage idol Dick Clark last week became
the first overt move in the House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee's shift to
probes in radio-tv activities other than
tv quizzes.
The subcommittee sent two staffers
to Philadelphia where ABC-TV's Monday-Friday American Bandstand, staring Mr. Clark, is originated. The action
followed an announcement by Mr.
Clark's manager that the tv star had assented to an ABC-TV ultimatum that he
give up his interests in a record company
and three music publishing houses or
leave the network. Mr. Clark also stars
in ABC-TV's Dick Clark Show, a
variety program originated in New
York and aired Saturday nights, and
the Sunday night show World of Talent.
Robert W. Lishman, chief counsel of
the subcommittee, said last week that
the staffers, attorney Charles Howze
and investigator James Kelly, were sent
to Philadelphia after he received a
telephone call Nov. 16 from Bob Williams, aPhiladelphia Bulletin reporter,
that a story was about to break involving Mr. Clark.
Reporter's Tip-offs • Mr. Lishman
said the subcommittee has received
"leads" involving disc jockeys from
newspaper and radio-tv reporters all
over the country and that these reporters have been the House group's primary source for tips. All the charges
are being investigated, he said.
The subcommittee has indicated it
plans to investigate alleged disc jockey
payola, for free plugs on individual
programs and fraudulent advertising.
Plans are to be agreed on at a closed
session Dec. 9 in Washington. It was
hinted the probe into payola was
brought to fever pitch by Broadcasting's special
on the practice
(Broadcasting,report
Aug. 31).
Mr. Clark agreed to give up his onethird interest in Swan Records and all
other outside interests including the
three music publishing houses. However, Anthony Mammarella, producer
of both Clark shows, given the same
ultimatum by ABC-TV, elected not to
give up his one-third interest in Swan
Records and resigned from the shows.
Mr. Mammarella said Swan records
were played on American Bandstand,
but only because they were hit tunes.
He denied he ever accepted money for 1
scheduling records on the Clark show.
ABC, which announced it is investigating all its disc jockey shows on its
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UP

probers

HOLDINGS
to the

in record

punch

company

man of the Senate Antitrust & Monopoly Subcommittee, the senator said
last week. He authorized the announcement after an appeal by officials of National Collegiate Athletic Assn., meeting with him in Tennessee.
The National Football League imposes arule with these same provisions
for protection of its own teams from
such conflicts. NFL games, with few
exceptions, are played on Sundays and
college games on Saturdays or Friday
nights.
College officials have been worried
that the projected new American Football League will cause some professional teams to play on Saturday. But Harry
Wismer, chairman of AFL's Tv & Radio Committee, said last week it will
schedule no Saturday games next year
and has rejected a $1.5 million tv contract because it would conflict with college games.
Jerrold

Entertainer Clark
He listened to ABC-TV
owned stations, said Mr. Clark agreed
to divest himself of his interests to
conform with a new policy that those
who select and play records may not
hold interests in recording, music publishing and allied fields. The network
said it has examined all evidence available to it and has decided Mr. Clark's
integrity is above reproach; that he has
not solicited or accepted any consideration to have performers appear or records played on any of his programs.
His is the only tv network show on
which records are played.
Mr. Mammarella, who said he also
holds interests in two New York music
publishing firms, said he saw nothing
wrong with American Bandstand playing records by the company he and Mr.
Clark control. He said many top artists
and producers in radio and tv hold interests in such companies.

College-pro
is Kefauver

overlap
concern

A bill that would impose a 75-mile
blackout on televised professional football games in areas where college football games are being played at the same
time will be introduced next year by
Sen. Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.), chair-

anti-trust

case is now in court
Jerrold Electronics Corp., Philadelphia, began defense last Wednesday
(Nov.
18)
against the government's civil
antitrust suit
brought by the Dept. of
Justice in February 1957 (Broadcasting, Feb. 18, 1957). Suit is being tried
before U.S. District Judge Francis L.
Van Dusen in Philadelphia, with no
jury. The trial began Nov. 9.
The government charged that Jerrold, one of the major community tv
equipment manufacturers and also
owner of nine catv systems, required
its catv customers to buy all their
equipment from the firm. The complaint also charged that Jerrold required
its equipment customers to sign exclusive service contracts. Jerrold President Milton Shapp issued an immediate
denial at the time the complaint was
filed.
Jerrold defense is being conducted
by Israel Packel, of the Philadelphia
law firm of Spicer, Satinsky, Gilliland
& Packel. Wilford L. Whitley Jr. is
assistant U. S. attorney conducting the
prosecution.
Political fellowships
Political scientists, journalists and law
school instructors are eligible for 196061 Congressional Fellowships to be
awarded by the American Political Science Assn. Fellows will receive a minimum of $4,500, tax free, and will spend
nine months in Washington working on
the staffs of senators and congressmen.
An applicant must be between 25 and
33 and must have advanced training
combined with experience in his field.
Applications may be obtained from the
association, 1726 Massachusetts Ave.,
N.W., Washington 6, D.C.
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systems.
• Duplication by catv systems, boosters, translators and satellites of programs broadcast by local stations.
• Alleged degradation by catv systems of the signals of local stations, or
by boosters, translators or satellites.
• Liberalized uhf translator and
booster rules and licensing policies for
servall auxiliary booster or translator
ices which might be authorized.
• Need or desirability of federal
legislation affecting catv.
• Available factual data with respect
to actual impact of catv, boosters and
translators on local station operation.
Mr. Malin emphasized, however, that
NCTA would cooperate with the FCC
in whatever method the Commission
More time • The FCC last week exdecided to use to attack the problem.
tended for 90 days the deadline for comA similar letter was sent Nov. 13 to
ments on its proposal to duplicate 23
Sen. John O. Pastore (D-R.I.), chairClass I-A clear channels with unlimited
man of the communications subcomClass II stations (Broadcasting, Sept.
mittee of the Senate Commerce Com28). The Clear Channel Broadcasting
mittee.
extenService had sought a six-month
The proposal for the organization of
sion of the original Nov. 20, deadline,
an ad hoc committee was first made by
with the Commission meeting CCBS
Daniels of Denver before Sen. Pashalfway by extending the period for Bill
store in a hearing in Denver Oct. 30
filing to Feb. 18.
(Broadcasting, Nov. 9).
The NCTA position and the letters
Farmington ch. 12 • The FCC Tueswere authorized at a meeting of the
day (Nov. 17) granted ch. 12 Farmingassociation's legislative committee in
ton, N.M., to Farmington Broadcasting
week. The committee
Co. The action follows the initial deci- Washington last
sion by Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. is headed by George Barco, Meadville,
Smith recommending that ch. 12 be
granted to Farmington after that company merged with competing applicant
Four Corners Broadcasting Co. (Broadcasting, Oct. 5).

• Government briefs
Wichtex protest • An initial decision
Teledismissing the Wichtex Radio ta& Falls,
vision Co. (KFDX-TV Wichi
Tex.,) protest on a July 29 grant to
KWSO-TV Lawton, Okla., (Broadcasting, Oct. 5) has been issued by
Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion.
The KWSO-TV grant is to allow the
station to change its transmittern location from 4 miles east of Lawto and
49 miles northeast of Wichita Falls to
32 miles from Lawton and 24 miles
from Wichita Falls, increase power to
316 visual, change antenna and transmitter types and make other equipment
changes, with antenna 1,050 feet.

Catv

operators

FCC

ad hoc

Pa., and includes Mr. Daniels; Mr.
Malin; Glenn Finn, Tyler, Tex.; Sandford Randolph, Clarksburg, W.Va.;
John M. Spottswood, Key West, Fla.;
Fred Stevenson, Fayetteville, Ark., and
Milton Shapp, Jerrold Electronics Corp.,
Philadelphia. Messrs. Barco, Daniels,
Malin, Finn and Randolph were present at the Washington meeting.
Proposal

for fines

against deceit urged
A review of the Communications
Act with the idea of empowering the
FCC to impose fines against tv networks in connection with "this nonsense and deceit that we have seen"
was suggested last week by Rep. Steven
B. Derounian (R-N.Y.), a member of
the
House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee.
Rep. Derounian, appearing on New
York Forum on WCBS-TV New York,
said the intent of such fines would be
to make a network "just as responsible
for the acts of its agent station as if it
had perpetrated these frauds." He said
he would support "anything that would
be helpful in connection with network
regulation," but said it must not make
the federal government a "czar over
something where it shouldn't stick its
nose in peacetime."

want

committee

Community television operators
pledged their whole-hearted cooperation to the FCC and to Congress in
working out a satisfactory solution to
the booster-catv-translator problem and
their impact on local tv service.
In a Nov. 16 letter to FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer, National Community Television Assn. President A. J.
Malin (Laconia, N.H.) reiterated the
views of the association that the Commission call a conference of all elements to form an ad hoc committee
to explore the factual situation and
make recommendations. The committee, Mr. Malin said, should be composed ef broadcasters, catv, booster
and translator operators and manufacturers.
Among other things, Mr. Malin suggested that such a committee might
explore the following:
• Carrying of local stations by catv
BROADCASTING, November 23, 1959

WBNS

Radio

Columbus,

Ohio

John Blair & Co., Representatives

Pulse asked, "In time of emergency such as
snow storm or flood, what station do you
tune to for news of school closing, meeting
storm news, etc.?" 4Q2°fo repostponements,
plied, "WBNS Radio." This is 25.8% higher
than the second choice station in Columbus.
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But Aubrey disclaims any intention of a magazine concept
While it is determined to assert masof the so-called "Sunday Afternoon In- programs produced after Dec. 15, and
earlier where practicable.
tery over its programming, CBS-TV has
tellectual Ghetto" type into choice evening time next year, following up steps
no plans for upheaval in fundamental
The rules were designed to "indicate
already taken in this respect.
broadcasting practices as they now exist.
clearly, where doubt may reasonably
It is not thinking of instituting a
He also said there had been suggesexist, the degree and proportion of fact
and fiction, of nature and artifice, of
tions that CBS-TV solicit suggestions
"magazine concept" in the sense that
would make CBS-TV the owner of all from outside the television field for preparation and spontaneity, within each
of its programs and allow advertisers
ways in which CBS-TV might impleprogram." The areas dealt with (1)
ment its intention to be in command of games
no say-so about where their commercials
and contests, (2) interviews and
what is seen on the network; but, he discussions, (3) announcement of preare placed.
This is the position presented to said, the feeling within CBS-TV is that
recording and (4) artificial laughter and
Broadcasting last week by James T. this is the network's own problem which
it should solve on its own.
Aubrey Jr., executive vice president who
applause.
Taped or filmed shows — or such inis acting operating head of the CBSHis memo to the CBS-TV organizaserts in live shows — must be announced
TV network during the illness of Presias such; rebroadcasts of a live show to
tion,
approved
by
"all
officers"
of
the
dent Louis G. Cowan.
networks, reportedly including President
serve one portion of the network must
Mr. Aubrey made the clarification
be identified as recorded, and the phrase
Cowan, did not use the phrase "magaafter reports that CBS-TV was conzine concept," and "program balance"
"live on tape" is forbidden. In general,
game or contest shows must disclose any
sidering a"magazine concept" got into was mentioned only as one of the "largprint in New York along with a memo
er problems" yet to be solved. The imelement of rehearsal or other preparaplication was that specific ways of
outlining new ground rules which he
tion that affects the playing or outcome
had sent to the network staff.
achieving "program balance" were along
of the game, and those using contestants chosen from the studio audience
Areas Still Uuder Study • The memo
with other problems, still being considered.
set up rules dealing with four specific
must explain the basis for selection. InNew Office • In addition to codifying
programming areas and indicated that
terviews and discussion programs must
others yet to be covered include standsay so if questions were supplied in adnew rules drawn thus far, Mr. Aubrey's
ards for commercials, program balance
memo disclosed that "a new office will
vance, ifthe scope of the discussion was
and thorough investigation of payola
limited or if the program was materially
be created" by CBS-TV "to implement
this memorandum and other related
edited. Use of canned applause must
and
plugs (text of Mr. Aubrey's memo
below).
memoranda, and to formulate and rebe limited by "good taste and moderaMr. Aubrey said CBS-TV plans to
commend additional rules." It also said
tion," and, when used at all, this fact
the
rules
it
enunciate
will
apply
to
all
d
move more informational programming
must be "clearly disclosed."

How
CBS-TV
spells out its programming
rules
Here, in slightly condensed text, is
The healthy development of televi- places upon us the duty to indicate
the memo circulated last week by James
sion requires us to go far beyond the clearly, wherever doubt may reasonprohibition against deliberate deceit. It
T. Aubrey Jr., CBS-TV network execuably exist, the degree and proportion of
tive vice president, delineating new rules
fact and fiction, or nature and artifice,
on programming and outlining proceof preparation and spontaneity, within
each program.
dures for further evaluations and
changes:
The artifices used in programs which
are
clearly fiction need no marking any
We are now in the process of that remore than the whole drama or comedy
examination [announced earlier by
in which they are used need be marked
CBS President Frank Stanton] of all
as fiction. The audience accepts both
policies and practices affecting television
the fiction and the artifices as precisely
and its future, and this 'fresh hard look'
that. Theatrical conventions are so
covers a very wide area. It must include standards to be set for commersolidly planted in the minds of the viewers that no problem of deceit or misconcials, program balance, and thorough
ception isinvolved. The test in each
investigation of payola and plugs.
case must be whether anv substantial
In the meantime our study has disnumber of the viewing audience is likeclosed practices which, though relatively
ly in the circumstances to be deceived
minor compared to the deceptions in the
or misled concerning the true nature of
quiz programs, do prevent us from saythe program fare being offered.
ing to the public that all of our proThe issuance of memoranda and the
grams are "exactly what they purport
observance of the rules embodied in
to be." So that we can have these dethem cannot be considered as the full
tails behind us as we move toward the
larger problems, we are now stating
measure of the responsibility and obActing Head Aubrey
rules to be observed henceforth in the
ligations of those concerned with proTells how it will be
areas discussed in this memorandum.
gramming. The only true assurance is
98
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an affirmative philosophy among all, persons concerned that all programs no
matter what their type, must have integrity and respect for the viewer.
Games and Contests • This section refers to quiz programs, programs on
which a game is played by a panel of
either professional performers or members of the public, contests or games
which sometime are conducted as part
of general audience participation shows,
and the like. With regard to all such
games and contests:
Games or contests, as presently conceived, in which high money prizes,
lavish merchandise gifts, or any other
high stakes are offered to contestants,
will not be permitted.
All other games or contests, whether
constituting the major part of a program or just a feature thereof, whether
played by one or more contestants or
a panel, are to be conducted in all respects in precisely the manner in which
they purport to be conducted.
In this connection, any element of
preparation or rehearsal of the contestants of panelists which affects the playing or outcome of the game, or the
stated or implied spontaneity with which
the game is played, must be disclosed;
obviously in any games which take the
form of a question or puzzle involving
the preparation of a contestant to puzzle or mystify the panel, the fact that
such contestant is rehearsed need not
be announced.
Rehearsals of contestants or panelists
as to incidental elements of the game,
such as physical position, movement on
camera, and purely incidental conversation, need not be announced if the
playing or outcome of the game is not
thereby affected.
Games or contests which use contestants selected from the studio audience
must disclose the basis for selection of
such participants.
Aside from incidental conversation,
previously referred to, programs which
contain games or contests frequently
involve interviews or discussions with
contestants or panelists presented as an
important feature of such programs.
Such areas of programming are governed by the rules relating to interviews and
discussions.
Interviews And Discussions • This
section refers to programs wholly or in
part made up of interviews, discussions,
forums, debates, and the like, and the
term interviews will be used to cover all
such kind of program content.
To the extent that any interview which
purports to be spontaneous is not, that
fact must be adequately disclosed. Regarding such interviews, any editing,
preparation or rehearsal (other than rehearsal of physical position and movement on camera) must be indicated.
Thus, if questions are supplied in advance to. the person being interviewed;
BROADCASTING, November 23, 1959

Here are the next 10 days of network
color shows (all times are EST).
NBC-TV
Nov. 23-27, Nov. 30-Dec. 2 (6:30-7
a.m.) Continental Classroom.
Nov. 23-27, Nov. 30-Dec. 2 (12:30-1
p.m.) It Could Be You, participating sponsorship.
Nov. 23, 30 (10-11 p.m.) Steve Allen
Plymouth Show, Plymouth through N. W.
Ayer.Nov. 24, Dec. 1 (9-9:30 p.m.) Arthur
Murray Party, P. Lorillard through Lennen
& Newell and Sterling Drug through Norman Craig & Kummel.
Nov. 24, Dec. 1 (9:30-10:30 p.m.) Ford
Ford through J. Walter ThompStartime,
son.
Nov. 25, Dec. 2 (8:30-9 p.m.) Price Is
Right, Lever through Ogilvy, Benson &
Mather and Speidel through J. Walter
Thompson.
Nov. 25, Dec. 2 (9-10 p.m.) Perry
Como's Kraft Music Hall, Kraft through
J. Walter Thompson.
Nov. 26 (9:30-10 p.m.) Ford Show,
Ford through J. Walter Thompson.
Nov. 27 (8:30-9:30 p.m.) Miracle on
34th St. Westciox through BBD0.
Nov. 28 (10-10:30 a.m.) Howdy Doody
Show, Continental Baking through Ted
Bates.
Nov. 28 (10:30-11 a.m.) Ruff and
Reddy Show, Mars through Knox-Reeves
and Borden through Benton & Bowles.
Nov. 28 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Bonanza, RCA
through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
Nov. 29 (8-9 p.m.) Sunday Showcase,
Swiss Watch through Cunningham &
Walsh.
Nov. 29 (9-10 p.m.) Dinah Shore Chevy
Show, Chevrolet through Campbell-Ewald.
or if both the questions and answers
are prepared or outlined in advance; or
if the area or nature of the interview is
delimited or delineated; or if the interview, having been recorded, is not
broadcast in its entirety but selections
are made and the interview edited — if
any of those practices, or other like
practices are followed, they must be announced.
Where interviews are broadcast in
connection with public or sporting
events, if they have been pre-recorded
and are not contemporary with the
events which are the main subject of the
broadcast, that must be stated.
If any interview has been conducted
and pre-recorded so far in advance of
its broadcast that the difference in time
is significant, announcement must be
made of this time lag.
Announcements of Pre-recording •
When a performance, or any part of it
is in any way pre-recorded — whether on
film or tape — that fact must be disclosed by an announcement at the
beginning or end of the program.
When there is lip-sync to a recording or sound track made for some purpose other than the particular program
on which the performance occurs, that
fact must be specifically disclosed.
A rebroadcast for one portion of the
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TEACHER...

Ed lack — Morning Mayor of the
Quint-Cities — presents a sack of
apples to the "Teacher of the
of Ed's
daily— feature
Day" ...
Music
'59 aShow
6 to 9 a.m.
on WOC.
It's WOC and "Mayor" Ed Zack
saying, "Thanks," to one of those
very special people who look
after tomorrow's generation.
Another reason for the top listening interest of the right people
... to WOC.

To reach — and sell — these
"right" people, call your PGW
Colonel for availabilities.
Col. B. J.President
Palmer
Ernest C. Sanders Manager
Pax ShafferSales Manager
ND | Peters, Griffin, Woodward,]
Inc., Exclusive National |
Representatives
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network of an earlier live broadcast
must be identified as recorded.
Air
Personalities

Newsmen

. . .

. . .

WHK
CLEVELAND
wants
to you

to talk
about

. . .

PERMANENT
BERTHS
AT
ATTRACTIVE
FIGURES
You've heard favorable talk about
WHK — how it leaped from nowhere to the upper stata of
Cleveland radio audience and
sales — via new concepts of sound,
personality, service and management.
You've heard excited buzzing
about Metropolitan Broadcasting
Corporation — rapidly expanding
operator of WHK . . . WNEW
AM and TV, New York . . .
WTTG-TV in Washington . . .
purchaser (subject to FCC approval) of WIP, Philadelphia and
WTVH-TV Peoria. . .
So if you sense an unusual opportunity inthis ad, you're right.
But we would be less than frank
if we failed to tell you that our
need is based upon differences between ourselves and the union locally. We assure you, though, that
we're talking about permanent
positions on a contractual basis.
Now what do you say?
Phone General Manager Jack
Thayer right now (EXpress
1-5000) ... or write him, enclosing tape at 5000 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland 6, Ohio.
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Thenotusebeofused.
the phrase "live on tape"
must
Artificial Laughter and Applause •
Whenever artificial laughter or applause isemployed in any degree, that
fact must be clearly disclosed. In addition, the use of artificial laughter and
applause must be subject to, and
limited by, the basic consideration of
good taste and moderation.
Additional Rules • Additional rules
to implement the policy that programs
appearing on CTN shall be exactly
what they purport to be will be issued
from time to time as experience and
continued study indicate.
Implementation • While the observance of these rules shall be the responsibility ofall CTN personnel concerned, a new office will be created
within CTN to implement this memorandum, and other related memoranda,
and to formulate and recommend additional rules.
Effective Date • These rules shall be
effective at the earliest practicable date
but in any event shall apply to all pro1959. grams produced after December 15.
This memorandum has been considered and approved by all CTN officers.
NEW

WMCA

LIFE

buys

service

operating in the red
The young history of voiced news
services to radio stations has been financially rocky. Radio Press International, a merger of two such services,
managed barely to survive the economic
pinch this year. But today, RPI's picture
is brighter. WMCA Inc., which owns
and operates WMCA New York and
is an applicant for WBNY Buffalo, acquired controlling interest in the news
organization last Wednesday (Nov. 18)
and promises an "all-out effort" to
maintain and improve the service.
Under terms of a contract signed by
Donald Hirst, president and sole owner
of RPI, and R. Peter Straus, president
of WMCA Inc., the latter corporation
will obtain more than two-thirds interest in RPI with the remainder held
by Mr. Hirst. The change-over will take
effect on Dec. 1. It was reported that
the transaction involved "an exchange
of assets," but it is believed that the
primary considerations were WMCA's
pledge to assume operational expenses
and its commitment to continue and
bolster the service.
Nathan Straus, board chairman of
WMCA Inc., will serve in a similar capacity at RPI. R. Peter Straus, his son,
will be president. The active head of

R. Peter Straus

Mr. Minahan

RPI will be Michael Minahan, director
of production operations for ABC, who
is resigning, effective Nov. 30, to become general manager and board member of RPI.
50 Staffers • R. Peter Straus reported
that RPI will have about 50 correspondents, available for assignments throughout the world. Noel Bernard, who has
served for many years with Radio Free
Europe and latterly with RPI and with
International Transmissions Inc., will
be chief foreign correspondent on a
full-time basis, stationed in London.
RPI currently has about 50 clients.
Mr. Straus acknowledged that "considerably more than 50 subscribers are
needed to put RPI in the black." He
added that he is "extremely hopeful
that over a period of time RPI, under
the management of professional station executives, can be transformed into
a profitable as well as a useful operaStarting Dev. i, he said, RPI will begin sending its clients about 12 news
segments of 30-40 seconds in length,
seven days a week, via leased teletion." phone lines. He pointed out that this
is "somewhat of a reduction in the number RPI now is feeding," but he believes
that stations will prefer "high quality,
hard news items, rather than quantity."
The output will place a sharper accent
on international news than at present,
Mr. Straus observed.
WMCA's decision to acquire control of RPI, he said, resulted from several considerations: The service is considered asound, long-term business investment; there is a need for satisfactory coverage of the national and international scene by independent stations and supplementary coverage by
many network outlets, and a conviction
that people throughout the U.S. should
be enlightened on developments
throughout the world.
"I know this may sound corny," Mr.
Straus remarked, "but I hope we can
play a part in bringing news of Karachi
to the people of Keokuk."
Public Affairs Accent • WMCA is regarded in the New York area as a station that stresses public affairs and
other informational-type programming.
Mr. Straus indicated that some of its
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He reported that rates to clients are
being evaluated to ascertain if they are
"realistic" in terms of the service it is
providing to stations, based on the size
of their markets.
RPI is a merger of Radio Press and
International Transmissions Inc. They
consolidated last summer after each
had faced financial obstacles. A prime
mover in Radio Press since its founding
about 18 months ago, was veteran
newscaster George Hamilton Combs,
who has continued at RPI. His future
status under the new management has
not been determined.
AFM

signs

contract

for radio-tv jingles
A new contract between the American
Federation of Musicians and networks,
packagers and producers, covering musicians employed in scoring radio-tv
jingles, went into effect last Monday
(Nov. 16) The pact will run through
Jan. 31, 1963.
Herman D. Kenin, AFM president,
said the new pay scale calls for an
average 11% increase over the previous
rate. It includes: $60 per session for a
single instrumentalist; $33.50 each for
two to four musicians and $30 per man
for larger combinations of five or more
musicians. The contract also stipulates
limitations of three minutes of recording per session and no more than three
jingles per session for a single sponsor,
according to Mr. Kenin.
Other provisions cited by Mr. Kenin :
a 5% employer contribution to the musicians' pension fund and inclusion of
arrangers and copyists in the re-use
payment clause, under which musicians
are paid one-third of their per session
base pay for all additional 26-week reuses beyond the first 26-week re-run
cycle.
• Program

North Carolina Gov. Luther M. Hodges
by the Soviet Embassy in Washington,
was converted for television use by
WBTV. Stations requesting copies:
WinWTVD (TV) Durham, WSJS-TV Greenston-Salem and WNCT (TV)
ville, all North Carolina; WBTW (TV)
Florence, S.C.

a long-term agreement for Sovereign to
Gems' tv film prodistribute Screen Also
planned by the
duct in Canada.
two companies is the formation of a
company that will produce tv films and
video taped shows in Canada. Screen
Gems would serve as producer and
world distributor of the Canadian developed programs.

Moves in L.A. • Trans-Lux Television
West Coast
Corp., N.Y., reportsto its
a new location
division has moved
at 6253 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood,
Calif. Murray Oken is division manager.
Telephone: Hollywood 2-6903.

California product in offing • Writerproducer Douglas Morrow is to produce
for Philip N. Krasne's
pilot films
three Califor
nia Studios, L.A. The halfnew
hour programs are Kitty Hawk, It Happened in Sun Valley and Mother's the
Governor of Texas. Kitty Hawk will be
shot in London and Hollywood in
November. The other two will commence in January and February, respectively. Robert Angus, vice president in
rnia Studios' service
charge of isCalifo
to produce Man of the
operation,
House, a comedy; Gentleman Joe, a
western, and Trinity 4-3000, a melodrama. Bernard Girard is to produce
eight pilots for California.

U. of Missouri
radio-tv

news

holds
seminar

and difFormula radio, editorializing
ficulties incovering major news events
sparked a broadcast news seminar sponof
Missouri's
U. ofseminar
by the The
held in
wasSchool
Journalsoredism.
i Broadcooperation with the Missour
casters Assn. in Columbia Nov. 11-13.
Featured speakers included Gene
manWilkey, vice president and generalRobert
ager of KMOX-TV St. Louis;
t and general manHyland, vice presiden
ager of KMOX; Steve Rowan, night
news editor, at KMOX, and Jim Monroe, news editor of KCMO Kansas City.
Some 30-40 panelists discussed various

Governors in Russia • WBTV (TV)
Charlotte, N.C., has had requests from
four tv stations in the Carolinas for
copies of a film the Russians made durstate govering the visit of nine U.S. film,
sent to
nors to the U.S.S.R. The
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Marlene signs • Marlene Dietrich and
Paris is the tentative title of a 60-minute
video tape show that the actress will
make in partnership with Bartell Tv
Productions (subsidiary of Bartell
Broadcasters Inc.) on location in Paris.
Shooting begins Friday (Nov. 27) under
the direction of Orson Welles. The
show will be offered for network sale.

-they're getting greater "distance"
at the Lowest rates of any major

Canadian partner • Paul Nathanson,
president of Sovereign Film Distributors
Ltd., Toronto, and A. Schneider, president of Screen Gems Inc. have signed
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There's
KXOL Fort Worth, Tex., is operating with complete cartridge - tape
equipment, using the automatic tape
control system developed by Collins
Radio Co.
First station to use this "tapejockey" system for its complete program operation, according to Collins, KXOL is operating with four
playback units. Cartridges are prerecorded from other tapes or discs.
Earl Fletcher, KXOL station manager, said use of the tape cartridges
"has tightened up the station's operation over 20% and is paving the
way for economical savings."
Collins cartridges are loaded with
tapes varying from 30 seconds to 31
minutes. Some 600 cartridges, mostly
from a minute to 3 ^-minutes duration, are stored in a four-sided swiveling cabinet within easy reach of the
operator. The desired cartridge can
be selected and broadcast in seconds,
eliminating the need for cues on
spools of tape. A push-button does
the work automatically. The tape
runs, stops and automatically re-cues
phases of broadcast news coverage.
Mr. Wilkey stressed the importance
of independent news and public affairs
programming as a means of achieving
station identity. He noted some tv stations "welcome and encourage" a tendency to uniformity, submerging their
identities in a "stream of syndicated
material." It may often be "highly profitable," but "it's a wrong way," he commented. News and public affairs programming "set the tone and character"
of a station, he pointed out, making it
a vital community force. Such programs, Mr. Wilkey stressed, "deserve —
require — the full support of a healthy
budget and a demanding management."
Conformance • Discussing uniform-

United

Press
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a 'tape-jockey'

in your

future

Automation Takes Over
KXOL "tape-jockey", at Colli ns console
KXOL officials say they have more
itself, with no manual threading or
flexibility and improved quality in
cueing. One combination recordproduction, with time available for
playback unit is used for recording,
along with the four broadcast play- creative effort. On-the-air smoothness
back units.
is claimed.

ity, Mr. Wilkey stated: "Any station that
deliberately throws away its chance to
establish an identity — a presence, a
position of prestige and influence — is
headed for trouble (and I include finantrouble)." claimed news coverage
Mr.cial Monroe
is getting bigger by the day and that "we
will face the problem of increasing demands by an increasingly large number of news media." He cited the handling of news pools during Soviet Premier Khrushchev's recent visit as inadequate. Mr. Monroe suggested there be
"more planning in the field of pool reporting" on the premise it will become
tremendously important in future coverage.

International

news

produces!

Mr. Hyland described editorializing
as "the big forward step in broadcasting," reporting on KMOX's radio experience in this field (Broadcasting,
Oct. 26). Radio rather than tv has taken
"the boldest strides along this road of
community leadership", he claimed, and
now can "be counted as a major medium of influence alongside the daily
Showmanship • Mr. Rowan scored
newspaper."
"formula radio" for its handling of news
breaks, citing the need for true "showmanship" in newscasts. He also attacked the view that accuracy can be
sacrificed for showmanship commenting: "Accuracy is not a relative thing.
The information a news broadcaster
puts on the air is either honest or dishonest" he continued:
"It was showmanship and the battle
for ratings that caused Charles Van
Doren and so many others to rationalize
that what they were doing when they
took part in a fraud was perfectly all
right. And it's that same showmanship,
and the battle for ratings, that is convincing some newsmen to rationalize
that what they are doing is all right . . .
"But don't bother to ask the owners
and managers of these formula radio
stations what they think about honest,
accurate news reporting — about sacrificing truth to the gods of showmanship,
spectacle and illusion, not to mention
ratings. Because . . . you just can't believe most of them."
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Outlook in Congress
The next session of Congress which
begins Jan. 5 will "actively" consider
(HR-8426) to
Rep. Oren Harris' bill
establish a Frequency Allocation Board
and a government supervisor to oversee
government use of the radio spectrum,
Sen. Howard W. Cannon (D-Nev.) said
last week.
Both committees of Congress, he
said, would be taking up this proposal.
Sen. Cannon spoke at a panel of
the 14th annual convention of the
American Rocket Society in Washington. The Nevada Democrat is a member of the Senate Space Committee.
He also suggested that a cooperative
program may be the best solution in
g comthe light of the cost of launchin
munications satellites. He theorized
that certain satellites might be licensed
to "competent" industrial laboratories.
By this he said he meant those which
could demonstrate a "well-planned"
program for communications research.
This use of communications satellites on a joint government-industry
basis opens up problems for the future,
he added, and might require future
study.
In a plea for active international control of the radio spectrum, Sen. Cannon said:
"It is clear that prompt management
and control of the radio spectrum in
the space age is absolutely necessary
... By good fortune the International
Telecommunications Union forms a
competent and respected organization
within whose auspices international
agreement can be sought free of political overtones. ..."
Other convention highlights:
• An orbiting telescope, controlled
by radio command signals, would include a tv system which would flash
telescope images of the heavens back
to earth, was described by two Johns
Hopkins Applied Physics Lab. scientists.
• Because communications equipment in space vehicles amount to as
much as 70% of the payload in recent cases, refinements in techniques
are necessary. One such is a pulseamplitude - modulation - fm telemetery
and data system, described by Lockheed Missiles and Space Div. representative. Another is heavy emphasis
on "molecular" electronics, which is
a step beyond miniaturization — from
"peanut size" component
the presentsize
of a pinhead, described
to one the
by a Westinghouse Electric Corp. engineer.
• Communications during re-entry of
BROADCASTING, November 23, 1959
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heat builds an ion plasma shield around
object. This occurs from 400,000 ft.
above Earth to about 40,000 ft. above
Earth. GE and Avco scientists discussed work they are doing in this
field.
• A new kind of space battery was
shown by IT&T. This is ferro-electric
converter which takes heat by sun'sIt
rays and converts it into electricity.
can produce both ac and dc current,
IT&T said, with high voltages. It differs from solar batteries, it was explained, which use light for energy conversion and supplies limited voltages.
Nine-month

gain

in radio-tv output
Both tv and radio set production
showed increases for the first nine
months of 1959 over the same period
in 1958, the Electronic Industries Assn.
reported last week.
In tv, 4,488,857 sets were produced
from January to September this year,
compared with 3,752,189 for the same
period last year. Tv receivers sold at
retail amounted to 3,572,189 for the
nine month period, compared to 3,468,090 for the same period in 1958.
Radio production also surged upward: For the first nine months this
year, 10,927,252 sets were made compared to 7,686,197 for same 1958
period. Included in these figures were
367,804 fm receivers compared to 176,061 fm sets produced in January-September last year. Radio sales at retail
for the first nine months amounted to
5,285,878, excluding auto sets, compared with 4,556,545 sold at retail for
the same period in 1958.
U.S.-Alaska tv link
Groundwork is being laid for a communications project that will link the
continental U.S. with Alaska via Canada, eventually bringing the tv networks
to the 49th state.
RCA Victor Co. Ltd. of Montreal is
to build a $20-25 million microwave
Nasystem of 50 towers for Canadian with
tional Telegraphs by arrangement
the U.S. government. The line will be
about 1,250 miles long.
The plan calls for two broad band
microwave links at the start each with
telea capacity of 120 telephone or lease
graph channels. The U.S. will
the channels for 10-15 years at a rental that will cover the capital cost of the
broad bands.
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• Technical topics
To see in dark • Dage Television Div.
of Thompson Ramo Wooldridge Inc.,
Chicago, has a contract from Westinghouse Electric Corp. to make an ultra
sensitive tv camera to accompany a tube
Westinghouse will produce for the Electronic Technology Lab at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Dayton, Ohio.
Called the "intensifier image orthicon,"
the new tube combines in the same glass
envelope the features of an image orthicon (the most sensitive tv camera tube to
date) with an "image intensifier" or
"light amplifier." Dage says "This will
truly be a tv camera that can see in the
dark. ..."
Two-way radio • Allen B. Du Mont
Labs Inc., Clifton, N.J., announces the
purchase of the two-way mobile radio
business of Avia Products Co., Los
Angeles. Avia's compact transmitter/
receiver equipment for police motorcycles will be made applicable to every
type of commercial, municipal and
emergency vehicle through Du Mont's
Mobile Radio Operations Div. In 1960
production and engineering of the units
will be transferred from Los Angeles to
Du Mont's Industrial Electronics Div.
in Clifton, N.J.
Video monitor • Cetec Electronic Co.
(electronic display equipment), Redwood City, Calif., has introduced a 17-

THE
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Viewing new camera • Representatives of the four commercial tv stations in the San Francisco area inspect the new Marconi Mark IV television camera and its use in conjunction with the Ampex VR-1000B tv
recorder at Ampex' demonstration studio at Redwood City, Calif. (L to r):
Jack Neitlich, manager of video associated equipment for Ampex; Doug
Elleson, KRON-TV program director, and Lee Berryhill, chief engineer; Bob
Arne, KTVU (TV) chief engineer; Harry Jacobs, KGO-TV chief engineer;
Frank Gonzales, northwest district manager for Ampex, and Thomas E.
Davis, manager of the video products division. Ampex' Videotape recorders
are being used by all four stations. KPIX (TV) was represented by Tom
Ely. who was out of camera range.
inch industrial video monitor for
closed-circuit tv use. The company says
the unit is a rugged high-resolution instrument designed for continuous-duty
operation with horizontal resolution in
excess of 650 lines and linearity within
2% of picture height.

Film. The camera uses standard bellows
to eliminate light leakage. Its object-toimage size ratio is 1 to 0.9 to show a
full 10 cm graticule width. Lens adjustments may be made without removing
camera from scope. Weight: 9 lbs. Price:
$425. Address: 275 Page Mill Rd.. Palo
Alto.

Fearless buys Tool Co. • Houston
Fearless Corp., L.A., has acquired Federal Machine Tool Co., Boston, for an
undisclosed amount of HF common
stock. Fearless manufactures electronic
components, automated chemical process control equipment and microwave
equipment for industrial food processing. Federal Machine designs and makes
precision tools. It retains the Federal
name.

Instant sound • RCA Semiconductor
& Materials Div.. Syracuse, N.Y., anthe development of ' a new
five-stage nounces
transistorized automobile radio circuit which will play instantly
when turned on and will use less current than a car's parking light. The
circuit employs newly-developed RCA
"drift" transistors which have high
maximum available gain and low feedback capacitance, providing good performance with a minimum number of
stages and resulting in low over-all
circuit cost. The circuit is said to be
suited to large volume production.

Standard moves • Standard Electronics Div., Radio Engineering Labs.,
has moved its office and factory from
Long Island City, N.Y., to new, 36,000
sq. ft. building in Farmingdale. N.J.
Parent REL has taken over the former
building in Long Island City. Standard
manufactures radio and tv station equipment.
Oscilloscope camera • Hewlett-Packard Co., Palo Alto, Calif., has introduced Model 196A, a camera claimed
to record full-sized oscilloscope patterns
without distortion on Polaroid Land

Tri-color tape • Audio Devices Inc.
(recording materials), N.Y., has results
of a survey that show the company's
blue, green and brown colored recording tape is well received by educational,
scientific and other fields using it.
Audio Devices says the new tapes are
a boon in categorizing material. The
company colors.
also produces tape reels in
different
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Advertising

Mr. Izard

j W. G. (Bill) Power, national advertising manager of Chevrolet and with
that company for 31 years, retires Jan.
1. Jack Izard, Chevrolet's zone manager in Peoria, 111., will succeed him.
Mr. Izard's position will be filled by
Leon Dorn, assistant advertising manager.
• William L. Diener, vp in charge of
client service and director of Leo Burnett Co., Chicago, announces resignation effective Jan. 1, 1960. DeWitt
Jones, vp, succeeds him in area of business development. Mr. Diener has
served as account supervisor on several
Burnett accounts during past 15 years
and has been closely identified with
Green Giant Co. account, as well as
vp in charge of client service for Chrysler Corp. and Star-Kist Foods. He is
moving to Southern California.
• Richard S. Humphrey Sr., president
and board chairman of Reach, McClinton & Humphrey, Boston division of
Reach, McClinton & Co., retires effective Nov. 30. He is succeeded as president by John H. McCullough. Other
RM&H appointments: Joseph T. Coenen, creative director elected executive
vp; Damon Carter, Richard Clark,
and Richard S. Humphrey Jr., named
vps.
• Robert W. Robb, senior vp and assistant to president of Reach, McClinton & Co., N.Y., since 1957, elected
executive vp and general manager.
• Norman Grulich and Timothy
Stone, account supervisors at Benton
& Bowles, N.Y., elected vps.
• Charles A. Rheinstrom, executive
vp for sales of American Airlines, rejoins J. Walter Thompson, N.Y., to
assume major account management responsibilities. Before going to airline
last year, Mr. Rheinstrom had been vp
and director at JWT, handling Eastman
Kodak and other major accounts.
• Arthur J. Strauss, formerly advertising manager for Manhattan Shirt Co.,
joins Daniel and Charles, N.Y., as vp.
He will be account executive on
recently-acquired Manhattan
agency's
account.
Shirt
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• Hunter Lynde, president of Newman, Lynde & Assoc., Jacksonville,
Fla., advertising agency, elected board
chairman. He is succeeded by William
E Scheu, who was formerly president
of Distributors Inc., Columbia Records
distributor for Florida.
• James T. Richardson, formerly
president of Keeling & Co., Indianapolis, appointed vp and account executive of Caldwell, Larkin & Sidener-Van
Riper, that city. Other appointments at
that agency: Edward H. Bowers, copy
director of Keeling, joins copy department; Mrs. Mary Dill, also formerly
with Keeling, named media secretary.
• William J. Breen,
formerly vp and manager of account service department, as
well as vice chairman,
plans review board
and management
service director at
McCann - Erickson,
Mr. Breen,
N.Y., joins Lennen &
Newell, that city as senior vp and management account supervisor. As head
of Best Foods Div. of Corn Products
Co. account, Mr. Breen will be responsible for Karo Syrups, Niagara and Linit
starches and Mazola corn oil.

• James Rankin, formerly associate
creative director at J.M. Mathes, N.Y.
to Norman, Craig & Kummel, that city,
as creative supervisor of tv.
• Russ Ford, senior producer at
Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield,
N.Y., named director of radio-tv commercial production.
• John H. Hoefer, president of Hoefer, Dieterich & Brown, S.F., elected to
board of directors of American Assn.
of Advertising Agencies. Mr. Hoefer
will represent AAAA western region,
succeeding Norton W. Mogge, of Atherton Mogge Privett, LA.
• Verne F. Kelley, advertising manager of Greyhound Corp., Chicago,
elected vp — advertising and pr.

• George J. Tonjes, formerly manager, prepared foods products division
of Seabrook Farms Co., Seabrook,
N.J., to J.M. Mathes, N.Y., as assistant
marketing director.
• James S. MacVickar, formerly with
Curtis Publishing Co., to Compton
Adv., N.Y. as account executive on
Chesebrough-Pond's.
c Wilbur Johnson, formerly advertismanager of Pablum Div., Mead-John-

market with
WEST TEXAS fulltimer semi-major
NBC outlet grossing m excess
lots of growth future.$150,000.0
0, 29% down.
of $100,000.00. Price
MARKET — This is 00a 1000WEST TEXAS MAJOR
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on the
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son & Co., Evansville, Ind., to Hammond Organ Co. in similar capacity.

• James Van
Jack Packard
executive in
ion of The
L.A.

Campen, formerly vp of
Adv., appointed account
industrial accounts divisGoodman Organization,

• Joseph S. Flick Jr. named director
of foreign operations, and Peter J.
King, director of new products, for Bissell Inc. (housewares), Grand Rapids,
Mich.

• James R. Sterling, media buyer at
Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, L.A.,
named assistant account executive on
Carnation Co. Instant Products Div.
account.

of KIMA Yakima to manager, succeeding William Hansen, who has been
named national and regional sales manager of Cascade Television. Cascade
Broadcasting Co. stations are KIMAAM-TV; KEPR-AM-TV; KBAS-TV
and KWIQ Moses Lake, Wash., and
KLEW-TV Lewiston, Idaho.
• Mort Rubenstein, art director for
CBS-TV Stations since May 1958,
named creative director. He joined CBS
in 1947 and in 1951 was named to tv
art staff. Jacques Sammes named copy
chief for advertising and sales promotion department, CBS-TV Stations. He
joined CBS in 1956, and prior to that
had been with ABC, The Biow Co. and
Radio Advertising Bureau.

• Melvin S. Hattwick, director of advertising for Continental Oil Co., Houston, appointed chairman of Motivation
Research Committee, Advertising Research Foundation.

• Joan Chamberlain, formerly vp and
copy group head at Benson & Mather,
N.Y., to Lennen & Newell, that city, as
copy group head.
• William McCarthy, formerly with
Warwick & Legler, N.Y., to Joseph
Katz Co., that city, as copy chief.
• LA. (Speed) Riggs, who immortalized chant of tobacco auctioneer during
his 18 years on Lucky Strike programs,
joins Space & Time Adv., L.A., as vp
and account executive. He will continue
to take active interest in his tobacco
farms, warehouses and blooded-horse
farm in North Carolina.
The

Media

• Richard J. Barry Jr., formerly account executive with WINS New York,
to WNEW New York in similar capacity. Broadcasting Nov. 16 erroneously
reported Mr. Barry appointed general
manager of WNEW. John V.B. Sullivan is vp and general manager of
WNEW.

Mr. Wheeler

• Mel Wheeler promoted from general
manager of WEARTV Pensacola, Fla.Mobile, Ala., to assistant to president of
Rollins Telecasting
Inc., O. Wayne Rolijns. Mr. Wheeler was

previously president
of Gulf port Broadcasting, which sold
WEAR-TV to Rollins in April. Milton
R. De Reyna Jr.,
commercial manager,
succeeds Mr.
Wheeler.

Mr. De Reyna

• Willis E. Stone, program director of
WEVA Emporia, Va., named president
and general manager of Stone Broadcasting Co., which operates WEVA. He
succeeds his late father, Maxey E.
Stone, who died Oct. 15.
• Tom Shanahan, air personality and
program director of WEMP Milwaukee, promoted to station manager. Mr.
Shanahan, who has been with WEMP
for 17 years, will devote his entire
time to programming and production as
assistant to Hugh Boice Jr., vp and
general manager.
• John J. Revisore appointed manager
of WYLD New Orleans. Mr. Revisore
has been account executive, specializing
in radio accounts, at Aubrey Williams
Adv., that city.

Mr. Grogan

Mr. Kendall

• William Grogan, manager of
KEPR-TV Pasco, Wash., promoted to
director of sales, Cascade Television
with headquarters in Yakima, Wash.
Joe Kendall, manager of KEPR for
past two years, named general manager of all Cascade Radio facilities.
Gene Grischow promoted from staff
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• O.R. (Jim) Bellamy, director of
radio-tv with Perry-Brown Adv., Cincinnati, named general manager of
WDBF Delray Beach, Fla. He was previously general manager of WWSO
Springfield, Ohio; WPGH Pittsburgh
and WPTR Albany, N.Y.
• Patrick Larkin named manager of
KGGG (formerly KRWC) Forest
Grove, Ore. Mrs. Jean Larkin ap-

pointed chief engineer and program director.
• Robert J. Rich appointed general manager of WDSM-AMTV Superior, Wis.Duluth, ceeding
Minn.,
sucCD. (Duke)
Tully, who has been
named assistant to
manager of Duluth
Mr. Rich
Herald & News Tribune, stations' owner. Mr. Rich was
assistant general manager and prior to
that managed WEBC Duluth.
• Richard A. Leader, salesman with
KWIZ Santa Ana, Calif., promoted to
general sales manager. George Allen,
sales manager of WOC Davenport,
Iowa, joins KWIZ as salesman. Jeanine
Paquette, from Orange County Industrial News Magazine, named merchandise manager of KWIZ to coordinatedisingstation's
plan. "Food-arama" merchan• Morris Wattenberg, formerly advertising and promotion manager of
WABC - AM - FM - TV New York, appointed director of sales development
and research for ABC.
• Norman Reed, program director of
WWDC-AM-FM Washington, appointed vp in charge of pr. Ed Studney,
production manager, succeeds him, effective Dec. 1 . Mr. Reed has been with
WWDC since it first went on air in
1941.
o Pel Schmidt, formerly local sales
manager of WJZ-TV Baltimore, appointed regional sales manager of
WBOC-AM-TV Salisbury, Md.
• Bob King, program
director of WFAATV Dallas, named
general manager of
KSWO-TV Lawton,
Okla.-Wichita Falls,
Tex. He is succeeded
by Tommy
Thompson, formerly
proMr. King
gram director of
KHOU-TV Houston. Other appointments at WFAA-TV: Lars Giertz
named sales service and video tape
manager, succeeding Dunlap Clark,
who resigns to join Jack Wyatt Agency,
Dallas; Mary Gay Hoes named film
director, succeeding Dick Porter, who
joins sales department of Ziv Films.

• Cal Milner, formerly air personality
with WPEN Philadelphia and WGBS
Miami, named coordinator of radio promotions and contests for RKO General
radio stations (WOR New York.
WNAC Boston, KHJ Los Angelesi
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KFRC San Francisco and WHBQ
Memphis). He will work in Los Angeles under Mark Forrester, program
coordinator for these stations.
• Larry Monroe appointed station mandiagerrector
and ofprogram
KIOA Des
Moines, Iowa. He
was previously program director of
KXOK St. Louis, national program direcMr. Monroe
tor of McLendon stations and in similar capacity with Public Radio Corp. stations.

• Nort Frykman appointed Colorado
Springs sales manager of KKTV (TV)
Colorado Springs-Pueblo, Colo., succeeding Jack Canterbury, who has
director of creative servnamed
been
ices.
• Charles P. Dwyer,
assistant general manager of WTVN-TV
Columbus, Ohio,
transfers to WKRCTV Cincinnati in
similar capacity and
as national sales manager. Fred von
Mr. Dwyer
Stade, account executive with WTVN-TV, named national
sales manager of that station. Both are
Taft stations.
• Harvey Swenson, previously with
KFAB Omaha, named sales manager of
KLMS Lincoln, Neb.
• John R. Falk, assistant to manager
of publicity and exploitation of WRCATV New York, named manager of publicity and exploitation for WRCA.
• William E. Goetze, general manager,
KFSD-AM-FM-TV San Diego, elected
president of California Broadcasters
Assn. Ernest L. Spencer, KWIZ Santa
Ana, named vp for radio; Richard
IF YOU'RE,
CHARGED

WITH
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Hogue, KXTV (TV) Sacramento,
named vp for television; Alan Lisser,
KBIG Avalon (Catalina) named secretary-treasurer. Directors are: District 1
(Sacramento and north): Mr. Hogue
and M.F. Woodling, KHSL Chico;
District 2 (Bay Area): Art Westlund,
KRE Berkeley, and Louis S. Simon,
KPIX (TV) San Francisco; District 3
(central California): Joe Drilling,
KJEO (TV) Fresno, and Hale Bondurant, KWG Stockton; District 4
(Los Angeles area): Mr. Spencer and
John Reynolds, KHJ-TV Los Angeles;
District 5 (San Diego and southern
California) : Messrs. Goetze and Lisser.
William D. Pabst, KTVU (TV) San
Francisco-Oakland, retiring president,
becomes ex-officio member of SCA
board.
• Russ Severin, field
representative for
NAB, resigns to join
WLOS-TV Asheville,
N.C.-Greenville-Spartanburg, S.C., as station manager - sales
manager of its new
Greenville studio, effective Dec. 1.

There are 14,542,093 laying hens
in WMTland.

WMT
CBS Radio
Eastern Iowa's Get Up Before Breakfast Station
Mail Address: Cedar Rapids
Reps: The Katz Agency

• Gene Gordon, formerly sales manager and chief engineer of KPTL Carson City, Nev., appointed technical director of KACE-AM-FM Riverside,
Calif.

ae
D
9♦
Program Guide For
0»
FM-SCA
LICENSEES
0
9
Present and Prospective
• Gerry Forrest, formerly with 2
The
only background music on tape
WPRO-AM-TV Providence as music
«9 that isn't also on transcriptions
0
director and newscaster, named program
•
0 available to any broadcaster is
director and air personality with 0
WROW Albany, N.Y.
9
3
by
• Joe H. Baker rejoins KMTV (TV)
9
Omaha as local sales manager, succeed0
ing Dick Charles, who was named
0
regional sales manager. Mr. Baker was
9»
.Tronics
promotion manager of KMTV in 1950
0
*Trade Mark
and subsequently in sales capacity. He 5
o
later operated his own business.
2
for this
9 Exclusive franchise territories
• Ray W. Colie proexclusive tape program service now
moted from national
9 being allocated. No franchise fees.
sales manager of *5 No percentages. For franchise parWWJ-TV Detroit to 09
ticulars, availabilities and audition —
0
sales manager. He is 0 moil touuon today for eomolefe oorfl'ii'nr*.
succeeded by John A. 0* MAGNE-TRONICS, Inc.
Wales, who was o 49 West 45th Street, New York 36, N. Y.
serving as local sales
Pleose rush complete particulars on exclusive
manager.
0 franchise plan for FM-SCA and wire services.
Mr. Colie
s
0 NAME .
• Richard W. Hollow ay, sales man0 STATION
ager of WDEF-TV Chattanooga, to 0
WFMY-TV Greensboro, N.C., in simi- S5 STREET
lar capacity, effective Dec. 1.
9
STATE..
5. CITY
• Warren M. Morton, formerly ac-

• Randolph Gretes, formerly general
manager of WWBZ Vineland, N.J.,
named program director of WHAT
Philadelphia.
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transfers to New York office in similar
capacity.

count executive with CBS-TV, N.Y., to
Television Bureau of Advertising, that
city, in similar capacity.

• Gundla Johnson, sales assistant with
KDKA Pittsburgh, promoted to sales
service director.

• Curtis Horton, chief engineer of
WO AY Oak Hill, W.Va., to KMMETV Albuquerque in similar capacity.
KNME-TV is etv station for U. of
New Mexico and city's public schools.
F. A. Bibeau, chief engineer of KOBTV Albuquerque, will serve as engineering consultant. Dr. Wayne Bundy,
formerly production manager of U. of
Detroit tv, to similar position with
KNME-TV. Thomas Petry, production coordinator, named program manager; Arlen Asher appointed film director and staff producer.

• Harriett Kogod, publicity director
of WWDC Washington, resigns.
• Edward F. Hessell Jr., formerly
promotion manager of WBRZ (TV)
Baton Rouge, La., to promotion staff
of WHAS-AM-TV Louisville, Ky.
• Don Stubbs appointed assistant news
director of KICN Denver.
• Thompson R. Watt named producer
and assistant to program director of
KOA Denver. He was radio-tv columnist for Denver Post.

• John Luther, news director of
WERC-AM-FM Erie, Pa., named to
head new department for fm programming, special events and public service. Ted Wygant succeeds him.

• Francis P. (Bud) Sullivan, assistant comptroller of KYW-AM-TV Cleveland, appointed KYW-TV sales representative.

• Larry Shields, formerly announcer
and director with KFMB-TV San
Diego, appointed to new post of nighttime supervisor of operations for
KTLA (TV) Los Angeles.

• Ray Tannehill, formerly news director of WBBW Youngstown, Ohio,
joins news staff of WERE Cleveland.
• Ray V. Ford, formerly program director of KPBM Carlsbad, N.M., joins
WWCO Waterbury, Conn., as chief announcer and music director.

• Ed Sheppard appointed program director of WSIX Nashville, Tenn.
• Dominic J. Vignola, account sales
executive with WTEN (TV) Albany,
N.Y., appointed retail sales manager.
• Edwin R. Green, formerly in media
department of Doherty, Clifford, Steers
& Shenfield, N.Y., to sales staff of
WINS New York. Paul Wilson, formerly sales manager of Richard O'Connell Inc, N. Y., also joins WINS sales
staff.
• Lyle (Red) Koch appointed audience promotion coordinator in charge
of station promotion of WTVT (TV)
Tampa-St. Petersburg, Fla. Walter K.
Rhoads, formerly representative of
sales service department, named sales
promotion coordinator.
• Richard Beesmyer, account executive with CBS Tv Spot Sales, Chicago,

1735

• Mike McDougald, general manager
of WCHK Canton elected president of
newly organized Georgia UPI Broadcasters Assn. Other officers: Howard
Absalom, news director of WMAZAM-TV Macon, vp; Ed Mullinax, general manager of WLAG LaGrange, program chairman, and Richard Fales.
UPI business representative, secretary.
• Marilyn Fischer appointed assistant
to music director of WAAF Chicago.
• Mrs. Ann Germano, formerly reporter-photographer forPalladium-Item
newspaper, Richmond, Ind., to news
staff of WSBT-TV South Bend, Ind., in
similar capacity.
• Shelby L. Heman, previously on
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sales promotion staff of WEW St.
Louis, to sales staff of KXOK, that city.
• Rodney Clurman, formerly Army
PFC stationed at Military District of
Washington, whose work as press, radiotv organizer for Premier Khrushchev's
visit merited Army's Commendation
Ribbon, joins NBC News, N.Y., as
special projects coordinator.

title/ position

zone

state

Mr. Read
Mr. Ferguson
Jack Harris, vice president and
general manager of KPRC-TV
Houston, was unanimously reelected chairman of the NBC
Television Affiliates Board of
Delegates at the annual meeting
of the affiliates in New York
Thursday, Nov. 12 (see At Deadline, Nov. 16).
Vice chairmen elected by the
affiliates are Edwin K. Wheeler,
general manager of WWJ-TV Detroit, named to this post for the
second consecutive year, and
Robert Ferguson, executive vp
of WTRE-TV Wheeling, W.Va.
Louis Read, vp and general manager of WDSU-TV New Orleans,
was elected secretary-treasurer.
Appointed to fill vacancies on
the NBC-TV Affiliates Board of
Delegates were: Marcus Bartlett. general manager of WSBTV Atlanta; Richard Lewis,
president and general manager of
KVAR (TV) Phoenix, and Mr.
Read.
Other members of the Board of
Delegates are: Lawrence H.
Rogers, president and general
manager of WSAZ-TV Huntington, W.Va.; Harold See, general
manager of KRON-TV San
Francisco; Harold Grams general manager of KSD-TV, St.
Louis; Richard O. Dunning,
president and general manager of
KHQ-TV Spokane, Wash., and
Joseph Bryant, president of
KCBD-TV Lubbock, Tex.
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Programming
• J.R.H. (Hank) Wilson, formerly
president and general manager of
WMIT Charlotte, N.C., to Muzak
Corp., N.Y., as national field sales
manager. Adna H. Karns formerly
media director and manager at Don
Kempner Adv., N.Y., joins Muzak as
manager of New York operations.
• William Self, director of administrative programming, CBS-TV, Hollywood, joins 20th Century-Fox Television as executive producer.

• Raymond L. Lewis, formerly with
WBBM Chicago, to sales staff of Banner Films, N.Y., covering east coast
syndicated sales.
• Herbert Hobler, director of sales
development for Videotape Productions
of New York Inc., named sales manager.
• Sam Lomberg, formerly sales manager of Screen Gems, appointed European sales manager for National Telefilm Assoc., London headquarters.
• Andre Moullin and Robert Jacques elected vps in charge of sales and
planning-editing, respectively, with
Peter Elgar Productions, N.Y.
• David A. Bader has resigned as vp.
Atlantic Television Corp., N.Y.
• Dresser Dahlstad, program director
of KABC Los Angeles and ABC Pacific Coast Network, has left ABC after
27 years with that network and its
predecessor, NBC Blue, to join Ralph
Edwards Productions. He will be assigned to Truth Or Consequences.
• Eve Ettinger, acting head of story
department of Screen Gems. Hollywood, named head of that department.
• Fred Haney formerly manager of
Milwaukee Braves, signs three-year
contract with NBC-TV as co-sportscaster of Major League Baseball telecasts, succeeding Leo Durocher. who
resigned.
• Pee Wee Reese, for 20 years player
and coach with Dodgers ball club,
signed by CBS-TV to handle commentary on Game of the Week with Dizzy
Dean.

Equipment & Eng'ring
• CP. Pesek, vp for engineering and
staff manufacturing of Minnesota
Mining and Manufacturing Co.. St.
Paul, elected to board of directors and
executive committee.
• James E. Dingman, director of operation, long lines department of American Telephone & Telegraph Co., NY.,
BROADCASTING, November 23, 1959

members
Bay Area founding fathers • Above are some of the founding
the
of the new San Francisco Radio Assn., which includes 13 am stations in
of
Klein,
H.
Milton
;
attorney
.
Corbett
P.
ce
Bav Area L tor.: Lauren
KEWB; Walter H. Conway, of KDIA: Joe Miller, of
KOBY; William E. Nichols, of KFRC; Morton J. Wagner, of KYA: Homer H. Odom of KABL; Maurie E.
Webster, of KCBS; Bert West, of KSFO, and Jack
Stahl. of KGO.
Newly-elected officers are William D. Shaw, of KSFO
(picture left), president; Mr. Webster, vp; Mr. Wagner,of
secretary-treasurer. Board of directors is comprised
Messrs. Shaw. Webster. Nichols. Wagner and Klein.
Founding members not pictured above are John H. Mitchell, of KGO:
Robert N. Kindred, of KJBS; George Fuerst, of KNBC; Arthur
Westlund. of KRE, and Norwood J. Patterson, of KSAN.
t, etc. His headquarters will
elected vp and chief engineer of equipmen
be in St. Louis.
AT&T, effective Dec. 1.
• Allan B. Dickinson, manager of
International
color kinescope manufacturing at RCA
• H. Gordon Love, president of CFCN
Electron Tube Div.. Lancaster. Pa., appointed plant manager.
president of Canadian
Calgary, elected
of Commerce.
Chamber
• Dr. Frank A. McMahon. formerly
• John R.G. Jenkins, formerly media
secmanager, field service and training Inc..
tion of General Precision Lab
director at Toronto office of McKim
Pleasantville. NY., appointed manager
Adv. Ltd.. named director of media
of service and support department.
and
BBDO.planning at Toronto office of
• V. Lee Tennant Jr. appointed midwest district sales engineer for Prodelin
• J. Hugh Dunlop. formerly news diInc., manufacturer of antenna system
rector of CJCH Halifax, named gen& CO., inc.
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era! manager of CKDH Amherst, N.S.
He succeeds Gene Alton, who has
moved to CKMI-TV Quebec City.
• Jack Bain named CBC English Radio
sales representative, Montreal.
Deaths

• Charles D. Frey, 73, head of his
own advertising agency and formerly
vice chairman of American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, died in Chicago
Nov. 11.

• John J. Flanagan, 54, vp and associate media director of McCann-Erick-

son, died Nov. 12, at Flower Fifth Avenue Hospital, N.Y., following brief illness. Mr. Flanagan, who had been with
M-E since 1936, was past president of
Media Buyers Assn., member of newspaper committee of American Assn. of
Advertising Agencies, and board member of Business Publications Audit.

• Lyman L. (Pete) Weld, 67, president of Feature Merchandising Inc.
(feature foods plan for radio-tv stations), Chicago, died following heart
attack Nov. 12. Mr. Weld was formerly
vp of Mitchell-Faust Adv. before

founding
Feature Merchandising in
1935.

• Fred H. Miller, 76, who retired
from FCC in 1957, after 11 years in
telephone and radio division, died Nov.
13 following heart attack in Washington, D.C.

• John M. Littlepage, 56, Washington communications attorney, died
Nov. 11, after falling from eighth
floor window of his office building. He
was member of firm of Littlepage &
Littlepage, founded by his late father,
Thomas P. Littlepage, and including his
brother, James H. Littlepage.

INTERNATIONAL
Programs considered Canadian must
be produced or broadcast initially by
a Canadian station, or if originating
Canadian tv goes 45% native in 1961
outside of Canada must have Canadian
participants or be of general interest
The Board of Broadcast Governors
U.S. and other imported programs is to
Canadians. The latter category
of Canada Wednesday (Nov. 18) an- permitted until April 1, 1961. For a
would
include sports. Newscasts are
nounced regulations for the television
transitional one year period, Canadian
considered Canadian despite the source
stations will have to carry a minimum
industry which relaxed the board's
of news. Films must be produced by
original proposals but continued to of 45% Canadian content in program
Canadian-incorporated
companies with
time, measured over a four-week
stress the Canadian program content.
a
majority
of
the
directors
Canadian.
The board also outlawed broadcasting
period. Beginning April 1, 1962 the
any contest in which results have been minimum Canadian content will be in- Shows produced in Commonwealth
countries and France are considered
creased to 55% of total time.
fixed in advance. This restriction is
50%
Canadian, but can make up only
believed to be a direct outcome of U.S.
Originally the board had proposed a
one-third
and one-quarter of total pro55% rule to go into effect in 1960 and
congressional committee investigation,
gram time, respectively.
as BBG public hearings on the pro- to be measured over a weekly period.
posed regulations coincided with Char- Easier rules reflect the strong opposiThe board dropped another controtion
from
the
Canadian
Assn.
of
versial proposal that would have reton. les Van Doren's testimony in Washingserved up to two prime evening hours
Broadcasters at hearings held Novemdaily for BBG-prescribed programs.
Under new rules, unrestricted use of
ber 2-3.
But it reserved the right to require a
licensee, after a public hearing, to
make new arrangements for evening
broadcasting if his performance during
evening hours is unsatisfactory — that is,
mostly non-Canadian in content.
The proposed restriction on morning
broadcasting also was dropped following opposition from both CBC and
CAB. New regulations will allow
broadcasting between 6 a.m. and noon
if the station operator first submits a
programming
outline and the board is
day.
satisfied it will not limit the station's
resources for programming later in the

IMPORTED

PROGRAMS

LIMITED

European tour • Members of the 1959 Crusade For Freedom Study Tour
to Munich are greeted by Radio Free Europe's European Director, Erik
Hazelhoff (r). L to r are: Haydon Burns, mayor-commissioner of Jacksonville, Fla.; Mrs. Esther Van Wagoner Tufty, president-elect of American
Women in Radio & Television; Cecil Woodland, general manager, WEJL
Scranton, Pa.; Spencer M. Allen, news director, KMOX-TV St. Louis, and
Orrin Melton, general sales manager-news director, KSOO Sioux Falls, S.D.
Messrs. Woodland, Allen and Melton won the ten-day trip for their promotional efforts on behalf of RFE's 1959 fund-raising
The annual
Truth Broadcast Contest is sponsored by the Crusade program.
For Freedom in coCouncil. operation with the National Assn. of Broadcasters and The Advertising
no

The board also announced it was
prepared to consider reserving uhf
channels for educational television.

• Abroad

in Brief

French production • Tv set manufacturers in France produced 372,000
units in 1958. Radios numbered 1,520-,
000 including 335,000 pocket sets and
portables plus 110,000 auto radios.
Sun will never set • British Commonwealth nations plan to girdle the globe
with cables that will telecast as well as
BROADCASTING, November 23, 1959

zarry ordinary communications, Postlaster General J.R. Bevins said in Lonion (Nov. 11). He explained that a
econd transatlantic cable between
3ritain and France will be laid in 1961.
Another cable will be laid in the Pacific
connecting Australia and Canada.
Nationwide study • A.C. Nielsen Co.
of Canada will soon release its first
Canada-wide coverage study of radio
and tv. All 239 counties in the 10 provinces will be reported in the company's largest survey. County-by-county
ownership figures will be available to
subscribers this month, and station circulation data will be released by early
1960. The expansion follows favorable
reaction to an Ontario coverage study
by Nielsen last year and to the Nielsen
Broadcast Index for the Toronto area.
Exclusivity • CHQM-FM Vancouver
will offer
"exclusive sponsorship" to
advertisers when it starts broadcasting
Dec. 1. An advertiser buying a substantial contract (13 to 52 weeks) of three
spots a day will be guaranteed no competing contract or service will be broadcast during contract duration, and will
also be guaranteed first option on renewal.
Prize winner • A special plaque was
presented to the Radio Bureau, Program Division of the Canadian Assn. of
Broadcasters, for a prize-winning broadcast— Canada in the Jet Age. Plaque
was awarded by the Air Industries and
Transport Assn. of Canada.

Canadian tv growth • Tv ownership

is growing faster in Canada than that
of any other household convenience. A
the Dominion Bureau of Stareport by
tistics shows tv receivers in 75% of
Canada's estimated 4,303,000 households. Last year only 70% had tv.
About 96% of the homes have radio,
the same figure as last year.

New Station • Newfoundland Broadcasting Co. will sell advertising time on
its new tv station as part of a package
with the firm's CJON-TV St. John's.
The yet-unnamed station will be located
island's
the 147,000
coverabout
at Grandarea.Falls,
central
It willandreach
Newfoundlanders now unable to receive tv.
Not for S.A. • South Africa will not
have tv because of its possiblethe"destrucless detive effects on children and
veloped races," Dr. A.A. Hertzog, the
country's posts-telegraphs minister, has
announced. In an interview with the
Afrikaans-language newspaper Die Vaderland that asked about reports that
South Africa would be the only country
in the world without the medium Mr.
Hertzog said the government definitely
did not intend to introduce tv.

WTHI-TV
CHANNEL 10 • CBS-ABC
TERRE
HAUTE
INDIANA
Represented Nationally
by Bolting Co.

New tv client • Terylene, synthetic
fabric produced by Canadian Industries
Ltd., will use tv for the first time in its
five-year history. It is co-sponsoring
Movies with Mannings, Saturday evenings from 7 : 30 to 9 p.m. over the CBC
network. Other sponsors are Success
Wax, Gattuso foods and Sterling Drug.
CBC expects to sign a fifth and final
participant shortly.

TOWERS
BUILDINGS
REFLECTORY
Portable Buildings
and
Complete Systems
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Communications
Purposes

FANFARE
Grouchy grumblers organize
Hardwick, early-morning d.j. at KVI
Seattle, is being flooded with membership applications for his new Grouch
Club (NAGG— National Assn. of
Grouchy Grumblers).
The club was started to give KVI
listeners a chance to air their pet
gripes. A local grumbler whose gripe
is read on the air is chosen as the
grouch of the week. Each month,
Hardwick chooses a grand grouch —
someone of national significance with
an obvious reason to be grouchy.
Grand grouch for November is the
chairman of the board of the Ocean
Spray Cranberry Assn.
No tricks, just treats
"No Tricks, Only WLSV Treats" was
the slogan of the Oct. 31 birthday celebration of WLSV Wellsville, N.Y. To
celebrate its fourth anniversary, the station devised a "Treasure Chest" which
BROADCASTING, November 23, 1959

Promotes library
KBOL Boulder, Colo., took an
active part in the Nov. 3 city
elections after concluding that
there was a discouraging lack of
interest shown in a proposed bond
issue for a new library.
John Kirkwood, station publicity director, mapped out an intensive campaign for the new
building which consisted of taped
interviews with local citizens on
the need for a new library. These
spots were aired frequently for
several days before the election.
The library bond issue, supported by KBOL, was approved
with a plurality of 25% of the
total vote. A companion bond
issue for recreational facilities
was defeated with a plurality of
12% of the total vote.
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was stocked with prizes from participating merchants. Listeners registered for
a chance at the 38 prizes at participating
stores.
A limit of 30,000 registration slips
was set, and in the week-long promotion,
28,857 slips were signed by WLSV
listeners.
Whole lotto' broadcostin'
KMBC Kansas City, and KFRM
Concordia, Kan., sister station, celebrated the 30th broadcasting anniversary of farm director, Phil Evans, with
a contest to determine the number of
broadcasts made by him in his 23 years
at the station. The winning estimate
(34,693) was within six of the actual
count (34,699).
The winning listener received a tractor, a 7-ton bulk feeding tank, 500
chicks, 10 bushels of seed corn, 5 tons
of stock feed and $100 in miscellaneous
farm products.
Johnny on-the-spot
CKOY Ottawa has won enthusiastic
response for a promotion scheme helping overparked motorists. The station

Programs stimulate book reading
A series of programs originated by levels of society and is naturally the
a local librarian, Philip Oglivie, on concern of all members of society."
WWGS Tifton, Ga. has stimulated
The program, "Is Your Marriage
an interest in books and library Working?" discussed many problems
services in that area. According to of marriage and named books that
would be helpful for further reading.
Ralph N. Edwards, station manager,
A "think session" also inspired by
the program's success can be traced
Oglivie has been proving popular
Mr.
to the fact that it is "subject centered" rather than being confined to with WWGS listeners. Mr. Oglivie
asked listeners to think about the
a single book review. Topics chosen
are discussed, and related books for ideas and ideals that have made our
further reading and study are named.
country great and are part of our
Thus the program attempts to arouse
heritage. Think sessions also conand keep new enthusiasms alive
tained reading lists for further study.
among listeners through additional
Other programs have dealt with
reading and study.
the great religions of the world and
Not all programs are concerned
personality sketches of historical
with intellectual matters. The probfigures, all supplemented by suglem of marital relations was recently
gested lists of books for interested
aired. Mr. Edwards believes that
listeners.
"marital difficulties are found in all
puts nickels into expired parking meters,
and leaves windshield cards saying:
"Your parking meter expired. We put in
a nickel and hope we saved you the expense and inconvenience of a parking
tag. Radio station CKOY. Dial 1310
Thank-you letters have been coming
from
as far as Alabama and South Caro(please)."
lina, Halifax and Vancouver. Some letters have nickels enclosed, others as
much as a dollar for continuation of the
scheme. Of 1,500 nickels spent, the station received close to 1,000 thank-you
letters and telephone calls.

Improved medical techniques
have cut the TB death rate.
Needed: A way to prevent active
tuberculosis in the 40 million
Americans infected.
Anti-TB drugs save many lives,
but don't work for all. Needed:
Studies to improve drugs' usefulness, to develop new drugs.
Help solve vital TB problems.
Your Christmas Seal contribution can help research find new
weapons against TB. Answer
your Christmas Seal letter
today, please.
Fight
TB
with
Christmas
Seals
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Railroad ad contest
The Assn. of Railroad Adv. Managers
is accepting entries for its ninth annual
Golden Spike advertising competition.
The competition is open to any firm,
industry or organization (other than
railroads) whose advertising or promotion contributes to a better understanding of the importance of the railroads
or which directly or indirectly helps to
promote rail freight and passenger traffic.
Advertising appearing Jan. 1-Dec. 31,
1959 is eligible. Deadline: Jan. 15, 1960.
Entry blanks are obtainable from Albert L. Kohn, general advertising manager, Southern Pacific Co., 65 Market
St., San Francisco 5.
Travelog
A caravan of American and Canadian
travel editors touring Florida in a 21car motorcade were treated to an unusual travelog when they visited Daytona Beach.
WMFJ, that city, and the local Chamber of Commerce made arrangements
for every car in the group to have its
radio tuned to WMFJ. As the visitors
entered the area, the station greeted the

editors by name and then conducted
them on a 15-minute scenic tour into the
center of Daytona Beach. A travelcommentary, carefully timed to the
planned route, described each landmark
as the caravan passed by.
• Drumbeats
Success stories • A brochure containing letters from clients and agencies
on radio success stories has been publised by WFDF Flint, Mich. Entitled
"WFDF Spells Success" the brochure
is
Katzavailable
Agency. from the station or The
Hudson River 'passporf • More than
10,000 New York City radio listeners
are now proud possessors of "WNTA
Radio Passports." Originally intended as
a mailing piece to the Madison Ave.
advertising fraternity, WNTA Newark
also offered the novel promotion to its
listeners, expecting only a few requests.
The "passport" marked "Valid in New
York Only" entitles the bearer to tunein WNTA and listen to "music with the
authentic 'Jersey Bounce.' "
Aerial challenge • Viewers of KETV
(TV) Omaha, Neb. are being challenged
to identify towns from aerial photographs. The "Name That Town" contest
uses pictures of communities within the
station's coverage area, and includes
clues to the towns' identities. Winners
choose between a lady's wristwatch or
a man's electric shaver for the prize.
Pooch appeal • WSAI Cincinnati has
inaugurated a "Lucky Puppy Club"
show on a daily basis. In cooperation
with the local dog pound, WSAI describes an appealing puppy each afternoon, inviting listeners to contact the
pound
they are interested in adding
to their iffamily.
BROADCASTING, November 23, 1959

Previewing the Philadelphia
(radio) story • Characteristics and
habits of Philadelphia radio listeners
have been examined in a qualitative
study by Pulse Inc. The findings were
incorporated in a new presentation
prepared by WIBG Philadelphia for
advertisers and agencies. Shown during an advance preview given in
New York to The Katz Agency, the
stations' national representative: (1
to r) M. McMurray, national sales
director, Storer Broadcasting Co.;
John Moler, managing director of
WIBG, and Morris Kellner, Katz
vice president, radio sales manager.
The study presents a profile of the
ownership of homes, autos and appliances; the buying patterns and the
earning power of those families in
Philadelphia which own radios.

Broken records • CJOB Winnipeg,
Man., really held a record-breaking
contest when they announced a ban on
rock 'n! roll. They mailed advertising
men records with instructions to break
the discs and return them as a contest
entry. Top prize in the contest is a
radio-tv-phonograph combination.

Hero revisited • WLOS-TV Asheville,
N.C.-Greenville, Spartanburg. S.C.
celebrated Veterans' Day with a showing of the motion picture "Sergeant
York" and an exclusive filmed interview with the 71-year-old World War I
hero, who is now paralyzed from the
waist down. Among photos taken was
one believed to be the only picture of
him wearing all his major medals.

Taking a back seat • Telephone booths
have become passe according to a
spokesman of KIOA Des Moines. To
promote a new record, "Sitting In the
Back Seat," the Iowa station ran a
contest to see just how many girls could
squeeze into an automobile. The winners, 23 tightly packed young ladies,
emerged triumphantly from a four-door
Chevy and were treated to a steak dinner
and movie by KIOA deejays.
Reading the ratings • More than 100
advertising agency executives and time
buyers attended a lecture on rating reliability at KGO-TV San Francisco.
The speaker was Ward Dorrell, vice
president and director of research of the
John Blair Co. Mr. Dorrell used slides
and illustrations to show rating curves,
explain sample techniques and rating
and disprecision. The two-hour a talk
cussion was followed by buffet for the
guests.
Series seer • WLOL Minneapolis-St.
BROADCASTING, November 23, 1959

Paul found many advertising agency
men's crystal balls in working order. In
its World Series scoreboard contest, the
station received 7 out of 3,500 entries
which had the correct total number of
Series runs. Breaking it down game by
game, it discovered that John R. Bain,
assistant advertising manager of Indianapolis Power and Light Co., had extraordinary extra-sensory perception
and awarded him the $1,000 cash prize.

adHooper-la • WINS New York took
vantage of a depressed market in hula
hoops to use them in a Hooper rating
expromotion. A thousand advertisingwith
ecutives got hoops in the mail
WINS' report that it led the SeptemberOctober Hooper Radio Audience Index
with a 15.3 share of radio audience.

• A "talk-stopper"
talking
keep by
Don't ion
WCAE Pittsburgh has
promot
turned into a "talk - starter" around
town, according to WCAE. This is how
it works: Once a disc jockey gets too
talkative, he's cut off the air, a recorded
voice demanding, "All right, all right."
Station cites poll showing 54% of persons reporting as being able to identify
the station with the gimmick. Initially,
listeners were invited to pull the switch.
Estimates were 10,000 calls from listeners in 10 days, according to WCAE.

Saving the game • When Penn State
circuit telealumni plans for a closedcast of the Penn State-Syracuse football
game fell through, WCAU Philadelphia
came to the rescue. Although the game
was not carried locally on radio or tv,
WCAU arranged to have a closed-circuit broadcast piped into two of its studios direct from Penn State on Saturday, Nov. 7. The station did this with-

out charge as a service to the friends
of the two colleges. Over 300 people
packed the studios to hear the game.
'Bozo' bonanza • A 20-day contest for
to draw
young sionsviewers
of Bozo the
Clown their
drewimpresmore
than 20,000 entries at WPIX (TV)
New York, which carries the Jayark
Films' series on weekdays from 5 to
5:30 p.m. In addition to receiving special prizes, all winners were invited to
WPIX studios to meet and watch the
Bozo show and its live clown m.c, Bill
Britten. WPIX started the program in
September.
D.j's 'plug' classics! • WMCA New
York schedules a program of classical
music on Sunday nights called Concert
Hits (11 p.m.-l a.m. EST), featuring
Barry Gray. The station has been promoting the show on disc jockey prononand other
grams,
featuringForjazz
classical music.
instance
D.J. Scott
Muni says: "The six d.j.'s here at
WMCA sing with the hits for you all
day and all night. But we have a new
idea we think you'll dig too. The biggies
from Classicsville . . . goodies like
Beethoven's Fifth Symphony. Only hits
. . . it's a get-together with the grooviest from the Masters . . ."

thru • The Herald Tribune
News goes
Radio
Network is rushing 50 copies of
each morning's New York Herald Tribune to Boston for distribution to advertising agencies during the city's newspaper strike. The Boiling Co., representative of the network stations, is
handling distribution. Herald Tribune
stations are WVIP Mount Kisco,
WVOX New Rochelle, WGHQ Saugerties and WFYI Mineola, all New York.
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Type BQ-51A/BA-51A

RCA
Magnetic Disc Recorder
Is a Great New Tool
for Broadcasters !
It makes possible fast recording
and playback of commercials and
announcements. Extremely simple
to operate, it minimizes the skill
required to produce a professional
recording. Erasable magnetic discs
have a long life, equal to or greater
than tape, thus production costs
can be reduced. Whatever your
equipment requirements, SEE
RCA FIRST!

Authorizations, Applications
As Compiled by Broadcasting
Nov. 10 through Nov. 16. Includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing cases, rules & standards changes
and routine roundup.
ABBREVIATIONS:
DA — directional antenna, cp — construction permit. ERP — effective radiated power, vhf
—very high frequency, uhf— ultra high frequency, ant.— antenna, aur. — aural, vis. —
visual, kw— kilowatts, w— watts, mc— megacycles D— day. N— night. LS— local sunset,
mod.— modification, trans.— transmitter, unl.— unlimited hours, kc— kilocycles
subsidiary communications
authorization. SSA— special service authorization SCA—
STA
special temporary authorization. SH— Specified hours. *— educational.
Ann —Announced
Consulting engineer Creutz, Steel and WaldNew Tv Stations
schmitt, 1413 K St., N.W., Washington, D.C.
ACTIONS BY FCC
Metropolitan Bcstg. Corp. is licensee of
WNEW-AM-FM-TV New York, N.Y.. WTTG
Farmington, N.M. — Farmington Bcstg. Co, (TV) Washington, D.C, and WHK-AM-FM
Granted vhf ch. 12 (204-210 mc); ERP 31 Cleveland,
Ohio. Ann. Nov. 13.
kw vis., 15.5 kw aur.; ant. height above
*Ogden, Utah— Weber County School Disaverage terrain 386 ft., above ground 137
trict, uhf ch. 18 (494-500 mc); ERP .460 kw
ft. Estimated construction cost $110,483, first vis., .230
kw aur.; ant. height above average
year operating cost $U5,000, revenue $175,terrain
-850construction
ft., abovecostground
112. Esti000. P.O. address 407 W. Broadway, Farmmated
$59,749,ft. first
year
ington. Studio location Farmington. Trans,
operating
cost
$16,700.
P.O.
address
1122
location San Juan County. Geographic coWashington Blvd., Ogden, Utah. Studio
o
r
d
i
n
a
t
e
s
3
6
°
46'
45"
N.
Lat.,
108°
11'
20"
W.
and
trans,
location
1122
Washington
Blvd.,
Long. Trans. DuMont, ant. RCA. Legal counOgden.
41° 14' 44"
sel Smith & Pepper, Washington, D.C. ConN.
Lat.,ant.Geographic
111°GE58'TY-21-B.
07" W.coordinates
Long.
sulting engineer Vandivere, Cohen & Wearn,
24-A,
Ann. Trans.
Nov. 13.GE TTWashington, D.C. Principals include Hugh
D. Landis and Cloyed O. Kendrick 33.3%,
Existing Tv Stations
Farmington Community Television Inc.
33.3%, ban Juan Bcstg. Co. 16.6% and Jack
ACTION BY FCC
Hawkins 16.6%. Mr. Hawkins has 66.6% interest in KVFC Cortez, Colo., 50% KIUN
WHYZ-TV Duluth, Minn.— Is being advised
Pecos, Tex., 40% KVLF Alpine and KCMR
that application to change trans, and main
studio locations, increase ant. height and
McCarney, both Tex., and 25% KRIG Odena,
Tex. Mr. Landis and Mr. Kendrick own
make equipment changes, indicates necesKVBC Farmington, KICA Clovis, both N.M.,
sity of hearing. Ann. Nov. 12.
and have interest in KRGV Weslaco, Tex.
Farmington Community Tv owns local anNew Am Stations
tenna system and San Juan Bcstg. is licensee
of KIUP Durango, Colo. Ann. Nov. 17.
ACTION BY FCC
Iron Mountain, Mich. — Valley Telecasting
Greenville, Mich. — Flat River Bcstg. Co.
Co. Granted vhf ch. 8 (180-186 mc); ERP 120 Granted
1380 kc, 500 w DA-D. P.O. address
kw vis., 60.3 kw aur.; ant. height above
Mich. Estimated construction
average terrain 1312 ft., above ground 1107 Breckenridge,
$22,548, first year operating cost $40,000,
ft. Estimated construction cost $324,582, first cost
revenue
$60,000.
Owners are Earl N. Peterson
year operating cost $78,000, revenue $120,000. and Pearle C. Lewis
(each 50%). Mr. PeterP.O. address Mason & Roosevelt Sts. Green
son
is
employed
by Paul Brandt, licensee of
Bay, Wis. Studio-trans, location CommonWBFC
Fremont
and
WCEN Mt. Pleasant,
wealth, Wis. Geographic coordinates 45° 53' both Mich. Pearle Lewis
is 50% owner of
56"
Lat., 88°
14' 35"McKenna
W. Long.& Trans.
-ant. entertainment operation with
Mr. Peterson.
RCA.N. Legal
counsel
Wilkinson,
Ann.
Nov.
12.
Washington, D.C. Consulting engineer
APPLICATIONS
George P. Adair, Washington, D.C. Valley
Telecasting is owned by Valley Communications Inc., Green Bay, and is licensee of
New Port Richey, Fla. — Jasmin Properties
WFRV Green Bay. Ann. Nov. 12.
Inc., 1400 kc, 250 w-D. P.O. address 122 W.
Main
St., New Port Richey, Fla. Estimated
APPLICATIONS
construction cost $13,875, first year operWilmington, Del.— Metropolitan Bcstg.
ating cost $34,000, revenue $42,000. Applicants are W.C. Tranter, Reginald Sims, R.C.
Corp., vhf ch. 12 (204-210 mc); ERP 316 kw
Tranter and Sam Y. Allgood Jr., 25% each.
vis., 158 kw aur.; ant. height above average
terrain 886 ft., above ground ft. 906. Esti- Messrs. Tranter are in construction busimated construction cost $2,051,500, first year
ness; Mr. Sims is in real estate. Mr. Allgood
operating cost $1,500,000 revenue $900,000. Jr. is attorney. Ann. Nov. 13.
P.O. address 205 E. 67th St., N.Y. 21, NY
Ybor City, Fla.— Ybor City Bcstg. Inc.,
Studio location 810-818 N. French St., Wil- 1510 kc, 250 w-D. P.O. address Box 3168,
mington. Trans, location Delsa Drive, 0 7 Tampa, Fla. Estimated construction cost
miles northwest of center of Clayton. Geo- $19,651, first year operating cost $36,000,
$46,000. Principals include Leon S.
graphic coordinates 39° 40' 04" N. Lat., 75° revenue
Cazin and Curtis Gimpel. Mr. Cazin is movie
06'
W. Long. Legal
Trans. RCA
TT-50<\H.
RCA04" TF-12BH.
counsel
Robert ant.
A. projectionist. Mr. Gimpel is in office supply
business. Ann. Nov. 13.
Dreyer, 205 E. 67th St., New York 21, N Y

Write for descriptive literature to RCA, Dept. AD-22,
Building 15-1, Camden, N.J.

NEW YORK
60 East 42nd Street
EDWIN

RADIO

CORPORATION
of AMERICA

&

TORNBERG^

COMPANY,

INC.

NEGOTIATORS FOR THE PURCHASE AND
SALE OF RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS {
EVALUATIONS
L
FINANCIAL ADVISERS
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MUrray Hill 7-4242
WEST COAST
860 Jewell Avenue
Pacific Grove, California
FRontier 2-7475
WASHINGTON
1625 Eye Street, N.W.
District 7-8531
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PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO ft TELEVISION
501-514 Munsey Bldg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDO. Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037 JACKSON 5303
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Experience In Radio
Engineering
1710 H St., N.W. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnes & Culver

RUSSELL
P. MAY
71 1 14th St., N. W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D.C. REpublic 7-3*84
Member AFCCE

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C.
Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE

REAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
rLeetwooa /-t>44/
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
CRestvlew 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
Oliver 2-8520

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
Communication s-llectren Its
1610
Eye St., D.
N. C.W.
Washington,
Executive 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Slclom, Robert A. Jenei
IV c. uuincyRiverside,
9i. nicKory
III. /.ii^j
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Military Rd., N. W.,
Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468 Birmingham, Ala.
Phone STate 7-2601
Member AFCCE

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

JULES COHEN
Consulting Electronic Engineer
61 7 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-4*1 <
1426 G St., N. W.
Washington 5, 0. C.
Member AFCCE

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Brecksville, Ohio
(a Cleveland Suburb)
Tel: JAckson 6-4386
P. O. Box 82
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
GLendale 2-3073

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
1316 S. Kearney
Skyline 6-1608
Denver 22, Colorado

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666
Member AFCCE

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601 Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W. Va. Dickens 2-6281

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

PAUL DEAN FORD
Broadcast Engineering Consultant
4341 South 8th Street
Terre Haute, Indiana
Crawford 4496

NUGENT SHARP
Consulting Radio Engineer
809-11 Warner Building
Washington 4, D. C.
District 7-4443

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE,
To Be Seenthem,by the
85,000*
_ Readers
—among
decision-making station owners and managers,applicants
chief engineersfor and
techniand cians—facsimile
facilities.am, fm, tv
*ARB Continuing Readership Study

contact
BROADCASTING MAGAZINE
1735 DeSales St. N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
for availabilities

JANSKY & BAILEY INC. 1
Executive Office*
ME. 8-5411
1735 DeSales St., N. W.
Offices and laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. FEderal 3-4809
Member AFCCE

Service

Directory

PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
AM-FM-TV
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING CO.
P.O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.
Phone Jackson 3-5302

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810

Munsey Building
District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

JOHN

B. HEFFELFINGER

8401 Cherry St.
Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI
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Existing Am Stations
APPLICATIONS
WPAX Thomasville, Ga. — Cp to increase
daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw and install new trans. (1240kc). Ann. Nov. 13.
WGILtime power
Gaiesburg,
dayfrom 250111. —w Cpto to1 increase
kw. (1400kc).
Ann. Nov. 16.
WKOX Framingham, Mass. — Amendment
to application for mod. of license (which
requests to change from daytime to limited
hours) to change from limited to specified
hours: Local sunrise to: Jan., 5:30 p.m. -Feb.,
6:15 p.m.; March, 6:45 p.m. -April, 7:15 p.m.;
May, 7:45 p.m. -June, 8:15 p.m.; July, 8:15
p.m. -Aug. 7:45 p.m.; Sept. 6:45 p.m. -Oct., 6:00
p.m.;
Nov. 13.
5:30 p.m. -Dec. 5:15 p.m. (1190kc).
Ann. Nov.
WOAP
Owosso,
increase
power from 250 w toMich.
1 kw— Cp
and toinstall
new
trans. (1080kc). Ann. Nov. 13.
WBCU hours
Union,of S.C.—
Mod. from
of license
change
operation
specifiedto
hours to unl. (14=0kc). Ann. Nov. 13.
KXLE Ellensburg, Wash. — Cp to increase
daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw and install new trans. (1240kc) Ann. Nov. 13.
WVOW Logan, W.Va.— Cp to change from
employing DA-2 to DA-N and operate trans,
by remote
Nov.
16. control. Daytime. (1290kc). Ann.
New Fm Stations
ACTION BY FCC
Central Square, N.Y. — Central Square
High School. Granted 89.3 mc, 1 kw. P.O.
address Mr. Millard W. Hawk, Box 108 Constantia, N.Y. Estimated construction cost
$2,750,
Nov. 12.first year operating cost $1,500. Ann.
APPLICATIONS
Osceola,
Ark.
— Osceola
Corp., Ark.
97.1
mc 1 kw. P.O. address
Box Bcstg.
311, Osceola,
Estimated construction cost $8,822, first year
operating cost $4,200, revenue $6,000. Principal applicant is H.F. Ohlendorf who is in
real estate and farming. Ann. Nov. 13.
Elmwood Park, 111. — Edward Krupkowski,
105.9 mc 32 kw. P.O. address 4622 S. Whipple
St., Chicago 22, 111. First year operating cost
$18,000, revenue $30,000. Applicant is owner
of WXFM Elmwood Park. Ann. Nov. 13.
Parkmc,Forest,
Waterman,
105.5
1 kw. 111.
P.O.— Edward
address L.
77 Monee
Rd..
Park Forest, 111. Estimated construction cost
$14,650, first year operating cost $26,000,
revenueNov.$30,000.
Ann.
13. Applicant is in real estate.
Minneapolis, Minn. — Plains Radio Bcstg.
Co., 100.3 mc. 8.88 kw. P.O. address Amarillo,
Tex. Estimated construction cost !J31,332,
first year operating cost $36,000, revenue
$45,000.rillo,Globe-News
Publishing
Inc. of Radio
AmaTex. is 81% owner
of Plains
Bcstg. Co., licensee of KGNC-AM-FM Amarillo and KFYO Lubbock. Globe-News is
licensee of KGNC-TV Amarillo. Ann. Nov.
13.
Charlotte,
104.7
mc, kc, N.C.
1 kw.— Charlotte
P.O. addressBcstrs.
121 W. Inc.,
7th
St. Charlotte, N.C. Estimated construction
cost $14,080, first year operating cost $13,000,
revenue $18,000. Principals include James
Ray Marks Jr. 14%, Bailey W. Hobgood 7%
and others. Mr. Marks Jr. is in construction
business.
Hobgood
is former
director ofMr.WBT
Charlotte.
Ann. program
Nov. 13.
Seattle1100Bcstg.
Co., 94.1
mc Seattle
5.84 kw. Wash.—
P.O. address
W. Florida
St.,
Seattle, Wash. Estimated construction cost
$12,767, first year operating cost $1,500. Seattle Bcstg. Co. is licensee of KOL Seattle.
Applicant station
will13. duplicate am programming. Ann. Nov.
America's

Ownership Changes
ACTIONS BY FCC
WWCO Waterbury, Conn. — Granted relinquishment ofpositive control by Herbert
Bloomberg through issuance of stock to
Murray Grossman and Herbert A. Saxe,
each to12. pay $10,000 for 16%% interest. Ann.
Nov.
WDVM Pocomoke City, Md. — Granted assignment of license from G. Russell Chambers to Ernest Tannen; consideration $120,000 with option to purchase station land
for $2,500. Ann. Nov. 12.
WBRB Mount Clemens, Mich. — Granted
assignment of license and cp to Wright &
Maltz Inc. (WTTF Tiffin, Ohio); consideration $147,699. Ann. Nov. 12.
WGIR Manchester, N.H. — Is being advised
that application to assign license to Knight
Radio
Inc., 12.indicates necessity of hearing.
Ann. Nov.
WLLYment of Richmond,
— Granted
license to Va.
Radio
RichmondassignInc.
(WROV Roanoke); consideration $105,000,
and agreement that Louis Adelman, principal owner of assignor, will not compete in
radio business for 5 years within 50 miles
of Richmond for $50,000. Ann. Nov. 12.
APPLICATIONS
KLYRment of license
Clarksville,
Ark. — Seeks
of Clarksville
Radio assignBcstrs.
from Reece Adkison 25% and Roy Forrester 75%, to Roy Forrester sole owner for
$7,500. Ann. Nov. 13.
KBLF Red Bluff, Calif.— Seeks transfer
of control from Victor Industries Corp. and
Clay McGowan 25% to Victor Corp. Principals are Victor Muscat 371/2%, Dr. Sydney
E. Lipsky 50% and Clay McGowan 12\'2%.
Dr.
Lipsky
is viceis president
of Reddi-Wip
Co. Mr. Muscat
in aluminum
container
business. Mr. McGowan is general manager
of Victor Industries Corp., manufacturers
of metal tubing. Ann. Nov. 13.
KBMS Los Angeles, Calif. — Seeks transfer
of negative control of Planned Music Inc.
from Elias Schwartz and William Scott 45%
each and Robert Gibson 10% to Messrs.
Schwartz
Nov.
13. and Scott equal partners. Ann.
WROD Daytona Beach, Fla. — Seeks transfer of control of Radio of Daytona Inc.
from Eugene D. Hill to Mining Journal
Company Ltd. for $8,500. Radio of Daytona
Inc. owns Daytona Beach Bcstg. Inc., licensee of WROD. Control will be exercised
by transferees through control of Radio of
Daytona Inc. Mining Journal Publishing
Ltd. has interests in WLUC (TV) and
WDMJ Marquette, WIRN (TV) Ironwood
and WMIQ Iron Mountain, all Michigan.
President
and Nov.
principal
Russell. Ann.
13. owner is Frank J.
WBBT Lyons, Ga. — Seeks assignment of
license from Twin-City Bcstg. Inc. to Collins Corp. of Georgia for $45,000 plus agreement not to compete for 4y2 years. Principal applicant is F.K. Graham 53.7%. Collins
Corp.
is licensee
Ann. Nov.
16. of WBRO Waynesboro, Ga.
WOC-AM-FM Davenport, Iowa — Seeks
transfer of control from Tri-City Bcstg. Co.
to Central Bcstg. Co. for exchange of stock.
B.J. and D.D. Palmer are equal owners of
Tri-City. D.D. Palmer owns 60.3% of Central and B.J. Palmer 9.6% plus 16% of outstanding stock owned by Messrs. Palmer
as trustees. Messrs. Palmer will exchange
all stock of Tri-City for stock of Central,
thus making
Tri-City
sidiary. Central
Bcstg. wholly
Co. is owned
licenseesub-of
WHO-AM-FM-TV
Des Moines. Ann. Nov.
16.
WOC-TV Davenport, Iowa— Seeks assign-

Leading

Business

Brokers

Interested in buying or selling Radio and TV Properties?
When your business is transacted through
the David Jaret Corp., you are assured of
reliability and expert service backed by over
36 years of reputable brokerage.
D AV I D
1 50 MONTAGUE STREET
BROOKLYN 1, N. Y.
ULster 2-5600
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JARET
CORP.

ment of cp license from Central Bcstg. Co.
to Tri-City Bcstg. Co. for transfer of stock.
B.J. and D.D. Palmer are equal owners of
Tri-City. D.D. Palmer owns 60.3% of Central and B.J. Palmer 9.6%, plus 16% of outstanding stock owned by Messrs. Palmer
as trustees. Messrs. Palmer will exchange
all Tri-City stock for Central, thus making
Tri-City a wholly owned subsidiary of Central. Central Des
Bcstg.Moines.
Co. is Ann.
licensee
WHOAM-FM-TV
Nov.of 13.
WNOE
New
Orleans,
La.—
Seeks
transfer
of control from James A. Noe to WNOE
Inc. Change to corporation, no financial
consideration
or ownership
changes involved. Ann. Nov.
13.
WZKY
Albemarle,
N.C—
Seeks
ment of license from Stanly County assignBcstg.
Inc. to WZKY
Inc. for
$70,000. Principal
applicant is Concord
Kannapolis
Bcstg. Co.,
Belmont, N.C, licensee of WEGO Concord
and 25% owner of WPCC Clinton, both
South Carolina. Central Bcstg. Co. owns
51% of Concord Kannapolis and operates
WCGC Belmont, N.C. Ann. Nov. 13.
WTTF Tiffin, Ohio — Seeks assignment of
license from Malrite Bcstg. Co. to WTTF
Inc. Change from partnership to corporaNov. tion.
13. No ownership changes involved. Ann.
KFJI Klamath Falls, Ore. — Seeks assignment of license from KFJI Bcstrs. to Gibson Radio Inc. Dissolve into paTent corAnn. Nov. poration.
16.No ownership change involved.
KBOY-AM-FM Medford, Ore.— Seeks assignment of license from Clarence E. Wilson to KBOY Bcstrs. for $200,000 plus agreement not to compete for 6 years. Applicants
are Isabel M. 60% and Kenneth R. Card
40%,
Ann. who
Nov. have
13. no other broadcast interests.
WLSC Loris, S.C — Seeks assignment of
license from Loris Bcstg. Co. to Pee Dee
Bcstg. Co. for $45,000. Principals are James
Harpring 51% and Joel E. Cole and Walter
Molic 24V2% each, all of whom are interest
holders in WATP Marion, S.C. Ann. Nov. 16.
WCLGment ofMorgantown,
— Seeks assignlicense from W.Va.
Morgantown
Bcstg.
Co. to William S. Freed for $67,000. Mr.
Freed is in real estate business. Ann. Nov.
13.
WMRW Merrill, Wis. — Seeks assignment
of cp Bcstg.
from Ladon
Bcstg.
Corp.Principals
to ThunderBird
Inc. for
$5,600.
are
Eugene A. Halker, Kenneth R. Peterson
and Richard F. Wartman, 20.8% each and
others. Mr. Halker is general manager of
WATW Ashland, Wis. Mr. Peterson is salesman. Mr. Wartman is lawyer. Ann. Nov. 16.
KBUY Amarillo, Tex. — Seeks assignment
of cp from KAMQ Bcstrs. Ltd. to Amarillo
Bcstrs. Ltd. Change corporation name; no
ownership changes involved. Ann. Nov. 13.
KVIC Victoria, Tex. — Seeks transfer of
control of KVIC Bcstg. Inc. from J.G. Long
50%, Paul H. Kimberlin 20% and others, to
J.G. Long 55.5%, Paul H. Kimberlin 22.2%
and others, for $9,800 paid to Bryan Powell
for his 10%. Ann. Nov. 13.
KKOG Ogden, Utah — Seeks assignment of
license from KOPP Inc. to Downbeat Bcstg.
Associates for $10,000 plus payment of notes
totalling $51,500. Applicants are George I.
Norman and Robert Sherman 50% each.
Mr. Sherman is 50% owner of KHOE
Truckee,
Calif. Mr.
NormanMont.,
is general
manager of KURL
Billings,
and KCHY
Cheyenne, Wyo. Ann. Nov. 16.
Hearing Cases
Final Decisions
By memorandum
and order,
Commission, on petitionopinion
by applicant,
removed
from consolidated hearing and granted application of Flat River Bcstg. Co. for new
am station to operate on 1380 kc, 500 w
DA-D, in Greenville, Mich, effective immediately; dismissed as moot that portion
of petition requesting similar action on application of Grand Haven Bcstg. Co. to increase hours of operation of WGHN Grand
Haven,
Mich.,
dismissed).
Ann.from
Nov.day12. to unl. time (later
By Order, Commission made effective immediatly Sept. 28, initial decision and (1)
granted application of Farmington Bcstg.
Co. for new tv station to operate on ch. 12
in Farmington, N.M., and (2) dismissed muapplication
nerstually
Bcstg.exclusive
Co. Ann.
Nov. 16. of Four CorINITIAL DECISIONS
Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle issued
initial decision looking toward granting application of Carnegie Bcstg. Co. for new am
station to operate on 1590 kc 1 kw D, in
Carnegie, Pa., and denying mutually exclusive application of Jeannette Bcstg. Co.
for similar
facilities
nette, Pa. Ann.
Nov. with
12. 500 w. in JeanHearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion issued
initial decision looking toward dismissing
protest of Wichtex Radio and Television Co.
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(KFDX-TV ch. 3), Wichita Falls, Tex., and
n's July 29, grant of apaffirming pCommissio
lication of Oklahoma Quality Bcstg. Co. to
KSWO-TV
of station
location
change7), trans,
about 4 milesof
Okla., from
(ch of Lawton,
northeast
miles
49
and
Lawton
east
LawFalls to about 32 miles fromincrease
Wichita
and 24 miles from Wichita Falls,
ton
and 32 dbk
ERP to 25 dbk (316 kw) vis.
aur., change type ant. and trans,
(158 kw)
make other equipment changes, with
and
ant. height 1,050 ft. Ann. Nov. 17. . .
isA. Honig
Isadoretoward
Hearing
granting
decision looking
sued initialExaminer
for new am
application of Russell G. Salter
DA-D, m
station to111.operate
Nov.158017.kc 250 w
Ann. on
Aurora,
OTHER ACTIONS
opinion and order Comndum
By memora
mission dismissed petition by Arizona Bcstg.
Co (KVOA-TV ch. 4) and Old Pueblo Bcstg.
both Tucson,
TV ch. of13),Commiss
(KOLD-eration
Co' reconsid
on
ion grantAriz.,
for
of Tucson
Sept. 16 of renewal of license
TV ch. 9), also TucTelevisi
Ann. Inc.
son. on
Nov. (KGUN12.
James J. Williams, Williamsburg, Va.;
Springs, Va.—
Charles E. Springer, Highlandhearing
applicaDesignated
on 1450
stationsed to operate
tions for newfor amconsolidat
kc 250 w, unl.; made WLPM Suffolk, Va.,
party to proceeding. Ann. Nov. 12. notice
Commission invites comments to
derulemaking looking towardMass.
of proposed
leting vhf ch. 6 from New Bedford, posed
objections
of
because
that,
Itin appears
interests of national defense, there is no
withm
ch. 6 trans,— in
locating Vineyard
prospect
whichonly-it
area— onofMartha's
separation rewould comply with mileagerules
prowhileto New
3.610 ofcity signal
quirements of Sec.
princinal
viding reauisite
4 mutually
Bedford. Comparative hearingthison channel
in
ns for
applicatio
exclusive
New
Bedford
had been postponed owing to
obtainin
parties
by
ed
experienc
difficulties
chan-to
Deletion
sites.will
ing
from New trans,
nel acceptable
Bedford
open ofway
such further steps as Commission may find
looking toward
appropriate to take inforfuture
ch. 6 in that general
uses
potential
other
area. Comr.
Bartley dissented. Ann. Nov. 12.
order, Comm opinion byandKTAG
By memorandu
appeal Charles, La.,Associ(1) denied Lake
atesmission(KTAG-TV)
from
evi-3
to admit
refusal
hearingdence inexaminer's
ayette,
Lake Charles-Laf
La., ch.
e hearing, directed toward issue
comparativ
as to whether KTAG would place principal
city signal over entire community of Lake
Charles, and (2) on own motion, afforded
eviy toit resubmit
KTAG denceopportunit
and, in event
elects to that
resubmit,
ordered that examiner shall determine admissibility thereof
in mannerm not
inconsistent with instant
memorandu
opinion.
Ann.
Nov. 12.
^
By memorandum
opinion
mission denied petition
by and
The order,
Dodge ComCity
Bcstg. Inc., seeking (1) reversal of chief
hearing
examiner's
ruling
oermitting
Seward County Bcstg. Co. (KSCB) Liberal, Kan.,
to intervene
hearing
Dodge's orapplication for newternative in
station on
in Liberal,
al(2am
) consolidation
in hearing inwith
Dodge application of KSCB to increase
hours of operation from day to unlimited
time. Ann. Nov. 12.
By memorandum
opinion
Commission granted motion
by and
Islandorder,
Teleradio
Service Inc., to extent of amending issue 2
in proceeding on its application for new am
station in Charlotte Amalie, St. Thomas,
V.I.,
of WPRA
nabo,andP.R.thatAnn.
Nov. Inc.
12. (WPRA) GuayBy memorandum
opinion
mission denied petition by and
WPGCorder.
Inc.,Comfor
reconsideration of hearing order and grant
of application to change location of WPGC
from Morningside, Md., to Washington, D.C.
Ann. Nov. 12.
Postponed oral argument from Nov. 19 to
Dec. 3 in following proceeding:
Am applications of The Circle Corp.
(WKIZ), Kalamazoo, Kalamazoo Bcstg. Co.,
Kalamazoo, and Dowagiac Bcstg. Co.. Dowagiac, all Michigan. Ann. Nov. 13.
Routine Roundup
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
BY FCC
Commission on Nov. 13 granted, in part,
petition by Brazos Bcstg. Co. and extended
time to Nov. 24 to file reply comments in
Corpus Christi, Tex. tv rulemaking proceeding. Ann. Nov. 17.
By Commissioner Robert T. Bartley
Grantedtension ofpetition
extime to byNov.WHDH
23 toInc.
file for
replies
to exceptions
in
Boston.
Mass.
ch.
5
tv
remand proceeding. Action Nov. 13.
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BY BROADCAST BUREAU
By James
Chief D.
Hearing
Examiner
Cunningham
Granted in part request by Donald W.
Huff to extent of extending time to Nov.
23 to file proposed findings in proceeding on
Pubof Equitable
thatstations
and am
his application
lishing Co. for new
in Lansdale,
Pa., but denied extension of time for filing
replies. Action Nov. 13.
Denied petition by Rossmoyne Corp.
Pa., to intervene with
(WCMB) Harrisburg,
reference
to application of Keystone Bcstg.
in conPa., Nov.
Harrisburg,
Corp. (WKBO)
solidated am proceedings. Action
12.
Denied petition by WBEN Inc. (WBEN)
Buffalo, N.Y., to intervene in proceeding on
application
of MartinN.Y.
KarigAction
for new
tion in Johnstown,
Nov.am 12.staOn own motion, continued without date
hearing previously
set for Dec.of 21Frank
in pro-A.
ceeding on am applications
Taylor,
Haines City, Fla., et al. Action Nov.
12.
ByThomas
Hearing
Examiner
H. Donahue
Granted joint motion by Upland Bcstg.
Co., Upland, Calif., and Robert Burdette &
Associatestension of time
Inc., to
WestDec.Covina,
Calif.,proposed
for ex1 for filing
findings and to Dec. 10 for replies in am
proceeding. Action Nov. 13.
ByCharles
Hearing
Examiner
J. Frederick
Upon information officially received that
hearing may be obviated, continued without
date hearing on application of Madison
Bcstrs. for new am station in Madison, S.D.
Action Nov. 13.
By Hearing Examiner Millard F. French
Granted
by applicant
sion of timerequest
from Nov.
17 to Nov.for20 extento file
proposed findings and from Nov. 24 to Nov.
27 to filecationreplies
in
proceeding
on
am
appliof Fayetteville Bcstg. Inc. (KHOG
Fayetteville, Ark.). Action Nov. 13.
Following
prehearing
scheduled procedural
dates andconference,
ordered hearing
on Feb.
15,
1960.
in
proceeding
on
applications of Suburban Bcstg. Inc., Mount Kisco.
N.Y., and Camden Bcstg. Co., Newark, N.J.,
for new fm stations.

By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
Granted motion by Roger S. Underhill
(WIOS), Tawas-East
Tawas,Nov.Mich.,
tinuance of hearing from
17 to forDec.con-17
on am application of WMAX Inc. (WMAX),
Grand Rapids, Mich. Action Nov. 13.
Granted request
by Hess-Hawkins
continuance
of hearing
from Nov. Co.16 for
to
Nov. tion18in East
on itsSt. application
for newNov.
am 12.
staLouis, 111. Action
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
Continued prehearing conference from
Nov. 16 to Nov. 19 in proceeding on am applications of Howell B. Phillips, Williamsburg, Ky., and WMCV Inc., Tompkinsville,
Ky. Action Nov. 13.
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle
On own motion, continued without date
hearing previously set for Dec. 16 on application of Martin Karig
for newNov.
am 12.station in Johnstown,
N.Y. Action
By Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClenning
On own motion, continued from Dec. 9
to Dec. 16 proceeding on am applications of
Beacon Bcstg. System Inc., Grafton-Cedarburg,
Wis., further
et al. Action
Ordered
hearingNov.on 12.Dec. 9 in
Perrine-South Miami, Fla., tv ch. 6 comparative proceeding. Action Nov. 12.
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
Granted
motionchange
for acceptance
of amendment to reflect
of name from
Ethel
Woodward Williams, Jack Williams Jr.,
Heyward ecutorsBurnet
and and
J. Mack
Barnes ofasJack
exof last will
testament
Williams, deceased, to Radio Station WAYX
Inc., and make other changes, in proceeding
on its application for increase of power of
WAYX Waycross, Ga. Action Nov. 12.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By Broadcast Bureau
Actions of November 13
KUBO San Antonio, Tex. — Granted license covering changes in facilities, ant.trans.
location,
installation
of DA-Dsystem.
and
new trans,
and changes
in ground
Corp.
KDWB
St.
Paul,
Minn.
—
Granted
mod.
license to change name to KDWB Bcstg.of
Continued on page 122

\Weighs only 68 lbs.
COLLINS
ANNOUNCER

Lightweight, compact remote console]
-only 46" long, 17" wide, 31" high.
Folds to 46" x 17 "x 10" -easily
carried in trunk or rear seat of car.
The three-channel Collins Announcer is completely transistorized; plugs into any
con110 volt outlet. It sets up anywhere-puts you on the air with complete studio
sole facilities. Ideal for shopping center promotions, disc jockey dances or remote
studios. Features: Two 12" Collins TT-200 turntables, two Audax tone arms with
G.E. variable reluctance heads, sapphire needles, line block, headphone and mike
jack. Contact Collins for further information.
COLLINS

COLLINS RADIO COMPANY

• CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA

• DALLAS, TEXAS

• BURBANK, CALIFORNIA
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20<? per word— $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 25tf per word— $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads £20.00 per inch— S TAT IONS FOR SALE advertising require display space.
• All other classifications 30^ per word — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C
Applicants : If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions photos
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.'
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
North Carolina small market daytime station enced
has excellent
opportunity
for experimanager with
sales ability.
Desire
civic minded, dependable, sober man who
can operate profitably with small staff. Good
base salary plus commission. All replies
kept
ING. confidential. Box 335R, BROADCASTTake off your ear-muffs . . . remove your
rubbers . . . relax and listen to this heartyour big
chance
to make warming
the message.
moveHere's
to sunny
California.
We're
building
a
brand
new
station
(the
second) in a California market that is really booming with a gigantic military installation. We need a manager, a sales manager, and sales staff. We'll pay top salaries
.advancement
. . you'll havewith
excellent
opportunities
for
our expanding
station
group. You can name your own deal as
manager
or sales-manager
if you plus
are worth
$750.00 per
month guarantee
some
form of profit-sharing. Apply in detail (including
photograph)
to
Box
961P,
BROADCASTING. All replies treated with strictest
confidence.
Sales
Northern Ohio medium market needs 2
men, building for top grosses, experienced
men only. Box 308P, BROADCASTING.
$125.00 weekly for salesmen. Also bonus
and commission. Metropolitan market east
coast. Opportunity unlimfted. Box 865P,
BROADCASTING.
$100-$150 weekly guarantee plus commission and bonus plan for aggressive selfstarter salesmen. Top station Washington,
D.C. market. Box 867P, BROADCASTING.
Salesman-announcer. Expanding group of
stations in mid-south has two positions open
at newly acquired station. Salary plus unlimited commission with protected account
list. Opportunity for rapid advancement
to managerial position. Medium markets.
Please
send full details. Box 315R, BROADCASTING.
Washingtonconditions,
— Good earnings,
living and
working
excellentideal
advancement
opportunities with leading station, non-met
market. Excellent personal, professional
reputation required. Box 342R, BROADCASTING.
California, KCHJ, Delano. Serves 1,300,000.
Increasing sales staff.
Five kw needs experienced sales manager.
Growing community. Well established station. Excellent income for good producer.
Write Manager. WEAV, Plattsburgh, N.Y.
Sales-Announcer independent fm station to
begin broadcasting soon. WFMM, 44 West
Biddle Street, Baltimore 1, Maryland.
Young man willing to work number one
station. Good list to work from. Future
for right man. Write Station Manager at
WTAC, Box 929, Flint, Michigan.
Announcers
Modern number one format station in one
of ten largest markets auditioning fastpaced, live-wire
announcers.
Key opportustation
leading
chain offers
big pay, big
ING. nity. Send tape to Box 864P. BROADCASTFemale . . . Top announcer for top market.
Minimum 3 years experience. Send tape,
photo and resume. Box 252R, BROADCASTING.
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Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Miami station serving large south Florida
area is seeking audition tapes from qualified,sonality
experienced
jockeys.are Warm
perand provendiscsuccess
requisites.
Send tape and resume to Box 266R, BROADCASTING.
Top rated Texas indie needs experienced,
mature, well-rounded announcer. Excellent
salary and fringe benefits plus chance for
advancement
withdetails
our major
market first
stations. Send full
and audition
letter. All replies confidential. Box 268R.
BROADCASTING.
Morning — Kentucky. Outstanding morning
personality required in attractive location.
Past experience and news delivery important. Send personal history, references and
past earnings. No tapes. Excellent pay for
right man. Box 293R, BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster — news director. Important sports
position college football and basketball in
attractive medium-sized city. Must be experienced. Send resume and earnings. No
tapes. Box 299R, BROADCASTING.
Wanted immediately by top-notch (Ohio)
formula radio station. Disc jockey, news
man, or copywriter. Must have 1st class license. Rush tape, photograph, complete
resume, with first letter. Either category
must have 1st class license. No others need
reply. Box 328R, BROADCASTING.
Experienced disc jockies and newsmen.
Opening immediately. Men selected must be
experienced, must be good. Wonderful opportunity. Send362R,
complete
information plus
air check. Box
BROADCASTING.
If you're 30 orradio
so, have
several years
solid
commercial
background,
including
news gathering and writing experience,
here'sjay andyour
opportunity:
combination
deenewsman
on evening
shift till 10:30
p.m. at northeastern Illinois kilowatt. Format station emphasizing local news, sports
and adult music — standard and pop tunes
with
strong
melody.
top 40, nono rhythm
rock'n*
roll, no
country
and Nowestern,
and blues. Personal interview required. Free
life, hospital, medical insurance, sick pay
bonus, pension plan. List age, education,
familytail.status,
experience in deBox 369R, references,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced midwest announcer with flair
and interest in programming and production
spots for Chicago area station. 1st phone
could BROADCASTING.
help. Full particulars please. Box
377R,
KBUD,
Athens, Texas,
staff announcer.
Salary seeking
open. experienced
Opportunity for married staff announcer.
Send resume.
Longview,
Texas. Network station. KFRO,
Opening for qualified staff announcer,
preferably from the southwest. Complete
details should include picture, tape, minimum salary. Manager, KSWS, Roswell,
New Mexico.
Combo-announcer with first ticket. No maintenance necessary. Adult format with emphasis on news. Send resume, tape and pix
to G. C. Packard, KTRC, Box 1715, Santa
Fe, N.M.
Smooth morning man, strong on news, with
3rd class ticket for live-wire 1000 watter
Send tape, photo and resume in first letter
to WDDY, Gloucester, Virginia.
Immediate opening experienced announcer.
WEAV, Plattsburgh, New York.
Straight staff announcer for network station. Some experience preferred. WLDB, Atlantic City, N.J.

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
sylvania^ Announcers
Immediately, experienced announcer, adult
programming. Call, WNAE, Warren, PennAM-TV versatile staff man needed by January 1st; knowledge of and ability with
standard music essential;
good radio board
operation required; capable
morning
shift possibility; no news. An ofaddition
our staff— not a replacement. Address com-to
plete resume, snapshot, requirements and
air check (commercials and music programming) to Program
TV, Davenport,
Iowa.Director, WOC-AM-FMModern 5000w directional am seeks top combo man for pleasant, fast moving operation
Security, good wages. For full details, write
with
shire. resume, WSMN, Nashua, New HampWanted, experienced announcer with first
phone. WSYB, Rutland, Vermont.
Announcers: Many immediate job openings
for good announcers throughout the S.E
Free registration. Confidential. Professional
Placement, 458 Peachtree Arcade, Atlanta,
Ga.
Experienced-50,000 watt radio-on camera
television. News director, versatile dj. tv
weather, special events, play-by-play, continuity, etcetera. Excellent voice, creative
dependable, congenial. Major market permanency, only. Weekly minimum $125.00.
Dick Landfield 5053 N. Troy, Chicago
Illinois. Keystone 9-5936.
Do you want bigger ratings, greater success,
more money? Have them all! Develop your
natural talent and imagination at writing
clever, funny quips and chatter. Get this
"Method Package" — only
P.O. Box 1, Elkhart, Indiana. $5.95. Methods,
Announcers losing jobs? Lack that professional sound? Audition tape not a polished
. . . showcase? See New York School of Announcing display ad in Help Wanted column.
Technical
February 1st opening for combination engineer and announcer. Daytimer in northern New York. Box 132R, BROADCASTING.
1,000 watt station in southeast has opening
for chief engineer-combination announcer.
Good salary and excellent working conditions for right man. Send resume, referING. ences and tape to Box 176R, BROADCASTSettle down? December 1 opening for chief.
5 kw directional, medium sized midwest
market. New gear. Permanent position for
right
man. Full details to Box 286R, BROADCASTING.
Recording technician-disc cutter. Live in
Florida. Music knowledge helpful. Maintain
equipment. Send full particulars first letter.
Reply Box 346R, BROADCASTING.
Well established am-fm station in midwest
market looking for chief engineer plus regular engineer. Chief must have solid knowledge of maintenance, plus working knowledge of multiplexing. Both positions open in
near future. All replies confidential. Reference preferred. Reply Box 352R, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Engineer-announcer, first class ticket, 80% air work, 20% maintenance. 1 kw
daytimer, Gates equipment. Salary negotiable. Opening December 1. Call, write Jerry
Fitch,5-6501.
KGLN, Glenwood Spring, Colorado.
WH
Experienced engineer for studio maintenance. Must be familiar with DuMont equipment. Will send right man to Ampex Videotape school. Contact Chief Engineer, KOOLTV, Phoenix, Arizona.
BROADCASTING, November 23, 1959

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical
Chief engineer for 1 kw station using three
and remote control. Extower directional
ts
check measuremen
perience with phasing,maintenance
essential.
equipment
and audio
experiand
training
listing
Manager
Write
kota. ence. KSDN— Radio, Aberdeen, South Da5 kw fulltime DA-N midwest city 100,000
needs chief engineer. Contact KRES, St.
Joseph, Missouri.
Immediate opening for engineer with first
phone ticket.
Experience
necessary.
Interview required.
ContactnotTom
Cavanagh,
WCHV, Charlottesville, Virginia.
Our
engineer
drafted
need from
chiefgulf
engineer
that can
announce.
35 —miles
coast.
Good pay
with
benefits.
Send
tape
and resume. WRJW, 500 watts. Picayune, Miss.
Wanted: Transmitter engineer, first class
license,tionnobenefits.
announcing.
InsuranceE. andCrocker,
vacaApply George
Chief
Engineer,
KSDN,
Aberdeen,
South
Dakota.
Production-Programming, Others
Copywriter ropolitan
and station.
trafficTopassistant.
metpay. Large
Box 363P,
BROADCASTING.
Private secretary and girl Friday. Large
metropolitan
station. $80-$100 weekly. Box
866P, BROADCASTING.
Traffic director, large metropolitan station.
Excellent pay. Box 868P, BROADCASTING.
Copywriter. Midwest metropolitan market.
Give complete resume, references. Box
246R, BROADCASTING.
Program director, thorough musical background, specialty program production, adept
with tions,
interviews,
community
relamature judgment.
Highly public
rated, stable
kilowatt operation. Top salary. Complete
resume and references required. Box 351R,
BROADCASTING.
News announcer and director for large radio-tving inconditions
Wyoming.
Good working
and tape
livin growth
area. Send
and information to: Bob Berger, KTWO
AM-TV, Casper, Wyoming.
Production director with first class ticket to
supervise program operations at new prestigedale.
fm station
in beautifulvoice
Fort essential.
LauderGood announcing
Future unlimited for right man. Rush full
particulars and references to WFLM, 611
Sweet Bldg., Fort Lauderdale, Florida.
Production man wanted. Write and produce
commercials for modern format, announce
on taped spots, read news. Send tape and
copy samples. WIRK, West Palm Beach,
Florida.
Wanted, copy and production experience.
Good pay with extras. Send all particulars
Bill Lipman, WLEP, Kenosha, Wisconsin.
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
Available.
Top manager
for top
ownership. Experienced
all phases.
Outstanding
sales. Creative. Civic leader. Absolute
loyality to employer. Write Box 263R,
BROADCASTING.
Manager — ZV2 years one station. 8V2 years
all
phases. Employed. Box 329R, BROADCASTING.
Attentioncessful Florida
stations — Ten
sucradio and television
sales 5'ears
and management. 34, college. Available for sun and
good
proposition. Write Box 336R, BROADCASTING.
California opportunity wanted. Am young,
honest, hardworking. Have 8 years radio
and tv management
and sales.
opportunity in the Golden
West. Desire
Box 337R,
BROADCASTING.
General manager/sales manager 17 years in
radio. Strong on sales. Local, retail, regional. Saturation plans, package deals.
Modern programming. Thorough knowledge
all Dhases. Highest industry references. Box
:S43R, BROADCASTING.
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Management
A hard hitting team, general manager and
commercial manager, is seeking a station
owner ativewho
appreciates programming
hard work, cresales, psychological
and
increased profits. Experienced in top market radio.erences.
Proven
refAvailable results.
in forty Outstanding
days. Box 365R,
BROAD CASTING.
In radio management over six years, same
employer,
personalPersonal
local sales
toppednational
fifteen
thousand month.
regional,
sales topped fifteen week, when traveling.
Although unnecessary, would consider
change teed.
forMarried,
more have
money,
if, future
guaranfamily.
If interested
write Box 988, Birmingham 1, Alabama.
Sales
Successful radio time salesman desires
change. 8 years experience. Top references.
Box 341R, BROADCASTING.
Salesman, 28, two years experience radio
sales, copy, news; journ grad, wants job at
good station. No rate cutters. Box 345R,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced salesman-announcer. Kenny
Lee Strick, WMNS, Olean, New York.
Announcers
Versatile, experienced, young radio man.
Employed, desire larger market. No top-40,
hillbilly, or r-r/r-b. Minimum $100. Box
254R, BROADCASTING.
5 years experience doing mature, clever
music show,
happyNow
sound,
successful withwith
adultbright,
audience.
seeking
station with progressive management and
middle music policy. Currently morning
man. ("It's almost a pleasure to get up.")
Oh
yes, sports
play-by-play.
Tasty package!
Sample?
Box 306R,
BROADCASTING.
Woman's program or record show. Gal with
nice
style. Anywhere. Box 316R, BROADCASTING.
Now pd, one station market. Voice that
sells, knows music, proven imagination.
Want better music, all night, jazz, or classic.
Box 320R, BROADCASTING.
Sports and perienced
special
exboth radioevents
and broadcaster,
television fields
and
featured
as
play-by-play
announcer
for
football, basketball and baseball in major
league city, wishes to make change. Can also
handle direction and production. Box 326R,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Newsman-announcer. Mature, dependable,
experienced newsman, graduate of Columbia University
Journalism,
promotion
experience. Available
soon. National
Academy
of Broadcasting, 3338 16th St., N.W., Washington, D.C. DEcatur 2-5580.
Technical
Have first phone, will travel. 15 months at
5 kw. Would like western locale. Resume,
tape
ING. upon request. Box 322R, BROADCASTExperienced engineer. No announcing.
Available immediately. Radio or tv. Box
344R, BROADCASTING.
Rocky Mountain
area: 1st
light347R,
announcing, maintenance.
No phone,
auto. Box
BROADCASTING.
Need a T.D. director, engineer in your control
phone andposition.
2 years Married,
experienceroom?
seeking1stpermanent
vet, 23. Box 348R, BROADCASTING.
First phone, 10 years experience, in tv,
Would like southwest. Prefer Texas. Box
366R, BROADCASTING.
8 years experience all phases am-fm. Married, child, sober. Some announcing. Presently employed as chief. Box 370R, BROADCASTING.
Chief
engineerBest
20 years
experience
am-fm
directionals.
references,
permanent.
Bill Alford, P.O. Box 902, Lakeland, Florida.
Experienced
radio-television
engineer
desires chief position.
Prefer south
central
states. W. B. Moore, 812 Manning, Lawton,
Oklahoma. Phone ELgin 5-2891.
Production-Programming, Others
Outstanding Los Angeles dj will program
your station. All replies answered. Box
283R, BROADCASTING.
Program director, mature, experienced,
flexible, desires connection with established,
reliable station. Prefer adult appeal. Married, family. Available 2 weeks. Write Box
318R, BROADCASTING.
Copy director of 5 kw station seeks slot in
progressive, growing station. Specialized in
successful mail pulls, imaginative copy and
promotion. Box 374R, BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION

If price is right, you can hire "The Voice in
the Night." Box 333R, BROADCASTING.
Negro announcer — dj, V2 year experience,
family locate.
man,Box 334R,
veteran,
tape resume. Will reBROADCASTING.
Announcers,
with338R,
ambition,
some talent,
will travel. Box
BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted — Sales
Young,
aggressive
television
needed immediately. Must
have salesman
proven background.earnings.
Position offers
limited
Apply future
only ifwith
you unare
not arfraid to work and enjoy living in small
community. We are a new station affiliated
with CBS. Address all correspondence to
Sales Manager, KBLR Radio-TV, Goodland,
Kansas.

Experienced
west ratings negro
proven personality
reputation djfor-top-midresults.
Married, dependable, relocate anywhere.
Box 357R, BROADCASTING.
36, single. Wants fifth shot at south. Seventy
bucks start. Box 364R, BROADCASTING.
Beginner, New York University trained
(CBS) method. No tapes, travel, salary open.
Box 375R, BROADCASTING.
Zeke Clements, country dj available. Phone,
CA-nal
Tenn. 86847, 1223 Pennock Ave., Nashville.
Top west coast jock with big moving sound
available for major market that desires to
increase its rating. Young, bright, college,
personable, works well with others. Many
fresh
ideasGood
for top
station.
voice40 or
thatmiddle-of-the-road
swings without
screaming.perience
Confident,
but newsman.
not cocky. Some
Exincludes pd and
contractture atnecessary.
Tape,
resume
and
picrequest. Reply 4555 Carpenter
Avenue, N. Hollywood, California.
Deejays,
program directors,
manager,
sportscasters, engineers
all available.
Confidential.
Promptmentservice.
Contact
Disk
Jockey
Center, 100 West 42nd St., New PlaceYork
City.

Salesman-announcer for excellent television
opportunity.
Radio to:
or
tv
experience.Sell,
Rushannounce
resume show.
and photo
Tonvter, James,
Disk
Jockey
Placement
Cen100 West 42nd St., New York City.
Announcers
Versatile staff announcer with experience
for major midwest network affiliate in agthree-station
market.offers
If you're
man with gressive
talent,
this position
you topa
opportunity
to
make
a
name
for
yourself.
Send resume, photo and tape to Box 361R,
BROADCASTING.
Technical
Florida tv station needs experienced studio
engineer. Give age, resume of experience
and recent snapshot in first letter. Must have
first class license. Reply Box 331R, BROADCASTING.
Major midwest market — assistant chief engineertunities.
with Fully
excellent
opporequipped advancement
progressive station
needs nical
highly
qualified
man
to
do
both
techand administrative work. Confidential
nature of all replies will be fully respected.
Box 354R, BROADCASTING.
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Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Wanted: TV operation man, first phone.
Job includes production, directing duties
transmitter and film. Permanent, full time.
Good opportunity in all phases of tv.
KAUS-KMMT-TV, Austin, Minnesota.
Transmitter engineer needed for -newly installed RCA 25 kw transmitter. Position
now
open. Contact
TV, Pueblo,
Colorado.Chief Engineer, KCSJ-

Television personality. MC, dance host,
radio
dj, commercials.
children's character,
on-camera
Ten yearsexcellent
experience. Employed major market. Family,
college degree. Box 175R, BROADCASTING.

Opportunity for permanent, dependable
transmitter engineer. Must have tv experience or excellent radio background. Manager, KSWS-TV, Roswell, New Mexico.
Engineer 1st class. Small vhf. Good working and living conditions in Wyoming number one market. Contact Marion Cunningham, KTWO-TV, Casper, Wyoming.
TV studio engineers for design, test, and
field engineering. Rapidly expanding progressive company. All benefits, plus rapid
advancement for qualified engineers. FotoVideo Laboratories, Inc. CE. 9-6100, Cedar
Grove, New Jersey.
Production-Programming, Others
Regional tv station needs experienced
newsman, qualified in movie and still work,
air work and processing. Send all informaING. tion first letter. Box 288R. BROADCASTFlorida tv station needs experienced tv director. Must be good idea man like to work
hard and do own switching. Give age, resume of experience and recent snapshot in
first letter, also expected salary. Reply
Box 332R, BROADCASTING.
Interest in personnel experienced in film department operations. Send complete resume,
recent photo and salary requirements to
Herb Buck, Program Director, WCTV Television, Tallahassee, Florida.
TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Sales

Successful salesman with 15 years tv and
radio experience in both major and small
markets as salesman, commercial manager
and manager would like permanent connection with responsible operation. Happily
married, sober, conscientious and capable.
Box 360R, BROADCASTING.
Announcers

See radio ad. Dick Landfield.

One

of the

true
innovators
in radio

...

available

to

is

you for a
programming
or management
assignment
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Strong, on-camera newsman of thirty with
distinctive style, voice, appearance and ten
years experience can move by January 1.
Currently
employed. Write Box 253R,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted,
and two
talented,
Tape on
ING.

western tv station to support wife
children: Exchange for services of
versatile, experienced announcer.
request. Box 356R, BROADCAST-

Merry Xmas! Our gift to you, tv announcers
two! Talent too! Currently in major Texas
market-strictly pro-single-vets-radio-tv. Degree— good background all phases, have talwill travel
— resumes, tapes, on request.
Box ent,368R,
BROADCASTING.
Technical
12 years experience,
am-fm-tv
construction,
maintenance,
operation,planning,
studio,
transmitter, 4 years supervisory, 4 years
ING.
chief, 35 years old. Box 196R, BROADCASTExperienced, uhf, new station installations, remotes, microwave, maintenance. 1st
phone. Looking for advancement. Available
January 1st. Interesting resume upon request. Box 323R, BROADCASTING.
Can offer eleven years of tv maintenance,
construction and administration to a medium market station in need of good techING. nical supervision. Box 339R, BROADCASTEngineer, transmitter, studio; 1st phone.
Prefer northeast or midwest. John Wilkey,
95 Hoe Avenue, Bronx 59, N.Y. WY 1-6753.
Production-Programming, Others
TV newsman-photographer, large market
experience can give your news department
a boost. Excellent background. Top references. Real bird dog on news stories. Fully
capable of organizing news department or
as news director smaller market. Married.
Settled down. Must be permanent. This is
your
chance. Don't pass it up. Box 317R,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Desire position in tv sales, news or programming. Journalism degree. Six years newspaper experience in advertising, editorial,
photo, and managerial capacities. Two
years radio in college. Much college theatre
production, direction experience. Personable, mature, fluent, enthusiastic, imaginative. Age 29, family, veteran. Box 324R,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced on-off air newsman seeks immediate, secure television news position.
Young,
to work.
Don'tnewsreel
watch
clocks! single,
Good eager
reporter,
writer,
cameraman. B.S. Journalism. Box 350R
BROADCASTING.
Get better copy 4 ways from career-postseeking writer offering agency (mostly tvradio), news-editorial, trade paper, house
organ background. Demands reasonable. Box
355R, BROADCASTING.
Young man, now in radio, desires change to
tv production. Work maximum hours, miniING.
mum pay to start. Box 371R, BROADCAST-

Experienced director. Six creative years.
All phases Box
production
Camera, film. Best
references.
376R,. BROADCA
STING
Experienced
cameraman-director
immediately. Will travel. Write available
or wire
Clemens
C. Kuhlig, 619-49th St., West Palm
Beach, Florida.

Equipment
E
FOR SAL
One Hewlett Packard
tv video
carrier frequency monitor model 336C. Two each
Gates 51A utility amplifier. One Gates 28
CO Limiter. Box 327R, BROADCASTING.
RCA TK-41 live color camera. 1100 hours
total operation. Better than new, has been
installation. InConsole
de-bugged.
cludes camera
pedestal,rack
frequency
std., and
color bar generator. Complete details
upon
17
Fresno
KJEO-TV,
$30,000.00.
request.
California.
250 watt am Western Electric 310-B transFCC approved.
Being removed from
service.mitterPerfect
for standby.
$400. KLEX,
Lexington, Missouri.
Excellent Gates BC IE with antenna tuning
unit and Rust remote control. Available
now. Power increase reason for sale Price
right. Jack Younts, WEEB, Southern Pines
N.C.
Can anyone
30 lengths
line?
Used, use
condition
fair;3Vs"
lefttransmission
over from
installation of our transmitter. You haul it
away. ham,Call,
wire,
write,
WENH-TV.
DurN.H.

There are many radio people whose creativity is limited to what tape brings in
from creative stations elsewhere. I don't
know how many genuine innovators
there are, but I know they are few indeed, and I also know (at the risk of
seeming immodest) that I am one of
them. Name: Bill Stewart. Background:
3/4 years with McLeondon, 3J/2 years
with Storz, now with the Star Stations,
but choosing to part company for reasons
unrelated to my work. I'm eager to tackle
an assignment which can fully utilize my
programming experience, management
capacities, and the exuberance of youth —
seasoned, albeit, youth. (Age: 31). You
can phone me at Terrace 8727, Omaha.
Or, write Bill Stewart, 2509 South 84th
Street, Omaha, Nebraska.
SEE "A PBOGRAMMING EXPERT
LOOKS AT RADIO," PAGES 61-63
IN NOVEMBER "TELEVISION MAGAZINE." AN INTERVIEW WITH
BILL STEWART.

Collins 21A 5 kw transmitter maintained
original condition, only factory-approvedin
modifications, now operating. Excellent
quality. Ten years old. Price $4,000. Terms
Address Radio Station WISE, Box 75, Scenic
Highway, Asheville, N.C.
RCA 10 kw fm transmitter with spare
tubes, antenna and related equipment at
sacrifice.N.C.
Contact Hugh Holder, WKIX
Raleigh,
Background music operator: Two new continuous playback tape decks mounted wired
in rack. All accessories. WLIR, Garden City,
N.Y., PI 1-4700.
119A Langevin Pro Gar Limiting Amplifier.
Original cost $825.00 good condition, now in
service. Immediate delivery, best cash offer
Call, write or wire WPDQ, Jacksonville,
Florida.
For sale Rust extension meter for Doolittle
or similar frequency monitor. One year old,
cost new $345.00. Make offer. Contact WQIK
P.O. Box 3156, Jacksonville 6, Florida.
Ampex 350 tape. RCA BC-5B consolette,
Raytheon RC-11 studio console, Rek-O-Kut
disc cutter. RCA 77-DX mikes. American
Concertone Model 62 recorder. RCA BQ-2B
three speed turntable. Speakers. Much
more. All immaculate! Chris Borden, Box
5012, Tucson, Arizona. Ph EA 6-9808.
BROADCASTING, November 23, 1959

FOR SALE

RADIO

RADIO

Equipment — (Cont'd)
circuit and broad. Closed
monitors
Video cast.
Laboratories Inc., Cedar
Foto-Video
,
Grove, New Jersey. CE. 9-6100.
WANTED TO BUY

Help Wanted— Sales
Tmzzzzzzzzzzzmzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz
FLORIDA
Excellent opportunity for hard hitting experienced time salesman in
highly competitive Florida market.
Guarantee against commissions.
Rush complete resume to:
Box 367R, BROADCASTING

Situations Wanted — Sales

Stations

100% interest,
Construction peTmit. Either
contract. Box
or 50% with management
245R, BROADCASTING.
station in
Private party has cash to buy to
$10,000 Write$50^00.
market.
sized
medium
Box
market.
Prefer single station
321R, BROADCASTING.
Broker, 208 FairHaskell Bloomberg, Station
mount Street, Lowell, Massachusetts, Telephone Glenview 5-5823.
Equipment
Wanted: Used Telepro 6000 rear screen protype. Send complete desimilar
jector orscription
and price to KLRJ-TV, Box 550,
Las Vegas, Nevada.
Need RCA TG-1 or TG-2 sync generator in
KSWScondition.NewContact
good Roswell,
Mexico.Manager,
TV,
first class
console
speech
Late model
N.C. conNew inBern,
WHIT,
dition wanted.
STL microwave system, 900 mc band, James
good,
used. Also assoc. equipment. Write
B. Holder, WHYL, Carlisle, Penna.
3-5 kw fm transmitter with or without tape
250
player and accessories. Also interested
details.
w to 10 kw, am and fm. Submit
Compass Electronics Supply, 75 Varick
Street. New York 13.
INSTRUCTIONS
F.C.C. first phone license preparation by
or in resident classes.
correspondence
Grantham
Schools are located in Hollywood,
Write
City, and Washington.
Seattle, Kansas 40-page
brochure. Gramtham
for our free
School of Electronics. 3123 Gillham Road,
Kansas City 9, Missouri.
Guarweeks, License
First phone
Be prepared.
Elkinsin 6Radio
anteed instruction.
School of Atlanta. 1139 Spring St., N.W.,
Atlanta, Georgia.
Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st
5 to 6 weeks. Reservations
phone
required.license.
Enrolling now for classes starting
January 6, March 2, May 4, June 29, 1960.
For information, references and reservations write William B. Ogden, Radio Operational Engineering School, 1150 West Olive
Avenue, Burbank, California.
FCC firstanteed
phone
license
in six weeks.
instruction
by master
teacher.GuarG.I.
approved.
Request
brochure.
Elkins
Radio
License School, 2603 Inwood Road, Dallas,
Texas.
With pride we announce the opening of our
new broadcasting school. Twelve weeks intensive, practical training in announcing,
programming,
Brand Reservations
new console, turntables, and theetc.works.
only.
Elkins School of Broadcasting, 2603 Inwood
Road, Dallas, 35, Texas.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
Opportunity for a man already in business
or a man wanting to go into business for
himself. Our further expansion requires additional associates in several choice franchise territories. (Sorry, no openings in
southeast.) We will help the right man enter
mediaice,brokerage
withandan aestablished
servproven methods
going business.
Financial requirement on his part to cover
his personal expenses, $6,000. Additional requirements are good character (fully bondable) and sales
experience.
For further
formation, contact
Paul Chapman,
1182 inW.
Peachtree, Atlanta 9, Ga. Will appreciate
your indication of area of interest.
MISCELLANEOUS
Own franchise for cable tv system in isolated tv community of 20,000. If you are
financially able, have lucrative deal. Box
319R, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, November 23, 1959

AVAILABLE FOR SO. AMERICA f
Especially Brazil. Hardworking, ener£ getic
Experienced
in mostambitious
phases executive.
of advertising,
sales,
sales management, management, tele-

Announcers
of references including present employ- 1
er, past employer associates and clients.
Have Latin American family and business connections. Some Portuguese and ^
Spanish. SEEKING agency, film, equip- pi
ment, advertising or product marketing
and development
connection. Full particulars yours.
Box 359R, BROADCASTING

ANNOUNCERS ATTENTION
We need you if you are a glib morning
man of Italian descent and speaks English
and Italian fluently. For obvious reasons
cannot disclose market or station, but we
are in a major market and have come up
with a new approach. If you feel you
can qualify, please send tape, resume and
recent photo to
Box 301 R, BROADCASTING

Announcers
EXPERIENCED ANNOUNCER NEEDED
Experienced announcer with ability to
build audience. Must have good character and credit rating. Station observes
middle of the road policy on music.
Strong on music, news and sports. Prefer man with first class ticket, but consider all applicants on announcing ability alone. $100.00 weekly, 40 hours.
Well established high powered station
located in northern intermountain area.
Send tape, picture, resume.
Box 372R, BROADCASTING

WE'RE LOOKING . . . ARE YOU?
Married dj couple, solid N.Y. background pop music and jingles, seeks
daytime spot on quality station. No
formats. Available immediately or
January. Phone or write Peggy and
Tom Eldridge, Hollidaysburg, Penna.
Owen 5-4882 or 3044.
Production-Programming, Others
SECOND BANANA OF GREAT INDIE
WANTS TOP SPOT!

— ANNOUNCERS
LOSING JOBS? LACK THAT PROFESSIONAL
SOUND?ISHED . . AUDITION
TAPE NOT A POL. SHOWCASE?
ADVANCED PROFESSIONAL coaching with
NEW YORK BROADCASTERS.
"Let
us analyze
present
tape.. .NO. SUCHARGE."
*** Call
... MR.
KEITH
7-6938.
NEW YORK SCHOOL OF ANNOUNCING & SPEECH
160 West 73rd Street *** BY APT. ONLY
New York 23, N.Y.
SU 7-6938

Currently employed and successful executive wants the greater opportunities
that come to the TOP BANANA in a
major market. 20 years experience (10
as manager) provides full equipment to
cope with the perpetual battle of SALES
AND RATINGS. Excellent record-reputation and contacts in NATIONAL SALES!
tion!
Showmanship! Merchandising! PromoBox 242R, BROADCASTING

Technical

TELEVISION

CHIEF ENGINEER NEEDED
Chief engineer for high powered,
well established station located in
northern intermountain area. Remote operation. Directional day and
night. Chief must assume full responsibility for technical department. Must be dependable, sober, experienced as chief, have credit and
character references and interested
in establishing permanent residence.
Better than average salary. Send resume, picture to:
Box 373R, BROADCASTING

Help Wanted
=3 «=
Production-Programming,
=5 Others
«=
EXPERIENCED TELEVISION COPYWRITER
Wanted immediately by well established «■
VHF in substantial Southeastern market.
Capable handling considerable volume
of local spot business. $6500 to qualified man or woman. Rush resume.
Box 378R, BROADCASTING

Production-Programming, Others
FLORIDA
Program Director for highly competitive metropolitan market. Must know
to assume
and be able Immediate
tight operation
§ complete
responsibility.
opening, send complete resume.
Box 226R, BROADCASTING

§
£
V
§
£
j?

ASSISTANT PROMOTION
MANAGER
Major market. Experienced, creative,
sales presentations, research, rating
analyses. WTAR-TV, AM, Norfolk, Va.
Call Madison 5-6711, James W. Evans.
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FOR SALE
Equipment
1 Western Electric 3 KW-FM-transmitter
1 Collins 4 Ring FM antenna 37M4
1 Western Electric Frequency and Modulation Monitor
1 RCA Single Channel Console (New)
2 RCA Turntable, 3 speed, complete
with arm and equalizer
1 Lot of Spare Tubes for transmitter
1 Lot of Coaxial Cable
T 50" Tower
$6,800.00
4007MARCY'S
Bellaire Blvd.
Houston 25, Texas
WANTED TO BUY
Stations
SUCCESSFUL SALARIED BROADCASTER
Desires contract purchase of successful
TV Station from owner planning retirement or unsuccessful station in need of
proven, sound, sales application. 40
years old, community minded, triple
AAA recommendations, 17 years all
phases broadcasting including 6-ultraprofitable years TV Sales.
Box 330R, BROADCASTING
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
1
GENERAL MANAGER
%
♦
TO
WANTS
I
♦
INVEST CAPITAL
jer wJ
J♦ all
In early
30's.radio,
Experienced
in- ♦+
phases
network 15
andyears
manage
dependents. Currently,
(past 4 years) highly successful top
rated station in top 30 markets. ♦
Limited capital. Willing to invest
with absentee ownership or in working partnership.
Box 379R, BROADCASTING
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

OPPORTUNITY:

STATIONS
THE PIONEER FIRM OF TELEVISION AND RADIO MANAGEMENT
CONSULTANTS
ESTABLISHED 1946
NEGOTIATIONS MANAGEMENT
APPRAISALS
FINANCING
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D. C.
FOR SALE
Complete FM station in top
California Market. Write:
Box 340R, BROADCASTING

Highly competitive metropolitan market, west. Requires aggressive management. Will
also consider trade, smaller
market.
Box 349R, BROADCASTING
FOR IMMEDIATE SALE
So. Calif, regional FM station with
unlimited broadcasting, over 70 kw
ERP. Covers all major So. Calif,
areas Completely equipped including
multiplex with SCA authorization.
Box 353R, BROADCASTING

Approximate investment of $7,000.00
required, plus ability to create and sustain business thereafter. Factory training and promotional benefits liberally
supplied. Openings in the following
states for exclusive distributorships:
Florida
Kentucky
North Carolina
West Virginia
South Carolina
Virginia
Tennessee
Georgia
Oklahoma
Alabama

FLORIDA
Ry owners, excellent growing market, all new equipment, excellent
earning and growth record. Number
one in market by all surveys since
1958. Financial references required.
No Rrokers.
Rox 358R, RROADCASTING

(FOR THE RECORD)

increase ant. height to 150 ft., and make
changes in ant. system.
WJOL-FM Joliet, 111.— Granted mod. of
cp transmitting
to change typeequipment.
trans, and make changes
in
KLSN tensi(FM)
Seattle,
Wash.—
Granted
exon of completion date
to Feb.
25, 1960.
KFIL,
(FM)
Santa
Ana,
Calif.—
Granted
extension of completion date to Feb. 8, 1960.
W.Va.— Granted change
of WTIP
remoteCharleston,
control authority.
Actions of November 10
KDYL - AM - FM, KTVT (TV) Salt Lake
City, Utah — Granted assignment of licenses
to Columbia Pictures Electronics Inc.; without prejudice to whatever action Commission may deem appropriate
in light
of any
determinations
made in U.S.
v. Screen
Gems Inc., and U.S. v. Columbia Pictures
Corporation, et al., actions still pending in
U.S. District
New
York. Court for Southern District of
KSDA Redding, Calif.— Granted mod. of
license to change remote control point.
WFAM-TV Lafayette, Ind.— Granted mod.
of cp to change ERP to 206 kw vis., 123 kw
aur., and make changes in ant. system.
Granted changes of remote control authority for following stations: WAOK, At-

-

FOR

SALE

Ala.

Profitable and exciting future in closedcircuit television and other video systems. Leading manufacturer desires
financially capable distributors with
sales and business ability.

Write: National Sales Manager
Box 325R, BROADCASTING
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Continued from page 117
Grantedtype
cp
to WYCA
increase(FM)
ERP Hammond,
to 30 kw Ind.—
and change
trans.; ant. 400 ft.; condition.
WCHL Chapel HU1, N.C.— Granted cp to
change changes
ant.-trans.
and studio
make
in ground
system.location and
Following
stations
were
extensions of completion dates as granted
shown: WSAR
Fall River, Mass. to Dec. 31; WREA East
Palatka, Fla. to March 1, 1960, and WGHJFM Lawrence, Mass. to March 3, 1960.
WISP Kinston, N.C. — Granted authority
to sign-off at 7 p.m. except for special
events for period ending Feb. 15, 1960.
Actions of November 12
KBYGment of license
Big Spring,
Tex. —Franklin
Granted Maples,
assignto Grady
R.B. McAlister and James William Richardson d/b as Radio Station KBYG.
KROX Crookston, Minn. — Granted transfer ofromecontrol
fromandWilliam
Kiewel, joint
JeA. Dahlberg
Arnold J.Petrich,
venturers, to William J. Kiewel, Jerome A.
Dahlberg and Arnold Petrich.
WOXR (FM) Oxford, Ohio— Granted mod.
of cp to change ant.-trans. and studio location; type trans., increase ERP to 600 w,

Progressive low frequency
daytime station in Southern
metropolitan market. Extremely good potential. Valuable real estate included.
Box 363R, BROADCASTING

Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Minn.
Ariz.
Ala.
Medium
Small
N.Y.
Medium
Fla.
Medium
Miss.
Medium
Ala.
Medium
Fla.
Ga.
Metro
Gulf
Large
Metro
Ala.
N.E.
Metro
East
H. Major
Major
And Others
PAUL
CHAPMAN
Ky.
Minn.
Calif.

Chicaqo
Atlanta
New York
San Francisco

500w
lkw-D
250w-F
lkw-D
lkw-D
lkw-D
250w-F
lkw-D
250w-F
lkw-D
5kw
250w-F
lkw-D
5kw
Combo
lkw-D

85MM
3565M
100 M
105M
65M
160M
150M
250 M
70M
98M
100M
200M
175M
165M
325M
850 M

terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms

COMPANY
INCORPORATED
MEDIA BROKERS
Please address:
1182 W. Peachtree
Atlanta 9, Ga.

Southwest fulltime local. City of 12,000
one station market. Nice operation making
money.west kw$60,000
with $20,000
Midday. 1 station
market down.
of 15,000.
Making nice profits. $125,000 29%. Other
$48,000 to $1,000,000. PATT McDONALD, BOX 9266, AUSTIN, TEXAS or
Jack Koste, 60 E. 42nd, N.Y. 17, N.Y.
NORMAN
& NORMAN
INCORPORATED
Brokers — Consultants — Appraisers
RADIO-TELEVISION
STATIONS
Nation-Wide Service
Experienced Broadcasters
Confidential Negotiations
Security Bldg. Davenport, Iowa
STATIONS FOR SALEOurs is a personal service, designed to
fit your finances, your qualifications and
your
If youneeds.
are in the market for either an
AM, FM or TV station anywhere in the
country be sure to contact us at once.
JACK L. STOLL & ASSOCIATES
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif.
Hollywood 4-7279
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SUMMARY OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING through November 17
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
CP
ON AIR
For new stations
Not on air
Cps.
l_jC
AM
110
158
3,372
64
FM
605
90
741
56
61
TV
131
98
43
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
4661
Compiled by BROADCASTING through November 17
UHF
VHF
TOTAL
522
76
446
Commercial
10
33
Non-commercial
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
As reported by FCC through October 31, 1959
TV
FM
AM
605
Licensed (all on air)
159
28
CPs on air 'new stations)
97
3,366
62
CPs not on air (new stations)
669
816
51
Total authorized stations _
59
487
240
97
126
hearing)
3,525
in
(not
67
105
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
stations
new
77
Applications for
727
29
28
Total applications for new stations _
hearing)
in
17
627
6
(not
changes
major
for
Applications
167
46 4661
changes (in hearing)
794
Applications for major
changes
major
for
1
1
applications
1
Total
Licenses deleted
1
0
340
CPs deleted
1 There are, In addition, ten tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
licenses.
2 There are in addition, 38 tv cp-holders which were on the air at one time but are no
longer in operation and one which has not started operation.

nic Rests Inc., Atlanta, Ga., while
find IKTXL Burkhart Bcstg.
non-DA
using
Corp., San Angelo, Tex.
Los d.Angeles, Calif.— Remote conKGLA
trol permitte
WILM Wilmington, Del.— Remote control
permitted (main trans.).
Remote conWHOM-FM New York, dN.Y.—
remote control
point). trol permitted (secon
d extenns were grante
Following statio
WCKRshown
sions of completion dates as 20,
and W74AB
FM Miami, Fla. to Dec.
Athol,
Corp.,
Bcstg.
sion
Springfield
Mass
.to MayTelevi
1, 1960.
Fla.— Granted extenMiami,
WCKR-FM ty
to remain silent for period
Dec. 20.
endingsion of authori
y
WHAP Hopewell, Va.— Grantedforauthorit
special
except
8 p.m.,
at.
sign-off
to
l9t>u.
29,
events for period ending Feb.
Actions of November 9
— Granted
Antonio,in Tex.
(FM) Sandecrease
KEEZ covering
ERP, increase
license
location,
trans,
in
change
height,
ant.
in
studio location and remote control point.
mod.
Granted
Mo.—
KCFM-FM St. Louis,
ERP to 68 kw, decrease
of cp to increase ft.,
location
change trans,
ant height to 170
and make changes in ant. system; condition.
License Renewals

renewal
Following stations were granted
n, Wyo.; KLASKGOS Torringto
of license:
KIML Gillette, Wyo.;
TV Las Vegas, Nev.;
Kewanee, 111 ;
KEYE Perryton, Tex.; WKEIKABL
ld, 111.; Obispo,Oakland,
SpringfieSan
WCVS KATY
Calif.;
Luis
Calif.;
KAVL Lancaster, Calif.; KDAC Fort &Bragg,
aux.,
KDIA
Calif.;
Eureka,
Calif.; KDAN
Calif.;
KFMB San Diego,
Oakland, Calif.;
KIBS
Calif.;
Angeles,
Los
aux.,
&
KFWB
Calif.; KPER
Bishop, Calif.; KICO Calexico,
Gilroy, Calif.; KRON-TV San Francisco,
Calif.';
Salinas^
Calif.; Calif.;
KTIM KUKI
San
Turlock,
Calif.; KTUR
Rafael, KSBW
Ukiah, Calif.; KXOA Sacramento Calif .;
Calif.; KFAC-FM
KCBH (FM) Los Angeles,
San FranKRON-FM
Calif.; (FM)
Los
Pasadena Calif ;
Calif.; *KPCS
cisco,Angeles,
(FM)
*KSPC
Calif.;
Berkeley,
(FM)
*KPFB
d,
Claremont, Calif.; KERO-TV Bakersfiel
KHJCalif.;
Diego,
San
Calif.; KFMB-TV Calif.; *KQED (TV) San
TV Los ,Angeles,
Calif.; *KUSC (FM) Los Angeles,
Francisco
Calif.
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FCC

announces

new

process

line

Following applications are at top of am
processing line and will be considered
by FCC beginning Dec. 19, Commission
has announced. Any new applications
or changes in current applications that
may conflict with those that follow must
be filed with FCC by close of business
Dec. 18 in order to be considered.
Applications from the top of processing line:
BP-12385 — New Chester; Va., Vernon H.
Baker. Req: 1410kc, 5kw, Day.
BP-12389 — WMJM Cordele, Ga., Southeastern Bcstg. System. Has: 1490kc, 250w, Unl.
Req: 1490kc, 250w, lkw-LS, Unl.
BP-12391— WGGG Gainesville, Fla., Radio
Gainesville Inc. Has: 1230kc, 250w, Unl. Req:
1230kc, 250w, lkw-LS, Unl.
BP-12392 — KCIL Houma, La., KCIL Inc.
Has: 1490kc, 250w, Unl. Req: 1490kc, 250w,
lkw-LS. Unl.
BP-12393— WKRM Columbia, Tenn., Middle
Tennessee Bcstg. Co. Has: 134tikc, 250w, Unl.
Req: 1340kc, 250w, lkw-LS, Unl.
BP-12394 — NEW Hendersonville, N.C., William R. Packham. Req: 1410kc, 500w, Day.
BP-12396 — WMRB Greenville, S.C., Paramount Bcstg. Co. Has: 1490kc, 250w, Unl.
Req:
1490kc,
250w, lkw-LS,
BP-12397— KSCB
Liberal, Unl.
Kan., Seward
County Bcstg. Co. Has: 1270kc, lkw, Day.
Req: 1270kc, 500w, lkw-LS, DA-N, Unl.
BP-12399 — NEW Brunswick, Ga., Dixie Radio Inc. Req: 1550kc, lkw, Day.
BP-12400 — NEW Canandaigua, N.Y., Radio
Station WESB. Req: 1550kc, 250w, Day.
BP-12403 — NEW Sapulpa, Okla., Oklahoma
Bcstg. Co. Req: 1550kc, 500w, Day.
BP-12406 — NEW Enterprise, Ore., Wallowa
Valley Radio. Req: 1340kc, 250w, Unl.
BP-12407 — NEW Winfleld, Kan., Courtney
Bcstg. Co. Req: 1550kc, 250w, Day.

BMP-8282 — KAGI Grants Pass, Ore., Southern Oregon Bcstg. Co. Has: 1340kc, 250w, Unl.
Req:
930kc, lkw,
Unl. Bcstg.
BP-12409—
NEW 5kw-LS,
Marathon,DA-N,
Fla., Key
Co. Req: 1300kc, 500w, DA, Day.
BP-12411— NEW Sante Fe, N.M., Sante Fe
Bcstg. Co. Req: 970kc, lkw, Day.
BP-12412— NEW Princeton, N.J., Greater
Princeton Bcstg. Co. Req: 1350kc, DA-2, Unl.
BP-12416 — NEW Minneapolis, Minn., HenDay.
nepin Bcstg. Assts. Req: 690kc, 500w, DA,
BP-12418— NEW Ojai, Calif., Rex. O.
Stevenson. Req: 1320kc, 500w, Day.
BP-12424 — NEW Loudon, Tenn., Loudon
County Bcstg. Co. Req: 1360kc, 500w, Day.
BP-12425 — WNBH New Bedford, Mass., E.
Anthony & Sons Inc. Has: 1340kc, 250w, Unl.
Req:
1340kc, WOOK
250w, Washington,
lkw-LS, Unl. D.C., United
BP-12426—
Bcstg. Co. Has: 1340kc, 250w, Unl. Req: 1340
kc,BP-12427
250w, lkw-LS,
Unl. Cookeville, Tenn.,
— WHUB
WHUB Inc. Has: 1400kc, 250w, Unl. Req:
1400kc, 250w, lkw-LS, Unl.
BP-12428 — NEW Waynesboro, Va., John
Laurino. Req: 970kc, 500w, Day.
BP-12430 — WWBZ Vineland, N.J., Community Bcstg. Service Inc. Has: 1360kc, lkw,
DA-N, Unl. Req: 1360kc, 5kw, DA-2, Unl.
BP-12433— WNLC New London, Conn.,
Thames Bcstg. Corp. Has: 1490kc, 250w, Unl.
Req:
1510kc, —5kw,WDXN
DA-1, Clarksville,
Unl.
BP-12435
Tenn.,
Clarksville Bcstg. Co. Has: 540kc, 250w, Day.
Req: 540kc, lkw, Day.
BP- 12436 — NEW Colonial Village, Tenn.,
Morgan Bcstg. Co. Req: 1580kc, 250w, Day.
BP-12438— NEW Festus, Mo., Robert D. &
Martha M. Rapp. Req: 1400kc, 250w, Unl.
552BP-12445 — WION Ionia, Mich., Ionia Bcstg.
Co. Has:
500w, Day. Req: 1430kc.
5kw.
DA. 1450kc,
Day.
BP-12446 — KUEN Wenatchee, Wash., Queen
Bcstg. Day.
Co. Has: 900kc, 500w, Day. Req: 900kc.
lkw,
BP-12449— NEW Colorado Springs, Colo.,
Mercury Bcstg. Req. 790kc, 500w, DA-Day.
BP-12450 — KYCA Prescott, Ariz., Southwest Bcstg. Co. Has: 1490kc, 250w, Unl. Req:
1490kc,
250w,
Unl. Pa., WD AD Inc.
BP-12455
— WD1 kw-LS,
AD Indiana,
Has: 1450kc, 250w, Unl. Req: 1450kc, 250w,
lkw-LS, Unl.
Day.
BP-12457 — NEW Fountain City, Tenn., Radio Fountain City Inc. Req: 1430kc, lkw,
BP-12458 — WBIZ Eau Claire, Wis., WBIZ
Inc. Has: 1400kc, 250w, Unl. Req: 1400kc,
250w,
lkw-LS,WBML
Unl. Macon, Ga., Middle
BP-12459—
Georgia Bcstg. Co. Has: 1240kc, 250w, Unl.
Req:
1240kc, WBGB
250w, lkw-LS,
BP-12461—
Jesup, Unl.
Ga., Altamaha
Bcstg. Co. Has: 1370kc, lkw, Day. Req: 1370
kc, 5kw, Day.
BP-12462 — WLOX Biloxi, Miss., WLOX
Bcstg. Co. Has: 1490kc, 250w, Unl. Req: 1490
kc,BP-12463—
250w, lkw-LS,
WMAJ Unl.
State College, Pa., Centre Bcstg. Inc. Has: 1450kc, 250w, Unl. Req:
1450kc, 250w, lkw-LS, Unl.
BP-12464 — WSLB Ogdensburg, N.Y., Seaway Radio Inc. Has: 1400kc, 250w, Unl. Req:
1400kc,
250w,
lkw-LS,Tampa,
Unl. Fla., Tamark
BP-12468
— NEW
Bcstg.
Co.,
Inc.
Req:
810kc,
lkw, N.Y.,
DA-1, Ralph
Unl.
BP-12472— NEW Hudson FaUs,
N. Romano. Req: 1350kc, lkw, Day.
BP-12473— WESC Greenville, S.C., Bcstg.
Co. of the Carolinas. Has: 660kc 5kw, Day.
Req: 660kc, lOkw, DA, Day.
BP-12475 — WJZM Clarksville, Tenn., Campbell & Sheftall. Has: 1400kc, 250w, Unl. Req:
1400kc. 250w, lkw-LS, Unl.
Sec. 309(b) letters sent
Applications on which Sec. 309(b)
Letters have been issued:
BP-12404— NEW Palmetto, Fla., Palmetto
Bcstg. Corp. Req: 1220kc, lkw, DA. Day.
Day.
BP-12410— NEW Midwest City, Okla., Tinker Area Bcstg. Co. Req.: 1220kc, lkw, DA.
BP-12414 — WRAK Williamsport, Pa.,
WGAL Inc. Has: 1400kc, 250w, Unl. Req: 1400
kc 250w, lkw-LS, Unl.
BP-12440— WKBI St. Marys, Pa., The ElkCameron Bcstg. Co. Has: 1400 kc, 250w, Unl.
Req:
1400kc, WAKE
250w, lkw-LS,
BP-12477—
Atlanta,Unl.Ga., WAKE
Bcstrs. Inc. Has: 1340kc, 250w, Unl. Req: -1340
123
kc, 250w, lkw-LS, Unl.

NEWSMAN!
Wanda Ramey put on a workman's helmet and
from a construction elevator beamed out a KPIX
special on the progress of the newest, tallest
building in San Francisco.
Wanda Ramey rode with the S Squad at midnight
to give KPIX Noon News Show viewers the lowdown on San Francisco Detail Police.
Wanda Ramey brought her viewers face to face
with one of their new neighbors — a bearded
beatnik recently moved to North Beach, S.F., from
Greenwich Village, N.Y. Object: to find out just
what makes a beatnik tick.
124

Wanda Ramey is half* the reason it took only
six months for KPIX Noon News to become the
top-rated half-hour news show in the greater San
Francisco Bay Area. She's one of many reasons
most Bay Area viewers take 5 — KPIX Channel 5
— the most exciting station in town !
* The other half is John Weston, her co-star on
KPIX NOON NEWS SHOW
®KPIX

5

San

Francisco

©g)® Westinghouse Broadcasting Company, Inc.
Represented by Television Advertising Representatives, Inc.
New York • Chicago • Detroit • Los Angeles • San Francisco
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OUR

RESPECTS

John

TO

. . .

Storrs

Cross

three other young men) in a $750
monthly hotel suite.
"We were living awful high on the
hog," Capt. Cross remembers.
Young John Storrs Cross' budding
financial empire became a thing of the
past with the crash of 1929. He lost
all his cash and holdings and the four
roommates lived for weeks off tidbits
formerly served guests at their bar.
"I've never thought much of walnuts
The self-styled "country boy" from
Eureka Springs, Ark., constantly uses
since then," he said.
In 1930, Mr. Cross left Detroit with
homespun phrases which add levity to
his conversations.
one of his cars and $12,000 indebtedness. "I haven't been back since,"
Describing his own qualifications
Comr. Cross said, but he did manage to
after his appointment to the Commission at a highly critical time, Naval
pay off the $12,000.
On to Washington • Mr. Cross went
Capt. Cross said: "I may not be too
to
work for the Columbia (S.C.) Recwas
He
clean."
awful
I'm
but
smart,
ord and later that same year (1930)
appointed by President Eisenhower at
went
to Washington, D.C., as correthe height of 1958 congressional investispondent for several newspapers. Money
gations which forced Comr. Richard A.
still was very hard to come by and his
Mack to resign. In fact, Comr. Cross,
clients dropped off one by one. In the
a Democrat, remembers that he expected to get the job in 1955 when Mr.
next year he worked for St. Elizabeth's
Hospital in Washington and a D.C.
Mack was appointed and also was considered atthe time the late Wayne Coy contractor.
was named.
Entering federal service for the first
time, Comr. Cross joined the National
State Dept. Service • After 12 years
Park Service in 1931 as a field engias assistant chief of the Telecommunineer in San Francisco. After designing
cations Div. at the State Dept., Comr.
a
water
supply and sewer system in
Cross had more than a layman's knowlHawaii, Mr. Cross was transferred to
know
edge of FCC's problems. "I didn't
Hot Springs, Ark., ofthe answers, though," he quickly adds. the department's
fice as field engineer in charge. In
When he finally was tapped by the
1935, he went back to Washington and
President, Capt. Cross said, it came as
a complete surprise. He was called to subsequently became assistant chief of
for the National Park Serthe White House ("at first I thought it engineering
vice.
was a joke") and asked if he would be
He acquired his first communications
interested in an appointment to the
Commission.
experience with the Park Service, which
John Storrs Cross was born Sept. 1 8, had a far-flung communications net1904, in Birmingham, Ala. He received his early education at McCallie
School for Boys in Chattanooga, Tenn.,
and the Marion (Ala.) Military Institute. He was graduated from Auburn
U. in 1923 with a bachelor's degree in
electrical engineering.
Black Tuesday • Armed with his new
degree, 19-year-old John Cross went to
Detroit to make his mark on the world
— and was making rapid strides toward
his first million, while having a good
time in the process, before that black
Tuesday in 1929 when the bottom fell
out of the stock market.
While in Detroit, Mr. Cross held
down a variety of jobs — he sold securities, worked for Studebaker Corp.,
built five-and-ten-cent stores in the
Midwest and was survey chief for the
highway department. He also was so
successful on the stock market, mostly
Junior Comr. Cross
automotive, that he drove two new
How to be funny, but clean
cars, owned a horse and lived (with
BROADCASTING, November 23, 1959

The youngest member of the FCC in
point of service, John Storrs Cross, has
a reputation in unofficial Washington
circles as an entertaining and witty
storyteller.
This trait "just comes natural for
folks back home in Arkansas," the commissioner said as he launched into an
explanation of how he made — and lost
— a small fortune on the stock market.

work, with Mr. Cross designing and
constructing many of its components.
In 1942, he became Lt. Cmdr. Cross
of the U.S. Navy. Headquartered in
Washington, D.C, he reached the rank
of captain and saw service in the
Pacific and on four continents as a
communications officer in charge of
building, maintaining and operating
communications
systems of world-wide
scope.
Joined State Dept. • Despite the urgings of his superiors, Capt. Cross became Mr. Cross of the State Dept. in
1946 "I decided that I was too damned
old to
in theassistant
Navy," chief
he said.
He
wasstay
named
of
State's Telecommunications Div., a post
he held until he joined the FCC.
The Telecommunications Div. is primarily concerned with formulating the
policies of the U.S. on international
communications matters and the correlation of such policies with foreign
nations. As assistant chief, Capt. Cross
participated
in 18chairman
international
ences. He was
of theconferU.S.
delegation on six occasions and vice
chairman seven times, including the
NARBA conference, Mexican treaty
and uhf negotiations with Mexico. He
also worked closely with representatives of the FCC during these international conferences.
Comr. Cross faced a searching interrogation bymembers of the Senate
Commerce Committee at his confirmation hearing. Those were dark days
for members of the FCC, who had
been accused publicly of malfeasance
in office. Comr. Cross spent 2Vi hours
answering questions by 16 senators.
Soon after going to Washington in
1930 Mr. Cross met Ruth Fuller of
Eureka Springs, Ark., at a dance.
She is the daughter of former Rep.
Claude Fuller, at 85 still a practicing
attorney
and a political power in Arkansas.
The John
congressman's
Mrs.
Storrs Crossdaughter
in 1932.became
They
have two sons, John Fuller, who works
at the Fuller family bank in Eureka
Springs, and Naval Lt. Claude Christopher, stationed at New London,
Conn.
Handyman Cross • Mrs. Cross returns to Eureka Springs during the
Ozark tourist season to run the Cross
motel, built in 1954. The commissioner
can be found there, too, doing odd
jobs during the FCC summer hiatus.
Comr. Cross still likes to hunt, one
of the prime attractions drawing tourists to "God's Country," the Ozarks.
He also is proud of a 1936 Cord he
bought new and calls antique cars one
of his hobbies. He is a member of the
Washington Society of Engineers, Manor Country Club and the Bethesda
125
(Maryland) Presbyterian Church.

EDITORIAL
Disaster or conquest?
THE bind in which broadcasting finds itself demands swift
and positive action.
A special meeting of the full NAB board of 43 radio and
television broadcasters should be convoked immediately in
Washington. The best minds must assist in the formulation
of policy.
If this need existed a week ago, it is doubly urgent now.
In the few days that have elapsed since the FCC gave first
priority to hearings to begin Dec. 7 going all the way into
programming and commercial practices, the Senate Commerce Committee has moved in. Chairman Warren Magnuson (D-Wash.) has called an extraordinary conference of his
committee after Congress convenes in January, with the
Federal Trade Commission, FCC and representatives of
radio and television to determine the adequacy of the Communications Act to cope with the problems — real or
fancied — that have mushroomed since the House Oversight
Committee sprung its off-session quiz revelations.
The need for swift action is manifest in other areas too.
The Dept. of Justice, in compliance with the request of
President Eisenhower, must come up with an opinion on
legal aspects of the law to control fraud and deception on
the air. The FTC has redoubled its scrutiny of commercials
that may be false and misleading. And the Oversight Committee, which started it all, will be back in business next month.
BOTH THE FCC and the Senate proceedings should be
seized upon by a united front of broadcasters as the
means by which they can lead in the establishment of a
national policy that will elevate broadcasting in prestige and
stature. There is a clear course of action that needs implementation.
In a sentence: The broadcaster must assume full responsibility for all programming. He must be the boss. In the
future, he cannot delegate that responsibility to advertiser,
agency or program packager. Yet all are essential in providing balanced programming to the public.
It means self-regulation, if oppressive new legislation is
to be avoided. It means adherence to a stronger voluntary
code, if sanctions and penalties are not to be imposed through
new powers delegated to the regulatory authorities.
There are encouraging signs. Networks are definitely
moving toward overall control of their programming. In
this they need the cooperation of advertisers and agencies.
The NAB Television Code Review Board has enunciated
new and stringent principles of advertising acceptance. Stations and networks are tightening controls on talent to rid
the medium of the payola scourge.
Chairman John C. Doerfer of the FCC, who almost singlehandedly among officials in Washington has urged extreme
cautions in tampering with program regulation, sounded
stern warnings last week in an address before the TvB convention in Chicago. Unless broadcasters, advertisers and
other components set up internal controls promptly, he declared, Congress will act. He should know.
There will be no wholesale defections of advertisers (despite the pirating onslaughts of the printed media) when the
broadcaster assumes full control of his "editorial" content,
as he must. In news programming, where the advertiser asserts no control, the success stories are abundant both in
radio and television.
This cannot be accomplished overnight. The networks
are in the anomalous position of being told that they control
programming to the point of monopoly on the one hand, and
that they do not exert enough control (witness the quiz-rigging disclosures) on the other. Those contradictions must
be resolved, even if it means legislation to permit exceptions
from the antitrust laws.
126

\A#HAT HAS happened in the wake of the quiz scandal
» » has happened before in other media, although you
wouldn't know it from reading the current prints. The fact
th^t. quiz programs represented a fractional percentage of
total network programming has been ignored. No newspaper or magazine has attempted to point up the superlative
programming that emanates from the networks during most
of the broadcast day, or to mention the millions expended
for news programming and special event coverage.
Every medium of communications, newspapers, magazines
and the motion pictures, has had its scandals and its
dark days. Those individual entities that did not see the
light passed out of the picture. But the media lived. Mostly
their troubles come during their adolescence. As the mass
media are measured, both radio and television are striplings.
In the quiz-rigging scandal, the newspapers and magazines
had a big story. Some, with an eye to competition for the
advertising dollar, overplayed it. The politicians, never backward about publicity, got on the bandwagon. The do-gooders
are still having a field day.
Happily, in this otherwise gloomy climate, there are signs
that the saner heads, even among the publishers, are reappraising their positions. They are beginning to recognize
that, in attacking competitive mass media, they may be turning the guns of censorship upon themselves. If Congress
legislates to control programming, however slightly, it can
legislate to control other media.
THERE ARE statutes to cover frauds — such as those uncovered inthe quiz proceedings. Perjury, as committed by
quiz contestants, sponsors and producers, is a crime per se.
If there has been commercial bribery in undercover payments
to disc jockeys (payola) or to television producers in the performance ofparticular tunes or surreptitious injection of free
advertising, the criminal codes are ample to mete out punishment.
The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction over false
and misleading advertising. And the FCC can always take
punitive action — even to the extreme penalty of license revocation— against persistent or willful offenders.
Broadcasting neither wants nor needs a czar. It does need
a house-cleaning. It must undertake that task itself. It must
be prepared to tell how it proposes to accomplish this to the
FCC at the upcoming hearing. And it must be prepared to
give to Congress strong, direct and positive assurances that
action is being taken. The inevitable consequences of failure
will be ill-conceived, untenable and possibly unconstitutional
legislation.
Upon the NAB devolves the role of statesmanship and
leadership in the present crisis.

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix
'Don't you think he's coming on a little strong?"
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The vast Southern tobacco industry is another reason why WFMY-TV
. . . located in the heart of the industrial piedmont ... is the dominant

selling influence in this $3,000,000,000 market. WFMY-TV serves ... and sells
... in this heavy industrial 54-county area where 2,250,000 people live, work and buy.
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Hazel- Atlas, another
great name in the
industrial picture
of this rich and
busy Wheeling Market;
where 2 MILLION PEOPLE with
a spendable annual income of
OVER TWO BILLION DOLLARS react to
what they see and hear from WTRF-TV, Wheeling.
Are these folks getting your advertising message?
Does the fact that major rating services
consistently rank WTRF-TV first appeal to you?
For availabilities, call Bob
316,000 watts NBC network color
Ferguson, VP ofjc/ Gen. Mgr.,
or Needham Smith, Sales Manager,
at CEdar 2-7777.
National Rep., George P.
WHEELING 7, WEST VIRGINIA
Hollingbery Company.
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WCBM'S own particular brand of programming—
A* L* P* is the kind of programming adults prefer to
tune to— and stay with— all day long— in their homes
or in their cars! A* L* P* features solid, interesting
and enjoyable adult listening . . . preferred music . . .
preferred drama . . . preferred local and national news
. . . preferred commentators . . . preferred comedy!
Get the WCBM fact -and -rating story . . . and you,
too, will prefer WCBM
market!

A CBS

in Baltimore's

10,000 Watts
Radio Affiliate
Baltimore 13, Maryland

P.ETERS, GRIFFIN,
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WOODWARD,

1,500,000

on 680

plus

KC

inc., Exclusive National Representatives

KRLD-TV

-

V

KRLD-T

Buy the richest market in Texas — Dallas-Fort
Worth — when you buy KRLD-TV, Channel 4
in Dallas . . . consistent favorite in 675,000
TV Homes.
Ask a Branham Man for KRLD-TV "measured
preference" facts folder.

4
Clyde W. Rembert, President
The Dallas Times Herald Station

V

KRLD-T

■SSI

TV Twin to KRLD Radio 1080, full-time 50,000
watt Voice of Texas.

.-^Br i

KRLD-TV
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CLOSED

Clamor for codes • There's almost
ment circomplete agreement in govern
cles that broadcasters could do much
to extricate themselves from present
plight by beefing up both television and
radio codes — in content and application. Many federal officials have said
y. In private they're even
this publicl
more emphatic in their assertions that
self-regulation — which in their view
means tough codes with tough enforcement— is absolute necessity at this
time. It's in recognition of this government feeling that NAB Tv Code Review Board will submit amendments to
NAB Tv Board Dec. 4 (story page
no indication of ac39). So tofar there's
tion strengthen NAB radio code
which has seldom been mentioned in
recent years.
There could be trap, however, at
end of any head-long rush by tv or
radio toward tighter self-regulation policies. High officials at FCC think it
might be wise for FCC to embrace
within its own rules any standards of
self-regulation that television or radio
come up with. That way there would
be no question of industry-wide observance of those standards, these officials
say.

Double jeopardy • Some government
lawyers see strong possibility of criminal prosecution growing out of investigation of payola on radio-tv. Sec. 317
of Communications Act, a civil law,
requires identification on air of anyone
who gives thing of value in exchange
for broadcast mention. Sees. 501 and
502 of same act provide criminal penalties for violations of other sections.
Hence, it is theorized, disc jockey who
takes money or valuable gift for playing certain record can be prosecuted
identifyasgiver.
if he bedoesn't
crime can
for
two
as severe
Penalties
years imprisonment, $10,000 fine, or
both.
Reservation • Although present indications are that House Oversight Subcommittee will wait until first of next
year to begin payola hearings (story
page 30), don't dismiss possibility
members might decide to open sessions in December. They sit Dec. 9 to
question Boston industrialist Bernard
Goldfine. Staff member said last week
House caucus room has been reserved
for 10 days beginning Dec. 9 (Goldfine
matter is not expected to exceed day or
two) and that subcommittee has some
payola material well enough in hand
to make start.

CIRCUIT*

how amHere's can
g •agency
riggin
Lesson in
government
bitious
milk
current headlines. Federal Trade Commission's release on filing of its complaint against Colgate Dental Cream
with Gardol (see page 71) starts out:
"The 'protective shield' television commercial. .. ." Second paragraph also
refers to claim "in company's television advertising." But buried in third
paragraph is simple clause which makes
it clear that alleged advertising claim
is not unique to television advertising.
It reads: "The false claim, which also
appeared in magazine and newspaper
advertisements, has. . . ." See?
Early and late • These are happy days
for Participating Programs Division
{Today and Jack Paar Show) at NBCTV. Gross for division is up 79.6%
over last year, with Today up 120.2%
and Paar up 61.5%. In dollars two
shows will gross nearly $21 million
this year, close to $13 million from
Paar, close to $8 million from Today.

evision Information Office as consultant
on special projects in connection with
community relations, assisting Director Louis Hausman. Mr. Burkland, prior to his association with
Virginia properties, was with CBS
as general sales manager of Radio and
Tv Spot Sales and director of CBS
station administration, and previously
was general manager of WTOP Washington.

• Whether or not NBC
Ring problem
cancels
Friday night fights, sponsored
by Gillette,
it's are
apparent
that
netntedsome
work affiliates
disencha
in light
of programming controversy and that
at least one other sport — professional
suffer. WSAZ-AM-TV
, may eston,
wrestlingon-Charl
Huntingt
W. Va., has
notified NBC it is cancelling fights effective Dec. 18. NBC has simply stated
it is "reviewing" Friday fight situation
but has not arrived at decision. Gillette,
which has sponsored fights since 1944,
wants them continued.

Petry's target • Luke-warm reception
accorded spot tv by many major tire
and rubber companies (in favor of
printed media) is setting at least one
major station representative company
off on major sales effort. Edward Petry
& Co., New York, is compiling facts
and figures to show tire and rubber
companies, which are in spot tv sparingly or not at all, that this medium
can be highly effective advertising tool.

Professional wrestling, most popular
in tv's early days, still is carried locally
and on syndicated basis throughout
country. It being generally recognized
that these are staged shows rather than
competitive sport, question arises whether they will be continued without radical change, either in eliminating makebelieve, or in labelling them for what
they are.

Ghost town • Cunningham & Walsh
has quietly dropped its Videotown survey which for past 10 years has annually profiled tv habits in New Brunswick, N.J. Reason is two-fold: (1)
Gerald Lasker, former research chief
and originator of Videotown, has left
agency; (2) agency feels that survey
has served its purpose, 10 years of tv
enough, medium has mastudying
tured andisresearch effort ought to be
applied to other projects.

Price of virtue • "Even if it means the
loss of most of our deejays and affects
our ratings, we're determined to rid
our stations of any semblance of payola. Those who have access to our
microphones cannot work for two
masters." So said George B. Storer Sr.
in personally taking over direction
of all supervisory program activities
through installation of system of "quality control" (story page 31).

Color tv is one development that
could bring Videotown back. C&W
noticed in past few years that although
color was only factor that could significantly change level of viewing habits, medium was not making noticeable
headway in Videotown. If color moves
up in commercial importance, agency
to quickly revive its test city surplans
veying.

TIO staffing • Carl J. Burkland, former executive vice president of WAVYAM-TV Norfolk-Portsmouth and still
stockholder in properties, will join Tel-

Mr. Storer believes management
must take "short hold" on all programming and to this end manual was
compiled long ago to effectuate control
(manual available upon request at Miami headquarters).
program
executives While
have headquarters'
continuously
monitored all programs to ascertain
that public service and quality standards are maintained. Mr. Storer said
new system of quality control entails
daily monitoring. To date, three Storer
station disc jockeys and one newscaster
have been released or have resigned
through institution of new policy.

Monday, 53rd issue (Yearbook Number) published in September by Broadcasting Publications Inc..
Published every
1735 DeSales St., N. W., Washington 6, D. C. Second-class postage paid at Washington, D. C.
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Sunday through Saturday 10 pm to midnight-ARB
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Saturday The Big Movie Double Feature at 11 pm

BIG

BIG

MOVIES

AUDIENCE

* BIGGER

MORNING: The Early, Early Show-Mon.
AFTERNOON:

The Early Show-Mon.

NIGHT: The Big Movie-Mon.
You

know

you're

SALES
thru Fri. 9 am

thru Fri. 5 pm

thru Fri. & Sun. 11:15 pm

where

going

with

Call KATZ
WAGA-TV

a STORER
station
National Sales Offices: 625 Madison Ave.. N. Y. 22 • 230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1
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Mr. Adams

IN

BRIEF.

People watch in summer, too • We need an audience
all year long, Thomas B. Adams, president of Campbell-Ewald Co. asserts in this week's Monday Memo.
Mr. Adams calls last summer's programming "Midsummer Night's Dilemma," and says that such poor fare
may have adversely effected fall shows as well. His
solution centers around people whose big selling season
is in the summertime. Page 23.

Curtain going up • FCC beating bushes to cast public hearings on programming beginning Dec. 7; it has gotten in touch with leading educators, administrators, critics and groups — running gamut from James B.
Conant and Gloria Parker to labor unions and parent-teacher associations. Page 29.
Teeth for the code • NAB Tv Board called into special session to concode. Several amendsider proposed amendments to industry's Tvtelevision
Code Review Board, would
ments to language, approved by NAB
state program and advertising standards in more specific language.
Page 39.

EFFECTIVE

COVERAGE!

WILX-TV
Channel

1©

Michigan's
tely NCovers
CompleGOLDE
Rich
TRIANGLE with
a City Grade Signal!

Broadcast advertising on FTC docket • Broadcaster leaders meeting
with Federal Trade Commission Wednesday to establish closer liaison
on guarding against misleading and false advertising. Network presidents
plus NAB and Tv Code Review Board executives have accepted FTC
invitation. Page 40.
New rating service • Sindlinger & Co., Philadelphia, develops new tv
rating service to provide both qualitative and quantitative measures of
audiences. Reports, delivered to clients one week after telecast, are based
on 1,600 interviews in 287 U.S. counties. Page 42.

LANSING

BATTLE
CREEK
JACKSON

1 1 honors for tv • Art Directors Club of Chicago makes annual awards
in tv and print. A look at the television commercials chosen. Page 44.
More about ratings • Radio & Television Executives Society in New
York hears research executives describe two "qualitative" rating services.
Henry Brenner of Tv-Q ratings predicts 10 winners, nine losers among
this season's new shows. Albert Sindlinger of Sindlinger & Co. criticizes
"numbers only" research, announces new service to give something more.
Page. 46.

Jaguar prods dealer radio use • Car maker briefs dealers on radio
advertising: what it can do and how to make it perform. Jaguar uses
internationally famed racing car driver and vice president of company
as its commercial announcer. Page 46.
Next summer in Los Angeles • With KFI taking over broadcast of
entire 154-game schedule of baseball Dodgers, it's likely there will be
some problems about the station's NBC network commitments. Page 51.
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Michigan's No. 1
Market outside Detroit
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contact
VENARD, RINT0UL & McCONNELL, INC.
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A

statement

Television wins a daily vote of confidence in 45,000,000 American homes. More people choose to
spend more time watching it than ever before. Yet
today it also falls under the shadow of some ugly
words — deceit, fraud, mediocrity, irresponsibility.
We believe the shadow is blinding many observers
to the substance. It is time to let some light in, to
take an undistorted view of the facts.

on

television

We at NBC do not make light of quiz-show skullduggeries. We have never condoned them nor
taken part in them. We do not deny we erred in
trusting those who deceived us. Against this corruption, we have acted vigorously on our own and
in unstinted cooperation with all official agencies.
NBC is the first network to have set up a permanent organization within its ranks devoted to the

Where does the shadow come from? It is cast, over
many months past, by a few men who poisoned a
few defunct programs in a single narrow segment
of programming.

planning and execution of whatever new measures
are needed to assure the highest ethical standards
throughout our operations. We will crack down
on improper practices wherever they may appear,
in programming or advertising.

But it is a long shadow, so long and deep that it
has blacked out some remarkable achievements —

But NBC vigorously rejects the suggestion that
the reprehensible conduct of a few individuals is

such as the television debuts of Laurence Olivier,
Ingrid Bergman, Alec Guinness; the massive
array of special programs from Astaire and

in any sense representative of the character of the

Hope, to Shaw and Ibsen, to "Life in the Thirties"
and Beethoven's "Fidelio"; the alert, thorough
coverage of Nikita Khrushchev's U. S. visit that
brought living history into the home. Apart from
these peaks, the shadow has also blacked out television's genuine progress in balanced programming that meets the full diversity of the nation's
viewing desires.

whole television industry. We reject the looseminded notion that it reflects on the quality of our
whole program service. We reject the theory that
it is cause for such drastic measures as government control, creation of a "czar" or revamping
our American system of broadcasting. Though we
are dedicated to improving a schedule that already
sets the medium's standard for program balance,
we also reject the easy course of hinting about
grandiose schemes for television's Utopia.
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We affirm these principles:

1. NBC assumes complete responsibility to the public for what appears on the NBC Television Network.
2. NBC will present quiz and other audience participation shows for the millions of viewers who enjoy
them-and who have a right to expect that we can and will safeguard the integrity of all our programs.
3. From all possible creative sources, within our own ranks and outside, NBC seeks constantly to satisfy
the widest possible range of program tastes and interests-be it by Western or ballet, panel show or
opera, original drama or news special, football or physics, religion or comedy. We present adventure
shows -and shows that are adventures in concept, substance and form.
4. As the broadest of mass media, and one committed by law and its own well-being to serve the public
interest, we have an obligation to provide the entertainment and relaxation for which millions of
Americans bought their TV sets. We also have an obligation to inform, enlighten and inspire.
5. Just as NBC pioneered radio networking and black-and-white television, we propose to keep blazing
the trail for color television, which adds new dimensions of beauty, meaning and impact to our medium.
We have confidence in the ability of the American people to distinguish between the sins of a handful of men and the
solid effort and accomplishment of an industry that does its daily job under the closest public scrutiny in history.

Chairman of the Board

Robert E. Kintner
President

COMPANY
BROADCASTING
NATIONAL
THE
affiha,
stations
television
ted
with NBC from coast to coast.
independent
the
by
The position expressed in this statement was unanimously endorsed
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A CALENDAR OF MEETINGS AND EVENTS
IN BROADCASTING
AND RELATED FIELDS
(* Indicates first or revised listing)

EMPATHY
A favorite sales tip of mine is to try
to put myself in the other fellow's
shoes.
This attitude of empathy helps to
slant your presentation to the
buyer's outlook, rather than to your
own particular likes.
Carry it a step further. Put yourself in your competitor's shoes. Anticipate what you would offer if you
were selling his merchandise and
tailor your angles accordingly.
Anticipate your customers and your
competitors. This requires extra effort but it's the finest insurance you
can buy for a year round annuity of
sales.

P.S. A sales tip to buyers: WCOL in
Columbus, Ohio, uses empathy in
programming. This approach has
established WCOL way out front
in ratings and in sales results for
advertisers.

Nov. 30 — Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
at New York, forum on music for television, NBC.
Nov. 30 — Hollywood Ad Club luncheon at Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel. Robert Light, president,
Southern California Broadcasters Assn., will be
chairman of a panel comprising Fred Ruegg
KNX; Bill Beaton, KWKW; Charles Hamilton,
KFI; Bob Reynolds, KMPC, and Bob Purcell,
KFWB, to discuss "Radio — 1959."
Nov. 30-Dec. 4— National Sales ExecutivesInternational Southeastern Field Sales Management Institute, Atlanta Biltmore Hotel, Atlanta
Ga.
DECEMBER
Dec. 1 — Advertising Research Foundation annual
business meet, Hotel Sheraton-East, New York.
Dec. 1 — Radio & Television Executives Society
timebuying-selling seminar. George Huntington, vice
president-general manager, Television Bureau of
Advertising and Horace S. Schwerin, president,
Schwerin Research Corp., delve into "Sponsor
Identification — What's It Worth?" Hotel Lexington, New York, noon-2 p.m.
Dec. 2-4 — Electronic Industries Assn. winter conference, Statler-Hilton, Los Angeles.
:'Dec. 3 — Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
first luncheon in 1959-60 series. Dr. Frank Stanton, CBS president, will address group. WaldorfAstoria, New York.
Dec. 4— NAB convention committee, NAB headquarters, Washington.
"Dec. 7 — FCC hearings begin in investigations of
radio-tv programming and commercials, Washington.
Dec. 8 — Radio & Television Executives Society
timebuying-selling seminar. Jack Wrather, board
chairman, Independent Television Corp., discusses
commercial tv in Britain. Hotel Lexington, New
York, noon-2 p.m.
Dec. 8 — Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
at Los Angeles, evening general membership meeting on "Tape
Film"Dr.at Frank
Beverly Baxter,
Hilton Hotel,
Beverly
Hills, vsCalif.
UCLA
professor and tv teacher, will be moderator of
a panel comprising James Schulke, KTLA; Tom
Sarnoff, NBC; Sheldon Leonard and Bud Yorkin,
producers; Bob Stefan, BBDO, and Bob Day, Am-

Dec. 8 — Advertising Club of Boston, Hotel Statler.
Speaker:
Robert Hurleigh, president, MBS.
pex.
*Dec. 9 — Film Producers Assn. first in series of
seminars. Meeting features panel discussion "The
Sponsor
York. the Film Producer." Columbia U
Club, NewViews
robert e. eastman & co., inc.
representing major radio stations
WNEW • WIL • KLAC • KJ R • KXL
KNEW • WRIT • CKLW • WHBQ • KXOL
KBOX • WING • WCOL • KDEO * WARM
KQEO • WPTR • WSBA • WAAB • WKLO
KLEO • WEEP • KTOK • WSAV • KSYD
KWKY • WAIMS •• KHEY
KXLR •* WZOK • KRIZ
10

Dec. 11 — Comments due to the FCC on stereophonic multiplexing rules as part of FCC's inquiry
into possible
use for fm subsidiary communicationswider
authorizations.
Dec. 11 — American Federation of Tv & Radio
Artists theatre party for benefit of George Heller
Memorial Foundation, ANTA Theatre, New York.
Dec. 15 — Radio & Television Executives Society
timebuying-selling seminar. Ke*/in B. Sweeney, president, Radio Adv. Bureau, presents latest radio
data. Hotel Lexington, New York, noon-2 p.m.
Dec. 15-16 — Senate committee on communica-

tions holds hearings on tv boosters and community
tv systems in Casper, Wyo. Sen. Gale McGee (DWyo.) will preside.
Dec. 31— Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
New Year's Eve ball. Beverly Hilton Hotel, Beverly
Hills, Calif.
JANUARY 1960
Jan. 5— Radio & Television Executives Society
timebuying-selling seminar. Louis Hausman, director, Television Information Office, and Gilbert
Seldes, author, critic and director of Annenberg
School of Communications, U. of Pennsylvania
provide "A Critique At Mid-Season." Hotel Lexington, New York, noon-2 p.m.
Jan. 6-9— High Fidelity Music Show, Shrine Exposition Hall, Los Angeles. Sponsor: Institute of
High Fidelity Manufacturers.
Jan. 8— Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
"close-up" dinner-show
to Arthur
Godfrey, Waldorf Astoria, testimonial
New York.
from original announcement for Dec. 4(Rescheduled
at Seventh
Regiment Armory.)
Jan. 10-14— National Retail Merchants Assn.,
49th annual convention, Hotel
lton, New
York. Sales promotion division Statler-Hi
board of directors
meet there on 13th.
Jan. 12 — Radio & Television Executives Society
timebuying-selling seminar. H. P. Lasker, vice
president in charge of sales, Crosley Broadcasting
Corp., and William E. (Pete) Matthews, vice president-director, media relations-planning, Young &
Rubicam, view "How Many Commercials Make Too
Many?"
Lexington,
York,
p.m.
Jan. 13 — Hotel
Canadian Board New
of Broadcastnoon-2
Governors
Winnipeg.
opens
public hearings for second tv license
in
Jan. 18 — Canadian Board of Broadcast Governors
opens public hearings for second tv license in
Vancouver.
Jan. 19 — Ninth annual Sylvania awards. Hotel
Plaza, N. Y.
Jan. 19 — Radio & Television Executives Society
timebuying-selling seminar. Carl Lindemann Jr.,
vice
president
in charge
daytime
programs,'
NBC-TV,
and Frank
Minehan,of vice
president-di
rector of media-chairman of plans board, SSC&B,
discuss "What's The Difference In Daytime Audiences?" Hotel Lexington, New York,
p.m.
Jan. 22-24 — Advertising Assn. of Westnoon-2
ern conference, Lafayette Hotel, LongmidwestBeach,
Calif.
Jan. 24-29 — NAB Board of Directors, El Mirado
Hotel, Palm Springs, Calif.

Jan. 25-29 — National Sales Executives-International St. Louis Field Sales Management Institute, The Chase-Park Plaza Hotel there.
Jan. 26 — Radio & Television Executives Society
timebuying-selling seminar. Performers Bob Elliott and Ray Goulding quip on the question of
whether audiences
are "Out-Sophisticating" the
sponsors.
Hotel Lexington,
New York, noon-2 p.m.
Jan. 26 — Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
forum on international television, Beverly Hilton
Hotel, Beverly Hills, Calif.
Jan. 26-28 — Georgia Radio & Tv Institute, Athens.
Co-sponsors: Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters, U. of
Georgia's Henry W. Grady School
Journalism.
Speaker: Sig Mickelson, CBS Newsof president.
Jan. 27 — Advertising Research Workshop, Assn
Advertisers, Hotel Sheraton-East,
of
Yoik.
New National
Jan. 29 — Adcraft Club of Detroit, Statler Hotel.
Speaker: Robert Hurleigh, president, MBS.
Jan. 30 — Oklahoma Broadcasters Assn. annual
meet, Hotel Tulsa, Tulsa. FCC Comr. Robert E. Lee
and Balaban stations' John Box slated to speak.
FEBRUARY 1960
Feb. 2 — Radio & Television Executives Society
timebuying-selling seminar. T. Rodney Shearer,
vice president, A. C. Nielsen Co., and James W.
Seiler, director-president of American Research
Bureau, square off on ratings. Hotel Lexington,
New York, noon-2 p.m.
Feb. 3-5 — Institute of Radio Engineers' winter
convention on military electronics, Ambassador
Hotel, Los Angeles.
*Feb. 4— Minnesota AP Broadcasters Assn., annual
meeting, Minneapolis.
Feb. 5 — Advertising Federation of America midton. winter conference, Statler-Hilton Hotel, WashingFeb. 6— Art Directors Club of Los Angeles. Presentation ofawards for best advertising and ed(Continued on page 14)
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National spot has become
a full-fledged BASIC medium,
each year enveloping
more and more
total marketing
strategies.
of advertisers'
And for the best of reasons:
the spot medium best enables you
to concentrate advertising
in markets where opportunities
are greatest for your product category,
and at the same time,
bolster brand weaknesses
in specific cities.
H-R too, has acquired a new mantle —
the TOTAL SERVICE policy,
which assures represented stations
that a variety of research, promotion
and programming services
are at work building
future sales —
both national and local .
Television , Inc.
Representatives
We always send a man
to do a Neiv
man's
job"
York
Chicago
San Francisco
Hollyivood
Dallas
Detroit
Atlanta
Houston
New Orleans
, Dcs Moines
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BOSTON
21.5

DETROIT
27.4

LOUISVILLE
31.2

Nielsen, Aug. '59

Nielsen, Sept. '59

Nielsen, Aug. '59'

ST. LOUIS

CHARLOTTE

PITTSBURGH

22.9
ARB, Sept. '59

DAYTONA BEACH
ORLANDO26.0
Nielsen, Aug. '59
MEMPHIS

20.2
Nielsen, Aug. '59

Starring

LLOYD

BRIDGES

HANNIBAL

CHICAGO

EL PASO

ARB, Sept. '59

ARB, Aug. '59

26.8
Nielsen, Aug. '59

SEATTLETACOMA

NEW ORLEANS

JOHNSTOWNALTOONA

MILWAUKEE

28.4

24.5

26.1

SAN FRANCISCO

QUINCY-

Nielsen, Sept. '59

itorial art of 1959 at Statler Hotel there. Prizewinners and other outstanding entries will be displayed for following month at California Museum
of Science & Industry.
Feb. 7-9 — Advertising Federation of America First
District conference, Statler-Hilton Hotel, Boston.
Feb. 8 — Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
at New York, torum on tv for children and teenagers, CBS Studio 52.
Feb. 8— Minneapolis Sales Executives Club, Hotel
Normandy.
Speaker: Robert Hurleigh, president,
MBS.
Feb. 9 — Radio & Television Executives Society
timebuying-selling seminar. Ray L. Stone, associate media director, Maxon Inc., and Robert A.
Wulfhorst, associate media director, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, discuss the "Station Image Factor
Timebuying." Hotel Lexington, New York, noon2In p.m.
Feb. 14-20 — Advertising Federation of America's
National vertising
Advertising
Assn. of theWeek
West).(co-sponsored by AdFeb. 15-19 — National Sales Executives-International Cleveland Field Sales Management Institute,
Sheraton-CI eveland Hotel there.
Feb. 16 — Radio & Television Executives Society
timebuying-selling seminar. Bert R. Briller, director
of tv sales development, ABC-TV, and Arthur H.
McCoy, executive vice president, John Blair &
Co., on "Selling Through Presentation — Or From
The Hip." Hotel Lexington, New York, noon-2 p.m.
Feb. 17 — Hollywood Ad Club second annual
Broadcast Advertising Clinic, all-day session at
Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel. Producers' awards for
best tv and radio commercials produced in Southern California during 1958 will be presented at
luncheon.
of "Advertising
Age"chairand
Bill MerrittPhil
of Seitz
BROADCASTING
are again
men of the awards committee. Marv Salzman rf
MAC is clinic chairman.
Feb. 17 — Assn. of National Advertisers, co-op
advertising
workshop, Hotel Sheraton-East, New
York.
Feb. 19 — Sales Executives Assn. and Advertising
Club of St. Louis, combined meeting, Statler HilMBS. ton Hotel. Speaker: Robert Hurleigh, president,
Feb. 19-22 — National Sales Executives-Interna-

tional mid-winter board of directors meet, Robert
Meyer Hotel, Jacksonville, Fla.
Feb. 21-22 — Virginia AP Broadcasters — Washington &Lee U.'s radio newsmen's seminar.
Feb. 23 — Radio & Television Executives Society
timebuying-selling seminar. Tv personality Dick
Clark speaks on the teen-age market. Hotel Lexington, New York, noon-2 p.m.
Feb. 24 — Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
forum on good & bad programs, Beverly Hilton
Hotel, Beverly Hills, Calif.
Feb. 24-25— Fifth annual State Presidents Conference under NAB auspices, Shoreham Hotel,
Washington. Presidents of state broadcasters asattend; Voice of Democracy luncheon will besociatiaons wilfeature.
MARCH 1960
March 1 — Radio & Television Executives Society
timebuying-selling seminar. John F. Hurlbut, director of promotion-public relations, WFBM-TV
Indianapolis, and Harold A. Smith, program promotion-merchandising manager, Needham, Louis &
Brorby, handle topic, "It Takes Two To Tango In
Agency-Station Cooperation." Hotel Lexington,
New York, noon-2 p.m.
March 4-6 — Disc Jockey Assn. convention, Los
Angeles. Business sessions at 20th Century-Fox
studios, where d.j.s will participate in filming
"The Big Platter Parade."
March 7-11 — National Sales Executives-International San Francisco Field Sales Management Institute, Hotel Mark Hopkins there.
March 8 — Radio & Television Executives Society
timebuying-selling seminar. John F. Howell, CBS
Films' vice president-general sales manager, and
Charles W. Shugert, the Joseph Katz Co.'s executive vice president, on "Syndication as a Media
Buy." Hotel Lexington, New York, noon-2 p.m.
March 13-14 — Texas Assn. of Broadcasters spring
meet, Rice Hotel, Houston.
March 15 — Radio & Television Executives Society
timebuying-selling seminar. Richard S. Salant,
vice president of corporate affairs, CBS, Inc., and
speaker from advertising agency of one of the
major political parties, discuss "The Fall Political Campaigns and Broadcasting." Hotel Lexington, New York, noon-2 p.m.

March 15 — Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
at New York, forum on educational tv, NBC.
March 16-18 — Electronic Industries Assn., sprln»
conference, Statler Hilton, Washington.
March 21-24 — Institute of Radio Engineers national convention, Coliseum and Waldorf-Astoria,
New York.
March 31 — Academy of Television Arts & Sciences forum on "DoAPRIL
They 1960
[ratings] Really Know?"
April
— NAB Annual Convention, Conrad Hilton
Hotel, 3-7
Chicago.
April 4— Academy of Motion Pictures Arts &
Sciences annual Oscar awards ceremonies, Pantages
Theatre, Hollywood, and broadcast on NBC RadioTv networks 10-11:30 p.m. EST.
April 6— Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
forum on New York station operations, ABC.
April 15-17— National Sales Executives-International spring finance and executive committee
meets, Hotel Leamington, Minneapolis.
April 21-22— National Retail Merchants Assn.
board of directors meet, Hotel Statler, Dallas,
Tex.
April
22— Washington.
Virginia AP Broadcasters, National
Press Club,
April 24 — National Retail Merchants Assn. sales
promotion division board of directors meet, Paradise Inn, Phoenix, Ariz.
April 24-27— National Retail Merchants Assn.
sales
division
Paradisepromotion
Inn, Phoenix,
Ariz. mid-year convention.
April 24-27 — Continental Advertising Agency Netannual convention, Fontainbleau Hotel,
Miami work
Beach.
April 24-28— U. of Florida School of Journalism
& Communications journalism-broadcasting week,
Gainesville. (Broadcasting Day, 25th.)
April 25 — Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
forum on pay tv vs. free tv.
April 25 — National Sales Executives-International
New
Plaza York
Hotel Field
there. Management Institute, BarbizonApril 25-27 — Sales Promotion Executives Assn.
annual conference, Hotel Astor, New York.
April 29— Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters, Pick-Ohio
Hotel, Youngstown.
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A service of Gulf Oil Corporation in the cause
of creating — through the facts as we see them
— a fuller understanding of the oil industry.

"Flags

of

Necessity"-

how

The chances are about 50-50 the flag an American-owned oil tanker flies
will not be Old Glory. Along the world's sea lanes, beyond our coastwise routes, it will usually be Panamanian, Liberian or Honduran. UnAmerican or even piracy? Not at all. If we are to understand why that
flag happens to be a so-called "Flag of Necessity," we cannot jump to
quick conclusions. We must first face up to a few facts of international life.

a Flag of Necessity" a
Q. What inmakes
the first place?
necessity
A. The answer lies in another phrase:
"Freedom oftheSeas.*' Traditionally, this
has meant freedom to compete for world
cargoes. If a tanker cannot compete freely
under one flag, it has two choices. It can
drop out of world competition. Or of
necessity, it can register under a flag such
as one of those we listed.

Q. More recently, this right has come in
for some sharp attack. Why?
A. Here's where we come to our first
fact of life. To compete for world cargoes, American tankers must meet or
beat the world's terms. And when our
tankers try to match high U.S. operating
costs with low European costs, they're
usually out of the running. To close the
competitive gap, they turn from U.S.
registry to "Flags of Necessity."
Q. But if our tankers must fly these flags
to survive, why the attack?
A. For one thing, much of the high cost
of U.S. registry is labor cost. A U.S.fla^ seaman gets about as much in two
days as a European does in a week. When
tankers turn to "Flags of Necessity," the
unions like to claim that we lose jobs to
foreigners. They forget that, at our ask. ng prices, the jobs never really existed
in the first place.
Q. You suggest that these flags are attacked on other grounds as well.
A. The unions sometimes compound
their argument with the label "coolie
ships." The facts say No. We quote Admiral Emory S. Land, former Chairman
oftheU.S.MaritimeCommission:"These
American companies maintain condiBROADC ASTING, November 30, 1959

tions, both regarding vessels and comforts of their crews, parallel with U. S.flag ships." Nor would insurance companies underwrite substandard ships.
In addition, these vessels are classified by
American Bureau of Shipping and Lloyds
Register of Sh pping.
Q. Didn't you mention earlier roughly
half our tankers fly the U.S. flag?
A. Yes. All our tankers on domestic
routes do. Under our law, they must.
The fact is that whenever our companies
can fly the U.S. flag, they want to and wil 1.
Q. Do our "Flag of Necessity" tankers
figure in our security plans?
A. Definitely. Our defense needs call for
all the tanker tonnage we have. American
companies now have under both U.S.
and "Flags of Necessity" some
registry
12 million deadweight tons. Our Joint
Maritime-Navy group estimates our domestic defense needs alone total 10.5 million tons. And this doesn't begin to count
other needs. Our commitments to our
allies, for one.
Q. Aren't we making some allowance,
too, for tankers that become obsolete?
A. We are. American companies have
several million tons under construction
or on order. These are planned as replacement tonnage for the large number
of tankers which will be wearing out
over the coming years. At Gulf, for example, we are currently spending $114
million to expand our domestic tanker
fleet alone.

Q. If so many American-owned tankers
are under "Flags of Necessity." what
lose
we that
assurance
y? we wouldn't
emergenc
in an have
them

necessary?
A. They are regarded as being every bit
as much under U.S. control as U.S.-registered vessels. In the words of Clarence
G. Morse, present Chairman of the Maritime Commission, "There is no question
in my mind" that "Flag of Necessity"
shipping is under effective control.
Q. Isn't there some possible alternative
to flying "Flags of Necessity"?
A. Yes, two have been suggested. First,
earmarking U.S. money to subsidize
American tankers registered under the
U.S. flag. And second, registering our
tankers under friendly European flags.
Q. We've granted subsidies before. Why
shouldn't we consider them here?

A. One good reason is the cost of subsidizing to American taxpayers. By the
calculation of William C. White, president of Alcoa Steamship Company, the
cost of transferring "Flag of Necessity"
tonnage to U.S. registry would run to
between $400 and $500 million each year.
Q. Let's turn to the possibility of registering with our European allies.

A. It offers more problems than possibility. On the one hand, any such action
would weaken our defense interests. The
governments could claim first
European
on tankers under their flags. They
call
could allot our world-wide bases a lower
priority than theirs in making fuel deliveries. And economically, we'd be faced
with a foreign tanker monopoly that
could, for example, lead to price rises
we'd be powerless to stop.
Q. Can American tankers use "Flags of
Necessity" to dodge U.S. taxes?
A. They cannot. American companies
pay full U.S. taxes on their earnings as
they are returned here. They draw on
the earnings they do not return to this
country to pay for their operations and
to finance building of new equipment.
We welcome further questions and comment.
Please address them to Gulf Oil Corp..
Room 1300. Gulf Bldg.. Pittsburgh 30, Pa.
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Payola
editor: is 'not typical'

$73,760,050
FURNITURE SALES
MOVE

ON

AIR

. .

in the DOLLAR-RICH
CHANNEL

5 Viewing

AIR-ea!

The quiz scandal has damaged public
confidence in both the broadcasting industry and in the public relations business. Nobody is interested in examining
whether the shady or corrupt practices
described are typical of either field. On
the contrary, the industry's critics assume they are quite typical, and this
assumption was reinforced when a department store head referred to payoffs
as "the way things are done in this inSo maybe the record ought to be set
straight.
dustry."
Public relations agencies work with
television and radio programs on only
one basis: as a source of interesting,
entertaining, and/or important program
material. If we supply producers and
program staffs with worthwhile material
that fits their program requirements,
they will use it. If not, we are out of
luck. As we deserve to be.
The "if not" is where the trouble
starts. The company or individual who
was unable to develop worthwhile program material resorted to a payoff instead. The "plug" he got in
(in
one case cited, it cost $10,000return
or $15,000) was just that— a "plug." It told no
product or company story. Frequently,
it was used in an unfavorable or undignified context. From a sound businesslike point of view, it was worthless.
The money could have more profitably
been spent in paid broadcast advertising. Besides corrupting the giver and
the receiver of the bribe, it degraded the
program content because it added nothing ofvalue to the audience. . . .
Mildred Vigderhouse
Director, Radio-Tv Dept.
Ruder & Finn Inc.
New York
Explaining TvB's role
editor:

EASTERN MICHIGAN'S FIRST
VHF TELEVISION STATION

May I express my appreciation for
the article on TvB (page 76, Nov. 16).
This piece goes a long way in explaining to our members and to advertisers
and agencies the type of work we do.
Sometimes this is the most difficult part
of our occupation. . . .
Norman E. (Pete) Cash
Television Bureau of Advertising
New York
Country music festival
editor:
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N

EM-TV

May I have permission to make reprints of your article in Broadcasting,
Nov. 16, pages 96 and 98, "Fiddlin' V

MIKE

alect.stompin' "? Please wire answer colJames A. Dick
President
WIVK Knoxville, Term.
WQOK Greenville, S.C.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Permission granted, with
appropria
te credit. Story reported WSM
Nashville's annual country music festival.]
KING music poll still in demand
editor :

We would appreciate ... 25 reprints
of the KING Seattle survey story "At
survey" as publast a lishedreliable
12 issue.
inthe Oct.music
N. L. Bentson
President
WLOL Minneapolis-St. Paul
editor:
Please send 50 reprints . . .
Henry F. Hines
Director, Advertising &
Promotion
WBAL-A M-TV Baltimore
editor:
Please send 10 reprints . . . We all
need this type of music research. . . .
Harry D. Peck
General Manager
KODY North Platte, Neb.
editor:
... 10 reprints . . .
Don Balsamo
Vice President in Charge of Sales
WZ1P Covington, Ky.
editor:
... 1 0 copies . . .
Richard W. Chapin
Executive Vice President
Stuart Stations
Lincoln, Neb.
editor:
... 20 copies . . .
Mrs. Marion Lewis
each.] W1NC Winchester, Va.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Reprints available. 10<*
BROADCASTING
SUBSCRIPTION PRICES: Annual subscription
for 52 weekly issues $7.00. Annual subscription
including yearbook Number $11.00. Add $1.00
per year for Canadian and foreign postage
Subscriber's occupation required. Regular Issues 35* per copy; Yearbook Number $4.00
per copy.
SUBSCRIPTION ORDERS AND ADDRESS
CHANGES: Send to BROADCASTING Circulation Dept 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C.
changes, please include both
old and
new Onaddresses.
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THE COMPANY WILL APPRECIATE SUGGESTIONS FROM ITS PATRON
S CONCERNING .TS SERVICE

KABL

MUSIC

First place in San Francisco and entire bay area with weeklong average of 17.2% and 21.7% nighttime. Never before
in the history of radio has a good music station won first
place in a major market. KABL Music allied with these other
McLendon Stations:
KTSA

San Antonio

KILT

Houston

KEEL

Shreveport

WAKY
KLIF

Louisville
Dallas

KABL represented nationally by Daren F. McGavren Co., Inc.
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I want you to know

how

deep-

ly we appreciate WHBF's
continuous interest in broad-

casting the 'Messiah'. When

a station is

willing to give an oratorio priority over
a basketball
many

game,

it gives

of us hope for the cul- IHj

tural future of our

country.

/

^Bj
J

CONRAD BERGENDORF, President
Augustana College, Rock Island

The

deeper

the

roots

. .

course, WHBF broadcasts basketball games, also.
o. types of entertainment — games and oratorios — have
Both
large audiences in the WHBF coverage area. However,
meticulous care is used in the selection of all material that
is broadcast. Varied, superior entertainment gets preference.

22

the

stronger

the

tree!

The program department at WHBF has 35 years of experience, and an intimate knowledge of its audience tastes and
preferences. The one-half million people in this area are
highly literate and discerning — a truly adult audience with
buying power to indulge in quality. WHBF — "the Station
of Quality in the Quad-Cities" — caters to them.
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MONDAY
from THOMAS

We

MEMO
B. ADAMS, president, Campbell-Ewald Co., Detroit

need

audience

Between 1958 and 1959 television
set ownership was increased 3.5%.
There were 1.5 million new tv homes.
Nevertheless, during the summer of
1959, there was a 2.4% decrease in
tv viewing, or 435,000 fewer homes
were using their sets.
In comparing 1959 to 1958, the
greatest decrease in tv usage starts in
June. Also — the greatest decrease
throughout the entire summer was during the 8-10 p.m. time period which
supposedly represents prime tv time.
This decrease can no longer be ^ explained in terms of program shifting
due to Daylight Saving Time. Video
tape has taken care of that. It appears
that this powerful advertising medium,
television, gets comparatively lazy and
ineffectual when summer comes.
This brings us to what I term a "Midsummer Night's Dilemma." Should we
ate commercials into secondfirst-r
put
rate shows? Other studies have clearly
shown that the impact of commercials
can be seriously reduced when viewer
interest in the program itself has been
reduced. Maybe we not only lose audience but lose commercial impact with
the audience we retain. That's a matter
great concern to me and. I'm sure,
of you.
to
No Budget Cut • For our major
clients who are on summertime television, we do not reduce our commercial budgets. We do not use inferior
talent. We do not re-run commercials
to a greater extent than we do in the
wintertime. In other words, we must
discharge our responsibility in the
preparation of advertising as effectively
in June as we do in January. It seems
logical that we should present this advertising on programs that are as attractive in the summer as are their
winter counterparts.
about
But what
e? network television's
schedul
summer
Out of 112 network programs scheduled weekly during the summer from
7:30 to 11 p.m. on Sunday through
Saturday, 63 were re-runs. That's 56%
of the nighttime scheduling. I wonder
what would happen to the circulation
of The Saturday Evening Post if it reran half of its February stories in the
August issue?
Now, does there have to be a dropoff like this in the summertime because of outdoor activities, vacations
or other interests? Evidently not. Daytime television, which is subject to few
seasonal changes in terms of programming, has shown an increase in viewerBRO ADC ASTING, November 30, 1959

52

weeks

ship from summer 1959 over 1958.
Both the number of homes viewing and
the proportion of viewing among tv
owners have increased substantially. It
seems to be pretty apparent that nighttime programming is the villain of the
According to July 1959 Nielsen
piece.
data, there were 18,735,000 homes
viewing tv during the period from 8
to 1 1 p.m.. Monday through Sunday.
With good commercials we could make
a lot of valuable impressions on a lot
of people with an audience like that. I
submit that a network with a top-flight
program can capture a huge hunk of
this audience at any given time during
the summer. With the proper discount
structures, it can be a good media
buy. But that's only the beginning.
It seems quite probable to me that
better programming would add some
millions of people to the total and
summertime tv could come back into
its own as a medium.

er? • There's another
Fall toHangov
this story — another way of
facet
looking at the •■Midsummer Night's

a

year

Dilemma." It's possible you not only
hurt summertime television by loading
the channels with re-runs: you might
well be lessening the impact of fall
very
television.
What's the solution? Maybe the
answer lies somewhere in the area of
good programming for people whose
big
time. selling season is in the summerIsn't summertime a great opportunity
to introduce newr concepts and new
ideas into television? And, incidentally,
if you're going to bring on something
good, give it some publicity in the
summertime.
How about around-the-country programming during the summertime? It
might be interesting to see what kind
of shows could be created in Chicago
and Minneapolis and maybe even Detroit for summertime presentation.
Maybe there should be summertime
teams of creative people at the networks. All of the great directors and
writers shouldn't take a summer hiatus.
Certainly we as advertising agents
w ould have to have the courage to go
along with fresh program ideas for
summertime use. We would have to
sell such ideas to our clients. But.
honestly, during the past couple of
seasons
summerfered very
much. we haven't been ofRadio's Program Needs • As to radio
programming. I would like to express a
loss. I can't
sense
emotional
personal
the ofhalcyon days
back at
looking
help
when Jack Benny spelled J-E-L-L-O;
when Death Valley Days was real Borax; when Crosby and Kraft were synon-

Thomas B. Adams has been president
of Campbell-Ewald Co. since February 1958. He began his professional
career with the agency 15 years ago
after wartime service in the Naval air
corps. He broke in as radio writer and
contact man, later served as a Chevrolet account executive on used car and
truck advertising. He was named vice
president and assistant to the president
in 1955 when his duties were expanded
to include administrative work, new
business activities, personnel recruitment and other varied activities.

It's a shame that strong networkseems to be going the way
programming
ymous.
of the dinosaur and the dodo bird. Today, radio programming seems to be
more and more a local affair and the
astute station manager is the one who
the most attractive comcan present
mercial package.
These attractive commercial packages are fine, but they can only do
a small part of the job of making radio
an attractive buy. There's still need for
strong programming, a need which the
networks no longer fill.
When broadcasting people and advertising people shirk their responsibility
broadof providing such programming,
cast media begin to lose effectiveness.
This makes all of our jobs more23
difficult, because we need that audience
52 weeks a year.

Beauty is evident everywhere in this market
of more than a million persons.

KANSAS

A

CITY:

BEAUTIFUL

TDT
TV
Jt>U
X

Beauty in the flowing expressways of Kansas
City's half-billion-dollar downtown
redevelopment program. In the parks and
residential areas. In fountains and sculpture
like the internationally famous William
Volker Memorial, "St. Martin of Tours."
Referred to as 'an investor's dream" and
with the "greatest growth possibility in
America today." Kansas City's a buy that's a
beauty. And your best radio buy here is
KCMO. It's Kansas City's only 50,000- watt
station. It's Kansas City's only radio station
reaching out into the rural counties of
four states, talking to six million persons.
If you're "looking for a way to beautify
your sales picture, look our way. Look to
KCMO-Radio, serving a potential
buying power of nearly two billion dollars.

Central figure in the last sculpture completed by Carl Milles is
St. Martin of Tours. It stands
amid fountains at the Kansas
City cultural center.
Photo: Dan Faron

E. K. Haktenbower, Vice-President
•
| ^
TV JT
^^jr
JLjk. V-/ J-VX
G>° JLV Cb CX 1 KJ
R- W. Evans, Station Manager
The Tall Tower at Broadcasting House I Kansas City, Missouri
SYRACUSE
PHOENIX
OMAHA
TULSA

WHEN WHEN-TV
KPHO KPHO-TV
WOW
WOW-TV
KRMG

The
The
John
John

Katz Agency
Katz Agency
Blair & Co. — Blair-TV
Blair & Co.

Represented nationally by Katz Agency.
Meredith stations are affiliated with
BETTER HOMES AND GARDENS and
SUCCESSFUL FARMING magazines.
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LATE NEWSBREAKS

NAB

Boards

to Dec.

ON THIS AND THE NEXT PAGE • DETAILED COVERAGE

called

4 meeting

Approach of FCC and Federal Trade
Commission probes into broadcasting
led NAB Nov. 25 to call special Washington meeting of Joint Board of Directors for noon Dec. 4. Call was issued
by President Harold E. Fellows. Earlier
in week he had called special meeting
of NAB Tv Board to consider revision
of tv code (see early story page 39).
Tv Board will meet at 9 a.m. on
Dec. 4 at Shoreham Hotel, Washington. Agenda calls for consideration of
several amendments to tv code adopted
by NAB Tv Code Review Board. Text
of proposed amendments has been
mailed to Tv Board members.
NAB explained joint boards "will
consider legislative and regulatory matters before Congress and federal
agencies." Forty-three members of
joint boards were asked to be prepared
to stay over in case meeting runs into
second day.
Joint session will take up proposed
recommendations to FCC on policy
basis. Association staff is preparing material for directors. Members of Radio
Board will not sit as such at meeting but
as members of joint boards.
NAB announced Nov. 27 Mr. Fellows and Donald H. McGannon (Westingtouse stations) would be first two
witnesses before FCC. Mr. Fellows will
cover general industry topics; Mr. McGannon will appear as chairman of
NAB Tv Code Review Board. Third
witness will be named to explain NAB
radio standards. NAB plans to submit
brief on FCC's authority in connection
with matters covered in hearing notice.
Avalanche • NAB's obvious concern
over avalanche of congressional and
regulatory pressures was behind quickened pace last week. After Tv Board
meeting had been called it was pointed
out that FCC's notice of Dec. 7 hearing (see story page 29) included radio
as well as tv and that injection of payola
charges required presence of radio directors.
Payola phase involves Internal
Revenue Service as well as Justice Dept.
and Capitol Hill. President Fellows
commented Nov. 25 on payola charges
appearing in press. He said entire industry shouldn't suffer because of acts
of small group.

Tv gets most
Biggest chunk of The Fund
for the Advancement of Education monies granted during past
2Vi years has been to television.
Established by Ford Foundation
in 1951, fund works in formal
education, appropriating some $12
million from Jan. 1, 1957, to last
Sept. 30 for experimental programs. Of this, $3,376,798 was
for tv specifically. Report out today (Nov. 30), regards tv as
"rapidly becoming a major new
educational resource to schools
ng enand colleges facing mounti
rollments and a growing scarcity

of able teachers."
edge "management has taken firm steps
to correct the situation in every case
in which the facts have pointed to
'payola' in any shape."
ANA:

FTC

watches

ad

effect, not technique
It's not artifice itself in tv commercials that worries Federal Trade Comso much as artifice's intent and
effect onmission viewers.

DEADLINE
OF THE WEEK BEGINS PAGE 29

uct as attractively as possible, i.e., some
'cosmetic glorification'; (3) those which
or performance prodimplyuct properties
does not possess and which are
likely to affect decision to purchase.
Case by Case • ANA cautioned members that "FTC is proceeding on a
formucase-by-case basis and general
lae cannot be indiscriminately relied

larly consaid FTC is "particu
Report cerned"
about "(1) competitive claims:
X' must get fair
they feelt —thatthe'Product
equal of that given to
treatmen
advertiser's own product" and "(2)
theupon."
tests or other supposed proofs of advertising claims which are not honestly
or fully presented or which in fact fall
short of what they are set forth to
ANA said Chairman Kintner put responsibility for correcting advertising
abuses squarely on advertisers, telling
them, in effect: "You have the strongest
weapon of all — the money bags. It is
about time you started to use it. . . . If
you ... do not clear this up you will
kill the goose — and you and our
economy will suffer. . . .
also said many ANA memReport be."
bers already have started reviewing their
tv commercials and several have moved
toward closer supervision.
FCC

hearing

list

This in essence is FTC position reBig names FCC is soliciting for its
radio-tv hearings (see story, page 29)
ported Nov. 27 by Assn. of National
Advertisers after conference with FTC
were not among those who filed notices
Chairman Earl Kintner on deceptive
of appearances before deadline Nov.
and non-deceptive uses of tv visual 25. Among those telling Commission
said Chairman KintANAd its
ues.
techniq
they wanted to testify at hearing, bereport.
reviewe
ner had
ginning Dec. 7, were ABC, CBS, NBC,
reason,"
of
Springfield Broadcasting Co.
rule
a
es
NAB,
recogniz
"FTC
report said. "A theatrical artifice, to be (owner of three Massachusetts uhf stacondemned by the Commission, must
tions), Storer Broadcasting Co., NBCrepresent a material deception as to the TV affiliates, American Society of Comcharacteristics, performance or appearposers, Authors and Publishers, Scharance of a product. Incidental artifice re- feld & Baron (Washington law firm),
quired by the nature of the medium, for Joint Council on Educational Tv, Fedsomewhat heightened effects, etc., are
eral Communications Bar Assn., Nanot of concern to the Commission. . . .
tional Assn. of Educational Broadcasters and KTTV (TV) Los Angeles.
In general, FTC is not concerned with
what goes on in the act of bringing a Pierson, Ball & Dowd, Washington,
they filed comments in behalf of 20 stations.
tv picture to the screen — ratherviewer
are concerned with what the
SCGS.
Justice, FCC meet
Under FTC policy, ANA said, theLast full dress meeting of Justice
atrical ortechnical devices can be classiies
officials with broadcasters and
categor
Dept.
three
ing
follow
fied into
agencies that have interest
government
(first two "probably acceptable" but last in rigged tv quiz show scandals took
al
"materi
of
reasons
for
e"
"unacceptabl
place Nov. 25 in two-hour meeting with
"The reputation of a great medium
misrepresentation"): (1) those to make
full FCC. This followed by five days
of communication and the thousands
product seem to perform or appear on
between Justice Dept. and25
meeting
of honest people who work in it should
tv screen as it actually would if viewed
FTC.
not be blackened by the misdeeds of a
through naked eye under normal conAttorney General was charged last
ditions ofuse; (2) those to present prodfew," he said, adding that to his knowlBROADCASTING, November 30, 1959

AT

October by President Eisenhower to
look into quiz show issue with view to
considering legislation or prosecutions.
Attorney General William P. Rogers
said then that he would submit report
to President before Congress resumes
next month (Broadcasting, Oct. 26).
Justice probe started off with meetings
between government officials and all
three network presidents in October and
November (Broadcasting, Nov. 2).
Networks
how

CONTINUED

DEADLINE

divide

to meet

on

crisis

Top management of all television networks have met twice in efforts to arrive at unified plan of action to meet
current investigatory crisis, but have
divided into two widely separated
camps, Broadcasting learned Friday
(Nov. 27).
First meeting was called by Sigurd
S. Larmon, board chairman of Young
& Rubicam, Nov. 13. Details of that
meeting and subsequent exchanges became public Nov. 26. Mr. Larmon advanced plan for creation of high-level
citizens' advisory committee to oversee
national television policy. Committee
would be supported by advertisers, agencies and broadcasters. NBC, alone
among three networks, supported Larmon plan in principle. CBS and ABC

took position that responsibility for
running tv belonged exclusively to
broadcasters.
Second meeting of top management
of all networks was called night of Nov.
24 by William S. Paley, CBS chairman,
Broadcasting learned. At that meeting
it reportedly became evident that no accord could be reached. At week's end,
NBC was understood to be considering
appointment of its own advisory committee whose members would be prominent citizens outside broadcasting and
advertising.
Intellectual

Broadcasting industry was chided for
"its almost total lack of intellectual
leadership" by Robert D. Swezey, executive vice president and general manager of WDSU-AM-TV New Orleans,
in keynote address scheduled for delivery Nov. 29 at opening of Pennsylvania State U. communications forum.
Mr. Swezey said public "is not really
getting the information it needs fully
to approach the significance of happenings at home and abroad."
Control issue hit
Any move toward government control of either educational or commercial tv is objectionable. So agreed panel
members at Nov. 25 "Education and

WEEK'S
HEADLINERS
■
John F. Day, director of CBS News since 1955, and Robert
E. Lang, director of program sales for CBS News since
1956 and head of division's administration since 1958, were
elected vp-news and vp-administration, respectively. Robert
Milford, general manager of CBS-TV network program
department since April 1958, appointed to new post of
director of CBS-TV network programs, New York. George
M. Perkins, manager of WROW Albany and veteran of
30 years in broadcasting in both station and agency fields,
named director of CBS Radio network programs, under
Programs Vice President Howard G. Barnes, effective Dec.
1. He takes over responsibilities handled since August 1955
by Harlan Dunning, supervisor of network programs, who
has resigned. Mr. Day joined CBS News after more than
20 years in various newspaper posts. Mr. Lang will have
supervision of administrative and staff functions of CBS
News. Prior to 1956 he spent five years as first director of
Radio Free Europe. Mr. Milford joined network as associate production manager of program department in 1953

Mr. Day

Mr. Lang

void

Mr. Perkins

rimmz„
26

Mr. Milford

,

Tv" luncheon of Radio & Television
Executives Society in New York, but
with variation.
John P. Cunningham, Cunningham
& Walsh board chairman, thought federal government might provide "seed"
money for etv but would have communities "take it from there"; Irving
Gitlin, CBS News creative projects executive, warned of danger in permitting
government to set any standards in tv,
and John F. White, National Educational Tv & Radio Center president,
said etv would be receptive to government funds but not to government
ownership. Mr. White also warned
against government being goaded by
quiz exposures to act in commercial tv
arena, asserting, "We cannot legislate
morality." bid denied
Catv
By 4-1 vote, FCC denied proposal to
reopen catv docket (12443) and invite
comments on rulemaking to prohibit
catv systems from duplicating programs of local station through pickup
of broadcasts of second station. FCC
Chairman John C. Doerfer was dissenter in vote taken Nov. 25. Similar
proposal is contained in Senate bill
which was reported favorably last summer by Senate Commerce Committee
(Broadcasting, Sept. 7).

and became production manager in 1956. In 1951-52 he
was production supervisor for NBC. Mr. Perkins has been
manager of WROW since 1956. Before that he was program
manager of WHDH Boston for nine years and prior to that
was with Foote, Cone & Belding and BBDO.

Thomas S. Carr and Brent O. Gunts appointed vps of
WBAL-AM-TV Baltimore; James T. Butler and William C. Goodnow appointed vps of WISN-AM-TV Milwaukee. All are Hearst Corp. stations. Mr. Carr, station
manager of WBAL, joined station in January, was previously vp and general manager of WANN Annapolis, Md.
Mr. Gunts, station manager of WBAL-TV, went to station
in 1958, was formerly head of own production unit in that
city. Mr. Butler, formerly manager of WIRL Peoria, 111.,
is station manager of WISN, which he joined in April 1958.
Mr. Goodnow, manager of WISN-TV, was sales manager of
WXIX(TV) Milwaukee (then CBS o&o), joined WISN-TV
in September 1958.

Mr. Carr

Mr. Gunts

Mr. Butler

Mr. Goodnow

for other news of people see fates & fortunes
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Sales

The roadshow

presentation of "SUN, SURF

and SALES"

will be in New York

City at Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc., 250 Park Avenue-for
showing starting Monday, December 7.
"SUN, SURF

and SALES,"

in full color and warm

its premiere

sunshine, was produced m

c research
Florida. It presents the facts of important new media and economi
of
about the "double dimensions" of the south Florida market . . . research
significance to every advertiser and agency in America.

We

complete informahope you will be our guest and plan to attend. For
, Griffin,
tion and show reservations, please call Mr. Lon King at Peters

Woodward,

Inc. — YUkon

6-7900.

MITCHELL WOLFSON, President

WTVJ

• CHICAGO BEGINNING DECEMBER 14
NEXT STOP
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CALL WILLIAM TYNAN

CHANNEL
AWOMETCO ENTERPRISE
PGW
• FRANKLIN 2-6373

27

PROOF: In North Carolina's biggest metropolitan market, WSJS
Television has maximum power of 316,000 watts and
transmits from the area's highest tower, 2000 feet above
average terrain. WSJS Television's extra strong signal
provides Grade A Coverage for 1,410,700 people in the rich
industrial Piedmont — the best coverage for more people
than by any other North Carolina station.

television
Winston-Salem/

Greensboro

CHANNEL 12
Headley-Reed, Reps.

&
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NOW

CASTING:

AN

FCC

SPECTACULAR

hearings
sought as witnesses for December
Sure-fire newsmakers
American Civil Liberties Union, League of Women
The FCC last week undertook a personal notification
tudded
Voters, National Parent-Teacher Assn., American Assn.
it hopes will be a star-s
campaign to build upitswhat
all-embracing programming hearing
cast of witnesses for
of University Women, National Education Assn., religious
that begins Dec. 7.
lawyers.
. ers and
groups, labor organizations, journalists, publish
Individual commissioners and staff officials have been
The decision to spread the word to selected individuals
of the forthcoming hearing high and wide.
spreading wordcontact
ed:
was taken at meetings of four commissioners Nov. 20 and
Among those
->3 The four: Comrs. Robert T. Bartley, Robert E. Lee.
• James B. Conant, former president of Harvard, fory,
Frederick W. Ford and John S. Cross. FCC Chairman
mer high commissioner and ambassador to Germantee
Commit
ch
Resear
e
Defens
al
John C. Doerfer was in Chicago and the Midwest over the
Nation
chairman of the
weekend. Mr. Doerfer was one of the principal speakers
twoduring World War II and most recently author of aStates
at the TvB meeting in Chicago (Broadcasting, Nov. 23).
United
the
ion in
secondary educat
year study of ie
grant.
tion
Founda
under a Carneg
The object of the solicitation campaign, it was explained
an
Manhatt
Chase
the
of
n
chairma
,
McCloy
J.
• John
by one FCC official, was to insure that the FCC hears
Bank New York, Assistant Secretary of War in World
from people "whose thoughts on the subject will be meanhigh
former
Bank,
World
the
of
nt
preside
"
War II, former
d opinion.
an informe
have ents
and whoarrangem
hearings are under the
for the
actual
The ingful
commissioner to Germany, and a confidante of President
Eisenhower.
supervision of five-man staff committee. This comprises
FBI.
the
of
Harold G. Cowgill, Broadcast Bureau chief; Joseph Nelson,
• J. Edgar Hoover, director
transfer and renewals; Louis Stevens, rules and standards;
us
ubiquito
"the
as
herself
• Gloria Parker, who describes
HH Goldin, economics, and Ashbrook P. Bryant, senior
against rock 'n' roll and a
redhaired songwriter," crusader
of Network Study. Mr. Bryant will act
attorney in the Office
constant battler against networks and Broadcast Music Inc.
D
o
her
as
the
»
at
meetings
er
counsel
T
FCC
stockhold
as
and
law
of
phearings.
courts
with
MH
battlefields.
Impelled by the tv quiz scandals and the impending payola
a full-scale
Others whose names have been mentioned as worthy of
monthof ordered
investigations, the FCC early last
review
national policy on
have
whom
of
some
and
hearings
the
about
informed
being
(Broadcasting.
Nov.
16).
broadcasting
been contacted in behalf of the FCC are:
Dr. Grayson Kirk, Columbia U.; Dr. Irvin Stewart,
In addition to "policies,
former president, U. of West Virginia and former FCC
JUNK
and surmechanics
commissioner; Dr. Logan Wilson, U. of Texas; Dr., Theopractices,
veillance" over programs,
dore Peterson, U. of Illinois; Dr. Charles Siepmann New
the Commission also included
York U.; Dr. Ralph B. Daughon, Auburn U.
in the sweeping inquiry such
CouNorman
nia;
Pennsylva
Gilbert Seldes, critic, U. of
sins, Saturday Review; Harry Skornia, National Assn. of
matters as advertising, whethEducational Broadcasters; Mrs. Clara Logan, National
er the FCC has the legal auAssn. for Better Radio & Television: Philip Cortney,
thority to regulate programpresident of Coty Inc.
the Comming
and whether
munications Act should
be
In addition to these individuals, scores of organizations
revised.
have been nudged by FCC heralds. Among them are:

J. Edgar Hoover
BROADCASTING, November 30, 1959

James B. Conant

Gloria Parker

John J. McCloy

SPECIAL
STILL
Set

ANOTHER

off by quiz

scandals,

Like a string of Chinese firecrackers,
attacks on radio and television programming and advertising exploded
everywhere last week and puffed up
curious clouds of new and sometimes
unrelated issues. Broadcast management danced along behind each pop
and bang, furiously stamping on the
fires as the critics did their best to fan
them into conflagrations. At week's
end it was hard to decide who was
making more headway — the stampers
or the fanners. In this special report the
week's main events are summarized.
High-level meeting * FTC has scheduled aconference Dec. 2 with Tv Code
Review Board Chairman Donald H.
McGannon and all network presidents.
Object: to set up closer liaison to curb
misleading advertising on the air (see
story page 40).
Tv Board summoned • Special meeting of NAB video directors is to be held,
with Dec. 4 selected as date, to vote
on amendments designed to strengthen
language of Television Code (see story
page 39). Amendments have been approved by Code Board and now require

REPORT

WEEK
chain

reaction

OF

of criticism

approval of NAB tv directors.
Follow-up • All the principals involved
in the wave of disc jockey firings and
resignations (see below) will be questioned by investigators from the House
Legislative Oversight Subcommittee,
Raymond W. (Bill) Martin, staff member, said last week.
He said preliminary investigations
now are being made on leads furnished
the subcommittee, some giving "substantial" evidence and some not. Results will be evaluated and analyzed
and presented to the subcommittee at
an executive session scheduled when
it meets Dec. 9 to question Boston industrialist Bernard Goldfine, he said.
Mr. Martin said the current phase of
the subcommittee's investigations is
concentrated on "payola" in all its
forms. These have been described as
payment by record companies to disc
jockeys for plugging tunes on the air,
payment for free plugs on individual
programs and fraudulent advertising.
He said the December executive session will be strictly for the purpose of
determining the subcommittee's next

denying he had ever accepted payment for record performance.
Payola issue haunted personnel
changes at StorerDetroit.
Broadcasting Co.'s
WJBK-AM-TV

Mr. Freed

Mr. Clay

Casualty list • Disc jockeys have begun dropping by the wayside, caught
in the cross-fires of controversy over
payola. Alan Freed, often credited
with starting the rock 'n' roll craze,
was fired by WABC New York Nov.
21 for refusing to sign a statement
denying acceptance of payola. He felt
WABC's request was a slur on his
integrity. Then, his Big Beat show on
WNEW-TV New York was ended
effective Dec. 6 by "mutual consent"
with WNEW-TV which decided to
change selves
its policy
"so that
ourdetermine the
total wecontent
of future record programs." Mr.
Freed, however, gave WNEW-TV an
affidavit, at the station's request,
30

TROUBLE

Tom Clay, after discharge, said he
took between $5,000 and $6,000 to
play records, supplementing his
$8,000 salary. Mr. Clay said he never
"demanded" payola; didn't think "it
was anything to be ashamed of" and
compared it to giving an apple to
teacher. He gave views at news conference inlawyers office. He formerly
was at WSAI Cincinnati and WWOL
Buffalo, he said. "If every d. j. that
has ever taken payola is to be released from his job, then a lot of
people are going to be wanting for
entertainment," he predicted.
Other WJBK changes — Don McLeod resigned from station Nov. 23;
Dale Young, d. j. on WJBK, resigned
the previous day. Jack Leoff had left
WJBK-TV as news director the previous week, according to news dispatches, for "editorializing" on a
newscast. He was quoted as saying
payola had become part of American business.

gets

worse

move and will feature no closed-door
testimony from witnesses involved in
the payola probe. Although he would
make no prediction on whether the subcommittee will hold hearings during
December, he indicated it would put
pressure on the staff to get cases ready
for hearing soon after the executive
session and said he felt that if there
were any plans for December hearings
they would have been announced already.
Where there's a will • If disc jockeys
are accepting bribes to play records on
the air, "I am sure we can find the ways
and means of stopping it," Rep. John B.
Bennett (R-Mich.), ranking Republican
on the House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee, said last week. He said he
has received complaints but no proof
that some disc jockeys are paid by record companies to plug certain records.
"If a disc jockey accepts $1,000 to play
a record, that fact ought to be known,"
he said, adding that "this is a deliberate,
deceitful misrepresentation to the viewIt'singwidespread
• Gil Newsome,
audience."
KWK St. Louis, told AP he had been
approached many times in 14 years as
a disc jockey but had never accepted
a payoff. "If I were caught doing this,
I would immediately jeopardize a
$50,000-a-year salary," he said. He
added that every d.j. in St. Louis has
been approached to take payment for
performance of records.
Law reaches out • In St. Louis, U.S.
Attorney Harry Richards said he'll investigate todetermine if any St. Louis
disc jockey violated federal laws by
accepting pay from record companies.
He said he'll check with the Treasury
Dept. to see if all income has been reported and with the Post Office Dept.
to see if any mail fraud is involved.
Meanwhile, in Los Angeles, County
Attorney William McKesson said in an
interview on KNX Los Angeles that
California has no statute making payola a criminal offense.
In New York, it's illegal • In New
York, District Attorney Frank Hogan
said he has not called in any disc
jockeys for questioning but declined
to say whether he contemplates doing
so in the future. He said proof of
payola could lead to a bribery charge
against radio-tv personnel. His office
has subpoenaed books and records of
II recording companies in New York
(At Deadline, Nov. 23) and anBROADCASTING, November 30, 1959

nounced it will question Sidney Nathan,
president of King Records Inc., onentsof
the 11 companies, about stateme
Mr. Nathan made in Cincinnati describing the firm's payments to disc jockeys.
Mr. Nathan said his company had
the counpaid off disc jockeys all over
try to play his records, that he has
checks to prove it and he would turn
to Mr. Hogan's office.
the checks over has
never tried to hide
He said his firm
disc jockeys and
to
made
it
payments
always made payments by check, not
cash. He called the payola situation a
"dirty, rotten mess ... It is getting so
you can't get your records played unless you pay."
Philadelphia story • In Philadelphia,
a record distributor said he had paid
thousands of dollars to get records
played on local radio stations and estimated that perhaps 10% of that city's
disc jockeys took payola. Edward D.
Cohn, proprietor of Lesco Distributors,
said he paid disc jockeys $5 to $100 to
play records he was pushing, but
stopped when it got too expensive. He
said he understood Philadelphia was
reputed to be the worst city in the
country for payola.
He said he helped push one record
owned by local disc jockey Kaye Williams until it got too big for him to
handle. He then turned it over to
Ember Record Co. of New York and
that it was issued with the label, "Wildcat Music." Anthony Mammarella, who
resigned as producer of two ABC-TV
programs featuring Dick Clark under
an ABC-TV ultimatum (Broadcasting,
Nov. 23), is a partner in Wildcat Music.
Mr. Cohn said Mr. Clark played the
record on his show before it was sold
for national distribution.

• CBS Radio took acNew CBS policy which
concerned all
tion last week
stations —
ted
opera
-andof its owned
WCBS New York, WCAU Philadelphia, WEEI Boston, KMOX St. Louis,
KCBS San Francisco and KNX Los
Angeles. A directive was issued specifying that station personalities must
submit the names of all musical selections to be played to the station program manager at least 24 hours before
air time and the schedule must be
strictly adhered to. Directive also forbids "plugs" for books, movies, restaurants, plays or other events without
management approval. Infraction penalty: dismissal.
Westing house policy • An inter-office
announcement outlining Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co. policy on payola:
"WBC policy has always held payola
to be reprehensible and impairs a station's programming. For this and other
strong reasons it has been expressly

Quality control • A system of qualof programs was anity control
nounced Nov. 24 by George B.
Storer, president of Storer Broad
ing Co. Quality
standards to be established byStorer
radio and tv vice
presidents will be
enforced through
the quality groups,
which will make
daily reports on all Mr. Storer
types of programs
or
carried by the stations— networklive,
local; commercial or sustaining;
film or recorded.
The reporting system will permit
fast action in the Storer home office
if violations are detected. Qualitycontrol groups will have no direct
contact with local station management. Group members will be
schooled in Storer policy, FCC and
FTC procedure, NAB codes and
other monitoring requirements. Storoperates seven radio and five tv
er ns.
statio
"Our quality control group will
not be censors," Mr. Storer said.
"Rather they are well-instructed reforbidden. We have taken every reasonable and practical precaution against
this practice which regrettably has existed far too long in the furiously competitive record industry. However, in
the final analysis the entire question in
any station, certainly to include WBC
stations, rests on the honesty of the
people involved. If this is lacking, no
amount of casing or regulation will be
effective or adequate substitutes. Our
talent have indicated that they are vitally concerned over the seriousness of
the payola question and we have confidence in their reliability."
WBC stations are: WBZ-AM-FMTV Boston, KYW-AM-FM-TV Cleveland, KPIX (TV) San Francisco,
WBZA-AM-FM Springfield (Mass.),
KDKA - AM - FM - TV Pittsburgh.
WOWO Fort Wayne, KEX-AM-FM
Portland (Ore.), WIND-AM-TV Chicago and WIZ-TV Baltimore.
n • KABC Los AnLos Angeles actio
geles, ABC-owned outlet, has obtained
jockno-payola affidavits from its disc do
so
eys while KGFJ there plans to
had
has
es
Angel
Los
promptly. KFWB
long standing such a provision in its
employment contract.
KDAY Santa Monica, Calif., gave
and
its personalities a lie detector test
filmed the event. The obvious? KTLA
(TV) there was to telecast it.
Affidavits in Chicago • WUD Chicago collected affidavits from announcers and record personnel denying that
they have received payola. Station

porters." He said radio and tv program managers at stations andwithat
the home office are charged
the responsibility for program balance, public service performance and
general excellence of all types of
programs and advertising material
broadcast by the stations.
"These program managers," he explained, "are subject to pressures
nts in the stafrom sales departme
tions, networks, national spot and
local advertisers in addition to the
necessity for planning and administering the regular day - to - day
This requires a treprogramming. amount
of creative and admendous
ministrative effort so that it is sometimes difficult to maintain the proper
program standards. The quality control groups' monitoring will supplement the existing reviews by the

station staff."
regular
Storer stations are WGBS-AMFM Miami; WJBK-AM-FM-TV Detroit; WSPD-AM-FM-TV Toledo;
Atlanta; WJW-AM-FM-TV
WAGA
TV Cleveland; KPOP-AM-FM Los
WheelAngeles; WWVA-AM-FM elphia
,
ing; WIBG-AM-FM Philad
and WITI-TV Milwaukee.
management said other Plough Broadcasting Co. stations are following the
same affidavit procedure. These are:
WMPS Memphis, WCOP - AM - FM
Boston, WCAO-AM-FM Baltimore and
WPLO-AM-FM Atlanta.

a pay • WPAC Patchong payol
MakiN.Y.,
intends to make payola legitigue,
mate, thereby deshrouding the practice
of its sinister allure. How? WPAC will
play the record someone wants "pushed"
l"
and give it 100-words of "commercia
or build-up for the price of the station's
one-minute spot rate. For oneregular
the one-minute spot rate, WPAC
half
will give a "sponsor ID" ("here's Joe")
Blow's new record, 'Payola Polka'
and play the disc. WPAC emphasizes,
however, it will continue to play all
new records according to their individual
merits as it has always done. No charge,
of course.
The obvious answer • The Now Hear
This program on KGO San Francisco
beeper-phoned disc jockeys at KFRC,
KYA, KOBY, KSFO and KEWB San
Francisco, as well as KGO, and asked,
"Have you accepted payola?" The
answer was a universal "no" although
some admitted to receiving minor gifts.

Roy Mate in
• Labori
Foreigson'sn callpayol
for a apayola
probe
British
broadcasting last week unleashed loud
ts of the radioprotests from all segmen
tv industry. It also unearthed the fact
that the major disc firms there earlier31

had agreed to a secret no-payola "charter" because "we saw what was happening in America." Australian Postmaster
General Charles Davidson said he was
going to investigate possible payola in
that country and would question disc
jockeys at a convention in Canberra.
News wires even tagged as "payola"
a story from Italy last week about the
arrest of former radio crooner Fulvio
Pazzaglia. The charge: he collected tens
of thousands of dollars falsely from
1,300 would-be singers; he had set up
an Academy of Light Music and promised "glory and fame" to winners of
song festivals to be sponsored by the
school.
'Gray' area • House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee Chairman Oren
Harris (D-Ark.), in a filmed interview
with KOTV (TV) Tulsa aired Nov. 20,
said there is a "gray" area involved in
the question of whether federal regulation is needed to correct the tv quiz
show abuses.
He said he didn't feel the broadcast
media have lost the respect of Americans and that radio and tv are "just as
strong within their community as
they've ever been." He added: "A mistake has been made and the American
people have been deceived as a result,
but I think everyone will benefit by it."
He denied that he had made public
comments on subcommittee action before actual evidence was uncovered.
Asked whether he thought it was ethical
for staff member Richard Goodwin to
sell a story on subcommittee atcivities
to Life magazine, Rep. Harris said: "I
did not know that he was paid and I
don't Mr.
knowGoodwin
yet thatconsulted
he was paid."
He
said
with him
about the Life article, but that he understood "it was to be little innuendoes
affecting Goodwin's own life. I did not
understand that it would be anything in
in connection with the committee."
Whether publicity from the investigation will help him politically, Rep.
Harris said that "will have to be determined as time gones on."
Put teeth in the tv code • This is one
way broadcasters can clean up their
business, FCC Comr. Robert E. Lee
said last week. Perhaps, he suggested,
networks could refuse to affiliate with
any station which is not a code subscriber.
Comr. Lee made the point during a
news panel recording session last Tuesday in Washington by News Assoc. Inc.,
Washington representative for Radio
Press International, New York. The
taped interview, with Herbert Gordon
of News Assoc. as moderator, included
Earl Voss, Washington Evening Star;
Earl B. Abrams, Broadcasting, and
Bruce Morton, News Assoc., and was
fed to subscribing RPI stations throughout the country.
32 (SPECIAL REPORT)

Mr. Lee also acknowledged he had
changed his mind about the licensing
of ncworks. Two years ago, he said,
he was against this move, but recent
events have caused him to change his
mind. He emphasized, however, that
he did not think the FCC should impose any more regulation on networks
directly than it does now indirectly.
The Commission's network rules apply
directly to stations but police networkstation relationships.
'Permissive attitude' of FCC • That's
at the root of broadcasting's ills today,
a joint letter to Rep. Oren Harris CDArk. ) declared last week. It was sent
by the Broadcasting Commission of the
Chicago Board of Rabbis and the radio-tv department of the Church Federation ofGreater Chicago. Copies went
to FCC Chairman John Doerfer, Sen.
Warren
others. G. Magnuson (D.-Wash.) and
The letter praised Rep. Harris' probe
of industry malpractices but urged "a
greater concern with the basic problem
of the use of the broadcast media in
the public interest." Issues raised: distribution ofsustaining programs, airing
of local live programs and need for discussion programs in key listening
periods. The religious groups charged
FCC's failure to act "has created an
attitude of hopelessness and dispair."
Idle idol worship • Nathan Straus,
board chairman of WMCA New York,
criticized print media in his air editorial
Nov. 22, for taking undue advantage of
tv's dilemma and failing to clean up
weeds in its own journalistic jungle. the
He
said all tv certainly is not bad just because of the sins of the few and asked if
the scandals are not symptomatic of the
era. He concluded:
"WMCA believes that all of us are too

KOTV interview • Tulsa tv station's
Roger Sharpe (1) elicited on air Nov.
20 from Rep. Oren Harris, chairman of
House oversight subcommittee probing
tv quiz scandal, observation there's
gray area involved in question of
whether federal regulation is needed to
correct tv quiz abuses (see above).

ready to make the television industry a
whipping boy, the scapegoat of our
own sins. Cheating in quiz programs on
television is a symptom of a disease
which afflicts the U.S.A. in 1959. That
disease was diagnosed by the philosopher William James as 'the moral flabbiness born of the exclusive worship of the
bitch-goddess
Success'."
Political angle
• Democratic Gov.
Robert B. Meyner of New Jersey said
in Toledo Nov. 20 the tv "rigging
scandal" occurred "while official Washington sat by dumb, stupid and indifferent." He criticized "the bumbling,
inept, myopic John C. Doerfer, FCC
Chairman, who let tv come to a pretty
pass," as fitting the pattern of "mediocre" federal appointments of the
Eisenhower administration.
Regimen off NBC diet • NBC-TV has
dropped tv commercials for Regimen,
a diet tablet manufactured by Drug
Research Corp., from the Today schedule. Its action followed the Nov. 13
move by the New York District Attorney's office against suspected "false and
misleading" advertising when it seized
books, records and kinescopes from
both advertiser and agency (Kaster,
Hilton, Chesley, Clifford & Atherton).
Regimen, a proprietary product sold
over the counter, is advertised as a reducing pill. Its claims, according to
the District Attorney's office, are being
studied to determine if there is violation of New York state law. It was with
Regimen, it was learned, that NBC-TV
had a battle about two years ago. At
that time the network rejected copy
and commercials which did not conform to NBC's "standards." The network's continuity and acceptance staff
suggested changes which the advertiser
turned down. Last year negotiations
were resumed and the new approach
was found acceptable.
NBC-TV still felt the Regimen advertising aired on the network was
acceptable but in view of the publicity
given the product and alleged claims
made for it in other media, it was
necessary to drop the commercials.
Charges FCC laxity • Rep. Robert N.
Giaimo (D-Conn.) last week charged
that the FCC, instead of trying to improve programming by warning offending stations their licenses are in danger
of being lost, prefers "to cozy up to the
industry it is charged with regulating."
He recalled FCC refused to hold hearings on several radio licenses in Atlanta
although its staff recommended them.
Not radio's garbage • Tv quiz scandal is tv's own mess and not radio's,
Kevin B. Sweeney, Radio
Advertising
Bureau president, made clear in a talk to
the San Francisco Advertising Club. He
felt, however, criticism of tv "has now
reached absurd proportions." Mr.
Sweeney disagreed with NAB President
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Advertisers with a stake in young America can bank
on this-no where in the Carolinas will you find children's
program strength to match that of WSOC-TV. This better
television fare for small fry complements the over-all
program structure that is changing audience patterns here
in your 25th largest television market. Buy right. Buy
WSOC-TV-one of the great area stations of the nation.

WSOC

and WSOC-TV
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are

CHARLOTTE 9-NBC and ABC. Represented by H-R

associated with WSB and WSB-TV, Atlanta; WHIO and WHIO-TV, Dayton

1

WIDE
OPEN CIRCUIT!
The latest Nielsen Coverage Survey
for Washington shows a phenomenally
increased WRC-TV

market . . . 87.8 ft penetration

(900,100 TV homes) in its total coverage area.
For the advertiser who needs
thorough penetration of the vast
Greater Washington distribution area,
WRC-TV not only delivers all of
metropolitan Washington, but 50 additional
counties in the neighboring states of
Virginia, Maryland, Delaware,
Pennsylvania and West Virginia !
Throughout this area, WRC-TV provides
broader coverage and larger weekly
unduplicated circulation than any other
Washington station. And, with impact
to match, for in the 5-county metropolitan
area which ARB measures, WRC-TV has delivered
Washington's largest share-of -audience
for ten consecutive months !
With WRC-TV's

new, simplified

Rate Card Number 15, it's easier than ever
for you to put these facts to profitable use.
For your next campaign, put your message

on Washington's biggest and best customer circuit .
^
Channel 4 in Washington, D. C.
NBC Owned
Sold by NBC Spot Sales

WITH THE
Inter

Mountain

Network

PRODUCT-MEDIA-AGENCY
THE IDEAL COMBINATION
•
A Great Advertising Agency
William

Esty Co.

Buys A Great Advertising
Medium
(INTERMOUNTAIN
NETWORK)
To Sell 2 Great Products
PACQUIN'S SILK N' SATIN
and BEN-GAY
for
Thomas

the

Leeming

Co.

will get
1
GREATEST

SALES
when

you

results
use

—

The Nation's Most Successful Regional Network
HEADQUARTERS • SALT LAKE CITY • DENVER
Contact Your Avery-Knodei Man

Harold E. Fellows' Nov. 16 statement
that all broadcasting must assume responsibility for the quiz scandal. The
RAB head asserted, "I cannot imagine
any radio station assuming any of the
responsibility for this scandal. Radio
runs a tidy household and we certainly
are not to blame for the dust that's
under tv's carpet."
NBC closes show • The Jan Murray
program, Treasure Hunt, winds up on
NBC-TV Dec. 4 at Mr. Murray's request, according to NBC. Two show
staffers had been mentioned as taking money, Robert E. Kintner, NBC
president, told Congressional investigators after a network probe. The two,
not named, were discharged. Mr. Murray said the integrity of the show was
not in question. The network signed
him to a new long-term contract based
on guest appearances and a pilot film
for a situation comedy series in which
he would star. NBC-TV Dec. 7 starts a
game show, Play Your Hunch, in the
Monday-Friday 10:30-11 a.m. spot.
The last word • Now Time Inc. answers NBC Board Chairman Robert
Sarnoff, who tweaked Time's nose for
publishing criticism of tv quiz shows
but failing to do anything about removing or investigating said shows carried on its owned-tv outlets (At Deadline, Nov. 23). Time Inc. Broadcasting Vice President Weston C. Pullen
Jr. said, "Back in 1924, Time Inc.
practically invented the quiz show on
radio with The Pop Question Game,
an audience participation news quiz
based on the news of the week in
Time magazine. Mr. Sarnoff, referring
to our failure to act upon Time's 1957
disclosures about rigged quiz shows,
pops a very good question. Despite our
sentimental link with the quiz format,
we should have dropped the programs
from our stations' schedules the moment the information came to our attention. Iregret that we did not. Like
Mr. Sarnoff and others, we learned a
Noting the fine public service record
oflesson."
"carefully managed" Time Inc. stations, Mr. Pullen said, "We have not,
as yet, met the standards in local programming that our own magazines
have called for. But that is our aim
and we are glad to accept Mr. Sarnoff's
challenge to try to reach it. However,
we must depend upon the networks for
presentations beyond the reach, resources— and responsibility — of local
stations."
Government ratings? • The president
of Trendex Inc., Edward G. Hynes Jr.,
agreed with Rep. Frank Kowalski (DConn.) last week that federal regulation of ratings might work. But he said
there are "many sides" to federal reg36 (SPECIAL REPORT)

'Private

eye' opens
There is a new investigative
firm in Washington which will
"offer long-range assistance to
numerous licensees in maintaining
stations' freedom from payola and
other distasteful practices."
Named ComPer (communications personnel) Consultants, the
firm is headed by Francis X.
McClaughlin, former investigator
for the House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee. ComPer will
offer clients a fundamental system of controlling their air personalities supplemented by on-fchespot investigations.
Mr. McClaughlin, who has been
practicing law since leaving the
subcommittee last January, said
ComPer will be available for "immediate assistance" to stations
seeking license renewals. A series
of regional meetings with broadcasters isplanned in the immediate future, he said. After satisfying itself that a station's disc
jockeys are above suspicion, ComPer will submit a sworn affidavit
to the FCC at renewal time stating that the licensee has retained
"competent, reputable, professional assistance in preventing adverse
practices," Mr. McClaughlin said.
He pointed out this should
satisfy FCC Chairman John C.
Doerfer, who has warned that
something more than "pious affirmations" of programming responsibility will be required of a
station before its license will be
23).
renewed (Broadcasting, Nov.
ComPer Consultants is headquartered at 1411 K St., Washington, D.C. Telephone: Executive 3-3934. Mr. McClaughlin
spent most of his time with the
House subcommittee on FCC
matters and helped develop,
among others, the Boston ch. 5
and Bernard Goldfine-Sherman
Adams cases.

ulation
ratings and he'd like to
see the of
law tvfirst.
Mr. Hynes debated with Rep. Kowalski in a program aired as a public
service by WCCC Hartford, Conn. The
program was offered to other Connecticut stations and was accepted by
WAVZ New Haven.
Rep. Kowalski described his proposal, made in a wire to Chairman
Oren Harris of the House Legislative
Oversight Subcommittee, that tv rating
systems be federally regulated and licensed because, he felt, they hold codbroadcasting, November 30, 1959

World's Tallest Manmade Structure Covering the Portland and
Southern Maine Market
Began Full Power, Full
Time Op e r a t i o n
October 30

84% Increase . . .
Grade A TV Homes
68% Increase . . .
Grade B TV Homes
70% of the TV Homes
in Maine . . . plus many
additional in New
Hampshire and Vermont

AN -TV
WGCHANNEL
13
The Guy Gannett
Broadcasting
Services

AVERY- KNODEL
Incorporated
Exclusive
National
Representatives

The

Market-

Media

Continuum
(This gets deep later on)

T there's a new reality in marketing. Corinthian's name for it is Tele-Urbia. The
Einstein-like phrase above describes it
beautifully. Now all we have to do is define the
description. Hold onto your hats.
America's flowing, exploding population is
changing conventional marketing ideas. Data for
traditional "metro markets" fail to reflect the
change. New residential, industrial and transportation patterns alter marketing and media
patterns. Industry disperses. City department
stores and supermarket chains become retail
networks serving scattered focal points for shoppers. In customs, spending power, and consumption, farm families look like suburban families.
New transportation networks tie clusters of
miniature metropoli together around larger
metropolitan centers.
What medium ties the clusters together?
Television. In communication between seller and
consumer the clusters— and areas between— are
made cohesive by the television signal.
That's the new dimension of marketing. The

medium employed as the major sales instrument
delineates the market covered, transcends city,
county and state boundaries, forms a marketmedia continuum. Corinthian's name —
Tele-Urbia— suggests the urban origin of a television signal whose contour determines the size
of a market. The name is new. The concept isn't.
Anheuser-Busch recognized the concept in
marketing Busch Bavarian beer. They discarded
conventional metro market definitions, marked
out "media coverage areas," built a distribution
pattern based on television signals, fashioned
sales territories, wholesalers' coverage areas, and
retail effort after television's superior market
coverage, achieved signal success in a remarkably
short period.
The Busch Bavarian experience points the
way to a profound change in marketing theory
and practice. Key to the change is television.
In purely physical terms— ignoring positive values of impact, sight, sound and motion
—television alone meets modern marketing
requirements.
Responsibility in Broadcasting

enterthe nation's broadcast
trol over tainment
and educational fare.
Mr. Hynes said he had no objection
to congressional scrutiny of tv rating
systems methods and said if the government wants to subsidize larger-scale
area measurements it might be a good
idea. But he questioned the need for
regulation, feeling private industry
should regulate itself.
If results of ratings research did not
meet advertisers' needs, Mr. Hynes
said,same
a rating
firm ofwould
"exactly
the
chance
stayinghave
in business

WAVI Dayton, Ohio. "Payola is giving
radio a black eye, but wait until the
he said. He
story 57comes
rating only
added
out ofout,"
9,117 newspaper
'n'
rock its
for from
a preference
showed
ballots
roll
after
the station
switched
popular-classical format to "junk" as
an experiment.
It's now back to the regular format.
Stateside stand • Federal regulation
of the broadcasting industry should not
go beyond present bounds, according to
Tennessee Assn. of Broadcasters. At its
Nov. 20 meeting TAB unanimously
adopted a resolution setting forth the
belief that broadcasters still are best
able to govern the industry. No federal
agency should be given or assume additional powers because of the present
excitement over rigged quiz shows, the
association contended.

as the Standard Oil Co. if it tried selling water through its gasoline pumps."
Rep. Kowalski said a "mania" for
high ratings can be blamed for generating the '"climate" which allowed the
tv quiz scandals tto flourish. He attributed a statemen to David Sarnoff.
RCA board chairman, that ratings are
"murder by decimal point," referring
to discrepancies between findings of
various ratings concerns in measuring
the same program's audience.

Rigging and junk • Rigged radio ratings have force-fed the public with "a
rock 'n' roll junk," acsteady diet
cording to a ofstatement to UPI by H.A.
Crowl, president-general manager of
NAB

TV

Show
KOTV
Tulsa (Petry)
KHOU-TV
Houston ^cbs-tv Spot Sales)
KXTV
Sacramento (H-R)
WANE-TV
Fort Wayne (Petry)
WISH-TV
Indianapolis (Bollingj
WANE-AM
Fort Wayne (Petry)
WISH-AM
Indianapolis (Petry)

BOARD

rigging,

Block is clean • "They just don't approach me," said Martin Block, WABC
New York, called dean of the disc jockeys and one of the most successful in
the business. But he recalled he "once
received a record with a $10 bill attached." It was returned. And Bob
Moss, his executive producer, added,
"Mr. Block is above payola; he is just

too big."
ACT
TO

misleading

The first major industrywide decision
broadcasting's
in the effort to shore eup will
be reached
self -regulatory structur
this week.
At issue: Whether to wedge some
plain, specific language into the NAB
Tv Code. NAB's Tv Board of Directors
will do the deciding.
Emergency procedure was set up at
a Nov. 24 meeting of NAB headquarters officials after informal conferences with board members and other
tv broadcasters.
NAB President Harold E. Fellows
said after the conferences that G.
Richard Shafto, WIS-TV Columbia.
S.C., Tv Board chairman, had been
contacted and the directors' meeting
would be called. The date was set for
Friday, Dec. 4, in Washington.
• Several amendChanges Pendingdrafte
d by the NAB
ments have been
Tv Code Review Board. All are designed to make code language so specific that show rigging and misleading
advertising will be clearly covered.
Two main steps are planned in the
tv code structure — I, the new amendments, and 2, stiffer enforcement machinery. Main Tv Board attention Dec.
4 will be devoted to the first step, ac-

ads

ON

CODE

covered

cording to Donald H. McGannon
ouse stations), chairman of
(Westingh
the tv code enforcement agency.
The amendments were drafted by
the code board at Los Angeles in midNovember (Broadcasting, Nov. 23).
Tentative language was agreed on after
a thorough round of discussion that
went into the impact of a stronger
code on the industry. The rhetoric was
refined by the code staff and final
language is now ready for the necessary Tv Board approval. NAB refused
to make public the language but it is
known to cover three points:
• Definite wordage designed to prevent briefing of quiz and game contestants or rigging of programs.
• Rules governing interviews and discussions. The aim — to make clear to
viewers any production or rehearsal
devices that might otherwise be deceptive.
• New language laying out in specific terms what should be dene, and
what should not be done, to keep commercials at a high ethical level and
to prevent fraudulent advertising.
Industry Reaction • Chairman McGannon's call for code support began to
take effect last week. The first two
days, for example, drew 25 letters and
(SPECIAL REPORT) 39

telegrams from broadcasters. Of the 25
messages, 22 pledged support to the
code-strengthening movement.
First sign of encouragement was the
quick receipt of 14 applications from
stations asking to become code subscribers. Chairman McGannon stated
in strong language during a Nov. 18
closed-circuit telecast over the three
tv networks that the industry's sincerity

FTC,

in its insistence on self-regulation and
minimum government controls would
be judged on adherence to the code.
At the time of his industry appeal for
code support there were 271 tv station
and three tv network subscribers. If the
14 applying stations are approved by
the Tv Board, the list would stand at
285. This is a little over half the total
number of commercial stations on the

RADIO-TV

Will discuss

ways

Moving rapidly into the scandalladen tv industry — and itself the object of a senatorial rebuke — the Federal Trade Commission last week
made plans for a high level government-broadcast industry meeting to
set up closer liaison on overcoming
false and misleading advertising on the
air.
The presidents of all networks plus
NAB President Harold E. Fellows and
Tv Code Review Board Chairman
Donald H. McGannon (Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co.) were scheduled to
meet with FTC Chairman Earl W.
Kintner and his colleagues on Wednesday, Dec. 2. The original Nov. 30
date was changed when one of the network presidents pleaded a conflicting
appointment.
Acceptances have been received,
FTC officials reported, from Frank
Stanton, CBS; Robert E. Kintner,
NBC; Leonard H. Goldenson, ABC,
and Robert F. Hurleigh, MBS.
The FCC and the Dept. of Justice
were invited to send observers to the
meeting.
Besides the FTC chairman and
commissioners, other agency officials
expected to sit in at the conference include Harry A. Babcock, executive
director; Sherman R. Hill, director of
the Bureau of Investigation, and
Charles A. Sweeney, chief of the radiotv monitoring unit.
Reprimanded by Magnuson • The
FTC was at the receiving end of a
reprimand two weeks ago when Sen.
Warren
G.
Magnuson (D-Wash.),

BRASS

of overcoming

false

tion).
air (522 stations are currently in operaA quiet, unofficial campaign to sign
new subscribers is under way. Code
board members have been given the
call letters of non-subscribing stations
in their areas. Former code board
members are helping as well as members of the NAB Tv Board and NAB's
station relations staff.

TO

MEET

broadcast

advertising

chairman of the Senate Commerce
Committee, charged it with failing to
act to clean up radio-tv advertising
abuse and said he was "amazed" that
the FTC is expanding its radio-tv
m o n i t oring activities because he
thought it had already done so. Sen.
Magnuson said FTC was given added
funds in 1956 to establish tighter surveillance over radio and tv advertising.
This week's meeting with broadcasters was called, according to the FTC
announcement, to launch "a coordinated attack by government and industry
on deceptive advertising over televiradio." that this meeting will
It sion
is andexpected
be the first of a series on this subject
according to informed sources.
The FTC chairman expressed the
purpose of the meeting in these words:
"It is quite plain that the broadcasting industry and the government are
determined to clean up the abuse of
public confidence by the false advertising claims made over the airways.
What is needed is a workable plan of
action that will coordinate our efforts.
The Commission is poised to strike deception with the full force of the laws
it administers, and the industry must
stand ready to assist . . . The conference is simply to develop sensible teamfor the job."
The workmeeting
will begin at 10 a.m.
in Room 432 of the FTC Bldg. in
Washington.
The FTC first leaped into the tv
quiz scandals early this month when
Mr. Kintner announced a four-prong-

ed attack on misleading tv and radio
commercials (Broadcasting, Nov. 9).
Quadrupled Activity • Mr. Kintner
promised:
(1) doubling
FTC's radio-tv
tv monitoring
staff; (2)themonitoring
network programs round-the-clock
during broadcast hours; (3) demanding scripts of all tv network commercials during the Nov. 15-Dec. 15. preChristmas buying period and (4) intensifying investigations of non-network
tv advertising throughout the country.
The FTC moved rapidly. Two days
later it issued a complaint against
Libby-Owens-Ford Glass Co., Toledo,
and General Motors Corp., Detroit, for
allegedly using camera trickery to puff
the merits of L-O-F glass used in GM
cars. Only last week it hit at Colgate
Dental Cream for exaggerated claims
on tv and in newspapers and magazines
( see page 71).
Mr. Kintner (no relation to the NBC
president) also called on broadcasters
to crack down on advertising that offends the public and on advertising excesses "that dance on the edges of the

law."

MBS's Hurleigh
NBC's Kintner
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IN INLAND CALIFORNIA iand western nevadai

BEELINE
RADIO

The lure of the West continues.
Throughout Inland California, population figures climb steadily to make
it one of the fastest growing areas in
the nation. For example, Sacramento
county's population is up 63% since
1950 while retail sales in 1958 were
92.5% higher than in 1950. Impressive
in other Beescored
alsoover
were All
gains
this booming area,
line areas.
purchasers of homes, furniture, autos,
appliances and all the necessities of
life are listening by the hundreds of
thousands to Beeline radio.
As a group The Beeline stations give
homes than any comyou more binationradio
ofcompetitors ... at by far
the lowest cost per thousand.
(SR&D & Nielsen)

in -58 was 93.7% more than in 1950.
in Sacramento county. T*e valuation of construction in Sacramento county
construcrtion
Home Novembe
STING,
30, 1959
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PLAN

In-depth study for size, type of audience
The field of tv audience research had
results
down by sex, age and section of
the
country.
a new element to consider last week.
Reaching
Series B: This is a compact data sheet
Sindlinger & Co., Philadelphia, anover
nounced the availability of a new, in- comparable to standard rating pocket
2,500,000
depth service to measure both the size pieces. It shows the national television
listeners
of the national tv network audience and ratings by households tuned and by
the characteristics of the people who
people viewing. It shows all data for
comprise it.
each day on a single page for ease of
comparison.
The announcement came at a meeting
WARE- WORCESTER Series C: This is a special report isof the Radio & Television Executives
SPRINGFIELD,
sued every four weeks showing which inMASSACHUSETTS
Society in New York (see page 46). It
dividual inthe tv homes makes the dewas
made
by
Albert
E.
Sindlinger,
presiReaching
cision
to watch a particular program
dent, who announced simultaneously
over
(not necessarily the person actually
that
the
service
has
been
purchased
by
tuning the set).
500,000
one major tv advertiser, du Pont.
listeners
All these elements of the basic reBilled as a "qualitative" rather than
port are sold on a 13-week basis. Price
"quantitative" service, the new Sindfor
the
basic service is $2,850 for the
linger report offers the added attraction
PORTLAND, and
first program day with a 20% discount
the STATE OF
of speed: Reports for an evening's viewfor the second program on the same day
ing are delivered to clients seven days and
MAINE
another 10% discount for third
following
a
telecast.
Reports
are
based
Reaching
and subsequent programs.
©n a constantly changing sample of
950,000
Optional Services • It's in the area
1,600 homes per day, covering 287
listeners, in
of optional services that the new Sindcounties in the basic Sindlinger sample
association
linger service offers its principal qualiarea, with interviewing done within 24
with the
tative aspects. The supplemental services
hours of the telecast using aided recall
Lobster Network
(series D and E) provide quarterly retechniques. (For complete description
ports on household characteristics and
of the Sindlinger sample method, see audience
characteristics, respectively,
Broadcasting, Nov. 2).
CHARLOTTE,
for
the
client's
program, the preceding
'How're We Doing?' • The SindNORTH CAROLINA
program
and
oposing
programs. Houselinger service is designed primarily for
hold characteristics include total houseReaching
use by advertisers and agencies interhold income, age of household head,
over
ested in knowing how their programs
occupation
of household head, house480,000
are doing on a specific night both in rehold location by market size and region,
listeners
lation to competing programs and, in- size of household, number of tv sets
ternally, in regard to the audience
owned and ownership of color tv sets.
Audience characteristics include age of
they're attracting, du Pont, for example, sponsors the June Ally-son du Pont
viewers by sex, occupation by sex, eduShow on CBS-TV on Monday (and also
cation bysex, age by household income,
the du Pont Show of the Month on
viewers by household head (by sex),
NEW ORLEANS,
various evenings on CBS-TV). It would
viewers by non-household head (by sex),
purchase the Monday report, and would
LOUISIANA
viewing
at public place (by sex) and
color tv viewing
(by sex).
get the following data:
Reaching
Series A-l: Tv sets in use by section
of the country (east, south midwest and
over
west) for the hours between 6 p.m. and
Best liked spots
1,300,000
4 a.m.
listeners
The one-minute commercial
Series A-2: A 12-page work data supand
the five-minute program were
From New England to New Orleans,
plement showing sample control and
adjudge
d by the Radio Advertisprojection bases, adult personal viewing
ing
last week as the favorBureau
THE INFLUENCE OF A
{ ;(
• • ) (12 years and older), children's viewing
ite lengths of the nation's spot
(under 12), reported adult in-home
radio advertiser during the third
viewing activity, program availability
TARLOW
TOWik
quarter of 1959.
(based upon whether the program
After analyzing almost one milcould
have
have
been
seen
in
sample
REACHES OVER
lion radio announcements, RAB
market already) , total households tuned
reported that 63.3% aired during
in, households tuned in to all of the
5,730,000 PEOPLE
the third quarter were one minprogram, households tuned per average
WHIL, WWOK, WJBW, WLOB — National
ute; 15.4% were four to eight
minute,
and
total
and
average
share
of
Rep.: Richard O'Connell Co.
second;
12.3% were 10-second;
households.
WARE — National Rep.: Breen and Ward Co.
5.8% were 30-second and
Series A-3: This section deals with the
3.2% were 20-second.
TARLOW ASSOCIATES
people (rather than households) who
watch each tv program, and breaks the
SHERWOOD J. TARLOW, PRESIDENT
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commercial exposure at no more than required,
minimum cost.

Automation through the use of the latest highspeed electronic computing equipment results in
the virtual elimination of human error. The entire
operation is performed with speed and accuracy.
ation can coordiOne person within your organiz
nate this new service, giving us basic information
on simple forms we supply. In many instances only
a check mark is required.

For our part, we handle all details of an agency's
or syndicator's talent payments.
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BUREAU
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covering:

FOR COMPLETE
SERVICE

unique

agencies

significant

-a

Advertising people and film syndicators are very
much aware that talent payments are becoming
increasingly complicated and time consuming,
particularly in connection with residual payments.
The maintenance of adequate records for each
commercial or syndicated show, correct use information that is instantly available, filing of union
reports, computing and preparing payroll checks
and tax information and reports to clients can all
be handled outside your office. The service
includes knowledgeable interpretation of union
agreements and the meeting of payment deadlines
in order to avoid penalties and obtain maximum

ill

A

advertising

syndicators

ALL

INFORMATION CALL OR WRITE:
WADE BARNES OR ALEX LESLIE

Autotntdi&i
YORK 36, N. Y. • JUdson 6-1030
AN ADDED SERVICE OF BONDED TV FILM SERVICE

latent Payment
630 NINTH AVENUE, NEW
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1 1

AWARDS

TO

TV

Tv film commercial took one third of the 33
total awards in a competition in which over 1,750
print ads were entered and only 225 tv commercials. Seven medal awards and four merit citations
were won by tv and presented by the Art Directors
Club of Chicago at its annual awards dinner Nov.
23. The jury was comprised of nine artists and designers representing advertising, broadcasting,
manufacturing and the Museum of Modern Art.
N.Y. ADCC's president Len Rubenstein, vice president of Clinton E. Frank, and Ralph Eckerstrom.
director of design, Container Corp. of America
and chairman of the Club's competition, made the
awards presentation.
Winning tv commercials and those responsible
for their creation are presented herewith.

Medal award • Classification 1 : design of complete unit,
tv; film commercials (live technique) (60 seconds)
Art director, G. Don Curphey; artist/ photographer, Ivan
Dazey; copywriter, Margaret Abrams; agency, McCormack
Adv.; producer, Alexander Film Co.; advertiser, Shamrock
Oil & Gas Corp.

Medal award • Classification 1 : design of complete unit,
tv; film commercials (live technique) (20 seconds)
Art director, Bob Mack; artist/ photographer, Robert
Woodburn; copywriter, Robert Woodburn; agency, Grant
Adv.; producer, Alexander Film Co.; advertiser. Dodge.

Merit award • Classification 1 : design of complete unit,
tv; film commercials (live technique) (60 seconds)
Art director, Cleo Hovel; artist/ photographer, Desilu.
Hollywood; copywriter, Cleo Hovel; agency, CampbellMithun: advertiser. Northwest Orient Airlines.

Medal award • Classification 1 : design of complete unit,
tv; film commercials (animation) (60 seconds)
Art director, John Hubley; artist/ photographer, John
Hubley; producer, Story Board Inc.; agency, W. B. Doner
& Co.; advertiser, Faygo Beverage Co.

Medal award • Classification 1.
(live and animation) :
Art director, Robert Tucker; producer, Sarra; copywriter, Ruby Perz;
agency, JWT; advertiser, Seven-Up.
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Merit award • Classification 1 (live
and animation) :
Art director, Joseph Creaturo; producer, Pantomime Pictures; copywriter.
Snyder: agency, NL&B: adverKenneth Renault.
tiser,

Merit award • Classification 1: design of complete unit,
tv; commercials (live and animation)
Art director, Robert C. Stanley; producer, Playhouse
Pictures; copywriter, Robert Chambers; agency, Needham,
Louis & Brorby; advertiser, Peoples Gas Light & Coke Co.

Medal award • Classification 2: art and photography, tv;
film commercials (live technique) (60 seconds)
Art directors, Lawrence Berger, Louis Zansky; Producer,
Transfilm-Caravel; copywriter, James Huff; agency BBUU,
advertiser, U.S. Steel: agency producer. J. T. Zoller.
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Medal award • Classification 1: design of complete unit,
tv; film commercials (animated) (20 seconds)
Art director, Earl Klein; artist/ photographer. Bob Curtis;
Inc.: agency. Weinberg Adv.; adverAnimati
producer
Co.on
tiser,,The May

Medal award • Classification 1: design of complete unit,
tv; (miscellaneous) (two minutes)
Art director, Jack Wohl; producer, Transfilm-Caravel;
and Jack Wohl; agency, JWT;
copywriters, Charles Green rapher
, Howard Zieff.
advertiser, Ford; still photog

billboards
, raphy,
_ , tv;
m
Merit award • Classification 2: art and photog

a
Art director, Bob Ballintine; artist/ photographers, Barbar 45
um.
Ketch
,
agency
y;
Colop
&
Adams
man,
Feder
ll,
Mitche
MacLeod & Grove; advertiser. Thorofare Markets.

JAGUAR
Urges

500

RACING
dealers

Dealers in the U.S. are urged to leap
with Jaguar into local radio.
Jaguar Cars, New York, through
Cunningham & Walsh, its agency, has
distributed to 500 dealers an electrical
transcription containing several openend one minute commercial announcements. Along with the recorded spots,
the foreign car manufacturer has included some radio advice.
Recommended: A minimum schedule of six weeks with a repeat every
three months for a total yearly run of
24 weeks.
The dealer is told about radio's power to build traffic for the dealership
and spark more response for each ad
dollar.
The commercials feature a famous
racing driver, John Benett, who also
is vice president of Jaguar Cars. In the
announcements, he describes different
Jaguar models (the XK 150, the 3.8
and the Mark IX) in a low pressure,
conversational tone.
The voice of British-accented Benett
was chosen for the first-time production of dealer commercials because of
his reputation as an auto race driver.
This, it was thought, lends authority
and credibility which might be found
lacking in a professional announcer.
Forcing Device • In telling dealers
why radio is valuable to them to promote the car, Jaguar explains "radio
advertising is what's known as a 'reminder' medium. When used efficiently, radio serves as a forcing device for
the listener to 'act,' to 'do' something."
The dealers learn that the recorded
announcements were produced to do

INTO

to buy local
the following:

(BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

spots

• "Build traffic for your dealership.
• "Interest people to investigate the
Jaguar line.
• "Assist you in getting an extra
share of the foreign car business.
• "Get more response from your advertising dollar."
"Radio can bring new prospects to
your door if you give it the opportunity. Once it delivers prospects to your
dealership, the rest is up to you."
Pep Talk • The Jaguar company on
the jacket of each copy of the electrical
transcription sent to dealers goes further presenting "check points" for the
dealer to use when placing his radio
advertising.
The dealer is advised to contact two
to four stations in the sales area informing them of the desire to place
the local announcements on a 10-20
times weekly basis during the period
between 7-9 a.m., 12-1:30 p.m. and 4-7
p.m., which, the Jaguar people comment, "are the periods that provide
you with peak listenership."
Other check points urge dealers to
ask for the number of homes the station reaches rather than people and
then choose that station in the sales
area with the best offer according to
homes reached and the cost of the time.
The minimum order ought to be six
weeks, with the campaign repeated
every three months for a 24-week per
year coverage, according to Jaguar's
recommendation. It's also suggested that
the dealer ask before he buys time as
to what support station personalities

John Benett
Radio 'Voice' of Jaguar
46

RADIO

will give the dealership during the camDealers are introduced to Mr. Benett
on
the cover of the transcription album
paign.
in a letter from Jaguar's President
Johannes Eedmans. Mr. Benett, who
has been with the company for the
past four years, has been gathering
international fame in car racing since
1930, has taken part in numerous racing events including Sebring and Le
Mans and in this country has set sports
car speed records on the Salt Flats at
Bonneville, Utah.
The sleek-lined Jaguar models are
priced from $4,495 (bottom price for
any model at port of entry) to a high
of $5,995. Thus the appeal is to a
select segment of the car buying public.
From time to time, the company
has used radio, devoting portions of its
limited ad budget to sponsor events
judged to be of interest to this limited
audience. For example, Jaguar earlier
this year co-sponsored This Is Britain,
a program on WQXR New York,
which featured Schweppes' Commander Whitehead (Schweppes was the other
advertiser). In the fall of 1958, Jaguar
sponsored CBS Radio coverage of the
American Cup yacht race.
Brenner
fates

forecasts

of 19

shows

Two tv research executives went before the Radio & Television Executive
Society in New York last week to talk
about "what's new in nose counting."
Henry Brenner, president of The
Home Testing Institute, Port Washington, N.Y., described that firm's Tv-Q
Ratings, which seek to determine audience appeal of tv programs and offer
data which can be used to predict future
program performance. Albert Sindlinger, president of Sindlinger & Co., Philadelphia, announced a new tv rating
service his firm has ready for the market
(see page 42).
Mr. Brenner, after describing what
Tv-Q Ratings are and how they are obtained, went out on a limb to predict
ten new shows of the current season he
felt would still be around next year,
and nine new shows which he thinks
are on the way out. The ten staying:
NBC-TV's Bonanza, Laramie and The
Deputy; CBS-TV's Dennis The Menace,
Hotel De Paree, Dobie Gillis and Hennesey,
and ABC-TV's
The Rebel, The
Untouchables
and Bronco.
The nine Mr. Brenner predicts as due
for departure: NBC-TV's Troubleshooters, Fibber McGee & Molly, and Love
and Marriage; CBS-TV's Lineup, Dennis
O'Keefie Show and The Big Party, and
ABC-TV's Charley Weaver Show,
World of Talent and Philip Marlowe.
Mr. Brenner qualified his list of
misses with the observation that proBROADCASTING, November 30, 1959

gram people might yet avoid some of
the predicted departures by heeding the
signs of audience displeasure shown in
his prethe Tv-Q Ratings. He also said
diction that Hotel De Paree might last
on CBS-TV was based on the competition's not putting something stronger
against it.
Basically, the Tv-Q service measures
not the number of people who watch a
particular show but the number of people who are favorably or unfavorably oriented to it and to the product it
seeks to sell. Mr. Brenner said the services uses 12 fixed panels a year, each
consisting of 750 families.
Rating to Blame • In remarks preceding adescription of his new rating
service, Mr. Sindlinger said there was
one point of agreement about the current tv quiz scandal: the whole thing
was created by insistence on high ratings.
He said rating concepts which seek only
to "count noses" of the tv audience are
wrong for everybody in that they are
one-dimensional and show nothing
about quality of the audience and compatibility ofthe audience with the advertiser's product. He also said that insistence on large ratings had led to imitation of certain high-rated programs,
and in turn to mediocrity of tv programming. Only by putting qualitative |
considerations first can tv produce new j
ideas and foster creative talent, he said.
TvB

book

highlights

eight-second ID's
The ID on television is an "eightsecond" idea — and can create sales
with maximum exposure at minimum
expense.
This message is highlighted in a new
Television Bureau of Advertising brochure, "Ideomotion," distributed to
agencies and advertisers last week. The
booklet cites the advantages of ID's;
lists the heavy spenders in this type of
commercial sponsorship; compares consumer time spent on an ID and on a
written page in the printed media, and
details suecess stories of ID advertisers.
Some of the varied uses of the ID
suggested by TvB: As a supplement to
a broader copy story; as a means of
establishing the basic theme of a campaign; as an announcement of product
improvement, price changes, premium
offers; as a means of establishing brand
or package identification; as a supplement to regular advertising in special
seasons when the product is most in demand.
The major advantages of ID's noted
by TvB are: They are easier to schedule than longer selling messages; placements are available in the most-soughtafter, often-sold-out time period; they
can be purchased adjacent to top-rated
local and network programs.
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Michael M. Sillerman, President,
Program Sales, a Division of
National Telefilm Associates, Inc.
10 Columbus Circle, N.Y. 19, M.Y.
Telephone: JUdson 2-7300.

Date
Wed., Nov. 18
Thur., Nov. 19
Fri., Nov. 20
Sat., Nov. 21
Sun., Nov. 22
Mon., Nov. 23
Tue., Nov. 24

• Business

ARBITRON'S DAILY CHOICES
Listed below are the highest-ranking television network shows for each
day of the week Nov. 18-24 as rated by the multi-city Arbitron instant
ratings of American Research Bureau.
Program and Time
Network Rating
Wagon Train (7:30 p.m.)
NBC-TV 27.5
Bachelor Father (9 p.m.)
NBC-TV 20.6
77 Sunset Strip (9 p.m.)
ABC-TV 22.8
Gunsmoke (10 p.m.)
CBS-TV 28.6
Loretta Young (10 p.m.)
NBC-TV 27,0
Father Knows Best (8:30 p.m.)
CBS-TV 23.6
Red Skelton (9:30 p.m.)
CBS-TV 21.0
Copyright 1959 American Research Bureau
briefly

Time sales
Four for four • ABC Radio has signed
following sponsors of four daytime
shows: Lewis Howe Co., St. Louis,
through MacFarland, Aveyard & Co.,
Chicago, Weekday News four days per
week at 4:55 p.m. EST, for 52 weeks;
Hastings Mfg. Co., Hastings, Mich., via
Keeling & Co., Indianapolis, Paul Harvey News, (Mon.-Fri., 5:55 p.m. EST);
Whitehall Labs Div., of American Home
Products, through Tatham-Laird Inc.,
Chicago, as participating sponsor of
Breakfast Club; Vitamin Sales Co.,
Pittsburgh, through Fairfax Inc., N.Y.,
Story Princess (Sat. 10-10:30 a.m. EST).

tion tv campaign to promote its lerrold
Tv-Receptor indoor antenna. Minute
and 10-second anouncements are scheduled on three Philadelphia tv stations.
Programs adjacent to top football
games on the area's radio stations are
being bought. Jerrold says the concentrated promotion is to test the impact of broadcasting. If successful the
media will be used throughout the
country. Agency: Lavenson Bureau of
Adv. Inc., Phila.
Another year • Lever Brothers Co.,
N.Y., has renewed through 1960 its five
alternate-week quarter-hour segments
in NBC-TV's Concentration (Mon.Fri. 11:30-12 noon EST). Agency:
Needham, Louis & Brorby Inc., Chicago.

Agency appointments
• Pepsi-Cola Bottling Co. of Los Angeles appoints Young & Rubicam, L.A.,
as agency for Pepsi-Cola, Hires Root
Beer, and Bireley's fruit flavored drinks,
effective Jan. 1, 1960. Appointment
consolidates promotion of all three softdrinks with a single agency.
• Libby, McNeill & Libby, Chicago, appoints Tatham-Laird, same city, to handle advertising for its canned meat division, effective Feb. 1, 1960. Account,
estimated at $500,000 was formerly handled by J. Walter Thompson Co., which
will still represent other canned foods
division. BBDO handles Libby's frozen
foods. Termination with JWT on meats
stems from product conflict.
• Also

in advertising

Production aid • Sullivan, Stauffer,
Colwell & Bayles last week previewed
its new $150,000 tv studio-test kitchen
facility for newsmen and agency executives. The facility is to be used primarily for the testing and preparation of
commercials, live and film, which later
are produced at an outside studio. The
kitchen is essential in SSC&B's operation because many of the agency's
clients are food advertisers.

Spots for jets • Irish Air Lines last
Monday (Nov. 23) appointed Geyer,
Morey, Madden & Ballard Inc., N.Y.,
to handle advertising and sales promotion activities starting Ian. 1, 1960. Spot
radio and print media will be used for
a campaign prior to, and after, the introduction of Boeing 707 jets to the
airline's trans-Atlantic flights next year,
when it expects to have an all jetpowered fleet. A total of eight agencies
were reported to have made presentations for the account.
Special repeat • Pontiac Div. of General Motors Corp., Detroit, will sponsor the 10th presentation of "Amahl
and the Night Visitors" as Pontiac Star
Parade special Dec. 24 on NBC-TV
(Thurs. 8-9 p.m. EST). NBC Opera
program will be a black-and-white tape
showing of the 1958 presentation. Agency: MacManus, lohn & Adams Inc.,
Bloomfield Hills, Mich.
Life insurance campaign • Standard
Security Life Insurance Co., N.Y., appoints Mogul Williams & Saylor, N.Y.,
as advertising agency and has allocated
test budget of $250,000 to promote its
life insurance policies for persons up
to age 75. Though print media will be
used primarily, WMGM New York is
included in test and other radio and
television outlets will be added later.
Jerrold saturates * Jerrold Electronics Corp., Phila., is running a satura50 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

Tv debut • First use of the Marconi (English) camera for a tv commercial
was made by Mutual of Omaha on ABC-TV's Keep Talking show Nov. 17.
(The Marconi camera was first demonstrated in this country late in September [Broadcasting, Oct. 5].) Videotape Productions of New York, which
produced the commercial, set up this special shot showing (on left) the
scene as taken with a conventional tv camera and (on right) the same scene
reproduced by the Marconi camera. The pictures were taken simultaneously
and photographed on the same monitor, using a split-screen technique.
Agency
for Mutual of Omaha is Bozell & Jacobs. The announcer is Terry
O'Sullivan.
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From any angle, NEWSFILM

BALL!

is the number one television news-gathering service in the world today.

is seen by more people than any other television news. In 81 United States
markets (including all 10 of the top 10). Also in Canada, Mexico, Puerto Rico, Honduras, Venezuela,
Costa Rica, El Salvador, Colombia and Peru. Overseas, NEWSFILM subscribers are in Great Britain,

World-wide! NEWSFILM

Switzerland, Luxembourg, Spain, Sweden, Finland, Poland, Western Nigeria, Japan and Australia.
World-wise! NEWSFILM

boasts the most experienced television news force on earth, and the largest.

Trained by famed CBS News, its more than 500 cameramen and reporters, stationed around the globe,
gather 12 minutes of headline-fresh world news a day... available to all stations, regardless of their
affiliation. Best of all, NEWSFILM

delivers the news every day, with no weekend hiatus.

Circulation, coverage, service... no matter how you look at it, NEWSFILM

GBS

is the best news for y

FILMS®

agency, reportedly made the switch to
secure maximum coverage for the
broadcasts. KFI is on 640 kc with 50
kw day and night; KMPC is on 710
kc, with 50 kw day and 10 kw night.
Y&R's influence with the Dodgers,
(the agency helped secure the Dodgers'
Los Angeles home by producing the
referendum telecast credited with
changing the vote on the deed of
Chevez Ravine by the city to the
Dodgers from "no" to "yes") (Broadcasting, June 9, 1958), regained for
Y&R a portion of the broadcast advertising budget of Union Oil along
with the company's print advertising.
Y&R had handled the complete Union
Oil account but lost the radio-tv part
to Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff and Ryan,
late in the fall of 1958 after an unfortunate experience with a weekly tv
sports series on the Pacific Coast.
Tv Too • The sponsors of the radio
broadcasts will also sponsor Los Angeles telecasts of some out-of-town
games of the Dodgers. Games played
in San Francisco against their traditional rivals, the Giants, will be telecast and perhaps some others. In the
last two years, KTTV (TV) Los Angeles
has carried the Giant-Dodgers telecasts
on a public service basis, with the
Dodgers receiving no payment for the
telecasts and the sponsors paying
KTTV only its out-of-pocket expenses,

chiefly the cost of lines and the expense
of sending a camera crew to San Francisco.
Concern over the conflict between
KFI's baseball broadcasts and its NBC
affiliation is sharpened by the statement
of Matthew J. Culligan, NBC Radio
executive vice president, at the recent
meeting
of the radio
network's
affiliates
(Broadcasting,
Nov.
16). Outlining
the new format of 17 five-minute newscasts, on the hour each day, plus emphasis background reports and the
weekend Monitor service and News of
the World, Mr. Culligan stated that
100% clearance is necessary and any
station unable or unwilling to give it
would have to drop out of NBC.
KFI has been an NBC affiliate for
about 30 years, from the time that
NBC first pushed its network lines to
the West Coast.
Print

media

claim

high-income audience
The Bureau of Advertising of the
American Newspaper Publishers Assn.
is persuaded that print media have their
greatest impact on high income-high education consumers, while broadcast media start at low levels with diminishing
effect on higher levels. Three studies are
offered to support this conclusion.

A study by the U.S. Dept. of Agriculture was cited. It was described as finding thatfective
newspapers
are "the
most food
efmedium to reach
women
shoppers . . . are strongest in the middle
and upper
income
groups"
and "television and rado
influence
is shown
to be
concentrated among the lower income
This statement was used as a pronewspaper promotion despite the fact
the Dept. of Agriculture recanted statements implying newspapers top radio
groups."
and tv as media for food marketing information. The department formally
apologized for statements in its Agricultural Marketing, explaining that selected
material from a much-qualified study
designed for internal guidance "was condensed and incorporated into the marketing magazine article in a somewhat
different context and without the qualifications inthe original study" (Broadcasting, Nov. 9). The department added, "Unfortunately, also, these materials
have been further condensed in comments in certain of the mass media."
The bureau also cites published articles by Cornelius Du Bois, research
director of Foote, Cone & Belding, New
York, indicating that "64% of the
more print oriented people have incomes
over $5,000" compared with 26% of
more broadcast oriented people. Also
cited is a study along these lines by the
Richmond, (Va.) Newspapers.
Hurleigh

During

the course of a year Blackburn

Company

negotiates for the purchase

&
or

sale of many hundreds of broadcast properties. To insure a quality transaction, all
properties are thoroughly

investigated. In

a very few instances, we must turn down
stations that do not meet our standards.
Another

reason

through Blackburn
transaction.
NEGOTIATIONS

•

ffilockbwrm

why

every

negotiation

& Company

is a quality

FINANCING

•

APPRAISALS

&
Company
Incorporcrted

RADIO - TV - NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
MIDWEST
ATLANTA
WEST COAST
James W. Blackburn H. W. Cassill Clifford B. Marshall Colin M. Selph
Jack
V.
Harvey
William
B.
Ryan
Stanley
Whitaker
Calif.
Bank Bldg.
Joseph M. Sitrick 333 N. Michigan Ave. Robert M. Baird 9441 Wilshire
Blvd.
Washington Building Chicago, Illinois Healey Building Beverly Hills, Calrf.
STerling 3-4341 Financial 6-6460 JAckson 5-1576 CRestview 4-2770
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urges

one rating system
MBS President Robert F. Hurleigh
last week advocated a "single, understandable, workable" broadcast rating
system
akin to newspaper publishers'
Audit
ments. Bureau of Circulations measureEmphasizing that he favors "full and
complete" ratings as a working yardstick, Mr. Hurleigh recalled to a combined meeting of the Chicago and Milwaukee Sales Marketing Executives
Club Nov. 23 that the Audit Bureau of
Circulations stemmed from "the hue
and cry about circulation totals" in the
print media.
Like the publishers, he said, he prefers
a rating service "that provides a solid,
fundamental basis for analysis and comparison— a service that cannot be
swayed or influenced by the persons
paying the freight." Such a system, he
suggested,
mean a "good
crosssection" ofwould
viewer-listener
reactions.
of thehasrating
"as a nullified
crutch"
by Utilization
Madison Ave.
too often
creativity the past few years, he suggested, now has been compounded to
the point where the rating "has been
perpetrated by hoax, by riggings and
by deliberate misrepresentations of the
actual facts." Mr. Hurleigh previously
BROADCASTING, November 30, 1959

WHY
AND

TELEVISION

PRODUCTION

TAPE
MEN

THE
7 WAYS

ENGINEERS
CHOOSE

AMPEX

CONSOLE

BETTER...

Console design is the hottest talking point among the men who do the actual day-to-day production
work on TV tape. Seven hands are better than two, and they know it. And they know that Ampex
console design gives them those extra hands with a speed and efficiency in production unmatched
by rack or any other design . . .
• One operator has complete control over all recording and playback functions while standing in
one position.
• All pushbutton controls are within fingertip reach.
• Monitoring is at eye level.
• Waist-high tape transport makes changing reels quick and easy.
• Splicing is a 30 second operation, right on the recorder.
• Desk-top convenience provides space for cue sheets and extra reels — no extra table required.
• And it's safe — you can't bump into turning reels.
There are already more than 410 Ampex Videotape* Television Recorders in operation throughout
the world — in all major networks, in stations and production companies.
Write, wire or phone today for an Ampex representative — or ask for the new, fully illustrated
brochure describing the new Ampex VR-1000B. Whatever you want to know about the advantages
and profits in TV tape, get the facts from Ampex.
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YOU

KCAN'T
KCOVER

TEXAS
without

KCEN-TV

charged the value of ratings has been
undermined by rigging and misrepresentations and he had predicted that the
forthcoming Senate hearing would
bring out the allegations (Broadcasting, Nov. 23).
Discussing samplings, Mr. Hurleigh
as an example questioned how a station
in any fair sized market could claim it
controls 45% of the audience with
"formulas" with the support of ratings
figures. Actually, he said, the station is
merely saying that its city's taste runs
to this type programming, disregarding
aesthetic, ethnic and cultural factors.
Mr. Hurleigh defended Madison Ave.
executives against the "hoax of the gray
flannel suit," noting most are wellgrounded, hard-working and conscientious practitioners. He commented,
"Hoop-la and stunts can bring ratings
and have made certain formula stations
look impressive to timebuyers — who
spend thousands of dollars trying to sell
$3,500 automobiles to teenagers. But
these hoop-las and rigged ratings are
now catching up to the people who perpetrate them . . ."

WJR's

NO DUPLICATION!
our Central Texas viewers
are our own (not shared with
overlapping programming)
and they're more

of 'em!

CHANNEL
KCEN-TV
TEMPLE - WACO
BLAIR
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Kramer

offers
plan

improvement
Radio's "product" has deteriorated
badly in recent years, according to
Worth Kramer, executive vice presidentgeneral manager of WJR Detroit. In a
November 20, address to the Tennessee
Assn. of Broadcasters, Mr. Kramer offered a seven-point program designed
to improve service as well as the public's
image. The points follow:
1 — Study your community and/or
your area in the new light of advanced
audience needs and desires.
2 — Discard some programs and replace them with features that will serve
as many varied interests as possible,
reaching the total market.
3 — Throw away rating books, or use
them only as management guides.
4— Examine your rate structure; establish rates on the basis of true value
to the advertiser; then stick to published
rates.
5 — Screen advertising carefully; let
it be the communication of truth.
6— Put yourself and staff effectively
into community affairs.
7 — Give your advertisers full value
— "a fair shake instead of the big
squeeze." Sarnoff
Gen.

on etv
Brig. Gen. Sarnoff, the man who organized radio networking with NBC in
1926, took a look forward to formation of nationwide educational network
on which a single teacher could instruct aclass of 100,000. The chairman of RCA spoke on modern educa-

No

date

jinx here

After six years as uhf, WVECTV Norfolk switched over to
vhf ch. 13 on Friday, Nov. 13.
They're enthusiastic about it. A
special ARB rating ordered for
first night showed average rating
of 26.1 for 7:30-11 p.m. period,
station reports. Last comparable
rating, for Friday night in April
this
(station
hadn't bothered
with year
ratings
in between),
showed
that only one half-hour segment
had a large enough rating to show
up in the book, and that was 3.9.

tion at the annual dinner of the
hurst College Honorary Directors
Nov. 19 in Kansas City, where
ceived the Rockhurst Chancellor

RockAssn.
he reaward

forBasis
"outstanding
service to educational
humanity."
for the nationwide
tv network, Gen. Sarnoff said, exists in
the present 43-station non-commercial
system. The RCA chairman suggested
building on present facilities with a
tri-fold plan: Take full advantage of
technical advances, reduce per-pupil
costs while compensating teachers
fairly and improving quality of education; give humanities a place beside
sciences in the curricula, to deepen
men's spiritual insights.
TVB

BUDGET

Elects
hears

new
Clipp

SET

chairman;
on code

Television Bureau of Advertising's
board of directors has approved a budget of $1,050,000 for calendar 1960
operations, calling for a 30% boost in
research monies alone.
The action was taken at a board session closing TvB's fifth annual convention in Chicago Nov. 18-20. The board
also provided for installation of video
tape recording-playback facilities in its
New York headquarters as a sales tool
for advertisers and prospective clients.
The business meeting capped a final
day of activities during which TvB
elected a new chairman, Otto P. Brandt,
KING-TV Seattle; six directors, plus a
three-man group to look further into tv
film packager and distributor membership (see Fates & Fortunes, page 74),
and heard talks by Roger W. Clipp,
WFIL-TV Philadelphia and Norman E.
Cash, TvB president.
NAB Tv Code • In his speech Mr.
Clipp, TvB board chairman, favored expansion of NAB's television code board
operations, with more encompassing
standards covering both commercials
and programs, looking toward immeBROADCASTING, November 30, 1959

diate self-regulation. The code seal
would be extended to "network, national spot and local" commercials,
either live or film, and programs.
Mr. Clipp, a former member of the
code board, noted three courses of action— ignore public criticism, rush
"blindly into a series of hastily contrived
actions" or "welcome the exposure of
unsound broadcasting practices and
correct them." He felt self-regulation
is indicative because the tv industry
"wants it, advertisers are anxious for it,
and government spokesmen have indicated they would like to see it happen." The framework lies in the NAB
tv code, he pointed out, recommending
that all other national broadcast trade

WSYR

Delivers

Radio

Homes

IMo.

2

85%
Than

More
The

Station

In an area embracing 18 counties, 402,670 homes, 1.5
organizations be "streamlined" to provide the necessary funds.
million people with a $2.5 billion buying-power . . .
The future of tv depends on the
"proper functioning of a greatly exDELIVERS
MORE
HOMES
THAN
panded code," Mr. Clipp asserted, sug- WSYR
gesting previewing of commercials from
COMBINED
STATIONS
TWO
NEXT
the story-board stage. Commercials or THE
programs not meeting these standards
should not receive the seal of approval,
Top programming .... Top facilities ....
he said. Monitoring of commercials "can
Top personalities .... make the difference.
be done" and is "practical," Mr. Clipp
claimed, in favoring expansion of the
NAB tv code board staff, facilities and
authority. Shared-screen techniques and
superimposition make possible the display of the seal even in eight-second
announcements, while syndicated film
or network programs (film or live) might
apply for code sanction and the seal,
Mr. Clipp said. In any event, though
the NAB board has "done a good job"
under severe limitations, "a more complete set of standards must be drafted."
Tight Ad Rein • Earlier, Norman E.
Cash, TvB president, cited tv's goal to
reach higher business peaks that will
mean raising its standards higher "of
its own free choice." The industry must
"keep a tight rein on advertising to make
certain that products are as advertised"
and offer diversified programs "to satisfy
the widest possible demands of its
viewers."
Mr. Cash recommended tv set high
standards for society and not merely
"mirror" present conditions, observing
Represented Nationally by
tv is "a prime force for education and
enlightenment as well as entertainment.
THE HENRY I. CHRISTAL CO., INC.
NEW YO«K • SOSTON • CHICAGO
We have the power in our antennae to
•All figures NCS No. 2, weekly coverage
DETROIT • SAN fBANCISCO
improve the society we live in, to insure
the continued success and improvement
NBC in Central New York
in our democratic way of life."
With all of tv's assets in terms of increasing tvexpenditures, Mr. Cash suggested, the liability side necessarily includes the quiz tv scandal. He suggested
R
a paradox between tv as a successful
product, and yet one that is tainted.
He felt "it is good business for all
of us to promote and sell this concept
of better tv viewing ..."
"Because the actions of a few now
BROADCASTING, November 30, 1959
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•
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KC
$7

seriously threaten our image, tv as the
greatest force extant for reaching our
population, must under these circumstances, assume full leadership to put
in focus our accomplishments and our
plans
serted. for the future," Mr. Cash as-

Storer dividend • Storer Broadcasting Co., has declared a quarterly dividend of 45 cents a share on its common
stock payable Dec. 15 to stockholders
of record Nov. 27. The company also
declared a quarterly dividend of six cents
a share on Class B common stock.

• Media reports
KOBY, MBS part • KOBY San Francisco has relinquished its affiliation with
Mutual. The station became an MBS
affiliate last August upon tentative
agreement of sale of KOBY. With the
sale fallen through, (Broadcasting,
Nov. 23) KOBY returns to full independent operation.

• Rep. appointments
• KEFM (FM) Oklahoma City, Okla.:
Good Music Broadcasters Inc., N.Y.
• KELP-TV El Paso, Tex.: Clyde Melville Co., Dallas, for southwest.
• KXLR Little Rock, Ark.: Robert E.
Eastman & Co., N.Y.
• WFMB (FM) Nashville, Tenn.: Good
Music Broadcasters Inc., N.Y.

KCOP (TV) moves • KCOP (TV) Los
Angeles has moved its offices to 915
N. La Brea Ave., new telephone number is Oldfield 6-6050. Station's studios
will remain at present location, 1000
N. Cahuenga Blvd. until early next
year, when they will also move to the
La Brea address.
Aids Greek orphans • WPAT Paterson, N.J., turns over all commercial
time to the benefit of charities on four
holidays a year. On Thanksgiving
WPAT set aside all advertising to make
appeals to aid the "Fund for an American Pavilion at Matera." Matera is a
baby center in Athens where more
than 600 Greek orphans have been
cared for since its establishment in
1955. Several other countries have
contributed funds to build pavilions,
or cottages, to house the children, but
little has been done in the U.S. to
publicize the Matera cause, according
to WPAT.
Adds Athens • NBC News has opened
a bureau in Athens, Greece. The bureau
will be staffed by the husband-and-wife
team of cameraman Louis Hepp and
correspondent Phyllis Hepp, who have
served as a free-lance team for NBC
News.

Welcomed to the fold • James F.
McDonough, general manager of
WROD Daytona Beach, Fla. (1.)
smiles happily over an affiliation
agreement reached with the Mutual Broadcasting System. The
station is owned by Frank J. Russell and the Mining Journal interests. Seated (r.) is Robert F.
Hurleigh, MBS president in whose
office the agreement was reached
Nov. 23. Standing is Charles Godwin, MBS vice president.

Lawyers move • Washington law firm
of Koteen & Burt has moved from Wyatt
Bldg. to 1000 Vermont Ave., N.W. Telephone remains same: Republic 7-5566.
Firm comprises Bernard Koteen and
William C. Burt and following associates: Alan Y. Naftalin, Robert M.
Beckman and Robert S. Green.
Spadework • Ground was broken
Nov. 16 for tower of KSOO-TV Sioux
Falls, S.D., which is scheduled to
begin broadcasting in June 1960. The
new ch. 13 station will be an NBC-TV
affiliate.

NEW
SUBSCRIPTION
ORDER
Please start my subscription immediately for—
□ 52 weekly issues of BROADCASTING $ 7.00
□ 52 weekly issues and Yearbook Number 11.00
□ Payment attached □ Please Bill

title/ position

company name
address
oena
address
c j to ' home
.
Ctty.j
——m^——
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• WKJX Raleigh-Durham, N.C.: Young
Television Corp., N.Y., effective Nov. 9.
• KTVR
sion Corp.(TV) Denver: Young Televi• KGBT-TV Harlingen, Tex.: Venard,
Rintoul & McConnell Inc., N.Y.
• WSWM East Lansing, Mich.: Good
Music Broadcasters Inc., N.Y.
• CKAC Montreal, Quebec: Devney
Inc., N.Y., effective Dec. 1.
• KVNI Coeur D'Alene, Idaho: B-N-B
Time Sales Inc. for Los Angeles and
San Francisco.
• KIKK Bakersfield, Calif.: John E.
Pearson, N.Y.
• CFNB Fredericton, N.B.: Paul Mulvihill & Co. Ltd., effective Dec. 1.
• CKGM Montreal, Que., has named
Forjoe & Co.. N.Y., as U.S. representative.
• WHHM Memphis, Tenn., and WDOT
Burlington,
Vt.: Richard O'Connell
Inc., N.Y.

i BROADCASTING
' THE BUSINESSWEEKLY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
1735 DeSales St., N. W. Washington 6. D. C.

name

• WTTV (TV) Bloomington and
WFAM-TV Lafayette, both Indiana:
Young Television Corp., N.Y.

Z°ne

s^te

WBAI (FM) given away
A commercial fm station in New
York City has been given away and
will become a non-commercial operation. WBAI (FM) New York has been
given by Louis Schweitzer to Pacifica
Foundation, a west coast non-profit organization which owns and operates
KPFA(FM) San Francisco and KPFK
(FM) Los Angeles. The stations are
operated as non-commercial outlets,
supported by listener subscriptions.
WBAI, on 99.5 mc with 18 kw, will be
operated on these same principles, the
announcement last week stated.
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Presto precision recording
to make your job easier.

• •

• • *•
• •

tool

The new Presto 850 is the only professional tape
recorder that converts in seconds from %" to
tape, and vice versa— and it's from Presto,
makers of more professional sound-recording
equipment than any other manufacturer in the
world. The new, flexible 850 ends the need to
keep expensive equipment sitting- around idle.
Conversion from V2 " to " tape head assemblies
requires only a screwdriver and a few seconds.

Based on the successful 800, the use-proved 850
provides such exclusive features as: an edit
switch for one-hand runoff during editing and
assembly of master tapes, eliminating messy
tape overflow • a molded epoxy-resin drum brake
system with double shoes to end brake-maintenance headaches • four-position plug-in head
assemblies instantly interchangeable without
realignment • three-track stereo master control
(optional) for special recording effects • three
Presto A908 amplifiers stacked on an easy-towork-a't console, in portable cases or for rack .
The 850 delivers a high production editing rate
BROADCASTING, November 30, 1959

at significantly lower operating costs. Separate
switches provide correct tension even when reel
sizes are mixed. Pop-up playback head shield for
right-hand head disappears in STOP and FAST,
completely exposing all heads for easy sweep
loading and fast, sure editing. Safe tape handling at top speed is assured. Interlocks prevent
accidental use of RECORD circuit.
To get complete specifications on the new 850,
which is available in console, portable and rackmounting models, mail this coupon today.
(b^ ABOGEN-PRESTO,
B-219Corporation.
Paramus, N. J.
Division of The Dept.
Siegler
Name :
Address__
City

_Zone

State,

■STO
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PROGRAMMING

DESILU

INCOME

JUMPS

30%

Profits up seven fold in third quarter
Desilu Productions for the 26 weeks
he concluded, "coupled with an inended Oct. 31 had gross income of
crease in net working capital to ap$10,717,953, up 30% from the same
proximately $1,500,000 as of Oct. 31,
period of the previous year, and a net have placed Desilu in an excellent
of $507,108, nearly seven times the
economic position."
net of $75,234 for the 24 weeks ended
With the report, stockholders received dividend checks of 15 cents a
Oct. 18, 1958. Earnings per share were
share. No dividends were declared on
44 cents, double that for the entire
last fiscal year.
class B common, all of which is held
Ball).
In reporting the above statistics,
by Mr. Arnaz and Mrs. Arnaz (Lucille
Desilu President Desi Arnaz told stockholders that since its last interim report
Desilu has added two new shows,
ASCAP
to license
Pony Express and certain segments of
the Red Skelton Show, to those filmed Washington stations
by Desilu; one program, Miami UnderA court order under which ASCAP
cover, to series for which facilities are
rented by Desilu, and has made interim
agrees to license Washington state stations to use its music was signed by
commitments for a number of pilots for
next season. Mr. Arnaz also reported
Judge Sylvester Ryan in U.S. District
Court in New York Nov. 20.
completion of a $150,000 expansion
The Washington situation called for
program on the Culver City studio back
lot for exterior production use.
special treatment because of a state law
The increased gross and net income,
which ASCAP claimed made it impos-

sible to do business there (Broadcasting, March 9). The alternative, it was
understood, would have involved the
stations negotiating separately for
rights to perform each piece of music
they wished to use.
The court order, entered under
ASCAP's 1950 consent decree amendment, provides for the society's licensing Washington stations under the old
rates, subject to modification to conform to whatever new rates are established in current negotiations between
ASCAP and the all-industry radio
music license committee. It was entered on petition of KBKW Aberdeen,
Wash., and other stations.
Among other things the order holds
that the Washington stations are not
subject to suit by ASCAP under prior
licenses, and that this arrangement
does not violate the consent decree
requirement that ASCAP issue licenses
on the same terms to all applicants
similarly situated.
Meanwhile, negotiators for the allindustry committee, headed by Robert
T. Mason of WMRN Marion, Ohio,
and for ASCAP are slated to appear
before Judge Ryan Dec. 4 for further
deliberations on industry-wide terms
for radio license rates. They are reported near agreement (Broadcasting,
Nov. 9) on schedules expected to mean
a saving of about $800,000 a year in
radio station payments for ASCAP
music.
Tv

program

plan

NO,
IS "KNOE-LAND"
(embracingTHIS
industrial, progressive
North
Louisiana, South
Arkansas, West Mississippi)
JUST LOOK AT THIS MARKET DATA
Population
1,520,100
Drug Sales
$ 40,355,000
Households
423,600
Automotive Sales
$ 299,539,000
Consumer Spendable Income
General Merchandise $ 148,789,000
„FoodJ „Sales
,
$1,761,169,000
Total Retail Sales $1,286,255,000
$ 300,486,000
KNOE-TV AVERAGES 78.5% SHARE OF AUDIENCE
According to April 1959 ARB we average 78.5% share of audience from Sign On to
Sign Off 7 days a weelc. During 361 weekly quarter hours it runs 80% to 100%, and for
278 weekly quarter hours 92% to 100%.
KNOE-TV
Channel 8
Monroe, Louisiana

CBS • ABC
A James A. Noe Station
Represented by
H-R Television, Inc.

Photo: "The 29,000 barrel-per-day refinery of the Lion Oil Division, Monsanto Chemical
Company at El Dorado, Arkansas, where more than 90 petroleum products are made."
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exporters

first meeting

An organizational meeting of the proposed new American Television Program Exporters Inc. (Broadcasting,
Nov. 16, Oct. 5) will be held Dec. 1
at 2:30 p.m. in New York.
The meeting will be open to all companies engaged in exporting film or
tape television programs. Its purpose
will be to determine how many wish to
join the new group, being set up to
promote foreign sale of U.S. tv programs. It will be held in the board
room of Bankers Trust Co., 48th St.
and Madison Ave.
Merle S. Jones, president of the
CBS-TV Stations Div. and one of the
leaders in the organizational drive, will
preside at the session. Proposed charter, by-laws and budget were circulated
to interested companies a few weeks
ago. The plans were drafted by William H. Fineshriber Jr., former international vice president of Screen Gems,
now a consultant, and attorney George
Muchnic on retainer from a committee
of
program distributors headed by Mr.
Jones.
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CBS-TV
television

establishes
workshop

CBS-TV is establishing a new workshop for professional writers, performers and directors in New York this
month, embracing a seminar program
to develop new talent in these areas
and a weekly Sunday dramatic programs
series on which some of the developed
artists may be exposed.
Oscar Katz, CBS-TV vice president
for network programs, said the seminar
phase will begin today (Nov. 30)
when the first in a series of such meetings will be held at the CBS television
network production center in New
York. Ten young writers and ten promising directors will be invited to attend
the seminars. Performers will join them
at a later date.
The second phase of the project,
called the "Columbia Television Workshop," will begin on Jan. 24, 1960 when
the first in a series of dramatic shows
will be presented from noon-12:55
p.m. Although most of the teleplays
will be written and directed by established professionals, it is the network's
hope that some of the "seminar" talent
will be provided with an opportunity
to participate in the creation and presentation of the Sunday dramas.
The workshop will be administered
by Michael Dann, vice president in
charge of tv network programs, New
York, and will be under the day-to-day
supervision of producer Albert McCleery. Mr. McCleery also will produce
the Sunday series.
Writers and directors interested in
joining the workshop should send a
resume of their background and experience to the McCleery Unit, Room
500, CBS-TV Network Production
Center, 524 W. 57th St., New York 19.
Performers should send a photograph
and resume to Robert Dale Martine,
director of talent and casting for CBSTV, at the same address.
SAG

reports

residual

payments up 40.6%
Screen Actors Guild distributed a
record $4,568,375 in residual payments
on tv programs during the year ended
Oct. 31. This was an increase of 40.6%
over the $2,711,134 disbursed in the
previous fiscal year, George Chandler,
SAG treasurer, reported Nov. 16 at the
Guild's annual membership meet. Since
December 1953, when residual payments began, payments on tv entertainment programs have reached a total of
$12,070,128, Mr. Chandler reported.
In distributing this amount, SAG has
processed 181,069 individual checks,
67,105 in the past year. Paid up SAG
BROADCASTING, November 30, 1959

WCSH-TV

6

"Portland's NBC Station with the far-reaching effect."

SIX
JOB

DOES
IN

ADMIRABLE

PORTLAND

AREA

Rating-wise? Sure, if anyone has a right to talk
ratings, we do. But there's more to television than
ratings — particularly in Portland. Six serves — it
backs up its NBC programing . . . not just with
movies, but with news and sports and weather —
talent shows and the best in syndication — programs
for adults, teenagers and toddlers.
It's the kind of television that gives viewers and
advertisers that "this is our station" feeling.
Your Weed TV man will tell you more.
Remember, a matching spot schedule on Channel 2 in Bangor saves an extra 5%.

A
BROADCASTING

MAINE
SYSTEM

STATION

WCSH-TV Portland (6)
WLBZ-TV Bangor (2)
WCSH Radio-Portland
WLBZ Radio— Bangor
WRDO Radio— Augusta

you get the best
when

you

A"
RCRCA
OUTSTANDING
FEATURES
APE 1 IT

1. Centralized control panel including metering of audio,
video, control track and master erase heads
2. Better than 36 db video signal-to-noise at wide bandwidth video
3. Quadrature delay lines, record and playback
4. Built-in picture monitor and oscilloscope with push-button
selection of signals
5. Continuously variable winding r peed
6. Foot-switch on reel brakes for easy tape threading
7. Air lubricated tape guides

Don't settle for less than the best. See your RCA
Representative, or write to RCA, Dept. YE -22,
Building 15-1, Camden, N. J. In Canada:
RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal.

Electronic

Best

-PLAY
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Quadrature

in

Picture

ANY

TAPES

ADVANCED

AS

RCA

Seconds

THOUGH

TV

TAPE

MADE

!

ON

RECORDER!

Electronic quadrature adjustment, as offered by
the RCA TV Tape Recorder, assures the best

a tape exhibits quadrature errors in playback.
The appropriate tap switches are adjusted until

picture alignment 'm seconds, even in playing
back tapes made on recorders without the advantages ofRCA precision circuitry.

horizontal displacement is corrected. All correction is accomplished quickly, during operation
of the machine. And adjustment for record error
can be made within a very few seconds after

Two sets of four precisely adjusted electrical
delay lines are provided, one set of which is used
during the record operation, the other during
playback. Once set, the record delay lines need
not be changed until a new headwheel panel is
installed in the machine.

playback starts.
A tape recording can be made on an RCA
machine with much more accuracy than with a
machine that is adjusted mechanically. That's
why we say, "For the picture of pictures, tape
it RCA and play it back on an RCA TV Tape

The playback delay lines may be used at any time
Recorder."

8.
9.
10.
11.

Space-saving rack mounted design
Four channel video equalizer
FM deviation meter
Coarse and fine adjustment of control track phase with
full 4-track range
12. Simultaneous playback of program audio and control
track during record
13. Playback tape speed control for synchronization of two
or more machines
14. Tape footage indicator

RADIO

CORPORATION

15. Complete cue channel facilities
16. Calibrated control for measuring remaining video head life
17. Automatic control of shoe positioning for protection
against skewing in pictures
18. Balanced shoe adjustment Tor protection against scallops
in picture
19. Provisions for accurate tape splicing
20. Master erase head
21. Precision reel hubs for long bearing life
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LAST
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membership as of Oct. 31 was at an all
time high of 13,043, he said.
John L. Dales, national executive secretary, revealed that a major aim of
the Guild in its forthcoming contract
negotiations with movie producers will
be to secure a definite formula for payments to actors for the sale to tv of
post-'48 theatrical pictures. Procuring a
health, welfare and action plan is another major objective, he said. SAG
will also demand the right to reopen its
collective bargaining agreements to cover the use of motion pictures in pay tv,
when that medium begins operations.
When SAG starts negotiations for
new tv film contracts, before March 31,
1960 when present agreements expire,
the chief demands are expected to be
monetary, with SAG asking for both
higher minimums and higher residual
fees.

• Program

WTPA is Harrisburg's Number
One station* and — because
Harrisburg is the Heart of Central Pennsylvania, a rich and
stable economy based on commerce, industry and government, WTPA's maximum coverage at sensible rates, is your
best buy.
See Harrington, Righter and
Parsons for all the facts, today !
* ARB — Share of Audience
Sun. thru Sat. 6-10 PM
Nov. '58—31.0
Feb. '59—32.1
May '59—35.6

notes

Jurisdictionannounced
• Americanlast
Federation*of
Musicians
week that
NLRB had notified it that elections
to be held at recording companies to
determine whether AFM or Musicians
Guild of America shall be bargaining
agent, will not cover Capitol Records,
RCA-Victor and Pacific Enterprises
because, according to AFM, MGA
failed to show the required employe interest. AFM holds contracts with these
companies.
Secret mail ballot elections will begin Dec. 4 and conclude Jan. 11 at
the following record companies: Allied, Cavendish, Columbia, Colpix,
Disney, Dot, Good Time Jazz, Imperial, MGM, Mercury, Roulette, 20th
Century-Fox, United Artists, Verve
and Warner Bros.
Loev/s profits • Loew's Inc. for the
year ended Aug. 31, 1959, turned in
a $7,698,951 net profit after taxes, or
$2.91 per share, contrasted to a net
$1,195,862 loss or 45 cents a share in
fiscal 1958. Gains came in tv, records
and music activities and from its feature picture releases. Revenue peak
for licensing pre- 1949 motion pictures
to tv (MGM library) is expected in
1961. There's about $31.2 million remaining to be earned in this area over
the years ahead (as of contracts outstanding Aug. 31, 1959).
25 for the quarter • American Broadcasting-Paramount Theaters, N.Y., has
declared a 25-cent quarterly dividend
each on common and preferred stock,
payable Dec. 15 to holders of record
Nov. 20.
Series roundup • Broadcast Information Bureau, N.Y., today (Nov. 30) releases its 18th edition of the "Tv Film
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Source Book — Series, Serials and
Packages." According to BIB there are
528 half-hour tv film series, with 24,261 half -hours in the can as the end of
1959 approaches. The 390-page book
covers a total of 59,468 individual tv
and theatrical films, including 1,085
shows that are on video tape.
SG-Telepix pact • Screen Gems (Canada) Ltd., Toronto, appointed to handle
Canadian distribution of all tv film product of Telepix Movies Ltd., Toronto.
The agreement provides that the two
companies will continue to acquire new
product on a joint basis for distribution
in Canada by SG.
Live music programmer • A new
company to create and produce live
musical programs for television has
been formed by Nick Vanoff and Herbert Sargent, formerly associate producer and writer respectively, for NBCTV's Steve Allen Show. Temporary office isat 38 Perry St., N.Y. Telephone:
Algonquin 5-8189.
Children's religious series • The National Lutheran Council's Dept. of Radio & Tv are producing a $247,000 tv
series designed to "heighten the child's
awareness of God." The series, consisting of 26 15-minute programs, will be
ready next April. The council is at 50
Madison Ave., New York 10.
Movement • The Broadcasting and
Film Commission, N.Y., a mass communications arm of the National Council of the Churches of Christ in the U.S.,
has established headquarters in the new
Inter Church Center at 475 Riverside
2200.
Dr., zone 27. Telephone: Riverside 9Khrushchev host • KOLN-TV Lincoln,
Neb., telecast a half -hour interview with
Roswell (Bob) Garst, the fanner who
showed Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev around his farm. The exclusive
interview was Mr. Garst's first tv appearance since the Russian's visit.

New branch • Cinema-Vue Corp.,
N.Y., has opened a West Coast branch
office at 11693 Laurelwood Drive,
Studio City, Calif., under direction of
Frank Smith, vice president and sales
manager. The company is worldwide
distributor of Tom Puss cartoon series
produced by Martin Toonder Studios
in Amsterdam.
Drama study • Study guides of two
Hallmark Hall of Fame programs are
being distributed to more than 160,000
teachers and administrative personnel
via Scholastic Teacher magazine, according toCarl Byoir & Assoc., pr firm
for Hallmark. For use in high school
English and drama classes, the guides
BROADCASTING, November 30, 1959

cover the "Doll's House" (presented
Nov. 15) and "The Tempest" (scheduled for Feb. 3). A similar guide to
Hallmark's April 10, 1960, presentation
of "Cradle Song" is being considered.
Starting with the sponsor's Dec. 13
show, Hallmark will utilize NBC's
program mailing list of 5,000 teachers
to send out full-color "bulletin board"
announcements of all coming Hall of
Fame productions.
Allied Artists profits • A net profit
(before federal income tax) of $652,600 for the first quarter of the present
fiscal year is reported by Allied Artists
Pictures Corp. and its wholly-owned
subsidiaries. This compares with the
net profit (before federal income tax)
of $120,200 for the corresponding quarter in the previous year.
'Censorship' on etv • Educational-noncommercial WTTW (TV) Chicago
started a four-week series on restrictions on freedom of expression Nov. 17
(10-10:15 p.m.). Dr. Donald Smithburg.
professor of political-social science, Illinois Institute of Technology, is moderator. Programs include "Non-Legal
Censorship," "Obscenity and Pornography," libel and the protection of the
individual, sedition and what really constitutes overthrow of the government.
Revolution voices • Educational noncommercial WUOM (FM) Ann Arbor,
Mich., in conjunction with the U. of
Michigan William L. Clements Library
has recorded "Voices of the American
Revolution." The record consists of
about two dozen voices reading excerpts from letters in the university
library on campaigns of the revolution.
Price: $4.
New magazine • A new monthly publication, The Tv Author and Reviewer,
makes its appearance with the December 1959 issue. Published by Aurora
Publications, Los Angeles, the first issue contains articles advising writers
what to do and what not to do when
writing for television and includes an
author's
marketas list.
of the
new magazine,
statedPurpose
in a foreword,
"will be to assist authors and producers in coordinating their efforts to
create better programming on tv and
to review those efforts."
Filmways reports • Filmways Inc.,
New York and California tv film producers, announced in its annual report
to stockholders, a consolidated gross
revenue of $4,448,650 up 18% over
last year. Martin Ransohoff, corporation president, also stated that net income, after taxes, was $190,537 or 43
cents a share, slightly less than last
year. Mr. Ransohoff said that the decrease was due primarily to non-recurBROADCASTING, November 30, 1959
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SALES
Consecutive programs conducted by these experienced WSBTTV personalities have real sales impact on the South Bend
market. At 1 0:00 P.M. daily, Roland Kelly reports the late news
(average ARB rating 26.2%). He is followed at 10:10 by Mike
May with "The Weather Tonight," and at 10:15 by Jim Wilson's
Sports News. These programs rank consistently among the top
25 shows in the South Bend market. Availabilities are scarce,
but are well worth waiting for.
In the South Bend market area, however, there's no delay or
waiting . . . expansion is the order of the day. National and
local chains are building shopping centers, department stores,
supermarkets and luxury motels to accommodate the growth
and booming sales in this 1.6 billion dollar market!
You cover the big South Bend market with its leading station,
WSBT-TV. Top CBS programs and popular local shows give
WSBT-TV nearly a 2 to 1 sign-on to sign-off dominance over all
other stations combined! Get all the facts from your Raymer
man or write this station.

South Bend, Indiana
Ask Paul H. Raymer Company

Channel 22
National Representative
65

ring expenses. Also announced was a
3% stock dividend to holders of record
as of Oct. 21. Filmways has been operating under an agreement with Warner
Brothers Pictures Inc., whereby its
west coast facilities are exchanged for
Filmways' east coast operations. Filmways has a California subsidiary: Filmways of California Inc. The company
produces 21 Beacon Street for NBC.
Tel Ra sports • Tel Ra Productions,
Phila., is offering the following tv programs of this year's sports highlights:
Bowl Preview (15 minutes); Consensus
All America (closeups of 1 1 college football players); College Football Highlights; Pro Football Highlights, and
Sports Highlights of 1959. Excepting
Bowl, all are 30-minute shows. Stations
that have already ordered: KSTP-TV
St. Paul-Minneapolis; WBNS-TV Columbus, Ohio; WLAC-TV Nashville;
WXEX-TV Richmond-Petersburg, Va.,
and WTRF-TV Wheeling, W.Va.
Peabody deadline • Closing date for
entries to the 1959 George Foster Peabody Radio & Television Awards is Jan.
10. Entries may be sent to Dean John
E. Drewry, Henry W. Grady School of
Journalism, U. of Georgia. Award categories: News (reporting, interpretationcommentary), entertainment (musical,
non-musical), education, youth-children's programs, promotion of international understanding, public service and
outstanding radio or tv writing.
Enters Peru • Fremantle International
Inc., N.Y., reports its first film sales in
Peru. Station Cia. Peruvana de Radiodifusion, S.A., in Lima purchased the
Spanish-dubbed series I'm the Law, and
Hopalong Cassidy plus the feature
length movie "Hopalong Cassidy." The
two series have also been sold in Venezuela to Zuriguel Associados, Fremantle
said.
'Death Valley' Syndicated •
Death Valley Days, owned
Borax & Chemical Co., which
its sole sponsor for more than

Tv series,
by U.S.
has been
six years,

is being put into syndication by CrosbyBrown Productions through an agreement by U.S. Borax and its agency McCann-Erickson, which has handled
placement of the program for this client.
The contract gives Crosby-Brown the
distribution rights to 52 episodes of the
program, selected for syndication under
the title Pioneer Playhouse. Syndication
production, like that of the original program, is under the supervision of McCann-Erickson.
New talent office • Marge Kerr, formerly casting director of Young & Rubicam Inc., N.Y., has become president
of People & Productions Inc., new casting and talent consultation office located
at 750 Third Ave., N.Y. Telephone:
Murray Hill 7-0440. Agency functions
include casting in all phases of tv, film
and radio, in addition to talent promotion, out-of-town advertising agency
representation and sales promotion consultation inspecialized fields.
New films distributor • Lopert Films
Inc., N.Y., announced plans to distribute feature films directly to tv stations throughout the country. Packaged
for immediate distribution are 60 films
produced in the past three years. Robert B. Morin, formerly eastern sales
manager for MGM-TV, has been appointed general manager for tv distribution of feature films, according to
Ilya Lopert, president of the company.
Animated 'Nebbishes' • Gene Deitch
Assoc. Inc., N.Y., has been named to
represent Herb Gardner, creator of the
"nebbishes," for tv animation. Mr.
Gardner's characters also appear in
syndicated color comics, greeting cards,
ash trays, etc.
Tv producers

make

no

minimum pay demand
Preliminary draft of a collective bargaining agreement, proposing a oneyear contract, a guild security clause,
a minimum residual schedule and other

provisions, but making no minimum
salary demand, was unanimously approved Nov. 21 by a general membership meeting of Television Producers
Guild at the Beverly Hills Hotel, Beverly Hills, Calif. The proposed contract
is virtually unique in omitting any minimum salary demands.
The contract will be presented to employers early in December, Ben Brady,
TPG president, said. Its three chief objectives, he explained, are "to define
the status of the tv producers, to establish aminimum residual schedule and
to fix the matter of acceptable screen
The agreement identifies a tv proas "anyone employed by a procredits."ducerducing
company on a term contract or
free lance basis who is responsible for
and coordinates the essential elements
necessary to present a television program," Mr. Brady stated. "It will include all producers, irrespective of title,
provided they qualify by way of function performed and shall include executive producers, executive or corporate
officers who are employed to produce a
television program as well as producers
who have an entrepreneurial interest."
When the contract is signed, all such
producers will be required to hold TPG
membership, Mr. Brady said. He noted
that the guild does not intend to include
executives "whose function it is to employ and disemploy producers."
Storz

goes

into

pop record business
Storz Stations this month debuted as
a record company, when the multiple
station chain issued its first record on
its own label, Storz Records. The
record, which was purchased from
Csida-Burton Inc. on a cost basis arrangement, features the voices of
"Tweety and Sweety" in whistling arrangements of two Christmas songs.
According to a Storz representative,
the record was issued on a one-shot
basis to the five areas served by Storz
stations — Minneapolis-St. Paul
(WDGY); New Orleans (WTIX); Kansas City (WHB); Miami, Fla. (WQAM);
and Oklahoma City (KOMA). Arrangements for local distribution have been
made in all areas but Kansas City.
The Storz spokesman also said that
the record was purchased because it
was "an unusual novelty with great
program potential. This is strictly a
local situation," he said. He emphasized that no plans have yet been made
for national distribution of the record
and that the venture is merely "experiEarlier, President Todd Storz had
said that if the record is successful in
mental."
the
five station area, it would be made
available to other cities.
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EQUIPMENT
EIA

announces

conference

L.A.

agenda

A broad-gauged educational public
relations program to explain the intricacies of stereophonic sound to the consumer is under consideration by Electronic Industries Assn.
This became known last week when
the program for EIA's Winter Conference Dec. 2-4 at Los Angeles' Statler
Hilton Hotel listed a Consumer Products Division meeting to take up suggestions for this type of campaign. The
recommendation was made by a recently organized Phonograph Section
which held its first meeting in New
York Nov. 18. L. M. Sandwick, Pilot
Radio Corp., is chairman of the phonograph section.
Featured speaker at the EIA meeting will be Dr. William H. Pickering,
director of Caltech's Jet Propulsion
Lab. He will talk to EIA members at
the Dec. 3 membership luncheon on
the role of electronics in the civilian
and military space programs.
Other reports and discussions will
cover the Walsh-Healey minimum wage
proceedings and EIA's efforts to coun-

ENGINEERING

teract the importation of Japanese electronic products.
The EIA board of directors is
scheduled to meet Friday, Dec. 4.
• Technical

topics

stock split • A three-for-one
Ampexsplit
stock
has been approved by the
board of Ampex Corp. and will be
submitted to stockholders for ratification at a special meeting to be held
Jan. 25, 1960, according to George I.
Long Jr.. Ampex president. Ampex
stock closed Nov. 23 at 134V4.
Vtr at WTVR (TV) • An RCA video
tape recorder was installed at WTVR
(TV) Richmond, Va., in 90 minutes. The
tape unit represents a S56.000 investment.

RCA gear • Broadcast equipment-maker RCA reports these new shipments: a
pylon antenna to ch. 33 WKST-TV
Youngstown, Ohio; a 25-kw transmitter
to KSWO-TV Lawton, Okla.; 10-kw
transmitter to WTHS-TV Miami, and
a monochrome tv tape recorder to the
Washington procurement office at Berrysville, Va., for educational television

Galvin estate evaluated • Estate of
Paul V. Galvin, founder and board
chairman of Motorola Inc., has been
valued at S10 million in Chicago Probate Court. The estimate was contained in a petition requesting that
Robert W. Galvin, his son and Motorola president, and Harris Trust &
Savings Bank be named co-executors.
Mr. Galvin, 64, died Nov. 5. He left
half his estate to his widow, Virginia,
and the rest (after special bequests)
in trust at the bank for charitable and
other purposes.
Ampex vtr shipments
Ampex Professional Products Co.,
Redwood City, Calif., says 15 of the
nation's multiple-station tv markets now
are 100% equipped with its Videotape recorders.
The company since the beginning of
November hasTampa;
shippedKTLA(TV)
VR-lOOOB's Los
to
WTVT(TV)
Angeles; WBRZ (TV) Baton Rouge;
WENH (TV) Durham, N.H.; WSPDTV Toledo; WPIX (TV) New York;
KFJZ-TV Fort Worth and KCTS (TV)
Seattle. Two machines went to WNACTV Boston, and four to Rank Cintel,
London.

purposes.
uy

For FutureGROWTH

For INCOME

now:

BUYING INCOME*
(metropolitan area)

RICH
BATON
ROUGE

in LOUISIANA

NEW
ORLEANS

$6,455'
'Source: SM Survey, 1959.
household

Louisiana's second market in size is first
in buying power. The S6,455 EBI per household in Baton Rouge is several lengths ahead
of New Orleans and Shreveport. To sell
Louisiana, buy advertising in at least two
markets
Rouge. — the right two. Buy 2 in Baton

Effective buying income per
BATON

LOUISIANA

WBRZ
TOWER:

1001

FT.

ROUGE

POWER
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Bunyan's

blue-ox, "Babe"
made an impression!
SO
PAUL

DOES

BUN YAN

RADIO

Try us tor advertising that
leaves a deep, clear
impression

of your product

in the minds

We

of listeners!

speak to 298,400

plus thousands

people

BUNYAN

RADIO

WTCM
WATT
WATZ
i400 KC 250 watts 1240 KC 250 watts 1450 KC 250 watts
Traverse City Cadillac Alpena
WMBN
WATC
1340 KC 250 watts
900 KC 1000 watts
Petosky
Gaylord
Represented by
Venard, Rintoul & McDonnell, Inc.
P.S. TV too? Absolutely! 2 fine
stations reach 25 counties
332,700 viewers, 85,740 receivers
Vi

CLEARING

FOR

$2.25

million

for

tabbed

A $2.25-million appropriation for a
new study of uhf television — and concurrent investigation of new transmission techniques — is on the verge of
being accepted by the U.S. Bureau of
the Budget.
The figure was included in the FCC's
budget request and was considered last
week when FCC officials met with
Budget Bureau officials. The Budget
Bureau acts for the President in considering requests for funds by departments and independent agencies.
The FCC is operating on a $10.55
million budget for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1960. It is asking for
several millions in additional funds for
its regular operation in fiscal 1961.
The uhf tv study, according to informed sources, is segregated in a
separate appropriation.
Although the research appropriation
would be under FCC supervision, its
actual operation would be carried out
by an independent research laboratory,
it was learned.
If the Budget Bureau approves the
research project, it will presumably be
included as part of the FCC budget
recommendations submitted to Congress in January by the President.
The proposal for the uhf study was
submitted by the Commission's Office
of Chief Engineer. It was backed, it
is understood, by FCC Comr. Robert
E. Lee who has been the Commission's

of summer

residents in Michigan's
Great Northland

PAUL

WAY

FCC, catv-men meet
Broadcaster, booster and community television interests met with
Harold G. Cowgill, chief of the
FCC's Broadcast Bureau, last Monday in Denver and discussed the
proposal by the National Community Television Assn. for the establishment of an ad hoc committee to
deal with booster, catv and translator impact on local tv service
(Broadcasting, Nov. 23, 2). No
decisions were reached, but the idea
of appointing a committee to represent all sides to the controversy
was explored from various angles.
Attending the Denver meeting, in
addition to Mr. Cowgill, were Bill
Grove, KFBC-TV Cheyenne, Wyo.;
E. Stratford Smith and Edward
Whitney, NCTA; Ben Adler, Adler
Electronics Inc., and two representatives of repeater organizations.

UHF

new

STUDY

FCC
lone uhf protagonist.

projects

An inkling of engineers' thinking on
the subject was contained in a report
submitted last September to the Commission byWilliam C. Boese, chief of
the Technical Information Division in
the office of the Chief Engineer.
Mr. Boese suggested that the Commission undertake a basic restudy of
tv standards. His viewpoint was that
tv standards are 20 years old and that
many developments in engineering as
well as in information transmission have
outmoded these standards. He suggested that the study be underwritten
by the government, but undertaken by
an outside organization (Broadcasting,
Sept. 28).
Politicians

petition

for license revocation
Six elected officials of Santa Rosa
County, Fla., have charged that the
owner of WEBY Milton, Fla., has used
the station as "a propaganda instrument
for his private interests." They asked
the FCC to revoke WEBY's license.
WEBY owner Clayton W. Mapoles
countered that the charges "are not a
thing in the world but a frame-up."
In a petition seeking revocation of
WEBY. three county commissioners,
two state legislators and the county
sheriff said that Mr. Mapoles hired one
Ben. H. Pooley as a newscaster ". . .
to make possible completely irresponsible personal attacks by said Pooley
upon certain public officers of Santa
Rosa County and the State of Florida.
In so doing, the said Mapoles has
sought to undermine the confidence of
the people in their elected officials and
F
FIGHT
TUBERCULOSIS
WITH
CHRISTMAS
SEALS

ON LETTERS AND PACKAGES
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to create dissension and division in the
community."
Claim Personal Vendetta • They
charged that Mr. Pooley had no previous broadcasting experience and is a
defeated politician "who for the past
several years has conducted a personal
certain of petitioners."
vendettatheagainst
Under
guise of news, the petition
charged, Mr. Pooley has attacked the
complaining officials repeatedly. Mr.
Pooley also was charged with editorializing in his newscasts.
The officials said that WEBY hoped
to avoid FCC scrutiny by using a "disclaimer" prior to the Pooley broadcasts
and that they have never been offered
the station's facilities to reply. They
also charged that Mr. Mapoles tried to
block the grant of a second am in Milton, now WSRA. They claimed that
when the station went on the air Mr.
Mapoles tried to prevent advertisers
from using WSRA.
Signing the petition were Albert
Golden, Clifford Wilson and Richard
Finlay, county commissioners, State
Sen. Newman Brackin, State Rep. Morrison Kimbrough (who defeated Mr.
Pooley) and County Sheriff Bart D.
Broxon.
They also asked the Commission to
revoke the license of WBLO Evergreen,
Ala., a second station owned by Mr.
Mapoles.
Monopolistic Control Hit • Mr.
Mapoles in countering charged that
the complaint was filed by "a group
of politicians who have gained monopolistic control of the county." He
said the Pooley broadcasts have the
endorsement of churches, civic organizations and some 25 elected officials.
Mr. Mapoles pointed out that Mr.
Pooley's broadcasts are sponsored and
he maintained that at no time has Mr.
Pooley said anything that is not of
public record and in the official files
of the county. As a former court clerk,
Mr. Pooley knows where to get the
facts, Mr. Mapoles said.
Mr. Mapoles said that he has received threats in the past that WEBY
would be "blown up" if he did not fire
Mr. Pooley.
The WEBY owner maintained the
station operates in the public interest
and that Mr. Pooley is on the air because the people want to listen to him.
He said that when the newscaster did
not broadcast for 10 days, the public
was outspoken in demands that he be
returned.
Defending Mr. Pooley's character,
Mr. Mapoles said that Florida Gov.
Leroy Collins appointed him to the
county election commission just last
month. The governor also appointed
Mr. Mapoles to the jury commission,
the WEBY owner said.
BROADCASTING, November 30, 1959
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ROCHESTER'S
HITTER

COMPANY

Ritter Company's "Euphorian" Chair and Master
Unit Epitomize Quality in Dental Equipment.
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REPRESENTATIVES: EVERETT McKINNEY, INC.
. SAN FRANCISCO
• LOS ANGELES
NEW YORK • CHICAGO

Senate

"FOTO-VIDEO-now

the

best

video

MONITOR
IN THE
INDUSTRY,11
says
one of the Nation's electronic leaders about the completely new modularized
Foto-Video product pictured below.

OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE FEATURES
Superior definition, brightness, and
contrast
Excellentlinearity
focus, interlace, and
sweep
Silicon Rectifier power supply
UNIQUE MECHANICAL FEATURES
1 — Completely
modularized
in construction. Snap out
one or more
of the
four ment—modules
and
snap
in replacein a matter of seconds.
2 — No "down time"; anyone can do it.
3 — Some modules fit all sizes of monitors,
whether 14", 17", 21" or 24" screen.

•
■
!§ •
•

Write or phone for
complete details

LABORATORIES, INC.
ELECTRONICS • ENGINEERING AND M AN U FACT
36 Commerce Road - Cedar Grove, N. J.

subcommittee

hears FTC's Kintner
The Federal Trade Commission has
by its own rules always refused to make
public the names of those who complain about unfair trade practices, FTC
Chairman Earl W. Kintner said Nov. 20
in testimony before the Senate Administrative Practices & Procedures Subcommittee. He said he didn't feel the FTC
should be required to identify such
complainants on the public record during hearings.
Testifying on S 2374, a bill to prohibit ex parte contracts on certain types
of agency procedures, Mr. Kintner said
the FTC is charged with law enforcement, not with granting licenses or
other rights, and its present procedure
is best for this. He said the FTC program is "dependent" on complaints
from the public and industry in prosecuting cases.
The FTC chairman also said that
S 600. which would create an Office of
Federal Administrative Practices, should
be modified so it will not create a
"super agency" with authority over
other agencies enabling it to substitute
its judgment over these agencies in
areas where they are given jurisdiction.

CEnter 9-6100
Conn,

sale

dismissed

... or enjoy the most joyous, fun-filled frolic of your
life, the place to go is the beautiful BALMORAL Hotel,
famous as" the place with the space." Excellent facilities,
superb meals, ideal location.
For information and FREE color brochure, write
direct or see your Travel Agent.

Herbert Katz
Executive Director

SIX ACRES ON THE OCEAN
AT 98th STREET, BAL HARBOUR, MIAMI BEACH, FLA.
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protest
by FCC

FCC has dismissed the protest
against the sale of WKNB and WNBC
(TV) New Britain, Conn, by NBC to
Connecticut Television Inc., filed by
WHCT (TV) Hartford, Conn. (Broadcasting, Nov. 9). The Commission
said WHCT has no standing to protest
that the FCC had knowledge of all details alleged and that the protestant
showed no details of adverse impact.
The protest charged that Connecticut Television's immediate resale of
WKNB to Beacon Broadcasting Co. implied trafficking in a license. It also
claimed there was a tie-in between
Connecticut Television and Springfield
Television Inc. and that there was an
overlap between WNBC and WWLP
(TV) Springfield, Mass. Latter is owned
by Springfield Television, as are WRLP
(TV) Greenfield and WWOR-TV Worcester, both Mass. Springfield Television at one time had a one-third interest
in Connecticut Television but dropped
it when the overlap problem developed.
It has the option to recapture this interest ifand when FCC permits.
FCC approved the $750,000 sale of
the New Britain stations to Connecticut Television last September (Broadcasting, Sept. 28). Connecticut then
resold WKNB to Beacon Broadcasting
for $255,000. Connecticut Television is
BROADCASTING, November 30, 1959

owned jointly by H. & E. Balaban
Co. and Transcontinental Properties
Inc. These interests own radio and tv
properties in the midwest and south.
Roach,
for SEC

Guild

COMPETITORS,

YES

on carpet

violations

A preliminary injunction enjoining
Hal Roach Jr., Guild Films Co. and
two California banks from "further
n of
violating" the registration provisio
the Securities Act of 1933 was signed
last Monday (Nov. 23) by Judge Sylvester J. Ryan of the U.S. District
Court in New York.
The action resulted from loans made
by the two banks — Santa Monica Bank
and Southwest Bank of Inglewood,
Calif. — to Mr. Roach on collateral of
stock. When the banks learned that
some of the stock represented shares
of the F.L. Jacobs Co., which had been
suspended from trading on the New
York Stock Exchange following SEC
proceedings against the company, they
asked Mr. Roach to liquidate the loans.
He provided additional collateral to the
banks, consisting of 5,000 shares in
Guild Films. These shares bore the
statement that "these shares have been
acquired for investment and may not
be sold, transferred, pledged or hyphothecated in the absence of an effective
registration statement. . . ."
FTC charges Colgate
First move in what is presumed to
be a far-reaching Federal Trade Commission campaign against misleading
toothpaste advertising (Broadcasting,
Nov. 16) took place last week.
A television commercial for Colgate
Dental Cream with Gardol which touts
was
a "protective shield" for teeth FTC
tabbed as deceptive by the FTC.
issued a complaint against ColgatePalmolive Co. Nov. 22, charging that
the dentifrice does not completely protect the users' teeth against tooth decay
or the development of cavities by
forming a "protective shield" or othercompany's telewise, as claimed in the
vision advertising. The same claims
also appeared in print ads and newspaper advertisements.
This campaign, FTC said, has "unfairly" diverted trade from competitors
and substantially injured competition in
violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act. The company has 30 days to
file an answer to this complaint.
The FTC action admittedly stems
from the blast by the American Dental
adAssn. against "reckless claims" by senvertisers for dentrifices. The ADA
timent was seconded by Arthur S.
secretary of Health, EducaFlemming,
tion & Welfare.
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ELBERT W. GIBBS
President
Gibbs-Doster Drug Co.

WILLIAM C. WOOD
Partner
Wood-Rexall Drugs
BOTH

SOLD

THEY'RE

BUT

ON

WAP

"WAPI's listeners are the
adults who buy drugs.
That's why our Tutwiler
Drug Company has been
a consistent advertiser on
WAPI for the past seven

RADIO
"Wood-Rexall's confidence in WAPI's ability
sell our cusandis evidenced
to reach tomers
by
the fact that we are now
in our sixth consecutive
year as a regular advertiser on Dave Campbell's
'People Speak'."
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Adam NatYoung,
'l Rep. Inc.

KFWB/98
LOS ANGELES
ROBERT M. PURCELL
General Manager
Represented nationally by
JOHN BLAIR & CO.

KEWB/91
SAN FRANCISCO / OAKLAND
MILTON H. KLEIN
General Manager
Represented nationally by
THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.

KDWB/63
MINNEAPOLIS / ST. PAUL
JOHN M. McRAE
General Manager
Represented nationally by
AVERY-KNODEL
, INC.
•
A SERVICE OF CROWELL-COLLIER
BROADCAST DIVISION
ROBERT M. PURCELL
DIRECTOR
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Mr. Armstrong

• Robert R. Burton, senior vp, account management, at Kenyon & Eckhardt, N.Y., named to board of directors. He joined K&E in 1957 as vp in
charge of Chicago office and had previously served as vp and account supervisor at Needham, Louis and Brorby.
Victor Armstrong, vp and account
supervisor, named senior vp, account
management. He joined K&E in Detroit, in 1954, and was later transferred
to New York office.
• J. R. Pershall, president of Reach,
McClinton & Pershall, Chicago, elected
director of Reach, McClinton & Co.,
New York parent agency. Laurence
W. Kepler, formerly with American
Cyanamid Co., joins Chicago agency as
account executive.
• Fred W. Barrett,
vp in charge of media
at BBDO, N.Y., announces his retirement
effective January 1 ,
1960. Mr. Barrett
joined agency in 1943
as media department
manager.
He was
Mr. Barrett
elected yp in 1948
and board member in 1957. John
Lynch, group art director at BBDO,
N.Y., adds duties of business manager
for art department.
• George Grabin, president of GrabinShaw Adv., Milwaukee, elected vp and
member of plans board of John W.
Shaw Adv., Chicago, with which his
agency is affiliated.

• Frederick A. Mitchell, vp and New
York office manager of Needham,
Louis & Brorby, resigns. His post will
be assumed by Paul C. Harper Jr.,
executive vp, until successor is appointed.
• W. R. Ceperly, formerly vp of client
services at Fuller & Smith & Ross, Chicago, to Waldie & Briggs, that city, in
similar capacity. He was also director
at F & S & R.

• Howard Lochrie, product group
for fruits and vegetables,
manager

FORTUNES

Birds-Eye Div. of General Foods Corp.,
White Plains, N.Y., named advertising
manager of that division.
• George Crandall, who earlier this
year resigned from National Telefilm
Assoc., N.Y., as director of pr in
order to assist in organization of Swan
& Mason Adv., N.Y., named vp in
change of pr accounts of S & M. Mr.
Crandall also will serve as member of
plans board and assist Robert G.
Swan, agency president, in new business projects.
• Gerald Shapiro, formerly advertising manager of Maiden Form Brassiere Co., N.Y., to Norman, Craig &
Kummel, that city, as vp and senior
account executive.

• Sidney J. Natkin, previously vp and
account supervisor at Gordon Best Co.,
Chicago, to Helene Curtis Industries
(cosmetics), that city, as marketing executive.
• Robert Ellis, who
joined Kenyon & Eckhardt's Detroit office
in 1958 as account
executive on Mercury
automobile account,
elected vp. He was
previously with Detroit offices of McCann - Erickson and
D.P. Brother.

Mr. Ellis

• Robert Davis, previously copywriter
at Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove, Pittsburgh, and in radio-tv department of
Ted Bates & Co., N.Y., appointed broadcast copy supervisor at VanSant, Dugdale & Co., Baltimore advertising
agency.

Mr. Mixter

Mr. Marone

• David Mixter, account supervisor at
Benton & Bowles, N.Y., elected vp. Mr.
Mixter joined B&B in 1 946 and was appointed account executive two years
later. Joseph Marone who joined B&B
in 1955 as tv producer, also named vp.
He had previously been with DancerFitzgerald-Sample and Benson &
Mather.
• Robert J. Runge, formerly advertising and merchandising director of
Norge Sales Corp., division of BorgWarner Co., appointed advertising and
sales promotion director of EurekaBROADCASTI NG, November 30, 1959

cleaners), I
Williams Corp. (vacuum
Bloomington, 111. He previously was
vp-marketing and partner in GarfieldLynn Adv., Chicago.
• Russell B. Young,
vp in charge of tvradio for Keyes, Madden & Jones, Chicago,
and its predecessor
agency, Russel M.
Seeds Co., since 1951,
named to new post of
director of tv-radio
Mr. Young operations at D'Arcy
Adv., that city. Other appointments at
that agency: Niles R. Swanson to administrative director for tv-radio operaBubeck to creative directions;
Harry
tor.
• John Loos and Ronald Stack join
media department of J. Walter Thompson Co.'s Chicago office. Mr. Stack was
at Tatham-Laird and will handle time
buying for several JWT accounts.
• James L. Dickey III, formerly head
of radio-tv department of Marschalk &
Pratt Div., McCann-Erickson, Atlanta,
to Liller, Neal Battle & Lindsey, that
city, as copy supervisor.
• Andrew E. Zeis,
media director of
Chicago division of
Compton Adv., elected vp. Mr. Zeis
joined Compton in
1956 to organize Chicago media department. He was formerly assistant media
director of Needham, Louis & Brorby,
that city.
• Gene M. Lightfoot, account executive for past eight years at Cleveland
office of Fuller & Smith & Ross, joins
Lennen & Newell, N.Y., as account
executive on Reynolds Metals account.
• Allan Kaufman, formerly copy
chief, Doyle Dane Bernbach, L.A., and
Lore Lionel, formerly with agency's
New York office, have rejoined DDB as
copy staff members in New York.
• John P. McElroy, previously with
Grant Adv., Foote, Cone & Belding
and Edward H. Weiss, named member
of Chicago office account service staff
at Wade Adv.
The

Media

• Bruce L. Williamson, program and
news director of WRVM Rochester, appointed general manager and vp of
State Broadcasting Co. Inc. of New
York, parent company. Mr. Williamson
was director of news and special
events with WHIM Providence before
joining WVRM in October. He sucBROADCASTING, November 30, 1959
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See your PETRYman

full time
GREAT PLAINS STATE— Highly profitable.
just beginning to
station in small market whichin isline
price of
with
Gross
reach its potential.
Buyer
S157.500. Down payment of S47.000 ofneeded
310,000.
gets accounts receivable in excess
station in growing
MOUNTAIN STATES— Full timeThis
station grosses
market.
area of semi -major
can operate for about
S15 000 to S18.000 monthly andincludes
approximately
310 000 Price of S300,000
receivable. 387,000 down payS2O 000 in accounts
ment required. Balance payable over seven years.

S, ASSOCIATES, Inc.
HAMILTDN-LANDIS
RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS
NEWSPAPERS
BROKERS

DALLAS SAN FRANCISCO
CHICAGO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
F. Hardejfy
Roy V. Hamilton Richard A. Shaheen DeWitt 'Judge' Landis John
111 Sutter Street
1737 DeSales St. N.W. 17U Tribune Tower 1511 Bryan Street
DElaware 7-2754 Riverside 8-1175 EXbrook 2-5671
Executive 3-3456
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WTHl-TV offers the
lowest cost per thousand of
- all Indiana TV stations!

One hundred and eleven national
and regional spot advertisers
know that. the Terre Haute
market is not covered
effectively by outside TV

WTHl-TV
CHANNEL. 10 • CBS— ABC
TERRE
HAUTE
INDIANA
Represented Nationally
by Boiling Co.

Greeting new TvB chairman • The five previous board chairmen of the
Television Bureau of Advertising welcome newly-elected Chairman Otto P.
Brandt (third from left) of KING-TV Seattle. Mr. Brandt was elected to
succeed Roger W. Clipp (second from left) of Triangle Stations at TvB's
fifth annual convention in Chicago Nov. 18-20. Also pictured are (1 to r) :
Lawrence (Bud) Rogers, WSAZ-TV Huntington, W.Va.; Richard
Moore, KTTV(TV) Los Angeles; Mr. Brandt; Clair R. McCollough,
Steinman Stations; Mr. Clipp, and W. D. (Dub) Rogers, WDUB-TV
Lubbock, Tex.
Other officers elected at the convention were: Glenn Marshall Jr.,
WJXT(TV) Jacksonville, Fla., succeeding Mr. Brandt as secretary, and
Payson Hall, Meredith Publishing Co. stations, re-elected treasurer. Named
directors for two-year terms were Mr. Marshall (re-elected); Gordon Gray
WKTV(TV) Utica, N.Y. Mr. McCollough (first TvB chairman) Richard
Borel, WBNS-TV Columbus, Ohio; John Murphy, Crosley Broadcasting
Corp., and Donald Kearney, Corinthian Broadcasting Corp. Named to
three-man group to study question of whether tv film packagers and distributors should be admitted to full or associate TvB membership were P.A.
Sugg, NBC-TV New York, and Messrs. Brandt and Marshall.
ceeds George M. Millar, who is retiring.

Blue Diamond
Picks Jacksonville

E. R. Fore
Vice President
Blue Diamond Mortar Mix has picked Jacksonvil e for their headquarters and location
of their first Florida plant. Jacksonville welcomes Blue Diamond to the rapidly expanding North Florida economy and looks with
pride toward Blue Diamond's Faith in
Florida's Gateway City.

• Carrington W. Doebler, executive
assistant to H. Leslie Atlass, CBS vp
and general manager of WBBM-TV
Chicago, has resigned post he has held
since February, 1955. He joined CBSChicago as sales promotion manager of
WBBM-AM-TV in 1953.
• Carlos Rivas, formerly radio-tv director for Hawaiian Sugar Planters
Assoc., named station manager of
KGMB Honolulu and KHBC Hilo.
Robert W. Sevey, sales manager of
KGMB-TV, KHBC-TV and KMAUTV Maui, takes on additional duties of
station manager.

• Dal Stallard, assistant manager of
KCKN Kansas City, Kan., since February, 1957, appointed manager, succeeding Edwin J. Charles, who resigned.
Dale Neal, account executive, appointed commercial manager.

AND JACKSONVILLE PICKS
WFGA-TV
NBC and ABC Programming.
Represented nationally by
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
Mr. Diaz
{Eleventh of a series)
TV
f^ WFGAfjfI %
Channel 1 2
^m»W' ' Jacksonville, Florida
FLORIDA'S
COLORFUL STATION
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• Mary L. McKenna, since 1958 head
of research and sales
■ >ik
development for Metropolitan Broadcasting
Corp.,
N.Y.,
ted vp in chargeelecof
that department. She
was formerly director
Mrs. McKenna
of research and sales
development for DuMont Brodacasting
Corp. and WNEW New York. From
1942 to 1954 she was head of media
research, timebuyer and broadcast
media supervisor at Benton & Bowles,
N.Y. George R. Bill, with Metropolitan Broadcasting since June, 1956,
elected assistant treasurer.

Mr. Wagner

• Ray Diaz, manager of station services
for Mutual Broadcasting System, named
director of sales development. He is
succeeded by Harold M. Wagner, who
had resigned as programming vp of
MBS in 1958 to engage in non-broadcasting activities.

• Charles S. Gerber, formerly account executive with WVNJ Newark,
N.J., appointed manager of WAQEAM-FM Towson-Baltimore.

• Dr. Frank Stanton, president of
CBS, will be awarded Advertising Gold
Medal Award for 1959 sponsored by
Printers' Ink magazine at formal presentation inNew York, Feb. 18, during
Advertising Week (Feb. 14-20). Gold
Medal is given annually to outstanding
BROADCASTING, November 30, 195*

member of advertising community for
lifetime achievement. Selection of Dr.
Stanton was made by Printers' Ink
Schachte, exjury headed by Henry
ecutive vp, Lever Brothers.
• Stan Barclay promoted from time
salesman for WOL Washington to sales
manager.
• John A. King, who joined Boiling
Co.'s Los Angeles office earlier this
year, appointed manager of that office.
• Marion Stephenson, with NBC Radio since 1944 in various auditing posts
and recently senior operations analyst,
appointed director of business affairs.
• Neil Pugh, tv account executive,
George P. Hollingbery Co., N.Y., and
formerly with New York office of
Branham Co., returns to Branham as
one of three senior tv account executives.
• Robert E. Harris,
formerly with advertising promotion department of New
York World-Telegram
& Sun, and prior to
that, publicity director, Radio Advertising Bureau, to
Mr. Harris
WNTA -AM - FM - TV
of advertising
director
as
N.J.,
Newark,
and sales promotion.
• Jules Herbuveaux, NBC Central
Div. vp, elected president of Chicago
Unlimited, organization devoted to promotion of area services, facilities and
talent in broadcast and allied fields.
• Mrs. Grace Neuwerth, sales service manager of KNX Los Angeles, assumes additional similar duties for Columbia Radio Pacific Network.
• Richard Sinclair, assistant promotion manager of KCOP (TV) Los Angeles, appointed promotion manager of
KHJ-TV that city.
• M. Peter Katsufrakis, resident
counsel for Pacific Ocean Park, joins
legal staff of CBS Hollywood as attorney, succeeding Franklin B. Rohner,
who has become member of business
affairs department.
• Ralph Skinner, previously with
WTSL Hanover, N.H. and WLAM
Lewiston, Me., named program director of WWRJ White River Junction,
Vt.
• Ruth Nace, assistant in promotion
department of KEYT (TV) Santa Barbara, Calif., promoted to promotionmerchandising manager.
• Gil Henry moves from KJR Seattle
to KOMO, that city, as air personality.
• Addison Yeaman Jr., formerly media
BROADCASTING, November 30, 1959

YOUR

THE

FINEST

TAPE

RECORDING

CHOICE

INSTRUMENTS

AVAILABLE!

agnecoraf

CHOICE OF PROFESSIONALS
More Magnecord tape instruments are in use in
broadcast stations throughout the world than any
other brand ... the reason? Professionals agree
. . . Magnecord makes the finest tape recording
instruments available anywhere!

THE PT 6

. . . rugged, reliable
"workhorse" of the
broadcast industry.

THE P 75

. . . "The Editor" . . .
includes all of the capabilities of the PT 6 plus
extended performance
and utility.

THE M 90

. . . "Mighty" in all
jstjcs Magnecord's
performance character-

prestige tape instrument.

director of Grant Adv., Hollywood, to
KHJ Los Angeles as account executive.
• Frank Woodruff, formerly director
of promotion and research at Peters,
Griffin, Woodward, N.Y., to Daren F.
McGavren, that city, in similar capacity. Robert L. Williams, formerly
with sales staff of Branham Co., N.Y.,
joins
man. McGavren as spot radio sales• Andrew G. Haley, Washington,
D.C., communications attorney and
space authority, awarded Order of St.
Agatha by Republic of San Marino
for his constant legal efforts on behalf
of small nations in radio frequency
allocations through United Nations.
Order has been bestowed for some 200
years.
• Michael Gargiulo, formerly project
director of RCA-NBC color studio at
American National Exhibition in Moscow, rejoins WRCA-TV New York, as
production supervisor. He had previously been producer-director for that
station.

934 CHARTER S

Equipment and Parts
For Immediate Delivery

HARVEY, RADIO CO., INC.
103 W,4 3rd ST, NEW YORK 36, N Y. JU 2-6380

)
Gllltf
ylir BU8INESSPAPERS
MEAN BUSINESS J
In the Radio-TV Publishing Field
only BROADCASTING is a
member of Audit Bureau of
Circulations and Associated Business
Publications
-76
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• Garfield Ricketts, formerly with
WPAC-AM-FM Patchogue, to WVOX
New Rochelle, both New York, as engineer in charge.
• Jack Buck, sportscaster with KMOX
St. Louis, adds duties of director of

•sports.
William Marshall, previously with
news department of WWDC Washington, appointed advanced projects director of Deadline Washington, radio news
service.

• Patrick T. Lupone, on engineering
staff of KPLR-TV St. Louis, named
production manager.
• William Barnes, formerly sales
manager for Capitol Airlines, Norfolk,
Va., to WVEC-TV Hampton-Norfolk,
as account executive.

• Edwin L. (Ned) Jay, sales development and promotion manager of WTVT
(TV) Tampa, Fla., appointed promotion manager of WAGA-TV Atlanta,
succeeding Steve Halpern, who has
been named account executive on local
sales staff.

• John H. Thompson, military editor
of Chicago Tribune, signed by WGNTV, that city, as special news analyst.
Jack Quinlan, sportscaster for Chicago Cubs games, signed to new twoyear contract by WGN.

• Bob Cooper, formerly assistant general manager of KICN Denver, appointed program director of KVI
Seattle.

• Art Hellyer, freelance Chicago air
personality, signed by WAAF, that city,
for new weekly (Saturday) program
series.

• Craig Jennings, formerly sales service manager for CBS Pacific Network,
to Detroit office of CBS Spot Sales, as
account executive.

• Del Moore, actor, air persona
orchestra leader and songwriter, lity,
joins
KTLA (TV) Los Angeles as host of
late night program. Jack Reeves named
producer of that show.

• Herbert F. Hodge Jr., public relations manager, Electronic Industries
Assn., Washington, has resigned to organize his own pr and publishing office
in Washington. Mr. Hodge joined EIA
in 1952 after working with Office of
Price Stabilization during Korean conflict. He has been with WDVA and
WBTM, both Danville, Va., and
WFMY-TV Greensboro, N.C.
• Don Evers, previously with XETV
(TV) Tijuana-San Diego, to XEAK,
that city, as account executive.

MEN WHO READ X

• Larry Scarborough, previously with
WJXT (TV) Jacksonville, Fla., appointed account executive and director
of Tempo Store Broadcasting with
WMBR, that city. Mrs. Dorothy
Horsfall named director of Community Club Awards for WMBR.

• Charles Brakefield, WREC-AMTV Memphis, elected president of Tennessee Assn. of Broadcasters at Nov.
19-20 meeting. He succeeded F. C.
Sowell, WLAC Nashville. Other officers: Charles W. Brewer, WHIN
Gallatin, vp, and Stan Torgerson,
WMC-AM-FM Memphis. Elected
board members: Mr. Sowell; Virgil K.
Trimm, WMTS Murfreesboro, and
John
ville. H. Reese, WATE-AM-TV Knox-

• Kort Page, formerly with new talent
department of 20th Century Fox, L.A.,
joins KMA Shenandoah, Iowa, as air
personality.
• Ken Reed, formerly with KLIF Dalsonality.
las, joins KXOX St. Louis as air per-

• Sam Lewis Bogart, formerly with
KTOK Oklahoma City, to announcing
staff of WBAP-TV Fort Worth, Tex.
• Roger Carroll, with KABC Los
Angeles for more than 12 years, joins
KMPC, that city, as air personality.
• Bill Rogers, air personality and program director of KFDA Amarillo, to
KFJZ Fort Worth, both Texas.

• Steve Bell, formerly with KCMK
(FM) Kansas City, to KCMO-AMFM, that city, as air personality.

• Ralph Titus, formerly assistant news
director of WIBW-AM-TV Topeka,
BROADCASTING, November 30, 1959

Kan., to KWTV
as newscaster.

(TV) Oklahoma City

• Steve Brown, air personality, transfers from KISN Vancouver, Wash.Portland, Ore., to KOIL Omaha. Both
are Star stations.
• John Gleason, formerly newscaster
with WAAT Trenton, N.J., to WADO
New York as editorialist and newscaster.
• Art Bauer joins KMA
Iowa, as air personality.

Shenandoah,

• Bill Stewart, air personality with
KMPC Los Angeles, leaves after seven
years to rejoin KLAC, that city.
• Ed McKenzie, previously with
WXYZ and WHFI (FM), both Detroit,
to WQTE, that city, as air personality.

• Earl West joins WTEL Philadelphia as account executive.
• Robert Boland, previously with
WHYN Springfield, Mass., to WDRC
Hartford, Conn., as local sales representative.

• Connie B. Gay, president of Town
& Country Network of Washington,
D.C., re-elected president of Country
Music Assn. Wesley Rose, president of
Acuff-Rose Publications re-elected
board chairman. Other officers: Eddy
Arnold, recording personality, first vp;
Steve Sholes, RCA Victor Records,
N.Y., second vp; Henry Clay, of
KWKH Shreveport, La., third vp; Don
Pierce, Starday Records, secretary;
Don Law, Columbia Records, N.Y.,
treasurer.
• Maurice Morton, formerly business
manager of McCadden Productions,
named business affairs executive of 20th
Century-Fox Television.
• Frank De Vol, staff producer of
Columbia popular artists and repertoire
transfers from West Coast operations
to New York headquarters.

ng
& Eng'ri
•Equip
Ronald ment
L. McFarlan,
consultant to
Datamatic Corp. and Raytheon Mfg.
Co., elected president of Institute of
Radio Engineers. He succeeds Ernst
• Dial Dooley, from WVLK LexingWeber, president of Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn. Also elected for 1960
ton, Ky., Dick Disco, from Memphis,
terms: J.A. Ratcliffe, Cavendish Lab,
Tenn., and Allen M. Allknight, from
WARE Ware, Mass., to WJBW New
Cambridge, England, overseas vp, new
Orleans as air personalities.
post, and J.N. Dyer, research and engineering vp, Airborne Instruments Lab,
Melville, N.Y., vp for North America.
Programming
• William Andrews, northeastern
• James E. Archambault, president of
TeleIndependent
for
Dormeyer
Corp. (appliances), and
division manager
John H. Ihrig, executive vp of Webcor
vision Corp., named sales manager,
syndicated divisions.
Inc. (electronic products), elected directors of Webcor Inc., Chicago. They ,
• Peter Robeck, formerly general sales
KDBS (Alexandria, La.) and
succeed Nicholas Malz, former WebRKO Teleradio Pictures' tv cor president, and Harry F. Pavis, presof
manager
Sears and Roebuck are having the
film division, named manager of eastern
ident of National Security Bank of Chibest time these days. And RCA
office of Crosby/ Brown Productions,
cago. All other directors of Webcor
Thesaurus Commercial Library
with headquarters in New York. Previwere re-elected.
ously, he founded Scarab Film Corp.,
brought them together! As Comhandling worldwide syndication of Roy
• Paul Day returns to General Elecmercial Manager D. Ed Pebbles
Harold
of
tronic
Labs
Inc.,
Cambridge,
Mass.,
as
Rogers programs and backlog
tells the happy tale :
Lloyd movies to tv.
broadcast production manager, follow"Sold Dept. Store Campaign to
• Arthur Zeiger, formerly member of
ing six months' leave of absence.
ABC-TV business affairs department,
Sears and Roebuck, 50 anDeaths
nouncements weekly, 52 iveeks!
joins Broadcast Management Inc. (tv
personal management firm), N.Y., as • Clinton R. White, 65, founder and
Sponsor very satisfied! Just this
assistant to President Marvin Josephowner of WCRW Chicago, died followone account pays for Thesaurus.
son.
ing heart attack in that city Nov. 23.
The many other jingles that are
He is credited with originating instansold
are bringing us accounts
.—HOWARD
E.STARK— ,
taneous recording process used in electrical transcriptions and other electronic
we were unable to sell before."
Brokers and Financial
developments. Mr. White, who operated
If you are flirting with a departstation since 1926. is survived by his
Consultants
ment store in your home town,
wife, Josephine, who helped program
station.
why not let RCA Thesaurus Commercial Library act as cupid for
Television Stations
• Neale V. Bakke, 55, sales manager of
you?
Write
now for details.
WTMJ-TV
Milwaukee,
died
from
kidRadio Stations
ney ailment there Nov. 20. Mr. Bakke,
who headed national and local sales,
50 East 58th Street
had been with parent Journal Co. for
US
UR
SA
32 years, was named sales manager of 155
©T
New York 22,N.Y. ELdorado 5-0405
East HE
24th Street
• New
York 10, N. Y.
WTMJ-AM-TV in 1949.
Chicago. Nashville. Atlanta. Dallas. Holly wood
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FANFARE

OOPS,

SORRY. .

KLIF offer" • 1public apolergy to iti liateners for the
indiicrelioB of Weefoeede? Right on KLIF. The word wai
NOT tued by our mobile reporter, but ratber by the
perm lis wu Interview int. This person, wai in a state of
an controlled hysteria, baring just witneated the plane h adiop.
Eves to, to the. more than three thousand listeners -who called
the itatioo . • . and the other thousands who heard it . . .KLIF
sincerely tpologiaet-

OOPS,

WAKY offers a public apology to its
listeners for the indiscretion last Sunday
evening. The word used was NOT used
by our mobile reporter, but rather by
the person he was interviewing. This
person was agitated by the timechange situation. Even so, to the over
3,000 who called us -and the other thousands who heard it- WAKY apologizes
profusely.
Respectfully,
w
<=«fcV?/<^ 36U/IML. {(Tm^Ml \

The curse of consistency • "Oops,
"
ryer...thi
sor
s banner, five of the McUnd
Lendon radio stations have placed ads
in local newspapers to offer "a public
apology" for "indiscretions" on their airwaves. The ads appeared, one by each
station (see cuts), over a six-week span
starting with one inserted by KLIF Dallas in the Dallas Morning News on
Sept. 11.
What were the indiscretions? In all
cases, according to the ads, they were
committed not by a station man but by
people being interviewed at a time of
emotional tension. On KLIF and KEEL
Shreveport (in the Shreveport Times), the
culprit in each case had "just witnessed t^^^^^m
the plane landing." KTSA San Antonio (San Antonio
Express) said in its case it was somebody who had "just
won a KTSA contest." KILT Houston's ad (Houston
Post) said the person had "just experienced a harrowing
situation" and WAKY Louisville's problem, the ad (in
the Courier-Journal) reported, stemmed from somebody
"agitated by the time-change situation."
All but KTSA's ad apologized to the more than 3,000
people who, they said, had called the station, and also
to the "other thousands" who were listening. KTSA's
apologized "to the hundreds who called us — and the
other thousands who heard it."
Inquiry of McLendon vice presidents in charge of the
stations brought the word in most cases that the "indiscretion" was a language lapse. Richard Wilcox of
KEEL said his station's incident was a slip of the
tongue on tape, fed in from "over in Texas" and somehow not properly edited, dealing with a plane in trouble,
lack Fiedler, KTSA, said deejay Pat Tallman was interviewing a woman about a contest, and cut her off the

'Flighty/ announcer
If listeners of WGAU Athens, Ga.,
thought that recent call letter announcements over the station sounded a little
throaty . . . they were right. WGAU
ran a contest for parakeets with a prize
of78 $20 for the first feathered friend who

SORRY

Oops, Sorry . . .
KTSA offers o public apology ro its listeners for the indiscretion o* Saturday afternoon.
The word used wasnot used by our announcer,
but rather by the person he tros intewiewinc.
The person was in a state of extreme eiciremenr, having just won o KTSA contest. Even
so, to the hundreds who called us—and the
other thousands who heard it— KTSA apologizes profusely.
Respectfully,
KTSA

WAKY

OOPS,
SORRY...
rers a publicol apology
to >tsonI'Signers
to/KEELtheolindiK-et'on
Friday n.ght
KEEL,
The word used was NOT used by the KEEL
reporter but rather by the person he ».»s interviewing. This person was in a stale of
enremt agjation. having just witnessed I he
plane landing. Even so, to rhe more than
rely. who called — and the :*hct
three thousand
thousands who were listening, KEEL .ipo/o-

Oops, Sorry.ee
KILT offers
public apologyof lastto lbweek.listener? forthea indiscretion
The word used was not used by our
news reporter but rather by the person
be was Interviewing. This person was
In a state of extreme agitation, hiving
just experienced a harrowing situation.
Even so, to the over 3,000 who ceiled
'us... and the other thousands, who
heard it KILT apologfxes profusely.
KILT

air when she started cursing. Bill Morgan, KLIF, said
the Dallas episode involved an eyewitness to a plane
landing who let his language get a bit out of hand. At
KILT, manager Bill Weaver was said to be unavailable
to discuss the incident there, and at WAKY manager
Jack Lee said any discussion would have to come from
higher authorities.
One manager said he was not entirely sure the "indiscretion" got on the air on his station — that it might
have been deleted in time — but that a public apology
seemed desirable to be on the safe side.
Mr. Morgan indicated that the Dallas incident was
one of those things that occasionally crop up to plague
station operators. Like the broadcast of the LSU-Mississippi football game a few weeks back when, he said,
the game's only touchdown came when the station had
cut away for a commercial. In that case, he said, it was
not just a question of public apology but of repeating
the description of the winning play several times for
the benefit of protesting listeners.

could say, "WGAU, Athens, Georgia,
where there's so much more to listen
for," (a mouthful for any bird). However Blue Boy, the parakeet, came
through for its owners and the station
ran his announcement on tape for a
few weeks. His own show? Station officials declined comment.

• Drumbeats
Commercial marathon • To herald its
new 24-hour-a-day schedule, KORK
Las Vegas, Nev. aired a solid 24-hours
of commercials on Sunday, Nov. 22.
The stunt also directed attention to the
fact that KORK, during its normal
BROADCASTING, November 30, 1959

broadcast day, has eliminated "doublespotting." Dave Drew, station mang the comager said: "We're ofgettin
in one day and
mercial taken care
from this day forward we promise that
there will be only one commercial between each record or program."
Heart-to-Heart • Disc jockeys Alan
Dary of WBZ Boston and Dick Cook
of KSFO San Francisco have been
named co-chairmen of the national d.j.
committee for the 1960 Heart Fund
Campaign, the American Heart Assn.
reports. Headed by Messrs. Dary and
Cook, the committee of 52 other d.j.s
will poll some 4,000 d.j.s to select the
country's foremost male and female vocalists. They are to be crowned "King
and Queen of Hearts" in a special halfhour variety show to be broadcast on
radio throughout the country on or
about Feb. 14, 1960. Approximately
1,000 stations carried the annual program last February.
Eyes on Nehru • To mark the presentation of the hour-long special, Portrait of Nehru over WNEW-TV New
York and WTTG (TV) Washington on
Nov. 15, Eric Johnston, president of the

News

segment
news segment
ored
An unspons
was used by KTBC Austin, Tex.,
to secure a contract from one of
the city's leading furniture dealers.
Program Manager Cactus Pryor
pitched a commercial on a morning newscast to the proprietor of
the furniture company that the
station wanted to sign up. "You
are probably shaving right now
while listening to this news . . .
just as thousands of other Austin
businessmen are doing," Mr. Pryor told the furniture dealer, pointing out that thousands of mothers
would be listening on their car
radios while driving children to
school. The pitch ended by noting that a KTBC salesman would
call on the prospective client at
his office that day. The furniture
store now is sponsoring KTBC's
newscast.
Motion Picture Assn. of America, was
host to a special diplomatic reception in

FOR

THE

Authorizations, Applications
As Compiled by Broadcasting
November 16 through November 24. Includes data on new stations, changes
in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing cases, rules & standards
changes and routine roundup.

Existing Tv Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
KOAT-TV Albuquerque, N.M.— By letter,
waived Sec. 3.651 (c) and granted authority
for period of 90 days to utilize the aur.
trans, ofphonic
KOAT-TV
for transmitting
sound broadcasts
between 10stereoa.m.
and noon on Sundays in conjunction with
KMGM Albuquerque. Comrs. Bartley and
Ford dissented. Ann. Nov. 18.
WRIK-TV Ponce, P.R. — Granted applicaBROADCASUNG, November 30, 1959

Symphony Orchestra's concert season.
The Washington good music station reported that the instrument was a bassoon
played by a member of the National
Symphony.

has
"Stampe,de"W.Va.
r • A Wheeling
collecto
Stampstarted
by WHLL
been
The station is asking its listeners to
send it any unused trading stamps.
WHLL is redeeming the stamps for toys
and gifts which it will distribute to
orphans and underprivileged children at
Christmas.
News tip • Best news tip sent CKVL
radio Verdun, Que., by a listener wins
a $4,000 Dodge hardtop under a new
promotion scheme. Prize car moves
each week from d&aler to dealer, with
tie-ins. Station will conappropriate
tinue cash payments for tips for its 24
daily newscasts.

RECORD

Station

Abbreviations:
DA — directional antenna, cp — construction
permit. ERP — effective radiated power, vhf
ultra high fre—very high frequency, uhf—
quency, ant. — antenna, aur. — aural, vis. —
visual, kw— kilowatts, w— watts, mc— megacycles. —D day. N— night. LS — local sunset,
mod. — modification, trans. — transmitter, unl.
—unlimited hours, kc— kilocycles. SCA—
subsidiary communications authorization.
SSA — special service authorization. — STA —
special temporary authorization. SH — specified hours. * — educational. Ann. Announced.
New Tv Stations
ACTION BY FCC
*Carbondale,
111. —U.Board
of Trustees
Southern
Illinois
Granted
vhf ch. of8
(180-186
mc);
ERP
136
kw
vis.,
158
ant. height above average terrain kw860aur.;
ft.,
abovetion ground
900 first
ft. Estimated
construccost $703,800,
year operating
cost
$225,000.
P.O. address
Carbondale,
Studio location
Carbondale.
Trans, 111.
location
Tamaroa, 111. Geographic coordinates 38°
06' 15" N. Lat., 89° 14' 37" W. Long. Transant.
RCA. Consulting
Legal counsel
Krieger and Jorgensen.
Adair. Ann.
Nov. 18. engineer George P.

New York where the tv program was
viewed. A portrait of Prime Minister of
India Jawaharlal Nehru was unveiled
during the evening.
Name that instrument • WGMS
Washington, D.C., ran a contest asking
listeners to name the musical instrument
respots.toThethewinner
played in
ceivedperiodic
two box seats
National

tion
to increase ERP to 18 dbk (63.1 kw)
18. and
vis.
15 dbk (31.6 kw) aur. Ann. Nov.
New Am Stations
APPLICATIONS
Cottonwood, Ariz.— Verde Valley Bcstrs.
1240 kc, 250 kw. P.O. address % Allene
BiggstionCornville,
construccost $15,680, Ariz.
first Estimated
year operating
cost
$26,500, revenue $32,650. Applicant is Allene
asadministrative
Biggs who is former

sistant to vice presidents of KRUX PhoeNov. nix,
18.Ariz., and WIL St. Louis, Mo. Ann.
Fresno, terprises
Calif.—
Radio
En1510 kc,Higson-Frank
500 w D. P.O.
address
649 North Bronson Ave., Hollywood, Calif.
Estimated construction cost $11,200, first
year operating cost $36,000, revenue $40,000.
Applicants are James D. Higson and Peter
Frank, equal partners. Mr. Higson
isowner
emAngeles,
Los Wash.
of KLOGploye of KHJ
Kelson,
Mr. and
Franksoleoperates
music
Nov. 24.company for tv commercials. Ann.
Milford, Conn.— Blair A. Wallister 940 kc,
1 kw D. P.O. address Taunton Hill Rd.,
Newtown, Conn. Estimated construction
cost $27,388, first year operating cost $62,000,
execuis formerNetwork.
$75,000. Applicant
revenue vice
of Mutual
Ann tive
Nov. president
18.
Rantoul, 111.— Regional Radio Service 1460
John S. Coleaddress
kc 500man w1707 D.S. P.O.
Carolyn
Dr., % Champaign,
111.
Estimated construction cost $29,191, first
$54,000.
year operating cost $50,286. revenue
Applicants are William R. Brown, Donald

NEW YORK
60 East 42nd Street

TORNBERG1
EDWIN
& COMPANY,
INC.
NEGOTIATORS FOR THE PURCHASE AND
AND TELEVISION STATIONS
SALE OF RADIO EVAL
UATIONS
j
FINANCIAL ADVISERS

MUrray Hill 7-4242
WEST COAST
860 Jewell Avenue
Pacific Grove, California
FRontier 2-7475
WASHINGTON
1625 Eye Street, N.W.
District 7-8531

79

Equipping
Radio

a

Station?

R. Williams and John S. Coleman, 33>/3%
each. Messrs. Brown and Williams are employes of WDWS Champaign. Mr. Coleman
is
Ann.employe
Nov. 18.of WCIA (TV) Champaign.
Tupelo, Miss.— Marshall C. and Sarah C.
Parker and others. 1440 ke, 1 kw D. P.O.
address 234 Forkner Dr., Decatur, Ga. Estimated construction cost $28,565, first year
operating cost $28,303, revenue $30,536. Mr.
Marshallcatur, Ga.isAnn.
former
of WEAS DeNov.employe
18.
Kent, Ohio — Kent-Ravenna Bcstg. Co.
1520 kc, 5 kw D. P.O. address 517 Edgewood Dr., Kent, Ohio. Estimated construction cost $72,830, first year operating cost
$70,000, revenue $85,000. Courier Tribune
Co. sole owner; corporation has interests
in
WTRF-TV
Wheeling,
W.Va. and WRAD
Radford,
Va. Ann.
Nov. 18.
Existing Am Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
KBOW Butte, Mont.— Granted change of
operation on 1490 kc from 250 w unl. to
250 w-N,mitted.1Ann. kw-LS;
Nov. 18. remote control perKLIX Twin Falls, Idaho — Reaffirmed
Nov. 25 grant to increase daytime power
on 1310 kc from 1 kw to 5 kw; granted
waiver of Sec. 3.24 (b)(7) of rules in that
connection, and dismissed petition by Radio
Bcstg. Corp.sideration.
(KTFI),
Ann. Nov. Twin
18. Falls, for reconWJER Dover, Ohio — Granted application
to change station location to Dover-New
Philadelphia, Ohio (operates on 1450 kc,
250 w unl.). Ann. Nov. 18.
KDNT Denton, Tex.— Granted change of
operation on 1440 kc from 500 w-N, 1 kwLS, DA-N to 500 w-N, 5 kw-LS, DA-N;
remote control permitted while using nonDA; engineering
conditions. Ann. Nov. 18.
APPLICATIONS

RCA
Magnetic Disc Recorder
Is a Great New Tool
for Broadcasters !
It makes possible fast recording
and playback of commercials and
announcements. Extremely simple
to operate, it minimizes the skill
required to produce a professional
recording. Erasable magnetic discs
have a long life, equal to or greater
than tape, thus production costs
can be reduced. Whatever your
equipment requirements, SEE
RCA FIRST!
Write for descriptive literature to RCA, Dept. AE-22,
Building 15-1, Camden, N.J.
RADIO

80

CORPORATION
of AMERICA
Tmk(s) ®

(FOR THE RECORD)

WMOZ Mobile, Ala.— Mod. of cp as modified, which authorized change in site to
increase power from 1 kw to 5 kw and install new trans. (960 kc). Ann. Nov. 20.
WCDT — Franklin County Radio, Winchester, Tenn. — Cp to increase daytime
power from 250 w to 1 kw and install new
trans. (1340 kc). Ann. Nov. 23.
WELC Welch, W.Va. — Cp to increase
power from 1 kw to 5 kw and install new
trans. (1150 kc). Ann. Nov. 19.
New Fm Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Garden Grove, Calif. — Harold Lampel.
Granted 94.3 mc, .805 kw. P.O. address 5261
El Parque St., Long Beach. Estimated construction cost $14,450, first yeaT operating
cost $20,000, revenue $26,000. Mr. Lampe£
sole
owner,
in Phoenix. holds
Ann. 50%
Nov.of 18.cp for am station
Joliet, 111. — Alfred J. and Mary Janes
Pohlers. Granted 93.5 mc, 1.0 kw. P O
address 451 Ruby St., Joliet, 111. Estimated
construction cost $20,874, first year operating cost $6,760, revenue $9,760. Applicants
own
studio
works.recording
Ann. Nov.
19. and operate machine
APPLICATIONS
San Luis Obispo, CaUf. — John C. Cohan
93.3 mc, 30.2 kw. , P.O. address Box 300,
Salinas, Calif. Estimated construction cost
$27,511, first year operating cost $18,500,
revenue $24,000. Applicant is in advertising
business, and owner of KVEC San Luis
Obispo. Ann. Nov. 24.
Monterey, Calif.— W.B. Bcstrs.
mc,
F. War10.85 kw. P.O. address % Kenneth 100.7
Calif
Francisco,
San
Vista,
Cresta
ren,
394
Estimated construction cost $10,600, first
year operating cost $15,000, revenue $13,000
Applicants
are Kenneth F. Warren, 66%%
is
and Oliver E. Beers, 33Y3%. Mr. Warren
KPEN-FM Atherton
owner
minority
Calif. Mr. Beers of
is program director of
KOBY San Francisco. Ann. Nov. 18.
Richmond, Ind. — House of Sound Die.
96.1 mc, 32 kw. P.O. address Greens Fork
Ind. Estimated construction cost $33 652
fist year operating cost $26,000, revenue
$30,000. Principal applicants are Richard N.
and Jacqueline A. Williams who operate
radio-tv retail store. Ann. Nov. 19.
Cleveland,
Paul 207J. Burkhardt
Molnar 93.1 Ave
mc,
24.66
kw. P.O.Ohio—
address
NE., Canton, Ohio. Estimated construction
cost $41,375, first year operating cost $60,000, revenue $70,000. Applicant is owner of
meat processing firm. Ann. Nov. 24.
Gallatin, Tenn.— Ellis F. Jones Jr. 107.3
mc, 10.5 kw. P.O. address Box 598, Gallatin, Tenn. Estimated construction cost $2,000, first year operating cost $3,000, revenue
$5,000. Applicant has minority interest in
WAGG Franklin, Tenn. Ann. Nov. 24.

Existing Fm Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Following fm stations were granted SCA
to engage in functional music operations
on multiplex basis; Coast Radio Bcstg
Corp. (KPOL-FM),
Los Angeles,
Calif.,Corp.
effective Dec. 1; Telesound
Bcstg.
(KXTR), Kansas City, Mo.; James Arnold
Hornbuckle (WAHR), Huntsville, Ala1., and
KING
Bcstg.Nov.Co.18. (KING-FM), Seattle,
Wash. Ann.
APPLICATIONS
WMRT (FM) Lansing, Mich.— Request to
established new SCA, multiplex basis, to
be operated on sub-carrier frequencies of
41 kc and 67 kc. Amended to change frequencies to 42 kc and 67 kc. Ann. Nov. 18.
Ownership Changes
APPLICATIONS
KGEI Belmont, Calif.— Seeks assignment
of license from KGEI Die. to Far East Bcstg.
Inc. forRobert
$105,000.
PrincipalsandareWilliam
John C.J.
Broger,
H. Bowman
Roberts. Mr. Broger is deputy director.
Armed Forces Information & Education.
Mr. Bowman is in advertising, as is Mr.
Roberts. Ann. Nov. 13.
KGMS-FM Sacramento, Calif.— Seeks assignment of license from Capitol Radio
Enterprises to Family Stations Die. for $25,000. Applicants are Harold Camping, Lloyd
Lindquist and Richard Palmquist, 33»/3%
each. Family Stations Inc. is licensee of
KEAR San Francisco, Calif. Ann. Nov. 19.
KRAK-AM-FM Stockton, Calif. — Seeks
transfer of control from Golden Valley
Bcstg. Co. to Hercules Bcstg. Co. for $550,000, payment for common stock. Principals
are Manning Slater and J. Kenneth Bradley
35.7% each and others. Mr. Slater is station
manager of WICC Bridgeport, Conn. Mr.
Bradley is lawyer. Ann. Nov. 19.
WLOD
Pompano
transfer of control
from Beach,
WLOD Fla.Die.— Seeks
to Franklin
Bcstg.liam F.Co.
for
$290,000.
Principals
are
Johns Jr. 80%, Robert J. Flynn Wil10%
and others. Mr. Johns is publisher of trade
paper.
Mr.
Flynn
is
minority
owner
of
WMIN. Ann. Nov. 24.
WTVH (TV) Peoria, 111.— Seeks assignment
of license from Hilltop Bcstg. Co. to Metropolitan Bcstg. Corp. for $610,000 plus agreement not to compete for 2 years. Metropolitan Bcstg. Corp. is licensee of WNEW-AMFM-TV New York, WTTG (TV) Washington
and WHK-AM-FM
Cleveland, Ohio. Ann.
Nov.
18.
WHAS-AM-TV Louisville, Ky. — Seeks
transfer of Times
controlCo.from
Courier-Journal
Louisville
to Barry
Bingham 41%&
and others. Transfer from corporation to
common stockholders. No financial consideration involved. Ann. Nov. 19.
WSTR-AM-FM Sturgis, Mich. — Seeks assignment of license from WSTR Inc. to Water Wonderland Bcstg. Co. for $115,000. Applicant is Charles E. Anthony 24.5% and
others. Mr. Anthony is general manager
of WWBC Bay City, Mich. Ann. Nov. 23.
WROA Gulfport, Miss. — Seeks assignment
of license from Electronics Research of
Evansville (Did.) to Charles W. Dowdy, sole
owner, for $80,000. Mr. Dowdy is commercial
manager
Nov. 18. of WMGR Bainbridge, Ga. Ann.
WISE Asheville, N.C.— Seeks assignment of
license from Radio WISE Inc. to ArlingtonFairfax Bcstg. Die. (licensee of WEAM, Arlington, Va.) for $150,000. No ownership
change since Harold H. Thorns, purchaser,
is 99% owner of WISE. Mr. Thorns also his
interests in WKLM Wilmington, WMSJ Sylva, WCOG
Ann.
Nov. 19.Greensboro, all North Carolina.
WKLM Wilmington, N.C. — Seeks assignment of license from WKLM Inc. to Arlington-Fairfax Bcstg. Die. (licensee of WEAM.
Arlington, Va.) for $100,000. Principals are
Harold H. Thorns 71% and Robert R. Reynolds 28%, and others. Mr. Thorns is majority owner
of WISE
Asheville,
N.C. and(20%),
minority owner
of WKLM
Wilmington.
WMSJ Sylva, WCOG Greensboro, all North
Carolina. Mr. Reynolds is retired. Ann. Nov.
19.
KMAM Tularosa, N.M.— Seeks transfer of
control of Tularosa Bcstg. Corp. from Max
1. Rothman, sole owner, to Tee Casper for
$3,000. Applicant is former general manager
of KRES St. Joseph, Mo. Transferee has
agreed
to supplyon $10,000
of additional
tal to licensee
corporation
basis tocapiassure continued operation. Ann. Nov. 23.
KMFM
(FM) ofTularosa,
— Seeks
fer of control
Tularosa N.M.
Bcstg.
Corp. transfrom
Max I. Rothman, sole owner, to Tee Casper
for $3,000. Transferee has agreed to supply
$10,000 of additional capital to licensee on
corporation basis to assure continued operaBROADCASTING, November 30, 1959

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

J AN SKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Offices
ME. 8-5411
1735 DeSales St., N. W.
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Av«., N. W.
Washington, D. C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFCCE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, wroat riotcn, ri. J*
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO
TELEVISION
501-514 ftMunsey
Bldg.
STerling
3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gm. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BIDS. Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5303
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Experience In Radio
Engineering
1710 H St., N.W. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnes & Culver

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14th St., N. W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D.C. REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio ft Television
Engineers
Washington
6, D. C. Leesburg,
Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Va.
Member AFCCE

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
CRestvlew 4-8721
11 do w . Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
OLIver 2-8520

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
Ge«rg» M. Sklom, Robort A. Jonas
19 E. QuincyRivorsldo,
St. Hickory
III. 7-2153
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Military Rd., N. W.,
Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone STate 7-2601
Member AFCCE

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

JULES COHEN
Consulting Electronic Engineer
617 Albee Bldg. Exocutivo 3-461 «
1426 G St., N. W.
Washington S, D. C.
Member AFCCE

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Breeksville, Ohio
(a Cleveland Suburb)
Tel: JAckson 6-4386
P. O. Box 82
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Anclin 17
nUsTln
* ' i lAvnc
* eAD}
GLendale 2-3073

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
191a 5. Kearney
Skyline o-iova
Denver 22, Colorado

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666
Member AFCCE

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
9UITQ qui
rvanawna noiii Diag.
Charleston, W. Va. Dickens 2-6281

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
AM-FM-TV
COMMERCIAL RADIO
nilOKIITODIKlri i**r>
P.O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.
Phone Jackson 3-5302

NUGENT SHARP
Consulting Radio Engineer
809-11 Warner Building
Washington 4, D. C.
District 7-4443

FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENT
AM-FM-TV
WLAK Electronics Service, Inc.
P.O. Box 1211, Lakeland, Florida
Mutual 2-3145 3-3819

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE,
To Be Seen by 85,000* Readers
—among them, the decision-making station owners and managchief engineers
techni-tv
cians—ers,applicants
for and
am, fm,
and facsimile facilities.
*ARB Continuing Readership Study

Service

Directory

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810
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CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute Curricula
3224 16th St., N. W.
Washington 10, D. C.
Practical
Broadcast, TVand Electronics
engineering
residence
courses. WritehomeFor study
Free Catalog,
specify course.

Munsey Building
District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE
A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
Member AFCCE
GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
Communlcatlens-Blectrenles
1610 Eye St., N W.
O. <t». 3-5851
ExecutiveWashington,
3-1230 Executive
Member AFCCE

JOHN

B. HEFFELFINGER

8401 Cherry St.
Hiland 4-7010
l/AMCAC
UICCAIIBI
KANSAS sfMTV
CUT, ml
3 3 UU Ml
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tion. Mr. Casper is former general manager
of KRES St. Joseph, Mo. Ann. Nov. 23.
WIP-AM-FM Philadelphia, Pa.— Seeks assignment of license from WIP Bcstg. Inc. to
Metropolitan Bcstg. Corp. for grant of 150,000 shares of Metropolitan stock to WIP
stockholders (valued at $2.7 million) and
assumption of station liabilities totalling
$2,100,000. Metropolitan Bcstg. Corp. is licensee of WNEW-AM-FM-TV New York,
WTTG
(TV) Washington,
FM Cleveland.
Ann. Nov. 18.and WHK-AMWSES (TV) Philadelphia, Pa. — Seeks
transfer of control of Philadelphia Bcstg.
Co. from William L. Jones 56%, Isadore B.
Sley 28-4/7%, and others to William L.
Jones, Theodore R. Hanff, Isadore B. Sley,
all 28-4/7% and others. Mr. Hanff is manufacturer of precast stone products.
KVIL Highland Park, Tex.— Seeks transfer
of control of University Advertising Co.
from Charles H. Meeks 12.5%, John J. Coyle
25%, E. Constantin Jr. 26% and others to
Messrs. Coyle and Constantin Jr. for $2,084
paid
19. by Mr. Coyle to Mr. Meeks. Ann. Nov.
WEVA Emporia, Va. — Seeks involuntary
transfer of control of Stone Bcstg. Corp.
from estate of Maxey E. Stone, deceased,
to
Ann.Willis
Nov. L.23.Stone, administrator of estate.
Hearing Cases
FINAL DECISIONS
By order, Commission adopted and made
effective immediately Aug. 18 initial decision and granted application of Harold
Lampel for new class A fm station to operate
Ann. Nov.on 94.3
18. mc in Garden Grove, Calif.
By memorandum opinion and order, Commission granted petition by Satellite Center
Radio Co. to extent of modifying issues to
include 307 (b) considerations in proceeding
on applications of Satellite and Denver
Bcstg. Co. for new am stations in Arvada
and Denver, Colo., respectively and placed
burden of proof on applicants; dismissed
as
petition in other respects.
Ann.mootNov.or denied
18.
OTHER ACTIONS
By memorandum opinion and order, Commission (1) denied, for untimely filing,
petition by Upland Bcstg. Co., Upland, Calif.,
to enlarge issues and reopen record in am
proceeding, and (2) on own motion, enlarged
issues to determine whether proposal of
Robert Burdette & Assoc. Inc., West Covina,
Calif., is in contravention of proposed U.S.Ann. Nov.Mexican
18. agreement. Comr. Cross dissented.
By order. Commission amended Sec 3.313
(c) of its rules to delete last sentence which
provided that, in processing fm applications.
Commission could assign channel different
from that requested in application. This provision is no longer necessary in view of
deletion in 1958 of table of assignments for
class B fm channels. Ann. Nov. 18.
By memorandum opinion and order, Commission dismissed protest and petition for
rehearing by Capitol Bcstg. Inc. (WHCT
[TV] ch. 18), Hartford, Conn., directed
against Sept. 23 grant of applications for
transfer of control and assignment of licenses and cp of The New Britain Bcstg
Co. WKNB and KNBC (TV) ch. 30, New
Britain, Conn., from National Bcstg. Co.
to Connecticut Television Inc. Comr. Bartley abstained from voting. Ann. Nov. 18
Ulster County Bcstg. Co., Ellenville, N.Y.
— Designated for hearing application for new
am station to operate on 1570 kc, 250 w,

America's

SUMMARY OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING through November 24
ON AIR
CP
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
736
Lie.
Cps.
Not
on
air
For new stations
158
FM
AM
3,381
58
85
130
TV
607
61
113
4661
57
98
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING through November 24
TOTAL43
VHF
UHF
Commercial
446
76
FM
Non-commercial
33
10
522
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
TV
As reported by FCC through October 31, 1959
605
AM
159
Licensed (all on air)
CPs on air (new stations)
62
669
81628
CPs not on air (new stations)
3,366
487
126
105
Total authorized stations
240
28
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
77
59
727
51
3,525
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
46
97
Total applications for new stations
97
627
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
29
167
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
6
17
794
Total applications for major changes
67
34
Licenses deleted
1
1
1
CPs deleted
0
0
1
4661
1 There are,
In addition, ten tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
licenses.
2 There are, in addition, 38 tv cp-holders which were on the air at one time but are no
longer in operation and one whicn has not started
operation.
D and disposed of certain related pleadings
in thatcurred.connection.
Ann. Nov. 18. Comr. Bartley conRoutine Roundup
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner John S. Cross
Granted petition by Tri-County Bcstg.
Corp., Plainfield, N.J., for extension of time
to Nov. 25 to file replies to exceptions in
proceeding
Action Nov. on
19. its am application, et al.
Granted joint petition by Buckley- Jaeger
Bcstg. Corp., Providence, R.I., and WHDH
Inc. (WHDH-FM) Boston, Mass., for further
extension of time to Nov. 30 to reply to
petition bysideratioBroadcast
n of CommissionBureau
actionforon recontheir
fm applications. Action Nov. 19.
By James
Chief D.
Hearing
Examiner
Cunningham
Ordered Louis Helfman to file within 10
days in affidavit form certain information
in connection with his petition to dismiss
without prejudice his application for new
am station in Fontana, Calif., which is in
consolidated hearing et al. Action Nov. 18.
Dismissed petition by Wolf Creek Bcstg.
Co. (WFLW) Monticello, Ky. for leave to
intervene in proceeding on am applications

Leading

Business

Brokers

Interested in buying or selling Radio and TV Properties?

When your business is transacted through
the David Jaret Corp., you are assured of
reliability and expert service backed by over
36 years of reputable brokerage.
D AV I D
1 50 MONTAGUE STREET
BROOKLYN 1, N. Y.
ULster 2-5600
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(FOR THE RECORD)

JARET
CORP.

of Howell B. Phillips and WMCV Inc., for
in Williamsbur
stations
new
19. TompkinsAction Nov.g and
both Ky.
ville,
Scheduled
hearing for Jan. 11, 1960 in
proceeding on am applications of James J.
Williams and Charles E. Springer for new
stations in Williamsburg and Highland
Springs, Va. Action Nov. 18.
Dismissed petition by Granite City Bcstg.
Co., Mt. Airy, N.C., to dismiss without pream application which was in conjudice itssolidated
hearing. Application was dismissed
with prejudice. Action Nov. 18.
Granted petition by Howell B. Phillips for
dismissal without prejudice of his application and retained in hearing status application of WMCV Inc., for am facilities in
Williamsburg
tion Nov. 20. and Tompkinsville, Ky. AcBy Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond
Scheduled further prehearing conference
for Dec. 16 in proceeding on am applications
of
Cookeville
Bcstg.17. Co., Cookeville, Tenn.,
et al.
Action Nov.
By Hearing Examiner BasM P. Cooper
Granted joint petition by W. H. Hansen
and Grabet
Inc.from
RadioNov.Enterprises
tension of time
16 to Nov. for30 exfor
exchange of exhibits in proceeding on their
applications
for
new
am
stations
in
Tucson,
Ariz. Action Nov. 16.
Granted motions by Broadcast Bureau,
The Dodge City Bcstg. Inc., and The Seward County Bcstg. Inc., Liberal, Kans., to
correct transcript of record in proceeding
on
application
in Liberal. Kans.of Dodge
Action for
Nov.new16. am station
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
Granted request by Radio Toms River,
Toms River, N.J., and scheduled oral argument at 9 a.m., Nov. 25, on petition by
Harlan Murrelle and Associates, Lakewood,
N.J., for leave to amend its am application,
and related pleadings, et al. Action Nov. 18.
Dismissed as moot joint petition by applicants in Moline, 111., tv ch. 8 proceeding
to redesignate dates for filing findings and
granted signated
amended
deDec. 15 for joint
filing petition
proposed and
findings
and Jan. 15, 1960 for filing reply findings in
lieu of presently set dates of Dec. 1 and
31, respectively. Action Nov. 20.
By Hearing Examiner Millard F. French
On own motion, continued indefinitely
hearing scheduled for Nov. 23 in proceeding
on am applications of Graves County Bcstg.
Inc., Providence, and Muhlenburg Bcstg. Co.
(WNES) Central City, Ky. Action Nov. 19.
Continued on page 89
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RADIO

PRESS

INTERNATIONAL

is now

under new, aggressive broadcaster management, and associated with wmca, "The Voice
of New York", rpi now offers a revitalized,
voiced foreign news service, the only such
independent news source available.

most fateful journey ever made by an American President is indicative of the type of
service rpi will now be feeding to America's
radio stations . . . daily voiced news reports
from rpi correspondents, the spoken words of
leaders and newsmakers
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will make

your station the informative, the

authoritative, the distinctive station in your
market.
The cost of subscribing to RADIO

every-

PRESS

is surprisingly low. You can-

INTERNATIONAL

The coverage of the longest and possibly the

government

where ... a service for your listeners which

not afford to be without it. Phone or wire collect right now for details - coverage of the
President's trip begins December
Contact: MICHAEL
General Manager

MINAHAN,
PLaza 2-0650

18 East 50 Street, New York, N. Y.
RADIO

PRESS

3rd!

INTERNATIONAL

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20< per word— $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 25* per word— $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads $20.00 per inch — STATIONS FOR SALE advertising require display space.
• All other classifications 30* per word — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C
Applicants: If transcription* or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
North Carolina small market daytime station enced
has excellent
opportunity
for experimanager with
sales ability.
Desire
civic minded, dependable, sober man who
can operate profitably with small staff. Good
base salary plus commission. All replies
kept confidential. Box 335R, BROADCASTING.
Sales
$125.00 weekly for salesmen. Also bonus
and commission. Metropolitan market east
coast. Opportunity unlimited. Box 865P,
BROADCASTING.
$100-$150 weekly guarantee plus commission and bonus plan for aggressive selfstarter salesmen. Top station Washington,
D.C. market. Box 867P, BROADCASTING.
Northern Ohio medium market needs 2
men, building for top grosses, experienced
men only. Box 308P, BROADCASTING.
California, KCHJ, Delano. Serves 1,300,000.
Increasing sales staff.
Experienced salesman for Kingsport, Tennessee station serves three hundred thousand. W.V. Ramsey, Mountain City, Tenn.
Park 7-4321.

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Morning man, between 25 and 35 — at least
3 years experience, thousand watt eastern
Pennsylvania live wire. Great opportunity.
Box 388R, BROADCASTING.
Daytimer Pennsylvania needs thinking
man's
announcer
speak atAmerican
and read.
You mustwhobe can
employed
present
station
at
least
two
years.
We'll
pay enough
to get you. Box 389R, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — first phone, no maintenance.
All night
show BROADCASTING.
midwest metropolitan market. Box 390R,
An experienced combination announcerengineer can start 1960 right with a fine
salary at this progressive 500 watt daytime
station. Write fully. Box 394R, BROADCASTING.

Radio news man needed immediately at
WGNS, Murfreesboro, Tenn. Contact W. R.
Vogel. Interview necessary.
Straight staff announcer for network station.lanticSomeCity,experience
preferred. WLDB, AtN.J.

Wanted — two first phone good, announcers.
Station located in beautiful, sunny southern
Florida. Immediate openings, excellent opportunities, excellent pay. Send tape and
complete resume. Box 400R, BROADCASTING.

Announcers

Announcer-engineer. Must have first ticket.
Sound good on the air. 5,000 watt operation in mid-America. Immediate opening
for experienced man. Salary open. Write or
wire Box 420R, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Mature, experienced announcer.
Must be reliable and good worker. Attractive position. Write Box 426R, BROADCASTING.

Modern number one format station in one
of ten largest markets auditioning fastpaced,
announcers.
Key opportustation
leading live-wire
chain offers
big pay, big
nity.
Send
tape
to
Box
864P,
BROADCASTING.

Newsman-announcer. Uninterrupted music
operation near New York. Excellent working conditions. 40 hour week $85.00, plus
sales 437R,
opportunity.
Send background, tape.
Box
BROADCASTING.

Miami station serving large south Florida
area is seeking audition tapes from qualified, experienced disc jockeys. Warm personality and proven success are requisites.
Send
tape and resume to Box 266R, BROADCASTING.
Southeast Arkansas daytimer needs experienced early morning announcer after January first. Send background. Box 289R,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted immediately by top-notch (Ohio)
formula radio station. Disc jockey, news
man, or copywriter. Must have 1st class license. Rush tape, photograph, complete
resume, with first letter. Either category
must have 1st class license. No others need
reply. Box 328R, BROADCASTING.
Experienced disc jockeys and newsmen
Opening immediately. Men selected must be
experienced, must be good. Wonderful opportunity. complete information plus
azr check. Box Send362R, BROADCASTING
If you're 30 orradio
so, have
several years solid
commercial
background,
including
news gathering and writing experience,
heres your opportunity: combination deejay and newsman on evening shift till 10:30
p.m. at northeastern Illinois kilowatt. Format station emphasizing
sports
and adult music— standardlocalandnews,
pop tunes
with
strong
melody.
No
top
40,
no
rock'n'
roll, no country
western, no rhythm
and blues. Personaland
interview required.
Free
life, hospital, medical insurance,
sick pay
bonus, pension plan. List age. education,
family status, references, experience in detail. Box 369R, BROADCASTING.
Experienced midwest announcer with flair
and interest in programming and production
spots for Chicago area station. 1st phone
Particulars please. Box
Ji?iP; ~Fu*1TING.
?"Hld BROADCAS
377R,
84

Suburban New York for the experienced
newsman-announcer who wants to get into
big-time
opportunity
be heard radio.
by New Here's
York your
broadcast
executivesto
who live in our area. Box 438R, BROADCASTING.
KBUD, Athens, Texas, seeking experienced
staff announcer. Salary open.
Opportunity for married staff announcer.
Send resume.
Longview,
Texas. Network station. KFRO
Personable midwesterner who earnestly
prefers small market sanity, success and
satisfaction. Good future in exclusive daytimer, progressive community, for steady
dependable, young adult who reads well,
talks straight, sounds happy, runs own
board, programs adult popular music, digs
local news, accepts responsibility, likes and
is liked. January start. Send or (if close by)
bring history, references, photo, audition
tape and salary requirements. R. B. Cupp,
owner-manager, KOFO, Ottawa, Kansas.
Staff announcer wanted for 1000 watt ABC
affiliate. Excellent opportunity for someone
with a year or two of experience. Send
resume and audition to Paul Rahders,
KSDN, Aberdeen, South Dakota.
Staff man who can also handle play-byplay and news. KWHW, Altus, Oklahoma.
WCHB is looking for top, experienced
negro deejay. Must be intelligent, reliable,
original and sober. Send audition tape and
complete resume to: George White, Program Director, WCHB, Inkster, Michigan.
Immediate opening experienced announcer
WEAV, Plattsburgh, New York.
Opening for staff announcer and announcersalesman in good popular music station.
Salary open. Call or write Ken Gordon or
Bill Poole, WFTR, Front Royal, Virginia.

Polished, versatile announcer needed at
WMMT, McMinnville, Tenn. Interview required. Contact D. W. Martin, Gen. Mgr.,
enlarging our staff.
Immediately, experienced announcer, adult
programming. Call, WNAE, Warren, Pennsylvania.
AM-TV versatile staff man needed by January 1st;music
knowledge
of good
and ability
with
standard
essential;
radio board
operation required; capable of morning
shift possibility; no news. An addition to
our staff — not a replacement. Address complete resume, snapshot, requirements and
air check (commercials and music programming) to Program
TV, Davenport,
Iowa.Director, WOC-AM-FMAnnouncer-salesman for southern Maryland
daytime station. Some experience and
training necessary. Salary and commission.
Send background
ington Park, Md. and tape to WPTX, LexUrgently Wanted
needed — news
director —byemphasis
delivery.
immediately
young,
progressive chain station in metropolitan
market. Send tape, photo, resume, and salary requirements air mail to Bill Cartwright, WRNY, Rome, N.Y.
Modern 5000w directional am seeks top combo man for pleasant, fast moving operation.
Security, good wages. For full details, write
with
shire. resume, WSMN, Nashua, New HampFast growing Florida network fulltimer has
opening for mature, experienced, personable morning man January 1. Good pay and
unusual opportunity. Send tape, photo, resume. WSTU, Stuart, Florida.
Wanted, experienced announcer with first
phone. WSYB, Rutland, Vermont.
Announcers. Fast action for job hunters.
Prompt confidential service from active
broadcaster who knows the score. Tape,
resume to: Tony James, Disk Jockey PlaceCity.
ment Center, 100 West 42nd St., New York
Do you want bigger ratings, greater success,
more money? Have them all! Develop your
natural talent and imagination at writing
clever, funny quips and chatter. Get this
"Method
only $5.95. Methods,
P.O.
Box 1,Package"
Elkhart, — Indiana.
Announcers losing jobs? Lack that professional sound? Audition tape not a polished
. . . showcase? See New York School of Announcing display ad in Help Wanted column.
Daytime, music, news, sports, combo station, amply staffed, medium market, needs
morning dj. Top air salesman, family man.
Five-day week. Excellent facilities. Rush
tape, Sandstrom,
resume, photo,
recent
earnings
Jack
Box 211,
Sharon,
Pa. to
1,000 watt station in southeast has opening
for chief engineer-combination
announcer.
nical working
Good salary and Tech
excellent
conditions for right man. Send resume, references and tape to Box 176R, BROADCASTING.
Recording technician-disc cutter. Live in
Florida. Music knowledge helpful. Maintain
equipment. Send full particulars first letter.
Reply Box 346R, BROADCASTING.
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical
February 1st opening for combination engineer and announcer. Daytimer in northING. ern New York. Box 132R, BROADCASTLeading Florida network station needs first
class transmitter engineer. Good opportunity for right man. No announcing. Car
necessary. Box 385R, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Engineer-announcer. Must be good
on maintenance and have directional experience^— new Gates equipment — 1000 w
daytime. Salary negotiable. Send resume,
references
CASTING. and tape to Box 386R, BROADProgressive station in nice southeastern
Kentucky town needs engineer-announcer.
Emphasis on country music shows, some
news.
Send tape, references. Box 403R,
BROADCASTING.
1st phone combo-man wanted for Chicago
suburb
good music station. Box 418R,
BROADCASTING.
Opening transmitter engineer. First phone.
5 kw directional. Resort area. Country livING. ing. No drifters. Box 430R, BROADCASTCombo. Idea factory with hometown sound
needs chief. Limited or regular announcing,
as desired. Need friendly guy for friendly
staff. Good man, good pay. Write Ted Rand,
KDRS, Paragould, Arkansas.
Experienced engineer for studio maintenance. Must be familiar with DuMont equipment. Will send right man to Ampex Videotape
school. Contact
TV, Phoenix,
Arizona.Chief Engineer, KOOL5 kw fulltime DA-N midwest city 100,000
needs chief engineer. Contact KRES, St.
Joseph, Missouri.
Chief engineer for 1 kw station using three
tower directional and remote control. Experience with phasing, check measurements
and audio equipment maintenance essential.
Write Manager listing training and experikota. ence. KSDN — Radio, Aberdeen, South DaBroadcast engineer needed for studio, remote and tape recording. Write E. M.
Sears, Personnel Manager, Box 62, Bloomington, Indiana.
Production-Programming, Others
Copywriter and traffic assistant. Large metropolitan station. Top pay. Box 863P,
BROADCASTING.
Private secretary and girl Friday. Large
metropolitan
station. $80-$100 weekly. Box
866P,
BROADCASTING.
Traffic director, large metropolitan station.
Excellent pay. Box 868P, BROADCASTING.
Copywriter. Midwest metropolitan market.
Give complete resume, references. Box
246R, BROADCASTING.
Public relations position. Large midwest
corporation needs man to help in public
relations radio-tv activity. Experience in
radio-tv news gathering, writing and prorequired. Knowledge
of motion
pictureduction
production
desirable. Send
complete
resume and salary requirements immediately. All replies confidential. Box 406R,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: First class newsman. Must be hard
worker, have car. Good future for right
man.
Send details to Box 427R, BROADCASTING.
Production director with first class ticket to
supervise program operations at new prestigedale.
fm station
in beautifulvoice
Fort essential.
LauderGood announcing
Future unlimited for right man. Rush full
particulars and references to WFLM, 611
Sweet Bldg., Fort Lauderdale, Florida.
Wanted, copy and production experience.
Good pay with extras. Send all particulars
Bill Lipman, WLIP, Kenosha, Wisconsin.
Top pay for top copy-writer who can use
imagination, creativity, and produce better
than average copy. Top station, wonderful
climate. Airmail sample production copy,
photo and complete resume to Dick Clark,
WMFJ, Daytona Beach, Florida.
BROADCASTING, November 30, 1959

RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
Available. Top manager for top ownerExperienced Civic
all phases.
sales. ship.
Creative.
leader.Outstanding
Absolute
lovality
to
employer.
Write
Box 263R,
BROADCASTING.
Attention Florida stations— Ten years successful radio and television sales and management. 34, college. Available for sun and
good
proposition.
Write Box 336R, BROADCASTING.
California opportunity wanted. Am young,
honest, hardworking. Have 8 years radio
and tv management and sales. Desire opportunity in the Golden West. Box 337R,
BROADCASTING.
Add $30,000 billings in 1960! My manageand "Power
techniques
can
do it. mentThis
terrific Radio"
combination
available
for
California
or
Arizona.
Let's
talk.
Box
396R, BROADCASTING.
Manager-sales — 15 years, sports and news
background.
station,
medium
that
wants toGood
increase
earning
power.market
Box
407R, BROADCASTING.
Management team. Two men. Will assume
all payroll expense. You pay operating expense. We split gross fifty-fifty. Box 413R,
BROADCASTING.
Manager-salesman-announcer, 13 years experience seeks top
spot in references
small-medium
Florida market.
Excellent
and
background. Available January. Box 415R,
BROADCASTING.
Chance wanted to manage small market
station in north-east. Experience: Sales,
program director, engineering. Family man.
Age 37. Box 424R, BROADCASTING.
Stable manager available for stable ownership. Prefer
Experiencesoutheast.
in depth.Desire
Top-notch
all
the way.
incentive
plan
that produces five figures. Box 434R,
BROADCASTING.

immediate

openings at RCA

BROADCAST

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Sales
hard
sell voice. 36, married, mature, reliaING.
ble. Presently employed. Seeking employment with future. Box 433R, BROADCASTExperienced salesman-announcer. Kenny
Lee Strick, WMNS, Olean, New York.
Announcers
Versatile, experienced, young radio man.
Employed,
largerMinimum
market. No
hillbilly, ordesire
r-r/r-b.
$100.top-40,
Box
254R, BROADCASTING.
Sports and perienced
special
exboth radioevents
and broadcaster,
television fields
and featured as play-by-play announcer for
football, basketball and baseball in major
league city,
wishesandto make
change.Box
Can 326R,
also
handle
direction
production.
BROADCASTING.
Announcers,
with338R,
ambition,
some talent,
will travel. Box
BROADCASTING.
Young lady with pleasant voice. Show,
spots,
copv, tvoe. Reliable. Box 387R,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-dj. Fine background. Smooth,
crisp
delivery
"on-the-air"
sellability.
Family
man, Locate
29,forversatile
and dependable.
Sales also.
anywhere.
Stability a
"must." Box 392R, BROADCASTING.
Help! Wanted— a job. Currently employed
dj -announcer with 1V2 years commercial,
2 years AFRTS experience, seeks re-locaArmy completed.
reply$100unless
you'retion.prepared
to pay Don't
at least
per
week.
Tape,
photo,
resume.
Box 393R,
BROADCASTING.
dj desires change
Top country and western
after six years same station. Family man.
gosDependable,
on request.
tape handle
Resume, Also
pop. worker.
pel and adult hard
Box 395R, BROADCASTING.

for . . .

SYSTEMS

ENGINEERS

Highly responsible positions are open to men who have experience in audio and TV
broadcast studios. Salaries and opportunities for profesapplications
equipment
excellent.
are both in
sional growth
with such customers as
As an RCA Broadcast Systems Engineer, you will work directly
radio and TV stations and recording studios. Acting in an advisory capacity, you can
analyzes the customer's needs and designs the system which specifically
be the manhis who
requirements.
answers
Hi-Fi and
You may work with TV installations (either black and white or color), AM-FM,
or closed circuit systems. Comstereo audio equipment, terminal equipment, mobileproducts
such as cameras, mikes,
ponents include the latest and most exciting RCA
consoles, audio and video tape, loudspeakers, projectors, amplifiers, transmitters, multiplexors, etc.
FOR INTERVIEW WITH ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT
Send
resume
to

Mr.
RCA, V. E. Broad
Box ZC-14LA Employment
Professional
Camden
Bldg. 10-12, New Jersey

RADIO

CORPORATION

OF AMERICA

Industrial Electronic Products
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Young, experienced newsman, victim of
circumstances, interested in writing, gathering, airing news operation anywhere in
United States. Presently working as news
editor-deejay in northeast. Available immediately. Car. Box 397R, BROADCASTING.
Intelligence, imagination, character, stability
and experience! Family man, excellent announcer, looking
unusual$100offer
from unusual station.
Now forearning
in Michigan.
FM,
good
music,
special
interest
and
nonformula stations please reply. Box 399R,
BROADCASTING.
New York state and northeast — Staff aner, 23, vet, SRT1. Will
graduate.
anytime afternouncJanuary
answerReady
all replies
and if feasible appear for an audition. Box
402R, BROADCASTING.
Sports announcer, seven years background
play-by-play.
Top references. Box 405R,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, married, 4 years experience
news specialist. Prefer S.E. Box 409R,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced dj -newscaster looking for larger
market, preferably in northeast. Box 410R,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, colored, married, veteran. 2
years uate
professional
College
grad(AB Speech),experience.
radio school
graduate,
hold first ticket. Mature voice, excellent diction, capable of doing convincing newscast,
sane djsume,show,
commercial
selling. Box
Retape andgood
picture
upon request.
414R, BROADCASTING.
Negro announcer, network quality. Excellent gospel, productions, references. Desires
future. Box 417R, BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster-salesman. 10 year play-by-play
now managing successful operation. Emphasis on sports. Want major market —
$8000.00
minimum. Box 419R, BROADCASTING.

AUDIO

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Staff announcer, 25, married, experienced,
dependable, prefers independent, interview
arranged. Box 423R, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer available immediately.
east BROADCASTING.
coast. Tape, etc., upon request. Prefer
Box 441R,
Announcer — first phone. Excellent air sales,
good morning man, experienced emcee, no
drifter. Three years experience, desires location within 120 miles of the Twin-Cities.
623 Iglehart, St. Paul 4, Minnesota.
Announcer, experienced, available two
weeks.dam, N.Y.
Contact Don Cicero, WCSS, AmsterZeke Clements, country dj available. Phone,
CA-nal 86847, 1223 Pennock Ave., Nashville,
Tenn.
First-ticket staff announcer. Operate board.
Married,
22,
not afraid
work. Louis
Perissini, 3292381.
- 7th
Ave., ofOakland,
California,
Phone
First license experienced announcer. Within
hundred miles Washington. No maintenance.
Outstanding classical. Quality news, commercials. Neil Wolford, TE. 6-3937. 506 Four
Mile Road, Alexandria, Virginia.
Technical
Have first phone, will travel. 15 months at
5 kw. Would like western locale. Resume,
tape
ING. upon request. Box 322R, BROADCASTExperienced engineer. No announcing.
Available immediately. Radio or tv. Box
344R, BROADCASTING.
Combo man, first phone; prefer Florida.
Trained in all phases of Broadcasting. Available January first. Box 408R, BROADCASTING^
Chief engineer,
i\'2fair
yearsannouncer.
experience.Presently
Directional experience,
employed. Excellent references. Married.
Desire permanent position. Starting salary
$108. Box 412R, BROADCASTING.

PRODUCT

SALES

Immediate opening. Excellent position for broadcast
engineer experienced in all phases audio equipment
and systems.
Responsible position in Mid-West sales office of leading
broadcast equipment manufacturer.
Travel limited. Complete company benefits. For interview with Sales Engineering Management send resume
and photo to

BOX 444R, BROADCASTING

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical
Chief engineer midwest am-fm station desires jobradio.
in tv.
3 yearsman,experience
broadcast
Family
will go inanyplace
in U.S. Box 422R, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineerBest
20 years
experience
am-fm
directionals.
references,
permanent.
Bill Alford, P.O. Box 902, Lakeland, Florida.
Engineer. First class ticket. Three years
chief small station. Slightly handicapped.
Married. Owns car and housetrailer. Prefer
Rocky Mountain or midwest. Loren Gold,
P.O. Box 574, Fort Collins, Colorado.
Graduate of DeVry Technical Institute of
Chicago, Illinois, with 1st class F.C.C. license
wants work in radio or television station.
Donald Meinders, Fox Lake, Wisconsin.
Phone R4-12.
Production-Programming, Others
Outstanding Los Angeles dj will program
your station. All replies answered. Box
283R, BROADCASTING.
Program director, mature, experienced,
flexible, desires connection with established,
reliable station. Prefer adult appeal. Married, family. Available 2 weeks. Write Box
318R, BROADCASTING.
Gal Friday, receptionist, experienced, can
write
learn . traffic, reliable. Box 404R.
BROAD copy,
CASTING
Newsman: Will re-locate, 3 years experience,
references, desire $75 weekly, now employed, newspaper experience, will supply
"air" tape. Box 429R, BROADCASTING.
Sports director. Currently with tv and am
station in large eastern market. Also staff
work. Excellent play-by-play. College grad,
33
years old.
two children. $150minimum.
Box married,
431R, BROADCASTING.
Recent M.A. graduate, social psychology;
ETV attitude polling and design anaylsis
exnerience; desires research opportunity
with production of educational or informational tv. Will relocate. Post Office Box
1364, Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Management
Experienced general manager wanted for
Sacramento television station. Top earnings,
stock options
right man. uhf
Assume completeavailable
charge for
of progressive
station. Send complete details to Mel Lucas,
Station KVUE, P.O. Box 9197, Fort Sutter
Station, Sacramento, California or call GL2-2646 for appointment and interview.
Sales
Young, aggressive television salesman needed immediately. Must have proven background.earnings.
Position Apply
offers future
limited
only ifwith
you unare
not afraid to work and enjoy living in small
community. We are a new station affiliated
with CBS. Address all correspondence to
Sales
Kansas.Manager, KBLR Radio-TV, Goodland,
Announcers
Are you more than just a bright, fast dj?
Can you
do tv
commercials,
and NBCconduct shows?
Number
one midwest
radiomc and
TV affiliate
in
medium
market.
Send tape, photo and resume to Box 439R,
BROADCASTING.
Technical
Major midwest market — assistant chief engineertunities.
with Fully
excellent
opporequippedadvancement
progressive station
needs nical
highly
qualified
man
to
do
both
techand administrative work. Confidential
nature of all replies will be fully respected.
Box 354R, BROADCASTING.
Transmitter
for newly
installed RCAengineer
25 kw needed
transmitter.
Position
now
open.
Contact
Chief
Engineer,
KCSJTV, Pueblo, Colorado.
Engineer 1st class. Small vhf. Good workingberandone living
Wyoming
nummarket.conditions
Contact inMarion
Cunningham, KTWO-TV, Casper, Wyoming.
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical
Have responsible position open for experienced first class capable of assuming reand associsponsibility for tv transmitter
family man desirated
equipment.
ing to make
homePrefer
in pleasant community
having excellent schools (State College),
churches, hospitals, water and field sports
and lower living costs. KAYS, Inc. operates
an aggressive am-tv combination offering
pension, vacation, sick-leave plans,
top
and pay,
ideal
conditions.
Title please.
determined by working
ability. No
phone calls,
references and salary reSend resume,
quirements to: Technical Director, KAYS,
Hays, Kansas.
TV engineer — Leading station expanding
for transmitter operator.
staff hastvopening
Actual
experience not necessary, but
must have first class license and ability,
learn quickly with proper training under
chief
guidance vannah,
Georgia. engineer. WSAV-TV, SaTV studio engineers for design, test, and
proRapidly expanding rapid
field engineering.
gressive company. All benefits, plus Fotofor qualified engineers.
advancement
Video Laboratories, Inc. CE. 9-6100, Cedar
Grove, New Jersey.
Production-Programming, Others
Help wanted tv director with experience in
of production. Contact Eddie
every phase
Osborn,
KHOL-TV, Holdrege, Nebraska.
Interest in personnel experienced in film department operations. Send complete resume,
recent photo and salary requirements to
Herb Buck,
Program Florida.
Director, WCTV Television, Tallahassee,
Continuity director to take charge of 3be experienced,
person
creative department.
writer withMust
college background.
Send samples, photo, all information first
letter. Robert H. Krieghoff, WTOL-TV,
Toledo, Ohio.
TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Management
Do you believe in: Your market and its
future growth? Your station as an important
part of that market and a place of opportunity? Your city as a place to raise a family'' Available: Assistant sales manager
who'll
trade
his talents,
and enthusiasm
for an experience,
opportunity youth
with
you. Write Box 425R, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Wanted, western tv station to support wife
and two children; Exchange for services of
talented, versatile, experienced announcer.
Tape on request. Box 356R, BROADCASTING^.
Technical
Experienced, uhf, new station installations,
remotes, microwave, maintenance. 1st phone.
Looking
advancement.
January 1st. for
Interesting
resumeAvailable
upon request.
Box 323R, BROADCASTING.
Can offer eleven years of tv maintenance,
construction and administration to a medium market station in need of good techING. nical supervision. Box 339R, BROADCASTEngineer, transmitter, studio; 1st phone.
Prefer northeast or midwest. John Wilkey,
950 Hoe Avenue, Bronx 59, NY. WY 1-6753.
Production-Programming, Others
Young man, now in radio, desires change to
tv production. Work maximum hours, miniING. mum pay to start. Box 371R, BROADCASTProducer-director-announcer, now in major
market; ten years radio-tv-theatre, all
phases, seeks better climate for family.
Money
ING. secondary. Box 398R, BROADCASTWriter, prolific, with numerous provocative,
new exciting programs and ideas. Other intalents. Desire
position Box
with 421R,
station, valuable
production
firm, agency.
BROADCASTING.
Copy director of 50 kw station seeks slot in
progressive, growing station. Specialize in
successful mail pulls, imaginative copy and
promotion. Box 374R, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, November 30, 1959

FOR SALE
Equipment
Two Ampex stereo portable recorders. Model
350-2. Original
price $1995.00,
immediately for $1300.00.
Servicedavailable
by Ampex
representative. Guaranteed condition. Box
428R, BROADCASTING.
Western
Electric
frequency
— modulation monitor
97.3 5Amcs.fm Good
condition.
$300
fob. Box 440R, BROADCASTING.
Ampex 350 tape. RCA BC-5B consolette,
Raytheon
disc cutter.RC-11
RCA studio
77-DXconsole,
mikes. Rek-O-Kut
American
Concertone Model 62 recorder. RCA BQ-2B
three
speed
turntable.
Speakers.
more. All immaculate! Chris Borden, Much
Box
5012, Tucson, Arizona. Ph EA 6-9808.
RCA TK-41 live color camera. 1100 hours
total operation. Better than new, has been
de-bugged.
Console
installation.
Includes camera
pedastal,rack
frequently
std., and
color bar generator. Complete details upon
request. KJEO-TV, Fresno 17, California.
250 watt am Western Electric 310-B transmitter FCC approved. Being removed from
service. Perfect for standby. $400. KLEX,
Lexington, Missouri.
RCA linearity checker WA-7C, $1500.00.
RCA color signal analyzer WA-6A, S1600.00.
Purchase both for S3000.00. KVTP-TV, Redding, California.
2 Gates CB-11 turntables. Both units in good
condition and have 45-rpm adapters. First
S100.00 check will take both units or will
sell separately for $60.00 each. Radio Station
KXIT, Dalhart, Texas.
Fieldto intensity
Federal in101-C,
with
530
1600 kc meter,
loop antenna,
excellent
condition, $250.00. WCAE, Inc., Pittsburgh
30, Pa.

WANTED TO BUY
Stations
Want to retire? Let me buy in and manage
with eventual ownership in view. Twenty
years experience
in radio250and
tv. Prefer
midwest
or New England
station.
Other
locations definitely considered. Box 188R,
BROADCASTING.
Haskell Bloomberg, Station Broker, 208 Fairmount Street, Lowell, Massachusetts, Telephone Glenview 5-5823.
Equipment
1 sync generator Dumont model TA-107. Box
416R, BROADCASTING.
250-watt transmitter in good condition. Write
WEIR, Weirton, West Virginia.
Late model
speech
console
first class
dition wanted.
WHIT,
New inBern,
N.C. conSTL microwave system, 900 mc band, good,
used. Also assoc. equipment. Write James
B. Holder, WHYL, Carlisle, Penna.
Need
900 orfeet
transmission
line. Call
writeS1^"
D.B.Styroflex
Ekberg, WLOL,
Minneapolis, Minn.
3-5 kw fm transmitter with or without tape
player
Also Submit
interested
250
w to 10andkw,accessories.
am and fm.
details.
Compass Electronics Supply, 75 Varick
Street, New York 13.
Snader-studio telescriptions 12501 thru 12507
—12608 thru 12614. Jack Teagarden Orch.
World
transcription
JS-42collection.
Eddie Condon
Orch. Both
for private
F. G.
Mahannah, 20599 Almar Drive, Cleveland
22, Ohio.
INSTRUCTIONS

Stainless 430' type G-8 guyed tower and
lighting equipment,
excellent Write
condition,
dismantled, ready for shipment.
Beecher
Hayford, WESH-TV, Daytona Beach,
Florida.

F.C.C. first phone license preparation by
correspondence
resident
classes.
Grantham Schools orare in
located
in Hollywood,
Seattle, Kansas City, and Washington. Write
for
our offree
40-page brochure.
Grantham
School
Electronics,
3123 Gillham
Road,
Kansas City 9, Missouri.

Used communication
ZVe"
transmission
line, 19products
lengths, 101-506
26 spring
hangers 122-506, four gas stops 106-506, bullets. Above used outdoors 6 years. WHECTV, Rochester, NY.

Be prepared.
First phone
weeks, License
Guaranteed instruction.
Elkinsin 6Radio
School of Atlanta. 1139 Spring St., N.W.,
Atlanta, Georgia.

Collins 21A 5 kw transmitter maintained in
original condition,
factory-approved
modifications,
now only
operating.
Excellent
quality. Ten years old. Price $4,000. Terms.
Address Radio Station WISE, Box 75, Scenic
Highway, Asheville, N.C.
Channel (22) uhf RCA 1 kw transmitter
TTU-1B complete with nlterplexer, dummy
load,
diode frequency
demodulatormonitor
and FCCGeneral
spare Radio,
tubes.
RCA antenna TFL-24-D with 1 degree electrical
beam
tilt.
Placed
in
service
in
cember 1953 and in continuous service upDe-to
March
4,
$11,500. WSIL-TV,
Harrisburg,1959.
111. Complete:
Channel (3).
Video monitors. Closed circuit and broadcast. See 70.
Foto-Video Laboratories' ad today
on page
Two new RCA RT-ll/B console mounted
tape trol
recorders.
remote
consolettes. Complete
Positively plus
unused.
Will consell
for $1000.00 each plus crating and shipping.
Originally purchased at $1700.00 each for
recording company that never materialized.
Games, 132 Matthew Street, Farmingdale.
New York.
Miratel tv monitors demonstration units.
New warranty 15 — 17" metal cabinets
$215.00 Complete
each. 8— line
17" veneer
$185.00
each.
of new cabinets
units available
in
8",
14",
17",
21"
and
24".
Write:
Miratel.
Inc., 1082 Dionne St., St. Paul 13. Minn.
Microwave
— Andrew Large
1%"
Rigid
51.5 transmission
ohm, teflon line
insulated.
quality, complete with connectors, ells,
hardware, cables and dehydrating equipNew. Unused.
Bargain. Sierra-Westernment.
Electric
Cable Company.
1401 Middle
Harbor Road, Oakland 20, California.

Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st
phone license, 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations
required. Enrolling now for classes starting
January 6, March 2, May 4, June 29, 1960.
For information,
tions write William references
B. Ogden, and
Radio reservaOperational Engineering School, 1150 West Olive
Avenue, Burbank, California.
FCC firstanteed
phone
license
in six
instruction
by master
approved.
Request
brochure.
License School, 2603 Inwood
Texas.

weeks.
teacher.GuarG.I.
Elkins
Radio
Road, Dallas,

With pride we announce the opening of our
new broadcasting
weeks intensive, practical school.
trainingTwelve
in announcing,
programming,
etc.
Brand
new
console,
tables, and the works. Reservations turnonly.
Elkins School of Broadcasting, 2603 Inwood
Road, Dallas, 35, Texas.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
Opportunity for a man already in business
or a man wanting to go into business for
himself. Our further expansion requires adassociates (Sorry,
in several
chiseditional
territories.
no choice
openingsfran-in
southeast.) We will help the right man enter
mediaice,brokerage
withandan aestablished
servproven methods
going business.
Financial requirement on his part to cover
his personal expenses, S6.000. Additional requirements are good character (fully bondable) and sales
experience.
For further
formation, contact
Paul Chapman,
1182 inW.
Peachtree, Atlanta 9, Ga. Will appreciate
your indication of area of interest.
MISCELLANEOUS
Production radio spots. No jingles. Free audition tape. M-J Productions, 2899 Templeton Road, Columbia, Ohio.

RADIO
Help Wanted — Sales
FLORIDA
Excellent opportunity for hard hitting experienced time salesman in
highly competitive Florida market.
Guarantee
against
commissions, t:
Rush complete resume to:
Box 367R, BROADCASTING
^zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzmzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzza

Announcers
ANNOUNCERS
—
LOSING JOBS? LACK THAT PROFESSIONAL
SOUND? AUDITION TAPE NOT A POLISHED . . . SHOWCASE?
S.A.S. is the ONLY school in the east that
offers ing,"PROFESSIONAL
ADVANCED" coachin all phases of ANNOUNCING
...
including TIGHT FORMAT BOARD WORK.
10 week course for those who carr qualify
. . . AUDITION TAPE included with course.
Remember . . . announcers . . . are MADE
. . . not born. "Let us analyze your present
audition
tape, THERE
IS NO CHARGE."***
For
information
and brochure
contact . . .
MR. KEITH . . . SU 7-6938.
NEW YORK SCHOOL OF
& SPEECH
160 West 73rd Street.
BY APT. ONLY
New York 23, N.Y.
SU 7-6938
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Sales
TOP DRAWER SALES HELP
AVAILABLE
TO RIGHT RADIO STATION.
Former sales manager of major N.Y.
City station also former owner of
two stations, interested in sales manager or station manager job, although Ithink they are the same
thing. Must be major market. I'll
gamble on my ability to produce for
the right property with good potential. Answers confidential.
Box 411R, BROADCASTING
Announcers
HELP! KOOKIE
I'm a FACTORY!
prisoner in a TEENAGE
NEED:
MORNING
MAN (who's(withdifferent)?
NEED: PROGRAM DIRECTOR
ideas)?
NEED: PROMOTION MANAGER (who can
pro-note)?
GET ALL THREE FOR THE PRICE OF ONEPLUS EXPERIENCE IN NATION'S TOP
MARKETS.
Box 432R, BROADCASTING

TO BUY

Equipment

&
§
\
c
y
&

EXCEPTIONAL SALES OPENING
Western Pennsylvania, medium market
station,
part salesman,
of growing25 chain,
rising young
to 30,wants
married.
Must be aggressive self-starter. Permanent
position.plan.
Excellent
potential. carSalary-corn
mission
Local territory,
essential.
Send complete resume, recent earnings,
photo to Lee Morehouse, WPIC, Sharon, Pa.

WANTED

TELEVISION
Situations Wanted
LOOKING FOR A FEMININE
'JACK-OF- ALL- TRADES"?
I'm she. I write continuity . . . can
produce TV and radio shows . . . double
in brass as secretary; I know local and
national promotion and publicity; back- £
ground includes acting in several TV ?
plays, experience as continuity director v
at leading major market CBS-affiliated
TV station and a degree from the University of Michigan. Single. Go
where. Excellent references. May I hear
anym you soon? Thanks.
Box 436R, BROADCASTING
PURCHASING AGENT
Available. Thoroughly experienced.
27 years with same firm, purchasing
for and supplying 31 branches and
home office large film company. Television. Sound business judgment. Map
out and work
ror within budgets.
Box §39f1R, BROADCASTING

Two used TK31 RCA field camera chains
complete wi)h switcher and portable
Pulse generator. Also interes:ed in portable microwave equipment. Send complete details and price to:
Box 435R, BROADCASTING
EMPLOYMENT

Top
•
•
•

Sam

ADV.
RADIO
TV
job
placements
the dynamic southeast. Hundreds
of jobin openings.
Announcers • Engineers
Disk Jockeys • Copywriters
News Directors
• Salesmen
Free registration — Confidential
Professional Placement
458 Atlanta,
Peachtree Ga.Arcade
Eckstein
JA 5-4841
FOR

STATIONS
Highly competitive metropolitan market, west. Requires aggressive management. Will
also consider trade, smaller
market.
Box 349R, BROADCASTING
FLORIDA
By owners, excellent growing market, all new equipment, excellent
earning and growth record. Number
one in market by all surveys since
1958. Financial references required.
No Brokers.
Box 358R, BROADCASTING

Ala.

Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Small
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Large
Metro
Metro
Metro

Minn.
Calif.
Ky.
Minn.
Ariz.
Fla.
Ala.
N.Y.
Ala.
Miss.
Fla.
Ga.
Ala.
Gulf
N.E.
East
Major
And OthersMajor
PAUL. H .
C H A P M A N
Chicago
Atlanta

Progressive low frequency
daytime station in Southern
metropolitan market. Extremely good potential. Valuable real estate included.
Box 363R, BROADCASTING
FOR SALE
Southeastern AM station — good
facility in a growing market with
consistent earnings record. Price
$190,000 with 29% down, reasonable terms on the balance.
Box 442R, BROADCASTING
STATIONS FOR SALE
Ours is a personal service, designed to
fit your finances, your qualifications and
your
If youneeds.
are in the market for either an
AM, FM or TV station anywhere in the
country be sure to contact us at once.
JACK L. STOLL & ASSOCIATES
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif.
Hollywood 4-7279

SERVICE

New York
San Francisco

SALE

3585 MM
500w
lkw-D 100M
65 M
250w-F 105M
160M
65 M
lkw-D
lkw-D 150 M
lkw-D
250w-F 250 M
98 M
lkw-D
250w-F
70MM
100
lkw-D 200 M
250w-F
lkw-D 165M
5kw
5kw
175 M
325 M
Combo 850 M
lkw-D
lkw-D

terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms

COM PAN Y
INCORPORATED
MEDIA BROKERS
Please address:
1182 W. Peachtrea
Atlanta 9, Ga.

THE PIONEER FIRM OF TELEVISION AND RADIO MANAGEMENT
CONSULTANTS
ESTABLISHED 1946
NEGOTIATIONS MANAGEMENT
APPRAISALS
FINANCING
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D. C.
Texas
#30,000 $ 125,000
down —
Midwestregional
regional,S79.500,
single market.
29% — South major-market regional $300,000, 25% — Southwest major-market regional #350,000,
8100,000
downdown.
— Texas
single-market.
§48,000,
$16,500
PATT McDONALD, Box 9266, AUSTIN,
TEX. GL. 3-8080 or Jack Koste, 60 E.
42nd, NY 17, NY. MU. 2-4813.
NORMAN
& NORMAN
INCORPOtATID
Brokars — Consultants — Appraisers
RADIO-TELEVISION STATIONS
Nation-Wide Service
Experienced Broadcatren
Confidential Negotiations
Security Bldg.
Davenport, Iowa
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RESPECTS

TO

Simon

In a business often equated with
brashness and spectacle, Simon Bernard Siegel seems a misfit. He is modest
beyond belief.
Few men in television, or in the entertainment world at large, rank so high
or remain so obscure. It is a clear case
of hidden prominence. As financial vice
president and treasurer of American
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres and
its ABC division, he carries an authority such as few other No. 2 men hold
anywhere. Yet the lowliest assistant
any organizavice president of almost
tion in the business would be safe in
assuming he'll get more publicity than
Si Siegel does — if, indeed, he has ever
heard of Si Siegel.
This anonymity is deliberately sought
and carefully protected. Si Siegel makes
no speeches. He issues no statements,
no policy pronouncements. His official
biography takes up a full page of typescript only because the AB-PT press
department (1) went to considerable
pains and (2) used unusually wide margins.
No Buffer Between • But his associates know that, next to President
Leonard Goldenson, Si Siegel is— well,
he's next. Nobody stands in between.
When Mr. Goldenson is away, Si Siegel
is the operating head of AB-PT, and
that includes the whole show. He is the
only man, aside from President Goldenson, who single-handedly can overrule
even the divisional heads. He is the
money man and administrative expert to
whose counsel Mr. Goldenson listens
most attentively.
He is also the man who has been associated with Mr. Goldenson longer
than anyone else at AB-PT. This is not
to suggest that closeness to the boss
to do with Mr. Siegel's
had anything
attaining
his position of eminence. If
anything, according to associates in the
AB-PT hierarchy, the reverse is true —
he attained that closeness only after
he proved his right to eminence on the
merits of his work. He has known and
worked with Mr. Goldenson — whom
he regards as a man who "has everything the old showmen ever had, plus
everything else" — -since 1940.
Simon Siegel was born March 16,
1906 — in Denver, the son of Bernard
and Ida Siegel. The family moved to
New York when he was six years of
age, and he was educated in the Brooklyn public schools.
Early Start • When he was 12, his
father died, and the young Si entered
BROADCASTING, November 30, 1959

Bernard

Siegel

the world of commerce while continu- eral promotions he was named assistant comptroller
of theandcompany's
theatrein
ing his schooling. He went to work de- division
in 1941,
comptroller
livering groceries and handling assorted
1949.
odd jobs after school and, a little later,
The Spin • He stayed with the theatre
reversed the process and started studyinterests
— and with Mr. Goldenson,
ing at night while earning money in the who headed them — when they were
daytime.
spun off into the newly formed United
Figures always came easy with him
Paramount Theatres on Jan. 1, 1950,
and his nighttime studies were in ac- serving as comptroller. Three years later,
counting, which at the time seemed an when UPT merged with ABC and added
attractive way of life. His first pro- radio and television to its theatre interfessional job was with a public acests, he became treasurer of the resultcounting firm at $12 a week. Whether
company,Mr.
AB-PT.
the salary was an influencing factor is
Ining1957
Siegel was advanced
not a matter of public record, but after to financial vice president and treasabout a year Mr. Siegel decided the
urer of AB-PT and ABC, in 1958 was
life of a CPA was not for him and he elected to the AB-PT board of direcresigned the job.
tors, and earlier this year was appointed
Serv- to the board's executive committee.
About this time he took Civil
ice examinations in the accounting field.
From these multiple positions he is
intimately concerned with the full scope
But the appointment was slow in comof AB-PT interests, which include Aming through and, while waiting, he took
a job in 1929 as junior auditor with Par Records, electronics manufacturing
and a substantial block of stock in DisFamous Players-Lasky Corp. Six months
later the Civil Service appointment was
neyland park, as well as television, raoffered him, but his work already had
dio and theatre holdings. To these was
impressed his Famous Players bosses to added, a week ago, the Prairie Farmer
the point that they didn?t want to lose Publishing Co., which includes Prairie
him. They offered more money as an Farmer, Wallace's Farmer and Wisinducement to stay. Mr. Siegel, imconsin Agriculturist plus — subject to
pressed by this expression of logic, the customary FCC approval — the rentment
maining half interest in WLS Chicago,
passed up the government appoi
and has never regretted it for a moment.
of
which
AB-PT already was 50%
Now he was in show business to stay. owner.
Famous Players eventually became
Expansion If • Although its current
Paramount Pictures Inc., and after sev- interests are largely in the entertainment area, Mr. Siegel says AB-PT
would not be reluctant to expand into
other fields — provided that they are
compatible with the entertainment business.
Mr. Siegel lives in Yonkers, N.Y.,
with his wife, the former Rose Papish,
a Brooklyn girl whom he married in
1928. They have a son, Dr. Bernard
Siegel, now in his second year of surgical residency at Yale Medical Center
and the father of two children, and a
daughter, Irma, who was married to Dr.
Leonard Weissbein a few days after
her graduation from Vassar College last
June.
In his private life Mr. Siegel practices the same quiet decorum that marks
his conduct of business affairs. Carpentry is his principal hobby, though
at one time it had ; to compete with
handball for his after-hours attention.
The quiet approach to life unquestionably gives him a deep sense of satisfacAB-PT's Si Siegel
tion. "If I had to do it over," he confides, "I wouldn't change a day."
The wheel that doesn't squeak
91

EDITORIALS
Believability
EVERYBODY expected the newspapers to make hay out
of television's quiz scandals and related troubles. Some
idea of the extent to which they have succeeded is now
available in survey results distributed to subscribers 10 days
ago by the McClure Newspaper Syndicate.
This survey, one in a weekly series done for McClure
by Trendex News Poll, using the Trendex organization for
the interviewing, indicates that television's believability as
an advertising medium is in low repute indeed. And radio's
would appear to be in even worse shape, while newspapers'
— and to a lesser extent magazines' — is riding high.
Example: Asked to rank the four major media according
to the believability of their advertising, 88.2% put newspapers in first or second place, as against 64.2% for magazines, 30.9% for television and 16.7% for radio.
The results are at such odds with other studies of media
believability that the first inclination is to scoff. But let's
assume that they're accurate. We know, already, that the
quiz scandals have hurt television's image. This was demonstrated ina survey conducted for Broadcasting's Nov.
9 issue by Sindlinger & Co. (though those results did not
look nearly so damaging to tv, and did not evaluate radio
or other media at all).
So far, however, there has been no indication of appreciable changes in average audience size.
Radio and tv are part of our way of life. The youngest
of the mass media, they have accomplished more in a generation than the printed media have in two centuries. The
dislocation shown by the Trendex survey, induced by the
volume and weight of the news about broadcasting's troubles, istemporary. Future surveys will prove this.
If advertisers will be straightforward in their commercials (as indeed almost all of them are), they can soon
turn the skeptics into believers. The persuasive power of
television and radio is so great that it needs only to be used
with skill and honesty to reverse the standings of the Trendex News Poll.
A year from now
\A# HAT will it be like a year from now?
W
Occult vision isn't required to divine that television
(and radio) still will be in the throes of an investigatory
nightmare. By then there may be indictments for perjury
in the quiz-rigging affair. The mortality among disc jockeys
who took payola will be heavy.
And, with 1960 a presidential campaign year, there will
be an open season all year long for political pot-shotting at
broadcasting. With the quiz target riddled and no longer
headline stuff, the shooting will be diverted to such readerappeal items as program ratings, advertising excesses and
merchandising giveaways — all made to appear much worse
than they are.

In the process there will be changes within and outside
broadcasting. While government usually moves slowly, the
fervor whipped up by headlines and magazine cover stories
will speed the regulatory and possibly the legislative processes. Ifbroadcasters do not clean house themselves, Congress can be expected to act — probably upon recommendations for new control from the FCC and the FTC. But even
if there is no legislation, there henceforth will be closer
scrutiny by the regulatory agencies of station and network
operations.
It really doesn't matter much now
the NAB,
as the overall trade association, asserts whether
the leadership that
was to be expected of it, but which so far has been non-92
existent. Ifthe NAB doesn't do something fast, effective and

inspired, its reason for being will cease. There will always
be a trade association, we presume, but other people will be
running it, doing the legislative and public relations jobs
that need to be done.
The leadership will emerge even if independent broadcasters and the networks have to form their own emergency
corps. Practically every responsible government official has
said he wants to see the broadcasters solve their own problems from within. Most officials look to a tightened voluntary code, with enough teeth to discipline offenders, as perhaps the most effective immediate way out. But they do not
believe this can be accomplished unless a vast majority of
the operating tv stations subscribe to the code — as against
the 271 (roughly half) — now in the fold. Indeed, there are
already encouraging signs, following the closed circuit appeal a fortnight ago by Don McGannon, Code Review
Board chairman. If the code gets the support it deserves,
through enrollment of most stations, a large step will have
been taken in the avoidance of new restrictive legislation.
At this stage name-calling and back-biting serve no purpose. The scapegoats are those who already have or who are
about to get the pink slips among the packagers, producers,
disc jockeys, program directors and others who have been
on the payola receiving line.
The result of all this is a serious loss of prestige. There
is an economic loss too, not so much in immediate sponsorship defections, but in paying of contract commitments, hiring of replacement personnel, replacement of programs, and
cost of litigation and hearings.
Radio and television, it follows, will become a less attractive field for the pitchmen and the sharpies. They, it is to be
hoped, will move on to other pursuits. With controls
tightened (all from within, we hope) radio and television
will not prove so attractive to the Midas-touch entrepeneurs
who move in, build up properties through hot rod promotions, and then move out with handsome capital gains.
This appraisal, at a time when evil winds swirl about
broadcasting, may appear ill-timed. We venture these comments because we are confident that career broadcasters —
the old pros plus the brighter of the new generation — will
meet the challenge. It won't be the same henceforth.
The answer, as we have said repeatedly, is in the assumption of control of editorial content — which means all programming. The move is definitely in that direction. Once
this is achieved, there will emerge a stronger, better broadcasting art and business, directed by professionals and catering to the public they have served so well since the first
regular radio broadcast 39 years ago.

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid His
I've found out who started the wild rumor that our show was
cancelled . . , the sponsor."
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every commercial is
LET YOURSELF GO KPRC-TV, HOUSTON and enter an entirely new world of advertising where
channel number, is
transportation to sales results you had not dreamed of. This proud insignia, the KPRC-TV
unmatched on the
taste
good
borne by every KPRC-TV advertiser. It proclaims a degree of quality, engineering and
the graceful "2". You
of the world. Kings, diplomats, princes and connoisseurs have been enchanted by
TV sets
will
be too!

Edward Petry man for a demonstration.
KPRC-TV ava.labil.ties include programs, minutes, cnainbreaks, and ID'S. Prices range from about $90 to $1100. Ask your
ing Company)
KPRC-TV, HOUSTON, TEXAS (An Affiliate of the National Broadcast
"Courtesy of Mercedes-Benz Sales, Inc."

Radio-TV News Director;;'
and
MEDILL SCHOOL
of JOURNALISM
Northwestern
University
Special Citation
Recognizing Distinguishes
Achievement in
Broadcast Journalism
7V
goes to
KMBC
Channel 9
KANSAS

CITY

Southwest Boulevard Fire, Kansas City, August 18, 1959

Winning KMBC-TV
Competence!
Trained Hewsmen, On Their Toes, On The Scene, Every Day,

To Bring Channel 9 Viewers Kansas City's Best Hews Reports.
While the year's most disastrous Kansas City fire was being' fought during
A Special Citation
the morning of August 18th, KMBC-TV
newsmen were at the scene alongside the
KMBC-TV
combined units of 19 fire-fighting comKansas City, Missouri
panies, filming the conflagration. They
for NEWS REPORTING
were so engaged when a large gasoline
TELEVISION
storage tank exploded and sprayed flam1959
ing gasoline over many of the firemen,
six of whom were burned fatally. KMBCTV News Photographer Joe Adams and
News Staff, L. to R.: Petree, Adams, Brewer,
Newsman Charles Gray held to their nearDorsey (Director), Gray and Bicknell.
by position and made the exclusive pictorial record of the death-dealing holocaust.
Whether it's the big news story of the year or the daily
news events that are important to every citizen, the trained
The
finished
picture content was so breathtaking that the
film
news staff of Channel 9, headed by 20- year news veteran,
Claude Dorsey, gives Kansas City and its surrounding area
1. for sheer impact on the public, during its first telecast on
the kind of news coverage people want — concise, complete,
a special afternoon news spot, was repeated that night and
by overwhelming demand the next day . . .
correct — bringing to TV screens the "top" news of the day.
To KMBC-TV advertisers, this kind of coverage means alert
2. was used by Fox Movietone News throughout the nation's
viewing by a mass/class audience. The high tower, top power
theatres because of its spectacular news coverage . . .
of Channel 9 reaches 34,142 more homes with Class A cover3. was requested for study by the Investigating Committee
age than any other TV station in Kansas City.
appointed by the mayor to report on the firefighting conAggressive, progressive programming all day, every day,
ditions and procedures . . .
locally and with the powerful ABC-TV network lineup makes
4. was copied and given to the local fire authorities for a
KMBC-TV the station to watch and listen to — and to use for
permanent training film; another copy was supplied the
your
most effective sales campaign in America's 17th largest
market.
oil company for fire prevention training . . .
5. was ordered by the fire departments of
15 cities, from Boston and New York to
TWIN Coverage — KMBC-KFRM Radio Team!
Los Angeles, for their training programs.
— Outstanding, TOO, in news coverage — and all-time listen-worthiness!
The
Team's
sports and
and tuned ofin the
for
6. was given special recognition in the
authoritative news,
information
and weather
interest are
by waited
nearly for
ONE-FOURTH
total radio audience of the great area! Remember, you get KFRM free
award won by KMBC-TV in the 12th
when you buy KMBC — all of the State of Kansas as a bonus, over and
Annual Awards Competition of the Raabove the Kansas City metropolitan area — twin transmitters with
dio-Television News Directors Assn.
10,000
— four million population! It's the TOPulartiy spot
for
yourwatts
salespower
message!
A

'n Kansas

CM

the Swi^9

is to
KMBC-TV
Q
Kansas City's Most Popular and Most Powerful TV Station
and in Radio the Swing Is to

KMBC

V Kansas

City -KFRM

^

the State of Kansas

DON DAVIS, President
JOHN SCHILLING, Executive Vice Pros
GEORGE HIGGINS, Vice Pres. & Sales
ED DENNIS, Vice President
MORI GREINER, Television AAonoger
DICK SMITH, Radio Manager
Peters. Griffin
Woodward. INC.
Exclusive National Ref>rescntat>
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YOU

ASKED

FOR

IT!
WITH SMILING JACK SMITH as host, this famous favorite of TV
half-hours — YOU ASKED FOR IT— is now available on film for
your markets.
With ratings consistently around 20 and better in all services,
YOU ASKED FOR IT has a family audience ideally balanced
between men, women and children... a huge audience of prospective customers.
PRE-TESTED for more than 8 years on 81 network stations, YOU
ASKED FOR IT has never been without a sponsor. One sponsor
reports that, using this program as his only advertising, his business increased 5 times in 4 years.
80,000 MAIL COUNT per year every year verifies audience interest
. . . and interest means potential sales.
104 EPISODES
FOR
IT today. AVAILABLE right now... so investigate YOU ASKED

CROSBY/

BROWN

PRODUCTIONS
BING CROSBY, Chairman ■ KENYON BROWN. President
Telephone or wire collect:
HENRY R. FLYNN, General Manager
915 North La Brea Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif., OLdfield 6-6050
Check these other shows from CROSBY/ BROWN who produce and
syndicate true-to- life travel and adventure programs.
SQUAD CAR

PEOPLE
COURT
OF
SMAt,
CLAIMS

in

TO THE NATION— In this space . . . over the last twelve
months, we have been talking about Houston. Our advertisements
have tried to show the scope and importance of the Houston
market, and the vital place that our station .occupies in that market.
Now as we begin our sixth year of operation, we give a grateful
salute to the entire television industry and to the vital place that
it occupies in the nation's life. We are proud to be a part of that
industry, and we here reaffirm our belief in its basic components.
r™™,™JS KTRK-TV

We believe that a free, advertising-supported industry with
maximum self-regulation and minimum government regulation, has
given our nation the foremost system in the world for the dissemination
of entertainment, information, and public service.
We believe in the basic necessity and integrity of our networks,
and we believe in the fundamental responsibility of each licensee to run
hjs station in the public interest.
We believe that the various groups within our industry — the
NAB, the TvB, the AMST, and the TIO perform vital functions which
merit every broadcaster's support.
We believe that the Television Code is the conscience of our
industry, and the Television Information Office is the voice of that
conscience. Membership in both indicates the belief of each broadcaster
in the greater destinies of the industry.
And, finally, we believe that our industry, which has such an
illustrious record of accomplishment for the good of the nation, should,
with pride and dignity and courage, reaffirm its intentions to provide
even greater service to the people of America in the years to come.
Channel 13
HOUSTON
, TEXAS
KTRK-TV

yLPLlLZlv,:.. .
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DRUGGISTS' SHOW BOTTLE FROM AN ENGRAVING. 189 1 — THE BETTM ANN ARCHI'

IVIulti-Crty

AMERICA'S

Market

1 Oth

Annual drug sales $ 1 1 3,570,000— Shoppers in the
broad WGAL-TV multi-city market have money
—and they spend it. This has always been true in
this prosperous, thriving area. Annual income is
$6% billion, retail spending $3% billion. Put your
sales story on WGAL-TV— first with viewers in
Lancaster, Harrisburg, York and many other cities.

WGAL-TV
Ckcuuvd £
Lancaster, Pa.
NBC and CBS

STEINMAN

316,000 WATTS

Representative

The MEEKER

Company, Inc.

New York

STATION
Clair McCollough, Pres.
Chicago

-

Los Angeles
• San Francisco
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CLOSED
Drop-ins • FCC has been jogged again
by Sen. Mike Monroney (D-Okla.) on
failure to drop vhf stations in big markets having fewer than three outlets. In
Nov. 30 letter to FCC Chairman
Doerfer, he recalled FCC last summer
instructed staff to develop plans to add
stations to 21 major markets, but had
heard nothing further since. He wants
to know what specific steps have been
taken since June and also time-table
which Commission anticipates for allocations ofadditional vhf stations in underserved markets.

Majority of FCC is anxious to get
something done on new drop-ins even
though these may entail deviations from
mileage separation standards. But it
won't act until its full membership is
present. Comrs. Hyde and Craven are
attending International Telecommunications Conferences in Geneva scheduled to end Dec. 22. Drop-ins have
been proposed in Providence, sLouisville. Kalamazoo-Grand Rapid and
rd separaSyracuse at less than standa
tions on interim basis. In addition, there
are proposed drop-ins of two channels
each for Fresno and Bakersfield, as well
as single drop-ins for Columbus, Ga.,
Birmingham and Baton Rouge. If vote
were taken today, best guess is that
would approve several
Commission
drop-ins 3-2; that vote would probably
be 4-3 if all seven commissioners participated.
Swezey boomlet • Will Robert D.
Swezey, who has resigned his executive
vice presidency of WDSU Broadcasting
Corp., New Orleans, figure in policy
level changes in broadcasting stemming
from existing crisis? Ground-swell in
favor of his appointment, possibly within framework of NAB organization (expanded Code Review Board is mentioned), has developed during last fortnight. Mr. Swezey, 53, is lawyer but
has had network operating experience
(NBC 1939-42; Blue Network [now
ABC] 1942-44; vice president-general
manager, MBS, 1944-48). He has
served several tenures on NAB board
and is chairman of NAB Freedom of
Information Committee.
Names and nubs • While testimony of
big name witnesses at FCCs programming hearings, which begin today, is regarded as important, it's really shadowboxing and window-dressing. Nub of
hearing is extent of FCCs authority in
programming field, particularly in light
of anti-censorship provision of Communications Act and, more impor

CIRCUIT*

tantly, squaring with First Amendment
guaranteeing freedom of speech and of
press. This testimony is expected from
"professional" witnesses representing
stations, networks and other entities in
business after Jan. 1 rather than from
name witnesses.
High tuition • "Biggest boondoggle in
town" is way one highly placed official
described $2.25 million proposal to
Budget Bureau of all-inclusive technical uhf study (Broadcasting, Nov.
30). FCC majority figured proposal,
Robert E. Lee, didn't
by Comr.
urged Chinama
n's chance but Comr.
have
Lee, backed by engineering staff members, surprised all by selling it to Budget
Bureau. Study, which would ascertain
proficiency of uhf in covering major
markets in lieu of vhf, and also feasibility of all-band receivers, still must
procure approval of President and Congress. Fund proposed would be exclusive of FCCs regular appropriation for
fiscal 1961.

DirecDisclosure by Deputy Budget
tor Elmer B. Staats last week that FCC
is among agencies slated for increased
appropriation to enlarge staff was not
surprise in light of FCCs workload
and backlog in broadcasting. Whereas
FCC reportedly sought budget of nearly
$15 million (as against $10.5 current
d it may wind up
expecte
year) it's$11.5
fiscal around
million (exclusive of
with
uhf fund).
casters are
Film payola • Tv broad
wondering when lightning will strike
feature film field, wherein packages are
sold stations, sight-unseen by management, at sometimes fabulous figures.
Packages usually include number of
" and
of "dogs,
litter basis.
plus-none
featur
good sold
e
Becaus
ones,all-or
are
of time factor, features usually are
screened by station filmbuyers at lower
echelons. Question: Has there been
film payola too?

ately after
blues • Immedi
Prize guys' nced
directive on Dec. 3
FCC annou
asking radio-tv stations for affidavits on
payola and plugs, one manufacturer
cancelled upcoming prize-merchandizing campaign on 34 stations; several
other manufacturers placed calls to
prize collectors asking them to hold up
on plans. Prize agencymen specializing
in local radio-tv promotions earlier had
thought that only network tv exposures
would be under fire (see story page 48).
Counter-punch • RAB is squaring off
to fight back against newspaper ex-

ploitation ofradio payola issue, and obviously hopes stations will follow suit.
Aggressive policy was confirmed by 17man plans committee in session with
RAB executives last week. President
Kevin Sweeney is already on record with
contention that there's nowhere near as
much payola as newspapers make it
therefore is year's
that payola
seem, overpla
yed story, and that there
most
are few newspapers that don't indulge
in practices at least in payola family.
It's RAB's belief that stations would
have little trouble substantiating this
charge locally if they wanted to take
tack with newspapers that "if you're
going to have a field day in our field,
we can have a field day in yours."
Sawing in half • Roger W. Clipp, vice
president, radio and television division,
Triangle Publications Inc., who has been
spearheading move to beef up Television
Code enforcement (story page 41), insists at least 50% of NAB's $1 millionplus budget should be allocated for code
purposes, both in radio and tv. He has
told colleagues he feels many existing
NAB functions are expendable and reapportionment should cover pre-screening of commercials in key areas through
enlarged code staff, if NAB is to merit
membership support. Triangle stations
are WFIL-AM-FM-TV Philadelphia,
WNBF - AM - FM - TV Binghamton,
WLYH-TV Lebanon, WFBG-AM-TV
Altoona, WNHC-AM-FM-TV New
Haven, KFRE-AM-TV and KRFM
Fresno.

Example: Enright • FCCs renewal proceedings against Barry and Enright's
WGMA Hollywood, Fla., are first manifestation of new "get tough" attitude
followed same week by two other "show
cause" proceedings (page 82). In light
of grand jury and other revelations regarding rigging of Twenty One and
Tic-Tac-Dough it wouldn't be at all surprising to see WGMA case ultimately
wind up in decision to cancel WGMA
license.

• Some U.S. composJingle residualstheir
living on radio-tv
ers who make
enviously at colg
lookin
are
jingles
leagues in Great Britain, who receive
performance payments for their work.
In this country good jingle writer might
receive, say, $2,000 for writing of
jingle, expect nothing after that. Over
there initial payment is around $150,
but performance rights, meticulously
logged, bring in substantial rewards for
successful numbers. Income of one
English jingle writer last year: $200,000.

I

In

MML

.

job know
where /oak

going

with

WSPD-TV

Hew

W49

ft

(Operating as of November

el Power

22nd)

ABC Network
Call KATZ
WSPD-TV
a STORER
station
National Sales Offices:
625 Madison Ave., N.Y. 22
230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1
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rich farmlands of AmerRural media delivery • The
ica are rich for broadcasters, too, Dixon L. Harper,
radio farm director of Aubrey, Finlay, Marley &
s in this week's Monday Memo.
Hodgeson Inc., assert
To sell farm people broadcasters would do well to rely
does
on air personalities rather than mere spots. Radio
has
but
more,
doing
is
Tv
areas.
farm
well servicing
long way to go. Page 23.
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payola investigation after first of year. Page 35.

Federal Trade Commission
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More housecleaning at CBS • Free plugs, payol
sets strict standards
News
at ruled ^ Z? new CBS-TV policies. CBS
for news and commentary. Page 46.
announces new research
wlin( does the DUblic want? • Frank Stanton
to know if public hkes
h
to find Answer to thai question. It's not enoug
find out what public
must
sion
Televi
says.
or d^hkes what's on tv, he
56.
would like that isn't on. Page
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January. Page 58.
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certain commercials.
• Continental Floor Wax has found tv spot
* /-

medium. Page 64.
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DAD', reDort card • Substantial growth in membe
history since its founding
sTof billTng o radio outlets highlight RAB's
not enough. Page 68.
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Soon...

Cheaper

atomic

power

General Electric Vallecitos Atomic Laboratory. Here, in California's Livermore Valley,
vately financed study of radiation effects on steel. Project will hasten the advent of U.S. Steel sponsors the first large-scale on
low-cost atomic power
This G.E. technician adds a touch
of glamour to the serious business of making a radiation count
on foil samples removed from
General Electric Test Reactor.
She works in a mobile lab made
available to the project.

with

®

Atom

Before atomic power can light our cities
or run our industries efficiently, the cost
of building and operating commercial atomic
reactors must be reduced. The two big problems: high cost of nuclear fuel, and the need
r and less costly materials of confor bette
struction.
. Firsthand information on the effects of
radiation on steel has not been easy to come
by. The start-up of the General Electric Test
Reactor, near Pleasanton, California, and the
Westinghouse Testing Reactor near Pittsburgh has enabled U.S. Steel to launch the
first large-scale private investigation of irradiated steels. These explorations will be carried
private test reactors, wholly financed
in
out
with private capital.

Age

Steels

Today, U.S. Steel has scientists working
full-time at Westinghouse and General Electric Atomic Laboratories; extensive applied
research in nuclear steels is also being carried
on at U.S. Steel's Monroeville Research
Center.
From these tests will come new and immore corproved atom age steels: stronger,
rosion-resistant steels, steels that will hasten
the advent of commercial nuclear power.
The full effects of this vast U.S. Steel research program may not be felt for two.
five, or even ten years. But, cheaper atomic
power is on its way . . . because American
industries like U.S. Steel are contributing
to the research. United States Steel, 525
William Perm Place, Pittsburgh 30, Pa.
USS is a registered trademark

(UgS) United

States

es the removal of irradiated foil samples
Clayton McDole, U.S. Steel scientist (second from left) supervis
Reactor. Information obtained provided a solid flux data foundation for the
from General Electricof Test
special reactor steels.
irradiation research

Steel

York. Sales promotion division board of directors
meet there on 13th.
Jan. 12 — Radio & Television Executives Society
timebuying-selling seminar. H. P. Lasker, vice
president in charge of sales, Crosley Broadcasting
Corp., and William E. (Pete) Matthews, vice president-director, media relations-planning, Young &
Rubicam, view "How Many Commercials Make Too
Many?" Hotel Lexington, New York, noon-2 p.m.
Jan. 13 — Canadian Board of Broadcast Governors
Winnipeg.
opens public hearings for second tv license in

SALES

TIPS

John Thackaberry
Robert E. Eastman
& Co., Inc.
Los Angeles Office

IT TAKES

TWO

You hands.
can't have a handshake without
two
Selling and buying are like that, too.
One needs the other to complete the
cycle. Good selling is an aid to good
buying — works with it all the way.
Good buying relies on good salesmanship and capitalizes on its knowledge every time.
It never was a question of offense vs.
defense. It's always been a relationship of mutual help.
A good salesman knows this — instinctively. And that's
I believe
the best sales tip I canwhy
offer is that
you come fortified with the type of
help your buyer needs. For to the
buyer — your sale is merely a way to
increase his sales.

Show him how he can do that and
you'll have more orders.

P.S. For more product orders in the
rich San Diego market use radio
KDEO. It sells.

robert e. eastman & co., inc.
representing major radio stations
WNEW . WIL . KLAC • KJR . KXL
KNEW • WRIT • CKLW • WHBQ . KXOL
KBOX • WING • WCOL • KDEO • WARM
KQEO • WPTR • WSBA • WAAB • WKLO
KLEO • WEEP • KTOK • WSAV •
KWKY • WAMS • KXLR • WZOK • KSYD
KRIZ
• KHEY •
10

A CALENDAR OF MEETINGS AND EVENTS
IN BROADCASTING
AND RELATED FIELDS
(indicates first or revised listing)

Dec. 7 — FCC hearings begin in investigations of
radio-tv
ington. programming and commercials, Wash"Dec. 8 — Radio & Television Executives Society
timebuying-selling seminar. Bert R. Briller, director
of tv sales development, ABC-TV, and Arthur H.
McCoy, executive vice president, John Blair &
Co., on "Selling Through Presentation — Or From
The Hip." Hotel Lexington, New York, noon-2 p.m.
Dec. 8— Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
at Los Angeles, evening general membership meeting on "Tape vs Film" at Beverly Hilton Hotel
Beverly
Hills, Calif. Dr. Frank Baxter,
professor and tv teacher, will be moderatorUCLAof
a panel comprising James Schulke, KTLA; Tom
Sarnoff, NBC; Sheldon Leonard and Bud Yorkin
producers; Bob Stefan, BBDO, and Bob Day, AmDec. 8— Advertising Club of Boston, Hotel Statler
Speaker: Robert Hurleigh, president
, MBS.
pex.
Dec. 9— Film; Producers Assn. first in a series of
seminars. Meeting features pane! discussion "The
Sponsor Views the Film Producer." Columbia U
Club, New York.
•'Dec. 9 — KYA
anniversary partySanfor Francisc
the Sano apprecia
Francisction
o Ad month
Club.
Dec. 11 — Comments due to the FCC on stereophonic multiplexing rules as part of FCC's inquiry
into possible
use for fm subsidiary communicationswider
authorizations.
Dec. 11— American Federation of Tv & Radio
Artists theatre party for benefit of George Heller
Memorial Foundation, ANTA Theatre, New York.
*Dec. 14 — Comments due at FCC on proposal to
delete ch. 6 assignment to New Bedford, Mass.
Dec. 15 — Radio & Television Executives
timebuying-selling seminar. Kevin B. Sweeney,Society
president, RadioLexington,
Adv. Bureau,
presents
latest'
data. Hotel
New York,
noon-2
p.m.radio
Dec. 15-16 — Senate committee on communications holds hearings on tv boosters and community
tv systems in Casper, Wyo. Sen. Gale
McGee (DWyo.) will preside.
Dec. 31— Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
New
Calif. Eve ball, Beverly Hilton Hotel, Beverly
Hills,Year's
JANUARY 1960

Jan. 5 — Radio & Television Executives Society
timebuying-selling seminar. Louis Hausman director, Television Information Office, and Gilbert
Seldes, author, critic and director of Annenber
School of Communications, U. of Pennsylvaniag
provide "A Critique At Mid-Season." Hotel Lexington, New York, noon-2 p.m.
Jan. 6-9— High Fidelity Music Show, Shrine ExP°s'tl0" Ha"', Los Angeles. Sponsor: Institute of
High Fidelity Manufacturers.
Jan. 8— Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
close-up" dinner-show testimonial to Arthur
Godfrey, Waldorf
Astoria, New York.
uled
from original announcement for Dec. 4(Resched
at Seventh
Regiment Armory.)
Jan 10-14— National Retail Merchants Assn
49th annual convention, Hotel Statler-Hilton, New

Jan. 18 — Canadian Board of Broadcast Governors
opens public hearings for second tv license in
Vancouver.
'Jan. 19 — Los Angeles, Hollywood and Los
Angeles
Women's Ad Clubs joint luncheon meeting,
Hotel Statler,
with Richard Ryan, general manager, KLOK San Jose, Calif, (president, Advertising Assn. of the West), as major speaker in an
AAW program. Felix Adams, vp, Radio Recorders
(Hollywood Ad Club president), will be chairman
Jan. 19 — Ninth annual Sylvania awards, Hotel
Plaza, N. Y.
Jan. 19 — Radio & Television Executives Society
timebuying-selling seminar.
Lindemann Jr.,
vice president in charge ofCarl
daytime programs!
NBC-TV, and Frank Minehan, vice president-director of media-chairman of plans board, SSC&B,
discuss "What's The Difference In Daytime Audiences?" Hotel Lexington, New York, noon-2 p.m.
Jan. 22-24 — Advertising Assn. of West midwestem
Calif. conference, Lafayette Hotel, Long Beach,
Jan. 24-29— NAB Board of Directors, El Mirado
Hotel, Palm Springs, Calif.
Jan. 25-29— National Sales Executives-International St. Louis Field Sales Management Institute, The Chase-Park Plaza Hotel there.
Jan. 26 — Radio & Television Executives Society
timebuying-selling seminar. Performers Bob Elliott and Ray Goulding quip on the question of
whether audiences are '"Out-Sophisticating" the
sponsors. Hotel Lexington, New York, noon-2 p.m.
Jan. 26 — Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
forum on international television, Beverly Hilton
Hotel, Beverly Hills, Calif.
Jan. 26-28 — Georgia Radio & Tv Institute, Athens.
Co-sponsors: Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters, U. of
Georgia's Henry W. Grady School of Journalism.
CBS News president.
Speaker: Sig Mickelson,
Jan. 27 — Advertising Research Workshop, Assn.
Advertisers, Hotel Sheraton-Eait,
of
Yoik.
New National
'Jan. 28-30 — South Carolina Broadcasters Assn.
annual convention, Hotel Greenville, Greenville.
Ken Beachboard of WFBC-TV there will be in
charge of the tv sessions.
Jan. 29 — Adcraft Club of Detroit, Statler Hotel.
Speaker: Robert Hurleigh, president, MBS.
Jan. 30 — Oklahoma Broadcasters Assn. annual
meet, Hotel Tulsa, Tulsa. FCC Comr. Robert E. Lee
and Balaban stations' John Box slated to speak.
FEBRUARY 1960
Feb. 2 — Radio & Television Executives Society
timebuying-selling seminar. T. Rodney Shearer,
vice president, A. C. Nielsen Co., and James W.
Seiler, director-president of American Research
Bureau, square off on ratings. Hotel Lexington,
New York, noon-2 p.m.
Feb. 3-5 — Institute of Radio Engineers' winter
convention
on military electronics, Ambassador
Hotel, Los Angeles.
Feb. 4— Minnesota
Minneapolis.AP Broadcasters Assn., annual
meeting,
Feb. 5— Advertising Federation of America midton. winter conference, Statler-Hilton Hotel, WashingFeb. 6 — Art Directors Club of Los Angeles. Presentation ofawards for best advertising and editorial art of 1959 at Statler Hotel there. Prizewinners and other outstanding entries will be displayed for&following
of Science
Industry.month at California Museum
Feb. 7-9— Advertising Federation of America First
District conference, Statler-Hilton Hotel, Boston.
Feb. 8— Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
at New York, forum on tv for children and teenagers, CBS Studio 52.
Feb. 8— Minneapolis Sales Executives Club, Hotel
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Normandy. Speaker: Robert Hurleigh, president,
MBS.
Feb. 9 — Radio & Television Executives Society
Ray L. Stone, assoseminar.
timebuying-selling
ciate media director,
Maxon Inc., and Robert A.
Dancer-Fitzdirector,
media
associate
Wulfhorst,
gerald-Sample, discuss the "Station Image Factor
In Timebuying." Hotel Lexington, New York, noon2 p.m.
g Federation of America's
— Advertisin
Feb. 14-20Advertisin
g Week (co-sponsored by AdNational vertising Assn. of the
West).
Sales Executives-InternaFeb. 15-19— National
tional Cleveland Field Sales Management Institute,
Sheraton-Cleveland Hotel there.
*Feb. if, — Radio & Television Executives Society
board
timebuying-selling seminar. Jack Wrather,discusses
chairman, Independent Television Corp.,
commercial tv in Britain. Hotel Lexington, New
York, noon-2 p.m.
Feb 17 — Hollywood Ad Club second annual
Broadcast Advertising Clinic, all-day session at
awards for
Hotel. Producers'
Hollywoodand Roosevelt
ls produced in Southradio commercia
best erntv California
during 1958 will be presented at
Age" and
of "Advertisingagain
luncheon. Phil Seitz
chairSTING are
Bill Merritt of BROADCA
rf
Salzman
Marv
.
committee
the awards
MAC menisof clinic chairman.
Feb 17— Assn. of National Advertisers, co-op
workshop, Hotel Sheraton-East, New
advertising
York.
Feb. 19— Sales Executives Assn. and Advertising
Statler HilClub of St. Louis, combined meeting,
Hurleigh, president,
MBS. ton Hotel. Speaker: Robert
Executives-InternaNational Sales
Feb. 19-22—mid-winter
board of directors meet, Robert
tional
Meyer Hotel, Jacksonville, Fla.
Feb. 21-22 — Virginia AP Broadcasters— Washington & Lee U.'s radio newsmen's seminar.
Feb. 23 — Radio & Television Executives Society
timebuying-selling seminar. Tv personality Dick
Clark speaks on the teen-age market. Hotel Lexington, New York, noon-2 p.m.
*Feb. 24 — Voice of Democracy annual contest
luncheon and announcement of national winner,
Statler Hotel, Washington.
Feb 24 — Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
forum on good & bad programs, Beverly Hilton
Hotel, Beverly Hills, Calif.
Presidents ConFeb 24-25— Fifth annual State Shoreham
Hotel,
ference under NAB auspices,
broadcasters asWashington. Presidents of state
attend; Voice of Democracy luncheon will besociatiaons wilfeature.
MARCH 1960
Television Executives Society
&
Radio
1—
March
F. Hurlbut, ditimebuying-selling seminar. John
rector of promotion-public relations, WFBM-TV
program
Smith,
A. manager,
Indianapolis, and Harold
Louispro-&
Needham,
motion-merchandising
Brorby, handle topic, "It Takes Two To Tango In
n." Hotel Lexington,
Agency-Sta
p.m.
noon-2 Cooperatio
New York, tion
March 4-6 — Disc Jockey Assn. convention, Los
at 20th Century-Fox
Businessd.j.ssessions
Angeles. where
studios,
will participate in filming
"The Big Platter Parade."
March 7-11 — National Sales Executives-International San Francisco Field Sales Management Institute, Hotel Mark Hopkins there.
March 8 — Radio & Television Executives Society
timebuying-selling seminar. John F. Howell, CBS
Films' vice president-general sales manager, and
Charles W. Shugert, the Joseph Katz Co.'s executive vice president, on "Syndication as a Media
Buy." Hotel Lexington, New York, noon-2 p.m.
* March 8-11 — Audio Engineering Society west
coast convention, Alexandria Hotel, Los Angeles.
March 13-14 — Texas Assn. of Broadcasters spring
meet, Rice Hotel, Houston.
March 15 — Radio & Television Executives Society
timebuying-selling seminar. Richard S. Salant,
vice president of corporate affairs, CBS, Inc., and
speaker from advertising agency of one of the
major political parties, discuss "The Fall Political Campaigns and Broadcasting." Hotel LexingBROADCASTING, December 7, 1959
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know

know,

Smidley.
It looks too good to be true . . . but
it's a fact. The Cascade four-station
network alone covers a market larger than Cincinnati. Yes, and with
more retail sales than Akron or Salt
Lake. More food sales than Patterson, N. J. or Toledo. And remember,
Smidley, Cascade is the only television serving the entire market of
more than half a million people with
over a billion dollars in buying income. Ye gods, Smidley, this is BIG,
man.

KIMA-TV

YAKIMA, WASH

KEPR-TV

PASCO, RICHtAND,
KENNEWICK,
WASH,.

KBAS"TV

MOSES LAKE, WASH
for Facts and figures:
National Representatives: Pacific Northwest:
STON, IDA
GEORGE P. HOILINGBERY CompanyKlEYMOORE
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ton, New York, noon-2 p.m.
March 15 — Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
at New York, forum on educational tv, NBC.
March 16-18 — Electronic Industries Assn., sprint
conference, Statler Hilton, Washington.
March 21-24 — Institute of Radio Engineers national convention, Coliseum and Waldorf-Astoria,
New York.
March 31 — Academy of Television Arts & Sciences forum on "DoAPRIL
They 1960
[ratings] Really Know?"
April 3-7 — NAB Annual Convention, Conrad Hilton
Hotel, Chicago.
April 4— Academy of Motion Pictures Arts &
Sciences annual Oscar awards ceremonies, Pantages
Theatre, Hollywood, and broadcast on NBC RadioTv networks 10-11:30 p.m. EST.
April 6— Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
forum on New York station operations, ABC.
April 15-17— National Sales Executives-International spring finance and executive committee
meets, Hotel Leamington, Minneapolis.
April 21-22— National Retail Merchants Assn.
board of directors meet, Hotel Statler, . Dallas,
Tex.
April
22— Virginia
Press Club,
Washington.AP Broadcasters, National
April 24 — National Retail Merchants Assn. sales
promotion division board of directors meet, Paradise Inn, Phoenix, Ariz.
April 24-27— National Retail Merchants Assn.
sales
division
Paradisepromotion
Inn, Phoenix,
Ariz. mid-year convention,
April 24-27 — Continental Advertising Agency Netannual convention, Fontainbleau Hotel,
Miami work
Beach.
April 24-28— U. of Florida School of Journalism
& Communications journalism-broadcasting week,
Gainesville. (Broadcasting Day, 25th.)
April 25 — Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
forum on pay tv vs. free tv.
April 25 — National Sales Executives-International
New
Plaza York
Hotel Field
there. Management Institute, BarbizonApril 25-27 — Sales Promotion Executives Assn.
annual conference, Hotel Astor, New York.
April 29 — Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters, Pick-Ohio
Hotel, Youngstown.
MAY 1960
*May
Pa. 14-16 — Advertising Federation of America
2nd District convention, Skyline Inn, Mt. Pocono,

□

please bill

street & number
city
zone

state

r ' '^CASTING Subscription Department • 1735 DeSaies St., Washington 6, D.
C.
14 (DATEBOOK)

May 17 — Academy of Television Arts & Sciences,
forum on "Easterns," film production
York, Gold Medal Studios, 807 E. 175th inSt. New
May 18-20— Electronic Industries Assn. annual
convention, Pick Congress Hotel, Chicago.
JUNE 1960
*June 5-9 — Advertising Federation of America
convention, Hotel Astor, New York.

June 7-23 — National Sales Executives-International eighth annual session-graduate school of
sales management and marketing, Syracuse
U.,
Syracuse.
June 8— Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
forum on tv and politics, ABC.
"June 12-15— Advertising Assn. of West 57th
annual convention, Hotel Del Prado, Mexico City.
AUGUST 1960
•Aug. 23-26— Western Electronic Show & Convention,Angeles.
Ambassador Hotel and Memorial Sports
Arena, Los
SEPTEMBER 1960
Sept. 19-22— Institute of Radio Engineers national symposium on space electronics and telemetry, Shoreham Hotel, Washington.
OCTOBER 1960
"Oct. 3-5 — Institute of Radio Engineers sixth national communications symposium,
Utica and
Utica Memorial Auditorium, Utica,Hotel
N.Y.
•Oct. 10-12— Institute of Radio Engineers national electronics conference, Chicago.
*Oct. 31-Nov. 2— Institute of Radio Engineers radio
fall meet, Syracuse Hotel, Syracuse, N.Y.
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A place in the home
EDITOR :

Your Yearbook is a must — not only
here — but at home, too! Therefore, will
you
there.please send me an additional copy
Raymond E. Jones
Radio/ Tv Spot Coordinator
Young & Rubicam,
New York City
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Copies of the 1959
BROADCA
STING YEARBOO
published
last September, are available K,
at $4 each so
long as the supply lasts.]
We agree
editor:
your story about katz pioneering 30
second announcements puzzles. as
long ago as two years petry company proposed plan to us and we
have stood ready to adopt when sufficient stations and advertisers embraced plan. also recall walter
damm inaugurated this plan on his
rate card couple years ago at
wtmj-tv in milwaukee. all plan
really needs is advertiser support.
Jack Harris
Vice President-General Manager
KPRC-AM-TV Houston
[EDITOR'S
certainly agreesNOTE:
that theBROADCASTING
30-second commercial
is not new. Accordingly our Nov. 16 story
did not attribute a first or pioneering effort
to Katz,
but simply and properly described
dox" length.]
30-second
announcements as an "unorthoOn repeats, ratings
EDITOR :
Both as a small member of the broadcasting industry and as an ardent viewer, may I state my complete agreement
with the sentiments noted by Chairman
Colle of Ithaca College (Open Mike,
Nov. 9). While it is true that a lot of
folk use the extended summer days to
swim, travel, and otherwise enjoy themselves, they also have some more free
time to watch television and thus might
appreciate the availability of many programs they would like to have seen
during the season, but were forced to
forego.
You are to be congratulated on your
excellent continuing coverage of the
quiz - and - now - commercials scandals.
Here again, it seems to me that the Almighty Rating is the chief villain. I find
BROADCASTING
SUBSCRIPTION PRICES: Annual subscription
for 52 wetkly Issues $7.00. Annual subscription
including yearbook Number $11.00. Add $1.00
per year for Canadian and foreign postage.
Subscriber's occupation required. Regular Issues 35i per copy; Yearbook Number $4.00
per copy.
SUBSCRIPTION ORDERS AND ADDRESS
CHANGES: Send to BROADCASTING Circulation Dept., 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C.
changes, please include both
old and
new Onaddresses.
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it not surprising the papers play up the
thing . . . this is a chance to dig at a
competitive medium.
The broadcast industry is part of the
wider show business, which is admittedly filled with practices which could
be considered at least untruthful. Many
are accepted and even necessary. It is
wide-scale complete deception of the
public in ridiculous claims, sponsor
pitches, and poor taste which should
be eliminated not those harmless deceptions which produce only more entertainment and public acceptance of the
medium.
At any rate, the networks and stations had better wake up quickly and
start to rule the situation with an iron
hand, before we have a handful of government agencies which, unlike the
FCC, could hardly be considered sort
of benevolent dictatorships. If you wind
up with legislative and executive agencies ruling our media you might as well
erect an American BBC.
Lee R. Munsick
Fulcrum Productions
Morristown, N.J.
Says
editor:Collins' report erred

just to set the record straight,
wil st. louis was the first station
to operate completely on tape
through the use of collins automatic tape control units. ten of
these units were installed several
months ago, considerably before
the station credited with this first
in your nov. 23 issue.
John F. Box Jr.
Executive Vice President
Balaban Stations
[EDITOR'Scovered
NOTE—the
The installation
Nov. 23 story
question
of car-in
tridge-tape equipment by KXOL Fort Worth
using the automatic tape control system
developed by Collins Radio Co. In describing
ingly.]
it as the first station to use this 'tape-jockey" system, ofBROADCASTING
was itreporting
the claims
Collins and labeled
accordPLAYBACK
Quotes worth repeating
Emphasize local programs
// overall share of audience is to
be maintained or increased, program
emphasis must be at the local level,
George B. Storer, Jr., vice president of
tv operations for Storer Broadcasting
Co. told company executives at a meeting. He continued:
The day of the network affiliation
alone determining the local station's
audience position in a competitive
market is past.
We believe the '59-60 season will be
much more competitive among the networks, particularly in prime time; that
we will see the greatest democracy of
BROADCASTING, December 7, 1959
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ORANGEON

KFDM-TV
CHANNEL
6

Share
Sign

of Audience
On

to Sign

Off
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ARB
APRIL- MAY, 1959

NIELSON
MAY-JUNE, 1959

VIDEOTAPE

ABC

KFDM-TV
Beaumont-Port Arthur-Orange
ve Vice President
C. B. Locke, &Executi
General Manager
Mott Johnson, Sales & Operations Manager

^
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Peters-Griffin-Woodward,

Inc.
i 19

viewership in the young history of the
medium. Our stations are affiliated
with the leading networks in each of
our three or more station markets, but
it will take greater local programming
and promotion than ever before to
help the network retain that position
and to keep the Storer station in first
audience share position.

Building the right image
Noting the opportunities for young
people in the field of journalism, Gene
Wilkey, vice president and general manager of KMOX-TV St. Louis, has urged
telecasters to intensify their efforts in
news and public affairs, and thus better
establish their images with the public.
Speaking at the first annual broadcasting news workshop-seminar of the U.
of Missouri School of Journalism, he
said, in part:

. . . maturity
a state of judgement, an approach . . .
an attitude of confidence
in reasoning power,
based on experience.
Maturity. . . a commodity
purchasable in others but impossible to secure for
oneself through short cuts.
When something reaches a
stage of dependability, when it
is reliable as to its potential, its claims . . .
when it is consistent in its delivery,
we say that it has
reached maturity.

BARTELL
FAMILY RADIO
six stations in
six major cities . . .
consistent . . .
mature.

20 (PLAYBACK)

How does a station earn [an] identity?
Only through conscientious, vigorous
and above all, independent programming
in news and public affairs.
You have probably heard that a television station has a quasi-legal obligation to the FCC to allot a certain
amount of broadcast time to non-profit
programs for worthy causes.
This is quite true but it's also quite
apart from the kind of thing I'm talking about. After all, a film about forest
ming. or the community chest is enough
fires
to qualify as "public service" programBut a syndicated public service film
does not give a station a single particle
of individual identity or character. It
gives the station absolutely no right to
the public's confidence or regard.
You've got to earn the public's confidence tohave it and, in my opinion,
you can only do so through solid creative programmin
lic affairs field. g in the news and pubOddly enough, I do not believe that
this is necessarily a costly or non-profit
operation even in its early stages. I believe that good management demands
the creation of public affairs programs
that can be sold — programs with which
sponsors are happy to be identified.
News and public affairs programs set
the tone and character of a station.
They, more than any other facet of
broadcasting, make a station a vital
force in its community; therefore, deserve— require — the full support of a
healthy budget and a demanding management.
If this sounds like lip service to an
ideal without the sane regard for finances, which must be always close to
management's mind and heart, it is not.
A generous investment of time, talent
and money in this type of programming
pays off in the profit column. We have
found this to be true.
BROADCASTING, December 7, 1959

One
stop

shopping

Shopping for time and
talent on the CBS Radio
Pacific Network's a snap.
You buy a lot of stations
with the ease of a one
station buy. What's more,
you enjoy supermarket
convenience and a choice
variety of top brand
radio names.
Say you want to cover
the West. You want to
reach women. Or men.
Or both. It's simple with
our one stop shopping
plan. Pick the shows you
want — Art Linkletter,
Harry Babbitt, Frank
Goss News, the Daytime
Serials, Gunsmoke and
other great weekend
dramas. Pick the times
you want. Mornings,
afternoons and evenings.
You can get real impact
with real economy ! If the
ringing cash register
is music to your ears, the
CRPN can play your
melody. Ask your CRPN
or CBS Radio Spot
Salesman for the details.

. - -
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...OLD

NEW

ORLEANS

Here's how
to make it!

FAVORITE

\

WWL-TV.
New

..New

Orleans

Favorite

Among New Orleans' favorite shows are the ones they
see live on WWL-TV. Ranging in interest from NEW
ORLEANS JAZZ to MORGUS BOARD (featured in
TV Guide, Nov. 21) to authentic jungle adventures on
WILD CARGO, WWL-TV's schedule of 49 live shows
per week provides the perfect vehicle for commercials
that require a personal touch.

Ask Katz about the local popularity
of WWL-TV's

live programs

There are three steps in
the Crepes ritual at Broussard's— a sassy sauce, a light
egg batter and a determined
meringue.
Make sauce and store until
needed. Cream Va cup sweet
butter with 1 cup sifted confectioner's sugar. Flavor with
rum or a few drops pure rum
extract. Grate rinds of 1
medium orange and 1 lemon;
extract juice & pulp. Combine with sauce and heat just
a little to blend it. Add 2-3
whole cloves. Makes 1 cup.
Make 4 paper-thin French
pancakes about 8 inches in
diameter. Follow your own
favorite recipe, but use a
light egg batter.
Fill the centers with 4-5
heaping tbsp. very firm vanilla-flavored meringue. Fold in
half, then again, making a
triangle. Dust with confectioner's sugar.
Pour sauce into baking
dish, arrange forded Crepes
in it. Set in pre-heated 325degree oven 10-12 minutes,
until Crepes puff up and
meringue browns lightly.
Carry to table at once.
Pour IVi oz. good brandy
and Vz oz. Grand Marnier
over each. Touch match to
the dish and flame-baste
Crepes a minute or so. Serve
at once on heated plates covered with brandy sauce.
Makes 4 gourmets happy.

WWL-TV
NEW
ORLEANS
22
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MONDAY

MEMO

Marley & Hodgson, Chicago.
from DIXON L. HARPER, radio farm director, Aubrey, Finlay,
Radio-tv

farm

Why am I as an agency man interested in farm broadcasting? As a former farm broadcaster myself, I know
what good radio farm directors can do
for an advertiser in the practical terms
of sales results.
How has farm broadcasting paid off
for our clients?
How do we select the stations we are
going to use?
How do farm advertisers choose and
use farm radio and tv?
We know that farmers depend on
radio as a source of vital information
on the weather, markets, news, and
farm research information. Tv, too, fills
this role in some areas, but as yet we
cannot find good farm tv over wide
enough areas of the country to use it
nationally. Because of this service rendered by the tv-radio farm director and
the important part he becomes in rendering this service, he is a respected, influential opinion leader.
months ago Radio Advertwo
Just
tising Bureau reported in the trade press
that personalities are radio's strongest
persuasive power; nine out of ten listeners believe in some radio personality; seven out of ten told RAB they
would try a product or service on the
recommendation of their favorite radio
personality. We believe this is even
more true of the farm personalities
who service their listeners.
We as advertisers like the coverage
we get with farm radio. Nationally,
99% of the farm homes have radios.
This last October, we surveyed farmers
only in Kansas and Missouri and found
that 98% have radios; 90% told us
they listen daily to a farm program; and
more than half — nearly 54% — listen
two or three times a day to farm programs. That's real circulation. Tv is
coming up, too. The same survey of
Kansas and Missouri showed that 93%
of the farm homes have television. However, farmers do less viewing than
listening. Most of them — 88% — watch
tv once a day, but less than 45%
watch more than once a day. And, of
course, the big viewing by farmers is
in the high-cost network entertainment hours of 7 to 9 p.m. Farm viewing at other hours is infinitesimal, except to those stations that had good
farm telecasts with good farm directors.
Results Count • Sales results: One
of our accounts that sells livestock and
poultry feeds used a tv farm program
to build distribution. There were three
dealers in the coverage area of the staBROADCASTING, December 7, 1959

advertising

tion when this account went on the air.
Two years later, there are 72 dealers in
the area.
sers choose raWhy Wedocanouruseadverti
as much or as little
dio?
radio as potential or budget allows. We
had a sales campaign explained in detail in a farm magazine ad recently. It
took eight pages, full color, doublegate fold to tell the story and we could
in the month of Noonly run it once
vember. But in addition to this farm
sales message, we used this same farm
message in our radio commercials runthus increasing the impresning
sions fordaily,
our sales message many times
over.
Also the message was much more localized and specific for the station's coverage area than it could possibly be in

Dixon L. Harper has been radio farm
director at Aubrey, Finlay, Marley &
Hodgson Inc., Chicago since 1956,
where he handles the International Harvester Co. account. Mr. Harper is remersponsible for copy, contact and brings
chandising on 1H, to which he
of experience in farm broadmany years Born
casting. on a farm in Ames, Iowa,
he was active in 4-H activities and attended Iowa State College. After serving in the air force, Mr. Harper joined
WOI Ames as air personality and in
1947, on a farm radio scholarship, became assistant to the farm director at
WMT Cedar Rapids. Mr. Harper then
joined WLS Chicago as farm director,
where he remained for three years before joining AFM&H.

pays

off

a national ad.
We even used radio the first few days
after the ad broke to merchandise the
ad.
Flexibility • We choose radio because of its flexibility. Farm radio is
the most flexible medium for the farm
advertiser available. It has flexibility
in the amount of time we buy, in scheduling and geographically.
Low cost is another advantage of
radio and especially to the farm advertiser. It gets immediate response and
we know that the local advertiser, the
men who count the pennies for advertising and who demand immediate results, are now spending more than four
times as many dollars on radio advervision. tising as they did in 1945 — before teleFinally, we as farm advertisers like
farm broadcasting because it is merchandisable. The station and the farm
director merchandise the radio schedule
to the dealer and to the sales force to
build enthusiasm.
We want our company to create product preference. The advertiser cannot
afford "feeble" commercials. Too, radio
is personal selling and that is the way
we have found farm directors sell. It is
not
or podium
— it's more
the theatre
house-to-house
salesman,
but like
the
approach must be right.
The farm personalities we use must
be familiar with our product in order
to be sincere and believable. And that's
like farm broadcasters — bewhy wecause they
do try our products and
learn the sales features personally.
Effective radio for the advertiser
creates the right mood for his message.
You can't do this on top-40-rock 'n'
roll for the farm advertisers. You can't
do it with 30-second and one-minute
bits of farm information between records. To attract and hold the farmer
you must program the information he
wants in a block without wasting his
time. He is a businessman who wants it
now. He'll take his entertainment later.
When merchandising a radio schedule, tell the sales force all details. Be
s
sure the stations know the advertiser'
problems and where radio fits into the
overall advertising and sales promotionplans. Use station personalities to gain
attention for the campaign. Continuously merchandise the radio schedule to
the sales force so they will catch fire
with enthusiasm over the newest sales
tool, and so they will work with and for
radio during the campaign.
23

WESTERN

ELECTRIC

AND

CHICAGO,

ILL.

Nation's leader in grain trading, meat packing and rail handling, Chicago is the
leading maker of Bell telephone equipment, too . . . at Western Electric's Hawthorne
Works. And Chicago shares in the benefits this telephone job provides.

Chicago sprouted from a small Lake Michigan settlement
into a vigorous metropolis in just over a century. And
Western Electric grew with it, for it was 90 years ago that
our newly formed company first came to Chicago.
Western Electric feels itself an integral part of this great
city for over 21,000 Chicagoans help us with our job as
manufacturing and supply unit of the Bell System.
Many other thousands also help as employees of our
Chicago suppliers. Last year we spent almost 63 million
dollars with 2,696 Chicago companies - part of our statewide supplier team of 3,719 firms.
As important as the telephone equipment we make are
the benefits our work provides. These include the added
business to local merchants, taxes that aid city betterment,
and the active participation our people have long taken in
civic and social activities.
Western Electric is happy indeed to have shared m
Chicago's rapid progress and we look forward to a
prosperous future together.

PERISCOPE PEERING is the high point of a visit
to the Chicago Museum of Science and Industry.
Western Electric's Arthur Wiseman, Jr., and family
find Chicago full of delightful sights and surprises
including the captured German submarine (U-505 ).

Besides Chicago, Western Electric has plants in 25
other cities where we also make telephone equipment
for the Bell System. Last year we purchased over a
billion dollars' worth of raw materials, products and
services from over 30,000 suppliers located in every
ses." The
state. Of these, 90% are "small busines
things we make and buy are distributed to the Bell
es through Western Electric distritelephone compani
bution centers in 32 different cities.

MANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY
■

UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM

by
JUNIOR ACHIEVEMENT group of teenagers sponsoredPrepWestern Electric is supervised by W. E. employee Herb base.
pernau as they manufacture hand cream with a alanolin
Many of our Hawthorne Works employees devote lot of their
spare time to such worthwhile community projects and activities.

HIGH PRAISE from Paul W. Goodrich, President of
the Chicago Association of Commerce and Industry:
"Western Electric's Hawthorne Works has always
finest industriaj
been considered one of Chicago's
neighbors - a highly cooperative corporate citizen.

MUTUAL INSPECTION of a Western Electric part
is conducted by W. E. purchasing man S Jenson
President of Boyar-Schultz Comand F. Corte,
(left )pany.
Boyar-Schultz specializes in repairing tools and
dies and is one of our 2,696 Chicago-area suppliers.
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THEY KNOW WDBJ RADIO
HAS REAL SALES POWER
PAXTON C. JUDGE
Vice-President,
Roanoke Division
3
THE KROGER COMPANY
"We've used WDBJ Radio
for twenty years and have
found it to be a productive medium".
R. E. FOUTZ
Secretary-Treasurer
and Manager
Roanoke Grocers, Ine.

"Our quarter-hour mornprogram has paid
handsing
ome divid
ends over
a 6-year period — reaches
homemakers we want to
F. W. JOSEPH
District Superintendent
COLONIAL STORES, INC.
"WDBJ Radio has done a
us ceto build
job helpi
fine omer
cust
accengptan
since

sell".

entrye into
our titiv
compe
marketRoan5 oke'
yearss

WDBJ

Roanoke,

Virginia

AM . 960 Kc. .RAD
5000IOwatts
OR FM I . 94.9CBS
Me. • 14,000 watts
^CJ' PETERS,National
GRIFFIN,Represen
tatives
WOODWA
RD, INC.
ago."
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Chief Engineer's Report on RCA-5762

TED E. CAMPBELL
WJAC-TV
Johnston, Pa.

SEVEN
YEARS

OF

DEPENDABLE
SERVICE.

mWBKt

On-air!...TedE.
hOUrS
44,626
in Johnston, Pennsylvania has this to say about RCA-5762...

Campbell, Chief Engineer of WJAC-TV

in our visual power amplifier.
"This RCA-5762 transmitting tube has given us seven years of reliable service
were replaced on principle alone.
It piled up the amazing total of 44,626 operating hours before it and others
But it does indicate the dependabilThe extreme longevity experienced by WJAC-TV is, of course, exceptional.
are discovering, like WJACity and high quality of the RCA-5762. An increasing number of television stations
well beyond normal tube-life
TV that proper care of their RCA-5762's will often pay off in extended service
for all departments. It means. reduced transmitter mainted operating life is a bonuscosts
expectancy. Such prolonge
per hour of tube operation
lower
ally
substanti
as
well
as
nance and downtime
also carries high-quality RCA
Your RCA Distributor of broadcast tubes can supply your needs promptly. He
service.
le
dependab
Sound Tape for your convenience. Count on him for

RADIO
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CORPORATION

OF AMERICA,

ANOTHER WAY RCA SERVES THE

Electron Tube Division, Harrison, N. J.
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LATE NEWSBREAKS

NAB

ON THIS AND PAGES 30, 31

TOUGHENS

Plugs, payola, quiz
NAB Television Board at special
Dec. 4 meeting in Washington took
steps to shore up code structure by
sharpening language and taking first
steps to make fee structure attractive
to small stations.
TV board deferred, presumably until next meeting, consideration of proposals advanced by code board on new
commercial time limitations. Specific
proposals had to do with reduction of
commercial time in participation programs as well as prohibitions against
multiple spotting. Commercial allowance in program running 90 minutes
now totals 1 1 minutes, whereas in participating program time runs 18 minutes. Code board recommended reduction in allowance in participating programs from six in half-hour segment
to five. Amendments were presented by
Donald H. McGannon, Westinghouse
stations, NAB Tv Code Board chairman.
G. Richard Shafto, WIS-TV Columbia, S.C., Tv Board chairman, said
board recognized widespread criticism
of television by making "a sincere effort
to improve definitions in such trouble
areas as quiz programs, use of scenic
props, and surreptitious brand mentions
deals."
andTv trade
Board called for continued effort
to strengthen code structure by adding
new subscribers. Fourteen new subscribers have been added in last fortnight, bringing total to 285, and other
additions are pending, Mr. Shafto said.
All subscribers now pay $405 yearly
for code subscription, but scale may be
changed to station-size basis.
Tv directors rejected proposal by
Roger W. Clipp, Triangle Stations and
former NAB Tv Code Review Board
chairman, for "before-the-fact" review
of programs and commercials (see
story page 41 ). Board felt this idea was
to "voluntary enforcement"
contrary
concept of code and would involve
enormous implementing structure costing millions. "The board is not prepared to undertake so drastic a revision at this time," Mr. Shafto said.
Text of the new code paragraphs
follows:
Insert under "Acceptability of Program Material" after first sentence (following ". . . his society"): "The intimacy and confidence placed in tele-
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ITS

•

DETAILED COVERAGE

TV

CODE

rigging are banned
vision demands of the broadcaster, the
networks and other program sources
that they be vigorous in protecting the
audience from deceptive program pracUnder same section add these two
paragraphs
:
tices."
"z) Quiz and similar programs that
are presented as contests of knowledge,
information, skill or luck must in fact
be genuine contests, and the results
must not be controlled by collusion
with or between contestants, or any
other action which will favor one contestant against any other.
"aa) No program shall be presented
in a manner which through artifice or
simulation would mislead the audience
as to any material fact. Each broadcaster must exercise reasonable judgment to determine whether a particular
method of presentation would constitute a material deception, or would be
accepted by the audience as normal
theatrical illusion."
Under "Treatment ot News and
Public Events add: "10. All news interview programs should be governed
by accepted standards of ethical journalism, under which the interviewer

Magnuson

warning

Tv industry's assurance it can
"right its own house" must be implemented with "definitive action,
meaningful policing, and effective
safeguards
the viewer,"
Senate
Commerce for
Committee
Chairman
Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.)
said Friday in releasing text of
letter to him from NAB Tv Code
Review Board Chairman Donald
H. McGannon (see page 52).
Sen. Magnuson reiterated plans
to call industry and federal
agency heads before committee
next month to review progress
to "insure
stepsbeneeded
and can
made there
that
no repeat of the
disgraceful tv quiz scandal or
similar huckstering." Sen. Magnuson said Federal Trade Commission Chairman Earl Kintner has
promised "full report of FTC
activities in this field" to committee in "near future."

OF THE WEEK BEGINS PAGE 35
selects the questions to be asked. Where
there is advance agreement materially
restricting an important or newsworthy
area of questioning, the interviewer
will state on the program that such
limitation has been agreed upon. Such
disclosure should be made if the person being interviewed requires that the
questions be submitted in advance or
if he participates in editing a recording
of the interview prior to its use on the
Insert new section after "Subliminal
Perception": "Production Practices. The
broadcaster shall be constantly alert to
prevent activities that may lead to such
practices as the use of scenic properties,
the choice and identification of prizes,
the selection of music and other creative program elements and the inclusionair."
of any identification of commercial products or services, their trade
names or advertising slogans, within a
program dictated by factors other than
the requirements of the program itself.
This expressly forbids the acceptance
by producers, talent or any other personnel of cash payments or other considerations inreturn for including any
of the above within the program."
Under "Presentation of Advertising"
add: "h) The role and capability of
television to market sponsors' products
are well recognized. In turn, this fact
dictates that great care be exercised by
the broadcaster to prevent the presentation of false, misleading or deceptive
advertising. While it is entirely appropriate to present a product in a favorable light and atmosphere, and techniques amaycteristicbe
to depict
chars oftheused
product
as theytheappear
in actuality, the presentation must not,
by copy or demonstration, involve a
material deception as to the character,
performance or appearance of the
NAB

directors

resent

slurs
product." at industry
NAB joint radio and television board
at special Washington meeting Friday,
voiced its indignation at those who
have
slurred
industry's name.
After
all-afternoon
meeting, joint
board issued three-paragraph statement
noting tv code had been strengthened
that day and referring to radio standards of practice.
Board discussion went into details of
recent Washington
headline-hunting
(Continues
on page 30)

29

AT

DEADLINE

charges and investigations. Directors
conceded quiz rigging and payola practices are reprehensible but emphasized
affirmative side of industry's publicservice record. President Harold E. Fellows presided at joint meeting. Text of
resolution adopted by board follows:
"1. We deplore the unethical and
reprehensible actions of a few who have
cast a shadow on broadcasting's tremendous contributions to the American
public.
"2. We believe that the steps taken
by the Television Board to amend its
code for the purpose of effecting more
stringent self-regulation, coupled with
positive steps being taken to broaden
membership in, and adherence to, its
own codes of good practice in both
radio and television, will further preserve the integrity of the broadcast
media.
"3. We pledge on behalf of the National Assn. of Broadcasters, the most
earnest and wholehearted cooperation
with the Federal Communications Commission and the Federal Trade Commission to the end that the full extent
of broadcasting's contributions to the
American public can be properly evaluated."
Tomorrow's witnesses
FCC Friday announced list of witnesses scheduled to appear tomorrow
(Dec. 8) in its public proceedings on
programming which begin today (Dec.
7) in Washington. Names of those testifying today were announced earlier
(see page 58). Tomorrow's witnesses:
Miss Martha A. Cable, American
Assn. of University Women; Albert
Dickman, Educational Television Council; Miss Cloe Gifford, General Federation of Women's Clubs; Angus McDonald, National Farmers Union; John
White, National Educational Television
Assn.; Mrs. Edmund Campbell, Greater
Washington Educational Television
Assn.; Dr. Walter B. Emory, U. of
Michigan; Mrs. Mildred Brady, Consumers Union and representative of
American Assn. of Land-Grant Colleges
and State Universities; Dr. Eugene F.
Hoffman, American Medical Assn.
Commission estimated that each witness would be on stand about 30 minutes— for presentation of his statement
and to answer Commission's questions.

N BC acts on giveaways
NBC announced Friday it was taking
"direct control of arrangements for ob-

30

CONTINUED

Music

_

pact?

If things come unstuck it won't
be first time (or even second),
but word circulating late Friday
was that All-Industry Radio
Music License Committee and
ASCAP appeared once again to
be near terms for new ASCAP
music licenses, and observers
thought deal might be buttoned up
this week. Negotiators for both
sides conferred before Federal
Judge
Sylvester
in judge's
chambers
in NewRyanYork
Friday
afternoon, are scheduled to resume this week to work out contract language. Indications still
were that saving of about 9% in
radio's total payments to ASCAP
would be effected.
taining prize merchandise" given away
on any of its programs. It will obtain
them "by purchase or in exchange for
identification on the program," according to announcement by James A. Stabile, newly appointed vice president in
charge of standards and practices. (See
Week's Headliners, page 32.)
New NBC policy differs from that
announced by CBS-TV, which banned
on-air identification of gift merchandise or suppliers and said that on programs it produces any prizes will be
bought and charged up to production
costs (see page 48).
NBC announcement said no merchandise will be acquired for any program
unless it is to be awarded as prize on
that program. No cash payments will be
received from suppliers of merchandise, announcement continued, and
identification of prizes and their donors
will conform to NAB codes. Mr. Stabile said new policy is effective immediately and will be implemented program by program as soon as appropriate arrangements can be made.
47 groups to attend
FTC deception panel
All-American conference on public
deception has been scheduled by Federal Trade Commission in Washington Dec. 21-22. First such meeting
ever conducted by trade commission,
schedule contemplates round table
discussion by representatives of 47
major civic, professional and welfare
organizations on sharp selling and advertising practices. Theme of sessions
explained by FTC Chairman Earl W.

,

, "

Kintner: "It stands to reason that tricky
advertising and merchandising become
futile under the sharp eyes of educated
Among organizations to be represented are NAB, American Society
of Newspaper Editors, American Sobuyers."
ciety of Newspaper Publishers, Assn.
of Better Business Bureaus, farm bureaus, women's clubs, consumer
groups, labor organizations.
Subjects to be discussed: Fictitious
pricing and bait advertising, direct
selling, labeling of wool, fur and textiles and employment opportunities
misrepresentation.
KYW d.j.'s fired
Two disc jockeys, fired by KYW
Cleveland on Thursday, issued denials
Friday that they took money for playing records. Joe Finan and Wes Hopkins, air personalities for Westinghouse
outlet in Cleveland, said that on their
own time they acted as
to distributors and record"consultan
makers ts"
on
merits or commercial possibilities of
specific recordings. "At no time was
any record presented [on the air] for
the purpose of 'laying on' and no money
was ever received in this capacity,"
their statement said. Inquiries at station
and at WBC headquarters were met with
presentation of WBC position on payola
(Broadcasting, Nov. 30).

World

Wide

bought

by Metropolitan
Metopolitan Broadcasting Corp. has
acquired all stock of World Wide
Broadcasting System, which beams
short wave programs to most parts of
world. Price was undisclosed but it
reportedly is in million-dollar area.
Purchase is subject to FCC approval.
World Wide broadcasts from WRUL
New York, using directional antenna
sytem at Sciutate, Mass., to countries
in South and Central America, Europe,
Middle East, Africa and Australia. Its
programming is offered for commercial
sponsorship. Its founder-president is
Walter S. Lemmon, who began operations in 1935. Metropolitan Broadcasting, which is in midst of expansion
program, owns and operates WNEWAM-TV New York, WHK Cleveland
and WTTG-TV Washington, D.C., and
has signed contracts to acquire WIP
Philadelphia, WTVH (TV) Peoria, 111.,
and KOVR (TV) Stockton, Calif.,
These transactions are subject to FCC
approval.
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of our JackHARRY CUMMINGS, manager
sonville office, one of ten offices providing
service to Advertising throughfast outefficient
the U. S.-service that helps advertising
dollars deliver extra value.

A NATIONWIDE

DALLAS
OFFICE

DATA

JACKSONVILLE
OFFICE

Southern

for

Within a generation the South
Atlantic states have made spectacular gains in population. In
Florida, for example (1930 census,
1,468,211) the 1960 census figures
are expected to reach five million.
Gains by South Atlantic industry and commerce have been
equally impressive. The consequent growth in advertising volume points up the importance of
our Jacksonville office, maintaining close contact by wire and
phone with more than 150 agencies and advertisers.
Blair-TV operates on this basic

ed repprinciple: that alert inform
resentation isa service vital not

industry

only to stations but also to all
Advertising and to the businesses
dependent on it for volume and
profit. From the first, our list has
been made up of stations and markets we felt in position to serve
effectively. Today these stations
are located in 25 of America's
greatest markets. Together they
cover 56 percent of its population
- virtually 60 per cent of its effective buying power.
In its area, each of these stations
stands as a power-house of selling
force. To help advertisers and their
agencies make most profitable use
of that force, is the constant objective of our entire organization.

AT THE SERVICE OF ADVERTISING

ORGANIZATION

TV

BLAIRWABC-TV-New York
W-TEN Albanv-Schenectady-Troy
WFBG-TV - Altoona-Johnstown
WNBF-TV-Binghamton
WHDH-TV- Boston
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WBKB- Chicago
WCPO-TV— Cincinnati
WEWS- Cleveland
WBNS-TV-Columbus
KFJZ-TV-Dallas-Ft. Worth
WXYZ-TV- Detroit
1959

KFRE-TV- Fresno
WNHC-TVHartford-New Haven
KTTV-Los Angeles
WMCT-Memphis
WDSU-TV-New Orleans

Omaha-Council Bluffs
WOW-TVWF1L-TV — Philadelphia
WIIC — Pittsburgh
KGW-TV- Portland
WPRO-TV-Providence

KGO-TV— San Francisco
Seattle-Tacoma
KTVI-St.
KING-TV— Louis
Tampa-St.— Petersburg
WFLA-TV
31
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D.A. questions singers
Several singers were questioned Friday by New York District Attorney
Frank Hogan in current payola probe
and were asked if they had paid disc
jockey Alan Freed for privilege of appearing on his radio and tv programs.
Singer Bobby Darin declined to tell
newsmen what his answers were. Eileen
Rodgers, now appearing in Broadway
musical, "Fiorello!", said she had appeared on his programs "many times"
and "got paid and I never had to pay
him." Names of other singers, all of
whom were subpoenaed, were not disclosed.
RCA stock dividend
RCA has declared 2% common
stock dividend in addition to regular
quarterly cash dividend of 25 cents on
common of company, it was announced
Dec. 4 by RCA Board Chairman David
Sarnoff. Dividends are payable to holders of record at close of business Dec.
18, 1959, with cash dividend on Jan.
25, 1960 and stock dividend on Feb.
1, 1960.
On basis of last Thursday's closing
price of RCA common stock on New
York Stock Exchange, 2% stock divi-

dend would be equivalent to about
$1.40 per share. RCA also declared
dividend of 87 V2 cents per share on
first preferred stock for period Jan. 1,
1960 to March 31, 1960, payable April
1, 1960, to holders of record on March
14, 1960.

• Business

briefly
Shulton expansion • Shulton Inc.,
N.Y., is naming two new agencies today (Dec. 7), making its total five.
Short while back, Shulton had only one
agency, Wesley Assoc., N.Y., which
still handles bulk of Shulton's advertising (active in spot tv and radio).
Named today are Benton & Bowles to
handle new Desert Dri cream deodorant and still another unannounced
product that will be placed nationally
after B&B's tests; and Doherty, Clifford,
Steers & Shenfield, N.Y., for 3-Way
Curl Spray, also relatively new product.
Other agencies: Campbell - Mithun
which has Technique Color Tone, hair
coloring brand acquired recently by
Shulton, and Roth Aldum Inc. assigned
to Ice-O-Derm (for problem skin), new
Shulton skin cream entry. Advertiser
dropped its network specials it sponsored last season, now is spending ad-

ditional $1 million in pre-Christmas
drive using all media.
Smokes on tv • P. Lorillard Co. (all
brands), N.Y., set to launch extensive
spot tv campaign throughout country
in unspecified number of markets for
52 weeks, starting Jan. 1. Nighttime
exposure accentuated. Agency: Lennen & Newell, N.Y.

Winter exposure • Bristol-Myers Co.,
N.Y., will start new year with tv spot
campaign for Sal Hepatica antacid laxative. Spot blanket will cover some 80
markets for periods ranging from 6 to
15 weeks, with number of minutes
varying from 3 to 5 per week in each
market. Agency: Young & Rubicam,
N.Y.
Beauty Bar Back • Lever Bros.' Dove
returning
to spot tv in January after
year's absence. Advertiser, currently on
network, is buying nighttime minutes in
limited number of markets around
country through Ogilvy, Benson &
Mather, N.Y.
WBAL's
new rep
WBAL Baltimore appoints Daren F.
McGavren Co. as its national sales representative, effective Feb. 12, 1960.

WEEK'S

HEADLINERS
Harold Essex, formerly executive vp of
Triangle Broadcasting Corp., licensee of
WSJS - TV Winston - Salem - Greensboro,
N.C., elected president of that corporation, succeeding W. K. Hoyt, who has retired. Mr. Essex has also been vp and
general manager of WSJS. Harry B.
Shaw, sales manager of WSJS-AM-TV,
elected Triangle vp for sales and Phil
Mr. Essex
Hedrick, operations manager, vp for operations. Dr. Dale H. Gramley, president of Salem College and Academy, elected to Triangle board of directors
succeeding late R. M. Hanes.
James A. Stabile, vp, talent and program
contract administration, NBC, appointed
vp in charge of standards and practices.
Mr. Stabile will ride herd on NBC activities designed to eliminate questionable
practices in programming and advertising
(see Special Report, page 50). He will
report to David C. Adams, senior executive vp, and have direct access to NBC
Mr. Stabile
management. In February 1957, Mr. Stabile started at NBC as manager, talent negotiations, later
became director, talent and program contract administ
ration, and was elected vp last February. He was previously
at ABC, starting there in 1951 as attorney, subsequently
-

...

,

managed tv network program administration, directed business affairs for radio and tv, elected vp in early 1956 and
AB-PT
/^l6 later
,ABC that
general
year. counsel and assistant secretary of

John T. Reynolds, formerly general
manager of KHJ-TV Los Angeles and vp
of parent company, RKO General, elected
vp - administration for CBS - TV Hollywood. In his new position, Mr. Reynolds
will be responsible for administration of
Hk ' 'j4flF al1 west coast departments other than
Hk
lH«
program- talent and contract departments
Mr
Reynolds
He
Wi" rep°rt
l° Guy delIa CioPPa' VP"
, ;EYN°LD'
inrnia
direct
Hollywood.
or of SouthPrograms
ern Califo
Broadc Mr. Reynolds is
member of Society of Television Pioneers.asters Assn. and

Mr. Dillon

Thomas C. Dillon, treasurer and executive committee member at BBDO, N.Y,
since 1958, named executive vp. He was
manager of agency's Los Angeles office.
Mr. Dillon joined BBDO. Minneap
olis,
1938, was transferred to San Francisco
and named creative supervisor there in
1942. He was elected vp in 1948 and
director of company in 1957.

v». . .. ^FOR OTHER NEWS OF PEOPLE
SEE FATES & FORTUNES
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The

Evening

Star

Company,
Broadcasting
(WMAL and WMAL-TV, Washington, D. C.)

announces

the

WSVA

Stations

Harrisonburg,

Inc.

acquisition

of

WSVA-TV

and

Virginia

Located in the rich Shenandoah Valley 123 miles southwest

WASHINGTON

of Washington and 120 miles northwest of Richmond,
' ' RICHMOMO
'"-

Harrisonburg is a thriving city whose trading area,
because of mountain ranges, is not effectively
reached by outside stations.

WSVA-TV

has measured coverage in an area encompassing 100,000 television

homes. WSVA's

primary radio coverage area includes 189,200 radio homes.

The contiguous
areas are now
combination

For WMAL

and

For WMAL-TV
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available

to advertisers

trading

at attractive

rates. Details upon request.

WSVA
and

Washington-Harrisonburg

Radio— H-R

WSVA-TV—

H-R

Representatives,
Television,

Inc.

Inc.

1. Feature Foods Merchandising
2. Community Club Awards
3. fn-store Food Displays
4« In-store Drug Displays
5. In-store Food Demonstrations,
Sampling, Couponing
6. Store Window Displays

V

X-T

WXE

7. Bargain Bar Promotions
8. Mailings To Retailers
9. Personal Calls On Jobbers, Wholesalers,
Retailers
10. Reports To Food Advertisers
11. Promotional Spots
12. Newspaper Ads

Select Station Representatives in
New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington; Cfarke Brown Co.
in Dallas, Houston, Denver, Atlanta,
New Orleans; Daren F. McGavren Co.
in
WestChicago,
Coast. St. Louis, Detroit and on
:yymm
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TWO

MOVES

TOUGH

FTC

files bribery

FCC

sweeps

charges

all radio

and

against

AGAINST
record

tv stations

The government last week took its first formal
action to kill the payola racket in radio and television.
• The Federal Trade Commission charged three
record companies and six distributors with bribing
disc jockeys to play certain records. RCA, London
Records and Bernard Lowe Inc. (Cameo) were the
record companies accused. The distributors were
in Philadelphia and Cleveland.
• The Federal Communications Commission
started a sweeping investigation of payola throughout the broadcasting field. The FCC sent an inquiry to all of its 5,326 broadcast licensees asking
them to file information on all programs and com-

companies,

in hunt

PAYOLA
distributors

for illegal plugs

mercials' broadcast since Nov. 1, 1958, in which the
of value" to the stapayment of money or "thing
tions or their employes was not identified over the
air.

• Meanwhile, the New York District Attorney
stepped up his investigation of payola in a search
for violations of New York's commercial bribery
laws.
• The U.S. House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee continued its staff investigation of payola,
and Chairman Oren Harris (D-Ark.) said a date
for hearing would be set by the subcommittee in the
near future.
Here are the details of these actions :

of this practice and it is shown that it
is contrary to law, the FTC issues a
es recordlast men of bribing d.j.'s
FTC accus
The Federal Trade Commission
cease and desist order. This is binding
records which they might otherwise
have not done." It also hikes the ratweek charged into the payola investigaand becomes a crimon theinalcompanies
matter if the FTC must go to
ings of these records on the popularity
tion sweepstakes with the filing of nine
polls which are used as guides by disc court to enforce it.
complaints charging unfair and deceptive trade practices against three record
jockeys and by buyers of records.
The trade commission's action came
companies and six record distributors.
Payola, the trade commission said, four days after FTC Chairman Earl
The complaints, announced yesterday
W. Kintner publicly announced that
suppresses competition and diverts trade
(Dec. 6), claimed that the record
prachis
agency was looking into the payola
unfair
an
is
It
rs.
from competito
makers and the distributors paid bribes
tice under the FTC Act, it pointed out.
racket. This announcement was made
to radio and tv disc jockeys to get them
The complaints, it was learned, were
at the FTC meeting with broadcast exto play certain records, thus boosting
ecutives last Wednesday in Washington
mailed Thursday night. Defendants
have 30 days to answer and to demand
the records' popularity and sales.
(see page 40).
The charges were filed against:
a hearing. Defendants also may accept
At that time Mr. Kintner said that
RCA, London Records and Bernard
a consent judgement by which they FTC investigators were checking several
Lowe Inc. The latter is a Philadelphia
agree to discontinue the practice, but sections of the country, including New
firm which puts out the Cameo label.
do not acknowledge wrongdoing.
land. Chicago. Philadelphia and CleveThese are all record companies.
If the companies are found guilty York,
And against the following record
distributors:
Edward Barsky, Clips Distributing
FCC searches stations for illegal plugs
Co., David Rosen Inc., Universal Record Distributor, and Sparks Music DisDramatic, explicit notice was given either by the station or by any of its
tributors Inc., all of Philadelphia, and
employes.
last week to 5,326 broadcast licensees
The FCC also asked what steps each
Main Line Cleveland Inc., Cleveland.
that the FCC will make it extremely
The FTC said that these firms all
station
has taken to prevent payola in
its
or
tough for a licensee if a station
the
future.
Licensees were told to anpayola
accepting
of
guilty
are
personnel
"negotiated and paid payola" to disc
swer the letter, verified and in triplicate,
in any form.
jockeys to "expose" records in which
by Jan. 4, I960,
they had an interest. Some of these
The Commission on Dec. 3 sent an
records, the FTC said, were played as
Payments for the playing of records,
to every am, fm and tv station,
inquiry
much as six times daily. The FTC did
demandproduct plugs- and other forms of
including educational outlets,
not identify any disc jockeys. This in"sneaky commercials*' are covered by
ing to know what payments have been
formation islikely to become public if received since Nov. 1, 1958, for any
the order, a Commission spokesman
and when a hearing is held.
the
which
for
said. The letter did not go to networks
and
t
material broadcas
This practice, the trade commission
but was. directed to network
such stations.
as
not
was
owned
person making such payment
both
covers
inquiry
identified. The
declared, "has the tendency to mislead
money and anything of value received
the public into buying the 'exposed'
It was pointed out that the ComBROADCASTING, December 7, 1959

'Crime' and punishment
edito
rial
IN THE scramble for headlines, it was only natural that
Act, which requires sponsor an
identification,
has
the acthe FCC should move in on programs, payola and genknowledged legal right to make an investigation. It is to
be hoped that the hysteria created by the current ineral crackdowns on licensees. The FCC's image, badly
battered by earlier charges of ex parte fraternizing and
vestigatory cycle will not panic that agency into regulatory indiscretions. It is incomprehensible that it should
the notorious Richard Mack case, was all but pulverized
in the new charges of inertia and inaction.
attempt to dragoon any great number of stations into
The FCC can't be blamed for its effort to vindicate it- life-and-death hearings because of a practice that has
been acknowledged and known since entertainment beself. Ithas had to take it from Congress for years. Now
a sister agency, the Federal Trade Commission, has ingan. Yet, at least one member of the FCC has so threatened licensees in his public mouthings.
sinuated itself into what normally is the FCC's domain.
Stations and networks alike have moved swiftly in the
(If the FTC's "conference" last Monday with the network presidents is an indication of its exercise of authclean-up effort. We venture that payola already is pracority, then we'll string along with the FCC).
tically non-existent. Free rides for non-paying adverThe FCC crackdown on payola, via questionnaire to
tisers, either open or smuggled, are a relic of the recent
all broadcast stations, is significant and somewhat frightpast on networks.
ening. Payola, insofar as it applies to record-spinning and
Talk of license revocations for payola at this stage is
disc jockeys, has been confined to a few key cities.
asinine. The crime, at worst, is that of growing up.
The FCC under Section 317 of the Communication's
munications Act specifically provides
that for all material broadcast for which
renumeration was received, the person
making such payment must be so identified. Penalties for violation range
from a reprimand to possible revocation of license, plus fines up to $10,000
and / or imprisonment for one year.
Oldtimers at the Commission and
communications attorneys could not remember when such a sweeping step had
been taken by the FCC.
No indication was given that any
licensee was in danger of losing his
license but FCC Comr. Robert E. Lee
has stated publicly that payola would
be grounds for revocation (Broadcasting, Nov. 30).
Text of the FCC letter:
"Pursuant to the authority vested in
the Commission under the Communic
ations Act of 1934, as amended, you are
requested to file with the Commission
not later than January 4, 1960, verified
and in triplicate, the following information:

"1. Since Nov. 1, 1958, what
matter, if any, has been broadcast
by any of your stations for which
service, money or any other valuable consideration has been directly or indirectly paid, or promised
to, or charged, or accepted by your
station or stations, or anyone in
your employ, or independent contractor engaged by you in furnishing programs, from any person,
which matter at the same time so
broadcast has not been announced
or otherwise indicated as paid for
or furnished by such person?
"2. What internal controls and
procedures have you established
to provide you with information
concerning the remuneration, other
than that paid by you, that has
been or may be received by in36 (SPECIAL REPORT)

dividuals in connection with participation in the preparation and
presentation of programs broadcast by your station?
"A separate verified statement shall
be filed for each AM, FM and TV
broadcast station."

D.A.

probes

payola

The New York district attorney's office reported late last Thursday (Dec.
3) that it is proceeding with its examination of books and records of music and
record companies for which subpoenas
already have been issued but declined
to say if the D.A. would move in against
other firms. A spokesman said that all
records from companies under subpeona have not been delivered, pointing out the issue has been raised whether the district attorney had "jurisdiction" over documents that were located
outside of New York.
The spokesman added that the seizure
Taken for another ride?

of records of former WNEW-TV disc
jockey Alan Freed has been delayed.
Since Mr. Freed has refused to sign a
waiver of immunity for appearance
before a New York grand jury, only
WNEW-TV corporation documents,
and not those belonging to Mr. Freed
personally, can be seized it was pointed
out that it has not been determined
which records can be obtained legally.
The spokesman would not comment
on published reports that Jerry Blaine,
a New York record company president,
had given Mr. Freed an $11,000 interest-free loan. He noted Mr. Blaine
has not approached the district attorney.
Mr. Blaine told newsmen he lent the
money, secured by a mortgage to the
disc jockey about three years ago. Mr.
Freed, he added, made monthly payments against principal and interest for
about a year, at which time Mr. Blaine
returned to Mr. Freed all the interest
he had paid and assigned the mortgage
over to Roulette Records. Mr. Blaine
heads Roulette and several other record
companies.
In a related development, singer Don
Anthony, who told New York District
Attorney Frank Hogan recently that
he had paid $5,000 to disc jockeys to
promote his records, reported that his
home had been stoned last week by
"kids in be-bop hats," who yelled:
"Rock 'n' roll isn't going to die; you'll
die first." Mr. Anthony asked for police protection.
Harris

hearing

date

The House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee will set no date for hearings on its payola investigations when it
meets in closed session this week, Chairday.
man Oren Harris (D-Ark.) said ThursTalbuii, Scripps-Howard Newspapers

It may or may not decide whether
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hearings will be held. If it does decide
to hold hearings, dates will be set after
Congress reconvenes Jan. 6. The House
group will consider next week whether
the information it has up to this time
will warrant hearings.
Rep. Harris said he plans to reorganize the subcommittee's relations with
newsmen so that they will be required
to get information about the House
unit's activities from Raymond W. Martin, staff member, instead of from himself, Chief Counsel Robert Lishman or
other staff members.
Mr. Martin acknowledged last week
that two staff members had interviewed Karen Rose, Chicago tv personality
and sponsor of teen-age rock 'n' roll
dance parties. Miss Rose, formerly a
dancer on the WBKB (TV) Chicago
Polka-Go-Round program presented on
ABC-TV, said before her appearance
that she would charge some of Chicago's well-known disc jockeys with receiving payola. Mr. Martin would not
reveal what was discussed.
The subcommittee meets Dec. 9 to
question Boston industrialist Bernard
Goldfine, and its executive session will
be held around that time.
Cast first stone • RAB President Kevin
Sweeney characterized payola as "the
most overplayed newspaper story of the
year" during a talk before the New
Orleans Advertising Club last Wednesday (Dec. 2).
Mr. Sweeney asserted: "Radio would
welcome a congressional investigation
of payola because it will prove that of
the more than 10,000 bright young men
who introduce records for the nation's
3,400 radio stations, only a handful
were ever on the take."
He criticized newspapers for "overplaying" payola and struck back at
papers in this fashion: "Tidy up your
own payola situation. Clean up the
society page where the ugly duckling
daughter of the department store owner
appears every time she sips a cup of
coffee; clean up the police news situation in many cities where a leading retailer has to commit first-degree murder
to get on page one — something like
drunken driving scarcely gets him a
line. Clean up the automobile page, the
sports page, the real estate section and
the amusement pages where so-called
news stories are allocated strictly on a
trick-or-treat basis."
Payola abroad • British Postmaster
General John Bevins has rejected a demand from Laborite Roy Mason in the
House of Commons that the government ban broadcasts of popular records
and meanwhile investigate the Member
of Parliament's charge that phonograph
record manufacturers are paying disc
jockeys to plug tunes. Mr. Bevins said
the BBC and the Independent Tv Au-
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thority have told him that "they have
no reason to suppose there is any substance in the alleged irregularities. But
they will be glad to consider any evidence." Conflicting with this statement
is the charge by Jack Payne, one of the
country's leading disc jockeys, that
Britain's pop music industry "most emphatical y" isoperating under payola.
In Canada the Board of Broadcast
Governors made payola the subject of
its first consultative committee conference. Meeting with the Canadian Assn.
of Broadcasters at Ottawa Friday (Dec.
4), the board stated that although there
had been no complaints about payola
in the country, it's felt that in view of
the investigation in the U.S. the subject
had to be discussed in Canada. BBG
chairman, Dr. Andrew Stewart, says
that he is not even sure if payola comes
under BBG's new regulations as they
contain no specific ban against such
payments.
Turkey in Virginia • Four disc jockeys
at WCMS Norfolk, Va. took matters
into their own hands and decided to
prove that payola has nothing to do with
public acceptance of a record. To illustrate this hypothesis, they played a
record of a Turkish novelty 320 times.
Roy Lamere, station manager, suspended the four on suspicion of payola
involvement, but reinstated them the
next day. He had suspended the four,
he said, in a moment of confusion,
"with all this payola talk involved."
The station has not announced whether
there are any future plans for the Turkish novelty on WCMS.

Contrite exhibition • D.j. Tom Clay,
fired from WJBK Detroit two weeks
ago (Broadcasting, Nov. 30), put in
an appearance at a dance to answer letters teenagers had written him. He
said: "I have received thousands of
letters from you kids and almost all of
them
say they don't think what I did
was wrong.
This is great for my ego
but it's not good for you to think that
payola
right." Mr. Clay told the
3,000 atisthe
dance that he got about
$5,400 in payola in 18 months. After
telling the crowd that "what I did was
wrong," the tearful d.j. broke down and
left as the youngsters cheered him.
AFM vs. aliens • The American Federation of Musicians last week asked
the Harris congressional subcommittee
investigating questionable practices in
the broadcasting industry to examine
"additional industry practices which
totally ignore the public interest and
wrongfully deprive professional musicians of their legitimate employment
opportunities." AFM cited the use of
"unlabeled, 'canned," foreign recorded
music in otherwise wholly American
shows designed to sell American products to the American public."
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You've heard of the "distaff side." And a very rare view
it is. But not everyone can show you mother handing
down to daughter the veritable power symbol of her sex!
We can — because things are different in this thriving
land. The home and family is an institution here, where
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pay-check in a very wealthy state.
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Broadcast advertising was the subject of several discussions last week.
And from nearly every front, the exhortation was "clean up."
Meeting with the Federal Trade
Commission in Washington, network
and NAB spokesmen, explained procedures followed to keep misleading
and exaggerated commercials off the
air. The American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies urged that members and nonmembers wage their own clean-up
campaign and Rep. Bob Wilson (R.Calif.) again called for the ad fraternity to set up a Washington lobby to
promote better government relations.
The medical and dental professions got
into the act too, when a New York
physician's journal called for a curb of
the "deceit in tv drug commercials,"
and an American Dental Assn. journal
scored "untruths" in toothpaste ads.
FTC 'conference' • Broadcasting's top
echelon sat down with the Federal
Trade Commission last week and explained how broadcasters screen adver-

Presidents all • Leaders of radio
and television were summoned to
meet with the Federal Trade Commission in Washington last week
and the top echelon of the networks
sat down to talk about advertising
on the air. The results were inconclusive but FTC officials now have
a better knowledge of how network
continuity departments operate. In
the group picture above are the network presidents with FTC Chairman
Earl W. Kintner. From 1 to r: Ed40
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tising before it goes out over the air.
This, in essence, was the sum total
of all that took place last Wednesday
at the much-heralded conference called
by FTC Chairman Earl W. Kintner
two weeks ago.
The conference had been originally
scheduled as a closed meeting but was
thrown open virtually at the last minute
to newsmen, photographers and the

public.
The Washington conference — it
lasted from 10 to 11:30 — ran along two
courses:
FTC Chairman Kintner exhorted the
broadcasters to "clean up this mess."
He also urged that the broadcasting industry take the responsibility for keeping deceptive advertising off the air and
to uplift advertising and programs.
The broadcasting representatives explained— patiently and repeatedly —
that each network has a continuity department which screens programs and
commercials, that exaggerated or misleading claims for commercial products

MESS

up

taken

campaign;

air complaints

are investigated, that continuity departments work closely with Better Business Bureaus and other guardians of
advertising morals, that they do everything possible to prevent false and misleading advertising from being broadcast
and that they are determined to bear
seriously their responsibility for what
goes out over the air.
Full FTC Present • The FTC chairman was flanked by his brother commissioners: William C. Kern, Robert T.
Secrest, Sigurd Anderson and Edward
T. Tait.
Facing them across the broad conference table at FTC headquarters in
Washington were the cream of the
broadcasting industry:
Robert E. Kintner, NBC; Frank
Stanton, CBS; Oliver Treyz, ABC;
Robert Hurleigh, MBS; Harold E. Fellows, NAB and Donald E. McGannon,
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. president, chairman of the Tv Code Review
Board.
Among highlights of the 90-minute

ward DeGray, ABC Radio; Mr.
Kintner; Frank Stanton, CBS; Oliver
Treyz, ABC Television; Robert E.
Kintner, NBC and Robert F. Hurleigh, MBS. Shown in the individual
pictures at right are the two trade
association representatives at the
meeting: Donald H. McGannon,
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.,
chairman of NAB's Tv Code Review Board (lower left) and Harold
E. Fellows, NAB president (lower
right).
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conference:
• The FTC is engaged in an "intensive" investigation of payola, Chairman Kintner announced. The FTC
Act, it was explained, permits the
agency to step in against unfair or deceptive trade practices. This would indicate that the FTC's payola investigation is aimed at music publishers,
record makers and their distributors.
• An indication of one of the newprovisions in the Tv Code — the subject
of a combined NAB boards meeting
last Friday and Saturday — was suggested by Mr. McGannon. This will
"'gimmicks", he
to production
apply which
said,
upgrade the worth of a
product or the speed of its action.
• One suggestion was offered, but
never amplified, by FTC Comr. Kern.
This was that perhaps the FTC should
include the
advertising
agencies asissues
parties'
when
trade commission
a
complaint against an advertiser.
• FTC Comr. Secrest asked whether
the networks checked film commercials
before they were produced. Dr. Stanton explained that in many instances
story boards and rushes were submitted
to continuity departments.
• FTC Comr. Tait asked whether the
scientific claims made for many food,
drug and cosmetic products were
checked by networks. Again Dr. Stanton answered. The CBS president said
that in specific cases the network has
asked independent laboratories to test
a product. He also revealed that the
CBS continuity department has a physician on its staff as a consultant for this
very purpose.
• FTC Comr. Secrest expressed the
belief that many complaints received
by the trade commission were the result of irritation with repetitive showings of the same commercial.
• FTC commissioners were impressed
with Mr. McGannon's run down of the
successes achieved by the Tv Code Review Board: The elimination of bait
and switch advertising, pitchman programs and men in white coats and,
more recently, in deleting some "'personal hygiene" product commercials.
Mr. McGannon stressed that broadcasters have relinquished advertising
worth "'millions of dollars" by not accepting liquor or feminine hygiene advertising.
Bulb Hashing Start • The meeting
began, after a bright-lights session of
news picture taking by photographers,
with a statement by the FTC chairman.
He explained that the conference had
been scheduled to be held behind
closed doors, but that it had been decided to open the meeting to the public
to show there was nothing to hide.
He declared that there would be succeeding meetings and that the purpose
of this meeting was to coordinate reBROADCASTING, December 7, 1959

Clipp

proposes

code

seal

for programs,
commercials
The idea of a television seal of
Mr. Clipp's plan envisions cooperation of a deputy or liaison man
approval for commercials and proat
each tv network and station. The
grams was before NAB headquarters
last week, in adjob of previewing network commervance of the specials and programs would be simplicial tv board
fied through this procedure, he said.
As to national spot, he said there
meeting Dec. 4,
are about 150 new major spot cambut it failed to enpaigns in the course of a year, and
much of the review problem could
siasm. gender any enthuThis dramatic
be handled in conference with advertisers and agencies. The networks
expansion of the
Mr. Clipp
already
are
highly conscious of proNAB code strucgram and commercial standards, he
ture was proposed Nov. 20 by Roger
said, and have review procedures in
W. Clipp, Triangle Stations, a former chairman of the NAB Tv Code
operation.
"I believe there is no opportunity
Review Board (Broadcasting, Nov.
30). Mr. Clipp sent his proposal to to get additional monies from our
the 271 stations subscribing to the industry beyond the S4V2 million
television code.
which I roughly estimate as the
amount now being contributed by
NAB had no official comment on
the seal-of-approval idea, but a high the broadcasting industry to finance
officer of the association was re- national trade associations," Mr.
ported to have estimated that the Clipp said. "Yet, additional monies
plan might involve a minimum budg- are needed for the code board propet of $2 million, a gigantic staff and
erly to do its job. I and other broadat least a dozen field offices.
casters believe NAB's activities can
On the other hand, Mr. Clipp said be streamlined and substantial monies
channeled to the code board so that
the job could be done by adding perhaps a score of people to the pres- it could do a complete job."
ent tv code staff and streamlining
He added that "stronger policing
of tv programs and commercials is a
the NAB headquarters operation.
Diversion of around $150,000 or must to the salvation of our industry.
. . . The code board's activities durS200.000 of NAB's budget for code
staff expansion would be ample, he
ing the four years I served were sehamstrung because of lack of
said. NAB's current budget is a staff andriously
lack of money. Presumably
little over SI million; the tv code
fund is about $130,000.
the situation hasn't changed."
Ss FTC

pitching

political

Harry C. Butcher. KIVA(TV)
Yuma, Ariz., let Chairman Earl W.
Kintner. Federal Trade Commission,
have both barrels
in a Dec. 3 teleMr. Butcher
gram.
charged FTC with
setting up another
disparaging story
for newspapers to
Mr. Butcher
televiuse against
sion competition.
He said the FTC, which "deserves
much commendation." and the chairman were making ""political hay" out
of the situation caused "by unforselfish and uncontunate,
trolled misguided,
activities of a few greedy
pseudo-showmen who rigged quiz

Speaking as a small-market operashows."

hay?

tor, Mr. Butcher said, "I am indignant that as a part of the whole industry we stand condemned by headline and story that we are under a
'pall
suspicion'."
Mr.ofButcher
added, "Out here we
still believe in the Constitution,
which assumes every man is innocent until proven guilty. If you
think we and other stations are
guilty, you have the evidence so why
don't you act thereon in an orderly
sent copies of his
andMr.legalButcher
manner?"
wire to President Eisenhower, whom
he served as naval aide during World
War II, to Sen. Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.), chairman of the
Senate Commerce Committee, and
to U.S. Senators from California and
Arizona
(Mr. Butcher's
YumaCalif.)
station has offices
in El Centro.
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sponsibilities "so that a practical, understandable plan of action can be
formulated."
The FTC chairman added, almost
parenthetically, that the trade commission has "continued to receive a
large volume of complaints" against
advertising in media other than broad"The problem,"
said "is
not one casting.
common
to thehe broadcast
He said that the commission was remedium."ceiving on an average 25 additional
complaints daily than it had been receiving previously. Most of these
dealt with good taste in advertising, he
said, not false and misleading advertising.
In the course of the conference, Mr.
Kintner agreed that many of complaints
about radio and tv advertising were directed mainly at small stations. The
principal problem on local advertising,
Mr. Kintner said, "relates almost solely
one point Mr. Kintner declared
to At
radio."
that the present publicity involving
broadcasting was a "great opportunity"
to clean up advertising. He added with
vehemence: "We mean business."
At another point the FTC chairman
said with a smile: "We feel we'll be
working closely with you for many

This four-leaf clover
Is worth looking over!

MISSOURI'S 3rd TV MARKET
1S1.4GO TV HOMES*
Lucky KODE-TV, Joplin, Mo.r is 28% taller, 29%
more powerful than the nearest competition.
And KODE-TV covers: • a 4 state area • 151,400
TV Homes • 669,800 people with $776,919,000
buying power.

KODE-TV
CHANNEL 12
•JOPMN, MISSOURI CBS-ABC
Rep. by Avery-Knodel • A member of the Friendly Group
'**
*TV Mag., June '59
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years
come."
The toFTC
is spending $2.25 million
of its $7 million budget to check and
prosecute false and misleading advertising, Mr. Kintner said. He said the
trade commission was going to have to
ask Congress for additional funds to
handle this load.
Local and Network Ads • Broadcasters and trade commissioners found
themselves in agreement that there is
some confusion in many minds between
network advertising and local advertising. Local advertising is aired mostly
on non-network owned stations, it was
pointed out, and the networks have no
control over them. This is true, also, it
was emphasized, for co-op programs
where the networks supply the program
and the local stations cut in with advertising.
A strong objection to a blanket indictment of all advertising was voiced
by Mr. Treyz. The ABC-TV president
maintained that there are men of high
standards and statesmanship among advertisers. He urged that the chicanery
of a few not condemn the whole field
of advertising.
It was this statement that caused the
FTC chairman to utter:
"It is the irresponsible few who are
fouling the nest. We will bring them to
The meeting ended somewhat inconclusively. The FTC chairman extended
book!"thanks to the broadcasters who
warm
attended. He introduced members of
the FTC staff who were in the room

(upward of 20 including bureau chiefs,
division chiefs and unit chiefs), asked
the broadcasters to introduce their aides
(there were about 15 of them backing
their principals), and also introduced
observers from the FCC (lohn Harrington), the Dept. of Justice (Robert E.
Kramer), from the Senate (Nicholas
Zapple of the staff of the Senate Commerce Committee) and from the House
(Prof. Hugh Hall of Duke U. and
Beverly Coleman both of the Legislative Oversight Committee staff).
AAAA urges close watch • American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies is urging
both members and non-members to
conduct a clean-up campaign of their
own.
AAAA Chairman Robert M. Ganger,
also chairman of DArcy Adv., has
urged members to keep a close watch
on tv and radio commercials and to
use the AAAA "Interchange" system
to report any that seem in bad taste or
otherwise offensive.
It also was revealed that AAAA has
set aside funds to retain a monitoring
service "so that audio-video records of
commercials which are questioned can
be quickly obtained and routed among
the members of our Improvement Comvote." • Under the InterHow mitteeItfor aWorks
change plan, which has been used most
extensively for criticism of print ads,
AAAA members can file complaints
against specific advertising. Each complaint isevaluated by a special AAAA
committee and forwarded to the agency
responsible for the advertising, for
voluntary action. The complainant is not
identified.
"Since the committee vote was instituted [in 1954]," AAAA said in a
bulletin to members, "there have been
only four instances when the agency
of record reported that the advertising
content was beyond its control. Importantly there are many cases where
the committee's constructive comments
and advice have led to changes in future campaigns.
"This kind of constructive action
seems especially indicated in television
Mr. Ganger was quoted as telling
AAAA members that "making the Interchange work in television is up to
all of us." The bulletin also noted that
"non-member
as well as AAAA agennow."
cies are being urged to participate."
A special brochure on the Interchange plan asked agencies to report
commercials and print ads which seem
likely to be objectionable to the public
because of misleading exaggerations,
deceptive visual trickery, bad taste,
suggestivesness, statements offensive to
"weapublicsel"decency,
workings or ridiculous
statementsclaims,
disparaging
other products or other advertising. It
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also urged agencies to adhere to the
copy code sponsored jointly by AAAA,
the Assn. of National Advertisers and
the Advertising Federation of America.
DOMINATES
CENTRAL NEW YORK

WSYR-TV AtOMI DELIVERS 44,287
MORE HOMES THAN ITS COMPETITOR
WSYR-TV AND ITS SATELLITE,
WSVE-TV, DELIVER 73,089 MORE
HOMES THAN ITS COMPETITOR
*AII figures NCS No. 3 weekly circulation
WSYRL*T

V

Channel 3 ■ SYRACUSE, M. 1. • 100 K W
. r.tlSi.; Ir.m HARRINGTON. RICHTER ll PARSONS

AFA's information program • In the
face of spreading alarm about advertising's "image," the Advertising Federation of America has set up an information program through its new
bureau of education and research. Targets of theneed
program,
designed
meet
the real
for basic
and "tocorrect
information about advertising" are consumers, schools and legislators. Under
the direction of George T. Clarke, who
also is associate professor of marketing
at New York U., the bureau will use
mass media and speakers to spread the
true word about advertising. AFA
President C. James Proud said representative topics would be 'Advertising's Economic Function in an abundant Society," "Advertising as a Public
Information Service," "The Social Responsibility ofAdvertising" and "How
Schools Use Advertising."
Wilson's call to lobby • A Call for
vastly better governmental relations for
advertising was given Dec. 1 by Rep.
Bob Wilson (R-Calif.), whose interest in
Champ, Wilson & Slocum, San Diego
agency, makes him the only active advertising man in Congress. (Chester
Bowles [D-Conn.] severed his connections with Benton & Bowles, of which
he was a founding partner, many years
ago.)
Speaking on "Government Rears Its
Ugly Head" at a luncheon meeting of
the Advertising Club of Los Angeles,
Rep. Wilson stated that many of the
current attacks on advertising from legislators, state as well as federal, and from
such government agencies as FTC and
FCC could be attributed to the failure
of advertising to do the same kind of
lobbying that is carried on by virtually
every other business in the land.
What is needed, he declared, is a
national association representing all
phases of advertising with headquarters
in Washington and a staff capable of
helping Congress to shape legislation
that would root out the evils of advertising and preventing ill-advised laws
that would hamper the exercise of advertising's rightful activities. He praised
Advertising Federation of America for
taking the first step by opening an office
in Washington and urged everyone in
advertising to support AFA's efforts on
behalf of their own industry.
MD's complain • "Let's curb deceit in
tv drug
commercials,"
line on an
article in thereads
Nov. the
20 headissue
of, New York Medicine, official publication of the Medical Society of the
County of New York. The article aims
its criticism at such tv and radio com-
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mercial practices as the usage of the
title "doctor," when that person is not
a physician; the way drug companies
vie in hard sell advertising of products
from their proprietary divisions.
"On one New York City radio station, for years" the article declares,
"has been a 'doctor' who expounds
learnedly on diet, nutrition, vitamins
and patent medicine remedies. The man
is . . . not a doctor of medicine, but
... is a doctor of education in the
communication arts from New York
U." Neither the individual nor the station is identified by name.
The writer of the article quotes a
report of the Food & Drug Administration in 1951 which said the "doctor"
in question pleaded guilty to charges of
unlawful practice of medicine in Special Session Court, New York City, on
March 13, 1945. He was fined $500
but a three-month prison sentence was
suspended, the FDA said. The article
tossed a bitter pill to drug advertisers
who five
maytimes
claimor "one
pill reacts
twiceas
or
ten times
as fast
aspirin." This means nothing, according to the article, because absorption
takes place in a matter of seconds and
it doesn't matter if it happens in one
second or four seconds. "If the human
body has any trap doors that take A's
and slow down B's and reject X, Y, or
Z, or has hammers in the brain, then
let us rewrite the text books of human
physiology," it was asserted.
Dentists get into act • Joining their
medical colleagues, the American Dental
Assn. hailed the action of the Federal
Trade Commission in moving against
dishonest advertising. This has been
due to the television quiz scandals, an
editorial in the current Journal of the
ADA declared, and has focused attention on "hoaxes perpetrated on the
public
zealous
The
Journal by
scored
some advertisers."
dental advertisements as "untruths, half truths, unsupported claims and undelivered promises." The FTC, it was noted, has already filed a complaint involving toothpaste— against Colgate Dental Cream
with Gardol (Broadcasting, Nov. 30).
Tv critics
scored
Television's
critics
during
these
trying• days
were rapped
on the knuckles last week in the December issue of Grey Matter, newsletter
published by Grey Adv., New York.
The gist of its warning: hurling brickbats at tv will harm all advertising.
Grey Matter warns that the quiz show
revelations already have prompted
"threats of censorship," and this could
be "disastrous" even to "advertisers of
the highest integrity." When a scandal
reflects on the integrity of a medium
of advertising, the newsletter points out,
it reflects on all and therefore all
should come to its defense.
BROADCASTING, December 7, 1959
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WPEN
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news with its news operation

corre... 11 full time men . . . exclusive
spondents bydirect line from major capitals
heliof the world ... our own on-the-spot
copter .. . on-the-street reporters . . . and
mobile news units. In Programming - and
in Sales — WPEN Makes Things Happen In
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Philadelphia.

Represented nationally by GILL-PERNA
New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Boston, Detroit
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Free plugs, commercial bribery and
payola were specifically banned by
CBS-TV in rules and standards issued
last week.
In addition, rules were made public
governing full-disclosure practices on
CBS News shows and requiring clear
separation of factual reporting and
analysis from expression of opinion.
NBC officials meanwhile reported
that for some time they have had
studies in progress covering the same
general areas, and already have required no-payola affidavits from performers and others (see page 50).
ABC authorities noted that they, too,
were requiring no-payola assurances
and also were reviewing other areas in
private studies.
Curb on Plugs • CBS-TV's new
standards for on-air identification of
products were announced in a memo
circulated Wednesday by Joseph H.
Ream, newly named CBS-TV vice
president in charge of program practices (Broadcasting, Nov. 23).
Starting Jan. 1, Mr. Ream said, socalled free plugs are out, except where
"reasonably necessary and natural"
for the program. On shows that CBSTV itself produces or over which it has
production-control rights, any prizes
given away will be purchased and paid
for as a part of the programs' production costs. They will not be accepted
in return for on-air credit. Credits will
not be given to airlines or others for
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CBS-TV's Ream
Issues free plug dictum
(SPECIAL REPORT)

free

and

COMMANDMENTS

plugs

comment

and

payola

programs

providing transportation in connection
with any program.
Mr. Ream said the "general standard" on CBS-TV programs would be
this: "There shall be no direct or
indirect identification of the brand
name or of the manufacturer or supplier of any object, product or service
(other than the name of the sponsor
or its products) except where reasonably
necessary and natural for the interest,
reality or suitability of the program
content, and except for permissible
credits specified below."
"Permissible credits" include: credits
for supplying "material, services or objects (for example, clothes, furniture,
jewelry, furs, etc.)" that (1) are actually
used on the program and (2) make a
"significant contribution to the proSpecial Contributions • Another exception requires that "credits must be
given to an enterprise associated with
a gram."
special event or locale from which
a broadcast originates if the enterprise
makes a special and substantial contribution (for example, transportation,
accommodations, facilities or their
equivalent) to the production of the

It was at this point that the memo
program."its prohibition that "credits
inserted
may not be given to any transportation
company for providing transportation
in connection with any program."
This apparent contradiction regarding credits for transportation was interpreted unofficially this way: If an
airline, for example, provides exceptional service materially assisting in the
production of a program — say in the
production of a documentary overseas
— then it should get credit. But merely
flying participants or contestants to
New York would not entitle an airline
to credit.
Gifts Described • Instead of on-air
mentions of products or suppliers of
gifts or prizes handed out on shows,
these objects will be described. Example: "a bottle of perfume imported
from France and worth $25 an ounce,"
or "a man's leather suitcase worth $85."
"But," the memo made clear, "no
name, manufacturer or supplier brand
shall
be identified or referred to orally."
The memo recognized that some
products "may be so distinctively packaged or marked" that the manufacturer
or brand names may be "visually recognized and identified by some portion
of a television audience." This, Mr.

in all forms;
are

also

issued

Ream said, "cannot be avoided." But
he cautioned that "there shall be no
deliberate attempt by a producer to
afford such visual identification of the
maufacturer or brand name of a gift or

Mr. Ream said additional productidentification standards would be issued "from time to time as further
and experience
study
Bribery
and Payola indicate."
• The standards
relating to commercial bribery and
prize."were issued Monday
payola
by CBS
President Frank Stanton, who described
them as a written version of "existing
policies." They do not apply solely to
CBS-TV but to any CBS officer or employe. In brief, they forbid the acceptance of"anything of value" offered
for the purpose of influencing decisions
regarding the purchase of anything by
CBS or its subsidiaries or divisions, the
use of any musical selection or any
stage property, on-air mention of any
name, product or service, etc.
These rules work both ways. Officers
and employes not only are forbidden
to accept such gifts; they also are forbidden to give them for similar purposes— that is, to influence decisions
regarding the purchase of CBS products or services, the use of products or
tunes on a show, product mentions
and the like. The rules also apply,
both ways, whether or not the gift is
outright or on a "loan" basis.
Violators, Dr. Stanton said, will be

CBS News' Mickelson
Discloses news production policies
BROADCASTING, December 7, 1959

Why
bowl

the
of

cherries

f f Life is really a bowl of cherries in the Fargo area,
these days, for advertisers on WD AY-TV — our new
1206' tower is giving our advertisers 96% more coverage area ... a 60% larger audience . . . and retail
sales volume increased by 100% !

£ £ You can imagine what this means to our dozens of
top national advertisers. They were happy, even
before we gave them this tremendous bonus. Now
most of 'em say WD AY-TV is the best buy in America !

As a matter of fact, the Market Data Section of
Standard Rate & Data shows that Fargo is the No. 1
Retail-Sales-Per-Household Area in the United States
. . . with an average purchasing power of $5,970, as
compared with the national average of $3,944!
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ffYes Sir, that's a bowl of cherries — tremendous
extra audience, among people with tremendous extra
you want?}}
buying power. What more could
Yours,

Tom Barnes

DAY-TV
W
CHANNEL
•
FARGO, N. D.
Affiliated with NBC • ABC

6

PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, Inc.
Exclusive National Representatives
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What

happens

One specialty business has already
been hurt by the clean-up campaign
in broadcasting.
The disappearance of many giveaway shows and the sanctions against
free plugs are hitting "prize guys"
and "plug
artists" right
theirtheP
and
L statements.
Thesein are
people who made a business out of
collecting merchandise for giveaways
or arranging product mentions
through sub rosa arrangements with
talent or production staffs.
The prize-plug business has made
a lot of money for its operators (see
two major articles in Broadcasting:
"Free Loading on the Air," May 21,
1956, and "The Busy Middlemen in
Giveaways," Aug. 10, 1959). Last
week a spot check of some of these
operators in New York showed how
the government investigations have
hit their business.
• The larger prize agencies that
handled and serviced prizes for the
network shows that already have
been cancelled or are scheduled to
leave the air shortly have had their
revenues cut sharply and have had
to reduce their personnel.
• The lone-wolf operator, whose
forte was to sneak plugs into network programs by whatever arrangesubject to discharge.
"Courtesies" Exempt • There was
one exception: the rules do not apply
"to the courtesies openly accepted or
given as a part of the usual business
or social amenities." This was construed to mean that employes can continue to buy or accept business lunches,
for example.
The memo on news policies, issued
Monday by Sig Mickelson, president of
CBS News, dealt with prerecording
and the use of sound effects on newscasts, on-air disclosure when interviews
have been limited or materially edited,
and identification of opinion broadcasts.
In general these standards apply to
news shows the overall program policies
enunciated earlier (Broadcasting. Nov.
23) and to a great extent they amount
to a re-issue of policy memos issued
by Mr. Mickelson in September 1958.
They apply to both radio and television
news programs. Highlights:
• To the extent that interview, discussion, forum or debate programs appear to be but are not spontaneous,
that fact must be disclosed.
• Such a program on film or tape
must be identified as being on film or
tape. If edited (except editing for time
48 (SPECIAL REPORT)

when

the

plugs

ments
badly. he could make, is hurting
• Agencymen who specialize in
local station contest promotions report that business is holding up, as
usual. But some officials were concerned whether continuing revelations and notoriety would impel station operators to curtail or eliminate
prize promotions.
• Companies active in national
contests (procuring prizes for a contest promoted in paid advertising in
the printed media and on radio-tv)
claim there is no let-up in business.
CBS-TV's new policy (see page
46) was "a blow" to agencymen but
they are more concerned, naturally
enough, with any move NBC-TV
may take: NBC-TV has had a long
string of "prize" shows on the air
and still has a substantial number.
They hope that NBC-TV will adhere
to a policy they regard as "correct."
Hope springs eternal in the prize
guys' breasts — they believe the cleanup campaign is only a temporary expedient. Many expressed the view
that "this whole thing will blow over
in a few months" and that prizes
will be back, under stricter control
and with some of the fringe operators out of business. They insist that
giveaway programs deserve a "rightreasons on interviews included as a
segment of a hard news program), it
must be announced as edited.
• News programs in which questions
are submitted to the interviewee in advance, where the nature of the questions is delineated or limited in advance, or where the interviewee is allowed to participate in editing or condensing before broadcast are to be
avoided "except where the nature of
the interviewee and the circumstances
of the interview are such that the imThe last laugh • Studies by the
Schwerin Research Corp., New
York, indicate that an average
56% of viewers find canned
laughter and applause "objectionable." Schwerin reported in its
latest Bulletin that it had conducted such studies in the past
and completed one recently on
two situation comedies — one with
canned laughter, the other without any background laughter. It
confirmed its earlier findings,
Schwerin said, and revealed that
viewers actually preferred programs without canned laughter.

are

pulled

ful" place in a network's schedule,
particularly in the daytime since the
shows are economical and attract
substantial audiences.
CBS-TV's Art Linkletter's House
Party is the only program on that
network that can be classified as a

giveaway though the network's policy statement would bar I've Got a
Secret from crediting the airline that
provides transportation to guests.
NBC-TV across-the-board giveaways
still on the air: The Price Is Right
(plus weekly nighttime version)
Queen for a Day, Dough-Re-Mi and
Split Personality. On ABC-TV are:
Music Bingo (going off the air the
end of the year), Beat the Clock and
Who Do You Trust.
Programs that have been eliminated in recent weeks have been
CBS-TV's Top Dollar, The Big PayOff and Name That Tune and NBCTV's Treasure Hunt, which ended its
run last Friday (Dec. 4) .
The straitened position of the
prize business was typified by an
agencyman who commented upon
CBS-TV's "no-brand-mention" policy
by saying:facturer in"Do
you mind
think would
any manuhis right
give
away his product without a brand
mention?" Then he added wistfully:
"Do you think he might?"
portance of the proposed program outweighs the disadvantages of the procedure and there are sound reasons for
such procedure." Such exceptions will
be made only upon approval of the
president
of CBS
News, "and the precise facts shall
be stated
at the opening
and closing of such a program, and
in •written
"Every publicity."
effort" should be made to
avoid leaving the impression that prerecorded excerpts on film or tape are,
in fact, live. If the viewer is apt to
be confused, the taped or filmed excerpt shall be announced as such.
• If a dramatized or re-created scene
on film or tape is taken from one program and used in another context, that
fact is to be announced.
• Prerecorded sound effects should
be avoided but are permissable if its
impractical to record the natural sound
and if the prerecorded sound is purely
incidental and has no bearing on editorial content.
• Re-creations of news or documentary material should be avoided, and
must be identified if used.
• If a speech or statement is filmed
or taped either before or after its
actual delivery "it should be clearly
BROADCASTING, December 7, 1959

The average
radio-oriented housewife
spends nearly
one-fifth of her life —
or almost 30 per cent
of her waking hours —
listening to the radio.
Spot radio advertisers
have 12 times
more opportunity
to reach housewives
than those using newspapers,
as these high buying-powered,
radio-active
homemakers
spend only
23.4 minutes
per weekday
with newspapers!
These and other
fascinating advertising
and selling facts
are revealed
in a brand new study
made for H-R by
Market Planning Corp.
(McCann-Erickson, Inc.)
and published
by H-R in a
colorful brochure
as another
industry service.
Write for
"The your
Case copy
of the
of
Radio-Active Housewife."
ONE-FIFTH
OF
HER
LIFE

ves
entati
"JtValways
Repressend
j^f^R jti"We
a man
Inc.
jjlTTT7 Television,
job"
to do a man's
Chicago
New York
San Francisco
Hollywood
Dallas
Detroit
Atlanta
Houston
New Orleans
Des Moines

identified as having been specially delivered for cameras and microphones."
• "And now we switch you to . . ."
is forbidden unless a switch to that locality is actually made at the time of
the broadcast. Such a statement is prohibited when the film or tape is being
carried not from the original locality
but rather has been transported to the
place of the broadcast which is other
than the original locality."
• When opinion is broadcast, in
either sustaining or sponsored time, the
opinion must be clearly labeled as such.
The sponsor, if any, must be clearly
identified. Opinions may not be expressed in entertainment programs or
as commercials in programs devoted to

entertainment or information.
• On special programs where comment ispermitted (Years of Crisis yearend review, for example) "a sharp distinction must be made, by means of
format or otherwise, between factual
reporting or analysis on the one hand,
and the newsman's comments on the
other. The two types shall be kept
separate and shall not be intermingled.
In general, the objective reporting and
analysis shall occupy the first portion
of the program. There then should be
a clear break and an oral identification
that what preceded was factual reporting and analysis, and what follows are
the personal conclusions and opinions
of the newsman or newsmen."

NBC 'fact finder' policy group set
A new standards and practices de- ago to eliminate questionable practices and by other personnel under
partment at NBC will police programming and advertising on the NBC's general attorney, Thomas E.
Ervin. Mr. Kintner mentioned it was
network's facilities.
Under the direction of James A. at first the network's inclination to
Stabile, an NBC vice president (see appoint a department chief from the
"outside" but after study, it was
Week's Headliner, page 32), the
department will be responsible for decided a seasoned executive was
policy review on presentations, will needed (Mr. Stabile has legal and
programming experience with two
engage in a "fact finding" analysis
networks). On Nov. 5 Mr. Kintner
and will include under its wing the
had
disclosed the existence of a spelong-established continuity accepcial unit that was surveying quiz,
tance department that administers
contest and panel programs as well
current provisions on good taste and
as reviewing other program practices.
propriety.
CBS in November created a new deNBC President Robert A. Kintner
partment of program practices for
said the new department will carry
its tv network and appointed Joseph
forward work previously conducted
H. Ream as vice president in charge.
by a special unit set up some time

WEST TEXAS
TELEVISION NETWORK
KDUB-TV
LUBBOCK. TEXAS
KPAR-TV
ABILENE SWEETWATER
K E D Y -T V
BIG SPRING. TEXAS
K I C A-T V
CLOVIS. NEW MEXICO
NATIONAL REPRESENTEE .
THE • 8RANHAM COMPANY
W D "Dub" Rogers. President and Gen. Mgr
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NBC payola affidavits circulated
composers or lyricists.
No resistance had been encounterAnother series deals with royalty
ed as of last week and thus far sworn
statements were being returned to payments from music performing
rights societies or shares in such payNBC without incident in employe rements from the performance of mussponse to the network's newly-inical compositions or from other
stituted anti-payola move. Meanrights in musical compositions.
while, in an area where NBC owns
Covered as well is a question on posno stations, a union advised against
sible income received from record
signing affidavits (see below).
Personnel at NBC o&o stations
and music people or from performers.
were asked to respond with a yes or
Union roadblock • Some 300 emno to questions in a notarized stateployes of broadcast stations in the
ment for return to the manager of
Scranton - Wilkes - Barre - Nanticoke,
the tv or radio station.
What NBC wants to know runs
Pa., area were warned against signing affidavits on payola last week by
the payola gamut and includes the
subject of free plugs. The inquiry in- Local 23 of National Assn. of Broadcast Employes & Technicians. Local
cludes directorships or other ownership interests in music publishing or President William J. Connelly said
record manufacturing-distributing ; union counsel believe affidavits required by some stations in the area
stipulates outright acceptance of
gifts or cash etc. for playing a recare broad enough to include "anyord on a program or for presenting a
thing of value" and constitute a
change in working conditions. He adperforming artist on a show, and
vised the station employes to wait
refers also to whether or not the emuntil
union
attorneys study the affidavits.
ploye represents as agent or as personal manager performing artists,
BROADCASTING, December 7, 1959

I fancied

gold
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and
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we
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Brag
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did,

WTCN-TV
Leo Rosenthal is a worried man. As
Maidenform's Minneapolis District Sales
Manager, he worries when stores sell out

did when exclusively
this year's
"Star completely,
Flower" bra aswastheyintroduced
on WTCN-TV.
Even though Maidenform's television campaign
is only half way through our current fall
season," says Rosenthal, "our big problem
has been to keep the stores in stock.
"Your introductory letters announcing the
campaign and those wonderful follow-up
letters telling about the sales contest you set
up, all helped in making the introduction
of "Star Flower" in the Twin Cities area an
outstanding success."
That's why Leo Rosenthal is a worried man
today. Not only did "Star Flower" sell out
completely, but sales of all Maidenform
products are up substantially in the important
Twin Cities market. What's he going to
tell all those women if the stores continue to
run out of stock ?
You should have such problems yourself.
Call your Katz man for availabilities on
WTCN-TV, Twin Cities.
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Self-regulation by broadcasters promises to be much more effective than control by a government agency, according to Donald H. McGannon (Westinghouse stations), chairman of the NAB
Tv Code Review Board.

RESULTS

Replying to a Nov. 16 letter sent byChairman Warren G. Magnuson CDWash.), of the Senate Commerce Committee (Broadcasting, Nov. 23), Mr.
McGannon answered specific questions
based on the current agitation over
charges of program rigging.
Federal Trade Commission received a
similar letter from Chairman Magnuson
but has not sent a specific reply as
the weekend approached.
On behalf of the NAB code board

WJW-TV, beautifully equipped Storer Station in
Cleveland, Ohio, uses Conrac monitors and audio-video
receivers. Chief Engineer of WJW-TV, Mr. H. A.
Brinkman, says, "We have found Conrac monitors to be
the best that are available." His staff reports complete
satisfaction with Conrac equipment.
WJW-TV, like so many other notable stations, selected Conrac
monitors because they are specifically designed to meet the
needs of the broadcast station.
Every Conrac monitor from 8"
through 27" incorporates these
important features:
• Video response flat to 8 megacycles
• DC
restorer — with "In-Out"
switch
• Provision for operation from
external sync — with selector
switch
• Video line terminating resistor and switch

Write or call for complete technical information and prices.
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Glendora,
Dept.
K
CONRAC,
JJVCJ
California
Makers of Fine Fleetwood Home Television Systems
A.
Telephone: Covina, California, EDgewood 5-0541
(SPECIAL REPORT)

Mr. McGannon wrote a flat "no" in
response to a question asking if present code provisions are inadequate to
handle quiz programs on tv. He cited
code language specifically dealing with
the subject but conceded the code
should be strengthened to deal with
quiz rigging, not contemplated as a
potential trouble area when the code
was written seven years ago.
Mr. McGannon reminded that code
board recommendations for amended
language were to be submitted to the
NAB Tv Board's Dec. 4 meeting.
Answering a query on impact of the
code on non-subscribers, Mr. McGannon said code stations reach 75% of
all U.S. tv homes and represent a
"remarkable cross-section by geographical location, size and type of market
andHe affiliations."
wrote Chairman Magnuson that
19 stations had their code seals revoked, 16 resigned and 46 stations had
ceased carrying commercials dealing
with a hemorrhoid remedy as a result
of code language covering intimately
personal products. He said the loss
in code subscriptions was offset "by a
dramatic enhancement of the code's effectiveness."
referring to telecast
the code toboard's
Nov.
18 Inclosed-circuit
tv stations
Mr. McGannon said the stimulus to
new subscriptions had not been measured at the time of writing.
"The genuine effectiveness of the
code" should include consideration of
these facts, he said:
Rapid growth of a new industry;
public awareness of the code as an
audience safeguard; governmental understanding and support of the code;
agency and advertiser cooperation;
compliance by independent package
producers and Alliance of Television
Film Producers.
BROADCASTING, December 7, 1959

To -attract attention you can always stand on your
head ... or run your commercial backwards!
A better way is to choose a station that has become
a viewing habit to most people . . . and in Shreveport
that station is KSLA-TV!
Survey after survey has proved that KSLA-TV is the
busiest marketplace in Shreveport ... it virtually
hums with viewer activity . . . buying activity for
our advertisers' products!

Consistently good programming, complete news
coverage, and a sincere interest in local activities
have made ...and kept . . . KSLA-TV the "standout
television preference" in the Shreveport market.
& Parsons, won't
Even our "reps," Harrington, Righter
need to stand on their heads to convince you. .,.
if youll give em a chance to tell you the
complete KSLA-TV story.

T
dfchis is the executive task force of a company of
unusual interest to broadcasting, business, education,
science and the government. It is the management group
of Ampex Professional Products Company, a division of
Ampex Corporation totally integrated to fulfill the
expanding needs for audio and video equipment of
advanced design and exceptional performance.
The company reflects the rapidly growing importance
of magnetic tape technology, an importance which acquired enormous significance when Ampex developed
and introduced the Videotape* Television Recorder in
1956. This milestone in television, which came only nine
years after Ampex introduced the first professional quality audio tape recorder, was only the beginning. To
realize the promise of the future in this rapidly maturing technology, Ampex has formed this company to specialize inthe needs of the broadcasters, business men,
scientists, educators, and the government.

Quality is inherent in Ampex products. To provide related equipment of comparable quality to the Videotape
Television Recorder, the Video Products Division of
Ampex Professional Products Company will also market
the Marconi Mark IV television camera, the English
Electric Valve 4y2" Image Orthicon Camera Tube, Conrac monitors, Tektronix test equipment, Telechrome test
and special effects equipment, Houston- Fearless TV
camera mounts and other studio gear, as well as vehicles
for custom-designed mobile tape recording facilities.
The Professional Audio Division continues in manufacturing and marketing professional tape recording and
duplicating equipment for radio stations, commercial
recording and duplicating companies. Ampex audio
equipment is acknowledged the symbol of excellence by
each industry for which it was designed. New developments in process in audio recording will result in further
contributions to the state of the art.

KEY EXECUTIVE PERSONNEL
PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS COMPANY
1. Neal K. McNaughten, Vice President, Ampex Corporation;
Manager, Ampex Professional Products Company.
VIDEO PRODUCTS DIVISION
3. Thomas E. Davis, Division Manager
8. Jack Woolley, Manager of Marketing
Administration
9. Jack Hauser, Manager of Merchandising
1 0. Ross Snyder, Manager of Video Products
1 1 . Charles Ginsburg, Manager of Video Engineering
12. Tom Merson, Manager of National Sales
PROFESSIONAL AUDIO PRODUCTS DIVISION
2. Frank G. Lennert, Division Manager and Acting
Manager of Professional Audio Engineering
14. C. Robert Paulson, Manager of Marketing
15. La Verne Foster, Manager of Administration
13. Gerald Miller, Manager of National Sales
A M

PEX

PROFESSIONAL

MARKET PLANNING
16. Robert A. Miner, Manager
MANUFACTURING DIVISION
4. Arthur P. Kromer, Division Manager
QUALITY CONTROL DIVISION
5. William J. Roily, Division Manager
OPERATIONS & FINANCE DIVISION
6. Ray S. Stewart, Division Manager
PERSONNEL DIVISION
7. Theodore T. Scudder, Jr., Division Manager
MAJOR BROADCAST PRODUCTS
VIDEO PRODUCTS DIVISION
A. VR-IOOOB Videotape Recorder Console
B. VR-1O00B Monochrome Electronics
C. VR-1010 Color Electronics
D. Marconi Mark IV TV Camera**
E. English Electric Valve 7389 AVz" Image
Orthicon Camera Tube**
F. Houston-Fearless TV Camera Mount**

PRODUCTS

PROFESSIONAL AUDIO PRODUCTS DIVISION
G. Model 351-2 Rack-Type Stereophonic Recorder
H. Model 300-C Single-Channel Console Recorder
I. Channel
Model 351-C
Console Recorder with SingleElectronics
J. Model 351-2P Portable Stereophonic Recorder
OTHER PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS (not shown)
Mobile Tape Recording Facilities
Conrac Monitors, Tektronix Test Equipment**
Test & Special Effects Equipment**
Telechrome
352 Series Single-Channel Reproducers
Tape Duplicator Systems
Stereophonic Theatre Sound Systems
REDWOOD CITY
CALI FORN IA

COMPANY

'*1 T.M.
Marketed
Ampex only
Corporation
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Gallup poll as proof of public's concern over tv
realized — greatness as a medium of common denominator.
CBS hopes in time to develop "measuring devices that will keep us far communication in a free society."
Quality Programming • He said the
more closely in touch with what the
He catalogued the problems and op- fault may be partially the networks'
American people want in program conportunities inthree categories: (1) pro- for the lack of enough top-quality
duction practices, (2) commercial and
wide-appeal programs being offered to
tentvision
and program
balance" on its telenetwork.
advertising practices, and (3) program
them. "We may have given the imCBS President Frank Stanton said content and balance. It is in the third
pression that, the door is closed," he
said. "Let me assure you, it it not. It
he hoped these "devices" could be that "we are going to have to draw
evolved "step by step" out of findings heavily upon the talent and creative inwide open."
in a massive study now underway to
of the Gallup survey of pubgenuity of you people and people like is Details
lic reaction to the quiz scandal were
determine people's attitudes toward tele- you," he told the Academy audience.
vision and what they want from it. The
outlined by Dr. Stanton and spelled out
Regarding commercials, he said, "We
study is being conducted for CBS by note
with great satisfaction that the in greater detail by CBS officials afterColumbia U. and the Elmo Roper re- NAB, through its code committee, is
ward. Where the questions were paralsearch organization (Closed Circuit, now exploring ways by which general
lel, the findings usually were close to
March 30).
those reported by Sindlinger & Co. in
agreement might be reached on a new
Dr. Stanton outlined these goals in code which will recognize and eliminate
special nationwide studies made for
Broadcasting and published Nov. 2
a speech Thursday at a luncheon meetcomplaints."
ing of the Academy of Television Arts legitimate
and
Nov. 9. The Gallup findings:
Public Attitude Clear • Of program& Sciences in New York.
Knew about the quiz scandal — 92%.
ming, he said it "is quite clear now"
New Survey Results • Dr. Stanton that millions
of Americans feel tele- (Broadcasting-S indlinger surveys:
also revealed results of a nationwide
84.4% in first study, 93.6% in secvision can and should be improved —
study, conducted for CBS by the George
that there are too many westerns and
ond.) Dr. Stanton compared the GalGallup organization, showing that 92%
crime shows, too much violence, that
lup finding with the following perof the people are aware of the quiz program range in
centages found to be aware of other
time is too
show scandal and that two-thirds think limited, that there isprime
big news events at the time they were
too much adverstricter regulation of tv programs is
in the headlines: Adams-Goldfine case
tiser control over program schedules
needed — but, in most cases, by net- as well as over program content, that 70%; the sack dress 88%; Gov. Fauworks rather than government.
programs too often appeal to the lowest
bus 57%; Quemoy-Matsu crisis 77%;
The CBS chief said present program
McCarthy-Army dispute 89%; discovery of Salk vaccine 90%.
ratings "properly taken, serve a useful
CBS elimination of big-money prize
purpose" but wondered that nobody
Enright's license
had come up with some technique "for
shows — 38% approved, 17% thought
a continuing appraisal of audience apDaniel Enright's 50% ownersome should be dropped and "honest"
preciation— an index to provide an inship of WGMA Hollwood, Fla.,
ones kept, 20% disapproved of CBS
terpretive dimension to sheer nosewas questioned last week by the
action, 8% didn't care, 3% said they
FCC as a result
counting." He continued: "After all,
didn't watch quizzes anyway, another
the advertiser generally has two meanof the role Mr.
3% gave miscellaneous answers, 1%
ingful statistics — the circulation for his
Enright played
said it was a question for networks to
commercial and its effect on sales. On
and 11% had no opinion. Perdecide
in "control
the programming side we need to deTwenty-Oneling"
and
centages added to 101 because of mulTic Tac Dough
velop a qualitative quotient or an aptiple answers. (BROADCASTiNG-Sindlingpreciation index and couple it with
er survey showed 39.2% favored takwhen those proaudience circulation figures in the coning quizzes off the air, 18.6% gave
grams
on
were
tinous evaluation of our schedule.
the air.
conditional answers, 42.2% disapMr. Enright
In a letter to
proved their deletion.)
"But beyond ratings, both quantitative and qualitative, we need to know
WGMA, the Commission noted
Elimination of canned laughter and
something else — what people want to
that testimony before the House
applause — 48% for elimination, 23%
look at. It is not satisfactory to have
Legislative Oversight Subcommitagainst, 29% no opinion. (Broadcastindications of approval or disapproval
ING-Sindlinger: 26% thought these detee
"raises
serious
questions
conof what we are doing. We need concerning the character qualificadeceitful, 55.9% didn't, 17.4%
had novicesopinion.)
stantly to know what the audience
tions of Mr. Enright . . ." as a
broadcast
licensee.
(For
full
text
thinks we ought to be doing."
Should canned applause and laughof the FCC letter to WGMA, see
Problems or Opportunities? • Dr.
ter, if used, be announced — 46% yes,
For The Record, page 106). The
Stanton said the television situation
32% no, 22% no opinion.
character of Jack Barry president
could be looked upon "as full of probShould there be stricter regulation of
and 50% owner of WGMA, was
lems or loaded with opportunities." In
tv programs? — 66% yes, 15% no,
not questioned. Messrs. Barry and
his view "the most significant aspect
19% no opinion. The 66% in favor
Enright originated and produced
of this whole affair" is that "there is
broke down as follows (in percentages
the two quiz shows, which they
not a single problem we face, however
of total sample): 13% thought the adsold to NBC in 1957.
complex and disturbing, that does not
ditional regulation should come from
The present owners purchased
give us a heaven-sent opportunity for
government, 42% thought it should be
WGMA in April 1957 and its curimproving television and thus giving
imposed by the networks, 7% thought
rent license expires Nov. 3, 1960.
another mighty shove forward towardit
it should be done by both, and 4%
its inherent — and as yet only partially
had no opinion.
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off in major

Five of the seven FCC commissioners
will convene in Hearing Room B of the
Interstate Commerce Commission this
morning (Monday) at 10 a.m. to begin
taking testimony "on the practices of
broadcast licensees in the broadcast of
program and other material to the
public. . . ."
Today's session will be the first of
many in the Commission's all-encompassing re-examination of radio and tv
policies and practices and the future
role to be played by the FCC. The
inquiry has been termed the first major
reappraisal of national policy on broadcasting since the Communications Act
was passed in 1934.
It will touch on individual stations,
the networks, advertisers, programming,
agencies, ratings and payola. Testimony
will be taken from broadcasters, trade
associations, advertisers, educators,
church leaders, civic clubs and just
plain citizens. From the testimony, the
FCC hopes to determine if new regulations are neded to regulate broadcasting
as a result of the recent tv quiz and
payola disclosures.
Over 60 witnesses already have indicated adesire to be heard, many of
them solicited by the FCC (Broadcasting, Nov. 30). First up this morning
will be Judge James Wine, associate
director of the National Council of
Churches of Christ. This week's hearings also will continue tomorrow (Tuesday), Thursday and Friday, with Wednesday off for the regular weekly FCC
meeting.
Industry Spokesmen Later • Testimony from members of the broadcasting industry probably will not be heard
until after the first of the year, a Commission spokesman said last week. The
FCC originally had hoped to conclude
the sessions by Jan. 1, but this original
goal now has been discarded, with the
Commission ready to allocate as much
time as is necessary to hear all witnesses.
Additional witnesses today will include the Very Rev. Celestin J. Steiner
of the U. of Detroit, National Catholic
Welfare League; Prof. Bernard Mandelbaum, Jewish Theological Seminary;
Mrs. James C. Parker and Mrs. Fred
Ball, National Congress of Parents &
Teachers; Clara Logan, National Assn.
for Better Radio & Tv; Mrs. Julian
Whittlesey, National Council of Women, Ralph Steele, Joint Council on
Educational Tv; Victor Nyborg, president, Assn. of Better Business Bureaus,
and Roy Battles of the National
Grange.
Other scheduled witnesses during the
58 (SPECIAL REPORT)

QUIZ

reappraisal

hearings: Union of American Hebrew
Congregations; American Assn. of University Women; American Civil Liberties Union; National Farmers Union;
General Federation of Womens Clubs;
Federal Communications Bar Assn.;
American Medical Assn.; National
Education Assn.; National Assn. of
Educational Broadcasters; Educational
Tv Council; Greater Washington Educational Tv Assn.; National Educational
Tv & Radio Center; Norman Cousins,
Saturday Review.
Also, William F. Buckley, National
Review, John Fischer, Harpers magazine; Prof. Gilbert Seldes, dean, Annenberg School of Communications,
U. of Pennsylvania; Prof. Charles Siepmann, School of Communications, New
York U; Prof. William Y. Elliott,
Harvard; Prof. Reuel Denny, U. of
Chicago; Eric Larabee, executive director, American Heritage Inc.; Prof. Paul
Lazarsfeld, Harvard Business School;
Rev. William Lynch, S. J., Georgetown
U.; Prof. Sydney W. Head, U. of
Miami.
Also, Dean Theodore Peterson, U. of
Illinois College of Journalism & Communication; Prof. Ronald Coase, U. of
BALLOON

Idea

THAT

for tv advisory

Virginia; Prof. Percy Tannenbaum, U.
of Wisconsin; Prof. Ithiel Poole, Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Monsignor John McClafferty, Catholic U.;
Donald McGannon, NAB Tv Code Review Board; Harold Fellows, president,
NAB; Assn. of National Advertisers;
American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies.
Also, Advertising Federation of
America; NBC; CBS; ABC; Mutual;
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.; American Society of Composers, Authors &
Publishers; Sigma Delta Chi; Philip
Cortney, Coty Inc.; Storer Broadcasting
Co.; Springfield Tv Broadcasting Co.,
and songwriter Gloria Parker.
Daly Wants In • Lar Daly, Chicago
politician whose name is well known to
broadcasters through his demands for
equal time, has requested that he be
given the right to be heard. The Commission stated that additional individuals and groups will be added to the
list "as time permits."
The FCC will sit en banc for the
hearings. Comrs. Rosel Hyde and
T.A.M. Craven will be absent until after
Dec. 15 as they are in Geneva for the
international telecommunications conference. Commissioners in Washington
include Chmn. John C. Doerfer, Robert T. Bartley, Robert E. Lee, Frederick
W. Ford and John S. Cross.

DIDN'T
group

gets

GO

UP

nowhere

A top agency official's proposal for mon's proposal, made public by Y&R
a special industry-wide approach to last week, called upon the networks to
invite agencies, advertisers and stations
television's current problems appeared
doomed last week to go down as "Larto help them select "a group of outmon's Lost Cause."
standing citizens" to "study the probYoung & Rubicam Chairman Sigurd
lems and make recommendations."
Members
of the calibre of Dr. James
Larmon had proposed, and CBS and
ABC opposed, creation of a citizens ad- Conant and Judge Learned Hand were
visory committee to study tv advertissuggested by Mr. Larmon, who thought
the committee also ought to include
ing and programming problems (Broadcasting, Nov. 30). NBC, which had an experienced tv man (he suggested
Robert Saudek of Robert Saudek Assoc.
approved the idea in principle, meanwhile appeared to reverse its field last and Robert Swezey, of WDSU-AM-TV
New Orleans, as having the required
week by deciding that such a committee was not necessary at this time.
type of "caliber and background"), and
The Larmon proposal was discussed
also an experienced advertising man
by top officials of all three networks at (Clarence Francis of General Foods, or
the first of two "summit" meetings, the D'Arcy Brophy, retired chairman of
Kenyon & Eckhardt).
second of which — no more successful
than the first — was called by CBS
Among the problems such a comChairman William S. Paley and inmittee might examine — with aid of a
cluded such high-ranking participants
"first-rate" staff paid by networks, adas RCA Chairman David Sarnoff and
vertisers and agencies — were the folPresident John Burns, NBC Chairman
lowing mentioned by Mr. Larmon: proRobert Sarnoff and President Robert
gram integrity; program content (exKintner, CBS Chairman Paley and
cessive violence, too many westerns
President Frank Stanton, and ABC-TV
etc); commercial practices (excessive
time for commercials, triple spotting
President
Nov.
30). Oliver Treyz (Broadcasting,
etc.); advertising practices (misrepresenDetails of Larmon Plan • Mr. Lartation and deception, etc.); need for
BROADCASTING, December 7, 195?

Collins Automatic Tape Control
gives complete and continuous
PR06RAMIN
programing — at just the
press of a button. Commercials, public service announcements
and complete programs are on the air, on cue, on time, everytime.
These stations are now using Collins Automatic Tape Control:
KNDO
KCRS
WLEC
WINS
WAZY WKNX
WHMA WGBS
KOLE
WJAR
KMRS
WTMA
WEAV WSPD
WSAZ
WDUZ
WVOK WINZ
WSLM
WHOT WMUU KONO WJPG
KUEQ
WKXY WTHI
WVET
KFAM
KTXO
WHIZ
won
WHUB KTRN
KWYN WOXI
WO!
WJDX
WLIP
KOCY
WENO
KEZY
WMLT
WBBB
KSTT
WSLI
WNAM
KTUL
WBMC KALL
KFRU
KDEC
KIDO
KXOA
WIST
KISN
KLUB
KOPY
WIL
WFMO
WJBC
KWKY
KMYR
WARl
KRON-TV
WFBG
KGBX
WBIG
KIXZ
WADS WEAW KBIZ
KBTV-TV
WEEL
WJET
WCCC WAIK
WNCT
KBUD
KFAB
KICD
WESH-TV
KOKE
WFVA WAGA-TV
WIRC
KOIl
WCMB KTBC
WEU
WJOl
KGGF
WGAL
WHYE WMAR-TV
WNHC WKAN KMAN WJLK
WBUY
WINC
WFIL
WKBC WCAE
KCLE
WAMS WSMI
WIBW WPAT
WABG-TV
KVOS
KRLD
WMTR WKIX
WMAL WQUA WLBJ
KVIL
KWIQ
WIBT-TV
WEEP
WRAL
WWKY
KMGM
WMBD
WAZE
KDSX
KOL
wcss
WKBW-TV
KQV
WICS
WRKT
WDBM WEJl
WHBF
KFJZ
WROC-TV
WVCG WIZZ
WSEN
WOOW WNAE
WKY-TV
WJLB
KLYK
WINK
WDOK
WAMM WNBF
WKRS
KXOL
KREM
KXLY
KDUB
WNOB WEAN
WGR
KFDM-TV
WAPE
WANE WTAC
WTAP-TV
KIMA
WICE
KRIO
WMAX WHDL
WJXT
WIBC
WING
WFRV-TV
Confacf your Collins representative
for a demonstration.

Insert open end of
cartridge into playback slot.

Push START button. Tape is
always cued and ready to play.

Tape
recuesslot.itself.
Removeautomatically
from playback

Slip cartridge
backuseintoagain.
rack,
ready
for instant

A single modular constructed rack holds 120 tape
ready
cartridges in 40-second to 31 -minute segments—console.
for instant use. Rack mounts above or below

COLLINS RADIO COMPANY
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more informational, educational and
cultural programming during prime
broadcast hours.
Attractive, But No • For CBS Dr.
Stanton replied that while the proposal had "several attractive merits,"
his network felt it is responsible for
whatever it broadcasts and that it cannot share this responsibility with others
"without sacrificing our integrity." He
said "this means that we must resist
control of our programming by private
committees as strongly as we have always resisted government control" and
that "passing the buck to a group
of distinguished citizens for cleaning
up this mess is not to us a satisfactory solution."
Television must "clean its own
house," Dr. Stanton continued, "and in
doing so invite sponsors to participate
in a revised pattern for our programming. .. . Great responsibility does . . .
fall upon sponsors and advertising agencies for doing promptly and well the
things that they must do if public demands in this whole matter are to be
met."
ABC's position, also opposing the
idea, reportedly was relayed by telephone to Mr. Larmon by Leonard H.

Goldenson, president of the parent ABPT, but was not made public formally.
Basic Idea Approved • For NBC Mr.
Sarnoff replied that "the basic concept
underlying
proposalwould
is a sound
and that histhenetwork
like toone"
be
associated with it "affirmatively." He
said the "responsibility" lies directly
with the networks but "is not limited
to them alone, but should be shared
by the advertisers and their agencies
because of their basic stake in the future development of the medium."
Mr. Sarnoff submitted a "redraft" of
the Larmon proposal in which he suggested that the citizens committee examine, among other things, the roles
played by stations, networks, program
production organizations, advertisers
and agencies; tv's contributions in terms
of popular-appeal programming, informational and public affairs programming, and special-interest programming;
television's shortcomings, their sources
and possible ways of overcoming them.
Integrity of program types and of commercials, public reaction to tv, and the
possibility of developing common standards for advertising in all media were
among specific areas suggested by Mr.
Sarnoff for investigation.

BROADCAST

JUST

HOW

Own

Committee Plans Shelved •

Last week, following NBC's appointment of James A. Stabile as vp in
charge of standards and practices (see
page 32), authorities at the network
confirmed that it had shelved the idea
of setting
up a citizens review committee of its own.
In a letter to the New York Times,
replying to a Times editorial, Mr.
Sarnoff said NBC supported the committee idea as a means of helping the
network execute its responsibility, not
as a means of shirking it. But NBC officials said there was "very little likelihood" that such a committee would be
set up now because one of the principal functions of an advisory group — to
give the network the benefit of its opinions— was being served through a number of other, less formal channels.
NBC meanwhile placed full-page ads
in a number of key newspapers spelling
out the five-point credo outlined to affiliates at their convention last month
(Broadcasting, Nov. 16) and also prepared to telecast over the past weekend
a 30-minute version of its presentation,
also made to the affiliates, on the diversity and scope of NBC-TV program
service.

ADVERTISING

IMPORTANT

IS

AD

RECALL?

TvB's Huntington tells RTES
it's an overrated factor
Recall as a measure of advertising steps in.
He attacked the application in advertising ofa common belief that unless
The theory goes that once someone
productivity was repudiated last week
by George H. Huntington, vice presi- has been reached by advertising — and one knows or remembers what's for
sale, the person can not buy it. (In tv,
dent and general manager, Television
measurement along the way is acceptBureau of Advertising.
able to all, he reminded — it's time to its sponsor identification is a measure
of knowledge of what is for sale.) Such
He and Horace S. Schwerin of impress that someone. "And the common measure of this impression is re- identity usually denotes only "the measSchwerin Research Corp. (see below)
ure of knowledge of the advertising
discussed the value of sponsor identificall." But, he said, recall misses "the
cation before the Radio & Television
for that product, and advertising is not
main things."
Executives Society in New York.
He challenged the precept of "the
Also not for sale is the music, voice
more
you can recall, the better the ad
Sponsor identification was considered
or
for color
sale." (meaning action) used in a
must be." Because one remembers copy
nearly worthless in Mr. Huntington's
commercial. It's fine, he said, if people
opinion and he indicated it can often points, it doesn't follow that there's
agreement. Commercials can educate,
lead to dangerous assumptions.
recall these things but "you'd better
also measure their recall of the feaas
in the case of the ill-fated Edsel's
His advice to advertising people:
use of the tv commercial, but this, he
tures of the product and more imporSpend ad research dollars elsewhere,
observed, had nothing to do with sales
tant, the results of their exposure to
preferably in new research to explore
of the auto.
the "depth of impression" that tv creMood And Feeling • Copy ideas are these
Mr. features."
Huntington warned it is dangerates— "advertising impact is like an ice- but part of a commercial, he stressed,
ous to assume that because a viewer
berg, most of it doesn't show." In tv, noting that more advertisers are using
does not recall the sponsor, the meshe said, print research has been used
emotional copy points — mood and feelsage had no effect ("if I can't recall
to measure the "small part that shows."
the name of the show, does that mean
ing— which are difficult to recall or
How To Measure • It's not possible measure but extremely important.
see it?")
to measure sales directly, Mr. HuntSponsor identification is a form of I didn't
People are filled with impressions
ington said, so the next best bet for recall, Mr. Huntington expounded, em"someone" implanted, he continued,
researchers was a set of "unwritten"
phasizing that researchers usually take
but they forget what ad or commercial
rules which are generally acceptable.
a measure of the program first, the was responsible.
They are acceptable to him, too, but up sponsor next and then the association
Multi-Sponsorship • He attacked advertiser concern over measurements
to a point. That point stops when recall of the two.
60
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BE IN THE LIMELIGHT ON

K

KAHN,

V. P.

• ALBUQUERQUE

Date
Wed., Nov. 25
Thur., Nov. 26
Fri., Nov. 27
Sat., Nov. 28
Sun., Nov. 29
Mon., Nov. 30
Tue., Dec. 1

ARBITRON'S DAILY CHOICES
Listed below are the highest-ranking television network shows for each
day of the week Nov. 25-Dec. 1 as rated by the multi-city Arbitron instant
Rating
ratings of American Research
Bureau.
Network
25.0
Program and Time
Wagon Train (7:30 p.m.)
NBC-TV
24.3
Thanksgiving Parade (11 a.m.)
22.5
NBC-TV
Miracle on 34th Street (8:30 p.m.)
22.5
NBC-TV
Lucille Ball/Desi Arnaz (9 p.m.)
CBS-TV
34.9
Gunsmoke (10 p.m.)
26.7
CBS-TV
25.3
Janet Blair (9:30 p.m.)
NBC-TV
Father Knows Best (8:30 p.m.)
CBS-TV
23.1
Rifleman (9 p.m.)
ABC-TV
Copyright 1959 American Research Bureau

and cost circulation more effective by
coordinating commercial production
with the program. Too often, he asserted, producers of a commercial live
worlds apart from producers of the
show, neither set of artisans aware of
what the other is attempting to do.

that show current multi-sponsored programs create relatively low sponsor
identification. "So what?" he asked.
An inability to recall all or any of
the sponsors is "no measure of the
knowledge" gained of the products or
the impression created, Mr. Huntington
declared, continuing: "It is the knowledge and the impression which will lead
me to buy them [products] not the re- BITTER & SWEET
call of the commercials or sponsors
$6 million paid NBC
identified with them."
He dashed cold water on this measure's purported importance by pointing for Twenty One* shows
out that it fails to explain away the sucNBC received a total $6,274,257 from
cess of spot advertisers who have no Pharmaceutic
als Inc. for the sponsorsponsor identification of program and
ship of 105 telecasts of Twenty One
commercial.
from Sept. 12, 1956, to Oct. 16, 1958,
Fit It to The Program • That's what
according to information furnished for
ought to be done in producing a comthe files of the House Legislative Overmercial, Horace S. Schwerin, president
Subcommittee. The House group
of Schwerin Research Corp. (which requestsight
ed the information from Thomas
tests both tv commercials and pro- E. Ervin, NBC vice
president and gengrams) told the RTES audience.
eral attorney, during the latter's testimony Oct. 6.
Mr. Schwerin's tack on sponsor identification was that viewers are affected
Of the 25- telecasts between Sept. 12,
not only by the program they see but 1956, and
how a commercial is placed within the NBC acquir March 17, 1957— before
ed the interests of Edward
show and how it is associated with the Kletter & Assoc.
and Pharmaceuticals
program.
Inc. for the program — NBC was paid
He took the audience on a color slide $18,501 for network facilities for
each
presentation tour of his testing operatelecast after deduction of $3,258 for
tion at the Avon Theatre in New York, agency commissions. With miscellaneous
noting the low index of brand loyalty facilities charges of $3,394 per telefor a strawberry ice cream when a comcast the cost was brought to
5
mercial for the product was inserted in each, or a total $547,375 for $21,89
the 25
telecasts.
a show that contained a bloody scene
of a "man stabbed in the back."
Of the 78 telecasts made between
Viewer loyalty to the strawberry ice March 18, 1957, and Oct. 5,
1958—
cream climbed, however, when the comafter NBC acquired the program and
mercial was inserted in a musical- before Executive Producer Dan Envariety type program.
right and Producer Albert Freedman
He said tests produce an obvious conleft the show — NBC received $44,436
per telecast for network facilities after
clusion that a viewer's prime
ve
is to see the program and not objecti
deduction of $7,833 agency commisthe commercial. But despite the obvious, this
sions. With $15,815 in program charges
rule is "violated more than it is ob- per telecast, $10,000 each week in prize
served" by advertisers.
money and $1,356 in miscellaneous
facilities charges, the total for each
Drop in Interest • He emphasized
show was brought to $71,607 or a
that his testing firm has found a decided
total of $5,585,346 for the 78 telecasts.
drop in newer interest in the commercial when it comes after a "teaserFor the two performances after
dead off m action) or a critical point
Messrs
. Enright and Freedman left,
in
a program (creating a. cliff hanger ef- NBC received $41,836 each for netfect). Mr. Schwerin has no doubt
work facilities after agency commissions
advertisers can make their commerci that of $7,646. Program charges were
als
$18,*2 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

000 each, prize money $10,000 and miscellaneous facilities charges $926 each
for a total of $70,762, or $141,536 for
the two telecasts.
Pharmaceuticals was represented by
Edward Kletter & Assoc. for the first
42 telecasts and Parkson Advertising
Agency for the remaining 63. There
were four pre-emptions by the network
for special programs during the 25month period.

• Business
Time sales

briefly

Spots for Red Heart • John Morrell &
Co. will launch an intensive advertising
campaign Jan. 1 on behalf of its Red
Heart dog food. The campaign will use
spot radio continuously in about 60
cities for 52 weeks to supplement its
print campaign. One minute announcements and IDs will emphasize a
rhythm beat and "three times for fresh
beef protein" theme, according to
Floyd J. Torrence, division advertising
manager, who announced the campaign.
Agency: John W. Shaw Adv., Chicago.
Flips network switch • Proctor Electric
Corp., Phila., in its first use of network
tv, will sponsor a special program featuring Jerry Lewis over NBC-TV on
May 20, 1960 (8:30-9:30 p.m.).
Agency: Weiss & Geller, N.Y.

Saturation spot • Bourjois Inc., N.Y.,
for its "Evening In Paris" fragrance will
use spot tv commercials featuring tvrecording personality Genevieve on
167 stations in 111 cities for a saturation Christmas season campaign. Included isHawaii where Bourjois is making aspecial sales effort — radio commercials also will be used there. Lawrence
C. Gumbinner, N.Y., is the agency.
Annual news recap • Armour & Co.,
Chicago, through Foote, Cone & Belding Inc., N.Y.; Kitchens of Sara Lee,
Chicago, through Cunningham & Walsh
Inc., N.Y., and the Seven-Up Co., St.
Louis, through J. Walter Thompson
Co., N.Y., will share sponsorship of
Prologue 1960, ABC-TV's Peabody
award-winning series of special ABC
News annual reports, on Dec. 27 (Sun.
9:30-10:30 p.m. EST). The Alaskans
will be pre-empted for that date only.
ABC News chief John Daly will head
staff of network's correspondents called
to New York for discussions and films
of major stories covered in 1959.
Tv awards time • Chrysler Div. of
Chrysler Corp., Detroit, via Young &
Rubicam Inc., N.Y., will sponsor The
Tv Guide Awards Show scheduled for
March 25 on NBC-TV (Fri. 8:30-9:30
p.m. EST). The snecial telecast will
featurewide tv popularity
results of poll.
Tv Guide's nationBROADCASTING, December 7, 1959
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SIX

Tv

MONTH

introduced

WAX

product

Three years ago Continental Wax
Corp.'s Six Month Floor Wax was a
new entry in a highly-competitive field,
testing its market potential in Miami,
primarily on spot television.
Three years later, television's ability
to reach the housewives' market with a
singular effect amply demonstrated the
potential was there. Continental's business saga reflects a lustrous glow. A
few shining highlights of the company's
excursion into the consumer market:
• From a modest $20,000 tv advertising outlay in 1956, the budget for
television rose to about $125,000 in
1957; $1.8 million in 1958 and almost
$1.5 million for the first six months of
1959 (based on TvB figures). Spot tv
represents about 85% of the overall
budget.
• Company sales have zoomed each
year but figures are closely-guarded.
It is significant to note that Six Month
Floor Wax is the first new product of
of its kind to be marketed successfully
in more than 15 years, company officials assert. It is in contention with
such well-established companies as
Boyle Midway (Aerowax), S.C. Johnson & Son and Simoniz.
• Continental is introducing two new
products in 1960 and anticipates a 60%
increase in sales next year. It plans to
increase its advertising budget accordingly (the amount still undetermined),
accentuating spot tv as in the past.
Continental Wax, which maintains
headquarters in Terre Haute, Ind., had
been in the industrial wax field for 30
years. In early 1956 the management decided to slide into the consumer area. The company's thinking:
Industrial waxes last as long as six
months; why not develop and introduce into the consumer market a "longlived" wax. It developed such a product and in early 1956 entrusted marketing-advertising responsibilities to its
newly-appointed agency, Product Services Inc.
Spot kickoff • After tests for consumer reaction to the product, Continental decided on a 1 3-week campaign
in Miami, using spot tv predominantly,
to promote Six Month Floor Wax. The
results were impressive but Continental
moved slowly. In June 1957 the product moved into Dallas for a spot tv
saturation effort and in the remainder
of 1957 expanded into five other Texas
markets.
As Continental prepared for a concentrated invasion of the field, it moved
headquarters from Brazil, Ind., to Terre
Haute in 1957 and later opened a plant
in Mount Vernon, N.Y.
64 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

SHINES

enjoys

ON

zooming

TV

sales

The big push was on in 1958 as the
company began distribution in the
South, parts of the Midwest and the
East. In New York City, Six Month
Floor Wax was introduced primarily
through a king-sized tv advertising
campaign, and after the 13-week cycle,
company officials said, more than a
million units were sold. Today the
product is distributed and advertised
in 66 markets in the North, South and
Midwest.

Services stress that the Six Month Wax
must be used properly. They point out
floors must be damp-mopped occasionally to remove dust and dirt and
some housewives do not follow this
suggestion, and they acknowledge that
"it takes effort and work to apply the
wax"We'v
to ethefound
floor."out that
some people
love Six Month Floor Wax and some
people hate it," Mr. Persky says wryly.
"But we think that the market is large
enough for us to get a substantial piece
of it— and we think our track record to
date substantiates this belief."

BBDO
postpones
The copy theme from the beginning
has emphasized that "waxing floors is 'high-rate' letters
a drudgery," Les Persky, president of
Product Services, points out. Within
BBDO has held up on its intended
this context, he added, the copy pro- plan to
send letters to radio and tv
claims that "modern housewives don't stations whose rates the agency feels
have the time to spend on waxing
are "out of line" with what can be jusfloors ... so use the Six Month Wax."
tified incirculation or audience size.
Last January the Federal Trade
The agency for some time had been
Commission charged Continental Wax
with misrepresentation, declaring that preparing the action as a follow up
to a similar move toward national magthe product will not last for six months
azines on their rate increases (Broadas claimed in radio-tv-print advertising
casting, Nov. 2). Intention was to
(Broadcasting, Jan. 26). In its defense
casting.
cover
the
top 50 markets in broadat several hearings, Continental has insisted that its wax will last six months
Further moves — including whether
and attempted to support its contention
or
not the agency will send the letters —
by citing
"research
data and
from thousands
indepenawait further study. One reason is the
dent science
laboratories
of testimonials from satisfied houserating "complexity" of the broadcast
field along with the diversity of markets.
wives." No final decision has been
issued by the FTC and Continental is
continuing to use the same copy appeal
West coast agency
in its advertisements.
merges with F&S&R
Officials of the company and Product
Fuller & Smith & Russ, a $45 million
a year agency with some $11 million
billed in radio-tv, has acquired a west
coast agency: Stromberger, LaVene.
McKenzie, Los Angeles, which has $5
million in billing.

The Tv Sell

In the merged operation effective
Jan. 1, T. L. Stromberger, president of
the Los Angeles agency, becomes senior vice president of F&S&R. Negotiations had been conducted since last
February. At present F&S&R maintains
a service office in Los Angeles. Clients
of the smaller agency include General
Petroleum, Occidental Life, McCulloch Corp., Pacific Ocean Park, Kal
Kan Foods, System Development Corp.
and Pacific Tile & Porcelain among
others. F&S&R has offices in New York,
Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Chicago, Fort
Worth-Dallas, San Francisco and London, and services such national accounts as Aluminum Co. of America,
Libbey-Owens-Ford, the Sherwin-Willians Co., Matson Navigation Co. and
A. B. Dick Co. Robert E. Allen is
president of F&S&R which was formed
in 1907.
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'60

NAB

More

time

CONVENTION

MEDIA

CHANGES

allotted

for industry problems
NAB's convention format is being that night will be the last convention
revamped to provide more time for event. Provision will be made for fm
discussion.
member discussion of industry problems, under plans discussed Dec. 3 by
The board's policy against the concentration of program and service exthe association's Convention Commithibits on one floor will be continued in
tee at a Washington meeting. The committee approved selection of Clair R.
1960, eliminating what was often termed
McCollough, Steinman Stations, to re- the "carnival floor." These firms were
limited to scattered reception suites last
ceive the NAB's 1960 Distingui
Service Award (story on page 96). shed
Convention activities begin Sunday,
Running concurrently with the conyear.
vention will be the annual Engineering
April 3, with opening of the equipment
exhibits in the lower lobby of the ConConference, with technical delegates
rad Hilton Hotel, Chicago. All sessions
also taking part in the two general seswill be held in the Conrad Hilton. Forsions and the daily luncheons.
Co-chairmen of the board Convenmal opening is scheduled the morning
of April 4, with NAB President Harold
tion Committee are Payson Hall, Meredith stations, and Thomas C. Bostic,
E. Fellows as opening speaker.
Present plans call for a change in the KIMA Yakima, Wash., respective viceawards procedure. In past years the chairmen of the association's tv and
award recipient has been keynote speak- radio boards.
er. The 1960 format, however, provides
Attending the Dec. 3 meeting befor presentation of the award at the
sides the co-chairmen and Dwight W.
opening luncheon.
Martin, WAFB-TV Baton Rouge, La.,
General sessions in which both radio
chairman of the 1960 NAB awards subcommittee, were J. R. Livesay, WLBH
and tv delegates will participate are
slated for the opening morning and the Mattoon, 111.; Robert J. McAndrews,
KBIG Los Angeles; W. D. Rogers,
final afternoon (April 6). The banquet

WE

TOOK
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HIGH

ROAD

While Theg Took The "NET" Road!

39 action-packed true adventures starring Steve Brodie ... 26 in full COLOR.
Now Syndicated in over thirty markets!

Pave YOUR "Road" to highly saleable low cost ratinqs . .
Call JOHN ETTLINGER Today at Hollywood 2-6635 !!
MEDALLION
TV
ENTERPRISES,
INC.
HOLLYWOOD
$*nm "oouction SIX THOUSAND
SUNSET Rivn
um
i WA/sN^r. 28,
« CALIF
^ . . .^
MIAMI
SiZi-lm D|STRIBUTION
CHICAGO
TORONTO DALLAS
BE.\ BAKRY FRANK STONE JERliY
SOLWAY BOB MONTGOMERY
PL. 4-3686
WA. 2-3163 EM. 8-2949
CE. 6-1805
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NAB

attendance

up

Total
at the NAB's
1959
Fallattendance
Conferences,
held Oct.
15-Nov. 20, was 1,691, according
to William L. Walker, assistant
treasurer who handled conference
arrangements in the eight cities.
The figure compared to 1,600 in
1958, with the increase attributed
to more favorable conference
sites. Conferences were held in
major cities having convenient
transportation facilities, a policy
NAB will continue in 1960.
Largest attendance in 1959 was
in Chicago, with Fort Worth having the smallest. The 1959 attendance figures follow: Washington 252, Chicago 297, Boston
185, Atlanta 217, Fort Worth
174, Denver 193, Los Angeles
188 and Seattle 185. The 1960
series is scheduled to open Oct.
13 in Atlanta.

KDUB-TV Lubbock, Tex.; G. Richard
Shafto, WIS-TV Columbia, S.C., Tv
Board chairman; F. C. Sowell, WLAC
Nashville, Radio Board chairman, and
Willard E. Walbridge, KTRK-TV Houston. Fred A. Knorr, WKMH Dearborn, Mich., was absent.
California

station

wins

access

news

fight

Another victory in radio's continuing battle for access to official news
sources equal to that of newspapers
was won last week by KEZY Anaheim,
Calif. KEZY launched a barrage of 24
broadcast editorials a day after the city
council of Stanton, another Orange
County community, had refused to allow Art Kevin, KEZY news director to
tape record its proceedings.
The station offered equal time to the
mayor and councilmen who had voted
against admitting the radio reporter, but
the offer was not accepted.
Orange County newspapers gave
their editorial support to the KEZY
crusade, which was also endorsed by
the Orange County Press Club. Just
before the council's meeting on Nov.
30, Mayor Graham Bell announced
that he had changed his mind and believed the use of the tape recorder for
reporting purposes was acceptable. His
motion to permit reporters to record
council meetings was unanimously
carried.
BROADCASTING, December 7, 1959

You

are

all

first

in

ming operation. Since the story appeared, anumber of our other good
customers have advised us they feel
they were first.

our

The fact is, we have sold so much
Automatic Tape Control equipment
since it was introduced last March
we can't really tell which station
first started exclusive use of the

book

The November 23, 1959, issue of
Broadcasting Magazine carried a
story based on information supplied
by the Collins Radio Company which
said a radio station was first to use
Collins Automatic Tape Control
equipment for its complete program-

COLLINS
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equipment.
All our customers are first with us;
we thank the broadcasting industry
for its enthusiastic reception of
Collins Automatic Tape Control
equipment, and for its interest in
all our products.

RADIO

COMPANY

THE

How

REWRITING

RAB

squelched

"If radio is dead, it's the liveliest
corpse around."
Admittedly, this was an overworked
(and a slightly self-conscious) epigram
in the early 1950's as television cut inroads into radio's audience and billing.
But radio was not at all ready for an
epitaph: it is still "very much" around.
The horizon was gloomy in March
1951 although radio's adherents had
confidence in the medium's ability to
adapt to and grow with changing conditions. The industry banded together
and formed the Radio Advertising Bureau, which was assigned a major responsibility: Sell radio to the all-important advertisers and advertising
agencies.
Brighter Horizons Ahead • The vistas
are bright today. The intervening years
have been a period of continuous growth
particularly in the area for which the
medium is uniquely suited — spot radio.
An indication of radio's prosperity is
the air of dissatisfaction — yes, dissatisfaction— with which Kevin Sweeney.
RAB president, will greet members of
the Bureau's board of directors at the
semi-annual meeting at the Sheraton
East Hotel on Wednesday (Dec. 9). In
essence, Mr. Sweeney will advise the
board of these sentiments:
"For those satisfied with a little progress, radio had a great year in 1959. We
did a lot of easy things very well and
we made progress — about as much
progress measured in advertising dollars
as the rest of the media business made
because the estimate of dollar volume
increase in 1959 is about 7%.
"Radio's gains this year were only
average — when we should have made at
least a 10% gain in volume and possibly a 15% gain."
This aggressive, never-move-slowly,
never-give-an-inch spirit has been characteristic ofthe Bureau during its eightand-a-half-years of operation. Its progress report is monumental:
• Membership has grown from 395
in 1951 to 1,100 this year.
• RAB revenue has grown from
$432,000 to $1.1 million during the
period.
• In the face of drastic reductions in
network radio expenditures, national
spot and local business have increased
by more than 40% during the 1951-59
period.
RAB's growth in membership and income has been translated into an expanded development program, including a specially-tailored plan for each
radio prosoect and original research for
clients prepared to invest money in test
68 (THE MEDIA)
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campaigns. Each area of RAB activity,
Mr. Sweeney notes, is broadening its
scope, covering the national sales department under Robert Alter, manager
of sales administration; sales promotion
and research under Miles David, vice
president and director of promotion,
and member service under Warren
Boorom, vice president and director of
member service.
A summary of the latest achievements
of the various RAB units:
National Sales • RAB's specific proposal system, initiated in mid-1959, is
being used intensively by the national
sales department. Considered a new
concept in trade association selling, the
system is based on making proposals
for specific radio buys to advertisers,

EPITAPHS

operation

bootstrap

instead of the usual selling with general
concepts that has been the rule with
trade organizations.
Promotion and Research • Major
printed presentations are being prepared
in increasing quantity (soon upcoming:
Newspaper Circulation vs. Actual Ad
Readership and Nighttime Radio and
Network Radio vs. Magazines). Conversely, many new sales tools are being
developed in pocket-sized formats, designed for easy use on less formal sales
talks. The resarch emphasis is on consumer-oriented "pinpoint" types of
studies. For example, RAB has commissioned several dozen research projects,
aimed at revealing how many customers
for specific food products are in the
radio audience at stated times. Some of

RAB's

fan-mail— what

this morning. . . . You certainly
Here is what advertisers and agencies think of RAB activities:
sparked our interest in several
areas." Bates Hall.
K&E • "... I want to write
you a fan letter. I have standing
Saab Motors • "I consider it a definstructions that whenever one of
inite possibility that Saab may exyour people calls, I will make a firm
periment with radio advertising. . . .
reason
The
him.
see
to
appointment
Your
presentation
day was
for this is that they come to my office an excellent one andtheitother
has set me to
and give me information that I could
serious thinking about what radio
not possibly get any other way. . . . might be able to accomplish for
You people are rendering a real servSaab ... I must admit that I had not
ice." J. Clarke Mattimore.
really considered radio at all in our
Woolworth • "Our immediate re- future advertising plans until you
action to your presentation in behalf
of radio probably surprised you. I came along."
Harvey B. Janes, advertising manager.
don't know whether it should be attributed tothe effectiveness of radio
Cory Corp. • "Thanks very much
as medium, or you as a salesman . . . for the excellent presentation you
possibly both. In any case, we have
staged for me and my associates. It
been moved, and have moved. The
opened our eyes to various facts
next move is yours. We await your
about radio advertising and the
recommendation this Thursday." Ar- changing markets and called our atthur Gross, Jr., adv. supervisor.
tention to a number of important
Pan-Am Coffee • "You will be facts which I am sure will be useful
to us in future planning.
happy to know after all of our work
"In accord with our discussion, we
together, that the Bureau will 'go
radio' exclusively this summer in the would be interested in having your
iced coffee campaign. Your organizaoffice's recommendations as to a possible 26-week saturation test using
tion has been instrumental in helping .. . sell our group on the impact radio in the ■
area — and
and economy of radio. Indeed I can
another recommendation on the use
say that without your help there is of radio in the
area.
a question as to whether or not . .
"I'd like to congratulate you and
could have managed to convince our
your organization on getting together
people of the wisdom of putting the an excellent, fast-moving and factual
entire summer budget into this mepresentation of the value of radio
dium. Thanks very much." James
advertising. This type of presentaOreill, advertising director.
tion certainly reflects favorably upon
Nestle • "Many thanks for your
the
radio
advertising industry." N. H.
most impressive RAB presentation
Schlegel, vice preside
nt.
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RAB's future research projects are tied
adverin directly with specific needsforofnational
tisers and will be conducted
and regional companies seeking "radio
solutions" to their particular marketing
problems.
Member Service • In line with RAB
membership growth, the Bureau is stepping up its "personal services" activities.
These include the availability to members of commercial tapes for use in
selling and a more comprehensive coverage of the country with sales and management activities. In 1959, the member service staff was increased to eight
and in 1960, it is contemplated, another
staff member will be hired.
Since RAB's major objectives are to
attract more advertisers into the medium and raise the radio budgets of those
companies already investing in the
a perusal of the Bureau's remedium,
cent accomplishments is in order. A
sampling of reports from the RAB files:
• Whitehall Drugs (Dristan) recently

the

customers

■

Rab's Chief
Little progress for radio
allocated $400,000 for spot and network radio, attributed directly to an
RAB proposal. Dristan had never be-

think

EWR&R • "Thanks loads for the
reams of material which you were
kind enough to rush over to us
in connection with our client meeting scheduled for the afternoon. It
proved most helpful to us and you
will be happy to know that the client
accepted and approved our radio
recommendation for the ■
market. You will recall that the
client had raised some serious question regarding the use of other media. In particular, the local distributor questioned our radio recommendation. This is all past and we
are proceeding to schedule radio for
an early . . . start." Vincent T. DeLuca, chief timebuyer, Erwin Wasey,
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc.
Clark Oil • ". . . The presentation
was just terrific. It is work like this
that is eventually going to change
to radio."
advertisers
newspaper
N.
G. Takton,
advertising manager.
Chrysler • "All of us here at
Chrysler and Imperial Division want
to express our thanks to you for the
very excellent presentation you made
yesterday regarding radio advertising.
It is always refreshing to have someone give us the broad picture rather
than statistics concerning a particular
station or market. ... I was especially pleased with the approach
you used . . . because it gave us a
different slant on this very important
medium. You may be sure that in
future meetings with our agency we
will give radio 'equal time'." J.C.
Cowhey, director of advertising and
BROADCASTING, December 7, 1959

sales promotion.
D'Arcy • "... I believe the RAB
presentation you made in my office
today can be most helpful in our efforts to 'sell'
on the use
of radio as a medium. There certainly is a whale of an opportunity
in the use of radio — not only from
the co-op dealer standpoint, but from
the factory-paid standpoint — to sell
to the ever-increasing
suburban market. Richard A. Yacenda, account executive.
Newberry • "Please accept my sincere thanks for the comprehensive
proposal you worked up for us on
radio. . . . This proposal will be of
great help to us, I am sure, in deciding media to be used ... in the
L. Motz, ad1960."
Spring of vertising
manager.John
American Bakeries • "As you
know, we held meetings with about
200 of our field people this summer to sell them the concept of our
new radio spots. At the same time,
since we had been heavy tv and outdoor users, we had to sell them the
value of radio in general ... I
must say that the material you furnished me from RAB proved most
valuable in impressing them with the
growth of radio over the past 10
years. In fact, I have gotten much
conversation since our meetings on
the wisdom of our switch into radio.
You and RAB are doing a fine job,
and keep up the good work." Robert
Llewellyn, advertising manager.

Sweeney
isn't enough for him

fore used radio significantly. The decision was made after four conferences
with Dristan and its agency, TathamLaird. RAB's proposal included a comof the estimated costs and
reach plete
of outline
the campaign.
• Jacob Ruppert Brewery (Knickerbocker Beer) shifted about $100,000
from its tv budget into spot radio for a
major campaign in New York. Maurice
Atkinson, Ruppert advertising manager,
wrote to RAB: "We had been contemplating such a move, but I can tell you
that the material presented by you in
our recent meeting at the agency conthe definite decision."
us to make marketing
• A vincedgrocery
giant (still
unidentified) has scheduled a January
1960 test of an RAB plan, calling for
a 13-week, $3 million radio campaign
that reportedly would enable the advertiser to "own" the crucial weekend
shipping period — Thursday noon
through Saturday noon — among women
supermarket customers in selected markets throughout the country.
And so goes the list of those served
well by RAB. A sampling of other
reactions is contained in story which
appears at left.
Only The Beginning • These are a
few of RAB's "specific sell" proposals.
There are many other proposals which
are currently being considered and now
in various stages of development.
Mr. Sweeney, never one to sit on his
laurels, is not totally satisfied with the
remarkable progress achieved to date.
He is naturally pleased that the growth
of RAB membership will mean more income for the Bureau to step up its total
selling effort through enlarged and improved services to advertisers, agencies
and stations.
"This RAB expansion," he remarks
gravely, "is one major factor that can
help radio make the kind of gains it
should, instead of the type of performance we're currently turning in."
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Sales
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Phillip Zoppi
Adam Young, Inc.
Nat'l Rep.
General Manager
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DIRECTORS'
and

print

media

PROBLEMS

competition

main

of concern,

editorializing urged
president and general manager, KWFT
The nation's farm broadcasters have
Wichita Falls, Tex.; John Watkins,
made some inroads in selling Madison
WKTX Waco, Tex.; E. R. Morrison,
and Michigan Avenue advertising row
but have left something to be desired in sales manager, KFAB Omaha, Neb.,
and Dewey Compton, KTRH Houston ,
terms of meeting individual client prod- moderato
r. .
uct needs in their respective areas. And
Mr. Kunkel stressed specific product
they still must keep trying to sell station
advertising and meeting market data
management and sales managers.
These are among the conclusions to needs of agencies toward that end. He
be drawn from the National Assn. of Tv suggested a formula for determining a
client's advertising course: Take the
& Radio Farm Directors' 16th annual
sales potential of a market, divide by
convention in Chicago Nov. 27-29. The
meetings, held concurrently with the farm units, multiply by number of buyInternational Livestock Exposition,
ers and divide by cost-per-minute.
Pfizer, he noted, uses 40 radio and 40
drew over 300 T-RFDs and associate
tv stations for different product needs.
(non-voting) members.
NATRFD elected Wally Erickson,
Radio has become more specialized
KFRE-AM-TV Fresno, Calif., as pres"like trade journals," appealing to the
ident (succeeding Maynard Speece,
"classes" while tv still depends on the
WCCO Minneapolis; also see Fates & "masses" and is still based "largel
y on
Fortunes) and selected Fresno as the
site
Management Relations • Mr. Ludy
June. for its 1960 spring meeting next
felt
manag
ratings.
" ement can become more
Farm broadcasters were told that
knowledgeable about farm program• They still must sell, sell, sell — the
ming and stressed T-RFDs must be
NATRFD sales presentation to agen"self-starters" who are both salesmen
cies in New York is a "step in the right and workers. Public and station reladirection" but must be continually imtions are important, he conceded, but
proved and updated.
the farm broadcaster "must know what
• Sponsorship of farm programs can
he's doing."
be profitable and that perhaps they can
Mr. Morrison pointed out station
sales departments are anxious to sell
service accounts better than "salesmen"
in other media.
good farm programing and suggested
• Agencies are "starting to dig be- T-RFDs and sales chiefs work more
hind" audience claims of Top
or closely together.
formula stations; but, on the other 40
hand,
Panelists on a sales promotion
T-RFDs can take a leaf from them and
panel
reported examples of how the
"localize" their fare more.
NATRF
D sales presentation ("The
• Curtailment of network weekday
Big Reach") had helped bring in new
business and predicted even greater reradio programming offers a "splendid
chance" for T-RFDs to better serve
sults. Bob Palmer, Cunningham &
community interests.
Walsh, who helped engineer the Mad• With recurrent "payola" charges,
ison Ave. pitch last spring, urged farm
station management may well seek to broadcasters to
supply more specific
foot "on something solid" like farm market and station data, noting
put its
program
farm
ming.
that advertisers sell specific products.
• Impact of farm shows can be vitiGeorge Menard, WBBM Chicago,
ated ifinformation is lost within musireported "favorable response and intercal segments of time periods.
• Some thought might be given to edi- farm est" by station management to his
talk during the NAB Chicago
torializing on farm issues.
regional
conference and suggested the
• Management is reappraising prois "worth-while pioneerpresentat
ion
gram fare as the "pendulum" swings
flexibility.
ing" because of its adaptability and
away from formula radio and tv com-

petition.
• Sales promotion will have to improve in 1960 because of stepped-up
competition from print farm media.
The importance of meeting specific
product needs arose during a concluding stations relations panel (Nov. 29).
It comprised Robert Kunkel, account
executive on Charles Pfizer Co. account, Leo Burnett Co.; Ben Ludy,

The Competition • Joseph Paulsen,
The Farmer-Stockman, warned the
NATRFD "reach" will have to be bigger in 1960 in view of "new and bigger
competitors." Local farm media are being emphasized more by national farm
magazines and papers, he pointed out.
Agency representatives also highlighted the Saturday (Nov. 28) sessions
BROADCASTING, December 7, 1959
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on the "T-RFD in
ing Media."
Dix Harper, farm Chang
radio director at
Aubrey, Finlay, Marley & Hodgson,
outlined factors in recommendations
to
clients [See Monday Memo, page 23
for Mr. Harper's views].
Bob Walton, farm director of John
Blair & Co., station representative,
noted radio seems "to change every
week" and remarked facetiously that
farm broadcasting might well be one of
the bulwarks of station operation today
with current controversy over "payola "
He felt T-RFDs might take a hint from
Top 40 stations and localize more to
community interests and from farm
papers who consider "agriculture as national but farming as local." He also
wondered whether farm broadcasters
had given any thought to editorializing
Gold on the Farm • Evidence that
farm programming can be profitable
was given by Robert S. Webster WJTN
Jamestown, N.Y., during a panel "Small
Station Opportunities in a Changing

Programming Circle • As outgoing
president and Sunday luncheon speaker Mr. Speece traced the swing of the
industry "pendulum" over the years—
from the early days of lack of public
service recognition by mana
gement to
the Blue Book theme of the mid-40's
and from tv competition and the emergence of formula radio back to a reappraisal ofprogramming.
Bill Sullstrom, executive assistant director, Office of Civil and Defense
Mobilization, addressed the Saturday
(Nov. 28) luncheon, urging farm broadcasters tohelp communicate vital civil
defense data to listeners. He reported
the agency is devising a special program
covering rural civil defense for releas
e
early next year.

Radio-tv
policies

farm

ad

surveyed

Tv-radio farm directors and others
in
agricultural broadcasting strike a
&25.000
from WJTN
5?cdAnn annually
He reP°rted
realizes
sponsorship
of
pretty
even balance between fully-spona 90-minute, six-day-a-week farm show
sored shows and those with participataccounting for 10% of its gross revenue
ing announcement, according to a
and has an SRO sign for prospective
advertisers.
survey by their association's tv group.
The post-card study was conducted by
During "how-we-do-it" radio and
Harold J. Schmitz, KFEQ St. Joseph,
panels, George Roesner, KPRC-AM-tv
Mo. and head of the National Assn. of
TV Houston, explained the advantag
e
Tv & Radio Farm Directors' television
of using video tape recording facil
ities committee. His group mailed out 98
on his weekly, sponsored half-hour procards, about evenly divided between asgram. Earl Sargent, KWFT Wichita
sociation members and associate mem*alls, Tex., explained that since the
bers,
seeking
information on length, fresponsor "buys our influence," his staquency and content of farm programs,
tion sells only programs, segments or
as well as use of film and Dictures. The
adjacencies but not spots.
committee got a 70% return from TRFDs and 44% from others doing farm
KDHL
Faribault, Minn., describedof shows
— an overall return of 60.2%.
manager
fneral
pyd6u
Knm
farm radIO as "farm news radio,
comFullysponsored programs were earpeting against daily and weekly newsned by 15 T-RFDs and six non-director
papers for local advertising dollars
members, while spots appear in the
while large stations compete for
na- shows of 15 other active farm
broadtional monies." He also noted advertiscasters, compared with participation in
ing agencies are taking a sharper look
those of non-tv and radio directors.
at ratings claims of Top 40 outlets
Othe
r findings among both groups
combi
ned:
No Russian canon
Camera coverage of court trials
is permitted in the Soviet Union
according to an editorial broadcast by WTVT (TV) Tampa, Fla
after staff members had returned
from a Russian trip. "There is
no Canon 35 (American Bar
Assn. ban on microphones and
cameras) in Russia," the editorial
stated. "The judge with whom
we talked pointed to his small
court, which would seat only
about 30 spectators, and asked
how else but through photographs
would the majority of the people
ever become familiar with the
actions of their courts."

(1) 36% each had 5- or 15-minute
programs, and 13% half-hour shows;
weekly
(2) shows;
74% (3)
have32.5%
dailyhave
andmarket.
26%'
31.2% weather and 27.5% general
farm shows; (4) 36% can use threeminute,
29% five-minute and 27% oneminute films.

In another survey, conducted by
Dewey Compton, KTRH Houston, Tin farm broadcasting, with 40% expressing disenchantment with station
maagement. Among their complaints:
too much management preoccupation
with ratings and revenue factors; displacement ofsome
farm ofshows
morning hours
'earl
in favor
spot inpartic
i-y
pations on other programs; lack of recognition for farm broadcasting's role in
station opera
tions.
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C
WWD
. the station that keeps people in mind
BLAIR & CO.
WASHINGTON, D.C. — REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY JOHN
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-owned
And in growing Jacksonville, Fla.-it's WWDC

Radio WMBR
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Changing

hands

ANNOUNCED • The following sales of
station interests were announced last
week, subject to FCC approval:
• WEOK Poughkeepsie, N.Y.: sold
by Mid-Hudson Broadcasters to Hudson
Valley Broadcasting Corp. at price in
excess of $300,000. Paul Smallen, head
of Paul Smallen Adv., N.Y., and Lazar
Emanuel, New York attorney, are principals in Hudson Valley. Arthur J.
Barry Jr., is president of selling firm.
George Romano, in association with
Howard E. Stark, served as broker.
WEOK is on 1390 kc with 1 kw day. It
has applied for 5 kw.
• WEEK Peoria, 111.: Sold by West
Central Broadcasting Co. (Kerr-McGee
Stations) to group headed by Herbert
Laufman, vice president of R. Jack
Scott Adv., Chicago for $150,000.
APPROVED • The following transfers
of station interests were approved by
the FCC in the last two weeks (for other
Commission activities see For The
Record, page 102).

• WRGP-TV Chattanooga, Tenn.:
70% sold by Ramon G. and Helen H.
Patterson to WSTV Inc. (Friendly
Group), Steubenville, Ohio, for $1,675,-

000 (subject to adjustments). Other
30% is already owned by Friendly
Group principals, Friendly Stations:
WSTV - AM - FM - TV Steubenville;
KODE-AM-TV Joplin, Mo.; KMLBAM-FM Monroe, La.; WBOY-AM-TV
Clarksburg and WPAR-WAAM (FM)
Parkersburg, both West Virginia.
• WBNY Buffalo, N.Y.: sold to the
Straus family and Harry Trenner for
$535,000 plus $75,000 for 5 years.
Nathan and Peter Straus, 62.5% and
37.5% respectively, own WMCA New
York.
Fla. Mr. Trenner owns WFEC Miami,

• KKIS Pittsburg, Calif.: Sold by Contra Costa Broadcasting Corp. to Kay
Kis Corp. for $350,000. Kay Kis is
80% owned by Kankakee (111.) Daily
Journal (WKAN Kankakee and WRRR
Rockford, 111.).

• KGST Fresno, Calif. : bought by Juan
Mercado from Jeanne Bacher for
$200,000. Mr. Mercado formerly owned
KGST.

• WPET Greensboro, N.C.: Sold by
Guilford Adv. Inc. to WPET Inc. for
$170,562. WPET Inc.'s president, James
S. Beattie, owns 45% of WBUT Butler,
Pa., and 33V3% of WELE Daytona
Beach, Fla.

SOUTHWEST
Fulltime low frequency regional in a
major market. This is a prestige station that is showing real earnings. Will
pay out for absentee ownership. $250,000 cash required.
MIDWEST
Top rated, powerful, low frequency,
high volume station now available in
top 100 market. $225,000 down and easy
payout balance over six years. Good
management available.
MOUNTAIN
STATE
$50,000 cash down and $25,000 operating capital will get you into this major
market. Station should easily payout
in six years.
CALIEOHWIA
Fulltime outlet in one of the top markets. Can go 5 KW. $65,000 down, balance over 5 years.
NEGOTIATIONS
•
FINANCING

S7JO.OOO

$730,000

$2509OOQ

$210,000

APPRAISALS

Incorporated

RADIO - TV - NEWSPAPER BROKERS
ATLANTA
MIDWEST
WEST COAST
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Colin M. Selph
Clifford B. Marshall
H. W. Cassill
Jamas W. Blackburn
William B. Ryan
Calif. Bank Bldg.
Jack V. Harvey
Stanley
Whi
taker
Robert M. Baird
Jeseoh M. Sitrick
9441 Wilshire
333 N. Michigan Ave.
Healey Building
Beverly Hills. Calif.
Washington Building
Chicago, Illinois
Financial 6-6460
Sterling 3-4341
JAckson 5-1576
CRestview 4-2779
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• KOFY San Mateo, Calif.: sold by Intercontinental Broadcasting Corp. to
Tele-Broadcasters Inc. (a Delaware corporation) for $25,000. Principal in purchasing group is H.S. Killgore (57%).
Tele-Broadcasters Inc. owns KUDL
Kansas City, Mo., KALI Pasadena,
Calif., and WPOP Hartford, Conn.
Outlet
5-for-1

Co.

announces

stock

split
The Outlet Co., which owns WJARAM-TV Providence, R.I., has announced afive-for-one stock split coincidental with restoration of the firm's
stock for trading on the New York
Exchange. A special meeting of Outlet
stockholders is planned to increase authorized common stock from 99,420
shares to 497,100 shares without par
value.
Current stockholders will receive
four shares for each share now held. In
addition to the broadcast properties,
Outlet owns a large Providence department store. The company's common
stock was suspended from trading last
March because the number of holders
and the number of shares available for
trading were too small.
"It is hoped that this increase in the
number of shares will serve to broaden
the market for the stock and increase
the number of shareholders," Outlet
President Alfred E. Darby said.
Sale of the Outlet Co., including
WJAR-AM-TV, to William Zeckendorf
for $12.5 million was blocked in the
courts this fall by Joseph Sinclair, chief
beneficiary of trusts which total 33%
of outstanding stock (Broadcasting,
Oct. 26). Mr. Sinclair also is general
manager of WJAR-AM-TV.
Whitney transfer
The FCC has granted applications
for transfer of control of five tv stations
and two am stations from J.H. Whitney & Co., N.Y., first to John Hay
(Jock) Whitney then to newly-formed
Whitney Communications Corp.
(Broadcasting, Oct. 26) then to Cortelco Inc. Mr. Whitney owns 100% of
Whitney Communications, which in
turn owns 100% of Cortelco. He increases his interest in the following stations from 48% to 84-86%: KOTV
(TV) Tulsa, Okla.; WANE-AM-TV
Fort Wayne, Ind.; WISH-AM-TV Indianapolis, Ind.; KHOU-TV Houston,
Tex., and KXTV (TV) Sacramento,
Calif.
Moving day at WKRC
WKRC-AM-FM-TV Cincinnati have
moved into their new quarters at 1906
Highland Ave. Broadcasting schedules
of the stations were not interrupted by
BROADCASTING, December 7, 1959

that's KLM! Fast flights whisk
Finest way to speed to Europe and beyond . . .
top from Houston. Friendly
you non-stop from New York and Montreal, one-s
Dutch service - the most
flight attendants treat you to world-famous Royal
'allct
y your travel agent
Conta
thoughtful, attentive service you'll find anywhere!
120 Broadway, N. Y., N. Y.
or KLM Royal Dutch Airlines, 609 Fifth Avenue or
. . you're in Europe
MOOSH before you know it! Mr on Royal Dutch Airlines!
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KLM to Europe
. . . and beyond !

THE WORLD OVER
KLM
INES
k AIRL
ROYAL DUTCH

THE WORLD'S

FIRST >

"SUNNY"

is the

The Western Coast of Florida,
that is! If you're shootin' for
adults in this territory, better
hire the top gun . . . WSUN!
"Sunny" is No. 1 in adult listenership, per 100 homes,
throughout the entire 24 hour
broadcast day! And Pardner,
WSUN delivers more homes,
at the lowest cost per home
of any station in the heart of
Florida!**

Natl. Rep: VENARD, RINTOUL & McCONNELL
S.E. Rep: JAMES S. AYERS
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the move. At sign-off time Nov. 20 engineers and moving men started shifting
the stations' gear. They had it reassembled intime for sign-on the following day. WKRC's newsroom remains
at the Post Times-Star Bldg.
PENN

STATE

MEET

Failure

to accept

responsibility cited
Broadcasters owe much of their present regulatory and public-image trouble
to their own failure to accept responsibility, several speakers observed at
broadcast communications forum held
Nov. 29-Dec. 1 by Pennsylvania State
U. at University Park, Pa.
Most of broadcasting's problems are
due to "the necessity of its operating
within the framework of the uneasy
dichotomy of public obligation and
economic compulsion," said the keynote speaker, Robert D. Swezey,
WDSU-AM-TV New Orleans.
Most broadcasters are leaving the responsibility for industry defense "to a
very few," he said. He added broadcasting "has suffered greatly from the
fact that many of the owners of broadcasting stations have actually never participated actively in the business, nor
showed any real interest or concern in
industry affairs. They have left these
up to the hired hands, who in many
instances have been eager and active
people, but who nevertheless have
lacked stature and maturity, and the
weight to do the job effectively in
Washington and elsewhere."
Mr. Swezey voiced concern over the
lack
of intellectual leadership in broadcasting.

Froke. assistant professor of the Penn
State School of Journalism, suggested
management changes to give a clear
division of responsibility in programming. He said programming should be
divided into entertainment and information units, sharing authority and responsibility inrelationships with management and other administrative departments. He amplified the proposal he
made at the Radio Television News
Directors Assn. meeting Oct. 14-17
(Broadcasting, Oct. 19).
Charles A. Siepmann, chairman of
the New York U. department of communications ineducation, took broadcasters to task for their failure to assume public-interest responsibilities.
While conceding broadcasting "may be
stunting" though not destroying intelligence, courage and integrity, he listed
eight reasons the industry has "defaulted so much on society's positive
it": turn everyt
requirem
1 — Itents
seeksof to
hing it
touches into gold.
2 — It has long suffered from a failure
of nerve and is ridden with anxiety
lest it give offense, skirting controversial issues.

3 — Broadcasters boast of the virtues
of private
enterpri
sing. enterprise but they are not

4— It has failed to recognize that
power without a high sense of responsibility "smells of corruption" and
the price of power is exercise that
of
courageous leadership.
5 — The FCC stands guilty, as guardian of the public interest, of a quartercentury of flagrant fault.
6 — In most newspapers "the so-called
critic is a publicist disgorging network
handouts and gossip from talent agen-

Influential Leaders Needed • Noting
7 — Most sponsors are "too myopic
that broadcasters "are very generally
regarded as peddlers and lessors of to recognize their own crucial stake in
the only investment worth anything to
facilities rather than as influential
anyone
— the spiritual and intellectual
leaders of thought," he said lack of
welfare of our people."
prestige is making it difficult to attract
8cies."
— Teachers have done little to guide
the best young men into "a business
influence the listening and viewing
which offers no depth of mental ac- or
of children.
tivity, and the standing of whose managers issecond-ra
te." broadcasters one
• Rep. appointments
Editoriali
zing offers
obvious way to prestige, he said, calling • WITH Baltimore, WXEX-TV-WLEE
the equal-time practice "more of a Richmond, Va.: Adam Young Inc., N.Y.
Select Station Representatives, N.Y.,
stimulus than a burden." He contended
mass media "are failing in the full performance of their function, to transmit
Baltimores and
represent
the Washingto
stations n,
in Philadelph
ia,'
D.C. Clarke
Brown
Co.,
Dallas,
represent
s
the
staand interpret the news."
tions
the
South.
in
A practical step was proposed by
Mr. Swezey — objective analyses of • WNTAAM-FM Newark, N.J.: Forbroadcasting's performance as the back- joe & Co., N.Y.
bone of communication. He said, "No
nation can afford to have its commu• KAJI Little Rock, Ark.:: George P.
nications facilities controlled by people
Hollingbery Co.. Chicago.
who do not have the time to think nor
the wisdom to see the absolute necessity • WDOT Burlington, Vt. names Harry
Wheele
r & Co. New England representative.
for thoughtful planning."
Time For Some Changes • Marlowe
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New

BOOST
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developed

colorcasting
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ENGINEERING

COLOR

camera

tube

in black-and-white

A new, supersensitive television
camera tube expected to permit colorcasting in no more light than blackand-white now requires, was demonstrated by Crosley Broadcasting Corp.
last week.
The tube, said to require only five to
ten percent of the light needed for
standard image orthicons, either blackand-white or color, was developed by
General Electric Co. GE also announced it and revealed technical details the
day after Crosley demonstrated it for
newsmen, agency and advertiser representatives and NBC network officials
in New York on Tuesday.
Observers appeared much impressed
by the low light levels in which the
tube performed, although they voiced
some reservations about the quality of
color reproduction in the showing. But
both Crosley and GE officials said color
flaws could be traced to the fact that
the demonstration was on video tape
not played on the same machine that
recorded it, and that rendition in live
reception, or on tape played back on
the original recording machine, was
excellent.
Forward Step for Color • The tube
was seen by both Crosley and GE authorities as a major break-through for
color, both by opening up areas heretofore unsuitable for colorcasting at
all — including night baseball and football, basketball and other arena sports,
and political conventions — and through

&

TV

permits
lighting

big economies in power costs. Moreover, they said existing black-and-white
studios can easily be converted for
color; local commercials can be taped
in color in the sponsor's place of business, and other location colorcasting
will be possible for the first time.
Crosley President Robert E. Dunville and other officials said they had
approached several manufacturers in an
effort to get a low-light color tube, and
that GE had agreed to try to adapt
one it had developed for the military.
Howard Lepple, chief engineer for
Crosley, worked with the GE engineers.
Crosley's interest was in extending
the range of its colorcasting operations.
Its WLWT (TV) Cincinnati, where experiments with the GE tube were conducted, has been originating local color
programs since August 1957 and currently averages about 19 hours a week
aside from local specials and 20 to 23
hours from NBC. Using the new tube,
WLWT fed two pro basketball games
to NBC on Nov. 21-22, is slated to feed
three others, and for next year, has
scheduled colorcasts of 10 night games
of the Cincinnati Redlegs baseball team,
plus day games.
Twenty Foot Candles • In the
demonstration it was noted that conventional tubes need about 400 foot
candles of light for colorcasting, while
about 125 are adequate for black-andwhite. The new tube was shown operating— with good picture results both

TV'S NEW COLOR EYE
Untouched program vistas opened to colorcasting

in color and on the black-and-white
screen — in lighting as low as 20 to 40
foot candles.
GE said the new tube, is now available and in fact already has been sold
to a few stations in addition to WLWT.
Officials placed its cost at about
$2,500, or approximately double that
of a conventional color tube, but said
its life expectancy also was about twice
that of existing tubes.
J.F. McAllister, general manager of
the GE power tube department, said
the tube was a major advance that
gives color tv most of the programming
flexibility of black-and-white television.
In addition to substantial savings in
power costs by color-equipped stations
and ease of conversion from black-andwhite to color, he noted, performers no
longer need be subjected to the "bakeout" temperatures of sets illuminated
by 400 foot-candles or more.
The extreme sensitivity of the tube
was attributed primarily to a high-gain,
thin-film target of magnesium oxide
about two-millionths of an inch thick.
This is approximately 1/100 of the
thickness of targets used in conventional tubes. The new targets use electron instead of ion conduction and
thus problems of "burn-in" and "stickiness" are virtually eliminated and tube
life is appreciably extended, GE authorities reported.
Motorola

announces

$125 fm auto radio
A Chicago elctronics firm finally got
around to admitting the obvious last
week: as a leader in automobile radio
production, Motorola has the first American mass-market fm unit designed for
automobiles among major companies.
In a city of some 5,000 mobile fm
units, Motorola is announcing today it
has the country's "first mass-produced,
transistor-powered" car fm radio. The
suggested retail price was set at $125.
Confirming months of speculation,
Motorola thus joins Blaupunkt (BlueSpot), Becker, Grundig and other
foreign imports in the production of fm
models along with Bendix (which makes
models for Lincoln and Continental).
Motorola engineers claim they have
whipped "technical difficulties" which
"previously prevented mass production"
of the receiver for the automobile market and that they have a set capable of
reproducing fm's full range of audio.
The unit comprises three transistors and
seven tubes with 15 watt power and requires no special antenna. It was part
of a 1960 general car radio line being
announced by Motorola today (Dec. 7).
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RCA

new

automatic

turntable

BQ-103
Efficient, Simplified
Handling of Recorded
Program Material

Assures

This new automatic turntable offers
easy-to-operate semi-automated
programming for 45 RPM records. Record
selection, cue, and playback have been
automated. "Fluffs" are minimized and
program flow is smoother for the
listening audience.
Records may be played in either random or
sequential order. Sequential play can be
fully automatic. For random play, a manual
control unit permits programming of any
of 200 selections.
When used in combination with a
Transistorized Turntable Preamplifier
(Type BA-26A), the Type BQ-103
Turntable produces an output signal
capable of being fed into a console at mixer
level. The preamplifier easily mounts in
the BQ-103 cabinet.

The BQ-103 Turntable offers semi-automated
operation now, and becomes an integral part of
the automation system later. The BQ-103 is
a basic building block in preparing for
automation. For complete information, call
your RCA Broadcast Representative or write to
RCA, Dept. B-22, Building 15-1 , Camden, N.J .
In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company
Limited, Montreal.

.©

pemaBQ
Ty
c 03
Turntable
ti-1
Auto
Manual
Control Unit
Full automatic or
manual operation is
possible with this
single control unit,
which provides
push-button control
of every turntable
operation.

RADIO
TmkW 9
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Radio-tv
balloon

space
plan

revealed

Some details of the passive communications satellite, planned for the
last year by the National Aeronautics
& Space Administration were released
to the public last week. The project envisages global radio and tv communications by bouncing radio waves from
an aluminized balloon.
The ,satellite, the first of a series of
"Project Echo" experiments, is scheduled to be launched early next spring.
The 100-ft. diameter, inflatable sphere,
will be put into orbit at a 1,000-mile
altitude in a northeasterly direction
from the Atlantic Missile Range with
an inclination of about 50 degrees to
the Equator.
Once in orbit the satellite will pass
over all countries located between 50
degrees north latitude and 50 degrees
south latitude. It will circle the earth
every 120 minutes. Maximum time of
mutual visibility between the east and
west coasts of the United States will
be about 16 minutes.
The sphere will have a 98% radio
wave reflectivity up to the 4,000 mc
band. It will weigh about 150 lbs. The
payload will be carried into orbit by a
Delta rocket.
The two major facilities involved in
the communications experiment will be

the Jet Propulsion Lab. at Goldstone,
Calif., and the Bell Telephone Lab. at
Holmdel, N.J. Goldstone will transmit
on 2,390 mc for reception at Holmdel,
and Holmdel will use 960 mc for reception at Goldstone.
Plans to launch a stabilized space
platform, mounting a telescope for viewing galaxies at distances several times
that which can now be reached by 200in. earth telescopes were also announced
by NASA last week. The telescopes,
which will be controlled from earth, will
flash pictures back to earthbound
astronomers via tv relay system.

Tv-radio

set output
still ahead of 1958
Production and sale of tv and radio
receivers for the 10-month JanuaryOctober period continued ahead of last
year's same period, although both
slumped in October compared with
September output, Electronic Industries
Assn. reported last week.
Cumulative tv output at the factory
level reached 5,195,440 compared with
4,067,606 for same period last year.
Tv sales at the retail level totaled 4,448,901 for January-October segment
compared with 3,991,530 for the same
period last year. Cumulative uhf output for first 10 months of year reached
340,980 compared with 353,980 produced at the end of October last year.
October tv production was 706,583;
September's 808,337. Retail sales in
October measured 637,147; September's 684,773.
Cumulative 10-month radio production totaled 12,722,970, including 4,682,962 automobile sets. This compares with 8,904,772 radios manufactured for the same period last year,
which included 2,679,618 auto radios.
Radio sales at retail for January-October period reached 6,125,790 excluding auto sets, compared with 5,241,629
for same period in 1958. Cumulative
fm output for 10 months for 430,763,
compared with 1958's output of 235,647.
There were 1,795,718 radio sets
produced in October, including 531,116 automobile receivers. This compares with September's 1,981,208
which included 717,501 auto sets.
Harris-lntertype buys
electronic company

WREX-TV
CHANNEL 13 ROCKFORD
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Harris-lntertype Corp., Clevelandbased maker of broadcast, printing and
publishing products, diversified a bit
further last week, with an agreement
to acquire Polytechnic Research & Development Co., leading producer of
microwave test equipment.
George S. Dively, H-I president and
board chairman, said purchase of the

company from Polytechnic Institute of
Brooklyn, N.Y., was largely for cash,
though no price was disclosed. PRE)
will continue to operate as a "decentralized subsidiary," producing test
equipment for advanced work in commercial and defense communication, including space and missile programs.
Harris-lntertype bought Gates Radio
Co. two years ago as part of its diversification program. With' PRD sales of
over $5 million annually, electron
ics is
expected to account for about 20% of
H-I's total sales, according to Mr.
Dively. Gates manufactures am and fm
ucts.
radio transmitters among other prod-

Meanwhile, Mr. Dively told the New
York Society of Security Analysts Tuesday that H-I earnings will hit $1.3 million (about $1.10 a share) for the third
quarter ending Dec. 31, with estimated
product shipments of about $17 million.
He predicted the company would earn
$2.4 million during the first six months
of 1960. The company had net earnings of $4.5 million (up 50%) and
shipments of $63.8 million (up 10%)
30. the fiscal
for
year ended this past June

• Technical

topics

Radio spot device • C.H. Alvord Co.,
West Hartford, Conn., is marketing a
compact, packaged instrument designed
to "speed and simplify" radio stations'
use of spot commercials. Called "QuickQ," the 16 and one-half pound instrument offers such advantages and features
as elimination of "dead air, awkward
pauses and operational errors." It also
enables placing of individual commercials and other station breaks on individual cartridges or placing multiple
spots on one cartridge and airing them
in proper rotation. Further information
may be had by writing to The Alvord
Co.
Magnecord stereo • Midwestern Instruments' Magnecord Div., Tulsa,
Okla., has introduced a stereophonic
version of its P75 Editor tape recorder. The company says the P75 Stereo
meets professional requirements for
speed and simplicity in editing, programming and cuing while also meeting professional-industrial performance specifications. The stereo P75
has stacked stereophonic heads plus
twin record-playback amplifiers. It's
powered by a direct-drive, dual-speed
hysteresis synchronous motor and individual reel-drive motors.

EICO speakers • Electronic Instrument Co., Long Island City, N. Y., has
three new high fidelity speaker systems available. They are HFS-3,
HFS-4 and HFS-5. The first two are
designed to reproduce exceptionally
BROADCASTING, December 7, 1959

pure and full tones of the very deep
bass frequencies with normal efficiency.
The HFS-3 has a 3%.-inch cone
tweeter (with level control). HFS-4
has a compression driver horn tweeter
(with level control). Both three way
systems are supplied with a 12-inch
bellows suspension woofer and an
eight-inch closed back mid-range
speaker with high internal damping
cone. HFS-5 has an eight-bellows suspension woofer and a 3 ^ -inch closed
back tweeter. Prices: HFS-3, $72.50.
HFS-4, $83.50. HFS-5. $47.50.

It's Important

ARE

3M handbook • Minnesota Mining &
Manufacturing Co., St. Paul, has issued the second edition of "The
Changing Picture in Video Tape for
1959-1960." It's a 60,000-word illustrated "handbook on all aspects of video
tape . . . designed to keep users and potential users of video tape abreast of all
significant developments." About 6,000
copies have been distributed so far.
The handbook contains photographs,
detailed footnotes that serve as a practical bibliography of video tape literature, cross-reference of subjects, and
blank pages so the book may be updated.

High gain amplifier • Blonder-Tongue
Labs Inc., Newark, N.J., has introduced
Model HAB, a low cost tv-fm amplifier.
The unit boosts signals up to 14 times
for small master tv systems and weak
signal home installations. The threetube Model HAB features a frame grid
input circuit to provide highest possible signal-to-noise ratio. Maximum output is 0.7 v at 75 ohms and 1.4 v at
300 ohms with 22 db gain on low tv
and fm channels and 24 db gain on
the high tv channels. Price: $62.50.
Booth buys • Booth Broadcasting Co.,
Detroit, has bought $38,000-worth of
automatic tape control units from Collins Radio Co., Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
The purchase includes 51 automatic
tape control playback units, 14 recording units and 6 Collins Announcer remote disc jockey tables. Booth stations
to get the gear: WILB and WMZK
(FM) Detroit, WSGW Saginaw,
WBBC Flint, and WIBM lackson, all
Michigan; WTOD Toledo, Ohio; WJBA
South Bend, and WIOU Kokomo, both
Indiana.
Early debut • Sales of Hoffman tv receivers are 44% ahead of those last
year at this time, Ray B. Cox, vice
president of Hoffman Electronics Corp.
in charge of consumer products, reported last week. Because of depleted
inventories, Hoffman has put two new
sets on the market. They had been
scheduled for introduction a month
later at the mid-year distributor showings.
BROADCASTING, December 7, 1959
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That's right! — people in Cadillac and Northern
Lower Michigan buy more food than the entire

1 shows that WWTV ha
lotion, both daytime an.
in 36 Michigan counties

WKZO-TV — GRAND RAPIDS KALAMAZOO
WKZO
RADIO —— GRAND
KALAMAZOO-BATTLE
CREEK
WJEF
RAPIDS
WJEF-FMRADIO
GRAND RaPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WWTV
— —CADILLAC,
MICHIGAN
KOLN-TV — LINCOLN, NEBRASKA
WMBD
— PEORIA.
ILLINOIS
WMBD-TVRADIO
— PEORIA,
ILLINOIS

1735

population of Utah* ! — WWTV, Cadillac — can
Yet just one station
keep you firmly in touch with this amazingly
important market. WWTV is the only station
with daily circulation in all of Northern Lower
Michigan's 36 counties (NCS No. 3). ARB (May,
1959) for Cadillac-Traverse City also gives WWTV
top position in 202 of 250 competitive quarter hours
surveyed, Sunday through Saturday.
Add WWTV to your WKZO-TV (Kalamazoo-.
Grand Rapids) schedule and get all the rest ofoutstate Michigan worth having. If you want it
all, give us a call!
* Annual food sales in Utah are $203.1 million. The WWTV
area accounts for $231.9 million in food sales.
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FCC orders KIMN to show cause
In what was described as a precedentshattering move, the FCC last week
ordered KIMN Denver to show cause
why its license should not be revoked.
The action came as a result of alleged
off-color and smutty language and sound
effects broadcast by a KIMN disc jockey
(Broadcasting, Oct. 5).
Cecil L. Heftel, KIMN president, immediately hit the FCC action as unwarranted and the result of "isolated
instances of questionable language by a
single disc jockey who was promptly
removed. . . ."
Commission records do not show a
single license revocation or denial of renewal on the grounds of bad programming. However, the old Federal Radio
Commission revoked two station licenses
in 1932 for objectionable programming.
KIMN's present license does not expire until April 1, 1962.
In its show cause order, the Commission pointed out that while KIMN
disclaimed personal knowledge of the
questionable material, it did not deny
the charges brought by Don Burden,
owner of KICN Denver. Mr. Burden
made two complaints to the FCC last
September against the program of d.j.
Royce Johnson over KIMN. The KICN
head also sent the FCC tape recordings
of what were described as Mr. Johnson's aired remarks. He also complained
against a second KIMN d.j., Glenn Bell.
The Commission further told KIMN
last week that by broadcasting such material as that complained against, it
was operating in a manner contrary to
the public interest. Such operations,
the FCC said, constitute grounds which
would uphold the Commission in refusing to grant a license renewal to a licensee in an original application. Also,
KIMN has willfully and repeatedly
failed to operate substantially as set
forth in its license application, the
Commission charged.
The FCC said that a hearing would
be scheduled at a later date on the
KIMN revocation order.
Prejudiced Charges • Answering the
FCC's license revocation action, Mr.
Heftel said that it is understandable, in
light of tv quiz and payola revelations,
that the Commission would hear complaints against stations. "However," he
said, "KIMN does not feel that the prejudiced charges of Mr. Don Burden,
president of our bitter competitor, radio
station KICN, warrant a revocation
hearing.
"Isolated instances of questionable
language by a single disc jockey who
was promptly removed when the com:82

plaint came to our attention do not
justify drastic action of this kind. KIMN
is advised by its attorneys that no legal
basis for revocation exists and we intend
to seek reconsideration of this hasty
and groundless order."
Immediately after the Burden complaints, the FCC asked KIMN for an
explanation. Mr. Heftel admitted at that
time that "ad-lib remarks and sound effects, not in keeping with good taste
broadcast standards . . ." were aired by
Mr. Johnson. He said he immediately
fired the disc jockey and expressed regret that the incidents occurred and assured the FCC tothat
been that
and
will continue
be "steps
taken have
to insure
similar incidents will not again occur at
KIMN so long as I am responsible for
the station."
Excessive

reports

cited by House group
The FCC and other federal agencies
which require reports from businesses
they regulate should be required to calculate the expenditures in man-hours
and money to the businesses filing such
reports, the House Census & Government Statistics Subcommittee recommended in a report released Dec. 6.
The subcommittee said the bulk
(80%) of the burden on businesses
which make government reports comes
from administrative and regulatory reporting, while only 20% is caused by
statistics-gathering activities. Although
the Budget Bureau examines new reports
which agencies plan to impose on business firms and can disapprove them by
denying funds for them, the agency
does not need much money to be able
to require staggering reports from businessmen, the House unit said.
The report said that while such agencies specify in great detail the laws
which require such reports, it is apparent
many reports can be streamlined through
repeal or amendment of long-standing
law or regulations, and added: "The
agencies may be reluctant to embark on
such paths, fearing attenuation of their
operating authority." It put the ratio
of expenses to businessmen at 10 to 100
times that incurred by federal agencies in processing such reports.
The group also recommended that
small businesses be given more voice
in the report clearance procedure.
As of Jan. 1 the FCC had 51 regular
forms for applications and registrations,
24 "other" administrative forms and no
statisics-gathering forms, the report
said.

In a progress report on paperwork reduction targets originally cited by the
Hoover Commission, the House group
reported
one involvesprograms
the FCC'sin
definition that
of educational
program logs. The report said this problem is included in a complete overhaul
of definitions and forms used in applications for license renewals and transfers
and for other purposes and that a radio
and tv committee set up by an advisory
council of the
Budget has
Bureau's
Office of
Statistical
Standards
recommended
changes after a study with FCC and
OSS cooperation. The revisions are in
process of final clearance by the FCC,
the report said.
Lee,

CD

officials

say

Conelrad not passe
Conelrad will be a fixture for quite
a while, Comr. Robert E. Lee and
other officials told broadcasters Dec. 3
on a closed-circuit broadcast carried
by all radio and tv networks. Local
civil defense authorities were invited to
hear
the program at studios around
the country.
Comr. Lee told the group that under
Defense Dept. planning Conelrad will
be kept in readiness at least 10 years.
John J. McLaughlin, administrative assistant to the Secretary of the Air
Force took the microphone to comment on the last Conelrad "Operation
Alert" April 17, 1959, and to say there
probably will be another test next year.
Gov. Leo A. Hoegh, director of the
office of Civil & Defense Mobilization,
looked ahead to forthcoming regional
conferences and urged cooperation at
state and local levels in the defense
The Civil Defense Surplus Property
Donation Program, under which broadplan. casters can secure equipment from government surplus, was outlined during
the closed-circuit briefing.
FTC bait-switch guide
A guide to preventing bait and switch
advertising has been issued by the Federal Trade Commission. The four-point
guide, issued last week, is to aid businessmen and the public to identify and
selling.
avoid "bait" advertising and "switch"
Bait and switch advertising is the
practice by some merchants of advertising aproduct at a sensationally low
price and then having salesman steer
customers drawn into the store by the
lure
of the ad to higher-priced merchandise.
The new guide, which will also be
used by the FTC staff to evaluate this
type of advertising, calls on advertisers
to avoid: (1) offering a product for
BROADCASTING, December 7, 1959

sale when the offer is not a bona fide
one; (2) misrepresenting a product in
an advertisement with the intention of
later switching customers to other merchandise: (3) discouraging the purchase
of the advertised merchandise as part
of a bait scheme, and (4) attempting to
unsell the product advertised by trying
to sell other merchandise in its place.
FCC

feels

program

FCC did have such authority under
Sec. 303 of the Communications Act.
Comr. Coy sent both opinions to the
committee, indicating that he was "ims views.
Cottone'
pressed"ndwith Mr.
if the
that
had stated
Sen. McFarla
require
to
FCC did not have authority
educational programming, it should be
given such power through legislation.
Such legislation was not passed in 1951,
nor has it been passed since. Actions
of the FCC since constitute "an implicit
of the theory," a spokesman
rejection
last week.
said

issue not settled
The FCC hierarchy feels that Sen.
Warren Magnuson (D-Wash.) was misFm background music
taken when the Senate Commerce
fortnight
a
said
chairman
ee
Committ
held excise tax free
ago that as far back as 1951 his comFederal excise tax laws do not apply
mittee "put to rest" the question of
to background music furnished by fm
FCC authority to require commercial
stations to devote a specific percentage
broadcasters to paying subscribers, the
of time to educational programming
U.S. Court of Claims ruled last week in
upholding the position of Hampton
(Broadcasting, Nov. 23). He mainRoads Industrial Electronics Corp.,
tained that an August 1951 letter from
then FCC Chairman Wayne Cox made
that it is due a reNewport News, Va.,under
protest. The
fund of $81 paid
it clear that the Commission has such
authority.
company, owned by the Newport News
A Commission spokesman says the Press and Times Herald, furnishes
music to customers by broadcasts from
Coy letter actually left the entire matwhich along with WGH is
WGH-FM,
recSenate
official
and
—
ter up in air
interpretation.
this
ords support
also owned by the newspaper. The comThe matter was raised in July 1951
pany supplies music to firms in the
when former Sen. McFarland (D-Ariz.)
Newport News-Norfolk area both by
then committee chairman, asked Mr.
direct wire and over WGH-FM, less
commercials.
Coy if the FCC had such authority.
Mr. Coy replied that in his opinion
The company did not contest taxes
this would be a violation of the anti- on its direct wire transmissions, but did
censorship law.
on that which is broadcast, holding the
Sen. McFarland asked for official tax law does not apply to broadcast.
Internal Revenue Service has 90 days
opinion of the FCC's general counsel
GoldMax
to decide if it will appeal. If it does not,
and Acting General Counsel
Subview.
Coy's
man supported Mr.
have paid federal excompanies which
sequently, FCC General Counsel Ben
cise taxes on similar operations in the
Cottone expressed the view that the
past three years may file for refunds.

FCC, lawyers to
Communications lawyers, frustrated and furious with the inordinate delays which accompany the
processing of radio and tv applications by the FCC, are planning to
face up to the problem at a mass
round table meeting Dec. 10 at 8
p.m. in the Statler-Hilton Hotel in
Washington.
The occasion will be a full-fledged
meeting of the Federal Communications Bar Assn.— the first night meeting in the association's history — at
which practitioners before the FCC
will be ready to battle it out with
FCC officials. Scheduled to be present, to bat the ball back at the
lawyers if need be, will be FCC
commissioners, hearing examiners,
top FCC legal aides and representatives of radio consulting engineers.
Panel discussions will be held on
BROADCASTING, December 7, 1959

meet

on

delays

(1) applications processed without
hearing, (2) pre-hearing procedures,
(3) conduct of hearings, and (4)
meetpost-hearing procedures. The
ing was called by FCBA Presidents
Leonard Marks. Heading the panel
will be J. Roger Wollenberg. Frank
Fletcher, Norman Jorgensen and Ted
Baron.
up:Among suggestions to be taken
• Licensing of all radio consulting
engineers, similar to the FCC Bar for
communications lawyers.
• Abolishment of all requests for
interlocutory appeals.
• Limitation to the number of exceptions which may be taken from
an initial decision.
• Shorter initial decisions.
• More delegation of the basically routine actions to FCC staffers.
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NBC to fight FCC's
station rep order
NBC served notice on the FCC last
week that it does not plan to get out
of the tv spot representation business
without a fight. The network asked
the Commission to revoke its order prohibiting networks from representing affiliated tv stations, except those owned
by the networks themselves (Broadcasting, Oct. 21).
Petitions supporting the NBC stand
were filed by WRGB (TV) Schenectady,
N. Y., KOA-TV Denver, KSD-TV St.
Louis and WAVE-TV Louisville, stations affiliated with NBC and represented by NBC Tv Spot Sales.
The new rule, NBC maintained, is
not supported by Commission findings
or evidence, is arbitrarily restrictive,
compels a needless forfeiture of private
business interests and is repugnant to
principles of due process. NBC Tv
Spot Sales now represents six affiliated
stations in addition to five networkowned outlets.
NBC suggested that instead of the
complete divorcement from representation, the Commission adopt a rule prohibiting network representation only
when the network used the threat of disaf iliation orrefusal to affiliate in order
to secure a station's spot business. Such
a requirement, NBC said, would effectively protect the public interest and
"render unnecessary the drastic restrictions embodied in the new rule."
"There is no evidence of wrongdoing
by NBC or the stations it represents,"
the network maintained. "Nor is there
any necessity for depriving affiliated
stations of the right to choose the spot
sales representative they feel will best
advance their business interests by eliminating network organizations as competitors for such representations."
The Commission ordered networks
out of the representation business following recommendations by the special
Network Study Staff. The order is

based upon the premise that (1) networks are primarily in business to sell
network time and spot representation
is in direct conflict and (2) because network affiliation is of vital importance
to tv stations, there is a danger that
networks would use that power to force
stations into signing up for spot representation.
In addition to NBC, CBS TV Spot
Sales is affected by the order through
the seven stations it represents. The
networks were given until Dec. 31,
1961, to dispose of their spot clients.
ABC has not served as a station rep
since 1952.
FCC
on

seeks

vhf

comments

booster

rules

A step was taken by the FCC last
week in a move to compromise with operators of vhf boosters and members of
Congress who have demanded that they
be legalized. The Commission asked
for comments on rulemaking to authortions.ize new low power vhf translator staThe translators would not be permitted to operate on the same channel as
the tv station they repeat, a practice of
the illegal boosters currently operating,
and would be required to limit their
power output to 1 watt. Co-channel operation is unstable and "capable of
transmitting false and misleading signals, when
operated in the vhf band,"
the FCC
said.
Mileage requirement separations
would not be imposed on a vhf translator, but it would be required to suspend operation if it causes interference
to a regular tv station, the FCC stated.
Type approved equipment would be required, making vhf boosters more costly
to construct than those now in operation which do not have to meet this requirement. Contemplated minimal operator requirements call only for observation and remote control and an
automatic cut-off device.

Legal verbosity
Hold it down, fellows.
That, in essence, is what the
FCC told lawyers and their applicant clients in denying a petition by Anthony Wayne Tv Corp.
for reconsideration of the July
grant of ch. 1 1 Toledo, Ohio, to
Community Broadcasting Co.
(WTOL. Toledo). In turning down
the request, the Commission
stated:
". . . Wayne's petition is 56
pages in length, consisting of 76
numbered paragraphs and listing
52 assignments of error [in the
original decision]. Attached to its
petition are three appendices. The
Commission recognizes that there
may be rare instances where such
lengthy pleadings may be unavoidable. This is not one of those instances. The persuasiveness of a
pleading is not enhanced by a
pre-occupation with details which
are not even remotely of decisional significance. Unnecessarily lengthy pleadings, such as
Wayne's petition for reconsideration, burden the Commission's
processes and instead of advancing the applicant's interests, inevitably serve to impede consideration of and action on the requests made in the pleadings."
Comments on the proposal were invited by Jan. 11, 1960.
The Commision also extended the
grace period for operation of illegal vhf
boosters already on the air to March
31, 1960. They were ordered off the
air over a year ago by the FCC but the
deadline for complying has been extended several times. Several bills which
would require the FCC to license the
boosters are pending in Congress. One
bill has already passed the Senate.
• Government
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briefs

KXFI license • Reversing a hearing examiner's recommendation, the FCC has
instructed its staff to prepare a document granting the application of Jane
A. Roberts for a license for KCFI
Cedar Falls, Iowa. The hearing examiner
had recommended against granting the
license on the ground Mrs. Roberts'
husband, Cecil W., had signed her
name on the station's application. KCFI
has been operating with a construction
permit since February 1958. The Roberts also own KREI Farmington, KBIA
Columbia and KCHI Chillicothe. all
Missouri.
Blumenthal am denied • The FCC
has directed preparation of a decision
denying the application of multipleBROADCASTING, December 7, 1959

station owner Cy Blumenthal for a new
am (1570 kc, 250 w-day) in Denbigh,
Va. An initial decision released last
March had recommended this action because Denbigh is not an actual city,
town or political subdivision. Commission rules require that a station must
be located in an identifiable community.
Mr. Blumenthal owns WHHM Memphis, KCKN Kansas City, WABB Mobile. Ala.. WARL Arlington. Va.. and
10% of WROV Roanoke. Va.

week reSkywave petition • NBC last
quested the FCC to reconsider its order
of Oct. 30 that permits daytime-only
stations to operate on clear channels
immediately before sunset and sunrise
(Broadcasting, Sept. 28). NBC maintains that the standards for protection
from interference in the FCC order are
inconsistent with the public interest,
convenience and necessity and tend to
defeat the purpose for which the Commission established Class I stations. The
network is licensee of four Class I-A
stations: WRCA New York (660 kc).
WMAQ Chicago (670 kc), KNBC San
Francisco (680 kc) and WRCV Philadelphia (1060 kc).
Rehearing asked • The U.S. Court of
Appeals in Washington has been asked
to rehear the ch. 5 Flint, Mich., case.
Trebit Corp. (WFDF Flint) and Butterfield Theatres Inc., the unsuccessful applicants for this channel, asked the appeals court to rehear en banc the Nov. 5
court
FCC's Mich.
grant
of the ruling
Flint upholding
tv to WJR theDetroit.
(Broadcastinx,. Nov. 9).
Fm hearing • The FCC last week indicated the necessity of a hearing in
the sale of five fm outlets by Grange
League Federation Exchange Inc. to
Ivy Broadcasting Co. The Commission
points out that Pauline H. Treman,
25% owner of Ivy and 16% owner of
WTKO Ithaca, is the wife of Allen
H. Treman, trustee of Cornell U. (licensee of WHCU-AM-FM Ithaca).
This raises the question of duopoly.
Stations included in the proposed transaction: WRRA (FM) Ithaca. WRRC
(FM) Cherry Valley Township. WRRD
(FM) De Ruyter Township. WRRE
(FM) South Bristol Township and
WRRL (FM) Weathersfield Township,
all New York.
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Reaching high • KTBS-TV Shreveport. La., has applied to the FCC for
permission to erect a new 1.620-foot
transmitter tower. According to E. Newton Wray, general manager, the estimated cost of the proposed tower is
S300.000. KTBS present tower is 1.153
feet.
SEC registration • Ampex Corp.. Redwood City, Calif., has filed a statement
with Securities & Exchange Commission
seeking to register 137.500 shares of
common stock, SI par value, to be offered to officers and employes under a
restricted option plan.

Two-city

identities:

1 approved,

1 denied

The FCC Nov. 30 granted KLORTV Provo, Utah, permission to identify
itself as "KLOR-TV Provo-Salt Lake
City." The ch. 1 1 outlet is licensed to
Beehive Telecasting Corp., Provo. Salt
Lake City and is about 40 air miles
from Provo.
The Commission has denied the request of WESH-TV Daytona Beach.
Fla.. for dual identity with Orlando.
Fla.
Ch. 1 1 WLUK-TV Marinette, Wis..
has asked the FCC to let it identify
with Green Bay, Wis., as well as Marinette while the Commission is deciding
on WLUK-TV's request to shift to
Green Bay (Broadcasting. Sept. 28)
so it can compete more effectively with
two vhf stations there. WLUK-TV
said it operated at a loss of $17,252
in September-October, and is down
S200.000 since going on the air in
1954.
FCC

renews

«O»0«Ot94O9O«O>O>e«O»O«O«O«C«C>OftQ>O»O
Program Guide For
FM-SCA
LICENSEES
Present and Prospective
The only background music on tape
that isn't also on transcriptions
available to any broadcaster is

licenses

of 6 network stations
The FCC has renewed the licenses
of six network-owned radio and tv
stations and at the same time warned
the networks that life of the licenses
would be contingent on what action is
taken on proposals now before the
Commission.
These include (1) conclusions and
recommendations by the Network
Study Staff, now under Commission
review. (2) related studies and inquiries,
including the hearings beginning today
(Monday) (see page 98). and (3>
pending antitrust matters in the case of
CBS and NBC only.
The renewals went to ABC's KABCAM-FM-TV Los Angeles and KGOAM-FM-TV San Francisco, CBS-owned
KCBS-AM-FM San Francisco and
KNX-FM, KNXT (TV) Los Angeles
and NBC's KNBC-AM-FM San Francisco and KRCA (TV) Los Angeles.

Trade Mark
Exclusive franchise territories for this
exclusive tape program service now
being allocated. No franchise fees.
No percentages. For franchise particulars., availabilities and audition —
mail couDon today for eemoiete particulars.
MAGNE-TRONICS, Inc.
49 West 45th Street, New York 36, N. Y.
Please rush complete particulars on exclusive
franchise plan for FM-SCA and wire services.
NAME..
STATION .
STREET
CITY

..STATE..
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PROGRAMMING

TV

FILM

Form

EXPORTERS

to fight foreign

will promote

domestic

About three-fourths of the tv film
(and tape) companies of approximately
20 eligible for membership can be expected to join the new American Television Exporters Inc.
This was an appraisal following an
organizational meeting Dec. 1 in New
York. The organization, which will promote the foreign sale of U.S. tv programs, isopen to companies exporting
film or tape tv programs.
At the meeting, Merle S. Jones, president of the CBS-TV Stations Div., presided. Organizers William H. Fineshriber Jr., formerly with Screen Gems and
now a consultant, and George Muchnic,
attorney, who are on a retainer from
a committee of program distributors
headed by Mr. Jones, were in attendance as were some 35 film people
representing 18 companies.
Dangers Seen • At the meeting, Mr.
Fineshriber warned of "danger signs"
of restrictions being imposed in a number of foreign markets. Mr. Fineshriber
explained this was an area in which the
organization would be active. He said
it was "far easier and better" to prevent restrictions coming about than to
attempt to repeal them after they have
been imposed.
Two additional meetings were set.
The first on Dec. 4 was presided over
by Mr. Muchnic for the purpose of
discussing legal aspects (including provisions of charter, by-laws, form of application and membership dues). A
precise dues structure is expected once
members sign up.

market

ORGANIZE

embargos;

tv shows

overseas

Initially it was expected that dues
will be $5,000-$7,500 for companies
grossing less than $1 million annually
in tv exports, and $10,000-$ 15,000 for
companies grossing over $1 million.
Also each under-$l million company
would buy capital stock at the rate of
five $100 shares, and each over $1 -million company ten $100 shares. Each
member company would elect one director of the export group. Initial budgetary target, as drafted, is $165,388 for
the first year's operation.
A second meeting on Dec. 14 slated
for 2:30 p.m. at the Bankers Trust Co.
board room at 48th St. and Madison
Ave. in New York, will review the
legal phase of organization and meming.
bership applications offered for sign-

Top

producers

say

what's wrong with tv
Three important tv producers added
to the fund of information on what's
wrong with television at the first meeting of a Tv Drama Desk in New York,
last week. The three in order of vehemence: David Susskind (Moon & Sixpence), Max Liebman (Show of Shows)
and Robert Banner (Dinah Shore Show).
Their audience, and questioners, were
writers from various newspapers and
magazines which publish tv criticism.
These are the key elements of their
respective criticism.
Mr. Susskind: There is a scarcity of

Scores with Soviet kiddies • The five shining faces belong to children of
the Russian Embassy staff in Washington, D.C. The object of their affection
is the ABC-TV rerun of Art Carney Meets Peter and the Wolf which the
children previewed at the studios of WMAL-TV, ABC's Washington affiliate.
Embassy officials reportedly considered the program of special significance
since it illustrates how Russian folklore can be adapted to U.S. television.
86

"18 carat" writers available to provide
good original material for tv; presentday sponsors are little prone to experimentation, leaving producers no
option to fail; ratings are lousy ("they're
done by two guys in the basement of a
pool room"); the networks are not receptive to new ideas (of the three,
CBS-TV comes off "a mountain ahead"
in Mr. Susskind's estimation, ABC-TV
trails the pact because of its association with Warner Bros, product and
NBC-TV is not much better because
of its association with MCA); tv's bad
because of the guys running it (exempted by Mr. Susskind: CBS' William
Paley and Frank Stanton).
Mr. Liebman: Tv was on its way to
developing a new art form, but never
made it; tv never fulfilled its promise
and it never will; it's just another way
of presenting movies; the people who
began as tv's innovators began to rest
on their formulas; ratings aren't as
bad as Mr. Susskind thinks — "When
they told me Milton Berle was first I
knew he wasn't last"; tv's primary
function now is to sell goods,
not to
entertain; tv's current management
executives are accountants; sponsors
are in control (a point on which Mr.
Susskind disagreed).
Mr. Banner (whose criticism was by
no means as strong as his colleagues'):
Television should now concern itself
more with improving the quality of the
individual shows than with policing
wrongs, i.e., westerns are not bad in
themselves, but bad westerns are bad.

'Lineup'

out of lineup
First move attributed to its aim of

achieving "greater overall program balance" was made by CBS-TV last week,
which said The Lineup (Wed. 7:308:30 p.m.) would be dropped early next
year in favor of "a program of different character." Lineup on the air
since 1954 and in a one-hour format
this season, is a police action series.
While the network announcement
made no mention of the program's
rating (no. 122 in the latest Nielsen
against NBC-TV's first place Wagon
Train in the same time slot), a CBSTV spokesman acknowledged that
"there's no question that ratings may
have played some part in the decision
to drop the show, but not the major
part." It was pointed out that there
had been misgivings within the network for some time about scheduling
such vivid crime programming at that
early evening hour, and that the network now concluded it would be best
to replace it with the "different charnounced.acter" show promised but not yet anBROADCASTING, December 7, 1959

ITC'S PLANNING
Rogers looks ahead
to '60-61 tv season
Independent Television Corp., for the
1960-61 tv season, will have "a small
but carefully prepared — and I hope
successfully produced — list of pilots,"
according to Ted Rogers, ITC's national director of programs and production.
"There is no pilot season at ITC," he
said. "We make them when we're ready
and hold them until
the right time to show
them. Nor is there any
double standard for
network or syndication programs. We
have no double budget set-up, no separate
divisions. Jack
Mr. Rogers
Wrather [ITC board
chairman and president of Jack
Wrather Organization, joint owner of
ITC with Associated Television Ltd. of
London and Carl M. Loeb, Rhaodes &
Co.] insists on the same quality for any
program we produce.
"Family entertainment is the key to
all our productions. They can have lots
of action, but we won't develop any
program that represents violence or
brutality."
Through ATV, ITC has available
permanent production units throughout
Europe and the Far East, even including a schooner that is a floating studio
in the Mediterranean, Mr. Rogers reported. He noted that these worldwide
facilities are making ITC the first port
of call for tv producers with stories
calling for foreign backgrounds.
"They're finding their way to our door
and our door is always open, whether
it's mine in Hollywood or Les Harris'
in London." Production in America or
the Pacific comes under Mr. Rogers'
jurisdiction. Mr. Harris holds sway
over England and Europe.
Big Infant • Although only a little
more than a year old, ITC is already
the largest syndicator of tv programs
overseas and is second only to Ziv in
the U.S., Mr. Rogers stated. "We're
producing at least one program for each
tv network and have been unusually
successful in syndication this first
year," he said. He notes that ITC's
acquisition of Television Programs of
America got it off to a good start but
that the first year's report showed gross
revenue of $13,989,787, up 50% from
that of TP A the year before (Broadcasting, Sept. 14).
Reminded that early in the year ITC
had announced that 12 major tv productions either were then or were about
to go into production at home or
BROADCASTING, December 7, 1959

abroad, Mr. Rogers gave a programby-program report on what has happened since then:
• Gale Storm Show. New series has
moved from CBS-TV to ABC-TV,
which is also rerunning old episodes as
a Monday-Friday afternoon strip. Lou
Derman, writer of December Bride for
five years, is producing the Gale Storm
programs, a new role for him, and he
is developing the show's heroine,
Susannah, from a one-dimensional
character into a fully rounded person.
• Anthology series based on Saturday
Evening Post stories. There are 25 completed half-hour films, all in color, but
the market for anthology series was
depressed last season, so this series has
been withheld until a more propitious
time. Interested sponsors or agencies
can view the completed episodes at ITC
offices.
• Adventures of Tom Swift. Dropped.
Only casualty in the list.
• Guns West. Retitled They Went
Thataway, this series was to star Wayne
Morris, is being postponed until a new
star is chosen, probably this month.
• Go West, Young Man. To go into
production this month at Desilu with a
new title as a casualty show. Burt
Douglas and Karl Swenson are featured.
• Emergency. Postponed to permit
Arthur Hill, the lead, to go into a

Broadway show ("The Gang's All
Here" ) . Emergency is scheduled to go
into production early in 1960.
• Treasury Agent. Also being held in
abeyance while its star, Michael Higgins, appears on Broadway.
• Command. Delayed to give the
writer, Jim Bellah, time to properly
develop this hour-long series.
• Four Just Men. Filmed by Sapphire
Films in London, this is now the
second highest rated tv show in England (Wagon Train ranks first), has
been sold in 84 U.S. markets and to
the CBC network in Canada.
• Interpol Calling. Also produced in
London, by J. Arthur Rank Organization, this series is on the air in England,
but will not be offered for U.S. broadcast until next fall.
• Whiplash. Written and cast in
Hollywood, this series was produced in
Australia by Incorporated Television
Programmes to secure the authentic
Australian flavor and so successfully
that it was bought at its first U.S.
screening, Mr. Rogers reported. He declined to reveal the name of the buyer,
explaining that the arrangement permits the buyer to make the announcement at the time he thinks best.
• Canonball. A Canadian-produced
series, broadcast first on CBC, then put

A good "take" takes time. So does a good recording disc. Like fine wine, lacquer surfaces must be correctly cured . . .naturally aged to ensure good chip throw, long needle
wear and faithfully recorded "takes." That's why no presto disc leaves our plant
until it is fully mature. How long does that take? Depends ... you need experience
to know exactly, presto knows. We've made more discs. ..for more years... for more
recording companies than any other disc maker in the world. Hear why .. .today '.
Cut the best with the best— use presto styli too.

PRESTO

' bogen-presto, PaTamus, New Jersey. A Division of The Siegler Corporation

duPont

Awards

DEADLINE
December 31 is the final
date for forwarding presentations in support of
nominations for the 1959
radio and television awards
of the Alfred L duPont
Awards Foundation.
Presentations should be addressed to the Curator,
Alfred I. duPont Awards
Foundation, Washington
and Lee University, Lexington, Virginia.

SEE
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into U.S. syndication.
ITC's network programs are: Lassie,
now in its sixth year for Campbell
Soup on CBS-TV; Fury, in its fifth
year on NBC-TV for General Foods
and Borden; Lone Ranger, on both
ABC-TV and CBS-TV and Gale Storm
on ABC-TV.
Syndication shows, in addition to
those already listed, include: Ding
Dong School, first tv series to be offered on either tape or film; Sgt. Preston of the Yukon; Jeffs Collie (reruns
of Lassie) and Black Stallion (reruns
of Fury). The new Jack Douglas Sweet
Success series is now in production for
February release.
RADIO

FORMULAS

Hollywood
holds

radio

Ad

Club

luncheon

Four formulas for radio programming, all different but all claimed to
be successful, were described by the
general managers of four Southern
California radio stations Nov. 30 at
the Hollywood
luncheon
meeting.Ad Club's Radio Day
Variety programming, with a predominent appeal to adult listeners, "although we don't overlook the teenagers, tomorrow's adults," is the formula used by KFI Los Angeles, an NBC
affiliate, Charles Hamilton, general
manager, stated. "Radio is still in a
state of transition between what it was
in the pre-tv days and what it will
eventually become," he said. He noted
that while music and news has become
a general formula for radio programming today, this means much more
than having a stack of records and a
news wire and individual stations interpret itin a wide variety of ways.
Robert Purcell, president of KFWB
Los Angeles, gave "fun and excitement,
plus community responsibility," as the
basic format for his station, which has

Motivation research
KPRC Houston, Tex., says that a
motivational research survey it conducted last year is paying off. The
study, compiled by Dr. Ernest
Dichter, revealed that Houston listeners "wish to be entertained, stimulated and exhilarated by the more
informal . . . but warmer, more intimate approaches and programming
of the smaller, local stations."
(Broadcasting, January 5).
With this result in mind, the station has been airing the team of Tim
Nolan and Bob Byron who specialize in zany antics and gag contests.
Their sign-off admonition to "take
the bus and leave the drinking to

been outstandingly successful with top
40 programming. "We play what we
think people want to hear," he said,
commenting that KFWB emphasizes
programming rather than sales in its
thinking, on the theory that "if the
programming is right, sales will follow."
Nearly eight years ago, when radio
was still reeling from the onslaught of
the new broadcast medium, television,
KMPC Los Angeles decided to replace
its "fragmented" broadcast schedule of
15-minute, 30-minute and 60-minute
programs with the then radical "blockbooking" format of musical programming presented orby four-hour
"air personalities'"
in three-hour
periods,
KMPC president Robert O. Reynolds
said. This type of programming, interspersed with five-minute newscasts on
the hour, news recaps on the half-hour
and bulletins of spot news as it occurs,
plus a well-rounded program of sports
coverage, has worked well for KMPC,
he reported, adding: "It's not the only
way to serve the public, but we think
it's a good one."
Specialization is another good formula, William J. Beaton, vice president,
KWKW Pasadena, stated. He recounted
the success of his station in leaving the
old "everything for everybody" type of
radio programming in favor of concentrating on serving a particular segment
of the population — in KWKW's case
the more than 700,000 Spanish-speaking residents of Greater Los Angeles.
Virtually all of this group depend on
radio for news and entertainment; 30%
read no newspaper regularly and 40%
no magazine and 43% listen only to
Spanish-speaking radio, he reported.
Robert Light, president, Southern
California Broadcasters Assn., chairman of the HAC radio symposium, reported that in October more radios
were bought in Southern California
than in any previous single month since
the Electric League began compiling
sales statistics in 1955, save only the

pays off at KPRC
us," will serve as an example of their
style.
Station Manager Frank Stewart
and Glenn Kensinger, operations
manager,
have been
at
listener response
to the "gratified"
show. As the
motivational survey pointed out,
they maintain, listeners get a feeling
of participation. "People often send
in presents appropriate to comments
the two have been firing out over
the airwaves," the station reports. If
Nolan-Byron mail-pull is an indication, the motivational research data
was highly accurate and, KPRC believes, Houston listeners are getting
what they want.
BROADCASTING, Detember 7, 1959

WAVI's ballot also asked for the
voter's name, hometown and age group
(up to 16, 17 to 21, 22 to 39 and 40
and over). Some 200 voters also answered "yes" to the question, "have
you ever been questioned in a survey
as to which Dayton radio station you

last three Decembers with their preChristmas set-buying. "People buy
radios for just one reason, to listen to
them," he declared.
Today (Dec. 7) Edmund Cashman,
vice president of Foote, Cone & BeldTeleing, Hollywood, will conduct awith
a
vision Day program at HAC,
panel including Walter McNiff, western manager of TvB, and representatives of Los Angeles' seven tv stations.
BLOCK
WAVI

THAT
Dayton

ROCK
tests

listeners' taste
Ratings, rock 'n' roll formats and
the advice of ad agencies have taken a
beating at the hands of WAVI Dayton,
Ohio.
After waging a two-day rock 'n' roll
experiment to invite listener comparison to its regular "Compatible Sound"
programming, the Dayton daytimer now
has no intention of retaining what H.K.
Crowl, WAVI's president and general
manager, calls a "musical mayhem"
sound.
Dayton early-risers who regularly
tune in WAVI at sign-on (6:15 a.m.) to
hear its standard fare of all-time hits
and pop records, were surprised, if not
shocked, on Nov. 17 to hear instead
selections from the Top 40 sheets and
"atomic" headlines — noisy and sensational plugs for upcoming newscasts.
The day had been labeled "Black Tuesday" by Mr. Crowl, but by the time
the station signed off at 5:15 p.m., he
knew the experiment would substantiate his beliefs, not those of WAVI's
critics. Programming on Nov. 18 alternated between half-hours each of
rock 'n' roll and all-time song hits. On
Nov. 19, things were hack to normal —
for keeps.
Imported Talent • In a case of
fighting fire with fire, Black Tuesday
was launched with the services of three
out-of-state rock 'n' roll artists who had
been hired for the day, and who remained anonymous, while WAVI's staff
was given the day off and Mr. Crowl,
himself, was "not available for comment." Switchboard operators replied
to all calls (more than 2,000, with the
first protest phoned in at 6:46 a.m.)
with the comment, "We have no statement to make at this time. Read our
ad in the evening paper."
A five-column ad in the Journal
Herald was headed with the question:
"Would you like rock 'n' roll on
WAVI?" Following it was an open
letter from Mr. Crowl to all radio listeners in the Dayton area, explaining the
station's departure from its "Compatible Sound." The letter said, in part:
"... since WAVI is licensed by
the government only to serve your best
BROADCASTING, December 7, 1959

Keeping posted • H.K. (Bud) Crowl,
president and general manager of
WAVI Dayton, smiles with relief after
reading listeners' reactions to a surprise
switch in WAVI's programming. See
for results of test on rock 'n' roll
story
in
Dayton.
interests, we haven't been able to see
how we would be fulfilling that obligation by broadcasting the same 40
rock 'n' roll tunes now heard up and
down the Miami Valley. In fact, we
have felt we would practically be eliminating your freedom of choice in
music. . . .
"If rock 'n' roll is what you want . . .
we'll play it! ... or ... if you want
WAVI to continue its "Compatible
Sound" approach . . . now is the time
tell us!" • At last count, a total of
to Landslide
9,117 of the ballots contained at the
bottom of the newspaper ad had been
filled in and sent to WAVI. Mr. Crowl
could rest his case on the basis of
9,060 votes to exclude rock 'n' roll and
57 votes for changing to the "modern
sound" of the Top 40 format. Phone
calls, letters (many five or ten pages
long) and signed petitions were not
counted in the voting.

America's

prefer?"
if so,
Mr.
Crowlandsaid
the "how
station recently?"
intended
to contact these listeners and determine
how the surveys had been conducted.
The largest block of voters was in the
22 to 39 bracket, followed by those 40
and over.
"We have proof," Mr. Crowl asserted, "that some rating were taken
here by young children. After the results of our survey, we are more convinced than ever that the ratings, at
least as they are done in this area, are
a pious fraud. The samples are just
too small, the surveyors without experience. Yet, on this basis, people are
being force-fed rock 'n' roll." WAVI
does not subscribe to any of the national rating services, he added.
Triangle,
plan

Yale,

cultural

ABC
series

Yale, ABC-TV and the Radio & Television division of Triangle Publications
are cooperating to broadcast a series of
documentaries titled The World of the
Mind. It will be an hour long program
originating monthly from Yale, broadof Triangle's
cast through
WNHC-TV
Newfacilities
Haven, an ABC affiliate. Initially The World of the Mind
will explore the history of Christmas in
this country, tentatively scheduled for
either Dec. 12 or 19. In subsequent
members
facultyphilosophy,
university
programs
will
deal with
art, drama,
medicine and natural history. Sponsor
of WNHC-TV is the First New Haven
National Bank. Plans are in progress
to broadcast series, which belongs to
Triangle Stations, from other stations
in this organization.

Leading

Business

Brokers

Interested in buying or selling Radio and TV Properties?
When your business is transacted through
the David Jaret Corp., you are assured of
reliability and expert service backed by over
36 years of reputable brokerage.
D AV I D

1 50 MONTAGUE STREET
BROOKLYN 1 , N. Y.
Ulster 2-5600

JARET
CORP.
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L.A. stations

win

'Golden Mike' awards
Seventeen "Golden Mike" awards
were awarded Nov. 20 to newsmen in
Southern California for achievement in
radio and television news. The presentations were made at the 10th annual
awards banquet of the Radio and Television News Club of Southern California.
Television winners: Jack Latham,
KRCA (TV), for best newscasting; Lee
Nichols, KRCA, for best news writing;
Dexter Alley, KRCA, for best news
film coverage; Gil Stratton, KNXT
(TV), for best sports reporting; KTLA
(TV), for best news reporting by an
independent station; KRCA, for best
special news programming (Chavez
Ravine report); KNXT, special award
for documentary (Thou Shalt Not
Kill); Baxter Ward, KCOP (TV), for
best commentary, and KTLA, for most
aggressive news policy by a tv station.
All tv awards were to Los Angeles
stations.
Radio winners: Orval Anderson,
KABC, for best newscasting; Pat
O'Reilly, KNX, for best news writing;
Carroll Alcott, KNX, for best commentary; Gerry Doggett, Vince Scully,
Steve Bailey and Bob Kelley, KMPC,
for best sports reporting; KMPC, for
best news reporting by an independent

There's

money

in newscasting

KTLA

station;
KABC
and'special
KMPCnewsshared
honors for
the best
programming; KMPC, for most aggressive
news policy of a radio station. All
winning radio stations are also in Los
Angeles.
• Program

notes

Turnpike series • State police activities
on the New Jersey Turnpike will be
featured in a forthcoming tv series.
Contract negotiations between the State
of New Jersey and James D. Horan,
special events editor of the New York
Journal-American, were completed Nov.
19. Mr. Horan, who authored the book
The D.A.'s Man, which was the basis
of the tv series by the same name was
represented in the negotiations by M.J.
Lebworth and Charles H. Abramson of
Famous Artists Agency, New York and
Hollywood. Representing the state were
Wiliam L. Boyan and Theodore I. Botter, deputy attorneys general. Mr. Lebworth reports a project presentation has
been prepared and that ABC Films will
do the series under the supervision of
President Henry C. Plitt. A percentage
of the profits of the series will reportedly go into the State Police Pension
Fund.
End of tour • 21 Beacon Street starring
Dennis Morgan as a private detective,
replaces Dick Clark's World of Talent
90 (PROGRAMMING)

What does it take to run a prizewinning, metropolitan area television
news operation?
The picture above supplies the
answer. Equipment worth $443,500
and a $175,000 a year news staff.
These are the basic ingredients
that implement the aggressive news
policy of KTLA (TV) Los Angeles
— a station which walked off with
two of the nine "Golden Mike"
awards given this year by the Radio
& Television News Club of Southern
California.
In the judgement of California
broadcast newsmen, KTLA not only
performs the best news reporting job
of any independent tv station but it
is more aggressive in gathering the
news than any tv station — network
or independent — in the area.
To help its newsmen get on-theon ABC-TV starting Dec. 27 (Sun.
10:30-11 p.m. EST). Sponsored by P.
Lorillard Co. through Lennen & Newell
Inc., New York, Beacon is produced by
Al Simon, with Herbert Browar as assistant producer and Leonard Heideman

scene pictorial coverage, KTLA has
nearly a half-million dollars invested
in equipment. Among this array are
four mobile ground units (1 to r) :
station wagon "Prowl Car," with a
camera chain, generator and transmitter ($54,000) ; two remote trucks,
each with two camera chains, switcher and transmitter ($71,500 each);
and a third remote van carrying four
camera chains, switcher and transmitter ($106,500).
Flying
only
flying
tv High
mobile• The
unit, world's
the KTLA
Telecopter, is the result of three years
experimentation by KTLA Chief
Engineer John Silva and his staff. It
carries a vidicon camera chain, transmitter and associated equipment,
valued at $1 19.000.
For news-film coverage, KTLA
equipment, pictured in the foreas story editor. The series was seen last
summer on NBC-TV.
Selected shorts • Lang-Worth Feature
Programs Inc., N.Y., is offering to radio
stations a package of musical selections
BROADCAST IN G, December 7, 1959

but

KTLA

shows

you

can't

ground, includes a 16 mm Auricon
Superpro movie camera ($10,000);
a 16 mm Auricon, adapted by Marland-Berlin ($5,000); and a 16 mm
Arriflex ($3,500). Each camera is
equipped with its own optical and
magnetic recorders. Two Bolex
hand-held cameras ($500 each) plus
$1,500 worth of lights, carriers,
cases, lenses, etc., round out the
news-film department.
The cameras belong to U.S. Television Newsfilm Inc., an organization headed by KTLA commentator
Clete Roberts (fourth from 1, above).
Some of the newsmen working at
KTLA are also employes of Mr.
Roberts' group. An arrangement between the station and the news-group
provides that these men operate as
part of the KTLA news-team under
the supervision of News Director
entitled "Special Selling Season Shorties," with tunes ranging in length from
35 seconds to two minutes. Featuring
47 Christmas songs and 350 popular
standards for other peak seasons during
the year, Lang-Worth's package is deBROADCASTING, December 7, 1959

scrimp

to make

it

George Lewin (second from 1).
KTLA's news staff (1 to r): Bruce
Cohn, newswriter; Mr. Lewin; Julian
MacDonald, associate producer; Mr.
Roberts; Pat Michaels, commentator; "Tex" Zeigler, Ed Clarke and
Russ Day, cameramen; Larry Scheer,
Telecopter pilot-reporter; Harold
engineer-cameraMorby, Telecopter
man, and Jim Karayn, assistant news
director. (Not pictured: Stan Chambers, announcer-newscaster, who
stayed home to mind the newsroom
and sportscaster Tom Harmon.)
Newsbeats • With its Telecopter
(which originates six five-minute
newscasts a day between 9 a.m. and
5 p.m.) KTLA has provided tv coverage of many special events not
easily reached by ground units.
Among these is coverage of a houseto-house search by 100 police of-

ficers for two men suspected of
supershooting a policeman during a of
the
market robbery, the eviction
RaChavez
from
family
Arechiga
vine, and the Laurel Canyon fire.
Is KTLA's aggressive news operation worthwhile? KTLA answers
with an emphatic "Yes" as it points
"GoldenmoreMike"
to its possibly
proudly Another,
imawards.
pressive proof is the weekly income
of $14,000 ($728,000 annually) from
two half-hour, Monday-through-Frinewscasts, plus the revday evening
enue from daytime and weekend
shows.
James Schulke, KTLA's general
manager, sums things up when he
credits the station's news operation
with creating "the kind of reputation
that pays off on both rating sheets
and financial statements."

signed to aid spot schedules during a
station's heaviest traffic period without
triple and quadruple spotting.

On way up • Bernard L. Schubert
Inc., N.Y., reports sales of its daytime-

stripped series entitled Way of Life to
WFMJ-TV Youngstown, Ohio; WB RETV Wilkes-Barre, Pa., and WVET-TV
Rochester, N.Y., bringing to 72 the
number of stations purchasing the
series.
91

Southern territory • National Telefilm
Assoc. Inc., N.Y., has appointed Teleradio Asociados, S.A., Mexico City, as
exclusive sales representatives in Mexico
and Central America, according to Sidney Kramer, NTA director of foreign
distribution. Teleradio is headed by
Leon H. Cagan, formerly president and
general manager of NBC Internacional
de Mexico, and director of Latin American operations for NBC. Teleradio also
will handle distribution of NTA products in Mexico. NTA series currently
being dubbed in Spanish are Walter
Winchell File, Man Without a Gun,
U.S. Marshal, Sheriff of Cochise, This
Is Alice, How to Marry a Millionaire,
African Patrol, and China Smith.

Here are the next 10 days of network
color shows (all times are EST).
NBC-TV
Dec. 7-11,
14-16 (6:30-7 a.m.) Continental Classroom.
Dec. 7-11, 14-16 (12:30-1 p.m.) It
Could Be You, participating sponsorship.
Dec. 7 (9:30-11 p.m.) Philadelphia
Story, General
through
BBD0. Mills and Westclox, both
Dec. 8 (9-10:30 p.m.) My Three Angels,
Ford through J. Walter Thompson.
Dec. 9 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Once Upon a
Christmas Time, Benrus through Grey Adv.
Dec. 9, 16 (8:30-9 p.m.) Price Is Right,
Lever through Ogilvy, Benson & Mather
and Speidel through J. Walter Thompson.
Dec.Music
9, 16Hall,
(9-10
PerryJ. Como's
Kraft
Kraftp.m.)
through
Walter
Thomspon.
Dec. io (9:30-10 p.m.) Ford Show,
Ford through J. Walter Thompson.
Dec. 12 (10-10:30 a.m.) Howdy Doody
Show,
Bates. Continental Baking through Ted
Dec. 12 (10:30-11 a.m.) Ruff and
Reddy Show, Mars through Knox-Reeves
and Borden through Benton & Bowles.
Dec. 12 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Bonanza, LigSample.gett & Myers through Dancer-FitzgeraldDec. 13 (5:30-6:30 p.m.) Hallmark Hall
of
Fame, Hallmark through Foote, Cone
& Belding.
Dec. 13 (8-9 p.m.) Sunday Showcase,
RCA (1/2) through McCann-Erickson.
Dec. 13 (9-10 p.m.) Chevy Show Presents State Fair USA, Chevrolet through
Campbell-Ewald.
Dec. 14 (10-11 p.m.) Steve Allen Plymonth Show, Plymouth through N.W. Ayer.
Dec. 15 (9-9:30 p.m.) Arthur Murray
Party, P. Lorillard through Lennen &
Newell and Sterling Drug through Norman
Craig & Kummel.

Catches Mounties • Fremantle International Inc., N.Y., has acquired international distribution rights to the
new tv film series Royal Canadian
Mounted Police, currently running on
the CBC network. Composed of 39
half-hour episodes, the series was a coproduction of Glenn Gilbert, manager
of Crawley, McConnell Ltd., Ottawa,
the BBC and the CBC. A Spanish version is being dubbed for presentation
in Latin America in 1960.
Corracfine to build • Tom J. Corradine of Hollywood tv film distributor,
Tom Corradine & Assoc., has bought
2,650 acres of desert land in Arizona.
He plans a stock issue to build a motion
picture location that will include housing for an entire company.
East Berlin interview • WBZ-TV Boston newswoman Betty Adams interviewed Walter Ulbricht, head of the
East German Communist Government,
Nov. 13. The film of the interview, said
to be the first granted by Mr. Ulbricht
to a western correspondent, was telecast over the station Nov. 23. Four other
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. stations
and six radio outlets also broadcast the
program.

'Grammy'

awards

given for 'best' discs
National Academy of Recording
Arts & Sciences' selection of Bobby
Darin's "Mack the Knife" as record of
the year, "Battle of New Orleans" by
composer Jimmy Driftwood as song of
the year and Frank Sinatra's "Come
Dance With Me" as album of the year
could have come as no surprise to any-

one with ears and a radio set in working order during the past six months.
Judging by the number of plays this
trio has received on radio they had long
since been chosen as the top recordings
of 1959 by the disc jockeys of America.
Those awards, along with the rest of
the 37 "Grammies" voted by the
NARAS membership for outstanding
record achievements of the year, were
presented Nov. 30 during an hour-long
broadcast on NBC-TV sponsored by the
Watchmakers- of Switzerland, through
Cunningham & Walsh, N.Y. Program, with composer-conductor Meredith Willson as master of ceremonies,
originated in NBC's studios in Burbank.
Calif. NARAS members and guests
watched proceedings at dinners in Beverly Hills, Calif., and New York.
WOR

starts

news

coverage

TV

STATION

Available

MEDIA

SPECIALIST

RELATIONS

for Agency

MGR.

or Advertiser

25 years experience in leading AAAA agencies
on multi-million-dollar accounts: food, tobacco
,
drugs, beer. Call or write: Len Tardier, 94 Schoolhouse Lane, Roslyn Heights, N. Y., MU 8-2343.
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unit

WOR New York began receiving onthe-scene news reports from various
parts of the world last Monday (Nov.
30), signaling the start of a voiced
news service operation.
Though the station's announcement
made no mention of the voiced news
service operation, it is understood that
WOR will offer its overseas news coverage for a fee to other stations. Sumner Glimcher, founder and president
of International Transmissions Inc., a
voiced news service that later merged
with Radio Press, has been engaged by
WOR as coordinator of the operation.
The station has arranged for correspondents in 12 areas throughout Europe and the Far East and plans to add
to its staff.
The service will be made available
to all RKO General stations and to
other outlets. Several weeks ago WMCA
New York purchased controlling interest in Radio Press International, the
organization arising out of the merger
of ITI 23).
and Radio Press (Broadcasting,
Nov.

Fund

TOP

overseas

trial Dec.

14

The suit of rebel members of Hollywood Local 47 of American Federation of Musicians against AFM over
fees of $6,172,163 paid into Music
Performance Trust Funds for sale of
theatrical motion pictures to television
will go to trial Dec. 14 in Los Angeles
Superior Court, Judge Harold W.
Schweitzer ruled Nov. 24.
The action is part of a long legal
battle to obtain the right for individual
musicians to secure for themselves fees
paid for products on which they
worked and to upset AFM trust fund

policies.
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FATES

Advertising
• Theodore J.
Grunewald, vp at
Hicks k Greist. N.Y.,
named senior vp. He
joined H&G in 1953
as radio-tv director
and previously had
been with William
Esty and Doyle Dane
Grunewald Bernbach.
• Kent Dennan. John Lamb and Edwin F. Lewis, all account executives
at Young k Rubicam, N.Y.. appointed
Y&R's ininternajoined office,
vps. Mr.tionalDennan
division. London
1950.
and was transferred to New York in
1953. Messrs. Lamb and Lewis joined
agency in 1955 and 1953, respectively.
• Gil Buron. vp of Guild. Bascom k
Bonfigli and general manager of
GB&B offices in San Francisco. Hollywood. New York. Chicago and Seattle,
has transferred his headquarters to
Hollywood to aid in expansion of that
office from a radio-tv service into a
full-fledged agency operation. Meroxe
Allen continues as manager of Hollywood office.
• Arno H. Johnson
vp and senior economist of J. Walter
Thompson, last week
was re-elected board
chairman of Advertising Research Foundation. Mr. Johnson
was first elected
chairman in September to complete the term of Ben R.
Donaldson, who automatically stepped out of chairmanship when he resigned from Ford Motor Co.. ARF
member organization. Arthur Hull
Hayes. CBS Radio's president and
ARF director for past four years, was
named vice chairman, and Frank W.
Mansfield, director of marketing research. Sylvania Electric Products, was
re-elected treasurer. New director
elected to ARF board for three-year
term: Frederic A.C. Wardenburg,
director of advertising. E.I. duPont de
Nemours k Co.

Broadcast

• Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver, board
chairman of McCann-Erickson Corp.
(International). named chairman,
board of directors of American Heart
Assn. Mr. Weaver was formerly board
chairman and president of NBC.
• George Milliken. account executive
on Lever Bros, and General Foods products at Foote. Cone k Belding, NY.,
named vp and account supervisor.
• Dick Stern, manager of Miami. Fla..
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office of Keyes, Madden & Jones. Adv..
since April, 1958, elected vp.

ice Isodine Pharmacal Corp.. division
of International Latex Corp. account.

• Lloyd A. Winslow, formerly manager Formula Feeds, A. F. Staley Mfg.
Co., Decatur. 111. appointed to newlycreated position of marketing manager
of Carey Salt Co.. Chicago.
• Gerald P. Deppe elected vp of
Storm Adv. and appointed account executive and general manager of its
St. Louis office.
o Don Hockstein,
radio-tv commercial

• Ronald Berman transfers from merchandising department to copy staff of
Harrington & Miner.
S.
F.
Honig-Cooper.

supervisorChicago,
at Tatham-to
Laird.
Earle Ludgin k Co..
that city, as director
of radio-tv production. He formerly
was broadcast producer at Foote. Cone

Mr.
Hockstein
k Belding. that city-.
• Irv Tempkin, formerly art director
at Columbia Pictures, to Friend. Reiss.
N.Y., as senior art director, responsible
for art supervision on all of agency's
accounts.
• Howard Englander and Tom Richardson have joined Reach. McClinton
& Co., NY., as account executive and
copywriter, respectively. Both will serv-

• Jack L. Riley, formerly in retail and
national advertising departments of
Oklahoma Publishing Co., Oklahoma
account executive at
City,
Glenn appointed
Adv.. Fort Worth, Tex.
• W.B. Murphy,
president of Campbell Soup Co.. Camden, N.J., elected
board chairman of
Crusade for Freedo m, succeeding GWILYM A.
Price, board chairMr. Murphy
man of Westinghouse
Electric Corp.. Pittsburgh. Crusade for
Freedom is private, non-profit American organization which supports Radio
Free Europe.
• Quentin Fox. formerly account
executive at Ted Bates, NY., to
BBDO. that city, as account executive on Lever Bros.
• John K. Ford, manager, films and
tv newsreel section of General Motors
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Corp., Detroit, named chairman of
audio-visual committee of Assn. of National Advertisers.
The

Media

• Carl Burkland, formerly executive
vp and general manager of Tidewater
Teleradio, Portsmouth, Va. (WAVYAM-TV Norfolk-Portsmouth), to Television Information Office as consultant
(Closed Circuit, Nov. 30).
• Robert E. Brown named vp and
general manager of WSJM St. Joseph,
Mich. James A. Lindsay named station manager; Hal Crater, chief announcer.

Mr. Lewine

Mr. Leider

• Richard Lewine, director of special
programs for CBS-TV since August
1958, appointed to new post of director
of special projects for CBS-TV network
program department. Jerry Leider,
who will resign as managing producer
for production department of Theatre
Guild-American Theatre Society, will
succeed Mr. Lewine on Jan. 4, 1960,
when both appointments become effective.

• Ken Klein, formerly advertising and
promotion director of WNEW New
York and Metropolitan Broadcasting
Corp., to The Katz Agency as pr director.
• Murray Heilweil, marketing director of NBC, N.Y., and Fred Horton,
general sales executive for that network,
named to staff positions in Medical
Radio System, service of NBC-RCA.
Mr. Heilweil will be in charge of subscription sales to medical profession and
Mr. Horton will take charge of sales to
ethical pharmaceutical manufacturers.
• Jim Robinson, manager of KPRO
Riverside, joins KWOW Pomona, both
California, in similar capacity. Duke
Anderson, air personality with KWIZ
Santa Ana, named program director and
air personality with KWOW. Bill
Thompson, pr director and air personality with KWIZ, to KWOW in similar
capacity.

Mr. Powell

• Robert E. Powell
appointed vp in
charge of sales for
KNOE-TV Monroe,
La. Mr. Powell has
been account executive with that station
since it went on air in
1953.

• Jack East, previously promotion
manager of KKTV (TV) Colorado
Springs-Pueblo, Colo., appointed commercial manager of KGHF Pueblo.
• Frederick Eichhorn, merchandising
director for KGW-AM-TV Portland,
Ore., appointed national sales manager
of KGW-TV.
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• John E. McCullough promoted
from announcer with WNDU-AM-TV
South Bend, Ind., to program director
of WNDU. Bill Etherton elevated
from sports announcer to sports director of radio and tv stations.

• Bernard Koval, chief of engineering
for KQEO Albuquerque, N.M., appointed assistant general manager. Ed
Montray and Marty Sullivan join
KQEO as account executive and station
director, respectively.
• Jack Purcell, CBS senior attorney, appointed assistant general attorney of CBS-TV legal department, in
charge of west coast office. He succeeds
Richard W. Jencks, who resigned to
become president of Alliance of Television Film Producers.

pointed news director of KWIZ Santa
Ana, Calif.

• Steve Arvin, formerly on news staff
of WOC-AM-TV Davenport, Iowa,
named news director of KGEE Bakersfield, Calif.

• Peter W. Swanson Jr., production
manager of WSPA-TV Spartanburg, S.
C, named sales service director. Jim
Lafferty, previously with WNCT-TV
Greenville, N, C, joins WSPA-TV as
regional and local salesman.
• Michael Lareau,
sales
manager of
WOOD
Grand
Rapids,

Mich., promoted to new post of
station manager. He
will also continue his
sales responsibilities.
Peter Kizer, WOOD
account executive,
named program director of WOODAM-TV, succeeding John Shaw, who
resigned. Bob Carpenter, formerly account executive with Norman-Navan
Adv., Grand Rapids, Joins WOOD
sales staff.

• Sherm Brodey, news director of
WRNY Rome, N.Y., to WKAL, that
city, in similar capacity.
• Lee Western, previously with KELP
El Paso, KATR Corpus Christi, both
Texas, and KIOA Des Moines, Iowa,
appointed station director of WPEO
Peoria, 111.

Mr.
Fitzpatrick

Mr.
Chernault

• Horace Fitzpatrick, formerly station manager for Shenandoah Life
Stations Inc., WSLS-AM-FM-TV Roanoke, Va., elected vp. Aside from his
duties as vp, he will take over complete control of all television operations.
Mr. Fitzgerald joined WSLS sales department in1940. George Chernault
Jr., assistant manager of operations for
these stations, assumes complete management of WSLS-AM-FM.
• Beverly (Bevo) Middleton joins
sales department of WTOP-TV Washington as director of merchandising.
Mr. Middleton was previously general
manager of WUSN Charleston, S. C.
and WHKP Hendersonville, N. C. He
is still majority owner of latter station.
• Bob Austin appointed assistant to
station manager of KCBQ San Diego.
• Jack Sanders, air personality with
WAKY Louisville, appointed to additional post of program director. Art
Keller named WAKY music director.
• Harry Golder, formerly head of
news department of WXYZ Detroit, ap-

• Fred (Curly) Morrison, formerly
pro football player (Chicago Bears and
Cleveland Browns) and sportcaster
(WBNS-TV Columbus, Ohio), joins
CBS-TV as account executive, sports
sales.

• Woodrow B. Moats Jr., formerly
with Independent Television Corp., to
local
N.Y. sales staff of WKTV (TV) Utica,
• James M. Horsey, formerly assistant
product manager in charge of new
product sales and development for Virginia-North Carolina Chemical Corp.,
to Peters, Griffin, Woodward, N.Y., as
radio account executive.
• Frank S. Craig,
formerly vp of Coppertone Corp.
(subsidiary of Plough
Inc.), tional
appointed
nasales manager
of WINZ Miami, Fla.
H i s responsibilities
chandising and sales
wiI1 also include merMr. Craig
promotion.
• Wally Erickson, KFRE-AM-TV
Fresno, Calif., elected president of NaBROADCASTING, December 7, 1959
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NAB

honor

to Clair McCollough
Mr. McCollough is the first independent station operator to receive
the industry award. He currently is
a member and ex-chairman of the
NAB Tv Board and member of the
Television Bureau of Advertising
Board as well as chairman of the
Television Information Committee
that set up and directs the new Television Information Organization.
In three decades with the Steinman Stations he has held many key
industry posts involving NAB reorganizations and formation of Radio
Advertising Bureau, TvB and the
NAB tv code. In the '30s, he was
active on the NAB committee that
persuaded Associated Press to provide a news service for radio stations.
Past recipients of the award were
Robert W. Sarnoff, NBC, 1959; Dr.
Clair R. McCollough, president
and general manager of the Stein- Frank Stanton, CBS, 1958; ex-Presiman Stations, will receive the NAB
dent Herbert Hoover, 1957; Rob1960 Distinguished Service Award
ert E. Kintner, then with ABC,
at the April 4 luncheon of the in- 1956; Mark Ethridge, Courier-Journal and Louisville Times and an exdustry's annual convention (April 36, in Chicago).
NAB president, 1955; William S
Paley, CBS, 1954; Brig. Gen. David
Selection of Mr. McCollough was
announced in Washington Dec. 3 at Sarnoff, NBC, 1953.
a meeting of the NAB Convention
The award is bestowed for "significant and lasting contribution to
Committee. Dwight W. Martin,
the American system of broadcasting
WAFB-TV Baton Rouge, La., was
by virtue of singular achievement
chairman of the awards nomination
or continuous service for or in besubcommittee (see Convention Committee story page 66).
half of the industry."
tional Assn. of Tv & Radio Farm Directors. He succeeds Maynard Speece,
WCCO Minneapolis. Other officers
named: George Roesner, KPRC-AMTV Houston, vp; Carl Meyerdirk,
KVOO-AM-TV Tulsa, Okla., secretarytreasurer; Herb Plambeck, WHO Des
Moines, Iowa, re-elected historian.

• Jim Leiker, continuity editor in
traffic department of KTLA (TV) Los
Angeles, named assistant advertising
and promotion director, succeeding
Glenn Adamson, who left KTLA to
join NAFI Corp., L.A.
• Len Morton, sports
KVOO-TV Tulsa for past
appointed sports director
AM-TV. Hal O'Halloran,
charge of the radio sports
moves to KOME Tulsa in
acity.

director of
three years,
of KVOOformerly in
department,
similar cap-

• William (Happy) Hopkins, air personality with WING Dayton, Ohio, adds
duties of production manager.

• Tom Looney, air personality with
KICN Denver, appointed assistant program director.

• Donald F. Burnes, formerly pr director of St. Louis unit, American Can96 (FATES & FORTUNES)

cer Society, named information services
and promotion director of KSD St.
Louis.
• Lee Kanipe appointed news manager of WFBC-TV Greenville, S. C.
• Chuck Young, formerly record
librarian of KYW Cleveland, to WERE,
that city, as music director.

• Michael Ruppe Jr., formerly circulation director of KWK St. Louis, to
WIL, that city, as promotion director.
• Hal Davis, formerly operator of own
advertising agency in L. A. and prior
to that general manager of KWIZ Santa
Ana, Calif, for five years, appointed account executive with KLAC Los
Angeles.
• George Fulop, engineering supervisor for WSPD-TV Toledo, Ohio,
named chief engineer of WSPD-AMFM-TV.
• Roy F. Thompson, who retired as
owner of WRTA Altoona in 1956,
elected mayor of that city to serve four
years on Republican ticket. He entered
broadcasting in 1924 and is charter
and honorary life member of Broadcast Pioneers.

• George Ambrose, associate sports
editor of Glendale (Calif.) News-Press,
joins CBS-TV press information department in Hollywood as unit publicist.

• Bill McGonigle, formerly with
KWIZ Santa Ana, Calif., joins KPOP
Los Angeles as account executive.

• Jeraldine Freed, formerly continuity
and production director of KTSA San
Antonio, Tex., to KWK St. Louis as
promotion manager and continuity director.
• Bill O'Halloran, of ABC's Hollywood news staff, and Pete Miller,
writer for Bill Burrud Productions!
join news department of KPOL Los
Angeles.

• Larry Attebery, formerly with
WNMP Evanston, 111., and previously
identified with several radio-tv programs for U.S. Navy public relations,
to announcing staff of WBBM Chicago.
Programming
• Michael M. Sillerman, president of
NTA Program Sales,
last week week announced his resignation, effective Dec.
31. He joined NTA
last Feb. 1 when
Mr.
NTA acquired proSillerman
grams then distributed by Gross-Krasne-Sillerman, of
which Mr. Sillerman was president.
Earlier he had served in executive capacities with Television Programs of
America, Ziv Television Programs and
Keystone Broadcasting System.

• Charles Fries, production executive for Ziv Television Programs, joins
Screen Gems as executive production
manager.

• H. Bart McHugh Jr., formerly vp
at J. Walter Thompson, N.Y., to National Telefilm Assoc., that city, as director of network program sales. Ted
Rosenberg, formerly with Interstate
Television Corp., N.Y., named middle
Atlantic sales manager of NTA Program Sales as part of move in which
three regional posts were created. Jack
Gainey, previously with Ziv Television
Programs, appointed northeastern sales
manager of NTA Program Sales and
Leon Wray, previously with Ziv's
Economee TV Division, named northwestern sales manager.
• Bert Somson, formerly executive coordinator for MCP Film Distributing
Co. and prior to that with Frederick
W. Ziv Co., St. Louis, named manager
of UPA Pictures new sales office for tv
spots in that city.
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• George Gray, district manager for
Independent Television Corp., N.Y.,
named northeastern division manager;
Bert Weiland, formerly sales executive with Ziv TV named midwestern
division manager for ITC.
• Larry Menkin, writer-director-producer, joins Hollis Productions, Hollywood, production division of Paramount Television Productions, to create
and produce new properties. Mr. Menkin has been manager of program
development for DuMont Tv Network, program director of WOR-TV
New York and Vitapix-Guild Films
and story editor of Ziv Television Productions.

Equipment & Eng'ring
• William M. Bailey, vp and chief
engineer of Cornell-Dublier Electric
Corp., N.Y., retires after 28 years of
service. He will continue as consultant.
• Edgar F. Vandivere, for past seven
years partner in Vandivere & Cohen,
Washington consulting engineers, joins
Page Communications Engineers Inc.,
that city, as consultant to director of
research and development.
• William F. E. Long, manager of
marketing data dept., Electronic Industries Assn., Washington, to Lansdale
Div., Philco Corp., effective Dec. 7. Mr.
Long will be succeeded in EIA department by C. R. Joyner, assistant manager of marketing data office.
• Paul D. Williams, manager of marking for Insulating Materials Dept.,
General Electric, Schenectady, NY.,
named manager of marketing administration for G.E.'s Comunication Products Dept., Lynchburg, Va.

• Fred D. Wilson, formerly general
manager of DuKane Corp.'s commercial sound division, appointed assistant
to president of Rauland-Borg Corp.
(sound, communications products),
Chicago. He will be responsible for
promotional and product research program.
• Steve Manning, formerly western
regional sales manager for Advance
Relays, Burbank, Calif., to General
Instrument Corp., L.A., as manager of
west coast sales engineering office.
• Raymond F. Guy, senior staff engineer of NBC, N.Y., elected president
of De Forest Pioneers, society consisting of former associates of Dr. Lee De
Forest, distinguished scientist and inventor. Mr. Guy is also fellow and
past president of Institute of Radio
Engineers and past president of Broadcast Pioneers.
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• Raymond G. Kimbell Jr., Robert
R. Thomas and Harold F. Onsager
appointed district sales managers for
midwest district of Motorola's Semiconductor Products Div. Their headquarters are at Motorola's Chicago regional office. James A. Paine named
to similar post in western region with
headquarters in Phoenix. Ariz.
Government

Mr.
Mr.
Guenther
Kraushaar
• Walther W. Guenther and David
I. Kraushaar appointed FCC hearing
examiners, effective Dec. 21. Mr.
Guenther joined Commission as attorney-adviser inOffice of Opinions and
Review in October 1953. In 1956, he
was named chief of broadcast facilities
division. Broadcast Bureau, and since
January 1959, has been assistant chief
of former office. Mr. Kraushaar has
served as attorney with FCC since
1952, is currently assistant chief of
hearing division. Broadcast Bureau.

• John H. Conlin, member of litigation division, Office of General Counsel,
FCC, appointed legal assistant to Comr.
Frederick W. Ford. He succeeds
George H. Revercomb, who has gone
into private practice in Charleston, W.
Va.
International
• Larry LeSueur, CBS News United
Nations correspondent, assigned to reopen CBS News bureau in Moscow.
• W. Vic George, veteran Canadian
broadcaster, appointed general manager
of Canadian Marconi Co. Ltd., Montreal, Que., owner of CFCF Montreal.
L. M. Daley, manager of broadcast
and television receiver division of Canadian Marconi, named assistant general
manager.
• Ernest L. Bushnell.
vp of Canadian
Broadcasting
Corp.,
resigns, effective
year's end. after 26
years with CBC and
its predecessor comtv
consultant
pany, to form
radioMr. Bushnell c station
firm in Ottawa. Mr.
Bushnell has been active in broadcasting since 1922.
• Bev A. Martin appointed national

AMCI...
• Omnidirectional TV
Transmitting Antennas
• Directional TV
Transmitting Antennas
• Tower-mounted TV
Transmitting Antennas
• Standby TV
Transmitting Antennas
• Diplexers
• Coaxial Switches
. . . have been proven
in service.
Write for information
and catalog.
ALFORD
Manufacturing Company
299 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.
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sales co-ordinator of CFCF Montreal,
Que.

• Dr. Lyman Bryson 71,
affairs public
counselor for

• Jim Leitch named chief production
engineer of video tape division of meridian Studios, Toronto.

CBS and professor
emeritus of education at Teachers College, Columbia U.,
died in New York
Nov. 24. Retiring
Dr. Bryson
from teaching in
1953, he remained active in adult education and until his death was moderator of CBS Radio's weekly Invitation to
Learning, with which he had been associated since its inception in 1940.

Deaths
• Samuel L. Slover, 86, board chairman of Norfolk-Portsmouth Newspapers Inc., which owns WTAR-AMTV Norfolk, Va., died Nov. 29 in Norfolk following two years of declining
health.

• William J. Tierney, 57, vp of Albert Frank-Gunther Law, New York
advertising agency, died Nov. 27 in
that city following short illness. Mr.
Tierney joined agency in 1927, was
elected vp in September, 1945.
• Thomas E. Sharp, 69, pioneer in
San Diego broadcasting, died Nov. 29
in that city following lengthy illness.
He entered radio in 1928 when KFSD
San Diego was undergoing reorganization, built KFSD-TV in 1953, sold his
interest in December, 1954.

INTERNATIONAL
FEW

CHANGES

Provisions

made

MADE
for

Few surprises and no radical changes
are foreseen in international allocations
and regulations as the International
Telecommunications Conferences in
Geneva head toward adjournment later
this month. Advice to Broadcasting
from Geneva last week was that overall allocations for international broadcasting and other services in which all
nations share are being maintained, with
provisions made to accommodate new
and developing countries.
The Plenipotentiary, or treaty drafting conference, which began Oct. 14,
expects to conclude its work by Dec. 15.
The Radio Conference, which got underway Aug. 17, tentatively plans adjournment Dec. 22 — about a week later
than originally expected (Broadcasting, Nov. 2).
Two FCC members — Vice Chairman
Rosel H. Hyde and Comr. T.A.M.
Craven — plan to return to Washington
as soon as the conference agendas are
cleared and the necessary paperwork is
completed. Comr. Craven is chairman
of the American delegation, Radio Conference, while Comr. Hyde serves as
vice-chairman of the American delegation of the Plenipotentiary Conference.
Heading the U.S. delegation to the
Plenipotentiary session is Francis Colt
deWolf, chief of the Telecommunications Division of the State Department.
Considerable interest is being manifested in the new organization of the
International Telecommunications Union, headquartered in Geneva. Acting
Secretary-General Gerald C. Gross is a
former assistant chief engineer of the
FCC and is the leading candidate for
the director-generalship. This election
is tentatively scheduled for this week.
Also on the agenda of the Plenipotentiary Conference is a proposal to increase the membership of the administrative council of ITU, its governing
body, from 18 to 25 members. This
98

new,

IN

GENEVA

developing

areas

would provide representation for new
and developing countries, heretofore not
active participants in world communications.
Proposals also have been advanced
for reorganization of the International
Frequency Registration Board which
would change its status to that of an
independent agency without political
connotations. The American member
of this 1 1-man board is John H. Gayer,
of Nebraska, a former consulting engineer. He is a candidate to succeed himself.
Proposals having to do with allocations of frequencies for space communications, while given protracted
consideration, were considered premature. Likelihood is that special studies will be conducted with a view toward
allocations at a later date when more
is known about requirements and propagation characteristics.

ABC-TV

part

owner

in Latin American tv
A five nation Central American tv
network hopes to be functioning early
in 1960, aided, abetted and partially
owned in this country by ABC-TV.
Representatives of broadcast interests
in El Salvador, Guatemala, Nicaragua,
Honduras and Costa Rica met with
ABC-TV officials in New York last
week to go over preliminary plans. One
of their first steps is to invite Panama
to join, too.
Donald W. Coyle, vice president of
ABC's International Div. and the man
responsible for the network's part in
the project, said the Central American
chain would begin operation as a film
or tape network, with no interconnection between individual stations or with
ABC-TV here. He thought it likely that
ABC-TV network properties and net-

work shows would comprise some part
of the program schedule.
Minority Share • Mr. Coyle emphasized that ABC-TV's ownership would
be a minority share, in line with network policy on international ventures
(which to date include minority holdings in Televisora De Costa Rico, a tv
station under-construction there, and in
News Limited of Australia, principal
owner of station NWS-TV Adelaide).
He noted, however, that the network
might asist the majority owners initially
by providing financing for their portions, on a loan basis.
Last week's initial organizational
meeting selected a temporary board to
function pending formal organization
(another meeting will be held Feb. 3,
4 and 5). The members: Boris Esersky,
El Salvador; Mario Bolanos, Guatemala;
Rafael Cano, Nicaragua; Miguel
Brooks, Honduras; Carlos Reyes, Costa
Rica, and A. Frank Katzentine, WKAT
Miami. Participating for ABC-TV, besides Mr. Coyle, were Leonard H.
Goldenson, president of parent AB-PT,
and Frank Marx, ABC engineering vice
president
.
Mr. Goldenso
n said the feeling among
his Central American associates was
that the proposed network would be
an important step in breaking down
trade barriers among the countries involved, and that it might be the first
step toward a Central American common market. Mr. Coyle said that tv
operations in these countries had so far
been unprofitable, and that ABC feels
the network could provide the needed
push to put them into the black.
• Abroad

in brief

Holland • Dutch radio-tv manufacturers
expect the number of registered tv sets
in the Netherlands to rise to 600,000
before year's end. This means an increase of 210,000 over 1958.
West Germany • ZVEI (electronic industries associations) figures show GerBROADCASTING, December 7, 1959

restricted use of imported programs
Pirate

ship

A group of 18 Dutch radio-tv
importers have set up a corporation to operate a radio transmitter
on a seagoing vessel three miles
off the Danish coast to broadcast
commercial programming to Holland. The station is patterned after
Radio Mercur, which broadcasts
"pirate" commercial programs
from a ship off the Danish coast
(Broadcasting, Nov. 3, 1958).
Neither country allows sponsored
broadcasting. The new company
has about $25,000 capital with
which to rent a vessel and a 5 kw
transmitter. The programming will
be taped in Holland, then sent
to the ship for round-the-clock
broadcasting. The only Dutchlanguage commercial broadcasts
now come from Radio Luxembourg.

many produced 1,281,828 tv receivers
in the first nine months of 1959. In
the same period last year the figure was
972,321. The association estimates West
Germany will produce 2 million tv sets
next year. Radio production is expected
to be 4 million units by year's end.
Soviet production • Moscow says
1,926,000 tv sets will be produced in
Russia in 1961. Annual production now
is 979,300.

Afghanistan radio • Siemens & Halske, West Germany, installed a shortwave transmitter system near Kabul,
Afghanistan. The transmitters are for
broadcasts to Europe, Africa and the
Far East. System includes a 50 kw transmitter, a 10 kw transmitter, several
standby transmitters, four directional
antennas and two nondirectional antennas.

until April 1, 1961, then a year's trial
of a minimum of 45% Canadian content over a four-week period, and on
April 1, 1962 increasing Canadian content to 55% of total program time.
The CAB executive committee is
headed by Malcolm Neill, CFNB Fredericton, N.B., president; M. T. Brown,
CFPL-AM-FM-TV London, Ont., as
vice-president; T. Burham, CKRS-AMTV Jonquiere, Que., vice-president;
Geoff Stirling, CJON-AM-TV St.
John's, Nfld., and T. J. Allard, executive vice-presidents.
Radio
rise

set

in Canada

Radio receiver sales in Canada were
up and television set sales almost equal
to those of 1958 in figures released for
the first nine months of 1959 by the
Electronic Industries Assn. of Canada
at Toronto. Radio set sales totalled
413,496 for the January-September
1959 period, compared with 369,057
in the 1958 period. Television receiver
sales numbered 271,222 in the first
nine months of 1959 compared with
279,718 in the 1958 period.
Largest sales of tv receivers continued to be in Ontario province where
105,776 were sold, with 62,219 sold
in Quebec province, 22,784 in Alberta
and 22,598 in British Columbia. The
balance was sold in the other six Canadian provinces.
Radio receiver sales included 75,611
transistor sets, 87,058 in automobiles,
and 56,349 clock sets. Ontario province
accounted for 185,119 receivers, with
100,722 being sold in Quebec, 28,557
in British Columbia, and 28,087 in
Alberta.

on

comment

Canadian

tv rules

Canadian private broadcasters feel
that the new radio and television regulations of the Board of Broadcast Governors (Broadcasting, Nov. 23) will
encourage "still greater Canadian production of television material." The
executive committee of the Canadian
Assn. of Broadcasters complimented
the BBG on its new regulations and
stated it "feels confident that private
broadcasters will willingly work within
this new framework in a full and fair
test of its effectiveness in aiding the
objective that all are agreed upon of
maximum possible Canadian television
service."
The new regulations call for unBROADCASTING, December 7, 1959

PIRACY-PLAGIARISM
INVASION OF PRIVACY
COPYRIGHT VIOLATION
Directed at Station, Staff,
Speaker, Talent, Sponsor
You can't recapture the WORDS
but you CAN INSURE
and hold possible Dollar Loss
within non-embarrassing limits.
Learn about our UNIQUE
EXCESS POLICY
which does the job
at surprisingly low cost.
FOR DETAILS AND RATES
WRITE
EMPLOYERS
REINSURANCE
CORPORATION
21 WEST TENTH STREET
KANSAS CITY, MO.
New York,
San Francisco,
100 Bush
107 William
St.
St.

.HOWARD E. STARK,
Brokers and Financial
Consultants
Television
Radio

Actions
Operators

sales

JUST
AROUND
THE
CORNER
(could be YOUR corner!)
A HAZARD THAT
NEVER SLEEPS—
the accusation of
LIBEL— SLANDER

by the

BBG

CKOS-TV Yorkton, Sask., has been
recommended by the Board of Broadcast Governors for a satellite tv license
at Baldy Mountain, Man., on ch. 8,
with 9.5 kw video and 4.75 kw audio
power, and effective antenna height of
1,032 feet. The satellite will bring national programs to an isolated area of
Manitoba.
CKX-TV Brandon, Man., has been
denied four applications for satellite
stations at The Pas, Swan River, Flin
Flon and Moon Lake, all Manitoba,
on grounds that microwave service to
these areas cannot at present be installed. The BBG stated in its denial
that it "can see no early hope of extending television service into western
and northern Manitoba, desirable
though this may be."

Stations

Stations

50 East 58th Street
New York 22,N.Y. ELdorado 5-0405

ADVERTISING IN
BUSINESSPAPERS
MEANS BUSINESS
In the Radio-TV Publishing Field
only BROADCASTING is a
member of Audit Bureau of
Circulations and Associated
Business Publications
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FANFARE
Spritely contest
The mushrooming sports car craze
aided KCEE Tucson, Ariz, in its first
anniversary promotion.
The station cooperated with Union
Oil of California, Precision Motors
(local sports car dealer) and the local
branch of the Sports Car Club of
America. The promotion revolved
around an Austin Healey Sprite, with
contestants guessing how far the car
would go on a gallon of Union Oil
7600 gas. Prize in the contest — the
Austin Healey Sprite.
Almost 20,000 contestants picked up
entry blanks from Union Oil dealers.
On the day of the Pacific Coast Sports
Car Championship Races, held in Tucson, the Sprite raced through the main
streets of the city (behind appropriate
police escort) and onto the race track.
When it finally ran out of fuel, the
car had traveled 47 miles, 2,692 feet.
The winner, a 45-year-old shoe repair
man had guessed just 35 feet, 5 inches
short of the distance made.
The station also profited commer-

cially from the promotion as Precision
Motors purchased complete coverage of
the races and several Union Oil dealers
purchased spots to promote the contest.
Christmas spectacular
Choirs from all over Eastern Iowa
have been invited to participate in a
special 90 - minute program — Iowa
Sings at Christinas — to be presented
on Christmas Eve on WMT-TV Cedar
Rapids.
Choirs from churches, high schools
and colleges are video taping 10minute segments of Christmas music.
These segments will then be edited
and assembled into the final 90-minute
program. Approximately 30 choirs with
an estimated 1,100 voices will take part.
The choirs are allowed some duplication of music, as parts left out of the
Christmas Eve program will be used
in special daily 10-minute programs for
a 10-day period prior to the holiday.
The show lends itself well to extensive promotion through the small town
press of groups involved and in church
bulletins of the participating choirs.

The 'real' you
Radio listeners sound asleep in
McCamey, Tex. have been offered the opportunity of learning about their "real" selves without having to resort to a psychiatrist's couch or Freud's treatise on
dream interpretation.
Starting. Nov. 16, KCMR began broadcasting personality improvement programs to sleeping
listeners from 5:30-6 a.m. The
series, entitled '"Discovering the
Real, Dynamic You" is based on
the writings of philosophers and
noted medical authorities as well
as the Bible.
Joe Martin, station owner, said
he looks to this new program as a
possibility for opening up a listening audience that hasn't been
approached or developed.
Unlike other sleep teaching
courses, the producers of the radio sleep program recommend
that those awake during the early
morning hours listen for the
sound advice the show has to
offer.
Station officials announced
that the program has been sold
to a local
is in-a
terestedsponsor
not only in"who
making
sale, but in the individual him-

'That man' is here again!
Santa Claus is coming to town! This
is the word being aired daily by tv-radio
stations across the land.
self."
In two cities, at least, he's already arrived. WROC-TV Rochester, N.Y. arranged to fly St. Nick in by helicopter
on Thanksgiving Day, and KDKA-TV
Pittsburgh
had the
"official" Santa
arrive
by boat
on city's
the Allegheny
River
Friday, Nov. 27.
Santa appears on WROC-TV on a
weekly half-hour program, while in
Pittsburgh,
he's evening.
on KDKA-TV for
10 minutes each

Improved medical techniques have cut the TB death
rate. Needed: A way to prevent active tuberculosis in
the 40 million Americans infected.
Anti-TB drugs save many lives, but don't work for all.
Needed:
new
drugs.Studies to improve drugs' usefulness, to develop
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Help solve vital TB problems. Your Christmas Seal contribution can help research find new weapons against TB.
Answer your Christmas Seal letter today, please.
Fight TB with Christmas Seals
This Tuberculosis
space contributed
to the
BROADCASTING
National
Association
NESSWEErtLY OF TELEVIS1C
and its affiliates by

This is the second year that KDKATV has arranged a special promotion
revolving around the "official" Santa,
For several days prior to the arrival.
KDKA-TV telecasts a "Santa Claus"
program,
sponsored
by stay
Home's
ment store.
During his
in thedepartcity,
the department store is his "official
Home officials commented after last
year's promotion that "though our Santa
promotion was shorter than in previous
home."we had more children in the store
years,
than ever before."
BROADCASTING, December 7, 1959

• Drumbeats
Never too late • Do you drink coffee
to stay awake for post-midnight movies
on tv? At least 2,310 Philadelphia
viewers evidently do. WCAU-TV there
had that many people accept its offer
to join free coffee-breaks during its
nightly Late Late Show, which starts
at 12:45 a.m. Between 1:15 and 1:30
a.m., for 14 nights, one announcement
was made asking viewers to send in
postcards to order their free coffee —
two one-cup packets of the instant
variety. The station's bonus was increased sales of spots for the wee hours.
Saturday nights were excluded from the
promotion, WCAU-TV said, because
the program generally attracts its largest
audience on that night.
Promotion tips • CBS-TV is sending
publicity men and station managers of
affiliated stations a regular newsletter,
"Items." It briefs stations on show
publicity opportunities and serves as a
clearing house for such information as
star itineraries, station activities and
events calendar. The new publication is
part of a stepped-up program of publicity liaison with affiliates.
Getting personal • Calling local radio
the medium of "personal involvement,"
Peters, Griffin, Woodward Inc., New
York, last week introduced a new spot
radio presentation entitled "Personally
Speaking" to advertisers and agencies.
The 15-minute tape-recorded presentation depicts the medium as a vital community force with each station orienting and identifying itself closely with
the needs and desires of the people in
its own community. Included are examples of public service promotions,

'Voice' winners
Fifty-one state and District of
Columbia winners of Voice of
Democracy script contests will be
guests of sponsoring associations
at a luncheon to be held Feb. 24
at the Statler Hotel, Washington.
The national VOD winner will be
announced at that time. Winning
contestants will be given four-day
all-expense trips to Washington,
with a $1,500 scholarship going
to the national winner.
School, area, city and state
VOD contests have been held
during recent weeks. State winners will be selected in December.
Sponsoring the contest are NAB,
Electronic Industries Assn., state
broadcaster associations and the
Veterans of Foreign Wars. The
contest is endorsed by the U.S.
Office of Education.
BROADCASTING, December 7, 1959

sales success stories, how station personalities integrate themselves with the
community through personal appearances, etc. PGW demonstrates spot
radio as "a medium with impact, personal identity and personal involvement." The presentation involves only
the use of a Geloso tape recorder,
which resembles a small radio.
Old-timers • CFRN Edmonton, Alia.,
has started a Quarter-Century Club for
advertisers, marking 25 years of the
station's operations. There are seven
charter members in the advertising club
who have advertised continuously on
CFRN since its opening in 1934.
Double dose • For fans of singer Andy
Williams, Friday, Nov. 13 was a lucky
day. Mr. Williams, appearing in Pittsburgh's Holiday House nightclub was
treated to a rare view of himself by
WIIC (TV). The station arranged for
a color tv set to be installed on the
nightclub floor so that Mr. Williams
and his audience could view his taped
performance on the NBC show Music
From Shubert Alley. The singer finished his nightclub performance just
seconds prior to the telecast and then
treated his "live" audience to a pantomime of his video taped numbers.
Art for cash's sake • Museum guards,
well-armed and nervously gem-sitting
for a jewel collection worth over halfa-million dollars, were understandably
upset when flashlights pierced the gloom
surrounding Cincinnati's Art Museum
the night of Nov. 17. It seems that listeners of WCPO, that city, had interpreted the latest set of clues broadcast
in the station's $1000 treasure hunt to
mean that the cash was stashed on the
museum's grounds. The local police
were alerted by the guards and arrived
before any of the cash-seekers were
shot. WCPO promptly started announcements warning that the "treasure" was
not hidden anywhere near the museum
and
safety's sake, listeners had
best that,
seek for
elsewhere.
Young imbibers • School children by
ALLIED

ti wentionto •theWKRCCincinna
heightsTVto
High promot
attract attention for the CBS-TV
program, Tightrope. While hundreds gaped from below, Frank
Cook, well-known high-wire performer ran through his stunts over
Fountain Square.
the thousands sipped cocktails in Plymouth, Mass. on a Sunday afternoon
(Nov. 15). WPLM, there, which sponsored the event, reports the youngsters
drank their toasts in cranberry juice
to emphasize the fact that the local
cranberry industry's product was untainted with the "controversial spray
used in other parts of the country."
San Diego style snow • The sun was
shining brightly and the thermometer
read 71 degrees when San Diego, Calif,
police received a call — "Investigate report of cars being snowballed!" For the

always has the BROADCAST

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY ON
RCA5762/7C24fallied is the world's largest
supplier of power and specialpurpose tubes for broadcast
station use. Look to us for immediate, expert shipment from the
world s largest stocks of electronic supplies and equipment.

TUBES you need
See your allied
1960 Complete Buying
for stationGuide
equipment
and
supplies. Get what
you
want
when
you
want it. Catalog
copies are available
on request.

ALLIED RADIO
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, III.
Phone: HAymarket 1-6800
TWX: CG-2898
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Philly stations carry torch for charity
Radio and television stations of
crossed station and network boundbroadcasters, said: "The broadcasters
of this area have proved by their
the greater Philadelphia area and
aries to pass a lighted torch on the
air
from
station
to
station
for
a
their air personalities gave a large
all-out cooperation that they are an
assist to the United Fund Torch
two-week period. Arrangements for
integral part of the life of this comDrive of that city which netted a
this unusual promotion were worked
Among the stations participating
record $13,161,221. Manning a speout by Raymond W. Welpott, genmunity ..." of more than 250
in
the support
eral
manager
of
WRCV-AM-TV,
cial bus, the city's broadcasters conducted street corner rallies, and
who served as head of the radio-tv
health and welfare agencies were:
committee.
drummed enthusiasm by exhorting
WCAU-AM-TV, WDAS, WFILAM-TV, WFLN, WHAT, WIP,
participation to noon crowds.
Mayor Richardson Dilworth, citThe most popular tv personalities
ing the contribution made by local
WJMJ, WPEN and WRCV-AM-TV.
opening of a new suburban home development, KFMB San Diego sponsored
a
"Snowman
contest.
Since snow is unknownBuilding"
in the Southern
California city, the station ordered two
tons of "snow" from a local ice company. Mayhem broke loose when the
contest began. Instead of snowmen, the
crowd manufactured snowballs, one of
which landed in the middle of KFMB's
remote turntable. At this point, the
station threw in its gloves. To add to
the confusion, the KFMB news wagon

got stuck in the "snow" and had to be
pushed out.
Safecrackers fail • Thousands of listeners of WAPI Birmingham, Ala., tried
their hand at cracking a safe containing $10,070. Each listener, armed with
a safe cracking "permit" had one minute to work his combination on the
safe, located in a shopping center. After
three days, no one had found the right
combination so the money was returned
to WAPI's bank account.
FOR

Station

THE

RECORD

Authorizations, Applications
As Compiled by Broadcasting

November 25 through December 1. Includes data on new stations, changes
in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing cases, rules & standards
changes and routine roundup.
Abbreviations:
DA — directional antenna, cp — construction
permit. ERP— effective radiated power, vhf
— very high frequency, uhf — ultra high frequency, ant. — antenna, aur. — aural, vis. —
visual, kw — kilowatts, w — watts, mc — megacycles. —D day. N — night. LS — local sunset,
mod. — modification, trans. — transmitter, unl.
—subsidiary
unlimited communications
hours, kc — kilocycles.
SCA —
authorization.
SSA — special service authorization. — STA —
special temporary authorization. SH — specified hours. * — educational. Ann. Announced.

1

EDWIN
&

New Tv Stations
APPLICATION
Tacoma, Wash. — School District #10.,
uhf ch. 62 ( 758-764 mc); ERP 21.28 kw vis.,
11.49 agekwterrain
aur.;
height above
aver420.5antenna
ft. Estimated
construction
cost
$125,000,
first
year
operating
cost
$38,260. P.O. address Box 1357, Tacoma, Wash.
Trans, and studio location 1101 S. Yakima
Ave.,
Tacoma.
Geographic
47°
15' 8" N.
Lat.,
122°
26' 46"
W.coordinates
Long.
Transmitter
RCA
TTU-1B,
antenna
RCA
TFU
27DH. Ann. Nov. 25.

TORNBERG1

COMPANY,

INC.

NEGOTIATORS FOR THE PURCHASE AND
SALE OF RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS
i
EVALUATIONS
FINANCIAL ADVISERS
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Monumental city • A 20-minute colorsound film, telling the story of Baltimore, Md. has been produced by
WJZ-TV, that city. The film claims
that Baltimore is growing faster than
any other east coast city. WJZ-TV is
also making the film available to all
Baltimore advertising media interested
in promoting the city. A shorter version has been made for use by civic,
professional and educational organizations.

NEW YORK
60 East 42nd Street
MUrray Hill 7-4242
WEST COAST
860 Jewell Avenue
■ Pacific Grove, California
FRontier 2-7475
WASHINGTON
1625 Eye Street, N.W.
District 7-8531

Existing Tv Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
KTVR
(TV)
Denver,
Colo.—(TV)
Granted
renewal of license
of KTVR
and (1)
(2)
assignment of licenses to Gotham Bcstg.
Corp. Nov.
No 27.
change in ownership involved.
Ann.
WESH-TV
Daytona
Beach,
Fla.—ofDenied
request
for waiver
of Sec.
3.652(a)
rules
to identify itself with Orlando as well as
Daytona
Beach.
Chmn.
Doerfer
dissented.
Ann. Nov. 30.
KLOR-TV Provo, Utah— Granted waiver
of Sec. 3.652(a) of rules to identify itself
with Salt Lake City as well as Provo. Comrs.
Bartley and Ford dissented. Ann. Nov. 30.
Tv Translators
ACTIONS BY FCC
Citizens T. V. Inc., Milton-Freewater, Ore.
—Granted
for new tv
translatorof
station on application
ch. 79 to translate
programs
KREM-TV (ch. 2), Spokane, Wash. This is
applicant's
Ann.
Nov. 27.second local translator grant.
By order, Commission extended from Jan.
1, 1960 to Jan. 1, 1961 time for tv translator
stations to comply with rules relating to
suppression
out-of-band
and
extended fromof Sept.
1, 1959 toemissions,
Sept. 1, 1960
time for limited-type approval of translator equipment meeting certain minimum
requirements. Ann. Nov. 30.
New Am Stations
APPLICATIONS
Flagstaff, Ariz. — Flagstaff Bcstg., 930 kc,
1 kw D. P.O. address % Marvin J. Colangelo,
Crocker mated
Bldg.,
San cost
Francisco,
construction
$30,395,Calif.
first Estiyear
operatingplicantscost
$48,000,
revenue
$60,000.
Apare
Howard
G.
Hetzler
50%,
Marvin
J. Colangelo and Joseph W. Rupley 25%
each. Mr. Hetzler is in cement business. Mr.
Colangelo
is attorney.
is treasurer of Safeway
Stores Mr.
Inc.,Rupley
San Francisco,
and 50% owner of KHOE Truckee, minority
owner of KPOD Crescent City and KPON
Anderson, all California. Ann. Nov. 25.
Aitkin,
Region
Bcstg.
Service, 930 kc,Minn.
1 kw— Lake
D. P.O.
address
% Albert
H. Wiese, 9119 W. Lawn, Brentwood, Mo.
Estimated construction cost $18,528, first
year operating cost $28,040, revenue $39,500.
Applicants are Fred H. Moegle and Albert
H. Wiese,
equal St.
partners.
employe of KWK
Louis. Mr.
Mr. Moegle
Wiese isis also
emrjloye of that station. Ann. Nov. 25.
Holly Springs, Miss. — Holly Springs Bcstg.
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Co., 1500 kc, 1 kw D. P.O. address Holly
Springs, Miss. Estimated construction cost
$30,500, first year operating cost $38,000, revenue $45,000. Applicant is Aaron B. Robinwho is majority
WDXI-AMTV son
Jackson,
WTPR owner
Paris, of
WENK
Union
City,
WDXN
Clarksville
and
WDXE
Lawrenceburg,
all
Tennessee
and
WCMA
Corinth,
Miss. Ann. Nov. 30.
Waynesville, Mo. — South Central Bcstrs.
Inc., 1390 kc, 1 kw D. P.O. address Box 214,
Lake Ozark, Mo. Estimated construction
cost $12,877, first year operating cost $34,600,
revenue $41,000. Applicants are John A. Milalivich, G.A. McGillevry and Leslie P.
Ware, 33V3% each. Mr. Milalivich is doctor.
Mr. McGillevry is resort owner. Mr. Ware
has majority interests in KOKO Kirkwood,
KLPW souri.Union
Ann. Nov.and30. KYRO Potosi, all MisHamburg,
Leon319 L.Main
Sidell,
kc,
1 kw D P.O. N.Y.—
address
St., 1300
Buffalo,
N.Y. Estimated construction cost $41,350,
first year operating cost $48,500, revenue
$60,000.
Applicant
is in real estate business.
Ann. Nov.
30.
Chadbourn, N.C. — Ebony Enterprises Inc.,
1590 kc, 1 kw D. P.O. address 707 S. FrankconstrucEstimated
N.C. year
lin St.,
tion Whiteville,
cost $9,525, first
operating cost
$24,000. revenue $30,000. Principals include
T.M. and
Reynolds,
Moore,
A.L. and
Singletary
others Lester
10%. Mr.
Moore
Mr.
Reynolds
are
school
teachers.
Mr.
Singletary is farmer. Ann. Nov. 30.
1300
Laurinburg, N.C. — George W. Phillips,
Biggs St.,
kc 500 w D. P.O. address 717constructi
on
Laurinburg, N.C. Estimated cost $18,500.
cost $11,843. first year operating
service
tv
is in
Applicant
revenue $26,000.
business.
Ann. Nov.
25.
Windber. Pa.— Ridge Radio Corp., 13o0 kc,
1 kw D. P.O. address 1217 Graham Ave.,
Windber, Pa. Estimated construction cost
rev$54,000,Estep,
cost Zearl
operating
$19 091.enuefirst
include
Principals
$60,000.year
othand
Timko
Vladimer
Robert Macbtley.
ers 12%%. Mr. Estep is in real estate; Mr.
Timko owns bowling alley; Mr. Machtley is
in dairy business. Ann. Nov. 30.
Existing Am Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
KSCO Santa Cruz, Calif.— Cp to increase
in10 kw(twoandmain
1 kw to use
daytime
for daytime
trans, from
stall newpower
Dec .1.
trans.) (1080 kc). Ann.Nev.
— Granted license
Las Vegas,
am station. Ann. Nov. 27_^
forKRBO
Granted assignN.C.
o.
WPET Greensbor WPET — Inc.;
considerament of license to
assignee
tion $170,562. James S.inBeattie,
WELE Daytona
president, hasandinterest
Pa. Ann.
Butler,
WBUT
Fla.,
Beach,
Nov. 27.
WENT Gloversville, N.Y. — Cp to increase
daytime
Ann 1 kwDec.and1. in(1340250kc).w to
trans.from
stall newpower
WKOK Sunbury, Pa.— Granted waiver ap-of
to permit processing
of forrules
Sec 1 351 plication
change of facilities from 1240
kww, Unl. to 1070 kc, 1 kw-N, 10 Nov.
kc, 250
LS,
27 DA-2. Comr. Ford dissented. Ann.
WCAY Cayce, S.C. — Granted assignment
Inc.
of license to Lexington County Bcstrs.
latter to
(present owners and Hal Simms,
Ann. Nov. 27.
for 10% interest).
$1,000Greenville,
payWESC
S.C. — Granted waiver of
Sec. 1.351 of rules to permit processing application for increased power from 5 kw to
10 kw DA, continuing operation on 660 kc,
D Comr. Ford dissented. Ann. Nov. 27.
WCAWvised thatCharleston,
Is being
adapplication W.to Va.—
increase
daytime
continuDA-2,
kw
10
to
w
250
from
powering operation on 680 kc with 250 w-N will
be subject
to provisions of amended Sec.
1351(d) of rules which provides that, effective Nov. 30, action on applications proposing this type of operation will be postponed
pending ceeding.
conclusion
of Clear Channel
Comr. Lee dissented.
Ann. Nov.pro27.
WDOR Sturgeon Bay, Wise. — Cp to increase
power
from
500
w
to
1
kw
(910
kc).
Ann. Dec. 1.
APPLICATIONS
WPLK Rockmart, Ga. — Cp to increase
power from 250 w to 500 w and install new
trans. (1220 kc). Ann. Nov. 30.
KIRX Kirksville, Mo. — Cp to increase
davtime
to 1 kw
stall newpower
trans. from
(1450 250kc).w Ann.
Nov.and30. inWMNT Manati, P.R. — Mod. of cp (which
auth. new standard broadcast station) to
increase day power from 250 w to 1 kw and
install new trans. (1400 kc). Ann. Nov. 30.
New Fm Stations
ACTION BY FCC
♦Parsons, Kan. — Board of Education.,
Grantedsons.91.1
10 kw. construction
P.O. address ParKan. mc.
Estimated
cost
$1,469.
first
year
operating
cost $500. Ann.
Nov. 27.
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APPLICATIONS
Phoenix, Ariz. — KTAR Bcstg. Co., 98.7 mc,
57.4 kw. P.O. address 1101 N. Central Ave.,
Phoenix, Ariz. Estimated construction cost
$24,765,enuefirst
cost is$10,000,
S12.000.year
KTARoperating
Bcstg. Co.
licenseerev-of
KTAR Phoenix; applicant fm will duplicate
am programming. Ann. Nov. 25.
Boise, Idaho — Boise Valley Bcstrs. Inc.,
97.9 mc, 5 kw. P.O. address Box 1809 Boise,
Idaho. Estimated construction cost $20,688,
first year operating cost $12,000. Boise
Valley Bcstrs. Inc. is licensee of KBOIAM-TV Boise. Applicant fm will duplicate
am programming. Ann. Nov. 30.
Chicago, 111. — Radio America, 106.7 mc, 60
kw. P.O. address 161 E. Erie St.. Chicago,
111. Estimated construction cost S26,000, first
year operating cost S60,000, revenue $84,000.
Applicants
are Walter
Hotz is 80<v
and
Charles W. Kline
20%. Mr.A. Hotz
employe
of film recording company. Mr. Kline is
management consultant. Ann. Nov. 16.
Des Moines, Iowa — Percy B. Crawford,
97.3 mc, 100.9 kw. P.O. address Box 1, Philadelphia, Pa. Estimated construction cost
$49,832, first year operating cost S30.000,
revenue $34,000. Applicant is owner of
WMUZ (FM) Detroit, WDAC Lancaster,
Pa.,
interest
N.J. and
Ann.hasNov.
25. in WPCA-TV Camden,
Seattle, Wash. — Plains Radio Bcstg. Co.,
102.5 mc, 19.2 kw. P.O. address Amarillo,
Tex. Estimated construction cost $34,972,
first year operating cost S36,OO0, revenue
S45.000. Globe-News Publishing Co. is 81%
owner of Plains Radio, licensee of KGNCAM-FM Amarillo, KFYO Lubbock, both
Texss Globe-News Pub. Co. is licensee of
KGNC-TV Amarillo. Ann. Nov. 30.
Isabela. P.R. — Sergio Martinez Caraballo,
1390 kc, 500 w-N, 1 kw D. P.O. address Box
533, Isabela, P.R. Estimated construction
cost $9,877. first year operating cost S13.257,
revenue S30.000.
is public accountant. Ann. Nov.Applicant
30.
Ownership Changes
ACTIONS BY FCC
KKIS Pittsburg, Calif .—Granted (1) renewal of license and (2) assignment of licenses to Kay Kis Corp.; consideration
S350.000.
is 80% owned by Kanka27. kee DailvAssignee
Journal (WKAN Kankakee, and
WRRR Rockford. both Illinois). Ann. Nov.
KZIX Fort Collins, Colo.— Granted transfer of control from Cecil H. Boyd, et al., to
Pea Ridge Bcstrs. Inc.; consideration $35,000. Leslie P. Ware, transferee president, is
also principal owner of KLPW Union;
KYRO
Missouri.Potosi
Ann. and
Nov.KOKO
27. Warrensburg, all
WBZY Torrington, Conn. — Granted transfer ofnardcontrol
to BerJ. ZuckerfromwhoAlbert
will Capstaff
pay $28,000
for
69.66%
interest.
Comr.
Bartiey
dissented.
Ann. Nov. 27.
WBROment ofWaynesboro,
Ga. — Granted
assignlicense to WBRO
Inc. (WJAT
Swainsboro,
Ga.);
consideration
$43,500.
Ann. Nov. 27.
WASK Lafayette,
Ind.
—
Granted
quishment of negative control by D relin& B
Equipment Corp. through issuance of new
stock
to
Warren
N.
Eggleston.
Ann.
Nov.
27.
WRGP-TV
Chattonooga,
Tenn.
—
Granted
transfer of control from Ramon G. and
Helen H. Patterson to WSTV Inc.; consideration $1,675,000, subject to adjustments,
for 70% interest. (Transferee is licensee of
WSTV - AM - FM - TV Steubenville. Ohio;

KODE-AM-TV Joplin, Mo.; KMLB-AM-FM
Monroe, La., and WBOY-AM-TV Clarksburg,
and WPAR
and
WAAM-FM
burg,
both
WestNov.
Virginia.)
Comr. ParkersBartiey
dissented.
Ann.
27.
KODI
Cody,
Wyo.
—
Granted
(1)
renewal
of license and (2) transfer of control from
R. B. Croft and W. E. Killmer to R. B.
Beall will
(now jointly
\'3 owner)payand $30,000
Glenn E.
who
to Neilson
obtain
100% interest.
Ann. Nov. 27.
Commission granted applications for
transfer of control of licenses of five tv
stations and two am stations from J. H.
Whitney & Co., first to John Hay Whitney,
then to Whitney Communications Corp.
(100% owned by John Hay Whitney), and
then to Cortelco Inc. (100% owned by
Whitneyvolves stock
Communications
Corp.). It with
indistribution in connection
readjustment of business interests of J. H.
Whitney & Co. partnership. Mr. Whitney
increases his interest in subject stations
from 48% to 85%. Stations concerned are
KOTV (TV) ch. 6 (KOTV Inc.), Tulsa,
Okla.; WANE-TV
ch. 15
WANE Ind.;
(Indiana Bcstg. Corp.)
FortandWayne,
WISH-TV ch. 8, and WISH (Indiana Bcstg.
Corp.)
Indianapolis,
Ind.;Houston,
KHOU-TVTex.,ch.and11
(Gulf Television
Corp.)
KXTV (TV) ch. 10 (Great Western Bcstg.
Corp.)
Calif. Comr. Bartiey
dissented.Sacramento,
Ann. Nov. 27.
APPLICATIONS
KOVR (TV) Stockton, Calif. — Seeks
transfer
control Inc.
of Television
Diablo
Inc. fromof Gannett
to Metropolitan
Bcstg. Corp. for Sl,391,000 plus payments of
debt totaling $1,466,879. Metropolitan Bcstg.
Corp. York,
is licensee
of WNEW-AM-FM-TV
New
WTTG (TV)
Washington, D.C..
and WHK-AM-FM
Cleveland, Ohio. Ann.
Nov.
25.
WILIment of Willimantic,
Conn. — Seeks
license from Herbert
C. Rice,assignsole
owner, to Willie Bcstg. Co. Change to corporate
volved. business,
Ann. Nov.no25.ownership changes inKRNT-TV Des Moines, Iowa — Seeks assignment of license
KRNT-TV dissolve
Co. to
Cowles Bcstg.
Co. from
Corporation
into parent company. No ownership
changes or financial consideration involved.
Ann. Nov. 30.
WMABment of license
Munising,
Mich. — Seeks
of Munising
Alger assignBcstg.
Co. from Stanley L. Sadak, Charles A.
Symon
and
John
E.
Codding
3313%
each
to
Messrs.
Sadak
Ann. Dec.
1. and Symon, equal partners.
WBAI-FM New York, N.Y. — Seeks transfer of controlto ofPacifica
WBAI-FMFoundation
Inc. from forLouis
Schweitzer
no
financial consideration. Pacifica Foundation
owns KPFA (FM) Berkeley and KPFK
IFM) Los Angeles. Stations are run on
listener-subscription basis. Mr. Schweitzer,
on
making
gift,York
statedarea.
needAnn.for Nov.
similar
service
in New
25.
WFLB-AM-TV Fayetteville, N.C — Seeks
transfer of control of Fayetteville Bcstrs.
Inc.
from John W. Hensdale and others
30.
12i2% to Mr. Hensdale 43.8% and others
for $1,000 for each 112 shares. Ann. Nov.
KGYN ofGuymon,
transfer
control
Plaines Okla.
Bcstg.— Seeks
Inc. from
T. M.of
Raburn Jr. 40% and John B. 20%, Joyce H.
Gray 10<>Jr..andsole
H. C.owner,
Hitch for
Jr. 30%,
to Mr.
Raburn
$98,250.
Mr.
Raburn Jr. is former station manager of
KGYN. Ann. Nov. 25.
KVAS ofAstoria,
Ore. — SeeksBcstg.
assignment
license
Lower Columbia
Inc. fromof
William T. Moore 83.34% and others to Mr.
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SUMMARY OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING through December 1
CP
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
ON AIR
For new 119stations
Not on air
Lie.
Cps.
158
744
AM
3,384
61
FM
607
61
98
TV
4661
57
131
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
through
December
1
Compiled by BROADCASTING
43
VHF
10
TOTAL
Commercial
446
UHF76
Non-commercial
33
522
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
As reported by FCC through October 31, 1959
AM
FM
TV
Licensed (all on air)
CPs on air (new stations)
605
4661
3,366
159
97
CPs not on air (new stations)
9
552
751
816
669
Total authorized stations
240
77
59
487
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
62
28
67
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
97
3,525
105
126
Total applications for new stations
28
29
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
6
17
794
727
167
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
34
46
627
Total applications for major change?
1
1
1
Licenses deleted
0
1
0
CPs deleted
1 There are, In addition, ten tv station? which are no longer on the air, but retain their
licenses.
on the air at one time but are no
"There are, in addition, 38 tv cp-holders which were
longer in operation and one which has not started operation.

NEW
Automatic

RCA
Turntable

BQ 103
Assures Efficient, Simplified
Handling of Recorded
Program Material
This new automatic turntable
offers an easy approach to
semi-automated programming
using 45 RPM records. All
operations, such as selection,
cue and playback have been
fully automated. Operating
"Fluffs" are minimized, and
program flow is smoother for
the listening audience. The
BQ-103 Automatic Turntable
fs a basic building block for
full automation.
For complete information write to
RCA, Dept. B-22, Building 15-1,
Camden, N. J. In Canada: RCA
VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal.
RADIO CORPORATION
of AMERICA
Tmk(s) S)
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Moore 51.0%, Charles A. Farmer 25.0% and
others,
for $10,000
paid 1.by Mr. Farmer for
his
shares.
Ann. Dec.
KWAT
Watertown,
S.D. — Seeks
ment of license from Midland
NationalassignLife
Bcstg. anceCo.Co. for
to Midland
National
Life
Insur$115,311. Applicant formerly
25.
owned KWAT until March 1958. Ann. Nov.
KLEW-TV Lewiston, Idaho — Seeks assignment of license from Lewiston Tv Co.
to Cascade Bcstg. Co. Merger into parent
company;
Ann. Nov. no30. ownership changes involved.
KFDA-TV
Amarillo,
Tex. — Seeks
involuntary transfer
of control
of Amarillo
Bcstg. Co. from S. W. Richardson 62.07%,
deceased, to Howell E. Smith, Perry R.
Bass and John B. Connally, executors of
estate. Ann. Nov. 25.
KMIL Cameron, Tex. — Seeks assignment
of license from Milam Bcstg. Ltd. to Milam
Bcstg. Co. for $52,250. Applicants are N. L.
Capcrton and Wilfred E. Smitherman, equal
partners. Mr. Caperton has minority interest in KMIL, Cameron where Mr. Smitherman is employed. Ann. Dec. 1.
KFJZ-AM-FM-TV
Fort Worth,
Tex.—of
Seeks involuntary transfer
of control
Tarrant
Bcstg.
Co.
(am-fm
licensee)
and
Texas State Network Inc. (tv licensee)
from S. W. Richardson, 62.07%, deceased,
to Howell E. Smith, Perry R. Bass and
John B. Connally, executors of estate.
Texas State Network Inc. owns Tarrant
Bcstg. Co.,both
KFDA-TV
McAllen,
Texas. Amarillo
Ann. Nov.and25. KRIO
KRIO McAllen, Tex. — Seeks involuntary
transfer of control of Valley Bcstg. Inc.
from S. W. Richardson, 62.07%, deceased,
to Howell E. Smith, Perry R. Bass and
John B. Connally, executors of estate. Ann.
Nov. 25.
KOYL Odessa, Tex. — Seeks transfer of
control J.from
Mid-Cities
Bcstg. Co.equal
and
Lowell
and Edward
L. Roskelley,
partners, to Mid-Cities Bcstg. Corp. and
Lowell J. 25% and Edward L. Roskelley
75%.
Change
to corporate
no
30.
financial
consideration
involved.business,
Ann. Nov.
KBAS-TV Ephrata, Wash.— Seeks assignment of cp from Basin Tv Co. to Cascade
Bcstg. Co. Merger into parent company; no
ownership changes involved. Ann. Nov. 30.
KEPR Kennewick-Richland-Pasco, Wash.
— Seeks assignment of license from KEPR
Inc. to Cascade Bcstg. Co. Merger into
parent company;
volved. Ann. Nov.no30.ownership changes inKWIQment of Moses
license Lake,
from Wash.
Central— Seeks
Basin assignBcstg.
Corp. to Cascade Bcstg. Co. Merger into
parent company;
volved. Ann. Nov.no30.ownership changes in-

Hearing Cases
STAFF INSTRUCTIONS
Commission
on Nov.
27 directed
tion of document
looking
toward preparagranting
application of Jane A. Roberts for license to
cover cp for new am station (KCFI) to
operate on 1250 kc. 500 w DA-D, in Cedar
Falls. Iowa. May 28 initial decision looked
toward denial. Ann. Nov. 27.
Commission
on Nov.
27 directed
tion of document
looking
toward preparadenying
application of Cy Blumenthal, tr/as Denbigh Bcstg. Co. for new am station to op250 w-D,looked
in Denbigh,
Va.
March erate26on 1570
initialkc,decision
toward this
action. Ann. Nov. 27.
INITIAL DECISIONS
Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper issued
initial decision looking toward granting applications of John Laurino for new am station to operate on 1430 kc 1 kw D, in Ashland,crease
Va., and
Capital
Bcstg. Annapolis,
Co. to indaytimeThe
power
of WNAV
Md., from 1 kw to 5 kw, continuing operation onneering
1430 condition.
kc, 1 Ann.
kw-N, Nov.
DA-N,
25. with engiHearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith issued initial decision looking toward granting application
of Jack onW. 790
Hawkins
am station
to operate
kc 1 kwfor D,newin
Blanding, Utah. Ann. Nov. 25.
OTHER ACTIONS
By memorandum
opinionby and
mission granted petition
S&S order.
Bcstg.ComCo.
(WTAQ)
La
Grange,
111.,
to
extent
of adding condition to July 29 grant of application
of Vincent G. Cofey and Benjamin A. Oswalt to change facilities of WMRO Aurora,
111., on 1280 kc from 250 w-D, to 500 w-N.
1 kw-LS,
DA-2 that
grant is without
preju-of
dice to grant
of pending
application
WTAQ to increase power on 1300 kc from
500 w to 1 kw; denied WTAQ petition for
reconsideration insofar as it requested
simultaneous grant of its application. Comrs.
Lee and Ford dissented and voted to grant
petition for reconsideration. Ann. Dec. 1.
By memorandum
opinion and
order, Commission (1) denied petitions
by WKOX
Inc.,
for reconsideration of May 21, 1958 action
denying
petition
for
immediate
consideration and grant of application to modify
its license for station WKOX Framingham,
Mass.
(1190 kc. 1 to
kw-D)
specify at
limitedtime operation
localto sunset
Fort
Wayne,able forInd.,
and
(2)
returned
as
unacceptfiling its amendment tendered Nov.
5, for "specified
Comr. Bartley dissented. Ann. Nov.hours."
27.
Orchards Community Television Assn.
Inc., Lewiston, Idaho — Is being advised that
applications to replace expired permit for
BROADCASTING, December 7, 1959

PROFESSIONAL

CARD

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Offices ME. 8-5411
1735 DeSales St., N, W.
Offices and Laborotorias
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFCCE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.,
Wash. 4, D. C,
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
501-514 Munsey Bldg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip, Co.
Everett L Dillaref, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. 0. BOX 7037 JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnes & Culver

1710 H St., N.W. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Munsey Building
District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE
A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
FLeerwood 7-8447
Member AFCCE

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14th St., N. W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D.C. REpublie 7-3984
Member AFCCE

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Washington 6,Engineers
D. C. Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
OLiver 2-8520

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
19 E. QuineyRiverside,
St. Hickory
III. 7-2153
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Military Rd., N. W.
Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone STate 7-2601
Member AFCCE

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

JULES COHEN
Consulting Electronic Engineer
617 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-4616
1426 G St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Brecksville, Ohio
(a Cleveland Suburb,
Tel: JAckson 6-4386 P. O. Box 82
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
GLendale 2-3073

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
1316 S. Kearney
Skyline 6-1603
Denver 22, Colorado

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666
Member AFCCE

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601
Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W. Va, Dickens 2-6281

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

PAUL DEAN FORD
roadcast Engineering Consultant
4341 South 8th Street
Terre Haute, Indiana
Crawford 4496

NUGENT SHARP
Consulting Radio Engineer
809-11 Warner Building
Washington 4, D.C.
District 7-4443

5 ervice

Directory j

PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
AM-FM-TV
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING CO.
P.O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.
Phone Jackson 3-5302
BROADCASTING, December 7, 1959

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

COLLECTIONS
For the Industry
ALL OVER THE WORLD
TV — Radio — Film and Media
Accounts Receivable
No Collection — No Commission
STANDARD ACTUARIAL
WARRANTY CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
LO 5-5990

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610
Eye St., D.
N. C.W.
Washington,
Executive 3-1230 Executive 3-5451
Member AFCCE

JOHN

B. HEFFELFINGER

8401 Cherry St.

Hiland 4-7010

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE
To Be Seen by 85,000* Readers
— among them, the decision-making station owners and managchief engineers
techni-tv
cians—ers,applicants
for and
am, fm,
and facsimile facilities.
"ARB Continuing Readership Study105

tv translator station K76AH and for renewal of license of tv translator station
K70BA indicate necessity of hearing. Ann.
Nov. 27.
By memorandum opinion and order, Commission denied petition by Anthony Wayne
Television
for rehearing,
of record, Corp.
and enlargement
of reopening
issues in
Toledo, Ohio, tv ch. 11 proceedings et al.,
except to extent of making minor changes,
not of substantial significance, to July 23,
1958 decision which granted application of
The Community Bcstg. Co. and denied competing applications of The Toledo Blade
Co., Unity Corp Inc., The Citizens Bcstg.
Co., Maumee Valley Bcstg. Co., Great Lakes
Bcstg. Co., and Anthony Wayne. Comr.
Cross not participating. Ann. Nov. 27.
By memorandum
opinion
and order.
Commission granted joint
petition
by Irvenna
Bcstg. Co., Irvine, Ky., and John K. Rogers,
Bristol, Tenn., severed their am applicaand that of Tenn.,
Kingsport
Bcstg. Inc.
(WKPT)tionsKingsport,
from consolidated
hearing et al., and placed these applications
in separate consolidated proceeding on
specified issues. Ann. Nov. 27.
By memorandum
opinionbyandNewton
order, Bcstg.
Commission granted petition
Co. and deleted issue relating to suitability
of its trans, site for proposed am station
in Newton, Mass. Ann Nov. 27.
By memorandum opinion and order,
Commission denied petitions by Harvey
Radio Laboratories Inc., for (1) reconsideration of Sept. 10, 1958 action denying request for plication
immediate
of apto change consideration
facilities of WTAO
Cambridge, Mass., from 740 kc, 250 w-D,
to limited-time
operation
on 720 kc,
kw
from
local sunrise,
Cambridge,
to 5local
sunset limited to WGN Chicago, 111., (2)
vacate Sept. 18, 1959 order amending Sec.
1.351 of procedural rules in conformity
with simultaneous action in daytime skywave proceeding, and (3) immediately consider WTAO application comparatively
with pending application of WGN Inc., for
renewal of license of WGN Chicago, Comr.
Lee not participating. Ann. Nov. 27.
By memorandum opinion and order, ComTri-Counties
Bcstg. Co.mission
fordenied(1)petition
waiver by
of Sec.
1.351 of
rules and immediate consideration of its
Easier to tune
TYPE
FM-5000A

•

Easier to own

5KWFM
TRANSMITTER

*
*
*
*

All Front Panel Tuning
Proved Performance
Conservatively Rated
High Quality,
Standard Components
These and other features al a price thai
saves you the cosl of your spare tubes!
Including Installation
$9995;00
Supervision Service!
By par
Yogr Best FM Byy
INDUSTRIAL TRANSMITTERS
AND ANTENNAS
• UPPER DARBY, PA.
FLanders 2-0355
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application for new am station to operate
on 670 kc 5 kw-D in Santa Barbara, Calif.,
(2) comparative consideration with pending
application of National Bcstg. Co. for renewal of license of WMAQ Chicago, 111., and
(3) to vacate Sept. 18 order amending Sec.
1.351 of procedural rules in conformity with
the simultaneous action in davtime skywave
proceeding. Ann. Nov. 27.
By memorandum opinion and order, Commission, on its own motion, set aside Sept.
23 grants of applications of Old Belt Bcstg
Corp., South Hill, Va., and Patrick Henry
Bcstg. Corp., Martinsville, Va., to increase
power of their stations WJWS and WHEE
respectively, from 1 kw to 5 kw (1370 kc-D),
and designated applications for evidentiary
hearing; dismissed certain related pleadings by Martinsville Bcstg. Inc. (WMVA)
Martinsville, Va., but made latter party to
proceeding.
Comr. Cross concurred. Ann
Nov. 27.
By memorandum opinion and order, Commission granted protest and petition for reconsideration byTelevision Corp. of Michigan (WILX-TV ch. 10), Onondaga, Mich., to
extent of postponing Sept. 22 grant and ordering evidentiary hearing on application
of WOOD Bcstg. Inc., to change trans, location of WOOD-TV (ch. 8), Grand Rapids,
from 10 miles northeast of that city to site
19 miles southeast thereof, make changes
m ant. system and other equipment, and
increase ant. height by two feet— to 1,000
ft.;
protestant party to proceeding.
Ann. made
Nov. 27.
WONW Defiance, Ohio— Designated for
change
application
!Ve£ring
to 500 w-Non
unl. operation
DA-N,
500 w, to
1280 kc from
Alma,
WFYC
made
DA-N;
kw-LS,
1party
to proceeding. Ann. Nov. 27. Mich '
Laramie Bcstrs., Laramie, Wyo.; KCMS
Manitou Springs, Colo.; KBOL Boulder,
Colo.; T.I. Moseley, Denver, Colo.— Designated for consolida
hearing applicatio
involving operation ted
on 1490 kc (Moseley ns
on
1470 kc); made KGOS
Torrington, Wyo.;
K^S^TTC^i
sPrings,
and KUDY
KOLR Sterling,
orTa<l?,
Littleton,
all Colorado,
parties
to proceeding, and KCMS and KBOL parties
as
27. to their existing operations. Ann. Nov
KIST Santa Barbara, Calif.; KDOL Mojave, Calif.; KATY San Luis Obispo, Calif.;
KOMY, Watsonville, Calif.; KMAK Fresno,
Calif.— Consolidated applications involving
changed operations on 1340 kc in hearing
with those of James E. Walley, Oroville
Calif., KATO Reno, Nev,; KSRO Santa Rosa!
Calif., and Sanval Bcstrs., Oroville, Calif.;
made KFAC Los Angeles; KGB Inc., San
Diego, and Los Banos Bcstg. Co., Los Banos,
Calif.; parties to proceeding, and KIST
KATY, KOMY, and KMAK parties respondent with respect to their existing stations;
be givento
requestin torelation
Walley'slicensee
denied ofMr,existing
status
KOMY. Ann. Nov. 27.
By memorandum opinion and order, Commission granted petition for reconsideration
by Russell G. Salter, applicant for new am
station in Aurora, 111., to extent of adding
condition to July 29 grant of application of
Vincent G. Cofey and Benjamin A, Oswalt
to change facilities of station WMRO
Aurora, on 1280 kc from 250 w-D to 500 w-N,
1 kw-LS, DA-2 that, if Salter application is
granted, WMRO shall cooperate with Mr.
Salter in correction of any mutual crossmodulation, inter-modulation or interaction
problems that may occur as result of simultaneous operation of two stations. Ann
Nov. 30.
By memorandum opinion and order, Commission (1) denied petition by John M. Norris for immediate consideration of his application to change facilities of WGCB Red
Lion, Pa., from 1440 kc, 1 kw-D, to 820 kc,
1 kw, DA-D; (2) ordered that pending applications of A.H. Belo Corp. and darter
Publications Inc., for renewal of licenses of
WFAA Dallas, and WBAP Fort Worth, both
Texas, respectively, be processed for prompt
consideration by Commission. Comr. Lee
not participating. Ann. Npv. 27.
Routine Roundup
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner Robert T. Bartley
Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
for extension of time to Dec. 2 to file exceptions to initial decision in proceeding
on applications of Liberty Television Inc.
and KEED Inc., for new tv stations to op-

Letter to WGMA
Commission addressed following
letter to Melody Music Inc., licensee
of WGMA Hollywood, Fla.:
"This is with reference to (1) your
license to operate Station WGMA
Hollywood, Florida, and (2) the
hearings conducted by the Special
Subcommittee on Legislative Oversight of the Committee on Interstatecerning
and Foreign
Commerce
television quiz
programs.con"Commission records indicate that
the outstanding stock of Melody
Music Inc. is owned in equal proportion (50% each) by Jack Barry and
Daniel Enright; that Jack Barry is
President, Treasurer and Director;
that Daniel Enright is First VicePresident, Secretary and Director;
and that Alfred Stettner is Second
Vice-President and Director. The
testimony in the above hearings before mittee
the Legislative
Com-to
indicates that Oversight
with respect
the NBC
quiz
shows owned
'Tic-TacDough'
and '21'
originally
and
packaged by companies controlled
by Jack Barry and Daniel Enright,
questions and answers were supplied
to contestants prior to their appearances on the programs; that a majority of the performances
of '21'
'controlled'
in some manner;
thatwereon
more than 75% of the 'Tic-TacDough'
given
questionsshows,
and contestants
answers inwere
advance;
that Albert Freedman, producer of
'21' furnished questions and answers
to contestants; that Enright had
knowledge of and approved such
practices; that Enright did the same
in certain instances; and that Enright
was responsible
certain arrangements whereby for
contestants
received
less (and in one case more) than the
amount they purportedly won. The
testimony further reveals that Howard Felsher, producer of 'Tic-TacDough'
and Freedman,
with approval,
Enright's
knowledge
and apparent
contacted various contestants on both
shows prior to their appearance before the New York County District
Attorney and/or the New York County Grand Jury in an effort to induce
them to testify that they had not
received assistance on either show;
and that Edwin Slote, an attorney,
in the presence of and with no objection from Daniel Enright, advised
Alfred Davis and Arthur Franklin,
public relations counsel to Barry and
Enright. that they deny matters reknew tolating tobesaidtrue.practices which they
'The aboveconcerning
testimony the
raisescharacter
serious
questions
qualifications of Mr. Enright and
whether Melody Music, Inc., of which
he is an officer, director and 50%
owner, is qualified to own and operate a broadcast facility. This letter is
being sent to you to afford you an
opportunity to submit a statement.
Your response to this letter should
with respect to the above matters
be submitted within twenty (20) days
from the date hereof." Ann. Nov. 30.
30.
erate on ch. 9 in Eugene, Ore. Action Nov
Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
for extension of time to Dec. 15 to file exceptions and to Jan. 15, 1960 for replies in
proceeding on applications of Armin H
Wittenberg Jr., and Pasadena Presbyterian
Church for frn facilities in Los Angeles and
Pasadena, both California. Action Nov. 30..
Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
for extension of time to Dec. 4 to file ex-,
ceptions to initial decision in proceeding on
applications of Capitol Bcstg. Co. and W. APomeroy for new am stations in East Lansing andigan.Tawas
City-East
Action Nov.
23. Tawas, both MichScheduled hearing for Jan. 28, 1960 on
application of Ulster County Bcstg. Co. for
new
Nov. am
23. station in Ellenville, NY. Action
By James
Chief D.
Hearing
Examiner
Cunningham
Granted petition by Virgin Islands Bcstg.
System to extent that it involves dismissal
of its application for additional time to
construct station WDTV Christiansted, V.I.;
dismissed
with prejudice. Action Nov. application
24.
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Granted petition by Norman E. Kay for
dismissal
without
prejudice
of his
tion for am
facilities
in Del
Mar,applicaCalif.
Inc. for dismissal without prejudice of its
Action Nov. 25.
Granted petition by North Shore Bcstg.
application
for new
am station
in Wauwatosa.
Wis., and
retained
in hearing
status
applications
of
Suburbanaire
Inc.,
Allis, and Watertown Radio Inc. West
(WTTN),
Watertown, Wis. Action Nov. 25.
Granted
Delaware
Countyof
Bcstrs.
for petition
dismissal bywithout
prejudice
its application for new am station in Muncie, Ind.,ceedingwhich
in consolidated
with am was
applications
of Radio proSt.
Croix
Inc.,
New
Richmond,
Wis., et al.
Action Nov. 25.
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond
Scheduled prehearing conference for Jan.
6. 1960 and continued hearing from Dec. 29
to date to be fixed by subsequent order in
proceeding on am applications of Bill S.
Lahm. Wisconsin Rapids, Wis., et al. Action
Nov. 23.
Scheduled prehearing conference for Dec.
15 and continued hearing scheduled for
that date to date to be fixed by subsequent
order in proceeding on applications of
Waco Radio Co., for new am station in
Waco, Tex., et al. Action Nov. 25.
By Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
Upon tinued
jointhearingrequest
by all
scheduled
for parties,
Nov. 30con-to
date to be determined at prehearing conference to be held at 4 p.m., Dec. 21 in proceeding on am applications of Jefferson
Radio Co., Irondale, Ala., and The Bessemer Bcstg. Inc. fWEZB) Bessemer, Ala.
Action Nov. 25.
Scheduled prehearing conference for Dec.
7 in proceeding on applications of Hi-Fi
Bcstg. Co. and Radio Hanover Inc., for
new tion
fm Nov.stations
in York-Hanover, Pa. Ac30.
On own motion, scheduled prehearing
conference for Dec. 3 and continued hearing scheduled for that date to date to be
determined at prehearing conference in
proceeding
applications
of Island
radio Serviceon Inc.,
and Supreme
Bcstg. TeleInc.
of Puerto
Rico,
for
new
tv
stations
to operate on ch. 10 in Charlotte Amalie,
St.
Thomas, V.I. Action Nov. 30.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
Granted petition by Herman Handloff for
continuance of hearing from Nov. 24 to
Jan. tion
12,for 1960
his applicanew inamproceeding
station in onNewark,
Del.,
et al. Action Nov. 23.
By Hearing Examiner Millard F. French
On own motion, ordered that further
hearing in Lake Charles-Lafayette, La., tv
ch.
3 proceeding
Action
Nov. 25. will reconvene on Dec. 7.
On own motion, scheduled further hearing tions
for ofDec.
14 in proceeding
applicaNorthwest
Bcstrs. Inc.,on and
Rev.
Haldane James Duff, for new am stations
in
Bellevue
and
Seattle,
both
Washington.
Action Nov. 24.
By Hearing Examiner Isadore A. Honig
Granted petition by Federal Aviation
Agency for extension of time to Jan. 8.
1960 for exchange of proposed technical
exhibits and of lists of proposed witnesses
and for continuance of hearing from Dec.
15 to Jan. 15, 1960 in proceeding on application of M Wis.
& MAction
Bcstg.
Marinette,
Nov.Co.30. (WLUK-TV)
Granted motion by Telecolor Corp.
(WTXL), West Springfield, Mass., received
in evidence its exhibits 3 and 3-A and
closed record
on its amVallev
application and in
thatproceeding
of The Tobacco
Bcstg. Co., Windsor, Conn.; scheduled Dec.
29 as terminal date for filing of proposed
findings of fact and conclusions and Jan.
15, 1960 for filing of replies. Action Nov. 24.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
Continued indefinitely hearing scheduled
for Nov. 23 in proceeding on application of
Norman E. Kay for new am station in Del
Mar, Calif. Action Nov. 20.
Scheduled further hearing conference
for Dec. 4 plat
p.m., inL. proceeding
apications of 2Walter
Follmer foron new
am
Nov.station
27. in Hamilton, Ohio, et al. Action
By Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClenning
Pursuant to agreement reached at Nov.
27 prehearing conference, scheduled for
BROADCASTING, December 7, 1959

Jan. 25, 1960 in proceeding on application
of Lostion in Banos
Bcstg.Calif.
Co., Action
for newNov.
am 27.staLos Banos,
Pursuant
to for
agreement
ered that date
exchangeof ofparties,
exhibitsord-to
be submitted as rebuttal evidence is extended from Nov. 27 to Dec. 4 in proceeding on am application of Suburban Bcstg.
Inc.
(WVIP),
Mount Kisco, N.Y. Action
Nov. 27.
Granted request by Beacon Bcstg. System Inc., Grafton-Cedarburg, Wis., for
continuance
of date
exhibits from Nov.
30 to for
Dec. exchange
7 and fromof Dec.
3 to Dec. 10 for notification of witnesses to
be called for cross-examination in proceedingtionon Beacon's
am application, et al. AcNov. 25.
Upon request by Satellite Center Radio
Co., scheduled
Nov. by
25 atDenver
2 p.m., Bcstg.
oral argument on petition
Co.,
for continuance of certain dates in proceeding on their applications for new am
stationsrado.inActionDenver
Nov. 24.and Arvada, both ColoScheduled further prehearing conference
for Nov. 27 in proceeding on application of
Los Banos Bcstg. Co. for new am station
in Los Banos, Calif. Action Nov. 23.
On request by Coral Television Corp.,
scheduled further hearing conference for
Nov. 25 in Perrine-South Miami, Fla., tv
ch. 6 proceeding. Action Nov. 23.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
Continued hearing from Dec. 1 to Dec. 16
in proceeding on applications of Herbert T.
Graham and Triad Television Corp., for
new am
Nov.
25. stations in Lansing. Mich. Action
Commission on Nov. 27 granted point petition by E. Anthony & Sons Inc., Eastern
States Bcstg.
Corp.extended
and Newfrom
England
vision Inc., and
Nov. Tele30 to
Dec. 14 time for filing comments and from
Dec. 10 to Dec. 24 time for filing replies in
tv rulemaking
toward deleting proceeding
ch. 6 from which
New looks
Bedford.
Mass. Action Nov. 25.
Rescheduled hearing now set for Jan. 4,
I960 for Dec. 17, 9:30 a.m., and scheduled
Dec. and
9 forexhibits
applicant
to furnish Bureau
its written
case
to Broadcast
and
hearing
examiner
in
proceeding
on
application of Santa Rosa Bcstg. Co. for new
am
station in Santa Rosa, Calif. Action Nov. 23.
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
for extension of time to Dec. 10 to file response to petitions by Citizens Bcstg. Co.
and to Dec. 14 by Caba Bcstg. Corp.. to
enlarge issues in proceeding on their apwhich are
in consolidated
proceedingplications
with am
applications
of Florence
Bcstg. Inc., Brownsville. Tenn., et al.;
granted petition by East Virginia Bcstg.
Co. for extension of time to Dec. 8 to file
replies to petitions to enlarge issues in this
proceeding by The Tidewater Bcstg. Co.
(applicant)
and The
Department of Educaof Puerto
Actiontion Nov.
27. Rico (party respondent).
Scheduled further hearing conference for
Dec. 2 in proceeding on application of Bay
Area Electronic Associates for new am station in Santa Rosa, Calif. Action Nov. 23.
Continued
sched-at
uled for Dec. prehearing
3 art 10 a.m.,conference
to same date
1 p.m., in proceeding on am applications of
Radio Muscle Shoals Inc. (WOWLi, Florence, Ala., et al. Action Nov. 23.
By Hearing Examiner Horace Stern
Confirmed Nov. 20 astion at prehearing
conference granting on record motion by
WMAY-TV Inc., for leave to withdraw its
appearance in Springfield. 111., deintermixture tionrulemaking
remand proceeding. AcNov. 27.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By Broadcast Bureau
Actions of November 25
WRGS Rogersville,
— Granted
assignment of licenses toTenn.
WRGS
Inc.
KMYC-AM-FM Marysville, Calif— GrantCorp.
ed assignment of licenses to Carlton Bcstg.
WHAS-AM-TV Louisville, Ky. — Granted
transfer of control from Courier-Journal
and Louisville Times Co. to Barry Bingham, individually and as trustee, et al.
KETO-FM Seattle, Wash. — Granted cp to
increase ERP to 17.5 kw; remote control
permitted.
WISM Madison, Wis. — Granted mod. of
cp to change type trans.
WXFM Elmwood Park, 111. — Granted extension of authority to remain silent for
period ending Dec. 31; conditions.
Continued on page 113

PROMINENT
BROADCASTERS
Choose
Stainless

TOWERS

James M. Gaines, President and
General Manager

TV
AIW0A
SAN KW0
ANTONIO,
TEXAS

Charles L. Jeffers, Director of
Engineering
And for good reasons, too:
* Stainless EXPERIENCE in design
and fabrication
* RELIABILITY of Stainless installations
* LOW MAINTENANCE COSTS of
Stainless towers
S\ Ask today tor free
^^^kvA
^^<E3

literature and information,

Stainless,
inc.
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 204 per word— $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 25* per word— $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads #20.00 per inch— STATIONS FOR SALE advertising require display space.
• All other classifications 304 per word — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Bioad casting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
Program directors or sales managers attention: You have a management opportunity
with
most progressive
stationit
groups.oneIf ofyouradio's
are ready,
and have what
takes, ageryou
will
be
trained
as
assistant
in Wilmington, North Carolina. manBox
511R, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for experienced manager-salesman for daytime independent at
West Jefferson, N.C. Excellent facility in
fast growing, progressive small town. $100
weekly, plus commission paid monthly.
Right man should easily earn $8000 to
$10,000
annually. Write Box 1114, Sylva,
North Carolina.
Sales
Northern Ohio medium market needs 2
men, building for top grosses, experienced
men only. Box 308P, BROADCASTING.
$125.00 weekly for salesmen. Also bonus
and commission. Metropolitan market east
coast. Opportunity unlimited. Box 865P,
BROADCASTING.
$100-$150 weekly guarantee plus commisbonus plan
aggressive
selfstartersion and
salesman.
Top for
station
Washington,
D.C. market. Box 867P, BROADCASTING.
Major radio station seeks creative salesman.
Outstanding
opportunity
to put your
adver-in
tising and radio
sales experience
to work
one
of
the
midwest's
top
stations.
We
need
a good radio salesman capable of selling
accounts locally and regionally, as well
as advertising agencies. Excellent growth
potential. Will require some travel. Location is pleasant medium sized midwestern
community. Salary commensurate with
ability. Please give detailed background
and experience which will be held in strict
confidence. An interview can be arranged.
Box 472R, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for aggressive time salesman. Guarantee against 14% commission.
Established accounts plus good prospect
list makes
$750-$900
per month position. Replythis
Box a 484R,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced salesman for top-rated radio
property excellent market in New York
state. Good salary plus commission. Station
is member of group operation offering many
extra mentbenefits.
Opportunity
advanceto right man.
Send fullfordetails
first
letter. Appointment will be arranged. Box
506R, BROADCASTING.
California, KCHJ, Delano. Serves 1,300,000.
Increasing sales staff.
KTCN — Berryville, Arkansas needs salesman-announcer immediately. Send tape and
resume.
N.Y., WLIR, Garden City. Building sales
staff. resume.
Suburban N.Y. Music with dignity.
Send
Announcers
Modern number one format station in one
of ten largest markets auditioning fastpaced, live-wire announcers. Key station
leading chain offers big pay, big opportuING. nity. Send tape to Box 864P, BROADCASTEnergetic and ambitious announcers needfor top-rated
operation in west Texas.
Box ed 159R,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer — first phone, no maintenance.
All night show midwest metropolitan market. Box 390R, BROADCASTING.
ioa

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
If
you're 30 orradio
so, have
several years
solid
commercial
background,
including
news gathering and writing experience,
here'sjay andyour
opportunity:
combination
deenewsman
on evening
shift till 10:30
p.m. at northeastern Illinois kilowatt. Format station emphasizing local news, sports
and adult music — standard and pop tunes
with no
strong
melody.
top 40, no
roll,
country
and Nowestern,
no rock
rhythm'n'
and blues. Personal interview required. Free
life, hospital, medical insurance, sick pay
bonus, pension plan. List age, education,
familytail.status,
experience in deBox 369R,references,
BROADCASTING.
An experienced combination announcerengineer can start 1960 right with a fine
salary at this progressive 500 watt daytime
station.
CASTING.Write fully. Box 394R, BROADWanted — two first phone good announcers.
Station located in beautiful, sunny southern
Florida. Immediate openings, excellent opportunities, excellent pay. Send tape and
complete resume. Box 400R, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Mature, expereinced announcer.
Must be reliable and good worker. Attractive position. Write Box 426R, BROADCASTING.
Top 40 disc jockey. Must be experienced.
Rush tape, resume. Good pay — steady posiING. tion. West Texas. Box 455R, BROADCASTAnnouncer with first phone. No maintenance for station in Ohio River Valley.
Send tionaudition
tape BROADCASTING.
and complete informato Box 457R,
Minnesota regional station needs announcer
with first class ticket. Good salary. Must
have experience. Box 479R, BROADCASTING.
Live wire dj ready for progam director. Interested in bright, fast radio and tv combination. Box 480R, BROADCASTING.
Excellent opportunity morning deejay who
is worth $100 to start and every opportunity
backed by strong promotion to develop top
ratings. Vacancy caused by man moving up
to top twelve market. Alert station, modern
format in 200,000 midwest market. Tape and
experience to Box 491R, BROADCASTING.
Smooth, intelligent announcer with emphasis on enthusiasm who likes swinging
operation wanted immediately. Will consider first class ticket holder as chief and
announcer or a straight announcer. Consota. tact Frank Haas, KAGE, Winona, MinneKBUD, Athens, Texas, seeking experienced
staff announcer. Salary open.
Opportunity for married staff announcer.
Send resume. Network station. KFRO,
Longview, Texas.
Personable midwesterner who earnestly
prefers small market sanity, success and
satisfaction. Good future in exclusive daytimer, progressive community, for steady,
dependable, young adult who reads well,
talks straight, sounds happy, runs own
board, programs adult popular music, digs
local news, accepts responsibility, likes and
is liked. January start. Send or (if close by)
bring history, references, photo, audition
tape and salary requirements. R. B. Cupp,
owner-manager, KOFO, Ottawa, Kansas.
Staff announcer wanted for 1000 watt ABC
affiliate. Excellent opportunity for someone
with a year or two of experience. Send
resume and audition to Paul Rahders,
KSDN, Aberdeen, South Dakota.

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
Young announcer for permanent spot with
Texoma's
top indie.top Must
professional
sound knowledge
40. $85have
start,
rapidLewis
advancement. Prefer southwest
man.
Coleman, KSEO. Durant, Oklahoma, phone
3100.
Staff man who can also handle play-byplay and news. KWHW, Altus, Oklahoma.
Wanted: Announcer with first ticket, no
maintenance. Apply WAMD, Aberdeen, Md.
Wanted: Air personality also newsman for
five kw. Replace men moving to major markets. Up to $150.00 if first phone. Must move
tight production. Jim Duncan, WGGH.
Marion, Illinois.
One night-time — one daytime announcer
needed. Call HOward 4-1400, or write Sam
Lawder, WIRA, Fort Pierce, Florida.
Michigan 5 kw daytimer has opening for announcer. Excellent working conditions.
First class ticket helpful, but not essential.
Send tape and resume to WJBL, P.O. Box
808, Holland, Michigan.
Announcer-operator capable of handling
routine remotes. No maintenance. 13 year
old station beautiful citrus and lake area
of central Florida. WSIR, Winter Haven.
Combo man — Wanted immediately by 24
hour network affiliate in southwestern
Michigan. Must have first class ticket, both
engineering and commercial announcing
experience. Send tape, resume to WSJM.
St. Joseph, Michigan.
Announcer with third ticket for excellent
night show. Must understand formula, have
knowledge
of top
tion, versatile,
able forty.
to readGood
newsontoo.producIdeal
year-round
climate,
excellent
livingfor conditions, congenial staff, good money
right
man. Write Al LaVie, P.D., WSKY, Asheville, N.C. Two years minimum experience,
please! Send tape and background.
Modern 5000w directional am seeks top combo man for pleasant, fast moving operation.
Security, good wages. For full details, write
with
shire. resume, WSMN, Nashua, New HampWanted, experienced announcer with first
phone. WSYB, Rutland, Vermont.
Morning man! Good voice with winning
personality. Non-rock pops basic music. No
news involved, but some production. Send
tape, photo and references Bob Edwards,
WTAX, Springfield, Illinois.
We need a morning man that likes to combo.
First class ticket, no maintenance. Adult
programming on commercial station. Must
be sharp announcer. Send tape and resume
to WJBL, P.O. Box 808, Holland, Michigan.
Announcers! Experienced? Opportunities in
many markets. Send tapes, resumes to Paul
Baron, Manager,
Broadcast Agency,
Department.
Maude
Lennox Personnel
630
Fifth Avenue, New York 20, N.Y.
Deejay — Can you write? Can you write
really funny, clever ad-lib material? Get
this
Package"creative
that helps
bring$5.95.
out
your Method
own natural,
talent.
Methods, P.O. Box 1, Elkhart, Indiana.
Announcers
jobs?tape
Lacknotthat
professional sound?losing
Audition
a polished
. . . showcase? See New York School of Announcing display ad in Help Wanted column.
Adult music station in warm, wonderful
Tucson needs mature announcer with first
phone. No screamers, no top forty. Send
Tucson.references to Ray Owen, Box 5803,
tape,
BROADCASTING, December 7, 1959

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
Announcers: Many immediate job openings
for good announcers throughout the S.E.
Free registration. Confidential. Professional
Placement,
458 Peachtree Arcade, Atlanta,
Ga.
Technical
February 1st opening for combination engineer and announcer. Daytimer in northING. ern New York. Box 132R, BROADCAST1,000 watt station in southeast has opening
for chief engineer-combination announcer.
Good salary and excellent working conditions for right man. Send resume, referING. ences and tape to Box 176R, BROADCASTChief engineer — Top station in medium sized
eastern market. Good maintenance tape recorders, turntables, etc., essential. Good salary— excellent opportunity for right man.
Box 459R, BROADCASTING.
New York City, immediate opening for 3
experienced videotape engineers. Must have
excellent video maintenance background.
Send resume stating salary requirements.
Box 477R, BROADCASTING.
First phone operator. Experienced. Make
more money through sales. 20 hours operating.KCHJ,
$100 weekly
commission. Contact
Delano,against
California.
Experienced engineer for studio maintenance. Must be familiar with DuMont equipment. Will send right man to Ampex Videotape
school. Contact
TV, Phoenix,
Arizona.Chief Engineer, KOOL5 kw fulltime DA-N midwest city 100,000
needs chief engineer. Contact KRES, St.
Joseph, Missouri.
Wanted: Engineer-announcer, first class
ticket. Immediate opening. Live in south
Florida. Contact Roy Collins, WSUG Radio
Station, Clewiston, Florida.
Excellent opportunity for advancement for
a transmitter engineer, WAMS. Your predecessor has been promoted within our organization. Maintenance experience helpful.
Send photo and resume to Tim Crow, Rollins
Broadcasting,
P.O. Box 1389, Wilmington, Del.
Chief engineer with announcing or sales
ability for small market daytime station in
western North Carolina. Salary open. Write
Box 1114, Sylva, North Carolina.
Production-Programming, Others
Copy gal to write creative hard-sell copy
for leading eastern music-news station.
Good pay and working conditions. Enclose
continuity
samples,
experience and snapshot. Box 622P,
BROADCASTING.
Copywriter and traffic assistant. Large metropolitan station. Top pay. Box 863P,
BROADCASTING.
Private secretary and girl Friday. Large
metropolitan
station. $80-$100 weekly. Box
866P,
BROADCASTING.
Traffic director, large metropolitan station.
Excellent pay. Box 868P, BROADCASTING.
Public relations position. Large midwest
corporation needs man to help in public
relations radio-tv activity. Experience in
radio-tv news gathering, writing and production required. Knowledge of motion picture production desirable. Send complete
resume and salary requirements immediately. All replies confidential. Box 406R,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: First class newsman. Must be hard
worker, have car. Good future for right
man.
Send details to Box 427R, BROADCASTING.
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
Available. Top manager for top ownership. Experienced all phases. Outstanding
sales. Creative. Civic leader, Absolute
loyality
to employer. Write Box 263R.
BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, December 7, 1959

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Management
General manager/sales manager 17 years in
radio. Strong
on sales.
retail,deals.
regional. Saturation
plans,Local
package
Modern programming. Thorough knowledge
all phases. Highest industry references. Box
343R, BROADCASTING.
Available January 1st. Experienced station/
commercial manager, with 7 years all
phases. Announcer, program director, first
class license engineer, etc. At present: station/commercial manager in small town.
Tired of working for experience. Will accept management or program director position. Qualified, dependable, loyal. $450 southwest. Box 456R, BROADCASTING.
Manager — 3 years same station. 8 years
radio,
seeks opportunity. Box 458R, BROADCASTING.
General/sales manager. Desires midwest.
Presently employed. Strong sales, promotional impact ideas. Medium, small only.
Box 465R, BROADCASTING.
Two Texas gents want to lease or operate
250 watter fulltime in Texas. One has first
ticket, maintenance, sales and announcing
experience. Other has announcing, copywriting, sales and management experience.
Excellent
references.
Both have 10 years experience. Box
470R, BROADCASTING.
Reliable, experienced, sober, courteous,
courageous, sincere, honest, ambitious, cautious, persevering. Looking for long-term
association with good station. 15 years all
phases radio. Box 471R, BROADCASTING.
Manager or sales manager. Young but
mature, aggressive but stable, experienced
(16 years all phases, radio, television,
agency). Expensive but productive. With
present employer 11 years. Major market
preferred. Excellent references. Happily
CASTING.
married,
two children. Box 481R, BROADOtherstionshave
. . . doubled
why don'ttheir
you!netThree
stamore than
incomes.
Why
don't
you.
Radio-tv
executive
looking
for new challenge. Send for brochure. Box
497R, BROADCASTING.

RCA

CLOSED
Field

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Management
Experienced local and regional sales manager stores).
(especially
successful
depart-or
ment
Desire
move towith
medium
large market in southeast. Box 498R,
BROADCASTING.
There is a radio station manager available
who knows by the proof of many years of
experience
that theby success
of a:orstation
cannot be measured
the profit
sale value
alone. Success in radio is a pretty personal thing in terms of audience, sponsors
and staff. They are all people, and their
reactions to management in radio cannot
always
measuredbothin indollars.
I've made
plenty
ofbe money,
term gains
as the result ofprofit
sales,andbutlongmy
real satisfaction lies in the fact that the
money has been made by an honest, business-like operation which is a credit to the
community
in which
If you'd
like
to make money
and itstill"lives".
be proud
of your
radio
station
write
Box
499R,
BROADCASTING.
Manager. Radio and/ or tv. Proven record.
Programming
and sales. Box 508R, BROADCASTING.
More sales for you (betcha you need it.)
Outstanding managerial team (loves work).
Now available to you — sales proven ideas.
Experience and results are what we offer.
You—
ING. write today. Box 512R, BROADCASTManager-chief
engineer,
best Experienced;
combination
for
small market
operation.
with sales ability. Available now any area.
Sober, young, family. W. M. Luce, West
Jefferson, N.C., Baldwin 4-2483.
Sales
Salesman, newsman, announcer, 25, married. Management change, employer knows.
Minimum $100. Windy Johnson, #4 Walker
Drive, Rome, Georgia. PH 4-6980.

CIRCUIT
Sales

TELEVISION

Engineers

Rapidly increasing expansion of RCA Closed Circuit Television has created several excellent openings for qualified field sales engineers.
Your primary responsibility will be the sale of RCA Television Equipment to business, industry, military agencies, educational institutions, and film and tape producers.
As an RCA Sales Engineer you will have the advantage of selling a complete line of
broadcast and industrial TV equipment, consisting of ten television cameras together with
supporting switching, film, audio, and television tape equipment. You will have the
assistance of the largest systems and service groups in the industry, allowing you to
concentrate your efforts on contacting customers.
Qualifications include a scientific or engineering degree or its equivalent, 2 to 3 years'
experience in TV equipment and a record of successful accomplishment in sales.
Top salaries plus liberal sales incentive compensation.
Please send inquiries to:
Mr. J. R. Milligan, Dept. HO-1M
Professional Employment
RCA,
10-1
CamdenBldg.2, N.j.
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Sales
Manager Florida 1 kw seeking more active
market. Strong
sales, programming,
writing,
public inrelations.
Years of oncopyand
off mike experience. Expert interviews,
special events, off cuff shows. Mature organizer,
moderate
habits,
presentable,diplomatic,
educated. Not
a drifter.
Not high
pressure. Highest references from present
ownership. They want me to stay. Box
475R, BROADCASTING.
11 years experience salesman. First phone,
amateur.
2 children.
Don't drink
or smoke. Married,
Would consider
anywhere.
Want
to sell and transmitter watch or sell. Little
announcing experience. Diplomas from 2
radio schools. Attended Port Aurthor College. Want where money can be made.
Good car. Available now. Write L. H.
Estes, 359 Hillcrest, Cape Giradeau, Mo.,
or phone ED 4-2787. State salary in reply.
Announcers
Sports announcer, seven years background
play-by-play. Top references. Box 405R,
BROADCASTING.
Negro announcer, network quality. Excellent gospel, productions, references. Desires
future. Box 417R, BROADCASTING.
Dynamic deejay (Negro). Eight years exFive years movin'No and
groovin' top
in
New York perience.metropolitan.
problems,
references, control board experience. AvailING. able January 1960. Box 450R, BROADCASTExperienced radio newsman, will give excellent local news coverage for some
Arizona, Nevada, or California station.
Resume, tape, and photo available. Box
451R, BROADCASTING.
Miss America Jones for music well known.
Box 460R, BROADCASTING.
Honest, good music, morning man. Fifteen
years. No screamer. Adult. Box 462R,
BROADCASTING.

AUDIO

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Experienced announcer, young, veteran,
runs own board, seeks position with adnights, travel anywhere. Boxvancement
463R,possibilities,
BROADCASTING.
Ambitious, talented negro announcer-dj
Capable of handling all markets, eager to
move ahead. Willing to relocate. Not afraid
of hard work. Box 464R, BROADCASTING.
Engineer - announcer - deejay -news -sports.
Family man with 10 years experience wants
position with medium market radio or tv.
$125.00 minimum. Prefer southeast. Box
473R, BROADCASTING.
Experienced airman, young, married, desires Notopscreamer.
Florida, Nevada,
California
station.
Some sales.
Employed.
Box 474R, BROADCASTING.
Who gave
break?
Negro
available 1960. you
AM your
3 years
office.
No djprevious
experience. Radio school grad. Top character
reference. Have car. Box 469R. BROADCASTING.
DJ-program
manager.
Station that was director-traffic
at the bottom now
ranks third
in ten station market, but my show ranked
fourth in its time segment. The managelives by ratings.
at liberty,
have ment
references
— stationI'm and
agency. andIf
you're in southern New England, lower New
York,
or northern
New Jersey,
let's 478R,
talk
about radio
— Not ratings.
Reply: Box
BROADCASTING.
Young,
conscientious
announcer, 2\'2
years
experience,
desires advancement,
dj, news,
remote,
play-by-play,
no
top
forty,
operate
own board. Box 486R, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer, dj. Seeks permanent position with opportunity for advancement. Dependable, cooperative. Box
487R, BROADCASTING.
Warm personality dj locate south Texas,
tape-resume
available. Box 489R, BROADCASTING.

PRODUCT

SALES

Immediate opening. Excellent position for broadcast
engineer experienced in all phases audio equipment
and systems.
Responsible position in Mid-West sales office of leading
broadcast equipment manufacturer.
Travel limited. Complete company benefits. For interview with Sales Engineering Management send resume
and photo to

BOX 444R, BROADCASTING
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Negro announcer. Intelligent, talented young
man. Just listen to tape. Box 494R, BROADCASTING.
Announcer. Nice style. Intelligent. Hard
working. Disc jockey, news, staff. Box 495R,
BROADCASTING.
Gal announcer. Can handle show, commercials, sales too. Tape, resume. Box 496R,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
announcervet,looking
for northern market. Married
good production.
Box 504R, BROADCASTING.
Announcer. Adult music. News. DJ. ComVersatile. Tape available. Boxmercials.
510R,Creative.
BROADCASTING.
Two of the cleanest negro voices in the industry. As a team or individually. Combined
experience in excess of twelve years. Good
agency rep very salable. Clever and costly.
N.Y. area
fear of Write
investigation. Will preferred.
service anyNo market.
P.O.
Box 273, South Orange, N.J.
Country and gospel dj. Also do farm news,
write copy. 1st phone. Write or wire J.
Allen Brimmer, 301 Woodlawn Avenue,
Newport, Tennessee.
Newscaster, staff announcer with first ticket.
College graduate, have car, single, 42.
Jessee, 510 16th St., Oakland, California.
TW 3-9928.
Salesman, newsman, announcer, 25, married.
Management change, employer knows.
Minimum $100. Windy Johnson, #4 Walker
Drive, Rome, Georgia. PH 4-6980.
Young, reliable, professional broadcasting
schoolablegraduate,
radio. AvailJanuary 1st.desires
Write start
Davidin Pfeiffer,
5938
South Sawyer, Chicago 29, Illinois.
Announcer, experienced, no top 40 please.
Contact Jack J. Quirk, 1106 Rickenbacker
Dr. or call GL 5-5788, Tullahoma, Tennessee.
Cincinnati police officer investigating the
possibility of employment at your station!
25 years old, four years Navy communications, ten years amateur radio. Desire position in news announcing. Schooled in format commercial news. Good voice, ambitious, intelligent and personable. Had gun
(3'/2 years)
Narvel2, Reece,
YMCA,
1105 will
Elm travel.
Street, Wire:
Cincinnati
Ohio.
Humorous man and wife team, currently
on air available January. Early thirties, two
years
experience.
Money-making
show with
tv potential.
Gal also
excells on continuity,
guy on news. Prefer station within 200 miles
Washington,
area. Washington,
Contact "Ridge,"
3901
Fulton D.C.
St., N.W.,
D.C.
EM 2-1338.
Announcer
first phone.radio.
Five years
experience San Francisco
Emphasis
on
production and news. Resigned to get ticket.
Desire location anywhere California. 32,
married, child. Tuccelli, 334 East Greenwood, Bend, Oregon. Evergreen 2-2413.
Technical
Experienced engineer. No announcing.
Available immediately. Radio or tv. Box
344R, BROADCASTING.
Florida!
Ten-year
veteran — Dick
first phone
■ — announcer
— sales.radio
Immediately.
Cook,
P.O. Box 1265, Hines City, Fla. Telephone
HAmilton 2-4297.
Engineer. First class ticket. Three years
chief small station. Slightly handicapped.
Married. Owns car and housetrailer. Prefer
Rocky Mountain or midwest. Loren Gold,
P.O. Box 574, Fort Collins, Colorado.
Production-Programming, Others
Outstanding Los Angeles dj will program
your station. All replies answered. Box
283R, BROADCASTING.
Copy director of 50 kw station seeks slot in
progressive,
growing
station. Specialize
successful mail
pulls, imaginative
copy andin
promotion. Box 374R, BROADCASTING.
Sports director. Currently with tv and am
station in large eastern market. Also staff
work. Excellent play-by-play. College grad.
33 years old,
two children. $150minimum.
Box married,
431R, BROADCASTING.
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
years, pace — formula.
Absolutely sharp! 2Early
twenties. Excelideas!
Production,
voice.
lent
References—
$15. Box 466R,
BROADCASTING.
News director-reporter. 3 years in midwest
am-tv, B.S. Radio-tv journalism, 16mm and
delivery.
35mm photographer, good am-tv BROADcalibre, 25, married. Box 467R,
High
CASTING.
Recent M.A. graduate, social psychology;
ETV attitude polling and design analysis
experience; desires research opportunity
informaeducational
with production
tional tv. Will of
relocate.
Post orOffice
Box
1364, Milwaukee 1. Wisconsin.
Wanted, position as record librarian in a
radio station anywhere in U.S. Write to
Gerald Brennan, Grant Street, Volders, Wisconsin.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Management
Experienced general manager wanted for
Sacramento television station. Top earnings,
stock options
right man. Assume completeavailable
charge for
of progressive
uhi
station. Send complete details to Mel Lucas.
Station KVTJE, P.O. Box 9197, Fort Sutter
Station, Sacramento, California or call GL2-2646 for appointment and interview.
Sales
Salesman wanted for proven syndicated
videotape
show. Box 505R, BROADCASTING.
Young, aggressive television salesman needed immediately. Must have proven background.earnings.
Position offers
limited
Apply future
only if with
you unare
not afraid to work and enjoy living in small
community. We are a new station affiliated
with CBS. Address all correspondence to
Sales
Kansas.Manager, KBLR Radio-TV, Goodland.
Openings for two salesmen, one local, one
regional. Excellent opportunity. References
required.
Contact Mississippi.
Don Neil, WABG-TV, Box
414,
Greenwood,
Announcers
Southwest radio and television station is
seeking the best announcer available for
our budget. Combination man as staff for
adult musical format on radio and live
commercials on television. Send full information, age, references, recent photo
and starting salary requirements to: Clarke
Brown Company, 1507 Southland Center,
Dallas, Texas.
Weatherman. Immediate opening at expandtelevision
station
coveringWrite
northern
Texasingand
southern
Oklahoma.
C.L.
Hinkle, Box 1839, or phone 57, Ardmore.
Oklahoma.
Technical
Major midwest market — assistant chief engineertunities.
with Fully
excellent
opporequippedadvancement
progressive station
needs nical
highly
qualified
man
to
do
both
techand administrative work. Confidential
nature of all replies will be fully respected.
Box 354R, BROADCASTING.
Switcher-technical director. One-man opfor audio,
projection. Michigan vhf.erationBox
453R,video,
BROADCASTING.
Transmitter
for newly
installed RCAengineer
25 kw needed
transmitter.
Position
now
open.
Contact
Chief
Engineer,
KCSJTV, Pueblo, Colorado.
Engineer 1st class. Small vhf. Good working and living conditions in Wyoming number one market. Contact Marion Cunningham, KTWO-TV, Casper, Wyoming.
TV studio engineers for design, test, and
field engineering.
expanding
progressive company. Rapidly
All benefits,
plus rapid
advancement for qualified engineers. FotoVideo Laboratories,
Grove,
New Jersey. Inc. CE. 9-6100, Cedar
BROADCASTING, December 7, 1959

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Film director to take over and reorganize
film department mid-west tv station.
Thorough knowledge of film operation essential. Film buying experience not necessary.
fullyouresume,
salary for
requirements andSenddate
are available
work
to Box 492R, BROADCASTING.
Continuity director to take charge of 3person
be experienced,
creative department.
writer withMust
college
background.
Send samples, photo, all information first
letter.
Robert
H.
Krieghoff,
WTOL-TV,
Toledo, Ohio.
TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Announcers
News and staff. Television and radio experience. Writing also. Versatile. Box 509R,
BROADCASTING.
Technical
Experienced, uhf, new station installations,
remotes, microwave, maintenance. 1st phone.
Looking
advancement.
January 1st. for
Interesting
resumeAvailable
upon request.
Box 323R, BROADCASTING.
Need a T.D. director, engineer in your control
phone andposition.
2 years Married,
experienceroom?
seeking1stpermanent
vet, 23. R. Newman, Long Beach, N.Y.,
phone: GE. 1-2784.
Production-Programming, Others
Producer-director-announcer, now in major
market; ten years radio -tv-theatre, all
phases, seeks better climate for family.
Money secondary. Box 398R, BROADCASTING.
Director-producer. Currently jr. director
midwest vhf. MS in radio and tv. Pleasant,
hardworking, creative. Family man. Box
452R, BROADCASTING.
Producer-director. Family. Heavy creative
production
All phases. Excellent
references. experience.
Box 476R, BROADCASTING.
FOR SALE
Equipment
For sale — Federal 101-C am field intensity
meter S110.00. used double row audio jack
strips S10.00 each. Box 468R, BROADCASTING.
For immediate sale. RCA 5kw television
transmitter Channel 5. RCA transmitter consoletenna
with TM-5A
3 BayWM13
anchannel 5. monitor.
RCA WM RCA12 and
demodulators. RCA lOkw Harmonic filters
(2) Channel 5. RCA lOkw diplexer Channel
5. 400' Stainless guyed tower on ground.
800' 3^8 transmission line. Sold as package
or separately. Box 493R, BROADCASTING.
RCA TK-41 live color camera. 1100 hours
total operation. Better than new, has been
de-bugged.
rack installation.
Includes Console
camera pedestal,
freq. std., and
color bar generator. Complete details upon
request. KJEO-TV, Fresno 17, California.
Excellent Gates BC IE with antenna tuning
unit and Rust remote control. Available
now. Power increase reason for sale. Price
right. Jack Younts. WEEB. Southern Pines.
N.C.
For sale Rust extension meter for Doolittle
or similar frequency monitor. One year old,
cost new S345.00. Make offer. Contact WQIK,
P O Box 3156. Jacksonville 6, Florida.
Channel (22) uhf RCA 1 kw transmitter
TTU-1B complete with filterplexer, dummy
General Radio,
load,
diode frequency
demodulatormonitor
and FCC spare tubes.
RCA antenna TFL-24-D with 1 degree electrical
tilt. inPlaced
in service
cemberbeam
1953 and
continuous
serviceinupDe-to
March
4, 1959.
S11.500. WSIL-TV,
Harrisburg,
111. Complete:
Channel (3).
Ampex 350 tape. RCA BC-5B consolette,
Raytheon
disc cutter.RC-11
RCA studio
77-DXconsole,
mikes. Rek-O-Kut
American
Concertone
Model
62
recorder.
RCA BQ-2B
three speed turntable. Speakers.
Much
more. All immaculate! Chris Borden, Box
5012, Tucson, Arizona. Ph EA 6-9808.

FOR SALE
Equipment — (Cont'd )
Commercial
new W.E.,
or replacement crystalscrystals
for RCA,andGates,
Bliley
and J-K holders, regrinding, repair, etc.
BC-604 crystals. Also am monitor service.
Nationwide unsolicited testimonials praise
our products
and 31,fastTemple,
service.Texas.
Eidson Electronics Co., Box
Video monitors. Closed circuit and broadcast. Foto-Video Laboratories Inc., Cedar
Grove, New Jersey. CE. 9-6100.
Miratel tv monitors demonstration units.
New warranty 15- — 17" metal cabinets
$215.00
each. 8— line
17" veneer
$185.00
each. Complete
of new cabinets
units available
in
8",
14",
17",
21"
and
24".
Write:
Mira-tel.
Inc., 1082 Dionne St., St. Paul 13, Minn.
Microwave
— Andrew Large
1%"
Rigid 51.5 transmission
ohm, teflon line
insulated.
quantity complete with connectors, ells,
hardware, cables and dehydrating equipNew. Unused.
Bargain. Sierra-Westernment.
Electric
Cable Company,
1401 Middle
Harbor Road, Oakland 20, California.
WANTED

TO BUY

Stations
Want to retire? Let me buy in and manage
with eventual ownership in view. Twenty
years
in radio250and
tv. Prefer
midwestexperience
or New England
station.
Other
locations definitely considered. Box 188R,
BROADCASTING.
Want to lease or purchase 1 kw or 5 kw
single market radio station. Send complete
information. Box 488R, BROADCASTING.
Am looking for 250 or 1.000 watt station in
the state of California. No brokers please.
Box 490R, BROADCASTING.
Haskell Bloomberg, Station Broker, 208 Fairmount Street, Lowell, Massachusetts, Telephone Glenview 5-5823.
Equipment
Wanted. Used in good condition. One General Electric
or BT3-B 3 kw fm transmitter. Box BT3-A
500R, BROADCASTING.
Used 250 watt transmitter in good operational condition. Also two used tape recorders of broadcast quality. Box 507R, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: RCA 77 DX mike; Gates Sta-level
or G.E. Uni-level and full track tape recorder, Ampex, Magnacord, etc. Advise
price, condition, KOBY, San Francisco.
GrayN. Telop
II, in _good condition. Contact
M.
Bostick,
PLaza
6-4451. KWTX, Waco, Texas, phone
STL microwave system, 900 mc band, good,
used. Also assoc. equipment. Write James
B. Holder, WHYL, Carlisle, Penna.
Need 900 feet Z\W Styroflex transmission
line. Call or write D.B. Ekberg, WLOL, Minneapolis, Minn.
3-5 kw fm transmitter with or without tape
Also Submit
interested
250
wplayer
to 10andkw,accessories.
am and fm.
details.
Compass Electronics Supply, 75 Varick
Street, New York 13.
Wanted: Used Scully disc lathe. State price,
serial number. Mastertone Recording Studios, 130 West 42nd Street, New York 36,
New York.
Transmitter am one to five kw. Ortiz, Two
Abbey Lane. Plainview, New York.
Film line — 16mm negative processor K jr.
Write or call United Broadcasting Company,
Shoreham Hotel, Washington, D.C,
MISCELLANEOUS

Free auProduction radio spots. No jingles.
2899 TempleM-J Productions,
dition tape.Columbia,
ton Road,
Ohio.
111

INSTRUCTIONS
F.C.C. first phone license preparation by
correspondence or in resident classes.
Grantham Schools are located in Hollywood,
Seattle, Kansas City, and Washington. Write
for our free 40-page brochure. Grantham
School of
Kansas
CityElectronics,
9, Missouri. 3123 Gillham Road,
FCC first phone license in six weeks. Guaranteed instruction by master teacher. G.I
approved. Request brochure. Elkins Radio
License
Texas. School, 2603 Inwood Road, Dallas,
Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st
phone license, 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations
required. Enrolling now for classes starting
January 6, March 2, May 4, June 29, 1960.
For information, references and reservations write William B. Ogden, Radio Operational Engineering School, 1150 West Olive
Avenue, Burbank, California.
Be prepared. First phone in 6 weeks, Guaranteed instruction. Elkins Radio License
School
Atlanta. 1139 Spring St., N.W.
Atlanta, ofGeorgia.
A review that places you in position to pass
FCC exams. Very inexpensive. Free literaJacksonture.9,"Electronics
Miss. Unlimited", Box 10634
With broadcasting
pride we announce
opening
new
school. the
Twelve
weeksof our
intensive, practical training in announcing,
programming, etc. Brand new console, turntables, and the works. Reservations only.
Elkins Dallas,
School 35,
of Texas.
Broadcasting, 2603 Inwood
Road,
FOR SALE
Stations

TELEVISION
Situations Wanted
Production-Programming, Others

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Sales
EXCELLENT FINANCIAL OPPORTUNITY
On 5kw CBS middle Atlantic area.
Sales manager with executive ability to
do personal selling and coordinate work
of 3 salesmen on local, regional and
national level. Salary. This is a permanent facility with long range plans.
Box 443R, BROADCASTING
Announcers
ANNOUNCERS
LACK THAT PROFESSIONAL SOUND? AUDICASE? TION TAPE NOT A POLISHED . . . SHOWADVANCED PROFESSIONAL coaching with
NEW YORK BROADCASTERS. Our tapes are
job getters. Ask to hear sample.
"Let
us analyze
present
tape.. .NO. SUCHARGE."
*** Call
... MR.
KEITH
7-6938.
NEW YORK SCHOOL OF ANNOUNCING & SPEECH
160 West
Street ***BY APPT.
ONLY
New
York 73rd
23, N.Y.
SU 7-6938
Production-Programming, Others

Need this TV executive?
Seasoned by 20 years' experience
am and tv program and commercial production and sales.
Now consultant to major advertiser
on Advertising (TV and radio) &
Public Relations.
NBC, New York trained. Experience at top stations and nets in
ability.
N.Y., D.C. & Phila.
Cheerful personality -\- creative
Seeks production, sales or publicity post
progressive
TV station,with
network,
ad agency,
rep,
or syndicator.
Scaled in scope & income to his exgenuity. perience, drive, imagination & inHonor college graduate, married,
completely dependable.
ability.
Best references as to character and
reply in complete confidence to
arrange early interview.
Box 501R, BROADCASTING
INSTRUCTION

Progressive low frequency
daytime station in Southern
metropolitan market. Extremely good potential. Valuable real estate included.
Box 363R, BROADCASTING

WANTED— JANUARY 1st.
Promotion man for 5 KW radio station
in market of half million. Must be long
on follow-through and exploitation.
Prime consideration audience promotion, though some sales promotion will
be required. Write:
Box 503R, BROADCASTING.

RADIO

RADIO

Help Wanted— Sales

Situation Wanted

Program Managem
ing
Announcent
IO-T V
R A D preparation
Thorough
for
Influential
Certificate courses in speech, diction, careers.
drama,
writing. Closed circuit TV, film, control board
operation. Free placement service. Men and
women graduates in demand. 26th year. Write:
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF BROADCASTING
Dept. B, 3338 16th St., N.W., Wash., D.C.

^zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzmzzzzszzzsZj
FLORIDA
Excellent opportunity for hard hitting experienced time salesman in
highly competitive Florida market.
Guarantee against commissions.
Rush complete resume to:
Box 367R, BROADCASTING

Production-Programming, Others

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

SALES ENGINEER
WEST COAST
The Company: Major midwest
broadcast equipment manufacturer.
The Position: Sales engineer to
travel and call on
radio stations in
California and Oregon, headquartering in Bay Area.
Technical background essential.
Opportunities: Unlimited. Salary,
expenses and incentive bonus system
provides high earning potential for
aggressive salesminded individual.
A permanent position with an excellent future.
Send complete resume to Box 502R,
BROADCASTING.
112

PROGRAM-DIRECTOR
Modern radio PD, presently with #1
50kw West Coast station. Can produce
sales and ratings for you. 9 years major
market radio and TV. Available upon 3
weeks notice to present employer. Travel
anywhere. $10,000 neighborhood desired. Can also do top dj show.
Box 485R, BROADCASTING

OPPORTUNITY:
Profitable and exciting future in closedcircuit television and other video systems. Leading manufacturer desires
financially capable distributors with
sales and business ability.

TELEVISION
Help Wanted— Sales

SALESMEN!

CHOOSE A CAREER IN
Producing

amfj

Major TV station in large S.E. If
market desires aggressive salesman if
with experience in broadcast-field, i
TV sales experience desirable. The l|
man we hire will start with an If
active account list, on a salary and |1
commission basis. We are a VHF ll
station-NBC aflBliate. Send resume, |
salary requirements to:
;||
Box 482R, BROADCASTING
mmrnmmmmmmmmmmmmmimM

Approximate investment of $7,000.00
required, plus ability to create and sustain business thereafter. Factory training and promotional benefits liberally
supplied. Openings in the following
Kentucky
states
for exclusive distributorships:
Florida
North Carolina
West Virginia
South Carolina
Virginia
Georgia
Tennessee
Alabama
Oklahoma
Write: National Sales Manager
Box 325R, BROADCASTING
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Continued from page 107
WILA Danville, Va. — Remote control permitted.
WAOK Atlanta, Ga. — Granted change of
remote
control authority, while using nonDA.
WAAT Trenton, N.J. — Remote control
permitted.
Actions of November 24
WVLD
Valdosta,
Ga.— Granted license for
am station.
WPLK Rockmart, Ga. — Granted license
for am station and specify studio location
same as trans.
Columbia Bcstg. System, New York, N.Y.
— Granted cp in
and lower
license power
for new broadcast
wireless
microphone
service.
American Broadcasting - Paramount TheInc., New
N.Y. — inGranted
and
licenseatres to
add York,
two trans,
lower cppower
broadcast service.
WWJ-FM
Detroit, Mich. — Granted cp to
install
new trans.
KTPA Prescott, Ark. — Granted mod. of
cp to change
type remote
trans., main
cation, and specify
controlstudio
point lo-at
studio location.
*WKAR - AM - FM East Lansing, Mich. —
Granted givingauthority
to remain silent Thanksday (Nov. 26).
Following
stationsdates
wereas granted
extensions of completion
shown: WCBT
Roanoke Rapids, N.C. to Jan. 13, 1960.
Actions of November 23
WROD Daytona Beach, Fla. — Granted acquisition of positive control by Frank D.
Russell, through purchase of stock of Radio
Daytona Inc. from Eugene Hill by Mining
Journal Ltd., and Iron Mountain Publishing Co.,trolledboth
of which
companies are conby Frank
D. Russell.
STATIONS
Ala.
35M
terms
Single
85 M terms
500w
Minn. Single lkw-D
Single 250w-F 65M
Calif.
terms
Single lkw-D 100M
Ky.
terms
Minn.
Single lkw-D 105M
terms
65M
Ariz.
Small
terms
Medium lkw-D 160M
Ala.
terms
150M
Medium 250w-F
N.Y.
terms
Fla.
Medium lkw-D
250 M terms
terms
Miss.
Medium 250w-F 98M
Ala.
Medium lkw-D
70M
terms
Metro 250w-F
100 M terms
Gulf
lkw-D
200M terms
Ga.
Metro 5kw
Fla.
Large 5kw
terms
165M
175 M terms
Metro
Ala.
N.E.
Major lkw-D
325M
terms
lkw-D
East
terms
Combo 850M
And OthersMajor
PAUL H.
CHAPMAN
COMPANY
INCORPORATED
MEDIA BROKERS
Atlanta
Please address:
Chicago
1182 W. Peachtree
New York
Atlanta 9, Ga.
San Francisco
Southwest fulltimer, profitable.
#60,000 1/3 down. Texas 1 kw.
Good location. #100,000 some terms.
Southwest major FM in black
#21,000 cash. Midwest 1 kw making money. Good market, top area.
#125,000 29% — Profitable Texas 1
kw. #79,500 only #19,500 down —
South major in black. #300,000
25%. PATT McDONALD, Box
9266, Austin, Tex. GL. 3-8080 or
Jack Koste, 60 E. 42nd NY 17,
NY. MU. 2-4813.
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K75AJ Seaside, Ore. — Granted license
covering changes in tv translator station.
WMAR-TV Baltimore, Md. — Granted cp
to install formerly licensed driver of main
trans, as aux. trans, at main trans, and
ant. location.
PETITIONS FOR RULEMAKING FILED
*WEGS - TVof ch.
Waycross,
Ga. — Requests
reservation
8, Waycross,
Ga., for
non-educational tv station and retention of
uhf ch.tion.
16 Further
at Waycross
commercial
requestsforthat
asterisk stabe
placed upon
ch.
8
to
indicate
that
reserved exclusively for educational ituseis and
that no other change be made in cp now
held for WEGS-TV. Ann. Nov. 27.
License Renewals
Following stations were granted renewal
of license: KCCT Corpus Christi. Tex.;
KALL enne,
SaltWyo.;Lake
Utah; KVWO
CheyKINE City,
Kingsville,
Tex.; KVEL
Vernal, Utah; KMBL Junction, Tex.; KB LI
Blackfoot, Idaho; KGVL Greenville, Tex.;
KEVT Tucson, Ariz.; KTNC Falls City,
Neb.; KWG Stockton, Calif.; KWIP Merced,
Calif.; KWIZ
SantaAna, Pomona,
Calif.; KWKW
Pasadena,
Calif.;
KWOW
Calif.;
KYOS Merced, Calif.; KAAR (FM) Oxnard,
Calif.; KEAR (FM) San Francisco, Calif.;
KFSD-FM
Diego,
KGMS-FM
Sacramento, San
Calif.;
KITT Calif.;
(FM) San
Diego,
Calif.; KNOB (FM) Long Beach, Calif.;
KPLI (FM) Riverside, Calif.; KRED (FM)
Eureka, Calif.; KIST Santa Barbara, Calif.;
KJAX cisco,
Santa
Rosa, Calif.;
KJBSCalif.;
San KLAC
FranCalif.; KJOY
Stockton,
Los Angeles, Calif.; KLOK San Jose, Calif.;
KLYD Bakersfield, Calif.; KMAK Fresno,
Calif.; KOMY Watsonville, Calif.; KONG
Visalia, Calif.; KTRB Modesto, Calif.;
KUBA Yuba City, Calif.; KUDE Oceanside,
Calif.; KVEN Ventura, Calif.; KACY Port
Hueneme, Calif.; KAFP Petaluma, Calif.;
KAMP El Centro, Calif.; KBVM Lancaster,
Calif.; KCBQ San Diego, Calif.; KCVR
Lodi, Calif.; KDES Palm Springs, Calif.;
FOR

SALE

FLORIDA
By owners, excellent growing market, all new equipment, excellent
earning and growth record. Number
one in market by all surveys since
1958. Financial references required.
No Brokers.
Box 358R, BROADCASTING
THE PIONEER FIRM OF TELEVISION AND RADIO MANAGEMENT
CONSULTANTS
ESTABLISHED 1946
NEGOTIATIONS MANAGEMENT
APPRAISALS
FINANCING
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D. C.
NORMAN
& NORMAN
INCORPORATED
Brokers — Consultants — Appraisers
RADIO-TELEVISION STATIONS
Nation- Wide Service
Experienced Broadcasters
Confidential Negotiations
Security Bldg.
Davenport, Iowa
STATIONS FOR SALE
Ours is a personal service, designed to
fit your finances, your qualifications and
your
If youneeds.
are in the market for either an
AM, FM or TV station anywhere in the
country be sure to contact us at once.
JACK L. STOLl & ASSOCIATES
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif.
Hollywood 4-7279

KEAP Fresno, Calif.; KEWB Oakland.
Calif.; KFIV Modesto, Calif.; KFSD San
Diego, Calif.; KGB San Diego, Calif.;
KGER geles,
Long
KGFJ LosCalif.;
AnCalif.;Beach,
KGIL Calif.;
San Fernando,
KHSJ Hemet, Calif.; KRHM (FM) Los Anfeles,
Calif.;
Modesto,
:\VIZ-FM
SantaKTRB-FM
Ana, Calif.;
*KCVN Calif.;
(FM)
Stockton, Calif.; *KSDS (FM) San Diego,
Calif.; *KVCR (FM) San Bernardino, Calif.;
KFSD-TV
San Calif.;
Diego, KXTV
Calif.; KPIX
(TV)
San Francisco,
(TV) (main
trans. & aux.) Sacramento, Calif.; KFI Los
Angeles, Calif.
Commission granted renewal of licenses
of Columbia Bcstg. System stations KCBSAM-FM San Francisco, Calif, and KNX-FM
KNXT (TV) main trans, and ant., aux. trans,
and ant.,
Calif.,
without prejudice to Los
such Angeles,
action as
Commission
may
deem warranted as result of its final determination with respect to (1) conclusions
and recommendations set forth in report of
network study staff, (2) related studies and
inquiries now
being considered
conby Commission,
and (3) or
pending
antitrust ductedmatters.
Commission granted renewal of licenses
of American Bcstg. -Paramount Theatres
Inc., stations KABC-AM-FM-TV main
trans, and ant., aux. trans, and ant., Los
Angeles, Calif., and KGO-AM-FM-TV main
trans, and ant., aux. trans, and ant., San
Francisco, Calif., without prejudice to such
action as Commission may deem warranted
as result of its final determinations with
respect to (1) conclusions and recommendations set forth in report of network study
staff and (2) related studies and inquiries
now beingmission.considered
Ann. Nov. 27.or conducted by ComCommission granted renewal of licenses of
National Broadcasting Co. stations KNBCAM-FM San Francisco, Calif, and KRCA
(TV) main trans, and ant., Los Angeles,
Calif., without prejudice to such action as
Commission may deem warranted as result
of its final determination with respect to
(1) conclusions and recommendations set
forth in report of network study staff, (2)
related studies and inquiries now being considered or conducted by Commission, and
(3) pending antitrust matters. Ann. Nov. 30.
Commission granted renewal of licenses
of KTTV Inc., KTTV (TV) main trans, and
ant., Los Angeles, Calif., and, by letter, reminded station of requirements for full
identification
of source and/or sponsor as
result of its telecasting of kinescope summaries of "Kohler hearings". Ann. Nov. 30.
NARBA Notifications
610 kc
CKTB
St. Catharine's,
Ont.— 5 kw DA-1
unl.
III. NIO
on new frequency.
620 kc
CKTB
St. Catharine's,
unl.
II. Delete
assignment Ont.—
vide 1610kw kc.DA-1
1140 kc
Terrace, B.C. — 1 kw ND unl. II. EIO
Oct. 15, 1960. New.
Kitimat, B.C.— 1 kw ND unl. II. Delete
assignment. New. 1230 kc
CKEC New Glasgow, N.S.— 0.25 kw ND
unl. IV. Delete assignment vide 1320 kc.
1240 kc
CKBS St. Hyacinthe, P.Q.— 0.25 kw ND
unl. IV. Assignment of call letters.
CFLM La Tuque, P.Q.— 1 kw D, ND 0 25
kw N unl. IV. Assignment of call letters.
1300 kc
CJME Regina, Sask— 1 kw DA-1 unl III
Assignment of call letters.
1320 kc
CKEC New Glasgow, N.S.— 1 kw D 0 25
kw N ND unl. IV. NIO on new frequency
Vancouver,
B.C.—
10 kw DA-1 unl
III.CHQM
Assignment
of1420
call
kcletters.

CKPT Peterborough, Ont.— 1 kw D. 0 5
kw
N DA-2 unl. 1470
III. kcAssignment of call
letters.
Winnipeg, Man.—
Oct. 15, 1960. New. 5 kw DA-1 unl. III. EIO
1500 kc
Duncan, B.C.— 1 kw DA-1 unl. II. Corlist. New.
rection of previous1600NARBA
kc
CHVC
FaUs, Ont.— 10 kw DA-2
unl.
III. Niagara
EIO Oct. 15, 1960. (PO: 1600 kc
5 kw DA-N.)
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HOUR

SERVICE.

..7

DAYS

A

WEEK...

IT'S

HOLIDAYS

TOO!

THERE
IN

HOURS

...AND
COSTS

YOU

Your packages go anywhere
Greyhound goes . . . and Greyhound goes over a million miles
a day! That means faster, more direct service to more areas,
including many, many places not reached by other public
transportation.
What's more, Greyhound Package Express offers this service
seven days a week . . . twenty-four hours a day . . . even on week114

LESS!

ends and holidays! On Greyhound Package Express
packages get the same care and consideration as
Greyhound passengers . . . riding on dependable Greyhound
buses on their regular runs. You can send C.O.D., Collect,
Prepaid— or open a Charge Account.
Call your nearest Greyhound bus station or write to
Greyhound, Dept. B-12, 140 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illinois
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OUR

RESPECTS

Alvin

TO

. . .

George

Informational programming is a gold
mine that has been largely — and surprisingly— neglected by television's program prospectors, in the opinion of
Alvin George Flanagan, vice president
in charge of television for. the broadcast division of NAFI Corp. and general
manager of KCOP (TV) Los Angeles.
"Programming must have a value
content," he declares. "Pure escapism
is not enough to fill the tv day and
stations and networks who offer their
viewers something more substantial are
finding this is a rewarding practice, increasing both prestige and revenue.
Television is actually at its best when
it's reporting reality, real experiences
of real people. Such programs don't
have to be hoked up with phony melodramatics. Present exactly what's there
and let the viewer draw his own conclusions and you've got the most interesting program yet devised.
"I don't mean that there's no place
for fiction on tv. Good dramas, good
comedies, even good westerns are good
watching and they are sure to go on
occupying a good deal of time on the
air. But there are too many shows
labeled as entertaining that fail to entertain and when they don't entertain
they've nothing else to offer. Non-fiction programs ought to be entertaining
too and there's plenty of proof that
they can
and when
over they
leave
the beviewer
with athey're
solid residue
of
fact, a plus not offered by the pure
make-believe programs."
Film Foundation • Al Flanagan's
views are not mere lunch table philosophy with no more substance or ^permanence than the steam rising from the
second cup of coffee. They are based
on five years of practical experience in
programming an independent station in
a seven-station market so as to compete
successfully for audience and revenue
against both network programming and
the top syndicated series which were
priced out of KCOP's reach.
He began with an early evening
block of travel-adventure programs that
this fall was stretched from 60 to 90
minutes to accomodate viewer-advertiser demand. He worked with school
officials to develop a schedule of educational programming reaching 90,000
youngsters at their school desks each
half-hour of a 90-minute Monday-Friday afternoon schedule, plus a small
but loyal home audience, and in February isadding an hour of college level
instruction for interested home viewers.
And he inaugurated "personality proBROADCASTING, December 7, 1959

Flanagan

gram ing" atKCOP, introducing such
names as Tom Duggan, Oscar Levant
and George Jessel to the Los Angeles
tv audience as hosts of their own regular programs.
One result of such program innovations isa row of eight "little Peabody"
awards in KCOP's trophy cabinet for
outstanding regional excellence. Not to
mention the 1958 award of the California Teachers Assn. for the greatest contribution to education, first time in 10
years that this prize has not gone to a
newspaper. Another is a set of bold
black figures on the KCOP balance
sheet.
Off to Sea • A native of Southern
California, Al was born Jan. 1, 1915,
in Ojai, went to grade school in Long
Beach and to high school in Anaheim.
Graduating in the midst of the depression, Al went to sea instead of to college, visiting China, New Zealand and
other faraway places as the only English-speaking member on the crew of a
Norwegian tanker, signed on because
the mate wanted to learn English. After
two years at sea and some months as a
construction worker on Boulder Dam,
Al was ready for a change of pace and
found it in New York on a radio project being carried on by the U.S. Office
of Education with the cooperation of
the radio networks.
"After I'd been a sort of scriptboy
for a while, following the director
around with the script and a stopwatch,
phoning actors, fetching cigarettes and
coffee and performing other important
duties, I figured I was ready for a job
in commercial radio and applied at

Flanagan of KCOP (TV)
"Escapism is not enough"

NBC," Al recalls. "Then I found out
that to land even a pageboy's post at
a lower salary than I was then making
I'd need a college degree, preferably
from
rightback
college."
So the
it was
to school at the U.
of Florida because there he could hold
down a job announcing at the college
radio station, WRUF Gainesville, while
pursuing his studies. The job was a
paying one, as WRUF, unlike many
college stations, was (and is) a commercial operation. After a year as an announcer, Al became program manager,
a post he held until his graduation in
1942 with a major in English.
From Gainesville, Al headed back to
New York (with a three month stopover at KDKA Pittsburgh) and a job as
production director of WOR, but before long he'd swapped the title for that
of private first class in the Marine
Corps. After service in the Pacific from
Guadalcanal to Okinawa, he Was discharged in December 1945 with the
rank of captain.
Home Again • Deciding to settle in
Southern California, Al augmented his
salary as a dialogue director at Universal-International bycreating and selling programs for radio and tv, then
represented exclusively in Los Angeles
by the Don Lee experimental station,
W6XOA, which bought four shows
from him, then put him on the payroll
as a director. In 1949 he moved to San
Diego as program director of KFMBTV; two years later he was brought
back to Los Angeles as program manager of KECA-TV (now KABC-TV)
and ABC's Pacific Coast tv operation
and after two years in that post he returned to San Diego to program and
sell time for XETV (Mexican-licensed
tv station with transmitter in Tijuana
but studios and offices in San Diego)
as an independent outside operator.
Al's San Diego-Los Angeles shuttling
ended when Copley Press, owner of two
San Diego daily newspapers, Union and
Tribune, engaged him as program director of KCOP. When the station was
sold to the Bing Crosby-Kenyon Brown
syndicate, Mr. Flanagan was promoted
to vice president and general manager
of KCOP. He is now also responsible
for KPTV (TV) Portland, Ore., as part
of his duties as a NAFI Corp. broadcast
division vice president. Finally, he is
director of program development for
Crosby/ Brown Productions, one of
whose major functions is the syndication of the non-fiction programs Al has
tried and proved at KCOP.
Al lives in the Hollywood Hills with
his wife, the former Effie Mims Davis,
whom he met at the U. of Florida
where she was a librarian. Perhaps as
an escape from too much professional
tv watching, his hobby is listening to
hi-fi stereo music.
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EDITORIAL

Minds

in

conflict:

AS

WAS to be expected, broadcasters have split into
several camps with diverse views on how to meet the
investigatory crisis.
There is one camp which urges minimum action. This
is There
the let's-lie-low-and-let-it-blow-over
is another which advocates camp.
an intensification of

lobbying. This is the letVstart-some-political-backfires-andscare-hell-out-of-Oren-Harris camp.
There is a third which thinks that stronger language in
the television code will be enough to quiet the critics, a
fourth which is suddenly requiring disc jockeys to sign
affidavits of honesty, a fifth which wants to create a citizens
advisory committee that would be powerless but respectable,
a sixth which . . . but why go on?
All these camps are dominated by what can be called
the Advertising Mind. They are reacting to the wave of
criticism exactly as they would react to a marketing problem. They are considering television and radio as products
to be sold, not as communications forces having greater
power than any others yet devised.
There is still another camp (and it is encouraging to
observe that its membership is growing) which believes that
the times invite, indeed demand, a fundamental revision of
broadcasting policy. This camp looks upon the crisis as an
opportunity. It is the camp of the Communications Mind.
Both the Advertising Mind and the Communications
Mind are national assets. Without either of them this country would be much poorer. But in function and purpose
they differ radically, even though some of the vehicles they
use are the same.
THE purpose of advertising is to influence. Advertising for
a soap is intended to influence people to use that soap.
Advertising for U.S. Savings Bonds is intended to sell bonds.
Advertising for fire prevention is intended to influence
people to avoid setting fires.
The purpose of communications is to inform. If the information happens to influence people to take actions or
adopt points of view, that is an incidental by-product. The
communicator seeks to enlighten or to amuse. He does not
count it his job to persuade.
The responsibilities of the advertiser and the communicator differ to the same degree that their objectives differ.
The advertiser has no responsibility beyond that of influencing people to accept a particular product or idea; it would
be both unrealistic and unfair to ask him to assume a
burden heavier than that. The communicator has the responsibility ofconveying to his audience all the information
on a diversity of subjects that it is within the capacities of
him and his medium to convey.
What happens when the Advertising Mind takes charge?
It creates billboards, car cards, window displays, direct mail
brochures and the weekly shopping news.
What happens when the Communications Mind is in
command? It creates the New York Times, the New Yorker,
Life — a thousand organs of information that could be
named.
Both billboards and the New York Times serve useful
purposes, but it hardly need be said that their natures are
dissimilar. The point is that the more dominant the Advertising Mind becomes, the more its product will tend to be
a billboard; the more dominant the Communications Mind,
116

which

will

win?

the more the product will take on the character of an organ
of communication. It is pertinent to add that the more
effective a communications organ becomes, the more effective it also becomes as a carrier of advertising. The New
Yorker, which is indisputably controlled by the Communicatent. tions Mind, has been obliged to ration its commercial conIs it possible for the Advertising Mind and the Communications Mind to share authority over any medium?
The futility of that arrangement is now being proved by
radio and television. It does not demean the vast achievements of those media in any way to say that they can grow
to their full potential only if the Communications Mind
assumes control.
FROM the beginning of broadcasting, the Advertising
Mind has been at least equal to the Communications
Mind in exerting authority. Too many programs have been
created as advertising vehicles instead of communications
vehicles which carry advertising. More often than should
have been the case, the criterion of program acceptance has
been: "Will it sell?" instead of: "Will it communicate?"
The ranks of program producers, whether independent
contractors or employes of networks and stations, have come
to include many advertising-minded people. They have had
to develop the advertising point of view to fit into the media.
To the degree that the creative manpower of tv and radio
becomes dominated by advertising thinking, to the same degree communications thinking loses influence.
In this process a good many broadcasters have become
more advertising-minded than communications-minded. It
will be difficult to persuade them to re-orient their attitudes,
especially when they can look to recent profit statements
as a confirmation of the soundness of their views.
Yet it is obvious that the longer radio and television are
subjected to the conflicting authorities of the Advertising
Mind and the Communications Mind, the stronger will be
the need for some kind of centralized control. In such circumstances, iis
t not unreasonable to fear that the government itself may move in to run things. It would be a
national tragedy if the broadcast system fell under the
supervision of the Bureaucratic Mind.
ALREADY influential men in government are calling for
radio and television to tighten self-regulation. This, it
seems to us, is a clear invitation for the communications
minded broadcasters to assert themselves.
If they need a guide, they may look to the policies that
respectable newspapers and magazines developed during a
couple of hundred years of painful evolution. The publishing concept of a clear separation of powers between the
Advertising Mind and the Communications Mind could be
adopted with infinite profit by radio and tv. It could not
be adopted overnight, nor could publishing practices that
have
grown
radio and
tv. out of basic policy be transferred bodily to
But the fundamental principle which keeps the Advertising Mind from working in the editorial columns of a newspaper or magazine is at least as necessary to broadcasting
as it is to publishing. Some of the mechanics of application
of that policy in radio and television will be discussed in
this publication next week.
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CLOSED

Summit for radio-tv • Unless current
be joint meeting
go awry,
plans
on inthere'll
in Washingt
late December or early
January of key officials of every trade
group and association in broadcasting
(other than fraternal or service groups)
to consider plans and policies in current crisis. Group would meet at call
of NAB through its task force, chairmanned by President Harold E. Fellows.
Brought together at unprecedented
session under NAB "umbrella" would
be selected officers and directors of Radio Advertising Bureau, Television Bureau of Advertising, newly created Television Information Office, Television
Code Review Board, Assn. of Maximum Service Telecasters, Clear Channel Broadcasting Service, Community
Broadcasters Assn., Daytime Broadcasters Assn., radio and television affiliate advisory committees representing each of networks (totaling seven)
and possibly Joint Committee on Educational Television, Federal Communications Bar Assn. and Assn. of Federal
Communications Consulting Engineers.
Networks would be represented through
directorships on NAB and other organizations.
Another swap? • NBC, under court
mandate to dispose of its Philadelphia
properties (WRCV-AM-TV) is receiving offers from numerous organizations
and syndicates but, as of last week,
nothing approaching contract signing
had been achieved. One proposal reportedly under consideration would involve tax-free exchange of RKO Teleradio Pictures Inc.'s WNAC-AM-TVWKRO (FM) Boston for Philadelphia
properties. Handling inquiries and negotiations for NBC is P. A. (Buddy)
Sugg, executive vice president, NBC
owned and operated stations and spot
sales.
NBC also has received proposals involving WRC-AM-FM-TV Washington.
While network does not have "for sale"
sign on Washington properties, it's assumed that in effort to upgrade its
owned and operated stations it would
look in direction of San Francisco and
Detroit, as well as Boston. With only
three vhfs, Detroit doesn't provide
prospect, but San Francisco now has
four v's and many eyes have been
turned toward ch. 2 KTVU, now operating as independent and owned by PabstIngrim-Pauley group.
Network reps • Now that CBS has

CIRCUIT®

elected to accept FCC order prohibiting
tv networks from representing affiliates
in spot sales (story page 56), CBS-represented stations are reviving talk about
where to turn for new rep set-up. Some
are strongly for creation of new representation firm, perhaps to be headed by
executives now with CBS Tv Spot Sales.
At least one station now represented by
NBC Spot has expressed interest in
joining such a group, on assumption
FCC order will stick, despite NBC opposition [Broadcasting, Dec. 7]. Meanwhile, established reps are making
earnest bids for $15 million in spot billing on stations now represented by CBS
and NBC spot divisions.

tv code, radio subscription is open only
to stations belonging to NAB.

How to get floor • RAB is taking no
chances on getting through to managements of companies it wants to sell on
radio's advertising usefulness. Its new
$1,125,000 budget includes $1,000 appropriation for purchase of common
stock — not for income or capital gains,
but as door opener for sales presentations. Thus if management won't even
listen to radio pitches, RAB will at least
be able to talk to stockholders about it
at their annual meetings. Such companies reportedly are few, but stock investment isseen as indication of lengths
to which RAB plans to go in expanded
selling
campaign for 1960. (See page
48).

Oversights • House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee is getting impatient

Nobody's ready to talk about it, but
RAB board members reportedly have
asked staff executives to draft affirmative program to combat unfavorable,
and in board's opinion unjustified,
criticism of radio in newspapers and in
government circles. Trend of board
thinking said to run toward $50,000
educational campaign designed to undo
any damage that may be done among
either public or advertisers, and there's
possibility that program, when completed, will b eheld for use on stand-by
basis as board sees need for it.
Out of mothballs • Intensity of payola-rigging agitation prompted NAB to
speed overhauling of Standards of Good
Practice for Radio Broadcasters. Best
guess now is that standards committee,
which meets Dec. 16 instead of in January as originally planned, will insert
strong language against payola and deceptive programming techniques. Phony
contests and rehearsed interviews also
are due for stiffened language. At weekend 627 radio stations of 1,530 NAB
am members were subscribers. Unlike

Minute avails • Some radio stations
are receiving national spot revenue that's
"spillover" from advertiser money originally pegged for spot television. This
is what's happened in certain cases say
media planners who are in on development: Agency and client, after agreeing
on competitive copy points they want
to tick off in minimum of one-minute
tv commercial, find desirable periods
to be scarce so they retain their copy
message but tailor it for sound and for
radio's
supply of open one-minute announcements.

at delay by two of last month's witnesses
in supplying additional information requested bymembers. Subcommittee has
written NBC President Robert E. Kintner prodding note asking again for (1)
copy of network contract with Charles
Van Doren and (2) any NBC interoffice memos on actions taken by network when rigging charges were first
made by Herbert Stempel against
Twenty-One. Few days earlier, subcomtermed as data
"incomplete,"
refusedmittee
to accept,
offered by and
lawyer
for Hess Bros, department store, Allentown, Pa., in answer to request for list
of all names, amounts and programs
involved in payments by owner Max
Hess for tv plugs.
Another blast • There's additional attack on FCC coming from other than
Washington sources next week. Fund
for the Republic is releasing 39-page
edited transcript giving commentary by
former FCC officials (including ex-chairman James Lawrence Fly and ex-Commissioner Clifford J. Durr) and others
known in regulatory or broadcast field.
Report is said to contain intense criticism of FCC for alleged failure to take
steps to see that various broadcasters
have discharged programming responsibilities inpublic interest. Note: Taping
of Fund's sessions was made before
quiz scandals broke.
Up for grabs • Radio coverage of
Orange and Cotton Bowl football games
Jan. I may become available for local
sale this week. CBS Radio, which will
cover, has quietly notified affiliates they
may sell one or both games on co-op
basis if network has not found sponsors
by Wednesday (Dec. 16).

53rd issue (Yearbook Number) published in September by Broadcasting Publications Inc.
Published every
DeSales St., N. W., Washington 6, D. C. Second-class postage paid at Washington, D. C.
1735 Monday,

Any way you look at it Ben . .
in Detroit you knoiv
ivhere you re going
ivith WJBK-TV.
They lead the
market consistently.

WJBK-TV gives you:
• The CBS address for 1,900,000 homes.
• 9 billion dollars of purchasing power.
• The nation's fifth largest market.
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a STORER

callKatz

station

National Sales Offices:
625 Madison Ave., N.Y. 22 • 230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1
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WEEK

IN

BRIEF

Keep 'thimking' • There has been a singular lack of
activity on the part of broadcasters in searching out
new fields for their services, Thomas M. Mullins, president of Mullins/ Earl Assoc. asserts in this week's
Monday Memo. 'Seek and ye shall find,' is the essence
of the Mullins approach to increased radio advertising
Mr. Mullins

EFFECTIVE

COVERAGE!

— keeping your eyes opened for "sleepers'" hidden
among the products you are now promoting. Page 27.

Broadcast business fine • Roundup of top major markets and station
representatives shows faith of agencies, sponsors and public hasn't been
shaken by quiz-payola investigations, judging by solid December billings
and good prospects for 1960. Page 29.
Lestoil in radio • Liquid detergent manufacturer Adell Chemical plans
its first pilot use of spot radio. Up to now it's been deep in spot tv
along with nibbles in newspapers. Page 29.
Spot revenue snowball • In tv, spot gross billing continues unprecedented climb, gains 18% in third quarter, maintains pace for nine
months that is 21.9% above last year's period. Page 34.
Stanton-Cowan hassle • Wrangle over Louis Cowan's return to work
as CBS-TV network head breaks into open as he releases resignation
letter and CBS President Frank Stanton issues reply. Page 46. James
T. Aubrey Jr. named network president. Profile page 44.

LX-TV

Wl

Channel

1©

Completely Covers Michigan's
Rich GOLDEN TRIANGLE with
a City Grade Signal!

CBS won't contest FCC • Network decides against a hassle over FCC's
order prohibiting representation of its affiliates. Page 56.
FCC classroom • A parade of campus intellectuals, religious leaders, and
civic figures lined up outside Hearing Room B of the ICC Building last
week to give the FCC recommendations on a general cleanup of broadcasting. All had proposals of varying quality and length. Most meant
well. Few said anything new. Page 64.

JACKSON

Blue Book revisited • What was in the little book that caused the great
war? History of the FCC's 1946 programming manual, now out of print,
out of use but, owing to several mentions at last week's hearing, not out
of mind. Page 66.
Case of the unsent letter • Key document in St. Louis ch. 2 case
shown never to have been sent. But two other damaging ex parte communications found and inserted in record as rehearing gets underway in
Philadelphia. Page 84.
Payola hearing weeks away • Oversight s Chairman Harris sees no
hearings for five or six weeks. Staffer Richard Goodwin quits in wake
of Life magazine article. Page 88.
Damages out in $150 million suit • Judge rules songwriters in sixyear-old antitrust suit against BMI and broadcasters have no standing
to sue for damages on performance-rights issues; lets other charges go
to trial. Both sides claim sweeping victory. Page 92.
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RATINGS,

PROGRAMS?

Two

educators

laws

on

what

favor
shows

Government should finance and oversee all ratings, surveys and research into
radio and tv, two college professors
told FCC Friday (Dec. 11) in that
agency's broadcasting hearings.
Also, both said, FCC should require
networks and stations in same market
to program different types of entertainment at specified hours so public would
have choice. Prof. Ithiel Poole, MIT
professor of political science, said research has proven that when culture
program is only one available, people
will watch and thereby benefit.
He said research and ratings should
become function of government — possibly farmed out to foundations — with
budget "in the millions." Prof. Poole
also proposed federal-supported nationwide educational tv network of boosters and satellites.
His views were supported by Virginia U. Economics Prof. Percy Tannenbaum who charged that tv's problem
is dependency on ratings. Ratings
should not be in hands of private individuals, hesaid, because profit motive
may affect results.
Commissioners hit Poole-Tannenbaum proposals as "censorship" and
"disturbing."
Theodore Peterson, dean of College of Journalism and Communications, U. of Illinois, said: "Too many
broadcasters and advertising men
alike regard the airwaves as an adjunct
of the marketing system . . ." To put
advertising in proper perspective, Commission should lend its weight in getting admen out of programming.
Prof. Peterson also advocated direct
regulation of networks, closer scrutiny
of applications and license renewals and
clearer definition by Congress of Commission's responsibilities.
Dr. Sydney Head, Miami (Florida) U.
director of broadcasting, said licensee
should be relieved of sole responsibility
for programming by placing liability directly on networks. He endorsed proposals of Dr. Peterson and others for
direct network regulation and divorcement of advertisers from programming.
William F. Lynch, S. J., Georgetown
U., and author of The Image Industries,
said that "it is the basically mediocre
image of ourselves and the image of this
nation, as it is being projected to ourBROADCASTING, December 14, 1959

government
to be

surveys,

seen and when
selves and to the world by tv, that is

bothering millions of Americans."
Father Lynch recommended establishment of national committee to issue
annual or semi-annual reports on
achievement or lack of achievement of
industry and "some bold, positive and
creative strokes on the part of the inProf. dustryReuel
itself." Denney, U. of Chicago,
author of The Astonished Muse a book
about mass media, thought that foundation headed by industry "is the best solution in sight for many of our difficulties." Closer regulation and control of
broadcasting by government is not answer, he said.
He did ask, however, for requirement
that all programs be labeled as to agencies involved, production costs, credit
lists and extent of audience.
Ronald Coase, economics professor
at U. of Virginia, told Commission permission for broadcasters to use spectrum
should be auctioned to highest bidder
as only reasonable way to operate in
U.S. economy. He also advocated pay
tv and thorough investigation of programming.
Books banned
Radio & Television Executives
Society in New York last week
ran afoul of postal laws while
conducting its third annual Christmas raffle.
It has been customary for
RTES members to mail books of
raffle tickets (10 tickets per book
at $1 per ticket) to acquaintances
they think may buy. Post Office
last week advised RTES that
mails could not carry lottery material. Reportedly Post Office
acted on complaint of Ashtabula,
Ohio, broadcaster who got raffle
book in mail.
RTES advised members last
week to circulate books by messenger or in person. Drawing at
annual Christmas party Dec. 16
will award such prizes as Rambler,
Fiat, tv sets and radios. In past
years RTES has raised $8,000$10,000 for welfare fund.

DEADLINE

OF THE WEEK BEGINS ON PAGE 29
Hearings resume today (Monday) in
FCC's main hearing room, Rm. 7134 of
Post Office Bldg., at 10 a.m.
Future witnesses • Two industry-oriented witnesses, first yet, are scheduled
to appear before FCC in its programming study this week. They are Ralph
Renick, Radio-Tv News Directors Assn.,
and Erwin Y. Franckel, Erwin Franckel
Productions.
Others announced for first two days:
Prof. Elmer E. Smead, Dartmouth College; John Fischer, Harper's Magazine;
Eric Larrabee, American Heritage; Watson Davis, Science Service; Dr. Walter
W. Eshelman, National Education
Assn.; Mrs. Pauline S. Weeden, Links
Inc. (women's organization), all today
(Dec. 14); Mr. Renick, Prof. Robert
Gessner, New York U.; Dr. Stanley I.
Stuber, Council of Churches, Kansas
City; Harold E. Younkman, Madison
County (Ohio) Schools; Mr. Franckel,
and Rabbi Maurice Eisendrath, Union
of American Hebrew Congregations, all
tomorrow (Dec. 15).
On Dec. 17, it was learned, Gloria
Parker, who has picketed New York
networks at times, will appear. So also,
it was understood, will Chicago perennial political candidate Lar Daly.
Donald McGannon, Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co. president and chairman of NAB's Tv Code Review Board
is scheduled to appear Dec. 18. Representatives of advertising organization
day.
are also tentatively scheduled for same
NAB and other major broadcasting
representatives will appear after first of
year, it is understood.
Account

exec

named

in FTC complaint
Federal Trade Commission today
(Dec. 14) announced filing of false advertising complaint against tobacco
company, its advertising agency and account executive who, government said,
was responsible for purported deceptive advertisement.
Complaint was filed against Brown &
Williamson Tobacco Co., Ted Bates &
Co., and David Loomis, Bates vice president and account executive. Advertising challenged was for Life cigarettes.
Although not first time advertising
agency has been made party to complaint, this is first time in recent years
account executive has been joined with
advertiser and agency as party.
Complaint charges newspaper, magazine, radio and tv advertising for Life
9
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cigarettes falsely represent U.S. government endorsement for Life's "Millicel
Super Filter." Also singled out in
charges is tv demonstration in which
two
of tubes
filters,in one
showntypes
in test
whichLife's,
drops are
of
water are being released. Commercial
purportedly shows Life filter as having
more absorption, thus lending credence
to claim that its filter gives least tar
and nicotine to smoker. Demonstration
does not prove this at all, FTC said.
Mr. Loomis was identified as vice
president and account executive of
Bates agency who, allegedly, was responsible for or active in dissemination
of challenged advertising.
Celler

hits alliance

of press and radio-tv
Bill aimed at preventing newspapers
and magazines from owning "substantial portion of tv and radio" in "any
area" will be introduced next January
by Rep. Emanuel Celler (D-N.Y.), he
is announcing today. But he said he will
ask that bill be referred to House Commerce Committee, not House Antitrust
Subcommittee which he heads.
Although bill apparently hasn't been
drafted, there is possibility it may apply on broader scale than newspaper
or magazine ownership of stations in
single community. In obvious reference
to recent exchanges between NBC
Board Chairman Robert Sarnoff and
WEEK'S

Mr. Atlass

multiple-station-owner Time Inc. (Time,
Life, Fortune), Rep. Celler said House
tv quiz hearings have shown "many
news periodicals are also the owners
of tv and radio stations. ... It was not
the purpose of Congress ... to sanction
control of radio or tv by newspapers
or Citing
magazines."
posthumously-published statement by late Sen. Robert A. Taft that
he failed to get GOP presidential nomination because of hostility of press.
Rep. Celler said: "Tv reaches homes to
an even greater degree than the press,
and perhaps more effectively. ... In
any area, the man who controls both
press and tv has an inordinate influence
over [its] political, economic and culHe tural
saiddestiny."
his bill will not be directed
against newspaper radio-tv ownership
per se, such as New York Times ownership of WQXR, but where press holds
"substantial" part of radio-tv facilities
in community.
RCA

consent

in payola reported
First break in payola scandal loomed
this week with authoritative reports
RCA has signed consent judgment with
Federal Trade Commission. Confirmation was lacking from both RCA and
FTC.
FTC issued complaints earlier this
month against RCA and two other rec-

and respondent's lawyers to draft consent judgment. This is then submitted
to FTC commissioners for approval.
FTC commissioners meet regularly
Tuesdays and Thursdays of each week.
FTC complaint was filed same week
that trade agency chairman, Earl W.
Kintner, announced his agency was
making "intensive" investigation of
Lorillard ad boss out
payola.
Thomas Tausig has resigned as advertising manager of P. Lorillard Co., New
York. Though company has not announced his resignation, it was learned
last Friday that Mr. Tausig has left
company.
advertiser. Lorillard is major broadcast

HEADLINERS

Mr. George

Mr. Wood

H. Leslie Atlass, broadcasting pioneer, vp and general
manager of WBBM-AM-FM-TV and vp in charge of CBS
central division, retires Dec. 31. Clark George, vp and
general manager of KNXT (TV) Los Angeles, succeeds him
at WBBM-TV. Robert Wood, sales manager of KNXT,
elected vp and general manager of that station.
Mr. Atlass and his brother Ralph first licensed WBBM in
Lincoln, 111., in 1923. It operated then on 500 w and was
one of the most powerful outlets in U.S. They sold part
interest to CBS in 1929, and remainder in 1931. Two years
later, Mr. Atlass was elected vp and placed in charge of
what was then CBS' western division; he was named to
present post with WBBM-TV when it was acquired by CBS
in February 1953. Mr. Atlass is also vp of CBS Radio Div.;
upon his retirement, E.H. Shomo, vp and assistant general
10

decree

ord companies, plus six record distributors, charging pay-offs to disc jockeys
for playing their records (Broadcasting, Dec. 7). This constitutes unfair
trade practice and deception, FTC
charged.
In addition to RCA, other record
companies were London Records, New
York, and Bernard Lowe Inc. (Cameo
label), Philadelphia. Distributors were:
Edward Barsky, Chips Distributing Co.,
David Rosen Inc., Universal Records
Distributors Inc., and Sparks Music
Distributors Inc., all Philadelphia, and
Main Line Cleveland Inc., Cleveland.
Terms of rumored RCA consent decree could not be learned, but normally
respondent accepts FTC cease and desist order against controverted practice,
but does not acknowledge wrong doing.
Procedure usually is for FTC staff

manager, will become general manager of WBBM.
Mr. George joined CBS sales staff in 1946, was named
eastern representative for KNX Los Angeles and Columbia
Pacific Network in 1951, eastern sales manager of CBS Tv
Spot Sales in 1952 and general manager in 1954. He was
named to his present post last June. Mr. Wood, his successor, has been sales manager of KNXT since 1954. Previously he was account executive in New York office of CBS
Tv Spot Sales.
Herbert Zeltner, vp and assistant media director of
Lennen & Newell, NY., since November 1958, promoted
to director of media, succeeding Anthony DePierro, who
has resigned. Mr. Zeltner joined agency in July 1956 as
media supervisor on Colgate and Lorillard accounts. Earlier
he had been media supervisor with Procter & Gamble, Cincinnati, for four years.
James T. Aubrey Jr. named president of CBS-TV network,
on heels of resignation of Louis G. Cowan. Mr. Cowan,
whose programming creations include $64,000 Question and
radio's Quiz Kids, quit in public tiff with CBS Inc. President
Frank Stanton (story page 46, 48-49). Mr. Aubrey, executive vp who had been active operating head of network during Mr. Cowan's recent illness, formerly was with CBSowned KNX and KNXT (TV) Los Angeles and also once
served as programming and talent vp of ABC-TV.
FOR OTHER NEWS OF PEOPLE SEE FATES & FORTUNES
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Black is black . . . white is white. It's the myriad shades of gray in between
that give the trouble.
Now is the time when all of us in the broadcasting industry must take a close
hard look at our policies and practices to see where they fall on the "gray scale."
Everything that we do . . . every picture we show on the screen . . . every sound we
put on the air must be measured against the scale of our personal, individual
consciences. Not the Federal Code . . . not the Industry Code . . . but a private
moral code. Self-regulation must start at home.
We're writing this out of self-interest. Interest in the tremendous investment
of money and of audience trust and loyalty, built up through a company history
that began almost 40 years ago.
And never in all that time, have we been so conscious of the fact that even
one wrong is more sensational than a thousand rights. That a few broadcasters,
who selfishly walk in the twilight shades of the gray area, can drag us closer to
the strangling web of governmental regulation that is being spun for us.
How can we combat this?
We must all participate. None of us can afford to be spectators. No station
no matter how dedicated ... no small group . . . can fight the industry's
manager,
battle
alone.
We must all practice self-control, through strict application of a personal
moral code. We must all demonstrate self-regulation, through vigorous and wholehearted support of the National Association of Broadcasters, and rigid adherence
to its standards of conduct.

If you don't belong to the NAB . . . join. Subscribe to the Radio and Television
Codes of Good Practice and live up to them.
Individually and collectively, we must be vigilant
and aware of the "gray area." We must protect each
other with truth, dignity and honesty.

WKY
WKY-TV
OKLAHOMA
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WTVT

CITY, OKLA.
TAMPA-ST. PETERSBURG, FLA.
REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY

Come

Christmas

the WTOP-TV

becomes

BY THE WASHINGTON

WTOP-TV, Channel 9, Washington, D.C.

tower

part of Washington's
holiday

OPERATED

Season

POST BROADCAST

scene.

DIVISION:

WJXT, Channel 4, Jacksonville, Florida

GREAT

Sundays— 8 to 9 p.m., the finest
musical series ever seen on television,
featuring:
• The Chicago Symphony

Orchestra.

• Deems Taylor, commentator.
• World-famous conductors— Dr. Fritz
Reiner, Sir Thomas Beecham, Sir
John Barbirolli, Howard Barlow,
Alfred Wallenstein, Walter Hendl,
Andre Kostelanetz, Arthur Fiedler,
Robert Trendler, Igor Markevitch
and Izler Solomon.
• Renowned artists of the opera and
concert stages — Dorothy Kirsten,
John McCollum, Grant Johannsen,
Byron Janis, William Miller, Walter
Hendl, Rosalind Elias and George
Tozzi.
• World's best jazz artists— Count
Basie, Woody Herman, Joe Williams,
Kai Winding, Sarah ■ Vaughn, and
Cozy Cole.
Another example of responsibility to
the community we serve. Live and in color on
WGN-TV

CHANNEL

9

m
V

441 N. Michigan Ave.— Chicago 11, III.

It

Communicates

!

Missing front tooth to the contrary, the combination of miss and mistletoe
demonstrates

a high order of communication.

without the mistletoe. Ask anyone in Western
man on the horn. Communication

So does WOOD-TV,

even

Michigan. Or, get your Katz

in this part of the world is his specialty.

AM
TV
WOOD
WOODIand Center,
Grand Rapids, Michigan
WOOD-TV — NBC for Western and
Central Michigan: Grand Rapids,
Battle Creek, Kalamazoo, Muskegon
and Lansing. WOOD-Radio — NBC.

Hotel Statler, with Richard Ryan, geaeral man(president,
Advertising ager,
Assn.KLOKof San
the Jose,
West),Calif,
as major
speaker
in an
AAW program. Felix Adams, vp, Radio Recorders
(Hollywood Ad Club president), will be chairman.
Jan. 19 — Ninth annual Sylvania awards, Hotel
Plaza, N. Y.
Jan. 19 — Radio & Television Executives Society
timebuying-selling seminar. Carl Llndemann Jr.,
vice president in charge of daytime programs,
NBC-TV, and Frank Minehan, vice president-director of media-chairman of plans board, SSC&B,
discuss "What's The Difference In Daytime Audiences?" Hotel Lexington, New York, noon-2 p.m.
*Jan. 19-21 — National Religious Broadcasters 17th
annual convention, Mayflower Hotel, Washington.
Jan. 22-24 — Advertising Assn. of West midwestem conference, Lafayette Hotel, Long Beaeh,
Calif.
*Jan. 25 — Retrial of former FCC Comr. Richard
A. Mack and friend, Thurman A. Whiteside, on
charges they conspired to throw grant of Miami
ch. 10 to National Airlines. U. S. District Court,
Washington.
A CALENDAR OF MEETINGS AND EVENTS
IN BROADCASTING
AND RELATED FIELDS
Jan. 25-29 — National Sales Executives-International St. Louis Field Sales Management Insti(♦Indicates first or revised listing)
tute, The Chase-Park Plaza Hotel there.
Dec. 14 — Comments due at FCC on proposal to Jan. 26 — Radio & Television Executives Society
delete ch. 6 assignment to New Bedford, Mass.
timebuying-selling seminar. Performers Bob Elliott and Ray Goulding quip on the question of
Dec. 15 — Radio & Television Executives Society
whether
are "Out-Sophisticating" the
timebuying-selling seminar. Kei/in B. Sweeney, pres- sponsors. audiences
Hotel Lexingten, New York, noon-2 p.m.
ident, Radio Adv. Bureau, presents latest radio
Jan. 26 — Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
data. Hotel Lexington, New York, noon-2 p.m.
forum on international television, Beverly Hilton
Dec. 15-16 — Senate committee on communicaHotel, Beverly Hills, Calif.
tions holds hearings on tv boosters and community
tv systems in Casper, Wyo. Sen. Gale McGee (D- Jan. 26-28 — Georgia Radio & Tv Institute, Athens.
Wyo.) will preside.
Co-sponsors: Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters, U. of
Georgia's Sig
HenryMickelson,
W. GradyCBSSchool
Journalism.
"Dec. 16— Greater Los Angeles Press Club, dinner Speaker:
Newsof president.
meeting at club headquarters in Hotel Ambassador
there. Panel discussion on whether interviews with Jan. 27 — Advertising Research Workshop, Assn.
visiting celebrities should be separate for press of National Advertisers, Hotel Sheraton-Eait,
New York.
and broadcast reporters or joint for all media.
Jan. 28-30 — South Carolina Broadcasters Assn.
"Dec. 27-30 — American Marketing Assn. Marketing Education Div. winter conference, Willard
annual convention, Hotel Greenville, Greenville.
Hotel, Washington.
Ken Beachboard of WFBC-TV there will be in
charge of the tv sessions.
"Dec. 28-29 — Alpha Epsilon Rho (national honorary radio-tv fraternity) western states regional
Jan. 29— Adcraft Club of Detroit, Statler Hotel.
convention, U. of Southern California TelecomSpeaker: Robert Hurleigh, president, MBS.
munications Dept. and CBS Tv City, Los Angeles.
Jan. 30 — Oklahoma Broadcasters Assn. annual
Dec. 31 — Academy of Television Arts & Sciences meet, Hotel Tulsa, Tulsa. FCC Comr. Robert E. Lee
New
Hills,Year's
Calif. Eve ball, Beverly Hilton Hotel, Beverly and Balaban stations' John Box slated to speak.
FEBRUARY 1960
JANUARY 1960
Feb. 2 — Radio & Television Executives Society
Jan. 5— Radio & Television Executives Society timebuying-selling seminar. T. Rodney Shearer,
timebuying-selling seminar. Louis Hausman, di- vice president, A. C. Nielsen Co., and James W.
rector, Television Information Office, and Gilbert Seiler, director-president of American Research
Bureau, square off on ratings. Hotel Lexington,
Seldes, author, critic and director of Annenberg
School of Communications, U. of Pennsylvania,
New York, noon-2 p.m.
provide "A Critique At Mid-Season." Hotel Lex- Feb. 3-5 — Institute of Radio Engineers' winter
ington, New York, noon-2 p.m.
convention on military electronics, Ambassador
Jan. 6-9 — High Fidelity Music Show, Shrine Ex- Hotel, Los Angeles.
position Hall, Los Angeles. Sponsor: Institute of Feb. 4— Minnesota AP Broadcasters Assn., annual
High Fidelity Manufacturers.
meeting, Minneapolis.
*Jan. 8— Federal Communications Bar Assn. Annual meeting and banquet, Statler Hotel, WashFeb. 5— Advertising Federation of America midington.
ton. winter conference, Statler-Hilton Hotel, WashingJan. 8— Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
"close-up"
dinner-show
to Arthur
Feb. 6— Art Directors Club of Los Angeles. PreGodfrey, Waldorf
Astoria, testimonial
New York. (Rescheduled
sentation ofawards for best advertising and edfrom original announcement for Dec. 4 at Seventh
itorial art of 1959 at Statler Hotel there. PrizeRegiment Armory.)
winners
and other outstanding entries will be disJan. 10-14 — National Retail Merchants Assn.,
played for following month at California Museum
49th annual convention, Hotel Statler-Hilton, New of Science & Industry.
York. Sales promotion division board of directors
Feb. 7-9 — Advertising Federation of America First
meet there on 13th.
"Jan. 11 — Comments due in FCC rulemaking to District conference, Statler-Hilton Hotel, Boston.
authorize vhf translators with a maximum power
Feb. 8 — Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
of 1 w.
at New York, forum on tv for children and teenagers, CBS Studio 52.
Jan. 12 — Radio & Television Executives Society
timebuying-selling seminar. H. P. Lasker, vice Feb. 8— Minneapolis Sales Executives Club, Hotel
president in charge of sales, Crosley Broadcasting
Normandy.
Speaker: Robert Hurleigh, president,
MBS.
Corp., and William E. (Pete) Matthews, vice president-director, media relations-planning, Young & Feb. 9 — Radio & Television Executives Society
Rubicam, view "H«w Many Commercials Make Too timebuying-selling seminar. Ray L. Stone, assoMany?" Hotel Lexington, New York, noon-2 p.m.
ciate media director, Maxon Inc., and Robert A.
Jan. 13 — Canadian Board of Broadcast Governors
opens public hearings for second tv license in Wulfhorst, associate media director, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, discuss the "Station Image Factor
Winnipeg.
Timebuying." Hotel Lexington, New York, noonJan. 18 — Canadian Board of Broadcast Governors
2In p.m.
opens public hearings for second tv license in
Vancouver.
Feb. 14-20 — Advertising Federation of America's
Advertising Week (co-sponsored by AdJan. 19 — Los Angeles, Hollywood and Los An- National vertising
Assn. of the West).
geles Women's Ad Clubs joint luncheon meeting,
IROADCASTING, December 14, 1959

Lee A. Lahey
Robert E. Eastman
& Co.,York
Inc. Office
New

CALLS— CALLS— CALLS
Some men believe that a slump, like
aan cold,
run try
its course.
idea has
you tomight
to break Here's
it up
faster.
The best thing for a slump is a goal.
Don't shoot buckshot. That's primary. Aim for a specific target. It
helps clear the air. Reanalyze what
you really have to sell. Find one approach you believe in more than
anything else.
Then go out and go to work. And I
mean WORK. MAKE LOTS OF
CALLS.
Too often, when business slows
down, the tendency for the salesman
is to slow
down than
as well.
Nothing's
better
for morale
to make
those
calls.
Baron Rothschild summed it all up
better than anyone I know when he
said. "There are no bad times — just
good opportunities".
P.S. Speaking now of advertising sales
calls, in Dallas, KBOX makes
more sales calls per dollar than
any other advertising medium. See
your EAST/man for details.

robert e. eastman
representing
wnew
WIL
KNEW •• WRIT
KBOX • WING
• WPTR
KLEO • WEEP
KQEO
KWKY • WAMS

•major
K L AC
• CKLW
• WCOL
• WSBA
KTOK
•• KXLR
• KHEY

& co., inc.
•
KJ
R
radio
• WHBQstationsKXOL
KXL
• KOEO
WKLO
WARM
•• WSAV
WAAB
KSYD
KRIZ
• WZOK
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OPEN
Don't bury your head

BUY

Spotting the Jaguar
EDITOR :

Dislikes: Hurleigh's yardstick
editor

My thanks for your excellent reporting of Jaguar's current radio spots
[Nov. 30], which have been made available to Jaguar dealers and distributors. . . . We feel sure . . . your article
will encourage station representatives
uling.
to
assist Jaguar dealers in radio sched-

It was interesting to notice the divergent action taken by two network heads
television.
in regard to Time magazine's attack on

Everett Taylor Martin
Vice president, public relations
Jaguar Cars Inc.
New York 22, N.Y.
An Ostrich with a buried head misses
many things that are most obvious. If you
haven't discovered Rounsaville Radio's six
Negro Markets you are overlooking an
824 million dollar consumer group. That's
what Negroes in the Rounsaville Radio
area have ready to spend AFTER taxes!
80% of their money is spent on consumer
items alone. Incomes are up 192% since
World War II! To make sure you're getting your share of nearly one billion dollars, use Rounsaville Radio! All six
Rounsaville Radio stations are NumberOne Rated by BOTH Pulse and Hooper.
Call Rounsaville Radio in Atlanta, John
E. Pearson, or Dora-Clayton in the Southeast today!
Personal Letter
An Advertiser's dream is a
captive audience pre-conditioned to buy his product.
The nearest thing to this is
Rounsaville Radio— 1 00%
programmed to the Negro
audience. Negro performers tell your sales
story to their Negro listeners, and believe me,
they buy! A proper part of your budget must
go to Rounsaville Radio or you miss this market!
We are one of the oldest and largest broadcasters inNegro Radio. HAROLD F. WALKER
V.P. 4 Nat'l Sales Mgr.
FIRST U. S. NEGRO-PROGRAMMED CHAIN
FIRST IN RATING IN SIX BIG MARKETS
WCIN 1,000 Watts (5,000 Watts soon)— Cincinnati's only all Negro-Programmed Station!
WLOU
5,000
WattsStation!
— Louisville's only all
Negro-Programmed
WMBM 5,000 Watts— Miami-Miami Beach's
only full time Negro-Programmed Station!
WVOL 5,000 Watts — Nashville's only all
Negro-Programmed Station!
WYLD 1,000 Watts— New Orleans' only full
time Negro-Programmed Station!
WTMP 5,000 Watts— Tampa-St. Petersburg's
only all Negro-Programmed Station!
BUY ONE OR ALL WITH GROUP DISCOUNTS!
FtMR
ROUNSAVILLE
RADIO
STATIONS
PEACHTREE AT MATHIESON, ATLANTA 5, GEORGIA
ROBERT W. ROUNSAVILLE HAROLD F. WALKER
Owner-President
V.P. A Nat'l Sales Mgr.
JOHN E. PEARSON CO.
DORA-CLAYTON
Nat'l Reo.
Southeastern Ren.
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MIKE

How expert is the testimony?
editor:
I read with mixed feelings the [Nov.
30] lead article, "Now casting: an FCC
spectacular." I venture to predict that
this set of hearings will go nowhere as
this kind of hearing usually goes.
With the utmost respect for J. Edgar
Hoover, James B. Conant, Norman
Cousins, John J. McCloy and others of
this select company, may I venture to
ask the hitherto unasked question:
"What the devil do these people know
about
radio?" what significance can be
I wonder
attached to the fact that apparently
those of us who do know something
about non-rigged, non-payola, public
service, public affairs, or just generally
good radio are, as usual, unasked to
appear?
I would sincerely propose that the
first question asked be, "Do you listen
to radio?"
"Do you watch tv?"
Bert or,
Cowlan,
General Manager
WBA1 (FM) New York
Warning flares endorsed
EDITOR :
your editorial this week [dec. 7] one
of finest in 20 years i've read your
book. it's nice to have you in the
business.
eldon campbell
v.p. -general manager
wfbm-am-tv indianapolis
editor:
Congratulations upon your editorials
of Nov. 16 and Nov. 23. The two together constitute an eminently clear
warning signal of the immediate dangers facing the industry and, at the
same time, analyze the problem realistically and chart an intelligent course
for the future. Broadcasting is very
fortunate in having you in its corner
for this continuing battle.
Oscar Elder
News Secretary
Office of Sen. Spessard Holland
(D-Fla.)
Bartow, Fla.

NBC Chairman Robert Sarnoff suggested that Time disaffiliate its stations
from his network so that they might
"open new horizons for tv, etc." This
required real courage for a man in his
position.
On the other hand Mutual's President Robert Hurleigh did broadcasting
a great injury by giving the Time article lip service before the Sales Executive Club of Washington. In his own
rantings about ratings he went on to
reach the false conclusion that newspaper and magazine circulation figures
are superior to radio and tv's ratings
because they are based on subscriptions
and newstand sales.
By these same standards, the total
number of sets purchased should represent radio and tv's "circulation." However, the rating services ignore this
figure, and deal only with the actual
number of sets in use at any particular
time. This would compare with actual
readership, article by article, of newspapers and magazines. I find very few
publications, bragging about their readership figures.
Charles A. Sprague,
General Manager,
WMAX Grand Rapids, Mich.
Too much negative attitude
editor:
I think it is about time the broadcasting industry got its head out of the
crying towel and started to speak up
on the so-called tv quiz scandal and
the payola crisis. I use the word "socalled" and "crisis" because it appears
this is what the average citizen regards
what they have heard and read.
The newspapers have played this to
the hilt, which is natural for them. . . .
Just because one stalk of corn is
found to contain a corn bore doesn't
mean that the whole field is infested
and should
left to rot . . .
Vic be
Sterling
WANE-TV Fort Wayne, lnd.
BROADCASTING
SUBSCRIPTION PRICES: Annual subscription
for 52 weekly issues $7.00. Annual subscription
including yearbook Number $11.00. Add $1.00
per year for Canadian and foreign postage.
Subscriber's occupation required. Regular issues 35tf per copy; Yearbook Number $4.00
per copy.
SUBSCRIPTION ORDERS AND ADDRESS
CHANGES: Send to BROADCASTING Circulation Dept., 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C.
changes, please include both
old and
new Onaddresses.
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Contiguous

Washington,

trading

at

areas

D.

C.

now

attractive

Recent acquisition by the Evening Star Broadcasting Company, Inc.
(WMAL and WMAL-TV, Washington, D.C.) of Stations WSVA
and WSVA-TV permits a logical merger of time buying for the
two markets.

HARRISONBURG
RICHMOHQ

Harrisonburg, located in the rich Shenandoah Valley 123 miles

mmmmmm

What

happens

when

you

add

WSVA-TV

to WMAL-TV?

1. You gain measured coverage in a one-station area
encompassing 100,000 television homes. Within WSVATV's Grade B contour are 41 counties in West Virginia,
Virginia and Maryland. No outside station can achieve
effective penetration of the Shenandoah Valley.
2. You buy at package-plan discount rate earned by announcements purchased on WMAL-TV. For example,
purchase of WMAL-TV's 12-plan earns a weekly discount
of 50% which applies to WSVA-TV purchases without
limitation.

For

details, check

tvith H-R

Television,

Inc.

-Harrisonburg,

available

Va.

advertisers

to

rates.

combination

southwest of Washington and 120 miles northwest of Richmond,
is a thriving city whose trading area, because of mountain ranges,
is not effectively reached by outside stations.
Combination rates allow advertisers to reach Shenandoah Valley
residents at very low cost.

What

happens

when

you

add

WSVA

Radio

to WMAL

Radio?

1. You gain effective coverage of approximately 189,000
radio homes. Because of WSVA's superior frequency
(550 kc), its effective coverage area extends to some 35
counties in Virginia, West Virginia and Maryland.

2. You buy at combination rates. For a purchase of five
or more announcements per week on each station concurrently, an advertiser receives bonus announcements
equal in value to 20 ^ weekly of cash expenditure on each
station.

For

details, check

with

H-R

Representatives,

Inc.
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me,

Smidley.

]f you pass up this Cascade buy again your
clays are numbered. Why Smidley, this Cascade four-station network carves out a market
bigger 'n Worcester in retail sales. It puts Indianapolis out of the running for E.B.I, and
tops Oklahoma City and Toledo in food sales,
Dayton and St. Paul in drugs. If you can't
noodle the importance of this thing . . . we'll
just find another boy for time buying.
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ANOTHER WAY
RCA SERVES THE
BROADCASTING
THROUGH
INDUSTRY
ELECTRONICS

New
RCA-7513
gives

you

BETTEF
'PHOTOGRAPHIC"
QUALITY
in Color

and

Black-White
TV

Registration is achieved more easily. Dark corners in
are reduced. Glaring "halo effects"
area The
the picture
are
eliminated.
signal current has good purity
and low noise. These are some of the important advantages you can obtain with the new RCA-7513 — the
remarkable Image Orthicon that offers better "photographic" quality.
RCA-7513 precision construction includes accurate
coaxial alignment of all sections of the tube and accurate interelectrode spacings. As a result, the three
images produced within a three-image-orthicon type
color camera can be practically identical in geometry.
However, to take full advantage of the 7513's precision capabilities, the color camera should employ

RADIO

deflecting yokes and focusing coils having precision
construction and precision axial alignment with respect to each 7513.
A major design feature of the 7513... field mesh...
assures that the scanning beam will strike the target
perpendicularly at all points. This means improved
corner resolution as well as reduced halo and edge
effects. Moreover, the field-mesh defocuses the return
beam, eliminating dynode spots from the picture.
Discover for yourself the new possibilities in color
and black-white quality opened up by RCA-7513. Get
in touch with your local RCA Distributor of broadcast
tubes today for full details... or write RCA Commercial Engineering, Section L-13-02, Harrison, N. J.

CORPORATION

OF

Electron Tube Division

AMERICA
Harrison, N. J.

The

SEATTLE

results

KOMO-TV

FIRST

in

Tacoma

and

The

agree

surveys

for

Western

Seattle-

Washington!

KOMO-TV

and

American Research Bureaus

KOMO-TV

in!!!

ABC-TV

popularity

on

are

ABC-TV:

Nielsen Station Index--

41.3%

40.3%

Station

B

34.5%

34.9%

Station

C

18.8%

19.8%

Station

D

4.8%

4.9%

Station

E

.6%

.1%

Share of total homes reached

As a matter

of fact, both Nielsen

and ARB

put us on top in total homes

reached

sign -on to sign-off Sunday through Saturday.
details and specific availabilities, ask your Katz man.

KOMO-TV
Seattle, Washington

The

For fascinating

4
a
Katz Represented Station

Sources: share of total homes reached, Sun. thru Sat., 6 p. m. thru midnight, ARB Television Audience Report, 4 weeks ending Oct. 24, 1959. Nielsen Station Index, 4 weeks ending Oct. 18, 1959
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MONDAY

MEMO

from THOMAS

M. MULLINS, president, Mullins/ Earl Associates, Los Angeles.

Search

for

Nose to the grindstone, shoulder to
the wheel, eyes focused straight ahead
on the job to be done. Those are the
classic copybook components of the
way to get the job at hand completed
properly.
It often seems to me that broadcasters, particularly the operators of radio
stations, have learned their lesson too
well. They've done a fine job for their
traditional advertisers, their regular customers; no argument about that. But
they've failed to realize that the intense
concentration recommended so wholeheartedly by the adage makers can
actually result in a pretty limited point
of view.
Broadcasters, not to be coy about it,
seem more interested in going after
business already active in radio, in trying to switch an account from "the
other station" to their own doubtless
superior facilities than in going after
business that is new not only to them
but to radio as well.
Wider View Needed • Even in the
past decade, as tv has cut heavily into
the kind of advertising that radio once
considered particularly its own, it
strikes me that there has been a singular
lack of activity by radio broadcasters
in searching out new fields for their
services.
Let me illustrate with a pertinent, if
personal, example. About three years
ago, our agency got a new client, the
Western Wood Excelsior Mfg. Co.,
whose business is selling excelsior, you
know, the shavings of aspen trees grown
on the slopes of the Rocky Mountains.
For many years, this company had gone
on pleasantly and profitably selling excelsior to fruit and vegetable packers,
mattress manufacturers and even casket
makers. But there was one item in the
WWEM Co. line which the company
president, Don B. Roesner, felt had a
potential far beyond its current sales.
This was the "Aspen-Pak" pad sold to
cooler service people for replacement
use in evaporative coolers.
So, for the first time in the company's
history, it sought out an advertising
agency for some professional help in
developing a plan for marketing the
cooler pads to the general public

new

radio

advertisers

through hardware and household appliance stores. Our initial research
turned up the basic fact that evaporative cooler sales, and hence the sales of
cooler replacement pads, are limited to
particular parts of the country. The
strongest potential markets were those
with extremely hot and dry summer
weather: Arizona, New Mexico, Southern California, West Texas, Oklahoma
and Kansas.

Thomas M. Mullins was born in
Cork City, Ireland immigrated with his
family to Boston at the age of three and
later moved on to New York, where he
was studying marketing and television
programming and production at New
York U. when World War II took him
out of the classroom and into the Air
Corps as an information services officer.
After the war, he spent three years with
Irwin Vladmir & Co., New York
agency, before moving cross-country to
Los Angeles, where he worked as copywriter, tv-radio writer-producer and account executive for Atherton Advertising Agency, Noble Advertising Co. and
Irwin-Los Angeles Advertising before
joining forces with Warren Earl, former promotion-advertising manager of
KCOP (TV) Hollywood, to form Mullins/Earl Assoc. in 1955.

.

.

.

Limited Budget Also Frozen • The
advertising budget was limited; so too
was the selling season — the three or at
the most four summer months. This
meant
that had
the story
of "Aspen-Pak"
cooler pads
to be told
rapidly and
effectively over the Southwest. We proposed using radio as the basic medium,
supplemented by strategic spots on tv.
This media plan accepted, we went
ahead with the preparation of the radio
commercials. Leaning heavily on the
basic theme of the campaign; that
changing evaporative cooler pads helps
get the most out of the cooler, we produced a transcribed spot that opened
with the sound of a baby crying, followed by the declaration: "Evaporative
cooler
pads a need
changing
too."chased
This
voice and
second
one then
each other through the balance of the
commercial, elaborating on the reasons
why a replacement pad in a home or
office cooler would provide more efficient cooling, more comfort for the
cooler-owner during the hot summer
months. The same copy approach was
developed in the tv spots.
Hard Sell Sold Well • It was "hard
sell," of course, and it probably was
made doubly hard because this was the
first time this company had ever used
radio or tv to sell its products. It started
in the early summer of 1956, when
Western Wood Excelsior's cooler pad
sales were less than 500,000 pads a
year. In the summer just past, a continuation of this radio-tv promotion
pushed
sales
past the two million unit
mark.
The moral of this success story needs
no embellishment. Here was an advertiser with an unusual problem calling
for an unusual answer. Radio and television provided the answer so effectively that right now we are checking
over the other items in the company's
line to see if there isn't another "sleeper" hidden among the aspen shavings.
How about you, Mr. Broadcaster?
Lift your eyes from the beaten path,
your nose from the well-worn grindstone. Maybe you too will discover, to
the left or right, a few "sleepers" of
your own.

accounts
. . . not
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"No,

no

Adam,

problems.
just

il

called

to

congratulate

15th

anniversary11

l
you

on

your

It's hard to believe YoungPresentation is already 15 years of age.
But the calendar confirms it. This creativeminded kind of representation came into
being December, 1944. Trusting station
managements and receptive advertisers
and agencies have brought us more
than our share of success. To
them, and to all the members
of the Adam Young team
who have worked so hard
to please them, the Adam
Young Companies say,
"Thanks a million."

THE
Adam

ADAM
Young

Inc.

YOUNG
Young

Television

Corp.

COMPANIES
Young

Canadian

Ltd.

NEW YORK
CHICAGO ST. LOUIS
LOS ANGELES
SAN FRANCISCO
DETROIT
ATLANTA
3 East 54th St. Prudential Plaza 915 Olive St. 6331 Hollywood Blvd. Russ Bldg. (Rm. 1207) 2940 Book Bldg. 1182 W. Peachtree
New York 22, N. Y. Chicago 1, III.
St. Louis. Mo. los Angeles 28. Calif. San Francisco 4, Calif, Detroit 25. Mich.
Altanta, Oa
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HAVE

THE

CRISES

haven't

lessened

•

They

•

Stations

in major

The autumn avalanche of federal
probes, headlines and gossip hasn't yet
struck the broadcasting industry's most
sensitive points — customers and audience.
Despite the unprecedented vigor and
volume of payola and rigging charges,
a major-market check by Broadcasting shows:
• Advertisers and agencies haven't
shown any loss of faith in radio and
tv, judging by their business relations
with networks, stations and representatives; there's no sign of cancellations.
• Audience reaction is negligible, almost nonexistent, if phone calls and
mail at radio-tv stations are fair criteria.
Most important:
• December tv business is well ahead
of last year and looks bright for early
1960, but
• Radio time sales are down at some
stations for December, up at others; next
year's prospects are generally good.
Station representatives, quick to feel
agency-advertiser reaction, answered a
question on late 1959-early 1960 spot
business this way:
• Good or better, 17 votes.
• Worse, 1 1 votes.
The voting showed only two cases
where spot tv is down for late 1959
and early 1960. Nine representatives
found radio down in December and
were uncertain about January compared to eight who described business as
good or better than it was a year ago.
In one case an agency asked radio
stations to sign a no-payola pledge (see
Vaseline story page 30).
One business trend dominated comments of broadcast and rep officials
who said business was down — the steel
strike. The strike's impact spread into
other industries, bringing an accumulation of lost pay envelopes and unemployment besides cancelled auto advertising due to lack of steel.
Reps Reaction Mixed • John Blair &
Company — President John Blair announced radio spot reached an alltime
high in 1959. Blair-TV— Billings for
most stations comparable or better than
a year ago; payola-quiz agitation not a
factor since advertisers buy audience
BROADCASTING, December 14, 1959

HURT

TIME

advertiser-agency

markets

report

business

and audience hasn't been affected. Blair
Television Assoc. — Billings very good
though seasonally slow as usual.
The Katz Agency — Billings not affected in radio or tv.
Peters, Griffin, Woodward — Business
is very good; no scandal damage.
NBC Spot Sales — December radio
and tv above same 1958 level; no payola-quiz problem; steel strike caused
some auto business cancellations; January outlook "excellent."
Branham Co. — Not aware of any advertiser resistance; business about the
same as a year ago.
Burn-Smith Co. — Business down
from 1958 with December setting a
record low for the month; any advertiser worried about quiz-payola charges
would leave radio or tv only temporarily.
Radio-Tv Reps — Business off considerably due to low pre-Christmas business, not probes or headlines.
Avery-Knodel — No spot changes
traceable to probes; advertisers recognize what's behind them; spot, the
Lestoil to give
Lestoil will be in radio for the first
time starting Jan. 15.
That's the date Adell Chemical
Co., one of television's classic success stories, begins a pilot radio spot
campaign on WAKY Louisville using
a minimum of 100 announcements
per week for an indefinite period.
Adell Chemical has made broadcast history by buying mass tonnage
of spot tv in fringe time periods on
all tv stations in a given market. In
many markets Lestoil (all-purpose
liquid household detergent) placed its
schedules before the product was
available in the market thus producing forced distribution.
Lestoil advertising is placed
through a house agency, Jackson
Assoc., which like the manufacturer
is in Holyoke, Mass. The radio testing will be measured on its own

reliance
keeps

SALES?
on

radio-tv

climbing

"workhorse medium," down a little in
radio, up in tv, especially in larger
markets.
Television Advertising Representatives— Business is good, looks good for
1960; net impact of probes will be to
make all broadcasters "more aware of
their responsibilities."
Everett-McKinney — Billings up "considerably" in both radio and tv; no
effect from probes or steel strike is apHeadley-Reed Co. — Billings off in
parent.
last quarter of 1959 but December projections are "quite good." Radio hit
harder than tv, especially in secondary
markets.
Weed Radio Corp. and Weed Television Corp. — December "not particularly good": radio down, tv equal to last
December; radio hit by steel strike due
to advertiser caution during shutdowns.
Harrington, Righter & Parsons — No
probe effects; regular December tv spot
and holiday business are "fine."
Adam Young Inc. and Young Television Corp. — No impact yet but probes

radio big try
merit as it was disclosed that Lestoil
will pull out its tv and print money
in the market.
The Lestoil test run in Louisville
appears to be a media coup for John
Blair tive
& Co.,
station's with
representawhich the
consulted
Adell
Chemical Co.
The Lestoil-maker told Broadcasting last week that it has experimented with various media from time
to time. In Chicago, for example, the
one-time tv-only advertiser scheduled
a 1,000-line per week contract for
52 weeks in The Chicago Tribune.
The company said, however, that it
had taken a "hiatus" after spending
some $160,000 on the Tribune, and
it is now in tv in Chicago.
In its radio campaigning, Lestoil
will use live announcements delivered
by station personalities, recorded announcements and "scripts."

could lead to new federal controls, affecting all advertising. Radio dipping,
tv up for year but radio should make
strong comeback in 1960.
Paul H. Raymer Co. — Billings won't
quite reach 1958 levels; payola-quiz
effects not apparent but steel strike
hurt; medium and smaller markets feel
heavier advertiser investment in top
markets.
Edward Petry & Co. — Radio Div.
had increase in last quarter of 1958
though not up to expectations because
of steel strike; first quarter of 1960
looks good; increase mostly in larger
markets. Tv Div. slightly off from last
December but 1959 billings exceed '58.
Robert E. Eastman & Co. — "Advertisers and agencies won't be taken in
by newspaper publicity," says Robert
E. Eastman, who adds, "Payola represents a very, very tiny fraction of the
industry." One advertiser has inquired
about payola. Business is in usual December dip; next year's spot radio
should be good barring rail and steel
strikes.
George P. Hollingbery Co. — Probes
have no perceptible effect on billings;
both radio and tv spot orders are ahead
of last year.
Gil-Perna — No probe influence.
Continental Radio Sales — Ditto.
Venard, Rintoul & McConnell — No
impact on billings except where its stations benefited when business was transferred from stations where disc jockeys
were fired for payola reasons. Aside
from payola, decline in rock 'n' roll
record sales and new fall ratings mean
"less time will be bought on rock 'n'
roll programs."
Forjoe & Co. and Forjoe-Tv Inc. —
Tv prospects "tremendous"; current period not as "completely productive" for
radio as in past years due to changed
spending pattern and other factors but
not to payola spotlight. Some payolaprobe effect on radio is possible.
Station Representatives Assn. — Lawrence Webb, managing director, estimated spot radio and tv will surpass
1958 for year and fourth quarter. SRA
predicts spot radio will reach $185 million in 1959, up 6% over last year, and
spot tv will go to $385 million, nearly
12% up.
Tv in General • Television Bureau of
Advertising expects 12% gain over
1958 with last quarter possibly higher;
spot tv running close to capacity with
IDs only type generally available;
fourth-quarter spot may be 20% ahead
of same 1958 period; network volume
9% ahead of 1958 for nine months
and fourth quarter will surpass that
margin. Total tv billings in 1959 should
set record. No signs of advertisingagency reluctance because of probes.
Radio in General • Radio Advertising
Bureau figures 1959 radio billings will
30 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

be 6-7% ahead of 1958 despite unusually bad first quarter this year. RAB
doesn't say so but there's feeling network radio will again show a drop this
year,
thoughbillings
probesin aren't
a factor.
Total radio
1959 should
set
record.
Radio Networks • All four say there's
no probe influence on sales. CBS Radio
reports billings up; so does ABC, which
says it signed 28 advertisers to $3 million in new or renewal orders in last 30
days. NBC Radio billings off slightly
in fourth quarter due to steel strike and
the auto cancellations that developed
from it; otherwise network billings
might have been ahead of 1958. NBC
signed $4.25 million in new and rePayola

jitters

Payola gave Vaseline (Cheesebrough-Pond's), an advertiser
whose radio business is carried by
66 stations, a case of the jitters
last week.
Vaseline through its agency —
Norman & Kummel — asked for
affidavits and got them from 44
stations by the middle of last
week. An agency official said various representatives relayed the advertiser's request to stations that
they signify under oath that their
disc jockeys did not engage in
payola and that tunes were selecttees.ed through management commitAn executive for a rep with a
major lineup of Vaseline stations
said his firm went along with the
request and played middleman
but that "Vaseline should have believed what our stations told them
initially" (that is, integrity, no
payola).
newal business in three-week period
after announcing new program format.
Mutual said quiz-payola excitement
hasn't affected it at all.
Regional Record • Intermountain
Network reports alltime record in national spot billings in October; first 10
months of 1959 31.4% over same
1958 period; October up 42.5% over
same 1958 month.
Tv Network Gains • Healthy increases reported over last year. There's
some thought that blue-chip advertisers
(duPont, AT&T, etc.), extremely sensitive to public and governmental opinion, might be hesitant about long-range
commitments until dust has settled.
Some agencies say they sense storm
signals in increasing reports that viewers may be getting disillusioned about
commercials themselves because of
Federal Trade Commission hints some

commercials may be misleading.
New York Tv • WPIX (TV) so far
ahead of 1958 "it isn't even funny."
WABC-TV having excellent last quarter, bullish for early 1960. WNEW-TV
having best year in history; December
up; 1960 prospects good. WNTA-TV
100% above same 1958 period when
station was deep in the red; it's still
climbing out and sees hope in its more
intellectual programming. WOR - TV
shows increase over year ago and is
"in good shape" for 1960. WRCA-TV
feels quiz publicity is unpleasant but
billings aren't hurt; December ahead
of same 1958 month. WCBS-TV reports
no scandal repercussions with billings
exceeding
last Radio
year's. • WRCA, adjusting
New York
for newspaper strike year ago, still is
up 20% over early December in 1958;
November was up 1 1 % over same
1958 month; January will be even
more above same 1959 period. WOR
at an alltime high; January looks excellent; two-year growth amounts to 65%.
WNEW running 7-8% ahead of last
year's alltime high. WCBS "up to expectations"; December started sluggish
but is picking up; soft spots due to steel
strike. WINS running higher than last
year but not as high as expected, maindue to steel
"bullish"
as lybillings
run strike.
30% WLIB
above is1958;
steel
strike not a factor; station is geared to
Negro market. WQXR-AM-FM up 8%
over December 1958. WMCA's current
business is "excellent" and 1959 will
be 20% over 1958; not yet optimistic
about 1960. WMGM enjoying record
billings, up 20% ; last fiscal year was
its best in 37-year history. WPAT (Paterson, N.J.) showing consistent 1959
gains, especially in recent months;
many new national accounts added in
last few weeks; 1959 gross up 26%
over 1958; up 21% for last half of
year; upswing expected to continue.
All's Well in Chicago • Increases reported by most radio and tv outlets.
WGN-TV up 35% for first 11 months
and 49% for November. WNBQ (TV)
reports sizable rise. WBBM-TV believed to be over 1958 level. WBKB
(TV) sales are higher. WGN's radio billings are up 31% for 11 months, and
42% for November; WGN Inc. 29.5%
over same 11 months of 1958. WMAQ
shows 1 1 % rise for 1 1 months (local
up 33%, spot down slightly). Good
gains at WBBM for 1 1 months; December down. WCFL shows a 35-40%
prospective increase for December,
33% for 11 months. WLS said to show
gain. WIND billings up generally for
1959. Others reporting gains for year
— WAAF, WAIT. WGES, WHFC,
WSBC;
influence. all feeling seasonal December
At WFOX Milwaukee, using standBROADCASTING, December 14, 1959

3 Points

to remember

ROCHESTER,

1

Prestige Ownership — WBBF

NEW

about

YORK

is affiliated with B. Forman Company,

Rochester's distinguished department and specialty store.
Maurice R. Forman, president of WBBF, is a leader in Rochester's
Mid-town Redevelopment Plan, the success of which
has gained nation-wide recognition.

Audience Leadership — Since Spring of 1958, WBBF has consistently
2 had far more Rochester listeners than any other station. In the
top 40 markets, only one station has a greater all-day share-of audience.
New Representation — Effective January 3, 1960, Station WBBF
3 announces the appointment of

and
as exclusive

national

Company
representative

ard music format, business was up 73%
for November over last June; best
fourth quarter in history.
Los Angeles Rosy • All stations report business the same or higher than
at this time last year when they were
emerging from the recession. Television
— KABC-TV, same; KCOP up 30%;
KHJ-TV better; KNXT better; KRCA,
better; KTLA, better; KTTV, better.
Radio— Gains shown at KHJ, KFAC,
KFWB, KGFJ, KMPC, KPOL; same
as year ago at KABC, KBIG, KFI,
KLAC.
Happy D.C. Christmas • WRC-AMTV showing big gains for national and
local business in December and expects
big increase in early 1960. WWDC far
ahead for 1 1 months with "good healthy
lead" for December. WOL business
same as year ago; limited auto output
is felt. WGAY (Silver Spring, Md.) sales
good. WGMS "better than ever"; announcers told they're "free to accept
payola for Bach, Brahms and Beethoven
plays." WDON-WASH (FM) business is
good. WTOP-AM-TV billings better;
1960 prospects are looking excellent.
WMAL-AM-TV better than December
1958; first quarter in 1960 look fine.
WTTG (TV) sales are better than year
ago. Throughout the capital there is a
general optimism about sales in 1960.
Dentists
control

want
on

strict

dental

ads

Stricter government control over "deceptive advertising practices" of dentifrice companies on television and in
printed media was recommended last
week by the American Dental Assn.
The association's recommendations
were embodied in a talk by Dr. Paul H.
Jeserich, ADA president, before the
Greater New York Dental meeting last
Wednesday (Dec. 9). Dr. Jeserich referred to the tv quiz revelations as providing "a stimulus" for upcoming investigations into tv programming and
commercials by federal agencies and a
self-examination of advertising practices
by the advertising industry itself. He
disclosed the following program, adopted by the association, to "correct the
present unhappy situation":
• The enactment of legislation by
Congress that would permit federal
agencies to control "distorted advertising."
• The setting up of a code of fair
practices for dentifrice through the
cooperation of the Federal Trade Commission or the Food and Drug Administration with manufacturers of Health
products.
• The Federal Trade Commission
should be impowered to request scientific proof of advertised claims from
dentifrice manufacturers.
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SALES

PITCHES

Two

experts

present

'how

to' demonstration

A session on "presentations" in radio
and television brought two experts in
the sales development field before the
Radio & Television Executives Society
in New York last week. For radio,
Arthur H. McCoy, executive vice president, John Blair & Co., station representative, and for television, ABC-TV's
Bert Briller, director of sales development, gave ample demonstration of how
to deliver a skilled presentation.
Mr. McCoy urged agencies to be
aware of radio's new sounds. To help
them along, the Blair executive presented aseries of sounds designed to
create emotional impressions. He also
had a proposal for agencies:
Radio, he said, ought to get its "own
individual
ference seat"
table and atnotthebe agency's
treated asconan
adjunct medium.
Tv has more to sell than circulation
and cost efficiency, two things which
Mr. Briller reminded the audience it
has in abundance. His point was that
tv combines the extra values of other
media along with intangibles it can offer
(sponsor identification, sales success,
off-the-air impact, personality salesmen,
dealer enthusiasm, merchandising, the
"right" editorial framework and association with a network).
Mr. Briller emphasized that tv works
with large packages, a typical half-hour
weekly purchase on a network now totaling $2.5 million — "that is more
money than 3,330 of the nation's 3,500
advertising agencies billed in the full
year 1958." The point here, he indi-

Blair's McCoy
Radio deserves own seat

cated, was that the tv stakes have become "high" and call for interplay of
several factors. Hence the necessity for
the rise of the presentation in tv — a
means to get the "full story" across to
the many people now involved in a
single tv purchase. His stress was on
communications: be simple, don't get
tangled up in involved ideas and get to
the point.
By means of a tape recorder, Mr.
McCoy showed how sounds can be employed in dramatizing radio's story for
the agency executive. The Blair firm,
he said, has developed "sound seminars"
for agency executives during which fundamentals of music, sound-effects and
voice characterization are analyzed.
Agencies

form

to exchange

co-op

services

A new nation-wide organization of
advertising agencies, devoted essentially
to an interchange of marketing services
and ideas, has been formed and is now
seeking members in principal cities.
Marketing Assoc. Inc. will be a separate
corporation, jointly owned by member
agencies. Instead of memberships, MAI
will grant franchises for marketing areas
to stockholder agencies. The franchise
agencies will have the responsibility of
providing market information and services within their own market to other
MAI agencies.
MAI seeks agencies to be franchised
in all major markets. Agencies must
be billing $500,000 or more and meet
the organization's standards of marketing and creative services. One agency
can request ideas, materials and artwork (with client permission) from an
associated agency in another city and
pays the aeency supplying the materials
through MAI, which collects a percentage to be applied to operating expenses, including experts in marketing
services, a central research library,
group purchasing services and lists of
cooperating brokers and sales agencies
in numerous industries. All franchise
agencies are expected to provide requested services at the set fee.
At the first meeting Nov. 21 in Philadelphia, Howard Morris, president of
Cavanaugh-Morris Adv., Pittsburgh,
was elected treasurer pro tern. Harold
Siegel, president of Siegel-Colgrove &
Assoc., Louisville, was appointed chairman of the by-laws committee and marketing correspondent; Leonard Kanzer,
partner in Marvin & Leonard Adv.,
Boston, was appointed chairman of the
membership committee. MAI was organized at the suggestion of Raymond
Rosenberg, president of Yardis Adv.,
Philadelphia. Its next meeting will be
held Jan. 23-24 in that city, at which
time officers will be elected. MAI expects to be fully operative by April.
BROADCASTING, December 14, 1959

PETER GUNN
RIVERBOAT
77 SUNSET

STRIP

THE MAN AND
THE CHALLENGE
PHILIP MARLOWE
TROUBLE

SHOOTERS

BOURBON
STREET

BEAT.

ADVENTURES .
IN PARADISE
THE UNTOUCHABLES
THE ALASKANS
THE LINE-UP
LOCK-UP
THIS MAN DAWSON

Adventure shows, mysteries-you name the big ones,
WSOC-TV carries them in Charlotte. By being able to pick
the best of both NBC and ABC, WSOC-TV comes up
with program strength unmatched anywhere in the Carolinas
It is changing the viewing habits of America's
25th largest television market-fast! Buy WSOC-TV now
... one of the great area stations of the nation.

CHARLOTTE 9-NBC and ABC. Represented by H-R

WSOC and WSOC-TV are associated with WSB and WSB-TV, Atlanta; WHIO and WHIO-TV, Dayton
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SPOT
Automotive

TV'S
spending

A standout year for spot television
in 1959 appears assured.
For the third quarter, according to
Television Bureau of Advertising's report today (Dec. 14), spot billed $133,581,000 at the one-time rate. This represents an 18% increase in quarterly
comparisons with last year.
Averaged with increases gained in
the first and second quarters (of 25.7%
and 22%
respectively),
spot's
overall
climb
for nine
months stands
at 21.9%.
This is nearly 5% over the estimated
increase level in 1959 for spot made
late in the spring by TvB President
Norman E. Cash. On the basis of Mr.
Cash's estimate, a 17% hike alone
would bring in an additional $86.9 million in spot gross expenditures (Broadcasting, June 15).
To achieve this end, spot tv would
need to bill about $150 million in the
fourth quarter, a figure that was exceeded in both the first and second
quarters of 1959.
The TvB compilation is prepared for
the bureau by N. C. Rorabaugh. These
calculations show the third quarter 18%
hike to be reflected in reporting by 342
stations compared to reporting in the
third quarter 1958 of 317 stations of
more than $113.1 million.
When the 291 stations reporting in
both years were compared, the increase
in gross expenditure was computed at
13.8%.
In Summary • These were the highpoints in national and regional advertiser investment in spot:
• Automotive alone was up 264%
in the third quarter, from $1.4 million
in the 1958 like period to $5.2 million.
• The gross spot investment of Procter & Gamble, tv's (and the country's)
top national advertiser, was in the $11.2
million bracket for the third quarter,
only slightly behind the total P&G
chalked up in the second quarter.
• American Snuff Co., Barcolene Co.,
International Shoe Co. and C. Schmidt
& Sons were present in the top 100
spot spenders for the first time.
• Among the larger spenders in spot,
these advertisers increased materially as
compared to the same quarter 1958:
American Home Products, Associated
Products, Bristol-Myers, Carling Brewing, Drug Research, Max Factor, Ford
Motor dealers, General Motors dealers,
Gillette, Hertz, Kellogg, Lanolin Plus,
Nestle, Pan-American World Airways,
Ralston Purina, RJ. Reynolds Tobacco, and Wesson Oil & Snowdrift.
• In type of activity, spot announce34 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

3RD
up 264%;

QUARTER
UP
18%
1959 increase 21.9% for 9 months

ments continue to take most of the spot
dollar (75.4%), programs much less
(14.4%) and ID's the least share
(14.4%). More than $100.6 million
went into announcements in the third
quarter. Largest quarterly increase in
the time of day was in nighttime (after
Class A time periods).
The

top 100 clients
THIRD QUARTER 1959
(Source: TvB-Rorabaugh)
RAM K
Est. Expenditure
1. Procter & Gamble Co.
$11,219,300
2. Adell Chemical Co.
4,774,300
3. General Foods Corp.
3,575,400
4. Lever Brothers Co.
3,126,300
5. Colgate-Palmolive Co.
3,106,600
6. American Home Products Corp.
2,981,600
7. Continental Baking Co.
2,625,200
8. Warner-Lambert Co.
2,355,200
9. Brown & Williamson Tob. Co.
2,327,500
10. R. J. Reynolds Tob. Co.
2,223,400
1,714,600
11. Bristol-Myers Co.
12. Miles Lab. Inc.
1,629,900
13. Kellogg Co.
1,620,400
14. Philip Morris Inc.
1,371,300
15. Gillette Co.
1,278,200
16. International Latex Corp.
1,248,900
17. Carter Products Inc.
1,210,100
18. Texize Chemical Co.
1,175,900
19. Lanolin Plus Inc.
1,031,000
20. Ford Dealers
1,024,500
986,800
21. Pabst Brewing Co.
22. P. Lorillard & Co.
939,000
937,800
23. General Motors Dealers
905,300
24. Anheuser-Busch Inc.
887,100
25. Drug Research Corp.
887,000
26. Wesson Oil & Snow Drift
827,100
27. Associated Products Inc.
826,100
28. Coca-Cola Bottlers
823,900
772,200
29. Pepsi-Cola Bottlers
30. Corn Products Co.
747,500
31. Sterling Drug Inc.
738,200
32. Welch Grape Juice Inc.
733,200
33. Robert Hall Clothes Inc.
706,900
34. American Tob. Co.
696,200
35. Avon Products Inc.
692,500
36. General Mills Inc.
37. Carling Brewing Inc.
679,500
651,700
38. William Wrigley Jr. Co.
651,700
39. Max Factor & Co.
649,000
40. Ralston-Purina Co.
645,700
41. Shell Oil Co.
637,200
42. Esso Standard Oil Co.
625,100
43. B. T. Babbitt Inc.
593,000
44. Norwich Pharmacal Co.
566,800
45. Sun Oil Co.
544,600
46. Revlon Inc.
544,000
47. Theo. Hamm Brewing Co.
522,000
48. American Chicle Co.
520,000
49. U.S. Borax & Chemical Corp.
512,900
50. Nestle Inc.
512,300
51.
Pharma-Craft
Corp.
509,200
52. Jacob Ruppert
499,700
53. Andrew Jergens Co.
488,000
54. Falstaff Brewing Corp.
487,300
55. International Shoe Co.
485,400
56. Pan-American World Airways
480,900
57. Helena Rubinstein Inc.
479,500
58. Food Mfgrs. Inc.
461,600
59. E. & J. Gallo Winery
457,400
60. J. A. Folger & Co.
457,000
61. Hertz Corp.
454,900
62. Helene Curtis Industries Inc.
440,700
437,400
63. Fels & Co.
64. Liggett & Myers Tob. Inc.
435,800
65. Standard Oil Co. (Indiana)
431,700
66. Schlitz Brewing Co.
409,700
67. Atlantic Refining Co.
403,700
68. C. Schmidt & Sons Inc.
400,000
69. Maybelline Co.
396,000
70. Alberto-Culver Co.
392,700
71. Armstrong Rubber Co.
390,500
72. Pillsbury Co

RANK
Est. Expenditure
73. Wilson & Co.
$ 380,600
74. P. Ballantine & Sons
380 200
75. M. J. B. Co.
367,200
76. Vic Tanny Enterprises Inc. 360,000
77. Piel
Safeway
Stores Inc.
354'700
78.
Bros.
345,600
79. S. C. Johnson & Son
343,800
80. Paxton & Gallagher Co.
340^100
81. Pacific Tel. & Tel. Co.
328^100
82. Standard Oil Co. of Calif. 324,800
83. Parker Pen Co.
321,900
84. Phillips Petroleum Co.
315^800
85. F. & M. Schaefer Brewing Co. 314,800
86. Chrysler Dealers
312^400
87. Kroger Co.
310,800
88.
Interstate Bakeries Corp. 308,400
89. Burgermeister Brewing Corp. 308^000
90. Ex-Lax Inc.
307^300
91. Duncan Coffee Co.
306 100
92. Rayco Mfg. Co.
303^000
93. Dr. Pepper Bottlers
299,500
94. Hills
Barcolene
289'500
95.
Bros. Co.
Coffee Inc.
286,300
96. American Snuff Co.
285^900
97. National Brewing Co.
285300
98. Jackson Brewing Co.
280,600
99. Atlantis Sales Corp.
275^100
100. Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co. 272,500

The

kinds of business
NATIONAL AND REGIONAL
SPOT TELEVISION ADVERTISERS
AGRICULTURE
451,000
$ 212,000
Feeds, meals
Miscellaneous
239,000
ALE, BEER & WINE
12 314,000
Beer & ale
11 717,000
597,000
Wine
312,000
AMUSEMENTS, ENTERTAINMENT
233,000
AUTOMOTIVE
5
Anti-freeze
36,000
Batteries
Cars
3 16,000
Tires
& tubes
871,000
Trucks & trailers
,390,000
40,000
Misc. accessories & supplies
880,000
BUILDING MATERIAL, EQUIPMENT 555,000
FIXTURES, PAINTS
Fixtures,
plumbing, supplies
126,000
Materials
181,000
Paints
163,000
Power tools
4,000
Miscellaneous
81,000
CLOTHING, FURNISHINGS,
.295,000
ACCESSORIES
3 ,224,000
Hosiery
Clothing
2
Footwear
838,000
147,000
Miscellaneous
86,000
CONFECTIONS & SOFT DRINKS 6,
,631,000
,275,000
Confections
2
Soft drinks
4,,825,000
356,000

Dry cleaning & laundries
Financial
695,000
CONSUMER
Insurance SERVICES 3'863,000
6,000
Medical & dental
45,000
139,000
Moving, hauling, storage
Public utilities
1 201,000
,703,000
Religious,& political,
Schools
colleges unions
44,000
129,000
Miscellaneous services
196,000
COSMETICS & TOILETRIES 14 ,958,000
Cosmetics
2
Deodorants
2
Depilatories
45,000
,793,000
Hair tonics & shampoos
,777,000
709,000
Hand & face creams, lotions
,844,000
Home permanents & coloring
187,000
Perfumes,
toilet waters, etc.
Razors, blades
283,000
429,000
Toilet
soaps
Shaving creams, lotions, etc.
987,000
184,000
Miscellaneous
Continued
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New
McClatchy

Pulse
stations

studies

show

KM J and

KFBK

lead in acceptance
New Pulse qualitative studies in Sacramento and
Fresno, California show the McClatchy stations,
KFBK

and KMJ, substantially ahead in public confidence and acceptance.

Briefly, respondents
station:

were asked which radio

1. gave most complete and accurate news

2. gave the greatest feeling of confidence in
advertised products
3. gave the best programming variety
In each case, KFBK and KMJ ran substantially
ahead of competition. In fact, in every instance, they
topped the next two stations combined in listener
favor.
Get what you want in your radio buy — listener
confidence, ratings, coverage and economy — from
KFBK and KMJ. Any Raymer man can give you
details.

McClatchy

Broadcasting

SACRAMENTO,
PAUL
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H. RAYMER

Company

CALIFORNIA

CO., NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVE

Continued
DENTAL PRODUCTS
3,302,000
Dentifrices
2,229,000
864,000
Mouthwashes
209,000
Miscellaneous
in
DRUG PRODUCTS
J-U, inn
J.UU, nnn
UUU
Cold remedies
1,485,000
Headache remedies
2,240,000
2,158,000
Indigestion remedies
790,000
Laxatives
Vitamins
1,294,000
476,000
Weight aids
Miscellaneous drug products
1,331,000
326,000
Drug stores
rUUU & uKULLKY rKUUUt 1 o
30,218,000
Baked goods
5,830,000
Cereals
3,501,000
Coffee, tea & food drinks
6,809,000
Condiments, sauces, appetizers
1,565,000
Dairy products
1,199,000
139 000
Desserts
Dry foods (flour mixes
rice, etc.)
2,671,000
944,000
Fruits & vegetables, juices
533,000
Macaroni, noodles, chili, etc.
Margarine, shortenings
1,016,000
Meat,
1,950,000
Soups poultry & fish
68,000
Miscellaneous foods
1,503,000
226,000
Miscellaneous frozen foods
Food stores
2,264,000
GARDEN SUPPLIES & EQUIPM ENT 110,000

Six figure spending
Take it from Bill Strange — tv can
sell cars.
Mr. Strange is sales manager of
Adamson Ford Inc., one of five
Ford dealers in the Birmingham,
Ala., market area. Eighteen months
ago his company was in last place
among Ford dealers there, and was
losing money. Then he started advertising on television. Today
Adamson Ford is first in Ford sales,
and profit for the year will hit
$140,000.
These are some details behind a
tv success story Mr. Strange calls
"almost unbelievable, but true."
Eighteen months ago Adamson
spent $2,500 in month for advertising, most of it in newspapers. Today its budget is $15,000 a month,
95% in television (all on WBRCTV), nothing in newspapers. This
year's budget may go over $200,000
on WBRC-TV. Agency for Adamson is T. O. White, Birmingham.
In June this year Adamson outsold all Ford dealers in the South,
and its profits for that month alone
were $25,000. It has maintained
that sales leadership ever since.
In programming Adamson has
relied principally on syndicated
shows, with some spot buys and
sponsorship of Pro Football Highlights on WBRC-TV. Its first and
longest investment was in Ziv's Sea
Hunt series. It's also sponsored
Highway Patrol, Dial 999, Bold
Venture, Lockup and Mr. District
Attorney, also Ziv properties.
On Sea Hunt, as on all other
36
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102,000
GASOLINE & LUBRICANTS $ 5, 488,000
Gasoline & oil
4,
285,000
Oil additives
29,000
Miscellaneous
HOTELS, RESORTS, RESTAURANTS 158,000
HOUSEHOLD CLEANERS,
CLEANSERS, POLISHES,
WAXES*
10 ,848,000
Cleaners, cleansers* 9 ,921,000
Floor &cleaners
furniture polishes, waxes 549,000
Glass
75,000
Home dry cleaners
52,000
209,000
Shoe polish
Miscellaneous cleaners
42,000
HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENT987,000
HOUSEHOLD
FURNISHINGS
806,000
486,000
APPLIANCE'S
Beds, mattresses, springs
320,000
Furniture & other furnishings
,776,000
HOUSEHOLD LAUNDRY PRODUCTS 8,',006,000
Bleaches, starches
.,311,000
459,000
Packaged soaps, detergents*
Miscellaneous
780,000
HOUSEHOLD PAPER PRODUCTS
27,000
Cleansing
338,000
Food wrapstissues
Napkins
1,000
Toilet tissue
152,000
262,000
Miscellaneous
HOUSEHOLD, GENERAL
,291,000
Brooms, brushes, mops, etc.
50,000
205,000
China, glassware, crockery, etc
207,000
Disinfectants, deodorizers
Fuels (heating, etc.)
90,000
689,000
Insecticides, rodenticides
Kitchen utensils
Miscellaneous
45,000
5,000

NOTIONS
$
65 000
PET PRODUCTS
1,020,000
PUBLICATIONS
218 000
SPORTING GOODS, BICYCLES, TOYS 547,000
Bicycles & supplies
3,000
Toys & games
457^000
Miscellaneous
87 000
STATIONERY, RADIO,
OFFICE PHONOGRAPH
EQUIPMENT 8o'oOO
TELEVISION,
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS 90,000
Radio & television sets
29,000
Records
21^000
Miscellaneous
40 000
TOBACCO PRODUCTS & SUPPLIES 8,398^000
7,999,000
Cigarettes
368,000
Cigars, pipe tobacco
31 000
Miscellaneous
TRANSPORTATION
& TRAVEL l,129,'o00
Air
924,000
Bus
45,000
Ra|l
Miscellaneous 157,000
3 000
Cameras, JEWELRY,
WATCHES,
817,'o00
accessories, CAMERAS
supplies 63,000
Clocks & watches
7 000
Pens & pencils
Jewelry
34,'oOO
Miscellaneous 635,000
78 000
MISCELLANEOUS
1,927^000
Trading stamps
169,000
Miscellaneous products 952,000
806'o00
Miscellaneous stores
T0TAL
$133,581,000
* Starting with the 4th
1958in liquid
cleaners (i.e. Lestoil) nowQuarter
included
subclass, "cleaners, cleansers."

on tv: why a local Ford dealer does it
in most colors and we can equip
programs sponsored by Adamson,
the commercials are delivered perthese cars the way you want them.
We are certainly not going to hold
sonally by Mr. Strange. This one,
about 1960 Fords, is typical:
back selling these cars.
"It looks like the steel workers
"Good evening. I'm Bill Strange,
sales manager for Adamson Ford.
will be going back to work next
week so if we sell our entire stock of
It's no secret that cars are short.
I know a lot of you have shopped
150 1960 Fords we believe we will
have more shortly. If you have
around but can't find the model or
style you want. Well, we can take
looked for a car but couldn't find
what you want come on down to
care of most of you. Car allotments are based on sales and we
have sold more cars than any other
Ford."
Adamson
Explaining
the customer response
dealers in the area. In fact, we have
to his television advertising, Mr.
sold more than twice as many cars
Strange says: (1) Immediate sales reas the second dealer which means
sults following the program either
we have twice the stock of any
that night or within the next two
other dealer. We don't have as many
days, and (2) there is a long-term
lasting effect with purchasers refercars as we'd like to have but as you
can see [video shows slide of car
ring to a commercial aired three or
four months before.
lot] we have practically all models

DAMSON
Ford

When Bill Strange has a sales message, he says it
BROADCASTING, December 14, 1959

NOTHIN' YET, FOLKS
YOU AIN'T HEARD
Americans reNobody could sell a song like Jolson. His overnight success in the first talking movie, The Jazz Singer, had a million
peating that film's first spoken words: "You ain't heard nothin* yet, Folks." Here was the pet of every music publisher in the business

sold in
because above all, Al Jolson was a salesman! But YOU ain't heard nothin' until you've heard your own products and services
audience
St. Louis by the cash-ringing salesmanship of Radio WIL The sure delivery of WIL's dominant personalities delivers a buying
Nielsen!
unmatched in the Big River City because WIL is above all a salesman. No wonder WIL is first in Hooper, Trendex, Pulse and

WIL St. Louis
KBOX Dallas
WRIT Milwaukee

THE BALABAN

STATIONS

in tempo with the times
John F. Box, Jr., Managing Director
Sold Nationally by Robert E. Eastman

Same
for

ad

1960

pattern

set

elections

The two major political parties next
year probably will stick to the television
advertising patterns established for the
last Presidential elections. They will
take two or three half-hour programs
per week from September to Election
Day and will run five-minute commercials every other night on all three networks during that period. At least one
network expects to spend $150,000 to

TV

COMMERCIAL

$200,000 in overhead to administer the
advertising with concomitant schedule
and program adjustments.
The preview was given in New York
last week by William S. Hedges, vice
president of NBC's new political broadcast unit, in a speech before the Assn.
of Advertising Men & Women Dec. 8.
Mr. Hedges told the group that he looks
for more showmanship in political
broadcasting for the coming election.
The network vice president filled in
the group on 40 years of political
broadcasting and the Sec. 315 equal

PREVIEW

Production sample • Stephen F. Whitman & Son of Philadelphia, founded in 1842, has been thinking about broadcast advertising for some time. Now the deliberation is over
and Whitman's has a dozen video taped commercials to roll
on two networks. Confectioner and agency, N. W. Ayer,
found what they wanted for a one-two holiday blitz in The
Wizard of Oz yesterday (Dec. 13, 6-8 p.m. EST) on CBSTV and the Liberty Bowl football game in Philadelphia next
Saturday (Dec. 19, 12:45 p.m.) on NBC-TV. (Benrus
Watch Co. was co-sponsor yesterday and Gillette Co.
Saturday.)

Whitman's Oz commercials, taped in color at CBS Television city in Hollywood, run the gamut from straight product presentation to pantomime to puppetry and ponytails.
In the picture at left (above) technicians whip up a snowstorm for the entrance (center above) of carolers in a com-
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time provisions as amended by the last
Congress. He also told the group he
learned long ago to avoid setting any
precedent of equal credit and insist on
cash in advance from political sponsors. A Senator running for re-election
some years ago asked for radio credit.
Mr. Hedges won advance payment by
explaining that the opponent might ask
for equal treatment and that since the
Senator could not acknowledge the
other candidate a good risk, he might
indirectly be responsible if he defaulted.
Sec. 315, as amended after the FCC's

mercial that uses only three spoken words, "It's Whitman's
time," to open the scene. Another spot features a blonde
youngster (left, below) who both dances and sings a giftquandary theme with a supporting cast of puppets, Sportscaster Bud Palmer was seen once on the Oz show, providing
a bridge to Saturday's game for which he does all commercials from a simulated press box. These were taped in
monochrome at Elliott, Unger & Elliott studios in New York.
At right (below) agency producer Annette Bachner (she
has since joined Benton & Bowles) and Ayer writer Hugh
Best, who created the commercials, line up chocolates for
the camera in another of four Oz spots, 90 seconds each
(the sponsor will run eight 60-second commercials in the
bowl game). Mr. Best and Mitch Leigh of Music Makers
Inc., New York, collaborated on a Whitman's Sampler song
running through the whole batch. Other credits: Tom
Knitch, art director; John Walsh, storyboards; Michael
Kane, director.
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"Lar Daly Decision," now is workable,
Mr. Hedges said in a question-answer
session following his talk. To a question about ratings of political shows, he
stated that in the heat of the campaign
ratings go 'way up and some have
scored higher than any other program
in the same week'.
Chain

store

media

ads

may increase in 1960
Advertising budgets of variety chain
stores may go up next year from 15 to
25%. Broadcasters can expect an increasing share of this business, even
though the bulk of variety store advertising will remain in print. The forecast appears in the variety store edition
of Chain Store Age.
Until three years ago television was
virtually unknown in the field, but today tv is part of nearly all variety
chains' advertising. "One chain, for example, can service 60 of its stores with
one television station," the business
paper states. Variety chains are among
local radio customers and to a small
degree are in network radio.
Big factors in the variety chain promotional picture next year will be the
expanded use of consumer credit plans
and a changing image "with value merchandising complemented by higher
quality merchandising" in some departments, Chain Store Age says.
Miles

Labs

headache

brewing
for NCAA

Wade Advertising Agency of Chicago
last week dangled a lucrative, long-term
sports package before the Big 10 — and
sat back to await its "decision."
On behalf of its client, Miles Labs,
the agency offered the Western Conference athree-year pact for tv rights
to football, basketball and other athletic
events starting coincident with the 196061 television season.
The decision is one, however, that
for all practical purposes will be made
by the National Collegiate Athletic
Assn. of which the Big 10 is a member
in good standing— at least at this time.
The conference, a frequent critic of
NCAA's make
controlled
football
tv policy,
cannot
its own
determination
unless it decides to bolt the association
or is dropped by NCAA.
Acting for Miles Wade seeks a proposed 26-week program of national telecasts. Coverage would include nine
football games, 13 or more cage contests, atrack meet and perhaps a swimming championship. The contract would
call for an outlay of $1 million per
year for three years, plus option for
renewal, with telecasts to be fed by a
40 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

network or specially-set hookup of stations. The $1 million would be split
equally among ten member schools and
exceeds by $100,000 the maximum ever
received by the conference from NCAA
football tv receipts.
Miles Labs, a heavy broadcast spender, already sponsors ABC-TV Wednesday Night Fights plus other network
properties, and Wade has approached
Lester Malitz, a New York sports tv
promoter once identified with the Pabst
fights. According to reliable estimates,
Miles should shell out nearly $10 million
for time, talent and production costs
over the three-year period if the package materializes.
Kenneth (Tug) Wilson. Big 10 commissioner, acknowledged receipt of the
offer Tuesday and the conference's tv
committee met Wednesday evening to
discuss it. It was scheduled to report
any suggestions or recommendations to
the conference this past weekend.
• Business
Time sales

briefly

Yule shoppers • CBS Radio announces
the following purchases of pre-Christmas campaigns : Longines - Wittnauer
Watch Co., N.Y. (Victor A. Bennett
Inc., N.Y.), for co-sponsorship of 77:30 p.m. news programs; Shulton Inc.,
N.Y. (The Wesley Assoc. Inc., N.Y.),
for two-week campaign for its men's
toiletries; Yardley Co., N.Y. (N.W.
Ayer & Son Inc., N.Y.), three-week
saturation for men's gift products; Milton Bradley Co., Springfield, Mass.
(Noyes & Co., Providence), monthlong drive for its line of educational
toys; Insurance Co. of North America,
Philadelphia (N.W. Ayer & Son), will
sponsor fifth annual Sing with Bing on
Christmas Eve.

N.Y., one-third sponsor of NBC-TV's
Laramie, has renewed through 195960 season. Western series is seen Tuesdays, 7:30-8:30 p.m. EST. Agency: Ted
Bates & Co., N.Y.
More beer • Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc.,
N.Y., already stocked with Pabst Brewing Co.'s (Chicago) Pabst Blue Ribbon
and Blatz beers accounts, named to
handle
advertising
beer account
which for
movesPabst's
to K&EEastside
from
Young & Rubicam.
Oats and roses • The Quaker Oats Co.,
Chicago, through Lynn Baker Inc.,
N.Y., will sponsor ABC-TV's New
Year's Day coverage of Tournament of
Roses Parade from Pasadena, Calif.
(Fri. 11:30-1:45 p.m. EST).
Takes half • Joseph Schlitz Brewing
Co., Milwaukee, through J. Walter
Thompson Co., Chicago, has signed for
half-sponsorship of CBS-TV's new
weekly series, The Sunday Sports Spectacular, which will be presented from
Sunday, Jan. 3 through Sunday, April
10 (3-4:30 p.m. EST). Total of 13 specials will include coverage of sports not
frequently seen by U.S. tv audiences,
such as rodeos, polo, basketball games
of the Harlem Globetrotters, sports car
racing, spring training baseball, rugby,
tennis, speedboat racing and others.
Agency appointments
• Richardson & Robbins Co. (food
products), Dover, Del, appoints Kenyon
& Eckhardt as agency, effective Feb.
1, 1960. Company is a recently-acquired subsidiary of the William Underwood Co., whose advertising is at
K&E. Budget and media plans were
not divulged.

Women and children first • The Nestle
Co., White Plains, N.Y., has started a
five-week tv spot campaign in 31 markets for Nestle's Ever Ready cocoa, with
filmed 20-second announcements aimed
at women in daytime and children in
kid shows. Agency: McCann-Erickson,
N.Y.

• John H. Mathis, Park Ridge, 111., appoints R. Jack Scott, Chicago, to handle
advertising for its All-in-One Reducing
Capsule, acquired by Mr. Mathis from
State Pharmacal Co. Div. of Lanolin
Plus Inc. He formerly was president
of division. Radio-tv will be used in
extensive advertising campaign for product.

Takes thirds • Colgate-Palmolive Co.,

• Halsam Products (wood and plastic
toys), Chicago, has appointed Reach,

ARB
Date
Wed., Dec. 2
Thurs., Dec. 3
Fri., Dec. 4
Sat., Dec. 5
Sun., Dec. 6
Mon., Dec. 7
Tues., Dec. 8

ARBITRON'S DAILY CHOICES
Listed below are the highest-ranking television network shows forRating
each
day of the week Dec. 2-8 as rated by the multi-city Arbitron instant
ratings of American Research Bureau.
Program and Time
Network
24.0
32.1
Wagon Train (7:30 p.m.)
Untouchables (10 p.m.)
25.8
NBC-TV
77 Sunset Strip (9 p.m.)
29.6
ABC-TV
Gunsmoke (10 p.m.)
ABC-TV
29.9
Loretta Young do p.m.)
CBS-TV
32.6
23.1
Danny Thomas (9 p.m.)
NBC-TV
Star Time (9 p.m.)
NBC-TV
CBS-TV
Copyright 1959 American R*>Mrch Buraau
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total sales for the first nine months of 1959 climbed 18% higher than the previous third-quarter
in
record, set in 1956. Credit this healthy sales growth to advertiser confidence in WNBQ - confidence
confidence
the station's programming, audience and sales impact. And now, in the fourth quarter, this
continues to create new sales records. October total sales, for example, were 26% higher than any preWNBQ's

vious month in the station's history! Here is ample proof that your selling future in Chicago must include
BY NBC SPOT SALES
5 IN CHICAGOSOLD
CHANNEL
WNBQ • NBC OWNED.
SMASHED
IN 259

VIEWED

combined

MOST)^

pjCThe W6AL-TV audience is greater than the
audience for all other stations in the Channel 8 area.
See Lancaster-Harrisburg-York surveys by ARB and Nielsen
.

Channel

S

• Lancaster,

Representative: The MEEKER

Fa. • NBC
and
CBS
Company, Inc.. New York • Chicago • Los Angeles • San Francisco
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McClinton & Pershall Inc., Chicago,
for all advertising. With plans to use all
major media, the account will be serviced jointly through the Chicago agency
and its New York headquarters, Reach,
McClinton & Co. Account supervisors:
J. R. Pershall in Chicago; Bernard Lewy
in New York.
• Creomulsion Co., Atlanta, has named
Street & Finney Inc., N.Y., to handle
special campaign in broadcast and
print media.
• Houdaille Industries Inc., Buffalo,
N.Y. appoints BBDO (Buffalo office) as
its agency, effective Jan. 1. Corporate
advertising campaign will begin in January. John H. Fogarty and J. Paul Meegan, named BBDO's account supervisor
and account executive respectively on
Houdaille. Firm handles industrial items
including automotive components, machine tools and hydraulic mechanisms.
• Narragansett Brewing Co., Granston,
R.I., appoints Doherty, Clifford, Steers
& Shenfield, NY., as agency, effective
Jan. 1, 1960, replacing Cunningham &
Walsh, N.Y. Estimated budget of $1.5
million will be used in spot radio and
tv, magazines, newspapers and outdoor
advertising in the New England area.
Also

in advertising

Recht moves • Recht & Co., Beverly
Hills, Calif., agency, has moved from
the Hollywood Taft Bldg. to 177 S.
Beverly Dr. Telephone: Bradshaw
2-8091.
Name change • Craig & Webster Adv.,
Lubbock, Tex., has changed name to
Webster/Harris/Welborn. Agency owners: Rex Webster, Leon Harris and
Howard Welborn.
New Orleans affiliates • Swigart &
Evans Inc. and Perret & Kalman, New
Orleans advertising agency and public
relations firm, respectively, have affiliated. There is no change in ownership
or management. The firms will continue
to maintain separate offices and personnel.
Semi-annual roundup • The Katz
Agency last week issued its semi-annual
edition of "Spot Tv Advertising Summary," which is designed for rapid
estimating of spot tv costs in as many
as 242 markets. The summary is available to advertisers and agencies upon
request. The present edition contains
two new features, according to Dan
Denenholz, director of research-promotion for the Katz Agency. These
are, he said, compilations on six-plan
and twelve-plan rates for daytime and
late-night minutes and a section on
daytime 20-second rates.
BROADCASTING, December 14, 1959

Tv report for October

Rating

Rank
44.7
1. Wagon Train
43.9
2. Gunsmoke
3. 77 Sunset Strip
4. Father Knows Best
38.2
34.7
5. Perry Como-Kraft Music Hall
6. Ed Sullivan
33.9
7. Have Gun, Will Travel
33.5
8. Perry Mason
31.8
31.5
9. G.E. Theatre
10. Real McCoys
31.6
No.
viewers
(000)
Rank
1. Wagon Train
48,620
2. Gunsmoke
41,790
3. Maverick
33,760
4. Ed Sullivan
33,732
5. Have Gun, Will Travel
32,690
6. 77 Sunset Strip
32,450
7. Real McCoys
32,430
8. Perry Mason
32,340
9. Father Knows Best
32,080
10. Perry Como-Kraft Music Hall 32,050
Copyright 1959 American Research Bureau

Tv report for Nov. 1-7
Rank
1. Gunsmoke
2. Jack Benny Special
3.
Astaire
4. Another
77 SunsetEvening-Fred
Strip
5. Danny Thomas
6. Wagon Train
7. Father Knows Best
8. Alfred Hitchcock Presents
9. Red Skelton
10. Have Gun, Will Travel

29.0
homes
29.9
30.9
28.8
30.1
27.0
28.4
26.9
26.7
26.6

Rank
No. homes* (000)
1. Gunsmoke
13,300
2. Jack Benny Special
12,700
3. Another Evening-Fred Astaire 12,600
4. 77 Sunset Strip
11,800
5. Danny Thomas
12,200
6. Wagon Train
12,100
7. Father Knows Best
11,400
8. Alfred Hitchcock Presents 11,300
9. Red Skelton
11,300
10. Have Gun, Will Travel 11,400
Listed in sequence of rating level from first
table.
Copyright 1959 Videodex Inc.

Tv report for 2 weeks ending Nov. 8
TOTAL AUDIENCE!
Rank
No. homes
(000)
1. Wagon Train
20,292
2. Gunsmoke
17,845
16,376
3. Jack Benny Special
4. Perry Mason
15,219
5. Have Gun, Will Travel
14,952
6. Rawhide
14,552
7. Perry Como-Music Hall
14,552
8. Another Evening-Fred Astaire
14,552
9. Special Tonight
14,507
10. Ed Sullivan
14,507
1.
2.
Rank
%
46.2
40.8
Wagon Train
Gunsmoke
3. Jack Benny Special
37.9
homes*
4. Perry Mason
35.1
5. Have Gun, Will Travel
77 Sunset Strip
34.2
33.8
7. Rawhide
33.7
8.6. Perry Como-Music Hall
33.5
10.9. Special Tonight
Another Evening-Fred Astaire
33.5
33.4
AVERAGE
AUDIENCE!
1.
2.
Rank
No. homes (000)
16,999
Wagon Train
4. Gunsmoke
16,866
Have Gun, Will Travel
14,062
6. Jack Benny Special
13,306
13,039
3. Perry Mason
Father Knows Best
12,994
12,905
7.5. Danny Thomas Show
12,861
8. Wanted, Dead or Alive
12,327
9. Price Is Right-8:30 p.m.
12,149
10.1. 77 Sunset Strip
Rank
%
38.6
Wagon Train
38.7
2. Gunsmoke
32.2
3. Have Gun, Will Travel
30.8
homes*
4. Jack Benny Special
5. Perry Mason
29.8
6. Father Knows Best
30.1
29.5
7. Danny Thomas Show
29.5
8. Wanted, Dead or Alive
28.8
10.9. Price Is Right-8:30 p.m.
77 Sunset Strip
28.7
Copyright 1959 A. C. Nielsen Co.
t Homes reached by all or any part of the
program,
except for homes viewing only
1 to 5 minutes.
* within
Percented
are based
on tv homes
reachratings
of station
facilities.
+ Homes reached during the average minute.

BACKGROUND: The following programs, in
alphabetical
appearroundup.
in thisInformaweek's
BROADCASTINGorder,
tv ratings
tion is in following order: program name, network, number of stations, sponsor, agency, day
and time.
Another Evening-Fred Astaire (NBC-187):
Chrysler (Y&R), Wed., Nov. 4, 9-10 p.m.
Jack Benny Special (CBS-151): Benrus, Greyhound (both Grey), Sat., Nov. 7, 7:308:30 p.m.
Perry Como Kraft Music Hall (NBC-151):
Kraft (JWT), Wed. 9-10 p.m.
Father Knows Best (CBS-170): Lever Bros.,
Scott Paper (both JWT), Mon. 8:30-9 p.m.
Gunsmoke (CBS-193): Liggett & Myers (DFS),
Remington Rand (Y&R), Sat. 10-10:30 p.m.
Have Gun, Will Travel (CBS-164): Lever Bros.
(JWT), American
Home' Products (Bates), Sat.
9:30-10
p.m.
Perry Mason (CBS-140): Colgate-Palmolive
(Bates), Gulf Oil (Y&R), Sat. 7:30-8:30 p.m.
Price Is Right (NBC-159): Lever Bros. (0BM),
Speidel (NCK), Wed. 8:30-9 p.m.
Rawhide (CBS-160): Lever (JWT), Philip
Morris, Pream (both B&B), National Biscuit
(M-E), Peter Paul (DFS), Vick (0BM), Fri.
7:30-8:30 p.m.
77 Sunset Strip (ABC-174): American Chicle,
Carter Products, Whitehall (all Bates), R. J.
Reynolds
10
p.m. (Esty), Brylcreem (K&E), Fri. 9Special Tonight (CBS-179): General Mills,
General Time (both BBDO), Sun., Oct. 27,
8:30-10 p.m.
Ed Sullivan Show (CBS-190): Colgate Palmolive
(Bates), Eastman Kodak (JWT), Sun.
8-9 p.m.
Danny Thomas Show (CBS-200): General Foods
(B&B), Mon. 9-9:30 p.m.
Wagon Train (NBC-184): Ford (JWT), R.J.
Reynolds (Esty), National Biscuit Co. (M-E),
Wed. 7:30-8:30 p.m.
Wanted, Dead or Alive (CBS-180): Brown &
Williamson (Bates), Kimberly-Clark (FCB),
Sat. 8:30-9 p.m.
G.E. Theatre (CBS-150): General Electric
(Maxon), Sun. 9-9:30 p.m.
Alfred Hitchcock (CBS-182): Bristol-Myers
(Y&R), Sun. 9:30-10 p.m.
Maverick (ABC-144): Kaiser, Drackett (both
Y&R), Sun. 7:30-8:30 p.m.
Real McCoys (ABC-149): Procter & Gamble
(Compton), Thur. 8:30-9 p.m.
Red Skelton (CBS-169): S.C. Johnson (FCB),
Pet Milk (Gardner) Tue. 9:30-10 p.m.
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A

NEW

Here's

NETWORK

why

Jim

Aubrey,

Jim Aubrey, who took over as president of the CBS-TV Network last
week after the much-publicized departure of Louis G. Cowan (see page
46), is a tall man with a quiet voice, a
relaxed manner, and, according to associates, an inner core of pure steel.
"I've never seen a man less satisfied
with being anything less than No. 1
than Jim Aubrey is," says one who
knows him. "He's a perfectionist."
"He makes up his mind and that's
that," says another.
"He moves decisively — and unerringly." says a third.
James T. Aubrey Jr. doesn't do
things half-way. When he was a salesman for CBS-owned KNXT (TV) Los
Angeles, he decided to take up golf.
Every morning he arose at 5 o'clock
to practice, and in time he got his
handicap down to 2 or 3. But the day
he was made sales manager, he decided
to give all his time to the job. He broke
the golf habit so suddenly that he
never returned to the course to pick
up his clubs. A year later an associate
found themlocker.
rusting in Mr. Aubrey's
abondoned
By the time Mr. Aubrey became general manager of KNXT, he felt more
secure in his work and decided to take
occasional moments for his type of
strenuous relaxation. This time he chose
tennis. Day after day he went to the
courts to practice, with the determination to beat Edmund C. Bunker, then
sales manager of KNXT (and now
CBS Washington vice president). Mr.
Bunker was an expert on the courts.
At first the Bunker-Aubrey matches
were one-sided, but gradually Mr.
Aubrey's intensive training began to
show. He was on the verge of achieving the triumph he had worked for
when, in one especially violent match,
he went after an impossible get — and
broke a leg.
A Brilliant Enigma • In addition to
"determined" and "decisive" there are
other words that recur whenever Mr.
Aubrey is being appraised by people
who know him. One is "enigma"; it
may not be the most apt, but it is a
popular refuge for associates groping
for a quick label. Another, almost universally applied, is "brilliant." That he
possesses remarkable brainpower is not
denied even by those who profess no
love for him.
And there are such people, as is often
44

PRESIDENT

at 41, landed

one

the case when a man reaches the peak
in a hurry. Mr. Aubrey attained the
CBS-TV Network presidency just six
days short of his 41st birthday — a milestone which, incidentally, he reaches
today (Dec. 14). No one can climb so
high so fast without somebody feeling
elbowed en route.
Those who profess to have been
bruised use a slightly different lexicon
in describing him. "Cold" and "unfeeling" are among their adjectives. Yet
they, too, grant him an uncommonly
sharp mind and quick ability, and their
use of "unfeeling" may be "determination" or "decisiveness" in another
context. Nor does anyone minimize his
talent for being consummately charming and ingratiating.
Road to Success • The "enigma" label
is usually attributed to a professed inability of the labelers to put a finger on
any one contribution or series of accomplishments which led — or catapulted —
Mr. Aubrey up the ladder. Mr. Aubrey

AT

CBS

of tv's biggest

jobs
himself says he cannot easily single out
any one reason for his success. To a
great extent he says it involved "being
lucky," including being in the right
place at the right time.
Those who have worked with him,
or watched him work, are more specific.
They say, for instance, that he is conspicuously good at evaluating people —
and "doesn't like stupid people." They
contend that he wasn't particularly good
as a salesman — but was great as a sales
manager. "He knows how to run people," istheir explanation.
"He's got the feel for the big job and
doesn't get sand in his eyes about the
little things that might get in the way,"
says one executive who has observed
him closely for many years. He is also
described as "intelligent" and "awfully
tough . . . ideally suited for contem-

Stanton Tribute • The biggest tribute
porary times."insight into what got Mr.
and clearest
Aubrey his job came last week from
CBS President Frank Stanton. In his
letter accepting the resignation of Mr.
Cowan, Dr. Stanton wrote that "in the
first place, we must have strong and
decisive leadership and a man with outstanding administrative skills as the
chief operating executive of the CBSTV Network — particularly in these
Mr. Aubrey defines his own concept
of administration with some diffidence.
Being
times." a good administrator, he says,
may mean having around you the best
people available and letting them do
their jobs: "Maybe the best way to be
a good administrator is not to administrate." Or, putting it another way: "If
you put yourself in the position of having everything clear across your desk,

James T. Aubrey Jr.
Young man in a hurry

you become a bottleneck."
The new president says he's convinced he has "the best people" — and
has no intention of changing them. Nor
does he expect, at least for the present,
to replace himself in the job he held
before last week: executive vice president of the network. If a replacement
is made it will be done after careful
thought.
In his personal working habits Mr.
Aubrey is not a committee enthusiast,
although much of his work is necessarily done with groups. The trouble
with committees, he feels, is that they
fall into a habit — "You get in the habit
of meeting because it's the second Tuesday, rather than because there's work
BROADCASTING, December 14, 1959

make

to

How

sell

singing

One of our bright young people defines
a good advertising jingle as "Music that
goes in one ear and refuses to come out
the other!"
Turning a solid sales idea into a haunting combination of words and music that
runs round and round in the listener's
head until a sale is made is more than a
Tin Pan Alley art.
It calls for a unique breed of creative
advertising person ...
. . . who knows when to be "square" and
when to go, like, man, way out beyond
Endsville
. . . who knows how to use the new threetrack stereo system for recording musicvocal tracks
. . . who has discovered that mood music can
come from a four-piece combo as well as
a 36-piece orchestra, and much less expensively
. . . who can put his ideas to composers, arrangers, musicians, vocalists, and recording engineers in their terms, and to sales
managers in theirs.
We count ourselves fortunate in having
attracted an unusual group of people who
can make singing sell.

We work for the following companies: Allstate Insurance Companies * American Mineral Spirits Co.
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Co. * Brown Shoe Company * Campbell Soup Company * Chrysler Corporation *Commonwealth Edison Company and Public Service Company • The Cracker Jack Co. * The Electric
Association (Chicago) * Green Giant Company * Harris Trust and Savings Bank * The Hoover Company • Kellogg
Company * The Kendall Company • The Maytag Company • Motorola Inc. * Philip Morris Inc. « Chas. Pfizer & Co.,
Inc. * The Pillsbury Company • The Procter & Gamble Company * The Pure Oil Company • The Pure Fuel Oil
Company * Star-Kist Foods, Inc. • Sugar Information, Inc. • Swift & Company • Tea Council of the U. S. A., Inc.

LEO

BURNETT

CHICAGO, Prudential Plaza
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HOW
THE
EXPECTED
HAPPENED
UNEXPECTEDLY
to how long the two men had been talking about it.
The biggest top-level wrangle to be documented in the
Mr. Cowan released his letter to newsmen at about the
broadcasting business in recent years was brought out for
all to see last week as CBS-TV Network President Louis
time it was delivered to Dr. Stanton on Tuesday (Dec. 8).
G. Cowan resigned in an acid exchange with CBS PresiDr. Stanton's reply — which
this procedure — was
dent Frank Stanton.
released an hour or two later.noted
The appointment of Mr.
Aubrey was announced Wednesday night. As executive
Executive Vice President James T. Aubrey Jr. (see
vice president, he had been the chief operating officer
profile on facing page) was named to the network presidency before the dust had settled from the stir created
of the network since Mr. Cowan was stricken and hosby Dr. Stanton and Mr. Cowan in their exchange of
pitalized bya thrombus in the left leg in October (Broadcasting, Oct. 26).
letters (see texts below).
The resignation of Mr. Cowan and the elevation of
Mr. Cowan, a former program packager whose credits
Mr. Aubrey had been expected for some time (Closed
include the radio Quiz Kids and tv's $64,000 Question,
which started the quiz craze a few years ago, joined
Circuit, Nov. 9), but the heat of the exchange last week
CBS
was a surprise.
in 1955 as staff vice president in charge of creative services. He was elevated to president of the CBS-TV Nethavewrote
madeto itDr.impossible
Mr."You
Cowan
Stanton. for me to continue,"
work in March 1958 when CBS television operations
were separated into a network division and a stations
"... As you yourself have said many times," Dr.
division (Broadcasting, March 1958).
Stanton replied, "administration is not your forte."
The letters showed Dr. Stanton and Mr. Cowan in
Mr. Cowan had been slated to testify in the House
agreement on one basic point: Dr. Stanton did not want
tv-quiz hearings shortly after he became ill. He has
repeatedly denied knowledge of quiz rigging.
Mr. Cowan to return to the CBS-TV presidency. They
Texts of the Cowan and Stanton letters appear below.
were at odds as to why. They also seemed to differ as
Dear Frank:
it is, that I am ready and able to
resignation. And during these past
return to fulltime work.
Your recent actions have forced
two weeks you have asked me not
You have given a number of other
to communicate with anyone at the
me to the conclusion that I must reoffice.
reasons which I can scarcely accept
sign as president of the CBS Teleas the real ones.
vision Network.
I find myself completely at a loss
I have always thought that, as
to understand your actions.
Let me summarize briefly:
president of CBS Inc., you are enI have asked you explicitly whether
The record shows that my admintitled to have the man you want in
istration of the network has been
the real reason you did not want me
charge of the network. Accordingly,
as president of the CBS Television
successful. Both you and Mr. Paley
during our recent discussions I have
have taken occasion to tell me so.
Network is that, at this particular
told you several times that you could
moment, you do not want a man
During recent weeks you have exhave my resignation whenever you
who has had an association with quiz
pressed, both publicly and privately,
wanted it. I asked only that we issue
your complete confidence in me and
shows, even though his association
a
mutually agreed upon public statein the fact that I had nothing to do
was completely honest and honorment.
with the rigging of quiz shows.
able. But you have told me emphaBut you have insisted that any pubtically that this is not the reason for
Nevertheless, in spite of my record
lic statement place primary responand your confidence in my integrity,
your desiring my resignation.
sibility for my resignation upon my
Instead
you
have
suggested
that
my
you have suggested repeatedly, dihealth. I have insisted on greater acrectly and indirectly, that I should
health may not be up to the grueling
curacy: My health is now excellent.
task ahead. But I have assured you,
resign. Newspaper stories have reIn consequence, we have been unwith the advice of my doctor, that
ferred regularly to my impending

to be done." It's also hard, he feels, to
get decisions from committees.
No Memo Writer • Nor is he a great
memo writer: "I try to miss no opportunity to keep my mouth shut and to
keep the volume of paper work as low
as possible." He discounts the need
that many people seem to feel to write
memos just to get their ideas "on the
record."
He also feels that decisions cannot be
shirked or postponed solely because
they might be wrong. Being wrong, he
feels, is a chance you have to accept.
Mr. Aubrey was born to and grew up
in an advertising atmosphere. He is a
son of the present chairman of the Aubrey, Finlay, Marley & Hodgson agency
in Chicago, and he has had experience
in sales, programming, and station and
regional-network management. But he
is especially glad now to have had the
46 (MEDIA)

station management background.
"Network management," he explains,
"is just station management with a couHeple ofisdigits
glad, added."
too, to have had a chance
to serve as vice president in charge of
creative services for CBS Inc., the post
which led both Mr. Aubrey and his
predecessor into the network presidency. This job gave him an intimate
awareness of all phases of CBS operations, at the same time affording him
a chance to work closely with Board
Chairman William S. Paley and President Frank Stanton.
Idea Bouncer • In the end-of-theday bull sessions, or at other times when
Messrs. Paley and Stanton "wanted to
bounce ideas off somebody," Mr. Aubrey had an opportunity "to learn how
they think," to find out first-hand what
top management wanted to accomplish

and, in sum, to get "a perspective I
couldn't have gotten anywhere else."
Mr. Aubrey held the creative services job from April 1958 until last June,
when he was named tv network executive vice president. In this job his
assignment was to ride herd on administrative detail and free President Cowan
for more creative work. Since Mr.
Cowan became ill in October, Mr. Aubrey has been handling in fact the duties
to which he was officially named last
week.

In the interim between his West
Coast days and his return to CBS in
1958, he was programming and talent
vice president for ABC-TV. When he
took the ABC post in December 1956
he did so, he says, with considerable
reluctance to leave CBS. But the move
advanced him considerably farther than
he felt he was entitled to expect so soon,
BROADCASTING, December 14, 1959

Dr. Stanton
able to write a joint statement.
There is a limit to the amount of
time that grown men can put in on
such an effort. I see no point to
further discussion.
So let us leave it at this: You have
made it impossible for me to continue as president of the CBS Television Network.
Accordingly, I resign.
Under the terms of my contract
I am required to give 30 days' notice
of termination of my employment
period as a senior executive of CBS
Inc., and you may take this as such
notice. If you desire the termination
to be effective earlier, you may fix
the date.
Sincerely yours,
/s/' Louis G. Cowan
if he then remained at CBS.
View from the Outside • Moreover
it gave him a chance "to see the other
side of the coin" — to look at CBS as
an outsider. The view from this vantage only increased his respect for the
organization he had left, he says in a
voice that implies no detraction from
ABC.
At the rival network he helped develop ABC's programming concept of
going after the younger rather than the
older audience, and of doing so with action shows. He points out that he was
involved in all programs initiated while
he was there, including several that have
given CBS-TV little cause to rejoice —
among them Maverick, 77 Sunset Strip
and The Real McCoys.
Mr. Aubrey entered broadcasting as
a salesman for KNX and KNXT in
1948 after three years in print media.
BROADCASTING, December 14, 1959

Dear Lou:
I am very, very sorry that after
our lengthy conversations over the
past week, you felt it necessary to
write me such a letter as the one
delivered to me a few moments ago,
which you immediately released to
the press. It shocks me that you
should attribute to me motives that
have no basis in fact whatever.
It is true that I have urged you
to give up your post as president of
the CBS Television Network. The
reasons for this feeling I have tried,
in our private conversations, to make
clear to you.
In the first place, we must have
strong and decisive leadership and
a man with outstanding administrative skills as the chief operating executive of the CBS Television Network— particularly in these times.
Your talents and proven abilities are
many indeed, but as you yourself
have said many times, administration
is not your forte.
I also expressed to you my concern over possible effects upon your
health of assuming such new and
strenuous burdens. You went to the
hospital seven weeks ago with a
thrombosis. Such an attack has often
been a precursor to more serious illness, and none of us here has cared
to accept the responsibility for any
such possible aftermath. This concern
was removed, however, when you
told me that your doctor had certified that you are entirely fit again.
You told me in June of this year
that you planned to give up your
office at the end of this year, or June
of 1960 at the latest. I had hoped
that we might live with the situation
until then, but when I initiated our

subsequently became sales manager of
KNXT, general manager of KNXT and
the CBS Television Pacific Network,
and manager of CBS-TV network programs in Hollywood (see Our Respects, Feb. 13, 1956).
At CBS, he puts in close to 12 hours
a day at the office, arriving about 8:30
and rarely getting away before 8 p.m.
He drives to and from his home in
suburban Bronxville, N.Y., but because
his hours fall outside the peak traffic
periods he can make the trip within 45
minutes and finds it relaxing.
Usually he takes "reading work"
home at night, spends a lot of time
watching television — he has a threeset arrangement which enables him to
monitor all three networks at once — ■
reads as much as he can in both fiction
and non-fiction and, whenever possible,
gets in some time as an amateur

Mr. Cowan
talks I told you that your lengthy
absence in a fast-moving situation
had led me to the conclusion that it
would be most upsetting to the organization to have you return and
then leave again within six months.
This decision was importantly affected bythe realization that the next
six months may well be the most
critical in the history of the CBS
Television Network, as we engage
in the basic reappraisal and planning
which I announced Oct. 16 and
which
ship. will require the most continuous attention and vigorous leaderAt any rate, I accept your resignation. ItSincerely,
is effective immediately.
/s/ Frank Stanton
photographer. He tries, too, to keep
up with legitimate theatre, where he
may be found on most Friday nights
with his wife, actress Phyllis Thaxter,
who except for occasional appearances
has given up her career since the Aubreys moved East.
Intimates say that Mr. Aubrey has
"a sort of yogi attitude toward health."
He doesn't smoke, and drinks sparingly.
He has returned to golf, at least in a
modified way, and also swims and
plays tennis in season. His weight is
said to be 15 pounds less than it was
when he played football and basketball
at Princeton. "He abhors the idea of
being
anything butMr.thin,"
says an
time associate.
Aubrey
putsold-it
this way: "I try to keep in reasonably
good shape — I find I can't do my work
if I don't. You might call it self-preservation."

FIGURES
NAB

fm

better

NEEDED

group

FCC

wants

reports

Fm broadcasters are disturbed by the
lack of statistical information about the

MORE
Big board
The day after his elevation to
president of CBS-TV Network
(see page 46), James T. Aubrey
Jr. was elected to the board of
directors of CBS Inc. In this
post, unlike the network presidency, he does not — strictly speaking, at any rate — succeed Louis
G. Cowan. Company authorities
pointed out that board members
are elected by stockholders and
that while the board had every
right to elect Mr. Aubrey in the
meantime, he must technically go
up for election by the stockholders
at their annual meeting next
spring. By the same token, they
said, Mr. Cowan, having been
elected by the stockholders, will
remain a board member until the
stockholders' meeting unless he resigns in the meantime.

industry's operations and plan to do
something about it. NAB's Fm Radio
Committee, meeting in Washington
Dec. 9, called on the association to find
out if FCC financial reports could be
broadened to show a better breakdown
of am-fm station time sales.
The committee, headed by Ben
Strouse, WWDC-FM Washington,
voted to hold a special meeting of
NAB's fm membership the afternoon of
Sunday, April 3, opening day of the association's annual convention in Chicago. In past years the fm meeting has
usually had to share interest with competing convention sessions.
A resolution was adopted encouraging the Assn. of Federal Communications Consulting Engineers to continue
its efforts to obtain modernization of
WFLN-FM Philadelphia; Michael R.
the FCC's technical rules for fm. DurHanna, WHCU-FM Ithaca, N.Y.;
ing a luncheon conference, Kenneth
Decatur',
Merrill
Mason. WPTF-FM
Richard WSOY-FM
and Lindsay,
Miller, FCC's Conelrad supervisor, said 111.,
the Commission plans to push for fm
Raleigh, N. C.
emergency networks in every state.
Florida and Massachusetts already have
New audience survey
such hookups. Four others are about
will use oscillator
ready — New York, Illinois, Michigan
and Pennsylvania.
A new radio-tv audience measuring
Richard M. Allerton, NAB research
device
which utilizes electronic sampling
manager, said fm radio set imports in
methods has been announced by E.
1958 were estimated at 78,000 units
Roger Sherman Jr. of Sherman Tel(auto sets not included). Were full data
Analysis, Mansfield, Mass.
available, he said, imports might run
Tel-Analysis uses local oscillator
about 90,000 sets.
counting which enables sampling to be
Membership Up • Fm membership
undertaken in areas where other elecin NAB totals 451 of 664 operating
tronic sampling systems are not ecostations, compared to 367 members a
nomically feasible, Mr. Sherman said.
year ago, according to John F.
Being adaptable to fixed base or portMeagher, radio vice president.
able operation, the equipment requires
C. Frederic Rabell, KITT-FM San
no physical connection to sets in the
Diego, Calif., committee member and
sample. Instead, signals are received
president of the National Assn. of FM
from local oscillators of am or tv sets
Broadcasters, said the new association
operating within a quarter of a mile of
plans to concentrate on sales promothe measuring unit.
tion and hopes to be the Radio AdverAccording to Mr. Sherman, the entire
tising Bureau of fm, with a paid nasample can be "polled" electronically at
tional director. NAFMB is in the black
intervals of two or three minutes, leavand gaining several members every
ing the audience completely unaware
week, he said.
that it has been sampled and eliminating
A. Prose Walker, NAB engineering
possible bias or self-consciousness.
The local oscillator, a circuit found
manager, reviewed the all-industry
study of standards being conducted by in all broadcast receivers, acts as a small
the National Stereo Radio Committee.
radio transmitter. Sets tuned to a parDouglas A. Anello, NAB chief counticular station radiate signals reflecting
sel, reported on the FCC's 25-890 mc
the station to which they are tuned.
proceeding, simplexing and excise taxes Clusters of oscillator signals are sepain background music.
rated and counted individually by emAttending besides Messrs. Strouse
ploying special equipment.
and Rabell were these committee memThe head of the survey analysis bubers: N. L. Bentson, WLOL-FM
reau said that test surveys have been
conducted since 1952 in several east
Minneapolis; Everett L. Dillard, WASH
coast cities.
(FM) Washington; Raymond S. Green,
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Fm

RAB

advisory

FUNDS
among

expanded services
Bolstered by a record budget of $1,125,000 for 1960, the Radio Advertising Bureau last week announced an expansion inservices, covering the mailing
of monthly information to fm stations;
the institution of a monthly report to
management service and the stepping
up of presentations, speech writing and
direct mail material to members.
These developments were reported
during RAB's semi-annual meeting in
New York, when the board approved
the new budget. Officers named for the
board for 1960 are: Allen M. Woodall.
board chairman (WDAK Columbus.
Ga.); Frank P. Fogarty, secretary.
(WOW Omaha) and Alex Keese, treasurer (WFAA Dallas).
The new fm service, scheduled to
begin no later than April 1, will be
designed for all RAB members who are
reducing or totally eliminating duplication of their am service by their fm
transmitter and seeking revenue-producing techniques.
The monthly report to management
service will be available to all members
wishing to subscribe to it. It will provide reports on sales-related subjects.
The board also announced that the
RAB sales clinics will be expanded from
43 in 1959 to 50 in 1960. The clinics
begin April 20 and run through May 27.
Newly-appointed members of the
board of directors for 1960 are: F. H.
Brinkley. WENE Endicott, N.Y.; Dee
Coe, WWCA Gary, Ind.; Robert B.
Jones Jr., WFBR Baltimore, and Eugene
Katz, the Katz Agency.
Tv

owners

continue

buying radio sets
Radio sets continue to be bought at
a record rate even in a community
where virtually every family owns a tv
set, according to a study released last
week by the Radio Advertising Bureau.
The study, made for RAB by Fact
Finders Assoc. Inc., was conducted in
Littleton, Colo., a suburb of Denver,
where 97.5% of the families surveyed
owned at least one tv set. It showed
that more than 65% of the families in
this stronghold acquired new radio sets
last year.
Called "Telurbia Revisited," the
study is a follow-up to one made by
RAB more than a year ago in Levittown-Wantagh, L.I. According to RAB
President Kevin Sweeney, both studies
indicated that people with tv sets continue to buy and acquire radios, and
these new radios are located in room
areas where competition from tv is
"negligible, if non-existent".
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The struggle against drug addiction. To explore one of
the most serious problems facing the nation, the illegal
sale and use of narcotics, KNXT's Public Affairs Department devoted months to the production of a hard-hitting
film report on addiction. Finally, on Wednesday evening,
November 18, 1959, between the hours of ten and eleven
o'clock, KNXT presented "Hell Flower," an unflinching
look at a tragic subject. . .

H Overwhelming!
A special ARB survey gave "Hell Flower" a 20.0 rating, more than the
other network competition combined. Thousands of congratulatory
wires, letters and phone calls were received (and they're still pouring
in). Daily Variety praised "a job well done". . . the Los Angeles Times
called it "remarkable". ..the Los Angeles Examiner cited "an excellent
iUustration of television's ability to fulfill its loftiest purpose." And
a special Resolution of Commendation voted by the City Council of
the City of Los Angeles saluted the program as "an outstanding public
service in the highest tradition of the broadcasting industry!'
A landmark in Los Angeles community service programming,
"Hell Flower" is one more example of a vital cause effectively served
by Southern California's leading television station . . .

|^

CBS Owned
Channel 2, Los Angeles

HERE'S

THE ANSWER
TO GREATER
AUDIENCE
RATINGS!
Now, at last, your station can super-charge its programming with the very same audience-building jingles
that are used on the fabulously successful McLendon stations. These aren't just old jingles with your
call letters dubbed in, either — they're individualized for your station's private use. Produced by radio
people for radio people, these highly specialized jingles assure you of better quality at a lower price.
Package No. 1, now available for delivery, contains
15 different station IDs in the Spanish language. Ideal
for Spanish language stations, this unique package can
also be put to excellent use by "pop" music stations
wherever there is a high concentration of Spanishspeaking residents, or even used with striking effectiveness as a curiosity and conversation-building device in
areas where little or no Spanish is spoken.

Yes, I am interested. Please rush price list
and detailed information with sample tapes of
□ Package 1 □ Package 2, or □ Both to:

(TITLE)
(STATION)

52

2008 Jackson Street, Dallas, Tex., Riverside 7-9311
B. R. McLENDON
Chairman of the Board

(NAME)

(CITY)

Package No. 2, nearing completion, consists of 20
highly original and dramatically different jingles, the
exact nature of which cannot be disclosed at this time.
We guarantee that these jingles will hit your market
like a bombshell. Try them and see!

(STATE)

GORDON B. McLENDON
President
JAMES H. FOSTER
Executive Director
PETE PEDERSEN
Music Director
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NAB

Mr. Sowell

musters

Mr. Shafto

NAB followed through last week
on the crisis meeting held Dec. 4 by
its Board of Directors by taking two
steps:
• Formed a 12-man task force to
handle 'ethical and legal issues facing
radio and television," and "to clean
own house."
[broadcasting's]
• Called a sudden meeting of the
NAB Radio Standards of Good Practice Committee for Dec. 16.
President Harold E. Fellows, who
was asked by the board to serve as
chairman of the task force, said it
has a broad directive — "to devote
its attention and expertise to the immediate regulatory issues and problems faced by the industry."
The association's Tv Board had
adopted several amendments to
strengthen the code at its Dec. 4 session (Broadcasting, Dec. 9). These

Mr. Fellows

Code

proposal

Mr. Meagher

critics

hear Clipp's reply
Claims of NAB staff executives that
previewing of tv commercials and programs might cost $2 million or more
were belittled last week by Roger W.
Clipp. Triangle Stations, former chairman of the NAB Tv Code Review
Board.
Writing to Niles Trammell, presidentgeneral manager of WCKT (TV) Miami,
Fla.. Mr. Clipp regretted that NAB's
Tv Board had rejected his plan to introduce the preview concept (Broadcasting, Dec. 7). He said NAB President Harold E. Fellows and G. Richard
BROADCASTING, December 14, 1959

'ethics'

Mr. Lindsay

task

Mr. Martin

added specific language to protect
the public from deceptive programming and advertising practices.
President Fellows, in appointing
the task force members, said NAB
welcomes the current FCC and Federal Trade Commission investigations
and will cooperate wholeheartedly
with federal agencies. He said the
probes should bring out "the full
story
broadcasting's
tremendous
serviceof to
the American
public,
which far transcends the misdeeds of
a few individuals." He added that
NAB is putting increased emphasis
on its Standards of Good Practice,
winding up with this observation,
"Broadcasters are taking quick action against wrongdoing wherever
Thefindsixit."broadcaster members of
they
the task force, all NAB directors.

Mr. Brown

force

Mr. Anello

Shafto, WIS-TV Columbia, S.C., and
NAB's Tv Board chairman, "are begging
the issue when they say it would cost
S2 million to effectuate my proposal
and that previewing is contrary to selfregulation and tantamount to censorMr. Clipp contended, "if previewing
is censorship, so is postviewing (monitoring) which has been a major activity
of the Code Board for the last two
ship.""
He said he felt an additional $250.000 of the %VA million annual membership dues of NAB can be allocated
to years."
tv code expansion "with very little
effect on the NAB program of activities." Streamlining of the association or

Mr. McCullough
are: F.C. Sowell, WLAC Nashville,
Term.; G. Richard Shafto, WIS-TV
Columbia, S.C.; Merrill Lindsay,
WSOY Decatur, 111.; D wight W.
Martin, WAFB-TV Baton Rouge,
La.; Daniel W. Kops, WAVZ New
Haven, Conn., and Clair R. McCollough, Steinman Stations.
Representing NAB are, besides
Mr. Fellows: John F. Meagher, radio
vice president; Thad H. Brown Jr.,
tv vice president; Douglas A. Anello,
chief counsel; Vincent T. Wasilewski,
government relations manager, and
Howard H. Bell, assistant to the
president.
NAB has cancelled its Jan. 24-29
board of directors meeting in Palm
Springs,
all other
uled Calif.,
committee and
meetings.
Thisschedwill
give staff personnel time to concentrate on the regulatory crisis.

Mr. Wasilewski
dipping into their reserves, which he
estimated at around $300,000 to $400,000. would handle financing.
Code activity "should now be NAB's
most important effort — to correct those
abuses of television which have made
our industry the target of so many attacks." he said.
NAB

Radio

Board

election begins
Twelve members of the NAB Radio
Board will be elected under procedure
set in motion last week by Everett E.
Revercomb, association secretary-treasurer. Two board members are ineligible
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for re-election, having completed the
maximum of two consecutive two-year
terms. They are Ben B. Sanders, KICD
Spencer, la., and Robert L. Pratt,
KGGF Coffeyville, Kan.
The elections, involve directors from
even-numbered districts and at-large
classifications whose terms expire in
April. Those elegible to run for reelection are: Simon Goldman, WJTN
Jamestown, N.Y.; Jack S. Younts,
WEEB Southern Pines, N.C.; F.C.
Sowell, WLAC Nashville, Tenn.; J.M.
Higgins, WTHI Terre Haute, Ind.;
George C. Hatch, KALL Salt Lake
City, Utah; Robert J. McAndrews,
KBIG Hollywood, Calif.; John H.
DeWitt Jr., WSM Nashville, Tenn.;
Frederick A. Knorr, WKMH Dearborn,
Mich.; J. R. Livesay, WLBH Mattoon,
111.; Merrill Lindsay, WSOY-FM Decatur, 111.

Changing
hands
ANNOUNCED • The following sales of
station interests were announced last
week, subject to FCC approval:
• WCOA Pensacola, Fla.: Sold by Denver Brannon to J. McCarthy Miller, associate, Paul H. Chapman & Co., Atlanta, for $350,000. WCOA is 1370
kc with 5 kw. Broker: Paul H. Chapman & Co.

• WTRL

Bradenton,

Fla.:

Sold by

Blue Skies Broadcasting Corp. and
Lockwood P. (Dick) Doty to James I.
Mitchell, executive vice president of
KPIG Cedar Rapids, Iowa, and Jonathan M. Fletcher, president, Home
Federal Savings & Loan, Des Moines,
Iowa, for $240,000. WTRL is 1490 kc
with 250 w. Broker: Paul H. Chapman
& Co.
• KJET Beaumont, Tex.: Sold by
Walter L. Rubens and associates to
Leon Walton and group for $160,000.
Mr. Walton also has an interest in
KOPY Alice, Tex. Daytimer KJET,
specializing in Negro programming,
operates on 1380 kc with 1 kw. The
sale was handled by Hamilton-Landis
& Assoc.
• WBBQ-AM-FM Augusta, Ga.: 5l"%
interest sold by Mr. and Mrs. Thurston Bennett to George G. Weiss for
$150,000. Mr. Weiss already owns
49% interest. WBBQ is 250 w on 1340
kc with MBS affiliation.
• WBLJ Dalton, Ga.: Sold by L.C.
McCall to North Georgia Radio Inc.
(Werner E. Worthsman and Brooks P.
Smith, principals) for $84,000. Broker:
Blackburn & Co. WBLJ operates with
250 w on 1230 kc and is affiliated with
MBS.
• KMRW Guthrie, Okla.: Sold by
Farrell M. Brooks to James Porter

eeoriua
Excellent technical facility, profitable, in a great growth market. Good
real estate. Terms.
MID-SOUTH
Fulltime facility in rich agricultural
and shipping center. $30,000 down,
favorable terms.
SOUTHWEST
This daytimer is located in one of the
top Southern markets and programs
for a large specialized audience. Outstanding physical assets. $30,000
down and excellent terms.
MIDWEST
Fulltime, single station market.
Profitable operation. $30,000 down
puts you into this Minnesota market.
Favorable terms on the balance.
FINANCING
NEGOTIATIONS

^lackbiwn

&
I ncorp orated

sj:tr>.ooo
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• KCOM-FM Omaha, Neb.: Sold by
Delta Broadcasting System Inc. to Don
Burden for $25,000. Mr. Burden's
Star Stations are KOIL Omaha, KICN
Denver and KISN Portland, Ore.
KCOM-FM, on 96.1 mc with 3.4 kw
power, will become KOIL-FM following consummation of the transaction.
• KROG Sonora, Calif.: Sold by John
H. Robbins and wife, Charlotte A.
Robbins, to Harlan L. Egan and Ralph
P. Bowen, both engineers at NBC,
Burbank, for $25,000. KROG is 1450
kc with 250 w. Broker: Paul H.
Chapman & Co.
• WMMM Westport, Conn.: Sold by
group headed by Philip Langer to
Donald Flamm for $125,000. Mr.
Flamm has interests in WPAT Paterson,
N.J. and is former owner of WMCA
New York.
APPROVED • The following transfers
of station interests were approved by
the FCC last week (for other Commission activities see For The Record,
page 122).
• KRAK-AM-FM Stockton, Calif.:
Sold by Golden Valley Bcstg. Co. to
Hercules Bcstg. Co., a group headed
by Manning Slater and J. Kenneth
Bradley, 35.7% each, for approximately $550,000. Mr. Slater is station manager of WICC Bridgeport, Conn. Mr.
Bradley is an attorney.
• KBOY-AM-FM Medford, Ore.:
Sold to Kenneth R. and Isabel M.
Card for $220,000 plus agreement not
to compete for 6 years. The Card family has no other broadcast interests.

$1259000
Hurleigh

$1259000

APPRAISALS

Ccmvpxmq

RADIO - TV - NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WEST M.COAST
MIDWEST
WASHINGTON, D. C.
ATLANTA
Colin
Selph
Clifford B. Marshall
James W. Blackburn
H. W. Cassill
Calif.
Bank BJdg.
William
B.
Ryan
Jock V. Harvey
Stanley
Whitaker
9441 Wilshire Blvd.
Robert M. Balrd
333 N. Michigan Ave.
Joseph M. Sitrick
HeaJey Building
Beverly Hills, Calif.
Washington Building
Chicago, Illinois
CRestview 4-277t
Financial 6-6460
JAckson 5-1576
Sterling 3-4341
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Clark, Fayetteville, Tenn., for $56,000. Transaction was handled by Patt
McDonald Co. KMRW operates on
1490 kc with 100 w.

issues

call

for 'facing facts'
The broadcasting industry can "lick
the scandals" by "honest facing of fact,"
Robert F. Hurleigh, Mutual president,
declared in a speech before the Adver8). tising Club of Boston last Tuesday (Dec.
Mr. Hurleigh said the tv quiz scandals
swelled when the industry attempted to
"sweep it all under the carpet — to scoff
at the first reports, to deride the informers in the hope it would be smothered or forgotten." He observed:
"As a result the press jumped on a
good story and played it for all it was
He quoted copiously from a Nov. 30
editorial in Broadcasting, urging the
industry
police itself and added: "The
worth." to
industry
must be positive and forthright
in the years ahead — not defensive."
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and

the

new

standard

everywhere

in electronics

The famous Gold Brand has long identified the premium dependability
of Sylvania reliable receiving tubes for industrial applications. Now, in
that same tradition of outstanding performance, Sylvania offers a full line
of industrial tubes ranging from power triodes for transmitting service
and industrial heating to vidicons and orthicons for TV.
Subject to rigorous testing programs, Sylvania industrial tubes
meet extra critical quality control requirements in keeping with their
high standard of reliable performance.
Whenever you need premium quality performance in the Gold Brand
tradition, specify Sylvania industrial tubes.

^SYLVAN
I AH
Subsidiary of
GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS
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Sylvania Electric Products Inc.
1740 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.
In Canada: Sylvania Electric (Canada) Ltd.
P. O. Box 1190, Station "O", Montreal 9

CBS

GOES

ALONG

Won't fight FCC order
to drop rep business
It's now certain that CBS will be out
of the business of representing affiliated
tv stations by the end of 1961. The
network has decided not to contest the
FCC's order that it do so.
This decision runs contrary to that
of NBC which is fighting the FCC's
order. NBC officials last week reiterated that the network will pursue
its battle with FCC over the order as
spelled out in its petition filed with the
Commission Dec. 1 (Broadcasting
Dec. 7).
Affiliated stations represented by
CBS Television Spot Sales were informed of the stand over a period of
three days (Dec. 2-4) by CBS Stations
Div. President Merle S. Jones and
Craig Lawrence, vice president in
charge of CBS-TV's owned stations
and spot sales.
Specifically the affiliates were told
that CBS would not go to litigation but
in the meantime hopes to continue
to represent the stations until the order
is effective. It was learned that CBS
took its acion on the basis of legal
advice.
Stations affected by the FCC's order— including CBS and NBC represented affiliates — bill an estimated
$15 million a year in national spot.
Outlets Affected • CBS-TV's represented affiliates are WTOP-TV Washington; WJXT (TV) Jacksonville, Fla.;
WBTV (TV) Charlotte; WBTW (TV)
Florence, S.C.; KSL-TV Salt Lake
City; KHOU-TV Houston and KOINTV Portland, Ore. KHOU-TV is leaving CBS-TV Spot Sales and joining
H-R Television. This station's quitting
has nothing to do with the FCC order,
however, since it is part of Corinthian
Stations which has appointed H-R
Television exclusively for all its outlets.
There are two station components
of CBS which are not subject to the
FCC order. These are the owned tv
stations which can continue to be represented and all the stations represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales. CBS
Radio President Arthur Hull Hayes
affirmed there would be no change in
the radio spot sales representation in
that the CBS-TV action was unrelated
to the radio policy.
The affiliated stations had been well
aware of the pending CBS decision.
A meeting of the principals involved
discussed this eventuality two weeks
ago in Chicago. But first official word
came on Dec. 2.
It is known that several station representative companies have solicited the
56 (THE MEDIA)

CBS-TV affiliates for their business.
But none of the stations has yet indicated itis about to make a choice.
Early in October Mr. Jones had indicated that for the time being CBS
was placing itself in opposition to the
FCC order until an additional examinmade. ation of the report and order could be
The stations affected reported they
opposed the FCC order in principle but
had to agree there was not much to be
gained in a prolonged court battle.
L.A.

begins

to improve

campaign
tv image

A campaign designed to improve tv's
image with the people who count, the
civic, cultural, social and educational
leaders who are the prime moulders of
public opinion, will shortly be launched
in Los Angeles as a joint venture of
that city's seven tv stations. Initially,
according to present tentative plans, the
group will underwrite the publication of
a combined log of their so-called public
service programming, to be issued at
least once a month and perhaps more
frequently, for distribution to the community's top citizens. Eventually, it may
embrace much
more ambitious activities.
Agreement as to the need for such a
joint public relations effort and decision
as soon as possible was reached Dec. 4
at a meeting of top management of the

seven tv stations : James Riddell, KABCTV; Kenyon Brown and Al Flanagan,
KCOP (TV); John Reynolds, KHJ-TV;
Clark George, KNXT (TV) ; Tom McCray, KRCA(TV); James Schulke,
KTLA(TV); Dick Moore, KTTV(TV).
Also present was Lou Hausman, director of Television Information Office.
The meeting was called by Mr.
George, whose concern over the lack
of public appreciation of the better
things that tv has to offer was first
stated publicly last spring. In accepting
the Lee De Forest award of the National Assn. for Better Radio & Television (Broadcasting, May 25), Mr.
George urged that some of the energy
expended in criticizing tv for its faults
(which he admitted often deserved that
criticism) be devoted instead to calling
the public's attention to the many educational and cultural programs which
the tv broadcasters feel would attract
many more viewers if they only knew
they were on the air.
MBS

decision

delayed

U.S. Referee Asa Herzog postponed
until tomorrow (Dec. 15) a decision on
Mutual's petition for reorganization under Chapter 11 of the U.S. Bankruptcy
Act. A decision was delayed because
final details had not been worked out
on a settlement between the network
and the City of New York over back
taxes claimed by the city.

Self-criticism suggested
The three television networks
Though he does not have "the
were urged last week to carry pro- mechanics"
of his proposal worked
grams on a regular basis that would
out, Mr. Hollender is certain that
criticize new tv productions and ex- the networks could devise a suitplain current developments in teleable approach. He noted that Dave
vision and comment upon them.
Garroway recently devoted a halfThe recommendation for tv crit- hour of the NBC-TV Today proics' programming on the medium
gram to a discussion of current inwas made by Alfred Hollender, vice
vestigations into the broadcasting inpresident and director of tv-radio
dustry and similar developments
for Grey Adv., New York, during could be, from time to time, incoran exclusive interview with Broadporated into the tv criticism telecasts.
casting. Mr. Hollender asserted:
Mr. Hollender observed that to"Television prides itself on being
the greatest mass communications
day the general public relies largely
medium of all. It is logical there- on newspaper articles and columns
fore that tv should use its own facili- for news and evaluations of tv proties to reach people constantly with
gramming. He conceded there are
"some fair-minded, qualified critics,"
what
is
happening
in
television."
He cautioned that tv should not but many are former reporters with
no training in the entertainment field.
utilize the proposed type of programming for "self-promotion." The first He said some critics "actually dislike
step, he said, would be for each of television and have no feeling for the
the networks to hire "one or more
medium." And added: "A regular
respected critics, who would be un- program of tv criticism on tv would
biased and have a free reign to say
give recognition
to greatest
the medium's
claim
that it is the
means
what they thought, with no punches
of mass communications."
pulled."
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WDSU-TV

Award

Wins

for

National

Editorials

(WDSU-TV News Director Bill Monroe receiving RTNDA award5
Editorials

cited

for integrity,

good

taste, courage
NEW

ORLEANS — Among all television stations in the United States,
WDSU-TV was awarded First Prize
by the Radio and Television News
Directors Association for editorializing bya TV station. The opinion
of the judges was stated as follows:
"Our first choice in the TV comNew Orleans.
petition iWDSU-TV,
s
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We were all enormously pleased by
the editorials submitted. They were
professional, they were important,
they were concrete, they were done
with good taste and integrity, and
they indicated a basic courage on
the part of station management."
WDSU-TV, according to station
management, will continue to maintain an editorial policy dedicated to
the progress and betterment of the
area served.
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Haffa

files new

suit

to speed court action
A new $10 million libel suit was filed
in U. S. District Court Wednesday by
Titus Haffa, Chicago industrialist,
against CBS Inc., CBS-TV and four
advertisers, charging defamation of
character in two Playhouse 90 presentations.
The new complaint is similar to that
filed last September in Chicago Superior
Court and seeks to obtain quicker legal
action because of the lower court's
"crowded calendar." It was submitted
by attorneys Maxfield Weisbrod and
William Unfanger.
As in the original brief, the suit
charges Mr. Haffa was libeled and defamated on original and re-run showings of "Seven Against The Wall," depicting the 1929 St. Valentine's Day
massacre in Chicago. Specifically, it
claims that the telecasts of Dec. 1 1 ,
1958, and July 9, 1959, showed a newspaper headline, "Titus Haffa gets two
years,"
no other
portion.
In thebutnewest
suit readable
four advertisers
(Procter & Gamble, Kimberly-Clark
Corp., R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. and
Renault Inc.) are named along with
CBS Inc. and CBS-TV. Additionally,
the four clients are being dismissed from
the Superior Court suit. Omitted in the
federal complaint were All-State Insurance Companies, American Gas Assn.,
Peoples Gas Light & Coke Co., Northern Illinois Gas Co. and North Shore
Gas Co., all co-defendants in the initial
litigation. (Renault and Reynolds were
named in connection with only the July
re-showing.)
The original legal action comprised
a two-part suit, each seeking $5 million
in damages. All suits allege that the
programs violated the Illinois Criminal
Code on libel and that the headline
was "not related to the events in the
play, and because of the timing of the
display the viewing public was given
the erroneous impression that Haffa was
involved
in the gangland
slayings"
seven
mobsters.
The incident
alludedof
to in the headline involved charges that
Mr. Haffa had violated the prohibition
act that year.
Union

rules

delay

KPOL's Mutual plans
Announcement made Dec. 8 by
KPOL Los Angeles that it is joining
MBS as the Los Angeles outlet was
somewhat premature, although it probably will work out that way.
Fred Custer, station manager, who
was in San Francisco when the announcement was made, said Dec. 10
that KPOL and Mutual can get together all right, but that there are still
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union problems to be settled before
an affiliation agreement can be signed.
AFTRA, for instance, has a higher scale
for announcers at network stations in
Los Angeles than for independents,
which if strictly interpreted might make
the MBS affiliation too costly for the
network and station.
However, KPOL's planned use of
Mutual only as a news source, taking
some of the network's newscasts and
incorporating others into KPOL's own
news programs, is appreciably different
from the kind of affiliation on which the
AFTRA scale is based. Both Mr. Custer
and Claude McCue, AFTRA's western
executive secretary, expressed the feeling that a mutually acceptable arrangement can be worked out.
TvAR

researches

'audience dimensions'
"A 3-D project to provide detail,
definition and depth to the existing
body of information about audiences"
is the way Larry H. Israel, general
manager of Television Advertising
Representatives Inc., describes his company's new continuing research studies
called "Audience Dimensions."
The six-month-old rep firm for Westinehouse Broadcasting Co.'s five tv outlets held a dessert luncheon-news conference last week to announce the first
of these reports, which deals with the
"age of viewers." Planned mainly for
agency and station presentations, the
reports will henceforth be issued on a
quarterly basis, with future studies to
give information on viewing habits of
career women, owners of pets, mothers
of toddlers, men who shave, occupations of breadwinners, types of residence and levels of income as well as
"viewer venturesomeness" (the willingness of viewers to try new products).
According to Bob Hoffman, director
of marketing and research for TvAR,
"Audience Dimensions" will fill a need
for more information on audience composition, specifically for advertisers
who up to now have been unable to
get detailed information on a marketby-market basis "or which they have
had to provide for themselves at considerable cost on a one-time schedule."
Pulse Inc. conducts the field work for
the project, and uses a minimum sample
of 1,000 homes in each of the five
Westinghouse tv markets: Boston, Baltimore, Pittsburgh, Cleveland and San
Francisco. It is believed that the composite information will reflect the prevailing situation in other metropolitan
areas in the U.S.
First Analysis • TvAR's current report on "age of viewers" points out
that age is a key factor in shaping the
needs, desires and buying habits of
people for the majority of products and

services. Using the combined figures of
the five markets, the report pins down
these facts:
• "In the early evening (6-7:30 p.m.),
37% of the men and 39% of the
women who watch tv are 18 to 34
years of age. In the late evening, these
figures rise to 39% for men; 41% for
women. In both time periods these
younger adults comprise the largest

segment of the adult audience."
• "Feature length movies, while
popular among all age groups, have
their greatest appeal to younger adults
. . . regardless of when they are telecast. For example, 44% of the women
watching daytime movies are in the 18"Advertisers
34 •year
bracket." may draw their own
conclusion from the examination of the
appeal of particular programs in specific markets, as exemplified on WJZ-TV
Baltimore where Romper Room draws
69% of its "kid" audience from youngsters under 6 years of age and 31%
among the 6-11 year olds. On the other
hand, only 30% of the children watching the station's Popeye show are under
6 with the remaining 70% in the 6-11
KXLF-TV
age group."
one

back

month

on

after

air

fire

One month after it had been knocked
off the air by fire and its transmitter declared atotal loss, (Broadcasting, Nov.
16), ch. 4 KXLF-TV Butte, Mont., was
back in operation Dec. 9, according to
advices given the FCC.
Promptly after the $150,000 fire at
the transmitter, located atop the Continental Divide, on Nov. 9, E. B. Craney,
owner-general manager, ordered a new
RCA transmitter and essential related
equipment, in the hope of getting the
station back on the air before the end
of the year. Working practically around
the clock the station's engineering staff,
aided by an RCA plant engineer, beat
the deadline by 21 days. KXLF-TV
feeds KXLJ-TV Helena and KFBB-TV
Great Falls with film and network shows
via microwave. During the emergency,
the Helena and Great Falls stations
were fed from Salt Lake City.
The new RCA transmitter (TT10AL)
cost $103,700, FCC was notified, and
other essential equipment installed
brought the cost to $117,000, without
labor and other charges.
• Media

reports

NLRB order • WCKT (TV) Miami,
Fla., has been ordered by National
Labor Relations Board not to discourage membership in two IATSE locals
or interfere with employes' rights to an
election. Reinstatement of four emBROADCASTING, December 14, 1959

The Palace and the Stable

It was the seven hundred and fifty-third year
since the founding of Rome.
Gaius Julius Caesar Octavianus Augustus was
living in the palace of the Palatine Hill,
busily engaged upon the task of ruling his empire.
In a little village of distant Syria, Mary,
the wife of Joseph, the Carpenter, was tending
her little boy, born in a stable of Bethlehem.
This is a strange world.

Before long, the palace and the stable were
to meet in open combat.

And the stable was to emerge victorious.
— FROM "THE STORY OF MANKIND" BY HEN DRIK WILLEM van LOON ©HELEN C. van LOON
Young & Rubicam, Advertising

ployes to former or equivalent jobs
was ordered along with repayment for
loss of earnings resulting from discrimination. The employes, members
of the news staff, were Cal Marlin,
Charles Filer, Joseph Lipari and Jay
Weand.
One for one • KTRE-TV Lufkin,
Tex., has joined CBS-TV as an interconnected affiliate in the Extended Market Plan group, it was announced Dec.
8. At the same time, the EMP affiliation agreement with KUMV-TV Williston, N.D., was terminated by mutual
agreement, the network said. KTRETV operates on ch. 9, and is owned
and operated by Forest Capital Broadcasting Co., Lufkin.
Coordination • The program managers advisory
.
committee of NBC
Radio will discuss the coordination of
the new network program structure
(effective Jan. 4) with . the program
schedules of the affiliated stations at a
meeting scheduled in New York Thursday (Dec. 17). Albert L. Capstaff,
vice president of radio network programs, will preside at the meeting,
which will be attended by executives
of NBC Radio affiliates and of the
NBC Radio network.
New network • Contemporary Radio
Network, a group of radio stations
which will exchange "contemporary"
programming by tape, already has affiliates in Los Angeles, San Diego and
Seattle, according to Dave Larsen, manager of KJAZ Berkeley, Calif., all jazz
fm station which will be key station for
the operation. Approximately 12 hours
of weekly programming is already set,
Mr. Larsen reports, and CRN plans to
expand into Eastern markets during
1960.
Later start • KNDI Honolulu, which
was to commence operation this month
(Broadcasting, Aug. 31), will go on the
air Feb. 1. KNDI will be an all-woman
operation.

At full strength • KALB-TV Alexana "fullon power
dria, nLa. held
The
Dec. 9. day"
at its studios
celebratio
station, which had been operating on
28.2 kw received approval of the FCC
on Nov. 28 to increase to maximum
power. FCC allows a maximum of
100 kw for ch. 5 stations.
KFJI to KAGO • KFJI Klamath Falls,
Ore., has changed call to KAGO. Paul
H. Raymer is named national representative. Art Moore & Assoc., Seattle,
continues at northwest rep.
Rep name change • Ayers, Allen &
Smith, San Francisco and Hollywood
station representative, now is known as
Robert R. Allen Co. Addresses: 233
60
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Policy talk • Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, board chairman of RCA (second
from right), discusses Medical Radio System, a service of NBC and RCA,
with NBC executives and Dr. Chester S. Keefer (second from left), head of
MRS' editorial advisory board, at the initial policy meeting of the editorial
board Dec. 7 in New York. Dr. Keefer, executive director of Boston U.
Medical Center, is president-elect of the American College of Physicians.
Robert W. Sarnoff, NBC board chairman, is at left and Henry T. Sjogren,
project manager of the Medical Radio System, is on the right. Chief areas
of discussion by the board centered on selection of a qualified medical editor
for MRS and exploration of policies designed to provide medical news and
post-graduate materials to MRS subscribers. The new service expected to start
next fall, is an fm network to deliver medical news to doctors' offices via
multiplex fm. Subscribers will pay a fee of $120 a year including equipment. NBC hopes to start the service in 16 markets (Broadcasting, Nov. 9)
Sansome St., S.F.; 1546 N. Highland
Ave., Hollywood.

Down the seaboard • The QXR Network has added WITH-FM Baltimore
and WASH(FM) Washington bringing
the affiliate total to 17 stations extending
from Boston to Washington. WQXR
New York is the key station.
WJPB-TV and WENS (TV) merger
details • Details of the merger agreement worked out between WJPB-TV
Inc. and Telecasting Inc. in their contest for ch. 5 Weston, W.Va. (Broadcasting, Nov. 9) establishes a joint
ownership of WJPB-TV, formerly on
ch. 35 in Fairmont, W.Va., and officially the grantee of ch. 5 in Weston.
Telecasting Inc., owner of the now defunct ch. 16 WENS (TV) Pittsburgh,
is paying $200,000 for this 50% interest. Corporate rearrangement of WJPBTV Inc. brings Thomas P. Johnson,
Pittsburgh attorney and vice president
of the Pittsburgh Pirates and principal
owner of Telecasting Inc., as chairman
and treasurer of WJPB-TV Inc.; J. Patrick Beacom, principal owner of the
erstwhile Fairmont uhf outlet who has
interests in radio stations in Fairmont
and New Martinsville, W.Va., and Butler, Pa., as president, and George Eby,
of Harris Enterprises of Pittsburgh and
an officer of Telecasting Inc. as secretary.
For Phillies followers • The Philadel-

phia Phillies announced that they will
telecast 61 games next year, including
all Saturday day games at home and
complete Sunday doubleheaders at
home. A total of 14 night games are
also to be aired on WFIL-TV, with
WFIL handling the am broadcasts. N.
W. Ayer & Son Inc. announced that
advertisers for the games will remain
the same: Ballantine beer, Phillies cigars
and Tastykake.
• Rep. appointments
• WITH Baltimore, WXEX-TV-WLEE
Richmond, Va.: Adam Young Inc.,
N.Y., for Chicago, West Coast and
Boston. Select Station Representatives,
N.Y., continues to represent the stations in New York, Philadelphia and
Washington and Clarke Brown Co.,
Dallas, continues as representative in
the South. In reporting the Young appointment (Broadcasting, Dec. 7) the
area breakdown for each of the aforementioned firms was not clearly given.
• CFCL Timmins, Ont, and CFNB
Fredericton, N.B., have appointed Paul
Mulvihill & Co. Ltd., Toronto. Ont..
as exclusive representative.
• WBAZ Kingston, N.Y.; WMBS
Uniontown, Pa., and WAIX Galesburg,
111.: Burn-Smith Co.
• WBBF Rochester, N.Y., appoints
John Blair & Co. effective Jan. 3, 1960
as its national representative.
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Your

audience...

Nielsen Station Index reports audience
measurements for each market, season
to season, from 2 to 12 times a year

seasona

lly

2 to 12

times

a

year

depending upon the size and importance ofthe area. Right now NSI® issues
over 750 different seasonal market reports a year . . . and by next spring it
will be over 800!

To be sure that audience measurements are free
of distortions caused by changes in programming,
special promotions, and other atypical activities,
Nielsen Station Index measures tv and radio audiences over broad time spans ... 4 or 8 weeks. NSI reports average conditions . . . measurements on which
marketing decisions can be based with confidence.

i.:

Number of homes reached ... by station. NSI tells you both
total and Metro (or Central) Area audiences for each
station for each 15-minute period during the day.
I960

APRIL

1*

A3

v*5

Station

For television. NSI reports audience data for every
competitive tv market in the U.S. These 146 market
areas (231 cities) account for over 97 percent of all
U.S. tv viewing.

radio listening, thanks to radio's reach.
Send for sample NSI Report. See for yourself
the wealth of information NSI Reports
put at your fingertips ... it is the only
way you will understand why leading
agencies, advertisers, and stations

1* lb a?

Nielsen

. . . men, women, teen-agers, children.

For radio. NSI reports audience data for the top 34
markets in the U.S. These account for the bulk of

7<5

A9

AA ^

I960
15 9 t$>

Composition of the audience. NSI breaks down tv and
radio audiences to show who are listening or viewing

consider NSI Reports a "must" for
efficient operation.

Index

a service of A. C. Nielsen Company
2101 Howard Street, Chicago 45, Illinois • HOIIycourt 5-4400
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Ktdsw SUtra Indn

CALL . . .WIRE . . . OR WRITE TODAY
FOR ALL THE FACTS
CHICAGO 1 , ILLINOIS
3SO N. Michigan Ave., FRanklin 2-3810
NEW YORK 22, NEW YORK
5T5 Lexington Ave., MUrray Hill 8-1020
MENLO PARK, CALIFORNIA
TO Willow Road, DAvenport 5-0021

9740
61

man
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news
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casti

broad

*the Associated Press, of course.

GOVERNMENT

Three clubwomen • Clara S. Logan, National Assn. for
Better Radio & Television, Mrs. Julian Whittlsey, National
Council of Women, and Mrs. F.L. Bull, National Congress

FCC'S

WE

30 witnesses make
After four days of hearings and
testimony from over 30 witnesses, the
FCC may not be any closer to solving the dilemma of radio and television
but it has some 50 different proposals
to consider.
Witnesses during the first week of
the Commission's programming inquiry were verbose in their suggestions,
recommendations and criticisms. Alternate praise and damnation bounced
off the calloused ears of the five sitting commissioners. Hardly a phase of
the broadcasting industry escaped mention, often with words that were highly
critical but with a few phrases of com64

THE

of Parents and Teachers, (1 to r) wait to testify before the
FCC. The ladies were unanimously disturbed by lack of
balanced programming. All asked the FCC to get tough.

PEOPLE'

SHOW

50

proposals before week's dust settles
mendation now and then.
tions to devote prime time daily to
Ideas on what should be done to public service and culture programs;

erase from the public's mind the bad
taste of the tv quiz and payola scandals ran from exhuming the Blue
Book (See page 66) to local hearings on each and every broadcast
licensee renewal (approximately 1,800
yearly). Among recommendations repeated several times:
Public advisory committees in every
way, shape and form; abolition of
crime shows and westerns; network
regulation; local, state, regional and
national committees to hear complaints
against stations; laws to require sta-

more and better children's programs;
federal aid for educational tv; pro-industry self-regulation and, on the other
hand anti-industry self-regulation; divorcement of advertisers from control
of programming content; regular FCC
field hearings to hear complaints of John
Q. Public; when warranted, revocation
of licenses by FCC with close scrutiny
at renewal time, and a requirement that
a station make a public announcement
when its license is up for renewal to
give people a chance to comment.
The Speakers * Testimony came
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lntrodu€ing
GATES

the

BT-5C

TELEVISION

ALL

5000

NEW
FOR

Watt

COLOR

TRANSMITTER

Under development for more than two years, the new Gates BT-5C
is an entirely new 5 kilowatt VHF television transmitter designed for the
most exacting color and monochrome transmission.
The new BT-5C is completely self-contained, including power supply and
blowers, and requires total floor space of only 10 by 3 feet.
Other highly rated features include separate high voltage power supplies
for both aural and visual transmitter, and a new and improved
video modulator with keyed clamping and automatic switch over to
AC coupling with reduced carrier power in case of sync or program failure.
Visual transmitter is grid modulated in the 500 watt visual driver
by a dynamic cathode load modulator circuit. Video modulator is
equipped with RF bias failure alarm lamp, test meter and an abundance
of front panel test jacks. The BT-5C uses proven 6076 tetrodes in
final amplifier of both visual and aural transmitter.

OR

BLACK

AND

WHITE
For detailed technical information on this exciting new television transmitter, write today
for Bulletin 1 7 5-L— yours for the asking.

HARRIS
i NTERTYPE
CORPORATION

GATES
RADIO
COMPANY
Subsidiary of Harris-lntertype Corporation
QUINC Y, ILLINOIS
International division:
Offices in:
13 EAST 40th STREET, NEW YORK CITY
HOUStON. WASHINGTON, D.C.
In Canada:
Canadian marconi company

WHAT

THE

BLUE

There was talk of "bringing back the Blue Book" at the
FCC hearing last week. This talk was certain to stir
memories, many of them bitter.
Only 58 pages, with a pale blue cover," Public Service
Responsibility of Broadcast Licensees," issued by the
FCC March 7, 1946, was greeted by broadcasters with
roughly the same reaction accorded by the South to
Uncle Tom's Cabin.
The Commission introduced it as a "proposed report,"
but added that it was "effective immediately." Justin Miller, then president of the NAB, referred to its sanctions as
"illegal and unconstitutional."
In the month following its release, it was dismissed as
"an impish attempt to throw a scare into broadcasters"
and damnedCivil
as "an
attemptUunion
to cripple
free that
speech."
The
American
Liberties
stated
the Blue
Book would bring "more freedom on the air, rather than
less;" Republican National Committee Chairman B. Carroll Reece (R-Tenn.) said it had made radio "half slave,
half free." Broadcasters charged the FCC with a violation of Sec. 326 of the Communications Act, which
denies the Commission censorship authority.
The document which detonated this reaction was the
result of an FCC staff study of programming practices.
It began with case histories of five radio stations which
had been granted their licenses on the basis of their proposed public service programming, which they then had
failed to provide, turning instead to purely commercial
programming.
Each of the five case histories was a morality play
pointing out the FCC's concept of what constitutes public service programming. Each factor was taken up in a
from religious leaders, educators, farm
leaders, civic clubs, women's clubs and
etv groups. In many instances, they were
questioned closely by the commissioners. Comr. Frederick Ford, for instance,
liked the idea of local, regional and national committees to hear grievances.
The commissioners wanted to know
when the saturation point is reached in
crime shows, sex, westerns and other

BOOK

WAS

(OR

IS)

subsequent section: live local programming, public issue
presentations and avoidance of advertising excesses (such
as what it called the "physiological commercial").
A large section was devoted to the importance of the
sustaining program and charts of the proportion of commercial to sustaining programs were presented in heavy
black (commercial) and white (sustaining). The sustaining program, the Blue Book stated, provides "program
balance;" it allows for programs "inappropriate for sponsorship;" itcaters to "significant minority tastes and interests." Inaddition, sustaining programs give greater opportunity for service to non-profit organizations and for
program experimentation, the pamphlet said.
The last section consisted of the Commission's recommendations, including careful scrutiny of the programming history of license applicants and revocation of permits of those who fail to live up to their proposed schedules. These suggestions were to be implemented with
programming schedule forms with elaborate categories
of programs and commercials to be filled out by applicants. Random monitoring by the Commission of daily
programming was suggested.
The programming study which gained notoriety as the
Blue Book was proposed in 1945 by FCC Chairman
James L. Fly. It was issued during the tenure of Chairman Paul A. Porter, now a communications attorney.
Its authors were never officially revealed, but the names
of Comrs. Clifford J. Durr, a Roosevelt appointee, and
Charles R. Denny, now an RCA executive, were frequently linked with its philosophy. Prof. Charles Siepmann,
who testified before the present Commission Thursday
(see below), bore the brunt of the broadcasters' wrath.

types of "undesirable" programs.
Chairman John Doerfer brought an
admission from one witness that newsstands are dominated by this type of
literature — in a higher percentage than
tv programming.
In an opening statement, Comr.
Doerfer stated: "We are determined to
devote as much time as is necessary to
this investigation. We must have suf-

ficient information to give thoughtful
consideration to corrective measures
within our powers or to propose legislation .. . This is an important moment
in American history. These hearings
may well determine the future course
of Other
our system
of broadcasting."
commissioners
present were
Robert E. Lee, Robert Bartley and
John Cross. Comrs. Rosel Hyde and
T.A.M. Craven are in Geneva, Switzerland, for the International Telecommunications Conference.
The hearings continue today (Monday), tomorrow, Thursday and Friday
in Room 7134, New Post Office Bldg.
lows :
A resume
of last week's testimony folProf. Charles Siepmann, New York
U. • The infamous FCC Blue Book
should be "recovered from the wastebasket and its provisions enforced . . ."
the NYU professor who reportedly
played at least an advisory role in drafting the 1946 programming manual, told
the Commission.

Commission braintrust • Working long hours in preparing last week's hearings
and scheduling witnesses were (1 to r) Ashbrook Bryant, James Tierney and
Harold Cowgill of the FCC. Mr. Bryant, senior attorney on the Network Study
Staff, introduced each witness and led off the questioning. Mr. Cowgill is chief
of the Broadcast Bureau and Mr. Tierney is on the Network Staff.
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The educator who is head of NYU's
Dept. of Communications also made
the following recommendations: divorcement of FCC appointments from
politics, with choice based on "proven
integrity, high intelligence and disBROADCASTING, December 14, 1959

The month after the Blue Book was issued, Mr. Siepmann released his own book, Radio's Second Chance,
which expressed ideas and concepts identical with those
in the FCC treatise and even cited one of the same station case histories. A former program director of the
BBC, he was charged with trying to impose by force the
British system of broadcasting on the United States. In
the book he concluded that American radio was almost

on programming grounds immediately after the Blue
Book's publication, the FCC has never refused a station
a license on programming grounds. The Blue Book is
out of print and now something of a collector's item.

hopelessly commercialized and that its "second chance"
and greatest hope lay in fm.
The Blue Book was at least in part inspired by what
the Commission regarded as a lack of cooperative public
service effort by stations during World War II. One example in the pamphlet cites a station's refusal to run a
half-hour sustaining show devoted to the activities of the
armed forces, preferring to run a record show with 11
spot commercials. Another complaint was that a commercial combined a patriotic appeal to keep healthy for
national defense with the suggestion that X Headache
Powder was the only way to do so.
While the controversy raged and Blue Book "suggestions" seemed about to be enforced, Comr. Durr, a strong
proponent of the recommendations, stated that he would
welcome a court test of their power. And in September
1946, it looked as though that test had come.
Washington columnists Drew Pearson and Col. Robert
S. Allen, then co-authors of Washington Merry -Go-Round
applied for the facilities occupied by WBAL Baltimore,
one of the stations cited in the Blue Book. WBAL, owned
by the Hearst Corp., was up for license renewal and the
columnists claimed its record was one of "excessive commercialism." After hearing the case, however, the FCC
renewed Hearst's license.
Despite the hue and cry, despite the hearings ordered

tinguished public service"; renewal hearings in localities served by the licensee;
national advisory commission to sit with
the Commission and to advise on matters relating to the public interest; mandate that each station devote a half-hour
nightly for discussion of the arts, public
issues; total divorce of advertising from
program content with no more than
three minutes per half hour devoted to
commercials, and federal aid to etv.
Prof. Siepmann charged that the
Commission's "record as guardian of the
public interest has, in the judgment of
many, been fitful, hesitant and, on occasion, down right pusillanimous. Stations, which later broke the promises of
program service . . . have again and
again had [their] licenses renewed. The
provisions of the Blue Book . . . have
been honored in the breach, not in observance. ... Is the suggestion pertinent
. . . that, instead of hearings at this late
hour, the public might properly have
looked for pronouncements by the
FCC. ..."
"Has the Commission no mind of its
own?" he asked.
Of broadcasters, Prof. Siepmann said
they are providing the "unseemingly
spectacle ... of men in high posts
caught with their moral pants down
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Visit to the grave • Prof. Charles Siepmann, now of
New York U., urged the FCC last week to disinter the
long-dead Blue Book. At the time the Blue Book was
issued, there were reports he had a hand in its creation.

. . ." and now they loudly plead that no
one, least of all the government, should
"help them sew their suspender buttons
onChmn.
again."Doerfer questioned Prof. Siepmann very closely on several of his
recommendations concerning advertising, programming quality, newspaper
ownership and American-English tv
comparisons. "I wonder if you are not
advocating government control of broadcasting," the commissioner said.
"I have never spoken of governmental operation," the professor retorted. At
another point, Prof. Siepmann said that,
based on his limited personal observations, ITA programming in Britain is
superior to that in the U.S. because it is
free from advertiser control.
Comr. Doerfer cited his observation
that a majority of the ITA programming
consists of American re-runs and tried
to get the witness to state how many
hours he had observed British tv.
"You press me very hard, sir, as
though you are suspicious," the witness
replied. Prof. Siepmann, after being accused by Comr. Bartley of evading the
question, said that he certainly would
not allow an advertiser to purchase a
program as such or to specify in what
programs and at what time the adver-

tiser's commercials were to be delivered.
Prof. Gilbert Seldes, Pennsylvania U.
• "Broadcasting is today a minority service. It will remain a minority service until a substantial portion of the public
joins the broadcasters and the FCC in
defining the public interest," the director
of the Annenberg School of Communications told the Commission.
He charged that broadcasting oversatisfies a few interests to such an extent
that other interests are choked off. The
Commission should make it mandatory
for stations to announce, six months before expiration, that their licenses were
coming up for renewal, he said. This
would educate the public. 99% of whom
are not aware that a station needs a
federal license, to the fact that they
have a stake in broadcasting. Prof.
Seldes stated.
Answering a question by Comr. Bartley, Prof. Seldes said that "with a great
deal of reluctance" he would choose two
commercial networks and one educational over three commercial networks.
He charged that broadcasters have
flunked the opportunity to do a good
cultural job — which can be done only
through a network of noncommercial
stations. On the surface, however, it is
perfectly ridiculous to require a station

Clear the air • James Wine, National
Council of Churches of Christ called
for clarification of FCC's role in licensing broadcasters.

Positive thinker • Msgr. Celestin J.
Steiner told the Commission that broadcasting's good outweighs its sins. He
called for self-regulation.

Regulations
adequate
* Rabbi
nard Mandelbaum
told the
FCC Berthat
existing regulations governing the tv

to broadcast sustaining shows, he said.
Public service programming does not
lose its value when a sponsor is signed,
he pointed out.
Prof. William Y. Elliott, Harvard •
Dr. Elliott maintained that the FCC has
very little authority to do more than
just assign frequencies and prevent
downright pornography. He urged that
sanctions be adopted to prevent the recent quiz show deceits.
Compiler and editor of Television's
Impact on American Culture, he was
one of many witnesses who hit the alleged overabundance of crime shows and
called for a study of their effect on children. He charged the number of cultural programs is declining "in spite of
what appears to me to be rather rigged
network statistics that suggest the con-

called on the FCC to "permit those who
are willing to bet on the existence of
thousands of people hungry for . . .
quality entertainment to place their
bet." He conceded that the majority
may not be willing to pay for their
viewing but "let them prove themselves
wrong; it is their money not ours, that

that the government "can do part of
that job and must begin immediately to
do much more than it has been doing."
Suggesting specific areas of increased
FCC authority, Mr. Malin said the
Commission should make a firm policy
commitment in using its existing power

trary."
Prof. Elliott recommended legislation requiring stations and networks to
devote at least one hour daily in prime
time to cultural-type programming, for
which he maintained there is a substantial audience. If such steps are not
taken, he said, tv will "continue to follow a route . . . that is dangerous to the
very basic moral fibre of the nation."
An alternative, he said, may be government-owned radio and tv. The industry does not have the capability to
regulate itself, he charged. He also
plumped for federal aid to etv, a citizens committee, and divorcement of programs from advertisers.
William F. Buckley Jr., 'National
Review' • Mr. Buckley suggested that
the fusion of "artistic ingenuity with
individual enterprise" can best be accomplished with pay tv. The editor
68 (GOVERNMENT)

they
staking."insisted that he was not
Mr.areBuckley
suggesting the elimination of regular
tv. However, he said, "the . . . solution is to let the wretched individual
choose for himself — which means granting channels to petitioners willing to
give the consumer a choice." He asserted that the "vast majority" would
probably choose to stay with free television but "would stand to benefit from
the existence of a competitive system."
Comr. Cross pointedly told the witness that the present hearings were not
a forum for pay tv and that the Commission has asked for toll tv applications but has received no takers.
Patrick M. Malin, American Civil
Liberties Union • The executive director
of ACLU called for increased government control over broadcasting. He
urged the FCC to "energetically exercise" its powers to insure that broadcasters provide "maximum possible
range and balance in subject matter and
treatment" in its overall programming
concepts.
Mr. Malin warned that "if we want
the advantages of private radio-television, we must run some of the risks
inherent in it. Government cannot do
the whole job of seeing to it that the
. . . industry satisfies everyone," he
said. However, Mr. Malin suggested

industry were "adequate."

and responsibility to evaluate a station's
over-all programming. He asked for an
up-dating
of the 1946
"Blue
Book"service
and
an
improvement
in the
public
form to provide "skeletal guidance" for
stations
in applying the
The Commission,
Mr. law's
Malin standards.
asserted,
should hold public hearings to evaluate
a station's overall programming before
granting a licence renewal. He also
suggested
holding
"interim
hearings"
during the life
of a license
if complaints
"of responsible persons warrant it."
Licensing of networks should also be
in the FCC domain, Mr. Malin said.
The Commission should propose this
to Congress and the communications
law should be amended. This would
allow the FCC "power to directly regulate .. . Paul
programming
of networks
. ."
Prof.
Lazarsfeld,
Columbia . and
Harvard • Prof. Lazarsfeld was one of
many witnesses who pushed for a citizens committee to help improve radiotv programming. He also advocated
unilateral agreement among the networks on overall program policy and
maintained that standards and guidelines can be established and enforced bv
the FCC.
He said that the industry could not
just adopt a code tomorrow successfully; that it would take several years
to prove if such a vehicle is satisfactory.
On advisory committees, the former
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style on the newest, roomiest, quietest of all the jets. It's United Air Lines magnificent new DC-8 Jet Mainliner®—
acclaimed by pilots and passengers alike as the best of the jets. Coupled with this is United Air Lines famous extra care
for the best of service from reservation to destination. Nonstop DC-8 flights between New York, Chicago and California.
Plan to enjoy the best of service on the best of the jets. Fly United's new DC-8 jet soon. For reservations, call your
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Wants advice • Miss
and her legal counsel
groups (like her's for
groups would be more

Chloe Gifford, General Federation of Women's Clubs (r)
talk it over. Miss Gifford suggested FCC name advisory
instance) to study tv problems. She thought that advisory
practical than having FCC expand its activities.

CBS researcher said that so often they
make their recommendations and nothing happens.
Comr. Bartley commented that the
trouble with such groups is that they
do not have to follow through on what
they recommend and they so often
make suggestions that cannot be attained.
While with CBS in the early 1940's,
Prof. Lazarsfeld collaborated with Dr.
Frank Stanton on a book titled, Radio
Research, 1941. He said the book
showed that 17 years ago it was common practice for music publishers to
pay to have their songs plugged.
Monsignor John J. McClafterty,
Catholic U. • Father McClafferty said
that results of various pyschological
studies "led to the conclusions that television, pornography and movies play
a distinct role in the creation of antisocial behavior in susceptible teenagers." He urged caution, however, in
drawing conclusions that are general
and vague. The FCC should investigate
this area of tv impact, and "could arrange or contract for additional explorations," he said.
The priest placed great emphasis on
the role of television in developing the
nation's youth. He recommended that
the industry concentrate on adherence
and continued "perfection" of its selfregulation "based on the Television
Code. . . . Industry self-discipline in
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program planning and content seems to
be the mature, responsible and democratic way of resolving the problem."
The code, Msgr. McClafferty contended, "should have guiding influence not
just for stations and networks but also
for sponsors, advertising agencies and
producing
organizations."
Charles B.
Shurnan, American Farm
Bureau Federation • (The president of
the federation, unable to attend the
Commission, had his statement filed
for the record). Mr. Shurnan told the
hearing that his group was "disturbed"
at the general decline in farm service
broadcasting throughout the country.
"In many instances where farm service
programs have been retained," he said,
"they have been squeezed into predawn schedules. ..." Mr. Shurnan
stated that most farm programs "have
performed a vital service to the farmer
— keeping him up to date with . . .
market information and other news
and facts important to his livelihood."
Martha Gable, American Assn. of
University Women • "Since 1946 the
demands on the communications media
have changed as fundamentally as the
technical means of meeting these requirements," Miss Gable stated.
"With mounting external and internal challenges to the nation, educational needs have become more pressing
and the need for an informed public
opinion more critical." She said that

Pay to see • William F. Buckley Jr. of
the National Review, pleaded the cause
for pay tv to let the "wretched individual choose for himself."
the AAUW feels that, in light of these
changes, the FCC "will wish to revise
its statement of broadcasters' public
service responsibilities."
Miss Gable suggested that "In undertaking such a reassessment, the Commission might benefit from the assistance of a broadly representative advisory council." She explained that the
council could be charged with a periodic review of programming trends in
the light of educational needs and
broadcasting resources.
Walter B. Emery, Michigan State U. •
". . . In my munications
opinion
under astheit ComAct of 1934
now
reads, the FCC not only has the authority but the responsibility to concern
itself with the program service of stations whatever may be the character of
that service when those stations come
up for license renewal," Mr. Emery
said. The former FCC lawyer asserted
that "as a legal matter, there can be
no question about it," but added that
"a lack of specificity in the statute itself has been troublesome. Sec. 326 of
the Act prohibits the Commission from
censorship. This has been interpreted
by the Commission and the courts to
mean that the FCC can't tell a station
what particular programming it may
not carry except where prohibited by
statute (such as obscene and lottery
programs)." Mr. Emery concludes,
however, that this doesn't preclude
BROADCASTING, December 14, 1959
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Tampa Industrial Park is location of $3,500,000 Thatcher Glass Manufacturing Company plant.
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WATTS

Lee gets ahead of the pack
FCC Comr. Robert E. Lee, in an
cation to punish licensees for minor
interview with the Chicago Daily offenses.
American last week, proposed some
• Conditional or probationary
licenses for stations which have not
sweeping reforms
of his own for lived up to promises, with revocaradio-tv and the
tion to follow if improvements are
FCC. Some of the not made within a specified time.
proposals,
which
• Licenses beyond the three year
the
commissioner
maximum
for stations with spotless
records.
said were reported
accurately, had not
• Adopt the Tv Code as part of
been stated public- the Commission rules with sanctions
Mr. Lee
ly before. In es- for violations.
sence, Comr. Lee recommends:
• Direct regulation of networks.
• A requirement that programs be "I think I am getting pretty close
labeled as to content.
to favoring doing directly what we
• Issuance of credentials to radionow do indirectly," he said.
tv personalities, disc jockeys and en• Close inspection of sale applicatertainers and, if they do not live up
tions, possibly with automatic hearto certain standards, their license to
ings on all sales before the expiration
perform revoked.
license.
of
a station's original three-year
• Sanctions short of license revoFCC review of the overall performance
of a station at license renewal time.
Very Rev. Celestin J. Steiner, S. J.,
National Catholic Welfare Conference • Expressing confidence in the
future of radio and tv, Rev. Steiner
said that "the good already done is far
greater than the shortcomings of the
few." He said it would be unfair and
misleading to ignore or underestimate
the great good that has been accomplished by broadcasting.
"Moreover," the president of Detroit
U. continued, "we would be as naive
and/ or insincere as those guilty of practices that are the concern of these hearings, ifwe were to take the position that
the broadcasting industry alone is guilty
of immoral practices, dishonesty [and]
bad taste. . . ." He said the reprehensible practices disclosed are a revelation
and an indictment of the state of this
nation's morality and this should be our
greatest concern.
Father Steiner stressed that direct
supervision of program content by the
licensee is imperative. Self-regulation is
highly preferable to control by the government, he said, with an ideal situation one in which all stations subscribe
to the industry's code. And, loss of the
code approval should indicate to the
FCC that some official sanction is needed against the offending station, even
loss of license, Father Steiner said.
Rabbi Bernard Mandelbaum, Jewish
Theological Seminary of America • "It
would be most unfortunate if the result
of all this turmoil was a series of new
rules and watchdog committees for policing the airways," Rabbi Mandelbaum
told the commissioners. He said existing rules of the FCC and self-imposed

regulations of the industry are adequate.
The public, the industry, Congress,
the FCC and just about everyone must
share the responsibility for the current
situation, the rabbi stated. "The misleading aspect of all these inquiries is
that some people act as if the chicanerv
which appeared on tv was created by
tv," he said. "The mass media are 20th
Century technological advances. Lying
and cheating for money and fame are
far older. . . .
"Everyone pretends to know exactly
what the industry should have done to
avoid the recent difficulties and how it
should behave now to prevent a recurRabbi Mandelbaum recommended the
establishment of an Institute on Values
in the Mass Media, composed of leadrence."
ers in education, philosophy and religion. Without legislative or investigative powers, its functions should be to
study the ethical and moral implications of communications problems.
James Wine, National Council of
Churches of Christ • "We do not share
the belief that the law is not clear as to
the responsibilities of the FCC and the
licensee broadcasters," Mr. Wine said.
"We believe that lack of will to enforce
and weakness of will to obey the regulations are the primary sources of the
difficulties in which the industry now
finds
He itself."
cited these practices of broadcasters as being "inimical to the public
interest": programs featuring crime and
violence during children viewing hours:
using program star of children's programs for high-pressure, hucksterish
commercials; use of half-truths and exaggerations; mediocrity in program
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Call the roll of American industry — and you find most
big names represented by tremendous plants in the
Golden Ohio Valley — where high-level employment
creates annual buying-power exceeding
four-billion dollars.
It's a wide-spread market — 5 key cities, 89
counties, with 591,020 TV homes- served best by
the Valley's only full-power station, WHTN-TV.
With top-rated CBS shows plus the alert local
programming that distinguishes every Cowles
operation, WHTN-TV gives this prosperous
area its finest TV service — and puts a most
powerful selling-force at your command. For
specific data affecting your plans in this great
market, call Blair Television Associates.
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RCA

Rack-Mounted

"Fits

In" where
NO DOORS TO OPEN
NO PANELS TO SLIDE
NO GYMNASTICS IN SERVICING
The RCA TV Tape Recorder is
the ultimate in accessibility
and space-conserving design.

TV

Tape

Equipment

Any station can find rack room for the RCA TV
gns
desi
othe
Tape Recorder. r
Its rack-mounted
design fits in
anywhere. It adapts inconspicuously and unobtrusively .. . along one wall, across a corner ... or into
a mobile unit where all space is at a premium.
Without protruding doors or panels to open up and
take up space, the RCA TV Tape Recorder is conveniently operated from the front and easily serviced from the rear. Your film room can become your
tape room with a maximum of accessibility and a
minimum of alteration. Your mobile unit can be
used as a tape unit with all essential camera and
control equipment included in it.

Any way you look at RCA TV Tape
equipment,
Out
"Stick
it's apparent that the "kind of space" the RCA
Recorder requires keeps the "user cost" down to a
minimum. Many regard this as the most important
"plus" in a host of other fine features, including
superb picture quality and operating simplicity.
You'll find it well worth your while to consider carefully all the reasons why RCA TV Tape equipment
is best for your requirements.
Dont settle for less than the best. See your RCA
representative. Or write to RCA, Dept. BB-22, Building
15-1, Camden, N. J. In Canada: RCA VICTOR
Company Limited, Montreal.

Why You Get The Best When You "TAPE IT RCA"
21 Outstanding RCA Features
1. Centralized control panel including metering of audio,
video, control track and
master erase heads.
2. Better than 36 db video signal-to-noise atwide bandwidth video.
3. Quadrature delay lines, record and playback.
4. Built-in picture monitor and
oscilloscope with push-button selection of signals.
5. Continuously variable winding speed.
6. Foot-switch on reel brakes
for easy tape threading.
7. Air lubricated tape guides.
8. Space-saving rack-mounted
design.
9. Four channel video equalizer.
10. FM deviation meter.
11. Coarse and fine adjustment
of control track phase with
full 4-track range.

12. Simultaneous playback of
program audio and control
track during record.
13. Playback tape speed control
for synchronization of two
or more machines.
14. Tape footage indicator.
15. ties.
Complete cue channel facili16. Calibrated control for measlife. uring remaining video head
17. Automatic control of shoe
positioning for protection
against skewing in pictures.
18. Balanced shoe adjustment
for protection against scallops in pictures.
19. Provisions for accurate tape
splicing.
20. Master erase head.
21. Precision reel hubs for long
bearing life.
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ning; superficial news reports; poor
m in commercials.

mission should not hesitate to refuse
to renew licenses where stations are

"Mr. Wine recommended that a stall be required to advertise the fact
Jat its license is expiring, both over
its own facilities and in newspapers,
when it comes up for renewal. He also
recommended (1) that the FCC hold
local and regional hearings at regular
intervals to hear complaints against
licensees; (2) publication of FCC criteria and standards relating to maximum
number of commercial announcements
per week, percentage of commercial to
sustaining time and amount of public
service programming; (3) that stations
be required to advise the public its facilities are available and (4) that stations be required to announce in prime
time that they are using a public property, the spectrum.
Roy Battles, National Grange •
Broadcasters carry an extra heavy responsibility to the public, in meeting
challenges faced by the nation, Mr.
Battles said. "In most cases, the broadcasting and tv industry has met these
challenges fairly well," he said. "In
some cases, it has failed." Because of
these failures, the Grange spokesman
recommended, the FCC should scrutinize "more carefully" the records of
radio and tv stations in considering
license renewals. "We believe the Com-

clearly failing to measure up."
He said farmers need and expect
special additional services from radio
and tv because of the very nature of
agriculture. Mr. Battles cited regular
and numerous weather reports and market information as examples and commended those stations who employ
trained farm directors. He recommended that the Commission itself hire a
farm expert.
The FCC now "has difficulty in differentiating between stations that give
farm service programming and other
special rural services a 'lick and a
promise' and those who hire competent
farm authorities and in general do a
job for
tles said.their rural audience," Mr. BatClear channel service is the only
way that farm population can receive
nighttime signals, he stated. "We
strongly urge the FCC to resist pressures for putting additional stations on
the few clear channels left. ... By
such unwise action, thousands of rural
listeners in remote areas would be deprived of any nighttime radio reception and thousands of other rural listeners of adequate service," the Grange
spokesman stated.
He said that clear channel stations

should program with their far-flung
nighttime audience in mind, instead
of programming only for a local urban
audience as many now do. Also he
recommended that the FCC not reduce
tv mileage separations. Such a move
would be detrimental to farm viewers.
On the current radio-tv situation,
Mr. Battles said the Grange believes
present policies of the FCC are adequate. "We believe that radio and tv
should be given a reasonable amount
of time to rid their own houses of
this latest blight on their character
and prestige," he said.
Clara S. Logan, National Assn. for
Better Radio & Tv • Quiz show disclosures "represent only a small and
relatively unimportant part of the disregard for public interest which characterizes much of broadcast programs,"
the NAFBRAT president charged. In
addition to quiz and payola exposes,
Mrs. Logan told the commissioners that
investigations also are needed into (1)
the possibility of false statements in
license renewal applications; (2)
broadcast abuse in reporting news; (3)
excessive and misleading advertising,
and (4) "vast and ever-growing traffic
in crime programming which [is] the
largest single part of the broadcasting
She suggested that a logical starting
industry."

We
see by the papers'
an editorial
IT IS an interesting exercise to compare the actual testiand television stations utilizing the news association
mony at the various proceedings involving broadcastwires are getting the same stories that go to newspaper
ing with the reports carried on the news wires or written
clients. Except in isolated instances where networks and
stations do their own reporting, these shallow, one-sided
by the Washington correspondent of some newspapers.
As one who has been sitting in on the FCC hearings last
reports, playing up the sensational, are getting on the air.
We do not charge the news associations or newspapers
week put it: "Any resemblance to the facts is purely
with dishonest reporting. The reports generally are facaccidental."
tual, as far as they go. The harsh comments and the
We won't go that far. But we do recognize that there's
a lot of one-sided reporting, playing up the sensational
trenchant phrases get the reporters' ears. Softer spoken
and ignoring the meaningful.
testimony, which finds little wrong with today's fare,
and advocating extreme caution lest the Constitutional
For example, the readers of most newspapers certainly
guarantees be infringed, is too often ignored. And, of
must have the notion that the opening day witnesses at
the FCC hearings representing the clergy wanted the
course, there are those eager-beaver reporters who feel
that broadcasting and newspapers are mortal enemies
government to exercise stringent program controls. Actually, two of the three denominational witnesses advised
and who therefore slant their copy for the front office.
There was some blatant testimony at the FCC hearhands-off programming lest there be censorship.
ings last week. There will be more of it from the crackAnd at the Federal Trade Commission "conference"
pots and the lunatic fringe if they are given the forum
the preceding week with network and other broadcasting
of the proceedings. There also has been considerable
executives, the news reports shouted about a new crackthoughtful testimony from witnesses who do not want any
down on broadcasters. The fact was that nothing new debureaucrats in Washington deciding what the public may
veloped as to radio-tv. But, so far as we're aware, no
newspapers played the observation of Chairman Earl
see or hear, but you wouldn't know it from the headlines
or even from what you hear on the air.
Kintner that the FTC has "continued to receive a large
The main thrust of the testimony so far has been that
volume of complaints" against advertising in media other
broadcasters should be allowed to clean up from within,
than broadcasting, or his comment that "the problem is
in those isolated instances where improprieties and other
not one common to the broadcast medium."
abuses have crept in. There has been no sound proposal
Many newspapers continue to display the tv and the
from any responsible quarter for new legislation or for
payola stories above all else, including the President's
imposing direct controls upon programming.
historic trip abroad and other significant news. It's their
prerogative. They can continue to rail and rant. It won't
There can't be, because if it should happen,
Amendment guaranteeing freedom of speech andtheofFirst
the
seriously affect tune-in. The public won't be fooled.
What is perhaps more disturbing is the fact the radio
press would be abridged.
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More control • Patrick Malin, American Civil Liberties
Union, urged the FCC to increase government control over
broadcasting. Regardless of the risks involved, he said FCC
must exercise its powers to "do the job." Commission, he
said, should hold public hearings before granting license
renewals. FCC should also license networks.
point would be a Commission examination of its own policy in approving station transfers "at huge profits to the
licensee." The NAFBRAT spokesman
was highly critical of the FCC's actions
in this category. She maintained that a
licensee has the "use" of the spectrum,
but not the ownership thereof, and
should not be permitted to sell intangibles.
She charged the networks have refused; to heed the complaints of outstanding persons against crime and violence/in programming. The two largest
distributors . of crime and violence in
the^ history ~of the world, Mrs. Logan
said, are ABC and NBC. She placed
CBS. in third place. She cited a long list
of statistics purporting to show the
overabundance of crime and violence
in network schedules and asked the
Commission to bring the networks to
task.
NAB's tv code "represents an improper form of censorship and an improper delegation of responsibility by
individual broadcasters," NAFBRAT
charged in pointing out that current
abuses "have flourished under the code's
so-called administration."
Mrs. Logan also recommended a
close scrutiny
of a station's
pastthat
per-a
formances at renewal
time and
licensee be given the opportunity and
responsibility to exercise his own judgment in selecting programs.
Mrs. Julian Whittlesey National
Council of Women • Mrs. Whittlesey
recommended that at least one woman
be appointed to the FCC. "As mothers,
homemakers, teachers, social workers,
professional and lay people, they have
a right to be consulted on the one hand
and a contribution to make on the
other."
The NCW spokesman said that "all
the fine codes and good intentions in
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Culture guest • Prof. William Y. Elliott, Harvard U., lamented FCC's lack of authority, tv's
of culture and
the plethora of violence on the air. lack
He called for law
requiring daily prime time culture shows. An alternative,
he said, would be government-owned radio and tv if the
industry cannot regulate itself.

the world will not be effective unless
there is a genuine understanding by the
public as well as by the industry that
tv is such a powerful instrument for
good or evil, education or demoralization, that it can be lethal to our civilizaShe joined other witnesses in attacking "imbalance of programming" to
many
tion." crime and western shows and
urged that more shows expressing the
values of the free way of life be scheduled. Mrs. Whittlesey also called for
a complete re-evaluation of all programs
where there exists the possibility of
fraud; immediate cessation of all payola;
less and improved commercials; less emphasis on ratings; more public affairs
programs; elimination of all give-away
shows, and less frequent and more complete news broadcasts.
The FCC itself, Mrs. Whittlesey said,
should make an immediate study of
possible and practical methods of licensing network programming; "be far
more stringent in its renewal of station
licenses"; review station programming at
least once a year, and the Commission
should be "greatly strengthened in personnel, staff and financing."
Dr. Eugene Hoffman, American
Medical Assn. • "The American Medical Assn. would like to go on record
as complimenting networks and local
stations alike for ably and conscientiously devoting time and talent to the
dissemination of health information to
the general public," Dr. Hoffman told
theHeFCCoutlined several years of close
cooperation between AMA and the
broadcasting industry providing medical information to the public. Broadcasting, he said, has been anxious that
program material be factually correct
and in good taste and has been most
cooperative in revising scripts — some-

times at a tremendous cost.
AMA established a 12-man Physicians Advisory Committee on Tv, Radio
& Motion Pictures, of which Dr. Hoffman is chairman, following many requests from the radio-tv industry for
medical information to be aired. The
committee also is called upon to comment on commercials advertising proprietary medicines, he said.
He said AMA supports NAB's announced plans to "clean its own house.
As professional men, we are strong
believers in the philosophy of self discipline, rather than government interVictor H. Nyborg, Assn. of Better
ference." Bureaus • Mr. Nyborg's testiBusiness
mony dealt almost exclusively with cooperation between his bureau and the
broadcasting industry to rid the airways
of false, misleading, deceptive and
offensive advertising.
He said BBB annually handles 2Vi
million contacts relating to advertising
and selling in both air and print media.
Of these, only about 25,000 cases require action, with only 3% referred to
authorities after voluntary corrective
procedures have failed. BBB has found
that the vast majority of tv and radio
stations attempt to carry only advertising which will merit confidence in the
station and advertiser, he said.
In most instances, the association
president said, broadcast media cooperate with BBB corrective procedures
when advertising is found to be false
or deceptive. "On the other hand, there
is a minority in business and in the
broadcasting field which uses or carries
advertising which is dishonest and
which, by willful design, is broadcast
to mislead or defraud," he said.
BBB has had a close, harmonious
relationship with the NAB Code ReBROADCASTING, December 14, 1959
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*NIELSEN FIGURES: From 7 A.M. to 6 P.M., Monday through Friday,
there are 35 fifteen-minute segments of adult programming on both Providence
stations. W JAR-TV leads on 22, the other station on 13 — a clear preference
of almost 2 to 1! ( Nielsen, August, 1959 Metro Ratings)
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view Board, he said. "On the whole, it
can be said that there has been an improvement inrecent years in local radio
and tv advertising," he pointed out.
Angus McDonald, National Farmers
Union • On the subject of remote comreceivingtowns
tv: "The
consumers
in the far munities
distant
and cities
have
no control whatsoever in the content
and variety
program,"
McDonald said.ofHetheobserved
that Mr.
tv show
producers-distributors have no interest
in the remote communities, "they are
only interested in the ring of the cash
register.
. . ."
"It is not
clear to us who should bear
the blame but probably the networks
are more responsible than any other
group," the Farmers Union man stated.
"Just as community antenna tv has
strangled locally-owned tv stations, so
the networks have strangled good programs:" He added that the networks,
by requiring option time clauses, have
forced affiliates to accept programs they
didn't want. "Similarly," Mr. McDonald
said, "local advertisers have been shut
outJohn
by must-buy
practices." Educational
White, National
Television & Radio Center • ". . . Who
is to say what is in the public interest?
In fact what is the 'public's interest'?"
Mr. White asked. "Perhaps dilemma
lies in our effort to define, measure and
even legislate something that is an attitude or spirit of programming and
operation rather than a commodity," he
suggested. "If I'm correct how does one
guarantee
the public's
rights?"
The answer
to this,
the NETRC

FIRST
ON
YOUR
DIAL

wmca
THE VOICE OF NEW YORK
Call us collect at MUrray Hill 8-1500
Or contact AM Radio Sales.
B0 (GOVERNMENT)

spokesman thought, lies in the license
renewal process. He said: "It can be
assumed that the original license grant
was made only after an opportunity for
competitive hearings and only after the
petitioner convinced this Commission
and promised that he would serve the
public's interests in specified ways.
Mr. White's suggestion: "Let us then
at the license renewal period re-read
those promises and shift the burden of
proof from the FCC to those stations
themselves." He said the Commission
should substitute for the "almost automatic" license renewal the question:
"Why should we renew your license
and what have you done about the
promises made by you at the time of
the original license grant?"
Mr. White reminded that "we must
not overlook the fact that the individual stations have a great deal of power
in the selection ... of programs."
Richard M. Saul, Educational Television Council, Philadelphia • "We
believe that the answers to tv problems
are to be found in greater public and
community participation on an effective regional basis rather than greater
federal regulation," the etv representative said in proposing the establish-

ment of noncommercial vhf stations in
every U.S. city. The council submitted
that such stations will bring about the
public-community participation which
will gradually develop changed public
attitudes toward the medium.
These
community
stations "will that,
provide the diversity
of programming
by making possible repeated exposure
of the public to programs with a rising standard of meaningful content,
offers the only effective means of
sharpening the critical faculties of
viewers and encouraging their demand
for
better
programs
on all channels,"
the etv
council
proposed.
The statement continued: "We
therefore propose that the Commission
abandon the allocations principles embodied in Sec. 309 of the Sixth Report
& Order and embrace instead the regional concept of television service; and
it place the prime — though by no
means the only — responsibility for
local service upon the noncommercial
community stations. We do wish to
express the hope . . . that the Commission will study the British system of
commercial tv, and in particular, the
divorcing under that system, of the advertiser from the program producer."
To a question from a commissioner
about where the channels would come
from for the suggested noncommercial
community stations, Mr. Saul opined
that maximum-station licensees who
wished to buy a station in another
area should be induced to surrender to
the FCC the other license involved in
the deal. This facility then could be
turned over to the community. Comr.
Robert E. Lee asked Mr. Saul if he
thought Philadelphians would "stand
for" one of their vhf stations being
turnedfess tointo
Saul didn't
proknowetv.theMr.answer
but added
that this system — surrendering a license
to the FCC — could also be used to discourage trafficking in station licenses.
Miss Chloe Gifford, General Federation of Women's Clubs • Miss Gifford
"moral by
fiber"
the nationwarnedis that
beingthedegraded
manyof
tv programs. She suggested that the
Commission, rather than expand its
activities, name advisory committees
(drawn from groups such as hers) to
meet with the FCC and licensees to
study programming problems.
Ralph Steetle, Joint Council on Educational Tv • JCET used the hearings
as a forum to appeal for more educational tv assignments in the vhf band.
"The Commission has within its present capacities the responsibility and
authority to bring about a better overall programming balance by reserving
channels for noncommercial program
broadcasting in those areas which are
not now so served," Mr. Steele said.
The failure of the FCC to make the
BROADCASTING, December 14, 1959

That moment of a lifetime . . . that day
of days when everything must be
perfect ... a reflection of love, beauty,
happiness! It does, indeed, take
the skill of one who possesses a quality
touch to create such a masterpiece!
But quality is reflected in many
forms — often times in an image created
by combined skills. Such is the
case in that all-important quality
reflection which sets apart great radio
and television stations today.
Represented by

The Original Station Representative
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third vhf channel in a city available
for education "would compel the conclusion that the Commission is more
interested in making tv markets more
commercially competitive than it is in
providing the opportunity for a broadcast service dedicated to fulfilling the
educational and cultural requirements
of the community," he charged. Mr.
Steetle said that the programs broadcast by the existing 45 educational tv
stations "are a more significant reflection of what is good and worthwhile
in American life than can be seen over
most commercial tv stations."
JCET suggested that the FCC require broadcasters to state what steps
they have taken to determine the
needs of their respective communities
in the areas of public affairs, educations and discussions.
Mrs. F. L. Bull, National Congress
of Parents & Teachers • PTA is "profoundly perturbed" by the daily tv programming fare offered for children, Mrs.
Bull said. For every good children's
show, the air abounds with countless,
worthless cartoons that keep children
occupied when they should be studying
or engaged in constructive play, she
said.

For every thought-provoking drama,
there are 100 farces, she said. "So
many programs," she continued, "seem
to take the children on a voyage of
violence. We'd like to see them taken
on a voyage of discovery."
Self- regulation is not enough, Mrs.
Bull stated, and the FCC must get
tougher with licensees in spite of what
the industry does. She advocated a continued evaluation of tv programs directed toward children.

Mildred Edie Brady, Consumers
Union of the U.S. Inc. • In a prepared
statement read in her absence, the CU
representative laid before the Commission a plan that would (1) set up an
advisory consumers council to review
all FCC licensing decisions, request addata on a licensee's performance andditional
publicize
its findings; (2) make
hearings mandatory in all license renewals; (3) hold hearings in the locale
of the station involved; (4) require
broadcasters to carry at a peak time
each week a statement of the basis upon
which it holds its channel; <5) charge a
yearly license fee based on the station's
signal strength and revenue. (The money
would go to the Commission to defray
the cost of added work involved in executing her suggested plan.)

Mrs. Edmund D. Campbell, Greater
Washington
Educational Television
Assn. • Mrs. Campbell related how
GWETA had found it impossible to get
its Time for Science etv series accepted
by a Washington network-affiliated station but had managed to have the series
telecast by an area independent outlet.
She did not direct her remarks toward
the current programming problems.
Mack re-trial set
The re-trial of former FCC Comr.
Richard A. Mack and his friend, Miami
attorney Thurman A. Whiteside, on
charges of conspiracy to throw the
award of Miami ch. 10 to National Airline has been set for Jan. 25, 1960 in
U.S. District Court in Washington. Appointment of the trial judge will be
made after the first of year when the
1960 court term commences. The new
trial date was made after the U.S.
Supreme Court denied Dec. 7 a MackWhiteside petition for review of the
first trial judge's refusal to agree to a
motion for acquittal. The defendants
were tried on the conspiracy charges
before District Judge Burnita S. Matthews lastjury.
spring-summer. This resulted
in a hung

EXCLUSIVE!
McConnaughey

we're the only NBC
outlet for miles
around

Central Texas !

KCEN-TV
TEMPLE - WACO
BLAIR
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Catching every word • An interested
observer at last week's Commission
programming hearings was Beverly
Coleman, No. 2 man on the staff of
the House Legislation Oversight Subcommittee.

warns

of legislative danger
Former FCC Chairman George C.
McConnaughey warned the Columbus
(Ohio) Tv Executives Club Tuesday
(Dec. 8) that there is a danger of
"crippling legislation" being passed by
Congress as a result of the quiz and
payola scandals.
"And when I say crippling legislation, Imean something that will affect
everybody, not only in the industry but
the public as well," he said. Mr. McConnaughey suggested that the executives "start telling the true story of
what broadcasting does from top to

bottom."
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Pancake
make-up
...or

pancake
TYl'LOC • • •

WHK

has changed

the sales complexion

of Cleveland!

Whether you sell pancake make-up or pancake mix
. . . take heed. Cleveland women have changed. (So
have the men !)

news and showmanship. And they stay tuned in such
numbers, that WHK has vaulted to a shade under
first— a development advertisers have been quick to

Old habits (like listening and buying) have vanished

perceive. Result? A drastic change in time-buying
patterns. Let John Blair rejuvenate your Cleveland
file, or call Jack Thayer, our new General Manager.

as a 24% Pulse share-jump* gives WHK
for first place.

a virtual tie

Clevelanders don't slide past WHK as of yore. They
stop for a big sample of our unique blend of service,

(EXpress 1-5000.)
*Pulse, Mon.-Fru, Sept.-Oct., 1959; 6 a.m.-12 midnight

The new sound and new sell of radio ... in Cleveland
Division of Metropolitan Broadcasting Corporation
WNEW-TV, WNEW-AM, NEW YORK
WTTG-TV, WASHINGTON
WHK, CLEVELAND
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CASE
Key

OF

THE

document

never

sent;

but

UNSENT

in St. Louis
2 others

The St. Louis Ch. 2 case — third in
the series involving purported ex parte
contacts with FCC members — came to
trial last week in Philadelphia amid
new allegations of improprieties by
KTVI-TV principals in the successful
effort to move the vhf channel from
Springfield 111. to St. Louis.
With Harry Tenenbaum, KTVI-TV
part-owner on the stand, FCC counsel
developed that a key document had
never been used, but two new documents were introduced for the record.
These events occurred at a rehearing of
the 1955-57 Ch. 2 rule making proceeding before FCC Examiner Horace
Stern, 80-year-old retired Pennsylvania
Supreme Court Justice, who also had
handled the Miami Ch. 10 and the Boston Ch. 5 proceedings. The hearing will
continue next week.
Details of Mr. Tenenbaum's successful campaign to persuade the FCC to
move vhf ch. 2 from Springfield, 111.,
to St. Louis and to have KTVI granted
temporary permission to operate on the
low-band channel were spread on the
record in four days of testimony.
For virtually all of three days, Mr.
Tenenbaum was on the stand.
Mr. Tenenbaum recounted his three
year struggle to get the FCC to deintermix St. Louis. At one point, he acknowledged, he attempted to persuade
the Commission to make St. Louis all
uhf (except for the then-existing vhf
station). It was in 1955 when ch. 20
WISC (TV) Springfield submitted a
petition to move ch. 2 out of Springfield to St. Louis that Mr. Tenenbaum
reversed his position and began plumping for this move.
Letter Never Sent • The hearings last
week heard FCC Associate General
Counsel E. W. Holtz report that a Feb.
20, 1957 letter allegedly written by Mr.
Tenenbaum to individual commissioners before the final decision was issued
to move ch. 2 had never been sent or
received by the Commission.
This missive was a key exhibit in
last year's House Legislative Oversight
Committee hearings. Its presence was
discovered in Mr. Tenenbaum's files.
This draft letter was never sent,
it was stated. It had been written by
John Hyatt, an executive of the D'Arcy
Advertising Agency in St. Louis, with
the intention of sending it to the FCC
under the D'Arcy letterhead and with
his signature as a rebuttal to the charge
that Illinois residents would lose service
by the move of ch. 2 to St. Louis. Mr.
84 (GOVERNMENT)

LETTER

ch. 2 case

suddenly

appear

Hyatt calculated that more Illinoisans
would receive ch. 2 service from St.
Louis than would from Springfield.
He testified that his superiors refused
to permit him to send the letter over
his name and that of D'Arcy. He, therefore, he said, dictated it for Mr. Tenenbaum's signature and sent it over to
the KTVI president. It was this unsent
letter that was found in Mr. Tenenbaum's files by the House investigators.
The FCC lawyers, however, produced two documents purporting to
back up allegations of ex parte conduct
by Mr. Tenenbaum.
Two Documents Found • One was a
memorandum on the soundness of moving ch. 36 from St. Louis to Springfield
and the other was a legal opinion on
the propriety of granting KTVI special
temporary authority to operate ch. 2
after it was moved into St. Louis. Both
were dated prior to the final FCC decision to move ch. 2, issued in March
1957.
KTVI, which began operating on ch.
54 in Belleville, 111., was operating on
ch. 36 in St. Louis during the deintermixture proceedings before the FCC in
1955-57.
By moving ch. 36 out of St. Louis,
it was implied, the Commission could
find it easier to grant KTVI temporary
authority to operate on ch. 2 there without the necessity of issuing show cause
orders.

Doors

were

open

What was when
Harry he
Tenenbaum's
procedure
came to
Washington to call on FCC commissioners? This is how he described the practice when he was
on the witness stand last week
during the rehearing in Philadelphia before Judge Stern:
"What I would do is get in a
cab and have him take me there
[the FCC], and there would be
two or three entrances to the
building, and I never knew quite
which one I went to, so I knew
they were on the sixth and seventh
floor, so I would get off, and I

would and
go Iseewould
a commis
's
name,
walk sioner
in. And
then I went from there to every
commissioner's office until I had
seen them all. If they were not
there, I did not see them at that
time. And that was true of every
time I went."
preme Court returned the case to it for
further action in referring to the allegations of improprieties dug up by the
House Oversight Committee.
The basic legal case was the appeal
by Sangamon Valley Television Corp.
(with WTAX Springfield principals)
from the FCC's action in moving ch. 2
out of Springfield. Sangamon Valley
was one of two applicants for ch. 2 in
Springfield. The other was WMAY Tv
Inc. (WMAY Springfield). WMAY
was given the ch. 2 grant, but was forbidden to construct pending the outings. come of the deintermixture proceed-

The ch. 2 St. Louis case was returned
for rehearing by the U. S. Court of Appeals last May.
In it the court maintained that the
facts brought out in the House Oversight
Committee hearings (Broadcasting,
June 16, 1958) required a rehearing to
determine whether any commissioner
or any party should be disqualified
because of ex parte contacts. The appeals court also accepted the House
Committee's now discredited report that
Mr. Tenenbaum had sent the Hyatt
memorandum on Feb. 20, 1957, seven
weeks after the cut-off date for filing
reply comments.
The court asserted that the Commission could not permit violations of its
own rules. It referred to the cut-off
dates for comments and reply comments in the St. Louis-Springfield deintermixture and contended that the FCC
cannot allow parties to make off-therecord contentions that it forbids them
to make on the record.

• Had lunch with then Chairman
George C. McConnaughey.
• Had Comr. Robert E. Lee as a dinner guest in St. Louis. Mr. Lee had gone
to St. Louis to see uhf in action.
• Had then Comr. Edward M. Webster and Mrs. Webster as tea guests at
his home in St. Louis. Comr. Webster
meeting.
was
attending a U. S. Coast Guard

Supreme Court Returns Case • The
appeals court acted after the U. S. Su-

• Took Comr. Robert T. Bartley to
the theatre in New York when Mr. Bart-

The first appeal was denied by the
federal circuit court in Washington. It
was when Sangamon asked the Supreme
Court to review this that both the Solicitor General and the FCC called attention to the House findings.
Mr. Tenenbaum testified that in addition to seeing as many commissioners
as he could almost every time he was
in Washington during the deintermixture proceedings (which began with
the Potter committee hearings in 1954),
he also:
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To Alabama's second largest market... an area which
WSFA-TV dominates and an area no ofher medium or
media combination can deliver!
And WSFA-TV
South Alabama

has the TOP 60 SHOWS

in 25 Central and

counties in competition with 16 other stations.

WSFA-TV's the "'Hometown" station to more than a million
viewers with Effective Buying Income reaching for a
Billion and a quarter dollars.
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc. will represent WSFA-TV
effective January 1, 1960 and urges you to mark this market
on your list— and buy it now with WSFA-TV!
THE BROADCASTING COMPANY OF THE SOUTH • WIS-TV & WIS COLUMBIA
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A WIST CHARLOTTE
8!

ley and other commissioners attended
a New York Radio-Tv Executives Society conference there.
• Sent all commissioners turkeys for
Christmas in 1955 and for Thanksgiving in 1956.
• Sent all commissioners' secretaries
stockings
for Christmas in 1955 and
1956.
• Had a social dinner with FCC
Rules & Standards chief Hart S. Cow-

A BLIND LADY donated trading stamps, housewives and working girls
sent in more. As Mary Jo
shows, above, nothing
might
want themselves was moreTierney
important than helping WTCNtheyoutfit
a
young Indian girl for nursing school.

"MARY

JO

SHOW"

PROVES

To Get RESULTS
on WTCN

IT!

... Buy

RADIO

for RESPONSE

-Twin

Cities

A WTCN radio listener first brought the problem to light Another offered the solution.
When a student nurse needs help to continue her studies especially a 17-year-old Indian girl from a virtually destitut
e
family of 11 - depend on the response from WTCN listeners.
WTCN's Mary Jo Tierney passed the word along on her "For
Women Only" show. "This girl needs many things," she
said
"but especially a nurse's watch. We plan to get it for her with
trading stamps. Mail your stamps to WTCN."
Did she get the stamps? Far more than enough. A single announcement onthe air brought in half a million stamps. The
young girl now has her nurse's watch, and more besides. Listeners
mailed enough stamps to WTCN in the first few days to get her
the watch plus a travel iron, a suitcase and a clock radio.
Twin Cities advertisers are accustomed to gratifying results
like this on WTCN Radio. It's an awesome thing, however, to
anyone not used to such audience loyalty and responsiveness
Try it yourself.
™£U^want
• • • buy for ^sponse. You get that on
WTCN
Radio inresults
the Twin Cities.
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• Saw and spoke to Sens. Stuart
Symington (D-Mo.), Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.), John L. McClelland
(D-Ark.), and J.W. Fulbright CDArk.) and then Sens. John W. Bricker
(R-Ohio), and Charles E. Potter (RMich.). Mr. Tenenbaum explained he
originally was from Arkansas.
Mr. Tenenbaum also explained that
he hired attorney Robert F. Jones as
his third lawyer in Washington because
he discovered that his other two attorneys were not seeing eye-to-eye. Representing Mr. Tenenbaum's firm were
Monroe Oppenheimer and William A.
Roberts. Mr. Jones, former FCC commissioner and former Ohio Republican
congressman, was retained at a $55,000 fee, to confer with Mr. Oppenheimer and advise on FCC procedures,
he said. Mr. Roberts, who received a
$25,000 fee, was not informed of the
employment of Mr. Jones, Mr. Tenenbaum said, because he was a "high
strung
roof" ifindividual"
he knew. who would "hit the
In addition to Mr. Oppenheimer,
Isadore G. Alk is representing KTVI
at the rehearing.
Mr. Tenenbaum contended that all
his discussions with FCC commissioners were to persuade them to take some
action on the St. Louis situation as well
as the overall uhf problem. He alluded
to the general understanding that it
was no violation to discuss rulemaking
proceedings with commissioners. He
pointed out that when KTVI was in a
hearing status with a second applicant
for ch. 2 in St. Louis, he refrained from
discussing
the case with any commissioners.
After the FCC moved ch. 2 into
St. Louis, a group under the name of
Louisiana Purchase Co. filed in opposition to KTVI. Later a merger agreement was reached and the Louisiana
Purchase stockholders received minority interest in Signal Hill. Signal Hill is
now owned 33.66% each by Mr. Tenenbaum and Paul E. Peltason, Mr.
Tenenbaum's partner in a St. Louis investment firm, 22.71% by the Newhouse radio-tv-newpaper interests and
the remainder is owned by Louisiana
Purchase.
Negotiations with GE and ABC • It
was also brought out that Mr. Tenenbaum negotiated for the purchase of
BROADCASTING, December 14, 1959

ch. 2 equipment with General Electric
Co. and with ABC for network affiliation in January 1957, two months before the final FCC decision.
It was also asserted that Mr. Tenenbaum spoke with Gordon Sherman,
WMAY-TV Springfield, 111., principal,
about
using for
KTVI's
ch. 36withequipment
and chances
affiliation
NBC.
Sangamon Valley attorneys indicated
that they intended to make a fight to
show that Mr. Tenenbaum misrepresented the financial losses of KTVI as
a uhf outlet. Judge Stern took under
advisement their request for profit and
loss statements for the 1954-1957 years.
Oliver Keller, principal in the Sangamon Valley group, testified that he was
not at first aware of Mr. Tenenbaum's
activities in behalf of the ch. 2 move
to St. Louis, and that when he did learn
of it he instituted his own counter attack through his congressman and senators. He did not, he said, approach
the FCC.
Mr. Keller acknowledged that he
learned his group was not going to get
the grant for Springfield ch. 2 from his
attorney and that Comr. Lee is supposed to have reversed his vote in favor
of Sangamon when informed that Sangamon was composed of a "bunch of
New Dealers." Mr. Lee is a Republican.
Jones Testimony • Mr. Jones corroborated Mr. Tenenbaum's testimony
in regard to his legal duties. He stated
that he had seen no one in KTVI's behalf, either at the Commission or on
Capitol Hill.
Mr. Jones also had been a key figure
in the Miami ch. 10 rehearing. He had
been hired by North Dade Video Inc.
late in the original proceedings and
acknowledged that he had spoken to
several congressmen about the desirability of prohibiting airlines from engaging in broadcasting. National Airlines won that contest, but it also is
in the hearing status.
Mr. Peltason corroborated most of
Mr. Tenenbaum's testimony.
The FCC group is scheduled to place
the following in the witness chair this
week (beginning today):
Nelson Howath, mayor of Springfield; C. Arthur Weis, now of Detroit,
but then of the St. Louis Globe-Democrat (which owned 23% of KWK-TV
St. Louis) and Gordon Sherman, principal of WMAY-TV.
Other parties will have the opportunity to call their witnesses. In addition
to KTVI and Sangamon Valley, these
are WICS (TV) Springfield, American
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres Inc..
and the Attorney General of Illinois
WMAY-TV surrendered its permit for
ch. 36 in Springfield several weeks ago
and has withdrawn from the case.
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of all Southern Califo
For its audience, a new, refreshing sound , . . the best in
popular music and news features, intelligently packaged
in KBIG's distinctive "FRESH AIR" programming.
For its advertisers, king-size coverage of receptive listeners
in 234 communities of all 8 Southern California counties . . .
at 71% less average cost than other high-power stations.
The sales significance of "FRESH AIR" is demonstrated
in a new 10 minute presentation. A call to your KBIG
or Weed representative will bring it to your desk promptly!

Radio Catalina.. . 740 kc/ 10,000 watts
JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC.,
6540 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles 28. Calif. ♦ HOllywood 3-3205
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE: WT3ED RADIO CORP.

HARRIS
Refuses

HEDGES

to say

that

ON

PAYOLA

hearings

will be held,
issues memo
on outside activities of staff
The House Legislative Oversight Goodwin became the subject of some
Subcommittee will not be ready to an- controversy when an article under his
nounce hearings on its "payola" in- byline appeared in Life magazine durvestigation for "five or six weeks,"
ing last month's tv hearings by the
Chairman Oren Harris (D-Ark.) said House unit. The article described the
last Wednesday (Dec. 9).
subcommittee's and Mr. Goodwin's acThe Arkansas congressman refused
tivities in collecting information on
to say definitely that hearings would
rigged network tv quiz shows.
be held. But he left the implication
'Our Function' • Rep. Harris emthat hearings are forthcoming by anphasized that whatever the FCC and
nouncing that subcommittee staffers the Federal Trade Commission do about
are carrying on interviews and investi- payola and free plug allegations in
gations based on "mountains" of in- broadcasting will not disturb the conformation supplied by sources all over
gressional probe at all. "Our aim and
the country.
function is to oversee these agencies
Rep. Harris made his remarks after under our jurisdiction and to carry out
morning and afternoon sessions beour responsibilities," he said. He added
hind closed doors, where most of the that
these responsibilities are not
day was spent questioning Boston in- "primarily" restricted
to the misdeeds
dustrialist Bernard Goldfine.
of disc jockeys.
At the midday news conference, Rep.
Obviously in an indulgent mood,
Harris admitted the departure of
Rep.
Harris explained that the OverRichard N. Goodwin, 28-year-old atsight Subcommittee got its name from
torney, from the subcommittee's staff.
the word "oversee" and said the group
But he refused to say whether Mr.
intends to do just that where the FCC
Goodwin, who is joining the staff of and
FTC are concerned.
Sen. John F. Kennedy (D-Mass.), left
The Arkansas Democrat wanted it
at the subcommittee's
request. Mr.
known that the House group's activities are not directed at the broadcast
industry itself. Many broadcasters
TELEVISION MONITORS
throughout the country are innocent
of payola activities, he said, and these
To Fit Every Application
broadcasters have nothing to fear.
Asked whether the subcommittee has an
open-and-shut case against anyone, he
replied: "Not that I'm going to tell
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EQUIPMENT
Air Alert I
$99.50
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Rep. Harris said the subcommittee
about."
will
make an interim report to Congress in January. It also will discuss
legislative recommendations based on
its hearings held this year.
Voluntary Action • Mr. Goodwin,
who said his resignation was effective
Dec. 5 and that he has been away
from the subcommittee's offices for a
few days, told newsmen in the afternoon that his departure from the subcommittee was entirely voluntary and
displayed a letter from Chairman Harris which expressed "regret" that he
was leaving. He said he told Chief
Counsel Robert W. Lishman during
last month's hearings, before the Life
article was published, that he planned
to leave. Mr. Lishman confirmed that
Mr. Goodwin had been considering
leaving for some time and said no inference should be drawn that he was
leaving at the subcommittee's suggestion.
Asked later if his letter to Mr.
Goodwin

expressing

"regret"

at his

departure reflected the sentiments of
other subcommittee members, Rep.
Harris said he hadn't consulted with
other members. He added that as
chairman he can take such action withbers. out asking other subcommittee memA subcommittee spokesman confirmed last week that Rep. Harris had circulated amemo (dated Nov. 27) among
members on the subject of "outside
activities for compensation." The memo
said the work of the subcommittee involves "such a wide range of subjects"
under jurisdiction of the parent House
Commerce Committee that "it is
deemed inadvisable and inappropriate
for any staff member to be engaged in
other and outside activities than the
work assigned to him under the direction of the chairman." The memo
continued:
"No member of the staff shall be
permitted to prepare or assist in the
preparation of written articles for publication or other means of communication whether for compensation or
otherwise.
"No staff member shall become engaged in any other activity or employment outside of the committee without the express permission of the
Improper Activity • The Harris
chairman."
memo
followed indications that several
subcommittee members, both Democrats and Republicans, had questioned the propriety of Mr. Goodwin's
placing the article in Life magazine
(Closed Circuit, Nov. 23). Rep. Harris also explained in an interview on
KOTV (TV) Tulsa that he "did not
understand that (the article) would be
anything in connection with the comSubcommittee members unhappy with
the Goodwin article pointed out that
they
had agreed, following exposes
mittee."
given to newspapers by former Chief
Counsel Bernard Schwartz last year
before he was fired, that staffers would
not be allowed to make outside comments, written or oral, about subcommittee activities.
Mr. Goodwin told newsmen he still
is putting finishing touches on a report
he is preparing for the subcommittee
and that he had made a trip to Boston
in connection with the payola phase
of the House unit's probe before his
resignation became effective. Mr. Goodwin, a native of Boston, said he feels
his work for Sen. Kennedy, a fellow
Bostonian, will be better for his career
than staying with the House group. He
said he is doing research and writing
speeches for Sen. Kennedy, who is
prominent among aspirants for the
Democratic presidential nomination.
Discussing the resignation of Louis
BROADCASTING, December 14, 1959
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Cowan as vice president in charge of
CBS-TV, Mr. Goodwin said he had
talked to Mr. Cowan during the subcommittee's investigation, feels Mr.
Cowan is one of the "finest and most
cultured" persons he has ever
and that the subcommittee found met
no
evidence whatever to indicate that Mr.
Cowan knew tv quiz shows on CBSTV were rigged.
Guilty

plea

F.L. Jacobs

NEGRO

Community Programming
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Br
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Programming

The government contended that it
would prove that almost $4 million in
assets had "disappeared"
F. L.
Jacobs while Mr. Gutermafrom
controlled
the company. The prosecution further
asserted that Jacobs during 1958 had
failed to file required SEC reports in
an attempt to avoid a "bubble burst."
Defense counsel denied any conspiracy
and claimed there were "legitimate reasons" why reports were not filed.
At outset of the trial, the
F. L. Jacobs
KFWB
editorials
Co., now under new management,
pleaded guilty to fraud.
prompt FCC action
Initial testimony came from Firman
Editorializing on a controversial,
Hass, a Detroit partner of Ernst &
statewide
election by KFWB Los
Ernst, certified public accountant. He
asserted that Mr. Guterma, over a pe- Angeles and four other California stations has caused some raised eyebrows
riod of time, stalled on supplying him
at the FCC. The Commission last
with information. Mr. Hass testified
week set aside its Nov. 12 renewal of
that he still had not received enough
KFWB's license following complaints
data to certify the Jacobs 1958 annual
report as accurate.
against
stations' editorials during
the
1958 the
election.

seen

of Whirl-Wind sales action
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trial

The trial of former Mutual President
Alexander L. Guterma opened last Monday in Federal Court in New York. Mr.
Guterma, along with the F. L. Jacobs
Co., of which he was president and
chairman, and Robert J. Everleigh, its
vice president and treasurer, are being
tried
fraud. on charges of conspiring to de-

Big savings

24
HOURS DAILY

opens

president, last week called the tax decision a "signal victory for all fm
broadcasters performing functional
music services" and said it relieves
them of "another unwarranted burden."
Mr. Kreiger said no fm station was
paying the tax until 1956, when a
broadcaster asked IRS if the tax was
required for broadcasting as it is for
wired functional music services. IRS,
looking for new sources of revenue,
came through with its ruling in October,
he
said. Hethatcriticized
"arbitrary"
position
tax onIRS's
wired
services
should apply also to broadcasts.
Fm broadcasters were forced into
paying the tax, he said, when IRS
threatened to collect the taxes from
the stations' subscribers to the tune of
$30 to $50 a year for each. Mr. Krieger made his estimate of tax savings to
broadcasters based on the 80 to 100
broadcasters who provide functional
music multiplied by an average number of customers for each.
The Justice Dept., which represented the government in the case, has not
yet indicated whether it will appeal
but has 90 days to do so. Mr. Kreiger
said he does not believe Justice will
appeal because of the inherent difference between wired and broadcast
functional music services.

for fm

in tax ruling
Fm operators furnishing background
music to subscribers (via simplex or
multiplex) stand to save "several hundred dollars" a year as a result of the
U.S. Court of Claims decision Dec. 2
holding the 8% federal excise tax does
not apply to broadcasts, Seymour
Krieger, Washington attorney, said
last week.
Mr. Krieger represented WGH-FM
Newport News, Va., in successfully
contesting an Internal Revenue Service ruling imposed in 1956 which held
that background music broadcasting
via fm is subject to excise taxes (Broadcasting, Dec. 7). George Bunn, Washington attorney representing WFMF
(FM) Chicago, joined Mr. Krieger in
the tax test case.
John F. Meagher, NAB radio vice

The question up for voters' decision
concerned a proposal to provide free
transportation for students of parochial schools. It was not disclosed who
made the complaints nor on what
grounds. KFWB's application was
placed in the pending file until final
determination of the case.
Other stations involved, whose
licenses are not up for renewal, ininclude KNX Los Angeles, KOBY San
Francisco,
KVON
Napa.KMPC Los Angeles and
• Government

briefs

Fargo proposal • The FCC invited
comment on the proposal of the Joint
Council on Educational Television to
revise the tv table of assignments by
"dropping in" ch. 13 for noncommercial educational use at Fargo, N.D. The
move would necessitate the deletion of
the reservation now on ch. 34 (educaBROADCASTING, December 14, 1959

tion in the daytime skyway proceeding
and also announced the accepted filing
of opposition of Daytime Bcstrs. Assoc.
Denied petitions include: CBS; NBC;
Clear Channel Bcstg. Service; Crosley
Bcstg. Corp., and Municipal Bcstg.
System of New York.

tional) in that city. This would also require an offset carrier change from
plus to minus on ch. 13 in Minot, N.D.,
and North Dakota Bcstg. Co. was ordered to show cause why KXMC-TV
Minot should not change accordingly.
Proposed shift • The FCC on Dec. 10
invited comment on its proposed rulemaking which would shift ch. 1 1 from
Marinette to Green Bay, Wis. WLUKTV Marinette, petitioned for the
change.

Ask reconsideration • WTVY (TV)
(ch. 9) Dothan, Ala., was granted a
petition for reconsideration of a July
15 report and order in the Columbus.
Ga., tv rulemaking decision which assigned WTVY ch. 4 instead of ch. 9 in
Dothan. Comr. Lee abstained from voting while Comr. Bartley concurred.

Denials in skyway • The FCC denied
petitions for rehearing and reconsidera-

_
Gross
to be

wins

ITU

permanent

Opposes ad tax rules • Rep. Overton
Brooks (D-La.) last week charged that
government refusal to exempt certain
types of advertising from taxes as a
business expense threatens freedom of
speech and the press. He said recent
tax rulings by Internal Revenue Service
and the Federal Power Commission
"have ... set up the federal government as a censor of advertising, which
is the life blood of our American economic system." The House Ways &
Means Committee had held hearings
the week before on whether certain
advertising should be fax exempt.

INTERNATIONAI

the International Telecommunications
Conferences which
have been underway
in Geneva since Aug.
17. So far there have
been no radical departures from existing
allocations, particularly as to international
broadcasting which
Mr. Gross
would affect operations in the United States or its territories (Broadcasting, Nov. 2, Dec. 7).
Last week the International Confer-

vote;
head

Gerald C. Gross, of the U.S., acting
secretary-general of the International
Telecommunications Union, last
Wednesday was elected permanent secretary-general of the world-wide organization controlling communications.
He defeated the French candidate, Jean
Rouviere, 51 votes to 35.
Mr. Gross' election came a fortnight
prior to anticipated adjournment of

The

Nation's

ence elected a 25-member administrative council to govern ITU operations.
The terms of the new council members
are for five years and the next council
will be elected in 1965 by a Plenipotentiary Conference, probably to be
held at Geneva headquarters.
Countries represented on the new
council are Argentina, Brazil, Canada,
Colombia, United States, Mexico,
Spain, France, Italy, Germany. United
Kingdom, Switzerland, Yugoslavia,
Czechoslovakia, USSR, Ethiopia, Mo-
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"Nothing Succeeds Like Success." This can very well be the motto for fabulous WVEC TV. For six years a remarkably successful "U" station, WVEC
TV this past month became a "V." Trendex shows that it's on its way to
becoming "THE" Tidewater station. If it's Sales Action you desire . . . then
make Virginia's new ACTION station a "Must."
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WVECTV
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rocco, United Arab Republic, Tunisia,
Australia, China, India, Iran, Japan,
Philippines.
Mr. Gross, a native of New York
City, 56, and a former assistant chief
engineer of the FCC, heads an organization of 260 in Geneva. He became acting secretary-general in 1958, following
the death of Marco Andrada, of Argentine. Prior to joining the FCC, Mr.
Gross had been a physicist at the Bureau of Standards. He became vicedirector of ITU and head of its radio
division in 1945.

ITU's 100 member organization on
Dec. 10 elected Dr. Manohar Balaji
Sarwate of India deputy secretary-general, succeeding Mr. Gross. Dr. Sarwate, 49, studied radio engineering at
U. of Bombay and Liverpool. He was
director of communications of the Civil
Aviation Dept. of India and held other
important communications posts in that
government. He is India's representative on the administrative council of
ITU and heads its delegation to the
Geneva Radio Conference.

Dover's

tv delayed
Dover, England, ch. 10 won't go on
the air at Christmas (Broadcasting,
Oct. 5) after all. Special tests are nec-

essary to establish that the ch. 10 signal
will not cause an unacceptable degree
of interference in the service areas of
existing tv stations on the Continent.
The Dover station eventually will serve
an area from the Medway towns to
Beachy Head.

Food

advertising

code

proposed in Canada
A code of ethics designed to guide
food buyers and cut down misleading
advertising was proposed in the report
of the Royal Commission on Price
Spreads of Food Products, released at
Ottawa, Canada, on November 30. The
report urged the Assn. of Canadian
Advertisers, in cooperation with the
food industry, to draw up and administer such a code.
The commission's report was released
by its chairman, Dr. Andrew Stewart,
who headed the commission during its
investigations and since has been appointed chairman of the Canadian Board
of Broadcast Governors.
The report pointed out that food
products advertising increased almost
400% from 1949 to 1957, accounting
for about 5% of the cost of food after
it leaves the farm. This was estimated
to be double the proportion accounted

for by advertising in 1949.
The report stated that the five-fold
rise in advertising expenditures as food
moves from farm to shopping basket
was by far the greatest increase in all
things added to the food marketing bill.
The commission commented particularly
on the growth of television advertising,
tv accounting for the greatest part of
ing.
the increase in total advertising spend• Abroad

in brief

Madison Avenuesky' • The Soviet
trade journal Sovetskaya Torgovlya announced last month that Russian tv advertising has spread from Moscow to
provincial stations and has inaugurated
a "new goods" program featuring products of interest to women. The journal
said that "expert advice from specialists accompanied the demonstration."
The chief planner for a provincial department store said that the telecasts
"had rendered a good service. Demand
for newly-introduced goods . . . literally
increased the very next day."
Real Red network • The Russian government announced it has over 40 new
tv and relay stations under construction in the Soviet Union besides the 68
existing stations and installations now
in operation.
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SUING

Judge

ASCAP

rules

SONGWRITERS

no standing

The $150 million sting was taken out
of the long-pending "songwriters' antitrust suit" against BMI, the networks,
NAB and a long line of broadcasters
last week by a federal judge in New
York.
Judge Edward Weinfeld of U.S. District Court held that the 33 songwriterplaintiffs had no standing to sue for
damages insofar as radio, television or
other public performances of their approximately 7,000 songs were concerned. He held they could sue on their
charges that BMI paid off, reimbursed
or otherwise induced their publishers
not to promote aggressively some 5,800
of the works, and also with respect to
approximately 1,200 unpublished tunes.
Both sides hailed the decision as a
great victory but counsel for the songwriters refused to say they would not
appeal. BMI authorities, obviously
jubilant over the decision, said they
had no intention of appealing. If the
songwriters appealed, however, they
said they would consider filing a crossappeal. Songwriters' counsel said they
didn't yet know whether they would
92

to sue

on

performing

appeal, but that none of the plaintiffs
had suggested they do so. They said
the decision established their right to
sue for injunctive relief and for damages except on what they called the
"limited issues" of performing rights.
BMI authorities countered that the
"performing rights" issue represented at
least 95% of the suit and that the decision effectively removed the element of
damages because the only damages
specified by the songwriters related to
performance rights. Moreover, BMI
contended that in order to support the
charges left for trial the songwriters
would have to prove that their own
publishers, practically all of them
ASCAP members not connected with
BMI, had been induced by BMI to refrain from exploiting the music. Even
if they could do this, BMI asserted,
plaintiffs already have admitted in the
law suit that they are unable to specify
any damages arising out of this type
of alleged interference.
In addition to $150 million damages,
the six-year-old suit, known as Schwartz
vs. BMI, seeks the dissolution of BMI.

JOLTED

rights issue
Whether this issue is left intact by
Judge Weinfeld's decision was a question which brought varying answers
even among broadcasters. The conservative opinion was that it is still in
issue, but there were others who maintained that it no longer is.
The thrust of the charges, as summarized by Judge Weinfeld, is that
the defendants conspired to dominate
and control the market for the uses and
exploitation of musical compositions,
particularly the public performance
rights, and ultimately to fix and reduce
the price paid by broadcasters for the
use of music on the air. The songwriters, all of them members of
ASCAP, contended the defendants conspired against the use of their tunes,
and in favor of BMI.
Judge Weinfeld ruled, however, that
through their ASCAP membership the
songwriters
had "unequivocally" transferred their rights
to ASCAP and that,
under the law, it is ASCAP and not the
members who would be hurt directly
by any such conspiracy. Thus, he held,
the plaintiffs have no legal standing
BROADCASTING, December 14, 1959

to sue for damages on the performance
rights issue.
With respect to publishing and recording rights assigned to publishers
and regarding some 1,200 songs as to
which no publisher contracts are in effect, he ruled that the plaintiffs do have
a right to go to trial. He made plain
that in all phases of the ruling he was
not passing on the merits of the various
charges, but only on defendants' claims
that plaintiffs had no standing to sue.
Offers

being

made

in

musicians fund row
American Federation of Musicians
has made an offer to the musician members of AFM 47 in Hollywood who
have gone to court to upset the AFM
trust fund policies and divert all fund
payments to the musicians doing the
work involved. AFM has offered to
turn over to them all impounded monies
in connection with royalty fund payments for phonograph records and in
connection with the release of theatrical
motion pictures to television.
Henry Kaiser, AFM general counsel,
told a special meeting of Local 47 that
AFM is willing to release all the money
(about $1.9 million) impounded in the
Anderson (phonograph record) case and
to settle the as-yet-untried Atkinson
(films released to tv) case for $750,000.
Noting that the litigation will be both
lengthy and costly, he said that AFM
"is trying to evolve the necessary formula for terminating the internal strife
inevitably attending litigation."
Musicians Guild of America, rival
musicians' union formed by leaders of
the fight against the trust fund and
other AFM policies, immediately questioned the good faith of the AFM offer.
They point out that the offer to phonograph musicians is about 12% of their
claims for $15.5 million and the offer to
motion picture musicians is about 9.5%
of claims for $7,945,000. MGA charges
that this offer is made in an attempt to
get recording musicians to vote for
AFM in the mail balloting now in
process to determine whether AFM or
MGA will represent musicians in negotiations with more than a dozen recording companies.
First step in determining the acceptability of the AFM offer will undoubtedly be a meeting of attorneys representing both AFM and the plaintiff musicians. Ifthe lawyers reach an agreement it would be submitted to the Defense Fund trustees, then to the actual
plaintiffs (musicians who signed the
complaints), then to the contributors to
the Defense Fund to underwrite the expenses of the litigation and finally to
all the musicians who would be affected
by the settlement.
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programs

NBC-TV last week announced plans
to improve daytime programming by
applying the same formula it has developed over the past three years in
prime evening time. The concept: hourlong specials aimed at exploiting daytime's maximum audience potential.
A colorfully illustrated brochure issued by the network for its "daylight
specials plan" describes various programs currently in the works, or under
consideration; research figures showing
the strength of specials; the daytime audience potential, and the projected impact of daylight specials.
"In marked contrast to CBS-TV's
Woman series," the brochure explains,
"which is essentially documentary in
approach, the full-hour programs offered
in NBC-TV's daylight specials plan represent awide diversity of entertaining
and provocative program material,
ranging from dramas with name stars
through probing feature stories to musical and variety sequences."
NBC-TV also uses the CBS' Woman
specials for its own audience projection
purposes, calling it the only available
Nielsen yardstick which reflects the impact of a daytime special opposite regular 3 to 5 p.m. programming. The
Woman show of May 19, 1959, (3-4
p.m. NYT) registered a 39% increase
in CBS average audience, NBC said.
Normal NBC-TV audience level between 3and 5 p.m. is listed at 2,904,000 homes per minute and 4,850,000
viewers per minute. At a 40% above
normal level, these figures would change
to 4.066,000 homes and 6,790,000
viewers (per minute).
NBC-TV special program ideas include afashion show staged as a musical revue; a series of dramas about
marriage; intimate glimpses into the
lives of Hollywood stars; a roundup of
best-selling musical talent; controversial
explorations of pressing social problems,
and special programs for children. Estimated net program prices range from
$30,000 to $100,000.

Radio-tv,

name

plan

screen

directors guilds merge
Merger of Screen Directors Guild of
America and Radio & Television Directors Guild into a single union to be
known as Directors Guild of America
has been overwhelmingly approved by
the members of both unions, culminating discussions begun four years ago.
A total of 2,068 directors, assistant directors, associate directors, stage manBROADCASTING, December 14, 1959

agers and program assistants are involved, including RTDG's 518 New
York members, 219 Hollywood members, 51 Detroit members, 50 Chicago
members and 18 in Cleveland and Washas well
as SDGA's
directorsington,
andD.C., 478
assistant
directors734
in
the U.S., Canada and Europe.
Frank Capra, now SDGA president,
will serve as national president of DGA
for the first two-year term, and Michael
J. Kane, national president of RTDG
will be national vice president of the
new union. National DGA offices will
be in Hollywood, at the present SDGA
building, with Joseph C. Youngerman,
national executive secretary of SDGA,
assuming the same post for DGA. Newman H. Burnett, national executive secretary of RTDG, will be New York regional executive secretary of DGA.
The merger will bring under one organization contracts with ABC, CBS
and NBC as well as with 361 film producing companies, of which 18 are in
New York, 14 in states other than New
York and California and eight outside
the U.S.
Hope
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World
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Taylor

Instrument

Cos.

bit scissored

Bob Hope's controversial "Herman
Payola" sketch seen on NBC-TV last
Friday (Dec. 11) was changed before
the final script was taped, a network
spokesman said.
NBC-TV officials reviewed the script
and suggested omission of some product references which were considered
"excessive." The review procedure is
a standard operating measure at NBC.
Mr. Hope, however, still claimed a
moral victory, charging that plugs for
the Edsel car, Blue Cross and the Diners
Club, which were scissored, pertained
to another segment of the show.
NBC-TV representatives maintain
that the nature of the script was essentially unchanged.
The Friday special was sponsored by
Buick through McCann-Erickson.
WOR

news

Pictured is trie Tycos Aneroid Blood Pressure device, produced by Taylor
Instrument Cos., and the leading diagnostic instrument of its kind since 1907.
In the

vital

The
Radio

ROCHESTER,

N. Y. area

QUALITY
Station

is

. . .

service

A total of 39 stations are now receiving WOR New York's voiced news
service, it was announced last week by
Robert J. Leder, vice president in charge
of WOR-AM-TV New York. The operation went into effect on Nov. 30.
Stations signed for the service include the five other RKO General outlets— KHJ Los Angeles, KFRC San
Francisco, CKLW Detroit, WNAC
Boston and WGMS Washington — and
the Yankee Network, covering 30 stations in addition to WNAC. Other new
subscribers are KWK St. Louis, WBOF
Virginia Beach, Va., and WAVI Dayton, Ohio. The service supplies international voiced news to clients.
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given theatre group
As a means of stopping the flow of
post-1948 features to tv, J. Robert Hoff,
national sales manager of Motion Picture Investors Inc., last week proposed
that MPI purchase the top 10 attractions
in the library of each film company and
re-release them to theatres.
Mr. Hoff, whose company was
formed about two years ago to interest
theatre exhibitors to invest in motion
picture production companies, offered
his suggestion at the convention of National Allied in Miami Beach, Fla. National Allied is a trade association of
mediumand small-sized theatre operators.
He indicated that MPI would require additional investors before the proposal could be implemented, adding that
MPI has its sights on 4,000 to 5.000 investors. He reported that more than
$500,000 of MPI stock has been purchased since last September.
Mr. Hoff's proposal was offered as a
substitute for one by Ben Marcus, general chairman of the convention, under
which exhibitors would form a company
for the purpose of buying the "blockbusters" in the post-48 libraries. Mr.
Hoff remarked that MPI could perform
the same function as a newly-organized
company without the danger of legal
complications. Mr. Marcus expressed
approval of Mr. Hoff's proposal and the
convention unanimously voted its endorsement.

be released to tv on an "orderly"' basis,
should they be sold to tv. He recommended that a company specify in any
television agreement that when a feature is shown on tv, the purchaser allot
three minutes to promote the current
product of the seller.

REFINED

Astor

Pictures

to Franklin
FORT
WITH

THAT

WORTH
SOOTHING

•

DALLAS
INGREDIENT

ASK YOUR COLONEL OR HERMAN CLARK
THE ULTRA-REFINED 570 PACKAGE
WBAP
STUDIO & OFFICES
3900 BARNETT, FORT WORTH
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tv

As for the other films in the post- 1948
libraries, Mr. Hoff suggested that they

WBAP

RADIO

to block

.

FOR

AM-FM-TV
DALLAS
1900 N. AKARD

sold

Bruder

Purchase of Astor Pictures Corp.,
New York, and its subsidiary. Atlantic
Television Co., by New York industrialist Franklin F. Bruder was announced
last week. The companies were bought
from the estate of Robert Savini. Terms
were not disclosed.
Atlantic has about 150 feature films
in its library and one tv film series —
Uncommon Valor. Mr. Bruder announced that Alfred H. Morton, formerly a vice president of NBC. will
become president of Atlantic. The company will include Everett Crosby on its
board, Mr. Bruder said. He will assist
Atlantic
television. in acquiring new products for
BROADCASTING, December 14, 1959

Air
Boeing

France -First
707

European

Intercontinental

Here's another Air France "first" for the record!
Soon Air France's Boeing 707 Intercontinental Jet
will touch down at Orly Field after a O^-hour nonstop flight from New York. This flight will mark the
beginning of the world's first "jet-to- jet" service —
Intercontinental jets non-stop daily to Paris, Caravelle jets from Paris to all Europe, Africa and the
Middle East.
Air France is no stranger to the pages of aviation

Airline

Jets

to

Across

Fly
the

Giant
Atlantic!

history. As early as 40 years ago, Lucien Bossoutrot
made the first international commercial flight between France and England. Similar historic first
flights include the first crossing of the South Atlantic,
the Andes, and the first scheduled Far East service.
The inauguration of transatlantic jet service demonstrates the forward steps that have helped make
Air France the world's largest airline, with the
world's most personal jet service.

WORLD'S
FASTEST
JETLINER
/ WORLD'S
CE
AIR
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WIS
Here are the next 10 days of network
color shows (all times are EST).

Mam

-Adult*.!

Any time — ALL DAY — WIS
reaches more adults in Metropolitan Columbia!*

WIS

dfifyli

Rating!

In the 56 quarter-hours from 6
am to 8 pm, WIS is FIRST RATED
in 28! — in second place in the
other 28! Even in second place,
WIS delivers more adults than
any of the other stations.*

WIS

fined, yau tap.
Peldoaalitiei!
Mackie Quave (6-9 am) and
Dave Wright (4-7 pm) are in
SOLID FIRST PLACE the entire
length of their programs.

[.Get all the facts from the Metro
Columbia, S C. PULSE, Sept
1959
Call your PCW colonel

Excluding station of specialized
Audience.

WIS

COLUMBIA,
NBC

S.C.

• 560 KC • 5000 WATTS
C. Richard Shafto, Exec. Vice President
W. Frank Harden, Managing Director
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NBC-TV
Dec. 14-18 (6:30-7 a.m.) Continental
Classroom.
Dec. 14-18, 21-23 (11-11:30 a.m.)
sorship.Price Is Right, participating sponThe
Dec. 14-18, 21-23 (12:30-1 p.m.) It
Could Be You, participating sponsorship.
Dec. 14, 21 (10-11 p.m.) Steve Allen
Plymouth Show, Plymouth through N. W.
Ayer.
Dec. 15, 22 (9-9:30 p.m.) Arthur Murray Party, P. Lorillard through Lennen &
Newell and Sterling Drug through Norman Craig & Kummel.
Dec. 15 (9:30-10:30 p.m.) LincolnMercury Startime, Ford through J. Walter
Thompson.
Dec. 16, 23 (8:30-9 p.m.) The Price
Is Right, Lever through Ogilvy Benson &
Mather and Speidel through J. Walter
Thompson.
Dec.Music
16, 23Hall,(9-10
PerryJ. Como's
Kraft
Kraftp.m.)
through
Walter
Thompson.
Dec. 17 (9:30-10 p.m.) Ford Show,
Ford through J. Walter Thompson.
Dec. 18 (8:30-9:30 p.m.) Bell Telephone Hour, AT&T through N. W. Ayer.
Dec. 19 (10-10:30 a.m.) Howdy Doody,
Continental Baking through Ted Bates.
Dec. 19 (10:30-11 a.m.) Ruff and
Reddy Show, Mars through Knox-Reeves
and Borden through Benton & Bowles.
Dec. 19 (7:30-8:30 p.m.)
through Kenyon & Eckhardt. Bonanza, RCA
Dec. 20 (9-10 p.m.) Dinah Shore Chevy
Show, Chevrolet through
Campbell-Ewald
CBS-TV
Dec. 15 (9:30-10 p.m.) Red Skelton
Show,
C. Johnson & Sons through Foote
Cone &S. Belding.

NBC

confirms,

outlaws

program fee kickbacks
NBC confirmed reports last week
that a choral group had returned to the
network half of the fees it earned for
appearances on the Today program.
James A. Stabile, NBC vice president
in charge of Standards and Practices
later issued a statement which said:
"The Clara Ward Singers made their
last appearance on the Today program
over a year ago. The NBC Dept. of
Standards and Practices has been actively engaged in the study of this and
similar incidents involving payments on
behalf of artists for promotional appearances. Although this has been a
common practice in the industry, we
have reviewed the situation and have
issued instructions for the termination
of such practices on NBC."
The Clara Ward Singers, a Negro
choral group, made four appearances
on Today in 1957 and 1958. A spokesman for the group said that since the
program could sustain only half the cost
of paying the union-scale fee of $173.50
to each performer for each appearance,
the choral group agreed to the arrangement since it desired national tv exposure. He said one-half of the total salary

bill for each show, amounting to $520
was returned to NBC.
A spokesman for the American Federation of Television and Radio Artists
said its New York local was investigating the matter, since the union has
banned the practices.
Spokesmen for ABC and CBS both
said
theynetworks.
knew of "no such practices"
at their

Prime

time

spy

show

cut for public affairs
The Saturday night counterspy series
Five Fingers has lost its hold on NBCTV and will be replaced starting Jan. 23,
1960 with a series that will cover much
greater ground, that of public affairs.
The 9:30-10:30 p.m. (EST) slot will
draw on the network's news organization as well as its public affairs and special projects departments for in-depth
reports on subjects ranging from alcoholism tomeetings at the summit.
New

Filmways

studios

opened in New York
Filmways Inc., New York, opened
its million-dollar studios, billed as the
largest film-videotape production center on the East Coast, last week. Two
sound stages, each 100 feet square,
were dedicated to actresses Lillian and
Dorothy Gish.
Several hundred people, representing
all phases of .the film-advertising business attended the opening party Dec. 8.
The plant they saw includes the studios
with associated control and dressing
rooms, commissary and offices, plus a
five-story adjoining building housing
props, electric shop, carpenter shop and
scene dock.
Production of commercials, a large
phase of Filmways business, has already
begun at the new address, 127th St.
and Second Ave.

Hometown girls • Martin Ransohoff,
founder and president of Filmways Inc.,
presents a model of the plaque naming
his firm's new soundstages for Lillian
(1) and Dorothy Gish, recognizing
"their contribution toward establishing
the cinema as a major art."
BROADCASTING, December 14, 1959

The current unfavorable publicity about TV, caused by
the actions of a cynical few, has implications for all advertising that no thinking person can ignore.
We at Good Housekeeping feel that the maintenance of
public confidence in all forms of advertising is as much
our concern as publishing a good magazine.
And we have a specific, tested contribution to make to
advertisers who are concerned with the credibility of
their television commercials.
During the past year the Schwerin Research Corporation has conducted a study that evaluates the effect of
including the Good Housekeeping Guaranty Seal in TV
commercials.
Results show that the addition of the Good Housekeeping
Guaranty Seal to the TV commercials of several major advertisers increased their effectiveness by 20% in one case,
27% in another, 39% in a third.
These facts prove once again the cumulative faith that
has been built up in Good Housekeeping and its Guaranty Seal. Because we investigate every product and
check every claim that is advertised in our pages
40,930,000 women* are influenced by our seal.
There are some products and some claims that may never
earn our seal. But if you make a good product, and advertise ithonestly if vigorously, let us show you the
Schwerin results and discuss how the matchless confidence millions of customers have in Good Housekeeping
can go to work for you now.
Call Good Housekeeping today.
'Crossley, S-D Surveys. Inc.

Good

Hous
ping
MAGAZINE ekee
AND INSTITUTE
^-r^T.
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A HEARST MAGAZINE
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VIDEOTAPE
Ampex

THESAURUS

There's the look of success in
Forest City, North Carolina, and
new station WAGY wears it. RCA
Thesaurus figures in this success
story. WAGY manager, Don H.
Lovelace, gives us this report :
"We're a new station in a twostation market ... in first year
sold 'SHOP AT THE STORE WITH
THE MIKE ON THE DOOR,' adding
$13,000 to our gross . . . competitive radio is made easy with
Thesaurus."
How are competitive conditions in
your town? RCA Thesaurus may
be just the thing for your station.
Write for all the details today!
THESAURUS
155 East 24th Street • New York 10, N. Y.
Chicago, Nashville, Atlanta, Dallas, Holly wood
100 (PROGRAMMING)

man

PROGRESS

claims

REPORT

tape is replacing tv-film.
recorders to a third machine and reThe tv tape recorder "will become
the common storage machine for all tv
cording the output of either machine,
program material and the prospects are as desired, with common electronic
that within five years the production
wipes, fades, dissolves between segof film for television will have been
ments." Devices to do this job have
relegated to the status of a fringe op- been developed and field tested and a
eration," Bob Day, manager of sales de- production version is expected next,
Mr. Day stated.
velopment for Ampex Professional
Present economies of tape, which
Products Co., predicted Dec. 8.
Mr. Day reviewed the progress of producers report at 25-50% under film
tape as a means of recording tv pro- costs, Mr. Day said, will be improved
grams before the Los Angeles chapter with new developments. By next summer, he stated, there should be at least
of the Academy of Television Arts &
Sciences during its monthly meeting.
30% additional below-the-line economies in tape production.
Taped program segments, fed to a dozen
receivers around the room from the
Mr. Day's views were endorsed by
John Guedel-Jack Linkletter "On-theMr. Schulke, who declared: "We feel
that there is nothing that can be done
Go" mobile Videotape cruiser parked
on film that can't be done as well on
outside, illustrated Mr. Day's remarks.
The program also featured a discustape and less expensively." Mr.
sion of the provocative subject of Leonard, however, said that as of today, if he wanted a quality program,
whether tv tape will kill the television
film industry by a panel whose moderahe'd still use film. "With present techtor was the educator-performer Dr.
niques, we can get a higher professional
Frank Baxter and whose members were
polish with film" he declared. He added
Sheldon Leonard, producer-director,
that ultimately, a blending of techniques
The Danny Thomas Show; Howard
will undoubtedly give tape a degree of
perfection comparable to that of film.
Meighan, president, Videotape Productions; James A. Schulke, vice president
Mr. Wells agreed that at present tape
in charge of Paramount Television pro- does not give producers the same control over their product that they get
ductions (KTLA [TV] Los Angeles);
Ross Snyder, Ampex video products
from film, but he too expressed conmanager; Bud Stefan, Hollywood vice
fidence in tape's future, noting that
president, BBDO; Ralph Wells, technithrough a subsidiary, Elliot, Unger &
cal test engineer, Screen Gems, and Bud
Elliot, Screen Gems is already in the
Yorkin, producer-director, Tandem
tape
business and adding that the comProductions.
pany has a series scheduled to be proMr. Day reported that at the time of
duced on tape during the coming year.
the last Ampex appearance before
Proper Techniques • BBDO has
ATAS, in May 1958, there were 42 been a leader in the use of tape comvtr machines in operation at the three
mercials, with virtually all of its clients'
tv networks and 33 individual stations.
nighttime network commercials now on
Today, he said, nearly 550 machines
tape, Mr. Stefan said. But even so the
are in use in the U.S. and 10 foreign
agency
more tv spots on film than
countries; more than 160 stations in on tape has
at this time. Mr. Yorkin adthis country have them; the networks tovanced the view that many of tapes'
gether account for 73 machines, and
problems came from people who tried
16 independent production companies
to use it with film techniques, instead
have 32 recorders. (These producers
of following the proper pattern of live
plus the networks and some indepentv production.
dent stations are producing at least 40
Money may be a basic reason why
syndicated programs on tape.)
more programs are not put on tape,
Compatible • Tape has achieved full
interchangeability, black-and-white or Mr. Yorkin commented. "An advertising agency with $3 million to spend
color, Mr. Day stated. Copying techon a tv program," he stated, "is not
anxious to cut that billing down to $1.5
niques "give acceptab
from
far more tape generatileon copies
than it will
million by putting the show on tape."
ever be necessary to utilize." Mobility
has been provided by mobile cruisers,
• Program notes
introduced early this year.
Problems remaining to be solved inRock-like convictions • Rock 'n' roll
clude electronic animation, which is be- music
produces strong convictions on
ing worked on and will be solved in a radio listeners Ohio State U. reports. In
reasonable time, and editing, which una recent survey of listener tastes, relike film is more than just splicing. The
searchers found that nearly 35% of a
ideal solution, he said, "seems to be a sample 1,992 adults aged 19 to 70 years
method of feeding the output of two tv said they would turn off their radios
BROADCASTING, December 14, 1959

THE
SALES CONSULTANTS
POSTOFFICE BOX lOB. WORTH I NGTON, OHIO
TELEPHONE
TUxedo S-734S

sales Consulting
sales training
Retail sales Clinics

GOOD

MORNING,

CO.
Sales Promotions
sales meetings
Sales Research

MR. BROADCASTER:

While speaking to a number of State Broadcasting
Associations this year, many broadcasters asked
me "When are you going to hold another SALES
TRAINING SCHOOL?"
My schedule has been so
filled with Sales Consulting, conducting Industrial
and Wholesale Sales Schools, and Retail Sales
Clinics, that broadcasters were neglected this year.
More than 4000 Radio-TV salesmen have attended
my two day Sales Training School during the past
15 years.
It was this work that got me listed in
Who's Who in Commerce and Industry.
I will personally conduct Sales Training Schools for broadcasters as follows:
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

14-15
22-23
25-26
27-28

Charlotte, N.C.
Columbus, Ohio
Denver, Colorado
San Francisco, Calif.

Feb.
1-2 Phoenix, Arizona
Feb.
4-5 Tampa, Florida
Feb. 11-12 Chicago, Illinois
Feb. 15-16 Dallas, Texas

Schools will be scheduled in other areas if enough inquiries are received.
Individual station or Group Ownership Schools may be arranged. Each
school is limited to 20 for personal attention. The fee is $100.00 each;
or $250.00 for 3 or more from the same station. Only one station from
a city is accepted.
Most financial writers and bank economists are predicting that 1960 will be
one of our best years.
More than eleven billion dollars will be spent on
advertising.
You have one of the best mediums for effective advertising.
Three things are required to get your share: (1) Enough good salesmen
(that's your job); (2) Good IDEAS to sell (that's our job); (3) A definite and
proven method of telling about these ideas that will result in a sale (that's
my job).
There is a shortage of good salesmen.
Get the most from those you have.
Send them to one of these Sales Schools for broadcast salesmen, conducted
by a broadcast salesman.
Wire, phone or Air Mail your reservation today.
Happy Holidays

BROADCASTING, December 14, 1959

Good Health

and a Prosperous New Year!
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WJAR

UP|

is

I

In twenty-eight out of fortynine daylight hours, 6:00 A.M.
to 6:00 P.M., Monday through
Friday (Pulse, March '59 vs.
June '59) WJAR shows an
increase.

I
I
I
f
I
UPf

WJA

R

is

Twelve out of twenty traffic
periods rated 6:30 A.M. to 9:00
A.M., Monday through Friday
(Pulse, March '59 vs. June '59)
WJAR shows increases.

'
I
I
I
0
I

WJAR

is

UP |

Thirty-eight of the forty-nine
daylight hour segments, 6:00
A.M. to 6:00 P.M., Monday
through Friday (Pulse, June '58
vs. June '59) WJAR shows
increases.

WJAR

is

UP |

In twenty-three of twenty-four
traffic periods, 6:30-9:00 A.M.,
and 4:00-6:00 P.M., (Pulse,
June '58 vs. June '59) WJAR
shows increases.

GET

RESULTS

BUY

ADULTS!

BUY

WJAR

I
J
i

NBC NEWS,
SPORTS,
MONITOR

Sister station of WJAR-TV
^Represented proudly by Edward Petry & Co. j
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if as much as a half hour of the frantic
music was announced. Among other
findings. Adults, ages 19 to 70, ranked
their favorite tv show formats as (1)
adult western drama; (2) prestige 60minute drama; (3) play-by-play sports;
(4) tv news; (5) jazz detective drama;
(6) musicals with "sweet" music.
Olympic games • CBS Films Inc., New
York, has acquired television rights to
the 1960 Olympic Games for sale in all
of South and Central America and Australia. Film sale rights were granted by
the Olympics Committee, which is represented by Gardner Adv., St. Louis
and New York. Each country will be
offered at least 15 hours of programming, with special coverage to each
about efforts of its participating athletes.
Nautical sounds • The 40,000-ton
U.S.S. Ticonderoga became a floating
sterophonic studio last month when
audio engineers from Radio Recorders
captured the authentic sounds of a
week-long cruise to produce "Sounds
of the Ti." The results will be edited
and processed for release as an addition to the Standard Radio Hi-Fi
and Super Sound Effects Library. G.
Howard Hutchins, president of Radio
Recorders, and Harry Bryant, vice
president, directed the recording of
naval sounds, from bugle calls to takeoffs and landings of the Navy's new
F3H Demon and FJ4 Fury jets, with
added sessions on the hangar deck,
flight deck control room, primary
flight
control room and the carrier's
helicopter.
More 'Tombstone' sales • Ziv Television Programs reports that Tombstone
Territory has been sold in 96 markets in
the first 20 days of selling, with latest
sales to Grant Furniture Co. and Welco
Builders for WPTV (TV) West Palm
Beach, Fla.; Riverside Bedding Co. and
Sing Oil Co. for WALB-TV Albany,
Ga., and Sheehon Buick Co. for WPSTTV Miami; KALB-TV Alexandria,
La.; KPLC-TV Lake Charles, La.;
KTEN (TV) Ada, Okla., and KMIDTV Midland, Tex.
Christmas buyers • United Artists Associated Inc., N.Y., has added 23 more
markets for its Yule season films: "A
Christmas Carol," "The Emperor's
Nightingale," "Star in the Night" "Silent
Night." The stations are: WKTV (TV)
Utica, N.Y.; WESH-TV Daytona
Beach, Fla.; KSLA-TV Shreveport, La.;
KVKM (TV) Monohans, Tex.; WKBWTV Buffalo, N.Y.; KOSA-TV Odessa,
Tex.; KGBT-TV Harlingen, Tex.;
KGHL-TV Billings, Mont.; KOLD-TV
Tucson, Ariz.; WFMY-TV Greensboro,
N.C.; WBAL-TV Baltimore; WCBI-TV

Columbus, Miss.; WSM-TV Nashville,
Term.; WLOS-TV Asheville, N.C.;
CKCK-TV Regina, Sask.; CFQC-TV
Saskatoon, Sask.; CKX-TV Brandon,
Manitoba; CFCJ-TV Port Arthur, Ont.;
CHCA-TV Red Deer, Alberta; KENSTV San Antonio, Tex.; KCMC-TV
Texarkana, Tex.; WDAF-TV Kansas
City,
Minn. Mo., and KCMT-TV Alexandria,
New producer • Production and distribution of Radio Press Conference,
weekly voiced Washington half-hour
news show, has been taken over by
News Assoc. Inc., Washington audio
news service, it was announced last
week. Heretofore it had been distributed by Radio Press International,
New York. News Assoc., formed in
1958 with personnel from the old International News Service, has produced
Radio Press Conference for RPI since
inception of the program in mid-summer. Regular moderator has been I.
Herbert Gordon, president of News
Assoc. The weekly program, its name
changed to Radio News Conference, has
included top Washington government
personalities.
Tragedy coverage • WLYC Williamsport, Pa. supplied stations throughout
the country with on-the-spot reports of
the disaster which occured in its own
backyard. Early on the scene of the
crash of an Allegheny Airlines plane
at the Williamsport airport on Dec.
1, the station gave beeper phone reports to stations in New York, Akron,
Dayton, Philadelphia, Los Angeles,
Cleveland among others.

New subscribers • Tel National, producer of jingles for use by local advertisers on radio stations, has announced six new station subscribers:
KXRX San Jose, KWIP Merced,
KSON San Diego, all California. KTLN
Denver, Colo.; WDAF Kansas City
and KSD St. Louis.
Series on blindness •WBBM-TV Chicago launched a three-part public affairs presentation on child blindness
Dec. 6. Titled Out of the Dark, the
weekly series deals with one child's
success in living a normal life, efforts
of people and institutions to meet the
challenges posed by the problem, and
cause, effect and prevention of blindness in children. The station's news and
public affairs staffs devoted three
months to production of the programs,
shooting some 15,000 feet of film.

'Billy' goes tv • Sanrock productions,
new tv program company, has completed filming the first episode of The
Legend of Billy the Kid, planned as
39 half-hour series to be filmed in
color. Jerry Schafer, executive producBROADCASTING, December 14, 1959

SUCCESS OF "RADIANT RADIO KHJ", LOS ANGELES IS CREDITED IN GREAT PART TO FAST, EFFICIENT OPERATION
OF MACKENZIE ELECTRONICS AUTOMATIC AUDIO FIVE-CHANNEL REPEATERS • Frequency 930 kilocycles, Los
Angeles is "Radiant Radio KHJ" • And "Radiant Radio KHJ" features a new format... a format of fast,
extra-fast news, music, and information put into effect when KHJ changed over from being a key network
station to completely independent operation. The change was highly successful .. .made so by careful preplanning, bycareful rehearsal before format change, and by the use of newly -developed instant cuing, and
instant-playing , tape machines manufactured by MacKenzie Electronics, Inc. • Mr. A. J. La Frano, vicepresident and program director says .. ."Our programming, now made up of much smaller segments than
before, had to appeal to and hold our listeners. It had to be tight, bright, and fast. In the success we have
had we owe a great deal to the program repeaters manufactured by MacKenzie Electronics. They prevent
missed cues, fluffs, and retakes. They save us time . £mmmm
and save us money, and have been of tremendous I
help in smoothing out our operation'.'

~ H

Mr. La Frano credits
VlacKenzie Automatic
Audio Five-Channei
Repeaters for success
of new ''Radiant
formatand
ofRadio
news,KHJ"music,
information . . .
smoothest,
fastest
one of radio's
moving
continuous
programming
operations.

Model 5CPB
Five-Channel Selective
Program
Delivered Repeater.
as
illustrated, mounted
on a standard relay

MACKENZIE 5CPB FIVE-CHANNEL SELECTIVE PROGRAM
REPEATERS CAN ASSIST YOUR PROGRAMMING, TOO...
save you work... save you money • The MacKenzie
Five Channel Selective Program Repeater is designed
for use by Radio Broadcasting . . . Television . . . Film
and Sound Recording Studios... for playing of prerecorded. . spot announcements ... station breaks...
jingles .. .music bridges and other program material
requiring precision cuing, with instantaneous ... stopstart operation. The 5CPB is a complete special effects
programming machine, housing 5 tapes, which will
increase the flexibility and efficiency of your operations, with no more missed cues .. .program failures
...re-takes... or fluffs. Fast, easy magazine changes
provide hundreds of recordings at your fingertips.
Tapes are quickly and easily prepared on standard
recording equipment. Dubbing, cue-marking, loading,
and splicing normally takes about five minutes. These
machines save time and money.
do you need these features? ■ Instantaneous Cuing
• Noiseless Operation • Rapid Magazine Changes (5 Seconds or
Less, Each) . Easy Preparation of Tapes (5 Minutes or Less, Each;
• Automatic Special Effects • Bright, Tight, Fast Operation
IF YOU DO, SEND COUPON TODAY!
BROADCASTING, December 14, 1959

rack contained
panel
(834"power
high),
complete
with
self
supply.
Included
each machine are with
five
magazinesPriceand
accessories.
SI,
250
F.O.B.
Los Angeles.
Leasing available.
Demonstration
upon request.

Gentlemen,
Please send me literature describing Model 5CPB Repeaters.
I am attaching my company calling card. Please send typical
"Air Check" tape of KHJ Los Angeles operation.
NameCompany.
Address_
City

_State.

• MACKENZIE
ELECTRONICS,
INC.
145 WEST HAZEL ST./ INGLEWOOD 3, CALIF. / OREGON 8-9335103

Right
in

on

top

FRESNO

er, also wrote the initial film, which
was directed by Reg Parton. Mr.
Schafer is vice president of Sanrock,
which is headquartered at 4060 Buckingham Road, Los Angeles. Telephone
is Axminster 5-3116. Other officers
are: Isaac Avrin, president; William
Bonney (who portrays Billy the Kid),
secretary - treasurer; Sidney Schlafer,
executive vice president.
First sales • Fremantle International
Inc., N.Y., reports sales of its Spanish-

FATES
Broadcast

&

Advertising
• Robert C. Barker,
previously vp and account supervisor at
Kenyon & Eckhardt
and Ogilvy, Benson &
Mather, both New
York, to Compton
Adv., that city, in
similar capacity.

Barker

One
of the
■ top reasons
Wm KJEO is a top
California TV
time buy is it's
the only network
JSF channel in Central Q
B California not over- 1
F lapped by the cover- \
' age patterns of neighboring same - network
stations. Get ABC programming and KJEOTV's undiluted viewership in this million-plus
population market.

Channel 47, No. 1 for the audience and the base cost in Central
California audience.

channel
FRESNO
J. E. O'Neill — President
Joe Drilling — Vice President
and General Manager
W. 0. Edholm — Commercial Manager
See your H-R representative H'Ri^C
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• Neil H. McElroy, formerly Secretary of Defense, elected chairman
of Procter & Gamble Co., succeeding
R. R. Deupree who continues as honorary chairman. Mr. McElroy was
president of P&G from 1948-1957
when he resigned to join Cabinet.

• George B. Koch Jr., advertising
manager of B. F. Goodrich Chemical
Co., division of B. F. Goodrich Co.,
Akron, Ohio, appointed to similar position with parent company for industrial and commercial products.

• William J. Jost, previously with
Owen & Chappell as vp and account
executive and McCann-Erickson as
merchandising executive; Alan B.
Miller Jr., previously account executive with Doherty, Clifford, Steers &
Shenfield, and Thomas S. Quinlan all
promoted to vps at Ted Bates, N.Y.,
where they have been serving as account executives. Gordon Ensign,
Bates account executive, named assistant vp.
• Frank J. Gromer
Jr., media manager
at Foote, Cone &
Belding, elected vp
and named director
of media for New
York office. Mr.
Gromer has been
with FC&B for 12
Mr. Gromer
years and has served
in such capacities there as account research supervisor, director of account
research and director of research.

• William W. Woodbridge, formerly

dubbed cartoon package Cartoon Classics, WKAQ-TV San Juan, P.R., for
distribution in both Puerto Rico and
Cuba, and to Zuriguel Associados.
Caracas, Venezuela, for tv stations
throughout that country.
Screen Gem move • Screen Gems Inc.
has moved its entire syndication production and sales division organization
to new quarters located at Columbia
Sunset Studios, 1422 Lyman Place, Los
Angeles.
FORTUNES

vp and account supervisor (Liggett &
Myers) at Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,
N.Y., to Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, San
Francisco, as assistant to president.
• Robert F. Steinhoff, vp and member of account staff of Needham, Louis
& Brorby, appointed manager of agency's New York office effecti Jan. 1.
He also has been member ve
of NL&B
training committee.
• Frederick J.
Wachter, formerly
vp and manager of
Chicago office of
Knox Reeves Adv.,
appointedcountvpsupervisor
and acat
Needham, Louis &
Brorby, that city. Mr.
Mr. Wachter
Wachter was previously executive vp of Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, N.Y.

• A. Mason Harlow, assistant to president of Burdick & Becker, N.Y., named
vp and general manager.
• Anthony C. (Del) DePierro, vp
and director of media Lennen & Newell,
N.Y., resigns effective Jan. 1. He has
been media director since 1952.
• M.J. Warnock, vp of Armstrong Cork
Co., Lancaster, Pa., elected to board of
directors, filling vacancy created by
death of H.W. Prentice, Jr., board
chairman and president.

• Ralph M. Hagen, formerly vp, director and member of executive committee of Gallup & Robinson Inc.,
Princeton, N.J., advertising and pr firm,
resigns effective Jan. 8. He moves to
Hawaii to form own company engaging
in research, marketing, advertising, sales
and other professional services. New
office located at Suite 573, 1015 Bishop
St., Honolulu 13.

• James R. Fleming named president
and chief executive officer of Mars Inc.
(candy makers), Chicago, succeeding
W.L. Kruppenbacher who continu
es
as director and honorary board chairman. B.A. Bouchard, formerly vp in
charge of sales, appointed executive vp
BROADCASTING, December T4, 1959

Does
really

the

public

want

'public

power"?

The promoters of federal government electricity
like to say that "public power" is for all the people.
But the facts are— the majority doesn't get it,
never asked for it, and doesn't want the federal
government in the electric business.
A 1959 survey of public opinion shows that
Americans prefer business rather than federal
government ownership and operation of their
electric utility. And they favor such companies
over the government to meet future power
requirements.
Nevertheless, the public is paying heavily
for so-called "public power." To date, about
$5,500,000,000 in tax money has gone into federal government power systems. And the "public
power" pressure groups are pushing for another
$10,000,000,000.
"Public power" spending goes on in spite of
the fact that it is quite unnecessary. The future
power needs of the nation can be fully supplied
by the hundreds of independent electric companies. They are able— and ready— to do the job,
and without depending on taxes.
How have the "public power" promoters been
able to get away with this spending for so long?
Simply because most people don't realize it is
costing them money.
Informed Americans can call a halt to this
unnecessary spending of tax money. Will you help
spread the word?

America's Independent Electric Light and Power Companies
Company names on request through this magazine
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YOU'RE

ONLY

HALF-COVERED

IN

• Clair Callihan Jr., tv production
supervisor at Earle Ludgin & Co., Chicago, to McCann-Erickson, that city,
as radio-tv production supervisor.
• Raymon M. Wall, account manager
at Waldie & Briggs, Chicago, promoted

NEBRASKA

IF YOU

DON'T

following retirement of George B.
Hurley. Norman Vance, Jr., former
president of The Callerman Co.
(foods), Chicago, joins Mars as vp and
director of marketing.

USE

to
vp and account
industrial
division. supervisor in agency's

iHPJfPfr

• George A. Huhn, formerly copy supervisor atFuller & Smith & Ross, Pittsburgh, to copy staff of N.W. Ayer &
Son, Philadelphia. Other Ayer appointments: John A.R. Bidus. Peter Horst
and Frances Osborn. to copy department, Philadelphia office; William J.
Roach to pr department in New York,
and Stanley T. Poag to service staff,
Detroit.

KOLN-TV!

isr-s
DDDiBDDS

• Roy Passman appointed director of
radio-tv department of
J. M. Mathes, N.Y.,
s u c c eeding Richard
S. Jackson, who resigns. Mr. Passman

Thi5
Lincoln-Land
KOLN-TV's ofNCSTV IWIflffl
No. 3.is Figure;
show —percentages
MBf HI
homes reached weekly, day or night.
nQf!
NO OMAHA STATION COVERS LINCOLN!
OMAHA STA
ION "A"
0
36
1 500
14
OMAHA STATIC
s |1030
N "V^T^
| 20
K01N-TV
THl "C"
■OMAHA*0NSTATION
No ARB
air un. SI
WKZO-TVRADIO— GRAND
RAPIDS-KALAMAZOOCREHL
WKZO
KAIAMAZOO-6ATTIE
WJEP
RADIO- GRAND
—— GRAND
RAPIDSKALAMAZOO
WJEF-FM
RAPIDS
WWTV — —CADILLAC,
KOIN-TVLINCOLN, MICHIGAN
NEBRASKA

Nebraska has two big television markets.
They are both good markets, but there's
a big difference in the way they are
covered!
One market — in the extreme East — is
well-served by three top TV stations,
making it tough to reach a high percentage of the viewers economically.
The other — Lincoln-Land — is really
covered by just one top TV station —
KOLN-TV! And the area contains more
than HALF the buying power of the
entire state.
Ask Avery-Knodel for all the facts on
KOLN-TV— the Official Basic CBS Outlet for South Central Nebraska and
Northern Kansas.

CHANNEL 10 • 316,000 WATTS • 1000-FT. TOWER
-T
OL—N
COVERSK
LINCOLN-LAND
NEBRASKA'S
OTHERV
BIG MARKET
Arery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representative!

IS
1735

BROADCASTING
THE BUSINESSWEEKLY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
DeSales St., N. W. Washington 6, D. C.

NEW
SUBSCRIPTION
ORDER
Please start my subscription immediately for—
□ 52 weekly issues of BROADCASTING $ 7.00
□ 52 weekly issues and Yearbook Number 11.00
□ Payment attached □ Please Bill
name

title/ position

company name
address
city
Send to home address

state

held with
simipreviously
1 a r p o s ition
Bryan Houston. N.Y.,
and prior to that was manager of NBCTV network program administration.
• Edmund F. Lindner, formerly copywriter at Ted Bates, N.Y.. and David
H. Grayson, formerly copy staffer at
Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, that city, to
New York office of Benton k Bowles
as copywriter and copy group head,
respectively.
Mr. Passman

• Theirry L. McCormick. formerly
sales manager of Reserve Beer Div.,
Peter Hand Brewing Co., Chicago, appointed advertising manager of parent
company. He succeeds Edward
Brooks, who resigns.
• Merl Bloom, formerly at Norman,
Craig & Kummel, and Thomson C.
McGowan, formerly at Lynn Baker
Inc., to Reach, McClinton, N.Y., as
radio-tv department staff member and
project director-research, respectively.
• Arthur Zevlin, formerly pr coordinator for International Tel. & Tel.
telephone and radio operating units in
Latin America, joins pr staff of Doremus & Co., New York advertising and
• Robert
Lee, previously art director
pr
firm.
with Reach, McClinton & Co. and Cunningham &Walsh, to Joseph Katz Co.,
N.Y., in similar capacity.
• John D. Davis, formerly with BBDO
BROADCASTING, December 14, 1959

ANOTHER WAY
RCA SERVES
BROADCASTERS
THROUGH
k ELECTRONICS

New

High-Gain

Broadband

FM

Ideal

ANTENNAS

for

Multiplexing

The new BFA series of FM Transmitting
Antennas is designed for maintaining the highfidelity sound normally associated with FM. Its
broadband characteristics make it ideal for multiplexing. Featuring simplified design, it consists
of four tubular stainless steel radiating rings
attached to a supporting frame. The shunt-fed
antenna sections are interconnected by 3 ^g-inch
Universal Transmission Line. Thus, any number
of sections can be stacked as shown. Sectionalized construction, low weight, and mechanical
simplicity make installation quick and easy.

Above. Four sections of a
BFA FM Antenna pole-mounted
and interconnected by ZVt"
coaxial transmission line.
Right. Single section of antenna, showing radiator details.

Reduced "Q" for Broadbanding— Necessary broadband
for multiplexing is accomplish
ed by stacking the four
rings of a single section to reduce the "Q". A "Q" value
of approximately 30 is easily achieved. Higher gains are
obtained by discreet spacing of the sections.
Low VSWR— The new antennas will meet a VSWR
specification of 1.2/1.0 or better when antenna is topmounted. If side-mounted, a VSWR of 1.5/1.0 is
achieved. Built-in input transformer permits field trimming, to obtain a VSWR of 1.1/1.0 or better.
Excellent Circularity— A horizontal circularity on the
order of + 1 db is normally obtained when the antenna
is pole-mounted. When the antenna is side-mounted on
a supporting tower, the circularity is normally better
than ±3 db. In those cases where close-in coverage is

desired, this antenna can be supplied with null fill.
Built-in De-icers— These new antennas are available
with built-in de-icers which are installed at the factory.
Under normal icing conditions the 250 watt heating unit
should prove adequate, however, for severe icing conditions, the heater may be supplied with 220 volt AC
to increase the heating capacity to 1000 watts for short
periods of time. An optional item, Automatic Sleetmelter
Control, MI-27369, is available, which will serve to
operate the de-icers automatically under conditions
necessitating their use.
Flexibility in Mounting — The antennas can be mounted
in a variety of ways. Mounting hardware brackets and
supports art supplied for both pole and side-mounting.

For complete information on the new BFA series of FM Antennas, call your
RCA Broadcast Representative. Or write to RCA, Dept. BB-22, Building 15-1 ,
Camden, N. J. In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal.

RADIO
Ms) ®
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and previously product manager at
Simoniz Co.fvChicago, to Tatham-Laird,
that city, as account executive.
• Monte Ghertler, formerly with
Lawrence C. Gumbinner and Grey
Adv., to copy department of Doyle
Dane Bernbach, NY.
• Sid Linsky joins Advertising Assoc.
of Philadelphia as associate art director.
• Harry Magafos to Philip Lesley Co.
(pr firm), Los Angeles office, as assistant account executive. He formerly was
west coast radio and tv representative
for YMCA of North America.

OE-LAND"
"KNNorth
NO,
(embracingTHIS
industrial, IS
progressive
Louisiana, South
Arkansas, West Mississippi)
JUST LOOK AT THIS MARKET DATA
Population
1,520,100 Drug Sales
$ 40,355,000
Households
423,600 Automotive Sales
$ 299,539,000
Consumer Spendable Income
General Merchandise $ 148,789,000
$1,761,169,000 Total Retail Sales $1,286,255,000
Food Sales
$ 300,486,000
KNOE-TV AVERAGES 78.5% SHARE OF AUDIENCE
According to April 1959 ARB we average 78.5% share of audience from Sign On to
Sign Off 7 days a week. During 361 weekly quarter hours it runs 80% to 100%, and for
278 weekly quarter hours 92% to 100%.

The

KNOE-TV
A James A. Noe Station
Channel 8
Represented by
Monroe, Louisiana
H-R Television, Inc.
Photo: Aerial View Prosperous Twin Cities of Monroe-West Monroe, Louisiana

• Charles B. Walsh, accountant with
WBBM-TV Chicago, appointed executive assistant to H. Leslie Atlass, vp
and general manager of CBS-owned station. He succeeds Carrington W.
Doebler, who resigned.

L

Beautiful

I

with

• Harold Day, director of daytime sales
at ABC-TV, NY.,
elected vp in charge
of daytime tv network
sales. Mr. Day who
previously served as
manager, visionwestern
ditv network

Mr. Day
sales, has been with
ABC since 1942

• Don Menke, general sales manager of
WFBM-TV Indianap-

Signals ...

HANDLED

Media

CARE

olis,
to Mr.
stationpromoted
manager.
Menke previously was
general manager of
WEOA Evansville,
Ind. in 1946, and

Mr. Menke
priorFunny.
to that, co-originator of People Are

• Sydney Ashe, assistant treasurer, Institute For Motivational Research, Croton-On-Hudson, N.Y., appointed vp
and general manager. He joined Institute in 1957 as controller.

^MULTIPLEX
RECEIVERS
I Better sound sells FM on main carrier and subs. Better sales
result with carefully engineered and reliable receiving equipment. At Continental rigid quality control and extreme manufacturing care guarantees you and your listeners the finest
reception . . . whatever your requirements.
Lease (without down payment) and Lease Purchase Plans available.
Write or call
CONTINENTAL
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MANUFACTURING, INC. |l|y
1612 California Street - Omaha, Nebr.

• Gerald Hauser, formerly ownermanager of KAFP Petaluma, Calif.,
named station manager of KANS Kansas City, Mo. For past IY2 years he
served as southwest manager of Community Club Awards.
• Frank Doyle, formerly air personality and sales executive with WMMB
Melbourne, named general sales manager of WMEG Eau Gallie, both Florida. In addition, he continues as correspondent for Westinghouse Broadida area.casting Co. radio and tv stations in Flor• Otis Segler, station manager of
BROADCASTING, December 14, 1959

Salesman

who

he

KNOWS

uses

trucks.

. ,

Every salesman knows trucks deliver what he sells. He knows
from personal experience. Without regular on-time delivery,
sales would fade. In modern manufacturing and merchandising,
limited inventory is common, fast replacement a "must." The
salesman knows there isn't room for fumbling around . . .
distribution is keyed to the clock ... He uses trucks to keep
everything in step . . . including his commissions.

INDUSTRY
TRUCKING
AMERICAN
American Trucking Associations, Inc., Washington 6, D. C.
THE WHEELS THAT GO EVERYWHERE
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WDEF-TV Chattanooga, and Sue
Johnson, national sales secretary, assume additional responsibilities for national and regional sales, following resignation of national sales manager,
Richard Holloway, who has joined
WFMY-TV Greensboro, N.C.
• Theodore M. Wrobel promoted to
assistant sales manager for WBZ-TV
Boston. He has been with sales department since 1957.
• Jim Rogers, account executive with
Paul H. Raymer Co., radio and tv rep.,
appointed to head new Chicago office.
• John C. Schulz, formerly account
executive with NBC, to The Pulse Inc.,
as director of midwest operations for
Great Lakes activities, with Chicago
headquarters.

clusively to air personality duties.
Allen Royse, formerly account executive with Vance Pidgeon Adv., that city,
joins WLOL sales staff, succeeding J.
Warren Burke.

Mr. Day

Mr. Wellington

• Jerry White appointed program director of WPEN Philadelphia. He was
previously announcer with WNEW-AMFM and WQXR-AM-FM, both New
York, as well as ABC.

• Del Day and Gil Wellington have
formed Day- Wellington Inc., rep firm
to handle regional and national radio
and tv sales. Mr. Day formerly was west
coast national sales manager for Midnight Sun Broadcasting Co., which
operates KFAR-AM-TV Fairbanks,
KENI-AM-TV Anchorage and KTKN
Ketchikan, all Alaska. Mr. Wellington
has been sales manager of KXA and
KTIX, both Seattle, and previously was
with Midnight Sun Broadcasting Co. for
14 years. New firm has offices at 424
Vance Bldg., Seattle. Telephone: Mutual 2-6535.

• Dan Allan, appointed station program director of WLOL-AM-FM Minneapolis-St. Paul, succeeding J. Peter
Boysen who will devote his time ex-

• Syd Cassyd, founding member of
Academy of Television Arts and Sciences and president of that organization
in 1950, joins U. of California Exten-

• John M. Grubbs, formerly director
of news and special events with WIBG
Philadelphia, appointed program director of WJBK Detroit, both Storer
Broadcasting Co. stations.

sion staff as special consultant in edu
cational tv.
• Galen Fromme, radio news editor,
appointed news manager of WBALAM-TV Baltimore. Mike Meise named
assistant news manager of WBAL-AMTV. Al Quinn to WBAL-AM-TV as
news specialist.
• Ralph P. McCasky Jr., formerly
account executive with Young Television Corp., Chicago, to Peters, Griffin,
that city, as tv account exWoodward,
ecutive.
• Shirley Dunham named publicity
manager of WKRC-TV Cincinnati. Previously she was with KSJO San Jose,
Calif.
• H. L. (Hank) Foiles, formerly
catcher for Pittsburgh Pirates, appointed
promotion director of WVEC-TV
Hampton-Norfolk, Va.
• Jim Curtis, formerly with staff of
WKBW-TV Buffalo, and John R.
Sharpe, night news editor for WEBR
Buffalo, named production director and
assistant director of promotion, respectively, of WEBR.
• William Small, news director of
WHAS-AM-TV Louisville and newlyelected president of Radio-Tv News
Directors Assn. has announced chairmen of RTNDA committees for 1960:
James L. Snyder, chief of Westing-

SHOW
REGISTRATION:

UPPER
STRATA
handle

STRATEGY!

...... and we're set to
even more of you in 1960

looking
Friend of ours who always attends
the sessions in the lecture halls,
starts on the Fourth Floor with
Production Items . . . and works
his way down to Components on
the First Floor. Says his feet tell
him it's easier to come down than
to go up! And he never misses a
trick this way. Sounds like good
engineering logic. Why don't you
join him this year . . . and see if
it doesn't work for you!

Show Manager
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for NEW

IDEAS

in

RADIO-ELECTRONICS!

PRODITE
UCMS
TION
INSTRUMENTS
& SYSTEMS
COMPONENTS
COMPONENTS

Yes, the IRE NATIONAL CONVENTION and RADIO ENGINEERING SHOW is growing bigger every year, and drawing more people—
950 exhibitors representing 80% of the productive capacity of your
industry-60,052 registrants last year! Yet, it's one of the most well
planned, well executed gatherings you'll ever see!
There's room to move around, room to see all you want to see because
the IRE takes over all 4 floors of the giant Coliseum in New York City
to show what your huge, fast moving radio-electronics industry is coming
up with. First and second floors for components; third for instruments and
systems; and fourth for production items. Follow the engineers to the
Coliseum for NEW IDEAS IN RADIO-ELECTRONICS, 1960!
The IRE NATIONAL CONVENTION
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel
and The RADIO ENGINEERING SHOW
Coliseum, New York City
MARCH
21, 22, 23, 24
<r~*>
The Institute of Radio Engineers
1 East 79th St., New York 21, N. Y.
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NEW

Hughes

Storage

Monitor

Tape advantages are well-known— superior "live-quality" picture reproduction, immediate playback and greatly reduced costs. One of the major difficulties to date has been
development of efficient tape editing methods and techniques. Now, Hughes makes
available to the industry a Storage Monitor for use as a key unit in the design of tape
editing systems.
The new Hughes Storage Monitor operates like any standard TV monitor until you press the
button.
the Hughes 5" TONOTRON® Tube freezes the image, holding it until the
monitor Immediately
mode is restored.
Advantages to TV engineers include: High-Speed tape processing. Better program continuity
and quality. Less tape wear during editing. Highest utilization of video recording equipment.
Pictures may be held for approximately ten minutes with a minimum of 5 half tones. Input may
be from separate or composite video sources. Push-button controls permit local or remote operation.
Model 201 Storage Monitor is available in several mounting arrangements— portable or
rack mounted, individually or in groups, for sequential frame study. This permits rapid selection
of individual frames and desired action sequences.
For additional information write to: Hughes Products, Industrial Systems Division, International
Airport Station, Los Angeles 45, California.
BROADCASTING, December 14, 1959

Now! A television monitor with a memory...
capable of freezing any TV action.
Video Signal Positive Video or Positive Composite Video
(sync, neg.) coaxial cable input, 1 volt p-p.
Separate Sync Inputs Negative sync, coaxial cable input.
Input Impedance 1001000ohms
on Separate
Sync parallel
Inputs,
ohms each
on Video
Input (with
terminal for 75 ohm matching termination).
Video Bandwidth
Approximately 6 mc.
Vertical Scanning Frequency 60 cps. interlaced.
Horizontal Scanning Frequency
15,750 cps.
Picture Size
4 inch useable diameter.
Power Requirements 115 V 50/60 cps. 130 watts.
Dimensions (Model 201)
14" wt.x 8-1/2"
approx.x 16-1/2"
40 lbs.
Mounting (Model 201-R)
Standard 19" relay rack
Phosphor
P-4 (Television black and white)
INDUSTRIAL SYSTEMS DIVISION
HUGHES

PRODUCTS

I

©1959. HUGHES AIRCRAFT €0 M PANY
Creating a new world with ELECTRONICS
SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES • STORAGE TUBES AND DEVICES •
MICROWAVE TUBES • VACUUM TU BES AN D COM PON ENTS • CRYSTAL FILTERS
• MEMO-SCOPE* OSCILLOSCOPES ' INDUSTRIAL
CONTROL
SYSTEMS
111

MEMO

to: MTmnBufn^
from

DUMBER
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fatal aw&tncz d&vu <f/£%

KEWB BERMUDA BUILDING
2150 FRANKLIN • OAKLAND 12, CALIFORNIA
EXbrookROBERT
7-2891
TEmplebar 6-0910
M. PURCELL, president
MILTON H. KLEIN, general manager
THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
National Sales Representatives
A Service of Crowell-Collier
ROBERT M. PURCELL, Director

PERFECT
TEST
MARKET
Western
•
•
•
•
•

Network

Contains

51,000 TV homes
Drug Sales Index 167
Food Sales Index 145
Auto Sales Index 176
Retail Sales Index 143

WREX-TV's officers • Officers elected by the directors of Greater Rockford
Television Inc. (WREX-TV Rockford, 111.) include (1 to r) Lou Caster,
president; Swan Hillman, treasurer; Stanley H. Guyer, secretary and
Joe M. Baisch, vice president. Mr. Baisch, elected for his first term as a
corporation officer, was also re-appointed general manager of WREX-TV.
Messrs. Caster, Hillman and Guyer, stockholders in the station, were reelected for their eighth consecutive terms. Mr. Caster is board chairman
of American Bakers' Assn. and president of Rockford Colonial Baking Co.
and KOCO-TV Enid-Oklahoma City. Mr. Hillman is president and general
manager
attorney. of Rockford Screw Products Co., and Mr. Guyer is a Rockford

house Broadcasting Corp.'s Washington
news bureau, freedom of information;
Dick John, WKY-TV Oklahoma City,
ethics and standards; Don F. Johnson,
CHML Hamilton, Ont., and Walt
Bodine, WDAF-AM-TV Kansas City,
membership; Charles Edwards, Broadcast News Ltd., Toronto, publicity;
Dan Wozniak, Michigan State U., career recruiting; Art Smith, WHTN-TV
Huntington, W.Va., convention sites;
Bob Frank, WOC Davenport, Iowa,
wire policy; Leo Wilmette, WLOSAM-TV Asheville, N.C., techniques;
Jim Bennett, KLZ-AM-TV Denver,
vocational film; Harold Baker,
WFGA-TV Jacksonville, Fla., constitution; Ted Koop, CBS Washington, protocol, and Walt Wilcox, Tulane U.,
research (surveys ) .

• Dixon L. Harper, radio farm director of Aubrey, Finlay, Marley & Hodgson, Chicago, received National Assn.
of Tv & Radio Farm Director's award
for contributions toward promotion of
farm broadcasting. Joe Kelly, WHDHTV Boston, honored by American Farm
Bureau Federation annual award for
best job in communicating agricultural
story to public; George Menard,
WBBM Chicago, given runner - up
award. Presentations were during
NATRFD annual convention in Chicago (Broadcasting, Dec. 7).
• Bill (Turk) Thompson appointed
program director and operations head
of KWOW Pomona, Calif. He also continues as pr director and air personality.
• Joseph M. Seiferth, acting promo-

(Source: NCS #3; Sales Mgt. 1 959)
PERFECT
TEST
STATION
KMSO-TV
MISSOULA, MONTANA
DELIVERS
• Captive Audience in 90% of the area
• Dominates the 10% remainder completely
• Low Cost/ 1,000 Homes
(Source: FCC Data; ARB '58-'59)
CBS — NBC — ABC
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America's

Leading

Business

Brokers

Interested in buying or selling Radio and TV Properties?
When your business is transacted through
the David Jaret Corp., you are assured of
reliability and expert service backed by over
36 years of reputable brokerage.
D AV I D
150 MONTAGUE STREET
BROOKLYN 1, N.Y.
ULster 2-5600

JARET
CORP.
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another

Presto precision recording
to make

S-l Cutting Head

tool

your job easier.

It may take two to tango, but it takes three to
"take" that tango properly on a disc: Presto's
6-N Recorder, A-93 Amplifier and 1-D or S-l
System. Presto's use-proved recording instruments stand up under hard, daily service. And
will for years to come. For proof, just ask anyone who's ever used a Presto (there are thousands of Presto units in use everywhere ) .
6-N 3-SPEED DISC RECORDER. 33 y3, 45 or
78 rpm. Ideal for work under all conditionsmonophonic or stereo (with the new S-l head).
Stations and studios have found the 6-N to be
the mechanism for instantaneous work (masters, too), delayed and local program recording.
A-93 DISC RECORDING AMPLIFIER. This
power
willhas
lastbeen
for...retired.
well, we've
never
heard amplifier
of one that
Features:

push-button control provides choice of equalization curves; provision for Presto radius
A-93 Disc
equalizer Model 161A to compensate for changRecording Amplifier
ing diameter of disc; 30-watt output assures
ample reserve for recording; meter monitors
recording level and checks output tube currents.
1-D RECORDING HEAD. The best known recording head in the industry, more are in use
today than all others combined! As long as
thei-e's monophonic recording, the 1-D will never
BROADCASTING, December 14, 1959

become obsolete. And if you send it in for
reconditioning every few years or so, we'll keep
it Presto-perfect. ( Nominal charge.)
S-l STEREO SYSTEM (45°-45° feedback cutting head and two 100-watt amplifiers). Stable
from 30 to 20,000 c, without peaks, dips or breakup on high-frequency end. Costs half as much as
comparable systems. An entirely new Prestodesigned feedback-coupling technique permits
recording at previously unattainable levels. Distortion isvirtually unmeasurs.ble and a unique
suspension system provides superior cross-talk
characteristics. "Studio-oriented" design permits quick change of stylus. The S-l head fits all
Presto disc-recording lathes (all others as well) .
£\ BOGEN-PRESTO, Dept.B-129,Paramus, NT. J.
A Division of The Sicgler Corporation.
Rush data to me on the 6N, A-93, 1-D and S-l.
Name
Address
City.
_Zone_
.State,
PIISTO
L

J
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tion director of WDSU-TV New Orleans, appointed director of promotion
and publicity.
• John Rutledge, president of WHOO
Orlando, Fla., appointed chairman of
Florida State Industrial Advisory Committee. He will be in charge of Broadcast Defense Network for Florida.
There is no comparison!
The fact is:
WRVA-RADIO, Virginia's Largest Single Advertising Medium* Reaches More People At
Less Cost Than Any Other Media In Virginia.

* WRVA-RADIO'S Coverage of
Virginia Includes:
Retail Sales
54.2%
Food
49.2%
Automotive Sales
52.5%
Gasoline
54.5%
Drug
47.5%

WRVA-RADIO
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA
REPRESENTED BY
PETERS, GRIFFIN,
WOODWARD, INC.

• Edward P. Antosyn promoted from
engineering staff to chief engineer of
KREM-AM-FM-TV Spokane, Wash.,
succeeding Homer Mead who resigned.
• Robert Ostiguy joins sales staff of
WSUN St. Petersburg, Fla.

One hundred and eleven national
and regional spot advertisers
know that the Terre Haute
market is not covered
effectively by outside TV

• Dave MacFee, formerly air personality with WFGN Fitchburg, Mass., to
WHIM Providence in similar capacity,
succeeding Ken Garland, who joins
WADO New York.
• Jerry Dexter, air personality, transfers from KVI Seattle to KMPC Los
Angeles. Both are Golden West Broadcasters stations.

• James S. Gessner, formerly timebuyer with J. Walter Thompson, N.Y.,
to radio sales staff of The Branham Co.,
that city.

• Lee Murray, women's director of
WJRT (TV) Flint, Mich., to WJR Detroit in similar capacity. Mrs. Murray
will also be hostess of two daily shows.

• Jack Herbert, formerly assistant pr
manager for McCall's Magazine, to
radio sales staff of H-R Representatives,
N.Y.

• Bob Lewis, formerly air personality
with WSET Glens Falls, to WIRY
Plattsburgh, both New York, as air personality and newscaster.

• Roy McMillan named day news coordinator for WSB Atlanta. Jack Scott,
formerly announcer with KFAB
Omaha, to similar post with WSB. Jim
Axel, formerly with WCHK Canton,
Ga., appointed night news editor for
WSB.

• Sheldon A. Saltman, formerly director of advertising and sales promotion for Pilgrim Plastic Products, Boston, to WBZ-TV, that city, in advertising and sales promotion department.

• Paul F. Kagan, former air personality and sports director of WBRX radio,
Berwick, Pa., appointed sports editor of
Endicott (N.Y.) Daily Bulletin. He will
also be in charge of sports affairs for
WENE, that city.
• William A. Marburg joins New
York office of Paul H. Chapman Co.,
media broker, as account executive.

WTHI-TV offers the
lowest cost per thousand of
all Indiana TV stations!

• Herman Levin, formerly head of
own food brokerage concern, and prior
to that, division manager for Colgate
Palmolive Co.. to sales staff of WITH
Baltimore.

• Don Adams, formerly announcer
with KTIV (TV) Sioux City, to WOITV Des Moines, both Iowa, in similar
capacity.
• Bob Wells, formerly with KOCY
and KWTV (TV) Oklahoma City, to
WDAF-AM-TV Kansas City as air
personality.
• Paul Enger, formerly with United
Press International, to WCBS New York
as news writer.

• James F. Christie, formerly district
sales manager for Van Norman Machine Div., Detroit, joins sales staff of
WXYZ, that city.

• Jay Reynolds, formerly with WGGH
Marion, Iowa, to KIOA Des Moines
as air personality.

• Joe Laughlin appointed assistant director of news and public affairs for
WTVT (TV) Tampa, Fla., Previously
he served as news director of WLACTV Nashville, Tenn.

• Ken Whitmore, formerly news director and air personality with WLYN
Lynn, Mass., joins WCSH Portland,
Me., as announcer.
• Mrs. Doris Royle appointed copy

WTHI-TV
CHANNEL 10 • CBS— ABC
TERRE
HAUTE
INDIANA
Represented Nationally
by Boiling Co.
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One frame from WFAA-TVs film, "Disaster Dallas," shot entirely on Du Pont 931.

"Shooting

fast,

in

the

worst

conditions,

WE
That's what Chief News Cameraman Marion Carlton,
of Station WFAA-TV, Dallas, Texas, told us. "Du Pont
Type 931 Rapid Reversal Film is the standard load in
our cameras," says Mr. Carlton. "With 931, we know
we can get usable TV footage indoors or out, in any
light, without having to change film."
Mr. Carlton specially praises the wide latitude of
DuPont 931. "'When we shot 'Disaster Dallas.' a news
documentary of the tornadoes that hit Dallas in 1957.
he explains, "we were out shooting during the worst of
the storms. We didn't have much time to take meter readings—we just had to guess. T\e had our hands full just
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CAN

COUNT

ON

931"

hanging on and getting our shots. But the latitude of 931
helped give us a film that was cited as the outstanding
1957.''
story of Mr.
newsConcludes
Carlton: "Considering the high quality
of the film and the fast and thoughtful service offered by
Du Pont, it j ust makes good sense for us to continue to
shoot most of our footage on Type 931.'
Whatever your motion picture needs, you'll find there's
a DuPont film that's just right for you. For more information, get in touch with the nearest DuPont Sales Office,
or write Du Pont, 2432A Nemours Bldg.. Wilmington 98,
Del. In Canada: Du Pont of Canada Limited. Toronto.

fUPDNt
fia U S. PAT off.
Better Things for Better Living . , . through Chemistry
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writer for WWLP (TV) Springfield,
city.
Mass. Formerly she held similar position with WHYN-AM-FM-TV. that
• Dan Hydrick, general manager of
WGH-AM-FM Newport News, Va.
married Stevie Rick in November.
WHERE
Programming
• Charles W. Goit,

THERE'S
A FINE

who dent
joined
IndepenTelevision
Corp.,
N.Y., last year in sales

TAPE

capacity,rectornamed
diof national
sales. Prior to his
affiliation with ITC,
Mr. Goit had been
sales executive with
Ziv Television, Television Programs of
America and Look magazine.

there's
note to CONCERTONE
To insure optimum recording quality
with your excellent machine, the
recommended tape is irish #211 . . .
and for uninterrupted recording,
irish #602 gives 50% more playing time
than standard tape on any given reel size.
Send for technical bulletin.
ORR

INDUSTRIES
INC.
Opelika, Alabama

• Patrick Murphy appointed director
of sales for Premier Film & Recording
Corp., St. Louis. He was previously vp
of Roland Reed Productions, Hollywood, and Pictures Inc., Detroit.
• James MacRae, previously vp of
Grant Adv., Bogota, Colombia, and
market analyst for Bell & Howell Co.,
Chicago, appointed creative marketing
director for Wilding Inc., motion picture producer, that city.
• John P. Rohrs, formerly sales manager of Walter Schwimmer Co., Chicago, to United Artists Television, that
city, as central division manager. John
R. Allen named Chicago sales man-

CALIFORNIA— Very profitable well equipped 5 kw fulltime station serving good income, growing area.
$315,000.00 total price includes valuable land and guaranteed receivables. $115,000.00 down and balance on five
year payout.
WEST TEXAS MAJOR MARKET— This is a 1000-watt
daytimer with a price tag of $115,000.00 with $15,000.00
down and extremely liberal terms on the balance. It is
in a major West Texas, fast growth market and capable
of doubling the billings. It is now breaking even and
has been on the air only a short time.

ager.
• Paul Hume, music critic of Washington Post & Times Herald, signed for
series
of programs with WGMS-AMFM Washington.
• Pete Bastiansen appointed creative
director of story department of Animation Inc., tv comercial firm. He succeeds Bob Curtis who resigned. Mr.
Bastiansen previously was with art department of Campbell-Mithun, Minne•apolis.
Arthur Freed, MGM producer and
songwriter, named to produce 32nd
annual Academy Awards Presentation
show (NBC-TV and Radio, April 4).
He also produced 1952 show.

HAMILTDN-LANDIS
& ASSOCIATES, Inc.
BROKERS • RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS • NEWSPAPERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
CHICAGO
DALLAS
Ray V. Hamilton Richard A. Shaheen DeWitt 'Judge' Landis
1737 DeSales St. N.W. 1714 Tribune Tower 1511 Bryan Street
Executive 3-3456 DEIaware 7-2754 Riverside 8-1175
NATIONWIDE
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•

NEGOTIATIONS

•

FINANCING

SAN FRANCISCO
John F. Hardesty
111 Sutter Street
EXbrook 2-5671

• APPRAISALS

& Eng'ring
•Equipment
Thomas C. Deane,
retired vp of
Bank of America, appointed to board
of directors of Packard Bell Electonics,
L.A.
• Ross D. Siragusa Jr. promoted from
tv sales manager to vp in charge of
electronics division of Admiral Corp..
Chicago. Harris Hesketh, formerly
executive assistant to sales vp, appointed
BROADCASTING, December 14, 1959
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Advertisement
vp for company's branch distributing
division. Both are newly-created posi-

Reduced

• Raymond G. Johnson, controller and
assistant treasurer of General Precision
Labs, Pleasantville, N.Y., elected vp.
• Philip J. Koen appointed director of
planning for Hoffman Electronics Corp.
Formerly he was management consultant with McKinsey & Co., L.A.

Miniaturized by the exigencies of
rateholding, Mr. WSLSTV took
it all with good grace. He said:
"My model fee's the same no matter what size picture you use."
So's our market: 448,001 tv
homes in our 58-county coverage
area.
WSLS-TV • Channel 10 • NBC
Television • Mail Address: Roanoke, Va. National Representatives: Blair Television Associates

• William L. Wray, district managerdistributor sales, for Sylvania Electronic
Tubes (division of Sylvania Electric
Products) in Burlingame, Calif., named
distributor sales manager for Southern
California district, Los Angeles headquarters.
• Frank A. Comerci, formerly in
charge of communications and acoustics section at New York naval shipyard in Brooklyn, to Audio Devices
Inc.,
as senior
project
Stamford,
Conn.,
lab. engineer at firm's
• Rudoplh J. Napolitan, formerly
general sales manager of ARF Products
Inc. and assistant general sales manager
of Permoflux Corp., appointed general
manager of National Electronics Conference, international forum held annually in Chicago.
• William Robinson appointed chief
engineer of paper and film capacitors,
filters and pulse networks of CornellDubilier Electric Corp., with headquarters atNew Bedford, Mass.

WSYR
More
Than

Delivers
Radio
The

85%

Homes

No. 2 Station

In an area embracing 18 counties, 402,670
homes, 1.5 million people with a $2.5
billion buying-power ...
WSYR DELIVERS
MORE HOMES
THAN THE NEXT
TWO STATIONS
COMBINED

Top
Top facilities^
Top programming
personalities make
the difference.
17 All figures NCS No. 2, weekly coverage
Represented Nationally by
THE HENRY I. CHRISTAL CO . INC.
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• Malcolm O. Campbell named chief
of Raytheon's new receiving tube parts
and sub-assembly facility in Pawcatuck,
Conn. He held similar post at Raytheon's Newton, Mass. plant.
• Warren Dalbke promoted to midwest regional manager, equipment sales
of CBS Electronics. Previously he
served as district manager.
• E. P. (Ted) Atcherley appointed
Pacific region distributor sales manager
for Sylvania Electronic Tubes effective
Jan. 1, succeeding William G. (Pat)
Patterson who retires on that date.
Mr. Patterson, with Sylvania since
1934, remains as consultant.

International
• Douglas Saunders, chairman of
London office of J. Walter Thompson,
will retire at year's end. He will be
succeeded by William Hinkle, London managing director for many years.
Thomas Sutton, of JWT's Frankfurt
office, will become managing director
of what is described as Great Britain's
largest agency.
• Douglas Annett, Toronto investment dealer, named president of TransVideo Productions Ltd., Toronto, with
Guy Herbert, retired vp of AllCanada Radio & Television Ltd., that
city, named managing director. Joe
Dunkelman, former president of
Trans-Video Productions, joins Canadian Film Industries Ltd.. Toronto.
• Donald Hyde, previously executive
with Gross-Krasne, Ltd., British subsidiary of Gross-Krasne Inc., opens own
independent production organization in
London.
• Murray T. Brown, general manager
of CFPL-AM-FM-TV London, Ont.,
to director of London Free Press Printing Co. stations' owner.
• Charles E. S. Curmi, formerly of
Quebec Le Soleil newspaper advertiscity. ing staff, Toronto, to sales staff of Interprovincial Broadcast Sales Ltd., that
• Frank C. Murray, formerly of Stovin-Byles Ltd., Toronto, Ont., station
representative firm, appointed manager
of CJBQ Belleville, Ont. J. H. MacDonald named assistant manager and
advertising director of CJBQ.
• Marilyn Stonehouse named director of sales services of Robert Lawrence Productions (Canada) Ltd.,
Toronto.
• John Funston, formerly manager of
CHNS Halifax, N.S., named assistant
manager of CFCF Montreal.
Deaths
• Walter Compton, 47, MBS Washington commentator, died Dec. 10 after
long illness. He was originator and
moderator of Double or Nothing quiz

HARVEY
HAS

Government
• Charles E. Grandey, FTC director
of bureau of consultation, to assistant
general counsel for voluntary compliance. He joined FTC in 1935, was
named assistant chief examiner in
1946, acting chief, bureau of antideceptive practices, Division of Investigation, in 1951, and was named consultation bureau director in 1954.

AMPEX
Equipment
Parts
For
ImmediateandDelivery

HARVEY, RADIO CO., INC.
103 W43rd ST.NEW YORK 36, N.Y.JU 2-6380
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show in 1939: MBS commentator 194145; general manager of WAAM (TV)
Baltimore (now WJZ-TV) 1946-47,
and WTTG (TV) Washington 194753; consultant until 1957 when he rejoined MBS Washington news staff.
• Burl C. Hagadone, 49, publisher of
Coeur cTAlene (Idaho) Press, died Dec.
8 in that city following prolonged illness. Mr. Hagadone had been president
of KNEW Spokane, Wash., and KVNI
Coeur d'Alene and president and general manager of KJRL Pocatello, Idaho.
He had disposed of his broadcast holdings by 1957.
• Gertrude Scanlan, broadcast media
liaison executive for
15 of BBDO's regional offices, died
Dec. 6 at her Ridgefield Park, N.J., home.
She joined BBDO in
1929 as head of stenMiss Scanlan ographic department,
became office manager eight years later, and head of radio
talent in 1938. In 1941, Miss Scanlan
began her long association with broadcast buying by being appointed manager of timebuying department. In
1943, her duties were changed to account executive and timebuyer, and this
year she was named to liaison post.
• C. Davis Turner, 57, president of
The Chipola Corp. which operates
WTOT Marianna, Fla., died following
heart attack Dec. 2 in Marianna.
• Mrs. James P. Deegan, 65, president
of WJPD Ishpeming, Mich., died Dec.
5 following long illness. She became
president of station in 1954 upon death
of her husband, station founder.
• Adelbert Arthur Murphy, 75,
owner of CFQC-AM-TV Saskatoon,
Sask., pioneer Canadian broadcaster,
died following heart attack Dec. 2 at
Saskatoon. Founder of CFQC in 1929
and CFQC-TV in 1954, he was past
president of Western Assn. of Broadcasters and former vp of Canadian
Assn. of Broadcasters.
• Col. Walter P. Burn, U.S. Army,
ret., 65, died of heart ailment in Middlebury, Vt., Dec. 4. He founded Walter P. Burn & Assoc., N.Y., in 1936,
media research and promotion firm.
• John Robinson Binns, 75, honorary chairman of Hazeltine Corp., electronics research and engineering company, Little Neck, L.I., died last week
in New York. He joined Hazeltine at its
formation in 1924, was named treasurer
in 1926 and director following year. Mr.
Binns was elected chairman in 1952,
and post of honorary chairman was created for him in 1957.
BROADCASTING, December 14, 1959

351

AMPEX
stereophonic

THE

STANDARD

/

THAT

monophonic

SAVES

DOLLARS

Since its introduction, the Ampex 351 Series has been acknowledged as the standard of excellence in professional recorders for
the broadcast industry. Broadcasters -and other users with
highly critical recording requirements, such as recording studios
and educational institutions -will find that the purchase of an
Ampex 351 is further justified by these important facts:
The recognized precision and engineering skill which go into
each Ampex 351 guarantees unsurpassed durability and reliability
for a long, dependable life. As a result ...on a cost-per-operatinghour basis, Ampex is the most economical of any recorder made.
PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS
Note: As professional equipment, the Ampex 351 specifications listed are
accurate measurements required by NAB standards and do not incorporate
any exaggerated sales claims. These are the guaranteed minimum performance
specifications the customer can expect in long-range operation.
Frequency Response: 15 ips ±2db 30 to 15,000 cps
7)2 ips ±4db 30 to 15,000 cps
±2db 40 to 10,000 cps
Flutter and Wow : 1 5 ips— well below 0.1 5% RMS
7% ips— well below 0.2% RMS
Within±0.2% (±3.6 sec. in a 30 min. recording)
Timing Accuracy:
Starting Time: Full speed in less than 1/10 sec.
"Stop" button.
Stopping Time: At 15 ips, tape moves less than 2" after pressing
Models :
Half track, full track, 2 track stereo (separate erase
to each track). Console, portable and rack mount.

0#0

FULL REMOTE CONTROL
The Ampex 351 Series can be operated in
the relay-solenoid tape motion control unit
for Start, Stop, Fast Forward, Rewind and
Record modes from any remote location.

There are 185 Ampex dealers to serve you. Check the
Recording Equipment listing in the yellow pages of
metropolitan area directories, or write Dept. 304 for
the name of your nearest dealer.
934 CHARTER STREET • REDWOOD CITY, CALIFORNIA
Offices and representatives in principal cities throughout the world.

Ampex
COR PORATION
products
division
professional

FANFARE

KABC-TV's

toy campaign

RELIGIOUS
PUBLIC SERVICE
PROGRAMMING
FREE
For Radio and TV Stations
Two 13-week, 15-minute
series on "The Ten Commandments" and "The
Lord's Prayer" ... A public
service for Radio and TV
stations . . . Non-Denominational .. . Without emotional appeals and commercialism for the mature spiritual and cultural needs of
all communities.

Write for Audition Print or Tape
THE BACK TO GOD HOUR
10858 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 28, III.

•HOWARD E. STARK,
Brokers and Financial
Consultants
Television
Radio

Stations

Stations

50 East 58th Street
New York 22,N.Y. ELdorado 5-0405

ADVERTISING IN
BUSINESSPAPERS
MEANS BUSINESS

In the Radio-TV Publishing Field
only BROADCASTING is a
member of Audit Bureau of
Circulations and Associated
Business Publications
120

More than 10,000 toys, filling seven six-ton trucks, were contributed to the
Marine Corps Reserve "Toys for Tots" Christmastime campaign by more
than 10,000 children and escorts who filled the Los Angeles Sports Arena
Nov. 28 for an afternoon of fun presented by KABC-TV Los Angeles.
The station picked up the tab for all expenses, including $3,000 for Arena
rental, plus performers' fees and other incidentals. Each child and each
accompanying adult paid the admission price of a toy to get into the
Arena to watch "Chucko's Christmas Show for Toys for Tots," with KABCTV's "Chucko, the Clown," as ringmaster, master of ceremonies and one
responsible for getting 34 separate acts on and off on schedule. Picture
shows Chucko leaping with joy over the avalanche of toys filling the
cartons and trucks, with a full platoon of Marines required to handle
them. Event was described as the biggest in the 11 years of the Marine
collection of toys for distribution to underprivileged children.
NBC promotion winners
The top five winners in the second
annual NBC Promotion Managers
Contest for affiliates' promotion of
NBC-TV's fall evening schedule have
been awarded an eight-day, expensepaid trip to Hollywood (Jan. 9-16),
where they will meet stars of NBCTV shows, watch rehearsals, filming
and taping and learn details of network production, planning and programming. Trip winners are: Caley
Augustine, WIIC-TV Pittsburgh; Jim
Knight, WTRF-TV Wheeling, W. Va.;
Charles Cash, WSM-TV Nashville,
Tenn.; Henry F. Hines, WBAL-TV
Baltimore, and Edna L. Seaman,
WFBC-TV Greenville, S. C.
Other winners and their prizes:
John Hurlbut, WFBM-TV Indianapolis, RCA Victor color tv set; Kirt
Harris, KPRC-TV Houston, hi-fi set;

Walter Purcell, WNDU-TV South
Bend, Ind., tape recorder; Calo Mahlock, WKJG-TV Fort Wayne, Ind.,
RCA Sportable tv set; Mike Schaffer,
WAVY-TV Norfolk, Va., RCA Sportable, and Arthur Garland, WRGB-TV
Schenectady, N.Y., RCA Sportable.
South Florida campaigns
All last week timebuyers (total of
about 400 by week's end) enjoyed the
incongruous presence of a blustery
early New York winter and a film
about "Sun, Surf and Sales" in Miami.
The film was presented by WTVJ (TV)
Miami at the offices of its station representative (Peters, Griffin, Woodward).
The study was of tv viewing habits of
tourists in southern Florida. Along
with scenes of sunbathers at beach and
pool, timebuyers were fed fresh Florida
orange juice, hot coffee and such data
BROADCASTING, December 14, 1959

as 66% of south Florida's estimated
5 million viewers watch tv while visiting there, about 66,500 tv sets are
available to tourists alone and other
marketing and station statistics along
with a note that on the average the
sun shines 359 days a year in south
Florida.

it
FOTO-VIDEO—

Brr-rr! • Bob Lake, news director of
KOLO-TV Reno, and Bob Carroll, personality with that station, spent the
frigid weekend of Nov. 20-22 on Donner Summit, clocking the number of
vehicles passing there over a 52-hour
period. The station was sponsoring a
contest to see which listener could
estimate most nearly the number; the
contest was designed to prove that
Reno attracted a spate of tourists even
during non-holiday season. Guesses
ranged from under 1,000 to hundreds
of thousands. Messrs. Carroll and
Lake reported through chattering teeth
that the answer was 12,510, and the
earliest postmarked of nine answers
of 12,500 took the $100 prize.
Timely arrival • Timothy Paul Jamesson was born in Omaha the 10th
day of the 11th month at 11:10 p.m.
That was winning time in KFAB
Omaha's annual 1110 Baby Contest.
Master Jamesson was presented with
a check for one year's tuition at the
college of his choice. The baby who
placed time-wise was awarded a photograph album by the station. KFAB
inaugurated the contest three years
ago to publicize its 1110 frequency.
The first year, the youngster of a rival
station's
ful hour. engineer arrived at the fateJazz hit • A 45-rpm record now aired
on Cleveland radio stations and available in area juke boxes cannot be purchased at any record store. "Everything
BROADCASTING, December 14, 1959

the

best

video

MONITOR
IN THE
INDUSTRY,11
says
one of the Nation's electronic leaders about the completely new modularized
Foto-Video product pictured below.

Legal eagles
An experiment in legal education by
radio has been started by KEX Portland, Ore., arid the Multnomah Bar
Assn.
Goal of the program, You and the
Law, is "to make more people familiar
with their basic legal rights; to acquaint
them with general principles of the
law, and to help them identify certain
problems for what they are," according to Phillip J. Roth, president of the
bar association.
Each week three lawyers, from
among 80 volunteers, will answer listener's telephone questions. The panel
of attorneys will then offer their opinions, without any advance preparation
or rehearsal.
• Drumbeats

now

I
1—
2—
3—
Write or phone for
complete details

OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE FEATURES
Superior definition, brightness, and
contrast
Excellent focus, interlace, and
sweep linearity
Silicon Rectifier power supply
UNIQUE MECHANICAL FEATURES
Completely
modularized
in construction. Snap out
one or more
of the
four ment—modules
and
snap
in replacein a matter of seconds.
No "down time"; anyone can do it.
Some modules fit all sizes of monitors,
whether 14", 17", 21" or 24" screen.
•
•
•

LABORATORIES. INC.
ELECTRONICS • ENGINEERING AND MAN U FACT
36 Commerce Road • Cedar Grove, N. J.

CEnter 9-6100

... or enjoy the most joyous, fun-filled frolic of your
life, the place to go is the beautiful BALMORAL Hotel,
famous as" the place with the space." Excellent facilities,
superb meals, ideal location.
For information and FREE color brochure, write
direct or see your Travel Agent.

Herbert Katz
Executive Director

SIX ACRES ON THE OCEAN
AT 98th STREET, BAL HARBOUR, MIAMI BEACH, FLA.

Voices of Texas
Christian
U.'s
Horned-Frog
Band• Texas
and the
60 singing
cadets of Texas A&M College joined
forces in a salute to the 31st year
of the Texas state song as a highlight of WBAP-TV Fort Worth's
"Color-burst Day." Circumstances have
necessitated changing lyrics of the
song which refer to the "biggest" state
to the "boldest" state; this change was
given its first airing on the WBAPTV half-hour colorcast.
Payola for charity • WWDC Washington observed "Payola Week" and raised
money for Variety Club Research Center at Children's Hospital, Washington.
Ben Strouse. general manager, said
"Listeners paid and we played a record,
the listener's check being made out to
the research center."
C-P-M • Advertising agencies and
clients recently received a check for
73 cents from KOIL Omaha, Neb. The
station explained that this is its audience cost per thousand adults.

Check-out • Looking over the "Checkerlite" installation in a Phoenix supermarket are Ralph Blake (1.), sales manager of Cudahy Packing Co. in that
city, and Steve Shannon, sales manager of KPHO-TV Phoenix. The station
is said to be the first broadcasting outlet to use "Checkerlite" (an illuminated
point-of-sales display) as a major merchandising service. KPHO-TV currently has 72 lights installed in nine different supermarkets and retains
cards of a station sponsor in each location for 15 days (at no charge to
the advertiser). KPHO-TV is negotiating to put additional "Checkerlites" in
other markets in various parts of the state.

Goes"
a jazz
rendition(onofthetheBright
radiolabel)
themeis of
the
Manners Big Boy Restaurants in
northern Ohio. It's also the theme song

of a jazz program the restaurant chain
sponsors on KYW Cleveland. If there
is a public demand for the record, it
will be issued commercially.
FOR

Station

Authorizations,

THE

RECORD

-

Applications

As Compiled by Broadcasting
December 2 through December 8. Includes data on new stations, changes
in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing cases, rules & standards
changes and routine roundup.
New Tv Station
ft., above structionground
166 first
ft. Estimated
concost $213,842,
year operating
cost $250,000 revenue $250,000. P.O. address
APPLICATION
Box 2267, Salem, Ore. Studio location to be
Salem, Ore. — Oregon Faculties Inc., vhf determined. Trans, location 7 miles southch. 3 (60-66 mc); ERP 19.6 kw vis., 9.8 kw
of Salem. Geographic coordinates 44°
aur.; ant. height above average terrain 916 51' 17"west N.
Lat., 123° 07' 08" W. Long. Trans.

NEW YORK
60 East 42nd Street
EDWIN
&

TORNBERG

COMPANY,

INC.

NEGOTIATORS FOR THE PURCHASE AND
SALE OF RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS
EVALUATIONS
j
FINANCIAL ADVISERS

122

MUrray Hill 7-4242
WEST COAST
860 Jewell Avenue
Pacific Grove, California
FRontier 2-7475
WASHINGTON
1625 Eye Street, N.W.
District 7-8531

Collecting Lincoln-heads • Asking for
12-cent contributions may not seem
like much, but that's the way KDKA
Pittsburgh raises funds for the local
Children's Hospital. Last year, with its
"Penny-A-Month" campaign, the station collected $10,400 for the hospital.

Gates BT-5CL, ant. GE TY 50D. Legal
counsel Dempsey and Koplovitz, Bowen
Bldg., Washington, D.C. Consulting engineer, Grant S. Feikert, Corvallis, Ore. Applicant is Redwood
Bcstg.isInc.
(a Cali-of
fornia
corp.). Redwood
licensee
KIEMAM
-TV
and
KRED-FM
Eureka,
Redwood also owns 50% of KAGI Calif.
and
KGPO-FM Grants Pass, Ore. (Principal of
Redwood Bcstg. Inc. is William B. Smullin
78.6% and others). Ann. Dec. 3.
Existing Tv Stations
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KVER-TV Clovis, N.M.— KJCA
Changed from KICA-TV.

Inc.

ACTIONS BY FCC
KVOA-TV, KOLD-TV both Tucson, Ariz.
—Granted
applications
(1) kw
KVOA-TV
increase vis.
ERP from of5.37
to 35 kw.to
with aur. ERP 12.6 dbk (18 kw), change studio location, change trans, site, to about 18
miles northeast of city atop Mt. Bigelow in
Coronado National Forest, change type trans,
and ant. and increase ant. height from 30 ft.
to 3,680
and (2) KOLD-TV
to move
to
sameft. location
as KVOA-TV
atoptrans,
Mt.
Bigelow, increase vis. ERP from 30 kw to
Abbreviations:
DA — directional antenna, cp — construction
permit. ERP — effective radiated power, vhf
— very high frequency, uhf — ultra high frequency, ant. — antenna, aur. — aural, vis. —
visual, kw — kilowatts, w — watts, mc — megac
y
c
l
e
s
.
—
D
day. N — night.
— local sunset,
mod. — modification,
trans. — LStransmitter,
unl.
—subsidiary
unlimited communications
hours, kc — kilocycles.
SCA —
authorization.
SSA — special service authorization. — STA —
special
temporary
authorization.
SH — specified hours.
* — educational.
Ann. Announced.
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18.8 dbk (75.9 kw), with aur. ERP 15.8 dbk
(38 kw), install new trans., change type
ant. and other equipment, and increase ant.
height to 3,750 ft.. By letter, denied petition
by Tucson Television Inc. (KGUN-TV ch.
9), Tucson,
ignate themtofordismiss
hearing.applications
Ann. Dec. or3. desNew Am Stations
APPLICATIONS
Austell, Ga.— Great Southern Bcstg. Co.,
1520 kc. 5 kw. D. P.O. address % David E.
Fleagle, 2598 Sharondale Dr., NE., Atlanta,
Ga. Estimated construction cost $35,032, first
year operating cost $48,000, revenue $55,000.
Applicants are David E. Fleagle 75% and
H.C. Tant 25%. Mr. Fleagle was formerly
50% owner of WDMF Buford, Ga. Mr. Tant
is owner of radio tower. Ann. Dec. 3.
Hazlehurst, Ga— Hazlehurst Radio, 1480
kc. 1 kw. D. P.O. address 1011 N. Ridge
St., Tifton, Ga. Estimated construction cost
$13,100, first year operating cost $38,000,
revenue $45,000. Applicant is William E.
Sides who is station manager of WWGS
Tifton, Ga. Ann. Dec. 2.
Opelousas, La— Yam Bcstg. Inc., 1570 kc,
250 kw D. P.O. address Box 553, Ville Platte,
La. Estimated construction cost $13,381, first
year operating cost $20,000, revenue $30,000.
Principals include Robert Thompson 30%,
John M. Pitre Jr. 20% and others. Mr.
Thompson
is doctor.
PitreAnn.
Jr. Dec.
is em-2.
ploye of KVPI
Ville Mr.
Platte.
Joplin,
Mo.
—
William
B.
Neal,
1560
kc.
250 w. D. kw. P.O. address 1621 Main St.,
Joplin, Mo. Estimated construction cost
$5,500,nue first
operating
$30,000,produce
reve$35,000.year
Applicant
is incostfrozen
business. Ann. Dec. 2.
Chadbourn,
William
Peal,
1590
kc. 500 w N.C.
D. —P.O.
addressNorman
Chadbourn,
N.C. Estimated construction cost $28,820,
first year operating cost $46,000, revenue
$52,000. Applicant
is inDec.
furniture
and appliance business. Ann.
2.
Havelock,
N.C.
—
Radio
Marine,
1330
kc. 1
kw. D. P.O. address Box 570, Southern
Pines, N.C. Estimated construction cost
$9,354, enue
first
yearApplicant
operatingis cost
rev$32,500.
Jack$28,700,
S. Younts
who is majority owner of WEEB Southern
curred. Ann. Dec. 3.
Existing Am Stations
ACTION BY FCC
KIMN Denver, Colo. — Issued order to
show cause why am station license should
not be revoked for certain program material broadcasts; ordered hearing at time
to be later
curred. Ann.specified.
Dec. 2. Comr. Bartley conAPPLICATIONS
WNOG
Naples,
Fla. — using
Cp to power
change ofhours
of operation to unl.,
500
w night and day, change ant-trans, location
installtrol DA-N,
operate
trans,
by
remote
condaytime7. and install new trans. (1270 kc).
Ann. Dec.
WPBC Minneapolis, Minn. — Cp to increase
power to 5 kw, change hours of operation to
unl., install DA-1 and new trans., change
ant.-trans.
studio location
and stationlocation,
locationchange
to Richfield,
Minn.
(980 kc). Ann. Dec. 2.
KPRK
Livingston,
Mont.
—
Cp
to
increase
daytime power to 1 kw and install new
trans. (1340 kc). Ann. Dec. 8.
WLOS-FM Asheville, N.C— Cp to change
frequency from 104.3 mc, ch. 282 to 99.9 mc,
ch. 260, change ERP from 9.2 kw to 250 w, increase ant. height above average terrain to
2636 feet and install new trans.. Ann. Dec. 2.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KBZZ La Junta, Colo. — La Junta Bcstrs.
Changed from KBNZ.
KKAN Inc.Phillipsburg, Kan.— North Central
Bcstg.
KMIS Portageville, Mo. — New Madrid
County Bcstg. Co.
KVERKICA.
Clovis, N.M.— KICA Inc. Changed
from
Co.WCNF Weldon, N.C— Twin City Bcstg.
KGGG Forest Grove, Ore.— Triple G.
Bcstg. Co. Changed from KRWC.
KAGO Klamath
Falls, Ore.— KFJI Bcstrs.
Changed
from KFJI.
WEEZ
Chester,
Pa.—
WDRF Inc. Changed
from WDRF.
W O G A Chattanooga, Tenn.— M i d d 1 e
Georgia Bcstg. Co. Changed from WAGC.
KUKA San
Changed
from Antonio,
KEXX. Tex. — Leal Bcstg. Co.
KSVN
Ogden,
Utah— KOPP Inc. Changed
from KKOG.
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KSXX III.Salt Lake City, Utah— William P.
Fuller
WEET Richmond, Va. — Radio Richmond
Inc. Changed from WLLY.
New Fm Stations
APPLICATIONS
Waukegan, 111.— Edward C. Fritz Jr., 102.3
mc, 1 kw. P.O. address 2308 S. Highland,
Berwyn, 111. Estimated construction cost
$14,650, first year operating cost $40,000
revenue Ann.
$50,000.
is in record
business.
Dec.Applicant
8.
*Cincinnati,
Ohio
—
U.
of
Cincinnati,
90.9
mc 1.5 kw. P.O. address Cincinnati, Ohio
(%
Frank
T.
Purdy,
dir.
for
development).
Estimated construction cost $27,491, first
vear operating cost $37,370. Ann. Dec. 7.
Cleveland, Ohio— Taliesin Bcstg. Co., 95.7
mc 2.82 kw. P.O. address 6060 N. Ewing St.,
Indianapolis, Ind. Estimated construction
cost $10,061, first year operating cost $22,500,
revenue penter
$27,500.
Principal isof Mary
Carwho is permittee
WDTMW. (FM)
Detroit, Mich. Ann. Dec. 8.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
WMLS-FM Sylacauga, Ala.— Marble City
Bcstg. Inc.
KYEW
Bare
Jr. (FM) Phoenix, Ariz.— Frank S.
KOY-FM Phoenix, Ariz.— KOY Bcstg. Co.
Inc.KUPD-FM Tempe, Ariz.— Tri-State Bcstg.
WAJPPohlers.
(FM) Joliet, 111.— Alfred and Mary
Jane
WSAB
Barnhard. (FM) Mt. Carmel. 111.— Albert A.
WQRS-FM
Detroit, Mich.— Fine Arts
Bcstrs.
Inc.
WGYA
(FM)
Music Camp. Interlochen, Mich.— National
Inc.WOW-FM Omaha, Neb.— Meredith WOW
WFHA-FM Red Bank, N. J.— Frank H.
Accorsi.
WRNW
(FM) Mt. Kisco, N.Y.— Incorporated Meliphon.
WCUY (FM) Cleveland, Ohio— United
Bcstg.
Co. Changed
from Sound
WJMO-FM.
KOGM-FM
Tulsa, Okla.—
Unlimited
Radio Enterprises.
WEEP-FM Pittsburgh, Pa.— Golden Triangle Bcstg. Inc.
KOST (FM) Dallas, Tex.— McClendon
Corp.
WIAL-FM Eau Claire, Wis.— Bcstrs. Services Inc. Changed from WEAQ-FM.
Ownership Changes
ACTIONS
BY FCC
— Granted
ofKGST
licenseFresno,
from Calif.
Jeanne
Bacherassignment
to Juan
Mercado,
consideration
$250,000.
Ann. Dec.
3.
KOFY San Mateo, Calif. — Granted transfer
of control to Tele-Broadcasters Inc.; consideration $25,000. H. Scott Killgore, transhas Mo.,
controlling
interestsferee'sin principal
KUDLstockholder,
Kansas City,
KALI
Pasadena, Calif., and WPOP Hartford,
Conn. Ann. Dec. 3.
KILAUEA-Kau Community Tv Assn., Naalehu,
— Granted
two
new tv Hawaii
translator
stationsapplications
on ch. 70 toforserve
Naalehu and Volcano Community and on
ch. 74 to serve Naalehu and Pahala, both
translating
Hilo. Ann. programs
Dec. 3. of KHBC-TV (ch. 9)
KCLN
Clinton,
control from Wm.IowaE.— Granted
Walker, transfer
et al., of
to
Russell G. Salter, Robert O. Moran and
Stanley B. Noyes; consideration $95,600 for
80% ing
interest
now Mr.
and Salter
$15,000 owns
for remain20% later.
WBEL
South Beloit, 111. Ann. Dec. 3.
KG
AN
Bastrop,
La.
—
Granted
assignment
of licenses from George H. Goodwin and
Willis G. Newcomer to same plus Nathan
Bolton and A.R. McCleary, d/b under same
name; newcomers to assume equal shares
in liabilities of station not to exceed $7,000
each tionconditioned
that prior
of this assignment,
Nathanto consummaBolton and
A.R. ship
McCleary
dispose
of their La.,
ownerinterests in KTRY Bastrop,
and
that within three months from date of consum ation of this assignment, they divest
themselves of all their creditor interests in
KTRY by assigning without recourse note
and mortgage executed by Paul R. Schilling
and presently held by them to person or
persons who are not in privity with them
through
or business relationship.
Ann.
Dec.family
3.
KTRY
Bastrop,
La. — Granted
of licenses from Nathan
Bolton assignment
and A.R.
McCleary to Paul R. Schilling; consideration $30,000. Ann. Dec. 3.
WBNY Buffalo, N.Y.— Granted assignment
of license to WBNY Inc.; consideration

Equipping
Radio

a

Station?

NEW
Automatic

RCA
Turntable

BQ-103
Assures Efficient, Simplified
Handling of Recorded
Program Material
This new automatic turntable
offers an easy approach to
semi-automated programming
using 45 RPM records. All
operations, such as selection,
cue and playback have been
fully automated. Operating
"Fluffs" are minimized, and
program flow is smoother for
the listening audience. The
BQ-103 Automatic Turntable
is a basic building block for
full automation.
For complete information write to
RCA, Dept. BB-22, Building 15-1,
Camden, N. J. In Canada: RCA
VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal.
RADIO CORPORATION
of AMERICA
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$535,000 plus $75,000 for agreement not to
compete for five years within 200 miles of
Buffalo. Nathan Straus, assignee board
chairman and other officers have interest in
WMCA New York. Ann. Dec. 3.
WRRA Ithaca, WKRC Cherry Valley
Township, WRRD De Ruyter Township,
WRRE South Bristol Township, WRRL
Weathersfield Township, all New York —
is being
advised from
that application
transfer of control
Cooperativefor Grange
League Federation Exchange Inc. to Ivy
Bcstg. Inc., indicates necessity of hearing.
Chmn. Doerfer dissented. Ann. Dec. 3.
KVOW
Littlefield,
Tex.—
ment of license
to Grady
F. Granted
Maples andassignR.B.
McAlister, d/b as Maples-McAlister Bcstg.
Co.; consideration $71,250. Assignee operKBYG Big
Spring,
KUKO Ann.
Post,
both ates
Texas.
Comr.
Lee and
dissented.
Dec. 3.
KVIC Victoria, Tex. — Granted acquisition
of positive
by J.G.
by pur-to
chasing 10%control
additional
stock Long
for $9,800
give him 55.55V2% interest. Ann. Dec. 3.
APPLICATIONS
KTEE
Carmel,
Calif. —Electronic
Seeks assignment
license from Seaside
Associatesof
to Carmel Bcstg. Inc. for $150,000. Purchaser
is Sam S. Smith who is real estate developer. Ann. Dec. 8.
— Seeks
of WTRL
license Bradenton,
from Blue Fla.
Skies
Bcstg.assignment
Corp. to
Fletcher-Mitchell
Corp.
for
chasers are Jonathan M. $240,000.
Fletcher Purand
James cher I.is 50%
Mitchell,
partners.
Mr. Fletowner equal
of KLIN
Lincoln,
Neb.
as is Mr. Mitchell. Mr. Mitchell also has
16% interest
Ann.
Dec. 2. in KPIG Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
KCOG
Centerville,
Iowa — SeeksBcstg.
assignment of license
from Centerville
Co.
to Hope Inc. for $55,000. Applicants are
L.W. Holland and Donald J. Porter 45%
each and LeRoy Okerlund 10%. Mr. Holland
is doctor. Mr. Porter is lawyer. Mr. Okerlund is former general manager of KIHO
Sioux Falls, S.D. Ann. Dec. 2.
WWTV
(TV) from
Cadillac,
— Seeks Inc.
trans-to
fer of control
FetzerMich.
Television
Fetzer Bcstg. Co. Merger into parent corporation; no financial considerations or
ownership changes involved. Fetzer Bcstg.
Co. iszoo and
licensee
WKZO-AM-TV
KalamaWJEF of(FM)
Grand Rapids,
both
Michigan. Ann. Dec. 8.
KATZ St. Louis, Mo. — Seeks assignment
of license from Rollins Bcstg. Inc. to Laclede Radio Inc. for $600,000 plus agreement
not to compete for 5 years. Purchasers are
Ralph N. Weil, 6.3%, Allen E. Wolin, 11.35%
and estsothers.
had isinterin WOV Mr.
New Weil
York.formerly
Mr. Wolin
food
manufacturer's
representative.
Ann.
Dec. of7.
WIL St. Louis, Mo. — Seeks assignment
license from WIL a joint venture, to WIL
a joint venture, to include Bon Family
Corp. and Nan Family Corp. 2V2% each for
$20,000 each. Ann. Dec. 3.
KXLOment of license
Lewistown,
from Mont.
Marlin— Seeks
T. Obieassignsole
owner to Mr. Obie 51 %, LeRoy L. Tappe
29%
and
David
L.
Sather
20%,
for
$14,700 paid by Messrs. Tappe and Sather to
Mr. Obie for their shares. Ann. Dec. 7.
KQAL-FM
— Seeks
assignment of licenseOmaha,
of Jack Neb.
L. Katz
Enterprises
Inc. from Jack L. Katz 90% and others to
Mr. Katz 51%, Bill L. Dunbar 44% and
Donald L. Stern 5%. Ann. Dec. 7.
WKAL
Rome,NewN.Y.York
— Seeks
transfer
control of Mid
Bcstg.
Corp.of from
Paul F. and Margaret E. Harron as tenants

SUMMARY OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
8
Compiled by BROADCASTING through December
75
CP
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
ON AIR
For new 746
Lie.
Cps.
Not on air
AM
3,384
65
132stations
157
121
FM
607
62
98
TV
4661
57
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
8
Compiled by BROADCASTING through December76
TOTAL
10
VHF
522
Commercial
446
UHF
Non-commercial
33
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
As reported by FCC through October 31, 1959
AM
FM28
TV
a ■a
605
Licensed (all on air)
CPs on air (new stations)
816
3,366
159
CPs not on air (new stations)
669
Total authorized stations
240
28
59
487
126
62
105
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
51
97
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
3,525
727
97
Total applications for new stations
167
29
Applications for major changes (not In hearing)
794
776
17
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
627
46
67
Total applications for major changes
n
1
1
Licenses deleted
0
0
1
CPs deleted
34
4661
air,
but
1 There are, In addition, ten tv station? which are no longer on the
retain their
licenses.
were on the air at
one time but are no
"There are, in addition, 38 tv cp-holders which
longer in operation and one which has not started operation.
by entirety 51.7% to same as tenants
40.89%, with difference being held by Mrs.
Harron and by family trust. Ann. Dec. 2.
WKTV of (TV)
Utdca, York
N.Y.—Bcstg.
Seeks Corp.
transferfromof
control
Mid New
Paul F. and Margaret E. Harron as tenants
by entirety 51.71% to same as tenants
40.89%, with difference being held by Mrs.
Harron and by family trust. Ann. Dec. 2.
WHPB Belton, N.C.— Seeks transfer of
control from Community Bcstg. Co. to Community Bcstg. Corp. Change to corporation.
No ownership changes involved. Ann. Dec. 7.
WBBZ Ponca City, Okla. — Seeks involuntary transfer of control of Ponca City Pubfrom estate
of Clyde
E. Muchmore 50%lishing Co.deceased,
to Gareth
B. and
Allan
W.
Muchmore
25%
each,
co-executors
of
estate. Ann. Dec. 3.
WRXB
Providence,
R.I.
—
Seeks
transfer
control of R.I. Bcstg. Inc. from Harold of
C.
and Ines C. Arcaro and others 20% to
Irma Pace 50% and Frank and John Rao
25% each for $55,000. Ann. Dec. 7.
WABV Abbeville, S.C. — Seeks transfer of
control of Abbeville Bcstg. Inc. from J. A.
Gallimore 55% and George W. Settles Jr.
45% to Mr. Settles 60% and Ruth Settles
40% for $42,000. Ann. Dec. 3.
WGNS Murfreesboro, Tenn. — Seeks assignment of license from WGNS Inc. to Re-

gional Bcstg. Corp. for $100,000. Principal
purchaser is William R. Vogel 75.6% and
others. Mr. Vogel has interests in KVOL
Loveland,
Tenn. Ann. Colo,
Dec. 3.and WMMT McMinnville,
WMAK
Nashville,
Tenn. — Seeks
ment of license
from Volunteer
State assignBcstg.
Inc. to WCMI
Radio
Inc.
for
$342,500.
Purchasers are Frederic Gregg Jr. and Charles
H. Wright 40% each and Charles F. King
20%.
Gregg is
WCMIAM-FMMr.Ashland,
Ky.,sole
and owner
minorityof interest
(33V3%) in WOMP-AM-FM Bellaire, Ohio.
Mr. Wright
has 331/3%
interest
WOMPAM-FM.
as does
Mr. King.
Ann. inDec.
2.
KBOX Dallas, Tex. — Seeks assignment of
license from KBOX a joint venture, to
KBOX a joint venture, to include Elmer
Balaban as 5% trustee under Tex Revocable
Trust Dec.
Agreement,
for book value of stock.
Ann.
3.
KTJLE Ephrata,
— SeeksBcstg.
transfer
negative
control Wash.
of Coulee
Corp.of
from John R. Speidel Jr., Donald R. Berry
and Lloyd C. Hannah, all 33y3% each to
Messrs.ners forSpeidel
Jr. and Berry, ofequal
part-of
total considerations
$3,635,
which
$1,596
was
paid
to
Mr.
Hannah
for
his shares. Ann. Dec. 8.
Hearing Cases
INITIAL DECISIONS
Hearing Examiner Isadore A. Honig issued
initial decision looking toward granting application of KVOS Inc., to increase daytime
power of station KVOS Bellingham, Wash.,
from 1 kw to 5 kw, continuing operation
on 790 kc, 1 kw-N, DA-N, and denying application of Richard L. DeHart for new am
station to operate
800 Ann.
kc, 250
Mountlake
Terrace, on
Wash.
Dec.w-D14. in
Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion issued
initial decision
looking toward
granting
plication of Continental
Bcstg.
Corp. ap-to
change facilities of station WHOA San
Juan, P.R. from 1400 kc, 250 w. unl. to 870
kc, 5 kw, DA unl. Ann. Dec. 8.
Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClenning
issueding initial
looking
towardCorp.
grant-to
applicationdecision
of Radio
Americas
change facilities of WORA Mayaguez, P.R.,
from
1150 Ann.
kc. 1Dec.
kw, 7.unl. to 760 kc. 5 kw,
unl. DA.
OTHER ACTIONS
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(FOR THE RECORD)

By memorandum
opinion
and Valley
order, Bcstg.
Commission denied petition
by Fox
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PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

J AN SKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Offices ME. 8-5411
1735 DeSales St., N. W.
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFCCE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO
TELEVISION
501-514 &Munsey
Bldg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington
4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037 JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnes & Culver

1710 H St., N.W. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Munsey Building
District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14th St., N. W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D.C. REpublie 7-3984
Member AFCCE

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C. Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
FLeetwood 7-8447
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington
5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
Oliver 2-8520

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610
Eye St., D.
N. C.W.
Washington,
Executive 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
19 E. QuincyRiverside,
St. Hickory
III. 7-2153
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Military Rd„ N. W.
Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone STate 7-2601
Member AFCCE

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

JULES COHEN
Consulting Electronic Engineer
617 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-4616
1426 G St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Brecksville, Ohio
(a Cleveland Suburb)
Tel: JAckson 6-4386 P. O. Box 82
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
GLendale 2-3073

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
1316 S. Kearney
Skyline 6-1603
Denver 22, Colorado

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666
Member AFCCE

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

er vice

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810
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ir ector

v

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute Curricula
3224 16th St., N. W.
Washington 10, D. C.
Practical
Broadcast,
TVand Electronics
engineering
residence
course. Writehome
For study
Free Catalog,
specify course-

Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601
Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W. Va. Dickens 2-6281

JOHN

B. HEFFELFINGER

8401 Cherry St.
Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
AM-FM-TV
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING CO.
P.O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.
Phone Jackson 3-5302

NUGENT SHARP
Consulting Radio Engineer
809-11 Warner Building
Washington 4, D.C.
District 7-4443

FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENT
AM-FM-TV
WLAK Electronics Service, Inc.
P.O. Box 1211, Lakeland, Florida
Mutual 2-3145 3-3819

contaci
BROADCASTING MAGAZINE
1735 DeSales St. N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
for availabilities
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Co., Geneva, 111., to enlarge issues in consolidated proceeding on am applications of
Mid-America
System
Highland Park, 111., Bcstg.
et al. Ann.
Dec. Inc.,
3.
By memorandum opinion and order, Commission denied motion by Sangamon Valley
Television Corp.
for stay ofof Wabash
proceeding'
on
comparative
applications
Valley
Bcstg. Corp. and Illiana Telecasting Corp.
for ch. 2 in Terre Haute, Ind., pending final
action with respect to ultimate allocation of
ch. 2 in Springfield-St.
ceeding. Ann. Dec. 3. Louis remand proBy memorandum opinion and order, Commission denied petition by Video Independent Theatres Inc., seeking (1) removal
of stay of Dec. 18, 1957 grant of its application to move trans, of KVIT (ch. 2), Santa
Fe, from about 3 miles outside of Santa Fe
to Sandia Crest, about 14 miles northeast of
Albuquerque and 42 miles from Santa Fe,
move main studio from present site of
trans, to within Santa Fe, increase vis. ERP
from 0.324 kw to 28.2 kw, with aur. ERP 14.4
kw, and make other equipment changes
which was imposed pending hearing on protests by New Mexico Bcstg. Co. (KGGM-TV
ch. 13) and Alvarado Television Inc. (KOATTV ch. 7) Albuquerque, (2) issuance of special temporary authorization to construct in
accordance with that application, and (3)
withhold action on pending application of
Santa Fe Telecasting Co. for new station on
ch. 11 in Santa Fe. Ann. Dec. 3.
By memorandum opinion and order, Commission denied motion by Mainline Bcstg.
Co. to sever from consolidated hearing and
to grant its application for new am station in
Portage, Pa.; also denied its request for oral
argument and waiver of rules. Comrs. Lee
and Bartley dissented. Ann. Dec. 3.
Blue Island Community Bcstg. Co., Blue
Island, III.; The News-Sun Bcstg. Co., Waukegan, 111.;
Bcstg.
Chicago, Park,
111.;
Elmwood
ParkHi-Fi
Bcstg.
Corp.,Co.,Elmwood
111.; Suburban Bcstrs., Berwyn, 111.; WXFM
(FM) Elmwood
Park,five 111.mutually
— Designated
for
consolidated
hearing
exclusive
applications for new fm broadcast stations
and application of WXFM (FM) for renewal
of license; made WXFM party respondent
with respect to possible interference from
proposed stations; denied WXFM request for
additional time to reply to Commission 309
(b) letter of Sept. 23. Ann. Dec. 3.
Commission granted applications by Salinas Valley Bcstg. Corp., KSBW-FM Salinas,
Calif.; Gus S. Malpee, KFIL (FM) Santa
Ana, Calif.; The Wooster Republican Printing Co. WWST-FM Wooster, Ohio; Herbert
T. Graham, WMRT Lansing, Mich.; StateWide Bcstg. Corp., WSEL Chicago, 111., and
John M. Norris, WGCB-FM Red Lion, Pa.,
for SCA to engage in functional (background) music operations on multiplex
basis; conditions. Ann. Dec. 3.
KMAC, KISS (FM) San Antonio, Tex.—
Designated
for hearing
for renewal of licenses.
Ann. applications
Dec. 3.
Routine Roundup
By notice
of further
making Commission
proposedproposed
to amendruleits
rules governing tv translator stations (part
4) to establish standards for licensing of
new low power vhf tv translator stations.
Comments are invited by Jan. 11, 1960.
Basic requirement would be accomplished, in part, by establishing conditions
to
againstto harmful
interference
vhf guard
translators
other radio
communica-by
tion services. Power output of vhf translators would be limited to 1 w. Those desiring greater power could ask to operate
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on upper 14 possibilities
uhf channelsarewhere,
interference
not sobecause
acute,
translator power up to 100 w may be used.
While uhf translators must meet prescribed mileage separations from regular tv
broadcast stations, no similar rule proposed
for vhf translators. However, any Vhf
translator would be required to suspend
operation
if it causes
interference
regular tv station,
and licensees
of vhf totranslators would be required to settle their
own
interference problems by mutual arrangement.
Type approved equipment would be required. Contemplated minimal operator requirements call only for observation and
remote
device. control and automatic cut-off
Rules would not permit use of so-called
"co-channel"
booster
amplifiers
(which
transmit
on same
channel
as tv stations
they pick up). They are unstable and are
capable of transmitting false and misleading signals when operated in vhf band.
Licensing and other operational requirements for vhf translators would, in general,
be comparable to those of uhf translators.
Applicants for vhf translator operation
would use FCC form 346, same one used
for ed.
uhfAnn.translators.
Comr. Bartley dissentDec. 2.
Commission extended to March 31, 1960,
period of grace for existing repeaters
(boosters) which operate on vhf channels.
Legislation relating to licensing of such
installations is now pending before Congress. Comr. Bartley dissented. Ann. Dec. 2.
Commission announced that following
letter requesting certain information is
being sent to all am, fm and tv broadcast
stations:
"Pursuant under
to the the
authority
vested in Act
the
Commission
Communications
of 1934, as amended, you are requested to
file with the Commission not later than
January 4, 1960, verified and in triplicate.
the following information:
1, 1958,by what
if "1.
any,Since
has November
been broadcast
any ofmatter,
your
stations for which service, money or any
other valuable consideration has been directly or indirectly paid, or promised to, or
charged, or accepted by your station or
stations, or anyone in your employ, or independent contractor engaged by you in
furnishing programs, from any person,
which matter at the same time so broadcast has not been announced or otherwise
indicated as paid for or furnished bv such
person?
"2. What
internal controls
and procedures
have
you established
to provide
you with
information concerning the renumeration,
other than that paid by you, that has been
or may be received by individuals in connection with participation in the preparation and presentation of programs broadcast by your station?
"A for
separate
verified
shall be
filed
each AM.
FM statement
and TV broadcast
station." Ann. Dec. 3.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner Robert E. Lee
Granted petition by Southbay Bcstrs.
for extension of time to Dec. 16 to file its
opposition to petition by KFWB Bcstg.
Corp., to enlarge issues in proceeding on
Southbay's
application
for newDec.
am 3.station
in Chula Vista,
Calif. Action
Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau for
extension of time to Dec. 8 to file petition for
review of Nov. 17 order granting motion by
Skokie Valley Bcstg. Co. for leave to amend
its am application which is in consolidated

proceeding with am applications of Radio
St. Croix Inc., New Richmond. Wis., et al.
Action Dec. 3.
Granted petition by The Enterprise Co. for
extension of time to Dec. 4 to file exceptions
to initial decision in Beaumont, Tex., tv ch. 6
remand proceeding. Action Dec. 3.
Granted petition by Clearwater Bcstg.
Corp. (WDCL) Tarpon Springs, Fla., to extent that it involves dismissal of its application of mod. of license; dismissed application with prejudice. Action Nov. 30.
Scheduled hearings on dates shown in following proceedings: Jan. 11, 1960: Wood
Bcstg. Inc. (WOOD-TV) Grand Rapids,
Mich., to change facilities; Feb. 4: Tri State
Bcstg. Co. (WONW) Defiance, Ohio; Feb. 8:
applications of Laramie Broadcasters for
new
station
ActionamDec.
3. in Laramie, Wyo., et al
Granted petition by Fort Wayne Bcstg.
Co., Fort Wayne, Ind., for extension of time
to Dec. 14 to file opposition to petition by
South Bend Tribune (WSBT) South Bend,
Ind., for leave to intervene in consolidated
proceeding on am applications of Florence
Bcstg.
Dec. 3. Inc., Brownsville, Tenn., et al. Action
Scheduled oral argument for Dec. 8 at
9:30 a.m., on petition by Graves County
Bcstg. Inc., to dismiss without prejudice its
application for new am station in Providence, Ky., which is in consolidated proceeding with am application of Muhlenberg
Bcstg.
Dec. 3.Co. (WNES) Central City, Kv. Action
By James
Chief Hearing
Examiner
D. Cunningham
Scheduled for hearing on Jan. 13, 1960 am
protest proceeding on applications of Old
Belt Bcstg. Corp. (WJWS) South Hill, Va„
and Patrick Henry Bcstg. Corp. (WHEE)
Martinsville, Va. Action Dec. 2.
By Hearing Examiner J.D. Bond
Granted
requestforby extension
Irvenna1 Bcstg.
and
John K. Rogers
of timeCo. from
Dec. 7 to Dec. 21 to exchange drafts of engineering
exhibits in
their Ky.,
applications for new
am proceeding
stations in onIrvine,
and Bristol, Tenn., et al. Action Dec. 3.
Granted ofpetition
by Broadcast
extension
time from
Dec. 1 toBureau
Dec. 8 for
to
file proposed findings and conclusions in proceeding
on
am
application
of
Charlotte
Radio & Television Corp. (WGIV) Charlotte,
N.C. Action Dec. 3.
Granted petitions by Gertrude Baker, Poplar Bluff, KGMO Radio-Television Inc.,
(KGMO) Cape Girardeau, both Missouri, and
Northwest Mississippi Bcstg. Co., Senatobia,
and Star Group Bcstg. Co., Jackson, both
Mississippi,
for leave
their proposed
applications involving
1550 tokc amend
to reduce
operating power of each from 10 kw to 5 kw;
applications are in consolidated proceeding
on am applications of Cookeville Bcstg. Co.,
Cookeville, Tenn., et al. for appeal purposes,
effective
Dec.
1. date of order is Dec. 2. Action
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
Received in evidence exhibits III-A and B
by WPRA Inc. (WPRA) Guaynabo, P.R.,
and stipulation in proceeding on am applicaof WPRACharlotte
Inc. and
IslandSt. Telera'dio
Servicetions Inc.,
Amalie,
Thomas,
V.I. and record closed. Action Dec. 3.
By Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
On West
petition
by Robert
Burdette
& Assoc.of
Inc..
Covina,
Calif., and
with consent
all other parties, continued dates for filing
proposed
and toreplies
scheduledafter
for
Dec. 1 and findings
10 to dates
be determined
hearing sertedhas
been
held
on
issue
recently
ininto this proceeding by memorandum
opinion and order, released Nov. 20 on am
applications of Robert Burdette & Assoc.
Inc.. et al. Action Dec. 1; dismissed petition by Robert Burdette and Assoc. to
reopen record. Action Dec. 2.
Issued memorandum opinion and order
covering
pre-hearing ofconference
in proceeding on application
M.V.W. Radio
Corp.,
for new am staton in San Fernando, Calif.,
et al., formalizing certain rulings made;
scheduled
Dec.
1. hearing for April 1, 1960. Action
Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau insofar as it requests that application of Pan
American Radio Corp. for new am station
in Tucson, Ariz., be placed in pending file
and retained in hearing status. Action Dec. 2.
Upon
Island Teleradio
ice Inc.,request
and withby concurrence
of all Servother
parties, scheduled hearing for Jan. 26. 1960
on
Island's
application
and
that
of
Supreme
Bcstg. Inc. of Puerto Rico for new tv stations
to
operateV.I.on Action
ch. 10 inDec.
Charlotte
Amalie, St.
Thomas,
3.
Continued on page 133
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ADVERTISEMENTS
CLASSIFIED
(FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication date.)
only.)
orders
(Payable in advance. Checks and money
• HELP WANTED 25tf per word — $2.00 minimum.
minimum
$2.00
—
word
per
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20tf
• DISPLAY ads #20.00 per inch — STATIONS FOR SALE advertising require display space.
• All other classifications 30^ per word — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Afplicakts- If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos,
etc.', sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
radio station in
5 kw network affiliatedmanager.
Send full
southwest seeks general
resume, picture, including salary to Box
536R, BROADCASTING.
marcompetitive
daytimer,
Virginia
January 1st.
lesman
manager-sa
ket, —needsnew
ING.
Box 553R,
BROADCAST
and servannounce?
youCan you
Can ice?
program?CanAreyouyousellhonest? Are
Are you sober?
you sincere in your efforts?
with
Would you be happy in a small town manbecome assistant
to
y
the opportunit
ager to our station? Do you think you are
capable of making friends and holding
them? Can you be available by January 1?
If the answering
above questions
you
from
this adhaven't
perhapsscared
the next
one will. Are you willing to work for a
reasonable salary with opportunity of working intosalary?
an assistant
position
with
all these
can answer
If youmanager's
higher
questions
reading
this ad,of
because we"yes"
wantthen
you.finish
We are
a station
1000 watts in western North Carolina. If
you have limited experience you will not
be ruled out, we are more interested in the
person
than
his experience. Box 559R,
TING.
BROADCAS
Sales
Northern Ohio medium market needs 2
men, building for top grosses, experienced
men only. Box 308P, BROADCASTING.
$125.00 weekly for salesmen. Also bonus
and commission. Metropolitan market east
coast. Opportunity unlimited. Box 865P,
BROADCASTING.
$100-$150 weekly guarantee plus commisbonus plan
aggressive
selfstartersion and
salesman.
Top for
station
Washington,
D.C. market. Box 867P, BROADCASTING
Immediate opening for aggressive time salesman. Guarantee against 14% commission.
Established accounts plus good prospect
list makes this a $750-$900 per month position. Reply Box 484R, BROADCASTING.
Experienced salesman for top-rated radio
property excellent market in New York
state. Good salary plus commission. Station
is member of group operation offering many
extra mentbenefits.
Opportunity
advanceto right man.
Send fullfordetails
first
letter. Appointment will be arranged. Box
506R, BROADCASTING.
Small market Oklahoma station wants aggressive salesman. Experience secondary.
Will train the right man. Box 538R, BROADCASTING
Virginia — new daytimer, competitive market, needs salesmen-announcers January
1st. Box 554R, BROADCASTING.
FM sales executive opportunity. New Detroit
station. Preferably under 35, with fine arts
interests and 4 years radio sales. Forward
detailed resume with three business references. All replies kept confidential. Box
556R, BROADCASTING.
California, KCHJ, Delano. Serves 1,300,000.
Increasing sales staff.
Immediate opening for salesman and anannouncer-copywriter
new
communitynouncer orstation
in family group.at Good
salary and working conditions. Excellent
future with advancement for right man.
Telephone
Carolina or Swan
write 3-4104,
WPNC. Plymouth, North
Announcers
Modern number one format station in one
of ten largest markets auditioning fastpaced, live-wire announcers. Key station
leading chain offers big pay, big opportuING. nity. Send tape to Box 864P, BROADCASTBROADCASTING, December 14, 1959

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcer!
1,000 watt station in southeast has opening
for chief engineer-combination announcer.
Good salary and excellent working conditions for right man. Send resume, referING. ences and tape to Box 176R, BROADCASTIf
you're 30 orradio
so, have
several years
solid
commercial
background,
including
news gathering and writing experience,
here'sjay andyour
opportunity:
combination
deenewsman
on evening
shift till 10:30
p.m. matat station
northeastern
Illinois
kilowatt.
Foremphasizing local news, sports
and adult music — standard and pop tunes
with no
strong
melody.andNowestern,
top 40, no rock
roll,
country
rhythm'n'
and blues. Personal interview required. Free
life, hospital, medical insurance, sick pay
bonus, pension plan. List age, education,
familytail.status,
experience in deBox 369R,references,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer — first phone, no maintenance.
All night
show BROADCASTING.
midwest metropolitan market. Box 390R,
Wanted: Mature, expereinced announcer.
Must be reliable and good worker. Attractive position. Write Box 426R, BROADCASTING.
Engineer-announcer
1 kw River
daytime
and
fm
station. Located for
in Ohio
Valley.
Send full details. Box 529R, BROADCASTING.
Announcers 2. (1) some experience. (2) good
training
Send only resumes. Boxand
531R,background.
BROADCASTING.
Oklahoma station wants young, aggressive
deejay ence.
immediately,
over one
Send tape, resume
first year
letter.experiBox
537R, BROADCASTING.
Washington,perienced,
D.C,modern indie
has opening
disc jockey.
Send for
tape ex-et
al. Box 539R, BROADCASTING.
1st phone announcer: Must be top air salesman. Start $110.00. Central mid-west. No
engineering. Box 567R, BROADCASTING.
New Jersey.
announcer-newsman. Must beExperienced
good. Excellent
opportunity.
Send complete information and tape. Box
571R, BROADCASTING.
Attention c&w d.i's. I need two top-notch
c&w afternoon
dj's by theman.
firstIfofyouthe are
yeartops
— morning
and
... if
you like friendly country radio ... if you
can and will sell for 15% commission . . .
repeat ... if vou can and will sell ... if you
like the sound of $125 per week . . . family
insurance mostly paid . . . other benefits
. . . and security, then write me air mail
today. Please keep in mind that I am lookonly for
men, and
youryourair habits
work
and ing
sales
musttop-flight
be excellent
and morals unquestionable. If you are one
of the two men I want, you will be joining
a mid-Atlantic group of six radio stations.
Before I hire you, I will thoroughly check
your credit
otherphone
references.
day. Encloseandyour
number,Write
and to-if
you sound
good
I
will
call
you,
then
be
pared to send a tape. We are a country preand
farm leystation
in
Virginia's
Shenandoah
Valwith the advantages of non-pressing
ING
small town living. Box 575R, BROADCASTWanted, experienced announcer. Friendly
style adult programming. Immediate opening. Box 576R, BROADCASTING.
Three city chain of modern radio stations
expanding. Needs three disc jockies experienced in the
radio ability.
with accent
imagination andnew
creative
Money ongood,
need immediate. Send tape, photo and reING. sume first letter to Box 584R, BROADCAST-

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Michigan 5 kw daytimer has opening for announcer. Excellent working conditions.
First class ticket helpful, but not essential.
Send tape and resume to WJBL, P.O. Box
808, Holland, Michigan.
Smooth,phasis intelligent
emon enthusiasmannouncer
who likes with
swinging
operation
wanted
immediately.
Will
consider first class ticket holder as chief and
announcer or a straight announcer. Contact
Frank Haas, KAGE, Winona, Minnesota.
Announcer for top community service station, no top Freeport,
40 dj's. Send
full details and tape
to KBRZ,
Texas.
KBUD,announcer.
Athens, Texas,
staff
Salary seeking
open. experienced
Announcer with first phone for night shift.
You'llka. love
KCOW Radio, Alliance, NebrasPermanency!
Expanding announcing staff. Excellent opportunity for beginner with potential. Resume, tape, first letter to Ralph L. Hooks.
KDLA, De Ridder, Louisiana.
Combo-announcer with first ticket. No maintenance necessary. Adult format with emphasis on news. Send resume, tape and pix
to G. C. Packard. KTRC, Box 1715, Santa
Fe, N.M.
Wanted: Announcer with first ticket, no
maintenance. Apply WAMD, Aberdeen, Md.
Thirteen year old station with top ratings
appealing
to family
audience
morning man and
afternoon
jockey.adding
No formula
or r&r; we beat them both. Our employees
average 6 years service so we feel it reasonable to require that applicants have served
in present job at least three years, but we
will listen to well trained newcomer with
exceptional talent. You will live in fine city
and work
with by
excellent
at station considered
audienceequipment
and advertisers
as No. 1. Everyone gets along famously together and we all work together to keep the
station on top. Send resume, photo, tape, income requirement, and state whether you
prefer morning or afternoon and why.
Tapes returned. Ed Dunbar, Manager.
WBBQ, Augusta, Ga.
Start 1960for right!
the WBYS.
job you've
wanting
so longIn— at
If you been
are
a good, sensible announcer who likes good
radio in a good community and can handle
the morning"
it here. welApplicants withshift,
a firstyou'll
phonelikeespecially
come. WBYS, Canton, Illinois.
Play-by-play all sports and news editor
combinafion opening. No board. KCOW Radio, Alliance, Nebraska.
Eastern North Carolina station needs experienced announcer immediately. Good
future for risht man. Send full information
to W.R. Ward. Mgr.. WCPS, Tarboro, N.C.
Wanted: Air personality also newsman for
five kw. Replace men moving to major markets. Up to $150.00 if first phone. Must move
tight production. Jim Duncan, WGGH,
Marion. Illinois.
New modern sound, WIVY, Jacksonville.
Florida.start.
Need
man to atRoger
$100.00
per
week
Sendswingin'
facts, tape,
Roach,
WIVY, Jacksonville, Florida.
We need a morning man that likes to combo.
First class ticket, no maintenance. Adult
programming on commercial station. Must
be sharp announcer. Send tape and resume
to WJBL, P.O. Box 808, Holland, Michigan.
WNCO is adding another announcer to its
growing staff. Wonderful opportunity for
the right man. Contact John Cigna. WNCO,
Ashland, Ohio.
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Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Experienced, sharp, mature staff announcer
being sought by net affiliate with musicnews format. Permanent position with an
"UP" ture
future.
tape,WKLZ,
experience,
to Joe Send
Butler,
Box pic663,
Kalamazoo, Mich.
Wanted, experienced announcer for modern
good music station in upstate New York.
Send resume and tape to Radio Station
WOKO, Albany, New York.
Wanted, experienced announcer with first
phone. WSYB, Rutland, Vermont.
Announcers! Experienced? Opportunities in
many markets. Send tapes, resumes to Paul
Baron, Manager, Broadcast Department,
Maude Lennox Personnel Agency, 630
Fifth Avenue, New York 20, N.Y.
Announcers losing jobs? Lack that professional sound? Audition tape not a polished
. . . showcase? See New York School of Announcing display ad in Help Wanted column.
Technical
February 1st opening for combination engineer and announcer. Daytimer in northING. ern New York. Box 132R, BROADCAST-

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical
5 kw fulltime DA-N midwest city 100,000
needs chief engineer. Contact KRES, St.
Joseph, Missouri.
Wanted, combination engineer-announcer.
Good salary according to proven record and
good references. Permanent and good future.
Write giving
full history
and details.
cations confidential.
Baldwin
Goodwin,AppliJr.,
General Manager, WKIZ, Box 1487, Key
West, Florida.
Engineer-announcer. Immediate opening
for capable first ticket engineer, experienced announcer, proficient air-salesman
in ideal community. Two station chain
with excellent
opportunity
for $425.00
advance-to
ment. Must be willing
to work.
start. Joe Haas, WLOI, La Porte, Indiana,
4144.

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Copywriter ropolitan
and station.
trafficTopassistant.
metpay. Large
Box 863P,
BROADCASTING.
Needed immediately. Experienced, alert
radio newsman for opening on fast-pace,
top-flight
news southwest
staff at number
tion in major
market. one
Must stabe
able to broadcast news as well as gather.
Pays
top
salary.
Replaces
man
promoted
within organization. Send tapes and resume
to Box 518R, BROADCASTING.
News editor-newscaster. Midwestern urbanrural community station. Experienced
gathering local news. Community-minded.
Excellent opportunity. Write all details inCASTING.cluding salary required. Box 551R. BROAD-

Virginia — new daytimer needs engineerannouncers January 1st. Box 555R, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer with announcing or sales
ability for small market daytime station in
western North Carolina. Salary open. Write
Box 1114, Sylva, North Carolina.
First phone operator. Experienced. Make
more money through sales. 20 hours operating. $100 weekly against commission. Contact KCHJ, Delano, California.

Our engineer drafted — need chief engineer
that can announce. 35 miles from gulf coast.
Good pay with benefits. Send tape and resume. WRJW, 5000 watts. Picayune, Miss.
Maintenance engineer — first-class license.
Two years radio and/or tv station experience. Salary $450 a month to start.
Write University of Minnesota, Civil Service Department, Minneapolis.
Excellent opportunity for advancement for
a transmitter engineer, WAMS. Your predecessor has been promoted within our organization. Maintenance experience helpful.
Send photo and resume to Tim Crow, Rollins Broadcasting, P.O. Box 1389, Wilming5
ton,
Del.
Production-Programming, Others
Wanted: First class newsman. Must be hard
worker, have car. Good future for right
man.
Send details to Box 427R, BROADCASTING.

Experienced engineer for studio maintenance. Must be familiar with DuMont equipment. Will send right man to Ampex Videotape
school. Contact
TV, Phoenix,
Arizona.Chief Engineer, KOOL-

Copy gal to write creative hard-sell copy
for leading eastern music-news station.
Good pay and working conditions. Enclose
continuity
samples,
experience and snapshot. Box 622P,
BROADCASTING

Newsman. One
Ohio's atop well
independent of
radio northern
stations seeks
schooled and experienced newsman who appreciates modern radio news and knows
how to gather it. This man will deliver
major newscasts throughout the day and
must have a mature and authoritative defor theit? newsroomlivery.
will beComplete
his.responsibility
Can you handle
Send
a tape and resume to Dick Carr, WCUE,
Akron 8, Ohio.
News Director — Must be aggressive, comof heading
staff, ablepetitive,
to capable
cover,
write andtwo-man
deliver news
local
news for a top 250 watt independent radio
station in northern Ohio. Top fringe benefits— salary commensurate with experience
and ability. Send resume, picture and tape
to Program Director, WLEC, Sandusky, Ohio.
Need approximately January 1, 1960. We will
ask for personal interview.
Long established 4-A agency in southwest
has immediate opening for experienced tvradio copywriter/production supervisor.
Must have thorough knowledge and experiennceniques forinboth
writing
and production
techmediums.
Prefer college
graduate.
Agency
background
desirable
but not mandatory. Excellent opportunity
and growth potential for right man. Send
complete
salaries, andresume,
photo airincluding
mail to:previous
Ward Hicks
Advertising, 315 Gold Avenue, SW, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Immediate

openings at RCA

for .

BROADCAST

RADIO

SYSTEMS

ENGINEERS
Highly responsible positions are open to men who have experience in audio and TV
equipment applications in broadcast studios. Salaries and opportunities for professional growth are both excellent.
As an RCA Broadcast Systems Engineer, you will work directly with such customers as
radio and TV stations and recording studios. Acting in an advisory capacity, you can
be the man
analyzes the customer's needs and designs the system which specifically
requirements.
his who
answers
You may work with TV installations (either black and white or color), AM-FM, Hi-Fi and
stereo audio equipment, terminal equipment, mobile or closed circuit systems. Components include the latest and most exciting RCA products such as cameras, mikes,
consoles, audio and video tape, loudspeakers, projectors, amplifiers, transmitters, multiplexors, etc.
FOR INTERVIEW WITH ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT
Mr. V. E. Broad
Box ZC-14M
Send
Professional
Employment
RCA,
resumeto
Bldg. 10-1
Camden 2, New Jersey

RADIO

CORPORATION

OF AMERICA

Industrial Electronic Products
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Situations Wanted — Management
Need rating and billing to prove station
value?
Can produce
both — four station
proven
better
music. record
Troubleavailable.
shootingTopmy40 or
specialty,
major and medium markets. 37 — 14 years
sales and management. Challenge important, so is money. Currently major market.
Box 522R, BROADCASTING.
Experienced manager now employed in
metropolitan market southwest looking for
job offering ownership possibilities. Box
533R, BROADCASTING.
California manager — 18 years, excellent references— guarantee
profits.
Available immediately. Box 547R,
BROADCASTING.
Young, experienced
small market
salesmanager
wishes management
opportunity.
Married, veteran. Box 550R, BROADCASTING.
Experienced, mature, college man, with the
know-how and drive to help your operation.
I'm seeking
position
or program directora in
mediumof manager
to small market,
for best references or information write
Box 564R, BROADCASTING.
Number 2 man to assist president or general
manager
majorandmarket.
17 yearslevel
experience on insales
management
all
phases radio, television and agency. Stations
250 to 50,000 watts. Markets 10,000 to 2,000.000. One dustry.
of Withbest
over-all
records 11inyears
the in-in
present
employer
one of first five markets. Happily married,
two children. Excellent references. Box
569R, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Opportunity to make your station
more successful in 1960. Verl Bratton, Management Consultant, 1205 LaPaloma Way,
Colorado Springs. Will be in Chicago first
week
January.
% W.O. Rice, Harris Trust &
Savings.
BROADCASTING, December 14, 1959

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Sales
Salesman-announcer, Radio-tv. 8 years experience, married, age 32. Southeast or
southwest. Box 520R, BROADCASTING.
Experienced Colorado salesman available
soon. Proven sales record. Family man. Excellent background, references. Box 548R,
BROADCASTING.
Attention brokers! Agencies! Experienced
young college graduate desires opening with
media ried,broker
advertising asagency.
26, child.orExperience
radio Martime
salesman, tv time salesman, tv sales manager. Currently managing radio station . . .
all with same company. Box 560R, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Sports announcer, seven years background
play-by-play. Top references. Box 405R,
BROADCASTING.
Honest, good music, morning man. Fifteen
years. No screamer. Adult. Box 462R,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer, young, veteran,
runs own board, seeks position with adnights, travel anywhere. Boxvancement
463R,possibilities,
BROADCASTING.
Something
different.
Touch
of Erin.
Sales,Announcer-copywriter.
promotion too. Box
515R, BROADCASTING.
Swinging disc jockey. Intelligent. Read
good
commercial. Can sell too. Box 516R,
BROADCASTING.
West Coast:
2y2 years
radio, television. Versatile,
adultexperience
music, classics,
jazz,
news, sports. College graduate. Veteran.
Available
CASTING. February 1st. Box 523R, BROADPersonality-dj.
Bright, cheerful,
enced. Creative showman.
References,experitape
available. Box 526R, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-salesman. "Tremendous". Personality, experienced.
Runsrelocating
own boardin— N.Y.
college grad.
Desires
the
Raleigh, N.C.
-Washington,
Impeccable taste in music. NoD.C.
r&r area.
or c&w.
Box 530R, BROADCASTING.
Versatile, mercial
goodspecialist.
music Try
and me.
newsman.
Box Com532R,
BROADCASTING.
Five years radio staffing, news gathering
and airing.
Worked with
Boston's
stations. Go anywhere
securitytwoandtopsalary
potential. Box 540R, BROADCASTING.
Radio personality-announcer, experienced
from 250-10,000 watts, news background. No
top -40ket.stations
please. Prefer
eastern
marAvailable February
1, 1960.
Box 544R,
BROADCASTING.
Full, rich background in listenable music
with soft sell that works. Ready for step-up
in February, 1960 within eastern market. No
formula or top-40 outlets. News background
and tv announcing. Six years experience
from small to major markets. Box 545R,
BROADCASTING.
DJ experienced, married, music and news.
Vet, mature, available now. Box 549R,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
youngmidwest.
announcer
to relocate in upper
Good wishes
commercial
delivery. Handle sales and copywriting
equally well. Box 562R, BROADCASTING.
Radio-tv
announcer,
graduate,
network calibre.
Now incollege
competitive
market,
desirestan position
with
potential
in
metropoliarea. Strong on news. Box 565R,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer, dj, program director, copywriter, scriptwriter and salesman.
Also experienced in tv. Seeking opportunity
to learn sportscasting and striving for a
managerial position. Full details, tape and
photo
upon request. Box 566R, BROADCASTING.
Country music dj, available. Best references,
reliable, sober, creative, knows programING. ming, promotion. Box 568R, BROADCASTBROADCASTING, December 14, 1959

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Speak to me of five figures! Making bosses
first in market is my business. Talk show or
news director for radio and tv, or combination. 11 years experience in news. Will be in
Rose
Day, but
can beBox
on
your Bowl
stationNewtheYear's
following
Monday.
583R, BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer — restricted license. Some
air experience as emcee. Do best on news,
commercials and disc shows. Box 183,
Mendota, Illinois.
Announcer, dj. Green as the hills, personality as high as the sky. Limited show
biz background. Top salesman, family, relocate, minimum salary. Age 34. 29536 W.
Chicago, Livonia, Michigan.
Available — topnotch, experienced, stable,
versatile announcer-newscaster. Desires aggressive station. Phone: Justice 3-0884, Norfolk, Virginia.
Newscaster, good music specialist, mature
voice, excellent diction. Write continuity,
sell. Personal audition for any major southern market. Tape available. Jerome Benjamin, 1181 Stewart Ave., S.W., Atlanta
10, Georgia.
Casey Clark, country and western dj and
barndance promoter, available, January 1st.
WNAX, Yankton, S.D. Phone North 5-2550.
Negro dj. Mature voice, professionally
trained. Bob Lee, 6028 S. Drexel, Chicago.
Dorchester 3-1958.
7 years radio, tv. C&W, di, salesman, pop
dj, "former
entertainersecure
Jubilee
U.S.A."
Looking
for permanent,
job. Will
go
look over good replies. Prefer south and
Texas.
Jack
Reno,
Box
51,
Bloomfield,
Iowa.
Ph. 667.
Technical
Experienced engineer. No announcing.
Available immediately. Radio or tv. Box
344R, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer. 5 krw up, d.a. or multiple
operation. 21 years
experience
technical,
ministration,
construction and
some adtv.
Want to settle in good western community.
Box 534R, BROADCASTING.
Transmitter engineer. $90/week. Separate
transmitter within 12 miles low-rent, now
near Richmond, Va. Immediate. Anywhere.
Box 558R, BROADCASTING.
Start the year off right with a new engineer.
Experienced chief engineer with mediocre announcing ability desires chief engineering position in 1 or 5 kw station with
20 hours of announcing, in Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, or Texas. Experienced in
maintenance of Magnecord recorders. All
inquiries will be promptly answered. Box
561R, BROADCASTING.
Employed mature adult, combo experience,
at present chief engineer. Wish relocate in
southwest steady as a rock. Will exchange
tape
etc., for reasonable offer. Box 579R,
BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer 20 years experience am-fm
directionals. Best references, permanent.
Bill Alford, P.O. Box 902, Lakeland, Florida.
First class licensed engineer with announcing experience available. For details phone
Palatka. Florida 5-3991.

RESEARCH

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical
Radio-tv engineer-manager, registered engineer D.C. Firstdesiresphone,
etc.
years exD.C.Many
consultant
associate orperience
buy intojoinpartnership.
Box 586R,as
BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
Sports director. Currently with tv and am
station in large eastern market. Also staff
work. Excellent play-by-play. College grad.
33
years old,
two children. $150minimum.
Box married,
431R, BROADCASTING.
News director-reporter. 3 years in midwest
am-tv, B.S. Radio-tv journalism, 16mm and
35mm photographer, good am-tv delivery.
High
calibre, 25, married. Box 467R, BROADCASTING.
Program
12 years
experience. director,
Programmed for
station radio
that reached
60% rating in 4 station market. Age 31. Also
top jock. Box 524R, BROADCASTING.
Copywriter.
Start the
new year
right. Consider everything.
Samples
available.
Box
525R, BROADCASTING.
Tired female gypsy wants to settle in
medium sized town. In radio since 1949.
Single, 34, veteran, college, radio and tv
school
graduate.
Experienced
chieflywriting,
in radio copy.
Some: TV
copy, tv news
radio
traffic,
women's
show,
concert
hour.
Can write copy fast if necessary. Typing
fair.
"Speed-writing"
rusty.
Box
543R,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced newsman-announcer, 24, B.A.,
recent vet. Gather, write, air. Copywriting.
East coast preferred. $4680 minimum. Bernie Shusman. 1013 E. Phil-Ellena St., Phila..
Pa. LI 8-3903.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Management
Wanted — General manager for network affiliated television station in sizable market. Only fully experienced executive with
complete management background should
apply, stating his detailed record and refCASTING.erences (also picture) to Box 535R, BROADSales
Young, aggressive television salesman needed immediately. Must have proven background. Position offers future with unlimited earnings. Apply only if you are
not afraid to work and enjoy living in small
community. We are a new station affiliated
with CBS. Address all correspondence to
Sales
Kansas.Manager, KBLR Radio-TV, Goodland,
Salesman opportunity for good income and
stable association in single station 3 network
television market. If you are creative saleswise and like selling you must do well in
Wyoming'smissions offer1stpotentials
market. worth
Salaryinvestigating.
and comContact Bob Berger, KTWO-TV Casper.
Wyoming.
Sacramento,
California,
nation'srate.
48th Corinmarket,thian$1,000
hourly
stationnight
wantsbasic
an aggressive,
imaginative salesman who can keep pace in Califorstate capitol.
Contact
Jim Osborn,
Sales nia's
Manager.
KXTV,
CBS Mr.
Affiliate,
Channel 10, 601 7th Avenue, Sacramento, California.

DIRECTOR

To organize and head research and statistical department for national film television production distribution company in Los Angeles area. Applicant must have had related education and experience in this field or with a top agency. Submit details of education
experience and salary requirements to :
P.O. Box 48458, Briggs Station
Los Angeles 48, California
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
Southwest radio and television station is
seeking the best announcer available for
our budget. Combination man as staff for
adult musical format on radio and live
commercials on television. Send full information, age, references, recent photo
and starting salary requirements to: Clarke
Brown Company, 1507 Southland Center,
Dallas, Texas.
Technical
Supervisory engineer with 5 years tv experience as chieftown
maintenance
Northwest University
of 40,000.byExcellent
living conditions, moderate 4 season climate.
State references past experience and salary
requirements
to Box 519R, BROADCASTING.
One or more first class colored tv operators
to work in Puerto Rico. Reply to Carl H.
Butman,
4,
D. C. 892 Nat'l Press Bldg., Washington
TV studio engineers for design, test, and
field engineering.
expanding
progressive company. Rapidly
All benefits,
plus rapid
advancement for qualified engineers. FotoVideo Laboratories,
Grove,
New Jersey. Inc. CE. 9-6100, Cedar
Top tv station in Puerto Rico needs maintenance personnel with first class license.
Three years minimum experience. Forward
resume and salary expected to: Telemundo,
Engineering Department, Box 5096, Puerta
De Tierra Sta., San Juan, Puerto Rico.
Production-Programming, Others
Film director to take over and reorganize
film department mid-west tv station.
Thorough knowledge of film operation essential. Film buying experience not necessary.
fullyouresume,
salary for
requirements andSenddate
are available
work
to Box 492R, BROADCASTING.

PRESTIGE

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Sacramento, California is booming! Are you
ready to join the Gold Rush? Volume local
business needs "sell" copy. Production exisa plus.
Salary? Program
Experience?perienceContact
Mr.Samples?
Dean Borba,
Manager, KXTV, CBS, Corinthian Station,
601 - 7th Avenue, Sacramento, California.
Continuity director to take charge of 3person department. Must be experienced,
creative writer with college background.
Send samples, photo, all information first
letter.
H. Krieghoff. WTOL-TV,
Toledo, Robert
Ohio.
TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Management
General or sales manager: Formerly general
sales kets.
manager,
one ofmanagement.
the first 25 tv
Station changed
Offermar-18
years management experience radio and
television standing
in record
programming
and sales.
Outand outstanding
references.
Box 578R, BROADCASTING.
Employment
manager
of television stationasorgeneral
tv — radio
combination.
Known and
respected
in
industry.
Best
references. Excellent record as a businessman,
administrator, manager, sales. Your conCASTING.fidential reply respected. Box 580R, BROADSales
Now available, executive-type salesman
with 10 years radio and 5 years television
experience in major markets. Commission
earnings well above average. Married, sober,
permanent with excellent references. Box
546R, BROADCASTING.
Technical
Experienced, uhf, new station installations,
remotes, microwave, maintenance. 1st phone.
Looking
advancement.
January 1st. for
Interesting
resumeAvailable
upon request.
Box 323R, BROADCASTING.

RADIO

FOR

STATION

SALE

Powerful, fulltime. Independent in rich, major Southwestern city.
Has averaged gross of about $1,000 per day for several years with
semi-classical music. Cash flow now approximately $15,000 per
month. Depreciation and other write-off factors in excess of $400,000
make this an obvious self-liquidating, blue-chip buy.
Ailing owner will be in New York and/or
from now to January 1st. I will NOT mail out
Balance Sheets, inventory lists, etc. These will
qualified principals during personal interview

Washington, D.C.
P & L Statements,
be shown only to
in East.

Minimum of $300,000 cash down required (balance in secured
paper) against $800,000 purchase price or will sell for $700,000 all
cash. Will not dicker or waste time with go-between. Letters not telling all will be ignored.
Write, in confidence, to OWNER
Box 585R, BROADCASTING.
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical
1st class tv engineer, 5 years am, 4 years
color and b & w tv. All-around experience
but heavy
on maintenance.
engineer broadcast
equipment Presently
manufacturing
2V2 years. Desire California situation. Box
570R, BROADCASTING.
TV studio-transmitter engineer, 5 years experience, RCA graduate, 1st phone, 25, single,
desires New York, New England position.
Eugene water,Windsor,
113 Frederica Dr., ClearFla.
Production-Programming, Others
Producer-director-announcer, now in major
market;
ten years
all
phases, seeks
better radio-tv-theatre,
climate for family.
Money secondary. Box 398R, BROADCASTING.
Director-producer.
jr. Pleasant,
director
midwest vhf. MS in Currently
radio and tv.
hardworking, creative. Family man. Box
452R, BROADCASTING.
Have schooling
and radio
experience
in cinematography, television,
announcing,
music,
dramatics,dustrial
journalism.
Presently
inmotion picture. Desire doing
relocate
south.
Age 27. Married. Box 521R, BROADCASTING.
Writer-producer-director. Practical experience, local, regional. Creative, versatile.
Box 527R, BROADCASTING.
Top rated news director-caster wants to
organize and run modern television news
plant in competitive market. My know-how
plus your money equals top rating. Box
542R, BROADCASTING.
Experienced, creative, producer - director.
Family.
Excellent
references.AllBoxphases
557R, production.
BROADCASTING.
FOR SALE
Radio broadcasting school east coast. State
licensed, fully equipped, modern studios,
leased in ideal location. Gross $15,000 month,
nets 20%. Needs experienced radio man to
operate. Illness forces sales, $32,500, terms.
Box 572R, BROADCASTING.
EquipmentTower type 150.
Used 150' Windcharger
$550.00
fob.
200'
U.S.
Tower type S-20. $950.00
fob. Box 517R, BROADCASTING.
Complete DuMont series 15000 uhf 5 kw
television transmitter. Excellent condition.
Priced very low for quick sale. Send for
complete
CASTING. description. Box 541R, BROADStereo equipment for sale. A Rondine deluxe 3-speed
turntable
— G.E. tone
G.E.
"Golden
Classic"
cartridge.
Higharm.quality
G.E. transistor dual pre-amps and matching
transformer for 600 ohm input. This complete unit onlyVa.$150. WDBJ-Radio, P.O. Box
150, Roanoke,
Mole-Richardson 103 boom on brace triangular rolling stand. Best offer. You pay
ham,
N.H.
shipping.
Call, wire, write, WENH-TV, . DurChannel (22) uhf RCA 1 kw transmitter
TTU-1B complete with filterplexer, dummy
load, frequency monitor General Radio,
diode demodulator and FCC spare tubes.
RCA antenna TFL-24-D with 1 degree electrical
tilt. inPlaced
in service
Decemberbeam
1953 and
continuous
serviceinupto
March
4, 1959.
$11,500. WSIL-TV,
Harrisburg,
111. Complete:
Channel (3).
Video
monitors. Closed circuit and broadon Page
cast. See121.
Foto-Video Laboratories ad today
Disc recorder, Presto 8D-G. Fairchild 539
Minnesota.
lathe
with519head.
amplifier.
T. H.
Jones,
4th. Presto
Street,92-BN.W.,
Rochester,
Miratel tv monitors demonstration units.
New warranty 15 — 17" metal cabinets
$215.00
each. 8— line
17" veneer
$185.00
each. Complete
of new cabinets
units available
in
8",
14",
17",
21"
and
24".
Write:
Miratel,
Inc., 1082 Dionne St., St. Paul 13, Minn.
Microwave
— Andrew Large
1%"
Rigid
51.5 transmission
ohm, teflon line
insulated.
quantity complete with connectors, ells,
hardware, cables and dehydrating equipNew. Unused.
Bargain. Sierra-Westernment.
Electric
Cable Company,
1401 Middle
Harbor Road, Oakland 20, California.
BROADCASTING, December 14, 1959

WANTED

RADIO

TO BUY

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)

Help Wanted — Sales

Stations

Help Wanted — Announcers

Want to retire? Let me buy in and manage
with eventual ownership in view. Twenty
years experience in radio and tv. Prefer
midwest or New England 250 station. Other
locations definitely considered. Box 188R,
BROADCASTING.

UNUSUAL OPPORTUNITY
For extraordinary radio personalities. If
you have the talent, intelligence and background required of top radio performers,
there is a spot for you on the staff of one
of
the
west
leading salary
stations.desired,
Send
tape,
resume,to:coast's
photograph,
immediately
Box 5 74R, BROADCASTING

Haskell Bloomberg, Station Broker, 208 Fairmount Street, Lowell, Massachusetts, Telephone Glenview 5-5823.
Wilt ents
Gunzendorfer,
broker,
has wire
cliwho want to buystation
stations,
Write,
8630 W. Olympic, Los Angeles.
Equipment
Wanted. Used in good condition. One General Electric BT3-A or BT3-B 3 kw fm transmitter. Box 500R, BROADCASTING.
Used 250 watt transmitter in good operational condition. Also two used tape recorders of broadcast quality. Box 507R, BROADCASTING.
Wanted in mid-west, used 200 to 500 foot
self-supporting or guyed tower capable of
supporting
multi-bay
fm. Write
Radio Station
WAJC,antenna
Butlerfor University,
1204
North
Delaware
Street,
Indianapolis
2,
Indiana.
STL microwave system, 900 mc band, good,
used. Also assoc. equipment. Write James
B. Holder, WHYL, Carlisle, Penna.
Need
900 orfeet
3Va" Styroflex transmission
line. Call
neapolis,write
Minn. D.B. Ekberg, WLOL, Min3-5
kw and
fm transmitter
without tape
player
accessories. with
Alsoor interested
250
w to 10 kw, am and fm. Submit details.
Compass Electronics Supply, 75 Varick
Street, New York 13.

SALES ENGINEER
WEST COAST
The Company: Major midwest
broadcast equipment manufacturer.
The Position: Sales engineer to
travel and call on
radio stations in
California and Oreheadquartering ingon,
Bay
Area.
Technical background essential.
Opportunities: Unlimited. Salary,
expenses
and system
incentive bonus
provides high earning potential for
aggressiveindividual.
salesminded
A permanent position with an excellent future.
Send complete resume to Box 502R,
BROADCASTING.

ANNOUNCERS
LACK THAT PROFESSIONAL SOUND? AUDICASE? TION TAPE NOT A POLISHED . . . SHOWADVANCED PROFESSIONAL coaching with
NEW YORK BROADCASTERS. Our tapes are
job getters. Ask to hear sample.
"Let
us analyze
present
tape.. .NO. SUCHARGE."
*** Call
... MR.
KEITH
7-6938.
NEW YORK SCHOOL OF ANNOUNCING
&
*BY APPT. SPEECH
ONLY
160 West 73rd Street
New York 23, N.Y.
SU 7-6938
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Announcers

1J

£
C

Film line — 16mm negative processor K jr.
Write or call United Broadcasting Company,
Shoreham Hotel, Washington, D.C.
INSTRUCTIONS
F.C.C.
first phoneor license
preparation
by
correspondence
in resident
classes.
Grantham Schools are located in Hollywood,
Seattle, Kansas City, and Washington. Write
for our free 40-page brochure. Grantham
School of Electronics, 3123 Gillham Road,
Kansas City 9, Missouri.
FCC first phone license in six
anteed instruction by master
approved. Request brochure.
License
Texas. School, 2603 Inwood

weeks. Guarteacher. G.I.
Elkins Radio
Road, Dallas,

Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st
phone license, 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations
required. Enrolling now for classes starting
January 6, March 2, May 4, June 29, 1960.
For information, references and reservations write WMliam B. Ogden, Radio Operational Engineering School, 1150 West Olive
Avenue, Burbank, California.
Be prepared. First phone in 6 weeks, Guaranteed instruction. Elkins Radio License
School
Atlanta. 1139 Spring St., N W
Atlanta, ofGeorgia.
A review that places you in position to pass
FCC exams. Very inexpensive. Free literaJacksonture.9,"Electronics
Miss. Unlimited", Box 10634
With
pride we announce
opening
of our
new broadcasting
school. the
Twelve
weeks
intensive, practical training in announcing,
programming, etc. Brand new console, turntables, and the works. Reservations only.
Elkins Dallas,
School 35,
of Texas.
Broadcasting, 2603 Inwood
Road,
MISCELLANEOUS

IF
You have a proven radio sales

X
X

TOPNOTCH ANNOUNCER AND RADIO
PERSONALITY
A fluke situation makes available a pro
with adult appeal who is completely
versatile be it music, news, sports, commercials or production. Past 11 years
NBC staff in Chicago with reputation for
quality and integrity. Long list of credits,
widely traveled, knowledgable. Financially responsible — no taint of Payola,
Solid permanent
connection desired.
Starting date need not be immediately.
Prepared for in-person interview at my
expense. Let's talk first. Chan, phone
Diversey 8-0459 in Chicago at 2134

[J

ji
«J|

record —
If you want the biggest earnings in your life —
If you want to sell the top
station in the number ^tl
Mid-South market —
If you want to belong to the
fastest growing group operation in the Nation —

JI North Hudson
STRENGTH NEEDED
to follow
husband and your
wife morning
team withman?
NY We're
performing
and arranging background plus two years
as DJ's
with music
chain chosen
which hasby gone
formula.
We
feature
listening,
not
by charts or persuasion. Available January,
will go anywhere responsible talent is
wanted. While proving our effectiveness in
your
will accept option
short-term
agreement market,
with management
to renew.
Phone or write Peggy and Tom Eldridge,
Hollidaysburg, Pa., Owen 5-4882 or 3044.
MISCELLANEOUS

If you have a hunk of paper,
a picture, a story to tell us, and
a 4^ stamp — then send it to:
Box 577R,
BROADCASTING.

Production radio spots. No jingles. Free audition tape.
M-J Productions,
2899 Templeton Road.
Columbus,
Ohio.
BROADCASTING, December 14, 1959
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FOR SALE

STATIONS

FOR

FLORIDA
By owners, excellent growing market, all new equipment, excellent
earning and growth record. Number
one in market by all surveys since
1958. Financial references required.
No Brokers.
Box 358R, BROADCASTING

I CAN HELP YOU
FIND A GOOD BUY
Verl Bratton,

SALE

Equipment

Standard Electronics 40kw hiband vhf television transmitter
type TH-644. Final amplifier
consists of two units which
may be operated independently with an output power of
20kw or a combined power of
40kw.
RCA type PT-2, 2kw high
channel vhf transmitter. RCA
type TF12AH

antenna.

483' Blaw-Knox type H-40 selfsupporting steel tower.
For further information on any
of above items, phone or write :
Glenn G. Boundy
STORER BROADCASTING
COMPANY
1177 Kane Concourse
Miami Beach, Fla.
Tele: Union 6-0211

WANTED

TO BUY

Stations

RADIO STATIONS
WANTED
Successful
group
ownership interested
with excellent financial references
in acquiring additional radio properties. All replies confidential.
Box 582R, BROADCASTING.

EMPLOYMENT

SERVICE

ADV.
RADIO — TV
job
placements
in
the
dynamic
southeast. Hundreds of job openings.
Announcers • Engineers
Disk Jockeys • Copywriters
News Directors
• Salesmen
Free registration — Confidential
Professional Placement
458 Peach tree Arcade
Atlanta, Ga.
Sam Eckstein
JA 5-4841

Top
•
•
•
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115M
5 KW
Terms
Metro
W 300M
Terms
225M
Terms
1
Medium 500
KW
1
Terms
200M
Medium
60M
1 KW
KW 265M
Medium
Terms
1
175M
Small
Terms
1
Terms
KW
Metro
Small
250 WKW
Wyo.
Terms
60M
BUSINESS FINANCE SERVICE CORP.
MEDIA BROKERS
817 17th St.
Denver. Colo.
Ariz.
Calif.
Colo.
Nev.
N. Mex.
Oreg.
Okla.

DOUGLAS, ARIZONA
1,000
watt Daytime.
New BTA-1R
RCA transmitter.
Absentee
owner.
$45,000 cash or $50,000 with 29%
down. Good potential.
Box 563R, BROADCASTING

MONEY MAKING
Small town kilowatt daytimer in southeast resort area. Ideal for owneroperator. Good climate, hunting, fishing,
boating. Netting average over $1000
monthly on $60,000 annual gross. Paying manager well under absentee
ownership operation. $75,000. 29%
down.
Box 552R, BROADCASTING

Iowa
La.
Minn.
Ala.
Calif.
Minn.
Ky.
Ariz.
Ala.
N. Y.
La.

Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Small
Medium
Medium
Medium
Metro
Metro
Large

250w
lkw-D
500w
lkw-D
250w-F
lkw-D
lkw-D
lkw-D
lkw
250w-F
lkw-D
5kw
lkw-D
5kw

125M
45M
85M
65M
35M
105M
100M

terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
160M
65M terms
150M
terms
50M terms
100M
200M
165M terms
175M terms
terms
325M
terms
250M terms

Gulf
Fla.
Ga.
Ala.
Metro
N.E.
Fla.
Major 250w
lkw-D
M. Major lkw-D
And Others
PAUL
CHAPMAN
COMPANY
INCORPORATED
MEDIA BROKERS
Atlanta
Chicago
Please address:
182 W. Peachtree
New York
Atlanta 9, Ga.
San Francisco

Management Consultant II
1205 LaPaloma Way,
Colorado Spnngs.

THE PIONEER FIRM OF TELEVISION AND RADIO MANAGEMENT
CONSULTANTS
ESTABLISHED 1946
NEGOTIATIONS MANAGEMENT
APPRAISALS
FINANCING
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D. C.
GUNZENDORFE1
THE OFFERING THIS WEEK —
A MERRY
CHRISTMAS
A HAPPY
NEW YEAR
WILT GUNZENDORFER
AND ASSOCIATES
Licensed Brokers — Consultants
8630 W. Olympic Los Angeles, Calif.

Texas regional, single market. Making
money.
$79,500
$19,500
down —
South major
regional
day. $300,000
25% — Southwest fulltime regional.
Nice profits. Some real estate incl. at
$3 50,000 $100,000 down. Bal. easy.
— Texas fulltime, single. In black.
Xmitter site, office bldg. incl. at $48,000 $16,500 down. — Southwest secondary, Regional day. Making money.
$143,000 29% — Southwest major,
day. In black.
29% — pop.
Top
Midwest
single $225,000
under 20,000
Good profits. $125,000 29%. Contact
patt Mcdonald, box 9266,
AUSTIN, TEX. GL. 3-8080 or Jack
Koste,
2-4813. 60 E. 42nd, NY 17, NY. MU.

NORMAN
& NORMAN
INCOIPOIATID
Brokers — Consultants — Appraisers
RADIO-TELEVISION STATIONS
Nation-Wide Service
Experienced
Confidential Broadcasters
Negotiations
Security Bldg.

Davenport, Iowa

STATIONS FOR SAIE
Ours is a personal service, designed to
fit your finances, your qualifications and
your needs.
If you are in the market for either an
AM, FM or TV station anywhere in the
country be sure to contact us at once.
JACK L. STOLL & ASSOCIATES
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
los Angeles 28, Calif.
Hollywood 4-7279
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Continued from page 126
Scheduled prehearing conference for Dec.
18 in consolidated proceeding on am applications of Cannon System Ltd. (KIEV) Glendale, Calif., et al. Action Dec. 3.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
Granted motion by Gospel Bcstg. Co. for
extension of time from Dec. 1 to Dec. 31 to
file findings of fact and conclusions of law
and from Dec. 16 to Jan. 15, 1960 to file reply findings in proceeding for consent to
assignment of licenses of KPAM and KPFM
(FM) Portland, Ore. Action Nov. 30.
Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau for
extension of time from Dec. 1 to Jan. 18,
1960 to file proposed findings and conclusions
and from Jan. 4 to March 1, 1960 for reply
findings,
1. totranscript
Jan. 18, 1960
to file motions to Dec.
correct
of record
and
from Jan. 4 to March 1, 1960 to file statements in support of or in opposition to motions to correct
transcript ofofrecord
ceeding on application
WHASin proInc.
(WHAS-TV
ch.
11),
Louisville,
Ky. Action
Nov. 30.
By Hearing Examiner Millard F. French
On own motion, and with the consent of
all parties, reopened record in Largo, Fla.,
tv ch. 10 proceeding, for limited purpose of
further discussions and arguments as to
filing of proposed findings and conclusions,
and scheduled hearing for 2:30 p.m., Dec. 4.
Action Dec. 4.
By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
Continued hearing from Jan. 7 to Feb.
12, 1960, in proceeding on application of
Tri-State Bcstg. Co. for new am station in
Summerville, Ga. Action Dec. 3.
Continued hearing from Jan. 11 to Feb.
15, in proceeding on applications of James
J. Williams and Charles E. Springer for
new am stations in Williamsburg and Highland Springs, Va. Action Dec. 3.
Granted petition by United Bcstg. Co.
(KVOG) Ogden, Utah, for continuance of
dates designated for various procedural
steps
proceeding
et al. inAction
Dec. 1. on its am application,
Scheduled prehearing conference for Dec.
18 at 9:30 a.m., in proceeding on application
of Ulster County Bcstg. Co., for new am
station in Ellenville, N.Y. Action Nov. 30.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
Granted petition by Des Plaines-Arlington Bcstg. Co., for leave to amend its application for new111.,am tostation
kc-D,
in Des Plaines,
reduce onits1550
proposed
power from 10 kw to 5 kw, change from
nondirectional to directional operation, and
reduce ant. height from 165 to 120 ft.; application isin consolidated proceeding with
am applications of Radio St. Croix Inc.,
New Richmond, Wis., et al. Action Nov. 30.
By Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClenning
Granted petition by Coral Television
Corp., South Miami, Fla., to extent that it
requests leave to amend Sec. V of its application in Perrine-South Miami tv ch. 6
proceeding. Action Dec. 2.
Granted request by Garrett Bcstg. Corp.
for continuance of date for exchange of exhibits to Jan. 18, 1960, and hearing from
Jan. 18 to Feb. 23, 1960, in proceeding on its
application for new am station in West
Memphis, Ark., et al. Action Dec. 3.
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
Scheduled prehearing conference for Dec.
22 in proceeding on applications of James
E. Walley for new am station in Oroville,
Calif., et al. Action Dec. 3.
forGranted
extensionpetition
of timeby toPatteson
Nov. 30Brothers
to file
INSTRUCTION
CHOOSE A CAREER IN
Announcing
Producing
RADIO-TV
Program Management
Thorough
for influential
Certificate preparation
courses in speech,
diction, careers.
drama,
writing. Closed circuit TV, film, control board
operation.
Free inplacement
and
women graduates
demand. service.
26th year.MenWrite:
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF BROADCASTING
Dept. B, 3338 16th St., N.W., Wash., D C.
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opposition
to motion
by George
T. Hern-on
reich for addition
of issue
in proceeding
their applications for new tv stations to
operate
Nov. 30. on ch. 8 in Jonesboro, Ark. Action
Granted
Southits Minneapolis
Bcstrs.
for petition
leave to byamend
application
for am facilities in Bloomington, Minn., to
show new horizontal DA pattern; removed
application as amended from hearing docket andniedreturned
to processing
derequest forit oral
argument.line;
Action
Nov. 30.
NARBA Notifications
List of changes, proposed changes, and
corrections in assignments of U.S. standard
broadcast stations modifying appendix conof U.S.
standard broadcast taining
stations,assignments
attached
to recommendations
of North American Regional Broadcasting
Agreement meeting Jan. 30, 1941, as
amended.
580 kc
KOBH Hot Springs, S.D.— 0.5, ND D. III.
(Now in operation with reduced power.)
740 kcVa.— 0.5, ND D. II.
WBCI Williamsburg,
(Now in operation with new station.)
1010 kc
WGUNfromDecatur,
letters
WE AS.) Ga.— (Change in call
1250 kc
KUKA
San
Antonio,
call letters from KEXX.) Tex.— (Change in
1340 kc
KSIL Silver City, N.M.— 0.25 N, ID ND
unl. IV. (Now in operation with increased
power.)
1380 kc
Greenville, Mich.— 1400
0.5, kcDA-D D. III. New.
KBZZ from
La Junita,
letters
KBNZ.) Colo. — (Change in call
1440 kc
KDNT Denton, Tex.— 0.5, N 5D DA-N
unl. II-B (PO: 1440 kc, 0.5 N ID, DA-N,
unl. No change in nighttime operation.)

THE
NEMSCLARKE
Video Jack Panels
are designed

1490 kc
WCBQ Whitehall,
0.25 NDchange
unl. list
IV.
(Correction
of error Mich.—
in NARBA
which
station incorrectly
as WBCQ.) listed call letters of this
0.25 N-1D
ND unl.in
IV.KBOW
(PO: Butte,
1490 kcMont.—
0.25, unl.
No change
nighttime operation.)
1580 kc
Aurora, 111.— 0.25 DA-D D. II. New.
1590 kc
WEEZ
ters fromChester,
WDRF.) Pa. — (Change in call letCarnegie, Pa.— 1 DA-D D. New.
License Renewals
Following stations were granted renewal
of license: KBUZ Mesa, Ariz.; KBOI Boise,
Idaho;
KTOO KAWT
Henderson,
Nev.; Ariz.,
KBUZ-FM
Mesa, Ariz.;
Douglas,
and
KEYY Provo, Utah. Ann. Dec. 3.

Reports on sale
Volume 23 of Federal Communications Commission's decisions and reports is nowintendent ofDocuments,
on public saleGovernment
at SuperPrinting Office, Washington 25, D. C,
for $3.00 a copy.
This 792-page volume comprises, in
bound form, texts of major FCC
docket decisions and important
policy-making
pronouncements
heretofore sold by GPO
in weekly printed
pamphlets covering period July 12,
1957 to December 27, 1957, and includes syllabi index.
Commission does not make public
distribution of either weekly pamphlets or bound volumes, both of
which canernmentbePrinting
purchased
Office. from Gov-

TYPE 924
Nominal impedance of jacks 70 ohms
Size
2'/b" x 19" x 2%"
Number of jacks
.24
Mounting
Relay rack
Finish
light Umber Gray

to

provide co - axial
patching facilities
for television instal ations orother
applications where
70 ohm lines are
used

TYPE 948
Nominal impedance of jacks 70 oh
Size
2'/e" x 19" x VU"48
Number of jacks
Mounting
Relay rack
Finish
Light Umber Gray
• • • • • V*w • • • •

Jack panel
components
a/so available
PATCH CORDS
1 8" - 24" - 36"
COMPANY

NEM
SILVER

SPRING MARYLAND

JUNIPER 3-IOOO
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WHAT
STARTED
THE

TELEVISION

REVOLUTION?

VIDEO

TAPE

MADE

ONLY

BY

3M

A lot of shooting in this revolution, but no casualties because
"Scotch" brand Video Tape makes possible flawless "live"
commercials and programs. Re-take and processing headaches are in exile. Production costs are under heavy attack.
And it's not over. The best producers agree that the uses and
economies of video tape, pioneered by 3M research, are
limited only by the imagination of the user.
Fast run-throughs and playbacks, more flexible schedules.
The tape can be erased, re-used, spliced and edited.

video taps
EE)
179
134

Perfect video and audio are preserved on "Scotch" brand
Video
half theTape
cost. which
Maybe gives
less. you "fluff-proof" commercials for
T^JlNNESOTA JOINING AND ]\/j4 N U F A C I U R I N G COMPANY *2C^^^Skv'
...WHERE RESEARCH IS THE KEY TO TOMORROW ^^Q^QS^P
"SCOTCH"
and trie
Plaid London,
Design areOntario.
Registered© Trademarks
Ave.,
New York.
Canada:
1959 3M Co. of the3M Co., St. Paul 6, Minn. Export: 99 Park
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OUR

RESPECTS
John

TO

. . .

Peter

Just over a month ago John Peter
Cowden quietly moved into an office on
the 19th floor at 485 Madison Ave. in
New York, charged by CBS-TV with
the job of helping articulate the network simage — an image that had been
tarnished along with the rest of the
tv industry by 1959's quiz scandal and
its aftermath. The formal announcement of his appointment as vice president of information services is likely
to be the last public mention of his
name for awhile. Jack Cowden is a man
who puts himself behind the job, not in
front of it.
Specifically, Mr. Cowden's responsibilities in CBS-TV's new "image"
job extend over three areas: advertising-sales promotion, research and
press information. The mark he makes
will be through the activities of these
departments rather than through projects emanating directly from his office. He comes to the job primarily
through the advertising-sales promotion area (he was until last month
vice president for advertising and sales
promotion for the CBS Television Stations Div.), but has worked closely
with the other two areas in his long
career with the network.
Although Mr. Cowden's career in
recent years has been in the wings
rather than on stage, it was not always so. His professional experience
with broadcasting dates to the age of
9 (in 1926) as a studio actor on the
West Coast. Jack was "Joe Corntastle"
for five years in Little Orphan Annie
on the old NBC Blue network,
and also had roles in such series as
Death Valley Days, Memory Lane,
One Man's Family and Pepper
Young's Family. This career before
the microphones lasted until 1938,
when he joined CBS in New York.
With the exception of a year with
KSFO San Francisco and two years
out
World
CBS for
since
that War
time. II, he's been with
Started in Promotion • That first association with CBS was as a copywriter in the promotion department
of the owned & operated stations division, a job he held until March 1940.
Then he went to KSFO as promotion
manager, but returned to the network
in station relations in 1941. In 1943
he was drafted.
Mr. Cowden served principally in
Army public information capacities
during the war, participating in the
campaigns through New Caledonia,
the Philippines and into Japan. His
last duty was as Pacific editor of Stars
& Stripes, headquartered in Tokyo. He
BROADCASTING, December 14, 1959

Cowden
was discharged late in 1945 as a master sergeant.
Following the war Mr. Cowden returned to the CBS o&o division, and
in 1949 became general manager of
the network promotion department.
Then, in 1951, the network separated
its radio and television networks and
Mr. Cowden became co-director of
the tv network's advertising and sales
promotion. In 1958, when the tv side
split again into network and stations
divisions, Mr. Cowden became vice
president and sales promotion director
on the stations side. He was named to
his present post Nov. 10.
Tenacity • One aspect af Jack Cowden's personality threads through both
his professional and personal life: the
capacity to single out an objective and
apply himself to obtaining it, with no
diversion for frills or personal allowances. Take these examples:
His career as a child actor was motivated not just for the fun of it but
because he needed the money — or
more
family did.
father specifically,
died in anhisaccident
that Jack's
year,
and Jack (then 9; he was born in
Santa Barbara, Calif., March 12, 1917)
was the oldest of three children. A
friend's father was an NBC executive,
and through him he tried out for and
got his first acting assignment. The
career turned out successfully, enough
so to put himself and his younger
brother and sister through college.
College itself was for Jack Cowden a goal to be achieved, not something to play around with. He went
through the U. of California (Berke-

CBS-TV's Cowden
An old hand for a new job

ley) in 2Vi years, graduating in 1938
with a major in economics.
When that was behind him he decided the next move should be to New
York. Not having enough money for
a ticket proved no handicap: he hopped freights (it took eight days).
Houses that Jack built • Or take the
matter of housing his family in New
York after the war. Houses were almost impossible to obtain, so Jack joined with four friends to build their own.
They bought five acres in Westport,
Conn., and after 2Vz years had five
houses. It wasn't an easy thing to do:
the five would drive out from the city
in all spare moments, sometimes ringing a house with their cars and working by headlights into the night. (He
lived in this house until five years ago.
when
sold it
"at Cowden
a tidy profit.")
In he1940
Mr.
married
Frances O'Keefe of Swampscott, Mass.
They have four children: John Jr..
15 (now in prep school at Andover) ;
Sally, 12; Peggy, 8, and Edward, 3.
They also have three sheep, two rabbits, three cats and a dog. The family
lives in Westport in an 1819-vintage
home he purchased after giving up his
hand-made model. They also have a
summer place in New Hampshire.
Mr. Cowden has joined no organizations since he was a member of Phi
Gamma Delta fraternity in college.
He professes no sports interests, but
if pressed for a hobby will name cabinet making.
Considering this includes anything from a shelf to a house,
"hobby" may seem a mild name for it.
Rugged
Among has
Westport's
commuters Mr.• Cowden
a reputation
as a rugged type. Until this year he
made the run from his home to the
station in an open jeep, rain or snow
notwithstanding, and without benefit
even of a topcoat. A bout with pneumonia last year put a stop to that,
however, and the jeep has been retired for an Austin station wagon.
Mr. Cowden does not shrink from
the
problem
"image
maker"
in times
likeanythese;
neither
doesfaces
he
glamorize it. He is loath to say what
personal part he will play in the job;
he is quick to point out that the three
areas which report to him are staffed
with the talent and the tools needed
to execute it. He is aware that the job
of "articulating" CBS-TV policies is
a delicate one, for in doing it the
articulator may almost set them.
In his own mind Mr. Cowden has
at least one thing going for him — the
long association he's had with the
CBS family since 1938, and a firstname familiarity with the people,
policies and practices at the network.
To management, at least another asset
is Jack Cowden's own talent and his
ability to get a job done.
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EDITORIAL
Minds

in

conflict:

IN EVERY communications organ which is financed by
advertising there is a struggle for authority between the
Advertising Mind and the Communications Mind. The nature of the organ is determined by the degree to which one
mind or the other prevails.
To use extreme examples, as we did in this space last
week, it could be said that a weekly shopping news is an
illustration of what happens when the Advertising Mind acquires incontestable control and the New York Times an
illustration of the consequences when the Communications
Mind is boss.
In radio and television the struggle between the Advertising Mind and the Communications Mind is yet to be resolved. That is why some elements of broadcasting tend
to take on the character of the shopping news and some the
character of the New York Times. That is also the reason
for conditions which invite the kind of criticism that has
battered radio and television during the past couple of
months.
What is the difference in the public's attitudes toward
organs that are advertising-oriented and toward those that
are communications-oriented?
If a shopping news fails, its disappearance may be noted,
but not many people except the proprietor will feel a sense
of personal loss.
If the New York Times today discharged its editorial department and tomorrow published nothing but ads, it would
create a state of shock among its readers. If the Times elected
to continue publishing without editorial content, it would
soon be ignored.
These hypotheses are not advanced as an argument against
the importance of advertising. If advertising were curtailed,
the entire economy would face disaster. But advertising is
one thing and communications another. A communications
organ may carry advertising, but its success will be measured by the service it provides in addition to its advertising
content and by the skill with which it fits its advertising
content into its total package.
THE JOB of developing a communications organ and of
fitting advertising into it cannot be done with maximum
effectiveness if the Advertising Mind is in charge.
The advertiser (and his agency) has one objective, to
attract maximum attention to his advertising. He is not
interested in the other material appearing in the vehicle he
is using — except to the extent that it has a direct effect
upon him. There is nothing wrong with the fact that his
interests are selfish. If he is to achieve his advertising's
goals, he must be totally preoccupied with its preparation
and placement.
Multiply the striving for individual attention by the
number of advertisers using any communications organ
and you have the formula for fragmentized control, if the
organ allows it to develop.
This formula is at work in a shopping news which has
little character of its own and is nothing more than a collection of unrelated attempts to influence readers on behalf of
individual products.
It is not at work in the New York Times or other true
organs of communications. The Times has a recognizable
identity. It is a package containing many elements, including advertising, but it is assembled with coordinated care
by management which has much respect for all its parts
but more respect for its whole. By this process it acquires a
totality of character which has its own distinction.
The formula of fragmentized control or modifications of
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II

it are at work today in too many elements of broadcasting.
Indeed in broadcasting the fragmentation is accentuated
by still other influences.
People who have come to television or radio from the
movies or other fields of entertainment think of broadcasting as an arm of show business. This attitude has been
accepted by many advertisers. It is common for sponsors
and their agencies to think that they are linking advertising
with show business when they own a television or radio
show.
To call broadcasting show business is to short-change it
as much to call it a shopping news. Broadcasting networks
and stations are communications organs. And they are communications organs that encompass far more functions than
any others yet invented.
IT IS fully understandable that advertisers should wield
a bigger stick in broadcast studios than in the editorial
rooms of magazines and newspapers.
Advertising in a sense was created by publishing. It
amounted to very little until newspapers and periodicals
gave it circulation.
Advertising was already big business when radio and
television came along. At the outset, radio and television
needed advertising more than advertising needed them.
Having no bargaining position whatever, radio and television
sold pieces of themselves. With less reason they are still
selling pieces.
The record shows that in the main advertisers have done
well with the pieces they have owned. They have given the
public finer entertainment than it ever knew before. It is
their money that built, in a remarkably short time, a broadcast system that is the marvel of the age.
But this has not been charity. Advertisers have realized
handsome returns from their investments in broadcasting.
It has been good business for them to use radio and television. It will be better business for them as radio and
television grow in size and character and influence. This
growth will be accelerated at the same rate that the communications-minded among broadcasters seize control from
their advertising-minded fellows.
THE publishing concept which keeps advertising and
editorial content and placement in proper balance needs
to be applied more widely than it is in radio and tv. The
application of this concept must begin with top management.
The man at the peak of the organization chart must
develop the ability to see his station or his network in its
whole role as a communications organ. He must act as both
guide and referee to his principal subordinates, the chiefs
of the programming and sales departments. In some cases
it may be desirable to add a third subordinate of equal
stature, a man in charge of non-entertainment programming.
Between the programming and sales departments conflicts
are inevitable. If capable executives are in charge, they
will resolve most conflicts on their own. When they cannot,
top management must be consulted. At that point the publishing concept succeeds or fails, depending on the attitude
of the boss.
This internal arrangement, or others like it in principle,
must be the first step in the gradual process by which broadcasters will claim both the authority and responsibility for
their own communications organs. Unless the process is
carried out, control will continue to be so decentralized
among so many disparate interests that there is no answer
to the question: who's in charge?
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Track

Shows!

Put your advertising dollars on the favorite in the more
than two billion dollar sales stake race in the Kansas City
market!
The ABC-TV network is Number One in latest Nielsen 24Market Report for 7:30-10:30 p.m. seven days a week! Average
share of 30.6 is gain of 10% over year ago. Such great shows as
"Maverick" . . . "Wyatt Earp" . . . "Cheyenne" . . . "Pat Boone"
. . . "Dick
. . . "77than
Sunset
. . . andCity
manyfavorites
more,
new,
fresh Clark"
and stronger
ever,Strip"
are Kansas
on KMBC-TV.
GREAT NEW SHOWS

ADDED

NOW

. . .

. . . new hours and hours of pulling power — every night of the
week — "The Untouchables" . . . "Bourbon Street Beat" . . . "The
Detectives"
. "Hawaiian Eye" . . . "The Rebel" . . . and more
. . . more . .. .. more!
PLUS STATION-PRODUCED PROGRAMS
KANSAS CITY CHOOSES FIRST!

THAT

Channel 9's own locally matchless news-weather-sports coverage
. . . "Impact" and "Shock" Theaters! . . . "The Big Show"
(feature movie) every night. "Playboy's Penthouse" Fridays.
Daytime winners, too! "Bowlin' with Molen" . . . "Whizzo's
Wonderland" . . . and "Romper Room" . . . McCall AwardWinner Bea Johnson's "Happy Home" — plus fine syndicated
films!
Plus of"Let's
Go See",
KMBC
with mornings.
long time
dominance
audience
for hour
and atravel
half onshow
Sunday
PLUS TALL TOWER

- MAXIMUM

Plus "Videotape Headquarters"
KMBC-TV has finest Videotape recorders, two brand
new AMPEX VR-1000B units! Use them to present
commercials or shows — your top personalities, your best
spots, around the clock and around the calendar. Check
your commercials beforehand! Let KMBC-TV's "living
image" Videotape recorders serve you.

POWER

Channel
tower,than
top any
power
reaches
homes
with Class9'sA high
coverage
other
Kansas34,142
City more
TV station.
TAKE

THE

"WINSIDE"

TRACK

TO

PROFIT

on

KMBC-KFRM

Radio,

too!

Soundest buy in the rich trade area— America's 17th market! Buy KMBC of Kansas City, get KFRM for
the State of Kansas free — radio team that's 'way out ahead (latest Nielsen shows a near one-fourth share of
total audience! ) . Twin transmitters of 10,000 watts power, blanket prosperous area of four million people.
Top personalities, top programming and top coverage provide top impact for your sales message.

Kansas

Cm

the Su:i»0 is to
BC T
VTV StationQ
Kansas City's Most Popular and"
Most Powerful
and in Radio the Swing Is to

DON DAVIS, President
JOHN SCHILLING, Executive Vice Pre
GEORGE HIGGINS, Vice Pres. & Sales
ED DENNIS,
Vice Television
President Manager
MORI
GREINER,
DICK SMITH, Radio Manager
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Proof of the pudding. KVTV-WNAX
cooking school, promoted exclusively on these tw(
stations, attracted over 8,000 people to the morning and afternoon sessions.

Why do more people in Sioux City watch KVTV? Quality programming. No matter wha
time it is right now, call your Katz man. He will be able to show you why KVTV is the bes I
buy in Sioux City.

COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
BOX 911. HARRI8BURG
THE •UPKRINTKNDHNT

August 4, 1959

Mr. Clair R. McCollough
President and General Manager
Station WGAL-TV
Lancaster, Pennsylvania

Dear Mr. McCollough:
On behalf of the 40,000 students and over 1,100
nonpublic school teachers in the Lancaster viewing area I
extend sincere thanks and appreciation for the cooperation
WGAL-TV in televising the science program during the past
Nth

public and
wish to
of Station
school year.

It is gratifying to know that your station will again provide students and teachers with public service time during the coming
schdol year. You may be interested to know that, with the two programs
your station is planning to show, we estimate that close to 85,000
students in the public and nonpublic schools in the twenty-county area
will be viewing these telecasts during the school year 1959-1960.
This increase is due to the fact that we are offering a science program
for the intermediate school (Grades IV, V, and VI) and a speech improvement program for the primary grades.

It should be gratifying to you to know that as far as we have
been able to ascertain the science series which reached approximately
40,000 children last year was one of the most comprehensive projects
which had been undertaken by any commercial television station in the
nation.

You certainly are to be commended for your complete cooperation in making the public service features of your station available
for school instruction purposes.
Sincerely yours

Charles H. Boehm

WGAL-TV

These weekly programs are two
of the many educational series
regularly telecast by WGAL-TV.

Lancaster,
V

STEINMAN
Representative: The MEEKER

Company, Inc.

New York

Chicago

NBC

and CBS

STATION
.

Pa.
^

• Clair McCollough, Pres.

Los Angeles San Francisco
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.CLOSED

now
Major swap • Meeting of minds RKO
has been reached by NBC and
Teleradio on one of biggest swap-sales
transactions ever [Closed Circuit,
Dec. 14]. Tom O'Neil's Teleradio
AM-TV
would acquire NBC's eWRCVPhiladelphia in tax-fre exchange for
WNAC-AM-FM-TV Boston, and then
would purchase (for about SI 1-12 million) NBC's WRC-AM-FM-TV Washington. To maintain its vhf quota of
five stations, NBC is actively negotiating for purchase of San Francisco outlet. WGMS-AM-FM Washington necessarily would be sold by Teleradio under
transaction.
San Francisco conversations are with
NBC's present ch. 4 affiliate, KRONTV, owned by Chronicle, and with ch.
2 KTVU (TV), independent owned by
Pauley-Pabst-Ingrim group, which began
last year. Discussions, it's
operation
understood, center around $8 million
asking price for ch. 2 outlet. Because of
consent decree requiring NBC to dispose of Philadelphia properties, final
agreement presumably would require
not only usual FCC approval but also
acquiescence of Dept. of Justice and
Federal District Court in Philadelphia,
lest there be adverse effect on any existing affiliate.

NAB seeks counsel • Outstanding constitutional lawyer being sought by
NAB to present its legal argument before FCC on question of federal
agency's jurisdiction over programming.
To buttress preparation of overall case,
Robert K. Richards has been retained
special consultant to work with 12as
man Task Force. Mr. Richards, former
administrative vice president, has had
NAB as client since he left association
in 1954 to establish his own office.
NAB's Task Force will meet again in
Washington Dec. 28 to appraise preliminary preparation for hearing. If
need be, it's understood, full NAB board
will be called into session prior to
actual presentation of case. Firm position taken by board was that there's
no need for new legislation along lines
suggested by some witnesses in proceeding.

format • There've been
Sponsorntship
recurre
reports — regularly denied —
that CBS-TV plans to install spot-carrier form of advertising, at least on
limited basis, in lieu of conventional
sponsorship format. Insiders say situation is this: In quest for "balance" and
for controls to assure that it's in charge.

CIRCUIT*

network is considering "practically
everything." Consequently to deny any
one thing is under consideration could
be misleading while confirmation could
give it grossly unwarranted importance,
especially where "it" represents departure as far-reaching as so-called
"magazine" or "spot carrier" concept.
They insist, however, they're going to
have mastery over programs, and with
some heat deny reports that they may
back away in slightest degree from any
policy decisions announced in this re-

nothing
new study.of value would accrue from

gard.
Crisis hanging over television — and
ouds — have
especially regulatory stormcl
led CBS-TV officials to advance date of
annual convention with affiliates and
transfer site to scene of current fireworks. Instead of Chicago immediately
preceding NAB's April convention there
— customary time table — date and
place now set for Feb. 29-March 1 in
Washington (Shoreham Hotel). At one
other time of regulatory trouble, 1958,
CBS-TV also switched to Washington
and moved it up to January.

isn't —sure
• FCC
Justice
or
is pushing
Justice ryDept.
whether quanda
just keeping it informed. Justice has
bluntly informed FCC that Attorney
General has no objections to proceeding with Boston ch. 5 rehearing notwithstanding Jan. 25 retrial of former
Comr. Richard A. Mack and Miami
attorney Thurman A. Whiteside on
charges of having conspired in Miami
ch. 10 grant to National Airlines. First
criminal trial resulted in hung jury.

m • House Overin Gotha
ght Subcommi
Oversisight
ttee apparently figures
ator sstaffin isn't
tic investig
peripate
York
New enough
of busines
for volume
and several weeks ago hired special
staff of three to set up permanent shop
there, at 346 Broadway. They are
Harold Ranstad, Edward M. Jones and
James Kelly, all former investigators
with Senate's McClelland Labor Racketeering Committee.
FCC has decided to intervene in case
involving Post Office Dept.'s denial of
mails for circulation of Lady Chatterly's Lover, British book banned because
of purported obscenity and indecency.
Intervention would be amicus curiae (as
a friend of the court) to ascertain what
implications there might be affecting
radio and tv programming if ban is upheld. Question arises in adaptation of
such literary works for tv.

Uhf fund in doubt • Don't bet on ultimate approval of $2.25 million appropriation for all-inclusive technical study
of uhf band as possible substitute for
vhf. While preliminary approval had
been given project by Budget Bureau
after pitch from FCC Comr. Robert E.
Lee, other members do not go along.
Moreover, responsible non-official entities also have expressed opposition on
technical
adequate and
that there's
ground ion
that
now available
informat

Bill to license all survey agencies, including radio-tv rating services, will be
introduced in New York State Legislature next month by Assemblyman
Charles Henderson (R.-Hornell), owner
Hornell, N.Y. Mr. Henderof WLEA
son started damage suit against A. C.
Nielsen Co. in 1957 for survey conducted in his area. Suit scheduled to be
heard next month before New York
Court of Appeals.

Examiner Horace Stern's initial decision last September having found no
improprieties, Boston ch. 5 case awaits
oral argument. Justice Department had
asked FCC to hold up on Miami ch.
10 oral argument to obviate any impact on criminal retrial of Messrs.
Mack and Whiteside.
How should broadcaster handle situation where Federal Trade Commission
has filed complaint against advertiser
false and misleading comfor alleged
mercial and this commercial is carried
by station or network? Legally, advertiser isin clear until FTC has held hearing and has found that advertisement is
in fact deceptive. FTC Chairman Earl
W. Kintner, however, has strong feeling that broadcaster and advertiser
ought to consider seriously whether
questioned commercial should be continued ifthere is slightest doubt that it
is not completely and fully on up and
up. "Thissays.is a moral problem," Mr.
Kintner
Next Atlass era • Retirement of H.
Leslie Atlass from CBS Central Div.,
plus resignations of son Frank, sales
manager, and daughter Harriet, public
affairs director of WBBM-TV, signify
more than mere end of Atlass family
activity at WBBM-AM-FM-TV Chicago. Senior Atlass and son, as well as
second son, H. Leslie Jr. (also CBSChicago), are said to be looking over
independent properties in Chicago and
elsewhere. Hamilton-Landis & Assoc. is
participating in search.

Monday, 53rd issue (Yearbook Number) published in September by Broadcasting Publications Inc..
Published every
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CINCINNATI
Next time you invade the billion dollar Cincinnati radio market remember
this. Only one station locks up a major metro audience
piles up a
huge area audience and stands up to a comptometer in efficiency. That
station is WCKY. Programming handcuffs the metro audience; power showers
a 16-State circulation; low rates brings homes in at under ten cents a
thousand. Ratings, coverage and cost make WCKY some buy in Cincinnati!

Y
6

50,000
Cincinnati — 1530

WATT
KC
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Tv's need: simplicity with a flair • The big challenge
of the new decade will be to get consumers to pay
attention to advertising messages. The communications
up Mrs. Consumer's resistence
building
competition
look and listen will require more
and to makeis her
careful planning and production of commercials. Simplicity with a flair will be the critical factor, according
Mr. Webber to Gordon Webber, vice president and director of
broadcast commercial production, Benton & Bowles, New York. He tells
about it in this week's Monday Memo. Page 17.

THE
*
LANSING
MARKET
IS
MOVING

UP

. . .

Roper scans the public • Famed research organization tells FCC that
people disapprove quiz-rigging and payola but retain their faith in
broadcasting as a whole. A detailed analysis of what the public is thinking these days. Page 19. Other testimony given FCC. Page 36.
Billing smoke • Kent cigarettes puff their way to top of third quarter
gross investments in network tv. TvB's figures on netbrand workadvertiser
tv, third quarter and September. Page 29.

Either tell all or don't pay (ola) • RCA signs payola consent order
with Federal Trade Commission; promises to refrain from paying disc
public
jockeys and other station personnel for playing records "without
disclosure." Latter provision raises question regarding broadcaster responsibility inFTC order. Page 46.

Payola scope shapes up • Catchall group of complaints received by
House Oversighters covers 27 cities, long list of alleged abuses, involves
station and network executives and exploits "other deceptive practices."
Page 48. House group subpoenaes Broadcast Advertisers Reports Inc.
tv and radio monitoring records. Page 49.
St. Louis ch. 2 case continues • St. Louis ch. 2 hearing, recessed after
two weeks of testimony, will resume after Jan. 1 with return of Robert
n of Comr. Craven's files. Witon investigatio
report efforts
withrecount
andweek
F. Jonesnesses last
to influence FCC. Page 50.

FTC merchandising action upheld • Federal Trade Commission action
against advertisers — involving broadcasting merchandising tie-in promotions—upheld when U.S. Supreme Court refuses to review order.
Page 51.

Take a look at the latest Hooper (J-F, 1959)
WILS
STATION
TIME
B
Mon-Fri
7:00 am
57.0
26.5
12:00 noon
16.3
Mon-Fri
6:00 noon
pm
12:00
66.2

On the crisis front • NAB Task Force reviews plans to state industry
position at FCC January hearing. Standards of Good Radio Practice
Committee drafts new payola and deception language, subject to Radio
Board approval, and votes structural changes in standards. Page 54.

United Artists feeler • Holds preliminary talks with Ziv Television Programs' controlling stockholders. Already active in tv, UA acquisition of
Ziv would substantially increase that participation. Page 62.
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3fe now
Michigan's
boasts capital city market
• 91,960 households
• $366,285,000 retail sales
• $588,989,000 spendable
income
Represented by VENARD, RINTOUt & MrCONNELl. Int.
WILS is
associated with
92 0

NBC • CHANNEL 10
WILX-TV
studios in Lansing —
Jackson- Battle Creek
,d WP0N-P0NTIAC

HROH

K RON /TV OUT FRONT
FOR 21
CONSECUTIVE
MONTHS
Most total share of audience
Jan., 1958 through
Sept., 1959, ARB:
8
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TV
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1SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE • NBC AFFILIATE • CHANNEL 4 • PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD
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LATE NEWSBREAKS

ON THIS PAGE AND

ROGERS

SANCTIONS

Justice

Dept.

position

Justice Dept; sanction of NAB's
self-regulatory tv code and radio standards was offered Dec. 18 at FCC hearing
into broadcasting. Attorney General
William P. Rogers assured broadcasters
they can operate within antitrust laws
to improve programs and advertising.
Attorney General's views were given
in reply to letter from FCC Chairman
John C. Doerfer, who had asked Justice for public statement. Comr.
Doerfer said such stand would "be most
helpful in effecting immediate corrections of those practices which are not
illegal per se but plainly exaggerations
or poor taste."
"I am confident that voluntary codes
of good practice can be adopted by the
broadcasting industry within the framework of antitrust laws which will play
an important role in the improvement
of radio and television programming
as an adjunct to appropriate Commission action to insure that its licensees
operate in the public interest," Mr.
Rogers replied. Where there are possible conflicts, he said, Antitrust Div.
will help resolve them.
Code witnesses were Donald H. McGannon (Westinghouse stations), code
board chairman, and E. K. Hartenbower, KCMO-TV Kansas City, chairman of code group's personal products
subcommittee. Mr. McGannon said
number of tv code subscribing stations
had jumped in last month to 332, up
25%.
In reviewing eight-year history of
self-regulation, chairman described punitive powers in withdrawal of seal and
recalled crackdown on hemorrhoid remedy had led to 16 station resignations,
19 revocations of seal and abandonment of advertising by 46 stations. He
told how NAB is working out liaison
procedure with Assn. of National Advertisers, American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies and Advertising Federation of
America.
Code language generally was adequate to handle quiz-rigging and payola
practices, Mr. McGannon said, but recent amendments are more specific.
He described fear of antitrust as
"stumbling block of some considerable
moment." (This came before the attorney general's statement was read.)
As to code's failure to prevent quizrigging, he said: "The basic question . . .
BROADCASTING, December 21, 1959

given

NAB

OF THE WEEK BEGINS ON PAGE 19

CODES

in FCC

DEADLINE

probe

is not specifically why the code did not
preclude this deceptive and almost impossible-to-recognize practice . . . but
whether it had and now has the ability
to avoid such things in the future, and
. . . the degree of sustained and continuing support the industry will afford
the code. The combined efforts of this
Commission, vigorous support and continuing assistance from ABC, CBS and
NBC, the expanded membership and
the hypoed awareness of the need for
the code can meet the challenge inMr. Hartenbower reviewed board involved."
terpretations and progress in setting up
liaison with advertising groups. He
argued progress from subcommittee's
efforts shows "voluntary self-regulation really works." He reminded that
network participation in code has broad
influence, since 500 tv stations have network affiliations and 80% of national
spot material also clears through network before going to o&o stations.
Sitting with witnesses were two other
code board members — Mrs. A. Scott
Bullitt, KING-TV Seattle, and Gaines
Kelley, WFMY-TV Greensboro, N.C.
— and NAB General Counsel Douglas
Anello.
Comr. Lee asked NAB to provide
list of radio subscribers to standards of
good practice with intention of making
them public. It was pointed out station
had to be member of NAB to receive
standards approval and Comr. Doerfer
said FCC did not want to be in position of "pressuring" stations to join
one or both.
Commissioners asked Mr. McGannon why tv stations whose seal approvals have been revoked were not
made public. All FCC members asked
how code could be effective if violators
were not made public. Mr. McGannon
promised to submit proposal to tv board
for action.
Mr. McGannon said he opposed FCC
adopting code in regulations, advocated
by many, because this would abandon
self-regulation. This should come only
after industry has shown it is "unwilling or unable" to regulate itself, he said.
He also was opposed to idea of national advisory council, proposed by
several witnesses and favorably received
by commissioners, notably Comr. Ford.
Mr. McGannon asknowledged problem

of advertiser influence on programming, but said it has been "distorted
in magnitude" and can be handled by
code through network subscribers.
Speaking for Sigma Delta Chi, Edward W. Scripps II of Scripps-Howard
newspapers said FCC should take no
regulative action in resolving radio-tv's
problems. "We say this because we
strongly feel the inherent dangers to
the public of FCC regulative intervention in this matter far outweigh the
dangers posed to the public well-being
by rigged tv quizzes and disc-jockey
Journalism fraternity fears "the almost hysterical clamor for action could
encourage unwarranted measures on the
part of the government," Mr. Scripps
said.
payola."
He
said public can be far more effectivehas
censor already
than government.
tic action
been taken "Drasby the
industry to clean its own house, and
keep it clean," he stated.
Hearings were adjourned to Jan. 5
when NAB proper and broadcasters
will be among first witnesses.
Metropolitan
outdoor

ad

buys

company

Broadcasting
Corp.'s&
$14Metropolitan
million acquisition
of Foster
Kleiser Outdoor Adv., S.F., announced
today (Dec. 21) by John W. Kluge.
chairman-president, Metropolitan, and
J. Peter Grace, president of W. R.
Grace & Co., (chemical firm), N.Y.,
of which Foster & Kleiser is division.
Mr. Kluge said closing will be held
early next year and that present organization will remain intact with L. H.
Odell, present head of outdoor firm
becoming president. Foster & Kleiser
has branch offices in nine cities in
California, Washington, Oregon and
Arizona and sales offices in New York.
Chicago and Detroit. Metropolitan
operates WNEW-AM-FM-TV New
York, WTTG (TV) Washington and
WHK-AM-FM Cleveland.
RCA

names

Anderson

Ewen C. Anderson, formerly executive vp, public relations, for RCA
since 1955, appointed to new post of
executive vp, staff. He will report to
president and handle special assignments. Mr. Anderson took leave of
absence year ago for health reasons.
He has been back since June 1959.
9

AT

DEADLINE

Skiatron trading ban
Securities Exchange Commission Friday slapped 10-day ban on common
stock trading in Skiatron Electronics &
Television Corp. SEC charged company, active in pay-tv promotion, filed
false information with agency. Order
also halted proposed public sale of
172,242 shares by certain company
stockholders — chiefly Matthew M. Fox,
president and board chairman of Tv
Industries Inc., New York, who holds
rights to Skiatron pay-tv system. SEC
said Mr. Fox was to sell 125,000 shares

WEEK'S

CONTINUED
of Skiatron obtained at $3 each through
warrants he received in 1956, and that
registration documents failed to disclose some had been sold before statement was filed and some after.
Ruff group buys KTRN
Station sale, subject to usual FCC
approval, announced Friday: KTRN
Wichita Falls, Tex., sold by Boyd Kelley to Raymond Ruff and asociates for
$380,000. Mr. Ruff is former operator,
KOMA Oklahoma City and KITO San
Bernardino, Calif. Mr. Kelley, NAB

NLRB

finds

for WCKY

AFTRA was guilty of unfair labor
practices against WCKY Cincinnati
during mid- 1957 strike, according to
Dec. 20 ruling by National Labor Relations Board. Ruling by Examiner
Charles L. Ferguson, which found no
violation of law, was reversed by board
which held union had improperly asked
members not employed at WCKY to
refuse to make transcriptions for use
on station.

HEADLINERS

George D. Matson, vp and treasurer of
NBC, promoted to new post of vp and
general manager of NBC-TV network.
He will be responsible, under NBC-TV
executive vp Walter Scott, for business
control of tv network activities, planning
and coordination between network departments and tv network and other
divisions of NBC. John J. Heywood,
Mr. Matson director of pricing and planning, named
director of business affairs for tv network. Both appointments effective Jan. 1. Mr. Matson, with NBC since 1952,
became assistant treasurer in 1953, controller later same
year, and vp and treasurer last january.

Mr. Rafael

District 13 director, continues to own
KDWT Stamford, Tex. Broker was
Hamilton-Landis & Assoc. KTRN is on
1290 kc with 5 kw day, 1 kw night.

William T. Rafael, with ABC Radio as
network script editor since 1957, appointed
national program director. He succeeds
Charles Manno who joins N.W. Ayer &
Son, Philadelphia-based advertising agency.
During 1952-1957, Mr. Rafael was program director for Radio Free Europe.
Prior to that, he was radio writer and producer in New York.

John Karol, director of
special projects, elected
vp and Sam K. Maxwell
Jr., daytime sales manager, named general sales
manager in two of series
of promotions in CBSTV Network sales dep a r t m e n t. Joseph N.
Mr. Karol
Mr. Maxwell
Curl, account executive
since 1957, succeeds Mr. Maxwell as daytime sales manager. Theodore F. Shaker, also account executive, named
program sales manager, succeeding Robert B. Hoag, who
has transferred to executive post in CBS-TV programming,
Hollywood. Alfred J. Harding, account executive since
1950, appointed to new post of manager, public opinion
program sales. Robert F. Jamieson, manager of station
contracts for CBS-TV Affiliate Relations, named to new
post of assistant business manager and director of station
clearances for network sales department. Richard H. Low,
director of contracts, assumes additional duties of assistant
business manager.

Mr. Karol, with CBS since 1930, and for many years sales
vp of CBS Radio, switched to CBS-TV last September as
director of special projects. Mr. Maxwell, with CBS since
1946 and with CBS-TV since 1952, takes over duties formerly handled by Edmund C. Bunker, recently-named Washington vp of CBS Inc.

Rohrabaugh
Mr.

Mr. Hook

Mr. Watson

CM. Rohrabaugh, president of Kudner Adv., N.Y.,
since January 1958, elected board chairman and chief executive officer. Charles R. Hook Jr., executive vp since
1955, elected president. Robert M. Watson, senior vp,
named executive vp and Carl Phares Jr., secretary and
assistant treasurer, appointed secretary and treasurer. Emily
Whitehill, with agency since its inception in 1935, named
assistant secretary and assistant treasurer. Mr. Rohrabaugh
joined Kudner in 1942 as account executive; was named
secretary in 1950 and vp in 1952.
Robert J. Leder, vp and general manager of WOR-AM-FM-TV New York,
assumes additional duties of division director of KHJ-TV Los Angeles, in realignment of RKO General station's executives following resignation of John J.
Reynolds, general manager of that station (Week's Headliners, Dec. 7). William H. Grumbles, formerly division
Mr. Leder director of KHJ-TV, will serve as division
director of KHJ-AM-FM, KFRC-AM-FM San Francisco,
and WHBQ-AM-TV Memphis. Robert Smith, program
director of WOR-AM-FM-TV; Burton Lambert and
William McCormick, general sales managers for WORTV and WOR-AM-FM respectively, elected vp's of
WOR-AM-FM-TV division. RKO General also operates
WNAC-AM-TV and WRKO (FM), both Boston, and
WGMS-AM-FM Washington.
FOR OTHER NEWS OF PEOPLE SEE FATES & FORTUNES
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From huge factories like this
Oldsmobile plant at Lansing,
buying-power pours into
Michigan week after week,
through giant payrolls in
automotive and related industries.
Strategically located in the
very heart of this industrial
empire, is WJIM-TV. From
its 1023-foot tower in the
center of the state, it takes
your selling message to a
score of industrial centers —
and to the populous suburban and productive farm
areas surrounding them.
Result: WJIM-TV is a
must on every station list
that gives effective Michigan
coverage. Ask Blair-TV for
complete data, and attractive current availabilities.

CHANNEL

LANSING

6

Covering More of Michigan than any other TV Station

As exclusive national representative
effective Jan. 1, 1960, WJIM-TV

appoints

V

BLAIR-T

A NATIONWIDE ORGANIZATION AT THE SERVICE OF ADVERTISING

motion awards, discussions, workshops and reception comprise remaining agenda.
Jan. 18 — Canadian Board of Broadcast Governors
opens public hearings for second tv license in
Vancouver.
Jan. 19 — Los Angeles, Hollywood and Los Angeles Women's Ad Clubs joint luncheon
Hotel Statler, with Richard Ryan, generalmeeting,
manager, KLOK San Jose, Calif, (president, Advertising Assn. of the West), as major speaker in an
AAW program. Felix Adams, vp, Radio Recorders
(Hollywood Ad Club president), will be chairman.
Jan.
Plaza, 19N.— Y.Ninth annual Sylvania awards, Hotel

K D U B - T V
LUBBOCK, TEXAS
K PAR-TV
ABILENE - SWEETWATER
KEDY-TV
BIG SPRING, TEXAS
KICA-TV
CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

A CALENDAR OF MEETINGS AND EVENTS
IN BROADCASTING
AND RELATED FIELDS
(* Indicates first or revised listing)
Dec. 27-30 — American Marketing Assn. Marketing Education Div. winter conference, Willard
Hotel, Washington.
Dec. 28-29 — Alpha Epsilon Rho (national honorary radio-tv fraternity) western states regional
convention, U. of Southern California Telecommunications Dept. and CBS Tv City, Los Angeles.
Dec. 31 — Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
New
Hills, Year's
Calif. Eve ball, Beverly Hilton Hotel, Beverly
JANUARY 1960
Jan. 5 — Radio & Television Executives Society
timebuying-selling seminar. Louis Hausman, director, Television Information Office, and Gilbert
Seldes, author, critic and director of Annenberg
School of Communications, U. of Pennsylvania,
provide "A Critique At Mid-Season." Hotel Lexington, New York, noon-2 p.m.
*Jan. 6 — Chicago chapter, American Women in
Radio & Television, regular monthly meeting, Continental Room, Fred Harvey Restaurant's Bottle
& Bowl, 71 E. Jackson Blvd. Featured speaker:
Walter Schwimmer, head of Walter Schwimmer
Co., film production-distribution firm.
Jan. 6-9 — High Fidelity Music Show, Shrine Exposition Hall, Los Angeles. Sponsor: Institute of
High Fidelity Manufacturers.
Jan. 8 — Federal Communications Bar Assn. Annual meeting and banquet, Statler Hotel, Washington.
Jan. 8— Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
"close-up" dinner-show testimonial to Arthur
Godfrey, Waldorf Astoria, New York. (Rescheduled
from original announcement for Dec. 4 at Seventh
Regiment Armory.)
Jan. 10-14 — National Retail Merchants Assn.,
49th annual convention, Hotel Statler- Hilton, New
York. Sales promotion division board of directors
meet there on 13th.
Jan. 11 — Comments due in FCC rulemaking to
authorize vhf translators with a maximum power
of 1 w.
*Jan. 11 — Chicago Broadcast Adv. Club regular
monthly luncheon, Sheraton Towers. Main speaker:
Sol Taishoff, editor-publisher, BROADCASTING.
Thomas Wright, vp at Leo Burnett Co., presides
as BAC president.
Jan. 12 — Radio & Television Executives Society
timebuying-selling seminar. H. P. Lasker, vice
president in charge of sales, Crosley Broadcasting
Corp., and William E. (Pete) Matthews, vice president-director, media relations-planning, Young &
Rubicam, view "How Many Commercials Make Too
Many?" Hotel Lexington, New York, noon-2 p.m.
Jan. 13 — Canadian Board of Broadcast Governors
opens public hearings for second tv license in
Winnipeg.
*Jan. 16-17 — Eighth annual Retail Adv. Conference, Palmer House, Chicago. Among key speakers:
Robert M. Cox, president of WMCK McKeesport,
Pa., and
Dept.coastStore;
Frances and
Corey,
vp of
Grey
Adv. Cox's
for west
operations,
Josephine
Brooker,
advertising
manager
of
Buttrey's
Store, Great Falls, Mont., and specialist in Dept.
radio
promotion. Presentation of outstanding retail pro-

Jan. 19 — Radio & Television Executives Society
timebuying-selling seminar. Carl Lindemann Jr.,
vice president in charge of daytime programs,
NBC-TV, and Frank Minehan, vice president-director of media-chairman of plans board, SSC&B,
discuss "What's The Difference In Daytime Audiences?" Hotel Lexington, New York, noon-2 p.m.
Jan. 19-21 — National Religious Broadcasters 17th
annual convention, Mayflower Hotel, Washington.
Jan. 22-24 — Advertising Assn. of West midwinter
conference, Lafayette Hotel, Long Beach, Calif.
Jan. 25 — Retrial of former FCC Comr. Richard
A. Mack and friend, Thurman A. Whiteside, on
charges they conspired to throw grant of Miami
ch. 10 to National Airlines. U. S. District Court,
Washington.
*Jan. 25 — Hollywood Ad Club luncheon, Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel. Speaker: Kevin Sweeney,
president, Radio Advertising Bureau.
Jan. 25-29— National Sales Executives-International St. Louis Field Sales Management Institute, The Chase-Park Plaza Hotel there.
Jan. 26 — Radio & Television Executives Society
timebuying-selling seminar. Performers Bob Elliott and Ray Goulding quip on the question of
whether audiences are "Out-Sophisticating" the
sponsors. Hotel Lexington, New York, noon-2 p.m.
Jan. 26 — Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
forum on international television, Beverly Hilton
Hotel, Beverly Hills, Calif.
Jan. 26-28 — Georgia Radio & Tv Institute, Athens.
Co-sponsors: Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters, U. of
Georgia's Sig
HenryMickelson,
W. GradyCBSSchool
Journalism.
Speaker:
Newsof president.
Jan. 27 — Advertising Research Workshop, Assn.
of National Advertisers, Hotel Sheraton-Ea»t,
New York.
Jan. 28-30 — South Carolina Broadcasters Assn.
annual convention, Hotel Greenville, Greenville.
Ken Beachboard of WFBC-TV there will be in
charge of the tv sessions.
Jan. 29— Adcraft Club of Detroit, Statler Hotel.
Speaker: Robert Hurleigh, president, MBS.
Jan. 30 — Oklahoma Broadcasters Assn. annual
meet, Hotel Tulsa, Tulsa. FCC Comr. Robert E. Lee
and Balaban stations' John Box slated to speak.
FEBRUARY 1960
Feb. 2 — Radio & Television Executives Society
timebuying-selling seminar. T. Rodney Shearer,
vice president, A. C. Nielsen Co., and James W.
Seiler, director-president of American Research
Bureau, square off on ratings. Hotel Lexington,
New York, noon-2 p.m.
Feb.
3-5 — Institute
of Radio
Engineers'
winter
convention
on military
electronics,
Ambassador
Hotel, Los Angeles.
Feb. 4— Minnesota AP Broadcasters Assn., annual
meeting, Minneapolis.
Feb. 5 — Advertising Federation of America midwinter conference, Statler-Hilton Hotel, Washington.
* Feb. 5-13— U. of Minnesota School of Jour13th radio-tv short news course at the
university,nalism'sMinneapolis.
Feb. 6 — Art Directors Club of Los Angeles. Presentation of awards for best advertising and editorial art of 1959 at Statler Hotel there. Prizewinners and other outstanding entries will be displayed for &following
of Science
Industry.month at California Museum
Feb. 7-9 — Advertising Federation of America First
District conference, Statler-Hilton Hotel, Boston.
Feb. 8 — Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
at New York, forum on tv for children and teenagers, CBS Studio 52.
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Sunday, December

13, at 9:30 P.M. WGN

Radio and WGN

Television simul-

cast an exclusive debate on a subject of vital interest to Chicagoans— and to the
nation ... the serious and costly steel industry strike.

Moderated

by W. D. Maxwell, Editor

included Joseph L. Block, Chairman
David J. McDonald,

Tribune, participants

of the Chicago

of the Board

of Inland Steel Company

President of the United Steelworkers

This presentation of the first joint public forum

and

Union.

labor and manage-

between

ment in the steel industry is another example of WGN Inc.'s continuing demonstration of its responsibility and dedication to the public it is licensed to serve.

A presentation of WGN,

WGN

-Radio

Inc. Public Affairs

H

CHICAGO

WGN

-Television

Advertisement

OPEN

Pulse Beat
Where this wireless business began.
On a bleak side-road, Cape Cod, this
lonely plaque in tall grass says:

'Minds in Conflict'
editor:
Since I have enjoyed the privilege of
debating editorial positions of Broadcasting with you from time to time in
the past, let me now commend you for
the thoughtful and clarifying editorials
of Dec. 7 and 14.
It is the Public Mind (or the public's need) that requires the best effort
of both the Communications Mind and
the Advertising Mind. How about commis ioning aBroadcasting study of
the public needs that could be fulfilled
by the cooperation of the "Minds in
Conflict" after the conflict has been
resolved?

"Site of first American transatlantic radio telegraph station, built by Marconi
Wireless Telegraph Company, predecessor of RCA, in 1902. Through this station was transmitted on January 19,
1903 the first American transatlantic
radiogram. It was addressed to Edward
VII, King of England, by Theodore
Roosevelt, President of the United
States of America."
Better mousetraps? Speaking before
Providence Ad Club, Syd Roslow challenged anyone to create better ratings
methods than those available today. "If
you can create something better than
what the broadcasting industry already
has, hop to it, and the proverbial path
will be beaten to your door. Ratings tell
what happened. What can happen is
available solely in qualitative studies."
Such as Pulse gathers from its 100,000
different families each month!
Now more than 270 Pulse markets.
50 added since Jan. '59 — more for '60.
"Yingle,
yingle, Officer"
onlyLittle
us
reindeer. Remember
what —the
Woman told you: "Get home early
from the office party" and enjoy a real
Merry Christmas!

sss

sss. jsg?

NTERVIEWS
FAMILIES
IN
THEIR
HOMES
14

Ralph Steetle
Executive Director
Joint Council on Educational Tv
Washington, D.C.
[The studynicationswon't
necessary
Commu-alMinds takebe charge.
Theyif know
ready what the public needs.— The Editors]
EDITOR :
Your two current editorials, "Minds
in Conflict," [Dec. 7 and 14] are classics, pointing the way to new realms of
achievement for our broadcasting
services . . .
Arch L. Madsen
Assistant Executive Director
Assn. of Maximum Service
Telecasters
Washington, D.C.
editor:

This week's editorial [Dec. 7] is
splendid. . . .
Paul Miller, President
The Gannett Newspapers
Rochester, N.Y.
editor :
. . . With what you have said so well
in your editorial, surely no professional
broadcaster can honestly disagree. But
I most profoundly believe we do not
yet recognize that the ship is not in a
storm — it's firmly aground in a mud
bank of internal conflict, completely at
the mercy of congressional wind and
editorial wave.
. . . Broadcasting is ... a profession
— and it honestly requires the same
high educational foundation (at least)
as law, engineering, teaching — and
perhaps we should add preaching. . . .
Admittedly, it is next to impossible
to agree upon a set of standards and
qualifications when virtually any Tom,
Dick or Harry with the money can open
himself a "red hot" dog of a station and
drive an established, conscientious organization into near-panic with the

MIKE

"ratings" of his wireless jukebox. . . .
If anything needs to be added to the
FCC regulations, it would be this — no
man, without a university degree in
broadcasting and a willingness to take
an appropriate oath of public good,
should be admitted to the management
of future proposed broadcasting stations.
Those who are presently in the profession should be willing to expend the
first efforts, already under way, at
courses designed to improve management skills. . . .
T. V. Waher
News Commentator
WXYZ Detroit
editor:
. . . I'm wondering if it would be possible to obtain a couple of hundred reprintstorialsof. .your
"Minds in Conflict" edi. Excellent.
Tim Elliot, President
WICE Providence, R.I.
[A reprint containing both editorials from
the
issues is available at 10
centsDec.
each.7 —and
The 14Editors]
Attention to duty
editor:
I was quite interested in your editorial of Nov. 23 entitled "Disaster or
Conquest?" . . . Perhaps too many of
the people in the business have been
attending committee meetings, board
meetings and other things and have not
spent enough time on their own jobs,
running their station or network. To
do the job right, really, is easier than
doing it the way many have been
doing it.
Edgar Kobak
New York
WIBG also took part
editor:
Noted on page 102 of Dec. 7 issue,
the omission of WIBG as a station
supporting the United Fund Drive. . . .
WIBG was very much a part. . . .
Roy M. Schwartz
Program & Promotion Mgr.
WIBG Philadelphia
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LEWIS TITTERTON
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HERMINIO TRAVIESAS
BATTEN, BARTON, DURSTINE & OSBORN
MITCHELL JOHNSON
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BENTON & BOWLES
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AL HOLLANDER
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MONDAY

MEMO

from GORDON WEBBER, vice president and director of broadcast commercial production,
Benton & Bowles, New York

Tv's

need:

One of the great advertising challenges of the "Selling Sixties," to say it
flatly, is to get more people to pay attention to tv commercials and to remember more of what they see.
Memorability in commercials: this is
the blue bird we all pursue, and will
pursue ever hotter as we move across
the rugged terrain of the next decade.
For the bird is elusive and gets more so.
Mrs. Consumer has an awful lot
thrown at her between the time she
flicks on Garroway and turns off Jack
Paar. Thousands of pictures, faces,
words, exhortations, propositions —
whole and fragmented — bombard her
senses. It's little wonder her threshold
of indifference is rising and that it gets
harder to lob our message over to her.
It's painful to admit, but often she just
doesn't care about what we say and
doesn't look or listen.
To make her care enough to look
and listen: this is a challenge to everyone who has anything to do with producing television advertising.
No Magic Touch • There is no magic
way. But the problem is urgent enough
to engage our best attention. An expensive, high rating tv series or special
can be an advertising waste if a mass
epidemic of mind-wandering sets in
when the commercials come on. The
same can apply to spots in a participating show. The already formidable
costs of advertising on tv are certain
to get higher in the decade ahead —
30% higher by 1970, according to one
estimate. In the job of winning new
customers during the sixties, television
advertisers are going to need the hardest working commercials they can get.
They can afford nothing less.
How do we get them?
A lot of people have drawn up rules
for making good commercials. I have
done it myself but don't intend to do it
here. But I would like to say something about the most elusive blue bird
of all in advertising: simplicity.
The hardest thing in the world to
learn is how to be simple.
Find the Reason • Simplicity is hard
because life seemingly is not simple,
particularly the hard, competitive life
of selling goods and services. But at
the heart of almost every problem of
selling a product, if you dig enough, is
a simple reality, a reason for the prodBROADCASTING, December 21, 1959

simplicity

with

uct's being. The first job then, is to
find that reason.
There are many ways to be simple in
tv commercials. A standup announcer
is a "simple" way to present the facts
about a product. Sometimes it's effective. And sometimes it's dull and ineffective. Simplicity can't be so simple
that it's dull.
Roy Eaton, who recently joined Benton & Bowles as music director, has a
way of saying it: simplicity with a flair.
That comes close to it. You want to
be simple, but in a way that attracts
attention.
Simplicity in television advertising

Novelist and tv script writer as well as
agency executive, Gordon Webber is a
12-year man at Benton & Bowles. He
joined B&B in 1948 as tv copy supervisor, was elected vp in 1956 and was
named to his new post last October. He
was formerly with NBC, having been
script writer, editor, director of script
department and writer-editor of NBCTV Newsreel. He's author of novels,
short stories and tv dramas; his third
novel, What End But Love, published
Oct. 26, 1959, by Little, Brown & Co.,
was preceded by Years of Eden (1951)
and The Far Shore (1954). His short
stories have appeared in Mademoiselle
and New World Writing, and for five
years he wrote both commercials and
scripts for I Remember Mama tv series.

a

flair

probably has something to do with getting close to life, getting at the heart
of the matter. Stripping away extraneous detail and telling a thing
straight and clear. Showing a product
in a way that answers Mrs. Consumer's
question: "What does this have to do
The thing that it has to do with her
may
any number of things: a better
with beme?"
pie, a cleaner shirt, a healthier family,
a sense of pride. You can say these
things to her head or to her heart, or
both.
The Memory Factor • Whatever the
message, and however you say it, it
should not be too much. It is hard to
resist the desire to say everything
there is to say about a product. But we
must try. One, two, maybe three simple,
distinctive facts is about all a 58-second commercial can tell. Any more
and we risk the danger of telling nothing that is remembered.
I recently saw two television commercials that remain strongly in my mind.
Both have simplicity with a flair and because of their simplicity they speak their
message loud and clear.
The first one is a one-minute spot for
a new dog food, Gaines Gravy Train.
It
the picture
feet
(webegins
never with
see anything
else ofof boys'
the boys)
and a bouncing ball. All that happens is
that one boy feeds the dog the new
product, the dog eats and the boys talk
about two simple, exclusive facts about
the product in the natural way boys
talk. It took three months to make and
many thousands of dollars. Sometimes
it costs a lot to be simple.
The other is a 20-second spot for
The National Assn. for Retarded Children and cost only a few hundred dollars. It opens on a close shot of a still
picture of the wistful face of a boy. A
lonely flute is playing. We see the eyes
of the boy, then a tightly clenched hand,
the face again, a title that says something about "need" and "give", then
the eyes again. And that is all. Simple
and eloquent.
"Simplify! Simplify!" Carlyle said it
long ago and this is the hard lesson we
all must learn anew every day.
If we learn it well enough, I believe
we stand a good chance of getting more
people tomercialspay
our tv
and to attention
remember to more
of comwhat
they see.
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The Consumer Markets pages of "Radio Rates"
show that Fargo is the No. 1 city in the U.S.A.,

among 37 that compete for audience in our 54county area.
All this confirms the wisdom of you advertisers
who

have been choosing WD AY

biggest

audience

area!

PULSE AREA REPORT (54 COUNTIES)
JAN. 19 - FEB. 13, 1959
SHARE OF AUDIENCE — IN-HOME & OUT-OF-HOME

for Retail Sales Per Family!
Also — the Jan. 19-Feb. 13, 1959 Pulse Area
Survey shows that WD AY is by far the top station

S. A.

WDAY
STA. B
STA. C
STA. D
STA. E
STA. F
32 Others

6 A.M.-12 N.

12 N.-6 P.M.

24
12
9
8
6
3
38

23
15
10
8
6
4
34

6 P.M.16-Mid.
10
24
8
6
3
33

since 1922!

There just ain't no station anywhere else in the
U.S. that does so much — for so many — for so
little! Ask PGW!

WDAY
FARGO,

N.

D.

NBC • 5000 WATTS
970 KILOCYCLES
PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD,
Exclusive National Representatives
18
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WHAT

PUBLIC

A deep
have

search

kept

into national

their

perspective

The American public opposes quizrigging and payola but has not let the
torrent of newspaper publicity shake its
faith in broadcasting.
Authority for this conclusion: Elmo
Roper, partner in the research firm of
Elmer Roper & Assoc.
Results of a nationwide sampling of
public opinion by the firm were given
Dec. 17 to the FCC's broadcasting inquiry.
The people's common sense prevails,
Mr. Roper said in analyzing the tabulations of the cross-country statistics.
Backed by 26 years of public-opinion
sampling (see box page 20), Mr.
Roper's
latest study
this statement
to themoved
FCC: him to make
"The results indicate to me that the
public as a whole has put this matter in
a pretty sane perspective — perhaps far
saner than the writers of newspaper
headlines."
His analysis given to the FCC shows:
• A majority of the public feels tv is
doing an excellent or good job.
• Tv rates close to newspapers in believability of news and as a source of
news.
• It ranks first as the medium most
wanted if only one medium were available.
• Two out of three people think quizrigging
is wrong but they don't condemn
all television.
• Three out of four are convinced
HOW

ROPER

REALLY
attitudes

THINKS
shows

that

most

OF

TV

people

despite

broadcasting's bad press
the tv industry is correcting the pub- on hundreds of different subjects have
licized abuses.
convinced me that the public is usually
pretty sound. It is true that occasionally
A TIO Project • The Roper firm was
a burst of emotion, usually inspired by
commissioned by the Television Infordissemination of misinformation Office to find out how the pub- widespread
mation, may cause them to go astray
lic was reacting to widespread publicity,
momentarily, but our research has
most of which has been adverse. It was
shown that they are soon back on the
the first basic project undertaken by the
new TIO when it went into action last path of common sense, and I think I
might even be pardoned if I used the
October with Louis Hausman as direcword "wisdom." He said specialists tend
tor. Clair R. McCollough, Steinman
to over-estimate the amount of informaStations, is chairman of Television Intion the public should have and also to
formation Committee, which directs the
understate the public's native common
TIO project under NAB auspices.
sense.
One of TIO's basic jobs is to find out
what the public thinks of tv.
"We commissioned Mr. Roper to get
the answers to these questions," Mr.
Hausman said last week: "Has television been damaged in the public eye?
Are people losing confidence in television? Does the public distinguish between what is good and bad in the meDuring the Dec. 5-12 survey week.
Roper interviewers completed personal
dium?"
interviews with a nationwide cross-section of 2,000 adults. The findings given
the FCC were tentative, based on 1,898
completed questionnaires. Final tabulations will make only trivial changes in
the figures, Mr. Roper said.
The Public's Wisdom • Mr. Roper
told the FCC, "Twenty-six years of asking the public thousands of questions

EVALUATES

THE

Questioned after his prepared testimony, Mr. Roper said results from a
sample three times as large would vary
not over 2-3%, certainly not over 5%.
"The sample isn't on the large size and
it isn't skimpy either," he observed.
When FCC Comr. Robert T. Bartley
asked if phrasing or order of asking
questions could influence answers, Mr.
Roper said these elements were behind
the fact that several questions were
asked respondents before the tv quiz
subject was touched. He said an average
of 5% of the people refuse to talk to
surveyors because they are too busy,
speak no English or don't like polls.
The hearing had a laugh when Ashbrook Bryant, FCC attorney, opened
questioning this way: "Just for the record, Mr. Gallup. . . ." This prompted
Chairman John C. Doerfer to suggest

RESULTS

"It seems to me that in view of the tremendous amount of newspaper
space which has been devoted to the abuses of public confidence which
have been revealed, the public has taken a pretty sane position. They
are properly critical of abuses, but they have not lost confidence in the
medium as a whole . . .
"It may well be that the public, which if it is anything is human,
knows that wherever one finds human beings, one will find instances
of great merit, instances of mediocrity and instances of shabbiness.
"The news that a certain fighter threw a fight does not cause people
to instantly conclude that all fights are fixed. The news that a judge
took a bribe does not cause the public to lose all confidence in our legal
system. Perhaps the public is saying, in effect, 'Well, here's- just one
more proof of the fact that you'll find some rotten apples in every
barrel.' . . ."
BROADCASTING, December 21, 19S9
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WHO

ELMO

Elmo Roper, head of the research
firm bearing his name, is one of the
nation's best known marketing consultants and public opinion analysts.
He got into marketing research in
1933, after 12 years as a jewelry
salesman and retailer created in him
a desire to find out what people
wanted to buy, rather than what
some designer or manufacturer
thought they would want.
The 59-year-old researcher works
mostly for manufacturers and other
commercial clients in surveys dealing with research on products and
design, public relations and labor
relations. He also is known for broadcasts and articles on public attitudes
toward such subjects as labor and
business, world peace and political

the possibility of payola for the Gallup
poll, followed by a quip that Mr. Gallup
might ask equal time.
Tv a News Leader • Television runs
newspapers a close race as the medium
depended upon by most people for news,
Mr. Roper said on the basis of this
question:
"Where do you usually get most of
your news about what's going on in the
world today — from the newspapers or
television or magazines or talking to people or where?" The results (percentages
add to more than 100 because of multiple choices):
Newspapers 51%
56%
Television
Radio 34%
Magazines 8%
The Roper firm looked into moral aspects of the problem by citing a number of public issues, asking the question
"Here are some recent issues which have
been reported in the newspapers. Which
do you think are serious moral problems and which do you think are
minor?" Respondents were handed a
card to study, with 12 issues listed. Here
are results in the order in which the
public judged the issues to be serious
moral problems:
Increasing amount of juvenile delinquency 89%
Dishonest labor leaders 88%
Government officials accepting bribes 81%
Policemen taking graft 74%
School segregation 71%
Advertisers making false claims 67%
International disarmament 66%
Testing of atomic bombs 65%
Promoters fixing boxing matches 44%
Congressman putting their relatives on government payrolls 42%
Rigged quiz shows on tv 41%
Disc jockeys taking money from record
companies 34%
20

In the effort "to gain perspective on
(LEAD STORY)

ROPER

IS

issues. He is a contributing editor of
The Saturday Review, author of a
book, You and Your Leaders and
chairman of the Fund for the Republic (see Fund story page 44). He
conducted the famed Fortune magazine public opinion polls.
Mr. Roper was born in 1900 in
Hebron, Neb., and attended the U.
of Minnesota and the U. of Edinburgh, Scotland. During World War
II he was a deputy director of the
Office of Strategic Services and special consultant to the War Production Board, Office of War Information, Army Air Force, Marines and
Navy. His organization consists of a
staff of 40 in New York headquarters and a field force of some 225
interviewers throughout the U.S.

whether the rather glaring newspaper
headlines did or did not represent the
perspective in which the public put the
whole subject of television" the interviewers asked this question: "In every
community, the schools, the newspapers,
the local government, the television
stations, each has a different job to do.
Would you say that the local schools
are doing an excellent, good, fair or poor
job (also newspapers, tv stations and local government)?" Here are the results

50
5%
which were obtained:
10%
44%
20% Good
Fair Poor Know
lent
25
21%
Schools 14
48
Excel5
136
tions
11
26
6
9
papers
Tv
staLocal
News6
38
32
Don't
Mr. Roper observed all but local govgovt.
ernment received majority approval by a
11
close range — 59% to 64%.
Up to this point, he explained, the interviewers had given no indication that
questions would be asked about any
specific aspects of television or newsCreditability Scores • In an effort to
papers.
find if the sensational "exposures of
fact" that apparently reputable people
had committed a fraud in quiz rigging
might have had a deleterious effect on
the believability of tv as a whole, the interviewers asked this question:
"If you got conflicting or different reports of the same news story from radio, television, the magazines, and the
newspapers, which of the four versions
would you be most inclined to believe —
the one on radio or tv or magazines or
newspapers?" The "most believable" results:
Newspapers30%
32%
Television
Radio 12%
Magazines 10%
No opinion 16%
Asked which is "least believable" they
responded:
Television 9%
Radio 11%
Magazines 23%
Newspapers 24%
No opinion 33%
Mr. Roper commented: "While television almost tied with newspapers as
'most believable', when it came time to
pass judgment
on 'least believable'
only
9%
named television
against 24%
who named newspapers and 23% who

An eager listener • Nobody was more
interested in Elmo Roper's testimony to
the FCC last week than Louis Hausman
(above), director of the Television Information Office. The Roper survey was
the first project commissioned by the
new TIO.

named magazines."
Indispensability • Results of the next
questions "indicate the public has not
been too carried away by the tremendous mass of publicity with which the
television industry has been blessed —
or damned — during the past few
months," he continued. This question
read, "Suppose you could continue to
have only one of the following — radio,
television, newspapers, or magazines —
which one of the four would you most
want to keep?" The results:
42%
keep newspapers
television
32% would
would keep
19% would keep radio
4% would keep magazines
3% didn't know
These results, Mr. Roper said: "indicate both the importance and confidence
the public attaches to the medium of
television as a whole."
A specific quiz question read: "Have
BROADCASTING, December 21, 1959
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Thorough job
39%
Correcting publicized abuses
Not much of anything....... 37%
9%

CORRELATION
AMONG
SURVEYS
Columbia U. job; afterward 45.7%
Three autumn samplings of public
figured he should be fired.
opinion and one check into broadThe second Sindlinger survey
cast industry reaction have brought
showed a feeling that producers
out a general finding — the public's
overall opinion of television is still were most to blame, 53.8% feeling
favorable although people do not
this way. Mr. Van Doren and sponsors were held culpable by about
condone unsavory practices.
18%. Only 12% held the networks
Specific actions by Charles Van
Doren, most publicized of the big- most responsible.
Another survey conducted by Dr.
money quiz winners, and by program producers are condemned in George Gallup for CBS showed that
92% of people have heard or read
most of the recent research (see new
findings of Elmo Roper & Assoc. at about the quiz-rigging charges
FCC hearing, beginning on page 1 9). (Broadcasting, Dec. 7). The dropTwo surveys conducted for Broadping of big-prize tv shows was generally approved by 38%; 17%
casting magazine just before and
favored dropping some quizzes but
after the Van Doren confession
keeping the honest ones; 20% genshowed a scar in the public's image
of tv immediately after the rigging of
erally disapproved quizzes. Other
findings: 48% want canned laughter
his show was disclosed. The surveys
were conducted by Sindlinger & Co., discontinued, 23% don't; 46% figure
Ridley Park, Pa., nationwide re- canned laughter or applause should
be announced beforehand, 32%
search firm (Broadcasting, Nov.
2 and 9).
don't; 66% favor stricter regulation
The first survey showed that while
of tv programs, 15% are opposed.
most people knew about the tv quiz Of those favoring stricter regulation,
13% said government, 42% favored
investigation, only 18.9% had
networks themselves, 7% favored
changed their attitude or opinion
both.
of the industry. After the Van Doren
A Broadcasting survey of staconfession, 50.9% had changed their
tions in top markets, networks, and
views. The nature of the changes
station representatives showed negwas not explored in the survey.
Before the confession 57.4% said
ligible evidence of public revulsion
as a result of quiz activity. Very
they found quizzes educational and
entertaining, and wanted them re- slight evidence was detected that
the size of audience had dwindled
stored, but only 39.9% felt that way
afterward. Before the confession
or that sponsors and agencies were
concerned about the value of radioonly 14.7% who knew about him
thought he should be fired from his tv (Broadcasting, Dec. 14).
you heard or noticed anything about an
investigation of the way certain television quiz shows are being run?" The
findings:
87% had heard of it
10% hadn't
3% weren't sure
Mostly for the benefit of those who
hadn't heard, this question was asked:
"Well, it appears that on certain of the
big money quiz shows the contestants
knew in advance the questions they
would be asked and in some cases were
even given the answers to these questions. What is your opinion of this whole
situation?" The respondent was handed
a card with four general attitudes described. The results:
These shocking disclosures show just how
bad television is
4%
These practices are very wrong and should
be
stopped
but you can't
condemn
all ofimmediately,
television because of them 64%
No one can really be in favor of this kind
of thingit either
but there's nothing very wrong
about
17%
What happened is a normal part of show
business and is perfectly all right
8%
Don't know
i°/a
22 (LEAD STORY)

Don't
know
' ' ' too,
i5<yo
Payola
has been in the ' news,
Mr. Roper told the FCC. To see what
sort of moral judgment the public passed
on payola and other matters in the news,
the interviewers asked questions on
seven situations.
"Here are some things about television that have received a certain amount
of comment lately," the interviewers
asked. "For each one, would you tell
whether you think it is very bad, me
or
somewhat questionable, or perfectly all
you heard about it."
or haven't
right,
the results:
Here are

Payola
Canned
laughter
Free plugs
Tv ratings

Advance hearresals of
interview shows 10
where a
famous person
is interviewed

hearing

.14. . .61.

.5.

.10

most occasions."

of other

last week

Q
.37%. .12%
.23.
.32. .14
.19. .12

"Perhaps the public is more aware
than they have been given credit for of
the fact that all of the headlines they
have been reading about dishonesty in
television have been in newspapers, and
they recognize newspapers as being
locked in a violent competitive struggle with television for the advertising
dollar. Perhaps they are simply following the old American adage of
'Don't believe everything you hear
about a man from that man's enemies
or competitors,' and finally, perhaps
here is but one more example of the
good sense with which we find the
American public to be possessed on

What's the industry doing about the
abuses disclosed? The
interviewers
asked, "Now that this is all out in public, do you feel that the television industry is trying to do a thorough cleanup
job wherever it is needed or that they
are just correcting the most publicized
abuses or that they aren't really doing
much of anything?" The results:
reports

20

hearsals of
Advance re.50. .23. . .14.
quiz shows .
A performer
appearing
toa
sing
recordwhen
actually
provides the
sound
28. . . .20. . .39 4
9
Mr. Roper added, "If public opinion
in this instance runs true to form, I
have no doubt that, barring other disclosures of other kinds of misconduct,
the number of people critical of television will be reduced six months or a
year from now. These questions were
asked during the Dec. 5-12 period
which, of course, was only a short time
after the most dramatic disclosure of all
in connection with the rigged quiz
shows.

Extent of Deception • "Do you think
deceptive practices such as these are
pretty much confined to quiz shows or
are they true of some other types of
television show as well or do you feel
they are true of all kinds of television
progra
results: ms?" the interviewers asked. The
Confined to quiz shows 36%
Some others
34%
True of all kinds 11%
Don't know
19%

For

24% .6%
<
30
15 .17.7 . .24.
8
21.
.38.
..
cr
10

.21%
>

testimony

see

page

at FCC
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TO

DISTRIBUTION

TAILORING
Busch

ADVERTISING

Bavarian

Here's

how

making

its distribution

It pays to sell— where you advertise.
This sounds elementary but the logic
behind this truism, nevertheless, can be
elusive in this era of television. But
Busch Bavarian Beer, a division of Anheuser-Busch Inc., St. Louis, has recognized that market distribution and
market coverage via television are inseparable, and points to the following
chronological highlights of its four-year
experience in the popular-priced beer
field:
• In the fall of 1955, Busch Bavarian
was introduced in the traditional way
of opening new markets, state by state,
in Kansas, Missouri and Illinois. Each
wholesaler in each state was provided
with advertising originating within his
area, covering both investments in
printed media and on radio-tv. Sales
built up slowly but gradually.
• Early in 1957, officials of Busch
Bavarian and its agency, Gardner Adv.,
St. Louis, realized that this kind of
local advertising could not deliver the
greatest impact for each advertising
dollar. Radio and tv, acknowledged as
the most effective media for telling
Busch Bavarian's story, did not confine
themselves to geographical lines. They
crossed wholesaler territories and state
when the product's disboundaries,tributionand
did not follow the broadcast
of the company's
portion
, a was
coverage
advertising
dissipated.
• Officials of Busch Bavarian and
Gardner realized then that the important consideration is not where the advertising originates; it is where the advertising goes. Accordingly the company changed its method of selecting
areas for new distribution. It started
in the spring of 1957 by opening— not
states — but areas that can be most effectively covered by advertising without
any regard for geographical boundaries.
• Television was selected as the primary advertising medium. Consequently, what Busch Bavarian now calls its
that
"media coverage areas" are markets
are reached most effectively by tv
emanating from the major population
centers.
• Busch Bavarian is now in a total
52 "media coverage areas," comprising
part or all of 14 states. The company
uses all media, but about 75% of the
introductory budget is allocated to
radio-tv, and 85% of the continuing budget is earmarked for the air
BROADCASTING, December 21, 1959

patterns

beer

has

built

fit its television

media. (The bulk is in tv, but the company declines to provide a breakdown.)
1958 Busch Ba• The payoff:itsIn output
over 1957
varian doubled
and, in 1959, company executives claim,
the output will double that of 1958 "to
the point where our marketing success
has exceeded our present production
Busch Bavarian's success story is a
capacity."
striking testimonial to the we-know-noaccepted-boundaries prowess of radiotv. Its progress report tends to validate
similar marketing theories advanced in
recent months by Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.'s "Megatown," Corinthian
Broadcasting's "Tele-urbia" and by
various independent station operators.
Busch Bavarian added one dramatic dimension: It re-shaped its distribution
structure to conform to its television
coverage.
Walter Reisinger, regional brands advertising manager for Anheuser-Busch
and John Naylor, vice president and account supervisor for Gardner Adv.,
were interviewed by Broadcasting
in New York last week after Mr.

Reisinger had revealed Busch Bavarian's

new

TV

markets

by

coverage

business history before a meeting of the
Television Bureau of Advertising.

Future Plans • "We don't know exactly how many markets we will eventually be in," Mr. Reisinger said, "but
future expansion will be in areas where
there is the greatest potential for a popBusch Bavarian,
he added, has
ular-priced beer."
more than 190 "media covmappederageout
areas," be
defined
by tv
markets will
selected
on signals.
the basisNewof
"greatest potential."
Mr. Reisinger explained that some
known to favor "premium"
areas are
(like Chicago) and others (like
beers
New York) are deeply entrenched with
popular-priced beers. It is likely that
"premium" areas will not be candidates
in Busch Bavarian's plans.
He noted that areas invaded by the
company's beer to date have been those
that traditionally are regarded as "popular-pricedisplaces."
Among aretheSt.areas
which the beer
marketed
Louis,in
Houston, Dallas-Fort Worth, Jacksonville and Tampa, Fla., Tulsa and Oklahoma City. The product is in the Mid-

advertising manager
Bavarian strategists • Walter Reisinger, regional brands
of Anheuser Busch (1), and John Naylor, vice president of Gardner agency and
These
account supervisor on Busch Bavarian beer, study a Bavarian commercial.
ng
patterni
of
strategy
Bavarian
the
of
in the developments
two are key figures
distribution after television coverage.
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The Christmas Tree at the White House
of peace and happiness across America.

known

throughout

the

a symbol

nation

The Storer stations, both radio and television,
extend to you their very best wishes for the
Holiday Season, and pledge their continuing
efforts to serve the interests of their individual
communities. Though national in stature,
Storer stations always will remain dedicated
to the service of their local citizens.

Storer

Broadcasting

Radio
Philadelphia, WIBG
Detroit, WJBK
Cleveland, WJW
Wheeling, WWVA
Toledo, WSPD
Miami, WGBS
Los Angeles, KPOP

you know

Company

Television
Detroit, WJBK-TV
Cleveland, WJW-TV
Atlanta, WAGA-TV
Milwaukee, WITI -TV
Toledo, WSPD -TV

where you're going with a STORER

station

west, South and Southwest.
Local Competition • The popularpriced beer field, Mr. Reisinger related,
accounts for 80% of the total beer
market. The company realizes that to
compete effectively with more than 200
local brewers for their share of a relatively static market, Anheuser Busch
needs a product with popular appeal as
well as a strong marketing plan.
The company created Busch Bavarian, described as a light, Bavariantype beer (in contrast with Budweiser,
a premium product that is darker and
tart). The copy theme, developed by
Gardner Adv., was designed to project
an image of "fun-loving, romantic Bavaria." Copy on radio and tv and in
the printed media allude to the "cool,
snow-covered mountains" of Bavaria,
and describe the beer, for example, as
"clear and bright as mountain air." But
care is taken to discourage any notion
that Busch Bavarian is imported.
Spot television is used largely in prime
evening time, as well as participations
in NBC-TV's regional coverage of major league baseball and basketball
games. On radio the beer is promoted
extensively on St. Louis Cardinal
broadcasts on a regional network of 80
stations.
Bigger Expenditures • Busch Bavarian's investment in television has
been a steadily growing one, but Mr.
Reisinger declined to discuss expenditures. TvB compilations (based on
TvB-Rorabaugh figures) show that Busch
Bavarian spent $365,000 in 1956;
$555,000 in 1957; $725,000 in 1958
and, predicted on its share of Anheuser-Busch's budget of about $3.6
million in 1959, should reach the $900,000 level this year.
Mr. Reisinger indicates strongly
Bavarian Busch's future advertising approach when he discusses the social and
economic shifts in this fluid society, and
then says:
"Most important of all has been the
growth of a new medium ideally structured to serve this huge universal
American market. While we utilize all
media in our advertising approach, we
consider television our primary
medium. ... In fact, it is the key to
our entire marketing concept."

How to buy rug ads
Department store buyers of floor
coverings were counseled on how to use
television last week by Louis Sirota of
the retail sales department, Television
Bureau of Advertising. Use tv weekly
the year-around, coupled with saturation spot schedules, he told the buyers
at an Associated Merchandising Corp.
meeting Dec. 16. Tv should get at least
20%said.
of the department's annual budget,
he
26
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MILITANT

RADIO

Will fight to guard
p rogr ess — S wee n ey
Radio will fight any charges against
it that may ensue from current and future publicity emanating from federal
probes.
Agency timebuyers can expect tighter
broadcast control over both editorial
material and advertising broadcast on
stations.
Radio business can expect some stimulants in the year ahead. One of these
is the Radio Advertising Bureau's "On
Target" type of study that sets forth a
"radio pattern" that advertisers can employ "to reach the known buyer of a
commodity rather than just a listener of
a certain generic type."
This late- 1959 look at the sound medium comes from Kevin Sweeney, RAB
president, who was the featured speaker last week at a Radio & Television
Executives Society luncheon in New
York.
Supports FCC • Mr. Sweeney urged
that radio defend FCC, "which far from
being the worst regulatory body in the
government — as some of the Washington pundits have been asserting — is at
least the equal and in some respects far
better than the Washington regulatory
bodies who regulate the airlines, the
power companies, etc."
Mr. Sweeney deplored what he said
was tv's failure in not defending itself
"more aggressively." He reiterated that
tv's problems are not related to radio
("we are not Siamese twins"), charged
that little has been proved about radio's
alleged misconduct and that newspapers
have exaggerated current revelations beyond proportion.
As to tighter control over commercial content, Mr. Sweeney said:
"Broadcasters, both radio and television, are going to be super-critical of
product claims and be even more alert
than they have been to serving the public first and the advertiser second.
It's For Real • "The broadcasters
know that the investigations are for real
and that tremendous damage can be
done to their position because even the
slightest blunder is going to be magnified into something slightly worse than
cannibalism by some headline-hunters."
As to radio's business: It has a momentum (both in network and in spot)
going into 1960 that it's lacked up to
now — "It should play some mighty
pretty music on the cash register in the
His reasons for a "banner decade"
1960's."
for radio in the 1960's:
• Set sales are skyrocketing, some 16
million radio sets will be sold in 1959,
a new set for one out of every three

U.S. households; as of now there are
not enough new radios "to go around."
• Listening is climbing in "almost
every time segment by any measurement that includes all sets." More hours
are spent listening and by more people
and households.
• Summer listening is ahead of tv in
terms of adults reached during a 24hour day. It was shown (by Sindlinger
& Co.) that in the past summer radio
dominated in this area for eight straight
weeks as compared to only one week's
supremacy in the summer of 1958.
• New radio studies, which as in
RAB's "On Target" research, are targeting listeners and combining the time
periods more scientifically to reach the
people who buy the product advertised.
PRINT

MEDIA

All advertising
hazard,

Cash

NEXT?
facing
asserts

"Collective action" by and "common
standards" for all advertising were seen
last week by Norman E. Cash, president of TvB, as the sensible approach
to the problems besetting television
and advertising generally.
Introducing the New York showing
of TvB's latest large-screen presentation on the importance of (1) advertising and (2) television advertising, Mr.
Cash also warned that television could,
if it felt it had to, "expose" flagrant
flaws in print media.
He said: "The time is rapidly approaching— in fact may already be
here — when all media and advertisers
will have to act in unison for the common good of advertising itself. Such
a suggestion would have been deemed
ridiculous a few short months ago.
"But in view of the concerted efforts
now taking place to discredit advertising as a whole, print media as well as
broadcasting may soon be forced to
form a common front.
"If there are any doubters, I suggest
only that you read the recent stories
which relate the problems of various
advertisers who use print as well as
broadcast media. Yes, all advertising
is under attack and, perhaps, only
through collective action will all advertising be able to face the situation. We
are, in fact, one industry — advertising.
I submit that we, therefore, should
have common standards.
"Television, as the leading national
advertising medium — as it has been for
the past five years — I hope will continue to deserve this leadership."
Some 1,600 advertisers, agency and
media people were on hand for the
New York showing of the new presentation Wednesday morning at the
Waldorf-Astoria.
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Always

stimulating,

clearly stylish, and naturally
an ever-growing

to attract

circle of admirers-like

attention and approval

from

each of our outstanding

stations . . . a"Metropolitan"

METROPOLITAN

designed

personality.
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Mother

the

India

builds

Diesel

for

Age

Since 1949, India has pushed a widespread railroad improvement program.
Old track has been relaid, new track added.
Modern equipment has been purchased . . .
diesel locomotives . . . rolling stock. And service has been greatly improved.
As a result, India has grown industrially. In
the period between 1951 and 1959, freight
traffic on Indian railroads has increased some
40% ... from 98 million tons to about 138
million tons. And estimates indicate an even
greater growth in the near future.
All of which means that India has recognized
the railroads for what they are — the backbone
of a modern, growing industrial society.

In the United States, by contrast, public
policies tend to ignore this basic truth.
Here, the government appears indifferent to
the strength and stability of the railroads,
while it promotes and encourages the railroads' competition.
Railroads are burdened with over-regulation
and discriminatory taxation — while their competition uses highways, waterways and airways
built and maintained by the government.

The railroads ask no special favors. All
they ask is the equality of treatment and
opportunity fundamental to the American
concept of free enterprise. Granted this, the
public would then be assured of the efficient,
low-cost rail service which a dynamic economy and national defense demand.

ASSOCIATION

OF

AMERICAN
RAILROADS
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
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KENT

TOPS

spending report
More gross dollars were spent in network television on behalf of P. Lorillard's Kent cigarettes than for any other
brand name product in the third quarter
of this year.
Kent had an investment of $2,664,quar817 in gross time charges forinthe
the No.
ter. P. Lorillard Co. placed
25 list of net7 ranking both in the topquarter
and for
work advertisers for the
the month of September.
The gross time billing for the quarwas reterly period and for September
leased last week by Television Bureau
of Advertising. Compilations are by
Leading National Advertisers and
Broadcast Advertisers Reports.
P & G Billing • Procter & Gamble is
time billing in telenow placing gross
vision on what would appear to be a
near 50-50 network and spot basis. This
Tv

3RD
shows

QUARTER
network

gains

on put alleading advertiser in televisi
most $11.9 million in network and
about $11.2 in spot in the third quarter.
Second in the top 25 advertisers for the
quarter was Lever Bros, with nearly
million in network ($3.1 million
$9.5spot).
in

advertiser in netAnother top brandTablets
, No. 2 with
work tv is Anacin
third quarter,
the
in
over $2.8 million
obviously reflecting its sponsorship of
special public affairs coverage of Soviet
visit in the U.S.
Premier Khrushchev's were
noted by
Two benchmarks
TvB:
• In the first nine months, daytime
innetwork tv gross time purchases
creased 26.1% over the like period
of 1958 and nighttime was up 4.2%.
• In product classifications, food
product spending in the nine months

ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES OF
NETWORK TELEVISION ADVERTISERS
BY PRODUCT CLASSIFICATION
Jan. -Sept.
Jan.1959
-Sept.
3rd 1959
Quarter
September
1959
1958
254,607 , 1,302,747
Agriculture & Farming
51,347
f 158,157
474,516
925,298
Apparel, Footwear & Accessories
3,787,017
3,750,255
Automotive AccesAutomotive,
sories & Equipment
3,106,978
9,377,757
32,450,804
39,681,540
749,411
Beer, Wine
4,729,381
1,969,427
4,729,968
Building Materials, Equipment
& Fixtures
579,700
370,520
1,588,456
2,155,691
944,666
Confectionery & Soft Drinks
8,421,656
2,218,034
6,439,981
Consumer Services
145,986
2,218,056
2,120,904
528,117
Drugs & Remedies
52,306,203
16,841,149
39,615,661
249,989
5,623,231
Entertainment & Amusement
295,623
40,722
35,240
Food & Food Products
82,588,483
25,033,171
78,400,729
7,734,418
Freight, Industrial
& Agricultural Development
235,587
Gasoline, Lubricants & Other
Fuels
1,322,883
3,779,653
5,966,801
249,608
1,843,908
Horticulture
1,007,774
9,592
Household Equipment & Supplies
17,012,750
9,592
22,839,409
2,273,524
7,878,577
401,055
Household Furnishings
934,538
2,429,783
2,725,689
Industrial Materials
13,028,910
15,347,965
2,027,749
4,924,232
Insurance
810,477
2,277,636
5,196,608
7,411,023
649,208
7,416,394
Jewelry, Opticalt,Goods & Cameras
1,529,528
Office Equipmen Stationery
8,312,137
344,983
& Writing Supplies
2,916,483
955,314
4,983,407
Political
Publishing & Media
84,024
827,833
Radios, Television Sets,
5,261
5,261
5,261
Musical
Phonogrmentsaphs,
ies Instru& Accessor
783,563
602,850
3,684,937
5,740,503
Smoking Materials
43,342,205
56,464,858
18,537,518
5,996,132
Soaps, Cleansers & Polishes
50,170,626
5,622,386
46,020,828
16,372,579
110,740
Sporting Goods & Toys
957,442
319,680
1,577,894
Toiletries & Toilet Goods
76,013,859
73,441,962
24,018,752
7,901,376
770,658
Travel, Hotels & Resorts
55,596
55,596
1,909,791
Miscellaneous
6,101,063
6,207,513
699,524
2,212,129
TOTAL
,640
$408,116
3,344
$48,176,459 $142,362,130 $451,01
LNA-BAR: Gross Time Costs Only
NETWORK TELEVISION GROSS TIME BILLINGS BY DAY PARTS
SEPTEMBER
JANUARY - SEPTEMBER
Percent
1959
1958
Change
1958
1959
Daytime
$12,805,318 $15,384,651
$117,257,502 $147,820,975
Mon.-Tues.
126,769,984
100,429,445
11,124,530
13,274,004 ++ 20.1
19.3
Sat. -Sun.
1,680,788
21,050,991
16,828,057
2,110,647
+
25.6
290,859,138
Nighttime
303,192,369
29,611,872
32,791,808
+ 10.7
TOTAL
$42,417,190 $48,176,459
$408,116,640 $451,013,344
+ 13.6
LNA-BAR: Gross Time Costs Only
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Percent
Change
+
+
++
+

26.1
26.2
25.1
4.2
10.5

both

BILLING
day

and

night

was up more than $4 million; smoking
materials more than $13 million; gasoline-fuels more than $4 million; drugs
nearly $13 million.
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES
TV TOP 25 COMPANIES
1959
1
2
Procter & Gamble Co.
Lever Brothers Co.
3 $11,899,344
American Home Products Corp. 4
9,499,662
6,858,593
5
Colgate-Palmolive
5,290,490
136
General Foods Corp.Co.
4,337,056
7
R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.
4,269,515
8
P.
Lorillard
Co.
Gillette Co.
3,820,693
9
General Motors Corp.
10
3,578,822
3,319,225
Bristol-Myers Co.
12
3,218,075
General
Mills
Inc.
Texaco Inc.
3,096,035
Ford Motor Co.
2,872,978
11
2,734,475
15
Sterling Drug Inc.
18
2,700,512
16
Liggett
&
Myers
Tobacco
Co.
2,614,086
19
Pharmaceuticals Inc.
2,554,033
14
17
Brown
& Williamson
Tobacco
Corp.
2,078,963
Philip Morris Inc.
2,075,403
20
Miles Laboratories Inc.
American Tobacco Co.
1,862,197
25
National Biscuit Co.
1,813,431
1,634,363
National Dairy Products Corp. 23
1,627,204
Chrysler Corp.
21
i,625,426
S.C. Johnson & Son Inc.
22
1,574,771
Bayuk Cigars Inc.
1,566,363
24
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES
ADVERTISERS
TOP 25 NETWORK BRAND 1959
1
2
Kent Cigarettes
Anacin
Tablets
3
$2,664,817
2,284,856
Dristan
4
1,873,039
5
Winston Cigarettes
Phillies Cigars
6
1,566,363
1,592,989
7
Ford Passenger Cars
Tide
1,507,142
8
1,467,636
1,446,730
Viceroy Cigarettes
9
Colgate
Regular
&
Aeroso
10
Dental Cream
1,444,071
Camel Cigarettes
1,414,256
12
Dodge Passenger Cars
1,348,685
Salem Cigarettes
1,262,270
Gleem Regular & Aerosol
1113
Toothpaste
18
1,253,822
15
1,245,857
Bufferin Passenger Cars
1620
1,211,996
Chevrolet
17
L&M Filter Tip Cigarettes
1,148,093
14
Texaco, Inc. General Promotion 17
1,130,496
19
Gillette Razors & Blades
1,083,648
1,081,025
23
Bayer Seltzer
Aspirin Tablets
Alka
1,075,464
Mr. Clean All Purpose Cleaner
1,008,790
Handy Andy Liquid Household
21
993,321
975,156
Cleaner
24
Prudential Insurance
894,130
25
Geritol
22
Chesterfield Cigarettes
887,356
LNA-BAR: Gross Time Costs Only

1.
2.
3.7.
4.
5.
6.
10.
8.
12.
11.
13.9.
14.
15.
LNA

ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES
COMPANIES IN NETWORK
LEADING
TELEVISION ADVERTISING
SEPTEMBER 1959
$4,037,756
Procter & Gamble Co.
Lever Brothers Co.
2,778,073
American Home Products Corp. 2,223,740
Colgate-Palmolive Co.
1,718,586
1,372,548
R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.
1,328,822
General Foods Corp.
1,203,373
Co.
P. Lorillard
General Motors Corp.
1,153,035
Bristol-Myers Co.
1,048,543
1,007,088
Gillette Co.
975,990
Pharmaceuticals Inc.
974,287
Inc.
Philip Morris
973,976
Texaco Inc.
933,999
General Mills Inc.
862,218
Sterling Drug Inc.
■BAR: Gross Time Costs Only
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WITH THE
Inter

Mountain

Network

PRODUCT- MEDIA-AGENCY
THE IDEAL COMBINATION
•
A Great Advertising Agency
Fletcher Richards, Calkins
and Holden, Inc.
Buys A Great Advertising
Medium

(INTERMOUNTAIN

Auditioning talent by vtr
One of the chores that must be
ic products
group,
and EWR&R's
handled before an agency gets Scott
Benton,
account
executive;
around to shooting a commercial is James Hansen, copy chief, and Clarence Zaccardi, executive art directhat of auditioning talent. For a nonNew York agency which plans to dc tor.
the actual production in New York,
Cast & Credits • The casting audithis can mean an extra trip to town
tioning operation at Videotape Productions isdirected by Marge Kerr,
to pick and choose among the many
former
Young
& Rubicam casting
models
Or at least, that's
been theavailable.
case.
director and now president of her
own agent organization, People &
But no longer, if the new operaProductions Inc. The Dec. 10 session
tion started by Videotape Productions of New York comes into was supervised by John Lanigan,
vogue. That company now offers to vice president-general manager of
Videotape Productions, and directed
cast the talent for out-of-town agencies, audition them and ship tape by Bob Bleyer. Miss Kerr ran 20
back to the agencies for their deci- models through their auditions before the cameras, 13 men and 7
sion.
women trying out for various perThe first "tapecasting" auditions
former and announcer roles in the
by Videotape Productions were shot Thermo-Fax
commercial.
Dec. 10 for, appropriately enough,
Videotape Productions has another
Minnesota Minning & Mfg. Co.
idea in mind, too. Besides audiiton(which, among other things, makes
tape for tv). The commercials being ing for specific commercials, the
company is compiling a file of taped
planned are for that company's
auditions that agencies can draw on
Thermo-Fax copying machine, hanfor specific needs. For example,
dled through Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, St. Paul. Taping for when the file grows more comprehensive, an agency should be able
the actual commercials will take
to
ask
for
and get taped examples
place Dec. 28-29 in New York after
a decision on the models has been
of a dozen "35-year-old architects,"
made in St. Paul by Howard Bergh,
ten "21 -year-old brides" or assorted
"middle-aged housewives."
advertising manager for 3M's graph-

NETWORK)
To Sell
"WHEN I SAY COFFEE,
I MEAN FOLGER'S"
for

FOLGER

COFFEE

YOU

the

CO.

too

1;
will get
GREATEST

SALES
when

you

results
use

—

B&W's
answer

Life
FTC

cigarettes
complaint

Despite the Federal Trade Commission's complaint of false advertising for
Brown & Williamson Tobacco Co.'s Life
cigarettes (At Deadline, Dec. 14),
the commercials remained on the air
last week unchanged. FTC's complaint
was filed against the cigarette manufacturer, agency Ted Bates & Co., and
for the first time in recent years, against
an account executive — David Loomis,
a Bates vice president.
In answer to FTC's charges that the
newspaper, magazine, radio and tv advertising for Life cigarettes falsely represents U.S. government endorsement
of the brand, as well as its objections to
a demonstration of filter effectiveness,
Brown & Williamson last Monday (Dec.
14) issued a statement, which said in
"The Federal Trade Commission
claims
our advertising implies govpart: that
ernment sanction. This is not true. Our

The Nation's Most Successful Regional Network
HEADQUARTERS • SALT LAKE CITY • DENVER
Contact Your Avery-Knodel Man

figures on the tar and nicotine delivery
of the new Life cigarettes were submitted to the FTC at the commission's
own request and our advertising simply
states that such figures were filed . . .

We claim, and believe we have the
to claim, that the Life millecel
has greater absorptive capacity
other filters and the demonstration

right
filter
than
illus-

that fact." can be contested at an
The trates
complaint
FTC hearing. If the charges are eventually upheld Life's current advertising
would be ordered to change. The
agency withheld any comment last
week.
Siesel

named

of agency

head

league

Alfred J. Siesel, president of Harold
J. Siesel Co., New York advertising
agency, is new president of the League
of Advertising Agencies. He was elected
Dec. 15 to succeed Ben M. Reiss of
Friend-Reiss Adv. Others on the incoming slate: Theodore J. Bernstein.
Atlantic Bernstein Assoc., William G.
Seidenbaum of agency bearing his name,
and Lester Loeb of Byrde, Richard &
Pound, presidents; Ysobel Sandler, who
heads an agency under her name, secretary, and Leonard E. Janklow, president
of the Dobbs Adv. Co., treasurer.
Elected to board of governors: Arthur
Bandman, Arthur Bandman Adv.; Ben
B. Bliss of firm bearing his name; Hy
BROADCASTING, December 21, 1959

One test of station leadership is
the ability to create, produce
and broadcast diversified and
successful local programs. The
popularity of KLZ-TV's locallyproduced programs and personalities is a matter of record.

This leadership in the area of
local programming along with
the dominance of CBS in Network programming plus a continuing presentation of the finest
syndicated features assures adshare of audia
vertisers greater
quantity, on
and
quality
ence in
KLZ-TV, Channel 7.

Highest rated Network Show—
GUNSMOKE

«.o

Highest rated Syndicated Show—
FLIGHT

29.9

Highest rated Sunday News
(10 PM) (Local)
Highest rated News
(10 PM) Mon.-Fri. (local) .
Highest rated Weather
(10:10 PM) Mon.-Fri. (Local)
Highest rated Sports
(10:20 PM) Mon.-Fri. (Local)
Highest rated Remote
PANORAMA (Local) . .
Highest rated Daytime News
(Local) ..........
Highest rated Network Daytime
News

20.9
. 19.6
. 17.0
. 13.8
. 13.S
n.8
11-4

Highest rated Agricultural Show
WEEK-END GARDENER
- (Local)
10.0
Highest rated Interview Show
ON THE SPOT (Local) . . 9.2
'Nielsen — October-November '59

CBS

TELEVISION

fi

J DENVER

Represented by the Katz Agency
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Blumberg, Blumberg & Clarich; Charles
B. Ford, Iversen-Ford Assoc.; Jack Gilbert, Jack Gilbert Assoc.; David J. Mendelshon of agency under his name;
Mel Mohr of Mohr & Eicoff; Larry
Schwartz, Wexton Co.; Max Sinowitz,
Chelsea Adv.; Joseph L Sonnenreich,
agency of same name; Leonard Stein
of firm bearing his name, and Arthur
E. Sudler, Sudler & Hennessey. All are
New York agency principals.
Reynolds,
Nielsen

Gillette

Radio

top

Index

R.J. Reynolds held onto its network
radio lead in the Nielsen Top 20 for the
month ended Nov. 8 in home broadcasts but Gillette broadcast more commercial minutes. Electric Auto-Lite
climbed from the bottom of the list in
September to number two place in both
homes and minutes this time. Renault,
unaffected by the steel crisis, took over
third place in network radio. American
cars further down the list were Chevrolet, American Motors and Oldsmobile.
The Top 20:
HOME BROADCASTS
Total
B'dcsts
Home
No.
B'dcsts Delivered
Rank Advertiser
(000)
313
1 R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
120,767
of
104,691
164
2 Electric Auto-Lite Co.
162
3 Renault Inc.
103,503
196
4 Church & Dwight Inc.
98,316
150
5 Ex-Lax Inc.
79,766
104
75,958
6 Bristol-Myers Co.
126
7 Grove Div. -Bristol-Myers
69,043
8 Sylvania Electric Prods.
54,004
81
9 Cal. Packing Corp.
92
53,608
10 Campbell Soup Co.
52,471
^6,6?7
106
64
11 Chevrolet-(G.M.)
56
12 Niagara Therapy Mfg.
46,238
105
46,144
13 Longines-Wittnauer
143
14 American Motors
44,166
15 Quaker Oats Co.
34,915
81
61
16 General Foods Corp.
34,770
17 Hudson Vitamin Products
32,976
134
47
18 Florists Telegraph Assn.
30,909
29,079
46
19 CBS Electronics-CBS Inc.
20 Whitehall-Amer. Home Prod 44
29,075
COMMERCIAL MINUTES
No.
Total
Mins.
Aired
Rank Advertiser
Comm'l
60 Min.(000)
'l
mmDel'd
Co78,655
1 Gillette Safety Razor
124
Electric Auto-Lite Co.
73,534
Renault Inc.
122
72,225
158
Church & Dwight Inc.
71,337
83
69,550
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
197
Bristol-Myers Co.
119
60,840
Grove Div.-Bristol-Myers
60,668
99
a Ex-Lax Inc.
51,627
9 Niagara Therapy Mfg.
48,877
99
47,433
10 Chevrolet-^. M.)
62
150
11 American Motors
39,620
61
12 Cal. Packing Corp.
37,721
69
13 Sylvania Electric Prods.
37,301
43
36,699
14 0ldsmobile-(G.M.)
69
60
15 Wm. Wrigley Jr. Co.
36,498
16 A. E. Staley Mfg. Co.
31,523
30,339
127
17 Hudson Vitamin Products
75
18 Longines-Wittnauer
29,486
46
19 Whitehall-Amer. Home Prod 45
29,214
26,420
20 Quaker Oats Co.
Ranked by Total Home Broadcasts Delivered and
by Total Commercial Minutes Delivered for Individual Advertisers by All Programs and Participation on all Radio Networks Used.
Copyright 1959 by A.C. Nielsen Co.
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THE PARTY'S
Revlon seeks
weekly

hour

OVER
new
show

From quiz to "quality" hasn't solved
Revlon's tv troubles.
Revlon's trouble started with adverse
publicity from past association with two
CBS-TV quiz shows, The $64,000
Question and The $64,000 Challenge.
One of these quiz programs catapulted
Revlon's cosmetic sales at retail drug
and toiletries counters across the nation.
The quiz scandals in Washington
caught Revlon in a whirlpool of charges
and counter charges.
Revlon's new trouble concerns its
current network television show — The
Big Party — 15 ninety-minute shows
spread over the season in the Thursday
period that's filled every other week
by CBS-TV's Playhouse 90.
Weekly Show Sought • Revlon's
ratings on the shows haven't been up
to the advertiser's expectations. Consequently Revlon will drop Party early
next year. Meanwhile, Revlon is looking for another show. Talked about
last week: Plans to work out a full-hour
weekly variety series on CBS-TV.
Party's downfall came coincidentally
with the disclosure that F. Kenneth
Beirn has resigned as vice president and
advertising director of Revlon (see
p. Revlon
70).
had established what it had
called a "centralization of authority"
on program control of The Big Party.
The shots were called by a triumverate:
Mr. Beirn; Revlon President, Charles
Revson and Mort Green, former writer
on the Perry Como Show, who last
June became Revlon director of tv and
radio (Broadcasting, May 4).
The idea was to emphasize a well-

Local radio's role
Radio Adv. Bureau, New York,
in releasing last week a 48-state
analysis prepared by Standard
Rate and Data Service Inc., noted
there now are 838 communities
with no daily newspaper but
which have at least one radio
station licensed to them. Local
radio therefore remains the one
major advertising medium available on a daily basis to the thousands of retailers based in these
towns, RAB said. According to
SRDS, in 1953 there were 395
communities with radio stations
but no daily paper and by 1956
the number had risen to 625.
Currently, Texas with 65 such
communities leads the nation.

written show. To accomplish this Easy
Aces Inc. was hired. This is writer
Goodman Ace's organization, which
also had been associated with Mr.
Como's show. Revlon has notified Mr.
Ace that his contract will end Feb. 25.
An earlier termination date might be
worked out, however. Revlon's view of
The Big Party's failure to capture audience and ratings: It's not on the air
regularly (since the buy was for 15
shows, there have been instances when
the break between two presentations
has been three weeks). Warwick &
Legler is the Revlon agency.

P&G
to drop
'Wichita'
In an unusual
notice, Procter
& Gamble last week announced more than
three months in advance that it would
drop Wichita Town and probably its
time slot (NBC-TV, Wed. 10:30-11
p.m.) effective March 30, 1960.
While P&G has tolled the bell on the
program and
possible,
according
to time
Bentonslot,
& it's
Bowles,
the
P&G agency on the show, that the advertiser may retain the half hour
should it come up with the right proP&G's reason for dropping the show
was not the program but because of
gram.
its audience composition. Viewers are
predominantly male and P&G would
prefer a female audience since the
show advertises such products as Crest,
Prell, Tide and Zest. The program is
produced by Mirisch Co.
• Business

briefly

Times sales
Mystery specials • Dow Chemical Co.,
Midland, Mich., will sponsor a series of
mystery classic specials titled The Dow
Hour of Great Mysteries on NBC-TV.
First of the series will be seen March
31 (9-10 p.m. EST), the second on
April 24 and the third later next spring.
Produced by Robert Saudek Assoc.,
New York, the series will have Boston
attorney Joseph N. Welch as host.
Drama consultant will be Walter Kerr,
critic, playwright and author. Agency:
MacManus, John & Adams Inc., Bloomfield Hills, Mich.
Showcasing • Purex Corp. Ltd., South
Gate, Calif., signed for five full-hour
programs and one-half of two of the
Sunday Showcase series on NBC-TV
during the last half of the 1959-60 season. Purchase includes Call Me Back,
starring Art Carney, on Jan. 16 (9:3010:30 p.m. EST); Project 20 series for
Feb. 19 and April 22, both 8:30-9:30
p.m.; an original drama scheduled for
March 27 (8-9 p.m.), and a repeat of
another Sunday Showcase series on
June 12.
BROADCASTING, December 21, 1959

and with the help of General Sarnoff
In the Public Interest, Convenience and Necessity
a complete new installation so Rural
and his R C A Boys, XL - TV is back on the air with
free for all the people.
Montana and Idaho may have a television signal

The NEW

A
for

a

Broadcasting

Service

venience and Necessity
few.

fiMtbteHtfil

divide

KXLF-TV

BUTTE,

-

MONTANA

Elevation 8,250 feet

Dedicated

not

S

4

Continental Divide Station -December

to the

to private

Public

interest

interest,

and

9, 1959

Con-

convenience

Affiliated with:
KXLJ TV 12
KXLF Radio

msm \

Helena
Butte
Helena

KXLJ Radio
KXLK Radio

Great Falls

KXXL

Radio

Bozeman

KXLL

Radio

Missoula

(8-9 p.m.). Also included will be onehalf of two-part dramatization of the
Sacco-Vanzetti story on May 22 and 29
(8-9 p.m.). Agency: Edward H. Weiss
& Co., L.A.
Air-borne • Air France, New York, will
begin an advertising campaign next
month, including spot radio in selected
markets, to announce the start of
trans-Atlantic jet flights on Jan. 25.
Agency: BBDO, N.Y.
Saturday at the races • Union Oil
Co., L.A., for fifth successive year, will
sponsor Saturday Feature Race from
Santa Anita in Arcadia, Calif., for 11
weeks starting Dec. 26, at 4-4:30 p.m.,
on a 24-station CTPN hookup. Erwin
Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, L.A., placed
the tv regional network business.
Agency appointments
• Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn., has appointed Street
& Finney Inc., New York, to handle
broadcast and print advertising for a
new product called Pamprin. The agency
declined to identify the product's function.
• Dodge New York Retail Assn., composed of Dodge auto dealers throughout the New York metropolitan area,
appoints Cole, Fischer & Rogow Inc.,
N.Y., as agency, replacing Wexton
Adv., effective immediately. Budget
is expected to be about $1 million and
though media plans have not been determined, substantial spot radio-tv is
expected to be used.

• Dinner-Ready Corp. (Dinner-Redy
frozen meat manufacturer-distributor),
N.Y., appoints Kenyon & Eckhardt,
N.Y., as its agency effective Jan. 1. Dinner-Ready was acquired by Lever Bros,
which also has Spry, Praise and Handy
Andy products handled by K&E.
• Columbia Records, N.Y., names Benton & Bowles, N.Y., as its new agency
to handle Columbia and Epic labels.
Billings are estimated variously at $1.8
million to more than $2 million. Columbia account was at B&B until it moved
to McCann-Erickson in 1956. CBS-TV
earlier this year moved its advertising
account from McCann-Erickson to
BBDO.

• Pharmaceutical Div. of Borden Special Products Co., New York, last week
appointed the Wexton Adv. Agency,
New York, to handle consumer advertising for Marcelle cosmetics, it was
announced by William Gordon, advertising manager. Edward Greenberg,
Wexton vice president, is account supervisor. Media plans have not been announced. r,
34
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Date
Wed
Thur
Fri. , Dec. 9
Sat.,
, Dec.11 10
Dec.
Dec. 1213
Sun. V:Dec.
Tue.,
Mon.
, Dec.
Dec. 1514

• Also

CHOICES
tor each
ARBITRON'S DAILY the
Listed below are the highest-ranking television
network
shows
K a ti ng
multi-city Arbitro n instant
day of the week Dec. 9-15 as rated by
ratings of American Research Bureau.
Network
25.9
Program and Time
27.3
28.5
Once Upon a Christmas Time (7:30 p.m.)
Christmas at the Circus (7:30 p.m.)
NBC-TV
38.3
Bob Hope (8:30 p.m.)
CBS-TV
NBC-TV
Gunsmoke (10 p.m.)
26.9
CBS-TV
Wizard of Oz (6 p.m.)
23.0
32.1
CBS-TV
Danny Thomas (9 p.m.)
Red Skelton (9:30 p.m.)
CBS-TV
CBS-TV
Copyright 1959 American Research Bureau

in advertising

Triple alliance • Three advertising
agencies have formed a coast-to-coast
alliance to expand representation and
services for their clients. They are
Boylhart, Lovett & Dean, L.A.; Persons Adv., N.Y. and Persons-Beauchamp Adv., Houston. Boylhart, Lovett & Dean also maintains an office in
Washington, D.C.
Canadian service • BBDO, which
opened an office in Toronto in 1956,
has strengthened its Canadian facilities
with an office in Montreal, Que., the
agency's
17th regional
office.
1010 St. Catherine
St. W..
zoneAddress:
2. The
new office is headed by Colin J. Smith,
former assistant manager for Brigden's
Ltd., Montreal. Pierre Pelletier, former manager of the French department of MacLaren Adv. Ltd., Toronto,
is director of French services. Michael
Hicks, vice president and managing
director for BBDO in Canada, is in
charge of both the Montreal and Toronto offices.
Agency merger • The Philadelphia
advertising firms of Robinson, Adleman
& Montgomery and Neville & Ronald
have merged. The new agency will be
called Neville, Adleman & Montgomery. John Neville was elected
president and Robert Adleman named
chairman of the board. The firm, which
handles marketing, advertising and public relations accounts, will have of3.
fices at 2016 Walnut St., Philadelphia
Changing name • Foulke agency,
Minneapolis, founded in 1939 by
Robert W. Foulke. now board chairman, is changing its name to Gould,
Brown & Bickett, according to Eugene
H. Gould, president. There will be no
changes in personnel and offices remain in Rand Tower.
Ad film festival • Eight categories of
tv commercials will be honored at this
year's International Advertising Film
Festival in Venice, Italy, June 13-17,
instead of the five categories given
awards last year. Groups are: live action, 15-45 seconds, over 45 seconds;

D *'
cartoons, (same time divisions); animation (same time divisions); live action
series over 15 seconds, and animation
series over 15 seconds. All inquiries
about the festival should be addressed
to Director, International Advertising
Film Festival, 15 Berkeley St.. London, W. 1, England.
New quarters • Rogers & Collins Inc.,
Baltimore advertising agency, has
moved to 2502 N. Calvert St., that
city. The agency will occupy two floors
with expanded facilities for every department.
Portland out • Compton Adv. Inc.,
New York, will close its branch office in
Portland, Ore., on March 1, 1960. Barton A. Cummings, agency president,
said operational demands there were
lighter than anticipated and that Compton's offices in San Francisco and Los
Angeles were sufficient to service Compton's national accounts on the West
Coast.

Miles'

football

plan
rejected by Big 10
Bowing to the dictates of the National Collegiate Athletic Assn., the
Big 10 conference has temporarily rejected the $3 million sports package
proposed
Miles Labs.by Wade Adv. Agency for
Western Conference faculty members and athletic directors accepted the
recommendation of its tv group that
action be deferred on the offer until
after the NCAA national convention
and hearings early next year. The 26week package of football and other
sports events had been devised by Lester Malitz, New York sports tv promoter, for the 1960-61 season (Broadcasting, Dec. 14).
The offer was rejected officially by
William Reed, assistant Big 10 commis ioner, ina telegram to Miles Labs.
The major stumbling block, he acknowledged, isNCAA as the "governing" body. He told Miles and Wade
that the conference is simply "not at
this time in a position" to accept the
proposal and expressed hope it would
still be good at a later date.
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REED

GOVERNMENT
FCC

INQUIRY

Testimony

from

The FCC completed the second round
of its hearing into the ills of radio and
tv last week and something new, after
six days of parallel suggestions for curing the patient, was offered on Thursday
and Friday.
Public opinion poller Elmo Roper,
testifying on a survey taken for the Tv
Information Office, told the commissioners that while the public does not condone recent industry disclosures, John
Q. Citizen still has faith in radio and tv
(see story, page 19).
The next day (Friday), Tv Code
Chairman Donald McGannon and Joseph Hartenbower, chairman of the
code's personal product advertising,
outlined steps taken by the industry
toward an effective self-regulation (At
Deadline, page 9). Another Friday
witness was E.W. Scripps for Sigma
Delta Chi.
Generally, the testimony and recommendations ofother witnesses parroted
those made during the first week of the
hearing (Broadcasting, Dec. 14).
Broadcasting should face the competition of a government network, some

others

HEARS

ranges

ROPER

full list of cure-all

suggested. Others thought the media are
public utilities with all profits over a
reasonable return mandated to the government. Strict programming control
along the Blue Book lines, advisory committees, divorcement of advertising from
programming content and specified publice service time were recommendations
repeatedly made.
In many instances, the commissioners
were openly critical of suggested steps
the FCC should or should not take.
Chairman John C. Doerfer several times
cited the Communications Act and Supreme Court decision regarding censorship and the public utility concept.
The first charge against a specific station during the hearings was levelled
against WHB Kansas City by a minister
from that city (see story page 45).
Following last Friday's sessions, the
hearing adjourned until Jan. 5 with industry spokesman due to testify. A majority of the testimony the past two
weeks has come from clergymen, civic
leaders, educators and educational
broadcasters. A resume of last week's
testimony follows:

DATA

theories

John Fischer, Editor, 'Harper's Magazine' •Mr. Fischer said that profits are
the all-important criteria in radio-tv
programming and that under this condition, itis surprising that there are so
many good shows. Several industry
executives have told him, Mr. Fischer
said, that they would welcome a clear
set of ground rules from the Commission.
He said the Commission could convince stations it means business by revoking the licenses of a couple of
flagrant offenders. "Many people in the
industry now feel that they are operating completely in the dark," he said,
in
urging the FCC to revive the Blue
Book.
Requirements of the Blue Book
would not constitute censorship, he
maintained. He charged that broadcasting already is operating under the stiffest kind of censorship — that exerted
by advertisers. Mr. Fischer also made
the following recommendations:
Limit stations "to say, a dozen murders an evening", require them to
devote 20% of their prime time to public service programming, and limit commercials to five minutes of each 30
minute period.
Hold local hearings on renewal applications with the FCC accepting and
considering competing applications.
Amend the Communications Act to
specify
that broadcasting is a common
carrier monopoly.

Links with FCC • Pauline
fer during lull in the FCC
group claimed that Negro
programs." She maintained
as an announcer, reporter,
36

Weeden (r), Links Inc., speaks with Chairman Doerhearing last week. The head of the Negro women's
radio stations feature "quack religious and charlatan
that not a single Negro is employed by the networks
regular entertainer or speaker.

Charge licensees a rental fee or
royalty for the privilege of using the
spectrum. The government should set
a reasonable return allowable "say
6%" and all income over that should
go to the government to be used for a
non-commercial network and larger
FCC staff and salaries.
Establish a public interest broadcast
commission to produce educational and
culture shows, with the commercial
networks required to air such programs
in prime time.
The commissioners questioned Mr.
Fischer closely on his recommendations, with Comr. Doerfer citing provisions of the Communications Act and
Supreme Court decisions counter to the
witnesses views.
Eric Larrabee, American Heritage
Publishing Co. • The former Harper's
magazine radio-tv reviewer told the
FCC that networks should be encouraged to take sole responsibility for their
BROADCASTING, December 21, 1959

ted
Channel fee • John Fischer, Harpers magazine, sugges
recomHe
ls.
channe
FCC should charge a rental feeed for
mended stations should be requir to devote 20% of prime
time to public service programs.

programs, and be licensed. "The time
is coming," he said, "when sponsors
must relinquish their hold on programming." Mr. Larrabee said that sponsors should be concerned only with their
commercials "and the amount of people
ing their show."
watch
The editor said that the tv industry
is "filled with people who can do much
because
better than they do but don't
too many people are telling them what
to do." He cited an example of a
sponsor demanding the removal from a
script of a competitive product and
called it "childish." "You can't mention
the hangman if you're not sponsored
company," he said.
a rope
by Mr.
Larrabee endorsed the proposal
of John Fischer of Harper's (see
above) that the FCC should charge
rental for channels allocated. He also
suggested further areas of study by the
FCC: innovation of picture quality and
size in the home; the use of a wall
screen approximately the size of home
movie screens; quick, reliable and impartial statistics on audience measurement, (audience ratings, he asserted are
regarded with varying degrees of belief
numand sponsors should pay forthethenumber
ber viewing); increase in
channels the Commission has alloof
cated.
Watson Davis, Science Service • Mr.
Davis told the FCC that there was need
for more public service programming
and improved program content. He said
that educational possibilities of tv had
"barely been tapped." He asserted that
"
there should be a "full scale attempt
to present science to the public on tv
and that "spotty presentation through
news is simply not enough." Children's
BROADCASTING, December 21, 1959

(WTVJ [TV] Miami), chairFears laws • Ralph RenickDirect
ors Assn., voiced the fear
man of the Radio-Tv News
that hysteria over scandals would lead to new laws imposing
restriction on news presentations.

said, "is by and largeat
programming, he best,
and horrible
a poor affair at
its worst." Tv, he suggested, should
operate not only as an entertainment
medium, "but as a prime source of inion." Ernest Hocking, Harvard •
format
William
On the subject of sponsors controlling
program content, Prof. Hocking said in

Better
Assn.
asked
prime

fare
of
FCC
time

• Harry Skornia, National
Educational Broadcasters,
for more public service
programs.

ent placed in the record: ". . a statem
system of grading programs by
The
'ratings' of popularity must be recognized as ... a fallacy. The reading of
these ratings as a justification for
second-rate stuff since they show that
"this is what the public wants' fails to
note that the advertising interests have
so chosen the bait ... as to ensure
its animal attraction and thus to exclude any consideration of alternatives
these circumby the consumer. seUnder
stances the preten that the consumer
a choice is essentially disering
is registhonest
and its success as salesmanship
be temporary."
must
Reinhold Niebuhr, Union Theological Seminary • Mr. Niebuhr. in a state, subment submitted for the record
mitted the three-point plan : ( 1 ) Stop
the advertiser from exerting influence
amming. (2) Legislate conover trolprogr
over length, frequency and quality
of commercials. (3) Introduce rules
whereby minority groups among
viewers' and listeners would have to be
programmed to as well as the masses.
Jonathan Daniels, editor, 'Raleigh
News & Observer' • Mr. Dan(N. C.)
iels likened tv's problems with those
that once "plagued the press. . . . And
are never far away from newsrooms
even now." In reference to advertisermedia relations, the editor remarked on
the "puff, piffle and pandering which
not many years ago was almost standAmeri
ard in therealizi
it has not wholly
that press."
ngcan
While
disappeared now, Mr. Daniels said that
some things
newspapers have "learned own
content
in dealing with both their
and their advertisers which the new
media [broadcasting] still have to learn.
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A recent Pulse survey showed that more than 56%
of all Chicago listeners had heard the WGN Trafficopter with Chicago Police Officer Leonard Baldy !
The most talked-about feature on Chicago radio,
the WGN Trafficopter provides a vital award winning service of safety and news.

It is just one more reason why more people listen
to WGN than any other Chicago station.
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Overhaul • Dr. Stanley Stuber, Council of Churches of Kansas City, urged
an overhaul of FCC to give it power
over network, station programs.
Mr. Daniels said that broadcasters
"must find a way to put solid rules between their programs and their advertising." His statement was not delivered in person but was made a part
of the record.
Dr. Walter W. Eshelman, president,
National Education Assn. • Speaking
for 1.3 million classroom teachers, Dr.
Eshelman advocated that prime evening
time on all networks and stations should
be allocated to public service programming "as compensation for the use of
the airwaves." He said this could be
worked out with existing legislation but
would require a new "toughness" on
the part of the Commission.
The FCC should spell out in each
renewal just what in the way of public
service programming a station must
accomplish, the NEA president said. He
had high praise for many programs
offered by the networks in the past but
thought there has not been enough of
such shows.
Dr. Eshelman urged the FCC to give
"top priority" to educational tv applicants in cities which already have two
or more services. He also appealed for
educational radio assignments on the
23 clear channels the FCC proposes to
duplicate.
NEA joined several other witnesses
in urging activation of the Blue Book.
"We are of the opinion that the Commission has not promoted these sound
Blue Book principles vigorously enough
in the discharge of its own responsibilities," Dr. Eshelman said.
Prof. Elmer E. Smead, Dartmouth
College • Dr. Smead urged the FCC to
40 (GOVERNMENT)

Fourth network • Prof. Robert Gessner, New York U., called for "stimulating, independent" fourth television
network, government supported.

New

regulate programming. "You have no
choice," he said. The entire history of
the Commission, affirms the FCC's right
to regulate, and it is "under an affirmaduty to doprofessor
so."
Thetive senior
of government

ter"s group, urged a general overhaul
of the Communications Act to give the
FCC "specific powers over both station and network programming."
The Baptist minister also took advantage of the hearing to enter a
formal protest against a nighttime program carried by WHB Kansas City for
alleged statements made about him.
Dr. Stuber charged the present act
is "glaringly weak" and called for its
revision to "protect American citizens
against slander or libel and actual defamation of character." The Blue Book
would provide a strong basis for program regulations, he said.

gave the FCC a historical examination of congressional committee and
court actions in regard to FCC activities in regulating programs. "As early
as 1931," Dr. Smead argued, "the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia sustained a Commission decision denying renewal of a license on
the ground of program offenses. . . .
Since then, this Court has sustained
many FCC decisions denying new applications for licenses on programming
Prof. Smead said that the court
grounds."
adopted "a very narrow and technical
definition" toward censorship. If the
FCC would require programs to be
submitted for its inspection "that would
be censorship."
If, however,
Commission would revoke
a licensethebecause
programs in the past "were in violation
of the public interest, that would not
be The
censorship."
witness recommended that the
FCC "re-issue a statement of its traditional program standards." He also
suggested two changes in the Communications Act that would ( 1 ) be a
statement of the FCC's legal authority
in
program regulation
and (2) short
"an
authorization
of new procedures
of the death sentence."
Dr. Stanley I. Stuber, Council of
Churches of Greater Kansas City • Dr.
Stuber, general secretary of the minis-

vistas • Erwin Frankel, independent producer, charged that Madison Ave.'s door is closed to new, imaginative programs.

It is apparent
industry's
voluntary
codes are that
beingthe
violated,
Dr.
Stuber said, and therefore the government must step in to "protect the citizens against those few who would corrupt the air waves, believing that anything goes as long as the program can
be called entertainment. . . ."
Ralph Renick, Radio-Tv News Directors Assn. • "Frankly, the fear of
RTNDA is that in the hysteria over
revelations about quiz contestants and
disc jockeys, that the Congress or the
FCC will invoke new laws and/or regulations on programming which would
adversely affect the presentation of
news and information shows and would
hamper the newsmen and would restrict the progress which is being made
toward more and better news shows,
documentaries and, most recently, editorials," Mr. Renick told the Commission.
Mr.

Renick, board chairman of
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tour

tape unit is now being used by CBS
MVT TELEVISION announces the first flying mobile video
and Asia. The aircraft was developed exclusively
News to cover the President's tour through Europe
as they happen. The plane has its own
for mobile video tape operation and the following of events
persons, including crew.
power source, kitchen and accommodations for twenty
suited for coverage of public affairs and special
Not only is the MVT Television flying unit ideally
over great distances. The mobility and speed
events but also for programming material extending
age using the same
possible on-the-scene and continuing television cover
ne makes
of the airplaand
eauioment
personnel.
,
tape, recorders and cameras for other
also maintains a fleet of vans equipped with video
MVT
mobile operations.
can serve you, call or write today.
For information on the many ways MVT Television
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VIDEO
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Inc. 40 East 49th Street ■ New York 17. N Y

Plaza 3 2343

Earl Abrams
Merilyn Bean
Frank Beatty
Dave Berlyn
Charles Browne
Larry Christopher
Gerry Cleary
John Cosgrove
Joanne Cowan
Ken Cowan
Rufe Crater
Dave Cusick
George Dant
George Darlington
Jacqueline Eagle
Dick Erickson
Rocco Famighetti
Valli Farhi
Fred Fitzgerald
Bob Forbes

Patricia Funk
Frank Gentile
Dave Glickman
Paul Hagen
Gladys Hall
Christine Harageones
John Henner
Sid Hix
Harold Hopkins
Ed James
Leo Janos
Doris Kelly
Barbara Kolar
Janet Lantz
Rita Larue
Win Levi
Maury long
Eleanor Manning
Bill Merritt
Ada Michael

Warren Middleton
Irv Miller
James Montagnes
Dawson Nail
Mai Oettinger
John Osbon
Marilyn Peizer
Bruce Robertson
Eleanor Schadi
Ed Sellers
Harry Stevens
Virginia Strieker
Betty Taishoff
Larry Taishoff
Hy Tash
Jim
Thomas
Donna Trolinger
Don West
Eunice Weston
Milton Wolf
Sol Taishoff

RTNDA and vice president of WTVJ
be
(TV) Miami, said that it "wouled reimpos
to
rous"
dange
extremely
strictive laws and regulations on the
the
gathering of news. He pointed out and
code
l
ethica
own
its
has
ation
associ
a special committee "which remains
alert to any violations."
Radio-tv news programming is becoming increasingly important because
of the decline in the number of competing daily newspapers, he said. And,
he added, sponsored public service
shows command more attention, larger
budgets and bigger auproduction
diences than sustaining programs.
ssioners' quesIn answering commi
tions, Mr. Renick said that he had no
netopinion on the proposal to license comworks and opposed any legislation
pelling licensees to devote a certain
number of hours at a certain time to
public service programming.
Pauline S. Weeden, Links Inc. •
civic orSpeaking as president of the n,
Mrs.
ganization of Negro wome
Weeden hit the offerings of some 400
stations which program for Negroes.
af"Generally, these programs are an and
front to the public at the lowest
are little more than primitive stereotype
offerings," she charged.
Negro programming features "quack
religious and charlatan programs . . .
bait advertising . . . base and suggestive
songs," she said. "These are conditions
we cannot reconcile as being in the public interest. Our concern is how does
the Commission evaluate the poor and
destructive out-pourings on the public
air, and on what basis do you renew
licenses to continue broadcasting this
horrible material?"
Mrs. Weeden asked the Commission
to "act promptly and make a definite
decision as guardians of the public interest to eliminate the practice of excluding Negroes in network broadcasting." She maintained that not a single
Negro is employed by any network as
an announcer, news reporter, sports reporter, regular entertainer, religious or
educational speaker.
Prof. Robert Gessner, New York
U. • "I recommend a review and appraisal of the most flagrant abusers of
broadcast licenses," the educator said,
adding, "not on the basis of program
content (which would be censorship)
but on a statistical evaluation of public service programming in proportion
red shows."
sponso
to Mr.
Gessner suggested that stations
which do not conform to this proportion should have their licenses revoked, ifonly for as short a period as
24 hours. Comr. Robert E. Lee noted
the Commission is empowered only to
either renew a license for the full
three years or revoke it completely.
The commissioner asked Mr. Gessner
BROADCASTING, December 21, 1959

Pair splits FCC
Although it had been reported
by an authoritative FCC source
that songwriter Gloria Parker and
politician Lar Daly would be
among the witnesses in the FCC
hearing last week, neither appeared as expected. Their failure
to testify may have been because
of a . split among the commissioners
FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer questioned whether Miss
Parker and Mr. Daly could offer
anything which would be of benefit to the Commission in its inquiry. Other commissioners felt
that as members of the public
they have every right to have their
say. Miss Parker, at the time the
hearing was first announced, notified the press that she would appear and Mr. Daly had asked for
an opportunity to testify. Both
have been controversial figures in
their own endeavors and outspoken critics of the networks.
As the hearing adjourned last
week until after the holidays, the
question of calling the two still
had not been resolved.

The supervisor of Madison County
pupil personnel also reported on a symposium on mass communication conPsyducted last year by the American said,
chological Assn. Advertising, he
sium.
was the major concern of the sympo-

if there might not be a question of depriving the public if the FCC suspended stations. The witness replied that
if the station was derelict enough in
its public service programming to warit wouldn't be missed
on,nity.
commu
therevocati
from rant
The professor's second suggestion
was for a federally-supported fourth
network. He cited the public-run BBC
in England as having "stimulated inversa,"
, and
tv [there]
ing
compet
g avice
creatin
as a reasondependentfor
network. Finances for the fourth network project, Mr. Gessner proposed,
would come from instituting a fee for
station licenses.
stateComr. Doerfer challenged the
ment that BBC and ITV have provided
stimulating competition. The witness
replied that during a few weeks in
seen "audacious" proEnglandgramsheabouthad
such social problems as
homosexuality and contraception.
Harold E. Younkman, Madison
County (Ohio) Public Schools • Mr.
Younkman suggested that audiences of
radio and tv participate actively in developing programs. "Postive suggestions coming from some million of intel igent .. . viewers could have a very
y effect on program planning,"
salutar
he said. "This would contribute to a
more effective functioning of democracy, make for superior programs and
the development of mature minds."

Rabbi Maurice N. Eisendrath,
Union of American Hebrew Congregations • The rabbi said he isn't impressed with statements that thetvCompromission must avoid control of
gramming because it would mean
censorship. He said that "we already
have censorship in television" from
the sponsor. Rabbi Eisendrath's main
proposal was for a government"to supplement
network and
sponsored ngtv networ
to provide,
ks
our existi
ional and
educat
e,
servic
public
a
as
amming . . ."
cultural progr
Savas Kambouris, Greek American
Progressive Assn. • In a letter filed for
the record, Mr. Kambouris said that
there are programs that are not in
good taste and tend toward excessive
violence to the detriment of our youth.
"GAPA also deplores the recent scandals of radio-tv participants but does
by the netappreciate the action totaken
correct the diffiworks and the NAB
culties," he said.
The Greek Orthodoxy also asked
the Commission to require the networks to provide it with equal time
to that "now given Catholic, Protestant and Jewish faiths." Mr. Kambouris said GAPA has "repeatedly
written" the networks requesting equal
status without success.
Dr. Carl Mclntire, American Council
of Christian Churches • Dr. Mclntire
to look into alappealed to the FCC
leged discriminatory practices against
minority religious groups by stations
and networks. As an example of "censorship," the witness cited a talk on
the Tower of Babel by one of his colleagues that was not broadcast because
the network involved said it sounded
like a criticism of the United Nations.
Answering a question from Comr.
ACCC's
Lee about advertisers on the
programs (broadcast by 62 stations, five
days a week), Dr. Mclntire said they are
not sponsored and that he doesn't think
religious broadcasts should be underwritten by soap advertisers, etc.
Comr. Bartley was interested in
whether the council solicited contributions in its broadcasts. When told by
ACCC's spokesman that it does, the
commissioner asked him if he thought
this fun-soliciting might not discourage
stations from carrying the council's programs. Dr. Mclntire replied that askshouldn't give offense
for
ing
respectfully.
if done donations
Chmn. Doerfer asked the witness if
he was an advocate of a public-run network competing with a private network.
(GOVERNMENT) 43

PLAYBACK
FROM
THE
FORTIES
Two former FCC members of tion has changed from a group of
ment's moving in on responsible
strong regulatory dispositions feel independent farmers, noting, "we
is a will-o'-the-wisp,"
broadc
asters
Mr. Fly commen
ted. He added that
that the present Commission is fail- have become pretty much a nation
of hired men rather than of indeing to keep broadcast programming
a radio or tv license "has as much
permanence as a free simple deed to
up to the public service standards
set out in the Communications Act.
And then such topics as free the Empire State Bldg."
pendents."
Mr. Durr referred to the pressures
They are James Lawrence Fly, communications attorney (chairman,
on Congress and the influence of advertisers on broadcasters. He asked,
Sept. I, 1939-Nov. 13, 1944) and
Clifford J. Durr, attorney, (FCC
"How do you regulate a medium
which is itself a molder of public
member, Nov. 1, 1941 -June 30,
1948).
opinion and which can mold the
The two participated in discussions
opinion of Congress as well?"
The Censorship Cry • Emphasizconducted by the Fund for the Reing the need for FCC insistence on
public and its Center for the Study
balanced programming, Mr. Cottone
of Democratic Institutions (Closed
Circuit, Dec. 7). Text of the dissaid broadcasters and the NAB "have
cussions was made available Dec. 21.
resisted any interference in programMr. Fly
Mr. Durr
In all, more than a dozen persons
ming by the FCC," crying censorship if program-balance formulas
took part, including Benedict P. Cotsuggeste
are
d.
speech, public-service programming,
tone, attorney and former FCC gennetwork influence over affiliates,
Comr. Hyde explained the legal
eral counsel; FCC Comr. Rosel H.
licensing, renewals, allocations, the and budgetary limits under which
Hyde, and Raymond F. Kohn,
the FCC functions. He suggested the
famed 1946 Blue Book, field activiWFMZ(FM) Allentown, Pa.
ties and other FCC activities were
FCC should put less emphasis on
In a foreword, the center explains
kicked around by the panel partici- programming categories in its examiits published document, "Broadcastnations and show more interest in
pants. Mr. Fly, for example, envising and Government Regulation in
what
a
licensee
is doing in developioned
"a
duty
on the part of the
a Free Society," is an edited version
broadcasting industry, which lives
ing new ideas and exercising his
of the discussion at two meetings.
and generally grows fat upon the imagination. He stressed the lack of
The center is described as a nonpublic airwaves, to implement the funds for field examinations and
profit enterprise promoting princihearings. He described experience at
ples of individual liberty.
principle of free speech."
Constitution Is Old Hat • Mr. Fly
Every few paragraphs the line of the Budget Bureau this way, "We
discussion veered into the purported
apply for what we think we need,
set the discussion pace by observing
justify it with meticulous supporting
failure
of
the
Commission
to
do
its
that "all society has outrun the Conmaterial, and end up with a percentstitution .. . it's the job of society job, with frequent reference to the
age cut which is not scientific or
reluctance to kick a station off the
to channel itself formally into those
realistic in any sense."
principles." Mr. Durr added the naair. "The spectre of the governered to not only decide how a bra
Dr. Mclntire replied in the negative and
should be sold on tv, but if it should be
stated that the rules the independent
sold at all.
English tv system operate under would
A suggestion from Mr. Skornia that
preclude his group, for one, from any
broadcasts.
public affairs tv programs be put on in
Harry Skornia, National Assn. of prime time prompted FCC attorney
Ashbrook Bryant to remind the witness
Educational Broadcasters • "I believe
that education deserves standard am
that shows of this nature wouldn't get
frequencies . . . just as it has them
good ratings if in competition with westerns and variety programs. To which
though (not to any real 'most favored
Mr. Skornia replied that an industrystatus') in fm and tv," the NAEB
spokesman stated. He said that educawide approach is needed if public service programming is to be telecast in the
tional radio-tv "deserve better microwave channels than the inferior ones
evening. The attorney asked if the
NAEB spokesman was suggesting a
(above 10,000 mc) that the FCC now
proposes to allocate for the establishcompulsory time across the board for
public affairs shows? Mr. Skornia said:
ment of what we have so long dreamed
of: live, interconnected educational
"I think it would be an excellent idea."
radio-tv networks or an alternative
Erwin Frankel, Independent Producer
service available to the entire nation."
• Mr. Frankel, who heads his own proMr. Skornia averred that NAEB
duction firm, charged that those who
would like to see far greater firmness on
try to open new programming vistas in
the Commission's part in insisting on radio-tv face an insurmountable task.
the establishment and enforcement
of Describing one of his own radio shows,
unambiguous program standards. To a he said: "I couldn't sell the new program
commissioner's question about how
without proper ratings — achieved only
these standards would be enforced the after a fair period of time on a good
witness said NAB should be empowstation. I couldn't get the program on44 (GOVERNMENT)

the-air over such a station without committed sponsorship."
He said that the "big blue pencil of
Madison Avenue hovering over an acquiescent broadcast industry ... is the
biggest censor combined to ever emasculate agreat American medium." The
censorship that now exists is a censorship of omission, he stated.
The 24-year-old producer recommended that the Commission should
forbid interference of advertisers with
program content and should require stations and networks to allot a portion of
their prime evening time to sustaining
public service programming.
Rabbi Philip Hiat, New York Board
of Rabbis Inc. • By its very nature,
Rabbi Hiat said, tv has assumed a role
of leadership in mass communications.
Broadcasters must have complete responsibility over programming and the
FCC should take steps to spell out for
stations and network this responsibility,
he said.
Further,
the board's director of public affairs pointed
out, the Commission
BROADCASTING, December 21, 1959
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should work with the industry in establishing an overall code and should make
it compulsory. He maintained the repitition of the same-type, low-grade programming can lower the moral and religious character of children.
SMEAR
Minister
FCC

ALLEGED
versus

hears

you
time

buy

can't

simply

better

important

in these

markets!

WHB;

complaint

Testifying in the FCC radio-tv hearing last week, Dr. Stanley I. Stuber of
the Council of Churches of Greater
Kansas City, charged that WHB in that
city is conducting a "smear campaign"
against "a Protestant clergyman recently
elected chairman of the Interfaith Committee for Civic Action."
During his testimony he did not name
the clergyman but later identified the
person smeared as himself. He charged
that he has been called "criminal, antiCatholic, subversive and un-American"
on WHB's late Night Beat program.
The program puts on the air the voices
and comments of listeners who telephone the station.
"This type of programming lends
itself to many kinds of abuses," Dr.
Stuber charged. "It provides an open
forum which is altogether too open for
the public good." The program's m.c.
(not named by Dr. Stuber but later identified by WHB as Lee Vogel) ". . . appears to encourage personal accusations," he said. "There is apparently no
attempt whatsoever to check on the facts
or to control the accusations."
WHB is giving the public "the distinct
impression . . . that this Protestant clergyman is, without question, a communist," the Baptist miniser charged.
"Where else would such a defamation of character be allowed?" he asked.
"Certainly not in the press; nor in magazines or books, or even from the
pulpit."
Dr. Stuber said his interfaith committee has charged that members of the
city council are not operating according
to the law and that it is "working on"
the local government. This action, he
said, brought on the statements aired by
WHB.
WHB has refused to accept any responsibility for the program, Dr. Stuber said, in answer to his complaints.
He said he has been offered time on
Night Beat but has not accepted because
of the type of program, the way it is
handled, and the unfair treatment given
those who oppose the m.c.
A spokesman for WHB, owned by
Todd Storz, refused to comment on the
charges last week. He said any comment would have to come from George
W. Armstrong, executive vice president
and general manager, and that he did
not know where Mr. Armstrong was.
BROADCASTING, December 21, 1959
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RAHALL:

SELLING-

of "The" AREA2... FULL COVERAGE
... saturating metropolitan market areas.
3... TOP RATED HOOPER-PULSE STATIONS. . . month in and month out, with top ratings.

SALE AIDS4... MERCHANDISING
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Joe Rahall, President
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NORRISTOWN,
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CH. 10— ALBANY, GA.

NO
Record

PAYOLA

IN

company

reaches

Acting almost as fast as the life of a
new rock 'n' roll record, RCA and the
Federal Trade Commission last week
agreed to a consent judgment in the field
of payola.
The consent agreement was in settlement of the FTC complaint filed earlier
this month against RCA and other
record companies and record distributors for their alleged practice of paying
disc jockeys to play their records
(Broadcasting, Dec. 7).
The consent judgment was officially
accepted by the FTC on Dec. 15. It
was considered one of the fastest actions
on an FTC complaint in recent years.
The agreement does not constitute
an admission by RCA that it has violated any law.
RCA agreed to give up the practice
of paying disc jockeys and others in
radio and tv stations for playing RCA
records on the air — unless the listening
public is told that the station, or one
of
its employes, has been paid for so
doing.
This "public disclosure" provision is
considered to involve a hidden implicaers. tion that may rise to plague broadcast-

• New 1,000 foot tower, 316,000 watts power . . . with
Grade "B" coverage including Albany, Thomasville,
Valdosta, Moultrie, Ga., and
Tallahassee, Fla.
• Serving over 750,000 people
... in an area with over
$739,000,000 spendable income.

WALB-TV
ALBANY, GA.
CHANNEL 10
Raymond E. Carow, General Manager
Represented nationally by
Venard, Rintoul & McConnell, Inc.
In the South by James S. Ayers Co.
One Rate Card
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Public Disclosure • The consent judgment states that the questioned practice
of payola is all right if public disclosure
is made to the public. Here is how this
provision is defined:
"There shall be 'public disclosure'
within the meaning of this order, by any
employe of a radio or television broadcasting station, or any other person,
who selects or participates in the selection and broadcasting of a record when
he shall disclose, or cause to have disclosed, to the listening public at the
time the record is played, that his selection and broadcasting of such record
are in consideration for compensation
of some nature, directly or indirectly,
received by him or his employers."
It was pointed out, however, that
this provision is binding solely on RCA.
The trick is, it was explained, that if
RCA pays someone to play a record
over the air, this must be announced.
From a practical standpoint, it was
emphasized, this virtually precludes
payola at all — since no one in his right
mind is going to announce that he has
been paid to play a particular record
on the air.
The ban on payola, it was explained
at the FTC, does not apply to "common
business courtesies," such as free records, dinners, drinks, etc. It only applies,
it was emphasized, to substantial payment or consideration.
FTC spokesmen refused to confirm
or deny that there were other consent

RCA'S

FUTURE

agreement

with

FTC

judgments in the works.
There are two other record companies
to whom the complaint was directed:
London Records, New York, and Bernard Lowe Inc. (Cameo label), Philadelphia. Also named in the complaint
were five Philadelphia record distributors and one in Cleveland.
RCA Statement • RCA issued the following statement after the consent judgment was announced:
"We welcome this action because we
firmly believe that these steps, taken to
assure the highest standards for the
record industry, are in the best interests
of the public, the artists, record distributors and retailers, and the industry.
"If questionable practices are stamped
out, the entire industry will be on a firm
basis and in a position to make even
greater contributions to the cultural
standards
of America."
FTC Chairman
Earl W. Kintner
hailed the agreement:
"Speaking as chairman, I wish to
commend both RCA and its counsel
and the Commissions Bureau of Litigation for negotiating an effective consent order in so short a time. This quick
response to a situation questioned by
the Federal Trade Commission is definitely in the public interest, for these
matters should be resolved fairly and
as quickly as possible."
Payola deadlines
In a letter sent to Harold E. Fellows, NAB president, FCC
Chairman lohn C. Doerfer last
week granted broadcasters an extension of time to Feb. 5, 1960,
in answering question one of the
FCC "payola information letter,"
while upholding the Jan. 4, 1960,
deadline for answering question
two.
Mr. Fellows had requested time
extensions to both questions in
the FCC letter announced Dec. 3
which had been sent to all am, fm
and tv stations. Question one
asked "what matter, if any, has
been broadcast by any of your
stations for which service, money
. . . or other valuable consideration has been directly or indirectlytwo
paid . requested
. ."
Question
stations
to inform the FCC as to "procedures or methods of control"
they have instituted as payola
safeguards.
(For complete text of
89).
Chmn. Doerfer's letter, see page
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Console design is the hottest talking point among the men who do the actual day-to-da
that Ampex
know
they
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it.
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they
and
two,
work on TV tape. Seven hands are better than
unmatched
n
productio
in
efficiency
and
speed
console design gives them those extra hands with a
by rack or any other design . . .
in
• One operator has complete control over all recording and playback functions while standing
one position.
• All pushbutton controls are within fingertip reach.
• Monitoring is at eye level.
Waist-high tape transport makes changing reels quick and easy.
Splicing is a 30 second operation, right on the recorder.
required.
Desk-top convenience provides space for cue sheets and extra reels - no extra table
reels.
And it's safe -you can't bump into turning
throughout
There are already more than 410 Ampex Videotape* Television Recorders in operation
.
companies
n
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and
stations
in
networks,
major
all
in
world
the
Write, wire or phone today for an Ampex representative - or ask for the new, fully illustrated
s
brochure describing the new Ampex VR-1000B. Whatever you want to know about the advantage
and profits in TV tape, get the facts from Ampex.

professional
products
division
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Here's Harris committee counsel's road map to investigation
such records are either in the top 10
ments for plugging records.
The shape of things to come in the
or the top 40, etc.
2. Licensee personnel who arrange
House Legislative Oversight Subcomfor plugging of records sometimes own
7. Licensee personnel take kickmittee's probe into payola practices
backs from talent appearing in shows.
wholly or in part the music publishing
was outlined last week in a staff mem8.
Licensee
personnel secretly own
firm,
record
company
or
record
disorandum from the group's chief countributor.
sel, Robert W . Lishman, to members.
programs which appear to be owned
independently.
3. Stations affiliated with network
The secret Dec. 4 memo — released
favor
the
broadcasting
of
records
made
(Paragraphs 9 and 10 were not made
after one subcommittee member alpublic, the subcommittee explaining
a record company owned by netlegedly "leaked" its contents to the by
work.
that the charges might have libelous
Washington Post & Times Herald —
implications.)
covered 24 paragraphs of complaints
4. Licensee personnel own a per1 1 . Song writers whose songs are
centage of talent which performs on
from 27 major cities on various facets
the
programs.
used
extensively on 3500 radio staor schemes of payola and "other detions, receive no compensation for
5. Licensee personnel have checks
ceptive practices in radio and tv broadmade out to juvenile talent; have the such use.
casting."
juvenile talent cash same and return
12. Ratings are rigged. Allegations
Two of the complaints were omitthe cash to the licensee personnel.
are that a systematic approach is made
ted because they named specific record
6. Licensee personnel own in whole
to key retail record sellers throughout
or publishing companies alleged to
the country whereby for money the
or
in part record companies, record
have made payola deals with program
record sellers will falsely state that a
production firms. The names were not pressing companies or music publishcertain record or records are the ones
ing
companies,
and
repeatedly
play
the
revealed because the charges, like
which have been the best sellers. This
music originating from these companies,
many of the practices described, have
information is then charted and disaccompanied
by
representations
that
not been substantiated by subcommittee
tributed to licensee personnel. When
investigators.
these records are broadcast over the airHere's the text of Mr. Lishman' s
waves they are represented as being
memo:
among the top 10 or 40 records of the
To: Chairman Harris and Subcommitweek as shown by actual sales.
tee Members
13. Licensee personnel require side
From: Robert W. Lishman, Chief
payments from singers in return for
Counsel
having their records played on broadSubject: Investigation of Payola and
cast programs.
Deceptive Broadcasting
14. Receipt by licensee personnel of
Practices.
"freebies." These are gifts of a large
volume of free records to the personnel
We have received — by telephone,
who in turn take them around to retail
telegrams, letters and personal interrecord stores and have them sold at a
views— allegations concerning payola
and other deceptive practices in radio
discount, with all or a substantial part
and tv broadcasting from the following
of the receipts going to the licensee
localities, among others:
Washington, D.C., Los Angeles, San
15. Owners of stations aid and abet
personnel.
Francisco, Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland,
licensee personnel in promoting their
Cincinnati, Columbus, Boston, Philaoutside interests over the stations'
delphia, Pittsburgh, Houston, Dallas,
broadcasting facilities.
Memphis.
16. Record hops used to promote
Baltimore, New York, Newark, N.J.,
outside interests of licensee presonnel.
Indianapolis, Hollywood, Calif., Den17. Compensation due talent on
ver, Atlanta, Birmingham, Milwaukee,
record hops finds its way into the
Seattle, Miami, St. Louis, Nashville.
pockets of licensee personnel.
In addition to receipt of such infor18. Payoffs made to licensee personmation from the foregoing areas, we
nel by music publishers, record makers
have also received letters from Memand distributors in the form of fictibers of Congress, some enclosing comtious "loans," "mortgages," consultation
fees, etc.
munications received from constituents.
19. Radio station licensees permit
Analysis of the material received insponsored use of the broadcasting facilidicates the most important leads thus
ties in systematic vilification of persons
far relate to the following types of situand companies. Programs entitled by
ation:
such names as "The People Speak" are
1. Radio or tv station licensee emrigged in advance by the licensee. Purployees, such as disc jockeys, station
porting to interview a bona fide named
individual citizen, the program will
managers, librarians, or program direcelicit from him or her all kinds of
tors (hereinafter referred to as licensee
Counsel Lishman
personnel), in addition to their regular
derogatory and scandalous information
His memo sprung a leak
salary from the licensee, get side paypertaining to a local citizen or com48 (GOVERNMENT)
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n making these scandalpany. The perso
ous statements on the air is sometimes
not identified and is sometimes identified by a false name and address. Sometimes the person thus "spontaneously"
interviewed in making the scandalous
statements will use five or six aliases in
order to give the impression that these
comments are coming from different
persons. At election time this device theis
sometimes used effectively. When
person maligned requests the script or
tape of such programs, he is informed
that the same has been destroyed immediately after the program. (This
question: Does a licensee
the
s
raise
have a greater right to immunity than
cting publicadoes a newspaper resper?)
tion of anonymous slande
20. Key licensee personnel in some
instances have had long serious criminal records.
21. Programs are broadcast which
and falsely depict the acglorify crime
tivities of law enforcement officials.
22. Network officials have interests
in programs, record companies, publishing companies and other commercial ventures, such as backing of Broadway shows, etc., which receive favored
use of the broadcasting facilities owned
or controlled by the network.
P.S. Another abuse repeatedly complained of to the Subcommittee, which
was inadvertently left out of the above,
is that record manufacturers sometimes
require a recording artist (musician,
composer, vocalist, arranger, etc.) to
sign away all his royalty rights before
the record will be manufactured and
then made available to the public
through disc jockeys, etc. Another
ng numcomplaint now made in increasi
bers is that A&R men (artists and
repertoire) of the recording companies
who book the songs that are to be re-

25th

anniversary

coRayburn, ns
Speaker Sam Commun
icatio
author of the
Act of 1934, will be the honor
guest at the 25th anniversary banicaquet of the Federal Commun
tions Bar Assn., to be held at
Washington's Statler-Hilton Hotel,
Jan. 8, 1960. President Leonard
H. Marks has also announced, as
special guests, former members
of the FCC now located within
convenient distance of Washington will be special guests. A silver
scroll will be presented to FCC
Chairman John C. Doerfer in
recognition of the progress made
during the past quarter century
in communications administration and jurisprudence.
BROADCASTING, December 21, 1959

Oversight

Quiz story fifth
The tv quiz investigations of
October were the fifth biggest
story of the year in the opinion
of UPI newspaper clients. Preceding the Van Doren story in the
annual editors' poll were (1)
Khrushchev's U.S. tour in September, (2) Soviet rockets to the
moon, September-October, (3)
steel strike, July-November, and
(4) Castro regime in Cuba, January-December.

INC.

Oversight

quiz

icaffice itcommun
inter-o
of any
up anytionskind
took upon
action
involving
first learning of onetime tv quiz contestant Herbert Stempel's charges that
Twenty-One was rigged (Closed Circuit, Dec. 14). The subcommittee had
asked that the information be supplied
President Robert E. KintNBC ny.
ner's
duringtestimo
The House group accepted other
's
docume
Charles
s ofnetwork
servicethe
the sing
t forcompri
contracnts
apVan Doren following the latter's
pearances on network quiz shows, but
a
of
said some of the documents spoke
"formal contract," which it was "unable
to find" among the papers furnished
by The
NBC.subcommittee said attorneys for
Hess Bros, department store, Allentown, Pa., have twice conferred with
for inforstaffers regarding its request
mation on all programs for which
owner Max Hess paid for tv plugs, but

RECORDS
probers

gets

papers
NBC last week informed the House
Legislative Oversight Subcommittee by
letter that it has been unable to turn

NBC's

ceived and decide what the public is
to hear, are receiving payola in sums
;far exceeding those paid to disc
jockeys.
A subcommittee spokesman said last
week the half-dozen staff investigators
now traveling will not go to all 27
cities, but to those "most representative of the abuses." One source said
cities to be visited would almost certainly include New York, Chicago,
Boston and probably Los Angeles, but
would not be limited to these.
Asked for the nature of criminal
records alleged among broadcast pers"
offenses. sonnel, one staffer mentioned "moral

BAR

group

ion offered hasn't been
informat
that thetory
so far.
satisfac

SUBPOENAED

link action

House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee probers last week subpoenaed the records of Broadcast Advertisers Reports Inc.— biggest organization in the industry in the business of
monitoring programs of the tv and
radio networks, 240 tv stations and
radio outlets in larger markets. They
want data on tv and radio programs
broadcast since last Aug. 1.
A subcommittee spokesman declined
to explain the purpose of the subpoena
with
except to say it was in connection
the investigation into payola activities,
but BAR Publisher Phil Edwards and
President Robert Morris in a joint
statement Thursday, following serving
of the subpoena, said:
"It is clear from the subpoena that
the [subcommittee] wishes to review
of
our reports as an off-the-air record ion
televis
the
in
ces
practi
rcial
comme
stry." annually monitors the full
BAR
indu
tv and radio
program schedules of the
networks (about 30,000 hours), some
100,000 hours of programming by
240 tv stations across the country and
assignradio stations largely on an
ment basis, except in New York and
where radio outlets are
Philadelphia,regul
arly.
monitored
Subcommittee staffers subpoenaed all

with

inquiry

documents, reports, analyses and other
records based on its monitoring of tv
and radio stations and networks.
The Edwards-Morris statement said
the subcommittee is "requesting the
same monitored information already
in wide circulation among stations, the
networks, agencies and the NAB Tv
Code Review Board, and we feel confident that broadcasters across the
country will appreciate BAR's imBAR " monitors, by offmediate•compliance.
Watchful
the-air tape recording, both television
and radio broadcasts and provides reports showing what commercials appear at what times, etc. thus triplebe noted.
spotting, for example, may
The basic information taken from
the monitor tapes is compiled and
analyzed in a number of ways according to the needs of subscribers.
BAR monitors 240 tv stations for a
full week four or six times a year, depending on market size. In 1959 this
represents about 100,000 hours of tv
station monitoring and the total in 1960
is slated to go to 127,000 hours.
BAR also monitors the television
and radio networks continuously, providing weekly reports. This comes to
toring.
about 30,000 hours of network moni49
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hearing

influence

PROBE

continues

RECESSES

inquiry

in shift of Springfield,

Pressures on the FCC for and against
shift of ch. 2 from Springfield, 111., to
St. Louis, Mo., during 1956-57 were put
into the record last week at rehearings
conducted in Philadelphia by Special
Examiner Horace Stern.
The hearings recessed last Wednesday until January. Two matters remain
to be cleaned up:
• The recall of former Comr. Robert
F. Jones at his own request.
• The outcome of a search of Comr.
T.A.M. Craven's files.
Mr. Jones asked that he be recalled
to correct his testimony, Edgar W.
Holtz, chief FCC attorney in the case,
reported to Judge Stern. Mr. Holtz
said Mr. Jones indicated his testimony
concerned Comr. Craven's files.
Mr. Jones testified three weeks ago
he had been retained by Harry Tenenbaum, one of the owners of KTVI(TV)
St. Louis, to work on the then uhf station's campaign to move ch. 2 to St.
Louis and to persuade the FCC to grant
KTVI temporary authority to operate
on it immediately. Mr. Jones said he
had spoken neither to commissioners
nor congressmen about the St. Louis
case.
Reached at home Dec. 17, Mr. Jones
refused to divulge the nature of his
forthcoming testimony but indicated it
would not be a major item.
Because of Mr. Craven's absence
from the country it has been impossible
to check his files, Mr. Holtz said. Mr.
Craven is chairman of the U.S. Delegation to the International Radio Conference, Geneva. He is due back Jan. 11.
The St. Louis ch. 2 hearing began
three weeks ago, with Mr. Tenenbaum
the major witness [Broadcasting, Dec.
14]. The case was sent back to the
FCC by the U.S. Court of Appeals to
determine whether any commissioner
should have disqualified himself because
of ex parte representations. Also to be
determined is whether any party should
be disqualified for the same reason.
This is the third special hearing on
alleged behind - the - scenes representations to the FCC; the others are Miami
ch. 10 and Boston ch. 5. Two others
are under hearing orders: Miami ch. 7
and Orlando ch. 9.
Witnesses Heard • Four witnesses
heard in last week's sessions, which ran
Monday-Wednesday, were:
• C. Arthur Weis, former president
of the St. Louis Globe-Democrat which,
until 1957, had a 23% interest in ch. 4
KWK-TV St. Louis. Mr. Weis testified
on his activities regarding ch. 2.
50 (GOVERNMENT)
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• Nelson O. Howarth, former mayor
of Springfield, 111., who testified of his
efforts to keep ch. 2 in his city.
• Hart Cowperthwait, chief of the
FCC's Rules & Standards Div., Broadcast Bureau, who testified on his meetings with Mr. Tenenbaum.
• Gordon Sherman, president-general
manager of WMAY Springfield, which
was granted ch. 2 in Springfield but
forbidden to construct pending outcome of deintermixture proceedings.
Mr. Sherman told of his part in the
struggle to retain ch. 2 in Springfield.
Their testimony was along these
lines:
Mr. Weis told of seeing FCC commis ioners inlate 1956 or early 1957.
He said he was accompanied by Robert
T. Convey, Raymond Dady and, he
thought, by V.E. Carmichael. All were
associated in the management of
KWK-TV.
He said that KWK-TV was not happy
at the idea of ch. 2 being brought into
St. Louis, and was decidedly unhappy
at the idea that ch. 36 KTVI might reately. ceive permission to use ch. 2 immedi-

Mayor Moves • After hearing other
rumors that ch. 2 was going to be
shifted, Mr. Howart said he got in
touch with Illinois Gov. William G.
Stratton and sent telegrams to the FCC
urging retention of ch. 2 in Springfield.
He sent copies of this telegram, he said,
to his senators and congressman.
In January 1957, Mr. Howart said
he came to Washington with Illinois
State Sen. George Drach. They saw all
the commissioners except Comrs. Rosel
H. Hyde and Robert T. Bartley, he said.
They also saw Edward F. Kenehan,
Bureau.chief of the FCC's Broadcast
then

Mr. Howart said he even tried to see
Sherman Adams, White House assistant
to President Eisenhower, but got no
farher than Mr. Adams' secretary.
Mr. Howart expressed the opinion
that it was not improper for him to
take this course, but "highly proper."
He was acting in the best interest
s of
his community, he stressed.
Mr. Cowperthwait told of seeing Mr.
Tenenbaum several times in Washington— in his office, at several lunches
and at one dinner. He said Mr. Tenenbaum expressed the feeling to him that
"faltering" uhf stations should be given
a vhf grant if a vhf channel were moved
into its community.
Mr. Sherman discussed the events
leading up to the grant to WMAY for
ch. 2 in Springfield. This grant was
conditioned on no construction until
the deintermixture proceedings was resolved. After ch. 2 was moved out of
Springfield, WMAY was given ch. 36
(moved into Springfield from St. Louis).
This permit was surrendered by WMAY
two months ago.
Mr. Sherman said he fought the
move of ch. 2 on the record. He stated
he had spoken to no commissioners;
that he had made no agreement with
KTVI principals; that he had never told
Mr. Tenenbaum that WMAY-TV had
been promised the NBC affiliation. He
acknowledged he had spoken to Mr.
Tenenbaum and Paul E. Peltason
(another KTVI owner) about using
KTVI's ch. 36 equipment in Springfield. He said he got the impression that both Mr. Tenenbaum and
Mr. Peltason felt WMAY was "butting
its
2 shift. a stone wall" in fighting
ch. against
the head

With CBS coming into St. Louis, Mr.
Weis explained, KWK-TV knew it was
going to lose that affiliation. That left
ABC, since KSD-TV St. Louis had the
NBC affiliation, he said. But, he added,
KTVI already was an ABC affiliate and
if it received permission to operate on
ch. 2 it would sew that affiliation up
leaving KWK-TV without any chance
for a network.
CBS Inc. was then in a contest for
ch. 1 1 St. Louis but, Mr. Weis stated,
it was considered the strongest contender. CBS did, in fact, win the ch. 1 1
grant, but relinquished this to the other
applicants when it bought ch. 4 KWKTV.
Mr. Weis acknowledged that he had
seen his senators and congressman on
the matter. He declared they had
promised him no help.
He also admitted that he had talked
to Oliver Keller (WTAX Springfield
president) about Sangamon Valley proKRLA license renewal
testing the ch. 2 move. WTAX was one
of the principals in Sangamon Valley, set for FCC
hearing
which was the unsuccessful applicant
KRLA Pasadena, Calif., still has not
for Springfield's ch. 2. It appealed both
the FCC's grant to WMAY and its heard the last of its ill-fated $10,000
move of ch. 2 out of Springfield.
"find ing,
Perry
(BroadcastNov. 2,Allen"
Sept. contest
14).
Mr. Howart, who was mayor of
Springfield from 1955 to 1959 (he lost
Continuing its "get-tough" policy
against stations at license renewal time,
his bid for re-election early this year),
the FCC last week informed KRLA
said he first heard of the contemplated
ch. 2 move late in 1956.
that its renewal application would reBROADCASTING, December 21, 1959

quire a hearing because of the contest
and other programming activities.
The Commission said it appears the
licensee, Eleven-Ten Broadcasting
in acCorp., is not operating KRLAproposa
ls
cordance with programming
made when the station was purchased
last spring. (Donald R. Cooke, station
representative, purchased KRLA [then
KXLA] from Loyal K. King for
$900,000 [Broadcasting, March 30].)
The FCC questioned whether the
new KRLA owner intended to fulfill
the programming promises and also
stated that a review of programming
logs for the week Oct. 18-24 indicates
that they may have been falsified each
mday by the listing of religiousy progra
ming which was not actuall carried.
On the Perry Allen contest, the Commission said that KRLA has admitted
actually was working for
Allen
Mr.
WKWB Buffalo on Sept. 4, when
KRLA stated over the air that he could
be found in a Los Angeles restaurant.
The question thus arises, the FCC told
KRLA, whether conduct of this contest
constitutes an improper use of facilities
inimical to the public interest.
(Mr. Allen, hired by KRLA as a new
in Buffalo by
personality, was, "found"
Robert Purcell president of KFWB
Los Angeles, a Crowell-Collier station.
KRLA at fii st refused to pay the prize

money claimed by Mr. Purcell but after
lengthy legal wrangles gave the KFWB
president a check for $10,000.)
A final charge of overcommercialization against KRLA was made by the
Commission, which gave the station 30
days to answer.
BACKS

in addition to Lorillard were: General
Foods Corp., Pepsi-Cola Bottling Co.
(New York), Coca-Cola Bottling Co.
(New York), Sunkist Growers Inc.,
Sunshine Biscuits Inc., Piehl Brothers
(beer), Hudson Pulp & Paper Corp.
and Groveton Papers Co.
ked were tie-in promotions
Attacworked
this way.
which

FTC

A network station would make an
ement with a local retail chain
arrang
Tie-in promotions
grocery or drug company to display
air in exruled discriminatory
products advertised overin the
behalf of the
spots
free
for
change
The U. S. Supreme Court last week
chain over the station. The station
upheld a three-year-old Federal Trade
would then sell a major advertiser
Commission complaint against merchan(whose products were carried by the
dising tie-in plans used by many net- chain) time on a program or spots at
works and radio-tv stations.
tandregular card rates with the underswould
In denying a petition to review, the
ing that the product advertised
Supreme Court left standing a June 4 be given in-store display space.
Third Circuit appeals decision which
this constiThe FTC charged that ance
by the
tuted apromotional allow
upheld the FTC's cease and desist order
against a group of major grocery, paper,
to the chain store which proiser
advert
cigarette and soft drink advertisers. The
vided the display. This is banned under
petition to review the appeals court
Act which forbids disorder was made by P. Lorillard Co., the Clayton criminator
y treatment of customers.
tes.
cigaret
makers of Old Gold
Named in the FTC complaint, but
The government agency charged in not as defendants, were ABC, CBS and
a 1956 complaint that these companies
NBC. Merchandising plans identified
customsome
of
favor
in
discriminated
were ABC's "Mass Marketing" in tv
ers when they bought time on network
and "Radioizing" in radio, CBS' "Super
merchandising promotion programs
and NBC's "Chain LightMarketing,"
ning" The trade commission claimed
(Broadcasting, July 30, 1956). Named

COURT

Most
n's
The Natio
ED
CELEBRAT

UHF

Station

Becomes

STATION

EC-TV
station channel 15
from UHF
Moved
to VHF
channel 13

ACTlOti
PROGRAMS
MAXIMUM
POWER
DUAL

well be the mottoforfabu.
"Nothing Succeeds Like Success." This can very
successful "U" station, WVEC
lous WVEC TV. For six years a remarkably shows that it s on ■ts way to
ex
Trend
TV this past month became a "V."
desire . . . then
becoming "THE" Tidewater station. If it's Sales Action you
."
make Virginia's new ACTION station a "Must

FACILITIES

WVEC
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Represented by Avery Knodel
NORFOLK, HAMPTON
NEWPORT NEWS
PORTSMOUTH
Q
VIRGINIA BEACH

CHANNEL

n

FTC, Justice Dept. huddle on ad frauds
include advertising in all
The threat of criminal sanctions
mitted to the President this week, it would
media.
against advertisers found guilty of is understood.
The FTC Act provides for a
false and misleading advertising in
"As I've said before," Mr. Kintthe food, drug and cosmetic fields
$5,000 fine and six months in jail
ner remarked, "this is a problem
has arisen following a series of re- for first offenders, and double that
to all media."
common
cent meetings between the Federal
for second offenders. Over the years,
The FTC
already has stepped up
Trade Commission Chairman Earl
however, the FTC has used this auits attack against false advertising
W. Kintner and Attorney General
thority sparingly, since its efforts
on tv as well as in newspapers and
William P. Rogers.
have been directed at eliminating demagazines. In the last few months
The move is an intensification of
ceptive advertising rather than prosit has questioned advertising involvthe regular liaison between the two
ecuting advertisers. Criminal prosing Colgate Dental Cream with Garfederal agencies and is an outgrowth
ecutions by a federal agency are
dol, Libbey-Owens-Ford and General
of the concern of both agencies with
handled by the Justice Dept.
Motors, and Life Cigarettes. It also
Mr. Kintner, in acknowledging
deceptive practices in radio and tv.
moved against payola in the
has
The Dept. of Justice was charged
that he had "stepped up" his agency's
industry, with the first conrecord
by President Eisenhower last Octocontacts with the Dept. of Justice,
sent order signed by RCA last week
ber to look into the quiz show scanemphasized that consideration of
dals. Its report is expected to be sub- criminal moves against advertisers
(page 46).
that the trade outs amounted to more
than $1V4 million in the aggregate. All
except one of the examples used in the
FTC complaint involved New York
network-owned stations; the other was
the ABC television station in Chicago.
Tie-in plans evolve
In general, merchandising tie-ins have
been decreasing except for some stations
in the larger cities or markets. Networks per se did not engage in such

practices but some of their owned outlets did, hence the FTC move against the
networks. In other words, networks
were cited for the actions of its owned
stations.
WRCA New York (NBC-owned) still
operates its "Chain Lightning." This
plan has several thousand food stores
participating including food groups and
"several chains and independents."
"Chain Lightning" has been modified
since FTC originally filed in 1956 and in

And so no force, however great can stretch a cord however fine
into a horizontal line*

William Whtwell
'Elementary Treatise
on Mechanics"

No matter how you stretch it KROC-TV still averages over 80% of Rochester's
TV viewing audience.

$2,000,000 A DAY CHANGES HANDS IN THE ROCHESTER AREA
KROC-TV
NBC

52 (GOVERNMENT)

CHANNEL
10

ROCHESTER
MINNESOTA

Represented by Meeker Co.
G. David Gentling, gen'l. mgr.

fact hasmodifications
been changed "accordingly".
These
are principally in
two areas:
1 . The area of participation has been
broadened. The plan has been made
more readily available to every retailer
of any size so all can take part should
they wish to.
2. An exact payment formula for the
participating store has been set up (it's
no longer possible to give a chain of
stores a "deal" because of circumstances
other than a formula based on store
volume). There are no "arbitrary decisions" as to what a store will pay, with
payment made according to store
volume and other such fixed factors.
"Chain" has at least four big promotions per year and year-round servicing.
Exchange of displays in stores for
time on the air is still an integral part
of the plan.
WCBS New York has its "Total
Merchandising Plan" which also has
been modified to accommodate its workings to the FTC position. A few large
independent radio stations have variations on the merchandizing theme; most
stations, however, use the more simplified platform of window streamers and
in-store displays as support to advertisers
etc.
• Government brief
Allows move • Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman issued an initial decision
on Dec. 9 affirming the Dec. 18, 1957
grant of an application of Video Independent Theatres Inc. to move the
transmitter of KVIT (TV) Santa Fe,
N.M., from approximately 3 miles outside of Santa Fe to Sandia Crest, about
43 miles southwest of Santa Fe and 14
miles northeast of Albuquerque. The
decision also allows the ch. 2 station
to move its main studio from its present
transmitter site to Santa Fe and to increase its visual ERP from 0.324 kw
to 28.2 kw.
BROADCASTING, December 21, 1959
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Greetings

to all our friends
in the
entertainment
world
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Three steps were taken last week by
NAB in its meet-the-crisis program as
the FCC continued its hearing into the
status and future of broadcast supervision.
• The new industry 12-man task force
comprising NAB directors and staff executives held its first meeting.
• The Standards of Good Radio
Practice Committee put a fresh bite in
its ethical document.
• The NAB Tv Code Review Board
told the story of video self-regulation at
the FCC hearing Dec. 18 (story page
36.)
At its Dec. 14 session the task force,
headed by President Harold E. Fellows,
took a practical measure designed to
help stations answer the FCC's questions
regarding payola. This consisted of approval of a guide to be mailed to all radio and tv stations. The group voiced
confidence that answers will show that
an "overwhelming number of stations
are observing high standards of ethics
in their operations."
Stronger Radio Language • The task
force called on all broadcasters to review their operations "in the light of
the current needs of their respective
communities, emphasizing that the public taste is constantly changing." It drew
preliminary plans for presentation of
the industry case to the FCC at a session scheduled in January.
Stronger language covering quiz-rigging, payola and similar topics was
voted by the Standards of Good Radio
Practice Committee, which met Dec.

THREE
meeting,

MEDIA
STEPS
radio

FORWARD

standards

16. This language will be submitted to
the NAB Radio Board for a mail referendum vote.
Two basic changes in the whole
standards concept were recommended
to the Radio Board by the committee.
These were: 1— Switch from an honor
system of enforcement to a form of selfdiscipline somewhat along the lines of
the Tv Code; 2 — Open the standards to
all radio stations on an equitable basis
instead of limiting them to NAB member stations.
The committee, headed by Cliff
Gill, KEZY Anaheim, Calif., said it
believes "the overwhelming majority of
stations will welcome the tightened language and will find no difficulty in operating in compliance." The enforcement suggestions are flexible, offering
several approaches to self-discipline.
John F. Meagher, NAB radio vice
president, told the committee 683 of
the 1,533 NAB radio members subscribe to the standards, a gain of 76
in the last 10 days.
The committee-approved standards
amendments awaiting Radio Board action follow:
In "News" section of "Program
Standards" add this paragraph —
"Treatment of News and Special
Events • All news interview programs
should be governed by accepted standards of ethical journalism, under which
the interviewer selects the questions to
be asked. Where there is advance agreement materially restricting an important
or newsworthy area of questioning, the

to be

fortified

interviewer will state on the program
that such limitation has been agreed
upon. Such disclosure should be made
if the person being interviewed requires
that questions be submitted in advance
or if he participates in editng a recording of the interview prior to its use on
After title "General" in "Program
air." add —
the"The
Standards"
intimacy and confidence placed
in radio demand of the broadcaster, the
networks and other program sources
that they be vigilant in protecting the
audience from deceptive program pracInsert as fourth paragraph of "Gen"Payola • The broadcaster shall be
constantly alert to prevent activities that
tices."
may
lead to such practices as the choice
and identification of prizes, the selectioneral"—
of music and other creative program elements and inclusion of any
identification of commercial products
or services, their trade names or advertising slogans, within a program dictated by factors other than the requirements of the program itself. This expressly forbids the acceptance by producer, talent, or any other personnel
of cash payments or other considerations in return for including any of the
above within the program."
Insert before last paragraph of "Gen"Quiz and similar programs that are
presented as contests of knowledge, ineral"—

Toughening
radio standards ♦
NAB's Standards of Good Radio
Practice Committee drafted new
rules designed to improve medium's
performance Dec. 16. Left photo
(1 to r): Jay E. Wagner Jr., WLEC
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Sandusky, Ohio; Frank Gaither,
WSB Atlanta; William B. McGrath,
WHDH Boston; John F. Meagher,
NAB radio vice president, chairman
Cliff Gill, KEZY Anaheim, Calif.
Right photo: Carleton D. Brown,

WTVL Waterville, Me.; George J.
Volger, KWPC Muscatine, la.; Cecil
Woodland, WEJL Scranton, Pa.,
James L. Howe, WIRA Fort Pierce,
Fla. In background, William Carlisle,
NAB station relations manager
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formation, skill or luck must, in fact,
be genuine contests and the results must
not be controlled by collusion with or
between contestants, or any other action
which will favor one contestant against
any other.
"No program shall be presented in
a manner which through artifice or simulation would mislead the audience as to
any material fact. Each broadcaster
must exercise reasonable judgment to
determine whether a particular method
of presentation would constitute a material deception, or would be accepted
by the audience as normal theatrical
illusion."
At the task force meeting the idea
of an all-industry meeting embracing
organizations in the broadcast field was
considered [Closed Circuit, Dec. 14].
Asked about this phase of the discussion, President Fellows said:
"It's difficult to see what purpose
would be served by such a meeting at
this time. The question was mentioned
at the task force meeting but was not
discussed in any depth. Once the FCC
has concluded its hearings, the idea may
come up again. We are devoted to the
process of improving self-regulation and
unity in this industry. Perhaps station
representatives, Assn. of National Advertisers and American Assn. of Advertising Agencies should be included
if an all-industry meeting is considered further."
Steel debate
WGN-AM-TV carried a taped
debate between David J. McDonald, president of the United
Steelworkers of America, and
Joseph L. Block, chairman of Inland Steel Corp., on issues of the
steel strike. The broadcasts made
national headlines. The program
was taped in the office of W. D.
Maxwell, editor of The Chicago
Tribune, stations' parent organization, and played back a few hours
later on both radio and tv.
ABC's WBKB (TV) sought
and got permission to rebroadcast the debate Dec. 14, and
Sterling C. Quinlan, vice president in charge of the station, offered both participants free time
for further discussion. Mr. McDonald said he had received offers
from radio-tv networks for "all
the time
theyLast
need"
discuss
strike
issues.
week,to he
also
challenged Roger M. Blough,
chairman of U.S. Steel Corp.. to
a similar debate. WGN Inc. reported highly favorable reaction
to its special public service program.
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the
WBEN's new home • WBEN-AM-FM-TV Buffalo will shuffle off to
on
went
WBEN
Since
luxurious new quarters pictured above in January.
the
in
located
been
have
studios
and
offices
1930,
the air in September
been conSutler Hilton in downtown Buffalo. Now two-story addition has
(TV) (at
WBUF
uhf
nected with the building that formerly housed NBC'sautomation equipmen
t.
latest
the
includes
facility
this
of
e
Purchas
left)
studios,
s
WBEN
for
space
g
providin
Former capacity has been doubled,
from the new
business offices' and technical facilities. Radio will gemanate
week. Address: 2077
quarters Sunday, Jan. 10, with tv moving followin
plus.
Elmwood Ave Phone: Bedford 0930. Installation cost: $1 million
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'LIVE

ON

TAPE'

AT

CBS-TV

disclosure policy'
entout 'full
implem
s network
in announcements will be made by telop
spelled
CBS-TV
The Rule
more detail last week how it will go or as part of the usual closing credits,
except where otherwise specified.
about making sure that what its audience sees is "exactly what it purports
"It is emphasized that these announcements shall not be so brief or
The additional rules, effective last hurried as to avoid informing the averto be."y (Dec. 15), were issued in a
Tuesda
memorandum by Joseph H. Ream, vice
Among the situations covered, and
pracge prescribed in each case,
m
langua
progra
the
of
age viewer."
president Heinsaidcharge
they were designed to were these:
tices.
am is originally reWhen a progr
implement the network's full-disclosure
corded on film or tape and this fact is
e
"impos
time
same
and ats the
policie
not otherwise clearly stated, or when a
as possible on creative
few s burden
as
live program includes some film or tape
to news and
apply
not
do
rules
The
segments: "The preceding program (or
"
mming.
progra
portions of the program) was (were)
public affairs programming, already
treated in a memo (Broadcasting, Dec.
When a film or tape program in7), and. according to Mr. Ream, also
pre-recorded
cludes film."or tape made earlier and
to be dealt with in another. Nor do
of the particular broadcast
part
as
not
they apply to commercials.
Mr. Ream's memo specified the lan- (except in the case of standard stock
guage to be used in announcing the footage): "Certain portions of this refact whenever programs or portions of
rded."
program were• pre-reco
When canned
corded Reaction
Audience
programs were pre-recorded, when
canned applause is used, when guests
applause is used: "Audience reaction
ranat
chosen
not
are
but
."
appear domto orbeinterviewed spontaneously,
produced
is added to
applause
technical
When lycanned
program
"This
actually
ns
reaction:
situatio
audience
live
real
when seemingly
was performed (filmed) (taped) before
are fictionalized, when lip-sync is used,
a live audience with audience reaction
and in similar situations.
ve:
Alternati
Hitch-hikers • "Audio announceaugmented."
lly reaction
technicace
lly aug"Audien
technica
ments." Mr. Ream's memo said, "will
be placed immediately at the beginning
When a program originated at an
of the closing credits prior to any schedhour is recorded for network reuled promotional announcements, ex- earlier
mented."
broadcast (examples: Pacific Coast55
peat
Visual
cept where otherwise specified.

CBS

calls

for payola reports
dates, names and other details.
All CBS officers and employes
were asked by management last week
The questionnaires were sent out
to say whether they had taken or by Julius F. Brauner, CBS secretary
and general attorney, so that CBS
given "any money, service or other
valuable consideration" for "the would be able to reply to FCC's
broadcast of any matter, since Nov.
request that all licensees furnish this
information. The Nov. 1, 1958, date
1, 1958, over any facilities of CBS
is the one specified by FCC. CBS
(owned stations or networks)."
They were asked to answer the asked its people to return the quesquestion twice: once as individuals,
tionnaires bylast Friday (Dec. 18)
except for those who are on the
once as employes acting on behalf
of CBS. If either answer was "yes," West Coast, in which case the deadline is tomorrow (Dec. 22). Lithey were asked (1) whether an apcensees must file their own answers
propriate on-air announcement was
with FCC by Jan. 4.
made at the time to indicate "that
The CBS questionnaire points out
such matter was paid for or furnished by such person" and (2) to it is not talking about money received as CBS wages or salary.
fill out supplemental forms giving
Network delays and daylight saving
time delays): "The preceding program
was pre-recorded." (A visual announcement to the same effect must accompany programs recorded for delayed
broadcast.)
Mr. Ream said responsibility for putting the rules into effect will lie with
the program department and the producer of each show. He said additional
standards may be issued later.

Christmas
from

More 'Monitor' time
for sale by network
An additional hour of NBC Radio's
Monitor, from 9 to 10 a.m. Saturdays,
will be opened up for sale by the network under its new operative format,
authorities said last week. This Monitor
period heretofore had been pegged for
sale by affiliates.
Announcement of the change coin-

Greetings

SESAC,

producers of . . .

I ^jfc- SESAC RECORDINGS
rdings"
ry reco
ertoSeri
"repial
^Sj|^- Spec
es Programs

♦Trademark
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cided with a meeting of network officials with the affiliates' program managers advisory committee. The meeting
was held to discuss coordination of
NBC Radio's new networking-plus-program-service plan, which goes into effect Jan. 4 (Broadcasting, Oct. 19,
et seq),
structures.with
Albert L.affiliates'
Capstaff,program
vice president
in charge of radio network programs,
presided.
Officials said a major subject in the
meeting, held in New York Thursday
(Dec. 17), was a revised music formula
for the Monitor weekend service.
On hand, in addition to Mr. Capstaff
and other NBC Radio officials, were the
following committee members: Herman Clark, WBAP Fort Worth; Franklin Coslett, WBRE-TV Wilkes-Barre,
Pa. : Elmo Ellis, WSB Atlanta; William
Goetze, KFSD San Diego; William
Grant, KOA Denver; Peter Kizer,
WOOD Grand Rapids; Ed Walker,
WFLA Tampa, and W.W. Woods,
WHO Des Moines and WOC Davenport, both Iowa.
Firm sues WNEW-TV
Kaz Mfg. Co., New York, has initiated a $1 million libel suit against
Metropolitan Broadcasting Co., operator of WNEW-TV New York, charging that a commercial being carried on
the station
"damaging" to a vaporizer that Kazis manufactures.
The suit was filed Dec. 4 in New
York Supreme Court. Metropolitan was
served with a summons and has 20
days to reply.
Harry Starr, counsel for Kaz, reported that a key statement in the commercial says "steam is dangerous." The
commercial in question is for Pertussin,
a cold remedy made by ChesebroughPond's. Mr. Starr said similar action
may be taken against other tv stations
which are carrying the Pertussin commercial. He contended the commercial
shows a vaporizer that "without question isone that is put out by my client."
A spokesman for Metropolitan said
the company has received the summons
but declined further comment.
Blackout

exception

The National Football League, in anexpected but unusual move, last week
removed its 75-mile tv blackout for
Sunday's (Dec. 27) championship game
between the Baltimore Colts and the
New York Giants by permitting WRCTV Washington to carry the game. Television engineers said the signal from
Washington station — some 35 miles
away — would allow "most Baltimore
fans" to see the clash. Austin Gusnel
Jr., acting commissioner of the league,
stressed the unusual move would be for
this year's title game only.
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Here is a VHF high-band antenna that has inherently
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circularity. This
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er
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better
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a smooth transition from
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The individual patterns produced by slot radiators
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WIND
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ideal for reducing wind
The smooth cylindrical shape of the antenna is
to withstand a wind
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load and has high structural strength. It is design
es. In addition, the
pressure of 50 psf on flats, or 33^ on cylindrical surfac
ice damage.
of
danger
absence of protruding elements minimizes the
better conductivity
The steel outer conductor is hot-dip galvanized for
rigidly supported
is
and protection. The inner conductor of the antenna
of support to
type
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at the bottom end without relying on
ed to the
fasten
are
carry the dead weight. Polyethylene slot covers
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r
pole over every slot for better weathe
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SYSTEM

point
The feed system is completely self-contained with only one
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large
a
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s
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system
of connection. Simplified feed
and coupling probes.
Your RCA Broadcast Representative will gladly help with
.
TV antenna planning. See him for details on this new antenna
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g
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BC-22,
Dept.
RCA,
to
Or write
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In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montrea
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AND TELEVISION EQUIPMENT,

HOW THE
"TRAVELING WAVE"
ANTENNA WORKS

Essentially, the RCA "Travelna is a transAnten
Wave"line with
ing mission
slots cut into the
outer conductor. These slots are
arranged to guide the energy radiated by the center conductor into
the needed radiation pattern. It fills
the need for a VHF High-Band
Antenna which combines mechanical
simplicity and economy, especially in
high-gain, high-power applications.
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AMERICA
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Toasting the first • The Adams Young Companies, New York, 15-yearsold on Dec. I, invited advertisers and agencies to an anniversary luncheon
in Detroit to salute the rep firm's first client — CKLW Detroit. During the
luncheon, Adam Young, president of the radio-tv reps, presented a silver
cup to J.E. (Ted) Campeau, president of CKLW-AM-FM-TV, as a remembrance of the long association. Among the guests shown above are:
(1 to r) Gerdon Fahland, media buyer. Young & Rubicam: Elmer
Rupp, advertising coordinator. Imperial Div., Chrysler Corp.; Judy Anderson, timebuyer, McCann-Erickson, and Mr. Young.

Ulackbiwn & Company
incorporated
RADIO-TV-NEWSPAPER BROKERS
ATLANTA
WASHINGTON, D. C.
James W. Blackburn
Clifford B. Marshall
Jack V. Harvey
Stanley Whitaker
Robert M. Baird
Joseph M. Sitrick
Healey Building
Washington Building
JAekson 5-1576
STerling 3-4341
MIDWEST
H. W. Cassill
William B. Ryan
333 N. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, Illinois
Financial 6-6460

WEST COAST
Colin M. Selph
Calif. Bank Bldg.
9441 Wilshire Blvd.
Beverly Hills, Calif.
CRestview 4-2770

KFI to keep NBC
KFI Los Angeles will remain an
NBC affiliate as it has been for the past
30 years, despite its arrangement to
broadcast the 1960 Los Angeles
Dodgers baseball games (Broadcasting, Nov. 30). Shelton Hickox Jr., director of station relations for NBC's
Pacific Div., said last week that when
the new NBC Radio format goes into
effect Jan. 4, KFI will carry all of the
network's commercial programming except for one five-minute news period in
the morning and one in the afternoon,
including all of the Monitor weekend
service. Following the first of the year,
he and Charles Hamilton, KFI's general manager, will work out the preemptions of network offerings that the
baseball schedule will make necessary,
Mr. Hickox said. Presumably much of
the material on the network during
game time can be taped for delayed
broadcast.
Changing

hands

ANNOUNCED • The following sales of
station interests were announced last
week, subject to FCC approval:
• WNCC Barnesboro, Pa.: Sold by
William J. Thomas and Richard Todhunter Jr. to J. Howard Bair and Eric
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Bauer for $62,500. Mr. Bair is chief
engineer, WCMB Harrisburg, Pa.; Mr.
Bauer is on WCMB staff. Mr. Thomas
retains ownership of WAKU Latrobe,
Pa. Broker was W.B. Grimes & Co.
WNCC is 500 w daytimer on 950 kc
and is affiliated with MBS.
• KCCR Pierre, S.D.: Sold by Edward
Davenport and Daniel Lesmeister to
LeRoy Okerlund and associates for
$40,000. Mr. Okerlund and group are
also buying KCOG Centerville, Iowa
(Changing Hands, Nov. 2). Transaction was handled by Blackburn & Co.
KCCR is 1 kw daytimer on 1590 kc.
APPROVED • The
of station interests
the FCC last week
sion activities see

following transfers
were approved by
(for other CommisFor The Record.

page 79).
• WLOD Pompano Beach, Fla.: Sold
by Arthur F. Harre and Leonard A.
Versluis to Franklin Broadcasting Co.
(WMIN St. Paul, Minn.) for $131,683
(subject to adjustments). WMIN is on
980 kc with 1 kw.
• WSTR-AM-FM Sturgis, Mich.: Sold
by WSTR Inc. to Water Wonderland
Broadcasting Co. (WWBC Bay City,
Mich.) for $115,000 plus $5,000 to
E. H. Munn Jr., seller's vice president,
for three years of consultancy. WSTR
BROADCASTING, December 21, 1959

WSTR-FM
is on 1230 kc with 250 w.
is on 103.1 mc with 285 w.
• KWAT Watertown, S.D.: Sold by
Lee V. Williams Jr. to Midland National Life Insurance Co. (former licensee) for $115,311- KWAT is on
950 kc with 1 kw.
• WRLD-AM-FM Lanett, Ala.: 60%
interest sold by J. C. Henderson to Miles
H. Ferguson for $20,700 on condition
that Mr. Ferguson divest himself of all
connection with WDAK Columbus, Ga.
(Besides being an employe of WDAK,
Mr. Ferguson has an interest in WGEA
Geneva and WJHO Opelika, both Alabama.)
MBS

reorganization

plans finally okayed
Plans for the financial reorganization of Mutual under Chapter 11 of
the U.S. Bankruptcy Act were approved last Tuesday (Dec. 15) before
U.S. Referee Asa Herzog. Judge
Herzog set Wednesday (Dec. 23) for
the signing of papers necessary to
formalize the plan. Mutual has been in
court since last July 1, but the reorganization has been delayed by two
intermediate court actions.
A Mutual spokesman said the network owes about $2.9 million. Creditors owed about $1.3 million will be
paid on the basis of ten cents on the
dollar. Talent and guest panelists,
owed about $60,000, will be paid off
at 50 cents on the dollar up to $600
owed and 10 cents on the dollar thereafter. Claims for back taxes to the
g about $140,000 will be
totalin
city,
paid in full.
A loan for $1.4 million, assigned
to H.B. Tuskin, a Seattle business
woman, was removed from the reorganization plan and will be paid off
over a ten-year period at 4% interest.
This loan represents money advanced
the
O'Neil at has
by Thomasnetwork
to Mutualheaded
and
the
time he
been carried on the books under successive managements. The new management team last summer assigned
the note to H.B. Tuskin, a business
associate of MBS financial backer Albert Gregory McCarthy. In effect, it
will not be paid off until Mutual
shows a profit.
Robert F. Hurleigh, Mutual president, reported that there has been a
network's
in the
mentsince
steady improve
the beginning
condition
financial
of 1959. He placed losses during the
about $100,early part of the year at
000 a month, but said operations now
He
are "near the break-evenrs point."
said that 17 new advertise have been
signed since July 1, representing $2.5
million in new income. Affiliates, he
said, have risen from 432 to 453.
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BECAUSE:
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On

Top

N. Y.
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Area?
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POWER

Yes, thanks to our new 316 KW (maximum power)
transmitter, we now speak to more than a million
Western New Yorkers with a stronger voice— look
at them with a brighter eye! Our primary
coverage area is considerably extended!
ft
we have the SHOWS
We offer our viewers the very finest programs of two
major networks— CBS and ABC— a galaxy of great
stars in a brilliant host of new shows and old favorites!
We also offer News- Weather-Sports, complete and
accurate, twice nightly at 6:30 and 1 1:00 P.M.— plus
many other fine, live local shows, and the great
MGM movies.

have the KNOW-HOW
Not only do we possess the technical know-how
that guarantees best-quality production, but being
Rochester-owned, we understand the wants and
whimsies of the people of this area, give them
what they want, know how to promote our station
and our programs in the most effective manner.
we

FACILITIES
Our facilities, both in personnel and in equipment
leave little to be desired. Our well-trained engineers
and production staffs welcome the constant challenge
of handling live shows and live commercials in
truly expert fashion.

we

have

the

we

have

the

WILL

Perhaps our BEST quality is our ceaseless will to
please! We are intensely proud of our consistent
leadership in Rochester, and we are determined
to maintain it!

Adequate power, top-notch programming, expert know-how,
modern facilities and the resolve to please and satisfy— every
things is essential to a successful television station —
one of these
and these are the things that attract and hold our
ever-increasing number of sponsors.

CHANNEL

lO

(WVET-TV • WHEC-TV) CBS BASIC • ABC AFFILIATE
THE BOLLING CO. INC. • NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES • EVERETT-McKINNEY, INC.

SDX accepts entries
for 1960 awards
Sigma Delta Chi last week began accepting entries for its 1960 Distinguished Service Awards in broadcast
and print journalism. Deadline for nominations isFeb. 1, 1960.
Included in the 15 categories for
which bronze medallions and plaques
will be given are radio or television
newswriting, radio reporting, tv reporting, and public service in both radio
and television journalism. The period
covered by the awards runs Jan. 1 to
Dec. 31, 1959, with honors to be announced sometime in April, according
to Victor E. Bluedorn, executive director of the professional journalistic
fraternity.
Awards for public service will be
presented to a radio and tv station,
newspaper and magazine, while those
for reporting are offered to an individual, station or network. All non-public
service awards go to individuals (SDX
members and non-members) for specific work broadcast or published.
Nominations should be made on
forms obtained from the director of
Sigma Delta Chi Awards, 35 E. Wacker
Drive, Chicago 1. Other award categories: general reporting, editorial

Communist

An attempt by communist
agents to poison employes of
Radio Free Europe's station in
Munich, Germany, was foiled
last month by an agent who had
been cooperating with American
authorities, officials of the station revealed last week.
Erik Hazelhoff, European director of the privately financed
American-run station, reported
that on Nov. 21 a poisoning
substance had been put into salt
shakers at the station cafeteria,
which regularly serves some
1,200 employes and their families.
The poison used, it was learned,
was atropine. The amount in
each salt shaker was 2.36%,
enough to kill even if only a little
salt was Mr.
sprinkled
on the claimed
victim's
food.
Hazelhoff
agents of a "foreign communist
power" were responsible.
writing, editorial cartooning, Washington correspondence, foreign correspondence, news photography, magazine reporting and research about
journalism.

POWER
potent

salt

your

selling

most

wedge!

New high for KNX
Local billings for the week ending I
Dec. 4 totaled $141,484 at KNX Los ;j
Angeles. This was $21,000 above the
previous all-time high sales week last [
September. Sales for the CBS Radio
Pacific Network also were up, with combined KNX-CRPN sales of $373,655 I
for the week. Farmers Insurance Co.
and Miles of California were primarily
responsible for the CRPN billings. KNX |
got its record high billings from Ford I
Dealers of Southern California, Santa
Anita Race Track, Home Savings & I
Loan, Falstaff Brewing, Western Federal Savings & Loan, General Foods }
and Bu-Tay Products.
,
C
• Media reports

Godwin entries due • Jan. 15 is deadline for the third annual Earl Godwin
Memorial Award competition among
newsmen of NBC-affiliated stations. The
award, including a six-month assignment
overseas for NBC news, is given for
initiative, enterprise, judgment and professionalism in covering a story for the
radio network. It is in memory of Earl
Godwin, network Washington newsman
who died in 1956. Entries are being received by Sam Sharkey, editor, NBC
News, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York,
N.Y.

report • Radio Adverrket last
Superma
tising
Bureau
week sent members a
"How Supermarkets Use
special report,
Radio."
It contains case histories on the
successful use of the medium by such
industry leaders as Safeway and Piggly
Wiggly. Ideas are offered for holiday
selling; tips on remote broadcasts from
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spe- °
list of sales
floor, andtoa boost
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promotirket
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J-school grads • Tv stations are reof jour- I
ng numbers
increasi
questingschool
nalism
graduates,
according to f
Journalism Quarterly's annual survey
of employment conditions. Newspapers 1 '
hold first place as employers but broad- i
rela- i
and public strong
casting,are magazine
tions
becomings increasingly
;
bidders for graduates. A greater vari- ,
ety of jobs and higher salaries outside .
the newspaper field are cited as factors .
contributing to the trend.
-and

in the Detroit

either
Rates

or both

of any other

Area

at the
Major

you get
Lowest
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GUARDIAN BLDG. DETROIT
I ROBERT E. EASTMAN & CO., INC. YOUNG TELEVISION CORP. j. E. CAMPEAU
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d • The board of direcStorertors dividen
of Storer Broadcasting Co. has i
declared a quarterly dividend of 45 |
cents per share of common stock, pay- ! I
able March 15, 1960, to stockholders |
of record Feb. 26, 1960. Storer com | 1
mon stock is listed on the New Yor! i
board also de- I '
. lyThe
Stock Exchange
dividend of 12 V; j
a quarter
clared
share on its Class B commo: I
cents per
which is not listed.
stock
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A service of Gulf Oil Corporation in the cause
of creating— through the facts as we see .them
—a fuller understanding of the oil industry

Is

there

a

fuel

crisis?

in.
The coal people say there is. And they suggest that Uncle Sam step
Historically, our fuel industries have grown the freely competitive way.
Yet here we have one of them turning its back on that way. If only because the implications reach into all business, a few questions should be
raised. What, exactly, are the facts? . . .

Q. What are our fuel problems as the
coal industry sees them?

Q. Do the coal interests really want to
see their industry controlled?

A. According to the coal people, we are
in danger of running out of fuel. Any
lack of energy, they point out, would
threaten our economic development. Alj ways near the surface, of course, is the
fact that coal's share of the fuel market
has shrunk.

A. Coal denies the policy would mean
in
the word "allocation" to
controls. But resoluti
on is enough
that Senate
frighten any businessman. It would probably lead to end-use controls on fuels.
Q. Are any of the other fuel industries
for coal's program?

Q. What does the coal industry want the
government to do about it?

A. Coal asks for a single, over all "national fuels policy." In the words of
Joseph Moody, president of the National
nce, this would "inCoal Policy Confere
sure an adequate energy supply for our
nation while at the same time promoting
the healthy and balanced development
of the American economy."
Q. Precisely what would coal's policy call
for?

A. The Senate resolution coal's spokesmen introduced in August would have
consider "the optimal
governm
the
n ofent
the various fuel and energy
allocatio
resources to their most productive economic uses, including such consideration as the geographic distribution of
these resources and the development of
balanced and interrelated regional fuel
economies."
Q. Why wouldn't such a policy be helpful?
A. In the first place, the kind of crisis
coal talks about simply does not exist.
We are in no present danger of running
out of oil, natural gas or coal. And the
competition among fuels has actually
promoted the development coal refers to.
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A. Let them speak for themselves. According to Frank Porter, president of
the American Petroleum Institute, "We
will fight hard to protect our industry
and its customers from unjust restrictions." And John Ferguson, executive
director of the Independent Natural Gas
Association, says the policy "has as a
principal purpose the curtailment and
prohibition of the use of natural gas."
Q. What of the consumer? Might he not
gain from such a program?

A. Fred Seaton, Secretary of the Interior,
offers an answer: "I cannot believe that
it would be appropriate or just for the
government to distort the picture by preventing the function of normal economic
forces. I do believe the consumption of
fuels should continue to be determined
by such forces as relative costs at specific
locations, efficiency of use, dependability
of supply, cleanliness, convenience and
ease of control."
Q. Are you saying coal would be the only
beneficiary of the policy?

A. Yes. And at the expense of oil, natural
gas and the consumer. At the expense,
in short, of our economy as a whole.
Coal has failed to show a truly national

justification for its policy. If there is a
here, it is the one coal's policy
fuel crisis
would
bring on.

if there is no policy, what of coal's
Q.But then?
future
A. It is true coal's share of the market
has shrunk from 70 per cent in 1926 to
less than 30 per cent in 1959. But coal
has a future. Secretary Seaton cites these
figures. The U. S. will use 5 billion barrels of oil in 1975 compared to 2.7 billion in 1955, 19 trillion cubic feet of gas
to 9.1 trillion. And we will use 775 million tons of coal to less than 450 million.

curity?
Q. Isn't coal essential to our national seA. Of course it is. But
oil and gas. It's worth
oil industry has been
the government since

no more so than
remembering the
cooperating with
World War I. A

example is the commendagood tionrecent
the oil industry earned from our
ing in the 1956nt forto cooperat
governme
stave off a European oil
Suez crisis
57
shortage.
Q. Hasn't a National Energy Board recently been proposed in Canada?
A. Yes. But Canada is concerned mainly
with export and import of natural gas
and oil. This demands some international
negotiation at the official level. The board
could suggest a domestic policy for all
fuels. But the validity for such a program north of our border does not automatically extend south of it.
Q. Elsewhere in the world, what is the
trend in fuel coordination?
A. The British attitude is fairly typical.
Although Britain faces a glut in coal
from state-owned mines, Fuel and Power
Minister Richard Wood told the miners
in November he "could not encourage
any hope of measures to restrict the use
of oil or to force fuel-consuming industries to use coal."
further questions and comment.
We welcome
address them to Gulf Oil Corp.,
Please
Room 1300, Gulf Bldg., Pittsburgh 30, Pa.
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WTPA-H
arrisburg's
Number One Station

UNITED
But

*
COVERS
Central Pennsylvania's
HEARTLAND

WTPA covers and delivers
the Heart of Central Pennsylvania— a rich and stable
economy based on commerce,
industry and government.
Maximum coverage at sensible rates makes WTPA
your best buy !
* ARB Share of Audience
Sun. thru Sat. 6-10 P.M.
Nov. '58 — 31.0
Feb. '59 — 32.1
May '59 — 35.6

ARTISTS

talks

are

only

United Artists Corp. is taking another sniff at the sweet smell of somebody else's tv success.
Object of interest is Ziv Television
Programs Inc., one of tv's leading syndication companies with three shows
on the networks this season and a
lengthy list of series in syndication.
The last time (1958) UA saw a
good prospect, Associated Artists Productions, anon-Hollywood controlled
tv company, was snapped up. AAP is
now United Artists Associated. This
acquisition gave UA access to the
Warner Bros, pre- 1949 library, short
subjects, cartoons, various feature
packages and a merchandising operation. Now UA is thinking about acquiring Ziv.
United Artists Corp. is a major motion picture releasing operation that
emerged out of Hollywood's decay of
the post-glamor era hastened by tv's
rise. Its winning combination: access
to funds to finance picture-making.
UA's Look • UA itself does not produce movies. It puts up money for
others to do so and has built-in arrangements tomake it worth the while
of name stars, directors and producers.
UA also has a tv subsidiary. United
Television Inc., that has two shows on
the networks. The Dennis O'Keefe
Show on CBS-TV and The Troubleshooters on NBC-TV, and Tales of
the Vikings, its only tv series so far
placed in syndication. UA-TV plans
additional series for syndication. The
corporation is preparing Miami Undercover and Hudson's Bay. These new
shows will be offered to network advertisers. The parent UA also owns a
record company.

WMPS

Top 40 programming is on its
way out on one of the stations which
pioneered it. Harold Krelstein, president of the Plough
Stations, said the
format will be
dropped soon by
WMPS Memphis.
He said Top 40
programming has
become "so commonplace ithas
Mr. Krelstein outlived its useful-

ness."

preliminary

ZIV

TV

now

Ziv Television's control changed
hands early in July. Two Wall Street
investment firms, F. Eberstadt & Co.
and Lazard Freres & Co., purchased
about 80% of Ziv's stock in a deal reportedly involving $14 million. The
other stock presumably is still owned
by Frederick W. Ziv, board chairman,
and John L. Sinn, president.
The Contact • UA's contact with Ziv
is a direct one. It is through the
Eberstadt firm, which has a close association by having floated stock issues and served as an investment banker for United Artists.
UA officials were cautious last week
when questioned about a purchase of
Ziv. For one thing, they asserted, no
negotiations have begun, and discussions, they said, were "preliminary to
see if there is any basis for some kind
of deal." Principal conferees included
UA's executive staff and Eberstadt officials.

Ziv's on-the-network properties are
Men Into Space (CBS-TV), Challenge
(NBC-TV) and Bat Masterson (NBCTV) . Ziv currently has new product on
Tombstone Territory coming up (this
series also has been on ABC-TV) for
syndication along with the Lockup
and This Man Dawson series. It's in
the third year production of Sea
Hunt and has such well known syndicated properties as Bold Venture, Dial
999, Harbor Command, Highway Patrol, MacKenzie's Raiders, The New
Adventures of Martin Kane, Target and
Cisco Kid among others.
Acquisition of Ziv would give UA
its first studio facility (Ziv owns a

to drop

Mr. Krelstein said a new format,
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EYES

Top

40

now in the planning stage, if found
successful after a trial run in Memphis will probably be used on
Plough's other stations: WJJD Chicago,
Boston,
WCAO Baltimore
and WCOP
WPLO
Atlanta.
Mr. Krelstein refuses to talk about
the new format. He fears he'll hear
it first on another station if he divulges his plans at this early date.
Plough first began programming
the Top 40 in Memphis in 1955. The
city currently has three stations (including WMPS) using the Top 40
format.
BROADCASTING, December 21, 1959

studio in Hollywood). Ziv is a privately-owiied company. At the time
the two banking houses bought controlling interests it was speculated that
Ziv shares would be placed on the
market for public offering, but this has
not transpired. Aside from its "firstrun" syndicated and network properties, Ziv has valuable holdings in its
reruns in syndication in the U.S. and
in distribution in foreign markets.
AFM

may

hassle

settle

out-of-court

FederaAttorneys for the American dissident
tion of Musicians and for the
group of Hollywood musicians (chiefly
members of AFM Local 47) who are
suing AFM got together in Las Vegas
last week to discuss an AFM offer for
an out-of-court settlement (Broadcasting, Dec. 14). The suits were filed three
years ago by the rebel musicians who
make payments into music performance
trust funds. They want these payments
diverted to the individual musicians employed to do the work.
Agreement for the Las Vegas meeting was followed by a postponement to
Jan. 4 of a hearing which was to have
begun Dec. 14 in Los Angeles Superior
Court. One suit seeks to obtain for the
individual musicians $6,172,163 paid
into the trust funds for the release of
theatrical motion pictures to television.
Three other suits cover trust fund payments for musicians' services for phonograph records, tv films and transcriptions, jingles and spots. The four actions
ask for aggregate payments of some
$24 million. AFM has offered about
$2,650,000 in settlement.
Attending the Nevada negotiating session were Samuel R. Rosenbaum, trustee
for the music performance funds; AFM
attorneys Henry Kaiser, Michael Luddy
and Emanuel Gordon; plaintiffs' attorneys Harold A. Fendler, Daniel A.
Weber and Jules Bloch.

KOMU-TV

serves

thej*

ft of Mid-Missouri
w
of Missouri constitute a rich "island"
consumers in the heart
The 500 000 cannot
be reached by TV from Kansas City, St. Louis or other
market that
bordering towns. Only a Mid-Missouri TV station can give you full coverage
of this whole market. If your product is distributed in Mid-Missouri
(and most national products are), give it the best possible TV support
in this important 28-county area-including such cities as Jefferson City,
Mexico, Moberly, Rolla and Sedalia-buy KOMU-TV, Columbia.

FACTS ABOUT THE MID-MISSOURI "ISLAND" MARKET
Famihes
'
TV Households
$529,691,000
Retail Soles
.....$752,144,000
Effective Buying Power
NBC & ABC AFFILIATION
REPRESENTED BY H-R

' CHANNEL 8
IU-TV
Columbia, Missouri

Rocky

meets

in combined

newsmen
session

When New York's Gov. Nelson
Rockefeller announced his plans to
hold "separate but equal press conferences" for radio-tv and newspaper
newsmen, in Dallas, Dave Muhlstein,
news director of KLIF, that city,
threatened a radio-tv boycott. Filing a
simultaneous protest to the governor's
headquarters and over the Associated
Press wire, Mr. Muhlstein, director of
the Dallas Press Club, stated that Gov.
Rockefeller's policy discriminated
against broadcasters. Although other
Dallas stations refused to join the threatBROADCASTING, December 21, 1959

& CO., inc.
R. C. CRISLER
Business Brokers Specializing in Television
and Radio Stations
CINCINNATI, 0.
Paul E. Wagner
Fifth Third Bank Bldg.
DUnbar 1-7775
WEST COAST
Lincoln Dellar & Co.
Now,.. 4 offices to
Santa Barbara, Calif.
better serve you. . .
WOodland 9-0770
OMAHA,
NEB.Fry
Paul R.
P.O. Box 1733 (Benson)
TErrace 9455
NEW YORK
41 E. 42nd St.
MUr. Hill 7-8437

The

Beatniks

don't...

'Murder at my house' • Two bloody splotches adorn a contemporary
greeting card in the current line of Hallmark Cards Inc., Kansas City. The
cover page lists a series of blood-and-thunder horrors on television programs
with the inside legend carrying a write-soon message.
A Hallmark spokesman said the card is one of its contemporary humor
numbers introduced before the current quiz-rigging and payola publicity.
He had no word on popularity of the card or possible impact of publicity
on recent sales.
The company was described as having a strict rule against production of
anything offensive. A special creative staff of writers and artists produces
cards of the contemporary humor type. Hallmark sponsors the Hall of
Fame series on NBC-TV and has used radio to promote its cards.
...but

everybody
else

in

BUFFALO

ened boycott, the governor's press secretary told Mr. Muhlstein the day after
his protest that the conference would be
open to radio, tv and newspapers
alike. A similar incident took place in
Los Angeles (Broadcasting, Nov. 23),
but that time the broadcasters did indeed walk out.

Time's'
Linen

prefers

WBNY

Best

Buy

in the
Buffalo
Market

Call Jack Masla
64 (PROGRAMMING)

face

had

is red;

quiz

stock

Time magazine, which became involved in the quiz scandal hearings in
Washington last month when congressmen quoted its stories about rigged
quiz shows to tv network witnesses,
last week learned its publisher, James
A. Linen, was a 2V4 % owner of Entertainment Productions Inc., the firm
that produced $64,000 Question on
CBS-TV.
Disclosure came when word got out
that EPI, which has had no shows on
the air since Top Dollar was cancelled
on CBS-TV in October, was liquidating its assets and going out of business.
Mr. Linen was identified as among
30 stockholders who were notified of
the company's
planned
ficials of EPI could
not be demise.
reached Offor
comment or for identification of other
stockholders. Mr. Linen acknowledged
his own participation in the firm.
Mr. Linen said he obtained owner-

ship back in 1946, when he invested
$10,000 in Louis G. Cowan's thenforming production firm. Mr. Cowan
and Mr. Linen were personal friends.
The Cowan firm later became EPI, and
Mr. Cowan sold his interest when he
became an officer of CBS-TV. Mr.
Linen received $10,000 in debentures,
plus the 2Va % stock ownership. The
debentures, which he recalls paid about
5% interest, were retired in 1955.
After that date he received two dividend payments, one for about 50 cents,
the other for about $1.50. Mr. Linen
said he had not considered disposing
of the stock ownership because it had
no market value.
Barry-Enright status
The scandal-scarred quiz show
Twenty One forced the doors closed
on the tv program packaging firm of
Barry & Enright. But that does not preclude Jack Barry and Dan Enright
from re-opening the doors to admit
other properties in the future. This may
happen, Mr. Barry told Broadcasting
last Thursday (Dec. 17).
While the packaging company has
not been officially dissolved, Mr. Barry
indicated he would like to get back into
tv program packaging and m.c. work.
Since he and Mr. Enright still own a
Florida radio station the two men continue to have fairly close contact, but
they are otherwise currently taking sepBROADCASTING, December 21, 1959

in
arate business paths. Mr. Barry is executive vice president of Fragrance
Process Co., New York, which markets
a newly developed aroma process for
scented advertising in newspapers and
for various packaged products. When
Mr. Enright was asked later the same
day what his current business activities
are, he replied firmly, "No comment."
• Program

notes

Participants • About Faces, new audience participation series starting Jan. 4
on ABC-TV (Mon.-Fri., 1-1:30 p.m.
EST) , will have following participating
sponsors: Block Drug Co. (Sullivan,
Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles Inc., N.Y.);
Dusharme Products Inc., (Graves &
Assoc., Minneapolis); Renuzit Home
Products Co. (Arndt, Preston, Chapin,
Lamb & Keen Inc., Phila.), and Shulton Inc. (The Wesley Assoc., N.Y.).
Program is Ralph Edwards production
and will originate from Hollywood, with
Ben Alexander as m.c.
Indefinite termination • Closing of
the London office and termination of all
British production activities for "an indefinite period," was announced by
Philip N. Krasne, president of California Studios. The Hollywood tv film organization has been concentrating on
preparing tv filmed programs for netThe company's
Britishmade work
filmsexposure.
had been
aimed at the
U.S.

. AS
OR
Here are the next 10 days of network
color shows (all times are EST).
NBC-TV
Dec. 21-25, 28-30 (11-11:30 a.m.)
Price Is Right, participating sponsorship.
Dec. 21-25, 28-30 (12:30-1 p.m.) It
Could Be You, participating sponsorship.
Dec. 21, 28 (10-11 p.m.) Steve Allen
Plymouth Show, Plymouth through N.W.

'Lineup' replacement • CBS-TV is replacing The Lineup with a variety show,
Be Our Guest, beginning Jan. 27 (Wed.
7:30-8:30 p.m. EST). The Lineup was
a casualty in the network's move for
better program balance (Broadcasting, Dec. 1). Be Our Guest will star
George DeWitt, former m.c. of the defunct Name That Tune on CBS-TV, and
will feature Mary Ann Mobley, Miss
America 1958, as vocalist with the
Glenn Miller Orchestra conducted by
Ray McKinley. The announcement,
made by Oscar Katz, vice president,
network programs, said the new program would use non-professional guests
and is planned as a live origination from
New York. Al Singer is executive producer and head writer.
Crackdown • The Screen Actors Guild
has served notice on producers of tv
commercials that it plans to crack down
BROADCASTING, December 21, 1959

Top

Award

NBC

Winner

Ayer.
Dec.
22, P.29 Lorillard
(9-9:30 p.m.)
ray Party,
throughArthur
LennenMur-&
Newell and Sterling Drug through Norman,
Craig & Kurnmel.
Dec. 22, 29 (9:30-10:30 p.m.) Ford
Startime,
Ford through J. Walter Thompson.
Dec. 23, 30 (8:30-9 p.m.) Price Is
Right, Lever through Ogilvy, Benson &
Mather and Speidel through J. Walter
Thompson.
Dec. Music
23, 30Hall,(9-10
PerryJ. Como's
Kraft
Kraftp.m.)
through
Walter
Thompson.
Dec. 24 (8-9 p.m.) Pontiac Star Parade,
Pontiac through MacManus John & Adams.
Dec. 24 (9:30-10 p.m.) Ford Show,
Ford through J. Walter Thompson.
Dec. 26 (10-10:30 a.m.) Howdy Doody
Show, Continental Baking through Ted
Bates.
Dec. 26 (10:30-11 a.m.) Ruff and
Reddy Show, Mars through Knox Reeves
and Borden through Benton & Bowles.
Dec. 26 (l:45-conclusion) Blue-Gray
Football Game, sponsor tk
Dec. 26 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Bonanza,
Liggett & Myers through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.
Dec. 27 (9-10 p.m.) Chevy Show, Chevrolet through Campbell-Ewald.

syndication market.
Second adventurer • Dominick Dunne,
executive producer of Adventures in
Paradise (ABC-TV, Mon. 9:30-10:30
p.m. EST), has signed Ron Ely, formerly
a 20th Century-Fox contract performer,
as alternate-week co-star of the Paradise
series. He will share alternate week story
focus with Gardner McKay.

A

on those violating the provisions of
the Guild's collective bargaining conto interviews of pertract,formers.
pertaining
The Guild claims that it has
received complaints from members
charging that payment and advance notice clauses have been violated.

Yule sing • Three one-hour broadcasts
of local choirs, called The Voices of
Christmas, are planned by WBAL-TV
Baltimore for Christmas Eve and
Christmas Day. Each program is composed of five different 10-minute segments, one by each of the five choirs,
with a WBAL-TV personality giving
the narrative. The programs, taped in
the churches, feature Catholic, Protestant and Greek Orthodox choirs. The
station is donating the time and assuming the expense of the project as a
public service.
Switch to tv • Robert L. Jacks Productions, Hollywood, producer of feature films for 20th Century-Fox and
United Artists, last week signed with
Screen Gems Inc. to produce two new
series, as yet untitled, for television.
Earl Felton, associate of Mr. Jacks, will
write the series, which are expected to
be ready for presentation in the fall of
1960.

"The Giant

Southern
Miss Edna Seaman
WFBC-TV's
Promotion
Manager
For

Audience

Promotion

in

Skies'*

GREENVILLE
SPARTANBURG
ASHEVILLE
Using the theme "Total Television
in DIXIE AFTER DARK", Miss Seaman was one of the top 5 winners in NBC's nationwide audience promotion contest from
August 11 through October 11th.
She thus wins for herself an allexpense paid trip to Hollywood
... and for WFBC-TV and its clients she maintains dominance in
the Greenville-Spartanburg-Asheville market.
CHANNEL 4

WFBC-TV
GREENVILLE, S. C.
NBC

NETWORK

CORP
.
Represented Nationally by
WEED
TELEVISION
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Always

shoot it on EASTMAN

FILM . . . You'll be glad you did !

EQUIPMENT
RCA

development

announced

under

control!

With film, you can edit to your heart's
content— remove "fluffs," highlight
the laughs. No end to the tricks in
this trade, only possible with film.
You're in the driver's seat at all times
... in control, too, of time and station,
whatever markets you seek.
As a matter of fact, film does three
things for you ... 3 big important
things:

1. Gives you the high-polish, razorsharp commercials you've come to
expect . . . fluff-free . . . sure.
2. Gives you coverage with full pretest opportunities.
3. Retains residual values.
For more information write:
Motion Picture Film Department
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, N.Y.

or
W. J. German, Inc.
Agents for the sale and distribution of
Eastman Professional Motion Picture Films
Fort Lee, N.J.; Chicago, III.;
Hollywood, Calif.

at seminar

Radio Corp. of America will establish a television tape engineering and
application center in Los Angeles, C. H.
Colledge, general manager of RCA
broadcast and tv equipment division,
announced Dec. 16 during the company's tv seminar in that city. H. D.
Bradbury, manager of RCA film recording will be in charge of the Los Angeles
activity.
"For the first time," Mr. Colledge
said, "west coast tv broadcasters and
those engaged in film recording with
tape will have close at hand a center
to which they can turn for RCA technical guidance and equipment supply.
In addition to meeting the problems of
specific installations, a team of RCA
experts will make a series of continuing studies on the tape recording
needs of both the film and broadcastindustries."
Theing RCA
tv seminar, conducted from
Dec. 14-18, was attended daily by more
than 100 representatives of stations,
motion picture companies and independent producers. RCA demonstrated
that a color tv tape made on one RCA
recorder can be played back on any
other RCA machine with no perceptible
loss of picture quality. In addition, the
its monochrome recompany
corder canclaims,
be converted to color merely
by the interconnection of a rack of
color equipment.
Motorola
glowing

East Coast Division
342 Madison Avenue
New York 17, N.Y.
Midwest Division
1 30 East Randolph Drive
Chicago 1, III.
West Coast Division
6706 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38, Calif.

&

predicts
year

ahead

Edward R. Taylor, executive vice
for Mopresident of consumer products
torola Inc.. is optimistic about 1960
business. He predicts:
Television — "The industry will sell
6.5 million sets ... an increase of about
7% over 1959. We expect Motorola to
continue to increase its share of the
business with sales 20-25% higher than
in 1959. Consumer purchasing power,
now at an all time high, will increase
and the ultimate settlement of the steel
strike should remove the reins of reluctance to buy in those areas most affected
by the strike . . .
"Portables will always be popular and
1960 should see further strides in 'flexibility' of a truly reliable and practical battery-operated portable set to be
carried outside the home. However, the
battery portable will become a permanent addition to America's viewing
habits only when the screen is large

ENGINEERING
enough to be viewed by several people
at a reasonable distance . . .
Radio — "The industry will increase
sales at least 7% over 1959 despite increased foreign competition in the radio
field. Motorola is planning a 20% increase in radio sales . . . We see an exciting and growing desire on the part of
consumers for more fm radio.
Stereo Hi-Fi — "1960 should witness
the 'settling down' of the stereo industry. We do not expect the phonographic
reproducing instruments will change
very much from now on even though
there will be continuing refinements."
23-inch
booming

tv set

sales

at Admiral

The 23-inch tv receiver is here to
stay. By the end of 1960 it will probably account for 75% of Admiral
Corp's television sales, according to
Ross
Siragusa,Wednesday
Admiral's (Dec.
president.
He D.reported
15)
in a year-end statement, that Admiral's
current tv sales are running about 5050 between the 23- and 21-inch sets.
He cited the bonded safety glass feature with reduction of reflection and
glare in the new receiver as one reason for its popularity.
Admiral's radio and tv sales will increase in 1960, he predicted, with
political conventions and elections and
the 23-inch tube providing "important
Meanwhile, National Video Corp.,
Chicago,
stimuli." announced that in cooperation with Admiral, it has started "sample
shipments"
a newtube,
wide-angle
inch black
and ofwhite
providing19-a
picture about 10% larger than that of
a 17-inch model. Mass production will
get under way early in February.
RCA

in black

on

color

The long promised break-through in
color tv is beginning to develop, with
expectations that sales "might well run
50% ahead of 1959," P. I. Casella, executive vice president of RCA consumer
products, has reported. Mr. Casella said
RCA is in the black for the first time
on color television sales.
He told a news conference in Chicago that RCA's sales are about 30%
ahead of last year on a week-to-week
basis, with demand exceeding supply in
some popular models.
At the same time, Mr. Casella reported, the company is selling more
radios this year than at any time in its
40-year history.

INTERNATIONAL

Moscow-U.S. dairy program exchange
Radio Moscow began airing a sent and Mr. Prouty said the departA proposed exchange of radio proment will monitor to assure that they
grams between dairy farmers of series of nine English-language proOneida County in New York and
are broadcast by Radio Moscow to
grams to Oneida County via shortwave Dec. 9, twice daily at 7:45 and
Krasnaya dairy farmers. Mr. Prouty
those in the Krasnaya region of Russaid Radio Moscow has assured
sia— 200 miles northeast of Moscow
10:45 p.m. The American broadWREM
of this and that the station
casts
will
be
taped
in
Russian
using
— still is being worked out, accordWREM facilities sometime after the and Oneida County farmers are
ing to Gerald Prouty, vice president
being guided by State Dept. advice.
of WREM Remsen, N.Y. The pro- first of next year and a committee
The Agriculture Dept., which is not
posal for exchange of dairy infor- of farmers and agricultural leaders
mation and a milk yield contest be- meets this week to decide on their taking an active part in the programs
and contest, will furnish whatever
tween the two areas was made by format.
agricultural information Oneida
Radio Moscow after correspondence
Meanwhile, the State Dept. indifarmers need for the series, Mr.
cated its concern whether the Ameriinitiated by WREM about a year ago
and subsequent exchange of tapes.
can programs will be broadcast as Prouty said.

Gayer

re-elected

to frequency board
John B. Gayer, consulting engineer
of Omaha, Dec. 11 was re-elected a
member of International Frequency
Registration Board, headquartered in
Geneva. The 11-man organization records all frequency assignments and advises nations on appropriate safeguards
against interference. A new directive
was given board members by the International Radio Conference in Geneva
to perform assignments not as representatives of their respective countries
but as "impartial custodians of an international public trust." The board also
was entrusted with the task of preparing a new international high frequency
(shortwave) broadcasting plan as well
as establishment of an international frequency list.
Other members: Fioravanti Dellamula, Argentina; Alfonso Hernandez
Cata, Cuba; Rene Petit, France; John
Gracie, United Kingdom; Mieczyslaw
Flisak, Poland; Nicolai Ivanovich Krasnosselski, USSR; Noel Robert, South
Africa; Tai Kuang Wang, China; Shin
Ichi Hase, Japan, and M. N. Mirza,
Pakistan.
The plenipotentiary conference also
adopted a resolution regarding peaceful
uses of outer space communications
and instructed the secretary-general to
inform the United Nations and other
international organizations of studies
being undertaken in this field (Broadcasting, Dec. 7).
CBC

answers

critics

The Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
has "never succumbed to political or
commercial control," Alphonse Ouimet,
president of CBC stated at Toronto on
December 7. Speaking at a Canadian
Club luncheon on the recent criticism
of the government-owned broadcasting
organization
he emphasized that "I
63

know of no intention at efforts to dominate the CBC. Wilful threats to broadcasting freedoms are few and far betwe n. .. . There have been times during the last 25 years when the strong
currents which eddy about our democratic life have seemed to threaten some
of the freedoms of our broadcasting
system. ... I think most Canadians,
having seen what has happened in other
countries realize that the freedom of
their national broadcasting is one of
their most precious assets."
Seven

applicants

for tv in Montreal
Seven applications for a second Montreal, Que., television station were filed
with the Canadian Department of
Transport, Ottawa, on November 30.
Hearings are to be held next March at
Montreal by the Board of Broadcast
Governors. Three applications for an
English-language station and four for a
French-language station were filed with
the department.
CFCF Montreal, which first applied
for a tv station license 20 years ago,
along with Sovereign Films Distributors Ltd., and Mount Royal Independent Television Ltd., applied for an English station license. Latter is an investment group, not in broadcasting now,
and Sovereign Films has minority interests through other film companies in
CHCH-TV Hamilton Ont., and CKLWTV Windsor-Detroit.
French-language applicants are CKAC
Montreal and its parent newspaper
Montreal La Presse, which also applied for a tv station license many
years ago; CKVL Verdun, Que., (a
Montreal suburb) and United Amusement Corp. Ltd.; Raymond Crepault,
majority owner of CJMS Montreal; and
Paul L'Anglais, film producer and
France-Film, a French-language film
distributing company.

Canadian tv revenue
Canadian national television billings
in the year October 1, 1958, to September 30, 1959, totalled $45,723,572,
according to the Broadcast Advertising
Bureau of the Canadian Assn. of
Broadcasters. This is the first such estimate made on Canadian television. It
was compiled from reports by Canadian
and U.S. station representative firms
and the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. to
an independent auditing firm: Boyce,
McCay, Duff & Co., of Ottawa, Ont.
BAB sales director Karl Steeves at
Toronto, estimated an additional $20
million in local business on Canadian
tv stations in the year. He estimated that
the third quarter of 1959 will exceed
$13 million in commissionable national business.
Canadian set sales
Canadian television set sales for the
first ten months of 1959 totaled 327,632
units as against 338,895 in last year's
similar period. Radio set sales were up
from 434,432 in the January-October
1958 period, to 482,281 sets in the
1959 period, according to figures released by the Electronics Industries
Assn. of Canada.
In both cases Ontario accounted for
most sales — 124,415 tv sets and 218,718 radio receivers. Quebec province
followed with 76,000 tv sets and 115,723 radio sets.
Of total radio receiver sales in the
first ten months of 1959, 79,860 were
portables,
mobiles. and 100,788 were for autoTv 'co-production'
An increase in co-production in
Europe is anticipated by Kenneth
Herts, president of Herts Lion, a Hollywood tv film production company. Mr.
Herts returned to the U.S. last week
after signing agreements with a Swedish
BROADCASTING, December 21, 1959

and a German film company for two
new series.
Mr. Herts estimates that via a coproduction deal, the cost of creatingHea
tv film series can be reduced 40%.
says "complete and wonderful cooperation" isobtained from a European partner. Mr. Herts' European projects include 13 Demon Street, which is being
filmed at Nordisk Tonefilm Studio in
Stockholm, and The Sword and The
Cross, a dramatization of famous epics
("Ben Hur," "Ten Commandments,"
"David and Goliath"), which will be
produced in Italy next summer by
Frank Wisbar, known in the U.S. for
his Fireside Theater. Mr. Wisbar has
been active in German films the past
several years.
• Abroad

/

9

4

9
anniversary

in brief

'Lassie' in Yugoslavia • Lassie series
governhas been sold to Yugoslavia's
ment tv station, bringing to 32 the
number of countries telecasting the
canine's adventures. According to Abe
Mandell, international sales director
of International Television Corp., which
handled the sale, the program will be
paid for in U.S. dollars. Foreign markets carry the program in sixteen different languages, either by dubbing
or use of sub-titles.
Microwave system • RCA Victor Co.
Ltd., Montreal, Que., was awarded a
$20 million contract by Canadian National Railways for a 1,200 mile microwave communications system from
Grande Prairie, Alta., to the YukonAlaska border. System will connect with
Alaska telephone facilities at northern
end and Canadian landline at southern
end. System is to be ready in about two
be used to proyears and will probablywave
service to
vide television micro
northern Canada and Alaska.
Eastern sales • NTA International has
in the new teleits first sales India
reported vision
, Lebanon,
markets of
, genCrasto
Remi
I.
Cyprus and Iran.
eral manager of NTA International
sales in the Far East and Near East,
said short subjects were sold in India,
and cartoons and children's programming in Lebanon, Cyprus and Iran (all
outlets are government sponsored) . Mr.
Crasto, who returned from a threemonth selling trip in 19 countries in this
area, said the potential for the U.S. tv
h he
film industry is "excellent,"t thoug
conceded that developmen of these
markets would take time. He pointed
out that in many areas, the price of sets
is prohibitive for most persons but
he envisions progress over a period of
several years. Mr. Crasto observed that
in Iran, there are plans for extension
of tv service to all principal localities,
and said tv is set to begin shortly
in Egypt, Syria and Turkey.
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Broadcast

Advertising
• F. Kenneth Beirn.
advertising director of
Revlon Inc. since last
February, resigns to
join General Development Corp., Florida
real estate company,
as consultant. Earlier
he
had been president
Mr. Beirn
of C.J. LaRoche &
Co., senior vp of Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan; executive vp of Ruthrauff
& Ryan and president of Biow-BeirnTiogo, all New York.
• James R. Hill, Gordon G. Rothrock and Robert S. Spaeth, brand supervisors atLeo Burnett Co., Chicago,
appointed vps.

• Joseph R. Cross, formerly vp at
Compton Adv. and Robert E. McGhee, formerly account supervisor on
packaged goods for Lennen & Newell,
to Lever Bros., N.Y., both as product
managers, Lever Div.
• Henry P. Stockbridge and James
M. Symington, account executives in

"YOUR

INCOME

TAX"

Radio's newest and most timely
program feature is yours (maybe) for but peanuts per week.
63 STATIONS HAVE ALREADY SNAPPED
UP THIS PACKAGE OF THIRTY-SECOND
TAX TIPS AS RECORDED BY LEE GRAY,
DIRECTOR OF J. K. LASSER INSTITUTE.
(THEIR BOOK HAS SOLD 11,000,000
COPIES.)
10 tips per week — 13 weeks —
for Vi your minute rate. $10.00
maximum weekly cost.
Grab it for your market,
exclusively.
Call or write . . .

DON

LASSER, WICH Radio,
NORWICH, CONN.
TUrner 7-1613

&

FORTUNES

New York office of Young & Rubicam,
appointed vps.
• William E. Hatch,
senior vp and comptroller of Ted Bates
& Co., N.Y, elected
treasurer. He joined
Bates in 1954 and
was elected senior vp
earlier this year. Mr.
Hatch had previously
Mr. Hatch
been with accounting
firm of Arthur Andersen & Co. Robert
J. Preis, assistant comptroller who
joined Bates in 1956, named assistant
treasurer and assistant vp. Leicester
H. Sherrill, vp and account supervisor
at Ted Bates, will retire Jan. 1. Mr.
Sherrill joined Bates in 1952, following
15 year tenure as vp of BBDO.
• John J. Odell, with advertising-merchandising department of Quaker Oats
Co., Chicago, for past 25 years, joins
Keyes, Madden & Jones, that city, as vp,
member of plans board and account
supervisor effective Jan. 15.
• Dale R. Arvidson, formerly radio-tv
director of Grubb & Petersen Adv.,
Champaign, 111., promoted to vp in
charge of account service and broadcast activities and elected to board of
directors. Robert E. Smith succeeds
Mr. Arvidson as radio-tv director. F. E.
(Gene) Wilder named corporation
secretary in addition to duties as art
director. N.L. (Mike) Wilson named
creative director, succeeding Leon L.
Petersen who resigned.
• A.A. Medica, hi-fi sales manager of
Admiral Corp., Chicago, promoted to
tv sales manager. Clarence B. Flinn,
formerly southern regional sales manager, succeeds Mr. Medica.
• Fred R. Hansen, formerly media director at Aubrey, Finlay, Marley &
Hodgson, Chicago, and William Quigley Jr., formerly with W.A. Alexander
& Co., to media department of Foote,
Cone & Belding, that city.
• James Sage, account executive with
Compton Adv. Inc., N.Y. transfers to
agency's Los Angeles office as account
supervisor. John Anderson, art director with McCann-Erickson, NY.,
joins Compton, L.A., in similar capacity.
• Robert D. Putman elected vp-director of sales and marketing of F.C.
Russell Co., Columbiana, Ohio, door,
window and home improvement manufacturer. He will be in charge of marketing all Rusco products in U.S.
and Canada.

• Otis Winegar, formerly vp and
creative director at Knox Reeves, Min7Q

neapolis, to Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,
NY., as copy supervisor.
• Robert E. Daiger,
executive vp of VanSant, Dugdale & Co.,
Baltimore advertising
agency,ident,named
pres-1,
effective Jan.
succeeding Wilbur
VanSant, founderand
president of firm
Mr. Daiger
since 1914 and chairman of board, who continues as member of plans board. Nicholas VanSant,
appointed vp in addition to duties as
secretary and treasurer. Lawrence R.
O'Neill
and Robert V. Walsh also
named vps.
• Ernest Fladell and Leslie A, Harris are principals in new agency, Fladell/Harris Adv. Co., N.Y, which has
opened office at 352 W. 56th St. Telephone isJudson 6-1141. Mr. Fladell was
until recently creative director of advertising department of National Telefilm
Assoc. and Mr. Harris was assistant to
president of NTA Program Sales.
Agency will specialize in tv trade advertising but also will service general consumer accounts.
• Bernard G. Rassmussen, broadcast
media manager of Fuller & Smith &
Ross, N.Y., named associate media
director. Other F&S&R appointments:
William Olson as account executive;
Ned Tolmach and Joel Frankfort,
both as associate account executives.

• Hubert A. Zielske, vp at Foote,
Cone & Belding, N.Y., and national
director of advertising research and
assistant to national director of media
and research, transfers to agency's Los
Angeles office as director of research.
tiring.
He succeeds Ray Robinson who is re-
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CHARGED
WITH
LIBEL - SLANDER
PIRACY - PLAGIARISM
INVASION OF PRIVACY
COPYRIGHT VIOLATION
Be ready with our unique
EXCESS INSURANCE
Adequate protection against embarrassing loss
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EMPLOYERS REINSURANCE
CORPORATION
21 W. Tenth, Kansas City, Mo.
New
York, Chicago,
107 William
175 W. San100Francisco,
Bush
St. Jackson St.
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© Melvin P. Knoepp, formerly chief
announcer and promotion director of
KFMU (FM) Los Angeles, named
general manager of KFMW (FM) San
Bernardino, Calif., succeeding Chester
of Shert. Both
A.
rill Humber
C. Corwin
group.are outlets

• Albert H. Clem, sales and service
executive for Pennsalt Chemical Corp..
Philadelphia, promoted to vp of marketing. George R. Lawson, formerly
indirector of marketing for Pennsallt'smandustrial division, named genera
ager of chemical specialities division.

• Dodds I. Buchanan, account executive and director of marketing and research of Nahas-Blumberg Corp., new
Houston advertising firm, promoted to
agency manager. Helen Macarthy
joins copy department.
• Richard M. Palmer, formerly pr
account executive at Young & Rubicam,
N.Y.. to BBDO, that city, as pr supervisor'on Campbell Soup and Westclox
accounts.

• Nicholas C. Wolf, formerly with
Edward H. Weiss & Co. and Leo Burnett Co.. and Robert DaVee, previously head of own sales promotionmerchandising firm, to H.W. Kastor &
Sons Adv., Chicago, as account executives.
• Leign S. McCaslin
Jr.. formerly advertising coordinator of
DX Sunray Oil Co.,
Tulsa, elected vp of
Potts-Woodbury Inc.,
Kansas City advertising agency. He heads
new Tulsa office and
Mr. McCaslin m addition will serve
as account supervisor on DX Sunray
account.
• Kenneth W. Kear, formerly copy
2roup head of Grey Adv., N.Y., and
Donald J. Sauers, formerly copy
at Ketchum, Macaroup supervisor
Leod & Grove, Pittsburgh, to Ted Bates
& Co.'s New York office, as copywriters.
Alan Hahn, formerly copy group head
at McCann-Erickson, and Ned C.
MaxSmith, formerly creative chief at
well Sackheim and Transfilm Inc.. to
same office as copywriters.
• Emanuel Greenberg, formerly
copywriter with Norman, Craig &
Kummel, N.Y., to Ogilvy, Benson &
Mather, that city, in similar capacity.
• Richard H. Gratiot, formerly copywriter in sales promotion department
of Kling Studios, Chicago, joins copy
staff of Wentzel & Fluge, advertising
and pr firm, that city.
• Henry Arnau, formerly copywriter
with McCann-Erickson, N.Y., to copy
department of Victor A. Bennett, that
city.
BROADCASTING, December 21, 1959

Mr. English

Mr. Lawton

• James R. English Jr., associate media
director at Kenyon & Eckhardt, N.Y.,
and Alfred A. Lawton, senior account executive, named vps. Mr. English joined K&E in May, 1959, following service with media department of
Young & Rubicam. Mr. Lawton formerly was account executive at Paris
and Peart and also was with General
Foods.
The

Media

• Frank Atlass, commercial sales
manager of WBBM-TV Chicago and
acting general manager of CBS-owned
station, retires. Harriet Atlass, public
affairs director, also retires, both closely
following retirement of H. Leslie
Atlass, CBS vp and general manager
WBBM-A
of
14). V. (Week's HeadDec.M-FM-T
liner,

• Ralph Petti Jr., formerly sales manager of KJAX Santa Rosa, named sales
manager of KROY Sacramento, both
California. Robert Doherty, previously account executive with KJAX,
joins KROY in similiar capacity.
• John A. Cherberg, formerly salesman for KIRO-TV Seattle, Wash., appointed national sales service manager.
joins KIRO-TV as
John R. Evans Jr.,
account executive.
• Herbert R. Hahn,
pr director of American Broadcasting - Paramount
Theatres, N.Y., elected vp. Mr. Hahn
joined company in
1949 and after several promotions was
Mr. Hahn
placed in charge of
he
responsibility
stockholder relations,
present post
assuming
until
retained
in 1957.

• Joe H. Baker named local sales man-
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ager of KMTV (TV) Omaha, Neb.,
succeeding Dick Charles who advances to regional sales manager.
• Ray L. Beindorf,
formerly account executive with CBS-TV
Spot Sales, N.Y., appointed general sales
manager of KNXT
(TV) Los Angeles
and CBS-TV Pacific
Network, effective Jan. 1. He previously served as account executive for
KNXT and CTPN from 1953-1956.

• Franklin Sission, account executive
with WOOD-TV and previously program director WOOD-AM-TV Grand
Rapids, Mich., promoted to assistant tv
sales manager. William Knowles appointed assistant promotion director,
succeeding John Burpee who moves to
WJAR-AM-TV Providence, R.I., as
promotion manager.
• Bob Adams, formerly program director of WAKE Atlanta, joins WITH
Baltimore in similar capacity, effective
Jan. 1.

• Loren Hollembaek, sales promotion
manager of WBBM Chicago, to Adam
Young Inc., that city, as account executive on radio.
• Mark Riley, formerly with network
tv sales of ABC Central Div., to NBCTV Central Div. as account executive.
• John N. Beebe, account executive
with WBKB (TV) Chicago, transfers
to ABC-TV Central Div. in similar
capacity.

• Lee Clymer, formerly free-lance
art designer, joins KABC-TV Los
Angeles as assistant sales promotion
art director, succeeding Barnard
Nagler, who moves to Broadcast Div.
of NAFI Corp.

• Philip Shandler, formerly with
CBS News and Long Island Press, New
city.
York, to news staff of WNEW, that
• Dr. Frank Stanton, president of
CBS Inc., and Mrs. Stanton plan holiday to New Delhi, India, around Christmas Eve. They will return soon after
first of year.

Press

Club

elects

Ed Edstrom, correspondent
for the Hearst Newspapers' Washington bureau, running unopposed, was elected president of
the National Press Club, Washington, last week. He succeeds William Lawrence of the New York
Times.
Also elected without opposition
were John P. Cosgrove, Broadcasting, vice president; Barney
L. Livingstone, AP, secretary;
Joseph A. Dear, Dear Publications & Radio, treasurer, and
George B. Bryant Jr., McGrawHill Publications, financial secretary. In the three-way race for
board of governors, (3-year
terms), Bryson B. Rash, NBC,
and Ernest L. Barcella, UPI,
were victorious.
The new officers will be installed Jan. 15.

• Les Hunt, Texas sales manager and
office manager of KHOU-TV Houston,
promoted to Texas and New Orleans
sales representative for Corinthian stations, KOTV (TV) Tulsa, WISH-AMTV Indianapolis, WANE-AM-TV Fort
Wayne, Ind., KXTV (TV) Seattle, and
KHOU-TV.

• Thomas V. Toy, formerly account
executive at ABC, N.Y., to CBS, that
city, in similar capacity.
• Robert Brockman, formerly account executive with Crosley Broadcasting Corp.'s Chicago office, appointed manager of new Minneapolis office of The Branham Co., rep firm.

• Jack M. Duffield, formerly salesman for KTTV (TV) Los Angeles,
joins sales staff of KTLA (TV), that
city, as account executive.

• Walter Stark, formerly with Reuben H. Donnelly Corp., N.Y., joins
WNTA Newark, N.J., as account executive.
72
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Mr. Renehan

Mr. Hildreth

• Edward F. Kenehan and Richard
Hildreth, Washington attorneys,
named partners of Washington law firm
of Spearman & Roberson, effective Jan.
1. Mr. Kenehan, formerly FCC Broadcast Bureau chief, is presently member
of Washington legal firm of Haley,
Wollenberg & Kenehan which he joined
in 1957. Mr. Hildreth has been with
Spearman & Roberson for two years.
• Bill McMillan, formerly news director for KOMA Oklahoma City and
WHB Kansas City, appointed news director of KRLA Los Angeles.

• Jerry Joiner, formerly air personality and chief announcer of WNOR
Norfolk, Va., named program director.
• Norton I. Virgien
Jr., formerly commercial manager of
WKNB West Hartford, Conn., named
station manager. He
previously managed
WFEA Manchester,
N.H. and WEZE BosMr. Virgien

• Jack Fentress, formerly tv director,
WSAZ Huntington, W. Va., appointed
production-video tape manager. Jim
Richards named producer-director.
Both were previously with KNOE-TV
Monroe, La., as directors.
• George Sander, assistant tv director
with WTOP-TV Washington, promoted
to director, succeeding Norman Gorin
who joins CBS News and Public Affairs
Dept. that city. Arthur (Duke)
Struck, floor director, named assistant
director.
• Mrs. Edloie Van Camp, sales service manager of KBIG Avalon, Calif.,
promoted to public service director of
that station's Hollywood office. Barbara Curran appointed sales service
manager.

New

NBC

posts

NBC's new Enterprises Div. will
operate with four units, domestic,
international enterprises, theatrical enterprises and new enterprises
development, it was announced
last week by Alfred R. Stern,
divisional vice president, who was
Headli
appointners,
month
ed last
Nov.
16). (Week's
Morris Rittenberg is named
director of domestic enterprises;
he was manager of special program sales for NBC-TV. Clifford W. Slaybaugh, manager of
associated companies, international operation, is international enterprises unit director and will
also serve as vice chairman of the
board of NBC International Ltd.
Mr. Stern continues to supervise
theatrical and new enterprises.
Other appointments within the
units: Robert Max, manager of
NBC merchandising, to manager
of merchandising for domestic
enterprises; in international enterprises Richard L. Berman
continues as manager of facilities,
Alvin Ferleger as manager of
administration and sales development and William J. Schmitt as
business manager.
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• David P. Walker, formerly traffic* Tom Torrance, formerly air personality with WDSM Duluth, Minn.,
manager of WWLP (TV) Springfield,
Mass., appointed merchandising field joins WERC Erie, Pa.
s joins • Jack
representative. John R. Hughe
McCoy, KEEL Shreveport, La.;
WWLP as account executive.
Russ Stringham, KTAC Tacoma,
Wash.;
• Bill Reynolds, announcer with
Dave Clark and Lee Perkins,
WTMJ Milwaukee, named assistant KILT Houston, Texas; Ron Bailie
KOVO Provo, Utah and Del Olney,
program manager. Gordon Hinkley
of
KEX Portland, Ore. all join KJR
sor
supervi
music
r
popula
appointed
Seattle,
WTMJ-AM-FM.
Wash, as air personalities,
formin
chief
named
g
new
staff.
ney
• Orville K. Gibbo
TV
-AMal supervisor of WTAR
technick,
• Jack Pyle, air personality with WIP
Va.
Norfol
Philadelphia, in serious condition following auto accident last week. Gene
• George W. Flood, formerly with
who resigned as announcer of
Kelly,
(ofInc.
se
Steelca
of
sales department
and
Mich,
,
Phillies games last week,
Rapids
phia
Grand
Philadel
fice furn.).
ing for Mr. Pyle.
substitut
is
assistly
former
Rohe,
W.
Frederick
ant to sales manager of Union Carbide,
N.Y., to sales staff of WVOX New
Rochelle, N.Y.
Programming
• Scott Burton,
rector of KFRC
WHK Cleveland
director and air

formerly program diSan Francisco, joins
as assistant program
personality.

• Ron Abelson, formerly district sales
manager with Fluid Chemical Co., joins
sales staff of WFYI Mineola, N.Y.
Sidney Fruchter, formerly sales presentation writer with CBS, N.Y., and
Arthur C. Ray Jr., formerly head of
own insurance company to WFYI in
sales department.

Mr. DuBois
that city.

• Harold J. Klein, New York account
executive and assistant to president of
ABC Films Inc. since last May, named
vp in charge of business affairs. Mr.
Klein will be responsible for contract
negotiations and will be chief liaison.
officer for ABC Films with producers
Before joining company, Mr. Klein was
with J J Theatres of New York for 17
years, latterly as executive vp.

• Jim Hardiman, previously with promotion staff of Disneyland and CBS-TV
publicity department, appointed publicity director of Screen Gems, succeeding Jerry Hoffman, who resigned.

• Phil Williams, eastern division sales
manager of syndication branch of
United Artists Television, N.Y., appointed acting syndication sales manager, succeeding Wade Crosby who
assumes post as special sales represen• William DuBois,
tee for UA-TV.
director of operations
• William Newton, formerly with
and sales planning at
C & C Productions, to Sarra Inc., Chicago film producing firm, as executive
Independent Television Corp., N.Y., ap- producer. Marvin Bailey, acting propointed vp in charge
duction manager, promoted to execuof Chicago office. Mr.
tive director and production manager.
Hal Morrow, formerly with Kling
Dubois will be administrative head of all
named business manITC's sales offices in Studios, that city,
ager. Harold Lignell, formerly with
Burton Holmes, appointed lab manager.

• Nicholas H. Robinson appointed
assistant program manager of WREB
Holyoke-Springfield, Mass. He formerly
was program manager of WARE Ware,
Mass.
• Bill Gorman to sales staff of KFRC
San Francisco. Formerly he was with
KEWB, that city, in similar capacity.
• Mrs. Claudia Bennett joins sales
staff of WSWM (FM) East Lansing,
Mich.

• John Carver, formerly air personality with KTLN Denver, joins KVI
Seattle in similar capacity.
© Granville (Granny) Hamner, formerly major league baseball player
(Cleveland Indians and Philadelphia
Phillies) joins WEZL Richmond, Va. as
account executive and sportscaster.

WBNS

Radio

Columbus,

Ohio

John Blair & Co., Representatives

• Robert E. Lee, formerly air personality with WTRU Muskegon, moves
to WJBK Detroit, both Michigan, in
similar capacity.
• Pat Patterson, formerly air personality with KFBI Wichita, Kan.,
joins WYSE Lackland, Fla., in similar
capacity.
• Richard H. Taylor, formerly senior
staff announcer of WBTW (TV) Florence, S.C., resigns.
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Pulse asked, "If you heard conflicting news
reports on Columbus radio, which station
a solid first—
would you believe?" We were
44.3% ahead of the second station in
fact, ility.
in
believab
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Hal Toleman, casting director, assumes additional duties of associate producer.
• Frank Baur, formerly vp in charge
of production for Four Star Films,
named director of film production operations of CBS-TV Network, Hollywood.

• Robert Soderberg, formerly agency
producer for Benton & Bowles on Ann
Sothern and Robert Taylor tv series,
joins Four Star Television as staff producer.
• Frank LaTourette, producer of
CBS-TV's Lineup and formerly with
Mark VII, joins Hollis Productions as
producer of Emergency Ward. Hollis is
producing division of Paramount Television Productions.

• Terry O'Neill, formerly vp and
general sales manager of Associated
British Pictures Corp., to sales staff of
Governor Television Attractions, N.Y.
Equipment & Eng'ring
• Rear Adm. Frederick J. Bell, USN
ret., senior vp in charge of industrial
and public relations for Sylvania Electric Products Inc., subsidiary of General
Telephone & Electronics Corp., to
Washington, D.C., office of GT&E,
effective Jan. 7. He will be in charge
of coordinating activities between
GT&E, Sylvania Electronic Products
and the Federal Government.

• Robert W. Jamason, formerly personnel director of RCA Communications Inc., promoted to vp in charge of
personnel. He will also head U.S. and
foreign labor relations activities for
RCA. Mr. Jamason has been with company 25 years.

• Edward S. Weyl, general counsel
and board member of International Resistance Co., Philadelphia, appointed
vp and director of business and planning.

• Alfred di Scipio, formerly management consultant of McKinsey and Co.,
Amerka's

(international management consulting
firm), N.Y., to International Telephone
and Telegraph Corp., that city, as vp
and director of marketing.
• Lt. Gen. C. S. Irvine, former U.S.
Air Force Deputy Chief of Staff for
materiel, joins board of Houston Fearless Corp. early next year.
• Les Brettman promoted from purchasing administration manager to operations planning manager at Motorola
Inc., Chicago. He will serve as liaison
with manufacturing, engineering, purchasing and marketing departments.
• Kenneth Wyborny, formerly electronic manufacturers representative and
electronics systems foreman of Regulus
missile for U.S. Navy, forms Wyborny
Sales Co., Dallas. Firm will serve electronic parts distributors, commercial
sound specialists and communication
specialists in Arkansas, Louisiana,
Oklahoma and Texas. Location is 408
Merchandise
Mart. Phone Riverside
8-6139.
• William A. Kraus, formerly customer sales representative for New Jersey Bell Telephone Co., appointed eastern regional sales manager of Motorola
Semiconductor Products Div., Ridgefield, N.J. Jack Pyle named western
regional sales manager for that division,
Hollywood.
Government
• William R. Tincher named associate director of FTC's Bureau of Litigation. He formerly served bureau as
assistant director for antimonopoly. His
broadcasting experience includes tenures with KANS Wichita, KWBW
Hutchinson as announcer, and KSOK
Arkansas City, all Kansas, as director
of news and special events.
• John C. Currie, formerly with U.S.
Maritime Administration and FCC electronics engineer for 10 years prior to
that, joins Office of Civil & Defense
Mobilization telecommunications staff
as deputy director of Policy and Stand-

Leading

Business

Brokers

Interested in buying or selling Radio and TV Properties?
When your business is transacted through
the David Jaret Corp., you are assured of
reliability and expert service backed by over
36 years of reputable brokerage.
D AV I D
1 50 MONTAGUE STREET
BROOKLYN 1 , N. Y.
Ulster 2-5600
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JARET
CORP.

ards Office. Charles A. Brooks, previously FCC engineer for 10 years and
more recently with U.S. Air Force
Headquarters, named deputy director of
OCDM Engineering Office.
International
• Lyal D. Brown, director of information services of CBC for English networks, Toronto, appointed executive
assistant at CBC, Ottawa, to H.G.
Walker, general manager of Englishlanguage network broadcasting. Bill
Dulmage appointed special pr assistant
to A.K. Morrow, chief executive of
CBC, Toronto. Don MacDonald
named director of information services
for CBC, Toronto.

• William Guild, manager of CJVI
Victoria, B.C., and formerly president
of Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters,
named president of CJVI, succeeding
late Harold Carson.
• J. Murray Powers, account executive, international, at Grant Adv., N.Y.,
named to head agency operations in
Ceylon, Pakistan and India.
Deaths

• William Main Johnson, 72, first
manager of Canadian newspaper-owned
radio station (former CFCA Toronto)
and president of the Canadian Assn. of
Broadcasters, 1928-29, died at Toronto's
suburban Oakville, Ont., Dec. 11. He
joined Toronto Daily Star in 1910 and
was promotion editor when CFCA was
originated. He was instrumental in starting the Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters.
• Louis A. Weil, 82, editor and publisher of The Port Huron (Mich.)
Times-Herald, died Dec. 10, following
long illness. Times-Herald operates
WTTH Port Huron. Among survivors
is son, William, sales manager of
WTTH.

• Sidney J. Natkin, 56, marketing executive at Helene Curtis Industries for
past month, and previously vp and account supervisor on Curtis at Gordon
Best Co., Chicago, died Dec. 12 in
Highland Park, 111.
• Victor Schiff, 53, senior vp of Carl
Byoir & Assoc., New York pr firm, died
Dec. 16 in that city following many
years of declining health. Mr. Schiff
was in charge of A&P food store account.
• Dr. Oliver E. Buckley, 72, retired
board chairman of Bell Telephone Laboratories Inc., died of pneumonia Dec.
14 in Newark, N.J. He joined Bell Labs
in 1925, became president in 1940,
chairman of board in 1951 and retired
as director in 1955.
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Records for charity
When three recording companies,
KMPC Los Angeles and KGIL San
adl
nationa
a
Fernando. KMPC additionally origstore,
record
a retail
inated its evening record program
vertiser, an advertising agency and
House of Sight & Sound
the
from
ate
collabor
stations
radio
of
a group
foreis
during the three-hour (6:30-9:30
on a venture in which profit
g
deservin
a
for
funds
gone to raise
period.
p.m.)
Miller Brewing Co., Milwaukee,
charity, the story becomes a shining illustration that people can be sponsored a half-hour telecast of the
activated by motives other than per- party from the store on KTTV (TV)of
two masters
sonal greed, even in a world alleged- Los Angeles, where
ceremonies, Bill Stewart and Dick
ly dominated by rigged tv quizzes,
dishonest advertis- Wittinghill, both well known disc
d.j.
ing. payola and
jockeys, interviewed 1 1 of the many
The store is the House of Sight & celebrities on hand. (Spotlight, an organization of actors and actresses
Sound, "the most complete music
San Fernando Valley,
the
in
living
and high fidelity center west of Chi- rates a bow for rounding up the
comradio
its
to
cago," according
mercials, which give its location as guest talent for the event).
The Miller commercials were
"Victory and Van Nuys, in the
s
heart of Van Nuys," a Los Angele
purely institutional, a 20-second
suburb. Each year, starting the opener and a 15-second closing spot
Saturday after Thanksgiving and thanking Southern Calif or nians for
continuing until Christmas Eve, the making Miller High Life so popular
House of Sight & Sound conducts a there.
"Christmas Mood" promotion. They
police on hand to direct trafThe
fic estimated that between 3,500 and
sell special albums donated in quan4,000 people went through the store
tity by two or three record companies and turn over the full retail during the three-hour party on Nov.
price ($3.98 monaural, $4.98 stereo)
that night's
28. In the excitement, but
the Satto Pacific Lodge Boys Home, a Comsales were not totaled,
urday-Sunday sales of the three
munity Chest agency which provides
y
a home life for some 60 boys while
special albums totaled $1,700, nearlof
sales
total
the
as
much
as
half
emosolve
attempting to help them
tional problems that have resulted in $3,500 worth of special records sold
antisocial behavior.
Christduring the entire four-ofweek
The
1958.
tion
promo
Mood
threea
mas
with
opens
tion
The promo
hour Christmas Mood Party at which
store held a private cocktail party
for the stars after the public party
only the special albums are sold.
on
are
stars
ding
recor
had ended, but admitted only those
and
tv
,
Radio
stars who bought one or more of the
hand to autograph the albums, which
special albums.
this year are Warner Bros.' "Happy
Tilds & Cantz, Los Angeles agency
Holiday" by Wally Stott's orchestra
the House of Sight & Sound
for
tand chorus; RCA Victor's "Chris
John
by
r"
acula
placed the special telemas Sound Spect
(which also
cast for Miller in lieu of its regular
Klein; and Columbia's "Songs of
Christmas" by Norman Luboff. The
midwestern agency) used its comevent was promoted with multiple
mission to purchase the special alannouncements broadcast by the
bums, which will be the agency's
four radio stations which form the gifts to its clients this Christmas. T
C's Alan Berger produced the tele&cast.
nucleus of the store's year-round
radio promotion: KLAC, KPOP and
Flack for 'Flack'
Colonel Humphrey J. Flack, a syndicated half-hour series about to end its
run on WWJ-TV Detroit, suddenly ended up on the front page of Detroit
newspapers instead.
The Colonel's unexpected publicity
was the result of a tongue-in-cheek protest over the program's impending
demise by the Crisis Club, a Detroit organization of 350 business, civic and
professional leaders. The club staged
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in a paid 200-line ad in the
gripeNews.
its
Detroit
The ad, headlined "Rally Round the
Flack— An Un-Rigged Letter to ^Disgruntled Detroiters" read in part: ". . .
Colonel Flack has the distinction of not
being a quiz master, a sheriff or a prishow but it's
not a great
eye. It isurbane
vatetive,
and pretty funny
imagina
and it provides relief from dreary newspaper headlines. . . .
"So last week we told the lads at Station WWJ-TV that if there is an organi-
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tv homes
734,60
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An average of better than
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Broadcasters and billboards • More and more western
broadcasters are turning to outdoor advertising to capture
the attention of the large auto-audience.
According to the West's largest outdoor operator, Foster
& Kleiser Div. of W.R. Grace Co., at least 35 western stations used outdoor advertising in 1959, with campaigns
running from one month to a full year. About three radio
stations use the billboards for every tv station using them.
Broadcasters use outdoor to tell a variety of messages:
• To announce a major innovation like a station's debut
on the air (KLYD-TV Bakersfield, Calif.).

• To promote
Portland, Ore.). a change in call letters (KVAN to KISN
• To herald a change in program format (Don Lee's
KHJ Los Angeles and KFRC San Francisco with a switch
to "radiant radio").
• To advertise a change in network affiliation (KING-TV
Seattle).

Occasionally, a broadcast advertiser will use outdoor
boards to promote listening to his radio or tv program. A
current example is Ford, which is using the medium for
its Startime series on NBC-TV. And, in some cases a station
OCTOBER
S.30
CM OK6

f?

TA

KE

5

FOR PARAMOUNT

MOVIES

KPIX®

STARTIME

to Detroit to make a speech.
zation known as 'The Friends of Colonel Flack' we could be talked into becoming dues-paying members. WhereCritics7 golden chance
upon we were informed that ... the proIn a series of four weekly contests,
ducer of the show, CBS Films, has de- starting Dec. 6, WRCA-TV New York
cided to discontinue it. Colonel Flack,
asks viewers to write and submit rewe were told, has a low rating among
views of the feature pictures shown
television viewers. This is ridiculous.
daily on Movie 4. For writing the best
They never asked us and we giggle at review of the week, based on aptness
it every Tuesday night."
of thought and originality, the winner
The ad continues: "By no means is and a guest are chauffered by limousine
the Crisis Club an organization of doto Leone's Restaurant for dinner, after
gooders. ... We feel that Colonel Flack
which they attend the opening of a
must be kept alive and visual and Broadway play and a midnight party at
vocal."
Restaurant. The following day
The ad then requested letters be sent Sardi's
the reviewer of the week receives payto CBS Films informing the program's
ment of $100 for appearing on Leon
producers that "this is an outrage that Pearson's news program at 1:25 p.m.
to give a report on the Broadway play.
we won't tolerate. As long as everything else is rigged, let's rig this one
More than 8,000 reviews were received
good. Culturally yours, Members of the by WRCA-TV at the conclusion of the
Crisis Club of Detroit."
first man
week's
said. contest, a station spokesAfter the ad's appearance, WWJ-TV
reports that CBS Films and the station
itself received "several hundred" let- Canadian news in Florida
ters of protest. In fact, so much interest
Over 600,000 Canadians vacation in
has been generated in the series by the
Crisis Club that several sponsors are Florida each winter, according to
inquiring about re-runs, and the show's WGTO Cypress Gardens. The station
star, Alan Mowbray, has been invited felt that since the Canadians travel that
76 (FANFARE)

ROSALIND
RUSSELL
MAURICE
CHEVALIER
"THE WONOERfUl
W0R1B at
fNTERTAWttENT

far for fresh Florida orange juice and
sunshine, the "least we can do in return
is to make certain they'll also have fresh
Canadian news with their breakfast."
So, beginning Dec. 28 and continuing through Spring 1960, WGTO will
broadcast a daily 10-minute program,
Canada Calling, each morning at 9 a.m.
The program will feature Canadian
newsman Dave Price, direct from Toronto, with a roundup of Canadian
news, weather, sports and market reBroadway tv premiere
ports.
"Felix the Cat," 41 -year-old animated
cartoon character and now the title of a
new tv series produced by Trans-Lux
Television Corp., New York, will have
a world premiere showing especially for
children in New York on Dec. 29. Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., Trans-Lux
and the Metropolitan Broadcasting Co.
are hosting the event for the benefit of
CARE Inc.
The premiere screening of the series
at the Trans-Lux Theatre on Broadway will have all the hoopla of a major
Hollywood movie launching, complete
BROADCASTING, December 21, 1959

the all new
Foreground Sound
of
KHJ
Don Lee
LISTEN FOR IT!

may get a hitch-hike on the boards of one of its advertisers.
KRHM (FM) Los Angeles has done this on a sign which
proclaims the "curiously refreshing combination of gin and
"KRHM fm Refreshing Radio."
Schweppes tonic withbroadcasters
favor outdoor advertising
Why do so many
& Kleiser believes it's
Foster
promotions?
for theirthelocal
two media are essentially non-competitive. They
because
contend that when people are home listening to the radio or
watching tv they are not exposed to outdoor boards. And
when they're out on the highway where they can see the
painted or posted signs they are far away from tv. F&K

PRESENTED BY EftSTSlOE OLD TAP LAGER SEER
DUAL FILTER TAREYTON CIGARETTES
ROHAN CI6ARS

says the eye appeal of the boards complements, rather than
competes with, the ear appeal of car radios.
Asked about trade deals, Rosalind Wiffin, F&K sales
promotion director said they are the exception rather than
the rule. Only six stations using the boards in 1959 did so
on a time-for-space arrangement.
"However," she stated, "the general feeling at F&K is
that radio, of all the other media, is best suited to present
effective way." The
the outdoor company's story in an announcements
of a
company uses its radio time for spot
public relations nature and to merchandise clients.

refreshing
as

RADIO CATAUNA
KFRC

with limousines, brass band, red carpet,
police lines, search lights and guest
celebrities, according to the premiere
hosts. The series will debut in January on WBC's five stations (WBZ-TV
Boston, WJZ-TV Baltimore, KDKATV Pittsburgh, KYW-TV Cleveland
and KPIX [TV] San Francisco), and on
Metropolitan's WNEW-TV New York.
WNEW-TV will have a remote unit on
hand to provide a special 6 to 6:30 p.m.
telecast of the premiere festivities.
Sandy Becker, children's personality
from WNEW-TV, will be m.c. for an
hour-long live stage show. Participating
in the show will be personalities from
three WBC stations: Big Brother Bob
Emery of WBZ-TV's Big Brother Show,
Josie Carey of KDKA-TV's Josie's
Storyland and Linn Sheldon of KYWTV's Barnaby, Popeye and Friends.
Tickets priced at $10 for adults and
$5 for children are on sale at CARE
Inc. offices, and no adult will be admitted unless accompanied by a child, it
was announced.
Monster's 'wife7 drawn
Has anyone seen Mrs. Zacherley? No
BROADCASTING, December 21, 1959

one has, but several thousand artistic
conceptions of what she looks like are
on public view at the Weybirn Galleries inNew York's Greenwich Village.
The artwork was contributed in the past
few weeks by viewers of Mr. Zacherley,
host of mystery movies on WOR-TV
New York. Identified as the "Transylvanian Monster," Zacherley invited
viewers to draw, sculpt or shape in any
manner, a picture of his wife. She is
heard on the show, but is never seen
because her habitat is a coffin used as
one of the props. The art exhibit opened
Dec. 16 and will close on Jan. 1, when
winners will have been named. The
prizes: (1) a night on tv as the guest
of Mrs. Zacherley; (2) a midnight ride
Year's
Park on forNewcompany,
through
Eve
with Central
host Zacherley
and runners-up will receive "official
Transylvanian Monster Awards."
• Drumbeats

Mail goes through • In a 26-day
period, WTVN Columbus, Ohio received 180,647 postcards in its "High
School Ballot Box" contest. A Seeburg

RADIO

61

stereophonic jukebox was awarded to
the high school sending in the most
cards. Students of St. Mary's High
School, Columbus, sent in 57,792 cards
to win. No Columbus public schools
participated because of Board of Education ruling, though schools from as far
as 70 miles away entered the contest.
St. Mary's students spent $1,733.76 for
postage to win the contest.
Top 30 • KOIL Omaha, Neb. is bombarding the 30 top newspaper advertisers in the area with a direct mailpersonal delivery promotion. Everyday,
the "top 30" receive in the mail, or have
delivered to them by attractive models,
items promoting the station as an advertising medium. The first day, the
models delivered a piece of pie with
a card reading, "This is a small piece of
the tastiest pie in town." The next day,
whole pies were distributed reading
"Opportunity never knocks, it broadcasts. So why settle for just a piece of
the pie when you get the whole pie on
Adventure • As part of its "Million
Dollar Sound" campaign, KYW Cleveland, has awarded to three ad agency
KOIL."
77

men expense-paid trips to Miami or
Havana (for the more adventurous). The
winners' names were drawn from a
top hat after agencymen from throughout the U.S. returned stubs from
KYW's "Million Dollar Sound" checks.
The winners: Lee Currlin, Benton &
Bowles, New York; Leonard Matthews,
Leo Burnett Co., Chicago, and Jack
Bristow, BBDO, Cleveland.
Information please • Fans of the U. of
Washington's Huskies, who will be in
Southern California to watch their team
in the Rose Bowl game, will have
"KINGformation" — a complete information and message relay service at
their beck and call. Provided by KINGTV Seattle, the service will be in operation from Dec. 28 to Jan. 2, 1960.
No Xmas here • If KMGM Albuquerque, N.M. has its way, the term Xmas
will be verboten. The station has
launched a campaign around the theme
"Let's leave the Christ in Christmas."
The campaign brought results in its
first moments when the station's program director noticed a civic organization selling "Xmas" trees next door to
the station. On the air, he told listeners
he personally would not buy his tree
from anyone, even a civic organization, which would not take the trouble
to spell out Christmas. Within a few

PRESTO
TO

minutes, an officer of the organization
asked the station to stop throwing
verbal rocks at them and promptly
ordered a sign proclaiming "Christmas
trees for sale."
Yearly salute • National Radio Month
will be observed during May 1960,
following a precedent set in 1958 when
the month-long project succeeded the
former weekly pattern. NAB and Radio
Advertising Bureau are co-sponsors.
The yearly salute is designed to remind
listeners of the radio industry's role in
the nation's life and its place in the
communications and media scene. Stations will be supplied promotional kits,
jingles and spot announcements.
Magic eye • Shoppers in Cincinnati,
Ohio may have felt "big brother"
watching them last week. As a station
promotion, WKRC-AM-FM-TV sent
staff photographers out to snap candid
shots of people strolling and shopping.
These photos were shown on WKRCTV. Persons whose faces were encircled by the CBS magic eye trade
mark and who identified themselves
at the station, were awarded prizes.
Fortune in a small room • Don Fortune, personality with WCUE Akron,
Ohio, has steadfastly stationed himself in the window of the local Sears
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It takes time and effort to capture the exact shadings you want in a recording. Why
risk a session on discs of questionable quality, when you can get low-noise, groovestable discs— consistently— from presto! The lacquer mix makes the difference.
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bogen-presto, Paramus, New Jersey. A Division of The Siegler Corporation
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Roebuck with a scale. He has vowed
not to leave until passers-by have filled the scale with 100 pounds of money.
Mr. Fortune remains at his post day
and night. The money is earmarked
for the Akron area Salvation Army,
hopefully
tribution. in time for Christmas disPilgrim's progress • Backing the cranberry industry in its hour of need,
WRNY Rome, N.Y., launched a campaign week before Thanksgiving urging its listeners not to be afraid of
eating the berries. Bill Potter, station
engineer, garbed as a Pilgrim, passed
amongst the populace passing out
Ocean Spray cranberries to anyone
stopping him and asking for a container, and the station devoted "goodwill" time to pushing the fruit. The
campaign was sold to A. J. Ryan
Motors, local Plymouth dealer, (no
effort was made to sell it to the cranberry industry) and Mr. Potter billed
himself as the Plymouth Pilgrim. Asked whether the campaign was successful, Ray Miller, WRNY promotion
manager, said, "It was the berries!"
Newsletter • KSAN San Francisco,
has inaugurated a newsletter which it
mails to the Negro audience to which
its programs are direoted. Included is a
"lucky number" which is worth up to
$100 for the listener when it is read
on the air.
20 years on the air • ABC's-owned
WBKB (TV) Chicago is currently observing its 20th anniversary as an operating station by distributing perfume
atomizers to wives of members of the
trade. Station began experimental operation as W9XBK in September 1939
— the first in Chicago and third in the
nation — with newscasts and film shorts.
It obtained FCC license and construction permit for commercial operation
and went on the air as WBKB (TV)
on Oot. 13, 1943. The station merged
physically with ABC o&o WENR-TV
in 1953 after formation of American
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres, assuming call letters of WBKB and moving from ch. 4 to 7. Atomizers were
imported from Paris, with accompanying words, "20 years young."
Total image • WFBM-AM-FM-TV
Indianapolis has issued a brochure, entitled "Total Service in Total Broadcasting," which documents the public
service, news, programming and personnel of the stations. In addition, the
booklet discusses plant and facilities
improvements since the station's last
image report in 1957. In it the organization pledges to be "ever aware of our
responsibilities to both the information and the entertainment aspects of
the broadcast media."
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Authorizations,

Applications

As Compiled by Broadcasting

December 8 through December 15. Includes data on new stations, changes
in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing cases, rules & standards
changes and routine roundup.
ating cost $25,000, revenue $33,000. Principal
Abbreviations:
applicants are Robert R. Andrews, Wade
R. Sperry and Edgar J. Sperry 30% each.
DA — directional antenna, cp — construction
Edgar J. Sperry is in auto supply business.
permit. EHP — effective radiated power, vhf Wade R. Sperry owns gasoline station. Mr.
— ultra high fre- Andrews is manager of WOKB Winter Gar—very high frequency, uhfaur.—
vis.—
aural,
den, Fla. Ann. Dec. 16.
quency, ant.— antenna,
mc — megavisual, kw — kilowatts, w — watts,
Pocatello,
— Vernon
LS — local sunset,
night.
N—
day.
—
c
y
c
l
e
s
.
D
1050
1 kwIdaho
D. P.O.
address G.BoxLudwig.
4550,
mod.— modification, trans— transmitter, unl. Boise,kc,Idaho.
Estimated
construction cost
—unlimited hours, kc— kilocycles. SCA—
$10,500, first year operating cost $24,000,
subsidiary communications authorization.
revenue $36,000. Applicant is former owner
SSA — special service authorization. — STA —
of KFIR North Bend, Ore. Ann. Dec. 15.
special
temporary
authorization.
SH
—
speciNampa, Idaho — Chester C. Whittington.
fied hours. * — educational. Ann. Announced.
1340 kc, 250 w N, 1 kw D. P.O. address Box
826,
Nampa, Idaho. Estimated construction
New Tv Station
cost $10,274, first year operating cost $24,000,
revenue
APPLICATION
Dec. 16. $36,000. Applicant is minister. Ann.
Tulare-Visalia, Calif. — Sierra Bcstg. Inc.
Indianapolis, Ind. — Higson-Frank Radio
uhf ch. 27 (548-554 mc); ERP 280 kw vis., Enterprises. 1500 kc, 50 kw D. P.O. address
147 kwrain 990aur.;
ant.
height
above
average
ter649
N. Bronson
Ave., cost
Hollywood,
Estimated construction
$11,200, Calif.
first year
ft., above ground 146 ft. Estimated
construction cost $10,000, first year operoperating plicants
cost
$36,000,D.revenue
Apating cost $250,000, revenue $300,000. P.O.
are James
Higson $40,000.
and Peter
address 1111 Market St., San Francisco,
Frank, equal partners. Mr. Higson is owner
Calif. Studio location to be determined.
of KLOG Kelso, Wash. Ann. Dec. 16.
Trans, location .1 mile north of Eshom Pt.,
Black Mountain, N.C.— Blue Ridge Bcstg.
Corp. 1010 kc, 10 kw D. P.O. address 104
Tulare. Geographic coordinates 36° 38' 15"
Broadway,
Black Mountain, N.C. Estimated
N.Lat.,
118° GE56' TV-25-C.
35" W.Long.
Trans. GE NorTT25-A, ant.
construction cost $67,217, first year operwood J. Patterson
40% Applicant
owner of isKSAN
cost $40,000,
revenue
$50,000.
PrinciSan Francisco. Ann. Dec. 10.
palsatinginclude
Dr. Billy
Graham,
evangelist.
Corporation is non-profit. Ann. Dec. 11.
Sante Fe, N.M. — Cosmopolitan Bcstg. Co.
Existing Tv Station
860 kc, 250 kw D. P.O. address 2265 Clay
ACTION BY FCC
St., San Francisco,
construction cost $28,600,Calif.
first Estimated
year operating
WTOM - TV Cheboygan, Mich. — Granted
cost
$60,000,
revenue
$78,000.
Applicant
is
application to increase vis. ERP from 26.9
Philip itan.B.Ann.Rosenthal
president of Cosmopolkw
to
20
*dbk
(100
kw)
and
aur.
from
16.2
Dec.
11.
kw to 17 dbk (50 kw) and change type
Waverly, Tenn. — Waverly Bcstg. Co. 1540
trans.; ant.
kc, 1 kw D. P.O. address Waverly, Tenn.
sented. Ann.height
Dec. 9.620 ft. Comr. Ford disEstimated construction cost $21,250, first
year operating cost $32,500, revenue $37,500.
New Am Stations
Principal applicant is Aaron B. Robinson
Jr. 60%, student. Ann. Dec. 11.
Waynesboro, Va. — Music Productions Inc.
APPLICATIONS
970 kc, 50 kw D. P.O. address % Mallyck &
Blytheville, Ark. — Day - Phil Bcstg. Co. Bernton, 619 Colorado Bldg., Washington,
D.C. Estimated construction cost $28,000,
1300 kc, 50 kw D. P.O. address 1547 Maplewood St., struction
Memphis,
confirst year operating cost $66,000, revenue
cost $20,885,Tenn.
first Estimated
year operating
$70,000. Aoolicants are M. Robert Rogers
cost $65,699,
revenue
$75,780.
Principals
in60% ersand
Theresaconsultant
S. Rogersin40%.
Mr. Rogclude Earl W. Daly and Sam C. Phillips,
is financial
Mexico.
Ann.
45% each. Mr. Phillips has interests in Dec. 11.
WHER Memphis, Tenn., and WLIZ Lake
Worth, Fla. Mr. Daly is general manager of Existing Am Stations
WHEY Millington, Tenn. Ann. Dec. 10.
Los Angeles, Calif. — Cabrillo Bcstg. Co.
ACTIONS BY FCC
830 kc, wood50Blvd.,
kw Hollywood,
D. P.O. address
HollyWYNS Towson, Md. — Granted mod. of cp
Calif.6253
Estimated
(101.9 mc, 20 kw) to change trans, site, ant.
construction cost $43,350, first year opersystem, reduce ant. height from 280 to 210
ating cost $190,840, revenue $218,400. Applicants are Riley Jackson and Allen R. Hubft., andmore. change
location to BaltiAnn. Dec. station
9.
bard, equal partners. Mr. Jackson is head
WELY Ely, Minn. — Granted increase of
of own production company for radio-tv
programs.
Mr. Ann.
Hubbard
daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw, contive for ABC.
Dec. is11.account execuAnn. 33gctinuing
9 operation on 1450 kc, 250 w-N.
Boynton
Beach,
Fla.
—
Boynton
Beach
Bcstg. Co. 1510 kc, 1 kw D. P.O. address
KRXL
Roseburg,
Ore. — Granted change
Box 4095, South Daytona, Fla. Estimated
of facilities from 1240 kc, 250 w unl. to 1250
construction cost $16,154, first year operkc, 5 kw-D. Ann. Dec. 9.

EDWIN
&

TORNBERG

COMPANY,

INC.

NEGOTIATORS FOR THE PURCHASE AND
SALE OF RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS
EVALUATIONS
L
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NEW YORK
60 East 42nd Street
MUrray Hill 7-4242
WEST COAST
860 Jewell Avenue
Pacific Grove, California
FRontier 2-7475
WASHINGTON
1625 Eye Street, N.Vv\
District 7-8531
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NEW
Automatic

RCA
Turntable

BQ-103
Assures Efficient, Simplified
Handling of Recorded
Program Maferial
This new automatic turntable
offers an easy approach to
semi-automated programming
using 45 RPM records. All
operations, such as selection,
cue and playback have been
fully automated. Operating
"Fluffs" are minimized, and
program flow is smoother for
the listening audience. The
BQ-103 Automatic Turntable
is a basic building block for
full automation.
For complete information write to
RCA, Dept. BC-22, Building 15-1,
Camden, N. J. In Canada: RCA
VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal.
RADIO CORPORATION
of AMERICA

FULLY TRANSISTORIZED
COMPLETELY SELF-CONTAINED
COLLINS

M-60

REMOTE

MICROPHONEAMPUHER

A HIGH QUALITY
MICROPHONE
AND ONE-CHANNEL
REMOTE
AMPLIFIER
IN A
HAND-SIZE
UNIT
Compact —
long and one
inch in diameter.
Lightweight — 12 oz.
Yet, the Collins M-60
Remote MicrophoneAmplifier takes the
place of 45 lbs. of
conventional amplifier equipment.
The M-60 has a self-contained transistorized amplifier, power supply and
omni-directional microphone head.
Comes complete with 18 feet of line,
an ear plug head set and a lavalier
clip and cord.
The microphone unit is completely
sealed — withstands temperature, mechanical shock and humidity. A Dynaflex non-metallic diaphragm gives
smooth response over a wide frequency
range.
The amplifier has six identical plugin transistors. Power is supplied by a
5.4 v 100-hour mercury cell.
For more out of your one-man, onemike remote situations, order a Collins
M-60 Remote Microphone-Amplifier.
Write to Collins for further specifications and literature.
COLLINS
COLLINS RADIO COMPANY
CEDAR RAPIDS • DALLAS • BURBANK
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APPLICATIONS
KAFE Oakland, Calif. — Cp to increase
ERP
1.71 kw location,
to 100 kw,
change
trans. from
and studio
install
new ant.ant.,
make changes in trans, equipment and
change station location to San Francisco,
Calif., increase ant. height above average
terrain from 650 ft. to 1121 ft. Ann. Dec. 15.
WSBB New Smyrna Beach, Fla. — Cp to
increase daytime power from 250 w to 1
kw
Dec. and
11. install new trans. (1230 kc). Ann.
WHOO Orlando, Fla. — Cp to increase daytime power from 10 kw to 50 kw, make
changes in DA system (one additional
tower), new
change
fromforDA-N
to DA-2
and
install
trans,
daytime
use (two
main trans.) (990 kc). Ann. Dec. 11.
WHOW Clinton,
Iowaamended)
— Amendment
application
for cp (as
to changeto
requested daytime power from 5 kw to 5
kw with power reduced to 1 kw during
critical hours. Petition for immediate action and grant and acceptance with request
for waiver of Sec. 1.354 (h) of rules to
retain present file number and acceptance
of amendment to conform with report and
order in daytime skyway proceedings, if
Commission deems such amendment necessary (1520 kc). Ann. Dec. 11.
WKBR Manchester, N.H.— Mod. of cp to
make changes in daytime DA system (one
additional tower) and change type trans.
(1250 kc). Ann. Dec. 11.
KUMA Pendleton, Ore. — Cp to change
from
to DA-N
and delete
remoteemploying
control DA-2
operation
of trans.
(1290
kc). Ann. Dec. 15.
WNOK Columbia, S.C. — Cp to increase
daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw and
install new trans. (1230 kc). Ann. Dec. 11.
WJSO Jonesboro, Tenn. — Mod. of license
to change station location to Johnson City,
Tenn. (1590 kc). Ann. Dec. 15.
KFKF Bellevue, Wash. — Cp to increase
power from 1 kw to 5 kw, change from
DA to non-DA, install new trans., change
studio motelocation
and kc).
operate
control (1330
Ann. trans,
Dec. 15.by reNew Fm Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Litchfield, 111. — Mid-Illinois Bcstg. Co.
Granted 106.1 mc, 6.1 kw. P.O. address Box
241, Litchfield, 111. Estimated construction
cost $9,772, first year operating cost $7,500,
revenue
is Hay-of
ward L. $10,000.
Talley Principal
who is applicant
87.6% owner
WSMI Litchfield. Ann. Dec. 9.
Mt. Carmel, 111.— WVMC. Granted 101.1
mc, 4.3
P.O. address
Box 450,cost
Mt. $1,200,
Carmel, 111.kw.
Estimated
construction
first year operating cost $3,000, revenue, $6000. Principal
applicants
are Stephen
Bellinger
and Morris
E. Kemper,
30% each,B.
owners
of
WVMC
Mt.
Carmel,
111. Ann.
Dec. 9.
Bay City, Mich. — Michigan Bcstg. Co.
Granted 96.1 mc, 10 kw. P.O. address Securitystruction
National
Bank Bldg.
Estimated
concost $3,388,
first year
operating
cost $5,000,
revenue
$7,200.
Principals
include. Applicants are Robert H. Holmes and
David N. Holmes, equal partners. Both are
equal partners in WBCM Bay City, Mich.
St. Louis,
Radio
Louis Box
Inc.
Granted
98.1 Mo.
mc, 76— kw.
P.O.St.address
1440, St. Louis, Mo. Estimated construction
cost $19,000, first year operating cost $15,000,
revenue $20,000. Applicants are Dick J.
Hasten (1%), Edward E. Haverstick Jr.
(20%) and others. Radio St. Louis Inc. owns
KSTL that city. Ann. Dec. 9.
Brainerd, Minn. — Brainerd Bcstg. Co.
Granted 95.7 mc, 14.89 kw. P.O. address 2700
East Oak St., Brainerd, Minn. Estimated
construction
$15,866,$3,000.
first year
operat-is
ing cost $3,000,costrevenue
Applicant
E.
T.
O'Brien.
Mr.
O'Brien
is
majority
owner
and general
Ann.
Dec. 9. manager of KLIZ Brainerd.
LongGranted
Branch,
— Long
Bcstg.
Inc.
107.1N.J.mc,
1 kw.Branch
P.O. address
156 Broadway, Long Branch, N.J. Estimated
construction cost $14,150, first year operating cost $7,500, revenue $7,500 Applicants are
Umberto M. Mazzacco, Dr. John J. Gesualdi,
Harry B. Brody, Orlando A. Biamonte and
Joseph Tomaino, 20% each. Mr. Mazzacco is
pharmacist. Dr. Gesualdi is dentist. Mr.
Brody is electronics engineer and with
Messrs. Biamonte and Tomaino is employed
by federal govt. Ann. Dec. 9.
*Collegedale-Tenn. — Southern Missionary
College. Granted 88.1 mc, 1 kw. P.O. addressstruction
Collegedale,
concost $1,250,Tenn.
first Estimated
year operating
cost $500. Ann. Dec. 10.
APPLICATIONS
♦Areata, Calif. — Humboldt State College.
90.5 mc, 1 kw. P.O. address Areata, Calif.,
% Lawrence E. Turner. First year operating
cost $1,500. Ann. Dec. 11.
Monterey, Calif.— W.B. Bcstrs. 100.7 mc,

10.85 kw P.O. address 394 Cresta Vista Dr.,
San Francisco, Calif. Estimated construction cost $10,600, first year operating cost
$15,000, revenue $13,000. Principal applicant
is Kenneth F. Warren 66%%, who had minority interest
Ann. Dec.
14. in KPEN-FM Atherton, Calif.
Ocala, Fla. — Andrew B. Letson. 93.7 mc,
4.389 kw. P.O. address 311 Robertson Bldg.,
Ocala, Fla. Estimated construction cost $11,200, first year operating cost $10,000, revenue $10,000. Applicant is owner of WMOP
Ocala. Fm applicant will duplicate am programming. Ann. Dec. 10.
Atlanta, Ga. — Joel S. Kaufmann. 97.5 mc,
29.7 kw. P.O. address 1328 New York Ave.,
Washington, D.C. Estimated construction cost
$67,012, first year operating cost $60,000, revenue
Applicant
is in jewelry business. $70,000.
Ann. Dec.
15.
*Muncie, tod. — Ball State Teachers College. 90.7 mc, 1 kw. P.O. address Muncie,
Ind. Estimated construction cost $3,000, first
year operating cost $2,500. Ann. Dec. 15.
Eaton,
Ohio mc,
— Western
ices Inc. 92.9
3.127 kw.Ohio
P.O.Bcstg.
addressServ505
N. Barron St., Eaton, Ohio Estimated construction cost $11,532, first year operating
cost $7,000, revenue $25,000 Principal apant is Helen Ann.
J. Coning
anceplicbusiness.
Dec. 10.who is in appliAustin, Tex.— The LBJ Co. 93.7 mc, 51.8
kw. P.O. address Box 1155, Austin, Tex.
Estimated construction cost $55,256, first
year operating cost $37,500, revenue $27,500.
Applicant
is licensee of Weslaco.
KTBC-AM-TV
Ausand KRGV-AM-TV
both Texas.
Ann. tin,Dec.
16.
*Salt Lake City, Utah— University of Utah.
90.1 mc, 250 kw. P.O. address Salt Lake City,
Utah. Estimated construction cost $23,150,
first year operating cost $12,815. Ann. Dec.
15.
Ownership Changes
ACTIONS BY FCC
KSEA
(FM)
Santo Diego,
Calif.—
Granted
assignment of cp
Seaboard
Bcstg.
Inc.
(Alex M. Victor, president); consideration
$2,000. Ann. Dec. 9.
KGMS-FM Sacramento, Calif. — Granted
assignment of license and SCA from D/vtng
J. Schwartz, William Stephen George, and
John Matranga to Family Stations Inc.
(KEAR (FM) San Francisco); consideration
$25,000. Ann. Dec. 9.
KRAK-AM-FM Stockton, Calif . — Granted
(1) renewal of am license and (2) transfer
of control from Richard CD. Bell, et al.,
to Hercules Bcstg. Co. (Manning Slater,
president); consideration $550,000 subject to
adjustments. Ann. Dec. 9.
WBBT toLyons,
— Granted
assignment
license
CollinsGa.Corp.
of Georgia
(WBROof
Waynesboro, Ga.); consideration $45,000,
conditioned summated
thatuntil M.F.
assignment
be con-of
Brice not
disposes
his interest in assignee or of his interest in
WVOP Vidalia, Ga. Ann. Dec. 9.
WROA Gulfport, Miss. — Granted assignment of license
to Ann.
CharlesDec.W. 9.Dowdy; consideration $80,000.
WZKYment of license
Albemarle,
N.C. — Inc.
Granted
to WZKY
(51% assignowned
by Concord Kannapolis Bcstg. Co. which
owns WEGO Concord, and is 25% owner of
WPCColis isClinton,
S.C, by
and Central
ConcordBcstg.
Kannap51% owned
Co.
owner of WCGC, Belmont, N.C); consideraDec. tion
9. $70,000. Comr. Bartley dissented. Ann.
KCHS Truth or Consequences, N.M. —
Granted (1) renewal of license and (2) ast of licensed/bto asDean
W. Manley
and
William D.signmenHafer,
Quality
Bcstg. Co.;
consideration $24,000. Ann. Dec. 9.
KFTRment of licenses
North Bend,
GrantedInc.assignto Big Ore.
Bay— Radio
(Emil
W. Karl, president); consideration $65,000
plus consultant fee of $75 a month for 48
months to Josephine E. Edwards, assignor
sole stockholder. Ann. Dec. 9.
KBOY-AM-FM Medford, Ore.— Granted assignment of licenses and SCA to Kenneth
R. and Isabel M. Card, d/b as KBOY Bcstrs.;
consideration $220,000. Ann. Dec. 9.
KSUB Cedar City, Utah— Granted (1) reof license
and Telecasting
(2) transfer Corp.
of con-to
trolnewalfrom
Beehive
Granite District Radio Bcstg. Co. (KNAK
Salt Lake City) ; consideration $75,000 cash
or
payable $25,000
cash thereafter.
at closing
date$77,275
and remainder
6 months
Ann.
Dec.
9.
KKOG Ogden, Utah.— Granted (1) renewal
of license and (2) assignment of license to
George I. Norman, Robert Sherman, joint
venturers, d/b Downbeat Bcstg. Assoc.; consideration $61,500. Mr. Sherman is half
owner of KHOE Truckee. Calif. Ann. Dec. 9.
WCLG Morgaintown,
— Granted
assignment of license fromW.Va.
C. Leslie
Golliday
to William
Ann.
Dec. 9.S. Freed; consideration $67,000.
APPLICATIONS
KAVI Rocky Ford, Colo.— Seeks assignBROADCASTING, December 21, 1959

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Offices ME. 8-5411
1735 DeSales St., N. W.
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. Federal 3-4800
Member AFCCE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg,,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
501-514 Munsey Bldg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington
4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037 JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnes & Culver

1710 H St., N.W. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Munsey Building
District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE
A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
Fleetwood 7-8447
Member AFCCE

RUSSELL P. MAY
711 14th St., N. W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D.C. REpublie 7-3984
Member AFCCE

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C. Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
O Liver 2-8520

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
19 E. QuincyRiverside,
St. Hickory
IN. 7-2153
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Military Rd.( N. W.
Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone STate 7-2601
Member AFCCE

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

JULES COHEN
Consulting Electronic Engineer
617 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-4616
1426 G St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Brecksville, Ohio
(a Cleveland Suburb)
Tel: JAckson 6-4386 P. O. Box 82
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
GLendale 2-3073

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
1316 S. Kearney
Skyline 6-1603
Denver 22, Colorado

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666
Member AFCCE

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601
Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W. Va. Dickens 2-6281

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

PAUL DEAN FORD
Broadcast Engineering Consultant
4341 South 8th Street
Terre Haute, Indiana
Crawford 4496

NUGENT SHARP
Consulting Radio Engineer
809-11 Warner Building
Washington 4, D.C.
District 7-4443

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE
To
Be Seen
Readers
■— among
them,by the85,000*
decision-making station owners and managchief engineers
techni-tv
cians—ers,applicants
for and
am, fm,
and facsimile facilities.
*ARB Continuing Readership Study

contact
BROADCASTING MAGAZINE
1735 DeSales St. N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
for availabilities

Service

Directory

PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
AM-FM-TV
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING CO.
P.O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.
Phone Jackson 3-5302
BROADCASTING, December 21, 1959

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610 Eye St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Executive 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE

JOHN

B. HEFFELFINGER

8401 Cherry St.
Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

Pi

Easier to tune
TYPE
FM-5000A

•

Easier to own

5KWFM
TRANSMITTER

*
*
*
*

All Front Panel Tuning
Proved Performance
Conservatively Rated
High Quality,
Standard Components
These and other features at a price that
saves you the cost of your spare tubes!
Including Installation
$9995.00
Supervision Service!
A.

By Far
Your Best
FM Buy

INDUSTRIAL TRANSMITTERS
AND ANTENNAS
• UPPER DARBY, PA.
FLanders 2-0355

.HOWARD E. STARK:
Brokers and Financial
Consultants
Television
Radio

Stations

Stations

50 East 58th Street
New York 22,N.Y. ELdorado 5-0405

MEN WHO READ
BUSSNESSPAPERS
MEAN BUSINESS

In the Radio-TV Publishing Field
only BROADCASTING is a
member of Audit Bureau of
Circulations and Associated
Business Publications
82
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SUMMARY OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING through December 15
CP
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
Lie. ON AIR
Not on air
For new stations
Cps.
629
76
750
AM
41
FM
159
121
3,388
98
132
56
TV
62
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
43
Compiled by BROADCASTING through December 15
TV
VHF
UHF
522
Commercial
446
76
4661
33
10
Non-commercial
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
FM
AM
As reported by FCC through November 30, 561959
609
TV
Licensed (all on air)
55
CPs on air (new stations)
159
99
3,385
CPs not on air (new stations)
823
Total authorized stations
234
506
83
110
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
672
27
60
85
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
3,526
740
Total applications for new stations
630
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
12161
175
6
17
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
32. 3
Total applications for major changes
0
0
Licenses deleted
80500
340
0
CPs deleted
37
51
1
There
are,
in
addition,
ten
tv
stations
which
are
no
longer
on
the
air,
but
retain
their
licenses.

4661

2 There are, in addition, 38 tv cp-holders which were on the air at one time but are no
longer in operation and one which has not started operation.

ment of license from The Patrick & Rutledge Bcstg. Co. to Patrick & Ridner Bcstg.
Co. for $20,000. New partner is Lloyd A.
Ridner who is sales manager of KAVI. Ann.
Dec. 11.
WTVM
(TV) Columbus,
— SeeksTheatres
transfer of negative
control of Ga.Martin
of Georgia Inc. from E.D. Martin and Roy
E. Martin Jr. 50% each to same individuals
49% each and C.L. Patrick 1%. Ann. Dec. 11.
WTTT ofArlington,
Fla. from
— SeeksTheodore
transfer andof
control
WTTT Inc.
Janet M. Weber 90% to Allen Markelson,
for $40,000. Mr. Markelson is financial analyst. Ann. Dec. 11.
WBLJ Dalton, Ga— Seeks assignment of
license from Dalton Bcstg. Corp. to L.C.
McCall,
sole owner. ownership.
Change from
corporation to individual
No financial
consideration involved. Ann. Dec. 11.
WLStrol of WLS
Chicago,
— Seeks
transfer
conInc. 111.from
Praire
Farmerof Pub.
Co. 50% and American Bcstg.-Paramount
Theatres 50% to AB-PT which purchased
Praire Farmer Pub. Co. for $6 million. Ann.
Dec. 11.
WJOB Hammond, Ind. — Seeks transfer of
control from South Shore Bcstg. Corp. to
$435,500. Principals
Corp.andforDavid
Bcstg.Colby
Colby
are Julian
Smerling 25%
each. Neither have other broadcast interests.
Ann. Dec. 15.
KWKY Des Moines, Iowa — Seeks transfer
of control of General Bcstg. Services of
Iowa Inc. from James H. Binger 52%, Richard L. Fjellman and James W. Ramsburg
and Armin
90% Dec.
Binger Ann.
Mr. $24,000.
24% each10%to for
Buetow
16.
KCRV Caruthersville, Mo.— Seeks transfer control from J. Eric Taylor 65% and
estate of Walter Y. Cleveland, deceased,
Myrtle G. Cleve65% and consideration
35% tolandMr.35%. Taylor
involved. Ann.NoDec.financial
15.
KMON
Great
Falls,
Mont.—
Seeks
assignment of license from KMON Die. to Copper
Bcstg. Co. Merger into parent company; no
ownership changes involved. Ann. Dec. 16.
KLFDment of license
Litchfield,
assignfrom Minn.
Frank— Seeks
W. Endersbe,
sole owner to Meeker County Radio Inc.
for $7,500
to Mr.
tains 63% paid
interest.
Ann.Endersbe
Dec. 16. who mainWEOKment of Poughkeepsie,
N.Y.
— Seeks assignlicense from Mid-Hudson
Bcstrs.
Inc. to Hudson Valley Bcstg. Corp. for $300,000. Principal purchaser is Paul Smallen
29% and others. Mr. Smallen is in advertising business. Ann. Dec. 11.

KOHI St. Helens, Ore. — Seeks assignment
of cp from L. Berenice Brownlow to Columbia County Bcstrs. Die. Change to corporation; no ownership changes involved. Ann.
Dec. 10.
WNCC
— Seeks Bcstrs.
assignment
of licenseBarnesboro,
of North Pa.
Cambria
Inc.
from. Richard Todhunter Jr. and W.J.
Thomas 50% each to same individuals as
equal partners. Corporation dissolve and
change to partnership. Ann. Dec. 11.
WTVC of(TV)
Chattanooga,
Seeksof
transfer
control
of Martin Tenn.—
Theatres
Georgia Inc. from E.D. Martin and Roy E.
Martin Jr. 50% each to same individuals
49% each and C.L. Patrick 1%. Ann. Dec. 11.
KJET Beaumont, Tex. — Seeks assignment
of license from KPBX Bcstg. Co. to Golden
Triangle Bcstg. Co. for $130,000 plus assumption of debt. Applicants are Leon S.
Walton, Paul E. Barbatol and Terry Lambert 33V3% each. Mr. Walton is owner of
KOPY Alice, Tex. Mr. Lambert and Mr.
Barbatol are store managers. Ann. Dec. 15.
KNEL Brady, Tex. — Seeks assignment of
license from Brady Bcstrs. to Brady Bcstrs
Inc. Change to corporation; no ownership
changes involved. Ann. Dec. 10.
KARI Blaine, Wash. — Seeks transfer of
negative control of Birch Bay Bcstg. Inc.
from George A. Wilson and L.N. Ostrander
50% each to Messrs. Wilson, Ostrander, and
Don J.
33V3% each for $30,000.
Ann.
Dec.Bevilacqua,
16.
KOL Seattle, Wash. — Seeks assignment of
license from Seattle Bcstg. Co. to KOL Die.
for $250,000.
is Archieof
Taft
Jr. 55%Principal
who is purchaser
majority owner
KBKW Aberdeen, Wash. Ann. Dec. 11.
Hearing Cases
FINAL DECISION
By order, Commission made effective immediately Oct. 22 initial
decision,
as modified by Commission,
waived
Sec. 3.188
(b)
(4) of rules and granted application of
Radio KYNO The Voice of Fresno, to increase daytime power of KYNO Fresno,
Calif., from 1 kw to 5 kw, with non-DA,
continuing operation on 1330 kc, 1 kw-N,
DA-N;
engineering
condition.
Chmn. Doerfer absent.
Ann. Dec.
9.
INITIAL DECISIONS
Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle issued
initial decision looking toward granting application of Richard B. Gilbert for new
am
station Ariz.,
to operate
on 1580 that
kc, 10prior
kw-Dto
in Tempe,
conditioned
issuance
of
program
test
authority
Mr.
bert shall divest himself of all interestsGil-to
BROADCASTING, December 21, 1959

and in certain promissory note executed by
Morris Mindel as payor to Mr. Gilbert in
amount of $46,000 to secure payment for
160,000 shares of stock in Northern Arizona
Aircasters Inc. Ann. Dec. 14.
Hearing
Examiner
issued initial
decision Herbert
looking Sharfman
toward (1)
affirming Dec. 18, 1957 grant of application
of Video Independent Theatres Inc., to
move trans, of KVIT (TV) (ch. 2) Santa
Fe, N.M., from about 3 miles outside of
Santa Fe to Sandia Crest, about 14 miles
northeast of Albuquerque and about 43
miles southwest of Santa Fe, move main
studio from present site of trans, to within
Santa Fe, increase vis. ERP from 0.324 kw
to 28.2 kw, with aur. ERP 14.4 kw, and
make other equipment changes, and (2)
setting aside stay of that grant which was
imposed Feb. 19, 1958 pending hearing on
protests by New Mexico Bcstg. Co.
(KGGM-TV
ch. 13) and
TeleviInc. (KOAT-TV
ch. Alvarado
7), Albuquerque.
Ann. sion
Dec.
9.
Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
issued initial decision looking toward granting application of Wabash Valley Bcstg.
Corp
WTHI-TV
ch. 10 totochange
ch. 2 facilities
in Terre ofHaute,
Ind., from
and
denying competing application of Illiana
Telecasting Corp. for new station on ch. 2
in that city. Ann. Dec. 9.
Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
issued initial decision looking toward granting application
of Tri-County
Inc.,1
for new
am station
to operate onBcstrs.
1440 kc,
kw D, in Lucedale, Miss. Ann. Dec. 9.
OTHER ACTIONS
By memorandum opinion and order,
Commission (1) denied petition by Logansport Bcstg. Corp. (WSAL), Logansport,
Ind., to clarify or enlarge issues in consolidated proceedings on am applications of
Tiffin Bcstg. Co., Tiffin, Ohio, et al., and
(2) granted motion by Broadcast Bureau
to strike comments by Lafayette Bcstg.
Inc. (WASK) Lafayette, Ind., on WSAL
petition. Chmn. Doerfer absent. Ann. Dec. 9.
By memorandum opinion and order,
Commission (1) dismissed as moot petition
by Donze Enterprises Inc. (KSGM), St.
Genevieve, Mo., to enlarge issues in am
consolidated hearing, also related responses,
and (2) denied petition by Chester Bcstg.
Co. Chester, 111., to enlarge issues. Chmn.
Doerfer absent. Ann. Dec. 9.
By memorandum opinion and order.
Commission granted petition by Radio
Bcstrs. Inc.,
Waco,
Tex., to application
extent of en-of
larging issues
regarding
Belton Bcstrs. Inc., Belton, Tex., in am
consolidated hearing. Chairman Doerfer
absent. Ann. Dec. 9.
By memorandum opinion and order.
Commission denied request by Montana
Microwave for STA and/or temporary dissolution of stay order to permit resumption
of operation of microwave relay stations
KPC56 and KPC57 pending rebuilding of
trans, of Capital City Television Inc.,
KXLJ-TV
(ch. 12) Helena, Mont. Ann.
Dec. 9.
By memorandum opinion and order,
Commission granted petition by WTVY Inc.
(WTVY [TV] conch.
9) Dothan,
resideration of July
15 reportAla.,
and fororder
in Columbus, Ga., tv rulemaking proceedinging toto extent
of ordering
heardetermine
whether expedited
public interest,
convenience
and
necessity
would
be
moted by modifying license for WTVY pro-to
specify operation on ch. 4 in Dothan. Comr.
Bartley concurred with statement; Comr.
Lee abstained from voting. (July 15 report
and order made Columbus, Ga., two-vhf
market
by and
changing
from 4, 28,
*34 to that
chs. 3,city's
9, *28,channels
and 34
and deleting
9 fromand,Dothan
and time,
substituting ch. 4ch.there;
at same
conditionally modified licenses of Columbus
Bcstg.
operation
TV on Inc.
ch. 3toinspecify
Columbus
insteadof ofWRBLch. 4,
Martin Theatres of Georgia Inc.. to operate
WTVM [TV] on ch. 9 in Columbus instead
of ch. 28, and WTVY Inc., to operate WTVY
on ch. 4 instead of ch. 9 in Dothan.) Ann.
Dec. 9.
Commission invites comments to notice
of proposed rulemaking looking toward
shifting ch. 11 from Marinette to Green
Bay, Wis. M & M Bcstg. Co. (WLUK-TV
ch. 11),
petitioned for change.
Ann.
Dec.Marinette,
9.
WKWS Rocky Mount, Va.— Granted authority to conduct program tests pending
action on license application. Bv letter, denied request by WYTI Inc. (WYTI) Rocky
Mount,
for inquiry,
stay, and
other relief.
Ann. Dec.investigation,
9.
By memorandum opinion and order,
Commission (1) accepted late filing of opposition by Daytime Bcstrs. Assn. and (2)
denied following petitions for rehearing,
reconsideration, stay, etc., of Sept. 18 reBROADCASTING, December 21, 1959

port andceeding,
order
daytime
skywave proorder of insame
date amending
Sec.
1.351 of procedural
rules,
and
21 supplemental report and order:Oct.Columbia
Bcstg. System; Radio Service Corp. of
Utah (KSL). Salt Lake City; National
Bcstg. Co.; Clear Channel Bcstg. Service:
Crosley Bcstg. Corp. (WLW), Cincinnati,
Ohio; City of New York Municipal Bcstg.
System (WNYC), New York, NY.; The
Ohio State University (WOSU), Columbus.
Ohio; Standard Bcstg. Co. (KPOP), Los
Angeles,
fKJBS)(KXA),
, San
Francisco.Calif.;
Calif.,KJBS
and Bcstrs.
KXA Inc.
Seattle, Wash. Ann. Dec. 9.
By notice
of proposed
mission invites
commentsrulemaking.
to proposalComby
joint council on educational television to
amend tv table of assignments by "dropping-in"tionalch.
for noncommercial
educause at13 Fargo,
N.D., and deleting
reservation
on offset
ch. *34carrier
in thatchange
city.
This
would now
require
from plus to minus on ch. 13 in Minot,
N.D., and North Dakota Bcstg. Inc.. was
ordered
show accordingly.
cause why Ann.
KXMC-TV
should nottochange
Dec. 9.
By memorandum opinion and order.
Commission (1) denied petition by Sam H.
Bennion for review of Chief Hearing Examiner's rulings dismissing with prejudice
Bennion's
for new
station (2)to
operate on application
ch. 8 in Idaho
Falls.tv Idaho;
made effective immediately Oct. 21 initial
decision and granted remaining application
of Eastern Idaho Bcstg. and Television Co.
for new tv station on ch. 8 in Idaho Falls,
and ern(3)Idahodismissed
as moot
Eastto enlarge
issues.motion
Chmn. byDoerfer
absent. Ann. Dec. 9.
Angeles, ofCalif.
— Set aside
Nov.
12KFWB
grant Los
of renewal
licenses
of KFWB
and aux. trans., and placed applications in
pending file until resolution of question as
to whether certain broadcasts during past
license term are consonant with views expressedbyinbroadcast
Commission's
reportAnn.
on editorializing
licensees.
Dec. 9.
KVEN-FM Ventura, Calif. — Designated
for hearing application to increase ERP
from 12 kw to 38.6 kw and ant. height from
minus 180
ft. tomc;1,285
continuing
eration on 100.7
madeft.,KMLA
(FM) opLos
Angeles, ifornia,
and parties
KHJ-FM
Hollywood,
to proceeding.
Ann.bothDec.Cal-9.
William P. Ledbetter, Tolleson, Ariz. —
Designated for consolidated hearing applications for new am stations to operate on
1190 kc. 250 w, DA-1 unl. Ann. Dec. 9.
Sam natedH.for Bennion,
Pocatello,
— Desigconsolidated
hearingIdaho
applications
for
new
tv
stations
to
operate
on
ch. 10.
Ann. Dec. 9.
WSOOnated forSault
Marie, Mich.—
DesighearingSte.application
to increase
daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw, continuing operation
on 1230Mich.,
kc, 250
w-N;to
made WCBY
Cheboygan,
party
proceeding. Ann. Dec. 9.
Routine Roundup
ACTIONS OX MOTIONS
By Chairman John C. Doerfer
Upon rected
motion
by Denbigh
Co.. cor-of
in various
respectsBcstg.
transcript
oral argument in proceeding on its applifor new8. am station in Denbigh, Va.
Action cationDec.
By Commissioner Robert E. Lee
Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
for extension of time to Dec. 23 to file exceptions to initial decision in proceeding
on applications of Jeannette Bcstg. Co. and
Carnegie Bcstg. Co. for new am stations in
Jeannette and Carnegie, Pa. Action Dec. 10.
Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau for
extension of time to Dec. 16 to file replies
to joint opposition to petition by Broadcast
Bureau for reconsideration by BuckleyJaeger Bcstg. Corp. and WHDH Inc., in
proceeding on their applications for new
fm
Providence,
R.I., and Boston,
Mass.stations
Actionin Dec.
10.
Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau for
extension
of timedecision
to Dec. in18 proceeding
to file excep-on
tions to initial
application of May Bcstg. Co.. for renewal
of license
tion Dec. 10.of KMA Shenandoah. Iowa. AcBy Chief Hearing Examiner
James D. Cunningham
Granted petition by WENT Bcstg. Corp.
(WENT) Gloversville, N.Y., insofar as it
seeks intervention in proceeding on application of Martin Karig for new am station
in Johnstown, NY., and petitioner is made
party with reference to several issues specified Dec.
in Sept.
tion
4. 9 order of designation. AcContinued on page 88

PROMINENT
BROADCASTERS
choose
Stainless

TOWERS

McHenry Tichenor, President
KGBT-TV
HARUNGEN, TEXAS

A. R. Beck, Chief Engineer
And for good reasons, foo:
* Stainless EXPERIENCE in design
and fabrication
* RELIABILITY of Stainless installations
* LOW MAINTENANCE COSTS of
Stainless towers
Ask today for free
literature and information.

ess, inc.
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 204 per word — $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 254 per word — $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads $20.00 per inch — STATIONS FOR SALE advertising require display space.
• All other classifications 304 per word — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants- If transcription* or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos,
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Bkoadcastixg expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Sales
Northern Ohio medium market needs 2
top grosses, experienced
men, building for
men only. Box 308P. BROADCASTING.
salesmen. Also bonus
$125.00 weekly . for
east
and commission Metropolitan market
Box 865P,
unlimited. .
y
Opportunit
coast.
BROADCASTING
plus commisguaranteeaggressive
weekly plan
$100-$150
selfbonus Top for
station Washington,
salesman.
startersion and
D.C. market. Box 867P, BROADCASTING.
Experienced salesman for top-rated radio
in New York
market
property
state.
Goodexcellent
salary plus
commission. Station
is member of group operation offering many
extra mentbenefits.
Opportunity
advanceto right man.
Send fullfordetails
first
letter. Appointment will be arranged. Box
506R, BROADCASTING.
FM sales executive opportunity. New Detroit
station. Preferably under 35, with fine arts
interests and 4 years radio sales. Forward
detailed resume with three business references. All replies kept confidential. Box
556R, BROADCASTING.
If you're imaginative, creative, experienced
in
radionorthwest.
sales, there's a management
job for you in the
Pacific
tunities too. Write Sales
full details to Box oppor606R,
BROADCASTING.
Leading enced
5 kw
in New
England
needsExcellent
experisalesman
willing
to plug.
account list available. Guarantee and commission. Act now, write Box 619R, BROADCASTING.
$700 month
guarantee.
Present sales
man-to
ager averaging
around $1000.00.
Position
be filled in next 60-90 days. Good small market single station in southern Illinois. If you
are really a sales manager and know your
business, send resume of yourself and accomplishments to Box 624R, BROADCASTING^
Salesman:
Experienced,
$300. Month
guarantee and strong
commission.
Good chance
to move into sales manager position at more
than double starting. Midwest small station.
Send
full particulars to Box 625R, BROADCASTING.
Leading national
desiresMust
aggressive salesmanrepresentative
for Chicago office.
be competent. Send resume. Box 636R,
BROADCASTING.
Portland's only country western station
wants
salesman-deejay.
phone. Write
P.O. Box
1483, Portland, Don't
Oregon.
California, KCHJ, Delano. Serves 1,300,000.
Increasing sales staff.
Need experienced selling salesman immediately. Guarantee up to $100 weekly.
Would help if you announce. Only station.
Kansas State University here. Fort Riley
nearby. Recreation mecca with Tuttle Creek
world's
7th largest
earth dam 25,000.
completed
soon. Garden
spot. Population
Will
be second salesman for progressive, good
sounding station also taking applications
for similar position in fall of 1960. Lowell
Lack, KM AN, Manhattan, Kansas.
Salesman-announcer: to assist station manager with sales and service in extremely
pleasant expanding north-east North Carolina community. Experience, good personal
and business references required. Twenty
hours per week, maximum board-work; insist on man strong in both categories.
Salary plus commission. Send tape and
resume
StationCarolina.
Manager, WCDJ Radio,
Edenton, toNorth
34

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Sales
We need experienced, aggressive radio time
salesmanburghfor
fulltimeandstation
Pittsarea. regional
Send resume
references
plus your sales production for past year.
Guarantee draw against commission. Write
or call Art Simmers, Sales Manager WMCK,
McKeesport, Pa., Orchard 8-8888.
Immediatenouncer opening
for salesman and
anor announcer-copywriter
at new
community station in family group. Good
salary and
conditions.
Excellent
future
with working
advancement
for right
man.
Telephone
Swan
3-4104,
Plymouth,
North
Carolina or write WPNC.
Moving key personnel to new station now
opens exceptional
for position
experienced salesman to opportunity
step into key
in thriving Roanoke and hustling Richmond,
Va. Also have opening for one sales trainee.
Write all details, pic to Burt Levine,
WROV, Roanoke, Virginia.
Announcers
Modern number one format station in one
of ten largest markets auditioning fastpaced, live-wire announcers. Key station
leading chain offers big pay, big opportuING. nity. Send tape to Box 864P, BROADCAST-

Help Wanted— (Cent 'd)
Announcers
KBUD,
Athens,
staff announcer. Texas,
Salary seeking
open. experienced

Wanted: Mature, experienced announcer.
Must be reliable and good worker. Attractive position. Write Box 426R, BROADCASTING.
1st phone announcer: Must be top air salesman. Start $110.00.
mid-west. No
engineering.
Box 567R,Central
BROADCASTING.
Three city chain of modern radio stations
expanding. Needs three disc jockies experienced in the
radio ability.
with accent
imagination andnew
creative
Money ongood,
need
immediate. Send tape, photo and reING^
sume first letter to Box 584R, BROADCAST-

Announcer with first class ticket at Wisconsin resort
area station.
tape andBay.personal information
WDOR,SendSturgeon
Michigan 5 nouncer.
kw daytimer
has opening
for anExcellent working
conditions.
First class ticket helpful, but not essential.
Send tape and resume to WJBL, P.O. Box
808, Holland, Michigan.
Announcer, some commercial experience.
Afternoon combo shift. Starting salary $60.
Good potential. WMBO, Auburn, New York.
Telephone reverse.
Morning man, for WPAZ, Pottstown, Pa.
1000 watt indie. Experienced only, good salary. Profit sharing plan.
WRMF, Titusville, Florida, next door to
Cape Canaveral. Announcer-copywriter
announcer-salesman.
Immediate opening. or

Combo man record
capableshow
of good,
intelligent,
work. straight
Upstate "sell",
New
York radio-tv station. Some tv booth work.
Send complete information, picture and
tape
record intros, incorporating
news to Box commercials,
608R, BROADCASTING.
Announcerduction a must!
for fastResume,
paced station.
Good protape, photo.
Box
612R, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer for bright tempo, 1
kw good
music
excellentBoxWisconsin market
nearstation
lake incountry.
613R,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Experienced combination announcer-engine r tostart
immediately
at progressive 1000-watt
daytime
station. Write
fully.
Box 614R, BROADCASTING.
Announcer wanted immediately for MichExperienced,
stable,to
able toigando am-fm
somestation.
news. Send
tape, resume
Box 616R, BROADCASTING.
Modern 5 kw mid-south station in city of
200,000 seeking mature, experienced, happy
morning
man with proven background.
CASTING^
Send
tape and resume. Box 631R, BROADModern four-man operation in one of nation's top markets,
within-a-formula
disc seeking
jockey. personality
Send air
check of show followed by news. No phone
calls. Opportunity
for
advancement.
ation just beginning to grow. Box Oper642R,
BROADCASTING.
Newsman-midwest radio — need man strong
on local news and sports. No board work.
Box 643R, BROADCASTING.

Announcer with first phone for night shift.
ka. Permanency!
You'll
love KCOW Radio, Alliance, NebrasCombo-announcer with first ticket. No maintenance necessary. Adult format with emphasis on news. Send resume, tape and pix
Fe,
to G.N.M.
C. Packard, KTRC, Box 1715, Santa
We need a morning man that likes to combo.
First class ticket, no maintenance. Adult
programming on commercial station. Must
be sharp announcer. Send tape and resume
to WJBL, P.O. Box 808, Holland, Michigan.
Wanted: Announcer with first ticket, no
maintenance. Apply WAMD, Aberdeen, Md.
Start 1960for right!
job you've
wanting
so longIn— the
at WBYS.
If you been
are
a good, sensible announcer who likes good
radio in a good community and can handle
the morning
it here. welApplicants withshift,
a firstyou'll
phonelikeespecially
come. WBYS, Canton, Illinois.
Announcer wanted — Morning man, 40 hour
week. ance,Paid
hospitalization
and life
insurtwo weeks
annual vacation,
no top
40,
Carolina.
please.
Send
tape,
salary
expectations.
Radio Station WEED, Rocky Mount, North

Wanted, experienced announcer with first
phone. WSYB, Rutland, Vermont.
Play-by-play all sports and news editor
combination opening. No board. KCOW Radio, Alliance, Nebraska.
Two dj's: Can you sell your own show . . .
salary, commission and talent can earn you
over $150.00
rock 'n'phone
roll. Adult
music
only. weekly.
For live Noaudition
Saratoga Springs, New York, 4300, Jack Oranch.
Announcers
jobs?tape
Lacknotthat
professional sound?losing
Audition
a polished
. . . showcase? See New York School of Announcing display ad in Help Wanted column.
Ga.
Announcers: Many immediate job openings
for good announcers throughout the S.E.
Free registration. Confidential. Professional
Placement, 458 Peachtree Arcade, Atlanta,
ING.
Technical
February 1st opening for combination enannouncer.
Daytimer
in northern gineer
New andYork.
Box 132R,
BROADCAST1,000 watt station in southeast has opening
for chief engineer-combination announcer.
Good salary and excellent working conditions for right man. Send resume, referING. ences and tape to Box 176R, BROADCASTBROADCASTING, December 21, 1959

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical
Management
Make
but maYoung nced
. experie
or salesbutmanager
First phone operator. Experi20enced.
Manager
(16
stable,
hours operture aggressive
h .sales.
more money througagainst
vears all phases, radio, television, agency).
Concommission.iar.
ating. $100 weekly_pelancs_C
empresent
With
ve.
aUfom
producti
but
Expensive 11 years. Major market preferred.
tact_KCHJi
do some anHappily married, two
Excellentployer references. BROADC
First class engineer who can
ASTING.
io
tterad
610R,
aromd
Box
.
^lpful
children
and'be
nouncing
IB.
anuary
J
needed
woman,
station man or
Will add S2,500
WDOR. Sturgeon Bay, Wisconsin.
manager.
as
s
reference
Ton
er.
market. 23 yearsNowall
er-aimounc
per month to 150,000
nation toengme
d, combi
Wantealary
and
family.
d
Have
.recor
proven
broadcasting.
phases ofADC
according
. 627R,
Goods
ING
Box
BRO
or write
employed. WireAST
and good future.
good references. Permanent
Appli.
details
and
y
histor
full
Write
Goodwin, Jr.
confidential. BaldwinBox
caSonsgiving
Station manager desires to relocate.
1487, Key
er, WKIZ,
Managor
GeneralFl
iLxpenonly.operatio
ida.
market
or major
West,
Seconda
n.
n type
cClendo
Storz-M
enced ry
record.
sales
and
mming
ticket.
progra
class
Proven,
First
er.
d engine
Salary
Experience
e.
referenc
best
my
salary.
,
owner
ences
Present
State experience, refer
Would agree to partial
ments S15.000.
requirepayment
WMEX, 70 Brookline Avenue, Boston, Mass.
s— no investment. Interview
stock
radio
BROADCASTING.
630R,
Conn,
Box
rt,
Westpo
required
for
needed
Engineer
required. Write
station, 1 kw, first class Capita
onal sales experii-oiJJ.
Excepti
l
.
manager
call
or
General
WMMM, Westport
ence including Ziv. Believe prolific use
rating sound etOthers
incorpo
tapes
ming,
tion
rogram
specula
Production-P
fects mood music and good copy presentedto
n is key
salesma
"idea
trained
a'well
bv
metnt. Large
trafficTopassista
and station.
if station programCopywriter ropolitan
successful operation ... agency
863F,
Box
pay.
creative di.
Former
NG
adult.
to
ming
TI
AS
BROADC
mar. College,
manager
radio salesRegard
rector,thirty-six.
as damned
ethics
ried,
hard
be
Must
n.
class newsma
NG
Wanted: First
CASTI
BROAD
634R,
Box
nt.
right
hnporta
worker have car. Good future for
to Box 427R,
details IN
Wanted— Opportunity to make your station
SendST
marx
G BROADCA
Bratton. ManVerlLaPalqma
in 1960.1205
more successfulConsultant,
Way,
nced, alert Colorado agement
Chicago first
in
Needed immediately. Experie
be
Will s.
Springs. ng
vi
Sa
on fast-pace,
Harris Trust &
Rice,
W.O.
%
January.
radio newsman for opening
week
at number
staff st
news southwe
top-flig
be
Must stamarket. one
in major
tion ht
gather
news as well aspromote
able to broadcast Replace
Sales
d
man
s
salary.
Pays top
tapes and resume
within organization. Send
er 4 years. Married,
announc
and
n
Salesma
.
TING
Prefer
to Box 518R, BROADCAS
change.
DesireASTING
25.BROADC
n age
childreBox
.
603R,
to program all south
Experienced musical director
audience, midwest CBS affili- Announcer, 1st phone, $85, no car. Be 7-6721
musicate adult
Must have musical and programming
pjn. Walter
5:00Chica
after e,
go. Piasecki, 2219 N.
Parksid
responTop position directly
experie
giving full deto management. Write
siblence.
tails Box 623R. BROADCASTING. Rush reAnnouncers
ply. January 1 start preferred.
seven years background
er,
proion
announc
Product
Snorts
January 10th.
about
Wanted motion
. 40oR,
ING
es. Box
ADC
referenc
man for 1 kw daytime radio station
BRO
TopAST
-play.
play-by
agbe
Must
million.production and
in marketgres ive inofsalesquarter
promotion,
in a larger
lity dj wishes to relocate that
opportutonitywants
b4bK,a Persona
programming.
Box with
resume
market Looking for a station
rush nt
Please Excelle
future
.
: station
Stow
a
ING
Have
AST
best.
ADC
BRO
and can »e
has
for a Position that
lookingIN
delivery. Am
Audition tape
ST
ly employed. G
CA
Newsmen— top flight station has immediate
future. Present
a
newman and besent on request. Write to Box o91R. BROADforSend newsma
opening ginner
tape ton'sFred Epstein, KSTT,
Davenport. Iowa.
e. Rerelocat
desires
dj, IN
music
Country liable,
but
corn
Not
creativetoG
ST
references
be aggressive, comCA
News Director— Mustheading
news
n
two-ma
o92R, BROADof write and deliver local
Box
capable
show.
petitive,
and
man
d
polishe
to cover,
staff, able
dent radio
news for a top 250 watt indepen
beneComMusic.
Ohio. e Top
sound. News
station in norther
sional
The profesmercials.
nce
experie
withfringe
fits—salaryn commensurat
s. Cooperamarket
larger
Suitable
NG.
CASTI
BROAD
picture and tape
593R.
Box
tive
and ability. Send resume
WLEC, Sandusky, Ohio.
to Program Director, January
1, 1960. We will Try a gal disc
jockey. Write ^o^erci|K
mately
Need forIpproxi
G.
IN
l interview,
persona
ask
Box o94R, BKOAULAsi
too Tape, resume.
to
Willing
on?
producti
copy,
with
In love
group of Disc jockey. Handle all air jobs News, staff
work damn hard with creative
Then
success
andillustrat
money
love
who
pros
Permanent, anywhere. Box o96R, BROAD- CASTING.
ed, Burt
of your life,
write storv
Levine, WROV, Roanoke, Virginia.
Mature apNegro.Sample
er. ere
nnounc
RADIO
Copywriter-a
anywhAST
Locate ADC
proach.
ING.s, tape.
BRO
597R,
Box
ment
Manage
—
Situations Wanted
man seeking
le combo G
versatiIN
FxDerienced,
18 years, excellenlet refST
CA
California manager— erences—guarantee
ing or
r -Even
with. fuUtime
unrty'
profits. Availab imopporiowl
desirable. Box 600R, BROADshift
night
.
ASTING
BROADC
547R.
Box
y6
mediatel
Family
small market salesYoung, experienced
Nine years experience. Announcer.
Music shows.
tiy.
oppo^n
mentBROAD
wishes. manage
man Sober Local newsman. photo
manager veteran
CAST5o0R,
on reBox
and
d
tape
Marrie
,
resume
sena
WiU'
ING
quest Box 604R. BROADCASTING.
cer, deejay,
its income! Radiostation ewill
One executiv
position wanted. Announence
doubled net income o± Florida
hasdouble
tv
m large
experi
years
Three
lity.
persona
.
NG.
challenge
CASTI
njw
for
BROAD
Looking
611R.
three stations.
market. Box
Send for brochure. Box o95R. BROADCASTING
IN
ST
CA
station desire
one G
2 years
24, single,
Age
change. Prefer south. Box 618R, BROADHard working, successful manager looking
opportunit
and TING
challenge
for
.y'. Box
DCAS
599R.new
BROA
someBox
.NG
t phone
g-Firs
.experi
SeattleOA
63aK,TI
AS
No tapes.
DC
nance.
mainte
ence nocallin
BR
. Higher sales but
Manager — accountantOffer
sound judgment
drooping net profit?
operation,
all items p&l. Corporate background. ra-12 Experienced announcer, any type
console. Desire
phases Seek
own
all
runs
experience
news,
l
music,
operationa
years
knows
Family.
dio-tv staff same company.
sober.
won't
area,
Sw
638R,
.AvailBox
ING
Reply
31st.Married
Florida chmate! Box 601K,
AST
Decemberfloat.
ableADC
challenge and
BRO
DCASTING.
BROA
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
this station has had
Too much. In 18 monthsschedule
changes, and
6 pd's, more than 30 or 5, dependin
g upon
3
to
#1
from
dropped
me!
too much
That'sreliable
whom youdj,read!
and forpayola
mature,
Midwest
free— with suppertime program rated among
(top
market—
Mondaytop
on that
and/orin tvthisconnecti
radioFriday
20) 3seeks
Family
fair.
shoots
going—
it's
where
knows
and security. Eight
man wants 5 figures
vears, record hops to NBC feeds, pays offteenin
ming plus
program
adult
nal,
professio
s wanted. Lets
ING.
appeal. No circus operation
BROADCAST617R,
hear about you. Box
years expericollege grad,
32, firstence djphone,
station
music
adult 4February
and pd.. Want
Available
production
or tv 640R,
NG.first.
CASTI
Box
BROAD
ING.
Announcer
— Excellent radio/television
training background. Excellent references.
Need experience. Box 641R, BROADCASTbeautiwith in
announcer
young desires
d, voice
Experience
baritone
fulradio.
position
bigG.
TIN
CAS
,
time
Preferably
between
Washington
D C and New York. Box 645R, BROADAnnouncer — dj. Swinging style. Extremely
ambitious, talented, seeks right opportunity. Box 646R, BROADCASTING.
Veteran sports man will consider change.
footin baseball,
experienced
Thoroughlv
ball, basketball,
bowling, golf,
etc. 16 years
of play-by-play. Reliable, sober, family
man. Minimum
Southwest preferred. Write BoxS10.000.00.
647R. BROADCASTING.

-newsversatile
, Stable,
Topnotchcaster.
mature. announcerDesires dj
aggressive
station. Justice 3-0884, Norfolk, Virginia.
Casey Clark, country and western dj and
barndance promoter, available, January 1st.
WNAX, Yankton, S.D. Phone North 5-2550.
Announcer-dj. Broadcast school graduate.
College radio experience. Want opportunity.
Art Dcve, Parma, Michigan. JEfferson 14348.
TV announcer — 2 years experience, married,
eager and prepared. Seeking
dependable,
Prefer
market radio, tv or both.
medium
January 1st. Phone
Available
midwest.
3322
Story.
Galvan,
__
J.
write
or
Iowa
Ames,
Cedar 2-2308,
seeks permapd., married,
, dj, with
Announcer
New England station.
nent position
Six years experience. Contact Bob Germain,
Colrain, Mass. Phone NAtional 4-3460.
Six years radio,
personality.
Single, mature
television.
Desires
music, news, sports. Also
Available
Best references.
initial sales.
cK
Rockford.
Ohi
sonal interview.
Bob Heffner,
Routeper-1,
just give me a chance. No previous airat
ials
experience, but announcintvg-commerc
films-transcripshows. Acting
industrial
tions 12 years semi-pro stage and pro stock.
available. Clyde Miller, 3202 A.N.
Tape
2nd St., Milwaukee, Wise.
I want to work. Well-trained, all phases.
Jr., Manissports. William
Enjoy Michigan.
195.
PhoneSheahan,
tique".
likesto people,
y, who
personalit
Fresh gent
way
work hisintelliwilling
reliable, and
lookgraduate
school
pro
Recent
to theing fortop.
experience and polish. All I ask is
to make a living., Contact Richard Wade.
1318 S. Gunderson Berwyn. Hlinois.
dj.
Experienced country and western and
Twenty-nine years old. ten years radio
recording
television combined, three years
for MGM. Four years rated in top-forty d3 s
Wilreference. Jimmie Ohio.
nationally.4605 Best
Dixie ofHighway,
80.
Phone: liamsRepublic
6-37Hamilton,
Technical

Chief engineer. 5 kw up, d.a. or multiple
technical,
experience
operation. 21 years
tv.
some adconstruction and
ministration,
western community
in goodCASTI
to settle
Want 534R,
NG. .
Box
BROAD
First class ticket. Beginner desires to learn
and maintenance. Pertransmitter operation
imin radioNo more
Start salary.
manentthanposition.
car. Box
beginning
portant
607R, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical
Engineer-announcer.
Presently Good
employed
chief
engineer and announcer.
in bothas
respects, seeking advancement. Experience
and recommendations. Want position with
future—
CASTING.prefer west. Box 633R, BROADExperienced chief engineer or engineer for
am or fm. Some sales. Available immediately. Midwest area preferred. Box 639R,
BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer 20 years experience am-fm
directionals. Best references, permanent
Bill Alford, P.O. Box 902, Lakeland, Florida.

Dynamic news director. Exciting air man.
Presently
employed west coast. Box 628R,
BROADCASTING.
Program director with ideas wants to move
up. I know and can program all types of
music; run first-rate adult J.J. shows; write
news, selling copy, and promotion. Nine
years experience, plus broadcasting degree
and graduate journalism study. Box 649R,
BROADCASTING.

Production-Programming, Others
Sports director. Currently with tv and am
station in large eastern market. Also staff
work. Excellent play-by-play. College grad.
33 years old, married, two children. $150minimum. Box 431R, BROADCASTING.
STATIONS
Pacific Northwest Metro
Fulltime facility in one of the better
Northwest markets. Presently grossing $10,000 monthly, but can do
much better with local owner-management. $200,000 with $50,000
down. Balance on excellent terms.
Box 620R, BROADCAST IN G
WESTERN STATE
FULLTIME
Only station in prosperous isolated
small market. Has always shown a
profit, but could, because of present
restrictive advertising policies, do
much better under new ownership.
Priced at $65,000 with good terms
available.
Box 637R, BROADCASTING.
ARIZONA— $29,500
Well-sponsored 250-watt fulltime
in ideal climate, solid market —
$8,500 down — balance $100 weekly—a real deal by non-resident
owner — financial references required!
Box 652R, BROADCASTING.
Ala.
Single
Va.
Single
Single
Iowa
La.
Single
Single
Calif.
Minn.
Single
Single
Ky.
Fla.
Small
Ariz.
Small
Fla.
Small
N.Y.
Medium
La.
Medium
Miss.
Metro
Ga.
Metro
Fla.
Metro
Fla.
Large
Ala.
Metro
M.E.
Major
Fla.
Major
And Others
PAUL H.
CHAPMAN
Atlanta
Chicago
New York
San Francisco
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500w
lkw-D
250w
lkw-D
250w
lkw-D
lkw-D
lkw-D
lkw-D
5kw-D
lkw-D
lkw
lkw-D
5kw
250w
5kw
lkw-D
lkw-D
250w

58M
80M
125M
45M
65M
105M
100M
90M
65M
50M
150M
150M
75M
200M
175M
165M
175M
325M
250M

terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms

COMPANY
INCORPORATED
MEDIA BROKERS
Please address:
1182 W. Peachtree
Atlanta 9, Ga.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
We want stability. Can you offer a good
community, congenial atmosphere, and $125
a week for a young, married, production
minded program director. Box 590R,
BROADCASTING.
This is it! Early twenties. Production, ideas!
Excellent voice. 2 years, pace-formula. References. $115. Box 598R, BROACASTING.
Does your organization need a program
and/or sports director who wants a challenging position? Wire or write Box 609R
BROADCASTING.

-

FOR

SALE

I CAN HELP YOU
FIND A GOOD BUY
||■Verl Management
Bratton,
Consultant
| 1205 LaPaloma Way,
I
Colorado Springs.
THE PIONEER FIRM OF TELEVISION AND RADIO MANAGEMENT
CONSULTANTS
ESTABLISHED 1946
NEGOTIATIONS MANAGEMENT
APPRAISALS
FINANCING
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D. C.

West major fulltime regional. In
black #250,000 20% : One of top
5 markets in nation. Power #1
rated FM. 8,000,000 pop. & 1 % Million FM sets in coverage. #190,000
#49,500 = Southwest major FM.
#21,000 cash = South 1 kw. Largest
city in state. In black #300,000 25%
— Semi-major 1 kw. Making
money. #143,000 29%. PATT McDONALD, Box 9266, Austin, Tex.
GL. 3-8080 or Jack Koste, 60 E.
42nd, NY 17, NY. MU. 2-4813.

NORMAN
& NORMAN
INCORPORATED
Brokers — Consultants — Appraisers
RADIO-TELEVISION STATIONS
Nation-Wide Service
Experienced Broadcasters
Confidential Negotiations
Security Bldg.
Davenport, Iowa
STATIONS FOR SALE
Ours is a personal service, designed to
fit your finances, your qualifications and
your needs.
If you are in the market for either an
AM, FM or TV station anywhere in the
country be sure to contact us at once.
JACK L. STOLL & ASSOCIATES
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif.
Hollywood 4-7279

TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Management
Manager. Cable Television System. Outstanding opportunity for television man
with sales experience, able to direct personnel and supervise selling and office
routine. Send detailed resume, including
present earnings and references. All material will be treated in confidence. CATV
Associates, Inc., 1832 M Street. N.W., Washington 6, D.C.
Sales
Young, aggressive television salesman needed immediately. Must have proven background. Position offers future with unlimited earnings. Apply only if you are
not afraid to work and enjoy living in small
community. We are a new station affiliated
with CBS. Address all correspondence to
Sales
Kansas.Manager, KBLR Radio-TV, Goodland,
Announcers
Staff announcer for sign-on shift midwest
tv station. Prefer applicant from Illinois,
Wisconsin, Missouri, Iowa, or Indiana. TV
experience not necessary. Must have radio
background. This is for staff expansion.
Send late photo, tape and complete resume
to
Jack Kelin. WTVO, Box 470. Rockford.
Illinois.
Technical
Supervisory engineer with 5 years tv experience as chieftown
maintenance
Northwest University
of 40,000.byExcellent
living
conditions,
moderate
4
season
climate.
ING.
State references past experience and salary
requirements to Box 519R, BROADCASTOne or more first class colored tv operators
to work in Puerto Rico. Reply to Carl H.
Butman, 892 Nat'l Press Bldg., Washington
TV studio engineers for design, test, and
field engineering. Rapidly expanding progressive company. All benefits, plus rapid
advancement for qualified engineers. FotoVideo
Laboratories,
Grove, New Jersey. Inc. CE. 9-6100, Cedar
Production-Programming, Others
TV program manager wanted immediatelv
for new central California television station
Past experience necessary for man to supervise all production personnel. Must have
complete knowledge of programming, production, lighting and directing. Starting salary open. Box 605R, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Working program director for
KTRE-TV-AM, Lufkin, Texas. Prefer man
from southwest. Must be capable of oncamera work, directing personnel, aggressive, sober and willing to work. Contact
Richman Lewin, Vice-President and General Manager, KTRE-TV, Lufkin, Texas.
TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Management
Experienced local and regional sales manager (especially successful with department
stores). Desire move to medium or large
market
CASTING.in southeast. Box 498R, BROADSee Radio. Management — accountant.
Technical
Want radio or tv employment. Technical
school graduate. First phone. Two years radio. Board experience. Enrolled with CREI,
correspondence. Married, one child. PresING. ently employed. Box 615R, BROADCASTProduction-Programming, Others
Producer-director-announcer, now in major
market; ten years radio-tv-theatre, all
phases, seeks better climate for family.
Money secondary. Box 398R, BROADCASTING.
Continuity director with solid experience in
newspaper and regional radio plus limited
experience in television desires position
with radio-tv combination, tv or agency in
metropolitan
Available January. Contact Box 626R,area.
BROADCASTING.
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Situation* Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
r, announcer, unit manr, now directo
Produceager,
in Los Angeles market wants
director
's or programpromoti
anager
tion-m
producCan
on.
write, create, sell, ado Hills,
job.
CaliOrion, Granad
Address: 10854
.
fornia. Phone EMpire 1-4174
FOR SALE
coast. State
Radio broadcasting school, east
studios,
fully equippedGrossmodern
licensed, ideal
month,
$15,000
location.
leased in
man to
radio
ced
experien
Needs
20%.
nets
terms.
$32,500,
sale,
operate Illness forces
Box 572R, BROADCASTING.
Equipment
n
For immediate sale. RCA 5 kw televisio
5. RCA transmitter contransmitter Channelmonitor
an3 BayWM13
TM-5A5. RCA WM RCA.
with channel
soletenna
12 and
kw Harmonica filter
demodulators. RCA 10
diplexer Channel
(2) Channel 5. RCA 10 kw tower
on ground
5. 400' Stainless guyed
line. Sold as package
800' 3Vs transmission493R,
ASTING.
BROADC
or separately. Box
type 150
Tower
er
Wincharg
Used 150'
type S-20. $950.00
200' U.S. TowerCASTI
fob.
$550.00
NG.
fob. Box 517R, BROAD
3M> years:
only
used
t,
equipmen
RCA studio
nel; 3atBQ-2A
BC-6A two-chan
Audio console
great
all
or
Any
new.
Like
turntables.
savings. KATI, Casper, Wyoming.
three kilowatt fm
Western Electric 504B-2
Needs slight repairballin
broadcast transmitter.amplifie
r has new
exciter unit. Final
clean y AdaptVeryPresentl
motor.xing.
blower
bearing
tuned
of multiple
able to use
Call KRKD,
up.
picked
be
to
Has
to 96.3 mc.
Los Angeles, California . . . Capital 5-4116.
n meter for Doolittle
For sale Rust extensio
old,
y monitor. One year
or similar frequencMake
offer. Contact WQIK,
cost new $345.00.
P.O. Box 3156, Jacksonville 6, Florida.
RCA 1 kw transmitter
Channel (22) uhf with
filterplexer dummy
TTU-1B complete monitor
General Radio,
cy
frequen
load,
tubes.
diode demodulator and FCC spare
1 degree elecwith
D
TFL-24RCA antenna
Deinusservice
tilt. inPlaced
trical
serviceinup to
continuo
1953 and
cemberbeam
,
March 4rg,1959. Complete: $11,500. WSIL-TV
Harrisbu
111. Channel (3).
Closed circuit and broadmonitors.
Video cast
Foto-Video Laboratories Inc., Cedar
Grove. New Jersey. CE 9-6100.
ve 50
Presto disc cutter type 160 microgroo
complete
16 inch turntable
watts amplifier. 1305
Jonesboro Rd., Atlanta
8275.00. Jordan,
15, Ga.
l5/e"
— Andrew
sion line
ve transmis
Microwa51.5
d. Large
insulate
ohm. teflon
Rigid
rs, ells,
quantity complete with connecto
ing equipdehydratSierra-W
, cables andBargain.
hardware
estNew. Unused.
Electric
Cable Company, 1401 Middle
ernment.
Harbor Road, Oakland 20, California.
WANTED TO BUY
Equipment
STL microwave system, 900 mc band, good,
used Also assoc. equipment. Write James
B. Holder, WHYL, Carlisle, Penna.
n
Styroflex transmissio
Need 900 feet 3Vs"
Minor write
line. Call neapolis,
Minn. D.B. Ekberg, WLOL,
INSTRUCTIONS
F.C.C. first phone license preparation by
or in resident classes.
correspondence
Grantham Schools are located in Hollywood,
Seattle, Kansas City, and Washington. Write
for our free 40-page brochure. Grantham
School of Electronics, 3123 Gillham Road,
Kansas City 9, Missouri.
FCC firstanteed
phone
license
in six weeks.
instruction
by master
teacher.GuarG.I.
approved. Request brochure. Elkins Radio
License
School,
2603
Inwood
Road,
Dallas,
Texas.
Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st
phone license, 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations
required. Enrolling now for classes starting
January 6, March 2, May 4, June 29, 1960.
For information, references and reservations write William B. Ogden, Radio Operational Engineering School, 1150 West Olive
Avenue, Burbank, California.
BROADCASTING, December 21, 1959

INSTRUCTIONS

Guarweeks, License
in 6Radio
First phone
Be prepared.
Elkins
anteed instruction.
1139 Spring St., N.W.,
Atlanta.
of
School
Atlanta, Georgia.
FCC phone
Highly effective reviewe. for
exams. Very inexpensiv Free literature.
Box 10634, Jack,
Unlimited"
n
"Instructio
son 9, Miss.
FCC license in 6 weeks. Classes January
method in18th and March 14th. Pathfinder
percent ofn,gradyour success. Ninety examinatio
sures
the
uates pass the first-ticket
Reserve
first time taken. Seating limited.
Radio Services,
now! Pathfinder
your seatSt.,
Oakland, California.
510 16th
With pride we announce the opening of our
g school. Twelve weeks innew broadcastin
tensive, practical training in announcing,
new console,
Brand Reservatio
etc.
g,
programmin
only.
ns turntables, and the works.
Elkins School of Broadcasting, 2603 Inwood
Road, Dallas, 35, Texas.
MISCELLANEOUS

pay $260.00 yearMany religious clients will
England, SalesClay Missouri.
ly forman,15 Boxmin.
Schell City,
409, Sundays.
Free auProduction radio spots. No jingles.
2899 TempleM-J Productions
dition tape.
ton Road,
Columbus,
Ohio. ,
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management

GENERAL

MANAGER

WANTED
• West Coast City of 50,000
• Twice the audience of nearest competitor!
• Want manager wi th IDEAS
. . . NOT A DESK JOCKEY!
• Station should do $250,000
per year, or more.
• Good salary — terrific percentage on gross.

• Only those who want in excess of $25,000 per year
need apply.
• Present billing stinks . . . only
$150,000 per year.

• If you want money and are
willing to work for it, and
become part of community
. . . LET'S GO! !
Write Box 622 R
BROADCASTING

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Sales
NEW

HORIZONS

ing groups of radio and
Expandion
station has openings
televis
January 15th for aggressive, ambitious salesmen, sales managers
and general managers for radio
stations in two highly competitive major markets.
Excellent opportunity for advancement to top group management. Hard hitting guys with
drive, imagination can write their
own ticket.
Send resume, salary requirements and photo to:
Box 629R, BROADCASTING
Announcers
PERSONALITY/TALENT
Wanted
by completely revamped KDYL-Radio and KTVT
in Salt Lake City. Affiliated
with Columbia
Pictures. Will
emphasize music, news, personalities backed by heavy national and local promotion and
new management. Yours will
be a "show" that will depend
on your ability and talent to
make it just that. Slot open will
depend on you and present revitalized staff who will complement what you can do on the
air. You will also have opportunity to double in brass on
television on competitive audition basis. Our standards are
high for obvious reasons with
no pre-conceived notions about
money. It depends on what you
have
to offer. Send tape,
resume (which we will check
out), recent photograph, and
any other pertinent information you think important.
Send to Ed Kemp, Production,
Supervisor.
KDYL-Radio
130 Social Hall Avenue,
Salt Lake City, Utah
ANNOUNCERS
LACK THAT PROFESSIONAL SOUND? AUDITION TAPE NOT A POLISHED . . . SHOWCASE?
ADVANCED PROFESSIONAL coaching with
NEW YORK BROADCASTERS. Our tapes are
job getters. Ask to hear sample.
"Let
us analyze
present
tape.. .NO. SU
CHARGE."
*** Call
... MR.
KEITH
7-6938.
NEW YORK SCHOOL OF ANNOUNCING & SPEECH
160 West
Street ***BY APPT.
ONLY
New
York 73rd
23, N.Y.
SU 7-6938

RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
ATTENTION
STATION OWNERS
Responsible general manager of an
AM-TV operation seeking connection with station offering stock option, management contract or buy out
plan. Prefer midwest. Have clean
record of money making operations.
Heavy local and national sales background. Good administrative record
including labor negotiations. Best
references. Write:
Box 644R, BROADCASTING
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Technical
SUPERVISING ENGINEER
To assist Engineering Director by assuming
responsibility for day-to-day unionized TV
studio-transmitter
tive experience in operations.
technical fieldAdministraessential.
Send resume and salary requirements to
Director of Engineering, WTTW, 1761 E.
Museum Drive, Chicago 37, Illinois.
Production-Programming, Others
TV PROMOTION MAN
Strong idea man wanted by topbilling VHF Station in large
Southeastern market. NBC affiliate. Must be able to take over
the complete responsibility for
promotion of this fast-moving,
aggressive station. Send resume
and starting salary to:
Box 650R, Broadcasting.
WANTED

TO BUY

Equipment
WANTED
Studio or Field I.O. Camera T K11A
with camera control and power supply and 1 Sync Generator TG2A. Address replies to Box 651R, BROADCASTING, giving price and condition of equipment.

far

you can't beat a
classified ad in getting
top-flight personnel
88

(FOR THE RECORD)

Continued from page 83
Granted petition by S. M. Supply Co.,
Eau Claire, Wis., for dismissal without prejudice of its application for new am station
to operate on 1550 kc, 5 kw D, which is in
consolidated proceeding with am applications of Radio St. Croix Inc., New Richmond, Wis., et al. Action Dec. 4.
Granted motion by Louis Helfman for
dismissal without prejudice of his application for new am station in Fontana, Calif.,
and retained in hearing status remaining
applications in consolidation. Action Dec. 4.
Scheduled hearing for Feb. 23, 1960 in
proceeding on applications of Blue Island
Community Bcstg. Inc., for new fm station in Blue Island, 111., et al. Action Dec. 9.
Ordered resumption of oral argument at
9:30 a.m., Dec. 23, on petition of Graves
County Bcstg. Inc., to dismiss without prejudice its application for new am station in
Providence, Ky.; application is in consolidated proceeding with am application of
Muhlenberg Bcstg. Co. (WNES) Central
City, Ky. Action Dec. 8.
Dismissed as moot petitions by U. of
Minnesota (KUOM) Minneapolis, Minn.,
for leave to intervene in proceeding on am
application of South Minneapolis Broadcasters, Bloomington, Minn. Action Dec. 4.
By Hearing Examiner J.D. Bond
Granted request by KGMO Radio-Television Inc. (KGMO), Cape Girardeau, Mo.,
for extension of time from Dec. 7 to Dec.
14 for exchanging drafts of engineering
exhibits in consolidated proceeding on am
applications of Cookeville Bcstg. Co ,
Cookeville, Tenn., et al. Action Dec. 7.
Ordered that record in proceeding on applications ofDonald W. Huff and Equitable
Publishing Co. for new am stations in
Lansdale, Pa., is now certified to be complete and available for decisional consideration, but that permission is granted Mr
Huff, within 10 days from release date of
order (Dec. 14) to submit for inclusion in
record his exhibits 11 through 17, and unless objections are filed within 5 days
after release date of order, record transcript is corrected in respect specified in
appendix A attached to order. Action Dec.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
Granted motion by Harriscope Inc. for
continuance of date for prehearing conference from Dec. 10 to Jan. 26, 1960, and
continued evidentiary hearing scheduled
for Dec. 17 to date to be decided at prehearing conference in proceeding on fm
applications of Mount Wilson Fm Bcstrs.
Inc. (KBCA) Los Angeles, and Freddot Ltd.
(KITT) San Diego, Calif. Action Dec. 4.
Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
for extension of time from Dec. 10 to Dec.
21 to file proposed findings of fact and conclusions in proceeding on am applications
of Island Teleradio Service Inc., Charlotte
Amalie, St. Thomas, V.I., and WPRA Inc.
(WPRA), Guaynabo, P.R. Action Dec. 9.
By Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
Ordered that unless objection is made by
any of parties within five days, transcript
is corrected in various respects in proceeding on applications of M.V.W. Radio Corp.,
for
newAction
am station
et al.
Dec. in
8. San Fernando, Calif
On joint motion of all parties in proceeding on application of Inter-Cities Bcstg. Co.
for new am station in Livonia, Mich., contiontinued
Dec. 7.hearing from Dec. 9 to Dec. 11. AcIssued order following prehearing conference in proceeding on applications of
Hi-Fi Bcstg. Co. and Radio Hanover Inc.,
for
new
stationsforin Feb.
York-Hanover,
scheduled fmhearing
17, 1960. Pa ;
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
Granted petition by Rodney F. Johnson
(KWJJ) Portland, Ore., for continuance
of hearing from Dec. 16 to Jan. 22, 1960, and
for exchanging exhibits from Dec. 9 to
Jan. 15, cation.
1960,ActioninDec.
proceeding
on its am appli9.
Ordered that at hearing scheduled for
Dec. 15 on applications of Sanford L.
Hirschberg and Gerald R. McGuire and
Fairview Bcstrs. for new am stations in
Cohoes-Watervliet, and Rensselaer, both
New York, oral argument will be presented
on question of whether to grant petition
by Fairview
for leave to amend. Action
Dec.
4.
Granted petition by Murrelle & Assoc.
for leave to amend its application for new
am station in Lakewood, N.J., regarding
certain financial data, and dismissed as
moot Murrelle & Assoc. motion to strike
opposition by Radio Toms River, Toms
River, N.J.; application is in consolidated
proceeding with am applications of Fred-

ericksburg Bcstg. Corp. (WFVA) Fredericksburg, Va„ et al. Action Dec. 7.
Issued order following prehearing conference in consolidated proceeding on am
applications of Fredericksburg Bcstg. Corp
(WFVA) Fredericksburg, Va., et al., and
pursuant to agreements reached on record,
scheduled hearing for Jan. 19, insofar as it
pertains to Group 1. Action Dec. 9
By Hearing Examiner Isadore A. Honig
Granted motion by Sherrill C. Corwin
(KGUD-FM)
Santa Barbara,
Calif., for correction to transcript
in proceeding
on his
application
for
mod.
of
cp,
on own
motion ordered that, unless and
objection be
filed by any of parties within 5 days after
release of order, transcript is corrected in
additional particulars. Action Dec. 11.
Issued ferenceorder
following prehearing conin proceeding
on am appUcations
of Catskill Bcstg. Co. and Ellenville Bcstg.
Co., Ellenville, N.Y., formalizing certain
agreements, of procedural nature, made at
Dec. ued3 hearing
prehearing conference, and continAction Dec. 4.from Jan. 28 to Feb. 15, 1960
By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
Granted petition by United Bcstg. Co.
(KVOG) Ogden, Utah, for continuance of
date for preliminary exchange of information from Dec. 9 to Dec. 21, for exchange
of exhibits constituting direct cases of applicants from Dec. 14 to Dec. 29, and hearing from Dec. 17 to Jan. 6, 1960, in proceeding on United's
am application, et al.
Action Dec.
10.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
Granted motion by Northside Bcstg. Co.
for continuance of further hearing from
Dec. 10 to Jan. 15, 1960, in proceeding on
its application
new Dec.
am station
in Jeffersonville,
Ind. forAction
4.
By Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClenning
Granted request by Television Montana
(KXLF-TV tinuancech.
4), Butte, conference
Mont., for from
conof prehearing
Dec.
14
to
March
29,
1960,
and
hearing
scheduled for Dec. 22 to date to be subsequently specified in proceeding on applications of Montana-Idaho Microwave
Inc., for five cps to provide new point-topoint microwave fixed video system at Pocatello and Monida Pass, Idaho, and Armstead, Whitehall
Action
Dec. 4. and Bozeman Pass, Mont.
Granted petition
by Southbay
for
continuance
of hearing
from Dec. Bcstrs.
7 to Feb.
8, 1960, in proceeding on its application for
new am station in Chula Vista, Calif.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
On request by Lawrence W. Felt, and
without objection by other parties, continued hearing from Dec. 17 to Jan. 28,
1960, date for exchanging written cases from
Dec. 9 to Jan. 7, 1960, and date for notice
of witnesses desired for cross-examination
from Dec. 14 to Jan. 21, 1960, in proceeding
on Mr. Felt's
and that
national application
Good Music Inc.,
for of
newInterfm
stations
in Carlsbad
and San Diego, Calif.
Action Dec.
7.
On oral request of counsel for Triad
Television Corp., and without objection by
counsel for other parties, continued further
hearing from Dec. 16 to Jan. 14, 1960, in
proceeding
on Graham
Triad's application
that
of Herbert T.
for new am and
stations
in Lansing, Mich. Action Dec. 11.
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
Scheduled further prehearing conference
on request by George T. Hernreich, and on
own motion scheduled oral argument for
9 a.m.,
date,of onissue
Mr. inHernreich's
motion forsame
addition
ch. 8 proceeding, Jonesboro, Ark. Action Dec. 10.
Continued prehearing conference scheduled for Dec. 4 without date pending action
upon request by National Bcstg. Co.
(WRCA) New York, for leave to amend its
am application which will be subject of
subsequent order. Action Dec. 3.
Pursuant to agreement of counsel arrived
at during Dec. 10 prehearing conference,
continued hearing from Dec. 17 to March
1, 1960, in proceeding on applications of
H & R Electronics Inc., for new am station
in Greenville, N.C., et al. Action Dec. 10.
Pursuant to agreement of all counsel in
proceeding on am applications of Radio
Muscle Shoals Inc. (WOWL) Florence,
Ala., et al., for
scheduled
engineering
conference
Jan. 5 informal
and another
session
of prehearing conference for 9 a.m., Jan.
19, 1960, and continued hearing scheduled
for Dec. 15 to date to be fixed at further
prehearing conference. Action Dec. 3.
Pursuant to agreement of counsel, scheduled further hearing for Dec. 28 in proceedapplication
Bay Area
Electronic
Assoc.ing onfor
new am ofstation
in Santa
Rosa,
Calif. Action Dec. 3.
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Chairman John C. Doerfer has addressed
presE. fellows,
to nHarold
followinidentg andletter
of National
of Board
chairma
of Broadcasters, Washington,
tion
Associa
D.C.:
letter of December
"Upon receipt of your
on
up with the Commissi
10 1959 I took
February
for extension until
vdur request the
of
required
ion
informat
of
5 1960
of Decembroadcast
ber 3, 1959.stations by our letter
"The Commission will extend the time
1 to
required for filing replies to Question
QuesHowever,
February
before toJanuary
on or replies
be filed
tion 2 must5, 1960.
Notice. Ann.
4 1960,
Dec.
11. as required by our
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By Broadcast Bureau
Actions of December 11
KSIX Corpus Christi, Tex.— Granted cp
to install new trans, and make changes m
ground system.
WILM . Wilmington, Del— Remote control
permitted
Actions of December 9
Lake, Wash.— Granted asKWIQ Moses
signment of license to Cascade Bcstg. Co.
land-Pasco, Wash.
Kennewi
KEPR d assignmck-Rich
ent of license to Cascade
—Grante
Bcstg. Co.
N.Y.— Granted
WKAL Rome and Utica,
F. and Marfrom Paul
control tenants
transfergaret E.ofHarron,
by entireties,Paulto
individually and
Margaret E. Harron,
Harron, trustees of
F and MargaretJr.,E.Margare
F. HarronMarie Harron. t Ann Harron
Paul Patricia
and
*WBOE (FM) Cleveland, Ohio — Granted
licenses to use old main trans, as aux.
inand and
site; kw
trans,
main9 kw
trans, atcrease inpresent
to 15.23
ERP from
installation new trans.
is, Minn. — Granted mod.
WCCO Minneapol
licenses to operate main and aux. trans,
of
by remote control.
to inTex— Grantedas cp
Pasadena,
KLVLstall new
alternate
trans, to be used trans,
site.
main trans, at present mam Granted
cp to
WTVB Coldwater, Mich—
install new trans, to be used as aux. trans.
cp to in, Pa.— Granted
WBLF newBellefonte
present trans., as
trans. trans, location
aux. stall
KAPR
trans. Ariz. — Granted cp to install newDouglas,
cp to inCharlotte,
WAYS
stall new type trans.N.C.— Granted
conRemote
—
Calif.
Francisco,
San
KPUP
trol permitted.
KHAT Phoenix, Ariz. — Granted change of
remote control authority.
Actions of December 8
assign— Granted
Winona,
KAGEment of license d/bMinn.
same name.
under
liGranted
Ky.—
,
Louisville
WLVL (FM) station; remote control percense for fm
mWFAW
Atkinson,
— Granted license (FM)
for fmFortstation;
ERP Wis.
3 kw.
— Granted liKPOA Honolulu, Hawaii
in frequency, incovering change
cense
and installation new trans.
crease in power
Ohio — GrantVernon,
Mount
WMVO-FM
ed license covering installation new trans.;
ant. 290 ft.
, . _.
ia, Pa. — Granted liWDAScensesPhiladelph
covering increase
daytime power to
5 kw, make changes in daytime DA system and installation new trans.; and operate old main trans, as aux. day-alternate
main night trans., using DA.
WRBC
Miss. — Granted cp to install newJackson,
type trans.
KLERstall newOrofino,
Idaho
— Granted cp to intrans.
WTOL
Toledo,
Ohio
—
Granted location
cp to in-of
stall old main trans, (present
main trol
trans.)
for
aux.
purposes;
remote
conpermitted.
KSFO San Francisco, Calif.— Granted cp
to install new type trans.
KVOG-TV
Ogden,date
Utah—
Granted
extension of completion
to June
30, 1960.
WKBM-TV
Caguas,
P.R.—
Granted
sion of completion date to Jan. 15, exten1960.
Actions of December 7
KSL-FM Salt Lake City, Utah— Granted
license covering change in ERP to 4 kw,
ant. height
to 3620 ft., equipment
changes inand
ant.slight
system and transmitting
change in location of ant.
WLAU Laurel, Miss. — Granted license
covering change in frequency from 1600
kc to 1430 kc.
WXLI Dublin, Ga. — Granted license covering changes in facilities and type trans.;
condition.
KORE Eugene, Ore. — Granted license
covering increase in daytime power and
installation new trans.
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KFMWfor San
Bernardino,
— Granted
D.C.—to Granted
license
fm station,
change Calif.
trans.,
specify
(FM) Washingt
WFAN covering
16 kw,
in ERP
change on,
license
studio
location
and
remote
control
point.
ant.
new
on
installati
to 280 ft.,
height
ant.
KASK
Ontario,
Calif.
—
Granted
license
and changes in transmitting equipment.
covering change of facilities, installation of
KNUZ Houston, Tex. — Granted license
new
trans.,
change
ant.-trans.
and
studio
locovering installation new trans.
cation, installation of DA-1 and changes
li- in ground
Granted
N.Y.—
York,
New
WKCR-FM
system.
cense covering installation new ant., new
KEWB Oakland, Calif— Granted license
trans., increase ERP to 4.2 kw, ant. height
covering installation of new trans, for aux.
change ant.-trans. location.
640 ft., andMinneapolis,
to WLOL-FM
purposes
only, and operation of trans, by
remote control.
Minn. — Granted
license covering changes in ERP, ant.
KPOD
Crescent
City, location
Calif. — Granted
mod.
of cp to change studio
and operate
and400instaltransmitting
height, lation
new ant.; ERP equipment
9.4 kw, ant.
ft.
trans, by remote control.
liWHP-FM Harrisburg, Pa. — Remote control
N.Y.— Granted
Syracuse,specify
WJMKcense forNorth
studio and
am station,
n
permitted.
installatio
and
location
control
remote
WFDS-FM
Baltimore,
Grantedending
authority to remain
silent Md.
for —period
type trans.; condition.
March 1, 1960.
Granted
Mo.—
City,
Kansas
(FM)
KXTR
license for fm station; ERP 58 kw, ant.
American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres Inc., New York, N.Y. — Granted mod.
21KFMB-FM
San
Diego,
Calif.
—
Granted
of
permit to include CJSS-TV Cornwall,
license
Ont., Canada, to list of Canadian tv statrans. for fm station and specify type
television
programs
broad-to
casttionsinto receive
U.S. over
tv stations
licensed
Actions of December 4
American
Broadcasting
Paramount
Des Moines, Iowa — Granted asatres Inc., for period beginning Dec.The-1,
KRNT-TVsignment of license
to Cowles Bcstg. Co.
1959, and ending 3 a.m., EST, Feb. 1, 1960.
Tex.—H. Granted
Park,
KVIL ofHighland
WZFM
Jacksonville,
Fla. — silent
Granted
Meeks,
Charles
control from
transfer
sion of authority
to remain
for extenperiod
W. Jackending Feb. 12, 1960; conditions.
Thomas W. Merriman etandal.;Melvin
associincludes
Coyle,
J.
sonatedto John
Following
stations
were
granted
extenfm station in Dallas, Tex.
sions of completion dates as shown: KPOD
, Ohio — Granted liWKRC-FM
City, Calif., to Dec. 17; KLIX
change in ERP and change in Crescent
coveringCincinnati
cense
Twin Falls, Idaho, to May 18, 1960; KAJS
trans, and studio locations.
Newport
Calif., to Jan. 9, 1960;
KXLF-TV Butte, Mont. — Granted cp to KPRI San Beach,
Diego, Calif., to Feb. 19, 1960.
install new trans, (replacing one destroyed
by fire on Nov. 9, 1959).
Actions of November 30
Actions of December 3
WOC-AM-FM Davenport, Iowa — Granted
of positive control by D.D.
n, N.C.— Granted assign- acquisition
Wilmingto
WKIMment of license
through exchange of stock held by
to Arlington-Fairfax Bcstg. Palmer
D.D. and B.J. Palmer in licensee for stock
Inc
in Central Bcstg. Co., which will be conN.C.— Granted assignAsheville,
WISE of license
to Arlington-„ Fairfax
trolledwholly
by D.D.owned
Palmer
(licenseeof will
bement e.
. . Bcstg.
Di
subsidiary
Central
Bcstg. comeCo.).
assignGranted
Conn.—
c,
WILIment ofWillimanti
license to The Willie Bcstg. Co.
WOC-TV Davenport, Iowa — Granted asKSPL-FM Diboll, Tex.— Granted cp to resignment of license and cp to Tri-City
fm station
Bcstg.
Co.
place expired permit for Md.
exGranted
—March
KUTI
Yakima,
— Granted license
Baltimore,
WFMM-FM
1, 1960. covering increase inWash.
power and installation
tension of completion date to
of new trans.
Actions of December 2
K73AE Redmond, Ore. — Granted cp to
KANT-FM Lancaster, Calif. — Granted as- change
type number of its trans.
signment of cp to Desert Bcstg. Inc.
KRIO McAllen, Tex.— Granted involuntary
KVUE Sacramento, Calif.— Granted mod.
transfer of control of Texas State Network
of
cp
to
change studio location.
Inc. (parent corp.) from S.W.etRichardson,
31.WHOH
Hamilton,
— Granted
execual.,
Smith,
B.
Howell
to
deceased,
ity
to
remain
silent Ohio
for period
endingauthorDec.
tors of estate of S.W. Richardson, deceased.
WBRK Pittsfield, Mass.— Granted cp to
move old main trans, to main trans, site to
Following
stations dates
were as granted
be used as aux. trans.
sions of completion
shown: extenWINQ
WLBJ Bowling Green, Ky.— Granted cp to Tampa, Fla., to March 15, 1960; WFBG-FM
install new trans.
Altoona,
Pa.,
to
May
1,
1960;
WILY
PittsKORN-TV Mitchell, S.D.— Granted mod.
burgh, Pa., to Feb. 25, 1960; WPIK Alexof cp to install new type trans.
andria,
Va.,
to
May
20,
1960;
WBOS-FM
Brookline, Mass., to Dec. 31; KGUD Santa
KNAC Hot Springs, Ark.— Granted mod.
aur. to' Barbara,
2.63 kwlocations,
Calif., to Mass.,
May 25,
1960; 20,
WKOXvis. studio
to
ERP
change
to
cp
of
and
trans,
FM Framingham,
to Feb.
1960;
change
kw
32
1
WYNS
Towson,
Md.,
to
Jan.
3,
1960,
and
system
ant
ant
type
trans.,
'type
change
ft.
400
to
height
ant.
WORC
Worcester,
Mass.,
to
Feb.
5,
1960.
and
equipment
and
extenwere granted
Following stations
WYFE New Orleans, La. — Granted license
as shown: KWGsions of completion todates
covering
installation
new trans,
trans, as
May 2424,1960;
Calif.,to March
Stockton, Ohio,
FM Oxford,
nate main
trans, at ofmain
sitealterand
1960.WMUBTV
operation
by
remote
control.
Actions of December 1
WLIN Wausau, Wis. — Granted license
change of facilities, ant.-trans. location,
KFDA Amarillo, Tex.— Granted involunState Net- studio and station location, ant. height and
of Texas S.W.
of control
tary transfer
Richinstallation of new ant.
(parent corp.), from
workardsInc.
on, to Howell E. Smith, et al., executors
*KFJC (FM) Mountain View, Calif. —
of the estate of S.W. Richardson, deceased.
Granted license for noncommercial educaKFJZ Fort Worth, Tex. — Granted involuntional fm station.
Richardtransfer ofE. control
to Howell
sontary
Smith, from
et al.,S.W.
executors of
Granted licenses for the following fm stathe estate of SW. Richardson, deceased
tions: WAFM Miami, Fla.; KSFM Sacramento, Calif.; KACE-FM Riverside, Calif.;
involunVa. — Granted
Emporia,
WEVA
from Maxey E. WJWR Palmyra, Pa.; WGR-FM Buffalo,
of control
tary transfer
N.Y.;
WROC-FM
Rochester, N.Y.
to Willis L. Stone, adminStone, deceased,
KPOL-FM Los Angeles, Calif.— Granted
istrator of estate of Maxey E. Stone, de- license
covering increase in ERP installation
KFJZ-AM-FM Fort Worth, Tex.— Granted
of new type trans, and ant., and ant. height
of Texas
control
of
transfer
and
other
changes; ERP 38 kw.
involuntary
State Network Die. (parent corp.) from
WHRB-FM Cambridge, Mass. — Granted liRichardson, deceased, to Howell E.
S.W.
cense covering change of facilities, ant.
Smith, et al., executors of estate of S.W.
Richardson, deceased.
height and installation of new ant.
KEZY Anaheim, Calif. — Grantedlocation.
license
WWJ
Detroit, Mich. — Granted mod. of lifor am station and specify studio
cense to operate main and aux. trans, by reTruckee, Calif.— Granted
license
mote control using DA-N.
forKHOE
am station.
,
WTAR Norfolk, Va. — Granted mod. of lithe following fm stacenses to operate main and aux. trans, by
Granted licenses for
tions: KRPM San Jose, Calif.; KTYM-FM
remote
control using DA-N.
Stockton,
KRAK-FM
Calif.;
Inglewood,
WOKK Meridian, Miss. — Granted mod. of
Calif ■ KPSR (FM) Palm Springs, Calif.;
KBBI (FM) Los Angeles, Calif.; KJAZ (FM)
cp to change type trans.
Alameda, San
Calif.;Diego,
KGB-FM
Diego,(FM)Calif.
WSAJ
Grove silent
City, for
Pa. — period
Grantedbeginning
authorKGB-FM
Calif.; San
KUFM
El
ity to remain
Calif,
Dec.
12
and
ending
Jan.
2,
1960.
Francisco,
San
KYA-FM
Calif.;
Cajon,
and license for noncommercial educational
Following
stations dates
were as granted
fm station for KNFP (FM) Arlington, Calif.
sions of completion
shown: extenKBLA
WSEL Chicago, 111. — Granted license covBurbank,
Calif.,
to
June
21,
1960;
WINE Amering changes
in ant.-trans.
location. license
herst, N.Y., to April 9, 1960; WISK Medford,
KMBL
Junction,
Tex. — Granted
Mass., to June 28, 1960; WIFE Dayton, Ohio,
covering installation of new trans.
to Feb. 1, 1960; KENT Shreveport, La., to
KGO San Francisco, Calif. — Granted li- Feb.
1, 1960, and KRKO Everett, Wash., to
cense covering installation of an aux. trans,
March 9, 1960.
using DA.
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bandages...
one

way
tradeBAND-AID

mark correctly... please

say

TRADEMARK
BAND-AID

Adhesive

Bandages

Remember— all adhesive bandages are not BANDAID Adhesive Bandages! "BAND-AID" is actually
a trademark . . . one of the most widely known in
the world . . . recognized in more than 50 countries.
It means Johnson & Johnson, not the name of
a product . . . and it refers to a whole family of products made only by Johnson & Johnson.
The "BAND-AID" trademark is always followed
by the product name, i.e. BAND-AID Plastic Strips,
BAND-AID Plastic Tape, BAND-AID Butterfly
Closures, BAND -AID Patch, Spot, Strip.
We appreciate your mentioning our products
and we hope you will continue to do so. But when
you do, won't you please use the fullname correctly?

The most trusted name in surgical dressings
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OUR

RESPECTS

Richard

TO

. . .

Birrell

The only regret Richard B. Rawls,
r of independent KPHOgeneral manage
AM-TV Phoenix and vice president of
Meredith Engineering Co.'s KPHO
Division, has about his career is that
he didn't discover show business until
he was eight years old.
Although he built his own cardboard
theatre at seven, another year went by
before his aunt took him to see the
ate show, "Treasure
Broadway legitim
Island." When an usher handed him
and the other children each a card with
a "black spot" (a device used in the
story to mark a character for death
and used by the theatre to enhance
audience participation), young Mr.
Rawls, solemnly and irrevocably decided
that his future lay in show business.
He paused long enough for schooltoing, but that, too, was tied in closely
his theatrical aspirations. Born in New
York July 14, 1908, he went to Trinity
and Horace Mann Schools, Columbia
U. Teachers College and the New York
School of the Theatre, majoring in
speech and dramatics. At 18 he notified
his father, a physician, that he was
going into the theatre.
Jitney Jaunt • He traveled with the
Jitney Players in tent repertory, making one-night stands as actor, stagehand, electrician and truck driver. Then
he became a magician's assistant,
vaudeville break-in, soda jerk and supplemented these jobs with teaching
stagecraft at college and high schools.
He gathered other experience in stock
circuits and worked in the old film
vaults at Fort Lee, N.J., when the
movies first had their headquarters
there.
ion asBy 1930 he was a l product
sistant in First Nationa Theatres east
coast operations. He served as stage
manager and technical director of the
Bushar & Tuerk Broadway productions
"Crime Marches On" and "Black Limelight." For a time he was in New York
and on tour with playwright Elmer Rice
as actor and assistant stage manager
in the Playwrights Company productions "Counselor-at-Law," "Between
Two Worlds" and "We the People." In
1933-34 he went on a national tour
with Katharine Cornell Productions'
presentations of "Romeo and Juliet,"
"Barretts of Wimpole Street" and "Candida" as actor and stage manager in
company with such names as Miss Cornell, Basil Rathbone and Orson Welles.
It was becoming clear to Mr Rawls
by 1935 that his interests lay not so
much in acting itself as in organizational and business planning for the theatre.
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Rawls

Accordingly, he joined the Federal
Theatre, a government-operated national project with productions in 43
cities and 26 states.
Far-ranging • As national technical
director, he supervised a widely-separated staff of more than a thousand
theatrical technicians. Besides overseeing personnel, he coordinated designing,
building, painting, lighting and transportation of scenery for 40 to 75 productions simultaneously. Traveling extensively, he supervised the design of
15 experimental theatres that cost $15,000 to $250,000 each.
By 1938, Mr. Rawls figured he and
the new medium of television were ripe
for each other. He put together a special presentation, based on his 13 years in
show business, and pounded the pavement for three months, confident he
had the right combination of experience
and talent to offer the new medium.
But television wasn't as ready for Dick
Rawls as he was for it. It wasn't until
August 1939 that a chance acquaintance
told him something was in the wind
over at CBS.
There was, and Mr. Rawls was one
of nine persons selected of 3,000 apHe
for television.
plicants inCBS'
went with
CBS plans
as floor
manager and
was promoted to manager of television
studio operations. In October 1942, he
enlisted and served in the South Pacific
as noncom in charge of plans and training for an assault battalion, receiving
his discharge as a tech sergeant in
November 1945.
Joins ABC-TV • In January 1946 he
joined ABC and became manager of

KPHO-AM-TV's Rawls
He knew what he wanted

television operations, helping to get the
fledgling tv network started by supervising overall operations. Mr. Rawls set
up all departments except engineering,
including the program department,
which he directed. In the fall of 1949
he became a regional station relations
station rewas inappointed
anddirector
manager lations
1951, working at
lining upthemaffiliates
keeping
happy. for ABC-TV

and

Mr. Rawls' rounds included visits to
WHEN-TV Syracuse, N.Y., where he
caught the eye of Payson Hall, Meredith director of broadcasting. In November 1952, he was appointed general
manager of KPHO-AM-TV. Last May
he was made a vice president of Meredith Engineering, the broadcasting arm
of Meredith Publishing Co. (Successful Farming, Better Homes & Gardens),
which besides KPHO-AM-TV and
WHEN-AM-TV includes KCMO-AMFM-TV Kansas City, WOW-AM-TV
Omaha and KRMG Tulsa.
As it turned out, the choice of Mr.
Rawls, with his well-rounded tv and
theatrical background, to head the
Phoenix stations possibly was the most
apt move Meredith could have made,
for the stations later became independents, KPHO by choice and KPHOTV when CBS-TV withdrew its affiliation in 1955. Although Mr. Rawls was
frank to regret the tv affiliation loss, he
started to work to build a station which
claims No. 1 spot in ARB rankings for
relative shares of audience among the
18 four-stations-orin the Mr.
independents
Rawls finds a
tv markets.
more
continuing efchallenge in KPHO-TV's
fort to attain an equal share of audience
in that four-station market.
Independent Advantages • In this
respect, Mr. Rawls can and does emphasize these advantages for KPHOTV: (1) complete control of program
operation and (2) on the advertising
greater availability of oneside, thespots.
minute
Mr. Rawls was born Reginald Birrell Rawls, but during his acting career
the name Reginald seemed to type him
as an English butler, a part so completely inconsistent with his personality
that he changed it to Richand speech,
ard. His hobbies are 16 mm movies
and breeding of basset hounds (latest
champion of his Richlynn Kennels:
Brown Faced Joe). But his best relaxation is to sit and talk with his wife, the
former Helen Battersby of Philadelphia.
And thereby hangs a tale:
took a CaribIn February 1939, heGeorgic.
At that
bean cruise on H.M.S.
lookwas
Rawls
Mr.
l
time the purposefu
ing for a wife. On Feb. 5, he spotted
Helen. On Feb. 9, he met her. On Feb.
12, he informed her he was going to
marry her and she just laughed at him.
He married her Oct. 30, 1943.

EDITORIALS
To

dispel

the

fog

THE broadcaster is confused. He is being browbeaten
at every turn. Charges are piled on charges in a halfdozen Washington forums. Politicians have a new theme
and the clergy a fresh fire-and-brimstone text. Everybody
is in on the act — everybody that is, except the public, which,
as noted in the editorial below, is considerably more rational
on the subject.
In the piling-on process all the ancient arguments against
the American system of free, competitive broadcasting are
being resurrected. To list them would consume more space
than can be afforded here. The more extreme among them
propose outright government operation, a new government
television network, public utility controls with limitations
on profits, license fees, franchise taxes, the British system
of state control along with set taxes to defray costs of
operation, heavy fines and sanctions, barring of newspapers
and magazines from station ownership and a return of the
infamous Blue Book of 1946, the quintessence of back-door
censorship.
All these proposals have been suggested before — many
of them when the original Radio Act was drafted in 1927.
All were rejected. They are not the American way. They
run counter to the doctrine of free, competitive enterprise.
They cannot square with the First Amendment, which guarantees freedom of speech and of the press.
This is not to contend that the American system has no
shortcomings. Mistakes have been made. The disclosures
of recent months cannot be swept under the rug or ascribed
wholly to the machinations of competitors.
Radio and television, having grown so rapidly, were
bound to make mistakes. It was inevitable that the lure of
the fast buck would attract the opportunists, the promoters
and even a few charlatans. All successful pursuits, businesses or professions have attracted their share of phonies.
But it is ludicrous to argue, as some have, that the broadcast media are overrun with unsavory characters. The
vast majority of broadcasters are professional people of the
highest calibre. They were responsible for the development
of the finest system of broadcasting in the world.
The American press was not subjected to threats of government control because yellow journalism ran rampant
a generation ago. Most publishers and editors corrected the
abuses themselves. There exist even today pockets of yellow
journalism.
The defects in American broadcasting have been limited
to a minority of the programs. They involve a minority of
station owners, and a fraction of the employes and personalities who have access to the microphone.
The problem is one of ridding broadcasting of the termites
in its basement. The whole free structure should not be weakened or threatened in the process of ferreting out the
parasites.
Having heeded the warning, broadcasters have begun
the eradication process. But the rooting out of the isolated
infections will not satisfy the politicians or the crusading
intellectuals.
Broadcasting's story must be told in clear, complete terms.
Broadcasting does not need a whitewashing. But it does
need a white paper to counter the blasphemies of its detractors.
The forum is the FCC. In the past two weeks there have
paraded before the Commission in Washington those who
have espoused reforms of the order mentioned earlier. For
the most part they represented minority viewpoints that
92

would spell disaster because any action that impinges upon
the freedom of broadcasting constitutes censorship.
The broadcasters' turn to present their case-in-chief comes
after the Christmas-New Year's recess. Here is the opportunity to get the picture back in focus. The broadcasters'
case is the case for the public that it has served faithfully
for a generation, first with radio and during the last decade
with television too.
The story is a forthright and simple one. It is the wholesome story of the tremendous contributions made to the
national welfare, the enlightenment of the people, buttressing
of the nation's economy and the spiritual well-being of the
The case-in-chief must admit the failures too. The record
public.
should show the positive steps being taken by enlightened
ownership and management to correct the transgressions,
whether they be in quiz rigging at the network levels, in
advertising excesses, payola or any other blights that have
developed in the growing up process.
The brains, the means and the forum are available. A
half-dozen men possessing the creative abilities and the leadership qualities can do it. There is no room for competitive
jealousies or jockeying for position. There might not be
another chance any time soon.
A

big opening

act

UNTIL last Thursday a lot of people claiming to represent
the public, or important segments of it, had gone
before the FCC to assail broadcasting. To hear them was
to get the impression of vast public revulsion against radio
and tv.
The picture was restored to focus finally when Elmo
Roper, a public opinion researcher of unimpeachable character, told the FCC what the people — all the people — really
think about broadcasting. The Roper survey results are
presented in detail beginning on page 19 of this issue.
Mr. Roper's report could not have come at a better time.
As the first major project undertaken by the new Television
Information Office, the Roper survey marks an auspicious
debut of TIO. Neither in its objectives nor its results can
the survey be said to be a distorted apology for television.
The survey must be accepted as objective and honest. If
future TIO projects measure up to the standards set by its
first, the money broadcasters have contributed in dues will
have been well spent.

Now this set was owned by a little, old lady who only
watched the Lawrence Welk show." Drawn for BROAD CASTING by Sid Hlx
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THE PIEDMONT
INDUSTRIAL CRESCENT

the

creates

industry

TEXTILE

buying

power

in the

Piedmont

Industrial

Crescent!

The South's expansive textile industry is another reason why WFMY-TV
. . . located in the heart of the industrial piedmont ... is the dominant

selling influence in this $3,000,000,000 market. WFMY-TV serves . . .
and sells in this heavy industrial 54-county area where 2,250,000
people live, work and buy.

- C.tv
f my
GREENSBORO,
N.
° NOW IN OUR 11th YEAR OF SERVICE"
Represented by Harrington, Righter and Parsons, Inc.
New York, Chicago, San Francisco, Atlanta, Boston, Detroit

CHANNEL.
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No. 16
WTRF-TV Image Series
MACHINERY

BLAW-KNOX COMPANY, Wheeling
and Warwood, W. Va.
Slab Shear, one of the gigantic
machines manufactured here in
B-K plants. (Note how machine
towers over man at left.)

Producing massive machines for steel and aluminum manufacturers, The Blaw
Knox Company employs 1000 skilled craftsmen earning a five million dollar annual payroll in their two WTRF-TV area plants. Blaw-Knox, another industrial giant,
contributes to the progress of this rich and busy 36-county area covered by WTRFTV from Wheeling. Why are alert advertisers interested? The two million people
living in this Wheeling Market have an annual spendable income of over 2'/2
billion dollars. They look to WTRF-TV for ways to spend that money!
For availabilities, call Bob
316,000 watts
Ferguson, VP and Gen. Mgr.,
or Needham Smith, Sales Manager,
NjBiCl n^work color
at CEdar 2-7777.
National Rep., George P.
WHEELING 7, WEST VIRGINIA
Hollingbery Company.
i J '.j 1 1 1 1 .
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* ADULT

* LEVEL

*PROGRAMIVIING

is
Adult Baltimoreans love A* L* P*! Because * Adult *Level * Programming
Adult
Nielsen
by
proved
as
PREFERthey
listening
radio
of
the kind
Listenership Surveys. Just the right mixture of local and CBS network personalities, news commentators, drama, comedy and adult-pleasing music!
A* L* P* means SELL in Baltimore ... so schedule WCBM and get more
sales in the total Baltimore market- now more than 1,900,000 people!

A CBS Radio Affiliate
10,000 Watts on 680 KC
Baltimore 13, Maryland

0000
PETERS, GRIFFIN,
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WOODWARD,

INC., Exclusive National Representatives

from
■:mx
MX

mm'

to

in
TV

TEN

YEARS

HOMES

. . . that's how
dominated

the Dallas-Fort

Worth

since 1949 by KRLD-TV,

Since KRLD-TV

beamed

scattering of "wealthy
a "measured
That's why

has grown.

its first program

to a

Texans", there has been

preference" for Channel
KRLD-TV

Market,

4 in Dallas.

has the greatest TV

cir-

culation of any station in the great Southwest.

Get into the booming, BUYING
Market

...

Dallas-Fort Worth

get in there best with KRLD-TV.

Ask a Branham

man.

represented nationally by the Branham Company
THE

DALLAS

Ckmnd
MAXIMUM

TIMES

4,VolhA
POWER

HERALD

STATIONS

Clyde
W. Rembert
President
TV-Twin to KRLD radio 1080, CBS outlet with 50,000 watts.
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CLOSED

Magazine concept • ABC-TV— like
CBS-TV — now is putting out tentative
feeler on possible advertiser rotation in
single night's block of programs in
prime time (Closed Circuit, Dec. 21).
Though they have no definite plans,
both networks have talked to agency
executives about spot-carrier form of
advertising in two hours of entertainment, say 8 to 10 p.m., to be followed
by half-hour public affairs show with
ads rotated in this entire block.
Networks already have run into resistance to spot-carrier concepts from
major agencies. Similar misgivings have
been voiced by two broadcast executives
at pair of agencies that have combined
billings of $100 million-plus yearly in
network tv. They feel networks in effect
admit that advertisers won't go for public affairs in prime time but can be
drawn in and scheduling assured via
spot-carrier. They contend there'll be
more "high-level" programming placed
within regular series by advertisers
themselves (though network people
might dispute this on basis of past experience). What they didn't say: Agencies generally avoid any concept which
would further dilute sponsor identification or influence (see agency comment, page 19).

Station trading • High on FCC's 1960
agenda is whole question of policy on
station sales, transfers and assignments.
Scheduled for review are legislative and
other proposals made over years such
as abandoned Avco procedure of competitive bidding for available stations,
variation of which is proposed in Barrow Network Study Report, and other
proposals wherein FCC would select
new best qualified operator, once owner
has decided to sell. Among suggestions
are mandatory competitive hearings.
Biggest bugaboo is presented in sale of
newly authorized stations within months
of competitive hearing or grants.
Flip side • Look for more payola complaints out of Federal Trade Commission this week. Best guess is that
charges of under-counter payments to
disc jockeys will be laid to number of
record distributors, but inclusion of few
more record companies should not be
ruled out. RCA-FTC consent order on
payola (Broadcasting, Dec. 21) may
not be only one; negotiations are continuing with other respondents of first
complaint. These included London
Records Inc., New York, and Bernard
Lowe Inc., Philadelphia (Cameo label).

CIRCUIT*

Philadelphia and one Cleveplus five
land disributors.

Night and day • Gordon B. McLendon, multiple owner whose exploits
have enlivened radio, has embarked
upon new acquisition project with overtone that could bring far-reaching
changes in am operations. He has contracted to buy assets of WINE, Buffalo daytimer and its fm adjunct, from
John W. Kluge, chairman-president of
Metropolitan Broadcasting Corp. for
$280,000. Simultaneously, however, he
will seek second station on "nighttime
only" basis in Buffalo to round out fulltime facility, operating on two separate
channels. Innovation would be without
precedent and require changes in FCC
procedures but competent engineering
opinion says this will work allocationswise.
WINE operates with 1 kw daytime on
1080 kc. Fulltime fm adjunct would be
exploited upon FCC approval of transonly" station is aufer. If "nighttime
thorized, McLendon plan is to advise
listeners at local sunset signoff of WINE
to tune nighttime station. McLendon s
KLIF in Dallas three months ago began
operating from two separate transmitter
locations — 1 kw nighttime transmitter
using five tower directional array, while
50 kw transmitter functions daytime at
location 10 miles distant. This likewise
was innovation in allocations and application now is process to increase nighttime transmitter to 10 kw with nine or
possibly 10 towers. Other McLendon
stations are KILT Houston; KTSA San
Antonio, KEEL Shreveport, WAKY
Louisville and KABL San Francisco.

Ratings aren't all • Despite Ford's disappointment over ratings of its showcase (and expensive— $200,000-$250,000 production for each show) Startime
series on NBC-TV Tuesday 9:30-10:30
p.m., it now appears advertiser will
continue with its commitment for 39
season. Other "values" of
specials, this
such as content and reception
program
hierarchy,
by critics, have pleased ifFord's
not improved
but ratings picture,
considerably, may affect plans for next
season in networking. J. Walter Thompson, New York, is agency of record.
Gathering of clan • RCA operations
in Washington, now diffused in several
locations, will be consolidated for most
part, in new building under construction at 1725 K Street, N.W., with occupancy expected next spring. Now
designated Paramount Bldg., name will

be changed to RCA Building, with
company occupying some 40,000 sq. ft.
(three floors, plus one-half of ground
floor). All government, commercial,
sales and electronic data processing
service center (in ground floor showroom) will be housed, under direction
of Pinckney B. Reed, RCA vice president in Washington. NBC, RCA Service Co. and RCA Communications Inc.
will continue at their present locations.
Drop-in status • Sen. Mike Monroney
(D-Okla.) has been advised by FCC in
response to his inquiry about vhf dropins in less-than-three-station major markets that Commission is awaiting report
on negotiations with Defense Dept.
looking toward expanding existing vhf
band (Broadcasting, May 4). Progress report from Comr. Fred W. Ford,
FCC's liaison on allocations, is expected within fortnight. Sen. Monroney
asked for specific steps which had been
taken table
since(Broadcasting,
last June and
timeDec. FCC's
7).
March of Time • Time Inc., stations,
following December management meeting in Colorado Springs, have decided
to beef up news coverage, both domestically and internationally. Additional
staff appointments will be made in
Washington, according to Time vice
President Weston C. Pullen, and arrangements also are being developed
with Time Inc. correspondents abroad
for
erage.special and supplemental news cov-

fm inoutABC's
• There's
future
can figure
best
Scoutin—g iffmnetwork
way to use it. For more than year, ABC
Radio has been "investigating all possibilities" for using fm, including feasibility of employing it to replace lines
to connect stations. But many affiliates
do not have fm outlets. One possibility:
some sort of specialized service, a la
NBC Radio's new "Medical Radio"
which plans to feed medical news and
information direct to subscribing doctors' offices [Broadcasting, Nov. 9].
Committee mulling it all over may submit report in fairly near future.
Doerfer's hot • Atomic Energy Commission has blown whistle on FCC
Chairman John C. Doerfer's watch. Last
November, while attending International Conferences on Telephone and
Telegraph in Geneva, he bought Rolex,
which AEC tested last week and found
radioactive. Watch has been sent to
American Rolex Co. N.Y. for desensitizing. His doctor wants to see him, too.
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WEEK

IN

BRIEF.
FFECTIVE

Mr. Peterson

Sponsorship without censorship? • Yes, it is possible
in television today and the sponsor can still realize
effective advertising and sales impact from the mediumthe expericontrolled program vehicle. At least that'sdocument
ary
ence of Bell & Howell with the CBS-TV
executive
B&H
Peterson,
G.
Peter
series CBS Reports.
vice
Page ,17.tells about it in this week's Monday
Memo.president

Silver lining • Leading advertising agency executives voice belief that
television will come out of current investigations and criticism with
effecrevitalized programming, better commercials and greater overall
tiveness. Optimism is the key element in their current appraisals of
medium, as reflected in Broadcasting survey among the top 50 agencies.
Page 19.

WILX-TV
Channel

1©

19.3%
Big spenders spend big • Televisions top 10 advertisers spent
more in the first nine months this year than they did in similar period of
1958 TvB reports. Procter & Gamble alone added $10.6 million, bringing
its three-quarters billing to 72.6 million. Lever Bros., ranking No. 2, spent
$9 million more. Page 32.

Michigan's
s NGLE
Completely
Rich
GOLDENCover
TRIA
with

Opening the eyes of the consumer • Broadcasting and other media
fare well at Federal Trade Commission conference on public deception.
Meeting hears about phoney list prices, mis-labelling of wools, furs and
textiles, bait advertising and bogus job offers. Page 34.

LANSING

to "special conference" in
Crisis conference • CBS-TV calls upaffiliates
a speakers agenda heavily loaded
Washington Feb. 29-March 1, sets
with congressional and regulatory agency figures. Page 40.

a City Grade Signal!

BATTLE
CREEK
JACKSON

NAB names special counsel • Whitney North Seymour, New York
attorney, retained by association to represent it in constitutional aspects
of FCC's broadcast inquiry. Page 44.
CBS Films new 'image' • Program chief Lewine explains in interview
what CBS Films plans to do to keep abreast of the changing broadcast
climate. Page 50.

ime
Programming upgrade • CBS-TV says it will set aside a prime-t
nal"
educatio
and
cultural
tional,
"informa
for
fall
next
week
hour every
programming. NBC-TV had announced similar move earlier this month.
Page 51.
World swing to uhf? • There's evidence of one developing, according
to delegates to the International Telecommunications Conference which
ended last week in Geneva. And in Europe am is giving way to fm.
Page 56.
DEPARTMENTS
AT DEADLINE
BROADCAST ADVERTISING
BUSINESS BRIEFLY
CHANGING HANDS
CLOSED CIRCUIT
COLORCASTING
DATEBOOK
EDITORIAL PAGE
EQUIPMENT & ENGINEERING
FANFARE
FATES & FORTUNES
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GOVERNMENT
INTERNATIONAL
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WILX-TV
Serves and Sells
Michigan's No. 1
Market outside Detroit

SOME
STILL

PRIME

TIME

AVAILABLE

contact
VENARD, RINT0UL & McCONNELL, INC.

V
Channel
ILX-T1©
W

Associated with
WILS — Lansing
WPON — Pontiac
7

the

with

you/i

family

local

board

-AleKaUth

of

directors...

Station!

These days, more and more family purchases are voted on by the entire
"board of directors" — mother, father, sister and brother. To reach this
select group, make sure your schedule is included with other discriminating
advertisers on the Meredith Station . . . appealing to the entire family,
motivating the entire family. Meredith Stations are well-established in the
community they serve . . . have earned the respect and confidence of the
audience and the advertiser.
Contact the Meredith Station manager or the rep
loyalty, coverage area and low cost circulation.

M&wdith
KANSAS
CITY
SYRACUSE
PHOENIX
OMAHA
TULSA

Station*
KCMO
WHEN
KPHO
WOW
KRAAG

cAie

"One

KCAAO-TV
WHEN-TV
KPHO-TV
WOW-TV

get the facts on audience

Of

ZJke

9amllu
The Katz Agency
The Katz Agency
The Katz Agency
John Blair & Co. - Blair-TV
John Blair & Co.

Meredith Stations Are Affiliated With BETTER HOMES and GARDENS and SUCCESSFUL FARMING Magazines
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LATE NEWSBREAKS

ON THIS PAGE AND

Purdue's airborne
etv test approved
Purdue U. received FCC approval
Dec. 23 for experimental airborne uhf
educational tv operations during school
year 1960-61 (Broadcasting, Nov. 2).
DC-7 flying transmitters will be utilized
to beam two separate programs on four
channels simultaneously back to earth.
Experiment will include both normal
(6 mc) and narrowband (3 mc) transmissions, duplicating programs on each
system.
Transmitters on Purdue campus will
send classroom programs on chs. 41,
47, 53 and 59 to plane circling at 23,000
ft. above Montpelier, Ind. "Stratovision" courses will be relayed back to
classrooms on chs. 72 and 78 (standard
band) and chs. 75 and 76 (narrow band).
Programs will be offered to cooperating schools and colleges in Indiana,
Illinois, Kentucky, Michigan, Ohio and
Wisconsin. Area encompasses 5 million
students and 13,000 schools. Transmissions on standard band may be received
on any uhf set within range, while classrooms in 10 schools will be equipped
with special sets to receive 3 mc transmissions for comparison.
Purdue estimated experiment will cost
$7 million with financing coming from
Ford Foundation and other similar organizations. Also cooperating are Joint
Council on Educational Tv, Westinghouse Electric Corp., CBS Labs and
General Dynamics. Entire project is
under direction of Dr. John E. Ivey, Jr.,
vice president of Purdue Research
Foundation, and under auspices of MidWest Council on Airborne Tv Instruction. Participation by schools will be
voluntary.
FCC pointed out its unanimous authorization isnot to be construed as
approval of project and experiment
must cause no objectionable interference
to any tv or translator stations in area,
either present or future. Purdue was
ordered to inform viewers that test is
for one year only and that extension beyond 1960-61 will be up to FCC.
KJBS,

KCLE

are

sold

Two station sales were reported Dec.
23 subject to FCC approval:
• KJBS San Francisco, Calif.: Sold by
Dolph-Pettey interests to group of West
Coast radio men on lease-option basis
aggregating $1,125,000. In buying group
BROADCASTING, December 28, 1959

NEXT • DETAILED COVERAGE

Hits

payola

DEADLINE

OF THE WEEK BEGINS ON PAGE 19

oath

its — such
no payola
Signents
docum
invadeaffidav
privacy and
denies human rights. That's word
from National Assn. of Broadcast Employes & Technicians
headquarters to union members.
George W. Smith, international
president, has advised network
locals and members not to sign
any affidavits requested by management. He also claimed request
"was another smokescreen thrown
up to divert the FCC and other
investigative bodies from the corruption already uncovered in the
tv scandal." He added that broadcasters had shown no willingness
"to sign the same kind of waivers
that they were demanding from
their employes."
are L. Ray Rhodes, vice president and
San Francisco manager, Paul Raymer
Co.; Gil Paltridge, formerly manager
of KROW Oakland and KGO San Francisco; A. J. Krisik, owner of KNGS
Hanford and KFIV Modesto, both
Calif.; and Ted Wolf, vice president,
KFIV. Also in buying group are William T. Stubblefield, consultant and
owner of WAGE Leesburg, Va., and
W. R. Twining, West Coast consultant.
KJBS operates on 1100 kc with 1 kw,
and holds cp for 50 kw daytime.
• KCLE-AM-FM Cleburne, Tex.: Sold

by George Marti to Jim Gordon for
$145,000. Mr. Gordon has been regional sales manager for KCEN-TV
Temple, Tex., for six years. Broker:
Hamilton-Landis Assoc. KCLE is 250
w daytimer on 1120 kc.
MBS

reorganization

approved by referee
Following litigation and conferences
over six-month period. Mutual came
out of bankruptcy proceeding Dec. 23
when U.S. Referee Asa Herzog signed

company's threeapproving
documents
tion plan.
part
reorganiza
Company
we start
spokesman
out
with a said,
clean"This
slate;means
we are
now
divorced from any previous manageFinal settlement calls for paying off
about $2.9 million owed some 700
creditors on this basis: talent and guests
programs, to which MBS is indebted
onments."
for approximately $600,000, will receive
50 cents on the dollar up to $600 owed
and 10 cents on the dollar thereafter;
creditors owed about $1.3 million will
be paid 10 cents on the dollar; loan for
$1.4 million assigned to H. B. Tuskin,
Seattle businessman, was removed from
plan and will be paid off over 1 0 years
at 4% interest. This loan actually represents money advanced to Mutual by
Thomas F. O'Neil at time he owned
MBS and has been carried on company
books under successive managements.
Mutual spokesman said that creditors

Cone blasts ad negligence
He chided AAAA for not ejecting
Advertisers, agencies and media
were scolded Dec. 23 by Fairfax M.
members guilty of "transgressions";
Cone, chairman of executive comto "the
addressing
ANA forand
value ofitself
advertising,
mittee, Foote, Cone & Belding, for function
failure to clean up advertising. He
known"; AFA for tradialready tionally
behaving toward advertising
named American Assn. of Advertis"like cucumber growers during NaAssn. of National Ading Agencies,
vertisers and Advertising Federation
tional Pickle Week," adding it needs
"a considerably more thoughtful apoptimistic
agencies'
(for
America
of
view of tv, see page 19).
Mr. Cone asked, "How can four
Broadcast and print media could
different cigarettes all be lowest in
eliminate dishonest and ugly adverlowest in tars; three difftising "by the simple expedient of nicotine,
erent headache remedies all work
proach."
Mr.
claims,"
of
ng Heproof
demandi
said there will be bad
said.
Cone
faster." He added, "The amount of
bad advertising is large and it is not
are
advertising "just as long as there
diminishing. The only unknown is
and
rs
advertise
ugly
dishonest and
why the people who could kill it let
hungry media people and unscrupulous advertising agents."
it live."

AT

DEADLINE

will be sumed
paid
off "very soon."
It is asthat henceforth
MBS financial
backers Albert Gregory McCarthy and
Chester Ferguson, Tampa realtorsindustrialists, will play more active role
in shaping network policy, though
Robert F. Hurleigh, Mutual president,
will continue as operational head.
Representing MBS in the litigation
were its regular counsel, Regan, Goldfarb, Powell & Quinn, New York, and
special counsel Benjamin Weintraub,
specialist in financial reorganizations.
Stereo tv-am test
By 3-2 vote, FCC Dec. 23 waived tv
rules to permit KOB-TV Albuquerque,
N.M., to show "mood" still picture
slides while transmitting stereophonic
sound broadcasts in conjunction with
KOB-AM. Authorization covers only
9-11 a.m. period each Sunday for 90
days.
Comrs. Robert T. Bartley and Frederick W. Ford dissented, with Comrs.
John C. Doerfer, Robert E. Lee and
John S. Cross favoring grant. In dis-

WEEK'S

senting, Comr. Ford said this type
operation does not aid development of
acceptable stereo system in any way
and actually encourages method which
holds no promise of eventual adoption.
Commission currently is accepting comments looking toward adoption of rules
for stereo broadcasts.
Vtr sales

WNBQ (TV) Chicago has set up new
video recording sales department effective Jan. 4 to be headed by William W.
Huffman, it was announced Dec. 23 by
Lloyd E. Yoder, NBC vice president
and general manager of WNBQWMAQ. Mr. Huffman, formerly with
Group Productions in sales and production, will report to Alfred L. Lewis,
NBC Chicago business manager and
operations director. Mr. Yoder noted
"steady and rapid growth" of commercial video tape production (color and
monochrome) since last July with such
national clients as General Mills, Wrisley
Soap and American Machine &
Foundry.

• Business

briefly

Into CBS
radio'sJr. 'comedy
block' gum),
• William Wrigley
Co. (chewing
Chicago, buys Double Your Pleasure
on CBS Radio, Mon.-Fri. 8:30-35 p.m.
(EST), effective Dec. 28. Strip features
Boyd Twins as singers and Jim McShane
as m.c. (save in New England, with
Connie Mitchell and Mai Bellairs).
Agency: Arthur Meyerhoff & Co., Chicago.
Schick scores • Schick Safety Razor
Co., Div. of Eversharp Inc., NY., to
sponsor eight quarters of Sunday afternoon pro-basketball telecasts on NBCTV January through March. Agency:
Compton Adv., N.Y.

HEADLINERS

Daniel Ladd, account supervisor with
Ted Bates & Co., N.Y., on Warner-Lambert and International Latex accounts, to
advertising director of P. Lorillard Co. He
fills position vacated when Manuel Yellen was named vp and director of sales
more than a year ago. Thomas Tausig
left Lorillard post of advertising manager
earlier this month (At Deadline, Dec.
Mr. Ladd
14). Mr. Ladd will supervise advertising
for Kent, Old Gold, Newport and Spring cigarette brands
and other Lorillard tobacco products. Program is administered under company advertising committee made up of
board chairman Lewis Gruber, president Harold F. Temple
and Mr. Yellen.
Sydney H. Eiges, vp, press and publicity of NBC, promoted to new post of vp, public information, succeeding
Kenneth W. Bilby, now vp, public affairs for RCA
(Week's Headliner, Nov. 23). Other appointments:
Lester Bernstein, director of information at NBC, appointed director of corporate affairs, and Ellis O. Moore,
director of NBC's New York press department since 1954,
named director of press and publicity succeeding Mr. Eiges.
All appointments effective Jan. 8. Mr. Eiges, who joined
NBC in 1941 as writer in press department, will have
supervision over national advertising, promotional services
and press and publicity departments. In 1947, as manager
of press department, he was elected vp. Mr. Bernstein will
be responsible for preparation and development of corporate policy material at direction of NBC management.
10

unit set

Triple-city ID
KXII-TV Ardmore, Okla., was given
FCC sanction Dec. 23 to identify itself
with Sherman-Denison, Tex., as well as
Ardmore. Texas cities are just across
Oklahoma border and approximately
40 air miles from Ardmore. Comr.
Robert T. Bartley dissented.

Mr. Eiges

Mr. Moore
Mr. Bernstein
Messrs. Bernstein and Eiges will report to David C. Adams,
senior executive vp. Mr. Moore joined NBC press as staff
writer in 1951, was made manager, business publicity, in
1953.
Richard J. Farricker, management service director of McCann-Erickson, N.Y.,
joins Geyer, Morey, Madden & Ballard
Inc., N.Y., as executive vp, effective Jan.
1. Mr. Farricker will have general supervision of Sinclair Oil Corp. and Sinclair
Refining Co. accounts. He started with
M-E as vp in 1955, heading Chrysler
Corp.
account in Detroit. In 1956, he
Mr. Farricker
transferred to N.Y. office, still on Chrysler
until 1958, when he changed to Esso Standard Oil Co.
Previously he was with Kudner Agency, N.Y., for seven
years. In 1952 he supervised Kudner's handling of Gen.
Eisenhower's presidential campaign. From 1938 to 1948
he was copywriter with Cunningham & Walsh, N.Y., his first
agency association.
FOR OTHER NEWS OF PEOPLE SEE FATES & FORTUNES
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The

assistance your

station

jflfe £ave us was heartening to
the 425 volunteer workers
and made

their job much

easier. Our deep-

est appreciation to WHBF for this excellent public service, well done.

GEORGE A. UHLMEYER, Campaign Chairman
Rock Island Chapter, American Red Cross

The

deeper

the

roots

.

With 34 years of public service to the Quad-City area,
has accumulated a wealth of good will and acceptWHBF
ance.
Not only through its broadcasting facilities, but also by
active participation of staff members in civic affairs, WHBF
is continually contributing to the progress and welfare of
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the

stronger

the

tree!

this important two-state metropolitan region.
In this radio coverage area of one-half million people,
WHBF directs its programming to adult audiences. For
availabilities and market details ask Avery-Knodel or write
Maurice Corken, WHBF, Telco Bldg., Rock Island,
to
Illinois.

Jan. 12 — Radio & Television Executives Society
timebuying-selling seminar. H. P. Lasker, vice
president in charge of sales, Crosley Broadcasting
Corp., and William E. (Pete) Matthews, vice president-director, media relations-planning, Young &
Rubicam, view "How Many Commercials Make Too
Many?" Hotel Lexington, New York, noon-2 p.m.
Jan. 13 — Canadian Board of Broadcast Governors
Winnipeg.
opens public hearings for second tv license in

HI J <!§. 1 I 1 Wm«> S
■
■

Mill
A CALENDAR OF MEETINGS AND EVENTS
AND RELATED FIELDS
ifi* IN BROADCASTING
vindicates first or revised listing)
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THE VOICE OF NEW YORK
Call us collect at MUrray Hill 8-1500
Or contact AM Radio Sale?;.
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Dec. 27-30 — American Marketing Assn. Marketing Education Div. winter conference, Willard
Hotel, Washington.
*Dec. 28-30 — Speech Assn. of America, annual
convention, meeting concurrently with American
Educational Theatre Assn., National Society for
the Study of Communication, American Forensic
Assn. and the National University Extension Assn.
Monday: The Role of Broadcasting in Politics.
Speakers: J. Leonard Reinsch, executive director,
1960 Democratic convention; Elmer W. Lower,
manager of news and public affairs, NBC Washington; Robert Humphreys, campaign director, Republican National Committee. Tuesday: all-convention luncheon, Robert Thayer, State Dept.; and
labor symposium. Wednesday: The FCC's Role in
Broadcasting; Sen. William Proxmire (D.-Wis.);
John Doerfer, FCC chairman. Statler Hotel, Washington, D. C.
*Dec. 29 — Broadcast Career Seminar, WICE Providence, R.I. Key speakers: Sen. John 0. Pastore
(D-R.I.), FCC Comr. Frederick W. Ford.
Dec. 28-29 — Alpha Epsilon Rho (national honorary radio-tv fraternity) western states regional
convention, U. of Southern California Telecommunications Dept. and CBS Tv City, Los Angeles.
Dec. 31 — Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
New
Hills, Year's
Calif. Eve ball, Beverly Hilton Hotel, Beverly
JANUARY 1960
Jan. 5 — Radio & Television Executives Society
timebuying-selling seminar. Louis Hausman, director, Television Information Office, and Gilbert
Seldes, author, critic and director of Annenberg
School of Communications, U. of Pennsylvania,
provide "A Critique At Mid-Season." Hotel Lexington, New York, noon-2 p.m.
Jan. 6 — Chicago chapter, American Women in
Radio & Television, regular monthly meeting, ConBottle
& Bowl, tinental
71 Room,
E. Fred
JacksonHarvey
Blvd. Restaurant's
Featured speaker:
Walter Schwimmer, head of Walter Schwimmer
Co., film production-distribution firm.
Jan. 6-9 — High Fidelity Music Show, Shrine Exposition Hall, Los Angeles. Sponsor: Institute of
High Fidelity Manufacturers.
Jan. 8 — Federal Communications Bar Assn. Annual meeting and banquet, Statler Hotel, Washington.
*Jan. 8 — Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
"close-up" dinner-show testimonial to Arthur
Godfrey, Astor Hotel, New York. (Rescheduled
from original announcement for Dec. 4 at Seventh
Regiment Armory.)
Jan. 10-14 — National Retail Merchants Assn.,
49th annual convention, Hotel Statler-Hilton, New
York. Sales promotion division board of directors
meet there on 13th.
Jan. 11 — Comments due in FCC rulemaking to
authorize vhf translators with a maximum power
of 1 w.
Jan. 11 — Chicago Broadcast Adv. Club regular
monthly luncheon, Sheraton Towers. Main speaker:
Sol Taishoff, editor^publisher, BROAD-CASTING.
Thomas Wright, vp at Leo Burnett Co., presides
as BAC president.

Jan. 16-17 — Eighth annual Retail Adv. Conference, Palmer House, Chicago. Among key speakers:
Robert M. Cox, president of WMCK McKeesport,
Pa., and Cox's Dept. Store; Frances Corey, vp of
Grey Adv. for west coast operations, and Josephine
Brooker,Great
advertising
manager
Buttrey'sin Dept.
Store,
Falls, Mont.,
and ofspecialist
radio
promotion. Presentation of outstanding retail promotion awards, discussions, workshops and reception comprise remaining agenda.
Jan. 18 — Canadian Board of Broadcast Governors
opens
public hearings for second tv license in
Vancouver.
Jan. 19 — Los Angeles, Hollywood and Los Angeles Women's Ad Clubs joint luncheon meeting.
Hotel Statler, with Richard Ryan, general man(president,
Advertising ager,
Assn.KLOKof San
the Jose,
West),Calif,
as major
speaker
in an
AAW program. Felix Adams, vp, Radio Recorders
(Hollywood Ad Club president), will be chairman.
Jan. 19 — Ninth annual Sylvania awards, Hotel
Plaza, N Y.
Jan. 19 — Radio & Television Executives Society
timebuying-selling seminar. Carl Lindemann Jr.,
vice president in charge of daytime programs,
NBC-TV, and Frank Minehan, vice president-director of media-chairman of plans board. SSC&B,
discuss "What's The Difference In Daytime Audiences?" Hotel Lexington, New York, noon-2 p.m.
Jan. 19-21 — National Religious Broadcasters 17th
annual convention, Mayflower Hotel, Washington.
Jan. 22-21 — Advertising Assn. of West midwinter
conference, Lafayette Hotel, Long Beach, Calif.
Jan. 25 — Retrial of former FCC Comr. Richard
A. Mack and friend, Thurman A. Whiteside, on
charges they conspired to throw grant of Miami
ch. 10 to National Airlines. U. S. District Court,
Washington.
Jan. 25 — Hollywood Ad Club luncheon, Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel. Speaker: Kevin Sweeney,
president, Radio Advertising Bureau.
Jan. 25-29 — National Sales Executives-International St. Louis Field Sales Management Institute, The Chase-Park Plaza Hotel there.
Jan. 26 — Radio & Television Executives Society
timebuying-selling seminar. Performers Bob Elliott and Ray Goulding quip on the question of
whether audiences are "Out-Sophisticating" the
sponsors. Hotel Lexington, New York, noon-2 p.m.
Jan. 26 — Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
forum on international television, Beverly Hilton
Hotel, Beverly Hills, Calif.
Jan. 26-28 — Georgia Radio & Tv Institute, Athens.
Co-sponsors: Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters, U. of
Georgia's Henry W. Grady School of Journalism.
Speaker: Sig Mickelson, CBS News president.
Jan. 27 — Advertising Research Workshop, Assn.
of National Advertisers, Hotel Sheraton-East,
New York.
Jan. 28-30 — South Carolina Broadcasters Assn.
annual convention, Hotel Greenville, Greenville.
Ken Beachboard of WFBC-TV there will be in
charge of the tv sessions.
Jan. 29— Adcraft Club of Detroit, Statler Hotel.
Speaker: Robert Hurleigh, president, MBS.
Jan. 30 — Oklahoma Broadcasters Assn. annual
meet, Hotel Tulsa, Tulsa. FCC Comr. Robert E. Lee
and Balaban stations' John Box slated to speak.
FEBRUARY 1960
Feb. 2 — Radio & Television Executives Society
timebuying-selling seminar. T. Rodney Shearer,
vice president, A. C. Nielsen Co., and James W.
Seiler, director-president of American Research
Bureau, square off on ratings. Hotel Lexington,
New York, noon-2 p.m.
Feb.
3-5 — Institute
of Radio
Engineers'
winter
convention
on military
electronics,
Ambassador
Hotel, Los Angeles.
Feb. 4— Minnesota AP Broadcasters Assn., annual
meeting, Minneapolis.
Feb. 5— Advertising Federation of America midton. winter conference, Statler-Hilton Hotel, WashingBROADCASTING, December 28, 1959
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GROW
BUT... WKZO Radio Will Make

Your

Product A Giant In Kalamazoo- Battle Creek
And Greater Western

7-COUNTY

PULSE REPORT

KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK AREA— MARCH-APRIL 1959
SHARE OF AUDIENCE — MONDAY-FRIDAY
WKZO
30
6 A.M. - 12 NOON
Statio21n "B" Station "C"
1101
22
27
12 NOON - 6 P.M.
10
22
29
6 P.M. - 12 MIDNIGHT

Michigan 1

WKZO Radio's tremendous day-in, day-out audience—
— can help
32% larger than that of any other station
make Kalamazoo-Battle Creek and Greater Western
Michigan one of your "big ticket" markets.
The latest Pulse survey gives WKZO the highest rating
morning, afternoon and evening in 345 of 360 quarter
hours surveyed!

Feed your sales with WKZO
for the details.

Radio!

Ask Avery-Knodel

^Robert Wadlow, Alton, III., is said to be the tallest man of all times at
8 feet, 9 14 inches {491 pounds).

3fae &et^ iPicUumb
WKZO-TV — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WKZO RADIO — KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
WJEF RADIO — GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WWTV — CADILLAC, MICHIGAN
KOLN-TV — LINCOLN, NEBRASKA
Associated with
WMBD RADIO — PEORIA, ILLINOIS
WMBD-TV — PEORIA, ILLINOIS
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WKZO
CBS RADIO FOR KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
AND GREATER WESTERN MICHIGAN
Avery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives
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OPEN
YOU

'Minds in Conflicf
editor:
As a former broadcaster, may I add
my congratulations for your splendid
editorials,
and 14). "Minds in Conflict" (Dec. 7

KCAN'T
KCOVER
TEXAS
without

KCEN-TV

It is almost amusing to see how panic
buttons are being pressed all along
Madison Ave. Yet, in the long run, the
public's image of the industry will be
fashioned not by big public relations
budgets and slick promotion but by less
glamorous and more enduring statesmanship. Itis high time the boys grew
up. If they would look less through a
window and more at a mirror, our
hopes for a maturing profession
would be realized.
William B. Levenson
Deputy Superintendent
Board of Education
Cleveland, Ohio
editor:
"Minds in Conflict — Part II"
(Dec. 14) hits the nail right on the
head.
Ben Strouse
President
WW DC Washington

BIG

SPREAD!

our 85 mi. "B" coveragebig even for Texas— gives
you 20 more coverage
miles in Central Texas
than our nearest rival!

CHAr
1
KCEN-TV
TEMPLE - WACO
BLAIR TELEVISION ASSOCIATES
National Representatives

editor:
congratulations on your excellent
editorial "minds in conflict." we
who have been concerned with
broadcasting in the public interest
have long stressed the role of
broadcasting as a medium of communication, you have stated the
case most clearly and succinctly. if
your editorial becomes the conscience of the broadcasting industry, you will have given us new
hope for the future.
Henry H. Mamet
Executive Director
Broadcasting Commission
Chicago Board of Rabbis
BBDO & 'GE Theatre'
EDITOR:
. . . your Videodex column of television ratings roundup information
. . . Dec. 14 issue page 43 . . . names
Maxon as the agency for [General
Electric Theatre] whereas since its
inception in 1955 and before that
BBDO has constantly acted as the
agency of record for this program.
John H. Driscoll
Production Supervisor
General Electric Theatre
BBDO, New York
Paying for privileges
editor:
Newspaper articles credit the editor

MIKE
of Harper's Magazine with the recommendation that the government take a
percentage of total income from broadcasting stations.
Perhaps such action would help to
overcome that portion of the postal
deficit incurred because of mailing
privileges granted to certain parties. . . .
Harold P. See
General Manager
KRON-TV San Francisco
Lestoil and radio
editor:
Congratulations to Blair, WAKY
Louisville and Lestoil for giving radio
a really good try for a sustained period
(page 29, Dec. 14).
However, in your story you said that
this was Lestoil's first time in radio. I
well remember December 1954 when I
sat down with Ike Eskanasy and signed
a 52-week contract for 100 announcements per week on WORC Worcester,
Mass. At that time, Lestoil's distribution was limited to western Masachusetts and the Hartford, Conn., area.
It looks likes Lestoil might go full
circle and come back to radio again in
a healthy manner.
Kenneth M. Cooper
WICC Bridgeport, Conn.
Music and management
editor:
May I suggest that tighter management control of music played on the air
is not the solution sensible broadcasters
should rush to adopt. For one thing,
there is nothing duller than music
picked by program managers, sales managers, general managers and librarians.
The music on the show should represent
the personality of the disc jockey; otherwise, Muzak or some similar service can
take over and there will be no need for
any of the above personnel.
If the disc jockey does not know
music (without looking at a chart) at
least by instinct, if not by training and
experience, then he should not be doing
a musical show. . . .
Tom Eldridge
Hollidaysburg, Pa.
BROADCASTING
SUBSCRIPTION PRICES: Annual subscription
for 52 weekly issues $7.00. Annual subscription
including yearbook Number $11.00. Add $1.00
per year for Canadian and foreign postage.
Subscriber's occupation required. Regular Issues 35^ per copy; Yearbook Number $4.00
per copy.
SUBSCRIPTION ORDERS AND ADDRESS
CHANGES: Send to BROADCASTING Circulation Dept., 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C. On changes, please include both
old and new addresses.
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BROADCASTING PUBLICATIONS INC.
President
Sol Taishoff
Vice President
Maury Long
Vice President
Edwin H. James
Secretary
H. H. Tash
Treasurer
B. T. Taishoff
Comptroller
Irving C. Miller
Asst. Sec.-Treas Lawrence B. Taishoff
BROADCASTING
THE BUSINESS WEEKLY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO

a. A&iA ad- fatdA-W-

DUMBER

TWO %<*>-S*"

KEWB BERMUDA BUILDING
2150 FRANKLIN • OAKLAND 12, CALIFORNIA
EXbrookROBERT
7-2891
TEmplebar 6-0910
M. PURCEU, president
MILTON H. KLEIN, general manager
THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
National Sales Representatives
•
A Service of Crow ell-Collier
ROBERT M. PURCEU, Director

WTHI-TV offers the
lowest cost per thousand of
all Indiana TV stations!

One hundred and eleven national
and regional spot advertisers
know that the Terre Haute
market is not covered
effectively by outside TV

WTHI-TV
CHANNEL. 10 • CBS— ABC
TERRE
HAUTE
INDIANA

Represented Nationally
by Boiling Co.
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"Anita Sundin Calling" is heard
Monday through Friday in convenient 90-second "capsule" form
shop.
at peak hours for reaching women
in the home and on their way to
Anita provides Quint-City area
housewives with a daily stream of
recipes, hints to make home-making easier and social notes. Local
bulas theirsocial,
useboardthe
groups letin
forshow
fraternal,
civic and educational announcements.
Anita has a wide following and
her audience respects her advice.
Many women tell us they listen to
the program to learn what is going
on in the area.
Anita is available as a personality
or for spot adjacencies . . . contact
your P.G.W. Colonel or call, write
or wire Sales Department WOC
AM-FM-TV, Davenport, Iowa.

PRESIDENT CoL B. J. Palmer
VICEPRE5. & TREASURER
D. D. Palmer
Win. D. Wagner
Ernest C. Sander*
SALES MANAGER

ROCK ISLAND
MOLLNE
EAST MOUNE
PETERS. GRIFFIN, WOODWARD. INC
EXCLUSIVE NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
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* NIELSEN FIGURES: From 7 A.M. to 6 P.M., Monday through Friday,
there are 35 fifteen-minute segments of adult programming on both Providence
stations. WJAR-TV leads on 22, the other station on 13 — a clear preference
of almost 2 to 1! (Nielsen, August, 1959 Metro Ratings)
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MEMO

from PETER G. PETERSON, executive vice 'president and general manager, photographic products
division, Bell & Hotvell, Chicago

Sponsorship
Sponsorship of tv that permits freedom from advertising control — similar
to the freedom of control traditional
with newspapers and magazines — is not
only providing significant programs but
is also proving effective for Bell &
Howell.
Originally, we signed up to co-sponsor
(with the B.F. Goodrich Co.) six of
the CBS Reports series as an experiment
to see if thought-provoking information
programs would be commercially feasible during prime evening time periods.
Based on our results to date, we have
just added two additional programs in
January and February (the schedule
previously called for one program a
month during October, November, December, March, April and May).
We have absolutely no control, and
certainly want none, over what is presented. For example, no one at Bell &
Howell saw any part of the controversial "Population Explosion" before it
appeared on tv.
Faith in the Medium • This is as it
should be. No responsible company expects to have any thing to say about
what is run in the news or editorial
columns of the newspapers and magazines in which it advertises. An advertising investment in these media is based
on faith in the judgment and integrity
of the editors and in their ability to
give the public information that will
attract the desired audience.
In our opinion, this is the way television must evolve if it is to fulfill its
promise of significant importance as a
communications medium; i.e. in the
movement of serious information.
For several years one of the topics
of the day has been, "What's wrong
with television?" From an advertising
standpoint there has been little wrong.
Television has demonstrated its ability
to carry products and services into the
American living room and many a sponsor has enjoyed sales increases directly
or indirectly attributable to this ability.
Bell & Howell, for example, has spent
the bulk of its advertising budget on
tv for the past several years. We don't
think any medium can demonstrate
products like electric eye cameras or
automatic threading projectors as effectively as tv.
Double Duty • But a sizeable segment of the public felt that tv was not
meeting an obligation to inform as well
as entertain.
BROADCASTING, December 28, 1959

without

censorship?

How often, for example, has tv
brought its audiences programs on great
public issues? The networks have done
it, of course, but too often the shows
have been unsupported by sponsors and
shown on Sunday afternoons when most
families are otherwise occupied. On a
Saturday morning quite by accident a
number of us heard the CBS-TV program, "The Red Face of China," and
found it exciting. This is the kind of
program, we thought, which should be
done during prime evening hours.
To sponsor such programs would be
a challenging and creative job but this
posed a basic question: Could such
programs attract an audience that would
make them commercially feasible?
In favor of the idea was one of the
marketing facts of life: In the photographic industry the best potential
customers for Bell & Howell quality
movie equipment are young parents
with higher than average education and
income. Might not this group also be
a good prospective audience for programs of this type? And wouldn't this

Peter G. Peterson, before joining Bell
& Howell in 1958, was assistant to the
president of McCann-Erickson, responsible for the agency's regional offices.
Earlier he was general manager of
McCann's Chicago office and before
that executive vice president of Market
Facts Inc., Chicago.

kind of programming be likely to make
a quality impression on its kind of
audience?
High Interest • We found the networks intensely interested in developing
a program series to be sponsored during prime evening hours. The resulting
CBS Reports is an outstanding credit
to the determination of the CBS-TV
network to make the programs exciting
as well as significant.
Because of the nature of the programs, we have received many inquiries
as to the response we have obtained.
• We have been gratified to find that
the mail received indicates many Americans are mature and intelligent enough
to want such thought-provoking material made available to them on tv. The
great majority of those who disagreed
with the ideas presented disagreed without rancor. When one considers the
controversial nature of "Population Explosion" this is quite a tribute to the
American people. The network refers
to the mail reaction as "spectacularly
• From an advertising standpoint,
nothing we had previously done had
created so much comment from the
public as well as from editors, thoughtleaders and dealers.
• Over 100,000 school teachers wrote
for special discussion guides prepared
good."
by the National Education Assn. on the
first
show, "Biography
a Missile,"
and millions
of school of
children
were
asked to view the program as an assignment for class. Considering our interest
in the school market as the leading
manufacturer of sound projector equipment, we feel this is an excellent plus
value of the series.
• Preliminary research indicates that
sponsor identification was unusually
high for the first two programs — significantly higher than one might expect
for tv specials.
• While tv has been thought of as a
mass medium, not particularly selective of any given segment of the population, our audience research on CBS
Reports suggests that this kind of programming is unusually selective in
reaching our best prospects.
To sum up, we are very pleased with
the results. And we intend to place our
full confidence in the network's judgment, creative skills and integrity in
future
programs
as well.
isn't needed
in this
area. Sponsor "help"
17

From pianissimo to resounding crescendo, every
movement of the hands reflects a quality
touch possessed by the maestro. Experience,
dedication, desire -these are the elements
which help to achieve such eminence. They
are the same ingredients which make possible
the quality touch found today in better radio
and television station operations.
Represented by

radio & television • dallas
Serving the greater DALLAS-FORT WORTH market
BROADCAST SERVICES OF THE DALLAS MORNING NEWS

The Original Station Representative
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that the advertiser should retain an interest in program control — and some
even that he should intensify it. But this
sentiment is at variance with some indi-

There are signs of a new optimism
about television that is developing
among the nation's leading advertising
agencies, even before the running
criticism of the medium begins to abate.
This is the prevailing current of
opinion found in a check of the top 50
radio-tv agencies by Broadcasting last
week. Not all replied, some citing either
the pressure of year-end business or a
reluctance to comment in these controversial times. But among those who did,
the overwhelming majority felt that
television would come out of the investigations with greatly improved programming, better commercials and
greater-than-ever overall value. None
reported that tv had lost its effectiveness as a result of current criticism.
The agency canvass found, too, that
these changes for the better are not far
off. Several agencies reported they've
already had internal discussions about
achieving these goals and that the word

has gone down the line to exercise the
greatest care in regard to taste and
believability in preparing commercials.
Many others do not wish to discuss it
publicly, but report privately that
they're intensifying their supervision of
commercials, reviewing plans more
closely than ever and approaching
them with a new point of view. In
some cases, they say, they've thrown
out proposed copy and in others have
made changes.
Their clients, the advertisers, also
are showing shifts in attitudes. Particularly, they're becoming more selective
in their program choices, say some
agency men, and increasingly concerned with the image of the program
product with which their commercials
appear.
Program Control Issue • The "for
the record" comments of most of the
advertising agencies reflect the feeling

vidual agency men's "off the record"
opinions: many believe the networks
should assume greater editorial control
over programming, but they're generally
reluctant to say so because (1) they know
most of their clients don't feel that way
and (2) in most cases the largest body
of opinion within their own agencies
leans the other way.
One reservation does crop up about
tv's sales effectiveness, primarily in the
"off the record" comments. This is to
the effect that although agencies themselves do not look askance at tv, some
of their clients have questioned the advisability of getting too deeply into the
medium right now. This reluctance is
usually attributed to doubts about the
believability of tv advertising — a subject on which research has produced

M-E's Clyne

C&W's Cunningham

FC&B's Cone

They see investigations sharpening advertising self-appraisal
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findings that are contradictory.
Specifically, this is what leading
agencies say about tv today:
MacManus, John & Adams • Mark
Lawrence, vice president for radio-tv
at MacManus, John & Adams, New
York, does not believe the investigations will have any effect on the future
of tv as an advertising medium, nor
have they changed his ideas about the
effectiveness or tv, "but if the investigations help to make bad commercials
better, then I'm glad to see it," he remarked. "There has been no necessity
for our agency to change any of its
operating policies," he said.
"Ad agencies should not be in show
business but they should try to get the
best production people for both pack-

Compton's Cummings
aged and network programs . . . that
is my personal theory."
Regarding the spot-carrier concept,
Mr. Lawrence feels that "with very few
exceptions the viewing public doesn't
know and doesn't care about commercial concepts . . . viewers only get concerned over too many commercials or
when they are particularly annoying."
Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan •
Rollo Hunter, vice president in charge
of radio-tv for Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan: "The investigation will
have one positive effect: it will put all of
us in the industry on our toes. It will
upgrade programming and, in the long
run, improve commercials. We all will
have to exercise more care in the production of commercials. I personally do
not feel that advertiser influence on
programming is necessarily bad. Many
of us have had experience in programming and our background can be helpful to a packager. In sum, the investi20

(LEAD STORY— BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

gations may well have a very salutary
effect
on tv." Adv. • Bart Cummings,
Compton
president of Compton Adv., does not
believe that the investigations will have
an "adverse effect" on tv as an advertising medium. On the contrary, he
feels that tv will emerge stronger than
ever because all elements, prodded by
warnings, will exert more effort to improve all phases of the medium. He
acknowledged that his agency and its
clients have discussed the situation over
the past two months and he said clients
willclaims
insist made
on "proof
of performance"
of
in commercials.
Doyle Dane Bernbach • Maxwell
Dane, vice president and partner in
Doyle Dane Bernbach, New York,

EWR&R's

Hunter

voiced the belief that the investigations
will prompt both program producers
and commercial producers to upgrade
the quality of their end product. Advertisers, he said, have indicated they
will be much more selective in the
programs with which they will be associated. They will ask their agencies
to prepare commercials "with a ring of
sincerity and believability" and eliminate those with "exaggerated claims,"
he said. In the long run, according to
Mr. Dane, the investigations will upgrade all advertising, including ads in
newspapers and on radio, which "are
not entirely blameless.'
Mogul Williams & Saylor • Leslie L.
Dunier, vice president in charge of
radio-tv for Mogul Williams & Saylor,
New York, doubts if there will be "a
really dramatic or significant change in
tv with respect to its effectiveness as an
advertising vehicle." But he stressed
that "greater care and vigilance" will
be exercised to eliminate "any hint of

suspicion where suspicion may have
once conceivably arisen." He acknowledged that as a result of the investigation, MW&S is "more careful than ever
before with respect to the substantiation
of claims made by our clients."
Mr. Dunier said that when quiz
shows return to the air (and he expects
them to), they will accent entertainment and participation rather than cash
rewards. He endorsed the spot carrier
concept, largely because it permits an
advertiser to engage in nighttime network advertising "with a budget that
certainly would preclude its participation as a sponsor or a co-sponsor of a
half-hour program in prime time."
Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli • Miss
Reggie Schuebel, vice president in

Parkson's Bergmann
charge of network relations for Guild,
Bascom & Bonfigli, New York' and San
Francisco: "Tv is and will continue to
be the mass medium of advertising —
and investigations cannot change that.
I would say that tv is and will continue
to be effective. The investigations have
not changed the minds of the public —
the viewers are still extremely receptive
to broadcast advertising. It is my belief
that advertisers have a right to influence
the type of programming they want to
associate themselves with — the matter
of 'proper climate' is a most important
factor advertisers must consider."
Cohen, Dowd & Aleshire • Harry B.
Cohen Jr., vice president of Cohen,
Dowd & Aleshire, New York, voiced
the view that the current developments
will have "a very beneficial and positive effect on tv as an advertising
medium." The result, he said, will be
"a more entertaining, interesting programming" and "better commercials
and greater strength for tv." He asserted
BROADCASTING, December 28, 1959
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FARGO

WICHITA TOWN
WYATT EARP
CHEYENNE
BONANZA
SUGARFOOT
THE PLAINSMAN
BRONCO
BAT MASTERSON
BLACK SADDLE

Sure as shootin', things have happened in Charlotte.
Here you see one more phase of the formula that
is changing audience patterns in America's 25th largest
television homes market. The best of NBC, ABC- plus
MGM, Warner, Paramount, others ! WSOC-TV program strength
is unmatched in the Carolinas. Make a better buy. Buy
WSOC-TV

one of the great area stations of the nation.

WSOC and WSOC-TV
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CHARLOTTE 9 — NBC and ABC. Represented by H-R

are associated with WSB and WSB-TV, Atlanta; WHIO and WHIO-TV, Dayton

To the five CBS Owned television stations,
dollar measure is but small measure of the

programs in the most varied, widely-viewed
broadcast schedules in television today.

value of their community service activities.

It is this consistent devotion to excellence

The fact that in 1959 these local stations
devoted better than eleven million dollars in

which this year won for the CBS Owned
stations more than 45 awards and citations

time and production costs to non-network

for public affairs programming. And which

public affairs programs and messages is a

provides an indication of the immeasurable

small gauge of accomplishment. Much more

contribution to the communities they serve

important was the limitless amount of care,

made by CBS Owned WCBS-TV

imagination and skill expended to insure

WCAU-TV

Philadelphia, WBBM-TV

that these information programs met the

KMOX-TV

St. Louis and KNXT Los Angeles.

same high standards as any of the top-rated

CBS

TELEVISION

New York,
Chicago,

STATIONS

■

A new shape
Television programming will see
a renaissance of half-hour situation
series, Robert L. Foreman of BBDO,
New York, said Monday (Dec. 21)
at an American Marketing Assn.
luncheon in New York. Mr. Foreman said he believes advertisers will
pick shows carefully from now on
to intensify product and company
identification.
Mr. Foreman, BBDO executive
vice president, who shared a speaker's platform with Carl Spielvogel,
advertising columnist of the New
York Times, said sponsor identification is at a low ebb and that the
trend is away from cowboy and private eye stereotypes on network tv
in this season of government investigations. He said it is "difficult if not
impossible"
tell the
between showsto with
28 difference
westerns and
19 private eye shows on network tv.
The magazine or spot-carrier concept of sponsorship is no bargain in
Mr. Foreman's book. (His agency
billed around $73 million in television this year.) He showed a battery of slide graphs based on BBDO
research for various products showing how poorly advertisers fared in
"participation situations," as compared withset"sponsor's
program."
Another
of slidesown
demonstrated
low memorability scores for mystery
and adventure (western) shows
against other types of programming.
If / Remember Mama were on
the air today, it would be one of the
most successful in terms of cost-perthousand and rating, Mr. Foreman
said, adding that it would have PTA and government approval and
perhaps even that of the Audubon
Society.
Government
investigations not
that tv continues to be "an effective
medium, particularly for those advertisers who have not abused the tremendous power of this medium."
Mr. Cohen contended that the advertisers, ingeneral, have "a very beneficial influence" on tv programming and
noted that "the fact that a few participated in the giveaways does not indict
advertisers and their influence on tv programming." He said the spot carrier
concept can be effective and reported
that several of the agency's clients have
bought time on Jack Paar Show and Today on NBC-TV.
Mr. Cohen indicated that some of
the networks, in an effort to convince
the public of their integrity, have swung
far wide of the investigations; he insisted that the public is "after all, more
interested in the intrinsic values of the
24
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seen for programming
only are adding impetus to a trend
toward a new program "balance,"
they also may be speeding a return
to "another avenue of wisdom," Mr.
Foreman thinks. This is in the evaluation of ratings. Sponsors will buy
television more in the manner they
buy magazines, he thinks, choosing
a vehicle for "what it is" rather than
its circulation alone. This implies
qualitative values, taking into consideration a sponsor's specific marwith ket,
thehis show
and
"rapport"
other
factors.game
"Theis
tv
numbers
not good citizenship and it is not
good business,"
Mr.
Mr. Foreman Foreman
believes.
He offered the CBS Reports documentary tv series co-sponsored by
B.F. Goodrich as one which has lost
the network rating race in its three
installments so far but which BBDO
thinks has done "great things" for
client Goodrich. He showed audience studies concluding that viewers
received the show well and got a
great deal out of commercials. On
the latter point, Mr. Foreman observed, "When I was working on
The $64,000 Question, which I'd
just as soon forget these days, I
found that people do react this way.
They're aware of what a sponsor is
trying to do." (Revlon, $64,000
sponsor,
count). is a former BBDO acFurthermore, "no businessman
can ignore the fact that each program carries with it more than an
advertising goal," Mr. Foreman
warned. Aiming for the lowest common demoninator in the tv audience
programs rather than whether they are
filmed, taped or pre-recorded."
McCann-Erickson • C. Terence
Clyne, senior vice president in charge of
radio-tv at McCann-Erickson, finds one
area that persists in nibbling at the
broadcast media's stature. To Mr. Clyne
the problem is "overcommercialization
and bad taste" wherever they exist. He
says he hasn't seen any evidence of network (or station) policy that "hits at
the roots of this evil." The leadership
in bettering the situation, Mr. Clyne
offers, must come from the networks.
Their must be rules on correction of
abuses wherever found — "I'm hopeful
the networks will stop fretting about
insignificant things," he comments.
The "insignificant things" in his view
include network rules or policy discus-

and buying
will bring more investigations and
government restrictions, he said.
But by giving attention to qualitative values, "We will save this medium for the country and for business," Mr. Foreman summed up,
concluding: "It's later than we
think, but we are thinking and it's
not too late yet."
Mr. Spielvogel, whose assigned
topic was "The Deep Significance of
the Investigations,"
is convinced viewers are said
stillhewatching
television and still buying sponsor
products. Any damage to commercial believability is minute, he feels.
The columnist generally minimized business effects of the investibut predicted,
going
to hear gations
more
from the "We're
[New York]
District Attorney," saying that District Attorney Frank Hogan is currently looking at books of a couple
of companies.
The fact that official inquiries have
thrown "a little scare" into those who
make television commercials, Mr.
Spielvogel feels is leading to a
healthy re-evaluation of advertising.
The Federal Trade Commission at
best can't do much policing, so responsibility remains with advertiser
and agency, he reminded the marketing group. Accountability of the
agency still has not been clarified,
however, he noted.
The fact that television concerns
the top level of advertiser management has been underlined by recent
business developments, Mr. Spielvogel said. He sees promise of a
"more sophisticated" approach from
the fact that advertisers are drawing
executive talent more and more increasingly from among agencymen.
sions on canned laughter and taped programs. "Nobody cares" about these, he
says. There'll always be advertising
which is in good taste, he points up,
intimating that general rules and
standards on overcommercialization
and commercials in bad taste would
serve toterests protect
these advertisers' in(by association).
Mr. Clyne disclosed that M-E has had
internal meetings to caution its writers
and producers of commercials that they
must guide themselves on matters of
good taste both in terms of product appearance and in copy. Mr. Clyne noted,
however, that "we've had no critical
situations" at M-E. He also is on record
as opposing the spot carrier concept in
-network advertising and as -believing in
the retention of advertising influence in
BROADCASTING, December 28, 1959

TV

REPORT

agree

For the month of October Mr. ARB discovered that WSB-TV was viewed by the
most people 62% of the time.
Then along came Mr. Nielsen in November and revealed that this same dominance existed, only more so. WSB-TV led
with top audiences 74% of the time!
In thi? 3-station market ARB found
WSB-TV with half of the top 10 shows

on

Atlanta

of October. According to Nielsen, WSBTV had nine of them — and one of the
nine was a WSB-TV produced news show.
In few major markets do advertisers
find such massive preference for one
station. Teamed with WSB-TV's bigger
coverage pattern, it is producing uncommonly good, sales results. Certainly your
advertising belongs on WSB-TV.

ATLANTA'S
WSB-TV
CHANNEL
2

Affiliated with The Atlanta Journal and Constitution. NBC affiliate. Represented by Petry. Associated with WS0C/WS0C-TV, Charlotte; WHI0/WHI0-TV, Dayton.
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Contiguous

Washington,

trading

<^

areas

D.

G.

now

attractive

Recent affiliation of Stations WMAL and WMAL-TV (the/
Evening Star Stations), Washington, D. C, and Stations WSVA
and WSVA-TV, Harrisonburg, Va., permits a logical consolidation of time buying for the two markets.

Harrisonburg, located in the rich Shenandoah Vallev 123 miles

What

happens

when

you

add

WSVA-TV

to WMAL-TV?

1. You gain measured coverage in a one-station area
encompassing 100,000 television homes. Within WSVATV's Grade B contour are 41 counties in West Virginia,
Virginia and Maryland. No outside station can achieve
effective penetration of the Shenandoah Valley.
2. You buy at package-plan discount rate earned by announcements purchased on WMAL-TV. For example,
purchase of WMAL-TV's 12-plan earns a weekly discount
of 50% which applies to WSVA-TV purchases without
limitation.

For

details, check

with

H-R

Television,

Inc.

-Harrisonburg,

available

Va.

advertisers

to

rates.

combination

southwest of Washington and 120 miles northwest of Richmond,
is a thriving city whose trading area, because of mountain ranges,
is not effectively reached by outside stations.
Combination rates allow advertisers to reach Shenandoah Valley
residents at very low cost.

What

happens

when

you

add

WSVA

Radio

to WMAL

Radio?

1. You gain effective coverage of approximately 189,000
radio homes. Because of WSVA's superior frequency
(550 kc), its effective coverage area extends to some 35
counties in Virginia, West Virginia and Maryland.

2. You buy at combination rates. For a purchase of five
or more announcements per week on each station concurrently, an advertiser receives bonus announcements
equal in value to 20 % weekly of cash expenditure on each
station.

For

details, check

with

H-R

Representatives,

Inc.

Central

clearing

Another agency executive has deplored the glut of paper work needed
to check performance affidavits for
spot broadcast.
Roger C. Bumstead, media director, MacManus, John & Adams, New
York, said last week that if a clearing
house could be set up, it "would certainly simplify the lives of those of
us in media work and advertising accounting." Mr. Bumstead's remarks
were contained in a letter sent to
Norman Cohen, comptroller and assistant to the president, Mogul
Williams & Saylor, New York.
Mr. Cohen in a Monday Memo
(Nov. 23) asserted that in the less
than 40 years it took for the broadcast business to mature, "Nobody
has devised a new or sufficiently different methodology for affidavit
checking."
Mr. Cohen had complained that
clerical time consumed in affidavit
checking "for even a modest spot
buy" was enormous and "disproportionately costly." He proceeded to
treat as a "garish dream" the setting
up of a central clearing house for affidavit checking.
Not So Fanciful • Mr. Bumstead

programming (Broadcasting, Nov.
23).
Young & Rubicam • "Naturally it is
true" that Young & Rubicam — as are
all the agencies — is not "casual" about
what it puts on the air today, comments William E. Matthews, vice president and director of media at Y&R.
Mr. Matthews says this doesn't mean
that Y&R has set up review boards or
other machinery for checking commercial material. "We have no reason to."
The responsibilities there are well-defined, he observes — responsibility on
the programming end is with the radiotv department, the copy responsibility
with Y&R's copy department. "We do
our best to make sure that quality and
value are not lost when commercials
are before the public."
Advertisers, agencies, networks and
stations are responsible for tv's "proper
use" and Mr. Matthews continues, "we
can expect that out of these events
(congressional exposures) there will be
some re-evaluation of that responsibility." But, he cautions: "tv still is the
same medium, it hasn't changed." It's
a matter of how it's used, Mr. Matthews
observes; it shouldn't represent any
loss of value and it's the job of advertising and media people to make the
value "more significant."
Cunningham & Walsh • John B.
28 (LEAD STORY — BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

house

idea

Mr. Bumstead

gains

Mr. Cohen

commented he'd "like very much to
see your 'fantasy' regarding an affidavit center for checking broadcastbecome
a reality."
Heing billing
said the
National
Outdoor Advertising Bureau which has been
quietly studying the possibilities of
broadening the service it provides to
member agencies to other media,"
might assume this task. Mr. Bumstead noted that NOAB has been
looking into the possibilities of checking newspaper billings and collating
tear sheets.
The MJ&A media executive said
he was sending a copy of his letter
to NOAB along with a tear sheet of
Mr. Cohen's article "in the hope that
your dream may see realization some
time before 1970."
Cunningham, chairman of the board,
Cunningham & Walsh, asserts that the
quiz probe and related investigations
will have no effect on the use of tv as
an ad medium but will serve to "hasten
the clearance of a nationwide educational tv channel." Through what avenue? By purchases of current vhf franchises in "the big cities now lacking
educational tv," Mr. Cunningham answers, adding it will not be done "by
condemnation or by governmental recapture of current vhf franchises."
Mr. Cunningham says he thinks the
investigations will change tv commercials— "the Assn. of National Advertisers at their convention at the Homestead last month took an 'oath of
honesty'
despite the fact that very few
advertisers
were in any way guilty.
Nevertheless it will have the immediate effect of continuous surveillance on
all commercials that are produced by
the nation's leading advertisers."
When asked if the probes might have
overlooked significant areas he'd care
to discuss, Mr. Cunningham said the
probes have and are covering everything inprogramming, commercials and
sponsorship and payola. The latter, he
adds, "has nothing to do with our advertising business, thank Heavens."
Mr. Cunningham proposes a longterm (of about a year or two) study on

whether or not the current method of
sponsorship was in the public interest.
If it concludes that the magazine concept is the right approach, it still would
be necessary for the industry to permit
sponsored shows such as Hallmark Hall
of Fame to continue as long as the advertiser cares to keep on with the exclusive sponsorship. Generally, he
thinks that the 10% of single advertiser-sponsored shows on tv are of
"higher quality" than programming developed by the networks (either independently or through packagers).
Parkson Adv. • Two important points
are made by Ted Bergmann, president
of Parkson Adv., which has most of
its billing in the broadcast media. These
are (1) aof weakening
of tv'sconfidence
position
because
wavering public
in the commercials they see, and (2) a
tampering with a medium that has become basic in the economy.
As Mr. Bergmann sees it, tv may
weaken as viewers show an uneasiness
as to the creditability of what's viewed,
be it commercial or program. He notes
that a Gallup Poll reveals 2 out of 3
people expressing
a disbelief
in com-of
mercials. Such a lack
of confidence
the viewing public, he reasons, will
show up on the consumer sales level.
Once that happens, Mr. Bergmann is
convinced that advertisers will cut back
their expenditures on tv. He observes,
too, that he's never heard so much talk
in the past as he has now by advertising people holding that tv sponsorship
must be supplemented by print use —
almost as if this were a hedge on the
future. He wonders if this might not
reflect a fear to go into tv alone.
The tampering with tv comes in when
people propose a spot carrier or magazine concept of tv advertising, he notes.
By instituting this tv approach, the medium's greatest sales power — that of
personal selling of a product — will be
knocked out. By taking this and other
forms of selling integration, magazineconcept advocates will have caused a
tremendous loss in retail sales and could
affect the prosperity of the economy.
Any legislation, Mr. Bergmann continues, that "restricts the full use of the
greatest sales tool ever" (tv's selling attributes) would be a "dangerous thing."
Maxon Inc. • E. Wilhelm, director of
radio and television for Maxon Inc.,
New York, thinks investigators have
"ballooned a few odd things" to the
point where perhaps they are making
more out of it than they should. At this
point Mr. Wilhelm can't foresee any
particular effects on tv as an advertising
medium. Maxon is not directly concerned with deception because it uses
"no tricks," Mr. Wilhelm explains. On
the issue of program control, "networks
have had the production reins in their
hands," he says. An agency ordinarily
BROADCASTING, December 28, 1959
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has little say on program content, Mr.
Wilhelm asserts.
Fletcher Richards, Calkins & Holden
• SJ. Frolick, senior vice president, director of tv & radio of Fletcher Richards, Calkins & Holden, New York, says
that while public confidence in quiz
shows probably has been shaken, "I
don't for a moment think that confidence
has been shaken in television as a medium. They're still watching." On deception in commercials, Mr. Frolick
feels that the government ought to draw
a line between deceptive and truthful
production practices. The Fletcher
Richards agency anticipates no changes
in its operation, however. Its production practices are "honest and above
board, and we don't have anything to
change," Mr. Frolick says, but there are
some in the field who have been using
production gimmicks to support false
claims. These probably are revising procedures now under the glare of government probes, he thinks.
J.M. Mathes Inc. • D R. Hathaway,
vice president, secretary and media director of J.M. Mathes Inc., New York,
thinks the investigations are going to
force some elements of the business to
clean up abuses and to stick closer to
the truth in their advertising. Spotlighting malpractices "can result in nothing
but good," he feels.
Foote, Cone & Belding • Fairfax M.
Cone, chairman of the executive committee, Foote, Cone & Belding, feels
the responsibility for what goes over
the air still rests with media. He believes
the networks ought to own the programs.
He says the investigations will have
no effect on the amount of tv fare, but
may on quality. He hopes they will
produce more "honest commercials for
honest products" and more rounded
tv programming.
Truth and honesty in advertising in
so far as good taste is concerned is
really in the hands of media, even if
some advertisers are not guided by a
"sense of consciousness," he says.
The probes have not changed Mr.
Cone's ideas about tv's effectiveness.
The medium still reaches a mass audience and puts across the product.
An advertiser should be able to associate his product to his program, Mr.

from your / :"/«p \\ j

reaching over
5,730,000 people
WHIL, WWOK, WJBW, WLOB — NATIONAL REP.:
Richard O'Connell Co.
WARE— NATIONAL REP.: BREEN AND WARD CO.
TARLOW ASSOCIATES
SHERWOOD J. TARLOW, PRESIDENT
30
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Date
Wed. Dec. 16
Thur., Dec. 17
Fri., Dec. 18
Sat., Dec. 19
Sun., Dec. 20
Mon., Dec. 21
Tue., Dec. 22

Cone says. The tv networks ought to
own their programs — but "somehow
provision ought to be made for clients
who want to reach smaller audiences."
His case in point: why should an advertiser, through his agency, pay
$35,000 per week for a program with
a 12.5 rating and the same sum for
one with a 30.5? His comparison: Hallmark Hall of Fame against a tv western.
His conclusion: an advertiser doesn't
want to pay the same amount for a lowrated show with a select, specialized
audience as he does for a high-rated
show (like westerns). The trouble:
"Everybody in tv today is in the same
bucket." Ratings are not the answer
but are still the best yardstick, he notes.
Grant Adv. • Christopher Cross, vice
president and assistant to the president,
Will C. Grant, Grant Adv., believes
there probably will be "little long term
effect" on tv as an advertising medium
from the probes and agencies trend to
adjust themselves to advertising restrictions or admonitions in the countries in
which they operate (in Grant's case,
countries in Europe, Asia and Africa).
Mr. Cross observes advertising limitations are very strict in Mexico — you
can claim curative powers for a product
on tv, but the product can be sold only
in a drugstore. The average ethical
agency and advertiser are each doing
his best to tell the truth. Grant has
turned down accounts because it felt
their advertising has not been as ethical
as it ought to be.
The probes will not foster any change
in Grant's commercials, he says. Nor
have they altered Grant's thinking
about tv's effectiveness or brought
about any changes in operating policies.
Tatham-Laird • George Bolas, director of media activities, Tatham-Laird,
feels nobody can quarrel with the government's or public's right to probe
questionable advertising or programming practices.
T-L has not changed its commercial
copy, he says. The agency feels its
commercials represent the best in
"judgment and honesty." Perhaps some
of the alleged misrepresentations are
really concessions to "technical adjustments" occasioned by the media (radiotv). The best criterion of the end result is "the end result."

ARBITRON'S DAILY CHOICES
Listed below are the highest-ranking television network shows forRating
each
day of the week Dec. 16-22 as rated by the multi-city Arbitron instant
ratings of American Research Bureau.
Program and Time
Network
24.9
Wagon Train (7:30 p.m.)
Untouchables (9:30 p.m.)
25.0
21.8
NBC-TV
Detectives (10 p.m.)
29.9
ABC-TV
Gunsmoke (10 p.m.)
28.0
CBS-TV
Ed Sullivan (8 p.m.)
25.0
Father Knows Best (8:30 p.m.)
26.9
CBS-TV
Red Skelton (9:30 p.m.)
CBS-TV
Copyright 1959 American Research Bureau
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Co-Chief Engineers, Blatterman and Mason, adjust Type 317B 50KW transmitter. Type 316B 10KW
auxiliary is in background.
New

sound

Remote

is

Control

clear
is

and

clean-

trouble-free!

Completely new from program line to antenna, KFI's remodeled transmitting
plant by Continental Electronics includes the new Type 317B 50,000 watt
transmitter as primary facility, with the Type 316B 10,000 watt unit
as separate auxiliary. Simultaneous installation of Continental's Type TRC
transmitter remote control equipment provides automation
of the entire unattended plant.
"We needed dependable, simplified remote control, and demanded the highest
quality signal to maintain our top market position. Both were obtained by
installing Continental Electronics' new package of 50 KW and 10 KW transmitters and remote control. Completely installed without interruption to our
24-hour programming schedule, the new plant operates through simplified and
direct studio remote controls, and delivers exceptionally clean and clear
on-the-air sound."
KFI, EARLE C. ANTHONY,

INC.

Co-Chief Engineers
send for full
details to...

C-a-yL.tLH-e.H-t.cLL
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TV'S TOP
TEN
spen
Big
ders spend
bigger in 1959
The top 10 advertisers in national tv
this year are topping their records of a
year ago.
Television Bureau of Advertising last
week reported that as a group their
gross tv time expenditures in both spot
and network for the first nine months
of 1959 increased 19.3% over the
same period last year.
Procter & Gamble, which leads the
top 10, has a total of more than $72.6
million for the nine months. This is a
gain of $10.6 million over the comparable period in 1958. Lever's increase is$9 million.
Colgate-Palmolive, No. 3 this year's
period and in the nine months of 1958,

was responsible for an additional $2.7
million gross billing.
One advertiser, Adell Chemical,
placed $13.7 million-plus through its
spot investments alone. (Adell's chief
product is Lestoil.) On the nine-month
basis alone, Adell, which is 10th on the
list, increased its spending more than
$5 million.
The top 10 advertisers and their
total tv gross time expenditures in the
first nine months of 1958 and 1959:
1959
1958
Procter & Gamble
$62,038,295 $72,639,411
Lever Brothers
36,900,073
27,937,741
25,868,960
28,549,617
Colgate-Palmolive
American Home
Products
18,673,081
27,617,314
General Foods
26,527,316
23,312,743
R.J.Reynolds Tobacco 14,061,289
16,217,071
General Motors
14,990,702
15,958,568
Bristol-Myers
14,099,911
13,857,262
13,982,586
P. Lorillard
12,061,986
13,707,900
Adell Chemical
8,470,700

• Business
Time sales

briefly

Tournament drive • Oldsmobile Div.
of General Motors Corp., Detroit,
heads west Jan. 24, 1960, for sponsorship of annual Bing Crosby Golf Tournament on ABC Radio and ABC-TV.
Pro-amateur charity event from Pebble
Beach, Calif., will be heard on radio
at 3:10-3:30 p.m., 5:30-5:45 p.m. and
7-7:20 p.m. (all times EST). Telecast
is scheduled for 5:30-7 p.m. Agency:
D.P. Brother & Co., Detroit.
Early start • Sofskin Inc., N.Y., for
Sofskin hand cream with Lanolin and
Sofskin Moisture Magic hand cream,
will start major campaign Jan. 4, 1960,
on ABC Radio's Don McNeill's Breakfast Club. Agency: Fletcher Richards,
Calkins & Holden Inc., N.Y.

Northwest's reminder: a song with a gong
To keep them flying our way, keep
the radio spots throughout the week,
cials. He has been identified, we bereminding them by radio.
but in a number of markets Northlieve, as the 'voice of Northwest Airwest has concentrated its spots into
lines.' We've been using Tom for
That's both the advertising philoso2Vz years now and we believe that
the weekend hours, with notable sucphy and the advertising practice at
Northwest Orient Airlines, whose
cess in such cities as San Francisco,
his delivery and selling ability fit in
Los Angeles, Detroit, New York and
well with our product of air trans"gong" and jingle are friendly reMiami.
minders of Northwest service
throughout the land.
Northwest has also consistently
"Normally we stay clear of Top
40 stations and those stations that
used a jingle on its commercials. One
"We buy radio in every area that
ofportation."
the most popular version goes:
we serve (in addition to large offplay for the most part 'rock and roll'
"Give wings to your heart
line markets) from Helena and
music," Mr. Nichols noted. "We buy
Your spirits soar . . .
Butte, Mont., to the larger cities such
the quality stations and the good muManhattan to the Orient
Miami to Hawaii's shore . . .
as New York and Los Angeles,"
Fly the best when you fly Northwest."
Jack W. Nichols, Northwest's direc"We are fortunate in having a
tor of advertising, told Broadcastgood basic jingle with a memorable
ing. "We believe radio works as well
for
us in small cities as large cities,"
sound, the 'gong' tag," Mr. Nichols
he commente
d.
said. "We have used several variations of the jingle but we have alBecause of that belief, Northwest
has allocated approximately $1.7
ways retained
gong."
Asked
about the
results
from its radio
million to the purchase of spot radio
advertising, Mr. Nichols replied that
in the U.S. and Canada. In addition,
"although it is difficult to pin down
the airline uses radio spots in such
results, we know that Northwest has
Oriental markets as Hong Kong and
enjoyed a rapid growth in the inTaipei, Formosa.
dustry concurrently with our intenOf the reminder of Northwest's
sive
use of spot radio." (In 1958,
over-all advertising budget of close
Northwest's total operating revenue
to $4 million, "well over a million is
of $102 million topped the 1957 gross
spent for non-commissionable adverby 22% ; its passenger revenue of $8 1
tising such as direct mail activity,
million was also up 22% over the
timetables, folders, etc.," Mr. Nichprevious year and its domestic reveols said. "Whereas most airlines use
nue passenger miles broke a billion
newspapers as their basic medium
for the first time, out of a total of
and supplement with radio, we use
1,408,742,516 rpm for the year.)
radio as our basic buy and supple'Voice' Tom Moore
"Certainly, many other factors
ment with newspapers," he stated.
contributed to this growth," Mr.
Identified with Northwest
Northwest's radio formula is to
Nichols said, "but we believe radio
use three to six stations in larger
played a large part in the increase
sic stations in most markets because
markets, and up to three stations in
and that is why we are continued
we believe that these stations are
smaller cities. The frequency varies
listened to by our customers and our
from city to city, with as many as 100
heavy users of the medium."
The Northwest account is hanspots a week, including ID's as well
prospects.
dled by Campbell-Mitchum, Minnas minutes, used in the major mar"We use Tom Moore as an announcer on most of our commerkets. The usual plan is to distribute
eapolis.
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Spot 'SpctrtaculaV • Universal-International Pictures, N.Y., has set saturation radio spot announcement campaign for New Year's Eve on Mutual,
NBC and ABC, heralding year 1960 as
"The Year of 'Spartacus' and 'Spartacus' is the Motion Picture of the
Year." Total of 3,870 ten-second announcements will be heard on total of
690 stations over "several-hour period." Agency: Charles Schlaifer & Co.
NY.

■1 -WSBT-TV

Co-sponsor • Farmers Insurance
Group, L.A., on Jan. 18 becomes cosponsor of the Frank Goss early evening newscasts, Mon.-Sat., 5:45-5:55
p.m., on 19 CRPN stations. Agency is
Honig, Cooper, Harrington & Miner,
L.A.
Stranger than science • Kentucky
Rural Electric Cooperatives has bought
12 months of the radio series Stranger
Than Science on 30 stations in Kentucky. The series is from commentator
Frank Edwards' book of that name.
Agency: Zimmer & McClaskey, Louisville.
Agency appointments
• Sugar Creek Creamery Div. of National Dairy Products Corp., Chicago,
to N. W. Ayer & Son, Phila., which already services National Dairy's Sealtest Div. Initial advertising will be area
test campaigns in Illinois for Sugar
Creek honey butter.
• The National Federation of Coffee
Growers of Columbia appoint Doyle
Dane Bernbach, N.Y., as agency. Budget is estimated at $1 million and will be
used for newspaper-television campaign
in 10 markets, starting in early 1960.
• Kenyon & Eckhardt, Chicago, resigns
Wilson & Co. account (hams, bacon,
sausage, canned meats, etc.) because of
product conflict. The account, estimated
at $1.25 million, has been using spot
tv (primarily the Take Five series with
actor Mark Stevens) in key markets.

• Goetz Brewing Co., St. Joseph, Mo.,
appoints John W. Shaw Adv., Chicago,
to handle advertising for its Goetz beer
and Country Club Pilsener beer, effective Jan. 1. Agency already handles
Country Club malt liquor.
• Cole, Fischer & Rogow Inc. with
offices in New York and Beverly Hills
has been assigned to handle an allmedia campaign to introduce Santa Fe
wine into the eastern market about
March 1, 1960. The product of the
DiGiorgio Co. of DiGiorgio, Calif., is
currently distributed in 11 western
states. The company has allocated
$250,000 for the introductory campaign in the metropolitan New York
area, it was announced.
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V

Joe

Boland
The

. . . And

. . .

Sportscaster
His Home

the Networks

Station's

Choose!

WSBT-TV

Joe Boland, WSBT-TV's sports director, is a wanted man! During the
football seasons he broadcasts for three major networks: CBS-TV—
pro grames, plus the Holiday bowl on December 1 9, and the Orange
Bowl on January 1 ; ABC Radio— entire Notre Dame schedule; NBC
Radio— 1958 pro championship game!
In addition to an active networks schedule, Joe conducts a daily
sportsbest
showbuys.
on WSBT-TV. His "Boland With Sports" show is one of
TV's
With popular local personality shows and top CBS network shows,
WSBT-TV dominates the $1,613,896,000 South Bend market. Latest
ARB figures give WSBT-TV 47.8% share of sets in use, sign-on to
sign-off.
Get all the details about this market, and about remaining availabilities on "Boland With Sports" from your Raymer man or WSBT-TV.

South Bend, Indiana
Ask Paul H. Raymer Company

Channel 22
National Representative
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FTC
Hears

CONFERS
public

becoming

ON

AD

suspicious

DECEPTIONS

of claims

since

quiz

scandals

Trickery in the market place got a the government the responsibility for member tv stations seldom carry 'bait'
going over in Washington last week,
driving shady activity out of the busi- advertising, particularly of the home
ness world.
demonstration type . . .
but the advertising media, including
radio and tv, came out with a pretty
"We find [that the] vast majority of
'Moral Responsibility' • In impasclean slate.
sioned tone, Mr. Kintner called on busi- radio and tv stations in BBB cities . . .
But the whole realm of advertising,
ness to assume the burden of self regu- attempt to carry only advertising which
will merit confidence in the station and
some consumer representatives told the
lation as a "moral responsibility." He
advertisers. We find . . . that the broadFederal Trade Commission at its conlashed at a report that self regulation
was ineffective and that more stringent
ference on public deception, is coming
cast media cooperate with Bureau corunder more and more suspicion by the government controls were needed.
rective procedures when advertising is
This attitude could be suicide for the found to be false and deceptive."
public, helped in part by the recent disCooperation Fine • Mr. Nyborg
closures of rigged tv quiz shows and
American system of "capitalistic free
stated
that cooperation between radiopayola.
enterprise," the trade commission chair- tv broadcasters
and BBB groups were
The feeling has become so wideman declared. Self regulation alone
spread, Edward M. Lockard, general could be anarchy, Mr. Kintner ex- "excellent" in 15 cities, "generally
manager of the Baltimore, Md., Better
plained, and government control alone
good" in 17 cities, "satisfactory" in 11
Business Bureau, warned that there is is equally an evil.
cities, among 47 BBB offices surveyed.
Only four BBB units advised that codanger of a "national neurosis" against
"There is a middle ground," he
advertising and ultimately against busioperation with broadcasters was "poor."
stated, "where the government enforces
ness in general.
Mr. Nyborg praised the broadcasting
the laws and businessmen assume their
The two-day conference Dec. 21-22,
industry for its support of BBB objecpublic duties to abide by the laws."
tives. In 1958, he said, local radio and
was called by FTC Chairman Earl W.
The
meeting
involved
such
fraudulent
tv stations broadcast 19,600 public
Kintner early this month (Broadcastbusiness practices as phoney list prices, service announcements, provided free
ing, Dec. 7). Representatives of some
mislabelling
of wools, furs and textiles, time for 852 radio and tv programs,
47 consumer and media groups, as well
bogus
job
offers,
bait advertising and and presented on 168 different times
as college home economics professors
shady
direct
selling
tactics.
during the last 18 months two BBB
(and one professor of philosophy), and
Kind words for the broadcasting
state government officials were invited.
motion
picture films, seen by 15 million people.
medium came from Victor H. Nyborg,
Many attended.
The purpose of the meeting was to president of the Assn. of Better BusiMr. Kintner, too, lauded the broadness Bureaus, New York. He said:
work out means to combat sharp sellcasting industry's actions in the self
ing practices.
". . . It should be recognized that regulation field. He praised the testiFTC Chairman Kintner urged the NAB has done much to eliminate cermony of Donald McGannon, Westingbusiness community to shoulder with
tain types of advertising. Today its house Broadcasting Co. president and

Eye-opener • The smiles on the faces of participants in
the Federal Trade Commission's conference on deception,
which took place last week in Washington, occurred when
A. C. Hutton (standing, 1), American Standards Assn.,
quipped to FTC Chairman Earl W. Kintner (standing r).
Consumer delegates to the conference represented such
34

organizations as Better Business Bureaus, the American
Home Economics Assn., Consumers Union, AFL-CIO,
National Federation of Business & Professional Women's
Clubs, Consumer Round Table, and the like. Representatives of newspaper, magazine and broadcasting organizations were invited too, but none showed.
BROADCASTING, December 28, 1959

tv code review board chairman, before
the FCC two weeks ago (Broadcasting, Dec. 21), and added:
"I applaud these efforts and I venture
to say there will be more."
In the course of his remarks during
the conference, the trade commission
chairman emphasized that the FTC
attack on deceptive advertising was related to all media — newspapers, magazines and radio-tv. He also asked that
all media help in the fight against deceptive practices by disseminating the information released by the FTC.
Open Eyes • Mr. Kintner said that
the meeting, the first in the FTC's history, was an attempt to "take the blindfold of ignorance from the eyes of the
bargain hunter."
"Gyp sellers depend on sucker
buyers," he stated.
Mr. Kintner's passion reached its
peak in rebutting remarks made by
Rosser Reeves, chairman of the Ted
Bates Agency (billings, $100 million
yearly).
Mr. Reeves was reported as saying
that self regulation cannot work. He
called for more stringent government
controls.
The business community, Mr. Kintner emphasized, must have the moral
responsibility to abide by the law. The
government must carry a big stick, he
agreed, but this is only one side of the
coin.
Complete and sole government control is evil, he said. Self regulation
without government regulation would
be anarchy, he said.
Therefore, he declared, there is a
middle ground of necessary and reasonable government control with necessary
and reasonable self regulation.
The greatest evil, the FTC chairman
stated, is the abdication by the business
community of its moral responsibility.
As for the FTC, he added, it has embarked on a vigorous and intensified
course of law enforcement. It will ask
Congress for more money in the coming
fiscal year, he said, and the chances
look good.
The FTC is operating with an annual
budget of a little less than $7 million.
Its staff numbers 740, including those
working in 1 0 field offices. In addition to
policing false and misleading advertising, the trade commission is also responsible for overseeing fair trade practices,
and some of the antimonopoly laws.
There were a number of suggestions
that the FTC establish a national advisory council to work with it on deceptive business practices. Mr. Kintner
said the idea would be considered, but
urged the organizations to combine
themselves into an overall group. He
also invited all groups to meet with
FTC officials any time.
BROADCASTING, December 28, 1959

NIGHTTIME
New

technical

ONLY
twist

There's a new station service in radio's future, and it's called a nighttime
only station.
This reverse twist to the thirty-odd
year old daytimer-only standard broadcast station is the brainchild of George
C. Davis, Washington consulting radio
engineer for over 20 years.
If his theory works, Mr. Davis expects there may be possibly more than
100 nighttime radio stations added to
the standard broadcast roster. And if
the technique he has developed works
well, there may be as many as 500 more
after dark radio signals serving the
American public.
The development is simple but ingenious.
What Mr. Davis has done is to look
hard at the daytime only stations on the
41 regional channels and calculate how
some of the vacated frequencies — unused after local sunset — might be used
at night.
When a frequency is being used in a
particular locality, Mr. Davis explains
it locks up the use of that frequency
for three channels above and three channels below the carrier. If it is unused at
night, he estimates, one or more of
these seven frequencies become available for nighttime use somewhere.
Day into Night • A key premise in
this approach is that a daytime station
might be able to continue its program
service during the night — but on another frequency.
The first move along these lines is expected to be undertaken soon.
The use of this sophisticated engineering technique does involve possible
expenses that have to be weighed against
the economics of each situation, Mr.
Davis warns. He foresees the possible
need for directional antennas and twin
transmitter sites.

Oversight

slackens

The House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee is lying dormant over
Christmas as far as overt activities are
concerned, a spokesman said last week.
Beverly Coleman, No. 2 staff member under Chief Counsel Robert W.
Lishman, said there are no immediate
plans for more subpoenas of records
similar to the House group's subpoena
of Broadcast Advertisers Report Inc.
records the week before (Broadcasting, Dec. 21).
He said the subcommittee has received reports criticizing radio-tv ratings from the public and other sources

STATIONS?

makes

them

possible

Up to now, Mr. Davis says, broadcasters just have not considered a night
time only station. But today with the
jammed up radio spectrum, the opportunity may be ripe.
There is nothing in the FCC's rules
which forbids this, Mr. Davis points
out. The matter could be taken care
of easily either by specifying the hours
of operation for the nighttime station
(which is already an accepted FCC practice in some instances) or by having the
Commission revise its regulations to permit this use of a vacant frequency. In
either case, Mr. Davis observes, it means
the more efficient use of the spectrum.
There are more than 1,000 daytimers
now operating in the United States.
Many of them are on regional frequencies and their shutting down at
night gives engineers a lot of spectrum
space to consider.
The regional frequencies about which
Mr. Davis is talking are the following
used for Class III-A and III-B stations:
550, 560, 570, 580, 590, 600, 610,
620, 630, 790, 910, 920, 930, 950, 960,
970, 980, 1150, 1250, 1260, 1270, 1280,
1290, 1300, 1310, 1320, 1330, 1350,
1360, 1370, 1380, 1390, 1410, 1420,
1430, 1440, 1460, 1470, 1480, 1590,
and 1600 kc.
Twin Site Operation • The two-site
transmitter technique is used or is
planned in a handful of instances in
U.S. standard radio. The first twin-site
operation is KLIF Dallas, Tex., which
uses one site for its 50 kw daytime operation, and another site for its 1 kw
night time service. KLIF is on 1190 kc.
Mr. Davis has been a consulting radio engineer in Washington since 1937.
He was with the Federal Communications Commission and its predecessor
the Federal Radio Commission from
1929 until he went into private practice

pace for holidays
and that these criticisms may possibly
be added to other allegations — mainly
on payola activities — mentioned in a
staff memorandum to subcommittee
members (Broadcasting, Dec. 21).
The allegations, he said, do not necessarily allege ratings are "rigged," but
that they may not be reliable because
of shortcomings in sampling techniques.
Mr. Coleman indicated any further
allegations staffers think worthy of consideration by subcommittee members
will be added in an interim report to
be made to the subcommittee early in
January.
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The central control panel of the RCA TV Tape
Recorder puts all operating controls at your fingertips.
Major control features are illustrated on the panel,
zoned in 15 areas as follows: (1) Variable Speed
Rewind; (2) Single Control Playback; (3) Independent
Control of Video, Audio and Cue Record; (4) LocalRemote Operation; (5) Automatic Shoe Position
Control; (6) Capstan Speed Control; (7) Video Head
Current Indication; (8) Multi-Purpose Meter/Speaker
Selector; (9) Independent Audio/Cue Record and
Playback Level Controls; (10) Built-in Monitoring
Speaker, and Speaker Volume Control; (11) Master
Erase Current Meter; (12) Control Track Current
Meter; (13) Control Track Phase Adjustment;
(14) Head Hour Meter; (15) Sync Selector.
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WHY

IT PAYS

TO "TAPE

IT RCA"!

features

at

your

with

RCA

fingertips...

TV

TAPE

CONTROL

CENTRAL

panel!
a single 19' x 17
on
controls
All operating
Variable Speed Rewind
o Independent Audio/Cue Record and
Fast forward, fast reverse. Rewinds 90 minute reel in 43^
Playback Level Controls
minutes. Rapid cue any point on tape. Tape speed can be
Standard RCA broadcast audio amplifiers associated with
varied until audio or cue channel becomes intelligible.
these controls are interchangeable.
Single Control Playback
Built-in Monitoring Speaker, and Speaker
A single push button activates playback functions. AutoVolume Control
matically stops at the end of the tape. A stop button is proFor monitoring audio or cue channel input, record or playvided for manual operation.
back output. Built-in RCA BA-24 Broadcast Monitoring
Amplifier will also drive external speaker.
Independent Control of Video, Audio and
Cue Recording
Master Erase Current Meter
Shows master erase circuit is operating by indicating current
A set-up switch activates all electronics, placing the recorder
in operation without running tape through. This enables
in master erase head.
operators to checkout circuitry prior to recording or playback.
Control Track Current Meter
Local-Remote Operation
Provides continuous indication of current in servo-control
Selector switch delegates basic record/playback functions
track head.
for local or remotely controlled operation.
Control Track Phase Adjustment
Automatic Shoe Positioning
Dual control provides coarse and vernier adjustments.
Coarse adjustment is for slipping any of the four heads on
The tape shoe position is automatically controlled during
playback to prevent skewing effects. In the record mode,
to any given recorded track. Vernier adjustment is for centering the heads precisely on that track.
operation is electrically switched to manual — head-to-tape
pressure can be adjusted using calibrated dial.
Head Hour Meter
Indicates number of hours on video heads during actual
© Capstan Speed Control
recording and playback.
Manual override of normal operating speed to permit synchronization oftwo machines.
Sync
Selector
For
locking
equipment to power line or local sync generator.
Video Head Current Indication
Switchable to indicate recording current in each of the four
Such outstanding operating features assure the most efficient
heads or total current in the head assembly. Permits quick
utilization of television tape equipment, reducing operating and
diagnosis of performance during recording.
maintenance costs. And there are many other reasons why RCA TV
Tape Equipment
yourRCA
requirements.
So don'tor
Multi-Purpose Meter/Speaker Selector
settle
for less thanwilltheprove
best.right
Seeforyour
Representative,
Provides instantaneous check of input, record and play
write to RCA, Dept. BD-22, Building 15-1, Camden, N. J. In
Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal.
functions, and erase in either audio or cue channels.
CORPORATION

RADIO
BROADCAST
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TELEVISION

EQUIPMENT

• CAMDEN,

of
N. J.

AMERICA

in 1937. He started as a radio inspector
and when he left he was the Commission's engineering witness who testified
in more than 500 hearing cases. The
firm was originally Page & Davis, the
Page being Esterly C. Page, now president of Page Communication Engineers,
as well as senior member of consulting
firm of Page, Creutz, Steel & Waldschmitt. Mr. Davis established his own
office in 1942. His associates today include his brother, Walter L. Davis, Julius Cohen and Ralph E. Dippell Jr.
FCC

extends

pire next week (Jan. 1) and the Commissions action ordering an early filing
to be considered with the WAUB application came on a 4-3 vote. Comrs. Robert E. Lee and John S. Cross dissented
to last week's action, as they did to the
1958 order. The third dissenter a year
ago, Comr. Rosel H. Hyde, did not
participate last week.
The WAUB permit is owned by
Herbert P. Michels. Sales of 60% to
J.R. Poppele and family and 15% to
William Endres is pending FCC approval. WMBO-AM-FM is owned by
the Auburn Citizen-Advertiser.

deadline

for multiplex comment
At the request of the Electric Industries Assn., the FCC last week extended the deadline to March 15, 1960,
for comments on proposed rulemaking
to permit fm stations to engage in specified non-broadcast activities on a multiplex basis.
The Commission noted that EIA's
National Stereophonic Radio Committee currently is engaged in an extensive study of the matter and that additional time is needed for field tests
and analyses.
In comments submitted before the
extension was announced, McClatchy
Newspapers (KFBK-FM Sacramento,
KMJ-FM Fresno, KERN-FM Bakersfield and KBEE-FM Modesto, all California) told the Commission that the
standards should provide the best quality stereo channel that is consistent with
a second subchannel operation on the
main fm channel. One subchannel frequency, McClatchy says, should be
specified for stereo (or other use) while
a second subcarrier frequency should
be available for other uses.
Muzak Corp. (WBFM-FM New
York) said that the Commission should
not take a step in the proceeding that
could jeopardize the future both of fm
and functional music. If the FCC,
Muzak said, renders multiplex equipment obsolete while setting standards,
an unalterable step contrary to the public interest will have been taken.
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. reaffirmed its position that fm broadcasting is a public service and that — as a
matter of policy — neither the industry
nor the Commission should recognize
any subsidiary use of the fm band that
will materially interfere with the public's enjoyment of it.
Associated Broadcasters Inc. (WESTFM Easton, Pa.) and Delmarva Broadcasting Co. (WDEL-FM Wilmington,
Del.) believed the Commission should
not adopt final standards before the findings of the National Stereophonic Radio Committee (Broadcasting, Sept.
21) are available for study and comment.
Electro-Plex Corp., Westfield, N.J.,
38 (GOVERNMENT)

History on
Koop (left),
and Public
and CBS
Howard K.

Tape • Theodore F.
director of CBS News
Affairs, Washington,
News correspondent
Smith (right) present

tape recordings of CBS Radio's
1958-59 Peabody Award-winning
series, The Hidden Revolution, to
L. Quincy Mumford, librarian of
Congress, for the Library of Congress' collection of audio-visual
research materials. Series presents
discussions of current social,
scientific and political problems
by leading authorities in their respective fields.
is opposed to the use of the fm subcarrier spectrum for any form of stereocasting. E-P also is against a specific
subcarrier frequency in the present subcarrier. The quality of performance
standards of the main channel, the company says, should not be relaxed below
the 30% allowable reduction in main
channel modulation to accommodate
multiplexed subcarriers.
Auburn stations' case
set for FCC hearing
The FCC last week designated for
consolidated hearing the applications of
Atom Broadcasting Corp. for a new am
(WAUB) in Auburn, N.Y., and WMBOAM-FM Auburn for renewal of license.
The Commission originally granted the
WAUB application in May 1958 and
this action was protested by WMBO on
economic injury grounds.
In accepting the economic protest, the
FCC ordered WMBO to apply for renewal so that the Commission could
decide on a comparative hearing which
applicant could best serve the community if it found two Auburn stations
would be inimical to the public interest
(Broadcasting, Aug. 4, 1958). This action was based on a court decision that
the FCC must consider possible injury
to the public in economic protests
(Broadcasting, July 10, 1958).
WMBO's license normally would ex-

Jamming

of boosters

by catv charged
Western tv broadcasters, tv booster
operators and community antenna
operaters testifying at a Senate Communications Subcommittee hearing in
Casper, Wyo., two weeks ago agreed
that something must be done — by negotiation and/ or FCC regulation — for
them to co-exist.
They testified at a two-day session
at which Sen. Gale McGee (D-Wyo.)
presided. He was the only senator present. The parent Senate Commerce Committee has reported favorably on a bill
to place catv systems under FCC regulation and it is on the Senate calendar
for action in the next session of Congress. The committee's communications
counsel, Nicholas Zapple, accompanied
Sen. McGee.
The two-day session heard charges
by tv booster operators Fred Frigo, of
Sheridan, Wyo., and J.R. Pierce that
catv operators had been jamming booster signals. Bill Daniels, operator of
several catv systems, was among those
testifying on behalf of community antenna systems.
Tv broadcasters on the stand included William C. Grove, KFBC-TV
Cheyenne; Bill Walter, KSTF (TV)
Scottsbluff, Neb., KFBC-TV satellite;
Ed Craney, head of the Z Net stations
(KXLF-TV Butte and KXLJ-TV
Helena, both Montana); Mrs. Mildred
Ernst, KWRB-TV Riverton, Wyo.;
Donald L. Hathaway, who last summer surrendered his permit for KSPRTV and blamed catv for its failure
(Broadcasting, Aug. 3), and Lawrence
Berger, KTWO-TV Casper. On the last
day of the hearing, TWTO-TV televised the afternoon session live in its
first remote telecast.
Roger O. Van Duzer, KIVA (TV)
Yuma, Ariz., was scheduled to testify,
but the plane he was riding circled
Yuma for three hours with jammed
landing gear. After landing safely on
foam, his statement was filed in the
record.
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New

Bedford

and adjacent channel mileage separation
principle and warned that it would be
"premature" for the FCC to secure additional vhf frequencies for tv. The
"squeezing in" of a few vhf assignments, the AMST alleged, "would detract from the Commission's efforts to
secure additional vhf spectrum space
for television . . ."
In March, 1957 the FCC had proposed an additional vhf channel for
Providence by deleting ch. 6 from New
Bedford and substituting this channel
for ch. 8 at New Haven.

ch. 6

applicants to merge
In commenting on FCC rulemaking
to shift ch. 6 from New Bedford, Mass.,
the four applicants for that facility told
the Commission that they expect to
merge into one within the next two
weeks. The applicants are E. Anthony
& Sons; New England Tv Co.; Eastern
States Broadcasting Corp., and Wilson
Broadcasting Co.
In another development, the Assoc.
of Maximum Service Telecasters Inc.
last week filed comments on a proposed
FCC rulemaking supporting the deletion of ch. 6 in New Bedford, Mass.,
if clear mileage separations cannot be
met.
The applicants for ch. 6 have encountered strong objections to their proposed locations by the U.S. Coast
Guard which claims that its LORAN-C
station would be impaired by the New
Bedford channel. The applicants claim
that national defense objections no
longer exist.
Mr. Anthony has proposed a site 1.7
miles short of 170 miles from WCSHTV Portland, Me. and that station has
requested a new site which would meet
the necessary 170 mile requirement.
AMST requested that the Commission adhere to the minimum co-channel

Reps

protest

tion for reconsideration (Broadcasting, Dec. 14).
Edward Petry & Co., New York rep
firm, also filed a statement with the
FCC opposing the NBC petition. Petry
stated the NBC request for reconsideration does not set forth any new evidence
for the Commission to consider.
Elect

NBC

move on spot sales
The FCC was within its rights in
ordering networks to give up their tv
spot representation business, Station
Representatives Assn. told the Commission in protesting requests for reconsideration byNBC-TV Spot Sales and
four affiliated stations (Broadcasting,
Dec. 7).
SRA maintained that the FCC had
rejected the arguments of NBC in its
original order (Broadcasting, Oct. 21)
and that the network is attempting to
put the burden of proof on the Commission to show violations of the antitrust laws. Also, SRA pointed out, it is
"significant" that CBS has filed no peti-

Iowa

newscaster

to vacant House seat
A former Iowa newscaster has been
elected to Congress. Iowa Republican
John Kyi — who began doing a daily
6-6:15 p.m. newscast on KTVO (TV)
Kirksville, Mo.-Ottumwa, Iowa, after
his defeat in a congressional race with
the late Steven V. Carter (D-Iowa)
in 1958 — bounced back to political
life two weeks ago to win over Democrat C. Edwin Gilmour in a contest for
the 4th District seat left vacant by Rep.
Carter's death.
Spokesmen representing Mr. Kyi
said he was featured in three fiveminute live tv spots the last few days
of the campaign. He also bought a
saturation schedule of tv station
breaks in both daytime and evening
periods on Sunday and afternoon periods Monday before the Tuesday election. They said his opponent tied up
station breaks Monday evening. Both
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"Nothing Succeeds Like Success." This can very well be the motto for fabulous WVEC TV. For six years a remarkably successful "U" station, WVEC
TV this past month became a "V." Trendex shows that it's on its way to
becoming "THE" Tidewater station. If it's Sales Action you desire . . , then
make Virginia's new ACTION station a "Must."

FACILITIES

Represented by Avery Knodel
NORFOLK, HAMPTON
NEWPORT NEWS
PORTSMOUTH
€1
VIRGINIA BEACH
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CHANNEL

D

used KTVO only. Mr. Kyi also used
a saturation schedule of spots on
about a half-dozen radio stations in
the area spokesmen said.
The newscast was a part-time occupation for Mr. Kyi, who is partowner with his brother of a haberdashery in Bloomfield, Iowa. He dropped the newscast after announcing for
the vacant seat.
Film block-booking
case scheduled
The federal government's long-standing action against six distributors of
feature films to television, charged
with block-booking, is scheduled to go
to trial in U. S. District Court in New
York on March 7.
District Judge Archie Dawson set
the date after pre-trial conferences
with attorneys for the six companies.
They are Loew's (MGM-TV), C & C
Super Tv, Screen Gems, Assoc. Artists Productions, United Artists and
National Telefilm Assoc. (Since the
initiation of the antitrust action, UA
acquired AAP and changed its name
to United Artists Associated.)
The move by the government dates

back to 1957. The government's contention is that stations are compelled
to buy a complete package of features
(rather than one or a few) as a condition of the purchase, and this practice constitutes "block-booking."
It is understood that the government will ask several station owners
to testify. There are reports that the
ultimate aim of the government is the
re-negotiation of contracts covering
the sale of feature film libraries to tv
stations.
Political expenditures
Chairman Thomas C. Hennings Jr.
(D-Mo.) of the Senate Rules & Administration Committee said he hopes to
bring floor action in January or early
February on a bill — approved by the
committee in the last three Congresses —
to raise the legal ceiling on political expenditures for presidential and congressional candidates in general and
special elections.
The bill (S-2436) would raise the
amount national political committees
may spend from the present $3 million
to about $12.5 million. The legal expenditures for a candidate for the SenTHE

A

CBS-TV

AFFILIATES

ate or the House also would be raised.
Sen. Hennings said last week he would
try to amend the bill to make it apply
to all political committees, regardless
of scope, and also to primary elections
and political conventions.
NBC Chicago renewed
Disregarding the pleas of several
members of Congress and a performers
union, the FCC last week renewed the
licenses of NBC-owned WMAQ-AMFM and WNBQ (TV) Chicago.
The local chapter of the American
Federation of Tv & Radio Artists had
protested the network's operation of
the stations because of a cut-back in
locally-originated live shows (Broadcasting, Oct. 6, 1958). Members of the
Illinois congressional delegation joined
in the protest.
The Commission stipulated, however,
that the license renewals would not
take precedent over any action the
FCC may take on (1) conclusions and
recommendations of the Network Study
Staff, (2) current inquiries into radio-tv
and (3) pending antitrust matters. The
same conditions have been placed on
all recent renewals of network-owned
stations (Broadcasting, Dec. 7).

MEDIA

SPECIAL

Schedule Washington 'crisis' conference
committee; FCC Chairman John C.
A "special conference" of CBS-TV
affiliates, with key government officials Doerfer and FTC Chairman Earl W.
as speakers, was set by the network last Kintner.
week for Feb. 29-March 1 in WashingMr. Aubrey said the special conferton.
ence was decided upon after discussions
Although CBS-TV authorities didn't with William B. Quarton, WMT-TV
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, chairman of the
spell it out, the overwhelming assumption was that the special meeting springs CBS-TV Affiliates Advisory Board, and
from television's current crisis and that other advisory board members. The sessions will be held at the Hotel Shoreham.
to all intents and purposes it will replace the annual affiliate sessions normally held in Chicago just before NAB's
KPOL
limits spots
April convention (Closed Circuit,
Dec. 21).
A 25% reduction in commercial
James T. Aubrey Jr., CBS-TV net- availabilities is involved in a new commercial policy that was inaugurated
work president, said in announcing plans
Dec. 7 at KPOL Los Angeles. Basfor the meeting that it would be "to exically, the new policy calls for a quaramine the television broadcasters' role,
their public responsibilities and how best
ter-hour of uninterrupted music, followed by a maximum of no more than
those responsibilities can be fulfilled."
He said the following officials — all of three announcements, whether commercial or public service. The first and secwhom occupy critical positions in the
ond commercials will be separated by
current regulatory scene — had accepted
the
identification
of the musical numinvitations to address the special conbers played in the previous 15 minutes.
ference: Sen. Warren G. Magnuson (DWash.), chairman of the Senate Inter- The second and third announcements
will often be separated by a sports score,
state and Foreign Commerce Committee; Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.), chair- financial report, weather forecast, news
man of the House Interstate and headline or some similar brief feature.
Foreign Commerce Committee and of
KPOL's programming is chiefly popular standards, at least two of which are
the House Legislative Oversight Sub40

included in every quarter-hour, with
not more than one vocal or one unfamiliar number during the 15-minutes.
The new commercial policy is being
publicized with the heaviest audience
promotion campaign in KPOL's history,
using newspapers, bus cards and outdoor advertising.

WSB-TV

fights Atlanta

municipal court ban
WSB-TV Atlanta is campaigning to
kill a city ordinance that bans live
broadcasting in municipal courts, according to Ray Moore, news director.
The law had not been enforced for a
score of years, broadcast stations often
covering city courts. Recently, however,
a municipal judge had barred photographic, broadcast and newspaper coverage of a police raid.
The station demonstrated unobtrusive coverage techniques before a police
committee of the aldermanic board, to
which the matter was referred by Mayor
William Hartsfield. The mayor said the
judge was misinterpreting the law. Repeal of the law was recommended to the
aldermanic board. The subject was submitted for joint bar-broadcaster consideration after the board heard a bar
petition that a decision await action of
the American Bar Assn. on Canon 35.
its anti-broadcast ban.
BROADCASTING, December 28, 1959

POOR

GUS

HAS

A

HARD

LIFE...

Gus has a problem. "It ain't the rain nor snow nor
gloom of night that gets me," he sighs. "It's all these
free magazines I gotta deliver ! Free ? How do I know
they're free? Mr. O'Shaunessy-he's head of R.C.&E.'s
mail room— he told me. 'Gus,' he says, 'we don't subscribe to these things, broadcasting, sure! We PAY
to get that one. But these others ... they just keep
shipping 'em in anyhow!'

important people in broadcast advertising. He counts
on broadcasting to keep him updated on everything
new and significant in TV and radio. He pays for
broadcasting (and knows that other TV-radio business journals come unsolicited and free). As an
advertising man, he recognizes the ABC seal at
broadcasting's masthead, respecting it as the symbol of a publication that's wanted - and consequently
paid for by its readers.
What about all those other magazines Gus totes in
so faithfully day after day? Mr. Riptide (who is an
articulate man) puts it this way:

"Well, I knew about broadcasting. Mr. Riptide gets
real riled up if I'm late with his copy on Monday
mornings. 'Don't be late on Mondays, Gus,' Mr.
O'Shaunessy begs me. 'Not on Mondays, Gus!' "
Mr. Riptide, of course, is like thousands of other

"There Isn't Time to Read Them
broadcasting, he needs, broadcasting,
Which is something to remember when you
own advertising campaign. For most
decision-makers feel the same way.

Gus, as you can see, is a courier of the Post Office
Department. He delivers the daily mail to Riptide,
Crosshatch & Eiderdown, that big advertising agency.
You know-the one with all the TV and radio business.

The Audit Bureau of Circulations reports only paid circulation. It reports
22,000 PAID copies for BROADCASTING,
the ONLY TV-radio journal that
qualifies for ABC membership.
BROADCASTING, December 28, 1959

All . . "
he reads.
plan your
TV-radio

BROADCASTING
THE BUSINESSWEEKLY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
1V35 DeSales Street, N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
New York— Chicago — Hollywood
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Battle
over

of media

news

rages

conference

The battle of joint versus separate
news conferences for newspaper and
broadcast media reporters was joined
Dec. 16 at the Greater Los Angeles
Press Club. A pair of newspapermen
objected vehemently to being "ridden
piggy back" by radio-tv men who, they
charged, do nothing but record the
questions asked by newspaper reporters
and the answers to them. A pair of
broadcast reporters with equal vehemence denied the charge and demanded
the right to be in on the original news
conference and not get a "warmed
over"
viewee. performance from a tired interNewspapers send science editors to
interview scientists, political editors to
interview politicians and so on, Hank
Osborne, city editor of the Los Angeles
Mirror News, stated. Radio and tv stations, he charged, don't maintain large
enough news staffs to have such experts. Too often their representatives
sit back while their machines "pick the
brains" of the newspaper reporters.
A. H. Frederick, Los Angeles Examiner, dean of the city's hotel reporters, declared that the presence of a tv
camera "stiffens up a press conference
and makes it impossible for reporters
to dig in." Television, he charged,

wants a story in breadth, a statement
Educational station
to fill 20 to 30 seconds of air time.
Newspaper reporters, he said, want the
WFAA-TV's
gear
story in depth and need time to dig buys
Educational tv station KERA-TV
around until they hit their vein of gold. Dallas (ch. 13) has
agreed to buy a
Clete Roberts, newscaster-commentastandby transmitter, 300-foot tower and
tor of KTLA (TV) Los Angeles dis- antenna, land and buildings with studios
agreed with the argument that tv camand other equipment from WFAA-TV
eras cause tension. He said anyone in Dallas (ch. 8) for $400,000, according
public life today is as accustomed to to a joint announcement by E. M. (Ted)
them as he is to the pad-and-pencil
Dealey, president of the Dallas Mornreporters. He agreed that unqualified
ing News, which owns WFAA-TV, and
reporters have no place at a news con- E. O. Cartwright, president of Area Edference, no matter whom they repreucational Tv Foundation Inc.
sent. He declared that today radio and
The educational group will pay
tv are sending reporters capable of ask$100,000 upon signing, another $100,ing questions as pertinent as those
000 when it orders conversion of the
asked by the newspaper reporters. "We
ch. 8 transmitter and antenna to ch. 13
may not have as large staffs, but we're (by March 10, 1960) and $200,000
trying," he stated.
when it starts programming (by Sept.
Hugh Brundage, KMPC Los Angeles
10, 1960, or earlier). WFAA-TV's main
news director and president of the Ra- transmitt
er and 1,521-foot antenna are
dio and Television News Club of Southnot affected by the sale. WFAA-TV will
ern California, objected to "separate occupy its present studios until combut equal" news conferences on the
1961. pletion of new facilities about January
grounds that separate conferences can't
be equal. Both he and Mr. Roberts emMr. Cartwright said as far as he
phasized that after the newspaper reknows KERA-TV may be the only
porters have been questioning a man
educational station which will be
for an hour or more the subject is tired
equipped to make color telecasts, when
and is in a hurry to have it over with.
Also, he has been asked all of the key the conversion is complete. He said the
News gave the foundation $25,000
questions and so the broadcast media
cash and "considerable technical equipget rehearsed rather than spontaneous
answers.
ment" in 1957. Negotiations for the
equipment purchase began in September 1958. KERA-TV will erect temporary studios and offices for use until
WFAA-TV moves.
OKLAHOMA
... on

of

the

CITY
scene

President Eisenhower's
23.000 mile tour
In keeping with KWTV's policy of
sending newsmen where news is being
made, News Director Bruce Palmer
gave the KWTV Community first-hand
coverage of the President's tour of
eleven countries. Direct reports were
made daily via trans-Atlantic telephone.
Palmer was the only correspondent
from an individual television station
to cover President Eisenhower's visit
to the Middle East, South Asia and
Europe. Carrying out KWTV's news
policy, he has made two previous trips
to Europe and one to Asia.
On-the-scene coverage of the President's tour is another example of why
KWTV generates listener loyalty
in
its 54-county Community!
Represented by
The Original Station Representative
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Tv walks out on Rocky
Gov. Nelson Rockefeller, of New
York, held a news conference in Miami,
Fla., Dec. 18 but without benefit of
television coverage. Newsmen from
WTVJ (TV), WCKT (TV) and WPSTTV, the city's three video stations,
walked out when Gov. Rockefeller's
news secretary, Richard Hamper, refused to let them participate with newspaper reporters in a news conference.
Ralph Renick, WTVJ news vice president and chairman of the board of
Radio Television News Directors Assn.,
said, "Mr. Rockefeller may be able to
get away with this sort of thing up
North, but we here in the South do not
believe in 'separate but equal facilities'
for television."
Wometco

income

up

Gross income of Wometco Enterprises Inc. for 44 weeks ended Nov. 7
totaled $8,637,394, with expenses of
$7,308,344, the company has announced. Net income after taxes was
$641,159. This compares to the same
period of 1958 when net after taxes was
$486,451 (a rise of 31.8%). Interim
BROADCASTING, December 28, 1959

NOW.o„es

ingle,„

portable

unit

professional

handles

every

recording

assign-

ment!
...one

step beyond

in SOUND

PROFESSIONAL

TAPE

RECORDING

RECORDER

Meets or exceeds all requirements for
Professional Tape Recorders— yet sells for
$500 less for Mono-and $1,000 less
for Stereo than comparable equipment.
Total weight, including portable
case ... 46 pounds

Designed and engineered . . . by and for men who use and
maintain professional tape recorders.
• • • to eliminate the nine major
causes of recorder failure
So good it is unconditionally
GUARANTEED

FOR

ONE

YEAR

The Century 21 must perform to its specifications
for one full year, or regardless of reason for failure
(other than lack of normal maintenance, and except
for misuse cr abuse) it will be replaced or repaired
at no cost.
LEE of Washington, D.C. • 625 New York Ave.
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L.E.E. Incorporated
625 New York Ave., Washington 1, D.C.
□ Please send photographs, brochure, and specifications
for Century 21.
□ Please have your representative phone to arrange demonstration without obligation.
COMPANY
ADDRESS
PHONE
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report showed that 3% of net income
has been paid out in dividends, with
the remainder retained in the business.
Distributed Dec. 15th was a quarterly
dividend of 17Vi cents a share on Class
A common stock and 6V2 cents a share
on Class B stock. Wometco owns WTVJ
(TV) Miami, Fla.; WLOS-AM-FM-TV
Asheville, N.C., and 46.5% of WFGATV Jacksonville, Fla. It owns theatres
in southern Florida and food, cigarette,
soft drink and confection vending machines in South Florida and Jacksonville.
New

slant

on

payola

WICC Bridgeport, Conn., has been
telling its listeners last week it hopes
the newspapers will continue to play up
the payola issue, because the publicity
increases listening to "responsible radio." "Every knock is a boost," concluded aone-minute editorial which station officials have run on a saturation
basis since Dec. 15. The editorial included areport by Frank Stisser, president of C.E. Hooper Inc., that the
scandals apparently had had little harmful effect on radio listening and that in
fact in many cities audiences had increased. In New York, he estimated,
listening was up about 10%.
Extortion

attempted

A self-styled free-lance writer is scheduled to appear for a hearing in New
York Felony Court today (Dec. 28)
charged with attempted grand larceny
and attempted extortion on the complaint of WINS Program Manager Mel
Leeds. Mr. Leeds accused Elio A. Bosco
of New York of trying to blackmail him
with threats to link him and WINS in a
"certain
payola
Mr. 1 Leeds
said the man
calledsituation."
him on Dec.
8 and
demanded $500 to "suppress the payola
story." He agreed to meet Mr. Bosco at
a prearranged place last Monday (Dec.
21); notified police, and kept his appointment. Detectives said they watched
as Mr. Leeds handed Mr. Bosco $250 in
marked bills. Mr. Bosco was arrested
and arraigned on Tuesday.
Payola

discussed

In a Dec. 16 broadcast on 15 Arizona stations, local broadcasters discussed payola and recent congressional
investigations on the Western Business
Roundup.
Sherwood R. Gordon, owner of
KBUZ Phoenix and KSDO San Diego,
told the panelists that "payola is as
dead
yesterday's
newspaper."
Gordonas said
that station
owners Mr.
and
air personalities "had been sufficiently
scared" by recent disclosures to "clean
up their houses." He also suggested
44 (THE MEDIA)

NAB hires bar chief
Whitney North Seymour, New
York lawyer and president-elect of
the American Bar Assn., has been
retained by NAB to represent the
association before the FCC in the
Commission's broadcast inquiry.
An authority on constitutional
law, Mr. Seymour is a member of
the law firm of Simpson, Thacher &
Bartlett.
Designation of Mr. Seymour followed an intimation at the FCC's
inquiry that the
Commission would
welcome an opinion from an outstanding constitutional lawyer on its
right to regulate
Mr. Seymour
broadcast programming (Closed Circuit, Dec. 21).
The FCC has not conceded it made
a formal request to NAB or that it
hoped the association would help
clear up this controversial legal
matter.
The question of FCC's legal
authority to dictate broadcast program formats, to specify minimum
percentages of program types or to
review station programming has
caused arguments among lawyers
since enactment of the Communications Act. Conflicting interpretations
of the anti-censorship section (#326)
and the "public interest, convenience
and necessity" mandate written into
;he law have been raised repeatedly.
The conflict reached a peak with
issuance of the FCC's Blue Book in
1946, a Commission spanking procedure that gave birth to the "reguthat the "majority of broadcasters are
ethical," and that payola occurred
without their knowledge. "Perhaps,"
he said, "they were not close enough
to their staffs in the larger markets to
know what was going on."
Tom Chauncey, general manager of
KOOL-AM-TV Phoenix, asserted that
he had belonged to the Better Business
Bureau for "eight or nine years," and
that there had not been a single case of
complaint against broadcasters. "And,"
Mr. Chauncey said, "we're in a highly
competitive market with 14 radio and
four television stations. . . ."
KPHO-AM-TV
plans
KPHO-AM-TV Phoenix, Ariz., has
announced plans for the construction
and installation of a new tv transmitter
and a new fm station. Richard B.
Rawls, general manager, said that an
investment of $475,000 will be made in

for FCC

testimony

charge. lation by the raised eyebrow"
Mr. Seymour is a fellow of the
American College of Trial Lawyers
and a past-president of the Assn. of
the Bar of New York City. He
obtained his law degree at Columbia
Law School and was admitted to the
New York bar in 1924.
He is chairman of the ABA BarMedia Committee, formed more
than a year ago to investigate the
conflict involving ABA's Canon 35
(barring radio-tv-photo coverage of
trials) and the rights of news media.
He appeared as a panelist Dec. 20 on
the CBS-TV special program,
The Years Goes By.
Mr. Seymour obtained a bureaucratic insight into the operation of
government in 1931-33 as Assistant
Solicitor General of the U.S.
Among other important posts, Mr.
Seymour is chairman of Carnegie
Endowment for International Peace;
chairman of National Conference of
Judicial Councils; chairman of Committee on Individual Rights as Affected by National Security; chairman of New York State Bar Assn.
Committee on Civil Rights; former
chairman of Freedom House. He
was a national figure two decades
ago when he obtained a U.S. Supreme Court ruling invalidating the
Georgia sedition statute in the case
of Herndon v. Georgia. His son,
Whitney North Seymour Jr., member of the same law firm, is counsel
to a committee studying operation of
the New York City government. Anothermouth
son, Thaddeus,
is dean of DartCollege.
the next four months on the new construction projects.
The project also involves the erection
of a new antenna, transmitter building
and the up-dating transmitting facilities.
Completion is expected by April 1,
1960.
The station is owned by Meredith
Publishing Co. of Des Moines, Iowa.
Meredith also owns KCMO-AM-FMTV Kansas City, Mo.; WOW-AM-TV
Omaha, Neb.; WHEN-AM-TV Syracuse, N.Y.; and KRMG Tulsa, Okla.
Texas
A

etv

plans

proposed closed-circuit, microwave tv network linking 11 Texas colleges and universities neared actuality
with the meeting two weeks ago of its
advisory committee of radio and tv
executives at the U. of Texas. The plan
awaits FCC approval.
The project is being developed by
the U. of Texas under a contract with
BROADCASTING, December 28, 1959

It's

a

Question

At Mutual, we feel Public Service is a duty!
That's why Mutual affiliates have consistently contributed so much to Public Service programming
in the Religious area . . . why they have allocated
reasonable segments of desirable broadcast time
in support of "Religious
Today's headlines point
lic Service programs.
deeply concerned, urges
standards.

of

Now Heard Over
MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM:
"RADIO BIBLE CLASS"
Radio Bible Class, Inc.
"WINGS OF HEALING"
Dr. Thomas Wyatt

Worship in Family Life."
up the need for more PubThe broadcast industry,
all broadcasters to higher

Mutual will continue to serve the growth of
Religious life in America, as we have in the past.
We are confident our affiliates will maintain their
previous fine performance.
More listeners are tuning to Mutual's Religious
programs than ever before. . . . They know it's a
question of Faith !

MUTUAL

"THE BACK TO GOD HOUR"
The Christian Reform Church
"VOICE OF PROPHECY"
The General Conference of Seventh-Day
Adventists
"FRANK AND ERNEST"
Dawn Bible Students Association
"HOW CHRISTIAN SCIENCE HEALS"
The First Church of Christ Scientist
"HOUR OF DECISION"
Billy Graham — Evangelistic Association
"THE LUTHERAN HOUR"
The Lutheran Layman's League
(Missouri Synod-Lutheran Church)
"HERALD OF TRUTH"
Highland Church of Christ
"WORD OF LIFE"
Word of Life Fellowship

BROADCASTING,
1440 Broadway, New York 18, N. Y.
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FAITH

BRyant 9-7600

INC

the U.S. Office of Education. Financial
support is coming from the Fund for
Advancement of Education. KENS-TV,
WOAI-TV and KONO-TV, all San
Antonio, have offered full production
support and KTBC-TV Austin has
made equipment available, including a
tower for signal distribution. Programs
may originate from the university or
from the San Antonio studios. The
microwave network would offer credit
courses and other educational programs
to member stations.
Changing

hands

ANNOUNCED • The following sales of
station interests were announced last
week, subject to FCC approval:
• WILD Boston, Mass.: Sold by Nelson
B. Noble to William F. Johns Jr. and
associates for $295,000. Mr. Johns has
interests in WMIN St. Paul, Minn.;
KRIB Mason City, Iowa, and WLOD
Fort Lauderdale, Fla. Broker was Blackburn & Co. WILD operates on 1090 kc
with 1 kw, daytime only.
• KUTI Yakima, Wash.: Sold by Harrison A. Roddick to Yakima Valley Radio Inc. (H.G. Wells Jr., David McKay
and H.Q. Joucken) for $150,000. Broker
was Hamilton-Landis & Assoc. KUTI is
a 5 kw day-timer operating on 980 kc.

We

take

a

• KXGI Fort Madison, Iowa: Sold by
Richard and Cecil Gillespie to Hayward
L. Talley for $125,000. Mr. Talley owns
WSMI Litchfield, 111. Transaction was
handled by Patt McDonald Co. KXGI
operates on 1360 kc with 1 kw daytime.
• WDAR Darlington, S.C.: Sold by
Ralph W. Hoffman to Walter Pearce of
Marion, S.C., for $65,000. Sale was
handled by Blackburn & Co. WDAR is
a 1 kw daytimer on 1350 kc.
APPROVED • The
of station interests
the FCC last week
sion activities see
page 63).

following transfers
were approved by
(for other CommisFor The Record,

• KGMB-AM-TV Honolulu, KHBCAM-TV Hilo, KMAU-TV Wailuku, all
Hawaii: Sold by Hialand Development
Corp. to Honolulu Star-Bulletin Ltd.
(now 24.55% owner) through purchase
of stock totalling $2,345,000. Sale grant
conditioned that Herbert M. Richards
and Robert R. Midkiff dispose of their
directorships and stock interests in related groups within 90 days (Broadcasting, Sept. 28).
• WTRL Bradenton, Fla.: Sold by Dick
Doty to Fletcher-Mitchell Corp. (KCBC
Des Moines) for $240,000. WTRL is
on 1450 kc with 250 w.

Reprieve via tape
A tape recorded interview with
an ex-convict on WCAX-AM-TV
Burlington, Vt., was credited by
Judge Edward C. Costello as a
factor which helped to save the
felon from life imprisonment.
Robert Darrell, wounded while
resisting arrest, told WCAX newsman Phil Martin that he blamed
no one but himself for his trouble
and realized that the officers who
shot duty.
him were only performing
their
State's Attorney J. William
O'Brien cited the interview as eviprisoner's
desire dence
to of the
mendwounded
his ways.
Judge
Costello sentenced Mr. Darrell to
4 to 10 years.
• WOMP-AM-FM Bellaire, Ohio: Sold
by Frederic Gregg Jr. and Charles H.
Wright to group headed by Donald J.
Horton, who has interests in WVLK
Lexington and WFKY Frankfort, both
Kentucky, and WHOO-AM-FM Orlando, Fla., for $170,000. WOMP is a 1
kw daytimer on 1290 kc. WOMP-FM
is on 100.9 mc with 9 kw.
• WCMI-AM-FM Ashland, Ky.: Sold
by Frederic Gregg Jr. to WOMP Inc.,
headed by Donald J. Horton (see above)
for $163,000. WCMI is on 1340 kc and
is a 1 kw daytimer. WCMI-FM is on
93.7 mc with 2.75 kw.
• KGYN Guymon, Okla.: 60% interest
sold by Gray family and H.C. Hitch Jr.
for $98,250 to T.M. Raburn Jr. (now
40% owner). KGYN is a 1 kw daytimer on 1490 kc.

goop

To get complete information about
a broadcast property, the experienced staff of Blackburn
& Company researches every
aspect of a station. Every qualified
potential buyer can be assured of
accuracy in every negotiation
with Blackburn & Company.
NEGOTIATIONS

FINANCING

ffilackbwyn
&
Incorporated

APPRAISALS

Company

RADIO - TV - NEWSPAPER BROKERS
ATLANTA
MIDWEST
WEST COAST
WASHINGTON, D.C.
Colin M. Selph
Clifford B. Marshall
James W. Blackburn
H. W. Cassill
William B. Ryan
Calif. Bank Bldg.
Jack V. Harvey
Stanley
Whitaker
Robert M. Baird
9441 Wilshire Blvd.
333 N. Michigan Ave.
Joseph M. Sitrick
Healey Building
Beverly Hills, Calif.
Chicago, Illinois
Washington Building
CRestview 4-2770
JAckson
5-1576
Financial
6-6460
STerling 3-4341
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KHQ builds new tower
KHQ-AM-FM-TV Spokane is building a new 903-foot antenna that will
tower 4,549 feet above sea level, on
Krell Hill, a mountain site southeast of
the city and three miles from the present KHQ-TV tower, R. O. Dunning,
president, announced. The existing antenna on Moran Prairie will remain in
use for radio transmission. RCA has
been awarded the contract for the new
tower, with construction to begin as
soon as weather permits and completion
scheduled for Sept. 15, 1960. Two tv
antennas and two tv transmitters,
coupled with emergency power equipment, will enable KHQ-TV to remain
on-the-air under almost any conditions,
he commented. Concurrently, KHQ's
new studio and office building is under
construction with completion anticipated next October. The aluminum,
glass and marble-faced building will
have 37,000 feet of floor space, with
both indoor and outdoor studio facilities.
BROADCASTING, December 28, 1959

NOTICE TO EDITORS — For more than 30 years, Metropolitan Life
has sponsored advertising messages on national health and safety.
Because of public interest in the subject matter of these advertisements, Metropolitan offers all news editors (including radio news
editors) free use of the text of each advertisement in this series.

How

many

home

Look closely at the picture above and you'll
find a number of potentially dangerous situations that could cause fatal or disabling
accidents — perhaps without your realizing it
— in your own home.
Notice the turned-up corner of the rug,
the skates on the floor and the books on the
staircase. Each of these is an invitation to a
fall — and falls cause over 13,000 home fatalities ayear.
Always keep stairways free of obstructions, provide a storage place for toys —
and teach children to keep them there. Rugs,
of course, should be made trip and slide
proof to prevent tripping or skidding.
See the that
openoverfire1 500
without
screen?
It's
estimated
homes a are
attacked
by fire each day — some of them because
open fireplaces are not properly screened.
Fireplaces should be screened — especially
for the safety of toddlers.
Did you spot the frayed electric cord lead-

accident
ing to the
shock, or
cords and
home are

The text may be used in regular health features, health columns
or health reports with or without credit to Metropolitan. The
Company gladly makes this material available to editors as one
phase of
public-service advertising in behalf of the nation's
health
and itssafety.

hazards

can

table lamp? It could cause severe
a painful burn. Be sure that all
electrical outlets throughout your
in good repair.

Notice the heavy vase on the table? An
inquisitive youngster could reach it easily
. . . and pull it over on himself. Keep heavy
objects in the center of the table.
What about other potential"danger spots"
in your home? The bathroom can be especially dangerous — if medicines are left where
young children can get at them. All medicines should be kept in a secure storage
place. And so should household preparations including bleach, lye, insecticides and
cleaning fluids.

you

find

here?

Poisoning from such common household
supplies is now one of the most frequent medical emergencies among young children.
Two of the important precautions to take
in the kitchen are: keep sharp knives in a
special rack on the wall; be sure that curtains do not hang where they can blow over
an open flame.
Last year home accidents took the lives
of 28,000 Americans and caused over four
million disabling injuries.
Why not inspect your home now for potential sources of accidents — and make the
necessary repairs, rearrangements or arrange for their removal? If you do so, your
home can be much safer.

Metropolitan Life
INSURANCE COMPANY©
A MUTUAL COMPANY. 1 MADISON AVE.. N V. IO N Y.

THE LIGHT
THAT
NEVER FAILS
■ ...
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Adam

Young

makes

new type radio survey
Adam Young Inc., New York, radio
station representative, has announced
publication by The Pulse Inc. of "advertiser area" radio surveys of the
Tulsa and Pittsburgh markets. Holding the position that current surveys
do not give the radio advertiser exactly
what he wants, the Adam Young organization last April asked advertising agencies for their opinions of valid survey
areas for the Pittsburgh and Tulsa markets, based upon merchandising and
marketing consideration associated with
these two markets. A total of 80 agencies participated. The Young firm feels
the new research approach will ease the
burden of timebuyers, "who are too
often faced with a myriad of 'area'
reports for a single market" according
to Frank G. Boehm, vice president for
research, at Adam Young.
Mr. Boehm said the two Pulse surveys, which were conducted in October,
"represent a real step towards developing research that is advertiser-oriented,
rather than research which is labelled
promotion material and consequently
reflects poorly on the stations involved
as well as the medium itself. All too
often we have heard agency people express doubt as to the validity of some
research because they felt the station

imposed conditions on the survey company prior to the survey."
Basing the retail trading area of the
two markets on American Map Co.
definitions, the rep firm asked the participating agencies in the research experiment to make any changes they
thought necessary in the size of the
areas suggested, but there were not
enough dissenting votes to justify altering the originally proposed areas, according to Mr. Boehm. The reports
measure the total radio audience (inhome and out-of-home) from 6 a.m. to
6 p.m. during the Monday-through-Fri9-21. day periods of Sept. 16-27 and Oct.
Young represents KAKC
KQV Pittsburgh.
• Media

Tulsa and

reports

KADI signs on • KADI (FM) St.
Charles, Mo., was to commence operations Tuesday (Dec. 22). The station
duplicates programming of KADY
there until the sister station signs off at
sundown. The fm outlet then originates
its own programs until midnight. KADI
is on 96.5 mc with 24.7 kw.
Mutual adds and subtracts • Mutual
reports a total of 13 stations are in the
process of joining the network. They
are: WORL
Boston, WESX Salem,

Expansion reviewed and planned • Five-day meeting of radio and tv
station managers of Transcontinent Television Corp., completed recently
in New York, heard President David C. Moore report "substantial growth"
in 1959 and predict "continued expansion" in 1960. Meeting examined all
major phases of station operation including programming, sales, NAB
Code, news and public affairs, advertising and promotion, video tape, fm,
editorializing, 1960 political programming, liaison with national representatives and also heard presentation, "A Five-year Look Ahead in Broadcasting," by Richard P. Doherty, president, Television-Radio Management Corp.
Attending were (1 to r, seated):
Jack Keiner, KFMB San Diego; George
Whitney, vice president-general manager, KFMB-AM-FM-TV; Clifford M.
Kirtland, vice president, Transcontinent; David C. Moore, president, Transcontinent; Gunnar O. Wiig, WROC-TV Rochester; George Stevens, vice
president, Transcontinent; William P. Dix, WGR-AM-FM-TV Buffalo'; Van
Beuren
DeVries, WGR-AM-FM-TV general manager; standing, Bill' Fox,
KFMB-TV;
Arthur Martensen, KERO-TV Bakersfield, Calif.; Thomas
Shelburn, WNEP-TV Scranton-Wilkes Barre, Pa.; Karl Hoffman, engineering vice president, Transcontinent.
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WTYM Springfield, all Massachusetts;
WTWN St. Johnsbury, WIKE Newport, both Vermont; KLOQ Yakima,
Wash; KBKC Kansas City, Mo.; WROD
Daytona Beach, WTMC Ocala, both
Florida; WGTM Wilson, N.C.; WRIB
Providence, R.I.; WKXV Knoxville,
Tenn., and WEOW Terre Haute, Ind.
MBS President Robert F. Hurleigh also
reported that KOBY San Francisco,
which joined the network last August
will revert to non-network status effecNov. tive
30).May 4, 1960. (Broadcasting,
New CBS stations • Two California
radio stations owned and operated by
the McClatchy Newspapers, Sacramento, will join CBS Radio on Jan. 4,
1960, according to William A. Schudt
Jr., vice president in charge of affiliate
relations for the network. KFBK Sacramento, afull-time 50 kw outlet on
1530 kc, will replace KROY there,
which leaves the network on Jan. 3.
KBEE Modesto, which has 1 kw power
on 970 kc, will enter the network as a
full primary affiliate. KFBK assumes
that status on June 1. KERN Bakersfield, Calif., another McClatchy station, has been a CBS affiliate since May
15, 1945.
KREX re-affiliating • KREX Grand
Junction, Colo., is switching from MBS
to CBS.
New ABC affiliates • The number of
ABC Radio affiliates totals 357 with
the addition of WYNK (formerly
WEND) Baton Rouge, La., and KOZE
Lewiston, Idaho. WYNK operates with
500 w on 1380 kc. Ronald Gomez is
general manager. KOZE has a kw-D
and 1 kw-N power on 1300 kc. Eugene
A. Hamblin is general manager and coowner with John H. Matlock.
Other new ABC affiliates are WDOE
Dunkirk, N.Y., WARN Fort Pierce and
WMEG Eau Gallie, both Florida, affiliated with ABC Radio network
Dec. 3, WDOE, owned and operated
by Lake Shore Broadcasting Co., operates with 500 w on 1410 kc. WARN,
owned and operated by South Jersey
Broadcasting Co., has 1 kw power on
1330 kc. WMEG, owned and operated
by Mel-Eau Broadcasting Corp.. is on
920 kc with 1 kw.
WALL survey results • WALL Middletown, N.Y., announced the results of a
comparative survey taken to find the
hours spent by townspeople listening
to the radio versus hours spent reading newspapers. Results in greater Middletown show that 20.9 hours are spent
in radio listening each week, while newspaper reading accounts for 8.1 hours
weekly. In the Middletown trading area
(comprising nine townships) radio
averaged 17.4 hours and newspapers
7.7 hours.
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Fm surveyed • WTMJ-FM Milwaukee
has made two surveys of its market.
The first shows an increase of nearly
13% in fm set ownership in Greater
Milwaukee in 1959's first nine months.
The other survey, of Milwaukee distributors, shows 12,718 fm sets purchased in the same period. About 35%
of Milwaukee's homes are fm equipped.
San Diego's fm pulse • A Pulse study
for the San Diego metropolitan area
has been released for the months of
Sept. -Oct. The study showed that the
5 separately programmed fm stations
in the area ranged from 2,911 listening homes to 53,076 out of total 132,360 fm homes (a 39.4% penetration.)
A total of 8.1% or 10,721 business establishments listened to fm while at
work, which resulted in a business establishment circulation of 1,709 to 5,361
per station.
In Pittsburgh too • WKJF (FM) Pittsburgh released a report on a qualitative
audience survey. Mailed to 500 random
listeners, the study showed that average
listening is 5 hours per day. Other findings: Preferred listening hours are from
6 to 9 p.m.; professional people make
up the largest segment of listeners; 53%
of the listeners have an annual income
of from $5,000 to $10,000.
Vtr for etv • Educational WENH (TV)
Durham, N.H., has accepted a video
tape recorder from National Educational Tv & Radio Center with the aid
of a $12,375 grant from SpauldingPotter Charitable Trusts. The money is
for air conditioning and test equipment
needed to install the recorder. Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing Co. has
given WENH $10,000-worth of tv tape.
New studios • Catalina Island studios
of KBIG are being moved from Renton
Pass, five miles up in the mountains, to
a new building in downtown Avalon,
directly overlooking Avalon Bay. As
planned by the architectural firm of
Pleger, Blurock, Hougan & Ellerbroek,
the contemporary two-story building will
house main studios, control room, offices, carport and a sponsor entertainment center. The new studios will be in
operation by spring, according to Alvan
C. Clemence, general contractor.
Stations honored • The Wilmington
Businessmen's Civic Assn. has presented plaques to the city's broadcasters for
"outstanding public service." The stations were cited for playing an important
part in the continuing development of
Wilmington, Del.
KTBC-AM-TV building • KTBC-AMTV Austin, Tex., will have a new home
next summer. Under construction is a
building that will give the stations about
six times more working space than presBROADCASTING, December 28, 1959

Code subscribers
NAB's tv code and radio standards have been given a shot-inthe-arm by the publicity centering
around quiz-rigging and payola
charges as towell
as FCC's
pointed
references
industry
ethics.
The increase in tv code subscriptions isnearing 40% — from
269 to 340 in the last few weeks.
At the weekend nearly two-thirds
of the operating comercial tv
stations were subscribers to the
code.
Similarly the number of subscribers tothe radio standards has
increased nearly a third — from
611 to 819 am stations in a
month or well over half the 1,533
members. Only NAB member
stations can subscribe to the radio
standards whereas all tv stations
are eligible to become code subscribers. NAB's Standards of
Radio Practice Committee has
recommended that non-member
radio stations be made eligible to
subscribe to the standards.
ent facilities. KTBC-TV will have a
studio with a 36 ft. high ceiling and a
floor space of 2,500 sq. ft. The radio
facility will include a 500 sq. ft. studio.
KPLR-TV videocruiser • KPLR-TV St.
Louis is using a custom-made mobile
unit. The 30-ft. long unit was designed
by station staffers to telecast remote
video tape or live programs. KPLRTV's videocruiser is equipped with one
of the station's Ampex Videotape recorders. Other gear includes: four tv
cameras, their control units, power supplies, sync generators, four 17-inch
video monitors, eight-channel audio
console, intercom system, audio monitoring system, two turntables, mobile
phone transmitter-receiver, and a fiveton air conditioner.
Relocated • Good Music Broadcasters
Inc., N.Y., formerly at 52 Vanderbilt
Ave., has moved to 355 Lexington Ave.,
Zone 17. Telephone: Yukon 6-2680.
WAFC-FM separates • WAFC-FM
Staunton, Va., which formerly duplicated WAFC, has started programming
for itself. The fm station broadcasts album music 8 a.m.-6 p.m. with
WAFC then goes independent until 11
p.m. with classics and sports. WAFCFM is on 93.5 mc with 900 w.
New location • KISN Vancouver,
Wash. — Portland, Ore. has moved to
new studios at 10th and W. Burnside
Sts., Portland. Studios are at street
level with large picture windows showcasing the 24-hour programming
operation.
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Lewine

If the broadcast climate is undergoing a change — as many leaders in
radio and tv believe — CBS Inc's film
making arm expects to be prepared.
As expressed by Robert F. Lewine,
vice president in charge of programs
at CBS Films, there will be a "slow
move" in networking "to more quality
offerings in prime time." Mr. Lewine
believes changes will be obvious by the
next (1960-61) season.
In any event, CBS Films is mapping
a general blueprint for the future along
these lines. Its stress, according to Mr.
Lewine, will be on building network
sales as well as change in emphasis to
quality programming.
CBS Films, he said in an interview,
wants to draw top-notch producers and
directors to do the skilled job required.
Mr. Lewine says his company seeks
"producers who have track records to
bear out their own good taste and qualitative achievements. CBS Films will
offer to work as partner.
There's a problem in this blueprint,
he admits. This is the fact that some
producers — "the demand is greater than
the supply" — are tied to a single network. But, says Mr. Lewine, CBS Films
can offer something more — "we can
widen the market for the producer."
Oppenheimer Signed • Best illustration of what Mr. Lewine favors is the
newly-announced CBS Films' contract
with Jess Oppenheimer, who created /
Love Lucy and who served as executive
producer for "The Wonderful World
of Entertainment" first telecast on NBC
Ford Startime series. Mr. Oppenheimer
will make a pliot for a new comedy
series aimed for network sale next season. His credits include executive producer, General Motors' 50th anniversary show telecast in 1957 and Ben
Hecht's "Third Commandment" on
NBC-TV's Kaleidoscope.
Notes Mr. Lewine: "Company is
known by the company it keeps." Or
in plain words, CBS Films seeks to create an image of "quality-type" programming in the eyes of advertisers and of
the three networks. He says CBS Films
can and ought to capitalize on the CBSTV "Entre" (the image already created
in the minds of viewers).
What's "quality" in Mr. Lewine's
lexicon? For one thing, he says production must be of high calibre. The
program must be in "good taste with
no violence." By deemphasizing violence, Mr. Lewine notes, it's not necessary to strip the cowboy of his gun belt
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FOCUSES
sees

move

ON

toward

progress

but the story need not be judged on
how many characters bite the dust.
"There can be conflict without violence," he explains.
There's always been quality programming in tv, Mr. Lewine observes. But,
he continues, the advertiser conscious of
its own image doesn't care what's been
on the screen in past years — "it's 'What
are you doing for me now?' " He prescience.dicts more image buying with a conWhaf s Ahead • CBS Films has budgeted for production of 12 pilots during
1960. But a more realistic appraisal is
eight pilots next year, split evenly — four
for network or national advertiser sale,
and four for syndication. This formula
is not fixed, however.
Mr. Lewine asserts CBS Films would
rather have the respect for the "few
quality shows" it can offer than for 20
run-of-the-mill series. "We'll have a
smaller sample case," he added. The
Here are the next 10 days of network
color shows (all times are EST).
NBC -TV
Dec. 28-31, Jan. 1, 4-6 (11-11:30 a.m.)
Price Is Right, participating sponsorship.
Dec. 28-31, Jan. 4-6 (12:30-1 p.m.) It
Could Be You, participating sponsorship.
Dec. 28. Jan. 4 (10-11 p.m.) Steve
Allen
Plymouth Show, Plymouth through
N.W. Ayer.
Dec 29, Jan. 5 (9-9:30 p.m.) Arthur
Murray Party, P. Lorillard through Lennen & Newell and Sterling Drug through
Norman, Craig & Kummel.
Dec. 29, Jan. 5 (9:30-10:30 p.m.) Ford
Startime, Ford through J. Walter Thompson.
Dec. 30, Jan. 6 (8:30-9 p.m.) Price Is
Right, Lever through Ogilvy, Benson &
Mather
Thompson.and Spediel through J. Walter
Dec. Music
30, Jan.Hall,6 (9-10
Kraft
Kraft p.m.)
throughPerryJ. Como's
Walter
Thompson.
Dec. 31 (9:30-10 p.m.) Ford Show, Ford
through J. Walter Thompson.
Jan. ment
1 Of(11:30
-1:45 p.m.)
Roses a.m.
Parade,
MinuteTournaMaid
through Ted Bates.
Jan. 1 (l:45-conclusion) Sugar Bowl
Football Game, Phillies through Wermen
& Schorr.
Jan. 1 (8:30-9:30 p.m.) Bell Telephone
Hour, AT&T through N.W. Ayer.
Jan. 2 (10-10:30 a.m.) Howdy Doody
Show,
Bates. Continental Baking through Ted
Jan. 2 (10:30-11 a.m.) Ruff And Reddy
Show, Mars through Knox Reeves and
Borden through Benton & Bowles.
Jan. 2 (2:30 p.m.-conclusion) NBA
Basketball, Bayuk cigars through Wermen
& Schorr.
Jan. 2 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Bonanza, RCA
through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
Jan.through
3 (8-9Reach
p.m.)McClinton.
Sunday Showcase,
Breck
Jan. 3 (9-10 p.m.) Chevy Show, Chevrolet through Campbell Ewald.

QUALITY
in prime

time
drive toward a new CBS Films image
has been underway for sometime. Under Sam Cook Digges, administrative
vice president, the company was reorganized in 1959. Mr. Lewine was
brought in from his former programming vice presidency at NBC-TV and
other posts in the organization were
strengthened.
This Year • The company placed U.S.
Border Patrol in syndication in April
(Amoco sponsors in 73 markets and the
series is in 57 others); Phil Silvers
Show and Trackdown — both former
CBS-TV programs — were syndicated
(Silvers as Sgt. Bilko) and respectively
play in 122 markets (69 for Carling
Brewing Co.) and 65 markets. The taped
Robert Herridge Theatre went into production in April with 22 shows expected to be ready by yearend.
Other top properties: Whirlybirds,
which has 111 episodes and now is in
135 markets (75 for Continental Oil Co.)
and production completed on 39 episodes of Colonel Flack and Rendezvous
series. CBS Films has such staples as
Annie Oakley (120 markets), Our Miss
Brooks (108 markets); Amos '«' Andy
(102 markets), San Francisco Beat (97
markets and formerly on CBS-TV as
The Lineup) and The Honeymooners
tion).
(75 markets — all second-run syndica-

Activities include Terry toons (88 markets), syndicated in the U.S. and aboard,
and distribution overseas of various network vehiciles, Perry Mason and Gunsmoke principally, and syndicated propLucy. erties such as Whirlybirds and / Love
AP

staff

barred

from

political appearances
The Associated Press has circulated
a memorandum to staffers, reminding
them that, as in the past, AP correspondents are prohibited from making
appearances on political forums of any
kind during election years. The ruling
includes radio and television programs.
The memo scoffed at published reports that this policy was related in any
way to tv quiz disclosures or to other
broadcast investigations, noting that
has been a long-standing method of
operation during elections years. AP
pointed out that members may still appear on radio-tv programs that have
no connection with politics.
A spokesman acknowledged that AP
staffer Jack Bell did not appear on
BROADCASTING, December 28, 1959

CBS-TV's Face the Nation program on
Dec. 13 because of the company's
edict since "we feel electioneering is
already upon us." He characterized as
"ridiculous" a report that AP was instituting the ban because of growing
rivalry between newspapers and tv, adding that AP serves more than 1,800
radio-tv clients.
United Press International spokesman said the company has no edict
governing outside appearances by its
staffers.
CBS-TV
plans prime
public affairs time
CBS-TV is setting aside a prime hour
next year for programming of an informational, cultural and educational nature, it was announced last week by
James T. Aubrey Jr., president of the
tv network. The project, called "a major
programming effort," will run 52 weeks
in a time yet to be assigned during the
1960-61 season. Resources of the program department and CBS News and
those of major arts and sciences groups
will be utilized to explore "great issues"
of the past, present and future. One
phase will be an expansion of CBS Reports which has been on an irregular
monthly basis this season.
NBC-TV earlier this month set aside
a Saturday hour for a special report
by its news, public affairs and special
projects departments (Broadcasting,
Dec. 14). This program, starting Jan.
23, 9:30-10:30 p.m. EST, has been
titled Worldwide '60.
Plan

Churchill

series

A weekly, half-hour tv film series,
based on the six volumes of Sir Winston Churchill's memoirs, will be presented on ABC-TV next fall, it has
been announced by Thomas W. Moore,
ABC-TV vice president in charge of
programming.
The network acquired the U.S. rights
to the series from Screen Gems Inc.
and producer Jack Le Vien, holders of
the world rights. Production of the
series will be handled by ABC in association with Mr. Le Vien. Screen
Gems will handle distribution in other
parts of the world.
Each program will be devoted to an
episode in history, dating back to 1919,
in which Sir Winston played a part.
The series will feature his written words,
his voice and the man himself. Among
the world leaders to be interviewed for
the series are President Dwight D.
Eisenhower, former President Harry S.
Truman, the Duke of Windsor, Sir
Anthony Eden, Viscount Montgomery,
Bernard Baruch, Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt and German, Italian, Japanese and
Russian officials.
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End

writers

strike;

new contract signed
Writers Guild of America ended its
strike against six independent motion
picture producing companies Dec. 22,
when new five-year contracts were accepted by Edward Small Productions,
Global Productions, Eclipse Films, Reliance Films, Superior Pictures and
World Films. The contract, same as
the one taken last month by five other
independent picture producers (Broadcasting, Nov. 9), includes recognition
of the right of members of the motion
picture guilds and unions to participate
in revenues derived from the sale of
post-'48 theatrical motion pictures to
television, and increase in minimums,
separation of rights for original material where the writer reserves publication, and the right to reopen discussions for pictures produced for pay tv.
The major point, that of payment
for theatrical films sold to television,
calls for writers to receive 2.4% of
the gross, or 4% of the gross after
an allowance of 40% for distribution
costs. These terms will not become effective until a general overall industry
pattern has been achieved, which tentatively would give another 2.4% of
the gross of directors, 7.2% to actors
and 3% to the crafts unions, chiefly
the IATSE locals, or a total of 15% in
all (Broadcasting, Nov. 16).
WGA members have authorized the
board to call a strike against the major
motion picture companies at any time
(Broadcasting, Nov. 9), following a
breakdown in negotiations over the
Guild's demand for a share of the proceeds from the sale of theatrical films
to tv, no strike call against the majors
has yet been made, although it has
been expected momentarily for weeks.
WGA is currently in negotiations with
the alliance of independent tv film producers for a new agreement to succeed
the current one, which expires Jan.
15, 1960.
Guild
unions

head
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urges

to unite

Leith Stevens, president of the Composers & Lyricists Guild of America,
sent a letter Dec. 15 to several unions
and guilds with allied interests, urging them to discuss joining forces to
negotiate with film producers. The issue in contention is rights on theatrical
motion pictures released to either tv
or pay tv. Recipients of Mr. Stevens'
letter: Screen Actors Guild; Society of
Motion Picture Art Directors; Screen
Directors Guild of America; Musicians
Guild of America. No date has been set
for the meeting.
Mr. Stevens noted that the fight for
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a share of profits in the pictures to
which the union members have contributed— post 1948 productions offered to tv or pay tv — has brought
much strife, including a threatened
strike by MGA. One Guild alone
would need to stage a long, expensive
strike which would throw the other
unions out of work. When that strike
was settled, the other organizations
would each have to strike separately
for their rights, he stated. The CLGA
president recommended that one body
representing talent and labor should
meet with another representing the
producers' associations to arrive at one
single percentage of profits to be divided by the talent and labor groups.
Mr. Stevens further proposed the "organization of an impartial body perhaps headed by an outstanding figure
from outside the industry, to consider
the contribution of the various participants in the production of the picture "in dividing the money ceded to
talent and labor through the negotiations.

Guild of America on the West Coast
and the Radio & Television Directors
Guild in the East, has been attempting
to "create the impression" that it services eastern film producers. SDIG said
that in order to direct films in the East,
directors must be members of SDIG.
FILM
Ten

news

likes

The public is generally satisfied
with the quality and type of radio
news broadacst in the Denver area,
showing a decided preference for
local newscasts over other types, according to a study conducted at the
U. of Denver Graduate College. The
study was handled by Barry C.
Trader, graduate student, with results based on 425 questionnaires
mailed in the Denver area.
Morning was found to be the most
popular period for news listening in
Denver homes, with night running
second. Only one home reported it
did not have a radio. Locally produced newscasts were heavily preferred over network news programs.
A huge majority of respondents,
350, preferred newscasts that go into
some detail as against 48 who preferred those that include only headlines.
Preference for straight news reporting over commentaries ran 2to-1, and a heavy majority (220-to135) opposed expression of opinion
on controversial matters. A good ma52 (PROGRAMMING)

tv firms

vote

to file for charter
Incorporation of Television Program
Export Assn. was begun two weeks ago
amid reports that a rival tv film export
group is in the planning stages.
The move to incorporate was adopted
at a New York meeting called by Merle
lones, president of the CBS Television
Stations Div. and temporary chairman
of the organizing committee. It directed
William H. Fineshriber Ir., consultant
and George Muchnic, counsel, to file
all necessary papers.
Present or represented at the meeting
were spokesmen for 17 of the companies engaged in tv program export,
said to account for an estimated 90%
of American tv program distribution
abroad. Companies which voted for
immediate establishment of the association were: ABC Films Inc., CBS Films
Inc., Loew's Inc. (MGM-TV), William
Morris Agency (Four Star Films Inc.),
MCA-TV Ltd., NBC, National Telefilm
Assoc., Bernard L. Schubert Inc..

Guild serves notice
The Screen Directors International
Guild has served notice on the newlyorganized Directors Guild of America
that SDIG remains "the sole bargaining agent for film directors in the East."
SDIG claimed that DGA, formed out
of a merger of the Screen Directors

Radio

EXPORTERS

&

dislikes

studied

jority preferred newscasts preceded
by headlines to those without headlines. On the other hand an overwhelming number disapproved the
use of sirens, buzzers and other
sound effects in newscasts.
As to specific length of newscasts,
the returns showed 224 prefer 15
minutes; 125, 10 minutes, and 52,
five minutes. A majority would like
to hear a daily five-minute news program devoted to the background of
a single important news story. Similarly amajority reported interest in
news reports direct from the scene
of a particular news story. Minorities
of respondents had no favorite network newscaster.
Solid majorities said they thought
coverage of 15 types of news is
"about right" but substantial minorities wanted more international, national, state, local, traffic, religious
and education news. Minorities felt
there is too much weather, stock
market, political, labor and criminal
news. The minorities were satisfied
with the amount of women's news,
auto accidents and sports reports.

Corp.
Screen Gems Inc. and United Artists
There were no negative votes. It was
reported that companies abstaining
either were unable to make final commitment at the meeting or could not
be counted in the vote because their
telegrams or messages of commitment
had not covered this specific motion.
This group includes Official Films Inc.,
International Television Programs Inc.
(Ziv International), Flamingo Telefilm
Sales, 20th Century-Fox Television and
Fremantle Television Inc.
Prior to this meeting Dec. 15, Eric
Johnston, president of the Motion Picture Assn. of America, had announced
that he would propose the organization
of a tv film export asociation at the
next meeting of major film companies.
He envisaged that this association would
operate in a similar manner to the Motion Picture Export Assn., an affiliate
of MPAA, and utilize MPEA offices in
various part of the world.
Tv film officials expressed doubt that
Mr. Johnston would proceed with his
proposal in view of the action taken to
incorporate the Television Program Export Assn.
Survey

finds

adults

prefer adult westerns
Adults prefer adult westerns above all
other types of tv programs, except in
the higher income brackets, according
to an audience study conducted by two
graduate students at the Ohio State U.
speech department. Even in the highincome levels the western programs rank
second only to prestige 60-minute
dramas.
In a radio study, rock 'n' roll ranked
seventh among types of radio music preferred by adults and easily led as the
music most disliked by listeners.
The study was conducted in Columbus, Ohio, by Howard E. Hopf and
Raymond T. Bedwell Jr. under supervision of Harrison B. Summers, of the
speech department faculty. Information
was based on information from 1,154
families.
Total time devoted to tv viewing per
weekday by men over 19 averaged 2.4
hours, by women 3.92 hours. A breakdown of preferred news sources showed:
Men, 50% prefer newspapers, 30% tv
and 20% radio; women, 38% prefer tv
37% newspapers and 25% radio. It was
found that 78% of men and 77% of
women are "fairly regular" viewers of
tv news programs.
The order of television program preference by adults was : adult westerns,
prestige 60-minute dramas, play-by-play
sports, tv news, jazz, detective dramas,
musicals (sweet music), police or deBROADCASTING, December 28, 1959

tective, family comedy drama, regular
half-hour drama, comedy variety, feature motion pictures, adventure dramas,
courtroom re-enactments, panel programs, vaudeville variety, out-of-home
comedy drama, audience quiz, country
music variety, public affairs, humian interest, talk-variety and musicals with
modern music. Ratings were based on
"percentages who like" each type of
program and ranged from 60% for
western to 9% for modern musicals.
The radio music study showed rock
'n' roll easily preferred by those in the
14-18 age bracket, with popular music
(conservative arrangements) ranking
second. From 19-25 years rock 'n' roll
ranked second to conservative popular
music. Over 25 years found rock 'n' roll
preference declining rapidly, with popular music, waltz, standards, show tunes
and hymns among the most-favored
choices.
• Program

notes

Pirates on KDKA • The Pittsburgh
Pirates National League baseball games
will be originated at KDKA there for
the Pirates' radio network for the
fourth consecutive year next season.
Sponsors: Atlantic Refining Co., Phila.,
Pittsburgh Brewing Co. and Ford Dealers of Western Pennsylvania.
From Paris to London • Screen Gems
Ltd., announces that London has become the focal point of its entire
European sales operation with George
Blaugh, European sales supervisor
moving to London from Paris, where
he had made his headquarters for the
past two years. Lloyd Burns, vice president in charge of international operations for SG, makes his headquarters
in New York.
Business is better • Columbia Pictures
Corp., N.Y., reports that net profit for
the 13-week period ending Sept. 26,
1959 amounted to $886,000, as compared to $319,000 for the comparable
period of 1958. The board has voted a
stock dividend of 2V2 % on its outstanding common and voting trust certificates for common stock, payable on
Jan. 29, 1960, to holders of record at
the close of business on Dec. 29, 1959.
Air raid briefing • KKTV (TV) Colorado Springs, Colo., ran a 60-minute
civil defense "briefing" Dec. 11 in cooperation with the North American
Air Defense Command. The film, presented by the command's chiefs, dealt
with the form that air attack might
take and the methods of dealing with
it. NAADC has ordered copies of the
film for instructional purposes.
Art on etv • The U. of Texas is producing a $20,000 art series for the
BROADCASTING, December 28, 1959

Debate
The television debate is an "effective method" of correcting
published "distortions" on labormanagement squabbles and union
leaders ought to take a more active part in such radio-tv programs, the Chicago Federation of
Labor suggested last week.
The recommendation was made
in its weekly Chicago Federation
News in connection with issues
involved in the steel strike. Specifically, the CFL lauded the tv
debate on WGN-AM-TV Chicago
between David J. McDonald,
president of the United Steelworkers Union, and Joseph L.
Block, chairman of Inland Steel
Corp. (Broadcasting, Dec. 21).
"The unique program was television at its best — no script, no
disturbing props, and obviously no
rigging," the newspaper commented, adding the debate had effectively presented views of both
union and management. The tv
debate, it pointed out, can help
counteract "distortions ... as outlined in the editorial and news
pages of the nation's press."
National Educational Television & Radio Center, N.Y. Called Art and the
Western World, the series will be written and presented by Dr. Donald L.
Weismann of the university. The 13
half-hour programs will be videotaped
for presentation by 45 U.S. etv outlets.
Big library • Conley Electronics Corp.,
Skokie, 111., has purchased recording
rights to Lang-Worth Feature Program's
transcription library comprising some
5,000 different selections. The purchase
was announced Dec. 12 by Tom Parrish, audio programming director for
Conley's special products division. With
recording rights to Lang-Worth and
recent outright buy of Standard Radio
Transcription Services, Conley now has
access to some 12,000 selections,
claimed to give Conley one of the
largest background mood music libraries in the country.

A local public service campaign
meant big new- revenue to radio
station WTJS, Jackson, Tenn.
RCA Thesaurus provided the
plan ! Leslie Brooks, Assistant
Station Manager, describes what

Correspondent consolidated • Independent Television Corp. has acquired
all joint vested interests in Frontier Correspondent tv series from S-P Productions. The price was not given. S-P principals, Richard Sokolove and Ben Perry,
who created show and wrote and produced the pilot film, retain their royalty
and participation interest.

we're taking in $1,600, all new
New

Cops & robbers • Franklin Schaffner
and Alvin Boretz have signed contracts

155 East 24th Street • New York 10, N. Y.53
Chicago, Nashville, Atlanta, Dallas, Holly wood

happened :
"20 sponsors participating in
Thesaurus 'School Safety Campaign' five days a week . . . everyone enthusiastic about this great
community service feature . . .
and additional business."
revenue, anyone? Write today for RCA Thesaurus details !
THESAURUS

with NBC-TV to produce a new halfhour series, Headquarters, based on the
Quentin Reynolds book about the New
York Police Department. Mr. Schaffner will be executive producer and Mr.
Boretz story supervisor of the series,
which will start filming shortly in New
York.

New commercial company • The establishment of Filmex Inc., New York,
as a tv film commercial producing company has been announced by Robert Bergmann, president. Headquarters
will be at 339 E. 48th St., New York,
N.Y. Telephone is Plaza 2-0078. Mr.
Bergmann formerly was vice president
in charge of TV at Transfilm-Caravel,
New York producer of tv film commerciais and industrial films. Associated
with him in the new venture are other
former Transfilm-Caravel staffers, ineluding Wylie Adams, who has been
named vice president for client relations and service, and Dorothy Klein,
casting director and production associate. shepard Traube, a broadway and
Hollywood producer, has been named
creative director of Filmex.

Tombstone' hits 102 • Ziv Tv reports
that it has obtained alternate-s
ponsors
for Tombstone Territory for 14 markets
in the midwest for which Stroh Brewery earlier had signed for alternate
sponsorship. Advertisers to alternate
with Stroh include Brown & Williamson on WJW-TV Cleveland; the Kroger Co. on WKZO-TV
Kalamazoo,
Mich., and Economy Finance Corp.
on WFBM-TV Indianapolis. Remaining
sales were to stations. Total markets
sold: 102.
New division • Banner Films Inc.,
New York, distributor of feature films
New sales on 'McGraw' • ABC Films ,and tv fiim series, was announced
Inc. has sold Meet McGraw
tv film a new division called Banner Radio Co.
series in a total of 32 markets, includ- for syndicated radio programs. Charles
mg latest sales to WAGM-TV Presque McGregor, Banner films president, reIsle, Me.; WO AY-TV Oak Hill, W. Va.; ported Banner Radio will operate as a
WINK-TV Ft. Myers, Fla.; WHP-TV separate entity with Chick Vincent, vetHarnsburg, Pa.; KSTP-TV Minneap- eran radio producer and director signed
ohs; KGO-TV San Francisco; WKRG- to a long-term contract as creative head
TV Mobile, Ala., and WSJV-TV Elk- and vice president in charge of all prohart, Ind.
duction. A sales force is being organized
for an early 1960 start in sales to stations, Mr. McGregor said.
TOWERS
Astrological series • Carroll Righter,
whose daily newspaper column on asREFLECTORS
trology is syndicated by General Features, and agent Mitchell J. Hamilburg
BUILDINGS
• FIXED
have formed Righter-Hamilburg Productions in Hollywood for the produc• PORTABLE
tion of a daily, five-minute, filmed tv
Complete
series. Filming was reportedly started
installations
Dec. 15 for January sale to a national
for all
sponsor. The program will be sold on a
communications
basis of seven nighttime spots per week,
with repeats on the following mornings.
purposes
Mr. Righter will give daily forecasts for
viewers and discuss astrological aspects
4
A 4
affecting the lives of prominent personalities, itwas announced.
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Music service • Music of Distinction
Inc., N.Y., background music supplier,
announces the formation of Tapeway
Inc. as a subsidiary company for the
production of tapes and discs of background music and the re-recording of
old themes for radio and tv programs.
John Andrew is president of both companies, which are located at the Sheraton-Atlantic Hotel, Zone 1. Telephone:
Longacre 3-6696.
Camera Expose • Film shot by a
WLW-TV Cincinnati camera man covering alocal high school football game
aided police in identifying juveniles
who became involved in a brawl and
struck a policeman. The incident was
reported to have involved some 200

persons, but the film implicated only
three or four boys. Two plainclothes
policemen suffered minor injuries when
they attempted to aid a private guard
in breaking up the fight.
New outfit • The production-writingdirecting team of Andrew J. Fenady,
Irvin Kershner and Bernard Kowalski
have signed a seven-year exclusive contract with Goodson-Todman to produce
filmed properties for tv, starting with
Joaquin Murietta, scheduled to start on
ABC-TV next spring.
Spreading stories • Comedy scripts of
Jack Sterling's Morning Show on WCBS
New York are available for use by
morning personalities on other stations.
Barbton Inc., N.Y., Mr. Sterling's production company, handles the project
which has been named the Sterling
Script Service. Cost of the weekly script
package containing a minimum of 40
jokes and anecdotes, ranges from $5
to $50 depending on the size of the
market and station, with only one staice. tion in each market receiving the servThe last laugh • Studies by the
Schwerin Research Corp., New York,
indicate that an average 56% of viewers
find canned laughter and applause "obin its
latest Bulletinjectionable."
that Schwerin
it reported
had conducted
such studies in the past and completed
one recently on two situation comedies
— one with canned laughter, the other
without any background laughter. It
confirmed its earlier findings, Schwerin
said, and revealed that viewers actually
preferred programs without canned
laughter.
Tax tips • Expert advice and helpful
hints on filling out federal income tax
forms are offered in a new syndicated
feature available from WICH Norwich, Conn. The series of ten 30second tips have been taped by Lee
Gray, director of the J. K. Lasser Institute, which produced the best-selling book Your Income Tax. The feature is offered with scripts of questions
and answers for local announcers. Tax
Tips is WICH's second syndicated feature— theForecasts,
first being
OttowasGraham's
Football
which
carried
on 62 stations this fall.
On free loan • Association Films Inc.,
N.Y., has available for free loan to tv
stations a new 28-minute, black-andwhite, documentary film called CPA
presented by the American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants. The film
depicts a day in the life of a CPA.
Prints may be obtained from any one
of Association Films' branch libraries:
Ridgefield, N.J. (Broad at Elm), LaBRO ADC A STING, December 28, 1959

Grange, 111. (561 Hillgrove Ave.), San
Francisco (799 Stevenson St.), and
Dallas (1108 Jackson St.).
The master sleuth • The Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle Estate, England, has appointed Syd Rubin Enterprises Inc.,
N.Y., as sole American representative
for merchandising of product tie-ins
with Sherlock Holmes detective fiction.
A new tv series and a motion picture
based on the Sherlock Holmes stories
will be released in 1960, according to
Syd Rubin.
New film studio • Television Graphics
Inc., N.Y. commercial film producer, is
operating from a new studio at 3 W
61st St. The plant includes a stage 75x
200 ft. once used by the Metro Co.,
forerunner of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
The new quarters are shared with Film
Graphics Inc., industrial-educational
film producer. The firms were founded
in 1949 by Bernard Rubin and Lee
Blair. Headquarters for both companies
remain at 369 Lexington Ave., New
York.
Radio-tv scripts • Broadcaster's Aids,
a publicity service of Public Relations
Aids Inc., N.Y., announces a new daily
script service for women commentators
on radio and tv stations. Called "The
Script-Programmer," the service consists of daily scripts of approximately
one-minute in length, which are sent in
a monthly manuscript booklet providing subjects around which daily programs are built. The scripts tell housewives "how to do it," about new products and how to keep herself, her home
and family up-to-date on home life
topics, according to Jim Stanley, director of Broadcaster's Aids.
Religious children's show • Projected
series of 26 children's programs is
being produced by Fred Niles Productions, Chicago-Hollywood film firm, for
the National Lutheran Council, it was
announced last week. Production will
get underway in the next fortnight on
the series titled Light Time. A target
date of April 15 has been set for distribution to tv stations, according to Mr.
Niles. Production costs are being underwritten by the council, largest body of
U.S. Lutherans. The 15-minute programs will be offered without cost to
stations as a public service feature. The
series is described as a child inspirational series designed for ages 8-12. It
will utilize the services of Don Riggs,
Columbus (Ohio) tv personality.

'Bozo' down under • Sale of Bozo,
the Clown, to five Australian markets
Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane, Adelaide and Perth-Hobart, brings to 106
the number of stations carrying the animated cartoon series, Larry Harmon,
BROADCASTING, December 28, 1959

producer, reported. Negotiations are
under way, he said, to expand the program's present coverage in the continental U.S., Canada, Hawaii and Australia to Europe and the Orient.
Spanish added • Fremantle International Inc., N.Y., has acquired Steve
Canyon, half-hour adventure series
shown on NBC-TV last season, for distribution in Latin America. Spanishdubbed episodes will be ready for an
early 1960 start, it was reported. Distributing rights were arranged through
William Morris, N.Y.
Cartoons for Latins • Fremantle International Inc. and its subsidiary, Fremantle de Mexico, S.A., has acquired
for distribution in all Latin American

Stock exchange on tv • Viewers
along the Main Streets of the country are learning their way around
Wall Street as cameras of the New
York Stock Exchange take them past
shoulder of George Washington's
statue (above) and through the doors
beneath the columns. A half-hour
television show packaged by the
exchange isformation
part Program.
of itsItsInvestors'
mission: Into
educate potential investors on an institutional basis and remind them of
the four "cautions" (there's risk, set
aside an emergency fund before investing, don't buy on hot tips or
rumors and get advice from a reputable broker).
Eight stations in big and little
markets so far have programmed the
show, titled The Art of Investing, in
public service time. A taped radio
version, bearing the same title, has
been booked by 60 stations.
The Art is doing an educational
job for the securities business. That
is attested by a mail pull which over
each 13 weeks builds to around a

markets a package of 104 Spanishdubbed cartoons. Produced by Radio &
Television Packagers Inc., New York,
the cartoon package called Cartoon
Classics will be known in Latin America as Cuentos Magicos.
New western • Four Star Television's
new western series tentatively titled
Cowhand, starring Brian Keith, has
started production. The half-hour series,
being produced in partnership with
NBC-TV, is scheduled for the network
next fall. Four Star has also completed
negotiations with writers Madelyn
Pugh Martin and Bob Carroll, creators
of the original / Love Lucy series, to
write The Tom Ewell Show, a new tv
comedy series.

thousand requests for various booklets offered. The show also is helping
broadcasters get acquainted with the
local broker community, a sales area
still underdeveloped by broadcasters
in many markets.
Tv scripts call for a studio discussion of a different subject each
week by area experts. Slides and film
are integrated, with the booklet offer
keyed to the week's topic. Sample
subjects are who should invest, vocabulary of investing, investment
clubs and phony brokers. There's
an opportunity for answering viewer
questions and one station, KRNTTV Des Moines, installed a phone
on the set for question-answer segments. The Exchange also cooperates on special promotions. For the
run on WMAR-TV Baltimore an
exhibit was arranged at the Enoch
Pratt Free Library. Merchandising
aids are under consideration.
The tv and radio Art series, each
running 26 weeks, are produced by
Bob Gurvitz, NYSE manager of
radio-television services. These are
part of the broad program of Ruddick C. Lawrence, vice president in
charge of public relations and
market development. Other broadcast services include a series of 26
five-minutes films (programmed by
60 stations), monthly radio scripts
and tv price charts, a special hour
series on WRCA-TV New York,
newsreels and other film and documentary programs. New York's
municipal station WNYC broadcasts closing prices from the floor of
the Exchange daily. Reports also are
radioed around the world by Reuters
and the Armed Forces Radio Network. WIP Philadelphia gets a daily
summary by beeper telephone, a
service that may be broadened to
other markets in the future.
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Many delegates to the International
Telecommunications Conference which
ended last week in Geneva came away
with the belief that uhf will be the ultimate television service and that am
radio will give way to fm, at least in
Europe.
These views were given Broadcasting from Europe by FCC Comr. T. A.
M. Craven, who has been chairman of
the U.S. delegation to the Geneva conference. Mr. Craven plans to return to
the United States in mid-January.
"There is great interest in Europe,
particularly in England, Norway, Sweden and Denmark, in uhf television,"
Mr. Craven reported. "I would not be
surprised to see uhf the principal
method for television throughout the
world within 10 to 15 years."
"Fm sound broadcasting will come
into being in a big way in Europe very
soon," Comr. Craven, himself a worldrenowned communications engineer, reported. The new aural system in Western Germany is fm entirely.
Comr. Craven's comments — and
those of other delegates — coincide with
the views of numerous officials of
European communications operations
interviewed by a correspondent of
Broadcasting last Fall (Broadcasting,
Oct. 26). Sir Robert Fraser, director
general of Great Britain's Independent
Television Authority, and H. Carleton
Greene, who becomes director-general
of British Broadcasting Corp. on Jan.
1 , both said that uhf provided the only
indicated solution to the problem of
accommodating additional service and,
more particularly, color.
New Tv Band • The radio conference
in Geneva added a new band for broadcasting to the usable spectrum — 11,700
to 12,700 megacycles. This was done
on the basis of information that Western Germany has developed a "superior
system of television" using these frequencies, and that it expects to base
its national television service in this
band. The existing uhf band (ch. 14-83)
occupies the range 470-890 mc available for allocation in the U.S. And the
international limit for the radio spectrum, now set at 10,500 mc, was extended to 40,000 mc at Geneva.
In a formal statement, Comr. Craven said the radio conference recognized the most recent developments in
spectrum usage bv extending the space
to 40,000 mc. "This means," he said,
"the conference recognized that the useful radio spectrum space should be increased three times its present size."
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SWING
is predicted

The U.S. Delegation, the statement
said, "agrees unanimously that constructive results were achieved by the
conference." The existing international
regulations in force since 1947, were
completely revised to conform with
modern techniques and operating practices. Nearly 90 nations were represented, and while political difficulties
developed, they were coped with. The
conference lasted five months.
No changes were effected in allocations involving the various domestic
broadcast services in Region 2, which
embraces the North American continent. Nearly 6,000 different proposals
were submitted to revise existing international radio regulations.
Space for Space • Included among
the revisions of radio spectrum space
were new regulations covering international broadcasting, as well as assignment, for the first time in history of
international treaties, of facilities for
space research and radio astronomy.
Of significance was agreement on

Delegate Craven
He sees moves toward uhf, fm
new administrative procedures to enhance the efficiency of operation of stations assigned to particular services. By
tightening up procedures, accommodation of additional radio services will be
possible, particularly for new and developing nations. Today, the spectrum
is overloaded. Also agreed upon was use
of modern techniques through adoption
of stricter technical performance requirements for radio equipment.
In the sensitive international short-

TO

UHF

by Geneva

TV?

delegates

wave broadcasting area new regulations
were adopted for frequency management that should solve immediate as
well as long range problems. The procedure requires each administration to
inform the International Frequency
Registration Board in Geneva, six
months in advance, of their proposed
schedules of frequency usage for shortwave broadcasting four times a year.
The IFRB will adjust these schedules
to obtain the most compatible frequency usage for the particular season,
to be published two months in advance
of their being put into effect.
The new shortwave regulations will
become effective Jan. 1, 1960. The first
schedule is to be submitted by all user
nations by March 1, 1960 for observance in September and October of the
next year.
Less Congestion • Results accruing
from this system, according to U.S.
delegation members, should be reflected
in vast improvements in service and reductions inwaste, manpower and equipment, through reduction or elimination
of simultaneous broadcasts on alternative frequencies. Congestion of the
short-wave bands thus will be correspondingly decreased, it is contended.
"The purpose is clearly to reduce interference and to provide the fairest
and most compatible assignment of frequencies for more than 12,000 shortwave broadcasting transmitters operating throughout the world," it was said.
Agreement on the plan came on Dec.
12 after negotiations which began with
the opening of the conference in
August. The final form was opposed
only by the Soviet bloc, which had proposed that the procedure be tried experimental y for two years.
The agreement was regarded as significant because repeated previous efforts
to reconcile allocations for shortwave
had failed during the past dozen years.
In 1951, the IFRB had been instructed
to prepare a new plan for consideration
by the 1959 conference. Many countries had overstated their requirements,
and there was no prospect of widening
the hf broadcast bands because of the
congestion of other services and the
necessity of avoiding interference.
Technical Aid • Under the new procedure, IFRB is to provide new and
developing countries technical advice
on the assignment of frequencies under
various propagation conditions.
The procedure adopted was based on
a proposal developed by the U.S. delegation. The plan, ascribed to the U.S.
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Information Service, was presented by
George Jacobs, chief, Central Frequency Division. USIS, who served as
U.S. spokesman for the team assigned
to international broadcasting. Contributing, from the international aspect,
was another American, John H. Gayer,
a member of IFRB, who was reelected
for a second term two weeks ago.
Libero Oswaldo de Miranda, director of telegraphic services, Brazil, has
been elected chairman of the administrative council of the International Telecommunications Union. Vladimir Senk,
deputy director of Posts, Telegraph and
Telephone, Yugoslavia, was elected
deputy director. Elections took place
Dec. 16. Members of the administrative
council are Argentina, Brazil, Canada,
Colombia, United States, Mexico,
Spain, France, Italy, West Germany,
United Kingdom, Switzerland, Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia, USSR, Ethiopia,
Morocco, United Arab Republic, Tunisia, Australia, China, India, Iran,
Japan, Philippines.
In the

air, or by sea

Dutch

go commercial

In an effort to circumvent government regulations against commercial
broadcasting, a private Dutch company
is planning tv programs via a small
transmitter installed on an airplane.
Free Television Station Ltd. hopes to
have one airplane in operation over the
international territory of the North Sea
in January.
The company also revealed that it
plans to operate a "ship-board" radio
station from a vessel outside of the
Dutch three-mile zone. While plans for
commercial broadcasting by airplane
are unique, Denmark has employed the
"pirate ship" broadcasting technique
with their "Mercur" station which enjoys good financial results.
The Dutch "oceanic" radio scheme
has the cooperation of Dutch radio
distributors and importers, it was reported.
Ad writers club formed
Sam Fogel of Cockfield Brown has
been elected president of the newlyformed Advertising Writer's Assn. in
Vancouver, B.C., the fourth organization of its kind in North America. The
others are located in Toronto, Chicago
and San Francisco. The Vancouver
organization, however, differs slightly
from them in that it draws from writers
from all media while its predecessors
are strictly limited to agency writers.
Other officers elected were: Stan Bowdler, MacLaren Adv., and Bill Tattersall,
McConnell, Eastman and Co., vice
presidents; Elizabeth Turvey, CBC secretary and Tony Antonius, CKNW New
Westminster, treasurer.
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"
"KNOE
NO,
North -LAND
Louisiana, South
(embracingTHIS
industrial,IS
progressive
Arkansas, West Mississippi)
JUST LOOK AT THIS MARKET DATA
Population
1,520,100
Drug Sales
$ 40,355,000
Automotive Sales $ 299,539,000
Households
423,600
General Merchandise $ 148,789,000
Consumer Spendable Income
Total Retail Sales $1,286,255,000
$1,761,169,000
Food Sales
$ 300,486,000
KNOE-TV AVERAGES 78.5% SHARE OF AUDIENCE
According to April 1959 ARB we average 78.5% share of audience from Sign On to
Sign Off 7 days a weelc. During 361 weekly quarter hours it runs 80% to 100%, and for
278 weekly quarter hours 92% to 100%.
CBS
• ABC
A
James
A.
Noe Station
KNOE-TV
Channel 8
Represented by
Monroe, Louisiana
h-r Television, inc.
Photo: International Paper Company installations in Bastrop, Louisiana, including
two of its ten Southern Kraft Division paper mills, producing quality bleached
papers and container board; the Single Service Division, producing milk cartons;
and the Bag-Pak Division, producing multiwall bags.

"...and
the
viewers you donH pay for!"
In Indiana, these
when you are
buy Fort
Wayne
for 168,000 of 'em! Just like selling New
and South Bend -Elkhart in combination,
Haven, Connecticut free! Call your H-R
man for all the facts on this money-saving,
you earn a 10% discount. It's a market of two-station
TV buy! Call him today!
1,688,000 people, and you don't pay a cent
WKJGga
WSJV
SOUTH SEND - ELKHART
FORT WAYNE ^^■■■n^^
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Broadcast

The

Adv.

• Wallace C. Riddell, vp and media
director of Hoefer, Dietrich & Brown,
San Francisco advertising agency,
named to board of directors.
• Val Corradi, vp and account executive with D.P. Brother & Co., national
advertising agency, named senior vp.
Richard Iliff, account executive, elevated to vp. Both will remain in Detroit
office.
• G. Douglas Morris, formerly senior
vp at Lambert & Feasley, N.Y., to Warwick & Legler, that city, as vp in general
executive capacity. He will be in charge
of Drug Div. and member of accounts
management committee.
• Carl O. Uren, advertising manager
of Fisher Body Div. of General Motors,
Detroit, named assistant advertising
manager of Chevrolet.
• Robert W. Allrich, formerly account executive with Maxon Inc., appointed account supervisor on Norge appliance account at Keyes, Madden &
Jones, Chicago. Chester P. Holway,
formerly with Klau-Van Pietersom-Dunlap, Milwaukee, named copy director.
• Carl Schroeder, formerly Triangle
Publications and Dell editor, named vp
of Roche-Eckhoff & Assoc., Los Angeles advertising and pr firm. Mr.
Schroeder continues his own pr firm
as separate div. of R-E&A.
• Milton J. Stephan joins Bozell &
Jacobs, Omaha, Neb., advertising
agency, in creative and contact staff.
He previously was with KOIL and
KBON, both Omaha.
• Stephen J. Manhard, formerly with
D. P. Brother & Co., Detroit, appointed
director of sales promotion of Art Blum
Agency, San Francisco, advertising-pr
firm.

United

Press

&

FORTUNES

Media

• Dr. W.R.G. Baker, president of
Syracuse U. Research Corp. and formerly vp of GE, elected board chairman of new W.R.G. Baker Radio and
Television Corp. T.
Frank Dolan Jr.,

Dr. Baker

president
and treasurer of Edward
Joy
Co., elected president.
Daniel W. Casey, radio-tv director of
Flack Advertising Co.,
and Robert J. Conan president of

Pomeroy Organization, named vp's.
Richard N. Groves, president of R.N.
Groves Co., named secretary. Leonard
P. Markert, vp of Will & Baumer
Candle Co., named treasurer. The group
plans to engage in radio and tv broadcasting with emphasis on community
service. It will apply for next tv channel allocated to Syracuse, N.Y.
• H. Preston Peters, president of
Peters, Griffin, Woodward Inc., New
York, reelected to second term as president
of The Station Representatives Assn. Inc.
Also elected to serve
for 1960 were: John
P. Blair, vp, Eugene
Katz, treasurer,
Daren. F. McGavMr. Peters
ren, secretary, and
Frank M. Headley and Richard
O'Connell, directors, Adam Young
and Joseph J. Weed continue on board
of directors.
• William F. Waterbury, director of
operations of WBCB Levittown-Fairless Hills, Pa., promoted to president
and general manager. Jack Wellington appointed general sales manager.
Howard Keller named director of
regional sales.
• Kenneth J. Baugh, sales manager of
WPEO Peoria, 111., appointed general

International

news

produces!

manager, succeeding Guy Fowler,
named
to similar
position with WARM
Scranton,
Pa.
• Dave Miller, account executive with
WHK
Cleveland, promoted to general
sales manager.
• Bob DeBardelaben, formerly assistant manager of WKIX Raleigh, N.C.,
named general manager of WLAQ
Rome, Ga.
• William F. Schnaudt, formerly station manager of WICO Salisbury, Md.,
to WKNB West Hartford, Conn, as
general sales manager. Both are affiliates
of Beacon Broadcasting Co.
• Joseph F. Parsons, sales staff of
KHJ Hollywood, named national sales
manager. Bill McDowell appointed
local sales manager.
• George Allen Jr. appointed local
sales manager of KWIZ Santa Ana,
Calif. Roy McCullick, formerly in advertising sales of Pacific Tel. & Tel.,
named regional sales manager. He will
operate from Anaheim, Calif.
• Robert Pusey, formerly assistant
auditor of west coast operations of
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., appointed business manager of KPLX
(TV) San Francisco, a WBC affiliate.
• R. Earl Higgens, auditor of WJZTV Baltimore, named business manager. He will be responsible for all company financial operations.
• Walt Hawthorne, sales service
manager of KGW-TV Portland, Ore.,
named merchandising manager of
KGW-AM-TV, succeeding Fred Eichhorn, appointed national sales manager of KGW-TV.
• Michael
H. Bader, associate with
Haley, Wollenberg & Kenehan, Washington law firm, named partner, following withdrawal of Edward F. Kenehan.
The firm now is known as Haley, Wollenburg & Bader. Theodore Sky, formerly on SEC legal staff, joins firm as associate.
• George Sanders joins KPTV (TV)
Portland, Ore. as program manager.
• Herb Heiman, formerly with KQV
Pittsburgh, named program manager of
KRLA Los Angeles.
• Arch Andrews, formerly operations
director with KOWH Omaha, Neb., apDenver. pointed program director of KTLN
• Mrs. Pat Oliphint, formerly ABCTV productions coordinator, named
national sales service coordinator of
KABC Hollywood, succeeding Hilda
Rayfield, who resigned.
• Jack M. Duffield, formerly with
sales staff of KTTV (TV), named account executive with KTLA (TV), both
Los Angeles.
• Joe Month, formerly assistant continuity supervisor of WNBQ (TV) and
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Fletcher

named

Frank U. Fletcher, partner
in the Washington law firm of
Spearman & Roberson, has been
nominated to be the new president of the Federal Communications Bar Assn. He is now the
first vice president. The elections
will take place at the Jan. 8 annual meeting, with the annual
FCBA banquet taking place that
night at the Statler Hotel, Washington.
Other officers nominated: Robert M. Booth Jr., 1st vice president; Harold E. Mott, 2nd vice
president; Benedict P. Cottone,
secretary; James E. Greeley, assistant secretary; John T. Southmayd, treasurer.
To fill two vacancies on the
executive board, the following
were recommended for three-year
terms: Edward F. Kenehan and
John H. Midlen. Nomination is
tantamount to election.
WMAQ, both Chicago, joins KFI Los
Angeles as continuity editor. Terry
Mann, formerly director of media research with Foote, Cone & Belding,
joins KFI as account executive.
• Kevin R. Cash named news director
of WBZ Boston.

commercial writer with KELO-TV
Sioux Falls, S.D., named assistant to
Robert L. Nelson, assistant director
of research and sales promotion of
KNXT(TV) Los Angeles.

all publicity and exploitation activities
of both companies.

• Bob Hammond, formerly with KASK
Ontario, Calif., joins KBIQ(FM) Los
Angeles as account executive.

• Will Rogers Jr. named host of syndicated version of long-time network tv
series, Death Valley Days, retitled The
Pioneers for its non-network distribution to be handled by Crosby/ Brown
Productions.

• Carl Cederberg, formerly newscaster with WWJ, joins WJBK-TV, both
Detroit, in similar capacity.
• Duane A. Shupe, formerly sales
manager of KCSR Chadron, Neb., joins
sales staff of KEYZ Williston, N.D.
• Don Warnock joins KCMO
City as air personality.

Kansas

• Paul LaRiviere, formerly producerdirector in Hollywood, joins KEX-FM
Portland, Ore. as air personality.
Programming
• Jay H. Smolin, director of advertising, promotion and publicity for United
Artists Assoc., assumes additional duties for UA-TV in similar capacity. He
will headquarter in New York. Mr.
Smolin previously was director of advertising with NBC's California National Productions and brand advertising manager at Schenley distillers. Ben
Halpern, publicity manager of UA-TV
assumes additional duties as publicity
manager of UAA. He will coordinate

• Harry Goldstone, formerly with
United Artists Associated, joins Astor
Pictures as general sales manager.

Equipment & Eng'ring
j0$F*!*».r
• William T. Hack,
f
*'
formerly
president
of
Synco Resins,
Bethel,
•ft* ff Conn., elected presis, ^
»
dent of Audio Devices
3,
Inc., N.Y. He previCarbide
andwith
Carbon
'•.j^M
ously was
the
Mr. Hack
Chemical Corp.
• Robert E. Fender, formerly RCA
Thesaurus representative, appointed
sales executive of Programatic Broadcasting Service with offices in Dallas.
He will represent Programatic in central U.S.
• Loren A. Bailey, formerly engineer
with Long Lines Dept. of American
Tel. & Tel., N.Y., joins Page Communications Engineers Inc., Washington, as
senior staff engineer.
• Bernard R. Deschaine appointed

• Dan Rather, formerly news director
of KTRH, moves to KHOU-TV, both
Houston, in similar capacity.

• Robert Huth, formerly with Neagle
Outdoor Co., Oakland, Calif., to The
Katz Agency, San Francisco, in radio
sales department.
• Kyle Rote, captain of New York
Giants (football), joins WNEW New
York, as director of sports and community relations effective Jan. 4. His
duties will include broadcasting and
serving as goodwill ambassador for
station.
• Kenneth R. Kurtz, formerly news
director of WIS-TV Columbia, S.C.,
named Charleston news director for
WSAZ-TV Huntington and WKAZ
Charleston, W.Va., succeeding Bob
Horan who goes to pr department of
International Tel. & Tel., N.Y. Neil
Boggs, formerly news director of
WKAZ-AM-FM to WCHS-TV, both
Charleston, as news editor.

• Harry Hart, 25-year radio veteran,
joins WBAB Babylon, N.Y., as news
coordinator. He previously was with
WFIL Philadelphia, WHN (now
WMGM) New York and WTNJ Trenton, N.J.
• Robert J. Warner, promotional and
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WESTERN STATES — Long-established, fulltime,
single station market facility. Has solid earnings
record showing owner-manager annual income at
$25,000.00 or better level. Total price of $150,000.00
includes building and land evaluated at $25,000.00.
$43,500.00
down payment required. Balance payable
over ten years.
NORTHWEST— Fulltime station in growing market
with city zone population of over 25,000. Present net
position good but could be vastly improved by a
new sales-minded owner. Building and land at
$30,000-plus included in sale price of $75,000.00 —
$21,750.00 down and balance over ten years.
MOUNTAIN STATES— Well-equipped daytimer with
excellent dial position — can go fulltime on same
frequency. Last twelve months ownership earnings
close to $30,000.00. Gross in line with price of
$157,500.00.
Down paid
payment
$46,000.00
with remainder
out overof seven
years.needed—
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FINANCING
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contracts manager of Airtronics Inc.,
Washington subsidiary of Scovill Manufacturing Co., Waterbury Conn., maker
of electronic devices.
• Allyn B. Ostroski named director
of defense planning of Ling-Altec Electronics, Anaheim, Calif. Herbert D.
Copeland, formerly purchasing agent
for Magnavox Co. Research Lab,
named director of purchasing. Edwin
A. Andress, formerly chief engineer
of KERO-TV Bakersfield, Calif.,
joins sales staff.
• Charles T. Haist, formerly western
regional sales manager of G.E.'s radio,
tv and broadcasting equipment, named
western regional manager of computer
department with offices in San Francisco.
• Walter H. Canfield, sales manager
of Boone (N.C.) Div. of International
Resistance Co., Philadelphia, to promotion manager of marketing division.

• Gerald J. Ryan, formerly with advertising and sales department of Tidewater
Oil Co., joins Sylvania Electronic Tubes
(division of Sylvania Electronics Products Inc.) advertising department.
• Joseph M. Kees appointed manager
of Los Angeles office of General Precision Laboratory, Pleasantville, N.Y.,
maker of tv and telegraph communication systems and equipment.
• Francis L. Ross, formerly engineer
with Hughes Aircraft, Culver City,
Calif., to Semiconductor Div. of Sylvania Electric Products, Los Angeles,
as sales engineer.
• Charles F. Scott, formerly design
engineer on both Atlas and Jupiter
ICBM's, named eastern district regional
sales manager of Motorola's Semiconductor Products Div. He will operate
from Ridgefield, N.J.

EQUIPMENT
3M,

CBS

developing

new home tape system
Minnesota Mining and Mfg. Co., in
conjunction with CBS Labs Inc., is
moving full speed ahead on the development of a tape cartridge machine
designed for home consumer use.
The new product, slated to be unveiled sometime in 1960, is described
as a system involving a recorder and
several cartridges capable of playing,
rewinding and threading through automatic change processes. It's designed

&

• Ernest L. Bushnell, formerly
senior vp of CBS, forms Bushnell
Broadcasting Associates in Ottawa,
Canada. BBA will provide consulting
services for radio and tv in fields of
station requirements and management,
licenses, sponsors, advertising agencies
and producers. Location is 130 Slater
St., Ottawa.
• William R. Wilson, formerly with
Canadian Department of Defense Production, Ottawa, to technical advisor
of Board of Broadcast Governors,
Ottawa.
Deaths
• John M. Walter, 52, general manager of WJPG Green Bay, Wis., died
there Dec. 21 following stroke. Mr.
Walter was president of Wisconsin
Assn. of Broadcasters in 1949.

ENGINEERING

on the premise that tape eventually
will replace all records or discs and
revolutionize home music recording.
RCA already has announced its own
tape cartridge system and is believed
to have a production model. The 3MCBS Labs model is still in the development stage.
New

International

orthicon

tube

The Westinghouse Electronic Tube
Div., Elmira, has put a new image
orthicon tube on the market. It is guaranteed to last twice as long and priced

"only 20% more than present types
which cost about $1,200." One of the
tubes, guaranteed for 1,000 hours, was
put into service at KDKA-TV Pittsburgh and lasted 1,825 hours.
Other features listed for the tube by
Henry F. Frailey, Westinghouse power
tube operations manager, were ability
to produce clearer picture corners, better picture quality and stability. Image
retention, which accounts for most
image orthicon failures, Mr. Frailey
said, has been eliminated from the new
tube.
• Technical

topics

Ampex finances • George I. Long Jr.,
president of Ampex Corp., announced
record sales and income for the first
six months of the current fiscal year.
Sales were $30,002,000, up 86% over
last year and net income was $1,763,000, up 165%. Earnings per share were
80 cents, compared with 36 cents for
same period last year. Mr. Long also
said that company backlog orders were
currently about $18 million, up from
$13 million a year ago.

Less light needed • Sensitivity of General Electric Co.'s new television
camera tube, developed for Crosley Broadcasting Corp. and now being
offered generally (Broadcasting, Dec. 7), is dramatized in these pictures
released by GE last week. Picture at left was taken off monitor from pickup
by camera equipped with standard image orthicon. One right shows same
scene photographed using new tube, GL-7629. Authorities claim new tube
needs only 5-10% of the light needed for standard image orthicon, will
permit colorcasting in no more light than black-and-white now requires. It
sells for about $2,500, approximately double standard tube cost, but greater
depth of focus, twice as much life expectancy and freedom from "burn-in"
and "stickiness" are advantages claimed along with super-sensitivity.
60

Zenith expansion • Zenith Radio Corp.
has started construction of a $1.25
million addition to its plant on Chicago's northwest side. It's part of an
overall $7.5 million expansion program
authorized by the Zenith board last
January and will be utilized to extend
and relocate manufacturing and assembly operations of transistor radios and
other products among all its plants.
The addition will increase total floor
space from 462,000 to 577,000 square
feet upon completion next June.
3M to build • Minnesota Mining &

Mfg. Co., St. Paul, Minn., is to construct a$10 million, 14-story administration building at its research center
east of the city. Completion is slated for
early 1962. A two-story cafeteria and
an underground garage also will be constructed.
Shure stereo in Russia • Shure Bros.
Evanston, 111., announces its stereo pickups and microphones are currently being shown in principal Soviet cities as
part of the "American Recordings in
Russia" exhibit. They include the M3D
Stereo professional dynetic phono cartridge and M216 stereo studio dynetic
integrated arm and cartridge. Shure also
reported General Electric Co. has
adapted its Ten-Four microphone for
its new GE transistorized progress line
of mobile radios.
RCA to stations • RCA reports these
shipments: tv tape recorders — monochrome units to KHQ-TV Spokane,
Wash.; KIMA-TV Yakima, Wash.;
WHDH-TV Boston; WAVY-TV Norfolk-Portsmouth, Va.; Reeves Soundcraft at Danbury, Conn., and Army
Pictorial Center, Long Island (N.Y.);
antennas — superturnstile vhf to KSWOTV Lawton, Okla., and WGTV (TV)
Athens, Ga.; transmitters — 10-kw to
KXLF-TV Butte, Mont., and a 6-kw
to WTTG (TV) Washington, B.C.
Plant replacement • Sylvania Electric
Products Inc., N.Y., will start construction in early 1960 of a multi-million
dollar electron tube manufacturing plant
in Brookville, Pa., the company said
Dec. 3. The new 100,000-square-foot
installation will replace three existing
facilities in Brookville "as part of a continuing program of improving manufacturing methods and facilities to
maximum tube performance and life,"
according to Matthew D. Burns, president of Sylvania Electronic Tubes.
New Rohn tower • Rohn Manufacturing Co. (makers of communications
tower No. 40) Peoria, 111., has introduced heavy-duty tower No. 45. The
new tower goes up to 450 ft. when
guyed every 50 ft. under normal conditions. No. 45 is constructed in 18inch triangular pattern utilizing zigzag steel bracing, all electrically welded. The whole 10-ft. tower section is
hot-dip galvanized after fabrication.
Wescon deadline • Deadline for submitting technical papers for presentation at the Aug. 23-26 Western Electronic Show & Convention is May 1.
Papers should be sent to: Richard G.
Leitner, Chairman of the Technical
Program, Wescon Business Office, 1435
S. La Cienega Blvd., Los Angeles 35.
New monitor • Gates Radio Co., subsidiary of Harris-Intertype Corp., announces a new broadcast modulation
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monitor claimed to operate on a new
technical principle. The unit (model
5693) reads "true values" of positive
and negative peaks regardless of carrier shift, according to Gates. It gives
correct peak indications on single program pulses as short as about 50 milliseconds and measures true peak amplitude of program or tone regardless
of wave forms. The monitor can be
located at a transmitter and be operated by remote control.
Museum gift • CBS Labs, Stamford,
Conn., has given closed circuit television equipment to the new observatory of the Stamford Museum and
Nature Center. The equipment will
permit simultaneous viewing by several
hundred visitors of astronomic observations with the observatory's new 20inch convertible Cassegrain-Maksutov
telescope as well as microscopic observations. The tv installation could
eventually be linked directly to a
Stamford-wide educational tv system,
CBS Labs said.
Zoom lens • Zoomar Inc., Glen Cove,
N.Y., has introduced a new manually
controlled zoom lens for Vidicon
cameras. Designated the Mark VI-M,
the new lens has a zoom range of 6:1,
and is designed for operational control
of closed circuit tv equipment in educational and industrial tv as well as in
studio operations. Price: $800.
Corning ceramics • Corning Glass
Works, Corning, N.Y., has established
a manufacturing department for production of ceramic parts primarily for
electronics. The department will make
ceramic and sintered glass parts for
such products as power, microwave
and transmitting tubes. (Sintered glass,
marketed as "Multiform," is used by
Corning to make tv gun mounts, beads,
bases and bushings, etc.) Product of
the department will be sold mainly
through Coming's Industrial Bulb and
Receiver Bulb Sales Depts.

ALLIED

Matchhead size • In pilot production
at the RCA Semiconductor and Materials Div. at Somerville, N.J., is a
new germanium tunnel diode, a tiny
electronic device which promises "important new solutions to electronic problems of the space age," according to
RCA. No bigger than the head of a
match, the unit may be used in missiles,
satellites, and ultra-high-speed dataprocessing systems by controlling the
flow of electrons that make up an electrical current. It is being offered for
industry sampling by RCA.
Acquisition • Radio Industries, Des
Plaines, 111. producer of transformers
used in radio and tv products and ceramic disc capacitors, has been acquired
by Thompson Ramo Wooldridge, Canoga Park, Calif. Radio Industries will continue to operate autonomously as a
TRW subsidiary. No changes in management are contemplated. John Antalek,
president, and Robert Saville, vp and
treasurer,
will continue in these positions.
Image storer • Electrostore, a new system which makes it possible to instantly
store and recall a tv picture, has been
developed and is now available from
Image Instruments Inc. Electrostore
works at the touch of a button and uses
no film, tape or other expendable materials. It requires no developing or
processing. Special systems for other
purposes such as scan conversion, data
storage and analog computation are
also available. Further information is
available from Image Instruments Inc.,
2300 Washington St., Newton Lower
Falls 62, Mass,
New link • A new microwave system,
now under construction, will give New
Carlisle, New Brunswick, a Frenchlanguage tv signal. The link is being
built from Rimouski, Que., 142 miles
away from New Carlisle. Engineers of
Canadian Pacific-Canadian National
Communications expect to have it completed in June, 1960.
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FANFARE
Christmas spectacular at sea
The Coast Guard cutter Escanaba,
andria, Va.; KMCD Fairfield, Iowa;
and personal greetings of as many
WCNX Middletown, Conn.; WSAV
family members as could be reached
prowling the Atlantic on weather paSavannah, Ga.; WGIR Manchester,
were piped throughout the ship as
trol carried a "secret" Christmas
N.H.;
WWNH Rochester, N.H.;
part
of
a
three-hour
program
taped
cargo supplied by WNBH New BedWIND
Chicago;
WCBS New York;
ford, Mass.
by WNBH, which included a mesWDUZ Green Bay, Wis.; WMAS
When WNBH found that the vesNew Bedford's mayor,
music sage
andfromhumor.
sel would be at sea during the holiSpringfield, Mass.; WVOX New Rochelle, NY.; WLHN Laconia, N.H.;
There were also special Christmas
days, itobtained a ship's roster and
WOLS Florence, S.C.; KJFJ Webster
messages for crew members whose
with the cooperation of 25 other rafamilies could not be reached and
City, Iowa; WSB Atlanta, Ga.;
dio and tv stations throughout the
WFBM Indianapolis, Ind.; WICC
nine hours of diversified music to be
country, had messages taped of the
Fairfield, Conn.; WMTR Morriscrew's families sending personal
played
as ship's
concerts. with WNBH
town, N.J.; WAGR Lumberton,
Stations
cooperating
greetings for Christmas.
N.C.; KTAR Phoenix, Ariz.; WFGM
None of the crew members knew
in the project were WCNR Bloomsburg,
Pa.;
WDEL
Wilmington,
Del.;
of the Christmas day plan except the
Fitchburg, Mass., and WBRE-TV
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
skipper and a technician. The voices
WBAW Barnwell, S.C.; WPIK AlexHonolulu

d. j. fights

Morpheus

for 9 days

Foregoing the blessed sleep that knits
the ravelled sleeve of care, Tom Rounds,
air personality with KPOI Honolulu
set what is claimed as a new stay-awake
record of 203 hours, 44 minutes and
40 seconds without sleep.
Camping in the Wigwam, a Honolulu
department store, with doctors making
regular checks, fellow KPOI staffers
urging him to stay awake and the public gawking, Mr. Rounds went after
the record set by d.j. Peter Tripp of
WMGM New York (Broadcasting,
Feb. 9).
The Honolulu Advertiser, which operates rival KGU, that city, gave a running account of Mr. Rounds' ordeal on
the front page for five straight days,
including pictures of the disc jockey
in various stages of exhaustion. The
Wigwam reaped a 50% sales increase
in the period the wake-a-thon was in
progress. During most of the time, Mr.
Rounds continued his regular on-air

duties, though near the end, observers
noted changes in his personality. The
last day, a call was put through to Peter
Tripp, who advised him that "you're
going to be emotionally unstable for
the next few weeks or months."
When the record time had been
passed, Mr. Rounds announced to the
store crowds and the KPOI microphone
that he intended to now break another
record — consecutive sleeping. He soon
fell into convulsive sobbing fits and
was taken by ambulance to the hospital.
Plans were to keep him there at least
48 hours and then he hoped to return
to his regular broadcasting duties with
perhaps "a longer rest" later.
Time capsule
To celebrate 10 years of service,
WOAI-TV San Antonio, Tex., sunk a
time capsule in the ground adjacent to
its studios. The capsule is to be opened
Dec. 11, 1984. It contains records of
the achievements and major events of
the past 10 years as well as predictions
of local authorities about what the next
25 years may have in store. On hand
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to witness the ceremony, which was
telecast live on a 15-minute special and
repeated on taped excerpts on the 6
p.m. and 11 p.m. news, were officials
of San Antonio, Bexar County and
members of the chamber of commerce.
Henry Guerra, WOAI-TV newscaster, was m.c, briefly reviewing the station's achievements in its first decade.
James M. Gaines, president, said the
station recognizes its great responsibility
"which can be discharged only through
the highest standards of respect for the
American home."
Prize-winner
Joe Andrews, promotion manager of
WMAZ-AM-TV Macon, Ga., won for
his station the grand prize in the Streitmann Biscuit Co.'s contest for the best
presentation of its new Zesta saltine
8-pack carton. Some 30 tv and 60 radio
stations entered the contest, submitting
merchandising plans or promotions to
introduce Zesta. The five winning stations got the Streitmann schedule and
follow-up ads in addition to a plaque.
An advertisement in Broadcasting
saluted WMAZ.
The radio division of the contest was
won by Larry Marker of WING Dayton, Ohio. Runners-up in the tv category were William Scruggs, Jr., WSOCTV Charlotte, N. C; Jack Williams,
WSAZ-TV Huntington, W. Va., and
Charles Wolaver, WHIO-TV Dayton.
• Drumbeats
Garbage king • Beauty and air personality contests notwithstanding, KING
Seattle decided to poll listeners as to
their favorite garbage man. KING
scheduled the "garbage man of the year"
contest to "focus attention on the need
for wrapping wet garbage before throwing it into the refuse can." Listeners
were asked to pick their favorite g.m. in
the Pacific Northwest. The winner: GifBROADCASTING, December 28, 1959

ford Smelding. The prize: A GE garbage disposal. Mrs. Glen Glaspey received a new garbage can, for her winning selection.
Children's hour • WHOM New York,
which airs 14 hours daily of Spanish
programming, entertained some 2,500
Puerto Rican children at a Christmas
party in Manhattan Center ballroom. The party included appearances
by station personalities and Santa Claus
as well as toys and candy for the children, all between the ages of 5 and 1 1 .
Anvil award • The American Public
Relations Assn., Washington, D.C., announces that its Silver Anvil awards
will be presented at the association's
annual conference April 13-16 at The
Greenbrier, White Sulphur Springs,
W.Va. Trophies are awarded for the
outstanding public relations program of
the year. Deadline: March 1. Entry
blanks may be obtained from APRA
at 1010 Vermont Ave. N.W., Washington.
Post haste • Upon discovering a pile
of 5,000 pieces of short-stamped over-

Unrigged
The faces of officials of WAND
Canton, Ohio, were as red as
Santa's outfit when the winner of
the station's Christmas Stocking
contest was announced. The winner: Nick Barry, manager of
rival station WTIG Massillon,
Ohio.
Mr. Barry is to receive $100
worth of groceries every month
for a year. His name was drawn
by a Common Pleas judge from
a concrete mixer containing
50,000 entries.
seas Christmas card mail destined for
the incinerator at the busy Miami post
office, the WPST-TV Miami news director decided the mail must go through.
The station provided stamps and personnel and, under supervision of postal
authorities, the necessary postage was
purchased and the mail was on its way
to Mexico, Canada and the other contiFOR

Station

THE

nents, as WSPT-TV's international
good-will gesture.
Hail to the chief • WAAB Worcester,
Mass., claims a vocal stake in stimulating the drive to give President Eisenhower a warm, enthusiastic show of
support when he returned from abroad.
In three editorials aired in a single day,
WAAB urged listeners to write the
White House or send Christmas cards
as a vote of confidence in the President's
mission. WAAB reports that Worcester's
mayor issued a proclamation as a result
of the station's action and that its campaign was picked up on news wires and
by NBC News.
Mark the day • For promotion managers who will wish to be apprised of
Silent Record Week, Louisiana Yam
Supper Season, Save the Pun Week, not
to mention Take Tea & See Week,
Chases' Calendar of Annual Events
(Apple Tree Press, Flint, Mich., $1)
should be invaluable. Calendar gives
ample advance notice for holiday planning, lists all religious holidays as well
as major trade association meetings,
regional events and all advertising
special "meets" and "days."

RECORD

Authorizations, Applications
As Compiled by Broadcasting

Hazlehurst, Ga.— Jeff David Bcstrs. Inc.
?20 kc, 5 kw D. P.O. address Box 454,
yiaalia, first
Ga. year
Estimated
constructi
cost
$21,162,
operating
cost on$32,470
revenue $35,500.
Principals include
Lawton
R. UrsreyAnn.
42.5%Dec.and22.others. Mr. Ursrey is
farmer.
Chestertown, Md.— Russell H. Morgan.
1530 kc, 5 kw D. P.O. address Box 28, West$11,733,
minrSJor' first
^Md- year
Estimated
construction$25,000.
cost
operating
revenue $30,000. Applicant has cost
minority interests in WTTR Westminster^ WBMD Baltimore, both Ann.
Maryland
burg,
Dec. and
16. WPDX ClarksW.Va.
Mastic, N.Y.— Mastic Bcstg. Co., 1250 kc
5 kw D.
address
EstimatedP.O.
construction
cost Mastic,
$11,127, N.Y.
first year
operating cost $22,000, revenue $35,000. Applicants are David Rudnick and Kevin Redmond, equal partners, who are both emAnn. Dec.ployed22.by an electronics corporation.
Crosby, N.D.— Border Bcstg. Inc., 1280 kc
1 kw D P.O. address 2121 3d Ave., E., Williston, N.D. Estimated construction cost
$15,488, first year operating cost $36,000
revenue
Principals
include
E. E*
Krebsbach$45,000.
31% and
others. Mr.
Krebsbach
is 60% owner of KGCX Sidney, and minority tana.
ownerAnn.ofDec.
KVCK16. Wolf Point, both MonOrange, Tex.— Radio Orange, 1510 kc, 1

December 15 through December 21. Indudes data on new stations, changes
in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing cases, rules & standards
changes and routine roundup.
W. Oak St., Sparta, Wis. Estimated construcAbbreviations:
tion cost $24,860, first year operating cost
$45,000,
$55,000. Principals include
DA — directional antenna, cp — construction Vernon revenue
L. Iwanoski
(30%), funeral home
permit. ERP — effective radiated power, vhf owner, and
Norman
(40%)
—very high frequency, uhf — ultra high fre- retail furniture store. M.Ann.Abramson
Dec. 16.
quency, ant. — antenna, aur. — aural, vis. —
visual, kw — kilowatts, w — watts, mc — megaAPPLICATIONS
cycles. —D day. N — night. LS — local sunset,
Camden, Ark.— Ouachita VaUey Radio
mod. — modification, trans. — transmitter, unl.
Corp. 610 kc, 5 kw D. P.O. address 649
—subsidiary
unlimited communications
hours, kc — kilocycles.
SCA —
authorization.
Chestnut St., Camden, Ark. Estimated construction cost $19,310, first year operating
SSA — special service authorization. — STA —
special temporary authorization. SH — speci- cost $36,000, revenue $42,000. Principals include Perry J. Dalton, 31% and others. Dr.
fied hours. * — educational. Ann. Announced.
Dalton is surgeon. Ann. Dec. 18.
San Juan Capistrano, Calif.— Mildred S.
New Tv Stations
Jordan, 1520 kc, 1 kw D. P.O. address Highway 101,
Juan Capistrano, Calif. EstiAPPLICATIONS
matedSanconstruction
cost $35,450, first year
$60,000, revenue $72,000. ApGallup, N.M.— Televents Inc., vhf ch. 3 operatingplicant iscost
ranch
owner.
Ann. Dec. 16.
(60-66 mc); ERP 0.940 kw visual, 0.549 kw
aural; antenna height above average terrain 82 ft., above ground 172 ft. Estimated
construction cost $36,774, first year operating cost $54,000, revenue $78,000. P.O.
address location
Box 5570, Dallas, Tex. Studio and
trans,
SW corner of US 66 and
Strong St. Geographic coordinates 35° 31'
45 N.terLaiSTV-250-AL,
,.,108° 44'antenna
18" W. Long. TransmitRCA TF-6AL.
Principals include Bill Daniels,
L.
Cox and Carl M. Williams, 33y3% Winston
Mr
EDWIN
Daniels is in insurance; Mr. Coxeach
TORNBERd
is
auto
dealer;ness.Mr.
Williams
Ann. Dec.
18. is in brokerage busi& COMPANY,
INC.
Tv Translator
ACTION BY FCC
NEGOTIATORS FOR THE PURCHASE AND
People's Tv Inc., LeadviUe, Colo. Granted
SALE OF RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS i
CS fo£>n?w ^ translator station to operate on
°(ch.,1 Zv
J? translate programs of KLZ-TV
EVALUATIONS
Dec. 7),16. Denver. Chmn. Doerfer absent. Ann.
FINANCIAL ADVISERS
A
New Am Station
ACTION BY FCC
New Richmond, Wis.— Radio St. Croix Inc.,
Granted 1590 kc, 5 kw D. P.O. address 110'^
BROADCASTING, December 28, 1959

NEW YORK
60 East 42nd Street
MUrray Hill 7-4242
WEST COAST
860 Jewell Avenue
Pacific Grove, California
FRontier 2-7475
WASHINGTON
1625 Eye Street, N.W.
District 7-8531
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f
Equipping
Radio

a

Station

NEW
Automatic

?

RCA
Turntable

BQ-103
Assures Efficient, Simplified
Handling of Recorded
Program Material t
This new automatic turntable
offers an easy approach to '<
semi-automated programming •:,
using 45 RPM records. All
operations, such as selection,
cue and playback have been
fully automated. Operating
"Fluffs" are minimized, and
program flow is smoother for
the listening audience. The
BQ-103 Automatic Turntable
is a basic building block for
full automation.
For complete information write to
RCA, Dept. BD-2? Building 15-1,
Camden, N. J. In Canada; RCA
VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal.
RADIO CORPORATION
Of AMERICA
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(FOR THE RECORD)

I kw D. P.O. address 2513 Cimmaron St.,
I Midland, Tex. Estimated construction cost
$13,206, first year operating cost $39,000,
revenue
$48,000.
Petty D.Vernon,
JohnSon
66% Applicant
owner ofis KVWC
Tex. who
Ann. isDec.
22.
Waynesboro, Va. — James J. Williams, 970
kc,
kw D. P.O. Va.
address
808 Warwick
Circie, 5Waynesboro,
Estimated
construction
cost $17,225, first yeaT operating cost $28,000,
revenue
$32,000. Applicant
is patent
ney for General
Electric. Ann.
Dec. 22.attorExisting Am Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Muskingum Bcstg. Co., Zanesville, Ohio.
By memorandum
opinion
order, Commission accepted for
filingandapplication
for
new am station to operate on 940 kc, 1 kw,
DA-D,
as
of
May
15,
1959,
date
it
was
first
tendered; and accepted July 2 amendment
to
applicationbank
which,
among
things,
resubmitted
letter.
Ann. other
Dec. 16.
WKEY Covington, Va. — Granted change of
operation on 1340 kc from 250 w. unl. to 250
w-N,
kw-LS;
Ann. 1Dec.
16. remote control permitted.
APPLICATIONS
KCHV Coachella, Calif.— Cp to change
hours of operation from D to unl., using
power
of 1 Ann.
kw-5 kw-LS,
new trans.
Dec. 21. install DA-2 and
KART Jerome, Idaho — Modification of
license to change hours of operation from
unl.
Dec. to16. specified hours, (1400 kc). Ann.
WRMS Beardstown, HI. — Cp to increase
power from 500 w to 1 kw and install new
trans. (790 kc). Ann. Dec. 16.
WTAO Cambridge,
— Amendment
application
for cp (asMass.
amended)
to changeto
hours of operation to daytime (720 kc). Ann.
Dep.
16. Framingham, Mass. — Amendment
to WKOX
application
for modification of license to
change hours of operation to specified
hours (1190 kc). Ann. Dec. 16.
WCSS Amsterdam, N.Y. — Cp to increase
daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw and
install new t.ans. (Request waiver of
109(b) notification, request waive of, or
exception to Sec. 1.106(b) (1) 1.354(c) and
1.361(b)
of Commission's
Rules) (1490 kc).
Ann. Dec.
16.
New Fm Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Princeton,
Ind. — Princeton
Bcstg. Co.
Granted 98.1 mc, 6.7 kw. P.O. address Outer
West Broadway, Princeton, Ind. Estimated
construction cost $7,900, first year operating
cost $5,000, revenue $6,500. Applicant station
.'will, duplicate
WRAY Princeton.
Ind. Princager
ipal is ofM-R.
LankfOrd,
WRAY.
Ann. who
Dec. is16.general manSt. Louis,
Granted
92.3 Mo.
mc,— Continental
22 kw. P.O. Bcstg.
addressCorp.%
Robert
G.
Dowd,
1910
Boatmen's
Bank
St. Louis, Mo. Estimated constructionBldg.,
cost
$24,500, first year operating cost $36,000,
revenue $48,000. Applicants are Robert G.
Dowd 54.84%, Edward C. Schafer 25%, and
others. Mr. Dowd is attorney. Mr. Schafer
is in import business. Ann. Dec. 16.
St. Louis,
Station
Granted
92.3 mc,Mo.kc.— Radio
22 kw. P.O.
addressWIL,%
H&E Balaban Corp. 190 N. State St. Chicago 1, 111. Estimated construction cost $30,808, first year operating cost $30,000, revenue
$35,000.
Principal
applicants
are H&E
Balaban Corp.
and Atlantic
Brewing
Co., 33y3%
each. Ann. Dec. 16.
Syracuse, N.Y. — Meredith Syracuse Radio
Corp. Granted 102.9 mc, 8.835 kw. P.O. addressmated
511 Loew
Bldg.,costSyracuse,
construction
$24,024, N.Y.
first Estiyear
operatingplicantcost
$10,000,
revenue
$10,000.
is Meredith Engineering Co. Ap(an
Iowa corp.) Meredith is licensee of KCMOAM-TV Kansas City Mo., KPHO-AM-FMTV
permittee
of WHEN-AMTV Phoenix,
Syracuse,andKRMG
Tulsa,
Okla., and
WOW-AM-FM-TV
Omaha, Neb. Ann. Dec.
16.
APPLICATIONS
♦Chicago,
111.
mc, 1
kw P.O. address— U.
5801ofS. Chicago,
Ellis Ave.,89.1Chicago,
37, % Dean struction
John
Netherton,
Estimated
concost $1,705, first year operating
cost $1,200. Ann. Dec. 16.
Cincinnati,
Radio Bcstg.
Co.,
101.1
mc. 9.1Ohio
kw.— Plaines
P.O. address
Amarillo,
Tex. Estimated construction cost $35 324,
first year operating cost $36,000, revenue
$45 000. Globe-News Pub. Co. is licensee of
KGNC-TV Amarillo and owner of 81% of
Plaines Radio Bcstg. Co. Plaines Radio is
licensee
of KGNC-AM-FM
KFYO Lubbock,
both Texas. Amarillo,
Ann. Dec. and
22.

Existing Fm Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
WRCA-FM New York.— Granted SCA, on
muurpiex basis, to provide background
music
serviceto toinclude
doctois'advisory
ortices, newscasts
hospitals
and clinics
concerning matters of inteiest to medical
subscribers; provided system is not used as
pacing latedservice
or for
otner purposes
unreto broadcast
operation;
authorization
(until June 1, I960) is without prejudice to
such further action Commission may deem
wari anted as result of final determinations
with respect to: (1) report of network study
staff;
related studies
and inquiries
being (2)
considered
or conducted;
and now
(3)
pending anti-trust proceedings involving
NBC
Inc., being
and RCA.
(Such
is already
engaged
in by"doctorcasting"
KMLA (FM)
Los sasAngeles,
City, Kan.).Calif., and KCBM(FM) KanCommission granted applications by Meredith WOW Inc. (WOW-FM) Omaha, Neb.;
Bayfront Bcstg. Corp. (WAFM[FM] ) Miami,
Fla., and Parker-Lee, Inc. (KPLI[FM] )
Riverside,
for bCA
to engage
in func-on
tionalCalif.,
(background)
music
operations
multiplex basis; conditions. Ann. Dec. 16.
Ownership Changes
ACTIONS BY FCC
WRLD-AM-FM
— Grantedto
transfer of control Lanette,
from J.C.Ala.
Henderson
Miles H. Ferguson; consideration $20,700 for
60%
interest;
conditioned
Mr. Ferguson
divest
himself
of all that
connection
with
WDAK Columbus, Ga. Besides being employed by WDAK,
Mr. and
Ferguson
has interWGEA
Geneva,
bothest inAlabama.
Ann. Dec.
16.WJHO Opelika,
WLOD ofPompano
Beach,
Fla. —F.Granted
transfer
control from
Arthur
Harre
and
Leonard
A.
Verslu.s
to
Franklin
Bcstg.
16.
Co. (WMIN St. Paul, Minn.); consideration
$131,683 subject to adjustments. Ann. Dec.
KOOD
Honolulu,
fer of control
f.om Hawaii
Robeit — H.Granted
Pearsontransand
Mary K. Wong to Hawaiian Pacific Inc. (A.
W. MacDonald, president); consideration
$63,000.
Comr.
Ann. Dec.
16. Bartley and Lee dissented.
WSTR-AM-FM Sturgis, Mich. — Granted
assignment
WaterCity);
Wonderland Bcstg. ofInc.licenses
(WWBCto Bay
consideration
$115,000
plus
payment
of
$5,000
16. E.H. Munn Jr., assignor vice president,
to
as a consultant for three years. Ann. Dec.
KWATment of licenses
Watertown,
assignfrom S.D.—
Lee Granted
V. Williams
Jr.,
to Midland National Life Insurance Co.
(former licensee); consideration $115,311.
Comr. Bartley dissented. Ann. Dec. 16.
APPLICATIONS
KONI Phoenix, Ariz. — Seeks assignment
of
from AnjoBcstg.
Bcstrs.Inc.& for
Telecasters
Inc.license
to Camelback
$196,000
plus agreement not to compete within 50
miles for eight years. Purchasers are Edward J. Churchill 49.94%, Robert B. McWilliams £5% and others. Mr. Churchill is chairman of the board, Donshue & Coe Inc. advertising agency. Mr. McWilliams is 70%
owner
of KGMC Englewood, Colo. Ann. Dec.
18.
KCEE Tucson, Ariz. — Seeks assignment of
license of Assoc. Bcstrs. of Tucson Inc. from
David S. Drubeck and Barnet Sorkin, equal
partners to Messrs. Drubeck and Sorkin
40% each and Cliff Gill 20% for $2,000. Mr.
Gill is and
55.5%
KDOG-FM
La
Hambra
40% owner
owner of
of KEZY
Anaheim,
both California. Ann. Dec. 21.
KAFP Petaluma, Calif.— Seeks transfer of
control of Bcstg. Assoc. Inc. from W. Shelby
Oliver 75% and others to Mr. Oliver 50%,
Robert E. Thomlinson 25% and others for
$8 500. Ann. Dec. 18.
of WMMM
-octroi ofWestport,
Westport Conn.
T,cst7.— Seeks
Co. fromtransfer
Norman J. Bernstein 25% and others to Donald
Flamm for $125,000. Mr. Flamm is former
owner
WMCADec.N.Y.
son, N J.of Ann.
18. and WPAT PaterWCRW Chicago, 111. — Seeks involuntary
assignment of license from Clinton R.
White, deceased and Josephine A. White
equal
to Josephine
A. White, sole
own°r. partners
Ann. Dec.
18.
WAZY
Lafayette,
Ind.
—
Seeks
of cp from J.E. Willis, sole assignment
owner to
WAZY Radio Inc. Chanee to corporation. No
ownership changes involved. Ann. Dec. 21.
Iowa — Seeks
ofKGRN
licenseGrinnell,
from Grmnell
Bcstg.assignment
Corp. to
Mitchell Bcstg. Die. for $60,000. Applicant is
Forest J. Mitchell Jr. sole owner, who is
former program director of KIOA Des
Mo;nes. Ann. Dec. 18
Scott.
of KMDO
license Ft.from
Ft. Kan.
Scott— Seeks
Bcstg. assignment
Co. to Ft.
Scott Bests;. Inc. for *fi.?50 in stock transferred by Lloyd C. McKenny sole owner to
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JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Offices ME. 8-5411
1735 DeSales St., N. W.
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFCCE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO
TELEVISION
501-514 &Munsey
Bldg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037 JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnes & Culver

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14th St., N. W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D.C. REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C. Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
FLeetwood 7-8447
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
OLiver 2-8520

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610 Eye St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Executive 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
19 E. QuincyRiverside,
St. Hickory
III. 7-2153
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Military Rd., N. W.
Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone STate 7-2601
Member AFCCE

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

JULES COHEN
Consulting Electronic Engineer
617 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-4616
1426 G St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Brecksville, Ohio
(a Cleveland Suburb)
Tel: JAckson 6-4386 P. O. Box 82
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
GLendale 2-3073

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
1316 S. Kearney
Skyline 6-1603
Denver 22, Colorado

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666
Member AFCCE

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810
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1710 H St., N.W. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute Curricula
3224 16th St., N. W.
Washington 10, D. C.
Practical
Broadcast,
TVand Electronics
engineering
residence
course. Writehome
For study
Free Catalog,
specify course.

Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601
Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W. Va. Dickens 2-6281

Munsey Building
District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

JOHN

B. HEFFELFINGER

8401 Cherry St.
Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

PRZCISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
AM-FM-TV RADIO
COMMERCIAL
MONITORING CO.
P.O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.
Phone Jackson 3-5302

NUGENT SHARP
Consulting Radio Engineer
809-11 Warner Building
Washington 4, D.C.
District 7-4443

FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENT
AM-FM-TV
WLAK Electronics Service, Inc.
P.O. Box 1211, Lakeland, Florida
Mutual 2-3145 3-3819

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE
To Be Seen by 85,000* Readers
— among
them,
the decision-making station
owners
and managers,
chief
engineers
techni-tv
cians— applicants for and
am, fm,
and facsimile facilities.
*ARB Continuing Readership Study
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Mr. McKenny 50% and Dorothy N. and
James L. McKenny 25% each. Change to
corporation. Ann. Dec. 16.
KSLA-TV Shreveport, La. — Seeks involuntary transfer of control from estate of Don
George, deceased, 43% to Eugenia Booth
George, executrix, 21.5% and Dolores M.
George 21.5%. Ann. Dec. 16.
WCUM-AM-FM Cumberland, Md.— Seeks
assignment of license of Allegany County
Bcstg. Corp. for $34,600. Purchasers are WalHankin manager
331/3% and
others. Leesburg,
Mr. Hankin islace L.former
of WAGE
Va. Ann. Dec. 16.
WMBHfromJoplin,
— Seeks
of
control
Radio Mo.
Joplin
Inc. totransfer
Radio St.
Louis Inc. for $13,500. Radio St. Louis Inc.
is licensee of KSTL St. Louis. Ann. Dec. 21.
KTTN Trenton, Mo. — Seeks assignment of
license from Trenton Bcstg. Co. to Community Bcstrs. Inc. S.W. Arnold retains
50% control while stock is transferred
among minority
holders. Change
corporation from partnership.
Ann. Dec.to 16.
WABG-TV
Greenwood,
Miss.
—
Seeks
assignment of license from Greenwood Bcstg.
Co. to Mississippi Telecasting Inc. Change
to corporation.
No 21.ownership changes involved. Ann. Dec.
WFAI Fayetteville, N.C. — Seeks assignof license
from Ralph
to Jackson F.mentLee
for $142,000.
Mr. E.LeeHessis manager
of WILM Wilmington, Del. Ann. Dec. 18.
S.D. —Inc.
Seeks
assignment
of KABR
licenseAberdeen,
from KABR
to Transmedia
Inc. for $108,000. Purchasers are Charles F.
Sarjeant Jr. and Donald G. Padilla, equal
partners,
whoDec.are 21.in public relations business. Ann.
KJAM
Madison,
— Seeks assignment
of cp from Donald R.S.D.Vanderhoof
75% and
Catherine Muggly 25% to the same as equal
partners
d
/b
/a
Madison
Bcstg.
Co.
Ann.
Dec. 21.
WMC Memphis, Tenn. — Seeks assignment
of license
Memphis
Pub. Co.Bcstg.
(a Delaware from
corporation)
to WMC
Co.
Transfer to new corporation; no ownership
changes involved. Ann. Dec. 21.
WMCF s(FM)
Memphis,
Tenn. — Seeks
asignment of license
from Memphis
Pub. Co.
(a Delaware corporation) to WMC Bcstg. Co.
Transfer to new corporation; no ownership
changes involved. Ann. Dec. 21.
WMCT (TV) Memphis, Tenn. — Seeks assignment of license from Memphis Pub. Co.
(a Delaware corporation) to WMC Bcstg. Co.
Transfer to new corporation; no ownership
changes involved. Ann. Dec. 21.
WHEY Millington, Tenn. — Seeks assignment of license from Memphis-Millington
Bcstg. Co. to West Tennessee Bcstg. for
$63,500. Purchasers are John M. Latham and
Robert C. Whiteley Jr. equal partners. Mr.
Latham is 50% owner of WTRO Dyersburg,
Tenn. Mr. Whiteley is 50% owner of WKBL
Covington, Tenn. Ann. Dec. 16.
KCRN Crane,
Tex. from
— Seeks
involuntary
signment of license
estate
of Joseph as-E.
Young, deceased, to executrix of estate,
Jacqueline L. Young. Ann. Dec. 18.
KPRC-AM-TV
Tex.Co.— Seeks
transfer
of control ofHouston,
Houston Post
from
W.P. Hobby 50.241% and others to The
Hobby Foundation. After transfer Mr.
Hobby will own 48.991% in Houston Post.
Transfer
Ann.
Dec.is 21.gift to non-profit corporation.
Hearing Cases
FINAL DECISIONS
By ered
order,
Commission,
on petition,
sevfrom hearing
and granted
application
of Radio St. Croix, Inc. for cp for new am
station in New Richmond, Wis., to operate
America's

SUMMARY OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING through December 21
119
CP
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
ON AIR
For new stations
Not on air
Lie.
Cps.
AM
75
757
3,388
64
FM
162
629
42
4661
56
98
43
132
TV
TV
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING
through December10 21
VHF
446
76
UHF
Commercial
33
Non-commercial
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
As reported by FCC through November 30, 1959
AM
FM
TV
Licensed (all on air)
56
CPs on air (new stations)
3,385
609
4661
1
QQ
85
CPs not on air (new stations)
55
56»
823
672
Total authorized stations
506
83
61
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
740
27
60
3,526
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
110
121
Total applications for new stations
175
234
630
32
34
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
6
17
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
37
51
Total applications for major changes
0
0
Licenses deleted
80500
0
0
CPs deleted
1 There are,
n addition, ten tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
licenses.
2 There are,
n addition, 38 tv cp-holders which were on the air at one time but are no
longer in operation and one which has not started operation.
on 1590 kc, 5 kw D. Ann. Dec. 16.
By memorandum opinion and order,
Commission, on petition, removed from
hearing
and granted
of The
Oneida Bcstg.
Co. toapplication
mcrease daytime
power of WOBT Rhinelander, Wis., from
250 w to 1 kw, continuing operation on
1240 kc,
Dec.
16. 250 w-N subject to condition. Ann.
By memorandum
order,hearing
Commission, on petition,opinion
removedand from
and granted application of Ishpeming
Bcstg. Co. to increase daytime power of
WJPD Ishpeming, Mich., from 250 w to 1
kw, continuing operation on 1240 kc, 250
w-N subject to condition. Ann. Dec. 16.
STAFF INSTRUCTIONS
Commission
on Dec.
16 directed
tion of document
looking
toward preparagranting
application of Santa Monica Bcstg. Co. for
new class A fm station to operate on 103.1
mc in Santa Monica, Calif. An April 20
initial decision looked toward this action.
Commission on Dec. 16 directed preparation of document looking toward granting
application
of Young
People's
Church
of theto
Air
Inc., for
new class
B fm
station
operate
on 104.5
mc application
in Philadelphia1,
Pa.,
and
denying
similar
of WJMJ
Bcstg.
Corp.
May
27
initial
decision
looked
toward this action.
Commission on Dec. 3 directed prepara-

Leading

Business

Brokers

Interested in buying or selling Radio and TV Properties?
When your business is transacted through
the David Jaret Corp., you are assured of
reliability and expert service backed by over
36 years of reputable brokerage.
DAVID
1 50 MONTAGUE STREET
BROOKLYN 1 , N. Y.
Ulster 2-5600
66

JARET
CORP.

tion of document looking toward granting
applications of Kalamazoo Bcstg. Co. for
new am station to operate on 1420 kc, 1
kw, DA-D in Kalamazoo, Mich., and Dowagiac Bcstg. Co. for new station on 1440 kc,
500 w-D, in Dowagiac, Mich., and denying
application of The Circle Corp. to change
facilities of WKLZ Kalamazoo, Mich., from
1470 kc, 500 w D, to 1440 kc, 5 kw, DA-D.
May
action.26 initial decision looked toward this
INITIAL DECISION
Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper issued
initial decision
granting
plication of The looking
Dodge toward
City Bcstg.
Inc., apfor
new am station in Liberal, Kan., to operate
on 600
with 500dayw,andunl.night.
time, Ann.
using Dec.
different DAkcpattern
16.
OTHER ACTIONS
KRLA Pasadena, Calif. Is being advised
that application
renewal Ann.
of license
indicates necessity for
of hearing.
Dec. 16.
United Electronics Laboratories Inc.,
Louisville, Ky. By order, designated for
hearing applications for new tv stations to
operate
Ann. Dec.on 16.ch. 51. Chmn. Doerfer absent.
Silver State Telecasters, Circle L Inc.,
Reno Telecasting Co., Chronicle Publishing
Co., Reno,
Nev. —ofDenied
Staterules
request for waiver
mileage Silver
separation
and dismissed,
without
prejudice,
application for new tv station to operate on ch. 4
in Reno; by letter advised other applicants
for same facility that their proposals indicate
hearing. Chmn. Doerfer absent.necessity
Ann. Dec.of 16.
WSNJ-FM Bridgeton, N.J. Bulletin Co.,
Philadelphia, Pa. WAWZ-FM Zarephath,
N.J. — Designated for hearing applications of
WSNJ-FM to change operation from 98.9 to
107.7 mc; Bulletin for new fm station on
98.9 mc, and WAWZ-FM to increase power
on 99.1 mc from 4.8 to 20 kw; made WJBRFM Wilmington,
Del.,York
and City,
WBAI-FM
WOR-FM
both New
parties andto
proceedings. Ann. Dec. 16.
KBLOvised Hot
Springs, Ark.
Is being adthat application
for —assignment
of
license to Modern Bcstg. Corp. indicates the
necessity of hearing. Ann. Dec. 16.
By letter,
Commission
letterFred
requests in behalf
of Leonarddenied
Wechsler,
Schottland, and Samuel Babbitt requesting
reconsideration of Commission action of
July 22 granting application for assignment
of cp for WBNR Beacon, N.Y., from Samuel
Babbitt, et al., d/b as West Shore Bcstg.
Co., to WBNR Inc. Ann. Dec. 16.
By order, Commission granted request by
Electronics Industry Association and furBROADCASTING, December 28, 1959

their extended time from Dec. 11, 1959 to
March 15, 1960 to file comments to March 12
further notice of inquiry which enlarged
scope of proceeding looking into possible
wider uses for fm SCA to include specific
data on subject of stereophonic broadcasting by sented.
fm Ann.stations.
Dec. 16. Comm. Bartley disWZIP
Covington,
Ky. —that
Directed
that letter be sent indicating
application
to
change location of station (1050 kc 1 kw, D)
to Cincinnati, Ohio, indicates necessity of
hearing.
Doerfer
dissented. Chmn.
Ann. Dec.
16. and Comr. Lee
By memorandum opinion and order,
Commission denied petition by Grundy
Bcstg. Co., Morris, 111., to modify issues in
consolidated proceeding, but added new
issue, in light of their location and urban
and industrial characteristics, and other
relevant factors, to determine whether
Harvey, Evanston, Des Plaines, and Morris,
111., or any of them, may be considered
separateand,communities
purposes
307(b)
should it befor found
that ofonesec-or
more of them may not be so considered, to
determine community in which each of
latter is to be included for sec. 307(b) purCross 16.dissented to enlarging
issues. poses.
Ann.Comr. Dec.
By memorandum opinion and order,
Commission denied petition by Transcript
Press Inc., Dedham, Mass., to enlarge issues
in proceeding involving eight applications
(including Transcript) for new am stations
in Mass. and Conn, involving proposed use
of 1550 and 1570 kc. Ann. Dec. 16.
Commission scheduled oral argument on
January 21, 1960, in proceeding on am applications of The Monocacy Bcstg. Co.,
Gettysburg,
Pa., Times
and News
Publishing Co. (WGET)
Gettysburg,
Pa., and
The
Price Bcstrs. Inc., Frederick, Md. Ann.
Dec. 16.
Shelby County Bctsg. Co., Shelbyville,
Ind; General Communications Inc., Lafayette, La.; KOMA
Oklahoma City, Okla.—
Designated
applications for for
new consolidated
am stations hearing
to operate
on
1520
kc,
DA-1,
unl.
of
Shelby
with
250
and General with 500 w, and application w.of
KOMA (1520 kc, 50 kw, DA-N, unl.) to
change its nighttime pattern. Ann. Dec. 16.
A.F. Misch, Coffeyville, Kan.; WBEL
South Beloit, 111.; Washington County Bcstg.
Co.; E.D. Scandrett; Washington Home &
Farm Radio Inc.; Washington, Iowa; Iola
Bcstg. Co., Iola, Kan.; KUDL Bcstrs. Inc.;
Kansas City, Mo.; Iowa City Bcstrs. Inc.,
Iowa City, Iowa. — Designated for consolidated
applicationsCounty,
for newScandrett,
am stations ofhearing
Washington
Iowa City, and Washington Home & Farm
to operate on 1380 kc, 500 w, D; Misch and
Iola to operate on 1370 kc, 500 w D, Iola
with DA; WBEL to change from DA-2 to
DA-N, continuing operation on 1380 kc, 5
kw, unl. and KUDL to change operation on
1380 kc from 1 kw, D to 1 kw-N, 5 kw-LS,
DA-2; made KBTO Eldorado, Kan.; KCIM
Carroll, Iowa; KGNO Dodge City, Kan.;
KMUS Muskogee, Okla.; KWK St. Louis,
Mo.; WKJG Ft. Wayne, Ind., WTTH Port
Huron, Mich., parties to proceeding, and
KHAKent. Cedar
Ann. Dec.Rapids,
16. Iowa, party respondACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner Robert E. Lee
Granted petition by Armin H. Wittenberg Jr., for extension of time to Dec. 23
and Jan. 26, 1960, respectively, to file exceptions and reply to exceptions in proceeding on his application and that of Pasadena
Presbyterian
Church
new fm both
stations in Los Angeles
and for
Pasadena,
California. Action Dec. 17.
Granted petition by WGN Inc., for extension of time to Jan. 15, 1960 to file replies to exceptions and briefs by Capitol
Bcstg. Co. and Broadcast Bureau in proon Capitol's
and thatin
of W.A. ceeding
Pomeroy
for application
new am stations
East Lansing
and Tawas
City-East Tawas,
Mich.
Action Dec.
15.
Granted petition by Beaumont Bcstg.
Corp. for extension of time to Dec. 18 to
file reply to exceptions of The Enterprise
Co. in Beaumont, Texas, tv ch. 6 remand
proceedings. Action Dec. 15.
Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau for
extension of time to Dec. 18 to file responsive pleadings to petition by Rossmoyne
Corp. (WCMB) Harrisburg, Pa., for reChief Hearing
Examiner'sandorder
denyingview ofpetition
for intervention
extended to Dec. 23 time to reply to oppositions in proceeding on am applications of
Fredericksburg Bcstg. Corp. (WFVA) Fredericksburg, Va., et al. Action Dec. 15.
By Chief Hearing Examiner
James D. Cunningham
Scheduled hearing on date shown: Jan.
18: tv rulemaking proceeding involving
Columbus, Ga., and order directing WTVY
Inc. to show cause why its authorization
BROADCASTING, December 28, 1959

for WTVY Dothan, Ala., should not be
modified
lieu
of ch.to9. specify
Action operation
Dec. 15. on ch. 4 in
Upon request by Interstate Bcstg. Inc.
(WQXR) New York, N.Y., scheduled oral
argument for 9:30 a.m., Dec. 21, on its petition for intervention in proceeding on application of Ulster County Bcstg. Co., for
new am station in Ellenville, N.Y. Action
Dec. 14.
Granted petition by South Bend Tribune
(WSBT) South Bend, Ind., and allowed
petition intervention
in consolidated
proceeding on am applications
of Florence
Bcstg. Inc., Brownsville, Tenn., et al., with
reference to application of Fort Wayne
Bcstg. Co.; petitioner will be heard with
reference
to
issues 3 and
5 in Commission's
order
of ceeding.
designation
Action Dec. 16.for hearing in proBy Hearing Examiner J.D. Bond
Pursuant to agreements reached by all
parties at Dec. 15 prehearing conference,
scheduled hearing for Feb. 23 in proceeding
on applications of Waco Radio Co., Waco,
Tex., et al. Action Dec. 16.
Granted petition by Bill S. Lahm for
leave to amend his application for new am
station in Wisconsin Rapids, Wis., so as to
submit verified statement by Mrs. Verna
Lahm indicating her willingness to cosign
petitioner's
and to permit
placingis in
of
mortgage on note
her property;
application
consolidated proceeding with am application of The Tomah-Mauston Bcstg. Inc.
(WTMB) Tomah, Wis. Action Dec. 15.
Granted request by Charlotte Radio &
Television Corp. (WGIV) Charlotte, N.C.,
for certain corrections to record transcript
in proceeding on its am application; afford
five days for further corrections on examiner's own motion.
Action
Dec. upon
14. petition
Postponed
to Dec.
22 ruling
by Radio Mississippi, Jackson, Miss., for
leave to amend its am application, scheduled
Dec. 21 for latest date to file responsive
pleadings to separate amendment proposals
by Radio Mississippi, Birmingham Bcstg. Co.
and Port Allen Bcstg. Co., and ordered that
oral argument upon pleadings will be
deemed to have been waived unless request
therefore is made by Dec. 21; applications
are in consolidated proceeding with am apCo., Cookeville, Tenn.,plicationsetof Cookeville
al. Action Bcstg.
Dec. 15.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
Scheduled prehearing conference for Jan.

7, 1960, in proceeding on am application of
Tri
Ohio. State
ActionBcstg.
Dec. Co.
15. (WONW) Defiance,
By Hearing Examiner Charles 3. Frederick
Granted ofpetition
by Broadcast
extension
time from
Dec. 15 toBureau
Dec. 22 for
to
file
proposed
findings
of
fact
and
conclusions
and for replies from Jan. 15 to Jan. 22, 1960,
in Moline, 111., tv ch. 8 proceeding. Action
Dec. sion
15;Inc.,granted
petitions
by IlliwayCorp.
TeleviCommunity
Telecasting
and
Moline Television Corp. to correct transcript
in proceeding. Action Dec. 16.
Upon oral motion by Broadcast Bureau,
and with consent of all parties, continued
hearing from Dec. 15 to Jan. 14, 1960, in
proceeding on applications of Sanford L.
Hirschberg and Gerald R. McGuire and
Fairview Bcstrs. for new am stations in
Cohoes-Waterveliet and Rensselaer, N.Y.
Action Dec. 14.
By Hearing Examiner Isadore A. Honig
Scheduled prehearing conference for Jan.
8, 1960 in proceeding on applications of Blue
Island Community Bcstg. Inc., for new fm
station in Blue Island, 111., et al. (Action
was
on examiner's own motion.) Action
Dec. 16.
On own motion, ordered that, unless objection be filed by any of parties within five
days after release of order, transcript of
Sept. 22spectshearing
is corrected
in various re-of
in proceeding
am applications
The Tobacco
Valley onBcstg.
Co. Windsor,
Conn., and Telecolor Corp. (WTXL). West
Springfield, Mass. Action Dec. 14.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
Granted joint request by Golden Gate
Corp., uanceProvidence,
R.I.,Dec.
et 16
al.,toforDec.continof hearing from
23 in
consolidated am proceeding. Action Dec. 15.
By Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClenning
Grantedtension of time
request
KCRA21 toInc.,
fromof Dec.
Dec.for28 exfor
exchange of rebuttal exhibits in proceeding
on application of Los Banos Bcstg. Co. for
am facilities
in Los Banos, Calif. Action
Dec.
16.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert S hart man
On oral request by counsel for Santa
Rosa Bcstg. Co., and without objection by
counsel for Broadcast Bureau, continued
Continued on page 71
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RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
January 1st opening for experienced manager-salesman. Carolina single market daytimer. Excellent
arrange-or
ment for hard salary-commission
worker. No drifters
drinkers
apply.
Write
Box
669R,
BROADCASTING.
We have the opportunity if you have the
youth, experience, courage, and a small
amount of cash. My recent birthday reminds
me that I am getting along, and we need a
strong, resourceful man who knows sales
and programming and who is willing to
work for at least a year as a working sales
manager. After the initial investment, stock
can be purchased out of earnings over a
period of years. We are a single station
seriously
multi-station
tion. Theconsidering
first requirement
will beoperayour
ability to prove to us that you can become
a strong, honest leader in your work and
in the community. Box 691R, BROADCASTING^
Sales
Northern Ohio medium market needs 2
for top grosses, experienced
building
men, only.
men
Box 308P, BROADCASTING.
salesmen. Also bonus
weekly for
$125.00
Metropolitan market east
commission.
and
y
unlimited. Box 865P,
Opportunit
coast.
BROADCASTING.
$100-$150 weekly guarantee plus commisbonus plan
aggressive
selfstartersion and
salesman.
Top for
station
Washington,
D.C. market. Box 867P, BROADCASTING.
If you're imaginative, creative, experienced
in radionorthwest.
sales, there's a management
job for you in the
Pacific
tunities too. Write Sales
full details to Box oppor606R,
BROADCASTING.
Leading enced
5 kw
in New
England
needsExcellent
experisalesman
willing
to plug.
account list available. Guarantee and comCASTING.mission. Act now, write Box 619R, BROAD$700 month
guarantee.
Present Position
sales man-to
ager averaging
around $1000.00.
be filled in next 60-90 days. Good small market single station in southern Illinois. If you
are really a sales manager and know your
business, send resume of yourself and accomplishments to Box 624R, BROADCASTING.
Salesman:
Experienced,
$300. Month
guarantee and strong
commission.
Good chance
to move into sales manager position at more
than double starting. Midwest small station.
Send
full particulars to Box 625R, BROADCASTING.
California, 50 kw in major market. Need
two top notch, aggressive salesmen. Only
guys with track record will be considered.
Send complete resumes and photos. Box
664R, BROADCASTING.
California, KCHJ, Delano. Serves 1,300,000.
Increasing sales staff.
Announcers
Modern number one format station in one
of ten largest markets auditioning fastpaced, live-wire announcers. Key station
leadingnity. Send
chain
pay,BROADCASTbig' opportutape offers
to Boxbig864P,
ING.
68

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Wanted: Mature, experienced announcer.
Must be reliable and good worker. Attractive position. Write Box 426R, BROADCASTING.
Washington,perienced,
D.C,modern indie
has opening
disc jockey.
Send for
tape ex-et
al. Box 539R, BROADCASTING.
Combo man record
capableshow
of good,
intelligent,
work. straight
Upstate "sell",
New
York radio-tv station. Some tv booth work.
Send complete information, picture and
tape incorporating
commercials,
record intros,
news to Box 608R,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer,
intro Large
disc jockey,
man. Chancequick
to sell.
central newsNew
York market. Send tapes and resume to Box
661R, BROADCASTING.
Western Pennsylvania radio station with tv
affiliate wants alert, experienced announcer
not afraid to assume responsibilities. Send
full
details and picture to Box 662R, BROADCASTING.
Morning man for progressive station on
New England seacoast. Headquarters for
rapidly growing chain of stations which
number 4 at present. Desire intelligent,
bright, lively announcer with emphasis on
good, bright music. Send tapes and salary
demands with brief biographical sketch.
Box 668R, BROADCASTING.
Have opening for good sports announcer
who
has inhadOhio.
experience
play-by-play.
Located
Network instation.
A real
opportunity for a good sports man. Box
673R, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-Louisiana station; first phone; no
maintenance; daytime; excellent working
conditions. Send references, family details
and tape; Box 683R, BROADCASTING.
Interestad
Major
northeast
ket needs in
fasta future?
paced dj.
Modern
sound.marNo
top 40 shouters. Send air check, resume Box
687R, BROADCASTING.
KBUD, Athens, Texas, seeking experienced
staff announcer. Salary open.
Announcer with first phone for night shift.
You'll
KCOW Radio, Alliance, Nebraska. love
Permanency!
We need a morning man that likes to combo.
First class ticket, no maintenance. Adult
programming on commercial station. Must
be sharp announcer. Send tape and resume
to WJBL, P.O. Box 808, Holland, Michigan.
Wanted: Announcer with first ticket, no
maintenance. Apply WAMD, Aberdeen, Md.
Start 1960for right!
In— at
the WBYS.
job you've
so long
you been
are
awanting
good, sensible
announcer
who Iflikes
good
radio in a good community and can handle
the morning
shift,
like it here. Apfirstyou'll
phone
come.plicants
WBYS,with aCanton,
Illinois.especially welAnnouncer with first class ticket at Wisconsin sonal
resort information
area station.
tape andBay.perWDOR,SendSturgeon
Immediate opening staff announcer long on
r?dio production spots. Send tape, photo,
information Bill Frosch, WISH, Indianapolis.
Michigan 5 nouncer.
kw daytimer
has opening
for anExcellent working
conditions.
First class ticket helpful, but not essential.
Send tape and resume to WJBL, P.O. Box
808, Holland, Michigan.
Immediate
for all-around
at WGGO. opening
Salamanca,
N.Y. Sendannouncer
audition
tape and full details to Mr. George Pfleeger,
WJTN, Jamestown, N.Y.

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Annonnrers
Morning man 6 to 9 then hit the street as
salesman. Must be experienced both categories.
ance.Salary,
WLDB, draw,
Atlanticcommission,
City, N.J. car allowWanted, experienced announcer with first
phone WSYB, Rutland. Vermont.
Play-by-play all sports and news editor
combination opening. No board. KCOW Radio, Alliance, Nebraska.
Announcers losing jobs? Lack that professional sound? Audition tape not a polished
. . showcase? See New York School of Announcing display ad in Help Wanted column.
Technical
1,000 watt station in southeast has opening
for chief engineer-combination announcer.
Good salary and excellent working conditions for right man. Send resume, referING. ences and tape to Box 176R, BROADCASTFirst phone operator. Experienced. Make
more money through sales. 20 hours operating.KCHJ,
$100 weekly
commission. Contact
Delano.against
California.
First class engineer who can do some announcing and be helpful around the radio
station, man or woman, needed January 18.
WDOR, Sturgeon Bay, Wisconsin.
Engineer
— opening
capable
first
class
license. for
Phone,
wireexperienced
or write
Frank Laughlin, Chief Engineer, WGEM-TV
Channel 10 and WGEM Radio AM-FM,
Quincy, Illinois.
Immediate opening for first phone, experienced
scale,Chief
excellent
employeeengineer.
benefits.Union
Contact
Engineer,
WPEO, Peoria, Illinois. Phone 4-9249.
Production-Programming, Others
Copywriter ropolitan
and station.
trafficTopassistant.
metpay. Large
Box 863P,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: First class newsman. Must be hard
worker, have car. Good future for right
man.
Send details to Box 427R, BROADCASTING.
Needed immediately. Experienced, alert
radio newsman for opening on fast-pace,
top-flight
news southwest
staff at number
tion in major
market. one
Must stabe
able to broadcast news as well as gather.
Pays top salary. Replaces man promoted
within organization. Send tapes and resume
to Box 518R, BROADCASTING.
Experienced musical director to program all
music, adult audience, midwest CBS affiliate. Must have musical and programming
experience. Top position directly responsible to management. Write giving full details. Box 623R, BROADCASTING. Rush reply. January 1 start preferred.
Wanted about January 10th. Production promotion man for 1 kw daytime radio station
in market of quarter million. Must be aggres ive in salesExcellent
promotion,
productionwithanda
programming.
opportunity
future. Please rush resume to Box 648R,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted:
Program
director, dj's,independents
and newsmen for one
of the powerhouse
on west coast. New owners taking over
shortly !inSend
majortat>es,
California
Don't
guess!
ohotos, market.
and resumes
now. Box 665R, BROADCASTING.
Washington, D.C. indie needs A-l girl Friday, traffic some copy experience onlv. Send
ING.
resume, photo et al. Box 679R, BROADCASTBROADCASTING, December 28, 1959

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Wanted, copywriter for western Michigan
radio station. Applicants must have some
experience, however, will consider trainee.
State qualifications in first letter and inING. clude recent photo. Box 688R, BROADCASTWanted: Experienced news man to handle
local news in three station market in upstate New York. Pay open. Many benefits
in this ideal picturesque community. Send
tape
and
resume immediately to Box 692R,
BROADCASTING.
Newsmen — top flight station has immediate
opening ginner.
forSend newsman's
betape to Frednewman
Epstein,andKSTT,
Davenport, Iowa.
Copywriter — young lady for midwest tvradio ence
operation.
commercial
experi-to
necessary. Radio
Send personal
resume
Continuity Director, WOOD, Grand Rapids,
Michigan.
Experienced newsman wanted as assistant
in radio news while taking graduate work,
beginning February. School of Journalism,
University of Iowa, Iowa City.
RADIO

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical

Ready for change February. College grad.
24, single. 3rd, experienced announcing,
board, copy, traffic, xmtr. 16 months present
job. Prefer southern California. Box 686R,
BROADCASTING.

TV studio engineers for design, test, and
field engineering.
expanding
progressive company Rapidly
All benefits,
plus rapid
advancement for qualified engineers. FotoVideo Laboratories,
Grove,
New Jersey. Inc. CE. 9-6100, Cedar
TELEVISION

Versatile, experienced, 5 years, employed,
eastern market, will relocate, top pay. family man. Box 689R. BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster-salesman. 5 year play-by-play.
Employed, married. Strong on all sports.
Box 690R, BROADCASTING.
First phone deejay. Good newsman. Good
platterman.
Lousy engineer. Box 685R,
BROADCASTING.
Topnotch sonable,
dj-newscaster,
moving sound.
Perstable. Key market
experience.
"Phone
before
noon"
—
Evergreen
6-6348.
Brooklyn, New York.
Casey Clark, country and western dj and
barndance promoter, available, January 1st.
WNAX, Yankton, S.D. Phone North 5-2550.
Attention Joe Holcomb; dad, where are
you?
Florida.Write Pat, Jay, WYSE, Lakeland.

Situations Wanted — Management
California manager — 18 years, excellent references— guarantee
profits.
Available immediately. Box 547R.
BROADCASTING.
Experienced, creative executive will manage
with view to possible ownership, lease or
outright purchase. Box 666R, BROADCASTING.

Fresh personality, who likes people, intelligent, reliable, and willing to work his way
to theing fortop.
Recent proandschool
look-is
experience
polish.graduate
All I ask
to make a living. Contact Richard Wade,
1318 S. Gunderson, Berwyn, Illinois.

Wanted — Opportunity to make your station
more successful in 1960. Verl Bratton, Management Consultant, 1205 LaPaloma Way,
Colorado Springs. Will be in Chicago first
week January- % W.O. Rice, Harris Trust &
Savings.

year
station.
and dj
William
Pk., 111.

Sales
Professional salesman-announcer, five year
success in present location. Available January First. C-n't stand rock n' roll. Box
667R, BROADCASTING.
Growing operation medium-large market.
Young, ageressive, experienced managersales manager available. Background multipleence.operation.
National-local
sales experiCreate sales,
promotion, programming
ideas. Check today! Box 671R, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Sports announcer, seven years background
plav-bv-plav. Top references. Box 405R.
BROADCASTING.
Town and country dj, available. Reliable,
references, know radio. Not corn, metropolING. itan type show. Box 655R, BROADCASTGal Friday. Travel anywhere for radio station job. Announce too. Box 656R, BROADCASTING.
Announcer/sales. Needs opportunity. Will
offer sincere hard effort. References, tape.
Box 657R, BROADCASTING.
Sales/announcer. Knowledge time sales. Can
announce too. Negro. Anywhere. Box 658R,
BROADCASTING.
Top
man,
fast showman!
pace withAnnouncer-production
showmanship for active
listening
that
sells.
Good
voice.
State's
1 station. Box 659R, BROADCASTING. No.
Southern California, top sports, good news,
easy listening di. Family, 26, 6 years experience play-by-olay. Require between seven
and
eieht thousand per year. Box 674R,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Married, 35, would like change
after working 6 years in east. Experienced
in all nhases of broadcasting, news speciality. Tane. etc. upon request. Box 675R,
BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, December 28, 1959

Technical
experience with 250 watt Wyoming
Operate board and handle news
show properly. Restricted ticket.
Huntington, 9952 Schiller. Franklin
Gladstone 5-7990.

Production-Programming, Others
Want
girlbewho's
and dandy?
Old
enougha to
quitefine
handv?
But young
enough to be quite spry? Why not give this
box a try. Box 677R, BROADCASTING.
'Twas Not
the night
before was
ratings
and they
all over
town.
a manager
smiling;
all
wore a frown. When what to their wondering eyes should appear, But an ad olaced in
B — T which give them all cheer. Ho-Ho all
you managers, and men who own stations.
There's available as PD the best man in the
nationman with exoerience
ideas and gained
willingness,
sir;
WithA valuable
over
the years. So delay not a moment, not even
a fraction.
But rushOn tomanagers,
your typewriter
and
sneed
into action!
on owners;
you.
nlagued
witfi
misfortune!
T
et's
hoor
from
quick! This ad cost a fortune! Box
680R. you
BROADCASTING.
News director. Currently news director of
large am station in major midwest market.
t|i»i>o y°ars ^r^s^nt nos'ti^n' current salarv
ten thousand. Consider less if offer includes
counter-balancing features. Air work as executive only; no staff. Age 28; maTied. family vision:
homeowner.
Ten years
radiobackground.
and telestaff and news.
College
Box 681R, BROADCASTING.
New England- New York, west coast news
department.
College *>degree,
pro-*.
^<~qf,*
~ VI " "! q ^V>Newsman:
JIT firq+
v^nrs AT
at 1 and 5 kw — midwest. Age 28, married,
good references. For details. Box 684R,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — Management
Start
60's with
young One
tv news
and/orthepublic
affairsa top
director.
with
B.S., M.S. top journalism school. With two
years in network newsroom, number two
market.
Now Results
runningguaranteed
tv news, top
ket station.
only 10ifmaryou
want the best. Box 672R. BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
Continuity director with solid experience in
newspaper and regional radio plus limited
experience in television desires position
with radio-tv combination, tv or agency in
metropolitan
Availab'e January. Contact Box 626R,area.
BROADCASTING.
Writer. Background; producer top show top
metropolitan market, tv production-director, copy chief and agency free lancing.
Available
CASTING. immediately. Box 660R, BROADFOR SALE
Equipment
Ampex Box
401A's670R,overhauled
in good shape
S400.00.
BROADCASTING.
Tape recorders
for sale.^ndBellmike.
"CubGood
Corder"
complete
with charter
condition $50. complete
Stancil-Hoffman
model #M5A
mike and"Minitape"
charger,
fair
condition $20.00. Box 676R, BROADCASTING.
Gates fm 250B with two multiolex channels,
in excellent operating condition. Used six
months.
Going to higher power. Box 678R.
BROADCASTING.
RCA studio equipment, used only 3J2 years:
Audio console BC-6A two-channel: 3 BQ-2A
turntables. Like new. Any or all at great
savings. KATI, Casper, Wyoming.
Gates sta-level amnlifi°r. 18 months old.
Used 12 months. $150.00. KWVY, Waverly.
Iowa.
Video monitors. Closed circuit and broadcast. Foto-Video Laboratories Inc., Cedar
Grove, New Jersey. CE 9-6100.
Presto disc cutter type 160 mierogroove 50
watts
16 inch
turntable
$275 00.amplifier.
Jordan, 1305
Jonesboro
Rd., comnlete
Atlanta
15, Ga.
"Microwave transmission line — Andrew l5s"
Rigid 51.5 ohm. teflon insulated. Large
nuant'ty complete with connectors, ells,
hardware, cables and Hehvdrating enuipment.ernNew.
Bargain Sierra-WestElectric Unused.
Cable Comnanv
1401 Middle
Harbor Road. Oakland 20. California.
Ampex 401 professional taoe recorder in
case, 71? and 15 sneeds. f'fj t ack. Best offer
bv February 1 takes ;t. Curr~n+'v in noeration.
ContactCommission.
Wes Miller atP?48
Southern
Rpd'o-^V
Camo Baptist
Bowie
Blvd., Firt Worth 16, Texas. Phone PErshing 8-2388.
WANTED TO BUY

TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Technical
Studio engineer wanted with first phone
license. Exoer'ence not mandatory. Chief
Engineer. WECT, Wilmington, N.C.
One or more first class colored tv operators
to work in Puerto Rico. Reply to Carl H.
Butman, 892 Nat'l Press Bldg., Washington
4, D.C.

Equipment
STL microwave system, 900 mc band, good,
used. Also assoc. eouioment. Write James
B. Holder, WHYL. Carlisle. Penna.
MISCELLANEOUS
Production radio spots. No jingles. Free audition tape. M-J Productions. 2899 Templeton Road, Columbus, Ohio.
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INSTRUCTION

Employment Service

F.C.C. first phone license preparation by
correspondence or in resident classes.
Grantham Schools are located in Hollywood,
Seattle, Kansas City, and Washington. Write
for our free 40-page brochure. Grantham
School of Electronics, 3123 Gillham Road,
Kansas City 9, Missouri.
With pride we announce the opening of our
new broadcasting school. Twelve weeks intensive, practical training in announcing,
programming, etc. Brand new console, turntables, and the works. Reservations only.
Elkins School of Broadcasting, 2603 Inwood
Road, Dallas, 35, Texas.
Highly effective review for FCC phone
exams. Very inexpensive. Free literature.
"Instruction
son 9, Miss. Unlimited", Box 10634, Jack-

Dot
RADIO

far

TV — ADV.

Top job placements in the dynamic southeast. Hundreds of job openings.
• Announcers • Engineers
• Disk Jockeys • Copywriters
• News Directors
• Salesmen
Free registration — Confidential

far

Professional Placement
458 Peach tree Arcade
Atlanta, Ga.
Sam Eckstein
JA 3-4841

you can't
beatgetting
a
classified
ad in
top-flight personnel

Be prepared. First phone in 6 weeks, Guaranteed instruction. Elkins Radio License
School of Atlanta. 1139 Spring St., N.W.,
Atlanta, Georgia.
Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st
phone license, 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations
required. Enrolling now for classes starting
January 6, March 2, May 4, June 29, 1960.
For information, references and reservations write William B. Ogden, Radio Operational Engineering School, 1150 West Olive
Avenue, Burbank, California.
Yes, our graduates get good jobs as announcers, writers,
salesmen,
licensed
operators, managers,
owners.
15 years
experience
training men who now work in southern
radio-tv. Lower prices, time payments, assured placement. Keegan Technical Institute, 207 Madison, Memphis, Tennessee.
FCC license in 6 weeks. Classes January
18th and March 14th. Pathfinder method insures your success. Ninety percent of graduates pass the first-ticket examination, the
first time taken. Seating limited. Reserve
your seat now! Pathfinder Radio Services,
510 16th St., Oakland, California.
FCC first phone license in six
anteed instruction by master
approved. Request brochure.
License
Texas. School, 2603 Inwood

weeks. Guarteacher. G.I.
Elkins Radio
Road, Dallas,

Help Wanted — Announcers
ANNOUNCERS
IACK THAT PROFESSIONAL SOUND? AUDITION
TAPE NOT A POLISHED . . . SHOWC
ADVANCED PROFESSIONAL coaching with
NEW YORK BROADCASTERS. Our tapes are
job getters. Ask to hear sample.
"Let
us analyze
present
tape.. .NO. SUCHARGE."
*** Call
... MR.
KEITH
7-6938.
NEW YORK SCHOOL OF ANNOUNCING & SPEECH
160 West 73rd Street ***BY APPT. ONLY
New York 23, N.Y.
SU 7-6938
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Pacific Northwest Metro
Fulltime facility in one of the better
Northwest markets. Presently grossing $10,000 monthly, but can do
much better with local owner-management. $200,000 with $50,000
down. Balance on excellent terms.
Box 620R, BROADCASTING
FOR SALE
AM & FM Radio Station billing over
$25,000 in last three months with
a profit of about $2,500 per month.
Southern market with population
over 250,000. Price is $125,000
with good terms. — XJCZ
HK
[| By Owner 250 w full time. Good £
net profit. Fast growing City — lots
of industry — ■ modestly priced — no
brokers.
Box 682R, BROADCASTING
one
rxx:
Q=XK=

RADIO

DEEJAYS
NEED MATERIAL? — TRY OUR NEW
MONTHLY SERVICE— It'll make you the
most talked about DJ in town (We don't
guarantee what they'll say). A monthly
folio of humorous quips and chatter
. . . comedy commercials . . . topical
record intros, etc. . . . Whether you
swing or have a relaxed pace — this is
what you've been looking for. A service
exclusively for DJ's by DJ's. Six month
subscription $10.00 — One year $18.00.
DJ PROGRAMMING SERVICE
P.O. Box 4703
Dallas 6, Texas

-

STATIONS

§
&
£
?

,

Ala.
Single
Single
Va.
Single
Iowa
Single
La.
Single
Calif.
Single
Minn.
Single
Fla.
Ky.
Small
Ariz.
Fla.
Small
N.Y.
La.
Medium
Medium
Miss.
Ga.
Metro
Metro
Fla.
Large
Metro
Fla.
Ala.
Metro
N.E.
Major
Fla.
Major
And
Others
PAUL H.
CHAPMAN
Atlanta
Chicago
New York
San Francisco

500w
250w
lkw-D
lkw-D
250w
lkw-D
lkw-D
lkw-D
lkw
5kw-D
lkw-D
lkw-D
250w
5kw
5kw
250w
lkw-D
lkw-D

58M
80M
125M
45M
105M
65M
100M
65M
90M
50M
150M
150M
75M
200M
175M
165M
325M
175M
250M

terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms

COMPANY
INCORPORATED
MEDIA BROKERS
Please address:
1182 W. Peachtree
Atlanta 9, Ga.

FOR

SALE

I CAN HELP YOU
FIND A GOOD BUY
Verl Bratton,
'<mmsm
Consultant
1205 Management
LaPaloma Way,
Colorado Springs.
THE PIONEER FIRM OF TELEVISION AND RADIO MANAGEMENT
CONSULTANTS
ESTABLISHED 1946
NEGOTIATIONS MANAGEMENT
APPRAISALS
FINANCING
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D. C.
Great Lakes area. 1 kw day, making money.
$ 175,000 29% = Southern California full,
time regional. Growth area. Making money.
Top rated. County population over 200,000. #275,000 on good terms = Rocky
Mt. major market fulltime regional. Nice
profits. Good operation. $250,000 only
22% down = West Coast major market
high power FM. Over a million FM homes
in coverage area. $192,000 with about
27% down = Others $48,000 to $1,250,000 from coast to coast. PATT McDONALD, Box 9266, Austin, Tex. GL. 3-8080
or in the East contact Jack Koste, 60 E.
42nd, NY 17, NY. MU. 2-4813.
NORMAN
& NORMAN
INCOIPOIATID
Brokers — Consultants — Appraisers
RADIO-TELEVISION STATIONS
Nation-Wide Service
Experienced Broadcasters
Confidential
Negotiations
Security Btdg.

Davenport, Iowa

STATIONS FOR SALE"
Ours is a personal service, designed to
fit your finances, your qualifications and
your
If youneeds.
are in the market for either an
AM, FM or TV station anywhere in the
country be sure to contact us at once.
JACK L. STOLL & ASSOCIATES
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif.
Hollywood 4-7279
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Continued from page 67
hearing from Dec. 17 to Jan. 18, 1960 in
proceeding
on Santa
Rosa's
for
new
am station
in Santa
Rosa,application
Calif. Action
Dec. 15.
Scheduled prehearing conference for Jan.
7, 1960 in tv rulemaking proceeding involvingWTVYColumbus,
and cause
on order
recting
Inc., Ga.,
to show
why diits
authorization for WTVY Dothan, Ala.,
should not be modified to specify operation
on ch. 4 in lieu of ch. 9. Action Dec. 16.
Upon tinued
request
by Dec.
CHE 18Bcstg.
hearing from
to Feb.Co.,
18, con1960,
and scheduled Feb. 11 for applicant to
furnish Broadcast Bureau and examiner
copies of its proposed exhibits, in proceeding on CHE's application
for newDec.
am 17.
station
in Albuquerque,
N.M. Action
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
Granted
motionBrothers
by George
T. Hernreich
and joint
Patteson
for indefinite
continuance of oral argument and further
hearing conference scheduled for 9 a.m.,
Dec. 15 in proceeding on their applications
for new tv station to operate on ch. 8 in
Jonesboro, Ark. Action Dec. 14.
PETITION FOR RULEMAKING
*
Springfield Television Broadcasting*26Corp., 27
Springfield, Mass. — Requests allocation of
ch. 20 to Lebanon-Hanover, N.H. — White
River Junction, Vt. area by making following proposed changes:
Add Delete
Hanover, New Hampshire
Lebanon-Hanover, N,H. &
White River Junction, Vt.
Worcester, Mass.
Stamford, Conn.
Berlin, N.H.

20
27 —20
—
55 26
27
Ann. Dec. 18.

NARBA Notifications
List of changes, proposed changes, and
corrections in assignments of U.S. standard
broadcast stations modifying appendix constandard broadcast taining
stationsassignments
attachedof U.S.
to recommendations
of North American Regional Broadcasting
Agreement meeting January 30, 1941, as
amended.
630 kc
KSXX
Salt
Lake
City, Utah— (assignment
of call letters).
730 kc
KSVN
ters fromOgden,
KKOG).Utah— (change in call let980 kc
KVER
Clovis,
N.M.
ters from KICA),. — (change in call let1150 kc
KAGO
Klamath
Falls, Ore. — (change in
call letters from KFJI).
1320 kc
WEETfromRichmond,
letters
WLLY). Va. — (change in call
1370 kc
Prescott,
0.5 ND D-IU (now
in KTPA
operation
with Ark.
new — station).
1390 kc
Madison,
S.D.—station).
0.5 ND D-HI (now
in KJAM
operation
with new
WPLM Plymouth, Mass.— 5 DA-D D-HI
(now in operation with increased power).
1450 kc
callWOGA
letters Chattanooga,
from WAGC). Tenn. — (change in
1490 kc
KKAN
Phillipsburg,
Kan. — (assignment of
call letters).
WKVT Brattleboro, Vt.— 0.25-ND unl.-IV
(now in operation with new station).
1540 kc
WJMJ Philadelphia, Penn— 50 DA-D D-II
(now in operation with increased power).
790 kc
NEW Blanding, Utah— 1 ND-D-HI.
800 kc
WKEE from
Huntington,
letters
WHTN). W.Va.— (change in call
990 kc
WEEB Southern Pines, N.C. — 5 ND D-U
(now in operation 1050
increased
power).
kc
WSUG Clewiston, Fla. — 0.25 ND D-II (now
in operation with 1310
new kcstation).
KARA Albuquerque, N.M.— 1 ND D-HI
(now in operation 1330
with kcnew station).
WTRX Flint, Mich.— (change in call letters from WBBC).
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1340 kc
Bowling
Green,
ND Din operation
withKy.—
new 0.25
station).
Ruidoso,
N.M.—
0.25
ND
operation 1430
withkcnew station).unl.-IV
Ashland, Va.— 1 ND D-III. New.
WNAV Annapolis, Md.— IN 5D DA-N unl.
(PO: 1430
kc DA-N
time operation)
. unl. no change in night-

IVWBGN
(now
KYAPin
(now

BROADCAST ACTIONS
By Broadcast Bureau
Actions of December 10
WDDY Gloucester, Va. — Granted relinquishment of positive control by Arthur
Lazarow through transfer of stock to Joan
R. Lazarow. (Stock to be held as joint
tenants.)
KDIA Oakland, Calif. — Granted mod. of
license to change name of KDJA Inc.
WSPD-FM Toledo, Ohio — Granted cp to
change trans, location to 1701 N. Stadium
Rd., Oregon, Ohio, install new type trans.,
decrease ERP to 5 kw, increase ant. height
to 800 ft., and make changes in ant. system.
KARO (FM)-KQRO (FM) Houston & Dallas, Tex. — Granted mod. of cps to change
type trans.
WSBC-FM Chicago, HI.— Granted mod. of
cp to change type trans.
Ala.— Granted mod. of cp
to WMOZ
change Mobile,
type trans.
WDBF Delray Beach, Fla. — Granted mod.
of cp location
to changeto trans,
location,as change
studio
same address
trans.
(W. Atlantic Ave. & Homewood Blvd.),
change trans, and make changes in ground
system.
New FCC processing line announced
Following applications are at top of
am processing line and will be considered byFCC beginning Jan. 23, Commission has announced. Any new applications or changes in current applications that may conflict with those that
follow must be filed with FCC by close
of business Jan. 22 in order to be considered.
Applications from the top of proccessing line:
BMP-2562— WHOW Clinton, 111.. Cornbelt
Broadcasting Co. Has: 1520kc, lkw, D. Req:
1520kc, 5kw, D.
BMP-6256— WDON Wheaton, Md., Commercial Radio Equipment Co. Has: 1540kc,
250w D. Req: 1540kc, lkw, D.
B2-P-4430 — NEW Fostoria, Ohio, Fostoria
Broadcasting Company, Req: 1510kc, lkw, D.
BP-5777— NEW Kewanee, HI., Kewanee
Broadcasting Co. Req: 1530kc, 250w, D.
BP-57 98 — NEW Painesville, Ohio, Wilham
H. Miller. Req: 1510kc, 250w, D.
BP-6784 — NEW Corpus Christi, Tex., James
Rascoe. Req: 1560kc, 250w, D.
BP-8771— WNEX Boston, Mass., The Northern Corp. Has: 1510kc, 5kw, DA-1, unl. Req:
lolOkc. 5kw, 10 kw-LS, DA-2, unl.
BP-9365 — NEW Port Lacaca, Tex. Uvalde
Broadcasters. Req: 1560kc, 500w, D.
BP-10238
NEW 500w,
Shelton,
Deiz.
Req: —1500kc,
D. Wash. Carl H.
BP-10483— KXRX San Jose, Calif., San
Jose Broadcasting Co. Has: 1500kc, lkw,
DA-1, unl. Req: 1500kc, 1 kw, lOkw-LS, DA2. unl.
BP-11214— NEW Bunkie, La. Bunkie Broadcasting Co. Req: 1540kc, 250w, D.
BP-12277— NEW Xenia, Ohio, James E. &
George W. Vaughn. Req: 1500kc, 250w, D.
BP-12476— WIGM Medford, Wis., WIGM
Inc. Has: 1490kc, 250w, unl. Req: 1490kc,
250w, lkw-LS, unl.
BP-12478— WBAC Cleveland, Tenn., WBAC
Inc. Has: 1340kc, 250w, unl. Req: 1340kc,
250w, lkw-LS, unl.
BP-12479— WMMB Melburne, Fla., Indian
River Radio Inc. Has: 1240kc, 250w, unl.
Req: 1240kc, 250w, lkw-LS, unl.
BP-12480
John B. Klukkert.
Req: NEW
860kc, Boise,
lkw, Idaho,
D.
BP-12486 — KALL Salt Lake City, Utah,
Salt Lake City Broadcasting Inc. Has: 910kc,
lkw, DA-N,
DA-N,
unl. unl. Req: 910kc, lkw, 5kw-LS.
BP-12487—
NEW Portsmouth,
N.H., lkw,
Seacoast Broadcasting
Corp. Req: 1380kc,
DA-N,
unl.
BP-12488— WIKC Bogalusa, La., Curt
Siegelin. Has: 1490kc, 250w. unl. Req: 1490kc,
250w, lkw-LS, unl.
BP-12489 — NEW Sun Valley, Idaho, Radio

unl.
Sun Valley Inc. Req: 1340kc, 250w, lkw-LS,
BP-12492— WHAL ShelbyviUe, Tenn., The
Shelbyville Broadcasting Inc. Has: 1400kc,
250w, unl. Req: 1400kc, 250w, lkw-LS, unl.
BP-12496 — WFAU
Augusta,
Me., 250w,
Twin CityBroadcasting
Inc. Has:
1340kc,
unl.
Req: 1340, 250w, lkw-LS, unl.
BP-12501— NEW Hoquiam, Wash., Twin
Cities Broadcasting Co. Req: 1560kc, 1 kw,
D.
BP-12502— NEW Beaufort, S.C., Lower
South Carolina Broadcasting Co. Req:
1490kc, lOOw, unl.
BMP-8303 — WHEW Riviera Beach, Fla.,
Public Service Broadcasting. Has CP:
1600kc, lkw, D. Req MP: 1600ke, lkw, DA-N,
unl.
BP-12505— KYJC Medford, Ore., Medford
Printing Company. Has: 1230kc, 250w, unl.
Req: 1230kc, 250w, lkw-LS, unl.
BP-12506 — WHOP Hopkinsville, Ky., Hopkinsville Broadcasting Inc. Has: 1230kc,
250w, unl. Req: 1230kc, 250w, lkw-LS, unl.
BP-12507— NEW Brunswick, Ga., Harry
Llewellyn Boyer Jr. Req: 790kc, 500w, D.
BP-12509— NEW Klamath FaUs, Ore, Skyline Broadcasters Inc. Req: lOlOkc, lkw, I>.
BP-12510 — NEW Reedsport, Ore., Oregon
Coast Broadcasters. Req: 1470kc, 5kw, D.
BP-12512— WWRI West Warwick, R.I.,
Grelin Broadcasting Inc. Has: 1450kc, 250w,
unl. Req: 1450kc, 250w, lkw-LS, unl.
BP-12513— NEW Okeechobee, Fla., Sugarland Broadcasting Co. Req: 1570kc, lkw, D.
BP-12515 WFMH Cullman, Ala., The Voice
of Cullman. Has: 1460kc, 5kw, D. Req: 1480kc,
500w, 5kw-LS, DA-N, unl.
BP-12517— WSMN Nashua, N.H., 1590
Broadcasting Corp. Has: 1590kc, 5kw, DA-D.
Req: 1590kc, 5kw, DA-1, unl.
BP-12520— KWHW Altus, Okla., The Altus
Broadcasting Co. Has: 1450kc, 250w, unl.
Req: 1450kc, lkw-LS, unl.
BP-12521— NEW Port Angeles, Wash., John
W. Mowbray. Req: 1290kc, 250w, lkw-LS,
unl.
BMP-8307— WCBQ Whitehall, Mich., Paul
A. Brandt. Has cp: 1490kc, 250w, unl. Req:
mp: 1490kc, 250w, lkw-LS, unl.
BP-12527— WMMS Bath, Me., Winslow
Turner Porter. Has: 730kc, 500w, D. Req:
730kc, lkw, D.
BP-12529 — WAMD Aberdeen, Md. Harford
County Broadcasting Co. Has. 970kc, 500w,
DA-D. Req: 970kc, 500w, DA-2, unl.
BP-12531— NEW Winchester, Va., Frederick
County Broadcasters. Req: 1480kc, lkw, D.
BP- 12532 — WALL Middleton, N.Y., Community Broadcasting Corp. Has: 1340kc,
250w, unl. Req: 1340kc, 250w, 1 kw-LS, unl.
BP-12533 — NEW Thomaston, Ga,, Thomaston Radio. Req: 1590kc, 500w, D.
BP-12534 — NEW Arecibo, PR., Jose Donate
Casanovas. Req: 1460kc, 500w, lkw-LS, unl.
BP-12535— NEW Traverse City, Mich., D.C.
Summerford. Req: 1310kc, lkw, D.
BP-12538— WBAB Babylon, N.Y. BabylonBay Shore Broadcasting Corp. Has: 1440kc,
500w, D. Req: 1440kc, lkw, D.
BML-1789— KWSC Pullman, Wash., Washigton State U. Has: 1250kc, 5kw, Day S-KTW
N. Req: 1250kc, 5 kw, unl.
BP-12543 — KZUN Opportunity, Wash.,
KZUN Inc. Has: 630kc, 500w, D. Req: 630kc,
1 kw, D.
BP-12546— NEW El Reno, Okla., Charles L.
Cain. Req: 1460kc, 5kw, D.
BP-12547— NEW Clayton, Ga., Blue Ridge
Broadcasting Inc. Req: 1570kc, lkw, D.
309(b) letters issued:
BP-12484— WDUN GainsviUe, Ga., Northeast Georgia Broadcasting Co. Has: 1240kc,
250w,
unl. Req: 1240kc, 250w, lkw-LS, DA-N,,
unl.
License Renewals
Following stations were granted renewal
of license:
KENM Portales, N.M.; KFOX Long Beach,
Calif.; KTIP Porterville, Calif.; KRKC King
City, Calif.; KFOX-FM Long Beach, Calif.;
KJML(FM) Sacramento, Calif.; KOWL Bijou, Calif.; KMBY Monterey, Calif.; KCMJ
Palm Springs, Calif.; KLPR Oklahoma City,
Okla.; KHSL Chico, Calif.; KSON San Diego,
Calif.; KDWC(FM) West Covina, Calif.;
KSOX Raymondville, Tex.; KFAC & aux.,
Los Angeles, Calif.; KXO El Centro, Calif.;
KTYM Inglewood, Calif.; KOXR Oxnard,
Calif.; KIBE Palo Alto, Calif.; KACE Riverside, Calif.; KPAS Banning, Calif.; KIKK
Bakersfield, Calif.; KVTP Redding, Calif.;
KWTC Barstow, Calif.; KHEP Phoenix,
Ariz.; WGN & aux. Chicago, 111.; WFAA
Dallas. Tex.; WBAP Fort Worth, Tex.
(FOR THE RECORD) 71
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0 ur primary purpose in programming any film is entertainment.
But when we have an opportunity to entertain our viewers
and also teach them how to save their lives,

that's public service plus! We use American Cancer Society films regularly
because they do a fine job of combining education with entertainment."
Joel Chaseman, Program Manager for WJZ-TV, Baltimore, has a reputation
for unusual imagination in selecting topnotch programs
which reach and teach his audiences. This fall he went all out with tactic, our new
series of half -hour shows, programming all six in one week— in prime evening time.
These shows reach audiences with "names" such as Celeste Holm, Steve Allen,
Alfred Hitchcock, Wally Cox. The stars utilize

their well-known talents for comedy,
romantic drama, mystery, etc., to teach
sound attitudes about cancer
which can save lives now.
tactic was produced by NBC
in cooperation with the Educational
Television and Radio Center and the
American Cancer Society. Complete
promotional material is supplied with
the series. See tactic and our
other free films . . . now. Contact
the American Cancer Society
Unit in your community
or write to
AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY
521 West 57th St., New
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RESPECTS

Robert

TO

. . .

Willi

The ranks of broadcast executives
are replete with ex-newspapermen who
learned their early lessons in the communicating arts in the city room and
sales staff. That's the background of
Robert W. Ferguson, executive vice
president of WTRF-TV Wheeling, W.
Va. And like some other broadcasters,
he took a pre-journalistic course by delivering newspapers to front doors.
While at Lakewood High (class of
1932), in a Cleveland suburb, he delivered the Cleveland Plain Dealer to
pick up pocket money and incidentally
toughen his legs for tennis. He was
skilled with the racquet and eventually
played on a team that won the Ohio
championship.
For three years young Mr. Ferguson
held down a bakery job, entering Ohio
State U. His scholastic career was
marked by extensive campus activity,
including assistant business manager of
the Lantern, university daily newspaper. Campus honors included presidency of the Student Senate; presidency
of Phi Gamma Delta fraternity; secretary-treasurer of the Student Senate,
and many other honors.
Scripps-Howard Stint • In his senior
year at the university he worked parttime for the Scripps-Howard news bureau in Columbus. During vacations he
worked for American Chicle Co.; chores
at school included space selling for college football programs and waiting on
tables. He met Dorothy Denison, a
member of the same class, during his
student days. They were married four
months after graduation, and now have
a daughter, 9.
Bob's first job after leaving Ohio State
was on the Marinette (Wis.) Eagle-Star.
The next year he moved back to Ohio,
becoming advertising manager of the
Daily Record in Wooster, one of the
newspapers owned by the Dix family,
which also is interested in ownership of
WTRF-TV and other stations. A year
later he was transferred to Martins
Ferry, Ohio, as advertising manager of
the Daily Times. The Dix interests soon
bought the Leader at nearby Bellaire,
and Bob became business manager of
the merged Times-Leader. Bellaire and
Martins Ferry are a few minutes drive
out of Wheeling.
World War II took three years of
Bob's career. After duties at Hollywood, Norfolk, and other bases he was
graduated from Navy Communications
School at Harvard. Last summer he
returned to Harvard as a member of
the first broadcast management seminar
BROADCASTING

Ferguson

conducted under NAB auspices at the
graduate business school.
As communications officer and later
signal officer on the carrier Bennington
in World War II he took part in
the Iwo Jima, Okinawa and other
strikes, being released to inactive duty
in 1946 as a lieutenant j.g. Returning
to Bellaire, he found himself in broadcasting when the newspaper decided to
set up an am-fm operation in the city.
Head of WTRF-TV • Bob Ferguson
put WTRF on the air in late 1947 as
station manager and a few months later
started preparations for a television application. Bythe time WTRF-TV took
the air in 1953 he had become executive vice-president and general manager
of the radio properties. These were sold
in late 1954 and he became head of the
video property, serving the WheelingSteubenville areas, and a member of the
board of WTRF-TV Inc.
In 1952 he was elected president of
Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters & Telecasters as well as a member of the MBS
Affiliates Advisory Board. Interestingly,
he has held similar positions in comparable industry operations — president of
the West Virginia Assn. of Broadcasters. (He's immediate past president)
and member of the NBC Television Affiliates Board of Delegates (elected vice
chairman last Nov. 12). One of his
achievements in the West Virginia association was to revise the entire dues
structure.
Against his newspaper, radio and tv

background, Bob Ferguson has reached
a firm conclusion — television is the
most perfect system of communications ever devised by man. He believes,
too, that the electronic art is in its infancy, foreseeing vast developments in
color and countless other fields. These
beliefs are supported by the technical
experience he gained in the Navy.
Delegates management tasks • As the
operation of a tv station became more
complex, he delegated more and more
of his management problems to department heads and set up an administrative type of operation. Last summer at
the NAB Harvard clinic he was one of
many diligent students who studied from
7 a.m. to around midnight. In the classroom sessions he took an active part in
discussions, fencing with professors and
fellow broadcaster-students.
The civic record of this still youngish
executive — he was born June 18, 1913
— is practically a roll call of public
service and business organizations. A
list of memberships and titles fills a
typewritten page, ranging from retailing organizations to symphonic and
charitable groups. Among industry affiliations are Radio & Tv Executives
Society, New York; Overseas Press
Club, New York; Academy of Radio &
Television Arts & Sciences and Pittsburgh Radio & Tv Club.
Bob Ferguson is an avid reader and
book collector. Currently he is interested
in Thomas Jefferson but he is a student
of general history. If he decides to retire in another two decades he will indulge three hobbies — sketching, writing
and photography. Meanwhile he goes in
for golf and gin rummy. Often he can
brighten a routine business trip by touring a strange course with a golfing
friend. He still enjoys tennis and is
fond of swimming.
Hail fellow • Bob is easy to know.
He is quietly aggressive and friendly.
He oozes enthusiasm, a trait that has
been helpful in his roles as salesman
and manager. Around Wheeling's tristate area he is renowned for his leadership in community projects.
One thing about his golf — it offers
interesting competition plus a chance
to size up his golfing companions as
they react to match situations. At home
he goes for a big, thick steak broiled
over his patio grill. He likes fireplaces,
too, and has an extra one in the recreabery. tion room. The landscaping of his home
shows his interest in flowers and shrub-

WTRF-TV's Ferguson
To tv via the newspaper route

As to the inevitable traveling inherent
in the industry, he submits to heavy
mileage but would much rather sit
around the house. His industry activi73
ties reflect the zeal characteristic of his
business and community activities.

EDITORIALS

Happy New Year
this piece was not selected in addled disof
THE TITLE
regard of the distressing prospects that face many of our
readers.
It is true that the eve of 1960 will hardly be the occasion for joyous celebration. Among broadcasters paper
hats will not be de rigueur when the horn blows at midnight Dec. 31.
Yet there is good reason to be soberly optimistic about
1960. It could be the year of broadcasting's greatest gain,
if broadcasters themselves make it so. It could be a year
of loss if broadcasters fail to seize their opportunities.
The possibilities of gain or loss have been discussed at
length in these columns during recent months. Gains will
be measured by the degree to which broadcasters themselves assert both their authority and responsibility over
radio and television. Losses will be measured by the degree
to which others — including agencies of government — participate inthe control of broadcasting.
Broadcasters have one conspicuous advantage favoring
them at this important moment of their history. There is
no serious economic problem now confronting them. In
general business was good in 1959 and promises to stay
good in 1960. Broadcasters can cope with the great ethical
and moral issues of the times without having also to worry
about unusual economic troubles.
So we say, with reason: Happy New Year. A year from
now we feel confident it will be possible to say that this
greeting turned out to be right.
Deceptive

practices

IT IS difficult to criticize the Federal Trade Commission's
I new policy of regulation by publicity without also implying an endorsement of the shady practices the FTC is
trying to prevent.
Let us say at the outset that this publication, like all
responsible organs of communication, has called attention
to undesirable practices whenever they arose. Deceptive
advertising, bait-and-switch selling methods, and the other
questionable practices of quick-buck merchandisers need
to be corrected as they are discovered. We wonder, however, if the volume of such activities has increased to such
an extent that the FTC's new vigor is justified.
In the past couple of months the FTC, under a new
and aggressive chairman, has erupted with activity. To
listen to Chairman Earl W. Kintner's frequent speeches is
to get the impression that trade practices have taken a
sudden and alarming dive into the mud. We watch the
advertising world attentively. It has been our observation
that general standards are high — at least as high as they
have been at any other time in memory.
To be sure, there are some advertising accounts, mostly
retail, that should be given scrutiny, and there are personal
selling techniques which treat the customer like a sucker
at a carnival shell game. But there are laws under which
these indecencies can be prosecuted. The cure does not
properly reside in publicity attacks.
Last week, as reported elsewhere in this issue, the FTC
held a conference of consumer groups — the first of its
kind. The purpose was to call to public attention various
abuses in advertising and merchandising. One cannot quarrel with that purpose, but there is room for strong doubt
about the forum itself.
It seems to us that a government agency like the FTC
is exceeding its authority when it attempts to regulate by
indirection, as was the FTC's plain intent last week. If a
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trade practice is illegal, the FTC has the duty to prosecute
under the appropriate law. If a practice is legal, it should
be exempt from FTC attack. When the FTC, or any other
regulatory agency, begins to attempt suppression of practices which are legal but which the agency happens to
dislike, it is beginning to look like Big Brother.
Plainly the FTC under its incumbent leadership is out
to make a record as a strong agency. The FTC was quick
to capitalize on the television quiz scandals (which had
nothing whatever to do with fraudulent advertising). Television was in the news when the FTC announced a vastly
accelerated program of monitoring television commercials.
When payola became a news topic, the FTC moved into
that field. It quickly issued complaints against record manufacturers and distributors.
As long as the FTC proceeds in orderly accord with the
law, it deserves commendation. What we fear is that the
agency will be tempted, by the vision of big headlines, to go
beyond its proper scope.

Legal

minds

in conflict

IT IS gratifying to note (Broadcasting, Dec. 21) that
Attorney General Rogers holds that broadcasters can
agree among themselves upon "codes of good practice" as
one means of controlling advertising excesses or improving
program standards, without infringing the antitrust laws.
The opinion, it seems to us, is timely, on the one hand,
but tardy on the other. For more than two years, broadcasters have been in mortal fear of attempting to agree
among themselves on any business or programming practices. And with justifiable reason.
In June, 1957, nine Philadelphia radio stations were
fined $1,000 and their local association was fined $5,000
for "violations" of the Sherman Antitrust Act. Their
"crime" was in agreeing among themselves to abide by
their published rates. The purpose was to discourage off-thecard dealings, which resulted in degrading of operations.
The Dept. of Justice prosecuted the Philadelphia case.
The same Dept. of Justice, through Attorney General
Rogers, now gives its blessing to what seems to us to be
the same procedures on a nationwide basis.
We assume the new ruling supersedes the Philadelphia
decision and that broadcasters and networks are now free to
discuss among themselves all means of improving the
service they render the public.

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid HH
"/ think tv gives us lots of educational benefits . . . it's
putting my two kids through college"
BROADCASTING, December 28, 1959
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